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PREFACE.

I'liE great progress which classical studies have made in Europe, and more especially

in Germany during the present cent try, has superseded most o*'^ the Works rsijally

employed in the elucidation of the Greek and Koman writers. It had long been felt

by our best scholars and teachers that something better was required tlian wc yet

possessed in the English language for illustrating the Antiquities, ^nterature, Mytho-

stnd Gepgraphy of the Ancient Writers, and for enabling a diligent student

to read tiem in the most profitable manner. It was with a view of supplying this

acknowledged want that the series of Classical Dictionaries was undertaken ;
and the

very favourable manner in which these Works have been received by the Scholars and

Teachers of this country demands from the Editor his most grateful acknowledgments.

The aj probation with which he has been favoured has encouraged him to proceed in

the design which he had formed from the beginning, of preparing a series of works

which might be useful not only to the scholar and the more advanced student, but

also to those who were entering on their classical studies. The Dictionaries of

“ Greek and Roman Antiquities,” of “ Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology,”

and of “ C reek and Roman Geography,” are intended Ito meet the wants ol the more

advanced scholar; but these Works are on. extended a scale, and enter loo much

into /details, to be suitable for the use ofjunior students. For the lattqr class ot persona

a work is required of the same kind as Lempriere’s well-known Dictionary, containing

in a single volume the most important names. Biographical, Mythological, a^ <aeo*«;

graphical, occurring in the Greek and Roman writers usually read in ourpubli^

school. It is invidious for an author to speak of the defects of his predecessors ; b^

it may safely be said that Lempriere’s work, which originally coutained^ the mom

serious mistakes, has long since become pbsolete ; and that since the time it was (
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piled we tiave attainedno more correct knowledge on a vast number of subjects com-

prised in that work.

The pi;psent Dictionary is designed, as already remarked, chiefly to elucidate the

Greek and Roman writers usually read in schools
; but at the same time it has not

been considered expedient to omit any proper names connecled with classical anti-

/ e[ujty, of which it'is expected that some knowledge ought to be possessed by every

person who aspires to a liberal education. Accordingly, while more space has been

given to the prominent Greek and Roman writers, and# to the more distinguished

characters of Greek and Roman history, other names have not been omitted altogether,

but only treated with greater brevity. The chief difficulty which every Author has to

contend wUh in a Work like the present is the vastness of his subject and the

copiousne83*of his materials. It has therefore b#en necessary in all cases to study the

greatest possible brevity ; to avoid all discussions
;
and to be satisfied with giving

simply the results at which the best modern scholars have arrived. The Writer is

fully aware that in adopting this plan he has frequently stated dogmatically concluskms

which may be open to much dispute ; but he has thought it better to run this risk,

rather than to encumber and bewilder the junior student vA'th conflicting opinions.

With the view likewise of economising space few references have been given to ancient

and modern writers. In fact such references are raftly of service to the persons for

whom such a Work as the present is intended, and serve more for parade tlian for any

usefiil purpose an(f it has been the less necessary to give them in tliis Work, as it is

supposed that the persons who really require them will be in possession of the larger

Dictionaries.

The present Work may be divided into three distinct parts. Biography, Mythology,

anS Geography, on each of which a few words may be necessary.

The Biographical portion may again be divided into the three departments of.... * •
History, Literature, and Art. The Historical articles include all the names of any

importance which occur in the Greek and Roman writers, from the earliest times down

to the extinction of the WJestern Empire in the year 476 of our era. Very few names

e inserted which are not included in this period
;
but still there are some persons

bo lived after the fall of the Western Empire who could not with propriety be

[litted in a Classical Dictionary. Such is the case with Justinian, whose legislation

p exerted such an important mfluence upon the nations of Western Europe; with

doric, king of the Ostrogoths, at whose court lived Cassiodorus and Boethius

;

vhtfi a few others. The lives of the later Western Emperors and their contem-

ries are given with greater brevity than the lives of such persons as lived in the

i important epochs of Greek and Roman history, since the students for whom the

^n1^Work is intended will rarely require information respecting the later period

b empire. The Romans, as a general rule, have been given under the cognomens,

pot tyider the gentile names; but in cases where a person is more usually

^ned under the name of his gens than under that of his cognomen, he will be
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found under the former. Thus, for example, the two celebrated conspirators against

Caesar, Brutus and Cassius, are given under these names respectively; though uni-

formity would require, either that Cassius should be inserted under his cognomen of

Longinus, or Brutus under his gentile name of Junius. But in this, as in all other

cases, it has been considfired more advisable to consult utility, than to adhere to any

prescribed rule, which would be attended with practical inconveniences.
,

To the I^iterary articles considerable space has been devoted. Not only are all

Greek and Bnman writers inserted whose works are extant, but also all such as exer-

cised any important influence upon Greek and Roman literature, although their

writings have not come down to us. It hag been thought quite unnecessary, hfiwever,

to give the vast number of writers mentiefhed only by Athenaous, Stobaeus, the Lexi-

cographers, and the Scholiasts
;
for though such names ought to be foifnd in a complete

history of Greek and Homan Literature; they would be clearly out of place in a Work
like thj^present. In the case of all writers whose works are extant, a bfief account

of their works, as well as of their lives, is given
;
and at the end of each article one or

two of the best modern edifbns are specified. As the present work is designed for

the elucidation of the Classical writers, the Christian writers are omitted, with the

exception of tlic more distinguished^ Fathers, who form a constituent part of the

history of Gr(?ck and Roman literature. The Byzantine historians aiy, for^he same

reason, inserted; though in their case, as •^ell us in the case of the Christian Fathws,

it has been impossible to give a complete account either of their lives or of their

writings.

The lives of all the more importifht Artists have been inserted, and an account has

also been given of their extant works. The history of ancient Art has received so

little attention from the scholars of this country, that it has been deemed advisable to

devote as mu(;h space to this iinpo»tant subject as the limits of the Work would allow.

Accordingly, some artists are noticed on account of their celebrity in the history of

Art, although their names are not even mentioned in the ancient writers. This

remark applies to Agasias, the sculptor of the Borghese gladiatof, which is still pre-

served in the Louvre at Baris : to Agesander, one of the sculptors of the group of

.

Laocobn ; to Glycon, the sculptor of the Farnese Hercules ;
and to others. On the

contrary, iimny of the names of the artists in Bliny’s long list are omitted, because

they possess no importance in the history of Art,

•

In writing the Mythological articles care has been token to avoid, as far os possible,

all indelicate allusions, as the Work will probably be much in the hands of young

persons. It is of so much importance to discriminate between the Greek and Roman

mythology, that an account of the Greek divinities is given under their Greek names,

and of the Roman divinities under their Latin names, a practice which is universally

adopted by the continental Writers, which has received the sanction of some of our

own scholars, and which is moreover of such great utility in guarding against endless*

confusions and mistakes as to require no apology for i^ introduction into this Work.
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In the Geographical articles, besides the original sources, use has been made of the

best mocfern treatises on the subject, and of the valuable works pf travels in Greece,

Italy, and the East, which have appeared within the last few years, both in England

and in Germany. It would have been impossible to give references to these treatises,

without interfering with the general plan of the present Work
;
but this omission is

supplied in the ‘^Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography.” It is hoped that in

tie Geographical portion of the Work very few omissions will be discovered of names

occurring in the chief classical writers ; but the great^umber of names found only in

Strabo, Pliny, Ptolemy, and the Itineraries, have been purposely omitj^d, except in

cases where such names have become of historical celebrity, or have given rise to

important towns in modern times. At the commencement of every geographical

article the Ethnic name and the modern najne have been given, whenever they could

be ascertained. •

The present Edition has been revised, and Illustrations have been inserted for the

first time. ^These illustrations, which exceed 750 in number, have reference to the

Mythological, Biographical, and Geographical articles, ^’id will, it is believed, add

considerably to the value and usefulness of the Work. The Mythological illustrations,

taken from ancient works of art, give numerous, representations of the Greek and

Roman divinities, with their various attributes, of the most celebrated heroes, and of

other mythical beings. The Biographical fillustrations consist of coins drawn from

originals in the British Museum, and exhibit a complete scries of the rulers of the

chief nations of antiquity, such as the Roman emperors from Augustus to the last

emperor of the West, the ntonarchs of the Greek kingdoms founded by the successors

of Alexander, and various others. The Geograpliical illustrations contain, in addition

to coins of the more important places, representations of public buildings and of other

ancient monuments.
WILLIAM SMITH.

Ijondon ; January 1, 1858.
*
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CLASSICAL DICTIONARY,

BIOGRAPHICAL, MYTHOLOGICAL, ANO

GEOGRAPHICAL.

ABACAENUM.
Abaoaenuxn (^hiaKotvov or ra 'A§dKouva :

ASoKamvos : «r. Tripi^ HuJ|^ an ancient town of

the Siculi in Sicily, W. of Mesaana, and S. of

Tyniians.

Abae (’'A^ai : *A€cuos

:

nr. Ejcardictt Ru.), an

ancient town of Phocia, on the boundaries of Boe-

otia, said to have been founded by the Ar^ve

Abafl, but see Abantks. It possessed an amient

temple and oracle of Apollo, who hence derived

the surname of Ahaeus. The temple was destroyed

by the Persians in the invasion of Xerxes, and a

second time by the Boeotians in the sacred war: it

was rebuilt by Hadrian.

Abantes (‘'Agaprcs), the ancient iiihabitants of

Euboea. (Horn. IL ii. 5.'}6.) They are said to

have been of Thracian origin, to have first settled

in Phocis, where they built Abac, and afterwards

to have crossed over to Euboea. The Abantes of

Euboea assisted in colonising severaL of the Ionic

cities of Asia Minor. ^
Abantl&des (’AffayridSTjs)^ any descendant of

Abas, but especially Perseus, great-grandson of

Abas, and Acrisius, son of Abas. A female de-

scendant of Abas, as Danae and Atalante, was

called Abantias.

Abantlas. [Abantiades.]

Abantldas (’ASayrldas), son of Paseas, became

tyrant of Sicyon, after miu-dering Clinias, the father

of Aratus, b. c. *264, but was soon after assassinated.

Ab&ril ("ASo/ur), son of Seuthes, was a Hyper-

borean priest of Apollo, and came from the country

about the Caucasus to Greece, while his o%vn

country was visited by a plague. In his travels

through Greece he carried with him an arrow as

the symbol of Apollo, and gave oracles. His his-

tory is entirely mythical, and is related in various

ways : he is said to have taken no earthly food, and

to have ridden on his arrow, tne gift of Apollo,

through the air. He cured diseases by incantations,

and delivered the world from a plague. Later

writers ascribe to him several i^orks
;
but if such

works were really current in ancient times, they

were not genuine. The time of his appearance in

Greece is stated differently : he may perhaps be

placed about b. c. 570. •

Abarnii (‘'Afiappii or ’'ASapyos : A€apy€is)f a

ABDOLONYlltUS.

town and promontory close to L^ipsacus on tho

Asiatic side of the Hellespont.

Abas ("A^as). 1. Son of Metanma, was
changed by Demeter into a lizard, because he
mocked the goddess when she had come on her

wanderings into the house of his mother, and drank
eagerly to quench her thir8te*-*2. twelfth king of

Argos, son of Lynceus and Hypermnestra, granebon

of Danaus, and father of Acrisius and Vroetus.

When he informed his father of the death of

Danaus, he was rewarded with the shield of his

grandfather, which was sacreft to Hera. This

shield performed various marvels, and the mere
sight of it could reduce a reveltcd people to sub-*

mission. He is described as a successful conqueror

and as the founder of the town of Abae in Phocis,

and of the Pelagic Argos in Thessaly.

Abdera (rd *A§577po, Abdera, ae, and Abdera,

orum : ’AgSTjptTTjy, Abderites and Abderita). L
{Polystilo)j a town of Thrace, near the mouth of

the Nestus, which flowed through the town. Ac-
cording to mythology, it was founded by Hercules

ill honour of his favou||te Abdbkus
;
hut accord-

ing to history, it was colonised by Timesius of

Clazomenac about u. c. 656. Timesius was ex-

pelled by the Thracians, and the town was colo-

nised a second time by the inhabitants of Teos in

Ionia, who settled there after their own town had
been taken by th^ Persians b. c. 544. Abdera
was a flourishing town when Xerxes invaded

Greec(^ and continued a place of importance umloi*
the Romans, who made it a free city. It was the

birthplace of Democritus, Protagoras, Anaxarchus,

and other distinguished men ; but its inhabitants

iiotmthstanding were accounted stupid, and an
“ Abderite” was a term of reproach.— 2. {Adra)f
a town of Hispania Bactica on the coast, founded

by the Phoenicians. ^
AbdSriu (‘'ASSrjpos), a favourite of Hercules,

was tom to pieces by the mares of Diomedes, which

Hercules had given him to pursue the Bistoni^a.

Hercules is said to have built the town of Ab^Bra
in honour of him.

AbdbUinj^mni or Abd&lSulmng, also called

Ballonymus, a gardener, but,nf royal desceit, was
made king of* Sidon by Alexander the (^eat



ABELLA.
Abella or Avella (Abellftnua: Avella recchia)^

a town of Campania^ not far from Nola, founded

by the Clialcidi&nB in Euboea. It was celebrated

for its apples, whence Virgil {Aen. vii. 740) calls

it mdli/irtty and for its great liazel>nuts, nttces

AneUanae.

AbelUnum (Abelllnas: Avellino)^ a town of

the Hirpini in Samnium, near the sources of the

SabntuH.

,
Abg^ms, Acb&rus, or Aug&ms ("'Aiyapos^

’'A/e€apo9, Aifyapos), a name common to many rulers

of Kdessa, the capital of the district of Osrhoene in

Mesopotamia. (3f these rulers one is supposed by

Eusebius to have been the author of a letter

written to Cliriet, which he found in a church at

Edessa and translated from the Syriac. The letter

is believed to.W spurious.

Abla (7/ A6/a : nr. jiamuhi)^ .1 to^vn of Mes-
<*^nia, on the Messenian gulf. It is said to have

been the same town as tl^‘ Ire of the Iliad (ix. 2.02),

and to have acquired the name of Abia in honour of

Abia, the nurse of Hyllus, a son of Hercules. At a

liiter time Abia belonged to the Achaean League.

Abli ("ASiot), a 4fibe mentioned by Homer {II.

xiii. 6), and apparently a Thracian people. This

matter is discussed by Strabo (p. 296).

AbUa (ret "A^iXa ; ’AfitArjvos), a town of Coele-

Syria, afterwards called Claudiopoli8,and the capi-

tal of the tetrarchy of Abilgne (Luke, iii. 1). The
position seems doubtful. A town of the same name
is mentioned by Josephus as being 60 stadia E. of

the Jordan, ^ •

Abis&res (’A^nrdpr/v), also called Embisanis,

an IndMn king beyond the river Hydaspes, sent

embassies to Alexander the Great, who not only

allowed him to retain his kingdom, but increased

it, and on his deatlfappointed his son^is successor.

A;bn5ba Mona, the range of hills coNcred by
the Black Forest in Germany, not a single moun-
tain.

AbdnitXohos (’AStui/ov ruxos\ a town of Pa-
phlagonia on the Black Sea, with a harbour, after-

wards called lonopolis (’IcovdTroAts), whence its

modern name Inefioli^ the birth-place of the pro-

tended prophet Alkxandbr, of whom Lucian has

left us an account.

Aborigines, the original inhahitants of a coun-

try, equivalent to the GreekcauT<ix^o»'<s. But the

Aborigines in Italy are not in the Latin writers

the original inhabitants of all Italy, but the name
of an ancient people who drove the Siculi out of

I^tium, and there became tlio progenitors of the

Latini. ,
Aborrhas ('A€6^^as : Khalw\ a branch of the

Euphi’ates, which joins that river on the ea^ side

'near Arcesium. It is called the Araxes by 4Ceno-

phon {Aunb. i. 4. § 19), and was crossed by the

army of Cyrus the Younger in the march from

Sardis to tlie neighbourhood of Babylon, u. c. 401.

A branch of this river, which rises near Nisibis,

And is now called Jakhjakhah, is probably the an-

cient Mygdonius. The Khabur rises near Orfah,

is joined near the lake of Khntiiniyah by the

JakhjBkhah, after which the united stream flows

into the Euphrates. The course of the Khabur is

very incorrectly represented in the maps.

Abrad&tas (’A§pa5drax), a king of Susa and an

ally of the Assyrians against Cyrus, according to

Xenophon’s Cyropaedia. His wife PantUCa was
taken (hi .he conquest of the Assyrutn camp. In

consequence of the honoarable treatment which she

ABYDOS.

received from Cyrus, Abradatas joined the latter

with his forces. He fell in battle, while fighting

against the Egyptians. ' Inconsolable at her loss,

Panthea put an end to her own life. Cyrus had a
high mound raised in honour of them.

AbrincatHi, a people of Gallia Lugdunensis in

the neighbourhood of the modem Avranches.

AbrSeSmas ('Atfpoxo'ju^v), one of the satraps of

Axtaxerxes Mnemon, was sent with an army, to

oppose Cyrus on his march into Upper Asia, b. c.

401. He retreated on the approach of Cyrus, but did

not join the king in time for the battle of Cunaxa.

Abrfin^OllilB ^€p<i)Vvxos\ an Athenian, served

in the Persian war, B.c. 480, and was subsequently

sent as ambassador to Sparta with Thcn/Tstocles and
Aristides respecting the fortifications of Athens.
Abrbtbnum, mother of Thkmistocles.
i^brStSnuni {*A€p6royov : Sabart or Old Tri-

poli)f!i city on the coast of Afric.a, between the

Syrtes, founded by the Phoenicians
;
a colony

under the Romans. It was also called Sabrita

and NqapoHs, and it formed, with Oea and Lcptis

Magna, the African Tnpolis.

Abs3rrtlde8 nr ApsyrtldeB, sc. insulae ('Aipvp-

t18«s ; Clievso and Osero\ the name of two isiands

nflf the coast of lllyricum. According to one tnu

dition Absyrtus was CThin in these islands by his

sister MedCa and by Jason.

Absyrtus or Apsyrtus (’'Atl/vpros), son of

Aeetes, kftg of Colchis, and brother of Medea.
When Medea fled with Jason, she took her brother

Abmtus with her
;
and when she was nearly

ove^ken by her father, she murdered Absyrtus,

cut his body in pieces and strewed them on the

road, that her father might thus be detained by
gathering the limbs of his child. Tomi, the place

where this horror was committed, was believed to

have derived its name from Tfjum, “cut.” Accord-

ing to anoth(* tradition Absyrtus did not accompany
Medea, but was sent out by his father in pursuit

of her. He overtook her in Corcyra, where she

had been kindly received by king Alcinous, who
refused to surrender her to Absyrtus. When he
overtook her A second time in certain islands off the

Illj'rian coast, he was slain lj(r Jason. The son of

Aeetes, who was murdered by Medfja, is called by
some writers Aegialeus.

AbUlltes ('A€ou\It7is), the satrap of Susiana,

surrendered Susa to Alexander. The satrapy wais

re.stored to him by Alexander, but he and his son

Oxyathres were afterwards executed by Alexander
for the crimes they had committed.

AbumuB ValenB. [Valenr.]
Abus {fTumber\ a river in Britain.

AbydSnuB (’AgudrjySr), a Greek historian, wrote

a history of Assyria. Ilis date is uncertain : he

made use of the works of Megnsthenes and Berosus,

and be wrote in the Ionic dialect. His work was par-

ticularly valuable for chronology. The fragments

of his history have been published by Scaliger, De
Emendaiionc Temporuniy and Richter, Berosi Chal-

daeorum Histonaep &c.. Lips. 1 825.

AbjrdoB {"'Agvbos

:

*AgvSriy(5f). 1. A towm of

the Troad on the Hellestxmt, and a Milesian colony.

It was nearly oppoi^te to Sestos, but a little lower

down the stream. The bridge of boats which

Xerxes constmeted over the Hellespont, b.c. 480,

commenced a little higher up than Abydos, and
touched the European shore between Sestos and

Madytus. The site of Abydos is a little N. of

Sultania or the old castle of Asia, which is opposite
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to the old castle of Europe.2. (Nr. Aralatel

Maifoon and El Birbeh, Hu.), a city of Upper
Egypt, near the W. bank of the Nile

;
once second

only to Thebes, but in Strabo's time (a. d. 14)

a small village. It had a temple of Osiris and a

Mevinmium^ both Still standing, and an oracle.

Here was found the inscription known as the Table

of Altydos^ which contains a list of the Egyptian
kings.

Ab^la or Ablla Moxts or Colmuua or

*A€(A.i7 (TT'^jAif or 6pos : Jebel Zatout^ i. e. Apet'

//z//, above Ceuta), a mountain in ^lauretania Tin-

gitana, forAing the E. extremity of the S. or

African coasftof the Fretum Gaditanum. This and

M. Calpe (Gibraltar), opposite to it on the Spanish

coast, were called the Columns of Hercules, from

the fable that they were originally one mounta^i,

which was tom asunder by Hercules. ^
AcaoalUs (’AKOucaAAls), daughter of Minos, by

whom Apollo begot a son Miletus, as well as other

children. Acacallis was in Crete a common pame
for a narcissus.

Aoaceslum (^AKaieha-iov •. 'AKoutiiffios), a town

of Ai^kdia, at the foot of a hill of the same name.
Acaceslaa (*AzcaKif<rios), a surname of HeiAs,

for which Homer uses the Acacetes. S^e
writers derive it from the Arcadian town of Acace-

sium, in which he was believed to have been

brought up
;
others from Kazebj, and supjlbse it to

mean " the god who does not hurt." The same
surname is gi\en to Prometheus, whence it may be

inferred that its meaning is that of benefactor Ir

deliverer from evil.

AcacStea. [Acacksius.]

Ac&denua (*AKa3‘/;/ucia or ’AKOKS^/iZa : also

Academia in the older Latin writers), a piece of

land on the Cephissus, 6 stadia from Athens,

originally belonging to the hero Acaobmua, and
subsequently a gymnasium, which was adorned by
Cinion with plane and olive plantations, statues,

and other works of art. Hero taught Plato, who
possessed a piece ot land in the neighbourhood, and
after liim his followers, who were henco ciilled this

Academici, or Academicgihilosuphers. When Sulla

besieged Athens in a c. 87, he cut down the plane

trees in order to construct his military machines ;

but the place was restored soon afterwards. Cicero

gave the name of Academia to his villa near Puteoli,

where he wrote his “ Quaestiones Academicac."
Academici. [Acadxmia.]
Academus CAuddij/uos), an Attic hero, who be-

trayed to Castor and Pollux, when they invaded
Attica to liberate their sister Helen, that she was
kept concealed at Aphidnae. For this the Tyn-
darids always showed him gratitude, and whenever

the I^acedaomonians invaded Attica, they spared

the land belonging to Academus. [Acadkmia.]
AcalandruB (Salandrella), a river in Lucania,

flowing into the gulf of Tarentum.

AcS,ma8 (*AKd/xar}. 1. Son of Theseus and
Phaedra, accompanied Diomedes to^’roy to demand
the surrender of Helen. During his stay at Troy
he won the affection of Laodice, daughter of Priam,

and begot by her a son, Munitus. He was one of

the Greeks concealed in the wooden horse at the

taking of Troy. The Attic tribe Acamantis de-'

rived itB name flora him. —2. Son of Antenor and
Theano, one of the brpvest Trojans, slain by Me-
rioncs.— 3. Son of Enssonis, one of tile leaders of

the Thracians in the Tfojan war, slain by the Te-
lamouian Ajax.

ACCA. 3

Acanthus CAkovBos ; 'Axdvdios). 1. (Nr. Erso,

Hu.), a town on the Isthmus, whici^ connects the

peninsula ofAthos with Chalcidice. It was founded

by the inhabitants of A'ndros, and continued to be a

place of considerable importance from the time of

Xerxes to that of the Romans.—2. (Dashur), a

town on the W. bank of the Nile, 120 stadia S. of

Memphis, with a temple of Osiris.

Aoarn&lL {^AKopvav, -avos), one of the Enjgoni,

son of Alcmaeon and Callirrhoe, and brother of

Amphotcrus. Their father was murdered by Phe-
geus, when they were very young, and Callirrhofe'

prayed to Zeus to make her sons grow quickly,

that they might be able to avenge the death of

their father. The prayer was grante^, and Acar-

nan with his brother slew Phegeus, his wife, and
his two sons. The inhabitants of Psophis, where
the sons had been slain, pursued the murderers os.

far as Tegea, where, howeijpr, they were received

and rescued. They afterwards went to Epirus,

where Aou'nan founded the state called after him
Acnrnania.

Acarn&nia (*Aitapvaula : *AKqpv(iv, -avos), the

most westeriy province of Greece, was bounded on
the N. by the Ambnician gulf, on the W. and
S. W. by the Ionian Sea, on the N. E. by Amphi-
lochia, which is sometimes included in Acamania,
and on the E. by Aetolia, from which at a later

time it was separated by the Achelous. The name
of Acamania does not occur in Homer. In the

most ancient times the land Ivos inffhbited by the

Taphii,Teleboae, and Leleges, and subsequently by
the Curetes, who emigrated from Aetolia and rfittled

there. At a later time a colony from Argos, said to

have been led by Aca^rnan, the son of Alcmaeon,
settled in the cguntry. In the 8e\* nth century B. c.

the Corinthians founded several towns on the coast

The Acarnanians first emerge from obscurity nt the

beginning of the PelopoimcsHin war, b. c. 431.

They were then a rude people, living by piracy

and robbery, and they always remained behind the

rest of the Greeks in civilization and refinement.

They were good slingers, and are praised for their

fidelity and courage. The difierent towns fomied

a League with a Strategus nt their head in the

time of war : the members of the League met at

Stratos, and subsequcn% at Thyrium or Leucas.

Under the Romans Acamania formed part of the

province of Macedonia.

Acaitua (*'Axa<rTor), son of Pelias,king of lolcus,

and of Anaxibia or Pbilomache. He was one of

the Argonauts, and al|o took part in the Calydonian
hunt. His sisters were seduced by Medea to cut

up their father and boil him, in order to make him
young again. Acastus, in consequence, drove Jason

'

and Medea from lolcus, and instituted funeral

games in honour of his father. During these games
Astydami.!, the wife of Acastus, also called Hip-
polyte, fell in love with Peleus, whom Acastus bad
purified from the murder of Eurytion. When Peleus

refused to listen to her addresses, she accused him
to her husband of having attempted her dishonour.

Shortly afterwards, when Acastus and Peleus were
bunting on mount Pclion, and the latter had fallen

asleep, Acastus rook liis sword from him, and left

him alone. He was in consequence nearly destroy^
by the Centaurs

;
but he was saved by Chiron or

Hermes, rtftumed to Acastus, and killed him toge-
ther with his wife.

Aebarus. [Aboarus.]
Acca Laurentia or Larentla, a mythical

B 2
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woman in early Roman story. According to one

account, in t||,e reign of Ancus Martins a servant

((mlituus) of the temple of Hercules invited the

god to a game of dice, promising that if he should

lose the game, he would treat the god with a re-

past and a beautiful woman. When the god had

conquered the servant, the latter shut up iA.cca

Laurentia together with a well-stored table in the

temple of Hercules. On* tiie following morning the

god ddvised her to gain the affection of the first

wealthy man she should meet. She succeeded in

making Carutius or Tamitius, an Etruscan, love

and marry her. After his death she inherited his

large property, winch she left to the Roman people.

Ancus, in gratitude for this, allowed her to be

buried in thC Velabrum, and instituted an annual

Icstivjil, the Lanntalia, at ^vhich sacrifices were

offered to the Lares, According to another account,

*Acca Laurentia was the wife of the shepherd Fau-

stulus and the nurse of^ Romulus and Remus after

they had been taken from the she-wolf. Accord-

ing to otlier accounts again she was not the wife of

Faustulus, but a prostitute who from her mode of

life was ciJIed lu*a by the shepherds, and who left

the property she gained in that way to the Roman
people. Thus much seems certain, whatever we
may think of the stories, that she was of Etruscan

origin, and connected with the worship of the Lares,

from which her name LUrentia seems to bo de-

rived.

L. Acclus tr an early Roman tragic

})oet and the son of a freedraan, was born B. c. 170,

and %ed to a great age. Cicero, when a young

man, frequently conversed with him. His tragedies

were cliiefly imitated from the Greek, btit he also

wrote some on R«uan subjects (Praetextata)
;
one

of which, entitled Rrutus, was probably in honour

of his patron D. Brutus. We possess only fragments

of Ills tragedies, but they are spoken of in terms of

adThiration by the ancient writers. Accius also wrote

Amahs in verse, containing the history of Rome,
like those of Ennius

;
and a prose work, Libri Didas-

mlion^ which seems to have been a history of jioetry.

The fragments of his tragedies are given by Bothe,

Poet. Hcenici Latin, vol. v. Lips. 11134 : and those

of the Didascalia by Madvig, De L. Attii Didas-

caliis Comment. Hafniae,
1J^31.

Acoo, a chief of the Senoncs in Gaul, who in-

duced his countrymen to revolt against Caesar, n. c.

53, by whom he was put to death.

Ac€. [Ptolk.mais.]

Acerbas, a Tyrian priest of Hercules, who mar-

ried Elissa, the sister of king V*ygmalioii. He had

concealed his treasures in the earth, knowing the

-nvarice of Pygmalion, but he was murdjyred by
Pygmalion, who hoped to obtain his treasures

through his sister. The prudence of Elissa saved

the tivasure<», and she emigrated from Phoenicia.

In this account, taken from Justin, Acerbas is the

•.same person as Sichaeus, and Elissa the same as

Dido in Virgil (Aen. i. 343, seq.). The names

ill Justin are undoubtedly more correct than in

"'Virgil; for Virgil here, as in other cases, has

changed a foreign name into one more convenient

to him.

«.Acerrae (Acen-anus). 1. (Acemi), a town in

Campania on Uic Clanius, received the Roman fran-

chise in B. 332. It was destroyed by .Hannibal,

but \wi8 rebuilt.—2. (Germ), a town of the Insn-

bres in Gallia Traiispadana.

AceraSoSmei (‘A>ccp<rcK<i/ii}s), a surname of

ACHAEL
Apollo expressive of his beautiful hair which was
never cut or shorn. ,

AoSsas (*AK6(rfis), a native of Salamis in Cyprus,

famed for his skill in weaving cloth with variegated

patterns (polymilarius). Ho and his son Helicon

were the first who made a peplus for Athena Po-
Has. They must have lived before the time of

Euripides and Plato, wffo mention this peplus.

Acestnes {*AKt<rivr)s). 1. (Cfienuub)^ a river

in Indio, into which the Hydaspes flows, and
which itself flows into the Indus.— (Alcaniara)^

a river in Sicily, near Tauromenium.
Acesteg son of a Trojai woman of

the name of Egesta or Segesta, who^vas sent by
her father to Sicily, that she might not be devoured
by the monsters which infested the territory of

Troy. When Egesta arrived in Sicily, the river-

g<41 Crimians begot by her a son Acestes, who was
aftAwords regarded as the hero who had founded
the town of Segesta. Aeneas, on his arrival in

Sicily, was hospitably received by Acestes.

Acdstor ('Afceorwp). 1. Surnamed Sucas^ on
account of his foreign origin, was a tragic poet at

Athens, and a contemporary of Aristophanes— 2.

A nulptor of CnoBSUB, who flourished about b. c.

45W
Achaea (’Axala, from ilxos, “ grief”), “ the

distressed one,” a surname of Demeter at Athens,
so called^in account of her sorrow for the loss of
her daughter.

Achaei (’Axaiol), one of the chief Hellenic

ra|ps, were according to tradition descended from
Achaeus, who was the son of Xuthus and Creiisa,

and grandson of Ilellen, The Achaei originally

dwelt in Thessaly, and from thence migrated to

Peloponnesus, the whole of which became subject

to them with the exception of Arcadia, and the

country afterwards called Achaia, As they were
the ruling nation in Peloponnesus in the heroic

times, Homer frequently gives the name of Achaei
to the collective Greeks. On the conquest of the

greater part of Peloponnesus by the Heradidae and
the Dorians, 30 years after the Trojan war, many
of the Achaei under Tisainenus, the son of Orestes,

left their country and took possession of the north-

ern coast of Peloponnesus then called Aegialea,

and inhabited by the lonians, whom they expelled

from the country, which was henceforth called

Achaia. The expelled lonians migrated to At-
tica and Asia Minor. The Achaei settled in 12
cities: Pellene, Aegira, Aegae, Bura, Helice,

Aegiuro, Rhypae, Patrae, Pharae, Olenus, Dyme,
and Tritaea. These cities are said to have been

governed by Tisamenus and his descendants till

Ogyges, upon whoso death a democratical form of

government was established in each state
; but the

twelve states formed a league for mutual defence

and protection. In the Persian war the Achaei

took no part ; and they had little influence in the

affairs of Greece till the time of the successors of

Alexander. In b.c. 281 the Achaei, who were then

subject to the Macedonians, resolved to renew their

ancient league for the purpose of shaking off the

Macedonian yoke. This was the origin of the

celebrated Achaejdi League. It at first consisted

of only four towns, Dyme, Patrae, Tritaea, and

Pharae, but was subsequently joined by the other

towns of Achaia with the exception of Olenus and
Helice. It ^id not, however, obtain much im-

portance till B. c. 251, when Aratus united to it

nil native town, Sicyon. The example of Sicyoa
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was followed by Corinth and many other towns in

Greece, and the League soon bcchme the chief po-
]

litical power in Greece. At length the Achaei de-

clared war against the Romans, who destroyed the

League, and thus put an end to the independence

of Greece. Corinth, then the chief town of the

League, was taken by the Roman general Mum
mius, in b. c. 146, and 'the whole of southern

Greece made a Roman province under the name of

Acnaia. The different states composing the

Achaean League had equal rights. The assemblies

of the League were held twice a year, in the

spring aiK^ autumn, in a grov# of Zeus Honm-
gyrius ncar^egium. At these assemblies all the

business of the League was conducted, and at the

spring meeting the public functionaries were chosen.

These were :— 1. a Strategus ((rrpariry^s) or Ge-

neral, and an Hipparchus (Xnrapxos) or com-

mander of the cavalry
;

2. a Secretary (yfaix-

/uoTcuj)
;
and .3. ten Demiurgi (87)jutoi/p7of, also

called kpxoyTfs\ who appear to have had the right

of convening the assembly. For further particu-

lars bee Diet, if Ant.., art. Achaicum Foetius.

A^aexnSnes ('AxcuP’^vijs). 1. The ancestor of

the Persian kings, who founded the family of the

was the noblest

family of the Pasargadae, the noblest of the Per-

sian tribes. The Roman poets use the adicctive

Achaemeniiis in the sense of Persian.j— 2. Son

of Darius I., governor of Kgypt, commanded the

Egyptian fleet iu the expedition of Xerxes against

Greece, n. c. 460. He was defeated and killc(^in

battle by Inarus the Libyan, D. c. 460.

Acbaemgnides, or AchemSnldes, son of Ada-

mastus of Ithac-a, and a companion of TJIysses,

who left him behind in Sicily, when ho fled from

the Cyclops. Here he was found by Aeneas, who
took him with him.

Achaeus L Son of Xuthus, the

mythical ancestor of the Aciiaki.— 2. Governor

under Antiochus TIL of all Asia W. of mount
Taurus. He revolted against Antiochus, but was
defeated by the latter, taken prisoner at Sardis, and
put to d«ith, B. c. 214.— 3. Of Ereirfa in Euboea,

a tragic poet, born d. d?484. In 447, he contended

with Sophocles and Euripides, and though he

subsequently brought out many dramas, according

to some as many as 34 or 40, he nevertheless

only gained the prize once. In the satyrical drama
he possessed considerable merit. The fragments of

his pieces have been published by Urlichs, Bonn,

1834.

Aob&lE (’Axafa: *Axo*^s). 1. The northern

coast of the Peloponnesus, originally called Aegialfia

{AiyuxKtia) or Aegialus (A/7la^ds), i.e. the coast-

land, was bounded on the N. by the Corinthian

gulf and the Ionian sea, on the S. by Elis and Ar-
cadia, on the W. by the Ionian sea, and on the E.

by Sicyonia. It was a narrow slip of country slop-

ing down from the mountains to the sea. The
coast is generally low, and has few good ports.

Respecting its inhabitants see *Acjiabi.— 2. A
district in Thessaly, which appears to have been
the original seat of the Achaei. It retained the

name of Achaia in the time of Herodotus.— 3. The
Roman province, included Peloponnesus and north-

ern Greece S. of Thessaly. It was formed on

the dissolution of the Achaean League in b. c. 146,

and hence derived its name. ^
Achomae (’Axopi'al; *AxopK€i/j, PK’AxopHjj),

the principal demus of Attica, belonging to the tribe

ACHERUSIA. 5

Oeneis, 60 stadia N. of Athens, possessed a rough

and warlike population, who were able to furnish

3000 hoplitae af the commencemenf of the Pelo- '

ponnesian war. Their land was fertile and they
1

carried on a considerable traffic in charcoal. Ono
I

of the plays of Aristophanes bears the name of tho I

inhabitants of this demus.
j

Acharrae, a to\vn in Thessaliotis in Thessaly,

on the river Pamisus.

Aoh&tes (Dirillo), a river in southern Sicily, be-

tween Camarina and Gela, in which the first agate

is said to have been found.

AohSlSIdes, a surname of the Sirens, the

daughters of Achelous and a Muse : also a surname
of water-njTnphs.

AchSlSus (*Ax«^ve^ ’Ax«Ac5tos in Horn. : Aspro
Potamo)^ more anciently called Thoos, Axenus,
and Thestius, the largest river in Greece. It

rises in Mount Pindus, and flows southward, form-»^

ing the boundary betwean Acamnnia Jind Ae-
tolia, and falls into the Ionian sea opposite the

islands called Echinades. It is about 1.30 miles in

length. The god of this river is described as the

son of Oceanus and Tethys, an(> as the eldest of

his 3000 brothers. He fought with Hercules for

Deianira, but was conquered in the contest. Ho
then took the form of a bull, but was again over-

come by Hercules, who deprived him of one of his

horns, which however he recovered by giving up
the bom of Amalthea. According to Ovid {Met.

ix. 87), the Naiads changed the horn ^vhich Her-
cules took from Achelous intli tho horn of plenty.

Achelous was from the earliest times considered to

be a great divinity throughout Greece, and was
invoked in prayers, sacrifices, &c. On several

coins of Acamnnia tho god represented as a
bull with theiic.'id of an old man.— Achelous was
also the name of a river in Arcadia, and of another .

in Thessaly.

Achemenldei [Achaembmdes.]
Acheron (’Ax«pw«'), the name of several rivers,

all of which were, at least at one time, believed to

be connected with the lower Avorld.—L A river in

Thesprotia in Epirus, which floAvs through the lake

Acherusia into the Ionian sea. — 2. A river in

Elis which flows into tho Alpheus.— 8. A river

in southern Italy in Bruttii, on which Alex.'inder

of Epinis perished.-^. The river of the lower

world, round Avhich the shades hover, and into

which the PjTiphlegethon and Cocytus flow. In

late writers the name of Acheron is used in a ge-

neral sense to designate tho whole of the lower

world. The Etni.sanns Avere acquainted with tho

worahip of Acheron (Acheruns) from very early

times, as we must infer from their AcJiemnlici

which Treated of the deification of souls, and of tho

sacrifices {Acheruntia sacra) by which this was to

be effected.

AchSrontXa. 1. (Accrenza)^ a town in Apnlin

on a summit of Mount Vultur, whence Horace
(Corm. iii. 4. 14) speaks of celsae nidum Ache-

ron^Kie.— 2. A toAvn of the river Acheron, in

Brattii. [Acheron, No. 3.]
•

AoherfUila CAx^povala or ’Ax^powo-fs),

the name of sever^ lakes and swamps, which, like

the various rivers of the name of Acheron, wer^t
some time believed to be connected with the loAver

world, until at last the Acherusia came to be con-

sidered to be in the lower world itself. Thf lake

to which this belief seems to have beeiMfirst at-

tached was the Acherusia in Thesprotia, through

3
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which the Acheron flowed. Other lakes or swamps
of the same name were near llermione m Argolis,

between CunAc and cape Misenum in Campania,

and lastly in Egypt, near Mempliis.— Acherusia

was also the name of a peninsula, near Heraclea in

Bithynia, with a deep chasm, into which Hercules

is said to have descended to bring up the dog Cer-

berus.

Achetom, a small tgwn in Sicily, the site of

which is uncertain.

Ac&illa or Acholla {'^AxoX.Xa: *AxoX\aios,

Achillitanns : El B-u.), a town on the sea-

coast of Africa, in the Carthaginian territory (By-

zacena), a little above the northern point of the

Syrtis Minor.

Achillas ('AxiAXas), one of the guardians of

the Egyptian king Ptolemy Dionysus, and com-

mander of the troops, when Poiupey fled to Egypt,

ffi. c. 48. It Wits he and L. Septimius who killed

Pompey. He subsequently joined the eunuch Po-

thinus in resisting Caesar, and obtained possession

of the greatest part of Alexandria. He was shortly

afterwards put to death by Arsinoc, the youngest

sister of Ptolemy, b. c. 47.

Achilles ('Ax<XXciJs), the groat hero of the Iliad.

— Homeric story. Achilles was the son of Peleus,

king of the Myrmidones in Phthiotis, in Thessaly,

and of the Nereid Thetis. From his father's name
he is often called Pcllde^^ Pdeiades^ or Pelum^

and from his grandfather’s, A twn/os. He was edu-

cated by Phoenix, who taught him eloquence and

the arts of waAand accompanied him to the Trojan

war. In the healing art he was instructed by

Chiron^ the centaur. His mother Thetis foretold

him that his fate was either to gain glory and die

early, or to live a long but inglorious life. The
hero chose the foifter, and took par^ in the Trojan

war, from which he knew that he was not to

returiL In 60 ships he led his hosts of Myrmi-

doncs, Hellenes, and Achaoans against Troy. Here

the swift-footed Achilles was the great bulwark of

the Greeks, and the worthy favourite of Athena

and Hera. Previous to the dispute with Ag.i-

memnon, he ravaged the country around Troy,

and destroyed 12 towns on the const and 11 m
the interior of the country. When Agamemnon
was obliged to give up Chryscis to her father, he

threatened to take away Bf sets from Achilles, who
surrendered her on tlio persuasion of Athena, but

at the same time refused to take any further part

in the war, and shut himself up in his tent. Zeus,

on the entreaty of Thetis, promised that victory

should be on the side of the Trojans, until the

Achacans should have honoured her son. The affairs

of tile Greeks declined in consequence, and they

'^ere at last pressed so hud, that an embassy was

sent to Achilles, offering nim rich presents and the

restoration of Brise'is ; but in vain. Finally, how-

ever, he was peijauaded by Patroclus, his dearest

friend, to allow him to make use of his men,

*his horses, and his armour. Patroclus was slain,

and when this news reuhed Achilles, he w'os

.seized with unspeakabl^grief. Thetis consoled

him, and promised new arms, to be made by
Hephaestus, and Iris apmared to rouse him from

his lamentations, and exiiorted him to rescue the

body of Patroclus. Achilles now rose, and his

thundering voice alone put the Trojans to flight

When his new armour was brought to* him, he

hurrieh to the held of battle, disdaining to take

any driiut or food until the death of his fnend

ACHILLES.

should be avenged. He wounded and slew num-
bers of Trojans, and at length met Hector, whom
he chased thrice arouifd the walls of the city. He
then slew him, tied his body to his chariot, and
dragged him to the ships of the Greeks. After

thi^he burnt the body of Patroclus, together with

twelve young captive Trojans, who were sacrificed

to appease the spirit of hw friend
;
and subsequently

gave up the body of Hector to Priam, who came in

person to beg for it Achilles himself fell in the

battle at the Scaean gate, before Troy was taken.

His death itself does not occur in the Iliad, but it

is alluded to inca few passages (xxii. 358, xxi.

270). It is expressly mentioned in tile Odyssey
(xxiv. 36), where it is said that^his fall —
his conqueror is not mentioned— was lamented
by gods and men, that his remains together with

thyse of Patroclus were buried in a golden urn

whifh Dionysus had given us a present to Thetis,

and were deposited in a place on the coast of tho

Hellespont, where a mound was raised over them.

Achilla's is the principal hero of the Iliad : he is

the handsomest and bravest of all the Greeks
;
he

is affectionate towards his inotiier and his friends
;

formidable in battles, which are his delight ;^opcn-

hearted and without Jear, and at the same time

susceptible of the gc4iTle and quiet joys of home.

His greatest passion is ambition, and when his

sense of honour is hurt, he is unrelenting in his

revenge rflid anger, but withal submits obediently

to the will of the gods.— Lutur traditions. These
chiefly consist in accounts which fill up the history

of fiis youth and death. H is mother wishing to inake

her son immortal, is said to have concealed him
by night in the fire, in order to destroy the mortal

parts he had inherited from his father, and by day
to have anointed him with ambrosia. But Peleus

one night discovered his child in the fire, and cried

out in terrir. Thetis left her son and fled, and
Peleus entnisted him to Chiron, who educated and
instructed him in the arts of riding, hunting, and
playing the phorniinx, and also changed his original

name, Ligyron, i. e. the “ whining,” into Achilles.

Chiron fed his pupil with the hearts of lions and
the marrow of bears. Accoiyling to other accounts,

Thetis endeavoured to make Achilles immortal by
dipping him in the river Styx, and succeeded with

the exception of the ankles, by which she held

him. When he was nine years old, Calchas de-

clared that Troy could not be taken without his

aid, and Thetis knowing that this war would be

fatal to him, disguised him as a maiden, and in-

troduced him among the daughters of Lycomedes

of Scyros, where he was called by the name of

Pyrrha on account of his golden locks. But his

real cliaracter did not remain concealed long,

for one of his companions, De'idainla, became

mother of a son, Pyrrhus or Neoptolenms, by him.

Ulysses at last discovered his place of conceiUment,

and Achilles immediately promised his assistance.

During the war against Troy, Achilles slew Pen-
thesilea, tin Amazon. He also fought with Mem-
non and Troilus. The accounts of his death
differ very much, though all agree in stating

that he did not fijl by human hands, or at least

not without the interference of the god Apollo.

According to some traditions, he was killed by
Apollo himself

;
according, to others, Apollo as-

sumed the appearance of Paris in killing him, while
others say tuA Apollo merely directed the weapon
of Paris against Achilles, and thus caused bis
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death, as had been suggested by Ae dying Hector.

Others again relate that AqhiUes loved Polyxena,

a daughter of Priam, and tempted by the promise

that he should receive her as his wife, if he would

join the Troj.ons, he went without arms into the

temple of Apollo at Thymbra, and was assassinated

Ihere by Paris. His body was rescued by Ulysses

and Ajax the Telamoniaif
;
his armour was pro-

mised by Thetis to the bravest among the Greeks,

which gave rise to a contest between the two heroes

who ht^ rescued his body. [Ajax.] After his

death, Achilles became one of the judges in the

lower wurj^, and dwelled in tlfc islands of the

blessed, wh^c he was united with Medea or Iphi-

genia.

Aohillei TatiiU, or as others call him Achilles

Statius, an Alexandrine rhetorician, lived in the

latter half of the fifth or the beginning of the

sixth century of our era. He is the author ff a

Greek romance in eight books, containing the ad-

ventures of two lovers, Clitophon and Leucippe,

which has come down to us. The best edition is

by Fr. Jacobs, Lips. 1B21. Suidas ascribes to

this j^hilles a work on the sphere (irepl fftpaipas)^

a fragment of whicli professing to be an intro-

duction to the Phacnomcill^ of Aratiis is still

extant. But this work was written at an earlier

period. It is printed in Petavius, Uranologia,

Paris, 16.30, and Amsterdam, 1703. ^
Achilleum (’AxIaAcio*'), a town near the pro-

montory Sigcum in the Troad, wliere Achilles was
supposed to have been buried. There was a pj^ce

of the same name on the Cimmerian Bosporus, or

Straits of Kafla, on the Asiatic side.

Achilletis, assumed the title of emperor under

Diocletian, and reigned over Egypt for some time.

He wjis taken by Diocletian after a siege of 0 months

in Alexandria, and put to death, a. d.^96.

AchillSus DrSmos (’Ax^AAeioy Sp6fios: Tcn-

dera or Tendra\ a narrow tongue of land in the

Euxinc Sea, not far from the mouth of the Bory-

sthenes, where Achilles is said to have made a

race-course. Before it lay the celebrated Island of

Achilles (Insula AchtUis) or Lcuce (Asuk^), where

there was a temple of I^Lchilles.

Achilleaa Portua (’AxfAAsiOj a har-

bour in Laconia, near the promontory Tnenanim.

AchilUdes, a patronjTuic of Pyrrhus, son of

Achilles.

Achillis InaiLla, [Achilleus Dromos.]
AchirSe ('Ax»p«f»?), daughter of Nilus, and wife

of Belus, by whom she became the mother of

AegjTitus and Danaua.

Achlvi, the name of the Achaei in the Latin

writers, and frequently used, like Achaei, to sig-

nify the whole Greek nation. [Achaei.]

AohoUa. [Achilla.]

Achol59. [IIarpyiak.]

Achr&dlna or Acr&dina. [Syracusab.]

AciohSlIus (’Awtx^^pms), one of the leaders of

the Gauls, who invaded Thrace and Macedonia in

K c. 2B0. In the following yetr he .accompanied

Brennua in his invasion of Greece. Some writers

suppose that Brennus and Acichorius are the same

persons, the former being only m title and the latter

the real name.

Acid&lla, a surname of Venus, from the well

Acidalius near Orchomenos, where she used to bathe

with the Graces. ^
Acldlnns, L. Maalltui. 1. One of the Homan

generals in the second Punic war, praetor uibanus
,
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ILC. 210, served against Husdrubal in 207, and
was sent into Spain in 206, where he remained till

199.—2. Sumamed Fulvianus, because he ori-

ginally 'belonged to thff Fulvia gens, praetor n. c.

188'in Nearer Spain, and consul in 179 with his

own brother Q. Fulvius Flaccus, which is the only

instance of two brothers holding the consulship at

the same time.

Acnia Oens, plebeian.* Its members arc men-
tioned under the family-names of Aviola, Baluus,
and Olabrio.^

Aois (’'Axis), son of Faunus and Syraaethis, was
beloved by the nymph Galatea : Polyphemus the

Cyclop, jealous of him, crushed him under a huge
rock. His blood gushing forth from under the

rock was changed by the nymph into the river

Acis or Acinius at the foot of Mount •Aetna (now
Fium di Jaci), This stoiy, which is related only

by Ovid (Met. xiii. 750, seq.), is perhaps no more-'

than a happy fiction suggasted by the manner in

which the little river springs forth from under a
rock.

Aom^illa CAKfioyla : 'AKfwvirrjs, Acmonetisis),

a city of the Greater Phrygia. •

Acin5nlde8, one of the three Cyclopes in Ovid,

is the same as Pyraemon in Virgil, and ns Arges
in most other accounts of the Cyclopes.

Acoetes (AkoIttjs), son of a poor fisherman

of Maeonia, who served as a pilot in a ship. After

landing at the island of Naxos, the sailors brought

with them on board a beautiful bojj asleep, whom
they wished to take with* them ; but Acoctes,

who recognised in the boy the god Bacchus, dis-

suaded them from it, but in vain. When tne ship

had reached the open sea, the boy awoke, and
desired to be carried back to Njxos. Tlio sailors

promised to io so, but did not keep their word.

Hereupon the god disclosed himself to them in his i

majesty
;
vines began to twine round the vessel,

tigers appeared, and the sailors, seized with mad-
ness, jumped into the sea and perished. Acoetes
alone was saved and conveyed back to Naxos,
where he was initiated in the Bacchic mysteries

This is the account of Ovid {Met. iii. 5B2, Ac.).

Other writers call the crew of the ship Tyrrhenian
pirates, and derive the name of the Tyrrhenian sea

from them.

Acontius {'Ak6vti(^^ a beautiful youth of the

Island of Ceos. On one occasion he came to Delos

to celebrate the annual festival of Diana, and fell

in love with Cydippe, the daughter of a noble

Athenian. In order to gain her, he had recourse

to a stratagem. While she was sitting in tho

temple of Diana, he threw before her an apple upon
which he had written the words “ I swear by tho ,
sanctualy of Diana to marry Acontius.” The nurse

took up the apple and handed it to Cydippe, who
read aloud what was Avritten upon it, and then

threw the apple away. But the goddess had heard

her vow, and the repeated illness of the maiden^
when she Avas about to marry another man, at

length compelled her father to give her in marriage

to Acontius. This story is related by Ovid (He-*
raid. 20, 21), who borrowed it from a lost poem of

Callimachus, entitled ** Cydippe.”

Aedris ("Aaopis), king of Egypt, assisted ]^a-

goras king of Cyprus, against Artaxerxes king of

Persia, ^bout b. c. 385. He died about 374^ before

the Persians entered Egypt, which was in ihe fol-

lowing year. •
Acrae (^Aupai) 1. (Nr. Palazzalo, Ilir.), a tomi

B 4
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in Sicily, W. of Syracuse, and 10 stadia from th

river Anapus, was founded Ijy the Syracusans 7*

years after tne foundation of their own city.— 2.

A town in Aetolia.

Acraea (^Aicpaia), and Acraeus, are sumamei
given to various goddesses and gods whose temples

were situated upon hills, such as Zeus, Hera,

Aphrodite, Pallas, Artemis, and others.

Acraepheas. [Acbtaephia.]

AoraepMa, Acraephlae, or AcraepMon ('A

Kpai<pia^ 'AKpai^lai, ^Axpaltpiov : *AKpai<pios, 'AKpat

<pia7os : Kardhitza)^ a to^vn in Boeotia, on the lake

Cop'iis, s.iid to have been founded by Acraepheus,

the son of Apollo.

Acr&gas. [Agrigkntum.]
AcratuSf^ a freedman of Nero, sent into Asia

and Adi.iiis (a. n. t'l) to plunder the temples and
take away the statues of the gods.

Acriae (’Aaptai, or ‘Aifpoiai), a town in Laconia,

not f.ir from the mout^ of the Eurotas.

Acrillae, a town in Sicily between Agrigen-

tum and Acme.
Acrlsl5n9 (’AKpio’ttJvTj), a patronymic of Danae.

daughter of Acr^Sius. Perseus, grandson of Acri

sius, was called in the same way AcrisiOniadcs.

Acrlsfufl (’AKplcrtor), son of Abas, king ol

Argos, and of Ocalia, grandson of Lynceus, aia

great-grandson of Danaus. His twin-brother was

Prootus, with whom he is said to have quarrelled

even in tlie womb of his mother. Acrisius ex

pclled Proetu|^from his inheritance ; but, supportet

by bis rather-m-law*Iobates, the Lycian, Proctu

returned, and Acrisius was compelled to share hiL

kingifom with his brother by giving up to him
Tiryns, while he retained Argos for himself. Ac
oracle had docla^d that Danae, the daughter o

Acrisius, would give birth to a son <vho would kil

his gmndfathcr. For this reason he kept Danae
shut up in a subterraneous apartment, or in a

brazen tower. But here she became mother of Per-

seus, notwithstanding the precautions of her father,

according to some accounts by her uncle Proetus,

and according to others by Zeus, who visited he

in the form of a shower of gold. Acrisius ordere<

mother ond child to be exposed on the wide sea h

a chest ;
but the chest floated towards the isham

of Seriphus, where both were rescued by Dictys.

As to the manner in whfch the oracle was sub-

sequently fulfilled, see Perseus.
AcrltaB (’AKpefros : C. Oallo), the most southerly

promontory in Messenia.

AorScSraonla (tr *AKpoKtpavvia^ sc. ipr\ : C
LinyucUa)y a promontory in Epirus, jutting out inb

the Ionian sea, was the most westerly part of thi

^ Ckraunii Montes.* The coast of the Acroce-

raunia was dangerous to ships, whence *’Horac(

(Carm. i. 3. 20) speaks of in/atnes scopulos Aero-

ceraunia.

Aerdedrintbuf. [Corinthus.]

^ Acrdlisiui. [Lissus.]

Aoron. 1. King of the Caeninenscs, whom
Romulus slew io battle, and whose arms he dedi-

"cated to Jupfler Feretrius as Spolia

An eminent physician of Agrigentura in Sicily, is

said to have been in -Athens during the great

plgmie (r. c. 430) in the Peloponnesian war, and

tonave ordered large fires to be kindled in the

streets for the purpose of purifying the air, which

provcf’ of great service to sever^ of the si’ck. This

fact, ho /ever, is not jnentioned by Thucydides.

The medical sect of the Empiric!, in order to boost
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of a greater antiquity than the Dogmatic! (founded

about B. 0. 400 )f claimed Acron as their founder,

though they did not* really exist before the third

century «. c.

Acron, Helenlns, a Homan grammarian, pro-

bably of the fifth century a, d., wrote notes on:

Horace, part of which are extant, and also, accord-

ing to some critics, thtf scholia which we have on
Persius.

AerdpSlis. [Athknak.]
AcrfipSlIta, Georgius (r€<ipyios ’AkpowoXIttjs),

a Byzantine writer, was bom at Constantinople in

A. I). 1220, and*died in 1282. He Tyote several

works which have come down to lu. The most
important of them is a history of tne Byzantine

empire, from the taking of Constantinople by the

Latins in 1204, down to the year 1261, when
Mi« hael Palaeologus delivered the city from the

foftign yoke. Edited by Leo Allatius, Paris,

1651, reprinted at Venice, 1729.

AerdrSa (ij ’AKpdpfid)^ a mountainous tract of

couiiljry in the north of Elis.

Aordtdtus (‘AKp6TaTof). 1, Son of Cleonicnes

II. king of Sparta, sailed to Sicily in b. c.

314 to assist the Agrigentin »,s against Agmhocles
of SjTacuse. On arrival at Agrigentiim ho
acted with such tyranny that the inhabitants com-
pelled him to leave the city. He returned to

Sparta, |nd died before his father, leaving a son.

Arcus.— 2. Grandson of the preceding, and the

son of Arens I. king of Sparta
;
bravely defended

Sparta .against Pyrrlms in B. c. 272 ; succoodod

his father as king in 26.'>, but was killed in the

same year in battle against Aristodemus, the tyrant

of Mcg.alopoHs.

Aerdthdum or Acrdthdi (*AM:p<ida>ov, *AkpS-

6woi : 'AKpo0uitrT)s : Ztirm), afterwards called

Uranopolis, a town near the extremity of the pen-

insula of Athos.

Actaea (’Aicrala), daughter of Nereus and Doris.

Actaeon (’AktoIou'). 1. A celebrated hunts-

man, son of Aristaeus and Autono'e, a daughter of

Cadmus, was trained in the art of hunting by the

centaur Chiron. One day as he was hunting,

he saw Artemis with htr nymphs bathing in

the vale of Gargaphia, whereupon the goddess

changed him into a stag, in which form he was tom
to pieces by his 50 dogs on Mount Cithaeron. Others

relate that he provoked the anger of the goddess by

boasting that he excelled her in hunting.— 2. Son

of Melissus, and grandson of Abron, who had fled

from Argos to Corinth for fear of the tyrant Phi-

don. Archias, a Corinthian, enamoured with the

beauty of Actaeon, cndeavoiued to carry him off

;

but in the stmggle which ensued between Melissus

and Archias, Actaeon was killed. [Archias]

Aotaeus Amatos), son of Erisichthon, and the

earliest king of Attica. He had three daughters,

Agraulos, Herse, and Pandrosus, and was suc-

ceeded by Cecrops, who married Agraulos.

Acte, the concubine of Nero, \vm originally a

slave from Asia Minor. Nero at one time thought

of man^'ing her ; whence he pretended that she

was descended king Attains. She survived

Nero.

Acte (’Akt^), properly a piece of land running

into the sea, and attached to another larger piece of

land, but not necessarily by a narrow neck. 1. An
incient name of Attica, used especially by the

poets.—2. 'fhe eastern coast of Peloponnesus near

Troezen and Epidaurus.— 8. The peninsula be-
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tween the Str^'munic and Singitic g^fa* on whic.

Mount Athos is.
•

Aotaftcns. [Actium.]

Actis&nei {*AKTtadvris)i a king of Ethiopia,

who conquered Egj'pt and governed it with justice,

in the reign of Amasis. This Amasis is a mori

ancfent king than the contemporary of Cyrus.

Actium {“Aktiov : ''Aktios fLa Pnnta not Azio

a promontory, and likewise a place, in Acarnania, a

the entrance of the Ambracian gulf, off which Au
gustus gained the celebrated victory over Anton^

and Cleopatra, on September 2, n. c. 31 . At Actiun

tltcre was originally no town, but oiffy a temple o

Apollo, who wi||^ hence called Actiacus and Actiua.

This temple was beautified by Augustus, wh'

established, or rather revived, a festival to Apolk

called Adia (see Did. of Ant. s. o.), and erecte*

NicoPOLis on the opposite coast, in commcmoratioi

of his victory. A few buildings sprung up aroun

the temple at Actium, but the place was only

kind of suburb of Nicopolis.

Actius. [Attius.] •

Actor (^A/cTwp). 1. Son of Deion and Di(

mode, fisher of Mcnoetius, and grandfather c

Patroclus.— 2. Son Of^horbas and Hynuini

and husband of Molionc.— Vv_ companion (

Aoncas, of whose conquered lance Turnus made
boast. This story seems to have given rise to th'

proverb Adoris spolium (Juv. ii. 100), for aiyrpoo

spoil.

ActSrfdea or ActorKon CAKTopiSrjs or *Akto-

patronymics of descendants of an Actor, suci

as Patroclus, Erithus, Eurytus, and Ctcatus,

ActuarloB, Joaimea, a Greek physician of Con
atantinople, proliably lived in the reign of Andro
nicus II. Palaeologus, a, d. 1281—1328. He wai

the author of several medical works, which an
extant.

^
C. AculSo, an eminent Roman lawyer, wh'

married the sister of Helvia, the mother of Cicero

his son was C. Visellius Varro
;
whence ^t woul

appear that Aculeo was only a surname given t

the father from his acuteness, and that his ful

name was C. Visellius Varro Aculeo.

AcflBil&UB ('AKoo(rf\ad%), of Argos, one of th(

earlier Greek logographers, flourished about B. c

52.5. Three books of his Genealogies arc quoted

which were for the most part only a translation o

Hesiod into prose. He wrote in the Ionic dialect.

His fragments are published by Sturtz, Lips.

1824, and in Didot’s Fragm. Histor. Graec. p. 100
seq.

Ada C'ASa), daughter of Hccatomuus, king o

Caria, and sister of Mausolus, Artemisia, Idrieu.

and Pixodarua. She was married to her brothei

Idrieus, on whose death (b. c. 344) she succcedc'

to the throne of Caria, but was expelled by hei

brother Pixodarus in 340. When Alexander en

tered Caria in 334, Ada, who was in possession o

the fortress of Alinda, surrendered this place tc

him. After taking Halicarnassus, Alexander com
mitted the government of Caria to b%r.

Adamantlla. [Amalthka.]
Adamantfuf

.
(’ASa/aiyrtos)^ a Greek physician,

flourished about a. d. 415, the author of a Greek
treatise on Physiognomy, which is borrowed in a

great measure from Polemo’s work on the same
subject Edited by Franzius, in Scripiores Phy~
riognomiae Veteres., 1780, 8vo. ^

AddtUi (Adda\ a river of Gallia Cisalpina,

which rises in the Rhaetian Alps, and flows through
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the Lacus Larius (£. di Como) into the Po, about

8 miles above Cremona.

Adherbal (’Artip^as), son of Micipsoj^nd grand-

son of Masinissa, had the kingdom oi Numidia
left. So him by his fiitber in conjunction wdth his

brother Hiempsal and Jugurtha, b.c. 118. After

the murder of his brother by Jugurtha, Adherbal
fled to Rome and was restored to his share of the

kingdom by the Romans in 117. But he was
again stripped of his dominions by Jugurtha and
besieged in Cirta, where he was treacherously

killed by Jugurtha in 112.

Adiabfind (*ASia€r}v^)^ a district of Assyria, E.
of the Tigris, and between the river Lycus, called

Zabatus in the Anabasis of Xenophon, and the

Caprus, both of which are branches of th^ Tigris.

AdlmantOB ('AStlpayros). 1. The commander of

the Corinthian fleet, when Xerxes invaded Greece

(b. c. 480), vehemently opposed the advice of The-
mistoclcs to give battle to thi^ Persians.— 2. An
Athenian, one of the commanders at the battle of

Aegospotami, B. c. 405, where he w-as taken pri-

soner. lie was accused of treachery in this battle,

and is ridiculed by Aristophanes in»the Frogs.”— 3. The brother of Plato, frequently mentioned
by the latter.

Adis Rhadfs?)., a considerable town on
the coast of Africa, in the territory of Carthage

(Zeiigitana), a short distance E. of Tunis. Under
the Homans it appears to have been supplanted by
a new cityt named Maxula.

Admetci 1. Da\%htcr ^f Occanus
and Thetys."- 2. Daughter of Eurj'stheus and
Antimache or Adraete. Hercules was obliged*by

her father to fetch for her the girdle of Ares, which
was worn by Hippolyte, queen of t|jp Amazons.

AdmStoa CA^ijros), 1. Son of Phcrcs and
Pcriclymeiie or Clyraene, was king of Pherae in

Thessaly. He took part in the Calydoninn hunt
and in the expedition of the Argonauts. He sued
for the hand of Alcestis, the daughter of Pelias,

who promised her to him on condition that ho
should come to her in a chariot drawn by lions and
boars. This task Admetus performed by the assist-

ance of Apollo, who served him, according to some
accounts, out of attachment to him, or, according to

others, because he was obliged to serve a mortal for

one year for having slain tile Cyclops. On the day
of his marriage with Alcestis, Admetus neglected

to offer a sacrifice to Artemis, but Apollo reconciled

the goddess to him, and at the same time induced

the Moirac to grant to Admetus deliverance from

death, if at the hour ofthis death his father, mother,

or wife would die for him. Alcestis died in his

stead, but was brought back by Hercules from the

lower woPid.— 2. King of the Molossians, to

whom Thkmistocles fled for protection, when
pursued as a party to the treason of Pausonias.

Addnifl {’'ASuyis)^ a beautiful youth, beloved

by Aphrodite, He was, according to Apollodorus,

a son of Cinyras and Medarme, or, according to

the cyclic poet Panyasis, a son of Theias, king of

Assyria, and Smyrna (Myrrha). The ancient

itoiT ran thus : Smyrna had neglected the worship

•f Aphrodite, and was punished by the goddess

rith an unnatural love for her father. With the

issistance of her nurse she contrived to share her

Father’s bed When he discovered the crime he

isbed to kill her
;
but she fled, and on hying

early overtaken, prayed to the gods to make her

iviiible. They were moved to pity and changed
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her into a tree called fffxvpva. After the lapse of

9 monthSj^ the tree burst, and Adonis was bom.
Aphrodite was so much charmed with the beauty of

the infant, that she concealed it in a chest which

he entrusted to Persephone
;
but the latter refused

to give it up. Zeus decided the dispute by
declaring that during 4 months of every year

Adonis should be left to himself, during 4 months

he should belong t6 Persephone, and during the

remaining 4 to Aphrodite. Adonis, however,

preferring to live with Aphrodite, also spent with

her the four months over which he had control.

Adonis afterwards died of a wound which he re-

ceived from a boar during the chase. The grief of

the goddess at the loss of her favourite was so

great, thtt the gods of the lower world allowed

ItiiTi ti sjhikI 6 months of every year with

Aphrodite upon the earth. The worship of Adonis,

which in later times was spread over nearly all the

cf)untries round tl»3 Mediterranean, was, as the

story itself sufficiently indicates, of Asiatic, or more

especially of Phoenician origin. Thence it was
transferred to Assyria, Egypt, Greece, and even to

Italy, though^bf course with various modifications.

In the Homeric poems no trace of it occurs, and
the later Greek poets changed the original symbolic

account of Adonis into a poetical story. In the

Asiatic religions Aphrodite was the fructifying

principle of nature, and Adonis appears to have

reference to the death of nature in winter and its

revival in j(uring-j- hence he spends 6 months in

the lower and 6 m the upper world. His death

niyl his return to life were celebrated in an-

nual festivals (Adunia) at llyblos, Alexandria in

Egypt, Athens, and other places

Addnis a small river of Phoenicia,

wliich rises in the range of LibaHiis.

Adramyttiom (*A$pa/ntirT(toy or ‘AJpa/udmoi'

:

'ASpaixvrrrjvds : Adramt/ti)^ a town of JMysia near

the head of the gulf of Adraniyttiura, and opposite

to the island of Lesbos.

Adr&na (UderX a river in Germany, which
flows into the Fulda near Cassel.

Adr&nam or Hadr&num {’'ASpavov^^'ASpayoy

:

’ASpavIrTjs ; Arferwo), a town in Sicily, on the

river Adninus, at the foot of M. Aetna, was built

by Dionysius, and was the seat of the worship of

the god Adranus.
*

Adr&nufl CA^pavSt). fADRAxvai.]
AdraatXa (’ASpeto-Teta). 1. A Cretan nj’mph,

daughter of 3felisseus, to whom Ilhca entnisted the

jifant Zeus to be reared in the Dictaenn grotto.

•2. A siimarac of Nemesis, derived by some
vriters from Adrastus, who is said to have built

he first sanctuary of Nemesis on the riv^er Asopus,

ind by others from the verb SiSpdo'Ktiv, i. e. the

j;odde88 whom none can escape.

Adrastus (•'ARpewTor). 1. SonofTalaus, kingof
ft^rgos, and Lysimacbe, or Lysinnassa or Eurynome.
Adrastus was expelled from Argos by Araphiarilus,

ind fled to Polybas, king of Sicyon, whom he suc-

eeded on the tiiroim of Sicyon, and instituted the

STemcai^ games. Afterwards he b(*camc reconciled to

\.mphiaraii8, and returned to his kingdom of Argos,

[fe married his two daughters Deipyle and Argla,

he fonner to Tydeus of Calydon, and the latter

,0 Polynices of Thebes, both fugitives from their

lative countries. He now prepared tc^ restore Po-

jTj'ces to Thebes, who had been expelled by his

)rotht't Eteocles, although Amphiaraus foretold that

ill a'b'o should engage in the war should perish.

ADULA.
with the eAeption of Adrastus. Thus arose the

celebrated wffr of the “ Seven against Thebes,” in

which Adrastus was joined by six other heroes,

viz. Polynices, Tydeus, Amphiaraus, Capaneus,

Hippomedon, and Parthenopaeus. Instead of Ty-
deus and Polynices other legends mention Eteocles

and Mccistens. This war ended as unfortunately

as Amphiaraus had *predicted, and Adrastus alone

was saved hy the swiftness of his horse Arion,

the gift of Hercules. Creon of Thebes refusing to

allow the bodies of the six heroes to be buried,

Adrastus went to Athens and implored the assist-

ance of the Athenians. Theseus w^ persuaded to

undertake an expedition against 'jphebes ; he took

the city and delivered up the bodies of the fallen

heroes to their friends for burial. Ten years after

this Adrastus persuaded the seven sons of the

heroes who had fallen in the war, to make a new
'%tack up^jn Thebes, and Amphiaraus now promised

success. This war is known as the war of the
“ Epigoni ” ('Ev(yoyoi) or descendants. Thebes was
taken and razed to the ground. The only Argive

hero that fell in this war, was Aegialeus, the son of

Adrastus ; the latter died of griet at Meg ‘ja on his

return to Argos, and war b'bried in the former city.

He was worshipped in several parts of Greece, as

at Megara, at Sicyon, where his memory was cele-

brated in tragic choruses, and in Attica. Tho
legends about Adrastus and the two wars against

Thebes furnished ample materials for the epic as

well as tragic poets of Greece.—2. Son of the

Phrygian king Gordius, having unintentionally

killed his brother, fled to Croesus, who received

him kindly. While hunting he accidentally killed

Atys, the son of Croesus, and in despair put an end
to his own life.

Adria or Hadria. 1. (Adria)^ also called At-
rica, a t/?wn in Gallia Cisalpina, between the mouths
of the Po and the Athesis {Adnie\ from which
the Adriatic sea takes its name. It was originally

a powerful town of the Etniscans. — 2. {Airi\ a
town of Picennm in Italy, probably an Etruscan

town originally, afterwards a Roman colony, at

which place the family of tho emperor Hadrian
lived.

Adria (’ASpfar, Ion. ’ASplrjr), or ICare Adria-

tioTim, also Mare Superum, so called from the

town Adria [No. 1 J, was in its widest signification

the sea between Italy on the W., and Illyricum,

Epirus, and Greece, on the E. By the Greeks

the name Adrias was only applied to the northern

part of this sea, the southern part being called the

Ionian Sea.

Adri&nus. [Hadrianus.]
Adri&xius (’ASpiai'ds), a Greek rhetorician,

*

bom at Tyre in Phoenicia, was the pupil of He-
rodes Atticus, and obtained the chair of philosophy

at Athens during the lifetime of his master. He
was invited by M. Antonins to Rome, where he

died about a. d. 1 92. Three of his declamations

arc extant, edited by Walz in Rhetores GraecX
vol.i. 1832.

“

AdramStum. [Hadrvmktitm.]
AduattLoa, a castle of the Eburones in Gaul,

probably the sRme as the later Aduaca Tongrorum
{Tonep^m).

Aduattici or Adnatlei, a powerful people of

Gallia Belgica in the time of Caesar, were the de •

scendants of the Cimbri and Teutoni, and lived

between the Scaldis (Schelde) and Mosa (Maas).
AdfUa Mont. [Alpes.]
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AdUe or Addlis and also

other forms: *A8ouA/tt}s, Adulitfi/us: Arkiko or

Zida^ Ru.)» a maritime city of Aethiopia, on a bay
of tlie Red Sea, called Adulitanus Sinus (’A8ot»At.

Tjicis k6\'ko%^ Annesley Bay). It was believed to

have been founded by slaves who fled from Epiypt,

and afterwards to have fallen into the power of the

Auxumitae, for wliose tradot it become tho great

emporium. Cosmas Indicopleustes (a. d. 535)
found here the Monumentuvi AdtdUanum^ a Greek
inscription recounting the conquests of Ptolemy II.

Euergetes in Asia and Thrace.

Adyrm&ohldae (^ASvpfiax^Sai)^ % Libyan peo-

ple, who app9hr to have once possessed the whole

coast of Afrierfrom the Canopic mouth of the Nile

to the Catabathmus Major, but were afterwards

pressed further inland. In their manners and cus-

toms they resembled the Egyptians, to whom thejj

were the nearest neighbours. •
Aea (Afa), sometimes with the addition of the

•word Colchis, may be considered either a part of

Colchis or another name for the country. (Herod,

i. ±)
(AiOKTjs), son of Syloson, and grand-

son of Peaces, was tjji^ of Samos, but was de-

prived of his tyninny ^ A^^agoras, when the

lonians revolted from the Persians, B. c. 500. He
then fled to the Persians, who restored him to the

tyranny of Samos, B. c. 494.

Ae&oSum (Al<fjceiov). [Akqina.]
Ae&cldes (AlaKiSrjs)^ a patronymic of the

descendants of Aeacus, as Peleus, Telamon, an^
Phocus, sons of Aeacus

;
Achilles, son of Peleus

and grandson of Aeacus
;
Pyrrhus, son of Achilles

and great-grandson of Aeacus; and Pyrrhus, king of

Epirus, who claimed to be a descendant of Achilles.

Ae&cIdes, son of Arymbas, king of Epirus,

succeeded to the throne on the death of his cousin

Alexander, who was slain in Italy, if. c. 326.

Aeacides married Phthia, by whom he had the

celebrated Pvrriius. He took an active pjirt in

favour of Olympias against Cassander
;

but his

subjects disliked the war, rose against their king,

and drove him from the kingdom. He was recalled

to his kingdom by his siAjects in B. c. 313: Cas-
Kinder sent an army against him under Philip,

who conquered him the same year in two battles,

in the last of which he was killed.

Ae&cns (Alo/ror), son of Zeus and Aegina, a

daughter of the river-god Asopus. He was bom
in the island of Oenone or Ocnopia, whither

Aegina had been carried by Zeus, and from
whom this island was afterwards culled Aegina.

Some traditions related that at the birth of Aeacus,

Aegina was not yet inhabited, and that Zeus
changed the ants {ixupuTiK^s) of the island into

men (Myrmidones) over whom Aeacus ruled. Ovid
(Afet. vii. 520) relates the story a little differently.

Aeacus was renowned in all Greece for his justice

and piety, and was frequently called upon to settle

disputes not only among men, but even among
the gods themselves. He was sifth a favourite

with the gods, that, when Greece was visited by a
drought, rain was at length sent upon the earth in

consequence of his prayers. Respeeting the temple
wliich Aeacus erected to Zeus Panhellenius, and
the Aeaceura, where he was worshipped by the

Aeginctans, see Abgina. After his death Aeacus
became one of the three judges in Hgdes. The
Ae^netans regarded him as the tutelary deity of
their island.
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Aeaea (Alaia). 1. A surname of Circe, the

sister of Aeetes. Her son Telegonus is likewise

mentioned with this surname.—^. A* surname of

Calypso, who was believed to have inhabited a

small island of the name of Aeaea in the straits

between Italy and Sicily.

Aebllra (Cuerva\ a town of the Carpetani in

Hispania Tarraconensis.

Aebfttla Oens, patrician, was distinguished in

the early ages of the Roman republic, when many
of its members were consuls, viz. in b. c. 499, 463,

and 442.

Aeca or Aeoae (AecOnus), a town of Apulia on

the road from Aquilonia in Samnium to Venusia.

Aeoul&nnm or Aeol&num, a town of the Hir-

pini in Samnium, a few miles S. of Beivventura.

Aedepsuf (Ats-n^os: AlS-^tj/tos; Dipso), a town
on the W. coast of Euboea, N. of Chalcis, with
warm baths sacred to Hercules, which the dictator

Sulla used. •

ASdon (’ATjJdlR), daughter of Pandareus of

Ephesus, wife of Zethus ki}jg of Thebes, and
mother of Itylus. Envious of Niobe, the wife of

her brother Amphion, who had sl^ sons and six

daughters, she resolved to kill the eldest of Niobe's

sons, but by mistake slew her own son Itylus.

Zeus relieved her grief by changing her into a
nightingale, whose melancholy tunes are repre-

sented by the poets as Aedon’s lamentations about

her child. Aedoii’s story is related differently in

a later tradition.

Aed&i or HSdiii, one of the most powerful peo-

ple in Gaul, lived between the Liger (Loire)^)d
the Arar (Saone). They were tho first Gallic

people who made an alliance with the Romans, by
whom they were called “ brothcriyind relations.'’

On Caesar’s anival in Gaul, b. c. 5H, they were
subject to Ariovistus, but were restored by Caesar

to their former power. In b. c. 62 they joined in

the insurrection of Vercingetorix against the Ro-
mans, but were at the dose of it treated leniently

by Caesar. Their principal town was Bioracte.
Their chief magistrate, elected annually by the

priests, was called Vergobretus.

AeStes or Aeeta (Al^rr^t), son of Helios (the

Sun) and PersCis, and brother nf Circe, Pasiphae,

and Perses. His wife was Idyia, a daughter of

Oceanus, by whom he hid two daughters, Medea
and Chalciope, and one son, Absyrtus. He was
king of Colchis at the time when Phrixus brought

thither the golden fleece. For the remainder of

his history, see Absyrtus, Argonautae, Jason,
Mxdka.

Aeitis, Ae§tla8, and AeStlne, patronymics of

Medea, daughter of Aeetes.

Aega XAtyj)), daughter of Olenus, wffo with
her sister Helice, nursed the infant Zeus in Crete,

and was changed by the god into the constellation

Capella.

Aeg^CAtyal: Alycuos). 1. A town in Achaia
on the Crathis, with a celebrated temple of Posei-

don, was originally one of tho twelve Achaean
towns, but its inhabitants subsequently removed
to Aegira. 2. A town in Emathia in Macedonia,

the burial-place of the Macedonian kings, was pro-

bably a different place from Edkssa.—-S. A tow^
in Euboea with a celebrated temple of Poseidon,

who was hence called Aegaeus.^ 4. Also Aeg^ae
(Alycutu : Aiytdrris), one of the twelve citiJs of

Aeolis in Asia Minor, N. of Smyrna, on thf river

Hyllus : it suffered greatly from an earthquake in
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the time of Tiberius.— 5. (Ayc(s% a seaport town

of Cilicia.

i^gaeon (A27ar«t/), son of Uranus by Gaea.

Aegaeon and his brothers Gyges and Cottus are

known under the name of the Uninids, and are

described as huge monsters with a hundred arms

(iKar6yxf‘pfs) and fifty heads. Most writers men-

tion the third Uranid under the name of Briareus

instead of Aegaeon, which is explained by Homer
(//,n. 403), who says that men called him Aegaeon,

but the gods Briareus. According to the most

ancient tradition Aegaeon and his brothers con-

quered the Titans when they made war upon the

gods, and secured the victory to Zeus, who tlirust

the Titans into Tartarus, and placed Aegaeon and
his brotbtsrs to guard them. Other legends repre-

sent Acg.'won as one of the giants who attacked

Olympus
;
and many writers represent him as a

marine god living in the Aegaean sea. Aegaeon
and his brothers must be regarded as personifica-

tions of the extraordinary powers of nature, such as

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and the like.

Aegaeum Mare (rb AiyaTov v^AayoSf 6 Aiyatos

vSyros), the pftrt of the Mediterranean now called

the Archipelayo. It was bounded on the N. by
Thrace and Macedonia, on the W. by Greece, and

on the E. by Asia Minor. It contains in its south-

ern part two groups of islands, the Cyclades, which

were separated from the coasts of Attica and Pe-

loponnesus by the Myrtoan sea, and tho Sporadcs,

lying off th^ coasts of Caria and Ionia. The part

of the Aegaean which washed the Sporades was
called the Icarian sea, from the island Icaria, one

of the Sporades. The origin of the name of

Aegaean is uncertain
;
some derive it from Aegeus,

the king of Aliens, who threw himself into it

;

others from Aegaeo, the queen of tkc Amazons, who
perished there

;
others from Acgiie in Euboea

;

and others from cuyfy, a squall, on account of its

storms.

Aegaeua (Alyaios), [Aegak, No, 3,]

Aeg&160B {AlydKfws, rb Aiyd\(wy 6pos : Skar-

nvinga\ a mountain in Attica opposite Salamis,

from which Xerxes saw the defeat of his fleet, n. c.

480.

Aeg&tes, tho goat islands, were three islands off

theW, coast of Sicily, between Drepanum and Lily-

baeum, near which the* Romans gained a na^al

victory over the Carthaginians, and thus brought

the first Punic war to an end, u. c. 241. The is-

lands were AegQsa {Alyoveraa) or Caprilrla (Fariy-

nana), Phorbautia (Levanzo) and llicra (Mare-
timo). •

AegSxla or EgSila, one of the Camenae in

Roman mythology, from whom Numa received his

instruenons respecting the forms of worship which

he introduced. The grove in which the king had

his interviews with the goddess, and in which a

well gushed forth from a dark recess, was dedi-

cated by him to the Camenae. The Roman legends

point out two distinct places sacred to Aegeria, one

near Aricia, and the other near Rome at the Porta

Capena, in the valley now called Cuparella, Aegeria

was regarded as a prophetic divinity, and also os

the giver of life, whence she was invoked by
,^regnant women.

^gMta. [Skoksta.]
AegMtai. [Acestb*.]
Aagens {Alytvs)\ 1. Son of Pandion and king

of Aliens. He had )ui children by his first two

wives, but he afterwards begot Theseus by Aethra
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1 at Troezen. tWhen Theseus had grown up to

1
manhood, heVrent^ to Athens and defeated the

50 sons of his uncle Pallas, who had made war
upon Aegeus and had deposed him. Aegeus was
now restored. When Theseus went to Crete to

deliver Athens from the tribute it had to pay to

Minos, he promised his father that on his return he

would hoist white sdils as a signal of his safety.

On approaching tho coast of Attica he forgot his

promise, and his father, perceiving the black sail,

thought that his son had perished and threw him-

self into the sea, which according to some tradi-

tions receive# from this event the name of the

Aegemi. Aegeus was one of me eponymous
heroes of Attica ; and one of the Attic tribes

(AegCis) derived its name from him,—2. The
eponymous hero of the phyle called the Acgidae
•at S})arta, son of Oeolycus, and grandson of Theras,
Ifcc founder of the colony in Thcr.a, All the

Aegeids were believed to be Cadmeaiis, who formed

a settlement at Sparta previous to the Dorian con
quest.

Aeglae (Alytiai^ Alyaiai\ a small town in La-
conia, not far from Cythium, the Augiae ^ HonuT
(//. ii. 583).

AeglMe or A^fl^&lea (AlyidXrj^ AiyiaAfia)^

daughter of Adrastus and Amphithca, or of Aegia-
Icusthc son of Adrastus, whence she is called Adras-
tine. ^he was married to Diomedes, who, on his

return from Troy, found her living in adultery with
Cometes. The hero attributed this misfortune to

^he anger of Aphrodite, whom he had wounded in

the war against Troy: when Aegiale threatened

his life, he fled to Italy.

Aegl&lea, Aegl&los. [Acuaia
;
Sicvon.]

Aegl&lens (Atyia\eis). 1. Son of Adrastus,

the only one among the Epigoni that fell in the

war ag^nst Thebes. [Adrastus.]—2. Son of

Inachus and the Oceanid Melia, from vihom the

part of Peloponnesus afterwards called Achaia de-

rived its name Aegialea : he is said to have been
the first king of Sicyon.—3. Son of Aeetes, and
brother of Medea, commonly called Absyrtus.

Aegldes (AlytiSrjt)^ a patronymic from Aegeus,

especially his son Theseift.

AegUa (rh AfyiXo), a town of Laconia with a
temple of Dcmeter.

Aegllla (AiVAla : Aiyi\i(6s). 1. A demiis of

Attica belonging to the tribe Antiochis, celebrated

for its figs.— 2. (Ceriyotio)y an island between
Crete and Cythera.— 3. An island W. of Euboea
and opiwsite Attica.

Aegunlus {Aiylfjuos)^ the mythical ancestor of

the Dorians, whose king he was when they were
yet inhabiting the northern parts of Thessaly, In-

volved in a war with the Lapithae, he called Her-
cules to his assistance, and promised him the third

part of his territory, if he delivered him from his

enemies. The Lapithae were conquered. Hercules

did not take the territory for himself, but left it to

the king who was to preserve it for the sons of

Hercules. A'egimius had two sons, Dymas and
Pampbylus, who migrated to Peloponnesus, and
were regarded as the ancestors of two branches of

the Doric race ^)ymanes and Pamphylians), while

the third branch derived its name from Hyllus

(Hyllcans), the son of Hercules, who bad been
adopted by Aegimius. There existed in antiquity

an epic pojpi called AegimitUy which described the

war of Aegimius and Hercules against the La-
pithae.
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AeglmflniS {Alylfiovpos, AegunSn Arae, Plin.,

and probably the Arae of Virg. Men. i. 108 j

Zommour or Zemltra\ a lofty island^ surrounded

by cliffs, off the African coast, at the mouth of the

Gulf of Carthage.

Aegina {Myiva : Alyit^rrjs : Eghina\ a rocky

island in the middle of the Saronic gulf, about 200'

stadia in circumference. It was originally called

Oenone or Oenopia, and is said to have obtained

the name of Aegina from Aegina, the daughter

of the river god Asopus, who was carried to the

island by Zeus, and there bore him a son Aeacus.

As the island had then no inhabitants, Zeus

changed the .Ihfs into men (Myrmidones), over

whom Aeacus niled. [Akacus.] It was first co-

lonized by Achaeans, and afterwards by Dorians

from Epidaurus, whence the Doric dialect and cus-

toms prevailed in the island. It M-as at first closely^l

connected with Epidaurus, and was subject to tb#

Argivc Phidon, who is said to have established a

silver-mint in the island. 1 1 early became a place of

great commercial importance, and its silver coinage

was the standard in most of the Dorian states. In

the six^ century b. c. Aegina became independent,

and for a century bc&re the Persian war was a

prosperous and powenu^fta^ The Aeginetans

fought with 30 ships against tnr fleet of Xerxes at

the battle of Salamis, n. c. 480, and are allowed

to have distinguished themselves above all the

other Greeks by tlieir bravery. After tWfs time

its power declined. In b. c. 429 the Athenians

took possession of the island and expelled its inha-

bitants, and though a portion of them was restoretf

by Lysandcr in B. c. 404, the island never re-

covered its former prosperity. In the NW . of the

island there was a city of the same name, which

contained the AeacOum or temple of Aeacus, and

on a hill in the NE. of the island was the cele-

lirated temple of Zeus Panhellenius, saM to have

been built by Aeacus, the ruins of which are still

extant. The sculptures which occupied the tym-

pana of the pediment of this temple were discovered

in 1811, and are now preserved at Munich. In the

half century preceding the Persian war, and for a

few years afterwards, Afgina was the chief seat of

Greek art : tho most eminent artists of the Aegi-

netan school were Gallon, Anaxagoras, Glai;-

ciAR, Simon, and Onatas.
Aegineta Faului. {Paulus Aeoineta.]

Aeginlum (Alylyiov ; Aiymtvs : Slagua)^ a

town of the Tymphaei in Thessaly on the con-

fines of Athamania.

AeglSchus {Alyloxos)j a surname of Zeus, be-

cause he bore the Aegis.

Aegipan (Alyliray\ that is, Goat-Pan, was, ac-

cording to some, a being distinct from Pan, while

others regard him as identical with Pan, His stoiy

appears to be of late origin. [Pan.]

Aegiplanctua Mons (rb AlyhrAay/croy ifpof),

a mountain in Megaris.

Aegira (Afyeipa: AiyupiTiii\ formerly Hy-
nercsia ('Tircpftrfa), a town in Ashaia on a steep

hill, with a sea-port about 12 stadia from the town.

,, [Aegae, No. 1.]

AegirfLsia (Aiyip6tff<ra. Aiyip^ffffa\ one of the

12 cities of Abolis in Asia Minor.

Aeguthufl {AiyiaBos\ son of Thyestes, who
unwittingly begot him by his own daughter Pe-
lopia. Immediately after his birth he was exposed,
but was saved by shepherds and stickled by a
goat (aT{), whence his name, l^s uncle Atreus
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brought him up as his son. When Pelopia lay

with her father, she took from him his sword,

which she afterwards gave to Aegisthus. This

sword was the means of revealing the crime of

Thyestes, and Pelopia thereupon put an end to

her own life. Aegisthus murdered Atreus, because

he had ordered him to slay his father Thyestes,

and he placed Thyestes upon the throne, of which
he had been deprived by Atreus. Homer appears

to know nothing of these tragic events
;
and vve

learn from him only that Aegisthus succeeded

his father Thyestes in a part of his dominions.

According to Homer Aegisthus took no part in the

Trojan war, and during the absence ofAgamemnon,
the son of Atreus, Aegisthus seduced his wife

Clytemnestra. Aegisthus murdered Agamemnon
on his return home, and reigned 7 years' over My-
cenae. In the 8th Orestes, the son of Agamem-
non, avenged the death of his father by putting

the adulterer to death. [Agamemnon, Clytkm •

NEBTBA, Orestes.]

Aegithallus (Aiy/^aWor
; C. di S. Tborforo),

a promontory in Sicily, between Lilybaeum and
Drepaiium, near which was the toujp Aegithallum.

Aegltlnm (Alylnov^ a town in Aetolia, on tho

borders of Locris.

Aeglum (Atyiov : Alyifis : Vostiixa), a town of

Achaia, and the capital after the destruction of

Ilelice. The meetings of the Achaean league were

hcldat Aegium in a grove ofZeus called Homarium.
Aegis (AfyAij), that is “ Brightness” or “Splen-

dour,” is the name of several mythological females,

such as, 1 . The daughter of Zeus and Neaera, tho

most beautiful of the Naiads 2. A sister of

Phaeton 8, One of the Hesperides 4. A
nymph beloved by Theseus, for whom he forsook

Ariadne Qne of the daughteif of Aesculapius.

Aegletes (AcyA^rr};), that is, the radiant god,

a surname of Apollo.

AegScSrni {Aiy6K(pws), a surname of Pan, de-

scriptive of his figure with the horns of a goat, but

more commonly the name of one of the signs of the

Zodiac, Cuprii'omus.

AegOB-F5t&mog {Aiyhs woTa/ids), the “ goat's-

river,” a small river, with a town of the same name
on it, in the Thracian Cbersoncsus, flows into tho

Hellespont. Here the Athenians were defeated

by LySander, d. c. 405. «
AegosthSna {Aly6<r9fva: AiyoaBtvtvSj Alyo-

(r9fyiT7}s)f a town in Megaris on the borders of

Boeotia, with a sanctuary of Melampus.

Aegus and Bosoillus, two chiefs of the Allo-

broges, who had served Caesar with fidelity in tho

Gallic war, deserted to Pompey in Greece (b. c. 48).

Aegffsa. [Abgatbs.]
Aegyysoi or Aegfius, a town of Moesia on

the Danube.

Aegyptua (Afywrros), son of Belus and An-
ebinoe or Acbiroc, and twin-brother of Dannus.

Belus assigned Libya to Danaus, and Arabia to

Aegyptus, but the latter subdued the country of

the Melampodes, which he called Aegypt after

his own name. Aegyptus by his several wives

had 50 sons, and bis brother Danaus 50 daughters.

Danaus had reason to fear the sons of his brother,

and fled with his daughters to Ai^os in Pelopon-

nesus. Thither he was followed by the sons^
Aegyptus, who demanded his daughters for their

wives, ami promised ftiithful alliance. I^aus
complied with their request, and distributea Lis

daughter! among them, but to each of ^em he
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gave a dagger, with which they were to kill their

lui«bands in the bridal night. All the sons of

Aegyptus were thxia murdered, with the exception

of Lynceus, who was saved by Hypermnestra.

The Danaids buried the heads of their murdered

husbands in Lema, and their bodies outside the

town, and were afterwards purified of their crime

by Athena and Hermes at the command of Zeus.

Aegyptus (t) AXyvnroi : Al7<JirTios, Aegyptius

:

Egypt), a country in the N. E. comer of Africa,

bounded on the N. by the Mediterranean, on

the £. by Palestine, Arabia Petraeo, and the Red
Sea, on the S. by Ethiopia, the division between

the two countries being at the First or Little Cataract

of the Nile, close to Syene {Assouan

;

Lat. 24**

and on the W. by the Great Libyan Desert.

This is th^ extent usually assigned to the country

;

but it would be more strictly correct to define it as

that part of the basin of the Nile which lies below

the First Cataract— 1. Physical Description of
Egypt. The river 5Jile, flowing from S. to N.
through a narrow valley, encounters, in Lat 24® 8*,

a natural barrier, composed of two islands (Philac

and Elephpv*iijji) and between them a bed of

sunken rocks, by which it is made to fall in a
series of cataracts, or rather nipids {rht. Kardhotma,

6 piKpbs KaTo^fiduTrir, Catarrhactes Minor, comp.

Catarrhactbs), which have always been re-

garded. as the southern limit assigned by nature to

Egypt The river flows due N. between two

ranges of hills, so near each other as to leave

scarcely any Cultivable land, as far as Silsilis (Jehel

SeMeh), about 40 miles below Syono, where the

valley is enlarged by the W. range of hills retiring

from the river. Thus the Nile flows for about

500 miles, through a valley whose average breadth

is about 7 milcs,^etween hills whi(h in one place

( W. of Thebes) attain the height of 1 000 or 1 200
feet above the sea, to a point some few miles below

Memphis, where the W. range of hills runs to the

N. W., and the E. range strikes off to the E., and
the river divides into branches (seven in ancient

time, but now only two), which flow tlirough a low
alluvial land, called, from its shape, the Delta, into

the Mediterranean. To this valley and Delta must
be added the country round the great natural lake

Moeris called Nomos Arsinoites

{Faioum), lying N. W. oiHeracleopwlis, and con-

nected with the valley of the Nile by a break in

the W. range of hills. The whole district thus de-

scribed is periodically laid under water by the over-

flowing of the Nile from April to October. The
river, in subsiding, leaves behind a rich deposit of

flue mud, which forms the soil of Egj'pt. All be-

yond the reach of the inundation is rock or sand.

Hence Egypt was called the “Gift of thfc Nile.”

The extent of the cultivable land of Egypt is in

the Delta about 4500 square miles, in the valley

about 2255, in Faioum about 340, and in all about

7005 square miles. The outlying portions of

« ancient Egypt consisted of .3 cultivable valleys

(called Oases), in the midst of the Western or Li-

( byap Desert, a >’alley in the W. range of hills on the

W. df 4he Delta, called Nomos Nitriotes from the

Natron Lakes which it contains, some settlements

on the coast of the Red Sea and in the mountain

piOses between it and the Nile, and a strip of coast

on the Mediterranena, extending E. as far as Rhi-

nocolura {El-A risk), nod W. as far (according to

some ft |he ancients), ijl the Catabathmus Magnus
(Long, about 25® 1®' ^1.). The only river of

AEGYPTUS.
Egypt is the! Nile [Nil us]. A great artificial

canal {BaJir-\i8souf, L e. Joseph's Canal) runs

parallel to the river, at the distance of about b'

miles, from Diospolis Parva in the Thebais to a

point on the W. mouth of the river about half-way

between Memphis and the sea. Many smaller

canals were cut to regulate the irrigation of the

country. A canal frtfm the E. mouth of the Nile

to the head of the Red Sea was commenced under

the native kings, and finished by Darius, son of

Hystaspes. There wore several lakes in the coun-

trj', respecting which see Mokris, Mareotis,
Butos, TANii, SiRBONis, and Lacus Amari.— 2. Ancient History. At the earnest period, to

which civil history reaches back, Egypt was in-

habited by a highly civilized agricultural people,

under a settled monarchical government, divided

yito castes, the highest of which was composed of

tile priests, who’ were the ministers of a religion

based on a pantheistic worship of nature, and hav-

ing for its sacred symbols not only images but also

living animals and even plants. The priests were
also in possession of all the literature and science

of the country' and all the employments ba^i upon
such knowledge. The otbai*- castes were, 2nd, the

soldiers, 3rd, the lm«:b1ifidmcn, 4th, the Artificers

and tradesmen, ana last, held in great contempt,

the shepherds or herdsmen, poulterers, fishermen,

and servants. The Egyptians possessed a written

language, which appears to have had affinities with
both the great families of Language, the Semitic

and the Indo-European
;
and the priestly caste had,

moreover, the exclusive knowledge of a sacred sys-

tem of writing, the characters of which are known
by the name of Htero<flyphics, in contradistinction

to which the common characters are called Enchy-
rial (i. e. of the country). They were acquainted

with all the processes of manufacture which are

essential fo a highly civilized community ; they

had made great advances in the fine arts, especially

architecture and sculpture (for in iwiinting their

progress was impeded by a want of knowledge of

perspective) ; they were deterred from commercial

enterprize by the policy of the priests, but they

obtained foreign productfons to a groat extent,

chiefly through the Phoenicians, and at a later

period they engaged in maritime expeditions ; in

science they do not seem to have advanced so far

as some have thought, but their religion led them
to cultivate astronomy and its application to chrono*

the nature of their country made a know-
ledge ofgeometry (m its literal sense) indispensable,

and their application of its principles to architecture

is attested by their extant edifices. There can be
little doubt that the origin of this remarkable people

and of their early civilization is to be traced to the

same Asiatic source as theearlycivilization ofAssyuria

and India. The ancient history' of Egypt may be
divided into 4 great periods :—(1 ) From the earliest

times to its conquest by Cambyses
;
during which

it was ruled by a succession of native princes, into

the difficulties df whose history this is not the

place to inquire. The last of them, Psammenitus,
was conquered and dethroned by Cambyses in

B. c. 525, w'hen B^gypt became a province of the

Persian empire. During this period Egy-pt was
but little known to the Greeks. The Homeric
poems show some slight acquaintance with the
country and it^ river (which is also called Myvirros,
Od. xiv. 25), and refer to the wealth and splen-

dour of “ Thebes-with the Hundred Gates.” In the
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latter part of the period learned men among the

Greeks began to travel to Egypt for jte sake of

studying its institutions : among others it was

visited by Pythagoras, Thales, and Solon. (*2)

From the Persian conquest in B. c. 525, to the

transference of their dominion to the Macedonians

in B. c. 332. This period was one of almost con-

stant struggles between the Egyptians and their

conquerors, until a c. 340, when Nectanebo II.,

the last native ruler of Egypt, was defeated by

Darius Ochus. It was during this period that the

Greeks acquired a considerable knowledge of

Egypt. In the wars between Egypt ifid Persia,

tlie two leading states of Athens and Sparta at

different times asWsted the Egj'ptians, according

to the state of their relations to each other and to

Persia
;
and, during the intervals of those wars,

Egypt w.a3 visited by Greek historians and philoso-

j)her8, such as Hellanicus, Herodotus, Anaxagoras,

Plato, and others, who brought back to Greece the

knowledge of the country which they acquired

from the priests and through personal observation.^

(3) The dynasty of Macedonian kings, from the

accession of Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, in B. c.

323, down%) n. c. 30, wljen Egypt became a pro-

vince of the Homan empTO^h^hen Alexander

invaded Egypt in b. c. 332, the cohntry submitted

to him without a struggle
;
and, while he left it

bclnnd him to retuni to the conquest of Persia, he

conferred upon it the greatest benefit that waj#in

his power, by giving orders for the building of

Alexandria. In the partition of the empire of

Alexander after his death in b. C. 323, Egypt fell

to the share of Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, who
assumed the title of king in B. c. 300, and founded

the dynasty of the Ptolemies, under whom the

country greatly flourished, and became the chiot

seat of Greek learning. But soon came the period

of decline. Wars with the adjacent kingdom of

Syria, and the vices, weaknesses, and dissensions of

the royal family, wore out the state, till in b. c. 81

the Romans were called upon to interfere in the

dispnti'.s for the cro%vn, and in b. c. 55 the dynasty

of the Ptolemies came to be entirely dependent

on Homan protection, and, ^ last, after the battle

of Actium and the death of Cleopatra, who was
the last of the Ptolemies, Egypt was made a
Homan province, b. c. 30. (4) Egypt under the

Homans, ’down to its conquest hy the Arabs in

A. n. 638. As a Roman province, Egypt was one

of the mo.st flourishing portions of the empire. The
fertility of its soil, and its position between Europe

and Ambia and India, together with the possession

of such a port as Alexandria, gave it the full be-

nefit of the two great sources of w’ealth, agriculture

and commerce. Learning continued to fl(»urish at

Alexandria, and the patriarchs of the Christian

Church in that city became so powerful as to con-

tend for supremacy with those of Antioch, Constan-

tinople, and Rome, while a succession of teachers,

such as Origen and Clement of Alexandria, con-

terred real lustre on the ecclesiastical qjmals of the

country. When the Arabs made their great in-

road upon the Eastern empire, the geographical

position of Egypt naturally caused to fall an

immediate victim to that attack, which its wealth
and the peaceful character of its inhabitants in-

vited. It was conquered by Amrou, the lieutenant

of the Caliph Omar, in a. d. C38.— 3. Political

(icoyraphy.— From the earliest times the*cmuitry
was divided into (1) The Delta or Lower Egypt
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(t5 K(£t« EUBaJiari, El-Kehit)

(2) The Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, 'Eirrai^Ojufs,

ijf fitra^v Mesr Mostani)
; (3) The Thebais,

or Upper Egy^pt (0T?tfafy, ^ Said):

and it was further subdivided into 36 nomea or

governments. Respecting the Oases, see Oasis.

Aegys {Atyvs, Aiytirijs: nr. Ghtmiiiza)^ a
town of Laconia on the borders of Arcadia.

Ael&na {AtKava: AlKay^si)^ a town on the

northern arm of the Red Sea, near the Bahr-el;

Akalia, which was called by the Greeks Aelanites

from the name of the town. It is the Elath of the

Hebrews, and one of the sea-ports of which Solomon
possessed himself.

Aelia Gens, plebeian, the members of which are

given under their surnames, Gallus, Lamia,
Paetus, Sejanus, Stilo, Tubero. *

Aelia, a name given to Jemsalem after its re-

^^ration by the Roman emperor Aelius Hadrianus.

Aeli&niui, Claudius, was bom at Praeneste

in Italy, and lived at Rome about the middle of

the 3rd century of the Christian era. Though an
Italian, he spoke and wrote Greek as well as a
native Athenian. He never married, piLkvcd to

the ago of 60. Two of his works have come do^vn
to us: one a collection of miscellaneous history

(ITotKlAij 'ItTTopla) in 14 books, commonly called

i'ariu Iliatoria ; and the other a work on the pe-

culiarities of animals (Rspl Ztiuy l8i<intTos) in 17
books, commonly called />« Ammaliuni Natura.

The former work contains short narrations and
anecdotes, historical, biographical, antiquafian, &c.,

Elected from various authors, generally without

their n-mes being given, and on a great variet;p

of subjects. The hitter work is of the same kind,

scrappy and gossipping. It is partly collected from

older writers, and ^rtly the result ^f his own
obsen'ations both in Italy and abroad. There are

also attributed to him 20 letters on husbandry
(’AypoiKiKol ’ETnoTToAoi), written in a rhetorical

style and of no value.

—

Editions. Of the Varia
Historia, by Perizoniiis, Leyden, 1701 ;

by Gro-
noviiis, Leyden, 173J

;
and by Kiihn, Leipzig,

1780. Of the De AniMia/ia7» A^a<«ro, by Grono-

vius, Lond. 1744 ;
by J. Schneider, Leipzig, 1784 ;

and by Fr. Jacobs, Jena, 1832. Of the Ae/fers,

by Aldus Manutius, in his CoUectio Epistolarum

Graecarum^ Venice, 1499, 4^^.

Aeli&nus MeceXus, an ancient physician, who
must have lived in the 2nd century after Christ,

as he is mentioned by Galen as the oldest of his

tutors.

Aeli&uus Tacticus, a Greek writer, who lived

in Rome and wrote a work on the Military Tactics

of the Greeks (Ilepl IrparriyiKuy Td^fcny 'EAAij-

yiKwy)y deditated to the emperor H^rian. He
also gives a brief account of the constitution of a
Roman army at that time.

—

Editions. Ry Fran-

ciscus Robortellus, Venice, 1552 j and by Elzevir,

Leyden, 1613.

Aello, one of the Harpies. [Harpyiae.]
Aell6puB (’AfAAdirousX a surname of Iris, the

messenger of the gods, by which she is described

as Bwiit-footed as a storm-wind.

Aemllla. 1. Tlie 3rd daughter of L. Aemilius

Paul us, who fell in the battle of Canmte, was the

wife of Scipio Africanus I. and the mother of the

celebrated Cornelia, the mother of the Gracchi.—
2. Aemilia Lepida. [Lepida.]—8. A Vestal virgiq,

put to death d, c. 1 14 for having committed iu^st

upon several occasions.
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AAtntlYa. OexiB, one of the most ancient patrician

gentes at Rome, said to have been descended from

MamercCs, who received the name of Aemilius on

account of the persuasiveness of his language (8t*

oifivXiav \6you). This Mamercus is represented

by some as the son of Pythagoras, and by others

as the son of Numa. The most distinguished

members of the gens are given under their surnames

Barbula, Lepidu# Mamercus or Mamer-
c^Nus, Papus, Paul us, Rkgillus, Scaurus.

Aexnllia Via, made by M. Aemilius Lepidus,

cos. B. c. 107, continued the Via Flaminia from Ari-

miiium, and traversed the heart of Cisalpine Gaul

through Bononia, Mutina, Parma, Placentia (where

it crossed the Po) to Mediolanum. It was sub-

sequently continued as far as Aquileia.

Aen^liSniu. 1. The son of L. Aemilius Paulus

Macedonicus, was adopted hy P. Cornelius Scipio,

the son of P. Cornelius Scipio Africaiius, and was,

thus called P. Cornelius Scipio Aemilianus Africa-

nus. [Scipio.]—2. The governor of Pannonia and
Moesia in the reign of 0 alius, was proclaimed em-

peror by his soldiers in a. d. 253, but was slain by
them aft"" r»igning a few months.—-3. One of the

.30 tymnts (a. d. 259—268), assumed the purple

in Egypt, but was taken prisoner and strangled by
order of Gallienus.

Aemilltig Probus. [Nepos, Cornelius.]
AemSna or EmSna {Laibach)^ a fortified town

in Pannonia, and an important Roman colony, said

to have been built by the Argonauts.

Aen&i:^, also* called FithSedsa and In&rime
{IsL'hia\ a volcanic island off the coast of Campania,^

the entrance of the bay of Naples, under which

the Roman poets represented Typhoeus as lying.

AenSa (Afpcia ; Alveifi'fs, AtVeidri/s), a town

in ChalcidicdJ on the Thermaic^gulf.

Aene&des (AtVetdSTTs), a patronymic from Ae-
neas, given to his son Ascanius or lulus, and to

those who were believed to be descended from him,

such as Augustus, and the Romans in general.

AenSas (Alyfias), L Ilotncric S'tory. Aeneas
w'as the son of Ancliises and Aphrodite, and bom
on mount Ida. On his father's side he w.as a

great-grandson of Tros, and thus nearly related

to the royal house of Troy, as Priam himself

was a grandson of Tros. lie was educated from

his infancy at Dardqnus, in the house of Alca-

thous, the husband of his sister. At first he

took no part in the Trojan war
; and it was not

till Achilles attacked him on mount Ida, and drove

away his flocks, that he led his Dardnnians against

the Greeks. Henceforth he and Hector are the

great bulwarks of the Trojans agiiinst the Greeks,

and Aeneas appears beloved by gods and men. On
more than one occasion he is saved in battle by
the gods : Aphrodite carried him off when he \va8

wounded by Diomfidcs, and Poseidon, when he

was on the point of perishing by the hands of

Achilles. Homer makes no allusion to the emi-

gration of Aeneas after the capture of Troy, but on

the contrary he evidently conceives Aeneas and his

descendants a;^ reigning at Troy after the extinction

of the hoos^ of Priam.— Later Stories, The later

stories pitesent the greatest variations respecting the

conduct of Aeneas at the rapture of Troy and in

the events immediately following. Most accounts,

however, agree that after the city had fkllen, he

withdrew to mount Ida with his friends and the

imao«B of the go(b^ especially that of Pallas {Pal-

ladium)
;
and that from thence he crossed over to

AENEAS.
Europe, aid Anally settled at Latium in Italy

where he n^pame the ancestral hero of the Romans.
A description of the wanderings of Aeneas before

he reached Latium, and of the various towns and
temples he was believed to have founded during

his wanderings, is given by Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus (i. 50, &c.), whose account is on the whole the

same as the one followed by Virgil in his Aeneid,
although the latter makes various embellishments

and additions, some of which, such as his landing

at Carthage and meeting with Dido, are irrecon-

cilable with mythical chronology. From Pallene,

where AenCas stayed the winter after the taking of

Tro}', he sailed with his compani^is to Delos, Cy-
therR,Boiae in Laconia, ZacynthilfsjLeucas, Actium,
Ambracia, and to Dodona, where he met the Trojan
Helemis. From Epirus he sailed across the Ionian

sea to Italy, where he landed at the lapygian pro-

montory. Thence he crossed over to Sicil}', where
he met the Trojans, Elyinus and Aegestus (Aces-
tes), and built the towns of Eljune and Aegesta.
^rom Sicily he sailed back to Italy, landed in the

port of Pnlinurus, came to the island of Leucasia,

and at last to the coast of Latium. V.-irions

signs pointed out this^place .as the l-nd of his

wanderings, andji^sw^bd his Trojans accordingly

settled in Latiiirn. The place where they had
landed was called Troy. Latimis, king of the Ab-
origines, prepared for war, but afterwards concluded
an klliance with the strangers, gave up to them
part of his dominions, and with their assistance

conquered the Hutulians. Aeneas founded the

town of Lavinium, called after Lavinia,the daughter
ofLatiniis, whom he married. A new war then

followed between Latinus and Turtms, in which
both chiefs fell, whereupon Aeneas became sole

ruler of the Aborigines and Trojans, and both
nations were united into one. Soon after this

Aeneit, fell in a battle with the Rutulians, who
were a-ssisted by Mezentius, king of the Etruscans.

As his body was not found after the battle, it was
believed that it had been carried up to heaven, or

that he had perished in the river Numicius. The
Latins erected a monument to him, with the in-

scription To the faiker^nd native god. Virgil re-

presents Aeneas landing in Italy 7 years after

the fall of Troy, and comprises all the events in

Italy from the landing to the death of Tumus,
within the space of 20 days. The story of the

descent of the Romans from the Trojans through

Aeneas was believed at an early period, but pro-

bably rests on no historical foundation.—2. Aeniai
SilvinB, son of Silvias, and grandson of Ascanius,

is the 3rd in the list of the mythical kings of Alba
in Latium : the Silvii regarded him as the founder

of their house.

Aeneas Oazaens, so called from Gaza, his birth-

place, flourished A. D. 487. He was at flrst a Pla-

tonist and a Sophist, but afterwards became a
Christian, when ne composed a dialogue. On the

Immortality of the- Soul, called Theophnxslus,—
Editions. B^’’ Barthius, Lips. 1 655 ;

by Boissonade,

Par. 1836.

AenSai TaotXons, a Greek writer, img be the

same as the ^eneas of Stymphalus, the general of

the Arcadian^ rc. 362 (Xen. Hell. viL 3. § 1) ;

and he probably lived about that period. He wrote

a work on the art of war, of which a portion only

is preserved, commonly called Commentarius Potior-

ceticus, uhowing how a siege should be resisted.

An epitome of the whole book was made by Cineai.
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(Cic. a4 Fam. ix. 25.)

—

Editions,^ By Eroesti,

Lips. 1763 ; by Orelli, Lips. 18iy
Aenfiaidimus (AJtfri(rlSr]fiof% acaebrated sceptic,

bom at Cnossus in Crete, probably lived a little

later than Cicero. He differed on many points

from the ordinary sceptics. The grand peculiarity

of his system was the attempt to uni(e scepticism

with -the earlier philosophj^ to raise a positive

foundation for it by accounting from the nature of

things for the never-ceasing changes both in the

material and spiritual world. None of the works

of Aenosidemus have come down to us. To them

Sextus Empiricus was indebted foi| a considerable

part of his w^k.
Aeni&nes^iVidi/er, Ion. an ancient

Greek race, originally near Ossa, ^terwards in

southern Thessaly, between Oeta and Othrys, on

the banks of the SperchCus.

Aenus (Alyos*. Afvior, Alvtdrris: Eno\ ait

ancient town in Thrace, near the mouth of tlfe

Hebrus, mentioned in the Iliad. It was colonized

by the Aeolians of Asia Minor. Virgil (Aen. iii.

IC) supposes Aenos to have been built by Aeneas,

but he confounds it with Aensa in Chulcidice.

Undemfhe Romans Aenos was a free town, and a

place of importance.

Aenus (inn) a river in^h&aetia, the boundary

between Rhaetia and Noricum.

AeSles or Aeblli (AloXcIs), one of the chief

branches of the Hellenic race, supposed to sbe de-

scended from Aeolus, the son of Hellen, [Aeolus,

No. 1.] They origiitally dwelt in Thessaly, from

whence they spread over various parts of Greece^

and also settled in Abolis in Asia Minor, and in

the island of Lesbos.
Aebllae Insillae ( al A(<^^ov vrjaoi : Lipari

Islands)^ a group of islands N. E. of Sicily, where

Aeolus, the god of the winds, reigned. Homer {(Mi.

X. 1 ) mentions only one Aeolian island, i^d Virgil

(Aen.i. 52) accordingly speaks of only one Aeo-

It't (sc. insula), where Aeolus reigned, supposed

to be Strongyle or Lipam. These islands were

also called Ilephaesti&des or VufcunXaey because

Hephaestus or Vulcan was supposed to have

had his workshop in one of them called Iliera,

(Virg. Acn. viii. 415, seq^ They were also named
Lip&rcnses, from l^iphra, the largest of them.

The names of these isliinds were, LipSra {lAjMri)\

Hiera {Volcano)
i

Strongyle {Stromboli) i Phoe-
nicQsa {Felicudi)

;
Eriedsa (Alicudi) ;

Euonymus
{Panaria)

; Didyme {Salina)
;
Hicesia {Lisca Pi-

anca ) ; Basilidia {liasilizxo) ; Osteodcs {UaiiccC).

Aedlldes {AloAlSrjs), a patronymic given to

the sons of Aeolus, as Athanias, Cretheus, Sisyphus,

^almoncuB, &c., and to his grandsons, as Ccphalus,
Ulysses and Phrixus. Aeolis is the patronymic
of the female descendants of Aeolus, given to his

daughters Canaco and Alcyone.
Aei^ (AfoXiy) or AeoUa, a district of Mysia

in Asia Minor, was peopled by Aeolian Greeks,
whose cities extended from the Troud along the
shores of the Aegaean to the river llcrraus. In
early times their 12 most importdht cities were
independent and formed a League, the members
of which celebrated an annual festival {Panaeo-
Itum) at Smyrna. The 12 citicsecomprising this
League were Cyme, Lorissae, Ncontichos, Temnus,
Cilia, Noiium, AegirQsa, Pitane, Aegacae, Myrina,
Oryn€a, and Smyrna

; but Smyrna suVisequcntly
became a member of the Ionian confed^cy. (lie-
rod. i, 149, seq.) These cities were subdued by

AEQur. ir

Croesus, and were incorporated in the Persian em-
pire on the conquest of Croesus by Cvrus.

Aedlns (AfoAor). L Son of Heil«n and the

nymph Orseis, and brother of Poms and Xuthus.

He was the ruler of Thessaly, and the founder of

the Aeolic branch of the Greek nation. His child-

ren are said to have been very' numerous ; but the

most ancient story mentioned only four sons, viz.

Sisyphus, Athanias, Cretheus, and Salmoneus.

The great extent of country which this race qccu-

pied probably gave rise to the varying accounts

about the number of his children.— 2. Son of

Ilippotcs, or, according to others, of Poseidon and
Arne, a descendant of the previous Aeolus. His
story probably refers to the emigration of a branch

of the Aeolians to the west His mother was car-

ried to Metapontum in Italy, where she f^ave birth

to Aeolus and his brother Boeotus. The two
brothers afterwards fled from Metapontum, and
Aeolus went to some islands in the Tyrrhenian sea,

which received from him the name of the Aeolian

islands. Here he reigned as a just and pious king,

taught the natives the use of sails for ships, and
foretold them the nature of the win^ that were to

rise. In these accounts Aeolus, tho taUier of the

Aeolian race, is placed in relationship with Aeolus
the ruler and god of the winds. In Homer, how-
ever, Aeolus, the son of Hippotes, is neither the

god nor the father of the winds, hut merely the

happy ruler of the Aeolian island, to whom Zeus

had given dominion over the winds, which he might

soothe or excite according to his pleasiwe. {Od. x.

1, seq.) This statement of Homer and the etymo-

logy of the name of Aeolus from diKKw led to Aeilus
being regarded in later times as the god and king of

the winds, which he kept emtlosed in a mountain.

It is therefore to him that Juno applies when she

wishes to destrof the fleet of the Trojans. (Virg.

Aen. i. 78.) The Aeolian island of Homer was in

later times believed to be Lipam or Strongyle, and
was accordingly regarded as the place in which the

god of the winds dwelt. [Aboliae Insulae.]
AepSa (Afjreia : AiirfaTrjs). L A town in Mes-

senm on the sca-coast, afterwards Thuria.— 2. A
town in Cypnis, afterwards Soli.

Aepy (Aliri;), a town in Elis, situated on a
height, as its name indicates.

i^pj^tilB (Aftrirroi). 1. A mythical king of

Arcadia, from whom a ^rt of the country was
called Aepytis.— 2. Youngest son of the HeracUd
Cresphontes, king of Messenia, and of Merope,
daughter of the Arcadian king Cypselus. When
his lather aud brothers were miu'dered during an
insurrection, Aepytus alone, who was with his

grandfather Cypselus, escaped the danger. The
throne of ^resphoiites was in the meantime occu-

pied by the Heraclid Polyphonies, who also forced

Merope to become his wife. When Aepytus had
grown to manhood, he returned to his kingdom,
and put Polyphontes to death. From him the

kings of Messenia were called Aepytids instead of

the more general name Heraclids.— 3. Son of

Hippothous, king of Arcadia, and great-grandson

of the Aepytus mentioned first.

Aeqnl, Aeqalc51i, AeqaIo5ia«, Aeqnlcfflftni,

an ancient warlike people of Italy, duelling in the

upper valley of the Anio in the mountains forming
the eastern boundary of Latium, and between the

Latini, Salnni, Hemici, and Marsi. In conjiyic-

tion with the Volsci, who were of the same race,

they carried on constant hostilities with Ronll, but
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were finally subdued in b. c. 302. One of their

chief seats was Mount Algidus, from which they were

accustomedr to make their marauding expeditions.

Aequi Falisoi. [Falkrii.]

Aequimaelium. [Maelius.]

ASrdpe CAepoirrj), daughter of Catreu8,king of

Crete, and granddaughter of Minos. Her father,

who had received an oracle that he should lose his

life by one of his child/en, gave her and her sister

Cly^ene to Nauplius, who was to sell them in a

foreign land. Aerupe married Plisthenes, the son

of Atreus, and became by him the mother of Aga-

memnon and Menelaus. After the death of Plis-

thenes Aerope married Atreus ; and her two sons,

who were educated by Atreus, were generally be-

lieved to be his sons. Aerope was faithless to

Atreus, bting seduced by Thyestes.

Aes&cua (Afaaaos), son of Priam and Alex-

irrhoe. He lived far from his father's court in the

solitude of mountain-forests. Hesperia, however,

the daughter of Cebren, kindled love in his heart,

and on one occasion while he was pursuing her,

she was stung by a viper and died. Acsacus in

his grieft^w himself into the sea and was changed

by Thetis into an aquatic bird. This is the story

related by Ovid (Afei. xi. 750), but it is told dif-

ferently % Apollodorus.

Aesar, the name of tbe deity among the Etrus-

cans.

Aesar or Aes&nia {Esaro), a river near Croton

in Bruttii, in southern Italy.

Aesohl^B (Ahx^vris). 1. The Athenian ora-

tor born B. c. 309, was the son of Atrometus and
0\jucothea. According to Demosthenes, his poli-

tical antagonist, his parents were of disreputable

character and not even citizens of Athens
;
but

Aeschines hirself says that his fiither was de-

scended from an honourable fatuily, and lost his

property during the Peloponnesian war. In his

youth Aeschines appears to have assisted his fiither

in his school ; he next acted as secretary to

Aristophon, and afterwards to Eubulua
;
he sub-

sequently tried his fortune as an actor, but was

unsuccessful
;
and at length, after serving with

distinction in the army, came forward as a public

speaker and soon acquired great reputation. In

347 he was sent along with Demosthenes as

one of the 10 ambassadors to negotiate a peace

with Philip: from thi^ time ho appears ns the

friend of the Macedonian party and ns the oppo-

nent of Demosthenes. Shortly afterwards Aes-

chines formed one of the second embassy sent to

Philip to receive the oath of Philip to tho treaty

which had been concluded with the Athenians ;

hut as the delay of the ambassadors in obtaining

the nitification had been favourable to tbe interests

of Philip, Aeschines on his return to Athens was

accused by Tiinarchus. He evaded the danger by
bringing forward a countcr-accusation against

Timnrehus (345), and by showing that the moral

conduct of his accuser was such that he had no

right to speak before the people. The speech in

which Aeschines attacked Timarchus is still ex-

tant: Timarchus was condemned and Aeschines

gained a briUiant'^uipph. In 343 Demosthenes

renewed the chai^B Aeschines of treachery

during his second emMiAsy to Philip. This chaige

of Demosthenes (irspl vapairptaSfias) was not

spoken, but published as a memorial, aqd Aeschines

aulwered it in a similar memorial on the embassy

(vepl xapairpf(r€titn), which was likewise pub-
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lished. Sho^ly after the battle of Chaero’nSa in

338, which gaao Philip the supremacy in Greece,

Ctesiphon pressed 4hat Demosthenes should be
rewarded for his services with a golden crown
in the theatre at the great Dionysia. Aeschines
in consequence accused Ctesiphon

;
but he djd

not prosecute the charge till 8 years later, 330.
The speech which he delivered on the occasion is

extant, and w^as ansv/ered by Demosthenes in his

celebrated oration on the crown (irepi arf^dyov).

Aeschines was defeated, and withdrew from
Athens. He went to Asia Minor, and at length,

established a yliool of eloquence at Rhodes. On
one occasion be read to his audience in Rhodes his

speech against Ctesiphon, and wher some of his

hearers expressed their astonishment at his defeat,

he replied, “You would cease to be astonished if

you had heard Demosthenes.” From Rhodes ho
«<vent to Samos, where he died in 314. Besides

Ae 3 orations extmit, wc also possess 12 letters

which are ascribed to Aeschines, but Avhich are the

work of late sophists.

—

Editions. In the editions of

the*Attic orators [Demosthenes], and by Bremi,
Zurich, 1823. -<—2. An Athenian philosopher and
rhetorician, and a disciple of Socrates. A/*er the

death of his master, he^”- to Syracuse
;
but re-

turned to Athens expulsion of Dionysius,

and supported himself, receiving money for his in-

structions. He wrote several dialogues, but the

3 wlii(;h have come down to us under his name
are not genuine.— Editions. By Fischer, Lips.

1786 ; by Bockh, Hcidel. 1810 ;
and in many

editions of Plato.— 3. Of Neapolis, a Peripatetic

philosopher, who was at the head of the Aca-
demy at Athens, together with Charmades and
Clitomachiis about b.c. 109. —4. Of Miletus, a

contemporary of Cicero, and a distinguished orator

in the Asiatic style of eloquence.

Aeschrlon {klcxpi<»v). L Of Syracuse, whose
wife Pippa was ono of the mistresses of Verres, and
who was himself one of the scandalous instmmeiits

of Verres."— 2. An iambic poet, a native of Saino«i.

There was an epic poet of the same name, who was
a native of Mytilene and a pupil of Aristotle, and
who accompanied Alexander on some of his expe-

ditions. He may perhafs be the same person as

tho Samian.—3. A native of Pergamus, and a

physician in the second century after Christ, was
one of Galen's tutors.

AeBch^luB {Alaxv^os). 1. The celebrated tragic

poet, was bom at Elcusis in Attica, b. c. 525, so

that he was 35 years of age at the time of the

battle of Marathon, and contemporary with Simo-

nides and Pindar. Ilis father Euphorion was pro-

bably connected with the worship of Demeter, and
Aeschylus himself was, according to some autho-

rities, initiated in the mysteries of this goddess.

At the age of 25 (b. c. 499), he made his first ap-

pearance ns a competitor for the prize of tragedy,

without being successful He fought with his

brothers Cynaegtrus and Aminius, at the battle of

Marathon (490), and also at those of Salarais (480)

and Plataea (479). In 484 he gained the prize of

tragedy
;
and in 472 he gained the prize with the

trilogy, of which the Persae, the earliest of his

extant dramas, avas one piece. In 468 he was de-

feated in a tragic contest by his younger rival So-

phocles
; and he is said inconsequence to have quitted

Athens in disgust, and to have gone to the court of

Hiero, king of Syracuse, where he found Simonides

the lyric poet In 467, his friend and patron king
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Hiero died
;
and in 458, it appears tiat Aeschylus

was again at Athens, from the fact jTiat the trilogy

of the Oresteia was produced iii thw year. In the

same or the following year, he again visited Sicily,

and he died at Gela in 456, in the 69th year of his

age. It is said that an eagle, mistaking the poet's

hald head for a atone, let a tortoise fall upon it to

break the shell, and so fulfilled an oracle, according

to which Aeschylus was fated to die by a blow

from heaven. The alterations made by Aeschj^lus

in the composition and dramatic representation of

Tragedy were so great, that he was considered by
the Athenians as the father of it, JKist as Homer
was of Epic^etry and Herodotus of History.

Even the imprevements and alterations introduced

by his successors were the natural results and sug-

gestions of those of Aeschylus. The first and
principal alteration which he made was the intro-

duction of a second actor (ievrepayuvurrijs)

,

anj^

the consequent formation of the dialogue properly

so called, and the limitation of the choral parts.

This innovation was of course adopted by his qon-

temporaries, just .as Aeschylus himself followed the

example of Sophocles, in subsequently introducing

a third^tor. Rut the improvenients of Aeschylus

were not limited to the '' "Twsitiop of tragedy : he

added the resources of art in fts exhibition. Thus,
he is said to have availed himself of the skill of

Agatharchus, who painted for him the first scenes

winch had ever been drawn according to tht prin-

ciples of linear perspective. 11c also fnmisbed his

actors with more suitable and magnificent dresses,

with significant and various masks, and with th#j

thick-soled cothumns, to raise their stature to the

height of heroes. He moreover bestowed so much
att(Mition on the choral d.ancea, th.at he is said to

have invented various figures himself, and to have

instructed the choristers in them without the aid

of the regular ballet-masters. With him riso arose

the usage of representing at the same time a tritwjy

of plays connected in subject, so that each formed
one act, as it were, of a great whole, which might
be compired with some of Shakspeare's historical

plays. Even before the time of Aeschylus, it had
been customary to conten^ for the prize of tragedy
with 3 j)lays exhibited at the same time, but it

was reserved for him to shoAV how each of 3
tragedies might be complete in itself, and indepen-
dent of the rest, and nevertheless form a part of an
harmonious and connected whole. The only ex-

ample still extant of such a trilogy is the Oresteia,

as it Avas called. A satyrical play commonly
followed each tragic trilogy. Aeschylus is said
la liave written 70 tragedies. Of these only
7 are extant, namely, the Persians, the Seven
againsi Thebes, the Suppliants, the Prometheus, the
Agamemnon, the Choephori, and Eumenides ; the
last three forming, as already remariced, the trilogy
of the Oresteia. The Persians W’as acted in 47-,
and the Seven againsi Thebes a year afterwards.
The Oresteia was represented in 458 ;

the Sup-
pliants and the Prometheus were bright out some
time between the Seven against Thebes and the
On-gteia. It has been supposed from some allusions
in the Suppliants, that this play was acted m 461,
Avhen Athens was allied with Af^os.

—

Editions.
By Wellauer, Lips. 1823, W. Dindorf, Lips. 1827,
and Scholefield, Camb. 1830.

Aeaelll&pltui (’A«ricXij»t«fs), the god of the me-
dical art In the Homeric poems Acsaulapius is

not a divinity, but Bimply the “ blameless physi-
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cian” d/nJ/uw*'), whose sons, Machaon and
Podallriua, were the physicians in the Greek army,

and ruled over Tricca, Itbome, anda Oechalia.

Homer says nothing of the descent of Aesculapius.

The common story rektes that he was a son of

Apollo and Cdronis, and that when Goronis was

with child by Apollo, she became enamoured with

Ischys,^ an Arcadian. Apollo, informed xif this by
a raven, which he had set to watch her, or, accord-

ing to others, by his own prophetic powers, jient

his sister Artemis to kill Coronis. Artemis accord-

ingly destroyed Coronis in her own house at Lacerla

in Thessaly, on the shore of lake Baebia. Accord-

ing to Ovid {Met. ii. 605), it was Apollo himself

who killed Coronis and Ischys. When the body
of Coronis was to be burnt, either Apollo or

Hermes saved the child Aesculapius from fhe flames,

and oarried it to Chiron, who instructed the boy in

the art of healing and in hunting. There are

various other narratives respecting his birth, accord-

ing to some of which he was a native of Epidaurus,

and this was a common opinion in later times.

After he had grown up, reports spread over all

countries, that he not only cured alj^K^sick, but

called the dead to life again. But while he was
restoring Glaucus to life, Zeus killed him with a

flash of lightning, os he feared lest men might con-

trive to escape death altogether, or, because Pluto

had complained of Aesculapius diminishing the

number of the dead. But, on the request of

Apollo, Zeus placed Aesculapius among the stars,

Aesculapius is also said to have taken fiart in the

expedition of the Argonauts and in the Calydonian

hunt. He was married to Epione, and besides ihe

two sons spoken of by Homer, we also find mention

of the following children of his : lanisciis, Alexc-

nor, Aratus, Hygjjeia, Aegle, laso, find Panaceia,

most of whom are only personifications of the

powers ascribed to their father. Aesculapius waa
worshipped all over (jrccce. His temples were

usually built in healthy places, on hills outside the

toAvn, and ne.v wells which were believed to have

healing powers. These temples were not only

places of worship, but were frequented })y great

numbers of sick persons, and may therefore bo

compared to modem hospitals. The principal scat

of his worship in Greece was Epidaurus, where ho

had a temple surrounded ^ith an extensive grove.

Serpents were everywhere connected with his wor-

ship, probably because tlicv were a symbol of pru-

dence and renovation, an* were believed to have

the power of discovering herbs of wondrous powers.

For these reasons, a poculiar kind of tame serpents,

in Avhich Epidaurus abounded, was not only kept

in his temple, but the god himself frequently ap-

peared in 4he form of a serpent. At Home the

worship of Aesculapius was introduced from Epi-

daurus at the command of the Delphic oracle or of

the Sibylline books, in b. u. 293, for the purpose

of averting a pestilence. The supposed descendants

of Aesculapius were called by the patronymic name
Asclqpiadae (’Ao'xX77irje{5ai),and their principal seats

were Cos and Cnidus. They were an order or

caste of priests, and for a long period the practice

of medicine was intimately connected with religion.

The knowledge of medicine was regarded as a

sacred secret, which was transmitted from father to

son in the families of the Asclepiadae. Respectixig

the festivalsvof Aesculapius, see Did. ofAntiq. ,
Aesipas (Alo^iror), a river which rises i^ the

mountains of Ida, and flows by a N. E. course into

c 2
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the Propontis, which it enters W . of Cyzicus and

E. of the Graniens.

AesernSa (Aesemlnus: hernia)^ a town in

Samniura, made a Roman colony in the first Punic

war.

Aesis {Esina or Fiummno\ a river which formed

the boundary between Piceimm and Umbria, was

anciently the S. boundary of the Senoncs, and the

N.E. boundary of Italy proper.

ideals or Aeslom (Aesinas: Jen\ a town and

a Homan colony in Umbria on the river Aesis,

celebrated for its cheese, Aesinas casaus.

Aeson (Afirwv), son of Cretheus, the founder of

lolcus, and of Tyro, the daughter of Salmoneus, and

father of Jason and Promachus. He was excluded

from the throne by his half-brother Pelias, who en-

(ieaveureH to kf^ep the kingdom to himself by send-

ing Jason away with the Argonauts. Pelios sub-

sequently attempted to get rid of Aeson by force,

but the latter put an end to his own life. Accord-

ing to Ovid (Met. vii. 162, seq.), Aeson survived

the return of the Aigonauts, and was made young
again by Medea.

Aes5p2lfLj Afoonror). 1. A writer of Fables,

lived about b. c. 570, and was a contemporary of

Solon. He was originally a slave, and received

liis freedom from his master ladmon the Samian.

Upon this he visited Croesus, who sent him to

Delphi, to distribute among the citizens 4 minae

apiece
;

but in consequence of some dispute

on the subject, ho refused to give any money at

all, upon ^»hich the enraged Delphians threw him
from a precipice. Plagues were sent upon them
from the gods for the offence, and they pro-

claimed their willingness to give a compensation

for his death to any one who could claim it. At
length ladmolP, the gnmdson of his old master, re-

ceived the compensation, since no nearer connection

could be found. A life of Aesop prefixed to a book
fif fables purporting to be his, and collected by
Maximus Planudes, a monk of the 14th century,

represents Aesop as a perfect monster of ugliness

and deformity
; a notion for which there is no au-

thority whatever in the classical authors. Whether
Aesop left any written works at all, is a question

which affords considerable room for doubt
;
though it

is certain that fables, bearing Aesop’s name, were

popular at Athens in .its most intellectual age.

We find them frequently noticed by Aristophanes.

They were in prose, ai^ were turned into poetry

by several wTiters. Swrates turned some of them
into verse during his imprisonment ; and Demetrius

Phalcreus (b. c. 320) imitated his example. The
only Greek versifier of Aesop, of wlmse writings

any whole Cables are preserved, is Habrius. [Ba-
BRius.] Of the Latin writers of Aesopean fables,

Phaedrns is the most c-lebrated. [Phakdrus.]
The fables now extant in prose, bearing the name
of Aesop, are unquestionably spurious, as is proved

by Bentley in" his dissertation on the Fables of

Aesop appended to his celebrated letters on Pho-
laris.

—

Editions. By Eruesti, Lips. 1 7H1, and by
Schaefer, Lips. 1820.— 2. A Greek historian, who
wrote a life of Alexander the Great. The original

is lost, but there is a Latin translation of it by
Julius Valirius.

Aeafipns, ClaiLdlna,.or Clodlns, was the greatest

tragic actor at Rome,and a contemporary of Roscius,

th^ greatest comic actor ;
and both of them lived on

intimate terms with Cicero. Aesopus appeared for

the Ast time on the stage at on advanced age at
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the dedication of the theatre of Pompey (b. c. 55)',

when his voKe failed him, and he could not go
through with tne speech. Aesopus realized an im-
mense fortune by his profession, which was squan-
dered by his son, a foolish spendthrift. It is said,

for instance, that he dissolved in vinegar and drank
a pearl worth about 8000/., which he took from the
ear-ring of Caecilia Metella.

Aeatii, Aestyi, or Aeitui, a people dwelling on
the sea-coast, in the N. E. of Germany, probably in

the modem Ktlrland^ who collected amber, which
they called glessum. Their customs, says Taci-

tus, resemblc(f the Suevic, and their language the

British. They were probably a Sa^atian or Sla-

vonic race, and not a Germanic. ^

Aeslila (Aesiilanus), a toivn of the Aequi on a
mountain between Praeneste and Tibur. (Aesu-
lae decline arvum,” Hor. Carn. iii. 29.)

• Aetb&lla {Aida\ia^ Aidd\rj\ called Ilva (Elha)
by the Romans, a small island in the Tuscan sea,

opposite the town of Populonia, celebrated for its

iron mines. It had on the N. R a good harbour,

“Argous Portus'’ (Potio Ferraio\ in which the

Argonaut Jason Is said to have landed.

Aethalides (Al0a\/87is), son of HermeS'l^nd Eu-
polemla, the herald Argonauts. He had
received from his father the faculty of remembering
every thing, even in Hades, and was allowed to

reside alternately in the upper and in the lower
worldif His soul, after many migrations, at length

took possession of the body of Pythagoras, in which
it still recollected its former migrations,

p Aether {Ai6i)p\ a personified idea of the mythi-
cal cosmogonies, in which Aether was considered

as one of the elementary substances out of which
the Universe was formed. Aether was regarded

by the poets as the pure upper air, the residence of

the gods, and Zeus as the Lord of the Aether, or

Aether itself personified.

AetMces (AWi/cev), a Thessalian or Epirot

people, near M, Pindus.

Aethlcus, Hister or later, a Roman writer of

the 4th century after Christ, a native of Istrin,

the author of a geographical work, called Aethiei

Cosmogmphiay which ap])enrs to have been chiefly

drawn up from the measurement of the whole Ro-
man world ordered by Julius Caesar, b. c. 44, and
from other official documents. Edited by Gro-

novius, in his edition of Pomponius Mela, Leyden,

1722.

Aethilla (AiBiWa or AiBvKKa\ daughter of

Laomednn and sister of Priam, became after the

fall of Troy the prisoner of Protesilaus.

Aeth!5pes (AWfoirer, said to be from cdf0w and
but perhaps really a foreign name corrupted),

was a name applied (1) most generally to all black

or dark races of men ; (2) to the inhabitants of all

the regions S. of those with which the early Greeks
were well acquainted, extending e\en as far N. as

Cyprus and Phoenicia
; (3) to all the inhabitants

of Inner Africa, S. of Mauretania, the Great Desert,

and Egypt, fr9m the Atlantic to the Red Sea and

Indian Ocean, and to some of the dark races of

Asia ; and (4) most specifically to the inhabitants

of the land S. of Egj'pt, which was called

Akthiopia. ®

Aethi6pla (AlBioTria, AiB. Alytnrrov : At-

Bio^y AlBioirtvSy Horn., fem. AiBiovis, Aethiops

:

NtMoy Koidofan^ Sennaary Abyssinia)y a country

of Africa, F. of Eg)*pt, the boundary ofthe countries

being at Syenc (Assouan) and the Smaller Cataract
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of the Nile, and extending on thej^. to the Red
Sea, and to the S. and S.W. indefiifttely, as far ap*

parently as the knowledge of the ancients extended.

In its most exact political sense the word Aethiopia

seems to have denoted the kingdom of Mxroe ;

but in its wider sense it included also the kingdom

of the Axomitak, besides several other peoples,

such as the Troglodytes and* the Ichthyophagi on

the Red Sea, the Blemmyes and Megabari and

Nubae in the interior. The country was watered

by the Nile and its tributaries, the Astapus (RaAr-

el~Azrek or Blue Nile) and the Ast^boras {Aibara

or Tacazze). The people of Ethiopia seem to

have been of t^ Caucasian race, and to have spoken

a language allied to the Arabic. Monuments are

found ill the country closely resembling those of

Egypt, but of an inferior style. The religion of the

Ethiopians appears to have been similar to that ofi

the Egyptians, but free from the grosser supersti*

tions of the latter, such as the worship of animals.

Some traditions made Meroe the parent of Egyptian

civilization, while othiTs ascribed the civilization

of Ethiopia to Egyptian colonization. So great

was th%power of the Ethiopians, that more than

,once in its history Eg}j>*. was governed by Ethio-

pian kings
;
and even the powerful kings of

Egypt, though they made successful incursions into

Ethiopia, do not appear to have had any extensive

or permanent hold upon the country. Un^yr the

Ptolemies (Iraeco-Egyptian colonies established

themselves in Ethiopia, and Greek maimers and
philosophy had a considerable influence on thei

upper classes
;
but the country was never subdued.

The Homans failed to extend their empire o\er

Ethiopia, though they made expeditions into the

country, in one of which C. Petronius, prefect of

Egypt under Augustus, advanced as far as Napata,
and defeated the warrior queen Candace (g.c. 22).

Christianity very early extended to Ethiopia, pro-

bably in consequence of the conversion of the trea-

surer of queen Candace (Acts, viii. 27). The history

of the downfall of the great Ethiopian kingdom of

Meroe is very obscure.

^
Aothlliu (’AsflAws), first king of Elis, father of

Endymion, was son of* Zeus and Protogenia,
daughter of Deucalion, or son of A,colu8.

Aethra (AWpa). 1. Daughter of Pittheus of

Troezen, was mother of Theseus by Aegeus. She
afterwards lived in Attica, from whence she was
carried off to Lacedaemon by Castor and Pollux,
and became a slave of Helen, with whom she was
taken to Troy. At the capture of Troy she was
restored to liberty by her grandson Acamas or
Demophon.— 2. Daughter of Oeeanus, by whom
Atlas begot the 12 Hyades and a son Hyas.

AStiton (’AerfcDv). 1. A sculptor of Amphipolis,
flourished about the middle of the 3rd century
c.—*2. A celebrated painter, whose best picture

represented the marriage of Alexander and Roxana.
It is commonly supposed that he lived in the time
of Alexander the Great

; but the words of Lucian
{Herod. 4) show that he must bav% lived about
the time of Hadrian and the Antonines.

AlFtlna. 1. A celebrated Homan general, de-
fended the Western empire against* the barbarians
during the reign of Valentinian III. In a. d. 4.51
he mined a great victory over Attila, near Chalonsm Oaul

; but he was treacherously murdered by
Valentinian in 454.^^42. A Greek medical writer,wm at Amida in Mesopotamia, lived at the end of
the 5th or the beginning of the 6th century after
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Christ. His work Bt6\la ’larpocd *EKKal8e/ea,

“ Sixteen Books on Medicine,” is one qf the most
valuable medical remains of antiquity, os being a

judicious compilation from many authors whose

works arc lost. The whole of it has never ap-

peared in the original Greek, but a corrupt trans-

lation of it into Latin was published by Comarius,

Basil. 1542, often reprinted^ and in H. Stephens's

Medkae AHis Principes^ Paris, 1567.

Aetna {Nirvri). 1, {Movie Gibello), a vol-

canic mountain in the N. E. of Sicily between

Tauromenium and Catana. It is said to have

derived its name from Aetna, a Sicilian nymph, a
daughter of Uranus and Gaea, or of Briareus. Zeus
buried under it Typhon or Enceladus ; and in its

interior Hephaestus and the Cyclops fosged the

tliundcrbolts for Zeus. There were several erup-

tions of M. Aetna in antiquity. One occurred

in Bi c. 475, to which Aeschylus and Pindar pro-

bably allude, and another in b. c. 425, which
Thucydides says (iii. lib) Avas the third on re-

cord since the Greeks had settled in Sicily. The
form of the mountain seems to have been much
the same in antiquity as it is at *pVc^nt. Its

base covers an area of nearly 90 miles in cir-

cumference, and its highest point is 10,674 feet

above the level of the sea. The circumference of

the crater is variously estimated from 2^ to 4 miles,

and the depth from 600 to 800 feet.—2. (Aetnen-

ses : S. Maria di Ltcodia)^ a town at the foot of

M. Aetna, on the road to Catana, formerly called

Inessa or Innesa. It was founded in b.c. 461,

by the inhabitants of Catana, who had been

pelled from their own town by the Siculi. They
gave the name of Aetna to Inessa, because their own
town Catana had been called Aetna ^y Hiero I.

Aetnaeus (AiWaior), an epithet of several gods

and mythical beings connected with Mount Aetna

;

— of Zeus, of whom there was a statue on Mount
Aetna, and to whom a festival was celebrated

there, called Aetnea ;
of Heph^stus

;
and of the

Cyclops.

Aetdlla {AlruKla : A(tw\05), a division of

Greece, was bounded on the W. by Acamania,
from which it was separated by the river Achelous,

on the N. by Epirus and Thessaly, on the E. by
the Ozolian Locrians, and on the S. by the en-

trance to the Corinthian giftf. It was divided into

two parts. Old Aetolia, from the Achelous to the

Evenus and Calydon, and New Aetolia, or the

Acquired {Mkttjtos)^ from the Evenus and Caly-

don to the Ozolian Locrians. On the coast the

country is level and fruitful, hut in the interior

mountainous and unproductive. The mountains

contained many wild beasts, and were celebrated

in mytholo^ for the hunt of the Calydonian boar.

The country was originally inhabited by Curetes and
Leleges, but was at an early period colonized by
Greeks from Elis, led by the mythical Abtolus.
The Aetolians took part in the l^rojan war, under

their king Tboas. They continued for a long time

a rude and uncivilized people, living to a great ex-

tent by robbery ; and even in the time of Thucy-

dides (b. c. 410) many of their tribes spoke a lan-

guage which Avas not Greek, and were in the habit

of eating raw flesh. Like the other Greeks, they

abolished at an early time the monarchical form of

government, and lived under a democracy. They
appear to have been early united by a kind tif

League, but this League fint acquired politicaMm-

portance about the middle of the 3rd century b. u.
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and became a formidable rival to the Macedonian
xnonarchs %nd the Achaean League. The Aetolian

League at one time included not only Aetolia

Proper, but Acamania, part of Thessaly, Locris,

and the island of Cephallenia
;
and it also had

close alliances with Elis and several towns in the

Peloponnesus, and likewise with Cius on the Pro-

pontis. Its annual meetings, called Panaetolica^

were held in the autumn at Thermus, and at them
were chosen a General {crrpaT-ny6s\ who was at

the head of the League, an Hipparchus, or Master

of the Horse, a Secretary, and a select committee

called Apocleti {&Tr6K\riToi). For further parti-

culars respecting the constitution of the League,

see Diet, of Ant. art. Aetolicum Foedus. The Aeto-

lians to«k the side of Antiochus III. against

the Romans, and on the defeat of that monarch
B. c. 1U9, they became virtually the subjects of

Home. Or the conquest of the Achaeans, b. c.

14G, Aetolia was included in tho Roman province

of Achaia. After tho battle of Actium, b. c. 31,

a considerable part of the population of Aetolia was
transplanted to the city of NicoroLis, which Au-
gustus btult'tn commemoration of his victory.

Aetolus (AiVwAdy), flonof’Endymion and Nets,

or Iphianassa, married Pronoe, by whom he had
two sons, Pleuroii and Calydon. He was king of

Elis, hut was obliged to leave Peloponnesus, be-

cause he had slain Apis, the son of Jason or Sal-

moneus. He went to the country near the Achelous,

which vva^cnllod Aetolia after hinu

Aexona {kt^oavii and : Pd^tev^is :

A^ni ?), an Attic demus of the tribe Cecropis or

Pandionis. Its inhabitants had the reputation of

being mockers and slanderers.

Afor, Dom^tltus, of Ncmausus (Nismes) in

Gaul, was the teacher of Quintilhui, and one of the

most distinguished orators in the reigns of Tiberius,

Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, but he sacrificed his

character by conducting accusations for the govern-

ment. He was consul sulfectus in a. d. 39, and
died in GO. Quintilian mentions several works of

his on oratory, which arc all lost.

Afir&nlus. 1. L. A Homan comic poet, flourished

about D.o. 100. His comedies described Roman
scenes and manners (Comordtae to<jatae\ and the

subjects were mostly taken from tho life of the

lower classes. (Cotnocifitte tabemnriae.) They were
frequently polluted with disgraceful amours

;
but

lie depicted Roman life with such accuracy, that he

is classed with Menander (Hor. AJp. ii. 1.57).

His comedies continued to be acted under the

empire. The names and fragments of between

20 and 30 are still preserved.—«2. L., a person

of obscure origin, and a faithful adherent of Pom-
pey. He served under Pompey against Sertorius

and Mithridates, and was, through Pompey’s in-

fluence, mode consul, b. c. 60. When Pompey
obtained the provinces of the two Spains in his

second consulship (b. c. 55), he sent Afranius

and Petreius to govern them, while he himself re-

mained in Rome. In b. c. 49, Afranius and Pe-

treius wero defeated by Caesar in Spain. Afranius

thereupon passed over to Ponipey in Greece
;
was

present at the battle of Phfiraalia, b. c. 48 ; and

subsequently at the battle q/ Thapsus in Africa,

B. c. 46. He then attempted to fly into Maure-

tania, but was ta^en prisoner by P..Sittius, and
k&led.

AArloa i^AippiKT)^ Afric&nus), was used by the

ancients in two senses, (1) for the whole continent
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of Africa^ a}ii^ (2) for the portion of N. Africa

which constiti/.ed the territory of Carthage, and
which the Romans erected into a province, under
the name of Africa Propria.— !. In the more
general sense the name was not used by the Qreek
writers

; and its use by the Romans arose from the

extension to the whole continent of the name of a
part of it. The profcer Greek name for the con-

tinent is Libya (Ai€vri). Considerably before the

historical period of Greece begins, the Phoenicians

extended their commerce over the Mediterranean,

and founded ,'several colonies on the N. coast of

Africa, of which Carthage was the chief. [Car-
thago.] The Greeks knew verj little of the

country until the foundation of the Dorian colony

ofCvRENB ^b. c. 620), and the intercourse of Greek
travellers with Egypt in the 6th and 5th centuries

;

and even then their knowledge of all but the part

\iear Cyrene was derived from the Egyptians and
Phoenicians, who sent out some remarkable ex-

peditions to explore the country. A Phoenician

fledt sent by the Lgygdan king Pharaoh Necho
(about B. c. 600), was said to have sailed from
the Red Sea, round Africa, and so into tl)r Medi-
terranean: the authenj^oiiy of this story is still

a matter of dispute.^'^ e still possess an authentic

account of another expedition, which tho Cartha-

ginians despatched under Ilanno (about b. c. 510),
and uchich reached a point on the W. coast nearly,

if not quite, as far as lat. 10® N. On the opposite

side of the continent, the coast appeiirs to hare

been very little known beyond the S. boundary of

Egypt, till the time of the Ptolemies. In the in-

terior, the Great Desert {Sahara) interposed a for-

midable obstacle to discovery
;
but even before the

time of Herodotus the people on the northern coast

told of individuals who had crossed the Desert and
had readied a great river flowing towards the K.,

with crocodiles in it, and black men living on its

banks ; winch, if the story he tnie, was probably

the Niger in its upper course, near TitnLuctoo.

That the Carthaginians had considerable intercourse

with the regions S. of the Sahara^ has been inferred

from the abundance of cleph.<mts they kept. Iiater

expeditions and inquiries extended the knowledge
which the ancients possessed of the E. coast to

about 1 0® S. lat., and gave them, as it seems, some
further acquaintance with the interior, about Lake
Tchady but the southern part of the continent was
so totally unknown, that Ptolemy, who finally

fixed the limits of ancient geographical science, re-

curred to the old notion, which seems to have pre-

vailed before the time of Herodotus, that the S.

parts of Africa met the S.E. part of Asia, and that tho

Indian Ocean was a vast lake. The greatest geo-

graphers who lived before Ptolemy, namely, Era-

tosthenes and Strabo, had accepted the tradition

that Africa was circumnavigable. The shape of

the continent they conceived to be that of a right-

angled triangle, having for its hypotenuse a line

drawn from the Pillars of Hercules to the S. of the

Red Sea ; and, as to its extent, they did not sup-

pose it to reach nearly so far as the Equator. Pto-

lemy supposed the W. coast to stretch N. and S.

from the Pillar of Hercules, and he gave the con-

tinent an indefinite extent towards the S. There

were also great differences of opinion as to the

boundaries of the continent. Some divided the

whole world into only two ports Europe and Asia,

and theyVere not agreed to which of these two

Libya (i. e. Africa) belonged ; and those who
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recognised three divisions differed igain in plac-
|

ing the boundary between Libya ^id Asia either

on the W. of Egypt, or al6ng fne Nile, or at

the isthmus of Suez and the Red Sea : the last

opinion gradually prevailed. As to the subdi-

vision of the country itself, Herodotus distributes

it into Aegyptus, Aethiopia (i. e.^all the regions

S. of Egypt and the iSohafa)^ and Libya, pro-

perly so called
;
and he subdivides Libya into three

parts, according to their physical distinctions,

namely, (1) the Inhabited Countrj^ along the Me-

diterranean, in wliich dwelt the Nomad Libyans

(ol vapa6a\d(r(Xioi ruv vondSuv : the Bar-

hiry States) ^(*1) the Country of Wild Beasts

dripiwSris), S. of the former, that is, the repon be-

tween the Little and Great Atlas, which still

abounds in wild beasts, but takes its name from its

prevailing vegetation (lieled-el-Jerid^ i. e. the Coun-

try of Paltns)^ and (3) the Sandy Desert (ij

uoy
;
the Sahara)^ that is, the table land bounded

by the Atlas on the N. and the margin of the Nile-

A alley on the E., which is a vast tract of sand

broken only by a few habitable islands, called

Oases. As to the people, Herodotus distinguishes

four ittes, two native, namely, the Libyans and

Ethiopians, and two fo. vjn, namely, the Phoeni-

cians and the Greeks. Libyans, however,

were a Caucasian race : the Ethiopians of Herodo-

tus correspond to our Negro races. The Phoenician

colonies were planted chiefly along, and to^he W.
of, the gr<“at recess in the middle of the N. coast,

which formed the two Syrtbs, by far the most

important of them being Carthage
;
and the Greet

colonies were fixed on the coast along and beyond

the E. side of the Syrtes ;
the chief of them was

Cykenb, and the region was called Cyrenaica.

Between this and Egypt were Libyan tribes, and

the whole region between the Caithaginian domi-

tiions and Egypt, including Cyrenaica, was called

by the same name as the whole continent, Libya.

The chief native tribes of this region were the

Advrmaciiidak, Marmaridae, Psylli, and
Nasamonks. The last extended into the Car-

thaginian territory. To the W, of the Carthaginian

possessions, the countrj^was called by the general

names of N umidia and Mauretania, and was
possessed partly by Carthaginian colonies on the

coast, and partly by Libyan tribes under various

names, the chief of which were the Numidae,
Massylii, Massaesylii, and Mauri, and to the

S. of them the Gastuli. The whole of this north-

ern region fell successively under the power of

Rome, and was Anally divided into provinces as

follows : — (J) Aegypt
j (2) Libya, including (a)

Libyae Nomos or Libya Exterior, (6) Marmarica,
(c) Cyrenaica

; (3) Africa Propria, the former em-
pire of Carthage (see below, No. 2) ; (4) Numidia;
(5) Mauretania, divided into (a) Sitifensis, (6)
Caesariensis, (c) Tingitana: these, with (U)
Aethiopia, make up the whole of Africa, according
to the divisions recognised by the latest of the
ancient geographers. The northyn district was
better known to the Romans than it is to us, and
was extremely populous and flourishing

; and, if

we may judge by the list of tribes in Ptolemy, the
interior of the country, especiflly between the
Little and Great Altars, must have supported many
more inhabitants than it does at present. Further
information respecting the several portions of the
co^try will be found in the separate articles.— 2.
Wrica Propria or Provinoia, or simply Africa,
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was the name under which the Romans, after the

Third Punic War (n. c. 146), erected into a pro-

vince the whole of the former territory ef Carthage.

It extended from the river Tusca, on the W.,
which divided it from Numidia, to the bottom oC

the Syrtis Minor, on the S. E. It was divided into

two districts (regiones), namely, ( 1 ) Zeugis or Zeu-

gitana, the district round Carthage, (2) Byzaoium
or Byzacena, S. of Zeugitana, as far as the bottom

of the byrtis Minor. It corresponds to the mcidern

regency of Tunis. The province was full of flou-

rishing towns, and was extremely fertile, especially

Byzacena: it furnished Rome with its chief sup-

plies of corn. The above limits are assigned to tlio

province by Pliny : Ptolemy makes it extend from

the river Ampsaga on the W., to the borders of

Cyrenaica, at the bottom of the Great^Byrtis, on

the E., so as to include Numidia and Tripolitana.

AMo&niul, a surname given to the Scipios on

account of their victories in Africa. [Scipio.]

Afric&nus. 1. Sex. Caeciliui, a Roman juris-

consult, lived under Antoninus Pius (a. d. 1311—

161), and wrote Lihri IX. Quaeslionum, from which

many extracts arc made in the Digest^— Jalim,
a celebrated orator in the reign of 5ilero, is much
praised by Quintilian, who speaks of him and
Dumitius Afer as the best orators of their time.—
3. Bex. Julius, a learned Christian writer at the be-

ginning of the 3rd century, passed the greater part

of his life at Ennnaus in Palestine, and afterwards

lived at Alexandria. His principal work was a

Chronicon in five hooks, from the creation of the

world, which he placed in 5499 b.c., to a. d. 221.

This work is lost, but part of it is extracted by
Eusebius in his Chronicon^ and many fragments of

it are jircserved by Georgius Syncellus, Cedrenns,

and in the Paschale Chronicon. Tliere was another

work written hf Africanus, entitled CesH (Kecrol),

that is, embroidered girdles, so called from the

celebrated Cestus of Aphrodite (Venus). It treated

of a vast variety of subjects—medicine, agriculture,

natural history, the military art, &c. The work
itself is lost, but some extracts from it are pub-

lished by Thevenot in the Alalhematici Veieres^

Paris, 1 693, and also in the Ceoponica.

AMoub (Xiip by the Greeks), the S. W. wind,

so called because it blew from Africa, frequently

brought storms with it {^eberque proceilis Africus^

Virg. 8.5).

Ag&mBde {*Ayafiiidri\ dauglitcr of Augids and

wife of Mulius, who, according to Homer (II. xi.

739), was acquainted with the healing powers of

all the plants that grow upon the earth.

Ag&medes ('Ayap-fiSfif)^ commonly called son

of Erginus, king of Orchomenus, and brother of

Trophonj^s ;
though his family connexions are

related differently by different writers. Agamedes
and Trophonius distinguished themselves as archi-

tects : they built a temple of Apollo at Delphi, and

a treasury of Hyrieus, king of Hyria in Boeotia.

The story about this treasury resembles the one

which Herodotus (ii. 121) relates of the treasury

of the Egyptian king Rhampsinitus. In the con-

struction of the treasury of Hyrieus, Agamedes
and Trophonius contrived to place one stone in

such a manner, that it could be taken away out-

side, and thus formed an entrance to the trea8ur}>

without any body perceiving it Agamedes and
Trophonii^ now constantly robbed the treaiyiry

;

and the king, seeing that locks and seals were un-

{ injured while his treasures were coiistaiffly de-
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creasing, set traps to catch the tliicf. Agamedes
was thus ensnared, and Trophnnius cutoff his head
to avert thf discovery. After this Trophonius was
immediately swallowed up by the earth. On this

spot there was afterwards, in the grove of Lebadea,

the cave of Agamedes with a column by the side

of it. Here also was the oracle of Trophonius, and
those who consulted it first offered a ram to Aga-
medes and invoked him. A tradition mentioned

by Cicero {Tusc. Quaest. i. 47) states that Aga-
medes and Trophonius, after building the temple of

Apollo at Delphi, prayed to the god to grant them
in reward for their labour what was best for men.
The god promised to do so on a certain day, and
when the day came, the two brothers died.

Agamemnon {"kyaixiyLvtav)^ son of Pllsthenes

and Aertffic or Eriphyle, and grandson of Atreiis,

king of Mycenae ; but Homer and others call him
a son of Atreus and grandson of Pelops. Aga-
memnon and his brother Menelaus were brought up
together with Aegisthus, the son of Thyestes, in

the house of Atreus. After the murder of Atreus
by Aegisthus and Thyestes, who succeeded Atreus

in the kiagdom of Mycenae [Aegisthus], Aga-
memnon and Menelaus wont to Sparta, where
Agamemnon married Clytemiiestra, the daughter

of Tyndareus, by whom he became the father of

Iphianassa (Iphigcnia), Chrysothemis, Laodice

(Electra), and Orestes. The manner in which
Agamemnon obtained the kingdom of Mycenae, is

differently related. From Homer, it appears as if

lie had peaceably succeeded Thyestes, wliile, ac-

cording to others, he expelled Thyestes, and

usirped his throne. He now became the most
powerful prince in Greece. A catalogue of his do-

minions is given in the Iliad (ii. 569, &c.). When
Homer attribif^fes to Agamemnon the sovereignty

over all Argos, the name Argos signifies Pelopon-

nesus, or the greater part of it, for the city of

Argos w'as governed by Diomedes. When Helen,

the wife of Menelaus, ivas carried off by Paris,

and tlie Greek chiefs resolved to recover her by
force of nnns, Agamemnon was chosen their com-

mander in chief. After two years of preparation,

the Greek army and fleet assembled in the port of

Aulis in Boeotia. At this place Aipinemnon
killed a stag which was sacred to Artemis, who in

return visited the Oreel^ army with a pestilence,

and produced a calm which prevented the Greeks

from leaving the port. In order to appease her

wrath, Agamemnon consented to sacrifice his

daughter Ipliigeula
;
but at the moment she was

to be sacrificed, she was carried off by Artemis

herself to Tauris and another victim was sub-

stituted in her place. The calm now ceased, and

the army sailed to the coast of Troy. Agamemnon
alone had 100 ships, independent of 60 which
he had lent to the Arcadians. In the tenth

year of the siege of Troy we find Agamemnon in-

volved in a quarrel with Achilles respecting the

^ssession of Brise’is, whom Achilles was obliged to

give up to Agamemnon. Achilles withdrew from

the field of battle, and the Greeks were visited by
successive disasters. The danger of the Greeks at

last induce^ Patroclus, the friend of Achilles, to take

part in the battle, and his fall led to the reconcilia-

«tkni of Achilles and Agamemnon. [Achilles.]
' Agamemnon, although the chief commander of the

• Qrq^ks, is not the hero of the Iliad, and in chival-

rous spirit, bravery, and character, altogether in-

faricff TO Achilles, ^t he nevertheless rises above
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all the GreekV^ by his dignity, power, and majesty

:

his eyes and h^ad are likened to those of Zeus, bis

girdle to that of Ares, and his breast to that of

Poseidon. The emblem of his power is a sceptre,

the work of Hephaestus, which Zeus had once
given to Hermes, and Hermes to Pelops, from
whom it descended to Agamemnon. At the cap-

ture of Troy he received Cassandra, the daughter
of Priam, as his prize. On his return home he
was murdered by Aegisthus, who had seduced
Clytemnestra during the absence of her husband.
The tragic poets make Clytemnestra alone murder
Agamemnon : ^er motive is in Aeschylus her jea-

lousy of Cassandra, in Sophocles ancy Euripides her
wrath at the death of Iphigeiiia.

Agamemnfinides (*Aya^L€fivovldr]5)^ the son of

Agamemnon, i. e. Orestes.

Aganippe ('Ayavimrrf)^ a nj'mph of the well of

l5^e same name at the foot of Mount Helicon, in

Boeotia, which was considered sacred to the Muses
(who were hence called Aganippu{es\ and which
wast believed to have the power of inspiring those
who drank of it. The fountain of Hippocri-ne has
the epithet Aganiftpis (Ov. Fast. v. 7), from its

being sacred to the Muses, like that of Agfinippe.

Agap§nor (’A7aTr^;^), sou of Ancaeus king
of the Arcadians, receiied 60 ships from Aga-
memnon, in which he led his Arcadians to Troy.

On his return from Troy he was cast by a storm on
the co/fet of Cyprus, where he founded the town of
Paphus, and in it the famous temple of Aphrodite.

Agaiista (*Ayapiffrr)). 1. Daughter of Clis-

?henes, tyrant of Sicyon, wdfe of Megacles, and
mother of Clisthenes who divided the Athenians
into ten tribes, and of Hippocrates.—2. Daughter
of the above-mentioned Hippocrates, and grand-

daughter of No. I, wife of Xanthippus, and mother
of Pericles.

Agaslrs ('Ayacrlas)., son of Dositheus, a sculp-

tor of Ephesus, probably a contemporary of Alex-
ander the Great (b. c. 530), sculptured the statue

kno^vn by the name of the Borghesc gladiator,

which is still preserved in the gallery of the

Louvre. This statue, ns well as the Apollo Bcl-

videre, was discovered an^ong the ruins of a palace

of the Roman emperors on the site of the ancient

Antium (Capo d'Anzo). From the attitude of the

figure it is clear, that the statue represents not a
gladiator, but a warrior contending with a mounted
combatant. Perhaps it was intended to represent

Achilles fighting with PcnthesilEa.

Agasicles, Resides, or Hegesioles ('Ayaai-

’ATrjfftKXTjs, *H7Tj<rtKX^s), king of Sparta,

succeeded, his father Archidomus 1., about b.c. 600
or 590.

AgathaxehXdes (*AyaOapxi^ris) or Agathar-
chtis ('Ayd8apxoi\ a Greek grammarian, bom at

Cnidos, lived at Alexandria, probably about b. c.

1 30. He wrote a considerable number of geogra-

phical and historical works
;
but we have only an

epitome of a portion of his work on the Eiy’tbraean

sea, which waq made by Photius : it is printed in

Hudson's Geogr. Script. Gr. Minores.

Agatharohut ('Ayd0apxos\ an Athenian artist,

said to have invented scene painting, and to have

painted a scene Adf a tragedy which Aeschylus ex-

hibited. It was probably not till towards the end
of Aeschylus’s career that scene-painting was in-

troduced, and not till the time of Sophocles that it

was generally made use of ; which may account

for Aristotle's assertion (Poet. iv. 16) that scene-
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painting was introduced by Sophofles.— 2. A
Greek painter, a native of SaqioB, «id son of Eu-

demus. He was a contemporary of Alcibiades and

Zeuxis, and must not be confounded with the con-

temporary of Aeschylus.

AgathSmSnu {'AyadifiJL(po5\ tlie author of ^A
sketch of Geography in epitome” (tI}s yttoypa<t>(as

vrroTxmuxTfis Iv ^ir<To/ip), prolfebly lived about the

beginning of the 3rd centui^ after Christ. The
work consists chiefly of extracts from Ptolemy and

other earlier writers. It is printea in Hudson's

Geoffr. Script. Gr. Minores.
^

^athlas (’ATaSlas), a Byzantine writer, bom
about A. I). 53(\at Myrina in Aeolia, practised as

an advocate at Constantinople, whence he obtained

his surname Scho/asticus (which word signified an

advocate in his time), and died about a. n. 582.

He wrote many poems, of which several have come

down to US
;
but his principal work was his History]

in five books, which is also extant, and is of consi-

derable value. It contains the history from A. D.

553—558,a period remarkable for important events,

such ns the conquest of Italy by Narses and the

(“xploits^f Belisarius over the Huns and other bar-

barians. The best edition is by Niebuhr, Bonn,
] 828. •

AgatbSclSa (’A7o0<{/c\eto), mistress of Pto-

lemy IV. Philopator, king of Egypt, and sister of

his minister Agathocles. She and her b||pther

were put to death on the death of Ptolemy (b. c.

205).

AgathScles {*Aya6oK\ps). 1. A Sicilian, raised

himself from the station of a potter to that of tyrant

of SSyracusc and king of Sicily. Born at Thermae,
a town of Sicily subject to Carthage, he is said to

have been exposed when an infant, by his father,

Carcinus of Rhegium, in consequence of a succes-

sion of troublesome dreams, portending jhat he
would be a source of much evil to Sicily. His
mother, however, secretly' preserved his life, and
at 7 yciirs old he was restored to his father, who
had long repented of his conduct to the child. By
him he -was taken to Syracuse and brought up as

a potter. His strength and personal beauty re-

commended him to DamadJ a noble Syracusan, who
drew him from obscurit}*, and on whose death he
married his rich widow, and so became one of the
wealthiest citizens in Syracuse. His ambitious
schemes then developed themselves, and he was
driven into exile. After several changes of fortune,
he collected an army which overawed both the Sy-
racusans and Carthaginians, and was restored under
an oath that he would not interfere with the de-
mocracy, which oath he kept by murdering 4000
and banishing 6000 citizens. He was immediately
declared sovereign of Syracuse, under the title of
Autocrator, b. c, 317. In the course of a few
years the whole of Sicily, which was not under the
dominion of Carthage, submitted to him. In b. c.
310 he was defeated at Himera by the Car-
thaginians, under Harailcar, who straightway laid
siege to Syracuse

; whereupon he foifned the bold
design of averting the ruin which threatened him,
by carrying the war into Africa. His successes
were most brilliant and rapid. H<^ constantly de-
feated the troops of Carthage, but was at length
summoned from Africa by the affairs of Sicily,
where many cities had revolted from him, b. c. 307.
Thew he reduced, after making a treaty with the
Carthaginians. He had previously asAmed the
title of king of Sicily, He afterwards plun-
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dered the Lipari isles, and also carried his arms
into Italy, in order to attack the Bruttii^ But his

last days were embittered by family misfortunes.

His grandson Archagathus murdered his son Aga-
thocles, for the sake of succeeding to the crown,

and the old king feared Uiat the rest of his fa-

mily would share his fate. He accordingly sent

his wife Texeiia and her two children to Egypt,

her native country
;
and his own death followed

almost immediately, a c. 280, after a reign of 28
years, and in the 72nd year of his age. Other

authors relate an incredible story of his being poi-

soned by Mocno, an associate of Archagathus.

The poison, we are told, was concealed in the quill

with which he cleaned his tee^ aqA/^uced him
to so frightful a condition, that 'hiKi^lM Waced on
the funeral pile and burnt while

.unable to give any signs that he was not

2. Of Pella, father of Lysimachu8.«i»3. Son of

Lysimachus, was defeated and taken prisoner by
Dromichaetis, king of the Getae, about b. c. 292,
but was sent back to his father with presents.

In 287, he defeated Demetrius Poliorcetes. At
the instigation of his stepmother, Afsluflt*, Lysi-

machus cast him into prison, where he was nair-

dcred (284) by Ptolemaeus Ceraunus.—4. Brother

of Agathoclka.*— 5. A Greek historian, of un-

certain date, wrote the history of Cyzicus, which
was extensively read in antiquity, and is referred

to by Cicero (de l)iv. i. 24).

Agathodaemon ('AyaBoial/xuv or 'A7adbr ^ehs).

,1. The “Good Deity,” in honour of whom the

Greeks drank a cup of unmixed wine at the end
of every repast.—•2. Of Alexandria, the designer

of some maps to accompany Ptolemy’s Geography.

Copies of these maps are found appemied to several

MSS. of Ptolemy.
Aghthon CAydOotv)^ an Athenian tragic poet,

born about b. c. 447, of a rich and respectable fa-

mily, was a friend of Euripides and Plato. He
gained his first victory in 416 : in honour of which
Plato represents the Symposium to have been given,

which he has made the occasion of his dialogue so

called. In 407, he visited the court of Archelaus,

king of Macedonia, where his friend Euripides was
also a guest at the satno time. He died about 400,

at the ago of 47. The poetic merits of Agathon
were considerable, but his Compositions were more
remarkable for elegance and flowery ornaments than

force, vigour, or sublimity. In the Thesinophoria-

zusae of Aristophanes he is ridiculed for his effe-

minacy, being brought on the stage in female dress.

Agathyma, A^thymom CAyddvpva, -ov

*Ayaevpvaios : Affotha), a town on the N. coast of

Sicily.

AgathyiCi CAyd6vp(rot), a people in European

Sarmatia, on the river Maris (Marosc/t) in Tran-

sylvania. From their practice of painting or tatoo-

ing their skin, they are called by Virgil (Aen. iv.

146) pioti Affoi/tyrsi.

Ag&ye (’A7at^), daughter of Cadmus, wife of

Echion, and mother of Pentheus. When Pen-

theus attempted to prevent the women from cele-

brating the Dionysiac festivals on mount Cithaeron,

he was tom to pieces there by his own mother

Agave, who in ner frenzy believed him to be a

wild beast. [Pbnthkus.]—

O

ne of the Nereids,

one of the Danaids, and one of the Amazons were

also called A^vae. *

Agbat&na. [Ecbatana.] •
Agdiatii (’AySfons), an ondrogynoui deity, the
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offspring of Zeus and Earth, connected with the

Phrygian.worahip of Attes or At3'8

Ageladaa (’A7€A<£8ar), an eminent statuary of

Argos, the instructor of the three CTeat masters,

Phidias, Myron, and Polycletus. Many modem
writers suppose that there were two artists of this

name ;
one an Argive, the instructor of Phidias, bom

about n. c. 540, the other a native of Sicyon, who
flourished about b. c. 432.

Agelftns (‘Ay^\aof). 1. Son of Hercules and

Omphale, and founder of the house of Croesus.

—2. Son of Damastor and one of the suitors of Pe-

nelope, slain by Ulysses.—3. A slave of Priam,

who exposed the infant Paris on mount Ida, in con-

sequence of a dream of his mother.

AgeikHouin or Agedloum (Sena), the chief

town of the Senoncs in Gallia Lugdunensis.

AgSnor {'Ayfimp). 1. 8on of Poseidon and^

Libya, king of Phoenicia, twin-brother of Belus,

and father of Cadmus, Phoenix, Cylix, Thasus,

Phineus, and according to some of Europa also.

Virgil (Aen. i. 338) calls Carthage the city of

Agonor , since Dido was descended from Agenor.

—2. SfflTJfMasus, and father of Argus Panoptes,

king of Argos.—8 . Son and successor of Triopas,

in the kingdom of Argos.—4. Sou of Pleuron and

Xanthippe, and grandson of Aetolus.- 5. Son of

Phegeus, king of Psophis, in Arcadia. He and

his brother Pronous slew Alcmaeon, when he

wanted to give the celebrated necklace and peplus

of Harmonia to his second wife Calirrhoc. [Phk-
OBUS.] the two brothers were afterwards killed

,

b^ Amphotems and Acaman, the sons of Alcmaeon

and Cnllirrhoe.—6 . Son of the Trojan Antenorand

Theano, one of the bravest among the Trojans,

was woundeij^by Achilles, but rescued by Apollo.

AgenSrIdes (‘'Aynyoplirji), a descendant of an

Agenor, such ns Cadmus, Phineus, and Perseus.

Agesonder, a sculptor of Rhodes, who, in con-

junction with Polydorus and Athenodorus, sculp-

tured the group of Laocoon, one of the most perfect

specimens of art. This celebrated group was dis-

covered in the year 1506, near the baths of Titus

on the Esquiline hill : it is now preserved in the

museum of the Vatican. The artists probably lived

in the reign of Titus, and sculptured the group

expressly for that emperor.

Aggm&as CATno-O.oov), kings of Sj^rta. 1.

Son of Doryssus, reigned 44 years, and died about

B. c. 886 . He was contemporary with the legis-

lation of Lycurgns.— 2. Son of Archidfimus II.,

succeeded his hSf-brother Agis II., a. c. 398, ex-

cluding, on the ground of spurious birth, and by
the intt'rest of Lysandcr,his nephew Lbotychidbs.
From 396 to 394 he carried on the war in Asia

Minor with great success, and was prefaring to ad-

vance into the heart of the Persian empire, when he
was summoned home to defend his country against

Thebes, Corinth, and Argos, which had been in-

duced by Artaxerxes to take up arms against

Sparta. Though full of disappointment, he promptly

obeyed
;
and in the course of the same year (394),

he met and defeated at Coron<!a in Boeotia the

allied forces. During the next 4 years he regained

for his country much of its former supremacy, till

at length the fatal battle of Leuctia, 371, over-

threw for ever the power of Sparta, and rave the

supremacy for a time to Thebes. For ^e next

ftw years Sparta had almost to sthiggle for its

oxietence amid dangers without and within, and it

was chiefly owing to the skill, courage, and pre-

sence of mi^id of Agesilaus that she weathered
the storm, in 36J he crossed with a bodj' of

Lacedaemonian mercenaries into Egypt. Here,
after displaying much of his ancient skill, he
died, while preparing for his voyage home, jn the
winter of 361—360, after a life of above 80
years and a i^eign of 38. His body was cm-
Ixilmed in wax, and splendidly buried at Sparta.

In person Agesilaus #as small, mean-looking, and
lame, on whi^h last ground objection had been
made to his accession, an oracle, curiously fulfilled,

having wanie^ Sparta of evils awaiting her under
a “ lame sovereignty.” In his rei^, indeed, her
fall took place, but not through 1^, for he was
one of the best citizens and generals that Sparta
ever had,

AgStlpSlis CAyrjffiiroXis), kings of Sparta. 1.

,
Succeeded his father Pausanias, while yet a minor,
Mn B. c. 394, and reigned 14 years. As soon
as his minority ceased, he took an active part in

the wars in which Sparta was then engaged with
the other states of Greece In 390 he invaded
Argolis with success

;
in 385 he took the city

of MantinSa
;

in 381 he went to tV assist-

ance of Acanthus and Apollonia against the Olyn-
thians, and died v^^80 during this war in the

peninsula of Pallenc.— 2. Son of Cleombrotus,

reigned one year b. c. 37 1 .—3. Succeeded Cleo-

menqs in b. c. 220, but was soon deposed by his

colleague Lycurgus : he afterwards took refuge with
the Romans.
AgStor ('AyfiTup), “ the leader,” a surname of

Zeus at Lacedaemon, of Apollo, and of Hermes,
who conducts the souls of men to the lower world.

AggSnns Urblous, a writer on the science of

the Agrimensores, may perhaps have lived at the

latter part of the 4th century of our era. Jlis works
are printed in Goesius, /fei Aifrariae Auctorea.

AgglhunmeB or Xwdrames ( Kav6pdfiris), the

niler of the Gangaridae and Prasii in India, when
Alexander invaded India, b. c. 327.

AfflM (*Aylat), a Greek epic poet, erroneously

called Augias, a native of Troozen, flourished about
B. c. 740, and was the author of a poem called

Nosti (Ndorroj), t. «. tl/j history of the return of

the Achaean heroes from Troj'.

Aginnum (A^en), the chief town of the Nitio-

brlges in Gallia Aquitanica.

Agif C'Ayia ), kings of Sparta. 1 . Son of Euiys-
thenes, the founder of the family of the Agidae.—2.
Son of ArchidUmus JI., reigned b.c. 427—398. He
took an active part in the Peloponnesian war, and
invaded Attica several times. While Alcibiadcs

was at Sparta he was the guest of Agis, and is

said to have seduced his wife Timaea
;
in conse-

quence of which Lcotychides, the son of Agis, was
excluded from the throne as illegitimate.-^. Son
of Archidamus III., reiraed B. c. 338—330, at-

tempted to overthrow the Macedonian power in

Europe, while Alexander the Great was in Asia,

but was defeated and killed in battle by Antipater

in 330.-4.' Son of Eudamidas II., reigned B.c.

244—240. He attempted to re-establish the in-

stitutions of Lycurgus, and to effect a thorough

reform in the ^Spa^tan state
;
but he was resisted

by his colleague Leonidas II. and tho wealthy, was
thrown into prison, and was there put to death by
command of the ephors, along with his mother
Agesistrata, and bis grandmother Archidamia.

I

Agis, A Greek poet of Aigos, a notorious flat-

terer of Alexander the Great.
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Agl&la (’AiXata), “ the bright one.’' 1. One of
‘

the Chabitks or Graces.—2. VMfo of Charopus

and mother of Nireus, who came from the island

of Sime against Troy.

Aglaopheme. [Sirbnes.]

Agladphon (^Ay\ao<poiv). 1. Pmnter of Thasos,

father and instructor of Polygnollis and Aristo-

phon, lived about b. c. 500.—2. Painter, lived

about B. c. 420, probably grandson of No. 1.

Aglatui (*A7Aa(is)» a poor citilen of Psophis

in Arcadia, whom the Delphic oracle declared hap-

pier than Gyges king of Lydia, onfaccount of his

contented disposition. P.ausanias places him in the

time of Croesw.

AgnSdlce ('AyvoSlmi)^ an Athenian maiden, was

the first of her sex to learn midwifery, which a law

at Athens forbade any woman to learn. Dressed as

a man, she obtained instruction from a physiciairj

named Hierophilus, and afterwards practised her aft

with success. Summoned before the Areopagus by

the envy of the other practitioners, she was obliged

to disclose her sex, and was not only acquitted, but

obtained the repeal of the obnoxious law. This

tide, ti®>ugh often repeated, does not deserve much
credit, as it rests on the authority of Ilyginus

alone. *

AgnSnldes (’Ayi'wi'i'STjt), an Athenian dema-

gogue, induced the Athenians to sentence Phocion

to death (b. c. 313), but was shortly afteywards

put to death himself by the Athenians.

Agoracritus {*AyopdKpnos\ a statuary of Paros,

llounshed a c. 440—428, and was the favourite

pupil of Phidias. His greatest work was a statue

of Aphrodite, which he changed into a statue of

Nemesis, and sold it to the people of Rhamnus,
because he was indignant that the Athenians had
given the preference to a statue by Alcamenes, who
was another distinguished pupil of Phidia|.

Agoraea and j^oraeus {^Ayopala and ’A70-

pa7os), epithets of several divinities who were con-

sidered us the protectors of the assemblies of the

people in the tif/ora, such as Zeus, Athena, Artemis,
and Hermes.

Agraei (’A7pa7oi), a people of Aetolia on the
Achelous.

_ ^Agraule {'AypavKii and ’A7pi5Aij ; 'Aypv\t^'ts\

an Attic demus of the tribe Ercchtheis, named
after Agraulos, No. 2.

Agraulos (^AypavKos^ also *'A7A.aypos), 1.

Daughter of Actaeus, first king of Athens, and
wife of Cecrops.—2. Daughter of Cecrops and
Agraulos, is an important personage in the legends
of Attica, and there were three different stories

about her. 1 . According to some writers Athena
gave Erichthonius in a chest to Agraulos and her
sister Herse, with the command not to open it

;

but unable to control their curiosity, they opened
it, and thereupon were seized with madness at the
sight of Erichthonius, and threw themselves down
from the Acropolis. 2 . According to Ovid (Met.
ii. 710) Agraulos and her sister survived opening
the chest, but Agraulos was subscqflently punished
by being changed into a stone by Hermes, because
ahe attempted to prevent the god from entering the
house of Herse, when he had failen in love with
the latter. 3. The third legend relates that Athens
was once involved in a long-protracted war, and that
Agraulos threw herself down from the Acropolis
because an oracle had declared that tlm Athenians
would conquer if some one would sacrifice himself
lor his country. The Athenians in gratitude built
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her a temple on the Acropolis, in which it became
customary for the young Athenians, qp receiving

their first suit of armour, to take an oath that they

would always defend their country to the last.

One of the Attic demi (Agraule) derived its nami

from this heroine, and a festival and mysteries

(Affrauiia) were celebrated at Athens in honour of

her.

Agreni CAypt(>s), a hunter, a surname of^ Pan
and Aristaeiia.

Agri Beonmates, tithe lands, the name given

by the Romans toA part of Germany, E. of the

Rhine and N. of the Danube, which they took

possession of when the Germans retired eastward,

and which they gave to Gauls and subsequently

to their own vetemns on the payment of«a tenth of

the produce (decuma). Towards the end of the

first or the beginning of the second centur}' after

Christ, these lands were incorporated in the Roman
empire.

Agricbla, Cn. JfiHns, bom June 13th, a. d.

37, at Forum Julii (Frejus in Provence), was the

son of Julius Graeciims, who was executed by Ca-
ligula, and of Julia Procilla. He rectiVecTa careful

education
; he first served in Britain, a. d. 60,

under Suetonius Paulinus
;
was quaestor in Asia

in 63 j
was governor of Aquitania from 74 to 76 ;

and was consul in 77,
when he betrothed his

daughter to the historian Tacitus, and in the fol-

lowing year gave her to him in marriage. In

78 he received the government of Britain, which
he hold for 7 years, during which time he sub-

dued the whole of the country with the exception

of the highlands of Caledonia, and by his wise

administration introduced among the inhabitants

the language and civilization of He was
recalled in 85 ^ough the jealousy of Domitian,

and on his return lived in retirement till his death

in 93, which according to some was occasioned by
poison, administered by order of Domitian. His
character is drawn in the brightest colours by his

son-in-law Tacitus, whose Life of Agricola lias come
down to lie.

Agrlgentum (^AKpdyas: *AKpayttvTivoSf Agri-

gentiiius : Gt/’pewft
),
atown on the S. coast of Sicily,

about 2^ miles from the sea, between the rivers

Acragas (Fiume di S. liiamo)^ and Hypsas (Fiumr

Drago). It was celebrated for its wealth and
populousness, and till its destruction by the Car-

thaginians (b.c. 405) was one of the most splendid

cities of the ancient world. It was the birthplace

of Empedocles. It was founded by a Doric colony

from Gela, about b.c. 579, was under the govern-

ment of the cruel tyrant PhalSris (about 560),

and subsequently under that of Theron (488

—

472), whW praises are celebrated by Pindar.

After its destruction by the Carthaginians, it was
rebuilt by Timoleon, but it never regained its

former greatness. After undergoing many vicissi-

tudes it at length came into the ^wer of the

Romans (210), in whose hands it remained.

There are still gigantic remains of the ancient city,

especially of the Olyropieum, or temple of the

Olympian Zeus.

AgnnXiim (*Aypiviov)., a town in Aetolia, per-

haps near the sources of the Therraissus.

Agrippa, first a pracuomen,and afterwards a cog-

nomen amgng the Romans, signifies a child pre-

sented at its birth with its feet foremost

Agrippa, Herddes. 1. Called ** Agrippa the

Great'' son of Aristobulus and Berenice, and grand-
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son of Ilerod the Great. He was educated at Rome
ith the future emperor Claudius,and Drusus the son

of Tiberius. Having given offence to Tiberius he was
thrown into prison

;
but Caligula, on his accession

(a. d. 37), set him at liberty, and gave him the

tetrarchies of Abilene, Ratanaea, Trachonitls, and
Auranitis. On the death of Caligula (41 ), Agrippa,

who was at the time in Rome, assisted Claudius in

gaining possession of the empire. As a reward for

his services, Judaea and Samaria were annexed to

his dominions. His government was mild and
gentle, and he was exceedingly^pular amongst the

Jews. It was probably to inm^ase his popularity

with the Jews that he caused the apostle James to

be beheaded, and Peter to be cast into prison

(44). 'The manner of his death, which took

place at Caesarea in the hiinie year, is related in

Ae/s xii. By his wife Cyprus he had a son

Agrippa, and three daughters, Berenice, Mari-

.imne, and Drusilla.—2. Son of Agrippa T., w’as

educated at the court of Claudius, and at the time

of his father's death was 17 years old. Claudius

kept him at Rome, and sent Cuspius Fadus as pro-

curator o^ihe kingdom, which thus again became
a Roman province. On the death of Herodes,

king of Chalcis (48), his little principality W’as

given to Agrippa, who subsequently received an
accession of territory. Before the outbreak of the

Avar with the Romans, Agrippa attempted in vain

to disMiade the Jews from rebelling. He sided

with the Romans in the war
;
and after the cap-

ture of Jerusalem, he went with his sister Berenice

to Rome, and died in the 70th year of his age,

A. A 100. It was before this Agrippa that the

apostle Paul made his defence, a. d. GO (Jc/s xxv.

xxvi.).
,

Agrippa, M. yips&nluB, bom>^ in b. c. G3, of

an obscure family, studied with young Octavius

(afterwards the emperor Augustus) at Apollonia

111 Illyria ;
and upon the murder of Caesar m

44, was one of the friends of Octavius, who ad-

A isod him to proceed immediately to Rome. In
the civil wars Avhich followed, and Avhich ter-

minated in giving Augustus the sovereignty of the

Roman world, Agrippa took an active part ; and
his military abilities, combined with his prompti-

tude and energy, contributed greatly to that result.

In 41 Agrippa, who was*then praetor, commanded
part of the forces of Augustus in the Perusinian

Avar. In 38 he obtained great successes in Oaul
and Germany

;
in 37 he Avas consul

;
and in

36 he defeated Sex. Pompey by sea. In 33 he
was aedile, and in this office expended immense
sums of money upon great public works. Ho re-

stored old aqueducts, constnictcd a new one, to

Avbich he gave the name of the Julian, fn honour
of Augustus, and also erected several public

buildings. In 31 he commanded the fleet of Au-
gustus at the battle of Actium ; avos consul a

second time in 28, and a third time in 27, when
he built the Pantheon. In 21 he married Julia,

daughter of Augustus. He had been marred twice

before, first to Pomponia, daughter of T. Pom-
ponius Atticus, and next to Marcella, niece of Au-
gustus. He continued to be employed in various

military commands in Gaul, Spain, Syria, and
Pannonia, till his death in h. c. 12. By his first

wife Pomponia, Agrippa had Vipsania, married to

Tiberius, the successor of Augustus
;
and by his

third -rife, Julia, he had 2 daughters, Julia, mar-

ried to L. Aemilius Paulus, and Agrippina, married
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to Gennanicu^, and 3 sons, Caius Caesar, Lucius
Caesar [CAEHit.H], jind Agrippa Postumus, who
was banished by Augustus to the island of Planasia,

and was put to death by Tiberius at his accession,

A. D. 14.

Agrippina. 1. Daughter of M. Vipsanius

Agrippa and oii Julia, the daughter of Augustus,
married Germanicus, by whom she bad nine chil-

dren, among whom was the emperor Caligula, and
Agrippina, theflmother of Nero. She was distin-

guished for herivirtues and heroism, and shared all

the dangers oLher husband’s campaigns. On his

death in a. d. 17 she returned to Italy
;
but the

favour with which she was received /*by the people

increased the hatred and jealousy which Tiberius

and his mother Livia had long entertained towards
her. For some years Tiberius disguised his hatred,

-*‘ut at length under the pretext that she Avas form-

ing ambitious plans, he banished her to the island

of Pandataria (a. d. 30), where she died 3
years afterwards, a. D. 33, probably by A’oluntary

starvation.-^-2. Daughter of Germanicus and Agrip-

pina [No. 1.], and mother of the emperor Nero,
was bom at Oppiduin U biorum, afterward.- called

in honour of her Colonia Agrippina, now Cologne.

She was beautiful auJ: intelligent, but licentious,

miel, and ambitious. She was first married to

Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus (a. d. 2ft), by whom
she had a son, afterwards the emperor Nero

;
next

to Crispus Passienus
;
and thirdly to the emperor

Claudius (49), although she was his niece. In
*^0, she prevailed upon Claudius to adopt her

son, to the prejudice of his own son Britannicus
;

and in order to secure the succession for her

son, she poisoned the emperor in .54. Upon
the accession of her son Nero, who was then

only 17 years of age, she governed the Roman
empire for a few years in his name. 'The young
emperor soon became tired pf the ascendency of

his mother, and after making several attempts to

shake off her authority, he caused her to be assas-

sinated in 59.

Agripplnenses. [Colonia Agrippina.]
A^Iua {‘'Ayptos), son of Porthaon and Euryte,

and brother of Oeneus, king of Calydon in Aetolia

:

his six sons deprived Oeneus of his kingdom, and
gave it to their father ; but Agrius and his sons

were afterwards slain by Diomedes, the grandson
of Oeneus.

Agroeclus or Agroetius, a Roman gramma-
rian, probably lived in the 5th century after Christ,

and Avrote an extant work De Orthographia et Dif~
ferenlia Sermonis, which is printed in Putschius,

Grammaticae Latinae Audores Antigui, pp. 2266
—2275.
Agron C'Aypvv). L Son of Ninus, the first oi

the Lydian dynasty of the Heraclldae.-—2. Son
of Pleurotus, king of Illyria, died n. c. 231, and
was succeeded by his wife Teuta, though he left a
son Pinnes or Pinneus by his first wile, Triteuta,

whom he had divorced.

AgrStSra CXypoTipa\ the huntress, a surname
of Artemis. There was a festiA’al celebrated to

her honour at Athens under this name. (See Diet.

</ Aniiq.) i

Agtyle. [Agrauls.]
A^eoB {'Ayvi*<)s)\ a surname of Apollo, as the

protector of the streets and public places.

Agylla CA7wXAa), the ancient Greek name of

the Etruscan town of Cakrb.
Agyrlnm i^Ay^piov : ’Ayupipoabr, Agyrinensis t
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S. Filipo d'Argiro)^ a town in Siciljp on the Cya- campai^ against the Parthians in 36. He was

..iosorus, N. W. of Centuripae and N. E. of Enna, consul in 32, and deserted to Augustus shortly be-

the birth*place of the historian Didflorus. fore the battle of. Actium,—9. L., sonsof No. 8,

Agyrrhliu (*A7o^/ito5), an Athenian, after being mairicd Antoni^ the daughter of Antony by Oc<

in prison many years for embezzlelicnt of public tavia ; was aedile in 22, and consul in 16 ; and

money, obtained about B. c. 395 tn restoration of after his consulship, commanded the Roman army

the Theoricon, and also tripled thelay for attend- in Germany and crossed the Elbe. He died a. d.

ing the assembly : hence he b^melo popular, that 25.—10. Cn., son of No. 9, consul a. d. 32, mar-

ho was appointed general in 339. 1 ried Agrippma, daughter of. Germanicus, and was
AViaia, ServiliuB, the name of ^evcral distin- father of the emperor Nero. [Aoriffina.] .

guished Romans, who held various ihigh offices in i^ax (Afar). 1. Son of Telamon, king of Sa-

the state from b. c. 478 to 342. Of these the best lamis, by Periboea or Eriboea, and grandson of

known is C. Servilius Ahala, magisifer equitum in Aeacus. Homer calls him Ajax the Telamonian,

439 to the dic^tor L. Cincinnatus, when he slew Ajax the Great, or simply Ajax, whereas the other

Sp. MAELius'in the forum, because he refused .Ajax, son of Oileiis, is always distinguished from

to appear before the dictator. Ahala was after- the former by some epithet. He sailed against

wards brought to trial, and only escaped con- Troy in 12 ships, and is represented in Che Iliad

demnation by a volunta^ exile.
|

as second only to Achilles in braver3% and as the

AhftmR, a town in Etruria, N. E. of Volsinii. ^<fhero most worthy, in the absence of Achilles, to

AhSnobarbuB, Dominos, the name of a distin- contend with Hector. In the contest for the ar-

guished Homan family. They are said to have mour of Achilles, he was conquered by Ul^'sses,

obtained the surname of Ahenobarbu8,i.e. “Brazen- and this, says Homer, was the cause of his death.

Beard” or “ Red-Bcard,” because the Dioscuri an- (Od. xi. 541, seq.) Homer gives no further par-

nounced to one of their ancestors the victory of the ticulars respecting his death
;
but later pog^s relate

Romai# over the Latins at lake Regillus (b. c. that his defeat by Ulysses threw him into an awful

496), and, to confirm the truth of what they said, state of madness
;
that he nished from his tent and

'

stroked his black hair and beard, which imme- slaughtered the sheep of the Greek army, fancyini

diately became red.—1. Cn., plebeian aedile ii.c. they were his enemies
;
and that at length he pui^

196, praetor 194, and consul 192, when he fought an end to his own life. From his blood there

against the Boii.— 2. Cn., son of No. 1, •onsiil sprang up a purple flower bearing the letters ol on

suflectus in 162.-3. Cn., son of No. 2, consul its leaves, which were at once the initials of his

122, conquered the Allobroges in Gaul, in 121, at name and expressive of a sigh. Homer does not

the confluence of the Sulga and Rhodanus. He«j mention his mistress Txcmessa. Ajax was wor-

was censor in 11.5 with Uaecilius Metellus. The shipped in Salamis, and was honoured with a fts-

Via Doinitia in Gaul was made by him.—4. Cn., rival (Aiavriia). He was also worshipped at

son of No. 3, tribune of the plebs 104, brought Athens, and one of the Attic tribes (Jeantis) was
forward the law (Lex Domitia)^ by which the called after him.—3. Son of OilerJ^ king of the

election of the priests was transferred from the col- Locrians, also calfed the lesser Ajax, sailed against

legia to the pe<iple. The people afterward# elected Troy in 40 ships. He is described as small of

him Pontifex Maximus out of gratitude. He was stature, and wears a linen cuirass (\ivodd>ftv\l)^ but

consul in 96, and censor in 92, with Licinius is brave and intrepid, skilled in throwing the spear,

Crassus, the orator. In his censorship he and his and, next to Achilles, the most swift-footed among
colleague shut up the schools of the Latin rhetori- the Greeks. On his return from Troy his vessel was
cians : but otherwise their censorship was marked wrecked on the Whirling Rocks (Fi/pal irirpai)

;

by their violent disputes.— 6. L., brother of No. he himself got safe upon a rock through the as*

4, praetor in Sicily, probably in 96, and consul in sistance of Poseidon
; but as he boasted that he

94, belonged to the party of Sulla, and was mur- would escape in defiance of the immortals, Poseidon
dered at Home in 32, by order of the younger split the rock with his trii^nt, and Ajax was swal-
Alarius.- 6. Cn., son of No. 4, married Cornelia, lowed up by the sea. This is the account of Homer,
daughter of L. Cinna, consul in 87, and joined the but his death is related somewhat differently by
Marian party. He was proscribed by Sulla in 82, Virgil and other writers, who also tell us that the
and fled to Africa, where ho was defeated and anger ofAthena was excited against him, because, on
killed by Cn. Pompey in 81.-7. L., son of No. the night of the capture of Troy, he violated Cas-

4, married Porcia, the sister of M. Cato, and was sandra in the temple of the goddess, where she had
a stanch and courageous sup^iorter of the aristocra- taken refuge. The Opuntian Locrians worshipped
tical party. He was aedilo in 61, praetor in 58, Ajax as their national hero,

and consul in 54. On the breaking out of the Aides [Hades.]
civil war in 49 he threw himself into Corfinium, AiddnotlS (’AiSuPtis). 1. A lengthened form
but was compelled by his own troops to surrender of Atdes. [Hades.]-2. A mythical king of the
to Caesar. He next went to Massilia, and, after Molossians in Epirus, husband of Persephone, and
the surrender of that town, repaired to Pompey in father of Core. When Theseus and Pirithous at-

Grecce : he fell in the battle of Pharsalia (48), tempted to carry off Core, Ai'doneus had Pirithous
where he commanded the left wing,tind, according killed by Cerberus, and kept Theseus in captivity
to Cicero’s assertion in the second Philippic, by the till he was released by Hercules,
hmid of Antony.—8. Cn., son of No. 7, was taken Aina Loodtlufl or Loquens, a Roman divinity.
W'ith his father at Corflniura (49)^wa8 present at A short time before the Gauls took Rome (b. c.
the battle of Pharsalia (48), and returned to Italy 390) a voice was heard at Rome in the Via nova,
in 46, when he w'as pardoned by Caesar. After during the silence of night, announcing that the
Caesar’s death in 44, he commanded the republican Gauls were approaching. No attention was at
fleet in the Ionian sea. He afterwa^s became time paid to the warning, but the Romans after-
reconciled to Antony, whom he accompanied in his wards erected on the spot where the voice had '9een
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heard, an altar with a sacred enclosure around it,

to Aius Locutius, or the “ Announcing Speaker/'

Alaban^ia ’AAd^ai'Sa or rii ‘A\dSaySa :

'AAa^avSeos or ‘AAdffai'Sos : Arahmar\ an inland

town uf Caria, near the Marsyas, to the S. of the

Maeander, was situated between two hills : it was

a prosperous place, but one of the most corrupt

and luxurious towns in Asia Minor. Under the

Homans it was the seat uf a conventus juridicus.

AJabon (’AAa^te*'), a river and town in Sicily,

N. of Syracuse.

Alagonla i^AKayovla\ a town of the Eleuthero-

Laconians on the frontiers of Messenia.

Alalc5niSnae {*AKa\K0iJ.euai : *A\a\K0ij.€vai0St

‘'A\a\KOfi(viivs). 1 . (Sulinari\ an ancient town

.

uf Boeotia, E. of Corunna, with a temple of

Athene, Vho is said to have been bom in the

town, and who was hence called AlakoMencis

(’AAahKofxevrfts^ iSos). The name of the town
Avas derived either from Alalcometiia, a daughter

uf Ogyges, or from the Boeotian hero Alalcomenes.

—2. A town in Ithaca, or in the island Asteria,

between Ithaca and Ccphallenia.

Alalifi^ [^Alkhia.]

Alftni (*AAavo/, 'AKavvoif i. e. moutUaineert^

from the Sarmatian word eda), a great Asiatic

))eople, included under the general name of Scy-

tliiaiiB, but probably a branch of the Massagetae.

They were a nation of warlike horsemen. They
are first found about the E. part of the Caucasus,

in the country called Albania, which appears to be

only another form of the same name. In the reign

of Vespasian they made incursions into Media and
Amenia ; and at a later time they pressed into

Europe, as far as the banks of the Lower Danube,
Avhere, towards the end of the 5th century, they

were routed b^* the Huns, who then compel!^ them
to become their allies. In a. n. ^06, some of the

Alani took part witli the Vandals in their irruption

into Gaul and Spain, where they gradually disap*

pear from history.

Alaricus, in German A/-nc, t. e. “All-rich,”

elected king of the Visigoths in a. d. 390, had
previously commanded the Gothic auxiliaries of

Theodosius. He twice invaded Italy, first in a. d.

402-—403, when he was defeated by Stilicho at

the battle of Pollentia, and a second time in 408

—

410 ; in his second invauon he took and plundered

Rome, 24th of Augiyst, 410. He died shortly

afterwards at Consentia in Bnittium, while pre-

paring to invade Sicilv.

Alastor (’AAeUrrvp). L A surname of Zeus

as the avenger of evil, and also in general any

deity who avenges wicked deeds.»2. A Lycian,

and companion of Sarpedon, skin by Ulysses.

Alba SUvIuB, one of the mythical kings of Alba,

son of Latinus, reigned 39 years.

Alba. 1. {Ahta)^ a town of the Bastitani in

Spain.—2. (A/mn«a), a town of the BarduU in

Spain.—8. Augusta (A »/;>«, nr. Durance), a

town of the Elicoci in Gallia Narbonensis.—4.

PHoentia or FuoentU (Albenses: AlbaotAM\
a town of the Marsi, and subsequently a Roman
colony, was situated on a lofty rock near the lake

Fucinusi It was a strong fortress, and was used

by the Romans as a state prison.—5. Longa
(Albftni), the most ancient town in Latium, is said

to have been built by Ascanius, and to have

fo\\nded Rome. It was called Longa, from its

stretehing in a^ long line down the Alban
Mount towards Uie Alban Lake, perhaps near tlie

ALBINUS.
modem convent of Ptdazzolo. It was destroyed

by Tullus Hostilius, and was never rebuilt: its

inhabitants wc?e removed to Rome. At a later

time the surroKnding country', which was highly

cultivated and fovered with vineyards, was studded

with the 8plen| id villas of the Roman aristocracy

and emperors f'Pompey’s, Domitian’s, &c.), each
of which was rfdled ^Ibanum^ and out of which a
new town at rength grew, also called Albanura
{AU)ano\ on Appian road, mins of which are

extant-^. Fo^peia (Albenses Porapeiani ; Alha)^

a town in Liguria, founded by Scipio Africanus I,,

and colonized^ by Pompeius Magnus, the birth-

place of the emperor Pertinax.

[

Albania (*A\Sa('fa : *A\€avol^AiSdni ; Schirwan
and part of Daylmtan^ in the S.E. part of Georgia)^

a country of Asia on the W. side of the Caspian,

extending from the rivers Cyrus and Araxes on
‘jhe S. to M. Ceraunius (the E. part of the Cau-
casus) on the N., and bounded on the W. by
Iberia. It was a fertile plain, abounding in pasture

and vineyards ; but the inhabitants were fierce and
warlike. They were a Scythian tribe, probably a

branch of the Ma.ssagetae, and identical with the

Alani. The Romans first became acquaintM with
them at the time of the Mithridatic war, when
they encountered Pompey with a large army.
Albanum. [Alba, No. 5.]

Albanus Lacus (Lago di Allano)^ a small lake

about '5 miles in circumference, W. of the Mons
A1bonus between Bov iliac and Alba Longa, is the

crater of an extinct volcano, and is many hundred
rTeet deep. The emissarium which the Romans
bored through the solid rock during the siege of

Veil, in order to carry off the superfluous water of

the lake, is extant at the present day.

Alb&nus Mons {Monte Cava or Alhano)^ was,

in its narrower signification, the mountain in La-
tium on vhose declivity the town of Alba Longa
was situated. It was the sacred mountain of the

IjUtins, on which the religious festivals of the

Latin League were celebrated {Fcriae Lutinae)^

and on its highest summit was the temple of Jupi-

ter Latiaris, to which the Roman generals ascended

in triumph, when this honour was denied them in

Rome. The Mons Albahtis in its wider significa-

tion included the Mons Algidus and the moun-
tains about Tnsculum.

AIbi Montes, a lofty range of mountains in the

W. of Crete, 300 stadia in length, covered with

snow the greater part of the year.

Albloi {'AASioiKoiy ’AASteiy), a warlike Gallic

people, inhabiting the mountains north of Massilia.

Albingannnin. [Aluium Ingaunum.]
Albinov&nns, C. Fedo, a friend of Ovid, who

addresses to iiim one of his Epistles from Pontus

(iv. 10). Three Latin elegies are attributed to

Albinovanus, printed by Wemsdorf, in his Po'Ciae

Laiini Minores^ vol. iii. iv., and by Meinecke,Qued-
liuburg, 1019.

Albmor&nns, F. TnlRus, belonged to the Ma-
rian party, was proscribed in b. c. 87, but was

pardoned by S>ulla in 81, in consequence of his put-

ting to death many of the officers of Norbanus,

whom he had invited to a banquet at Ariminum.

Alblnns or Albus, Fostomius, the name of a

patrician family at Rome, many of the members of

which held the highest offices of the state from the

commencement of the republic to its downfal.—1.

A., sumamed RegiUensis, dictator b. c. 498, when
he conquered the Latins in the great batUe near
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lake Regillua, and consul 496, in whiyh year some Domitius Ahenobar)>u8. The last Roman general

of the annals placed the battle.—2. Sp., consul who saw the Elbe was Tiberius in a. n. 5.

466, and a member of the first decei virato 451.— AlbXain Ingannum or Albingauzpim {AU
3. Sp., consul 344, and arain 321. In the latter hengo)^ a town of the Ingauni on the coast of Li*
year he marched against tne Samnit s, but was de- guria, and a municipium.

feated near Caudiura, and obliged to jiirrender with AlMum Intemeuum or Albintemellnm ( Vin-

his whole army, who were sent uii ier the yoke, timiglia), a town of the Intemelii on the coast of

The senate, on the advice of Albi/ is, refused to Liguria, and a municipium.

ratify the peace which he had biade vith the Sam- T. AlbflcXus or AlbtLtXiU, studied at Athens,
nites, and resolved that all persons ' ho had sworn and belonged to the Epicurean sect

; he was well
to the peace should be given up t( Jthe Samnites, acquainted with Greek literature, but was satiri'zed

but they refused to accept them.Ji4. L., consul by Lucilius on account of his affecting on every

^34, and again 229. In 216 ho wi^f praetor, and occasion the Greek language and philosophy. He
was killed in battle by the Boii.—6. Sp., consul was praetor in Sardinia in b. c. 105 ; and in lO.'l

in 1 66, when whe senaiusconsultum was passed, was accused of repctundae by C. Julius Caesar, and
w'hich is extant, for suppressing the worship of Condemned. He retired to Athens and pursued
Bacchus in Rome. He died in 179.-0. A., con- the study of philosophy. •

sul 160, when he fought against the Ligurians, and Albfila, an ancient name of the river Tiber.
censor 174. lie was subsequently engaged in

many public missions. Livy calls him Luscus, fron#

which it would seem that he was blind of one eye.

—7. L., praetor 160, in Further Spain, where he
remained two years, and conquered the Vaccaei and
Lusitfini. He was consul in 173, and afterwards

served ^nder Aemilius Paulus in Macedonia in

166.— o. A., consul 151, accompanied L. Muimnius
into Greece in 146. He was well acquainted with
Greek literature, and wrote in that language a poem
and a Roman history, which is censured by Poly-

bius.— 9. Sp., consul 110, carried on war against

Jugiirtha in Numidia,but effected nothing. When
Alhiniis departed from Africa, he left his brother
Aldus in command, who was defeated by Jugurtha.
Spurius was condemned by the Mami'lia Lex, a.s

guilty of treasonable practices with Jugurtha,—10.

A., consul B. c. 99, with M. Antonins, is said by
Cicero to haie been a good speaker.

Alblnus {*A\€luo5\ a Platonic philosopher,
lived at Smyrna in the 2nd century after Christ,
and wrote an Introduction to the Dialogues ofPlato^
which contains hardly any thing of importance.
Editions, In the first edition of Fabricius’s Ifibi.

(iraec. vol. ii., aud prefixed to Etwall’s edition of
three dialogues of Plato, Oxon. 1771 ; and to
Fischer’s four dialogues of Plato, Lips. 1783.

Alblnus, ClddluB, wlioto full name was Decimus
Clodius C ionius Srptimius Alftinus^ was born at
Adrunictuni in Africa. The emperor Coinmodus
made him governor of Gaul and afterwards of
Britain, where he was on the death of Commodus

order to secure the neutrality of
Albimis, Septimius Severus made him Caesar

; but
after iSeverus had^defeated his rivals, he tunied his
arms .against Albinus. A great battle was fought
between them at Lugdunum (Lyons), in Gaul, the
19th of February, 197, in which Albinus was de-
leated and killed.

AlMon or AlSblon (^AXSluv, ’AAc^W), son of
Poseidon and brother of Dercynus or Bergion,
with whom he attacked Hercules, when he passed
through their country (Liguria) with the oxen of

Hercules.
^olon, another name of Britanitia, the white

^d, from its white cliffs opposite the coast of

Albis {Elbe)y one of the great rivers in Germany,
he most easterly which the Romans became ac-
quainted with, rises according to Tacitus in the

Hermunduri. The Romans reached
inc hlbe for the first time in b. c. 9 under Drusus,
and crossed it for the first time in B.t. 3 under

* Albiilae Aquae [Albunea.]

I

AlbtlnSa or Albllna, a prophetic nymph or
Sybil, to whom a grove was consecrated in the
neighbourhood of Tilmr (Tivoli), with a fountain
and a temple. This fountain was the largest of
the Albiilae aquae, still called Aegue Albule,
sulphureous springs at Tibur, which fiow flfito the
Anio. Near it was the oracle of Faunus Fati-
dicus. The temple is still extant at Tivoli.

Alburnus Mens, a mountuiu in Lucania, co-
vered with wood, behind Paestum.

Alcaeus (’AAKatos), son of Perseus and Andro-
meda, and father of Amphitrjon and Anaxo.

Aloaeus. 1. Of Mytilene in Lesbos, the earliest

,of the Aeolian lyric poets, began to flourish about
B. c. 611. In the war between the Athenians a^
Mytilena^ns for the possession of SigCum (b.^
606) he incurred the disgrace of leaving his arms
on the field of battle : these arms v^re hung up
as a trophy by liie Athenians in the temple of
Pallas at Sigeum. Alcaeus took an active part in
the struggles between the nobles and people of
Mytilene : he belonged by birth to the nobles and
was driven into exile with his brother Antimeiii-
das, when the popular party got the upper hand,
lie attempted by force of arras to regain his
country

; but all his attempts were frustrated by
PiTTAcus, who had been chosen by the people
Aesymnetes or dictator for the purpose of resisting

him and the other exiles. Alcaeus and his brother
afterwards travelled into Various countries : the
time of his death is uncertain. Some fragments of
liis poems which remain, and the excellent imita-
tions of Horace, enable us to understand something
of their character. Those which have received the
highest praise are his warlike odes, in which he
tried to rouse the spirits of the nobles, the Almei
piittaces Camenae of Horace (Carm. iv. 9. 7). In
others he described the hardships of exile, and his
perils by sea (dura navis^ dura fugae rnala^ duia
beUi, Hor. Carm. ii. 13. 27). Alcaeus is said to

have invented the well-known Alcaic metre.

—

Editions. By Matthiae, Aloaei Mytilenaei reliquiae^

Lips. 1027 ; and by Bergk, in Poetae Lyrki Orueci^
Lips. 1843.—2. A comic p^t at Athens, flourished

about B. c. 388, and exhibited plays of that mixed
comedy, which formed the transition betw**en the
old and the middle—3. Of Messene, the author of’

22 epigrams in the Greek anthology, written be-
tween B. c. 219 and 196.

Alc&xuiuef (*AA»ca/i€nif). 1. Son of Teleclus,
king of Spaita, from b. c. 779 to 742^2. A sik-

tuary of Athens flourished from b, c. 444 to AOO
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and was the most famous of the pupils of Phi*

His greatest work was a statue of Aphrodite.

Alcander (‘'AAKavSpor), a young Spartan, who
thnist out one of the eyes of Lycurgus, when his

fellow-citizens were discontented with the laws he

proposed. Lycurgus pardoned the outrage, and
thus converted Alcander into one of his warmest
friends.

Alo&thde or Alolth^ (*A\Kaddi) or *AXici0di]),

daughter of Minyas, refused with her sisters Leu-

cippe and Arsippe to join in the worship of Diony-

sus when it was introduced into Roeotia, and were

accordingly changed by the god into bats, and their

work into vines. See Did. of Ant. art. Agriotiia.

Alc&thdos (‘AAKctdoos). 1. Son of Pelops and
Ilippodamia, brother of Atreus and Thyestes, ob-

tained as his wife Euacchme, the daughter of Me-
gareus, by slaying the Cithai-ronian lion, and suc-

ceeded his father-in-law as king of Megara. Hrf'

restored the walls of Megara, in which work he was
assisted by Apollo. The stone upon which the

god used to place his lyre while ho was at work,

was believed, even in late times, to give forth a
sound, when struck, similar to that of a lyre (Ov.

Met. vni. 15).—2. Son of Aesyetes and husband

of Hippodamla, the daughter of Anchises and
sister of Aeneas, was one of the bravest of the

Trojan leaders in the war of Troy, and was slain

by Idomeneus.

Alcestis or Aloeste or *AAK^(rrn),

daughter of Pelias and Anaxibia, wife of Admetus,
died in place of her husband. [Admktus.]

AloStas (‘AkKcras), two kings of Epirus. L
%n of Tharypus, was expelled from bis kingdom,

and was restored by the elder Dionysius of Syra-

cuse. Ho was the ally of the Athenians in ii. c.

373.—2. So" of Arymbas, and grandson of Al-

cetas I., reigned b. c. 31 3—303, and was put to

death by his subjects.

AloStas. 1. King of Macedonia, reigned 29
years, and was father of Amyntas I.—2. Brother

of Perdiccas and son of Orontes, was one of Alex-

ander's generals. On the death of Alexander, he

espoused his brother’s party, and upon the murder
of the latter in Egypt in 321, he joined Eumenes.

He killed himself at Termessus in Pisidia in 320,

to avoid falling into the hands of Antigonus.

Alolbl&des (’AAati^KiSits), son of Clinias and
Dinomoche, was bom Athens about n. c. 450,

and on the death of his father in 447, was brought

up by his relation Pericles. He possessed a beau-

tiful person, transcendent abilities, and great

wealth, which received a large accession through

his marriage with HipparSte, the daughter of llip-

ponlcus. llis youth was disgraced by his amours

and debaucheries, and Socrates, who saw his vast

capabilities, attempted to win him to %ho paths of

virtue, but in vain. Their intimacy was strength-

ened by mutual services. At the battle of Potidaea

( B. c. 432) his life was saved by Socrates, and at

that of Delium (424) he saved the life of Socrates.

He did not take much part in public af&irs till

after the death of Cleon (422), but he then became
one of the leadings politicians, and the head of the

war party in opposition to Nicias. Enraged at the

affront put upon him by the Lacedaemonians,

who had not chosen to employ his intervention

in the negotiations which ended in the peace of

421, and had preferred Nicias to him. he induced

tKe Athenians to form an alliance 'with .^igos,

Mai.tinea, and Elis, and to attack tlie allies of
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Sparta. In^fil 5 he was foremost among the advo-

cates of the Sicilian expedition, which he believed

would be a st^ towards the conquest of Italy, Car-

thage, and Pe^ponnesus. While the preparations for

the expeditio], were going on, there occurred the

mysterious mUlila'iion of the Hermes-busts, which
the popular fTbrs connected in some unaccountable

manner with An attempt to overthrow the Athenian
constitution. ^Icibiadcs was charged with being
the ringleadedtin this attempt. He had been al-

ready appointed along with Nicias and Latnachus
as commander of the expedition to Sicily, and he
now demandttl an investigation before he set sail.

This, however, his enemies would not grant
; as

they hoped to increase the popuh^* odium against

him in his absence. He was therefore obliged to

depart for Sicily
; but he had not been there long,

before he was recalled to stand his trial. On his

^return homewards, he managed to escape at Thurii,

and thence proceeded to Sparta, where he acted as

the avowed enemy of his country. At Athens
sentence of death was passed upon him, and his

property was confiscated. At Sparta he rendered

himself popular by the facility with which ho
adopted the Spartan manners ;

but the irtuchma-

tions of his enemy Agis II. induced him to

abandon the Spartans and take refuge with Tis-

saphernes (412), whose favour he soon gained.

Through his influence Tiss.iphernes deserted the
Spartans and professed his willingness to assist the

Athenians, who accordingly recalled Alcibiades

from banishment in 411. He did not immediately
return to Athens, but remained abroad for the next

I
4 years, during which the Athenians under his

command gained the victories of Cynossema, Aby-
dos, and Cyzicus, and got possession of Chalccdon
and Byzantium. In 407 he returned to Athens,

where he was received with great enthusiasm, and
was npjy)inted commander-in-chief of all the land

and sea forces. But the defeat at Notinm, occa-

sioned during his absence by the imprudence of
his lieutenant, Antiochus, furnished his enemies

with a handle against him, and he was superseded

in his command (b. c. 40G). IIc now went into

voluntary exile to his fortified domain at Bisanthe

in the Thracian Chersonesus, where ho made war
on the neighbouring Thracians. Before the fatal

battle of Aegos-Potami (405), he gave an in-

effectual warning to the Athenian generals. After

the fall of Athens (404), he was condemned to

banishment, and took refuge with Pbamabazus
;

he was about to proceed to the court of Arta-

xerxes, when one night his houft was surrounded

by a band of armed men, and set on fire. He
nished out sword in hand, but fell, pierced with
arrows (404). The assassins were probably either

employed by the Spartans, or by the brothers of a
lady whom Alcibiades had seduced. He left a son

by his wife Hipparete, named Alcibiades, who
never distinguished himself. It was for him that

Isocrates wrote the spee^ Ilcpl rov Zevyovs.

Alcad&maa (’AAxiSdjuas), a Greek rhetorician, of

Elaea in Aeolis, in Asia Minor,was a pupil ofGorgias,

and resided at Athens between b. c. 432 and 411.

His works were characterised by pompous diction

and the extravfigant use of poetii^ epithets and
phrases. There are two declamations extant which
bear his name, entitled Ulysses^ and On the So-

jifnstsy but they were probably not written by him.

Editiom.—\ii Rciske’s Oraiores Graeri, vol. viii.,

and in Beicker’s Oraiores Attici, roL viL
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AloXdas (*AXi(l5aj Dor.= ’AAif«I8»?s), a Spartan

commander 6f the fleet in the Peloponnesian war,

B. c. 428—427. In the former he was sent

to Mytilene, and in the latter taCTrcjrra.

. Alcldes (’AAicefSrfj), a nnnfj Amphitryon,

the son of Alcaeus, and more e8]i*cia ly of Hercules,

the grandson of Alcaeus. ^
AlclxnMe dCughtj r of Phylocus

and Clymene, wife of Aeson, and r other of Jason.

Alcunna (Avltus) Alethlus, t! le writer of 7

short poems, a rhetorician in Aqui nia, in Gaul, is

spoken of in terms of praise by Kidonius Apol-

1 maris, and Ausonius.

—

EdHigins. InMeier’s A ntJio-

((xjia Laiina^ ed. 254—260, and in Wemsdorf's

ruttu^ Latmi Minores^ vol. vi.

AlcInSui (’AA»«Vooy). 1. Son of Nausithous,

and grandson of Poseidon, is celebrated in the story

of the AijgDnauts, and still more in the Odyssey.

Homer represents him as the happy ruler of t^
Phaeaclans in the island of Scheria, who has by

Arete five sons and one daughter, Nausicaa. The
way in which he received Ulysses, and the stories

which tile latter related to the king about his

wanderings, occupy a considerable portion of the

Odyssey (books vi. to xiii.).—2. A Platonic philo-

sopher, who probably lived under the Caesars,

wrote a work entitled EpUome of tlie Doctrines of
Pluto,—Editions. By Fell, Oxon. 1667, and by
J. F. Fischer, Lips. 1783, 8vo.

Alciphron (*AAirf<pp<ui/), the most distin^ished

of the Greek epistolary writers, was perhaps a con-

temporary of Lucian, about a. d. 100. The letters

( 1 1 3 in number, in 3 books) are written by ficti^

tious personages, and the language is distinguished

by its purity and elegance. The new Attic comedy
was the principal source from which the author de-

rived his information respecting the characters and
manners which ho describes, and for this reason

they contain much valuable information tbout the

private life of the Athenians of that time.

—

Edi-
tions. By Bergler, Lips. 1715, and by Waguer,
Lips. 1788,

AlcIthSe. [Alcathob.]
Alcmaeon (’A\«/aal«r). 1. Son of Araphiarfius

and Eriphyle, and brotj^r of Amphilochus. His
mother was induced by the necklace of Harmonia,
which she received from Polynicea, to persuade her
husband Amphiaraus to take part in the expedition
against Thebes

; and as he knew he should perish
there, he enjoined his sons to kill their mother as
soon as they should be grown up. Alcmaeon took
jwirt in the expedition of the Epigoni against Thebes,
and on his return home after the capture of the
city, he slew his mother according to the injunction
ot his father. For this deed he beaiine mad, and
was haunted by the Erinnyes. He went to Phe-
geus in Psophis, and being purified by the latter, i

he married his daughter Arsinoe or Alphesiboea, to.|

whom he gave the necklace and peplus of Ilar-
mouia. But as the land of this country ceased to
bear on account of its harbouring a matricide, he
left Psophis and repaired to the ^ountry at the
mouth of the river Achelous. The god Achelous
gave him his daughter Callirrhoe in marriage

; and
as the latter wished to possess the necklace and
peplus of Harmonia, Alcmaeon tvent to Psophis
and obtained them from Phegeus, under the pre-
text of dedicating them at Delphi

; but when
Ihegeus heard that the treasures were fetched for
Callirrhoe, be caused his sons to murdef Alcfnaeon.
Alcmaeon was worshipped as a hero at Thebes,
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and at Psophis his tomb was shown, surrounded

with cypresses.— 2. Son of Megacles, was greatly

enriched by Croesus.— 3. Of Crotomf in Italy,

said to have been a pupil of Pythagoras, though

this is very doubtful. He is said to have been the

first person who dissected animals, and he made
some important discoveries in anatomy and natiunl

philosophy. He wrote several medical and philo-

sophical works, which arc lost.

Alomaefinldite {'A\Kixaio>v'tSai), a noble family

at Athens, members of which fill a space in Grecian

history from b. c. 750 to 400. They were a branch

of the family of the Nelidae, who were driven out

of Pylus in Messenia by the Dorians, and settled

at Athens. In consequence of the way in which
Megacles, one of the lamily, treated the insurgents

under Cylon (b. c. 612), they brought ujJon tnem-
selves the guilt of sacrilege, and were in consequence

banished from Athens, about 595. About .560

they retunied from exile, hut were again expelled

by Pisistratus. In 548 they contracted with the

Ampliictyonic council to rebuild the temple of

Delphi, and obtained great popularity throughout

Greece by executing the work in a style^if mag-
nificence which TOiich exceeded their engagement.

On the expulsion of Hippins in 510, they were
ag.ain restored to Athens. They now joined the

popular party, and Clisthenes, who was at that time

the head of the family, gave a new constitution to

Athens. [Cmsthknks.]
Aleman (’AAK/udv, also called *A\Kjuafwi'), the

chief lyric poet of Sparta, by birth a Lydian of

Sardis, was brought to Laconia as a slave, when
very young, and was emancipated by his inaaier,

who discovered his genius. He probably flourished

about u. c. 631, and most of his poems were com-
posed after the conclusion of the seeftid Messeniau
war. He is said to have died, like Sulla, of the

morbus pedicuJaris. Alcmaifs poems were com-
prised in 6 books : many of them were erotic,

and he is said by some ancient writers lo have

been the inventor of erotic poetry. His metres

were very various. The Cretic hexameter was
named Alcmonic, from his being its inventor. His.

dialect was the Spartan Doric, with an intermixture

of the Aeolic. The Alexandrian grammarians placed

Aleman at the head of their canon of the 9 lyric

poets. The fragments o^his poems are edited by
Welcker, Giessen, 1815 ;

and by Bergk, in Poeiae

Lyrici Graeci, 1843. f

AlomdnS (’AAx/a^io;), daughter of Electryon,

king of Mycenae, by Anaxo or Lysidice. The
brothers of Alcmenc were slain by the sons of Pte-

relaus
;
and their father set out to avenge their

death, leaving to Amphitryon his kingdom and
his daughy^r Alcmene, whom Amphitryon was to

marry. But Amphitryon having unintentionally

killed Electryon before the marriaKe, Sthenelus ex-

pelled both Amphitryon and Alcmene, who went
to Thebes. But here, instead of marry’ing Amphi-
tryon, Alcmene declared that she would only marry
the man who sliould avenge the death of her bro-

thers. Amphitryon undertook the task, and invited

Croon of Thebes to assist him. Duruig his absence,

Zeus, in the disguise of Amphitryon, visited

Alcmene, and, pretending to be her husband, re-

lated in what way he had avenged the death of

her brothers. Amphitryon himself returned the

next day ; Alcmene became the mother of Heretics

by Zeus, and of Iphicles by Amphitryon. [llxR-

CULKS.J After the death of Amphitryon, Al(#ient
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married Rhadamanthys, at Ocalla in Boeotia.

When IlerculcB was raised to the rank of a god,

Alcmene, faring Eurystheus, fled with the sons of

Hercules to Athens.

or Halc^SnS 1. A Pleiad,

daughter of Atlas and Pleione,and beloved by Po*

seidon.— 2. Daughter of Aeolus and Enarete or

Aegiale, and wife of Ceyx. They lived so happilr

that they were presumptuous enough to call each

other* Zeus and Hera, for which Zeus metamor-

phosed them into birds, akyon and ceyx. Others

relate that Ceyx perished in a shipwreck, that Al-

lyone for grief threw herself into the sea, and that

the gods, out of compassion, changed the two into

birds. It was fabled, that during the seven days

before, ayd as many after, the shortest day of the

year, while the bird ateyon was breeding, there

always prevailed calms at sea.

Alcj^oneuf (’AAKuaj/ei/s), a giant, killed by Her-
cules at the Isthmus of Corinth.

Alcj^dnlom M&re (ij ’aakuovIs SdAno-oa), the

she wasN.'orshipped at Alea, Mantinea, and Tegea.

Her temple at the latter place was one of the most

celebrated in Greece. It is said to have been built

by Aleus, son of Aphidas, king of Tegea, from

whom the goddess is supposed to have derived this

surname.

AlSa (’AA4a: *AAcvt), a town in Arcadia, E. of

the Styraphalian lake, with a celebrated temple of

Athena, the ruins of which are near PkUi.

Alebion. [Albion.]
Uecto. [ Eumkniobb.]
Alemanni or Alamanni or Alamani (from the

German alU Manner^ all men), a confedemey of

German trib^ chiefly of Suevir extraction, be-

tween the Danube, the Rhine, and the Main,
though we subsequently find them extending their

territorips as far as the Alps and the Jura. The
different tribes of the confederacy were governed

by their own kings, but in time of war they obeyed a
common leader. They were brave and warlike, and
proved formidable enemies to the Romans. They
first came into contact with the Romans in the reign

of Caracallo, who assumed the surname of Aleman-
nicus on account of a pretended victory over them
(a. d. 214). They were attacked by Alexander

Severus (234), and by Maximin (237). They
invaded Italy in 270, but were driven back by
Aurelian, and wore again defeated by Probus in

202. After this time they continually invaded

the Roman dominions in Germany, and, though

defeated by Constantins I., Julian (357), Valen-
|

tinian, and Gratian, they gradually became more
and more powerful, and in the fifth certury were

i

in possession of Alsace and of German Switzerland.

AlSrIa (*AA«pfa ; 'AAoAfa in Herod.), one of the

chief (dues of Corsica, on the E. of the island, on

the S. bank of the river Rhotanus {Tariynano)

near its mouth. It was founded by the Phocaeans

B. c. 564, was plundered by L. Scipio in the first

Punic war, and was made a Roman colony by Sulla.

Alfifa. [Halxsa.]
AlHla (*AAc(rfa), an ancient town of the Man-

dubii in Gallia Lugdunensis, said to have been

founded by Hercules, and situated on a high hill

(now Aifj?ots), which was washed by the two
rivbrs Lutosa {Oze) and Qiiera (Oxcratn). It was
take^' and destroyed by Caesar, in b. c. 52, after a

memorable siege, but was afterwards rebuilt
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AlSsXae (’AAsfffcu), a town in Laconia, W. of

Sparta, on the ^ to Pheiae.

AlSslom ('^ [.cio'ioi/), a town in Elis, not for

from Olympia, awards called Atesiaeum.

AlSsftu Moi^ 5 'hXiitTiov Spos)^ a mountain

in Arcadia, w;
' temple of Poseidon llippius

and a grove of l^r.

AlfitoS (*AA- rt}5^ son of Hippotes and a ae-

scendant of Ila cules, is said to have taken posses-

sion of Corinth,! tnd to have expelled the Sisyphids,

30 years afterMhe first invasion of Peloponnesus

by the Heraclifls. His family, called the Aletidae,

maintained themselves at Corinth down to the time

of Bacchis.

Alitlum (Aletlnus), a town of Calabria.

AletrKom or Alatrium (Aletrinas, -fttis : Ala-
iri)f an ancient town of the Hemici, subsequently a
municipium and a Roman colony, W. of Sora and
y. of Anagnia.

Aleu&dae. [Aleuas.]
Alenas (’AAeiiaj), a descendant of Hercules, was

the ruler of Larissa in Thessaly, and the reputed

founder of thecelebrated family ofthe Aleuadnc. Be-
fore the time of Pisistratus (b.c. 560), the f^ily of

the Aleuadae appears to have become divi^d into

two branches, the Aleuadae and the Scopadae. The
Scopadae inhabited Crannon and perhaps Pharsalua

also, while the main branch, the Aleuadae, re-

mained at Larissa. The influence of the families,

however, was not confined to these towns, but ex-

tended more or less over the greater part of Thes-

saly. They formed in reality a powerful aristocratic

party in opposition to the great body of the Thes-
salians. In the invasion of Greece by Xerxes (480),
the Aleuadae espoused the cause of the Persians,

and the family continued to be the predominant

one in Thessaly for a long time afterwards. But
after the end of the Peloponnesian war (404),
another Thessalian family, the dynasts of Fherae,

gradually rose to power and influence, and gave a
great shock to the power of the Aleuadae. The
most formidable of these princes was Jason of

Pherae, who succeeded, after various struggles, in

raising himself to the dignity of Tagus, or supreme
ruler of Thessaly. [JASor. J

Alena. [Alxa.]
Alex or HsUex (Alece\ a small river in S.

Italy, was the boundary between the territory of

Rhegium and of the Locri Epizephyrii.

Alexander (’AA^^ovSpos), the usual name of

Paris in the Iliad.

Alexander BeySma. [Seveivus.]

Alexander. I. Minor Historical Persons.

1. Son of Aeropna, a native of the Macedonian
district called Lyncestis, whence he is usually called

Alexander Lynccstes. He was an accomplice in

the murder of Philip, B. c. 336, but was pardoned
by Alexander the Great. He accompanied Alex-

ander to Asia
; but in 334 be was detected in

carrying on a treasonable correspondence with Da-
rias, was kept in confinement and put to death in

330. Son- of Antonias the triumvir, and
Cleopatra, bom with his twin-sister Cleopatr^ B.c.

40. After the battle of Actium they were taken

to Rome by Augustus, and were generously edu-

cated by Octavio, the wife of Antonius, with her

own children. —8. Eldest son of Aristobolus 11.,

king of Judaea, rose in arms in B.C. 57, against

Hyreanus, who was supported by the Romans.
Alexander' ffM defeated by the Romans in 56 and
55, and was put to death by Pompey at Antioch
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in 49.--4. Third son of CaiMandor, king of

Macedonia, by Thessalonica, sistw of Alexander

the Great. In his quarrel with hu elder brother

Antipatcr for the government [AffTiPXTKR}, he

called in the aid of Pyrrhus of Ep,ru8 and Deme-

trius Poliorcetes, by the latterf of kwhom he was

murdered a. c. 294.-6. Jufiiae b, the son of

Joannes Hyrcanus, and brotlfer of| ^Aristobulus I.,

king of the Jews B.C. 104—77.
^

At the com-

mencement of his reign he was < ngagcd in war

with Ptolemy Lathyrus, king of Cjfcrus
;
and sub-

sequently he had to cany on for s|c years a dan-

gerous struggle with his own subjects, to whom he

had rendered himself obnoxious by his cruelties and

by opposing the Pharisees. He signalized his

victory by the most frightful butchery of his sub-

jects.— 6. Surnamed IsiuB, the chief commander

of the Aetolians, took an active part in opposinct

Philip of Macedonia (b.c. 190, 197), and in thf

^a^ou8 negotiations with the Romans.—T. Tyrant

of Fherae, was a relation of Jason, and succeeded

either Polydorus or Polyphron, as Tagus of Thes-

saly, about B. c. 369. In consequence of his ty-

rannic|j government the Thessalians applied for

aid first to Alexander 11., king of Macedonia, and

next to Thebes. The Thebans sent Pelopidas into

Thessaly to succour the malcontents ; but having

ventured incautiously within the power of the

tyrant, he was seized by Alexander, and |jirown

into prison n. c. 368. The Thebans sent a large

army into Thessaly to rescue Pelopidas, but they

were defeated in the first campaign, and did not*

obtain their object till the next year, 367. In 364
Pelopidas again entered Thessaly with a small

force, but was slain in battle by Alexander. The
'I hcbans now sent a large army against the tyrant,

and compelled him to become a dependent ally

of Thebes. We afterwards hear of ^exandcr
making piratical descents on many of the Athenian

<lependencies and even on Attica itself. He was
murdered in 367, by his wife Thebe, with the as-

sistance of her three brothers.— 8. Son of Poly-
sperchon, the Macedonian, was chiefly employed
by his father in the command of the armies which
he sent against Cassand^r. Thus he was sent

ii^inst Athens in b.c. 318, and was engaged in

military operations during the next year in various

parts of Greece. But in 315 he became reconciled
to Cassander, and we find him in 314 commanding
on behalf of the latter. He was murdered at Si-

cyon in 314.—0. Ftolemaeiu. [Ptoiemaxus.]
—10. Tiberias, bom at Alexandria, of Jewish
parents, and nephew of the writer Philo. He
deserted the faith of his ancestors, and was re-

warded for his apostacy by various public appoint-
ment. In the reign of Claudius he succeeded
Fiidiiis as procurator of Judaea (a. d. 46), and
was appointed by Nero procurator of Egypt. He
was the first Homan governor who declared in
favour of Vespasian

; and he accompanied Titus in
the war against Judaea, and was present at the
taking of Jerusalem. •

II. Kings of Epirus,

1. Son of Neoptolemus and hrotjier of Olympias,
the mother of Alexander the Great Philip made
hint king of Epirus in place of his cousin Aeacides,
and gave him his daughter Cleopatra in marriage
(me. 336). In 332, Alexander, at the request of
the Tarentines, crossed over into Italy, A aid them
agamst the Locanians and Bruttii. After meeting
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with considerable success, he was defeated and
slain in battle in 326, near Pandosia, og the banks
of the Acheron in Southern Italy.— 2. Son of

Pyrrhus and Lanassa, daughter of the Sicilian

tyrant Agathocles, succeeded his fiither in a c. 272,
and drove Antigonus Qonatas out of Macedonia.

He was shortly afterwards deprived of both Mace-
donia and Epirus by Demqtrius, the son of Anti-

gonus
;
but he recovered Epirus by the aid qf the

Acamanians.

III. Kvtgs of Macedonia.

L Son of Amyntas I., distinguished himself in

the life-time of his father by killing the Persian

ambassadors who had come to demand the sub-

mission of Amyntas, because they attempted to

ofler indignities to the ladies of the court, about

B. c. 507. He succeeded his father shortly after-

wards, was obliged to submit to the Persians, and
accompanied Xerxes in his invasion of Greece (b. c.

480). He gamed the confidence of Mardonius,

who sent him to Athens to propose peace to the

Athenians, which was rejected. He was secretly

inclined to the cause of the Greeks, and tfiformed

them the night before the battle of Plataeae of the

intention of Mardonius to fight on the following

day. He died about b. c. 455, and was suc-

ceeded by Perdiccas II.— 2. Son of Amyntas II.,

whom he succeeded, reigned b. c. 369—367. A
usurper of the name of Ptolemy Alorites, having

risen against him, Pelopidas, who was called in to

mediate between them, left Alexander in possesbion

of the kingdom, but took with him to Thebes se-

veral hostages
;
among whom was Philip, tno

youngest brother of Alexander, afterwards king of

Macedonia. Alexander was shortW afterwards

murdered by Ptofemy Alorites.—3. Surnamed the

Great, son of Philip II. and Olympias, was bom at

Pella, B. a 356. His early education was com-
mitted to Leonidas and Lysimochus

;
and he was

also placed under the care of Aristotle, who ac-

quired an influence over his mind and character,

which was manifest to the latest period of his life.

At the age of 1 6 Alexander was entrusted with

the government of Macedonia by his father, while

he was obliged to leave his kingdom to march
against Byzantium. He first distinguished hiinBelf,

however, at tho battle of <)haeronea (338), where
the victory was mainly owing to his impetuosity

and courage. On the murder of Philip (336),
Alexander ascended the throne, at the age of 20,

and found himself surrounded by enemies on every

side. He first put down rebellion in his own king-

dom, and then rapidly marched into Greece. His
unexpected activityoverawed all opposition ;

Thebes,

which had^)een most active against him, submitted

when he appeared at its gates ; and the assembled

Greeks at the Isthmus of Corinth, With the solo

exception of the Lacedaemonians, elected him to

the command against Persia, which had previously

been bestowed upon his father. He now directed

his arms against the barbariani of the north,

marched (early in 335) across mount Naemus,'
defeated the Triballi, and advanced as fiir as

the Danube, which he crossed
; and on his re-

turn subdued the Illyrians and Taulantii. A
report of his death having reached Greece, the

Thebans once more took up arms. But a terrible

punishment* awaited them. He advanced into

Boeotia by rapid marches took Thebes by asmult,

destroyed all the buildings, with the exception of
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the house of Pindar, killed roost of the inhabitants, and Persepolis, all of which surrendered to him. He
and sold ^he rest as slaves; Alexander now pre- is said to haveiset fire to the palace of Persepolis,

pared fur his great expedition against Persia. In and, according^ some accounts, in the revelry of a
tiie spring of 334, he crossed the Hellespont, with banquet, at tW instigation of Thais, an Athenian
about 3.5,000 men. Of these 30.000 were foot and courtezan.— the beginning of 330 Alexander
5000 horse

;
and of the former only 12,000 were marched from epolis into Media, in pursuit of

Macedonians. Alexander’s first engagement with Darius, whom ^flowed through Rhagae and the

the Persians was on the river Granicus in Mysia passes of the 'Elburz mountains, called by the

(Mqy 334), where they were entirely defeated by ancients the !aspian Oates, into the deserts of

him. This battle was followed by the capture or Parthia, wher^ the unfortunate king was murdered
submission of the chief towns on the W. coast by Bessus, safnp of Bactria, and his associates.

of Asia Minor. Halicarnassus was not taken till

late in the autumn, after Ji vigorous defence by
Memmui, the ablest general of Darius, and whose

death in tlie following year (383) relieved Alex-

ander frnn a form idable opponent. He now marched
along the coast (»f Lycia and Pamphylia, and then

N. into Phrygia and to Oordiuiu, where he cut>

or untied the celebrated Gordian knot, which,

it Wits said, was to be loosened only by the con-

queror of Asia. In 333, he marched from Gor-

dium through the centre of Asia Minor into Cilicia,

where he nearly lost his life at Tarsus by a fever,

brougffl'on by his great exertions, or through throw-

ing himself, when heated, into the cold waters of

the Cj-dnus. Darius meantime had collected an army
of 500,000 or 600,000 men,with 30,000 Greek mer-

cenaries, whom Alexander defeated in the narrow

plain of Issue. Darius escaped across the Euphrates

by the ford of Thapsocus
;
but his mother, wife, and

children fell into the hands of Alexander, who
treated them with the utmost delicacy and respect.,

Alexander now directed his arms against the cities

or Phoenicia, most of which submitted
;
but Tyre

was not taken till the middle of 332, after an ob-

stinate defence of seven montlhs. Next followed

the siege of Gaza, which again delayed Alexander

two months. Afterwards, according to .Tosephns,

ho marched to Jerusalem, intending to punish the

people for refusing to assist him, but he was di-

verted from his purpose by the appearance of the

high priest, and pardoned the people. This story

is not mentioned by Arrian,and rests on questionable

evidence.—Alexander next marched into Egypt,

which willingly submitted to him, for the Egyptians

had ever hated the Persians. At the beginning of

331, Alexander founded at the mouth of the W.
branch of the Nile, <,hc city of Al.JCXANDRia,

and about the same time visited the temple of

Jupiter Ammon, in the desert of Libya, and was

saluted by the priests as the son of Jupiter Ammon.
—In the spring of the same year (331 ), Alexander

set out to meet Darius, who had collected another

army. He marched through Phoenicia and Syria

to the Euphrates, whh;h he crossed at the ford

of Thapsacus ;
thence he proceeded \hrough Me-

sopotamia, crossed the Tigris, and at len^h met
with the immense hosts of Darius, said to have

amounted to more than a million of men, in the

plains of Oaugamelu. The battle was fought in the

month of October, 331, and ended in the complete

defeat of the Persians. Alexander pursued the

fugitivef to Arbda (Er6i7), which place has given
' its name to the battle, though distant about 50

miles from the spot where it ^as fought Da-

rius, who had* left the field of battle e^y in the

day, fled to Ecbatana (llamadan\ in Media.

Alexander was now the conqueror of Asia, and

began to adopt Persian habits and' customs, by

wtich he conciliated the affections of his new sub-

jects. From Arbela be marched to Babylon, Susa,

Alexander se»t his body to Persepolis, to be buried

in the tombs of the Persian kings. Bessus escaped

to Bactria, and assumed the title of king of Persia.

Alexander was engaged during the remainder of

the year in subduing the N. provinces of Asia
between the Caspian and the Indus, namely, Hyr-
cania, Parthiji, Airia, the Drangae and Snrangac.

ht was during this campaign that Philotas, his

father Parmknion, and other Macedonians, were
executed on the charge of treason. In 329 Alex-

ander crossed the mountains of the Paropamisus

(the Hindoo Koosh\ and marched into Bactria

against Bessus, whom he pursued across tl>e Oxus
into Sogdiana. In this country Bessus was be-

trayed to him, and was put to death. From the

Oxus he advaiuied as far as the Jaxartes (the .Vir),

which he crossed, and defeated several Scythian

tribe% N. of that river. After foiuiding a city

Alexandria on the Jaxartes, he retraced his steps,

and returned to Zariasyia or Bactni, where he spent

j

the winter of 329. It was here that he killed

his friend Clitus in a drunken revel.— In 328,

Alexander again crossed the Oxus to complete the

subjugation of Sogdiana, but was not able to effect

it in the year, and accordingly went into winter

quarters at Nautaca, a place in the middle of the

provinc^ At the beginning of 327, he took a
mounbiin fortress, in which Oxyartea, a Bactrian

prince, had deposited his wife and daughters. The
beauty of Roxana, one of the latter, captivated the

conqueror, and he accordingly made her his wife.

This marriage with one of his Eastern subjects

was in accordance with the whole of his policy.

Having completed the '•conquest of Sogdiana, he

mtirched S. into Bactria, and made preparations for

the invasion of India. While in Bactria another

conspiracy was discovered for the murder of the

king. The plot was formed by Hermolaus with a
number of the royal pages, and Callisthenes, a
pupil of Aristotle, was involved in it. All the

conspirators were put to death. Alexander did not

leave Bactria till late in the spring of 327, and
crossed the Indus, probably near the modem
Attock. He met with no resistance till he reached

the Hydnspes, where he was opposed by Porus,an

Indian king, whom he defeated after a gallant re-

sistance, and took prisoner. Alexander restored to

him his kingdom, and treated him with distin-

guished honour. He founded two towns, one on

each bank of the Uydaspes : one called Bucephala,

in honour of bis horse Bucephalus, who died here,

after carrying him through so many victories
;
and

the other Nicaea, to commemorate his victor}'.

From thence he marched across the Acesines (the

Chinab) and the Hydraotes (the Itavee)^ and pe-

netrated as far as the Hyphasis {Garra). This was
the furthest point which he reached, for the Macedo-
nians,worn out by long service, and tired of the war,

refused t8 advance further
; and Alexander, not-

withstanding his entreaties and prayers, was obliged
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to lead them back. He returned to the Hyd^i^s,

where he had previously given orders forthe building

of a fleet, and then sailed down th^river with about

«000 men, while the remainder m'lrched along the

banks in two divisions. This was late iu the au-

tumn of 327. The people 9n each side of the

river submitted without resist^ice, except the Malli,

in the conquest of one of wnose places Alexander

was severely wounded. At the . onfluence of the

Accsines and the Indus, Alexander founded a city,

and left Philip as satrap, with a oinsidcrable body

of Greeks. Here he built some l-esh ships, and

continued his voyage down the Indus, founded a

city at Pattala, the apex of the delta of the Indus,

and sailed into the Indian ocean, which he reached*

about the middle of 326. Nearchus was sent with

the fleet to sail along the coast to the Persian gulf

[Nbarchus]
;
and Alexander marched with thp

st of his forces through Gedrosia, in which counl^

his army suffered greatly from want of water and

provisions. He reached Susa at the beginning of

325. Here he allowed himself and his troops

some rest from their labours ;
and anxious to form

his European and Asiatic subjects into one people,

he assigned to about 80 of his generals Asiatic

wives, and gave with them rich dowries. He him-

self took a second wife, Barsine, the eldest daughter

of Darius, and according to some accounts, a third,

Parysatis, the daughter of Ochus. About^0,000
Macedonians followed the example of them king

and generals, and married Asiatic women. Alex-

ander also enrolled large numbers of Asiatic^

among his troops, and taught them the Macedonian
tactics. He moreover directed his attention to the

increase of commerce, and for this purpose had the

Euphrates and Tigris made navigable, by removing

the artificial obstructions which had been made in

the river for the purpose of irrigation, '^he Mace-
donians, who were discontented with several of the

new arnuigcments of the king, rose im mutiny
against him, which he quelled with some difficulty.

Towiirds the close of the same year (325) he went
to Ecbatana, where he lost his great favourite He-
ruAKSTioN. From Ecbatana he marched to Ba-
bylon, sulaluing in hisvAiy tlie Cossaei, a mountain
tribe

; and before he reached Babylon he was met
by ambassadors from almost every part of the
known world. Alexander entered Babylon in the
spring of 324, about a year before his death, not-

withstanding the warnings of the Chaldaeans, who
predicted evil to him if he entered the city at
that time. He intended to make Babylon the
capitol of his empire, as the best point of com-
munication between his eastern and western do-
m inions. H is schemes were numerous and gigantic.

His first object was the conquest of Arabia, which
was to be followed, it was said, by the subjum-
tion of Italy, Carthage, and the West. But his
views were not confined merely to conquest. He
ordered a fleet to be built on the Caspian, in order
to explore that sea. He also intended to improve
the distribution of waters in the B^ylonian plain,
and for that purpose sailed down the Euphrates to
mspect the canal called Pallacopas. On his return
to Babylon he was attacked by^ fever, probably
brought on by his recent exertions in the marshy
districts around Babylon, and aggravated by the
quantity of wine he had drunk at a banquet given

M officers. He died after an illness of
11 days, in the month of Mayor June^.c. 323, at
the age of 32, after a reign of 12 years and 8 months.
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He appointed no one as his successor, but just before

his death he gave his ring to Perdiccas. Jtoxaiia was
with child at the time of his death, and afterwards

bore a son who is known by the name of Alexan-
der Aegus.—The history of Alexander forms an
important epoch in the history of mankind. Unlike
other Asiatic conquerors, his progress was marked
by something more than devastation and ruin

;
at

every step of his course the Greek langungp and
civilization took coot and flourished

;
and after bis

death Greek kingdoms were formed in all parts of

Asia, which continued to exist for centuries. By
his conquests the knowledge of mankind was in-

creased
;
the sciences of geography, natural history

and others, received vast additions
;
and it was

through him that a road was opened to India, and
that Europeans became acquainted with the products

of the remote East.*— 4. Aegns, sou of Alexander
the Great and Roxana, was bom shortly after the

death of his father, in r. c. 323, and was acknow-
ledged as the partner of Philip Arrhidueus in the

empire, under the guardianship of Pcrdiccas, An-
tipater, and Polysperchon in succession. Aleximder
and his mother Roxana were imprisoncinby Cas-

sander, when he obtained possession of Macedonia
in .316, and remained in prison till 311, Avhenthey
were put to death by Cassander.

IV. Kings of Syria,

1. Sumamed Balaa, a person of low origin, pre-

tended to be the son of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes,

and reigned in Syria n. c. 150—146. He defeated

and slew in battle Demetrius I. Soter, but was
afterwards defeated and dethroned by Demetrius

II. Nicator.— 2. Suniamcd Zebina oc Zabinas,
son of a merchant, was set up by Ptg)emy Physcon
as a pretender the throne of Syria, shortly after

the return of Demetrius II. Nicator from his cap-

tivity among the Parthians, b. q. 128. He defeated

Demetrius in 125, but was afterwards defeated by
Antiochus Giypus, by whom ho was put to death,

122.

V. Literary.

L Of Aegae, a peripatetic philosopher at Romo
in the first century after Christ, was tutor to llio

emperor Nero.— 2. The Aetolian, of Pleuron in

Actolia, a Greek poet, lited iu the reign of Ptole-

maeus Philadelphus (a c. 285—247), at Alex-
andria, where he was reckoned one of the seven

tragic poets who constituted tlio tragic pleiad. He
also wrote other poems besides tragedies. His
fragments are collected by Capellmann, A^xandri
Aetoli Fragmenta, Bonn, 1829.— 3. Of Aphro-
disias, in Caria, the most celebrated of the com-

mentators* on Aristotle, lived about a. d. 200.

About half his voluminous works were edited and
translated into Latin at the revival Of literature

;

there are a few more extant in the original Greek,

which have never been printed, and an Arabic

version is preserved of several others. His most
important treatise is entitled De Fato^ an inquiry

into the opinions of Aristotle on the subject of

Fate and Freewill : edited by OreUi, Zurich, 1824.

— 4. Comeliiu, sumamed Folyhiator, a Greek

writer, was made prisoner during the war of Bulla

in Greece (b. c. 87—84), and sold as a slave to

Cornelius I^entulus, who took him to Rome, m^de
him the tedcher of his children, and subsequently

restored him to freedom. The surname of Uoly-

histor was gi\ en to him on account of his prodigious

D 3
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learning. He is said to have written a vast number
of works, pll of which have perished : the most
important of them was one in 42 books, containing

historical and geographical accounts of nearly all

countries of the ancient world.— 5. Sumamed
Lycbnog, of hlphesus, a Greek rhetorician and
poet, lived about b. c. 30. A few fragments of

his geographical and astronomical poems are ex-

tant. T- 0* Of Myndtis, in Caria, a Greek writer

on zoology of uncertain date.—7. Nnme&iTUi, a
Greek rhetorician, who lived in the second cen-

tur}’^ of the Christian aera. Two works are as-

cribed to him, one De Figuris Sententiarum et

Elocutumis^ from which Aquila Romanus took his

materials for his work on the same subject ; and
the othet»*Gf» tSAow-speecAcs ; which was written

by a later grammarian of the name of Alexander.

Edited in Walz’s Rhfiortn Graeciy vol. viiL

—8. The Paphlagonian, a celebrated impostor,

who flourished about the beginning of the second

century after Christ, of whom Lucian has given an
amusing account, chiefly of the various contrivances

by which he established and maintained the credit

of an oracle. The influence he attained over the

iwpulace seems incredible
;
indeed, the narrative

of Lucian would appear to be a mere romance, were
it not confirmed by some medals of Antoninus and
M. Aurelius.—9. Surnamed Peloplaton, a Greek
rhetorician of Seleucia in Cilicia, was appointed

Greek secretary to M. Antoninus, about a. d. 174.

At Athens he conquered the celebrated rhetorician

Herodes Attlcus, in a rhetorical contest. All per-

sons, however, did not admit his abilities ; for a
Corinthian of the name of Sceptes said that he had
found in Alexander “ the clay (Il^Aoj), but not

Plato.” This, saying gave rise to the surname of

Peloplaton.—iO, PhiMSthes, afi ancient Greek
physician, lived probably ^^vn^d8 the end of the

first century ii. c., and succeeded Zeuxis as head
of a celebrated Herophilean school of medicine,

established in Phrygia between Laodicca and
Cnrura.>MJll. Of Inalles in Lydia, an eminent
physician, lived in the 6th century after Christ,

and is the author 6f two extant Greek works

:

— 1. LUjH Duodedm de R« Medica ; 2. D« Awnt-

bricis.

Alexandria, oftener -la, rarely -da (’AAelefy-

Sptta: 'AAe{av8pcAv, Al^andrinus), the name of

several cities founded by, or in memory of Alex-

ander the Great.- 1. (JlcsKindriat Arab. Iskan-

deria)^ the capital of Egypt under the Ptolemies,

ordered by Alexander to ^ founded in B. c. 332.

It was built on the narrow neck of land between

the Luke Mareotisand the Mediterranean, opposite

to the I. of Pharos, which was joined to the city

by an artificial dyke, called Heptaatadifim, which

formed, with the island, the two harbours of the

city, that on the N. £. of the dyke being named the

'Great Harliour (now the New Port), that on the

S. W. Eunostos (tlfyocrros, the Old Port). These

harbours communicated with each other by two
channels eat through the Heptaitadium, one at

each end of it ; and there was a canal from the

Eunostos to the Lake Mareotis. The city was
built on a regular plan; and was intersected by two
principal streets, above 100 feet wide, the one ex-

tending 30 stadia from E. to W., the other across

tbi«, from the sea towards the lake, to the length

of 10 stadia. At the E. extremity of the city was

the c>^yal quarter, called Bnichium, and at the other

end of the chief street, outside of the city, the Ne-
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eropolis or cemetery. A great lighthouse was
built on the 1. of Pharos in the reign of Ptolemy
Philadelphus (a. c. 283). Under the care of the

Ptolemies, as tqe capital of a great kingdom and
of the most fertile country on the earth, and com-
manding by its position all the commerce of Europe
with the East, Alemndria soon became the most
wealthy and splendid city of the known world.

Greeks, Jews, gnd other foreigners flocked to it ;

and its population probably amounted to three

quarters of a mAlion. But a still greater distinction

was conferred tpon it through the foundation, by
the first two Ptolemies, of the Museum, an esta-

blishment in which men devoted to literature were
maintained at the public cost, and of the Library,

which contained 90,000 distinct works, and 400,000
volumes, and the increase of which made it neces-

Mry to establish another library in the Serapeum
Cferaple of Serapis), which reached to 42,800
volumes, but which was destroyed by the bishop

Theophilus, at the time of the general overthrow
of the heathen temples under Theodosius (a. d.

389). The Great Library suffered severely by
fire when Julius Caesar was besieged im^Alex-
dria, and was finally destroyed by Amroii, the

lieutenant cf the Caliph Omar, in a. d. 651. These
institutions made Alexandria the chief centre of

literary activity. When Egypt became a Roman
provinre [Abgyptub], Alexandria was made tho

residence of the Praefectus Aegypti. It retained

its commercial and literary importance, and became
.^Iso a chief seat of Christianity and theological

learning. Its site is now covered by a mass of

rains, among which are the remains of the cisterns

by which the whole city was supplied with water,

house by house
; the two obelisks (vulg. Cieopatra^g

Needles), which adorned the gateway of the royal

palace, and, outside the walls, to the S., the co-

lumn of Diocletian (vulg. Pompeg's Pillar). Tho
modern city stands on the dyke uniting the island

of Pharos to the mainland.— 2. A. Troas, also

Troas simply (’A. d Tpwds : Eskistamlioul, i. c.

the Old CUtf), on the sea-coast S.W. of Troy,
was enlarged by Antigonus, hence called Anti-
gonla, but afterwards it resumed its first name. It

flourished greatly, both under the Greeks and the

Romans
;

it was made a colonia
;
and both Julius

Caesar and Constantine thought of establishing the

seat of empire in it. —3. A. ad Isanni (’A. Kara
'IcrtrSif : /skmderoon, Soanderoun, Aleaandrette), a
sea-port at the entrance of Syria, a little S. of

Issus.—4. In Susiana, a/L Antiochia, q/2. Charax
Spasini (Xdpof Tlaalvov or 2irour.), at the month
of the Tigris, 'built by Alexander ; destroyed by a
flood ; restored by Antiochua Epipbanes : birth-

place of Dionysius Periesgetes and Isidorus Chara-

cenus.— 6. A. Ariae (*A if 4y *Aptois: Herat),
founded by Alexander on the river Arius, in the

Persian province of Aria, a very flourishing city,

on the great caravan road to India.— 6. A. A^ho-
•iae or Alezandropolia {Kandahar $), on the river

Arachotus, waB probably not founded till after the

time of Alexander.—7. A. Baetriaaa (A.
BiLerpa

:
prob. Khooloom, Ru,), E. of Bactra

(Bo/M).- 8. A. ad Canoasnm, or apud Paropa-

misidas (*A. iv TlapowafiurdSeut), at the foot of

M. Paropamisas {Hindoo Koosh), probably near
Cabodl."^2» A. ihtima or Alaxaa&dreaoata (*A.

d : Kokand 9), in Sogdiana, on the Jax-
artes, a littto £. of Gyropolia or Cyreschata, marked
the furthest point reached by Alexander in his
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Scythian expedition.—These are not all the cities

of the name.

AlexIo&OOl (*AA6(f«raicor), the averterof evil, a

surname of several deities, but paiticularly of Zeus,

Apollo, and Hercules.

^laTtnne (’AAe(7vos), of Elis, a philosopher of

the Dialectic or Megarian school, and a disciple of

Euhulides, lived about the 'beginning of the 3rd

century B. C.

Alexia 1. A comic poet, bom at

Thurii in Italy, and an Athenian sitizen. He was

the uncle and instructor of Mei^ndcr, was bom
about B. c. 394, and lived to the age of 106.

{Some of his plays, of which he is said to have writ-

ten 245, belonged to the Middle, and others to the

New Comedy.—2. A sculptor and statuary, one

of the pupils of Polycletus.

AlfSnua Yaroa. [Varus.1
Algldum or Algldna (nr. Cava $), a small irtit

strongly fortified town of the Aequi on one of the

hills of M. Algidus, of which all trace has now
disappeared.

Algidua Mona, a range of mountains in La-

tium^ extending S. from Praencste to M. Allwi-

nus, cold, but covered with wood, and containing

good pasturage (gelido Alyido^ Hor. Cann. i. 21.

6 • nt</nie farad frondis in Algido^ Id. iv. 4.

5H). It was an ancient scat of the worship of

Diana. From it the Aequi usually made |heir in-

cursions into the Roman territory.

Alienus Caecixta. [Caecina.]
Alimentua, L. Cinclua, a celebrated Roman an-

nalist, antiquary, and jurist, was praetor in Siciiy,

B. c. 20.9, and wrote several works, of which the

l>est known was his Annales^ which contained on

account of the second Punic war.

Alinda (rd^AAif^Sa : a fortress and
small town, S.E. of Stratonlce, where Ada, queen
of Cana, fixed her residence, when sheVas driven

out of Halicarnassus (b. c. 340).

Aliphera (’AAf^etpo, *A\l^ripa: *A\i<petpa7os,

’AAi^ijpeus ; nr. Nerovtlza^ Ru.), a fortified town
in Arcadia, situated on a mountain on the borders

of Klis, IS. of the Alpheus, said to have been founded
by the hero AlipheruSjfion of Lycaon.

Aliphems. [Aliphera.]
AUso {Kben), a strong fortress built by Dnisus

b. c. 1 1, at the confluence of the Luppia {Lippe)
and the Eliso {Alnie).

AUsontla (^Alsitx)^ a river flowing into the Mo-
sel la {Mosel),

Allectns, the chief officer of Caraiisius in Bri-
tain, whom he murdered in a. d. 29.3. He then
assumed the imperial title himself, hut was de-
feated and slain in 296 by the general of Constan-
tius.

AllYa or more correctly Alia, a small river, which
rises about 1 1 miles from Rome, in the neighbour-
hood of Lrustumerium, and flows into the Tiber
about 6 miles from Rome. It is memorable by the
defeat of the Romans by the Oauls on its banks,
July 16th, B. c. 390 ; which day, dies Allien$i$y
was hence marked as an unlucky day in the Roman
calendar.

A. AlliSnni. 1, A friend of Cicero, was the
legate of Q. Cicero in Asia, b. c? 60, praetor in 49,
and governor of Sicily on behalf of Caesar in 48
and 47.— 2. A legate of Dolabella, by whom he
was sent into Egypt in 43.
Alllfka or Allfae (AlUfisnus: si town of

oamnium, on the Yultumus, in a fertile country.
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It was celebrated for the manufacture of its large

drinking-cups {Allfana sc. poeula^ Hor. Sat. ii. 8.

39). -
*

AUobrSges (Nom. Sing. Alldbrox : 'AAAddpo7f r,

*AW6€pvyfSf ’AAAodpiT'fs
:
perhaps from the Celtic

at//, “ rock ” or “ mountain,*' and frroj;, “ dwelling,"

consequently dwellers in the mountains **), a
powerful people of Gaul dwelling between the

Rhodanus {Wume) and the Isara (/sdre), as far as

the L. Lemannus {Lake of Geneva), consequently

in the modem Dauphind and Savoy. Their chief

town was Vienna on the Rhone. They ore first

mentioned in Hannibal's invasion, B. c. 218. They
were conquered, in b. c. 121, by Q. Fabius Maxi-
mus Allobrogicus, and made subjects of Rome, but

they bore the yoke unwillingly, and v^ero always

disposed to rebellion. In the time of Ammianus
the eastern part of their country was called Sapau-
dia, i. e. Savoy.

Almo {A //none), a small river, rises near Bo-
villae, and flows into the Tiber S. of Rome, in

which the statues of Cybele were washed an-

nually.

A]iu5pet (’AA/uaires), a people in IJucCdonia,

inhabiting the district Almopia between Eordaea

and Pelagonia.

AlSetu (AAwci^s), son of Poseidon and Conace,

married Iphimedla, the daughter of Triops. His

wife was beloved by Poseidon, by whom she had
two sons, Otus and Ephialtes, who are usually

called the A /<>?(/»!, from their reputed father Aloeiis.

They were renowned for their extraordinary strength

and daring spirit. When they were 9 years

old, each of their bodies measured 9 ciibiH in

breadth and 27 in height. At this early age,

they threatened the Olympian gods with war,

and attempted, to pile Ossa upoir Olympus, and

Pelioii upon Ossa. They would have accomplished

their object, says Homer, had they been allowed

to grow lip to the age of manhood
;
but Apollo

destroyed them before their beards began to ap-

pear (od. xi. 305, seq.). They also put the god

Arcs in chains, and kept him imprisoned for

13 months. Other stories are related of them by
later writers.

Aldidae. [Alobub.]
Alonta ('AAdKra : Terek), a river of Albania, in

Sarmatia Asiatica, flowgig into the Caspian.

Aldpe {*A\6inj), daughter of Cercyon, became

by Poseidon the mother of Hippothouj^. She was
put to death by her father, but her body was
changed by Poseidon into a well, which bore the

same name.
Albpe (’AAdirtj; ’AAoxfdj, *A\<nrlrrfs). 1. A

town in the Opuntian Locris, opposite Euboen.
— 2. A* town in Phthiotis in Thessaly {II, ii.

682).

A15p8oe (’AActfircK^ and *A\wirtKaii *A\wir«-

fcedr), a demus of Attica, of the tribe Antiochis,

II stadia E. of Athens, on the hill Anchesmus.

AlopeOOnnSsiUI {*AAanr«K6vtni<ros : 'AXonrcKop-

irfiaioi: Alejei^), a town in the Thracian Cher-

sonesus, founded by the Aeolians.

Alptnnt (*AAin;i'((s, *AXm}voi), a town of the

Epicnemidii Locri at the entrance of the pass of

Thermopylae.

AlpM (oi ’'AAirfif, ^ ’'AXwis, tA 'AXreivh C/m,
*

rh ^AKweia 6pri ;
pro^bly from the Celtic Alb or

Alp, “ a* height"), the mountains forming* the

boundary of northern Italy, are a part ^f the

great mountain-chain, which extends from the

s 4
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Gulf (if Genoa across Europe to the Black Sea,

of which tlyj Apennines and the mountains of the

Grecian peninsula may be regarded as off-shoots.

Of the Alps proper, the Greeks had very little

knowledge, and included them under the general

name of the Bhipaean mountains. The Komans
first obtained some knowledge of them by Ilaiini-

haPs passage across them : this knowledge was
gnadually extended by their various wars with the

Inhabitants of the jnountaiiis, who were not finally

subdued till the reign of Augustus. In the time

of the emperors the different parts of the Alps
were distinguished by the following names, most
of which are still retained. IVe enumerate them
m order from W. to E. 1. Alpes Maritimae,
the Afantjfne or Lit/urian Alps, from Genua (6V
nwt), where the Ajicniiines login, run W. as

far as the river Varus ( Var) and M. Cema (la

Cailtolc), and then N. to M. Vesiilus (Monte
P’tso), one of the highest points of the Alps.

—

2. Alpes Cottiab or CoTxrANAE, the CotHan
Alps (m called from n king Cottius in the time of

Augustus), from Monte Viso to Mont Cenis, con-

tained yfi Matrona, afterwards called M. Janus or

Janua (Mont Genevre), across which Cottius con-

structed a road, which became the chief means of

communication between Italy and Gaul: this road

leads from the valley of the Durance in France

to Segusio (Susa) and the valley of the Dora in

Piedmont. The pass over Mont Cenis, now one

of the most frequented of the Alpine passes, appears

to have been unknown in antiquity.— 3. Alpes
Graiae, also Salius Grains (the name is probably

Cellic, and has nothing to do with Greece), the

Graian Alps, from Mont Cenis to the Little St.

Bernard inclusive, contained the .lugum Cremonis

(le Cramoat) and the Centronicae A’pes, apparently

the Little St. Bernard and the surrounding moun-

tains. The Little St. Bernard, which is sometimes

l ulled Alpis Graia, is probably the pass by which

Hannibal crossed the Alps
;

the road over it,

which was improved by Augustus, led to Au-
gusta (Aosta) ill the territory of the Salassi.

—

4. Alpes Penninae, the Pennine Alps, from the i

Great St. Bernard to the Simplon inclusive, the

highest portion of the chain, including Mont Blanc,

Monte Rosa, and Mont Cervin. The Great St.

Bernard was called M. P^mimis, and on its sum-

mit the inhabitants w'orshipped a deity, whom the

Romans called Jupiter Penninus. The name is

probably derived from the Celtic pen, “ a height.”

— 5. Alpes Lepontiorum or Lkfontiak, the

lA-pontian or Helvetian Alps, from the Simplon to

the St. Gothard. — 6. Alpes Rhaeticak, the

Jihaetian Alps, from the St. Gothard to the Or-

teler by the pass of the Stelvio. M. Adula is

usually supposed to be the St Gothard, hut it must
be another name for the whole range, if Strabo

is right in stating that both the Rhino and the

Adda rise in M. Adula. The Romans were ac-

([uainted with two passes across the Rhoetian Alps,

connecting Curia (Coirc) and Milan, one across

the SplUgen and the other across Mont Septimer,

and both meeting at Clavenna (Chiavenna^— 7.

Alpes TridentInas, the mountains of southern

Tyro), in which the AthSsis (Adige) rises, with the

loss of the Brenner.— 8. Alpes Noricas, the

Aorib Alps, N. E. of the Tridentine Alps, com-

prising the mountains in the neighbourhood of

^alzby^g.— 9. Alp^s Carnicab, the Carnio Alps,

K of the Tridentine,, Bftd S. of the Noric, to Mount
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Terglu.— 10. Alpes Julias, the Julian Alps,
from Mount Terglu to the commencement of the
Illyrian or Dalmatian mountains, which are known
by the name of the Alpes Dalmaticae, further north
by the name of the Alpes Pannonicae. The Alpes
Juliae were so called because Julius Caesar or

Augustus constructed, roads across them : they are
also called Alpes Venetae.

Alphfinus Varus. [Varus.]
AlphSsiboea (*A\<pt(Ti€o7a). 1. Mother of Ado-

nis. [Adonis^— 2. Daughter of Phegeus, who
married Alcmatnn. [Alcmaeon.]
AlphSus MytilSziaeiu (*A\<p(los MvTi\rjva7os),

the author of about 12 epigrams in the Greek
Anthology, was probably a contemporary of tlio

emperor Augustus.

Alp]l§ni (*A\(l>et6s: Dor. ’AA^eds
;
Al/eo, Ro-

/^, Ityfo, Rnfea), the chief river of Peloponnesus,
rises at Phylacc in Arcadia, shortly afterwards

sinks under ground, appears again near Asea, and
then mingles its waters with tliose of the EurOtas.

After flowing 20 stadia, the two rivers disappear

under ground : the Alpheus again rises at Pegao
in Arcadia, and increased by many affluentsi^flows

N. \V. through Arcadia and Elis, not far from
Olympia, and falls into the Ionian sea. The sub-

terranean descent of the river, which is confirmed

by modem travellers, gave rise to the story about
the riv^r-god AlphCus and the nymph Arethusa,

The latter, pursued by Alpheus, was changed by
Artemis into the fountain of Arethusa in the island

Ortygia at Syracuse, but the god continued to

pursue her under the sea, and attempted to mingle

his stream with the fountain in Ortygia. Hence
it was said that a cup thrown into the Alpheus
would appear again in the fountain of Arethusa in

Ortygia. Other accounts related that Artemis her-

self was beloved by Alpheus : the goddess was
worshipped, under the name of AlpJteaea, both in

Elis and Ortygia.

Alphlus A^^tus. [Avitus.]
AlplniU, a name which Honico gives in ridicule

to a bombastic poet. He probably means Biba-
CULU8.

Alslam (Alsiensis : Pedp), one of the most an-

cient Etniscan towns on the coast near Caere, and
a Roman colony after the Ist Punic war. In its

neighbourhood Pompey had a country-seat (villa

Al^nsis).

Althaea (*AA9a(a), daughter of the Aetolian king

Thestius and Eurythemis, married Oeneus, king of

Calydon, by whom she became the mother of several

children, and among others of Meleager, upon
whose death she killed herself.

Althaea, the chief town of the Olcades in the

country of the Oretani in Hispania Tarraconensis.

AlthemSnee (^AxOntiivris or *Axdaipiv7i5), son

of Catreus, king of Crete. In consequence of an
oracle, that Catreus would lose his life by one of

his children, Althemenes quitted Crete and went
to Rhodes. There he unwittingly killed his father,

who had come in search of his son.

Altiniun (Altinas: Altino), a wealthy muni-

cipium in the land of the Veneti in the N. of Italy,

at the mouth of the river Silis and on the road

from Patavium to Aquilei^ was a wealthy manu-
facturing town, and the chief emporium for all the

goods which were sent from southern Italy to the

countries of the north. Goods could be brought

from Ravenna to Altinum through the Lagoons

and the numerous canals of the Po, safe from storms
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and pirates. There were many beautiftil villas tified with the Cumaean Sibyl, who sold to king

around the town. (Mart. iv. 25.) Tarquinius the celebrated Sibylline bookss

Altis (‘'AXrir), the sacred grove of Zeus at Atnalthenm or AmalihfisC, a villa of Atticus

Olympia. on the river Thyamis in Epirus, M'as perhaps ori-

Alun^tun or HalnntXmii (*AXotipriop), a town ginally a shrine of the nymph Aroalthea, which

on the N. coast of Sicily on a steep hill, celebrated Atticus adorned with statues and bas-reliefs, and

for its wine. converted into a beautiful summer retreat. Cicero,

Alus or Kalus (‘'AXor, "AXor : 'AXcilv : nr. Ke- in imitation, constructed a similar retreat on his

falusi^ Ru.), a town in Phthiotis in Thessaly, at estate at Arpinum.

the extremity of M. Othrys, built by the hero AmantTa {'Afiavrla : Amantinus, Amanti&nus,

Athamas. \ or Amantes, pi. : Niritza), a Greek town and dis-

Alyattes (’AXydrTTjs), king of Lylio, fi.c. 617 trict in IlljTicum : the town, said to have been

—560, succeeded his father Sadyattes, and was founded by the Abantes of Euboea, lay at some

linnself succeeded by his son Croesus. He carried distance from the coast, E. of Oricum.

cm war with Miletus from 617 to 612, and with *Am&IlUS (d ‘A/xovds, rh 'AnavSv

:

’A/Lteudrijr,

Ceaxarea, king of Media, from 590 to 585 ; an Amaniensis; A Z/narfo^rA), a branch of Mt. Taurus,

fclipse of the sun, which happened in 585 during a which runs from the head of the Gulf of Issus N.E.

battle between Alyattes and Cyaxares, led to a peace

between them. Alyattes drove the Cimmerians out

of Asia and took Smyrna. The tomb of Alyattes,

N. of Sardis, near the lake Gygaca, which consisted

of a large mound of earth, raised upon a foundation

of great stones, still exists. Mr. Hamilton says

that it l%)k him about ten minutes to ride round

jts base, which would give it a circumference of

nearly a mile.

Al^ba (’AXi;6^), a town on the S. coast of the

EiiMtie. (Horn. II. ii. 857.)

Alyplus (’AXthreos), of Alexandria, probably

lived in the 4th century of the Christian acra,

and is the author of a Greek musical treatise en-

titled “Introduction to Music” (flffoytaylf fiov<nicfi\

printed by Meiboniius in Aniiqum Mmicae Auc-
tores Septem, Amstel. 1652.

Alyzia or AlyzSa (’AXufeo, ’AXd^vta : ’AXwfaTos

;

Ru. in the valley of Kandili)^ a town in Acnmania
near the sea opposite Lcucas, with a harbour and
a temple both sacred to Hercules. The ^emple
ciiiitainod one of the works of Lysippus represent-

nig the labours of Hercules, which the Romans
earned off.

Amaddeus {'ApiloKos) or MSdSous (M^Sokoj).
1. King of the Odrysae in Thrace, when Xenophon
'isitc'd the country in b. c. 400. He and Seuthes,
ho were the most powerfiA Thracian kings, were

frequently at variance, but were reconciled to one
another by Thrasybulus, the Athenian commander,
in .‘190, and induced by him to become the allies of

-\thens. —2. A ruler in Thrace, who, in conjunc-
tion with Berisades and Cersobleptes, succeeded
Cotys in .358.

Amagetobria. [Magetobria.]
AmalthSa (’A/idx0eici). 1. The nurse of the

infant Zeus in Crete. According to some traditions
Amafthfia is the goat who suckled Zeus, and who
was rewarded by being placed among the stars.

[Akga.J According to others, Amalthea was a
inmph, daughter of Oceanus, Helios, Haemonius,
"r of the Cretan king Melisseus, who fed Zeus with
the milk of a goat When this goat broke off one
of her honis, Amalthea filled it with fresh herbs
and gave it to Zeus, who placed it amifng the stars.
According to other accounts Zens himself broke off
one of the horns of the goat Amalthea, and gave it
to the daughters of Melisseus, and endowed it with
the wonderfiil power of becoming filled with what-
cver the possessor might wish. This is the story
about the origin of the celebrated bom of Amal-
t e^ commonly called the horn of plenty or comu-
copi^ which was used in later times as tHb symbol
Of plenty m general^ 2. One of the Sibyli, iden-

Jo the principal chain, dividing Syria from Cilicia

*and Cappadocia. There were two passes in it

;

the one, called the Syrian Gates {at Ivpiai

Syrlae Portae : Jiylan) near the sea
;
the other,

called the Amanian Gates (*ApaylSfs or *A/uauneai

wtiXat : Amanicae Pylac, Portae Araani M^tis ;

Demir KupUy i. e. tfie Iron Gate), further to iTIeW.

The former pass was on the road from Cilicia to

Antioch, the latter on that to the district Comma-
gene ; but, on account of its great difficulty, tho

latter pass was rarely used, until the Romans mado
a road through it The inhabitants of Amanus
were wild banditti.

Amardi or Mardi (*'A/uap5oi, MdpSoi), a power-

^1, warlike, and predatory tribe who dwelt on the

S. shore of tho Caspian Sea.

Amardui or Mardus (‘'AfiapSos, MdpSos ; KiziT
Own), a river flowing through the country of tho

Mardi into the Caspian Sea. ^
Amarynoens (Ujuapu^srei^r), a chief of tho

Elcans, is said by some writers to have fouglit

against Troy ; but Homer only mentions his son

Diores (Amarynetdes) as taking part in the Trojan

war.

Axnar3riLthTi8 (^ApApwBos ; 'AfAap&vBior), a town
in Euboea 7 stadia from Erctrio, to which it be-

longed, with a celebrated temple of Artemis, who
was hence called A marynthia or A marysia, and in

whose honour there was a festival of this name
both in Euboea and Attica. (See Diet, ofAniiq,
art. Amarynihia.) •
Am&sSniu {Ama$mo\ a river in Latium, rises

in the Volscian mountains, flows by Privernum, and
after being joined by the Ufens (JJfente), which
flows from Setia, falls into the sea between Circeii

and Terrncina, though the greater part of its waters

are lost in the Pontine marshes.

Am&sia or {'Apdtreia : *Afuifff<is : AmaHah\
the capital of^ the kings of Pontus, was a strongly

fortified city on both banks of the river Iris, ft

was the birthplace of Mithridates the Gi^at and
of the geographer Strabo.

Am&aia (*'AAta<rK). 1. KingofEgj'pt,B.c.570

—

626, succeeded A pries,whom bo dethroned. During
his long reign Egypt was in a very prosperous con-

dition ; and the Greeks were brought into much
closer intercourse with the Egyptians than had
existed previously. Amasis married Ladicc, a
Cyrenaic lady, contracted an alliance with Cyrene

and Polycrates of Samos, and also sent presents to

several of the Greek cities.— 9. A Persian, senj

in the reign ofCambyses (b. c. 525) against Cyrena,

took Barca, but did not succeed in taking Cyrena
Amaa C'AAiairrpir, Ion. ’'AftijiTTpif). 1. Wife
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of Xerxes, and mother of Artaxerxes I., was of ft
]

cruel aivi vindictive character.— 2. Also called

Amatinne^ niece of Darius, the last king of Persia.

She married, 1. Craterus
;

2. Dionysius, tyrant of

Heraclea in Bithynia, b. c. 322 ; and 3. Lysi*

machas, b. c. 302. Having been abandoned by
Lysimachus upon his marriage with ArsinoH, she

retired to Heraclea, where she reigned, and was
drowned by her two sons about 288.

Amaitria (‘'A/aaerrpir: *AfjuuTrpiay6s: Ama9era\
a large and beautiful city, with two harbours, on

the coast of Paphlagonia, built by Amnstris after

her separation from Lysimachus (about b. c. 300),

on the site of the old town of Ses&mus, which
name the citadel retained. The new city was
built and peopled by the inhabitants of Cytorus

and Cromna.
Amata.^ wife of king Latinus and mother of La« I

vinia, opposed Lavinia being given in marriage t^*

Aeneas, because she had already promised her to

Tumus. When she heard that Tumus had fallen

in battle, she hung herself.

Am&tbllB, -TULtifl (*A/xa0oCr, -ovvrot :

ffio^ Limasol\ an ancient town on the S. coast of

Cyprus, with a celebrated temple of Aphrodite, who
was hence called Amathuata. There were copper-

mines in the neighbourhood of the town {fecundam
Anuiihunta metallic Ov. Met, x. 220).

Amltlus, Bumamed Paeudomariue,, pretended to

bo either the son or grandson of the great Marius,

and was put to death by Antony in b. c. 44. Some
call him Herophilus. *

Am&ftfinei (‘Ajaa^di'cj), a mythical race of war-

like females, are said to have come from the Cau-

casus, and to have settled in the country about the

river Thejpodon, where they founded the city

Themisc^ra, in the neighbourh.>od of the modem
Trebiiond. Their country was inhabited only

by the Amazons, who were governed by a queen

:

but in order to propagate their race, they met
once a year the Gargareans in Mount Caucasus.

The children of the female sex were brought up

by the Amazons, and each had her right breast cut

off
; the male children were sent to the Gargareans

or put to death. The foundation of several towns

in Asia Minor and in the islands of the Aegean is

ascribed to them, e. g. of Ephesus, Smyrna, Cyme,
Myrina, and Paphos.** Tne Greeks believed in

their existence as a real historical race down to a
late period

;
and hence it is said that Thalestris,

the queen of the Amazons, hastened to Alexander,

in order to become a mother by the conqueror of

Asia. This belief of the Greeks may have arisen

from the peculiar way in which the women of some
of the Caucasian districts lived, and performed the

duties which in other countries devolve upon men,
as well as from their braveiy and courage, which
are noticed as remarkable even by modern travel-

lers. Vague and obscure reports about them pro-

bably reached the inhabitants of western Asia and
the Greeks, and these reports were subsequently

worked out and embellished by popular tradition

and poetry. The following are the chief mythical

adventure^ with which the Amazons are connected

:

— they are said to have invaded Lycia in the reign

of lobates, but were destroyed by Bellerophontes,

who happened to be staying at the king's court.

JTBxLLxaoPHONTBft ; LaOtlkooN.] They also in-

vaded Phrygia, and fought with the^Phrygiansand

Xrojftns when Priam was a ]^ung man. The ninth

among the labours imposed upon Hercules by

AMBRONES.
Enrystheus, was to take from Hippolyte, the queen
ofthe Amazons, her girdle, the ensign of her kingly

power, which she had received as a present from

Ares. [Hercules.] In the reign of Theseus

they invaded Attica. [Theseus.] Towards the

end of the Trojan war, the Amazons, under their

queen PenthesilCa, came to the assistance of Priam ;

but she was killed by Achilles. The Amazons and
their battles are frequently represented in the re-

mains of ancient Greek art

Axiiftz8iilli or -Ins Mona, a mountain range pa-

rallel and TK&T to the coast of Pontus, containing

the sources of the Thermodon and other streams

which water the supposed country of the Amazons.
Ambarri, a people of Gaul, on the Arar

(Saone) E. of the Aedui, and of the same stock

as the latter.

Ambiftni, a Belgic people, between the Bello-

vaci and Atrebatea, conquered by Caesar in b.c. 7.

Their chief town was Samorobriva aftcrwaids

called Ambiani, now Amiens.

Ambiatlnoft Vicus, a place in the country of

the Treviri near Coblentz, where the emperor Ca-
ligula was bom.

Ambib&rl, an Armoric people in Gaul, near

the modem Amhierea in Normandy.
Ambili&ti, a Gallic people, perhaps in Brittany.

Amblfirix, a chief of the Eburones in Gaul, cut

to pieces, in conjunction with Cativolcus, the Ro-
man troops under Sabinus and Cotta, who were

stationed for the winter in the territories of the

Eburones, b. c. 54. He failed in taking the camp
of Q. Cicero, and was defeated on the arrival of

Caesar, who was unable to obtain possession of the

person of Ambiorix, notwithstanding bis active

pursuit of the latter.

Ambivareti, the clientes or vassals of the Aedui,

probably dwelt N. of the latter.

AmVivariti, a Gallic people, W. of the Maas, in

the neighbourhood of Namur.
AmbMui Tnrplo. [Turpio.]
Amblada (vd ’'A/iSKaSa : ’AM^Aodciis), a town

in Pisidia, on the borders of Caria
;
famous for its

wine.

Ambrilola (*AjUTpdtfct, afterwards *A(xBpotxia :

*Afi€paKttirriSy *Afi€paKttvty Ambraciensis: Aria),, a

town on the left bank of the Amchthus, 80 stadia

from the coast, N. of the Amhmcian gulf, was
originally included in Acamanin, hut afterwards in

Epirus. It was colonised by the Corinthians about

B. c. 660, and at an early period acquired wealth

and importance. It became subject to the kings

of Epirus about the time of Alexander the Great.

Pyrrhus made it the capital of his kingdorp, and
adorned it with public buildings and statues. At
a later time it joined the Actolian League, was
taken by the Romans in n. c. 189, and stripped of

its works of art. Its inhabitants were transplanted

to the new city of Nicopolis, founded by Augustus
after the battle of Actiura, b. c. 31. South of Am-
bracia on the £. of the Arachthus, and close to the

sea was the''fort Amltracua.

Ambraclui Siniis (*Afiirpeuctvhs or *A/u^pairi#r5s

ir6\%os: G. ofArta)^ a gulf of the Ionian sea be-

tw'een Epirus .and Acamania, said by Polybius to

be 800 stadia long and 100 wide, and with an
entrance only 5 stadia in width. Its real length

is 25 miles and its width 10: the narrowest part

of the entrance is only 700 yards, hut its general

width i#*abont half a mile.

AmbrOnftft AfiSpwyas)^ a Celtic people^ who
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joined the Cimbri and Teuton! in their invasion of

the Roman dominions, and were defeated by Mar-

rius near Aquae Sextiae {Aia) in u. c. 102.

AmbrSsXiMf usually called 8t. AmbroM, one of

the most celebrated Christian fathers, was bom in

A. D. 340, probably at Augusta Trevironim (Treves).

After a careful education at Rome, he practised

with great success as an advocate at Milan ; and

about A.D. 370 was appointed prefect of the pro-

vinces of Liguria and Aemilia, whose seat of go-

vernment was Milan. On the death rj Auxentius,

bishop of Milan, in 374, the appoinclment of his

successor led to an op m conflict between the Artans

and Catholics. Ambrose exerted his influence to

restore peace, and addressed the people in a conci-

liatory speech, at the conclusion of which a child in

the further p.art of the crowd cried out “ Amhrositu

The words were received as an oracle

from heaven, and Ambrose was elected bishop by
the acelaination of the whole multitude, the bishop
of both parties uniting in his election. It was in

vain that he adopted the strangest devices to alter

the determination of the people
;

nothing could

make th^n change their mind
;
and at length he

yielded to the express command of the emperor

(V’alentinian I.), and was consecrated on the eighth

d.*iy after his baptism, for at the time of his election

li^ was only a catechumen. Ambrose was a man
nf eloquence, firmness, and ability, and distinguilhed

himself by maintaining and enlarging tlie authority

of the church. He was a zealous opponent of the

Arians, and thus came into open conflict with Jus-

tiiia, the mother of Valentinian II., who demanded
the use of one of the churches of Milan for the
Arums. Ambrose refused to give it ; ho was sup-

ported by the people
;
and the contest was at

length decided by the miracles which are reported
to have attended the discovery of the relives of

two martyrs, Gervasius and Protasius. Although
these miracles were denied by the Arians, the im-
pression made by them upon the people in general
was so strong, that Justina thought it prudent to

give ^vny. The state of the parties was quite al-

tered by the death of Justina in 387, when Valen-
tinian Wanie a Catholic, aftd still more completely
by the victorj' of Theodosius over Maximus (388).
1 his event put the whole power of the empire into
the hands of a prince who was a firm Catholic, and
over whom Ambrose acquired such influence, tihat,

after the massacre at Thessalonica in 390, he re-
fused Theodosius admission into the church of
Milan for a period of 8 months, and only restored
him after he had performed a public penance. The
best edition of the works of Ambrose is that of
the Benedictines, Paris, 1686 and 1690.
Ambr^sna or Amphr^iui CAp^pvaos : *Afi-

ipviTfis

:

j,r. DhfKtomo)^ a town in Phocis strongly
fortified, b. of M. Parnassus: in the neighbour-
hood were numerous vineyards.

_
Ambuitiw, Fiblns. i. M., pontifex maximus

m the year that Rome waa taken by the Gauls,
B. c. 390. His three sons, Kaeso, N^erius, and
Quintus, were sent as ambassadors to the Claids,
when the latter were besieging Clusiom, and took

in a sally of the besieged against the Gatils

u
Gauls demanded that the Fabii

should be surrendered to them for violating the law
of nations

; and upon the senate refusing to give up
the guilty parties, they marched against Rome.
1 he three sons were in the same year eActed con-
sular tribunes.• 8. IL, consular tribune in b. c.
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881 and 369, and censor in 363, had two daughters,

of whom the elder w'as map-ied to Ser. ftulpicius,

and the younger to C. Licinius Stolo, the author of

the Liciiiian Rogations. According to the storv

recorded by Livy, the younger Fabia induced her

father to assist her husband in obtaining the con-

sulship for the plebeian order, into which she had
married.— 3. M., thrice consul, in b. c. 360, when
he conquered the Hernici, a second time in 356,

when ho conquered the Falisci and Taniuinionscs,

and a third time in 354, when he conquered the

Tiburtes. He -was dictator in 351. Ho was the

father of the celebrated Q. Fabius Maximus Rul-

lifinus. [Maximcts.]
AmSn&ntm (’A^»i/ovdv, Dor. *A/u^vas), a river

in Sicily near Catana, only flowed occasionally

(nunc JluiU interdwn suppre$sis Jontibus aret^ Ov.
\^el. XV. 280).

Amihrla (AmSrlnus: Amelia)^ an ancient town
in Umbria, and a municipium, the birth-place of

Sex. Roscius defended by Cicero, was situate in a

district rich in vines (Virg. Georg, i. 265).

Amerldla, a town in the land of the Sabij^s,

destroyed by the Homans at a very early pertodT

Amestr&tas (Amestratiniis: Misiretta)^ a town
in tho N. of Sicily not far from the coast, the

same as the Mgttistratum of Polybius, and the

Amasira of Silius Italicua, taken by the Romans
from the Carthaginians in the first Punic war.

Amestru. fAmastris.]
Amldfl. (fj *'A/xi8a: Dtai'hekr)^ a town in So-

q)hene (Armenia Major) on the upper Tigris.

Amiloar. [HAMif,cAR.] ^
AmTaiaa (*A/uctrias), brother of Aeschylus, dis-

tinguished himself at the battle of Salamis (b. c.

480): he and Eumencs were judged t^have been

the bravest on thif occasion among all the Athe-
nians.

Amlpslai (’A/uenf^fas), a comic poet of Athens,

contemporary with Aristophanes, whom he twice

conquered in the dramatic contests, gaining the

second prize with his Conwus when Aristophanes

was third with the CU»uls (b. c. 423), and the

first with his Comastae when Aristophanes gained

the second with the Birds (b. c. 414).

AmiaXa or AmUluf (£^s), a river in northern

Germany well known to tho Romans, on which
Drusus had a naval engagement with the Bructeri,

B.C. 12.

Amiala (Emden 9), a fortress on the left bank
of the river of the same name.

AmisddSms ('Aptcdlapos)^ a king of Lycia,

said to have brought up the monster Chimaera:

his sons Atymnius and Moris were slain at Troy
by the sons of Nestor.

Amlans f^Apiabs : *Afii<rriv6s^ Amis^nus : Sam*
sun), a lorgr* city on the coast of Pontns, on a bay
of the Euxine Sea, called after it (Amisenus Sinus).

Mithridates enlarged it, and m^c it one of hii

residences.

Amitemnm (Amiteniinus : Amairiea or Tbrre

d^Amitemo), one of the most ancient towns of the

Sabines, on the Atemus, the birth-place of the

historian Sallust.

Axnmi&niu (’AMjuiavJf), a Greek epigramma-

tist, but probably a Roman by birth, the author of

nearly 30 epigrams in the Greek Anthology, lived

under Trajan and Hadrian.
,

Amfniftntfii Marcelllntui, by birth a Greek, and

a native of Syrian Antioch, was admitted at^n
early age among the imperial body guards. He
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served many years under Ursicinus, one of the

generala^of Constantins, both in the West and East,

and he subsequently attended the emperor Julian

in his campaign against the Persians (a. d. 36J).

Eventually he established himself at Romo, where he

composed his history, and was alive at legist os late as

3i)0. Ilis history, written in Latin, extended from
the accession of Nerva, a. d. 96, the point at which
the histories of Tacitus terminated, to the death of

Valens, A. n. 378, comprising a period of 282 years.

It was divided into 31 books, of which the first 13
are lost. The remaining 18 embrace the acta of

Constantins from a. d. 353, the 17th year of his

reign, together with the whole career of Callus,

Julianus, .lovianus, Valentinianus, and Valens.

The portion preserved was the more important

part of the work, as he was a contemporary of the

events described in these books. The style of I

Ammianus is harsh and inflated, but his accuracy,

'

fidelity, and impartiality, deserve praise.— .Erfi-

/ifjfia. By Gronovius, Lugd. Bat. 1 693; by Emesti,
Lips. 1773 ;

by Wagner and Erfurdt, Lips. 1808.

^
Ammdn (’A/a/iou/), originally an Aethiopian or

T!iD]fRn, afterwards an Egyptian divinity. The
real Egyptian name was Amun or Ammun

; the

Greeks ealled him Zeus Ammon, the Romans
Jupiter Ammon, and the Hebrews Amon. The
most ancient seat of his worship was Mcroe, where
he had an oracle : thence it was introduced into

Egypt, where the worship took the firmest root at

Thebes in Upper Egypt, which was therefore fre-

quently called by the Greeks Diospolis, or tho
city of Zeus. Another famous sent of the god,

with a celebrated oracle, was in the oasis of

Ammonium (SiivaJi) in the Libyan desert
; the

worship \v|{3 also established in CjTenaica. The
god was represented cither in 5;he form of a ram,
or as a human being with the head of a ram;
but there are some representations in which he
appears altogether as a human being with only the

horns of a ram. It seems clear that the original

idea of Ammon was that of a protector and loader

of the docks. The Aethiopians were a nomad
people, flocks of sheep constituted their principal

wealth, and it is perfectly in accordance with the

notions of the Aethiopians as well as Egj'ptians to

worship the animal which is the leader and pro-

tector of the flock. THis view is supported by the

various stories related about Ammon.
Axnmonlam. [Oasis.]

Ammdxilus (’A^/ac^vior). 1. OrammatloTis, of

Alexandria, left this city on the overthrow of the

heathen temples in a. d. 389, and settled at Con-
stantinople. He wrote, in Greek, a valuable work.
On the Differtnc^a of Words of Wcs^Significatiort

(irrpl bfioluv Kal SicupSpufV — Editions.

By Valekenaer, Lugd. Bat. 1739; by Schafer, Lips.

1822.-3. Son of {Cermeas, studied at Athens
under Proclus (who died a. d. 404), and was the

master of Simplicius, Dnmnscius, and others. He
wrote numerous commentaries in Greek on the

works of the earlier philosophers. His extant

works are Commentaries on tfie Isagoge of Por-
phifry, or the Five Predicabfes, first published at

Venice in 1500 ;
and On the Categories of Aris-

totle and De Intergretatione, published by Brandis

in his edition of the Scholia on Aristotle.— 8. Of
l^smpraa in Attica, a Peripatetic philosopher,

lived in the first century of the Christian aera, and
wafl the instructor of Plutarch.— 4. Sumamed
Saccas, or sack-carrier, because his employment

AMPHIARAUS.
was carrying the com, landed at Alexandria, as a
public porter, was bom of Christian parents. Some
writers assert, and others deny, that he apostatized

from the faith. At any rate he combined the

study of philosophy with Christianity, and is re-

garded by those who maintain his apostasy as the

founder of the later Platonic School. Among his

disciples were Longinus, Herennius, Plotinus, and
Origen. He died a. d. 243, at the age of more
than 80 years.

AnmuufllC’Ajui'io-ds), a town in the N. of Crete

and the hamuur of Cnossus, situated on a river of

the same name, the nymphs of which, called

AmnWMes, were in the service of Artemis.

Amor, the god of love, had no place in the reli-

gion of the Romans, who only translate the Greek
name Ems into Amor. [Eros.]
Amorgus ( ‘'AfjLopyos : ’’Aftopytvos : A morgo), an

island in the Grecian Archipelago, one of the Spo-

rades, the birth-place of Simonides, and under the

Roman emperors a place of banishment.

AmSrlum i^Apipiov), a city of Phrygia Major or

Galatia, on the river Sangarius
;
the reputed birth-

place of Aesop. *'

Ampi {‘'ApL-rrn, Herod.) or Ampel5ne (Plin.),

a town nt the mouth of the Tigris, where Darius I.

planted the Milesians whom he removed from their

own city after the Ionian revolt (b. c. 494).
If- Ampellus, the author of a small work, entitled

TAber Memonalis, probably lived in the 2nd or 3rd
century of the Christian aera. His work is a sort

of common-placc-book, containing a meagre sum-
mary of tho most striking natural objects and of

the most remarkable events, divided into 50 chap-

ters. It is generally printed with Florus, and has
been published separately by Beck, Lips. 1828.

AmpSlus (AfineKos), a promontory at the ex-

trcinit]! of the peninsula Sithonia in Chalcidice in

Macedonia near Torone.

AmpSldsia (’AjuireXovo-lo : C. Espartd), the

promontory nt the W. end of the S. or African

coast of the Fretum Ooditanum (Straits of Gi-

braltar'). The natives of the country called it Cotes

(al K«6t«s).

Amphatitis CAfi<l>i^ris), a district of Myg-
donia in Macedonia, at the mouths of the Axius
and Echedonis.

AmpllSa C'Afjupeia : ’A/x0eiiy), a small town of

Messenia on the borders of Laconia and Messenia,

conquered by the Spartans in the first Messenian
war.

AmphlSx&us CAp<pidpaos), son of Oicles and
Hyperronestra, daughter of Thesiius, was de-

scended on his father’s side from the famous seer

Melnmpus, and was himself a great prophet and

a great hero at Argos. By his wife Eriphyle, tho

sister of Adra.stii8. he was the father of Alcmneon,

Amphilochus, Eurydice, and Demonassa. He took

part in the hunt of the Calydonian boar, and in

the Argonautic voyage. He also joined Adrastus

in the expedition against Thebes, although he fore-

saw its fataF termination, through the persuasions

of his wife Eriphyle, who had been induced to

persuade her husband by the necklace of Harmonia
which Polynicw had given her. On leaving Argos,

however, he enjoined his sons to punish their mo-
ther for his death. During the war against Thebes,

Amphiaraus fought bravely, but could not escape

his fate. Pursued by Periclymenus, he fled to-

wards thl" river Ismenius, and the earth swallowed

him up together wjth his chariot, before he was
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OTertaken by his enemy. Zeus made him immor-

tal, and henceforth he was worshipped as a hero,

first at Oropus and afterwards in all Greece. His

oracle between Potniae and Thebes, where he was

said to have been swallowed up, enjoyed great

celebrity. (See Dkt. of Ant, art. Oraculuni.) His

son, Alcmaeon, is called Ampharaidea,

Amphioaea or AmphiolSa (’A/xiplKata,

K\(ia: ‘AfKpiKaifvs: fJliadhi or Offlunitzaf)^ a

town in the N. of Phocis, with an adytum of

Dionysus, was called for a long time Ophitea

('0<lftTtla) by command of the Anipj-ictyons.

Amphifttfon AfJupiKrvfiv\ a son of Deucalion

and Pyrrha. Others represent him as a king of

Attica, who expelled from the kingdom his father-

in-law Cranaus, ruled for 12 years, and was

then in turn expelled by Eriphthonius. Many
writers represent him as the founder of the

amphictyony of Thermopylae
;

in consequence,

of this belief a sanctuary of Amphictyon was

limit in the village of Anthela on the Asopus,

which was the most ancient place of meeting of this

amphictyony.
AmpUdimas (’A/x<pi8djuas), son, or, according

to othera, brother of Lycurgus, one of the Ar-

gonauts.

Ampb^oohla (’A/4<ptAox*a), the country of the

Amphilochi {'Afx^i\oxoi\ an Epirot race, at the

E. end of the Ambracian gulf, usually included in

Acamania. Their chief town was Aftoos AifpHi*

LOCHICUM.
AmphllSchiu ('Aju.<p(\oxos), son of Amphiaraus

and Eriphyle, and brother of Alcmaeon. He took an
active part in the expedition of the Epigoni against

Thebes, assisted his brother in the murder of their

mother [Awmakon], and afterwards fought against

Troy. On his return from Troy, together with
Mopsus, who was like himself a seer, he founded
the town of Mallos in Cilicia. lienee he pi%cecded
to his native place, Argos, but returned to Mallos,
where he was killed in single combat by Mopsus.

!

Others relate (Thuc. ii. 68), that after leaving Ar-
gos, Ainphilochus founded Argos Araphilochium on

'

the Ambratiau gulf. He was worshipped at Mallos
in Cilicia, at Oropus, and ^t Athens.

Amphiljrtus (’Afnp{AvTos)f a celebrated seer in
the time of Pisistratus (b. c. 559), is called both
an Acarnanian and an Athenian : he may have
been an Acanianian who received the franchise at
Athens.

Amphim&cliiu (*A)a<pfjuaxor). 1. Son of Cteatus,
grandson of Poseidon, one of the four lenders of the
Epeaiis against Troy, was slain by Hector.— 2.

of Nomion, with his brother Nostes, led the
Carians to the assistance of the Trojans, and was
slain by Achilles.

Amphimalla (ra *Afx<frlfjLaA\a), a town on the
N . coast of Crete, on a bay called after it (<?. of
Armiro).

AmphlmSdon (*Apiptp4iutv\ of Ithaca, a gucst-
fnend of Agamemnon, and a suitor of Penelope,
was slain by Telemachus.

,
Amphlon CAfitplvy). 1. Son of Zeus and An-

tiope, the daughter of Nyctcus of Thebes, and
twnn-brother of Zethus. {Ov, Afet. vi. 110, seq.)
Amphion and Zethus were bom eifber at Elcuthe-
rae m Bncotia or on Mount Citbaeron, whither
their mother bad fled, and grew up among the
shepherds, not knowing their descent. Hennes

A
others, Apollo, or the Muses)' gave

Amphion a lyre, who henceforth practised song

and music, while his brother spent his time in

hunting and tending the flocks. (Hor. Ep. i. 18.

41.) Having become acquainted with th%ir origin

they marched against Thebes, where Lycus reigned,

the husband of their mother Antiope, whom he had
repudiated, and had then married Dirce in her stead.

They took the city, and as Lycus and Dirce had
treated their mother with great cruelty, the two
brothers killed them both. They put Dirce to death

by tying her to a bull,who dragged her about till she

perished; and they then threw her body into a well,

which was from this time called the well of Dirce.

After they had obtained possession of Thebes, they

fortified it by a wall. It is said, that whenAmphion
played his lyre, the stones moved of their own ac-

cord and fonned the wall (movit Amphion lapidea

canendo^ Hor. Carvi. iy. 11). Amphion aftirwards

married Niobc, who bore him many song and
J daughters, all of whom were killed by Apollo. His
' death is diflferently related : some say, that he
killed himself from grief at the loss of his children

(Ov. Met. vi. 270), and others tell us that he was
killed by Apollo because he made an assault on
the Pythian temple of the god. Amphion a^iiJjis

brother were buried at Thebes. The punishment

inflicted upon Dirce is represented in the celebrated

Famese bull, the work of Apollonius and Tau-
riscus, which was discovered in 1546, and placed

in the palace Famese at Home.— 2. Son of .Jasus

ftnd father of Chloris. In Homer, this Amphion,
king of Orchomenos, is distinct from Amphion, the

husband of Niobe
;
but in earlier traditions they

*8ecin to have been regarded as the same person.

AzupbipSlis {*Afi<piiro\ts
;

*Ap<piwo\irr\s : Neoh
hono, in Turkish Jeni-Keui), a town in Macedonia
on the left or eastern bank of the Strymon, just

below its egress from the lake Cercinit!^ and about

3 miles from the sea. The Strymon flowed almost

round the town, nearly forming a circle, whence its

name Amphi-polis. It was originally called ‘'Evyea

55oi, “ the Nine Ways,” and belonged to the Edo-
nians, a Thracian people. Aristaguras of Miletus

first attempted to colonixc it, but was cut off with
his followers by the Kdoniuns in b. c. 497. The
Athenians made a next attempt with 10,000 colo-

nists, but tliey were all destroyed by the Edonians
in 465. In 437 the Athenians were more suc-

cessful, and drove the Edonians out of the “ Nine
Ways,” which was hcncemrth called Amphipolis.

It was one of the most important of the Athenian
possessions, being advantageously situated for trade

on a navigable river in the midst of a fertile coun-

try, and near the gold mines of M. Pangaeus.

Hence tho indignation of the Athenians when it

fell into the hands of Drasidas (b. c. 424) and of

Philip (3510. Under the Romans it was a free

city, and trie capital of Ahuedonia pritna: the

Via Egnatia ran through it. Tho port of Amphi-
polis was Eion.

Amphis {’'AfjLtpis), an Athenian comic poet, of

the middle comedy, contemporaiy' with the philo-

sopher Plato. We have the titles of 26 of his

plays, and a few fragments of them.

Amphisia (’'A/utpiaira

:

’A/urprcrcretJy, *Afx<pi<r-

ffouos : Halona)^ one of the chief towns of the Locri

Ozolae on the borders of Phocis, 7 miles from

Delphi, said to have been named after Amphissa,

daughter of Macareus, and beloved by Apollo. In

consequence tof the Sacred War declared agaiiAt

Amphissa by the Amphictyons, the town was de-

stroyed by Philip, b. c. 338, but it was soon aftbr-
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wards rebuilt, and under the Romans was a free Ampyz. [Ampycus.]
state. AmlUIua. i;Romui.(;8.]

Ampttittr&tns (’Afi^larparos) and his brother Am^elae. 1. ^Afi^K\ai

:

’A/u/itAoMcds, 'A/iv>

Rhecas, the charioteers of the Dioscuri, were said leXcuos: Sldavnkhori or Aia Kyriaki9)y an ancient

to have taken part in the expedition of Jason to town of Laconia on the Eurotos, in a beautiful

Colchis, and to have occupied a part of that couu' country, 20 stadia S. E. of Sparta. It is mentioned
try which was called after them Hentodtia^ as //«- in the Iliad (ii. 584), and is said to have been
niochus (^y(oxos) signifies a charioteer. founded by the ancient Lacedaemonian king Amy-
AmpMtrltS (AfK/xrpfrrj), a Nereid or an clas, hither of Hyacinthus, and to have been the

Oceanid, wife of Poseidon and goddess of the sea, abode of Tyndarus, and of Castoi and Pollux, who
especially of the Mediterranean. In Homer Am- are hence called Amydaa Frahea. After the

phitrite is merely the name of the sea, and she first conquest of {Peloponnesus by ti.c Dorians, the

occurs as a goddess in Hesiod. Later poets again Achaeans maintained themselves in Amyclae for a
use the word as equivalent to the sea in general, long time ; and it was only shortly before the first

She became by Poseidon the mother of Tritop, Messenian war that the town was taken and de-

Rhode or Rhodos, and Benthesicyme. stroyed by the Lacedaemonians under Teicclus.

Am^hitrSpd : 'Au^irporatevs), an The tale ran that the inhabitants had been so often

Attic demus belonging to the tribe Antiochis, in alarmed by false reports of the approach of the

the neighbourhood of the silver-mines of Laurium.% enemy, that they passed a law that no one should

Amphitryon or Amphitrilo (*Afi<i>irp6wv), son speak of the enemy
;
and accordingly when the

of Alcaeus, king of Tiryns, and Hippononie. Al- J^edaeinonians at last came, and no one dared to

caeus had a brother Elcctryon, who reigned at announce their approach, “ Amyrlae perished

Mycenae. Between Electryon and Pterelaus, king through silence :
” hence arose the proverb Amy-

o& Taphians, a furious war raged, in which cits ipsis tacitumior. After its destruction by the

Electryon lost all his children except Licymnius, Lacedaemonians Amyclae became a village, and
and was robbed of bis oxen. Amphitryon recovered was only memorable by the festival of the Hya-
the oxen, but on his return to Mycenae accident- cinthia (see Diet, ofAnt. s. v.) celebrated at the

ally killed his uncle Electryon. He was now ex- place annually, and by the temple and colossal

pelled from Mycenae, together with Alcmene the statue of Apollo, who was hence called Amyclaetts.

daughter of Electryon, by Sthenelus the brother of ,

—2.*^ (Amyclanus),. an ancient town of I^atium, E.

Electryon, and went to Thebes, where he was pu- of Terracina, on the Sinus Amyclanus, was, accord-

rified by Creon. In order to win the hand ! ing to tradition, an Achaean colony from Laconia.

Alcmene, Amphitrj'on prepared to avenge the*j In the time of Augustus the town had disappeared
;

death of Alcmene’s brothers on the Taphians, and the inhabitants were said to have deserted it on
conquered them, after Comaetho, the daughter of account of its being infested by serpents

;
whence

Pterelaus, through her love for Amphitryon, cut Virgil {Aen. x. 564) speaks of tadtae Amyclae^

off the one golden hair on her father's head, which though some commentators suppose that he transfers

rendered him immortal. During the absence of to this town the epithet belonging to the Amyclae
Amphitryon from Thebes, Jupiter visited Alcmene, in Lacaiia [No; 1]. Near Amyrlae was theSpe-

who became by the god the mother of Hercules ;
luiica {Sp«rlonga\ or natural grotto, a favourite

the latter is called Amphitryoniades in allusion to retreat of the emperor Tiberius,

his reputed father. Amphitryon fell in a war Am^clftS. [Amyclae.]
against Erginns, king of the Minyans. The comedy AmycUdes, a name of Hyacinthus, as the son

of Plautus, called Atnphitruoy is a ludicrous repre- of Arayclas.

sentation of the visit of Zeus to Alcmene in the Amyous (‘'A/awxos), ijpn of Poseidon and Bithy-

disguise of her lover Amphitryon. nis, king of the Bebryccs, was celebrated for his

Amph6tSras (*Aju<^drcpor). [Acarnan.] skill in boxing, and used to challenge strangers to

Amphrysus {'Ap^pva65). 1, A small river i box with him. When the Argonauts came to his

Thessaly which flowed ^nto the Pagasacan gulf, on dominions, Pollux accepted the challenge and
the banks of which Apollo fed the herds of Ad- killed him.

metus {pastor ab Amphryso, Virg. Georg, iii. 2). Amymfiue ApLVfidinn\\ one of the daughters of

—48. See Ambrysus. Danaus and Elephantis. When Danaus arrived

Amps&ga (
Wad-el-Kabir., or Snfjimar)y a river in Argos, the country was suffering from a drought

of N. Africa, which divided Numidia from Maure- and Danaus sent out Amymone to fetch water,

tania Sitifensis. It flows past the town of Cirta She was attacked by a satyr, but was rescued from

(Constantina).'^
^

his violence by Poseidon, who ajppropriated her to

Ampsanotus or AxuBanotua Lacui {La^ himself, and then showed her the wells at Lema.
d'Ansanti or Mufiti)^ a small lake in Soranium j^According to another account he bade her draw

near Aeculanum, from which mephitic vapours his trident from the rock, from which a threefold

arose. Near it was a chapel of the god Mephitis spring gushed forth, which was called after her the

with a cavern fjWm which mephitic vapours also well and river of Amymone. Her son by Posei-

ramc, and which was therefore regarded as an en- don was call^ Nauplius.

trance to the lower world. (Virg. Aen, vii 563, Amynander (’A^JJvovSpos), king of the Atha-

seq.) manes in Epirus, an ally of the Romans in their

Ampsivarfi. [Ansibarii.] war with Philip of Macedonia, about b.c. 198,

Ampyeoa (’'A/airuxos). 1. Son of Pelias, hus- but an ally of Antiochus, b. c. 189.

hand of Chloris, and fhther of the famous seer AmynlM (’A/udvror). 1. I. King of Macedo-

Mopsus, who is hence called Ampiddes. Paosanios nia, reigned from about b. c. 540 to 600, and was

cells him Ampyx.— 2. Son of Japetus, a hard succeeded by his son Alexander L— 2. II. Kmg
and priest of Ceres, killed by Pettalus at the mar- of Macedonia, son of Philip, the brothr * of Pet-

rine of Peneui. diccas 11., reigned b. c. 893^369, and obtained
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the crown by the murder of the usurper Pausanias.
}

Soon after his accession he was driven from Mace-
;

donia by the Illyrians, but was restored to his I

kingdom by the Thessalians. On his return he 1

was engaged in war with the Olynthians, in
j

which he was assisted by the Spartans, and by

their aid Ol3mthu8 was reduced in 379. Amyntas

united himself also with Jwon of Pherae, and

cJirefully cultivated the friendship of Athens.

Atnyntas left by his wife Eurydice three sons,

Alexander, Perdiccas, and the famous Philip.

— 3. Grandson of Amyntas II., was excluded by

Philip from the succession on the death of his father

Perdiccas III. in B. c. 360. He was put to death

in the first year of the reign of Alexander the

Great, 336, for a plot against the king's life.— 4.

A Macedonian officer in Alexander’s army, son of

Andromenes. He and his brothers were ^used
of being privy to the conspiiitcy of Philotas in 330,

but w’cre acquitted. Some little time after he was

killed at the siege of a village.—5. A Macedonian

traitor, son of Antiochus, took refuge at the court

of Darius, and became one of the commanders of

the Greek mercenaries. He was present at the

battle oWssus (b. c. 333), and afterwards fled to

Egypt, where he was put to death by Mazaces,

the Persian governor.— 8. A king of Galatia,

supported Antonj', and fought on his side against

Augustus at the battle of Actium (b. c. 31). He
lell in an expedition against the town of HomcAnda
or Homona.— 7. A Greek writer of a work en-

titled Staihmi (iraOfjLol)^ probably an account of

the different halting-phices of Alexander the Great

in his Asiatic expedition.

Amyntor (’AuiivTwp), son of Ormenus of Eleon

in Thessaly, where Autolycus broke into his house,

and father of Phoenix, whom he cursed on ac-

count of unlawful intercourse with his mistress.

According to Apollodorus he was a king o^Orme-
nium, and was slain by Hercules, to whom he re-

fused a passage through his dominions, and the

hand of his daughter AstydamIa. According to

Ovid {Met. xii. 364) he was king of the Dolopes.

Amyrtaeus {*Af*vpr€uos% an Egyptian, assumed
the title of king, and joined Inoriis the Libyan in

the revolt against the Persfhns in B. c. 460. They
at first defeated the Persians [Achaembnes], but
were subsequently totally defeated, 455. Amyrtaeus
escaped, and maintain^ himself as king in the
marshy districts of Lower Egypt till about 414,
when the Egyptians expelled the Persians, and
Amyrtaeus reigned 6 years.

Amjhras (‘'A/aupos), a river in Thessaly, with a
town of the same name upon it, flowing into the
lake Boebeis : the country around was called the
*AflV(ilKhv ITfttoV.

AiUjrth&on CAfiv6dttv\ son of Cretheus end
Tyro, father of Bias and of the seer Melampus, who
is hence <^\\ed Jmythddnw (Virg. £rcor^.iii.550).
He dwelt at Pylus in Messenia, and is mentioned
among those to whom the restoration of the Olym-
pian rames was ascribed.

Anebon (*As>dfwy\ a district of •the Persian
province of Aria, S. of Aria Proper, containing 4
towns, which still exist, Phra (FerraA), Bis
or

/A>J), Gari (GAore), Nii (ATM).,

[Anax,No. 2.]
Anwhams (*Avdxep<ns), a Scythian of princely

rank, left his native country to travel in pursuit of
knowledge, and came to Athens, about b Ci 594.
He became acquainted with Solon, and his ta-
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lents and acute observ'ations, he excited general

admiration. The fame of his wisdom was such*

that he was even reckoned by some among iie seven

sages. He was killed by his brother Saulins on

his return to his native country. Cicero (Tdsc.

DUp. V. 32) quotes from one of his letters, of which
several, but spurious, are still extant.

Axumrfon (’Avaxp/«v), a celebrated lyric poet,

bom at Tcos, an Ionian city in Asia Minor. Ho
removed from his native city, with the great body
of its inhabitants, to Abdera, in Thrace, when Teos
was taken by the Persians (about b. c. 540), but
lived chiefly at Samos, under the patronage of

Polycrates, in whose praise he wrote many songs.

Alter the death of Polj'crates (522), he went
to Athens at the invitation of the tyrant Hippar-

chus, where he became acquainted with Shfionides

and other poets. He died at the age of 85, pro-

^bably about 478, but the place of bis death is

uncertain. The universal tradition of antiquity re-

presents Anacreon as a consummate voluptuary ;

and his poems prove the truth of the tradition. He
sings of love and wine with hearty good will

; and
we see in him the luxury of the Ionian inflamed by
the fervour of the poet. The tale that ho loved

Sappho is very improbable. Of his poems only a
few genuine fragments have come down to iis^

;
for

the “ Odes” attributed to him ore now admitted to

be spurious.

—

Editions: by Fischer, Lips. 1793 ;

Bergk, Lips. 1834.

AnaotSrSum (’AvoxTdpiov
;
*AvaMr6pios\ a town

in Acamania, built by the Corinthians, upon a
[promontory of the same name (near La Madonna)
at the entrance of the Ambracian gulf. Its in^

habitants were removed by Augustus after the

battle of Actium (b. c. 31) to Nicopolis.

Axiad)^5iliSiie ('AvaSuo/idi^), the grjdess rising

out of the sea, a flumame given to Aphrodite, in

allusion to the story of her being born from the

foam of the sea. This siurnarae had not much cele-

brity before the time of Apelles, but his famous

painting of Aphrodite Anadyomeno excited tho

emulation of other artists, painters as well as sculp-

tors. [Apelles.)
Anagnla (Anagnlnus; Anagni)^ an ancient town

of Latium, the chief town of the Hernici, and sub-

sequently both a municipium and a Roman colony.

It lay in a very beautiful and fertile country on a
hill, at the foot of whiclfthe Via Lavicana and
Fta Praenestina united {Compitum Anagninum).

In the neighbourhood Cicero bad a beautiful estate,

Anagninum {bc. praedium).

AjiagyrtUl {’Ayayvpovs^ -ovyros : *Ayayvpd(rioSf

*Ayayvpovyr69ty

:

nr. Eon, Ru.), a demus of At-
tica, belonging to the tribe Erectheis, not, as some
say, Aeantis, S. of Athens, near the promontory

Zoster.
•

Analtioa (’AvaZTix^), a district of Armenia, in

which the goddess Anaitis was worshipped
;
also

called Acilisene.

AnaItU (*Ai/a7ris), an Asiatic divinity, whose
name is also written Anaea, Aneiiis^ Tanais, or Na-
naea. Her worship prevailed in Annenia,Cappadocia,

Assyria, Persis, &c., and seems to have been a part

of the worship so common among the Asiatics, of

the creative powers of nature, both male and female.

The Greek writers sometimes identify Anaitis with

Artemis, and sometimes with Aphrodite.

Anamari or -rea, a Gallic people in the plain nf

the Po, in whose land the Romans founded Pla-

centia. e»
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An&neSy a Gallic people, W. of the Trebia, be*

tween the Po and the Apennines.
Ananias (^Avdutos% a Greek iambic poet, con-

temporary with Hipponax, about B.c. 540.

AnUphe {*Avd<prf: ^Avcupouos: Anaphi^Nanfio\
a small island in the S. of the Aegean sea, E. of

Thera, with a temple of Apollo Aegletea, who was
hence called AnapJuBus.

Anaphlyitns Avd<pKv<Tros : *Avoup\v<rTios ;

Anavyso), an Attic demus of the trilte Antiochis

on the S. W. const of Attica, opposite the island

Eleussa, called after Anaphlystus, son of Poseidon.

Anftpns (“'Avairos). 1. A river in Acarnania,

flowing into the Achelous. 2. (Anapo), a river

in Sicily, flowing into the sea S. of Syracu^
through the marshes of Lysimelio.

Aiudrtea or -ti, a people of Dacia, N. of the

The 188.

Anal (“'Ayas ; Ouadiana), one of the chief rivers^

of Spain, rises in Celtiberia in the mountains near

Latninium, forms the boundary between Lusitania

and Baetica, and flows into the ocean by two mouths
(now only one).

*.^atMlill. 1. Bishop of Laodicea, a. d. 270,
an ^exandrian by birth, was the author of several

mathematical and arithmetical works, of which
some .fragments have been preserved.—2. An emi-

nent jurist, was a native of Berytus, and afterwards

P. P. (praf/eciiM praeiorio) of Illyricum. He died

A. D. 361. A work on agriculture, often cited in

the Geoponica, and a treatise concerning Sympathies

and Antipathies^ are assigned by many to this Ana-
tolius. The latter worK, however, was probably*

«vritten by Anatolius the philosopher, who was the

master of lamblichus, and to whom Porphyry ad-

dressed Homeric Questions.— 3. Professor of law
at Berytusfss mentioned by Justinian among those

who were employed in compiling the Digest. He
wrote notes on the Digest, and a very concise

commentary on Justinian's Code. Both of these

works ore cited in the Basilica. He perished a. n.

557, in an earthquake at Byzantium, whither he

had removed from Berytus.

Anaorus (’Avavpdr), a river of Thessaly flowing

into the Pagasaean gulf.

An&va (^Avava), an ancient, but early decayed,

city of Great Phrygia, on the salt lake of the same
name, between Celacnae and Colossae (^Hagee

Ghioul). *

Anaz C'Avo^). 1. A giant, son of Uranus and
Gaea, and fatlier of Asterius.— 2. An epithet of

the gods ill general, characterising them as the

rulers of tho world ; but the plural forms, "Avaircr,

or “'AvaKTfs^ or "Avaiccr traTSes^ were used to desig-

nate the Dioscuri.

Anaz&gSras (‘Ava^aydpas), a celebrated Greek
philosopher of the Ionian school, was bum at Clazo- I

menae in Ionia, b. c. .500. He gave up his property I

to his relations, as be intended to devote his life to

higher ends, and went to Athens at the age of 20;
here he remained .30 years, and became the inti-

mate friend and teacher of the most eminent men
of the time, such as Euripides and Pericles. His

^

doctrines gave oflence to the religious feelings of i

the Athenians; and the enemies of Pericles availeil '

themselves of this circumstance to accuse him of

'

impiety, b. c. 450. It was only through the elo-

quence of Pericles that he was not put to death ;

hut he was sentenced to pay a flue, of 5 talents

and to quit Athens. He retired to Lompsaciis,

ho died in 428, at the age of 72. Anaxa-

ANAXIMANDER.
goraa was dissatisfled with the systems of his pre-

decessors, the Ionic philosophers, and struck into a
new path. The Ionic philosophers hud endeavoured
to explain nature and its various phenomena by re-

garding matter in its different forms and modifica-

tions as the cause of all things. Anaxagoras,' on
the other hand, conceived the necessity of seeking

a higher cause, independent of matter, and this

cause he considered to be nous (yoCs), that is, mind,
thought, or intelligence.

Anazander CAyd^aySpos), king of Sparta, son

of Eurycrates, fiiught in the 2nd Messenian war,
about B. c. 6o8.

Anazandrldei (*Aya(aydpiSris). 1. Son of Theo-
pompus, king of Sparta.— 2. King of Sparta, sun

of Leoii, reigned from about b. c. 560 to 620.

Raving a barren wife whom be would not divorce,

the ephors made him take with her a second. By
her he had Cleomencs

;
and after this by his first

wife Dorieus, Leonidas, and Cleombrotiis.— 3. An
Athenian comic poet of the middle comedy, a na-
tive of Cnmiriis in Rhodes, began to exhibit come-
dies in n.c. 376. Aristotle held him in high esteem.

AnazarchuB ('Aya(dpxos)f a philosopher of

Abdcra, of the school of Democritus, nccdiiipanied

Alexander into Asia (b. c. 334), and gained his

favour by flattery and wit. After the death of

Alexander (323), Anaxarchus was thrown by
shipwreck into the power of Nicocreon, king of

CyfAus, to whom he had given mortal offence, and
who had him pounded to death in a stone mortar.

AnazarSte (’Avofop^Ttj), a maiden of Cyprus,

remained unmoved by the love of Iphis, who at

last, in despair, hung himself at her door. She
looked with indifference at the funeral of the

youth, but Venus changed her into a stone statue.

Anazibla ('Ai/a|(6ia), daughter of Plisthenes,

sister of Agamemnon, wife of Strophius, and mo-
ther ofsPylndes.

Anazlblui (’Aya^(gios% the Spartan admiral
stationed at Byzantium on the return of the Cyrean
Greeks from Asia, a. c. 400. In 389 ho succeeded

Dercyllidas in the command in the Aegaean, but
fell in a battle against Iphicrates, near Antandrus,
in 388.

Anazid&mui CAya^Sapos)^ king of Sparta, son

of ZeiixidamuB, lived to the conclusion of the 2nd
Messenian war, B.C. 668.

AnazB&ui (’Ava(i\aor) or AnazHai (’Ava(l.

Aar). 1. Tyrant of Hhegium, of Messenian origin,

took possession of Zancle in Sicily about b. c.

494, peopled it with fresh inhabitants, and changed
its mame into Messene. He died in 476.-2. Of
Byzantium, surrendered Byzantium to the Athe-
nians in B.C. 408.-3. An Athenian comic poet of

the middle comedy, contemporary with Plato and
Demosthenes. We Lave a few fragments, and the

titles of 19 of his comedies.— 4. A physician and
Pythagorean philosopher, bom at Larissa, wag
banished by Augustus from Italy, b. c. 28, on the

charge of magic.

Anazimander (*Ayai(paySpos), of Miletus, was
born B. c. 6]\) and died 547, in his 64th year. He
was one of the earliest philosophers of the Ionian

school, and the immediate successor of Thales, its

first founder. « He first used the word &pxh to

denote the origin of things, or rather the material

out of which they were formed: he held that this

&PX^ was the infinite (rb &irstpov\ everlasting,

and divine, though not attributing to it a spiritual

or intelligent nature
; and that it was the sub-
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stance into wliich all things were reeved on their

dissolution. He was a careful observer of nature,

and was distinguished by his astronomical, mathe-

matical, and geographical knowledge : he is said to

have introduced the use of the Gnomon into Greece.

AnaximSnes 1. Of Miletns,

the third in the series of Ionian philosophers,

flourished about b. c. 544 ;
but as he was the

teacher of Anaxagoras, B. c. 480, he must have

lived to a great age. He considered air to be the

first cause of all things, the primary form, as it

were, of matter, into which the other elements of

the universe were resolvable. *“2. Of Lampsacus,

accompanied Alexander the Great to Asia (a a

334), and wrote a history of Philip of Macedonia;

a history of Alexander the Great; and a history of

Greece in 12 books, from the earliest mythical
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ofMoesia.—2. Also AnchialoB, an ancient city

of Cilicia, W. of the Cydnus near the copt, said to

have been built by Sardanapalus.

Anohlaes (’Ayx^o^s), son of Capys and Themis,

the daughter of Ilus, king of Dardanus on hlount

Ida. In beauty he equalled the immortal gods,

and was beloved by Aphrodite, by whom ho be-

came the father of Aeneas, who is hence called

Anckisiades. The goddess warned him never to

betray the real mother of the child ; but as on one

occasion he boasted of his intercourse with the

goddess, he was struck by a flash of lightning,

which according to some traditions killed, hut

according to others onl}' blinded or lamed him.

,Virgil in his Aeneid makes Anchises survive the

capture of Troy, and Aeneas gtrriga bU
his iy)iQulders from the burningj:^. lie further

relates that Anchises died soon alter the first ar-
ages down to the death of Eparainondas. He also

enjoyed great reputation as a rhetorician, and isvl rival of Aeneas in Sicily, and was buried on

the author of a scientific treatise on rhetoric, the ' mount Eryx. Thi. tn

'PriToptK^ irpbs ‘A\4(ay9poyf usually printed among

the works of Aristotle. He was an enemy of

Theophrastus, and published under the name of

the latter a work calumniating Sparta, Athens,

and Inebes, which produced great exasperation

against Theophrastus.
^

Anazarbns or -a (’Avafap€<Js or -d : 'Ava^ap-

§fus, Anazarbenus : Anasat-ba or Navevsa^ Ru.),

a considerable city of Cilicia Campestris, o| the

left bank of the river Pyramua, at the foot of a

mountain of the same name. Augustus conferred

upon it the name of Caesarea (ad Anazarbum) ;

and, on the division of Cilicia into the two prtf-

' iiices of Prima and Secunda, it was made the ca-

pital of the latter. It was almost destroyed Iqr

earthquakes in the reigns of Justinian and Justin,.

Ancaeus (*A7Kaioj). 1. Son of the Arcadian

Lyciirgus and Creophile or Eurynome, and father

of Agapenor. He was one of the Aigonamts, and
took part in the Calydonian hunt, in which he was
killed by the hoar.—2. Son of Poseidon and Asty-
palaca or Alta, king of the Lclcges in Samos, hus-

band of Sarnia, and father of Perilaus, Enodos,
Samos, Alitherses, and Parthenope. He seems to

have been confounded by some mythographers
with Ancacus, the son of ^yeux^s. The son of
Poseidon is also represented as wie of the Argo-
nauts, and is said to have become the helmsman of
the ship Argo after the death of Tiphys. A well-

known proverb is said to have originated with this

Ancaeus. He had been told by a seer that he
would not live to taste the wine of his vineyard

;

and when he was afterwards on the point of drink-
ing a cup of wine, the growth of his own vineyard,
he laughed at the seer, who, however, answered,
»o\\a fieTa(b k6\ik6s re Ka\ Aapw*',

r.
** many a slip between the cup and the

V
' A* instant Ancaeus was informed

that a wild boar was near. He put down his cup,
went out against the animal, and was killed by it.

^calites, a people of Britain, probably a part
of the Atrkbatks.

Q. Anch^iui, tribune of the plelJs, b. a 59,
tMk an active part in opposing the agrarian law
of Caesar. He was praetor in 56 ; and succeeded
L. Piso in the province of Macedonia.
^cheunui {*Ayx*afi6s\ a hill not for from

Athens, with a temple of Zeus, who was hence
called Anckemtius,

This tradition seems to have been
believed in Sicily, for Anchises had a sanctuary at

Egesta, and the funeral games celebmtod in Sicily

in his honour continued down to a late period.

Anchlflla (^Ayxiffla)^ a mountain in A:'£a.l4a,

N. W. of Msintineo, where Anchises is said to have

been buried, according to one tradition.

Ancon {AevKoaip<»v *AyKd>v)^ a harbour and
town at the mouth of the river Iris {Yeshil-ermarh

)

in Pontus.

Anodna or Ancon {*Ayxd>v : Anconitflniis : An^
com)y a town in Picenum on the Adriatic sea,

lying in a bend of the coast between two promon-

'tories, and hence called Ancoti or an “ elbow.” It

was Imilt by the Syracusan^ who settled there abotif

B. c. 392, discontented witli the rule of the elder

Dionysius
;
and under the Romans, who made it a

colony, it became^one of the most im|fl)rtant sea-

ports of the Adriatic. It possessed an excellent

harbour, completed by Trajan, and it carried on an

active trade with the opposite coast of Illyricuni.

The town was celebrated for its temple of Venus
and its purple dye : the surrounding country pro-

duced good wine and wheat
Ancor&rlus Moiib, a mountain in Mauretania

Caesariensis, S. of Caesarea, abounding in citron

trees, the wood of which was used by the Romans
for fiiniiture.

AnoSre. [Nicaxa.] «
Ancni Marcias, fourth king of Rome, reigned

24 years, b. c. 640—616, and is said to have been

the son of Nunia’s daughter. He conquered the

Latins, took many Latin towns, transported tho

inhabitants to Rome, and gave them tho Avpiitine

to dwell on: these conquered Latins formed the

original Plehs. He also founded a colony at Ostia,

at the moutl^ of the Tiber
;
built a fortress on the

Janiculura as a protection against Etruria, and
united it with the city by a bridge across the

Tiber ; dug the ditch of the Quirites, which was a

defence for the open ground between the Caelinn

and the Palatine ; and built a prison. He was
succeeded by Tarquinius Priscus.

Anofn (*Aytc6pa ; 'AyKvpauds, Ancyrtaus). 1 .

(Anpora), a city of OaJatia in Asia Minor, in

39° 56' N. lat In the time of Augustus, when
Gratia became a Roman province, Ancyra was the

capital : it was originally the chief city of a Gallic

tribe named the Tectosages, who came from the S.«

of France. Under the Roman empire it had the
Anchl^a and -Ins (*A7x«fAi)). 1. (AHali)- a i

name of l^baste, which in Greek is equivalent ^wn m Thrace on the Black Sea, on the borders f Augtuta in Latin. When Augustus recorded tho
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chief events of his life on bronze tablets at Rome,

the citiz^s of Ancyra had a copy made, which

was cut on marble blocks and placed at Ancyra in

a temple dedicated to Augustus and Rome. This

inscription is called the Monumentum Aneyranum.

The Latin inscription was first copied by Toume-
fortin 1701, and it has been copied several times

since. One of the latest copies has been made by
Mr. Hamilton, who also copied as much of the

Greek inscription as is legible.— 2. A town in

Phrygia Epictetus on the borders of Mysia.

And&nia (*AySaPla: *Ap8avif6s, ’Ai/Sdvtor), a

town in Messenia, between Megalopolis and Mes-
sene, the capital of the kings of the race of the

Lelegps, abandoned by its inhabitants in the sor

cond A^essenian war, and from that time onl}* a

village.

AndSo&vi, AndSg&vi, or Andes, a* Gallic people

N. of the Loire, with a town of the same name,

also called Juliomagus, now Angers.

Andematonnnm. [Linqonks.]

Andfira (rd ’'AySetpa

:

’AvJeipifi'cJs), a city of

Mysia, celebrated for its temple of Cybele sur-

n«V... d *A¥Seiprfv^.

Anderltnu (AjiterimxX a town of the Gabali

in Aquitania. *

Andes. 1. See Anuecavi.— 2. (Pietola)^ a

village near Mantna, the birth-place of Virgil.

AndScldes (‘AySoKiSrjt), one of the ton Attic

orators, son of Leogoras, was bom at Athens iii

B. c. 467. Ho belonged to a noble family, and

was a supporter of the oligarchical party at Athens.

In 436 he was one of the commanders of the flee^|

’sent by the Athenians to the assistance of the

Corcyreans against the Corinthians. In 415 he

became involved in the charge brought against

Alcibiudc^ for having profnne4 the mysteries and
mutilated the Hermae, and was thrown into prison

;

but he recovered his liberty by promising to reve.il

the names of the real perpetrators of the crime. He
is said to have denounced his own father among
others, but to have rescued him again in the hour

of danger. But as Andocides was unable to clear

himself entirely, he was deprived of his rights as

a citizen, and left Athens. He returned to Athens
on the establishment of the government of the Four

Hundred in 411, but was soon obliged to fly again.

In the following yeaf ho ventured once more to

return to Athens, and it was at this time that he

delivered the speech still extant. On Aw Retumj, in

which he petitioned for permission to reside at

Athens, but in vain. He was thus driven into

exile a third time, and went to reside at Elis. In

403 he again returned to Athena upon the over-

throw of the tyranny of the Thirty by Thrasybulus,

and the proclamation of the general ^nesty. He
was now allowed to remain quietly at Athens for

the next 3 years, but in 400 his enemies ac-

cused him of having profaned the mysteries: he

defended himself in the oration still extant, On Vie

Mysteries^ and was acquitted. In 394 he Avas sent

as ambassador to Sparta to conclude a peace, and
on Ills return in 393 he was accused of illegal con-

duct during his embassy (irapairpfa€flas) ; he

defended himself in the extant speech On the

Ptajce with Ijacedaeinon^ but was found guilty, and

sent into exile for the fomlh time. He seems to

uhavc died soon afterwards in exile. Besides the

three orations already mentioned there is a fourth

against Alcibiades, said to have been delivered in

415, but which is in all probability spurious.

—

ANDROMACHE.
Editions. Tn the collections of the Greek orators:

also separately by Baiter and Sauppe, Zurich, 1 838.

Andraemoxi (*Ay8/Ki(/u»v). 1. Husband of Gorge,

daughter of Oeneus king of Calydon, in Aetolia,

whom he succeeded, and father of Thoas, who is

hence called Andratmomdesf"^. Son of Oxylus,
and husband of Dryope, who was mother of Am-
phissus by Apollo.

Andrisous (’AaSplcxov), a man of low origin,

who pretended to be a natural son of Perseus, king
of Macedonia, was seized by Demetrius, king of

Syria, and sent to Rome. He escaped from Rome,
assumed the name of Philip, and obtained possession

of Macedonia, B. c. 149. He defeated the praetor

Juventius, but was conquered by Caecilius Metel-
lus, and taken to Rome to adorn the triumph of

the latter, 148.

Andrdoles OAedpo/cA^r), an Athenian dema-
g(^e and orator. He was an enemy of Alcibiades

;

and it was chiefly owing to his exertions that Al-
cibiades was banished. After this event, Androclcs
was for a time at the head of the demncratical

party; but in b. c. 411 he was put to death by
the oligarchical government of the Four Hundred.

Androcltis, the slave of a Roman consular, was
sentenced to be exposed to the wild beasts in the

circus
; but a lion which was let loose upon him,

instead of springing upon his victim, exhibited

signs of recognition, and began licking him. Upon
inquny it appeared that Androcliis had been com-
pelled by the severity of his master, while in

Africa, to run away from him. Having one day
taken refuge in a cave from the heat of the sun, a
lion entered apparently in great pain, and seeing

him, went up to him and held out his paw. An-
droclus found that a large thorn had pierced it,

which he drew out, and the lion was soon able to

use his paw again. They lived together for some
time imthe cavQ, the lion catering for his benefac-

tor. But at last, tired of this savage life, Androclus
left the cave, was apprdiended by some soldiers,

brought to K(»ne, and condemned to the wild

beasts. He was pardoned, and presented with the

lioq, which he used to load about the city.

Andr5gd5B (’Ai'8pd7€wr), son of Minos and
Pasiphae, or Crete, conquered all his i^ponents in

the games of the Panathennea at Athens. This ex-

traordinary good luck, however, became the cause

of his destruction, though the mode of his death is

related differently. According to some accounts

Aegeus sent the man he dreaded to fight against

the Marathonian bull, who killed him
; according

to others, he was assassinated by his defeated rivals

on his road to Thebes, whither he was going to

take part in a solemn contest A third account

related that he was assassinated by Aegens him-

self. Minos made war on the Athenians in

consequence (ff the death of his son, and imposed

upon them the shameful tribute, from which they

were delivered by Thesbuo. He was worshipped

in Attica as a hero, and games were celebrated in

his honour ^every year in the Cenunicus. {Diet,

of Ant. art Androgeonia^

Aiidx5iD&c]i5 CApSpofjLdxv)^ daughter of Eb'tion,

king of the Cilician Thebes, and one of the nobles

and roost anaable female characters in the Iliad.

Her &tber and her 7 brothers were slain by
Achilles at the taking of Thebes, and her mother,

who had purchased her freedom by a large ransom,

was kil^d by Artemis. She was married to Hector,

by whom she had a son Scamandrius (Astyanax),
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and for whom she entertained the most tender but none of these is extant, for the pipaphrase of

lore. On the taking of Troy her son was hurled the Nicomachean Ethics, which is ascribfd to An-

from the wall of the city, and she herself fell to dronicus of Rhodes, was written by some one else,

the share of Neoptolemus (Pyrrhus), the son of and may have been the work of Andronicus Cal-

Achillea, who took her to Epirus, and to whom listus of Thessalonica, who was prolessor in Italy,

she bore 3 sons, Molossus, Pielus, and PergamttS4 in the latter half of the 15th century.

She afterwards married Helenas, a brother of AndrSpdlis irdAis : Cliahur), a city of

Hector, who ruled over Chaonia, a part of Epirus, Lower Egypt, on the W. bank of the Canopic

and to whom she bore Cestrinus. After the death branch of the Nile, was the capital of the Nomos
of Helenus, she followed her son Pergamus to Asia, Andropolites, and, under the Romans, the station of

where an heroum was erected to her. a legion.

ATidrgm&chna ('AvSp6naxos). 1. Ruler of Tau- Andros CkvSpos : '^AvJipm : Andro\ the most

romenium in Sicily about B. c. 344, and father of northerly and one of the largest islands of the Cy-

the historian Timaeus.—2. Of Crete, physician to clades, S. E. of Euboea, 21 miles long and 8 broad,

the emperor Nero, a. d. 54—^68
;

was the first early attained importance, and colonized Acanthus

person on whom the title of Archialtr was con- and Stagira about B*c. 654. It was tcicen by
ferred, and was celebrated as the inventor of a the Persians in their invasion of Greece, was after-

fiimous compound medicine and antidote called wards subject to the Athenians, at a later time to

Thenaca Andromachi^ which retains its place in< the Macedonians, and* at length to Attalus 11 1.,

some foreign Pharmacopoeias to the present day. king of Pergamus, on whose death (b. r. 133) it

Aiidromachus has left the directions for making passed with the rest of his dominions to the Ro-

th is mixture in a Greek elegiac poem, consisting of mans. It was celebrated for its wine, whence the

174 lines, edited by Tidicaeus, Tiguri, 1607, and whole island was regarded as sacred to Dionysus.

Leinker Norimb. 1754. Its chief town, also called Andros, containeh’^a

AndromSda (^AvlpQp.iii\\ daughter of the celebrated temple of Dionysus, and a harbour of the

Aethiopian king, Cepheus and Cussiop€a. Her name of Gaurelcon, and a fort Oaurion.

mother boasted that the beauty of her daughter Andr&tlon ('AvSporfittfv). 1. An Athenian ora-

surpassed that of the Nereids, who prevailed on tor, and a contemporary of Demosthenes, against

Poseidon to visit the country by an inundation.|ai]d whom the latter delivered an oration, which is still

a sea-monster. The oracle of Ammon promised extant. —• 2. The author of an Atthis, or a work
deliverance if Andromeda wm given up to the on the history of Attica.

monster
;
and Cepheus, obliged to yield to the AnemSrSa, afterwards AiiMn51Sa (’Avc/iuvpeta,

wishes of his people, chained Andi:omcda to a rock. ^AvpiiKtM : ’Avcjuwptct^s), a town on a hill ou the^
Here she was found and saved by Perseus, who borders of Phocis and Delphi,

slew the monster and obtained her os his wife. ABemflriam {'AytfAovpiov : Anatnur^ Ru.), a
Andromeda had previously been psoraised to Phi- town and promontory at the S. point of ^ilicia, op-
neiis, and this gave rise to the famous hght of posite to Cyprus. •
Phineus and Perseus at the wedding, in which the Angerfina or AllgerSllla, a Roman goddess, re-

lornier and all his associates were slain. (0%. Met. specting whom we have different statements, some
V. 1, seq.) After her death, she was placed among representing her as the goddess of silence, others

the stars.
^

as the goddess of anguish and fear, that is, the god-

AndronScas AvipovlKos). 1, Cyrrheatei, so dess who not only produces this state of mind, but
called from his native phtce, Cyrrha, probably lived also relieves men from it. Her statue stood in the
about B. c. 100, and built the octagonal tower temple of Volupia, with her mouth bound and
.at Athens, vulgarly cidlei^ “ the tower of the sealed up. Her festival, AngeromltUy was cele-

winds” (see IHct. of Ant. p. 616, 2d ed., where brated yearly on the r2th of December,
a drawing of the building is given).— 2. IdT^Uf Anf^tes {*Ayylr7}5 ; Anghiaia)^ a river in Ma-
^droiUoiu, the earliest Roman poet, was a cedonia, flowing into the Stiyrmon.
Greek, probably a native of Tarentum, and the Angitla or Angnltifftf a goddess worshipped by
slave of M. Li\ ins Sajitiator, by whom he was the Marsians and Marnibians, who lived about the
manumitted, and from whom ho received the shores of the lake Fucinus.
Homan name Livius. He obtained at Rome a Angli or AngUi, a German people of the race
perfect knowledge of the Latin language. He of the Suevi, on the left bank of the Elbe, after-
wrote both tragedies and comedies in Latin, and wards passed over with the Saxons into Britain,
we still ^ssess the titles and figments of at least which was called after them England. [Saxonem.]
1 4 of his dramas, all of which were borrowed A portion of sthem appear to have settled in Af<-
from the Greek : his first drama was acted in a c. gein in Schleswig.
-40. He also wrote an Odyssey in the Saturnian AngrlTazR, a German people dwelling on both
verse and Hymns. (See Duntzer, Livii Andronid sides of the Visurgis (Weaer), separated from the

Berlin, 1835.)— 3. Gf Cherusci by an agger or mound of earth. The

-tf
’ * philosopher at Rome, about name is usually derived from Angem^ that is, mea-

a
edition qf the works dows. They were generally on friendly terms

. ot i^atotle and Theophrastus, which formerly he- with the Romans, but rebelled in A. n. 16, and
,

ongpd to the library of Apellicon, and which were wore subdued. Towards the end of the first cen-

[

Rome by Sulla with the rest of Apelli- tury they extended their territories oouthwards,

thill*
** Tyrannlb commenced and in conjunction with the Chamavi, took pos-

it

* ^PP^cJitly did not do much towards session of port of the territory of the Bructeri, S.

A-;
®*™^Kc>«ent which Andronicus made of and E. of the Lippe, the Angaria or Engem of the •

seems to be the one which middle ages, •

manv
present editions. IJe wrote AnicStol. a freedman of Nero, and formerly hi^t

y commentanes upon the works of Aristotle ; tutor, was employed by the emperor in the execu-
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tion of many of his crimes: he was afterwards

banighed*to Sardinia where he died.

Anlclna OaUu. [Oallus.]

Anlgms i^hvvypoi-. ^favro-Potarm)^ a small

river in the Triphylian Elis, the Minyeius (Mt-

v\f(\iQ$) of Homer (//. xi. 721), rises in M. Lapi-

thas, and flows into the Ionian sea near Saraicum :

its waters have a disagreeable smell, and its flsh

are not eatable. Near Samicum was a cave sacred

to the Nymphs Anigrides (‘AwyplSsj or *Avtyptd~

8c$), where persons with cutaneous diseases were

cured by the waters of the river.

Anlo, anciently Anlen (hence Ocn. Anienis

:

Teirrone or VAniene), a river, the most celebrated

of the tributaries of the Tiber, rises in the moun-
tains of th** Ilemici near Treba (TVewi), flows first

N.W. ana then S.W. through imrrow mountain-

valleys, receives the brook Digentia (Ltcenza)

above Tibur, forme at Tibur beautiful water-falls

(hence praecepa Anio, Hor. Carm. i. 7. 13), and

flows, forming the boundary between Latium and
the land of the Sabines, into the Tiber, 3 miles

^ove Rome, where the town of Antemnae stood.

ThiTwater of the Anio was conveyed to Rome by
two Aqueducts, the Anio veins and Anio novus.

(See Did. ^ Ant. pp. 110, 11 1, 2d ed.)

AnYna (fAviOs)^ sou of Apollo by Cretisa, or

Rhoeo, and priest of Apollo at Delos. By Dryope

he had three daughters, Oeno, Spermo, and Elais,

to whom Dionysus gave the power of producing at

will any quantity of wine, com, and oil,— whence

they were called OenotrSpae. With these necesy,

ck^aries they are said to have supplied the Greeks

during the first 9 years of the Trojan war. After

the fall of Troy, Aeneas was kindly received by
Anius. < t

Anna, daughter of Bclus and sister of Dido.

After the death of the latter, she fled from Carthage

to Italy, where she was kindly received by Aeneas.

Here she excited the jealousy of Lavinia, and
being warned in a dream by Dido, she fled and

threw herself into the river N umicius. Henceforth

she was worshipped as the nymph of that river

under the name of Anna Pkrknna. There are

various other stories respecting the origin of her

worship. Ovid relates that she was considered by
some as Luna, by others as Themis, by others as

lo, daughter of Inachus, by others as the Anna of

Bovillae, who supplied the plebs with food, when
they seceded to the Mons Saccr. (Ov. Fast. iii.

523.) Her festival was celebrated on the 15th of

March. She was in reality an old Italian divinity,

who was regarded as the giver of life, health, and

plenty, as the goddess whose powers were most

manifest at the return of spring when her festival

was celebrated. The identification of this goddess

with Anna, the sister of Dido, is undoubtedly of

late origin.

Anna ComnSna, daughter of Alexis I. Corone-

nui (reigned a. h. 1081— 1118), wrote the life of

her father Alexis in 1 5 books, which is one of the

most interesting and valuable histories of the By-
zantine literature.— Editions. By Possinus, Paris,

1651 ; by Schopen, Bonn, 1839.

AnnMli, a cognomen of the Villia Gens, first

acquired by L. Villius, tribune of the plebs, in

B. c. 179, because he introduced a law fixing the
" year {annus) at which it was lawful for a person

to be a candidate for each of the jpdblic offices.

H. AnneiiU, le^te of M. Cicero during his

government 5f Cilicia, b. c. 51.

ANTARADUS.
T. AnniSuiu, a Roman poet, lived in the time

of Trajan and Hadrian, and wrote Fescennine
verses.

AxmioSris (’Awfxepis), a Cyrenaic philosopher,

of whom the ancients have left us contradictory

accounts. Many modem writers have supposed

that there were two philosophers of this name, the

one contemporary with Plato, whom he is said to

have ransomed for 20 minae from Dionysius of

Syracuse, and the other with Alexander the Great.

Annlus Cimber. [Cimber.]
Annins Milo. [Milo.]
Anser, a poet of the Augustan age, a friend of*

the triumvir M. Antonius, and one of the detractors

of Virgil. Hence Virgil plays upon his name {Ed,
ix. .36). Ovid {Trist. ii. 435) calls \ivmprocax.

Ansibaiii or Ampsivarli, a German people,

originally dwelt S. of the Bructeri, between the

sources of the Ems and the Weser: driven out of

their country by the Chauci in the reign of Nero
(a. d. 59), they asked the Romans for permission

to settle in the Roman territory between the Rhine
and the Yssel, but when their request was refused

they wandered into the interior of the country to

the Cherusci, and were at length extirpated, accord-

ing to Tacitus. We find their name, however,

among the Franks in the time of Julian.

Antae5p51i8 Avrai6iroKis

:

nr. Gau-el-Kebir)^

an i^icient city of Upper Egypt (the Thebais), on

the E. side of the Nile, but at some distance from

the river, was the capital of the Nomos Antaeopo-

lites, and one of the chief seats of the worship of

Osiris.

AntaBUB (’Amrafor), son of Poseidon and Go, a

mighty giant and wrestler in Libya, whose strength

was invincible so long as he remained in contact

with his mother earth. The strangers who came
to his country were compelled to wrestle w'ith him

;

the coi?quered were slain, and out of their skulls he
built a house to Poseidon. Hercules discovered

the source of his strength, lifted him from the earth,

and crushed him in the air. The tomb of Antaeus
{Antaei collis)^ which formed a moderate hill in

the shape of a man stretched out at full length,

was shown near the town of Tingis in Mametania
down to a late period.

AntagSras QAvraySpas), of Rhodes, flourished

about B. c. 270, a friend of Antigonus Gonatas

and a contemporary of Aratus. He wrote an epic

poem entitled Thebais^ and also epigrams of which
specimens are still extant.

Autaloldaf (’AvraAiclSar), a Spartan, son of

Leon, is chiefly known by the celebrated treaty

concluded with Persia in b. c. 387, usually called

the peace of Antalcidas, since it was the fruit of

his diplomacy. According to this treaty all the

Greek cities in Asia Minor, together with Clazo-

menae and Cyprus, were to belong to the Persian

king : the Athenians were allowed to retain only

Lemnos, Imbros, and Scyros
;
and all the other

Greek cities were to be independent.

Antand'V (’'AvrovJpos), brother of Agathocles,

king of Syracus^ wrote the life of his brother.

Antandnu (‘AvTovSpos : Avrdvjpms: Antan-

dro\ a city of Great Mysia, on the Adramyttian

Gulf, at theibotof Mount Ida
;
an Aeolian colony.

Viigil represents Aeneas as touching here after

leaving Troy {Aen. iii. 106).

Antar&dua {*AvrdpaSos : Tortosa\ a town on

the N. border of Phoenicia, opposite the island of

Aiadus.
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AntSa or AntXa (*'AvT»ia), daughter of the Ly- AntXas, Q. Valexliis, a Roman historian, flou-

cian king lobates, wife of Proetus of Argos. She rishcd about a. c. 80, and wrote the histoi^ ofRomo

is also called Sthenehoea. Respecting her love for from the earliest times down lo those of Sulla. He
Hellerophontes, see Bkllkrophontbs. is frequently referred to by Livy, who speaks of

Antemnae (Antcmnas -atis), an ancient Sabine him as the most lying of all the annalists, and sel-

town at the junction of the Anio and the Tiber, dom mentions his name without terms of reproach :

destroyed by the Romans in the earliest times. there can be little doubt that Livy's judgment is

Antdnor (’Aj't^wp), 1. A Trojan, son of Ae- correct

syetcs and Cleomestra, and husband of Theano. Anticlia (‘Avrf/cXsia), daughter of Autolycus,

According to Homer, he was one of the wisest wife of Laertes, and mother of Ulysses, died of

among the elders at Troy : he received Menelaus grief at the long absence of her son. It is said

and Ulysses into his house when they came to that before marrying Laertes, she lived on intimate

Troy as ambassadors, and advised his fellow-citizens terms with Sisyphus ; whence Euripides calls

to restore Helen to Menelaus. Thus he is repre- Ulysses a son of Sisyphus,

sented as a traitor to his country, and when sent to
* AnticUdeB (’AptikX«1St}s), of Athens, lived after

Agamemnon, just before the taking of Troy, to the time of Alexander the Great, and fras the

negotiate peace, he concerted a plan of delivering author of several works, the most important of

the cit3’, and even the palladium, into the hands oU which was entitled Nosti (Niio’Toi), containing an

the Greeks. On the capture of Troy Antenor was^ account of the return of the Greeks from their my-
spared by the Greeks. H is history after this event

is related differently. Some writers relate that he

founded a new kingdom at Troy ; according to

others, he embarked with Menelaus and Helen,

was caMed to Libya, and settled at Cyrene ;
while

a third account states that he went with the Heneti

to Thrace, and thence to the western coast of the

Adriatic, where the foundation of Patavium and

several towns is ascribed to him. The sons and

descendants of Antenor were called Antenirndtu:.

—2. Son of Euphranor, an Athenian sculptor,

made the first bronze statues of Harmodius and

Aristogiton, which the Athenians set up in the

Ceramicus, B, c. 509. ' These statues were carried

off to Susa by Xerxes, and their place was supplied

by others made either by Callias or by Praxiteles.

After the conquest of Persia, Alexander the Great

sent the statues back lo Athens, where they were

again set up in the Ceramicus, •
AntSroB. [Eros.]

Antevorta, also called Forrima or Prorsa, to-

gether with Postvorta, are described either ns the

two sisters or companions of the Roman goddess

Carmenta
;
but originally they were only two at-

tributes of the one goddess Carmenta, the former

describing her knowledge*of the future, and the

latter that of the past, analogous to the two-headed
Janus.

Aiitll6d5n 'AvOriZSvios: Ltikisi9\
a town of Boeotia with a harbour, on the coast of

the Euhocan sea, at the foot of M. Messapius, said

to have derived its name from a nymph Anthedon,
or from Anthedon, son of Glaucus, who was here
changed into a god. (Ov. Met. vii. 232, xiii. 905.)
The inhabitants chiefly lived by fishing.

^AnthSmXns, emperor of the West, a . d, 467

—

472, was killed on the capture of Rome by Ricimer,
who made Olybrius emperor.

AntbSmtlB (’Avde/ioPr -oCvtoj: *Ap9efioi(rio5),

a Macedonian town in Chalcidice.

Antli8nitla!a or AnthSmuB CAp6fnov<rla\ a
^ty of Mesopotamia, S.W. of Edessa. and a little

E. of the Euphrates. The surrounaing district
was called by the same name, but was generally
included under the name of Osrhoxnb.
Mthfine (’Avd^KTj), a place in Cynuria, in the

Peloponnesus.

AnthyUa (•'AeflwXXa), a considerable city of

f
near the mouth of the Canopic branch

of the Nile, below Naucratis, the revenues of which,
under the Persians, were assigned to tHe wife of
He satrap of Egypt, to provide her with shoes.

thical expeditions.

Antdcjfra, more anciently Antloirrha (’Avrl-

KiPPa, or 'AvrUvpa: 'AvTixupePj, ‘AvriKvpaias).

1. (A.<spra Spitia\ a town in Phocis, with a harbwi*
on a peninsula on the W. side of the Sinus Anticy-

ranus, a bay of the Crissaean gulf, called in ancient

times Cyparissus. It continued to be a place of

importance under the Romans.—2. A town in

Thessal}', on the Spercheus, not far from its mouth.

Both towns were celebrated for their hellebore, the

chief remedy in antiquity for madness ; hence the

proverb, *AvriKlppas ae 8<7, when a person acted

senselessly, and Naviget Anticyram. (Hor. Sat. ii.

3. 166.) m
Ant^g^neB (*A»^iy^v7?s), a general of Alexander

the Great, on whose death ho obtained the satrapy

of Susiana, and espoused the side of Eivnenes. On
the defeat of the latter in b. c. 316, Antigenes fell

into the hands of his enemy Antigonus, and was

burnt alive by him.

Antifl^das {*AptlyevlBas), a Tlieban, a cele-

brated flute-player, and a poet, lived in the time of

Alexander the Great

AntXgdne {*Avriy6pif\ daughter of Oedipus by
his mother Jocastc, and sister of Ismene, and of

Eteocles and Polynlces. In the tragic story of

Oedipus Antigone appears as a noble maiden, with

a truly heroic attachment to her father and brothers.

When Oedipus had blindfd himself, and was ob-

liged to quit Thebes, he was accompanied by An-
tigone, who remained with him till he died in Co-

lonus, and then returned to Thebes. After her

two brothers had killed each other in battle, and

Creon, the king of Thebes, would not allow Poly-

nices to be buried, Antigone alone defied the ty-

rant, and buried the body of her brother. Creon

thereupon oftered her to be shut up in a subterra-

neous cave, where she killed herself. Haemon,
the son of Creon, who was in love with her, killed

himself by her side.

AntigonSa and -la C^vriySveiOt 'Apuyovla).

L (Tep^i)f a town in Epirus (Illyriciim), at the

junction of a tributary with the Aous, and near .a

narrow pass of the Acroceraunian mountains.—2.

A Macedonian town in Chalcidice.—8. See Man-
TiNBA.—4. A town on the Orontes in Syria,

founded by Antigonus as the capital of his empire

(b. c. 306), but most of its inhabitants were trans-

ferred by Sclgucus to Antiochia, which was builf

in its neighbourhood.- 8. A town in Bith^mia,

afterwards Nicaea.— 6. A town in the TroA
[Albbandria, No. 2.]
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AntitgSnm {*\vriyovos). 1. King of Asia,

sumained ihe One-eyed, son of Philip of Elymiotis,

and father of Demetrius Poliorcctes by Stra-

tonlce. He was one of the generals of Alexander
the Great, and in the division of the empire after

the death of the latter (b. c. 323), he received the

provinces of the Greater Phrygia, Lycia, and Para-

phylia. On the death of the regent Antipater in

319, he aspired to the sovereignty of Asia. In
316 he defeated and put Euraenes to death, after

a struggle of nearly 3 years. From 315 to 311

he carried on war, with varying success, against

Selencus, Ptolemy, Cassander, and I^ysimachus.

Hy the peace made in 311, Antigonus was allowed

to have the government of all Asia ; but peace did

not last’ more than a year. After the defeat of

Ptolemy’s fleet in 306, Antigonus assumed the title

of king, and his example was followed by Ptolemy,

Lysimachus, and Selourus. In the same year

Antigonus invaded Egypt, but was compelled to

retreat. His son Demetrius carried on the war with

success against Cassander in Greece ; but he was
coeipelled to return to Asia to the assistance of his

father, ('igainst whom Cassander, Seleucus, Ptolemy,

and Lysimachus, had formed a fresh confederacy.

Antigonus and Demetrius were defeated by Lysi-

machuB at the decisive battle of Ipsus in Phrygia, in

301. Antigonus fell in the battle in the 81st year

of his age.—*2. Chmataa, son of Demetrius Po-

liorcetes, and grandson of the preceding. He as-

sumed the title ofking of Macedonia after his father’s

death in Asia in b. c. 283, but he did not obtain ‘

^-issession of the throne till 277. He was driven

out of his kingdom by Pyrrhus of Epirus in 273, but

recovered it in the following year ; he was again

expelled by Alexander, the son of Pyrrhus, and

again recovered his dominions. ’^Ile attempted to

prevent the formation of the Achaean league, and

died in 239. Ho was succeeded by Demetrius II.

His surname Gonatas is usually derived from Qon-

nos or Gunni in Thessaly
;
but some think that

Gonatas is a Macedonian word, signifying an iron

plate protecting the knee.— 3. Doson (so called

liccause he was always about to give but never

did), son of Demetrius of Cyrenc, and grandson of

Demetrius Poliorcctes. On the death of Deme-
trius II. in D. c. *229, he was left guardian of his

son Philip, hut he marrJSd the widow of Demetrius,

and became king of Macedonia himself. He sup-

ported Aratus and the Achaean league against

Cleomones, king of Sparta, whom he defeated at

Sellasia in 221, and took Sparta. On his return

to Macedonia, he defeated the Illyrians, and died a

few days afterwards, 220. •— 4. King of Judaea,

son of Aristobulus II., was placed on the throne by
the Parthians in b. c. 40, but was taken prisoner

by Sosius, the lieutenant of Antony, and was put

to death by the latter in 37.-3. Of Carystuf,

lived at Alexandria about b. c. 250, and wrote

a work still extant, entitled Hwtoriae Mirtdnles,

which is only of value from its preserving extracts

from other and better works.— Editions. By J.

Beckmann, Lips. 1791, and by Westermann in

bis Paradoxographi^ Bnuia 1839.

AntIUb&nui (^AvriXl^avos ; Jehcl-es-Sheikh or

Anti-Leltunon\ a mountain on the confines of Pa-

lestine, Phoenicia, and Syria, parallel to Libanus

(i:;e6((Mo»), which it exceeds in height.^ Its highest

summit is M. Hermon (also Jebel-es-Sheikh).

' AntXUiolLUf (*AvrfAoxo*)» Nestor and

Anaxibia or Eurydice, accompanied bii father to
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Troy, and distinguished himself by his bravery.

He was slain before Troy by Memnon the Ethio-

pian, and was buried by the side of his friends

Achilles and Patroclus.

AntXm&ohua (’Avrl/uaxor). 1. A Trojan, per-

suaded his countrymen not to surrender Helen to

the Greeks. He had three sons, two of whom
were put to death by Menelaus.— 2. Of Claros or

Colophon, a Greek epic and elegiac poet, was
probably a native of Claros, but was called a Co-
lophonian, because Claros belonged to Colophon.
(Cfaritu poeta^ Ov. Trist. i. 6. 1.) He floiurished

towards the end of the Peloponnesian war
;

his

chief work was an epic poem of great length called

Thebais (QvSats), Antimachus was one of the

forerunners of the poets of the Alexandrine school,

who wrote more for the leanied than for the public

,{it lai^e. The Alexandrine grammarians assigned

to him the second place among the epic poets, and
the emperor Hadrian preferred his works even to

those of Homer. He also wrote a celebrated ele-

giac poem called Lyde^ which was the name of his

wife or mistress, as well os other works. There
was likewise a tradition that he made a recension

of the text of the Homeric poems.

AutinSSpSlis {*Avrip6ov iroKis or *Amv6fia:
Enseneh, Ku.), a splendid city, built by Hadrian,
in memory of his favourite Antinous, on the E.

bans of the Nile, upon the site of the ancient Besa,

in Middle Egypt (lleptanomis). It was the capi-

tal of the Nomus Antinoites, and had an oracle of

the goddess Besa.

AutXuSus {*Avrluoo5). 1. Son of Eupithes of

Ithaca, and one of the suitors of Penelope, was
slain by Ulysses.— 2. A youth of extraordinary

beauty, bom at Claudiopolis in Bithynia, was the

favourite of the emperor Hadrian, and his com-
panion in all his journeys. Ho was drowned iu

the Nile, a. d. 122, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is uncertain. The grief of the emperor
knew no bounds. He enrolled Antinous amongst
the gods, caused a temple to be erected to him at

MantinSa, and founded the city of Antinoopolis
in honour of him. A large number of works of art

of all kinds were executed in his honour, and many
of them are still extant.

Antl5ohla and -Sa (’Avridxfta: *AvTiox*bs

and-4x**or, fern. ’Avttexts and Antiochfi-

nus), the name of several cities of Asia, 16 of

which are said to have been built by Seleucus I.

Nicator, and named in honour of his father An-
tiochus. 1. A. Epidaplines, or ad Daphnem, or

ad Orontem (*A. ini Adipyri ; so called from a
neighbouring grove: ’A ini ^Opdurji: AntoAia,

Ru.), the capital of the Greek kingdom of Syria,

and long the chief city of Asia and perhaps of the

world, stood on the left bank of the Orontes, about

20 miles (geog.) from the sea, in a beautiful valley,

about 10 miles long and 5 or 6 broad, enclosed by
the ranges of Amanui on the N.W. and Casius on
the S.E. It was built by Selencus Nicator, about

b. c. 300, and peopled chiefly from the neighbour-

ing city of Antioonia. It flourished so rapidly

as soon to need enlargement
;
and other additions

were again ma^e to it by Seleucus IL Callinicus

(about b. c. 240), and Ajotiochus IV. Epiphanes
(about B. c. 170). Hence it obtained the name of

Tetrapolis (TerpawdAiS, i.e. 4 cities). Besides

being the capital of the greatest kingdom of the

world, it'iiad a considerable commerce, the Orontes

being navigable up to the dty, and the high road be«
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tween Asia and Europe passing through it. Under son Seleucus Callinicus. His younger soiLAntiochus

the Romans it was the residence of the procon- Hieraz also assumed the^ crown, and carried on

Buls of Syria; it was favoured and visited by war some years with his brother. [Seleucits II.J

emperors; and was made a colonia with the Jus —-S. The Great (b. c. 22.3— 187), second son

Italicum by Antoninus Pius. It was one of the of Seleucus Callinicus, succeeded to the throne on

earliest strongholds of the Christian faith ; the first the death of his brother Seleucus Ceraunus, when

place where the Christian name was used (Acts, he was only in his 15th year. After defeating

XU 26); the centre of missionary efforts in the (220)Molon, satrap of Media, and his brother Alex-

Apostolic age ; and the see of one of the four chief ander, satrap of Persia, who liad attempted to make

bishops, who were called Patriarchs. Though far themselves independent, he carried on war against

infenor to Alexandria as a seat of learning, yet it Ptolemy Philop^r,. king of Egypt, in order to

derived some distinction in this respect from the obtain Coele-Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine, but

teaching of Libanius and other sophists ; and its was obliged to cede these provinces to Ptolemy, in

eminence in art is attested by the beautiful gems consequence of his defeat at the battle of Ruphia

and medals still found among its ruins. It was near Qaza, in 217. He next marched against

destroyedby the Persian king Chosroes (a. D. 540), Achaeus, who had revolted in Asia Minor, and

but rebuilt by Justinian, who gave it the new name whom he put to death, when he fell into his hands

of ThSGpClis (0€ouird\ij). The ancient wailful in 214. [Achaeus.] Shortly after this he was

which still surround the insignificant modem town engaged for 7 years (212—205) in an attempt

are probably those built by Justinian. The name to regain the E. provinces of Asia, which had

of ^tiochia was also given to the surrounding revolted during the reign of Antiochus II.
;
but

district,, i. e. the N.W. port of Syria, which bor- though he met with great success, he found it

dered upon Cilicia.— 2. A. ad Maeandrum (*A. hopeless to effect the subjugation of the Parthian

TrphT Ifkulaviptf: iiT. Yenishehr^ Ru.), a city of and Bactrian kingdoms, and accordingly concluded

Oaria, on the Maeander, built by Antiochus 1. a peace with them. In 205 he renewed his war

Soter on the site of the old city of Pythopolis.— against Egypt with more success, and in 198 con-

3. A. Pisidiae or ad Puidiam (’A n«oi8(as or quered Pidestinc and Coele-Syrin, which be after-

vphs IlirnSia), a considerable city on the borders of wards gave as a dowry with his daughter Cleopatra

Phrygia Paroreios and Pisidia
;
built by coAnists upon her marriage with Ptolemy Epiphanes. In

from Magnesia
;
declared a free city by the Ro- 196 he crossed over into Europe, and took posses-

nians aftor their victory over Antiochus the Great sion of the Thracian Chersonese. This brought

(n. c. 189) ;
made a colony under Aoigustus, and f him into contact with the Romans, who commanded

tailed Caesarea. It was celebrated for the wor- him to restore the Chersonese to the Macedonia#
ship and the great temple of Men Arcaeus {M^v king ; but he reftised to comply with their demand

;

*ApKouos^ the Phrygian Moon-god), which the in which resolution he was strengthened by Haii-

Romans suppressed.-— 4. A. Hargl&na (’A. Map- nibal, who arrived at his court in 195# Hannibal
yiairf} : Mem ShahJcluin ?), a city in the Persian urged him to inAde Italy v/ithout loss of time

;

province of Margiana, on the river Margu8,^ounded but Antiochus did not follow his advice, and it

by Alexander, and at first called Alexandria ; de- was not till 192, that he crossed over into Greece,

stroyed by the barbarians, rebuilt by Antiochus I. In 191 he was defeated by the Romans at Ther-

Soter, and called Antioch ia. It was beautifully mopylae, .and compelled to return to Asia: his iicet

situated, and was surrounded by a wall 70 stadia was also vanquished in two engagements. In 190
(about 8 miles) in circuit. Among the less im- he was again defe^itcd by the Romans under L,
portant cities of the name were

: (6.) A. ad Tan- Scipio, at Mount Sipylus, near Magnesia, and
mm in^ Commagene

; (6.^ A. ad Cragtun, and compelled to sue for peace, which was granted in

(7.) A ad Pyramum, in Cilicia. The following 188, on condition of his ceding all his dominions
Antiochs are better known by other names : A. ad E. of Mount Taurus, ^yiiig 15,000 Euboic
Samm [Auana]

; A Charaoenei [Charax] ; talents within 12 years, giving up his elephants

A Callixrlioe [£des.sa]
;
A ad Hippun [Oa- and ships of war, and surrendering the Roman

uara] ; A. Mygdoniae [Niainis] ; in Cilicia enemies; but he allowed Hannibal to escape. In
[Tarsus]

;
in Caria or Lydia [Tralles]. order to raise the money to pay the Romans, he

AntXdolias (’Ayrloxor). 1. Kings of Sgria. attacked a wealthy temple in Elymais, but was
1. Soter (reigned b. c. 280—261), was the killed by the people of the place (187). He was

son of Seleucus I., the founder of the Syrian king- succeeded by his son Seleucus Philopator.— 4 .

dom of the Seleucidae. He married his step- Epiphanea ^b.c. 175—164), son of AntiochusIII.,
mother Stratonlce, with whom he fell violently in was given as a hostage to the Romans in 188,
love, and whom his lather surrendered to him. He and was released from captivity in 175 through
fell in battle against the Gauls in 261.— 2. Theos his brother Seleucus Philopator, whom he sne-
(b. C. 261—246), son and successor of No. 1. The ceeded in the same year. He carried on war
Milesians gave him his surname of 7%eos, because against Egypt from 17J—168 with great success,
he delivered them from their tyranL Timorchus. in order to obtain Coele-Syria and Palestine, which
He carried on war with Ptolemy Philadelphus, had been given as a dowry with his sister, and ho
king of Egypt, which was brought to a close by was preparing to lay siege to Alexandria in 168,
his putting away his wife Laodfee, and marrying when the Romans compelled him to retire. He
Berenice, the daughter of Ptolemy- «^fterthe death endeavoured to root out the Jewish religion and to
of Ptolemy, he recalled Laodice, but in revenge for introduce the worship of the Grebh divinities

; but
the insult she had received, she caused Antiochus this attempt led to a rising of the Jewish people,
and Berenice to be murdered. During the reign of under Mattalliias and his heroic sons the Macca-
^tUKhus, Arsaces founded the Parthimi empire bees, which Antiochus was unable to put down.
p50X and Theodotus established an independent Heattempted to plunder a temple in Elymais in 16#,
kmgdom at Bactria. He was succeeded by his but he was repulsed, and died shortly afterwards

« 4
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in a state of raving madness, which the Jews and

Greeks equally attributed to his sacrilegious crimes.

His subjects gave him the name of Epimanes (“ the

madman”) in parody of Epiphane8.^5. Eupa-

tor (ac. 164— 162), son and successor of £pi-

phancs, was 9 years old at his fether’s death, and

reigned under the guardianship of Lysias. He
was dethroned and put to death by Demetrius

Soter, the son of Seleucus Philopator, who bad

hitherto lived at Rome as a hostage.— 6. Theos,

son of Alexander Ralas. He was brought forward

as a claimant to the crown in 144, against Deme-
trius Nicator by Tryphon, but he was nmrderod by
the latter, who ascended the throne himself in 142.

— 7. Sidetes (d. c. 137—128), so called from'

Side :u' Pamphylia, where he was brought up,

younger son of Demetrius Soter, succeeded Try-

phon. He married Cleopatra, wife of his elder

brother Demetrius Nicator, who was a prisoner

with the Parthians. He carried on war against

the Parthians, at first with success, but was after-

wards defeated and slain in battle in 128.— 8 .

Geypus, or Hook-nosed (b.c. 125— 96), second

son of Demetrius Nicator and Cleopatra. He was
placed upon the throne in 125 by his mother Cleo-

patra, wiio put to death his eldest brother Selcu-

cus, because she wished to have the power in

her own hands. He poisoned his mother in

120, and subsequently carried on war for some
years with his half-brother A. IX. Cyzicenus.

At length, in 112, the two brothers agreed to share

the kingdom between them, A. Cyzicenus having

dnoele-Syria and Phoenicia, and A. Grypus the re-

mainder of the provinces, Grypus was assassinated

in 96.-9. Cyadeenus, from Cyzicus, where he
was brougb* up, son of A, VII. Sidetes and Cleo-

atra, reigned over Code- Syria aftd Phoenicia from

12 to 96, but fell in battle in 95 against Seleucus

Epiphanes, son of A. VIII. Grypus.— 10. Euse-
bes, son of A. IX. Cyzicenus, defeated Seleucus

Epiphanes, who had slain his father in battle, and
maintained the throne against the brothers of Se
leucus. He succeeded his father Antiochus IX
in 95.-11. Epiphanes, son of A. VIII. Gry-
piis and brother of Seleucus Epiphanes, carried on
war against A. X. Eusehes, but was defeated by
the latter, and drowned in the river Grontes.— 12. Dionysus, brother of No. 11, held the
crown for a short time, but fell in battle against

Aretas, king of the Arabians. The Syrians, worn
out with the civil broils of the Seleucidac, offered

the kingdom to Tigranes, king of Armenia, who
imited S}u:ia to his own dominions in 83, and held
it till his defeat by the Romans in 69.— 13.

Asiations, son of A. X. Ensebes, became king
of Syria on the defeat of Tigranes by' Lucullus in

69 ;
but he was deprived of it in 65 by Pompey,

who reduced Syria to a Roman province. In this

year the Seleucidae ceased to reign.

II. Kingtt ofCommagene,

1. Made an alliance with the Romans, about

B. c. 64. He assisted Pompey with troops in 49,
and was attacked by Antony in 38. He was
succeeded by Mithridiues L about 31.— 8. Sue-,

ceeded Mithridates I., and was put to death at

Rome by Augustus in 29.— 8. Succeeded Mith-

Vidates II., and died in a. j>. 17. Upon his death,

Commogene became a Roman province, and
f^mained so till a. d. 38.-4. Sumamed Epi-

PHANss, apparently a son of Antiochus III.,
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received his paternal dominion from Caligula in

A. D. 38. He was subsequently deposed by Cali-

gula, but regained his kingdom on the accession

of Claudius in 41. He was a faithful ally of

the Romans, and assisted them in their wars

against the Parthians under Nero, and against tho

Jews under Vespasian. At length in 72, he was
accused of conspiring with the Parthians against

the Romans, was deprived of his kingdom, and

retired to Rome, where he passed the remainder of

his life.

III. IMerary.

1. OfAegae in Cilicia, a sophist, or,aB he himself

pretended to be, a Cynic philosopher. He flourished

about A. D. 200, during the reign of Severus and
Caracalla. During the war of Caracalla against the

parthians, he deserted to the Parthians together

with Tiridates. Ho was one of the most distin-

guished rhetoricians of his time, and also acquired

some reputation ns a writer.— 2. Of Ascalon, tho

founder of the fifth Academy, was a friend of Lu-
cullus and the teacher of Cicero during his studies

at Athens (b. c. 79) ;
hut he had a scWl a.- Alex-

andria also, ns well as in Syria, where he seems to

have ended his life. His principal teacher was
Philo, who succeeded Plato, Arcesilas, and Car-

ncadcs, as the founder of the fourth Academy. He
is, hAvever, better known ns the adversary than

the disciple of Philo
;
and Cicero mentions a trea-

tise called Sosus^ written by liim against his master,

in which he refutes the scepticism of the Academics.— 3. Of Syracuse, a Greek historian, lived about

B. c. 423, and wrote histories of Sicily and Italy.

Antl5pe ('AvTidin]). 1. Daughter of Nycteus
and Polyxo, or of the river god Asopns in Bocotia,

became by Zeus the mother of Amphion and Ze-

thus. t^MPHioN.] Dionysus threw her into a
state cf madness on account of the vengeance which
her sons had taken on Dirce. In this condition

she wandered through Greece, until Phocus, the

grandson of Sisyphus, cured and married her.—
2. An Amazon, sister of Hippolyte, wife of The-
seus, and mother of liippolytus.

Autlp&ter CAvrlvaUfios). 1. The Macedonian,
an officer greatly trusted by Philip and Alexander
the Great, was left by the latter regent in Mace-
donia, when he crossed over into Asia in b. c. 334.
In consequence of dissensions between Olympias
and Antipater, the latter was summoned to Asia in

324, and Craterus appointed to the regency of Ma-
cedonia, but the death of Alexander in the follow-

ing year prevented those arrangements from taking
effect. Antipater now obtained Macedonia again,
and in conjunction with Craterus, who was asso-

ciated with him in the government, carried on war
against the Greeks, who endeavoured to establish

their mdependence. This war, usually called the
Lamian war, from Lamia, where Antipater was be-
sieged in 323, was terminated by Antipater's vic-

tory over the confederates at Crannon in 322.
This was foIh>wed by the submission ofAthens and
the death of DBiifosTHXNXS. In 321 Antipater
crossed over into Asia in order to oppose Perdiccas

;

but the murde^of Psrdiccas in Egypt put an end
to this war, and left Antipater supreme regent.

Antipater died in 319, after appointing Polysper-
chon regent, and his own son Cassandkr to a
subordinate position.—2. Gi-andson of the pre-

ceding, asid second son of Cassander and Thessalo-

nlca. After the death of his elder brother Philip
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IV. (b. c. 295), p!at dissensions ensued between

Antipater and his younger brother Alexander, for

the kingdom of Macedonia. Antipater, believing

that Alexander was favoured by his mother, put

her to death. The younger brother upon this ap-

plied for aid at once to Pyrrhus of Epirus and

Demetrius Poliorcetes. The remaining history is

related differently : but so much is certain, that

both Antipater and Alexander were subsequently

put to death, either by Demetrius or at his insti-

gation, and that Demetrius became king of Mace-
donia.— 3. Father of Herod the Great, son of a

noble Idumaean of the same name, espoused the

caive of Hyreanus against his brother Aristobulus.

He ingratiated himself with the Romans, and in

B. 0. 47 was appointed by Caesar procurator of

Judaea, which appointment he held till his death

in 43, when he was carried off by poison which

Malichus, whose life he had twice saved, bribed

the cup-bearer of Hyreanus to administer to him.

— 4, Eldest son of Herod the Great by his first

wife, Doris, brought about the death of his two

lialf-brothers, Alexander and Aristobulus, in B. c.

C, but ^as himself condemned as guilty of a con-

spiracy against his father's life, and was executed

five days before Herod’s death.— 6. Of Tarsus,

a Stoic philosopher, the successor of Diogenes

and the teacher of Panaetius, about B. c. J44.
—6. Of Tyre, a Stoic philosopher, died shmly
before b. c. 45, and wrote a work on Duties (d<

7. Of Sidon, the author of several epi-

grams in the Greek Anthology, flourished about

B. c. 108—100, and lived to a great age.— 8. 0
Thessalonica, the author of several epigrams in th(

Greek Anthology, lived in the latter part of the

reign of Augustus.

Antip&tef, L. Coellus, a Roman jurist and
historian, and a contemporary of C. Gracchus (b. o.

123) and L. Crossus, the orator, wrote Anmles.

which were epitomised by Brutus, and which con-

tained a valuable account of the 2nd Punic war.

AntipatrXa (’AvTiirdr/na : Berat ^)y a town in

lllyricum on the borders of Macedonia, on the left

bank of the Apsus.

AntXphSiiea (’Avri^vt/V). 1. A comic poet ol

the middle Attic comedy, bom about B. c. 404,
and died 330. He wrote 365, or at the least 260
plays, which were distinguished by elegance of

language.-2. Of Berga in Thrace, a Greek writer

on marvellous and incredible things.— 3. An epi-

grammatic poet, several of whose epigrams arc stil

extant in the Greek Anthology, lived about the

reign of Augustus.

Antlph&tea (*AyTt<pdrtis\ king of the mythical

l^strygones in Sicily, who are represented as

giants and cannibals. They destroyed 1 1 of the
shiM of Ulysses, who escaped with only one vessel.

Antiphellui (’AvtI^cAAos : AtUiphilo\ tk tomi
on the coast of Lycia. between Patara and Aperlae,
originally the port of Phbllus.
Antiphemni (^Avri<pripoi\ the Rhodian, founder

of Gela in Sicily, b. c. 690.
Antipliniu (’AktI^Aot). 1. Of Byzantium,

an epigrammatic poet, author of several excellent
epigrams in the Greek Anthol(^y,«was a contem-
porary of the emperor Nero.— 2. Of Egypt, a
distmguished painter, the rival of Apelles, painted

Alexander the Great
Anttphon (*AiTf^v), 1. The most ancifent ofme lu orators in the Alexandrine canon, was a

•on 0 Sophilus the Sophist, and bom at Rhamnus
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in Attica, in b. c. 480. He belonged t^ the oli-

garchical party at Athens, and took an active part

in the establishment of the government of the Four

Hundred (b. c. 41 1), after the overthrow of which
he was brought to trial, condemned, and put to death.

The oratorical powers ofAntiphon are highly praised

by the ancients. H e introduced great improvements
in public speaking, and was the first who laid

down theoretical laws for practical eloquence
;
'he

opened a school in which he taught rhetoric, and
the historian Thucydides is said to have been ono

of his pupils. The orations which he composed
were written for others ; and the only time that he
i^ke in public himself was when he was accused

and condemned to death. This speech, which was
considered in antiquity a ma8te^piece of eloquence,

is now lost. (Thuc. viii. 68 ;
Cic. BnU. 12.) We

still possess 15 orations of Antiphon, 3 of which
were written by him for others, and the remaining

12 as specimens for his school, or exercises on fic-

titious cases. They are printed in the collections

of the Attic orators, and separately, edited by
Baiter and Sauppe, Ziirich, 1838, and Mhtznw,
Berlin, 1838. —2. A tragic poet, whom many
writers confound with the Attic orator, lived at

Syracuse, at the court of the elder Dionysius, by
whom he was put to death.— 8. Of Athens, a
sophist and an epic poet, wrote a work on the in-

terpretation of dreams, which is referred to by
Cicero and others. lie is the same person as the

Antiphon who was an opponent of Socrates. (Xen.
*Mem. i. 6.)

Antitplina C^yrKpos). 1. Son of Priam an(>
Hecuba, slain by Agamemnon.— 2. Son of Thes-
salus, and one of the Greek heroes at Troy.

AntlpSlis (*Ayrho\t5 : AntiheSy pronounced by
the inhabitants Anlihoul\ a town in Gallia Nar-
bonensis on the coast, in the territory of the Dc-
ciates, a few miles W. of Nicaea, was founded by
Massilia

;
the muria, or salt pickle made of fish,

prepared at this town, was very celebrated.

AntilTbluia i^Avrl^fnov ; CoMlello di RomeUa\
a promontory on the borders of Actolia and Locris,

opposite Rhium {Castello di Morea) in Achaia,

with which it formed the narrow entrance of the

Corinthian gulf : the straits are sometimes called

the Little Dardanelles.
^

AntUBa (^Avriaffa: ’Avriaaaios • Kolas Lint-

neonas\ a town in Lesbos with a harbour, on the

W. coast between Methymna and the promontory

Sigrium, was originally on a small island opposite

Lesbos, which was afterwards united with Lesbos.

It was destroyed by the Romans, B. c. 168, aud its

inhabitants removed to Methymna, because they

had assisted^ntiochus.

AntUthSnea (’Avrterd^vr^r), an Athenian, founder

of the sect of the Cynic philosophers. His mother

was a Thracian. In his youth he fought at Ta-
nagra (b. c. 426), and was a disciple first of Gorgias,

and then of Socrates, whom he never quitted, and

at whose death he was present. He died at Athens,

at the age of 70. He taught in the Cynosarges, a
gymnasium for the use of Athenians born of foreign

mothers ; whence probably his followers wero

called Cynics (xoMxot), though others derive their

name from their dog-tike neglect of all forms and
usages of society. His writings were very nu-^

merous, and chiefly dialogues
; his style was pure

and elegant ; and he possessed considerable powers
of wit and sarcasm. Two declamations of his ai8

preserved, named Ajax and Ulysses, which are
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mrely rl\^torical. He wsis an enemy to all apecu-

ation, and thus was opposed to Plato, whom he

attacked furiously in one of his dialogues. His
philosophical system was confined almost entirely

to ethics, and he taught that virtue is the sole thing

necessary. He showed his contempt of all the

luxuries and outward comforts of life by his mean
clothing and hard fare. From his school the Stoics

subsequently sprung. In one of his works entitled

Physkus^ he contended for the Unity of the Deity.

(Cic. de Nat. Deor. i. 13.)

Antiatlas, P., tribune of the plebs, b. c. 88, a
distinguished orator, supported the party of Sulla,

and was put to death by order of young Marius iq

82. I|i8 daughter Antistia was married to Pom-
peius Magnus.

Antlstiui Labeo. [LABBa]
Antistliu VStuB. [Vktus.]
Antltaarus CAyriraupos : AlirDagh\ a chain

of mountains, which strikes off N.E. from the main
chain of the Taurus on the S. border of Cappadocia,

in the centre of which district it turns to the E.

ar.d runs parallel to the Taunu as far as the Eu-
phrates. Its average height exceeds that of the

Taurus
;
and one of its summits. Mount Argaeus,

near Mazaca, is the loftiest mountain of Asia Minor.

Antlnm (Antias : Torre or Porto tV Anzo), a
very ancient town of Latium on a rocky promontory

ninning out some distance into the Tyrrhenian sea.

It was founded by Tyrrhenians and Polasgians, and

in earlier and even later times was noted for its

piracy. Although united by Tarquinius Superbus*

<to the Latin League, it generally sided with the

Volscinns against Rome. It was taken by the

Homans in B. c. 468, and a colony was sent thither,

but it r^fulted, w'os taken a sqcond time by the

Homans in b. c. 338, was deprived of all its ships,

the beaks of which (Rostra) served to ornament the

platform of the speakers in the Roman forum, was
forbidden to have any ships in future, and received

another Roman colony. 13ut it gradually recovered

its former importance, was allowed in course of

time again to be used as a seaport, and in the latter

times of the republic and under the empire, became
a favourite residence of many of the Homan nobles

and emperors. The emperor Nero was bom here,

and in the remains of his palace the celebrated

Apollo Belvedere was found. Antium possessed a
celebrated temple of Fortune (O Dioa^ gratum quae

regis Antiwu^ Hor. Cam. i. 35), of Aesculapius,

and at the port of Ceno, a little to the E. of Antium,
a temple of Neptune, on which account the place

is now called Nettuno,

Antlna BeitXo. [Rxhtio.]
Antdnla. 1. Major^ elder daughter of M. An-

tonins and Octavia, husband of L. Domltius Aheno-
barbus, and mother of Cn. Domitius, the father of

the emperor Nero. Tacitus calls this Antonia the

younger daughter,— 2. A/i«or, younger sister of

the preceding, husband of Dntsus, the brother of

the emperor Tiberius, and mother of Germanicus,
the father of the emperor Caligula, of Livia or Li-

villa, and of the emperor Claudius. She died a. d.

38, soon after the accession of her grandson Cali-

gula. She was celebrated for her beauty, virtue,

and chastity.—i 3. Daughter of the emperor Clau-

^

dius, married first to Pompeius Magnus, and after-
* wards to Faustus Sulla. Nero wi^ed to marry
her after the death of his wife Poppaea, a. d. 66 ;

tAd on heP' refusal he caused her to be put to death

on a charge of treason.

ANTONIbb.
Axitdnla Tnrris, a castle on a rock at the N.W.

corner of the Temple at Jerusalem, which com-
manded both the teniple and the city. It was at

first called Baris*. Herod the Great changed its

name in honour of M. Antonins. It contained the

residence of the Procurator Judaeae.

AntSnXni Itmer&rlum, the title of an extant

work, which is a very valuable itinerary of the

whole Homan empire, in which both tlie principal

and the cross-roads are described by a list of oil

the places and stations upon them, the distances

from place to place being given in Roman miles.

It is usually attributed to the emperor M. Aurelius

Antoninus, but it appears to have been commenced
by order of Julius Caesar and to have been com-
pleted in the reign of Augustus ; though it is pro-

bable that it received important additions and
revision under one or both of the Antonines.

—

Edi-
tions

:

by Wesseling, Arast 1735 ; by Parthey
and Pinder, Berlin, 1848.

Antdnlnbpdlia ('AvT»yivo7r6\is : -hris, anus), a
city of Mesopotamia, between Edessa and Dara,

aft. Maximianopolis, and a/t. Constantia.

AntSninus, M. AutSUub. [M. AurkIius.]
AntdnXnus Pius, Roman emperor, a. d. 1 38—

161. His name in the early part of his life, at

full length, w.'is Titus Aurelius Fuivus Boionius

Arrj^ Antoninus. His paternal ancestors came
from Nemausus (Nismes) in Gaul

;
but Antoninus

himself was bom near Lannvium, September 19th,

A. D. 86, From an early age he gave promise of

his future worth. In 120 he was consul, and
subsequently proconsul of the province of Asia

;

on his retnm to Rome ho lived on terms of the

greatest inthnacy with Hadrian, who adopted him
on Febniary 25th, 1 38, Henceforward he bore the

name of T. Aelius Hadriunus Antoninus Caesar

^

and 01# the death of Hadrian, July 2nd, J 38, he
ascended the throne. The senate conferred upon
him the title of Pius, or the dutifully aJTectionaU,

because he persuaded them to grant to his father

Hadrian the apotheosis and the other honours

usually paid to deceased emperors, which they
had at first refused to bestow upon Hadrian. The
reign of Antoninus is ^most a blank in history—
a blank caused by the suspension for a time of war,

violence, and crime. He was one of the best princes

that ever mounted a throne, said all his thoughts

and energies were dedicated to the happiness of his

people. No attempt was made to achieve new
conquests, and various insurrections among the

Germans, Dacians, Jews, Moors, Egyptians, and
Britons, were easily quelled by his legates. In all

the relations of private life the character of Anto-
ninus was without reproach. He was faithful to

his wife Faustina, notwithstanding her profligate

life, and after her death loaded her memory with

honours. He died at Lorium, March 7th, 161, in

his 75th year. He was succeeded by M. Aurelius,

whom he bad adopted, when he himself was adopted

by Hadrian, and to whom he gave his daughter

Faustina in marriage.

Ant&nXnuf libertLlia, a Greek grammarian,
probably lived in the reign of the Antonines, about

A. D. ] 47, and wrote a work on Metamorphoses
(Mtrofioptpi&atesv (rwayvyH) in 41 chapters, which
is extant.

—

Editions: by Verheyk, Lugd. Bat.

1774; by Koch, Lips. 1832 ; by Westermann,
in his Paradoxographif Brunsv. 1839.

Antdiftni. L X., the orator, bom b.c. 143;
quaestor in 113 ; praetor in 104, when he fought
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against the pirates in Cilicia ;
consul in 99 ; and

censor in 97. Ho belonged to Sulla’s party, and

was put to death by Marius and Cinna when they

entered Rome in 87 : his Kead was cut off and

placed on the Rostra. Cicero mentions him and L.

Crassus as the most distinguished orators of their

age
;
and he is introduced as one of the speakers

in Cicero’s De Oraiore.^% M., sumamed Cre-

Ticus, elder son of the orator, and father of the

triumvir, was praetor in 75, and received the com-

mand of the fleet and all the coasts of the Medi-

terranean, in order to clear the sea of pirates ; but

he did not succeed in his object, and used his power

to plunder the provinces. He died shortly after-

wards in Crete, and was called Creticus in derision.

— 3. C., younger son of the orator, and uncle of

the triumvir, was expelled the senate in 70, and

^^as the colleague of Cicero in the proctorship (65)

and consulship (63). He was one of Catiline’s

conspirators, but deserted the latter by Cicero’s

romising him the province of Macedonia. He
ad to lead an army against Catiline, but unwilling

to fight against his former friend, he gave the com-
mand ofrthe day of battle to his legate, M. Petreius.

-Vt the conclusion of the war Antony went into his

]>ro\ince, which he plundered shamefully
;
and on

his return to Rome in 59 was accused both of

taking part in Catiline’s conspiracy and of extortion

in his province. He was defended by Cicerof but
was condemned, and retired to the island of Ce-
pluillenia. He was subsequently recalled, probably
by Caesar, and was in Rome at the beginning of
44.-4. H., the Triumvir, was son of No. 2. and
Julia, the sister of L. Julius Caesar, consul in 64,
and was bom about 83. His father died while he
was still young, and he was brought up by Cornelius
Lentulus, who married his mother Julia, and who
^vas put to death by Cicero in 63 as one #f Cati-

line’s conspirators : whence he became a personal

enemy of Cicero. Antony indulged in his earliest

youth in every kind of dissipation, and his affairs

soon became deeply involved. In 58 he went to
‘‘’'.vri^ where he served with distinction under A.
Gabinius. He took part in the campaigns arainst
Aristobulus in Palestine (fi7, 66), and in the re-

storation of Ptolemy Auletes to Egypt in 55. In
54 he went to Caesar in Oaul,and by the influence
ot the latter was elected quaestor. As quaestor
(52) he returned to Gaul, and served under Caesar
for the next two years (52, 51). He returned to
Rome in 50, and became one of the most active
partisans of Caesar. He was tribune of the plebs
in 49, and in January fled to Caesar’s camp in
Cisalpine Gaul, after putting his veto upon the de-
cree of the senate which deprived Caesar of his
command. He accompanied Caesar in his victo-
rious march into Italy, and was left by Caesar in
the command of Italy, while the latter carried on
the war in Spain. In 48 Antony was present at
the battle of Pharsalia, where he commanded the
loft wing

; and in 47 he was again left in the com-
mand of Italy during Caesar's absence in Africa.
In 44 he consul with Caesar, lyhen ho offered
him the kingly diadem at the festival of the Luper-

murder the 15th of
March, Antony endeavoured to succeed to his
*”^*'^* therefore used every means to appearw his representative

; he pronomiced the speech
Wid read his will to the pebple

;
antt be also obtained the papers and private pro-
P y of Caesar. But he found a new and unex-
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pected rival in young Octavianus, the adopted son

and great-nephew of the dictator, who oinie from

Apollonia to Rome, assumed the name of Caesar,

and at first joined the senate in order to crush

Antony. Towards the end of the year Antony
proceeded to Cisalpine Gaul, which had been
previously granted him by the senate

; but Dec.

Brutus refused to surrender the province to An-
tony and threw himself into Mutina, where he was
besieged by Antony. The senate approved of the

conduct of Brutus, declared Antony a public enemy,
and entrusted the conduct of the war against him
to Octavianus. Antony was defeated at the battle

of Mutina, in April 43, and was obliged to cross

Ihe Alps. Both the consuls, however, had fallen,

and the senate now began to show their jbalousy

of Octavianus. Meantime Antony was joined by
Lepidus with a powerful army : Octavianus be-

came reconciled to Antony
;
and it was agreed

that the government of the state should be vested

in Antony, Octavianus, and Lepidus, under the

title of Triumviri lieipt^licae Constituendue, for the

next 5 years. The mutual enemies of each wesp
proscribed, and in the numerous executions that

followed, Cicero, who had attacked Antony in

the most unmeasured manner in his Philippic

Orations^ fell a victim to Antony. In 42 Antony
and Octavianus crushed the republican party by
the battle of Philippi, in which Brutus and Cassius

fell. Antony then went to Asia, which he had
received as his share of the Roman world. In

|sCilicia he met with Cleopatra, and followed her to

£g3rpt, a captive to her charms. In 41 Fulvia, thcis

wife of Antony, and his brother L. Antonins, made
war upon Octavianus in Italy. Antony prepared

to support his relatives, but the war vvis brought

to a close at the 1>eginning of 40, before Antony
could reach Italy. The opportune death of Fulvia

facilitated the reconciliation of Antony and Octa-

vianus, which was cemented by Antony marrying

Octavia, the sister of Octavianus. Antony re-

mained in Italy till 39, when the triumvirs con-

cluded a peace with Sext Pompey, and he after-

wards went to his provinces in the East. In this

year and the following Ventidius, the lieutimant

of Antony, defeated the Parthians. In 37 Antony
crossed over to Italy, when the triumvirate was
renewed for 5 years. fie then returned to

the East, and shortly afterwards sent Octavia

back to her brother, and surrendered himself en-

tirely to the charms of Cleopatra. In 36 he in-

vaded Parthia, but he lost a great number of his

troops, and was obliged to retreat He was more
successful in his invasion of Armenia in 34, for he

obtained possession of the person of Artavasdes,

the Armenia^ king, and carried him to Alexandria.

Antony now laid aside entirely the character of a
Roman citizen, and assumed the pomp and cere-

mony of an Eastern despot His conduct, and the

unbounded influence which Cleopatra had acquired

over him, alienated many of his friends and sup-

porters ; and Octavianus thought that the time h^
now come for crushing his rival. The contest waa
decided by the memorable sea-fight off Actium,

September 2nd, 31, in which Antony’s fleet was

completely defeated. Antony, accompanied by
Cleopatra, fled to Alexandria, where he put an
end to his ojfvn life in the following year (30),*

when Octavianus appeared before the city.— ft.

C.t brother of the triumvir, was praetor in Macd*

donia in 44, fell into the hands of M. Brutus in
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43, and was put to death by Brutus in 42, to re- Anjhiiia C'A^'WTot), a wealthy Athenian, son of

ven^e the murder of Cicero.— 6. L., youngest Anthemion, the most influential and fonnidable of

brother of the triumvir, was consul in 41, when he the accusers of Socrates, B. c. 399 (bence Socrates

engaged in war against Octavianus at the instiga* is called Anyti reus, Hor. Sat. ii. 4. 3). He was a

tion of Fulvia, his brother’s wife. He was unable leading man of the democratical party, and took an

to resist Octavianus, and threw himself into the active part, along with Thrasybulus, in the over-

town of Perusia, which he was obliged to surrender throw of the 30 Tyrants. The Athenians, having

in the following year : hence the war is usually repented of their condemnation of Socrates, sent

called that ot Perusia. His life was spared, and Anvtus into banishment.

he was afterwards appointed by Octavianus to the Adn C'Awi/), son of Poseidon, and an ancient

command of Iberia. Cicero draws a frightful pic- Boeotian hero, from whom the Aones, an ancient

ture of Liicius’ chiuacter. He calls him a gladiator race in Boeotia, were believed to have derived

and a robber, and heaps upon him every term of their name. Aifnia was the name of the part of

reproach and contempt Much of this is of Boeotia, near Phocis, in which were Mount Helicon

course exaggeration. 7. M., culled by the and the fountain Aganippe (Aoniae aquae., Ov,

Greek writers Aiityllus., which is probably only a Fast. iii. 456). The Muses are also called Aonides.,

corrupt form of Antonillus (young Antonius), elder since they frequented Helicon and the fountain of

son of the triumvir by Fulvia, was executed by jAgani^e. (Ov. Met. v. 333.)

order of Octavianus, after the death of his father ASxiIdeB. [Aon.]
in 30.^8. Jnlns, younger son of the triumvir by Aorsi ("Aopoot) or Adorsi, a powerful people of

Fulvia, was brought up by his step-mother Octavia Asiatic Sarmatia, who appear to have had their

at Koine, and received great marks of favour from original settlements on the N.E. of the Caspian, but

A^igustus. He was consul in fi. c. 10, but was put are chiefly found between the Palus Maeotis {Sea

to death in 2, in consequence of his adulterous in- ofAzof) and the Caspian, to the S.K. of tb,- river

tercourse with Julia, the daughter of Augustus. Tanais (/>o«), whence they spread far into Euro-

AntSnXos Felix. [Felix.] peun Sarmatia. They cairied on a considerable

AntSnlus Musa. [Musa.] trafiic in Babylonian merchandise, which they

AutSulas Primus. [Primus.] fetched on camels out of Media and Armenia.

Antron ('Avrptii'and ol ’AvTpwves; *Aj^rp«»ji/ws; Aras or Aeas (’Ayos or Afas: Ftosa, Viusta,

Fano\ a town in Phthiotis in Thessaly, at the en- or Vomtssa% the principal river of the Greek part

trance of the Sinus Maliaciis. of Illyricutn, rises in M. Laemon, the N. part of Pin-

Antuxmaoum {Andemach\ a town of the Ubii^ dus, and flows into the Ionian sea near Apollonia.

*n the Rhine. Ap&mea or -Xa (’Aird/aem : ’Airayaici^y, ApamCus,
Anflbis C'Avou^if), an Egyptian divinity, wor- -Cnus, -ensis), the name of several Asiatic cities,

shipped in the form of a human being with a dog’s three of which were founded by Seleucus I. Nica-

he^. Her- was originally worshipped simply as tor, and named in honour of his wife Apama. 1.

the representative of the dog, wnich animal, like A. ad Oroutem (FumtuA), the capital of the Sy-
the cat, was sacred in Egypt

;
but his worship was rian prof ince Apamcno, and, under the Romans, of

subsequently mixed up with other religious systems, Syria Secunda, was built by Seleucus Nicator on

and Anubis thus assumed a symbolical or astrono- the site of the older city of Pella, in a very strong

mical character, at least with the learned. His position on the river Orontes or Axius, the citadel

worship prevailed throughout Egypt, but he was being on the left (W.) bank of the river, and the

most honoured at Cynopolis in middle Egypt. Later city on the right. It was surrounded by rich pas-

myths relate that Anubis was the son of Osiris and tures, in which Seleucus kept a splendid stud of

Nephthys, born after the death of his father
; and horses and 500 elephuits. 2. In Osro8ne in

that Isis brought him up, and mode him her guard Mesopotamia {Balasir)., a town built by Seleucus

and companion, who thus performed to her the Nicator on the E. bank of the Euphrates, opposite

same service tliat dog^ perform to men. In the to Zeugma, with which it was connected by a
temples of Egy^pt Anubis seems to have been re- bridge, commanded by a castle, called Seleucia.

presented as the guard of other gods, and the place In Pliny's time (a. d. 77) it was only a ruin.*»

in the front of a temple was particularly socred to 3. A. CibStos or ad Maeandrnm (*A. Kidarrdx,

him. The Greeks identified him with their own or irphs Maiavipoy)^ a great city of Phrygia, on
Hermes, and thus speak of Hermanuphis in the the Maeonder, close above its confluence with the

same manner as of Zeus Ammon. His worship Marsyas. It was built by Ant ochus I. Soter,

w'as introduced at Rome towards the end of the re- who named it in honour of his mother Apama, and
public, and under the empire spread* very widely peopled it with the inhabitants of the neighbouring

both in Greece and at Rome. Celacnae. It became one of the greatest cities of

Anxnr. [Tarracina.] Asia within the Euphrates ; and under the Romans
AnzHnu, an Italian divinity, who was wor- it was the seat of a Conventus Juridicus. The

shipped in a grove near Anxur (Tarracina) together surrounding country, watered by the Maeander
with Feronia. He was regarded as a youthful Ju- and its tributaries, was called ApamCna Regio.—
piter, and Feronia as Juno. On coins his name 4. A. Myrlbon, in Bithynia. [Myrlea.]— 6. A
appears as Axur or Anxur. town built by Antiochus Soter, in the district of

Anysil (^Awirir), an ancient king of Egypt, in Assyria called Sittacene, at the junction of the

whose ri'i^ E^ypt was invaded by Sie Ethiopians Tigris with th^» Royal Canal which connected the

under their king Sabaco. Tigris with the Euphrates, and at the N. extremity

Aufti CAvi&ti]), of Tegea, the authoress of se- of the island called Mesene, which was formed by
*^veral epigrams in the Greek Antholqgy, flourished this canal and the 2 rivers.*—-6. A. Mesenes
about B. a 700, and not 300, as is usually sup- {Koma\ in Babylonia, at the S. point of the same

fibsed. The epigrams are for the most part in the island of Mesene, and at the junction of the Ti^s
style of the ancient Doric choral songs. and Euphrates. -»7. A Bha^na CA. irphs ‘Po-
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7ats), a Greek city in the district of Choarene in

Parthia (formerly in Media), S. of the Caspian

Gates.

Apelles tl^ most celebrated of

Grecian painters, was bom, most probably, at

Colophon in Ionia, though some ancient writers

call him a Coan and others an Ephesian. He was

the contemporary and friend of Alexander the

Great (b. c. 336—323), whom he probably ac-

companied to Asia, and who entertained so high

an opinion of him, that ho was the only person

Avhom Alexander \fould permit to take his por-

trait. After Alexander’s death he appears to have

travelled through the western parts of Asia. Being

driven by a storm to Alexandria, after the as-

sumption of the regal title by Ptolemy (b. c. 306),

whose favour he had not gained while he was

with Alexander, his rivals laid a plot to ruin him,

which he defeated by an ingenious use of his skili

in drawing. We are not told when or where he

died. Throughout his life Apelles laboured to

miprove himself, especially in drawing, which he

never spent a day without practising. Hence the

provci^ Nvlla dies sine iinea. A list of his works

is given by Pliny (xxxv. 36). They arc for the

most part single figures, or groups of a very few

figures. Of his portraits the most celebrated was
that of Alexander wielding a thunderbolt

;
but the

most admired of all his pictures was the ^|^enus

Anadyomene” (d oi'a5yoAt^vi?’A0po5/Ti2),or Venus
rising out of the sea. The goddess was wringing

her hair, and the falling drops of water fonned a^

transparent silver veil around her form, lie com-

menced another picture of Venus, which he in-

tended should surpass the Venus Anadyomene, but
which he left unfinished at his death.

ApelUcon (’AirsAAncoli'), of Tcos, a Peripatetic

philosopher and great collector of books. His va-

luable library at Athens, containing the afltographs

of Aristotle’s works, was carried to Rome by Sulla

(b. c. H3) ; ApelUcon had died just before.

Apezmlnos Mona (J 'Antt/yiyos and rb 'Airtv-

vivov Upos, probably from the Celtic Pen “a
height”), the Apennines, a chain of mountains
which runs tbroiigjiout Jtaly from N. to S., and
forms the backbone of the peninsula. It is a con-

tinuation of the Maritime Alps [Alpbs], begins
near Genua, and ends at the Sicilian sea, and
throughout its whole course sends off numerous
bridles in all directions. It rises to its greatest
height in the country of the Sabines, wliere one of
its points (now Monte Como) is 9521 feet above
the SM

; and further S., at the boundaries of
Samnium, Apulia, and Lucania, it divides into two
i^n branches, one of which runs E. through Apu-
lia and Calabria, and terminates at the Salentine
promontory, and the other W. thtough Bruttiuro,
terminating apparently at Rhegium and the straits
of Messina, but in reality continued throughout
Sicily, The greater part of the Apennines is com-
posed of limestone, abounding in numerous caverns
and recesses, which in ancient as well as modem
tinies were the resort of numerous robbers : the
highest points of the mountains are covered with
MOW, even during most of the summer {nivali ver~

Virg. xiL 703).
M. Ap», a Roman orator and a native of Gaul,

rose by his eloquence to the rank of quaestor, tri-
oun^ and praetor, successively. He is one. of the
JP^ers in the Dialogue de Oratordnu, attributed
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Aper, AitItu, praetorian prefect, and son-in-

law of the emperor Numerian, whom hf was said

to have murdered : he was. himself put to death by
Diocletian on his accession in a. o. 284.

AperantIa, a town and district of Aetolia near
the Acheloiis, inhabited by the Aperantii.

Apfisas {*ATr4aas: Fukaf), a mountain on the

borders of Phliasia and Argolis, with a temple of

Zeus, who was hence called Apesaniius, and to

whom Perseus here first sacrificed.

Aph&ca {rii''A<poxa: AJhi ?), a town of Coele-

Syria, between Heliopolis and Byblus, celebrated

for the worship and oracle of Aphrodite Aphacltis

i^AtpoKiTis).

Aph&reiu (*A0apei}r), son of the Messeniaii

king Perieres and Gorgophone, and founder of the

town of Arene in Messenia, which he called after

his wife. His two sons Idas and Lynceus, tho

Apharetidae {AphareXa proles, Ov. Met. viii. 304),
are celebrated for their fight with the Dioscuri,

which is described by Pindar. {Nem. x. 111.)

An Athenian orator and tragic poet, flourished

a c. 369—342. After the death of his father, his

mother married the orator Isocrates, who adopted

Aphareus as his son. He wrote 35 or 37 tragedies,

and gained 4 prizes.

Aphitae (*A<p4rai and *A4>erat : ’A^sraios), a
sea-port and promontory of Thessaly, at the en-

trance of the Sinus Maliocus, from which the ship

Argo is said to have sailed.

Aphldas (*A0ri8ar), son of Areas, obtained

from his father Tegea and the surrounding terri-

tory. He had a son, Aleus.

ApUdna ( "A^iSi^a and ‘'Atfnirai : 'Atfn^vatoif^

an Attic demus not far from Dccclea, originally be-

longed to the tribe Aeantis, afterwards to Leontis,

and last to Hadrjanis. It was in ancidbt times one

of the 12 towns and districts into which Cecrops is

said to have divided Attica : in it Theseus con-

cealed Helen, but her brothers Castor and Pollux

took the place and rescued their sister,

Aphr5dX8Xa8 (JA<ppoSi<rlas ; ’A^podiateis ; Aphro-
disiensis), the name of several places famous for

the worship of Aphrodite. 1. A. Cariae (GAeira,

Ru.), on the site of an old town of the Lelegea,

named NinSe’: under tho Romans a free ci^
and asylum, and a flourishing school of art.» 8.

Veneris Oppidum (Porti^Cui^iere), a town, har-

bour, and island, on the coast of Cilicia, opposite

to Cyprus.—>8. A town, harbour, and island, ou

the coast of Cyrenaica in N. Africa.—* 4 . See
Qadkb.

Aphrodite (*A<ppoSlTri), one of thegreat divinities

of the Greeks, the goddess of love and beauty. In

the Iliad she is represented as the daughter of*

Zeus and Djone, and in later traditions as a daughter

of Cronos and Euonyrae, or of Uranus and He-
mera ; but the poets most frequently relate that

she was sprung from the foam (iippSs) of the sea,

whence tUy derive her name. She is commonly
represented as the wife of Hephaestus

; but she

proved faithless to her husband, and was in love

with Ares, the god of war, to whom she bore

Phobos, Dcimos, Harmonia, and, according to later

traditions, Eros and Anteros also. She also loved

the gods Dionysus, Hermes, and Poseidon, and the

mortals Ancuisbs, Adonis, and Butks. She sur-

passed all the other goddesses in beauty, and hen%9

received thtf prize of beauty from Paris. She like-

wise had the power ofgranting beauty and invincible

charms to others, and whoever wore her magic girdte,
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immediately became an object of lore and deiire.

In the vefetablc kingdom the myrtle, rote, apple,

poppy, &c., were sacred to her. The animals sacred

to her, which are often mentioned as drawing lier

chariot or serving as her messengers, are the spar-

row, the dove, the swan, the swallow, and a bird

called iynx. The planet Venus and the spring-

month of April were likewise sacred to her. The
principal places of her worship in Greece were the

islands of Cyprus and Cythera. The sacrifices

offered to her consisted mostly of incense and gar-

lands of flowers, but in some places animals were

sacrificed to her. Respecting her festivals, see

Did. of Antiq. art. Adonia^ Anago^^ Aphro-

disiac Caiagogia. Her worship was of Eastern ori-.,j

gin, an4 probably introduced by the Phoenicians

to the islands of Cyprus, C^’thera, and others, from

whence it spread all over Greece. She appears to

have been originally identical with Astarte, called

by the Hebrews Ashtoreth, and her connection

with Adonis clearly points to Syria. Respecting

the Roman goddess Venus, see Venus.
AphrodXMpdlis {^A^poSlrijs srdAii), the name

ofi^'several cities in Egypt. 1. In Lower Egypt

:

(1) In the Nomos Leontopolites, in the Delta, be-

tween Arthribis and Leontopolis : (2) {C/igbin-el-

Koum) in the Nomos Prosopites, in the Delta, on

a navigable branch of the Nile, between Naucratis

and Sais
;
probably the same as Atarbechis, which

is an Egyptian name of the same meaning as the

Greek Aphroditopolis.— 2. In Middle Egypt or

Heptanomis, {At/gh) a considerable city on the E.

bank of the Nile ; the chief city of the Nomos'
^Ikphroditopolites.— 8. In Upper Egypt, or the

Thebais ; (1) Veneris Oppidum (TbcA^a), a little

way from the W, bank of the Nile ; the chief city

of the Nonihls Aphroditopolis : (^) In the Nomos
Hermonthites (Detr, N.W. of Esneh), on the W.
bank of the Nile.

AphthbnliLB (*A<p6(ii/(os), of Antioch, a Greek
rhetorician, lived about a. d. 316, and wrote the

introduction to the study of rhetoric, entitled Pro-
ggmnasmaia (irpoyvpyd<r/MTa). It was constructed

on the basis of the Progymnasmaia of Hermogenes,
and became so popular that it was used os the

common school-book in this branch of education

for several centuries. On the revival of letters it

recovered its ancient p''pularity, and during the

16th and 17th centuries was used everywhere, but

more especially in Germany, as the text-book for

rhetoric. The number of editions and translations

which were published during that period is greater

than that of any other ancient writer. The best

edition is in Walz's Rhetorea Graeci^ vol. i. Aph-
thonius also wrote some Aesopic fables, which ore

extant <

Aph^tif ('A^vrts : Aihyto\ a town in the pen-

insula Pallene in Macedonia, with a celebrated

temple and oracle of Jupiter Ammon.
Apia (’Airlo, sc. 7^), the Apian land, an ancient

name of Peloponnesus, especially Argolis, said to

have been so called from Apis, a mythical king of

Argos.

Apio&ta, wife of Sejanus, was divorced by him,

A. o. 23, after she had borne him three children,

and put an end to her own life on the execution of

Sejanus in 31.

, Aplolns, the name of three notorious gluttons.

—•1. The first lived in the time of Sulla, and is

smd to have procured the condemnation of Rutilius

Ruflia, v. c. 92.«i-2. The second and most re-
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nowned, M. Gahitu Apicius, floorished under Ti-

berius. After squandering upwards of 800,000
pounds upon his stomach, he found that little more
than 80,000 remained

;
upon which, despairing of

being able to satisfy the cravings of hunger from
such a pittance, he forthwith hanged himself. But
he was not foigotten. Sundry cakes {Apicia) and
sauces long kept alive his memory ; Apion, the

grammarian, composed a work upon his luxurious

labours, and his name passed into a proverb in all

matters connected with the pleasures of the table.

—8. A contemporary of Trajhn, sent to this em-
peror, when he was in Parthia, fresh oysters, pre-

served by a skilful process of his own.—The trea-

tise we now possess, bearing the title Caklii
Apicii de Opaoniis et Condiments, sive de Re Culi-

naria, Libri decern, is a sort of Cook and Confec-

tioner’s Manual, containing a multitude of receipts

^or cookery. It was prolmbly compiled at a late

period by some one who prefixed the name of

Apicius, in order to insure the circulation of liis

book.

—

Editions. By Almeloveen, Amstelod. 1709,
and by Bemhold, Ansbach. 1800.

Apid&niu (‘AirtHtti'dr, Ion. ’Hiri8avdj),^a river

in Thessaly, which flows into the Enipeus near

Pharsalus.

Apidlae, a town of Latium, destroyed by Tar-

quinius Priscus.

A|Ion (*Airfwp), a Greek grammarian, and a
native of Oasis in Egypt, studied at Alexandria,

and taught rhetoric at Rome in the reigns of Ti-

berius and Claudius. In the reign of Caligula he
left Rome, and in a. d. 38 he was sent by the in-

habitants of Alexandria at the head of an embassy
to Caligula to bring forward complaints against the

Jews residing in their city. Apion was the author

of many works, all of which are now lost. Of
these the most celebrated were upon the Homeric
poems. " He is said not only to have made the

best recension of the text of the poems, but to

have written explanations of phrases and words in

the form of a Dictionary {Ki^eis 'OfittpiKal). He
also wrote a work on Egypt in 6 books, and a

work against the Jews, to which Josephus replied

in his treatise Against

Apion, Ftolemaeiis. [Ptolemaeus, Apion.]
Apis tfAiris). 1. Son of Phoroneus and Lao-

dice, king of Argos, from whom Peloponnesus was
called Apia ; he ruled tyrannically, and was killed

by Thclxion and Telchis.—2. The Bull of Mem-
phis, worshipped with the greatest reverence as a
god among the Egyptians. The Egyptians believed

that he was the offspring of a young cow, fructified

by a ray from heaven. There were certain signs

by which he was recognised to be the god. It was
requisite that he should be quite black, have a
white square mark on the forehead, on his back a

figure similar to that of an eagle, have two kinds of

hair in his tail, and on his tongue a knot resembling

an insect called cantharua. When all these signs

were discovered, the animal was consecrated with

great pomp, wid was conveyed to Memphis, wliore

he hod a splendid residence, containing extensive

walks and courts for his amusement. His birth-

day, which was celebrated every year, was his

most solemn festival ;
it was a day of rejoicing for

all Egypt. The god was allowed to live only a

certain number of years, probably 25. If he had
not died before the expiration of that period,

he was killed and buried in a sacred well, the

place of which was unknown except to the initiated.
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But if he died a natural death, he was buried pub-

;

liclyand solemnly ;
and as his birth filled all Egypt

!

with joy and festivities, so his death threw the

whole country into grief and mourning. The wor-

ship of Apis was originally nothing but the simple

worship of the bull ;
but in the course of time the

bull, like other animals, was regarded as a symbol,

and Apis is hence identihed with Osiris or the

Sun.

Apis Airis), a city of Egypt, on the coast of

the Mediterranean, on the border of the country

towards Libya, about 1 0 stadia W. of Patwtonium

;

celebrated for the worship of the god Apis.

Apobathmi (‘Aird^ad^oO, a place in Argolis

on the sea not &r from Thyrea, where Danaus is

said to have landed.

Apodoti and Apodeotae (’AwdSwroi and ’A»o-

JoToI), a people in the S. E. of Aetolia, between the

Evenus and Hylacthus.

Apollindris, Siddnloa. [Sidonius.]

ApoUInif Ft. {'Air6xXwvos ttepov : C. ZHe^ or

C. /^brina), a promontory ofZeugitana in N. Africa,

forming the W. point of the Gulf of Carth^e.

Apollo (’AirdAA»v), one of the great divinities

of the Gb'eeks, son of Zeus and Leto and twin bro-

ther of Artemis, was bom in the island of Delos,

whither Leto had fled from the jealous Hera.

[Leto.] After 9 days’ labour, the god was
born under a palm or olive tree at the fo^ of

mount Cynthus, and was fed by Themis with*am-

brosia and nectar. The powers ascribed to Apollo

are apparently of diffisrent kinds, but all are con-

nected with one another, and may be said to be

only ramific<ations of one and the same, as will

be seen from the following classification. He is—
1. Tlie (jod who punisheSf whence some of the an-

cients derived his name from dirdAAvfit, destroy.

(Acsch. 1081.) As the god who punishes

he is represented with bow and arrows, thc^gift of

Hephaestus
;
whence his epithets, CKaros, kKdepyo^

iKaTTi€6Xos^ KXvrdro^os, and arcite-

nens^ &c. All sudden deaths were believed to be
the effect of the arrows of Apollo

;
and with them he

sent the plague into the camp of the Greeks. — 2.

The god who affords help and wards off evil. As
he had the power of punish^g men, so he was also

able to deliver men, if duly propitiated : hence his

epithets, iicdirios, itKlarwpy iXs^iKOKOs, aurnp, htro-

rp6iraioSy ixiKoipios, iarpopdyns, opi/er, stduH/er^

&c. From h is being the godwho afforded help, he is

the father of Aesculapius, the god of the healing art,

and was also identified in later times with Paeeon,
the god of the healing art in Homer. [Pakkon.]— 3. Tlie porf of prophecy. Apollo exercised this
power in his numerous oracles, and especially in
that of Delphi. {Did. of Ant. art Oracdum.) He
had also the power of communicating the gift of
prophecy both to gods and men, and all the ancient
seera and prophets are placed in some relationship
to him.— 4. 77ie god ofsong and music. We find
him in the Iliad (i. 60.3) delighting the immortal
gods with his phorminx

;
and the Homeric bards

^rived their art of song either from Afpollo or the
Muses, ^ter traditions ascribed to Apollo even
the invention of the flute and lyre, while it is more
wnimonly related that he received the lyre from
Wermes. Respecting his musical * contests, see
Marsyas, Midas.— 5. The god wJut protects the
pocks and wide (y6/uos &ebs, from vopos or
a meadow or pvture land). There are in Heraer
only a few allusions to this feature in the character
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of Apollo, but in later writers it assumes a very

prominent form, and in the story of ApoUp tending

the flocks of Admetus at P^berae in Thessaly, the

idea reaches its height— 6. The god who deliglUs

in the foundation of towns and the establishment of
civil constitutions. Hence a town or a colony was
never founded by the Greeks without consulting an
oracle of Apollo, so that in every case he became, as

it were, their spiritual leader.—7. Thegod of the Sun,

In Homer,A polioand Helios,orthe Sun, are perfectly

distinct, and his identification with the Sun, though
almost universal among later writers, was the result

of later speculations and of foreign, chiefly Egyptian,

influence.— Apollo had more influence upon the

Greeks than any other god. It may safely be as-

(ibrted, that the Greeks would never have become
what they were, w’ithout the worship of Apdllo ; in

him the brightest side of the Grecian mind is re-

flected. Respecting his festivals, see Diet,ofA nt. art.

'Apolionia, Thargelia^ and others.— In the religion

of the early Homans there is no trace of the wor-

ship of Apollo. The Romans became acquainted

with this divinity through the Greeks, and adopted

all their notions and ideas about him from th^

latter people. There is no doubt that the Romans
knew of his worship among the Greeks at a very

early time, and tradition says that they consultea

hia oracle at Delphi even before the expulsion of

the kings. But the first time that we hear of his

worship at Rome is in a. c. 430, when, for the pui'-

pose of averting a plague, a temple was raised to

him, and soon after dedicated by the consul, 0.

/ulius. A second temple was built to hini in

350. During the second Punic war, in 212, the

ludi Apollinares were instituted in his honour.

{Did. ofAnt. art. Ludi Apollinares.) His worship,

however, did not form a vety promine’A part in

the religion of the^omans till the time of Augus-

tus, who, after the battle of Actium, dedicated to

him a portion of the spoils, built or embellished hia

temple at Actium, and founded a new one at Rome
on the Palatine, and instituted quinquennial games
at Actium.—The most beautiful and celebrated

among the extant representations of Apollo are the

Apollo Belvedere at Rome, which was discovered

in 1503 at Rettuno and the Apollino at Florence.

In the Apollo Belvedere, the god is represented

with commanding but serene majesty
;
sublime in-

tellect and physical beauty* are combined in the

most wondei^l manner.

Apolldcr&tes (*AiroAAoicpdTi}s), elder son of

Dionysius, the Younger, was left % his father in

command of the island and citadel of Syracuse, but

was compelled by famine to surrender them to

Dion, about b. c. 354.

ApollSdCrui (’AiroAAdSwpoy).— 1. Of Amphi-
polil, one of fhe generals of Alexander the Great,

was intrusted in b, c. 331, together with Menes,

with the administration of Babylon and of all the

satrapies as far as Cilicia.» 2. Tyrant of Cas-

sandna (formerly Potidaea) in the peninsula of

Pallene, obtained the supreme power in b. c. 379,

and exercised it with the utmost cruelty. He was
conquered and put to death by Antigonus Gonatas.

—3. Of Carystus, a comic poet, probably lived

B.C. 300—260, and was one of the most distin-

guished of the poets of the new Attic comedy. It

was from him that Terence took his Hecyra and
Phonriio.— 4, Of Gela in Sicily, a comic poet

’

and a contemporary of Menander, lived b. c. 340

—

290. He is frequently confounded with Apollodo-*
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rus of Carystus. "i* 5. A OiftmiiiftTian of Athens,
|

son of ^eciiepiades, and pupil of Aristarchus and

Panaetius, flourished about b. c. 140. He wrote a

great number of works, all of which have perished

with the exception of his BiUtotheca. This work

consists of 3 books, and is by far the best among

the extant works of the kind. It contains a well-

arranged account of the mythology and the heroic

age of Greece: it begins with the origin of the

gods, and goes down to the time of Theseus, when
the work suddenly breaks off.

—

Editions. By
Heyne, Gottingen, 1803, 2d ed. ; by Clavier, Paris,

1805, with a French translation
;
and by Wester-

mann in the Mytltoyraphi^ Brunswick, 1843. Of the

many other works ofApollodorns, one of the most iin-

portant was a chronicle in iambic verses, comprising

the history of 1040 years, from the destniction of

Troy (11 84) down to his own time, b.c. 143.—6. Of
Fergamas, a Greek rhetorician,-taught rhetoric at,,

Apollonia in his advanced age, and had as a pupil the

young Octavius, afterwards the emperor Augustus.

—7. A painter of Athens, flourished about b. c.

408, with whom commenced a new period iif the

history of the art. Pie made a great advance in

colouring, and invented chiaroscuro. —• 8. An ar-

chitect of Damascus, lived under Trajan and Ha-
drian, by the latter of whom he was put to death.

ApoUSnla (’AiroX\«v/a : ‘AiroXAwwdTijs). 1.

{PoUina or Pdlona\ an important town in Illyria

or New Epirus, not far from the mouth of the Aous,

and 60 stadia from the sea. It was founded by
the Corinthians and Corcyraeans, and was equally

celebrated as a place of commerce and of learning

« many distinguished Romans, among others the

young Octavius, afterwards the emperor Augustus,

pursued their studies here. Persons travelling from

Italy to C-fcece and the E., usually landed either at

Apollonia or Dyrrhachium
;
and the Via Egnatia,

the great high road to the East, commenced at

Apollonia or, according to others, at Dyrrhachium.

[Eu.n’atia Via.]— 2. {Polina), a town in Mace-
donia, on the Via Egnatia, between Thessalonica

and Amphipolis, and S. of tlie lake of Bolbe.— 3.

{SizehoH), a town in Thrace on the Black Sea, with

two harbours, a colony of Miletus, afterwards called

Sozopolis, whence its modem name : it had a ce-

lebrated temple of Apollo, from which LucuIIus

carried away a colnssqp of this god, and erected it

on the Capitol at Home.— 4. A castle or fortified

town of the Locri Ozolae, near Naupactus.— 6. A
town in Sicily, «n the N. coast, of uncertain site.

—6. {Abulliojite), a town in Bithynia on the

lake Apolloniatis, through which the river Rhyn-
dneus flow's.— 7. A town on the borders of Mysia
and Lydia, between Pergamus and Sardis.— 8.

A town in Palestina, between jCaesarCa and
Joppa.— 9. A town in Assyria, in the district

of Apolloniatis, through w’hich the Delas or Durus
{Diala) flows.—10. {Marza Susa), a town in Cy-
renaica and the harl^ur of Cyrene, one of the 5
towns of the Pentapolis in Libya : it was the birth-

place of Eratosthenes.

ApoUdnil (’AtoAAwvIj), a city in Lydia, be-

tween Pergamus and Sardis, named after Apollonis,

the mother of king Euraenes. It was one of the

12 cities of Asia, which were destroyed by an

earthquake in the reign of Tiberius (a. d. 1 7).

, ApoUdnlxui i^fiiroKKavios). 1. Of Alabanda
in Carla, a rhetorician, taught rhetoric at Rhodes,
about B. c. 100. Ho was a very distinguished

'teacher of rhetoric, and used to ridicule and despise

philosophy. He was sumamed 6 MoAtticdr, and
must be distinguished from the following.— 2.

Of Alabanda, sumamed Molo, likewise a rheto-

rician, taught rhetoric at Rhodes, and also dis-

tinguished himself as a pleader in the courts of

justice. In b. c. 81, when Sulla was dictator,

Apollonius came to ^me as ambassador of the
Rhodians, on which occasion Cicero heard him ;

Cicero also received instraction from Apollonius

at Rhodes a few years later.— 3. Son of Arche-
bnlng, a grammarian of Alexandria, in the first

century of the Christian aera, and a pupil of Didy-
mus. Ho wrote an Homeric Tioxicon, which is

still extant, and though much interpolated, is a
work of great value.— Editions. By Villoison,

Paris, 1773 ; by H. Tolllus, Lugd. But. 1788;
and by Bekker, Berlin, 1833.-4. Sumamed
Byscolus, the ill-tempered," a grammarian at

Alexandria, in the reigns of Hadrian and Anto-
ninus Pius (a. d. 117— 161), taught at Rome as

well as Alexandria. He and his son IIkrodianu.s
are called by Priscian the greatest of all gramma-
rians. Apollonius was the first who reduced gram-
mar to any thing like a system. Of his numerous
works only 4 are extant. 1 . Ilepl avvTd^ews rod
\6yov fifpuv, “ de Constructione Oniiionis," or
“ de Ordinatione sive Constructione Dictiomim," in

4 books
; edited by Fr. Sylburg, Frankf. 1590,

an^ by I. Bekker, Berlin, 1817. 2. ITepl dv-

Tdoyvfilas, “ de Pronomine;" edited by I. Bekker,
Berlin, 1814. 3. Ilepl rruj/5eV,ua>i/, ** de Con-
junctionibus," and 4. llepl iirifiprifidTwv, “ de Ad-
verfiiis,” printed in Bekker’s Anecdot. ii. p. 477,
&C. Among the works ascribed to Apollonius by
Suidas there is one rrtpl Karexl/fva/iieyrfs laroplas,

on fictitious or forged histories : this has been er*

roneously supposed to be the same as the extant

work 'larroplai ^avpaatai, which purports to be
writte* by an Apollonius (published by Wester-
mann, Paradoxographi, Brunswick, 1839); but it

is now admitted that the latter work was written

by an Apollonius who is otherwise unknown.—
6. PergaeoB, from I’erga in Pamphylia, one of

the greatest mathematicians of antiquity, commonly
culled the “ Great Geometer,” was educated at

Alexandria under th^ successors of Euclid, and
flourished about b. c. 250—220. His most im-

portant work was a treatise on Conic Sections in

8 books, of which the first 4, with the com-
mentary of Eiitocius, are extant in Greek

;
and

all but the eighth in Arabic. We have also

introductory lemmata to all the 8, by Pappus.

Edited by Halley, “ Apoll. Perg. Conic, lib. viii.,

&c.,” Oxon. 1710, fol. The eighth book is a

conjectural restoration founded on the introduo-

tory lemmata of Pappus.— 6. BhodiiU, a poet and
grammarian, son of Silleus or Illeus and Rhode,
was bom at Alexandria, or, according to one state-

ment, at Naucratis, and flourished in the reigns of

Ptolemy Philopator and Ptolemy Epiphanes (u. c.

222—181). In his youth he was instructed by
Callimachus ; but they afterwards became bitter

enemies Their tastes were entirely different
;
for

Apollonius admired and imitated the simplicity of

the ancient epic poets, and disliked and despised

the artificial %ancl learned poetry of Callimachus.

When Apollonius read at Alexandria his poem on

the Aigonautic expedition {Argonaniica), it did

not meet with the approbation of the audience : he

attributed its failure to the intrigues of Callima-

chus, and revenged himself by writing a bitter epi-
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gram on Callimachus which is still extant. (Antk,

O'raec. xi. 275.) Callimachus in return attacked

Apollonius in his Ibis, which was imitated by Ovid

ill a poem of the same name. Apollonius now left

Alexandria and went to Rhodes, where he taught

rhetoric with so much success, that the Rhodians

honoured him with their franchise: hence he was

called the “ Rhodian.” He afterwards retunied

to Alexandria, where he read a revised edition of

hhJr(/omuttca with great applause. He succeeded

Eratosthenes as chief librarian at Alexandria, in

the reign of Ptolemy Epiphanes, about b. c. 194,

and appears to have held this office till his death.

The Arifmautica, which consists of 4 books, and

is still extant, gives a straightforward and simple

description of the adventures of the Argonauts : it

is a close imitation of the Homeric language and

style, but exhibits marks of art and labour, and

th '18 forms, noewithstanding its many resemblances,

a contrast with the natural and easy flow of the

Homeric poems. Among the Romans the work was

nnieh read, and P. Tercntius Varro Atacinus acqtiired

great reputation by his translation of it. The Argo-

nuulica%{ Valerius Flaccus is only a free imitation of

It. — Editions. By Brunck, Argentorat. 1780 ; by
a. Schaefer, Lips. 1810—13 ;

by Wellauer, Lips.

1 828. Apollonius wrote several other works which

are now lost.— 7. Tyanensis or Tyanaeas, i. e.

of Tyana in Cappadocia, a Pythagorean philosopfier,

was bom about 4 years before the Christian aera.

At a period when there was a general belief in

magical powers, it would appear that Apollonius

obtiimed great influence by pretending to them
;
and

w'e may believe that his Life by Pliilostratus gives

a just idea of his character and reputation, how-
ever inconsistent in its facts, and absurd in its

marvels. Apollonius, according to Philostratns,

was of noble ancestry, and studied first under Eu-
lliydemus, of Tarsus

;
but, being diRgu8ted*at the

luxury of the inhabitants, he retired to the neigh-
bouring town of Aegae, where he studied the whole
circle of the IMatonic, Sceptic, Epicurean, and Peri-

^tetic philosophy, and ended by giving his pre-

ference to the Pythagorean. He devoted himself to
the strictest asceticism, and^subscquently travelled

throughout the East, visiting Nineveh, Babylon,
and India. On his return to Asia Minor, we first

liear of his pretensions to miraculous power, founded,
as it would seem, on the possession of some divine
knowledge derived from the East. From Ionia he
crossed over into Greece, and from thence to Rome,
where he arrived just after an edict against magi-
cians had been issued by Nero. He accordingly
remained only a short time at Rome, and next
went to Spain and Africa

; at Alexandria he was
of assistance to Vespasian, who was preparing to
seize the empire. The last journey of Apollonius
was to Ethiopia, whence he returned to settle in
the Ionian cities. On the accession of Domitian,
Apollonius was accused of exciting an insurrection
against the tyrant : he voluntarily surrendered
himself and appeared at Rome before the emperor:
but M his destmetion seemed impending, he escaped
by the exertion of his supernatural powers. The
Jast yews of his life were spent at Ephesus, where
he IS Mid to have proclaimed the d«ith of the ty-
rant Domitian at the instant it took place. Many
of the wonders, which Philostratus relates in con-
uwtion with Apollonius, curiously coincide .with I

ine Christian miracles. The proclamation of the |

birth of Apollonius to his mother by Proteus, and
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the incarnation of Proteus himself, the chorus of

swans which sang for joy on the occasion,^he cast-

ing out of devils, raising thd dead, and healing the

sick, the sudden disappearances and reappearances

of Apollonius, his adventures in the cave of Tro-

honius, and the sacred voice which called him at

is death, to which may be added his claim as a
teacher having authority to reform the world—
cannot fail to suggest the parallel passages in the

Gospel history. We know, too, that Apollonius

was one among many rivals set up by the Eclectics

to our Saviour, an attempt renewed by the English

freethinkers Blount and Lord Herbert. Still it

must be allowed that the resemblances arc very

general, and on the whole it seems probable that

the life of Apollonius was not written with «n con-

troversial aim, as the resemblances, although real,

only indicate that a few things were borrowed, and
{•exhibit no trace of a systematic parallel. [Philo-
STRATUS.]— 8. Of Tyre, a Stoic philosopher,

who lived in the reign of Ptolemy Auletes, wrote

a history of the Stoic ])hilosophy from the time

of Zeno. — 9. Apolloniui and Tauriscus of

Tralles, were two brothers, and the sculptors o^
the group which is commonly known as the Far*

nesft bull, representing the punishnwnt of Dirce by
Zethus and Amphion. [Dirck.] It was taken

from Rhodes to Rotne by Asinius Pollin, and after-

wards placed in the baths of Caracalla, where it

was dug up in the sixteenth century, aud deposited

in the Famesc palace. It is now at Naples. Apol-

bniuB and Tauriscus probably flourished in the

first century of the Christian aera.
^

ApollSpb&nes (’A7ro\Ao<pdn7s), a poet of the
*

old Attic comedy, of whose comedies a few frag-

ments are extant, lived about b. c. 400.

Ap5zixts or ApSni Fons {Abano), warm medi-

cinal springs, near Patavium, hence called Aquae
Patavinae, were much frequented by the sirk.

Appla or Apia (’AwTria, ’A7r/a), a city of Phry-
gia Pacatinna.

Appla Via, the most celebrated of the Roman
roads {regina viarum. Stab Hilv. ii. 2. 12), was
commenced by Ap. Claudius Caecus, when censor,

B. c. 312, and was the great line of communication

between Rome and southern Italy. It issued from

the Porta Capena, and passing through Aricia,

Tres Tabemae, Appii Fonrn, Tarracina, Fundi,

Formiae, Minturnae, Sinuewa, and Casilinum, ter-

minated at Capm, but was eventually exteuded

through CkUalia and Caudmm to Beneventum, and
finally thence through Venugia, Tarentum^and Uria,

to Brundusium.

ApplSjmi (’Amrmvds), the Roman historian,

was born at Alexandria, and lived at Rome during

the reigns of STrajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius.

He wrote a Roman history ('P«/mukA, or VwpaXKij

iaropia), in 24 books, arranged not synchronisti-

cally, but ethnographically, that is, he did not

relate the history of the Roman empire os a whole

in chronological order ; but he gave a separate

account of the aflairs of each country, till it was
finally incorporated in the Roman empire. The
subjects of the different books were : 1 . Thu kingly

period. 2. Italy. 3. The Samnites. 4. The Gauls

or Celts. 5. Sicily and the other islands. C. Spain.

7. Hannibal’s wars. 8. Libya, Carthage, and Nu-
midia. 9. Macedonia. 10. Greece and the Greek •

states in Asia Minor. 11. Syria end Parthia.

12. The war with Mithridates. 13—21. The civil^

wars, in 9 books, from those of Marius and Sulla
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to the hpttle of Actium. 22. 'EKaroirratria^ com-

prised the history of a hundred years, from the

battle of Actium to the beg-inning of Vespaaian’s

reign. 23. The wars with Illyria. 24. Those with

Arabia. We possess only 11 of these complete
;

namely, the Gth, 7tb, 8th, 11th, Pith, 13th, 14th,

1.5th, 16th, 17th, and 23M: there are fragments

of several of the others. The Parthian history,

which has como down to us as part of the 11th

book, is not a work of Appian, but merely a com-

pilation from Plutarch’s Lives of Antony and
CrasBus. Appian’s work is a compilation, llis

style is clear and simple ; but he possesses few
merits as an historian, and he frequently makes the

most absurd blunders. Thus, for instance, he

placi s' Saguntuiu on the 'N. of the I bents, and
states that it takes only hfdt a day to sail from

Spain to Britain. The best edition is that of

Schweighauscr, Lips. 1785.
'

Appiai, a nyuiph of the Appian well, which
was situated near the temple of Venus Genetrix in

the forum of Julius Caesar. It was surrounded by
^statues of nymphs, called Appiades.

Appli rortim. [Porum Appil]
AppiUglns or Apilleius, of Madura in Africa,

was bom about a. d. 130, of respectable parents.

He received the first nidiinents of education at

Carthage, and afterwards studied the Platonic phi-

losophy at Athens. He next travelled extensively,

visiting Italy, Greece, and Asia, and becoming

initiated in most mysteries. At length he returned

home, hut soon afterwards undertook a new joumej*

to Alexandria. On his way thither he was taken

ill at the town of Oea, and was hospitably received

into the house of a young man, Sicinius Pontianus,

whose njother, a very rich widow of the name of

Pudentilla, he married. Her Relatives, being in-

dignant that so much wealth should pass out of the

family, impeached Appuleius of gaining the affec-

tions of Pudentilla by charms and magic spells. The
cause was heard at iSabrata before Claudius Maxi-
mus, proconsul of Africa, a. d. 1 73, and the defence

spoken by Appuleius is still extant. Of his subse-

quent career wo know little : he occasionally de-
claimed in public with great applause. The most
important of the extant works of Appuleius are:

I. Mi'tumorphoseon seu de Asino Aureo Libri XI.
This celebrated romanl^, together with the Asinm
of Lucian, is said to have been founded upon a
work bearing the same title by a certain Lucius

of Patrae. It seems to have been intended simply

as a satire upon the hypocrisy and debauchery of

certain orders of priests, the frauds of juggling pre-

tenders to supernatural powers, and the general

profligacy of public morals. There are some, how-
ever, who discover a more recondite '’meaning, and
especially bishop Worburton, in his Divine Lega^
tion of Moses, who has at great length endeavoured

to prove, that the Golden Ass was written with
the view of recommending the Pagan religion in

opposition to Christianity, and especially of incul-

cating the importance of initiation into the purer

mysteries. The weH-known and beautiful episode

of Cupid and Psyche ia introduced in the 4th, 5th,

and 6th books. This, whatever opinion we may
form of the principal narrative, is evidently an
allegory, and is generally understood to shadow
forth the promts of the soul to j^rfection. II.

Ftoridorwn ImH IV. An Anthology, containing

( select extracts from various orations and disserta-

tions, collected probably by some admirer. III. De

APULIA.

Deo Socratia Liher. IV. De Dogmate Platonie

Libri ires. The first book contains some account

of the speculative doctrines of Plato, the second of

his morals, the third of his logic. V. De Muudo
Liber. A translation of the work vepl Kdapov; at

one time ascribed to Aristotle. VI. Apologia sive

De Magia lAber. The oration described above,

delivered before Claudius Maximus. The best

edition of the whole works of Appuleius is by
Hildebrand, Lips. 1842.

ApptilfiiiiB Batomlniis. [Saturninus.]
Aprils (’Airplijr, ’Airplaf), a king of Egypt,

the Pharaoh-Hophra of ^^ripture, succeeded his fa-

ther 'Psammis, and reigned b. c. 595—570. After

an unsuccessful attack against Cyrene he was de-

throned and put to death by Amasis.
AprOnluB. L Q., one of the worst instruments

of Verrea in oppressing the Sicilians.—2. L., served

under Drusus (a. d. 14) and <5ennanicus (15) in

Germany. In 20 he was proconsul of Africa, and
praetor of Lower Germany, where he lost his life

in a war against the Frisii. Apronius had two

daughters : one of whom was married to Plautius

Silvanus
;
the other to Lentulus Gaetulicu , consul

in 26.

Apsilae (*Ai|/»\oi), a Scythian people in Col-

chis, N. of the river Phasis.

ApBlnes (‘Aif/lnjs), of Gadara in Phoenicia, a
Gr^ sophist and rhetorician, taught rhetoric at

Athens about a. d. 235. Two of bis works are

extant : Tltpl ruv rov ttoKitikov h6yov

r4xvr), which is much inteipolated ; and Utpi rSev

i<rxrifia,Ti<rfi4vwv irpoiK-nixirtav^ both of which are

printed in Walz. lihetor. Oraec.

ApBUB (Crevasta), a river in Illyria (Nova Epi-

rus), which flows into the Ionian eea.

ApByrtuB. [Absvrtus.]
Apta Julia (Ajd), chief town of the Vulgientes

in Gallia Narbonensis, and a Roman colony.

AptSra (’Awrepa : ’Airrcpcuos : Palaeohastron

on the O. of Suda), a town on the W. coast of

Crete, 80 stadia from Cydonia.

Apn&ni, a Ligurian people on the Macia, were

subdued by the Romans after a long resistance and
transplanted to Samnium, «. c. 180.

ApuleioB. [Appfji.Kius.]

Apulia (Apuliis), included, in its widest signi-

fication, the whole of the S.E. of Italy from the

river Frento to the promontory lapygium, and
was bounded on the N. by the Frentani, on the E.

by the Adriatic, on the S. by the Tarcntine gulf,

and on the W. by Saxunium and Lucania, thus in-

cluding the modem provinces of Bari, Otranto,

and Capitanata, in the kingdom of Naples. Apulia

in its narrower sense was the country E. of Sam-
nium on both sides of the Aufidus, the Daunia
and Peucetia of the Greeks: the whole of the

S.E. part was called Calabria by the Romans.
The Greeks gave the name of Daunia to the N.
part of the country from the Frento to th^ Aufidus,

of Peucetia to the country from the Aufidus to Ta-

rentum and Bmndusium, and of lapygia or Mes-
sapia to the whole of the remaining S. part : though

they sometimes included under lapygia all Apulia

in its widest^ meaning. The N.W. of Apulia

is a plain, but the S. port is traversed by the E.

branch of the Apennines, and has only a small

tract of land on the coast on each side of the moun-

tains. The country was very fertile, especially in

the neighbourhood of Tarentum, and the mountains

afforded excellent pasturage. The population was
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of a mixed nature : they were for the most of 452 ; its inhabitants escaped to the Lagoons, where

Illyrian origin, and are said to have settled in the Venice was afterwards built. f

country under the guidance of lapyXjDaunius, and Aqnillla Via, began at Capua, and ran S.

Peucctius, three sons of an Illyrian king, Lycaon. through Nola and l^uceria to Salerttum ; from

Subsequently many towns were founded by Greek thence it ran through the very heart of Lucania and

colonists. The Apuliansjoined the Samnites against Bruttii, passing Nerulum, Interamnia, Co$etUia,

the Romans, and became subject to the latter on Vibo, and Medina, and tenninated at Rhegium,

the conquest of the Samnitcs. AqolUIna or AqnUlui. 1. M’., consul b. c.

AqwtBi the name given by the Romans to many 129, finished the war against Anstonicus. son of

medicinal springs and bathing-places ;— 1. At/BS- Eumenes of Peigamus. On his return to Rome he

LiAK or ConoxiA AvREniA Aqubnsis {Badenn was accused of maladministration in his province,

Jiaden). 2. Calidab or Soj.is {Baih) in Britain, but was acquitted by bribing the judges. 8. M’.,

3. CuTiliAB, mineral springs in Saranium near the consul m B. c. 101, conquered the slaves in Sicily,

ancient town of Cutilia, which perished in early who had revolted under Athenion. In 98 he was

times, and E. of Beatc. These was a celebrated reused of maladministration in Skily, but was

lake in its neighbourhood with a floating island, acquitted. In 88 he went into Asia as one of the

wiiich was regarded as the umbilicus or centre consular legates in the Mithridatic war : lie was

of Italy. Vespasian died at this place. 4. defeated and handed over by the inhabitants of

Matti'acae or Fontbs Mattiaci {Wiediodm), j^Mytilene to Mithridates, who put him to death by
in the land of the Mattiaci in Germany. 6. Pa- pouring molten gold down his throat.

TAVINAS [Aponi Fons]. 6. Sbbtia* (Ai*), a Aqiullliis O^us. LGallus..]

Homan colony in Gallia Narbonensis, founded by AqiulSnla (AquilOnus), a town of Samnium, E.

Sextitts Calvinus, u. c. 122: its mineral waters of Bovianum, destroyed by the Romans in the Sam-
were hmg cclohrated, but were thought to have nitc wars. ^
l<xst much of their efficacy in the time of Augustus. Aqnlniuil (Aquinas: Aqmno), a town of the

Near this place Marius defeated the Teutoni, iv-c. Volscians, E. of the river Melpis, in a fertile coun-

102. 7. Statikllab (Acqm), a town of the try
; a Roman municipium and afterwards a colony

;

btntielli in Liguria, celebrated for its warm baths. the birth-place of Juvenal
;

celebrated for its

Aquae, in Africa. 1. {Meriga, Ru.), in th^in- purple dye. (Hor. Ep. i. 10.27.)

terior of Mauretiinia Caesariensis.—5. Caudab Aquit&nla. L The country of the Aquitani,

(Gurhos or Hanmam on the gulf of Car- extended from the Garumna (Garonne) to the Py-
thagp. —>3. Reoiab (Hammam 7’mjxa), in the renees, and from the ocean to Gallia Narbonensis

:

N. |)art of D^'zneena. *—»4. Tacapitanab (Ham- ft was first conquered by Caesar's legates, and again

mat el-Khabs), at the S. extremity of Byxacena, upon a revolt of the inhabitants in the time of ^
close to the large city of Tacape (KhaJbe). Augustus.—^ 2. The Roman province of Aquitania,

Aqulla. 1. Gf Pontiis, translated the Old Tes- formed in the reign of Augustus, was of much wider

tament into Greek, in the reign of Hadrian, pro- extent, and was Wnded on the N. by tbe Ligeris

bahly about a. d. 1 30. Only a few fragments re- (Loire), on the WT by the ocean, on the S. by the

ni.iin, which have been published in the editions Pyrenees, and on the E. by the Mons Cevenna,
of the Hexapla of Origen.—2. JuRus Aqtijla, a which separated it from Gallia Narbonensis.—The
Roman jurist quoted in the Digest, probably lived Aquitani were one of the three races which inha-

under or before the reign of Septimius Severus, A. D. bited Gaul ; they were of Iberian or Spanish
193— 198.-i«3. L, Pontius Aquila, a friend of origin, and differed from the Gauls and Belgians

Cicero, and one of (Jaesar's murderers, was killed in langi^e, customs, and physical peculiarity,

at the battle of Mutina, B, c. 43..-i«.4, AquRa Bo- Ara Uhiarum, a place in the neighbourhood of

manns, a rhetorician, wht^ probably lived in the Bonn in Germany, perhaps Gode^rg

:

others sup-
third centuT}' after Chribt, wrote a small work en- pose it to be another name of Colonia Agrippina
titled De Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutionis, which (Cologne).

^
is usually printed with Rutilius Lupus.— lotions. Arabia (v *Apa6ia: ‘'Apa\lf, pl,''ApaSfs, ''Apa-

By Huhnken, Lugd. Bat. 1768, reprinted with ad- 6oi, Arabs, Ar&biis, pi. ArfibSs, ArfibI : Araldu),
dition.M notes by Frotscher, Lips. 1831. a country at the S.W. extremity of Asia, forming
AquR&rla (Alhowareah), & town on the coast a large peninsula, of a sort of hatchet shape, bounded

of Zeugitana in Africa, on the W. side of Her- on the W. by the Arabicus Sinus (Red Sea), on
inaeum Pr. ( C. Bon), the E. extremity of the the S. and S.E. by the Erythrabum Mabb
Gulf of Carthage. It was a good landing-place in (Guffof Bab el-Mandeb and Indian Ocean), and
summer. on the N.E. Jiy the Persicus Sinus (Pernun Gulf).
Aq^Sla (Aquileiensis ; Aquileia or Aglat), a On the N. or land side its boundaries were some-

town in Gallia Transpodana at the very top of the what indefinite, but it seems to have included the
Adriatic, between the rivers Sontius and Natiso, whole of the desert country between Egypt and
about 60 stadia from the sea. It was founded by Syria, on the one side, and the banks of the Esi-
the Romans in r, c. 1 82 as a bulwark against the phrates on the other ; and it was often considered
N. barbarians, and it said to have, derived its to extend even further on both sides, so as to in-
name from the favourable omen of an e^le- (aqjtUa) elude, on the E., the S. part of Mesopotamia along
appearing to the colonists. As it was the key the left bank of the Euphrates, and, on the VV.,
Italy on the N.E., it was mado one of the strong- the part of Palestine E. of the Jor^n, and the

e^ortresses of the Homans. From its position it part of Egypt between the Red Sea and the E.
b^me also a most flomrishing place of commerce : margin of the Nile valley, which, even as a part
the Via Aemilia was continued to this town, and Egypt, was called Arabiae Nomos. In the stricter,
from it dl the roads to Rhaetia, Noricum, Panno- sense of the paroe, which confines it to the penin-

Istria, and IMlmatia branched off. It was tula itself, Arabia may be considered as bounded
taken and completely destroyed by Attila in a. o. on the N. by a line from the head of the Red Se#

F 2
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(at Suez) to the mouth of the Tigris {Skat-el-Arab)

which jf.8t about coincides with the parallel of 30°

N. lat. It was divided into .3 parts ; (1 ) Arabia Pe-
traea verpala 'Apaila ; N.W. part ofEl-Hejaz\
including the triangular piece of land between the

two heads of the Red Sea (the peninsula of M.
Sinai) and the country immediately to the N. and
N. E.

;
and called from its capital Petra, while the

literal signiheatiun of the name “ Rocky Arabia*’

agrees also with the nature of the country: (2)

J&abla Deserta (EhJebel), including the great

Syrian Desert and a portion of the interior of the

Arabian peninsula: (3) Arabia Peliz (El-Nejed,

El-/Iejaz^ El-Yemetiy El-Hadrainaut, Oman, and
El-IIejcr) consisted of the whole country not in-

cluded in the other two divisions
;
the ignorance of

the ancients respecting the interior of the peninsula

leading them to class it with Arabia Felix, although

it properly belongs to Arabia Deserta, for it con-dj

sists, so far as it is known, of a sandy desert of

steppes and table land, interspersed with Oases

(R'orfw), and fringed with mountains, between

which and the sea, especially on the W. coast, lies

belt of low land (called Tehamah), intersected

by numerous moimtain torrents, which irrigate the

strips of land on their banks, and produce that fer-

tility which caused the ancients to apply the epi-

thet of Felix to the whole peninsula. I'he width

of the TeJiumah is, in some places on the W. coast,

as much as from one to two days’ journey, but on

the other sides it is very narrow, except at the E.

end of the peninsula (about Muskai in OmanJ
where for a small space its width is again a day’s

journey.—The inhabitants of Arabia were of the

race called Semitic or Aramaean, and closely re-

lated to the Israelites. The N.W. district (Arabia

Petraea)Va8 inhabited by the \srious tribes which

constantly appear in Jewish history: the Ama-
lekitcs, Midianites, Edomites, Moabites, Ammo-
nites, Ac. The Greeks and Romans called the

inhabitants by the name of Nabathabi, whose

capital was Petra. The people of Arabia Deserta

Avere called Arabes Scenltae (SKTji/tTai), from their

dwelling in tents, and Arabes Noraadae (NofidSss),

from their mode of life, which was that of wander-

ing herdsmen, who supported themselves partly by
their cattle, and to a great extent also by the plun-

der of caravans, as thpir unchanged descendants,

the Bedouins or Bedarvee, still do. The people of

the Tehamah were (and are) of the same race ; but

their position led them at an early period to culti-

vate both agriculture and commerce, and to build

considerable cities. Their chief tribes were known
by the following names, beginning S. of the Na-
liathaei, on the W. coast; the Thamydeni and
Minaei (in the S. part of Hejaz) in the neighbour-

hood of Macoraba {Mecca) ;
the Sabaei and Ho-

ineiitae in the S.W. part of the peninsula ( Yemen)

;

on the $. K coast, the Ghatramolltae and Adra-

raltae (in El-HadramatU, a country very little

known, even to the present day) ; on the E. and
and N. £. coast the Omanitae and Darachgni (in

Oman, and El-Ahsa or Ef-IIeJer).— From the

earliest known period a considerable traffic was
carried on by the people in the N. (especially the

Nabathaei) by means of caravans, and by those on

the S. and E' coast by sea, in the productions of

their own country (chiefly gums, spices, and pre-

cious stones), and in those of Indit„ and Arabia.

Besides this peaceful intercourse with the neigh-
^
bouring countries, they seem to have made military
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expeditions at an early period, for there can be no
doubt that the Hyksos or Shepherd- kings,” who
for some time ruled over Lower Egypt, were Ara-
bians. On the other hand, they have successfully

resisted all attempts to subjugate them. The al-

ledged conquests of some of the Assyrian kings

could only have aflected small portions of the coun-

try on the N. Of the Persian empire we are ex-

pressly told that they were independent. Alex-
ander the Great died too soon even to attempt his

contemplated scheme of circumnavigating the pe-

ninsula and siiliduing the inhabitants. The Greek
kings of Syria made unsuccessful attacks upon the

Nabathaei. Under Augustus, Aelius Gallus, as-

sisted by the Nabathaei, made an expedition into

Arabia Felix, but was compelled to retreat into

Egypt to save his army from famine and the cli-

mate. Under Trajan, .d^bia Petraea was conquered
by A. Cornelius Palma (a. d. 107), and the country

of the Nabathaei became a Roman province. Some
partial and temporary footing was gained at a much
later period, on the S.W. coast by the Ethiopians

;

and both in this direction and from the N. Chris-

tianity was early introduced into the country;, where
it spread to a great extent, and continued to exist

side by side with the old religion (which was Sfi-

baeism, or the worship of heavenly bodies), and
with some admixture of Judaism, until the total

revfliution produced by the rise of Mohammedanism
in 622. While maintaining their independence,

the Arabs of the Desert have also preserved to this

day their ancient form of government, which is

strictly patriarchal, under the heads of tribes and
families {Emirs and Sheiks). In the more settled

districts, the patriarchal authority passed into the

hands of kings ; and the people were divided into

the several castes of scholars, warriors, agriculturists,

merchants, and mechanics. The Mohammedan
revolutSon lies beyond our limits.

Ar&Mcus Siniia (d '^ApaSikhs udKiros: Bed
Sea), a long narrow gulf between Africa and Arabia,
connected on the S. with the Indian Ocean by the

Angustiae Divae {Straits of Bab-el-Mandtb), and
on the N. divided into two heads by the peninsula

of Arabia Petraea {Panins, of Sitiai), the K of

which was called Sinus Aelanites or Aelaniticus

{Gulf of Ahaha), and the W. Sinus Ileroopolites

or Heroopoliticus {Gulfof Sttez). The upper part

of the sea was known at a very early period
;
but

it was not explored in its w'hole extent till the ma-
ritime expeditions of the Ptolemies. Respecting

its other name see Erythrabum Marb.
Ar&bis {‘'ApaSts, also *Apdi€ios, ’'ApSis, '‘ApraBis,

and *Aprd€ios : Poorally or A^r), a river of Ge-
drosia, falling into the Indian Ocean 1000 stadia

(100 geog. miles) W. of the mouth of the Indus,

and dividing the Oritae on its W. from the Ara-
bltae or Arbles on its £., who had a city named
Arbis on its £. bank.

Arabltae. [Arabir.]
Axucluiaeiun (^Apaxvaiov), a mountain forming

the boundary between Aigolis and Corinthia.

ArabhnS, a Lydian maiden, daughter of Idmon
of Colophon, a famous dyer in purple. Arachne
excelled in the art of weaving, and, proud of her

talent, ventured to challenge Athena to compete
with her. Arachne produced a piece of cloth in

which the amours of the gods were woven, and as

Athena could And no fiiult with it, she tore the

work to pieces. Arachne in despair hung herself

:

the goddess loosened the rope and saved her life.
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but the rope wa* changed into a cobweb and

Arachne herself into a epider anirad

most odious to Athena. (Ov. Met. vi. 1, seq.) This

fable seems to suggest the idea that man learnt the

art of weaving from the spider, and that it was in-

vented in I^dia.

AxAch^sK {'Apaxoitria : ’Apax^rol or -wtcu:

51 E. part of Afgluanistan and N. E. jHirt of Be-

loochistan\ one of the extreme K. provinces of the

Persian (and afterwards of the Parthian) Empire,

bounded on the E. by the Indus, on the N. by the

Paropamisadae, on the W. by Drangiana, and on

the S. by Gedrosia. It was a fertile country, wa-

tered by the river Arachotus (’Apdxwros), some

distance from which stood a city of the same name,

Arachotus, which was said to have been built by

Semiramis, and which was the capital of the pro-

vince until the foundation of Alkxandria. The
shortest road from Persia to India passed through

Arachosia.

Ar&cli5tiiB. [Arachosia.]

Arachthus or ArStbo ("Apa^dos or 'ApiOwv :

Arta)^ a river of Epirus, rises in M. Laemon
0^ the^ymphoau mountains, and flows into the

Ambracian gulf, S. of Ambracia : it is deep and

difficult to cross, and navigable up to Ambracia.

Aracynthus (‘Apdicovdor: Zigoa)^ a mountain

on the S.W. coast of Aetolia near Plcuron, sjpie-

liines placed in Acamania. Later writers erro-

neously make it a mountain between Boeotia and

Attica, and hence mention it in connection with

Amphion, the Boeotian hero. (Propert. iii. 13. 41 ;

Aclaro (i. e. Attico) Araegntho^ Virg. Eel. ii. 24.)

Ar&dus (*'ApaSos : ’ApdSios, ArSdlus : in O. T.

Arvad : an island off the coast of Phoenicia,

at the distance of 20 stadia (2 geog. miles), with a

city which occupied the whole surface of the island,

7 stadia in circumference, which was said |o have
been founded by exiles from Sidon, and which was
a very flourishing place under its own kings, under
tlie Scleucidae, and under the Homans. It pos-

sessed a harbour on the mainland, called Anta-
RADUS.

Ante Pbilaenortua. [Philaenorum Arae.]
AraethyrSa (’Apotdopfdi), daughter of Aras, an

autochthon who was believed to have built Arantea,
the most ancient town in Phliasio. After her
dfath, her brother A oris called the country of
IMiliasia Araethyrea, in honour of his sister.

Ar&phSc CApatp^r : *Apa<p‘fiyios, *Apa<fyf]yo6tv :

Bafina)^ an Attic demus belonging to the tribe

Aegaeis, on the E. of Attica, N. of the river Era-
sinus, not far from its mouth.
Arar or ArSris (5«dn#?), a river of Gaul, rises in

the Vosges, receives the Dubis {Douh$) from the
E., after which it becomes navigable, and flows
with a quiet stream into the Rhone at Lugdunum
{Lyon). In the time of Ammianus (a. d. 370) it

was also called Sauconna^ and in the middle ages
Sangema^ whence its modern name Saone.
Murds ('Apopctfr), an Athenian noet of the

Middle Comedy, son of Aristophanes, flourished
B.C. 375.

Araa. [Araethyrea. ]
Araapea (’Apdo-m;*), a Mede, and a friend of

the elder Cyrus, is one of the characters in Xeno-
phon's Cyropaedia. He contends with Cyrus that
love has no power over him, but shortly afterwards
refutes himself by falling in love with Panlhea,
whom Cyrus had committ^ to hii chaige. [Abra-
datas.]
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Ar&tna ("Aparos). 1. The celebrateif general

of the Achaeans, son of Clinias, was born at Sicj’on,

B.C. 271. On the murder of his father by Aban-
TiOAS, Aratus, who was then a child, was con-

veyed to Argos, where he was brought up. When
he had reached the age of 20 he gained possession

of his native city, b. c. 2.51, deprived the usurper

Nicocles of his power, and united Sicyon to the

Achaean league, which gained in consequence a

great accession of power. [Achael] In 245 he

was elected general of the league, which office he

frequently held in subsequent years. Through his

influence a great number of the Greek cities joined

the league
; but he excelled more in iiegotjation

than in war, and in his war with the Aeto-

lians and Spartans he was often defeateS. In
order to resist these enemies he cultivated the

friendship of Antigonus Dosun, king of Macedonia,

and of his successor Philip
;
but as Philip was

evidently anxious to make himself master of all

Greece, dissensions arose between him and Amtus,
and the latter was eventually poisoned in 213 by
the king's order. Divine honours were j>aiil

him by his countrymen, and an anniinl festival

(’Apdrfio, see Dut tfAntiq.) established. Aratus

wrote Commentaries^ being a history of his own
times down to b. c. 220 : at which point Polybius
commenced his history.— 2. Of Soli, afterwards

Pompeiopolis, in Cilicia, or (according to one au-

thority) of Tarsus, flourished b. c. 270, and spent

all the latter part of his life at the court of Anti-

l^onus Gonatas, king of Macedonia. He wrote

two astronomical poems, entitled Phaenomena (4>ai-

vef/aem), consisting of 732 verses, and Diosemeia

(Aioarjp-fia)^ of 422. The design of the Phaenomena
is to give an introduction to the knowledge of the

constellations, witlf the rules for their risings and

settings. The Diosemeia consists of prognostics of

the weather from astronomical pliaenoinena, witli

an account of its eflects upon animals. It appears

to be an imitation of Hesiod, and to have been imi.

tated by Virgil in some parts of the Georgies. The
style of these two poems is distinguished by ele-

gance and accuracy
;
but it wants originality and

poetic elevation. That they became very popuhar

both in the Grecian and Roman world {cum sole et

luna semper Aratus erit. Ov. Am. i. 15. Iti), is

proved by the number of commentaries and Latin

translations. Parts of three poetical Latin transha-

tions are preserved. One written by Cicero when
very young, one by Caesar Germanicus, the grand-

son of Augustus, and one by Festus Avienus.

—

Editions. By Voss, Heidelb. 1824, with a Ger-

man poeti&il version
;
by Buttmann, Berol. 1826 ;

and by Bekker, Berol. 1828.

Arattria {Werault)^ erroneously Rauraris in

Strabo, a river in Gallia Narbonenais, rises in M.
Cevenna. and flows into the Mediterranean.

Araualo {Orange)^ a town of the Cavari or

Cavares, and a Roman colony, in Gallia Narbonen-
sis, on the road from Arelate to Vienna : it still

contains remains of an amphitheatre, circus, aque-

duct, triumphal arch, &c.

Araxes CApd^m)^ the name of several rivers.

—1. In Amenia Major {Eraskh or Aros), rises

in M. Aba or Abus (nr. Erzeroum), from the op-

posite side of which the Euphrates flows ; and, •

after a great ])end S.E. and then N.E., joins the

Cyrus (AToar), which flows down from the Cau-
casus, and flills with it into the Caspian by two'»

mouths, in about 39® 20' N. Lat. The lower pari,

r 3
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past AniiAXATA, flows through a plain, which was
called rb *Apa^rivhw irfSioy. The Araxes was
proverbial for the force of its current ; and hence

Virgil (Aen. viii. 1728), says pontem indignatus

Artutes^ with special reference to the failure of

both Xerxes and Alexander in throwing a bridge

over it. It seems to be the Phasis of Xenophon.
—3. In Mesopotamia. [Aborruas.] —-3. In

Persis (Bend-Emir)^ the river on which Persepolis

stood, rises in the mountains E. of the head of the

Persian Gulf, and flows S.E. into a salt lake (//oM-
ter/an) not far below Persepolis. —4. It is doubtful

Avhether the Araxes of Herodotus is the same as

the Oxus, Jaxartks, or Vo/ga.»^5. The PB;
NBUf;,.{n Thessaly, was called Araxes from the

violeiice of its torrent (fr.

Arazos (‘'Apa^os : C. Papa\ a promontory of

Achaia near the confines of Elis.

Arbaces {’Ap§dKrit\ the founder of the Median
empire, according to Ctesias, is said to hare taken

Nineveh in conjunction with Belesis, the Babylo-

nian, and to have destroyed the old Assyrian em-
^<ire under the reign of Sardanapalus, B. c. 876.

Ctesias assigns 28 years to the reign of Arbaces,

M. c. 876— 848, and makes his dynasty consist

of 8 kings. This account differs from that of

Herodotus, who makes Dbioces the first king of

Media, and assitfns only 4 kings to his dynasty.

Arbdla
(
t4 ^ApirjXa : ErhUle)^ a city of Adia-

bene in Assyria, between the rivers Lycus and
Caprus

; celebrated as the head-quarters of Darius

Codomannus, before the last battle in which he*
^ was overthrown by Ale.Tandcr (n. c. 331), which

is hence frequently called the battle of Arbelsi,

though it was really fought near Gauqambla,
about SOIniles W. of Arbela. ,Jhe district about

Arbela was called Arbelitis (’Ap^TjAlrij).

Arbis. [Arabis.]

Arbuo&la or Arbochla ( Fasila ?), the

chief town of the Vaccaci in Hispania Tarraconen-

.sis, taken by Hannibal after a long resistance.

Arbusoiila, a celebrated female actor in panto-

mimes in the time of Cicero.

Area or -ae (‘'Apxij, or -ai ; TeU-Arka\ a very

ancient city in the N. of Phoenicia, not far from
the sea-coast, at the foot of M. Lebanon : a colony

under the Romans, napied Area Caesarea or Cae-

•sarea Libani ; the birthplace of the emperor Alex-

ander Severus.

Arc&dia ('ApxaSIa: "Ap/car, pi. *ApKa8cr), a
country in the middle of Peloponnesus, was bounded
on the E. by Argolis, on the N. by Achaia, on the

AV. by Elis, and on the S. by Messenia and La-
con ica. Next to Laconica it was the largest country

in the Peloponnesus : its greatest length was about
50 miles, its breadth from 35 to 41 miles. It was
surrounded on all sides by mountains, which like-

wise traversed it in every direction, and it may be

regarded as the Switzerland of Greece. Its prin-

cipal mountains were Cyllene and Erymanthus in

the N., Artemisius in the E., and Parthenius, Mae-
nalus, and Lycaeus in the S. and S.W. The Ache-
Ions, the greatest river of Peloponnesus, rises in

Arcadia, and flows through a considerable part of

the country, receiving numerous affluents. The
N. and E. parts of the country were barren

< and unproductive ; the W. and S. were more
fertile, with numerous valleys wh“re com was
grown. The Arcadians, said to be descended

*‘from the eponymous hero Arcas, regarded them-
selves as toe most ancient people in Greece : the
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Greek writers call them indigenous (aMx^ovts)
and Pelasgians. In consequence of the physical

peculiarity of the co«intiy, they were chiefly em-
ployed in hunting and the tending of cattle, whence
their worship of Pan, who was especially the god
of Arcadia, and of Artemis. They were a people

simple in ^eir habits and moderate in their de-

sires ; they were passionately fond of music, and
cultivated it with great success (so^t cantare pertti

Arcades, Virg. Ed. x. 32), which circumstance was
supposed to soften the natural roughness of their

character. The Arcadians experienced fewer
changes than any other people in Greece, and re-

tained possession of their country upon the conquest

of the rest of Peloponnesus by the Dorians. Like
the other Greek peoples, they were originally go-

verned by kings, but are said to have abolished

monarchy towards the close of the second Messenian
war, and to have stoned to death their last king
Aristocrates, because he betrayed his allies the

Messenians. The different to\vns then became in-

dependent republics, of which the most important

were Mantinba, Tbgba, Orcmombnus, Psuphis
and Phrneos. Like the Swiss, the Arcadians

frequently served as mercenaries, and in the Pe-
loponnesian war, they were found in the armies of

both the Lacedaemonians and Athenians. The
Lacedaemonians made many attempts to obtain

possession of parts of Arcadia, but these attempts

were finally frustrated by the battle of Leuctra

(B.a 371); and in order to resist all future ag-

gressions on the part of Sparta, the Arcadians, upon
the advice of Epaminondas, built the city of Me-
galopolis, and instituted a general assembly of

the whole nation, called the Mgrii (Mvploi, UicU

of Antiq. s. «.). They subsequently joined the

Achaean League, and Anally became subject to the

Romanu
Aroadlus, emperor ofthe East (a. n. 395—408),

elder son of Theodosius I., was bom in Spain,

A. D. 383. On the death of Theodosius, be became
emperor of the East, while the West was given to

his younger brother llonorius. Arcadius possessed

neither physical nor intellectual vigour, and was en-

tirely governed by unV.orthy favourites. At first

he was ruled by Rufinus, the praefect of the East
;

and on the muifler of the latter soon after the ac-

cession of Arcadius, the government fell into the

hands of the eunuch Eutropius. Eutropius was
put to death in 399, and his power now devolved

upon Gainas, the Goth
; but upon his revolt and

death in 401 Arcadius l^came entirely dependent

upon his wife Eudoxia, and it was through her

inffuence that Su Chrysostom was exiled in 404.

Arcadius died on the 1st of May, 408, leaving the

empire to his son Theodosius 11., who was a minor.

Arc&aTun. [Arpinum.]
Arcas ("ApKor), king and eponymous hero of the

Arcadians, son of Zeus and Callisto, grandson of

Lycaon and hither ofAphidas and Elatus. Areas was
the boy whose flesh his grandfather Lycaon placed

before Zeus,' to try his divine character. Zeus up-

set the table (rpawe^a) which bore the dish, and
destroyed the house of Lycaon by lightning, but

restored Arcas to life. When Arcas had grown
up, he built on the site of his fotheris house th6

town ofTrapezus. Areas and his mother were
placed by Zeus among the stars.

AroSul&aa or Aimsllaa (^ApKwtkaos, 'Apac-

trihed), a Greek philosopher, son of Senthes or

Scythes, was bom at Pitane in Aeolis, and flou-
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rifihed about b. c. 250. He studied at first in bis

native town under Autolycus, a mathematician,

and afterwards went to Athens, where he became

the disciple first of Theophrastus and next of Po-

lemo and of Grantor. lie succeeded Crates about

B. c. 241 in the chair of the Academy, and became

the founder of the second or middle (n^<rri) Aca*

demy. He is said to have died in his 76th year

from a fit of drunkenness. His philosophy was of

a sceptical character, though it did not go so far as

that of the followers of Pyrrhon. He did not

doubt the existence of truth in itself, only our ca-

pacities for obtaining it, and he combated most

$<trongly the dogmatism of the Stoics.

ArcSfiU&us CApKcclAaor). 1. Son of Lycus and

Theobule, leader of the Boeotians in the Trojan

war, slain by Hector. —2. The name of four kings

of Gyrene. [Battus and B.\ttiadak.]

ArcesIuB (’Apifelo-iur), son of Zeus and Euryo-^

d’a, father of Laertes, and grandfather of Ulysses.

Hence both Laertes and Ulysses are called Ai'ce~

iifules ('ApKtia-idSijs).

ArchaeSpfilis capital

of ColsiuB
;
near the river Phasis.

Arohandrdpdlis (^ApxdvSpov vdxis), a city of

Lower Egypt, on the Nile, between Canopus and
Cercasorus.

ArchSdemus ( *Apxf^vi^o5 ;
Dor.

I. A popular leader at Athens, took the first step

against the generals who had gained the battle of

Arginusue, b. c. 406. The comic poets called him
*” blear-eyed ” (7Ad|U«j/), and said that he was a
foreigner, and had obtained the franchise by fraud.

—2. An Aetoliun (called Archidamus by Livy),
(orauinnded the Aetolian troops which assisted the

Romans in their war with Philip (b.c. 199—197).
He afterwards took an active part against the Ro-
mans, and eventually joined Perseus, wjjom he
accompanied in his flight after his defeat in 16B.
—- 3. Of Tarsus, a Stoic philosopher, mentioned by
Cic(*ro, Seneca, and other ancient writers.

ArohSdlciu Apx^^iKos), an Athenian comic
poet of the new comedy, supported Antipater and
the Macedonian party.

ArchegStes CApxrry^vt)^ a surname of Apollo,
probably in reference to his being a leader of co-

lonies. It was also a surname of other gods.

ArchSlMa (’Apx«^«‘t). 1. In Cappadocia (Ak-
semt), on the Cappadox, a tributary of the llalys,

a city founded by Archelaus, the last king of Cap-
])n(locia, and made a Roman colony by the emperor
Claudius.— 2. A town of Palestine, near Jericho,
founded hy Archelaus, the son of Herod the Great.
ArchSl&us ('ApxfPiaos). 1, Son of Hxroo the

Great, was appointed by his father ns his successor,
and received from Augustus Judaea, Samaria, and
Idumaea, with the title of ethnarch. In conse-
quence of his tyrannical government, the Jews ac-

cused him before Augustus in the 10th year of his
reign (a. D. 7) : Augustus banished him to Vienna
in Gaul, where he died.—2. King of Macedonia
(b. c. 413—399), an illegitimate son \)f Perdiccas
I

I.

, obtained the throne by the murder of his half-

brother. He improved the internal condition of
his kingdom, and was a warm patron of art and
literature. His palace was adorned with magni-
ficent paintings by Zeuxis

;
and Euripides, Aga-

thon, and other men of eminence, were among kis
guests. According to some accounts Archelaus
was auidentally slain in a hunting party by his
lavourite, Craterus or Crateuas j but according to
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other accounts he was murdered by Crat|nis.— 3.

A distinguished general of Mithridates. In

B. & 87 he was sent into Greece by Mithridates

with a large fleet and army ; at first he met with

considerable success, but was twice defeated by
Sulla in 86, near Chaeronea and Orchoraenos in

Boeotia, with immense loss. Thereupon he was
commissioned by Mithridates to sue for peace,

which he obtained : but subsequently being sus-

pected of treachery by the king, he dented to the

Romans just before the coumiencement of the second

Mithridatic war, B.O. 81.— 4. Son of the pre-

ceding, was raised by Pompey, in B.c. 63, to the

dignity of priest of the goddess (Enyo or Bellona)

ht Comanain Pontus or Cappadocia. In 56 or 55
Archelaus became king of Egypt by mfirrying

Berenice, the daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, who
after the expulsion of her father had obtained the

sovereignty of Egypt. Archelaus, however, was
king of Egypt only fur 6 months, for Gabinius

marched with an army into Egypt in order to re-

store Ptolemy Auletes, and in the battle which
ensued, Archelaus perished.— 6. Son of No. 4^
and his successor in the office of high-priest of Co-

mana, was deprived of his dignity by Julius Caesar

in 47.-6. Son of No. 5., received from Anton}',

in B. c. 36,-the kingdom of Cappadocia— a favour

which he owed to the clianns of his mother Gla-

phyra. After the battle of Aetium Octavianus not

only left Archelaus in the possession of his king-

dom, but subsequently added to it a part of Cilicia

And Lesser Annenia. But having incurred the en-

mity of Tiberius by the attention which he had .i

paid to C. Caesar, he was summoned to Rbme soon

after the accession of Tiberius and accused of treason.

His life was spared, but he was obliged to icnmin at

Rome, where he dfed soon after, a. d. 17. Cappa-

docia was then made a Roman province.— 7. A
philosopher, probably bom at Athens,though others

make him a native of Miletus, fiourished about b.c.

450. The philosophical system of Archelaus is

remarkable, as forming a point of transition from

the older to the newer form of philosophy in Greece.

As a pupil of Anaxagoras he belonged to the Ionian

school, but he added to the physical system of his

teacher some attempts at monil speculation.— 8.

A Greek poet, in Egypt, lived under the Ptolemies,

and wrote epigrams, some of which are still extant

in the Greek Anthology.— 9. A sculptor of Pricne,

son of Apollonius, made the marble bas-relief re-

presenting the Apotheosis of Homer, which formerly

belonged to the Colonna family at Rome, and is

now in the Townley Gallery of the British Museum.
He probably lived in the reign of Claudius.

Anliimonis {*Apx^nopos)y or Opuelte.s, sou

of the NemSan king Lycurgus and Eurydice.

When the Seven heroes on their expedition against

Thebes stopped at Nemea to obtain water, Hypsi-

pyle, the nurse of the child Opheltes, while show-

ing the way to the Seven, left the child albne. Ih

the meantime, the child was killed by a dragon,

and buried by the Seven. But as Amphiarans saw

m this accident an omen boding destruction to him
and his companions, they called the child Arche-

morus, that is, Forerunner of Death,” and insti-

tuted the Nemean games in honour of him.

Arolieftr&tttf (*Apx^<”'P«TOf), of Gela or Syra- •

cuse, about b. c. 350, wrote a poem on the Art of

Cookery, which was imitated or translated by
Ennius in his Cartnina Hedypaihetioa or Htdy •

pathica (from T}8vir<i9c(a).
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Archly (*Af>xtaf). 1. An Heradid of Corinth,

left his country in consequence of the death of

Actaeox, and founded Syracuse, b. c. 734, hy
command of the Delphic oracle.—2. A. Licixdns

Arohlas, a Greek poet, bom at Antioch in Syria,

about B. c. 120, very early obtained celebrity

by his verses. In 102 he came to Rome, and
was received in the most friendly way by many of

the Roman nobles, especially by the Luculli, from

whom he Afterwards obtained the gentile name of

Licinius. After a short stay at Rome he accompanied

L. Lucullus, the elder, to Sicily, and followed him, in

the banishment to which he was sentenced for his

nianagement of the slave war in that island, to Hera-

clea in Lucania, in which town Archias was enrollefi

as .1

1

'iTizcn ; and as this town was a state united

witfi Rome by a /Wiw, he subsequently obtained

the Roman franchise in accordance with the lex

Plautia Papina passed in b.c. 89. At a later time

'

he accompanied L. Lucullus the younger to the

^fithridatic war. Soon after his return, a charge

WU9 brought against him in 61 of assuming the

^itizenship illegally, and the trial came on before

Q. Cicero, who was praetor this year. He was de-

fended by his friend M. Cicero in the extant speech

Pro Arehiuy in which the orator, after briefly dis-

russing the legal points of the case, rests the de-

fence of his client upon his surpassing merits as a
poet, which entitled him to the Roman citizenship.

vVe may presume that Archias was acquitted,

though we have no formal statement of the fact

Archias wrote a poem on the Cimbric w’ar inn

m honour of Marius ; another on the Mithridatic war
in honour of Lucullus

;
and at the time of his trial

was engaged on a poem in honour of Cicero’s con-

sulship. «^o fragments of these works arc ex-

tant
;
and ‘it is doubtful whethef the epigrams pre-

served under the name of Archias in the Greek
Anthology were really written by him.

Archid&xaiui (*ApxiBafios), the name of 5 kings

of Sparta. 1. Son of Anaxidamus, contemporary

w ith the Tegeatan war, which followed soon after

the second Messenian, b. c. 668,-2. Son of Zeuxi-

damus, succeeded his grandfather Leotychides, and
reigned b. a 469—427. During his reign, b.c.

464, Sparta was made a heap of ruins by a tremen-

dous earthquake ; and for the next 10 years he

was engaged in war hgainst the revolted Helots

and Messenians, Towards the end of his reign

the Peloponneman war broke out : he recommended

his countrymen not rashly to embarit in the war,

and he iuppoars to have taken a more correct view

of the real strength of Athens than any other

Spartan. After the war had been declared (b. c.

431) he invaded Attica, and held the supreme

command of the Peloponnesian forces' till his death

in 429.-8, Grandson of No. 2, and son of Agesi-

laus II., reined B. c. 361—338. During the life-

time of his lather he took an active part in resist-

ing the Thebans and the various other enemies of

Sparta, and in 367 he defeated the Arcadians and
Argives in the “Tearless Battle,” so called be-

cause he had won it without losing a man. In
.362 he defended Sparta against Epaminondas. In
the third Sacred war (», c. 366—846) he assisted

the Phocians. In 338 he went to Italy to aid the

,
Tarentines against the Lucanians, and there fell in

battle.—4. Grandson of No. 3, and son of Euda-
midas I., was king in b. c. 296, wheh he was de-

«.featod by Demetrins Poliorcetes.-6. Son of Euda-
midas 11., and the brother of Agis IV. On the
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murder of Agis, in b. c. 240, Archidamus fled from
Sparta, but afterwards obtained the throne by
means of Aratus. He was, however, slain almost
immediately after his return to Sparta. He was
the last king of the Eurypontid race.

ArchlgSues CApx^yivris)^ an eminent Greek
physician, born at Apnmea in Syria, practised at
Rome in the time of Trajan, a. d. 98— 117. He
published a treatise on the pulse, on which Galen
wrote a Commentary. He was the most eminent
physician of the sect of the Eclectici, and is men-
tioned hy Juvenal as well as by other writers.

Only a few fragments of his works remain.

AroUlSohus CApxl^^oxos)^ of Paros, was one
of the earliest Ionian lyric poets, and the first

Greek poet who composed lambic verses according

to fixed rules. He flourished about b. c. 714—676.
He was descended from a noblo family, who held
the priesthood in Paros. His grandfather was
Tellis, his father Telesicles, and his mother a
slave, named Enipu. In tlie flower of his age
(between B. c. 710 and 700), Archilochus went
from Paros to Thasos with a colony, of which one
account makes him the leader. The mdiive for

this emigration can only be conjectured. It was
most probably the result of a political change, to

which cause was added, in the case of Archilochus,

a s^se of personal wrongs. He had been a suitor

to Neobule, one of the daughters of Lycainbes.
who first promised and afterwards refused to give

his daughter to the poet. Enraged at this treat-

ment, Archilochus attacked the whole family in an
lambic poem, accusing Lyenmbes of perjury, and
his daughters of the most abandoned lives. The
verses were recited at the festival of Dcmeter, and
produced such an eft'ett, that the daughters of Ly-
camhes are said to have hung themselves through

shnine.^ The bitterness vvhich he expresses in lus

poems towards his native island seems to have
arisen in part also from the low estimation in

which he was held, as being the sou of a slave.

Neither was he more happy at Thasos. He draws
the most melancholy picture of his adopted coun-
try, which he at length quitted in disgust. While
at Thasos, he incurred,, the disgrace of losing his

shield in an engagement with the Thracians of the

opposite continent ; but, instead of being ashamed
of the disaster, he recorded it in his verse. At
length he returned to Paros, and in a war
between the Parians and the people of Naxos,

he fell by the hand of a Naxian named Ca-
londas or Corax. Archilochus shared with his

contemporaries, Tbaletas and Terpander, in the

honour of establishing lyric poetry throughout

Greece. The invention of the elegy is ascribed

to him, as well as to Callinus ; but it was on his

satiric Iambic poetry that his fame was founded.

His lambics expressed the strongest feelings in the

most unmeasured language. The licence of Ionian

democracy and the bitterness of a disappointed

man were united with the highest degree of

poetical power to give them force and point. The
emotion accounted most conspicuous in his verses

was ** rage,” “ Archilochum proprio ra6i& annavit

iambo.” (Hor. Ar. Pott. 79.) The fragments of

Archilochus are collected in Bergk’s Poet. Lyrici

Graec.y and by Liebel, ArchUochi Reliquiae, Lips.

1812, 8vo.

AxifliimSdM (’Apxim^3t»j), of Syracuse, the

most famous of ancient mathematicians, was bom
B. c. 287. He was a friend, if not a kinsmao, of
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Hiero, though his actual condition in life does not

seem to have been elevated. In the early part of

his life he travelled into Egypt, where he studied

under Conon the Samian, a mathematician and

astronomer. After visiting other countries, he

returned to Syracuse. Here he constructed for

Hiero various engines of war, which, manv years

afterwards, were so far effectual in the defence of

Syracuse against Marcellas, os to convert the siege

into a blockade, and delay the taking of the city

for a considerable time. The accounts of the per-

formances of these engines arc evidently exag-

gerated ;
and the story of the burning of tlie

Roman ships by the reflected rays of the sun,

though very current in later times, is probably

a fiction. *He superintended the building of a

ship of extraordinary si*e for Hiero, of which a

description is given in Athenaeus (v. p. 206, d.),

where he is also said to have moved it to the sea

by the help of a screw. He invented a machine

called, from its form, Cochlea, and now known as

the water-screw of Archimedes, for pumping the

water of the hold of this vessel. His most ce-

lebrated performance was the construction of a

sphfre ; a kind of orriTy, representing the move-

ments of the heavenly bodies. When Syracuse

was taken (b. c. 212), Archimedes was killed by
the Roman soldiers, being at the time intent upiA a

mathematical problem. Upon his tomb was placed

the hguro of a sphere inscribed in a cylinder.

When Cicero was quaestor in Sicily (75) he found

this tomb near one of the gates of the city, almost

hid amongst briars, and forgotten by the Syracusans.

The intellect of Archimedes was of the very highest

order. He possessed, in a degree never exceeded,

unless by Newton, the inventive genius which dis-

covers new provinces of inquiry, and finds new
points of view for old and familiar objecti

; the

clearness of conception which is essential to the re-

solution of complex phaenomena into their consti-

tuent elements
; and the power and habit of intense

and persevering thought, without which other in-

tellectual gifts are, comparatively fruitless. The fol-

lowing works of Archimedes have come down to

us ; 1. On Equiponderants 9tui Centres of Gravity,

2. JTie Quadrature of the Parabola. 3. On the

Sphere and Cylindet. 4. On Dimension of the

Circle. 5, On Spirals. 6. On Conoids and Sphe-
roids. 7. The A renariw#. Z. On Floating D^ies.
9. Lenimata. The best edition of his works is by
Torelli, Oxon. 1 792. There is a French translation
of his works, with notes, by F. Peyrard, Paris,

1808, and an English translation of the Arena-
riusby G, Anderson, London, 1784.

Arehlnos (*Apxim), one of the leading Athe-
nians, who, with Thrasybulus and Anytus, over-
threw the government of the Thirty, b. c. 403.

Archippus {'*Apxtmros'), an Athenian poet of
the old comedy, about b. c. 415.

Aroh^tas
( ApxOras). 1. OfAmphissa, a Greek

epic poet, flourished about b.c. 300. -^2. Of Ta-
rentum, a distingnished philosopher, mathematician,
general, and statesman, probably lived about B. c.
400, and onwards, so that he was contemporary
jjnth Plato, whose life he is said to have saved by
hu infiuence with the tyrant Dionyuus. He was
7 times the general of his city, and he com-
manded in several campaigns, in all of which he

victorious. After a life which secured to him
a place among the very greatest men of antiquity,
Be was drowned while upon a voyage on the
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Adriatic. (Hor. Carm. i. 28.) As a phi'lisopher,

he belonged to the Pythagorean school, and he ap-

pears to have been himself the founder of a new
sect. Like the Pythagoreans in general, he paid

much attention to mathematics. Horace calls him
maris ei terras numeroque careniis arettae Mensorem.
To his theoretical science he added the skill of a
practical mechanician, and constructed various

machines and automatons, among which his wooden
flying dove in particular was the wonder of anti-

quity. He also applied mathematics with success

to musical science, and even to metaphysical philo-

sophy. His influence os a philosopher was so great,

ti}^t Plato was undoubtedly indebted to him for

some of his views ;
and Aristotle is thought by

some writers to have borrowed the idea of his cate-

gories, as well as some of his ethical principles,

#rom Archytas.

AroonnlSsus CApKdvyrja-os : ^ApKovviaioi). 1.

An island off the coast of Ionia, near Lebedus, also

called Aspis and Macris. —2. {Orak Ada\ an is-

land off the coast of Caria, opposite Halicarnassus,

of which it formed the harbour.

Arctlnus (’ApKTivoj), of Miletus, the most dis-

tinguished among the cyclic poets, probably lived

about B.C. 776. Two epic poems were attributed

to him. 1. The Aethiopis^ which was a kind of

continuation of Homer’s Iliad : its chief heroes

were Memnon, king of the Ethiopians, and Achilles,

who slew him. 2. The Destruction o/Ilion^ which

contained a description of the destruction of Troy,

and the subsequent events until the departure of

the Greeks.

Arotopbj^lax. [Arctos.]

ArctOS (“'ApKTos), “the Bear,” two constella-

tions near the N.tPole. L Thr GrkA Bear
{’'ApKTor ptydXri: Ursa Major% also called the

Waggon (Spa^a
:
plauslrum). The ancient Italian

name of this constellation was Sepiem Trionesy that

is, the Seven Ploughing Oxen^ also Septenirio, and

with the epithet Major to distinguish it from the

Septetdrio Minor^ or Jjesser Beat: hence Viigil

(Acn. iii. 356) speaks oigeminosque JViones. The
Great Bear was also called Helice (S\(kt)) from its

sweeping round in a curve. —2. Thx Lbssbr or

Littlk Bbar {‘'ApKTos piKpd: Ursa Minor\
likewise called the Waggon^ was flrst added to the

Greek catalogues by Thales, by whom it was pro-

bably imported from the East. It was also called

Phoenice {foivUri\ from the circumstance that it

was selected by the Phoenicians as the guide

by which they shaped their course at sea, the

Greek mariners with less judgment employing

the Great Bear for the purpose ; and C^nosura

(Kw6aovpa)f^ dog's tail^ from the resemblance

of the constellation to the upturned curl of a
dog's tail. The constellation before the Great

Bear was called Bootes Arciophylan

ApKTo<p{fKaj^\ or Arcturus {'Apicrovpps Iwm oopos^

guard ) ; the two latter names suppose the con-

stellation to represent a man upon the watch,

and denote simply the position of the figure in re-

ference to the dhreat B^, while Bootes^ which is

found in Homer,' refers to the Wuggony the imagi-

nary figure of l^tes being fiuicied to occupy the

place of the driver of tha team. At a later time

Arctophylax became the general name of the con-

stellation, and the word Arcturus was confined to

the chief star in it. All these constellations are^^

connected in mytholo^ with the Arcadian nymph*

Cajllisto, the dau^ter of Lycaon. Metamor-
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pho»ed(i)y Zeiis upon the earth into a she-bear,

Callisto was pursued by her son Areas in the chase,

and when he was on the point of killing her, Zeus

placed them both among the stars, Callisto be-

coming the Great Bear and Areas the Little Bear

or Bobtes. In the poets the epithets of these stars

have constant reference to the family and country

of Callisto: thus we find them called Lycmnvs

Arctos : Maenalia Arclo* and Maenodu i/irsa(from

M. Macnalus in Arcadia) : Erymanthia Uraa (from

M. Erymanthus in Arcadia) ; Parrlmuiea stellae

(from the Arcadian town Parrhasia).— Though
most traditions identified Bootes with Arcus, others

pronounced him to be Icarus or his daughter Eri-

gone. Hence the Septentriones are called BoSes

leant. Dict.o/Aniiq. pp. 147, 148, }5d,2nded.)

Arcttlrai. [Ahctos.]
ArdSa (Ardeas, -atis: Aniea), 1, The chie[

town of the Rutuli in Latiuni, a little to the left

of the river Numicus, 3 miles from the sea, was
situated on a rock surrounded by marshes, in an

unhealthy district. It was one of the most ancient

places in Italy, and was said to have been the ca-

pital of Tumus. It was conquered and colonized

by the Romans, b. c. 442, from which time its im-

portance declined. In its neighbourhood was the

J.atin Aphrodisinm or temple of Venus, which was
under the superintendence of the Ardeates.— 2.

(ArdeMn .^),nn important town in Persia, S.W, of

Persepolis.

Ardueima Silva, the Ardeuiuta^ a vast forest, in

the N.W. of Gaul, extended from the Rhine and
the Treviri to the Nervii and Remi, and N. as

fur as the Scheldt : there are still considerable re-

mains of this forest, though the greater part of it

has disn^peured.

Axdys ("ApSui), son of G^ges, king of Lydia,

reigned b. c. 678—629 : he took Priene and made
war against Miletus.

Are& or Arfitl&l C'Apeia or ^A/njriar i^cor, i.e.

the island of Ares : Keraaunt Ada\ also called

Chalcerltis, an island off the coast of Pontus, close

to Phamac^o, celebrated in the legend of the Argo-

nauts.

AiCIthbus (*Ap7)f6oos), king of Ame in Boeotia,

and husband of Philomedusa, is called in the Iliad

(vii. 8) KopviAirnSy because he fought with a club

:

he fell by the hand of the Arcadian Lycurgus.

Arelftte, ArSlas, or Arel&tnm (Arelatensis >

Ar/es), a town in Gallia Narbonetisis at the head

of the delta of the Rhone on the left bank, and a

Roman colony founded by the soldiers of the sixth

legion, Ck)l(mia Arelate Sextanorum, It is first

mentioned by Caesar, and under the emperors it

became one of the most fiourishing tc^wns on this

side of the Alps. Constantine the Great built an
extensive suburb on the right bank, which he con-

nected with the original city by a bridge. The
Roman remains at Arles attest the greatness of ^e
ancient city : there are still to be seen an obelisk

of granite, and the ruins of an aqueduct, theatre,

amphitheatre, palace of Constantine, and a large

Roman cemetery.

AremSiloa. [AfmoRtcA.]
Arenaonm {Amheim or Aeri 9), a town of the

Batavi in Gallia Belgi^

. Ar§6p&gai. [ATkSrAi.]
Ares CApr/f)* the Greek god of war and one

of the great Olympian gods, is represented as

0^ the son of Zeus and Hera. The character of

Ares in Greek mythology will be best understood
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by comparing it with that of other divinities who
are likewise in some way connected with war.

Athena represents thoughtfulness and wisdom in

the affairs of war, and protects men and their ha,-

bitations during its ravages. Ares, on the other

hand, is nothing but the personification of bold

force and strength, and not so much the god of

war avof its tumult, confusion, and horrors. His
sister Eris calls forth war, Zeus directs its course,

but Ares lores war for its own sake, and delights

in the din and roar of battles, in the slaughter of

men, and the destruction of towns. He is not even

influenced by party-spirit, but sometimes assists

the one and sometimes the other side, just as his

inclmation may dictate
;
whence Zeus calls him

&A\oirp(i(raWor. (//. v. 889.) This savage and
sanguinary character of Ares makes him hated by
the other gods and by bis own parents. It was
contrary to the spirit of the Greeks to represent a

being like Ares, with all his overwhelming physical

strength, as always victorious
; and when he comes

in contact with higher powers, he is usually con-

quered. He was wounded by Diomedes, who w.ns

assisted by Athena, and in his fall he rolired like

ten thousand warriors. The gigantic Aloldae had
likewise conquered him, and kept him a prisoner for

1 3 months, until he was delivered by llermes. He
wt^ also conquered by Hercules, withwhom he fought

on account of his son Cycnus, and was obliged to re-

turn toQlympus. This Wee and gigantic, but withal

handsome god loved and was })eIoved by Aphrodite.

[Aphrodite.] When Aphrodite loved Adonis,

Ares in his jealousy metamorphosed himself into a
bear, and killed his rival. [Adonis.] According to

a late tradition, Ares slew Halirrhothius, the son of

Poseidon, when he was on the point of violating

Alcippe, the daughter of Ares. Hereupon Posei-

don accused Ares in the Areopagus, where the

Olympian gods were assembled in court Ares was
acquitted, and this event was believed to have

given rise to the name Areopagus. The warlike

character of the tribes of Thrace led to the belief
’

that the god’s residence was in that country, and
here and in Scythia were the principal seats of liis

worship. In ^ythia J.e was worshipped under the

form of a sword, to which not only horses and other

cattle, bat men also were sacrificed. In Greece
itself the worship of Ares was not very general.

All the stories about Ares and his worship in the

countries N. of Greece seem to indicate that his

worship was introduced into the latter country from

Thrace. The Romans identified their god Mars
with the Greek Ares. [Mans.]

Arestor {*Ap4<rrup\ father of Argus, the guar-

dian of lo, who is therefore called Arestorides.

ArStaeUB (’ApeTcuos), the Cappadocian, one of

the most celebrated of the ancient Greek physicians,

probably lived in the reign of VespasiajJ. He wrote

in Ionic Greek a general . treatise on diseases in 8

books, which is still extant. The best edition is

by C. a Ktihn, Lips. 1828.

ArStas CApiraa\ the name of several kings of

Arabia Petraea. 1 A contemporary of Pompey,
invaded Judaea in B. c. 65, in order to place Hyr-
canus on the throne, but was driven back by the

Romans, who espoused the cause of Aristobulus.

Hre domiaiona were subsequently invaded by
Scaurus, the lieutenant of Pompey.— 2. The
&ther-in'Iaw of Herod Antipas, invaded Judaea,

because Herod had dismissed the daughter of

Aretaa in consequents of hia connection with He-
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nfd'as. This Aretas seems to bare been the sane

who had possession of Damascas at the time of the

conversion of the Apostle P5ul, a. d. 31*

ArSte (’Ap^ri;;. 1, Wife of Alcinous, king of

the Phaeaciaiis, received Ulysses with hospitality,

--i 2. Daughter of the elder Dionysius and Aris-

tomache, wife of Thearides^ and after his death

of her uncle Dion. After Dion had fled from

Syracuse, Arete was compelled by her brother

to marry Tiraocrates, one of his friends ; but she

was again received by Dion ns his wife, when he

had obtained possession of Syracuse and expelled

tlie younger Dionysius. After the assassination of

Dion in 353, she was drowned by his enemies.—
3. Daughter of Aristippus, the founder of the Cy-

renaic school of philosophy, was instructed by him

in the principles of his system, which she trans-

mitted to her son the younger Aristippus-

Arothtlsa (‘Apedoutra), one of the Nereids, and

the nymph of the famous fountain of Arethusa in

the island of Ortygia near Syracuse. For details,

see Alpiieus. Virgil {Edoff. iv. 1, x. 1) reckons

her amo^g the Sicilian nymphs, and as the divinity

who inspired pastoral poetry.—There were several

other fountains in Greece, which bore the name of

Arethusa, of which the most important was one in

Ithaca, now Lebado^ and another in Euboea near

Chalcia. #
ArSthtlsa (’AptBovtra ; Er-Reslun)^ a town and

fortress on the Orontes, in Syria : in Strabo *a time

the seat of a petty Arabian principality.

ArStlaa. [Ahba.]
Aretlum. [Arrktium.]
Areus (’Apctls), two kings of Sparta. L Suc-

ceeded his grandfather, Cleomenes II., since his

father Acrotatus had died before him, and reigned

B. c. 309—*265. He made several unsuccessful

attempts to deliver Greece from the domisiion of

.\ntigonus Oonatas, and at length fell in battle

against the Macedonians in 265, and was succeeded

by his son Acrotatus. —2. Grandson of No. 2,

reigned as a child for 8 years under the guardian-

ship of his uncle Leonidas II., who succeeded him
about B. c. 256.

Areviloae or Arevaci, tlm most powerful tribe

ef the Celtiberians in Spain, near the sources of

the Tagus, derived their name from the river Areva
(,Arlanzo\ a tributary of the Durius ( Duero).

Argaeos (^Apyaios). 1. King of Macedonia,
son and successor of Perdiccas I., the founder of

the dynasty. —.2. A pretender to the Macedonian
crown, dethroned Perdiccas II. and reigned 2
years

Argaeas Hons (*Ap7o7os: Erdjish)^ a lofty

snow-capped mountain nearly in the centre of Cap-
padocia

; an offset t)f the Anti-Taurus. At its

foot stood the celebrated city of Mazaca or Caesarea.

Arg^thdnltu CApyayd<&vios)f king of Tartes-
sus in Spain, in the 6th century B.C., is said to

have reigned 80 years, and to have liv^ 120.
ArnuithSnIns or Arganthos Hons (rh *Ap-

yavOwtfioy 6pos ; KcUirli)^ a mountain in Bithyma,
running out into the Propontis, forming the Prom.
Posidium (C. Boux)^ and separating the hays of
Cios and Astacus.

Argennum or Arglnam ('ApyewoVf *Apy7vov:
C. Blanco), a promontory on the Ionian coast, op-
posite to Chios.

^gent^ns, a small river in Gallia Narbonensis,
which flows into flie Mediterranean near Forum
dulii.

Argentorfttiun or -tus (StrauftHry), af impor-
tant town on the Rhine in Gallia Belgica, the

head-quarters of the 8th legion, and a Roman mu-
nicipium. In its neighbourhood Julian gained a
brilliant victory over the Alemanni, a. d. 357. It

was subsequently called Stratehurgum and lAratu-

burwm, whence its modem name.
Arges. [Cyclopes.]

Ar^a (*Ap7s(a), daughter of Adrastus and Am-
phithea, and wife of Polynices.

ArgXa CApytla). [Argos.]
Argilfitiun, a district in Rome, which ex-

tended from the S. of the Quirinal to the Capitolina

and the Forum. It was chiefly inhabited by me-
cflanics and booksellers. The origin of the name
is uncertain ; the most obvious derivation is* from
argilla “ potter’s clay

;
” but the more common ex-

jilanation in antiquity was Argi letum, “death of

Ar^s,*’ from a hero Arras who was buried there.

Arf^us {"ApyiAos : ^ApylKios), a town in Bi-
saltia, the E. part of Mygdonia in Macedonia, be-

tween Amphipolis and Bromiscus, a colony of

Andros.

Arginfliae {'Apyivov<rai or *Apyiyov<r<rai), 3
small islands off the coast of Aeolis, opposite My-
tilene in Lesbos, celebrated for the baval victory of

the Athenians over the Lacedaemonians under
Callicratidas, B. c. 406.

Arglphontes {*Apyti4>6vrris), “the slayer of

Argus,” a surname of Hxrmks.
Argippaei (*Apyiinra7ot), a Scythian tribe in

Sarmatia Asiatica, who appear, from the description

of them by Herodotus (iv, 23), to have been of j

the Calmuck race.

Argiisa. [Argura.]
Ar^thSa, the chief town of Athamania Epirus,

Ar^va, a sumaflie of Hera or Juno from Argos,

where, as well as in the whole of Peloponnesus,

she was especially honoui’ed. [Argos.]
Argivi. [Argos.]
Argo. [Argosavtae.J
Arg51if. [Argos.]
ArgSnantae (*Apyoyavrat), the Argonauts, “the

sailors of the Argo,” were the heroes who sailed

to Aea (afterwards called Colchis) for the purpose

of fetching the golden fleece. The story of the

Argonauts is variously related by the ancient wri-

ters, but the common tale ran as follows. In lolcus

in Thessaly reigned Pelias, who had deprived his

half-brother Arson of the sovereignty. In order to

get rid of Jason the son ofAe8on,PRLiAS persuaded

Jason to fetch the golden fleece, which was suspended

on an oak-tree in the grove of Ares in Colchis, and
was guarded day and night by a dragon. Jason

willingly undertook the enterprize, and commanded
Argus, the s'Rn of Phrixus, to build a ship with

50 oars ; which was called Atgo {’ApyA) after

the nmne of the builder. Jason was accompanied

by all the great heroes of the age, and their num-
ber is usually said to have been 50. Among these

were Hercules, Castor and Pollux, Zetes and Ca-

lais, the sons of Boreas, the singer Orphens, the

seer Mopsus, Philammon, Tydeus, Theseus, Am-
phiaraut, Peleus, Nestor, Admetus, Ac. After

leaving lolcus they first landed at Lemnos, where

they united themselves with the women of the is-

land, who bad just before murdered their fishers «
and husbandiL From Lemnos they sailed to the

Doliones at Cyzicus, where king Cyzicus received

them hospitably. They left the country during*

the night, and being thrown back on the coast by
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A contni|y wind, they were taken for Pelasgians,

the enemies of the Doliones, and a struggle ensued,

in wliich Cyzicus was slain ; but being recognised

by the Argonauts, they buried him and mourned
over his fate. They next landed in Mysia, where

they left behind Hercules and Polyphemus, who
had gone into the country in search of Hylas, whom
a nymph had carried off while he was fetching

water for his companions. In the country of the

Bebryccs, king Amycus challenged the Argonauts

to fight with him
;
and when Pollux was killed by

him, the Argonauts in revenge slew many of the

Bebryces, and sailed to Salmydessus in Thrace,

where the seer Phineus was tormented by the

Harpies. When the Argonauts consulted hiin

about' thoir voyage, he promised his advice on con-

dition of their delivering him from the Harpies.

This was done by Zetes and Calais, two sons of

Boreas ; and Phineus now advised them, before*’

sailing through the Symplegades, to mark the flight

of a dove, and to judge from its fate what they

themselves would have to do. When they ap-

proached the Symplegades, they sent out a dove,

'‘which in its rapid flight between the rocks lost only

the end of its tail. The Argonauts now, with the

assistance of Hera, followed the example of the

dove, sailed quickly between the rocks, and suc-

ceeded in passing without injury to their ship, with

the exception of some ornaments at the stern.

Henceforth the Symplegades stood immoveable in

the sea. On their arrival at the Mariandyiii, the

Argonauts were kindly received by their king, Ly<

CHS. The seer Idmon and the helmsman Tiphys

died here, and the place of the latter was supplied

b}^ Ancaeus. They now sailed along the coast

until thqjf arrived at the mouth of the river Phasis.

The Colcliian king Aeetes proiAised to give up the

golden fleece, if Jason alone would yoke to a plough

two fire- breathing oxen with brazen feet, and sow
the te«‘th of the dragon which had not been used by
C.ndmus at Thebes, and which he had received

from Athena. The love of Medea furnished Jason

with means to resist Are and steel, on condition of

Ills taking her as his wife
;
and she taught him

how he was to kill the warriors that were to spring

up from the teeth of the dragon. While Jason

was engaged upon his task, Aeetes formed plans

for burning the ship Argo and for killing all the

Greek heroes. But Medea’s magic powers sent to.

sleep the dragon who guarded thp golden fleece

;

and after Jason had taken possession of the trea-

sure, he and his Argonauts, together with Medea
and her young brother Absyrtus, embarked by
night and sailed away. Aeb'tes pursued them, but

before he overtook them, Medea murdered her

brother, cut him into pieces, and fhlew his limbs

overboard, that her father might be detained in his

pursuit by collecting the limbs of his child. Aeb’tes

at last returned home, but sent out a great number
of Colchians, threatening them with the punish-

ment intended for Medea, if they returned without

her. While the Colchians were dispersed in all

directions, the Argonauts had already reached the

mouth of the river Eridanus. But Zeus, angry at

the murder of Absyrtus, raised a storm which cast

the ship from its course. When driven on the

^
Absyrtian islands, the ship began to speak, and
declared that the anger of Zeus would not cease,

unless they sailed towards Ausonia,' and got puri-

«fled by Circe. They now sailed along the coasts

of the Ligyans and Celts, and through the sea of
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Sardinia, and continuing their course along the

coast of Tyrrhenia, they arrived in the island of

Aeaea, where Circe purified them. When they

were passing by the Sirens, Orpheus sang to pre-

vent the Argonauts being allured by them. Butes,

however, swam to them, but Aphrodite carried

him to Lilybaeum. Thetis and the Nereids con-

ducted them through Scylla and Charybdis and
between the whirling rocks (ireVpai irXayKral)

;

and sailing by the Trinacian island with its oxen
of Helios, they came to the Phaeacian island of

Corcyra, where they were received by Alcinous.

In the meantime, some of the Colchians, not being

able to discover the Argonauts, had settled at th«*

foot of the Ceraunian mountains ; others occupied

the Absyrtian islands near the coast of lllyricuni

;

and a third band overtook the Argonauts in the

island of the Phaencians. Bub as their hopes of

recovering Medea were deceived by Arete, the

queen of Alcinous, they settled in the island, and
the Argonauts continued their voyage. During
the night they were overtaken by a storm

;
but

Apollo sent brilliant flashes of lightning which
enabled them to discover a neighbouring island,

which they called Anaphe. Here they erected an
altar to Apollo, and solemn rites were instituted,

which continued to be observed down to very late

tint’s. Their attempt to land in Crete was pre-

vented by Talus, who guarded the island, but was
killed by the artifices of Medea. From Crete

they sailed to Aegina, and from thence between

Euboea and Locris to lolcus. Respecting the

events subsequent to their arrival in lolcus, see

Abson, Mbuba, Jason, Pelias. The story of

the Argonauts probably arose out of accounts of

commercial enterprises which the wealthy Minyans,
who lived in the neighbourhood of lolcus, made to

the coq^ts of the Euxine. The expedition of the

Argonauts is related by Pindar in the 4th Pythian
ode, by Apollonius llhodius in his Argonautica^

and by his Homan imitator Valerius Flaccus.

Argos (t6 ’'Ap705, -eos), is said by Strabo (p.

37’2) to have signified a plain in the language of

the Macedonians and Thessalians, and it may
therefore contain the 8f*me root os the Latin word
ager. In Hoincr w’e find mention of the Pela.sgic

Argos, that is, a town or district of Thessaly, and
of the Achaean Argos, by which he means some-
times the whole Peloponnesus, sometimes Aga-
memnon's kingdom of Argos ofwhich Mycenae was
the capital, and sometimes the town of Argos. As
Argos frequently signifies the whole Peloponnesus,

the most important part of Greece, so the 'hpytXoi

often occur in Homer as a name of the whole body
of the Greeks, in which sense the Roman poets

also use Argivi.">»l, Arms, a district of Pelopon-

nesus, called .4 n^o/is {i^^ApyoXis) by Herodotus,

but more frequently by other Greek writers either

ArgoSy ArgJa (»f *Ag^*fo), or Argoliee (?f ‘Apyo^

Xiicfl). Under the Romans Argolis became the

usual name of the country, while the word Argos or

Argi was co'nfined to the town. Argolis under the

Romans signified the country bounded on the N.
by the Corinthian territory, on the W. by Arcadia,

on the S. by Laconia, and included towards the E.

the whole Acte or peninsula between the Saronic

and Argolic gulfs : but during the time of Grecian

independence Argolis or Argos was only the

country lying round the Argolic gulf^ bounded on

the W. by the Arcadian mountains, and separated

on the N. by a range of mountaini from Corinth,
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Cleonae, and Phlius. Argolia, aa understood by

the Romans, was for the most part a mountainous

and unproductive country ; the only extensive plain

adapted for agriculture was in the neighbourhood

<.f the city of ’Argos. Its rivers were insignificant

and mostly dry in summer : the most important

Avas the Inachus. The country was divided into

the districts of Aigla or Argos proper, Epidauria,

Troezenia, and Hehmionis. The original in-

habitants of the country were, according to mytho-

logy, the Cynurii ;
but the main part of the popu-

lation consisted of Pelasgi and Achaei, to whom
Dorians were added after the conquest of Pelopon-

nesus by the Dorians. Sec below, No. 2.-2.
Argos, or Argi, -orum, in the Latin writers, now
Aryo^ the capital of Argolis, and, next to Sparta,

the most important town in Peloponnesus, situated

ni a level plain a little to the W. of the Inachus.

It had an ancient Pelasgic citadel, called Larissa,

and another built subsequently on another height

{dum arces hubent Aryi^ Liv. xxxiv. 25). It pos-

fifhsed numerous temples, and was particularly ce-

lebrated for the worship of Hera, whose great

temple, ^eraeum^ lay between Argos and Mycenae.

The remains of the Cyclopian walls of Argos are

still to be seen. The city is said to have been

built by Inacii us or his sou Phoroneus, or grand-

.son Argus. The descendants of Inachus, who
may be regarded as the Pelasgian kings, reigifed

ftver the country for 9 generations, but were at

length deprived of the sovereignty by Dana us,

xvho is said to have come from Egypt The de-

scendants of Danaus were in their time obliged to

•submit to the Achaean race of the Pciopidac,

Under the rule of the Pelopidae Mycenae became
the capital of the kingdom, and Argos was a de-

pendent state. Thus Mycenae was the royal resi-

dence of Atreus and of his son Agamemnon ; but
under Orestes Argos again recovered its suprfmacy.

Upon the coniiuest of Peloponnesus by the Dorians
Argos fell to the share of Temenus, whose de-

scendants ruled over the country
;
but the great

bulk of the population continued to he Achaean.
All these events belong to mythology ; and Argos
first appears in history about B. c. 760, as the chief

state of Peloponnesus, undir its ruler Phidon.
After the time of Phidon its power declined, and
it was not even able to maintain its supremacy over

the other towns of Argolis. Its power was greatly

weakened by its wars with Sparta. The two states

long contended for the district of Cynuria, which
lay between Argolis and Laconia, and which the

Spartans at length obtained by the victory of their

300 champions, about b. c. 660. In b. c. 624
Cleomones, the Spartan king, defeated the Aigivei
with such loss near Tiryns, that Sparta was left

without a rival in Peloponnesus. In consequence
of its weakness and of its jealousy of Sparta, Argos
took no part in the Persian war. In order to

strengthen itself, Argos attacked the neighbouring
towns of Tiryns, Mycenae, Ac., destroyed them,
and transplanted their inhabitants to A^'gos. The
introduction of to many new citizens was followed
by the abolition of royalty and of Doric institutions,

and by the establishment of a democracy, which
continued to be the form of government till later

times, when the city fell under the power of tyrants.
In the Peloponnesian war Aivos sided with Athens
against Sparta. In b. c. 243 it joined the Achaean
League, and on the conquest of the latter by the
Romans, 143, it became a part of the Rofiian pro-
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vince of Achaia. At an early time Argos was
distinguished by its cultivation of music ana poetry

[Sacadas ; Tblbsilla]
;
but at the time of the

intellectual greatness of Athens, literature and
science seem to have been entirely neglected at

Argos. It produced some great sculptors, of whom
Aoelabas and Polyclbtus are the most ce-

lebrated.

Argos AmphilSobXonm C^pyos rh ^AfufuXoxi-

Kdv\ the chief town of Amphilochia in Acomania,
situated on the Ambracian gulf, and founded by
the Argive Amphilochus.
Argos Hipplnm. [Arpi.]

Arg5ns Portns (Porto Ferraio\ a town and
harbour in the island of llva (Elba).

Argtlra O'Afryoupo), a toivn in Pclasgiotis in

Thessaly, called Argissa by Homer (II. ii. 738).

Ar^s (’'kftyoi). 1. Son of Zeus and Niobe,

iBrd king of Argos, from whom Argos derived its

name. <—2. Suniamed Panojites, “ the all-seeing,”

because he had a hundred eyes, son of Agenor,

Arestor, Inachus, or Argus. Hera appointed him
guardian of the cow into which lo had been meta-
morphosed

;
but Hermes, at the command of Zeus, ^

put Argus to death, either by stoning him, or by
cutting oiF his head after sending him to sleep by
the sweet notes of his flute. Hera transplanted

his eyes to the tail of the peacock, her favourite

bird.— 3. The builder of the Argo, son of

Phrixus, Arestor, or Polybus, was sent by Aeetes,

his grandfather, ^ter the death of Phrixus, to take

gpssession of his inheritance in Greece. On his

voyage thither he suffered shipwreck, was found

by Jason in the island of Aretias, and carried back

to Colchis.

Argjhra (*Apyvpa)^ a town in Achaia near Pa-

trae, with a fountaw of the same name.
*

Ar^jhrlpa. [Ahpl]
Ana (’Apefa, *Apia: ’'Apcior, ‘'Apios: ike E.

part of Khorassan^ and iJte W. and N.W. part of
Afghanistan)^ the most important of the K. pro-

vinces of the ancient Persian Empire, was bounded
on the E. by the Paropamisadae, on the N. by
Margiana and Hyrcania, on the W. by Parthia, and
on the S. by the great desert of Carmania. It was
a vast plain, bordered on the N. and £. by moun-
tains, and on the W. and S. by sandy deserts

;
and,

though forming a port of the great sandy table-

land, now called the Desert of Iran, it contained

several very fertile oases, especially in its N. part,

along the base of the Sarlphi (Kohistan and Ha-
xar^) mountains, which was watered by the river

Ariiu or -at (Herirood), on which stood the later

capital Alexandria (Herai). The river is lost in

the sand. The lower course of the great river

ETYMANDRua (Helmund) also belonged to Aria,

and the lake into which it falls was called Aria
Laona (Zurrah). From Aria was derived the

name under which all the £. provinces were in-

cluded. [Ariana.]
Aria Laona. [Aria.]
Ariabignea (*Apiaelyyris)f son of Darius Hys-

taspis, one of the commanders of the fleet of

Xerxes, fell in the battle of Salamis, B. c. 480.

Axia^ CApidJSmi), daughter of Minos and Par

siphae or Greta, fell in love with Theseus, when he

was sent by his father to convey the tribute of the

Athenians to Minotaurus, and gave him the clue of

thread by means of which he found his way out of

the Labyrinth, and which she herself had received ^
from Hephaestua. Theaeni in return promised to
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marry ber, and ahe accordingly left Crete with him ;

but on their arrival in the island of Dia (Naxos),

» she was killed by Artemis. This is the Homeric
account (jOd. xi. 322) ; but the more common tra-

dition related that Theseus left Ariadne in Naxos
alive, either because he was forced by Dionysus to

leave her, or because he was ashamed to bring a
foreign wife to Athens. Dionysus found her at

Naxos, made her his wife, and placed among the

stars the crown which he gave her at their mar-

riage. There are several circumstances in the

story of Ariadne which offered the happiest sub-

jects for works of art, and some of the finest ancient

works, on gems as well as paintings, are still ex-

tant, of which Ariadne is the subject. «

Akaeus (’ApuxTos) or Aridaeni (*Apt8cuor), the

friend of Cyrus, commanded the left wing of the

army at the battle of Cunaxa, B.C. 401. After

the death of Cyrus he purchased his pardon fromi

Artaxerxes by deserting the Greeks.

Ariaxnnes ('Apid/inir), the name of two kings

. of Cappadocia, one the father of Ariarathes I., and
the other the son and successor of Ariarathes XI.

Ariftna (*Ap«ai^ : /ran), derived from Aria,
from the specific sense of which it must be carefully

distinguished, was the general name of the £. pro-

vinces of the ancient Persian Empire, and included

the portion of Asia bounded on the W. by an

imaginary line drawn from the Caspian to the

mouth of the Persian Gulf, on the S. by the Indian

Ocean, on the E. by the Indus, and on the N. by
the great chain of mountains called by the general

name of the Indian Caucasus, embracing the pro-

vinces of Parthio, Aria, the Paropamisadue, Ara-

chosia, Dmngiana, Gedrosia, and Carmania {Kho-

rauan^ Afy^nisiany BdoodUitm^ and Kirman).

But the'name was often extended to the country

as for W. as the margin of the Tigris-valley, so

as to include Media and Persis, and also to

the provinces N. of the Indian Caucasus, namely
Bactria and Sogdiana (Bokhara), The knowledge

of the ancients respecting the greater part of this

region was confined to what was picked up in the

expeditions of Alexander and the wars of the

Greek kings of Syria, and what was learned from

merchant caravans.

Ariarithes (*ApuipdBns\ the name of several

kings of Cappadocia.—!, ^n of Ariamnes 1., as-

sisted Ochus in the recovery of Egypt, b. c. 350.

Ariarathes was defeated by Perdiccas, and crucified,

322. Eumenes then obtained possession of Cappa-

docia.— 2. Son of Holophemes, and nephew of

Ariarathes I., recovered Cappadociaafter the death of

Eumenes, b.c. 315. He was succeeded by Ariamnes
II.— 8. Son of Ariamnes 1 1., and grandson of No. 2,

married Stratonice, daughter of Antipchus II., king

of Syria.—4. Son of No. 3, reigned B.G. 220—162.

He married Antiochis, the daughter of Antiochus

HI., king of Syria, and assisted Antiochus in hU
war against the Romans. After the defeat of An-
tiochus, Ariarathes sued for peace in 188, which

he obtained on favourable terms. In 183—179, he
assisted Eumenes in his war against Phamaces.F->d.

Son of No. 4, previously called Mithridates, reigned

ac. 163— 130. He was sumamed Philopator,

and was distinguished by the excellence of his

character and his cultivation of philosophy and the

liberal arts. He assisted the Romans in their war
against Aristonicus of Pergamus, aud fell in this

^
war, 130.-6. Son of No. 5, reigned ac. 130

—

^ 96. He married Laodice, lister of Mithridates
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VI., king of Pontus, and was put to death by
Mithridates by means of Gordius. On his death

the kingdom was seized by Nicomedes, king of

Bithynia, who married Laodice, the widow of the

late king. But Nicomedes was soon expelled by
Mithridates, who placed upon the throne,—7. Son
of No. 6. He was, however, also murdered by
Mithridates in a short time, who now took posses-

sion of his kingdom. The Cappadocians rebelled

against Mithridates, and placed upon the throne,

—8. Second son of No. 6 ; but he was speedily

driven out of the kingdom by Mithridates, and
shortly afterwards died Both Mithridates and
Nicomedes attempted to give a king to the Cap-
padocians ; but the Romans allowed the people to

choose whom they pleased, and their choice fell upon
Ariobarzanes.—9. Son of Ariobarzanes II., reigned

B. c. 42—36. He was deposed and put to death by
Antony, who appointed Aichelaus as his successor.

Ariaipae or Agriaipae (*Api<I(nrai, ^Aypidmrai)^

a people in the S. part of the Persian province of

Drangiana, on the very borders of Gedrosia, with
a capital city, Ariaspe (*Aptd<nrn). In return for

the services which they rendered to the, army of

Cyrus the Great, when he marched through the

desert of Carmania, they were honoured with the

name of Zbtpytrai^ and were allowed by the Per-

sians to retain their independence, which was con-

firfhed to them by Alexander as the reward of

similar services to himself.

ArXoIa (Aricinus ; Ariccia or i2fcota),an ancient

town of Latium at the foot of the Alban Mount,
on the Appian Way, 16 miles from Rome. It

was a member of the Latin confederacy, was sub-

dued by the Romans, with the other Latin towns,

in B.C. 338, and received the Roman franchise.

In its neighbourhood was the celebrated grove and
temple of Diana Aricina, on the borders of the

Lacus'^Nemorensis (Nem% ). Diana was worshipped

here with barbarous customs : her priest, called rex

nemorenm^ was always a run -away slave, who ob-

tained his office by killing his predecessor in single

combat. The priest was obliged to fight with any
slave who succeeded in breaking off a branch of a
certain tree in the sacred grove.

Aridaeui. [AaiiAeus ;
Arrhidakun.]

Arii, is the name applied to the inhabitants of

the province of Aria, but it is probably also a
form of the generic name of the whole Persian

race, derived »om the root ar, which means noble^

and which forms the first syllable of a great num-
ber of Persian names. [Comp. Artaxi.]
Arlmaipi (’Api/uounrol), a people in the N. of

Scythia, of whom a fabulous account is given by
Herodotus (iv. 27). The genn of the fable is

perhaps to be recognised in the fact that the Ural
Mountains abound in gold.

Arimiiea CApind{ns) or Aiiom&sei (*Apio-

a chief in Sogdiana, whose fortress was
taken by Alexander in b. c. 328. In it Alexander

found Roxana, the daughter of the Bactrian chief,

Oxvartea, ^vhom he made his wife.

ArXmi (^Apijuoi) and Arlmi (rd ''Apt/ua sc. Spit),

the names of a mvthical people, district, and range

of mountmns in Asia Minor, which the old Greek
poets made the scene of the punishment of the

monster Typhoeus. Virgil (Aen. ix. 716) hM
misunderstood the slv *Ap(fAots of Homer (II. ii*

783), and made Typhoeus lie beneath Inarime, on

island off the coast of Italy, namely, Pithecuia or

Aenaria (/fcAsa),
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/^rTrnTnnm (Ariminensis: JHmtni), a town in

Umbria on the coast at the mouth of the little

river Ariminus (MaroccMa). It was originally

inhabited by Umbrians and Pelasgians, was after*

wards in the possession of the Scnones, and was

colonised by the Romans in b. c. 26B, from which

time it appears as a flourishing place. After

leaving Cisalpine Gaul, it was the first town which

a person arrived at in the N. E. of Italia proper.

Ariobanfines (’Apio«apJ*<^rt}s). 1. Kings or

Satraps of Pontus.^—1. Betrayed by his son Mi-

thridates to the Persian king, about b. c. 400.—*2.
Son of Mithridates I., reign^ b. c. 362—337. He
revolted from Artazerxes in 362, and may be re-

garded as the founder of the kingdom of Pontus.

—3. Son of Mithridates III., reigned 266—240,
and was succeeded by Mithridates IV.— II. Kings

ofCappadocia.—1. Sumamed PldloromMUs.^ reigned

u. c. 93—63, and was elected king by the Capp^o-
cians, under the direction of the Romans. He was

sevei^ times expelled from his kingdom by Mithri-

dates, but was finally restored by Pompey in 63,

shortly before his death.— 2. Sumamed Philopcdor^

succeed^ his father in 63. The time of his death

is not known ; but it must have been before 51, in

which year his son was reigning.— 3. Sumamed
Elisebes and Philoromaeust son of No. 2, whom he

succeeded about 51. He assisted Pompey against

Caesar in 43, but was nevertheless pardoned ^y
Caesar, who even enlaiged his territories. He was
slain in 42 by Cassius, because he was plotting

against him in Asia.

Arlon CAplatf). 1. Of Methymna in Lesbos,

an ancient Greek Imrd and a celebrated player on the

cithara, is coiled the inventor of the dithyrambic

poetry, and of the name dithyramb. He lived

about a c. 625, and spent a great part of his life at

the court of Periander, tyrant of Corinth. Of his

life scarcely any thing is known beyond beau-

tiful story of his escape from the sailors wi^ whom
he sailed from Sicily to Corinth. On one occasion,

thus runs the story, Ariun went to Sicily to take

part in some musical contest. He won the prize,

and, laden with presents, he emliarked in a Co-
rinthian ship to return to his friend Periander.

The rude sailors coveted hiaPtreasures, and medi-
tated his murder. After trying in vain to save his

life, he at length obtained permission once more to

play on the cithara. In festal attire he placed him-
self in the prow of the ship and invoked the gods
in inspired strains, and then threw himself into the
sea. But many song-loving dolphins had assembled
round the vessel, and one of them now took the
bard on its back and carried him to TaenSrus,
from whence he returned to Corinth in safety, and
related his adventure to Periander. Upon the
arrival of the Corinthian vessel Periander inquired
of the sailors after Anon, who replied that he had
remained behind at Tarentum

; but when Arion,
at the bidding of Periander, came forward, the
uilors owned ^eir guilt, and were punished accord-
ing to their desert. In the time of Heqidotus and
Pausanias there existed at Taenams a brass monu-
ment, representing Arion riding on a dolphin.
Arion and his cithara (lyre) were placed among the
stars. A fragment of a hymn to Poseidon, ascribed
to Arion, is contained in Bergk's Poetae Lyrici
Orae^ p. 666, &c.— 2. A fabulous horse, which
Poseidon begot by Demeter ; for, in order to escape
from the pursuit of Poseidon, the goddess had meta-
morphosed henelf into a mare, and Poseidon de-
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ceived her by assuming the figure of a horsj. There
were many other traditions respecting the origin of

this horse, but all make Poseidon its father, though

its mother is different in the various legends.

Ariovistni, a German chief, who crossed the

Rhine at the request of the Sequani, when they

were hard pressed by the Aedui. He subdued the

Aedui,but appropriated to himself part of the terri-

tory of the Sequani, and threatened to take still

more. The Sequani now united with the Aedui
in imploring the help of Caesar, who defeated Ario-

vistus about 50 miles from the Rhine, b. c. 58.

Ariovistus escaped across the river in a small boat.

AriataenStna ('ApurraiVeTov), the reputed author

of 2 books of Love-Letters, taken almost en-

tirely from Plato, Lucian, Philostratus, andf Plu-

tarch. Of the author nothing is knovsn. The
best edition is by Boissonade, Paris, 1 822.
s Axiataanua (’Aplcrraivor), of Megalopolis, some-
times called AristaentiuSf was frequently strategus

or general of the Achaean league from a c. 193 to

185. He was the political opponent of Philo-

poemen, and a friend of the Romans.
Ariataena (’Apioraros), a divinity worshipped

in various parts of Greece, was once a mortal, who
became a god through the benefits he had conferred

upon mankind. The different accounts aliout him
seem to have arisen in different places and inde-

pendently of une another, so that they referred to

several distinct beings, who were subsequently

identified and united into one. He is described

either as a son of Uranus and Ge, or, according to

a more general tradition, as the son of Apollo and

Cyrene. His mother Cyrene had been carried off

by Apollo from mount Pelion to Libya, wltere she

gave birth to Aristaeus. Aristaeus subse^quently

went to Thebes in Boeotia
;
but after the unfortu-

nate death of his son AcTABON.he left Thebes and
visited almost all the Greek colonies on the coasts

of the Mediterranean. Finally he went to Thrace,

and after dwelling for some time near mount Ilae-

raus, where he founded the town of Aristaeon, he

disappeared. Aristaeus is one of the most benefi-

cent divinities in ancient mythology : he was wor-

shipped as the protector of flocks and shepherds, of

vine and olive plantations
;
he taught men to keep

bees, and averted from the fields the burning beat

of the sun and other causes of destruction.

AnatagSras ('Api<rTay6pas), of Miletus, brother-

in-law of Histiaeus, was left by the latter during

his stay at the P^ian court, in charge of the go-

vernment of Miletus. Having failed in an attempt

upon Naxos (b. c. 501), which he had promised to

subdue for the Persians, and fearing the conse-

quences of his failure, he induced the Ionian cities

to revolt from Persia. He applied for assistance to

the Spartans and Athenians: the former refused,

but the latter sent him 20 ships and some troops.

In 499 his army captured and burnt Sardis, but

was finally chased bwk to the coast. The Athe-

nians now departed ; the Persians conquered most

of the Ionian cities ; and Aristagoras in despair

fled to Thrace where he was slain by the Edo-

nians in 497.

Aristander (’ApfeTttv3p0f)^ the most celebrated

soothsayer of Alexander the Great, wrote a work
on prodigies.

Ariltarbhui (*Api<rr€^txos). 1. An Athenian,

one of the leaders in the revolution of the “ Four

Hundred,” b.c. 411. He was afterwards put to

death by the Athenians, not later than 406.— 2.
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A Lace^monian, aiiccecded Oleander aa harmoit
of Byzantium in 400, and in various way» ill

treated the Cyrean Greeks, who had recently re-

turned from Asia.— 3. Of Tboba, a tragic poet

at Athens, contemporary with Euripides, flourished

about B.C. 454, and wrote 70 tragedies.— 4. Of
Samos, an eminent mathematician and astronomer

at Alexandria, flourished between b. c. 280 and 264.

He employed himself in the determination of some
of the most important elements of astronomy ; but

none of his works remain, except a treatise on the

magnitudes and distances of the sun and moon
(irtpl fieyfB&v irol inroarrri/JidTiityijKtov tfal fftKfitrtis),

Edited by Wallis, Oxon, 1688, and reprinted in

vol. iii. of his works. There is a French trans-

lations uud an edition of the text, Paris, 1810.— 6.;

Ot SaMOTH RACB, the celebrated grammarian, flou-

rished B.C. 156. He was educated in.<j^school of

Aristophanes of Byzantium, at Alexandria, wherdi

he himself founded a grammatical and critical

school. At an advanced age he left Alexandria,

and went to Cyprus, where he is said to have died

’at the age of 72, of voluntary starvation, because

he was suffering from incurable dropsy. Aristar-

chus was the greatest critic of antiquity. \ His
labours were chiefly devoted to the Greek poets,

but more especially to the Homeric poems, of which
he published a recension, which has been the basis

of the text from his time to the present da}’. The
great object of his critical labours was to restore

the genuine text of the Homeric poems, and to

clear it of all later interpolations and corruptioiyi.

He marked those verses which he thought spurious

with an obelos, and those which he considered as

particularly beautiful with an asterisk. He divided

the lli^d and Odyssey into 24 books each. He
did not confine himself to a ree-msion of the text,

but also explained and interpreted the poems : he

opposed the allegorical interpretation which was
then beginning to find favour, and which at a later

time became very general. His grammatical prin-

ciples were attacked by many of hie contemporaries:

the most eminent of his opponents was Crates of

Mallus.

Arist^as (’ApuTT^a?), of Proconnesus, an epic

poet of whose life wo have only fabulous accounts.

His date is quite uncertain : some place him in the

time of Croesus and Cyrus; but other traditions

make him earlier than Homer, or a contemporaiy

and teacher of Homer. The ancient writers re-

present him as a magician, who rose after his

death, and whose soul could leave and re-enter its

body according to its pleasure. He was connected

with the worship of Apollo, which he was said to

have introduced at Metapontum. He is said to

have travelled through the countries* N. and E. of

the Euxine, and to have visited the Issedones,

Arimaspae, Cimmerii, Hyperborei, and other my-
thical nations, and after his return to have written

an epic poem in 3 books, called The Arimaqtea
(rd *Apt(jui(nrtia). This work is frequently men-
tioned by the ancients, but it is impossible to say

who was the real author of it.

AristSai or Ariitaeua, an officer of Ptolemy
PhiladelphuB (b. c.'W5—-247), the reputed author

of a Greek work, giving an account of the manner
in which the translation of the Septuagint was
executed, but which is generally admitted by the

best critics to be spurious. Priifted at Oxford,

1692, 8vo.

4riltIdM ('ApioTf 1. An Athenian, son of

ARISTIDES.

Lysimachus, surnamed the “ Just,” was of an an-

cient and noble family. He was the political disciple

of Clisthenes, and partly on that account, partly from

personal character, opposed from the first to The-
mistocles. Aristides fought as the commander of his

tribe at the battle of Marathon, b. c. 490 ; and nex4
year, 489, he was archon. In 483 or 482 he suffered

ostracism, probably in consequence of the triumph

of the maritime and democratic policy of his rival.

He was still in exile in 480 at the battle of Salamis,

where he did good service by dislodging the enemy,
with a band raised and armed by himself, from the

islet of Psyttaleia. He was recalled from banish-

ment after the battle, was appointed general in the

following year (479), and commanded the Athe-
nians at the battle of Plataea. In 477, when the

allies had become disgusted with the conduct of

Pausanias and the Spartans, he and his colleague

Cimon had the glory of obtaining for Athens the

command of the maritime confederacy: and to

Aristides was by general consent entrusted the

task of drawing up its laws and fixing its assess-

ments. This first tribute (tpdpos) of 460 talents,

paid into a common treasury at Delos, ,bore his

name, and was regarded by the allies in after

times, as marking their Saturnian age. This is

bis last recorded act. He died after 471, the year

of the ostracism of Themistocles, and very likely

in^468. He died so poor that he did not leave

enough to pay for his funeral : his daughters were

portioned by the state, and his son Lysimnchiis

received a grant of land and of money.— 2. The
author of a work entitled Mileevica^ which was

probably a romance, having Miletus for its scene.

It was written in prose, and was of a licentious

character. It was translated into Latin by L.

Cornelius Sisenna, a contemporary of Sulla, and
it seems to have become popular with the Homans.

AristifleB is reckoned as the inventor of the Greek
romance, and the title of bis work gave rise to the

term Milesian^ as applied to works of fiction. JTis

age and country are unknown, but the title of his

work is thought to favour the conjecture that he was
a native of Miletus.— 3. Of Thebes, a celebrated

Greek painter, flourished about a c. 360—330. The
point in which he moA excelled was in depicting the

feelings, expressions, and passions which may be ob-

served in common life. His pictures were so much
valued that long after his death Attains, king of Per-

rins, offered 600^000 sesterces fur one of them.—
P. A^us Ariitides, surnamed Theodor us, a

celebrated Greek rhetorician, was bom at Adrian!

in Mysia, in a. d. 117. He studied under Herodes
Atticus at Athens, and subsequently travelled

through Egypt, Greece, and Italy. The fame of

his talents and acquirements was so great that

monuments were erected to his honour in several

towns which he had honoured with his presence.

Shortly before his return he was attacked by an
illness which lasted for 13 years, but this did not

prevent him from prosecuting his studies. He subse-

quently settled at Smyrna, and when this city was
nearly destroyed by an earthquake in 178, he used

his influence with the emperor M. Aurelius to in-

duce him to assist in rebuilding the town. The
Smymaeans showed their gratitude to Aristides

by offering him various honours and distinctions,

most of which he refused: he accepted only the

office of priest of Asclepius, which he held until

his death, about a. d. 180. The works of Aristides

which have come down to us, are 55 orations and
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declamations, and 2 treatises on rhetorical sub-

jects of little value. His orations are much supe*

rior to those of the rhetoricians of his time. His

admirers compared him to Demosthenes, and even

Aristides did not think himself much inferior.

This vanity and self-sudiGiency made him enemies

and opponents ;
but the number of his admirers

was far greater, and several learned grammarians

wrote commentaries on his orations, some of which

are extant The best edition of Aristides is by
^V. Dindor^ Lips. 1829.-6. Quintilianni Aris-

tides, the author of a treatise in 3 books on

music, probably lived in the Ist century after

Christ. His work is perhaps the most valuable of

all the ancient inusic^ treatises : it is prmted in

the collection of Meibomius entitled Aniiqvae Mu-
sicae Auclore$ Septem^ Amst. 1652.

Aristlon {*Api(rriuv\ a philosopher either of the

Epicurean or Peripatetic school, made himself ty-

r.'int of Athens through the influence of Mitbridates.

He held out against Sulla in B. c. 87 ; and when
the city was taken by storm, he was put to death

by Sulla’s orders.

Arisdippos (jAplariinrot). 1. Son of Aritades,

born at Cyrene, and founder of the Cyrenaic school

of Philosophy, flourished about B. c. 370. The fame

of Socrates brought him to Athens, and he remained

with the latter almost up to the time of his ex^u-
tion, D. c. 399. Though a disciple of Socrates, he

wandered both in principle and practice very far

from the teaching and example of his great master,

lie was luxurious in his mode of living: he in*

dulgcd in sensual gratifleations and the society of

the notorious I^is ; and he took money for his

teaching (being the first of the disciples of Socrates

who did so). He passed part of his life at the

court of Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse
; but he

appears at last to have returned to Cyrene, and
there to have spent his old age. The anecdotes

which are told of him, however, do not give us the

notion of a person who was the mere slave of his

passions, but rather of one who took a pride in ex-

tracting enjoyment from all circumstances of every

kind, and in controlling adversity and prosperity

alike. They illustrate and confirm the two state-

ments of Horace {Ep. i. 1. lb), that to observe the

precepts of Aristippus is mihi res, non me rebus

stJjjungere^ and (i. 17. 23) that, omnis Aristip-

pum decxdt cobr d status et res. Thus when
reproached for his love of bodily indulgences, he
answered, that there was no shame in enjoying
them, but that it would be disgraceful if he could
not at any time give them up. To Xenophon and
Plato he was very obnoxious, as we see from the
MemoralUia (ii. 1.) where he maintains an odious
discussion against Socrates in defence of voluptuous
enjoyment, and from the Fhaedo., where his ab-
sence at the death of Socrates, though he was only
at Aegina, 200 stadia from Athens, is doubtless

mentioned as a repxoacb. He imparted his doc-

trine to his daughter Arete, by whom it was com-
municated to her son, the younger Aristippus.—
2. Two tyrants of Argos, in the time of Antigonus
Qonatas. See Aristomachvs, Nos. 3and4.

Aiifto, T., a distinguished Roman jurist, lived

under the emperor Trajan, and was a friend the
Younger Pliny. His works are occasionally men-
tioned in the Digest, but there is no direct extract
from any of them in that compilation. He wrote
notes on the lAhri Posteriorum of Labeo, on i

Cassius, whose pupil he had been, and on Sabinui.
|
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Aritto. [Ariston.] I

Axistobfllna (’Apiord^ovAor), princes of Judaea.

1. Eldest son of Joannes Hyreanus, assumed the

title of king of Judaea, on the death of his father

in R. c. 107. He put to death his brother Anti-

gonus, in order to secure his power, but died in

the following year, 106. —2. Younger son of

Alexander Jannaeus and Alexandra. After the

death of his mother in B. c. 70, there was a civil

war for some years between Aristobulus and his

brother Hyreanus, for the possession of the crown.

At length in r. c. 63, Aristobulus was deprived of

the sovereignty by Pompey and carried away as a
prisoner to Rome. In 57, he escaped from his

confinement at Rome, with his son Antigonus, and,

returning to Judaea, renewed the war ; but be was
taken prisoner, and sent back ta Rome by Qabinius.

In 49, he was released by Julius Caesar, who sent

him into Judaea, but he was poisoned on the way
by some of Pompey*s party. —3. Grandson of No.

2, son of Alexander and brother of Herod’s wife

Mariamne. He was made high-priest by Herod,
when he was only 17 years old, but was afterwards

drowned at Jericho, by order of Herod, B. c. 35.

—4. Son of Herod the Great by Mariamne, was
put to death in b. c. 6, with his brother Alexander,

by order of their father, whose suspicions had been

excited against them by their brother Antipater.
—5. Sumamed “ the Younger,” son of Aristobulus

and Berenice, and grandson of Herod the Great.

He was educated at Rome with his two brothers,

grippa I. and Herod the future king of Chalcis.

e died, as he had lived, in. a private station.—

6. Son of Herod king of Chalcis, grandson of No.

4, and great-grandson of Herod the Great. In a. d.

55, Nero made him king of Armenia Mi|}or, and
in 61 added to hiisdominions some portion of the

Greater Armenia which had been given to Tigranes.

He joined the Romans in the war against An-
tiochus, king of Conunagene, in 73.

AristliUbtUns. L Of Cassandrea, served under

Alexander the Great in Asia, and wrote a history

of Alexander, which was one of the chief sources

used by Arrian in the composition of his work.—
2. An Alexandrine Jew, and a Peripatetic philo-

sopher, lived B. c. 170, under Ptolemy VI. Philo-

metor. He is said to have been the author of

commentaries upon the books of Moses, the object

of which was to prove that the Greek philosophy

was taken from the books of Moses ; but it is now
admitted that this work was written by a later

writer, whose object was to induce the Greeks to

pay respect to the Jewish literature.

Ariat5olei (’ApnrroicX^s). 1. Of Rhodes, a

Greek grammarian and rhetorician, a contemporary

of Strabo.— 2. OfPergamus,a sophist and rhe-

torician, and a pupil of Herodes Atticus, lived

under Trajan and Hadrian.— 3. Of Messene, a
Peripatetic philosopher, probably lived about the

beginning of the 3rd century after Christ. He
wrote a work on philosophy, some fragments of

which ore preserved by Eusebius.—4. Sculptors,

There were two sculptors of this name : Aristocles

the elder, who is called both a Cydonian and a

Sicyonian, probably because he was bom at Cy-
donia and practised his art in Sicyon ; and Aris-

tocles the younger, of Sicyon, grandson of the

former, son of Cleoetas, and brother of Canachus.

These artists bounded a school of sculpture at

Sicyon, which secured an heredita:^ reputation,

and of which we have the heads tot 7 genera-

o
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tions, nioiely, Aristocles, Cleoetas, Aristocles and

Caiiachuu, SynnoSn, Ptolichus, Sostratus, and Pan-

tias. The elder Aristocles probably lived about

B. c. 600—568 ; the younger about 640—608.

AriltOer&tes {*Api<rraKpdTris). 1. Last king

of Arcadia, was the leader of the Arcadians in

the 2nd Messenian war, when they assisted the

Messenians against the Spartans. Having been

bribed by the Spartans, he betrayed the Messe-

nians, and was in consequence stoned to death by
the Arcadians, about b. c. 668, who now abolished

the kingly office.— 2. An Athenian of wealth and
influence, son of Scellias, was one of the Athenian

generals at the battle of Arginusae, b. c. 406, and

on his return to Athens was brought to trial and

execufed.

AriatSdSmiui {'Apiard^rifios), 1. A descendant

of Hercules, son of Aristomachus, and father of

Eurysthenes and Procles. According to some tnw*

ditions Aristodemus was killed at Naupactus by a

flash of lightning, just as he was setting out on his

expedition into Peloponnesus
;
but a Lacedaemo-

nian tradition related, that Aristodemus himself

came to Sparta, was the first king of his race, and
died a natural death. —2. A Messenian, one of

the chief heroes in the first Messenian war. As
the Delphic oracle had declared that the* preser-

vation of the Messenian state demanded that a

maiden of the house of the Aepytids should be

sacrificed, Aristodemus offered his own daughter.

In order to save her life, her lover declared that

she was with child by him, but Aristodemus, eni

raged at this assertion, murdered his daughter and

opened her body to refute the calumny. Aristo-

demus was afterwards elected king in place of

Euphnef. who had fallen in battle against the

Spartans. He continued the wfcr against the Spar-

tans, till at length, finding further resistance hope-

less, he put an end to his life on the tomb of his

daughter, about b. a 723.— 3. Tyrant of Cumae in

Campania,at whose court Tarquinius Superbus died,

B.C. 496.-4. One of the 300 Spartans at Ther-

mopylae (b. c. 480), was not present at the battle

in which his comrades fell, either in consequence of

sickness, or because he had been sent on an errand

from the camp. The Spartans punished him with

Atimia, or civil degradation. Stung with this

treatment he met his death at Plataea in the follow-

ing year (479), after performing the wildest feats

of valour. —5. A tragic actor of Athens in the

time of Demosthenes, took a prominent part in the

political affairs of his time, and advocated peace

with Macedonia. He was employed by the Athe-

nians in their negotiations with Philip, with whom
he was a great fiivourite.—6. Of Miletus, a friend

and flatterer of Antigonus, king of Asia, who sent

him into Greece in B.c. 316, in order to promote

his intereitB there. —7. There were many literary

persons of this name referred to by the ancient

grammarians, whom it is difficult to distinguish

from one another. Two were natives of Nysa in

Caria, both grammarians, one a teacher of Pompey,
and the other of Strabo. There was also an Aris-

todemus of Elis, and another of Thebes, who are

quoted aa writers.

AlistSgltOll (*Apurroytlr«v), L The conspi-

rator against the sons of Pisistratus. See Har-
MODius.— 2. An Athenian orator and adversary

of Demosthenes, Hyperldes, and Dinaichus. He
was often accused by Demosthenes and others, and
defended himielf in a number of orationa which

ARISTON.

are lost Among the extant speeches of Demo-
sthenes there are 2 against Aristogiton, and among,
those of Dinarchus there is one.

Ariatdm&chS (‘Apitrropdxv)^ daughter of Hip-
parftms of Syracuse, sister of Dion, and wife of the

elder Dionysius, who married her and Doris of

Locri on the same day. She afterwards perished

with her daughter Arbtb.
AriatSm&ohna (*Ap((jTdf(axos)- 1. SonofTalaus

and brother of Adrastus.— 2. Son of Cleodemus
or Cleodaeus, grandson of Hyllus, great-grandson

of Hercules, and fiither of Temenus, Cresphontes,

and Aristodemus. He fell in battle when he in-

vaded Peloponnesus
;
but his three sons were more

successful and conquered Peloponnesus. —3. Ty-
rant of Argos, under the patronage of Antigonus

Qonatas, was assassinated, and succeeded by Aris-

tippus IT.— 4. Tyrant of Argos, succeeded Aris-

tippus II. : he resigned his power upon the death
of Demetrius in b. c. 229, and induced Argos to

join the Achaean leagne. He afterwards deserted

the Achacans, and again assumed the tyranny of

Argos ; but the city having been taken by Anti-

gonus Doson, Aristomachus fell into the binds of

the Achaeans, and was by them put to death.

Ari8t5mSn.es CApi<rrop.€vr}s). 1. The Messe-

nian, the hero of the 2nd war with Sparta, belongs

more to legend than to history. He was a native

of Andania, and was sprung from the royal line of

Aepytus. Tired of the yoke of Sparta, he began

the war in b. c. 685, 39 years after the end of

the 1st war. Soon after its commencement he so

distinguished himself by his valour, that he was
oflTered the throne, but refused it, and received the

office of supreme commander. After the defeat of

the Messenians in the 3rd year of the war, through

the treachery of Aristocrates, the Arcadian leader,

Aristomenes retreated to the mountain fortress of

Ira, an% there maintained the war for 11 years,

constantly ravaging the land of Laconia. In
one of his incursions, however, the Spartans

overpowered him with superior numbers, and car-

rying him with 50 of his commdes to Sparta,

cast them into the pit (xedSas) where condemned
criminals were thrown. The rest perislied ; not

so Aristomenes, the 'favourite of the gods
; for

legends told how an eagle bore him up on its wings

as he fell, and a fox guided him on the 3rd day

from the cavern. But having incurred the anger

of the Twin Brothers, his country was destined to

ruin. The city of Ira, which he had so long suc-

cessfully defended, fell into the hands of the Spar-

tans ; Aristomenes, after performing prodigies of

valour, was obliged to leave his country, which
was again compelled to submit to the Spartans, b. c.

668. He afterwards settled at lalysus in Rhodes,

where he died. Damagetns, king of lalysus, had
been enjoined by the Delphic oracle to marry the

daughter of the best of the Greeks,'* and he there-

fore took to wife the daughter of Aristomenes, who
accompanied him to Rhodes. The Rhodians ho-

noured Aristomenes as a hero, and from him were
descended the illustrious family of the Diagoridae.

— 2. An Acamanian, who governed Egypt with

justice and wisdom during the minority of Ptolemy

y. Epiphanes, but was put to death by Ptolemy in

192.-3. A comic poet of Athens, flourished dur-

ing the Peloponnesian war.

Alilton (^Apltrrw). 1. Of Chios, a Stoic phi-

losopher, and a disciple of Zeno, flourished about

B. c. 260. Though he professed himself a Stoic,
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yet he differed from Zeno in several points, and

became the founder of a small school. He is said

to have died of a coup dt ioleU. 2. A Peripatetic

philosopher of Julis in the island of Ceos, succeeded

Lycon as head of the Peripatetic school, about b. g.

230. He wrote several philosophical works which

are lost.—• 8. Of Alexandria, a Peripatetic philo-

sopher and a contemporary of Strabo, wrote a work

on the Nile.

AliltSnaatae (’ApitrrovavTat), a town in Achaia,

the harbour of Pdlene.

AliltonlCliS {*Apitrr6ifiK05), 1. A natural son

of Enmenes II. of Pergaraus. Upon the de^th of

his brother Attains 111., B.C. 133, who left his

kingdom to the Romans, Aristonicus laid claim to

the crown. At first he met with considerable suc-

cess. He defeated in 131 the consul P. Licinius

Crassus
;
but in 130 he was defeated and taken pri-t|

soner by M. Perpema, was carried to Rome by
M'. Aquillius in 120, and was there put to death.

— 2. An Alexandrine grammarian, a contemporary

of Strabo, and the author of several works, most of

which^lated to the Homeric poems.

, Aristdnfmus {''ApuTr<ivvnos)^ a comic poet and
contemporary of Aristophanes and Amipsias.

ArlBtSpli&iLeB (Ap{<rTo<p<ivi]s). 1. The celebrated

comic poet, was born about B. c. 444 and prolably

at Athens. His father Philippus had possessions in

Aegina, and may originally have come from that

island,whence a question arose whetherAristophanes
was a gwmine Athenian citizen i his enemy Cleon

brought against him more than one accusation to

deprive him of his civic rights (^vlas ypatpdi), but

without success. He had three sons, Philippas,

Araros, and Nicostratus, but of his private history

we know nothing. He probably died about b. c.

380. The comedies of Aristophanes are of the

highest historical interest, containing as thfy do an
admirable scries of caricatures on the leading men
of the day, and a contemporary commentary on the

evils existing at Athens. Indeed, the caricature is

the only feature in modem social life which at all

resembles them. Aristophanes was a bold and
often a wise patriot He had the strongest affection

for Athens, and longed to «ee her restored to the

state in which she was flourishing in the previous

generation, and almost in his own childhood, before

Pericles became the head of the government, and
when the age of Miltiades and Ajristides had but
just passed away. The first great evil of his own
time against which he inveighs, is the Peloponne-
sian war, which he regards as the woik of Pericles.

To this fatal war, among a host of evils, he ascribes

the influence of demagojmes like Cleon at Athens.
Another great object of his indignation was the re-

cently adopted system of education which had been
introduced by the Sophists, acting on the specula*

tive and inquiring tumj^ven to the Athenimi
mind by the Ionian and Eleatic philosophers, and
the extraordinary intellectual development of the
age following the Persian war. The ]}ew theories

intrpduced by the Sophists threatened to overthrow
the foundations of morality, by making persuasion
and not truth the object of man in bis intercourse

with his fellows, and to substitute a universal

scepticism for the religious creed of the people.
The worst effects of such a system were seen in
Alcibiades, who combined all the elements wjiich

^istophanes most disliked, heading the war party-

in politics, and protecting ^e sophistical school in

philosophy and also in literature. Of this latter
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school— the literary and poetical Sophists— Euri-

pides was the chief, whose works are hill of that

/uiTtwpocro^la which contrasts so oflensively with
the moral dignity of Aeschylus and Sophocles, and
for which Aristophanes introduces him as soaring

in the air to write his tragedies. Another feature

of the times was the excessive love for litigation at

Athens, the consequent importance of the dicasts,

and disgraceful abuse of their power
;

all of which
enormities are made by Aristophanes objects of

continual attack. But though he saw what were
the evils of his time, he had not wisdom to find a
remedy for them, except the hopeless and unde-

sirable one of a movement backwards
;
and there-

fore, though we allow him to have been hoffest and
bold, we must deny him the epithet of great. The
following is a list of his extant comedies, with the
year in which they were performed 425. AcAar-
nians. Produced in the name of Callistratus. First

prize.-—424. 'Iinr«r, Knights or Horsemen. The
flrst play produced in the name of Aristophanes

himself. First prize; second Cratinus.— 423.
Clomls. First prize, Cratinus

;
second, Amipsias.—422. Wasps. Second prize.— Clowis (second

edition), failed in obtaining a prize. Some writers

place this B. c. 41 1, and the whole subject is very
uncertain. — 419. Peace. Second prize; Eupolis

first.— Birds. Second prizes
; Amipsias, first

;

Phrynichus, thind.— 411. Lysistrata.— Thesmo-
phoriazwae. During the Oligarchy.—408. First

Plutus.— 406. Frogs. First prize; Phrynichus,
second

;
Plato, third. Death of Sophocles.—392.

Eadesiazusao.— 388. Second edition of the Plutus.— The last two comedies of Aristophanes were the

Aeolosicon and Oco/us, produced about B. c. 387
(date of the peace ^f Antalcidas) by Araros, one of

his sons.— Suidas tells us, that Aristophanes was
the author, in all, of 54 plays. As a poet Aristo-

phanes possessed merits of the highest order. His
works contain snatches of lyric poetry which are

quite noble, and some of his chorusses, particularly

one in the Knights, in whicli the horses are repre-

sented as rowing triremes in an expedition against

Corinth, are written with a spirit and humour un-

rivalled in Greek, and are not very dissimilar to

English ballads. He was a complete master of the

Attic dialect, and in his hands the ^rfection of

that glorious lanpage is wonderfully shown. No
flights are too bold for the range of his fancy:

animals of every kind are pressed into his service ;

frogs chaunt chorusses, a dog is tried for stealing

a cheese, and an iambic verse is composed of the

grants of a pig.— Editions. The best of the col-

lective plays are by Invemizzi, completed by
Beck and D'lidorf, 13 vols. Lips. 1794—182G,

and by Bekker, 5 vols. 8vo., London* 1829.—

>

2. Of Byzantium, son of Apelles, and one of the

roost eminent Greek grammarians at Alexandria.

He was a pupil of Zenodotus and Eratosthenes,

and teache;: of the celebrated Aristarchus. He
lived about B. a 264, in the reign of Ptolemy II.

and Ptolemy III., and had the supreme manage-

ment of the library at Alexandria. Aristophanes

was the first who introduced the use of accents in

the Greek language. He devoted himself chiefly

to the criticism and interpretation of the Greek
poets, and more especially of Homer, of whose
works he madeianewand critical edition (8idp6ce<ris).

The philosophers Plato and Aristotle likewise en-

gaged his attention, and of the former, as' of several

of the poets, he made new and critical editions.

o 2
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All we possess of his numerous works consists of

fragments scattered through the Scholia on the

poets, some argumcnta to the plays of the tragic

poets and of Aristophanes, and a part of his Aglets,

which is printed in Boissonode's edition of He>
rodian’s Partitionety London, 1819, pp. 283—289.

AristSphon (*Ap«rrd(pwv). 1. Of the demus of

Azenia in Attica, one of the most distinguished

Athenian orators about the close of the Peloponne-

sian war. The number of laws which he proposed

may be inferred from his own statement, as preserved

by Aeschines, that he was accused 75 times of

having made illegal proposals, but that he had al-

ways come off victorious. In fi. c. 354 he accusec^

Iphicnttes and Timotheus, and in the same year

he came forward in the assembly to defend the law
of Leptines against Demosthenes. The latter

treats him with great respect, and reckons him
among the most eloquent orators.— 2. Of the de-

mus of Colyttus, a contemporary of Demosthenes,
and an orator of great distinction and influence.

It was this Aristophon whom Aeschines sei-ved as

"'a clerk, and in whose service he was trained for

his public career. [Aescuinbs.]— 3. A comic

poet of the middle comedy.— 4. A painter of

some distinction, son and pupil of Aglaoplion, and
brother of Polygnotus.

AristfitSles (‘AparrorfAnr), the philosopher, was
born at Stagira, a town in Chalcidice in Macedonia,

B. 0. 384. His father, Nicomachus, was physician

in ordinary to Amyntai II., king of Macedonia,

and the author of several treatises on subjects

connected with natural science : his mother,

Phaestis (or Phaestias), was descended from a
Chalcidian family. The studies and occupation of

his father account for the eaiily inclination ma-
nifested by Aristotle for the investigation of nature,

an inclination which is perceived throughout his

whole life. He lost his father befoie he had at-

tained his 17th year, and he was entrusted to the

guardianship of one Proxenus of Atameus in My-
sia, who was settled in Stagira. In 367, he went to

Athens to pursue his studies, and there become a
pupil of Plato upon the return of the latter from

Sicily about 36.5. Plato soon distinguished him
above all his other disciples. He named him the
“ intellect of his school,” and his house, the house

of the “ reader.” Aristotle lived at Athens for 20
years, till 347. During the whole of this period*j

the good understanding which subsisted between

teacher and scholar continued, with some trifling

exceptions, imdisturbed ; for the stories of the dis-

respect and in^titude of the latter towards the

former are nothing but calumnies invented by his

enemies. During the last 10 year%of his first re-

sidence at Athens, Aristotle gave instruction in

rhetoric, and distinguished himselfby his opposition

to Isocrates. It was at this time that he published

his first rhetorical writings. Upon the death of Plato

(347) Aristotle left Athens, perhaps he was of-

fended by Plato having appointed Speusippus as

his successor in the Ai^emy. He first repaired

to his friend Hermlas at Atameus, where he mar-

ried Pythias, the adoptive daughter of the prince.

On the death of Hbrmias, who was killed by the

Persians (344), Aristotle fled from Atarneni to

Mytilene. Two years afterwards (342) he ac-

cepted an invitation from Philip of Macedonia, to

undertake the instmetion of his son Alexander,

then 13 years of age. Here Aristotle was treated

with the most marked respect His native city,
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Stagira, which had been destroyed by Philip, was
rebuilt at his request, and Philip caused a gymna-
sium (called Nymphaeum) to be built there in a

pleasant grove expressly for Aristotle and his

pupils. Several of the youths of the Macedonian
nobles were educated by Aristotle along with

Alexander. Aristotle spent 7 years in Macedonia

;

but Alexander enjoyed his instmetion without in-

termption for oidy 4. Still with such a pupil

even this short period was sufficient for a teacher

like Aristotle to fblfil the highest purposes of

education, and to create in his pupil that sense of

the noble and great, which distinguishes Alexander
from all those conquerors who have only swept like

a hurricane through the world. On Alexander’s

accession to the throne in 335, Aristotle returned

to Athens. Here he found his friend Xenocra-
tes president of the Academy. He himself had
the Lyceum, a gymnasium sacred to Apollo Ly-
ccus, assigned to him by the state. He soon

assembled round him a large number of dis-

tinguished scholars, to whom he delivered lectures

on philosophy in the shady walks {irtpliraTOi)

which surrounded the Lyceum, while walling up
and down (irepiiraTtSv)^ and not sitting, which was
the general practice of the philosophers. From one

or ^her of these circumstances the name Peripatt-

tie n derived, which was afterwards given to his

schooL He gave two different courses of lectures

every day. Those which he delivered in the morn-
ing ircpliraror) to a narrower circle of

chosen (esoteric) hearers, and which were called

acroamatic or (wrooftc, embraced subjects connected

with the more abstruse philosophy (theology),

physics, and dialectics. Those which he delivered

in the afternoon (SctAii'sr inpliraroi) and intended

for a more promiscuous circle (which accordingly

he callad fwoteric)^ extended to rhetoric, sophistics,

and politics. He appears to have taught not so

much in the way of conversation, ns in regular

lectures. His school soon became the most cele-

brated at Athens, and he continued to preside over

it for 13 years (335—323). During this time he

also composed the greater part of his works. In
these labours he was assisted by the truly kingly

liberality of his former pupil, who not only pre-

sented him with 800 talents, but also caused large

collections of natural curiosities to be made for him,

to which posterity is indebted for one of his most

excellent works, the History of Animals. Mean-
while various causes contributed to throw a cloud

over the latter years of the philosopher’s life. In

the first place, he felt deeply the death of his wife

Pythias, who left behind her a daughter of the

same name : he lived subsequently with a friend

of his wife’s, the slave Herpyllis, who bore him a
son, Nicomachus. But a source of still greater

grief was an interruption of the friendly relation in

which he had hitherto atood to his royal pupil.

This was occasioned by the conduct of Callis-

THENXS, the nephew and pupil of Aristotle, who
had vehemently and injadiriously opposed the

changes in the conduct and policy of Alexander.

Still Alexander refrained from any expression of

hostility towards his f(^er instructor, although

their former cordial connection no longer subsisted

undisturbed. The story that Aristotle had a share

in poisoning the king, is a ftbrication of a later

age
;
and moreover it is certain that Alexander

died a natural death. After the death of Alex-

ander (323) Aristotle was looked upon with sospi-
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cion at Athens as a friend of Macedonia ; but as adtr/iov, de Mundo\ a letter to Alexander, treats

it was not easy to bring any political accusation the subject of the last 2 works in a popular tone

against himt he was accused of impiety (doc^clas) and a rhetorical style altogether foreign to Aris-

by the hierophant Eurymedon. He withdrew totle. The whole is probably a translation of a

from Athens before his trial, and escaped in the work with the same title by Appuleius. (6.) 7’Iie

beginning of 322 to Chalcis in Euboea, where he HistoryofAnim<ds{itfp\C^vvi^opla\\n9hook.%,

died in the course of the same year, in the 83rd treats of all the peculiarities of this division of the

year of his age, of a chronic disease of the stomach, natural kingdom, according to genera, classes, and
His body was transported to his native city Sta* species

;
especially giving all the characteristics of

gira, and his memory was honoured there, like that each animal according to its external and internal vi-

of a hero, by yearly festivals. He bequeathed to tal functions ; according to the manner of its copula-

Theophrastus his well-stored library and the ori- tion, its mode of life, and its character. The best

ginals of his writings. In person Aristotle was edition is by Schneider, Lips. 1811. Theobserva-

short and of slender make, with small eyes, and a ^ons in this work are the triumph of ancient saga-

lisp in his pronunciation, using L for /?, and with city, and have been confirmed by the resultssof the

a sort of sarcastic expression in his countenance, most recent investigations. (Cuvier.) {7.)OntIie

He exhibited remarkable attention to external up- jKirta of Animal$ (irepl Cuwv fjioplunf)^ in 4 books,

pearanee, and bestowed much cM’e on his dress^ in which Aristotle, after describing the phacnomena
and person. He is described as having been of in each species, develops the causes of these pbaeno-

wcak health, which, considering the astonishing mena by means of the idea to be formed of the

extent of his studies, shows all the more the energy pui^pose which is manifested in the formation of tlie

of his mind.— The numerous works of Aristotle animal. (8.) On the Generation of Animids {irtpl

may divided into the following classes according in 5 books, treats of the generation

tf*^ the subjects of which they treat : we only men- of animals and the organs of generation. (S.) De
tion the most important in each class. I. Dia. Jncessu Aninudium (irepl (cJwi/ iropdas). (10.)

LKCTics AND LoGic.—The extant h»gical writings Three hooke on the Soul {vtpl Aristotle

are comprehended as a whole under the title Owa- defines the soul to be “ the internal formative prin-

non {‘"Opyavoy, i. e. instmment of science). Tmey ciple of a body which ma^' be perceived by the

are occupied with the investigation of the method senses, and is capable of life.” Best edition by
by which man arrives at knowledge. An insight Trendelenburg, Jenae, 1833. Several anatomical

into the nature and formation of conclusions and of works of Aristotle have been lost. He was the first

proof by means of conclusions, is the common aim ^rson who in any especial manner advocated ana-

and centre of all the separate G works composing tomical investigations, and showed the necessity of

the Organon : these separate works are, 1. Karri- them for the study of the natural sciences. He fre-

yopiat^ Praedicametita^ in which Aristotle treats of quently refers to investigj^ons of his own on the sub-

the (10) comprehensive generic ideas, under which ject.—JII. Pracjical PHi/.osoPHVor I^Lirics.

all the attributes of things may be subordinated as All that falls within the sphere of practiciil philo-

species. 2. ITspl epprivdas^ De Interpiktatieme^ sophy is comprehended in three principal works

:

concerning the expression of thought by means of the i^kies^ ihe PoIiticSs axiA the Oeconomics. 1. The
speech. 3, 4. ^AvahvriKa rrp6rspa and vo-repo, Nicomac/tean Ethics (’HGixA KiKotidxtio-)^ in 10
Analytical each in 2 books, on the theory of con- hooks. Aristotle here begins with the highest and
elusions, so called from the resolution of the con- most universal end of life, for the individual as well

elusion into its fundamental component parts. 5. as for the community in the state. This is hap-
TotriKO^ De Locis, in 8 books, of the general points piness (evdai/ievla') ; and its conditions are, on the

of view (rdiroi), from whie4i conclusions may be one hand, perfect virtue exhibiting itself in the

drawn. 6. Ilepl 4\fyxti>p^ concerning .ictor, and on the other band, corresponding bodily

the fallacies which only apparently prove some- advantages and favourable external circuu)stances,

thing. The best edition of the Organon is by Virtue is the readiness to act constantly and con-

Waitz, Lips. 1844.— II. Theorxtical Philo- sciously according to the laws of the rational nature

SOPHY, consisting of Afetaphysics, Mtdhematics^ and of man (ipObs Xoyos). The nature of virtue shows
Physics^ on all of which Aristotle wrote works. 1. itself in its appearing as the medium between two
The A/eltijt)Ay«>s,in 14book8(T«p extremes. In accordance with this, the several

originally consisted of distinct treatises, independent virtues are enumerated and characterized. Best
of one another, and were put together as one work editions by Zell, Heidelb. 1 820 ; Corais, Paris,

after Aristotle's death. Thd title also is of late 1822 ; Cardwell, Oxon. 1828 ; Michelet, Berol.

origin, and was given to the work from its being 1828.— 2. Die Ettdemean Ethics

placed a^T (Merd) the Physics (rd Roomed). The M«o), iq, 7 books, of which only books i. ii. iii. and
best edition is by Brandis, Berol. 1823.— 2. In vii. are independent, while the remaining books iv.

Mathematics we have 2 treatises by Aristotle
: (1.) v. and vi. agree word for word with books v. vi. and

Ilepl hT6pa)v ypafifiwy, t. e. concerning indivisible viL of the Nicoraachean Ethics. This ethical work
lines

;
2. irpoiKrifxara, Mechanical Pro- is perhaps a recension of Aristotle's lectures, edited

blcms.— 3. In JPAystes, we have,— (1). Physics by Endemus.— 3, 'H0i«d M47aAa, in 2 bnoka,— 4.

{^wriK^ iucpSatris^ called also by others irepl dpx^p). Politics (IloXiTHcd), in 8 books. The EUiies oon-

in Shooks. In these Aristotle develops the general duct us to t\ie Politics. The connection between
principles of natural science. (Cosmology.) (2.) the two works is so close, that in the Ethics by the

Concerning the //eaoen (wepl o&povoO), in 4 books, word Harspov reference is made by Aristotle to the

Gh) On lyoduction and D^ruction {rrtpl ysv4asus Politics, and in the latter by rrp6rtpov to the
Kol ^opas, de Generatione et Corruptione\ in 2 Ethics. TheJPulitics show how happiness is to be
books,nlevelop the general laws of production and attained for {he human eommwnily tn the state

;

for

destruction. (4.) Meteorology (pvrtupoXoyiKd, the object of the state h not merely the external'^

de Mtiteoris)t in 4 books. (5.) On the Universe (grtpl j^eservation of life, but ** bf^py life, as it is at»
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tained by means of virtue perfect deve- of Strabo to the present day. It was concluded
lopment of the whole man). Hence also ethics form from this account, that neither Aristotle nor Theo>
the first and most general foundation of political phrastus had published their writings, with the ex-
life, because the state cannot attain its highest ception of some exoteric works, which had no im-

object, if morality does not prevail among its portant bearing on their system
; and that it was

citizens. The house, the family, is the element of not till 200 years later that they were brought to

the state. Accordingly Aristotle begins with the light by the above-mentioned Apelhcon, and pub-
doctrine of domestic economy, then proceeds to a lished to the philosophical world. That, however,
description of the different forms of mvernment, was by no means the case. Aristotle indeed did

after which he gives a delineation of the most im- not prepare a complete edition, as we call it, of his

portant Hellenic constitutions, and then investigates writings. Nay, it is certain that death overtook

which of the constitutions is the best (the ideal of him before he could finish some of his works and
a state). The doctrine concerning education, as put the finishing hand to others. Nevertheless it

the most important condition of this best state, cannot be denied that Aristotle destined all his

forms tjie conclusion. Best editions, by Schneider* works for publication, and published several in his

Francof. ad Viadr. 180.0; Corais, Paris, 18*21; life-time. This is indisputably certain with regard

Gcittling, Jenae, 1824 ;
Stahr, with a German to the exoteric writings Those which had not

translation. Lips. 1837 ;
Barthdldray St. Hilaire, L^een published by Anstotle himself, w’ere given to

with a French translation, Paris, 1837.—-5. Oeco- the world by Theophrastus and his disciples in a
7iomic8 (oixovo/iiKd), in 2 books, of which only the complete form.— Editions. The best edition of

first is genuine.— IV. Works on Art, which the complete works of Aristotle is by Bekker,
have for their subject the exercise of the creative Berlin, 1831—1840, 4to. text,2 vols., and a Latin

faculty, or Art. To these belong the Poetics and translation in one volume. This edition has been
Rhetoric. 1. The Poetics {Uepl vourriK^s). Aris- reprinted at Oxford in 11 vols. 8vo. Tli^e is a
totle penetrated deeper than any of the ancients stereotyped edition published by Tauchnitz, Leipzig,

into the essence of Hellenic art. He is the father 183*2, Ib'mo. in 16 vols., and another edition of the

of tlie aesUtetics ofpoeiiry^ ns he is the completer of text by Weise, in one volume, Leipzig, 1843.

Greek rhetoric as a science. The greatest part of AistbsSnns (’Apio-rd^evos), of Tarentum, a
the treatise contains a theory of Tragedy ; nothing Peripatetic philosopher and a musician, nourished

else is treated of, with the exception of the epos; about u. c. 318. He was a disciple of Aristotle,

comedy is merely alluded to. Best editions by whom he appears to have rivalled in the variety of

Tyrwhitt, Oxon. 1794 ;
Hermann, Lips. 1802 f his studies. According to Suidas, he produced

' Gr'dfenhan, Lips. 1821; Bekker, BeroL 183*2; works to the number of 453 upon music, philosoph)’,

Ritter, Colon. 1839.— 2. The Rfietorie (rix^ ^V- history, in short every department of literature.

ropMii)^ in 3 books. RhQ(pric, as a science, accord- We know nothing of his philosophical opinions, ex-

ing to Alistotle, stands side by side with Dialectics, cept that he held the soul to be a lunrmmy of

The only thing wjiich makes a scientific treatment the body (Cic. Tusc. i. 10), a doctrine which had
of rhetoric possible is the argumentation which been alipady discussed by Plato in the Phaedo.

awakens conviction : he therefore directs his chief Of his numerous works the only one extant is his

attention to the theory of oratorical argumentation. Elements of Harmony {apfxopiK^ a-roixtta), in 3
The second main division of fhe work treats of the books : edited by Meibomius, in the Antiquae Mu-
production of that favourable disposition in the sicae Audores Septem^ Kmsi. 165*2.

hearer, in consequence of which the orator appears Aristiu C'Apto’ror). 1. Of Salamis in Cv'prus,

to him to be worthy of credit. The third port wrote a history of Alexander the Great.— 2. An
treats of oratorical expression and arrangement.— Academic pliilosopher,^ contemporary and friend

According to a story current in antiquity Aristotle of Cicero, and teacher of M. Brutus,

bequeathed his library and MSS. to Theophrastus, Aiioi, river. [Aria.]

his successor in the Academy. On the death of
,

Aritlfla (?} ^Kpiovoia a district on the N.
Theophrastus, the libraries and MSS. both of . coast of Chios, inhere the best wiuo in the island

Aristotle and Theophrastus are said to have come
1

was grown {Artusium Ft/i«»i,“Virg. Ed. v. 71).

into the hands of his relation and disciple, Ne-
|

Annene {*Apy,4vTi, or -iiyri : Akliman\ a town
leus of Scepsis. This Neleus sold both libraries on the coast of Paphlagonia, where the 10,000

to Ptolemy II.. king of Egypt, for the Alexan- Greeks, during their retreat, rested 5 days, enter-

drine library ; but he retained for himself, as an tained by the people of Sinope, a little to the W.
heirloom, the original MSS. of the works of of which Armene stood.

these two philosop^rs. The descenclantt of Ne- Amfinia (*Ap|aevla : *Apf/^yioSf Armenius : Ar~
lens, who were subjects of the king of Pergaraus, inema)^ a country of Asia, lying between Asia

knew of no other way of securing them from the Minor and the Caspian, is a lofty table- land,

search of the Attali, who wished to rival the Pto- backed by the chain of the Caucasus, watered by
Icmies in forming a large library, than concealing the rivers Cyrus and Araxes, containing the sources

them in a cellar, where for a couple of centuries alto of the Tigris and of the Euphrates, the latter

they were exposed to the ravages of damp and of which divides the country into 2 unequal parts,

^yorms. It was not till the beginning of the cen- which were called Major and Minor. 1. Armenia
tury before the birth of Christ that a wealthy book- Miyor or Propria (*A if fieyd\f] or d koXov.

collector, the Athenian Apellicou of Teos, traced i*4vi} : Erzermm^ Kars^ Fun, and Erivan)^ was
out these valuable relics, bought them from the ig- bounded on the N.E. and N. by the Cyrus {Kur\
norant heirs, and prepaid them a new edition which divided it fmm Albania and Iberia ; on the

of Aristotle's works. After the cnptpre of Athens, N.W. and W. by the Moschici mounfiiius (the pro-

Sulla conveyed Apellicon^ library to Rome, b. c. longation of the chain of the Anti-Taurus), and the

84. [Apxllicon.] From this story an error Euphrates (FraO« which divided it fromlDolchis

arose, which has been handed down from the time and Armenia Minor ; and on the S. and S.E.
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by tbe mountains called Masius, Niphates, and
Gordiaei (the prolongation of the Taurus), and the

lower course of the Araxsr, which divided it

from Mesopotamia, Assyria, and Media : on the

£. the country comes to a point at the confluence

of the Cyrus and Araxes. It is intersected by

chains of mountains, between which run the two

great rivers Araxss, flowing E. into the Caspian,

and the Arsanias or S. branch of the Euphrates

{Murad)^ flowing W. into the main stream (Frat)

just above M. Masius. The E. extremity of the

chain of mountains which separates the basins

of these two rivers, and which is an offshoot of

the Anti-Taurus, forms the Ararat of Scripture.

In the S. of the country is the great lake of Van,

Arsissa I’alus, enclosed by mountain chains which

connect Ararat with the S. range of mountains.

2. Armenia Minor (*A. fuKpA or fipaxirrdpa), was!
bounded on the E. by the Euphrates, which divided"

it from Armenia Major, on the N. and N.W. by
the mountains Scodises, Paryadres, and Anti-

Taurus, dividing it from Pontus and Cappadocia,

and on the S. by the Taurus, dividing it from

Cqmmlfgcne in N. Syria, so that it contained the

country E. and S. of the city of Siwas (the ancient

Cabira or Sebaste) as far os the Euphrates and the

Taurus. The boundaries between Armenia Minor
and Cappadocia varied at different times ; an(>in-

deed the whole country up to the Euphrates is

sometimes called Cappadocia, and, on the other

baud, the whole of Asia Minor E. of the Halys

seems at one time to have been included under the

name of Armenia.—The people of Armenia claimed

to be aboriginal
;
and there can be little doubt

that they were one of the most ancient families of

that branch of the human race which is called

CaucasLon. Their language, though possessing

some remarkable peculiarities of its mvn, wq^ nearly

allied to the Indo-Germanic family ; and their

manners and religious ideas wore similar to those

of the Modes and Persians, but with a greater

tendency to the personification of the powers of

nature, as in the goddess Analtis, whose worship

was peculiar to Armenia. They had commercial

dealings with Assyria and l^oenicia. In the time

of Xenophon they had preserved a great degree of

primitive simplicity, but 400 years later Tacitus

gives an unfavourable view of their character.

—

The earliest Armenian traditioni^ represent the

country as governed by native kings, who had per-

petually to maintain their independence against

attacks from Assyria. They were said to have

been conquered by Semiram is, but again threw off

the yoke at the time of the Median and Babylonian

revolt. Their relations to the Medes and Persians

seem to have varied between successful resistance,

unwilling subjection, and friendly alliance. A body
of Armenians formed a part of the army which

Xerxes led against Ore^e ; and they assisted

Darius Codomannus against Alexander, and in

this war they lost their king, and became subject

to the Macedonian empire (d. c. 328). Aiter

another interval of successful revolt (b.c. 317

—

274), they submitted to the Greek kings of Syria

;

but when Antiochus the Great was defeated by the

Romans (^c. 190), the country again regained

its indep^dence, and it was at this period that it

was divided into the two kingdoms of Armenia
Major and Mmor, under two different dyna^ies,

founded respectively by the nobles who headed
the revolt, Artaxias and Zariadras. Ultimately,
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Armenia Minor was made a Roman province by
Trajan ; and Armenia Major, after being a perpe>

tual object of contention between the Romans and
the Parthians, was subjected to the revived Persian

empire by its first king Artaxerxes (Ardeshir) in

A. D. 226
ArmSxiilLS Hons (t6 'hpp^iviov Spot), a branch

of the Anti-Taurus chain in Armenia Minor.

Arminlus (the Latinized form ofHermann, “ the

chieftain**), son of Sigiraer, “ the conqueror,” and
chief of the tribe of the Cherusci, who inhabited

the country to the north of the Hartz mountains,

now forming the S. of Hanover and Brunswick.

He was bom in b. c. 18 ;
and in his youth, he led

rile warriors of his tribe as auxiliaries of the Ro-
man legions in Germany, where he leanit tfie lain

guage and military discipline of Rome, and was
admitted to the fi*eedom of the city, and enrolled

amongst the equites. In a. d. 9, Anninius, who
was now 27 years old, and had succeeded his

father as chief of his tribe, persuaded his country-

men to rise against the Romans, who were now
masters of this part of Germany, and which
seemed destined to become, like Gaul, a Roman
province. His attempt was crowned with success.

Quintilius Varus, who was stationed in the country

with 3 legions, was destroyed with almost all

his troops [Varus] ; and the Romans had to re-

linquish all their possessions beyond the Rhine.

In 14, Arminius had to defend his country against

Germanicus. At first he was successful
; the

-ilomans were defeated, and Germanicus withdrew
towards the Rhine, followed by Arminius. But
having been compelled by his uncle, Ingniomer,

against his own wishes, to attack the Romans
in their entrenched camp, his army wa» routed,

and the Romans Inade good their retreat to

Rhine. It was in the course of this campaign tliat

Thusnelda, the wife of Arminius, fell into the
hands of the Romans, and was reserved with the
infant boy to whom she soon after gave birth in

her captivity, to adorn the triumph of Germanicus
at Home. In 1 6, Arminius was again called upon
to resist Germanicus, but he was defeated, and his

country was probably only saved from subjection

by the jealousy of Tiberius, who recalled Germa-
nicus in the following year. At length Arminius
aimed at absolute power, and was in consequence

cut off by his own relations in the 37th year of his

age, A. D. 1 9.

Armorica or Aremorioa, the name of the N.W.
coast of Gaul from the Ligeris {Loire) to the Se-
quana (^5?iwe), derived ^m the Celtic ar, air,
” upon,” and muir, mor, ** the sea.” The Armo-
ricae civitaies ore enumerated by Caesar (B. G.
vii. 75).

•

Ama (Amas, -fttis: Civitella d*Amo), a town
in Umbria near Perusia.

Amae ( "Apycu), a town in Chalcidice in Mace-
donia, 8. of Aulon and Bromiscus.

Ante C'Apvi}), a town in Boeotia mentioned by
Homer ( Jl. ii. 507), supposed by Pausanios to be
the same as ChaeronSa, but placed by others near
Acraephium on the E. of the lake Copais.

Arwia {’'Apviffffa : Oetrova ?), a town in Eor-
daea in Macedonia.

AxaSSblni. I. The elder, a native of Africa,

lived about a^ z>. 300, in the reign of Diocletian.

He was at first a teacher of rhetoric at Sicca in

Afidca, but afterwards embraced Christianity
;
and

to remove all doubts as to the reality of his cou-

u 4
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version, he wrote, while yet a catechumen, his

celebrated work a^inst the Pagans, in 7 Imoks

{Libri septeni advcrsm Gentes)^ which we still pos-

sess. The best edition is by Orclli, Lips. 1B16.— 2. The Younger, lived about A. d. 460, and
was probably a bishop or presbyter in Gaul. He
wrote a commentary on the Psalms, still extant,

which shows that he was a Semi- Pelagian.

ArnSn ('Apvuv ; Wad-el Mojib\ a considerable

river of h). Palestine, rising in the Arabian Desert,

and flowing W. through a rocky valley into the

Lacus Asphaltites (Z)c^ Sea). The surrounding

district was called Amonas
; and in it the Romans

had a military station, called Castra Arnonensia. ,

Armis {Amo)^ the chief river of Etruria, rises

in the Apennines, flows by Pisae, and falls into the

Tyrrhenian sea. It gave the name to the Tribua

Amiensis., formed B. c. 387.

Arda (’Apda or “Apdj;), the ancient name of

Patrae.
ArdlXl&t& (rd 'Apiiptara^ IkKpov :

Cape Guardafui)^ the £.-most promontory of Africa,

at the S. extremity of the Arabian Gulf : also the

surrounding district was called Aromata or Aroma-
tophora Hegio, with a town *Apu)p.dTwy ipvdpiov ;

so named from the abundance of spices which the

district produced.

Arpi (Arpanns : Arpi\an inland town in the

Daiini.m Apulia, founded, according to tradition, by
Diomedes, who called it ’'Apyos Ivviop., from which
its later names of Ar^rippa oiArgpripa and
are said to have arisen {llle (Diomedes) urbem

Arffj/ripnm^ patriae cognominc geniis^Yhg. Aen. xi.

240'). During the time of its independence it was
a flourishing commercial tdwn, using Salapia as its

harbour.^ It was friendly to tte Romans in the

Saranite wars, but revolted to Hannibal after the

battle of Cannae, b. c. 216: it was taken by the

Romans in 21.3, deprived of its independence, and
never recovered its former prosperity.

Arplnum (Arpinas, -fttis; Arpi/io), a town of

Latium on the small river Fibrenus {Fibr€no\ ori-

ginally belonging to the Volscians and afterwards

to the Sammtes, from whom the Romans wrested

it, was a Roman municipium, and received the jm
sufrayii., or right of voting in the Roman comitia.

B. 0. 188. It was the birthplace of Marius and
Cicero, the latter of whom w'as bom in his father’s

villa, situated on a small isl.and formed by the river

Fibrenus. Cicero's brother Quintus had an estate

S. of Arpinum, called Arcanum.
Arrfitinin or ArStlum (Arretlnus: Arezzo), one

of the most important of the 12 cities of Etniria,

was situated in the N. E. of the country at the

foot of the Apennines, and possessedtfl fertile terri-

tory near the sources of the Aruus and the Tiber,

producing good wine and com. It was thrice

colonised by the Romans, whence we read of

Arrctini Veteres, Fidenates, JtUienses, It was par-

ticularly celebrated for its pottery, which was of

red ware. The Cilnii, from whom Maecenas was
descended, were a noble family of Arretium. The
ruins of a city 2 or 3 miles to the S. E. of Arezzo,

on a height called Poggio di San Comelio, or Casiel

Sccoo, are probably the remains of the ancient Ar-
retium.

Arrhapaoliltia (*A^/laTaxms), a district of

Assyria, between the rivers Lycos and Choatras.

^
Arrhibaeni (*A^pi6aior ), chieftain of the Mace-

donians of Lyncus, revolted against king Perdiocas

in the Peloponnesian war. It was to reduce him
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that Perdiccas sent for Brasidas (b. c. 424), and
against him took place the unsuccessful joint ex-

pedition, in which Perdiccas deserted Brasidas, and
Brasidas effected his bold and skilful retreat.

Arrhidaeus (*A^^i8a7or) or Aridaeus (*Ap<-

8a7or). 1. A half-brother of Alexander tlie Great,

son of Philip and a female dancer, Philinna of

Larissa, was of imbecile understanding. He was
at Babylon at the time of Alexander’s death, b. c.

32.3, and was elected king under the name of

Philip. The young Alexander, the infant son of

Roxana, was associated with him in the govern-

ment. In 322, Arrhidaeus married Eurydice. On
their return to Macedonia, Eurj'dice attempted to

obtain the supreme power in opposition to Poly-

sperchon ; but Arrhidaeus and Eurydice were made
prisoners, and put to death by order of Olympias,

>317.— 2. One of Alexander’s generals, obtained

the province of the Hellcsponiine Phrygia, at the

division of the provinces in 321 at Triparadisus,

but was deprived of it by Antigonus in 3 1 9.

Arrla. 1. Wife of Caecina Paetus. When
her husband was ordered by tlie emperor CJ/audius

to put an end to his life, a. d. 42, and hesitated to

do so, Arria stabbed herself, handed the dagger to

her husband, and said, Paetus, it does nut pain

meJ’— 2. Daughter of the preceding, and wife of

Thmsea.
Ani&nus (*A^lnav65). 1. Of Nicomedia in Bi-

thyiiia, bom about a. D. 90, was a pupil and friend

of Epictetus, and first attracted attention as a phi-

losopher by publishng at Athens the lectures of

his master. In 124, he ^ined the friendship of

Hadrian during his stay in Greece, and received

from the emperor the Roman citizenship
;
from this

time he assumed the name of Flavius. In 136,
ho was appointed praefect of CappadociJi, which
was inAided' the year after by the Alani or Mas-
sagetae, whom he defeated. Under Antoninus

Pius, in 146, Arrian was consul
;
and about 150

he withdrew from public life, and from this time

lived in his native town of Nicomedia, as priest of

Dcmeter and Persephone. He died at an advanced
age in the reign of M. Aurelius. Arrian was one
of the most active and best writers of his time.

He was a close imitator of Xenophon both in the

subjects of his works and in the style in which
they were written. He regarded his relation to

Epictetus as similar to that of Xenophon to So-
crates

;
and it was his endeavour to carry out that

resemblance. With this view he published, 1. the

philosophical lectures of his master (AtarpiSal

^EiriKTiiTov) in B books, the first half of which is

still extant. Edited in SchweighSuser's Epicteteae

Phi/osophiae Monumenta, vol. iii., and in Coraes*

ndpepya 'EWijv. BtSAioO. vol. viii.— 2. An ab-

stract of the practical philosophy of Epictetus

('Eyxtipibiov ’EirtKT^ow), which is still extant.

This celebrated work maintained its authority for

many centuries, both with Christians and ^^agans.

The best editions are those of Sehweighauser and
Coraes, in the collections above referred to. He
also published other works relating to Epictetus,

which are now lost. His original works are :
—

3. A treatise on the chase {KvvTtyrrriKds), which
forms a kind of supplement to Xenophon’s work
on the same subject, and is printed in most editions

of Xenophon’s works.— 4. The History of the

Asiatic expedition of Alexander the Great (’Avd-

dmrir 'AAe{<iv6pou), in 7 books, the most important

of Arrian’s works. This great work reminds the
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reader of Xenophon’s Anabasis, not only by its

title, but also by the ease and clearness of its style.

It is also of great value for its historical accuracy,

being based upon the most trustworthy histories

written by the contemporaries of Alexander, espe-

cially those of Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, and of

Aristobulus, the son of Aristobulus.— 5. On India

(’Ii/8ifrh or rit ’IvSiicd), which may be regarded as

a continuation of the Anabasis, at the end of which
it is usually printed. This work is written in the

Tonic dialect probably in imitation of Ctesias of

Cnidus, whose work on the same subject Arrian

wished to supplant by araore trustworthy and correct

account. The best editions of tlie Anabasis are by
Ellendt, Tiegiinontii, 1832, and by C. W. Kriiger,

Berlin, 1835; of the Indica by Schmieder, Halle,

1798.— 8. A description of a voyage round the

coasts of the Euxinc {irtplirKovs irovrov Ed^siVou),

which had undoubtedly been made by Arrian him-

selt during his government of Cappadocia. This

Periplus has come down to us together with a

Periplus of the Erj'thraean, and a Periplus of the

Euxine .'|(id the Palus Maeotis, both of which also

bear tlie name of Arrian, but they belong undoubt-

edly to a later period. The best editions are in

Iludsoirs Geo<fraphi Minorcs^ vol. i., and in Gail’s

and Hoffmann’s collections of the minor Geogi^t-

[thers.— 7. A work on Tactics {K6yos raKTiiths or

rexf'V raKTiK-h)^ of which we possess at present

only a fragment: printed in Blancard’s collection

of the minor works of Arrian. Arrian also wrote

numerous other works, all of which are now lost.

— 2. A Roman jurisconsult, probably lived under
Trajan, and is perhaps the same ptTson with the

orator Arrianus, who coiTespondcd with the younger

Pliny. He wrote a treatise de fnterdictis^ of which
the 2d book is quoted in the Digest.

Arrlbas, Ai^bas, Arymbas, or Thasrytas
CA/J^l€as, ’Apii/aSar, or ©o^puras), a de-

scendant of Achilles, and one of the early kings of

the Molossians in Epirus. He is said to have been

educated at Athens, and on his return to his native

country to have framed for the Molossians a code of

laws, and established a regular constitution.

Q. Arrins. L Praetor, b. cs 72, defeated Crixus,

the l(‘ader of the runaway slaves, but was after-

Avards conquered by Spartacus. In 71, Arrius was
to have succeeded Verres as propraetor in Sicily,

hut died on his way to Sicily.— 2. A son of the

preceding, was an unsuccessful candidate for the

consulship, B. c. 59. He was an intimate friend

of Cicero.

Arrius Aper. [Afiir.]

L. Amintlns. 1. Proscribed by the triumvirs

in B. c. 43, but escaped to Sext. Pompey in Sicily,

and was restored to the state with Pompey. He
subsequently commanded the left wing of the fleet

of Octavianns at the battle of Actium, 31, and was
consul in 22.— 2. Son of the preceding, consul

A. D. 6. Augustus declared in his last illness, that

Amintins was notunworthy oftheempire,and would
have boldness enough to seize it, if an opportunity

presented. This rendered him an object of sus-

picion to Tiberius. He was charged in a. d. 37,
as an accomplice in the crimes of Albucilla, and
put an end to his own life.

Area {Azunga)^ a town in Hispania Baetica.

Ars&oei ('ApadMT^r), the name of the founder, of

the Parthian empire, which was also home by all

his successors, who were hence called the Arsa^ae,
1. He was of obscure origin, and seems to have
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come from the neighbourhood of the Ochus. He
induced the Parthians to revolt from the Syrian

empire of the Seleucidae, and he became the first

monarch of the Parthians. This event probably

took place about B. c. 250, in the reign of Antiochus

II.
;
but the history of the revolt, as well as of

the events which immediately followed, is stated

very differently by different historians. Arsaces

reigned only 2 years, and was succeeded by his

brother Tiridates.— 2. Tlridfttes, reigned 37
years, b. c. 248—211, and defeated Seleucus Cal-

linicus, the successor of Antiochus ll.— 3. Arta-
b&ntis I., son of the preceding, was attacked by
Antiochus III. (the Great), who, however, was
unable to subdue his country, and at length recog-

nised him as king, about 2 1 0. 4. Pnapatiiis,

son of the preceding, reigned 15 years, and left 3

%)n8, Phraates, Mithridates, and Artabanus.— 6.

Phr^tes I, subdued the Mardi, and, though he
had many sons, left the kingdom to his brother

Mithridates. — 6. Mithrid&tes I., son of Arsaces

IV., greatly enlarged the Parthian empire by his

conquests. He defeated Demetrius Nicator, king
of Syria, and took him prisoner in 138. Mithri-

dates treated Demetrius with respect, and gave

him his daughter Hhodogune in marriage. Mith-
ridates died during the captivity of Demetrius,

between 138 and 130. —7. Fhra&tes II., son of

the preceding, carried on war against Antiochus

VII. Sidetes, whom Phraates defeated and slew

in battle, B. c. 128. Phraates himself was shortly

atfer killed in battle by the Scythians, who had
been invited by Antiochus to assist him against

Phraates, but who did not arrive till after the

fall of the former. 8. Artahfinns II., youngest

brother of Arsaces yi., and youngest son •bf Ar-
saces IV., fell in battle against tho Tbogarii or

Tochari, apparently after a short reign." 9. Mith-
rid&tes II., son of the preceding, prosecuted many
wars with success, and added many nations to the

Parthian empire, whence ho obtained the surname

of Great. It was in his reign that the Romans
first had any oflicial communication with P’arthia.

Mithridates sent an ambassador to Sulla, who had
come into Asia b. c. 92, and requested alliance

with the Romans. —10. (Mnascires I) Nothing
is known of the successor of Arsaces IX. Even
his name is uncertain.— IL Sanatrocei, reigned 7

years, and died about b.c. 70.—12. Fhra&tes III.,

son of the preceding. He lived at the time of the

war between the Romans and Mithridates of Pon-

tus, by both of whom he was courted. He con-

tracted an alliance with the Romans, but he took

no part in the war. At a later period misunder-

standings arose, between Pompey and Phraates,

but Pompey thoughl it more pnident to avoid a
war with the Parthians, although Phraates had
invaded Armenia, and Tigranes, the Armenian
king, implored Pompey's assistance. Phraates

was murdered soon afterwards by his 2 sons,

Mithridates and Orodes.— 13. Mithridfttes m.,
son of the preceding, succeeded his father during

the Armenian war. On his return from Armenia,
Mithridates was expelled from the throne, on ac-

count of his cruelty, and was succeeded by his

brother Orodes. Mithridates afterwards made
war upon his brother, but was taken prisoner and
put to death. Or5det I., brother of the pre-

ceding, was the Parthian king, whose general

Surenas defeated Ciassui and the Romans, b.c.

53. [Crassus.] After the death of Craisus,
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Orodes^ve the command of the army to hia ton

Pacorus, who entered Syria in 61 with a small

force, but was driven back by Cassius. In 60

Pacorus again crossed the Euphrates with a much
larger array, and advanced as far as Antioch, but

was defeated near AntigonCa by Cassius. The
Parthians now remained quiet for some years. In

40 they crossed the Euphrates again, under the

command of Pacorus and Labienus, the son of T.

Labienus. They overran Syria and part of Asia

Minor, but were defeated in 39 by Ventidius

Bassus, one of Antony's legates : Labienus was
slain in the flight, and the Parthians retired to

their own dominions. In 38, Pacorus again in-

vade^ Syria, but was completely defeated andM
in the battle. This defeat was a severe blow to

the aged king Orodes, who shortly afterwards sur-

rendered the crown to his son, Phraates, during

his life-time. —16. Fhra&tes IV., commenced his

reign by murdering his father, his 30 brothers, and
his own son, who was grown up, that there might

be none of the royal &mily whom the Parthians

could place upon the throne in his stead. In con-

sequence of his cnielty many of the Parthian

nobles fled to Antony (37), who invaded Parthia

in 3G, but was obliged to retreat after losing

a great part of his army. A few years after-

wards the cruelties of Phraates produced a rebellion

against him ;
he wag driven out of the country,

and Tiridates proclaimed king in his stead. Phraa-

tes, however, was soon restored by the Scythians,

and Tiridates fled to Augustus, carrying with hhn
the youngest son of Phraates. Augustus restored

his son to Phraates, on condition of his surrender-

ing the Roman standards and prisoners taken in

the war with Crassus and Antony. They were

given up in 20 : their restoration caused universal

joy at Rome, and was celebrated not only by the

poets, but by festivals and commemorative monu-
ments. Phraates also sent to Augustus as hostages

his 4 sons, with their wives and children, who w'ere

carried to Rome. In a. d. 2, Phraates was poi-

soned by his wife Thermusa, and her son Phraata-

ces.— 10. PhraataoeB, reigned only a short time,

as he was expelled by his subjects on account of

his crimes. The Parthian nobles then elected as

king Orodes, who was of the family of the Arsa-

cid^. —17. Orddei 11., also reigned only a short

time, as he was killed by the Parthians on account

of his cruelty. Upon his death the Parthians ap-

plied to the Romans for Vonones, one of the sons

of Phraates IV., who was accordingly granted to

them. —18. Von5nei I., son of Phraates IV.,

was also disliked by his subjects, who therefore

invited Artabanus, king of Media, to take posses-

sion of the kingdom. Artabanus^drove Vonones
out of Parthia, who resided first in Armenia, next

in S3rriB, and subsequently in Cilicia. He was put

to death in a. d. 19, according to some accounts

by order of Tiberius on account of-his great wealth.

—19. ArtabAnni lH, obtained the Parthian

kingdom soon after the expulsion of Vonones,

about A. D. 16. Artabanus placed Arsaces, one
of his sons, over Armenia, and assumed a hostile

attitude towards the Romans. His subjects, whom
ho oppressed, despatched an embassy to Tiberius

to beg him to send to Parthia Phraates, one of the

sons of Phraates IV. Tiberias wi(}ingly c(»nplied

with the request ; but Phraatof upon arriving in

Syria was carried off by a disease, a. d. 36. As
soon as Tiberius heard of his death; he set up Ti-
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ridates, another of the Arsacidae, as a claimant to

the Parthian throne: Artabanus was obliged to

leave his kingdom, and to fly for refuge to the

Hyreanians and Carmanians. Hereupon Vitellius,

the governor of Syria, crossed the Euphrates, aiid

placedTiridates on the throne. Artabanus was, how-

ever, recalled next year (36) by his fickle subjects.

He was once more expelled by his subjects, and

once more restored. He died soon after his last

restoration, leaving two sons, Bardanes and Gotar-

zes, whose civil wars are related differently by
Josephus and Tacitus.— 20. Gotarzes, succeeded

his father, Artabanus III., but was defeated by
his brother Bardanes and retired into Hyrcania.—
2L Bardanas, brother of the preceding, was put

to death by his subjects in 47, whereupon Gotarzes

again obtained the crown. But as he ruled with

cruelty, the Parthians secretly begged the emperor

Claudius to send them from Rome Meherdatos,

grandson of Phraates IV. Claudius complied with

their request, and commanded the governor of Syria

to assist Meherdates, but the latter was defeated

in battle, and taken prisoner by Gotarzes.—
22. Vondnes n., succeeded Gotarzes (fbout 60.

His reign was short.— 23. VolOgSses 1., son of

Vonones II. or Artabanus III. Soon after his

accession, he conquered Armenia, which he gave

t(> his brother Tiridates. In 55 he gave up Ar-

menia to the Romans, but in 58 he again placed

his brother over Armenia and declared war against

the Romans. This war terminated in favour of the

Romans : the Parthians were repeatedly defeated

by Bomitius Corbulo, and Tiridates was driven

out of Armenia. At length, in 62, peace was con-

cluded between Vologescs and the Romans on con-

dition that Nero would surrender Annenia to Ti-

ridates, provided the latter would come to Rome
and tipeive it as a gift from the Roman emperor.

Tiridates came to Rome in 63, where he was re-

ceived with extraordinary splendour, and obtained

from Nero the Armenian crown. Vologescs after-

wards maintained friendly relations with Vespasian,

and seems to have lived till the reign of Domitian,

— 24. FaoSrus, succeeded his father, Vologescs

I., and was a conteii^rary of Domitian and Tra-

jan.— 26. Chosrdes or OsrSes, succeeded his

brother Pacorus diuring the reign of Trajan. His
conquest of Armenia occasioned the invasion of Par-

thia by Trajan, who stripped it of many of its pro-

vinces, and made the Parthians for a time subject to

Rome. [Trajanus.] Upon the death of Trajan

in A. D. 117, the Parthians expelled Parthamas-

pates whom Trajan had placed upon the throne,

and recalled their former king, Chosroes. Hadrian

relinquished the conquests of Trajan, and made the

Euphrates, as before, the eastern boundary of the

Roman empire. Chosroes died during the reign

of Hadrian.— 26. Vologfises 11., succeeded his

father Chosroes, and reigned from about 122 to

149.— 27. yolog6ses in., be^ to reign in 149.

He invaded Syria in 162, but the generals of the

emperor Verus drove him back into his own domi-

nions, invaded Mesopotamia and Assyria, and took

Seleucia and Ctesiphon ;
and Vologeses was obliged

to purchase peace by ceding Mesopotamia to the

Romans. From this time to the downfall of the

Parthian empire, there is great confusion in the

list of kings.— 28. VologSsM IV., probably as-

cended the throne in the reign of Commodus. His
dominions were invaded by Septimius Severus, who
took Ctesiphon in 199. On the death of Volo-
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geses IVm at the beginning of the reign of Cara-

calla, Forth ia was torn asunder by contests for the

crown between the sons of Vologeses. 29. Volo-

gSses V., son of Vologeses IV., was attacked by
Oaracalla in 215, and about the same time was
dethroned by his brother Artabanus. •— 30. Arta-

btUias IV., the last king of Parthia. The war
commenced by Caracalla against Vologeses, was
continued against Artabanus

;
but Macrinus, the

successor of Caracalla, concluded peace with the

Parthians. In this war Artabanus had lost the

best of his troops, and the Persians seised the op-

portunity of recovering their long-lost independ-

ence. They were led by Artaxerxes (Ardshir),

the son of Sassan, and defeated the Parthians in

three great Imttles, in the last of which Artabanus

was taken prisoner and killed, a. d. 226'. Thus
ended the Parthian empire of the Arsacidac, after

it had existed 476 years. The Parthians were
now obliged to submit to Artaxerxes, the founder

of the dynasty of the Sassanidae, which continued

to reign till a. d. 651.

Arsac|^ {’Apcrtucia : Ru. S.E. of Teheran)^ a
great city of Media, S. of the Caspiae Portae, ori-

ginally named Rhagae ('Pa7ai)
;

rebuilt by Se-

leucus Nicator, and called Europus {Evpmrds) ;

again destroyed in the Parthian Wars and rebuilt

by Arsaces, w'ho named it after himself.

Arsacldae, the name of a dyimsty of Parthian

kings. [Arsacka.] It was also the name of a
dynasty of Armenian kings, who reigned in Ar-

menia from B. c. 1 49 to a. d. 420. This dynasty

was founded by Artaxiaa I., who was related

to the Parthian Arsacidae.

ArBam58S.tA ('Ap<ra/uc6(raTa,Rlso wrongly abhrev.

*Apfjull)aaTa : SJiettukal)^ a town and strong fortress

in Armenia Major, between the Euphrates and the

sources of the Tigris, near the most frequented pass

of the Taurus.

Arsanlas, -ins, or -os (’Apo-avtas, Ac.), the

name oftwo rivers of Great Armenia.—1. (Murad),
the S. arm of the Euphrates. [Armenia.]— 2.

(Arslan ?),asraall stream rising near the sources of

the Tigris, and flowing W. into the Euphrates near

Melitene. ^
Arsenfixla, or-enn- (’Apavvapia: Arzaw, Rn.),

a town in Mauretania Caesariensis, 3 miles (Rom.)
from the sea : a Roman colony.

ArsSnS. [Akzanbne.]
Arses, Narses, or Oarses C'ApoTjT, Ndpaijs, or

Odptrris), youngest son of king Artaxerxes III.

Ochus, was raised to the Persian throne by the

eunuch Bagoas after he had poisoned Artaxerxes,

B. a 339, but he was murdered by Bagoas in the 3rd

year of his reign, when he attempted to free himself

from tbo bondage in which be was kept. After the

death of Arses, Bagoas made Darius III. king.

Arsla (Arsa), a river in Istria, forming the

boundary between Upper Italy and Illyricum, with

a town of the same name upon it.

Arsla Silva, a wood in Etruria celebrated for

the battle between the Tarquins and the Romans.
Ar8liLSd(*Ap(ru'(ii7). l.Mj/thdUgiod,!. Daughter

of Phegeus, and wife of AJemaeon. As she disap-

proved of the murder of Alcmaeon, the sons of

Phegeus put her into a chest and carried her to

Agapenor at Tegea, where they accused her of

having killed Alcmaeon. [Alcmaeon, Aoenor.]
^2. Nurse of Orestes, saved the latter frftm the

hands of Clytemne8tra,Rnd carried him toStrophius,

father of Pylades. Some accounts call her Iiqo-
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damia. 3. Daughter of Leucippus and Philodice,

became by Apollo mother of Eriopis and Aescula-

pius.— II. Historical. L Mother of Ptolemy I,,

was a concubine of Philip, father of Alexander the

Great, and married Lagus, while she was pregnant

with Ptolemy.— 2. Daughter of Ptolemy I. and
Berenice, married Lysimachus, king of Thrace, in

B.C. 300 ; after the death of Lyqlmachus in 281,
she married her half-brother, Ptolemy Ceraunus,

who murdered her children by Lysimachus ; and,

lastly, in 279, she married her own brother Pto-

lemy 11. Philadelpbus. Though Arsinoc bore

Ptolemy no children, she was exceedingly beloved

by him ; be gave her name to several cities, called

a district (votx6i) of Egypt Arsinoites after Jier,

and honoured her memory in various ways. 3.

Daughter of Lysimachus, married Ptolemy II.

^iladelphus soon after his accession, n. c. 285.

In consequence of her plotting against her name-
sake [No. 2], when Ptolemy fell in love with her,

she was banished to Coptos in Upper Egypt. She
had by Ptolemy three children, Ptolemy III. Ever-

getea, Lysimachus, and Berenice.-—4. Also called

Eur^ice and Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy III.

Evergetes, wife of her brother Ptolemy IV. Pliilo-

pator, and mother of Ptolemy V. Epiphanes. She
was killed by Philammon by order of her husband.

—5. Daughter of Ptolemy XL Auletes, escaped

from Caesar, when he was besieging Alexandria

in B. c. 47, and was recognised as queen by the

Alexandrians. After the capture of Alexandria

shd was carried to Rome by Caesar, and led in

triumph by him in 46. She was afterwards dis-

missed by Caesar, and returned to Alexandria
;

but her sister Cleopatra persuaded Antony to have

her put to death in 41.

Araln54 ('Aponvdn : 'Apcrivoei^s, or -ofirrfs), the

name of several cities of the times of the successors

of Alexander, each called after one or other of the

persons of the same name (see above).— 1, In
'

Aetolia, formerly K«Ft&7r«.— 2. On the N. coast

of Cyprus, on the site of the older city of Marium
(Miiptoi'), which Ptolemy I. had destroyed.—-8

A port on the W. coast of Cyprus.— 4. (Fatna-

gosta), on the S.E. coast of Cyprus, between Sa-

lamis and Leucolla.— 5, In Cilicia, E. of Ane-
murium.— 6. (Ajeroud or Swx), in the Nomos
Heroopolites in Lower Egypt, near or upon the

head of the Sinus Heroopolites or W. branch of

the Red Sea (Qulf of iSwez). It was afterwards

called Cleopatris.— 7. (M«dinet-d~Fwoum,Ro^,
the chief city of the Nomos Arsinoites ia the Hepta-

nomis or Middle Egypt [Aeovptus, p. 15, b.] j

fwmerly called CrdcrSdilopdlis (KpoKoSflXwv wd-

Air), and the district Nomos Cro^ilopolites, from

its being the ch7ef (j^t of the Egyptian worship of

the crocodile. This nomoll^lso contained the L^f
Moeris and the lahyrint*^— 8. In Gyrenaica,

called Tauchenra.—" 9. On the coast of the Tro-

glodytae oo the Red Sei^ jp, of Egypt. Its pro-

biflfle position is n h^w the parallel of

Thebes.— Some other oities called ArsinoS are

better known by other names, such as Epbbsus in

Ionia and Pataiu in Lycia.

Arsiiia or Man^ftna CApoiaea, rf Movrioi^

:

Van), a great lake, abounding in fish, in the S. of

Armenia Major. [Armenia.]
ArtahSana 1. Son of Hyttaspes

and brother of Darius, is frequently mentioned in

the reign of his nenhew Xerxes, as a wise and

frank counsellor.—>3. An llyrcanion, commander
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of the body-guard of Xerxes, assassinated this king

in B. a 465, with the view of setting himself upon

the throne of Persia, but was shortly afterwards

killed by Artaxerxes.— 3. I. IL IH. IV., kings

of Parthia. [Arsaces, III. VIII. XIX. XXXI.]
Artab&zus (‘Aprc£^a^or). 1. A Mede, acts a

prominent part in Xenophon’s account of Cyrus the

Elder.—2. A distinguished Persian, a son of Phar-

naces, commanded the Parthians and Choasmians,

in the expedition of Xerxes into Greece, B. c. 480.

He served under Mardonius in 479, and after the

defeat of the Persians at Plataea, he fled with

40,0(10 men, and reached Asia in safety.— 3. A
general of Artaxerxes I., fought against Inaru/i in

Egfpt, B. c. 462.-4. A Persian general, fought

under Artaxerxes IT., against Datames. satrap of

Cappadocia, B. c. 362. Under Artaxerxes III.,

Artabnzus, who was then satrap of W. Asia, rt-

volted in B. c. but was defeated and obliged

to take refuge with Philip of Macedonia. He was
afterwards pardoned by Artaxerxes, and returned

to Persia ; and he was one of the most faithful

adherents of r).anus 1 1 1. Codomannus, who nvised

him to high honours. On the death of Darius

(330) Artabazus received from Alexander the sa-

trapy of Bactria. One of his daughters, Barsine,

became by Alexander the mother of Hercules ; a
second, Artocama, married Ptolemy son of Lagus

;

and a third, Artonis, married Eumenes.
Artabri, afterwards ArotrSbae, a Celtic people

in the N. W. of Spain, near the Promontory ;^e-

rium or Celticum, also called Artobram after them
( C. Finiiterre).

Artaoe CAptdKrj : Artdld)^ a sea-port town of

the peninsula of Cyzicus, in the Propontis ; also a

mountkin in the same pcninsiVa.

Artaobaees (‘ApraxalnO, a distinguished Per-

sian in the army of Xerxes, died while Xerxes
was at Athos. The mound which the king raised

over him is still in existence.

Art&c5&n& (’Apraxdaw, or -Kcivva: Sekhmn3\
the ancient capital of Aria, not far from the site

of the Inter capital, Alexandria.
Artaei (’ApraToi), was, according to Herodotus

(vi. 61), the old native name of the Persians. It

signifies «oA/e, and appears, in the form Apro, as

the first part of a large number of Persian proper

names. [Comp. Aril]
Artfines Aprdvris). 1. A river in Thrace, •

falling into the Ister.- 2. A river in Bithynia.

Ai^phernes {*ApTa<p4pvrjs). L Son of Hys-
taspes and brother of Darius. He was satrap of

Sardis at the time of the Ionian revolt, b. c. 500.

See Aristagoras.— 2. Son of the former, com-
manded, along with Dntis, *Per8ian army of

Darius, which was defined *he battle of Mara-
thon, B. C. 490. Art'ipnecnes commanded the Ly-
dians and Mysians in the invasion of Greece by
Xerxes in 480.

Artauniua {Saffmrg near Homhurg a Homan
fortress in Germany on M. Taunus, built by Drusas
and restored by Oerman'icus.

Artavasdef (’Apraweio-STjj or *Apra€dff!i7is) or

Artab&xefl (’AproddfVjj). ll King of the Greater
Armenia, succeeded his father Tigranes. In the ex-
pedition of Crassns against the Parthians, b. c. 54,
Artavosdes was an ally of the Romans ; but after the
defeat of the latter, he concluded a peace with the
Parthian king. In 36 he joined Antony in his

cainpaign a^inst the Parthians, and persuaded him
ta invade Media, because he was at enmity with

]
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his namesake Artavasdes, king of Media ; but he
treacherously deserted Antony in the middle of the

campaign. Antony accordingly invaded Armenia in

34, contrived to entice Artavasdes into his canip,

where he was immediately seized, carried him to

Alexandria, and led him in triumph. He remained
in captivity till 30, when Cleopatra had him killed

after the battle of Actium, and sent his head to

his old enemy, Artavasdes of Media, in hopes of

obtaining assistance from the latter. This Arta^

vasdes was well acquainted with Greek literature,

and wrote tragedies, speeches, and historical works.
—2. King of Armenia, probably a grandson of

No. 1, was placed upon the throne by Augustus,
but was deposed by the Armenians.—3. King of

Media Atropatene, and an enemy of Aitavasdes I.,

king of Armenia. Antony invaded his country

in 36, at the instigation of the Armenian king, but

he was obliged to retire with great logs. Arta-

vasdes afterwards concluded a peace with Antony,
and gave his daughter lotape in marriage to Alex-
ander, the son of Antony. Artavasdes was subse-

quently engaged in wars with the Parti ians and
Armenians. He died shortly before 20.

Artaz&ta or -ae (rd ’Aprd^ara, or -i'lara

:

Ru,
above Nakhhtvan)^ the later capital of Great Ar-

S
enia, built by Artaxias, under the advice of

annibal, on a peninsula, surrounded by the river

Araxes. After being burnt by the Homans under
Corbulo (a. d. 58), it was restored by Tiriclates,

and called Neroniana. It was still standing in

the 4th century.

Artaxerxes orArtoxerxes (’ApTo|€>{ijs or’Ap-

the name of 4 Persian kings, is com-
pounded of Alia, which means “ honoured,” and
Xerireg, which is the same as the Zend, ksathra,

“a king:” consequently Artaatrxes moans “the
honoflred king.”— 1. Sumamed Longlmknus,
from the circumstance of his right hand being longer

than his left, reigned b. c. 465—425. He ascended

the throne after his father, Xerxes T., had been mur-
dered by Artabanus, and after he himself had put

to death his brother Darius on the instigation of Ar-
tabanus. His reign was disturbed by several dan-

gerous insurrections^f the satraps. The Egyptians
also revolted in 460, under Inarus, who was sup-

ported by the Athenians. The first army which
Artaxerxes sent under his brother Achaemcnes was
defeated and Achaeraenes slain. The second army
which he sent, under Artabazus and Megabyzus,
was more successful. Inarus was defeated in 456
or 455, but Amyrtaeus, another chief of the insur-

gents, maintained himself in the marshes of Lower
Egypt. At a later period (449) the Athenians

under Cimon sent assistance to Amyrtaeus ; and
even after the death of Cimon, the Athenians gained

two victories over the Persians, one by land and
the other by sea, in the neighbourhood of Salamis

in Cyprus. After this defeat Artaxerxes is said to

have concluded peace with the Greeks on terms

very advantageous to the latter. Artaxerxes was
succeeded by his son Xerxes II.— 2. Surnamed
MnSmon, from his good memory, succeeded his

fether, Darius II., and reigned B. c. 405—359.

Cyrus, the younger brother of Artaxerxes, who
was satrap of W. Aaia, revolted against his brother,

and, supported by Greek mercenaries, invaded

Upper Asia. In the neighbourhood ofCunaxa, near

Babylon, a battle was fought between the armies

of the two brothers, in which Cyrus fell, b.c. 401.

[Cyrus.] Tissaphemes was appointed satrap of
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W. Asia ia the place of Cyrus, and was actively

engaged in wars with the Greeks. [Thimbron
;

Dercyllidas
;
Aoesilaus.] Notwithstandii^

these perpetual contiicts with the Greeks, the Per-

sian empire maintained itself by the disunion

among the Greeks themselves, which was fomented

and kept up by Persian money. The peace of An-
talcidas, in b. c. 388, gave the Persians even

greater power and influence than they had pos-

sessed before. [Antalcidar.] But the empire

was suffering from internal disturbances, and Ar-
taxerzes had to carry on frequent wars with tribu-

tary princes and satraps, who endeavoured to make
themselves independent. Thus he maintained a
long struggle against Bvagoras of Cyprus, from 38.5

to 376 ; he ahm had to carry on war against the

Cardiisians, on the shores of the Caspian sea
; and

his attempts to recover Egypt were unsuccessful.

Towards the end of his reign he put to death his

eldest son Darius, who had formed a plot to assas-

sinate him. His last days were still further em-
bittered by the unnatural conduct of his son Ochus,
who caused the destruction of two of his brothers,

in order secure the succession for himself. Ar-

taxerxes was succeeded by Ochus, who ascended

the throne under the name of Artaxerxes III.— 3.

Also called OohuB, reigned B. c. 359—338. In
order to secure his throne, he began his reign with

a merciless extirpation of the members of his fa-

mily. He himself was a cowardly and reckless

despot
;
and the great advantages which the Per-

sian arms gained during his reign, were owing only

to his Greek generals and mercenaries. These ad-

vantages consisted in the conquest of the revolted

satrap Artabazus [Artadazus, No. 4], and in the

reduction of Phoenicia, of several revolted towns in

Cyprus, and of Egypt, 330. The reins of govern-

ment were entirely in the hands of the eunuch

Bagoas, and of Mentor the Rhodian. At kist he

was poisoned by Bagoas, and was succeeded by his

youngest son, Arrer.— 4. The founder of the dy-

nasty of the Sasranidab.
Artaxlas {'Apraxias) or Artoxei CAprdiijs),

the name of 3 kings of Armenia.—!. The founder

of the Armenian kingdom, was one of the generals

of Antiochus the Great, buA revolted from him
about ac. 188, and became an independent so-

vereign. Hannibal took refuge at the court of

Artaxias, and he superintended the building of

Artaxata, the capital of Armenia. Artaxias was
conquered and taken prisoner by Antiochus IV.
Epiphanes, about 165.-2. Son of Artavasdes,

was made king by the Armenians when his father

was taken prisoner by Antony in 34. In 20 Au-
gustus, at the request of the Armenians, sent Ti-

berius into Armenia, in order to depose Artaxias

and place Tigranes on the throne, but Artaxias was
put to death before Tiberius reached the country.

Tiberius, however, took the credit to himself of a

Buccessffd expedition: whence Horace {Epist. i.

12. 26) says, Claudi virtute Neronit Armemus ceci-

dit.— 3. Son of Polemon, king of Pontu^, was pro-

claimed king of Armenia by Germanicus, in a. n.

18. He died about 35.

Artayctei ('Apro^KrTir), Persian governor of

SestUB on the Hellespont, when the town was taken

by the Greeks in b. c. 478, met with an ignomi-

nions death on account of the sacrilegious acts which
he had committed against the tomb of the hero

Protesilaus.

ArtSmXdfeag ('Aprs/tlSwpor). 1. Sumamed
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Arittopluuiius, from his being a disciple ^f the

celebrated grammarian Aristophanes, was himself

a grammarian, and the author of several works now
lost— 2. Of Cnidus, a friend of Julius Caesar,

was a rhetorician, and taught the Greek language

at Rome.— 3. Daldianns, a native of Ephesus,

but called Daldianus, from Daldis in Lydia, his

mother's birth-place, to distinguish him from the

geographer Artemidorus. He lived at Rome in the

reigns of Antoninus Pius and M. Aurelius (a. d. 1 38
—180), and wrote a work on the interpretation of

dreams (‘Ove<po«cptTiK<£), in 5 books, which is still

extant The object of the work is to prove, that

the future is revealed to man in dreams, and to

cleqr the science of interpreting them from the

abuses with which the fashion of the time had .sur-

rounded it The style is simple, correct, and ele-

gant. The best edition is by Reiff, Lips. 1805.
- 4. Of Ephesiu, a Greek geographer, lived

about B.C. 100. He made voyages round the

coasts of the Mediterranean, in the Red Sea, and
apparently even in the S. pcean. He also visited

Iberia and Gaul. The work, in which he gave
the results of his investigations, consisted of 11

books, of which Marcianus afterwards made an
abridgement. The original work is lost ;

but we
possess fragments of Marcianus' abridgement, which
contain the periplus of the Pontus Euxinus, and
accounts of Bitnynia and Paphlagonia. These
fragments are printed in Hudson's GeograpU Aft-

tiores, vol. i.

Ar^mis (''Aprejuir), one of the great divinities

of the Greeks. According to the most ancient

account, she was the daughter of Zeus and Leto,

and the twin-sister of Apollo, born with him in

the island of Delos. She was regarded in various

points of view by thq Greeks, which must bo' care-

fully distinguished.— 1. Afietnis as t/ie sister of
AjkjUo^ is a kind of female Apollo, that is, she as a
female divinity represented the same idea that

Apollo did as a male divinity. As sister of Apollo,

Artemis is like her brother armed with a bow,

quiver, and arrows, and sends plagues and death

among men and animals. Sudden deaths, but

more especially those of women, are described as

the effect of hef arrows. As Apollo was not only

a destructive god, but also averted evils, so Artemis

likewise cured and alleviated the sufferings of

mortals. Tn the Trojan war she sided, like Apollo,

with the Trojans. She was more especially the

protectress of the young ; and from her watching

over the young of females, she came to be regarded

as the goddess of the flocks and the chase. In this

manner she also became the huntress among the

immortals. Artemis, like Apollo, is unmarried

;

she is a maidenrdivinity never conquered by love.

She slew Orion with her arrows, according to one

account, because he made an attempt upon her

chastity ; and sho changed Actaxon into a stag,

simply because he had seen her l)atbing. With
her brother Apollo, she slew the children of Niobe,

who had deemed herself superior to Leto. When
Apollo was regarded as identical with the sun

or Helios, nothing was more natural than tliat his

sister should be regarded as Selene or the muon,

and accordingly the Greek Artemis is, at least in

later times, the goddess of the moon. Hence
Artemis is represented in love with the fair youth

Endymion, whom she kissed in his sleep, but this

legend properly relates to Selene or the Moon, and

is foreign to tne character of Artemis, who, as we
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have observed, was a goddess unmoved by love.—
2. The Arcadian Artemis is a goddess of the nymphs,

and was worshipped as such in Arcadia in verv early

times. She hunted with her n;piph8 on the Ar-

cadian mountains, and her chariot was drawn by
4 stags with golden antlers. There was no con-

nection between the Arcadian Artemis and Apollo.

— 3. The Tautian Artemis, The worship of this

g
oddess was connected, at least in early times, with

uman sacriheos. According to the Greek legend

there was in Tauris a goddess, whom the Greeks

for some reason identified with their own Artemis,

and to whom all strangers thrown on the coast of

Tauris were sacrificed. Iphigenia and Orestes

brought her image from thence, and landed^ at

Brahron in Attica, whence the goddess derived the

name of Brauronia. The Brauronion Artemis was
worshipped at Athens and Sparta, and in the latter

place the boys were scourged at her altar till it wis
besprinkled with their blood. This cruel ceremony
was believed to have been introduced by Lycurgus,

instead of the human sacrifices which had imtil

then been offered to her. Iphigenia, who was at

first to have been sacrificed to Artemis,andwho then

became her priestess, was afterwiords identified with

tlic goddess, who was worshipped in some parts of

Greece, as at Hermione, under the name of Iphi-

genia. Some traditions stated that Artemis made
Iphigenia immortal, in the character of Hecate, the

goddess of the moon.— 4. The Ephesian Artetnis,

was a divinity totally distinct fr(»n the Greek god-

dess of the same name. She seems to have b*3n
the personification of the fructifying and all-nourish-

ing powers of nature. She was an ancient Asiatic

divinity whose worship the Greeks found esta-

blish^ in Ionia, when they settled there, and to

whom they gave the name of’Artemis. Her ori-

ginal character is sufficiently clear from the fact,

that her priests were eunuchs, and that her image

in the mE^;nificent temple of Ephesus represented

her with many breasts {iro\vfiaarbs). The repre-

sentations of the Greek Artemis in works of art

are different according as she is represented either

os a huntress, or as the goddess of the moon. As
the huntress, she is tall, nimble, and has small

hips
; her ibrehead is high, hCT eyes glancing

freely about, and her hair tied up, with a few locks

floating down her neck
;
her breast is covered,

and the legs np to the knees are naked, the rest

being covered by the chlamys. Her attributes

are the bow, quiver, and arrows, or a spear, stags,

and dogs. As the goddess of the moon, she wears

a long robe which reaches down to her feet, a veil

covers her head, and above her forehead rises the

crescent of the moon. In her hand she often ap-

pears holding a torch^. The RomaiA identified their

goddess Diasa with the Greek Artemis.

ArtSmiils (’Apr«fiio-/a). 1. Daughter of Lyg-
damis, and queen of Halicarnassus in Caria, accom-

panied Xerxes in his invasion of Greece, with 5
ships, and in the battle of Salamis (B.a 4^)
greatly distinguished herself by her prudence flQd

courage, for which she was afterwards highly ho-

noured by the Persian king.— 2. Daughter of

Hecatomnus, and sister, wife, and successor of the

Carian prince Mausolus, reigned b. c. 352—350.

She is renowned in history for her extraordinary

l^ef at the death of her husband Mausolus. She
IS said to have mixed hi^ ashes in her daily drink ;

and to perpetuate his memory she built at HaJi-

camasius the celebrated monument, Mausolsumf

ARYCANDA.
which was regarded as one of the 7 wonders of the
world, and whoso name subsequently became the

generic term for any splendid sepulchi^ monument.
ArtSmTsInm (^Aprejutaiov), properly a temple of

Artemis. 1. A tract of country on the N. coast of

Euboea, opposite Magnesia, so called from the temple

of Artemis belonging to the town of Hestiaea : off

this coast the Greeks defeated the fleet of Xerxes,

B.C. 480. •—•2. A promontory of Caria near the

golf Glaucus, so called from the temple of Artemis

in its neighbourhood.

Artfindta (’AprfjulTa).— 1. (Sherehanfl) a city

on the Sillas, in the district of Apolloniatis in

Assyria. •—2. A city of Great Armenia, S. of the

lake Arsissa.

Artbmdn Qkprrintev)^ a Lacedaemonian, built

the military engines for Pericles in his war against

Samos in ac. 441.— There were also several

writers of this name, whose works arc lost.

M. ArtOrlUB, a physician at Rome, was the

friend and physician of Augustus, whom he at-

tended in his campaign against Brutus and Cassius,

B. c. 42. He was drowned at sea shortly after the

battle of Actium, 31.

Arymmi, a Gallic people in Aquitania in the

country of the M. Gehenna, in the modem Au-
vergne, In early times they were the most
powerful people in the S. of Gaul : they were
defeated hy Domitius Ahenobarbus and Fabius

Maximus in b.c. 121, but still possessed consider-

rablo power in the time of Caesar (58). Their ca-

pital was Nemossus, also named Augustonenietum
or Arverni on the Eliver {Allier), with a ciUidel,

called at least in the middle ages Clams Mons,
whence the name of the modem tonm, Clermont,

Arylna, a cognomen of the Cornelia gens, borne
by several of the Comelii, of whom the most im-

portant was A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina, consul

B.C. 343 and 322, and dictator 320. lie com-
manded the Roman armies against the Sumnites,

whom he defeated in several battles.

Anms, an Etruscan word, was regarded by the

Romans as a proper name, but perhaps signified a
younger son in general.—*L Younger brother of

Lucumo, }. e. L. Tanquinius Priscus.— 2. Younger
brother of L. Tarqumius Superbus, was murdered
by his wife.— 8. Younger son of Tarquinius Su-

?
)rbu8, fell in combat with Brutus.— 4. Son of

orsena, fell in battle before Aricia.— 6. Of Clu-

sium, invited the Gauls across tho Alps.

Anntdof. [Arruntius.]
Anui&ntui, Meisiu or IKesslus, a Roman gram-

marian, lived about a. d. 450, and wrote a Latin

phrase-book, entitled Quadr^^ vel Exempda Elo-

cutioHum ex Virgilio^ ScUlustio^ Terentio^ et Cicerone

per Uteras digesta. It is called Quadriga from its

being composed from 4 authors. The best edition

is by Lindemann, in bis Corpus Grammaiicot'unt

Latin, vol. i. p. 199.

AlX&ta (*^(dra: Ndkdiivan\ the capital of

Great Armenia, before the building of Artaxata,

lay lowefdown upon the Araxes, on the confines of

Media.

AryhndeB (*Af>v<£v3ns), a Persian, who was ap-

pointed by Cambyses governor of Egypt, but was
put to death by Darius, because he coined silver

money of the purest metal, in imitation of the gold

money of that monarch*

Aryoanda (’Apt/Kowda), a small town of Lycia,

£. of XanthuB, on the river Arycaudus, a tributary

of the Limyrus.



ARZANENE.

Arz&nSne {*ApC<xynH\ a district of Armenia

Major, bounded on the S. by the Tigris, on the W.
by the Nymphius, and containing in it the lake i

Arsene {^Apcrritrfi ; Erxen). It formed port of
j

OORDYENE.
Arzen or -iis, or Atranutzin CAp^v,

’ArpdvovrCiy : Erzeroum)^ a strong fortress in Great

Armenia, near the sources of the Euphrates and

the Araxes, founded in the 5th century.

Asaei (’Ao-aToi), a people of Sarmatia Asiatica,

near the mouth of the Tanais (Don).

Zander (*'A(raySpos). 1. Son of Philotas, bro-

ther of Parmenion, and one of the generals of Alex-

ander the Great After the death of Alexander in

323 he obtained Caria for his satrapy, and took an

active part in the wars which followed. He joined

Ptolemy and Cassander in their league against

Antigonus, but was defeated by Antigonus in 313.

—i 2. A general of Phamaces IL, king of Bos-

porus. He put Phamaces to death in 47, after the

defeat of the latter by Julius Caesar, in hopes of

obtaining the kingdom. But Caesar conlerred the

kingdom upon Mithridates of Pergamus, with whom
Asandi% carried on war. Augustus afterwards

oonfinned Asandcr in the sovereignty.

Asbystae (Atr^utrrar), a Libyan people, in the

N. of Cyrenaica. Their country was (^led ’A<r-

€v(rrls.

Asca (^Ao-Ktt), a city of Arabia Felix.

Ascal&boz, son of Misme, respecting whom the

same story is told, which wo also find related of

Abas, son of Metanira. [Abas. No, 1.]

AscalS-pbnz (’AtrffdAa^Mr). 1. Son of Ares and

Astyoche, led, with his brother lalmenus, the Mi-
nyans of Orchomenos against Troy, and was slain

by Deiphobus.— 2. Son of Acheron and Gorgyra

or Orphne. When Persephone was in the lower

world, and Pluto gave her permission to return to

the upper, provided she had not eaten anything,

Ascalaphus declared that she had eaten part of a

pomegranate. Demeter punished him by burying

him under a huge stone, and when this stone was

subsequently removed by Hercules, Persephone

changed him into an owl (dtr/ccUo^oj), by Sprink-

ling him with water firom the river Phlegethon.

Aacftlon (*AtrKd\wv: ^Aa-KaXotytirris : Ashaldn\

one of the chief cities of the Philistines, on the

coast of Palestine, between Azotus and Gaza.

A8C&nIa(^ *AvKavia Xlparn), 1. (LaJceo/Iznil^^

in Bithynia, a great fresh-water lake, at the E,

end of which stood the city of Nicaea {Ixnik). The
surrounding district was also called Ascania.—* 2.

{Tjoha of Burdur)y a salt-water lake on the borders

of Phrygia and Pisidia, which supplied the neigh-

bouring country with s^t.

AiChnlas (*A<rK(ivios), son of Aeneas by Creusa.

' According to some traditions, Ascanius remained

I in Asia after the fell of Troy, and reigned either

at Troy itself or at some other town in the neigh-

bourhood. According to other accounts he accom-

panied his father to Italy. Other traditions again

gave the name of Ascanius to the son of Aeneas

and Lavinia. Livy states that on the death of his

father Ascanius was too young to undertake the

government, and that after he had attained the

a^e of manhood, he left Lavinium in the hands of

h]8 mother, and migrated to Alba Longa. Here
he was succeeded by his son Silvius. Some writers

relate that Ascanius was also called Hus or Julus.

The gens Julia at Borne traced its origin from

Joins or Aseaaios.
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Aiclbnrgluni (Asburp near AToVs), an 'ancient

place on the left bank of the Rhine, founded, ac-

[

cording to fable, by Ulysses.

I

Aaoii (doKioi, i. c. shadowlm)^ a term applied

to the people living about the Equator, between the

tropics, who have, at certain times of the year, the

sun in their zenith at noon, when consequently

erect objects can cast no shadow.

AzoldpX&dae, the reputed descendants of Aes-

culapius
^
[Aesculapius.]

Ajolipi&les ('AoKATpridSi^s). 1. A lyric poet,

who is said to have invented the metre called after

him {Metrum AsdepiadZum\ but of whose life no
particulars are recorded.—2. Of Tragilus in Thrace,

a ^ntemporary and disciple of Isocrates, about b. c.

3o0, wrote a work called Tpayt^o^ixtva in 6 Ifooks,

being an explanation of the subjects of the Greek
tragedies.— 8, Of Myrlfia in Bithynia, in the middle

lof the first century b. wrote several grammatical
works.— 4. There were a great many physicians

of this name, the most celebrated of whom was a
native of Bithynia, who came to Rome in the

middle of the first century b. c., where he acquired

a great reputation by his successful cures. Nothing
remains of his writings but a few fragments pub-
lished bj' Gumpert, Ascle.piadia Biihyni Fragmenia^
Vinar. 17fl4.

AtclepibdSrns (’AtrxXTjiruiScvpov). 1. A general

of Alexander the Great, afterwards made satrap of

Persia by Antigonus, B. c. 317.-2. A celebrated

Athenian painter, a contemporary of Apelles.

Azclfipins. [Aesculapius.]
Q. Aiodnlos Fediftnus, a Roman grammarian,

bom at Patavium (Padua), about b. c. 2, lost his

eight in his 73rd year in the reign of Vespasian,

and died in his 85th year in the reign of Domi-
tian. His most important work was a Comi/fentary

on the speeches of Cicero, and we still ^ssess frag-

ments of his Commentaries on the Divinatio, the

first 2 speeches against Verres, and a portion of

the third, the speeches for Cornelius (i. ii.), the

speech In toga Candida, for Scaurus, against Piso,

and for Milo. They are written in very pure lan-

guage, and refer chiefly to points of history and
antiquities, great pains being bestowed on the

illustration of those constitutional formgjf the se-

nate, the popular assemblies, and t|Acourts of

justice, which were fast falling into obimon under
the empire. This character, however, does not

apply to the notes on the Verrine orations, which
were probably written by a later grammarian.

Edited in the 5th volume of Cicero's works by
Orclli and Baiter. There is a valuable essay on
Asconius by Madvig, Haftiiae, 1 828.

Aseordm, a river in Macedonia, which rises in

M. Olympus aqd flows between Agassa and Dium
into the Thermaic gulf,

Aaora (’Ao-xpa : 'A(rxpa?dr), a town in Boeotfa

on M. Helicon, where Hesiod resided, who had
removed thither with his father from Cyme in

Aeolis, and who is therefore called Aacraeus.

^Azodlam. 1. Pio6xLiiBi (Asculftnns. Ascolt)^

\ne chief town of Piceiibrn and a Roman munici-

piuro, was destroyed by the Ronians in the Social

Wap (b. & 89), but was afterwards rebuilt,- 2.

Apdliim (Ascullnus : Aaooli di Satriano), a town of

Apulia in Daunia on the confines of Saroniilm,

near which the Romans were defeated by Pyrrhus,
B. c. 279. ,

Azodria (Ezero), a lake in M. 0]|]rmpns in

Perrhaebia in Thei^y, near Lapathus
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Afdi&bia. [HaSDRUBjIiL.]
AsSa (rf *A<rca), a town in Arcadia, not far

from Megalopolis.

Aselllo, P. Semprdniiu, tribune of the soldiers

under P. Scipio Africanus at Numantia, b, c. 133,

wrote a Roman history from the Punic wars in-

clusive to the times of the Gracchi.

Asellns, Tib. Claudius, a Roman eques, was
deprived of his horse by Scipio Africanus Minor,

when censor, b. c. 1 42, and in his tribuneship of

the plcbs in 139 accused Scipio Africanus before

the people.

Asia (’A(rla), daughter of Oceanus and Tethys,

wife of lapetus, and mother of Atlas, Prometheus,

and Epimetheus. According to some traditions,

the gontinent of Asia derived its name from her/

Asia (’A<rfa: ’A«ti«us, .lai'ds, -idrijs, -art^ds

;

Asia), also in the poets Asia (’acrfr), one of the 3

great divisions which the ancients made of thg

known world. It is doubtful whether the name
is of Greek or Eastern origin

;
but, in either case,

it seeitjs to have been first used by the Greeks for

the W. part of Asia Minor, especially the plains

watered by the river Cayster, where the Ionian

colonists first settled ;
and thence, as their geogra-

phical knowledge advanced, they extended it to

the whole country E., N.E., and S.E. The first

knowledge which the Greeks possessed of the op-

posite shores of the Aegean Sea dates before the

earliest historical records. The legends respecting

the Aigonautic and the Trojan expeditions,and other

mythical stories, on the one hand, and the allusions

to commercial and other intercourse with the p<!R>-

le of Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt, on the other

and, indicate a certain degree of knowledge of the

coast from the mouth of the Phasis, at the £. ex-

tremity of the Black Sea, to the mouth of the

Nile. This knowledge was improved and increased

by the colonization of the W., N., and S. coasts of

Asia Minor, and by the relations into which these

Greek colonies were brought, first with the Lydian,

and then with the Persian empires, so that, in the

middle of the 5th century b. c., Herodotus was able

to give a pretty complete description of the Persian

empire, and some imperfect accounts of the parts

beyond it ; while some knowledge of S. Asia was
obtained||A way of Egypt ;

and its N. regions,

with the^^andering tribes, formed the subject of

marvellous stories which the traveller heard from

the Greek colonists on the N. shores of the Black

Sea. The conquests of Alexander, besides the

personal acquaintance which they enabled the

Greeks to form with those provinces of the Persian

empire hitherto only known to them by report,

extended their knowledge over the regions watered

by the Indus and its 4 great tributaries (t/ia Pun-
and Scinde)

; the lower coursb of the Indus

and the shores between its mouth and the head of

the Persian Gulf were explored by Nearchus j
and

some further knowIed|(e was gained of the nomad
tribes which roamed (as they still do) over the

vast steppes of Central Asia by the attempt of

Alexander to penetrate on the N.E. beyond the

Jttxartes (-SiAomw)
;
while, on all points, the Greeks

were placed in advanced positions from which to

acquire further information, especially at Alexan-

dria, whither voyagers constantly brought accounts

of the shores of Arabia and India, as for as the is-

land of Ta^robanc, and even beyond this, to the

Malay peninsula and the coasts of Cochin China.

On the E. and N. the wars and commerce of the

ASIA.

Greek kingdom of Syria carried Greek knowledge
of Asia no further, except in the direction of India

to a small extent, but of course more acquaintance

was gained with the countries already subdued,

until the conquests of the Parthians shut out the

Greeks from the country E. of the Tigris-valley ;

a limit which the Romans, in their turn, were
never able to pass. They pushed their arms, how-
ever, further N. than the Greeks had done, into

the mountains of Armenia, and they gained in-

formation of a great caravan route between India
and the shores of the Caspian, through Bactria,

and of another commercial track leading over Cen-
tral Asia to the distant regions of the Seres. This
brief sketch will show that all the accurate know-
ledge of the Greeks and Romans respecting Asia
was confined to the countries which slope down
S.-wards from the great mountain-chain formed by
the Caucasus and its prolongation beyond the Cas-
pian to the Himalayas : of the vast elevated steppes

between these mountains and the central range of

the Altai (from which the N. regions of Siberia

again slope down to the Arctic Ocean) they only

knew that they were inhabited by noma^ tribes,

except the country directly N. of Ariana, where
the Persian empire had extended beyond the

mountain-chain, and where the Greek kingdom of

Bactria had been subsequently established.— The
notions of the ancients respecting the size and form
of Asia were such as might be inferred from what
has been stated. Distances computed from the ac-

counts of travellers are always exaggerated
;
and

hence the S. part of the continent was supposed to

extend much further to the E. than it really does

(about 60° of long, too much, according to Pto-

lemy), while to the N. and N.E. parts, which
were quite unknown, much too small an extent was
assigned. However, all the ancient geographers,

except Pliny, agreed in considering it the largest

of the 3 divisions of the world, and all believed it

to be surrounded by the ocean, with the curious

exception of Ptolemy, who recurred to the early

notion, which W'e find in the poets, that the E.

parts of Asia and the S.E. parts of Africa were
united by land which enclosed the Indian Ocean on
the E. and S. Thc^.different opinions about the

boundaries of Asia on the side of Africa are men-
tioned under A frica ; on the side of Europe the

boundary was formed by the river Tanais {Dm),
the Pains Maeotis {Sea ofAzof), Pontus Euxinus
{Black Sea), Propontis {Sea of Marmora), and
the Aegean {Ardiipelago).— The most general

division of Asia was into 2 parts, which were
diflfereiit at different times, and known by different

names. To the earliest Greek colonists the river

Halys, the E. boundary of the Lydian kingdom,
formed a natural division between Upper and
Lower Asia (rf ttvw ’A., or rh. 6.vw 'Aairjs, and i/j

Kiru ’A., or rh Kdrw rrjs AoItjs, or *A. tj ivrhs

*AAi/os TroTOfiov)
; and afterwards the Euphrates

was adopted as a more natural boundary. Another
division was made by the Taurus into A. infra

Taurum, i! e. the part of Asia N. and N.W. of the

Taurus, and A. extra Taurum, all the rest of the

continent (’A. ivris rov Tai^pov, and *A inrhs rou
Taltpov). The division ultimately adopted, but
apparently not till the 4th century of our era, was
that of A. Major 6Xid A. A/inor.—«L AiAb, Major
('A. /ieyd\7i) was the part of the continent E. of

the Tanais, the Euxine, an imaginary line drawn
from the Euxine at Trapezus {Treldzond) to the
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ASINARUS
Gulf of Issus, And the Mediterranean : thus it in*

eluded the countries of Sarmatica Asiatica with all

the Scythian tribes to the E., Colchis, Iberia, Al-

bania, Armenia, Syria, Arabia, Babylonia, Meso-
potamia, Assyria, Media, Susiana, Persis, Ariana,

liyrcania, Margiana, Bactriana, Sogdiana, India,

the land of the Sinae and Serica
;
respecting which,

see the several articles.— 2. Asia Minor ('Atria rf

ixiKpd : An(dolia\ was the peninsula on the extreme

W. of Asia, bounded by the Enxinc, Aegean, and
Mediterranean on the N., W., and S. ;

and on the

E. by the mountains on the W. of the upper course

of the Euphrates. It was for the most part a fer-

tile country, intersected with mountains and rivers,

abounding in minerals, possessing excellent har-

bours, and peopled, from the earliest known period,

by a variety of tribes from Asia and from Europe.

For particulars respecting the country, the reader

is referred to the separate articles upon the parts

into which it was divided by the later Greeks,
namely, Mysia, Lydia, and Caria, on the W., Ly-
cia, Pamphylia, and Cilicia, on the S. ;

Bithynia,

1‘aphlagonia, and Pontus, on the E.
;
and Phrygia,

Pisidia,>Galatia, atid Cappadocia, in the centre:

see also the articles Troas, Akoma, Ionia, Doria,
Lycaoma, Peroam(7s,IIai.ys, Sa no a ri us, Tau-
rus, &c.— 3. Asia Propria (’A. ?? liius naXov

or simply Asia, the Roman province, formed

out of the kingdom of Pergamus, which was be-

queathed to the Romans by Attai.us III. (b. a
1.‘JO), and the Greek cities on the W. coast, and the

adjacent islands, with Rhodes. It included the

districts of Mysia, Lydia, Caria, and Phrygia; and
was governed at first by propraetors, afterwards b)'

proconsuls. Under Constantine the Great, a new
division was made, and A.sia only extended along

the coast from the Prom. Lectum to the mouth of

the Maeander.

Asin&rus ('Aaivapos: Fiume di Noto oifFred-
da ? ), a river on the E. side of Sicily, on which the

Athenians were defeated by the Syracusans, n. c.

413: the Syracusans celebrated here on annual

festival called A^inaria.

Asine ('Atriyr} : ’Ami/atos). 1. A town in Jja-

conica on the coast between Tacnanim and Gy-
thium.— 2. A town in ArgoUs, W. of Hennione,
was built by the Dryopes, who were driven out of
the to^vn by the Argives after the first Messenian
war, and built No.3.—-S. (Saratza9)yiin important

town in Messenia, near the Promontory Acritas,

on the Messenian gulf, which was hence also called

the Asinaean gulf.

Asinla Gens, plebeian, came from Teate, the

chief town of the Marrucini; and the first person

of the name mentioned is Herius Asinius, the lender

of the Marrucini in the Marsic war, b. c. yu. The
Asinii are given under their surnames, Gallus
and PoLLio.

Aslus (“Atrios). 1. Son of Hyrtacus of Arisbc,

and father of Acamas and Phaenops, an ally of the

Trojans, slain by Idomeneus.—>2. Son of Dymas
and brother of Hecuba, whose form ApolVo assumed
when he roused Hector to fight against Patroclus.

•— 3. Of Samos, one of the earliest Greek poets,

lived probably about b. c. 700. He wrote epic

and elegiac poems, which have perished with the

exception of a few fragments.

Asmiraea, a district and city of Serica in the N.
of Asia, near mountains called Asxniraei Mojites,

which are supposed to be the Altai range, and the
city to be Khamil, in the centre of Chinese Tartaty.
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AsSpai (*A<r«jrdr). 1. (Basilikos\ a river in

Peloponnesus rises near Phlius, and Hows through

the Sicyonian territory into the Corinthian gulf.

Asopus, the god of this river, was son of Occauus

and Tethys, husband of Metope, and father of

Evadne, Euboea, and Aegina, each of whom was

therefore called Asopis ('Atrwwtf). When Zeus

carried off Aegina, Aesopus attempted to fight

with him, but he was smitten by the thunderbolt

of Zeus, and from that time the bed of the river

contained pieces of charcoal. By Aegina Asopus

became the grandfather of Aeacus, who is there-

fore called — 2. (Aiopo)^ a river in

Boeotia, forms the N. boundary of the territory of

PIptaeae, fiows through the S. of Boeotia, and falls

into the Euboean sea near Delphinium in Attica.

— 3. A river in Phthiotis in Thessaly, rises in

M. Oeta, and Hows into the Maliac gulf near

Thermopylae.— 4. A river in Phrygia, flows past

LaodicCa into the Lycus.— 5. A town in Laconica

on the E. side of the Laconian gulf.

Aspad&na ('AirTraSdva : Isj^ahan$)^ a town of

the district Paraetacene in Persis.

Asparaglam (hcarpar)^ a town in the terri-

tory of Dyrrhachium in Illyria.

Asp^la ('Atrvatria). 1. The elder, of Miletus,

daughter of Axiochiis, the most celebrated of the

Greek Hetaerae (see Dwf. n/ Antiq. s. v.\ came to

reside at Athens, and there gained and fixed the

affections of Pericles, not more by her beauty than

by her high mental accomplishments. Having

pqfted with his wife, Pericles attached himself to

Aspasia during the rest of his life as closely as was
allowed by the law, which forbade marriage with a

foreign woman under severe penalties. The enemies

of Pericles accused Aspasia of impiety (itregda),

and it reemired all t'se personal infinence of Pericles,

who defeTOed her, and his most earnest entreaties

and tears, to procure her acquittal. The house of

Aspasia w'as the centre of the best literary and
philosophical society of Athens, and was frequented

even by Socrates. On the death of Pericles (B. u.

429), Aspasia is said to have attached herself to

one Lysicles, a dealer in cattle, and to have made
him by her instructions a first-rate orator. The
son of Pericles by Aspasia was legitimated by a

special decree of the people, and took his father's

name.— 2. The Younger, a Phocaean, daughter of

Hermotimiis, was the favourite concubine of Cyrus

the Younger, who called her Aspasia after the

mistress of Pericles, her previous name having been

Milto. After the death of Cyrus at the battle of

Ciinaxa (a. c. 401), she fell into the hands of Ar-

taxerxes, who likewise became deeply enamoured

of her. When Darius, son of Artaxerxes, was ap-

pointed successv to the throne, he asked his father

to surrender Aspasia to him. The request could

not be refused as coming from the king elect

;

Artaxerxes, therefore, gave her up
;
but he soon

after took her away again, and made her a priestess

of a temple at Ecbatana, where strict ce'i^cy wr*.

requisite.

Atpasli. [Aspii.]

Aspaiitu CAoTrdtrios). 1. A peripatetic philo-

sopher, lived about a. d. 80, and wrote commentaries

on most of the works of Aristotle. A portion of

his comntgntaries on the Nicomachean Ethics is

still preserved.— 2. Of Byblus, a Oreelt sophist,

lived about a. b. 180, and wrote commentaries on

Demosthenes and Aeschines, of which a few ex-

tracts are preserved.
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Aspendus {‘'Aairtv^os : *A(nrcV$tof, Aspcndius

:

Dds/uigftkehr or Manaiu/at), a strong and flourishing

city of Pamphylia, on tlie small navigable river

Eurymedon, CO stadia (6 gcog. miles) from its

mouth : said to have been a colony of the Argives.

Asper, Aemilius, a Roman grammarian, -who

wrote commentaries on Terence and Virgil, must

be distinguished from another grammarian, usually

called Aaper Junior, the author of a small work

entitled Ars Grammatical printed in the Grammat.

Lai. Auctorcs, by Putschius, Hanov. 1605.

Asphaltltes Lacus or Hare Mortaum (*A(r«paA-

tItls or ^odo/MTts Ai'/xvt], or v daKcuraa rf vtKpa)^

the great salt and bituminous lake in the S.E. of

Palestine, which receives the water of the Jordan.

It h.fi. no visible outlet, and its surface is consi-

derably below the level of the ivlediterninean.

The tales about flsK not living in it and birds

dropping down dead as they fly over it, are no\#

proved to be fabulous.

Aapli or Aspasli (‘'Aarwioi, *Ainrda-io<), an Indian

tribe, in the district of the Paroparaisadae, between

the rivers Chocs (Kama) and Indus, in the N.E.
oi A/yhanibtun and the N.W. of the Punjab.

Aspis (’Ao-ir/s). 1. Clypea (Klihiah)., a city

on a promontory of the same name, near the N.E.
point of tlie Carthaginian territory, founded by
Agathocles, and tiiken in the first Punic War by
the Romiuis, who called it Clypea, tho translation

of ’A(nrls.— 2. (Marsa-Zajfran^ Ru.), in tho

African Tripolitana, the best harbour on the coast

of the Great Syrtis.— 3. [Arconnesus.]
AsplSdon (’Ao-irATjSoJv ; *k<iit\r\b6pios), or Sple-

don, a town of the Minyae in Roeotia on the river

Melas, near Orchomenus ;
built by the mythical

Aspledon, son of Poseidon and MidSa.

A8iS& (*'A<r<ra : ’Aaeramy), a« to>vn in Chalcidice

in Macedonia, on the Singitic gulf. ®
AssaeSni ('Aa-aaKrjvol ), an Indian tribe, in the

district of the Paropamisadae, between the rivers

Copheii (Cubool) and Indus, in the N.W. of the

Punjolt.

ABS&raciLS (’AaerdpaKos), king of Troy, son of

Tros, father of Capys, grandfather of Anchises, and

great-grandfather of Aeneas. Hence the Roniaus,

as descendants of Aeneas, are called domus Assii-

raci (Virg. Aen. i. 284).

AssesuB (^A<r(n)<r6s), a town of Ionia near Mi-
\;tU8, with a temple of Athena surnnmed *A(rariaia.

ABSSniS {’Aaainpds or 'Atro’cSpiov : ’Aaatfiptpos:

Asaro), a small town in Sicily between Enna and
Agyrium.
Abbub ("Aaoros ; ‘'Atro’ios, ’Aarevs

:

As.vo, Ru.,

near Jierutti)^ a flourishing city in the Troad, on

the Adrainyttiaii Gulf, opposite to Lesbos: after-

wards called Apollonia : the birthplace of Cleanthes

the Stoic.

ASBjhrXa ('Aaavpla : *A(ravptoSf Assyrius : Kur-
distan). 1. The country properly so civUed,m the

narrowest sense, was a district of W. Asia, extend-

ing along the E. side of the Tigris, which divided

it on the W. and N.W. from Mesopotamia and
Babylonia, and bounded on the N. and E. by M.
N iphates and M. Zagrus, which separated it from

Armenia and Media, and on the S.E. by Susiano.

1 1 was watered by several streams, flowing into the

Tigris from the E. ; two of which, the .Lycus or

Zabatus (Great Zah)^ and the Caprus or Zabas or

Anzabas (Little Zab), divided the country into three

parts ; that between the Upper Tigris and the Lycus
was called Aturia (a mere dialectic variety of

ASTACUS.
Assyria), was probably the most ancient seat of the

monarchy, and contained the capitiil, Nineveh or

Ninus: that between the Lycus and the Caprus was
called Adiabene : and the port S.E. of the Caprus
contained the districts ofApolloniatis and Sittacene.

Another division into districts, given by Ptolemy,
is the following: Arrhapachitis, Calacine, Adiabene,
Arbelitis, Apolloniatis and Sittacene.— 2. In a
wider sense the name was applied to the whole
country watered by the Euphrates and the Tigris,

between the mountains of Armenia on the N., those
of Kurdistan on the E., and the Arabian Desert
on the W., so as to include, besides Assyria Proper,

Mesopotamia and Babylonia
;
nay, there is some-

times an apparent confusion between Assyria and
Syria, which gives ground for the supposition that
the terras were originally identical. — 3. By a
further extension the word is used to designate tho
Assyrian Empire in its widest sense. The early

history of this great monarchy is too obscure to bo
given here in any detail

;
and indeed it is only

just now that new means of investigating it aro

being acquired. The germ of this empire was one
of the first great states of which we have'..uiy re-

cord, and was probably a powerful and civilized

kingdom as early as Egypt. Its reputed founder
was Ninus, the builder of the capital city

;
and in

its widest extent it included the countries just

mentioned, with Media, Persia, and portions of

the countries to the E. and N.E., Armenia, Syria,

Phoenicia, and Palestine, except the kingdom of

Judah ; and, beyond these limits, some of tho

Ass^'riun kings made incursions into Arabia and
Egj'pt. Tho fruitless expedition , of Sennacherib
against the latter country and the miraculous de-

struction of his army before Jerusalem (n. c. 714),
so weakened the empire, that the Medes revolted

and formed a separate kingdom, and at last, in

B. c. 66^, the governor of Babylonia united witli

Cyaxares, the king of Media, to conquer Assyria,
which was divided between them, Assyria Proper
falling to the share of Media, and the rest of the

empire to Babylon. The Assyrian king and all

his family perished, and the city of Ninus was
rased to the ground. [Comp. Babylox and Me-
dia.] It must be ifiticed as a caution, that some
writers confound the Assyrian and Babylonian em-
pires under the former name.
Asta (Astensis), 1. (As/i in Piedmont), an in-

land town of Liguria on the Tanarus, a Roman
colony.— 2. (Mna dc Asta), a town in Hispania
Baetico, near Cades, a Roman colony with the sur-

name Repia.

Aat&bdras AaraSdpas
-. AtbaraJi or Tacazza)

and Ast&pUB ('Aardicovs, Bahr-el-Azak or Rtuo
Nttc), two rivers of Acthiopia, having their sources

in the highlands of and uniting in ahout
17° N. Lat. to form the Nile. The land enclosed

by them was the island of Mkr«e.
ABt&CUB (’'Aareucos), father of Ismarus, Leades,

Asphodicus, and Melanippus.

Ajlt&OilA {^AtTroKos : *A(rraKi\v6s). 1. ( Dra-
pomestre)., a city of Acarnania,on the Acheloiis.—
2. A celebrated city of Bithynia, at the S.E, comer
of Sinus Asiacenus ('Aarajtrivhs ndAiros), a bay
of the Propontis, was a colony from Megara, but
afterwards received fresh colonists from Athens,
who called the place Olbta (*0\6ia). It was de-

stroyed by Lysiinachus, but rebuilt on a neighbour-
ing site, at the N.E. corner of the gulf, by Nico-

medeB I., whe named his new city Nicomxdia.
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Ast&pa (Estepa)^ a town in Hispania Baetica.

Ast&puB. [Astaiioras.]

Asta^. [Aphroditk and Syria Dka.]
AstSlephoS (’Ao-reAe^oy), a river of Colchis,

120 stadia (12 geog. miles) S. of Sebastopolis.

AstSrla (’Aorcpia), daughter of the Titan Coens

and Phoebe, sister of Leto (Latona), wife of Perses,

and mother of Hecate. In order to escape the em-
braces of Zeus, she is said to have taken the form

«»f a quail {prtyjc^ t»pTi;|),and to have thrown herself

down from heaven into the sea, where she was
metamorphosed into the island A&ieria (the island

which had fallen from heaven like a star), or Orty^ia,

afterwards called Delos.

Asterlon or Ast^rius ("Atrrfpiwv or 'Aaripios).

1. Son of Teutamus, and king of the Cretans, mar-

ried Europa after she had been carried to Crete by
Zeus, and brought up the three sons, Minos, Sar-

pedon, and Uhadamanthys, whom she had by the

lather of the gods.— 2. Son of Cometes, Pyremus,

or Priscus, by Antigone, daughter of Pheres, was
one of the Argonauts.

Asteria or Asterla {'Aarepls, ’Affrep/a), a small

island Sftween Ithaca and Cephallenia.

Asterltun ('Aarfpiov), a town in Magnesia in

Thessaly.

Astdropaeus (’AfTTepo-iraros), son of Pelegon,

leader of the P.aeonians, and an ally of the Trojans,

was slain by Achilles.

Aati^, a town in Hispania Baetica on the river

Singulis, a Roman colony with the surname Au^
pusfa Finna.

Astraea (’AcTpata), daughter of Zens and
Themis, or, according to others, of Astraeus .and

Eos. During the golden age, this star-bright

maiden lived on earth mid among men, whom she

lilessed
;

but when that age had passed away,
Astraea, who tarried longest amongst men, with-

drew, and was placed among the stars, Avhero
she was called TiapQivo^ or Viryo. Her sister

AtScis or Fiulicitia^ left the earth along with her

{ad siiperos Astntea reccmdt, Juic {Pudicitia) comiie,

Juv. vi. 19).

Astraeus ('Atrrpaios), a Titait, son of Criiis and
Eurybia, husband of Eos (Aurora), mid father of

the win(Is Zephyrus, Boreas, it»d Notus, Eosphorus
(the nionilng star) and all the stars of heaven.

Ovid {Met. xiv. 54.5) calls the winds As^rori (adj.)

fruiresy the “ Astraean brothers.”

Astiira. 1. ( Im. Stura)^ a river in Latium, rises

in the Alban mountains, and fiows between Antium
and Circeii into the Tyrrhenian sea. At its mouth
)t formed a small ishoiid with a town upon it, also

called Astura {Torre d' Astura)\ here Cicero had
an estate. •—2. {Ezia), a river in Hispania Tar-
raconensis, flowing into the Duriiis.

Asttires, a people in the N. W. of Spain,

bounded on the E. by tiie Cantabri and Vaccaei,

on the W. by the Gallaeci, on the N. by the

Ocean, and on the S. by the Vettoiies, thus inha-

biting the modem Aslurtas and the northern part of

Leon and Valkuiohd. They contained *22 tribes and
240,000 freemen, and were divided into the Au-
gustani and Transmontani, the fonner of whom
dwelt .S. of the mountains as far as the Durius,

and the latt« r N. of the mountains down to the

sea-coast. The country of the Astures was moun-
tainous, rich in minerals and celebrated for its

horses ; the people themselves were rude and war-
like. Their chief town was Asturica Augusta
(Asfor^).
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A8tj^S,ge8 (’AiTTudyijj), son of Cyaxares, last

king of Media, reigned b. c. 594—5.59. Alanned
by a dream, he gave his daughter Mundane in

marriage to Carahyses, a Persian of good family.

Another dream indaced him to send Harpagiis to

destroy the offspring of this marriage. The child,

the future conqueror of the Medes, was given to a
herdsman to expose, but he brought it up as his

own. Years afterwards, circumstances occurred

which brought the young Cyrus under the notice of

A8tyage8,who,on inquiry, discovered his parentage.

He inflicted a cruel punishment on Harpagus, who
waited his time for revenge. When Cyrus had
grown up to man's estate^ Harpagus induced liim

t<i instigate the Persians to revolt, and, havings been

appointed general of the Median forces, he deserted

with the greater part of them to Cyrus. Astyages
was taken prisoner, and Cyrus mounted the throne.

*He treated the captive monarch with mildness, but

kept him in confinement till his death. This is

the account of Herodotus, and is to be preferred

to that of Xenophon, who makes Cyrus the

grandson of Astyages, but says, that Astyages was
Hucceeded by his son Cyaxares II., on whose
dc.at}i Cyrus succeeded peaceably to the vacant

throne.

Astjr&xiRX (’AaTudvof), son of Hector and An-
dromache : his proper name was Scamandrius, but
he was called Astyanax or “lord of the city” by
the Trojans, on account of the services of his father.

After the taking of Troy the Greeks hurled liim

dfwn from the walls, that he might not restore tho

kingdom of Troy.

Ajstj^d&maB (’AirruSd/uas), a tragic poet, son of

Morsinius and of a sister of the poet Aeschylus,

and a pupil of Isocrates, wrote 240 tragedi*^^ and
gained the prize 1^ times. liis first tragedy was
acted B. c. 399.

Astj^d&mla (’AirruJd/ufio). 1. Daughter of

Amyntor and mother of Tlepolemus by Hercules.— 2. Wife of AcAST us.

Ast^Sme A(Trvv6p.-n)^ daughter of Chryses,

better known under her patronymic Chrvsei.s.

AstySche or Ast^dohla {^Aerrvdxn or *AtTru6^

X€i«). 1. Daughter of Actor, by whom Ares begot

Ascalaphus and Jalnienus. D.aughter of Phy-
las, king of Ephyra in Thesprotia, became by Her-
cules the mother of Tlepolemus.

A8t;^5chTiB (’Ao-tuoxos), the Lacedaemonian ad-

miral ill B. c. 4 1 2, commanded on the coast of Asia

Minor, where he was bribed by the Persians to

remain inactive.

Ast^Hiaea {^AtrrwdAaia : 'AtrrviraXatevs^ *A<r-

rviraKaidrTis : Stampalia), one of the Sporadcs in

the S. part of the Grecian archipelago, with a

town of the sairi* name, founded by the Megurians,

which was under the Homans a libera civitas.

{Astypatcla reynu, i. e. Asiypedaea^ Ov. Met. vii.

461.) The inhabitants worshipped Achilles.

Astjh^ (t4 "AffTopa), a town of Mysia, N.W.
of Adrarayttium, on a marsh connected with tho

sea, with a grove sacred to Artemis sunuimed
'Aerrvplvri or -ritrfi.

AbjcIub (*'A<rwx*5)» an ancient king of Egypt,

succeeded Mycerinus.

At&biUttS, the name in Apulia of the parching

S. E. wind, the Sirocco, which is at present called

AUino in Apulia.

Atab^ris or Atabjhrlum (’Ara^uptov), the high-

est mountain in Rhodes on the S.W. of that island,

on which was a celebrated temple of Zeus Ataby-
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ring, said to have been founded by Althacmencs,

the grandson of Minos.

At&gis. [Atiiesis.]

AtlUanta (’AraXdvTTf). 1. The Arcadian A fa-

/ania, was a daughter of lasiis (lasion or lasiiis)

and Clyniene. ller father, who had wished for a

son, Avas disappointed at her birth, and exposed her

on the Parthenian (virgin) hill, where she was
suckled by a she-bear, the symbol of Artemis.

After she had grown up she lived in pure maiden-

hood, slew the centaurs who pursued her, and took

part in the Calydonian hunt. Her father subse-

(piently recognised her as his daughter
; and when

he desired her to marrj’, she required every suitor

who jvanted to win her, to contend with her fiwt

in the foot-race. If lie conquered her, he was to

be rewarded with her hand, if not, he Avas to be
put to death. This she did because she Avas the

most swift-footed of mortals, and because the

Delphic oracle had cautioned her against marriage.

She conquered many suitors, but was at length

overcome by Mllamon with the assistance of

Aphrodite. The goddess had given him d golden

apples, and during the race he dropped them one

after the other : their beauty charmed Atalanta so

much, that she could not abstain from giathenng

them, and Milanion thus gained the goal before

her. She accordingly became his Avife. They
Avere subsequently both metamorphosed into lions,

because they had profaru'd by their embraces the

sacred grove of Zeus.— 2. The Boeotian Atalanta.

The same stories are related of her .os of the Ar<*i-

dian Atalanta, except that her parentage and the
|

localities are described differently. Thus she is :

said to have been a daughter of Schoenus, and to

have Aeen married to Hippomenes. Her foot-race

is transferred to the Boeotiarf Onchestus, and the

sanctuary which the newly married couple profaned

by their love, was a temple of Cybele, Avho meta-

morphosed them into lions, and yoked them to her

chariot.

Atalante (’AraAdt'TTj ; ’ATaXai/Tafoy). 1. A
small island in the Kuripus, on the coast of the

Opuntian Locri, with a small toAvn of the same

juunc.— 2. A town ofMacedonia on the Axius, in

the neighbourhood of Gortynia and Idomene,

At&rantei (’Ardpai/res), a people in the E. of

Libya, described by Herodotus (iv. 184).

AtarbSchis. fAPHRoniToroLis.]

Atameui (‘ArapyeOs: Dikeli)^ a city on M.
Cane, on the coast of Mysia, opposite to Lesbos : a

colony of the Chians : the residence of the tyrant

Hermias, with Avhora Aristotle resided some time

:

destroyed before the time of Pliny.

Ataulphuf, Athanlphns, Adatilphas (t.e.Atha-

ulf, “ SAVom helper,” the same naffte as that which

appears in later history under the form of Adolf or

Adolphus), brother of Alaric’s wife. He assisted

Alaric in his invasion of Italy, and on the death of

that monarch in a. d. 410, he Avas elected king of

the Visigoths. He then made a peace with the

Humans, married Placidia, sister of Honorius, re-

tired with his nation into the S. of Gaul, and

finally withdrew into Spain, where he was mur-

dered at Barcelona.

Atax (Aarfe), originally called Narbo, a river

in Gallia Narbonensii, rises in the Pyrenees, and
Hows by Narbo Mortius into the^ Lacus Rubresus

or Hubrensis, which is connected with the sea.

From this river the poet P. Terentius Vano ob-

tained the surname Atacinw, [Varro.]

ATHANAGIA.
At5 (’'Attj), daughter of Eris or Zeus, was an

ancient Greek divinity, who led both gods and
men into rash and inconsiderate actions. She once
even induced Zeus, at the birth of Hercules, to take

an oath by Avhich Hera was afterwards enabled to

give to EiirA’sthens the power which had been
destined for Hercules. When Zeus discovered his

rnshiu'ss, he hurled Ate from Olympus and ba-

nished her for ever from the abodes of the gods.

In the tragic writers Ate appears in a different

light ; she avenges evil deeds and inflicts just pu-

nishments upon the offenders and their posterity,

so that her character is almost the same as that of

Nemesis and Erinnys. She appears most pro-

minent in the dramas of Aeschylus, and least in

those of Euripides, with Avhom the idea of Dike
(justice) is more fully developed.

Atelus, surnamed Practextatm., and Philofagus.,

a celebrated grammarian at Rome, about h. c. 40,
and a friend of Sallust, for whom he dreAv up an
Epitome [Breviarium) of Roman History. After

the death of Sallu-st Ateius lived on intimate terms

Avith Asinius Pollio, Avhom he assisted in his literary

pursuits. < ’

Ateius C&plto. [Capito.]
Atella (Atellanus ; Arema)^ a town in Cam-

pania between Capua and Ncapolis, originally in-

habited by the Oscans, afterwards a Roman muni-
cipimn and a colony. It revolted to Hannibal
(b. c. 21 6) after the battle of Cannae, and tho

Romans in consequence transplanted its inhabitants

to Calatia, and peopled the town by new citizens

from Nuccria. Atella owes its celebrity to the

AtdUmae Fabulae or Oscan farce-s, which took their

name from this town. {Did. ofA ntiq. p. 347, 2dod.)

Ateruum {Pescara)^ a town in central Italy

on the Adriatic, at the mouth of the riA’er Aternus

{Pescara)., was the common harbour of tho Vestini,

Marnicini, and Peligni.

Aternus. [Atkrn-um.]
AtestS (Atestinus : Este\ a Roman colony in

the country of the Veneti in Upper Italy.

Ath&CUS, a town in Lyncestis in Macedonia.
Athamania (’Ada^tavla: ’A0ajudv,-avor),a moun-

tainous country in the S. of Epirus, on the W. aide

of Pindus, of whiclf Argithea was the chief town.

The Atharormes were a Thessalian people, Avho

had been dri\’en out of Thessaly by the Lapithae.

They were governed by independent princes, tho

last of whom was Amvnandkr.
Ath&mas (*A0c{juaj), son of Aeolus and Enarete,

and king of Orchomenus in Boeotia. At the com-
mand of Ilcra, Athnmas married Nephele, by whom
he became the father of Phrixus and Helle. But
he was secretly in love with the mortal Ino, the

daughter of Cadmus, by whom he begot Learchus
and Melicertes

;
and Nephele, on discovering that

Ino had a greater hold on his affections than her-

self, disappeared in anger. Having thus incurred

the anger both of Hera and of Nephele, Athamas
was seized with madness, and in this state killed his

own son,* Learchus : Ino thrcAV herself with Meli-

certes into the son, and both were changed into

marine deities, Ino becoming Leucothea, and Meli-

certes Palaemon. Athamas, as the murderer of

his son, was obliged to flee from Boeotia, and settled

in Thessaly.— Hence we have AthamantXtides^

son of Athamas, i. e. Palaemon ; and Athamantis^

daughter of Athamas, i. e. Helle.

Aihanagla {Agramuntf)., the chief town of

the llergetes in Hispania Tarraconensis.
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AtlLanarlCTU, king of the Viai-Goths during ' every kind of work in which women were em-

their alay in Dacia. In a. d. 367—369 he carried ployed, and she herself was skilled in such work,

on war with the emperor Valens, with whom he Hence we hove the tale of the Lydian maiden

finally concluded a peace. In 374 Athanaric was Arachne, who ventured to compete with Athena in

defeated by the Huns, and, after defending himself the art of weaving, fArachne.] Athena is in

for some time in a stronghold in the mountains of fact the patroness of both the useful and elegant art^i.

Dacia, was compelled to fly in 330, and take refuge Hence she is called ipydvT}^ and later writers make
in the Roman territory'. He died in 381. her the goddess of all wisdom, knowledge, and art,

Athanasius {‘Adavdaios), St., one of the most and represent her as sitting on the right hand of her

celebrated of the Christian fathers, was bom at father Zeus, and supporting him with her counsel.

Alexiindria about A. d. 296, and was elected arch- She is therefore characterized by various epithets and

bishop of the city on the death of Alexander in surnames, expressing the keenness of her sight or the

326. The history of his episcopate is full of stirring vigour of her intellect, such as 6<p6a\fi7^

incidents and strange transitions of fortune. He tij, d|t;ScpKf}r, yXavKwirts^ iroXi<^ouXos, TroAujuijTw,

was the great champion of the orthodox faith, as it add firixavins.— As the jiatron divinity of thenitate,

had been expounded at the council of Nice in she was at Athens the protectress of the phratries

32.5, and was therefore exposed to persecution and houses which formed the basis of the state,

whenever the Arians got the upper hand in the |<The festival of the Apaturia had a direct reference

state. He was thrice driven from his see into to this particular point in the character of the god-

exile, and thrice reciilled. He died in 373. The
Athanasian creed was not composed by Athanasius

:

its real author is unknown. The best edition of

his woT^s is by Montfaucon, Paris, 1698, reprinted

at Padua. 1777.

Athena or ’Aflijva'), one of the great

divinities of the Greeks. Homer calls her a daugh-

ter of Zeus, without any allusion to the manner of

her birth
;
but later traditions related that she was

born from the head of Zeus, and some added that

she sprang forth with a mighty war-shout and in

complete armour. The most ancient tradition, as

preserved by Hesiod, stated that Metis, the first

wife of Zeus, was the mother of Athena, but that

Metis, when pregnant with her, was, on the advice

of Gaea and Uranus, swallowed up by Zeus, and

that Zeus afterwards gave birth himself to Athena,

who sprang from his head. Another set of traditions

regarded her as the daughter of Pallas, the #vingcd

giant, whom she afterwards killed on account of

his attempting to violate her chastity ; and a third

set carried her to Libya, and called her a daughter

of Poseidon and Tritonis. I'hese various traditions

about Athena arose, as in most other cases, from

local legends and from identifications of the Greek
Athena with other divinitio-i Hut according to

the general belief of the Greeks, she was the

daughter of Zeus
;
and if w'e take Metis to have

been her mother, we have at once the clue to the

character which she bears in the religion of Greece
;

for, as her father was the most powerful and her

mother the wisest among the gods, so Athena was

a combination of the two, a goddess in whom power

and wisdom were harmoniously blended. From
this fundamental idea may be derived the various

aspects under which she appears in the ancient

writers. She seems to have been a divinity of a

purely ethical character ;
her power and wisdom

appear in her being the preserver of the state and of

everything which gives to the state strength and pros-

perity.—As the protectress of agriculture, Athena is

represented as inventing the plough and/ake : she

created the olive tree (see below), taught the people

to yoke oxen to the plough, took care of the breeding

of horses, and instructed men how to tame them

by the bridle, her own invention. Allusions to this

feature of her character are contained in the epithets

/BouSeto, jSoap/iia, &ypl<f>a, imrla, or She
is also represented as the patron of various kinds

of science, industry, and art, and us inventing

numbers, the trumpet, the chariot and navigation.

She was further believed to have invented nearly

dess. (JJtci. ofAnt. art. She also main-
tained the authority of the law, justice, and onier

in the courts and the assembly of the people. This
notion was as ancient as the Homeric poems, in

which she is described as assisting Ulysses against

the lawless conduct of the suitors. (Gc/. xiii. 394.)
She was believed to have instituted the ancient

court of the Areopagus, and in cases where the

votes of the judges were equally divided, she gave
the casting one in favour of the accused. The
epithets which have reference to this part of the

goddess’s character are d^idiroiuos^ the avenger,

povkaia^ and &.yvpaia .—As Athena promoted the

internal prosperity of the state, so she also pro-

tected the state from outward enemies, and thus

assumes the character of a warlike divinity, though

in a very different ^ense from Ares, Eris, oi'Tinyo.

According to Homer she does not even keep arms,

but borrows them from Zeus
;
she preserve.s men

from slaughter when prudence demands it, and
rejjels Ares’s savage love of war, and conquers him.

The epithets which she derives from her warlike

character are dyekfla^ Aa4>pla, ikKifidixfli kaSatroos,

and others. In times of war, towns, fortresses,

and harbours, are under her especial care, whence
she is designated as ^pvtrivroktTy &AaA«cu/xc)/7}'fs,

TTokidiy “Kokiovxos, axpaio, axpi'a, aApSoCxor, ttu-

AttiTis, irpofiaxdpfjiay and the like. In the war of

Zeus against the giants, she assisted her father and
Hercules with her counsel, and also took an active

part in it, for she buried Enceladus under the island

of Sicily, and slew Pallas. In the Trojan war she

sided with the Greeks, though on their return home
she visited them with storms, on account of the

manner m which the Locnan Ajax had treated

Cassandra in l^r temple. As a goddess of war
and the protectreu of heroes, Athena usually ap-
pears in armour, with the aegis and a golden staff.— The character of Athena, as we have here traced

it, holds a middle place between the male and
female, whence she is a virgin divinity, whose heart

is inaccessible to the passion of love. Tiresias was
deprived of sight for having seen her in the bath ;

and Hephaestus, who had made an attempt upon
her chastity, was obliged to take to flight. For this

reason, the ancient traditions always describe the

goddess as dressed
;
and when Ovid makes her

appear naked before Paris, he abandons the genuine
story.—Athena was worshipped in all parts of

Greece. Her worship was introduced from the

ancient towns on the lake Copais art a very early

period into Attica, where she became the great

u 3
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national divinity of the city and the country. Hero

she was regarded as the ac&Tftpa, {ryUta^ ai»d

Tratwi'ta. The tale ran that in the reign of Cecrops

Loth Poseidon and Athena contended for the pos-

session of Athens. The gods resolved that which-

ever of them produced a gift most useful to mortals

should have possession of the land. Poseidon struck

the ground with his trident and straightway a
horse appeared. Athena then planted the olive.

The gods thereuiwn decreed that the olive was more

useful to man than the horse, and gave the city to

the goddess, from whom it was call Athenae. At
Athens tlie magnificent footival of the Panathenaea

was celebmted in honour of the goddess. At this

festival took place the grand procession, which wSs
represented on the Irit/e of the Paitheiinn (D'ti.

of Ant. art. Panaihenaea.) At Lindus in Rliodes

her worship was likewise very ancient. Respectingi

its introduction into Italy, and the modifications

which her character underwent there, see Minerva.
Among the things sacred to her we may mention

the owl, serpent, cock, and olive-tree, which she was
said to have created in her contest with Poseidon

about the possession of Attica. Tlie sacrifices offered

to her consisted of bulls, rams, and cows. Athena
was frequently represented in works of art, in

which we generally find some of the following

characteristics:— 1. The helmet, which she usually

wears on her head, but in a few instances carries

in her hand. It is generally ornamented in the

most beautiful manner with griffins, heads of rams,

horses, and sphinxes. 2. The aegis, which is rS-

lircsented on works of art, not as a shield, but as a
goat- skin, covered with scales, set with the appal-

ling Gorgon's head, and surrounded with tassels.

{I)icf%fAnt.d.Ti.Aeyis.) 3. The round Argolic

jhield, in the centre of which the head of Medusa
likewise appears. 4. Objects sacred to her, such

as an olive branch, a serpent, an owl, a cock, and
a lance. Her garment is usually the Spartan tunic

without sleeves, and over it she wears a cloak, the

peplus, or, though rarely, the chlnrays.

Athenae also in Homer: ’A0i7
-

yoms,i) *A0i7i/afa, Atheniensis : Athens)^ the capital

of Attica, about 30 stadia from the sea, on the

S. W. slope of Mount Lycabettus, between the

small rivers Cephissus on the W. and Ilissus on

the E., the latter of which flowed through the

town. The most ancient part of it, the Acropolis^

is said to have been built by the mythical Cecrops,

but the city itself is said to have owed its origin

to Theseus, who united the 12 independent states

or townships of Attica into one state, and made
Athens their capital. The city was burnt by
Xerxes in B. c. 400, but was soop rebuilt under
the administration of Thcmistoclcs, and was adorned

with public buildings by Cimon and especially by
Pericles, in whose time (b. c. 460—420) it reached

its gi’entest splendour. Its beauty was chiefly

owing to its public buildings, for the private houses

were mostly insignificant, and its streets badly laid

out. Towards the end of the Peloponnesian war,

it contained 10,000 houses (Xeu. Mem. iii. 6.

§ 14), which at the rate of 12 inhabitants to a

house would give a population of 120,000, though

some writers make the inhabitants as many as

180,000. Under the Romans Athens continued

to bo a great and flourishing city, and retained

many privileges and immunities when S. Greece

was formed into the Roman province of Achaia.

It suffered greatly on its capture by Sulla,
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B. c. 86, and was deprived of many of its

pri\ lieges. It was at that time, and also during
the early centuries of the Christian aera, one of the

chief seats of learning, and the Romans were ac-

customed to send their sons to Athens, as to an
University, for the completion of their education.

Hadrian, who was very partial to Athens and fre-

quently resided in the city ( a. n. 1 22, 1 28), adorned
it with many new buildings, and his example was
followed by H erodesA tticus, who spent large sums
of money upon beautifying the city in the reign of

M. Aurelius.— Athens consisted of 2 distinct

parts: I. The City (rh Au-tu), properly so called,

divided into, 1 . The Upper City or Acropolis {ri &v<v

aKp6iro\is)^ and, 2, The Lower City (tJ Karw
wdAiv), surrounded with walls by Theinistocles.

II. The 3 harbour-towns of Piraeus, Alunychia,

and Phaleram, also surrounded with walls by
Theinistocles, and connected with the city by
means of tlio tony watts (rh paKph, relxv), built

under the administration of Pericle<!. 'I’lie long

walls consisted of the wall to Phalenim on the

E., .35 stadia long (.ibout 4 miles), and of t^e wall

to Piraeus on the W., 40 stadia long (about 4^
miles) ; between these two, at a short distance

from the latter and parallel to it, another wall was
erected, tlms making 2 walls leading to the Pi-

raeus (sometimes called ra triffAn), with a narrow
passage between them. There _^were therefore 3
long walls in all

;
but the name of Long Wails

seems to have been confined to the two leading to

the Piraeus, while the one leading to Phalenim
was distinguished by the name of the P/utleruw

Walt {rh ^a\7)piKhv ntxoi). The entire circuit of

the walls was 174^ stadia (nearly 22 miles), of

which 43 stadia (nearly .5^ miles) belonged to the

citj', 75 stadia (9^ miles) to the long walls, and 56^
(7 mil%s) to Piraeus, Munycliia, and Phali‘rum.

—

1. Topography of the Acropolis or Upper City.

The Acropolis, also called Ceeropia from its re-

puted founder, was a steep rock in the middle of

the city, about 1.50 feet high, 1 1.50 feet long, and
500 broad : its sides were naturally scarped on all

sides except the W. end. It w.as originally sur-

rounded by an anciept Cyclopian wall said to have

been built by the Pelasgians
;
at the time of the

Peloponnesian wav only the N. jiart of this wall

remained, and this jMirtion was still called the Pe-
lasgic Wail; while the S. part, which had been
rebuilt by Cimon, was called the Cvnoniun Wall.

On the W. end of the Acropolis, where access is

alone practicable, were the magnificent pRorvLAEA,
‘‘the Entrances,” built by Pericle.s, before the right

w'ing of which was the small temple of Nfxij

•'Airrepov. The summit of the Acropolis was co-

vered with temples, statues of bronze and marble,

and various other works of art. Gf the temples,

the grandest was the Parthenon, sacred to the
“ Virgin” goddess Athena

;
and N. of the Parthe-

non was the magnificent Erechthkum, containing

3 separate temples, one of Athena Polias (IIoAlar),

or the “ Protectress of the State,” the Erechtkeum
proper, or sanctuary of Erechtheus, and the Pan-
drosium^ or sanctuary of Pandrosos, the daughter of

Cecrops. Between the Parthenon and Erechth£um
was the colossal statue of Athena Promachos
(UpSpaxos), or the “ Fighter in the Front,” whose
helmet and spear was the first object on the

Acropolis visible from the sea.— 2. Topography
of Lower City.—-The lower city was built

in the plain round the Acropolis, but this plain
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also contained several hills, especially in the S.W. Agora
; of the Street of the Hermae^ which ran

part.— Walls. The ancient Avails embraced a along the Agora between the Stoa liasilcos and

much greater circuit than the modern ones. On Stoa Poecile
;

of the Street of the 7'ripoifs, on

the W. they included the hill of the Nymphs and the E, of the Acropolis, &c.— Public Sidings,
the Pnyx, on the S. they extended a little beyond 1. Temples. Of these the most important was

the Ilissus, and on the E. they crossed the Ilissus, .he Olympieum {*0\vpirUiov)^ or Temple of the

near the Lyceum, Avhich was outside the walls.— !)Iympian Zeus, S. E. of the Acropolis, near tin*

Gates. Their number is unknown, and the posi- Ilissus and the fountain Callirrhoe, Avhich was lon^;

tion of many of them is uncertain
; but the follow- iniinislted, and was first completed by Hadrian,

ing list contains the most imjiortant. On the W. Thesenm (©rjorciov) or Temple of Theseus, on a

side were;

—

1. Dipylum (AittuXov, more anciently hill N. of the Areopagus, now converted into the

©pma-ioi or Kepo/tncai), the most frequented gate Museum of Athens. The Temple of Ares^ S. of

of the city, leading fiom the inner Ceramlcus to

the outer Ceramicus, and to the Academy.— 2.

T/m' Siured Gate (al ‘lepal TluXai), where the sacred

road to Jlleusis began.— 3. ’Tlui Knight's Gate {ou

TirirdSes ir.), probably between the hill of the

Nymphs and the Pnyx.— 4. The Pinmm ilaU

(ij netpai'K^ TT.f hetween the Pnyx and the Mu-
isK'iiin, loading to the carriage road (apd^iros) be-

tween the Long WalFs to the Piraen-s.— 6. The

Afelitiun Gate {at MeAtrififs tt.), so called because

It le^to the demus Melite, within the city. On
the S. side, coing from W. to K. ;— 6‘. The. Gate of

iha Dead (al ’Hpiai ir.) in the neighbourhood of the

Museum, placed by many authorities on the N.

side—7. The Jtonian Gate (at Irwi/iat tt. ), near the

ll.ssus, Avhere the road to Phalennn began. On
the E. side, going from S. to N. :— 11. The Gate

of Diochares (al Aioxdpovs ir.), loading to the

Jjyceum.— J). The Diomean Gate (if Aio/itia ir.),

leading to Cynosarges and the demus Dioinea. On
the N. side.— 10. The Aehamtan Gate (ai 'Axap-

rneal ir.), leading to the demus Achaniae.

—

Chief

Districts. The inner Ceramlem ( Kepajueoeds), or

“ Potter’s Quarter,” in the W. of the city, extend-

ing N. as tar as the gate Dipvluni, by Avhich it

uas se{)aratcd from the outer Geramicua; the S.

part of the inner Ceramicus contained the Agora

(ayoph), or “ market-place,” the only one in the city

(for there were not 2 market-places, as some sup-

pose), lying S.W. of the Acropolis, and between

the Acropolis, the Areopagus, the Pnyx, and the

Museum. The demus Melite^ S. of the inner

Ceramicus, and perhaps cm^iracing the hill of the

Museum. The demus Scamltomdae.^ W. of the

inner Oraniicus, between the Pnyx and the hil

of the Nymphs. The CoUytus^ S. of Melite. Coele^

a district S. of Collytus and the Museum, along

the Ilissus, in which were the graves of Cimon

and Thucydides. />t/R»ac, a district E, of Melite

and Collytus, between the Acropolis and the

Ilissus. Diomca., a district in the E. of the city,

near the gate of the same name and the Cyno-

sarges. Agrae^ a disfrict S. of Diomea. SKlls.

The Artop&gus ('Apelov irdyas or "Apeios vdyos),

the “ Hill of Ares,” W. of the Acropolis, which

gave its name to the celebrated council that held

its sittings there (Diet, ofAnt. s. v.). wag accessible

on the S. side by a flight of steps cut out of the

rock. The JHll of the Nymphs^ N.W. of the

Areopagus. The Pnyx (nve^), a semicircular hill,

S.W. of the Areopagus, where the assemblies of

the people were held in earlier times, for afterwards

the people usually met in the Theatre of Dionysus.

(See Diet, ofAnt. p. 440, h, 2d ed.) The Museum^

S. of the Pnyx and the Areopagus, on Avhich was

the monument of Philopappus, and where the

Macedonians built a fortress.— Streeti. Of these

we have little information. We read of the Piraean

Street^ which led from the Piraean gate to the

the Areopagus and W. of the Acropolis. Aletrovm
(MijTp^ov), or temple of the mother of the godb,

I'K- of the Agora, and S. of the Acropolis, var the

Senate House, and the Odeum of Heiodes Atticus.

Besides these, there was a vast number of other

temples in all parts of the city.— 2. The AJSwnt*’

Jlotm' (0ov\fvTvptou)y at the S. end of the Agora.
— a. The Thorns (iddAor), a round building close

to the Senate House, which served as the new
JVytaneum, in which the Prytanes took their

meals and offered their sacrifices. (Did, of Ant.

s.v.)— 4. The Pniiunenm (IlpuTayeroi'), at the

N.E. foot of the Acropolis, where the Prytanes

used more anciently to take their meals, and where

the laws of Solon were preserved.— .5.* Stoae

((TToaf), or Halls., supported liy pillars, and used as

places of resort in the heat of the day, of •which

there were several in Athens. (Did. of Ant. p. 1)44,

2d ed.) In the Agora tliere Avore 3 ; the Stun

liasdeus (arod jSoatAeio?), the court of the King-

Archon, on the W. side of the Agora
;
the Stoa

J'oecttt (arod irotxiAn), so called because it was
adonied Avilh fresco painting of the battle of Mara-
thon by Polygnotus

;
and the Stoa K'mthenus

(arod iKev9(pm\ or Hall of Zeus Eleutberius,

both on the S. side of the Agora.— 6. 'Theatres,

The 'Theatre of Dionysus^ on the S.E. slope of the

Acropolis, Avas the great theatre of the state (Did.

'fAnt. p. 1120, 2d ed.)
;
besides this there were

three Odea (diJeta), for contests in Aocal and in-

stnimcntal music (Did. of Ant. r.), an ancient

one near the fountain Callirrhoe, a second built by
Pericles, close to the theatre of Dionysus, on the

S.E. slope of the Acropolis, and a third built by
Herodes Atticus, m honour of his wife Regilla, on

the S.W. slope of the Acropolis, of whicli then-

are still considerable remains.— 7. Stadium (to

SrctSioy), S. of the Ilissus, in the district Agiae.

—

8. Atonummts. The Monument of Audromeva
Cyrrhestes^ formerly called the 'Tower ofthe \Yitid\^

an octagonal building N. of the Acropolis, still

extant, was an horologium. (Diet, ofAnt. p. 816, 2d
ed.) The Choragic Monument of Lysicrates^ fre-

quently hut *erroneou8ly called the Lantern of
Demosthenes^ still extant, in the Street of tho

Tripods. The Monument of Ilarmodius and Aris-

toglton in the Agora, just before the ascent to the

Acropolis.—Suburbs. The (Juter Ceramicus (6

Ka\ovp,fros\ N.W. of the city, was the finest

suburb of Athens : here were buried the Athenians

who had fallen in war, and at tho further end of it

was the Academia, 6 stadia from the city. Cyno-

sarges (rh Kwdaapyes), E. of the city, before the

gate Diomea. a gymnasium sacred to Hercules,

where Antisthenes, the founder of the Cynic
school, taughj. Lyceum (rb At^xcioy), S. £. of

the Cynosarges, a gymnasium sacred to Apollo

Lyceus, where Aristotle and the Peripatetics

taught

B 4
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Athenae (*A0iivai: Atenah\a. seaport town of

Pontus, named from its temple of Athena.

Athenaeum (*Ad^vaiov)^ in general a temple of

Athena, or any place consecrated to this goddess.

The name was specially given to a school founded

by the emperor Hadrian at Rome about a. d. 133,

tor the promotion of literary and scientific studies.

It was in the neighbourhood of the forum, and at

the foot of the Aventine Hill : it had a staff of

professors paid by the government, and continued

in repute till the .5th century of our era. (Diet,

of Ant. s. V.)— Athenaeum was also the name of

n town in Arcadia, not far from Megalopolis, and
of a place in Athamania in Epirus.

AtMuaeue (’A0tjj/c«os). 1. A contemporary of

Arcliimetits. the author of on extant work Ilfpl

MTjxai'T/judTttfi/ (on warlike engines), addressed to

Marcellus (probably the conqueror of Syracuse)
;

printed in Thevenol’s Muthematici Vetercs^ Paris,

1 093.— 2. A learned Greek grammarian, of Nau-
cnitis in Egypt, lived about a. u. 230, first at

Alexandria and afterwards at Rome. His extant

work is entitled the Deipnosophistae (Aeiirvo<ro-

(pia-rai ), i. e. the TianquH oft)ui Learned^ in 1 5 books,

of which the first 2 books, and parts of the 3rd,

1 hh, and ISih, exist only in an Epitome. The
work may be considered one of the earliest col-

lections of what are called Ann, being an immense
mass *uf anecdotes, extracts from the writings of

poets, historians, dramatists, philosophers, orators,

and physicians, of facts in natural history, criti-

cisms, and discussions on almost every conceivable*'

subject, especially on Gastronomy. Athenaeus re-

presents himself as describing to his friend Timo-
crates, a full account of the conversation at a ban-

quet ataiRome, at which Galen, the physician, and
Ulpian, the jurist, were among t‘be guests.

—

Edi-
tions. By Casaubon, Genev. 1597 ; by Schweig-

hiiuser, Argentorati, 1801-1807
;
and by W. Dm-

dorf. Lips. 1827. — 3. A celebrated physician,

founder of the medical sect of the Pneumatici, w'lis

born at Attalla in Cilicia, and practised at Rome
about A. u. 50.

Athenagdros (’AdT^eoe^dpav), an Athenian phi-

losopher, converted to the Christian religion in the

2d century of our aera, is the author of two extant

works, An Apolo^pfor Clnidians^ addressed to the

emperors M. Aurelius and his son Commodiis, and
a treatise in defence of the tenet of the resurrection.

— Editions. By Fell, Oxon. 1082; Rechenberg,

Lips. 1C84-85; Dechair, Oxon. 1706.

Athen&ls (*A6r]va'ts). 1. Surnamed Philostorgvs,

wife of Ariobnrzanes II., king of Cappadocia, and
mother of Ariobarzanes III. — 2. Daughter of

Leontius, afterw'ards named Eudocia.
Athfinlon a Cilician, one of the

commanders of the slaves in the 2nd scnule war in

Sicily, maintained his ground for some time suc-

cessfully, and defbated L. Licinius Lucullus, but

was at length conquered and killed in B. c. 101 by
the consul M\ Aquillius.

Ath§n5d5m8 (’AdnvdSwpos). 1. Of Tarsus, a
St(*ic philosophertiirnamed Cordylio^ was the keeper

.of the library at Pergamus, and afterwards removed
to Rome, where ho lived with M. Cato, at whose
house he died.— 2. Of Tarsus, a Stoic philosopher,

surnamed Cananitos^ from Cana in Cilicia, the birth-

place of his father, whose name wa^, Sandon. He
was a pupil of Posidonius at Rhodes, and after-

wards taught at Apollonia in Epirus, where the

young Octavius (subsequently the emperor Au-
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gustus) was one of his disciples. He accomp.anied

the latter to Rome, and bectime one of his intim.'ite

friends and advisers. In his old age he returned

to Tarsus, where he died at the age of 82. He
was the author of several works which are not

extant.— 3. A sculptor, the son and pupil of Age-
sander of Rhodes, whom he assisted in executing

the group of Laocoon. [Aoesandkr.J
AthSsis (Adige or Etsch).^ rises in the Rhaetian

Alps, receives the At&gis (Eisarh)., flows through

Upper Italy past Verona, and falls into the

Adriatic by many mouths.

AthmSne (*A6fiovff^ also 'Adpovia and ‘'Adpovou

:

*A6povtMy fern. *A6povls)f an Attic denius belong-

ing to the tribe Cecropis, afterwards to the ti*ibo

Attalis.

AtllOS ( ’'Afleer, also : *A6a>irrjs: Ilaghinn

OtoSy Monte SantOy i. e. llolg Moutdain)y the

mountainous peninsul.i, also called Acte, which
projects from Chalcidice in Macedonia. At the

extremity of the pcninsiila the mount.'iin ri-.e8

abruptly from the sea to a height of 6349 feet

;

there is no anchorage for ships at its base, apl the

voyage round it was so dreaded by m.ariin'rs, that

Xerxes had a canal cut througn the isthmus,

which connects the peninsula with the mainland,

to afford a passage to his fleet. The isthmus is

about mile across
;
and there are most distinct

traces of the canal to be seen in the present day
;

so that wo must not imitate the scepticism of

Juvenal (x. 174), and ofmany modern writers, wlio

refused to believe that the canal was ever cut.

The peninsula contained several flourishing citn.s

in antiquity, and is now studded with numeroiH
monasteries, cloisters, and chapels, whence it «le-

rives its modem name. In these monasteries some
valuable MSS. of ancient authors have been dis-

covered^

AthrlbiB (’'Aflpiffiv), a city in the Delta of

Egypt ; capital of the Nomos Athnbites.

Atia, mother of Augustus.
AtilXa or Atillla Oens, the principal members

of which are given under their surnames CaLati-
Nus, Rkgulus, and Skrranus.

Atiliclnus, a Rom^n jurist, who probably lived

about A. D. 50, is referred to in the Digest.

AtilluB. 1. L., one of the earliest of the Roman
jurists who gave public instruction in law, probably

lived about B. c. 100. Ho wrote commentaries

on the laws of the Twelve Tables.— 2. M., one of

the early Roman poets, wrote both tragedies and
comedies, but apparently a greater number of the

latter than of the former.

AtIna (Atlnas, -atis: Atina)y a town of the

Volsci in Latium, afterwardis a Roman colony.

Atint&neB (’AriVTaves), an Epirot people in

Illyria, on the borders of Macedonia ; their coimtry',

Atinlaniay was reckoned part of Macedonia.

AtluB VaroB. [Varus.]
Atlantloum M&re. [Ocbanus.]
AtlaatiB (‘AxAaKr/s, sc. Kfiaos), according to

an ancient ' tradition, a great island W. of the

Pillars of Hercules in the Ocean, opposite Mount
Atlas ; it possessed a numerous population, and was
adorned with every beauty

;
its powerful princes

invaded Africa and Europe, but were defeated by
the Athenians and their allies: its inhabitants

afterwards became wicked and impious, and the

island was in consequence swallowed up in the

ocean in a day and a night. This legend is given

by Plato in the TtmaeuSf and is said to have been
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related to Solon by the Egyptian priesUi. The
Canary Islands, or the Azores, which perhaps were
visited by the Phoenioians, may have given rise to

the legend
;
but some modem writers regard it as

indicative of a vague belief in antiquity in the

existence of the W. hemisphere.

Atlas ("ArAas), son of lapctus and Clymene,
and brother of Prometheus and Epimetheus. He
made war with the other Titans upon Zeus, and
being conquered, was condemned to bear heaven
on his head and hands : according to Homer Atlas

bears the long columns which keep nsimder heaven
and earth. The myth seems to have arisen from

the idea that lofty mountains supported the heaven.

J^ater traditions distort the original idea still more,

by making Atlas a man who was metamorphosed

into a mountain. Thus Ovid {Met. iv. 6*26, seq.) re-

lates that Perseus came to Atlas and asked for shelter,

which was refused, whereupon Perseus, by means
ot the head of Medusa, changed him into M. Atlas,

on which rested heaven with all its stars. Others

go still further, and represent Atlas as a powerful

king, possessed great knowledge of the courses

of the stars, and who was the first who taught men
that heaven had the form of a globe. Hence the

expression that heaven rested on his shoulders was
regarded ns a mendy figurative mode of speaking.

At first, the story of Atlas referred to one mountain

only, which was believed to exist on the extreme

boundary of the earth
;
but, as geographical know-

ledge extended, the name of Atlas was transferred

to other places, and thus we read of a Mauretanian,

Italian, Arcadian, and even of a Caucasian, Atlas.

The common opinion, however, was, that the

licaven-bcaring Atlas was in the N.W. of Africa.

See below. Atlas was the father of the Pleiades

by Pleione or by Hesperis
;

of the Hyadcs and

Hesperides by Acthra
;

and of Oenommps and
Maia by Sterope. Dione and Calypso, Hyas and
Hesperus, are likewise called his children.— At-

lantiades^ a descendant ofAtlas, especially Mercury,
his grandson by Maia (comp. Mercuri /aainde

uepos AtluntiSn Hor. Carm, \, 10), and Hermaphro-
ditus, son of Mercury .— Atlantius Attantis^ h

female descendant of Atlas, especially tho Pleiads

and Jlyads.

Atlas Mons (’'ArAas; Atlas')^ was the general

name of the great mountain range which covers

the surface of N. Africa between the Mediterra-

nean and Great Desert {Sahara)^ on the N. and S.,

and the Atlantic and the Lesser byrtis on the W.
and E.

;
the mountain chains S.E. of the Lesser

Syrtis, though connected with the Atlas, do not

properly belong to it, and were called by other

names. The N. and S. ranges of this system were
distinguished by the names of Atlas Minor and
Atlas Major, and a distinction was made between

the 3 regions into which they divided the country.

[Africa, p. 23, a.]

Atossa (•'Atoo’o'o), daughter of Cyrus, and wife

successively of her brother Cambyses, of Smerdis

the Magian, and of Darius Hystaspis, over whom
she possessed great influence. She bore Darius 4
sons, Xerxes, Mosistes, Achaemene8,and Hystaspes.

Atrae or Hstra (‘'Arpat, tA 'Arpo : ’ArpijFds,

AtrSnus : Hadr^ S.W. of Mosul\ a strongly forti-

fieil city on a high mountain in Mesopotamia, in-

habited by people of the Arab race.

Bempromus, Atratlnui. 1. A., consul b.c.

497 and 491.>*2. L., consul 444 and censor 443.

—3. C., consul 423, fought unsuccessfully against
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the Volscians, and was in consequence condemned
to pay a heavy fine.— 4. L.^ accused M. Caelius

Rufus, whom Cicero defended, 57.

At]^ (^Arpof : Arpdicios), a town in Pelas-
giotis ill Thessaly, inhabited by the Perrhaebi, so

called from the mythical Atrax, son of Penfius

and Bura, and father of Hippodamia and Caenis.

AtrSbatei, a people in Gallia Delgica, in the
modem Artois^ which is a corruption of their name.
In Caesar’s time (b.c. 57) they numbered 15,000
warriors : their capital was Nemktocknna. Part
of them crossed over to Britain, where they dwelt
in the upper valley of the Thames, Oirfitrdshire

and Berkshire.

*Atreu8 ('Arpevf\ son of Pelops aud Hippodamia,
grandson of Tantalus, and brother of Thyestes and
Nicippe. [Pblops.] He was first married to

Clcola, by whom ho became the father of Plis-

thenes
; then to Acrope, tho widow of his son

Plisthenes, who was the mother of Agamemnon,
Menelaus, and Anaxibia, cither by Plisthenes or by
Atreus [Agamemnon]; and lastly to Pelopia, the
daughter of his brother Thyestes. The tragic fate

of the house of Tantalus afforded ample materials

to the tragic poets of Greece, who relate the details

in various ways. In consequence of the murdtr of

their half-brother Chrysippus, Atreus and Thyestes
were obliged to take to flight

;
they were hospi-

tably received at Mycenae ; and, after the death
of Eurystheus, Atreus became king of Mycenae.
T^iyestes seduced Aerope, the wife of Atreus, and
was in consequence banished by his brother : from
his place of exile he sent Plisthenes, the soil of

Atreus, whom he had brought upas his own child,

in order to slay Atreus
;
but Plisthenes fell b^the

hands of Atreus, who did not know that he was
his own son. In order to take revenge, Atreus,

pretending to be reconciled to Thyestes, recalled

him to Mycenae, killed his 2 sons, and placed tlieir

flesh before their father at a banquet, who unwit-

tingly partook of the horrid meal. Thyestes fled

with horror, and the gods cursed Atreus and his

house. The kingdom of Atreus was now visited

by famine, and the oracle advised Atreus to call

back Thyestes. Atreus, who went out in search

of him, came to king Thesprotus, and as he did

not find him there, he married his third wife, Pe-
lopia, the daughter of Thyestes, whom Atreus be-

lieved to be a daughter of Thesprotus. Pelopia

was at the time with child by her own father.

This child, Aegistbus, afterwards slew Atreus

because the latter had commanded him to slay his

own father Thyestes. [Aeoisthus.] The treasury

of Atreus and his sons at Mycenae, which is men-
tioned by Pausapias, is believed by some to exist

still ;
but the ruins which remain are above ground,

whereas Pausanias speaks of the building as under-

ground.

Atria. [Adria.]
AtrXdes (’ArpcfSijv), a descendant of Atreus,

especially Agamemnon and Menelaus.

Atr5p&t5n8 (‘ArpoxaTijF^), or Media Atropatia
(’ATpmroTi'a or -os MijSi'a), the N.W. part of

Media, adjacent to Armenia, named after Atro-

p&tes, a native of the country, who, having been
made its govenior by Alexander, founded there a
kingdom, which long remained independent alike

of the Scleucidae, the Parthians, and the Romans,
but was at last subdued by the Parthians.

,

Atrop&tei (’ArpoirdTijs), a Persian satrap, fought

at the battle of Gaugamela, b. c. 331, and after
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the death of Darius, was made satrap of Media by
Alexander. His daughter was n)arried to Per-

diccas in 324 ;
and he received from his father-in-

law, after Alexander’s death, the province of the

Greater Media. In the N.W. of the country,

called after him Media AtropatSne, he establish^

an independent kingdom, winch continued to exist

down to the time of the emperor Augustus.

AtrSpos. [Moikak.]
Atta, T. Quintlug, a Roman comic poet, died

B. r. 76. His surname Atta was given him from

a defect in his feet, to which circumstance Horace
probably alludes {Ep. ii. 1. 79). His plays were
very popular, and were acted even in the time of

Aiijpistus.

Atta.ginU8 (^k.rrayivos\ son of Plirynon, a

Theban, betrayed Thebes to Xerxes, b.c. 480.

After the battle of Plataeae (479) the other Greek#
required Attaginus to be delivered up to them, but

he made his escape.

Att&Ha (’ATTdXeni, ’ATTaXedJrTjs or -ar^s).—
1. A city of Lydia, fonnerly called Agroira (*A7pd-
etpa).— 2. (//aum), a city on the const of Pam-
phylia, near the month of the river Catarrhactes,

founded by Attains LI. Philadelphus, and subdued

by she Romans under P. Scrvilius Isjiuricus.

AttAlus (’'AttoXos). 1. A Macedonian, uncle

of Cleopatra, whom Philip married in b. c. 337.

At the nuptials of his niece, Attalus offered an

insult to Alexander, and, on the accession of the

latter, was put to death by his order in Asia Minyr,

whither Philip had previously sent him to secure

the Greek cities to his cause.— 2. Son of Andro-
menus the Stymphaean, and one of Alexander's

olRc^s
;
after the death of Alexander (b. c. 323),

he served under Perdiccas, whnse sister, Atalante,

he had married
;
and after the death of Perdiccas

( 321 ), he joined Alcetas, the brother of Perdiccas
;

but their united forces were defeated in Pisidia by
Antignnus in 320.— 3. Kimis of Eciyainua,— (I.)

Son of Attains, a brother of Philetacrus, succeeded

his cousin, Kuinenes I., and reigned b. c. 241—197.

He took part with the Homans against Pliiiip and
tlie Achaeans. He was a wise and just prince, and
Avas distinguished by his patronage of literature.—
(II.) Sumanied Philadelphus^ 2nd son of Attalus I.,

pucceeded his brother Eumenes 11., and reigned

139—138. Like his father he was an ally of the

Romans, and he also encouraged the ails and

sciences. — (III.) ftiimamed Philometor^ son of

Eumenes IT. and Stratonicc, succeeded his uncle

Attalus IL, and reigned 138—133. He is known
to us chiefly for the extravagance of his conduct

and the murder of his relations and friends. In

liis will, he made the Romans hh heirs
;
but his

kingdom was claimed by Aristoniens. [Aristo-
MCU8.]— 4. Roman emperor of the West, was
raised to the throne by Alaric, but was deposed by
the latter, after a reign of one year (a. d. 409, 410),

on account of his acting without Alaric’s advice.

—A A Stoic philosopher in the reign of Ti-

berius, was one of the teachers of the philosopher

Seneca, who speaks of him in the highest terms.

Attegila, a town in Ilispania Baetica, of unccr-

tiiin site.

Atthis or Attis {’'ArBis or ’'Attu), daughter of

Cranaus, from whom Attica was believed to have
derived its name. The two birds'into which Phi-

lomele and her sister Procne were metamorphosed,
were likewise called Attis.

Attica (il ‘Attik^, sc. 7^), a division of Greece,
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has the form of a triangle, two sides of which are

washed by the Aegaean sea, while the third is

separated from Bocotia on the N. by the mounbains

Cithaeron and Fames. Megaris, Avhich bounds it

on the N.W., was formerly a part of Attica. In

ancient times it was called Acte and A dice (‘Art-/)

and ’Axtik^), or the “coastlnnd” [Acte J, from

which the later form Attica is said to ha\e been

derived : but according to traditions it derived its

name from Atthis^ the daughter of the mythical

king Cranaus
; and it is not impossible that Att-ica

may contain the root Att nr Ath, wliicli we find in

Atthis and Alhenac, Attica is divided by many
ancient writers into 3 districts. 1. The Highlands

(d SiaKpla^ also dpeiplj ’Attik^), the N.E. of the

country, containing the range of Panics and ex-

tending S. to the promontory Cynosura : the only

level jjart of this district was the small plain of

Marathon opening to the sea. 2. The Plain (rf

ireSlov, rb v4biov)^ the N.W. of the country, in-

cluded both the plain round Atliens and the plain

round Eleusis, and extended S. to the promontory

Zoster. 3. The Sea-coast District (ij

the S. piirt of the country, terminating in the pro-

montot}' Sunium. Besides these 3 divisions wo
also read ofa 4th, The Alidland District (fieadyaia)^

still called Afesogia^ an undulating plain in the

middle of the country, bounded bv M. Pcntelicus

on the N., M. Hymeltus on the W., and the sea

on the E. The soil of Attica is not very fer-

tile : the greater part of it is not adapted for

growing com
;
but it produces olives, figs, and

grapes, especially the 2 fomier, in great perfection.

The country is dry; the chief river is the Cephis-

.sus, which rises in Panics and flows throuijh the

Athenian plain. The abundance of wild flowers

in the country made the honey of M. Ilyniettus

very «,^ebrated in antiquity. Excellent marble

w.ns obtained from the quarries of Pentelicns,

N.E. of Athens, and a considerable supply of silver

from the mines of Liiurium near Sunium. Tlio

area of Attica, including the island of Salnnns,

which belonged to it, contained between 700 and
800 square miles

;
and its population in its flou-

rishing period wasr probably about .300,000, of

which nearly 4-5th5 Avere slaves. Attica is said

to have been originally inhabited by Pelasgians.

Its most ancient political division was into 12

independent states, attributed to CkcroI'S, avIio

according to some legends came from Egj’pt. Sub-
sequently Ion, the grandson of Hellen, divided the

people into 4 trihea, (leleonteSi, Iloptetes^ A ryadeSn

nnd Aeyteores

;

and Theseus, who united the 12

independent states of Attica into one politic.il body,

and made Athens the capital, again divided the

nation into 3 classes, the Euftalridae^ Gcomnri^ and
Demiurgi. Clisthenes (b. c. 510) abolished the

old tribes and created 10 new ones, according to a
geographical duision ; these tribes were subdivided

into 174 demi or townships. (For details, see

Diet, of Ant. art. Tribus.')

Atticiu HerSdes, TfbSrlus Claudius, a cele-

brated Greek rhetorician, bom about A. d. 104, at

Marathon in Attica. He taught rhetoric both at

Athens and at Rome, and bis school was frequented

by the most distinguished men of the age. The
future emperors M. Aurelias and L. Verus were

among his pupils, and Antoninus Pius raised him
to the consulship in 143. He possessed immense

wealth, a great part of which he spent in embel-

lishing Athens. He died at the age of 76, in 1 80.
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He wrote numerous works, none of which have
come down to us, wiUt the exception of an oration,

entitled TroXtrsfay, the genuineness of which,

however, is very doubtful. It is printed in the

collections of the Greek orators, and by Fiorillo,

in Herodis Attki quae supersunt^ Lips. 1801.

Attlcos, T. Fomp5nlu8, n Unman eques, bom
at Rome, b. c. 109. Plis proper name after his

adoption by Q. Cnecilius, the brother of his mother,

was Q. Caecilius Pomponianus Atticus. His sur-

name, Atticus, was given him on account of his

long residence in Athens and his intimate acquain-

tance with the Greek language and literature. He
was educated along with L. Torquatus, the younger

C. Marius, and M. Cicero. Soon after the break-

ing out of the civil war between Marius and Sulla,

lie resolved to take no part in the contest, and ac-

cordingly removed to Athens. During the re-

mainder of his life, he kept aloof from all political

affairs, and thus lived on the most intimate terms

with the most distinguished men of all jiarties.

He was oi^ually the friend of Caesar and Pompcy,
of Bri?k]s and Cassius, of Antony and Augustus

;

but his most intimate friend was Cicero, whose corre-

spondence with him, beginning in 08 and continued

down to Cicero's death, is one of the most valuable

remains of anticiuity. He purchased an estate at

Butlirotum in Kpmis, in which place, as well as at

Athens and Rome, ho spent the greater part of

liis time, engaged in literary pursuits and commer-

cial undertakings. He died in 8*2, at the age of

77, of voluntary starvation, when he found that he
was attacked by an incurable illness. His wife

Pilia, to whom he was married in 50, when he was

53 years of ago, bore him only one child, a daughter,

Poraponia or Caecilia, whom Cicero sometimes calls

Attica and Atticula. She was married in the

life-time of her father to M. Vipsanius ^l^ippa.

The sister of Atticus, Pomponia, was married to

Q. Cicero, the brother of the orator. The lift* of

Atticus by Cornelius Nepos is to be regarded rather

as a panegyric upon an intimate friend, than strictly

speaking a biography. In philosophy Atticus be-

longed to the Epicurean sect. He was thoroughly

acquainted with the whole <urcle of Greek and
Roman literature. So high an opinion w’as en-

tertained of his taste and critical acumen, that

many of his friends, especially Cicero, were accus-

tomed to send him their works for revision and
correction. None of his own writings have come
down to us.

At^a (’ATT-^Aar or ’AttiAus, German, -Eteef,

Hungarian, Ethele\ king of the Huns, attained in

A. D. 434, with his brother BIcda (in German
Blodel), to the sovereignty of all the northern tribes

between the frontier of Gaul and the frontier of

China, and to tho command of an army of at least

500,000 barbarians. He gradually concentrated

upon himself the awe and fear of the whole ancient

world, which ultimately expressed itself by affixing

to his name the well-known epithet of “ the Scourge

of God.’’ His career divides itself into two parts.

The first (a. d. 445—430) consists of the ravage

of the Eastern empire between the Euxine and the

Adriatic and the negotiations with Theodosius IL,

which followed upon it. They were ended by a
treaty which ceded to Attila a large territory S.

of the Danube and an annual tribute. The second

part of his career was the invasion of the Western

empire (460—452), He crossed the Rhine at

Strassburg, but was defeated at Chalons by Aetius,
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and Theodoric, king of the Visigoths, in 4.51. lie

then crossed the Alps, and took Aquileia in 452,

after a siege of 3 months, but he did not attack

Rome, in consequence, it is said, of his interview

with Pope Leo the Great. He recrossed the Alps
towards the end of the year, and died in 453, on
the night of his marriage with a beautiful girl, va-

riously named Hilda, Hdico, Mycolth.by the burst-

ing of a blood-vessel. In person Attila was, like

the Mongolian race in general, a short thickset

man, of stately gait, with a large head, dark com-
plexion, flat nose, thin beard, and bald with the

exception of a few white hairs, his eyes small, but
of great brilliancy and quickness.

•Attillu§. [Atilius.] •

Attliu. [Accius.]

Attltt* orAttus Navlos. [Navius.]
« Attlns Tullius. [T ni.Lius.]

Attlxla ('Arovpla). [Assyria.]
Atiirus (Adour), a river in Aquitania, rises in

the Pyrenees and flows throiigli the territory of

the Tarbelli into the ocean.

Atyxnnlus ('Arvjuywv or “'ArvjuyosX son of Zeus
and CassiopCa, a beautiful boy, bclored by Sarpe-

don. Others call him son of Phoenix.

Atys, Attys, Attes, Attis, or Attin (‘'Arur,

"Attw, "Atttjs, "Attis, or "Attiv). 1. Sou of

Nana, and n beautiful shepherd of the Phr3'glan
town, Celaenae. He was beloved by Cybele, but
as he proved unfaitliful to her, he was thrown by
her into a state of madness, in which he unmanned
himself. Cybele thereupon changed him into a
fir-tree, which henceforth became sacred to her,

and she commanded that, in future, lier priests

should be eunuchs. Such is the account in Ovid
(Fast. iv. 221), but* his story is related difftifhtly

by other writers. Atys was worshipped in the

temples of Cybele in common with this goddess.

His worship appears to have been introduced into

Greece at a comparatively late period. It is pro-

bable that the myth us of Atys represents tho two-

fold character of nature, the male and female con-

centrated in one.— 2. Son of Manes, king of the

Maeonians, from whose son Lydus, his son and
successor, the Maeonians were afterwards called

Ly'dians.— 8. A Latin chief, son of Alba, and
father of Capys, from whom the AtiaGens derived

its origin, and from whom Augustus was believed

to be descended on his mother’s side.*— 4. Son of

Croesus, slain by Adrastus.
Aufld§iia (Aufidenas, -fttis : Atfidena\ a town

in Samnium on the river Sagrus.

Aufldlos. 1. Cn., a learned historian, cele-

brated by Cicero for the equanimity with which
he bore blindness, was quaestor B. c. 1 1 .9, tribunus

plebis, 114, and finally praetor ]08.-»2. T., a
jurist, quaestor b. c. 86, and afterwards propraetor

in Asia. — 3. Bassus. [Bassus.] —• 4. Lnroo.

[Lurco.] —5. Orestes. [Orestes.]

Aufldus (0/anto\ the principal river of Apulia,

rises in the Apennines in the territory of the Hir-

pini in Samnium, flows at first with a rapid current

(hence violens and acer^ Ilor. Corm. iii. 30. 10,

i. 1 . 58), and then more slowly (statjaa Aujida,

Sil. Ital. X. 171) into the Adriatic. Venusia, the

birth-place of Horace, was on the Aufidus.

Aug&Tiis. [Acbarl's.]

Augft or AugXa (Afjyrj or Aw7«ta'), daughter of

Aleus and Neaera, was a priestess of Athena, and

mother by Hercules of Telkphus. She afterwards

married Teuthras, king of the Mj'sians.
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AngSas or Aug^as (Atrytas or Auyeias), son of

Phorbas or Helios (the Sun), and king of the

EpSans in Elis. He had a herd of 8000 oxen,

whose stalls had not been cleansed for 30 years.

It was one of the labours imposed upon Hercules

by Eurystheus to cleanse these stalls in one day.

As a reward the hero was to receive the tenth part

of the oxen
;
but when he had accomplished his

task by leading the rivers Alpheus and Peneus

through the stables, Augeas refused to keep his

promise. Hercules thereupon killed him and his

sons, with the exception of Phyleiis, who w’as

placed on the throne of his father. Another tra-

dition represents Augeas as dying a natural death

at a/f advanced age, and as receiving heroic honodrs

from Uxylua.

Anglia (r&AtfyiXa: A,yjihth), an oasis in the

Great Desert of Africa, about S. of Gyrene, and
10 days* journey W. of the Oasis of Ammon,
abounding in date palms, to gather the fruit of

which a tribe of the Nasamones, called Augilae

(Ayy/Aai), resorted to the Oasis, which at other

times Avas uninhabited.

AngnHnns, Oenuclus. 1. T., consul b.c. 451,

and a member of the first decernvirate in the same

year. —"2. H., brother of the preceding, consul

445.

AngnrIniiB, Minuclns. 1. M., consul u.c.

497 iimi 491. He took an active part in the de-

fence of Coriolanus, who Avas brought to trial in

491, but was unable to obUiin his acquittal.— 2.

L., consul 458, carried on war against the Aequians,

and was surrounded by the enemy on Mt. Algidus,

but was delivered by the dictator Cincinnatus.

—

3. L., Avas appointed praefect of the corn-market

annonae) 439, as |^ie people were suf-

fering from grievous famine. The ferment occa-

sioned by the assassination of $p. Alaelius in this

year was appeased by Augurinus, who is said to

have gone over to the plebs from the patricians,

and to have been chosen b}' the tribunes one of

their body. Augimnus lowered the price of com
in 3 market days, fixing as the maximum an as for

a modiiis. The people in their gratitude presented

him Avith an ox having its horns gilt, and erected

a statue to his honour outside the Porta Trigemina,

for which every body subscribed an ounce of brass.

Augusta, the name of several towns founded or

colonised by Augustus. 1. A. Asturlca. [Astu-

RBS.]— 2. A. Emorlta (A/en</a), in Lusitania

on the Anas {Giutduina\ coloniseil by Augustus

Avith the veterans (emeriti) of the 5th and 10th

legions, was a place of considerable importance.

3. A. Firma. [Astigi.]—4. AFraetorla (vios/a),

a town of theSalassi in Upper ltalj% at the foot of

the Graian and Pennine Alps, colonised by Augus-

tus with soldiers of the praetorian cohorts. The
modem toAvn still contains many Roman remains

:

the most important of Avhich are the town gates and

a triumphal arch.— 5. A Bauracorum {Augst),

the capital of the Hauraci, colonised by Mu-
natius Plancus Ainder Augustus, Avas on the left of

the Rhine near the modem liatU

:

the mins of a

Roman amphitheatre are still to be seen.— 6. A.

SuesBOnum {S(nssons\ the capital of the Suessones

in Gallia Belgica, probably the Novioduuum of

Caesar.— 7. A. Taurinorum {Turin\ more an-

ciently called Jiiurustu, the capitals of the Tuurini

on the Po, was an important town in the time of

Hannibal, and was colonised by Augustus.— 8.

TteTirorum. [Trsviri.] — 9. TrieaBtiuorum
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(AoHste)^ the capital of the Trienstini in G.illia

Narbonensis.— 10. A VindfiUcorum (A«^s5«n/),
capital of Vindelicia or Rhaetia Secunda on the

Liens {Lech\ colonised by Dmsus under Augustus,
after the conquest of Rhaetia, about fi. c. 14.

AugUBtXnuB, AurelluB, usually called St.

Augustine, the most illustrious of the Latin
fathers, was bom a. r>. 354, at Tagaste, an in-

land town in Numidia. His mother Avas a sin-

cere Christian, who exerted herself in training up
her son in the practice of piety, but for a long time
without effect. He studied rhetoric .at Carthage,
AA'here he embraced the Manichaean heresy, to

which he adhered for 9 years. He afterwards be-

came a teacher of rhetoric at C.arthage, but in 383
he went to Italy, and in Milan Avas led by the

preaching and conversation of Ambrose to abandon
his Manichaean errors and embrace Christianity.

He Avas baptized by Ambrose in 387, and then re-

turned to Africa, where he passed the next Sye.ars

in seclusion, devoting himself to religious exercises.

In 391 he was ordained a priest by Valerius, then

bishop of Hippo, and in 395 he Avas o'dained

bishop of Hippo. His historj", from the time of

his elevation to the sec of Hippo, is so closely im-

plicated with the Donatistic and Pelagian coiitro-

A'crsies, that it would be impracticable to pursue

its details within our limits. He died at Hippo in

4.30, when the city was besieged by the Vandals.

Of his numerous Avorks the 2 most interesting are

:

1. His Conjvssionsy in 1 3 books, written in 397, con-

taining an account of his early life. 2. De Cxvitato

Deif in 22 books, commenced about 413, and not

finished before 426. The first 10 books contain a
refutation of the various systems of false religion,

the last 12 present a systematic view of the tnie

religion.— The best eduion of the collected works
of Augi^^stine is the Benedictine, 1 1 vols. fol. Paris,

1679—1700.
AuguBtob&na {Troj/es^ afterwards called Tri-

cassae, the capita] of the Tricasii or Tricasscs m
Gallia Lugdunensis.

Augustodanum. [Bibractb.]
AugUBtonexnStum. [Arvkrni.]
AugUBtoritUm. r[LEMOVICES.]
Augustus, the first Roman emperor, was bom on

the 23rd of September, b. c. 63, and was the sou
of C. Octavius by Atia, a daughter of Julia, the
sister of C. Julius Caesar. His original name was
C. Octavius^ and, after his adoption by his great-

uncle, C. Julius Caesar Octavianns^ but for the

sake of brevity we shall call him Augustus, though
this was only a title given him by the senate and
the people in 27, to express their veneration for

him. Augustus lost his father at 4 years of age,

but his education was conducted with great care

by his grandmother Julia, and by his mother
and step-father, L. Marcius Philippas, whom his

mother married soon after his lather's death.

C. Julius Caesar, Avho liad no male issue, also

watched qyer his education with solicitude. He
joined bis uncle in Spain in 45, in the campaign
against the sons of Pompey, and in the course of

the same year was sent by Caesar to Apollonia in

lllyricum, where some legions were stationed, that

he might acquire a more thorough practical training

in military afiairs, and at the same time prosecute

his studies. H^ was at Apollonia, when the

news reached him of his uncle's murder at Rome
in March 44, and he forthwith set out for Italy,

accompanied by Agrippa and a few other friends.
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On landing near Brundusium at the beginning of the parts of the empire W. of the town of Scodra

April, he heard that Caesar had adopted him in in Illyricum, and Antony the E. provinces, while

his testament and made him his heir. lie now Italy was to belong to them in common. Antony
assumed the name of Caesar, and was so saluted married Octavia, the sister of Augustus, in order to

by the troops. On reaching Rome about the cement their alliance. In 39 Augustus concluded

beginning of May he demanded nothing but the a peace with Sex. Pompey, whose fleet gave him
private property which Caesar had left him, but the command of the sea, and enabled him to pre-

declared that he was resolved to avenge the vent com from reaching Rome. But this peace

murder of his benefactor. The state of parties at was only transitory. As long as Pompey was in-

Roine was most perplexing
;
and one cannot but dependent, Augustus could not hope to obtain the

admire the extraordinary tact and prudence which dominion of the West, and he therefore eagerly

Augustus displayed, and the skill w’ith which a availed himself of the pretext that Pompey allotyed

youth of barely 20 contrived to blind the most ex- piracy to go on in the Mediterranean, for the pur-

perienced statesmen in Rome, and eventually to pose of declaring war against him. In 36 the

carry all his designs into effect. Augustus had to contest came to a final issue. The fleet of Augus-
contend against the republican party as well as tfls, under the command of M. Agrippa, gaifled a
against Antony

;
for the latter foresaw that Au- decisive victory over that of Pompey, who aban-

gustus would stand in the way of his views, and doned Sicily and fled to Asia. Lepidus, who had
had therefore attempted, though without success, J^landed in Sicily to support Au^istus, was impatient

to prevent Augustus from accepting the inheritance of the subordinate nart which he had hitherto

which his uncle had left him. Augustus, there- played, and claimed the island for himself
;
but he

f ire, resolved to crush Antony first as the more

dangerous of his two enemies, and accordingly

inade%)vertures to the republican party. These

were so well received, especially when 2 legions

went over to him, th.at the senate conferred upon

him the title of praetor, and sent him with the 2

consuls of the year, C. Vibius Pansa and A. Hir-

tius, to attack Antony, who was besieging I).

Rnitus in Mutina. Antony was defeated and ob-

liged to fly across the Alps
;
and the death of the

2 consuls gave Augustus the command of all their

troops. The senate now became alarmed, and

determined to prevent Augustus from acquiring

further power. But he soon showed that he did

not intend to become the senate’s servant. Sup-

ported by his troops he marched upon Rome and

demanded the consulship, which the terrified senate

was obliged to give him. He was elect^ to the

office along witli Q. Pedius, and the muraerers of

the dictator were outlawed. He now marched

into the N. of Italy, professedly agfainst Antony,

who had been joined by Lepidus, and who was
descending from the Alps along with the latter at

the head of 17 legions. Augustus and Antony
now became reconciled ; antV it was agreed that

the empire should be divided between Augustus,

Antony, and Lepidus, under the title of triumviri

rei pul}licae emstiimndae^ and that this arrangement

should last for the next 5 years. They published

a proscriptio or list of all their enemies, whose lives

were to be sacrificed and their property confiscated

:

upwards of 2000 equites and 300 senators were put

to death, among whom was Cicero. Soon afterwards

Augustus and Antony crossed over to Greece, and

defeated Brutus and Cassius at the decisive battle

of Philippi in 42, by which the hopes of the re-

publican party were ruined. The triumvirs there-

upon made a new division of the provinces. Lepidus

obtained Africa, and Augustus returned to Italy to

reward his veterans with the lands he had pro-

mised them. Here a new war awaited him (41),

excited by Fulvia, the wife of Antony. She was

supported by L. Antonius, the consul and brother

of the triumvir, who threw himself into the forti-

fied town of Perusia, which Augustus succeeded in

taking in 40. Antony now made preparations for

war, but the opportime death of Fulvia led to a

reconciliation between the triumvirs, who concluded

a peace at Brundusium. A new division of the

provinces was again made : Augustus obtained all

was easily subdued by Augustus, stripped of his

power, and sent to Rome, where he resided for the

remainder of his life, being allowed to retain the

dignity of pontifex maximus. In 35 and 34 Au-
gustus was engaged in war with the Illyrians and
Dalmatians. Meantime, Antony had repudiated

Octavia, and had alienated the minds of the Roman
people by his arbitrary and arrogant proceedings

in the East. Augustus found that the Romans
were quite prepared to desert his rival, and ac-

TOrdingly in 32 the senate declared war against

Cleopatra, for Antony was looked upon only as her

infatuated slave. The remainder of the year was
occupied by preparations for war on both sides. In
the spring of 31 Augustus passed over to Epirus,

and in September in the same year his fleet^ned
a brilliant victory over Antony’s near the promon-
tory of Actium in Acaniania. In the following

year (30) Augustus sailed to Egypt. Antony and
Cleopatra, who had escaped in satety from Actium,

put an end to their lives to avoid falling into the

hands of the conqueror
;
and Augustus now became

the undisputed master of the Roman world. He
returned to Rome in 29, and after restoring order

in all parts of the government he proposed in the

senate to lay down his powers, but pretended to be

prevailed upon to remain at the he^ of affairs for

10 years longer. This plan was afterwards re-

peated several time^, and he apparently allowed

himself to be always persuaded to retain his power
either for 1 0 or 5 years more. He declined all

honours and distinctions which were calculated to

remind the Romans of kingly power
; but he ac-

cepted in 33 the tmperium procousulare and the

tnbunitia potfstus for life, by which his inviolabi-

lity was legally established, while by the imperiuni

proconsulare he became the highest authority in all

the Roman provinces. On the death of Lepidus
in 12 he became pontifex maximus

; but though
he had thus united in his own person all the great

offices of state, yet he was too prudent to show to

the Romans by any display of authority that he
was the sole master. He had no ministers, in onr

sense of the word
;
but on state matters, which he

did not choose to be discussed in public, he con-

sulted his personal friends, C. Cilnius Maecenas,
M. Vipsanius Agrippa, M. Valerius Messalla Cor-

vinus, and Asinius Pollio. The people retained

their republican privileges, though they were mere
forms : they still met in their assemblies, and
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elected consuls and other magistrates ; but only

such persons were elected as had been proposed or

reconiinended the emperor. The almost unin-

terrupted festivities, games, distributions of corn,

and the like, made the people forget the sub-

stance of their republican freedom, and obey con-

tentedly their new ruler. The wars of Augustus
were not aggressive, but were chiefly undertaken

to protect the frontiers of the Roman dominions.

Most of them were carried on by his relations and
friends, but he conducted some of them in person.

Thus, in 27, he attacked the warlike Cantabri and
Astures in Spain, whose subjugation, however, was
not completed till 19 by Agrippa. In 21 Augustus

travelled through Sicily and Greece, and spent the

winffir following at Samos. Next year (20) fie

went to Syria, where he received frora Phrailtes,

the Parthian monarch, the standards and prisoners

which had been taken from Crassus and Antony.'

In 16 the Romans suftered a defeat on the Lower
Rhine by some German tribes

;
whereupon Augus-

tus went himself to Gaul, and spent 4 years there,

to regulate the government of that province, and to

make the necessary preparations for defending it

against the Germans. In 9 he again went to Gaul,

where he received German ambassadors, who sued

for peace ; and from this time forward, he does not

appear to have again taken apy active part in the

wars that were carried on- Those in Germany
were the most formidable, and lasted longer than

the reign of Augustus. lie died at Nola, on the

29th of August, A. D. 14, at the age of 76. Auguj-
tus Wias first married, though only nominally, to

Clodia, a daughter of Clodius and Fulvia. Ills 2nd
wife, Seri bonin, bore him his only daughter, Julia.

His 3rd wife was Livia Drusilla, the wife of Tibe-

rm4'*rVero. Augustus had at# first fixed on M.
Marccllus as his successor, the son of his sister

( )ctavia, who was married to his daughter Julia.

After his death Julia was married to Agrippa, and
her 2 sons, Caitis and Lucius Caesar, were now
destined by Augustus as his successors. On the

death of these 2 youths, Augustus was persuaded to

adopt Tiberius, the son of Livia, and to make him
his colleague and successor. [Tibkrius.]

Augustillas, BomUlus, last Roman emperor of

the West, was placed upon the throne by his father

Orestes (a. d. 475), after the latter had deposed

the emperor Julius Nepos. In 476 Orestes was
defeated by Odoocer and put to death : Romulus
Augustulus was allowed to live, but was deprived

of the sovereignty.

Aulerci, n powerful Gallic people dwelling be-

tween the Sequana (Seine) and the Liger (Lotre)^

were divided into 3 great tribes. 1. A. Ebnro-
yXees, near the coast on the left bajk of the Seine

in the modem Normandy: their capital was Me-
diolanum, afterwards called Eburovices (Evreuar),

"2. A. Cenom&iii, S.W. of the preceding near

the Liger : their capital was Subdinnum (le Afans).

At an early period sonm of the Cenomani crossed

the Alps and settled in Upper Italy.—iiS. A Bran-
noyices, E. of the Cenomani near the Aedui,

whose clients they w'ere. The Viablmtes men-
tioned by Caesar are said by Ptolemy to have been

likewise a branch of the Aulerci.

Anlis (A5\ir), n harbour in Doeotia on the En-
ripua, where the Greek fleet assembled before sail-

ing against Troy : it had n temple of Artemis.

Aulon (AuAc^t/: AuAa')'tT77s). L A district and
town on the borders of Elis and Messenia, with a

AURELIANUS.
temple of Aesculapius, who hence had the surname
Aulonius."^2. A town inChalcidice in Macedonia,
on the Strymonic gulf.— 3. (Melone), a fertile

valley near Tarentum celebrated for its wine (omi-

eus Aulon fniili Baccko, Hor. Cam. ii. 6. 18).

Anranltis (Aupavtrtv : Hauran)^ a district S. of

Damascus and E. of Ituraea and Batanaea, on the

E. side of the Jordan, belonging either to Palestine

or to Arabia.

Aiir5a ChersonSsas Xpoafl Xepadiojo-or), the

name given by the late geographers to the Malay
Peninsula. They also mention an Aurea Regio
beyond the Ganges, which is supposed to be the

country round Ava.
AurfiUa, the wife of C. Julius Caesar, b)' whom

sbe became the mother of C. Julius Caesar, the

dictator, and of 2 daughters. She carefully

watched over the education of her children, and

I

always took a lively interest in the success of her

loii. She died in b. c. 54, while Caesar was in

Gaul.

Aurelia Gens, plebeian, of which the must im-

portant members are given under their family

names. Cotta, Orestbs, and Scattrus. •'*

Aurelia Orestilla, a beautiful but profligate

woman, whom Catiline married. As Aurelia at

first objected to marry him, because he had a
grown-up son by a former marriage, Catiline is

said to have killed his own olfspring in order to

remove this impediment to their union.

AurSUa Via, the great coast road from Rome to

Transalpine Gaul, at first extended no further than

Pisac^ but was afterwards continued along the

coast to Genua and Forum Julii in Gaul.

Aureli&ni. [Genabvm.]
Aurellftnus, Roman emperor, a. n. 270—275,

was bom about a. ik 212, at Sirmium in Pannonia.

He entered the army as a common soldier, and by
his exti^^dinary bravery was mised to offices of

trust aiid honour by ValiTian and Claudius II.

On the death of the latter, he was elected emperor
by the legions at Sirmium. II is reign presents a
succession of brilliant exploits, which restored for a
while their ancient lustre to the arms of Romo.
He first defeated the Goths and Vandals, who had
crossed the Danube, nnd were ravaging Pannonia.

He next gained a great victory over the Aleinanni

and other German tribes
;
but they succeeded

notwithstanding in crossing the Alps. Near
Placentia they defeated the Romans, but were
eventually overcome by Aurelian in two decisive

engagements in Umbria. After crushing a for-

midable conspiracy at Rome, Aurelian next turned

his arms against Zenobio, queen of Palmyra, whom
he defeated, took prisoner, and carried with him to

Rome. [Zbxouia ] On his return to Italy he
marched to Alexandria and put Firmus to death,

who had assumed the title of emperor. Ho then

proceeded to the West, where Gaul, Britain, and
Spain were still in the hands of Tetricus, who had
been declared emperor a short time before the

death of Gallienus. Tetricus surrendered to Au-
rclian in a battle fought near Chalons. [Tetricus.]
The emperor now devoted his attention to domestic

improvements and reforms. Many works of public

utility were commenced : the most important of all

was the erection of a new line of strongly fbrtified

walls, embracing a much more ample circuit than

the old ones, which had long since fallen into ruin
;

but this vast plan was not completed imtil the

reign of Probus. After a short residence in the
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city, Aureliarj visited the provinces on the Danube,

lie now entirely abandoned Dacia, which had
been first conquered by Trajan, and made the

S. bank of the Danube, as in the time of Au-
gustus, the boundary of the empire. A large force

was now collected in Thrace in preparation for an
expedition against the Persians ; but while the

emperor was on the march between Heraclea and
Byzantium, he was killed by some of his officers.

They had been induced to conspire against him by
a certain Mnestheus, the freedinan of the emperor

and his private secretary, who had betrayed his

trust, and fearful of punishment, had, by means of

forged documents, organised the conspiracy.

Aurellanus, Caellus or Coellos, a very cele-

brated Latin physician, was a native of Numidia,

and probably lived in the 4th century after Christ

(Jf his writings wc possess 3 books On Acute

Diseases “ Celerum Passionum,” (or ‘‘ Dc Morbis

Aciitis,”) and 5 books On Chronic Diseases^

“ Tardarum Passionum ” (or ‘‘ Dc Morbis Chroni-

cis”). Edited by Amman, Amstel. 1709.

H. Aurelius Antoninus, Roman emi^ror, a. d.

161— SIO, commonly called “the philosopher,”

was bom at Home on the 20th of April, a.I). 121.

He was adopted by Antoninus Pius immediately

after the latter bad been himself adopted by Ha-
drian, received the title of Caesar, and married

Faustina, the daughter of Pius (138). On the

death of the latter in 161, he succeeded to the

throne, but he admitted to an equal share of the

sovereign power L. Ceionius Commodus, who had

been adopted by Pius at the same time as Marcus

himself. . The two emperors henceforward bore

respectively the names of M. Aurelius Antoninus

and L. Aurelius Venis. Soon after their accession

Verus was despatched to the East, and for 4 years

(a. d. 162—165) carried on war with great suc-

cess against Vologeses III., king of ParthJ> over

whom his lieutenants, especially Avidius 'Cassius,

gained many victories. At the conclusion of the

war both emperors triumphed, and assumed the

titles of Armentacm^ Parthicus Maximus^ and

Medicos. Meantime Italy was threatened by the

numerous tribes dwelling along the northern limits

of the empire, from the source^ of the Danube to

the Illyrian border. Both emperors set out to en-

counter the foe ; and the contest with the northern

nations was continued with varying success during

the whole life of M. Aurelius, whose head-quarters

were generally fixed in Pannonia. After the death

of Verus in 169, Aurelius prosecuted the war
against the Marcomanni with great success, and in

consequence of his victories over them he assumed

in 172 the title of Gcrmanicus, which he also con-

ferred upon his son Commodus. In 174 he gained

a decisive victory over the Quadi, mainly through

a violent stonn, which threw the barbariiuis into

confusion. This stonn is said to have been owing to

the prayers of a legion chiefly composed of Chris-

tians. It has given rise to a famous controversy

among the historians of Christianity upop what is

commonly termed the Miracle of the Thundering

Legion. The Marcomanni and the other northern

barbarians concluded a peace with Aurelius in

175, who forthwith set out for the East, where

Avidius Cassius, urged on by Faustina, the un-

worthy wife of Aurelius, had risen in rebellion and

proclaimed himself emperor. But before Aurelins

reached the East, Cassius had been slain by his

own officers. On his arrival in the East, Aurelius
]
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acted with the greatest clemency
; none of the ac-

complices of Cassius were put to death, and to

establish perfect confidence in all, he ordered the

papers of Cassius to be destroyed without suffering

them to be read. During this expedition, Faustina,

who had accompanied her husband, died, according

to some by her own hands. Aurelius returned to

Rome towards the end of 176 ; but in 178 he set

out again for Germany, where the Marcomanni
and their confederates had again renewed the war.

He gained several victories over them, but died in

the middle of the war on March 17th, 180, in

Pannoniii, either at Vindobona (Fieuria) or at Sir-

mium, in the 59th year of his age and 20th of his

reign.— The leading feature in the character of

M.' Aurelius was his devotion to philosophy mnd
literature. When only 12 years old, he adopted
the dress and practised the austerities of the

4ltoics, and he continued throughout his life a
warm adherent and a bright ornament of the Stoic

philosophy. Wo still possess a work by M. Au-
relius, written in the Greek language, and entitled

Ti 64S or Meditations^ in 12 books. It is

a sort of common-place book, in which were regis-

tered from time to time the thoughts and feelings of

the author upon moral and religious topics, without

an attempt at order or arrangement. No remains
of antiquity present a nobler view of philosophical

heathenism. The best edition of the Meditations
is by Gataker, Cantab. 1652, and Lond. 1697.

—

The chief and perhaps the only stain upon the

memory of Aurelius is his 2 persecutions of the

Ctiristians
;
in the former of which, 1 66, the mar-

tyrdom of Polycarp occurred, and in the latter,

177, that of Irenacus.— Aurelius was succeeded

by his son Commodus.
Aurelius Victor.-, [Victor.]

AurSSlus, one of the Thirty Tyrants (a. d. 260
—267), who assumed the title of Augustus during

the feeble rule of Gallienus. Aureolus was pro-

claimed emperor by the legions of Illyria m 267,
and made himself master of N. Italy, but he

was defeated and slain in battle in 268, by Clau-

dius II., the successor of Gallienus.

Aur5ra. [Eos.]
Aurunci. [Italia.]

AurunculeiuB Cotta. [Cotta.]
Ausa. [Ausetani.]
AuBci or Auscii, a powerful people in Aquita-

iiia, who possessed the Latin franchise: their

capital was called CHmberrum or ElimbeiTum, also

Augusta and Ausci (now Auch),

Auadtaui, a Spanish people in the modem Ca-
talonia : their capital was Ausa ( Vique).

Auflon son of Ulysses and Calypso or

Circe, from whop the country of the Auruncans
was believed to have been called Ausonia.

Ausdnes, AusSnia. [Italia.]

AubSuIub, Decimus Magnus, a Roman poet,

born at Burdigala {Bourdeaux\ about a. i). 310,
taught grammar and rhetoric with such reputation

at his native town, that he was appointed tutor of

Gratian, son of the emperor Valentinian, and was
afterwards raised to the highest honours of the

state. He was appointed by Gratian praefectus of

Latium, of Libya, and of Gaul, and in 379 was
elevated to the consulship. After the death of

Gratian, in 383, he retired from public life, and
ended his days in a covmtry retreat near Bourdeaux,

perhaps about 390. It is most probable that he
was a Christian and not a heathen. His extant
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works are— 1. Epigrammatum Lihcr^ a collection

of 150 epiprrams. 2. Epliemeris. containinjr an ac-

count of the businefis and proceedings of a day.

3. Parentalia^ a '»erie8 of short poems addressed to

friends and relations on their decease. 4. Profes-

sores^ notices of the Professors of Bourdcaux. 5.

Epitaphia Jleroum, epitaphs on the heroes who fell

in the Trojan war and a few others. 6. A metrical

catalogue of the first 12 Caesars. 7. Tetrasticha^

on the Caesars from Julius to Elagabalns. 8. Clarae

Urljes, the praises of 14 illustrious cities. 9. Ludus
SepUm Sapientuniy the doctrines of the 7 sages ex-

pounded by each in his own person. 10. IdpUiuy

a collection of 20 poems. 1 1 . Eclogariumy short

poems connected with the Calendar, &c. 1 2. Epi-
shlftiiy 25 letters, some in verse and some in proV»e.

J.‘i. Grattaram Actio pro ConaulatUy in prose, ad-

dressed to Gratian. 14. PeriocJtaey short argu-

ments to each book of the Iliad and Odyssey. 1.5V

'IVes Prae/utiuticul(ie.— Of these works the Idyls

have attracted most notice, and of them the most
pleasing is the Afoselluy or a description of the

river Moselle. Ausonius possesses skill in versifi-

cation, but is destitute of all the higher attributeb

of a poet. The best edition of his complete works

is by Tollius, Amstel. 1671.

Aoiter, called Notus (Ndros) by the Greeks,

the S. wind or strictly the S.W. wind, is personi-

fied as the god of the S. wind, son of Astraeus and
Eos. It frequently brought with it fogs and rain

;

but at certain seasons of the year it was a dry

sultry wind (hence called plumbeus Auster, Hor.

Sat. ii. 6. 18), injurious both to man and to vege-

tation, the Sirocco of the modern Italians.

Autariatae (AuTapiarat), an Illyrian people in

the Dalmatian mountains, extinct in Strabo’s time.

Aitesioddrum, -flrum (Aven*«),atown of the

Sen ones in Gallia Lugdunensis.

Autdslon (AvT«(rluy)y son of Tisamenus, father

of Theras and Argia, left Thebes at the command
of an oracle, and joined the Dorians in Pelopon-

nesus.

AutochthdneB (aurSxBovfs). [Aboriginks.]

Autdldles, or -ae (AuroAdAoi), a Gaetulian tribe

on the W. coast of Africa, S, of the Atlas moun-
tains.

Autdl^otu (Avt6\vkos). 1. Son of Hermes
and Cliionc, father of AnticlCa, and thus maternal

grandfather of Ulysses. He lived on mount Par-

nassus, and v/as renowned for his cunning and rob-

beries. Ulysses, when staying with him on one

occasion, was wounded by a boar on Panjassus,

and it was by the scar of this wound that he was

recognized by his aged nurse, when he returned

from Troy.— 2. A Thessalian, son of Deiraachus,

one of the Argonauts, and the fouivier of Sinope.—
3. A mathematician of Pitane in Acolis, lived

about B. c. 340, and wrote 2 astronomical treatises,

which ore the most ancient existing specimens of

the Greek mathematics 1. On the Motion of the

Sphef^ (xepl KivovptvTjs <r<paipas). 2. On the risings

and settings of the fixed stars (grepl iwiTohuw nal

Bvfffwp). Edited by Dasypodius in his Sphaericae

Docti'inne PropositioneSy Argent. 1572.

Autdm&la (rd Avrd/uoAa), a fortified place on

the Groat Syrtis in N. Africa.

AtitomddozL {/ihropitwv). 1. Son of Diores,

the charioteer and companion of Achilles, and,

after the death of the latter, the oompanion of his

son Pyrrhus. Hence Automedon is the name of

j
skilful charioteer. (Cic. jm) Ease. Am. 35

;

AVERNUS.
Juv. i. 61.)— 2. Of Cyzicus, a Greek poet, 12 of

whose epigrams are in the Greek Anthology, lived

in the reign of Nerva, a. d. 96—98.

AntSmSli (Aord/uoAoi), ns a proper name, was
applied to the Egyptian soldiers, who were said to

have deserted from Psammetichus into Aethiopia,

where they founded the kingdom of Meroe.
Aut5n5S (AuTordiy), daughter of Cadmus and

Harmonia, wife of Aristaeus, and mother of Ac-
taeon. With her sister Agave, she tore Pentheus
to pieces in their Bacchic fury: her tomb was
shown in the territory of Mcgara.

Autrigfines, a people in Hispania Tarraconensis

between the ocean (Bay of Biscay) and the upper
course of the Iberus : their chief town was Fla-
VIOBRIGA.

Autronlus Paetns. [Paetus.]
AoxSsla (Av^rjoia)y the goddess who grants

growth and prosperity to the fields, honoured at

Troezen and Epidaurus, was another name for

Persephone. Damia, who was honoured along
with Auxesia at Epidaurus and Troezen, was only
another name for Demeter.

Anilmtim (Auximas, -atis: Osimo\ anrImpor-
tant town of Picenum in Italy, and a Roman colony.

Auxllme or Ax- (Aufou/xTj, or *A(i^prj, and other

forms: Av^ov/niTai^ or ’A^wuiTat, &c. : Axurn, Ru.
S.W. ofAdowa)y the capital of a powerful kingdom
in Ethiopia, to the S. E. of Meroc, in ilubesh or

Ahyssiniay which either first arose or first became
known to the Greeks and Romans in the early

part of the 2nd century of our acra. It grew upon
the decline of the kingdom of Meroc, and ex-

tended beyond the Siraxls of Bab-el-Mopdchmtjo
Arabia. Being a mountainous region, watered by
the numerous upper streams of the Astaboras and
Astapus, and intersected by the caravan routes

from the interior of Africa to the Red Sea and the

Gulf Bab-el-Mandeb, the country possessed

great ihtemal resources and a flourishing com-
merce.

AtusSa, or -ia, or Andia (Sur-Guzlan or Hamza^
Ru.), a city in the interior of Mauretania Cjvc-

sariensis
;
a Roman colony under M. Aurelius

Antoninus.

Ay&lltei (AwoAtrTjs: Zeildh)^ an emporium in

S. Aethiopia, on a bay of the Erythraean Sea,

called Avftlites Sinus (’A. KdAxos), probably the

Gtdfof Bab-el-Mandeby or its innennost part, S. of

the Straits. A people, Avalltae, are also mentioned
in these parts.

AvarioTun. [Bituriges.]

Avella. [AbellA.]

Avenlo {Avignon)^ a toam of the Cavares in

Gallia Narbonensis on the left bank of the Rhone.
Aventlcam {Arenches)^ the chief town of the

Helvetii, and subsequently a Roman colony ivith

the name Pia Flavia Constans Emerituy of which
ruins are still to be seen in the modem town.

AventineniiB, Oennclxui. 1. L., consul b.c.

365, and again 362, was killed in battle against

the Hern\cans in the latter of these years, and his

army routed. —2. Cn., consul 363.

Aventtnas, son of Hercules and the priestess

Rhea. |

Ayentlnns Kons. [Roma.]
AvefmiUl Laona {h "Aopvos xlppi) : Logo Aver-

no), a lake close to the promontory which runs out

into the sea between (Ilumae and Putcoli. This
lake fills the crater of an extinct volcano ; it is cir-

cular, about mile in circumference, is very deep.



Artemli (Diana), godden or the Moon.
(OorU, Him. I lor., toI. 2, tav. 88.) Fsgca 93, 94.

Atitcna (Minerva). (From the Mnaeum
at Dresden.) I^es 101, 102.

iTo/aee p. 112.
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and is surrounded by high banks,’ which in anti-

quity were covered by a gloomy forest sacred to

Hecate. From its waters mephitic vapours arose,

which are said to have killed the birds that at-

tempted to fly over it, from which circumstance its

Greek name was supposed to be derived (from a
prir. and Spi/jy). The lake was celebrated in my-
thology on account of its connection with the lower

world. On its banks dwelt the Cimmerians in

constant darkness, and near it was the cave of the

Cumaean Sibyl, through which Aeneas descended

to the lower world. Agrippa, in the time of

Augustus, cut down the forest which surrounded

the lake, and connected the latter Avith the Lu-
crinc lake

;
he also caused a tunnel to be made

from the lake to Cumae, of which a considerable

I»art remains and is known under the name of

(Iroita di Sibylla. The Lucrinu lake was filled up
b}’ an eruption in 1530, so that Avemus is again a

separate lake.

Avianus, Flavius, the author of 42 Aesopic

fables ill Latin elegiac veriTP, which are of very

little ^erit both as respects the matter and the

style. The date of Avianus is uncertain
;

he

probably lived in the 3rd or 4th century of the

Christian aera.

—

Editions. Ry Cannegieter, Amstel.

1731
;
by Nodell, Amstel. 1707 ;

and by Lachinann,

Berol. 1045.

Avienus, Eufus Festus, a Latin poet towards

the end of the 4th century of the Christian aera.

His poems are chiefly descriptive, mid are some of

the best specimens of the poetry of that age. His
works are:— 1. Desci'ipfin Orhis Terrae^ also called

Mektjdirasis Peneyeiteos Diotiysii^m 1394 hexameter

lines, derived directly from the rfpii\yi\<Tis of

Ibonyslus, and containing a succinct account of the

most remarkable objects in the physical and poli-

tical geography of the known world.— 2. Ora
Afaridma, a fragment in 703 lambic titmcters,

describing the shores of the Mediterranean from

Marseilles to Cadiz.— 3. Aratea f/iwwoweaa, and
Aratea Proynostu'a^ both in Hexameter verse, the

first con Uiinmg 132.5, the second 552 lines, being

a paraphrase of the two works of Aratus. The
poems are edited by Wenisdorf, in his Poetae

Lalini Minores^ vol. v. pt. ii., iThicli, however, does

not include the Aratea.

Aviones, a people in the N. of Germany, whose
position is uncertain.

Avitus, AlpMos, a Latin poet under Augustus
and Tiberius, the fragments of some of whose
poems are preserved in the Anthologia Latina.

Avitua, Cluentlus. [Clukntius.]
Avitus, M. Maecillus, emper<)r of the 'West,

was raised to the throne by the assistance of

Theodoric IT. king of the Visigoths in a. n, 455 ;

but, after a year's reign, was deposed by Ricimer.

AxSnus. [Euxinus Pontus.]
Axln. (CastfJl d' A sso)^ a fortress in the territory

of Tarquinii in Etruria.

Axion i’A^ivv)., son of Phegen.s, brother of

Temcmis, along with whom he killed Altmaeon.

AxidthSa a maiden of Phlins, who
came to Athens, and putting on male attire, was
for some time a hearer of Plato, and afterwards of

Speusippus.

Axius, Q., an intimate firiend of Cicero and
Varro, one of the speakers in the 3d book of

Varro’s De Re Rusiica.

Axius ("A^ios: Wdrdar or Vardhari), the

ehief river in Macedonia, rises in Mt. Scardus, re-
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ceives many affluents, of which the most important

is the Erigon, and flows S.E. through Macedonia
into the Thermaic gulf. As a river-god, Axius
begot by Periboea a son Pelegon, the father of

Asteropakus.
Ax5na (.<4me), a river m Gallia Belgit^ W'hich

falls into the Isara (Oise),

Axflme. [AnxoME.J
Azan (’Aftip), son of Areas and the nymph

Erato, brother of Aphidas and Elatua The part

of Arcadia which he received from his father was
called Asania: it was on the borders of Elis.

Az&ni (Afapof : ^A^avlrris), a town of Phrygia,

on the river Rhyndacus, and 20 miles S.W. of>

Cptyaeium (Kiufayah). The ruins of coIubuis,

capitals, and other architectural fragments are scat -

tered over the ground. There are also the remains

^f a splendid temple, and of a theatre. This an-

cient site was discovered by Mr. Kenpel.

Azania or Barbaxia (’A^ai^fa, BapSapla: AJan),

the region on the E. coast of Africa, S. of Aromata
Pr. (C. Guardafui), as far as Rhaptum Pr. (Cl

Formosa ?)

AzSnIa {*A(rj via : ’A^»)pi€iJs), a demus in the

S.W. of Attica, near Siinium, belonging to the

tribe II ippotboontis.

Azeus (’ACfus), son of Clymenns of Orchome-
nos, brother of Jlrginus, Stratius, Arrhoii, and Py-
leus, father of Actdr and grandfather of Astyoche.

iUdrus orAzSrlum (‘'Affajpor, 'A^wpiov: ’A{ei>-

plr^t, 'A^upidriis^ ‘Afwpeus), a town in the N. of

TJiessaly, on the W. slope of Olympus, formed, with

Doliche and Pythiuin, the Perrhaebian Tripolis.

AzStUS {‘'A^unos: ’Afcirios; Ashdod or

doud\ a city of Palestine, near the sea-coast, 9 miles

N.E. of Ascalon. It was one of the free citj^^^f

the Philistines, wlfich were included within the

portion of the tribe of Judah.

B.

Bahrlus (Bd^pioj), a Greek poet, probably in

the time of Augustus, tamed the fables of Aesop
into verse, of which only a few fragments were
known, till within the last few years, when a
manuscript containing 123 fables was discovered

on Mount Athos. Edited by Lachinann, Berol.

1845 ;
by Orelli and Bait<*r, Turic. 1845

;
by Lewis,

Lond. 1847.

B&b^lon (BaffwAwv: BafoAc^piov, fern. Bafiu-

Aofvls : Babel in 0. T. : Ru. at and around Ilillak)^

one of the oldest and greatest cities of the ancient

world, the capital of a great empire, was built on
both banks of the river Euphrates, in about 32^^ 28'

N. lat Its foiftidation, and the establishment of

a kingdom by Nimrod, with the city lor a capital,

ate among the first recorded facts subsequent to

the Deluge (Gen. x. 9, 10, xi. 1— 9). Secular

history ascribes its origin to Belus (i. e. tl^ggod

Baal), and its enlargement and decoration to Ninus
or his wife Semiramis ;

or, according to another

tradition, the country was subdued by Ninus, and
the city was subsequently^-built by Semiramis, who
made it the capital of the Assyrian empire. At
all events it is pretty clear that Babylon was sub-

ject to the Assyrian kings of Nineveh from a very

early period ; and the time at which the governors

of ^bylon first* succeeded in making themselves

virtually independent, cannot be determined with

any certainty until we know more of the history
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of iho parly Assyrian dynasties. [Comp. Nabo- I

NAHSAR.] The Babylonian empire bcj^ins with
j

the reign of Nabopolassar, the father of Nebuchad-
j

ney-7.ar, who, with the aid of .the Median king!

Cvpxarcs, overthrew the Assyrian monarchy, and

destroved Nineveh (b. c. 6’06), and soon afterwards

dcfciiriod his kingdom against the aggressions

(})t frst 8ucce8««ful) of Ncscho, king of Kgypt, in

tlsc battle of Circesiiim, b. c. 604. Under his

FOTi and successor, Nebuchadnezzar (b. c. 604

—

the Ba])yIonian empire reached its height,

and cxti'iided from the Euphrates to Egt-pt, and

iV(un the mountains of Armenia to the deserts of

Arabia. After his death it again declined, until

it was overthrown by the capture of Babylon by
the*Med^*s and Persians under Cyrus (b. c. 531J),

who made the city one of the capitals of the Per-

sian mpire, the others being Susa and Ecbatana^

Under his successoi-s the city rapidly sank. Da-
rius I. dismantled its fortifications, in consequence

of a revolt of its inhabitants
;
Xerxes carried otf

the golden statue of Belu8,and the temple in which

it stood became a ruin. After the death of Alex-

ander, Babylon became a part of the Syrian king-

dom of Seleucus Nicator, who contributed to its

decline by the foundation of Sei.kucia on the

Tigris, which soon eclipsed it. At the comincucc-

ment of our era, the ^eatcr part of the city was in

ruins
;
and at the present day all its visible re-

mains consist of mounds of earth, ruined masses of

brick walls, and a few scattered fragments. Its

very site has been turned into a dreary marsh by
repented inundations from the river.— The city of

Babylon had reached the summit of its magnifi-

cence in the reign of Nebucliadnezzar. It formed

a suuarc, each side of which was 120 stadia (12
geog. miles) in length. The walls, of burnt brick,

were 200 cubits high and 50 thick
; in them were

250 towers luid 60 bronze gates
;
and they were

surrounded by a deep ditch. The Euphrates, which
divided the city into 2 equal parts, was embanked
with walls of brick, the openings of which at the

ends of the transverse streets were closed by gates

of bronze. A bridge, built on piers of hewn stone,

united the 2 quarters of the city ; and at each end
of it stood a royal palace ; these erections were

ascribed to Semiramis. Of two other public build-

ings of the greatest celebrity, the one was the

temple of Bolus, rising to a groat height, and con-

sisting of 8 stories, gradually diminishing in width,

and ascended by a flight of steps, which wound
round the whole building on the outside

;
in the

uppermost story was the golden statue of Belus,

with a golden altar and other treasures: this

building also was ascribed to Semiramis. The
other edifice referred to was the “hanging gardens”

of Nebuchadnezzar, laid out upon terraces which

were raised above one another on arches. The
houses of the city were 3 or 4 stories in height,

and the streets were straight, intersecting one

another at right angles. The buildings were al-

most universally constructed of bricks, some burnt

and some only sun-dried, cemented together with

hot bitumen and in some cases with mortar.—
The Babylonians were certainly a Semitic race

;

but the ruling class, to which the kings and priests

and the men of learning belonged, were the Chal-

daeans, whose origin and affinities are somewhat
doubtful : the most probable opinion, however, is

that they were a tribe of invaders, who descended

from the mountains on the borders of Armenia,

BACCHIADAE.

and conquered the Babylonians.— The religion

of the Chaldaeans was Sabaeism, or the worship

of the heavenly bodies, not purely so, but sym-
bolized in the forms of idols, besides whom they

had other divinities, representing the powers of

nature. The priests formed a caste, and cultivated

science, especially astronomy
;
in which they knew

the appai’ent motions of the sun, moon, and 5 of

the planets, the calculation of eclipses of the moon,
the division of the zodiac into 12 constellations,

and of the year into 12 months, and the measure-

ment of time by the sun-dial. They must also

have had other instruments for measuring time,

such as the water-clock, for instance
;
and it is

highly probable that the definite methods of deter-

mining such quantities, which the Chaldaoan as-

tronomers invented, were the origin of the systems

of weights and measures used by the Greeks and
Homans. Their buildings prove their knowledge*

of mechanics
;
and their remains, slight as they

are, show considerable progress in the fine arts.—
The Babylonian government was an unlimited

monarchy : the king appears to have lived in al-

most total seclusion from his people, surrouiited by
his court

;
and the provinces were administered by

governors, like the Persian satraps, responsible

only to the monarch, whose commands they obeyed

or defied according to his strength or weakness.—
The position of the city on the lower course of the

Euphrates, by which it was connected with the

Persian Gulf, and at the meeting of natural routes

between E. Asia and India on the one side, and

Europe, Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, and Arabia, on

the other, made it the seat of a tlourishing com-

merce and of immense wealth and luxury.— The
district around the city, bounded by the Tigris on

the E., Mesopotamia on the N., the Arabian De-
sert on the W., and extending to the head of the

PersiaiyGulf on the S., was known in later times

by the name of Babylonia {Irak Arahi\ sometimes

also called Chaldaea. [But comp. Cbaldara.]
This district was a plain, subject to continual in-

undations from the Tigris and Euphrates, which

were regulated by canals, the chief of which was
the Naarmalcha, i. e. llnpal lUver or Canal (iroro-

ixhs flumen regium),

which extended from the Tigris at Seleucia due

W. to the Euphrates, and was navigable. The
country was fertile, but deficient in trees.

B&bylon nr, I^ostai or Old Cairo)

^

a fortress in Lower Egypt, on the right bank of

the Nile, exactly opposite to the pyramids, and at

the beginning of the canal which connected the

Nile with the Red Sea. Its origin w'as ascribed

by tradition to a body of Babylonian deserters. It

first became an important place under the Romans.
Augustus made it the station of one of the 3 Egyp-
tian legions.

Babyl5nia. [Babylon.]
Bacchae (Bcbcxai), also called Maenades and

Thyiades. 1. The female companions of Dionysus

or Bacchus in his wanderings through the East, are

represented as crowned with vine-leaves, clothed

with fawn-skins, and carr^'ing in their hands the

thyrsus {iCQ Diet, of Ant. s. Priestesses of

Dionysus, who by wine and other exciting causes

worked themselves up to frenzy at the Dionysiac

festivals.

Bacohl&dae (BaxxidSoi), an Ileraclid clan, de-

rived their name from Bacchis, king of Corinth,

and retained the supreme rule in that state, first
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under a monarchical form of government, and next

aa a close oligarchy, till their deposition by Cyp-
selus, about B. c. 657. They were for the most part

driven into banishment, and are said to have taken

refuge in different parts of Greece and even Italy.

Bacohius (BaKxcfos). 1. The author of a short

musical treatise called •hayuy^ novaiKrjs^

printed by Meibomius, in the Aittiquae Musicae
Auctorei Septem^ Amst. 1652.—« 2. Of Tanagra in

Bocotia, one of the earliest commentators on the

writings of Hippocrates; his writings have pe-

rished.— 3. Of Miletus, the author of a work on

agriculture.

Bacej^us* [Dionysus.]

BacohiPUdes (BaKXvMSris)^ one of the great

lyric ])oets of Gb^cecc, bom at lulls in Ceos, and
nephew as well os fellow-townsman of Simo-

nides. He flourished about b. c. 470, and lived

a long time at the court of Hiero in Syracuse, tO'l

gether with Simonides and Pindar. He wrote in

the Doric dialect Hymns, Paeans, Dithyrambs, &c.

;

but all his poems have perished, with the exception

of a few fragments, and 2 epigrams in the Greek
An^ology. The fragments have been published by
Neue, Baccli^Udis Cei Fragmenta^ Berol. 1823, and

by Bergk, Pottae Lyrici Gracri^ p. 820.

Bacenis Silva, a forest which separated the

Suevi from the Cherusci, probably the W. part of

the Thuriitgian Forest.

Bacifl (Boicis), the name of several prophets, of

whom the most celebrated was the Boeotian seer,

who delivered his oracles in hexameter verse at

Heleon in Boeotia. In later times tliero existed a

collection of his oracles, similar to the Sibylline

books at Rome.
Bactra or Zariaspa (rd BdKTpa, rh Zaplaerva

and Zopt Viri} ; Baikh), the capital of B^ctria,
appears to have been founded by the early Persian

kings, but not to have been a considerable city till

the time of Alexander, who settled in it his Greek
mercenaries and his disabled Macedonian soldiers.

It stood at the N. foot of the M. ParopamisuB(the

Ilifidoo Koosh) on the river Bactrus {Adirsiah or

Delias), about 25 miles S. of its junction with the

Oxus. It was the centre of a considerable traffic.

The existing ruins, 20 miles^in circuit, aro all of

the Mohammedan period.

Bactrla or -iSUA (Baxrpiav^ : Bafcrpoi, -lox,

-lawl ; Bokhara), a province of the Persian em-
pire, bounded on the S. by M. Paropamisus, which

separated it from Ariaiia, on the £. by the N.
branch of the same range, which divided it from

the Sacae, on the N.E. by the Oxus, which sepa-

rated it from Sogdiana, and on the W. by Mnr-
giana. It was inhabited by a rude and, warlike

people, who were subdued by Cyrus or his next

successors. It w'rs included in the conquests of

Alexander, and formed a part of the kingdom of

the Seleucidae, until B. c. 2.55, when Theodotus, its

governor, revolted from Antioohus 1 1., and founded

the Greek kingdom of Bactria, which lasted till

B. c. 134 or 125, when it was overthrown by the

Parthians, with whom, during its whole duration,

its kings were sometimes at war, and sometimes in

alliance against Syria. This Greek kingdom ex-

tended beyond the limits of the province of Bac-

tria, and included at least a part of Sogdiana.

Bactria was watered by the Oxus and its tribu-

taries, and contained much fertile land ;
and much

of the commerce between W. Asia and India passed

through it.
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Badnheimae Luotu, a wood in W. Friesland.

Baebla Gens, plebeian, the most important

members of which are given under their surnames,

Djvks, Sulca, Tamphilus.
BaeoMa, a town in Hispania Tarraconensis, W.

of Castulo, in the neighbourhood of silver mines.

Baeterrae (Beziers), also calh'd Biterrensis

nrbs, a town in Gallia Narbonensis on the Obris,

not fer from Narbo, and a Roman colony : its

neiglibourhood produced good wine.

Baetloa [Hispania.]

Baetis (Guadalquiver), a river in S. Spain, for-

merly called Tartessns, and by the inbibitants

Certis, rises in Hispania Tarraconensis in the ter-

ritory of the Oretani, flows S.W. through Baetica,

\do which it gives its name, past the cities ct Cor-

buda and Hispulis, and fulls into the Atlantic

Ocean by 2 mouths, N. of Gades.

Bag&oum (BavaO^the chief town of tho Nervii

in Gallia Belgica : there are many Roman remains

iu the modem town.

Bagandae, a Gallic people, w'ho revolted under

Diocletian, and were with difficulty subdued by
Maximinn, A. D. 286.

BagSas (Baydas), an eunuch, highly trusted

and favoured by Artaxerxes III. (Ochus), whom
he poisoned, b. c. 338. He was put to death by
Darius III. Cudomaunus, whom he had attempted

likewise to poison, 336. The name Bagoaa fre-

quently occurs in Persian history, and is some-

times used by Latin writers as synonymous with

an eunuch.
• Bagr&daq (BaypdSas: Afejerdah), a river of

N. Africa, falling into the Gulf of Carthage near

Utica.

Baiae (Bai^nus), a town in Campania, on a
small bay W. of Naples, and opposite PwiKBli,

vt^as situated in a beautiful country, which abounded
in warm mineral springs. The baths of Baiae

were the most celebrated in Italy, and the town
itself was the favourite watering-place (»f the Ro-
mans, who flocked thither iu crowds for health and
pleasure

; it was distinguished by licentiousness

and imraonility. Tho whole country was studded

with the palaces of the Roman nobles and emperors,

which covered tho coast from Baiae to Putcoli

:

many of these palaces were built out into the sea.

(Hor. Oxrm. ii. 18. 20.) The site of ancient

Baiae is now for the most part covered by the

sen.

Balblans, D. CaoHub, was elected emperor by
the senate along with M. Clodius Pupieiius Maxi-
mus, afrer the murder of the two Oordians in

Africa at the beginning of a. d. 238 ;
but the new

emperors were slain by the soldiers at Rome in

June in the same year.

Balhju, ir.'AoillTUi, the name of 2 consuls, one

in B.c. 150, and the other in 114.

Balbuf, T. AmpIoB, tribune of the plebs b. c.

63, was a supporter of Pompey, whom he joined

in the civil war B. c. 49. He was pardoned by
Caesar through the intercession of Cicero, who
wrote to him on the occasion (ad Fam. vi. 12).

BalbtUy of Aricia, married Julia, the

sister of Julius Caesar, who bore him a daughter,

Atia, the mother of Augustus Caesar.

B^biu, L. Oornellns. 1. Of Oades, served

under Q. Metellua and Pompey against Serto-

rius in Spain, ^nd received from Pompey the Ro-
man citizenship. He accompanied Pompey on
his return to Rome, b. c. 71, and was for a long
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time one of his most intimate friends. At the

same time he gained the friendship of Caesar, who
phu-ed great confidence in him. As tho friend of

Caesar and Punipey, he had numerous enemies,

who accused him in 56 of having illegally assumed

the Homan citizenship; he was defended by Ci-

cero, whose speech has come down to us, and was
acquitted. In the civil war, 49, Balbus did not

take any open part .against Pompey; but he at-

tached himself to Caesar, and, in conjunction with

Oppius, had the entire management of Caesar’s af-

fairs at Rome. After the death of Caesar (44) he

was equally successful in gaining the favour of Oc-
tavian, who raised him to the consulship in 40.

Balbus wrote a diary (Kphemeris), which has not

rome down to us, of the moat remarkable occur-

rences in Caesar’s life. He took care that Caesar’s

Commentaries on the Gallic war should be conti-

nued ; and we accordingly find the 8th book dedi-

cated to him.— 2. Nephew of the preceding, received

the Roman franchise along with his uncle. He
served under Caesar in the civil war

;
he was quaes-

tor of Asinius Pollio in Further Spain in b. c. 43,

and while there added to his native town Glides a

suburb
;
many years afterwards he was proconsul

of Africa, and triumphed over the Garamantes in

19. He built a magnificent theatre at Rome,
which was dedicated in 1 3.

Balbus, Luoilius. 1. L., a jurist, mid brother

of the following.— 2. Q., a Stoic philosopher, and

a pupil of Panaetius, is introduced by Cicero as

one of the speakers in his JJe Natura Deorum.

Balbus, Octavius, a contemporary of Cicero,

bore a high character as a judex ; he was put to

death by the triumvirs, b. c. 43.

J||g|lbu8, Sp. Thorlus, tribune of tho plebs, about

B. cTl 1 1, proposed an agrarian faw. See Diet, of
Ant.., art, Aar Thoria,

Bale&res (BaA«api5fr, BoAiaplScs), also called

GymnSslae (rvumrifflat) by the Greeks, 2 islands

in the Mediterranean, olf the coast of S{iain, dis-

tinguished by the epithets Major and Minor,
whence their modem names Ma^yrca and Minorva.

They were early known to ih« Carthaginians, who
established settlements there for the purposes of

trade
;

they afterwards received colonies from

Rhodes
;
and their population was at a later time

of a very mixed kind. Their inhabitants, also

called Baleates, were celebrated as slingers, and
were employed as such in the armies of the Car-

thaginians and Romans. In consequence of their

piracies they provoked the hostility of the Ro-

mans, and were finally subdued b. c. 123, by Q.
Meteilus, who assumed accordingly the surname

Balearicus.

Balista, prefect of the praetoruns under Va-
lerian, whom he accompanied to the East After

the defeat and capture of that emperor (a. d. 260),
he rallied a body of Roman troops, and defeated

the Persians in Cilicia. His subsequent career is

obscure
;
he is mentioned as one of the Thirty Ty-

rants, and was, probably put to death, about 264,
by Odenathus.

Bamballo, X. I^vlus, father of Fulvio, the

wife of M. Aiitonius, the triumvir, received the

nickname of Bambalio on account of a hesitancy in

his speech.

Bamb^ca. [Hierapolis].
B&n&sa {Mamora ? Ru.), a city of Mauretania

Tiiigitana, on the river ISubur {S^u), near the

W. coast: a colony under Augustus.

BAREA.

Bandiislae Fons (Sambuco), a founUiin in

Apulia, 6 miles from Venusia. (Hor. Carm. iii. 1 3.)

Bantia (Bantinus
;
Jianzi or Vanzi), a town in

Apulia, near Venusia, in a woody district {saltus

Bantini, Hor. Carm. iii. 4. 15).

Barb&na {Bojana), a river in Illyria, flows

through tho Palus Labeatis.

Barb&ri (Bdp§opoi), the name given by the

Greeks to all foreigners, whose Language was not

Greek, and who were therefore regarded by the

Greeks as an inferior race. The Romans applied

the nmne to all people, who spoke neither Greek
nor Latin.

Barb&rla. [Azania.J
Barb&tio, commander of the household troops

under Gallus, whom he arrested by command of

Constantius, a. d. 354. In 355 he was made
general of the infantr}', and sent into Gaul to assist

Julian against the Alemannl He was put to death

by Constantins in 359.

Barbatus, M. Hor&tius, consul b. c. 449 with

Valerius Publicola after the overthrow of the de-

cemvirs. [PuBLICOLA.]
BarbosthSnes, a mountain E. of SparLo.

*

Barb&la, AemRlns. 1. Q., consul b. c. 317,
when he subdued Apulia, and consul again in 311,
when he fought against the Eti'uscans.— 2. L.,

consul in 281, carried on war against the Tareii-

tines, Samnites, and Sallcntines. 3. X., consul

in 230, tarried on war against the Ligurians.

Barca, the surname of Hamilcar, tho father of

Hannibal, is probably the same as the Hebrew
Barak, which signifies lightning. His family was
distinguished subsequently as the ‘‘Barcine family,’’

and the dcmocratical party, which supported this

family, as the “ Rarcine party.”

Barca or -e (BdpKrj : BapKirtfs, Bapnaios, Bar-
caeus). 1. {Merjeh^ Ra»), the second city of Cy-
rcnaica, N. Africa, lUO stadia (10 geog. miles)

from the sea, appears to have been at first a set-

tlement of a Libyan tribe, the Barcaei, but about
B. c. 560 was colonized by the Greek seceders

from Gyrene, and became so powerful as to

make the W. part of Cyrcnaica virtually inde-

pendent of the mother city. In b. c. 510 it was
taken by the PersinSis, who removed most of its

inhabitants to Baclria, and under the Ptolemies
its ruin was completed by the erection of its port

into a new city, which was named Ptolemais,
and which took the place of Barca as one of the

cities of the Cyrenaic Pentajiolis.— 2. A town in

Bactria peopled by the removed inhabitants of tho

Cyrenaic Barca.

Barolno {Barcelona), a town of the Laeetani, in

Hispania Tarraconensis, afterwards a Roman co-

lony : the town wes not large, but it possessed an
excellent harbour.

Bardanes. [Arsaces XXL]
Bardylis or Bardyllis (BdpSuAir, BdpbvWis),

an lllynan chieftain, carried on frequent wars with
the Macedonians, but was at length defeated and
slain in battle by Philip, tho father of Alexander
the Great, b. c. 359.

Bar&i Sordnus, consul suffectus in a. d. 52
under Claudius, and afterwards proconsul of Asia,

was a man of justice and integrity. He was ac-

cused of treason in the reign of Nero, and was
condemned to death together with his daughter
Servilia. The chief witness against him was P.
Egnatius Ccler, a Stoic philosopher, and the teacher

of SoroQUf. (See Jut. iii. 116.)
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Bargtlsli, a people in the N.E. of Spain, be*

tween the Pyrenees and the Iberiis.

Barium (Barinus : liari), a town in Apulia, on

the Adriatic, a municipiuni, and celebrated for its

fisheries (Barium piscosum^ Hor. ifat. i. 5. 97).

Barsaentes (BapaatuTris) or Barzaentus (Bap-

Cdcj'Tor), satrap of the Arachoti and Drangae, took

part in the murder of Darius III., and afterwards

fled to India, where he was seized by the inhabit-

ants and delivered up to Alexander, who put him
to death.

BarsinS (Baptrti/i^). 1. Daughter of Artabazus,

and Avifo of Memnon the Khodian, subsequently

inarried Alexander the Great, to whom she bore a
son, Hercules. She and her son were put to death

by Polysperchon in 309.— 2. Also called Statira,

elder daughter of Darius III., whom Alexander

married at Susa, n. c. 324. Shortly after Alex-

ander’s death she was murdered by Roxana.

Bas&nltis. fBAT/NAKA.]
Basilia (Busci or a town on the Rhine,

in the neighbourhood of which Valentinian built a
fortd^s.

Basilina, the mother of Julian the apostate,

being the second wife of Julius Constantius, brother

of Cnnstantine the Great.

Basillus, commonly called Basil the Great, was
born A, n. 329, at CaesarOa. He studied at An-
tioch or Constintinople under Libanius, .ond subse-

quently continued his studies for 4 years (3.51

—

.355) at Athens, chiefly under the sophists Ilimc-

I'ius and Proaeresius. Among his fellow-students

w'ere the emperor Julian and Gregory Nfizianzen,

the latter of whom became his most intimate friend.

After acquiring the greatest reputation as a student

for his knowledge of rhetoric, philosophy, and
science, ho returned to Caesarea, where he began

to plead causes, but soon abandoned his profession

and devoted himself to a religious life. He now
led an ascetic life for many years ; he was elected

bishop of Caesarea in 370 in place of Eusebius ; he
died in 379.— The best edition of his works is by
Gamier, Paris, 1721—1730.

Basllus, L. Minuclus, served under Caesar in

Gaul, and commanded part oj Caesar’s fleet in the

civil war. He was one of Caesar’s assassins (b. c.

44), and in the following year was murdered by
his own slaves.

BasB&reus (Baffo-ap^Hs), a surname of Dionysus,

probably derived from Bacra-apts^ a fox-skin, worn
W the god himself and the Maenads in Thrace.

Bassus, Aufidlus, an orator and historian under
Augustus and Tiberius, wrote an account of the

Roman wars in Germany, and a work upon Roman
history of a more general character, which was
continued in 31 books by the elder Pliny.

BassTU, Q. Caecillns, a Roman eques, and an

adherent of Pompey, fled to Tyre alter the battle

of Pharsalia B.c. 48. Shortly afterwards he ob-

tained possession of Tyre, and was joined by most
of the troops of Sex. Caesar, the governor of Syria,

who had been killed by his own soldiers at the in-

stigation of Bassus. He subsequently settled down
in Apamea, where he maintained himself for 3

years (IB—43) against C. Antistius Vetus, and
afterwards against Statius Murcus and Marcius
Crispus. On the arrival of Cassius in SjTia in 43,
the troops of Bassus went over to Cassius.

Bassus, Caeslus, a Roman lyric poet, and a
friend of Persius, who addresses his 6th satire to

him, was destroyed along with his villa in A. D. 79
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by* the eruption of Vesuvius which overwhelmed
Herculaneum and Pompeii.

Bassus, Saleius, a Roman epic poet of consi-

derable merit, contei^||rary with Vespasian.

Bastamae or Ba^rnae, a warlike German
people, who migrated to the country near the
mouth of the Danube. They are first mentioned
in the wars of Philip and Perseus against the

Romans, and at a later period they frequently de-

vastated Thrace, and were engaged in wars with the

Roman governors of the province of Macedonia.
In B. c. 30, they were defeated by M. Crassus,

and driven across the Danube
;
and we find them,

at a later time, partly settled between the

^Bneigfcr) and Borysthcncs (Dniejwr)^ and juirtly

at the month of the Danube, under the name of

Beticini^ from their inhabiting the island of Peuce,
at the mouth of this river.

Bastit&ni (also Bastetani, Bastuli), a people

in Hismnia Baetica on the coast.

BS.tanaea or Basanitis (Bararaia, Bourav7Tis:

O. T. Bashaii, Basan), a district of Palestine, E. of

the Jordan, extending from the river Jabbok on
the S. to Mt. Hermou, in the Antilibanus chain,

on the N. The s and t are mere dialectic Aa-

rieties.

Bat&vi or Bat&vi, a Celtic people who aban-
doned their homes in consequence of civil dis-

sensions, before the time of Julius Caesar, and
settled in the island formed by the Rhine, the

Waal, and the Maas, winch island was called

after them Inmki Batarorum. They were for a
long time allies of the Romans in their wars
against the Germans, and were of great service to

the fonner by their excellent cavalry
; hujat

length, exasperate'! by the oppressions of tlie'Tto-

man officers, they rose in revolt under Claudius

Civilis, in a. d. 6*9, and were with great difficulty

subdued. On their subjugation, they were treated

by the Romans with mildness, .and were exempt
from taxation. Their country, which also extended
beyond the island S. of the Maas and the W.a.al,

was called, at a later time, Batavia. Their chief

towns were Lugdunum (Lepden) nnd Batavodurmn,
between the Maas and the Waal. The Canine-

fates or Cunninefates were a branch of the Batavi,

and dwelt in the W. of the island.

BatavodHrum. [Batavi.]
Bathyoles ^Ba$vK\vt)^ a celebrated artist of

Magnesia on the Maeander, constructed for the

Lacedaemonians the colossal throne of the Amy-
claean Apollo. He probably flourished about the

time of Solon, or a little later.

BftthyUns. 1. Of Samos, a beautiful youth
beloved by Avacrenn.—• 2. Of Alexandria, the

freedman and favourite of Maecenas, brought to per-

fection, together with Pylades of Cilicia, the imita-

tive dance or ballet called Pantomimua. Bathyllus

excelled in comic, and Pylades in tragic personifl-

cations.

Batnae (BcCrvat : Barvaios). 1. (SartrJ), a
city of Osroene in Mesopotamia, E. of the Eu-
phrates, and S.W. of Edessa, at about equal dis-

tances; founded by the Macedonians, and taken

by Trajan ; celebrated for its annual fair of Indian
and Syrian merchandize.— 2. (Dahah)^ a citjr of

Cyrrhestice, in Syria, between Beroea and Hiera-
polis, •

Bato (BdTwv). 1. The charioteer of Amphia-
raus, was swallowed up by the earth along with

Amphiaravs.— 2. The name of 2 leaders of the
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Pannonians and Dalmatians in their insnirection

in the reign of Augustus, a.d. 6. Tibenus and
t^lennanicus were both sen^gainst them, and ob-

tained some advantages oveAiem, in consequence

of which the Pannonians anoDalmatians concluded

a peace with the Romans in 8. But the peace was
of short duration. The Dalmatian Bato put his

namesake to death, and renewed the war. Tibe-

1 ms now finally subdued Dalmatia
;
Bato surren-

dered to him in 9 upon promise of pardon
;
he

iiccompanicd Tiberius to Italy, and his life was
spared.

Batt!&dae (BamdSaiX kings of Cyrene during

8 gC(i'‘rations. 1. BattUB L, of Thera, led a colony

to Africa at the command of the Delphic oracle,

and founded Gyrene about B. c. b'31. He was the

first king of Cyrene, his government was gentle

and just, and after his death in .599 he was wor-

.shippcd as a hero.«M2. Arcesilaits I., son of

No. 1, reigned B. c. 599—58,3.— 3. Battns II.,

sumamed “ the Happy,” son of No. 2, reigned n. c.

583—560 ? In his reign, Cyrene received a great

number of colonists from various parts of Greece
;

and in consequence of the increiiscd strength of his

kingdom Battus was able to subdue the neigh-

bouring Libyan tribes, and to defeat Apries, king

of Egypt (570), who had espoused the cause of the

Libyans.— 4. Arceiilaas II., son of No. 3, sur-

naracd the Oppre.ssivc,” reigned about b. c. 560
—550, In consequence of dissensions between

himself and his brothers, the latter withdrew fVom

Cyrene, and founded Barca. He was strangled by
his brother or fHend, Learchus.— 6. Battus III.,

or “ the Lame,” son of No. 4, reigned about «. c.

5a£jbK'>30. In his time, Demonax, a Mantineiui,

gave a new constitution to thc*fcity, whereby the

royal power was reduced within very narrow limits.

—•6. Arcesilaus III., son of No. 5, reigned about

B,c. 5S0—514, was driven from Cyrene in an at-

tempt to recover the ancient royal privileges, but
recovered his kingdom with the aid of Sammn
auxiliaries. He endeavoured to strengthen himself

by making submission to Cambyses in 525. He
was, however, again obliged to leave Cyrene ; he

lied to Alazir, king of Barca, whose daughter he

had married, and was there slain by the Barcaeans

and some Cyrenaean exiles. —7. Battus IV.,

probably son of No. 6, of whoso life we have no

accounts. —• 8. Arcesilaus IV., probably son of

No. 7, whose victory in the chariot-race at the Py-

thian games, b. c. 466, is celebrated by Pindar in

his 4th and 5th Pythian odes. At his death,

about 450, a popular government was established.

Battus (B(£ttos), a shepherd whom Hermes
turned into a stone, because he bfoke a promise

which ho made to the god.

Battilum, a town in Campania of uncertain site.

Baucis. [Philkmoi^.]

Bauli {Dacolo), a collection of villas rather than

a town, between Misenum and Baiae in Campania.

B&vlus and Haevius, 2 malevolent poetasters,

who attacked the poetry of Virgil and Horace.

Bazira or Bealra (BdCtpa:

N.W. of Peshawur), a city in the Paropamisus,

taken by Alexander on his march into India.

Bebr^ces (BtipvKts). 1. A mythical people in

Bithynio, said to be of Thracian origin, whose
king, Amycus, slew Pollux [p. 76,a.^.— 2. An an-

cient Iberian people on the coast of the Mediterra-

nean, N. and & of the Pyrenees ; they possessed

numerous herds of cattle.

BELLEROPHON.
Bedri&cuxn, a small place in Cisalpine Gaul

between Cremona and Verona, celebrated for the

defeat both of Otho and of the Vitellian troops,

A. D. 69.

Belblna (B4X^ira : BtkStvirrjs). 1. (St. George
d’Ariori), an island in the Aegaean sea, off the

coast of Attica.— 2. See Bklemina.
Belemlna (BeXtfiiva). also called Belmina and

BeWitia, a town in the N.W. of Laconia, on tho

borders of Arcadia. The surrounding district w as

called"Belminatis and Belbinatis,

BelSsia or BelSsys (BcAf<ri$, BsAfcrvv), a Chal-
daean priest at Babylon, who is said, in conjunc-

tion with Arbaces, the Mede, to have overthrown
the old Assyrian empire. [Arback.s.] Belesis

afterwards received the satrapy of Babylon from
Arbaces.

I, one of the 3 great people, into which
Caesar divides the population of Gaul. They were
bounded on the N. by the Rhine, on the W. by
the ocean, on the S. by the Sequana (Seine) and
Matruim {Marne), and on tho E. by the territory

of the Treviri. They were of Gorman origiif,' and
had settled in the country, expelling or reducing
to subjection the former inhabitants. They were
the bravest of the inhabitants of Gaul, were
subdued by Caesar after a courageous resist-

ance, and were the first Gallic people who threw
off the Roman dominion. The Belgae were sub-

divided into tho tribes of theNEiivii, Bellovaci,
Remi, Sijehsjonks, Mokini, Mknaph, Adua-
Tici, and others

; and the collective forces of the
whole nation were more than a million.

Belgica [Gallia.]
Belgium, Uic mune generally applied to the terri-

tory of the Bellovaci, and of the tribes dependent
upon the latter, namely, the Atrebates, Ambiani,
Velliocassrs, Aiilerci, and Caleti. Belgium did not

include the whole country inhabited by the Belgae,

tor we find the Nervii, Reuii, &c., expressly ex-
cluded from it. (Cues. B. G. v. 24.)

Belis&riuB, the greatest genenil of Justinian,

was a native of Illyria and of mean extraction. In
A. n. 534, he overthrow the Vandal kingdom in

Africa, which had Been established by Genseric

about 1 00 years previously, and took prisoner the
Vandal king, Gelimer, whom he led in triumph to

Constantinople. In 535—540, Belisarius carried

on war against the Goths in Italy, and conquered

Sicily, but he was recalled by the jealousy of

.Fustinian. In 541—544 he again carried on war
ngainst the Goths in Italy, but was again recalled

by Justinian, leaving his victories to be completed
by his rival Narses in the complete overthrow of

the Gothic kingdom, and the establishment of the

exarchate of Ravenna. The last victory of Beli-

sarius was gained in repelling an inroad of the

Bulgarians, 559. In 563 he was accused of a con-

spiracy against the life of Justinian
;
according to

a popular tradition, he was deprived of his pro-

perty, his eyes were put out, and he wandered as

a beggar through Constantinople
;
but according to

the more authentic account, he was merely impri-

soned for a year in his own palace, and then re-

stored to his honours. He died in 565.

Bell8r6phou or BellSrSphontes {B§\\epo<f>&tf

or BeAA6po</MJpTi7s), son of the Corinthian king
Glaucus and Euryraede, and grandson of Sisyphus,

was originally called Hipponous, and received the

name Bellerophon from slaying the Corinthian Bel-

leruB. To be purified from the murder be fied to
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Proetus, whose wife Antea fell in love with the

young hero ;
but as her offers were rejected by

him, she accused him to her husband of having

made improper proposals to her. Proetus, unwil-

ling to kill him with his own hands, sent him to

his father-in-law, lobates, king of Lycia, with a
letter in which the latter was requested to put the

young man to death, lobates accordingly sent

him to kill the monster Chimaera, thinking that

he was sure to perish in the contest. After ob-

taining possession of the winged horse, Pegasus,
Bellerophon rose with Iiim in tho air, and Killed

the Chimaera with his arrows. lobates, thus dis-

appointed, sent Bellerophon against the Solymi and
next against the Amazons. In these contests he ;

was also victorious ; and on his return to Lyria,
:

being attacked by the bravest Lycians, whom
I

lobates had placed in ambush for the purpose, Bel-

leroplum slew them all. lobates, now seeing that it

was hopeless to kill the hero, gave him his daughter

(Philonoe, AnticlCa, or Cassandra) in marriage, and

made him his successor on the throne. Bellerophon

becasip the father of Isander, Ilippolochus, and
Laodamla. At last Bellerophon drew upon him-

self the hatred of the gods, and, consumed by grief,

wandered lonely through theAleian field, avoiding

the paths of men. This is all that lloiner says

respecting Bellerophon's later fate : some tniditions

related that he attempted to fly to heaven upon

Pegasus, but that Zeus sent a gad-fly to sting

the horse, which threw off the rider upon the eaith,

who became lame or blind in consequence. (Ilor.

Carm. iv. 11. 26.)

Belli, a Celtiberian people in Ilispania Tarra-

conensis.

Belldna, the Roman goddess of war, was pro-

bably a Sabine divinity. She is frequently men-
tioned by the Roman poets as tho companion of

Mars, or even as his sister or his wife, and is

described as armed with a bloody scourge. (Virg.

Aen. viii. 7011). During the Saninite wars, in n. c.

•Jflfi, App. Claudius Caecus vowed a temple to her,

which was erected in the Campus Martins. Her
juiests, called Bcllonarii^ wounded their own arms
or legs when they offered sacrifices to her.

Bellovaci, the most powerful of the Belgae,

dwelt in the modem Beauvais^ between the Seine,

Uise, Somme, and Brcsle, In Caesar’s time they

could bring 100,000 men into the field, but they

were subdued by Caesar with the other Belgae.

Belon or Baelon (BcAwv, BatAwv, nr. Bolonia,

Ru.), a sea-port town in Hispania Baetica on a

river of the same name (now Barfjate\ the usual

place for crossing over to Tiugis in Mauretania.

Belus (B^Aos), son of Poseidon and Libya or

Eurynome, twin-brother of Agciior, and father of

Aegyptiis and Danans. He wa» believed to be

the ancestral hero and national divinity of several

eastern nations, from whom the legions about him

were transplanted to Greece and there became

mixed up with Greek myths.

BSIus (B^Aor : Nahr Naman)^ a river of Phoe-

nicia, rising at the foot of M. Carmel, and falling

into the sea close to the S. of Ptolemais (Acre),

celebrated for the tradition that its fine sand first

led the Phoenicians to the invention of glass.

Bexi2Loiui LacuB (Loffo di Garda), a lake in the

N. of Italy (Gallia Transpadaua), out of which

the Mincius flows.

BSnSventam (Benffccnlo), a town in Samnium
on the Appia Via, at the junction of the two val-
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leys, through which the Sabatus and Calor flow,

formerly called Maleventum on account, it is said,

of its bad air. It was one of the most ancient

towns in Italy, having been founded, according to

tradition, by Diomede. In the Samnite w’ars it

was subdued by the Romans, who sent a colony

thither in b. c. 268, and changed its name Male-
ventum into Beneventnm. It was colonized a
second time by Augustus, and was hence called

Colonia Julia Concordia Augusta Felia;. The mo-
dern to%vn has several Roman remains, among
others a triiimplial arch of Trajan.

Bwecyntla (Bepcicui/Tla), a surname of Cyhele,

which she derived from Mt. Berecyntus where
s^e was worshipped. *

B^rSnloa (Beptulnv), a Macedonic form of

Piueremee (epev/xrj), i. e. “ Bringing Victory.”—
1. First the wife of an obscure Macedonian, and
afterwards of Ptolemy I. Soter, who fell in love

with her when she came to Egypt in attendance

on his bride Eurydice, Antijjater’s daiighter. She
was celebrated for her beauty and virtue, and was
the mother of Ptolemy II. Philadelplnis.— 2 .

Daughter of Ptolemy I T. Philadelphus, and wife

of Antiochus Theos, king of Syria, who divorced

I/aodice in order to marrv' her, ». c. 24 i). On the

death of Ptolemy, b. c. 247, Antiochus recalled

Laodice, who notwithstanding caused him to be
poisoned, and murdered Berenice and her son. —3.
Daughter of Magas, king of Gyrene, and wife of

Ptolemy III. Euergetes. She was put to death by
her son Ptolemy IV. Philopator on his accession to

the throne, 221 . The famous hair of Berenict*, which
she dedicated for her husband’s safe return from his

Syrian expedition in the temple ofArsinoe at Zephy-
rium, was said to have become a oonatcllation,

was celebrated by t^alHmaclms in a ixiem, of which
we have a translation by Catullus.— 4. Otherwise

called Chopatra, daughter of Ptolemy VIII. La-
thynis, succeeded her father on the Ihronc, b. c.

81, and married Ptolemy X. (Alexander II.), but

was murdered by her husband 19 days after her

marriage.— 5. Daughter of Ptolemy XI. Aulcte.s,

and eldest sister of the famous Cleopatra,, was
placed on the throne by the Alexandrines when
they drove out her father, B. c. 58. She m xt mar-

ried Archelaus, but was put to death with her hus-

band, when Gabinius restored Aulctes, 55.— 6.

Sister of Herod the Great, married Aristnbulns,

who was put to death, B. c. 6. She afterwards

went to Rome, where she spent tho remainder of

her life. She was the mother of Agrippa I.—. 7 .

Daughter of Agrippa I., married her unde Herod,

king of Chalcis, by whom she had 2 sons. After

the death of Herod, a. d. 48, Berenice, then *20

years old, liveef with her brother Agrippa IF., not

without suspicion of an incestuous commerce with

him. She gained the love of Titus, who was only

withheld from making her his wife by fear of

offending the Romans by such a step.

BSrSnlca (BtptviKri : Bcpcvuccos), the name of

several cities of the period of the Ptolemies. I.

Formerly Eziongeber (Ru. nr. Akabah), in Arabia,

at the head of the Sinus Adanites, or F. branch of

the Red Sea.— 2. In Upper Egypt (for so it was

considered, though it lay a little S. of the parallel

of Syene), on the coast of the Red Sea, on a gulf

called Sinus j^raundus (SuedOapros udAiros, now
Foul Bay), wtiere its ruins are still visible. It

was n^med after the mother of Ptolemy II. Phila-

I
delphus, who built it, and made a road hence to

I 4
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Coptos, go that it became a chief emporium for the

commerce of Egypt with Arabia and India. Under
the Unmang it was the residence of a praefectus.—

3. B. Fanchr^SOS (B. rrdyxpu<ros or Karh. 2a.

^as), on the I^d Sea coast in Acthiopia, consider-

ably S. of the above. *—4. B. Epidires (B. ^irl

Aeipjis)^ on the Prom. Dira, on the W. side of

the entrance to the Red Sea (S^aits of BuL-el-

Mantleh). 5. (Ben Ghazi, Ru.), in Cyrenaica,

formerly Heaperig ('Ea-wepls)^ the fabled site of the

Gardens of the Hosperidcs. It took its later name
from the wife of Ptolemy III. Euergetes, and was
the W.-inost of the 5 cities of the I^ybian Penta-

poHs. — There were other cities of the name.

BerglBt&ni, a people in the N. E. of Spain br-

tween the Jberus and the Pyrenees, whose capital

was Bergium.

Berg6mum (Bergomas, -atis ; Berqatno')^ a towii

of the Orobii in Gallia Cisalpina, between Comum
and Brixia, afterwards a municipinra.

BerSS (Bep«ir}), a Trojan woman, wife of Dory-
clns, one of the comjMinions of Aeneas, whose form

Iris assumed when she persuaded the women to

set fire to the ships of At-neas in Sicily.

Beroea (B^poio, also Be^^oio, B*p6ri : Bepoteur,

Bfpoia7os). 1. ( Perna), one of the most ancient

towns of Maccdonhi, on one of the lower ranges of

Mt. Bermius, and on the Astraeus, a tributary of

the Haliacmon, S.W. of Pella, and about 20 miles

from the sea.— 2. (/ima), a town in the interior

of Thrace, was under the later Roman empire,

together with Philippopolis, one of the most impor-

tjuit military posts.— 3. (^Aleppo or //afeA), a
town in Syria near Antioch, enlarged by Seleucus

Nicator, who gave It the Macedonian name of Be-

It is called Ilellon or CheUKtn in Ezekiel

(xxvii. 18), and Chalep in the’^Byzantine writers,

a name still retained in the modern Haleb^ for

which Europeans have substituted Aleppo.

BSt5sU8 (Bnpwads or BT^pwo-ads), a priest of

Belus at Babylon, lived in the reign of Antiochus

IT. (ac. 261—246), and wrote in Greek a history

of Babylonia, in 3 books (called BaSuAwvtKdl, and
sometimes XaASai’icd or Icrroplai XoASai/cal). It

embraced the e.arliest traditions about the human
race, a description of Babylonia and its population,

and a chronological list of its kings down to the

time of the great Cyrus. Berosus says that he

derived the materials for his work from the ar-

chives in the temple of Belus. The work itself is

lost, but considerable fragments of it are preserved

in Josephus, Eusebius, Syncellus, and the Christian

fathers : the best editions of the fragments are by
Richter, Lips. 1825, and in Didot's Fra^menia
Jlistoricorum Graecorum, vol. ii. Paris, 1848.

BSrftol (BvpvrSs : Bvpbriof :* Beirut, Ru.),

one of the oldest sea-ports of Phoenicia, stood on a

promontory near the mouth of the river Magoras
{Nahr Beirut), half way between Byblus and
Sidon. It was destroyed by the Syrian king Try-

phon (b. c. 140), and restored by Agrippa under

Augustus, who made it a colony. It afterwards

became a celebrated scat of learning,

BSsa. [AntinoSpolis.]

Bessi, a fierce and power^ Thracian people, who
dwelt along the whole of Mt Haemus as as the

Euxine. After the conquest of Macedonia by the

Romans (b.c. 168), the Bessi we^ attacked by
the latter, and subdued after a severe struggle.

BeitUf (Bfiao-os), satrap of Bactria under Da-
rius HI., seised Darius soon after the battle of
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Arbelsi, b.c. 331. Pursued by Alexander in the
following year, Bessus put Darius to death, and
fled to Bactria, where he assumed the title of king.

He was betrayed by two of his followers to Alex-
ander, who put him to death.

BestIa, Calpumlus. 1. L., tribune of the plcbs,

B. c. 121, and consul 111, when he carried on war
against Jugurtha, but having received large bribes

he concluded a peace with the Numidian. On his

return to Rome he was in consequence accused

and condemned.— 2. L., one of the Catilinarian

conspirators, b. c. 63, was at the time tribune of
the plebs designatus, and not actually tribune as

Sallust says. In 59 he was aedile, and in 57 was
an unsuccessful candidate for the practorship, not-

withstanding his bribery, for Avhich offence he was
broughttotri.il in the foliowing year and condemned,
although he was defended by Cicero.

Betasli, a people in Gallia Belgica, between the

Tungri and Nervii in the neighbourhood of Beetz

in Brabant.

Bezlra. [Bazira.]
Blllnor. 1. Also called Oenus or Auenuf; son

of Tiberis and Manto, is said to have built the

town of Mantua, and to have called it after his

mother,— 2. A Bithynian, the author of, 21 epi-

grams in the Greek Anthology, lived under Augus-
tus .and Tiberius.

Bias (Bias). 1. Son of Amythaon, and brother

of the seer Mclampus. He married Pero, daughter

of Nolens, wliom her father had refused to give

to any one unless he brought him the oxen of

Iphiclus. These Melampus obtained by his courage

.and skill, and so won the princess for his brother.

Melampus also gained for Bias a third of the king-

dom of Argos, in consequence of his curing the

d.aughter8 of Proetu.s and the other Argive women
of their madness.— 2. Of Priene in Ionia, one of

the Seven Sages of Greece, flourished about B. c.

550.

BibaciUus, H. Furlits, a Rom.an poet, bom at

Cremona, b. c. 1 03, wrote iambics, epigrams, and
a poem on Caesar’s Gaulish wars

;
the opening

line in the latter poem is parodied by Horace.

(Fnrius hibertnis cana nive conspuet Alpes, Sat, ii.

5. 41.) It is probat)le that Bil^culiis also wrote a

poem entitled Aethiopis, containing an account of

the death of Meranon by Achilles, and that the

turffidus Alpintts of Horace (Sat. i. lU. 36) is no

other than Bibaculus. The attacks of Horace
against Bibaculus may probably be owing to the

fact that the poems of Bibaculus contained insults

against the Caesars. (Tac. Ann. iv. 34.)

Bibracte (Autun), the chief town of the Aedui
in Gallia Lugduneusis, afterwards Auguslodunum.

Bibraz (Bikvre), a town of the Remi in Gallia

Belgica, not far from the Aisne.

Calpurnlus. I.K., cumle aedile b.c.

65, praetor 62, and consul 59, in each of which

years he had C. Julius Caesar as his colleague. He
was a staunch adherent of the aristocratical party,

but was unable in his consulship to resist the

powerful combination of Caesar, Pompey, and
Crassus. After an ineffectual attempt to oppose

Caesar’s agrarian law, he withdrew from the

popular assemblies altogether ;
whence it was said

lit joke, that it was the consulship of Julius

and Caesar. In 51 Bibulus was proconsul of Syria
;

and in the civil war he commanded Pompey’s

fleet in the Adriatic, and died (48) while holding

this command off Corcyra. He married Porcia,
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tile daughter of Cato Uticensia, by whom he had
o sons, 2 of whom were murdered by the soldiers of

Gabiniu8,in Egypt, 50.— 2. L., son of No. 1, was
a youth at hU father's death, and was brought up
by M. Brutus, who married his mother Porcia. He
fought with Brutus at the battle of Philippi in 42,

but he was afterwards pardoned by Antony, and
was intrastod by the latter with important com-
mands. He died shortly before the battle of

Actiuin.

Bidis (Bidinus, Bidensis), a small town in Si-

cily, W. of Syracuse.

Bigerra {liccerral\ a town of the Oretani in

Hispania Tarraconensis.

Bigerridnes or Bigerri, a people in Aquitania

near the Pyrenees.

BilbBis (Jiattlola)^ a town of the Celtiberi in

Hispania Tarraconensis, and a municipium with

the surname Augusta, on the river Sale, also called

Bilhilis (Xnlon), was the birth-place of the poet

Martial, and was celebrated ior its manufactories

in iron and gold.

Blllaeus (BtAAoior : Filbas)^ a river of Bithy-

nia, rising in the Hypii M., and falling into the

Pontus Euxinus 20 stadia (2 geog. miles) E. of

Tium. Some made it the boundary between

Bithynia and Paphlagonia.

Bingium {Bingen), a town on the Rhine in

Gallia Belgica.

Bion (B/wv). h Of Smyrna, a bucolic poet,

flourished about b. C’. 200, and spent the last years

of his life in Sicily, where he was poisoned. He
was older than Moscluis, who laments his untimely

death, and calls himself the pupil of Bion. (Mosch.

Id, iii.) The style of Bion is refined, and his

versification fluent and elegant, but he is inferior

to Theocritus in strength and depth of feeling.—
Editions^ including Moschus, by Jacobs, Gotha,

1735
;
Wakefield, London, 1795 ; and Manso,

Leipzig, 1WJ7. — 2. Of Borysthenes, near the

mouth of the Dnieper, flourished about b. c. 250.

He was sold as a slave, when young, and received

his liberty from his master, a rhetorician. He
studied at Athens, and embraced the later Cj^reimic

philosophy, as expounded W Theodoros, the

Atheist, lie lived a considerable time at the

court of Antigonus Gonatas, king of Macedonia.

Bion was noted for his sharp sayings, whence

Honice speaks of persons delighting liioneis wr-
niombus et sale 7iigro. (Epist. ii. 2. 60.)

Bisaltla (BtcraArfa: BurdArr^j-), a district in

Macedonia on the W. bank of the Strymon. The
Bisaltae were Thracians, and at the invasion of

Greece by Xerxes (a c. 480) they were ruled by

a Thracian prince, who was independent of Mace-

donia
;
but at the time of the Peloponnesian war

we find them subject to Macedonia.

Bisanthe (Biadydri : Bt(ravdii)v6s : Rodosto\

subsequently Rhaedestum or RJiaeJeshis, a town in

Thrace on the Propontis, with a good harbour, was

founded by the Samians, and was in Jater times

one of the great bulwarks of the neighbouring

Byzantium.

Bistunes (BfcToyss), a Thracian people between

Mt Rhodope and the Aegean sea, on the lake

Biltonis in the neighbourhood of Abdera, through

whose land Xerxes marched on his invasion of

Greece (b. c. 480).— From the worship of Diony-

sus in Thrace the Bacchic women are called Bis-

tihndcs. (Hor. Carm, ii. 19. 20).

Bith^x^ (BiBvvla : BiOvvds)^ a district of Asia
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Minor, bounded on the W. by Mysio, on the N.
by the Pontus Euxinus, on the £. by Paphlagonia,

and on the S. by Phrygia Epictetus, was possessed

at an early period by Thracian tribes from the

neighbourhood of the Stiy’mon, called Thjmif©wot)
and Bithyni (BtOi/vof), of whom the former dwelt

on the coast, the latter in the interior. The earlier

inhabitants were the Bbbkvces, Cauconks, and
Mygdonbs, and the N.E. part of the district was
possessed by the Mariandvni. The country was
subdued by the Lydians, and afterwards became a
part of the Persian empire under Cyrus, and was
governed by the satraps of Phrygia. During the

decline of the Persian empire, the N. part of the

oaiintrj’ became independent, under native priiftres,

called ivapxoi^ who resisted Alexander and his

successors, and established a kingdom, which is

msually considered to begin with Zipoetes (about

B. c. 287) or his son Nicomedes I. (b. c. 278), and
which lasted till the death of Nicomedes 111. (b. c.

74), who bequeathed his kingdom to the Romans.
B}' them it was at first attached to the province of

Asia, afterwards to that of Pontus, and, under
Augustus, it was made a proconsular province.

Several changes were made in its boundaries imder
the later emperors.— It was a fertile country, in-

tersected with wooded mountains, the highets of

which was the M3
'
8ian Olympus, on its S. border.

Its chief rivers were tlic Saxuarius and the

Billaeus.
Bith^um (BiObywy), aft. Claudiopolis, an

inland citj' of Bithynia, the birth-place of Had-
rian's favourite Antinous.

Biton (B/toii/), a mathematician, the author of

an extant work on MilUai'i/ Machines (KuraffKfval

iroK^/jt.iKwy bpydvcsv Kal xoTaTTcATiKwv), v.'h. j-.^

history is unknown. The work is printed in Vet,

Mathm. Op, Paris, 1693, p. 105, seq.

Blton and Cledbis (KAcoSjs), sons of Cydippe,

a priestess of Hera at Argos. They were cele-

brated for their affection to their mother, whoso
chariot they once dragged during a festival to the

temple of Hera, a diamnee of 45 stadia. The
priestess praj'ed to the goddess to grant them what
was best for mortals

;
and during the night they

both died while asleep in the temple.

Bitnltns, in inscriptions Bktultus king of

the Arverni in Gaul, joined the Allobroges in their

war against the Romans. Both the Arverni and
Allobroges were defeated B.c. 121, at the confluence

of the Rhone and the Isara, by Q. Fnbius Maximus.
Bituitus was subsequently taken prisoner and sent

to Rome.
Bittlrlges, a numerous and powerful Celtic peo-

ple in Gallia -^quitanica, had in early times the

su^emocy over the other Celts in Gaul. (Liv. v.

34.) They were divided into, 1. Bit. Gnbl, sepa-

rated from the Carnutes and Aedui by the Liger,

and bounded on the S. by the Lemovices, in the

country of the modem Bowrgts ; their capital was
Avaricum. 2. Bit. Viviscl or Tlbisoi on the

Garumna: their capital was Burdioala.
Biadug, Blandos, or Blaudus (BAd-, BAdv-,

BAat;8or : B\avSiiv6s : Blaudesius), a city of Phry-
gia, near the borders of Mysiaand Lydia.

Blaesoi, C. Sempronlas, consul with Cn. Ser-

vilius Caepio, b. c. 253, in the Ist Punic war. The
2 consuls sailq4 to the coast of Africa, and on
their return were overtaken off cape Palinurus by a
tremendous storm, in which 150 ships perished.

BUesog, Jimlos, governor of Pannonia at th«
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death of AupustuB, a. d. 1 4, when the formidable

insurrection of the legions broke out in that pro-

vince. He obtained the government of Africa in

21, where he gained a victory over Tacfarinas. On
the fall of his uncle Sejanus in 31, he was deprived

of the priestly offices which he held, and in 36 put

sin end to his own life, to avoid falling by the

hand of the executioner.

Blanda. 1. (lilanos), a town of the Laeetani in

Hispania Tarraconensis.— 2. (St. Biasio), a town
in Lucania.

Blascon (Brescou)^ a small island in the Gallicus

Sinus, off the town of Agatha.

Blaslo, M. Helvlai, praetor b. c. Id7, defeated

thet^eltiberi in Spain, and took Ilhuirgi. *

Blavla (Dlniffi), a town of the Santones, i i

Gallia Aquitanica, on the Ganunna.
Blemj^es BA^/iuues), an Aethiopisin'

people, on the borders of Upper Egypt, to which
their jiredatory incursions w'ere very troublesome

in the times of the Homan emperors.

Blera (Blemnus : Bieda)., a town in Etmria, on

the Via Clodia, between Forum Clodii and Tua-

cania t there arc many remains of the ancient town
at Biedit.

Blostus or Blosslus, the name of a noble family

in Campania.— One of this family, C. Bloslus of

Cumae, was a philosopher, a disciple of Antijiater

of Tarsus, and a friend of Tib. Gracchus. After

the death of Gracchus (n. c. 133) he fled to Aris-

tonicus, king of Pergamus, and on the conquest of

Aristoniciis by the Humans, Hlosius put an end to

his own life for fear of falling into the hands of the

Romans.
Boadicea, queen of the Tcciii in Britain, having

WW shamefully treated by Homans, who
even ravished her 2 daughters, excited an insur-

rection (if the Britons against their oppressors

during the absence of Suetonius Pauliiiiis, the Ro-
man governor, on an expedition to the island of

jVIonn. She took the Homan colonics of Camalo-

dunuin, Loiidiniura, and other places, and slew

nearly 70,000 Romans and their allies. She was
at length defeated with great loss by Suetonius

Paul inns, and put an end to her own life, a. d. 61.

Boagfrlus fBod7piO$), a river in Locris, also

called Manes, flows past Throniura into the Sinus

Mai incus.

Bocchus (BSkxos). 1. King of Mauretania,

.and father-in-law of Jugurtha, with whom at first

he made Avar against the Homans, but whom he

afterwards delivered up to Sulla, the quaestor of

Marius, n. c. 106.— 2. Son of the preceding,

reigned along with his brother Bogud, over Maure-
tiiuia. Bocchus and Bogud assistq/l Caesar in his

war against the Pompeians in Africa, D. c. 46 ;
and

in 45 Bogud joined Caesar in his war in Spain.

After tlie murder of Caesar, Bocchus sided with

Octavianus, and Bogud with Antony. When
Bogud was in Spain in 30, Bocchus usurped the

sole government of Mauretania, in which be was
confirmed by Octavianus. He died about 33,

whereupon his kingdom became a Homan province.

Bogud had previously betaken himself to Antony,

and was killed on the capture of Methone by
Agrippa in 31.

Bodencus or Bodincui. [Padus.]
Bodiocasses, a people in OaIlia> Lugdunensis

;

their capital was Aagnstodumm (Ba^etw).

Bodotrla or Boderia Aesta&rium (Firth of
Forth)^ an aestuary on the £. coast of Scotland.
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Boeae (Boial : Boidrnt : Vaika), a town in the

S. of Laconica, near C. Molca.
Boebi (BoiSnj

:

BoiScus), a town in Pelasgiotis in

Thessaly, on the W. shore of the lake Boebeis
(BoiSrjts)^ into which several rivers of Thessaly
flow.

BoSdrSxnluB (BoTjdpdjuiov), the helper in dis-

tress,** a surname of Apollo at Athens, because he
had assisted the Athenians. (See Diet, of Ant,
art. Boedromia.)

BoeStIa (Boiurla: Boicards: part of Livadia).,

a district of Greece, bounded N. by Opuiitian

Locris, E. by the Euboenn sea, S. by Attica, Me-
garis, and the Corinthian Gulf, and W. by Phocis.

It is nearly surrounded by mountains, namely
Helicon ,atid Parnassus on the W., Citliaoron and
Fames on the y., the Opuntian mountains on the

N., imd a range of mountains along the whole sea*

coast on the E. The country contains several

fertile plains, of which the two most iinportfuit

were the valley of the Asopus in the S,, the in-

habitants of which were called Parosnpii, and the

valley of the Cephissus in the N. (the ^Apper

part of which, however, belonged to Phocis), the

inhabitants of which were called Kpicephisii. In
the former valley the chief towns were Tiierak,
TANAGRA,THESPiAi£,and Plataeak

;
in the latter

the chief towns wiue Orchomen’us, Chaeronka,
CrtRONEA, Lkhadka, and IIai-iartus

;
the latter

valley included the lake Copais. The surface of

Boeotia is said to be 1061) square miles. The
atmosphere was damp and thick, to which circum-

stance some of the ancients attributed the dullness

of the Boeotian intellect, with which the Athenians

frequently made merry
;
but the delicicuiey of tlie

Boeotians in this respect was more probably owing,

as has been well remarked, to the extraordinary

fertility of their country, which probably de|)ress(Hl

their intellectual and mor.al energies.—Jn the ear-

liest times Boeotia was inhabited by various tribes,

the Aones (whence the country was called Aonia),

Temmices, Hyantes, Thracians, Lelegcs, &c. Ur-
chomeiius was inhabited by the pow'orful tribe

of the Minyans, and Thebes by the Cadmeans, the

reputed descendants^ of Cadmus, The Boeotians

were an Aeolian people, who originally occupied

Arne in Thessaly,from which they w'ere expelled by
tlie Thessalians 60 years after the Trojan war, and
migrated into the country called after them Boeotia,

partly expelling and partly incorporating with

themselves the ancient inhabitants of the land.

Boeotia was then divided into 14 independent

states, which formed a league, with Thebes at its

head. The chief magistrates of the confederacy

were the Boeotarchs, eltHited annually, 2 by
Thebes and 1 by each of the other states

;
but ns

the number of the states was different at diflcreiit

times, that of the Boeotarchs also varied. The
government in most states was an aristocracy.

(See Dili, ofAnU art. Boeotarches.)

Bodthii^i whose full name was Anicius Man-
lius Severinus Boethius, a Roman statesman

and author, was bom between a.d. 470 and 47.5.

He was famous for his general learning, and espe-

cially for his knowledge of Greek philosophy,

which according to a common account (though of

doubtful authority), he studied under Proclus at

Athens. He was consul in 510, and was treated

with great distinction by Theodoric the»Great ;
but

having incurred the suspicions of the latter, by ad-

vocating the cause of the Italians against the op-
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pressions of the Goths, he was put to death by
Theodoric about 524. During his imprisonment

he wrote his celebrated work I)e Consolatione Phi-

losopJdae^ in 5 books, which is composed alternately

in prose and verse. The diction is pure and elegant,

and the sentiments arc noble and exulted, showing
that the author had a real belief in prayer and Pro-

vidence, though he makes no reference to Christian-

ity. Boethius was the last Homan of any note who
understood the language and studied the literature

of Greece, lie translated many of the works of

the Greek philosophers, especially of Aristotle, and
wrote commentaries upon them, several of wh’ch
have come down to us. He also wrote a commen-
tary, in 6 books, upon the Topica of Cicero, which

is also extant. Tn the ignonince of Greek writers

which prevailed from the Cth to the 14th century,

Boethius was looked upon as the head and type of

all philosophers, as Augustin was of all theology

and V^irgil of all literature
;
but after the introduc-

tion of the works of Aristotle into Europe in the

13th century, Boethius’s fame gradually died away.
— Tlfl* best edition of his collective works was
jirinted at Basel, 1570 ;

the last edition of his De
ConiiohUione is by Obbarius, Jenae, 1843.

Bo§thtL8 (BoTjOds). 1. A Stoic philosopher of

uncertain date, wrote several w'orka, from one of

which Cicero quotes.— 2. A Peripatetic philoso-

jdicr, was a native of Sidon in Phoenicia, a disciple

of Andronicus of Rhodes, and an instnictor of the

philosopher Strabo. He therefore donrished about

n. c. 30. He wrote several works, all of which are

now lost.

Boeam (Botdv, B3tov, Botoi/ : BoidrTjr), an an-

cient town of the Dorian Tetrapolis.

Bogad. [Bocchus, No. 2.]

Bdii, one of the most poworful of the Celtic

people, said to have dwelt originally in Gaul

(Transalpina). but in what part of the country is

uncertain. At an early time they migrated in

two great swarms, one of which crossed the Alps

and settled in the country between the Po and

the Apennines
; the other crossed the Rhine and

settled in the part of Germany called Boiherauin

{Bohemia) after them, and between the Danube
and the Tyrol. The Boii in Italy long carried on

a fierce struggle with the Romans, but they were at

length subdued by the consul P. Scipio in B. c.

191, and were subsequently incorporated in the

province of Gallia Cisalpina. The Boii in Ger-

many maintained their power longer, but were at

length subdued by the Marcomaiiiii, and expelled

from the country. We find 32,000 Boii taking

part in the Helvetian migration ; and after the

defeat of the Helvetians (b. c. 58), Caesar allowed

these Boii to dwell among the A^ui.
Boioruc, a chieftain of the Boii, fought against

the Romans in Cisalpine Gaul, B.C. 194.

Bola, Bolae or YoZae (Bolfinus), an ancient

town of the Acqui, belonging to the Latin league

not mentioned in later times. ,

Bol&nus, Vettius, governor of Britain in a. d.

69, is praised by Statius in the poem {Silv. v. 2),

addressed to Crispinus, the son of Bolanus.

^Ibe (BjJxStj : Beshek)^ a lake in Macedonia,

empties itself by a short river into the Strymonic

gulf near Broiniscus and Aulon : the lake is now
about 12 miles in length, and 6 or 8 in breadth.,

—

There was a town of the same name upon the lake.

Bolbitine (BoAStrlyv: BoMiTiie/jrris : Rosetta),

a city of Lower Egypt, near the mouth of a branch
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of the Nile (the W'.-most but one), which was
called the Bolbitine month (t5 <TT6pa).

Bbiine {BoAlmfi: BoAivaTos), a town in Achaia,

the inhabitants of which Augustus transplanted to

Patrae.

Bolissns {Bo\i(ra6s: BoAlcaios), a town on
the W. coast of Chios.

Bomilcar (Bo/ilAKar, BoapiAKas). 1. Com-
mander, with Hanno, of the Carthaginians against

Agathoeles, when the latter invaded Africa, m. c.

310. In 308 he attempted to seize the govern-

ment of Carthage, but failed, and was crucified.

— 2. Commander of the Carthaginian supplies sent

to Hannibal after the battle of Cannae, 216. He
afterwards attempted to relieve Syracuse, whbn
beliegcd by Marcellns, but was unable to accom-
pjfeh any thing.— 3. A Numidian, deep in the

confidence of Jugiirtha. When Jngurtha was at

Home, 109, Bomilcar effected for him the assas-

sination of Massiva. In 107 he plotted against

Jugurtha.

Bomlns Mons (Btti/uor and oi Bwpoi), the W.
part of Mt. Oeta in Aetolia, inhabited by the Bo-
mienses (Bw/iieTs).

Bona Bea, a Roman divinity, is described as

the sister, wife, or daughter of Fauuus, and was
herself culled Fauna, Fatua, or Oma. She was
worshipped at Rome as a chaste and prophetic

divinity ; she revealed her oracles only to females,

as Fiiunns did only to males. Her festival was
celebrated every year on the Ist of May, Jii the

house of the consul or praetor, as the sacrifices on
that occasion were olVered on behalf of the whole
Roman people. The solemnities w'ere conducted

by the Vestals, and no male person was allowed to

be in the house at oye of the festivals. P. Clodlua"'

profaned the sacred ceremonies, by entering the

house of Caesar in the disguise of a woman, b.c. 62.

Bonifkclns, a Roman general, governor of Africa

under Valentinian III. Believing that the empress

Placidia meditated his destruction, he revolted

against the emperor, and invited Genseric, king of

the Vandals, to settle in Africa. In 430 he was
reconciled to Placidia, and attempted to drive the

Vandals out of Africa, but without success. He
quitted Africa in 431, and in 432 he died of a

wound received in combat with his rival Aetius.

Bonna (Bonn), a town on the left bank of the

Rhine in Lower Germany, and in the territnrj' of

the Ubii, was a strong fortress of the Romans and
the regular quarters of a Roman legion. Here
Drusus constructed a bridge across the Rhine.

Bononia ( Bononiensis ). 1. ( Bolo(pta), a to>vn

in Gallia Cispadana, originally called Felsina, was
in ancient times, an Etruscan city, and the capital

of N. Etruria. It afterwards fell into the hands of

the Boii, but it was colonized by the Romans on

the conquest of the Boii, b. c. 191, and its name of

Felsina was then changed into Bononia. It fell

into decay in the civil wars, but it was enlarged

and adonicd by Augustus, 32. «— 2. (Bou/o<pie) a

town in the N. of Gaul. Sec Gbsoriacun.— 3.

{Bunostor9), a town of Pannonia on the Danube.

Bonosns, a Spaniard by birth, served with dis-

tinction under Aurclian, and usurped the imperial

title in Gaul in the reign of Probus. lie was de-

feated and slain by Probus, a. d. 280 or 281.

Bodtea. [Aacturus.]
Borbetom&giu ( Worms), also called Vangiones,

at a later time Wormatia, a town of the Vangiones

on the left bank of the Rhine in Upper Germany.
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BSrSas (Boptas or Bo/>as), tho N. wind, or more

strictly the wind from the N.N.E., was, in mytho-

logy, a son of Astraeus and Eos, and brother of

Hesperus, Zephyrus, and Notus. He dwelt in a

cave of mount Haemus in Thrace. He carried off

Orithyia, daughter of Erechthcus, king of Attica,

by whom he begot Zetes, Calais, and Cleopatra,

wife of Phineus, who are therefore called Boreades.

In the Persian war, Boreas showed his friendly

disposition towards the Athenians by destroying

the ships of the barbarians. According to an

Homeric tradition (//. xx. 2*23), Boreas begot 12

horses by the mares of Erichthonius, which is

commonly explained as a figurative mode of ex-

jirfssing the extraordinary swiftness of those horjes.

Boreas was worshipped at Athtns, where a festival,

Boreasmi^ was celebrated in his honour. x

Boretim (BSptiov). 1. {MaJin IIead\ tffb

N. promontory of Hibernia (Ireland). <^2. (Has
Teyonas)^ a promontory on the W. coast of Cyre-

iiaica, forming the E. headland of the Great Syrtis.

— 3. The N. extremity of the island of Taprobane

(Cei)lon).

BorSus Mons (Bcfpeeoi/ 6po5\a. mountain in Ar-

cadia, on the borders of Laconia, containing the

sources of the rivers Alpheus and Eurotas.

Boreas Fortas (Btipcior a harbour in

the island of Tenedos, at the mouth of a river of

the same name.

Borsippa (rd B6p<riinra: Bopa-iwm^vSs : Boursa\
n city of Bal»ylonia, on the W. bank of the Eu-
phrates, a little S. of Babylon, celebrated for its

manufactures of linen, and as the chief residence

of the Chaldaean astrologers. The Greeks held it

sacred to Apollo and Artemis.

'•^oryathenes (BopvfrO^tnjs
:
JlnieperX afterwards

Banapria, a river of European Sannatia, flows into

the Euxine, but its sources were unknown to the

ancients. Near its mouth and at its junction with

the Hj’panis, lay the town Boryathenea or Bory-

sthenia (Kudak), also cal](‘d Olbia, Olbiopolia,

and Miletopolia, a colony of Miletus, and the most
important Greek city on the N, of the Euxine.

(Ethnic, BopvadtylTrfT, 'OKStoiroKirris.)

Boapdrua (Bdowopos), Ox-ford^ the name of

any straits among the Greeks, but especially applied

to the 2 following. —1. The Thraciaa Boaporas
(Channel of Constantinople)

^

unites the Propontis

or Sea of Marmora with the Euxine or Black Sea.

According to the legend it was called Bosporus

from lo, who crossed it in the form of a heifer.

At the entrance of the Bosporus were the cele-

brated SvMPLXGAnKs. Darius constructed a

bridge across the Bosporus, when he invaded

Scythia.— 2. The Cimmerian Bpaporos (Straits

of unites the Pains Maeotis or Sea of

Azof with the Euxine or Block Sea. It formed,

with the Tanais (Don) the boundary between

Asia and Europe, and it derived its name from the

CiMMXRil, who were supposed to have dwelt in

the neighbourhood. On the European side of the

Bosporus, the modern Crimea, the Milesians founded

the town of Panticapaeum, also called Bosporus,

and the inhabitants of Panticapaeum subsequently

founded the town of Phanagoria on the Asiatic side

of the Straits. These cities, being favourably si-

tuated for commerce, soon ^carae places of con-

siderable importance
;
and a kingdom gradually

arose, of which Panticapaeum was the capital, and
which eventually included the whole of the Crimea.

The first kings we read of were the Archaeanac-
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tidae, who reigned 42 years, from b. c. 400 to 438.
They were succeeded by Spartacus I, and his de-

scendants. Several of these kings were in close

alliance with the Athenians, who obtained annually

a large supply of com from the Bosporus. The
last of these kings was Paerisades, who, being hard
pressed by the Scythians, voluntarily ceded his do-

minions to Mithridates the Great. On the death
of Mithridates, his son Pharnaces was allowed by
Pompey to succeed to the dominion of Bosporus

;

and we subsequently find a series of kings, who
reigned in the country till a late period, under the
protection of the Roman emperors.

Bostar (BdoTup^ Bdurrapos). 1. A Cartha-

ginian general, who, with Hamilear and Hasdrubal,
the son of Ilanno, fought against M. Atilius Re-
gulus, in Africa, b. c. 256, but was defeated, taken
prisoner, and sent to Rome, where he is said to

have perished in consc(]ucnce of the barbarous

treatment which he received from the sons of

Regulus.— 2. A Carthaginian general, under Ilas-

drubal, in Spain, set at liberty the Spanish hostages

kept at Saguntum, hoping thereby to sectfi'C the

affections of the Sttfiniards.

Bostra (ra Boa-rpo, 0. T. Bozrab : Bo(rTT]v6s

and -otos : Busrahf Ru.), a city of Arabia, in an
Oasis of the Syrian Desert, a little more than

S. of Damascus. It was enlarged and beautified

by Trajan, who made it a colony. Under the

later emperors it was the seat of an archbishoprick.

Bottia, Bottiaea, Bottiaeis (Borrla, Bornala,
Bomaits: BoTTia?o5), a district in Macedonia, on
the right bank of the river Axius, extended in the

time of Thucydides to Picria on the W. It con-

tained the towns of Pella and Ichnae near the sea.

The Bottiaei were a Thracian people, who, being
driven out of the country by the Macedonians,
settled in that part of the Macedonian Cbalcidico

N.of Olyntbus, which was called Bottice (Borriicfi).

Bottled. [Bottia.]

Bovianum (Bovinnius: Bojano), the chief town
of the Pentri in Samniiim, was taken by the Ro-
mans in the Samnite wars, and was colonized by
Augustus with veterans.

Bovillae (Bovill^nsis), an ancient town in La-
tiura at the foot of the Alban mountam, on the

Appian Way about 10 miles from Rome. Near it

Clodius was killed by Milo (d. c. 52) ;
and here

was the sacrarium of the Julia gens.

Brac&ra Augusta (Brapa), the chief town of

theCallaici Bracarii in Hispania Tarraconensis : at

Braga there are the ruins of an amphitheatre,

aqueduct, &c.

Braohm&nae or -i (Bpax/uaves), is a name used
by the ancient geographers, sometimes for a caste

of priests in India (the Brahmins).^ sometimes, ap-

parently, for all the people whose religion was
Brahininism, and sometimes for a particular tribe.

Brachfides or Caput Vada (Bpaxi^Uvs Unpa:

Has Kapoudiah)f a promontory on the coast of

Byzacenarin N. Africa, forming the N. headland
of the Lesser Syrtis.

Brachylles or BraehjUas (Bpax^r^^vsj Bpa- '

X^K\as)j a Boeotian, supported the Macedonian
interests in the reigns of Antigonus Doson and
Philip V. At the battle of Cynosccphalae, b. c.

197, he commanded the Boeotian troops in Philip's

army, and was murdered in 196 at Thebes by the

Roman party in that city.

Brauolildae (a! Bpa7xi8<ii : Jeronda^ Ru.), aft.

Bidj^a, or -i (rd oi /\(8v/i0i)j a place on
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the sea-coaat of Ionia, a little S. of Miletus, cele-

brated for its temple and oracle of Apollo surnamed
Didymeus (AiSvfitvs). This oracle, which the

lonians held in the highest esteem, was said to

have been founded by Branchus, son of Apollo or

Smicrus of Delphi, and a Milesian woman. The
reputed descendants of this Branchus, the Bran-
chidae (ot BpayxiSai) were the hereditary minis-

ters of this oracle. They delivered up the treasures

of the temple to Darius or Xerxes
;
and, when

Xerxes returned from Greece, the Branch!dae,

fearing the revenge of the Greeks, begged him
to remove them to a distant part of his empire.

They were accordingly settled in Bactria or Sog-

diana, where their descendants are said to have

been punished by the army of Alexander for the

treason of their forefathers. The temple, cjilled

Didymacum, which was destroyed by Xerxes, was
rebuilt, and its ruins contain some beautiful spe-

cimens of the Ionic order of architecture.

Branchus {Bpcl7xos)- [Branchidak.]
Brannovices. [Aulbhci.]

Brasidas (BpaaiSas)^ son of Tcllis, the most

distiiljuished Spartan in the first part of the Pelo-

ponnesian war. In n. c. 424, at the head of a

small force, he effected a dexterous inarch through

the hostile country of Thessaly, and joined Per-

diccas of Macedonia, who had promised co-opera-

tion against the Athenians. By his militJiry skill,

and the confidence which his character inspired,

he gained possession of many of the cities in

Macedonia subject to Athens ; his greatest acquisi-

tion was Aniphipolis. In 4*2*3 he gained a brilliant

victory over Cleon, who had been sent, with an

Athenian force, to recover Amphipolis, but he was

slain in the battle. He was buried within the city,

and the inhabitants honoured him as a hero, by
yearly sacrifices and by games. (Diet, of Ant. art.

Brasidcia.)

BratuBpantium {lindtutpante nr. Breteuil), tbe

chief town of the Bcllovaci in Gallia Belgica.

Braurdn (Bpavpofv : Bpavpdvios: Vraona or

Vrana)^ a demus in Attica on the E. coast on the

river Erasinus, with a celebrated temple of Ar-

temis, who was henco called Brauronia, and in

whose honour the festival Braujonia was celebrated

in this place. (Diet, of Ant. s. v.)

Bregetio (nr, Szony^ Ru., E. of Comom), a Ro-

man municipium in Lower Pannonia on the Da-

nube, where Valentinian I. died.

Brennus. 1. The leader of the Senonian Gauls,

who in B. c. 390 crossed the Apennines, defeated

the Romans at the Allia, and took Rome. After

besieging the Capitol for 6 months, he quitted the

city upon receiving 1000 pounds of gold as a ran-

som for the Capitol, and returned home safe with

his booty. But it was subsequently related in the

popular legends that Camillus and a Roman army

appeared at the moment that the gold was licing

weighed, that Brennus was defeated by Camillus,

and that he himself and his whole army were slain

to a man.— 2. The chief leader of the Gauls who
invaded Macedonia and Greece, b. c. *280, 27.9. In

280 Ptolemy Ceraunus was defeated by the Gauls

under Belgius and slain in battle
;
and Brennus in

the following year penetrated into the S. of Greece,

but he was defeated near Delphi, most of his men
were slain, and ho himself put an end to his own
life.

Bread, a powerful people of Pannonia near

the confluence of the Savuf and the Danube, took
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an active part in the insurrection of the Panno-
nians and Dalmatians against the Romans, a. n. fi.

Breuni, a Rhaetian people, dwelt in the Tyrol

near the Brenner. (Ilor. Cartn. iv. 14. 11.)

BiUrena. [Aeobon.]
BricinnXae (BpiKiwlai), a place in Sicily not

far from Leontini.

Brigantes, the most powerful of the British

tribes, inhabited the whole of the N. of the island

from the Abus (Humber) to the Roman wall, with

the exception of the S. E. comer of Yorkshire,

which was inhabited by the Parisii. The Bri-

gantes consequent]}' inhabited tbe greater part of

Yorkshire, and the whole of Lancashire, Durham,
Westmoreland, and Cumberland. Their capital

wls Eboracum. They were conquered by Piti-

lils Coreulis in the reign of Vespasian.— There
also a tribe of Brigivntcs in the S. of Ireland,

Between the rivers Birgus {Barrow) and Dabrona
{Blackwater\ in the counties of Waterford and
Tipperary.

Brigantli, a tribe in Vindelicia on the lake

Brigantinus, noted for their robberies.

Brigantlnufl Lacus (Bode7i>u’e ot Luke of Con^
stance^,, also called VenetUB and Aoronius, through
which the Rhine flows, was inhabited by the Hel-
vetii on the S., by the Rhaetii on the S.E., and by
the Vindelici on the N. Near an island on it,

probably Jfeichenau^ Tiberius defe.'ited the Vinde-
lici in a naval engagement.

Brigantium. 1. (lirianfon),, a town of the

Segusiani in Gaul at the foot of the Cottian Alps.— 2. (Corunna)^ a sea-port town of the Lucenses

in Gallaecia in Spain with a light-house, which is

still used for the same purpose, having been re-

paired in 1791, and which is now called La Torre

de Hercules. (Jtregenz)., a town of the Brigaui^

tini Vindelici on the lake of Constance.

BrileBBUB (BpiXTioirds), a mountain in Attica

N.E. of Athens.

Brimo (Bpj/ic6), “ the angry or the terrifying,"

a surname of Hecate and Persephone.

Briniates, a people in Liguria S. of the Po near

the modern Briffnolo.

BrisSis (Bpiarjis)^ daughter of Briseus of Lyr-

nessus, fell into the hands of Achilles, but was
seiaed by Agamemnon. Hence arose the dire feud

between the 2 heroes. [Achilles.] Her proper

namo was Hippodamia.

Britannia (tJ BptTraviKii or Bperortic^, sc.

vrjaos, rf Bptrravla or Bperavla : Bperrayoi^ Bpe-

ravol^ Britanni, Britt($ncs), the island of England
and l^otland, which was also called Albion (*'AA-

§iov, ’AAoi/lcev, Insula AVnonum). lIiHEKNrA or

Irdand is usually spoken of as a separate island,

but is sometime;^ included under the general name
of the Insulae Britannioae (BptraviKal j/flo-oi),

which also comprehended the smaller islands around
the coast of Great Britain.—The etymology of the

word Britannia is uncertain, but it is derived by
most writers from the Celtic word Iritk or brit

“ painted," with reference to the custom of the

inhabitants of staining their bodies with a blue

colour: whatever may be the etymology of the

word, it is certain that it was used by the inha-

bitants themselves, since in the Gaelic the inha-

bitants are called Bryihon and their language Bry-
thofneg. The name Albion is probably derived from
the xoUie cliffi>« of the island

; but writers, who
derived the names of all lands and people from a
mythical ancestor, connected the name with one
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Albion, the son of Neptune.— The Britons were

Celts, belonging to that branch of the race called

Cyinry, and were apparently the aboriginal inha>

bitants of the country. Their manners and cus-

toms were in general the same as the Oauls ; but

separated more than the Gauls from intercourse

with civilised nations, they preserved the Celtic

religion in a purer state than in Gaul, and hence

Druidism, according to Caesar, was transplanted

from Gaul to Britain. The Britons also retained

many of the barbarous Celtic customs, which the

more civilised Gauls had laid aside. They painted

their bodies with a blue colour extracted from

woad, in order to appear more terrible in battle,

and they had wives in common. At a later time

thd Belgae crossed over from Gaul, and settled ton

the S. and E. coasts, driving the Biitons into Itie

interior of the island.— It was not till a late

riod that the Greeks and Romans obtained any
knowledge of Britain. In early times the Phoe-

nicians visited the Scilly islands and the coast of

Cornwall for the purpose of obtaining tin
j but

whatever knowledge they acquired of the country

they jealously kept secret, and it only transpired

that there were Cassiterides or Tin Idands in

the N. parts of the ocean. The first certain know-
ledge which the Greeks obtained of Britain was
from the merchants of Massilia about the time of

Alexander the Great, and especially from the

voyages of Pythkas, who sailed round a great

part of Britain. From this time it was generally

believed that the island was in the fonn of a tri-

angle, an error which continued to prevail even at

a later period. Another important mistake, which

likewise prevailed for a long time, was the position

of Britain in relation to Gaul and Spain. As the

“W.W. coast of Spain was supposed to extend too

far to the N., and the W. coast of Gaul to run

N.E., the lower part of Britain was believed to lie

between Spain and Gaul.— The Romans first be-

came personally acquainted with the island by

Caesar's invasion. He twice landed in Britain

(d. c. .55, 64), and though on the second occasion

he conquered the greater part of the S. E. of the

island, yet he did not take permanent possession

of any portion of the country, and after his de-

parture the Britons continued as independent as

before. The Romans made no further attempts

to conquer the island for nearly 100 years. In

the reign of Claudius (a. d. 43) they again

landed in Britain, and permanently subdued the

country S. of the Thames. They now began to

extend their conquests over the other parts of the

island; and the great victory (61) of Suetonius

Paulinus over the Britons who had revolted under

Boadicka, still further consolidated the Roman
dominions. In the reign of Vespasian, Peti-

lius Cerealis and Julius Frontinus made several

successful expeditions against the Silures and the

Briuantbs ; and the conquest of S. Britain was

at length finally completed by Agricola, who in 7

campaigns (78—84), subdued the whole of the

island as far N. as the Frith of Forth and the

Clyde, between which he erected a series of forts

to protect the Roman dominions from the incur-

sions of the barbarians in the N. of Scotland. The
Roman part of Britain was now called Britannia

Romana^ and the N. part inhabited by the Cale-

donians BriUinnia Barbara or Caledonia. The
Romans however gave up the N. conquests of

Agricola in the reign of Hadrian, and made a ram-
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part of turf from the Aestuarium Itnna (Solteap

Prith) to the German Ocean, which formed the N.
boundary of their dominions. In the reign of

Antoninus Pius the Romans again extended their

boundary as far as the conquests of Agricola, and
erected a rampart connecting the Forth and the

Clyde, the remains of which are now called Grimes
Dyke^ Grime in the Celtic language signifying great

or powerful. The Caledonians afterwards broke

through this wall
;
and in consequence of their

repeated devastations of the Roman dominions,

the emperor Severus went to Britain in 208, in

order to conduct the war against them in person.

He died in the island at Eboracum {York) in 21 1,

after erecting a solid stone wall from the Solway
to the mouth of the Tyne, a little N. of the ram-
part of Hadrian. After the death of Severus, the

Romans relinquished for ever all their conquests

N. of this w’all. In 287 Carausius assumed the

purple in Britain, and reigned as emperor, inde-

pendent of Diocletian and Maximian, till his assas-

sination by Allectus in 293. Allectus reigned 3
years, and Britain was recovered for the cniperoi’s

in 296. Upon the resignation of the cmp4ie by
Diocletian and Maximian (305), Britain fell to

the share of Constantius, who died at Eboracum in

306, and his son Constantine assumed in the island

the title of Caesar. Shortly afterwards the Cale-

donians, who now appear under the names of Piets

and Scots, broke through the wall of Severus, and
the Saxons ravaged the coasts ot Britain

;
and the

declining power of the Roman empire was unable

to afford the province any effectual assistance. In

the reign of Valentinian I., Theodosius, the father

of the emperor of that name, defeated the Piets

and Scots (367); but in the reign of Honorius,

Constantine, who had been proclaimed emperor in

Britain (407), withdrew all the Roman troops

from the island, in order to make himself niastcr

of Ganl. The Britons were thus left exposed to

the ravages of the Piets and Scots, and at length,

in 447, they called in the assistance of the Saxons,

who became the masters of Britain.— The Roman
dominions of Britain formed a single province till

the time of Severus, and were governed by a le-

gatus of the emperiy. Severus divided the country

into 2 provinces, Britannia Superior and Inferior^

of which the latter contained the earlier conquests

of the Romans in the S. of the island, and the

former the later conquests in the N., the territories

of the Silures, Brigantes, &c. Upon the new di-

vision of the provinces in the reign of Diocleti m,
Britain was governed by a Vimrius^ subject to the

Praefeclus Praetorio of Gaul, and was divided

into 4 provinces, (1) Britannia prima. the country

S. of the Thames
: (2) Britannia Secunda^ Wales

;

(3) Maxima Caesariensis^ the country between the

Thames and the Humber
: (4) Flavia Caesarientis^

the country between the Humber and the Roman
wall. Besides these, there- was also a fifth pro-

vince, Valentia. which existed for a short time,

including ;the conquests of Theodosius beyond the

Roman wall.

Britaxmlons, son of the emperor Claudius and
Mes8alina,wa8 bom a. d. 42. Agrippina, the second

wife of Claudius, induced the emperor to adopt her
oivn son, and give him precedence over Britannicus.

This son, the emperor Nero, ascended ths throne

in 54, and caused Britannicus to be poisoned in

the following year.

BntSmartis (BpirSfiapris, usually derived from



fipiTvs^ sweet or blessing, and fidpris^ a maiden)

was a Cretan nymph, daughter of Zeus and Carme,

and beloved by Minos, who pursued her 9 months,

till at length she leaped into the sea and was

changed by Artemis into a goddess. She seems

to have been originally a Cretan divinity who pre-

sided over the sports of the chase
j
on the intro-

duction of the worship of Artemis into Crete she

was naturally placed in some relation with the

lattergoddess ;
and at lengtli the 2 divinities be-

came identified, and Britomartis is called in one

legend the daughter of Leto. At Aegina Brito-

inartis was worshipped under the name of Aphaea.
Brizellum (Brixellanus : Bregella or BrMcella\

a town on the right bank of the Po in Gallia Cis-

alpina, where the emperor Otho put himself to

death, a. d. 69.

Brixia (Brixianus : Brescia\ a town in Gallia

Cisalpina on the road from Comum to Aquileia,

through which the river Mella flowed (Jlavus quam
molli percurrit fiumine Mdla^ Catull. Ixvii. 33).

It was probably founded by the Etruscans, was

afterwards a town of the Libui and then of the

Certimani, and finally became a Homan municipium

with the rights of a colony.

BrSmXug {Bp6ptos\ a surname of Dionysus, i. e.

the noisy god, from the noise of the Bacchic rev<el-

iies (from

Brontes. [Cyclopes.]

BmchliLm. [Alexandria.]
BmctSri, u people of Germany, dwelt on each

side of the Ainisia (JEms) and extended S. as far

as the Luppia {Lippe). The Bructeri joined the

Bata\i in their revolt against the Romans in a. d.

(>9, and the prophetic virgin, Vxleoa, who had so

much influence among the German tribes, was a
native of their country. A few years afterwards

the Bructeri were almost annihilated by the Cha-
mavi and Angrivarii. (Tac. (werm. 33.)

Bnmdiisluin or BrundislTiin {Bpfvrfifftov, Bptv.

rdaiotf

:

Brundusinus ; Brindisi)^ a town in Cala-

bria, on a small bay of the Adriatic, forming an
excellent harbour, to which the place owed its im-

portance. The Appia Via terminated at Brundu-

sium, and it was the usual place of embarkation
for Greece and the East. It was an ancient town,

and probably not of Greek origin, although its

foundation is ascribed by some writers to the

Cretans, and by others to Diomede. It was at

first governed by kings of its own, but was con-

quered and colonized by the Romans, b.€. 245.

The poet Pacuvius was bom at this town, and Virgil

died here on his return from Greece, b. c. 19.

Bruttlum, BrnttiaB and Brattionmi Ager
(BpcTTia: Bruttius), more usually called Bruttii

after the inhabitants, the S. extremity of Italy,

separated from Lucania by a line drawn from the

mouth of the Laus to Thurii, and surrounded on
the other 3 sides by the sea. It was the coxmtry

called in ancient times Oenotria and Italia. The
country is mountainous, as the Apennines run

through it down to the Sicilian Straits ; it con-

tained excellent pasturage for cattle, and the val-

leys produced good com, olives, and fruit— The
earliest inhabitants of the country were Oenotrions.

Subsequently some Lucaniaus, who had revolted

from their countrymen in Lucania, took possession

of the coimtry, and were hence called Bruttii or

Bretlii^ which word is said to mean “rebels” in

the lan^ge of the Lucaniaus. This people, how-

ever, iimabited only the interior of the land ; the

coast was almost entirely in the possession of the

Greek colonies. At the close of the •2nd Punic war,

in which the Bruttii had been the allies of Han-
nibal, they lost their independence and w ere treated

by the Romans with great severity'. They were

declared to be public slaves, and were employed

as lictors and servants of the magistrates.

Brutus, Junius. 1. L., son of M. Junius and
of Tarquinia, the sister of Tarquinius Huperbus.

His elder brother was murdered by Tarquinius,

and Lucius escaped his brother's fate only by
feigning idiotcy, whence he received the surname
of Bmtus. After Lucretia had stabbed herself^

Bmtus roused the Romans to expel, the Tarquins
;

and upon the banishment of the latter he was
e^ctod first consul with Tarquinius Collatinus.

lie loved fais country better than his children, and
to death his 2 sons, who hod attempted to re-

tore the Tarquins. He fell in battle the same
year, fighting against Aruns, the sou of Tarquinius.

Bmtus was the great hero in the legends about the

expulsion of the Tarquins, but we have no means
of determining what part of the account is histori-

cal.— 2. D., sumanied Scakva, magister equitum
to the dictator Q. Publilius Philo, jlc. 339, and
consul in 325, when he foiigjit against the Vestini.— 3. D., sumaraed ScAEVA, consul 292, conquered

the Faliscans.— 4. M., tribune of the plebs 195,
praetor 191, when he dedicated the temple of the

Great Idaean Mother, one of the ambassadors sent

into Asia 189, and consul 178, when he subdued
the Istri. He was one of the ambassadors sent

into Asia in 171.— 6. P., tribune of the plebs

195, curule acdilc 192, praetor 190, propraetor in

Further Spain, 189.— 6. D., sumamed Gallak-
CU8 (Callaecus) or Callaicur, consul 138,

commanded in Further Spain, and conquered ,3^
great part of Lusit&nin. - From his victory over the

Gallaeci he obtained his surname. He was a pa-

tron of the poet L. Accuis, and well versed in

Greek and Roman literature. —7. D., son of No.

6, consul 77, and husband of Sempronia, who
carried on an intrigue with Catiline. — 8. B.,

adopted by A. Postumius Albiuua, consul 99, and
hence called Brutus Albinus. He served under
Caesar in Gaul and in the civil war. He com-
manded Caesar’s fleet at the siege of Massilia, 49,

and was afterw.ards placed over Further Gaul. On
his return to Romo Brutus was promised the prae-

torship and the government of Cisalpine Gaul for

44. Nevertheless, he joined the conspiracy against

Caesar. After the death of the latter (44) he
went into Cisalpine Gaul, which he refused to sur-

render to Antony, who had obtained this province

from the people. Antony made war against him,

and kept him besieged in Mutina, till the siege

was raised in A’pril 43 by the consuls Hirtius and
Pansa, and Octavianus. But Bmtus only obtained

a short respite. Antony was preparing to march
against him from the N. with a large amiy, and
Cktavianus, who had deserted the senate, was
marching against him from the S. His only re-

source was flight, but he was betrayed by Camil-

luai, a Gaulish chief, and was put to death by
Antony, 4.3.— 9. If., praetor 88, belonged to the

party of Marius, and put an end to his oVn life in

82, that be might not fall into the bands of Pom-
pey, who commanded Sulla’s fleet.— 10. L., also

called Damasifpus, praetor 82, when the younger
Marius was blockaded at Praeneste, put to death

at'Rome by order of Marius several of the most
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eminent senator# of the opposite party.— 11. IE.,

married Servilia, the half-sister of Cato of Utica,

lie was tribune of tho plebs, 8.3 ; and in 77 he

espoused the cause of Lepidus, and was placed in

command of the forces in Cisalpine Gaul, where he

was slain by command of Pompey.— 12. M., the

so-called tyrannicide, son of No. 11 and Servilia.

He lost his father when he was only 8 j'cars old,

and was trained by his uncle Cato in the princi-

ples «)f the nristocratical party. According!}', on

the breaking out of the civil war, 49, he joined

Pompey, although ho was the murderer of his

father. After the battle of Pharsalia, 48, he was
not only pardoned by Caesar, but received from

him the greatest marks of confidence and favour.

Caesar made him governor of Cisalpine Gaul in 4^,
and praetor in 44, and also promised him the a-
vemment of Macedonia. But notwithstanding

the obligations he was under to Caesar, he was pen
suaded by Cassius to murder his benefactor under

the delusive idea of again establishing the republic.

[Caesar.] After the murder of Caesar Brutus

spent a short time in Italy, and then took possession

of the province of Macedonia. He was joined hy
Cassius who commanded in Syria, and their united

forces were opposed to those of Octavian and An-
tony. Two battles Avere fought in the neighbour-

hood of Philippi (42), in the former of which Brutus

was victorious though CassiuS was defeated, but in

the latter Brutus also was defeated and put an end
to his own life.— Brutus's wife was Porcia, the

daughter of Cato.— Brutus was an ardent student

of literature and philosophy, but he appears to

have been deficient in judgment and original power.

He wrote several works, all of which have perished.

He Avas a literary friend of Cicero, who dedicated

him his Ttuiculanue JJispirtutinnes^ De Ftnifjus^

and Orator^ and who has given *ihc name of Brutus

to his dialogue on illustrious orators.

Bryaxis {Bpva^is), an Athenian statuary in

stone and metal, lived b. c. 37*2—312.

Brygi or Bryges (Bpiryoj, Bpl7es), a barbarous

people in the N. of Macedonia, probably of Illyrian

or Thracian origin, Avho Avere still in Macedonia at

the time of the Persian Avar. The Phrygians Avere

believed by the ancients to have been a portion of

this people, Avho emigrated to Asia in early times.

[Phryoia.]
Babassus (Bv^ao-cos), an .nneient city of Cnria,

E. of Cnidus, which gave name to the bay (Bu-

bassius Sinus) and the peninsula {v Xspffovr^ffos

Bv€a(ra'iT}), on Avhich it stood. Ovid speaks of

Buft&sides nurus (il/cf. ix. 643).

Bubastis (BoD^ao-ris), daughter of Osiris and

Isis, an Egyptian divinity, Avhom the Greeks iden-

tified with Artemis, since she Avas the goddess of

the moon. The cut Avas sacred fb her, and she

was represented in the form of a cat, or of a female

with the head of a cat.

Bubastis or -us {BoiSacTis or -or : Bou^aerTf-

rris : Tel Basta^ Rn.), the capital of the Nomos
Bubastites in LoAver Egypt, stood on the E. bank of

the Pelusiac branch of the N ile, and was the chief

seat of the Avorship of Bubastis, whose annual festival

was kept here. Under the Persians the city was
dismantled, and lost much of its importance.

Bubulous, C. Junius, consul b. a 31 7, a second

time in 313, and a third time in 311 ;
in the last

of these years ho carried on the war against the

Samnites with great success. He*'was censor in

and dictator in 302, when he defeated the

BURGUNDIONES.
Aequian#

;
in his dictatorship he dedicated the

temple of Safety which he had vowed in his third

consulship. The walls of this temple were adorned
Avith paintings by C. Fahius Pictor.

B&cSphhla or -la ( Boux^^oAa or -dAeta: Jhe~
/«>n), a city on the Hydaspes (Jhelum) in N.
India (the Bunjah)^ built by Alexander, after his

battle with Poms, in memory of his favourito

charger Bucephalus, Avhom he buried here. It

stood at the place where Alexander crossed the
riA’er, and where General Gilbert crossed it (Feb.

1849) after the battle of Goojerat.

BdcS^pb&lus (BovK6(paAos), the celebrated horse

of Alexander the Great, Avhicb Philip purchased
for 13 talents, and which no one Avas able to bre.ak

in except the 3'outhful Alexander. This hnrsc

carried Alexander through his Asiatic campaign!,,

and died in India B. c. .327. Sec Buf kchai-.a.

Budalla, a tOAvn in Lower Pannomsi near Sir-

mium, the birth-place of the emperor Deeius.

Budini (BooSii'ot), a Scythian people, Aiho dwelt

N. of the Sauromatae in the steppes of S. Russia.

Herodotus (iv. 108) calls the nation y\avK6v re

Hat iru^^bi/, which some interpret “Avitli bluos^yes

and red hair,” and others “ painted blue and red.’’

BudSrou (BobSopoi/), a fortress in Salamis on a
promontory of the same name opposite Megara.

Bulls (BooAis) and Sperthias (:iirfp6i7}<:\ two
Spartans, voluntarily Avent to Xerxes and offered

themselves for punishment to atone for the murder
of the heralds Avhom Darius had sent to Sjuirta

;

but they were dismissed uninjured by tlie king.

Bulls (BoiiAts : BoiiAios), a toAvn in Phocis on
the Corinthian gulf, and on the borders of Boeotia.

Bullis (Biillinus, Bullio -Cnis, Bulliensis), a
toAvn of Illyria on the coast, S. of Apollouia.

Bup&lus and his brother Athenis, sculptors of

Chios, liA’ed about b, c. 500, and are said to hn\o
made caricatures of the poet llipponax, Avhich the

poet requited by the bitterest satires.

Bup^as (Booi^pdr), a mountain in Messenia
near Pylos.

Bupr&slum (Bovnpd<riov: -(rices, -triSrjs)^

an nneient town in Elis, mentioned in the Iliad,

which had disappeared in the time of Strabo.

Bura (Bovpa : BovpaloSy Boupios), one ol the 12
cities of Achaia, destroyed by an eartlnpiake, toge-

ther with Helice, but subsequently rebuilt.

Burdlg&la (Boi;pSl7aAa ; Bordeanr)^ tlie capital

of the Bituriges Vivisci in Aquitania, on the left

bank of the Garumna {Garonne)^ Avas a place of

great commercial importance, and at a later tiino

one of the chief scats of literature and learning.

It Avas the birth-place of the poet Ausoniiis.

BurgundiSnes or Burgundii, a powerful nation

of Geimany, dwelt originally hetAveen the Viadus
(Orfer) and the Vistula, and Avere of the same race

as the Vandals or Goths. They pretended, how-
ever, to be descend.ants of the Romans, Avhom
Drusus and Tiberius had left in Germany as gar-

risons, but this descent was evidently invented by
them to obtain more easily from the Romans a
settlement W. of the Rhine. They were driven

out of their original abodes between the Oder and
the Vistula by the Gepidae, and the greater part

of them migrated W. and settled in the country on
the Main, where they carried on frequent wars

with their neighbours the AlemannL In the 5th

century they settled \V. of the Alps in Gaul, where
they founded the powerful kingdom of Burgundy.

Their chief towns were Geneva and Lyons.
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Bnrli, a people of Germany, dwelt near the
{

Byblif (Bv9\(s), daughter of Miletus and Ido-

sources of the Oder and Vistula, uid joined the thea, was in love with her brother Caunus, whom
Marcomanni in their war against the Romans in ' she pursued through various lands, till at length

the reign of M. Aurelius. worn out with sorrow, she was changed into a

Bnirns, Afranlut, was appointed by Claudius fountain,

pracfectus praetorio, A. d. 52, and in conjunction Byblm (Bi^Aor : Bi^dAior : J’lsietZ), a very an-

with Seneca conducted the education of Nero. He cient city on the coast of Phoenicia, between Bery-

opposed Nero's tyrannical acts, and was at length ' tus and Tripolis, a little N. of the river Adonis,

poisoned by command of the emperor, 63. It was the chief seat of the worship of Adonis.

Bursa. [Plancus.] It was governed by a succession of petty princes,

Bursao (Bursaoensis, Bursavolensis), a town.of the last «f whom was deposed by Pompey.

the Autrigonae in Hispania Tarraconensis. BylasSra (BwAdfcvpa), a town in Paeonia, in

Busirls (BotVtptr), king of Egypt, son of Posei- Macedonia, on the river Astycus.

don and Lysianassa, is said to have sacrificed all Byrsa (B^ptra), the citadel of Carthago.
foreigners that visited Egypt. Hercules, on his Bysaolum or ByiaoSua Bsgio (BvffdKtov, Bo>

arrival in Egypt, was likewise seized and led to the : S. part of TStnis)^ tho S. portion of

altar, but he broke his chains, and slew Busiris. tl^Roman province of Africa. [ApRiCA,p. 23, b.J

This myth seems to point out a time when the ^^yxantXxii Soriptdres, the general name of the

Egyptians were accustomed to offer human sacri- historians, who have given an account of the Eastern

fices to their deities. or Byzantine empire from the time of Constantine

Busiris (Bovffipis: Boimplrris). 1. (Abousir^ the Great, a. d. 325, to the destruction of the era-

Ru.), the capital of the Nomos Busirites in Lower pire, J 453. They aJl wrote in Greek, and may be

Eg^t, stood just in the middle of the Delta, on divided into different classes. 1. The historians,

the v/. bank of the Nile, and had a great temple whose collected works form an uninterrupted his-

of Isis, the remains of which are still standing.— tory of the Byzantine empire, and whose writings

2. (Ahotmr near JizeU\ a small town, a little are therefore called Corpus Historiae Byxantiwxe.
N.W. of Memphis. They are: (1) Zonaras, who begins with

Buteo, Fabius. 1. N., consul b. c. 247, in the the creation of the world, and brings his his*

first Punic war, was employed in the siege of tory down to 1 188. (2) Njckphorus Aoomina-
Drepanum.— 2. M., consul 245, also in tho first tos, whose history extends from 11 88 to 1206. (3)

Punic war. In 216 he was appointed dictator to Nickphorus Gregoras, whose history extends

fill up the vacancies in the senate occasioned by from 1204 to 1331, (4) Laonicus Chalcondy-
tho battle of Cannae.— 3. Q., praetor 181, witlJ lks, whose history extends from 1297 to 1462:

the province of Cisalpine Gaul. In 179 he was^ his work is continued by an anonymous writer to

one »)f the triumvirs for founding a Latin colony in 1565.— 2. The chronographers, who give a brief

the territory of the Pisani. chronological summary of universal histoiy from

Butes (Boirrrjy), son of either Teleon or Pandion the creation of the|irorld to their own times. These-

or Amyous, and Zeuxippe. He was one of the Ar- writers are very numerous : the most important of

gonauts,and priest of Athena and of the Erechthean them are Georgius Synckllus, Thkophanes,
I’.iseidon. The Attic family of the Butadae or Nicephorus, Cedrknus, Simeon Mstaphrar-
EU'obiitadae derived their origin from him.; and in tbs, Michael Glycas, the authors of the Chro-

the Ercchtheum on the Acropolis there was an altar nicon Pasclialey &c.— 3. The writers who have

dedicated to Butes. treated of separate portions of Byzantine historj*,

Butbrotum {Bovdpwrdv ; Bovdpdrios : Butrin- such as Zosimus, Procopius, Agatuias, Anna
fo), a town of Epirus on a small peninsula, opposite Comnena, &c.— 4. The writers who have treated

Corcyra, was a flourishing setb-port and was colo- of the constitution, antiquities, &c., of the empire,

iiized by the Romans. such as Laurkntius Lydus, Conrtantinus VI.

Bflto (BouTtii), an Egyptian divinity, worshipped Porphyrooennbtus.— A collection of the By-
principaliy in the town of Buro. She was the zantine writers was published at Paris by command
imrsc of llonis and Biibastis, the children of Osiris of Louis XIV. in 36 vols. foL 1645—1711. A
and Isis, and she saved them from the persecutions reprint of this edition, with additions, was pub-

of Typhon by concealing them in the floating island lished at Venice in 23 vols. foL 1727—1733. A
of Chemnis. The Greeks identified her with Lcto, new edition of the Byzantine writers was com-

and represented her as the goddess of night The raenced by Niebuhr, Bonn, 1828, 8vo., and is still

shrew-mouse (fivyahij) and the hawk were sacred in course of publication.

to her. Bya»ntlllin (BuftfpTtop : Bu^ciprior, Byzantius

:

BtLtS (Bovrwy Boutt/, or BoOroy : BovrotrTjs : Constantimple)^ a town on the Thracian Bosporus,

Baltim ? Ru.), the chief city of the Nomos Chera- founded by the Megarians, B, c. 658, is said to

mites in Lower Egypt, stood near the Sebcnnytic have derived its name from Byzas, the leader of

branch of the Nile, on the Lake of Buto (Bovtik^ the colony and the son of Poseidon. It was situated

XfjLiPT?, also 2t€evvvriK^)y and was celebrated for on 2 hills, was 40 stadia in circumference, and ita

its oracle of the goddess Buto, in honour of whom acropolis stood on the site of tho present se^lio.

a festival was held at the city every year. Its ^vourable position, commanding as it did the

Btizentiim(BuxcntInu8,Buxentiu8: Policastro\ entrance to the Euxine, soon rendered it a place of

originally PyxiiE (riofoCs), a town on the W. coast great commercial importance. It was ti^ca by

of Lucania and on the river Buxentios, was Fausanias after the battle of Plataea, & c. 479 ;

founded by Micythus, tyrant of Messana, b. c. and it was alternately in the possession of the

471, and was afterwai^s a Roman colony. Athenians and Lacedaemonians during the Pelo-

Byblini IContei (t^ BieKiva 6pri)y therooun- ponnesian wan The Lacedaemonians were expelled

tains whence the Nile is said to flow in the my- from Byzantium by Thrasybulus m 896, and the

thical geography of Aeschylus {Prom. 811). city remained independent for some years. After-

K
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wards it became 8ul)ject in succession to the Mace- Cadi (KdSot: KaJfrivSt: Kodus\ a city of

donians and the Ilomans. In the civil war between Phrygia Epictetus, on the borders of Lydia.

Pescennius Niger and Severus, it espoused the Cadm§a. [Thkbab.]
cause of the fturoer : it was taken by Severus a. d. Cadmus (KoS/aos). 1. Son of Agenor, king of

1.06 after a siege of 3 years, and a considerable Phoenicia, and of Telephassa, and brother of Eu-
part of it Avas destroyed. A new city was built ropa. Another legend makes him a native of

by its side (330) by Constantine, who made it the Thebes in Egypt When Europa was carried off

capital of the empire, and changed its name into by Zeus to Crete, Agenor sent Cadmus in scorch

CoNSTANTiNOPonis. of his sister, enjoining him not to return without

her. Unable to find her, Cadmus settled in Thrace,

but having consulted the oracle at Delphi, he wtis

C. command^ by the god to follow a cow of a cer-

tain kind, and to build a town on the spot where
G&b&lia or -is (Ka^aAfo, KaMoKisx Ka^oXc^r, the cow should sink down with fatigue. Cadmus

Ka^ctAtos), a small district of Asia Minor, between found the cow in Phocis and followed her into

Lycia and Pamphylia, with a town of the sa^\e Boeotia, where she sank down on the spot on

name. B which Cadmus built Cadmea, afterwards the ci-

C&b&sa or -ns (Kd^euror: Ko^atrlriir), the chi^f tadel of Thebes. Intending to sacrifice the cow
city of the Nomos Cabasltcs, in Lower Egypt. to Athena, he sent some persons to the neighbour-

Cabilldnum {Ch&lonB~sur-3a6ne\ a town of the ing well of Ares to fetch water. This well was
Aedui on the Arar {Saone) in Gallia Lugdunen- guarded by a dragon, a son of Ares, who killed

sis, was a place of some commercial activity when the men sent by Cadmus. Thereupon Cadmus slew

Caesar was in Gaul (a c. 53). At a later time the dragon, and, on the advice of Athena, sowed
the Romans kept a small fleet here. the teeth of the monster, out of which armcA men

Cabira (r^t k<i€eipa : Swas)^ a place in Pontus, grew up called Sparti or the Sown^ who killed

on the borders of Armenia, near M. Paryadres : a each other, Avith the exception of 5, who were the

frequent residence of Mithridates, who was de- ancestors of the Thebans. Athena assigned to

feated here by Lucullus, n. c. 71. Pompey made Cadmus the government of Thebes, and Zeus gave

it a city, and named it Diospolis. Under Augustus bim Harmonia for his wife. The marriage solem-

it Avns called Sebastc. nity was honoured by the presence of all the

Cabiri (Kd^cipot), mystic divinities who occur Olympian gods in the Cadmea. Cadmus gave to

in various parts of the ancient world. The mean- Harmonia the famous peplus and necklace which

ing of their name, their character and nature, are ji^c had received from Hephaestus or from Euro()a,

quite uncertain. They were chiefly worshipped at and he became by her the father of Autonoe, Ino,

Samothrace, Lemnos, and Imbros, and their mys- Semele, Agave, and Polydorus. Subsequently

teries at Samothrace were solemnized with great Cadmus and Harmonia quitted Thebes, and went
"Splendour. (Sec Diet o/w4nh a/'t. Ua5«na.) They to the Enchclians; this people chose Cadmus us

were also worshipped at Thebes, Anthedon, Per- their king, and with his assistance they conquered

gamus, and elsewhere. Most of the early writers the Illyrians. After this, Cadmus had another

appear to have regarded them as the children of son, whom ho called Illyrius. In the end, Cndiuug

Tlcphaestus and as inferior divinities dwelling in and Harmonia were changed into serpents, and weic

Stimothrace, Lemnos, and Imbros. Later writers removed by Zeus to Elysium.— Cadmus is said to

identify them with Demeter, Persephone, and Rhea, have introduced into Greece from Phoenicia or

and regard their mysteries us solemnized in honour Egypt an alphabet of 16 letters, and to have been

of one of these goddesses. Other writers identify the first who worked the mines of mount Pangaeon
the Cabiri with the Dioscuri (Castor and Pollux), in Thrace. The story of Cadmus seems to suggest

and others again with the Roman Penates ; but the immigration of a Phoenician or Egyptian colony

the latter notion seems to have arisen with those into Greece, by means of which the alphabet, the

writers Avho traced every ancient Roman insti- art of mining, and civilization, come into the coun-

tution to Troy, and thence to Samothrace. tiy. But many modem writers deny the existence

CabjPle (Ko^uAt?: Ka^uAijeds : Golowitxa)^ a of any such Phoenician or Egj'ptian colony, and
town in the interior of Thrace, conquered by M. regard Cadmus as a Pclasgian divinity.— 2. Of
Lucullus, probably the Goloe of the Byzantine Miletus, a son of Pandion, the earliest Greek his-

writers. torian or logographer, lived about b. c. 540. He
CacoB, son of Vulcan, was a huge giant, who wrote a work on the foundation of Miletus and the

inhabited a cave on Mt Aventin*, and plundered earliest history of Ionia generally, in 4 books, but

the surrounding country. When Hercules came the work extant in antiquity under the latter name
to Italy with the oxen which he had token from was considered a forgery.

Geryon in Spain, Cacus stole part of the cattle Oadmui (KdS/aor). I. (M. Baba) a mountain

while the hero slept
;
and, os he dragged tlie oni- in Carlo, on the borders of Phrygia, containing the

male into his cave by their tails, it was impossible sources of the rivers Cadmus and Lycus.— 2. A
to discover their traces. But when the remaining small rivez.of Phrygia, flowing N. into the Lycus.

oxen passed by the cave, those within began to Cadnroi, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, in the

bellow, and were thus discovered, whereupon Cacus country now called Querci (a corruption of Codurci),

was slam by Hercules. In honour of his victory, were celebrated for their manufactories of linen,

Hercules dedicated the am nuurima^ which conti- coverlets, &c. Their capital was Diyona, after-

nued to exist ages afterwards in Rome. wards Civitas Cadnroomm, now CW/ors, where
Caoj^&rif (KaKtimipis or KaK6iretpis : CoMibilt), are the remains of a Roman amphitheatre and of

a river in Sicily, S. of Syracuse. an aqueduct A part of the town still bears the

Cad£iia (rd KaSr^m), a strong city of Cappa- name les Caduroas.

docia, the residence of the last king, Archelatia. Cadftsii (KaSo^^tOl), or Odlae (rnAcu), a power-
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ful Scytbian tribe in tbo mountains S.W. of tbe

Caspian, on tbe borders of Media Atropatene.

Under tbe Medo-Persian empire they were trou-

blesome neighbours, but tbe Syrian kings appear

to have reduced them to tributary auxiliaries.

Cad^tis (KdSvrir), according to Herodotus, a
great city of the Syrians of Palestine, not much
smaller than Sardis, was taken by Necho, king of

Egypt, after bis defeat of the “ Syrians ” at Mag-
dolus. It is now pretty well established that by
Cadytis is meant Jeru^em, and that the battle

mentioned by Herodotus is that in which Necho
defeated aitd slew king Josiah at Megiddo, b. c.

608. (Comp. Herod, ii. 159, iii. 5, with 2 Kings
xxiii. and 2 Qiron. xxxv. xxxvi.)

Caecnia. 1. Caia, the Roman name of Tana-
QUIL, wife of Tarquinius Priscus.—>2. Metella,

daughter of L. Mctellus Dalmaticus, consul b. c.

119, was first married to M. Aemilius Scaurus,

consul in 115, and afterwards to the dictator Sulla.

She fell ill in 81, during the celebration of Sulla's

triumphal feast
;
and as her recovery was hopeless,

S]ma for religious reasons sent her a bill of divorce,

ana had her removed from his house, but honoured

her memory with a splendid funeral.— 3. Daughter

of T. Pomponius Atticus, called Caecilia, because

her father took the name of his uncle, Q. Caecilius,

by whom he was adopted. She was married to

AI. Vip'sanius Agrippa. [Attiocs.]
CaecRIa Oens, plebeian, claimed descent from

Cakculus, the founder of Praenestc, or Caecas,

the companion of Aeneas. Most of the Caecilii

are mentioned under their cognomens, Bassus,
Mktkli.us, Rufus: for others see below.

Caecilius. 1. Q,., a wealthy Roman eques, who
adopted his nephew Atticus in his will, and left

the latter a fortune of 10 millions of sesterces.—

2. Caecilius Calactinus, a Greek rhetorician at

Rome in the time of Augustus, was a native of

Cale Acte in Sicily (whence his name Calactinus).

He wrote a great number of works on rhetoric,

grammar, and historical subjects. All these works
are now lost

;
hut they were in great repute with

the rhetoricians and critics of the imperial period.— 3. Caecilius Statius, a Roman comic poet, the

immediate ]>redeGessor of Teromce, was by birth an
Insubrian Gaul, and a native of Milan. Being a
slave ho bore the servile appellation of Siatim,

which was afterwards, probably when he received

his freedom, converted into a sort of cognomen, and
he became known as Caecilius Statius. He died

B. c. 16'8. We have the titles of 40 of his dramas,

but only a few fragments of them are preserved.

They appear to have belonged to the class of PeU-
liatae, that is, were free tniiislations or adaptations

of the works of Greek writers of the new comedy.

The Romans placed Caecilius in the first rank of

comic poets, classing him with Plautus and Terence.

Caeolna, the name of a family of the Etruscan

city of Volaterrae, probably derived from the river

Caccina, which flows by the town.— 1. A. Caeci-

na, whom Cicero defended in a law-suit, b. c. 69.

— 2. A. Caeciua, son of the preceding, published

a libellous work against Caesar, and was in con-

sequence sent into exile after the battle of Phar-

salia, b. c. 48. He afterwards joined the Pom-
peians in Africa, and upon the defeat of the latter

in 46, he surrendered to Caesar, who spared his

life. Cicero wrote several letters to Caecira,-and

speaks of him as a ipan of ability. Caecina was

the author of a work on the Etrusoa DiscipUna,^
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8. A. Caecina Sevenis, a distinguished general

in the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius. He was
governor of Moesia in a. d. 6, when he fought

against the two Bates in the neighbouring pro-

vinces of Dalmatia and Pannonia. [Bato.] In
15 he fought as the legate of Oermanicus, against

Arminius, and in consequence of his success re-

ceived the insignia of a triumph.— 4. Caecina
Tusons, son of Nero's nurse, appointed governor

of Egypt by Nero, but banished for making uso

of the baths which had been erected in antici-

pation of tile emperor's arrival in Egypt. He re-

tiurned from banishment on the death of Nero, a. d.

68.-5. A. Caecina AUenus, was quaestor in Bau-
tica in Spain at Nero's death, and was one of the

fjlremost in joining the party of Galba. He was
Awarded by Gall» with the command of a legion

‘m Upper Germany; but, being detected in em-
bezzling some of the public money, the emperor
ordered him to be prosecuted. Caecina, in revenge,

joined VitelHus, and was sent by the latter into

Italy with an array of 30,000 men towards the

end of 68. After ravaring the countrj” of the Hcl-
vetii, he crossed the Alps by the pass of the Great

St. l^mard, and laid siege to Placentia, from whicli

he was repulsed by the troops of Otho, who had
succeeded Galba. Subsequently he was joined by
Fabius Valcns, another general of Viteilius, and
their nnited forces gained a victory over Otho’s

army at Bedriacum. Viteilius having thus gained

the throne, Caecina was made consul on the Ist of

September, 69, and was shortly afterwards sent

against Antonius Primus, the general of Vespa-
sian. But he again proved a traitor, and espoused
the cause of Vespasian. Some years afterwards

(79), he conspired apinst Vesppian, and wa8_
slain by order «f Titus.— 6. Beclns AlbintfJi'

Caecina, a Roman satirist in the time of Area-
dius and Honorius.

CaecXnns (KaiKiv6s or KaiKri'oy),a river in Bnit-

tiuin flowing into the Sinus Scylacius by the town
Caeoi^m.
Ca4kbas Ager, a marshy district in Lntium,

bordering on the giilf of Amyclae close to Fundi,

celebrated for its wine {Caecvhum) in the age of

Horace. In the time of Pliny the reputation of

this wine was entirely gone. (See Diet, of Ant.
p. 1207, a, 2nd ed.)

CaecUof, an ancient Italian hero, son of Vulcan,

is said to have founded Praeneste.

Caeles or Caellna Vibenna, the leader of an

Etruscan army, is said to have come to Romo in

the reign either of Romulus or of Tarquinius Pris-

cus, and to have settled with his troops on the hill

called after him the Caelian.

Caellns or CmUtis. 1. Autipater. [Antipatxr.]— 2. AnreliauTii. [Aurelianur.]— 3. Caldnc.

[Caidus.]— 4. Euftia. [Rurus.]
Caellus or CoelXui Mona. [Roma.]
Caenae {Katvai : Senn)^ a city of Mesopotamia,

on the W. bank of the Tigris, opposite the mouth
of the Lycus.

Caene, CaenepSlis, or NeapMif (Kaivh irdXis,

N^i7 irdXij : Keneh\ a city of Upper Egypt, on the

right hank of the Nile, a little below Coptos and
opposite to Tentyra.

Caenena (Koiw^y), one of the Lapithae, son of

Elatus or Coronus, was originally a maiden named
Caenia, who was beloved by Poseidon, and was by
this god changed into a man, and rendered invul-

nerable. As a man he took part in the Argonautie
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expedition and the Calydonian hunt. In the battle

between the Lapithae and the Centaurs at the

marriage of Pirithous, ho was buried by the Cen-

taurs under a mass of trees, as they were *jnable to

kill him, but he was changed into a bird. In the

lower woiid Caeneus recovered his female form.

(Virg. Aen. vi. 448.)

Caeai or Caenloi, a Thracian people between
the Black Sea and the Panysus.

Caenina (Caeninensis), a town of the Sabines

in Latium, whose king Acron is said to have car-

ried on the first war against Rome. After their

defeat, most of the inhabitants removed to Rome.
Caenis. [Cabnxus.]
Caenyf (Katvur : Capo di Cavadlo or Coda di

7Wpe), a promontoiy of Bruttium opposite Sicilr.

CaepSlIos, M., of Tarracinu, one of Cutilinas

conspirators, was to induce the shepherds in Apulw
to rise : he escaped from the city, but was over-

taken in his flight, and was executed with the

other conspirators b. c. 63.

Caepio, Servllltu. 1. Cn., consul b. c. 253, in

the first Punic war, sailed with his colleague, C.

Sempronius Blaesus, to the coast of Africa.— 2.

Cn., curule aedile 207, praetor 205, and consul

203, wl»en he fought against Hannibal near Croton

in the S. of Italy. He died in the pestilence in

174.— 3. Cn., son of No. 2, curule aedile 17.0,

praetor 174, with Spain as his province, and consul

in 169.— 4. Q., son of No. 3, consul 142, was
adopted by Q. Fahius Maximus. [Maximus.]—
5. Cn., son of No. 3, consul 141, and censor 125.—
6. Cn., son of No. 3, consul 140, carried on war
against Viriathus in Lusitania, and induced two of

the friends of Viriathus to murder the latter.— 7.

Q., son of No. 6, was consul 106, when he proposed

"'ll law for restoring the judicia«ito the senators, of

which they had been deprived by the Serapronia

lex of C. Gracchus. He was afterwards sent into

Gallia Narbonensw to oppose the Cimbri, and
was in 105 defeated by the Cimbri, along with

the consul Cn. Mallius or Manlius. 80,000
soldiers and 40,000 camp-followers are saicHo have
perished. Caepio survived the battle, but 10

years afterwards (95) he was brought to trial by
the trihiuic C. Norbaniis on account of his mis-

conduct in this war. He was condemned and cast

into prison, where according to one account he

died, but it was more generally stated that he
escaped from prison, and lived in exile at Smyrna.— 8 . Q., quaestor urbanus 100, opposed the lex

frumentaria of Satuminus. In 91 he opposed the

measures of Drusus, and accused two of the most
distinguished senators, M. Scaunis and L. Philip-

pus. He fell in battle in the Social War, 90.

Caepio, Faimiui, conspired witlkMurena against

Augustus B. c. 22, and was put to death.

(Caerites, Caeretes, Caeretani ; Cervetrx)^

called by the Greeks AgjViA ( *'A7uAAa; Affj/Uina

urbs^ Virg. Aen. vii. 652), a city in Etruria situa-

ted on a small river (Caeritis amnis), W. of Veil

and 50 stadia from the coast. Tt was an ancient

Pelasgic city, the capital of the cniel Mezentius,

and was afterwards one of the 12 Etruscan cities,

with a territory extending* apparently as far as the

Tiber. In early times Caere was closely allied

with Rome
;
and when the latter city was taken

by the Gauls, B. c. 390, Caere mve refuge to the

Vestal virgins. It was from this event that the

Romans traced the origin of their word oaerimonia.

The Romans out of gratitude are said to have
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I conferred upon the Ciierites the Roman franchise

I
without the suflragium *, though it is not impnn

' bable that the Caerites enjoyed this honour pre-

viously. In 353, however, Caere joined Tarquinii

in making war against Rome, but was obliged to

purchase a truce with Rome for 100 years by the

forfeiture of half of its territory. From this time

Caere gradually sunk in importance, and was pro-

bably destroyed in the wars of Marius and Sulla.

It was restored by Drusus, who made it a muni-
cipium ; and it continued to exist till the 13th

century, when part of the inhabitants removed to

a site about 3 miles off, on which they bestowed
the same name (now Cen), while the old towui

was distinguished by the title of Vetus or Coen*

Vetorgy corrupted into Cervetriy which is a small

village with 100 or 200 inhabitants. Here have

been discovered, within the last few years, the

tombs of the ancient Caere, many of them in a

state of complete preservation.— The country

round Caere produced wine and a great quantity

of corn, and in its neighbourhood were warm baths

which were much frequented. Caere used tw its

sea-port the town of Pyrgi.
CaereUIa, a Roman lady frequently mentioned

in the correspondence of Cicero as distinguished

for her acquirements and her love of philosophy.

Caesar, the name of a patrician family of the

Julia gens, which traced its origin to lulus, the

son of Aeneas. [Julia Gbns.] Various etymo-

logies of the name are given by the ancient writers
;

but it is probably connected with the Latin word
caex-ar-iesy and the Sanskrit ktmy “ hair,” for it is

in accordance with the Roman custom for a surname
to be given to an individual from some peculiarity

in his personal appearance. The name* w^as as-

sumed by Augustus as the adopted son of the

dictator C. Julius Caesar, and wus hy Augustus
handed down to liis adopted sou Tiberius. It

continued to be used by Caligula, Claudius, and
Nero, as members either by adoption or female

descent of Caesar’s family ; but though the fiiniily

became extinct with Nero, succeeding emperors

still retained the name as part of their titles, and

it was the practice to prefix it to their own name,
as for instance, Imj^rator Caesar Domiiinnus Au-
gusim. When Hadrian adopted Aelius Verus, he

allowed the latter to take the title of C-aesar
;
and

from this time, though the title of Augustus con-

tinued to be confined to the reigning prince, that

of Caesar was also granted to the second person in

the state and the heir presumptive to the tlirone.

Caesar, JtUIos. L Sex., praetor b. c. 208, with

Sicily as his province.— 2. Sex., curule aedile, 165,

when the Hecyra of Terence was exhibited at the

Megalesian games, and consul 157.— 3. L., consul

90, fought against the Socii, and in the course of

the same year proposed the Lex Julia de Civitafey

which granted the citizenship to the Latins and the

Socii who had remained faithful to Rome. Caesar

was censor in 89 ; he belonged to the nristocmtical

n, and AVas put to death by Marius in 87.—
, stirnamed Strabo Vopiscus, brother of

No. .% was curule aedile 90, was a candidate for

the consulship in 88, and was slain along with his

* The Caerites appear to have been the first body of
Roman citizens who did not enjoy the suflfirage. Thus,
when a Roman citizen was struck nut of his tribe by the
Censors and made an aerarlan, he was said to become
one of the Caerites, since he had lost the suffrage : hence
we find the expressions in tabulae Caeritunt i^erte and
aerarittmfaeere used as synonymous.
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brother by Mforius in 87. He was one of the

chief orators and poets of his age, and is one of

the speakers in Cicero’s dialogue De OrtUore. Wit
was the chief characteristic of his oratory ; bat he

was deficient in power and energy. The names of

2 of his tragedies are preserved, the Adrasttu and
Tecmcssa.^h. L., son of No. 3, and uncle by his

sister Julia of M. Antony the triumvir. He was
consul 64, and belonged, like his father, to the

aristocratical party. He appears to have deserted

this party afterwards
; we find him in Gaul in 52

as one of the legates of C. Caesar, and he continued

in Italy during the civil war. After Caesar’s death

(44) he sided with the senate in opposition to his

uncle Antony, and was in consequence proscribed

by the latter in 43, but obtained his pardon through

the influence of his sister Julia.—i 6. L., son of

No. 5, usually distinguished from his father by the

addition to his name of flius or adoleseens. He
joined Pompey on the breaking out of the civil

war in 49, and was sent by Pompey to Caesar witli

proposals of peace. In the course of the same year,

hmwosbed over to Africa, where the command of

Clupea was entrusted to him. In 46 he served as

proquaestor to Cato in Utica, and after the death

of Cato he surrendered to the dictator Caesar, and

was shortly afterwards put to death, but probably

not by the dictator's orders.—>7. C., the father of

the dictator, was praetor, but in what year is un>

certain, and died suddenly at Pisae in 84.-8.
Sex., brother of No. 7, consul 91.-9. C., the

Dictator, son of No. 7 and of Aurelia, was bom
on the 12th of July, 100, in the consulship of C.

Marius (VI.) and L. Valerius Flaccus, and was
consequently 6 years younger than Pompey and
Cicero. He had nearly completed his S6th year

at the time of his murder, ISth of March, 44.

Caesar was closely connected with the popular

party by the marriage of his aunt Julia with the

great Marius
; and in 83, though only 17 years of

age, he married Cornelia, the daughter of L. Cinna,

the chief leader of the Marian party. Sulla com-

manded him to put away his wift, but he refused

to obey him, and was consequently proscribed.

He concealed himself for some time in the country
of the Sabines, till his friends*obtained his pardon

from Sulla, who is said to liave observed, when they

pleaded his youth, “ that that boy would some day
or another be the ruin of the aristocracy, for that

there were many Mariuses in him.” Seeing that

he was not safe at Rome, he went to Asia, where
he served bis first campaign under M. Minucius
Thermus, and, at the capture of Mytilene (80),
was rewarded with a civic crown for saving the

life of a fellow-soldier. On the death of Sulla in

78, he returned to Rome, and in the following

year gained great renown as an orator, though he

was only 22 years of age, by his prosecution of

Cn. Dolabella on account of extortion m his pro-

vince of Macedonia. To perfect himself in oratory,

he resolved to study in Rhodes under Apollonius

Molo, but on bis voyage thither he was captured

by pirates, and only obtained his liberty by a
ransom of 50 talents. At Miletxts be manned
some vessels, overpowered the pirates, and con-

ducted them as prisoners to Pergamus, where he
crucified them, a punishment with which he had fre-

quently threaten^ them in sport when he was their

prisoner. He then repaired to Rhodes, where' he
studied under Apollonius, and shortly afterwards

returned to Rome. He now devoted all his ener-
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gies to acquire the favour of the people. His
liberality was unbounded, and as his private for-

tune was not large, he soon contracted enormous

debts. But he gained his object, and became the

favourite of the people, and was raised by them in

succession to the high offices of the state. He was
quaestor in 68, and aedile in 65, when ho spent

enormous sums upon the public games and build-

ings. He was said by many to have been privy

to Catiline’s conspiracy in 63, but there is no satis-

factory evidence of his guilt, and it is improbable

that he would have embarked in such a rash scheme.

In the debate in the senate on the punishment of

the conspirators, he opposed their execution in a
very able speech, which made such an impres-

sion, that their lives would have been spared but
fjr the speech of Cato in reply. In the course of

this year (63), Caesar was elected Pontifex Maxi-
mus, defeating the other candidates, Q. Catulus
and Servilius Isanricus, who had both been consuls,

and were two of the most illustrious men in the

state.—In 62 Caesar was praetor, and took an
active part in supporting the tribune Metellus in

opposition to his colleague Cato
;
in conBe(]uence of

the tumults that ensued, the senate suspended both
Caesar and Metellus from their offices, but were
obliged to reinstate him in his dignity after a few
days. In the following year (61) Caesar went as

propraetor into Farther Spain, where he gained
great victories over the Lusitonians. On his return

to Rome, he became a candidate for the consul-

ship, and was elected notwithstanding the stre-

nuous opposition of the aristocracy, who succeeded
however in carrying the election of Bibulus as

his colleague, who was one of the warmest sup-

porters of the aristocracy. After his election, bui

before he entered upon the consulship, he formed
that coalition with Pompey and M. Crassus, usually

known by the name of the first triumvirate. Pom-
pey had become estranged from the aristocracy,

since the senate had opposed the ratification of his

acts in Asia and an assignment of lands which he
bad promised to his veterans. Crassus in conse-

quence of his immense wealth was one of the most
powerful men at Home, but was a personal enemy
of Pompey. They were reconciled by means of

Caesar, and the 3 entered into an agreement to

suppon one another, and to divide the power in the

state between them.—In 59 Caesar was consul,

and being supported by Pompey and Crassus he
was able to carry all his measures. Bibulus, from
whom the senate had expected so much, could

offer no efiTectual opposition, and, after making a
vain attempt to resist Caesar, shut himself up in

his own house, ^nd did not appear again in public
till the expiration of his consulship. Caesar's first

measure was an agrarian law, by which the rich

Campanian plain was divided among the poorer
citizens. He nextgained the fevoiir of the equites

by relieving them from l-3rd of the sum which
they had aneed to pay for the fiuming of the taxes
in Asia. He then obtained the confirmatirm of
Pompey’s acts. Having thus gratified the people,

the ^uites, and Pompey, he was easily able to

obtain for himself the provinces which he wished.
By a vote of the ^ple, proposed by the tribune

VatiniuB, the provinces of Cu^pine Gaul and Hly-
ricum were graqted to Qmsar with 3 legions for 5
yean ; and the senate added to his government the
province of Transalpine Gaul, with another legion,

for 5 yean also, as they saw that a bill would be

K h
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proposed to the people for that purpose, if they did

not grant the province themselves. Caesar foresaw

that the struggle between the different parties at

Rome must eventually be terminated by the sword,

and he had therefore resolved to obtain an army,

which he might attach to himself by victories and

rewards. In the course of the same year Caesar

united himself more closely to Pompey by giving

him his daughter .Tulin in marriage. During the

next 0 years Caesar was occupied with the subju-

gation of Gaul. He conquered the whole of Trans-

alpine Gaul, which had hitherto been independent

of the Romans, with the exception of the S. E. part

called Provincia
; he twice -crossed the Rhine, and

twice landed in Britain, which had been previously

unknown to the Romans.— In his Ist campaign (58|
Cucsor conquered the llelvetii, who bad emigrate^

from Switzerland with -the intention of settling ii^

Gaul. He next defeated Ariovistus, a German
king, who had taken possession of part of the ter-

litorios of the Aedui and Sequani, and pursued him
as far as the Rhine. At the conclusion of the cam-

paign Caesar went intoCisalpine Gaul to attend to

the civil duties of his province and to keep up his

communication with the various parties at Rome.
Daring the whole of his campaigns in Gaul, he

spent the greater part of the winter in Cisalpine

Gaul.— In his 2nd campaign (57) Caesar carried

on war with the Bcigae, who dwelt in the N.E. of

Gaul between the Sequana (Seine) and the Rhine,

and after a severe struggle completely subdued

them.— Caesar's drd campaign in Gaul (56) did

not commence till late in the year. He was de-

tained some months in the N. of Italy by the state

of affairs at Rome. At Luca (Lueca) he had in-

^^erviewa with most of the leading men at Rome,
among others with Pompey fmd Crassus, who
visited him in April. He made arrangements with

them for the continuance of their power ; it was
agreed between them that Crassus and Pompey
should be the consuls for the following year, that

Crassus should have the province of Syria, Pompey
the 2 Spains, and that Caesar's government, which
would expire at the end of 54, should he prolonged

for 5 years after that date. After making these

arrangements he crossed the Alps,and carried onwar
with the Veneti and the other states in the N.W.
of Gaul, who had submitted to Crassus, Caesar's

legate, in the preceding year, hut who had now
risen in arms against the Romans. They were

defeated and obliged to submit to Caesar, and
during the same time Crassus conquered Aquitania.

Thus, in 3 campaigns, Caesar subdued the whole

of Gaul ; but the people made several attempts to

recover their independence ; and it was not till

tbeir revolts had been again and'-again put down
by Caesar, and the flower of the nation had pe-

rished in battle, that they learnt to submit to the

Roman yoke.—In his 4th campaign (55) Caesar

crossed the Rhine in order to strike terror into the

Germans, but he only remained 18 days on the

^ther side of the river. Late in the summer he
invaded Britain, but more with the view of obtain-

ing some knowledge of the island from personal

observation, than with the intention of permanent

conquest at present. He sailed from the port Itias

(probably WiUandj between Calais and Boulogne),

and effected a landing somewhere near the Sou^
Foreland, after a severe struggle with the nativra.

The late period of the year compelled him to re-

turn to Gaul after remaining only a short time in

the island. In this year, according to his arrange-

ment with Pompey and Crassus, who were now
consuls, his government of tbe Gauls and lllyricum

was prolonged for 5 years, namely, from the 1st

of January, 53, to the end of December, 49.—
Caesar's 5th campaign (54) was chiefly occupied

with his 2nd invasion of Britain. He landed in

Britain at the same place as in the former year,

defeated the Britons in a scries of en^cments,
and crossed the Tamesis (Thames). The Britons

submitted, and promised to pay an annual tri-

bute
; but their subjection was only nominal, for

Caesar left no garrisons or military establish-

ments behind him, and Britain remained nearly

100 years longer independent of the Romans.
During the winter one of the Roman legions,

which had been stationed under the command of

T. Titarius Sabinus and L. Aurunculeius Cotta, in

the country of tbe Eburonea, was cut to pieces by
Arabiorix and the Eburones. Ambiorix then pro-

ceeded to attack the camp of Q. Cicero, the brother

of the orator, who was stationed with a legion

among the Nervii
;
but Cicero defended

with bravery, and was at length relieved by Caesar

in person. In September of this year, Julia,

Caesar's only daughter and Pompey’s wife, died in

childbirth.— In Caesar's 6th campaign (53) seve-

ral of the Gallic nations revolted, but Caesar soon

compelled them to return to obedience. The Tre-

viri, who had revolted, had been supported by the

Germans, and Caesar accordingly again crossed the

Rhine, but made no permanent conquests on the

further side of the river.— Caesar's 7th cam-
paign (52) was the most arduous of all. Almost
all the nations of Gaul rose simultaneously in

revolt, and the supreme command was given to

Vercingetorix, by far tlie ablest general that Caesar

had yet encountered. After a most severe struggle

in which Caesar's military genius triumphed over

every obstacle, the war was brought to a conclu-

sion by the defeat of the Gauls before Alesia and
the surrender of this city.—The 8th and 9th cam-
pai^s (51, 50) were employed in the final subju-

gation of Gaul, which had enthely submitted to

Caesar by the middle of 50. Meanwhile, an
estrangement had taken place between C.aesar and
Pompey. Caesar's brilliant victories had gained

him fresh popularity and inflnence
;
and Pompey

saw with ill-disguised mortiiioation that he was
becoming the second person in the state. He was
thus led to join again the aristocratioal party, by
the assistance of which he could alone hope to re-

tain his position as the chief man in the Roman
state. The great object of this party was to de-

prive Caesar of his command, and to compel him
to come to Rome as a private man to sue for the

consulship. They woiild then have formally ac-

cused him, and as Pompey ‘was in the neighbour-

hood of the city at the head of an army, the trial

would have been a mockery,' and his condemnation

would have been certain. Caesar offered to resign

his command if Pompey would do the same ; but
the senate would not listen to any compromise.

Accordingly, on the 1st of January, 49, the senate

passed a resolution that Caesar should disband his

anny bv a certain day, and that if he did not do

so, he should be regarded as an enemy of the state.

Two ofthe tribunes,M. Antonius and Q. Cassius,put

their veto upon this resolution, but their opj^ition

was set at nought, and they fled for refuge to Caesar's

camp. Under the plea of protecting the tribunes.
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Caesar crossed the Rubicon, which separated his

province from Italy, and marched towards Rome.

Pompey, who had been entrusted by the senate with

the conduct of the war, soon discovered howcreatly

he had overrated his own popularly and influence.

His own troops deserted to his ||^al in crowds ;

town after town in Italy opened its gates to Caesar,

whose march was like a triumphal progress. The
only town which offered Caesar any resistance was

Corfinium, into which L. Doraitius Ahenobarbus

had thrown himself with a strong force ; but even

this place was obliged to surrender at the end of a

few days. Meantime, Pompey, with the magistrates

and senators, had fled from Rome to Capua, and

now, despairing of opposing Ctiesar in Italy, he

marched from Capua to Brundusium, and on the

17th of March embarked for Greece. Caesar pur-

sued Pompey to Brundusium, but he was unable

to follow him to Greece for want of ships. He
therefore marched back from Brundusium, and re-

paired to Romo, having thus in 3 months become

master of the whole of Italy. After remaining a

time in Rome, he set out for Spain, where

Pompey’s legates, Afranius, Petreius, and Varro,

commanded powerful armies. After defeating

Afranius and Petreius, and receiving the submis-

sion of Varro, Caesar returned to Rome, where he

had meantime been appointed dictator by the prae-

tor M. Lepidus. He resigned the dictatorship at

the end of 1 1 days, after holding the consular co-

initia, in which he himself and P. Servilius Vatia

Isauricus were elected consuls for the next year.

— At the beginning of January, 48, Caesar crossed

over to Greece, where Pompey had collected a

formidable army. At first the campaign was in

Pompey’s favour
;

Caesar was repulsed before

Dyrrnnehium with considerable loss, and was ob-

liged to retreat towards Thessaly. In this country

on the plains of Pharsalus or Pharsalia, a decisive

battle was fought between the 2 armies on the flth

of August, 48, in which Pompey was completely

defeated. Pompey fled to Egypt, pursued by

Caesar, but he was murdered before Caesar arrived

in the country, [Pompkius.] His head was

brought to Caesar, who turned away from the

sight, shed tears at the untimely death of his

rival, and put his murderers to death. When the

news of the battle of Pharsalia reached Rome,
various honours were conferred upon Caesar. He
was appointed dictator for a whole year and consul

for 6 years, and the tribunician power was con-

ferred upon him for life. He declined the consul-

ship, but entered upon the dictatorship in September

in this year (48), and appointed M. Antony his

master of the horse. On his arrival in Egypt,

Caesar became involved in a war, which gave the

remains of the Pompeian party time to rally. This

war, usually called the Alexandrine war, arose

from the determination of Caesar that Cleopatra,

whose fiucinations had won his heart, should

reign in common with her brother Ptolemy ; but

this decision was opposed by the guaadians of the

young king, and the war which thus broke out,

was not brought to a close till the latter end of

March, 47. It was soon after this, that Cleopatra

had a son by Caesar. [Caksarion.] Caesar re-

turned to Rome through Syria and Asia Mi-

nor, and on his march through Pontus attacked

Phamaces, the son of Mithridates the Great,, who
had assisted Pompey. He defeated Phamaces

near Zela with such ease, that he informed the
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senate of his victory by the words, Venij vidi, vici.

He reached Rome in September (47), was ap-

pointed consul for the following year, and before

the end of September set sail for Africa, where
Scipio and Cato had collected a large army. The
war was terminated by the defeat of the Pompeian
army at the battle of Thapsus, on the O'th of April,

46. Cato, unable to defend Utica, put an end to

his own life.— Caesar returned to Rome in the

latter end of July. He was now the undisputed

master of the Roman world, but he used his vic-

tory with the greatest moderation. Unlike other

conquerors in civil wars, he freely forgave all who
had borne arms against him, and declared that he
would make no difference between Pompeians and
(laesarians. Ilis clemency was one of the hright-

^t features of his character. At Rome all parties

seemed to vie in paying him honour: the dictator-

ship was bestowed on him for 10 years, and the

censorship, under the new title of Frae/ectus

Momm^ for 3 years. He celebrated his victories

in Gaul, Egypt, Pontus, and Africa by 4 magni-
ficent triumphs. Caesar now proceeded to correct

the various evils which had crept into the state,

and to obtain the enactment of several laws suit-

able to the altered condition of the commonwealth.
The most important of his measures this year (46)
was the reformation of the calendar. As the Ro-
man year was now 3 months in advance of the

real time, Caesar added DO days to this ye^, and
thus made the whole year consist of 445 days

;

and he guarded against a repetition of similar

errors for the future by adapting the year to the

sun’s course. {Diet, of Ant. art. Calendarium.)—
Meantime the 2 sons of Pompey, Sextus and
Cneius, had collected a new army in Spain. Caesar
set out for Spain towards the end of the year, ana
brought the war to a close by the battle of Munda,
on the 17th of March, 45, in which the enemy
were only defeated after a most obstinate resistance.

Cn. Pompey was killed shortly afterwards, but

Sextus made good his escape. Caesar reached

Rome in September, and entered the city in

triumph. Fresh honours awaited him. His por-

trait was to be struck on coins
;
the month of

Quintilis was to receive the name of Julius in his

honour
;
he received the title of imperator for life

;

and the whole senate took an oath to watch over his

safety. To reward his followers, Caesar increased

the number ofsenatorsand of the public magistrates,

so that there were to be 16 praetors, 40 quaestors,

and 6 aediles. He began to revolve vast schemes for

the benefit of the Roman world. Among his plans of

internal improvement, he proposed to frame a digest

of all the Roman laws, to establish public libraries, to

drain the Pomptine marshes, to enlarge the harbour
of Ostia, and to dig a canal through the isthmus of

Corinth. To protect the boundaries of the Roman
empire, he meditated expeditions against the Par-
thians and the barbarous tribes on tbe Danube,
and had already he^n to make preparations for

his departure to the East. Possessing royal power,
he now wished to obtain the title of king, and
Antony accordingly offered him the diadem in

public on the festival of the Lupercalla (the 15th
of February) ; but, seeing that the proposition was
not favourably received by the people, he declined
it for the present.— But Caesar’s power was not
witnessed without envy. The Roman aristocracy,

who had been so long accustomed to rule tha Ro-
man world and to pilkge it at their pleasure, could

K 4
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ill brook a master, and resolved to remove him by
assassination. The conroiracy against Caesar’s

life had been set afoot by Cassius, a personal enemy
of Caesar’s, and there were more than 60 persons

privy to it. Many of these persons had been raised

by Caesar to wealth and honour ; and some of

them, such as M. Brutus, lived with him on terms

of the most intim.ite friendship. It baa been the

practice of rhetoricians to spe^ of the murder of

Caesar as a glorious deed, and to represent Brutus

and Cassius as patriots *, but the mask ought to be

stripped off these false patriots
; they cared not for

the republic, but only for themselves ; and their

object in murdering Caesar was to gain power for

themselves and their party, Caesar had many
warnings of his approaching fate, but he disrei

•garded them all, and fell by the daggers of hjh

assassins on the Ides or 15th of March, 44. At
an appointed signal the conspirators surrounded

him
;
Casca de^t the first blow, and the others

quickly drew their swords and attacked him ; Cae-

sar at first defended himself but when he saw
that Brutus, his friend and favourite, had also

drawn his sword, he exclaimed Tu quoqw Brule /

pulled his toga over his face, and sunk pierced

with wounds at the foot of Pompey’s statue.

—

Julius Caesar was the greatest man of antiquity.

He was gifted by nature with the moat various

talents, and was distinguished by the most extra-

ordinary attainments in the most diversified pur-

suits. He was at one and the same time a gene-

ral, a statesman, a lawgiver, a jurist, an orator,

a poet, an historian, a philologer, a mathematician,

and an architect. He was equally fitted to excel

in all, and has given proofs that he would have

surpassed almost all other men in any subject to

Vhich he devoted the energies of his extraordinary

mind. During the whole of his busy life he found

time for literary pursuits, and was the author of

many works, the majority of which has been lost.

The purity of his Latin and the clearness of his

style were celebrated by the ancients themselves,

and are conspicuous in his Commentarii, which are

his only works that have come down to us. They
relate the history of the first 7 years of the Gallic

war in 7 books, and the history of the Civil war
down to the commencement of the Alexandrine in 3
books. Neither of these works completed the his-

tory of the Gallic and Civil wars. The history of

the former was completed in an 8th book, which

is usually ascribed to Hirtius, and the history of

the Alexandrine, African, and Spanish wars were

written in 3 separate books, which are also ascribed

to Hirtius, but their authorship is uncertain. The
lost works of Caesar are :— 1. Antioato, in reply

to Cicero’s Ch/o, which Cicero wrote in praise of

Cato after the death of the latter in 46, 2.

J}d Analoffia^ or, as Cicero explains it, De Batione

Latine loquendiy dedicated to Cicero, contamed in-

vestigations on the Latin language, and were writ-

ten by Caesar while he was crossing the Alps. 3.

Libri Auapieiorum^ or AugwraUa, 4. De Ariria

5. ApophtheffmatOf or Dicta ooUeetaneot a collection

of good sayings. 6. PoenuUa, Two of these writ-

ten in his youth, Laada Hereulu and a tn^^edy

OedipuM^ were suppressed by Augustus. Of the

numerous editions of Caesar’s Commentaries the

best are by Oudendorp, Lngd. Bat 1737* Stutt-

gard, 1822 ; by Moms, Lips. 1780 ; and by
Oberlin, Lips. 1806, 1819.

C. CaMMtr and L. Caesar, the sons of M. Vip-
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sanius Agrippa and Julia, and the grandsons of

Augustus. L. Caesar died at Massilia, on his way
to Spain, A. o. 2, and C. Caesar in Lycia, a. d. 4,

of a wound which he had received in Armenia.

3aesaraiigpa^ {Zaragom or Saragossa), more
anciently Baldl9, a town of the Edetani on the

Ibems in Hispania Tarraconensis, was colonized

by Augustus fi. c. 27, and was the seat of a Con-

ventus Juridicus. It was the birth-place of the

poet PradentiuB.

Caet&r§a {Kaurdptia : Kanropetis : Caesariensis),

a name given to several cities of the Roman empire
in honour of one or other of the Caesars. C. ad
Argaeam, formerly Maz&ca, also Ensbbla (K. rj

Tphs *Apyaltp, rd Md^axa, Eu(rc§c<a : Kesariek,

Ru.), one of the oldest cities of Asia Minor, stood

upon Mount Argaeus, about the centre of Cappa-
docia, in the district (pracfectura) called Cilicia.

It was the capital of Cappadocia, and when that

country was made a Roman province by Tiberius

(a. d. 18), it received the name of Caesarea. It

was ultimately destroyed by an earthquake.— 2.

C. PhiUppi or Pa]i§afl (K, t) iAIttitow, N. T.

naveids: Bantus), a city of Palestine, at the S.

foot of M. Ilermon, on the Jordan, just below its

source [Panium], built by Philip the tetrarch,

B. c. 3; King Agrippa called it Neronios, but it

soon lost this name. —3. C. Palaestinae, formerly

Stratdnis Turris (SrpdTwyos vvpyos : Kaisariyeh,

Ru.), an important city of Palestine, on the sea-

coast, just above the boundary line between Samaria
and Galilee. It was surrounded with a wall and
decorated with splendid buildings by Herod the

Great (b. c. 13), who called it Caesarea, in honour

of Augustus. He also made a splendid harbour

for the city. Under the Romans it was the capital

of Palestine and the residence of the procurator.

Vespasian made it a colony, and Titus conferred

additional favours upon it
;
hence it was called

Colonia Flavio.—>4. C. Ifouretaniae, formerly

lol Kaiadptia : ZersheU, Ru.), a Phoenician

city on the N. coast of Africa, with a harbour, the

residence of King Juba, who named it Otvesarea,

in honour of Augustus. When Claudius erected

Mauretania into a Roman province, ho made
Caesarea a colony, Mid the capital of the middle

division of the province, which was thence called

Mauretania Caesariensis.— tf. C. ad Anaiarbnm.
[Anazarbus.] There are several others, which
are better known by other names, and several

which are not important enough to be mentioned
here.

Caeiarion, son of C. Julius Caesar and of Cleo-

patra, originally called Ptolemaeus as an Egyptian

prince, was bom b. a 47. In 42 the triumvirs al-

lowed him to receive the title of king of Egypt,

and in 34 Antony conferred upon him the tiUe of

king of kings. After the death of his mother in

30 he was executed by order of Augustus.

CaeiarodUnam {Tours), chief town of the Tu-
rdnes or Turdni, subsequently called Tnroni, on

the Liger {Loire) in Gallia Lugdunensis.

Caeiaroill&gnu. 1. (Beauvais), chief town of

the Bellovaci in Gallia Bel^ca.—2. {Cbdmford),
a town of the Trinobantes in Britain.

Caeafoa (Caesenas -fttis : Cesena), a town ir.

Gallia Cispadana on the Via Aemilia not &r £rom
the Rubico.

Caeteniiliu Lento. [Lbnto.]
CaoMUilnB Paetni. [Pabtus.]
CeetetliiB Plnviu. [FtAVus.]
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CaeiSa, a surname of Minerva, a translatioD of

the Greek ykavKviris.

Caeito Silva (Hiuerynoald), a forest in Oer-

inuny between the Lippe and the Yssel.

Caesdnia, first the mistress and afterwards the

wife of the emperor Caligula, was a woman of

the greatest licentiousness, and was put to death

with Caligula together with her daughter, a. d. 41.

M. Caesdnltu, a judex at the trial of Oppianicus

for the murder of Cldentius, R c. 74, and aedile

with Cicero in 69.

C&Icaa (Kcuk6s: Akson or Bakir)^ a river of

Mysia, rising in M. Temnns and flowing past

J^ergamus into the Cumaean Gulf.

Coieta (Caietftnus : GWa), a town in Latium

on the borders of Campania, 40 stadia S. of For-

niiae, situated on a promontory of the same name
and on a bay of the sea called after it Sinus Caie-

tanas. It possessed an excellent harbour (Cic.

pro Leg. Man. 12), and was said to have derived

its name from Caieta^ the nurse of Aeneas, who,

according to some tr^itions, was buried at this

Caius, the jurist. [Gaius.]

Caius Caesar. [Caligula.]
CdlSber. [Quintus Smtrnarus.]
Calabria (Calabri), the peninsula in the S. E. of

Italy, extending from Tarentum to the Prom,

lapygium, formed part of Apulia.
Cedaota (KoAh ’Akt^ : KoAouctTi/ov : nr. Caro^

nia, Ru.), a town on the N. coast of Sicily, founded

by Ducetius, a chief of the Sicels, about B. c. 447.

Calacta was, as its name imports, originally the

name of the coast. (Herod, vi. 22.)

Calactlnus. [Caecilius Calactinus.]

Calagurris (Calagurritanus: Culahorra\ a town
of the Vascones and a Roman municipium in His-

punia Tarracouensis near the Iberus, memoiublo
for its adherence to Sertorius and for its siege by
Pompey and his generals, in the course of which

mothers killed and salted their children, b, c. 71.

(Juv. XV. 93.) It was the birth-place of Quin-

tilian.

C&Iais, brother of Zetes. [Zstks.]

C&I&m&. 1
.
(Kalmay Ru.) an important town

in Numidia, between Cirta an(^ Hippo Regius, on

the E. bank of the Rubricatus (Seibou8)."^2.

(Kalai-al- IVad)^ a town in the W. of Mauretania

Caesarieusis, on the E. bank of the Malva, near its

mouth.

C&l&mlne, in Lydia, a lake with floating islands,

sacred to the nymphs.

Cal&xnis (Kd\apis), a statuary and embosser at

Athens, of great celebrity, was a contemporary of

Phidias, and flourished r c. 467—429.

C&l&moa (KdAapos : El-Kulmon\ a town on the

coast of Phoenicia, a little S. of Tripolia

CalAnus (KdAapor), an Indian gymnosophist,

followed Alexander the Great from India, and

having been taken ill, burnt, himself alive in the

presence of the Macedonians, 3 months before the

death of Alexander (b. c. 323), to whoiA ho had

predicted his approaching end.

Calaalriea (KoAoirlpicr), one of the two divisions

(the other being the Hermotybii) of the warrior-

caste of Egypt. Their greatest strength was

250,000 men, and their chief abode in the W.
part of the Delta. They formed the king's body

guard.

CUfttia (Calatlnus : Cajazxo\ a town in Sam-

niiua on Uie Appia Via between Capua and Bene-
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ventum, was conquered by the Romans R c. 313,
and was colonized by Julius Caesar with his

veterans.

Calatinufl, A. Atillaa, consul r g. 258, in the

first Punic war, carried on the war with success in

Sicily. He was consul a 2nd time, 254, when he
took Panormus ; and was dictator, 249, when he
again carried on the war in Sicily, which was the

first instance of a dictator commanding an army
out of Italy.

Calaur§a -la (KoXat^pcio, KaXavpia : KoAavpcL
TVS : Poro), a small island in the Saronic gulf off

the coast of Argolis and opposite Troezen, possessed

a celebrated temple of Poseidon, which was re-

garded as an inviolable asylum. Hither Demos-
th^es fled to escape Antipater, and here he took

poaon, B.c. 322. This temple was the place ot

meeting of an ancient Amphictyonia. (1^ Die/,

o/Ant. p. 79, b, 2d ed.)

Cal&vius, the name of a distinguished family at

Capua, the most celebrated member of which was
Pacuvius Calavius, who induced his fellow-citizens

to espouse the cause of Hannibal after the battle of

Cannae, B. c. 216.

Calbis (5 Kdx€i5\ also Indus (Quingi or Tanas)

^

a considerable river of Caria, which rises in M.
Cadmus, above Cibyni, and after receiving (ac-

cording to Pliny) 60 small rivers and 100 mountain
torrents, falls into the sea W. of Caunus and op-

posite to Rhodes.

Calohaa (KdAxas), son of Thestor of Mycenae
or Megara, the wisest soothsayer among the Greeks
at Troy, foretold the length of the Trojan war, ex-

plained thd cause of the pestilence which raged in

the Greek aimy, and advised the Greeks to build

the wooden horse. An oracle had declared that

Calchas should die* if he met with a soothsayer

superior to himself ; and this came to pass at Claros,

near Colophon, for here Calchas met the soothsayer

Mofsus, who predicted things which Calcnas

could not. Thereupon Calchas died of griefl After

his death he had an oracle in Daunia.

CalduB, C. CaalluB. 1. Rose from obscurity by
his oratory, was tribune of the plebs r c. 107,

when ho proposed a lex label laria, and consul 94.

In the civil war between Sulla and the party of

Marius, he fought on the side of the latter, 83.

3. Grandson of the preceding, was Cicero's quaes-

tor in Cilicia, 50.

Cale (Gporto), a port-town of the Callaeci in

Hispania Tarraconensis at the mouth of the Durins.

From Porto Cale the name of the country Portugal

is siipposed to have come.

OalSdonla. [Britawkxa.]
Calentom, a town probably of the Calenses

Emanici in Hispbnia Baetica, celebrated for its

manufacture of bricks so light as to swim upon
water.

CalSnoB, Fflflos, tribune of the plebs, b. c.

61, when he succeeded in saving P. Clodius from
condemnation for his violation of the mysteries of
the Bona Dea. In 59 he was praetor, and from
this time appears as an active partizan of Caesar.

In 51 he was legate of Caesar in Gaul, and served

under Caesar in the civil war. In 49 he joined

Caesar at Brundusium and accompanied him to

Spain, and in 48 he was sent by Caesar from Epi-

rus to bring over the remainder of the troops from

Italy, but most df his ships were taken by Bibulus.

After the battle of Pharsalia (48) Calemus took

many cities in Greece. In 47 he was made consul
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by Caesar. After Caesar's death (44) Calenns

joined M. Antony, and subsequently had the com-

mand of Antony’s legions in the N. of Italy. At
the termination of the Perusinian war (41) Galenas

died, and Octavianus was thus enabled to obtain

possession of bis army.

Gales or -ex (KdAi^s or : //o/obZt), a river

of Bithynia, S.W. of HeraclSa Pontica. (Thuc.

iv. 7b.)

CSles (-is, usually PI. Gales -ium : Calenus

:

Calvi), chief town of the Caleni, an Ausonian

people in Campania, on the Via Latina, said to

have been founded by Calais, son of Boreas, and

therefore called Threicia by the poets. Gales was

taken and colonized by the Romans, b. g. 335. It

was celebrated for its excellent wine. *'

Cal^tes or -i, a people in Belgic Qaul near

mouth of the Seine : their capital was J uliobona.
CalStor (KaX^oip), son of Clytins, slain at Troy

by the Telamonian Ajax.

Calldlus. 1. Q., tribune of the plebs b. c. 99,

carried a law for the recall of Q. Metellus Numi-
dicus from banishment He was praetor 79, and

had the government of one of the Spains, and on

his return was accused by Q. Lollius, and con-

demned. 2. M., son of the preceding, distin-

guished as an orator. In 57 he was praetor, and

supported the rccal of Cicero from banishment

In 51 he was an unsuccessful candidate for the

consulship, and on the breaking out of the civil

war, 49, he joined Caesar, who placed him over

Oaliia Togata, where he died in 48.

C&llgiila, Roman emperor, a. d. 37-—41, son of

Germanicus and Agrippina, was bom a. d. 12, and

was brought up among the legions in Germany.

His real name was Cattis Caesar, and he was al-

ways called Caiui by his contemporaries : Caligtda

was a surname given him by the soldiers from his

wearing in his boyhood small caligae^ or soldiers’

boots. Having escaped the fate of his mother and
brother, he gained the favour of Tiberius, who raised

him to offices of honour, and held out to him hopes

of the succession. On the death of Tiberius (37),

which was either caused or accelerated by Caligula,

the latter succeeded to the throne. He was saluted

by the people with the greatest enthusiasm as the

son of Germanicus. His first acts gave promise

of a just and beneficent reign. He pardoned all

the persons who had appeared as witnesses or ac-

cusers against his family
;
he released all the state-

prisoners of Tiberius
;
he restored to the magistrates

full power of jurisdiction without appeal to his

person, and promised the senate to govern according

to the laws. Towards foreign princes he behaved

with great generosity. He restored Agrippa, the

grandson of Herod, to his kingdoft of Judaea, and
Antiochus IV. to his kingdom of Commagene. But
at the end of 8 months the conduct of Caligulabecame
suddenly changed. After a serious illness, which
probably weakened his mental powers, he appears

as a sanguinary and licentious madman. He put

to death Tiberius, the grandson of his predecessor,

compelled his grandmother Antonia and other

members of his family to make away with them-

selves, often caused persons of both sexes and of

all ages to be tortured to death for his amusement
while taking his meals, and on one occasion, during

the exhibition of the gomes in the Circus, he ordered

a great number of the spectators be seised, and
to be thrown befii|^ the wild beasts. Such was
his love of blood that he wished the Roman
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people had only one head, that he might cut it ofiT

with a blow. His obscenity was as great as his

cruelty. He carried on an incestuous intercourse

with his own sisters, and no Roman woman was
safe from his attacks. His marriages were dis-

gracefully contracted and speedily dissolved ; and
the only woman who exercised a permanent in-

fluence over him was his last wife Caesonia. In
his madness he considered himself a god

;
be even

built a temple to himself as Jupiter Latiaris, and
appointed priests to attend to his worship. He
sometimes officiated as his own priest, making his

horse Incitatus, which he afterwards raised to the

consulship, his colleague. His monstrous extrava-

gancies soon exhausted the coffers of the state.

One instance may show the senseless way in which
he spent his money. He constmeted a bridge of

boats between Baiae and Puteoli, a distance of

about 3 miles, and after covering it with earth ho
built houses upon it. When it was finished, he
gave a splendid banquet in the middle of the bridge,

and concluded the entertainment by throwing num-
bers of the guests into the sea. To replenish

treasury he exhausted Italy and Rome by his ex-

tortions, and then marched into Gaul in 40, which
he plundered in all directions. With his troops

he advanced to the ocean, as if intending to cross

over into Britain
;
he drew them up in battle array,

and then gave them the signal— to collect shells,

which he called the spoils of conquered Ocean.

The Roman world at length grew tired of such a
mad tyrant. Four months after his return to the

city, on the 24th of January 41, he was murdered
by Cassius Chaerea, tribune of a praetorian cohort,

Coniclius Sabinus and others. His wife Caesonia

and his daughter were likewise put to death.

Calingae, a numerous people of India intra

Gangem, on the £. coast, below the mouths of the

Ganges.

Calinipaza i,Canon<ft$ a little above 27° N.
lat.), a city on the Ganges, N. of its confluence

with the Jomoncs iJumna)^ said to have been the

furthest point in India reached by Seleucus Ni-
cator.

Callalci, Callaeoi. [Gai.laecl]
Callatis (KaA^Rtnr, Kd\aris : KoKariavds :

KoUatj Koilati)t a town of Moesia, on the Black
Sea, originally a colony of Miletus, and afterwards

of Heraclca.

Calll&nui (Ka\\iapos)f a town in Locris, men-
tioned by Homer.

CalUas and HipponlOTlS (KoXXlar, 'linrbviKos),

a noble Athenian family, celebrated for their wealtL
They enjoyed the hereditary dignity of torch-

bearer at the Eleusinian mysteries, and claimed

descent from Triptolemus. 1. Hipponiorui I., ac-

quired a large fortime by fraudulently m^ing use

of the information he had received from Solon

respecting the introduction of his B. c.

594. (Plut. Sol. 15.)— 2. Callias I., son of Phae-
nippus, an opponent of Pisistratus, and a conqueror
at the Olympic and Pythian games.— 8. ffippo-

nioiii n., sumamed Ammon, son of No. 2. -•4.
Calliaa n., son of No. 3, fought at the battle of
Marathon,490. Hewas afterwards ambassador from
Athens to Artaxerxes,and according to some accounts

negotiated a peace with Persia, 449, on terms most
humiliating to the latter. On his return to Atbeas,
he was accused of having taken bribes, and was
condemned to a fine of 50 talents.— 6.

OVB III.| son of No. 4, one of the Athenian gene-
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nils in their incursion into the territory of Tanagra,

426, also commanded at the battle of Delium,

424, where he was killed. It was his divorced

wife, and not his widow, whom Pericles married.

His daughter Hipparete was married to Alcibiades,

with a dowry of 10 talents : another daughter was
married to Theodoras, and became the mother of

Isocrates the orator.— 6. Callias m., son of No.

5, by the lady who married Pericles, dissipated

all his ancestral wealth on sophists, flatterers, and
women. The scene of Xenophon's Banquet^ and
also that of Plato's Protagoras is laid at his house.

He is said to have ultimately reduced himself to

absolute beggary. In 400 he was engaged in the

attempt to crush Andocides. In 392 he com-

manded the Athenian heavy-armed troops, when
Iphicrates defeated the Spartans; and in 371 he

was one of the envoys empowered to negotiate

peace with Sparta.

Calllag. 1. A wealthy Athenian, who, on con-

dition of marrying Cimon's sister, Elpinice, paid

for him the fine of SO talents which had been im-

on Miltiades. He appears to have been

unconnected with the nobler family of Callias and

Hipponicus.— 2. Tyrant of Chalcis in Euboea,

and the rival of Plutarchus, tyrant of Eretria. Ho
was defeated by the Athenians under Phocimi, a. c.

3S0, and thereupon betook himself to the Macedo-

nian court; but as he could not obtain aid from

Philip, he formed an alliance with the Athenians,

and by their means obtained the supremacy in the

island.— 3. A poet of the old comedy, flourished

0. c. 412 ;
the names of 6 of his comedies are pre-

served.— 4. Of Syracuse, a Greek historian, was

a contemporary of Agathocles, and wrote a history

of Sicily in 22 books, embracing the reign of Aga-

thocles, B. c. 317—289.

Gallior&tei (KaA\4Kff<irtft). 1. An Achaean,

exerted all his influence in favour of the Ro-
mans. On the conquest of Macedonia by the

Romans, b.c. 168, Callicrates pointed out 1000

Achacans, ns having favoured the cause of Perseus,

who were taken to Rome
;
and among them was

the historian Polybius. Callicrates died at Rhodes,

149.-3. One of the architects of the Parthenon

on the Acropolis of Athens.—4?A Lacedaemonian

sculptor, made ants and other animals out of ivory,

so small that one could not distinguish the different

limbs.

Callicr&titdaa (KaAAiaparlSaf), a Spartan, suc-

ceeded Lysander as admiral of the Lacedaemonian

fleet, B. c. 406, to(dc Methymna, and shut up Conon
in Mytilene

;
but the Atheniaiu sent out a fleet of

150 sail,and defeated Callicratidas offthe Aiginusae.

Callicratidas fell in the battle. Callicratidas was a
lain, blunt Spartan of the old school. Witness

is answer, when asked what sort of men the loni-

ans were : Bad freemen, but excellent slaves."

CallidrSmus or -mn (KaWlSfwuos), part of the

range of Mt. Oeti^ near Thermopylae.

Cftllifaft (CallifSnus : Cb/rist), a town in Sam-
nium, Mrhaps in the territory of Allilae.*

Callm&ohiu (KaWlfiaxos), 1. The Athenian

polemarch, commanded the right wing at Mara-

thon, where he was slain, iffter behaving with

much gallantry, B. c. 490. This is the last re-

corded instance of the polemarch performi^ the

military duties which his name implies.—C A
celebrated Alexandrine grammarian and poet, ivas

a native of Gyrene in Africa, and a descendant of

the Battiadae, whence he is sometimes called Bat-
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iiades. He lived at Alexandria in the reigns of<

Ptolemy Philadelphus and Euergetes, and was

chief librarian of the famous library of Alexandria,

from about b. c. 260 until his death about 240.

He founded a celebrated grammatical school at

Alexandria, and among his pupils were Eratos-

thenes, Aristophanes of Byxantium, and Apollonius

Rhodius. We have no other particulars of the

life of Callimachus except his enmity with his

former pupil Apollonius Rhodius, which is related

elsewhere. [Apollonius, No. 6.] He is said to

have written 800 works, in prose and in verse, on

an infinite variety of subjects, but of these w^
possess only eome of his poems, which are characj

terized rather by labour and learning than by real

poAical genius. Hence Ovid (Am. i. 15. 14) says*

of Callimachus, Quamvis ingenio non valet^ arte

vafet. The extant works of Callimachus are 6
Hymns in hexameter verse, 5 in the Ionic dialect,

and 1, on the bath of Pallas, in the Doric dialect,

and 72 Epigrams^ which belong to the best speci-

mens of this kind of poetry, and were incorporated

in the Greek Anthology at an early time. We
have only a few fragments of his elegies, which
enjoyed great celebrity, and were imitated by the

Roman poets, the most celebrated of whose imita-

tions is the Dt Coma Berenices of Catullus. Of
the lost poems of Callimachus the most important

were, Atria^ Causes^ an epic poem in 4 books, on the

causes of the various mythical stories, &c., and an
epic poem entitled Hecale^ the name of an aged
woman who received Theseus hospitably when he

went out to fight against the Marathonian bull.

— Editions. By Spanheim, Ultraj. 1697, re-edited

by Emesti, Lugd. Batav. 1761 ; by Blomfield,

Lond. 1815
;
by Volser, Lips. 181 7. "-8. An

architect and statuai)', of uncertain country, who is

said to have invented the Corinthian column, and

who must have lived before b. c. 396. He was so

anxious to give bis works the last touch of perfec-

tion that he lost the grand and sublime
; whence

Dionysius compares him to the orator Lysias. Cal-

limachus was never satisfied with himself, and

therefore received the epithet xoutif^TsxPOj, which

Pliny interprets as coduitmiaUir sui.

CalllmSdon (Ka\\i(i(Suv\ one of the orators at

Athens in the Macedonian interest, and a friend

of Phocion, was condemned to death by the Athe-

nians in his absence, B.c. 317.

CaUinlOBf Seleaeni. [Sblbucus.]

CalUmu (KaAAtKov), of Ephesus, the earliest

Greek elegiac poet, probably flourished about b. c.

700. Only one of his elegies is extant, consisting

of 21 lines, in which he exhorts his countrymen to

courage and perseverance against their enemies.

Printed in BergkS Poetae Lyrici Graeoiy p. 303.

Calllfipe. [Musak.]
Clalll6p$ (KoAAnhn;), a consideiable city in tike

W. of Parthia, founded, or else enlarged, by
Seleucus Nicator.

CalUphon (Kci\Xup&v)y a Greek philosopher,

and probably a disciple of Epicurus, is condemned
by Cicero as making the chief good of man to con-

sist in an union of virtue (honestas) and bodily

pleasure (ifSot^y mluptas).

CallipSlis (KaXXliroXis : KaXAiTcXln^r). L
(€fallipd£)y a Greek town on the Tarentine gulf in

Calabria.— 2. ^ town on the E. coast of Sicily

not fisr from Aetna.— 8. (Gallipoli)y a town in

the Thracian Chersonese opposite Lampsacos.— 4^

A town in Aetolia. See Calljum.
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CallippldM (KotAX(«^/9t;s), of Athens, a cele-

brated tragic actor, a contemporary of Alcibiades

and Agesilaus.

CaUippuB (KdXXiinror). 1. An Athenian, ac-

companied Dion to Syracuse, where he murdered

the latter b. c. 353. Callippus now usurped the

government of Syracuse, but was expelled the city

at the end of 13 months, and after wandering

about Sicily with his mercenaries was at length

put to death by his own friends. 2. An astrono-

mer of Cyzicus, came to Athens, where he assisted

Aristotle in rectifying and completing the disco-

veries of Eudoxus. Callippus invented the period

or cycle of 76 years, called after him the Callippic,

which commenced B. c. 330.

CallirrhSd ('Ka\\i^p6rji). 1. Daughterof Oceanbs,

wife of Chrysaor, and mother of (ieryones Aid
Echidna. 2. Daughter of Achelous and wife of

Alcmaeon, induced her husband to procure her the

peplus and necklace of Harmonia, by which she

caused his death. [Alcmaeon.]— 3. Daughter

of Scamander, wife of Tros, and mother of IIus

and Oanymedes.
CallirrliSe (KaXXi^^di;), afterwards called En-

neaorllniui (^EwtdKpowos) or the ** Nine Springs,'*

because its water was distributed by 0 pipes, was
the most celebrated well in Athens, and still re-

tains its ancient name CaUirrhoe. It was situated

in the S. £. extremity of the city between the

Olympifum and the llissus.

CaUiBthSnea (Ka\Xi<rd4vns% of Olynthus, a
relation and a pupil of Aristotle, accompanied

Alexander the Great to Asia. In his intercourse

with Alexander he was arrogant and bold, and
took every opportunity of exhibiting his independ-

ence, He expressed his indignation at Alexander’s

adoption of Oriental customs, abd especially at the

requirement of the ceremony of adoration. He
thus rendered himself so obnoxious to the king,

that he was accused of being privy to the plot of

Hermolaus to assassinate Alexander ; and after

being kept in chains for 7 months, was either put

to death or died of disease. Callisthenes wrote an

account of Alexander's expedition ; a history of

Greece, in 10 books, from the peace of Antalcidas

to the seizure of the Delphic temple by Philome-

lus (b, c. 337—357) ;
and other works, all of

which have perished.

Callisto (KaXXiovcrf), an Arcadian nymph, hence

called Nonaertna virgo (Ov. Met.W. 409) from No-
nacris, a mountain in Arcadia, was daughter either

of Lycaon or of Nycteus or of Ceteus, and a compa-

nion of Artemis in the chase. She was beloved by
Zeus, who metamorphosed her into a she-bear that

Hera might not become acquainted with the

amour. But Hera learnt the tr^th, and caused

Artemis to slay Callisto during the chase. Zeus

placed Callisto among the stars under the name of

Arctoij or the Bear. Arcas was her son by Zeus.

According to Ovid Jupiter (Zeus) overcame the

virtue of Callisto by assuming the form of Arte-

mis ; Juno (Hera) then metamorphosed Callisto

into a bear
;
and when Areas during the chase

was on the point of killing his mother Jupiter

placed both among the stars. [Arctos.]— Ac-
cording to a modem scholar Callisto is merely ano-

ther form of Calliste, a surname of Artemis, and she

is therefore the same as this goddess. The ihe-

bear was the symbol of the An^ab Artemis,

Gnlliftrftti^a (KoXX^orpor/a), a town in Paphla-

gonia, on the coast of the Euzine.

CALVENTIUS.
Callistr&tOf (KaWitrrparos). 1. An Athenian

orator, son of Callicrates of Aphidna. His oratory

was greatly admired by Demosthenes, and bis

speech on the afiair of Oropus, b. c. 366, is said to

have excited the enyilation of Demosthenes, and
to have caused the latter to devote himself to ora-

tory. After taking an active part in public affairs,

generally in favour of S^parta, Callistratus was
condemned to death by the Athenians in 361,
and went into banishment to Methone in Mace-
donia. He ultimately returned to Athens, and
was put to death. During his exile he is said to

have founded the city of Datum, afterwards Phi-

lippi.— 2. A Greek grammarian, and a disciple of

Aristophanes of Byzantium.— 8. A Roman jurist,

frequently cited in the Digest, wrote at least as

late as the reign (a. d. 198—211) of Severus and
Antoninus (t. e. Septimius Severus and Caracalla).

Callistus, C. JflUiu, a freedman of Caligula,

possessed great influence in the reigns of Caligula

and Claudius, and is the person to whom the

physician Scribonius Largus dedicates his work.

Gallium (KdWtoy

:

KoXXte^r), called CaUipuiia

by Livy (xxxvi. 30), a town in Aetolia in the

valley of the Spercheus, S.W. of Hypata.

CaUixSnilB (KoXXi'fevos), the leader in the pro-

secution of the Athenian generals who had con-

quered at Arginusae, b. a 406. Not long after

the execution of the generals, the Athenians re-

pented of their unjust sentence, and decreed the

institution of criminal accusations against Callixe-

nus, but he escaped from Athens. On the restora-

tion of democracy, 403, Callixenus took advantage

of the general amnesty, and returned to Athens, but

no man would give him either water or light for his

fire, and he perished miserably of hunger.

Gallon (KdXXcvv). 1 An artist of Aegina,

fiourished b.c. 516.— 2. An artist of Elis, lived

before b. c. 436.

Galor. 1. A river in Samnium, flows past Be-

neventum and falls into the Vultumus. —2. (Gi-

lore), a river in Lucania, falls into the Silarus.

Calpo (KaKirri : Gibralter), a mountain in the S.

of Spain on the Straits between the Atlantic and
Mediterranean. This and M. Abyla opposite to it

on the African coaSt, were called the Columns of
Hercules, [Abyla.]

Galpe (KdXm^: Kirpeh\ a river, promontory,

and town on the coast of Bithynia, between the

rivers Psilis and Sangariiis.

Galpurnla, daughter of L. Calpurnius Piso,

consul b. c. 58, and last wife of the dictator Caesar,

to whom she was married in 59. The reports re-

specting the conspiracy against Caesar’s life filled

Calpumia with the liveliest apprehensions ; she in

vain entreated her husband not to leave home on

the Ides of March, 44.

Galpiinila Gens, plebeian, pretended to be de-

scended from Calpus, a son of Numa. It was
divided into the families of Bbstia, BiDULU5i,

Flamma, and Piao.

T. Calpurnliu SictUni, the author of 1 1 Ec-

logues in Latin verse, which are close imitations

of Virgil, perhaps lived about a. d. 290.— Edi~

turns. In the Poetae Latini Miuores of Wemsdorff

;

and by Glaeser, Gottmg. 1842.

Oalva, a surname of Venus at Rome, probably

in honour of the Roman women, who are said,

daring the war with the Gauls, to have cut off

their hair for the purpose of making bow-strings.

CalTantifna, an Insubrian Gaul, of the town of
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Placentia, whose daughter married L. Piso, the

father of L. Piso Caesoninus, consul b. c. 68. In

liis speech against the latter, Cicero upbraids him

with the low origin of his mother, and calls him
Caesoninus Semiplaceniinus Ctdvenlitis.

Calvlnxia, Domltlus. L Cxl., curule aedile,

B. c. 299, consul 283, and dictator and censor 280.

In his consulship he, together with his colleague

Dolabella, defeated the Gauls and Etruscans, and
hence received the suniame Maximus. •>>"2. Cn.,

tribune of the plebs, 59, when he supported Bibu-

lus against Caesar, praetor 56, and consul 53,

through the influence of Pompey. In the civil

war he joined Caesar. In 49 he fought under

Curio in Africa
; and in 48 he fought under Caesar

in Greece, and commanded the centre of Caesar’s

army at the battle of Pharsalia. In 47 he had the

command of Asia, and in 46 he fought in Africa

against the Pompeian party. After Caesar's death

(44) he fought under Octnvian and Antony against

the republicans. In 40 he was consul a 2nd time,

and 111 39 went as proconsul to Spain, where he
' Seated the revolted Cerretani.

LyInuB, L. SeztXus, consul b.c. 124, defeated

the Salluvii and other people in Transalpine Gaul,

and in 123 founded the colony of Aquae Sextiae

(Air).

Calvinuj, T. Yeturias, twice consul, b. a 334
and 321. In his second consulship he and his

colleague Sp. Postuinius Albinus were defeated by
the Sabines at Caudium. For details see Albi-

nus^No. 3.

Calvislus Sablnus. ^fSABiNUs.]
Calvus, licInluB. [LiciNiua.]

C&ljroa^U8 (KaA.d«ca5vor). 1. {GUuk SooyQo\

a considerable river of Cilicia Tracheia, navigable

as far up as Scleucia.— 2. The promontory of this

name, mentioned by Polybius (xxii. 26) and Livy

(xYxviii. 38), appears to be the same as Anemu-
RH/M.

Calydnae (KaA^ducu vrjaot). 1. Two small

islands ofl' the coast of Troos, between Tenedos
and the Prom. Lectum.— 2, A group of islands

olF the coast of Caria, N.W. of Cos, belonging to

the Sporades. The largest of them was called

Calydna, and afterwards Calymna (now Kalimno).

Cal^ddn (KaAvSciv: Ka\v8wv(ov), an ancient

town of Aetolia on the FiVcnus in the land of the

Curetes, said to have been founded by Aetolus or

his sun Calydon. The surrounding country pro-

duced wine, oil, and corn
;
and in the mountains

in the neighbourhood took place the celebrated

hunt of the Calydonian boar. The inhabitants

were removed by Augustus to Nicopolis.

Calymna. [Calydnae.]
Calynda (KclAwSa *. KaAvvSeds), a city of Caria,

E. of Caunus, and 60 stadia (6 geog. miles) from

the sen. The Calyndians formed a part of the

fleet of Xerxes, under their king Damasithymus

:

afterwards they were subject to tho Caunians; and

both cities were added by the Romans to the ter-

ritory of Rhodes.
^

Cflypso (KoAin^cJ), daughter of Oceanus and

Tethys, or of Nercus, or, according to Homer, of!

Atlas, was a nymph inhabiting the island of Ogygia,

on which Ulysses was shipwrecked. Calypso loved

the unfortunate hero, and pfoinised him iraraoi>

lality if he would remain with her. Ulysses re-

fused, and after she had detained him 7 years, the

gods compelled her to allow him to continue his

journey homewards.

Mi

Camalodflnimi {Colchester), the capital of the

Trinobantes in Britain, and the first Roman co-

lony in the island, founded by the emperor Clau-

dius, A. D. 43.

Camarina (Kajudpira: Ke^pwaTos: Camerina),

a town on the S. coast of Sicily, at the mouth of

the Hipparis, founded by Syracuse, A c. 699. It

was several times destroyed by Sjrracuse ; and in

the 1st Punic war it was taken by the Romans,
and most of the inhabitants sold as slaves. Scarcely

any vestiges of the ancient town remain. In the

neighbourhood was a marsh, which the inhabitants

drained contrary to the command of an oracle, and
thus opened a way to their enemies to take the

town : hence arose the proverb /il) kIvsi Kafiaplvar,

nemoveas Camarinam.
Cambflni Kontes, the mountains which sepa-

ratS Macedonia and Thessaly.

CambysSne (Kaju^oo^i/^), a district of Armenia
Major, on the borders of Iberia and Colchis.

Cambyies (KaixSixnis). 1. Father of Cyrus
the Great 2. Second king of Persia, succeeded

his father Cyrus, and reigned b. c. 529—522. In
525 he conquered Egypt

;
but an army which he

sent against tho Ammonians perished in the sands,

and the forces, which ho led in person against the

Aethiopians S. of Egypt, were compelled by failure

of provisions to return. On his return to Memphis
he treated the Egyptians with great cruelty

;
he*

insulted their religion, and slew their god Apis
with his own hands. He also acted tyrannically

towards his own family and the Persians in ge-

neral. He caused his own brother Smerdis to be
murdered

;
but a Magian personated the deceased

prince, and set up a claim to the throne. [Smer-
Dis.] Cambyses forthwith set out from Egypt
against this pretender, but died in Syria, at a place

named Ecbatana, oT on accidental w'ound in the

thigh, 522.

Cambyses (KofiSvarns). L (fora), a river of

Iberia and Albania, which, after uniting with the

Alazon (Alasan), falls into the Cyrus.— 2. A
small river of Media, falling into the Caspian be-

tween the Araxes and the Amardus.
Camfinae (not Camoenae), also called Ckismenae^

Carmetiae. The name is connected with cannen^ a
** prophecy.” The Camcnao accordingly were pro-

phetic nymphs, and they belonged to the religion of

ancient Italy, although later trad itions represent their

worship as introduced into Italy from Arcadia, and
some accounts identify them with tho Muses. The
most important of these goddesses was Caimenta
or Carmentis, who had a temple at the foot of the

Capitoline hill, and altars near the porbi Carraen-

talis. Respecting her festival see £>{et. of Ant.
art. Carmentaiia.

^

The traditions which assigned

a Greek origin to her worship, state that her ori-

ginal luime was Nicostrate, and that she was the
mother of Evander by Hermes, with whom she
fled to Italy.

Cameria (Camerinus), an ancient town of La-
tiunte conquered by Tarquinius Priscus.

C&n5lrX]iiim or Camaripum, more anciently

CaPiers (Camertes : (Jamerino), a town in Umbria
on the borders of Picenuni, an ally of the Romans
against the Etruscans, a c. 308, and also an ally

of the Romans in the 2nd Punic war, subsequently

a Roman colony.

CUmerlnns, the name of a patrician family of

the Sulpicia gens, the members of which frequently

held the consulship in the early times of the republic
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(ac. 500, 400, 461, 393, 345). After b. c. 345

the Camerini disappear from history for 400 years,

hut they are mentioned again as one of the noblest

Roman families in the early times of the empire.

Camerinus, a Roman poet, contemporary with

Ovid, wrot3 a poem on the capture of Troy by
Hercules.

CamlouB (Ka/x(fc4T : Ko/uIkios), an ancient town
of the Sicani on the S. coast of Sicily on a river of

the same name, occupied the site of the citadd of

AflRlGKNTUM.
C&milla, daughter of king Metabus of the Vol-

scian town of Privemum, was one of the swift-

footed servants of Diana, accustomed to the chase

and to war. She assisted Tumus against Aeneas,

and after slaying numbers of the Trojans wa^ at

length killed by Aruns.

O&milliu, Forlos. 1. M., one of the grcat*he-

roes of the Roman republic. Ho was censor b. c.

403, in which year Livy erroneously places his

first consular tribunate. He was consular tribune

for the first time in 401, and for the second time

in 398. In 396 he was dictator, when h^ gained

a glorious victory over the Faliscans and Fidenates,

to*k Veii, and entered Home in triumph, riding in

a chariot drawn by white horses. In 394 he was
consular tribune for the third time, and reduced the

Faliscans. The story of the schoolmaster who at-

• tempted to betray the town of Falerii to Camillus,

belongs to this campaign. In 391, Camillus was
accused of having made an unfair distribution of

the booty of Veii, and went voluntarily into exile

at Ardea. Next year (390) the Gauls took Rome,
and laid siege to Ardea. The Romans in the Ca-
pitol recalled Camillus, and appointed him dictator

in his absence. Camillus hastily collected an
army, attacked the Gauls, and defeated them com-

pletely. [Brbnnvr.] His fellow-citizens saluted

nim as the Second Romulus. In 389 Camillus was
dictator a third time, and defeated the Volscians,

Aequians, and other nations. In 386 he was
consular tribune for the fourth, in 384 for the fifth,

and in 381 for the sixth time. In 368 he was
appointed dictator a fourth time to resist the roga-

tions of C. Licinius Stolo. Next year, 367, he
was dictator a fifth time, and though 80 years of

age, he completely defeated the Gauls. He died

of the pestilence, 365. Camillus was the great

general of his age, and the resolute champion of

the patrician order. His history has received

much legendary and traditional fable, and requires

a careful critical sifting.—•2. Sp., son of No. 1.,

first praetor 367.-— 3. L., also son of No. 1, was
dictator 350 in order to hold the comitia, and
consul 349, when he defeated the Gauls. —4. L.,

son of No. 2, consul 338, when Ijp took Tibur, and
in conjunction with his colleague Macnius com-
pleted the subjugation of Latiuni. In 325 he was
consul a second time.— 6. X., proconsul of Africa

in the reign of Tiberius, defeated the Numidian
Toefarinas, A. D. 17.—>6. X, sumamed Scriboni-
ANUR, consul A. D. 32, under Tiberius. At the

beginning of the reign of Claudius be was legate

of Dalmatia, where he revolted, but was conquered,

42, sent into exile, and died 53.

CamXms (Kdjueipor ; Ka/ueipstir), a Dorian town
on the W. coast of the island of Rhodes, juiid to

have been founded by Camirus, son of Cercaphus

and Cydippe, and the principal toprn in the i^nd
before the foundation of Rhodes. It was the

birth-place of the poet Pisander.

CAMPL
Camisa (Kdfjiiaa), a fortress m Cappadocia, 23

Roman miles E. of Sebaste.

Camoenae. [Camknab.]
Camp&nda (Campanus: Terra di Lavoro)^ a

district of Italy, the name of which is probably

derived from campus ** a plain,” was bounded on
the N.W. by Latium, N. and E. by Samnium,
S. E. by Lncania, and S. and S. W. by the Tyr-
rhenian sea. It was separated from Latium by
the river Liris, and fiom Lucania at a later time

by the river Silarus, though in the time of Au-
gustus it did not extend further S. than the pro-

montory of Minerva. In still earlier times the

Ager Campanus included only the country round
Capua. The country along the coast from the

Liris to the Promontory of Minen’a is a plain

inclosed by the Apennines which sweeps round it

in the fbrm of a semicircle. Campania is a vol-

canic country, to which circumstance it was mainly

indebted for its extraordinary fertility, for which
it was celebrated in antiquity above all other

lands. It produced corn, wine, oil, and every

kind of fruit in the greatest abundance, and
many parts crops could be gathered 3 times tti'ihc

year. The fertility of the soil, the beauty of the

scenery, and the softness of the climate, the heat

of which was tempered by the delicious breezes of

the sea, procured for Campania the epithet Felisft

a name which it justly deserved. It was the fa-

vourite retreat in summer of the Roman nobles,

whose villas studded a considerable part of its

coast, especially in the neighbourhood of Baiab.
The principal river was the Vulturnus: the

minor rivers were the Liris, Savo, Clanius,
Skbbthus, Sarnus, and Silarus. The chief

lakes were Lucrinus, Achkrusia, Avkrnus,
and Literna, most of them craters of extinct

volcanos.—The earliest inhabitants of the country

were the Ausonxs and Osci or Opici. They
were subsequently conquered by the EtruBcnns,

who became the masters of almost all the country.

In the time of the Romans wo find 3 distinct

people, besides the Greek population of Cumae:
1. The Campani, properly so called, a mixed race,

consisting of Etruscans and the original inhabitants

of the country, dt^elling along the coast from Si-

nuessa to Paestnm. They were the ruling race

:

their history is given under Capua, their chief city.

2. SiDiciNi, an Ausonian people, in the N.W. of

the country on the borders of Samnium. 3. Pi-

csNTiN/ in the S. £. of the country.

CampS (Kdp7nj)j a monster which guarded the

Cyclops in Tartarus, was killed by Zeus when he

wanted the assistance of the Cyclops against the

Titans.

Campi LapidM (irtHlov Kide^ss; la Oran)^
” Plain of Stones ” in the S. of Gaul, E. of the

Rhone, near the Mediterranean, and on the road

from Arles to Marseilles. These stones were pro-

bably deposited by the Rhone and the Druentia

(Z>»ra»cr), when their course was different from

what it is at present. This singular plain was
known even to Aeschylus, who says that Zeus
rained down these stones from heaven to assist

Hercules in his flight with the Ligurians, after the

hero had shot away all his arrows. A sweet

herbage grows underneath and between the stones,

and consequently in ancient as well as in modem
times, flocks of sheep were pastured on this plain.

Campi Macri (Maxpol Kdjawot), the ” Long
Plains,” a tract of country between Parma and
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Modena, celebrated for the wool of its sheep.

There appears to have been a place of the same

name, where annual meetings of the neighbouring

people were held even in the time of Strabo.

Camp! Baadll, a plain in the N. of Italy near

Vercella, where Marius and Catulus defeated the

Cimbri, b.c. 101.

Campus Martins, the ** Plain of Mars,** fre-

quently called the Campus simply, was, in its

widest signification, the open plain at Rome out-

side the cit3'-walls, lying between the Tiber and

the hills Capitolinns, Quirinnl, and Pincius ; but

it was more usually used to signify the N. W.
portion of the plain lying in the bend of the Tiber,

which nearly surrounded it on 3 sides. The S.

portion of the plain in the neighbourhood of the

Circus Flaminius was called Circus Flamiuius or

Campus Flaminius or Frata Flaminia. The
Campus Martins is said to have belonged originally

to the Tarquins, and to have become the property

of the state, and to have been consecrated to Mars
upon the expulsion of the kings. Here the Roman
Youths were accustomed to perform their gymnas-

nB%iid warlike exercises, and here the comitia of

the centuries were held. At a later time it was

surrounded by porticoes, temples, and other public

buildings. It was included within the city walls

by Aurelian.— Some modern writers make 3 divi-

sions of the Campus Martins, and suppose that

there was a portion of the plain lying between the

Campus Martius proper and the Circus Flaminius,

called Campus Tiberinus or Campus Minor, but

this supposition does not rest on sufficient evidence.

The Campus Minor mentioned by Catullus (Iv. 3)

probably refers to another Campus altogether.

Respecting the other Campi see Roma.
Canao (Kdi/ai), a sea-port of Aeolis, in Asia

Minor, opposite to Lesbos.

C&n^d (Kavcfioj), daughter of Aeolus and Ena-

rete, had several children by Poseidon. She en-

tertained an unnatural love for her brother Maca-

reus, and on this Jiccount was killed by her own
father

; but according to others, she put an end to

her life.

C&n&ohus (Kdi'axov). 1. A Sicyonian artist,

fioiirished h. c. 540—508, and executed, among
other works, a colossal statue of Apollo Philcsius

at Miletus, which was carried to Ecbatana by
Xerxes, 47.9.— 2. A Sicyonian artist, probably

grandson of the former, from whom he is not dis-

tinguished by the ancients. He and Patrocles cast

tlie statues of *2 Spartans, who had fought in the

battle of Aegospotarnos, b. c. 405.

Cauastrum or Cauastraeum (Kdt'currpov, Ko-

ya<rrpa7oVf sc. axpoir^pioiq Tj KavourTpairi &Kpri ; C.

Pai(kiri\ the S. E. extremity of the peninsula Pal-

lenc in Macedonia.

Candace (KavSoxT}), a queen of the Aethiopians

of Meroe, invaded Egypt a c. 22, but was driven

back and defeated by Petronius, the Roman go-

vernor of Egypt. Her name seems to have been

common to all the queens of Aethiopia.

Candaules (Ka^SauXu^), also called Myrsilus,

last Heraclid king of Lydia. His wife compelled

Gyges to put her husband to death, because he

had exhibited to Gyges her un\ciled charms.

Gyges then married the queen and mounted the

throne, b. c. 7H>.

Candavla, Cand&vli Montes, the mountains

separating Illyricum from Macedonia, acrou which
the Via Egna'tia ran.
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Candldum Fr. {Ra$^AbUid^ Cktp Btanco),

N.W. of Hippo Zaritus on the N. const of Zeugi-

tana, in Africa, forms the W. headland of ^e
Sinus Hipponensis,

CanXoula. [Canis.]

Canldla, whose real name was Gratidia, was a
Neapolitan courtezan beloved by Horace

;
but when

she deserted him, ho revenged himself by holding

her up to contempt as an old sorceress. {Epod. 5,

17, Sai. i. 8.)

CuiIiiInB Oallus. [Gallus.]
Casinlus Bebilus. [Rxbilus.]

Canis (Kdwv), the constellation of the Great

Dog. The most important star in this constella-

tion was specially named Canis or Canicula^ and
al;|p Sirius. About B. c. 400 the heliacal rising of

Sirius at Athens, corresponding with the entrance

of the sun into the sign Leo, marked the hottest

season of the sea, and this observation being taken

on trust by the Romans, without considering

whether it suited their age and country, the Dies
Caniculares became proverbial among them, as the

Dog Days are among ourselves.— The constella-

tion of the Little Dog was called Procyon (npoxdwv),

literally translated Ante canem^ Antecanis^ because

in Greece this constellation rises helincally before

the Great Dog. When Bootes was regarded as

Icarius [Arctos], Procyon became Maera, the

dog of Icarius.

Cannae (Cannensia : Canne\ a village in Apu-
lia, N. E. of Canusium, situated in an extensive

plain E. of the Auhdus and N. of the small river

Vergellns, memorable for the defeat of the Romans
by Hannibal, b.c. 216.

Canninefates. [Batavi.I

CanSbns or Candpns {Kavta^os or Kdywiros),

according to Grecian story, the helmsman of Me-
nelaus, who on his rMum from Troy died in Egypt,

and was buried on the site of the town of Cano-
bus, which derived its name from him.

C&nbbUB or Candpns (Kdi'(v$or, Kdvunros: Kovem
Slrtjs

:

Ru. W. of Ahoukir\ an important city on
the coast of Lower Egypt, near the W.-most
mouth of the Nile, which was hence called the

Canopic Mouth (rh Kavw^iKhv ardpua). It was
120 stadia (12 gcog. miles) E. of Alexandria, and
was (at least at one time) the capital of the Nomos
Menelaites. It had a great temple of Serapis, and
a considerable commerce

;
und its inhabitants were

proverbial for their luxury (Kaw^nr/ids). After

the establishment of Christianity, the city rapidly

declined.

Cant&bri, a people in the N. of Spain. The
Romans originally gave this name to all the people

on the N. coast of Spain
; but when they became

better acquainted ^ith the country, the name was
restricted to the people bounded on the E. by the
Astures and on the W. by the Autrigones. The
Cantabri were a fierce and warlike people, and
were only subdued by Augustus after a struggle

of several years (b. c. 25—19).

Caath&rtlB (Kdvdopor), a statuary and embosser
of Sicyon, flourished about b. c. 268.

CanthoB (Editor), an Aigonaut, son of Cane-
thus or of Abas of Euboea, was slain in Libya by
Ccphalion or Caphaurus.

Cantlnm (Contii : Keni)^ a district of Britab,
nearly the same as the modem Kent^ but included
Londinium.

,

CanolMiiB, C., tribune of the plebs, b. a 445,
proposed the law, establishing oonnvbium, or the
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right of intermarriage, between the patricians and

lebs. He also proposed that the people should

ave the right of choosing the consuls from either

the patricians or the plebs ;
but this proposal was

not carried, and it was resolved instead, that mili-

tary tribunes, with consular power, should be

elected from either order in pLoce of the consuls.

Cantislam (Canusinus: Canosa), a town in

Apulia, on the Aufidus,and on the high road from

Rome to Bnindusium, founded, according to tra-

dition, by Diomede, whence the surrounding coun-

try was called Campw Diomedia. It was at ail

events a Greek colony, and both Greek and Oscan
were spoken there in the time of Horace. ( Cbna-

aini more hilinguia, Hor. Sat, i. 10. 30.) Canusium
was a town of considerable importance, but suffered

greatly, like most of the other towns in the of

Italy, during the 2nd Punic war. Here the re-

mains of the Roman army took refuge after their

defeat at Cannae, b. c. 216. It was celebrated for

its mules and its woollen manufactures, but it had
a deficient supply of water. (Hor. Sat. i. S. 91.)

There are still ruins of the ancient town near

Canosa.

Cantltitui, or Canntltlns. L F., a distinguished

orator, frequently mentioned in Cicero’s oration for

Cluentins. 2. TL, tribune of the plebs, b. c. 44,

a violent opponent of Antony, and, after the esta-

blishment of the triumvirate, of Octavian also. He
was taken prisoner at the capture of Perusia, and
was put to death by Octavian, 40.

Cap&neiu (Kairovcus), son of Hipponous and
Astynome or Laodice, and father of Sthenclus,

was one of the 7 heroes who marched from Argos
against Thebes. He was struck by Zeus with

lightning, as he was scaling the walls of Thebes,

because he had dared to dcfy«the god. While his

body was burning, his wife Evadne leaped into the

flames and destroyed herself.

Capella, the star. [Capra.]
Oapella, Marti&nTU Mineas Felix, a native of

Carthage, probably flourished towards the close of

the fifth century of our aera. He is the author of a

work in 9 books, composed in a medley of prose

and various kinds of verse, after the fashion of the

Satyra Menippea of Varro. It is a sort of ency-

clopaedia, and was much esteemed in the middle

ages. The first two books, which are an introduc-

tion to the rest, consist of an allegory, entitled the

Nuptials of Philology and Mercury, while in the

remaining 7 are expounded the principles of the 7

liberal arts. Grammar, Dialectics, Rhetoric, Geo-
metry, Arithmetic, Astronomy, and Music, in-

cluding Poetry.— Editions. By Hugo Grotius,

Lu^. Bat. 1699; and by Kopp,"Franc£ 1836.

CapSna (Capenas, -Utis : Ctvititcola^ an uninha-

bited hill), an ancient Etruscan town founded by
and dependent on Yeii, submitted to the Romans
B. c. '396, the year after the conquest of Veii, and
subsequently became a Roman muiiicipium. In its

territory was the celebrated grove and temple of

Feronia on the small river Capenas. [Fkronia.]
CapSna Porta. [Roma.]
Caper, Fla^ixi, a Roman grammarian of iincer-

,

tain date, whose works are quoted repeatedly by '

Priscion, and of whom we have 2 short treatises

extant: printed by Putschius, OramnnU,Laiin.Auct.
Antigu.^ pp. 2239—224B, Hanov. 1606.

C&pStUS SilvlTUI. [SlLVIUSi]

Capli&retu (Ka^ps^s t Capo d’ Oro), a rocky

and dangerous promontory on the S. E. of Euboea,

CAPITOLIUM.

f
where the Greek fleet is said to have been wrecked
on its return from Troy.

Caphyae (Ka<l»iai: Ko^usdr, Ka<pvdTris\ a

town in Arcadia, N. W. of Orchomenus.

Capito, C. AtSlos. 1. Tribune of the plebs

B. c. 55, when he opposed the triumvirs.— 2. Son
of No. 1, an eminent Roman jurist, was^ ap-

pointed Curator aquarum puUicarum in a. o.

13, and held this office till his death, 22. He
gained the favour of both Augustus and Tibe-

rius by flattery and obsequiousness. He wrote

numerous legal works, which are cited in the

Digest and elsewhere. Capito and his contem-
porary Labeo were reckoned the highest legal

authorities of their day, and were the founders of

2 legal schools, to which most of the great jurists

belonged. The schools took their respective names
from distinguished disciples of those jurists. The
followers of Capito were called from Masurius
Sabinus, iSb^intam; and afterwards from Cassius

Longinus, Cassiani. The followers of Labeo took

from Prociilus the name Proculnani.

Capito, C. FontSlus, a friend of M. Anton

v

accompanied Maecenas to Brundisium, n. cf'5/,

when the latter was sent to effect a reconciliation

between Octavianus and Antony. (II or. Sat. i.

32.) Capito remained with Antony, and went
with him to the East.

C&pitdUnns, JtlllnB, one of the Scriptores His-

toriae Augusiar.^ lived in the reign of Diocletian

(a. d. 284—305), and wrote the lives of 9 empe-
rora : — 1. Antoninus Pius, 2. M. Aurelius, 3. L.

Verus, 4. Pertinax, 5. Clodius Albinus, 6. Opilius

Maennus, 7. the 2 Maximini, 8. the 3 Gordiani,

9. Maximus and Balbinus. The best editions (if

the Scriptores Historiae Augustae are by Salmasius,

Par. 1620 ;
Schrevelius, Lugd. Bat. 1671.

C&pltOlIXLiia, Manlius. [Manlius.]
C&pitoUnus Mons. [Capitolium : Roma.]
C&pitallnns, Petilllns, was, according to the

Scholiast on Horace {Sat. i. 4. 94), entrusted with

the care of the temple of Jupiter on the Capitol

(whence he was called Capitolinus), and was ac-

cused of having stolen the crown of Jupiter, but

was acquitted by the judges in consequence of his

being a friend of^Augustus. The surname Capi-

tolinus appears, however, to have been a regular

family-name of the gens.

OftpttOUnns, Qnintlus. [Quintius.]
CftpltOlinm, the temple of Jupiter Optimus

Maximus at Rome, was situated on the Mons Ca-

pitolinus, which derived its name from the temple.

This hill is in figure an irregular oblong, with two
more elevated summits at the N. and S. ends.

The N. summit, which is somewhat higher and
steeper, was the Arx or citadel of Rome, and is

now occupied by the church of A ra Celi : while the

S. summit, which is now covered in part by the

Palazzo Caflarelli, was the site of the Capltoliuin.

The temple is said to have been called the Capi-

tolium, because a human head (caput) was disco-

vered iiv digging the foundations. The building of

it was commenced by Tarquinius Priscus, and it

was finished by Tarquinius Superbus, but was not

dedicated till the 3rd year of the republic, b. c.

607, by the consul M. Horatius. It was burnt

down in the civil wars, 83, but was rebuilt by
Sulla, and was dedicated by Q. Catulus, 69. It

was burnt down a 2nd time by the soldiers of

Vitellius, A. D. 69, and was rebuilt by Vespasian ;

but it was burnt down a 3rd time in the reign of
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Titus, 80, and was again rebuilt by Domitian with

greater splendour than before. The Capitol con-

tained 3 cells under the same roof : the middle cell

was the temple of Jupiter, hence described as

“ media qui sedet aedc Deus” (Ov. ex Pont. iv. 9.

32), and on either side were the cells of his attend-

ant deities, Jiino and Minerva. The Capitol was

one of the most imposing buildings at Rome, and

was adorned as befitted the majesty of the king of

the gods. It was in the form of a square, namely,

200 feet on each side, and was approached by a

fligljt of 100 steps. The gates were of bronze,

and the ceilings and tiles gilt. The gilding alone

of the building cost Domitian 12,000 talents. In

the Capitol were kept the Sibylline books. Here
the consuls upon entering on their office offered sacri-

fices and took their vows ; and hither the victorious

general, who entered the city in triumph, was car-

ried in Ills triumphal car to return thanks to the

Father of the gods.— Although the words Arx
Capifo/mmtfue are properly used to signify the

whole hill, yet we sometimes find the term A nr

applietl alone to the whole hill, since the hill

constituted a natural citadel to the city,

and sometimes the term Cupitohum to the whole

lull, on account of the importance and reverence

attaching to the temple. Moreover, as the Capitol

was nearly as defensible as the Arx, it is sometimes

called Arx Tarpcia or Capitolina^ but the epithet

Tarpeia or Capitolina is applied to distinguish it

from the Arx properly so called.

Capp&ddcia (KaviraSoKla

:

KairTrotSof, CappS-
(lox), a district of Asia Minor, to which different

boundaries wore assigned at different times. Under
the Persian empire it included the whole country

inliabited by a people of Syiian origin, who were
• ailed (from their complexion) White Synans
(:\fVK6<Tvpoi)^ and also Cappadoces, which appears

10 have been a word of Persian origin. Their

ouiitry seems to have embraced the whole N.E.
fiart of Asia Minor E. of the llalys and N. of the

raunis. Afterwards (but whether under the Per-

sians or after the Macedonian conquest, is a dis-

puted point) the country was divided into two
parts, which were named respectively from their

proximity to the Euxiiie and to the Taurus, the N.
part being called Cappadocia ad I’ontum and then
Simply PoNTua, the S. part Cappadocia ad Tau-
rum, and then simply Cappadocia : the former was
also called Cappadocia Minor and the latter Cap-
jiadocia Major. Under the Persian Empire, the
whole country was governed by a line of here-

ditary satraps, who traced their descent from
Anaphas, an Achaemenid, one of the 7 chieftains

that slew the pseudo-Smerdis, and who soon raised

themselves to the position of tributary kings. After
a temporary suspension of tlieir power during the
wars between the successors of Alexander, when
Ariarathes I. was defeated and sKain by Perdiccas
(B. c. 322), the kings of S. Cappadocia (respecting
the other part see Pontus) recovered their in-

dependence under Ariarathes ll., whose history and
that of his successors will be found under Ariara-
ruBS and Ariobahzanes.^ In a. d. 17, Arche-
Itiiis, the last king, died at Rome, and Tiberius
made Cappadocia a Roman province. [Archk-
^ Aiisi, No. 6.J Soon afterwards the districts of
Cataonia and Melitene, which had before belonged
to Cilicia, were added to Cappadocia, and the pro-
vince then comprised the 10 praefecturae of Meli-
tene, Cataonia, Cilicia, Tyanitis, Garsauritis, La-
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viniasene, Sargarauaene, Saraumvene, Chamanene,
and Morimene. There were other divisions under
the later emperors. Cappadocia was a rough and
generally sterile mountain region ;

bordered by the

chains of the Paryadrss on the N., the Sev-
niSHBS on the E., and the Tai'RUS on the S., and
intersected by that of the Anti-Taurus, on the

side of whose central mountain, Argaeus, stood

the capital Mazaca,aft Caesarea ad Argakum.
Its chief rivers were the Halys and the Mblas.
Its fine pastures supported abundance of good
horses and mules.

Capp&doz (Kainra8o(: Komix)^ a tributa^ of

the Dalys, rising in M. Lithriis, in the chain of

Paryadres, and forming the N.W. boundary of

Canpadocio, on the side of Galatia.

Capra, or Capella (Af£), the brightest star in the

conAellation of the Auriga.^ or Charioteer

y

is some-
times called Olenia CapeUuy because it rested on
the shoulder (M tixdyris) of the Auriga. This
star was said to have been originally the nymph or

goat who nursed the infant Zens in Crete. [Aboa ;

Amalthba.] Its heliacal rising took place soon
before the winter solstice, and thus it was termed
siynam pluviale.

Capr&rXa or Capr&sla. 1. {Capraja), a small

island off the coast of Etruria between Populonia
and the N. extremity of Corsica, inhabited only
by wild goats, whence its name : called by the

Greeks Al^iAoi'. •— 2. (Cabreni)y a small island

off the S. of the Balcaris Major {Majorca), dan-

gerous to ships.—3. See Akuatks.—4. See For-
TUNATAK Insulae.

CaprSae (Cap-t), a small island, 9 miles in cir-

cumference, off Campania, at the S. entrance of the

gulf of Puteoli, and miles from the promontory
ofMinerva, from which the island had been separated
by an earthquake. It is composed of calcareous

rocks, which rise to 2 summits, the highest of

Avhich is between 1600 and 1700 feet above the

sea. The scenery is beautiful, and the climate

soft and genial. According to tradition, it was
originally inhabited by the Teleboae, but after-

wards belonged to the inhabitants of Neapolis,

from whom Augustus either purchased it or ob>

tained it in exchange for the island Pithecusa.

Here Tiberius lived the last 10 years of bis reign,

indulging in secret debauchery, and accessible only
to his creatures. Ho erected many magnificent

buildings on the island, the chief of which was
the Villa Jovis, and the ruins of which are still to

be seen.

Capria (Kairp(a),a large salt lake in Pamphylia,
near the coast, between Perge and Aspendus.
Caprioomnf (AlySKfpws), the Goat, a sign of

the Zodiac, betweeg the Archer and the Waterman,
is said to have fought with Jupiter against the

Titans.

CapmB (Kdrpos). 1. (Little Zal), a river of

Assyria, rising in Mt. Zagros (Mis. of Kurdistan),
and flowing S.W. into the Tigris, opposite to Cae-

nae.— 2. A little river of Phrygia, rising at the

foot of M. Cadmus, and flowing N. into the Lycus.

Capsa (Capsetftnns: Gkafmh), a strong and
ancient city in the S.W. of Byzacena in N. Africa,

in a fertile oasis, surrounded by a sandy desert

abounding in serpents. Its foundation was ascribed

by tradition to the Libyan Hercules. In the war
with Jugurtha, who used it as a treasure-city, it

was destroyed by* Marius ; but it was afterwards

rebuilt and erected into a colony.
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Capiia (Capuanus, Capuensis, but more com-

monly Campfinus : Captui\ originally called Vtd-

turnum, the chief city of Campania after the fall

of Cumae, is said to have derived its name from

Capys. Capua was either founded or colonized by
the Etruscans, according to some 50 years before

the foundation of Rome, and it became at an early

period the most prosperous, wealthy, and luxurious

city in the S. of Italy. In B. c. 420 it was con-

quered by the warlike Samnites ; and the popula-

tion, which had always been of a mixed nature,

now consisted of Ausonians, Oscans, Etruscans,

and Samnites. At a later time Capua, again at-

tacked by the Samnites, placed itself under the

protection of Rome, 343. It revolted to Hannibal

after the battle of Cannae, 216, but was taken by
the Romans in 211, was fearfully punished, and
never recovered its former prosperity, it was kow
governed by a Praefectus, who was sent annually

to the city from Rome. It received a Roman
colony by the lex agraria of Julius Caesar, 59, and
under Nero a colony of veterans was settled there.

It was subsequently destroyed by the barbarians

who invaded ltal3\ The modem town of Capua is

built about 3 miles from the ancient one, the site

of whichsis indicated by the ruins of an amphi-

theatre.

Caput Vada Prom. [Brachodxs.]
Capyi (Kdirvs). L Son of Assaracus and Hie-

romnemone, and father of Anchi8es.»-2. A com-

panion of Aeneas, from whom Capua was said to

have derived its name.

Capys Silvltts. [Silvius.]

Capj^nm or Capltlum (Capixzi), called by
Cicero Chfitina CivitcUf a town in Sicily near Mt
Aetna.

Car (Kdp), son of Phoroneus, and king of Me-
gara, from whom the acropolis of this town was
called Caria.

Canoalla, emperor of Rome, a. n. 211—217,
was son of Septimius Sevenis and his 2nd wife

.lulin Domna, and was bom at Lyons, A. d. 188.

He was originally called Bamanm after his ma-
ternal grandfather, but afterwards Af. Aurelitti

Antoninus, which became his legal name, and ap-

pears on medals and inscriptions. Caracalla was
a nickname derived from a long tunic worn by the

Gauls, which he adopted os his favourite dress

after he became emperor. In 1 98 Caracalla, when
10 years old, was declared Augustus, and in the

same year accompanied his father Severus in the

expedition against the Parthians. He returned

with Sevems to Rome in 202, and mairied Plau-

tilla, daughter of Plautianus, the praetorian prae-

fect .In 208 he went with Sevenu to Britain ; and
on the death of the latter at York, 211, Caracalla

and his brother Geta succeeded to the throne, ac-

cording to their father's arrangements. Caracalla's

first object was to obtain the sole government by
the murder of his brother ; and after making seve-

ral unsuccessful attempts upon the life of Oeta, be

at length pretended to be reconciled with him, and
having thus thrown him off his jguard, he caused

him to be murdered in the arms of his mother, 212.

The assassination of Oeta was followed by the

execution of many of the most distinguished men
of the state, whom Caracalla suspected of favouring

his brother^ Cause ; the celebrated jurist Papinian

WHS one of hts victims. His craelties and extra-

vagancies knew no bounds ; and' after exhausting

Italy by his extortions, he resolved to visit the
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different provinces of the empire, which became the

scenes of fresh atrocities. In 214 he visited Gaul,

Germany, Dacia, and Thrace
;
and, in consequence

of a campaign against the Alemanni, he assumed the

surname Alemannicus. In 215 he went to Syria

and Egypt ; his sojourn at Alexandria was marked
by a general slaughter of the inhabitants, in order

to avenge certain sarcastic pleasantries in which
they had indulged against himself and his mother.

In 216 he crossed the Euphrates, laid waste Meso-
potamia, and returned to Edessa, where he win-

tered. Next year he again took the held, intending

to cross the Tigris, but was murdered near Edessa
by Maorinus, the praetorian praefcct. Caracalla

gave to all free inhabitants of the empire the name
and privileges of Roman citizens.

Caract&cuf, king of the Silures in Britain,

bravely defended his country against the Romans,
in the reign of Claudius. He was at length de-

feated by the Romans, and fled for protection to

Cartimandua, queen of the Brigantes ; but she be-

trayed him to the Romans, who carried him to

Rome, A. D. 51. When brought before Claudius,

he addressed the emperor in so noble a man*-?"
that the latter pardoned him and his friends.

Car&lia or Cai^Ues (Caralit&nus i Cuyliari), the

chief town of Sardinia, with an excellent harbour,

situated on the Sums Caralitaims and on a pro-

montory of the same name {Capo S. Elia). It was
founded by the Carthaginians

;
under the Romans

it was the residence of the praetor, and at a later

period enjoyed the Roman franchise.

C&rambis {Kupip^is Hupa: Kerempe), a pro-

montory, with a city of the same name, on the

coast of Paphlagonia, almost exactly opposite the

Kriu Metopon or S. promontory of the Chersonesus

Taurica {Grimea). An imaginary line joining those

two headlands would make an almost equ^ divi-

sion of the Kuxine, which was hence cull^ 8i5u/ii;

ddKaffao. (Soph. Antiy. 978.)

Car&niU {Kdpayos). L Of Argos, a descendant

of Hercules, and a brother of Phidon, is said to

have settled at Edessa in Macedonia with an Ar-
givo colony about b. c. 7 50, and to have become
the founder of the dynasty of Macedonian kings.

— 2. Son of Philip and half-brother of Alexander
the Great. —8. A general of Alexander the

Great.

Caratulna, bom among the Menapii in Gaul,

was entrusted by Maximian with the command of

the fleet which was to protect the coasts of Gaul
against the ravages of the Franks. But Maxi-
miun, having become dissatisfied with the conduct

of CarausiuH in this command, gave orders for the

execution of the latter. Carausius forthwith crossed

over to Britain, where he assumed the title of Au-
gustus, A. D. 287. After several ineffectual attempts

to subdue him, Diocletian and Maximian acknow-
ledged him as their colleague in the empire, and he
continued to reign in Britain till 293, when he was
murdered by his chief officer, Allectus.

Garbo, Fapirlna. 1. C., a distinguished orator,

and a man of great talents, but of no principle. He
commenced public life as one of the 3 commissioners

or triumvirs for carrying into effect the agrarian

law of Tib. Gracchus. His tribuneship of the plebs,

B. c. 131, was characterized by the most vehement
opposition to the aristocracy

;
and he was thought

even to have murdered Scipio Africanus, the cham-
pion of the aristocratical party, 129. But after

the death of C. Gracchus (121), he suddenly
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deserted the popular party, ai/d in his consulship

(120) actually undertook the defence of Opimiue,

who had murdered C. Gracchus. In 119 Carbo

was accused by L. Licinius Crassus, who brought a

charge against him, and as he foresaw his condem<

nation, he put an end to his life.—2. Cn., consul

113, was defeated by the Cimbri near Noreia, and

bemg afterwards accused by M. Antonius, he put

an end to his own life.— 3. C., with the surname

Arvina, son of No. 1, was a supporter of the aristo-

cracy. In his tribuneship (90), Carbo and his col-

league, M. Plautiiis Silvanns, carried a law (Z«r
Papiria P/au/ia),giving the Roman franchise to the

citiaens of the federate towns. Carbo was murdered

in 82, by the praetor Brutus Damasippus, at thecom-

mand of the younger Marius. [Brutus, No. 10.]

— 4. Cn., son of No. 2, was one of the leaders of

the Marian party. He was thrice consul, namely,

in 85, 84, and 82. In 82 he carried on war against

Sulla and his generals, but was at length obliged

to abandon Italy : he fled to Sicily, where he was
taken prisoner, and put to death by Pompey at
*
''.ybaeura, in the course of the same year.

Caro&so (
Cari^amei)^ a town of the Tectosages

in Gallia Narbonensis.

Caro&thidcerta (Kapita€i6Kepra : Karipuri or

Diarbekr)^ the capitd of the district of Sophene in

Armenia Major.

Carolnafl (KmpkIvos). 1. A comic poet and a

contemporary of Aristophanes {Nub. 1263, Poar,

794). —3. A tragic poet, lived about b. c. 380.

Caxd&mfle (KapSa/*uXu ; KapSafivKirns). 1.

A town in Messenia, one of the 7 towns promised

by Agamemnon to Achilles.— 2. An island near

or perhaps a town in Chios.

Cardea, a Homan divinity protecting the hinges

of doors (cardo), was a nymph beloved by Janus,

who rewarded her for her favours by giving her

the protection of the hinges of doors, and the power
of preventing evil daemons from entering houses.

Ovid {Fcul. vi. 101, seq.) confounds this goddess

with Carna.
Cardia {KapSla : KopStovJr), a town on the W.

side of the Thracian Chersonese on the gulf of

Melas, foundeil by Miletus and Clazoraenae, and
subsequently colonized by the sAthenians under
Miltiades. It was destroyed by Lysimachus, who
built the town of Lysimachia in its immediate
neighbourhood. Cardia was the birth-place of

Eumenes and of the historian Hieronymus.
Carddchi (Kapiovxoi), a powerful and warlike

people in the S. E. of Great Armenia, on the N. £.

margin of the Tigris valley, probably the same as

the ropSucuoi and ropSvrjvoi of the late geographers

and the Kurds of modem times. They dwelt in

the mountains which divided Assyria on the

N. E.from Armenia (Mts. of Kurdistan), and were
never thoroughly subdued by the Persians, Greeks,
or Romans.

Careius {Kdpri<ros\ a town of the Troad, on a
river of the same name flowing into the Aesepus

:

destroyed before the time of Strabo. *

CftiM (Kapia: Kap), a district of Asia Minor,
in its S. W. comer, bounded on the N. and N. E.
by the mountains Messogis and (^dmus, which
divided it from Lydia and Phrygia, and ^jacent
to Phrygia and Lycia on the E. and S. E. It is

intersected by low mountain chains ranning out
far into the sea in long promontories, the N.-most
cf which was called Mycale or Trogilium (opposite

to Samos), the next Posidium (on which stood
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Miletus and Branchidae), the next is the long

tongue of land terminated by the 2 headlands of

Zephyrium and Termerium (with Halicarnassus on
its S. side), next the Cnidianr Chersonesns, term! -

nated by the cape Triopium and the city of Cnidus,

then the Rhodian Chersonesus, the S. point of

which was called Cynossema, opposite to Rhodes,

and, lastly, Pedalium or Artemisiuni, forming the

W. headland of the bay of Glaucus. The chief

gulfs formed by these promontories were the

Macandrian, between Trogilium and Posidium
;

the lassian, between Posidium and Zephyrium
;

and the Ceraunian or Dorian, between Termerium
and Triopium. The valleys between these moun-
tain chains were well watered and fertile. The
chlbf river was the Maeander, between the chains

of Messogis and Latmus, to the S. of which the

country was watered by its tributai-ies, the Mar-
syas, Harpasus, and Mosynus, besides some streams

flowing W. and S. into the sea, the most consider-

able of which was the Calbis. (See the articles.)

The chief products of the country were corn, wine,

oil, and flgs
; for the last of which Caunus, on the

S. coast, was very famous. An extensive commerce
was carried on by the Greek colonies on ihe coast.— Even before the great colonization of the coasts

of Asia Minor, Dorian settlements existed on the

Triopian and Cnidian promontories, and this part

of Caria, with the adjacent islands, received at that

time other Dorian colonies, and obtained the name
of Doris

;
while to the N. of the lassian Gulf,

the coast was occupied by Ionian colonies, and
thus formed the S. part of Ionia. The inhabitants

of the rest of the country were Carians (Kdpci), a
wide-spread race of the Indo-Germanic stock, nearly

allied to the Lydians and Mysians, which appears,

in the earliest times af which we know any thing,

to have occupied the greater part of the W. coast

of Asia Minor and several islands of the Aegean,

in conjunction with the Lelxoxs, from whom the

Carians are not easily distinguishable. The con-

nection between the Carians, Lydians, and My-
sians is attested by their common worship of Zeus

Carios at Mylasa : the Carians had also a common
sanctuary of Zeus Chrysaoreus.— Their language

was reckoned by the Greeks as a barbarian tongue

(i. e. unintelligible), though it early received an

intermixture of Greek. The people were considered

mean and stupid, even for slaves.— The country

was governed by a race of native princes, who
fixed their abode at Halicarnassus after its exclu-

sion from the Dorian confederacy.* [Halicar-
nassus.] These princes were subject allies of

Lydia and Persia, and some of them rose to great

distinction in war and peace. [See Artemisia,
Mausolus, and ^oa.] After the Macedonian
conquest, the S. portion of the country became sub-

ject to Rhodes [Rhouub], and the N. part to the

kings of PsRGAMua, IWer the Romans, Caria

formed a part of the province of Asia.

Carlnae. [Roma.]
Carlnus, X. Aorellni, the elder of the 2 sons

of Cams, was associated with his flither in the go-

vernment, A. D. 2 13, and remained in the W.,
while his father ind brother Numerlanus
ceeded to the £. to carry on war against the Per-

sians. On the death of his father, in the course of

the same year, Carinus and Numerlanus succeeded

to the empire. Ih 284 Numerianus was slain, and
Carinus marched into Moesia to oppose Diocletian,

who had been proclaimed emperor. A decisive

L 2
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battle was fought near Marguro, in which Carinus

gained the victory, but, in the moment of triumph,

he was slain by some of his own officers, whose

wives he had seduced; 285. Carinus was one of the

most profligate and cruel of the Roman emperors.

Carm&na {Kdpfiava : Kerman^ Ru.), the capital

of Carmnnia Propria, 3° long. E. of Persepolis.

Carm&nXa (Kop/uaWa: Kirman\a. province of

the ancient Persian empire, bounded on the W.
by Persia, on the N. by Parthia, on the E. by
(ledrosha, and on the S. by the Indian Ocean. It

was divided into 2 parts, C. Propria and C De-
serta, the former of which was well watered by
several small streams, and abounded in com, wine,

and cattle. The country also yielded gold, silver,

( (ipper, salt, and cinnabar. The people were akin

to the Persians. «%

Carm&iLor (Kapfxdvup\ a Cretan, said to have

purified Apollo and Artemis, after slaying the

monster Python.

CarmSlTii, and •am {Kdp/xriXos : JAd-Elyas\
a range of mountains in Palestine, branching off,

on the N. border of Samaria, from the central chain

( which extends S. and N. between the Jordan and

the Medij^erranean), and running N. and N. W.
through the S. W. part of Galilee, till it termi-

nates in the promontory of the same name {Cape

Camid\ the height of which is 1200 feet above the

Mediterranean.

Carmenta, Gamentis. [Camenae.]
Carmo {Carmona\ a fortiW town in llispania

Baetica, N. E. of llispalis.

Carna, a Roman divinity, whose name is pro>

bably connected with caro^ flesh, for she was re-

garded as the protector of the physical well-being

of man. Her festival was celebrated Juno Ist,

and was believed to have been •instituted by Brutus

in the first year of the republic. Ovid confounds

this goddess with Garoea.
CarnS&des {KapvfdSris% a celebrated philoso-

pher, boni at Cyrene about n. c. 213, was the

founder of the Third or New Academy at Athens.

In 155 he was sent to Rome, with Diogenes and

Critolaus, by the Athenians, to deprecate the fine

of 500 talents which had been imposed on the

Athenians for the destruction of Oropus. At Rome
he attracted great notice from his eloquent decla-

mations on philosophical subjects, and it was here

that he first delivered his famous orations on Jus-

tice. The 1 St oration was in commendation of the

vjrtue, and the next day the 2iid answered all the

arguments of the Ist, and showed that Justice was

not a virtue, but a matter of compact for the main-

tenance of civil society. Thereupon Cato moved
the senate to send the philosopher home to his

school, and save the Roman youth from his de-

moralizing doctrines. Carneades died in 129, at

the age of 85. He was a strenuous opponent

of the Stoics, and maintained that neither our

senses nor our understanding supply us with a sure

criterion of truth.

CamSos (Kapi'tlbs), a surname of Apollo, under

which he ^as worshipped by the Dorians, is

derived by some from Camus, a sou of Zeus and

Leto, and by others from Camus, an Acamanian
soothsayer. The latter was murdered by Hippotss,
and it was to propitiate Apollo that the Dorians

introduced his worship under the surname of

Cameus, ‘The festival of the Cbrvtca, in honour of

Apollo, was one of the great national festivals of

(he Spartans, (Diet, ofAnt. s. e.)
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Garni, a Celtic people, dwelling N. of the Ve-

neti in the Alpes Camicae. [See p. 40.]

Gamontom (Kapovr, -ourros; Ru. between

Deutsch-Altenburg and Fetr<m^l\ an ancient Celtic

town in Upper Pannonia on the Danube, E. of

Vindobona ( Vienna)^ and subsequently a Roman
municipium or a colony. It was one of the chief

fortresses of the Romans on the Danube, and was
the residence of the emperor M. Aurelius during

his wars with the Marcomanni and Quadi. It was
the station of the Roman fleet on the Danube and
the regular quarters of the 14th legion. It was
destroyed by the Germans in the 4th century, but

was rebuilt and was finally destroyed by the Hun-
garians in the middle ages.

Gamas. [Carneus.]
Gamtitea or -i, a powerful people in Gallia Lu^-

dunensis between the Liger and Sequaua : their

capital was Genauum.
Garpasla (Kapitaala : Karpass)^ a town in the

S. E. of Cypms.
Garp&tes, also called Alpes Bastamlcae (Car-

pathian Afountains), the mountains separatl^

Dacia from Sarmatia.

Garp&thos (Kdpvaffos: Scarpanto), an island

between Crete and Rhodes, in the sea named after

it : its chief towns were Posidium and Nisynis.

GarpdtSjii, a powerful people in HispaniaTarra-

conensis, with a fertile territory on the rivers Anas
and Tagus, in the modem Castille and Estrema-

dura : their capital was Toletum.
Garpi or Garpi&ni, a German people between

the Carpathian mountains and the Danube.

Garrae or Garrhae (Ko^^at : Haran or Charrnn,

S.S. : JJarran\ a city of Osroene in Mesopotamia,

not far from Edessa. Jt was here that Crassus

met his death after his defeat by the Parthians,

B. c. 53.

Carrhuu or Carinas. L G., one of the com-
manders of the Marian party, fought b.c. 83 against

Pompey, and in 82 against Sulla and his generals.

After the battle at the Colline gate at Rome, in

which the Marian army was defeated, Carrinas

took to flight, but was seized, and put to death.

— 2. C., son of No. 1, was sent by Caesar, in 45,

into Spain against Sext. Pompeius, but he did not

accomplish anything. In 43 he was consul, and
afterwards served as one of the generals of Octa-

vian against Sext. Pompeius in Sicily, in 36, and

ns proconvil in Gaul in SI.— 3. Secondas, a
rhetorician, expelled by Caligula from Rome, be-

cause he had, by way of exercise, declaimed against

tyrants in his school.

Caraebli (Carseolanus : CarsoZt), a town of the

Aequi in Latium, colonized by the Romans at an
early period.

C^sdlae (Carsnl&nns : Afonte GutriUi\ a town

in Umbria, originally of considerable importance,

but afterwards declined.

Carteia (also colled Carthaea, Carpia, Carpes-

sns : Crantia\ more anciently Tartessai, a cele-

brated town and harbour in the S. of Spain, at the

head of the gulf of which M. Calpe forms one side,

founded by the Phoenicians, and colonized 3. c.

170 by 4000 Roman soldiers, whose mothers were
Spanish women.

CarteimaorCartmxia(7>R»«x), a colony on the

coast of Mauretania Caesariensis in N. Africa,

founded by Augustus.

Garthaea (Kopdafa : Poles, Ru.),a town on the

S. side of the island of Ceos,
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Carth&gOt Kagna Carthago (Kapxn^toy: Kap-

Garthaginiensis, Poenus : Ru. near JEY-

Maraa^ N.E. of TuniB)» one of the most celebrated

cities of the ancient world, stood in the recess

of a large bay (Sinus Carthaginiensis) enclosed by
the headlands Apollinis and Mercurii {C. Farina

and C.Bon\ in the middle and N.-most part of the

N. coast of Africa, in lat. about 36° 55^ N.,and long,

about 10° 20' K The coast of this part of Africa

has been much altered by the deposits of the river

Bagradas and the sand which is driven seawards

by the N. W. winds. In ancient times Carthage

stood upon a peninsula surrounded by the sea on

all sides except the W. : but now the whole space

between the N. side of this peninsula and the S.

side of the Apollinis Pr. {C. Farina)^ is filled up
and converted into a marsh ;

Utica, which was on

the sea-shore, being left some miles inland ; and

the course of the Bagradas itself being turned con-

siderably N. of its original channel, so that, instead

of flowing about half-way between Utica and Car-

thage, it now runs close to the ruins of Utica, and

rJls into the sea just under C. Farina. The N. E.

and S. E. sides of the peninsula are still open to the

sea, which has indeed rather encroached here, for

ruins are found under water. The S. side of the

peninsula was formed by an enclosed bay, con-

nected with the sea only by a narrow opening (now
called the Goletta, or, in Arabic, Haket-el-Wvul,

i. e. Throat of the Fiver), which still forms the

port of Tunis (anc. Tunes), which stands at its

furthest end ;
but it is nearly choked up with the

deposit of the sewers of the city. The circuit of

the old peninsula may bo estimated at about 30
miles : the width of the isthmus is 3 miles. The
greatest circumference of the city itself was pro-

bably about 1 5 miles. The original city appears

to have stood on the N. E. part of the peninsula,

between Fas Ghammart and Fas Foitsaid (Cl Car-

thage), where the remains of cisterns are seen under
water ; these, and the aqueduct, whose ruins may
be traced for 52 miles to Zaghwan, are the only

remains of the old city. Its port, called Cothon,

was on the N. W. side of the peninsula, where
a little village (now inland) still retains the

name of Kl-Marstt, i. e. the Port. The Roman
city, which was built after the destruction of the

original Carthage, lay to the S. of it.— The Tyrian

colony of Carthage was founded, according to tra-

dition, about 100 years before the building of

Rome, that is, about b. c. 853. There were several

more ancient Phoenician colonies along the same
coast, between 2 of which, Utica and Tunes, the

new settlement was fixed, about 27 miles (Roman)
from the former, and 10 from the latter. The
mythical account of its foundation is given under
Dido. The part of the city first built was called,

in the Phoenician language, Betzura or Bosra, i. e.

a castle, which was corrupted by the Greeks into

Byrsa (fivpaa), i. e. a hide, and hence probably

arose the story of the way in which the natives

were cheated out of the ground. Al the city

grew, the B^'rsa formed the citadel ; it stood on
a low hill

;
but its site can no longer be identified,

as there are several such hills within the circuit of

the ancient city. The Cothon, or Port, is said to

have been excavated, and the quarter of the city

adjoining to it built, 40 years later, b. c. 813.

This Cothon was the inner harbour, and was- used

for ships of war : the outer harbour, divided from

it by a tongue of land 300 feet wide, was the sta-
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tion for the merchant ships. The fortifications of

the city consisted of a single wall on the side to-

wards the sea, where the steep shore formed a
natural defence, and a triple wall of great height,

with battlements and towers, on the land side
;
—

on this side were barracks for 40,000 soldiers, and
stables for 300 elephants and 4000 horses. Beyond
the fortifications was a large suburb, called Magara
or Magalia, containing many beautiful gardens and
villas. The aqueduct already mentioned is sup-

posed, on good grounds, to have been built at nn
early period of the existence of the city. The
most remarkable buildings mentioned within the

city were the temple of the god whom the Greeks

and Romans identified with Aesculapius, and that

ot Apollo (Baal or tho Sun) in the market-pince.

Tile population of Carthage, at the time of the 3rd

Punic war, is stated at 700,000.— The constitu-

tion of Carthage was a municipal oligarchy, some-

what resembling that of Venice. The two chief

magistrates, called Suffetes (probably the same
word as the Hebrew Shophetim, i. e. Judges) ap-

pear to have been elected for life
;
the Greek and

Roman writers call them kings. The genemls and
foreign governors were usually quite dlitinct from

the Bufletes
;
but the 2 offices were sometimes

united in the same person. The governing body
was a Senate, partly hereditary and partly elective,

within which there was a select body of 100 or

1 04, called Gerusia,whose chief office was to controul

the magistrates,and especially the generals returning

from foreign service, who might be suspected of at-

tempts to establish a tyranny. The Gerusia was
first formed about b. c. 400, when the power of the

house of Mago excited suspicion ; and its efficacy

was shown in the defeat of the attempts made by
Hanno (b. c. 340)* and Hamilcar (b. c. 306) to

seize the supreme power. Its members are said

by Aristotle to have been elected by the pentar-

chies, bodies of which we have very little inform-

ation, but which appear to have been committees

of five, chosen from the most eminent members of

the senate, and entrusted with the controul of the

various departments of the government Important

questions, especially those on which the senate and
the suffetes disagreed, were referred to a general

assembly of the citizens ; but concerning the mode
of proceeding in this assembly, and the extent of

its powers, we know very little. It seems to have

elected the magistrates ; the senate having either

the power of previous nomination or of a veto, it is

not clear which. The generals v^ere chosen by
the gerusia, and approved by the assembly of the

citizens.— The general tone of social morality at

Carthage appears to have been high, at least during

its earlier history : there was a censorship of public

morals, under the care of the gerusia
;
and odl the

magistrates were required, during their term of

office, to abstain from wine : the magistrates were
also unpaid. Their punishments were very severe,

and the usual mode of inflicting death was by cru-

cifixion.— The religion of Carthage was tW of

the mother country : especial mention is made of

the cruel rites of'their tutelar deity Melcarth (i. e.

long of {he city, no doubt the same as Moloch),
which were abolished by the treaty with Gelon of

Syracuse, B. c. 480 ; and also of the worship of

Ashtaroth and Astarte, and Aesculapius.— The
chief occupations of the people were commerce and
i^culture : in the former they rivalled the mother
city, Tyre ; and the latter they pursued with such

L 3
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success that the country around the city was one

of the best cultivated districts in the ancient world,

and a great work on agriculture, in 28 books, was

composed by Mago, a suffete.— The revenues of

the state were derived from the subject provinces ;

and its army was composed of mercenaries from

the neighbouring country, among whom the Numi-
dian cavalry were especially distin^ished.— Of
the History of Carthage a brief sketch will suffice ;

as the most important portions of it are related in

the ordinary histories of Rome. The first colonists

preserved the character of peaceful traders, and

maintained friendly relations with the natives of

the country, to whom they long continued to pay
a rent or tribute for the ground on which the ci^y

was built. Gradually, however, as their commerce

brought them power and wealth, they were enabled

to reduce the natives of the district round the city,

first to the condition of allies, and then to that of tri-

butaries. Meanwhile, they undertook military ex-

peditions at sea, and possessed themselves, first of

the small islands near their own coast, and after-

wards of Malta, and the Lipari and Balearic is-

lands : they also sent aid to Tyre, when it was
besieged by Nebuchadnezzar (b. c. 600), and took

part in wars between the Etruscans and the Pho-

caean colonies. On the coast of Africa they founded

numerous colonies, from the Pillars of Hercules to

the bottom of the Great Syrtis, where they met
the Greek colonists of Cyrenaica : the people of

these colonies became intermixed with the Libyans

around them, forming a population who are called

Libyo- Phoenicians, In connection with their com-

mercial enterprizes, they nndoubt sent forth various

expeditions of maritime discovery
;
among which

we have mention of 2, which were undertaken

during the long peace which followed the war with

Oelon in b. c. 480, to explore the W. coasts of

Europe and Africa respectively. The record of

the latter expedition, under Hanno, is still pre-

served to us in a Greek translation [Hanno],
from which we learn that it reached probably as

far S. as 10® N. lat., if not further. The relations

of the Carthaginians with the interior of N. Africa

appear to liave been very extensive, but the coun-

try actually subject to them, and which formed

the true Carthaginian territory, was limited to the

district contained between the river Tusca {Zain)

on the W. and the lake and river Triton, at the

bottom of the Lesser Syrtis, on the S., correspond-

ing very nearly to the modem regency of Tunis

;

and even within this territory there were some an-

cient Phoenician colonies, which, though in alliance

with Carthage, preserved their independent muni-

cipal government, such as Hippp Zaritus, Utica,

Hadrumetmn, and Leptis.— The first great deve-

lopment of the power of Carthage for foreign con-

quest was made by Mago (about b. c. 660-—500),
who is said to have first established a sound disci-

pline in the armies of the republic, and to have

freed the city firom the tribute which it still paid

to the Libyans. His sons, Hasdrubal and Haroil-

car, reduced a part of the island of Sardinia, where

the Carthaginians founded the colonies of Caralis

and Sulci
;
and by this time the fame of Carthage

had spread so far, that Darius is said to have sent

to ask her aid against the Greeks, which, however,

was refused. The Carthaginians,^ however, took

advantage of the Persian war to attempt the con-

quest of Sicily, whither Hamilcar was sent with a

great forces in h. c. 480, but his army was de-
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stroyed and himself killed in a great battle under
the walls of Himera, in which the Sicilian Greeks
were commanded by Gelon the tyrant of Syracuse,

and which was said to have been fought on the

same day as the battle of Salamis. Their next
attempt upon Sicily, in b. c. 410, led to a protracted

war, which resulted in a treaty between the Syra-

cusans, under Timoleon, and the Carthaginians, by
which the latter were confirmed in the possession

of the W. part of the island, as far as the river

Halicus. From b. c. 310—307 there was another

war between S3rracuse and the Carthaginians,

which was chiefly remiu'kable for the bold step

taken by Agathocles, who invaded the Carthagi-

nian territory in Africa, and thus, though unable
to maintain himself there, set an example which
was followed a century later by Scipio, with fatal

results to Carthage. Passing over the wars with

Pyrrhus and Hixro, we come to the long struggle

between Rome and Carthage, known as the Punic
Wars, which are fully related in theTlistorifes of

Rome. [See also Hamilcar.] The first lasted

from b. c. 265—242, and resulted in the loss fo*^

Carthage of Sicily and the Lipari islands. It was
followed by a fierce contest of some years between
Carthage and her disbanded mercenaries, which is

called the Libyan War, and which was terminated

by Hamilcar l^rcas. After a hollow peace, during

which the Romans openly violated the last treaty,

and the Carthaginians conquered Spain as far as

the Iberus {Ebro)^ the Second Punic War, the

decisive contest between the two rival states, which
were too powerful to co-exist, began with the siege

of Saguntum r b. c. 218) and terminated (b. c. 201)
with a peace by which Carthage was stripped of

all her power. [Hannibal ; Scipio.] Her de-

struction was now only a question of time, and,

though she scrupulously observed the terms of the

last peace for 50 years, in spite of every provocation

from the Romans and their ally Masinissa, ihe

king of Numidia, a pretext was at length found for

a new war (b. a 149), which lasted only 3 years,

during which the Carthaginians, driven to despfiir

by the terms proposed to them, sustained a siege

so destructive that, out of 700,000 persons, who
were living in the city at its commencement, only

50,000 surrendered to the Romans. The city was
razed to the ground, and remained in ruins fur 30
years. At the end of that time a colony was esta-

blished on the old site by the Gracchi, which re-

mained in a feeble condition till the times of Julius

and Augustus, under whom a new city was built

S. of the former, on the S. E. side of the peninsula,

with the name of Colonia Carthago. It soon grew
so much as to cover a great part (if not the whole) of

the site of the ancientTyrian city : it became the first

city of Africa, and occupied an important place in ec-

clesiastical as well as in civil history. It was taken

by the Vandals in a. d. 439, retaken by Bclisarius

in A. D. 533, and destroyed by the Arab con-

querors in A. D. 698.— Respecting the territory of

Carthage under the Romans, see Africa, No. 2.

Cartilftgo N5va (Kapxv^^f' 4 : Carthagena\

a town on the £. coast of Hispania Tarraconensis,

founded by the Carthaginians under Hasdrubal,

b. c. 243, and subsequently conquered and colo-

nized by the Romani, from which time its full

name was Colonia Victrue JtUia Nova Carthago.

It is situated on a promontory running out into

the sea, and possesses one of the finest harbours in

the world : at the entrance of the harbour was a
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mall island called Soombraria, from the great

number of scombri or mackerel caught here, from

which such famous pickle was made. In ancient

times Carthago Nova was one of the most import-

ant cities in all Spain ; its population was nume-
rous, its trade flourishing, and its temples and
other public buildings handsome and imposing. It

was, together with Tarraco, the residence of the

Roman governor of the province. In the neigh-

bourhood were valuable silver mines
;

and the

country produced an immense quantity of Spartum
or broom, whence the town bore the surname
J^rtariay and the country was called Gitnptu

Spartarius.

Cariira (rd Kapovpd: Sarilcivi), a Phrygian

city, in the territory of Caria, on the left bank of

the Maeander, celebrated for its hot springs and its

temple of Men Cams.
Caras, M. Aurelias, Roman emperor a. d. 282
—283, probably bom at Narbo in Gaul, was prae-

fectus praetorio under Probus, and on the murder of

i^he latter was elected emperor» After defeating

the Sannatians, Cams invaded the Persian domi-

nions, took Seleucia and Ctesiphon, and was pre-

paring to push his conquests beyond the Tigris,

when he was stmek dead by lightning, towards

the close of 283. lie was succeeded by his sons

Carinus and Nvmkrianus. Cams was a vic-

torious general and able ruler.

Carflsa (r) Kapovaa: Kerzeh\h city on the coast

of Paphlagonia, & of Sinope.

Carventom, a town of the Volsci, to which the

Carventana Arz mentioned by Livy belonged, a
town of the Volsci between Signia and the sources

of the Trerus.

Carvillus HazXmos. 1 8p., twice consul, b. c.

293 and 273, both times with L. Papirius Cursor.

In their first consulship they gained brilliant vic-

tories over the Samnites, and in their second they
brought the Samnite war to a close. 2. Sp., son

of the preceding, twice consul, 234 and 228, was
alive at the liattle of Cannae, 216, after which be
proposed to fill up the vacancies in the senate from
the Latins. This Carvillus is said to have been
the first person at Rome who divorced his wife.

Cax^ae (Kaptiai : Kapvdrijs^ fem. Kopi/arir), a
town in Laconia near the borders of Arcadia, ori-

ginally belonged to the territory of Tegea in
Arcadia. It possessed a temple ofArtemis Caiyatis,

and an annual festival in honour of this goddess
was celebrated here by the Lacedaemonian maidens
with national dances. Respecting the female figures

in architecture called Caryodies^ see Diet, of
Ant. $. V.

Caryanda (ra Kopdoi^a; KapveofMs: Karoh
hoyan\ a city of Caria, on a little island,, once pro-

bably united with the mainland, at the N.W. ex-
tremity of the peninsula on which Halicarnassus
stood. It once belonged to the Ionian league ; and
it was the birthplace of the geographer Scylax.

Caryfltia. [Cartab.] .

Carystloa (Kopue’rtos), a Greek gzammarian of
Pergamus, lived about &c. 120, and wrote nome-
rouB work^ all of which are lost.

Carystos {Kdpwrros: KapiSarios: Kavysto or
Castel AoMa), a town on the S. coast of Euboea, at
the foot of Mount Ocke, founded by Dryopes

;

called, according to tradition, after Carystus, s<m of
Chiron. In the neighbourhood was excellent mar-
ble, which was exported in large quantities ; and
the mineral, called Asbestos, was also found here.
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Caaea, P. Servlllaa, tribune of the plebs, b.c.

44, was one of the conspirators against Caesar, and
aimed the first stroke at his assassination. He
fought in the battle of Philippi (42), and died

shortly afterwards.— C. Casca, the brother of the

preceding, was also one of the conspirators against

Caesar.

Caaoelllai, A., an eminent Roman jurist (Hor.

Ar. Pott, 371), contemporary with Caesar and

Augustus, was a man of stem republican principles,

and spoko freely against the proscriptions of the

triumvirs.

Caailbiain (Gasilinas, -fitia), a town in Cam-
pania on the VuItumuB, and on the same site as

th^ modem Capua, celebrated for its heroic defence

ag^nst Hannibal &c. 216. It received Homan
colonists by the Lex Julia, but had greatly de-

clined in the time of Pliny.

Cailnam (Caslnas -fitis : 5. Germano\ a town
in Latium on the river Caainas, and on the Via
Latina near the borders of Campania

;
colonised

by the Romans in the Samnite wars
;
subsequently

a municipium
;

its citadel containing a temple of

Apollo occupied the same site as the celebrated

convent Monte CaatAno: the ruins of an amphi-

theatre are found at S. Germano.

CaiiSUi. [Casius.]

CMbflas. 1. (/fas KaaaroufC)^ a mountain on the

coast of Egypt, E. of Pelusium, with a temple of

Jupiter on its summit. Hero also was the grave of

Pompey. At the foot of the mountain, on the land

side, on the high road from Egypt to Syria, stood

the town of Casium (Katieh). The surrounding

district was called CasiOtis.— 2. {Jebel OkraIi\ a

mountain on the coast of Syria, S. of Antioch and
the Orontes, 5318 fvet above the level of the sea.

The name of CasiOtis was applied to the district on
the coast S. of Casius, as far as the N. border of

Phoenicia.

CasmSns, -ae (Keurfiitnj^ Herod. : Kaa-pAi/ai,

Time. : Kaer^ci'ouor), a town in Sicily, founded by
Syracuse about b. c. 64.3.

CaspSrIa or Caapflrflla, a town of the Sabines,

N. W. of Cures, on the river Himella (Aspra).

CaapXae Portae or Fylse (Kdawiai mlAat, i. e.

the Caspian Gates)^ the principal pass from Media
into Parthia and Hyrcania, through the Caspu
Months, was a deep ravine, made practicable by
art, but still so narrow that there was only room
for a single waggon to pass between the lofty over-

hanging walls of rock, from the sides of which a
constant drip of salt water fell upon the road. The
Persians erected iron gates across the narrowest

part of the pass, and maintained a gnard for its

defence. This pa«s was near the ancient Rhagae
or Arsacia

;
but there were other passes through

the mountams round the Caspian, which are called

by the same name, especially that on the W. shore

of the Caspian, through the Caucasus near Derbent^

which was usually called Albaniae or Caucasiae

Portae. The Caspian gates, being the most im-
portant pass from Western to Central Asia, were
regarded by many of the ancients as a sort ot

central point, common to the boundaries between

W. and E. Asia and N. and S. Asia ; and dis-

tances were reckoned from them.

Caspli (Kctowioi), the name of certain Scythian

tribes near the Caspian Sea, is used rather loosely

by the ancient geegraphers. The Caipii of Strabo

are on the W. side of the sea, and their country,

Caspiftne, forms a part of Albanuu Those of Hero-
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dotus and Ptolemy are in the E. of Media, on the

borders of Parthia, in the neighbourhood of the

Casfiae Pylak. Probably it would not be far

wrong to apply the name generally to the people

round the S. W. and S. shm'es of the Caspian in

and about the Caspu Montkr.
Caspfi Kontea (rh Kdairia 6pri : Elburz Mis.)

or Casplua Mens, is a name applied generally to

the whole range of mountains which surround the

Caspian Sea, on the S. and S. W., at the distance

of from 15 to 30 miles from its shore, on the bor-

ders of Armenia, Media, Hyreonia, and Parthia
;

and more specifically to that part of this range S.

of the Caspian, in which was the pass called

Caspiak Pylae, The term was also loosely

applied to other mountains near the Casipan,

especially, by Strabo, to the E. part of the Cau-
casus, between Colchis and the Caspian.

Caapixi or Caspiraei (Kdowetpot, Kao-Ttpcuoi), a
people of India, whose exact position is doubtful

:

they are generally placed in Cashtneer and Nepaul.

Casplom Mare (r} Katnrla ^dkaatra^ llte Caspian

Sf.a\ also called Hyroanioin, Albanom, and
SoyUiioiliii, nil names derived from the people

who lived on its shores, is a great salt-water lake

in Asia, according to the ancient division of the

continents, but now on the boundary between Eu-
rope and Asia. Its average width from E. to W.
is about 210 miles, and its length from N. to S., in

a straight line, is about 740 miles; but, as its N.
part makes a great bend to the E., its true length,

measured along a curve drawn through its middle,

is about 900 miles ; its area is about 180,000 square

miles. The notions of the ancients about the Cas-

pian varied very much
;
and it is curious that two

of the erroneous opinions of ,the later Greek and
Roman geographers, namely, that it was united

both with the Sea of Aral and with the Arctic

Ocean, expressed what, at some remote period,

were probably real facts. Their other error, that

its greatest length lay W. and E., very likely

arose from its supposed union with the Sea of Aral.

Another consequence of this error was the suppo-

sition that the rivers Oxus and Jaxartes flowed

into the Caspian. That the former really did so at

some time subsequent to the separation of the two
lakes (supposing that they -were once united) is

pretty well established
;
but whether this has been

the case within the historical period cannot be de-

termined [OxusJ. The country between the two
lakes has evidently been greatly changed, and the

sand-hills which cover it have doubtless been accu-

mulated by the force of the E. winds bringing down
sand from the steppes of Tartary. Both lakes

have their surface considerably «below that of the

Black Sea, the Caspian between nearly 350 feet,

and the Aral about 200 feet, lower than the level

of the Black Sea, and both are still sinking by
evaporation. Moreover, the whole country between
and around them for a considerable distance is a
depression, surrounded by lofty mountains on every

side, except where the valley of the Irtish and OU
stretches away to the Arctic Ocean. Besides a

fiumber of smaller streams, two great rivers flow

into the Caspian ; the Rha ( Volga) on the N., and
the united Cyrus and Araxes {Kour) en the W.

;

but it loses more by evaporation tlum it receives

from these rivers. *

Caasandane (KatrtravSdvf;), wife of Cyrus the

Great, and mother of Cambyses.

Casiaader (Kdaeraritpos), son of Antipater. His
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father, on his death-bed (b. c. 319), appointed Po-
lysperchon regent, and conferred upon Cassander

only the secondary dignity of Chiliarch. Being dis-

satisfied with this arrangement, Cassander strength-

ened himself by an alliance with Ptolehiy and An-
tigonns, and entered into war with Polysperchon.

In 318 Cassander obtained possession of Athens
and most of the cities in the S. of Greece. In 317
he was recalled to Macedonia to oppose Olympias,

lie kept her besieged in Pydna throughout the

winter of 317, and on her surrender in the spring

of the ensuing year, he put her to death. The
way now seemed open to him to the throne of

Macedon. He placcll Roxana and her young son,

Alexander Aegus, in custody at Amphipolis, not

thinking it safe as yet to murder them
;
and ho

cormected himself with the regal family by a mar-

riage with Thessalonica, half-sister to Alexander

the Great. In 315 Cassander joined Seleucuh,

Ptolemy, and Lysimachus in their war against

Antigonus, of whose power they had all become
jealous. This war was upon the whole iinfavou^ls^

able to Cassander, who lost most of the cities iti

Greece. By the general peace of 311, it was pro-

vided that Cassander was to retain his authority in

Europe till Alexander Aegus should be grown to

manhood. Cassander thereupon put to death the

young king and his mother Roxana. In 310 the

war was renewed, and Hercules, the son of Alex-

ander by Barsine, was brought forward by Poly-

sperchon as a claimant to the Macedonian throne
;

but Cassander bribed Polysperchon to murder the

young prince and his mother, 309. In 306 Cas-

Sander took the title of king, when it was assumed

by Antigonus, Lysimachus, and Ptolemy. In the

following years, Demetrius Poliorcetes, the son of

Antigonus, carried on the war in (jrc( co with great

success against Cassander
;
but in 302 Demetrius

was obliged to pass into Asia, to support his father
;

and next year, 301, the decisive battle of Ipsns

was fought, in which Antigonus and Demetrius

were defeated, and the former slain, and which

gave to Cassander Macedonia and Greece. Cas-

sander died of dropsy in 297, and was succeeded

by his son Philip.,.

Cassandra (KacrirdvSpa), daughter of Priam and

Hecuba, and twin-sister of Helenus. She and her

brother, when young, were left asleep in the sanc-

tuary of Apollo, when their ears were purified by
serpents, so that they could understand the divine

sounds of nature and the voices of birds. Cassandra

sometimes used to sleep afterwards in the same

temple; and when she grew up her beauty won
the love of Apollo. The god conferred upon her

the gift of prophecy, upon her promising to Comply

with his desires ; but when she had become pos-

sessed of the prophetic art, she refused to fulfil her

promise. Thereupon the god in anger ordained

that no one should believe her prophecies. She-

predicted to the Trojans the ruin that threatened

them, but no one believed her ;
she w'as looked

upon as a roadw<oman, aud, according to a late ac-

count, was shut up and guarded. On the capture of

Troy she fled into the sanctuary of Athena, but

was tom away from the statue of the goddess by
Ajax, son of 0 ileus, and, according to some ac-

counts, was even ravished by him in the sanctuary.

On the division of the booty, Cassandra fell to the

lot of Agamemnon, who took her with him to

Mycenae. Here she was killed by Clytaem-

nestra.
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CaBsandria. [Potioaba.]

Cassia Gens. [Cassius.]

Casslepia, Casn^pSa, or Cassidpe (KaortrieVcta,

Ka(ro't(iire(a« or KaaffUmf), wife of Ccpheus in Ae-
thiopia, and mother of ^dromeda, whose beauty

she extolled above that of the Nereids. [Andro-
MBDA.] She was afterwards placed among the

stars.

Cassioddnis, Magnus AurSUus, a distinguished

statesman, and one of the few men of learning at

the downfal of the Western Empire, was born

about A. D. 468, at Scylacium in Bnittium, of an

ancient and wealthy Rom^L family. He enjoyed

the full confidence of Theo^^c the Great and his

successors, and under a variety of different titles he
conducted for a long series of years the government

of the Ostrogothic kingdom. At the age of 70 he
retired to the monastery of Viviers, which he had
founded in his native province, and there passed

the last 30 years of his life. His time was de-

voted to study and to the composition of elemen-

tary treatises on history, metaphysics, the 7 liberal

arts, and divinity; while his leisure hours were
employed in the construction of philosophical toys,

such as sun-dials, water-clocks, &c. Of his nu-

merous writings the most important is his Varia-

rurn (Episfolarum) ^Iri Xll.^ an assemblage of

state iKipers drawn* by Cassiodorus in accord-

ance with the instructions of Theodoric and his

successors. The other works of Cassiodorus are of

less value to us. The principal are : \. Chronicon^

a summary of Universal History; 2, De Ortho^

graphia Liber; 3. De Arte Qrammutica ad Donati
Mcntem; 4. De Artibus ao DisetpUnis Liberaliutn

Literarum^ much read in the middle ages ; 5. De
Anima; 6. Libri XIT. De Rebus (Jestis Gothorum^
known to us only through the abridgement of Jor-

nandes
; 7. De ImtitxUione Divinarum Literarum^

an introduction to the profitable study of the Scrip-

tures. There are also several other ecclesiastical

works of Cassiodorus extant. — The best edition

of his collected works is by D. Garet, Rouen, 1679,
2 vols. fob, reprinted at Venice, 1729.

Cassidpe (Kaaaidirrj)^ a town in Corcyra on a
promontory of the same name, jvith a good harbour
and a temple of Zeus.

Cassiop^a. [Ca.ssiepba,]

Cassitirldes. [Britannia, p, 126, a.]

Cassius, the name of one of the most distin-

guished of the Roman gentes, originally patrician,

afterwards plebeian. 1. Sp. Cassius Viscelliuus,
thrice consul : first b. c. 502, when he conquered
the Sabines ; again 493, when he made a league

with the Latins
; and, lastly, 4 86, when he made a

league with the Hemicans, and carried his cele-

brated ag^rian law, the first which was proposed
at Rome. It probably enacted that the portion of
the patricians in the public land should be strictly

defined, and that the remainder should be divided

among the plebeians. In the following year ho
was accused of aiming at regal power, q^d was put
to death. The manner of his death is related dif-

ferently, hut it is most probable that he was ac-

cused before the comitia ciiriata by the quaestores

parricidii, and was sentenced to death by his fellow

patricians. His house was razed to the ground,

and his property confiscated. His guilt is doubt-

ful
; he had made himself hateful to the patricians

by his agrarian law, and it is most likely that the

accusation was invented for the purpose of getting

rid of a dangerous opponent. He left 3 sons ; but
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as all the subsequent Cassii are plebeians. His spna

were perhaps expelled from the patrician order, or

may have voluntarily passed over to the plebeians,

on account of the murder of their father. 2. C.

Cass. Longinus, consul 171, obtained as his pro-

vince Italy and Cisalpine Gaul, and without the

authority of the senate attempted to march into

Macedonia through Illyricum, but was obliged to

return to Italy. In 154 he was censor with M.
Messala ; and a theatre, which these censors had
built, was pulled down by order of the senate,

at the suggestion of P. Scipio Nasico, as injurious

to public morals. 8 . Q. Cass. Longinus, praetor

urbanuB b. c. 167, and consul 164, died in his con-

sulship.— 4. L. Cass. Longinus Bavilla, tribune

of the pleba, 1 37, when he proposed a law for voting

b/ ballot (tabellaria lex); consul 127, and censor

125. He was very severe and just as a judex.—
5. L. Cass. Longinus, praetor 111, when he

brought Jiigurtha to Rome
;
consul 107, with C.

Manus, and received as his province Narbonese

Gaul, in order to oppose the Cimbri, but was de-

feated and killed by the Tigurini.— 6. L. Cass.

Longinus, tribune of the plebs 104, brought for-

ward many laws to diminish the power of the

aristocracy.—T. C. Cass. Longinus varus, consul

73, brought forward, with his colleague M. Teren-

tius, a law (lex Tere^ia Cassia)^ by which com was
to be purchased and then sold in Rome at a small

price. In 72 he was defeated by Spartaciis near

Mutina
;
in 66 he supported the Manilian law for

giving the command of the Mithridatic war to

Pompey; and in his old age was proscribed by
the triumvirs and killed, 43.— 8. C. Cass. Longi-
nus, the murderer of Julius Caesar. In 53 he

was quaestor of Crassus in his campaign against

the Parthians, in tvhich be greatly distinguished

himself by his prudence and military skill. After

the death of Crassus, he collected the remains of

the Roman army, and made preparations to defend

Syria against the Parthians. In 52 he defeated

the Parthians, who had crossed the Euphrates, and
in 51 be again gained a still more important vic-

tory over them. Soon afterwards he returned to

Rome. In 49 he was tribune of the plebs, joined

the aristocratical party in the civil war, and fled

with Pomp^ from Rome. In 48 he commanded the

Pompeian fleet; after the battle of Pharsalia he

went to the Hellespont, where he accidentally fell

in with Caesar, and surrendered to him. He was
not only pardoned by Caesar, but in 44 was made
raetor, and the province of Syria was promised

im for the next year. But Cassius h^ never

ceased to be Caesar's enemy ; it was he who formed

the conspiracy against the dictator's life, and gained

over M. Brutus to the plot. After the death of

Caesar, on the 15th of March, 44 [Caesar], Cas-

sius remained in Italy for a few months, but in

July he went to Syria, which he claimed as his

province, although the senate had given it to Do-
labella, and had conferred upon Cassius Cyrene in

its stead. He defeated Dolabella, who put an end

to his own life
; u)d after plundering Syria and

Asia most unmercifully, he crossed over to Greece

with Brutus in 42, in order to oppose Octavian

and Antony. At the battle of Philippi, Cassius

was defeated by Antony, while Brutus, who com-

manded the o^er wing of the army, drove Octa-

vian off the field; but Cassiui^ ignorant of the

success of Brutus, commanded his f^dman to put

an end to his life. Brutus mourned over his com-
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panion, calling him the last of the Homans. Cas-

sius was married to Junia Tertia or Tertulla, half-

sister of M. Brutus. Cassius was well acquainted

with Greek and Roman literature
;
he was a fol-

lower of the Epicurean philosophy; his abilities

were considerable, but he was vnin, proud, and
revengeful. 9. L. Cass. Longintu, brother of

Ko. 8, assisted M. Laterensis in accusing Cn.

Flancius, who was defended by Cicero in .54. He
joined Caesar at the commencement of the civil

war, and was one of Caesar's legates in Greece in

48. In 44 he was tribune of the plebs, but was
not one of the conspirators against Caesar's life.

He subsequently espoused the side of Octavian, in

opposition to Antony
;
and on their reconciliatmn

in 43, he fled to Asia: he was pardoned by Antpny
in 41.— 10. Q. Cass. Longinus, the frater os

flrst-cousin of No. 8. In 54 he went as the quaes-

tor of Pompey into Spain, where he was univer-

sally hated on accoimt of his rapacity and cruelty.

In 49 he was tribune of the plebs, and a warm
supporter of Caesar, but was obliged to leave the

city and take refuge in Caesar's camp. In the

same year he accompanied Caesar to Spain, and
after the defeat of Afranius and Petreius. the

legates of Pompey, Caesar left him governor of

Further Spain. His cnielty and oppressions ex-

cited an insurrection against him at Corduba, but

this was quelled by Cassius. Subsequently 2 legions

declared against him, and M. Marcellus, the quaes-

tor, put himself at their head. He was saved from

this danger by Lepidus, and left the province in 47,
but his ship sank, and he was lost, at the mouth of

the Iberus.— 11. L. Cass. Longiuus, a competitor

with Cicero for the consulship for 63 ;
was one of

Catiline’s conspirators, and ui},dertook to set the

city on Are
;
he escaped the fate of his comrades

by quitting Home before their apprehension.—
12. It. Cass. Longinus, consul a. n. 30, married to

Dmsilla, the daughter of Gormanicus, with whom
her brother Caligula afterwards lived. Cassius was
proconsul in Asia a. d. 40, and was commanded by
Caligula to be brought to Home, because an oracle

had warned the emperor to beware of a Cassius

:

the oracle was fulfilled in the murder of the em-
peror by Cassius Chaerea.— 13. C. CaSB. Longi-
nus, the celebrated jurist, governor of Syria, a. d.

50, in the reign of Claudius. He was banished

by Nero in a. n. 66, because be had, among bis

ancestral images, a statue of Cassius, the murderer
of Caesar. He was recalled from banishment by
Vespasian. Cassius wrote 1 0 books on the civil law

(Librt Juris Civilis\md Commentaries on Vitellius

and Urseius Ferox, which are quoted m the Digest.

He was a follower of the school of Ateius Capito ;

and as he reduced the principles of Capito to a more
scientific form, the adherents of this school re-

ceived the name of Cassiani. —14. L. Cass. He-
mina, a Roman annalist, lived about B. c. 140, and
wrote a history of Rome from the earliest times to

the end of the 3rd Punio war.—Uk Cass. Far-
mensis, so called from Parma, his birth-place, was
one of the murderers of Caesar, b. c. 43 ;

took an
active part in the war against the triumvirs ; and,

after the death of Brutus and Cassius, carried over

the fleet which he commanded to Sicily, and joined

Sex. Porapev; upon the defeat of Pompey, he

surrendered himself to Antony, whose fortunes he

followed until after the battle of Actium, when he

went to Athens, and was there put to death by
the command of Octaviaii, b. c. 30. Cassius was a

CASTRA.
poet, and his productions were prized by Horace
(Ep, i. 4. 3.). He wrote 2 tragedies, entitled TTny-

estes and Brutus, epigrams, and other worka—
16. Cass. Etxusous, a poet censured by Horace
(SW. i. 10. 61), must not be confounded with No.
15.— 17. Cass. Avidius, an able general of M.
Aurelius, was a native of Syria. In the Parthian

war (a. d. 162—165), he commanded the Roman
army as the general of Verus, and after defeating

the Parthians, he took Seleucia and Ctesiphon.

He was afterwards appointed governor of all the

Eastern provinces, and discharged his trust for

several years with fi^lity
; but in A. d. 1 75 he

proclaimed himself^Rperor. He reigned only a
few months, and was slain by his own officers, be-
fore M. Aurelius arrived in the East {.See p. 1 1 ] .]

—18. Dionysius Cassius, of Utica, a Greek writer,

lived about B. c. 40, and translated into Greek the

work of the Carthaginian Mago on agriculture.—
19. Cass. Felix, a Greek physician, probably lived

under Augustus and Tiberius
;
wrote a sm.i]I work

entitled ’larpitfal ’Awoplai koI UpoBK-finara ^vtriKOn

Qttaestiones Medicos et ProtJemata Naturalia

:

printed in Ideler’s Physict et Medici Graeci Mi-
«om, Berol. 1841.-20. Cass. Chaerea. [Chak-
BKA.]— 21. Cass. Dion. [Dion Cassius.] —22.
Cass. Severus. [SbvbruA

Cassivelaunus, a British chief, ruled over the

country N. of the Tamesis {Thames), and was en-

trusted by the Britons with the supreme command
on Caesar’s 2nd invasion of Britain, b.c. 54. He
was defeated by Caesar, and was obliged to sue for

peace.

Cass5pe (Kairtreilin; : Kooreronraros), a town in

Thesprotia near the coast.

Cast&b&la (t4 KatrrdgaKa). 1. A city of Cap-
padocia, near Tyana, celebrated for its temple of

Artemis Perasia.— 2. A town in Cilicia Campes-
tris, near Issus.

Cast&lla (KooroA/a), a celebrated fountain on
Mt. Parnassus, in which the Pythia used to bathe ;

sacred to Apollo and the Muses, who were hence
called Castalides; said to have derived its name
from Castalia, daughter of Achelous, who threw
herself into the fountain when pursued by Apollo.

Castor, brother of Pollux. [Dioscuri.]
Castor {Kdarcfp), 1. A Greek grammarian,

sumamed Philoroma/eus, probably lived about b. c.

150, and wrote several books ; a portion of his

T4xm? Puropiicii is still extant and printed in

Walz’s Rhetores Graeci, vol. iii. p. 712, seq.— 2.

Grandson of Deiotarus. [Dxiotarus.]
Castra, a “ camp,” the name of several towns,

which were origmally the stationary quarters of

the Romcin legions. 1. Goaistantia, in Gaul, near
the mouth of the Sequana (6'etne).—2. Haxmi-
balls, in Brattinm, on the 1^ E. coast, N. of Scy-

lacium, arose out of the fortified eamp which
Hannibal maintained there during the latter years

of the 2nd Punic war.— 3. Hareulis, in Batavia,

perhaps near /fouMea.— 4. KinerTM {Castro),

in Calabria, with a temple of Minerva, S. of Hy-
druntum ; the most ancient tewn of the Salentini,

subsequently colonized by the Romans ; its har-

bour was c^led Portus Veneris {Porto Badisoo).

—6. Vetera {JTanten), in Gallica Beigica, on the

Rhine : many Roman remains have been found at— 6. Com51I& {Ghe/lah), a place in the Car-

thaginian territory (Zeugitana) in N. Africa, where
Scipio Africanus the elder established his camp
when he invaded Africa in the Second Punic War.
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It was between Utica and Carthage, on the N.
side of the river Bagradas, but its site is now S. of

the river in consequence of the alterations described

under Carthago.
Castnim. 1. Inoi, a town of the Rutuli, on

the coast of Latiiim, confounded by some writers

with No. 2.— 2. Kovnm {Tom di Chiaruecia),

a town in Etruria, and a Roman colony on the

coast.— 3. Novum {Giulia Nova), a town in Pi-

cenum, probably at the mouth of the small river

Batinum (Salinello), colonized by the Romans,
B. c. 264, at the commencement of the Ist Punic
war.

Castillo (Kaara\(&v : Cazlona), a town of the

Oretani on the Baetis, and near the frontiers of

Raetica, at the foot of a mountain which bore a

great resemblance to Parnassus, was under the

Romans an important place, a municipium with

the Jus Latii, and included in the jurisdiction of

Carthago Nova : its inhabitants were called Coe-

sari venafes. In the mountains {Saltus Castulo-

nensis) in the neighbourhood were silver and lead

mines. The wife of Hannibal was a native of

Castulo.

(/asuentus (Basiento), a river in Lucania, flows

into the sea near Metapontum.
Casystes {Kaffoarijs : CAismeh), a fine sea-port

on the coast of Ionia
; the harbour of Erythrar.

Catabathmus MjELgnus (Karafiad^dr, i. e. de-

scent
; Afarsa SoUern, I e. Port of Ladder), a

mountain and sea port, at the bottom of a deep

bay on the N. coast of Africa (about 25® S' E. long.),

was generally considered the boundary between
Ejprpt and Cyrenaica. Ptolemy distinguishes from

this a place called Catabathmus Parvus, in the

interior of Africa, near the borders of Egypt, above

Pametonium.
C&t&dtlpa or -i (r^ KordSoinro, ol KardSouirm),

a name given to the cataracts of the Nile, and also

to the parts of Aethiopia in their neighbourhood.

[Nil us.]

Catalauni or Catelauni, a people in Gaul in

the modern Ckampoffne, mentioned only by later

writers: their capital was Durocatelauni or Ca-
telauni (Cfi&lons 8ur Marne), the neighbour-
hood of which Attila was defeated by Aetius and
Theodoric, a. d. 451.

Cati^tus, the Roman name for Oanymedes, of

which it is only a corrupt form.

Cat&na or Catina (Kardvi; : Karavaior : Cata-
nia), an important town in Sicily on the E. coast

at the foot of Mt. Aetna, founded B. c. 730 by
Naxos, which was itself founded by the Chalci-

dians of Euboea. In b.c. 476 it was taken by
Hiero I., who removed its inhabitants to Leontini,

and settled 5000 Syracusans and 6000 Pelopon-
nesians in the town, the name of which he changed
into Aetna. Soon after the death of Hiero (467),
the former inhabitants of Catana again obtained

possession of the town, and called it by its original

name, Catana. Subsequently Catana was con-

quered by Dionysius, was then governed l?y native

tyrants, next became subject to Agathocles, and
finally in the 1st Punic war fell under the domi-
nion of Rome. It was colonized by Augustus with
some Veterans. Catana frequently steered from
earthquakes and eruptions of Mt Aetna. It is

now one of the most nourishing cities in Sicily.

C&t&5nla (Karaovla), a district in the S. E. part

of Cappadocia, to which it was first added under
the Romans, with Melitene, which lies £. of it
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These two districts form a laige and fertile plain,

lying between the Anti-Taurus and the Taurus
and Araanus, and watered by the river Pyramus.
Cataonia had no large towns, but several strong

mountain fortresses.

Catarrhaotes (Karo^/Sclfcntf). 1. (Dudm-Soo),
a river of Pamphylia, which descends from the

mountains of Taurus, in a great broken waterfall

(whence its name, fr. Kara^^-fiyvvfii), and which,

after flowing beneath the earth in two parts of its

course, falls into the sea E. of Attalia.—>2. The
term is also applied, first by Strabo, to the cata-

racts of the Nile, which are distinguished as C.
Major and C. Minor [Nilus], in which use it

mu^ of course be regarded as a common noun,
equivalent to the Latin catarada, but whether de-

rived from the name of the Pamphylian river, or

at once from the Greek verb, cannot be deter-

mined.

Catelauni. [Catalaunl]
Catbaei {Kadcuoi), a great and warlike people

of India intra Gangem, upon whom Alexander
made war. Some of the best Orientalists suppose

the name to be that, not of a tribe but, of the

warrior caste of the Hindoos, the KAatrxyas.

CfttllXna, L. Bergflue, the descendant of an an-

cient patrician family which had sunk into jioverty.

Ilia youth and early manhood were stained by
every vice and crime. He first appears in history

as a zealous partisan of Sulla
;
and during the hor-

rors of the proscription, he killed, with his own
hand, his brother-in-law, Q. Caecilius, a quiet in-

offensive man, and put to death by torture M.
Marius Gratidianus, the kinsman and fellow-towns-

man of Cicero. He was suspected of an intrigue

with the vestal Fabia, sister of Terentia, and was
said and believed t(f have made away with his

first wife and afterwards with his son, in order that

he might marry Aurelia Orestilla, who objected to

the presence of a grown-up step-child
;
but not-

withstanding this infamy he attained to the dignity

of praetor in b. c. 68, was governor of Africa du-

ring the following year, and returned to Rome in

66, in order to sue for the consulship. The elec-

tion for 65 was carried by P. Autronius Paetus and
P. Cornelius Sulla, both of whom were soon after

convicted of bribery, and their places supplied by
their competitors and accusers, L. Aurelius Cotta

and L. Manlius Torquatus. Catiline had been

disqualified for becoming a candidate, in conse-

quence of an impeachment for oppression in his

province, preferred by P. Clodius Fulcher, after-

wards so celebrated as the enemy of Cicero.

Exasperated by their disappointment, Autronius

and Catiline formpd a project, along with Cn.

Piso, to murder the new consuls when they

entered upon their office upon the Ist of January.

This design is said to have been frustrated solely

by the impatience of Catiline, who, upon the ap-

pointed day, gave the signal prematiurly, before

the whole of the armed agents had assembled.

Encouraged rather than disheartened by a failure

which had so nearly proved a triumph, Catiline

now determined to oiganize a more extensive con-

spiracy, in order to overthrow the existing mvem-
ment, and to obtain for himself and his followers

all places of power and profit Having been ac-

quitted in 65 upof his trial for extortion, he was
left unfettered to mature his plans. The time was
propitious to his schemes. The younger nobility

were thoroughly demoralised, with mined for-
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tunes, and eager for any change which might re*

lieve them from their embarrassments ; the Roman
populace were restlcu and discontented, ready to

follow at the bidding of any demagogue ; while

many of the veterans of Sulla, who had squandered

their ill-gotten wealth, were now anxious for a re-

newal of those scenes of blood which they had
found so profitable. Among such men Catiline

soon obtained numerous supporters ; and his great

mental and physical powers, which even his ene-

mies admitted, maintained his ascendency over his

adherents. The most distinguished men who
joined him, and were present at a meeting of the

conspirators which he called in June, 6*4, were P.

Cornelius Lentulus Sura, who had been consi^ in

B. c. 71, but having been passed over by the cen-

sors, h^ lost his seat in the senate, which he

was now seeking to recover by standing a second

time for the practorahip
; C. Cornelius Cethegus,

distinguished throughout by his headstrong impe-

tuosity and sanguinary violence
;
P. Autronius,

spoken of above
; L. Cassius Longinus, at this

time a competitor for the consulship
;
L. Vargun-

teius, who had been one of the colleagues of Cicero

in the quaestorship, and h.ad subsequently been

condemned for briery ; L. Caipumius Bestia,

tribune elect
;

Publius and Servius Sulla, ne-

phews of the dictator
;
M. Porcius Laeca, &c.

The first object of Catiline was to obtain the

consulship for himself and C. Antonius, whose co-

operation he confidently anticipated. But in this

object he was disappointed : Cicero and Antonius

were elected consuls. This disappointment ren-

dered him only more vigorous in the prosecution of

his designs ; more adherents were gained, and troops

were levied in various parts of Italy, especially in

the neighbourhood of Faesillae, under the super-

intendence of C. Manlius, one of the veteran cen-

turions of Sulla. Meantime, Cicero, the consul, was
unrelaxing in his efforts to preserve the state from the

threatened danger. Through the agency of Fulvia,

the mistress of Curius, one of the conspirators, he
became acquainted with every circumstance as soon

as it occurred, and was enabled to counteract all

the machinations of Catiline. Cicero at the same
time gained over his colleague Antonius, by pro-

mising him the province of Macedonia. At length

Cicero openly accused Catiline, and the senate, now
aware of the danger which threatened the state,

passed the decree, ** that the consuls should take

care that the republic received no harm,” in virtue

of which the consuls were invested for the time

being with absolute power, both civil and military.

In the consular elections which followed soon after-

wards, Catiline was again rejected. On the night

of the 6th of November, b. c. ^ he met the ring-

leaders of the conspiracy at the dwelling of M.
Porcius Laeca, and informed them that he had re-

solved to wait no longer, but at once to proceed to

open action. Cicero, informed as usual of these

P
roceedings, summoned the senate on the 8th of

November, and there delivered the first of his

celebrated orations against Catiline, in which he
displayed a most intimate acquaintance with all

the proceedings of the conspirators. Catiline, who
was present, attempted to justify himself, but

scarcely had he commenced when his words were
drowned by the shouts of “ enemy ” and “ parri-

cide” which burst from the* whole assembly.

Finding that he could at present effect nothing

at Rome, he quitted the city in the night (8th

—
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9th November), and proceeded to the camp of

Manlius, after leaving the chief controul of affairs

at Rome in the hands of Lentulus and Cethegus.

On the 9th, when the flight of Catiline was
known, Cicero delivered his second speech, ad-

dressed to the people in the forum, in which he
justified his recent conduct. The senate declared

Catiline and Manlius public enemies, and soon

afterwards Cicero obtained legal evidence of the

guilt of the conspirators within the city, through

the ambassadors of the Allobroges. These men
had been solicited by Lentulus to join the plot, and
to induce their own countrymen to take part in the

insurrection. They revealed what they had heard

to Q. Fabius Sanga, the patron of their state, who
in his turn acquainted Cicero. By the instructions

of the latter, the ambassadors affected great zeal in

the undertidcing, and having obtained a written

agreement, signed by Lentulus, Cethegus, and
Statilius, they quitted Rome soon after midnight

on the 3d of December, but were arrested on

the Milvian bridge, by Cicero’s order. Cicero

instantly summoned the leaders of the conspi-

racy to his presence, and conducted tliera to

the senate, which was assembled in tlie temple of

Concord (4th of December). He proved the guilt of

the conspirators by the testimony of witnesses and
their own signatures. They were thereupon con-

signed to the charge of certain senators. Cicero

then summoned the people, and delivered what
is called his 3d oration against Catiline, in

which he informed them of all that had taken

place. On the following day, the nones (5th) of

December, the day so frequently referred to by
Cicero in .after times with pride, the senate was
called together to deliberate respecting the punish-

ment of the conspirators. After an animated de-

bate, of which the leading arguments are expressed

in the 2 celebrated orations assigned by Sallust to

Caesar and to Cato, a decree was passed, that Len-
tiilus and the conspirators should be put to death.

The sentence was executed the same ni^ht iu

the prison. Cicero’s speech in the debate in the

senate is preserved in his 4tb oration against Cati-

line. The consul Antonius was then sent against

Catiline, and the*^ decisive battle was fought early

in 62. Antonius, however, unwilling to fight

against his former associate, gave the command on

the day of battle to his legate, M. Petreius. Cati-

line fell in the engagement, after fighting with the

most daring valour.— The history of Catiline’s

conspiracy has been written by Sallust.

CAtins, an Epicurean philosopher, a native of

Gallia Transpad^a (Insuher), composed a trea-

tise in 4 hooks on the nature of things and on the

chief good {de Rerum Natura et de summo Bono) \

died B. c. 45.

CfttS, Dionyslilfl, the author of a small work,

entitled DisHcha de Morihus ad Ftlium^ consisting

of a series of sententious moral precepts. Nothing
is known of the author or the time when he lived,

hut maiiy writers place him under the Antonines.

The best edition is by Arntzenius, Amsterdam,
1754.

C&t6, Porolos. 1. X., frequently surnamed

Censorius or Censor, also Cato Xiy'or, to distin-

guish him from his great-grandson Cato Uticensis

[No. 6 j. Cato was born at Tusculum, b. c. 234,

and was brought up at his father's fitnn, situated

in the Sabine territory. In 217 he served his

first campaign in his 17th year, and during the
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remaining years of the 2d Punic war, he greatly

distinguished himself by his courage and military

abilities. In the intervals of war, he returned to

his Sabine farm, which he had inherited from his

father, and there led the same frugal and simple

life, which characterised him to his last days. £n>

couraged by L. Valerius Flaccus, a young noble-

man in the neighbourhood, he went to Rome,
and became a candidate for office. He obtained

the quacstorship in 204, and served under the pro-

consul Scipio Africanus in Sicily and Africa. From
this time we may date the enmity which Cato

always displayed towards Scipio ; their habits

and views of life were entirely different ; and Cato

nn his return to Rome denounced in the strongest

terms the luxury and extravagance of his com-

mander. On his voyage home he is said to have

touched at Sardinia, and to have brought the poet

lOnnius from the island to Italy. In 1.0.0 he was
aedile, and in 198 praetor; he obtained Sardinia

as his province, which he governed with justice

and economy. He had now established a reputa-

tion for pure morality and strict virtue. In 195

he was consul with his old friend and patron

L. Valerius Flaccus. He carried on war in S[>ain

with the greatest success, and received the honour

of a triumph on his return to Rome in 194.

In 191 he served, under the consul M’. Acilius

(ilabrio, in the campaign against Antiochus in

(ircece, and the decisive victory at Thermopylae

was mainly owing to Cato. From this time Cato’s

military career, which had been a brilliant one,

appears to have ceased. He now took an active

[lart in civil affairs, and distinguished himself by
ins vehement opposition to the Iloman nobles, who
introduced into Rome Greek luxury and refinement.

It was especially against the Scipios that his most
violent attacks were directed and whom he pursued

with the bitterest animosity. He obtained the con-

demnation of Ti. Scipio, the conqueror of Antiochus,

and compelled his brother P. Scipio to quit Rome
in order to avoid the same fate. [Scipio.] In 184
he was elected censor with L. Valerius Flaccus,

having been rejected in his application for the office

in 189. His censorship was a great epoch in his

life. He applied himself strenuqpsly to the duties

of his office, regardless of the enemies he was
making; but all his efforts to stem the tide of

luxury which was now setting in proved unavail-

ing. His strong national prejudices appear to

have diminished in force as he grew older and
wiser. He applied himself in old age to the study

of Greek literature, with which in youth he had
no acquaintance, although he was not ignorant of

the Greek language. But his conduct continued to

he guided by prejudices against classes and nations,

whose influence he deemed to be hostile to the
simplicity of the old Roman character. He had an
antipathy to physicians, because they were mostly
Greeks, and therefore unfit to be trusted with Ro-
man lives. When Athens sent Cameades, Diogenes,

and Critolaus as ambassadors to Rome, Ije recom-
mended the senate to send them fi'om the city an
account of the dangerous doctrines taught by ‘Car-

neades. [Cahnradks.] Cato retained his bodily
and mental vigour in his old age. In the year
before his death he was one of the chief instigators

of the third Punic war. He had been one of the
Roman deputies sent to Africa to arbitrate between
Masinissa and the Carthaginians, and he was so

struck with the flourishing condition ofCarthage that

CATO. U7
on his return home he maintained that Rome would
never be safe as long as Carthage was in existence.

From this time forth, whenever he was called upon
for his vote in the senate, though the subject of

debate bore no relation to Carthage, his words were
Delenda est Carthago. Very shortly before his

death, he made a powerful speech in accusing

Galba on account of his cnielty and perfidy in Spain.

He died in 149, at the age of 85.— Cato wrote

several works, of which only the De Re Rustica has

come down to us, though even this work is not exactly

in the form in which it proceeded from his pen : it

is printed in the Scriptores Rci Rttsticae^ edited by
Gesner (Lips. 1 773—4), and Schneider (Lips. 1 794—7). His most important work was entitled Ori~

ginei^ but only fragments of it have been preserved.

The Ist book contained the history of the Roman
kin^

; the 2d and 3d treated of the origin of the
Italian towns, and from these two books the whole
work derived its title. The 4th book treated of

the first Punic war, the Sth book of the second

Punic war, and the 6th and 7th continued the nar-

rative to the year of Cato’s death. —2. M., son of

No. 1., by his first wife Licinia, and thence called

LidniamiSy was distinguished as a jurist. In the
war against Perseus, 168, he fought with great

bravery under the consul Aemilius Paulus, whose
daughter, Aemilia Tertia, he afterwards married.

He died when praetor designatus, about 152.— 3.

M., son of No. 1, by his second wife Salonia, and
thence called SalonianuSy was bom 154, when his

father had completed his 80th year.— 4. V., son of

No. 2, consul 118, died in Africa in the same year.— 5. C., also son of No. 2, consul 114, obtained

Macedonia as his province, and fought unsuccess-

fully against the Scordiscl He was accused of

extortion in Macedonia, and was sentenced to pay
a fine. He afterwards went to Tarraco in Spain,

and became a citizen of that town.— 6. H, son

of No. 3, tribunus plebis, died when a candidate

for th4 praetorship.- 7. L., also son of No. 3,

consul 89, was killed in battle against the Socii.—
8. H., son of No. 6 by Livia, great-grandson of

Cato the Censor, and sumamed Utioensis from

Utica, the place of his death, was bom 95. In
early childhood he lost both his parents, and was
brought up in the house of his mother’s brother,

M. Livius Dmsus, along with his sister Porcia and
the children of his mother by her second husband,

Q. Serviliug Caepio. In early years he discovered

a stem and unyielding character
;
he applied him-

self with great zeal to the study of oratory and
philosophy, and became a devoted adherent of the

Stoic school; and among the profligate nobles of

the age he soon became conspicuous for his rigid mo-
rality. He servedyhis first campaign as a volunteer,

72, in the servile war of Spartacus, and afterwards,

about 67, as tribunus militum in Macedonia. In
65 he was quaestor, when be corrected numerous

abuses which had crept into the administration of

the treasury. In 63 he was tribune of the plcbs,

and supported Cicero in proposing that the Catili-

narian conspirators should suffer death. [Cati-
LiNA.] He now became one of the chief leaders

of the aristocratical party, and opposed with the

utmost vehemence the measures of Caesar, Pompey,

and Crassus. In order to get rid of him, he was
sent to Cypms in 58 with the task of uniting the

island to the Ro^an dominions. He returned in 56
and continued to oppose the triumvirs ; but all his

efforts were vain, and he was rejected when be
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became a candidate for the praetonhip. On the

breaking out of the civil war (49), he was entrusted,

as propraetor, with the defence of Sicily ; but, on

the landing of Curio with an overwhelming force,

he abandoned the island and joined Pompey in

Greece. After Pompey’s victory at Dyrrachium,

Gsto was left in chaige of the camp, and thus was

not present at the battle of Pharsalia (48). After

this battle, he set sail for Corcyra, and thence

crossed over to Africa, where he joined Metellus

Scipio, after a terrible march across the desert

The army wished to be led by Cato ; but he yielded

the command to the consular Scipio. In opposition

to the advice of Cato, Scipio fought with Caesar,

and was utterly routed at Thapsus (April 6th, 46).

All Africa now, with the exception of Utica, sub-

mitted to Caesar. Cato wanted the Romans in

Utica to stand a siege ; but when he saw that they

were inclined to submit, he resolved to die rather

than fall alive into the hands of the conqueror.

Accordingly, after spending the greater part of the

night in perusing Plato’s Phaedo several times, he

stabbed himself below the breast. In falling he

overturned an abacus: his friends, hearing the

noise, ran up, found him bathed in blood, and,

while he was fainting, dressed his wound. When,
however, he recovered feeling, he tore open the

bandages, let out his entrails, and expired at the

age of 49.—• Cato soon became the subject of bio-

graphy and panegyric. Shortly after his death ap-

peared Cicero’s Cbto, which provoked Caesar’s

Aniicaio. In Lucan the character of Cato is a
personification of godlike virtue. In modem times,

the closing events of his life have been often

dramatised
;
and few dramas have rained more

celebrity than the Caio of Addison.— 9. H., a son

of No. 8, fell^at the battle of Philippi, 42.

Clitd, Valerius, a distinguimed grammarian and
poet, lost his property in his youth during the

usurpation of Sulla. He is usually considered the

author of an extant poem in 183 hexameter verses,

entitled ZH'roe. Edited by Putsch, Jena, 1828.

Catti or Chatti, whose name is connected with

the old German word eat or cad ** war,” one of the

most important nations of Germany, bounded by the

Visuigis
(
Weser) on the E., the Agri Decumates

on the S., and the Rhine on the W., in the mo-
dern ffe$$e and the adjacent countries. They
were a branch of the Hermiones, and are first

mentioned by Caesar under the erroneous name
of Suevi. Although defeated by Drusus, Ger-

manicus, and other Roman generals, they were
never completely subjugated by the Romans; and
their power was greatly augmented on the decline

of the Chcrusci. Their capital was Mattium.
OStnUus, Valerius, a Roman q)oet, bom at Ve-

rona or in its immediate vicinity, b. c. 87. Catul-

lus inherited considerable property firom his father,

who was the friend of Julius Caesar; but he
squandered a great part of it by indulging

/freely in the pleasures of the metropolis. In
order to better his fortunes, he went to Bithynia

in the train of the praetor Memmius, but it

appears that the speculation was attended with
little success. It was probably during this ex-

pedition that his brother died in theTroad—

a

loss which he deplores in the affecting elegy to

Hortolus. On his return he continued to reside at

Rome or at his country-seats on the promontory of

Sirmio and at Tibur. He probably died about

B. c. 47. The extant works of CatuUos consist of

CAUCASUS.

116 poems, on a variety of topics, and composed

in different styles and metres. Some are lyiical,

others elegies, others epigrams
;
while the Nuptials

of Peleus and Thetis, in 409 Hexameter lines, is an
heroic poem. Some of his poems are translations

or imitations from the Greek, as, for instance, his

I>e Coma Berenices^ which was taken from Calli-

machus. In consequence of the intimate acquaint-

ance which Catullus displays with Greek literature

and mytholo^, he was called doctus by Tibullus,

Ovid, and others. Catullus adorned all he touched,

and his shorter poems are characterised by original

invention and felicity of expression.— Editions.

By Volpi, Patav. 1710
;
by Doering, Altona, 1834,

2nd ed.
; and by Lachmann, Berol. 1829.

C&ti&las, Lnt&tlua. 1 C., consul b. c. 242, de-

feated as proconsul in the following year the Car-

thaginian fieet off the Aegates islands, and thus

brought the first Punic war to a close, 241.—
2. Q., consul 102 with C. Marius IV., and as

proconsul next year gained along with Marius a
decisive victory over the Cimbri near Verccllae

(Vercelli\ in the N. of Italy. Catulus claimed

the entire honour of this victory, and asserted that

Marius did not meet with the enemy till the day
was decided

; but at Rome the whole merit was
given to Marius. Catulus belonged to the aristo-

cratical party
;
he espoused the cause of Sulla ; was

included by Marius in the proscription of 87 ;
and

as escape was impossible, put an end to his life by
the vapours of a charcoal fire. Catulus was well

acquainted with Greek literature, and famed for the

grace and purity with which he spoke and wrote

his own language. He was the author of several

orations, of an historical work on his own Consul-

ship and the Cimbric war, and of poems
;
but all

these have perished with the exception of 2 epi-

grams.- 3. Q., son of No. 2, a distinguished

leader of the aristocracy, also won the respect and
confidence of the people by his upright character

and conduct. Being consul with M. Lepidus in

78, he resisted the efforts of his colleague to ab-

rogate the acts of Sulla, and the following spring

he defeated Lepidus in the battle of the Milvian
bridge, and forced him to take refuge in Sardinia.

He opposed the Gabinian and Manilian laws which
conferred extraordinary powers upon Pompey (67
and 66). He was censor with Crassus in 65, and
died in 60.

Catorlges, a Ligurian people in Gallia Narbo-
nensis, near the Cottian Alps: their chief towns
were Eburodunum, and Catnrigae or Cstori-

magiia (Chor^).
C&tOB Deci&BiiS, procurator of Britain in the

reign of Nero, was by his extortion one of the chief

causes of the revolt of the people under Boadicea,

A. D. 62. He fled to GauL
Cauoa (Cboa), a town of the Vaccaei in His-

pania Tarraconensis
;
birth-place of the emperor

Theodosius I.

Cauo&siae Fylae. [Caucasus.]
Cano&wxs, Cattoasii Montes (5 Ka^xao-or, rh

KavKdffioy 5/>os, rd KavKdaia 8pri : Caucasus). 1.

A great chain of mountains in Asia, extending

W.N.W. and E. S. E. from the E, shore of the

Pontus Euxinus {Black Sea) to the W. shore of

the Caspian. Its length is about 700 miles; its

greatest breadth 120, its least 60 or 70. Its

greatest height exceeds that of the Alps, its lofti-

est summit {Mt. Elbroox^ nearly in 43^ N. lat.

and 43° E. long.), being 16,800 feet above the sea.



and to the E. of this there are several other summits

above the line of perpetual snow, which, in the

Caucasus, is from 1 0,000 to 1 1 ,000 feet above the

sea. The W. part of the chain is much lower, no

summit W. of Mt. Elbrooz rising above the snow

line. At both extremities the chain sinks down

to low hills. Tliere are two chief passes over the

chain, both of which were known to the ancients

:

the one, between its E. extremity and the Caspian,

near DerbenU was called Albaniae and sometimes

Caspiae Pylak: the other, nearly in the centre

of the range, was called Caucaliae Pylae {Pan of
Darid). In ancient times, as is still the case, the

Caucasus was inhabited by a great variety of tribes,

speaking different languages (Strabo says, at least

70), but all belonging to that fiunily of the human
race, which has peopled Europe and W. Asia, and

which has obtained the name of Caucasian from

the fact that in no other part of the world are such

perfect examples of it found, as among the moun-
taineers of the Caucasus.— That the Greeks had

some vague knowledge of the Caucasus in very

early times, is proved by the myths respecting

Prometheus and the Argonauts, from which it

seems that the Caucasus was regarded as at the

oxfreinity of the earth, on the border of the river

Ocennus. The account which Herodotus gives is

good as far as it goes (i. 203) ;
but it was not till

the march of Pompey, in the Mithridatic War,
extended to the banks of the Cyrus and Araxes

and to the foot of the great chain, that means

were obtained for that accurate description of the

Caucasus which Strabo gives in his 11th book.

The country about the E. part of the Caucasus

was called Alhama: the rest of the chain divided

Iberia and Colchis, on the S., from Sarmatia
Asiatica on the N.— 2. When the soldiers of

Alexander advanced to that great range of moun-
tains which formed the N. boundary of Ariano,

the Parojiamisus, they supposed that they bad

reached the great Caucasian chain at the extremity

of the world mentioned by the early poets, and
they applied to it the name of Caucasus: after-

wards, for the sake of distinction, it was called

Caucasus Indicus. [Paropamisus.]
Canci. [Chauci.]
Canednes (KavKuy^s), the nafbe of peoples both

in Greece and Asia, but whether of the same or

different tribes cannot be determined with cer-

tainty. The Caucones in the N.W. of Greece,

in Elis and Achaia, were su^^osed by the ancient

geographers to be an Arcadian people. The Cau-
cones in the N.W. of Asia Minor ore mentioned

by Homer as allies of the Trojans, and are placed

in Bithynia and Paphlagonia by the geographers,

who regarded them as Polasgians, though some
thought them Scythians.

CaadXam (Caudlnus), a town in Samnium on
the road from Capua to Beneventum. In the

neighbourhood were the celebrated Fnronlae Cau-
dinae, or Caudine Forks^ narrow passes in the

mountains, where the Roman army surrendered

to the Samnites, and was sent under fhe yoke,
B. c. 321 ; it is now called the valley of Arpaia.

Caoldn orCaTLldnIa(Canloniata: Cadel Vetere),

a town in Bruttium, N. E. of Locri, originally

called Aulon or Aulonia
;
founded by the inhabitants

of Croton or by the Achaeans ; destroyed by Dio-
nysius the elder, who removed its inhabitants to

Syracuse and gave its territory to Locri; after-

wards rebuilt, but again destroyed in the war with

Pyrrhus; rebuilt a third time and destroyed a
third time in the 2nd Punic war. It was cele-

brated for its worship of the Delphian Apollo. Its

name is preserved in the hill Caulone in the neigh-

bourhood of Castel Feiere.

Cannus. [Byblis.]

Cannus {v KaCvos : Kadpios : Ka^fue$\ one of

the chief cities of Carla, on its S. coast, a little E.

of the mouth of the Calbis, in a very fertile but

unhealthy situation. It had a citadel called Im-
bros, an enclosed harbour for ships of war, and
safe roads for merchant vessels. It was founded

by the Cretans. Its dried figs (Cauneae ficus) were
highly celebrated. Tho painter Protogenes was
bom here.

Canrns, theArgestes ('Ap^funji) of the Greeks,

the*N.W. wind, is in Italy a stormy wind.

Oav&res, or -i, a people in Gallia Norbonensis,

E. of the Rhone, between the Dnientia and the
Isara.

CavarXiLui, a Senonian, whom Caesar made king
of his people, was expelled by his subjects and
compelled to fiy to Caesar, b. c. 54.

Cajrstnis (Kduirrpoy, Ion. KadarTpui ; Kara iSs,

i. e. the Black Biter^ or KueJtu/^Meinder, i. e. Lit-

tle Maeander)^ a celebrated river of Lydia and
Ionia, rising in the Cilbiani M. (the £. part of

Tmolua), and flowing between the ranges of Tmo-
lus and Messogis into the Aegean, a little N. W. of

Ephesus. To this day it ai^unds in swans, as it

did in Homer's time. The valley of the Caystrus

is called by Homer the Asian meadow,*' and is

probably the district to which the name of Asia
was first applied. There was an inland town of

tho same name on its S. bank.

Cebezma Mons or Gehenna (rb Kipfitvov Spot

:

Cevennes)^ mountains in the S. of Gaul, 2000 stadia

in length, extending* N. as far as Liigdunum and
separating the Arverai from the Helvii; Caesar
found them in the winter covered with snow 6
feet deep.

CgbM (Ktevs), of Thebes, a disciple and friend

of Socrates, was present at tbe death of his teacher.

He wrote 3 philosophical works, one of which, en-

titled UIpo^ or J’aUe^ is extant. This work is an
allegorical picture of human life, which is explained

by an old man to a circle of youths. The drift of

the book is to show, that only the development of

our mind and the possession of real virtue canmake
us happy. Few works have enjoyed a greater po-

pularity. Of the numerous editions the best are

by Schweighaiiser, Argent. 1806, and by Coraes in

his edition of Epictetus, Paris, 1826.

Cebr§ne a city in the Troad, on M.
Ida, which fell into decay when Antigonug trans-

planted its inhabitants to Alexandria Troas. A
little river, which flowed post it, was called Cebren
(Ks^p^v), and the surrounding district Cebrenia
(KtSpriyia).

Ceoi^pia. [AthenaB, p. 102, b.]

Ceorops (K^Kpemj^), a hero of the Pelosgic race,

said to have been the first king of Attica. He was
married to Agraulos, daughter of Actaeus, by whom
he had a son,Erysichthon,who succeeded him as king
of Athens, and 3 daughters, Agranlos, Herse, and
Pandrosos. In his reign Poseidon and Athena
contended for the possession of Attica, but Cecrops
decided in favour of the goddess. [Athena.]
Cecrops is said to have founded Athens, the citadel

of which was cfdled Cecropia after him, to have
divided Attica into 12 communities, and to have
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introduced the first elements of civilized life

;
he

,

instituted marriage, abolished bloody sacrifices, and

taught his subjects how to worship the gods. He
is sometimes called or ffeminus^ an epithet

which some explain by his having instituted mar-

riage, while others suppose it to have reference to

the legends, in which the upper part of his body

was represented as that of a roan and the lower

part as that of a serpent The later Greek writers

describe Cecrops as a native of Sais in Egypt, who
led a colony of Egyptians into Attica, and thus

introduced from Egypt the arts of civilized life;

but this account is rejected by some of the an-

cients themselves, and by the' ablest modem critics.

Ceoryphalla (KfKpiHpdXfta), a small island in

the Saronic gulf, between Aegina and Epidaunig.

Oedreae or KfSptdrijs or -aior),

a town of Caria, on the Ceramic Gulf.

OedrSniU, Oeor^iui, a Byzantine writer, of

whose life nothing is known, the author of an his-

torical work, which begins with the creation of the

world, and goes down to a. d. 1057. The last

edition is by Bekker, Bonn, 16.18-39.

CSlaenae (KeAeuKaf, KtXaiylrijs), the greatest

city of S. Phrygia, before the rise of its neighbour,

Apamca Cibotus, reduced it to insignificance. It

lay at the sources of the rivers Maeander and

Marsyas. In the midst of it was a citadel built

by Xerxes, on a precipitous rock, at the foot of

which, in the Agora of the city, the Marsyas took

its rise, and near the river's source was a grotto

celebrated by tradition as the scene of the punish-

ment of Marsyas by Apollo. Outside of the city

was a royal palace, with pleasure -gardens and a

great park (irapdSacros) full of game, wliich was

generally the residence of a satrap. The Maean-
der took its rise in the very palace, and flowed

through the park and the city\ below which it re-

ceived the Marsyas.

OSlaeno 1. A Pleiad, daughter of

Atlas and Plcione, beloved by Poseidon.— 2. One
of the Harpies. [Harpyiak.]

CelSCa (CW/y), an important town in the S. E. of

Noricum, and a Roman colony with the surname

Claudia^ was in the middle ages the capital of a

Slavonic state called Zellia ; hence the modem
name of the town, which possesses Roman remains.

CSlendSris (KeXfvSepis : Khe/indreh), a sea-port

town of Cilicia, said to have been founded by San-

darus the Syrian, and afterwards colonized by the

Samians.

Cller, together with Severus, the architect of

Nero's immense palace, the golden house. He and
Severas began digging a canal from the lake Aver-

nus to the mouth of the Tiber.

C^ler, F. Egnatiiu. [Barea.]
Celetrnm {Kmtoria)^ a town m Macedonia on

a peninsula of the L^us Costoris, probably the

same town afterwards called Diooletianopolu.

CdleilS (Ki^Acdv), king of Eleusis* husband of

Metanira, and father of Demophon and Triptole-

inus. He received Demeter with hospitality at

Eleusis, when she was wandering in search of her

daughter. The goddess, in return, wished to make
h is son Demophon immortal,and placed him in the fire

m order to destroy his mortal parts ; but Metanira

screamed aloud at the sight, and Demophon was
destroyed by the flames. Demeter then bestowed
great favours upon Triptolemus. [Triptolemus.]
Celeus is described as the first priest and his daugh-
ters as the first priestesses of Demeter at Eleusis.

CELTAE.

Celsa (Velilla Ru., nr. Xelaa)^ a town in His-

pania Tarraconensis on the Ibcnis, with a stone

bridge over this river, and a Roman colony with

the Ttame Victrix JtUia Celsa,

Celras. 1. One of the 30 tyrants, usurped the

purple in Africa, and was slain on the 7th day of

his reign, A. D. 265.-2. An Epiairean philoso-

pher, lived in the time of the Antonines, and was
a friend of Lucian. He is supposed to be the same
as the Celsus who wrote the work against Christi-

anity called Adyos dArj^^s, which acquired so much
notoriety from the answer written to it by Origen.

[Oriosnes.] —3. a. Comeliiui Celsus, probably

lived under the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius.

He wrote several works, of which only one remains

entire, his treatise De Medicina^ “ On Medicine,” in

8 books. The first two books are principal!}" oc-

cupied by the consideration of diet, and the general

principles of therapeutics and pathology ; the re-

maining books are devoted to the consideration of

particular diseases and their treatment
;
the third and

fourth to internal diseases
;
the fifth and sixth to ex-

ternal diseases, and to pharmaceutical preparations
;

and the last two to those diseases which more pir-

ticularly belong to surgery. The work has been

much valued from the earliest times to the present

day.

—

Editions. By Milligan, Ediiib. lB'26;by

Ritter and Albers, Colon, ad Rhen. 1835.— 4.

Julius Celsus, a scholar at Constantinople in the 7th

century after Christ, made a recension of the text of

Caesar's Commentaries. Many modem writers have

attribuied to him the life of Caesar, which was in

reality written by Petrarch.— 6. P. Juventius
Celsus, two Roman jurists, father and son, both (if

whom are cited in the Digest. Very little is

known of the elder Celsus. The younger Celsus,

who was the more celebrated, lived under Nerva
and Tmjan, by whom he was highly favoured.

He wrote Digesta in 3.9 books, Epistoiae^ Quars-

tiones^ and Inslitutiones in 7 Imoks.— 6, P. Ma-
rius Celsus, an able general first of Galba and
afterwards of Otho. After the defeat of Ulho's

array at the battle of Bedriacum, Celsus was par-

doned by VitelliuR, and was allowed by liiin to

enter on the consulship in July (a. d. 69).

Celtae, a powerful race, which occupied a great

part of W. Europe. The Greek and Roman
writers call them by 3 names, which are probably

only variations of one name, namely Celtae (KsAra/,

K«Ato(), Galatae (roAdrai), and Galll {VdWoi).
Their name was originally given to all the people

of N. and W. Europe, who were not Iberians, and
it was not till the time of Caesar that the Romans
made any distinction between the Celts and the

Germans : the name of Celts then began to be con-

fined to the people between the Pyrenees and the

Rhine. The Celts belonged to the great Indo-Ger-

manic race, as their language proves. Like the

other Indo'Germanic races, they came from the

East, and, at a period long antecedent to all historical

records, settled in the W. of Europe. The most
powerful part of the nation appears to have taken
up their ^ode in the centre of the country called

after them Galli^^, between the Garumna in the

S. and the Sequana and Matrona in the N. From
this country they spread over various parts of

Europe, and they appear in early times as a mi-

gratory race, ready to abandon their horae% and
settle in any district which their swords could win.

Besides the Celts in Gallia, there were 8 other dif-

ferent settlements of the nation, tvhich may be dis-
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Carau.ius, Uoinan Emperor, a. u. 287 — 203. Puge 140.

Cams, Roman Emperor, a. o. 282— 28ii. Puge 1 51

.

Claudius 1., Roman Emperor, a. t>. 41 —54. On the reverse
is the head of his wife Agi ippina. Page 170.

To face p. 101.]



CELTIBERI.

tinguished by the following names:— 1. Iberian

Celts, who crossed the Pyrenees and settled in

Spain. [Celtiberl] 2. British Celts, the most

ancient inhabitants of Britain. [Britannia.] 3.

Belgic Celts, the earliest inhabitants of Gallia

Bcigica, at a later time much mingled with Qer*

iTians. 4. Italian Celts, who crossed the Alps at

different periods, and eventually occupied the greater

part of the N. of Italy, which was called after

them Gallia Cisalpina. 5. Celts in the Alps

and on the Danube, namely the Helvetii, Gothini,

Osi, Vindelici, Raeti, Norici, and Cami. 6. Il-

lyrian Celts, who, under the name of Scordisci,

settled on Mt. Scordus. 7. Macedonian and
Thracian Celts, who had remained behind in Ma-
cedonia, when the Celts invaded Greece, and who
are rarely mentioned. 8. Asiatic Celts, the Tolisto-

bogi, Trocmi and Tectosages, who founded the

kingdom of Galatia. — Some ancient writers

divided the Celts into two great races, one con-

sisting of the Celts in the S. and centre of Gaul, in

Spain, and in the N. of Italy, who were the proper

Celts, and the other consisting of the Celtic tribes

on the shores of the Ocean and in the E. as far as

Scythia, who were called Gauls : to the latter race the

Cinibri belonged, and they are considered by some
to be identical with the Cimmerii of the Greeks.

This twofold division of the Celts appears to cor-

rcspofid to the two races into which the Celts are

at present divided in Great Britain, namely’ the

Gael and the Kymry, who differ in language and
customs, the Gael being the inhabitants of Ireland

and the N. of Scotland, and the Kymry of Wales.
— The Celts are described by the ancient writers

ns men of large stature, of fair complexion, and
with flaxen or red hair. They were brave and
warlike, impatient of control and prone to change.

They fought with long swords
;
their first charge

in battle was the most fonnidable, but if firmly

resisted, they usually gave way. They were long the

terror of the Homans : once they took Rome, and
laid it in ashes (b.c. 3.90).— For details respecting

their later history and political organization, see

Gallia.

Celtiberi (Ke\Ti€rjp€s)f a powerful people in

Spain, consisting of Celts, whip crossed the Py-
renees at an early period, and became mingled

with tbc Iberians, the original inhabitants of the

country. They dwelt chiefly in the central part of

Spain, in the highlands which separate the Iberus

from the rivers which flow towards *the W., and
ill which the Tagus and the Durius rise. They
were divided into various tribes, the Arevacae,
Bekonks, and Pklkndonks, which were the

3 most important, the Lusones, Belli, Dittani,
&c. Their chief towns were Skgobrioa, Ncj-

M anti a, Bilbilis, &c. Their country called

Celtiberia was mountainous and unproductive.

They were a brave and warlike people, and proved

fonnidable enemies to the Romans. They sub-

mitted to Scipio Africanus in the 2nd Punic war,

but the oppressions of the Roman governors led

them to rebel, and for many years they success-

fully defied the power of Rome. They were re-

duced to submission on the capture of Numantia
by Scipio Africanus the younger (b. c. 1 34), but

they again took up arms under Sertorius, and it

was not till his death (72) that they began to adopt

the Roman customs and language.

Oeltitoi. 1. A Celtic people in Lusitania be-

tween the Tagus and An^«»2. A Celtic people

CENTAUR!. Ifll

in Oallaecia near the promontoiy Nerluro, which
was called Celticum after them (C. Finisterre).

Cenaenm (Krivaiov dKpor: Kanaia or Litar\

the N.W. promontory of Euboea, opposite Ther-

mopylae, with a temple of Zeus Cenaeus.

C^hrSae (Kryxp^O- 1- harbour of

Corinth on the Saronic gulf, important for the trade

and commerce with the E.— 2. A town in Argolis,

S. of Argos, on the road to Tegeo.

Cenomftxd, a powerful Gallic people, originally

a branch of the Aulerci, crossed the Alps At an
early period, and settled in the N. of Italy in the

countiy of Brixio, Verona, and Mantua, and ex-

tended N. as far as the confines of Rhaetia. They
were at constant feud with the neighbouring tribes

of«tho Insubres, Boii, &c., and hence usually ns-

sisted the Romans in their wars with these people.

CensorlnuB. 1. One of the 30 tyrants, assumed
the purple at Bologna, a. n. 270, but was shortly

afterwards put to death by his own soldiers.— 2.

Author of a treatise entitled de Die Nataliy which
treats of the generation of man, of his natal hour, of

the influence of the stars and genii upon his career,

and discusses the various methods employed fur

the division and calculation of time. The book is

dedicated to Q. Cerellius, and was composed a. d.

238. A fragment de MeU'U and lost tracts de
Accentihui and de Geometria are ascribed to this

Censorinus.— Editions. By Havercainp, Lug. Bat.

1743; by Gruber, Noremb. 1805.

Censorinus, Marclns. 1. C., son of C. Marcius
Rutilus, first plebeian dictator (b. o. 356), was ori-

ginally called Rutilus, and was the first member
of the family who had the surname Censorinus.

He was consul in b.c. 310, and conducted the war
in Samniura. He was censor 294, mid a second

time 265, the only instance in which a person held

the office of censor twice.— 2. L., consul 149, the

first year of the third Punic war, conducted the

war against Carthage with his colleague M’. Ma-
nilius.— 8. C., bne of the leaders of the Marian
partjs fought against Sulla in the battle near the

Colline gate, was taken prisoner, and put to death

by Sulla’s order. Censorinus was one of the ora-

tors of his time, and versed in Greek literature.—
4. L., a partizan of M. Antony, praetor 43, and
consul 39.-5. C., consul B. c. 8, died in Asia

A. D. 2, while in attendance upon C. Caesar, the

grandson of Augustus. m
Centauri (Kst/ravpoi), that is, Bull-killers,

were an ancient race, inhabiting Mount Pelion in

Thessaly. They led a wild and savage life, and
are hence called or in Homer. Tu

later accounts they were represented os half-horses

and half-men. Their origin is variously related.

According to the, roost ancient account Centaurus,

the offspring of Ixion and a cloud, begot the Hip-
pocentaurs by mixing with Magnesian mores. From
most accounts it would appear that the Centaurs

and Hippocentaurs were originally regarded as two
distinct classes of beings, although the name of

Centaurs is applied to both hy ancient as well as

modem writers. The Centaurs are particularly

celebrated in ancient story for their fight with the

Lapithae, which arose at the marriage-feast of Pi-

ritbous. This fight is sometimes placed in con-

nexion with a combat of Hercules with the Cen-

taurs. It ended by the Centaurs being expelled

from their country, and taking refuge on mount
PinduB,*on the frontiers of Epirus. Chiron is the

most celebrated among the Centaurs. [Chiron.]
at
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We know that hunting the hull on horseback was
n national custom in Thessaly, and that the Thes-

salians were celebrated riders. Hence may have

arisen the fable that the Centaurs were htdf^men

and half-horses, just as the Americans, when they

first saw a Spaniard on horseback, believed horse

and man to be one being. The Centaurs were
frequently represented in ancient works of art, and
generally, as men from the head to the loins, while

the remainder of the body is that of a horse with

its 4 feet and tail.

Centrltei {Kunptr-nf ; Bedlis), a small river of

Armenia, which it divided from the land of the

Carduchi, N. of Assyria. It rises in the mountains

S. of the Arsissa Palus {L. Van)^ and flows into

the Tigris. •

CentumUua, Fulirloa. 1. Cn., legate of the

dictator M. Valerius Corvus b. c. 301 ;
consul 298,

when he gained a victory over the Samnite^; and
propraetor 295, when he defeated the Etruscans.— 2. Cn., consul 229, defeated the Illyrians sub-

ject to the queen Teuta.— 8. Cn., curule aedile

214; praetor 213, with Suessula as his province;

and consul 211; in the next year he was de-

feated by Hannibal near Herdonia in Apulia,

and was killed in the battle.— 4. M., praetor ur-

banus 192, superintended the preparations for the

war against Antiochus the Gi^at.

Centum Cellae (Civita Vecchia)^ a sea-port town
in Etruria, first became a place of importance under

Trajan, who built a villa here and constructed an

excellent harbour. It was destroyed by the Sara-

cens in the 9th century, but was rebuilt on its

ancient site, and was hence called Civiia Vecchia.

Centflrlpse (ri Kci^dpiiro, al Ktvroipiirai

:

KtVTopiiTivos^ in Thuc. ol Ketn-dgiirer, Centuri-

pinus ; CentM\ an ancient tpwn of the Siculi in

Sicily, at the foot of Mt. Aetna, on the road from

Catana to Panormua, and not far from the river

Symaethus
;

in its neighbourhood a great quantity

of com was grown, and it became under the Ro-
mans one of the most flourishing cities in the

island.

Ceos (K4(tfr, Ion. K4os: Kcios, Ion. CSus:

an island in the Aegean S^ one of the Cy-
clades, between the Attic promontory Sunium and
the island Cythnus, celebrated for its fertile soil

and its genial climate. It was inhabited by
lonians, and •‘iginally contained 4 towns, iGlis,

Carthaea, Coressns, and Poeiiessa; but the two
latter perished by an earthquake. Simonides was
a native of lulls in Ceos, whence we read of the

Ceae munm-a neniae, (Hor. Carm. ii. 1. 38.)

CSph&lS (Ks<paA^), an Attic demus, on the

right bank of the Erasinus, belonging to the tribe

Acamantis. <

CSphallinlta (Kc^oAAijvfo, Kt^xrivla : Kt^A-
A^y, pi. Kc^oAA^i^cs ; Cephaloma\ called by Ho-
mer Same (Sd/ut;) or Samoa (Sajuor), the largest

island in the Ionian sea, separated from Ithaca on

the E. by a narrow channel, contains 348 square

miles. It is said to have been originally inhabited

by Taphians, and to have derived its name frrom

the mythical Cxphalus. Even in Homer its

inhabitants are called Cephallenes, and are the

subjects of Ulysses: but the name Cepballenia

first occurs in Herodotus. The island is very

mountainous (iratiraAotVon))
;

and the highest

mountain, called Aenos, on which stood a temple

of Zeus, rises more than 4000 feet above the sea.

Cephall^ia was a tetrapolis, containing the 4

CEPHISODOTUS.

towns, Samb, Pale, Cranii, and Proni. It

never attained political importance. In the Per-

sian wars the inhabitants of Pale are alone men-
tioned. In the Peloponnesian war Cephnlleniii

surrendered to the Athenians. Same ventured to

oppose the Romans, but was taken by M. Fulvius,

B. c. 189. In modem times the island was for a
long while in possession of the Venetians, but is

now one of the 7 Ionian islands under the protec-

tion of Great Britain.

CSphSloedlimi (Kc^aAof8<ov : Cephaloeditanus;

Ce^i or Cephalu), a town on the N. coast of Si-

cily in the territory of Hiraera.

CSph&Ios (K^epoAoj). 1. Son of Hermes and
Herse, was carried off by Eos (Aurora), who be-

came by him the mother of Tithonus in Syria.—
2. Son of Deion and Diomede, and husband of

Procris or Procne, daughter of Erechtheus, whom
he tenderly loved. Ho was beloved by Eos, hut
as he rejected her advances from love to his wife,

she advised him to try the fidelity of Procris. The
goddess then metamorphosed him into a stranger,

and sent him with rich presents to his bouse.

Procris was tempted by the brilliant presents to

yield to the stranger, who then discovered himself

to be her husband, whereupon she fled in shame to

Crete. Artemis made her a present of a dog and
a spear, which were never to miss their object, and
then sent her back to Cephalus in the disguise of

a youth. In order to obtain this dog and spear,

Cephalus promised to love the youth, who then

made herself known to him as his wife Proens.

This led to a reconciliation between them. Procris

however still feared the love of Eos, and therefore

jealously watched Cephalus when he went out

hunting, but on one occasion he killed her by acci-

dent with the never-erring spear. A somewhat
different version of the same story is given by
Ovid. (Met. vii. 685, seq.) Subsequently Cepha-

lus fought with Amphitryon against the Teleboans,

upon the conquest of whom he was rewarded with
the island which he called after his own name
Cephallenia.— 8. A Syracusan, and father of the

orator Lysias, came to Athens at the invitation of

Pericles. He is one of the speakers in Plato’s

Republic.— 4. An eminent Athenian orator of the

Collytean demus, flourished b. c. 402.

Cepheiu 1. King of Ethiopia, son

of Belus, husband of Cassiepeia, and father of

Andromeda, was placed among the stars after his

death.— 2.'Son of Aleus and Nearea or Cleobule,

one of the Argonauts. He was king of Tegea in

Arcadia, and perished, with most of his sons, in

an expedition against Hercules.

CephXala or Cephissia (Kv<Pi<riei more correct

than Krftpiffffla

:

: Kivisia)^ one of the 12

Cecropion towns of Attica, and afterwards a demus
belonging to the tribe Erechtheis, N. E. of Athens,

on the W* slope of Mt. Pentelicus.

Cephiabddrus (K7iifn(r6Swpos). 1. An Athenian

comic poet of the old comedy, flourished b. c. 402.

—3. An. Athenian orator, a disciple of Isocrates,

wrote an apology for Isocrates against Aristotle,

entitled ai irpits *ApurroT4'/<ri Ityrtypaipai.

CepllilSdotlls (Kt)^i<rd8oTos). 1. An Athenian

general and orator, is mentioned on various occa-

sions from B.C. 371 to 355.-2. An Athenian

sculptor, whose sister was the first wife of Phocion,

flourished 372. He belonged to that younger

school of Attic artists, who had abandoned the

stem and majestic beauty of Phidias, and adopted
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R more animated and graceful style. 8. AnAthe*

nion sculptor, usually called the Younger, a son of

the ^{reat Praxiteles, flourished 300.

Oiphudphon (Kt}(pi0
’

0^i/), a friend of Euri-

pides, is said not only to have been the chief actor

111 his dramas, but also to have aided him with his

advice in the composition of them.

CephXflua or Cephissua (Kij^ards, Kt}^i(r<rdr).

1. The chief river in Phocis and Boeotia, rises near

Lilaea in Phocis, flows through a fertile valley in

Phocis and Boeotia, and falls into the lake Copais,

which is hence called Cephisit in the Iliad (v. 709).

[Copais.]— 2. The largest river in Attica, rises

in the W. slope of Mt. Peutelkus, and flows past

Athens on the W. into the Saronic gulf near Pha-

lerum.— 3. There was also a river of this name
in Argolis, Salamis, Sicyonia, and Scyros.

Cer (K^p), the personified necessity of death*

(K^p or Kfipes dwAroto), The Hrjpft are de-

scribed by Homer as formidable, dark, and hate-

ful, because they carry oif men to the joyless house

of Hades. According to Hesiod, they are the

daughters of Nyx (Night) and sisters of the

Moerae, and punish men for their crimes.

CSr&mtUI Kepa/ios : A'eramo), a Dorian sea-

port town on the N. side of the Cnidian Cherso-

iiesus on the const of Caria, from which the Gerap

inic gulf (d KepafjLtiKhs K6\iros : Qulf of Kos, or,

(iolfo di Stanco) took its name. [Cahia.]
CSr&sns (Kfpourovs: Kfpa<roipTios

:

nr. KJiere-

soun)^ a flourishing colony of Sinope, on the coast

of Pontus, at the mouth of a river of the same
name

; chiefly celebrated as the place from which
Europe obtained both the cherry and its name.
Lucullns is said to have brought back plants of the

cherry with him to Rome, but this refers probably

only to some particular sorts, as the Romans seem
to have had the tree much earlier.— Cerasus fell

into decay after the foundation of Phamacia (Khe-
resoun),

Cer&ta (rA K^para), the Hems, a mountain on
the frontiers of Attica and Megaris.

Ceraonli Montes (Kepaupta 6pTi : Khimara), a
range of mountains extending from the frontier

of Jllyricum along the coast of Epjrus, derived their

name from the frequent thunder-storms which oc«

«‘urred among them (Ktpavvds). These mountains
made the coast of Epirus dangerous to ships. They
were also called Acroceraunia, though this name
was properly applied to the promontory separating
tile Adriatic and Ionian seas. The inhabitants

of these mountains were called Ceraunii.

CerbSms ( Krpffepos), the dog that guarded the
entrance of Hades, is mentioned as early as the
Homeric poems, but simply as “the dog,” and
without the name of Cerberus. (//. viii. 868, Od^
xi. 623.) Hesiod calls him a son of Typhaon and
Echidn.*!, and represents him with 30 h^s. Later
writers describe him as a monster with only 3
heads, with the tail of a serpent and with ser-

pents round his neck. Some poets again call

him many-headed or hundred-he^ed. The den
of Cerberus is usually placed on the further side of
the Styx, at the spot where Charon landed the
shades of the departed.

Cercasfinun, or -ns, or -esttra (Kepado-wpor
’rdAis, Herod., KepxeVoupo, Strab. ; El~Arka$)^ a
city of Lower Egypt, on the W. bank of the Nije,
at the point where the river divided into its 3
princi^ branches, the E. or Pelusiac, the W. or

Canopic, and the N. between them.
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CereStae or -ii (K^pkAtou, probably the CVr-

cassiofu), a people of Sarmatia Asiatica, beyond
the Cimmerian Bosporus, on the £. coast of the
Palus Maeotis (Sea of Azov).

Ceroetitoa, a mountain in Thessaly, part of the

range of Pindus.

Cerolna and Cereixiltit (KepNfm, KepKivins :

Karkeuah Ramlah and Gherda), 2 low islands

off the N. coast of Africa, in the mouth of the

Lesser Syrtis, united by a bridge, and possessing

a fine harbour. Cercina was the laiger, and had
on it a town of the same name.

Cenflne (Kepaf*^: Kara-dagh\ a mountain in

Macedonia, between the Axiua and StrjTnon, form-
ing the boundary between Sintice and Paeon io.

Ceroinltis (KtpKivtns), a lake in Macedonia,
neir the mouth of the Strymon, through which this

river flows.

Ceroinltun, a town in Thessaly on the lake
Bobeis.

Cerca, Q. Lnt&tloi, consul with A. Manlius
Torquatus, b. c. 241, in which year the first Punic
war was brought to a close by the victory of C.
Lutatius Catulus at the Aegates. Cerco, in con-

junction with his colleague, subdued the Falisci

or people of Falerii, who revolted from the Ro-
mans.

CereSpes (K4p/c«iris), droll and thievish

gnomes, robbed Hercules in his sleep, but were
taken prisoners by him, and either given to Om-
phale, or killed, or set free again. Some placed

them at Thermopylee (Herod, vii. 216) ; but the

comic poem Ccrcopcs, which bore the name of

Homer, probably placed them at Oechalia in Eu-
boea. Others transferred them to Lydia, or the

islands called Pithecusae, which derived their

name from the Cercopes who were changed into

monkeys by Zeus for having deceived him.

Cercopt (KApKonff). 1. One of the oldest Orphic
poets, also called a Pythagorean, was the author
of an epic poem, “ on the descent of Orpheus to

Hades.”— 2.. Of Miletus, the contemporary and
rival of Hesiod, is said to have been the author of

an epic poem called which is also as-

scribed to Hesiod.

Ceroj^on (Kepm/wv), son of Poseidon or Hephae-
stus, a cruel tyrant at Elensis, put to death his

daughter Alope, and killed all strangers whom he

overcame in wrestling
;
he was in the end con-

quered and slain by Theseus.

CerdyRtun (KepdvAiop), a small town in Mace-
donia on the right bank of the Strymon, opposite

Amphipolis.

Cmftlis, PStHIus, served under Vettius Bola-

nus, in Britain, a.»d. 61 ; was one of the generals

who supported the claim of Vespasian to the em-
pire, 69 ;

suppressed the revolt of Civilis on the

Rhine, 70 ; and was governor of Britain, 71, when
he conquei^ a great part of the Brigantes.

Cerefttae, a town of the Hemici in Latium, be-

tween Sora and Anagnia.

Cdires. [Dxmktbr.]
Cerilli (Cirella Veechia\ a town in Bruttinm on

the coast, a little S. of the mouth of the Laus.

Oerin^ns {KAipip6os\ a town on the E. coast of

Euboea, on the river Budorus.

CemS (KAppri\ an island off the W. coast of

Africa, to which •the Phoenicians appear to have

traded. Its position is uncertain, and Strabo even

denied its existence.

CoroB, a fountain in Hiitiaeoiis in Thessaly,

M 2
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said to have made all the sheep black which drank

of it.

Cerret&ni, an, Iberian people in Hispania Tar-

raconensis, inhabited the modem Cerdagm in the

Pyrenees, and were subsequently divided into the

2 tribes of the Juliani and Augustani : they were

celebrated for their hams.

Cersobleptes (K«/MroffA<jm7r), 8on of Cotys, king

of Thrace, on whose death in a. c. 3.58 he inherited

the kingdom in conjunction with Berisades and
Amadocus, who were probably his brothers. As
an ally of the Athenians Oersobleptes became in-

volved in war with Philip, by whom he was fre-

quently defeated, and was at length reduced to the

condition of a tributary, 34.*1. «

Corsui (K^pffos: Merkes\ a river of Cilicia,

flowing througli the Pylac Syro-Ciliciae, into the E.

side of the Gulf of Issus.

Certdnlnm ( Keprdvjsv), a town in Mysia, men-
tioned only by Xenophon {Anah. vii. 8. § 8).

Cervidias Soaevdla. [Scakvola.]
CSryz (K^pu{), an Attic hero, son of Hermes

and Aglauros, from whom the priestly family of

the Ceryces at Athens derived their origin.

Oestrus (Keorpos *. Ak-m\ a considerable river

of Pamphylia, flowing from the Taurus S.- wards

into the Mediterranean. It was navigable in its

lower course, at least as far as the city of Perge,

which stood on its W. bank, 60 stadia (10 geog.

miles) above its mouth.

C5t8i (K^remi), a people of Mysia, the old in-

habitants of the country about Pergamus, mentioned
by Homer (Od. xi. ,521). Their name is evidently

connected with that of the river Chtius.
CethSgus, ComSlXus, an ancient patrician

family. They seem to have kept up an old fashion

of wearing their arras bare, to which Horace
alludes in the words cinctuti Cethegi (Ars Pott.

.50) ; and Lucan (ii. 543) describes the associate

of Catiline thus, €»aertique manus vesana Cetliegi,

1. M., cunile aedile and pontifex maxiraus b. c.

213 ;
praetor 211, when he had the charge of

Apulia
;
censor 209, and consul 204. In the next

year he commanded as proconsul in Cisalpine Oanl,

where he defeated Mago, brother of Hannibal. He
died 196. His eloquence was rated very high, so

that Ennius gave him the name of Suada m^ulla^
and Horace twice refers to him as an ancient au-

thority for the usage of Latin words. (Epist. ii. 2.

1 16, Ars. Pott. 50.)—-2. C., commanded in Spain

as proconsul 200; was aedile 199; consul 197. when
he defeated the Insubrians and Cenomanians in

Cisalpine Gaul ; and censor 194.— 3. P., curule

aedile 187, praetor 185, and consul 181. The grave

of Nuraa was discovered in his consulship. —4.
M., consul 160, when he drained a part of the

Pontine Marshes.— 6. P., a friend of Marius, pro-

scribed by Sulla, 88, but in 83 went over to Sulla, and
was pardoned. —6. C., one of Catiline'a crew, was
a profligate from his early youth. When Catiline

left Rome, 63, after Cicero's first speech, Cetltcgus

stayed behind under the orders of Lentulus. His
charge was to murder the leading senators ; but

the tardiness of Lentulus prevented anything being

done. Cethegus was arrested and condemned to

death with the othw conspirators.

C5tIlLS (K^ciot), a small river of Mysia, flow-

ing from the N. through the district of Elaitis, and
falling into the CaVeus close to Pergamus.

Ceutrdnes or CentrSnea, a people in Gallia

Belgica, dependents of the Nervii.

CHALCE.
C6yx (K^'{), king of Trachys, husband of

Alcyone. His death is differently related. [Al-
cyone.] He was the father of Hippasus, who fell

fighting as the ally of Hercules.

Chabdras. [Aborrha.s.]

Chabrlas {Xa6plas\ a celebrated Athenian ge-

neral. In B. c. 392 he succeeded Iphicrates in the

command of the Athenian forces at Corinth. In

388 he assisted Evagoras in Cyprus against the

Persians. In 378 he was one of the commanders
of the forces sent to the aid of Thebes against

Agesilaus, when he adopted for the first time that

manoeuvre for which he became so celebrated,

—

ordering his men to await the attack with their

spears pointed against the enemy mid their shields

resting on one knee. A statue was afterwards

erected at Athens to Chabrias in this posture. In

.376 he gained an important victory off Naxos over

the Lacedaemonian fleet under the cuinniand of

Pollis. In 361 he took the command of the naval

force of Tachos, king of Egypt, who was in rebel-

lion against Persia. In 358 he was sent as the

Athenian commander in Thrace, but was compelled

by Charidemus to make a peace unfavourable to

Athens. On the breaking out of the Social war in

357, Chabrias commanded the Athenian fleet. At
the siege of Chios he sailed into the harbour before

the rest of the fleet, and, when his ship was dis-

abled, he refused to save his life by abandoning it,

and fell fighting.

ChaerSa, C. Cassius, tribune of the praetorian

cohorts, formed the conspiracy by which the em-
peror Caligula was slain, a. d. 41. Cbaerea was
put to death by Claudius upon his accession.

Cbaeremon (Xatp^ipuy). 1. One of the most

celebrated of the later tragic poets at Athens, flou-

rished B. c. 380. He is erroneously called a comic

poet by some writers. There are 3 epigrams as-

cribed to Chaorenion in the Greek Anthology.—
2. Of Alexandria, a Stoic philosopher, chief iibra-

rian of the Alexandrian library, was afterwards

called to Rome, and became the preceptor of Nero,

in conjunction with Alexander of Aegae. He
wrote a history of Egypt, on Hieroglyphics, on

Comets, and a grammatical work. Martial (xi.

56) wrote an epigram upon him.

ChaerSphon (Xaipe(piiy)^ a well-known disciple

of Socrates, was banished by tlie Thirty tyrants,

and returned to Athens on the restoration of demo-

cracy, B.c. 403. He was dead when the trial of

Socrates took place, 399.

Chaeronea (Xaipc^yeia: Xatpwvfvs: Capfuma\
the Homeric Ante according to Pausanias, a town

in Boeotia on the Cephisiis near the frontier of

Phocis, memorable for the defeat of the Athenians

and the Boeotians in b.c. 338 by Philip, king of

Macedon, and for Sulla’s victory over the array of

Mithridates, 86. Chaeronea was the birthplace of

Plutarch. Several remains of the ancient city are

to be seen at Capuma, more particularly a theatre

excavatqd in the rock, an aqueduct, and the marble

lion (broken in pieces) which adorned the se-

pulchre of the Boeotians who fell at the battle of

Chaeronea.
Chalaeuni (XdAatov : XoAaTor), a port-town of

the Locri Ozolae on the Crissaean on the fron-

tiers of Phocis.

Ghalajltra (XaAchrrpo, in Herod. Xa\4<Trpr\ :

XaXaorrpaios Cutacia), a town in My^onia in

Macedonia, at the mouth of the river Axius.

ChaloS or -ae or -ia (XoAicrj, XciAxai, XaAxla ;
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XaKxaTos or -irrfs : Charki\ an island of the Car-

pathian sea, near Rhodes, with a town of the same

name, and a temple of ApoUo.

CludcSdon more correctly, KaXxV-
Stiiv: Xa\ieriS6vios : Chalkedon, Grk^ Kadi-Kioi^

Turk., Ru.), a Greek city of Bithynia, on the coaat

of the Propontis at the entrance of the Bosporus,

nearly opposite to Byzantium, was founded by a
colony from Megara in B. c. 685. After a Jong

period of independence (only interrupted by its

capture by the Persians and its recoveiy by the

Athenians), it became subject to the kings of Bi-

thynia, and suffered by the transference of most of

Its inhabitants to the new city of Nicomedia (b. c.

140). The Romans restored its fortifications, and
made it the chief city of the province of Bithynia,

or Pontica Prima.. After various fortunes under
the empire, it was entirely destroyed by the TurkA— The fourth oecumenical council of the Church
met here, a. d.

ChalcldXoe (XoAictdiXTi), a peninsula in Mace-
donia between the Thennaic and Strymonic gulfs,

runs out into the sea like a 3-pronged fork, termi-

nating in 3 smaller peninsulas, Paliknk, Sitho-
NLA, and Actk or Athos. It derived its name
from Chalcidian colonists. [Ciialcis, No. 1.]

Chalcidlus, a Platonic philosopher who lived

probably in the 6th century of the Christian aera,

translated into Latin the Timaeui of Plato, on
which he likewise wrote a voluminous commentary.

Edited by Meuraius, Leyden, 1617« and by Fa-
bricius, Hamburg, 1716, at the end of the 2nd
volume of the works of Hippolytus.^

Chalcloecus (XoAkIoikos), ^ the goddess of the

brazen house," a surname of Athena at Sparta,

from the brazen temple which she had in that

city.

Chalcis (XoAxtr : XoXkiMs^ Chalcidensis). 1.

(Et/rtpo or Negroponte\ the principal town of Eu-
boea, situated on the narrowest part of the Euri-

pus, and united with the mainland by a bridge. It

was a very ancient town, originally inhabited by
Abantes or Curetos, and colonized by Attic lonians
under Cothus. Its flourishing condition at an early

fieriod is attested by the numerous colonies which
It planted in various parts of fhe Mediterranean.
It founded so many cities in the peninsula in

Macedonia between the Strymonic and Thermaic
gulfs, that the whole peninsula was called Chalci-

dice. In Italy it founded Cuma and in Sicily

Naxos. Chalcis was usually subject to Athens
during the greatness of the latter city, and after-

wards passed into the hands of the Macedonians,
Antiochus, Mithridates, and the Romans. It was
a place of great military importance, as it com-
manded the navigation between the N. and S. of i

(Greece, and hence it was often taken and retaken

by the different parties contending fox the supre-

macy in Greece.— The orator Isaeus and the poet

Lycophron were bom at Chalcis, and Aristotle died

here.— 2. A town in Aetolia at the mouth of the
Evenns, situated at the foot of the mountain Chalcis,

and hence also called Hypochalcis.^Z, (Atiinesrtn,

Ru.), a city of Syria, in a fruitful plain, near the

termination of the river Chalus ; the chief city of

tlie district of Chalcidice, which lay to the E. of

the Orontea.—-4. A city of Syria on the Belus,
in the plain of Marsyas.

Chaloocbndyles, or, by contraction, Chaldon-
dylei, Laonioni or Hicolana, a Byzantine histo-

rian, flourished a. d. 1 446, and wrote a history of
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the Turks and of the later period of the Byzantine

empire, from the year 1293 down to the conquest

of Corinth and the invasion of the Peloponnesus by
the Turks in 1463, thus including the capture of

Constantinople in 1453. Edited by Fabrot, Paris,

1650.

Chaldaea (XoXSafa : XoASoiOx), in the narrower

sense, was a province of Babylonia, about the lower

course of the Euphrates, the border of the Arabian

Desert, and the head of the Persian Gulf. It was

intersected by numerous canals, and was extremely

fertile. In a wider sense, the term is applied to

the whole of Babylonia, and even to the Babylo-

nian empire, on account of the supremacy which

Chaldaeans acquired at Babylon. [Babylon.]
Xenophon mentions Chaldaeans in the mountains

N.*of Mesopotamia ; and we have other statements

respecting this people, from which it is very diffi-

cult to deduce a clear view of their early history.

The most probable opinion is, that their original

seat was in the mountains of Armenia and Kur-
distan.^ whence they descended into the plains of

Mesopotamia and l^bylonia. Respecting the Clial-

daeans as the ruling class in the Babylonian mo-
narchy, see Babylon.

Chains (XiiXos : AotoetA), a river of N. Syria,

flowing S. past Beroea and Chalcis, and terminating

in a marshy lake.

Ch&l;^bes (XcfAu^es),a remarkableA siatic pcopl e,

about whom we find various statements in the

ancient writers. They are generally represented,

both in the early poetic legends, and in the his-

torical period, as dwelling on the S. shore of the

Black Sea, about Themiscyra and the Thermodon
(and probably to a wider extent, for Herodotus

clearly mentions th'em among the nations W. of the

Halys), and occupying themselves in the working

of iron. Xenophon mentions Chalybes in the

mountains on the borders of Armenia and Meso-
potamia, who seem to be the same people that he
elsewhere calls Chaldaeans ; and several of the

ancient geographers regarded the Chalybes and
Chaldaei as originally the same people.

Cll&l^bou (XoAuSoiv: 0. T. Helbon), a consi-

derable city of N. Syria, probably the same as

Bbroea. The district about it was called Chaly-

bonltis.

ClianiaelSon (Xa/4aiA^wv), a Peripatetic philo-

sopher of Heraclea on the Pontus, one of the imme-
diate disciples of Aristotle, wrote works on several

of the ancient Greek poets, and likewise on philo-

sophical subjects.

Cliainftvi, a people in Germany, who were com-
pelled by the Roman conquests to change their

abodes several times. They first appear in the

neighbourhood ot the Rhine, but afterwards mi-
grated E., defeated the Bructeri, and settled be-

tween the Weser and the Harz. At a later time
they dwelt on the Lower Rhine, and are men-
tioned as auxiliaries of the Franks.

Ch&bnes (Xdoi'cs), a Pclasgian people, one of
the 3 peoples which inhabited Epirus, were at an
earlier period in possession of the whole of the

country, but subsequently dwelt along the coast

from the river Thyamis to the Acroceraunian pro-

montory, which district was therefore called Cl^o-
nia. By the poets Chaoniiu is used as equivalent

to Epirot.

Ch&ds (Xdos), the vacant and infinite space

which existed according to the ancient cosmogonies

previous to the creation of the world and out of
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166 CHARADRA.
which the gods, men, and all things arose. Chaos

was called the mother of Krebos and Nyx.
Charadra (XapdSpa : Xapaipouos). 1. A town

in Phocis on the river Charadnis, situated on an

eminence not far from Lilaea. -«• 2. A town in Epi-

rus, N.W. of Ambracia. — 3. A town in Messe-

nia, built by Pelops.

Charadros (XdpaSpos). 1. A small river in

Phocis, a tributary of the Cephisus. 2. A small

river in Aigolis, a tributary of the Inachus. «—* 3. A
small river in Messenia, rises near Oechalia.

Cbarax (Xdpaf), of Pergamus, an historian,

wrote a work in 40 books, called ‘EWityind, and
another named Xpoyind.

Ch&rax (X(£pa|, i. e. a pa/ttouied camp : Xapn-

kj}v6s\ the name of several cities, whioh took their

origin from militaiy stations. The most remarkable

of them stood at the mouth of the Tigris. [Alex-
andria, No. 4.] There were others, which only

need a bare mention, in the Chersonesus Taurica,

in N. Media, near Celaenae in Phrygia, in Corsica,

and on the Great Syrtis in Africa, and a few more.

Charazas {Xdpa^os) of Mytilene, son of Sca-

mandronymus and brother of Sappho, fell in love

with Hiionopis.

ChSres (Xdprji). 1. An Athenian general, who
for n long series of years contrived by profuse cor-

ruption to maintain his influence with the people,

in spite of his very disreputable character. In

». c. 367 he was sent to the aid of the Phliasians,

who were hard pressed by the Arcadians and Ar-
gives, and he succeeded in relieving them. In

the Social war, after the death of Chabrias, 356,

he had the command of the Athenian fleet along

with Iphicrates and Timotheus. His colleagues

liaving refused, in consequence of a storm, to risk

an engagement, Chares accused them to the people,

and they were recalled. Being now left in the

sole command, and being in want of money, he

entered into the service of Artabaeus, the revolted

satrap of Western Asia, but was recalled by the

Athenians on the complaint of Artaxerxes III In

the Olynthian war. 349, he commanded the merce-

naries sent from Athens to the aid of Olynthua In

340 he commanded the force sent to aid Byzantium
against Philip ; but he effected nothing, and was
accordingly superseded by Phocion. In 338 he

was one of the Athenian commanders at the battle

of Chaeronea. When Alexander invaded Asia in

334, Chares was living at Sigeum
;
and in 333 he

commanded for Darius at Mytilene.— 2. Of Myti-

lene, an officer at the court of Alexander the Great,

wrote a history of Alexander in 10 books.— 3. Of
Lindus in Rhodes, a statuary in bronze, the favourite

pupil of Lysippus, flourished b.c.<290. His chief

work was the statue of t|ke “Sun, which, under the

name of “ The Colossus ofRhodes,” was celebrated

as one of the 7 wonders of the world. Its height

was upwards of 105 English feet, it was 12 years

in erecting, and cost 300 talents. It stood at the

entrance of the harbour of Rhodes, but there is no
authority for the statement that its.legs extended

over the mouth of the harbour. It was overthrown

and broken to pieces by an earthquake 56 years

after its erection, B. C. 1^4. The fragments re-

mained on the ground 923 years, till they were

sold by the general of the caliph Othman iy.,to a

Jew of Emesa, who carried them away on 900
camels, a. d. 672.

Ch&riolSs (XapiK\fis). L An Athenian dema-

gogue, son of ApoUodoros, was one of the comrais-
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sioners appointed to investigate the aflair of the

mutilation of the Hermae, b. c. 415 ;
was one of

the commanders of the Athenian fleet, 413; and
6ne of the 30 tyrants on the capture of Athens by
Lysander, 404. —2. An eminent physician at

Rome, attended the emperor Tiberius.

Oh&ricld (Xapifr\(0). L A nymph, daughter of

Apollo, wife of the centaur Chiron, and mother of

Carystus and Ocyroe.— 2. A nymph, wife of

Euerw and mother of Tiresias.

ChUnddmufl (XapiSiffios). 1. Of Oreus in

Euboea, of mean origin, became the captain of a
band of mercenaries, and served in this capacity

under the Athenian generals Iphicrates and Timo-
theus. He next entered the service of the satrap

Artabazus, who had revolted against Artaxerxes

ni., and subsequently of Cotys, king of Thrace,

whose daughter he married. On the murder of

Cotys, 358, Charidemus adhered to the cause of

his son Cersobleptes, and on behalf of the latter

carried on the struggle with the Athenians for the

possession of the Chersonpsus. In 349 he was
appointed by the Athenians commander in the

Olynthian war, but next year was superseded and
replaced by Chares.—2. An Athenian, one of the

orators whose surrender was required by Alexan-
der in B. c. 3.35, after the destruction of Thebes,

fled to Asia, and took refuge with Darius, by
whose orders he was put to death, 333, shortly

before the battle of Issue.

ChSiil&TUi, or Charillns (XaplKaos, XdpiWos)^
king of Sparta, son of Polydectes, is said to have

received his name from the general joy excited by
the justice of his uncle Lycurgus when he placed

him, yet a new-born infant, on the royal seat, and
bade the Spartans acknowledge him for their king.

He carried on war against Argos and Tegea
;
he

was taken prisoner by the Tegeans, but was dis-

missed without ransom on giving a promise (which

he did not keep), that the Spartans should abstain

in future from attacking Tegea.

CllSrii (Xdptv), the personification of Grace and
Beauty. In the Iliad (xviii. 382) Chans is de-

scribed as the wife of Hephaestus, but in the

Odyssey Aphrodit^appears as the wife of Hephaes-

tus, from which we may infer, if not the identity

of Aphrodite and Charis, at least a close connection

in the notions entertained about the 2 divinities.

The idea of personified grace and beauty was at an
early period divided into a plurality of beings, and
even in the Homeric poems the plural Charites oc-

curs several times.—> The Charites, called Gratiae

by the Romans, are usually described as the

daughters of Zeus, and as 3 in number, namely,

Euj^rosyne, Aglaia, and Thalia. The names of

the Charites sufficiently express their character.

They were the goddesses who enhanced the en-

joyments of life by refinement and gentleness.

They are mostly described as in the service of

other divinities, and they lend their grace and
beauty to.every thing that delights and elevates

gods and men. The gentleness and gracefulness

which they impart to man’s ordinary pleasures arc

expressed by their moderating the exciting in-

fluence of wine (Hor. Carm. iii. 19. 15), and by
their accompanying Aphrodite and Eros. Poetry,

however, is the art which is especially favour^

by them, and hence they are the fl*iend8 of the

Muses, with whom they live together in Olympus.

In early times the Charites were represented

dressed, hut afterwards their figures were always
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naked : ipecimena of both repreientations of the

Charitea are still extant They appear unsuspi-

cious maidens in the full bloom of life, and they

usually embrace each other.

Charlsliis. 1. Anreliua Aroadioa, a Roman
jurist, lived in the reign of Constantine the Great,

and wrote 3 works, Dt Tesliltus^ De Mimeribua

cunlibus^ and De Officio Praefecti praetorio^ all of

which are cited in the Digest—2. Flavini Soli-

p&ter, a Latin grammarian, who flourished a. n.

400, author of a treatise in 5 books, drawn up for

the use of his son, entitled Jnttiluliones Gramma-
iicae^ which has come down to us in a very im-

perfect state. Edited by Putschius in Gramma-
tieae Laiituie Auctores Antiqui^ Hanov. 1605, and

by Lindemann, in Corpus Grammat. Laiin. Vete-

rum, Lijw. 1840.

Chantei. [Charis.]

Charlton. (XaplrcDv), of Aphrodisias, a town of

(’aria, the author of a Greek romance, in 8 books,

on the Loves of Chaereas and Callirrhoe. The
name is probably feigned (from ‘A<ppoiU

T17 ), as the time and position of the author cer-

tainly are. He represents himself as the secretary

of the orator Athenagoras, evidently referring to

the Syracusan orator mentioned by Thucydides

(vi. 35, 36) as the political opponent of Hermo-
oratcs. Nothing is known respecting the real life

or the time of the author
;
but he probably did not

live earlier than the 5th century after Christ.

Edited by D’Orville, 3 vols. Amst. 1750, with a

valuable commentary ; reprinted with additional

notes by Beck, Lips. 1783.

Chanoande (Xapfidti-ij: nr. Hoditha ox Hit\
a gri’at city of Mesopotamia, on the Euphrates.

Channldes (XappkiSris), 1. An Athenian, son

of Glaucon, cousin to Critias, and uncle by the

mother's side to Plato, who introduces him in the

dialogue which bears his name as a very young
man at the commencement of the Peloponnesian

war. In b. c. 404 he was one of the Ten, and
was slain fighting against Thrasybulus at the Pi-

i-aeus.— 2. Called also Channadai by Cicero, a

fi'icnd of Philo of Larissa, in conjunction with

whom he is said by some to have been the founder

of a 4th Academy. He flourished b. c. 100.

Chaxbn (Xdpwr). 1. Son of Ercbos, conveyed

in his boat the shades of the dead across the rivers

of the lower world. For this service he was paid

with an obelus or danacc, which coin was placed

in the mouth of every corpse previous to its burial.

He is represented as an aged man with a dirty

beard and a mean dress.— 2. A distinguished

Theban, concealed Pelopidas and his fellow-con-

spirators in his house, when they returned to

Thebes with the view of delivering it .from the

Spartans, B.G. 379.-8. An historian of Lampsacus,

flourished B. c. 464, and wrote works on Aethiopia,

Persia, Greece, Ac., the fragments of which are

collect^ by Miiller, Fragm. Histor. Graoc. Paris,

1841.

Charondai (Xap<&yias\ a lawgiver 5f Catena,

who legislated for his own and the other cities of

Chalcidian origin in Sicily and Italy. His date

is uncertain. He is said by some to have been a

disciple of Pythagoras ;
and he must have lived

before the time of Anaxilaus, tyrant of Rhegium,
B. c. 494—476, for the Rbegians used the laws of.

Charondas till they were abolished by Anaxilaus.

The latter fact sufficiently refutes the common ac-

count that Charondas drew up a code of laws for
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Thurii, since this city was not founded till 443. A
tradition relates that Charondas one day forgot to

lay aside his sword before be appeared in the as-

sembly, thereby violating one of his own laws, and
that on being reminded of this by a citizen, he
exclaimed, “By Zeus, I will establish it,” and
immediately stabbed himself. The laws of Cha-
rondas were probably in verse.

Ch&ropi (Xdpoilf). 1 A chief among the Epi-

rots, sided with the Romans in their war with

Philip V., B.C. 198.-2. A grandson of the above.

He received his education at Rome, and after his

return to his own country adhered to the Roman
cause

; but ho is represented by Polybius as a
n^nster of cruelty. He died at Brundisium, 157.

Charybdis. [Scylla.]
Ghaifr&ri, or Chaitl&rXi, or Cbattil&rli, a people

of Germany, allies or dependents of the Chemsci.
Their position is uncertain. They dwelt N. of the

Chatti
; and in later times they appear between

the Rhine and the Maas as a part of the Franks.

Cbatti [Catti.J
Cbaaoi or Catici, a powerful people in the N.E.

of Germany between the Amisia {Ems) and the

Albis (Elbe\ divided by the Visurgis (W^scr),

which flowed through their territory into Majores
ai^d Minores, the former W. and the latter £. of

the river. They are described by Tacitus as the

noblest and the justest of the German tribes. They
formed an alliance with the Romans A. D. 5, and
assisted the latter in their wars against the Che-
rusci : but this alliance did not last long. They
were at war with the Romans in the reigns of

Claudius and Nero, but were never subdued. They
are mentioned for the last time in the 3rd century,

when they devastated Gaul, but their name sub-

sequently became merged in the general name of

SojEons.

Cbelldon, the mistress of C. Yerres, often men-
tioned by Cicero.

CbelidAnii (XfAiSoyls)^ wife of Cleonymus, to

whom she proved unfiiitbful in consequence of a

passion for Acrotatus, son of Arens 1.

CbSUdSnlae Inralae (Xe\tS6yicu yijaoi: E/ie-

lidoni), a group of 5 (Strabo only mentions 3)

small islands, surrounded by dangerous shallows,

off the promontory called Hiera or Chelidonia

{Khelidoni) on the S. coast of Lycia.

Chelonfttai (XcAenydras: C. Tome»e\ a pro-

montory in Elis, opposite Zacynthus, the most
westerly point of the Peloponnesus.

Cheminli aft. Faii5p51ii (X^ft/nr, IlavdiroAtr:

XtfifATris : Ek/nnimy Hu.), a great city of the

Thebais, or Upper Egypt, on the E. bank of the

Nile, celebrat^ for its manufactures of linen, its

stone-quarries, and its temples of Pmi and Perseus.
It was the birthplace of the poet Nonnus.

ChfobboioXa {XrtvoSoaKia : KaaeesSaid, Ru.), &
city of Upper Egypt, on the right bank of the
Nile, opposite Diospulis Parva.

Cheops (X^oifi), an early king of Egypt, ^dless
and tyrannical, reigned 50 years, and built the
first and largest pyramid by the compulsory labour

of his subjects.

Chephrea (Xc^pi60«hing of Egypt, brother and
suvoessor of Cheops, whose example of tyranny he
followed, reigned 66 years, and built the second
pyramid. The Egyptians so hated the memory of

these brothers, lhat they called the pyramids, not

by their names, but by that of Philitkm, a shepherd
who at that time fed his flecks near the place.
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m CHERSTPHRON.
Chenlphron (Xtp(rl<ppvv) or CtetiplioiL, an

architect of Cnoasus in Crete, in conjunction with

hia son Metagenes, built, or commenced building,

the great temple of Artemis at Ephesus. Ho flou-

rished B. c. 56'0.

CheriSnSaus (Xtp<r6vri(T05^ Att.
“ a land-island,” that is, “ a peninsula” (from

X^po-os “land” and “island”). 1. Ch.

Thracioa (Peninsula of the Dardanelles or of Gal-

lipoli)^ usually called at Athens “ The Chersone-

flus ” without any distinguishing epithet, the narrow

slip of land, 4‘20 stadia in length, running between

the Hellespont and the Gulf of Melas, and con-

nected with the Thracian mainland by an isthmus,

which was fortified by a wall, 36 stadia across,

near Cardia. The Chersonese was colonized by
the Athenians under Miltiades, the contempond^
of Plsistratus.— 2. Tanrica or Soythioa (Crimea)^

the peninsula between the Pontus Euxinus, the

..immerian Bosporus, and the Palus Macotis, united

to the mainland by an isthmus 40 stadia in width.

The ancients compared this peninsula with the

Peloponnesus both in form and size. It produced

a great quantity of com, which was exported to

Athens and other parts of Greece. The E. part

of the peninsula was called Tprix^V or the Rugged
(Herod, iv. 99). Respecting the Greek kin^om
established in this country see Bosporus.— There

was a town on the S. coast of this peninsula called

Chersonesus, founded by the inhabitants of the

Pontic Heraclea, and situated on a small peninsula,

called fiinph Xsp. to distinguish it from the

larger, of which it formed a part.— 3. Cimbrica

(Jutland.) See Cimbri.— 4. (C. Ckersonm)^ a

promontory in Argolis between Epidaurus and
Troezen.— 6. (C%«rw«wo), a town in Crete on the

Prom. Zephyrium, the harbour of Lyctus in the

interior.

Cherufoi, the most celebrated of all the tribes of

ancient Germany. The limits of their territory

cannot be fixed with accuracy, since the an-

cients did not distinguish between the Cherusci

proper and the nations belonging to the league of

which the Cherusci were at the head. The Che-
nisci proper dwelt on both sides of the Visurgis

( FPeser), and their territories extended to the Harz
and the Elbe. They were originally in alliance

with the Romans, but they subsequently formed a
})owerful league of the German tribes for the pur-

pose of expelling the Romans from the country,

:md under the chief Arminius they destroyed the

army of Varus and drove the Romans beyond the

Rhine, a. d. 9. In consequence of internal dissen-

sions among the German tribes the Cherusci soon

lost their influence. Their neigl^ours the Catti
succeeded to their power,

ChSaiom (X^criov), a promontory of Samos,

with a temple of Artemis, who was worshipped

liere under the surname of Xijaias. Near it was

a little river Chesius, flowing past a town of the

same name.
ChllOn (XciAwp, XfAcpp), of Lacedaemon, son of

Bamagetus, and one of the Seven Sages, flourished

B. c. 590. It is said that he died ofjoy when his

son gained the prize for boxing at the Olympic
gomes. The institution of the Ephoralty is erro-

neously ascribed by some to Chilon.

Chiiouiera (Xf/ioipa), a flre-brepthing monster,

the fore part of whose body was that of a lion, the

hind part that ofa dramn, and the middle that of

a goat. Acc^ing to Hesiod, she was a daughter
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of Typhoon and Echidna, and had 3 heads, one of

each of the 3 animals before mentioned. She made
great havoc in Lycia and the surrounding countries,

and was at length killed by Bellerophon. Virgil

places her together with other monsters at the en-

trance of Orcus. The origin of the notion of this

Are-breathing monster must probably be sought for

in the volcano of the name of Chimaera near Pha-
selis, in Lycia. In the works of art recently dis-

covered in Lycia, we find several representations

of the Chimaera in the simple form of a species of

lion still occurring in that country.

ChlmSrlon, a promontory and harbour of Thes-

protia in Epirus.

Cbion (Xiuv), of HeracISa on the Pontus, n dis-

ciple of Plato, put to death CJcarchus, the tyrant

of his native town, and was in consequence killed,

B. c. 353. There are extant 13 letters which are

ascribed to Chion, but which are undoubtedly of

later origin. Edited by Coberus, Lips, and Dresd.

1765, and by Orelli, in his edition of Memnon,
Lips. 1B16.

Chlone (Xi6vri). 1. Daughter of Boreas and
Orithyia, became by Poseidon the mother of Eu-
molpuB.— 2. Daughter of Dacdalion, beloved by-

Apollo and Hermes, gave birth to twins, Autolycus

and Philammon, the former a son of Hermes and
the latter of Apollo. She was killed by Artemis
for having compared her beauty to that of the

goddess.

Cbionldes (XwAZrjs and XiovlZris)., an Athenian
poet of the old comedy, fiourished b. c. 460, and
was the first poet who ^ve the Athenian comedy
that form which it retained down to the time of

Aristophanes.

Chios (Xlor: Xtor, Chius: Grk. A7mo, Ital.

SciOy Turk. Saki-Andassi, i.e. Mastiolsland)., one

of the largest and most famous islands of the

Aegean, lay opposite to the peninsula of Clazomenae,
on the coast of Ionia, and was reckoned at 900
stadia (90 geog. miles) in circuit Its length from

N. to S. is about 30 miles, its greatest breadth

about 10, and the width of the strait, which divides

it from the mainland, about 8. It is said to have
borne, in the earliest times, the various names of

Aethalia, Macris, Ibid Pityusa, and to have been
inhabited by Tyrrhenian Pelasgians and Leleges.

It was colonized by the lonians at the time of their

great migration, and became an important member
of the Ionian league

;
but its population was mixt.

It remained an independent and powerful maritime

state, under a democratic form of government, till

the {p*eat naval defeat of the Ionian Greeks by the

Persians, b. c. 494, after which the Chians, who
had taken part in the fight with 100 ships, were
subjected to the Persians, and their island was laid

waste and their young women carried off into sla-

very. The battle of Mycale, 479, freed Chios
from the Persian yoke, and it became a member
of the Athenian league, in which it was for a long

time the closest and most favoured ally of Athens
;

but an unsuccessful attempt to revolt, in 412, led to

its conquest and devastation. It recovered its in-

dependence, with Cos and Rhodes, in 358, and
afterwards shared the fortunes of the other states

of Ionia.— Chios is covered with rocky mountains,

clothed with the richest vegetation. It was cele-

brated for its wine, which was among the best

known to the ancients, its figs, gum-mastic, and
other natural product^ also for its marble and
pottery, and for the beauty of its women, and the
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luxurious life of its inhabitants.— Of all the states

which aspired to the honour of being the birthplace

of Homer, Chios was generally considered by the

ancients to have the best claim ; and it numbered

among its natives the tragedian Ion, the historian

Theopompus, the poet Theocritus, and other emi-

nent men. Its chief city, Chios {Khio\ stood on

the E. side of the island, at the foot of its highest

mountain, Pelinaeus : the other principal places in

it were Posidium, Phanae, Notium, Elacus, and

Leuconiura.

GhlrlsSphns (Xftp^<roipos), a Lacedaemonian,

was sent by the Spartans to aid Cyrus in his cx-

fiedition against his brother Artaxerxes, B.C. 401.

After the battle of Cunoxa and the subsequent

arrest of the Greek generals, Chirisophus was ap-

pointed one of the new generals, and in conjunction

with Xenophon bad the chief conduct of the re-*

treat.

Chiron (Xeipwv), the wisest and justest of all

the Centaurs, son of Cronos and Philyra, and hus-

band of Nais or Chariclo, lived on mount Pelion.

He was instructed by Apollo and Artemis, and

was renowned for his skill in hunting, medicine,

music, g3'mnastic8, and the art of prophec3r. All

the most distinguished heroes of Grecian story, as

Peleus, Achilles, Diomedcs, &c., are described as

the pupils of Chiron in these arts. His friendship

Avith Peleus, who was his grandson, is particularly

celebrated. Chiron saved him from the other Cen-
murs, who were on the point of killing him, and he
also restored to him the sword which Acastus hod
concealed. Chiron further informed him in what
manner he might gain possession of Thetis, who
was destined to marry a mortal. Hercules, too,

was his friend
; but one of the poisoned arrows of

this hero was neverohclcss the cause of his death.

While figliting with the other Centaurs, one of the

poisoned arrows of Hercules struck Chiron, who,
although immortal, would not live any longer, and
gave his immortality to Prometheus. According
to others, Chiron, in looking at one of the arrows,

dropped it on his foot, and wounded himself. Zeus
placed Chiron among the stars.

Chitone (Xir<6yrf), a surname of Artemis, de-
rived either from the Attic denSus of Chitone, or

because the goddess is represented with a short

chiton.

Chlbe (XAdij), the Blooming, a surname of De-
nicter as the protectress of the green fields : hence
Sophocles (Ocd. Col. IGOO) calls her Arifiiirrip

ef/XAoos,

Cbloiis (XAwpts). L Daughter of the Theban
Araphion and Niobe : she and her brother Arayclas

were the only children of Niobe not killed by
Apollo and Artemis. She is often confounded with
No. 2.-2. Daughter of Amphion of Orchoinenoa,

wife of Neleus, king of Pylos, and mother of

Nestor.— 3. Wife of Zephynis, and goddess of

flowers, identical with the Roman Flora.

Ch5^en5 (Xoopiji/^), a fertile valley in the W.
of Partliia, on the borders of Medio, between 2
ranges of the Caspii M.
Ch5aapes (XocLrin^s). L (Kerah, or Kara~Su),

a river of Susiana, falling into the Tigris. Its

water was so pure that the Persian kings used to

carry it with them in silver vessels, when on fo-

reign expeditions. It is wrongly identified by
some geographers with the Eulakus.—2. {AUoch%
a river in the Paropamisus, falling into the Cophes
{Othul)y apparently identical with the Suastus of
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Ptolemy and the Quraeus of Airian ; and if so the

Choes of Arrian is probably the Kama

:

hut the

proper naming of these rivers is very difficult.

Clioar&des (XoxpeiScr), two small rocky islands

off the coast of Italy, near Tarentum.

ChoerUos (XoipUos or XolpiWos). L OfAthens,
a tragic poet, contemponiiy with Thespis, Phiyni-

chus, and Aeschylus, exhibited tragedies for 40
years, b.c. 623—483, and gained the prize 13

times.— 2. Of Samos, the author of an epic poem
on the Persian wars

;
the chief action of the poem

appears to have been the battle of Salamis. He
was bom about 470, and died at the court of

Archelaus, king of Macedonia, consequently not

la^r than 399, which was the last year of Ar-
chelaus. —3. Of lasos, a worthless epic poet in

th(#train of Alexander the Great, is said to have

received from Alexander a gold stater for every

verse of his poem. (Hor. Ep, ii. 1. 232, Art,

Poet. 367.)

Choes. [CiioASPXs, No. 2.]

Chollidae (Xo\A»75ai or XoXAlSax: XoXXctSn*

a demus in Attica belonging either to the

tribe Leontis or Acamantis.

Ch5nla (Xwria), the name in early times of a
district in the S. of Italy, inhabited by the Chones
(X«v«s), an Oenotrian people, who derived their

name from the town of Ghono {Xdviji). Chonia
appears to liave included the S. E. of Lucania and
the whole of the E. of Bruttium as far as the pro-

montory Zephyrium.

ChSrasnm (Xoiptur^toO, a people of Sogdiana,

who inhabited the hanks and islands of the lower

course of the Oxus. They were a branch of the

Sacae or Massagetae.

Chosroes. 1. King of Parthia, [Arsacss
XXV.]— 2. King of Persia, [Sassanidab.]
Ch^sa or -e (Xpi>«ra, -ij), a city on the coast of

the Troad, near Thebes, with a temple of Apollo

Smlntheus ;
celebrated by Homer, hut destroyed

at an early period, and succeeded by another city

of the same name, on a height further from the sea,

near Hamaxitos. This second city fell into decay

in consequence of the removal of its inhabitants to

Alexandria Troas.
Chrysantas {XpvadmasX described by Xeno-

phon in the Cyropaedia os a brave and wise Persian,

high in the favour of Cyrus, who rewarded him
with the satrapy of Lydia and Ionia.

ChryB&or (Xpvffdup). 1. Son of Poseidon and
Medusa, husband of Callirrhoe, and father of Ge-
ryones and Echidna.—2. The god with the golden

sword, a surname of several divinities, as Apollo,

Artemis, and Deraeter.

Chrysaa (Xf^iJiraf), a small river in Sicily, an
affluent of the Symaethus, was worshipped as a god
in Assorus, in the neighbourhood of which there

was a Faaum Chry$ae.

ChryvShi (XpuirTits), daughter of Chryses, priest

of Apollo at Chryse, was taken prisoner by Achilles

at the capture of Lymessus or the Ilypoplacian

Thebe, In the distribution of the booty she was
given to Agamemnon, Her father Chryses came
to the camp of the Greeks to solicit her ransom,

but was repulsed by Agamemnon with harsh
words. Thereupon Apollo sent a plague into the

camp of the Greeks, and Agamemnon was obliged

to restore her to her father to appease the anger of

th^od. Her proper name was Astynome.
Chrj^sSi. [Chrybeis.]
Chr^ppui (Xp^<rnnro5). 1. Son of Pelops and
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Axioche, was hated by his step-mother Hippoda-

mla, who induced her sons Atreus and Thy-

estes to kill him.— 2. A Stoic philosopher, son of

Apollonius of Tanus, bom at Soli in Cilicia, b. c.

280. When young, he lost his paternal property,

and went to Athens, where he became the disciple

of the Stoic Cleanthes. Disliking the Academic

scepticism, he became one of the most strenuous

supporters of the principle, that knowledge is at-

tainable and may be established on certain foimda-

tions. Hence, though not the founder of the Stoic

school, he was the first person who based its doc-

trines on a plausible system of reasoning, so that it

was said, if Chrysippus had not existed, the

Porch could not have been." He died 207, a^ed

73. Ho possessed great acuteness and sagacity,

and his industry was so great, that he is said to

have seldom written less than 500 lines a^day,

and to have left behind him 705 works.— 8. Of
Cnidos, a physician, sometimes confounded with

the Stoic philosopher, but he lived about a cen-

tury earlier. He was son of Erineus, and pupil

of Eudoxus of Cnidos : his works, which are not

now extant, are quoted by Galen.

ChryBOeSraf, the " Golden Horn," the promon-

tory on which part of Constantinople waa built.

ClixysSgdnua, L. CornellnB, a favourite freed-

man of Sulla, and a man of profligate character,

was the false accuser uf Sex. Roscius, whom Cicero

defended, b. c. 80.

Chr^sSpdlis (Xpv(r6vo\is : Scutari% a fortified

place on the Bosporus, opposite to Byzantium, at

the spot where the Bosporus was generally crossed.

It was originally the port of Ghalcedon.

ChrysorrliSas (Xpv(To(i^6as : Barrada\ also

called Bardmei, a river of Coele-Syria, flowing

from the K. side of Anti-Libanus, past Damascus,

into a lake now called Bahr-^l-Merj.

durysoBtSmiu, JoanueB {Xpv<r6tTroiJMS, gol-

den-mouthed, so surnained from the power of his

eloquence), usually called St. ChryBOBtom, was

bom at Antioch, of a noble family, a. d. 347. He
received instruction in eloquence from Libanius;

and after being ordained deacon (381) and pres-

byter (386) at Antioch, he became so celebrated

as a preacher that lie was chosen archbishop of

Constantinople, on the death of Nectarius, 397.

Chrysostom soon gave great offence at Constan-

tinople by the simplicity of his mode of living,

by the sternness with which he rebuked the im-

morality of the higher classes, and by the severity

which he showed to the worldly-minded monks
and clergy. Among his enemies was the empress

Eudoxia; and they availed themselves of a dis-

pute which had arisen betweep Chrysostom and
Theophilus, patriarch of Alexandria, to accuse

Chrysostom of Origenism, and to obtain his depo-

sition by a synod held at Chaicedon in 403. But

the same causes which bad brought on Chrysostom

the hatred of the higher orders had made him the

idol of the people. A few days after he had left

the city an earthquake happened, which the en-

raged people considered as a proof of the divine

anger at his banishment Eudoxia, fearing a po-

pular insurrection, recalled him, but 2 months after

his return he again excited the anger of the em-

press, and was banished a second time to the

desolate town of Cucusus, on the borders of Isauria

and Cilicia. He met with much sympathy from

other churches, and his cause was advocated by

Innocent, bishop of Rome; but all this excited
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jealousy at Constantinople, and he was ordered to

be removed to Pityus in Fontus. He died on the

journey at Comana in Fontus, 407, in the 60th
year of his age. His bones were brought bock to

Constantinople in 438, and he received the honour
of canonization. His works are most voluminous.

They consist of: 1. Homilies, Sermons on different

parts of Scripture and points of doctrine and prac-

tice. 2. Commentaries on the Scriptures. 3. Epis-

tles. 4. Treatises on various subjects, e. g. the

Priesthood, Providence, &c. 6. I.iturgies. The
best edition of his works is by Montfaucon, Paris,

1718-38, 13 vol8.fo.

ChthhnluB (X06ytos) and ChthSnXa (Xd<iv(a),

epithets of the gods and goddesses of the lower

world (from x®<^>v,"the earth,") as Hades, Hecate,

Demeter, Persephone, &c.

Chytri (Xdrpoi). 1, {Chgtri)^ a town in Cy-
prus on the road from Cerynia to Salarais.— 2.

Warm springs at Salamis.

d&oa, a border fortress of the Romans, in Lesser

Armenia.

Cib&lae or Cib&UB, a town in Pannonia on the

lake Hiulcas between the Dravus and Savus, near

which Constantine gained a decisive victory over

Licinius, A. D. 314 : the birth-place of Valentiniun

and Gratian.

CibdtoB. [Alexandria, No. 1 ;
Apamea,

No. 3.]

Clb^ra (Kf^u^a : KiSupdryjs : Cihyrdta). 1.'

Magna (i) j^ieydKrn Buruz or Arondon ? llu.), a
great city of Phrygia Magna, in the fertile district

of Milyas, on the borders of Caria, said to have
been founded by the Lydians, but afterwards

peopled by the Pisidians. In Strabo’s time, 4

native dialects were spoken in it, besides Greek,
namely, those of the Lydians, the Pisidians, the

Milyae, and the Solymi. Under its native princes,

the city ruled over a large district called Cibyratis
(Kifi/partr), and could send into the field an army
of 30,000 men. In b. c. 83, it was added to the

Roman empire, and was made the seat of a con-

ventus juridicus. After being nearly destroyed

by an earthquake, it was restored by Tiberius,

under the names qf Caesarea and Civitas Cibyratica.

The city was very celebrated for its manufactures,

especially in iron.— 2. Farva (K. pnKpd : ibura)^

a city of Pamphylia, on the borders of Cilicia.

C. CioerSiiiB, secretary of the elder Scipio Afri-

canus, was a candidate for the praetorship, b. c.

1 74, along with Scipio’s son, but resigned in favour

of the latter. He was praetor in the following

year, and conquered the Corsicans, but was refused

a triumph. In 172 and 167 he was one of the

ambass^ors sent to the Illyrian king, Gentius
;

and in 1 68 he dedicated on the Alban mount a

tenrole to Juno Moneta.

Ciclro, TolUtiB. I.M., grandfather of the orator,

lived at his native town Arpinum, which received

the full Roman franchise ins. c. 188.— 2. M.,
son of 1^0. 1, also lived at Arpinum, and died 64.— 3. L., brother of No. 2, was a friend of M.
Antonius the orator.— 4. L., son of No. 3, school •

fellow of the orator, died 68, much regretted by
his cousin.— 5. M., the orator, eldest son of No.
2 and Helvia, was bom on the 3rd of January,

B. c. 106, at the family residence in the vicinity of

Arpinum. He was educated along with his brother

Quintus, and the two brothers displayed such ap-

titude for learning that his father removed with

them to Rome, where they received instruction
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from the beat teachers in the capital. One of their

most celebrated teachers was the poet Archias of

Antioch. After receiving the manly gown (91)

the young Marcus was placed under the care of

Q. Mucius Scaevola, the augur, from whom he
learnt the principles of jurisprudence. In 89 he
served his 1st and only campaign under Cn. Pom-
peins Strabo in the Social war. During the civil

wars between Marius and Sulla, Cicero identified

himself with neither party, but devoted his time to

the study of law, philosophy, and rhetoric. He
received instruction m philosophy from Phaedrus
the Epicurean, Philo, the chief of the New Aca-
demy, and Diodotus the Stoic, and in rhetoric from

Molo the Rhodian. Having carefully cultivated

his powers, Cicero came forward as a pleader in

the forum, ns soon as tranquillity was restored by
tlm final overthrow of the Marian party. His first*

ejnant speech was delivered in 81, when he was
28 years of age, on behalf of P. Quintius. Next
year (80) he defended Sex. Roscius of Ameria,

,

charged with parricide by Chrysogonus, a favourite
;

freedmon of Sulla. Shortly afterwards (79) Cicero

went to Greece, ostensibly for the improvement of

his health, which was very delicate, but perhaps

because he dreaded the resentment of Sulla. He
first went to Athens, where he remained 6 months,

studying philosophy under Antiochus of Ascalon,

and rhetoric under Demetrius Syms • and here he

made the acquaintance of Pomponius Atticus, who
remained his firm friend to the close of his life.

From Athens he passed over to Asia Minor, re-

ceiving instruction from the most celebrated rhe-

toricians in the Greek cities of Asia ; and finally

passed some time at Rhodes (78), where he once

more placed himself under the care of Molo. After

an absence of 2 years, Cicero returned to Rome
(77), with his health firmly established and his

oratorical powers greatly improved. He again came
forward as an orator in the forum, and soon obtained

the greatest distinction. His success in the forum
paved for him the way to the high offices of state.

In 75 he was quaestor in Sicily under Sex. Pedu-
caeus, pnictor of Lilybaeura, and discharged the
duties of his office with an int^ity and impar-
tiality which secured for him the aftections of the
provincials. He returned to Rome in 74, and for

the next 4 years was engaged in pleading causes.

In 70 he distinguished himselfby the impeachment
of V KRKBS, and in 69 he was curule aedile. In
06 he was proctor, and while holding this office he
defended Cluentius in the speech still extant, and
delivered his celebrated oration in fiivour of the

Manilian law, which appointed Pompey to the

command of the Mithridatic war. Two years

afterwards he gained the great object of his ambi-
tion, and although a novus Aomo was elected consul

with C. Antonius as a colleague. He entered upon
the office on the Ist of January, €3. Hitherto

Cicero had taken little port in the political strug-

gles of his time. As far as he had interfered in

public afiairs, he had sided with the poptifar party,

which had raised him to power
; but he appears

never to have had any real sympathy with that

party
; and as soon as he had gained the highest

office in the state he deserted his former friends,

and connected himself closely with the aristocracy.

The consulship of Cicero was distinguished by the

outbreak of the conspiracy of Catiline, which was
suppressed and finally crushed by Cicero's pru-

dence and energy. [Catilina.] For this service
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Cicero received the highest honours
;
he was ad-

dressed as ** father of his country," and thanks-

givings in his name were voted to the gods. But
as soon as he had laid down the consulship, the

friends of the conspirators, who had been con-

demned to death by the senate, and whose sen-

tence had been carried into execution by Cicero,

accused him loudly of having put Roman citizens

to death illegally. Cicero had clearly been guilty

of a violation of the fundamental principles of the

Roman constitution, which declared, that no citizen

could be put to death xmtil sentenced by the whole
body of the people assembled in the comitia.

Cicero's enemies were not slow in availing them-

selves of this vulnerable point The people, whose
cause he had deserted, soon began to show unequi-

vocH signs of resentment against him. Shortly

afterwards (62) he mortally offended Clodius by
bearing witness against him, when the latter was
accused of a violation of the mysteries of the Bona
Dea. Clodius vowed deadly vengeance against

Cicero. To accomplish his purpose more securely,

Clodius was adopted into a plebeian family, was
then elected tribune of the plebs, and as tribune

(58) brought forward a bill, interdicting from fire

and water (i. c. banishing) any one who should

be found to have put a Roman citizen to death

untried. The triumvirs, Caesar, Pompey, and
Crassus, left Cicero to his fete

;
and despairing of

offering any successful opposition te the measure

of Clodius, Cicero voluntarily retired from Rome
before it was put to the vote, and crossed over to

Greece. He took up his residence at Thessalonica

in Macedonia. Here he gave way to unmanly
despair

;
and his letters during this period are

filled with groans, sobs, and tears. Meanwhile
his friends at Rome had not deserted him

; and,

notwithstanding the vehement opposition of Clo-

dius, they obtained his recall from banishment in

the course of next year. In August, 57, Cicero

landed at Bnindisium, and in September he was
again at Rome, where he was received witli dis-

tinguished honour. Taught by experience Cicero

would no longer join the senate in opposition to

the triumvirs, and retired to a great extent from

public life. In 52 he was compelled much against

his will to go to the East as governor of Cilicia.

Here he distinguished himself by his integrity and

impartial administration of justice, but at the same

time made himself ridiculous by the absurd vanity

which led him to assume the title of imperator and

to aspire to the honours of a triumph on account of

his subduing some robber tribes in his province.

He returned to Italy towards the end of 50, and

arrived in the neighbourhood of Rome on the 4th

of January 49, just as the civil war between Caesar

and Pompey broke out. After long hesitating

which side to join, he finally determined to throw

in his lot with Pompey, and crossed over to Greece

,

in June. After the battle of Pharsalia (48), Cicero

,

abandoned the Pompeian party and returned to

Brundisium, where he lived in the greatest anxiety

for many months, dreading the vengeance of Cae-

sar. But his fears were groundless : he was not

only pardoned by Caesar, but, when the latter

landed at Brundisium in SeptemW, 47, he greeted

Cicero with the greatest kindness and respect, and

allowed him to ^tum to Rome. Cicero now re-

tired into privacy, and during the next 3 or 4 years

composed the neater port of his philosophical and

rhetorical works. The murder of Caesar on the
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] 5th of March, 44, again brought Cicero into pub>

lie life. He put himself at the head of the repub-

lican party, and in his Philippic orations attacked

M. Antony with unmeasured vehemence. But
this proved his ruin. On the formation of the

triumvirate between Octavian, Antony, and Lepi*

dus (27th of November, 43), Cicero’s name was in

the list of the proscribed. Cicero was warned of

his danger while at his Tusculan villa, and em-
barked at Antium, intending to escape by sea, but

was driven by stress of weather to Circeii, from

whence he coasted along to Formiae, where he

landed at his villa. From Formiae his attendants

carried him in a litter towards the shore, but were
overtaken by the soldiers before they could reach

tlie coast. They were ready to defend their mas-

ter with their lives, but Cicero commanded ^em
to desist, and stretching forward called upon his

executioners to strike. They instantly cut off his

head and hands, which were conveyed to Rome,
and, by the orders of Antony, nailed to the Ros-

tra. Cicero perished on the 7th of December, 43,

and at the time of his death had nearly completed

his 64th year.— By his first wife Terentia Cicero

had 2 children, a daughter Tulli^^, whoso death

in 45 caused hhn the greatest sorrow, and a son

Marcus. [No. 7.] His wife Terentia, to whom
he had been united for 30 years, he divorced in

46, in consequence, it would appear, of some dis-

putes connected with pecuniary transactions
;
and

soon afterwards he married a young and wealthy

maiden, Publii.ia, his ward, but, as might have
been anticipated, found little comfort in this new
alliance, which was speedily dissolved.— As a
statesman and a citizen Cicero cannot command
our respect. He did good service to his country

by the suppression of the conspiracy of Catiline
;

but this was almost the only occasion on which he

showed vigour and decision of character. His own
letters condemn him. In them his inordinate vanity,

pusillanimity, and political tergiversation, appear

in the clearest colours.— It is as an author that

Cicero deserves the highest praise. In his works
the Latin language appears in the greatest perfec-

tion. They may be divided into the following

subjects.—I. Rhetorical Works. 1 . Rhelorioorum

8. Dt Inventione Rhc.torica Lif/ri II. This appeara

to have been the earliest of Cicero’s prose works.

It was intended to exhibit in a systematic form all

that was most valuable in the works of the Greek
rhetoricians, but it was never completed.— 2. Z>e

Partitione Oratoria DiaJogus. A catechism of

Rhetoric, according to the method of the middle
Academy, by way of question and answer, drawn
up by Cicero for the instruction ,of his son Marcus,
written in 46.— 3. Z)« Oratore ad Quintum Fra-
irem Libri TIL A systematic work on the art of

Oratory, written in 55 at the request of his brother

Quintus. This is the most perfect of Cicero's rhe-*

torical works. Best edition by Kllendt, Regiomont.

1840.— 4. Brutus s. Ds Claris Oratot^bus, It

contains a critical history of Roman eloquence, from

the earliest times down to Hortensius inclusive.

Editions by Meyer, Halae, 1838, and by Ellendt,

Regiomont. 1844.— 5. Ad M. Bruium Oredor, in

which Cicero gives his views of a faultless orator:

written 45. Edited by Meyer, Lips. 1827.— 6.

J)e Optimo Genets OraUtrum. .^n introduction to

Cic^'s translation of the orations of Aeschines
and Demosthenes in the case of Ctesiphon : the

trdmlation ^Uelf has been lost.— 7. Topica ad C.
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JVehatium. An abstract of the Topics of Aristotle,

illustrated by examples derived chiefly from Roman
law instead of from Greek philosophy: it was
written in July 44.— 8. Rketoricorum ad C. He-
rennium Libri IV. The author of this work is un-

certain, but it was certainly not written by Cicero.— n. Fkiloiophical Works- I. Political
Philosophy. — 1. De ReptMica Libri VI. A
work on the best form of government and the duty
of the citizen, in the form of a dialogue, founded
on the Republic of Hato

;
written in 54. This

work disappeared in the 10th or 11th century of

our aera with the exception of the episode of the

Somnium Scipionis, which had been preserved by
Macrobius

;
but in 1 822, Angelo Mai found among

the Palimpsests in the Vatican a portion of the

lost treasure. Thus the greater part of the 1 stand
2nd books and a few fragments of the others w^e
discovered. Editions by Mai, Rome, 1 822, iffid

byCreuzer and Moser, Frankf. 1826.— 2. De
Ijegibua Libri III, A dialogue, founded on the

Laws of Plato
;
probably written 52. A portion

of the 3 books is lost, and it originally consisted

of a greater number. Edited by Moser and Crcii-

zer, Frankf. 1824, and by Bake, Lugd. Bat. 1842.
— II. Philosophy OP Moral-s. 1. DeOffidis
Lihri III, Written in 44 for the use of his son

Marcus, at that time residing at Athens. The
first 2 books were chiefly taken from Panaetiiis,

and the 3rd book was founded upon the work of

the Stoic Hccato
; but the illustrations are taken

almost exclusively from Roman history and Roman
literature. Edited by Beier, Lips. 1820—1821,

2 vols.— 2. Cato Major s. De Senectute^ addressed

to Atticus, and written at the beginning of 44 : it

points out bow the burden of old age may be most

easily supported.— 3. lAielius s. De
written after the preceding, to which it may be

considered as forming a companion ; also addressed

to Atticus.— 4. De Gloria Libri //., written 44,

is now lost, though Petrarch possessed a MS. of

the work.— 5. De Consolatione s. De Luctu mi
nuendo, written 45, soon after the death of his

daughter Tullia, is also lost.— III. Speculative
Philosophy. ^ Acadcmicorum Libri //., a trea •

tise upon the Academic philosophy, written 45
Edited by Goerenz, Lips. 1810, and Orelli, Turic.

1827.— 2. De Finilms Bonorum etMalorum Li-

bri V. Dedicated to M. Brutus, in which are dis-

cussed the opinions of the Epicureans, Stoics, and

Peripatetics, on the Supreme Good, that is, the

finis^ or end, towards which all our thoughts and
actions are or ought to be directed. Written in

45. Edited by Otto, Lips. 1831, and by Madvig,

Copenhagen, 1839.— 3. Thsculanarum Disputa-

lionum Libri V. This work, addressed to M. Bru-

tus, is a scries of discussions on various important

points of practical philosophy supposed to have

been held in the Tusculanum of Cicero. Written

in 45. Edited by Ktihner, Jenae, 1 835, and by
Moser, Hannov. 3 vols. 1836— 18.37.— 4. Fara-
doxa, 6 favourite Paradoxes of the Stoics explained

in f^iiliar language, written early in 46.— 5.

Hortsnsius s. De Philosophia, a dialogue in praise

of phiIo»-ophy, of which fragments only are extant,

written in 45.— 6. Timaeus s. De Universo^ a
translation of Plato’s Timaeus, of which we possess

a fr^ment.— IV. Theology. 1. De Natura

Deorum Libri III. An account of the speculations

of tlie Epicureans, the Stoics, and the Academi-

cians, on the existence, attributes, and providence
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of a Divine Being ; dedicated to M. Brutus, and
written early in 44. Edited by Moser and Creu-

zer, Lips. 1818.— 2. DivimtioM Libri //., a

continuation of the preceding work. It presents

the opinions of the different schools of philosophy

upon the reality of the science of divination. Writ-
ten in 44, after the death of Caesar. Edited by
Creuzer, Kayser, and Moser, Frankf. 1828.— 3.

De Fato Liber Singvlaris^ only a fragment. •— HI.
Orations. The following is a list of Cicero's ex-

tant speeches, with the date at which each was
delivered. Some account of each oration is given

separately with the biography of the person prin-

cipally concerned. 1. Pro P. Quintio, B.C. 81.— 2.

Pro Sex. Roscio Amerino, 80.— 3. Pro Q. Koscio

Comoedo, 76.— 4. Pro M. Tullio, 71.— 5. In

Q. Caeciliuni, 70.— 6. In Verrem Actio I., 5th

August, 70.— 7. In Verrem Actio II. Not deli-'

vered.— 8. Pro M. Fonteio, 69. — 9. Pro A.
Caecina, 69, probably. — 10. Pro Lege Manilla,

66.— 11. Pro A. Cluentio Avito, 66.— 12. Pro i

C. Comelio, 55.— 13. Oratio in Toga Candida,,

64.— 14. De Lege Agraria, 3 orations, 63.— 15.

Pro C. Rabirio, 63.— 16. In Catilinam, 4 ora-

tions, 63. — 17. Pro Murena, 63.— 18. Pro P.

Comelio Sulla, 62.— 19. Pro A. Licinio Archia,

61.— 20. Pro L. Valerio Flacco, 59.— 21. Post

Reditum in Senatu, 5th Sept. 57. — 22. Post Re-

ditum ad Quirites, 6th or 7th Sept. 57.— 23. Pro

Dorao sua ad Pontificea, 29th Sept. 57.— 24.

Do Ilaruspicum Responsis, 56.— 25. Pro P. Sex-

tio, 56.— 26. In Vatinium, 56.— 27. Pro M.
Caelio Rufo, 56.— 28. Pro L. Comelio Balbo, 56.

— 29. De Provinciis Consularihus, 56.— 30. In L.

Pisonem, .55.— 31. Pro On. Plancio, 55.— 32.

Pro 0. Rabirio Postumo, 54.— 33. Pro M. Aemi-
lio Scauro, 54.— 34. Pro T. Annio Milone, .52.

—

.‘1.5. Pro M. Marcello, 47.— 36. Pro Q. Ligario,

46.— 37. Pro Rege Deiotaro, 45.— 38. Ora-

tiones Philippicac, 14 orations against M. Anto-

liius, 44 and 43.— TV. EplBUes. Cicero during

the most important period of his life maintained a
close com-spondence with Atticus and with a wide

circle of literary and political friends and con-

nexions. We now have upwards of 800 letters,

undoubtedly genuine, extending %ver a space of 26
years, and commonly arranged in the following

manner: — 1. Epistolarum eul Familtarcs s. Epis-

fofarum ad Virersos Ltbri XV

I

y a series of 426
epistles, commencing with a letter to Pompey,
written in 62, and terminating with a letter to

Cassius, .July 43. They are not placed in chro-

nological order, but those addressed to the same
individuals, with their replies, where these exist,

sire grouped together without reference to the date

of the rest.— 2. Epistolarum ad T, Fomponium
Atticum Ltbri XVI

,

a series of 396 epistles ad-

dressed to Atticus, of which 11 were written in

68, 67, 65, and 62, the remainder after the end of

62, and the last in Nov. 44. They are for the

most part in chronological order, although disloca-

tions occur here and there.— 3. Efdstt/farum ad

Q, Fratrem Ltbri Illy a series of 29 epistles ad-

dressed to his brother, the 6rst written in 59, the

liist in 54.— 4. We find in most editions Epislo-

lurum ad Brutum Libery a series of 1 8 epistles all

written after the death of Caesar. To these are

added 8 more, first published by Cratander. The
genuineness of these 2 books is doubtful.— The
most useful edition of Cicero's letters is by Bchiitz,

6 voli. 8vo., 1809—1812, in which they are ar-
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ranged in chronological order.— Cicero also wrote
a great number of other works on historical and
miscellaneous works, all of which are lost. He
composed several poems, most of them in his earlier

years, but 2 at a later period, containing a history

of his consulship, and an account of his exile and
recall. A lino in one of these poems contained the

unlucky jingle so well known to us from Juvenal
(x. 1 22), O fortunaiam natam me consult Botnam.
—The best edition of the collected works of Cicero

is by Orelli, Turic. 1826—1837, 9 vols. 8vo., in

13 parts.— 6. Q., brother of the orator, was bom
about 102, and was educated along with his bro-

ther. In 67 he was aedile, in 62 praetor, and for

the next 3 years governed Asia as propraetor. He
retimed to Rome in 58, and warmly exerted him-

jiplfsto procure the recall of his brother from banish-

ment. In 65 he went to Gaul os legatus to Caesar,

whose approbation he gained by his military abi-

lities and gallantry : he distinguished himself par-

ticularly by the resistance he offered to a vast nost

of Gauls, who had attacked his camp, when he
was stationed for the winter with one legion in the

countr^^ of the Nervii. In 51 he accompanied his

brother as legate to Cilicia
;
and on the breaking

out of the civil war in 40 he joined Pompey. After

the battle of Pharsalia, he was pardoned by Caesar.

He was proscribed by the triumvirs, and was put

to death in 43. Quintus wrote several works,

which are all lost, with the exception of an address

to his brother, entitled De Pelitione Consulatus.

Quintus was married to Pomponia, sister of Atti-

cus; but, from incompatibility of temper, their

union was an unhappy one.— 7. M., only son of

the orator and his wife Terentia, was bom 65.

He accompanied his father to Cilicia, and served

in Pompey's army in Greece, although he was
then only 16 years of age. In 45 he was sent to

Athens to pursue his studies, but there fell into

irregular and extravagant habits. On the death

of Caesar (44) he joined the republican party,

served os military tribune under Brutus in Mace-
donia, and after the battle of Philippi (42) lied to

Sex. Pompey in Sicily. When peace was con-

cluded between the triumvirs and Pompey in 39,

Cicero returned to Rome, was favourably received

by Octavian, who at length assumed him as his

colleague in the consulship, (b. c. 30, from 13th

Sept.) By a singular coincidence, the despatch

announcing the capture of the fleet of Antony,
which was immediately followed by his death, was
addressed to the new consul in his official capacity,

and thus, says Plutarch, **thc divine justice re*

served the completion of Antony’s punishment for

the house of Cicero.”— 8. Q., son of No. 6, and
of Pomponia, sisifer of Atticus, was horn 66 or

67, and perished with his father in the proscrip-

tion, 43.

Cichyms (Klxvpos)y called (’Etpopij)

in Homer, a town of Thesprotia in Epirus, between
the Acberasian lake and the sea.

CIc5nes (Klaovcr), a Thracian people on the

Hebrus, and near the coast.

Cicyima (Kimwa : K<xt/»vfi/s), a demus of At-

tica, l^longing to the tribe Cccropis, and af'terwardi

to the tribe Acamantis.

Cnicla (KtAiala : KlAif, fern. KlAi(r(ra), a dis-

trict in the S. K of Asia Minor, bordering to the

£. on Syria, to the N. on Cappadocia and Lycaonia,

to the N. W. and W. on Pisidia and Pamphyliu.

On all sides, except the W., it is enclosed by
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natural boundaries, namely, the Mediterranean on

the S., M. Amanui on the E., and M. Taurus on the

N. The W. part of Cilicia is intersected by the

offshoots of the Taurus, while in its E. part the

mountain chains enclose much larger tracts of

level country : and hence arose the division of the

country into C. Aspera (K. if Tpax«‘a, or Tpox«i«-

Txs), and C. Campestris (K. if ircStdf)
; the latter

was also called Cilicia Propria (if K.). Nu-
merous rivers, among which are the Pyhamus,
Sarus, Cydnus, Calycadnum, and smaller moun-
tain streams, descend from the Taurus. The E.

division, through which most of the larger rivers

flow, was extremely fertile, and the narrower

valleys of Cilicia Aspera contained some rich

tracts of land
;
the latter district was famed fot its

fine breed of horses. The first inhabitants of* the

country are supposed to have been of the Syrian ‘j

race. The mythical story derived their name
from Cilix, the son of Agenor, who started, with

his brothers Cadmus and Phoenix, for Europe, but
:

stopped short on the coast of Asia Minor, and
peopled with his followers the plain of Cilicia. The
country remained independent till the time of the '

Persian Empire, under which it formed a satrapy,

but appears to have been still governed by its

native princes. Alexander subdued it on his march
into Upper Asia ; and, after the division of his

empire, it formed a part of the kingdom of the Se-

leucidae ; its plains were settled by Greeks, and
the old inhabitants were for the most part driven

back into the mountains of G. Aspera, where they

remained virtually independent, practising robbery

by land and piracy by sea, till Pompey drove
them from the sea in his war against the pirates,

and, having rescued the level coimtry from the

power of Tigranes, who had overrun it, he erected

it into a Roman province, b. a 67—66. The
mountain country was not made a province till the

reign of Vespasian. The people bore a low cha-

."acter among the Greeks and Romans. The
Carians, Cap^iadocians, and Cilicians, were called

the 3 bad K's.

CilXcIae Pylae or Portae (of lliiAai K»-

: K<ilinboghaz\ the chief pass between Cap-
padocia and Cilicia, through the Taurus, on the

road from Tyana to Tarsus. This was the way by
which Alexander entered Cilicia.

Cilioinm Mare (if KiKikIu 3e(Aa(r<ra), the N. E.

portion of the Mediterranean, between Cilicia and
Cyprus, as far as the Gulf of Issus.

COiz (KfAi(), son of Agenor and Telephassa, was,

with his brothers, Cadmus and Phoenix, sent out

by their father in search of Europa, who had been

carried off by Zeus. Cilix settled in the country

called after him Cilicia. '

Cilia (KlAAa), a small town in the Troad, on
the river Cilleus, at the foot of M. Cillaeus, in the

range of Gargarus, celebrated for its temple of

Apollo sumamed Cillaeus. Its foundation was
ascribed to Pelops.

Cilnli, a powerful family in the Etruscan town
of Arretium, were driven out of their native town
in B. c. 301, but were restored by the Romans.
The Cilnii were nobles or Lucumones in their

state, and some of them in ancient times may have

held even the kingly dignity. (Comp. Hor. Cam.
i. 1.) The name has been rendered chiefly me-
morable by C. Cilnius Maecenas. • [MAKcxNAaJ

Cimbo:, C. Aanlna, had obtained the praetor-

ship from Caesar, and was one of Antony's sup-

CIMOLIS.

porten, b. c. 43, on which account he is attacked

by Cicero. He was charged with having killed

his brother, whence Cicepo calls him ironically

PhiladelphvB.

Cimber, L. Tilliiu (not Tullius), a friend of

Caesar, who gave him the province of Bithynia,

but subsequently one of Caesar's murderers, B. c.

44. On the fatal day, Cimber was foremost in

the ranks, under pretence of presenting a petition

to Caesar praying for his brother's recall from
exile. After the assassination, Cimber went to bis

province and raised a fleet, with which he rendered

service to Cassius and Brutus.

Cimbri, a Celtic people, probably of the same
race as the Cymry, [Cbltab.] They appear to

have inhabited the peninsula, which was called after

them ChersoneBiu Cimbrioa {Jutland)^ though
the greatest uncertain!}' prevailed among the an-

cients respecting their original abode. In conjunc-

tion with the Teutoni and Ambrones, they migrated

S., with their wives and children, towards the close

of the 2nd century b. c. ; and the whole host is

said to have contained 300,000 fighting men. They
defeated several Roman armies, and caused the

greatest alarm at Rome. In n. c. 113 they de-

feated the consul Papiriiis Carbo, near Norcia, and
then crossed over into Gaul, wliich they ravaged

in all directions. In 109 they defeated the consul

Junius Silanus, in 107 the consul Cassius Longinus,

who fell in the battle, and in 1 05 they gained

their most brilliant victory near tho Rhone over

the united armies of the consul Cn. Mallius and
the proconsul Servilius Caepio. Instead of crossing

the Alps, the Cimbri, fortunately for Rome, marched
into Spain, where they remained 2 or 3 years.

Th« Romans meantime had been making prepa-

rations to resist their formidable foes, and had
placed their troops under the command of Marius.

The barbarians returned to Gaul in 102. In that

year the Teutoni were defeated and cut to pieces

by Marius, near Aquae Sextiae {Aix) in Gaul
;

and next year (101) the Cimbri and their allies

were likewise destroyed by Marius and Catnlus,

in the decisive battle of the Campi Raudii, near

Verona, in the N. of Italy. In the time of Au-
gustus, the Cimbf], who were then a people of no

importance, sent an embassy to the emperor.

Cunlnua or Cimlnliia Mona {Monte Cimino,

also M. Fogliano)^ a range of mountains in Etruria,

thickly covered with wood (Saltus Ciminius, Silva

Cirainia), near a lake of the same name, N.W. of

Tarquinii between the Lacuu Vulsiuiensis and
Soracte.

CumnSrli (Ktju/i^piot), the name of a mythical

and of a historical people. The mythical Cimmerii,

mentioned by Homer, dwelt in the furthest W. on

the ocean, enveloped in constant mists and dark-

ness. Later writers sought to localise them, and
accordingly placed them either in Italy near

the lake Avernua, or in Spain, or in the Tauric

Chersonesus.— The historical Cimmerii dwelt on

the Palua Maeotis {Sea of Azoo\ in the Tauric

Chersonesus, and in Asiatic Sarmatia. Driven

from their abodes by the Scythians, they passed

into Asia Minor on the N. E., and penetrated W.
as far as Aeolisand Ionia. They took Sardis b.c.

635 in the reign of Ardys, king of Lydia, but they

were expelled from Asia by Alyattes, the grandson

of Ardys.

CixnmSrlTiB BoapSnu. [Bosporus.]
Cisidlif (K(uwAir: Cimoli or Argentiere\ an
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island in the Aegaean sea, one of the Cyclades, be- deliver the Roman consul and army from the pe-

tween Siphnos and Melos, celebrated for its fine rilous position in which they had been placed by
white earth, used by fullers for cleaning cloths. the Acquians. He saved the Roman army, de-

Clxnon (Kl/awy). 1, Son of Stesagoras, and father feated the enemy, and, after holding the dictator-

of Miltiades, victor at Marathon, gained 3 Olympic ship only 16 days, returned to his farm. In 43!),

victories with his four-horse chariot, and after his at the age of 80, he was a 2nd time appointed

3rd victory was secretly murdered hy order of the dictator to oppose the alleged machinations of Sp.

sons of Pisistratus.— 2. Grandson of the preceding, Maelius.— Several of the descendants of Cincinna-

and son of the great Miltiades. On the death of tus held the consulship and consular tribunate, but

his father (b.c. 489), he was imprisoned because none of them is of sufficient importance to require

he was unable to pay his fine of 50 talents, which a separate notice,

was eventually paid by Callias on his. marriage CincIuB Alimentns. [Alimbntu&]
with Elpinice, Cimon's sister. Cimon first distin- (Sn&ui (Kiudas), a Thessalian, the friend and
guished himself on the invasion of Greece by minister of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus. He was the

Xerxes (480), and after the battle of Plataea was most eloquent man of his day, and reminded his

brought forward by Aristides. He frequently com- heffrers of Demosthenes, whom he heard speak in

manded the Athenian fleet in their aggressive war his^outh. Pyrrhus prized his persuasive powers
against the Persians. His most brilliant success highly, that “ the words of Cineas (he was wont
was in 466, when he defeated a large Persian to say) had won him more cities than his own
fleet, and on the same day landed and routed their

land forces also on the river Eurymedon in Pam-
phylia. The death of Aristides and the banish-

ment of Themistocles left Cimon without a rival

at Athens for some years. But his influence grar

dually declined as that of Pericles increased. In

461 Cimon marched at the head of some Athenian

troops to the assistance of the Spartans, who
were hard pressed by their revolted subjects. The
Athenians were deeply mortified by the insulting

manner in which their offers of assistance were

declined, and were enraged with Cimon who had

exposed them to this insult. His enemies in con-

sequence succeeded in obtaining his ostracism this

year. He was subsequently recalled, in what year

is uncertain, and through his intervention a 5 year’s

truce was made between Athens and Sparta, 450.

In 449 the war was renewed with Persia, Cimon
received the command, and with 200 ships sailed

to Cyprus
;
here, while besieging Citium, illness or

the effects of a wound carried him oft— Cimon
was of a cheerful convivial temper ;

frank and affa-

ble in Ills manners. Having obtained a great for-

tune by his share of the Persian spoils, he displayed

unbounded liberality. His orchards and gardens

were thrown open ;
his fellow demesraen were free

daily to his table, and his public iraunty veigcd on

ostentation. With the treasure he brought from

Asia the S. wall of the citadel was built, and at

his own private charge the foundation of the long

walls to the Piraeus was laid down.— 3. Of Cieo-

nae, a painter of great renown, flourished about

». c. 460, and appears to have been the first painter

of perspective.

CinMOZL (KivdSov), the chief of a conspiracy

against the Spartan peers (Sfcotoi) in the first year

of Agesilaus II. (b. c. 398— 397.) The plot was
discovered, and Cinadon and the other conspirators

were put to death.

Cinaethon (KiyalBuy)^ of Lacedaemon, one of

the most fertile of the Cyclic poets, flourished b. c.

765.

CixL&ra or Cin&rnf (Ztnara), a small island in

the Aegaean sea, E. of Naxos, celebrated for its

artichokes (Kivd^).

Cinciim&tTU, L. Qomtlus, a favourite hero of

the old Roman republic, and a model of old

Roman frugality and integrity. He lived on his

farm, cultivating the land with his own hand.

In fi. c. 460 he was appointed consul sufifectus in

the room of P. Valerius. In 458 he was called

from the plough to the dictatorship, in order to

arms.” The most famous passage in his life is his

embassy to Rome, with proposals for peace from
Pyrrhus, after the battle of Heraclea (b. c. 280).
Cineas spared no arts to gain favour. Thanks to

his wonderful memory, on the day after his arrival

he was able (we are told) to address all the senators

and knights by name. The senate, however, re-

jected his proposals mainly through the dying
eloquence of old App. Claudius Caucus. The am-
bassador returned and told the king that there

was no people like that people,— their city was a
temple, their senate an assembly of kings. Two
years after (278), when Pyrrhus was about to

cross over into Sicily, Cineas was again sent to

negotiate peace. He appears to have died in Sicily

shortly afterwards.

CinSsIas (Ktyriafas)^ a dithyrambic poet of

Athens, of no merit, ridiculed by Aristophanes and
other comic poets. But he had his revenge ; for

he succeeded in procuring the abolition of the Cho-
ragia, as far as liegarded comedy, about b. c. 390.

Cinga (Ctnca\ a river in Hisponia Tarraconensis,

falls with the Sicoris into the Iberus.

Cmg3t5rix, a Gaul, one of the first men in the

city of the Treviri {Treves, Trier\ attached him-

self to the Romans, though son-in-law to Indutio-

raaris, the head of the independent party. When
this leader had been put to death by Caesar, he
became chief of his native city.

Cingiiluin (Cingulanus: Cingdo\ a town in

Picenum on a rock, built by Labienus, shortly be-

fore the breaking out of the civil war, a c. 49.

Cinna, CornfiUtui. L L., the famous leader of

the popular party during the absence of Sulla in

the East (a c. 87—84.) In 87 Sulla allowed

Cinna to be elected consul with Cm Octavius, on
condition of his taking an oath not to alter the

constitution as then existing. But as soon as Sulla

had left Italy, he began his endeavour to over-

power the senate, and to recall Marius and his

party. He was, however, defeated by his colleague

Octavius in the forum, was obliged to fly the city,

and was deposed by the senate from the consulate.

But he soon returned ; with the assistance of Ma-
rins, who came back to Italy, he collected a power-

fal army, and laid siege to Rome. The capture

of the city, and the massacre of Sulla's friends

which followed, more properly belong to the life

of Marios. For the next 3 years (86, 85, 84)
Cinna was consuL In 84 Sulla prepared to return

from Greece; and Cinna was slain by his own
troops, when be ordered th«n to enws orer from
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Italy to Greece, where he intended to encounter

{$ulia.-i»2. L., son of No. 1., joined M. Lepidus in

bis attempt to overthrow the constitution of Sulla

7B
;
and on the defeat and death of Lepidus in

Sardinia, he went with M. Perperna to join Sertorius

in Spain. Caesar procured his recall from exile.

He was made praetor by Caesar in 44 ; but was

notwithstanding one of the enemies of the dictator.

Though he would not join the conspirators, he ap-

proved of their act
;
and so great was the ri^e of

the mob against him, that they nearly murdered

liim. See below Cinna, Hblvius.
Cixma, C. HeMus, a poet of considerable re-

nown, the friend of Catullus. In B. c. 44 he was

tribime of the plebs, when he was murdered by the

mol), w'ho mistook him for his namesake Cornelius

Cinna, though he was at the time walking iu,('ae-

sar's funeral procession. Mis principal work
au epic poem entitled Smt/ma.

Cmn&nuf, Joannes Kiyvanos\ one

of the most distinguished Byzantine historians, lived

under the emperor Manuel Comnenus (who reigned

A. D. 1143—1180), and wrote the history of this

emperor and of his father Calo-Joannes, in tl books,

which have come down to us. Edited by Du
Cange, Paris, 1670, fol., and by Meineke, Bonn,

186, 8vo.

Clnyps or Clnj^htLS Klvv<pos : Wad-
Khahan or Kinifo)^'9. small river on the N. coast

of Africa, between the Syrtes, forming the E.

boundary of the proper territory of the African

Tripolis. The district about it was called by the

same name, and was famous for its fine-haired

goats.

Cinjhras {Kitnipas\ son of Apollo, king of Cy-

E
rus, and priest of the Paphian Aphrodite, which

liter office remained hereditary in his family, the

Cinyradae. He was married to Metharne, the

daughter of the Cyprian Pygmalion, by whom
he had several children, and among them was
Adonis. According to some traditions, he unwit-

tingly begot Adonis by his own daughter Smyrna,

and killed himself on discovering the crime he had
committed. According to other traditions, he had
romised to assist Agamemnon ;

hut os he did not

eep his word, he was cursed by Agamemnon, and
perished in a contest with Apollo.

Cipni or Cippus, GenUcitu, a Roman praetor,

on whose head it is said that horns suddenly grew,

as he was going out of the gates of the city, and, as

the haruspiccs declared that if he returned to the

city he would be king, he imposed voluntary exile

upon himself.

Ciroe (K<P>C7J), a mythical sorceress, daughter of

Helios (the Sun) by the Occanid Perse, and sister

of Aeh'tes, lived in the island uf Aeaea. Ulysses

tarried a whole year with her, after she had changed

Several of his comjMinions into pigs. By Ulysses

she became the mother of Agriiis and Telegonus.

The Latin poets relate that she metamorphosed
iScylla, and Picus king of the Ausonians.

CiroSii (Circeiensig : Circdlo^ and the Ru. Citta

IVcc/ita), an ancient town of Latium on the pro-

montory Ciroeium, founded by Tarquinius Super-

bus, never became a place of importance, in conse-

quence of its proximity to the unhealthy Pontine

marshes. The oysters caught off Circeii were cele-

brated. (Hor. Sat, ii. 4. 33 ;
Juv. iv. 140.) Some

writers suppose Circe to have resided on this pro-

montory, and that hence it derived its name.

CiroHIlulL {Kipidiffiopi Kerke»iah), a city of

CIVILTS.

Mesopotamia, on the E. bank of the Euphrates, at

the mouth of the Aborrhas : the extreme border

fortress of the Roman Empire.

Circus. [Roma.]
Cirphis (K/p^iv), a town in Phocis, on a moun-

tain of the same name,' which is separated by a

valley from Parnassus.

Cirrha. [Crissa.]

Cirta, aft. Constautiiia (Constantiveh^ Ru>)f ^

city of the Massylii in Numidia, 50 Roman miles

from the sea ; the capital of Syphax, and of Masi-

nissa and his successors. Its position on a height,

surrounded by the river Ampsagas, made it almost

impregnable, as the Romans, found in the Jugur-

thine, and the French in the Algerine, wars. It

was restored by Constantine the Great, in honour
of whom it received its later name.

Cissens (Kt(rorft}t),a king in Thrace, and father

of Theano, or, according to others, of Hecuba, who
is hence called Ciasdia (Kiatrijis).

Cissla (Ki<r<r/a), a very fertile district of Su-

siana, on the Choaspes. The inhabitants (Klacrioi)

were a wild free people, resembling the Persianis in

their manners.

CisBUS (K«r(rdr), a town in Macedonia on a
mountain of the same name, S. of Thessalonica, to

which latter place its inhabitants were transplaiitcd

by C.^ssander.

CisthSne (Kurff^v?;). 1. A town on the coast

of Mysia, on the promontory of Pyrrha, on the

Gulf of Adramyttium.—2. {Castd-RoJfo\ an island

and town on the coast of Lycia.—-3. In the my-
thical geography of Aeschylus {Prom. 799) the

^plains of Cisthene** are made the abode of the

Ooigons.

Cithaeron (Kidcupc^v
; Cithaeron, and its highest

summit Elatia)^ a lofty range of mountains, se-

parated Boeotia from Megaris and Attica. It was
covered with wood, abounded in game, and was
the scene of several celebrated legends in mythology.
It was said to have derived its name from Cithaeron,

a mythical king of Boeotia. Its highest summit
was sacred to the Cithaeronian Zeus, and here was
celebrated the festival called DaedoUa. {Did. of
Ant. 9. r.)

Citharista, a. sea-port town {Ceireste\ and a

promontory {C. d'Aigle) in Gallia Narbonensis,

near Massilia.

Citium {Klriov. Kirttv%). 1. (Nr. Lameca^
Ru.), one of the 9 chief towns of Cyprus, with a

harbour and salt-works, 200 stadia from Salamis,

near the mouth of the Tetius : here Cimon, the

celebrated Athenian, died, and Zeno, the founder

of the Stoic school, was born.— 2. A town in Ma-
cedonia, on a mountain Citius, N. W. of Beroca.

CIus {Klos : Ktos or Ketor, CiAiuis : Ghio^ also

Ghemlio and Kemlik), an ancient city in Bithynia,

on a bay of the Propontis called CiSnus Sinus, was
colonized by the Milesians, and became a place ot

much commercial importance. It joined theAeto-

lian league, and was destroyed by Philip III.,

king ofc Macedonia
;
but was rebuilt by Pruslas,

king of Bithynia, from whom it was called Prusias.

(UvUis, Ctou^us, sometimes called Julius, the

leader of the Batavi in their revolt from Rome,
A. D. 69—70. He was of the Batavian ro)'al race,

and, like Hannibal and Sertorius, had lost an eye.

His brother Julius Paulus was put to death on a
false charge of treason by Fonteius Capito (a. n.

67 or 68), who sent Civilis in chains to Nero at

Rome, where he was heard and acquitted by Galba.
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He waa afterwards prefect of a cohort, but under to Koine in b. c. 504, when they were received

Vitellius he became an object of suspicion to the among the patricians. [Claudius, No. 1.] They
army, and with difficulty escaped with his life, were noted for their pride and haughtiness, their

He vowed vengeance. His countrymen, who were disdain for the laws, and their hatred of the ple-

shamefully treated by the officers of Vitellius, were beians. They bore various surnames, which are

easily induced to revolt, and they were joined by given under Claudius, with the exception of those

the Canninefates and Frisii. Hu took up arms with the cognomen Nxro, who ore better known
jinder pretence of supporting the cause of Vespa- under the latter name.— The plebeian Claudii

Sian, and defeated in succession the generals of were divided into several families, of which the

Vitellius in Gaul and Germany, but he continued most celebrated was that of Marcxllus.
in open revolt even after the death of Vitellius. Claudl&nns, ClaadHus, the last of the Latin

In 70 Civilis gained fresh victories over the Ro- classic poets, flourished under Theodosius and his

mans, but was at length defeated in the course of sons Arcadius and Honorius. He was a native of

the year by Petilius Cerealis, who had been sent Alexandria and removed to Rome, where we find

into Germany with an immense anny. Peace was him in a. d. 395. He enjoyed the patronage of

concluded with the Batavi on terras favourable to the th% all-powerful Stilicho, by whom he was raised

latter, hut we do not know what became of Civilis. to offices of honour and emolument, A statue was
CizS.ra (Kl([apa), a mountain fortress in the dis-J^lffted to his honour in the Fonim of Trajan by

trict of Phazemonitis in Pontus
;
once a royal resi- Arcadius and Honorius, the inscription on which

deuce, but destroyed before Strabo’s time.

Clad&us (KAdSoor or Ka dSeos), a river in Elis,

flows into the Alphgus at Olympia.

ClampetXa, called by the Greeks Lampetia
< AttyuTrerlo, Aa/uTreTem), a town of Bruttium, on

the W. coast : in ruins in Pliny’s time.

Cl&nis. 1. (67«ano), a river of Etruria, rises S.

of Arretium, forms 2 small lakes near Clusium, W.
of lake Trasimemis, and flows into the Tiber E. of

\'ulsiuii. -—2. The more ancient name of the Liris.

— 3. {Clan in Steiennark), a river in the Noric

Alps.

Clanltts. [Liter

N

us.]

Cl&rus KAdpos), a small town on the Ionian

roast, near Colophon, with a celebrated temple and
»)iacle of Apollo, surnamed Clarius.

Claras, Sex. Eruclus, a friend of the younger

Pliny, fought under Trajan in the E., and took

Seleucia, a. D. 115.— His son Sextus was a patron

of literature, and was consul under Antoninus Pius,

A. I). 146.

Classlcas, Jallus, a Trevir, Avas prefect of an

ala of the Treviri in the Roman array under Vitel-

Ims, A. D. 69, but afterwards joined Civilis in his

lebellion against the Romans. [Civilis.]

Clastidlum {Casteptjio or Schiateyiflo\ a fortified

town of the Ananes in Gallia Gispaduna, not far

irom the Po, on the road from Dertona to Placentia.

Clatema, a fortified town in Gallia Cispadano,

not far from Bononia
;

its name is retained in the

small river Quadema,
Claudia. 1. Quinta, a Roman matron, not

a Vestal Virgin, as is frequently stated. When
the vessel conveying the image of Cybele from

Pcssinus to Rome, had stuck fast in a shallow at

the mouth of the Tiber, the soothsayers announced

that only a chaste woman could move it. Claudia,

Avho had been accused of incontinency, took hold

of the rope, and the vessel forthwith followed her,

B. c. 204.-2. Or Clodia, eldest of the 3 sisters of

P. Clodius Fulcher, the enemy of Cicero, married

Q. Marcius Hex. 3. Or Clodia, second sister of

P. Clodius, married Q. Metellus Celer, bAit became

infamous for her debaucheries, and was suspected

of having poisoned her husband. Cicero in his

letters frequently calls her BowTrir.—4. Or Clodia,

youngest sister of P. Clodius, married L. Lucullus,

to whom she proved unfaithful. All 3 sisters are

said to have had incestuous intercourse with their

brother Publius.

Claudia Ctoni, patrician and plebeian. The
patrician Claudii Avere of Sabine origin, and came

was discovered at Romo in the 15th century. He
also enjoyed the patronage of the empress Serena,

through whose interposition he gained a wealthy
wife. The last historical allusion in his writings

belongs to 404 ; whence it is supposed that he may
haA’e been involved in the misfortunes of Stilicho,

who was put to death 408. He was a heathen.

His extant works are : — 1. The 3 panegyrics on
the 3rd, 4th, and 6th consulships of Honorius. 2.

A poem on the nuptials of Honorius and Maria,
3. Four short Fcscennine lays on the same subject.

4. A panegyric on the consulship of Probinus and
Olyhrius. 5. The praises of Stilicho, in 2 books,

and a panegyric on bis consulship, in 1 book
6. The praises of Serena, the wife of Stilicho. 7.

A piuiegyric on the consulship of Flavius Mallius
Theodurus. 8. The Epithalamium of Palladios and
Celerina. 9. An invective against Rufinus, in C
books. 10. An invective against Eutropius, m 2
books. 11. De Bello Cildonico, the first book of an
historical poem on the war in Africa against Gildo.

12. De Bdlo GeOco, an historical poem on the suc-

cessful campaign of Stilicho against Alaric and the
Goths, concluding with the battle of Pollen tia.

13. Raptus Proserpinae, 3 books of an unfinished

epic on the rape of Proserpine. 14. Gigantomachiu.,

a fragment extending to 128 lines only. 15.

5 short epistles. 16. EidyUia^ a collection of 7
poems chiefly on subjects connected with natural

history. 17. Epigravimata^ u collection of short

occasional pieces.— The Christian hymns found

among his poems in most editions are certainly

spurious.—The poems of Claudian are distinguished

by purity of language, and real poetical genius. Tlie

best edition is by Burmann, Ams,t. 1760.

Claadi5p51i8 (KAa(/8i3ToA<r), the name of some
cities called aftea» the emperor Claudius, the chief

of Avhich were : 1. In Bithynia [Bithynium],
2. A colony in the district of Cataonia, in Cap-
padocia.

Claudius, patrician. See Claudia Gbn.s.— 1.

App. Claudius Sablnus RegRlensis, a Sabine of

the town of Regillum or Rcgilli, who in his OAvn

country bore the name of Attus Clausus, being the

advocate of peace with the Romans, when hostilities

broke out betAveen the tivo nations, withdrew with

a large train of followers to Rome, b. c. 504. He
was received into the ranks of the patricians, and
lands beyond the Anio were assigned to his follow-

ers, who were formed into a new tribe called the

Claudian. He exhibited the characteristics which
marked his descendants, and showed the most bitter
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hatred towards the ple>)eiiing. He was consul 4.9.i,

and his conduct towards the plebeians led to their

Bocession to the Mons Sacer 494.-2. App. Cl. 8ab.

Regpill., sou of No. 1, consul 471, treated the sol-

diers whom he commanded with such severity,

that his troops deserted him. Next -year he was

impeached by 2 of the tribunes, but, according to

the common story, he died or killed ^imself before

the trial.— 3. C. Cl. Sab. Begill., brother of No.

2, consul 460, when App. ilerdonius seiKed the

Capit(»l. Though a staunch supporter of the patri-

cians, he warned the decemvir Appius against an
immoderate use of his power. His remonstrances

being of no avail, be withdrew to Regillum, but

returned to defend Appius when impeached.— 4.

App. Cl. Crasins iUgili. Sab., the decemvir,

comm<»nly considered son of No. 2, but more pro-

bably the same person. He was consul 451,
on the appointment of the decemvirs in that year,

he became one of them, and was reappointed the

following year. His real character now betrayed

itself in the most tyrannous conduct towards the

plebeians, till his attempt against Virginia led to

the overthrow of the decemvirate. App. was im-

peached by Virginias, but did not live to abide his

trial. He either killed himself, or was put to death

in prison by order of the tribunes.— 5. App.
Claudios Caeous, became blind before his old age.

In his censorship (312), to which he was elected

without having been consul previously, he built

the Appian aqueduct, and commenced the Appian
road, which was continued to Capua. He re-

tained the censorship 4 years in opposition to the

law which limited the length of the office to 18

months. He was twice consul in 307 and 296

;

and in the latter year he fought against the Saiii-

nitea and Etruscans. In bis old nge, Appius by
his eloquent speech induced the senate to reject

the terms of peace which Cineas hod proposed on

behalf of Pyrrhus. Appius was the earliest Roman
writer in prose and verse whose name has come

doivn to us. He was the author of a poem known
to Cicero through the Greek, and he also wrote a

legal treatise, Ds l/iiurjfatumr6us. He left 4 sons

and 5 daughters.— C. App. Cl. Cautez, brother

of No. 5, derived his surname from his attention to

naval affairs. He was consul 264, and conducted

the war against the Carthaginians in Sicily.— 7.

P. CL Pnloher, son of No. 5, consul 249, attacked

the Carthaginian fleet in the harbour of Drepana, in

defiance of the auguries, and was defeated, with

tile loss of almost all his forces. He was recalled

and commanded to appoint a dictator, and there-

upon named M. Claudius Glycias or Glicia, the son

of a freedman, but the nomination was immediately

superseded. He impeached and condemned.
— 8. C. Cl. Centho or Cento, son of No. 5, consul

240, and dictator 213.— 8. Tib. Cl. Nero, son of

No. 5. An account of his descendants is given

under Nsro.— 10. App. Cl, Pnlebor, son of No.

7, aedile 21 7« fought at Cannae 216, and was
praetor 215, when he was sent into Sicily. He vros

consul 212, and died 211 of a wound which he

received in a battle with Hannibal before Capua.—
IL App. CL Pnldhor, son of No. 10, served in

Greece for some years under Flamininus, Baebius,

and Glahrio (197—191). He was praetor 187 and
consul 185, when he gained some advantages over

the logaunian Ligurians. He wgp sent as ambas-
sador to Greece 184 and 176.— 18. F. 01. Pol-

eher, brother of No. 11,. curule aedile 1 89, praetor
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188, and consul 184. —13. C. Cl. Polcher, bro-

ther of Nos. 1 1 and 12, praetor 180 and consul

177, when he defeated the Istrians and Ligurians.

He was censor 160 with Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.

He died 167.-14. App. CL Cento, aedile 178 and
praetor 175, when he fought with success againflt

the Celtiberi in Spain. He afterwards served in

Thessaly (173), Macedonia (172), and lllyricum

(170).— 15. App, CL Fnlcber, son of No. 11,

consul 143, defeated the Salassi, an Alpine tribe.

On his return a triumph was refused him; and when
one of the tribunes attempted to drag him from
his car, his daughter Claudia, one of the Vestal

Virgins, walked by his side up to the capitol. He
was censor 136. He gave one of his daughters in

marriage to Tib. Gracchus, and in 133 with Tib.

and C. Gracchus was appointed triumvir for the

division of the lands. He died shortly after Tib.

Gracchus. — 18. C. Claudius Fulcher, curule

aedile .99, praetor in Sicily 95, consul in 92.

—17. App. Cl. Fulcher, consul 79, and after-

wards governor of Macedonia,— 18. App. Cl. Ful-

cher, praetor 89, belonged to Sulla’s party, and
perished in the great battle before Rome 82. —
19. App. Cl. Fulcher, eldest son of No. 18. In

70 he served in Asia under his brother-in-law,

Luculliis; in 57 he was praetor, and though he did

not openly opjiose Cicero’s recall from banishment,

he tacitly abetted the proceedings of his brother

Publius. In 56 he was propraetor in Sardinia

;

and in 54 was consul with L. Domitius Ahenobarbus,
when a reconciliation was brought about between
him and Cicero, through the intervention of Pompey.
In 53 he went as proconsul to Cilicia, which he

governed with tyranny and rapacity. In 51 he
was succeeded in the government by Cicero, whose
appointment Appius received with displeasure. On
his return to Rome he was impeached by Dolabella,

but was acquitted. In 50 he was censor with L.

Piso, and expelled several of Caesar’s friends from

the senate. On the breaking out of the civil war,

49, he fled with Pompey from Italy, and died in

Greece before the battle of Pharsalia. He was an
augur, and wrote a work on the augural discipline,

which he dedicated to Cicero. He was also distin-

guished for his legal and antiquarian knowledge.— 80. C. Cl. Fuller, second son of No. 18, was
a legatus of Caesar, 58, praetor 56, and propraetor

in Asia 55. On his return he was accused of ex-

tortion by M. Servilius, who was bribed to drop

the prosecution. He died shortly afterwards.—
81. r. Cl. Fulcher, usually called Clodius and not

Claudius, the youngest son of No. 18, the notorious

enemy of Cicero, and one of the most profligate

characters of a profligate age. In 70 he served

under his brother-in-law, L. Lucullus in Asia
;
but

displeased at not being treated by Lucullus with
the distinction he had expected, he encouraged the

soldiers to mutiny. He then betook himself to his

other brother-in-law, Q. Marcius Rex, proconsul in

Cilicia, and was entrusted by him with the com-
mand of,the fleet He fell into the hands of the

pirates, who however dismissed liim without ran-

som, through fear of Pompey. He next went to

Antioch, and joined the Syrians in making war on
the Arabians. On his return to Rome in 65 he
impeached Catiline for extortion in his government
of Africa, but was bribed by Catiline to let him
escape. In 64 he accompanied the propaetor L.

Murena to Gallia Transalpina, where he reserted

to the most nefiuriouf methods of procuring money.
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In 62 he profaned the tnysteries of the Bona Dea, to hia 3rd mfe, the notorious Valeria Messalinn,

which were celebrated' by the Roman matrons in who governed him for some years, together with

the house of Caesar, who was then praetor, by en- the fin^men Narcissus, Pallas, and others. After

tering the house disguised as a femtde musician, in the execution of Messalinn, 48, a fate which she

order to meet Pompeia, Caesar's wife, with whom richly merited, Claudius was still more unfortunate

he had an intrigue. He was discovered, and next in choosing for his wife his niece Agrippina. She
year, 61, when quaestor, was brought to trial, but prevailed upon him to set aside his own son, Bri’-

obtained an acquittal by bribing the judges. He tannicus, and to adopt her son, Nero, that sbc

had attempted to prove an alibi, but Cicero's evi- might secure the succession for the latter. Claudius

dence shewed that Clodius was with him in Rome soon after regretted this step, and was in conse-

only .3 hours before he pretended to have been quence poisoned by Agrippina, 54.— Several public

at Interamna. Cicero attacked Clodius in the se< works of great utility were executed by Claudius.

i\ate with great vehemence. In order to revenge He built, for example, the famous Claudian aquae-

himself upon Cicero, Clodius was adopted into a duct (Aqua Claudta\ the port of Ostia, and the

plebeian family that he might obtain the formida- emissary by which the water of lake Fuciaus was
ble power of a tribune of the plebs. Hrf was tri« carried into the river Liris. In his reign the

biine 58, and, supported by the triumvirs Caesar, j 'f^them part of Britain was made a Roman pro-

Pumpey, and Crassus, drove Cicero into exile ; bWL prince, and Claudius himself went to Britain in 4’i,

notwithstanding all his eiForts he was unable to where be remained, however, only a short time,

prevent the recall of Cicero in the following year, leaving the conduct of the war to his generals.—
ICicBRo.] In 56 Clodius was aedile and at- Claudius wrote several historical works, all of

tempted to bring his enemy Milo to trial. Each which have perished. Of these one of the most

had a large gang of gladiators in his pay, and fre* important was a history of Etruria, in tho compo-

qiient fights took place in the streets of Rome sition of which he made use of genuine Etruscan

between the 2 parties. In .53, when Clodius was sources.

a candidate for the praetorship, and Milo for the Claudius IL (M. AuREtius Claudius, sur-

consulship, the contests between them became more named Gothicus), Roman emperor a. d. 268—
violent and desperate than ever. At length, on the 270, was descended from an obscure family in

20th of January, 52, Clodius and Milo met, appa- Dardania or Illyria, and by his military talents

rently by accident, on the Appian road near Bovillae. rose to distinction under Decius, Valerian, and
An affray ensued between their followers, in which Gallienus. He succeeded to the empire on the

Clodius was murdered. The mob was infuriated death of Gallienus (268), and soon after his acces-

at the death of their favourite
;
and such tumults sion defeated the Alemanni in the N. of Italv.

followed at the burial of Clodius, that Pompey was Next year he gained a great victory over an im-

appointed sole consul in order to restore order to mense host of Goths near Naissus in Dardania,

the state. For tho proceedings which followed see and received in consequence the surname Gathicus,

Milo. The second wife of Clodius was the note- He died atSirmium in 270, and was succeeded by
rious Fulvia.— 82. App. Cl. Fulcher, the elder Aurelian.

son of No. 20, was one of the accusers of Milo on ClasSmSuae (of KAa^'ojaevaf : K\aCon4viot: Ke-
the death of P. Clodius, 52.— 83. App. Cl. Pul- liman)^ an important city of Asia Minor, and a
Cher, brother of. No. 21, joined hb brother in member of the Ionian D^ecapolis, lay on the N.,

prosecuting Milo, As the two brothers both bore coast of the Ionian peninsula, upon the gulf of

the praenomen Appius, it is probable that one of Smyrna. The city was said to have been founded

them was adopted by their uncle Appius. [No. by the Colophonians under Paralus, on the site of

]9]._24. Sex Clodius, probably a descendant the later town of Chytrium, but to have been ro-

of a freedman of the Claudia g^ns, was a man of moved further £., as a defence against the Per-

low condition, and the chief instrument of P. Clo- fians, to a small island, which Alexander after-

dius in all his acts of violence. On the death of wards united to the mainland by a causeway. It

the latter in 52, he urged on the people to revenge was one of the weaker members of the Ionian

the death of his leader. For his acts of violence league, and was chiefly peopled, not by lonians,

on this occasion, he was brought to trial, was con- but by Cleonaeans and Phliasians. Under the

demed, and after remaining in exile 8 years, was Romans it was a free city. It had a considerable

restored in 44 by M. Antoninus. commerce, and was celebrated for its temple of

Claudius I., Roman emperor a. d. 41—-54. His Apollo, Artemis, and Cybele, and still more as the

full name was Ti& Claudius Drusus Nkro birthplace of Anaxagoras.

Obrmanicus. He was the younger son of Drusus, Cltender (KX4ay8pos). 1. Tyrant of Gela,

the brother of the empentr Tib^us, and of An- reigned 7 years, and was murdered b. c. 498. He
tonia, and was bom on August Jst, b.c. 10, at was succeeded by his brother Hippocrates, one of

Lyons in Gaul. In youth he was weak and sickly, whose sods was also called Cleander. The latter was
and was neglected and despised by his relatives, deposed by Gelpu whMi he seised the government.

When he grew up he devoted the greater part of 491.— 8. A Lacedaemonian, harmost at Byzan-

his time to literaiy pursuits, but was not idlowed tiura 400, when the Cyrean Greeks returned from

to take any part in public affairs. He had reached Asia.— 8. One of Alexander's officers, was put to

the age of 50, when he was sudden)/raised by the death by Alexmider in Carmania, 325, in conse-

soldiers to the imperial throne after the murder of quence of his oppressive mverament in Media.—
Caligula. Claudius was not cmeL, but the weak- 4. A Phrygian slave, and subsequently the profli-

ness of his character made him the slave of his gate favourite and minister of Comm^us. In a

wires and fteedmen, and thus led him to consent popular tumult, occasioned by a scarcity ai com,

to acts of tyranny which he would never have ne was tom to death by the mob.

committed of his own accord. He was married 4 CUantilM ( K\4av0nt)> L A Stoic, bora at

times. At the time of bis accession he was married Assos in Troas about b. a 800. He entered life

v 8
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as a boxer, and had only 4 drachmas of his own
when he befpin to study philosophy. He first

})lacod himself under Crates, and then under Zeno,

whose disciple he continued for 1 9 years. In order

to support himself, he worked all night at drawing

water from gardens; but as he spent the whole

day in philosophical pursuits, and had no visible

means of support, he was summoned before the

Areopagus to account for his way of li\'ing. The
judges were so delighted by the evidence of in-

dustry which he produced, that they voted him 10

minae, though Zeno would not permit him to accept

them, lie was naturally slow, but his iron in-

dustry overcame all difficulties
;
and on the death

of Zeno in 263, Cleanthes succeeded him in ^is

school. He died about 220, at the age of 80, of

voluntary starvation. A hymn of his to Zetf. ^
still extant, and contains some striking sentiments.

Edited by Sturz, 1785, and Mersdorf, Lips. 1835.

— 2. An ancient painter of Corinth.

Gl^arohus (KA^apxos). 1. A Spartan, distin-

guished himself in several important commands
during the latter part of the Peloponnesian war,

and at the close of it persuaded the Spartans to

send him as general to Thrace, to protect the Greeks

in that quarter against the Thracians. But having

been recalled by the Ephors, and refusing to obey

their orders, he was condemned to death. He
thereupon crossed over to Cyrus, collected for him
a large force of Greek mercenaries, and marched

with him into Upper Asia, 401, in order to dethrone

his brother Artaxerxes, being the only Greek who
was aware of the prince's real object. After tho

battle of Cunaxa and the death of Cyrus, Clearchus

and the other Greek generals were made prisoners

by the treachery of Tissaphernes, and were put to

death.— 2. A citizen of Hcraclea on the Euxine,

obtained tho tyranny of his native town, n. c. 365,

by putting himself at the head of the popular party.

He governed with cnielty, and was assassinated

353, after a reign of 12 years. He is said to have

been a pupil both of Plato and of Isocrates.—-3. Of
Soli, one of Aristotle's pupils, author of a number
of works, none of which are extant, on a great va-

riety of subjects. —4. An Athenian poet of the

new comedy, whose time is unknown.

Clemens. 1. T. Flavins, cousin of the emperor

Domitian, by whom he was put to death. He ap-

pears to have been a Christian.— 2. Bom&nus,
bishop of Rome at the end of the first century,

probably the same as the Clement whom St. Paul
mentions (/*/«/. iv. 3). He wrote 2 epistles in

Greek to the Corinthian Church, of which the Ist

and part of the 2nd are extant. The 2nd, how-
ever, is probably not genuine. The Recofftiitiones^

which bear the name of Clemenf, were not written

by him. The epistles are printed in the Patres

Apo$tolici, of which the most convenient editions

are by Jacobson, Oxford, 1838
;
and by Hefele,

Tubingen, 1839. — 3. Alezandriniis, so called

from his long residence at Alexandria, was ardently

devoted in early life to the study of philosophy,

which had a great influence upon his views of

Christianity. lie embraced Christianity through

the teaching of Pantaenus at Alexandria, was or-

dained presbyter about a. d. 190, and died about

220. Hence he flourished under the reigns of

Severus and Carncalla, 193—217. His 3 principal

works constitute parts of a wholef In the I/orta-

torjf Address to the Greeks {A6yos nporpeiTTiKdr,

&c.) his design was to convince the Heathens and
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to convert them to Christianity. The Paedagogne
(nat5a7»7dr) takes up the new convert at the

point to which he is supposed to have been brought

by the hortatory address, and furnishes him with

rules for the regulatiou of his conduct. The Stro-

mata (^rpufiareis) are in 8 books : the title (Stro-

mata^ i. e. patch-work) indicates its miscellaneous

character. It is rambling and discursive, but con-

tains much valuable information on many points of

antiquity, particularly the history of philosophy.

The principal information respecting Egyptian

hieroglyphics is contained in the 5th book. The
object of the work was to delineate the perfect

Christian or Gnostic^ after he had been instructed

by the Teacher and thus prepared by sublime spe-

culations in philosophy and theology.— Editions.

By Potter, Oxon. 1715, fol. 2 vols.
;
by Klotz, Lips.

'18.30—34, 8vo. 4 vols.

CleSbis. [Biton.]

ClbobiUliie (KAeo§u^fn7), or CleSblUS (KAeo-

ffoiJAij), daughter of Cleobulus of Lindus, celebrated

for her skill in riddles, of which she composed a

number in hexameter verse
;
to her is ascribed .a

well-known one on the subject of the year;—“ A
father has 12 children, and each of these 30 daugh-

ters, on one side white, and on the other side black,

and though immortal they all die.”

Cleobfllns (KAedffouAos), one ofthe Seven Sages,

of Lindus in Rhodes, son of Evagoras, lived about

M. c. 580. He wrote lyric poems, as well as riddles,

in verse; he was said by some to have been the author

of the riddle on the year, generally attributed to

his daughter Cleobuline. He was greatly distin-

guished for strength and beauty of person.

CleScb&res (KA€ox‘ip'»?s)» a Greek orator of

Myrlea in Bithynia, contemporary with the orator

Demochares and the philosopher Arcesilas, towards

the close of the 3rd century b. c.

Cleombrdtns (K\t6fi€poros). 1. Son of Anax-
andridcs, king of Sparta, became regent after the

battle of Thermopylae, b. c. 480, for Plistarchu*^,

infant son of Leonidas, but died in the same year,

and was succeeded in the regency by his son Pau-

sanias.— 2. I. King of Sparta, son of Pausanias,

succeeded his brotherAgesipoHs I., and reigned B. c.

380—371. He*" commanded the Spartan troops

several times against the Thebans, and fell at the

battle of Leuctni (371), after fighting most bravely.

— 3. H. King of Sparta, son-in-law of Leonidas

II., in whose place he was made king by the party

ofAnia IV. about 243. On the return of Leonidas,

Clcombrotus was deposed and banished to Tegea,

about 240. —4. An Academic philosopher of Am-
bracia, said to have killed himself, after reading

the Phaedon of Plato
;
not that he had any suffer-

ings to escape f^-om, but that he might exchange

this life for a better.

Cleomides (KAeoju^8i7t). 1. Of the island As-

typalaea, an athlete of gigantic strength.—2. A
(3reok mathematician, probably lived in the 2nd
and 3rd centuries of the Christian aera ;

the author

of a Gr^ek treatise in 2 books on the Circular

Theory of the Heavenly Bodies (KwkAuctjs 0ea>plaf

Meretipuy BiSAia 3i^o), which is still extant.

It IS rather an exposition of the system of the uni-

verse than ofthe geometrical principles ofastronomy.

Edited by Balfour, Biu’digal. 1605 ;
by Bake,

Lugd. Bat 1820 ; and by Schmidt, Lips. 1832.

QeomSnei (KAeoju^i/ijr)* King of Sparta,

son of Anaxandrides, reigned b. c. 520—-49 1 . He
was a man of an enterprising but wild character.
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His greatest exploit was his defeat of the Argives,

in which GOOO Argive citizens fell ; but the date

of this event is doubtful. In 510 ho commanded
the forces by whose assistance llippias was driven

from Athens, and not long after he assisted Isagoras

and the aristocratical party, against Clisthenes.

By bribing the priestess at Delphi, he eifected the

deposition of his colleague Demaratus, 491. Soon

afterwards he was seized with madness and killed

himself, i*- 2. King of Sparta, son of Cleombrotus

I., reigned 370—309 ;
but during this long period

we have no information about him of any im-

portance.— 3. King of Sparta, son of Leonidas II.,

reigned *236—‘2^2*2. While still young, he married

Agiatis, the widow of Agis IV.
;
and following the

('xaniple of the latter, he endeavoured to restore

the ancient Spfirtan constitution, and to regenerate

the Spartan cliaiiicter. He was endowed with //'

noble mind, strengthened and purified by philo*

**ophy, and possessed great energy of purpose. His
fiist object was to gain for Sparta her old renown
in war ; and for that purpose he attacked the

Acliaeans, and carried on war with the League
w’ith great success. Having thus gained military

renown he felt himself sufficiently strong in the

winter of ‘2*26—225 to put the Ephors to death

and restore the ancient constitution. The Achacans
now calh'd in the aid of Antigonus Doson, king of

Macedonia, and for the next 3 years Cleonienes

carried on war against their united forces. He
was at length completely defeated at the battle of

Sellasia (22*2), and fled to Egypt, where he was
kindly received by Ptolemy Euergetes, hut on the

de.ath of that king he was imprisoned by his successor

Philopator. He escaped from prison, and attempted

to raise an insurrection, but finding no one join

bim, he put himself to death, 220.

Cleom^nes. 1. A Greek of Nuucratis in Egypt,

appointed by Alexander the Great nomarch of the

Arabian district {yd/xos) of Egypt, and receiver of

the tribute fiom the districts ot Egypt, n. c. 331.

His rapacity knew no bounds, and he collected im-

mense wealth by his extortions. After Alexander's

death he was put to death by Ptolemy, who took

possession of his treasures.— 2. A sculptor, son of

Apollodorus of Athens, executed the celebrated

statue of the Venus de Medici, as appears from an

inscription on the pedestal. He lived between
n. c. 363 and 1 46.

Cl%on (KA^wv), son of Cleaenetus, was ori-

ginally a tanner, and first came forward in public

as an opponent of Pericles. On the deatli of this

great man, b. c. 429, Cleon became the favourite

of the people, and for .'ibout 6 years of the Pelo-

ponnesian war (428—4*22) was the head of the

party opposed to peace. He is represented by
Aristophanes as a demagogue of the lowest kind,

mean, ignorant, cowardly, and venal ; and this

view of his character is confinned by Thucydides.

But much weight cannot be attached to the satire

of the poet ;
and the usual impartiality of the his-

torian may have been warped by the aentence of

his banishment, if it be true, as has been conjec-

tured with great probability, that it was through

Cleon that Thucydides was sent into exile. Cleon

may be considered as the representative of the

middle classes of Athens, and by his ready, though

somewhat coarse, eloquence, gained great influence

over them. In 427 he strongly advocated in -the

assembly that the Mytilenaeans should be put to

death. In 4*24 be obtained hit greatest glory by
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taking prisoners the Spartans in the island of

Sphacteria, and bringing them in safety to Athens.

Puffed up by this success, he obtained the com-

mand of an Athenian army, to oppose Brasidas in

Thrace ; but he was defeated by Brasidas. under

the walls of Amphipolis, and fell in the battle, 42*2.

— The chief attack of Aristophanes upon Cleon

was in the Knights (4*24), in which Cleon figures

as an actual dramatis persona, and, in default of

an artificer bold enough to make the mask, was re-

presented by the poet himself with his face smeared

with wine lees.

Clednae (KAcou'af; KKeuvdios), 1. An ancient

town in Argolis, on the road from Corinth to Argos,

on a river of the same name which flows into the

C6rinthian gulf, and at the foot of Mt. Apesas
;

aaj(i to have been built by Cleonos, son of PeJops.— 2. A town in the peninsula Athos in Chalcidice.— 3. Hyampolis.
Cledn^ns (KXfdwfios). 1 An Athenian, fre-

quently attacked by Aristophanes as a pestilent

demagogue.— 2. A Spartan, son of Sphodrias,

much beloved by Archidimms, the son of Agesi-
laus : he fell at Lcuctra, B. c. 371. *“3. Younger
son of Cleomenes 11., king of Sparta, was excluded
from the throne on his father’s death, 309, in con-

sequence of his violent and tyrannical temper. In
303 he crossed over to Italy to assist the Taron-
tiiics against the Lucanians. He afterwards with-

drew from Italy, and st'izcd Corcyra
;
and in 27*2

he invited Pyrrhus to attempt the conquest of
Sparta. [Acrotatus.]

Cleopatra (KAeoTrdrpa). 1. (Myth.) Daughter
of Idas and Marpessa, and wife of Meleager, is

said to have hanged herself after her husband’s
death, or to have died of gnef. Her real name
was Alcyone.— 2. (Hist.) Niece of Attains, mar-
ried Philip, B. c. 337, on whose murder she was
put to death by Olympias.— 3, Daughter of Philip

and Olympias, and sister of Alexander the Great,

married Alexander, king of KpiriiH, .336. It was
at the celebration of her nuptials that Philip was
murdered. Her husband died 326. After the

death of her brother she was sought in marriage by
several of his generals, and at length promised to

marry Ptolemy
;
but having attempted to escape

from Sardis, where she had been kept for years in

a sort of honourable captivity, she was assassinated

by Antigonus.—4. Daughter of Antiochus III.

the Great, married Ptolemy V. Epiphanes, 193.—
5. Daughter of Ptolemy V. Epiphanes and No. 4,

married her brother Ptolemy VI. Philometor, and
on his death, 146, her other brother Ptolemy Vi.
Physcon. She was soon afterwards divorced by
Physcon, and fled into Syria.- 6. Daughter of

Ptolemy VI. Pldloinetor and of No. 5, married

first Alexander Balas (150), the Syrian usurper,

and on his death Demetrius Nicator. During the

captivity of the latter in Parthia, jealous of the con-

nexion which he there formed with Rhodogune,
the Parthian princess, she married Antiochus VII.
Sidetes, his brother, and also murdered Demetrius
on his return. She likewise murdered Seleucus, her

son by Nicator, who on his father’s death assumed
the government without her consent. Her other

son by Nicator, Antiochus VIII. Grypus, suc-

ceeded to the throne (125) through her influence ;

and he compelled her to drink the poison which
she had prepared for him also. [Antiochus VIIL]
She had a son by Sidetes, Antiochus IX,, aiir*

named Cyzicenus.— 7. Another daughter of Pto-

N 3
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lemy VI. Philometor and No. 5, married her uncle Alexander in 40, along with whom she was carried

Pliyscon, when the latter divorced her mother. On to Rome after the death of her parents. Augustus
the death of Physcon she reigned in conjunction with married her to Juba, king of Numidia.— 18. A
her elder son, Ptoh my VIII. Lathyrus, and then daughter of Mithridates, married Tigranes, king

in conjunctiori with her younger son Alexander, of Armenia.

She was put to death by the latter in 89.<—8. Cleopatril. [Arbinoe, No. 6.]

Daughter ot Ptolemy Physcon and No. 7, married ClS5phon (K\eo<f>(ov), an Athenian demagogue,
first her brother Ptolemy VIII. Lathyrus, and next of obscure, and, according to Aristophanes, of

Antiochns IX. Cyzicenus. She was put to death Thracian origin, vehemently opposed peace with
by Tiy’phaena, her own sister, wife of Antiochns Sparta in the latter end of the Peloponnesian war.

flrypus.—-9. Usually called Selena, another daugh- During the siege of Athens by Lysander, n.c. 404,
ter of Ptolemy Physcon, married Ist her brother he was brought to trial by the aristocratical party,

Lathyrus (on her sister No. 8 being divorced), 2dly and was condemned and put to death.

Antiochns XI. Epiphanes, and Srdly Antiochns X. CleoBtr&tns (KAetiffTpaToj), an astronomer of

Eusebes. —10. Daughter of Ptolemy VIII. Lathy- Tenedos, said to have introduced the division of

rus, usually called Berenice. [Berevice, No. 4 ] the Zodiac into signs, probably lived between b. c.— 11. Eldest daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, cck'^ 548 and 43*2.

brated for her beauty and fascination, was 17 at •Cleviim, also Glevnm and Olebon (Cr/ouccv^cr),

the death of her father (51), who appointed her

lieir of his kingdom in conjunction with her younger

brother, Ptolemy, whom she was to marry. She
was expelled from tho throne by Pothinns and

Achillas, his guardians. She retreated into Syria,

and there collected an army with which she was
preparing to enter Egypt, when Caesar arrived in

Egypt in pursuit of Pompey, 47. Her ch.ann8

gained for her the support of Caesar, who replaced

her on the throne in conjunction with her brother.

This led to the Alexandrine war, in the course of

which young Ptolemy perished. Cleopatra thus

obtained the undivided Pile. She was, however,

associated by Caesar with another brother of the

same name, and still quite a child, to whom she

was also nominally married. She had a son by
Caesar, called Caesarion, and she afterwards

followed him to Rome, where she appears to have

been at the time of his death, 44. She then re-

turned to Egypt, and in 41 she met Antony in

Cilicia. She was now in her 28th year, and in

the perfection of matured beauty, which, in coii-

iunction with her talents and eloquence, completely

won the heart of Antony, who henceforth appears

as her devoted lover and slave. He returned with

her to Egypt, but was obliged to leave her for a short

time, in order to marry Octavia, tho sister of Au-
gustus. But Octavia was never ablb to gain his

affections
;
he soon deserted his wife and returned

to Cleopatra, upon whom he conferred the most ex-

travagant titles and honours. In the war between

Octavian and ,Antony, Cleopatra accompanied her

lover, and was present at the battle of Actiiim (31),

in the midst of which she retreated with her fleet,

and thus hastened the loss of the day. She fled

to Alexandria, where she was joined by Antony.

Seeing Antony’s fortunes desperate, she entered

into negotiations with Augustus, *and promised to

make away with Antony. She fled to a mauso-

leum she had built, and then caused a report of her

death to be spread. Antony, resolving not to sur-

vive her, stabbed himself, and was drawn up into

the mausoleum, where he died in her arms. She
then tried to gain the love of Augustus, but her

charms failed in' softening his colder heart Seeing

that he detennined to carry her captive to Rome,
she put an end to her own life, either by the poison

of an asp, or bv a poisoned comb, the former suppo-

sition being adopt^ by most writers. She died in

the 39th year of her age (b. c. 30), and with her

ended th^ dynasty of the Ptolemies ih E^pt which
was now made a Roman province.— 12. Daughter
of Antony and No. 11, bom with her twin brother

a Roman colony in Britain.

Glides (al KKeiSes : ft S. A ndre\ “ the Keys,”
a promontory on the N. E. of Cyprus, with *2 islands

of the same name lying off it.

Climax (KA7/ua{: kkder\ the name applied to

the W. termination of the Taurus range, which
extends along the W. coast of the Pamphylian Gulf,

N. of Phaselis in Lycia. Alexander made a road

between it and the sea. There were other moun-
tains of the same name in Asia and Africa.

Climbermm. [A usri. ]

Cllnlas (KAeivfor). 1. Father of the famous
Alcibiades, fought at Artemisium n. r. 480, in a
ship built and manned at his own expense : he fell

447, at the battle of Coronea.— 2. A younger bro-

ther of the famous Alcibiades.— 3. Father of Ara-
tus of Sicyon, was murdered by Abantidas, who
seized the tyranny, 204.-4. A PytlmgoreRn phi-

losopher, of Tarentum, a contemporary and friend

of Plato,

Clio. [Musae.]
CllsthSnes (KAfKrflevrjs). 1, Tyrant of Sicyon.

In B. c, 5.95, he aided the Amphictyons in the

sacred war against Cirrha, which ended, after 1

0

years, in the destruction of the guilty city. He
also engaged in war with Argos. His death cannot
bo placed earlier than 582, in which year he won
the victory in the chariot-race at the Pythian games.

His danghtiT Agarista was given in marriage to

Mcgacles the Alcmaeonid.— 2. An Athenian, son

of Megacles and Agarista, and grandson of No. 1,

appears as the head of the Alcmaeonid clan on the

banishment of the Pisistratidae. Finding, however,
that he could not cope with his political rival Isa-

goras except through the aid of the commons, he
set himself to increase the power of the latter.

The principal change which he introduced was the

abolition of the 4 ancient tribes and the establish-

ment of 10 new ones in their stead, b. c. 510. He
is also said to have instituted ostracism. Isagoras

and his party called in the aid of the Syrians,
but Clisthenes and his friends eventually tri-

umphed.— 3. An Athenian, whose foppery and
effeminate profligacy brought him under the lash

of Aristophanes.

Clitarohuf (KAflrapxoO- L Tyrant of Eretria in

Euboea, was supported by Philip against the Athe-
nians, but was expelled from Eretria by Phocion,

B. a 341.-2. Son of the historian Dinon, accom-
panied Alexander the Great in his Asiatic expedi-

tion, and wrote a history of it. This work was
deficient in veracity and inflated in style, but ap<;

pears nevertheless to have been much read.
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ClitemimL or Clitemla (Cliterninus)* a town

of the Frentani, in the territory of Lariimm.

CUtSm&cllTlS {K\(iT6fiaxos% a Cartliaginian by
birth, and called Hasdrubal in his own language,

came to Athens in the 40th year of his age, and
there studied under Carncades, on whose death he

became the head of the New Academy, b. c. 129.

Of his works, which amounted to 400 books, only

a few titles are preserved. His main object in

writing them was to make known the philosophy

of his master Canicades. When Carthage was
taken in 140, he wrote a work to console his un-

fortunate covmtrymen.

CUtor or Clitbrlum (KXtlrwp : K\eir6pioi : nr.

Mazu Ru.), a town in the N. of Arcadia on a

river of the same name, a tributary of the Aroanius

:

there was a fountain in the neighbourhood, the

waters of which' are said to have given to persons'

who drank of them a dislike for wine. (Ov. Met.

XV. .122.)

ClItumntiB (Clitumtio)^ a small river in Umbria,
springs from a beautiful rock in a grove of cypress-

trees, where was a sanctuary of the god Clituinnus,

and falls into the Tinia, a tributary of tbe Tiber.

Clltus (KAelros or KAfirtis). 1. Son of Bar-

dylis, king of Illyria, defeated by Alexander the

Great, b. c. 335.— 2. A Macedonian, one of Alex-

ander's generals and friends, surnanied the Black

(MAay). He saved Alexander's life at the battle

of Oranicus, 334. In 3*28 he was slain by Alex-

ander at a banquet, when both parties were heated

with wine, and Clitus had provoked the king's

resentment by insolent language. Alexander was
inconsolable at his friend’s death.— 3. Another of

Alexander’s officers, surnamed the White (Aewads)

to distinguish him from the above. —4. An officer

who commanded the Macedonian fleet for Antipater

m the Lamian war,. 323, and defeated the Athenian

fleet. In 321,. he obtained from Antipater the sa-

trapy of Lydia, from which he was expelled by
Antigunus, 319. He afterwards commanded the

fleet of Polysperchon, and was at first successful,

but his ships were subsequently destroyed by An-
tigoiius, and he was killed on shore, 318.

Clcfaclna or Cloaclna, the Purifier” (from

e/oare or cZaere, ” to wash ” or “ plirify a surname
of Venus at Rome.

ClddlOA, another form of the name Just

:i8 we find both euudex and co<jl€je, clausirurtt and
clostrum^ cauda and coda. [Claudius,]

Clddlus Alblnufl. [Albinus.]
Clidlns Macer. [Macsk.]
Cloelia, a Homan virgin, one of the liostages

given to Porsena, is said to have escaped from the

Etruscan camp, and to have swum across the Tiber

to Rome. She was sent back by the Romans to

Porsena, who was so struck with her gallant deed,
|

that he not only set her at liberty, but allowed her

to take with her a part of the hostages. Porsena

also rewarded her with a horse adorned with

splendid trappings, and tbe Romans with the statue

of a female on horseback, which was erected in the

Sacred Way.
doella or ClnHXa Gena, of Alban origin, said

to have been received among the patricians on the

destruction of Alha. A few of its members with

the surname Sieulue obtained tbe consulship in the

early years of the republic.

djinaa (KAovar), a poet, and one of the earliest

musicians of Greece, either an Arcadian, or a

Boeotian, probably lived about B. c. 620.
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ClSnlna (K\6yios)f leader of tbe Boeotians in

the war against Troy, slain by Agenor.

Clota Aeatuftrlnm {Frith of Clyde), on the W.
coast of Scotland.

ClSthfi. [Moibab.]
Cliteiitliia Habitua, A., of Larinum, accused in

B. c. 74 his own step-fhther, Statius Albius Oppia-
nicuB, of having attempted to procure his death by
poison. Oppianicus was condemned, aud it was
generally believed that the judges had been bribed

by Cluentius. In 66, Cluentius was himself ac-

cused by young Oppianicus, son of Statius Albius
who had died in the interval, of 3 distinct acts of

poisoning. He was defended by Cicero in the

oration still extant

*Cltliila (Ru. on a hill between Coruna del Conde
Fennalba de. Castro), a town of the Arevacae

in Hispania Tarraconensis, and a Roman colony.

CltLj^a or Cl;^Sa. [Aspis.]

Cluslnm (Cluslnus: Chittsi), one of the most
powerful of the 12 Etruscan cities, situated on on
eminence above the river Clanis, and S. W. of the

LacUB ClnBinuB {L. di Chiusi). It was more an-

ciently called CamerB or Camars, whence we may
conclude that it was founded by the Umbrian race

of the Camertes. It was the royal residence of

Porsena, and in its neighbourhood was the cele-

brated sepulchre of this king in the form of a laby-

rinth, of which such marvellous accounts have come
down to us. {Diet, of Ant. art. Labyrinthua.) Sub-
sequently Clusium was in alliance with the Romans,
by whom it was regarded ns a bulwark against the

Gauls. Its siege by the Gauls, B. c. 391, led, ns

is well known, to the capture of Rome itself by the

Gauls. Clusium probably became a Roman colony,

since Pliny speaks of Clusini Vetercs et Novi. In

its neighbourhood were cold baths. (Hor. Ep. i.

15. 9.)

ClftBlni {Chiese), a river in Cisalpine Gaul, a
tributary of the Ollius, forming the boundary be-

tween the Cenomani and Insubres.

CluvluB, a family of Campanian origin, of which
the most important person was M. CluviuB RofuSy
consul suffectus a.d. 45,and governor of Spain ondec
Galba, a. d. 69, on whose death he espoused the

cause of Vitellius. He was an historian, and wrote
an account of the times of Nero, Galba, 0th o, and
Vitellius.

Clyxn4ne {KXvpivrf). L Daughter of Occanus
and Tethys, and wife of lapetns, to whom she bore

Atlas, Prometheus, and others.—2. Daughter of

Iphis or Minyos, wife of Phylacus or Cephalus, to

whom she bore Tphiclus and Alcimede. According,

to Hesiod and others she was the mother of Phae-
ton by Helios.—3. A relative of Menelaus and a
companion of Helena, with ^hom she was carried

off by Paris.

ClytaeameBtra (KAi/Tai/u»^<rTpa), daughter of

Tyndareus and Leda, sister of Castor, and half-

sister of Pollux and Helena. She was married to

Agamemnon. During her husband’s absence at

Troy she lived in adultery with Aegisthus, and
on his return to Mycenae she murdered him with
the help of Aegisthuk [AeAMXMNON.] She was
subsequently put to death by her son Orestes, who
thus avenged the murder of his father. For de-

tails see Orbbtbs.
Cniinil (Kvrjfus), a range of mountains on the

frontiers of Fholis and Locrisy from which the N.
Locrians were called Epicnemidii. A branch of

these mountains runs oqt into the sea, forming the

N 4
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promontory CnSnddes (Kv'nfuSts)^ with a to\vn of

the sftino name upon it, opposite the promontory

Conaeum in Euboea.

Cneph or Cntlphtui (Ki^ovcpit), an

Egyptian divinity, worshipped in the form of a ser-

pent, and regarded as the creator of the w’orld.

C^dus or (hildaB (Ki'iSos : KvlSios

:

Ru. at

Cape AO-m), a cclehrated city of Asia Minor, mi the

promontory of Triopium on the coast of Caria, was

a Lacedaemonian colony, and the chief city of the

Dorian Ilexapolis. It was built partly on the

mainland and partly on an island joined to the

coast by a causeway, Jind had two harbours. It

liad a considerable commerce
;
and it was resorted

to by travellers from all parts of the civilized

world, that they mij^ht see the BUtne of Aphrodite

by Praxiteles, which stood in her temple hd^^!^

The city possessed also temples of Apollo and Po-

seidon. The great naval defeat of Pisander by
Conoii (u. c. .194) took place off Cnidus. Among
the celebrated natives of the city were Ctesias,

Eudoxus, Sostratus, and Ag:itharcidcs. It is said

to have been also called, at an early period, Triopia,

irom its founder Triopas, and, in later times. Stadia.

Cnosufl or OndstlS, subsequently Cnossai or

OnosSUS (Kvburds, ri'MO’dr, Kywtra'Ss, ryuenrtis

:

Kydarios^ KytSa^ffiost Afairo Tdklio)^ an ancient

town of Crete, and the capital of king Minos, was
situated in a fertile country on the river CaeratuB

(\>hich was originally the name of the town), at a
short ^stance from the N. coast. It was at an

early <ime colonized by Dorians, and from it Dorian

institutions spread over the island. Its power was
weakened by the growing importance of Oortyn

and Cydonia
;
and these towns, when united, were

more than a match for Cnossus.— Cnossua is fre-

quently mentioned by the poets in consequence of

its connection with Minos, Ariadne, the Minotaur,

and the Labyrinth
;
and the adjective Cnossius is

frequently used as equivalent to Cretan.

Cdbus or CohlbUB (Kw^os), a river of Asia,

flowing from the Caucasus into the E. side of the

Euxine.

Cdc&liLB (Ka^KaAos), a mythical king of Sicily,

who kindly received Daedalus on his flight from

Crete, and with the assistance of his daughters

put MinoB to death, when the latter came in

pursuit of Daedalus.

Cocoeins Neira. [Nsrva.]
C6clie (K«x^), a city on the Tigris, near Cte-

sipbon.

Cocinthnm or Coointum {Punta di Stilo\ a
promontory on the S. E. of Bruttium in Italy, with

a town of the same name upon it.

Codes, Horfttlafl, that is, Ha'titius the ** one-

eyed,” a hero of the ‘old Homan lays, is said to

have defended the Suhlicion bridge along with Sp.

Lartius and T. Hemiinius against the whole Etrus-

can army under Porsena, while the Romans broke

down the bridge behind them. When the work
was nearly finished, Horatius sent hack his 2 com-

panions. As soon as the bridge was quite destroyed,

he plunged into the stream and swam across to the

city in safety amid the arrows of the enemy. The
state raised a statue to his honour, which was

{

tlaced in the comitium, and allowed him as much
and as he could plough round in one day. Poly-

bius relates that Horatius defended the bridge

alone, and pcriidied in the river.

Cooouat^^ia people in Aquitania iu Qaul,

mentioned with the Tarbelli.

COELETAE.

Cdcj^Uum (KokuXiov), an Aeolian city in Mysia,
whose inhabitants (KoxoATtox) arc mentioned bv
Xenophon

; but which was abandoned before Pliny’s

time.

Coe^tns (KwKurds), a river in Epirus, a tri-

butary of the Acheron. Like the Acheron, the
Cocytus was supposed to be connected with the

lower world, and hence came to he described as a
river in the lower world. Homer {Od. x. 51.3)

makes the Cocytus a tributary of the Styx
;
hut

Virgil (Aen. vi. 295) represents the Acheron as
flowing into the Cocytus.

Cod&nuB Sinus, the S. W. part of the Baltic,

whence the Danish islands are called Codanonia.
Codomannns. [Dariua.]
Codms (KrfSpoy). 1. Son of Mclanthus, and

.last king of Athens. When the Dorians invaded
Attica from Peloponnesus (about u. c. 1068 ac-

cording to mythical chronology), an oracle declared,

that they should he victorious if the life of the

Attic king was spared. Codrus thereupon re-

solved to sacrifice himself for his country. He
entered the camp of ttie enemy in disguise, com-
menced quarrelling with the soldiers, and was slain

in the dispute. When the Dorians discovered the

death of the Attic king, they returned home.
Tradition adds, that as no one was thought worthy
to succeed such a patriotic king, the kingly dignity

was abolished, and Medon, son of Codrus, was
appointed archon for life inste.ad.—2. A Roman
poet, ridiculed by Virgil. Juvenal also spe.aks of

a wretched poet of the same name. The name is

probably fictitious, and appears to have been ap-

plied by the Roman poets to those poetasters who
annoyed other people by reading their productions

to them.

Coela (rh Koi\a r?)s Zviotas)^ “the Hollows of

Euboea,” the W. coast of Euboea, between the

promontories Caphareiis and Chersonesns, very dan-

gerous to ships ; here a part of the Persian fleet

was wrecked, b. c. 480.

Code (KotArj), an Attic demus belonging to the

tribe llippothoontis, a little way beyond the Me-
litian gate at Athens : here Cimon and Thucydides
were buried.

,

Coel§8^a (il Kol\ri Zvpfo, i. e. ffoflow Syria)^

was the name given, after the Macedonian con-

quest, to the great valley {El^Bukaa), between the

two ranges of M. Lebanon (Lihanus and Anti-

Libanus), in the S. of Syria, bordering upon Phoe-
nicia on the W. and Pdestine on the S. In the

wars between the Ptolemies and the Seleucidae,

the name was applied to the whole of the S. por-

tion of Syria, which became subject for some time
to the kings of Egypt

;
but, under the Romans,

when Phoenicia and Judaea were made distinct

provinces, the name of Coelesyria was confined to

Ooelesyria proper together with the district E. of

Anti-Lihanus, about Damascus, and a portion of

Palestine E. of the Jordan
;
and this is the most

usual mpa,ning of the terra. Under the later em-
perors, it was considered as a part of Phoenicia,

and was called Phoenice Libnnesia. The country

WHS for the most part fertile, especially the E. dis-

trict about the river Chrysarrhoas ; the valley of

Coelesyria proper was watered by the Lcontes.

The inhabitants were a mixt people of Syrians,

Phoenicians, and Greeks, called Syrophoenicians

(JivptxpoiviKtx).

Coelfitae or Coelaletae, a people of Thrace, di-

vided into Majores and Minores, in the distr'ct



COEHUS.
Coeletioa, between the Hebrus and the gulf of

IVlclas.

Coellus. [Caklius.]

Coelossa {Kol\ucr<Ta)^ a mountain in the Sicy-

onian territory, near Phlius, an offshoot of the Ar-

cadian mountain Cyllene.

Coelus (KoiAbr Kifirjv) or Coela (KuiAa), a sea-

port town in the Thrachui Chersonese, near which

was the Kuehr <r^/aa, or the grave of Hecuba.

[Cynosskma.]
Goenns (Ko7vqs\ son-in-law of Parmenion, one

of the ablest generals of Alexander the Great, died

on the Ilyphasis, B. c. 327.

CoenjPro (Kolwpa), a place in the island Thasos,

opposite Samothrace.

C5§8 (Kct)i7 $), of Mytilene, dissuaded Darina

Hystnspis, in his Scythian expedition, from breaking

up his bridge of boats over the Danube. For this

good counsel lie was rewarded by Darius with the

tyranny of Mytilene. On the breaking ont of the

Ionian revolt, b. c. 501, he was stoned to death by
the Mytilcnaeans.

Colhpis (KdAftiv// in Dion Cass. ; Kulpa\ a river

ill J^annonia, flows into the Savua ; on it dwelt the

Colapiani.

Colchis (KoAxfr: KdAxor), a countr)' of Asia,

bounded on the W. by the Euxinc, on the N. by

the Caucasus, on the E. bj' Iberia ;
on the S. and

S.W. the boundaries were somewhat indefinite, and
were often considered to extend as far as Trapezus

(Tiehizoud). The land of Colchis (or Aea), and

its river Pliasis are famous in the Greek mytho-

logy. [AuGONAt/TAE.J The name of Colchis is

first mentioned by Aeschylus and Pindar. The
liistorical acquaintance of the Greeks with the

country may be ascribed to the commerce of the

Milesians. It was a very fertile country, and

yielded timber, pitch, hemp, flax, and wax, as

articles of commerce
;
but it was most famous for

its manufactures of linen, on account of which, and

of certain physical resemblances, Herodotus sup-

posed the Colchians to have been a colony from

Egypt. The land was governed by its native

princes, until Mithridates Eupator made it subject

to the kingdom of Pontus. Aft^r the Mithridatic

war, it was overrun by the Romans, but they did

not subdue it till the time of Trajan. Under the

later emperors the country was called Lazica, from

the name of one of its principal tribes, tho Lazi.

Collas (KoiAtds), a promontory on the W. coast

of Attica, 20 stadia S. of Phalerum, with a temple

of Aphrodite, where some of the Persian ships

were cast after tho battle of Salamis. Colias is

usually identified with the cape called the Three

Towers (Tptis Uvpyoi)^ but it ought to*be placed

S.E. near*A7ios Koarpas.

CoU&tla (Cullatinus). L {CasteUaccio\ a Sa-'

bine town in Latium, near tlie right bank of the

Anio, taken by Tarquinius Priscus.—2. A town

in Apulia, only mentioned under the empire.

CoUaUnoB, L. Tarc^ulzilus, son of Eg^rius, and

nephew of Tarquinius Priscus, derived the surname

Collatinus from the town Collatia, of which his

father had been appointed governor. He was mar-

ried to Lucretia, and it was the rape of the latter

by Sex. Tarquinius that led to the dethronement

of Tarquinius Superbus. Collatinus and L. Junius

Brutus were the first consuls ;
but as the people

could not endure the rule of any of the hated race

of the Tarquins, Collatinus resigned his office and

retired from Rome to Lavinium.

COLOTES. m
ColUna Porta. [Roma.]
Colljftos (KoAAvrdt, also KoAi/rrdr: KoAAv*

revr), a demus in Attica, belonging to the tribe

Aegeis, was included within the wdls of Athens,

and funned one of the districts into which the city

WHS divided ; it was the demus of Plato and the

residence of Timon the misanthrope.

CSldnae (KoAevvaf), a small town in the Troad,

mentioned in Greek history, but destroyed before

the time of Pliny.

Cdldnla Agrippina or Agripplnensis {Cdogna
on the Rhine), originally the chief town of the

Ubii, and called Oppidum or Civitas Ulnorum^ was
a place of small importance till a. d. 51, when a
Roman colony was planted in the town by the em-
peror Claudius, at the instigation of his wife Agrip-

pfii^, who was bom here, and from whom it derived

us new name. Its inhabitants received the jus

Italicum. It soon became a large and flourishing

city, and was the capital of Lower Germany. At
Cologne there are still several Roman remains, an
ancient gJite, with the inscription C. C. A. A. i. e.

Colonia Claudia Augusta Agrippviensis, the founda-

tions of the Roman walls, &c.

Coldnla Equestria. [NovionuNt/M ]

Col5nU8 (KoXwvSs : KoAwueuf -uirrjf, -yidrrjr)^

a demus of Attica, belonging to the tribe Aegeis,

afterwards to the tribe Antiochis, 1 0 stadia, or a
little more than a mile N.W. of Athens

;
near the

Academy, lying on and round n hill
;
celebrated

for a temple of Poseidon (hence called

*'Iinr€tos), a. grove of the Eumcnides, and thc®iomb

of Oedipus. Sophocles, who was a native of this

demus, has described the scenery and religious as-

sociations of the spot, in his Oedipus Coloneus. —
There was a hill at Athens called Colonus Agoraeus
(Ko\wybs 6 hyopaios).

C516ph6n {Ko\o<ptiv: ZiUe^ Rii.), one of the 12
Ionian cities of Asia Minor, was said to have been
founded by Mopsus, a grundson of Tiresias. It stood

about 2 miles from the coast, on the river Halesus,

which was famous for the coldness of its water,

between Lebedus and Ephesns, 120 stadia (12
geog. miles) from the former and 70 stadia (7 g. m.)
from the latter; its harbour was called Notium.
It was one of the most powerful members of the

Ionian confederacy, possessing a considerable fleet

and excellent cavalry; but it suffered greatly in

war, being taken at different times by the Lydians,

the Persians, Lysimachus, and the Cilician pirates.

It was made a free city by the Romans after their

war with Antiochus the Great. Besides claiming

to be the birth-place of Homer, Colophon was the

native city of Mimnermus, Hermesianax, and Ni-
cander. It was ijso celebrated for the oracle of

Apollo Clarius in its neighbourhood. [Clarus.]
Cfilossae (KoAecreal, aft KoKdffffai : KoAoairri-

Strab., KoAoeraatis^ N. T. ; Khonas^ Ru.), a
city of Great Phrygia on the river Lycus, once of

great importance, but so reduced by the rise of the

neighbouring cities of Laodicea and Hierapolis,

that the later geographers do not even mention it,

and it might have been foigotten but for its place

in the early history of the Christian Chvich. In
the middle ages it was called Xwi^ai, and hence
the modem name of the village on its site.

Coldtes (KoAciirj^s). 1. Of Lampsacus, a hearer

of Epicurus, agaipst whom Plutarch wrote 2 of his

works.— 2. A sculptor of Paros, flourished B.C.

444, and assisted Phidias in executing the colossus

of Zeus at Olympia.
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Cdlumella, L. Junlns Moder&tuSt a native of

Qades in Spain, and a contemporary of Seneai. We
have no particulars of his life ; it appears, from his

own account, that at some period of his life, he

visited Syria and Cilicia
;
but Rome appears to have

been his ordinary residence. He wrote a work
upon agriculture {De Hi Rustica)^ in 12 books,

which is still extant It treats not only of agri>

culture proper, but of the cultivation of the vine

and the olive, of gardening, of rearing rattle, of

bees, &c. The 1 0th book, which treats of garden-

ing, is composed in dactylic hexameters, and forms

a sort of supplement to the Georgies. There is

also extant a work De Arhorihus^ in one book. The
style of Columellifis easy and ornate. The best

edition of his works is by Sthneider, in the .SeWp-

toret Rei 7?w/tr¥<c, 4 vols. 8vo., Lips. 17.04. ^
Coltunnae Heroulis. [Abyla

;
Calpe.]

ColfLthua (KdAoudor), a Greek epic poet of Ly-

copolis in Egypt, live(l at the beginning of the 6th

century of our era. He is the author of an extinct

|>ocm on “ The Rape of Helen” ('EAci/ps apfl-ayi^),

consisting of 302 hexameter lines. Edited by
Bekker, Berk 1816, and Schaefer, Lips. 1825.

ColyttUB. [COLLYTUS.]
Comilia (K(i/Aai/a). 1. C. Pontica (Ouminik,

Ru.), a flourishing city of Pontus, upon the river

Iris, celebrated for its temple of Artemis Taurica,

the foundation of which tradition ascribed to

Orestes. The high-priests of this temple took

rank next after the king, and their domain was
increased by Pompey after the Mithridatic war.—
2. Cappadociae, or C. Chryse lay in a

narrow valley of the Anti-Taunis, in Cataonia,

and was also celebrated for a temple of Artemis

Taurica, the foundation of which was likewise

ascribed by tradition to Orestes.

Combrto (KcD/uSpeia), a town in the Macedonian

district of Crossaea.

Comlnlam, a town in Samnium, destroyed by
the Romans in the Saranite wars.

Comm&gSne (Kofifiaynu-fi), the N. E.-most dis-

trict of SyritO, was bounded on the E. and S. E. by
the Euphrates, on the N. and N.W. by the Tau-
rus, and on the S. by Cyrrhestice, It formed a
port of the Greek kingdom of Syria, after the fall

of which it maintained its independence under a

race of kings who appear to have been a branch of

the family of the Sclcucidac, and was not tinited

to the Roman empire till the reign of Vespasian.

Under Constantine, if not earlier, it was made a

part of Cyrrhestice. The district was remarkable

for its fertility.

CommXnS) king of the Atrebates, was advanced

to that dignity by Caesar,.who h«d great confidence

in him. He was sent by Caesar to Britain to ac-

comiMiny the ambassadors of the British states on

their return to their native country, but he was

cast into chains by the Britons, and W'as not re-

leased till the Britons had been defeated by Caesar,

and found it expedient to sue for peace. In b. c.

52 he joined the other Gauls in their great revolt

against the Romans, and continued in arms even

after the capture of Alesia.

OommSdiui, L. OtifinliiB, was adopted by Ha-
drian, A. D. 136, when he took the name of L.

Akiius Verub Caxbar. His health was weak

;

he died on the Ist of January, UB, and was in-

terred in the mausoleum of Hi^rian. His son L.

Aurelius Verus was the colleague of Antoninus

Pius in the empire. [Verur.]

CONISALUS.
Commftdns, L. AnrhUus, Roman emperor, a. n.

180— 1.02, son of M. Aurelius and the younger
Faustina, was bom at Lanuvium, 161, and was
thus scarcely 20, when he succeeded to the em-
pire. He was an unworthy son of a noble father.

Notwithstanding the great care which his father

had bestowed upon his education, he turned out

one of the most sanguinary and licentious tyrants

that ever disgraced a throne. It was after the

suppression of the plot against his life, which liad

been organised by his sister Lucilla, 183, that

he first gave uncontrolled sway to his ferocious

temper. lie resigned the geveminent to various

favourites who followed each other in rapid succes-

sion (Perennis, Cleander, I.aetug, and Eclectus),

and abandoned himself without interruption to the

most shameless debauchery. But he was at the

same time the slave of the most childish vanity,

and sought to gain popular applause by fighting .ts

a gladiator, and slew many thousands of wild
beasts m the amphitheatre with bow and spear.

In consequence of these exploits he as$um<*d the

name of Hercules, and demanded that he should

be worshipped as that god, l9l. In the following

year his concubine Marcia found on his tablets,

while he was asleep, that she was doomed to perish

along with Laetus and Eclectus and other le.T.(ling

men in the state. She forthwith administered

poison to him, but as its operation was slow. Nar-
cissus, a celebrated athlete, was introduced, and
by him Commodus w.as strangled, Pec. 31st, 192.

CbmnSna. [Anna Comnena.}
ComplfittUll, a town of the Carpetani in Ilis-

pania Tarraeonensis, between Segovia and Bilbilis.

Compsa (Coinpsanus : Cof/za\ a town of the

Hirpini in Samnium,near the sources of the Aufidus.

Comum (Coinensis : Como), a town in Gallia

Cisalpma, at the S. extremity of the W. branch of

the Lacus Larins (A. r/* Como). It was originally

a town of the Insubrian Gauls, and was colonized

by Pompeius Strabo, by Cornelias Scipio, and by
Julius Caesar. Caesar sfettled there 6000 colonists,

among whom were 500 distinguished Greek fa-

milies; and this new population so greatly exceeded
the number of thcj old inhabitants, that the town
was called Novum Comwn., a name, however,
which it did not retain. Cumum was celebrated

for its iron-manufactories: it was the birthplace of

the younger Pliny.

CdmuB, the god of festive mirth and joy, is re-

presented as a winged youth.

Concordia, a Roman goddess, the personification

of concord, had several temples at Rome. The
earliest was built by Camillus in commemoration
of the rdfconciliation between the patricians and
plebeians, after the enactment of the Licinian roga-

tions, B.a 367. In this temple the senate fre-

quently met. Concordia is represented on coins as

a matron, holding in her left hand a cornucopia,

and in her right either an olive branch or a patera.

Cond&te, the name of many Celtic towns, said

to be equivalent inmeuiing to Cenfikientes, t. c. the

union of two rivers.

Condrlili, a German people in Gallia Belgica,

the dependents of the Treviri, dwelt between the

Eburones and the Treviri in the district of Condroa

on the Maas and Ourthe.

Confluentei (Coblenz)^ a town in Germany at

the confluence of the Moselle and the Rhine.

Coniialilfl (KoWo'aXoy), a deity worshipped at

Atheut along with Priapus.
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CSnon (K6v<iov). 1. A distinguished Athenian

general, held several important commands in the

latter part of the Peloponnesian war. After the

defeat of the Athenians by Lysander at Aegos

Potami (m. c. 405), Conoii, who was one of the

generals, escaped with 8 ships, and took refuge

with Evagoras in Cyprus, where he remained for

some years. He was subsequently appointed to

the command of the Persian fleet along with Phar-

nabnzus, and in this capacity was ahhi to render

the most effectual service to his native country'. In

394 he gained a decisive victory over Pisauder,

the Spartan admiral, off Cnidus. After clearing

the Aegean of the Spartans, he returned to Athens
in .393, and commenced restMring the long walls

and the fortifications of Piraeus. When the Spar-

tans opened their negotiations with Tiribazus, the

PtTsiau satrap, Conon, was sent by the Athenians

to counteract the intrigues of Antalcidas, but was
thrown into prison by Tiribazus. According to

<>omc accounts, he was sent into the interior of

Asia, and there put to death. But according to

the most probable account, he escaped to Cyprus,

where he died.— 2 . Son of Timotbeus, grandson

of the preceding, lived about 318. —• 3 . Of Samos,

a distinguished mathematician and astronomer,

lived in the time of the Ptolemies Philadelphus

and Euergetes ^B.c. 283—222), and was the friend

of Archimedes, who praises him in the highest

terms. None of his works are preserved— 4. A
grammarian of the age of Augustus, author of a
work entitled a collection of 50 narra

tives relating to the mythical and heroic period.

An epitome of the work is preserved by Phntius.

eSnSpa (K<$)V<i>ira
;

Kau'WTreus

—

irirTjs—iratos),

a village in AetoHa on the Achelous, enlarged by
Arsinoe, wife of Ptolemy II., and called after her

name.

ConsenteB Dii, the 12 Etruscan gods who formed

the council of .Iiipiter, They consisted of 6’ male

and 6 female divinities ; we do not know the names
of all of them, but it is certain that Juno, Minerva,

Summanus, Vulcan, Saturn, and Mars were among
them.

Consentla (Consentlnus : Coxci^a), chief town
of the Bruttii on the river Crathis; here Alaric died.

P. ConsentlOB, a Homan grammarian, probably

flourished in the 5th century of the Christian era,

and is the author of 2 extant grammatical works,

one published in the Collection of grammarians by
Putschius, Hanov. 1 605 (De Dttahus Partihm Ora-
tioni$^ Nomine et Verbo\ and the other by Buttman,

Berol. 1817.

C. Conildlus Longus, propraetor in Africa, left

his province shortly before the breaking out of the

civil war b. c. 49, entrusting the government to Q.
Lignrius. He returned to Africa soon afterwards,

.and held Adrumetum for the Pompeian party.

After the defeat of the Pompeians at Thapsus, he

attempted to fly into Mauretania, but was mur-
dered by the Gaetulians.

^ ,

Constani, youngest of the 3 sons of Constantine

the Great and Fausta, received after his father’s

death (a. d. 337) Illyricum, Italy, and Africa as

his share of the empire. After successfully resist-

ing his brother Constantine, who was slain in in-

vading his territory (340), Constans became master

of the whole West. His weak and profligate cha-

racter rendered him an object of contempt, and he

was slain in 350 by the soldiers of the usurper

Maqnxntius.
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Constantla. 1. Daughter of Constantins Chlo-
nis and half-sister of Constantine the Great, mar-
ried to Licinius, the colleague of Constantine in the

empire. — 2. Daughter of Constantius II. and
grand-daughter of Constantine the Great, married

the emperor Gratian.

Constantla, the name of several cities, all of

which are either of little consequence, or better

known by other names. 1. In Cypins, named
after Constantins [Salamis]. 2. In Phoenicia,

after the same [Antarados]. 3. In Palestine,

the port of Gaza, named after the sister of Con-
stantine the Great, and also called Magiuna. 4.

In Mesopotamia. [Antoninopoms.!
Cgnstantina, daughter of Constantine the Great

and Fausta, married to Hannibalionus, and after

thft death of the latter to Gallus Caesar.

Constantlna, the city. [Cirta.]
ConstailtillSpfilis (Kcoyffravriyov irJAir : Con-

sianlinople)^ built on the site of the ancient Byzan-
tium by Constantine the Great, who called it after

his own name and made it the capital of the

Homan empire. It was solemnly consecrated

A. I). 330. It was built in imitation of Rome.
Thus it covered 7 hills was divided into 1 4 regiones,

and was adorned with various buildings in imita-

tion of the capital of the Western world. Its

extreme length was about 3 Homan miles
;
and its

walls included eventually a circumference of 13 or

14 Homan miles. It continued the capital of the

Homan empire in the E. till its capture by the

Turks in 1453. An account of its topography and
history does not fall within the scope of the present

work.

Constantlnus. 1. 1. Sumamed ^ the Great,” Ho-
man emperor, a. n. 306—337, eldest son of the em-
peror Constantius Chlorus and Helena, was bom a. I).

272, at Naissus {Nissa\ a town in upper Moesia.

He was early trained to arms, and served with

great distinction under Oalerius in the Persian

war. Galerius became jealous of him and detained

him for some time in the E.
;
but Constantine at

last contrived to join his father in Gaul just in

time to accompany him to Britain on his expedition

gainst the Piets, .HOG. His father died at York
in the same year, and Constantine laid claim to a
share of the empire. Galerius, who dreaded a
struggle with the brave legions of the West, ac-

knowledged Constantine as master of the countries

beyond the Alps, but with the title of Caesar only

The commencement of Constantine's reign, however,

is placed in this year, though he did not receive

the title of Augustus till 308. Constantine took

up his residence at Treviri (TVdves), where the

remains of his palacq are still extant. Ho governed

with justice and firmness, beloved by his subjects,

and feared by the neighbouring barbarians. It

was not long however before he became involved

in war with his rivals in the empire. In the same
year that he had been acknowledged Caesar (306),
Maxentius, the son of Maximian, had seized the

imperial power at Rome. Constantine entered into

a close alliance with Maxentius by marrying his

sister Fausta. But in 310 Maximian fonned a
lot against Constantine, and was put to death by
is son-in-law at Massilia. Maxentius resented

the death of his &ther, and began to make prepa-

rations to attack Cpnstontine in Gaul. Constantine

anticipated his movements, and invaded Italy at

the head of a large army. The struggle was brought

to a close by the defeat of Maxentius at tlie village
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of Saxa Rubra near Rome, October 27th, 312.

Maxentiuft tried to escape over the Milvian bridge

into Rome, but perished hi the river. It was in

this campaign that Constantine is said to have

been converted to Christianity. On his march from

the N. to Rome, either at Autun in Gaul, or near
Andemach on the Rhine, or at Verona, he is said to

have seen in the sky a luminous cross with the

inscription dv rodrrtf) vIko, By this. Conquer;
and on the night before the last and decisive battle

Avith Maxentius, a vision is said to have appeared
to Constantine in his sleep, bidding him inscribe

the shields of his soldiers with the sacred monogram
of tlie name of Christ. The tale of the cross seems
to have grown out of that of the vision, and even
the latter is not entitled to credit. It was Con-
stantine’s interest to gain the affections of iiis

numerous Christian subjects in his struggle with
his rivals

;
and it was probably only self-interest

which led him at first to adopt Christianity. But
whether sincere or not in his conversion, his con-

duct did little credit to the religion which he
professed. The miracle of his conversion was com-
memorated by the imperial standard of the Lafjamtn^

at the summit of which was the monogram of the

name of Christ Constantine, by his victory over

Maxentius, became the sole master of the W.
Meantime important events took place in the E.

On the death of Galerius in 311, Licinius and
Maximiims had divided the East betn(‘(‘n them;
but in 313 a war broke out between them, Maxi-
rain was defeated, and died at Tarsus. Thus there

were only two emperors left, Licinius in the E. and
Constantine in the W.; and between them also war
broke out in 314, although Licinius had married
in the preceding year Constantia, the sister of

Constantine. Licinius was defeated at Cibalis in

Pannonia and afterwards at Adrianople. Peace
was then concluded on condition that Licinius

should resign to Constantine Tllyricum, Macedonia,
and Achaia, 314. This peace continued undis-
turbed for 0 years, during which time Constantine
was frequently engaged in war with the barbarians
on the Danube and the Rhine. In these wars his

son Crispus greatly distingviished himself. In 323
the war between Constantine and Licinius was
renewed. Licinius was again defeated in 2 great

battles, first near Adrianople, and again at Chal-
cedon. He surrendered himself to Constantine
on condition of having his life spared, but he
was shortly afterwards put to death at Thes-
Balouica by order of Constantine. Constantine

was now sole master of the empire. He resolved

to remove the seat of empire to Byzantium,
which he called after his qwn name Constan-
tinople, or the city of Constantine. The new
city was solemnly dedicated in 330. Constantine

reigned in peace for the reipainder of his life. In
325 he supported the orthodox bishops at the great

Christian council of Nicaea (Nice), which con-

demned the Arian doctrine by adopting the word
6noo6ffiov, In 324 he put to death his eldest son

Crispus on a charge of treason, the truth of which
however seems very doubtful. He died in May,
337, and was baptized shortly before his death by
Eusebius. His three sons Constantine, Constantius

and Constans succeeded him in the empire.*—2. II.

Roman emperor, 337—340, elc^p8t of the 3 sons of

Constantine the Great, by Fausta, received Oaul,
Britain, Spain, and part of Africa at his father’s

death. Dissatisfied with his share of the empire.
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he made war upon his younger brother Constans,

who governed Italy, hut was defeated and slain

near Aquileia.— 3. An usurper, who assumed the

purple in Britain in the reign of Arcadius and
Honorius, 407. He also oWined possession of

Gaul and Spain, and took up lus residence in the

former country. He reigned 4 years, but was
defeated in 41 1 by Constantius, the general of Ho-
norius, was taken prisoner and carried to Ravenna,
where he was put to death. —4. Constantine is

likewise the name of many of the later emperors

of Constantinople. Of these Constantine VII.

Porphyrogenitus, who reigned 911—9.59, was cele-

brated for his literary works, many of which have

come down to us.

Constantins. 1. I. Sumamed Chlorns, *4he
pale,” Roman emperor, a. n. 30.5-306, was the son

of Eutropiiis, a noble Dardanian, and of Claudia,

daughter of Crispus, brother of Claudius II. He
was one of the two Caesars appointed by Maxi-
mian and Diocletian in 2.92, and received the go-

vernment of Britain, Oaul, and Spain with Treviri

(Trei'es) as his residence. At the same time he

married Theodora, the daughter of the wife of

Maximian, divorcing for that purpose his wife

Helena. As Caesar he rendered the empire im-

portant services. His first effort was to reunite

Britain to the empire, which after the murder of

Ciirausius was governed by Allectus. After a

struggle of 3 years (293—296) with Allectus,

Constantius established his authority in Britain.

He was equally successful against the Alemanni,

whom he defeated with great loss. Upon the ab-

dication of Diocletian and Maximian, in 305, Con-

stantius and Galerius became the Augusti. Con-

stantins died IS months afterwards (July, 306) at

Elniracum (York) in Britain, on an expedition

against the Piets, in which he was accompanied by
his son Constantine, afterwards the Great, who suc-

ceeded him in his share of the government.— 2.

II, Roman emperor, 337—361, third son of Con-
stantine the Great by hi.s second wife Fausta, On
the death of his father in 337, he received the

E. ns his share of the empire. Upon his accession

he became invol,>{ed in a serious war with the Per-

sians, which was carried on with a few interrup-

tions during the greater part of his reign. This

war prevented him from taking any part in the

struggle between his brothers Constantine and
Constans, which ended in the defeat and death of

the former, and the accession of the latter to the

sole empire of the W., 340. After the death of

Constans in 350, Constantius marched into the W.
in order to oppose Magnentius and Vetranio, both

of whom had assumed the purple. Vetranio sub-

mitted to Constantius, and Magnentius was finally

crashed in 353. Thus the whole empire again became

subject to one ruler. In 354 Constantius put to death

his cousin Gallus, whom he had left in command
of the E., while he marched against the usurpers

in the W. In 365 Constantius made Julian, the

brother of Gallus, Caesar, and sent him into Gaul

to oppose the barbarians. In 360 Julian was pro-

claimed Augustus by the soldiers at Paris. Con-

stantius prepared for war and set out for Europe,

but died on his march in Cilicia, 361. He was suc-

ceeded by Julian.*—*3. IIL Emperor of the West
(a. D. 421), a distinguished general of Honorius.

He defeated the usurper Constantine in 411, and

also fought successfully against the barbarians. He
was rewarded for these services with the hand of
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Plsicidia, tlie sister of Ilonorhis. Tn 421 lie was
decliired Augustus by Ilonorius, but died in the
7th month of his reign.

CoEUSUS, an ancient Roman divinity, who was
identified by some in later times with Neptune.
Hence Livy (i. 9) calls him Neptunus Equestris.

He was regarded by some as the god of secret de-
liberations, but he was most probably a god of the

lower world. Respecting his festivaJ of the Con-
sualiay see Diet, ofAnt 8. v.

Contrebla, one of the chief towns of the Celti-

beri in Hispania Tarraconensis, S. E. of Saragossa.

ConvSnae, a people in Aquitania near the Py-
renees and on both sides of the Garumna, a mixed
race which had served under Sertorius, and were
settled in Aquitania by Pompey. They possessed

the Jus Latii. Their chief town was Lugdtuitim
{St. Bertrand de. Cotnminges^ situated on a solitary

rock : in its neighbourhood were celebrated warm
baths. Aquae Convenarum (Bagneres).

C5pae(Kwira< : Kuiruicvs : nr. Topoglia), an an-
cient town in Boeotia on the N. side of the lake

Copais, which derived its name from this place. It

was originally situated on an island in the lake,

which island was subsequently connected with the

mainland by a mole.

Cop&is (Kwirai^ \lfivri\ a lake in Boeotia, and
the largest lake in Greece, formed chiefly by the

river Cephisus, the waters of which are emptied

into the Euboean sea by several subterraneous

canals, called Kaialtothra by the modem Greeks.

The lake was originally called Gephiflia, under
which name it occurs in Homer, and subsequently

different parts of it were called after the towns
situated on it, Haliartus, Orchomeiius, Onchestus,

Copae, &c.; but the name Copais eventually became
the most common, because near Copae the waters

of the lake are the deepest and are never dried up.

In the Biiniraer the greater part of the lake is dry,

and becomes a green meadow, in which cattle are

])a8tured. The cels of this lake were much prized

in antiquity, and they retain their celebrity in

modern times.

Cophenor, Goplies (Koa^'^v, Arrian., Kci<fyijs

Strab. Cabid)., the only grand tributary river which
flows into the Indus from thesW. It was the

boundary between India and Ariana.

C. Gop5nIas, praetor b. c. 49, fought on the side

of Pompey; he was proscribed by the triumvirs in

43, hut his wife obtained his pardon from Antony
by the sacrifice of her honour.

Coprfttes (Kovpdrrjs: A6zat\ a river of Sii-

siana, flowing from the N. into the Pasitigris on
its W. side.

Gopretis (KoirpsAs), son of Pelops, who after

murdering Iphitus, fled from Elis to •Mycenae,
where he was purified by Eurystheus.

Goptos (KoTTiff : Aq/?, Rii.), a city of the The-
ba'is or Upper Egypt, lay a little to the E. of the

Nile, some distance below Thebes. Under the

Ptolemies, it was the central point of the commerce
with Arabia and India, by wlv of Berenice and
Myos-Hormos. It was destroyed by Diocletian,

but again became a con‘.iderable place. The neigh-

bourhood was celebrated for its emeralds and other

precious stones, and produced also a light wine.

Cora (Coranns: Cori), an ancient town in Latium
in the Volscian mountains, S.E. of Velitrae, said

to have been founded by the Argive Corax. At
Cori there are remains of Cyclopian walls and of

an ancient temple.
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Cfir&cSslTim (Kopoif^o-ioi/ : A/rrya). a very strong
city of Cilicia Aspera, on the borders of Painphylin,
standing upon a steep rock, and possessing a good
harbour. It was the only place in Cilicia which
opposed a successful resistance to Alexander, and,
after its strength had been tried more than once in
the wars of the Seleucidae, it became at last the
head-quarters of the Cilician pirates, and was taken
by Pomp^.
Corassue (Kopatre/at)^ a group of small islands

in the Icarian sea, S.W. of Icaria. They must not
be confounded, as they often are, with the islands
CorsSae or Corslae (kdpcrcat or KSpaiai)^ off the
Ionian coast and opposite the promontory Ampelos
in Samos.

C^rax (Kdpof), a Sicilian rhetorician, who ac-
quired so much influence over the citizens by his
oiathrical powers, that he became the leading man
in Syracuse, after the expulsion of Thrasybulus,
B. c. 467. He wrote the earliest work on the art
of rhetoric, and his treatise (entitled Tix^v) was
celebrated in antiquity.

GorbiLlo, Gn. DomitXns, a distinguished general
under Claudius and Nero. In a. d. 47 he carried
on war in Germany with success, but his fame
rests chiefly upon his glorious campaigns against
the Parthians in the reign of Nero. Though be-
loved by the army he continued faithful to Nero,
but his only reward was death. Nero, who had
become jealous of his fame and influence, invited
him to Corinth. As soon as he landed at Cen-
chreae, he was informed that orders had been issued
for his death, whereupon he plunged his sword into
his breast, exclaiming, “ Well deserved !

”

Gorc^ra (Kepicvpa, later K^pnupa ; KtpKvpaTos

:

Corfu from the Byzantine Kopv<pti\ an island in
the Ionian sea, off the coast of Epirus, about 30
miles in length, but of very unequal breadth. It
is generally mountainous, but possesses many
fertile vallies. Its two chief towns were Corcyra,
the modern town of Corfu, in the middle of the E.
coast, and Cassiope, N. of the fonner. The ancients
universally regarded this island as the Homeric
Soheria (Sxfpli?), where the enterprising and sea-
loving Phaeacians dwelt, governed by their king
Alcinous. The island is sjiid to have also borne
the name of Drepane (Aprirdvrf) or the “ Sickle ”

in ancient times. About a c. 700 it was colonised

by the Corinthians under Chersicrates, one of the
Bacchiadae, who drove out the Liburnians, who
were then inhabiting the island. It soon became
rich and powerful by its extensive commerce; it

founded many colonies on the opposite coast, Epi-
damiiiis, Apollonia, Leucas, Anactorium; and it

exercised such influence in the Ionian and Adriatic
seas as to becom»v a formidable rival to Corinth.
Thus the two states early became involved in war,
and about b. c. 664 a battle was fought between
their fleets, which is memorable as the most ancient
sea-fight on record. At a later period Corcyra by
invoking the aid of Athens against the Corinthians

became one of the proximate causes of the Pelo-
ponnesian war, 431. Shortly afterwards her power
declined in consequence of civil dissensions, in

which both the aristocratical and populs.' parties

were guilty of the most horrible atrocities against

each other. At last it became subject to the
Romans with the rest of Greece. — Corfu is at
present one of t^o 7 Ionian islands under the pro-

tection of Great Britain and the seat of government.
Coro^ Nigra {Curzola, in Slavonic Karhar\
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an island oflf the coast of Illyricum, sumamed the
“ Black,” on account of its numerous forests, to

distinguish it from the more celebrated Corcyra.

It contained a Greek town of the same name
founded by Ciiidos.

Cordiiba {Cordom\ one of the largest cities in

Spain, and the capital of Baetica, on the right bank
of the Baetis ; made a Homan colony B. c. 152,

and received the surname Patricia, because some

Roman patricians settled there; taken by Caesar in

because it sided with the Pompeians; birthplace

of the two Senecas and of Lucan. In the middle

ages it was the capital of the kingdom of the

Moors, but is now a decaying place with 55,000
inhabitants.

Cordnfine. [Oordyekx.] f

Cordui, Cremtltlai, a Roman historian under

Augustus and Tiberius, was accused in A.d.^5
of having praised Brutus and denominated Cassius
*• the last of the Romans.” As the emperor had
determined upon his death, he put an end to his

own life by starvation. His works were condemned
to be burnt, but some copies were preserved by his

daughter Marcia and by his friends.

Cdr6 (K<ipij), the Maiden, a name by which

Persephone is often called. [Persephone.]
Coressns (Kdpttrffos). 1. A lofty mountain in

Ionia, 40 stadia (4 geog. miles) from Ephesus,

with a place of the same name at its foot.-»2. A
town in the island of Ceos.

CorMins. [Ceos.]

Corflnlum (Corfiniensis), chief town of the Pe-

ligni in Samnium, not far from the Aternus, strongly

fortified, and memorable as the place which the

Italians in the Social war destined to be the new
capital of Italy in place of Rome, on which account

it was called Italiea,

C^rixma {K6pivva\ a Greek poetess, of Tanagra

in Boeotia, sometimes called the Theban on account

of her long residence in Thebes. She flourished

about B. c. 490, and was a contemporary of Pindar,

whom she is said to have instructed, and over whom
she gained a victory at the public games at Thebes.

Her poems were written in the Aeolic dialect.

They were collected in 5 books, and were chiefly

lyrical. Only a few fragments have been pre-

served.

CorinthX&ous Isthmiu (Tcrd/a^r KoptV0ov), often

called simply the Isthmus, lay between the Co-

rinthian and Saronic gulfs, and connected the Pelo-

ponnesus with the mainland or Hellas proper. In

its narrowest part it was 40 stadia or 5 Roman,
miles across : here was the temple of Poseidon and

the Isthmian games were celebrated : and here also

was the Diolcos (AfoAicos), or road by which ships

were dragged across from th^ bay of Schoenus

to the harbour of Lechaeum. Four unsuccessful

attempts were made to dig a canal across the Isth-

mus, namely, by Demetrius Poliorcetes, Julios

Caesar, Caligula, and Kero.

(kirintUMUt Sinuf (KopivBieuchs or Koplvdios

kSKtrot : O. of X^nfo), the gulf between the N.
of Greece and Peloponnesus, begins according to

some, at the mouth of the Achelous in Aetolia and
the promontoiy Araxus in Achaia, according to

others, at the straits between Rhium and Antir-

rhium. In early times it was called the Crissaean

Gulf (Kpt(r(rouot K^Xtror), and its eastern part the

Alcyonian Sea (i| *AA»cuoi>ls ddKfuraa).

GSnnthua ( KdpivBos *. Kopfvflior), called in Ho-

mer Xphyra a city on above-men-
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tinned Isthmus. Its territory, called Corinthia
(Koptvdla), embraced the greater part of the Isth-

mus with the adjacent part of the Peloponnesus

:

it was bounded N. by Megaris and the Corinthian

gulf, S. by Argolis W. by Sicyonia and Phliasiiu

and £. by the Saronic gulf. In the N. and S. the

country is mountainous, but in the centre it is a
plain with a solitary and steep mountain rising

from it, the Acrooorinthus {^AKpoKSpivOos)^ 1900
feet in height, which served as the citadel of Co-
rinth. The city itself was built on the N. side of

this mountain
;
and the walls, which included the

Acrocorinthus, were 86 stadia in circumference.

It had 2 harbours, Cenciirkak on the E. or Sa-

ronic gulf, and Lechaeum on the W. or Crissaean

gulf. Its favourable position between two seas, the

difliculty of carrying goods round Peloponnesus,

and the fruility with which they could be trans-

ported across the Isthmus, raised Corinth in very

early times to great commercial prosperity, and
made it the emporium of the trade between Europe

and Asia. Its navy was numerous and powerful.

At Corinth the first triremes were built, and the

first sea-fight on record was between the Corinthi-

ans and their colonists the Corcyraeans. Its great-

ness at an early period is attested by numerous
colonies, Ambracia, Corcyra, Apollonia, Potidae."!,

Ac. It was adorned with magnificent buildings,

and in no other city of Greece, except Athens, were
the fine arts prosecuted with so much vigour and
success. Its commerce brought great wealth to its

inhabitants; but with their wealth, they became
luxurious and licentious. Thus the worship of

Aphrodite (Venus) prevailed in this city, and in

her temples a vast number of courtezans was main-

tained.— Corinth was originally inhabited by the

Aeolic race. Here ruled the Aeolic Sisyphus and
his descendants. On the conquest of Peloponnesus

by the Dorians, the royal power passed into the

hands of the Heraclid AlCtes. The conquering

Dorians became the ruling class, and the Aeolian

inhabitants subject to them. After Aletes and his

descendants had reigned for 5 generations royalty

was abolished
; and in its stead was established an

oligarchical form of government, confined to the

powerful family •of the Bacchiadae. This family

was expelled b.c. 655 by Cypselur, who became
tyrant and reigned 30 years. He was succeeded,

625, by his son Pemander, who reigned 40 years.

On the death of the latter, 5B5, his nephew Psam-
roetichus reigned for 3 years, and on his fall in

581, the government again became an aristocracy.

In the Peloponnesian war Corinth was one of the

bitterest enemies of Athena. In 346 Timophanes
attempted to make himself master of the city, but

he was riain by his brother Timoleon. It main-

tained its independence till the time of the Mace-
donian supremacy, when its citadel was garrisoned

by Macedonian troops. This garrison was ex-

pelled by Aratus in 243, whereupon Corinth joined

the Achaean league, to which it continued to be-

long, till it was taken and destroyed in 146 by L.

Mummius, the Roman consul, who treated it in

the must Wbarous manner. Its inhabitants were
sold as slaves • its works of art, which were not

destroyed by the Roman soldiery, were conveyed

to Rome ;
its buildings were razed to the ground

;

and thus was destroyed the lumen ioHue Oraedae,

as Cicero calls the city. For a century it lay in

mins ; only the buildings on the Acropolis and a

few temples remained standing. In 46 it was
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rebuilt by Caesar, who peopled it with a colony of

veterans and descendants of freedmen. It was

now called Colonia Julia Corinthus; it became

the capital of the Roman province of Achaia, and

soon recovered much of its ancient prosperity, but

at the same time it became noted for its former

licentiousness, as we see from St. Paul’s epistles to

the inhabitants.— The site of Corinth is indicated

by 7 Doric columns, which are the only remains of

the ancient city.

Corl51&nuB, the hero of one of the most beautiful

of the earlv Roman legends. Ilis original name
was C. or Cti. Marcins^ and he received the sur-

name Coriolanus from the heroism he displayed at

the capture of the Volscian town of Corioli. His

liaughty bearing towards the commons excited their

fear and dislike, and when he was a candidate for

the consulship, they refused to elect him. After

this, when there was a famine in the city, and a

Creek prince sent corn from Sicily, Coriolanus ad-

vised that it should not be distributed to the com-

mons, unless they gave up their tribunes. For this

he was impeached and condemned to exile, B. c.

491. He now to(dc refuge among the Volscians,

and promised to assist them in war against the

Romans. Attius Tullius, the king of the Vols-

cians, appointed Coriolanus general of the Volscian

army. Coriolanus took many towns, and advanced

unresisted till he came to the fossa Ctuilia^ or

Cluilian dyke close to Rome, 489. Here he en-

camped, and the Romans in alarm sent to him

embassy after embassy, consisting of the most dis-

tinguished men of the state. But he would listen

to none of them. At length the noblest matrons

of Rome, headed by Veturia, the mother of Corio-

lanus, and Volumnia his wife, with his 2 little

children, came to his tent. His mother’s reproaches,

and the tears of his wife and the other matrons,

bent his purpose. He led back his army, and

lived in exile among the Volscians till his death ;

though other traditions relate that he was killed

by the Volscians on his return to their countrj’.

Coii&ll (CoriolAnus), a town in Latiura, capital

of the VoUci, from the capture of which in b. c.

493, C. Marcius obtained the surname of Corio-

lanus. •
Com^Lsa (Kdp/uao-a), an inland town of Pam-

phylia, or of Pisidia, taken by the consul Manlius.

ComSlla. L One of the noble women at Rome,
guilty of poisoning the leading men of the state,

B.C. 331.— 2. Elder daughter of P. Scipio AM-
canus the elder, married to P. Scipio Nasica.—
3. Younger sister of No. 2, marri^ to Ti. Sem-

pronius Orncchus, censor 169, wm by him the

mother of the two tribunes Tiberius and Caius.

3he was virtuous and accomplished, and> united in

her person the severe virtues of the old Roman
matron, with the superior knowledge and refine-

ment which then began to prevail in the higher

classes at Rome. She superintended with the

greatest care the education of her sons, whom she

survived. She was almost idolised by tl^e pe<^le,

who erected a statue to her, with the inscription,

Cornelia, mother op the Gracchl— 4.

Daughter of L. Cinna, married to C. Caesar, after-

wards dictator. She bore him bis daughter Julia,

and died in his quaestorship, 68.-5. Daughter of

Metellus Scipio, married first to P. Crassus, the

son of the triumvir, who perished in the expedi-

tion against the Parthians, 53. Next year she

married Pompey the Great, by whom she was
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tenderly loved. She accompanied Pompey to

Egypt after the battle of Pharsaliu, and saw .him

murdered. She afterwards returned to Rome, and
received from Caesar the ashes of her husband,

which she preserved on his Alban estate.

Cornelia Orestilla. [Orbstilla.]
ComfiUa Gens, the most distingiiished of all

the Roman gentes. All its great families belonged

to the patrician order. The names of the patrician

families are :

—

Arvina, CsTHEoua, Cinna,C^
BUS, DoLABELLA, LeNTULUS, MALUUlNBNsd^
Mammula, Msrula, Rupinus, Scipio, Sisen-

NA, and Sulla. The names of the plebeian &mi-
lies are Ralbu.s and Gall us, and we also find

various cognomens, as Chrysooonus, &c. given

to freedmen of this gens.

Comellng Nepos. [Nepos.]
•OomldUam (Corniculanus), a town in Latium

in the mountains N. of Tibur, taken and destroyed

by Tarquinius Priscus, and celebrated as the resi-

dence of the parents of Servius Tullius.

Comlflcliu. 1. Q., a friend of Cicero, was tri-

bune of the plebs, b. c. 69, and one of Cicero's

competitors for the consulship in 64. When the

Catiiinarian conspirators were arrested, Cethegus
was committed to his care.— 2. Q., son of No. 1.

In the civil war (48) he was quaestor of Caesar,

who sent him into Illyricum with the title of

propraetor : ho reduced this province to obedience.

In 45 he was appointed by Caesar governor

of Syria, and in 44 governor of the province of

Old Africa, where he was at the time of Caesar’s

death. He maintained this province for the

senate, but on the establishment of the triumvirate

was defeated and slain in battle by T. Sextius.

Comificius was well versed in literature. Many
have attributed to him the authorship of the
“ Rhetorica ad Herennium,” usually printed with

Cicero’s works ; but this is only a conjecture. The
Comificius who is mentioned by Quintilian as the

author of a work on rhetoric, was probably a dif-

ferent person from the one we are speaking of.

—3. L, one of the generals of Octavianus in the

war against Sex. Pompey, and consul 35.

Cornuf, a town on the W. of Sardinia.

Comtltiui, L. Annaanw, a distinguislied Stoic

philosopher, was bom at Leptis in Libya. He
came to Rome, probably as a slave, and was eman-
cipated by the Annaei. He was the teacher and
friend of the poet Persius, who has dedicated his

5th satire to him, and who left him his library and
money. He was banished by Nero, a. d. 68, for

having too freely criticised the literary attempts of

the emperor. He wrote a large numl^r of works,
all of which are lost : the most important of them
was on Aristotle’s^Categories.

CkiroebOB ( K^poigor). 1. A Phrygian, son ofMyg-
don, loved Cassandi^ and for that reason fought on
the side of the Trojans : he was slain by NMpto-
lemus or Diomedes.—2. An Elean, who gained the

victory in the stadium at the Olympic games, b. c.

776: from this time the Olympiads begin to be
reckoned.

cdrblii (Kofxivri : Kopetvtis -voters), a town in

Messenia on the W. side of the Messenian golf,

founded B.C. 371 by the Messenians after their

return to their native country, with the assistance

of the Thebans: it possessed several public build-

ings, and in its .neighbourhood was a celebrated

temple of Apollo.

CorSnlt (Kopf^Mia: Kop*vsuar, Kepc^rsiosy-riei).
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1. A town in Boeotia, S.W. of the lake Copais,
j

situate on a height between the rivers Phalams

and Curalius ; a member of the Boeotian League

;

in its neighbourhood was the temple of Athena

Itorica, where the festival of the Pamboeotia was

celebrated. Near Coronea the Boeotians gained a

memorable victory over the Athenians under Tol-

mides, n. c. 447 ; and here Agesilaus defeated the

allied Greeks, 394.— 2. A town in Phthiotis in

fjesealy.

Cordnifl (Kopwv(s). 1. The mother of Aescu-
lapius.— 2. Daughter of Phoroneus, king of

Phocis, metamorphosed by Athena into a crow,

when pursued by Poseidon.

COTMae. [CORASSIAB.]

Conla (Kopo-efo, also Kopaiai)^ a town in

Boeotia on the bordei-s of Pliocis.

Corsica, called Cymus by the Greeks (Kv^its :

Kvpvios^ Kupvoabr, Corsus : Corsica)^ an island N.
of Sardinia, spoken of by the ancients as one of

the 7 large islands in the Mediterranean. The
ancients, however, exaggerate for the most part the

size of the island ; its greatest length is 1 1 6 miles,

and its greatest breadth about .51. It is moun-
tainous and was not much cultivated in antiquity.

A range of mountains running from S. to N. sepa-

rates it into 2 parts, of which the £. half was

more cultivated, while the W. half was covered

almost entirely with wood. Honey and wax were

the principal productions of the island ; but the

honey had a bitter taste from the yew-trees with

which the island abounded. {Cyrneas Virg.

Ed, ix. 30.) The inhabitants were a rude moun-
tain race, addicted to robber}', and paying little

attention to agriculture. Even in the time of the

Roman empire their character had not much im-

proved, as we see from the description of Seneca,

who was banished to this island. The most an-

cient inhabitants appear to have been Iberians;

but in early limes Ligurians, Tyrrhenians, C.ir-

thaginians, and even Greeks [Aleria], settled

ill the island. It was subject to the Carthaginians

at the commencement of the Ist Punic war, but

soon afterwards parsed into the hands of the Ro-

mans, and subsequently formed a part of the Roman
province of Sardinia. The Romans founded several

colonies in the island, of which the most important

were Mariana and Aleria.
CorsdtS (KwpcrwT^ : Eney^ Ru.), a city of Me-

sopotamia, on the Euphnites, near the mouth of

the Mascas or Saocoras {Wady-el-Sdia,), which

Xenophon found already deserted.

CortSna. (Cortonensis : Coriona), one of the

12 cities of Etruria, lay N.W. of the Trasimene

lake, and was one of the most ancient cities in Italy.

It is said to have been orginally called Oorythus

from its reputed founder Corythus, who is repre-

sented as the father of Dardanus. It is also called

Cr<d<m^ Ceikorma^ Cyrtonium^ See. The Oreston

mentioned by Herodotus (i. .57) was probably

Creston in Thrace and not Cortona, as many mo-

dem writers have supposed. Crotona is said to

have been originally founded by the Umbrians,

then to have been conquered by the Pelasgians,

and subsequently to have passed into the hands of

the Etruscans. It was afterwards colonized by
the Romans, but under their dominion sunk into

insignificance. The remains of the Peasgic walls of

this city are some of the most ^remarkable in all

Italy: there is one fragment 120 feet in length,

composed of blocks of enormous magnitude.

COS.

Cornnc&nltis, Tir, consul B. c. 280, with P. Va-

lerius^Laevimis, fought with success against the

Etruscans and Pyrrhus. He was the first plebeian

who was created pontifex maximus. He was one

of the most remarkable men of his age, possessed a.

profound knowledge of pontifical and civil law, and
was the first person at Rome who gave regular in-

struction in law.

Gorvlniu Messala. [Msssala.]
Connu, M. V&lSriiu, one of the most illustrious

men in the early history of Rome. He obtained

the surname of Corvtti\ or “ Raven,” because, when
serving as military tribune under Camillus, b. c.

349, he accepted the challenge of a gigantic Gaul
to single combat, and was assisted in the conflict

by a r.iven which settled upon his helmet, and flew

in the fiice of the barbarian. He was 6 times

consul, B. c. 348, 346, 343, 33.5, .300, 299, and
twice dictator, 342, 301, and by his military

abilities rendered the most memorable services to

his country. His most brilliant victories were
gained in his third consulship, 343, when he de-

feated the Samnitesat Mt. Gaurus and at Sne.sbula
;

and in his other consulships he repeatedly defeated

the Etruscans and other enemies of Rome. He
reached the age of 100 years, and is frequently re-

ferred to by th(! later Roman writers as a memor-
able example of the favours of fortune.

Corybantes, priests of Cybcle or lllica in

Phrygia, who celebrated her worship with enthu-

siastic dances, to the sound of the drum and the

cymbal. They are often identified with the C'li-

retes and the Idaean Dactyli, and thus are said to

have been the nurses of Zeus in Crete. They were
called Galli at Rome.

CdrycXa (Kupmla or Kwpvnls), a nymph, who
became by Apollo the mother of Lycorus or Lyco-
reus, and from whom the Corycian cave in mount
Parnassus was believed to have derived its name.
The Muses are sometimes called by the poets Cory-

cities Nymphae.
Cdr^OilB (KdfpvKOs: Kwpi/Kios, Coryclus). 1.

{Koraka), a high rocky hill on the coast of Ionia,

forming the S.W. promontory of the Erythraean

peninsula.—2. A city of Pampbylia, near Phaselis

and Mt. Olympiw ; colonized afresh by Attains II.

Philadelphus
;
taken, and probably destroyed, by

P. Servilius Isaiu-icus.— 3. (Ka opp. the island of

Khorgos)^ a city in Cilicia Aspera, with a good

harbour, between the mouths of the Lamus and
the Calycadnus. 20 stadia (2 geog. miles) from the

city, was a grotto or glen in the mountains, called

the Corycian Cave (Kujpvxioi^ iurpov) celebrated

by the poets, and also famous for its snifron. At
the distance of 100 stadia (10 geog. miles) from

Corycu8,‘wa8 a promontory of the same name.

CorydalluB (KopvSoAAdr : KopeSaAAeur), a de-

mus in Attica belonging to the tribe llippothoontis,

situate on the mountain of the same name, which
divides the plain of Athens from that of Eleusis.

Coryphaslani (Kopvtpda-ioy), a promontory in

MesseniA, enclosing the harbour of Pylos on the N.,

with a town of the same name upon it.

Corj^ttB (Kdpi/dor), an Italian hero, son ot

Jupiter, husband of Electro, and father of lasius

and Dardanus, is said to have founded Corythus

{Cortona).

Cdfl, 0558, CSilf (Kwr, K($<vs
; CO’iis

;
A^os,

AKanco), one of the islands called Sporades, lay off the

coast of Caria, at the mouth of the Ceramic Gulf, op-

posite to Halicarnassus. In early times it was called
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Mcropia and Nympliaea. It was colonised by
Aeolians, but became a member of the Dorian

confederacy. Its chief city, Cos, stood on the N.E.

side of the island, in a beautiful situation, and had

a good harbour. Near it stood the AscIepiSum,

or temple of Asclepius, to whom the island was
sacred, and from whom its chief family, the Ascle-

piadae, claimed their descent. The island was very

fertile
;

its chief productions were wine, ointments,

and the light transparent dresses called “ Coae
vestes.” It was the birthplace of the physician

Hippocrates, who was an Asclepiad, of the poet

Philetas, and of the painter Apelles, whose pictures

of Antigonus and of Venus Anadyomene adorned

the AsclepiSuin. Under the Homans, Cos was
fiivoured by Claudius, who made it a free state,

and by Antoninus Pius, who rebuilt the city of

Cos after its dcstniction by an earthquake.

Cdsa or Cossa (CossEnus). 1. {Anstnionia^ about

5 miles S. E. of Orbetello\ a city of Etruria near

the sea, with a good harbour, called HerciiHs Porlus^

was a very ancient place
;
and after the fall of Falerii

one of the 12 Etruscan cities. It was colonized

by the Homans b. c. 273, and received in 197 an
nddition of 1000 colonists. There are still exten-

sive ruins of its walls and towers, built of poly-

gonal masonry. — 2. A town in Lucouia near

Thuni.

Cosconius. 1. C., praetor in the Social war,

B. c. 09, defeated the Samnites. —2. C., praetor in

the consulship of Cicero 6'3
;
governed in the fol-

lowing year the province cf Further Spain
;
was

one of the 20 commissioners, in 59, to carry into

execution the agrarian law of Julius Caesar, but

died ill tins year.—>8. C., tribune of the plebs 59,

nedile 57, and one of the judicea at the trial of P.

Sextius, 56.

Cosmaa (Koirftas), commonly called Indico-

PLEi’STKS (Indian navigator), an Egj'ptian monk,
flourished in the reign of Justinian, about a. d. 535.

In early life he followed the emplojTnent of a mer*

chant, and visited many foreign countries, of which
he gave an account in his Toiroypa<f>ia XpiCTiaEiK^,

Topotjraphia Christiana^ in 12 books, of which the

greater part is extant.

CosrMB. 1. King of Parthia. [^RSACES XXV.]
— 2. King of Persia. [Sassanidab.]

^

Coaaaea ( Koirirala), a district in and about M.
Zagros, on the N.E. side of Susiano, and on the

confines of Media and Persis, inhabited by a rude,

warlike, predatory people, the Cossaei {Ko<r<rcuoi)^

whom the Persian kings never subdued, but on

the contrary, purchased their quiet by paying them
tribute. Alexander conquered them (b.c. 325-24),

and with difficulty kept them in subjection
;
after

his death, they soon regained their independence.

Their name is supposed to have been the origin of

the modem name of Susiana, Khuzistan, and is

possibly connected with the Cush of the 0. T.

CoasaSt CornSlIoa, the name of several illustrious

Homans in the early history of the republic. Of
these the most celebrated was Ser. Comeliug Cossus,

consul b. c. 428, who killed Lar Tolumnius, the

king of* the Veii, in single combat, and dedicated

his spoils in the temple of Jupiter Feretrius— the

2nd of the 3 instances in which the spolia opima

were won.

Coaautluf, a Homan architect, who rebuilt at

the expense of Antioebus Epiphanes the temple of

the Olympian Zeus at Athens, about b.c. 168, in

the most magnificent Corinthian style.
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Cosjhra (Pantelaria), also written Cosayra, Co'

syrus, Cosnra, Cossura, a small island in the Medi-
terranean near Malta.

Cfithon. [Carthago.]
CStitao, a king of the Dacians, conquered in the

reign of Augustus by Lentulus.

Cotta, Anrellua. L C., consul b. c. 252 and

248, in both of which years he fought in Sicily

against the Carthaginians with success.— 2. C.,

consul 200, fought against the Boii and the other

Gauls in the N. of Italy.— 3. L., tribune of the

plebs 154, and consul 144. —4. L., consul 119,

opposed C. Marius, who was then tribune of the

plebs.—6. C., was accused under the lex Varia, 91,

of supporting the claims of the Italian allies, and
went into voluntary exile. He returned to l^me
when Sulla was dictator, 82; and in 75 he was
ccmrftil with L. Octavius. He obtained the govern-

ment of Gaul, and died immediately after his

return to Rome. He was one of the most distin-

guished orators of his time, and is introduced by
Cicero as one of the speakers in the J)e Oratore^

and the De Natura Deorum, in the latter of which
works he maintains the cause of the Academics.—
6.M., brother of No. 5, consul 74, with L. Licinius

Lucullus, obtained Bithynia for his province, and
was defeated by Mithridates near Chalccdon.— 7.

L., brother of Nos. 5 and 6, praetor 70, when he

carried the celebrated law (leie Aurelia judiciaria)

which entrusted the judicia to the senators, cquites,

and tribuni aerarii. He was consul 65 with L.

Manlius Torquatus, after the consuls elect, P.

Sulla and P. Autronius Paetus, had been condemned
of ambitus. He supported Cicero during his con-

sulship, and proposed his recall from exile. In the

civil war he joined Caesar, whom he survived.

Cotta, L. ATinincillSiua,one of Caesar's legates in

Oaul, perished along with Sahinus in the attack made
upon them by Ambiorix, b. c. 54. [Ambiorix.]

Cottlua, son of Donnus, king of several Ligurian

tribes in the Cottian Alps, which derived their

name from him. [Alpks.] He submitted to Au-
gustus, who granted him the sovereignty over 12
of these tribes, with the title of Praefectus. Cottius

thereupon made roads over the Alps, and erected

(b. c. 8) at Segusio (Suxa), a triumphal arch in

honour of Augustus, extant at the present day.

His authority was transmitted to his son, upon

whom Claudius conferred the title of king. On his

death, his kingdom was made a Homan province

by Nero.

Cottna, a giant with 100 hands, son of Uranus

and Oaeo.

Cotj^la, L. Yarlaa, one of Antony's most in-

timate friends, fought on his side at Mutina,

B. c. 43. ,

CSt^lna (KdruXos), the highest peak of M. Ida
in the Troad, containing the sources of the rivers

Scamander, Granicus, and Aesepus.

GSt^ora {KorOupa), a colony of Sinope, in the

territory of the Tibareni, on the coast of Pontus

Polemoniacus, at the W. end of a bay of the same
name, celebrated, as the place where the 10,000
Greeks embarked for Sinope. The foundation of

Phamacia reduced it to insignificance.

Cdtya or OStyttO (
K6tvs or Kotutt«), a Thracian

divinity, whose festival, the Cotyttia {Diet, of Ant.

«. «.), resembled that of the Phrygian Cybele, and
was celebrated whh licentious revelry. In later

times her worship was introduced at Athens and
Corinth. Those who celebnted her festival were
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called Baptae^ from the purifications which were

originally connected with the solemnity.

Cotys (K<Jtus). 1. King of Thrace, b. c. 382

—

358, was for a short time a friend of the Athenians,

hut carried on war with them towards the close of

his reign. He was cruel and sanguinary, and was

much addicted to gross luxury and drunkenness.

He was murdered by two brothers whose father

he had injured.—^. King of the Odrysae in Thrace,

assisted Perseus against Rome, b. c. 168. His son

was taken prisoner and carried to Rome, whereupon

he sued for peace and was pardoned by the Romans,
—3. A king of Thrace,who took part against Caesar

with Pompey, 48.—"4. King of Thrace, son of

Rhoemetalccs, in the reigns of Augustus and

Tiberius. He carried on war with his imcle Rhe-
scuporis, by whom he was murdered, a. o. I.^.

Ovid, during his exile at Tomi, addressed an epiifJe

to him (Em Pont, ii, 9).

Cr&giis (Kpdyos\ a mountain consisting of 8

summits, being a continuation of Taurus to the

W., and fonning, at its extremity, the S.W. pro-

montory of Lycia ( Yetly-Booroon^ i. e. Seven Capes).

Some of its summits show traces of volcanic action,

and the ancients had a tradition to the same effect

At its foot was a town of the same name, on the

sea-shore, between Pydna and Patara. Parallel to

it, N. of the river Oluucus, was the chain of Aiiti-

cr&gus. The greatest height of Cragus exceeds

3000 feet

Cranae (Kpavdrj\ the island to which Paris first

carried Helen from Peloponnesus (Horn. //. iii.

445), is said by some to be an island off Gythium
in I^onia, by others to be the island Helena off

Attica, and by others again to be Cythera.

Craa&ili {Kpavads)^ king of Attica, the son-in-

law and successor of Cccrops. He was deprived of

his kingdom by his son-in-law Amphictyon.

Cranii-ium (Kpdvioi^ Kpdviov: Kpdvios: Kra-
niu nr. ArgosU>li\ a town of Cephallenia on the

S. coast

CrSndn or Craim9iL (Kpav<&v., Kpawdv : Kpav-

vdviQs)^ in ancient times Ephyra, a town in Pe-

lasgiotis in Thessaly, not far from liOrissa.

Crantor (Kpdvrwp)^ of Soli in Cilicia, an Acade-

mic philosopher, studied at Athens under Xeno-
crates and Polcrao, and flourished b. c. 300. He
was the author of several works, all of which are

lost, and was the first who wrote commentaries on

Plato’s works. Most of his writings related to

moral subjects (Hor. Ep. i. 2. 4). One of his most

celebrated works was On Grief, of which Cicero

made great use in the 3rd book of his Tusculan

Disputations, and in the Consolatio, which he com-

posed on the death of his daughter, Tullia.

CraislpeitFurlus,Cicero's s^n -in-law, the second

husband of Tullia, whom he married B. c. 56, but

from whom he was shortly afterwards divorced.

CraBBUB, LiolnluB. 1. P., praetor b.c. 176, and
consul 171, when he carried on the war against

Perseus.— 2. C., brother of No. 1, praetor 172,

and consul 1 68.— 8. C., probably son of No. 2,

tribune of the plebs 145, was distinguished as a

popular leader.— 4. P., sumamed Ditxs or Rich,

elected pontifex maximus 212, curule aedile

211, praetor 208, and consul 205 with Scipio

Africanus, when he carried on war arainst Hannibal
in the S. of Italy. He died 183.— 8. P., sumamed
Dives Muemnus, son of P. Mucius Scaevola, was
adopted b/ the son of No. 4. In 131 he was
consul and pontifex maximus, and was the first
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priest of that rank who went beyond Italy. He
carried on war against Aristonicus in Asia, but
was defeated and slain. He was a good orator and
jurist.— 8. X., sumamed Agelastus, because he
is said never to have laughed, was grandfather of*

Crassus the triumvir.— 7. P., suntamed Dives, son
of No. 6, and father of the triumvir. He was the
proposer of the lex Licinia, to prevent excessive

expense in banquets, but in what year is uncertain.

He was consul 97, and carried on war in Spain for

some years. He was censor 89 with L. Julius

Caesar. In the civil war he took part with Sulla,

and put an end to his own life, when Marius and
Cinna returned to Rome at the end of 87.— 8. M.,
sumamed Dit^es, the triumvir, younger son of

No. 7. His life was spared by Cinna, after the
death of his father; but fearing Cinna, he after-

wards escaped to Spain, where he concealed himself
for 8 months. On the death of Cinna in 84, he
collected some forces and crossed over into Africa,

whence he passed into Italy in 83 and joined Sulla,

on whose side he fought against the Marian party.

On the defeat of the latter, he was icwarded by
donations of confiscated property, and thus greatly

increased his patrimony. His ruling passion was
money, and he devoted all his energies to its accu-

miilation. He was a keen and sagacious speculator.

He bought multitudes of slaves, and, in order to

increase their value, had them instmeted in lucrative

arts. Ho worked silver mines, cultivated farms,

and built houses, which he let at high rents. In
71 ho was appointed praetor in order to carry on
tho war against Spartacus and the gladiators; he
defeated Spartacus, who was slain in the battle, and
he was honoured with an ovation. In 70 Cnissus

was consul with Pompey; he entertained the popu-

lace at a banquet of 10,000 tables, and distributed

com enough to supply the family of every citizen

for 3 months. He did not, however, co-operate cor-

dially with Pompey, of whose superior infiuenco

he was jealous. Ho was afterwards reconciled to

Pompey by Caesar’s mediation, and thus was formed
between them, in 60, the so-called triumvirate. [See

p. 133, b.j In 55 Crassus was again consul with
Pompey, and received the province of Syria, where
ho hoped both to increase his wealth and to acquire

military glory by attacking the Parthians. He set

out for his province before the expiration of his
.

consulship, and continued his march notwithstand-

ing the tmfavourablo omens which occurred to him
at almost every step. After crossing the Euphrates
in 54,he did not follow up tho attack upon Parthia,

but returned to Syria, where he passed the winter.

In 53 he again crossed the Euphrates; he was
misled by a crafty Arabian chieftain to march into

the plains of Mesopotamia, where he was attacked

by Surenas, the general of the Parthian king,

Orodes. In the battle which followed Crassus was
defeated with immense slaughter, and retreated

with the remainder of his troops to Carrhae (the

Haran of Scripture). The mutinous threats of his

troops compelled him to accept a perfidious invita-

tion from Surenas, who offered a pacific interview,

at which he was slain either by the enemy, or by
some firiend who desired to save him from the dis-

grace of becoming a prisoner. His head was cut

off and sent to Orodes, who caused melted gold to

be poured into the mouth of his fallen enemy, say-

ing, “ Sate thyself now with that metal of which
in life thou wert so greedy.”— 9. M., sumamed
Dives, son of No. 8, served under Caesar in Gaul,
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and at the breaking out of the civil war in 49, was

praefect in Cisalpine Oaul.— 10. P., younger son

of No. 8., was Caesar’s legate in Gaul from 58 to

55. In 54 he followed his father to Syria, and fell

in the battle against the Porthians.— 11. L., the

celebrated orator. At the age of 21 (b. c. 1 19), he
attracted great notice by his prosecution of C. Carbo.

He was consul in 95 with Q. Scaevola, when he

proposed a law to compel all who were not citizens

to depart from Rome : the rigour of this law was

one of the causes of the Social war. He was after-

wards proconsul of Gaul. In 92 he was censor,

when he caused the schools of the Latin rheto-

ricians to be closed. He died in 91, a few days

after opposing in the senate the consul L. Philipptis,

an enemy of the aristocracy. Crassus was fond of

elegance and luxlU'3^ His house upon the Palatium

was one of the most beautiful at Rome, and was
adorned with costly works of art. As an orator he

surpassed all his contemporaries. In the treatise

De Oratore Cicero introduces him as one of the

speakers, and he is understood to express Cicero’s

own sentiments.

Cr^tfritL8, one of Caesar’s veterans, commenced
the battle of Pharsalia, b. c. 48, and died fighting

bravely in the foremost line.

CratSms (Kparspdr). 1. A distinguished general

of Alexander the Great, on whose death (b. c. 323)
he received in common with Antipater the govern

ment of Macedonia and Greece. He arrived in

Greece in time to render effectual assistance to

Antipater in the Lamian war. At the close of this

war he married Phila, the daughter of Antipater.

Soon after he accompanied Antipater in the war
gainst the Aetolians, and in that against Perdiccas

in Asia. He fell in a battle against Eumenes, in

321.—2. Brother of Antigonus Gonatas, compiled

historical documents relative to the history of

Attica.— 3. A Greek physician, who attended the

family of Atticvis, mentioned also by Horace
ii. 3. 161).

CrUtes (Kpdrijr). 1. An Athenian poet of the

old comedy, began to flourish n. c. 449, and was
one of the most celebrated of the comic poets. He
excelled chiefly in mirth and fun, iyid was the first

Attic poet who brought drunken persons on the

stage.— 2. Of Tralles, an orator or rhetorician of

the school of Isocrates.— 3. Of Thebes, a pupil of

the Cynic Diogenes, and one of the most distin-

guished of the Cynic philosophers, flourished about

320. Though heir to a large fortune, he re-

nounced it all, and lived and died os a true Cynic,

disregarding all external pleasures, and restricting

himself to the most absolute necessaries. He re-

ceived the surname of the “ Door-opener,”sbecau8e

it was his practice to visit every house at Athens,

and rebuke its inmates. He married Ilipparchia,

the daughter of a family of distinction, who threat-

ened to commit suicide when her parents opposed

her union with the philosopher. lie wrote several

works which are lost, for the epistles extant^ under
his name are not genuine. —4. Of Athens, the

pupil and friend of Polemo, and his successor in

the chair of the Academy, about 270. He was
the teacher of Arcesilalis, Theodorus, and Bion

Borysthenites.— 5. Of Mallus in Cilicia, a cele-

brated grammarian. He was brought up at Tarsus,

whence he removed to Pergamos, where he founded

the Pergamene school of grammar, in opposition to

the Alexandrian. He wrote a commentary on the

Homeric poems, in opposition to Aristarchus, and
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supported the system ofanomaly (iuw/ia\ia) against
that of analogy {hvoKoyia). He also wrote com-
mentaries on the other Greek poets, and works on
other subjects, of which only fragments have come
down to us. In 157 he was sent by Attains as an
ambassador to Rome, where he introduced for the
first time the study of grammar.

Crathis (KpaOii). 1. (CVai»),a river in Achaia,
rises in a mountam of the same name in Arcadia,
receives the Styx flowing down from Nonocris,
and falls into the sea near Aegae.— 2. (Cm/i), a
river in lower Italy, forming the boundary on the
E. between Liicania and Bruttii, and falling into

the sea near Sybaris. At its mouth was a cele-

brated temple of Minerva: its waters were fabled

to dye the hair blond.

Cmtihins (Kparlvos). L One of the most cele-

brated of the Athenian poets of the old comedy,
was bom b.c. 519, but did not begin to exhibit
till 454, when he was 65 years of age. He ex-
hibited 21 plays and gained 9 victories. He was
the poet of the old comedy. He gave it its pe-
culiar character, and he did not, like Aristophuiiei
live to see its decline. Before his time the comio
poets had aimed at little beyond exciting the laugh-
ter of their audience : he was the first who made
comedy a terrible weapon of personal attack, and
the comic poet a severe censor of public and private

vice. He is frequently attacked by Aristophanes,
who charges him with habitual intemperance, an
accusation which was admitted by Cratiiius him-
self, who treated the subject in a very amusing
way in his TlvTivr), This play was acted in 423,
when the poet was 96 years of age

;
it gained the

prize over the Conntis of Amipsias and the Clouds
of Aristophanes. Cratinus died in the following

year, at the age of 97.-2. The younger, an
Athenian poet of the middle comedy, a contem-
porary of Plato the philosopher, flourished as late

as 324.

CratippUB {KpdTimros). 1. A Greek historian

and contemporary of Thucydides, whose work hu
completed.— 2. A Peripatetic philosopher of My-
tilenc, a contemporary of Pompey and Cicero, tho

latter of whom praises him highly. He accom-
panied Pompey in his flight after the battle of Phar-
salia, a c. 48. He afterwards settled at Athens,
where young M. Cicero was his pupil in 44. Through
the influence of Cicero, Cratippus obtained from
Caesar the Roman citizenship.

Ci%t08 (Kpdros), the personificatimt of strength,

a son of Uranus and Ge.

CratjfluB (KpdrvKos)^ a Greek philosopher, a
pupil of Heraclitus, and ono of Plato's teachers.

Plato introduces him,as one of the speakers in the

dialogue which bears his name.
CreznSra, a small river in Etruria, which falls

into the Tiber a little above Rome : memorable for

the death of the 300 Fabii.

Crenma (Kpvi*ya: G/ierme^ Ru.), a strongly

fortified city of Pisidia, built on a precipitous rock

in the Taurus range, and noted for repeated obsti-

nate defences : a colony under Au^tus.
Cremni {Kpripvol), an emporium of the free

Scythians on the W. side of the Palus Maeotis.

Cri^mOna (Cremonensis: Cremona), a Roman
colony in the N. of Italy, N. of the Po, and at no
great distance from the confluence of the Addua
and the Po, was founded together with Placentia

B.C. 219 os a protection agmnst the Gauls and
Hannibal's invading army. It soon became a
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place of great importance and one of the most

nourishing cities in the N. of Italy; but having

espoused the cause of Vitellius, it was totally de-

stroyed by the troops of Vespasian, a. d. 69. It

was rebuilt by Vespasian, but never recovered its

former greatness.

Crerndnis Jagum. [Alpbs.]

CrerndtiuB Cordiu. [Cord us.]

Greon (Kp4wv). 1. King of Corinth, eon of

Lycaethus, whose daughter, Glance or Creusa, mar-

ried Jason. Med€a, thus forsaken, sent Glance a

garment which burnt her to death when she put it

on
;
the palace took fire, and Creon perished in the

dames.— 2. Son of Menoecus, and brother of Jo-

enste, the wife of Laius. After the death of Laius,

Creon governed Thebes for a short tine, and then sur-

rendered the kingdom to Oedipus, who had deliVeted

the country from the Sphinx. [Oedipus.] When
Eteocles and Polynlces, the sons of Oedipus, fell in

battle by each other's hands, Creon became king

of Thebes. His cruelty in forbidding burial to

the corpse of Polynlces, and his sentencing An-
tigone to death fer disobeying his orders, occa-

sioned the death of his own son Haemon. For

details see Antigone.
Credphj^lxui {Kpt<6<pv\os\ of Chios, one of the

earliest epic poets, said tp have been the friend or

son-in-law of Homer. The epic poem OtxoAla or

fiAwerir, ascribed to him, related the con-

test which Hercules, forthe sake of lole, undertook

with Eurytiis, and the capture of Oechalia.

CresphonteB (Kpriff^6vn)s), an Heraclid, son of

Aristoniachus, and one of the conquerors of Pelo-

ponnesus, obtained Messenia for his share. During

an insurrection of the Messenians, he and two of

his sons were slain. A third son, Aepytus, avenged

his death. [Aepytus.]
Crestdnia (Kptjorwvla : rj KprtarwyiK'fi), a dis-

trict in Macedonia between the Axins and Strymon,

near Mt. Cercine, inhabited by the Crestbnaei

(KpTprTwvato*), a Thracian people : their chief town
was Creston or Crestdne (K^trrwp, Kpvo-rwvrfX

founded by the Pelasgians. This town is erro-

neously supposed by some writers to be the same
as Cortona in Italy.

Greta KpTjTOios; Candid), one of the

largest islands in the Mediterranean sea, nearly

equidistant from Europe, Asia, and Africa, but

always reckoned as part of Europe. Its length

from E. to W. is about 160 miles : its breadth is

very unequal, being in the widest port about 35
miles, and in the narrowest only 6. A range of

mountains nins through the whole length of the

island from E. to W., sending forth spurs N. and

S. : in the centre of the islandrises Mt. Ida (ar above

all the others. [Ida.] The rivers of Crete are nu-

merous, but are little more than mountain-torrents,

and are for the most part d^ in summer. The
country was celebrated in antiquity for its fertility

and salubrity.— Crete was inhabited at an early

period by a numerous and civilized population.

Homer speaks of its hundred cities (Kp^rri 4Kar6fi-

iroXir, Jl. il 649) ; and before the Trojan war my-
thology told of a king Minos, who resided at

Cnotsus, and ruled over the greater part of the

island. He is said to have given laws to Crete,

and to have been the first prince who had a navy,

with which he suppressed pinacy in the Aegaean.

After his descendants had governed the island

for some Mnerations, royalty was abolished, and
the citiea became independent republics, of which
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Cnossus and Oortyna were the most important,

and exercised a kind of supremacy over the rest.

The ruling class were the Dorians who settled

in Crete about 60 years after the Dorian conquest

of Peloponnesus, and reduced the former inhabit-

ants, the Pelasgians and Achaeans, to subjection.

The social and political institutions of the island

thus became Dorian, and many of the ancients sup-

posed that the Spartan constitution was borrowed
from Crete. The chief magistrates in the cities

were the Cosmi, 1 0 in number, chosen from certain

families : there was also a Gerusia, or senate
;
and

an Eccleaia or popular assembly, which, however,

had very little power. (For details, see Diet, of
Anl. art. Cosmi.) At a later time the power of

the aristocracy was overtbro\Mi and a democraticol

fonn of government established. The ancient

Doric oustoms likewise disappeared, and the people

became degenerate in their morals and character.

The historian Polybius accuses them of numerous
vices, and the Apostle Paul, quoting the Cretan

poet Epimenides, describes them as “ alway liars,

evil beasts, blow bellies ” {Titus, i. 12).— The
Cretans were celebrated as archers, and frequently

served as mercenaries in the armies of other nations

The island was conquered by Q, Metellus, who
received in consequence the surname Creticus (n.c.

68—66), and it became a Roman province. Crete

and Cyrenaica subsequently farmed one province.

Greteus or Catreus (Kpi^Teus), sun of Minos by
Pasiphae or Crete, and lather of Althemcncs.

Cretheos {Kprfdtvs), son of Aeolus and En-
arete, wife of Tyro, and father of Aeson, Pheres,

Amythaon, and Hippolyte : he was the founder of

lolcus.

Gr5t5p51i8 (KprjrdiroXjs), a town in the district

of Milyas in Asia Minor, assigned bometimes to

Pisidio, sometimes to Pamphylia.

Grefisa (Kpeova-a). 1. A Naiad, daughter of

Oceaniis, became by Peneus the mother of Hyp-
seus and Stilbc.— 2. Daughter of Erechtheus and
Praxithea, wife of Xuthus, and mother of Aebaeus
and Ion. She is said to have been beloved by
Apollo, whence Ion is sometimes called her son by
this god,— 3<- Daughter of Priam and Hecuba,

wife of Aeneas, and mother of Ascanius. She
perished on the night of the capture of Troy, hav-

ing been separated from her husband in the con-

fusion.— 4. Daughter of Creon, who fell a victim

to the vengeance of Medea. [Creon, No. 1.]

Grensis or Gre&sa {Kptvais, Kptovera ; Kp*v-

mti/s), a town on the £. coast of Boeotia, the

harbour of Thespiae.

CrimiBa or CrimiBBa (Kpiputra, Kplfiiofra: C.

delT a promontory on the E. coast of Brut-

tium, with a town of tho eatne name upon it, said

to have been founded by Philoctetes, a little S. of

the river GrimiBilB.

CrimlBUB or CrimiBBOB (Kpifita6s, Kpijj.i<T<r6s),

a river in the W. of Sicily, fails into the Hypsa

:

on itsjsanks Timoleon defeated the Carthaginians,

B. c. 339.

Crin&g5raB {Kpivay6pas),oiMy tilene, the author

of 50 epigrams in the Greek Anthology, lived in the

reign of AngustiiB.

CrispinuB, a person ridiculed by Horace {ScU. i.

1. 120), is said to have written bad verses on the

Stoic philosophy, and to have been sumamed
Aretalogus.

CriBpiiB, FlavliiB Julias, eldest son of Constan-

tine the Great, was appointed Caesar a.d. 317,
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and gained great dislinction in a campaign against

the Franks and in the war with Liciniua. But

having excited the jealousy of his step-mother

Fausta, he was ^ut to death by his father, 326.

CriapOB PaSBiSnuSy husband of Agrippina, and

step-father of the emperor Nero, was distinguished

as an orator.

Criapus, Vlblus, of Vercelli, a contemporary of

Quintilian, and a distinguished orator.

Crissa or Crisa (Kplo-o-o, KpUra i Kpi(r<raios)t

and Cirrha {Kijiba : Ki^aios), towns in Phocis,. re-

garded by some ancient, as well as by some modern

writers as the same ;
but it seems most probable

that Crissa was a town inland S. W. of Delphi,

and that Cirrha was its port in the Crissaean gulf.

The inhabitants of these towns levied contributions

upon the pilgrims frequenting the Delphic oracle,
i

in consequence of which the Amphictyons declared

war against them, b. c. 595, and eventually de-

stroyed them. Their territory, the rich Crissaean

plain, was declared sacred to the Delphic god, and
was forbidden to be cultivated. The cultivation

of this plain by the inhabitants of Amphissa led to

the Sacred War, in which Philip was chosen ge-

neral of the Amphictyons, 338. Crissa remained

in ruins, but Cirrha was afterwards rebuilt, and

became the harbour of Delphi.

CrltXas (Kpirlar). 1. Son of Dropides, a con-

tempomry and relation of Solon’s.— 2. Son of

Callaeschrus, and grandson of the above, was one

of the pupils of Socrates, by whose instructions he

profited but little in a moral point of view. lie

was banished from Athens, and on his return he

became loader of the oligarchical party. He %vas

one of the 30 tyrants established by the SparUuis

B.G. 404, and was conspicuous above all his col-

leagues for rapacity and cruelty. He was slain at

the battle of Munychia in the same year,, fighting

against Thrasybulus and the exiles. He was a

distinguished orator, and some of hia speeches were

extant in the time of Cicero. He also wrote poems,

dramas, .and other works. Some fragments of his

elegies are still extant.

CritSl&TiB (KpirbKaoi). 1. Of Phaselis in Lycia,

studit'd philosophy at Athens under Ariston of

Ceos, \vhom he succeeded as theahead of the Peri-

patetic school. In B. c. 155 he was sent by the

Athenians as ambassador to Rome with Cameades
and Diogenes. [Carneades.] He lived up-

Avards of 82 years, but we have no further parti-

culars of his life.— 2. General of the Achaean

League, 147, distinguished by his bitter enmity to

the Romans. He was defeated by Metellus, and

was never heard of after the battle.

Crlton (Kp/ruv). L Of Athens, a friend and

disciple of Socrates, whom he 8upportec> with his

fortune. He had made every arrangement for the

escape of Socrates from prison, and tried, in vain,

to persuade him to fly, os we see from Plato’s

dialogue named after him. Criton wrote 17 dia-

logues on philosophical subjects, which are lost.—
2. A physician at Rome in the Ist or 2n^ century

after Christ, perhaps the person mentioned by

Martial {Epiffr. xi. 60.6) : be wrote several medied

works.

CritL-mStSpon (Kpiov /i^Tonrov), i. e. “ Ram's

Front.”— 1. A promontory at the S. of tbeTauric

Chersonesus.-2. A promontory at the S. W. of

Crete.

Crlus (KpTos), one of tbe Titans, son of Uranus

and Ge.
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CrSc^dUop^lis (KpokMAuv wdAis). 1. (Em^
heskunda 9), a city of Upper Egypt, in the Nomos
Aphroditopolites.— 2. [AasmoJi, No. 7.]

Cr&ens, the beloved friend of Smilax, was
changed by the gods into a saffron plant.

Crooylea (r^ KpoicuAeia), according to Homer
{IL ii. 633), a place in Ithaca, but according to

Strabo, in Leucas in Acamania.
Croeiiu (Kpouror), last king of Lydia, son of

Alyattes, reigned n. c. 560—546, but was pro-

bably associated in the kingdom during his father's

life. The early part of hiS' reign was most
glorious. He subdued all the nations between
the Aegaean and the river Halys, and made the

Greeks in Asia Minor tributary to him. The
fame of his power and wealth drew to his court at

Sardis all the wise men of Greece, and among
thert Solon, whose interview with the king was
celebrated in antiquity. In reply to the question

who was the happiest man ho hod ever seen, the

sage taught the king that no man should be
deemed happy till he had finished his life in a
happy way. Alarmed at the growing power of

the Persians, Croesus sent to consult the oracle of

Apollo at Delphi, whether he should march against

the Persians. Upon the reply of the oracle, that,

if he marched against the Persians, he would
overthrow a great empire, he collected a vast army
and marched against Cyrus. Near Sinope an
indecisive battle was fought between the two
armies; whereupon he returned to Sardis, and
disbanded his forces, eommanding them to re-

asBcmblo in the following spring. But Cyrus
appeared unexpectedly before Sardis

; Croesus
led out the forces still remaining with him, but
was defeated, and the city was taken after a
siege of 1 4 days. Croesus, who was taken alive,

was condemned to be burnt to death. As he
stood before the pyre, the warning of Solon came
to his mind, and he thrice uttered the name of

Solon. Cyrus inquired who it was that he called

on
;
and, upon hearing the story, repented of his

purpose, and not only spared the life of Croesus,

but made him his friend. Croesus survived Cyrus,

and accompanied Cambyscs in his expedition

agjiinst Egypt.

Crommydn orCromfSn (Kpoguvedv, Kpopv^v)^
a town in Megans on the Saronic gulf, afterwards

belonged to Corinth
;
celebrated, in mythology on

account of its wild sow, which was slain by Theseus.

CronXus Hons {Kp6viov 6pos),. a mountain in

Elis near Olyrauia, with a temple of Cronus.

CrionUB {Kpovos), the youngest of the Titans,

son of Uranus and Ge, father by Rhea of Ilestia,

Dcmeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus. At
the instigation of ^ia mother, Cronua unmanned
his father for having thrown the Cyclopes, who
were likewise his children by Ge, into Tartarus.

Out of the blood thus shed sprang up the Erinnyes.
When the Cyclopes were delivered from Tartarus,

the government of the world was taken from
Uranus and given to Cronus, who in his tunt lost

it through Zeus, as was predicted to him by Ge
and Uranus. [Zsus.] The Romans identified

their Satamus with Cronus. [Saturnup.]
Cropla (Kpwircta), an Attic demos belonging te

the txibe Leontis.

Cr5t5n. oi CrotSua (Crotonientis, Crotonenris,

Crotoniata : Ot)4^), a Greek city on the E. coast

of Bruttium, on the river Aesarus, and in a very
healthy locality, was founded by the Achaeans
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under Myscellus ofAe^, assisted by tbe Spartans.

B. c. 710. Its extensive commerce, the virtue of

its inhabitants, and the excellence of its institutions,

made it the most powerful and flourishing town in

the S. of Italy. It owed much of its greatness to

Pythagoras, who established his school here. Gym-
nastics were cultivated here in greater perfection

than in any other Greek city
; and one of its

citizens, Milo, was the most celebrated athlete in

Greece. It attained its greatest power by the de-

struction of Sybaris in 510
;
but it subsequently

declined in consequence of the severe defeat it sus-

tained from the Locrians on the river Sagras. It

suflered greatly in the wars with Dionysius, Aga-
thocles, and Pyrrhus

;
and in the 2nd Punic war

4 considerable part of it had ceased to be inhabited.

It received a colony irom the Romans in 195.

CrostumSrla, -nnm, also Cnuituinlam (Cnfs-

tumlnus), a town of the Sabines, situated in the

mountains near the sources of the Allia, was con-

quered both by Romulus and Tarquiuius Priscus,

and is not mentioned in later times.

Gteatns. [Molionbs.]
Cteslas (Kr^ertav), of Cnidus in Caria, a con-

temporary of Xenophon, was private physician of

Artaxerexes Mnemon, whom ho accompanied in

his war against his brother Cyrus, B. c. 401. He
lived 17 years at the Persian court, and wrote in

the Ionic dialect a great work on the history of

Persia (UtpaiKh), in 23 books. The first 6 con-

tained the history of the Assyrian monarchy down
to the foundation of the kingdom of Persia. The
next 7 contained the history of Persia down to

the end of the reign of Xerxes, and the remain-

ing 10 carried the history down to the time when
Ctesias left Persia, ». «. to the year 398. All

that is now extant is a meagre abridgment in

Photius and a number of fragments preserved in

Diodorus and other writers. The work of Ctesias

-was compiled from Oriental sources, and its state-

mqnts are frequently at variance with those of

Herodotus. Ctesias also wrote a work on India

(’lySind) in one book, of which we possess an
abridgment in Photius. This work contains nu-

merous fables, but it probably gives a faithful pic-

ture of India, as it was conceived by the Persians.

The abridgment which Photius made of the Per-

sica and Indica of Ctesias has been printed sepa-

rately by Lion, Gottingen, 1823, and by Bdhr,

Frankfort, 1824.

Cteslblus (KTi7(rf§ior), celebrated for his me-
chanical inventions, lived at Alexandria in the

reigns of Ptolemy Philadclphus and Eueigetes,

about B. c. 250. Ilis father was a barber, but

his own taiste led him to devote himself to me-
chanics. He is said to have indented a clepsydra

or water-clock, a hydraulic organ (DSpauAtr), and
other machines, and to have been the first to dis-

cover the elastic force of air and apply it as a
moving power. He was the teacher, and has been

suppo^ to have been the lather of Hero Alexan*
<drinu8.

CtSsIphOn (Krifo-i^dv), son of Leosthenes of

Anaphlystus, was accused by Aeschines for having

proposed the decree, that Demosthenes should be

honoured with the crown. [Akschinxs.]

CtSsIphon (Knjirup&v: Krti^t^dvrios : Takti

Kearoj Ru.), a city of Assyria, on the E. bank of

the Tigris, 3 Rommi miles mm Seleucia on the W.
bank, first became an important place under the

Parthians, whose kings used it for some time as a
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winter residence, and afterwards enlarged and for-

tified it, and made it the capital of their empire.

It is said to have contained at least 100,000 inha-

bitants. In the wars of the Romans with the

Parthians and Persians, it was taken, first by Trajan
(a. d. 115), and by several of the later emperors,

but Julian did not venture to attack it, even after

his victory over the Persians before the city.

Ctesippus (Kr-fiffimros). 1. Two sons of Her-
cules, one by Deianira, and the other by Asty-
damio.— 2. Son of Polytherses of Same, one of

the suitors of Penelope, killed by Philoctius, the

cow-herd.

Cnl&ro, afterwards called Oratian5p51i8 (Gre-
noble) in honour of the emperor Oratian, a town in

Gallia Narbonensis on the Isara (Jehre).

OullSo or Colfio, Q. Terentlus. 1. A senator of

distinction, w’as taken prisoner in the second Punic
war, and obtained his liberty at the conclusion of

the war, b.c. 201. To show his gratitude to P.

Scipio, he follow'ed his triumphal car, wearing the

pilcus or cap of liberty, like an emancipated slave.

In 187 he w^as praetor peregrinus, and in this year

condemned L. Scipio Asiaticus, on the charge of

having misappropriated the money gained in the

war with Antiochus.— 2. Tribune of the plebs,

58, exerted himself to obtain Cicero’s recall from

banishment. In the war which followed the death
of Caesar (43), Culleo was one of the legates of

Lepidus.

Cumae : Kv/taior, Cum&nus), a town in

Campania, and the most ancient of the Greek co-

lonics in Italy and Sicily, was founded by Cumae
in Aeolis, in conjunction with Cbalcig and Eretria

in Euboea. Its foundation is placed in b. c, 1 050,
but this date is evidently too early. It was situ-

ated on a steep hill of Mt. Gaurus, a little N. of

tho promontory Misenum. It became in early

times a great and flourishing city
;

its commerce
was extensive

; its territory included a great part

of the rich Campanian plain
;

its population was
at least 60,000 ;

and its power is attested by its

colonies in Italy and Sicily,— Puteoli, Palaeopolis,

afterwards Neapolis, Zancle, afterwards Messana.

But it had powerful enemies to encounter in the

Etruscans and the Italian nations. It was also

weakened by intemaii dissensions, and one of its

citizens Aristodemus made himself tyrant of the

place. Its power became so much reduced that it

was only saved from the attacks of the Etruscans

by the assistance of Hiero, who annihilated the

Etruscan fleet, 474. It maintained its independ-

ence till 4 1 7, when it was taken by the Campa-
nians and most of its inhabitants sold as slaves.

From this time Capua became the chief city of

Campania • and although Cumae was subsequently

a Roman municipium and a colony, it continued

to decline in importance. At last the Acropolis

was tbe only part of the town that remained, and
this was eventually destroyed by Narses in his

wars with the Goths.— Cumae was celebrated as

the residence of the earliest Sibyl, and as the place

where Tarquinius Superbus died.—Its ruins are still

to be seen between the Lago di Patria and Fusaro.

Cftnaza (Ko^po^a), a small town in Babylonia,

on the Euphrates, famous for the battle fought here

between the younger Cyrus and his brother Ar-
taxerxes Mnemon, in which the former was killed

(b. c. 401). Its position is uncertain. Plutarch

(Aricut. 8) places it 500 stadia (50 geog. miles)

above Babylon
;
Xenophon, who does not meutiea
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ft by name, makes the battle field 360 stadia (36

geog. miles) from Babylon.

Capienniua, attacked by Horace (Sat. i. 2. 36),

is said by the Scholiast to have been a friend of

Augustus, but is probably a fictitious name.

^pra (Cuprensis). 1. Haritima (Marano at

the mouth of the Monecchia)., a town in Picenum,

with an ancient temple of Juno, founded by the

Pelasgians and restored by Hadrian.— 2. Mon-
tana., a town near No. 1 in the mountains.

Cures (Gen. Curium), an ancient town of the

Sabines, celebrated as the birth-place of T. Tatius

and NumaPompilius : from this town the Romans
are said to have derived the name of Quirites.

Cnretes (Kovprirts), a mythical people, said to

be the most ancient inhabitants of Acamania and
i

Actolia
; the latter country was called Curetis from

!

them. They also occur in Crete as the priests of

Zeus, and are spoken of in connexion with the

Corybantes and Idaean D.actyli. The infant Zeus
was entrusted to their care by Rhea

;
and by

clashing their weapons in a warlike dance, they

drowned the cries of the child, and prevented his

father Cronus from ascertaining tlic place where
he was concealed.

Curias. [Curium.]
Curifttli, a celebrated Alban family. 3 brothers

of this family fought with 3 Roman brothers, the

Horatii, and were conquered by the latter. In

consequence of their defeat. Alba became subject

to Rome.
Curi&tlua Matemus. [Maternus.]
CHrlo, C. ScribouXus. 1. Praetor n. c. 121, was

one of the most distinguished orators of his time.—
2. Son of No. 1, tribune of the plebs, B.C. 90 ;

after-

wards served under Sulla in Greece
;
was praetor

82; consul 76 ;
and after his consulship obtained

the province of Macedonia, where he carried on

war against the barbarians as far N. as the Da-
nube. Ho was a personal enemy of Caesar, and
8Up}»ortcd P. Clodius, when the latter was accused

of violating the sacra of the Bona Dea. In 57 he
vvas appointed pontifex maximus, and died 53.

He had some reputation as an orator, and was a
friend of Cicero.— 8, Son of No. also a friend of

Cicero, w.is a most profligate character. He was
married to Fulvia, afterwards the wife of Antony.
He at first belonged to the Pompeian party, by
whose influence he was made tribune of the plebs,

50 ;
but he was bought over by Caesar, and em-

ployed his power as tribune against his former

friends. On the breaking out of the civil war

(49), he was sent by Caesar to Sicily with the

title of propraetor. He succeeded in driving Cato

out of the island, and then crossed over Jo Africa,

where he was defeated and slain by Juba and P.

Attius Varus.

Cnriosolltae, a Gallic people on the Ocean in

Armorica near the Veneti, in the country of the

modem CorseuU near St. Malo.

Cuiluni (Kot^piov : 'K.ovpuits : nr. Piscopia Ru.),

a town on the S. coast of Cyprus, near The pro-

montory Curiaa, W. of the mouth of the Lycus.

ci&xliu Dent&tus. [Dbntatos.]

C&rXns, H.’, an intimate friend of Cicero and

Atticus, lived for several years as a negotiator at

Patrae in Peloponnesus. In his will he left his

property to Atticus and Cicero. Several of Ci-

cero’s letters are addressed to him.

Conor, L. FSpIrlxis. 1. A distinguished Ro-

man general in the 2nd Samnite war, was 5 times
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consul (b.c. 333, 320, 319, 315, 313), and twice

dictator (325, 309). He fi^uently defeated the

Samnites, but his greatest victory over them was
gained in his 2nd dictatorship. Although a great

general, he was not popular with the soldiers on ac-

count of his severity. —2. Son of No. 1, was, like

his father, a distinguished general. In both his

consulships (293, 272) he gained great victories

over the ^mnites, and in the 2ud he brought the

3rd Samnite war to a close.

Curtluf, Mettns or Mettitns, a distinguished

Sabine, fought with the rest of his nation against

Romulus. According to one tradition, the Locus
Cutiius^ which was part of the Roman forum, was
called after him : because in the battle with the

Romans he escaped with difficulty from a swamp,
in|o«which his horse had plunged. But the more
usual tradition respecting the name of the Lacus
Curtius related that in B. c. 362 the earth in the

forum gave way, and a great chasm appeared,

which the soothsayers declared could only be filled

up by throwing into it Rome’s greatest treasure
;
that

thereupon M. Curtius, a noble youth, mounted his

steed in full armour
;
and declaring that Rome pos-

sessed no greater treasure than a brave and gallant

citizen, leaped into the abyss, upon which the

earth closed over him.

Curtins Mont&nus. [Montanus.]
Curtius Bufns, Q., the Roman historian of

Alexander the Great. Respecting his life, and the

time at which he lived, nothing is known with

certainty. Some critics jdace him as early as the

time of Vespasian, and others as late as Constan-

tine ; but the earlier date is more probable than
the later. The work itself, entitled IM Rebus
Gestis Alescandri Magni^ consisted of 10 books,

but the first 2 are lost, and the remaining 8 are

not without considerable gaps. It is written in a

pleasing though somewhat declamatory style. It

is taken from good sources, but the author fre-

quently shows his ignorance of geography, chrono-

logy, and tactics. The best editions are by Zumpt,
Berlin, 1826, and MUtzell, Berlin, 1843.

CutXUae Aquae. [Aquae, No. 3.]

Cjf&d6 (KvdvT7), n Sicilian nymph and playmate
of Proserpine, changed into a fountaiu through grief

at the loBS^of the rnddess.

CyailSae Ineulae (Kvai'^ai t^troi or srirpai^

Urek-JaTei), 2 small rocky islands at the entrance

of the Thracian Bosporus into the Kuxine, the
and SymplSg&dea (Su/u-

wAi^yiiSer) of mythology7*S0 called because they are

said to have been once moveable and to have
rushed together, and thus destroyed every ship

that attempted to pass through them. After the
ship Argo had passed through them in safety, they
became stationary. [See p. 76, a.]

Cyaxares (Kva^d^s), king of Media b. c. 634—594, son of Phraortes, and grandson of Deioces.

He was the most warlike of the Median kings, and
introduced great military reforms. He defeated

the Assyrians, who had slain his father in battle,

and he laid siege to Ninus (Nineveh). But while
he was before the city, be was defeated by the
Scythians, who held the dominion of Upper Asia
for 28 years (634—607), but were at length driven

out of Asia by Cyaxares. After the expulsion of

the Scythianih Cyaxares a^in turned his arms
against Assyria, ftid with toe aid of the king of

Ifobylon (probably the father of Nebuchadnezzar),
he took and destroyed Ninus, in 606, He subse-
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quently carried on war for 5 years against Alyattes,

king of Lydia. [Alyattks.] Cyaxares died in

594, and was succeeded by his son Astyages.—
Xenophon speaks of a Cyaxares II., king of Media,

son of Astyages, respecting whom see Cyrus.

C^bjile. [Rhea.]
Cybistra (rd Kofto-rpo), an ancient city of Asia

Minor, several times mentioned by Cicero (Ep. ad
Fain. XV. 2, 4<,culAtt. v. 18, 20), who describes it as

lying at the foot of Mt Taurus, in the part of Cap-

padocia bordering on Cilicia. Strabo places it 300
stadia < 30 geog. miles) from Tyana. Mention is

made of a place of the same name (now Kara
Hissar), between Tyana and Caesarea ad Ai^eiim;
but this latter can hardly be believed to be identical

with the former.

Cycl&des (KuaAciScs), a group of islands in t|;e

Aegaean sea, so called because they lay in a

circle {ip KiiK\^) around Delos, the most important

of them. According to Strabo they were 1*2 in

number
;
but their number is increased by other

writers. The most important of them were Delos,

Ceos, Cythnos, Ssriphos, Rhenia, Siphnus,
CiMOLos, Naxos, Paros, Syros, Myconos,
Tenos, Anokor.

Cyoldpea (Ki^KXwTres), that is, creatures with

round or circular eyes, are described differently by
different writers. Homer speaks of them as a gi-

gantic and lawless race of shepherds in Sicily, who
devoured human beings and cared nought for Zeus:

each of them had only one eye in the centre of his

forehead : the chief among them was Polyphemus.
According to Hesiod the Cyclops were Titans, sons

of Uranus and Oe, were 3 in number, Arges,
Steropes, and Brontes, and each of them had only

one eye on his forehead. They were thrown into

Tartarus by Cronus, but were released by Zeus, and
in consequence they provided Zeus with thunder-

bolts and lightning, Pluto with a helmet, and Po-

seidon with a trident. They were afterwards

killed by Apollo for having furnished Zeus with

the thunderbolts to kill Aesculapius. A still later

tradition regarded the Cyclopes as the assistants of

Hephaestus. Volcanoes were the workshops of

that god, and Mt. Aetna in Sicily and the neigh-

bouring isles were accordingly considered as their

abodes. As the assistants of Hepliaestus they

make the metal armour and ornaments fo^gods
and heroes. Their number is no longer confined

to 3 ; and besides the names mentioned by Hesiod,

we also find those of Fyraomon and Aoamas.
The name of Cyclopian walls was given to the walls

built of great masses of unhewn stone, of which

specimens are still to be seen at Mycenae and
other parts of Greece, and also in Italy. They
were probably constructed by the Pelasgians ; and
later generations, being stnick by their ^ndeur,
ascribed their building to a fabulous race of Cyclops.

CyoniU (Kuepos). L Son of Apollo by Hyrie,

lived in the district between Pleuron and Calydon,

and was beloved by Phyllius
;

but as Phyllius

refused him a bull, Cycnus leaped into a lake and
was metamorphosed into a swan.— 2. Son of Po-

seidon, was king of Colonae in Troas, and father

of Tenes and'Hemithea. His second wife Philo-

nome fell in love with Tenes, her step-son, and as

he refused her offers, she accused him to his father,

who threw Tenes with Hemithea in a chest into

the sea. Tenes escaped and became king of Te-

nedos. [Tenes.] In the Trojan War both

Cycnus and Tenes assisted the Trojans, but both
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were slain by Achilles. As Cycnus could not be
wounded by iron, Achilles strangled him with
the thong of his helmet, or killed him with a
stone. When Achilles was going to strip Cycnus
of his armour, the body disappeared, and was
changed into a swan. —3. Son of Ares and Pe-
lopia, slain by Hercules at Itone.— 4. Son of

Ares and Pyrene, likewise killed by Hercules.— 5. Son of Sthenelus, king of the Ligurians, and
a friend and relation of Phaethon. While he was
lamenting the fate of Phaethon on the banks of the

Eridanus, ho was metamorphosed by Apollo into a
swan, and placed among the stars.

Cydlaa, a celebrated painter from the island of

Cythnus, b. c. 364, whose picture of the Argonauts
was exhibited in a porticus by Agrippa at Rome.

C^dippe. [Acontius.]
Cydnoa (KuSvoy : Tersoos-Ckai\ a river of Ci-

licia Campestris, rising in the Taurus, and flowing

through the midst of the city of Tarsus, where it

is 120 feet wide (Kinneir : Xenophon says 2 plc-

thra=202 feet). It was celebrated for the clear-

ness and coldness of its water, which was esteemed
useful in gout and nervous diseases, but by bathing

in which Alexander nearly lost his life. At its

mouth the river spread into a lagune, which formed
the harbour of Tarsus, but which is now choked
with sand. In the middle ages the river was called

Hierax.

CyddnlSi, more rarely Cydfinis (KpScupia^ KuSos-

pts : KvStoytdrris : Kkania), one of the chief cities

of Crete, the rival and opponent of Cnossus and
Gortyna, was situated on the N. W. coast, and
derived its name from the CydSnes (Ko8u>i/«y), a
Cretan race, placed by Homer in the W. part of

the island. At a later time a colony of Zacyn-
thians settled in Cydonia

;
they were driven out

by the Samians about b. c. 524
;
and the Samians

were in their turn expelled by the Aeginetans.

Cydonia was the place from which quinces {Cydonia
mala) were first brought to Italy, aud its inhabit-

ants were some of the best Cretan archers {Cydo-
nio arcu^ Hor. Carm. iv. 19. 17).

Cyll&rUB (KuAAapos), a beautiful centaur, killed

at the wedding f^ast of Pirithous. The horse of

Castor was likewise called Cyllarus.

CyllSnS {KoWdiPTi). L {Zyria)^ the highest

mountain in Peloponnesus on the frontiers of Ar-
cadia and Achaia, sacred to Hermes (Mercury),

who had a temple on the summit, was said to have
been bom there, and was hence called Cyllenius.— 2. A sea-port town of Elis.

Cylon (Ki;A«i/), an Athenian of noble feraily,

married the daugWr of Theagenes, tyrant of Me-
gara, and^ gained an Olympic victory b. c. 640.
Encouraged by the Delphic oracle, he seized the

Acropolis, intending to make himself tyrant of

Athens. Pressed % famine, Cylon and his ad-

herents were driven to take refuge at the altar

of Athena, whence they were induced to withdraw
by the archon Megaclcs, the Alcmaconid, on a
promise that their lives should be spared. But
their enemies put them to death as soon as they

had them in their power.

( Ku/LLfj ; Kujbuubs : SandaMi), the largest of

the Aeolian cities of Asia Minor, stood upon the

coast of Aeolis, on a bay named after it, Cumaeua
(also Elaiticus) Sinus (5 Kvfuuos k6\vos : Gulfo/
Sandakli)y and had a g(^ harbour. It was founded

by a colony of Locrians from Mt. Phricius, and
hence it the epithet *pucup». It was the
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native place of Hesiod and Ephonu, and the mo-
ther city of Side in Pamphylia and Cumae in

Campania.

Cyns. [Cynank.]
C^aegX^ {Kvvalytipos), brother of the poet

Aeschylus, distinguished himself by his valour at

the battle of Marathon, b. c. 490. According to

Herodotus, when the Persians were endeavouring

to escape by sea, Cynaegirus seized one of their

ships to keep it back, but fell with his right hand
cut oif. In the later versions of the story Cynae-

girus is made to perform still more heroic deeds.

Cynaetha {Kvyatda: Kwaidth^ •Oateds), a town

in the N. of Arcadia, whose inhabitants, unlike the

other Arcadians, had a dislike to music, to which

circumstance Polybius attributes their rough and
demoralized character.

Cynane, Cyna, or Cyima (Kwdvri, Kvva, Kiiwa),

half-sister to Alexander the Great, daughter of

Philip by Audata, an Illyrian woman. She was
married to her cousin Ainyntas

;
and after the

death of Alexander she crossed over to Asia, in-

tending to marry her daughter Eurydice to Arrhi-

daeus, who had been chosen king. Her project

alanhed Perdiccas, by whose order she was put to

death.

CynSsii or CynStes (Kvtrfjaioi^ Kvtnjrts), a peo-

ple, according to Herodotus, dwelling 'in the ex-

treme W. of Europe, beyond the Celts, apparently

in Spain.

Cynisca (Kui/icKa), daughter of Archidamus IT.

king of Sparta, was the first woman who kept

liorses for the games, and the first who gained an
Olympic victory.

C^dpSIis (Kwi'hj irdAij : Samallout\ a city of

the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, on an island

in the Nile ; the chief seat of the worship of Anu-
his. There was a city of the same name in the

Delta.

Cynos (KCi^oj : Kdvtor, Kuvatos), the chief sea-

port in the territory of the Locri Opuntii.

Cynosarges (tS Kvv6aaftyis), a gymnasium,

sacred to Hercules, outside Athens, E. of the city

and before the gate DiomSa, for the use of those

who were not of pure Athenian blood : here taught

Antisthenes, the founder of the ^yiiic school.

CynoscSph&laefKovbs KcipaAai), ‘^Dog's Heads.*'

1. Two hills near Scotussa in Thessaly, where Fla-

minius gained his celebrated victory over Philip of

Macedonia, b. c. 197. "“2. A hill between Thebes

and Thespiae in Boeotia.

Cynossima (Koi'by “Dog's Tomb,"

a

promontory in the Thracian Chersonesus near

Madytus, so called because it was supposed to be

the tomb of Hecuba, who had been previously

changed into a dog.

Cynostlra (Kwotroupd), an Idaean nymph, and

one of the nurses of Zeus, who placed her among

the stars. [Abctos.]

CyxLOStlra (Kovderowpa), “ Dog’s Tail," a pro-

montory in Attica, S. of Marathon.

Cynthia and Cynthlus (KvvBla and Xtlvdior),

surnames respectively of Artemis and Apollo, which

they derived from Mt. Cynthui in the island of

Delos, their birthplace.

Cyntbrla (Kwovpia: Kwodpios), a district on

the frontiers of Argolis and Laconia, for the pos-

session of which the Argives and Spartans carried

on frequent wars, and which the Spartans at length

obtained about fi. c. 530. [See p. 77, a.] The

inhabitants were lonians.
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Cyparisila (Kwrapurtrla). L A town in Mes-
senia on the W. coast, S. of the river Cyparissus,

and on a promontory and bay of the same name.
Homer {11. ii. 593) speaks of a town CypariaBdeis

(Kinrapi(r(r^cir) subject to Nestor, which is pro-

bably the same as the preceding, though Strabo places

it in Triphylia.— 2. A town in Lyonia on a pe-

ninsula near the Asopus.

Cypariaaua {Kinrdpurffos\ son of Telephus, be-

loved by Apollo or Silvanus. Having inadver-

tently killed his favourite stag, he was seized with

immoderate grief,and metamorphosed into a cypress.

CyparisBUB (Ki;ircip((r(roT), asmall town in Pho-
cis on Parnassus near Delphi.

Cl3rphanta (to Ku^ovto), a town on the E. coast

of Laconia near Brasiae.

Cj^ria, CypriB, surnames of Aphrodite, from
tfie island of Cyprus.

Cyprl&nns, a celebrated father of the Church,
was a native of Africa. He was a Gentile by
birth, and before his conversion to Christianity he
taught rhetoric with distinguished success. He
was converted about a. d. *246, was ordained a
presbyter 247, and was raised to the bishopric of

Carthage 248. When the persecution of Decius

burst forth (250), Cyprian fled from the storm, and
remained 2 years in retirement. A few years

afterwards the emperor Valerian renewed the per-

secution against the Christians. Cyprian was ba-

nished by Paternus the proconsul to the maritime

city of Curubis, where he resided 11 months. He
was then recalled by the new governor, Oalerius

Maximus, and was beheaded in a spacious plain

without the walls a. d. 258. He wrote several

works which have come down to us. They are

characterised by lucid arrangement, and eloquent,

though declamatory style. The best editions are

by Fell, Oxford, 1682, fob, to which arc subjoined

the Annalest Cyprianici of Pearson ; and that com-
menced by Baluze, and completed by a monk of

the fraternity of St. Maur, Paris, 1726, fol.

C3rpnis (Kva-por : Kvirpiosx Cyprus^ called by
the Turks Kebris)^ a large island in the Mediter-

ranean, S. of Cilicia and W. of Syria. It is called

by various names in the poets, CerasHa or Cerastts,

Macariuy SphecUiy AcamantiSy Amathusia, and also

Paphos. The island is of a triangular form : its

length from E. to W. is about 140 miles ; its

greatest breadth, which is in the W. part, is about
50 miles from N. to S., but it gradually narrows
towards the E. A range of mountains, called

Olj'mpus by the ancients, runs through the whole
length of the island from E. to W., and rises in

one part more than 7000 feet in height. The plains

are chiefly in theS. of the island, and were cele-

brated ill ancient as well as in modem times for

their fertility. The largest plain, called the Sala-

minian plain, is in the E. part of the island near
Salamis. The rivers are little more than mountain
torrents, mostly dry in summer.— Cyprus was
colonized by the Phoenicians at a very early pe-
riod ; and Greek colonies were subsequently planted
in the island, according to tradition soon after the
Trojan war. We read at first of 9 independent
states, each governed by its own king, Salamia,
Citium, Amathus, Curium, Paphos, Marium,
Soli, Lapbthus, Cbhynia. The island was sub-

dued by Aroftais, king of Egypt, about b. c. 640.
Upon the downW of the Egyptian monarchy, it

became subject to the Persians
; but Evaooras

of Salamis, after a severe struggle with the Per-
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sians, established its independence about 385, and

handed down the sovereignty to his son Nicoclks.

It eventually fell to the share of the Ptolemies in

Egypt, and was governed by them, sometimes

unit^ to Egypt, and sometimes by separate princes

of the royal family. In 58 the Romans made Cy-

prus one of their provinces, and sent M. Cato to

take possession of it— Cyprus was one of the

chief seats of the worship of Aphrodite (Venus),

who is hence called Cypris or Cypria^ and whose

worship was introduced into the island by the

Phoenicians.

CypsSla (rd Kiltf/cXa : KvfJ/eXTvos, -\ijvSs). 1
A town in Arcadia on the frontiers of Laconia. —
2. A town in Thrace on the Hebrus and the Eg-

natia Via.

CypsSlua (Kvil^cXos). L Father of Merope pnd

grandfather of Aepytns. [Aupyti 3.]— 2. (jf

Corinth, son of Aection. The mother of Cypselus

belonged to the bouse of the Bacchiaiac, that is,

to the Doric nobility of Corinth. According to

tradition, she married Aeetion, because, being ugly,

she met with no one among the Bacchiadae who
would have her as his wife. As the oracle of

Delphi had declared that her son would prove for-

midable to the ruling party at Corinth, the Bacchi-

adae attempted to murder the child. But his

mother concealed him in a chest from

which he derived his name, Cypselus. When he

had grown up to manhood, he expelled the Bac-

chiadae, with the help of the people, and then

establislied himself as tyrant. He reigned 30 years,

B. c. 655—625, and was succeeded by his son Pe-

riander. The celebrated chest of Cypselus, con-

sisting of cedar wood, ivo^, and gold, and richly

adomsd with figures in relief, is described at length

by Pausanias (v. 17, &c.).

Cyraimis (Ktipaoi^tr), an island off the N. coast

of Africa mentioned by Herodotus (iv. 95) ;
pro-

bably the same as Cbrcinb.
Cjb'Sn&Ica (v Kvprjyaia, if Kvprjvaiij He-

rod : Dertiah or Jchel-Akhdar^ i. e. the Green Moun-
tain^ the N. E. part of Tripdi)^ a district of N.
Africa, between Marmarica on the E. and the

Regio Syrtica on the W., was considered to ex-

tend in its widest limits from the Philaenorum

Arae at the bottom of the Great Syrtis to the

Chersonesus Magna or N. headland of the Gulf of

Platea (G. of Bomba), or even to the Catabathmua

Magnus {Marsa SoUum ) ; but the part actually

possessed and cultivated by the Greek colonists

can only be considered as beginning at the N.
limit of the sandy shores of the Great Syrtis, at

Boreum Pr. {Roe Teyonas, S. of Ben-Ghazi), be-

tween which and the Chersonesus Magna the

country projects into the Mediterranean in the

form of a segment of a circle, whose chord is above

150 miles long and its arc above 200. From its

position, formation, climate, and soil, this region is

perhaps one of the most delightful on the surface

of the globe. Its centre is occupied by a mode-
rately elevated table-land, whose edge runs par

rallcl to the coast, to which it sinks down in a

succession of terraces, clothed with verdure, in-

tersected by mountain streams running through

ravines hll^ with the richest vegetation, exposed

to the cool se^-breezes from the N., and sheltered

by the mass of the mountain from the sands and
hot winds of the Sahara. These slopes produced

the choicest fruits, vegetables, and dowers, and

some very rare plants^ such as the silphium and the

CYRENE.
oirhr Kt^Kcubr. The various harvests, at the dif-

ferent elevations, lasted for 8 months of the year.

With these physical advantages, the people naturally

became prone to luxury. The country was, how-
ever, exposed to annud ravages by locusts. The
belt of mountainous land extends inwards from

the coast about 70 or 80 miles.—The first occupa-

tion of this country by the Greeks, of which we
have any clear account, was effected by Battus,
who led a colony from the island of Thera, and first

established himself on the island of Platea at the

E. extremity of the district, and afterwards built

CyRKNB (b. c. 631), where he founded a dynasty,

which ruled over the country during 8 reigns,

though with comparatively little power over some
of the other Greek cities. Of these the earliest

founded were Tbuchira and Hbsprris, then

Barca, a colony from Cyrene; and these, with

Cyrenc itself and its port Apollonia, formed the

original Lib3ran Pentapolis, though this name
seems not to have come into general use till under

the Ptolemies. The comparative independence of

Barca, and the temporary conquest of the country

by the Persians under Cambyses, diminished the

power of the later kings of Cyrenc, and at Inst the

dynasty was overthrown and a republic established

in the latter part of the 5th century b. c. When
Alexander invaded Egypt, the Cyrenaeans formed

an alliance with him
;
but their country was made

subject to Egypt by Ptolemy the son of Lagus. It

appears to have flourished under the Ptolemies,

who pursued their usual policy of raising new cities

at the expense of the ancient ones, or restoring

the latter under new names. Thus Hesperis became
Berenice, Teuebira was called Arsinoe, Barca was
entirely eclipsed by its port, which was raised into

a city under the name of Ptolemais, and Cyrene
suffered from the favours bestowed upon its port

Apollonia. The country was now usually called

PeiTtapolis, from the 5 cities of Cyrene, Apollonia,

Ptolemau, Arsinob', and Berenice. In b. c. 9.% the

last Egyptian governor, Apion, an illegitimate son

of Ptolemy Physcon, made the country over to

the Romans, who at first gave the cities their free-

dom, and afterwards formed the district, under the

name of Cyrenaida, with the island of Crete, into

a province. Under Constantine Cyrcnaica was
separated from Crete, and made a distinct province,

under the name of Libya Superior. The first

great blow to the prosperity of tho country was
given by the murderous conflict which ensued on

an insurrection of the Jews (who had long settled

here in great numbers) in the reign of Trajan. As
the Roman empire declined, the attacks of the

native Libyan tribes became more frequent and
formidable, and the sufferings caused by their in-

roads and by locusts, plague, and earthquakes, are

most rathetically described by Synesius, bishop

of Ptolemais, in the 5th century. In the 7th

century the country was overrun by the Persians,

and soon afterwards it fell a final prey to the great

Arabian «nvasion.

OyrfaS (Kvp^itni), daughter of Hypseus, mother

of Aristaeus by Apollo, was carried by the god
from Mt. Pelion to Libya, where the city of Cy-
rene derived its name from her.

(Kvp^ytj: Kvfnjvaios: Ghrennah, very

laige Ru.), the chief city of Cyrbnaica in N.
Africa, was founded by Battus (b. g. 631) over a
fountain consecrated to Apollo, and called Cyre
(Kipri: 'AirdAAwi'or icp^pri)j which supplied the
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city witli water, and then ran down to the sea

through a beautiful ravine. The city stood 80
stadia (8 geog. miles) from the coast, on the edge

of the upper of two terraces of table land, at the

height of 1800 feet above the sea, in one of the

finest situations in the world. The road which
connected it with its harbour, Apollonia, still exists,

and the ruins of Cyrene, though terribly deiaced,

arc very extensive, comprising streets, aqueducts,

temples, theatres, tombs, paintings, sculpture, and
inscriptions. In the face of the terrace on which
the city stands is a vast subterraneous necropolis.

For the history of the city and surroundiog country,

see Cyrenaica. Among its celebrated natives

were the philosopher Aristippus, the poet Calli-

machus, and the Christian bishop and orator Sy-
nesius.

Cyresch&ta or CyrSpSlii (Kvp4<rxa'ra, Kiipo,

Kvpov irdAtr), a city of Sogdiana, on the Jaxartes,

the furthest of the colonies founded by Cyrus, and
the extreme city of the Persian empire : destroyed,

after many revolts, by Alexander. Its position is

doubtful, but it was probably not far from Alex-
andreschata (Kokand),

Gyrillus (KdpiAAoi),—!. Bishop of Jerusalem,

A. u. 351—38(j, was a firm opponent of the Arians,

by whose influence he was ^nished 3 times from

Jerusalem. His works are not numerous. The
most important are lectures to catechumens, &c.,

and a letter to the emperor Constantins, giving an

account of the luminous cress which appeared at

Jerusalem, 351. The best editions are by Millet,

Oxford, 1703, fol, and by Touttee, Paris, 1720, fol.

—42. Bishop of Alexandria, a.o. 412—444, of which

city he was a native. He was fond of power, and of

a restless and turbulent spirit. He persecuted the

Jews, whom he expelled from Alexandria; and
after a long protracted struggle he procured the

deposition of Nestorius, bishop of Constantinople.

He was the author of a large number ot works,

many of which are extant
;
but in a literary view

they are almost worthless. The best edition is by
Aubert, Paris, 1638, 6 vols. fol.

Cyrrliestlod (Kv/Jj&etrriK^), the name given

under the Seleucidae to a province of Syria, lying

between Commagene on the N. 'and the plain of

Antioch on the S., between Mt. Amanus on the W.
and the Euphrates on the £. After the time of

Constantine, it was united with Commagene into

one province, under the name of Euphratesia.

C^htui or Cyrus (Kv^^os, Kvpos: Korusf),

a city of Syria, founded under the Seleucidae, and
called after the city of the same name in Mace-

donia; chiefly remarkable as the residence and

see of Theodoret, who describes its poverty, which

he did much to relieve. Justinian r^uilt the

walls, and erected an aqueduct.

Cyrrlias, a town in Macedonia, near Pella.

C^ruB (Kvpos). L The Elder, the founder

of the Persian empire. The history of his life

was overlaid in ancient times with fables and ro-

mances, and is related differently by Herodotus,

Ctesios, and Xenophon. The account of Herodotus

best preserves the genuine Persian legend, and is

to be preferred to those of Ctesias and Xenophon.

It is as follows :— Cyrus was the son of Cambyses,

a noble Persian, and of Mandane, daughter of the

Median king Astyages. In consequence of a

dream, which seemed to portend that Ms grandson-

should be master of Asia, As^ages sent for his

daughter, when she was pregnant; and upon
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her giving birth to a son, he committed it to

Harp&gus, his confidential attendant, with orders

to kill it. Harpagus gave it to a her^man of As-
tyages, who was to expose it. But the wife of

the herdsman having brought forth a still-born

child, they substituted the latter for the child of

Mandane, who was reared as the son of the herds-

man. When he was 10 years old, his true pa-

rentage was discovered by the following incident.

In the sports of his village, the boys chose him for

their king. One of the boys, the son of a noble

Median named Artembares, disobeyed his com-
mands, and Cyrus caused him to be severely

scourged. Artembares complained to Astyages,

who sent for Cyrus, in whose person and courage

he discovered his daughter's son. The herdsman
and^ Harpagus, being summoned before the king,

told him the truth. Astyages forgave the herds-

man, but revenged himself on Harpagus by serving

up to him at a banquet the flesh of his own son.

As to his grandson, by the advice of the Magians,
who assured him that his dreams were fulflllcd by
the boy's having been a king in sport, he sent him
back to his parents in Persia. When Cjtus grew
up, he conspired with Harpagus to dethrone his

grandfather. He induced the Persians to revolt

from the Median supremacy, and at their head
marched against Astyages. The latter had given

the command of his forces to Harpagus, who de-

serted to Cyrus. Astyages thereupon placed him-

self at the head of his troops, but was defeated by
Cyrus and taken prisoner, b. c. 559. The Medes
accepted Cyrus for their king, and thus the supre-

macy which they had held passed to the Persians.

It was probably at this time that Cyrus received

that name, which is a Persian word (Kohr), sig-

nifying the Sun.— Cyrus now proceeded to con-

quer the other parts of Asia. In 546 he overthrew

the Lydian monarchy, and took Croesus prisoner.

[Croesus.] The Greek cities in Asia Minor were
subdued by his general Harpagus. He next turned

his arms against the Assyrian empire, of which
Babylon was then the capital. After defeating

the Babylonians in battle, he laid siege to the

city, and after a long time he took it by diverting

the course of the Euphrates, which flowed through

the midst of it, so that his soldiers entered Babylon
by the bed of the river. This was in 538. Sub-
sequently he crossed the Aiaxes, with the intention

of subduing the Massagetae, a Scythian people,

but he was defeated and slain in battle. Tomyris,

the queen of the Massagetae, cut off his head, and
threw it into a bag filled with human blood, that

he might satiate himself (she snid) with blood*

He was killed in 529. He was succeeded by his

son Cambyses.— Xenophon represents Cyrus as

brought up at his grandfather's court, as serving in

the Median army under his uncle Cyaxares II.,

the son and successor of Astyages, of whom Hero-
dotus and Ctesias know nothing

; as making war
upon Babylon simply as tho general of Cyaxares

;

as marrying the daughter of Cyaxares
; and at

length dying quietly in his bed, after a sage and
Sortie discourse to his children and friends.

Xenophon's account is preserved in the CyropaedUif

in which he draws a picture of what a wise and
just prince ought to be. Tbe work must not be
regarded as a genuine history.— In the East
Cyrus was long ragarded as the greatest hero of

antiquity, and hence the fiiblet by which his his-

tory is obscured. His sepulchre at Pasargadoe was
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visited by Alexander the Great. The tomb has

perished, but his name is found on monuments at

Murghab, N. of Persepolis. — 2. The Tonnger,

the 2nd of the 4 sons of Darhis Nothus, king of

Persia, and of Parysatis, was appointed by bis

father commander of the maritime parts of Asia

Minor, and satrap of Lydia, Phrygia, and Cappa-

docia, B. c. 407. He assisted Lysander and the

Lacedaemonians with large sums of money in their

war against the Athenians. Cyrus was of a daring

and ambitious temper. On the death of his father

and the accession of his elder brother Artaxerxes

Mnemon, 404, Cyrus formed a plot against the

life of Artaxerxes. His design was betrayed by
Tissaphemes to the king, who condemned him to

death
;
but, on the intercession of Parysatis,' he

spared his life and sent him back tu his sutrarn'.

Cyrus now gave himself up to the design of dl^

throning his brother. He collected a powerful

native army, but he placed his chief reliance on a

force of Greek mercenaries. He set out from Sardis

in the spring of 401, and, having crossed the Eu-
phrates at Thapsacus, marched down the river to

the plain of Cunaxa, .500 stadia from Babylon.

Here he found Artaxerxes prepared to meet him.

Artaxerxes had from 400,000 to a million of men
;

Cyrus had about 100,000 Asiatics and 13,000

Greeks. The battle was At first altogether in

favour of Cyrus. His Greek troops on the right

routed the Asiatics who were opposed to them
;

and he himself pressed forward in the centre against

his brother, and had even wounded him, when he

was killed by one of the king’s body-guard. Ar-
taxerxes caused his head and right hand to be
struck off, and sought to have it believed that

Cyrus had fallen by his hand. The character of

Cyrus is drawn by Xenophon in the brightest

colours. It is enougli to say that his ambition was
gilded by all those brilliant qualities which win

men’s hearts.— 3. An architect at Rome, who
died on the same day ns Clodius, 52.

Cyrus (Kvpos: Aowr), one of the two great

rivers of Armenia, rises in the Caucasus, flows

through Iberia, and after forming the boundary
betwem Albania and Armenia, unites with the

Araxes, and falls into the W. side of the Caspian.

— There were small rivers of the same name in

Media and Persis.

CftA or Cj^taea (Koto, Kuram : Kwrctioy, Kv~
raieifr), a town in Colchis on the river P^is,
where MedCa was said to have been bom.
Cj^Sra (Kvdripa : Kvd^pios : Cerign)^ a moun-

tainous island off the $. E. point of Laconia, with

a town of the same name in the interior, the har-

bour of which was called SoandSa (SaavSela). It

was colonized at an early time by the Phoenicians,

who introduced the worship of Aphrodite into the

island, for which it was celebrated. This goddess

was hence called Cytlietraea, CytherSil
;
and, ac-

cording to some traditions, it was in the neigh-

bourhood of this island that she first rose from the

foam of the sea. The Argives subsequently took pos-

session of Cythem, but were driven out of it by the

Lacedaemonians, who added it to their dominions.

a celebrated courtezan, the mistress of

Antony, and subsequently of the poet Gallus, who
mentioned her in his poems under the name of

Lycoris.

Cythfirua (Kd^npos: Kod^piqs), one of the 12
ancient towns of Attica and subsequently a demus,
belonging to the tribe Pandionis.

DACIA.

Cythnus {KvQvos : KvQvios : Thtrmia)^ an is-

land in the Aegaean sea, one of the Cyclades, with

a town of the same name, celebrated for its cheese,

and also for its warm springs, whence its modem
name.

Cytinlom (Kurfi'ioi'; KuTividrijr), one of the 4
cities in Doris, on Parnassus.

C^t5nu or -um (Kurwpor or -ov ; Kidros)^ a
town on the coast of Paphlagonia, between Amas-
tris and the promontory Carambis, was a commer-
cial settlement of the people of Sinope. It stood

upon or near the mountain of the same name,
which is mentioned by the Romans as abounding
in box-trees.

\

C^zXens (Ky{*iicos), son of Aencus and Aenete,
the daughter of Eusoms, or son of Eusorus, or

son of Apollo by Stilbe. He was king of the Do-
liones at Cyzicus oft the Propontis. For his con-

nection with the Argonauts see p. 75, b.

C;^XCU8 (Kii^ufor: Kv^iKrtvds: BcdKizatCkizico^

Ru.), one of the most ancient and powerful of the

Greek cities in Asia Minor, stood upon an island of

the same name in the Propontis {Sea ofMarmara).
This island, the earlier name of which w.as Arcton-

nSsus (‘'ApKTwv v^oos), lay close to the shore of

Mysia, to which it was united by two bridges, and
afterwards (under Alexander the Great) by a mole,

which has accumulated to a considerable isthmus.

The city of Cyzicus stood on the S. side of the

island, at the N. end of the isthmus, on each side

of which it had a port. Tradition ascribed the

foundation of the city to the Doliones, a tribe of

Thessalian Pelasgians, who had been driven from

their homes by the Aeolians. It was said to have
been afterwards colonized by the Milesians. It was
one of the finest cities of the ancient world, for the

beauty of its situation and the magnificence of its

buildings; it possessed an extensive commerce, and
was celebrated for the excellence of its laws and
government. Its staters were among the most
esteemed gold coins current in Greece. It took no
conspicuous place in history till about 22 yeors after

the peace of Antalcidas, when it made itself inde-

pendent of Persia. It preserved its freedom under

Alexander and his successors, and was in alliance

with the kings of Pergamus, and afterwards with
the Romans. Its celebrated resistance against

Mithridates, when he besieged it by sea and land

(b. c. 75), was of great service to the Romans, and
obtained for it the rank of a “libera civitas,’’ which
it lost again under Tiberius. Under Constantine

it became the chief city of the new province of

Hellespontus. It was greatly injured by an earth-

quake in A. D. 443, and finally ruined by its con-

quest by the Arabians in 675.

D.

D&m. [Dahab.]
DaohinabSAei (Aaxn'a^dSi^r), a general name

for the S. part of the Indian peninsula, derived

from the S^scrit dahhina^ the S. wind, and con-

nected with the modem nam& Decean.

DftoXa (D3cus), as a Roman province, was
bounded on the S. by the Danube, which sepa-

rated it from Moesia, on the N. by the Carpathian

mountains, on the W. by the river Tysia (T^riss),

and on the E. by the river Hierasus {Pruth)^ thus

comprehending the modem Transylvania., Walla-

chia, Moldavia, and part of Hungary. The Daci
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were of the same race and spoke the same language

as the Qetac, and are therefore usually said to be

of Thracian origin. They were a brave and war-

like people. In the reign of Augustus they crossed

the Danube and plundered the ^lies of Rome, but

were defeated and driven back into their own
country by the generals of Augustus. In the

reign of Domitian they became so formidable under

their king Decsbalus, that the Romans were

obliged to purchase a peace of them by the pay-

ment of tribute. Trajan delivered the empire from

this disgrace
;
he crossed the Danube, and after a

war of 5 years (a. D. 101— i 06), conquered the

country, ra^e it a Roman province, and colonized

it with inhabitants from all parts of the empire.

At a later period Dacia was invaded by the Goths

;

and as Aurelian considered it more prudent to make
the Danube the boundary of the empire, he re-

signed Dacia to the barbarians, removed the Roman
inhabitants to Mocsia, and gave the name of Dacia

(Aureliani) to that part of the province along the

Danube where they were settled.

Oaotjf^li (AdfcruAoi), fabulous beings to whom
the discovery of iron and the art of working it by
means of hre was ascribed. Their name Dactyls,

that is. Fingers, is accounted for in various ways
;

by their number being 5 or 10, or by the fact of

their serving Rhea just as the fingers serve the

hand, or hy the story of their having lived at the

foot SaicriiXois) of mount Ida. Most autho-

rities describe mount Ida in Phrygia as the origi-

nal seat of the Dactyls, whence they are usually

called Idaoan liactyls. In Phrygia they were

connected with the worship of Rhea. They are

sometimes confounded or identified with the Cu-

retes, Ccryhantes, Cabiri, and Telchines. This

confusion with the Cabiri also accounts for Samo-
thracc being in some accounts described as their

residence. Other accounts transfer them to mount
Ida in Crete, of which island they are said to have

been the original inhabitants. Their number ap-

pears to have been originally 3 : Celtnis (the smelter),

Datnnamenetts (the hammer), and Acmon (the

anvil). Their number was afterwards increased to

5, 10 (5 male and 5 female), 52 and 100.

Dadast&na (^ Aa5a<rrdua:^urbaleh or Keata-

heg ?), a fortress on the borders of Bithynia and
Galatia, where the emperor Jovian died suddenly,

A. D. 364.

Daed&ls (rh AafSoAa), a city in Asia Minor,

upon the Gulf of Glaucus, on the borders of Caria

and Lycia. The same name w«s given to a moun-
tain overhanging the town.

DaedSlus (AalSoAor). 1. A mythical personage,

under whose name the Greek writers personified

the earliest development of the arts of sculpture and

architecture, especially among the Athenians and

Cretans. The ancient writers generally represent

Daedalus as an Athenian, of the royal race of the

Rrechthidao. Others called him a Cretan, on

account of the long time he lived in Crete. He is

said to have been the son of Metion, the son of

Fupalamus, the son of Erechtheus. Others make
him the sou of Eupalamus, or of Palamaon. His

mother is called Alcippe, or IphinoS, or Phrasimede.

He devoted himself to sculpture, and made great

improvements in the art. He instructed bis lister’s

son, Calos, Talus, or Perdix, who soon came to

surpass him in skill and ingenuity, and Daedalus

killed him through envy. [Pbrdix.] Being

condemned to death by the Areopagus for this
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murder, he went to Crete, where the fame of his

skill obtained for him the friendship of Minos.

He made the well-known wooden cow for Pasi-

phae; and when Pasiphab’ gave birth to the

Minotaur, Daedalus constnicted the labyrinth, at

CnosBiis, in which the monster was kept. For his

part in this affair, Daedalus was imprisoned by
Minos ; but Pasiphae released him, and, as Minos
had seized all the ships on the coast of Crete, Dae-
dalus procured wings for himself and his son Icarus,

and fastened them on with wax. Daedalus himself

flew safe over the Aegean, but, as Icarus flew too

near the sun, the wax by which his wings were
fastened on was melted, and he dropped down and
was drowned in that part of the Aegean which was
called after him the Icarian sea. Daedalus fled to

Sicily, where he was protected by Cocalus, the king
of tne Sicaiii. When Minos heard where Daedalus
had taken refuge, he sailed with a great fleet to

Sicily, where he was treacherously murdered by
Cocalus or his daughters. According to some ac-

counts Daedalus first alighted in his flight from
Crete at Cumae in Italy, where he erected a temple
to Apollo, in which he dedicated the wings with
which he had fled from Crete. Several other works
of art were attributed to Daedalus, in Greece, Italy,

Libya, and the islands of the Mediterranean. They
belong to the period when art began to be deve-

loped. The name of Daedala was given by the

Greeks to the ancient wooden statues, ornamented
with gilding and bright colours and real drapery,

which were the earliest known forms of the images
of the gods, after the mere blocks of wood or stone,

which were at first used for symbols of them. «— 2.

Of Skyou, a statuary in bronze, son and disciple

of Patrocles, flourished b. c. 400.

D&bae (Adai), a great Scythian people, who led

a nomad life over a great extent of country on the

E.of the Caspian, in Hyrcania (which still bears the

name of DagJie$tan)y on the banks of the Margus,
the Oxus, and even the Jaxartes. Some of them
served as cavalry and horse-archers in the armies
of Darius Codomannus, Alexander, and Antiochus

the Great, and they also made good foot-soldiers.

Baim&chiu (Aatjuaxor), of Plataeae, was sent

by Selcucus as ambassador to Sandrocottus, king
of India, about b.c. 312, and wrote a work on
India, which is lost.

Dalxn&tia or Delm&tla (AocX/iarfix : AaA/idrf^r,

more anciently AaA/iOT*iiy, DcUnuUa)^ a part of the

country along the E. coast of the Adriatic sea in-

cluded under the general name of lllyricum, was
separated from Libuniia on the N. by the Titius

{Kerka)y and from Greek Illyria on the S. by the

Drilo {t)rino\ and extended inland to the Bebian
mountains and the Drinus, thus nearly correspond-

ing to the modern Daimaiia, The capital was
Balmininm or Delminiam, from which the coun-

try derived its name. The next most important

town was Salona, the residence of Diocletian.

The Dalmatians were a brave and warlike people,

and gave much trouble to the Romans. In b. c.

119 their country was ovemm by L. Metellus,

who assumed in consequence the surname Dalma-
ticus, but they continued independent oi the Ro-
mans. In 39 they were defeated by Asinius Pollio,

of whose DalmatieM inumphtts Horace speaks
(Carm. ii. 1. 16) ; but it was not till the year 23
that they were .Anally subdued by Statilius Tau-
rus. They took part in the great Ponnonian re-

volt under their leader Bato, but after a 3 years*
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war were again reduced to eubjection by Tiberius,

A. D. 9.

Dalmatint. [Dblmatius.]
DalmXnlaxn. [Dalmatia.]
XHunagfitiif (Aa/idynTos), king of lalysus in

Rhodes, married, in obedience to the Delphie

oracle, the daughter of Aristomenes of Messene,

and from this marriage sprang the family of the

Diagoridoe, who were celebrat^ for their victories

at Olympia. [Aristombnes.]
Dm&lis or Boub (AdfioXis, ^ Bovs), a small

place in Bithynia, on the shore of the Thracian Bos-

porus, N. of Chalcedon
;
celebrated by tradition as

the lading-place of lo, the memory of whose pas-

sage was preserved by a bronze cow set up here

by the Chalcedonians.

Bamar&tua. [Dbmahatvk]
,

Damaseloa (Aa/^ido-icior), the Syrian, of Da-
mascus, whence he derived his name, the last of

the renowned teachers of the Neo-Platonic philo-

sophy at Athens, was bom about a. d. 480. He
hrst studied at Alexandria and afterwards at

Athens, under Marinus and Zenodotus, whom he

succeeded. When Justinian closed the heathen

schools of philosophy at Athens in 529, Damascius

emigrated to King Chosroes of Persia. He after-

wards returned to the W., since Chosrofcs had sti-

pulated in a treaty that the heathen adherents of

the Platonic Philosophy should be tolerated by the

Byzantine emperor. The only work of Damascius

which has been printed, is entitled ** Doubts and
Solutions of the first Principles,” edited by Kopp,
Francof. I828,8vo.

Bamaaeas (i) Aa/LuurKds: AofiourKnvds : Da-
mesAJky Damascus, Esh-SIutm), one of the most
ancient cities of tho world, mentioned as existing

in the time of Abraham (Qen. xiv. 15), stood in

the district afterwards called Coele-Syria, upon

both banks of the river Chrysorrhoas or Bardines

(BuraJa), the waters of which, drawn off by
canals and aqueducts, fertilised the plain around

the city. This plain is open on the S. and E., and
sheltered on the W. and N. by an offshoot of the

Antilibanus
; its fruits were celebrated in ancient,

ns in modem times
;
and altogether the situation

of the city is one of the finest on the globe. In
the earliest times, except during the short period

for which David subjected it to the Hebrew mon-
archy, Damascus was the seat of on independent

kingdom, called the kingdom of Syria, which was
subdued by the Assyrians, and passed successively

under the dominion of the Babylonians, the Per-

sians, the Greek kings of Syria, and the Romans,
the last of whom obtained possession of it after

the conquest of Tigranes, and assigned it to the

province of Syria. It flourished greatly under the

emperdfs, and is called by Julian (Epist 24) ** the

Eye of all the East.” Diocletian establish^ in it

a great factory for arms ; and hence the origin of

the fame of Damascus blades. Its position on one

of the high roads from Lower to Upper Asia gave

it a considerable trade. The surrounding district

was called AafMffKTjtr^.

Damasippni, L. Junioi Bnitui. [Brutus,
No. 10.]

Bamasippni, Uolnliu. L A Roman senator,

fought on the side of the Pompeians in Africf^ and
perished b. c. 47. -->2. A contemporary of Cicero,

who mentions him as a lover of statues, and speaks

of purchasing a garden firom Damasippus. He is

probably the same person as the Damasippus ridi-
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culed by Horace. (&i<. ii. 3. 16, 64.) It appears
from Horace that Damasippus had become bank-
rupt, in consequence of which he intended to put an
end to himself

; but he was prevented by the

Stoic Stertinius, and then turned Stoic himself, or

at least affected to be one by his long beard.—
The Damasippus mentioned by Juvenal (Sat. viii.

147, 151, 167) is a fictitious name, under which
the satirist ridiculed some noble lover of horses.

Bamaatea (Aa^darns), of Sig€ura, a Greek his-

torian, and a contemporary of Herodotus and Hel-
lanlcus of Lesbos : his works are lost.

Bamla. [Auxksia.]
Banuidnli. 1. Or Brnnnoiiii or Btunxmiiii, a

powerful people in the S.W. of Britain, inhabitii^g

ChmwaU, Ikwnshirc, and the W. part of Somer-
sel$3iire, from whom was called the promontory
BanuLonitua, also Oorlntun (C. Lizard) in Corn-
wall.-— 2. Or BanmXi, a people in N. Britain,

inhabiting parts of Perth, Argylc, Stirling, and
Dubmartott-shires.

Bamo (Aa/uc6), a daughter of Pythagoras and
Theano, to whom Pythagoras entrusted his writings,

and forbad her to give them to any one. This
command she strictly observed, although she was
in extreme poverty, and received many requests

to sell them.

Bamocles (AaftouXrjs), a Syracusan, one of the

companions and flatterers of the elder Dionysius.

Damocles having extolled the great felicity of

Dionysius on account of his wealth and power, the

tyrant invited him to try what his happiness really

was, and placed him at a magnificent banquet, in the

midst of which Damocles saw a naked sword sus-

pended over his head by a single horse-liair—

n

sight which quickly dispelled all his visions of

happiness. The story is alluded to by Horace.

(Carm. iii. 1. 17.)

BamSn (Adfjuev).* 1. Of Athens, a celebrated

musician and sophist. He was a pupil of Lampnia
and Agathocles, and the teacher of Pericles, with

whom he lived on the most intimate terms. He is

also said to have taught Socrates, but this state-

ment is more doubtful. In his old age he was ba-

nished from Athens, probably on account of the

part he had taken *in politics.—2. A Pythagorean,

and friend of Phintias (not l^thias). When the

latter was condemned to die for a plot against

Dionysius I. of Syracuse, he asked leave of the

tyrant to depart for the purpose of arranging his

domestic affairs, promising to find a friend who
would be pledge for his appearance at the time ap-

pointed fi>r his punishment. To the surprise of

Dionysius, Damon unhesitatingly offered himself

to be put to death instead of his friend, should he

fail to return. Phintias arrived just in time to

redeem Damon, and Dionysius was so struck with

this instance of firm friendship on both sides, that

he pardoned the criminal, and entreated to be ad-

mitted as a third into tbeir bond of brotherhood.

Bam^xSnui (Aafid(<vov), an Athenian comic

poet of the new comedy, and perhaps partly of the

middle.

Baas {Adva), a great city of Cappadocia (Xen.

Anab. i. 2. § 20), probably the same as the later

Tyana.
BSi^ (Aavdi}), daughter of Acrisius and mother

of Perseus. [Acrisiua] An Italian legend re-

lated that Da^ came to Italy, built the town of

Ardea, and married Pilumnus, by whom she became

the mother of Daunus, the ancestor of Tumus.
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Dax^i. [Danaus.]
L&n&ldet (AovatScs), the 50 daughters of Da-

naus. [Danaus.!
Dan&la {rh Adya\a\ a city in the territory of

the Trocini, in the N. K. of G^tia, notable in the

history of the Mithridatic War as the place where
Lucullus resigned the command to Pompey.

Danapris. [Borysthbnes.]
Danastris. [Tyras.]
D&n&os (Aai^ouir)) son of Belus and twin-brother

of Aegyptus. Belus had assigned Libya to Da-
naiis, but the latter, fearing his brother and his

brother’s sons, fled with his 50 daughters to Argos.

Here he was elected king by the Aigives in place

of Gelanor, the reigning monarch. The story of

the murder of the 50 sons of Aegyptus by the 50
daughters of Danaiis (the Donaides) is given under

Abgyptus. There was one exception to the mur-

derous deed. The life of Lynceus was spared by
his wife Hypermnestra ; and according to the

common tradition he afterwards avenged the death

of his brothers by killing his father-in-law, Danaiis.

According to the poets the Danaides were punished

in Hades by being compelled everlastingly to

pour water into a sieve (inane lympJiae dolium fundo
pereuntis t»io, Hor. Carm. iii. 11. 26).— From
Danaus the Argives were called Danai^ which

name, like that of the Argives, was often applied

by the poets to the collective Greeks.

Danabins (Danube^ in Germ. Donau), also

Danavius on coins and inscriptions, called Istkr
C'loTpos) by the Greeks, one of the chief rivers of

Europe, rises in the Black Forest, and after flowing

1770 miles falls into the Black sea. It is men-
tioned by Hesiod, but the Greeks knew very little

about it. According to Herodotus it rises at the

city Pyrene among the Celts and flows through

the whole of Europe. The Romans first obtained

some accurate information concerning the river at

the commencement of the empire. Tiberius in his

campaign against the Vindelicians, visited the

sources of the Danube, which, according to Ta-

citus, rises in M. Abnoba. The Danube formed

the N. boundary of the empire, with the exception

of the time that Dacia was a Roman province.

In the Roman period the upper part of the river

from its source as far as Vienna was called Danu-
biuB, while the lower port to its entrance in the

Black Sea was named Ister.

Daorsi or Daorizi, a tribe in Dalmatia.

Daphnae FdltLsIae (Ad<pvai al Ue\oi<rm :

nas)f a border fortress of Lower Egypt against

Arabia and SyTia, stood on the right hand of the

Nile, 16 Roman miles S. W. of Pelusium. Many
Jews settled here after the destruction of Jerusa-

lem by the Babylonians. *

Baphnd (Adtpmi). 1. Daughter of the river-

god I^don in Arcadia, by Ge (the earth), or of

the river-god Pencus in Thessaly. She was ex-

tremely beautiful, and was loved by Apollo and

Leucippus, son of Oenomaus, but she rejected both

their suits. In order to win her, Leucippus dis-

guised himself as a maiden, but Apollo’s jealousy

caused his discovery and he was killed by the com-

panions of Daphne. Apollo now pursued Daphne,

and as she was on the point of being overtaken by
him, she prayed for aid, and was metamorphorsed

into a lau^-trec (Sci^vn), which became in con-

sequence the favourite tree ofApollo.— 8. Daughter

of Tiresias, better known tmder the name of

Manto.
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BaplmS (Ad(pyri), 1. (Beit-d-Moie^ or Babj^la 9\
a beautiful spot^ 5 miles S. of Antioch in Syria, to

which it formed a sort of park or pleasure garden.

Here was a grove of laurels and cypresses, 80 sta-

dia in circuit, watered by fresh sprinn and con-

secrated by ^leucus Nicator to Apollo, to whom
also a magnificent temple was built by Antiochus
Epiphanes, and adorned with a splendid statue of

the god by Bryaxis. To this temple were attached

periodical games and the privilege of asylum.

Daphne was a royal residence of the Seleucidae

and of the later Roman emperors, and a favourite

resort of the people of Antioch, whof howeveo^ car-

ried the pleasures they enjoyed here so far beyond
the bounds of moderation, that the phrase

nici •mores passed into a proverb. It was firom

this place that Antioch received its distinguishing

mane, 'A. irl Ad^vrjs, — 2. A place in Upper
Galilee on the lake Semechonitis.

Baphnil (Aa<pvis\ a Sicilian hero, to whom
the invention of bucolic poetry is ascribed. He was
the son of Hermes by a nymph. His mother
placed him when an infant in a charming valley in

a laurel grove, from which he received his name
of Daphnis. He was brought up by nymphs

; was
taught by Pan to play on the flute

; he became a
shepherd, and tended his flocks on Mt. Aetna
winter and summer. A Naiad fell in love with
him, and made him swear that he would never
love any other maiden, threatening him with
blindness if he broke his oath. For a time the

handsome shepherd resisted the numerous tempta-

tions to which he was exposed, but at last he forgot

himself, having been made intoxicated by a princess.

The Naiad accordingly punished him with blind-

ness, or, as others relate, changed him into a stone.

Previous to this time he had composed bucolic

poetry, and with it delighted Artemis during the

chase. After having become blind, he invoked his

father to help him. The god accordingly raised

him up to heaven, and caused a well to gush forth

on the spot where this happened. The well bore

the name of Daphnis, and at it the Sicilians offered

an annual sacrifice.

DaphntlB {Awpvovs -ovyros: Aa<pvod(nos\ a
town of the Locri Opuntii on the coast, in earlier

times belonging to Phocis.

Dar&dax (AapeiSo^ : Abu-Ghalgal ?), a river of

Upper Syria, flowing into the Euphrates, 30 para-

sangs from the R. Chalos, and 15 from Thapsacus.

Dard&ni (AdpSovot), a people in Upper Moesia,

who also occupied part of Illyricum, and extended

as far as the frontiers of Macedonia.

Dard&nla (Aapdavla), a district of the Troad,
lying along the Hellespont, S. W- of Abydos, and
adjacent on the laud side to the territories of Ilium

and Scepsis. Its people (Aipbavoi) appear in the

Trojan War, under Aeneas, in close alliance with
the Trojans, with whose name theirs is often inter-

changed, especially by the Roman poets. [Dar-
DANUR.]
Dard&ms (AdpSayos), son of Zeus and Electro.

His native place in the various traditions is Ar-
cadia, Crete, Troas, or Italy. Dardanus is the

mythical ancestor of the Trojans, and through

them of the Romans. The Greek traditions

usually made him a king in Arcadia. He first

emigrated to Samothrace, and afterwards passed

over to Asia, wh^re he received a tract of land

from king Teucer, on which he built the town of

Dardania. He married Batea, daughter of Teucer,
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or Ariabe of Crete, by whom he became the father

of Erichthoniiu. Hi« grandaon waa'Troa, who re-

moved to Troy theiPalladium, which had belonged

to hia grandfather. According to the Italian tra-

ditions, Dardanus was the son of Corythus, an

Etruscan prince of Corythus (Cortona), or of Zeus

by the wife of Corythus
;
and, as in the Greek

tradition, he afterwards emigrated to Phrygia.

Bard&nuB (t) AdpSovos: AapSavc^s), also, -mu.

and -ium, a Greek city in the Troad on the Hel-

lespont, near the Prom. Dardanis or Dardanium
and the mouth of the river Uhodius, 12 Homan
miles from Ilium, and 9 (or 70 stadia) from Abydus.
It was built by Aeolian colonists, at some distance

from the site of the ancient city Dardania (AapSo-

vlrj)f which is mentioned by Homer (II. ii. 316)
as founded by Dardanus before the building of

Ilium. The Romans, after the war with AntibcKus

the Great, made Dardanus and Ilium free cities, as

an act of hlinl piety. The peace between Sulla and

Mithridates was made here, b. c. 84. From Dar-

danus arose the name of the Cctstles of the Darda-

nellest after which the Hellespont is now called.

DSrSf (Adprjr), a priest of Hephaestus at Troy,

mentioned in the Iliad (v. 9), to whom was ascribed

in antiquity an Iliad, which was believed to be

more ancient than the Homeric poems. This work,

which was undoubtedly the composition of a sophist,

is lost
;
but there is extant a Latin work in prose

in 44 chapters, on the destruction of Troy, bearing

the title DaretU Phrygii de Excidio Trojae His-

torian and purporting to be a translation of the work
of Dares by Curneliis Nepos. But the Latin

work is evidently of much later origin ; it is the

Ciuction of a person of little education and of

taste
;
and it is supposed by some to have

been written even as late as the 12th century. It

is usually printed with Dictys Cretensis : the best

edition is by Dederich, Bonn, 1837, 8vo.

Darlni (AapsTor). I, King of Persm, b. c. 521
—485, was the son of Hystaspes, satrap of the

province of Pcrsis, and of the royal family of the

Achaoraenidae. He was one of the 7 Persian

chiefs who destroyed the usurper Smerdis. The
7 chiefs agreed that the one of them whoso horse

neighed first at an appointed time and place,

should become king
;
and as the horse of Darius

neighed first, he was declared king. He married

Atossa and Artystone, the 2 daughters of Cyrus,

and Parmys, the daughter of Cyrus's son Smerdis,

and Phaedime, the daughter of Otanes, one of the

7 chiefs. He then began to set in order the affairs

of his vast empire, which he divided into 20 sa-

trapies, assigning to each its amount of tribute.

Persia proper was exempted from all taxes, except

those' which it had formerly been used to pay. It

was in the reign of Darius that the consolidation of

the empire was effected, for Cyrus and Cambyses
bad been engaged in continual wars.—A few years

after his accession the Babylonians revolted, but

after a siege of 20 months, Babylon was taken by
a stratagem of Zopyrus, about 516. The re-

duction of Babylon was followed by the invasion

of Scythia (about 508). Darius crossed the Da-
nube, and marched far into the interior of modem
Russia ; but after losing a large number of men by
famine, and being unable tomeet with the enemy, he
was obliged to retreat On his return to Asia, he
sent part of his forces, under Megabazus, to subdue

Thrace and Macedonia, which Ihus became subject

to the Persian empire. The most important event
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in the reign of Darius was the commencement of

the great war between the Persians and the Greeks.

The history of this war belongs to the biographies

of other men. In 501 the Ionian Greeks revolted
;

they were assisted by the Athenians, who burnt

Saidis, and thus provoked the hostility of Darius.

[Aristagobas
; Histiarus.] In 492 Mardo-

nius was sent with a large army to invade Greece,

but he lost a great part of his fleet off Mt Athos,

and the Thracians destroyed a vast number of his

land forces. [Mardonius.] He was, in conse-

quence, recalled, and Datis and Artaphemes ap-

pointed to the command of the invading army.
They took Eretria in Euboea, and landed in Attica,

but were defeated at Marathon by the Athenians
under the command of Miltuides. [Miltiades.]
Darius now resolved to call out the whole force of

his empire for the purpose of subduing • Greece
;

but, after 3 years of preparation, his attention was
called off by the rebellion of Egypt He died in

485, leaving the execution of hia plans to his son

Xerxes.—n. King of Persia, 424—405, named
Ochus COxos) before his accession, and then sur-

named Nothlis (Ndfloy), or the Bastardn from his

being one of the bastard sons of Artaxerxes I.

Darius obtained^the crown by putting to death his

brother Soodianus, who had murdered Xerxes II.

He married Parysatis, daughter of Xerxes I., by
whom he had 2 sons, Artaxerxes II., who suc-

ceeded him, and Cyrus the younger. Darius was
governed by eunuchs, and the weakness of his go-

vernment was shown by repeated insurrections of

his satraps. In 414 the Persians were expelled

from Egypt by Amyrtaeus, who reigned there 6
years, and at whose death ( 408) Darius was obliged

to recognise his son Pausiris ns his successor.—III.
Last king of Persia, 336—331, named Codoman-
nus before his accession, was the son of Arsamea
and Sisygambis, and a descendant of Darius II.

He was raised to the throne by Bagoas, after the

murder of Arses. The history of his conquest

by Alexander the Great, and of his death, is given

in the life of Ale.xander.
Bascon {AdaKwv

:

Aao’xaii'ioy), a fortress near

Syracuse, situated on a bay of the same name.

Baaoj^Unm (JLa<rKh\toy or -fioy : AanKvXirrjs

:

Diaskili)n a town of Bithynia, on the Propontis,

near a lake called Dascylitis.

BaaSa (Aoureo, also Aoaeat : Aatredrijs), a small

town in Arcadia near Megalopolis.

Basaardtli or Baasarltae, BaasarStae (Aa(raa-

p-flTioi, Aourcaptroi), a people in Greek Illyria on

the borders of Macedonia: their chief town was
Lychnidai (Ai/xvtSos) on a hill, on the N. side

of the lake LychnXtis, which was so called after

the towiK

Bat&mea (Aard/iits), a distinguished Persian

general, a Carian by birth, son of Camissares by a
Scythian mother. He succeeded his father as

satrap of Cilicia, under Artaxerxes II. (Mnemon),
but, in consequence of the machinations of his

eiiemie| at the Persian court, he threw off his

allegiance to the king, and made common cause

with the other satraps who had revolted from

Persia. He defeated the generals who were sent

against him, but was assassinated by Mithridates,

son of Ariobarzanes, about b. c. 362. Cornelius

Nepos, who has written his life, calls him the

bravest and most able of all barbarian generals,

except Hamilcar and Hannibal.

Batia (Aans), a Mede, commanded, along with
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Artaphemcs, the Persian army of Darius, which

was defeated at Marathon, b. c. 490.

Datum, or Datus (Adroi/, Adros : Aafrriv6s)^ a

Thracian town on the Strymonic gulf, subject to

Macedonia, with gold mines in Mt. Pangaeus in the

neighbourhood, whence came the proverb a “ Datum
of good things.”

Daulis or Danlia ( Aau\fr •fdor, AatiXfa : Aau>

Atcus, AauAiof), an ancient town in Phocis on the

road from Chaeronea and Orcliomenus to Delphi,

situated on a lofty hill; celebrated in mythology

as the residence of the Thracian king Terxus, and

as the scene pf the tragic story of Philomela and

Pkocnk. Hence Daulias (AaoAidr) is the sur-

name both of Procne and Philomela.

Datmia. [Apulia.]
Daunus (Aaopor). 1 . Son of Lycaon, and bro-

ther of lapyx and Peucetius. The 3 brothers

crossed over from Illyria, and settled in Apnlia,

which was divided into 3 parts, and named after

them. The poets sometimes gave the name of

Daunia to the whole of Apulia: Horace {Carm.

1. 22. 14) uses the adjective (sc. ierru).<^

2. Son of Piliimnns and Danae, wife of V'enilia,

and ancestor of Turnus.

DecShMus (AewcgaAos), a celebrated king of

the Dacians during the reigns of Domitian and
'J'rajan. For 4 years (a. d. 8G—90) he carried on

war against the Homans with such success, that

Domitian was at length glad to conclude peace with

him by the payment of an annual tribute. Trajan

refus'd to continue* this disgraceful payment, and
renewed the war. Ho defeated the Dacians, and
compelled Decebalus to sue for peace, which was
granted (101—103). But in 104 the war broke

out again
;
Dccebalus was again defeated, and put

an end to his own life
;
and Dacia became a Ro-

man province, 100\

Docilea or -la (Ae/reAeta: AexcAsvr: Biala-

<'astro\ .a demus of Attica, belonging to the tribe

Hippothoiintis, lay N.W. of Athens, on the borders

of liweotia, near the sources of the Cephissus. In

the 19th year of the Peloponnesian War (b. c.

413), the Peloponnesians under Agis seized and for-

tilied Decclea, and thereby annoyed the Atlienians

in many ways during the remaind* of the war.

Decentlus Magnus, brother or cousin of Mag-
nentius, by whom he was created Caesar, a. i>. 351.

After the death of Magnentius, he put an end
to his own life, 353.

Decetia (Desize)^ a city of the Aedui, in Gallia

Lugdunensis, on an island in the Liger (Loire).

DScIatea, a Ligurian people on the coast and
about the sources of the Druentia (Durance).

Their chief city, Deciatum (AeKiijTOp), lay between
Micaea and Antipolis.

*

Decldlus Baxa. ,[Saxa.]
F. DScIus Mub, plebeians. 1. Consul b. c. 340

with T. Manlius Torquatus in the great Latin war.

Koch of the consuls had a vision in -the night be-

fore fighting with the Latins, announcing that the

general of one side and the army of the oth«r were
devoted to death. The consuls thereupon agreed

that the one whose wing . first began to waver

should devote himself and the army of the enemy
to destruction. Decius commanded the left wing,

which began to give way, whereupon he devoted

himself and the army of the enemy to destruction,

according to the formula prescribed by the pontifex

maximus, then rushed into the thickest of the

enemy', and was slain, leaving the victory to the
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Eoihans.—>2. Son of the preceding, 4 times consul,

312, 308, 297, and 295. In ^lis 4th consulship

he commanded the left wing at the battle of Sen-
tinum, where he was opposed to the Gaufs, and
when his troops began to give way, he imitated

the example of his father, devoted himself and the

enemy to destniction, and fell as a sacrifice for his

nation.— 3. Son of No. 2, consul 279, in the war
against Pyrrhus. According to some ho sacrificed

himself in battle like his father and grandfather,

but this is not true, for he survived the war with
Pyrrhus.

DScIub, Roman emperor, a. d. 249—251, whose
full name was C. MEsaiua Quintus Trajanus
Decius, was born at Buhalia in Pannonia. He
was sent by the emperor PhiJippus in 249 to re-

store suboidination in the army of Moesia, but the
trc«Dp% compelled him to accept the purple under
threats of death. Decius still assured Philippus of

his fidelity; but the latter not trusting these pro-

fessions, hastened to meet his rival in the field,

was defeated near Verona, and slain. The short

reign of Decius was chiefly occupied in wiirring

against the Goths. He fell in battle against tho
Goths together with his son in 251. In his reign
the Christians were persecuted with great severity.

DSd&m&tes Agri. [Agri Decumates.]
DM&nlra (ATjtdi/fipa), daughter of Althaea by

either Oenous, or Dionysus, or Dexamenus, mid
sister of Meleager. Achclous and Hercules both

loved Dei'nnira, and fought for the possession of

her. Hercules was victorious, and she became his

wife. She was the unwilling cause of her hus-

band's death by presenting bim with the poisoned

robe, which the centaur Nessus gave her. In despair

she put an end to her own life. For details see

Hercules.
DSid&mla (AijiSd/ucta). 1. Daughter of Lyco-

medes in the island of Scyrus. When Achilles

was concealed there in maiden’s attire, she became
by him the mother of Pyrrhus or Neoptoleinus.

—

2. Wife of Pirithous, commonly called Hippoda-
MiA.— 3. Sister of Pyrrhus, married Demetrius
Poliorcetes.

BSidees (Ar;7<fKi7r), first king of Media, after tho

Medes had thrown off the supremacy of the Assy-
rians, was the son of Phraortes, and reigned n, c.

7U9—656. He built the city of Ecbatana, which
he made the royal residence. His administration

of justice was severe, and ho kept a body of spies

and informers throughout the whole country. He
was succeeded by' his son, Phraortes.
D8lon (Aritdju)^ son of Aeolus and Enarete, king

[n Phocis, husband of Diomede, and father of

Asteropia, Aenetus, Actor, Phylacus, and Ce-
pbalus.

DBl5n8 (Ai}Vcip7)), mother of Miletus, who is

hence called Deionides. (Ov. Met. ix. 442.)

Deiht&ruB (Av'wTapos). 1. Tetrarch of Galatia,

adhered firmly to the Romans in their wars in

Asia against Mithridates, and was rewarded by the

senate with the title of king, and the addition of

Armenia Alinor to his dominions. In the civil

war he sided with Pompey, and was present at

the battle of Pharsalia, b. c. 48. In 47 be applied

to Domitius Calvinus, Caesar's legate in Asia, for

aid against Phamaces, who had taken possession of

Armenia Minor. When Caesar, in the same year,

came into Asia frpm Egypt, Deiotarus recei^ed

him with submission, and endeavoured to excuse

the aid he had given to Pompey. Caesar deprived

F
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•him of part of his dominions, but allowed him to

retain his regal title. Two years afterwards (45)

his grandson Castor accused him of having formed a

design airainst Caesar’s life, when he received Caesar

in Galatia, He was defended by (hcero before

Caesar, in the house of the latter at Rome, in the

speech (pro Rege Deiotaro) still extant The

result of the trial is not known. After Caesar’s

death he obtained from Antony the restitution of

his dominions by paying Fulvia a large sura of

money. In 42, he joined the party of Brutus and

Cassius, and died shortly afterwards at a great

age.— 2. Son and successor of the above. In the

war between Antony and Octavian he took part

with the former, but went over from him to the

enemy in the battle of Actinm, 31.

DelphSbe the Sibyl at Cumae,
daughter of Glaucus. [Sihyli.a.]

DelphSbXLB (Avt<po€o!)^ a son of Priam and He-
cuba, and next to Hector, the bravest among the

Trojans. He always supported Paris in his refusal

to deliver up Helen to the Trojans ; and he married

her after the death of Paris. Accordingly^, on the

fall of Troy, the vengeance of the Greeks was
chiefly directed against him. His house was one

of the first committed to the flames, and he was
slain and fearfully mangled by Menolaus. In this

dreadful condition he was found in the lower world

by Aeneas, who erected a monument to him on

cape llhoeteum.

Biiphontes son of Antimachus,

and husband of Ilymetho, the daughter of Teme-
nus the Heraclid, became king of Argos, after

Temenus had been murdered by his own sons.

Pausanias (ii. 19) gives a ditferent account.

Dellom (A^Atoy : Dhilessi), a town on the coast

of Boeotia, in the territory of Tanngm, near the

Attic frontier, named after a temple of Apollo si-

milar to that at Delos. The Athenians used it as

a fortress in the early part of the Pel(»pouncsiaii

War, and in B. c. 424 they' were defeated here by
the Boeotians.

Delius and Della (A^Ams, ArjAta), surnames

of Apollo and Artemis respectively, from the island

of Delos.
Delllus, Q., a Roman equoa, who frequently

changed sides in the civil wars. In b. c. 44 he
joined Dolabella in Asia, afterwards went over to

Cassius, and then united him.self to M. Antony.

He deserted to Octavian shortly' before the battle

of Actlum, 31. He appears to have become a

personal friend of Octavian and Maecenas, and is

therefore addressed by Horace in one of his Odes (ii.

3). He wrote a history of Antony’s war against

the Parthians, in which he had himself fought.

Delm&tlus or Dalm&tlus. 1. Son of Constan-

tins Clilonis and his second wife Theodora. From
bis half-brother, Constantine the Great, he received

the title of censor: be died before a. i). 335.— 2.

Son of the preceding, was created Caesar by Constan-

tine the Great, 335 ;
and, upon the division of the

empire, received Thiace, Macedonia, and Achaia, as

his portion. He was put to death in 337 on the

death of Constantine.

D61oi or Dfilua (rf AfjAos

:

A^Aior : Ddo^ Deft,

or •S’diV/i, Ru.), the smallest of the islands

called Cyclades, in the Aegean Sea, lay in the

strait between Rhenea and Myconus. It was also

called, in earlier time.s, Asteria, Ortygia, and Chla-

mydia. According to a legend, founded perhaps

on some tradition of its late volcanic origin, it was

DELOS.

called out of the deep by the trident of Poseidmi,

but was a floating island until Zeus fastened it by
adamantine chains to the bottom of the sea, that

it might be a secure resting-place to Leto, for the

birth of Apollo and Artemis. Apollo afterwards

obtained possession of Delos, by giving Calauria to

Poseidon in exchange for it
;
and it became the

most holy seat of the worship of Apollo. Such is

the mythical story : we learn from history that i

Delos was peopled by the loriians, for whom it was
the chief centre of political and religious union in

the time of Homer : it was also the seat of an

Amphictyony, comprising the surrounding islands.

In the time of Pisistratus, Delos became subject to

the Athenians
;

it was made the common treasury

of the Greek confederacy for carrying on the war
with Persia

;
but the transference of the treasury

to Athens, and the altered character of the league,

reduced the island to a condition of absolute po-

litical dependence upon Athens. It still posscss(>d,

however, a very extensive commerce, which was in-

creased by the downfal of Corinth, when Delos

became the chief emporium for the trade in slaves
;

and it was one of the principal seats of art in Greece,

especially for works in bronze, of which metal one

of the most esteemed mixtures was called tlie

Delian. An especial sanctity was atUiched to

Delos from its connection with the worship of

Apollo ;
and the peculiar character assigned to the

island by the traditions of its origin was confirmed

by the remarkable fact that, though of volcanic

origin, and in the midst of islands very subject to

earthquakes, Delos enjoyed an almost entire ex-

emption from such visitations, so that its being

shaken by an earthquake was esteemed a marked
prodigy. The city of Delos stood on the W. side

of the island, at the foot of Mt. Cynthus (whence
the god’s surname of Cynthius), near a little river

called Inopus. It contained a temple of Leto, and
the great temple of Apollo. The latter was built

near the harbour, and po.ssessed an oracle. Though
enriched with offerings from all Greece, and de-

fended by no fortifications, it was so protected from

plunder by the sanctity of the place, that e\en the

Persians, when sailing against Greece, not only

passed it by ur injured, but sent rich presents to

the god. With this temple were connected games,

called Delia, which were celebrated every 4

years, and were said to have been founded by
Theseus. A like origin is ascribed to the sacred

embassy (dtupla) which the Athenians sent to Delos

every year. (ZHct. of Ant. art. Tlteori.) The temple

and oracle were visited by pilgrims from every

quarter, even from the regions of Scythia, The
greatest importance was attached to the pre*

servatioi? of the sanctity of the island. It was
twice purified by the Athenians ; once under Pisis-

tratus, when all tombs within sight of the temple

were taken away
;
and again in b. c. 420', when

all human and animal remains were removed en-

tirely from the island, which was henceforth for-

bidden to be polluted by births or deaths, or by the

presence of dogs : all persons about to die or bring

forth children were to be removed to the adjacent

island of Rhenea. Delos continued in a flourish-

ing condition, and under the rule of the Athenians,

who were confirmed in the possession of it by the

Romans, until the Mitbridatic War, when Mcno-
phaneSfOne of the generals of Mithridates, inflicted

upon it a devastation, from which it never again

recovered.
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Delphi (ol : At\tp6s : Kmtri), a amal!

town in Phocis, but one of the most celebrated in

Greece, on account of its oracle of Apollo. It was

16 stadia in circumference, was situated on a steep

declivity on the S. slope of Mt. Parnassus, and its

site resembled the cavea of a great theatre. It

was shut in on the N. by a barrier of rocky moun-

^^tains, which were cleft in the centre into 2 great
’
cliffs with peaked siunmits, between which issued

the waters of the Castalian spring. It was origi-

nally called Pytho (ITu^w), by which name it is

alone mentioned in Homer. The origin of the

name of Delphi is uncertain. The ancients derived

it from an eponymous hero, Delphus, a descendant

of Deucalion
;
but it has been conjectured, with

great probability, that Ikfphi is connected with

lulelphoa, “ brother,” and that it was indebted for

its name to the twin peaks mentioned above.

Delphi was colonised at an early period by Doric

settlers from the neighbouring town of Lycorea, on

the heights of Parnassus. The government was

an oligarchy, and was in the hands of a few dis-

tinguished families of Doric origin. From them
were taken the chief magistrates, the priests, and

a senate consisting of a very few members. Delphi

was regarded as the central point of the whole

earth, and was hence called the ” navel of the

earth.” It was said that 2 eagles sent forth by
.lupiter, one from the E. and the other from the W.,
met at Delphi at the same time.— Delphi was the

princi[«il seat of the worship of Apollo. Besides

the great temple of Apollo, it contained numerous

sanctuaries, statues, and other works of art. The
Pythian games were also celebrated here, and it

was one of the 2 places of meeting of the Amphic-
tyonic council.— The temple of Apollo was si-

tuated at the N.W. extremity of the town. The
lirst stone temple was built by Trophonins and

Agamcdcs
;
and when this was burnt down b. c.

."id, it WHS rebuilt by the Amphictyons with still

greater splendour. The expense was defrayed by
voluntary subscriptions, to which even Amasis,

king of Egypt, contributed. The architect was
Spiutharus of Corinth

;
the Alcmaeonidae con-

tracted to build it, and liberally substituted Parian

marble for the front of the building, instead of the

tommon stone which they had agreed to employ.

The temple contained immense treasures ;
for not

only were rich olFerings presented to it by kings

and private persons, who had received favourable

replies from the oracle, but many of the Greek
states had in the temple separate fhesauri, in which
they deposited, for the siike of security, many of

their valuable treasures. The wealth of the temple

attracted Xerxes, who sent part of his army into

Phocis to obtain possession of its treasures, but the

Persians were driven back by the god himself, ac-

cording to the account of the Dciphians. The
Pliocians plundered the temple to support them in

the war against Thebes and the other Greek states

(357—346) ; and it was robbed at a later time by
Brennus and by Sulla.— In the centre, of the

temple there was a small opening (x^ffna) in the

ground, from which, from time to time, an intoxi-

cating vapour arose, which was believed to come
from the well of Cassotis. No traces of this chasm
or of the mephitic exhalations are now any where
observable. Over this chasm there stood a tripod,

on which the priestess, called Pythia,

seat whenever the oracle was to be consulted.

The words which she uttered after exhaling the
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vapour, were believed to contain the revelations of

Apollo. They were carefully written down by the

priests, and afterwards coniramiicated in hexameter

verse to the persons who had come to consult the

oracle. If the Pj’thia spoke in prose, her words

were immediately turned into verse by a poet em-

ployed for the purpose. The oracle is said to have

been discovered by its having thrown into con-

vulsions some goats which had strayed to the mouth

of the cave.— For details respecting the oracle

and its influence in Greece, see Diet, of Ant, art.

Oraculum.

Delphlnes. [Delphinivs.]

Delphinium 1. A temple of Apollo

Delphinius at Athens, stiid to have been built by
Aegeus, in which the Ephetae sat for trying cases

of intentional, but jnstitiahle homicide.— 2. The
hdVbour of Oropus in Attica, on the borders of

Boeotia, called 6 Uphs Kifiriv. 3. A town on the

coast of the island Chios.

Delphinius (Ae\if>(vios\ a surname of Apollo,

derived either from his slaying the dragon Del-

phines (usually c.alled Python), or because in the

form of a dolphin {SeXtpls) or riding on a dolphin,

tie showed the Cretan colonists the way to Delphi.

Delphus (A(\(p6s), 1. Son of Poseidon and
Melantho, to wiiom the foundation of Delphi was
iscribed.— 2. Son of Apollo and Celaerio, who is

dso said to have founded Delphi.

Delta. [Aegyptus.]
Demades a contraction of Ar)fjLfd6ri^\

an Athenian orator, was of very low origin, but
rose by his talents to a prominent position at

Athens. He belonged to the Macedonian party,

and was a bitter enemy of Demosthenes. Ho was
taken prisoner at the battle of Chaeronea, b. c. 336,

but was dismissed by Philip with distinguished

marks of honour. After Philip's death he was the

lubservient supporter of Alexander, but notwith-

tanding frecjuently received bribes from the oppo-

ite party. He was put to death by Antipater in

318, because the latter had discovered a letter of

Demades, urging the enemies of Antipatcr to attack

'liin. Demades was a man without principle, and
ived in a most profligate and dissolute manner.

But he was a brilliant orator. He always spoke
extempore, and with such irresistible force that he
was a perfect match for Demosthenes himself.

There is extant a large fragment of an oration

Ijearing the name of Demades (iffpi SuStKafrias)^

in which he defends his conduct during the period

:»f Alexander's reign. It is printed in the cob
lections of the Attic orators, but its genuineness

is doubtful. Cicero and Quintilian both state that

Demades left no orations behind him.

Demar&tUS (Arj/idparos, Dor. Aapidparos). 1.

King of Sparta, reigned from about b.c. 510 to

Idl. lie was at variance with his unscrupulous

colleague Cleomenes, who at length accused him
before the Ephors of being an illegitimate son of

Ariston, and obtained his deposition by bribing

;he Delphic oracle, b. c. 491. Demanitus thereupon

‘epaired to the Persian coast, where he was kindly
‘eceived by Darius. He accompanied Xerxes in

lis invasion of Greece, and recommended the king
not to rely too confidently upon his countless hosts.

His flimily continued long in Asia.—>2 A merchant-
noble of Corinth, and one of the Bacchiadae. When
the power of his ^lan had been overthrown by
Cypselus, about b. c. 657, he fled from Corinth, and
fettled at Tarquinii in Etroria, where he married

p 2
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an Etruscan wife, by whom he had 2 sons, Aruns

and Lucumo, afterwards L. Tarquinius Priscus.

DemStae, a people of Britain, in the S.W. of

Wales ; their chief towns were Maridunum (Cor-

marthen) and Luentinura.

DSmStSr one of the great divinities

of the Greeks, was the goddess of the earth, and

her name probably signified Mother-Earth (7^
ft-firrjp). She was the protectress of agriculture and

of all the fruits of the earth. She was the daughter

of Cronus and Rhea, and sister of Zeus, by whom
she became the mother of Persephone (Proserpina).

Zeus, without the knowledge of Deineter, had

promised Persephone to Aidoneus (Pluto) ; and

while the unsuspecting maiden was gathering

flowers in the Nysian plain in Asia, the earth ‘sud-

denly opened and she was carried off by Aidopeus.

Her mother, who heard only the echo of her vofee,

immediately set out in search of her daughter.

Por 9 days she wandered about without obtaining

any tidings of her, but on the tenth she met He-
cate, who told her that she had heard the cries of

Persephone, but did not know who had carried

her off. Both then hastened to Helios (the Sun),

who revealed to them that it was AYdoneus who
had carried off Persephone with the consent of

Zeus. Thereupon Demeter in her anger avoided

Olympus, and dwelt upon earth among men, con-

ferring blessings wherever she was kindly received,

and severely punishing those who repulsed her.

In this manner sho came to Celeus at Elcusis.

[Cblkus.] As the goddess still continued angry,

and did not allow the earth to produce any fruits,

Zeus first sent Iris and then all the gods to persuade

Demeter to return to Olympus. But she was deaf

to all their entreaties, and refused to return to

Olympus, and to restore fertility to the earth, till

she had seen her daughter again. Zeus accord-

ingly sent Hermes into Erebus to fetch back Per

sephone. Aidoneus consented, but gave Persephone

part of a pomegranate to eat. Hermes then tookW to Eleusis to her mother, who received her

with.unbounded joy. At Eleusis both were joined

by Hecate, who henceforth became the attendant

of Persephone. Demeter now relumed to Olympus
with her daughter, but as the latter had ciiteii in

the lower world, she was obliged to spend one

third of the year with Aidoneus, but was allowed

to continue with her mother the remainder of the

year. The earth now brought forth fruit again.

Before Demeter left Eleusis, she instructed Trip-

tolemus. Diodes, Eumolpus, and Celeus in the

mode of her worship and in the mysteries. This

is the ancient legend as preserved in the Homeric

hymn, but it is variously modified in later traditiona

In the Latin poets the scene of the rape is near

Enna in Sicily; and Ascalaphus, who had alone

seen Persephone eat any thing in the lower world,

revealed the fact and was in consequence turned

into an owl by Demeter. [Ascalaphus.] In

the Iliad and Odyssey there is no mention cf this

legend, and there appears no connexion between
Demeter and Persephone. The meaning of the

legend is obvious. Persephone, who is carried off

to the lower world, is the seed-corn, which remains

concealed in the ground part ofthe year; Persephone,

who returns to her mother, is the coni which rises

from the ground and nourishes men and animals.

Later philosophical writers, and perhaps the mys-
teries also, referred the disappearance and return

of Persephone to the burial of the body of man
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and the immortality of his soul.—The other legends

about Demetcr are of less importance. To escape

the pursuit of Poseidon she changed herself into a
mare, but the god effected his purpose, and she

became the mother of the celebrated horse Arioii

[Arion, No. 2.] According to some traditions

she also bore to Poseidon a daughter Despoena ( 1 . e.

Persephone).— She fell in love with lasion and
lay with him in a thrice-ploughed field in Crete :

their offspring was Plutus (Wealth). [Iasion.]
— She punished with fearful hunger Erysichthon,

who had cut down her sacred grove. [Ery-
sicHTHON.] —The chief seats of the worship of

Demetcr and Persephone were Attica, Arcadia and
Sicily. In Attica she was worshipped with great

splei^our. The Athenians pretended that agri-

culture was first practised in their country, and
that Triptolemus of Eleusis, the favourite of De-
meter, was the first who invented the plough and
sowed com. [Triptolemus.] Every year at

Athens the festival of the Eleiisinia was celebrated

in honour of these goddesses. The festival of the

Thesmophoria was also celebrated in her honour as

well at Athens as in other parts of Greece : it was
intended to commemorate the introduction of the

laws and the regulations of civilised life, which
were ascribed to Demeter, since agriculture is the

basis of civilisation. (Diet, ofAnt. arts. Eleusiniuy

Thesinaf)horia.)— In works of art Demetcr was re-

presented sometimes in a sitting attitude, sometimes

walking, and sometimes riding in a chariot drawn
by horses or dragons, but always in full attire.

Around her head she wore a garland of coni-ears

or a simple riband, and in her hand she held a

sceptre, corn-ears or a poppy, sometimes also a torch

and the mystic basket.— The Romans received

from Sicily the worship of Demetcr, to whom they

gave the name of Ceres. The first temple of Ceres

at Rome was vowed by the dictator A. Postumius

Albinus, in b. c. 496, for the purpose of averting

a famine with which Rome was thn*ntened during

a war with tho Latins. The Romans instituted a
festival with games in honour of her (Diet, ofAnt.
8. V. Cerealia). She was looked upon by the Romans
much in the same light as Tellus. Pigs were sa-

crificed to both tlivinities, in the seasons of sowing

and in harvest time, and also at the burial of the

dead. Her worship acquired considerable political

importance at Rome. The property of traitors

against the republic was often made over to her

temple. The decrees of the senate were deposited

in her temple for the inspection of the tribunes of

the people. If we further consider that the oediles

had the special superintendence of this temple, it is

very probable that Ceres, whose worship was, like

the plebeians themselves, introduced at Rome from

without, had some peculiar relation to the plebeian

order.

DSmfitrlaa (ArifiriTpids : Aripirirpi(6s). 1. A
town in Magnesia in Thessaly, on the hmermost
recess of the Pagasaean bay, founded by Demetrius

Polioroctes, and peopled by the inhabitants of

lolcus and the surrounding towns : it soon became
one of the most important towns in the N. of

Greece, and is frequently mentioned in the wars

between the Macedonians and Romans. ~S. A
town in Assyria, not far from Arbela.— 3. An
Athenian tribe, ^ded to the 10 old tribes. b.c.

307, and named in honour of Demetrius Pol iorcetes.

Dfimdtrlna (Arififfrpios). 1. A Greek of the

island of Pharos in the Adriatic. He was a go-
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neral of Teuta, the Illyrian queen, and treacherously

surrendered Corcyra to the Romans, who rewarded

him with a great part of the dominions of Teuta,

220. Subsequently he ventured on many acts of

piratical hostility against the Romans, thinking that

they were too much occupied with the Gallic war
and the impending danger of Hannibal's invasion to

take notice of him. The Romans, however, imme-
diately sent the consul L. Aemilius Paulus over

to Illyria (219), who took Pharos itself, and ob-

liged Demetrius to fly for refuge to Philip, king

of Macedonia. At the court of this prince he spent

the remainder of bis life.— 2. Younger son of

Philip V., king of Macedonia, was sent as a hostage

to Rome after the battle of Cynosccphalae (198).

Five years afterwards he was restored to his fethcr,

who subsequently sent him as his ambassador to

Rome. But having incurred the jealousy of his

father and his brother, Perseus, by the favourable

reception he had met with from the Romans, he

was secretly put to death by his father’s order.

I. Kintja ofMac&dmta. 1. Sumamed Folioroetes

(noAiopKTjT^j), or the Besieger, son of Antigonus,

king of Asia, and Stratonicc. At an early age he
gave proofs of distinguished bravery. Ho accom-

panied his father in his campaigns against Eumencs
( B. c. 3 1 7, 31 fi), and a few years afterwards was left

by his father in the command of Syria, which he had
to defend apiinst Ptolemy. In 312 he was de-

feated by Ptolemy near Gaza, but soon after retrieved

his disaster in part by defcjiting one of the generals

of Ptolemy. In 311 a general peace was concluded

among the successors of Alexander, but it was only

of short duration. In 307 Demetrius was despatched

by his father with a powerful fleet and army to wrest

Greece from Cassander and Ptolemy. He met with

great success. At Athens he was received with

enthusiasm by the people as their liberator. De-
metrius the Phalorean, who had governed the city

for Cassander, whs expelled, and the fort at Muny-
chia taken. Demetrius took up his abode for the

winter at Athens, where divine honours were paid

him under the title of “ the Preserver” (<J 5<wt^P),

He was recalled from Athens by his father to take

the command of the war in Cjnprus against Pto-

lemy. Here also he was snccesslul, and in a great

naval battle he annihilated the fleet of Ptolemy

(306). Next year (305) be laid siege to Rhodes,

because the Rhodians had refused to support him
against Ptolemy. It was in consequence of the

gigantic machines which Demetrius constructed to

assail the walls of Rhodes, that he received the

surname of Poliorcetes. But all his exertions were

unavailing, and after the siege had lasted above a

year, he at length concluded a treaty with the

Rhodians (304).— Demetrius then crossed over to

Greece, which had meanwhile been almost con-

quered by Cassander. Ho soon compelled Cas-

sander to evacuate all Greece S. of Thermopylae,

and for the next 2 years continued to prosecute

the w'ar with success. But in 302 he was obliged

to return to Asia in order to support his father

Antigonus. In 301 their combined forces were

totally defeated by those of Lysimachus and Se-

leucus in the battle of Ipsus, and Antigonus him-

self slain. Demetrius, to whose impetuosity the

loss of the battle would seem to be in great mea-
sure owing, fled to Ephesus, and from thence

set sail for Athens
;
but the Atheniaps declined

to receive him into their city. The jealousies of

his enemies soon changed the fiice of his afpsirs ;
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and Ptolemy having entered into a closer union

with Lysimachus, Seleucus married Stratonice,

daughter of Demetrius. By this alliance Deme-
trius obtained possession of Cilicia, and he had
never lost Cyprus, Tyre, and Sidon. In 297 he

determined to make an effort to recover his do-

minions in Greece. He appeared with a fleet on

the coast of Attica, but was at first unsuccessful.

The death of Cassander, however, in the course of

the same year gave a new turn to affairs. Deme-
trius made himself master of Aegina, Salamis, and
finally of Athens, after a long blockade (29.5). In
294 he marched into Peloponnesus against the

Spartans, and was on the point of taking their city

when he was suddenly called away by the state of

affairs in Macedonia. Here the dibsensions be-

tween Antipnter and Alexander, the 2 sons of Cas-

s&n^er, had led Alexander to call in foreign aid to

his support
; and he sent embassies at once to

Demetrius and to Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus w'os the

nearest at hand, and had already defeated Anti-
pater and established Alexander on the throne,

when Demetrius arrived with his army. He was
received with apparent friendliness, but mutual
jealousies quickly arose. Demetrius caused the

3mung king to be assassinated at a banquet, and
was thereupon acknowledged ns king by the Ma-
cedonian army. Demetrius kept possession of

Macedonia for 7 years (294—287). His reign

was a series of wars. In 292 he marched against

the Thebans, who had risen against him, and took

their city. In 291 he took advantage of the cap-

tivity of Lysimachus among the Gctae to invade

Thrace
;

but he was recalled by the news of a

fresh insurrection in Boeotia. He repulsed Pyr-
rhus, who had attempted by invading Thessaly* to

effect a diversion in favour of the Boeotians, and
again took Thebes after a long siege (290). In
289 he carried on war against Pyrrhus and the

Aotolians, but he concluded peace with Pyrrhus
that he might march into Asia with the view of

recovering his father’s dominions. His adversaries

however foresUallcd him. In 287 Ptolemy sent a
powerful fleet against Greece, while Pyrrhus (not-

withstanding his recent treaty) on the one side

and Lysimachus on the other simultanoously in-

vaded Macedonia. Demetrius was deserted by
his own troops, who proclaimed Pyrrhus king of

Macedonia. He then crossed over to Asia, and
after meeting with alternate success and misfortune,

was at length obliged to surrender himself prisoner

to Seleucus (286). That king kept him in con-

finement, but did not treat him with harshness,

Demetrius died in the 3rd year of his imprison-

ment and the 56th of his age (283). He was
one of tho most remarkable characters of his

age: in restless activity of mind, fertility of re-

source, and daring promptitude in the execution of

his schemes, he has pernaps never been surpassed,

llis besetting sin was his unbounded licentious-

ness. Besides Lamia and his other mistresses, he
was regularly married to 4 wives, Phila, Eurydice,
Deidamia, and Ptolcmais, by whom he left 4 sons.

The eldest of these, Antigonus Gonatas, eventually

succeeded him on the throne of Macedoikia.

2. Son of Antigonus Gonatas, succeeded his father,

and reigned b. c. 239—229. He carried on war
against the Aetolians, and was opposed to the

Achaean League* He was succeeded by Antigo-

nus Doson.

IL of Syria. 1. Soter (reigned b. c. 162

P 3
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— 150), was the son of Seleucus IV. Philopatorand

grandson of Antiochus the Great. While yet a

child, he had been sent to Rome by his lather as a

hostage, and remained there during the whole of the

reign of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes. After the death

of Antiochus, being now 23 years old, he demanded
of the senate to be set at liberty

;
but ns his re-

quest was refused by the senate, he fled secretly

from Rome, by the advice of the historian Poly-

bius, and went to Syria. The Syrians declared in

his favour ;
and the young king Antiochus V.

Eupator, with his tutor Lysias, was seized by
his own guards and put to death. By valuable

presents Demetrius obtained from the Romans his

recognition as king. But having alienated his own
subjects by his luxury and intemperance, they

sided with an impostor of the name ot Balas, who
took the title of Alexander. By him Demetrids

was defeated in battle and slain. He left 2 sons,

Demetrius Nicator and Antiochus Sidetes, both of

whom subsequently ascended the throne.

—

2. Ni-
cator (b. c. 146—142, and again 126—125),
son of Demetrius Soter. He had been sent by
his father for safety to Cnidus, when Alexander

Balas invaded Syria
;
and after the death of his

father he continued in exile for some years. With
the assistance of Ptolemy PhiJoiiietor he defeated

Balas, and recovered his kingdom
;
but, having like

his father rendered himself odious to his subjects by
his vices and cruelties, he was driven out of Syria

by Tryphon, who set up Antiochus, the infant son

of Alexander Balas, as a pretender against him.

Demetrius retired to Babylon, and from thence

marched against the Parthians, by whom he was
defeated and taken prisoner, 138. He remained

as a captive in Parthia 10 years, hut was kindly

treated by the Parthian king Mithridates (Arsaces

VI.), who gave him his daughter Rhodogune in

marriage. Meanwhile, his brother, Antiochus VII.

Sidetes, having overthrown the usurper Tryphon,

engaged in war with Parthia, in consequence of

which Phraates, the successor of Mithridates,

brought forward Demetrius, and sent him into

Syria to operate a diversion against his brother.

In the same year Antiochus fell in battle, and
Demetrius again obtained possession of the Syrian

throne, 128. Having engaged in an expedition

against Egypt, Ptolemy Physcon set up against

him the pretender Alexander Zebina, by whom
ho was defeated and compelled to fly. His wife

Cleopatra, who could not forgive him his marriage

with Rhodogune in Parthia, refused to afford him
refuge at Ptolemais, and he fled to Tyre, where he

was assassinated, 125.-3. Eaoaeros, son of An-
tiochus VIII. Grj'pus, and grandson of Deme-
trius II. During the civil wars that followed the

death of Antiochus Orypus (96), Demetrius and his

brother Philip for a time held the whole of Syria.

But war broke out between them ; Demetrius was
taken prisoner and sent to Parthia, where he re-

mained in captivity till his death.

lU. Literary. 1. Of Adramyttium, sumamed
Ixion, a Greek grammarian of the time of Augustus,

lived partly at Pergaraus and partly at Alexandria,

and wrote commentaries on Homer and Hesiod and
other works.— 2. Magnet, that is, of Magnesia, a
Greek grammarian, and a contemporary of Cicero

and Atticus. He wrote a work (jn concord (ir«/>2

6fio¥olas\ and another on poets and other authors

who bore the same name (Ilsgl Toirir&v

Kal <rv77pa^^wi').—8. Phalereoi, so called from
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his birthplace, the Attic demos of Phalerus, where
he was horn about b. c. 345. His parents were
poor, hut by his talents and perseverance he rose

to the highest honours at Athens, and became dis-

tinguished both as an orator, a statesman, a philo-

sopher, and a poet. He was educated, together

with the poet Menander, in the school of Theo-
phrastus. He began his public career about 325,
and acquired great reputation by his eloquence. lu
317 the government of Athens was entrusted to

him by Cassander, and he discharged the duties of

his office for 10 years with such general satis-

faction, that the Athenians conferred upon him tho
most extraordinary distinctions, and erected no less

than 360 statues to his honour. But during the

latter period of his administration he seems to have

become intoxicated with his good fortune, and he
abandoned himself to dissipation. When Deme-
trius PoHorcetes approached Athens, in 307, De-
metrius Pholereus was obliged to take to flight,

and his enemies induced the Athenians to pass

sentence of death upon him. He went to Ptolemy
Lagi at Alexandria, with whom he lived for many
years on the best terms

; and it was probably owing
to the influence of Demetrius that the great Alexan-
drine library was formed. His successor, Ptolemy
Pliiladelphiis, was hostile towards Demetrius, be-

cause he had advised his father to appoint another of

his sons as his successor. He banished Demetrius to

Upper Egypt, where he is said to have died from

the bite of a snake.—Demetrius Phalereus was the

last among the Attic orators worthy of the name
;

but even his orations bore evident marks of the

decline of oratory, and were characterised rather

by grace and elegance than by force and sublimity.

His numerous writings, the greater part of which
were jirobably composed in Egypt, embraced sub-

jects of the most varied kinds
;
but none of them

has come down to us, for the work on elocution

(irepl extant under his name, is pro*

^hly the work of an Alexandrine sophist of tha
name of Demetrius.— 4. Of Scepsii, a Greek
iframmarian of the time of Aristarchus, wrote a
learned commentary on the Catalogue in the 2nd
book of the Iliad.—5. Of Snniam, a Cynic philo-

sopher, lived from the reign of Caligula to that of

Domitian, and was banished from Rome in conse-

quence of the freedom with which he rebuked the

powerful.

DSmdoSdes (At^juok^Stjs), a celebrated physician

of Crotona. He practised medicine successively

at Aegina, Athens, and Samos. He was taken

prisoner along with Polycrates, in b. c. 522, and
was sent to Susa to the court of Darius. Here he

acquired gfeat reputation by curing the king's foot,

and the breast of the queen Atossa. Notwithstand-
ing his honours at the Persian court, he was always

desirous of returning to his native country. In
order to effect this, he pretended to enter into the

views and interests of the Persians, and procured

by means of Atossa that he should be sent with

some nobles to explore the coast of Greece, and
ascertain in what pans it might be most successfully

attacked. When they arrived at Tarentum, the

king, Aristophilides, out of kindness to Democedes,
seized the Persians as spies, which afforded the

physician an opportunity of escaping to Crotona.

Here he settled, and married the daughter of the

famous wrestler, Milo
;
the Persians having fol-

lowed him to Crotona, and in vain demanded that

he should he restored.
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DemScli&reB (Ai)nox^fyni)t an Athenian, ion

of the sister of Demosthenes. He was probably

trained by his imcle in oratory, and inherited his

patriotic sentiments. After the restoration of the

Athenian democracy in fl.a 307 by Demetrius Polior-

cetes, Democharcs was at the head of the patriotic

party and took an active part in public aflairs for

the next 20 or 30 years. He left behind him

several orations, and an extensive history of his

own times.

DSmScles (ArifioKK^s), an Attic orator, and an

opponent of Democharcs.

BfimScr&tes (£krifioKpdTTtt\ a Pythagorean phi-

losopher, of whose life nothing is known, the author

of an extant collection of moral maxims, called the

golden sentences (yvwfjiai They are

printed with Demophilus.
DSmocrltus {Avn6Kpiro5), a celebrated Greek

philosopher, was bom at Abdera in Thrace, about

n. c. 4f)0. His father, Hegesiatratus,— or, as

others called him, Danuisippus or Athenocritus,

—

was possessed of so largo a property, that he was

able to entertain Xerxes on his march through

Abdera. Democritus spent the inheritance, which

his father left him, on travels into distant countries,

which he undertook to satisfy his extraordinary

thirst for knowledge. He travelled over a great

part of Asia, and spent some time in Eg3’^pt. The
many anecdotes preserved about Democritus show
that he was a man of a must sterling and ho-

nourable character. His diligence was incredible

:

he lived exclusively for his studies, and his disin-

terestedness, modesty, and simplicity, are attested

by many features which arc related of him. Not-
withstanding the great property he had inherited

from his father, he died in poverty, but highly

esteemed by his fellow-citizens. He died in 361

at a very advanced age. There is a tradition that

he deprived himself of his sight, that he might be

less disturbed in his pursuits ; but this tradition

is one of the inventions of a later age, which was
fond of piquant anecdotes. It is more probable

that he may have lost his sight by too severe ap-

plication to study. This loss, however, did not

disturb the cheerful disposition ^f his mind, which
prompted him to look, in all circumstances, at the

cheerful side of things, which later writers took to

mean, that he always laughed at the follies of men.

His knowledge was most extensive. It embraced not

only the natural sciences, matbeinatios, mechanics,

grammar, music, and philosophy, but various other

useful arts. His works were composed in the

Ionic dialect, though not without some admixture
of the local peculiarities of Ahdera. They are

nevertheless much praised by Cicero o%account of

the liveliness of their style, and are in this respect

compared even with the works of Plato. The frag-

ments of them are collected by Mullach, Democriti

Abderitae Operum Fragmenta, Berlin, 1843, Leu-
cippus appears to have had most influence upon
the philosophical opinions of Democritus, and these

2 philosophers were the founders of the 'theory of

atoms. In order to explain the creation of all

existing things, Democritus maintained that there

were in infinite space an infinite number of atoms
or elementary particles, homogeneous in quality, but

heterogeneous in form. He further taught that

these atoms combine with one another, and that

all things arise from the infinite variety of the

form, order, and position of the atoms in forming

combinations. The cause of these combinations he
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called chance (rvxn\ in opposition to the vovs of

Anaxagoras ; but he did not use the word chance

in its vulgar acceptation, but to signify the neces-

sary succession of cause and effect. In his ethical

philosophy Democritus considered the acquisition

of peace of mind (fbdvpia) as the end and ultimate

object of oor actions.

D&nddSctis (Arifi6doKos\ the celebrated bard

at the court of AlcinoUs who sang of the loves of

Ares and Aphrodite, while Ulysses sat at the ban-

quet of AlcinoUs. He is also mentioned as the

bard who advised Agamemnon to guard Cly-

taemnestra, and to expose Aegisthus in a desert

island. Later writers, who looked upon this my-
thical minstrel as an historiciil person, related that

he composed a poem on the destruction of Troy,

and, on the marriage of Hephaestus and Aphrodite.
* Birndnaz (Aij/wivof), of Cyprus, a Cynic phi-

losopher in the time of Hadrian. We owe our

knowledge of his character to Lucian, who has

painted it in the most glowing colours, representing

him as almost perfectly wise and good. Demonax
appears to have been free from the austerity and
morosencsB of the sect, though he valued their in-

diftcrence to external things. He was nearly 108
years old at the time of his death.

Bem6n§sl Instilae a group of

islands in the Propontis {Sea of Marmora)^ be-

longing to Bithynia ; of these tho most important

were Pityi^desaud Chalcitis, also called Demonesus.

Bem&phQui (AripuiipiAof). 1. Son of Ephorns,

continued his father's history by adding to it the

history of the Sacred War.— 2. An Athenian
comic poet of the new comedy, from whose ’Oi'a7<l$

Plautus took his A8inaria."^Z, A Pythagorean
philosopher, of whose life nothing is known, wToto

a work entitled $lou ^epdwetOj part of which is

extant, in the form of a selection, entitled yutopiKd

6fiottt>/naTa, Best edition by Orelli, in his Cpunc^

Grace. Vet. Sentent. Lips. 1819.

Bem5ph5n or B5m$ph65n (AyipLotpuv or An-
puxpdoiv). 1. Son of Celeus and Metanua, whom
Demetcr wished to mako immortal. For details-

see Celeus.— 2. Son of Theseua and Phaedra,

accompanied the Greeks aj^inst Troy, and there

procured the liberation of his grandmother Aetlira,

who lived with Helen as a slave. On his return

from Troy, he gained the love of Phyllis, daughter

of the Thracian king Sitbon, and promised to

marry her. Before the nuptials were celebrated,,

he went to Attica to settle his aflairs, and as he
tarried longer than Phyllis had expected, she

thought that she was forgotten, and put an end to

her life
;
but she was metamorphosed into a tree.

Demophon became king of Athens. He marched
out against Diomedes, who on his return from Troy
had landed on the coast of Attica, and was ravag-

ing it. He took the Palladium from Diomedes, but
h^ the misfortune to kill an Athenian in the
struggle. For this murder he was summoned before

the court M naX\d6l(p— the first time that a
man was tried by that court

BfimotthSnes (Av/Mo-Btyris), 1. Son of Alci-^

sthenes, a celebrated Athenian general in the PeIo-\

ponnesianWar. InB.c. 426 he was sent with a fleet

'

to ravage the coast of Pelopmuiesut ; be afterwards

landed at Naupactus, and made a descent into

Aetolia
; he was at first unsuccessful, and was

obliged to retreat ;
but he subsequently gained a

brilliant victory over the Ambraciots. In 425,

though not in office, he sailed with the Athenian

p4
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fleet, and was allowed by the Athenian commanders

to remain with 5 ships at Pylos, which he fortified

in order to assail the Lacedaemonians in their

own territories. He defended Pylos i^ainst all

the attempts of the Lacedaemonians, till he was

relieved by an Athenian fleet of 40 ships. The
Spartans, who in their siege of the place had oc-

cupied the neighbouring island of Sphacteria, were

now cut off and blockaded. Later in the same

year he rendwed important assistance to Cleon, in

making prisoners of the Spartans in the island of

Sphacteria, though the whole glory of the success

was given to Cleon. In 413 he was sent with a
large fleet to Sicily, to assist Nicias. Fortune was
unfavourable to the Athenians. Demosthenes now
cnuiiselled an immediate departure, but Nicias de-

layed returning till it was too late. The Atheijitm

fleet was destroyed, and when Demosthenes and
Nicias attempted to retreat by land, they were

obliged to surrender to the enemy with all their

forces. Both commanders were put to death by
the Syracusans.— 2. The greatest of Athenian

orators, was the son of Demosthenes, and was born

in the Attic demos of Paeania, about n. c. 3H5. At

7 years of age he lost his father,? who left him and
his younger sister to the care of 3 guardians, Apho-
bus and Demophon, 2 relations, and Therippides,

an old friend. These guardians squandered the

greater part of the property of Demosthenes, and
neglected his education to a great extent. He
nevertheless received instruction from the orator

' Isaetis ; but it is exceedingly doubtful whether he

was taught by Plato and Isocrates, as some of the

ancients stated. At the age of 18 Demosthenes

called upon his guardians to render him an account

of their ndmmistration of his property
;
but by in-

trigues they contrived to defer the business for 2

years. At length, in 3G4, Demosthenes accused

Aphobus before the archon,and obtained a verdict in

his favour. Aphobus was condemned to pay a fine of

10 talents. Emboldened by this success, Demo-
sthenes ventured to come forward as a speaker in the

public assembly. His first effort was unsuccessful,

and he is said to have been received with ridicule
;

but he was encouraged to persevere by the actor Sa-

tyrus, who gave him instruction in action and de-

clamation. In becoming an orator, Demosthenes

had to struggle against the greatest physical dis-

advantages. His voice was weak and his utterance

defective
; he could not pronounce the p, and con-

stantly stammered, whence he derived the nick-

name of ^dra\os. It was only owing to the most

imwearied exertions that he succeeded in over-

coming the obstacles which nature had placed in

his way. Thus it is said that he spoke with

lobbies in his mouth, to cure himself of stammer-

ing ;
that he repeated verses of the poets as ho

ran up hill, to strengthen his voice ; that he de-

claimed on the sea-shore to accustom himself to the

noise and confusion of the popular assembly ; that

he lived for months in a cave under ground, en-

gaged in constantly writing out the history of Thu-
cydides, to form a standard for his own style. These

tales are not worthy of much credit ; but they

nevertheless attest the common tradition of anti-

quity respecting the great efforts made by Demo-
sthenes to attain to excellence as an orator.— It

was about 356 that Demosthenes began to obtain

reputation as a speaker in the public assembly. It

was in this year that he delivered the oration

against Leptines, and from this time we have a
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series of his speeches on public affairs. His elo«

quence soon gained him the favour of the peoploi

The influence which he acquired he employed for the

good of his country, and not for his own aggrandise-

ment He clearly saw that Philip had resolved to

subjugate Greece, and he i,therefore devoted all his

powers to resist the aggressions of the Macedonian
monarch. For 14 years he continued the struggle

against Philip, and neither threats nor bribes could
turn him from his purpose. It is true he failed

;

but the failure must not be considered his fault

The history of his struggle is best given in the life

of Philip. [P«iLii»rus.] It is sufficient to relate

here that it was brought to a close by the battle of

Chacronga (338), by which the independence of

Greece was crushed. Demosthenes was present at

.

the battle, and fled like thousands of others. His
enemies reproached him with his flight, and up-

braided him as the cause of the misfortunes of his'

country
;
but the Athenians judged better of his

conduct, requested him to deliver the funeral
|

oration upon those who had fallen at Chacronea,
\

and celebrated the funeral feast in his house. At
this time many accusations were brought against

him. Of these one of the most formidable was the

accusation of Ctesiphon by Aeschines, but which
was in reality directed against De mosthenes him-
self. Aeschines accused Ctesiphon for proposing

that Demosthenes should be rewarded for his

services with a golden crown in the theatre.

Aeschines maintained that the proposal was not

only made in an illegal form, but that the conduct
of Demosthenes did not give him any claim to such
a distinction. The trial w.as delayed for reasons

unknown to us till 330, when Demosthenes de-

livered his oration on the crown (ntpl arf<pdvov).\

Aeschines was defeated and withdrew from Athens.!

(Aeschinks.]— Meantime important events had
taken place in -Greece. The death of Philip in 338
roused the hopes of the patriots, and Demosthenes,
although he had lost his daughter only 7 days
before, was the first to proclaim the joyful tidings

of the king’s death, and to call upon the Greeks
to unite their strength against Macedonia. But
Alexander’s energy, and the frightful veugeanco
which he took upon Thebes, compelled Athens to

submit and sue for peace. Alexander demanded
the surrender of Demosthenes and the other leaders

of the popular parly, and W’ith difficulty allowed
them to remain at Athens. During the life of

Alexander, Athens made no open attempt to throw
off the Macedonian supremacy. In 325 IlarpalusI

fled from Babylon with the trealttTC entrusted toj

his care by Alexander, and came to Athens, the
protection fof which he purchased by distributing

his gold among the most influential demagogues.
The reception of such an open rebel was viewed^s
an act of hostility towards Macedonia itself

; and
accordingly Antipater called upon the Athenians
to deliver up the rebel and to try those who had
accepted his bribes. Demosthenes was one of those )

who were* suspected of having received money from ‘

Harpalus. His guilt is doubtful
; but he was

condemned, and thro^ into prison, from which
however he escaped, apparently with the conni-

vance of the Athenian magistrates. He now re-

sided partly at Troezene and partly in Aegina,
looking daily across the sea towards his beloved

.

native land. But his exile did not last long. On
the death of Alexander (323) the Greek states

rose in arms against Macedonia. Demosthenes was
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recalled from exile ; a trireme was sent to Aegina

to fetch him, and his progress to the city was a

glorious triumph. But in the following year (322)
the confederate, Greeks were defeated% Anlipater

at the battle of Cranon, and were obliged to sue for

peace. Antipater demanded the surrender of De-
mosthenes, who thereupon ^€d}to ^e island of

Colauria, and took refuge in the terfipl^ofPoseidod.

Here he was pursued by the emissaries of Antipater

;

he thereupon took poison, which he had for some

time carried about bis person, and died in the temple,

322.—There existed 65 orations of Demosthenes

in antiquity ; but of these only 61 have come down
to us, including the letter of Philip, which is

strangely nnough counted as an oration. Several

of the orations, however, are spurious, or at least of

very doubtful authenticity. Besides these orations,

there Jire 56 Ejrord'ut to public orations, and 6

letters which bear the name of Demosthenes, but

are probably spui ions. — The orations may be

divided into the following classes : (I.) 1 7 Poh‘~

ticid orations (Adyot (rv/jiSov\evTiKol), of which

the 12 Philippic orations are the most important.

They bear the following titles :— I. The 1st Phi-

lippic, delivered 352. 2—4. The 3 Olynthiac

oratif'ns, delivered 34.0. 5. On the Peace, .346.

6. The 2nd Philippic, 344. 7. On Halonesus,

343, not genuine, probably written by Ilegesippus.

3. On the affairs of the Chersonesns, 342. 9. The
3rd Philippic, 342. 10. The 4th Philippic, not ge-

nuine, 341. 11. On the letter of Philip, 340, also

spurious. 12. Tho letter of Philip.— (II.) 42
Judicial Orations {\6yoi ZiKaviKol)^ of which the

most important are : Against Midias, written 355,

but never delivered
;
Against Leptines, 355 ;

On
the dishonest conduct of Aeschines during his em-

bassy to Philip (Hepl t^s riopairpeergelos), 342 ;

On the Crown, 330. — (HI.) 2 Shrrw Speeches

(\6yoi inidtiKTiKol), namely tho ’EirtT(l<fHos and

’EpwTi/cdj, both of which are spurious. The ora-

tions of Demosthenes arc contained in the collections

of the Attic orators by Reiske, Lips. 1770—1775 ;

Bekker, Oxon. 1823 ;
Dobson, Lond. 1828 ;

Baiter and Sauppe, Turic. 1845.

DenselStae or Dentheletae, % Thracian people

on the Haemus, between the Strymon and Nessus.

Dent&tus, M’. CurltiB, a favourite hero of the

Roman republic, was celebrated in later times as

a noble specimen of old Roman frugality and virtue.

He was of Sabine origin, and the first of his family

who held any of the high offices of state (conse-

quently a hotfio novus). Ho was consul B. c. 290
w’ith i*. Conielius Rufinus. The 2 consuls de-

feated the Samnites, and brought the Samnite wars

to a close. In the same year Dentatu# also de-

feated the Sabines, who appear to have supported

the Samnites. In 283 he fought as praetor against

the Senones. In 275 he was consul a second time,

and defeated Pyrrhus near Beneventum and in the

Arusinian plain so completely, that the king was
obliged to quit Italy. Tho booty which he gained

was immense, but he would keep nothing*for him-

self. In 274 he was consul a third time, and

conquered the Lucanians, Samnites, and Bruttians,

who still continued in arms after the defeat of

Pyrrhus. Dentatus now retired to his small farm

in the country of the Sabines, and cultivated the

land with his own hands. Once the Samnites

sent an embassy to him with costly presents ;-they

found him sitting at the hearth and roasting tur-

nips. He rejected their presents, telling them that
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he preferred ruling over those who possessed gold,

to possessing it himself. He was censor in 272,
and in that year executed public works of great

importance. He commenced the aquaeduct which
carried the water from the river Anio into the

city (Aniensis Vetus)
; and by a canal he carried

off the water of the lake Veliniis into the river

Nar, in consequence of which the inhabitants of

Reate^ gained a large quantity of excellent land.

Deo (Aijeil), another name for Demeter : hence
her daughter Persephone is called by the patro-

nymic De5is and DSdiue.

Derbe (A4p€rf: Aep€a7oi\ a town
in Lycaonia, on the frontiers of Isauria. It is

first mentioned as the residence of the tyrant An-
tipatcr of Derbe, a friend of Cicero, whom Amyntas
pqt to death.

Derbicoae or Derbices, a Scythian people in

Margiana, dwelling on the Oxus, near its entrance
into the Caspian sea. They worshipped the earth

as a goddess, neither sacrificed nor ate any female

animals, and killed and ate all their old men above

70 years of age.

DercStis, DercSto (AepK^nr, Acpfcerctf), also

called Atarifotis^ a Syrian goddess. She offended

Aphrodite (Venus), who in consequence inspired

her with love for a youth, to whom she bore a
daughter Semiramis ; but ashamed of her frailty,

she killed the youth, exposed her child in a desert,

and threw herself into a lake near Ascalon. Her
child wa.s fed by doves, and she herself was
changed into a fisL The Syrians thereupon wor-

shipped her as a goddess. The upper part of her

statue represented a beautiful woman, while the

lower part terminated in the tail of a fish. She
appears to he the same as Dagon mentioned in the

Old Testament as a deity of the Philistines.

DercylUdas (A«pKuAA(5as), a Spartan, suc-

ceeded Thimbron, b. c. 399, in the command of

the army which was employ«‘d in the protection of

the Asiatic Greeks against Persia. He carried on
the war with success, Tiesapherncs and Pharna-

bazus were at length glad to sue for peace. In
396 he was superseded by Agesilaus.

Dertdna {lortma), an important town in Li-

guria, and a Roman colony with the surname Julia,

on the road from Genua to Placentia.

Dertbsa {Tortosa\ a town of the Ilercaones on

the Iberus in llisponia Tarraconensis, and a Ro-
man colony.

Despoena {Ai<nroiva\ the mistress, a surname

of several divinities, as Aphrodite, Derneter, and
more especially Persephone, who was worshipped

under this name in Arcadia.

Deac&Ron (AtvKahiwv). 1. Son of Prometheus

and Clymene, king of Phthia, in Thessaly. When
Zeus, after the treatment he hod received from

Lycaon, had resolved to destroy the degenerate

race of men, Deucalion and his wife Pyrrha were,

on account of their piety, the only mortals saved.

On the advice of his father, Deucalion built a ship,

in which he and his wife floated in safety daring

the 9 days’ flood, which destroyed all the other

inhabitants of Hellas. At last the ship rested on
mount Parnassus in Phocis, or, according to other

traditions, on mount Othrys in Thessaly, on mount
Athos, or even on Aetna in Sicily. When the

waters had subsided, Deucalion offered up a sacri-

fice to Zeus PhyZ^us (^ii|ior), and he and his wife

then consulted the sanctuary of Themis how the race

of man might be restored. The goddess bade them
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cover their heads and throw the hones of their mother

behind them. After some doubts and scruples re-

specting the meaning of this command, they agreed

in interpreting the bones of their mother to mean
the stones of the eai-th. They accordingly threw

stones behind them, and from those thrown by
Deucalion there sprang up men, from those thrown
by Pyrrha women. Deucalion then descended from

Parnassus, and built his first abode at Opus or at

Cynus. Deucalion became by Pyrrha the father

of Hellen, Amphictyon, Protogenia, and others. •

2. Son of Minos and Pasiphae, and father of Idoine-

neus, was an Argonaut and one of the Calydonian

hunters.

Deva. 1. the principal town of the

Cornavii in Bribiin, on the Seteia (Dm), and the

head-quarters of the Legio XX. Victrix, -r-2.

(Dm), an estuary in Scotland, on which stood

the town Devana, near the modern Aberdeen.

Dez&xnSniUI (Ac^djutt^os), a Centaur who lived

in Bura in Achaia. According to others, he w.aa

king of Olenus, and father of Deianlra, who is

usually represented as daughter of Oenous.

Dezippus (Ae^imror). 1. Called also Dioaippus,

a physician of Cos, one of the pupils of Hippo-

crates, lived about b. c. 380, and attended the

children of Heeatomnus, prince of Caria.— 2. P.

HerexmiuB, a Greek rhetorician and historian, was
a native of Attica, and held the highest offices at

Athens. He distinguished himself in fighting

against the Goths, when they invaded Greece in

A. D. 262. He was the author of 3 historical

works:— 1. A history of Macedonia from the

time of Alexander. 2. A chronological history

from the mythical ages down to tho accession of

Claudivis Gothicus, A. d. 268. 3. An account of

the war of the Goths or Scythians, in which Dexip-

pus himself had fought. The fragments of Dexip-

pus, which are considerable, are published by
IJekker and Niebuhr in the first volume of the

Scriptorea Hisioriae B^zantinae, Bonn, 1829, 8vo.

— 3. A disciple of the philosopher lamblichus,

lived about a. d. 350, and wrote a commentary on

the Categories of Aristotle, of which a Latin trans-

lation appeared at Paris, 1649, 8vo., and at Venice,

1546, fo. after the work of Porphyry In Prae-

dicam.

Bia (Ai'a), daughter of Deioneus and wife of

Ixion. By Ixion, or according to others, by Zeus,

she became the mother of Pirithous.

DIa (Ala). 1. The ancient name of Naxos.

2. An island near Amorgos, 3. A small island

off Crete, opposite the harbour of Cnossus.— 4.

An island in the Arabian gulf, on the W. coast of

Arabia.

Biabliutet. [Aulkrcl]
Diaerla {it Atanpla), a mountainous district in

the N. E. of Attica, including the plain of Mara-

thon. [Attica.] The inhabitants of this district

(Atanpiutf AuLcpioi), formed one of the 3 parties

into which the inhabitants of Attica were divided

in the time of Solon : they were the most demo-

cratical of the 8 parties.

Diadumeniftntui or DiadtimCnitB, son of the

emperor Macrinus, received the title of Caesar,

when hh father was elevated to the purple, a. d.

21 and was put to death in the following year

about the same time with Macrinus.

lUaeni (Alaxor), of Megalopolis, general of the

Achaean league b.c. 149 and 147* took an active

#trt in the war against the Romans. On the death

DICAEARCHUS.
of Critolatis in 146, he succeeded to the command
of the Achaeans, but was defeated by Mummius
near Corinth, whereupon he put an end to his own
life, after slaying his wife to prevent her falling

into the enemy's power.

Bi&gSras (Ataydpas). 1. Son of Damagetus,
of lalysuB in Rhodes, was very celebrated for his

own victories and those of his sons and grandsons,

in the Grecian games. His fame was celebrated

by Pindar in the 7th Olympic ode. He was victor

in boxing twice in the Olympian games, four times

in the Isthmian, twice in the Nemcan, and once
at least in the Pythian. He had therefore the

high honour of being a weptoSoviKijs^ that is, one
who had gained crowns at all the 4 great festi-

vals. When an old man, he accompanied his sons,

Acusilaiis and Damagetus, to Olympia. The young
men, having both been victorious, carried their

father through the assembly, while the spectators

showered garlands upon him, and congratulated

him 08 having reached the summit of human hap-

piness. He gained his Olympic victory, b. c. 464.— 2. Sumnmed the Atheist ("Adeos), a Greek
philosopher and poet, was the son of Teleclides,

and was bom in the island of Melos, one of the

Cyclades. He was a disciple of Democritus of

Abdera, and in his youth he acquired considerable

reputation as a lyric poet. He was at Athens as

early as b. c. 424, for Aristophanes in the Clomh
(839), which were performed in that year, alludes

to him as a well-known character. In consequence

of his attacks upon the popular religion, and espe-

cially upon the Eleusinian mysteries, he was for-

mally acaised of impiety b. c. 411, and fearing the

results of a trial, fied from Athens. He was con-

demned to death in his absence, and a reward set

upon his head. He first went to Pallene, and af-

terwards to Corinth, where he died. One of the

works of Diagoras was entitled 'tpvyioi \6yoi^ in

which he probably attacked the Phrygian divinities.

Diftna, an ancient Italian divinity, whom the

Romans identified with the Greek Artemis. Her
worship is said to have been introduced at Rome
by Servius Tullius, who dedicated a temple to her
on the Aventine^ and she appears to have been
originally worshipped only by the plebeians. At
Rome Diana was the goddess of light, and her
name contains the same root as the word dies. As
Dianus (Janus), or the god of light, represented

the sun, so Diana, the goddess of light, represented

the moon. The attributes of the Greek Artemis

were after^ds ascribed to the Roman Diana. See
Aktkmis.'^

Di&nliun. 1. {Gianuti)f a small island in tho

Tyrrheniaii sea, opposite the gulf of Cosa.— 2.

(Denial called Semeroacoplon (’H/iepoor/coxctov)

by Strabo, a town in Hispania Tarraconensis on a

promontory of the same name (C. MaritM) founded

by the Massilians. Here stood a celebrated temple

of Diana, from which the town derived its name
;

and here Sertorius kept most of his military stores.

Dicaea (Alxaia), a town in Thrace, on the lake

Bistonis.

Dioaaarobla. [Putboli.]

Dioaearchoa (Atnedapxos)^ a celebrated Peripa-

tetic philosopher, geographer, and historian, was

bom at Messana in Sicily, but passed the greater

part of his life in Greece Proper, and especially in

Peloponnesus. He was a disciple of Aristotle and

a friend of Theophrastus. He wrote a vast number
of works, of which only fragments are extant His
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most important work was entitled Bios ti}s

Sos

:

it contained an account of the geography, hi»>

tory, and moral and religious condition of Greece.

See Fuhr, Dicaearchi Mesamii quae supwsunt com-

posita et UlustrcUa, Darmstadt, 1841.

Dica the personification of justice, a
daughter of Zeus and Themis, and the sister of

Eunomia and Eirene. She was considered as one

of the Horae, and is frequently called the attendant

or councillor (ndpeSpos or (vueSpos) of Zeus. In

the tragedians, she appears as a divinity who se-

verely punishes all wrong, watches over the main-

tenance of justice, and pierces the hearts of the

unjust with the sword made for her by Aesa. In

this capacity she is closely connected with the Erin-

nyes, though her business is not only to punish

injustice, but also to reward virtue.

Diotaens. [Dictb.]

Diotamnum (Afarajuvov), a town on the N.
coast of Crete with a sanctuary of Dict3rnna, from

whom the town itself was also called Dictynna.

Diets (AIktt}), a mountain in the E. of Crete,

where Zeus is said to have been brought up.

Hence he bore the surname Dictacus. The Roman
poets frequently employ the adjective Dictaeus as

B3’nonyraous with Cretan.

Dictyzina (^Urvyua)^ a surname both of Brito-

martis and Diana, which two divinities were sub-

sequently identified. The name is connected with

SIktvov, a hunting-net, and was borne by Brito-

martis and Diana as goddesses of the chase. One
tradition related that Britoraartis was so called,

because when she had thrown herself into the sea

to escape the pursuit of Minos, she was saved in

the nets of fishermen.

Dictys Cretensis, the reputed author of an ex-

tant work in Latin on the Trojan war, divided into

6 books, and entitled EpJiemeria Belli TrojanU pro-

fessing to be a journal of the leading events of the

war. In the preface to the work we are told that

it was composed by Dictys of Cuossus, who ac-

companied Idomeneus to the Trojan war, and was
inscribed in Phoenician characters on tablets of

lime wood or paper made from the bark. The work
was buried in the same grave wi^ the author, and
remained undisturbed till the sepulchre was burst

open by on earthquake in the reign of Nero, and
the work was discovered in a tin case. It was

carried to Rome by Eupraxis, whose slaves had

discovered it, and it was translated into Greek by
order of Nero. It is from this Greek version that

the extant Latin work professes to have been trans-

lated by a Q. Septimius Romanus. Although its

alleged origin and discovery are quite unworthy of

credit, it appears nevertheless to be a .translation

from a Greek work, which we know to have been

extant under the name of Dictys, since it is fre-

legends of Greece first flowed into the romances of
the middle ages, and then mingled with the po-
pular tales and ballads of England, France, and
Germany.—The best edition ofDictys is by Dede-
ricl^^Bomi, 18.35.

IndloB. 1. T., praetor in Macedonia, b. c. 100,
where he defeated the Scordiscans, consul 88, and
subsequently proconsul in Spain, where he de-

feated the Celtiberians. He fell in the Marsic
war, 88. —-B. C., a legate of Caesar, fell in battle

in Spain fighting against the sons of Pompey,
46.-3. M. Didius Salvliis Juli&niu, bought
the Roman empire of the praetorian guards, when
they put up the empire for sale after the death
of Pertinax, a. o. 183. Flavius Sulpicianus,

praefect of the city, and Didius bid against each
oth«y, but it was finally knocked down to Didius,

upon his promising a donative to each soldier

of 25,000 Bcstcrccs. Didius, however, held the
empire for only 2 months, from March 28th to

June 1st, and was murdered by the soldiers when
Severus was marching against the city.

Dido (Ai8(^), also called Elissa, the reputed
founder of Carthage. She was daughter of the
Tyrian king Belus or Agenor or Mutgo, and sister

of Pygmalion, who succeeded to the crown after

the death of his father. Dido was married to her

uncle, Acerbas or Sichaeus, a priest of Hercules,

and a man of immense wealth. He was murdered
by Pygmalion, who coveted his treasures

; but Dido
secretly sailed from Tyro with the treasures, ac-

companied by some noble Tyrians, who were dis-

satisfied with Pygmalion's rule. She first went to

Cyprus, where she carried off 80 maidens to pro-

vide the emigrants with wives, and then crossed

over to Africa. Here she purchased as much land

as might be covered with the hide of a bull ; but
she ordered the hide to bo cut up into the thinnest

possible stripes, and with them she surrounded a
spot, on which she built a citadel called Byrsn
(from fivptroj i. e, the hide of a bull). Around
this fort the city of Carthago arose, and soon be-

came a powerful and flourisning place. The neigh-

bouring king Iliarbas, jealous of the prosperity

of the new city, demanded the hand of Dido in

marriage, threatening Carthage with war in case of

refusal. Dido had vowed eternal fidelity to her late

husband; but seeing that the Carthaginians ex-

pected her to comply with the demands of Iliarbas,

she pretended to yield to their wishes, and under

pretence of soothing the manes of Acerbas by expia-

tory sacrifices, she erected a funeral pile, on whkli
she stabbed herself in presence of her people.

After her death she whs worshipped by the Car-

thaginians as a divinity.—Virgil has inserted in

his Aeneid the legend of Dido with various modi-
fications. According to the common chronology.

quently quoted by the Bysantine writers. The there was an interval of more than 300 years be-

work was probably written in Greek by Eupraxis tween the capture of Troy (b.c. 1184) and the

in the reign of Nero, but at what time the Latin foundation of Carthage (b.c. 853) ; but Virgil

translation was executed is quite uncertain. The nevertheless makes Dido a contemporary of Aeneas,

work contains a history of the Trojan ifrar, from with whom she falls in love on his arrival in Africa,

the birth of Paris down to the death of Ulysses. When Aeneas hastened to seek the new home
The compiler not unfrequently differs widely from which the gods had promised him. Dido in despair

Homer, adding many particulars, and recording destroyed herself on a funeral pile,

many events of which we find no trace elsewhere. Did^nuu [Branchidab.]

All miruculoiiB events and supernatural agency are [Axoliab Insulae.]

entirely excluded. The compilations ascribed to Did^xuiu a celebrated Alexandrine

Dictys and Dares [Dares], are of considerable grammarian, a contemporary of Julius Caesar and

importance in the history of modem literature, Augustus, was a follower of the school of Aristor-

•iuoe they are the chief fountains from which the chus, and received the surname (’A
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account of his indefatigable and unwearied applica><

tion to study. He is said to have written 4000

works, the most important of which were com-

mentaries on Homer. The greater part of the

extant SchoUa minora on Homer was at one time

considered the work of Didyraus, but is really taken

from the commentaries of Didymus and of other

grammarians.

Diesplter. [J upitbr.]

DXgentla (Licenza)^ a small stream in Latium,

beautifully cool and clear, which flows into^ithe

Anio near the modern Vicovaro. It flowed through

the Sabine farm of Horace. Near its source, which

was also called Digentia (fans etiain rivo dare

nonirn idoneus, Hor. Ep. i. 16. 12), stood the house

of Horace (vicinue tectojayis aqnat, fons^ Hor. Sat.

ii.6.2).

Dimallum, a town in Greek Illyria.

DInarchus {Ativapxos\ the last and least im-

portant of the 10 Attic orators, was born at Co-

rinth about B. c. 361. Ho was brought up at

Athens, and studied under Theophrastus. As he

was a foreigner, he could not come forward himself

ns an orator, and was therefore obliged to content

liimself with writing orations for others. He be-

longed to the friends of Phocion and the Macedo-
nian party. When Demetrius Poliorcctes ad-

vanced against Athens in 307, Dinarchus fled to

Chalcis in Euboea, and was not allowed to return

to Athens till 292, where he died at an advanced

age. Only 3 of his speeches have come down to

us : they all refer to the question about Harpa-
LU8. They are printed in the collections of the

Attic orators.

Dindj^Sne. [Dindymus.]
Dindjfmus or DindJ^na, -drum (AMw/ios ; rh

AivSvpa). 1. A mountain in Phrygia on the

frontiers of Galatia, near the town Pessinus, sacred

to Cybele, the mother of the gods, who is hence

called DindymCne.— 2. A mountain in Mysia
near Cyzicus, also sacred to Cybele.

Dinoor&tes (AciPo/cpdrTjs), a distinguished Ma-
cedonian architect in the time of Alexander the

Great. He was the architect of the new temple

of Artemis at Ephesus, which was built after the

destruction of the former temple by Ilerostmtus.

He was employed by Alexander, whom he accom-

]mnicd into Egypt, in the building of Alexandria.

He formed a design for cutting mount Athos into

a statue of Alexander ; but the king forbad the

execution of the project. The right hand of the

figure was to have held a city, and in the left there

would have been a basin, in which the water of

all the mountain streams was to pour, and thence

into the sea. He commenced the erection of a
temple to Arsinoe, the wife of Ptolemy JI., of

which the roof was to be arched with loadstones,

so that her statue made of iron might apj^ar to

float in the air, but he died before completing the

work.

DInSm&chus (Aeip6fiaxos), a philosopher, who
agreed with Calliphon in considering the chief

good to consist in the union .of virtue with bodily

pleasure.

DInSmSnei (Anvofiipris), a statuary, whose
statues of lo and Callisto sto^ in the Acropolis at

Athens in the time of Pausanias : he flourished

B. r. 400.

Dinon (Acfpwp, Atvwp\ hither of the historian

Clitarchus, wrote himself a history of Persia.

Dio. [Dion.]

DIOCLETIANUS.

BiocaeiarSa (AtoaKaiadpeia: SefUrieh), more
anciently SepphSris (

in Galilee, was
a small place until H erodes Antipas made it the

capital of Galilee, under the name of Diocaesarca.

It was destroyed in the 4th century by Oallus, on

account of an insurrection which had broken out

there.

Dioclea or Doolea (Aif/cAfa), a place in Dal-

matia, near Salona, the birth-place of Diocletian.

Dipoles {AioKXris). 1. A brave Athenian, who
lived in exile at Megara. Once in a battle he pro-

tected with his shield a youth whom he loved, but

he lost his own life in consequence. The Mega-
rians rewarded him with the honours of a hero,

and instituted the festival of the Dioclea, which
they celebrated in the spring of every year.—
2. A Syracusan, the leader of the popular party in

opposition to Hermocrates. In b.c. 412 he was
appointed with several others to draw up a new
code of laws. This code, which was almost ex-

clusively the work of Diodes, became very cele-

brated, and was adopted by many other Siulian

cities. 3. Of Carystus in Euboea, a celebrated

Greek physician, lived in the 4th century b. c.

He wrote several medical works, of which only

some fragments remain.

Dioclet &n5p61iB. [Cblrtrum.]
Diooletl&niiB, Valftrins, Roman emperor, a. n.

284—305, was bom near Salona in Dalmatia, in

24.5, of most obscure parentage. From his mother,

Doclca, or Dioclea, who received her name from
the village where she dvvelt, he inherited the nj»-

pcllation of Docles or Diocles^ which, alter his

assumption of the purple, was expanded into Dio-

cletianns, and attached as a cognomen to the high

patrician name of Valerius. Having entered the

army, he served with high reputation under Pro-

bus and Aurclian, followed C.arns to the Persian

war, and, after the fate of Numerianus became
known at Chalcedon, was proclaimed emperor by
the troops, 284, He slew with his own hands

Arrius Aper, who was arraigned of the murder of

Numerianus, in order, according to some autho-

rities, that he might fulfil a prophecy delivered to

him in early youth by a Gaulish Druidess, that ho
should mount a tnronc as soon as he had slain the '

wild-boar {Aper), Next year (285) Diocletian

carried on war against Carinus, on whose death he

became undisputed master of the empire. But as

the attacks of the barbarians became daily more
formidable, he resolved to associate with himself a

colleague in the empire, and accordingly selected

for that purpose Maximianus, who was invested

with the title of Augustus in 286. Maximian had
the care ^f the Western empire, and Diocletian

that of the Eastern. But as the dangers which
threatened the Roman dominions from the attacks

of the Persians in the E., and the Germans and

other barbarians in the W., became still more im-

minent, Diocletian made a still further division of

the empire. In 292, Constantins Chlorus and

GaleriuS were proclaimed Caesars, and the govern-

ment of the Roman world was divided between

the 2 August! and the 2 Caesars. Diocletian had

the government of the E. with Nicomedia as his

residence ; Maximian, Italy, and Africa, with

Milan, as his residence ;
Constantius, Britain, Gaul,

and Spain, with Treves, as his residence : Gale-

rius, lllyricum, and the whole line of the Danube,
with Sirmium, as his residence. The wars in the

reign of Diocletian are related in the lives of his
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colleagues, since Diocletian rarely commanded the

armies in person. It is sufficient to state here

that Britain, which had maintained its independ-

ence for some years under Carausius and Al-
LBCTUS, was restored to the empire (296) ;

that

the Persians were defeated and obliged to sue for

peace (298) ; and that the Marcomanni and other

barbarians in the N. were also driven back from

the Roman dominions. But after an anxious reign

of 21 years Diocletian longed for repose. Accord-

ingly on Ist of May, 305, he abdicated at Nico-

media, and compelled his reluctant colleague Maxi-
mian to do the same at Milan. Diocletian retired

to his native Dalmatia, a.id passed the remaining 8
years of his life near Salona in philosophic retire-

ment, devoted to rural pleasures and the cultivation

of his garden. He died 313. One of the most

memorable events in the reign of Diocletian was his

fierce persecution of the Christians (303), to which
he was instigated by his colleague Galerius.

DidddruB (AidSupof). 1. Sumamed CronTU, of

lasiis in Caria, lived at Alexandria in the reign

of Ptolemy Soter, who is said to have given him
the surname of Cronus on account of his inability

to solve at once some dialectic problem proposed

by Stilpo, when the 2 philosophers were dining

with the king. Diodorus is said to have taken

that disgrace so much to heart, that after his return

from the repast, and writing a treatise on the pro-

blem, he died in despair. According to another

account he derived his surname from his teacher

Apollonius Cronus. He belonged to the Megaric

school of philosophy, of which he was the head.

He was celebrated for his great dialectic skill, for

which he is called J 5<aAeicT»Kd», or 8toA.«»cTtK«6-

Taroi.— 2. Sicolas, of Agyrium in Sicily, was a

contemporary of Julius Caesar and Augustus. In

order to collect materials for his history, he tra-

velled over a great part of Europe and Asia, and

lived a long time at Rome. He spent altogether

30 years upon his work. It was entitled BiSAio-

6i)Krj IffTopiKij, The Historical Library, and was an

universal history, embracing the period from the

earliest mythical ages down to the beginning of

Caesar's Gallic wars. It was divided into 3 great

sections and into 40 books. The Ist section, which
consisted of the first 6 books, contained the history

of the mythical times previous to the Trojan war.

The 2nd section, which consisted of 1 1 books, con-

tained the history from the Trojan war down to the

death of Alexander the Great. The 3rd section,

which contained the remaining 23 books, treated of

the history from the death of Alexander down to

the beginning of Caesar’s Gallic wars. Of this work

only the following portions are extant entire : the

first 5 books, which contain the early histoiy of

the Eastern nations, the Egyptians, Aethiopians,

and Greeks
;
and from book 11 to book 20, con-

taining the history from the 2nd Persian war,

B. c. 480, down to 302. Of the remaining portion

there are extant a number of fragments and the

Excerpta, which are preserved partly in Photius,

and partly in the Eclogae made at the command of

Constantine Porphyrogenitus. The work of Dio-

dorus is constructed upon the plan of annals, and

the events of each year are placed one after the

other without any internal connection. In com-

piling his work Diodorus exercised no judgment or

criticism. He simply collected what he found in

his different authorities, and thus jumbled together

history, mythus, and fiction: he frequently mif-

DIOGENES. m
understood authorities, and not seldom contradicts

in one passage what he has stated in another.

But nevertheless the compilation is of great im-

portance to us, on account of the great mass of

materials which are there collected from a num-
ber of writers whose works have perished. The
best editions are by Wesseling, Amsterd. 1746,
2 vols. fob, reprinted at Bipont, 1793, &c., 11 vols.

8vo.
;
and by Dindorf, Lips. 1828, 6 vols. 8vo.,—

3. Of Sinope, an Athenian comic poet of the

middle comedy, flourished 353.^4. Of Tyre, a

peiapatetic philosopher, a disciple and follower of

Critolaiis, whom he succeeded as the head of the

Peripatetic school at Athens. He flourished B. c.

110.

I)i5d8tiii (AufSoros), a Stoic philosopher and a
teacher of Cicero, in whose house he lived for many
years at Rome. In his later years, Diodotus be-
came blind: he died in Cicero's house, B. c. 59,
and left to his friend a property of about 100,000
sesterces.

DiSgSueB ( Aio74in7s). 1. Of ApoUonia in Crete,

an eminent natural philosopher, lived in the 5th
century b. c.,nnd was a pupil of Anaximenes. He
wrote a work in the Ionic dialect, entitled Tltpl

480’ewr, On Nature, in which he appears to have
treated of physical science in the largest sense of

the words.— 2. The Babylonian, a Stoic philo-

sopher, was a native of Seleucia in Babylonia, was
educated at Athens under Chrysippus, and suc-

ceeded Zeno of Tarsus as the head of the Stoic

school at Athens. Ho was one of the 3 ambas-
sadors sent by the Athenians to Rome in b. c. 155.
[Carnbaobs : Critolaub.] He died at the age
of 88.— 8. The (lynio philosopher, was bom at

Sinope in Pontus, about b. c. 412. His father was
a banker named Icesias or Icetas, who was con-

victed of some swindling transaction, in conse-

quence of which Diogenes quitted Sinope and went
to Athens. His youth is said to have been spent

in dissolute extravagance
; but at Athens his at-

tention was arrested by the character of Antis-

thencs, who at first drove him away. Diogenes,

however, could not be prevented from attending him
even by blows, but told him that he would find no
stick hard enough to keep him away. Antisthenes

at last relented, and his pupil soon plunge# into

the most frantic excesses of austerity and morose-

ness. In summer be used to roll in hot sand, and
in winter to embrace statues covered with snow ;

he wore course clothing, lived on the plainest food,

slept in porticoes or in the street, and finally, ac-

cording to the common story, took up his residence

in a tub belonging to the Metroum, or temple of

the Mother of the Gods. The truth of this latter

tale has, however, been reasonably disputed. In
spite of his strange eccentricities, Diogenes appears

to have been much respected at Athens, and to

have been privileged to rebuke anything of -which

he disapproved. He seems to have ridiculed and
despised all intellectual pursuits which did not

directly and obviously tend to some immediate
practical good. He abused literary men for read-

ing about the evils of Ulysses, and neglecting their

own
;
musicians for strin^ng the l^Te harmoniously

while they left their minds discordant; men of

science for troubling themselves about the moon
and stars, while they neglected what lay imme-
diately before them ; orators for learning to say

what was right, but not to practise it.— On a

voyage to Aegina he was taken prisoner by pirates.
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and carrjed to Crete to be sold as a slave. Here

when he was asked what business he understood,

he answered, “ How to command men.” He was

purchased by Xeniades of Corinth, over wliom he

acquired such influence, that he soon received from

him his freedom, was entrusted with the care of

his children, and passed his old ap[e in his house.

Durinf^ his residence at Corinth his celebrated in-

terview with Alexander the Great is said to have

taken place. The conversation between them begun

by the king’s saying, “ I am Alexander the Great;”

to which the philosopher replied, “And I am Bio-

genes the Cynic.” Alexander then asked whether

he could oblige him in any way, and received no

answer except, “ Yes, you can stand out of the

sunshine.” We are further told that Alexander

admired Diogenes so much that he said, “ If I ivere

not Alexander, I should wish to be Diogenes.?

Diogenes died at Corinth at the age of nearly 90,

B.C. 3*23.— 4. LaertXui, of Laerte in Cilicia, of

whose life we have no particulars, probably lived

in the 2nd century after Christ He wrote the

Lives of the Philosophers in 10 books: the work
is entitled irtpl jBfedV, 807/i.draa/, Ka) JLiro<pd€yiJLdTaiV

rSav iv <f>i\oao<p((f tvSoKifiritrdvrup. According to

some allusions which occur in it he wrote it for a
lady of rank, who occupied herself with philosophy,

and who, according to some, w(i8 Arria, the friend

of Galen. In this work Diogenes divides the phi-

losophy of the Greeks into the Ionic— which com-

mences with Anaximander and ends with Clito-

machus, Chrysippus, and Theophrastus— and the

Italian, which was founded by Pythagoras, and
ends with Epicurus. He reckons the Socratic

school, with its various ramifications, as a part of

the Ionic philosophy, of which he treats in the first

7 books. The Kleatics, with Heraclitus and the

Sceptics, are included in the Italian philosophy',

w'hich occupies the 8th and 9th books. Epicurus

and his philosophy arc treated of in the 10th book
with particular minuteness, which has led some
writers to the belief that Diogenes himself was an
Epicurean. The work is of great value to us, as

Diogenes made use of a great number of writers on
the history of philosophy, whoso works are now
lost

;
but It is put together without plan, criticism,

or connection, and the author had evidently no
conception of the real value and dignity of philo-

sophy. The best editions are by Meibom, Amsterd.

1 692, 2 vols. 4to., and HUbner, Lips. 2 vols. 8vo.

1828—1831.—5. Oenomftufl, a tragic poet, who
began to exhibit at Athens b.c. 404.

Diogeni&nus (Ato7cvctav^s), of Heracl&i on the

PontuB, a distinguished grammarian in the reign

of Hadrian, wrote a Greek Lexicon, from which
the Lexicon of Hesychius seems to have been

almost entirely taken. A portion of it is still

extant, containing a collection of proverbs first

printed by Schottus, with the proverbs of Zenobius

and Suidas, Antv. 1612, 4to., and subsequently in

other editions of the Paroemiografhi Graeci.

DiomSa (vd Aid/U<ia; AiOfMitifS, Aiojaei};), a

demus in Attica belonging to the tribe Aegeis,

with a temple of Hercules
;
the Diomean gate in

Athens led to this demus. [See p. 103, a.]

DiomedSae Insftlae, 5 small islands in the

Adriatic sea, N. of the promontory Garganum in

Apulia, named after Diomedes. [DiOMEnKS.] The
largest of these, called Diomedea Insula or Trimenis

( Tremiti), was the place where Julia, the grand-

daughter of Augustus, died.

DION.

Bidmddei (AtOM^Srjr). 1. Son of Tydeus and
Deipyle, whence he is constantly called Tydides
(Tu8«18»7j), succeeded Adrastus as king of Argos.

—

Ilomerio Story. Tydeus fell in the expedition

against Thebes, while his son Diomedes was yet a
boy

; but Diomedes was afterwards one of the

Epigoni who took Thebes. He went to Troy with
80 ships, and was, next to Achilles, • the bravest

hero in the Greek army. He enjoyed the especial

protection of Athena ; he fought against the

most distinguished of the Trojans, such as Hector

and Aeneas, and even with the gods who espoused

the cause of the Trojans. He thus wounded both
Aphrodite and Arcs.— later Stmies. Diomedes
and Ulysses carried off the palladium from the

city of Troy, since it was believed that Troy
could not be taken so long as the palladium was
within its walls. Diomedes carried the palladium

with him to Argos
; but according to others it

was taken from him by Demophon in Attica,

where ho landed one night on his return from

Troy, without knowing where he was. [Dkmo-
PHON.] Another tradition stated, that Diomedes
restored the palladium to Aeneas. On his arrival

in Argos Diomedes found his wife Acgialea living in

adultery with Hippolytus, or, according to others,

with Cometes or Cyllabarus. This misfortune

befell him through the anger of Aphrodite, whom
he had wounded before Troy. He therefore quitted

Algos, either of his own accord, or he was expelled

by the adulterers, and went to Aetolia. He sub-

sequently attempted to return to Argos, but on his

way home a storm threw him on the coast of

Daunia in Italy, where he was kindly received by
Daunus, the king of the country. Diomedes as-

sisted Daunus in his war against the Messapians,

married Buippe, the daughter of Daunus, and set-

tled in Daunia, where he died at an advanced age.

He was buried in one of the islands off rape Gar-
ganum, which were called after him the Diomedean
islands. His companions were inconsolable at his

loss, and were metamorphosed into birds

Diomedeae)^ whicl^ mindful of their origin, used

to tly joyfully towards the Greek ships, but to

avoid those of the Romans. According to others

Diomedes retunied'to Argos, or disappeared in one

of the Diomedean islands, or in the country of the

Heneti. A number of towns in the E. part of Italy,

such as Beneventum, Argos Hippion (afterwards

Argyripa or Arpi), Venusia, Canusium, Venafrum,

Brundusium. &c. were believed to have been
founded by Diomedes. A plain of Apulia, near

Salapia and Canusium, was called Diomedei Camjti

after him. ' He was worshipped as a divine being,

especially in Italy, where statues of him existed

at Argyripag Metapontum, Thurii, and other places.— 2. Son of Ares and Cyrene, king of the Bis-

tones in Thrace, killed by Hercules on account of

his mares, which he fed with human flesh.

Diomddei, a Latin grammarian, probably lived

in the 4th or 5th century after Christ, and is the

author of pn extant work, De Oratiane et Parttbiut

Orationis et Varu> Genere Metrorum Mri ///.,

printed in the Grammatkae Latinae Auctores An-
Hqni of Putschius, 4to. Hanov. 1605.

DiSmSdon (Aio)u48wv), an Athenian commander
during the Peloponnesian war. He was one of the

commanders at the battle of Arginusae (n. c. 406),
and was put to death with 5 of his colleagues on
his return to Athens.

Dion (Alwv), a Syracusan, oon of Hipparinus,
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and a relation of Dionysius. H is sister Arlstomache

was the second wife of the elder Dionysius ; and
Dion himself was married to Arete, the daughter

of Dionysius by Aristomache. Dion was treated

by Dionysius with the greatest distinction, and

was employed by him in many services of trust

and confidence. Of this close connection and favour

with the tyrant he seems to have availed himself

to amass great wealth. He made no opposition to

the succession of the younger Dionysius to his

father’s power, but he became an object of suspicion

to tlie youthful tyrant* to whom he also made
himself personally disagreeable by the austerity of

his manners. Dion appears to have been natui^ly

a man of a proud and stem character, and having

become an ardent disciple of Plato when that phi-

losopher visited Syracuse in the reign of the elder

Dionysius, he carried to excess the austerity of a
philosopher, and viewed with undisguised contempt

the debaucheries and dissolute pleasures of his

nephew. From these he endeavoured to withdraw

him by persuading him to invite Plato a second

time to Syracuse
;
but the philosopher, though

received at first with the utmost distinction, iiiiled

in
,
obtaining a permanent hold on the mind of

Dionysius; and the intrigues of the opposite party,

headed by Philistus, were successful in procuring

the banishment of Dion. Dion retired to Athens,

where he lived in habitual intercourse with Plato

and his disciples ; but Plato having failed in pro-

curing his recall (for which purpose he had a third

time visited Syracuse), and Dionysius having con-

fiscated his property,and compelled his wife to marry

another person, he determined on attempting the

expulsion of the tyrant by force. He sailed from

Zacynthus with only a small force and obtained

possession of Syracuse without opposition during

the absence of Dionysius in Italy. Dionysius re-

turned shortly afterwards, but found himself obliged

to quit Syracuse and sail away to Italy, leaving

Dion undisputed master of the city, B.C. ^6. His

de8])otic t:onduct however soon caused great dis-

content, and the people complained with justice

that they had only exchanged one tyrant for

another. He caused bis chief opponent, Heraclides,

to be put to death, and confiscaled the property of

his adversaries. Callippus, an Athenian, who had
accompanied him from Greece, formed a conspiracy

against him, and caused him to be assassinated in

his own house, 353.

Dion Cassias, the historian, was the son of a

Roman senator, Cassius Apronianus, and was bont

A. o. 1.55, at Nicaea in Bithynia. He also bore

the surname Cocceianus, which he derived from

the orator Dion Chrysostomus Cocceianus, his ma-
ternal grandfather. He was educated with great

care
; he accompanied his father to Cilicia, of which

he had the administration ;
and after his father’s

death, he went to Rome, about 180. He was

straightway made a senator, and frequently pleaded

in the courts of justice. He was aedile and quaestor

under Commodus, and praetor under Septimius

Severus, 194. He accompanied Caracalfa on his

journey to the East; he was appointed by Macrinns

to the government of Pergamus and Smyrna, 218

;

was consul about 220; proconsul of Africa 224,

under Alexander Severus, by whom he was sent

as legate to Dalmatia in 226, and to Pannonia in

227. In the latter province he restored strict

discipline among the troops ;
which excited the

discontent of the praetorians at Rome, who de-

manded his life of Alexander Sevenis But the

emperor protected him and raised him to his second

consulship 229. Dion, however, retired to Cam-
pania, and shortly afterwards obtained permission

of the emperor to return to his native town Nicaea,

where he passed the remainder of his life and
died.—Dion wrote several historical works, but the

most important was a History of Rome ('Pw/uai/c?)

laropla), in 80 books, from the landing of Aeneas
in Italy to a. d. 229, the year in which Dion
returned to Nicaea. Unfortunately^, only a com-

paralively small portion of this work has come
down to us entire. Of the first 34 books we possess

only fragments ; but since Zonaras in his Annals
chiefly followed Dion Cassius, we may regard the

Annals of Zonaras as to some extent an epitome of

Dion Cassius. Of the 35th book wc possess a
cqmyderable fragment, and from the 36th book to

the 54th the work is extant complete, and embraces
the history from the wars of Lucullus and Cn.
Pompey against Mithridates, down to the death of

Agrippa, b. c. 10. Of the remaining books we have

only the epitomes made by Xiphilinus and others.

Dion Cassius treated the history of the republic

with brevity, but gave a more minute account of

these events, of which he had been himself an eye-

witness. He consulted original authorities, and
displayed great judgment and discrimination in

the use of them. He had acquired a thorough

knowledge of his subject, and his notions of the

ancient Roman institutions were far more correct

than those of some of his predecessors, such as

Dionysius of Halicarnassus. The best editions are

by Reimarus, Hamb. 1750—52, 2 vols. fol., and by
Sturz, Dips. 1 8*24, 9 vols. 8vo.

Dion ChrysoBtbmnSfthat is, the golden-mouthed,

a surname given to him on account of his eloquence.

He also bore the surname Cocceianus, which he
derived from the emperor Cocceius Nerva, with

whom he was very intimate. Ho was bom at

Prusa in Bithynia, about the middle of the first

century of our era. Ho received a careful educa-

tion, increased his knowledge by travelling in

different countries, and oame to Rome in the reign

of Vespasian, but having incurred the suspicions of

Doinitian, was obliged to leave the city. On the

advice of the Delphic oracle, he put on a beggar’s

dress, and in this condition visited Thrace, Mysia,
Scythia, and the country of the Getae. After the

murder of Domitian, a. d. 96, Dion used his in-

fluence with the army stationed on the frontier in

favour of his friend Nerva, and seems to have
returned to Home immediately after his accession.

Trajan also entertained the highest esteem for

Dion, and showed him the most marked favour.

Dion died at Rome about a. d. 117.—Dion Chry-
sostom is the most eminent of the Greek rhetoricians

and sophists in the time of the Roman empire.

There are extant 80 of his orations
;
but they are

more like essays on political, moral, and philoso-

hical subjects than real orations, of which they
ave only tlie form. We find among them ^6yot

irtpl fiaffiKttas or \4yoi $a<riKiKol^ 4 orations

dressed to Trajan on the virtues of a sovereign;

Aioydyrfs ^ irtpl rupayvHos^ on the troubles to

which men expose themselves by deserting the

path of nature, and on the difficulties which a so-

ve^ign has to encounter ; essays on slavery and
i^dom : on the means of attaining eminence as an

dntor
;

political 'discourses addressed to various

tibwns
;
on subjects of ethics and practical philo-
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sophy ;
and lastly, orations on mytliical subjects

and show-speeches. All these orations are written

in pure Attic Greek, and, although tainted with

the rhetorical einbcllishinents of the age, are dis-

tinguished by their refined and elegant style. The

best editions are by Heiske, Lips. 17b4, 2 vols.

and by Kmperius, Bruns. 1044.

Dionaea. [Dionb.]

OidnS (Aiwi't;), daughter of Oceanus and Tethys,

or of Uranus and Oe, or of Aether and Ge. She

was beloved by Zens, by whom she became the

mother of Aphrodite (Venus). She received her

(laughter in Olympus, when she was wounded by
Diomedes.— Aphrodite is hence called Dionaea,

and this epithet is frequently applied to any thing

sacred to Aphrodite. Hence we find Dionacum
(infnun (Uor. Cxrnu ii. 1. 39 ), and Diott'tcus Cnemr
(Virg. Eel. ix. 47), because Caesar claimed descept

from Venus. Aphrodite is sometimes also called

Uioiie.

Dionysius (AiomJmov) I. //isionmZ.— 1. The
Elder, tyrant of Syracuse, son of Ilemiocratcs, born

n. c. 430. He was born in a private but not low

station, and began life as a clerk in a public office.

He was one of the partizans of Hermocrates, the

leader of the aristocratical party, and was severely

wounded in the attempt which Hermocrates made
to effect by force his restoration from exile. He
subsequently served in the great w'ar against the

Carthaginians, who hud invaded Sicily under Han-

nibal, the son of Gisco, and successively reduced

and (lestroyed Selinus, Himera, and Agrigentum.

These disasters, and especially the failure of the

Syracusati general, Daphnaeus, to relieve Agrigon-

tum, had created a general spirit of discontent and

alarm, of which Dionysius skilfully availed himself.

Ho succeeded in procuring a decree for deposing

the existing generals, and appointing others in their

stead, among whom was Dionysius liimself, n.c. 406.

His efforts were from this time directed towards

supplanting his new colleagues and obtainingthe sole

direction of affairs. These efforts were crowned with

success. In the following year (405), the other ge-

nerals were deposed, and Dionysius, though only *25

years of age, was appointed sole general, with full

powers. From this period we may date the com-

mencement of his reign, or tyranny, which continued

without interruption for 30 years. His first step was
to procure the appointment of a body-guard, which he

speedily increased to the number of 1000 men; at

the same time he induced the Syracusans to double

the pay of all the troops, and took every means to

ingratiate himself with the mercenaries. By his

marriage with ihe daughter of Hermocrates he

secured to himself the support of all the remaining

partizans of that leader. He converted the island

of Ortygia into a strong fortress, in which he took

up his own residence. After concluding a peace

with Carthage, and putting down a formidable

insurrection in Syracuse, he began to direct bis

arms against the other cities of Sicily. Naxos,

Catana, and Loontini, successively fell into his

power, either by force or treachery. For several

years after this he made preparations for renewing

the war with Carthage. In 397 he declared war
against Carthage. At first he met with great suc-

cess, but in 39.‘i his fleet was totally defeated, and
he was obliged to shut himself up within the walls

of Syracuse, where he was besieged by the Car-

thaginians both by sea and land. A pestilence

shortly after broke out in the Carthaginian camp.
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and greatly reduced the enemy; whereupon Dio-
nysius suddenly attacked the enemy both by
sea and land, defeated the array, and burnt
great part of their fleet. The Carthaginians were
now obliged to withdraw. In 393 they renewed
the war with no better success, and in 392 they

concinded a peace with Dionysius. This treaty

left Dionysius at leisure to continue the ambitious

projects in which he had previously engaged against

the Greek cities in Italy. He formed an alliance

with the Lucanians, and crossed over into Italy.

He subdued Caulonia, Ilipponium, and Rhegiuin,

337. He was in close alliance with the Locrians;

and his powerful fleets gave him the command both
of the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic seas. He was now
at the summit of his greatness, and during the 20
years that elapsed from this period to his death,

he possessed an amount of power and influence far

exceeding those enjoyed by any other Greek before

the time- of Alexander. During this time he was
twice engaged again in war with Carthage, namely
in 333, when a treaty was concluded, by which
the river Halycus was fixed as the boundary of the

two powers
;
and again in 368, in the middle of

which war Dionysius died at Syracuse, 367. His
last illness is said to have been brought on by
excessive feasting

;
but according to some accounts,

his death was hastened by his medical attendants,

in order to secure the succession for his son. After
the death of his first wife, Dionysius had married
almost exactly at the same time— some said even
on the same day— Doris, a Locrian of distinguished

birth, and Aristomaebe, a Syracusan, the daughter
of his supporter II ipparinus, and the sister of Dion.

By Doris he had 3 children, of which the eldest

was his successor, Dionysius. The character of

Dionysius has been drawn in the blackest colours

by many ancient writers; he appears indeed to

have become a sort of type of a tyrant, in its worst

sense. In his latter years he became extremely
suspicious, and apprehensive of treachery even from

his nearest friends, and is said to have adopti'd the

most excessive precautions to guard against it.

Many of these stories have however an air of great

exagueration. (Cic. Tusc. v. 20.) He built the

terrible prison, called Lautumiae, which was cut

out of the solid rock in the part of Syracuse, named
Epipolae. (See Diet, of Ant. art. Lautumiae.')

Dionysius was fond of literature and the arts. He
adorned Syracuse with splendid temples and other

public edifices, so as to render it unquestionably

the greatest of all Greek cities. He was himself a
poet, and repeatedly contended for the prize of

tragedy at Athens. Here he several times obtained

the second and third prizes; and, finally, just before

his deaths bore away the first prize at the Lenaea,
with a play called ** The Ransom of Hector.” He
sought the society of men distinguished in literature

and philosophy, entertaining the poet Philoxenus

at his table, and inviting Plato to Syracuse. He
however soon after sent the latter away from Sicily

in disgrace ; and though the story of his having
caused him to be sold as a slave, as well as that of

his having sent Philoxenus to the stone quarries

for ridiculing his bad verses, are probably gross

exaggerations, they may well have been so far

founded in fact, that his intercourse with these

persons was interrupted by some sudden burst of

capricious violence.— 2. The Younger, son of the

preceding, succeeded his father as tyrant of Syra-

cuse, B. c. 367. He was at this time under 30 years
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of age ; he had been brought up at his father's

court in idleness and luxury, and studiously pre-

cluded from taking any part in public affairs. The
ascendancy which Dion, and through his means
Plato, obtained for a time over his mind was under-

mined by flatterers and the companions of his

pleasures. Yet his court was at this time a great

place of resort for philosophers and men of letters

:

besides Plato, whom he induced by the most urgent

entreaties to pay him a second visit, Aristippus of

Cyrene, Eudoxus of Cnidus, Speusippus, and
others, are stated to have spent some time with

him at Synicuse ;
and he cultivated a friendly in-

tercourse with Archytas and the Pythagoreans of

Magna Graecia. Dion, who had been banished by
Dionysius, returned to Sicily in 3.57, at the head
of a small force, with the avowed object of de-

throning Dionysius. The latter was absent from

Syracuse at the time that Dion landed in Sicily;

but he instantly returned to Syracuse, where the

citadel still held out for him. But finding it im-

possible to retain his power, he sailed away to

Italy with his most valuable property, and thus

lost the sover-cignty after a reign of 12 years, 356.

He, now repaired to Locri, the native city of his

mother, Doris, where he was received in the most

friendly manner; but he made himself tyrant of the

city, and is said to liave treated the inhabitants

with the utmost cruelty. After remaining at Locri

10 years, he availed himself of the intenial dissen-

sions at Syracuse to recover possession of hia power

in that city, 346. The Locriana took advantage of

his absence to re^olt against him, and wreaked

their vengeance in the most cruel manner on his

wife and daughters. He continued to reign in

Syracuse for the next 3 years, till Timoleon came

to Sicily, to deliver the Greek cities of the island

from the tyrants. As he was unable to resist Ti*

nioleoTi, he surrendeivd the citadel into the hands of

the latter, on condition of being allowed to depart

in safety to Corinth, 343. Here he spent the re-

mainder of his life in a private condition, and is

said to have frequented low company, and sunk

gradually into a very degindcd and abject state.

According to some writers, he was reduced to sup-

])ort himself by keeping a schotJ! ; others say, that

he beciime one of tne attendants on the rites of

Cybele, a set of mendicant priests of the lowest

class.— 3. Tyrant of Heraclca on* the Euxine, son

of Clearchiis, succeeded his brother Tiinotheus

in the tyranny aljoiit b. c. 330. He is said to have

been the mildest and justest of all the tyrants that

had ever lived. He married Amastris, niece of

Darius. In 306 he assumed the title of king, and

died shortly afterwards at the age of 55. He is

gaid to have been choked by his own fat.

II. Literary. 1. Surnamed Areopaglta, hecaiise

he was one of the council of the Areopagus, was
converted by St. Paul’s preaching at Athens. There

are extant several works under his name, which

however could scarcely have been written before

the 5th century of our era.— 2. Cato. [Qato.]—
8. Surnamed Chalctis (d XaAKoDr), an Attic poet

and orator, who derived bis surname from his having

advised the Athenians to coin brass money for the

purpose of facilitating traffic. Of his oratory we
know nothing ;

but his poems, chiefly elegies, are

often referred to .and quoted. He was one of the

«

leaders of the colony to Thurii in Italy, b. & 444.

4. Of HalioarnafSBB, a celebrated* rhetorician,

'came to Rome about b. c. 29, for the purpose of
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making himself acquainted with the Latin language
and literature. He lived at Rome on terms of

friendship with many distinguished' men, such as

Q. Aclius Tubero, and the ‘ rhetorician Caecilins
;

and he remained in the dty for 22 years, till his

death, b. c. 7. His pnncipal work, which be
composed at Rome at the later period of his life,

was a historj' of Rome in 22 books, entitled ‘Pw-

ficufc^ *Apxcuo\oyia. It contained the histoiy of

Rome from the mythical times down to B. c. 264,
m which year the history of Polybius begins with

the Punic wars. The first 9 books alone are

complete; of the 10th and 11th we have the

greater part
;
and of the remaining 9 we possess

nothing but fragments and extracts. Dionysius

treated the early history of Rome with great mi-

nuteness. The 1 1 books extant do not carry the

history beyond b. c. 441, so that the 11th book
breaks off very soon after the decernviral legislation.

This peculiar minuteness in the early history, how-
ever, was in a great measure the consequence of

the object he had proposed to himself, and which,

as he himself states, was to remove the erroneous

notions which the Greeks entertained with regard

to Rome's greatness. Dionysius hnd no clear

notions about the carl}' constitution of Rome, and
was led astray by the nature of the institutions

which he saw in his own day
;
and thus makes

innumerable mistakes in treating of the history of

the constitution. He introduces numerous speeches

in his work, which, though wTitten with artistic

skill, nevertheless show that Dionysius wai a rhe-

torician, not an historian, and still less a statesman.

— Dionysius also wrote various rhetorical and cri-

tical works, which abound with the most exquisite

remarks and criticisms on the works of the classical

writers of Greece. They show that he was a

greater critic than historian. The following are

the extant works of this class: 1. Tix^ri (mropixii^

addressed to one Echecrates, part of which is

certainly spurious. 2. Tltp} ewBitrews dvofidrwv^

treats of oratorical power, and on the combination

of words according to the different styles of (nratory.

3. T&y apxaioiy Kplais, contains characteristics of

joets, from Homer down to Euripides, of some
tiistoriaiis, such as Herodotus, Thucydides, Phi-

listus, Xenophon, and Theopompus, and lastly, of

some philosophers and orators. 4. Tlepl ruv &p-

Xaicyy ^rirdpur inro/jurrunaTivfjiol, contains criticisms

on the most eminent Greek orators, of which we now
possess only the first 3 sections, on Lysias, Isocrates,

and Isaeus. The other 3 sections treated of De-
mosthenes, Hyperidcs, and Aeschines

;
but tiiey

are lost, with the exception of the 1st part of the

4th section, which treated of the oratorical ])Ower

of Demosthenes. 5. ’EwarroA^ rrphs *AnpLcuov^ a

letter to his friend Amraaeus, in which he shows
that most of the orations of Demosthenes bad been

delivered before Aristotle wrote his Rhetoric, and
consequently that Demosthenes had derived no in-

struction from Aristotle. 6. ’ExkttoA^; irphs Tvaiov

Tlofifrfi’iov, was written by Dionysius with a view

of justifying the unfavourable opinion which he

had expressed upon Plato, and which Pomgey had

censured. 7. Depl rod QoukvSISov xapourrfipoT koI

TU'v \otiruv Tov ffvyypaup^ws IStot/ndrtity, was writteo

by Dionysius at the request of bis friend Tuber\
for the purpose of explaining more minutely what

I he had written on Thucydides. As Dionysius in

I
this work looks at the great historian from his rhe.

torical point of view, his judgment » often unjust

<4
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and incorrect. 8. Ilfpl tup tov 0ov/evS(6ov

fxdrwp^ addressed to Ammacus. 9. A*lpapxo*t

very valuable treatise on the life and orations of

Dinarchus. The best editions of the complete

works of Dionysius are by Sylbui^, Frankf. 1586,

2 vols. fol. reprinted at Leipzig, 1691 ; by Hudson,

Oxon. 1 704, 2 vols. fol. ;
and by Reiake, Lips.

1774. —•6. Of Heraolea, son of Theophantus,

was a pupil of Zeno, and adopted the teneu of the

Stoics. But in consequence of a most painful com-

plaint, he abandoned the Stoic philosophy, and

joined the Eleatics, whose doctrine, that riHopii

and the absence of pain was the highest good, had

more charms for him than the austere ethics of the

Stoa. This renunciation of his former creed drew
\ipon him the nickname of fjLtraSifxtPoSf i. e. the

renegade. He died in his 80th year of voluntary

starvation. He wrote several works, all of isi^i^h

are lost. Cicero censures him for having mixed up
verses with his prose, and for his want of elegance

and refinement 6 . Of Magnetia, a distinguished

rhetorician, taught in Asia between B. c. 79 and

77, when Cicero visited the E.—7. Of Miletna,

one of the earliest Greek historians, and a contem-

porary of Hecataeus, wrote a history of Persia.—
8. Of Mytilene, sumamed Scj/toirachion^ taught at

Alexandria in the I st century b. c. He wrote a prose

work on the Argonauts, which was consulted by
Diodorus Siculus.— 9. Sumamed PerifigStei, from

his being the author of a 7^ 1, which

is still extant; probably lived about a. d. 300. The
work contains a description of the whole earth, in

hexameter verse,and is written in a terse and elegant

style. It enjoyed great popularity in ancient times.

Two translations or paraphrases of it were made by
Romans, one by Rufus Festus Avienus fAvibnvs],
and the other by the grammarian Priscian. [ pRin-

CIANU6.] The best edition of the original is by
Bemhardy, Lips. 1 828. — 10. Of Sinope, an

Athenian comic poet of the middle comedy.— 11.

Sumamed Thraz, from his father being a Thracian,

was himself a native either of Alexandria or By-
zantium. He is also called a Rhodian, because at

one time he resided at Rhodes, and gave instruc-

tions there. He also taught at Rome, about b. c.

80. Hu was a very celebrated grammarian ; but

the only one of his works come down to us is a

small treatise, entitled rixpr\ ypc^xfiariKiif which

became the basis of all subsequent grammars, and
was a standard book in grammar schools for many
centuries.

m. Artitis.— 1. Of Argos, a statuary, flou-

rished ao. 476.-8. Of Colophon, a painter, con-

tempcMury with Polygnotus of Thnsos, whose works

he imitated in every other respect except in grandeur.

Aristotle {Poiit.2) says that Polygnotus painted

the likenesses of men better than the originals,

Pauson made them worse, and Dionysius just like

them (djuo/ovr). It seems from this that the pic-

tures of Dioiwsius were deficient in the ideal.

Dion^aopolif (Aiopiktov wdAir), a town in Phry-

gia, belonging to the conventus juridicus of Apa-
mea, founded by Attains and Enmenes.

DionpIlU (At6pu<Tos or Auipvaof\ the youthful,

beautiful, but effeminate god of wine. He is also

called both by Greeks and Romans Baoohai (Box-

Xos% that is, the noisy or riotous god, which was
originally a mere epithet or surname of Dionysus,

and does not occur till after the time of Herodotus.

According to the conunon trad^ion, Dionysus was
the sou of Zeus and Semele, the daughter of
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Cadmus of Thebes ; though other traditions give

him a different parentage and a different birth-place.

It was generally believed that when Semele was
pregnant, she was persuaded by Hero, who ap-

peared to her in disguise, to request the father of

the gods to appear to her in the same glory and ma-
jesty in which he was accustomed to approach his

own wife Hera. Zeus unwillingly complied, and
appeared to her in thunder and lightning. Semele
was terrified and overpowered by the sight, and
being seized by the flames, she gave premature birth

to a child. Zeus saved the child from the flames,

sewed him up in his thigh, and thus preserved

him till he came to maturity. Various epithets

which are given to the god refer to that oc-

currence, such as irupiyei^T, pripo-

rpcufyfiSy and igniffena. After the birth of Diony-
sus, Zeus entrusted him to Hermes, or, according

to others, to Persephone or Rhea, who took the

child to Ino and Atharoas at Orchomenos, and per-

suaded them to bring him up as a girl. Hera was
now urged on by her jealousy to throw Ino and
Athamas into a state of madness. Zeus, in order

to save his child, changed him into a ram, and
carried him to the nymphs of Mt Nysa, who
brought him up in a cave, and were afterwards re-

warded by Zeus, by being placed as Hyades
among the stars. Mt. Nysa, from which the god
was believed to have derived his name, was placed

in Thrace ; but mountains of tho same name are

found in different parts of the ancient world where
he was worshipped, and where he was believed to

have introduced the cultivation of the vine. Various

other nymphs arc also said to have reared him.

When he had grown up, Hera drove him mad, in

which state he wandered about through various

parts of the earth. He first went to Egypt,

where he was hospitably received by king Proteus.

He thence proceeded through Syria, where he

flayed Damascus alive, for opposing the introduction

of the vine. He then traversed all Asia, teaching

the inhabitants of the different countries of Asia

the cultivation of the vine, and introducing among
them the elements of civilization. The most fa-

mous part of bit wandering* in Aria is his expedi-

tion to India, wlvch is said to have fasted several

years. On his return to Europe, he passed through

Thrace, but was ill received by Lycurgus, king of

the Edones, and leaped into the sea to seek refuge

with Thetis, whom he afterwards rewarded for her

kind reception with a golden urn, a present of He-
phaestus. All the host of Bacchantic women and
Satyrs, who had accompanied him, were taken pri-

soners by Lycurgus, but the women were soon set

free again. The country of the Edones thereupon

ceased tin bear fruit, and Lycurgus became mad
and killed his own son, whom he mistook for a
vine. After this his madness ceased, but the

country still remained barren, and Dionysus de-

clared that it would remain so till Lycui^s died.

The Edones. in despair, took their king and put

him in chains, and Dionysus had him torn to

pieces Vy horses. He then returned to Thebes^

where he compelled the women to quit their houses,

and to celebrate Bacchic festivals on Mt. Cithaeron,

or Parnassus. Pentheus, who then ruled at

Thebes, endeavoured to check the riotous proceed-

ings, and went out to the mountains to seek the

B^chic women
;
but his own mother, Agave, in

her Bacchic fury, mistook him for an ani^, and

tore kirn to pieces. Dionysn* next went to Argos,
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-where the people first refused to acknowledge him, his being the promoter of civilisation, a law-giver,

but after punishing the women with frenzy, he was and a lover of peace. As the Greek drama had
recognised as a god and temples were erected to him. grown out of the dithyrambic choruses at the ies-

II is last feat was performed on a voyage from tivals of Dionysus, he was also regarded as the god
Icaria to Naxos. He hired a ship which belonged of tragic art, and as the protector of theatres. The
to Tyrrhenian pirates

;
but the men, instead of orgiastic worship of Dionysus seems to have been

landing at Naxos, steered towards Asia to sell first established in Thrace, and to have thence

him there as a slave. Thereupon the god changed spread southward to Mts. Helicon and Parnassus,

the mast and oars into serpents, and himself to Thebes, Naxos, and throughout Greece, Sicily,

into a lion
;

ivy grew around the vessel, and and Italy, though some writers derived it from

the sound of flutes was heard on every side ; Egypt. Respecting his festivals and the mode of

the sailors were seized with madness, leaped into their celebration, and especially the introduction

the sea, and were metamorphosed into dolphins, and suppression of his worship at Rome, see Diet.

After he had thus gradually established his divine of Aid. art. Dionysia.— In the earliest times the

nature throughout the world, he took his mother Graces or Charites were the cuinpaiiions of Diony-
out of Hades, called her Thyone, and rose with bus. This circumstance points out the great change

her into Olympua— Various mythological beings whjeh took place in the course of time in the mode
are described as the offspring of Dionysus ; but of his worship, for afterwards we find him accom-

among the women, both mortm and immortal, who panied in his expeditions and travels by Bacchantic

won his love, none is more famous in ancient story women, called Lenae, Maenudes, Tliyiades, Mimal-
tlian Ariadne. [Ariaonb.] The extraordinary loues, Clodones, Dassarue or Bassarides, all of

mixture of traditions respecting the history of whom are represented in works of art as raging

Dionysus seems evidently to have arisen from the with madness or enthusiasm, in vehement motions,

traditions of different times and countries, referring their heads thrown backwards, with dishevelled

to analogous divinities, and transferred to the Greek hair, and cany'ing in their hands thyrsus-staffs

Dionysus. The worship of Dionysus was no part (entwined with ivy, and headed with pine-cones),

of the original religion of Greece, and his mystic cymbals, swords, or serpents. Sileni, Pans, satyrs,

worship is comparatively of late origin. In Homer centaurs, and other beings of a like kind, are also

he does not appear as one of the great divinities, the constant companions of the god.—The temples

and the story of his birth by Zeus mid the Bacchic and statues of Dionysus were very numerous in the

orgies are not alluded to in any way : Dionysus is ancient world. The animal most commonly sacri-

tbere simply described as the god who teaches man ficed to him was the ram. Among the things sacred

the preparation of wine, whence he is called the to him, we may notice the vine, ivy, laurel, and
** drunken god" (futivd/ACVor), and the sober king asphodel

;
the dolphin, serpent, tiger, lynx, panther,

Lycurgus will not, for this reason, tolerate him and ass ; but be hated the sight of an owl. In

his kingdom. (Horn.//, vi. 132, Od. xviii. later works of art he appears in 4 different forms ;

406, comp. xL 325.) As the cultivation of thtil 1. As an infant handed over by Hermes to his

vine spread in Greece, the worship of Dionysw^norscs, or fondled and played with by satyrs and
likewise spread further

;
the mystic worship was Bacchae. 2. As a manly god with a beard, corn-

developed by the Orphici, tliough it probably ori- monly called the Indian Bacchus. Ho there ap-

ginated in the transfer of Ph^^gion and Lydian pears in the character of a wise and dignified

modes of worship to that 0^^i9ny8us. After the time Oriental monarch
;

his beard is long and soft, and
of Alexander's expedition India, the celebration his Lydian robes ($aaaiipa) are long and richly

of the Bacchic festivals assumed more and more their folded. 3. The youthful or so-called Theban Bac-

wild and dissolute character.—As /or as the nature chus was carried to ideal beauty by Praxiteles. The
and origin of the god Dionysus is concerned, he form of his body is manly and with strong outlines,

appears in all traditions as the representative of the but still approaches to the female form by its soft-

productive, overflowing, and intoxicating power of ness uud roundness. The expression of the coun-

nature, which carries man away from his usual tenance is languid, and shows a kind of dreamy
quiet and sober mode of living. Wine is the most longing ; the head, with a diadem, or a wreath of

natural and appropriate symbol of that power, and vine or ivy, leans somewhat on one side ; his atti-

it is therefore called
**
the fruit of Dionysus." tude is easy, like that of a man who is absorbed in

Dionysus is, therefore, the god of wine, the in- sweet thoughts, or slightly intoxicated. Ho is

ventor and teacher of its cultivation, the giver of often seen leaning on his companions, or riding on

joy, and the disperser of grief and sorrow.* As the a panther, ass, tiger, or lion. The finest statue of

god of wine, he is also both an inspired and an this kind is in the villa Ludovisi. 4. Bacchus with

inspiring god, that is, a god who has the power of horns, either those of a ram or of a bull. This re-

revealing the future to man by oracles. Thus, it presentation occurs chiefly on coins, but never in

is said, that he had as great a share in the statues.

Delphic oracle as Apollo, and he himself had an Dioph&nea (Aio^yrjs). 1. Of Mytilenc, a dis-

oracle in Thrace. Now, as prophetic power is tinguisbed Gree k rhetorician, came to Rome, where
alway's combined with the healing art, Dionysus he instructed Tib. Gracchus, and became his inti-

18, like Apollo, called larp6s, or w7«aT^f, and is mate friend. After the murder of Gracchus, Dio-

hence invoked as a 3fhr aon-fip against raging dis- phones was also put to death.—* 2. Of Nica»a, in

eases. The notion of his being the cultivator and Bithynia, in the Ist century ». c., abridged the

protector of the vine was easily extended to that agricultural work of Cassius Dionysius for the use

of his being the protector of trees in general, which of king Deiotarus.

is alluded to in various epithets and surnames Diophanttis 1. An Attic orator

given him by the poets of antiquity, and he thur and contemporary of Demosthenes, with whom ho

comes into close connection with Dcmeter. Tbiji opposed the Macedonian party.— 2. Of Alexan-

character is still further developed in the notion of dna, the only Greek writer on Algebra. His period

U 2
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is unknown
;
but he proi)ably ought not to be placed

before the end of the 5th century of our era. He
wrote Arithmetical in 13 books, of which only 6

are extant, and I book, De Multangufis Numeris,

on polygonal numbers. These books contain a

system of reasoning on numbers by the aid of ge-

neral symbols, and with some use of symbols of

operation ;
so that, though the demonstrations are

very much conducted in words at length, and

arranged so as to remind us of Euclid, there is no

question that the work is algebraical : not a trea-

tise on algebra^ but an algebraical treatise on the

relations of integer numbers, and on the solution

of equations of more than one variable in integers.

Editions by Bachet de Mcziriac, Paris, 1G21, fol.,

and by Fermat, Toulouse, I67U, fol.

Diopltlies (AioirelGrjy). 1. A half-fanaticf half-

impostor, who made at Athens an apparently

thriving trade of oracles: he was much sjttiriscd

by the comic poets.— 2. An Athenian general,

father of the poet Menander, was sent out to the

Thracian Chersonesus about b. c. 344, at the head
of a body of Athenian settlers or KArjpovxoi. In

the Chersonese he became involved in disputes

with the Cardians, who were supported by Philip.

The latter sent a letter of remonstrance to Athens,

and Diopithes was arraigned by the Macedonian
party, but was defended by Demosthenes in the

oration, still extant, on the Chersonese, b.c. 341,

in consequence of which he was periuitted to retain

his command.
DioscSrldis Insula (Aio(r/coplSov yrjtros : Soco-

tra)y an island off the S. coast of Arabia, near the

promontory Syagrus. The island itself was marshy
and unproductive, but it was a great conm»ercial

emporium
; and the N. part of the island was in-

habited by Arabian, Egyptian, and Greek mer-

chants.

Diosodrldes (Aioa-KoplSr/s). 1. A disciple of

Isocrates, and a Greek grammarian, wrote upon
Homer. —2. The author of 39 epigrams in the

Greek Anthology, seems to have lived in Egypt
about the time' of Ptolemy Euergetes.— 3. P«da-
cinB or PedaniuB, of Anazarba in Cilicisi, a Greek
physician, probably lived in the ^nd century of

the Christian era. He has left behind him a
Treatise on Materia Mcdica (flepl *TAtjs ’larpj-

tcrjsX in 5 books, a work of great lalwur and re-

search, and which for many ages was received us a
standard production. It consists of a description

of all the articles th<'n used in medicine, with an
acoount of their supposed virtues. The other works
extant under the name of Dioscorides are probably

spurious. The best edition is by Sprengel, Lips.

1829, 1830, 2 vo’s. 8vo,— 4. Surnamed Fhacas
on account of the moles or freckles on his face,

probably lived in the Ist century u.o.

DioBo8ri (Ai6(rKovpoi)y that is, sons of Zeus, the

well-known heroes. Castor (Kdo-rtup) and PoUoZor
Polydeuces ( XloAoSewtjj ). The tw'o brothers were

sometimes called CastSreB by the Homans.—Ac-
cording to Homer they were the sons of Leda and
Tyndareiis, king of Lacedaemon, and consequently

brothers of Helen, lienee they are often called by
the patronymic Tymidridae, Castor was famous

for his skill in taming and managing horses, and
Pollux for his skill in boxing. Both Inid disap-

peared from the earth before the Greeks went
against Troy. Although the*y were buried, says

Homer, yet they came to life every other day, and
they enjoyed honours like those of the gods.

—

J)IOSCURL
According to other traditions both were the sons

of Zeus and Leda, and were bom at the same time

with their sister Helen out of an egg. [Lbda.]
According to others again, Pollux and Helen only

were children of Zeus, and Castor was the son of

Tyndareus. Hence, Pollux v/as immortal, while

Castor was subject to old age and death like every

other mortal. They were born, according to dif-

ferent traditions, at different places, such as Amy-
clae, mount Taygetus, *the island of Pephiios or

Tbalamae.—The fabulous life of the Dioscuri is

marked by 3 great events. 1. Their ejcjmdiUoH

against At/iens. Theseus had carried off their sister

Helen from Sparta, and kept her in confinement at

Aphidnac, under the superintendence of his mother
Aethra. While Theseus was absent from Attica,

the Dioscuri marched into Attica, and ravage d the

country round the city. Academus revealed to

them that Helen was kept at Aphidnae
;

the

Dioscuri took the place by assault, carried away
their sister Helen, and made Aethra their prisoner.

2. Tlicir part in the expedition of the A rgovauts, as

they had before taken part in the Calydonian hunt.

During the voyage of the Argonauts, it once hap-

pened that when the heroes were detained by a
vehement storai, and Orpheus prayed to the Samo-
thraeian gods, the storm suddenly subsided, and
stars appeared on the beads of the Dioscuri. On
their arrival in the country of the Bebryces, Pollux

fought against Amyens, the gigantic son of Posei-

don, and conquered him. During the Argotinutic

expedition they founded the town of Dioscurias.

3. Their battle with the sons of Aphareus. Once tho

Dioscuri, in conjunction with Idas and Lynceus,

the sons of Aphareus, had carried away a herd of

oxen from Arcadia. Idas appropriated the herd

to himself^ and drove it to 'his home in Messene.

The Dioscuri then invaded Messene, drove away
the cattle of which they had been deprived, and
much more in addition. Hence arose a war be-

tween tho Dioscuri and the sons of Aphareus,

which was carried on in Messene or Laconia.

Castor, the mortal, fell by the hands of Idas, hut

Pollux slew Lynceus, and Zeus killed Idas hy a

flash of lightning. Pollux then returned to liis

brother, wliom he found breathing his last, and ho

prayed to Zeus to be permitted to die with him*

Zeus gave him the option, either to live as bis

immortal son in Olympus, or to share his brother’s

fate, and to live alternately one day under the

earth, and the other in the heavenly abodes of tho

gods. According to a different form of the story,

Zeus rewarded the attachment of the tw o brothers

by placing them among the stars as Gcnrim.—
These •heroic youths received divine honours at

Sparta. Their worship spread from Peloponnesus

over Greece, Sicily, and Italy. Their principal

characteristic was that of ^col o’WTr}pc^,trthat is,

mighty helpers of man, whence they were snme-

tinjes called tivoKss or ^voktss. They were wor-

shipped more especially as the protectors of travcl-

leps by sea, for Poseidon had rewarded their

brotherly love by giving them power over winds

arid waves, that they might assist the ship-

wrecked. {Ftxitree Helenae^ Incida sidera, Hor.

Carm. i. 3.) Whenever they appeared they were

seen riding on magnificent white steeds. They
were regained as presidents of the public games.

They were further believed to have invent^ the

war-dance and warlike music, and poets and bards

were favoured by them. Owing to their warlike
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character, it was customary at Sparta for the 2
kings, whenever they went to war, to be accom*

panicd hy symbolic representations of the Dioscuri

(Waavo). Respecting their festivals, see IHct. of
Ant^ arts. Anaceia, IHoacuria. Their usual repre-

sentation in works of art is that of 2 youthful

horsemen with egg-shaped helmets, crowned with

tttars, and with spears in their hands.—At Home,
the worship of the Dioscuri was introduced at an

early time. They were believed to have assisted

the Romans against the Latins in the battle of

Lake Regillus; and the dictator, A. Postumius

Albinus, during the battle vowed a temple to them.

It was erected in the Forum, on the spot where
they had been seen after the battle, opposite the

temple of Vesta. It was consecrated on the 15th

of July, the anniversary of the battle of Regillus.

The equites regarded the Dioscuri as their patrons.-

From the year b. c. 305, the equites went every

year, on the 15th of July, m a magnificent pro-

eesKion on horseliack, from the temple of Mars
through the main streets of the city, across the

Forum, and by the ancient temple of the Dioscuri.

Dioflcllrlas (AiocKovpidi : Aio<rKovpttvs : Jsku~

ria or Isgaur)^ an important town in Colchis on.

the river Anthemus, N. W. of the Phasis. founded

by the Milesians, was a great emporium for all the

surrounding people: under the Romans it was called

Sebastopol is.

Dios-Hieron (Aihs ‘Uphif : AioffKplrijt), a

small toivn on the coast of Ionia, between Lebedus

and Colophon.

Biospblii (AtdffvoXis: Aiorrirohtrrit). 1. D.
Magna, the later name of Thebes in Kgypt.

lTiiKBAE.]-»3. B. Farva, called by Pliny Jovis

Oppidum, the capital of the Nomos Diospolites in

Upper Egypt.— 3. A town in Lower Egypt in the

Delta near Mendes, in the midst of marshes.—
4. {Ludd^ the name given by the Greek and
Homan writers to the Lydd.4 of the Scriptures.—
6. A town in Pontus, originally called CaBina.

Diovis, an ancient Italian (Umbrian) name of

Jupiter.

BiphllTU (Af<p<Aor), one of the principal Athe-
nian comic poets of the new comedy and a con-

temporary of Menander and PhilAnon, was a native

of Sinope, lie is said to have exhibited 100 plays.

Though, in point of time, Diphilus belonged to the

new comedy, his poetry seems to have had more
of the character of the middle. This is shown,

among other indications, by the frequency with

which he chose mythological subjects for his plays,

and by his bringing on the stage the poets Archi-

lochus, llipponax, and Sappho. The Roman comic

poets borrowed largely from Diphilus. The C'<m«a

of Plautus is a translation of his JS^^povutPoi,

His 'S,watto9v4iaKovrf% was translated by Plautus

in the lost play of the ConimortenUsii, and was
partly follow^ by Terence in his Adelphi. The
Jiudena of Plautus is also a translation of a play of

Diphilus, but the title of the Greek play is not

known. .

Bipoenns and Scyllis (Aliroivos kuI ZkvA-

Air), verj' ancient Greek statuaries, who are always

mentioned together, flourished about b. c. 560.

They were natives of Crete, whence they -went to

Sicyon, which was for a long time the chief seat

of Grecian art. Their disciples were Tectaeos

and Angelion, Learchus of Rhegium, Doryclidas

and his brother Medon, Dontas, and Theocles,

who were all 4 Lacedaemonians. Dipoenus and
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Scyllis are sometimes called sons of Daedalus, b}'

which we are only to understand that they be-

longed to the Daedalian styleof art. [Daedalus.]
Birae, a name of the Furiae. [Eumbnidrs.]
Biroe (Alpa?}), daughter of Helios and wife of

Lycus. Her story is related under Amphion.
Birphys (Ai.<l>vs\ a mountain in Euboea.

Bis, cnntr.icted Ironi Dives, a name sometimes

given to Pluto, and hence also to the lower world.

Blum (Aioi': Atevr, Aiairr^r). 1. An impor-

tant town in Macedonia on the Themiaic gulf, so

called after a temple of Zeus. Here were placed

the equestrian statues hy Lysippus of the Macedo-
nians who had fallen nt the battle of the Granicus.

- 2. A town in Chaloidice in Macedonia, on the

Strymonic gulf.— 8. A town in Euboea, not far

from the promontory Cenaeum.
• Bivlco, the leader of the Helvetians in the war

against L. Cassius in b. c. 1 07, was at the head of

the embassy sent to Julius Caesar, nearly 50 years

later, b. c. 58, when he was preparing to attack

the Helvetiani.'

Biviti&cus, an Aeduan noble and brother of

Duninorix, was a warm adherent of the Pomnns
and of Caesar, who, in consideration ot his en-

treaties, pardoned the treason of Duninorix in

B. c. 58. In the same year he took the must pro-

minent part among the Gallic chiefs in requesting

Caesar's aid against Ariovistus
;
he had some time

before gone even to Rome to ask the sniate for

their interference, but without success. During

this visit he was the guest of Cicero.

BiTodflnim (Mtiz\ subsequently Mediomatrici,

and still later Metis or Mettis, the capital of the

Mediomatrici in Gallia Rclgieo.

BivSna. [Cauuhci.]

Blyllus (AluAAos), an Athenian, who wrote sv

history of Greece and Sicily in 26 or 27 books,

from the seizure of the Delphic temiile by Philo-

melus. The exact period at which he flourished

cannot be ascertained, but he belongs to the age of

the Ptolemies.

BobdruB (Adfr/por), a town in Paconia in Ma-
cedonia, E. of the river Echedonis.

Boeixula or BocimSum (Aoiri/ala, AokI/uciov :

AoKi/icv;, AoKifirfydi)^ a town in Phrygia, not fur

from Synnada: in its neighbourhood were cele-

brated marble quarries.

BddSna (AwJitinnj), the most ancient oracle in

Greece, was situated in Epirus, and probably nt

the S. E. extremity of the lake of .Toannitia near

Kastritza. It was founded by the Pclasgians, and
was dedicated to Zeus. The responses of the ora-

cle were given from lofty oaks or beech trees, pra-

bably from a grove consisting of these trees. The
will of the god was declared by the wind rustling

through the trees
;
and in order to render the

sounds more diBtinot,bmzen vessels were suspended

on the branches of the trees, which being set in

motion by the wind came in contact with one an-

other. These sounds were in early times interpreted

by men, but afterwards, when the worship of Dione
became connected with that of Zeus, by 2 or 8
aged women, who were called ireA«?a8*y or we'Aomi,

because pigeons were said to have bro’vght the

command to found the oracle. There were, how-
ever, also priests, called Belli or Helli, who had the

management of the temple. The oracle of Dodona
had less influence ^in historical times than in the

heroic age. It was chiefly consulted by the neigh-

bouring tribes, the Aetolians, Acamanians, and

Q a
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Kpirotfl, and hy those who would not go to Delphi

on account of its partiality for the Dorians. In

B. c. 219, the temple was destroyed by the Aeto-

lians, and the sacred oiiks cut down. But the town

continued to exist, and we hear of a bishop of Do-

dona in the ctmncil of Ephesus.

D5l&bella, ComSlIus. 1. P., consul b. c. 203,

conquered the Senone8.-»2. CiL, curule aedile 105,

in which year he and his colleague. Sex. Julius

Caesar, had the Hecyra of Terence performed at

the festival of the Megalcsia. In 159 he was con-

sul.~ 8. Cn., a partisan of Sulla, by whom ho

Avas made consul, fil. He afterwards received

Macedonia for his province. In 77 he was ac-

cused by the young Julius Caesar of having been

guilt}^ of extortion in his province, but he was

:ic(iuitted.~4. Cn., praetor nrbanus 81, when the

cause of P. Quintius was tried: Cicero chatges

him with having acted on that occasion unjustly.

The year after he had Cilicia for his province
;

C. Malleolus was his quaestor, and the notorious

VeiTcs his legate. Dohibella not only tcdcratcd the

extortions and robberies committed by them, but

shared in their booty. On his return to Rome,
Dolabella was accused by M. Aemilius Scaurus of

extortion in his province, and on that occasion

Verrea deserted his accomplice and furnished the

accuser with all the necessary information. Dola-

bella was condemned, and went into exile.—
S. P., the son-in-law of Cicero, whose daughter

Tullia ho married after divorcing his wife Fabi^
51. He was one of the most profligate men of his

ago, and his condiict caused Cicero great uneasi-

ness. On the breaking out of the civil war he

joined Caesar and fought on his side at the battle

of Pharsalia (48^ in Africa (46), and in Spain

(45). Caesar raised him to the consulship in 44,

notwithstanding the opposition of Antony. After

the murder of Caesar, he forthwith joined the

assassins of his benefactor
;
but when Antony gave

him the province of Syria, with the command
against the Parthiaiis, nil his republican enthu-

siasm disappeared at once. On his way to his

province he ]ilundered the cities of Greece and
Asia Minor, and at Smyrna he murdered Trebonius,

who had been appointed by the senate proconsul

of Asia. When his proceedings became known at

Rome, he was declan'd a pjihlic enemy ; and 'Cas-

sini, who had received Syria from the senate,

marched against him. Dolabella threw himself

into LaodieSa, which Avas besieged by Cassius,

who at length succeeded in taking it Dolabella,

in order not to fall into the hands of his enemies,

ordered oa® of his soldiers to kill him, 43.

Dbllche (AoMxv). 1. The ancient name of the

island Icarus.— 2. A town in Thessaly on the W.
slope of Olympus. — 8. A town in Commagene,
between Zeugma and Germanicia, also called DoU-
chene, celebrated for the worship of Jupiter.— 4.

Or Dulichium. [KciimAnis.]
Doliohifte (AuAixia-rr} : K^va\ an island oif

the coast of Lycia, opposite the promontory Chi-

maera.

DoliSnet (Ao\(oi*m\ a Pelade people in My-
sia, Avho dwelt between the rivers Aesepus and
Rhyndacus, and in the neighbourhood of Cyxicus,

which was called after them Dolidnis.

D5l9n (AdAwv), a Trojan, sent by night to spy
the Grecian campi, AS’se taken prisoner by Ulysses

and Diomedos cempclled to give intelligence re-

specting the Trojans, and then slain by Diomedes.

DOMITIANUS,
The ]0th book of the Iliad was therefore called

AoAfi^veia or AoAwvo<povfa.

Bolonoi (AdAo7Kot), a Thracian people in the

Thracian Chersonesus.

BolSpes (AdAoirer), a powerful people in Thes-

saly, dwelt on the Enipeus, and fought before Troy.

(Horn, //. ix. 484.) At a later time they dwelt at

the foot of Mt. Pindus
;
and their country, called

Dolopia (AoAowfa), was reckoned part of Epirus.

Bomltita. 1. Sister of Cn. Domitius Ahenubar-
bus [Ahenobarbuh, No. 10], and consequently

an aunt of the emperor Nero. She was the wile

of Crispns Passienus, and was murdered in her old

age by Nero, who wished to get possession of her

property.— 2. Leplda, sister of the preceding,

wife of M. Valerius Messala Barbatus, and mother
of Messalina, AA'as put to death by Claudius at the

instigation of Agrippina.— 3. Longlna, daughter

of Domitius Corbulo, was first married to L. Lamia
Aemilianus, and afterwards to the emperor Domi-
tian. In consequence of her adulterous intercourse

Avith Paris, an actor, Domitian repudiated her, but

was afterwards reconciled to her. She was privy

to Domitian’s murder.

Domltla Oens, plebeian, was divided into the

2 illustrious families of Ahbnobarbus and Cal-
vin us.

Domltl&ans, or with his full name T. Flavius
Domitianus Augustus, Roman emperor a. d. 81

—96, Avas the younger son of Vespasian, and was
bom at Rome, a. D. 51. When Vespasian was
proclaimed emperor hy the legions in the E. (69),

Domitian, who was then at Rome, narrowly escaped

being murdered hy Vitelliue, and concealed himself)

until the victory of his father’s party was decided.

After the fall of Vitellius, Domitian was proclaimed

Caesar, and obtained the government of the city

till the return of his flither. In this short time

he gave foil proofs of his sanguinary and licentious

temper. Vespasian entrusted Domitian with no
public affairs, and during the 10 years of his reign

(69—79), Domitian lived as a private person «)u

an estate near the Alban Mount, surrounded hy a

number of courtexans, and devoting a great part of

his time to the composition of poetry and the reci-

tation of his prodiTctions. During the reign of his

brother Titus (79-81), he Avas also not alloAved to

take any part in public affairs. On the death of Titus

(81 ), Avhich was in all probability the work of Do-

mitian, he Avns proclaimed emperor hy the soldiers.

During the first few years of liis reign he kept a
strict superintendence over the governors of pro-

vinces, enacted several useful laws, endeavoured to

correct the liceutious conduct of the higher classes

;

and though he indulged himself in strange passions,

his government was much better than had been

expected. But his conduct was soon changed for

the worse. His wars were mostly unfortunate

;

and his want of success both wounded his vanity

and excited his fears, and thus led him to delight

in the misfortunes and sufferings of others. In 83
he undertook an expedition against the Chatti,

which Avas attended with no result, though on his

return to Rome in the following year, he celebrated a
triumph, and assumed the name of Germanicus. In

85 Agrkola, whose success and merits excited his

jealousy, was recalled to Rome. [Aoricola.] From
86 to 90 ho had to cany on war with Decehalus and
the Dacians, who defeated the Roman armies, and
at length compelled Domitian to purchase peace on

very humiliating terms. [Dbcbbalus.] It avm
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after the Dacian war especially, that he gave fiill

sway to his cruelty and tyranny. No man of dis-

tinction was safe, unless be would degrade him-

self to flatter the tyrant. The silent fear which

prevailed in Rome and Italy during the latter

years of Domitian’s reign are briefly but energeti-

cally described by Tacitus in theJ||ttoduction to

his Life of Agricola, and his vices [^Pt3'ranny are

exposed in the strongest colours by the withering

satire of Juvenal. All the philosophers who lived

at Rome were expelled. Christian writers attri-

bute to him a persecution of the Christians like-

wise, but there is some doubt upon the matter;

and the belief seems to have arisen from tho strict-

ness with which he exacted the tribute from the

.lews, and which may have caused much suffering

to the Christians also. Many conspiracies had been

formed against his life, and at length 3 officers of|

his court, assisted by Domitia, the emperor’s wife,

had him murdered by Stephanus, a fteedman, on

the iHth of September, 9(».

Domitilla, Flftvla, the first wife of Vespasian,

and mother of Titus, Doniitinn, and Domitilla.

Domltlus Afer. [Afkk.]
Domltlns Gorbiilo. [Corbulo.]
Domltlufl Manas. [Mark us.]

DomltlaB XTlpiftnas. [Ulpianiis.]

Domna, Jolla, of Emeso, was born of bumble
parents, and married the emperor Septiniius Seve-

nis, when he was in a private station. She was
beautiful and profligate, but at the same time

gifted with strong powers of mind, and fond of

literature and of the society of literary men. She
had great influence over her husband, and after

his death was entrusted by her son Caracalla with

the administration of the most important affairs of

state. After the murder of Caracalla, sho was at

first kindly treated by Macrinus
;
but having in-

curred the suspicions of Macrinus, and being com-

manded to quit Antioch, she put an end to her

own life by voluntary starvation, a. d. 217.

Don&tas. 1. A celebrated grammarian, who
taught at Rome in the middle of the 4th century,

and was the preceptor of Saint Jerome. His most

famous work is a system of Latm Grammar, which
has formed the groundwork ot most elementary

treatises upon the same subject, from his own time

to the present day. It has been usually published

in the form of 2 separate tracts: 1. Art s. EtliHo

Prima^ de literit^ tyUabis^pedU^v*^ et tonit

;

2. Edilio

Secunda^ de octo partibus (mitionit; to which are

commonly annexed De barbarismot De aoloecisma,

De ceUris vitiis ; De metajdasmo ; De achematibus ;

De tf-opia ; but in the recent edition of Lindemann
(in Corpus Gramm. Latin. Lips. 1831) these are

all combined under one general title, honati Art
Grammatica tribua libris comprefienaa. We also

possess introductions (enarrationes) and scholia, by
Donatus, to 5 out of the 6 plays of Terence, those to

the Heautontimorumenos having been lost They are

attached to all complete editions of Terence.—-2.

liberioB Claadiufl, the author of a life of Virgil

in 25 chapters, prefixed to many editions of Virgil.

Nothing is known with regard to this Donatus

;

but it has been conjectured that some grammuian,
who flourished about the commencement of the

Sth century, m^y have drawn up a biography

which formed the groundwork of the piece we now
possess.

Donflia or Dontllla (Aoyovaia: /borova-tos:

Sienoea)^ one of the smaller Sporades in the Aegean
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sea, S. of Naxos, subject to tlic Rhodians in early

times. It produced green marble, whence Virgil

(Aerr.iii. 125) calls the island viridia. Under the Ro-
man emperors it was used as a place of banishment.

Dora, Doras, Ddrom (rd Awpo, Awpos

:

Aw-
pirrjs)^ called Dor in the 0. T., the most southerly

town of Phoenicia on the coast, on a kind of pe-

ninsula at the foot of Mt. CarmeL It was an
ancient town, formerly the residence of a Caiiaaii-

itish king, and afterwards belonged to the tribe

of Manassch. Under the Seleucidac it was
strong fortress, and was included in Coole-Syria.

It subsequently fell into deca3% but was restored

and again made a fortified place by the Roman
general Gabinius.

Dorieas (AwpieJr). 1. Eldest son of Anaxan-
drides, king of Sparta, by his first wife, was how-
«\er bom after the son of the second marriage,

Cleomenes, and therefore excluded from the imme-
diate succession. [Anaxandridks.] On tho

accession of Cleomeiies to tho throne, Dorieus left

Sparta to establish for himself a kingdom else-

where. lie led his colony first to Libya ; but
driven away thence, he passed over to Eryx in

Sicily, where he fell in a battle with the Eges-

taeans and Carthaginians, about b. c. 508. —
2. Son of Diagoras of Rhodes [Diagoras], was
celebrated for his victories in all the great Grecian

games, lie settled in Thurii, and from this place,

after the defeat of the Athenians at Syracuse, he led

30 galleys to the aid of the Spartan cause in Greece,

B. c. 412. He continued to take an active part in

the war till 407, when he was captured by the

Athenians ; but the people, in admiration of his

athletic size and noble beauty, dismissed him with-

out BO much as exacting a ransom, lie is said at

a later time to have been put to death by the

Spartans.

Doria (Awpls). 1. Daughter of Ocean us and
Thetis, wife of her brother Nereua, and mother of

the Nereides. The Latin poets sometimes use the

name of this divinity for the sea itself. (Viig.

Ecloff. X. .S.)— 2. One of tho Nereides, daughter

of the preceding.

DSni (Acipis). 1. A small and mountainous
country in Greece, formerly called Drydpil (Api/o-

irly), was bounded by Thessaly on the N., by
Aetolia on the W'., by Locris on the S., and by
Phocis on the E. It contained 4 towns. Bourn,

Citinium, Erineus, and Pindus, which formed the

Dorian tetrapolis. These towns never attained

any consequence, and in the time of the Romans
were in ruins ; but the country is of importance as

the home of the Dorians {Aupius: Dorcs), one of

the great Hellenic races, who claimed descent from
the mythical Dorns. [Dorus.] The Dorians, how-
ever, had not always dwelt in this land. Herodotus
relates (i. 56), that they first inhabited Phthiotis

in the time of Deucalion
;
that next, under Dorus,

they inhabited Histiaeotis at the foot of Ossa and
Olympus

; that, expelled from thence by the Cad-
meanl, they settled on Mt Pindus ; and that they
subsequently took up their abode in Dryopis, after-

wards called Doris. Their 5th and last migration

was to Peloponnesus, which they conquered, ac-

cording to tradition, 80 years after the Trojan war.

It was related that Aegimius, the king of the

Dorians, had been driven from his dominions by
the Lapitbae, hut jvas reinstated by Hercules

;
that

the children of Hercules hence took refuge in this

land when they had been expelled from Pelopon-

Q 4
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Dpsua; and that it waa to restore them to their

rights that the Dorians invaded Peloponnesus. Ac-

cordingly, the conquest of Peloponnesus by the

Dorians is usually called the Return of the Hera-

clidao. Hkkaclidak.— The Dorians were

divided into 3 tribes : the Hylleis ('TAXsts), Pam-
phyli (ndfi^oAoi), and Dymanes (Ao/iaw). The
first derived their name from Ilyllus, son of Her-

cules, the two last from Pamphylus and Dymas,
sons of Aegimius. The Dorians were the ruling

class throughout Peloposmesus
;
the old inhabitants

were reduced to slavery, or became subjects of the

Dorians under the name of Perioed [ntploiKoi).

(IHct. ofA ntiq. art. /^enVjeoi.)— 2. A district in

Asia Minor consisting of the Dorian settlements

uu the coast of Caii.i and the neighbouring islands,

d of these towns formed a league, called the Ivo-

rian hexapolis, consisting of Lindus, lalj^sus, aridT

Camlrus in the island of Rhodes, the island Cos,

and Cnidus and Halicarnassus on the mainland.

There were also other Dorian settlements in the

neighbourhood, hut they were never admitted to

the league. The members of the hexapolis were

accustomed to celebrate a festival with games on

the Triopian promontory near Cnidus, in honour of

the Tnopiaii Apollo; the prizes in those games
were brazen tripods, which the victors had to de>

dicate in the temple of Apollo ;
and Halicamassus

was struck* out of the league, because one of her

Citizens carried the tripod to his own house instead

of leaving it in the temple. The hexapolis thus

became a pentapolis..

Doriscus (AopforKor), a town in Thrace at the

mouth of the Hebrus, in the midst of an extensive

plain of the same name, where Xerxes reviewed

Ilia vast forces.

Doric, C. Fablui, greatly distinguished Mmself

Avhen the Capitol was besieged by the Gauls, b. C.

300. The Fabian gens was accustomed to cele-

brate a sacrifice at a fixed time on the QuirinnI

bill, and accordingly, at the appointed time, C.

Dorso, who was then a young man, descended

from the Capitol, carrying the sacred things in his

liands, passed in safely through the enemy’s posts,

and, after performing the sacrifice, returned in

safety to tho Capitol.

Dorm (Aoipor), the mythical ancestor of the

Dorians, is described either as a son of llelleii,

the nymph Orseis, and a brother of Xuthus and

Aeolus, or as a son of Apollo and Phthia, and a
brother of Linodociis and Polypoetes,

Dorylaemu (AopvAaioy : AopvXatis ; Eski-

A’/ic/ir), a town in Phrygia Epictetus, on tlie river

Thymbris, with warm blths which are used at the

present day
;
important under the Romans as the

place from which the roads diverged to Pcssimis,

Iconium, and Apanieo.

Doli&dai (AwrrtdSaf), of Rhodes, the author of

2 poems in the Greek Anthology, the verses of

which are so arranged that each poem presents the

profile of an altar. ^
DoiIthSm (Awirfdcor), sumamed Magister, a

Greek grammarian, taught at Rome about a. d.

207. He has left behind him a work entitled

‘£pjUT})'ct$/iiara, of which the Ist and 2iid books

contain a Greek grammar written in Latin,, and
Greek*Latin and Latin-Greek glossaries. The
third.book, which is the most important, contains

translations from Latim authors* into Greek, and
rice versd, and has been published separately by
Bocking, Bonn, IB32..

DREPANUM.
Doiiexmm Fabim, or Doriennm, an ancient

Latin comic dramatist, censured by Horace (Ep. ii.

1. 173) on account of the exaggerated buffoonery

of bis characters. It appears tLit the name Dus-

sennus (like that of Macchus) was appropriated to

one of the standard characters in the Atellane

farces. Henc^j^ie have supposed that Dossennus
in Horace is Vrthe name of a real person.

DStftuIl (A(^riop : Aomei^s), a town and plain

in Thessaly S. of Mt. Ossa, on the lake Bobcis.

Drabesem (ApdgrforKo?, also ApdSiaKos)^ a town*

in the district EdCnis in Macedonia, on the Strymon.
Drao&non (ApdKOFor), a town and promontory

in the island Icaria.

Draoon(Apd/rtfi'), the author of 'the first, written

rode of laws at Athens, which were called i3e<r/iioi,

as distinguished from the vdjuoi of Solon. In this

code he ^xed the penalty of death to almost all

crimes—to petty thefts, for instance, as well as to

sacrilege and murder— which gave occasion to the

remark that his laws were written not in ink, but

in blood. We are told that he himself defended
this extreme harshness by saying that small offences

deserved death, and that he knew no .severer pu-

nishment for great ones. His legislation is placed

in n. 6*21. After the legislation' of Solon (504),
most of the laws of Dracon fell into disuse

;
but

some of them were still in force at the end of the

Peloponnesian war, ns for instance the law which
permitted the injured husband to slay the adulterer,

if taken in the act. We are told that Dracon died

at Aegina, being smothered by the number of hats

and clunks showered upon him as a popular murk
of honour in the theatre.

Drangiftna (Apo>7»av^: Sedjestan), apart of

Ariana, was bounded by Gedrosia, Carmariia, Ara-
chosia, and Aria. It sometimes formed a separate

satrapy, but was more usually united to the sa-

trapies either of Amchosia or of Gedrosia, or of

Aria. The chief product of the country was tin

:

the chief river was the Erymanthus or Erymandrus
(flibnend or /limlmend). In the N. of the country

dwelt the Drangae (Ap(i77ai), a warlike peojde,

from whom the province derived its name : tlieir

capital was Prophtluisia. The Zarangac, Saningae,

or Dnnindne, who are also mentioned as inhabitants

of the country, are probably only other forms of

the name Drangae. The Ariaspae inhabited the

S. part of the province. [Ahaspak.]
Drand&oum {Darda$»o\ a fortress of the Pe-

nestae in Greek Illyria.

Dr&TUS (Draw)j a tributary of the Danube, rises

in the* Noric Alps near Aguntum, flows through

Noricum and Paunonia; and, after receiving the

Murius (AfuAr), falls into the Danube E. of Mursa
{Esspck).

DrSefianm (Ap^Kavop), a promontory on the

W. side of the island Cos.

Drepaalus, LatXnus Fao&toi, v friend of An-
sonius, and a correspondent of* Symmachus, deli-

vered a panegyric on the emperor Theodosius,

a. d. 391; after the victory of the latter over Maxi->

mus. This panegyric, which is extant, is the 11th

in the collection of the Panegyrid Veteres. ^

DrSpIbxiun {Ap^trewov

:

Apdropcus), that is,!!

sickle. 1. Also Drep&aa (rd Ap4irava), more
rarely Drlp&ne {Trapani)^ a seaport town in the

N. W. comer of Sicily, so called because the land

on wbiofi it was built was in the form of a sickle.

It was founded by the Carthaginian Harailcar, at

the commencement of the 1st Punic War, and was
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•ne of the chief naval stations of the Carthaginians.

ITnder the Romans it was an important commercial

town. It was here that Anchises died, according

to Virgil.— 2. A promontorj" in Achaia. [Rhium.]
— 8. The ancient name of Corcyra.— 4. Also

BrSpftoe, a town in Bithynia, on the Sinus Asta-

cf'ims, the birth-place of Helena, mother of Con-

stantine the Great, in whose honour It was called

Helenopolis, and made an important place. In

its neighbourhood were warm |nedicinal baths,

which Constantine the Great frequently used in

the latter part of his life.

Brepsa also ‘'ASpat^o, Adpat/ro, Apdt^o-

fea : Anderab or Jfiderah\ a town in the N.E. of

Bactriana, on the frontiers of Sogdiana.

Brilae (AplAat), a brave people in PontU8^.on

the frontiers of Colchis, near Trapezus.

Brilo, a river in Illyricunn, flows into the

Adriatic near Lissus.

Bromichaetes (Apo/nxalrijs), a king of the

Getae, who took Lysimachus prisoner. [Lysima-
CII tJ8.1

BrSxnoB AchillSus. [Achillkus Dromos.]
Bmentla {Durance)^ a large and rapid river in

Gallia Narbonensis, rises in the Alps, and flows

into the Rhone near Avenio {Avigiion).

Brflna (Diojim), a small river in Gallia Nar-

bonensis, rises in the Alps, and flows into the

Rhone S. of Valencia ( Vaience).

Bnuilla. 1. Livia, mother of the emperor Ti-

berius and wife of Augustus, [Livia.]— 2.

D.iughter of Germanicus and Agrippina, married

Ist to L. Cassius Longinus, and afterwards to

M. Aemilius Lepidus
;
but she lived in incestuous

intercourse with her brother Caligula, whose pas-

sion for her exceeded all bounds. On her death,

in A. D. 38, he commanded that she should be

Avorshipped, by the name Panthea, with the same

honours as Venus, — 3, Daughter of Ilerodes

Agrippa 1., king of the Jews, married 1st Azizus,

king of Emesa, whom she divorced, and 2ndly

Felix, the procurator of Judaea. She was present

Avith her hnsliand when St. Paul preached before

Felix in A. u. 60.

Brusoe, the name of a distinfjuished family of

the Livia gens. It is said that one of the Livii

acquired the cognomen Drusus for himself and his

descendants by having slain in close combat one

Drausus, a Gallic chieftain ; but this statement

deserves little credit..- 1. M. Livins BrufOi,

tribune of the plebs Avith C. Gracchus, B, c. 122.

He was a staunch adherent of the aristocracy,

and after putting his veto upon the laws pro-

posed by Gracchus, he brought forward almost

the very same measures, in order to giyn popu-

larity for the senate, and to impress the people

Avith the belief that the optimates were their best

friends. The success of this system earned for

him the designation patrrmus senaius. Drusus was

consul 112, obtained Macedonia as his province,

and conquered the Scordisci.— 2. K. Livitui Dra-

ms, son of No. 1, an eloquent orator, and tv man of

great energy and ability. He was tribune of the

plebs, 91, in the consulship of L. Marcius Philip-

}.U8 and Sex. Julius Caesar. Although, like his
'

father, he belonged to the aristocratical party, he

meditated the most extensive and or^ic changes

in the Roman state. To conciliate the people be

renewed several of the measures of the Gracchi.

He proposed and carried laws for the distnbu-

tion of com or for its sale at a low price, and for
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the assignation of public land. He also gainwf the
support of the Latini and the Socii by promising

to secure for them the Roman citizenship. Thus
strengthened, he proposed to ttnnsfer the judicia

from the equites to the senate
;
but as a compen-

sation to the former order, he further proposed that

the senate, now reduced below the regular number
of 300, should be reinforced by the introduction of

an equal number of new meml^rs selected from the

equites. This measure proved unsatisfactory to

both* parties. The Roman populace also were op-

posed to the Roman franchise being given to the
Latins and the Socii. The senate, perceiving the'

dissatisfaction of all parties, voted that all the laws
of Dnisus, being carried against the auspices, were
null and void from the beginning. Drusus now
began to organise a formidable conspiracy against

the government
;
but one evening ns he was enter-

ing the hall of his own house, he was stabbed and
died a few hours afterwards. The assassin was
never discovered, and no attempts wore made to

discover him. Caepio and Philippus were both
suspected of having suborned the crime

;
but Cicero

attributes it to Q; Varius. The death of Drusus
destroyed the hopes of the Socii, and was thus im-

mediately followed by the Social War,— 3. Livias
Brnsas Claudianas, father of Livia, who was the

mother of the emperor Tiberius. He Avas one of

the gens Claudio, and was adopted by a Livius

Drusus. It was through this adoption that the

Drusi. became connected with the imperial family.

The father of Livia, after the death of Caesar,,

espoused the cause of Brutus and Cassius, and,

after the battle of Philippi (42), being proscribed

by the conquerors, he killed himself in his tent.—
4. Nero Claudius Brusus, commonly called by
the modems Brusus Senior, to distinguish him
from No. 5, A\aB the son of Tib. Claudius Nero and
Livia, and younger brother of the emperor Tibe-

rius. He was born in the house of Augustus 3
months after the marriage of Livia and Augustus,

38. Drusus, ns he grew up, was more liked by
the people than was his brother. His manners
were affable, and liis conduct without reproach.

Ho married Antonio, the daughter of t|^e triumvir,

and his fidelity to his wife was a theme of admira-
tion ill a profligate age. He was greatly trusted

by Augustus, Avho employed him in important

offices. Ho carried on the war against the Ger-

mans, and penetrated far into the interior of the

country. In 12 he drove the Sicambri and their

allies out of Gaul, crossed the Rhine, then followed

the course of the river down to the ocean, and
subdued the Frisians. It was apparently during

this campaign that Drusus dug a canal (Fossa Dru-
stand) from the Rhine near Amheim to the Yssel,

near Doesberg ; and he made use of this canal to

sail from the Rhine into the ocean. In his 2nd
compaign (11), Drusus subdued the Usipetes, in-

aded the country of the Sicambri, and passed on
through the territory of the Cherusci as &r as the

Visurgis ( Weser). On his return he was attacked

by the united forces of the Germans, and defeated

them with great slaughter.— In his 3rd campaign

(10), be conquered the Chatti and other German
tribes, and then returned to Rome, where he was
made consul for the following year.— In his 4th
campaign (9), which be carried on as consul, he
advanced as far the Albis sweeping

every thing before him. It is said that he had
resolved to cross the Elbe, but was deterred by the
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apparition of a woman of dimensions greater than

liiirnan, who said to him in the Latin tongue.

Whither goest thou, insatiable Dnisus ? The
Fates forbid thee to advance. Away ! The end of

thy deeds and ihy life is nigh.” On the return of

the army to the Rhine, Drusus died in consequence

of a fracture of his leg, which happened through a

fall from his horse. Upon receiving tidings of the

dangerous illness of Drusus, Tiberius immediately

crossed the Alps, and after travelling with extra-

ordinary speed arrived in time to close the eyes of

his broiher. Tiberius brought the body to Italy:

it was burnt in the held of Mars, and the ashes

deposited in the tomb of Augustus. *5. Dnuui
Caesar, commonly called by modem writers Bru-
SUS Junior, was the sou of the emperor Til)eritts

by his 1st wife, Vipsania. lie married Livia, the

bister of Germanicus. After the death of Augusttis,

A.D. 14, he was sent into Pannonia to quell the

mutiny of the legions. In 13 he was consul, and
in 16 he was sent into Illyricum ; he succeeded in

fomenting dissension among the Germanic tribes,

and destroyed the power of Maroboduus. In 21

he was consul a '2nd time
;
and in 22 he received

the ti ibunicia potestas^ by which he was pointed

out as the intended successor to the empire. But
Sejanui, the favourite of Tiberius, aspired to the

empire. He seduced Livia, the wife of Dmsus,
and persuaded her to become the murderer of her

husband. A poison was administered to Dmsus,
which terminated his life by a lingering disease,

that was supposed at the time to be the conse-

quence of intemperance, a. o. 23.-6. Brusoa,
2nd son of Germanicus and Agrippina. After the

death of Drusus, the son of Tiberius [No. 5],

Drusus and his elder brother Nero became the

heirs to the imperial throne. Sejanus therefore

resolved to get rid of them both. He first engaged

Drusus in the plots against his elder brother, which
ended in the banishment and death of that prince.

[Nbko.J The turn of Drusus came next. He was
accused in 30, and condemned to death as an

enemy of the state. Tiberius kept him imprisoned

for 3 years, and then starved him to death, 33.

Dx^&des. [Nymphak.1
Dryaa (Apuar), hither ofthe Thracian king Ly-

curgus, who is hence called Oryantldes.

Brfmaea or Dr^jutif (Apu/iaxo, ApvuSs ; Apv-

: liaba ?), a town in Phocis, a little S. of the

Cephissus, was destroyed by Xerxes.

Dramas (Apufids). 1. See Drvmaka.— 2. A
strong place in Attica, on the frontiers of Boeotia.

Brymoasa (ApuftoOcrcra : Apu/uouarcraios), an
island m the Hemiaean gulf, off the coast of Ionia,

opposite Clazomenae
; given by the Homans to

Clazoroenae.

Brj^6p6 (Apuxiiri^), daughter of king Dryops, and
the playmate of the Hamadryades on Mt. Oeta.

She waa beloved by Apollo, who, to gain possession

of her, metamorphos^ himself into *a tortoise.

Dryope took the creature into her lap, whereupon

the god chared himself into a serpent. The
nymphs fled away in affright, and thus Apollo re-

mained alone with Dryopo. Soon after she married

Audniemoii, but became, by Apollo, the mother of

Amphissus, who built the town of Oeta, and a
temple to Apollo. Dryope was afterwards carried

off by the Hamadryades, and became a nymph.
Brj^dpei (Apdorex), a Pelosg’c people, descended

from a mythical ancestor Drj'ops, dwelt first in

Thessaly, from the Sperchdus to Parnassus, and
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afterwards in Doris, which was called from them
Bryopifl (Apvonis). Driven out of Doris by the

Dorians, they migrated to other countries, and
settled in Peloponnesus, Euboea, and Asia Minor.

Bryopi (Apumf'), son of the ^ive^god SperchCus

and the Danaid Polydora, or of Lycaon and Din,

the daughter of Lycaon, the mythical ancestor of

the Dryopes.

Bryof Ceph&lae (Apvbs KexpoAaf), a narrow
pass of Mt. Cithaeron, between Athens and Plataeae.

BUbifl (Dou&s), a river in Gaul, rises in M.
Jurassus (j'ura), flows past Vesontio {Desan^on)^

and falls into the Arar (JSaone) near Cabillonum

fCltSdom).

BnbrU Portni (Dower), a seaport town of the

Cantii, in Britain : here was a fortress erected by
the Romans against the Saxon pirates.

BucM, Miehael, a Byzantine historian, held

a high office under Constantine XIII., the last

emperor of Constantinople. After the capture of

Constantinople, a. d. 1453, he fled to Lesbos. His

history extends from the death of John VI. Pa-
laeologuB, 1355, to the capture of Letbos by tlio

Turks, 1462. The work is written in barbarous

Greek, but gives a clear and impartial account of

events. The best edition is by Bekker, Bonn, 1834.

BlleStllxl (AovKiTios), a chief of the Sicelians,

or Sicels, the native tribes in the inti rior of Sicily,

carried on a formidable war in the middle of the

5th century b. c. against the Greeks in the island.

Having been at last defeated in a great battle by
the Syracusans, he repaired to Syracuse as a sup-

pliant, and placed himself at their mercy. The
Syracusans spared his life, but sent him into an
honourable exile at Corinth. He returned soon

afterwards to Sicily, and founded the city of Ca-
lacte. He died about b. c. 440.

Bnlliiii. 1. M., tribune of the plebs a c. 47 L
He was one of the chief leaders of the plebeians,

and it was on his advice that the plebeians migrated

from the Aventine to the Mens Sacer, just before

the overthrow of the decemvirs. He was then

elected tribune of the plebs a 2nd time, 449.-2.
K., one of the decemvirs, 450, on whoso overthrow

he went into volyntary exile —3. C., consul 260,
with Cn. Cornelius Scipio Asina, in the Ist Punic

War. In this year the Romans built their first fleet,

using for their model a Carthaginian vessel which

had been thrown on the coast of Italy. The com-

mand of this fleet was given to Scipio, who was
defeated by the Carthaginians off Lipara. There-

upon Duilius was entrusted with the command, and
as he perceived the disadvantages under which the

clumsy ships of the Romans were labouring, he

devised ^he well-known grappling irons, by means

of which the enemy's ships might be drawn towards

his, and the sea-fight thus changed into a land-

fight. By this means he gained a brilliant victory

over the Carthaginian fleet near Mylae, and then

prosecuted the war in Sicily with success, relieving

Egetta, and taking Macella by assault On his

return 'to Rome, Duilius celebrated a splendid

triumph, for it was the first naval victory that the

Romans had ever gained, and the memory of it

was perpetuated by a column which was erected in

the forum, and adorned with the beaks of the con-

quered ships (Columna Rottraia), It is generally

believed that the original inscription which adorned

the basis of the column is still extant It was dug

out of the ground in the 1 6th century, in a muti-

lated condition, and it has since often been printed
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with attempts at restoration. There are, however,

in that inscription some orthographical peculiarities,

which suggest, that the present inscription is a

later restoration of the original one. Duilms was

further rewarded for this victory, by being per-

mitted, whenever he returned home from a ban-

quet at night, to be accompanied by a torch and a
flute-player.

Bnigibini, a people in Germany, dwelt S. E. of

the Angrivarii, on the W. bank of the Weser.

Duliohinm. [Echinades.]

Dumiifirix, a chieftain of the Aedui, conspired

against the Romans, b. c. 58, but was then par-
^

doned by Caesar in consequence of the entreaties
i

of his brother, Divitiacus. When Caesar was
‘

going to Britain in 54, he suspected Dumnonx too

much to leave him behind in Gaul, and he insisted ,

therefore on his accompanying him. Dumnorix, <

upon this, fled from the ^inan camp with the

Aediian cavalry, but was overtaken and slain.

DoniunL [DcKOTKiGst).]

Dflira (rd Aodpa: Aovp‘nv6s). 1. A town in

Mesopotamia, on the Euphrates, not far from Cir-

cesium, founded by the Macedonians, and hence

Ssurnamed Nicanoris
;
also called EurOpus (Eupa>-

irds) by the Greeks. In the time of Julian it was

deserted. —2. (Dor), a town in Assyria, on the

Tigiis.

Ddrl^nlus (Dordnfine\ a nver in Aqwtania,

which falls into the Garunma.
Bflrla {Dora Jialtea.\ a river which rises in the

S. of the Alps, flows through the country of the Sa-

lassi, bringing gold dust with it, and falls into the

Po.

Buris (AoSpis), of Samos, the historian, was a

descendant of Alcibiadcs, and lived in the reign of

Ptolemy I’hiladelphua. Ho (Stained the tyranny

of his native island, though it is unknown by what

means. He wrote a considerable number of

works, of which the most important was a history

of Greece, from n. c. 370 to *281. He does not

appear to have enjoyed any very great reputation

as an historian among the ancients. His fragments

have been collected by Hulleman, Duridis Hamii
uae supersunt, Traject. ad Rhei^. 1841.

DtlriUS ( Aovpios^ Adpios : Dueroy Douro\ one

of the chief rivers of Spain, rises among the Pc-

lendunes, at the foot of M. Idubeda near Numantia,

and flows into the Atlantic
;

it was auriferous, and

is navigable a long ^vay from its mouth.

Dtirobrivae {Rochester), a town of the Cautii

in Britain.

Durocasis ( Dreux), a town of the Camutes ig

Gallia Irngdunenois.

Burocatelauni. [Catalauni.]

Durocortorom {Rlieims), the capital of the

Remi in Gallia Belgica, and subsequently called

Remi, was a populous and powerful town.

Boronla, a town in Samnium in Italy, W. of

the Caudine passes.

Dnrotzlges^ a people in Britaii^ in Dorsetshire

and the W. orSomersetshire : their chief-town was

Dunium {Dorekester).

BnroTernmii or Barvemum {Canterbury), a

town of the Cautii in Britain, afterwards called

Gontuaria.

Byardanes or Oedanes {Brahmaputra), a river

in India, falls into the Ganges on the E. side.

Bjinas (Adjuas), son of Aegimius, from whom
the Dyuianes, one of the 3 tribes of the Dorians,

were believed to have derived their name.
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Bfme or Byxnae {Aupm, Avpai : Aujua7of,^'pv-

xnaeus : nr. Karavostasi, Ru.), a town in the W.
of Achaia, near the coast

;
one of the 1 2 Adiaean

towns ; it founded, along with Patrae, the 2nd
Achaean league

; and was at a later time cetenised

by the Romans.
Byras (Adpar), a small river in Phthiotis in

Thessaly* falls into the Sinus Maliacus.

ByrrhSohlnm {Av^/idxioA Avfi^dxios, Av/ipa-

xWr, Dyrrachlnus: Durazzo), formerly called

Epidanmos {'Zvi^apvos: ^EmHpvios), a town
in Greek Illyria, on a peninsula in the Adriatic

sea. It was founded by the Corcyracatis, and re-

ceived the name Epidamnus
;
but since the Romans

regarded this name a bad omen, as reminding them
of damnum, they changed it into Dyrrbachium,
when they ^camc masters of the country. Under
the Homans it became an important place ; it was
the usual place of landing for persons who crossed

over from Brundisium. Commerce and trade were
carried on here w’ith gresit activity, whence it is

called TaUrua Adriae by Catullus (xxxvi. 1 5.) ; and
here commenced the great Egnatia Via, leading to

the E. In the civil war it was the head-quarters

of Pompey, who kept all his military stores here.

In A. D. 345 it was destroyed by nn earthquake.

Byadnim {rh Auatepov), H mountain in Mace-
donia with gold mines, between Chalcidice and
Odomontice.

Byipontitnsi {Av(T‘K6vriov : Au(nrdvri0t), an
ancient town of Pisntis in Elis, N. of the Alphens,

was destroyed by the Eleans ; whereupon iu inha-

bitants removed to Epidamnus and Apollonio.

£b5ra. 1. Or Ebtlra Cerealis, a small town in

Hispania Bactica, perhaps in the neighbourhood ot

the modern Sta Cruz.— 2. Sumanied Liberalitas

Julia {Evora), a Roman municipiuin in Lusitania.— 3. Or Ebtlra {S. Lucar de Barrameda), a town
in Hispania Baetica, near the mouth of the Baetis.

•4. A fortress of the Edetani iu Hispania Tarra-

1
conensis.

Eborftoum or Ebnr&oum (Torit), a town of the

Brigantes in Britain, was made a Roman station

by Agricola, and soon became the chief Roman
settlement in the whole island. It was both a
municipium and a colony. It was the head-quarters

of the sixth legion, and the residence of the Roman
emperors when they visited Britain. Here the

emperors Septimius iseverus and Constantius Chlo-

Tus died. Part of the ancient Roman walls still

exist at York
; and many Homan remains have

been found in the modern city.

Eborol&oum {Evreule on the river Sioule), a
town in Aquitania.

Ebrodfinoxn {Emhrun), a town in Gallia Nor-
bonensis*’ in the Cottian Alps.

EbftdM or Hebftdae {Hebrides), islands ia the
Western Ocean off Britain. They were 5 in

number, according to Ptolemy, 2 called Ebudae,
Maleiis, Epidium, and Ricina.

Eburom&giif or Hebroxnagus (nr. Bra/m or

ViUerazons), a town in Gallia Narbonensia.

Eburdnea, a German people, who crossed the

Rhine and settled in Gallia Belgica, between the

Rhine and the ^osa {Maas) in a marshy and
woody district. They were dependants

of the Treviri, and were in Caesar's time under the
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rule^of Ambiorix and Cativolcus. Their insurrec*

tion against the Romans, b. c. 54, was severely

punislied by Caesar, and from this time they dis*

appear from history.

SbiifOvXoes. [Aitlsrcl]

Ebftins or EbdsTls (Iviza\ the largest of the

Pityusae insulae, olF the E. coast of Spain, reckoned

by some writers among the Baleares. It was cele-

brated for its excelleftt figs. Its capital, also called

Ebusus, was a civitas foederata, possessed an ex-

cellent harbour, was well built, and carried on a

considenible trade.

£ob&t&n& (ret 'EKSdravaf Ion. and Pob't. *A'Y€d‘

Tova: JIumadan\ a great city, most pleasantly

situated, near the foot of Mt. Orontes, in the N. of

Great Media, was the capital of the Median king-

dom, and afterwards the summer residence of the

Persian and Parthian kings. Its foundation *was

more ancient than any historical record : Herodotus

ascribes it to Deioces, and Diodorus to Serairamis.

It had a circuit of 240 stadia, and was surrounded

by 7 walls, each overtopping the one before it, and

crowned with battlements of different colours

:

these walls no longer existed in the time of Poly-

bius. The citadel, of great strength, was used as

the royal treasury. Below it stood a magnificent

palace, the tiles of which were silver, and the ca-

pitals, entablatures, and wainscotings, of silver and
gold

;
treasures which the Seleucidae coined into

money, to the amount of 4000 talents. The circuit

of this palace was 7 stadia.

Eoet^ (Kcetranus), an ancient 'town of the

Volsci, and, according to Dionysius, the capital of

this people, was destroyed by the Romans at an.

early pc-riod.

^beddrua (*Ex^8wpor, in Herod. 'ExefS^pos),

a small river in Macedonia, rises in Crestonia, flows

through Mygdonia, and falls into the Thcrraaic

gulf.

EchSlIdae (’Exe^lSai : ’Exe^lS^s), an Attic de-

nnis E. of Munychia, culled after a hero Echplus.

EohSmua ("Exsfiov), son of Acropus and grand-

siin of Cepheus, succeeded Lycurgus ns king of

Arcadia. In his reign the Dorians invaded Pelo-

ponnesus, and Echemus slew, in single combat,

llyllns, the eon of Hercules. In consequence of

this battle, which was fought at the Isthmus, the

Heraclidae were obliged to promise not to repeat

their attempt upon Peloponnesus for 50 years.

Eoheitratns (’ExeVrpaTos), king of Sparta, son

of Agis I., and father of Labotas or Leubotes.

Eoietla (’Ex^rAo), a town in Sicily, W. of Sy-

racuse in the mountains.

EohStos ("ExcTov), a cruel king of Epirus. His

daughter. Metope or Amphissa, who had yielded

to her lover Aecbmodicus, was blinded by her

father, and Aecbmodicus was cruelly mutilated.

Echidna (‘'ExiSi'a), daughter of Tartarus and

Ge, or of Chrysaor and Callirrhoe, or of Peiras and

Styx. The upper part of her body ^vas that of

a beautiful maiden with black eyes, while the

lower part was that of a serpent, of a vast si/e.

She was a horrible, and blood-thirsty monster.

She became by Typhon the mother of the

Chimaera, of the many-headed dog Orthus, of

the hundred-headed dragon who guarded the

of the Hesperides, of the Colchian dragon,

of the Sphinx, of Cerberus (hence called Ee/ud-

neus oanis), of Scylla, of Gorgon^ of the Leniuean

Hydra (EMdita Leniaea^ of the eagle which

consumed the liver of Prometheus, and of the Ne-
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mean lion. She was killed in her sleep by Argue
Panoptes. According to Hesiod she lived with
Typhon in a cave in the country of the Arimi, but
another tradition transported her to Scythia, where
she became by Hercules the mother of Agathyrsus,
Geloiius, and Scythes. (Herod, iv. 8—10.)

EchXn&deB CExtvdSes or ‘Extycu: Curzolari),

a group of small islands at the mouth of the Ache-
lous, belonging to Acamania, said to have been
formed by the alluvial deposits of the Achelous.
The legend related that they were originally

Nymphs, who dwelt on the mainland at the mouth
of the Achelous, and that on one occasion having
foigottcn to present any offerings to the god Ache-
lous, when they sacrificed to the other gods, the
river-god, in wrath, tore them away from the main-
hind with the gronnd on which they were sacrific-

ing, carried them out to sea, and formed them into

islands.— The Echinades appear to have derived

their name from their resemblfince to the Echinus
or sca-urchin. — The largest of these islands was
named DnllcllXTiill (AovAlxtou). It is mentioned
by Homer, and from it Meges, son of Phyleiis,

went to the Trojan War. At the present day it

is united to the mainland.

Echlon (’Exiajv). 1. One of the 5 surviving

Sparti who had growB up from the dragon's teeth,

which Cadmus had sown. He married Agave, by
whom he became the father of Pentlieus : he as-

sisted Cadmus in the building of Thebes.— 2. Son
of Hermes and Antianlra, twih-brotber of Erj'tus,

or Eurytus, with whom he took part in the Caly-

donian hunt, and in the expedition of the Argonauts*.

— 3» A celebrated Greciai\ painter, flourished b.c*

.352. One of his most noted pictures was Semi-
raniis passing from the state of a handmaid to that

of a queen
; in this picture the modesty of the new

bride was admirably depicted. The picture in the

Vatican, known as “ the Aldobmndini Marriage,”
is supposed by some to be a copy from the
** Bride ” of Kchion.

Echo (’Hxft'), an Oteade who, according to the

legend related by Ovidlused to keep Juno engaged
by incessantly talking to her, while Jupiter was
sporting with the pymphs. Juno, however, found
out the trick that was played upon her, and pu-

nished Echo by changing her into an echo, that is,

a being with no control over its tongue, which is

neither able to speak before anybody else has

spoken, nor to be silent when somebody else has

spoken. Echo in this state fell desperately in love

with Narcissus
;
but as her love was not returned,

pined away in grief, so that in the end there

ramained of her nothing but her voice. (Ov. Afe/.

iii. 356—401.)

Eoplian^des (*Eir<pai/rlSi)r). one of tlic earliest

poets of the old Attic comedy, flourished about b.c.

460, a little before Cratimiis. The meaning of the

surname of Kourvlos, which was given to him by
bis rivals, seems to imply a mixture of subtiltyand

obscurity. He ridiculed the rudeness of the old

Megaric eomedy, and was himself ridiculed on the

same ground by Cratinus and Aristophanes.

Edessa or AAtiochXa CallirrhSd (’'EScirtTa, *Ai/-

Tidx«‘« ^*1 KaAAi^^dp, or ’A. ^i(o€dp€apos : 0. T.

Ur : Urfah\ a very ancient city in the N. of Me-
sopotamia, the capital of Osroiine, and the seat of

an independent kingdom from b. c. 137 to a. d.

216. [Abgarus.]/ It stood on the nver Scirtus

or Bardesiines, which often inundated and damaged
the city. It was here that Coracalla was murdered.
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Havbg sufiPered by an earthquake in the reign of

Justin L, the city was rebuilt and named Justino-

pulis.—The Edessa of Strabo is evidently a dif-

fiTcnt place, namely the city usually called Bam-
hyce or Hierapolis.

Edet&ni or 8edet&ni, a people in Hispania

Tarmconensis, E. of the Celtiberi. Their chief

towns were Valencia, Saoi/ntum, Cabsar-
AUGuaTA, and Edeta, also called Liria {Lyria).

Eddui or Eddnes (’HSovvoi, *H8uvrs), a Thracian

pi‘ople, between the Nestus and the Strymon.

They were celebrated for their orgiastic worship of

Bacchus
;
whence Eddnia in the Latin poets sig-

nifies a female Bacchante, and Horace says (Carm.

ii. 7. *26), Non ego sanius bacchahor Edonit.— The
poets frequently use Edoni as synonymous with

Thracians.

Edtton. (’Herfwv), king of the Placian ThebC in

Cilicia, and father of Andromache, the wife <of

Hector. He and 7 of his sons were ilain by
Achillea, when the latter took Thebes.

Egelasta, a town of the Celtiberi in .Hispania

Tarraconensia.

Egdrla. [Argeria.]

Egesta. [Segbsta.]

Eg^atia (/orre d' Anazzo)^ a town in Apulia,

>on the coast, called Onatia by Horace {Sat. i. 5.

97), who speaks of it .as Lymphis (i. e. Nymphis)
imtis rxsfrttcta^ probably on account of its bad
or deficient supply of water. It was celebrated

for its miraculous stone or altar, which of itself

sot on fire frankincense and wood
;

a prodigy

whidt afforded amusement to Horace and his

friends who looked upon it as a mere trick.—
Egnatia owed its chief importance to being situated

on the groat high road from Home to Brundistum.

Tills road roaclied the sea at Egnatia, and from

this town to Brundisium it bore the name of the

Via Egnatia. The continuation of this road on

the other side of the Adriatic from Dyrrhnchium to

Byzantium also boro the name of the Via Egnatia.

It was the great military road between Italy and
tlie E. Commencing at Dyrrhachium, it passed by
Lychnidus, Heraclca, Lyncestis, Edessa, Thessa-

lonica, Amphipolis, Philippi, ^nd traversing the

whole ofThrace, finally reached Byzantium.

Egn&tii, a family of Samnite origin, some of

w^ni settled at Teanuni. 1. OEr.Lii's Egnatic's,

Iq^er of the Saninitcs in the 3rd Samnite war, fell

in battle against the Romans, b.c. 295.—2. Marius
one df 'the leaders of the Italian allies

m^e Socidl War, was killed in battle, 09.—3. M.
E^natius Rufus, aedilc *20 and praetor 19, was

^ecuted in the following year, in consequence of

his having formed a conspiracy against; the life of

Augustus.- 4. P. Egnatius Ckler. [Barba.]

Elon {'Hiwv: ’HloveiJs ; Cantessa or EenUinu)^

a town in Thrace, at the mouth of the Strymon,

‘25 stadia from Amphipolis, of which it was the

harbour. Brasidas, after obtaining possession of

Amphipolis, attempted to seize Eion also, but was

prevented by the arrival of Thucydidei with an

Athenian fleet, B. C. 424.

ElSnes (’Hiidvcs\ a town in Argolis w'ith a

harbour, subject to Mycenae in the time of Homer,

but not mentioned in later times.

Elaea (’EA.afa: Kazlu\ an ancient city on the

coast of Aeolis in Asia Minor, said to have been

founded by Mnestheus, stood 12 stadia S. of. the

mouth of the Caicus, and 1*20 stadia (or 16 Roman
miles) from Pergamus, to which city, In the time of
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the Pergaroene kinriom, it served for a harbour
(Mpttoy). It was destroyed by an earthquake in

B. c. 90. The gulf on which it stood, which forms

a part of the great Gulf of Adramyttium, was named
after it Sinus Elaiticus (’EAai'nifis EdAiror, G. of
Chandeli).

ElaefUi (’EAaioov, -ovvros : ’EAaioi^criof). 1. Or
EI«fl8 ('EAfous ; a town on the S.E. point

of the Thracian Chersonese, with a harbour and
an heroum of Protesilaus.— 2. {MesQlonghi)^ a
town in Aetolia, S. of Pleuron.— 8 . A town in

Argolis.— 4. A demus in Attica, belonging to

the tribe Hij^pothoontis.

Elagab&lns, Roman emperor, A. n. 218—222,
son of Julia Socmias and Varius Marcellus, was
bom at Emesa about 20.5, and was originally called

Varius Avitus Bassianus. While almost a
child he became, along with his first cousin Alex-
ander Severus, priest of Elagabaliis, the Syro-

Phocnician Sun-god, to whose worship a temple
was dedicated in his native city. It was from this

circumstance that he obtained the name Elagabalus,

by which he is usually known. He owed his

elevation to the purple to the intrigues of his

grandmother Julia Maesn, who circulated the report

that Elagabalus was the offspring of a secret com-
merce between Soemias and Camcalla, and induced

the troops in Syria to salute him as their sovereign

by the title of M. Aurelius Antoninus* the
16th of May, 218. Macrinus forthwith mtirched

against Elagabalus, but was defeated near Antioch,

June 8th, and was shortly afterwards putv to death.

Elagabalus was now acknowledged as emperor by
the senate, and in the following year came to Rome.
Tho reign of this prince, who perished at the age
of 18, after having occupied the throne nearly 4

years, was characterised throughout by an neenmu-
latlon of the most fantastic folly and supeTstition,

together with impurity so bestial that the particuli^

almost transcend the limits of credibility. In 2*21

he adopted his first cousin Alexander Severus, and
proclaimed him Caesar. Having become jealous

of Alexander, he attempted to put him to death,

but was himself slain along with his mother Soemias
by the soldiers, with whom Alexander was a great

favourite. \

Elftna. [Ablana.]
El&ra (’EAcipa), duugliter of Orchomenus or

Minyas, bore to Zeus the giant Tityus. Zeus, from
fear of Hem, concealed her under the earth.

Elatea ^EKdreta : 'EKartbs). 1. (Nr. ElepUha
Ril), a town in Phocis, and the most important

place in the countr}' next to Delphi, was situated

near the Cephissus in a fertile valley, which was
an important pass from Thessaly to Boeotia. Elatea
was thus frequently exposed to hostile attacks. It

is said to have been founded hy Elatus, son of
Areas.— 2. A town in Pelasgiotis in Thessaly,

near Gonni.— 8. Or Elatrda, a town in Epirus,

near the sources of the Cocytus.

El&tni ("EAoTor). 1. Son of Areas and Leaoisa,

king of Arcadia, husband of Laodice, and father

of Stymphalus, Aepy tus, Cyllen, and Pereus. IIo

resided on mount Cyllene, and went from thence

to Phocis, where he founded the town of Elatea.—
2. A prince of the Ijapithae at Larissa in Thessaly,

husband of HippCIa, and fiither of Cacncus and
Polyphemus. He is sometimes confounded with
the Arcadian El^tus.

Elftver (A/7ier), subsequently Elans or Elaurii,

a river in Aquitania, a tributary of the Liger.
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Elbo (*E\®c6), an island on the coast of the

Delta of Ejfypt, in the midst of the mnrsbes be-

tween the Pbatnitic and the Tanitic mouths of the

Nile, was the retreat of the blind Pharoah Anysis

from the Aethiopian Sabacon, and afterwards of

Amyrtaeus from the Persians.

ElSa. [Vkma.]
Xlectra (’HAc/crpa), t. 0 . the bright or brilliant

one. 1. Daughter of Oceanus and Tethys, wife of

Thaumas, and mother of Iris and the Harpies,

Aello and Ocypete.— 2. Daughter of Atlas and

PleiSne, one of the 7 Pleiades, and by Zeus mother

of lasion and Dardanus. According to an Italian

tradition, she was the wife of the Italian king

Corythus, by whom she had a son lasion; whereas

by ^eus she was the mother of Dardanus. It was
through her means, according to another tradition,

that the Palladium came to Troy; and when *she
;

saw the city of her son Dardanus perishing in

flames, she tore out her hair for grief, and was

placed among the stars as a comet. According to

others, Electra and her 6 sisters were placed among
the stars as the 7 Pleiades, and lost their brilliancy

on seeing the destruction of Ilium.— 3. Sister of

Cadmus, from whom the Electrian gate at Thebes

was said to have received its name.—4. Daughter
,

of Agamemnon and Clytaemnestra, also called
'

I>aodice, sister of Iphigenia and Orestes. After

the murder of her father by her mother, she saved

the life of her young brother Orestes, by sending

him under the protection of a slave to king Stro-

phitiB at Phanote in Phocis, who had the boy

educated together with his own son Pylades. When
Orestes had grown up to manhood, Electra excited

him to avenge the death of Agamemnon, and as-

sisted him in slaying their mother, Clytaemnestra.

[ Orkstks.] After the death of the latter, Orestes

gave her in marriage to his friend Pylades. The
history and character of Electra form the subject

of the “ Choh’phori ” of Aeschylus, the “ Electra ”

of Euripides, and the “ Electra ” of Sophocles.

Eleotrldei Iniiilae. [Eridanus.]

Electrj^on (*HAvktpwci»»^), son of Perseus and

Andromeda, king of Mycenae, husband of Anaxo,

and father of Alcmene, the wife of Amphitryon.

For details see Amphitryon.
Eleotrj^SnS (’HAcarpoc^vr;). 1. Daughter of

Helios and Rhodos.— 2. A patronymic from Elec*

tryon, given to his daughter, Alcmene.

('EA^wp), a town in Bocotia, near To-

nag]^
jU5oi CEAcos), the personification of pity or

mercy, worshipped by the Athenians alone.

ElaphaaUniorElephaiitii (’EAc^oprlvn, 'eac-

^oPTi'f : Je$tirah-€l-Zahir^ or Jezimh-el-Assouan\

an island in the Nile, with a city of the same name,
opposite to Syene, and 7 stadia below the Little

Cataract, was the frontier station of Egypt towards

Ethiopia, and was strongly garrisoned under the

Persians and the Romans. The island was ex-

tremely fertile, the vine and the fig-tree never

shedding their leaves : it had also great quarries.

Among the most remarkable objects in it were the

temple of Cnuphis and a Nilometer
;
and it is still

celebrated for the ruins of its rock-hewn temples.

Elephantii, a Greek poetess imder the early

Roman emperors, wrote certain amatory works

{molfes Ele^ntidos which are.^erred to

by Martial and Suetonius.

SlSpkSnor (*E\cip^pwp), son o{ Chalcodon and of

ImenarSte or Melanippe, and prince of the Abantes
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in Euboea, whom he led against Troy. He was
one of the suitors of Helen

;
he was killed before

Troy by Agenor.

fflenaif (*EAfoirfr, later *E\fv<riu

:

’EAcvcrfptor

;

Leosina or I^sina\ a town and deinus of Attica,

Jo jjjo tribe Hippothoontis, was situated
N.W. of Athens, on the coast near the frontiers of
Megara. It possessed a magnificent temple of De-
meter, and it gave its name to the great festival

and mysteries of the Eleusinia, which were cele-

brated^ in honour of Demeter and Persephone.
The Eleusinia were originally a festival peculiar
to Eleusis, which was an independent state

;
but

after the Eleusinians had been conquered by the
Athpians in the reign of Erechtheus, according to

tradition, the Eleusinia became a festival common
to both cities, though the superintendence of the
festival remained with the descendants of Eumol-
pus, the king of Eleusis. For an account of the
festival see Did. of Antiq. art. Eleusinia.

ElenthSrae (’EAtudepoi : *E\rv0ep€vs)^ a town
in Attica on the frontiers of Boeotia, originally be-

longed to the Boeotian confederacy, and afterwards
voluntarily united itself to Attica.

Elenth^rloB (’EAeuBepm?), a surname of Zeus,
as the Deliverer, (Did. ofAnt. art. Eleulherm.)

Eloutliania (^EKtvOipva : *E\€vdspya?os), a
town in the interior of Crete.

FUeuthSms (*EAew0<pos ; Nahr-eJ-Kehir^ i, e.

Great Rivcr\ a river forming the boundary between
Syria and Phocnice, rose in Mt. Bargylus, the N.
prolongation of Lebanon, and fell into the sea be-
tween Antaradus and Tripolis.

Molos, a surname of Jupiter at Rome, where
king Numa dedicated to Jupiter Elicius an altar

on the Aventine. The origin of the name is re-

ferred to tho Etruscans, who by certain prayers
and sacrifices called forth (elicivhant or erocaiAtnt)

lightning, or invited Jupiter to send lightning. The
object of calling down lightning was according to

Livy’s explanation to elicit prodigies (ad prudiyia
elicienda, Liv. i. 20.).

Elimberram. [Ausci.]
ElimSa, -ia, or EUniiStii (*EAl/i«(a, ’EAi/t/o,

’EAi/nwriy), a district of Macedonia, on the frontiers

of Epirus and Thessaly, originally belonged to

Illyria, and was bounded by the Cambunian moun-
tains on the S. and the Tymphaean mountains on
the W. Its inhabitants, the Elimaei (’EAct/xiui-

TOi), were Epirots.

Elii ('HAir, Dor.’AAis, *HA«a: ’HAtror, Dor.
’'AAiOJ, whence Alii in Plautus), a country on the

W, coast of Peloponnesus, bounded by Achaia on
the N., Arcadia on the E., Messenia on the S.,

and the Ionian sea on the W. The country was
fertile, wa&red by the Alphbus and its tributaries,

and is said to have been the only country in Greece
which produced flax. The Peneus is the only

other river in Elis of any importance. Elis was
divided into 3 parts :— 1. Elis Proper or Hollow
Elis Ko1Ai7 ’HAis), the N. part, watered by
the PenevB, of which the capital was also called

£118.-2. Pis&tis (tJ naraTis), the middle portion,

of which the capital was Pisa.— 3. Tripbylla
(ij Tpi^oA/a), the S. portion, of which Pvi.os ivas

the capital, lay between the Alpheus and the

Neda.— In the heroic times we find the kingdom
of Nestor and the Pelidae in the S. of Elis ; while

the N. of the country was inhabited by the Epcan.^

(’Ewvtof), with whom some Aetolian tribes were
mingled. On the conquest of Peloponnesus by
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the Heraclidae, the Aetolian chief Oxylas received

Ehs as his share of the conquest ; and it was the

union of his Aetolian and Dorian followers with

the Epeans, which formed the subsequent popula-

tion of the country, under the general name of

Eleans. Elis owed its importance in Greece to

the worship of Zeus at Olympia near Pisa, in

honour of whom a spWndid festival was held every

4 years. [Olympia.] In consequence of this

festival being common to the whole of Greece, the

country of Elis was declared sacred, and its inha-

bitants possessed priestly privileges. Being ex-

empt from war and the dangers of invasion, the

Kleans became prosperous and wealthy ; their

towns were unwalled and their country was richly

cultivated. The prosperity of their country was
ruined by the Peloponnesian War ; the Athenians

were the first to disregard the sanctity of the

country
;
and from that time it frequently had to

take part in the other contests of the Greeks.—
The town of Elis was situated on the Peneus, and

was built at the time of the Persian War by the

inhabitants of U villages, who united together, and
thus formed one town. It originally had no walls,

being sacred like the rest of the countr}', but sub-

sequently it was fortified. The inhabitants of Elis

formed a close alliance with the Spartans, and by
their means destroyed the rival city of Pisa, and
became the ruling city in the country, a. c. 572.

In the Peloponnesian War they quarrelled with

the Spartans, because the latter had espoused the

cause of Lepraeum, which had revolted from Elis.

The Eleans retaliated upon the Spartans by ex-

cluding them from the Olympic games.

EUso. [Aliso.]

Eliasa. [Dido.]

EU5pIa (*E\Aoirta). 1. A district in the N.
of Euboea, near the promontory Cenacum, with a

town of the same name which disappeared at an

early period : the whole island of Euboea is some-

times called Ellopia.— 2. An ancient name of the

district about Dodona in Epirus.

Eldne (’HAtui/17 ), a town of the Perrhaebi in

Thessaly, afterwards called Limope
ElpSnor one of the companions of

Ulysses, who were metamorphoSid by Circe into

swine, and afterwards back into men. Intoxicated

with wine, Elpunor one day fell asleep on the roof

of Circe's residence, and in his attempt to rise he
fell down and broke his neck. When Ulysses
was in the lower world, he met the shade of El-

j)enor, who implored him to bum his body. After

his return to the upper world, Ulysses complied

with this request of his friend.

ElpiidcS (’EAirtvfwi)), daughter of Miltiades,

and sister of Cimon, married Callias. [Cullias.]
Elns&teB, a people in Aquitania in the interior

of the country. Their chief town was EliiBa. (Nr.

or Eause.) It was the birthplace of Rufinus,

the minister of Arcadius.

El^maei, Elj^. [Elymais.]

Elym&Is, a district of Susiana, extendjpg from

the river Eulaeus on the W. to the Oroatis on the

E.. derived its name from the Elymaei or Elvmi
(’EAv/tOiot, "EAv/iot), a w'arliko and predatory

people, who are also found in the mountains of

Great Media : in the Persian armies they served

ns archers. These Elymaei were probably among
the most ancient inhabitants of the country N. of

the head of the Persian Gulf: in the 0. T. Susiaba

is called Elam.
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Elymi. [Elymus.]
ElymiStif. [Elimka.]
El^oa (‘'EAvfUfs), a Trojan, natural son of

Anchises and brother of Eiyx. Previous to the

emigration of Aeneas, Elymus and Aegestus had
ded from Troy to Sicily, and had settled on the

banks of the river Crimisus. When afterwards

Aeneas also arrived there, he built for them the

towns of Aegesta and Elyrae, The Trojans who
settled in that part of Sicily called themselves

Elymi, after Elymus.

Eljhnu ("EAupor), a town in the W. of Crete,

S. of Cydonia.

Elj^fltun (*HAij(rioy HSioy, later simply 'HAd-
(Ttov), the Eljfsian fields. In Homer (Orf. iv. 563)
Elysium forms no part of the realms of the dead ;

he places it on the W. of the earth, near Ocean,
and describes it as a happy land, where there is

neither snow, nor cold, nor rain, and always fanned

by the delightful breezes of Zephyrus. Hither fa-

voured heroes, like Menelaus, pass without dying,

and live happy under the rule of Rhadamanthys.— The Elysium of Hesiod and Pindar are in the

Isles of the Blessed (pMcdpotv tnjffot)^ which they
place in the Ocean. From these legends arose the

fabulous island of Atlantis.— The Elysium of

Virgil is part of the lower world, and the residence

of the shades of the Blessed.

Em&thXa *H/ta6iedr), a district of

Macedonia, between the Haliucmon and the Axius,
formerly part of Paeonia, and the original seat of

the Macedonian monarchy. The poets frequently

give the name of Emathia to the whole of Mace-
donia, and sometimes even to the neighbouring

Thessaly. ^
Em&thXdei, the 9 daughters of Pierus, king of

Emathia.

Em&thlon (*Hfui6fo#v), son of Tithonus and
Eos, brother of Memnon, was slain by Hercules,

EmbSllma (’E/iddAi/ut), a city of the Paropa-

misadoe in N. India, near the fortress of Aomos,
16 days' march from the Indua (Q. Curt.)

EmSsa or Emissa C'E/tcao, : 'E^etn;-

vds : Hums or Homs), a city of Syria, on the £.

bank of the Orontes, in the province of Apamene,
but afterwards the capital of Phoenice Libanesia,

was in Strabo's time the residence of independent

Arabian princes
;
but under Caracalla it was made

H colony with the Jus Italicum. It is a reraarkable

place in the history of the Roman empire, being

the native city of Julia Domna, the wife of Sep-

tiroius Severus, of Klagabalus, who exchanged the

high priesthood of the celebrated temple of the Sun
in this city for the imperial purple, and of the

emperor Alexander Severus ; and also the scene of

the decisive battle between Aurelian and Zenobia,

A. D. 273.

EmmSnldae l^Etitievtlitu), a princely family at

Agrimntum, which traced their origin to the my-
thical hero Polynices. Among its members we
know Emmenides (from whom the family derived

its name) the father of Aenesidamus, whose sons

Theron and Xcnocrates are celebraud by Pindar

as victors at the great games of Greece.

]^5di Montes, or -ns, or -es, or -on (t^

rh *U^(i>Sby bpaSt or d ’HfiwSds : Htmalaya

M.\ a range of mountains N. of India, forming the

prolongation £.wards of the Paropamisus.

EmpSdSdlei ('EjuircSoKA^r), of Agrigentum in

Sicily, flourished About B.C. 444. Although he

was descended from an ancient and wealthy family.
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He joined the rerolution in which Thras3'daeu8, the

son and successor of Theron, was expelled. His

zeal in the establishment of political equality is

said to have been manifested by his magnanimous

support of the poor, by his severity in persecuting

the overhearing conduct of the aristocrats, and in

his declining tho sovereignty which was offered to

him. His brilliant oratory, his penetrating know-

ledge of nature, and the reputation of his mar-,

velious powers, which he had acquired by curing

diseases, by his successful exertions in removing

[marshy districts and in averting epidemics and
• obnoxious winds, spread a lustre around his name.

)
He was called a magician (7dn»), and he appears

(to have attributed to himself miraculous powers.

• He travelled in Greece and Holy, and made

I
some stay at Athens. His death is said to have

(been marvellous, like his life. Ohe tntdition

Irepresented him as having been removed from the

earth, like a divine being
;
and another related that

he threw himself into the flames of mount Aetna,

that by his-^sudden disappearance he might be be-

lieved to be a god
;
but it was added that the vol-

cano threw up one of his sandals, and thus revealed

the manner of his death. The rhetorician Gorgias

was a disciple of Empedocles.— The works of

Empedocles were all in verse. The two mott im-

portant were a didactic poem on nature (Hepi

crctft), of which considerable fragments are extant,,

and a poem, entitled Ko6ap/*ol, which seems to

have recommended good moral conduct as the

means of averting epidemics and other evils. Lu-

cretius, the greatest of all didactic poets, speaks of

Empedocles with enthusiasm, and evidently makes
hin^his model. Empedocles was acquainted with

the theories of the Eleatics and the Pythagoreans
;

hut he did not adopt the fundamental principles of

either school, although he agreed witli the latter

in his belief in the migration of souls, and in a

few other points. With the Eleatics he agreed in

thinking that it was impossible to conceive any
thing arising out of nothing. Aristotle with justice

mentions him among the Ionic physiologists, and

places him in very dose relation to the atomistic

philosophers and to Anaxagoras. Empedocles first

established the number of 4 elements, which he

called the mots of things.

Empbrlae or Emporitttti (’Ejuiroptat, ’E/mro-

pttoy, ’E/iir^piOt' : *Efiiraphits: Jmpurias)^ & town
•of the Indigetes in llispania Tarraconensis near

the Pyrenees, was situaU'd on tho river Clodianus,

which formed the harbour of the town. It was

; founded by the Phocoeans from Mossilio, and was

divided into 2 parts, at one time separated from

each other by a wall : the part near the coast being

inhabited by the Greeks, and the part towards the

interior hy»the Indigetes. It was subsequently

colonisedlby Julius Caesar. Its harbour wa» much
frequented: here Scjpio Africanus first landed

when he came to Spain in the 2nd Punic War.
JBmpiilunt {Awpiglionef)^ a small town in La-

tlttm,tneRr Tihur.

EsqlRlsa (‘'E/uirono-a), a monstrnns spectre, which

was believed to devour human bei.ig** could

assume different forms, and was sent by Hecate to

frighten travellers. It was believed usually to

appear with one leg of brass and the other of an

•ttss, whence it was called dyotrKtKls or dyoK«S\ij.

The Lamtae and Mormolycei^ who assumed the

form of handsome women for the purpose of attract-

ipg {’onng meO) and then sucked their blood like

ENNA.

vampyrs and ate their flesh, were reckoned among
the Empusae.

EnarSphSrtui CEyapv<f>opos\ son of -Hippocobn,

a passionate suitor of Helen, when khe was yet

quite young. Tyndarens, therefore, entrusted the

maiden to the care of Theseus. Enarephorus had
a hcroiim at Sparta.

EnoSl&dOB (*E7ic4XaSot), son of Tartarus and Go,

and one of the hundred-armed giants who made
war upon the gods. He was killed, according to

some, by a flash of lightning,' by Zeus, who buried

him under mount Aetna
;

according to others,

Athena killed him with her chariot, or threw upon

him the island of Sicily.

XndtHes (*Eyxf\({Sf also ’E7x<Aeai, ’E7x**
\iot\ on Illyrian tribe.

Endoene (‘'EvSoios), an Athenian statuary, is

called a disciple of Daedalus, whom he is said to

have Accompanied on his flight from Crete. This

statement must be taken to express, not the time

at which be lived, but the style of art which he

practised. It is probable that he lived in the time

of Pisistratus and his sons, about n. c. 5G0.

Endj^mlon (*EySv/n(wy)^ a youth distinguished

by his beauty, and renowned in ancient story for

his perpetual sleep. Some traditions about En-
dymion refer us to Elis, and others to Cnria, and
others again are a combination of the two. Ac-
cording to one set of legends, be was a son of

ActhTius and Chlyce, or of Zeus and Calycc, and

succeeded Afc’thlius in the kingdom of Elis. Others

related that ho had come from Elis to mount
Latinus in Caria, whence ho is called the Latmian
(Latmius). As he slept on Latmns, his surprising

beauty warmed the cold heart of Selene (the moon),
who came down to him, kissed him, and lay by
his side. His eternal sleep on T^atmus is assigned

to different causes
;
but it was generally believed

that Selene had sent him to sleep, that she might
be able to kiss him without his knowledge. By
Selene he had 50 daughters. There is a beautiful

•statue of a sleeping Endymion in the British

Museum.
£ng:jhim C'Eyyvoy or 'Lyyiiiov : *Eyyv7yo$. En-

gtiinus : Gangi)^ a town in the interior of Sicily

near the sources of the Monalus, was originally a
town of the SicuH, but is said to have been colo-

nised by the Cretans under Minos: it po«*8cssed a

celebrated temple of the great mother of tlie gods.

Enlpeus (’EviTreiJv). 1. A river in Thessaly,

rises in Mt. Othrys, receives the Apidanus near

Pharsalus, and flows into the Pencus. Poseidon

assumed the form of the god of this river in order

to obtain possession of Tyro, who was in love with

Enipeus. She became by Poseidon the mother of

Pelias And Neleus. Ovid relates {Met. vi. 116)

that Neptune (Poseidon) having assumed the form

of Enipeus, became by Iphimedia the father of

Otus and Ephialtes.^E. A small river in Pisntis

(Elis) flows into the Alpheus near its mouth.—
3. A small river in Macedonia, which rises in

Olympus.

Enna or Henna {’'Ewa : ’EevaTor ; Castro Cin-

r'anniX an ancient and fortified town of the Siolili

in Sicily, on the road from Catana to Agrigentujn,

said to be tho centre of the island (d/a^oAo; sAe-
Xloj). It was surrounded by fertile plains, which

bore large crops of wheat ; it was one of the chief

seats of the worship of Demeter (Ceres), and pos-

sessed a celebrated temple of this goddess- Ac-

cerding to later tradition it was in a flowery niAa>
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dov in the neighbourhood of Enna that Pkto
carried off Proserpine, and the cave was shown

through which the god passed as he carried off his

prize. Its importance gradually declined from the

time of the 2nd Pxmic war, when it was severely

punished by the Romans, because it had attempted

to revolt to the Carthaginians.

Ennlns, Q., the Roman poet was bom at Ru-
diae, in Calabria, b. c. 239. lie was a Greek by
birth, but a subject of Rome, and served in the

Roman armies. In 204 Cato, who was then

quaestor, found Ennius in Sardinia, and brought

him in his train to Rome. In 189 Ennius accom-

panied M. Fulvius Nobilior during the Actolian

campaign, and shared his triumph. Through the

son of Nobilior, Ennius, when far advanced in life,

obtained the rights of a Roman citizen, lie dwelt

in a humble house on the Aventinc, and maintained

himself by acting as a preceptor to the youths of

the Roman nobles. lie lived on terms of the

closest Jiitimacy with the elder Soipio Africanus.

He died 1G9, at the age of 70. He was buried in

the sepulchre of the Scipios, and his bust was
allowed a place among the effigies of that noJdc

liouse.^ Ennius ^\as regarded by the Romans as

the father of their poetry {alter Humerus^ llor. Ep.
ii. 1. 30). Cicero calls him Stimmus poCta nuster

;

and Virgil was not ashamed to borrow many of

his thoughts, and not a few of his expressions.

All the works of Ennius are lost with the

exception of a few fra^ients. II is most im-

portant work w’as an epic poem, in dactylic hex-

ameters, entitled Annalium Lihri xvni., being

a history of Rome, commencing with the loves of

Mars and Rhea, and reaching down to hi4 own
times. The beautiful history of the kings in Livy

may have been taken from Ennius. No great

space, however, was allotted to the earlier records,

for the contest with Hannibal, which was described

with great minuteness, commenced with the 7th

book, the first Punic war being passed over alto-

gether. He wrote numerous tragedies, which

appear to have been all translations or adaptations

from the Greek, the metres of the originals being

in most cases closely imitated. He wrote also a few
comedies, and several other work8,*such as Satirae,

composed in a great variety of metres, from which
circumstance they probably received their name

;

a didactic poem, entitled Epicharmus

;

a panegyric

on Sqjpio
;
Epigrams, &c. The best collection of

the fragments of Ennius is by Hieronymus Co-

lumns, Ncapol. 4to. 1590, reprinted with consider-

able additions, by Hesselius, Amstel. 4to. 1707.

EnSpe {*Ev6‘7rn)y a town in Messenia, mentioned

by Homer, supposed to be the same as Gersnia.
Entella ("Et/reAXa : Entellinus, Enlellensis

:

EnielUi)^ an ancient town of the Sicani in the in-

terior of the island on the W. side, said to have

been founded by Entellus, one of the companions

of the Trojan Aegestus. It was subsequently

seized and peopled by the Campanian mercenaries

of Dionvsius.

En^&lius (’Ei'udAjos), the Warlike, frequently

occurs in the Iliad (never in the Odyssey) as an

epithet of Arcs. At a later time Enyalius and
Ares were distinguished as 2 different gods of

war
;
Enyalius was looked upon as a son of Ares

and Enyo, or of Cronos and Rhea. The name is

evidently derived from Envo.
(’Evtwj), the goddess of war, who delights

in bloodshed and the destruction of towns, and
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accompanies Ares in batdes. Respecting the Ro-
man goddess of war, see Bbllona. '

Eordaea (’EopSafo, also ’EopS[a), a district and
town in the N. W. of Macedonia, inhabited by the

Eordi (*£op3of, also ’EopSaiot).

£58 AtL*Eci>s), in Latin AnrSnt, the

goddess of the morning red, daughter of Hy>
pcrion and Thia or Euryphassa

;
or of Pallas,

according to Ovid. At the close of every night

she rose from the • couch of her spouse Tithonut,

and on a chariot drawn by the swift horses La«-
pus and Phaeton she ascended up to heaven from
the river Oceanus, to announce the coming light

of the sun to the gods as well as to mortals. In
the Homeric poems Eos not only announces the
coming Sun, but accompanies him throughout the
day, and her career is not complete till the even-

ing
; hence she came to be regarded as the goddess

of the dajdight, and was completely identified by
the tragic writers with Hemera. She carried off

several youths distinguished for their beauty, such
as Orion, Cbphalus, and Tithonus, whence she
is called by Ovid Tithonia conjux. She boro
Memnon to Tithonus. [Mem non.] By Astraeus
she became the mothef of Zephyrus, Boreas, Notus,
Heosphorus, and other stars.

EpamBlondaS CEiraptiu^vSas^ *Erra(iiPtSv9a5)f

the Theban general and statesman, son of Polym-
nis, was bom and reared in poverty, though his

blood was noble. His close and enduring ffiend-

ship with Pclopidas is said to have originated in

the campaign in which they served together on the

Spartatn side against Mantinen, where Pelopidas

having fallen in a battle, apparently dead, Epanri-

nondas protected his body at the imminent risk of

his own life, ii. c. 385. After the Sparuins had been
expelled from Thebes, 379, Epaniinondas took an

active part in public affairs. In 371 he was one of

the Theban commanders at the battle of Leuctra, so

fatal to the Lacedaemonians, in which the success

of Thebes is said to have been owing mainly to

the tactics of Epaminondns. He it was who most

strongly urged the giving battle, while he em-
ployed all the means in his power to raise the

courage of his countrymen, not excluding even
omens and oracles, for which, when unfavourable,

he had but recently expressed his contempt In
36'9 he was one of the genenUs in the Ist invasion

of Peloponnesus by the Tliebans
;
and before leav-

ing Peloponnesus he restored the Messenians to

their country and established a new city,, named
Messene. On their return home Epominondas and
Pelopidas were impeached by their enemies, on a
capital charge of having retained their command
beyond the lewil term. The fact itself was true

enough ; but they were both honourably acquitted,

Epaminondas having expressed his willingness to

die if the Thebans would record that he hod been
put to death because he had humbled Sparta and
taught his countrymen to face and to conquer her
armies. In 368 he again led a Theban army into

the Peloponnesus, but did not advance far, and, on
his return, was repulsed by Chabrias in an attack

which he made on Corinth. In the stune year we
find him serving, but not as fleiieraU in the Theban
army which was sent into Thessaly to rescue Pclo-

pidas from Alexander of Pherae, and which was
saved from utter destruction only by the ability of

Epaminondas. In 367 ho was sent at the head of

another force to release Pelopidas, and accomplished

bis object without even striking a blow, and^by
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the mere prestige of his name. In 366 he invaded

the Peloponnesus for the 3rd time, and in 362 for

the 4th time. In the latter year he gained a brilliant

victory over the Lacedaemonians at MantinSa
;
but

in the full career of victory he received a mortal

•wound. He was told that his death would follow

directly on the javelin being extracted from the

wound ;
and he would not allow this to be done

till he htid been assured that his shield was safe,

and that the victory was with his countrymen. It

was a disputed point by whose hand he fell

:

among others, the honour was assigned to Gryllus,

the son of Xenophon. Epaminondos was one of

the greatest men of Greece. He raised Thebes to

the supremacy of Gre.ece, which she lost almost as

soon as he died. Both in public and in private

life he was distinguished by integrity and upright-

ness, and he carried into daily practice the Ipasons

of philosophy, of which ho was an ardent student.

Epaphrfi^tua ('ET«<ppd8iToj). L A freedman

and favourite of the emperor Nero. He assisted

Nero in killing himself, and he was afterwards put

to death by Domitian. The philosopher Epictetus

was his freedman.— 2. M. ICettius Epaphrodl-
tU8, of Chaeronea, a Greek grammarian, the slave

and afterwards the freedman of Modestus, the prae-

fect of Egypt. He subsequently went to Rome,
where he resided in the reign of Nero and down
to the time of Nerva. He was the author of several

grammatical works and commentaries.

Ep&phus (‘'Eira^oy), son of Zeus and lo, bom
on the river Nile, after the long wanderings of his

mother. He wiis concealed by the Curetes, at the

request of Hera, hut was discovered by lo in

Syria. He subsequently became king of Egypt,

married Memphis, a daughter of Nilus, or, according

to others, Cassiopea, and built the city of Memphis.

He had a daughter Libya, from whom Libya

(Africa) received its name.

Epei. [Elis.]

EpStlum (’Eit^tioi' ; nr. Strofmecz^ Ru.), a town
of the Lissii in Dalmatia with a good harbour.

EpSua (’Eireijs). 1. Son of Endymion, king in

Elis, from whom the Kpei are said to have derived

their name.— 2. Son of Panopeus, went with 30
ships from the Cyclades to Troy. He built the

wooden horse with the assistance of Athena.

EphSsas i^Kft>f(T95: ’E<t>4<rios: Ru. near .rlynm-

luky i. e. ‘'A7iof 0edXo7os, the title of St. John),

the chief of the 12 Ionian cities on the coast of

Asia Minor, was said to have been founded by
Carinns and Leleges, and to have been taken pos-

session of by Androclus, the son of Codrus, at the

time of the great Ionian migration. It stood a

little S. of the river Ca^ster, near its mouth, where

a marshy plain, extending S. from the river, is

bounded by two hills, Prion or Lepre on the £.,

and Curessus on the S. The city was built ori-

ginally on Mt. Coressus, hut, in the time of Croesus,

the people transferred their habitations to the

valle}', whence Lysimachus, the general of Alex-

ander, compelled them again to remove to M Prion.

On the N. side of the city was a lake, communi-

cating with the Cayster, and forming the inner

harbour, now a marsh ; the outer harbour (irdvop-

fMs) was formed bv the mouth of the river. In

the plain, E. of tbe lake, and N.E.of the city, be-

yond its walla,^ ijitood the celebrated temple of'Ar-

temis, which built in the 6th century a c., by
an architect named Chersiphiun, and, ^'ter being

burnt down by Herostratus in the night on which

EPHORUS.
Alexander the Great was bom (Oct 13— 14, b. c.

356), was restored by the Joint eiForts of all the

Ionian states, and was regarded as one of the

wonders of the world : nothing now remains of the

temple, except some traces of its foundations. The
temple was also celebrated as an asylum, till Au-
gustus deprived it of that privilege. The other

buildings at Ephesus, of which there are any ruins,

are the agora, theatre, odeum, stadium, gymnasium,
and baths, temples of Zeus Olympius and of Julius

Caesar, and a large building near the inner harbour

:

the foundations of the walls may also be traced.

—

With the rest of Ionia, Ephesus fell under the

power successively of Croesus, the Persians, the

Macedonians, and the Romans. It was always
very flourishing, and became even more so as the

other Ionian cities decayed. It was greatly fa-

voured by its Greek rulers, especially by Lysiraa-

chus, who, in honour of his second wife, gave it

her name, Arsinoc, which, however, it did not

long retain. Attains IT. Philadelphus constmeted
docks for it, and improved its harbours. Under
the Romans it was the capital of the province ofAsm,
and by far the greatest city of Asia Minor. It

i.s conspicuous in the early history of the Christian

Church, both St. Paul and St. John having laboured

in it, and addressed epistles to the church of

Ephesus
;
and at one time its bishop possessed the

rank and power of a patriarch over the churches

in the province of Asia. Its position, and the ex-

cellence of its harbours, made it the chief emporium
for the trade of all Asia within the Taurus

;
and

its downfell was chiefly owing to the destruction of

its harbours by the deposits of the Caystcr.— lu

the earliest times Ephesus was called by various

names, Alope, Ortygia, Merges, Smyrna Tracheia,

Samornia, and Ptelea.

Ephialtes (’E</>i(£Ati75). 1. One of the Aloldae.

[Alokus.]— 2. A Malian, who in ii.c. 4110, when
Leonidas was defending the pass of Thentiopj'lae,

guided a body of Persians over the mountain path,

and thus enabled them to fall on the rear of the

Greeks.— 8. An Athenian statesman, was a friend

and partisan of Pericles, whom he assisted in

carrying his political measures. He is mentioned

in particular as Hnefly instrumental in that abridg-

ment of the power of the Areopagus, which in-

flicted such a blow on the oligarchical party, and
against which the Eumcnides of Aeschylus was
directed. His services to the democratic .cause

excited the rancorous enmity of some of the oli-

garchs, and led to his assassination during the

night, probably in 456.

EphippiU (’'Eipnnros). 1. An Athenian poet of

the middle comedy.— 2. Of Olynthus, a Greek
historian of Alexander the Great.

Eplldnis ("Eipopor), of Cymoc in Acolis, a cele-

brated Greek historian, was a contein[>orary of

Philip and Alexander, and flourished about n. c.

340. He studied rhetoric under Isocrates, of whose

pupils he and Thcopompus were considered the

most distinguished. On the advice of Theopompus
he wrote A History (’laroplat) in 30 books, which

began with the return of the Heraclidae, and came
down to the siege of Perinthus in 341. It treated

of the history of the barbarians as well as of the

Greeks, and was thus the first attempt at writing

a universal history that was ever made in Greece.

It embraced a period of 750 years, and each of the

30 books contained a compact portion of the his-

tory, which formed a complete whole by itself.
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Ephorus did not live to complete the work, and
it WB8 finished by his son Demophilus. Diyllui

began his history at the point at which the work
of Ephorus left oE Ephonis also wrote a few
other works of less importance, of which the titles

only are preserved by the grammarians. Of the

history likewise we have nothing but fragments.

It was written in a clear and polished style, but
was at the same time deficient in power and energy.

Ephorus appears to have been faithful and impartial

in the narration of events ; but he did not always
follow the best authorities, and in the later part

of his work he frequently differed from Herodotus,
Thucydides, and Xenophon, on points on which
they arc entitled to credit. DiodoDts Siculus made
m eat use of the work of Ephorus. The fragments of

his work have been published by Marx, Carlsruhc,

If} 15, and in MUller's Fraym. Historicor. Orctee.

Paris, 1841.

Ephjhra L The ancient name of

Corinth [Corinthus.]— 2. An ancient town of

tlie Pelasgi near the river Selleis in Elis. ••3. A
town in Thessaly, afterwards called Cranon.—4.

A town in Epirus, afterwards called Cichvrus.
— 6. A small town in the district of Agraea in

Aetolio.

Epicaste (’Eir.KdtrrT}), commonl}' called Jocastb.
Epicdphesla (’ETriJoj^/wj^rla : a

denius in Attica, belonging to the tribe Oencis.

Epicharmus (’EirfxapAws), the chief comic poet

among the Dorians, was bom in the island of Cos,

about D. c. 540. llis father, Elothales, was a

physician, of the race of the Asclepiads. At the age

of 3 months, Epichnrmua was carried to Megara, in

Sicily
;
tlience he removed to Syracuse, when Megara

was destroyed by Gclon (484 or 483). Here he

spent the remainder of his life, which was prolonged

throughout the reign of Ilieron, at whose court

Elpicharums associated with the other great writers

of the time, and among them with Aeschylus. He
died at the age of 90 (450), or, according to Lucian,

97 (443). Kpicharraus was a Pythagorean philo-

sopher, and spent the earlier part of his life in the

study of philosophy, both physical and raetaphy-

siccil. He is said to have followed efor some time

his father’s profession of medicine
;
and it appears

that he did not commence writing comedies till his

removal to Syracuse. Comedy had for some time

existed at Megara in Sicily, which was a colony

from Megara on the Isthmus, the latter of which
towns disputed with the Athenians the invention of

comedy. But the comedy at the Sicilian Megara

before Epicharmus seems to have been little more

than a low buffoonery. It was he, together with

Phorrois, who gave it a new form, and introduced

a regular plot. The number of his comedies is

differently stated at 52, or at 35. There are still

extant 35 titles. The majority of them are on my-
thological subjects, that is, travesties of the heroic

myths, and these plays no doubt veiy much re-

sembled the satyric dramas of the Athenians. But

besides mythology, Epicharmus wrote on Sther

subjects, political, moral, relating to manners and

customs, &c. The style of his plays appears to

have been a curious mixture of the broad buffoonery

which distinguished the old Megarian comedy, and

of the sententious wisdom of the Pythagorean phi-

losopher. His language was remarkably elegant;

he was celebrated for his choice of epithets : hia

plays abounded, as the extant fragments prove,

ivith philosophical and moral maxims. He was
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imitated by Crates, and also by Plautus, as we
learn from the line of Horace (Epist, ii. 1. 58),

—

** Plautus ad exemplar Siculi properare Epicharmi.”

The parasite, who forms so conspicuous a character

in the plays of the new comedy, is iirst found in

Epichannus.

Epionemidii Loori. [Locris.]

EpioriLtes (’£iriKpdrt}5). 1. An Athenian, took

part in the overthrow of the 30 Tyrants
;
but after-

wards, when sent on an embassy to the Persian

king Artaxerxes, he was accused of corruption in

receiving money from Artaxerxes. He appears to

have been acquitted this time ; but he was tried

on a later occasion, on another charge of corruption,

and only escaped death by a voluntary exile. He
was rii^culed by the comic poets for his large beard,

and for this reason was called a<ut((r<f>op6s,»^2. Of
Ambracia, an Athenian poet of the middle comedy.

Epiotdtus (*EirlKTi7To$),of Hierapolisin Phrygia,

a celebrated Stoic philosopher, was a freedman of

Flpapbroditus, who was himself a freedman of

Nero. [Epaphroditus.] He lived and taught

first at Hume, and, after the expulsion of the phi-

losophers by Domitian, at Nicopolis in Epirus.

Although he was favoured by Hadrian, he does

not appear to have returned to Rome
;
for the dis-

courses which Arrian took down in writing were

delivered by Epictetus when an old man at Nico-

polis. Only a few circumstances of bis life are re-

corded, such as his lameness, which is spoken of in

different ways, his poverty, and his few wonts.

Epictetus did not leave any works behind him, and
the short manual (Enchiridion)

^

which bears his

name, was compiled from his discourses by his

faithful pupil Arrian. Arrian also wrote the phi-

losophical lectures of his master in 8 books, from

which, though 4 are lost, we are enabled to gain a

complete idea of the way in which Epictetus con-

ceived and taught the Stoic philosophy. [Ar-
rianuh.] Being deeply impressed with his voca-

tion as a teacher, he aimed in his discourses at

nothing else but winning the minds of his hearers

to that which was good, and no one was able to

resist the impression which they produced.

EpictStus Phrygia. [Phrygia.]
EpiotLnu (’EtriKoupor), a celebrated Greek phi-

losopher, and the founder of a philosophical school

called, after him, the Epicurean. He was a son of

Neocles and (Jharestrata, and was bom b. c. 342,
in'the island of Samos, where his father had settled

as one of the Athenian cicruchi
;
but he belonged

to the Attic demos of Oargettus, and hence is some-

times called the Oaigettian. (Cic. cui Fam. xv. 16.)

At the age of 18 Epicurus came to Athens, and
there pro^bly studied under Xenocrates, who was
then at the head of the academy. After a short

stay at Athens he went to Colophon, and subse-

quently resided at Mytilene and Lampsacus, in

which places he was engaged for 5 years in teach-

ing philosophy. In 306, when he had attained

the age of 35, he again came to Athens, where he
purchased for 80 minae a garden— the famous
Kijiroi ’EiriKoupov— in which he established his

philosophical school. Here he spent the remainder

of his life, surrounded by numerous friends and
pupils. His mode of living was simple, temperate,

and cheerful ; and the aspersions of comic poets

and of later philosophers, who were opposed to

his philosophy and describe him as a person de-

voted to seus^ pleasures, do not seem entitled to
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the least credit. He took no part in public affairs.

He died in 270, at the age of 72, after a long and

painful illness, which he endured with truly philo-

sophical patience and courage.— Epicurus is said

to have written 300 volumes. Of these the most

important was one On Nature (riepl in 37
books. All his works are lost

;
but some frag-

ments of the work on Nature were found among the

rolls at Herculaneum, and were published by
Orelli, Lips. 1818. In his philosophical system,

Epicurus prided himself in being independent of

all his predecessors ; but he was in reality in-

debted both to Democritus and the Cyrenaics. Epi-

curus made ethics the most essential part of his

philosophical system, since he regarded human
happiness as the ultimate end of all philosophy.

His ethical theory was based upon the dogma of

the Cyrenaics, that pleasure constitutes the highest

happiness, and must consequently l>e the end of all

human exertions. Epicunis, however, developed

and ennobled this theory in a manner which con-

stitutes the real merit of his philosophy, and which

gained for him so many friends and admirers both

in antiquity and in modem times. Pleasure with

him was not a mere momentary and transitory sen-

sation, but he conceived it as something lasting and
imperishable, consisting in pure and noble mental

Sments, that is, in arapa^la and airovta, or the

am from pain and from all influences which

disturb the peace of our mind, and thereby our

happiness, which is the result of it. The summum
lonum, according to him, consisted in this peace of

mind
;
and this was based upon which

he described as the beginning of everything good,

as the origin of all virtues, and which he himself

therefore occasionally treated as the highest good

itself.— In the physical part of his philosophy, he

followed the atomistic doctrines of Democritus and

Diagoras. His views are w’ell known from Lucre-

tius’s poem De Rerum Natura. We obtain our

knowledge and form our conceptions of things, ac-

cording to him, through cfSwAa, i.e. images of

things which are reflected from them, and pass

through our senses into our minds. Such a theory

is destructive of all absolute tmth, and a mere
momentary impression upon our senses or feelings

is substituted fur it. The dehciencies of his system

are most striking in his views concerning the gods,

which drew upon him the chaige of atheism. His
gods, like every tiling^ else, consisted of atoms, and
our notions of them^ are based upon the «WwAa
which are reflected from them and pass into our

minds. They were and always had been in the

enjoyment of perfect happiness, which had not been

disturbed by the laborious business of creating the

world
; and as the government of the world would

interfere with their happiness, he conceived them
as exercising no influence whatever upon the world

or man. The pupils of Epicurus were very nume-
rous, and were attached to their master in a manner
which has rarely been equalled either in ancient or

modem times. But notwithstanding the extraor-

dinary devotion of his pupils, there is no philosopher

in antiquity who has been so violently attacked as

Epicurus. This has been owing partly to a super-

fleial knowledge of his philosophy, and partly to

the conduct of men who called themselves Epicu-

reans, and who, taking advantage of the &cility

with which his ethical theory was made the hand-

maid of a sensual life, gave themselves up to the

enjoyment of sensual pleasures.

EPIQONI.

Epio^dei (’Et<ku5t}s), a Syracusan by origin,

but bom and educated at Carthage. He served,

together with his elder brother Hippocrates, with

much distinction in the army of Hannibal, both in

Spain and Italy ; and when, after the battle of

Cannae (b. c. 216), Hieronymus of Syracuse sent

to make overtures to Hannibal, that general se-

lected the 2 brothers as his envoys to Syracuse.

They soon induced the young king to desert the

Roman alliance. Upon the murder of Hieronymus
shortly after, they were the leaders of the Cartha-

ginian party at Syracuse, and eventually became
masters of the city, which they defended against

Marcellus. Epicydes fled to Agrigeutum, when
he saw that the fall of Syracuse was inevitable.

Epidanmiui. [Dvrrhachium.]
I^idaunif ('EvlBavpos : *EviBa6pio5). 1. (Efn^

dauro\ a town in Argolis on the Saronic gulf,

formed with its territory Epidanrla (’Einfioupla), a
district independent of Argos, and was not in-

cluded in Argolis till the time of the Romans. It

was originally inhabited by lonians and Carians,

whence it was called Epicurus, but it was subdued
by the Dorians under Deiphontes, who thus be-

came the ruling race. Epidaurus was the chief

scat of the worship of Aesculapius, and was to this

circumstance indebted for its importance. The
temple of this god, which was one of the most mag-
niiicent in Greece, was situated about .5 miles

S. W. of Epidaums. A few ruins of it are still

extant. The worship of Aesculapius was intro-

duced into Rome from Epidaums. See Aescula-
Piij8.«i->2. Surnamed LimSra (t) Aipripd: Moncm-
(mia or Oltl Malvasia), a town in Laconia, on the
E. coast, said to have been founded by Epidaums
in Argolis, possessed a good harbour.— 3. {Old
ftavwsa), a town in Dalmatia.

Epidellum (’EinS^Aiov), a town in Laconia on
the E. coast, S. of Epidaurus Limera, with a
temple of Apollo and an image of the god, which
once thrown into the sea at Delos is said to have
come to hand at this place.

Epigines (’Ejr<7ei^j). 1, An Athenian poet

of the middle comedy, flourished about h. c. 380.— 2. Of Sicyoii, who has been confounded by
some with his namesake the comic poet, preceded

Thespis, and is said to have been the most ancient

writer of tragedy. It is probable that Epigenes

was the first to introduce into the old ditliyrambic

and satyrical rpayipSia other subjects than the

original one of the fortunes of Dionysus.— 3. Of
Byzantium, a Greek astronomer, mentioned by
Seneca, Pliny, and Censorinus. He professed to

have studied in Chaldea, but bis date is uncertain.

Eplg6ni (’Eirl7oi»oi), that is, “ the Descendants,”

the name in ancient mythology of the sons of the 7
heroes who perished before Thebes. [Aokastus.]
Ten years after their death, the descendants of the

7 heroes marched against Thebes to avenge their

fathers. The names of the Epigoni are not the

same in all accounts ;
but the common lists contain

Alcmaeon, Aegialeus, Diomedes, Promachus, Sthe-

nelus, Thersander, and Euryalus. Alcmaeon un-

dertook the command, in accordance with an oracle,

and collected a considerable body of Argives. The
Thebans marched out agmnst the enemy, under the

command of Laodamas, after whose death they

fled into the city. On the part of the Epigoni,

Aegialeus had fallen. The seer Tiresias, knowing
that the ci^ was doomed to fall, persuaded the

inhabitanta to quit it, and take their wives and
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cliildren with them. The Epigoni thereupon took

posgespion of Thebes, and razed it to the ground.

They sent a portion of the booty and Manto, the

daughter of Tiresias, to Delphi, and then returned

to Peloponnesus. The nar of the Epigoni was
made the subject of epic and tragic poems.

EpimSnldes (’EirjjueviSijt), 1. A celebrated

poet and prophet of Crete, whose history is to a

great extent mythical. He was reckoned among
the Curetes, and is said to have been the son of a

nymph. He was a native of Phaestus in Crete,

and appears to have spent the greatest part of his

life at Cnossus, whence he is sometimes called a

Cnossian. There is a legend that when a boy, he

was sent out by his father in search of a sheep,

and that seeking shelter from the heat of the mid-

day sun, he went into a cave, and there fell into a

deep sleep, which lasted !S7 years. On waking and
returning home, he found to his great amazement
that his younger brother had in the moan time

grown an old man. He is further said to have

attained the age of 154, 157, or even of 22.9 years.

— His visit to Athens, however, is an historical

fact, and determines his date. The Athenians,

who were visitetl by a plague in consequence of

the crime of Cylon [Cyi.on], consulted the Del-

phic oracle about the means of their delivery. The
god commanded them to get their city purified,

and the Athenians invited Epimenidea to come
and undertake the purification. Epimenidcs ac-

cordingly came to Athens, about n. c. 596, and

I>erformed the desired task by certain mysterious

rites and 6acrificp.s, in consequence of which the

]ilagiie ceased. Epimenides was reckoned by some
among the 7 wise men of Greece ; but all that

tradition has handed down about him suggests a
^ery different character from that of the seven;

he must rather be ranked in the class of priestly

bards and sages who are generally comprised under

the name of the Orphici. Many works, both in

prose and verse, were attributed to him by the an-

cients, and the Apostle Paul has preserved (TYfws, i.

12^ a celebrated verse of his against the Cretans.

EpimStheus. [Promkthku.s and Pandora.]
Eplph&nes, a surname of Antiochus IV. and

Antioehus XI., kings of Sj'ria.

Epiphania or 6a L In Syria

(0. T. Hamath: I/umah)^ in the district of Cas-

siotis, on the left bank of the Orontes, an early

colony of the Phoenicians
;
may be presumed, from

its later name, to have been restored or improved

by Xntiochus hlpiphanes.— 2. In Asia Minor

('i/r:in)y on the S. E. border of Cilicia, close to

the Pylae Anianides, was formerly called Oenian-

dus, and probably owed its new name to Antiochus

Epiphancs. Pompey repeopled this city u^th some

of the pirates whom he had conquered.— There

were some other Asiatic cities of the name.
j

Epiphanlns (’Esri^di'ios), one of the Greek fa- '

thers, was bom near Eleutheropolis in Palestine,

'

about A. D. 320, of Jewish parents. He went to

Egypt when young, and there appears V) have

been tainted with Gnostic errors, but afterwards

fell into the hands of some monks, and by them

w'as made a strong advocate for the monastic life.

He returned to Palestine, and lived there for some

time as a monk, having founded a monastery near

his native place. In a. i>. 367 he was chosen

bishop of Constantia, the metropolis of Cyprus
formerly called Salamis. His writings shew him

to have been a man of great reading ; for he was
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acquainted with Hebrew, Syriac, Greek, Egyptian,
and Latin. But he was entirely without critical or

logical power; of real piety, but also of a very

bigoted and dogmatical turn of mind. He distin-

guished himself by his opposition to heresy, and
especially to Origen's errors. He died 402. His
most important work is entitled Panarium^ being
a discourse against heresies. The best edition of

his works is by Petavius, Paris, 1622, and Lips.

1682, with a commentary by Valesius.

£pip51ae. [Syracusak.]
Epirus (‘'Hireipor : 'Kirtipdrris^ fern. ’Hirsipwris:

Albania)^ that is, “ the mainland,” a country in the

N. W. of Greece, so called to distinguish it from
Corcyraand the other islands off the coast. Homer
gives the name of Epirus to the whole of the W.
coast of Greece, thus including Acamania in it.

Epirm was bounded by Illyria and Macedonia on
the N., by Thessaly on the E., by Acamania and
the Ambracian gulf on the S., and by the Ionian
sea on the W. The principal mountains were the

Acroccraunii, forming the N. W. houndary, and
Pindus, forming the E. boundary

;
besides which

there wore the mniintains Tomams in the E., and
Crania in the S. The chief rivers were the Celyd-
nns, Thyamis, Acheron, and Arachthiis.— The in

habitants of Epirus were numerous, but were not of

pure Hellenic blood. The original population ap-

pears to have been Pelnsgic
;
and the ancient

oracle of Dodona in the country was always re-

garded as of Pelasgic origin. These Pelasgians

were subsequently mingled with Illyrians, who at

various times invaded Epirus and settled In the

country. Epirus contained 1 4 different tribes. Of
these the most important were the Cii aonss, Thes-
PROTi and MoLOfisr, who gave their names to the

3 principal divisions of the country Chaonu,
Thesprotia, and Molorjus. The different tribes

were originally governed by their own princes. The
Molossian princes, who traced their descent from
Pyrrhus (Neoptolcnius), son of Achilles, subse-

quently acquired the sovereignty over the whole
country, and took the title of kings of Flpirus. The
first who bore this title was Alexander, who in-

vaded Italy to assist the Tarentines against the

Luennians and Bruttii, and perished at the battle

of Pandosia, B. c. 326. The most celebrated of

the later kings was Pyrrhus, who carried on war
with the Romans. About b. c. 200 the Epirots esta-

blished a republic
;
and the Romans, after the con-

quest of Philip, 197, guaranteed its independence.

But in consequence of the support wliich the Epi-

rots afforded to Antiochus and Perseus, Aemilini

Paulus received orders from the senate to punish

them vvith the utmost severity. He destroyed 70
of their towns, and sold 150,000 of the inhabitants

for slaves. In the time of Augustus the country
had not yet recovered from the effects of this

devastation.

Eplms Vova. [Illyricum.]
Ep&na (from e/>us, that is, cquus)^ a Roman god-

dess, the protectress of horses. Images of her,

either statues or paintings, were frequently teen in

niches of stables.

EpSpeus ('Ewtfirsur). 1. Son of Poseidon and
Canace, came from Thessaly to Sicyon, of which
place he became king. He carried away from

Thebes the beautiful Antiope, daughter of Nycteus,

who therefore made war upon Epopeus. The two
kings died of the i^ounds which they received in

the war. —2. One of the Tyrrhenian pirates, who
R 3
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attempted to carry off Bacchus, hut were changed

by the god into dolphins.

Eporfidla (/urea), a town in Gallia Ciaalpina on

the Duria in the territory of the Salassi, colonised

by the Homans, B. c. 1 00, on the command of the

Sibylline books, to serve as a bulwark against the

neighbouring Alpine tribes.

EporedSrix, a chieftain of the Aedui, was one

of the commanders of the Aedium cavalry, which

was sent to Caesar's aid against Vercingetorix, in

H. c. 52; but he himself revolted soon afterwards and

joined the enemy.
Epj^tus, a Trojan, father of Periphas, who was

a companion of lulus, and is called by the patro-

nymic Epytides.

Eqnester (''Iwwjos), a surname of several divi-

nities, but especially of Poseidon (Neptune), who
had created the horse, and in whose honourdiorse-

races were held.

Equiia Tfltloas or Aequum TtLtXonm, a small

town of the Ilirpini in Samnium, 21 miles from

Benevcntum. The Scholiast on Horace {Sal. i. 5.

87), supposes, but without sufficient reasons, that it

18 the town, qiml verm dicere non est.

Erae (*'Epai: Sighajik$)^ a small but strong

seaport town on the coast of Ionia, N. of Teos.

Er&na, a town in M. Amanus, the chief seat

of the Elcutherocilices in the time of Cicero.

ErajinobSas ( *Epapvo€6as : Ounduk), a river

of India, one of the chief tributaries of the Ganges,

into which it fell at Palimbothra.

Erasinldes (’EpatnvfSiit), one of the Athenian

commanders at tlie battle of Arginusae. He w’as

among the 6 commanders who returned to Athens

after the victory, and were put to death, b.c. 406.

Eraslntui (’Epaorivor). 1. (Kepkalari)^ the chief

river in Argolis, rises in the lake Stympbalus, then

disappears under the earth, rises again out of the

mountain Chaon, and after receiving the river

Phrixus, flows through the Lemoean marsh into

the Argolic gulf.—*2. A small river near Brauron

in Attica.

Erasiatr&tUB (’Epao-fo-TpaTor), a celebrated phy-

sician and anatomist, was Wn at lulls in the island

of Ceos, lie was a pupil of Chrysippus of Cnidos,

Metrodonis, and app.'irently Theophrastus. He
flourished from B. c. 300 to 260. He lived for

some time at the court of Selcucus Nicator, king of

Syria, where he actiuired great reputation by dis-

covering that the illness of Antiochus, the king’s

eldest son, was owing to his love for his mother-in-

law, Stratonice, the young and beautiful daughter

of Demetrius Poliorcetes, whom Selcucus had lately

married. Erasistratus afterwards lived at Alex-

andria, which was at that time beginning to be a

celebrated medical school. He gave up practice in

his old age, that he might pursue his anatomical

studies without interruption. He prosecuted bis

experiments in this branch of medical science with

great success, and with such ardour that he is said

to have dissected criminals alive. He bad numerous

pupils and followers, and a medical school bearing

his name continued to exist at Smyrna in Ionia

about the beginning of the Christian era.

Er&tldae (’EpariSoi), an illustrious family of

lalysus in Rhodes, to which Damagetus and his

son Diagoras belonged.

Er&tO CEparti). 1. Wife of Areas; and mother

of Elatus and Aphidas. [AitcAS.]—2. One ofthe

Muses. [Musae.] •

Eratosthindf CEporoo-d^i^s), of Cyrene, was

ERESU&
bom B. c. 276. He first studied in his native city

and then at Athens. He was taught by Arisen
of Chius, the philosopher ; Lysanias of Cyrene, the
grammarian

;
and Callimachus, the poet. He left

Athens at the invitation of Ptolemy Evergetes,

who placed him over the library at Alexandria.

Here he continued till the reign of Ptolemy Epi-
phanes. He died at the age of 80, about b. c. 106,
of voluntary starvation, having lost his sight, and
being tired of life. He was a man of very extensive

learning, and wrote on almost all the branches of

knowledge then cultivated— astronomy, geometry,
geography, philosophy, history, and grammar. lie

is supposed to have constructed the large armillae

or fixed circular instruments which were long in

use at Alexandria. Ilis works have perislied, with
the exception of some fragments. His most cele-

brated work was a systematic treatise on geography,

entitled rcarypa^i/td, in 3 books. The first hook,

which formed a sort of introduction, contained a
critical review of the labours of his predocesHors

from the earliest to his own times, and investiga-

tions concerning the form and nature of the earth,

which, according to him, was an immovable glebe.

The second book contained w'hat is now called

mathematical geography. He was the first person

who attempted to measure the magnitude of the

earth, in which attempt he brought forward and
used the method which is employed to the present

day. The thijd book contained political geo-

graphy, and gave descriptions of the various coun-

tries, derived from the works of earlier travellers

and geographers. In order to be able to determine
the accurate site of each place, he drew a line p;i-

rallel with the equator, running from the pillars of

Hercules to the extreme east of Asia, and dividing

the whole of the inhabited e.^rth into two halves.

Connected with this work was a new map of the

earth, in which towns, mountains, rivers, lakes,

and climates were marked according to his own
improved measurements. This important work of

Eratosthenes forms an epoch in the history of ancient

gec^raphy. Strabo, as well as other writers, made
great use of it Eratosthenes also wrote 2 poems on
astronomical subjects : one entitled 'Epjaijs or Koto-
areptcrgol^ which treated of the constellations; and
another entitled *Hpiy6y7i

:

but the poem KararTTf-

piofiofy which is still extant under his name, is not

the work of Eratosthenes. Ho wrote several his-

torical works, the most important of which was a

chronological work entitled Xpovoypouf>la^ in which
he endeavoured to fix the dates of all the important

events in literary, as well as political history. The
most celebrated of bis grammatical works was On
the Old AtticComedy (Ilepl *Apxolas Ku/apdlas).

The besfcollection of his fragments is by Bemhardy,
Eraiosthenica^ Berol. 1822.

ErbessiU ('EpSrjoods), a town in Sicily, N.K, of

Agrigentum near the sources of the Acragas, which

must not be confounded with the town Herbessus

near Syracuse.

Ero^ {ElpKT'ft or Elpxral), a fortress in Sicily

on a hill with a harbour near Panormus.

SrSbns ("Epe^ov), son of Chaos, begot Aether

and Hemera (Day) by Nyx (Night), his sister.

The name signifies darkness, and is therefore ap-

plied also to the dark and gloomy space under the

earth, through which tho shades pass into Hades.

EmhthSanL [Erichthomus.]
Erechtheuf. [Erichthomus.]
ErbsuB or Ereuus CEptoost ‘'Epecaos: *Ep4.
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etos\ a town on the W. coast of the island of
|

Lesbos, tbe birthplace of Theophrastus and Phauias,

and, according to some, of Sappho.

l^trla(*£p^Tpta: *Eperpie{is: Palaeo-Castro\im

ancient and important town in Enboea on the £u-

ripus, with a celebrated harbour Porthmos (Porto

Jiufalo)^ was founded by the Athenians, but had a
mixed population, among which was a considerable

number of Dorians. Its commerce and navy raised

it in early times to importance
;

it contended with

Chalcis for the supremacy of Kuboea; it ruled over

several of the neighbouring islands, and planted

colonies in Macedonui and Italy. It was destroyed

by the Persians, B. c. 490, and most of its inha>

lotants were carried away into slavery. Those
who were left behind built, at a little distance from

the old city, the town of New Eretria, which,

however, never became a place of importance-—2.
A town in Phthiotis in Thessaly near Phorsalus.

Erg^ims (’Epyti'os), son of Clymenus, king of

Orchomenos. After Clymenus had been killed at

'I'hebes, Erginus, who succeeded him, marched
.ngainst Thebes, and compelled them to pay him an

annual tribute of 100 oxen. The Thebans were

released from the payment of this tribute by Her-
cules, who killed Erginus.

Erichthfinlus ( '£pixd<i>'mr), or Ereolitheus

(*Ep6Xt^f“s)- In the ancient myths these two

names indicate the same person
;
but later writers

mention ‘2 heroes, one of whom is usually called

Erichthonius or Erechtheus I. and the other Erecb«

theus II. Homer knows only one Erechtheus, as

an autochthon and king of Athens; and the first

writer who distinguishes 2 personages is Plato.

—1. Erichthonius or Ereoh^eus I., son of He-
phaestus and Atthis, the daughter of Cranaus.

Athena reared the child without the knowledge of

the other gods, and entnistcd him to Agraulos,

Pandrosos, and Herse, concealed in a chest. They
were forbidden to open the chest, but they dis-

obeyed the command. Upon opening the chest

they saw the child in the form of a serpent, or

entwined by a serpent, whereupon they were seized

with madness, and threw themselves down the

rock of the acropolis, or, according to others, into

tbe sea. When Erichthonius had grown up, he

expelled Amphictyon, and became king of Athens.

His wife Pasithea bore him a son Pandion. He is

said to have introduced the worship of Athena, to

have instituted the festival of the Panathenaea,

and to have built a temple of Athena on the acro-

polis. When Athena and Poseidon disputed about

the possession of Attica, Erichthonius declared in

favour of Athena. He was further the first who
used a chariot with 4 horses, for which i^pason he

was placed among the stars as auriga. He wa»

buried in the temple of Athena, and was wor-

shipped as a god after his death. His famous

temple, the Erechtheum, stood on the acropolis,

and contained 3 separate temples ;
one of Athena

Polias or the protectress of the state, the Erech-

iheum proper or Sianctuary of Erechtheus, dnd the

Pandrotium or sanctuary of Pandrosos.—2. Ereoh-

thens n., grandson of the former, son of Pandion

by Zeuxippe, and brother of Butes, Procne, and

Philomela. After his father’s death, he succeeded

him as king of Athens, and was regarded in later

times as one of the Attic eponymi. He was married

to Prazithea, by whom he became tbe father of

,

Cecrops, Pandoros, Metion, Omeus, Procris, Creusa,
'

Chthonia, and Orithyin. In the war between the
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Eleusinians and Athenians, Eumolpus, the son of

Poseidon, was slain; whereupon Poseidon demanded
the sacrifice of one of the daughters of Erechtheus.

When one was drawn by lot, her 3 sisters resolved

to die with her; and Erechtheus himself was killed

by Zeus with a flash of lightning at the request of

Poseidon.

&iohtIx8nXii8, son of Dardantn and BatSa, hus-

band of Astyoche or Callirrhofe', and father of Tros

or Assaracus. He was the wealthiest of all mortals;

3000 mares grazed in his fields, which were so

beautiful, that Boreas fell in love with them. He
is mentioned also among the kings of Crete.

Erioinlum, a town in Thessaly near Gomphi.
Erid&niu (*Hpldavos\ a river god, a son of

Oceanus and Tethys, and father of Zeuxippe, He
is called the king of rivers, and on his banks amber
was found. In Homer the name does not occur,

and the first writer who mentions it is Hesiod.

The position which the ancient poets assign to the

river Eridanus differed at different times. In later

times the Eridanus was supposed to be the same as

the Padus, because amber was found at its mouth.
Hence the Electrides Instdae or “ Amber Islands”

are placed at the mouth of the Po, and here

Phaethon was supposed to have fallen when
struck by the lightning of Zeus. The luatin

poets frequently give the name of Eridanus to the

Po. [ Padus. 1

Erlgon (’EpfyuJi/), a tributary of the Axius in

Macedonia the Agrianus of Herodotus. [Axius.]
Erlg5iie (’Hpiydvij). 1. Daughter of Icarius,

beloved by Bacchus. For the legend respecting

her, see Icarius.— 2. Daughter of Aegisthus and
Clytaemnestra, and mother of Penthilus by Orestes.

Another legend relates that Orestes wanted to kill

her with her mother, hut that Artemis removed
her to Attica, and there made her her priestess.

Others state that Erigone put an end to herself

when she heard that Orestes was acquitted by the

Areopagus.

ErInSus (*Epivf6s or *Epivfiv : ’Epivci^r, *Epivfd~

TTjs). 1. A small but ancient town in Doris, be-

longing to the Tetrapolisk [Doris.]— 2. A town
in Phthiotis in Thessaly.

Erinna ( ‘Hpfyj'o), a Greek poetess, a contem-
porary and friend of Sappho (about B.o. 612), who
died at the age of 1 9, but left behind her poems
which were thought worthy to rank with those of

Homer, Her poems were of the epic class: the

chief of them was entitled ‘HAaxdrii, the Diitafft

it consisted of 300 lines, of which only 4 are ex-

tant. It was written in a dialect which was a
mixture of the Doric and Aeolic, and which was
spoken at Rhodes, where, or in the adjacent island

of Telos, Erinna was bom. She is also called a
Lesbian and a Mytileuaean, on account of her re-

sidence in Lesbos with Sappho. There are several

epigrams upon Erinna, in which her praise is cele-

brated, and her untimely death is lamented. 3 epi-

grams in the Greek Anthology are ascribed to her,

of which the first has the genuine air of antiquity
;

but the other two, addressed to Baucis, seem to be
a later fabrication.— Eusebios mentions another
Erinna, a Greek poetess, contemporary with De-
mosthenes and Philip of Macedon, b. c. 352 ; but
this statement ought probably to be rejected.

ErXnj[6f> [Eumitvidrs.]
Erlphna (’XpufK^), an Athenian poet of the

middle comedy.

Ertph^le ('Epi^At;), daughter of Talsus and
n 4
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Lynimache, and wife of Amphiaraui, whom she

betrayed for the sake of the necklace of Harmonia.

For details see Amphiaraus, Alcmaeon, Har-
monia.

Eris (‘'Epif)f the goddess of Discord. Homer
describes her as the friend and sister of Ares, and

as delighting with him in the tumult of war and

the havoc and anguish of the battle-field. Accord-

ing to Hesiod she was a daughter of Night, and

the poet describes her as the mother of a variety

of allegorical beings, which are the causes or re-

presentatives of man's misfortunes. It was Eris

who threw the apple into the assembly of the gods,

the cause of so much suffering and war. [Paris.]

—Virgil introduces Discordia as a being similar

to the Homeric Eris
;

lor Discordia appears in

company with Mars, Bellona, and the Furiei^ and
Virgil is evidently imitating Homer.
]^za (rd •'Epi^o ; a city of Caria,

on the borders of Lycla and Phrygia, on the river

Chaiis (or rather Caiis). The surrounding dis-

trict was called Asia Eriz^no.

Eros ("Epos), in T^atin, Amor or Cnpido, the

god of Lo\e. In order to understand the ancients

properly we must distinguish 3 gods of this name

:

1. The Eros of the ancient cosmogonies ; 2. The
Eros of the philosophers and mysteries, who bears

great resemblance to the first
; and 3. The Eros

whom we meet with in the epigrammatic and
erotic poets. Homer does not mention Eros, and
Hesiod, the earliest author who speaks of him,

describes him as the cosmogonic Eros. First, says

Hesiod, there was Chaos, then come Ge, Tartarus,

and Eros, the fairest among the gods, who rules

over the minds and the council of gods and men.
By the philosophers and in the mysteries Eros was
regarded as one of the rniidaincntal causes in the

formation of the world, inasmuch as ho was the
|

uniting power of love, which brought order and
J

bartnony among the 'conflicting elements of which

Chaos consisted. The Orphic poets described him
as a son of Cronus, nr as the first of the gods who
sprang from the world’s egg

;
and in Plato’s Sym-

posium he is likewise called the oldest of the gods.

The Eros of later poets, who gave rise to that

notion of the god which is most familiar to us, is

one of the youngest of all the gods. The parentage

of this Eros is very differently described. He is

usually represented as a son of Aphrodite (Venus),

but Ills father is either Arcs (Mars), Zeus (Ju-

piter), or Hermes (Mercury), He was at first

represented as a handsome youth
;
but shortly after

the time of Alexander the Great the epigrammatists

and erotic poets represented him ns a wanton boy,

of whom a thousand tricks and cruel sports were
related, and from whom neither gods nor men were

safe. In this stage Eros has nothing to do with

uniting the discordant elements of the universe, or

with the higher sympathy or love which binds

human kind together; but he is purely the god of

sensual love, who bears sway over the inhabitants

of Olympus as well ns over men and all living

creatures. His arms consist of arrows, which he

carries in a golden quiver, and of torches which no

one can tonch with impunity. His arrows are of

different power : some are golden, and kindle love

in the heart they w'ound
;
others are blunt and

heavy with Wad, and produce aversion to a lover.

Eros is fiirther represented wiuH golden wings, and
as fluttering about like a bird. His eyes are some-

times oomed, so that he acts blindly. He is the
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usual companion of his mother Aphrodite, and
poets and artists represent him moreover as accom-

panied by such allegorical beings as Pothos, Hime-
ros, Tyche, Peitho, the Charites or Muses. —
AntSros, which literallymcansreturn-love, is usually

represented as the god who punishes those who did

not return the love of otliers : thus he is the avenging

Eros, or a Jeus ultor (Ov. Met. xiii. 7.50). But in

some accounts he is described as a god opposed to

Eros and struggling against him.—The number of

Erotes (Amores and Cupidines) is playfully ex-

tended ad libitum by later poets, and these Erotes

are described either as sons of Aphrodite or of

nymphs.—Among the places distinguished for tho

worship of Eros, Thcspiao in Boeotia stands fore-

most : there a quinquennial fc8tiv<*il, the Erotidia

or Erotia, was celebrated in his honour. In an-

cient works of art, Eros is represented either as a

full-grown youth of the most perfect l>eauty, or as

a wanton and sportive boy,— Respecting the con-

nection between Eros and Psyche, see Psych B.

Erotihnus (’Epwnavds), a Greek grammarian
or physician in the reign of Nero, wrote a work
still extant, entitled Ttev irop’ 'IirrrofcpdTfi Acfewv

Xvvayuyii, Foeuw, quae apud I/i/>pocratem sunt^

Collection which is dedicated to Andromachus, tho

archiater of the emperor. The best edition is by
Fmn*, Lips. 1780.

Ernbrua {Uulier)^ a small tributary of the Mo-
selle, near Treves.

Erj^anthus (’Epu^di/flos). 1. A lofty mountain

in Arcadia on the frontiers of Achaia and Elis,

celebrated in mythology as the haunt of the savage

Erynianthian boar destroyed by Hercules. [Hbr-
cutES.]

—

The Arcadian nymph Callisto, who was
changed into a she-bear, is called Erymunthis urtOt

and her son Areas Erymanthidis ursae custos.

[Arctos.]— 2. A river in Arcadia, which rises iu

the above-mentioned mountain, and fulls into the

Alpheus.

Eijhnanthut or EtjHnandnis (’Egtz/aavdor,

(xopSpos Arrian. ; Helmund)^ a considerable river

in the Persitin province of Arachosia, rising in M.
Paropamisus, and flowing S.W. and W. into the

lake called Aria {Zarah). According to other

accounts, it lost itself in the sand, or flowed on
through Gedrosia into the Indian Ocean.

Erysiohthon (’Epvo’(x^»'), that is, “ the Tearer

up of the Earth.” 1. Son of Triopas, cut down trees

in a grove sacred to Demetcr, for which he was
punished by the goddess with fearful hunger.^
2. Son of CecTops and Agraulos, died without issue

in his father's lifetime on his return from Delos,

from whence he brought to Athens tho ancient

image oftllitbyia.

Krythini (’Epu97voi), a city on the coast of

Paphlagonia, between Cromna and Araastris. A
rai^c of cliffs near it was called by the same name.

irythrae CEpvOpal: *Epv0pcuos). l.(Nr. Pigadia

Ru.), an ancient town in Boeotia, not fur from

Plataeae and Hysia, and celebriited as the mother

city of* Erythme in Asia Minor.— 2. A town of

the I^ocri Ozdlae, but belonging to the Aetolians,

I

E. of Naupactu8.»3. (/?i/n, Ru.), one of the

1*2 Ionian cities of Asia Minor, stood at the bot-

tom of a large bay, on the W. side of the penin-

sula which lies opposite to Chios. Tradition

ascribed iu foundation to a mixed colony of Cretans,

Lycians, Carians, and Pamphylians, under Ery-

thros the sou of Rhadamanthus ; and the leader of

the lonians, who afterwards took possession of it,
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was said to have been Cnopus, the eon of Codnu,
after whom the city was also called Cn5pdp51i8
iKvtgitoimoXii), The little river Aleos (or rather

Axus, as it appears on coins) flowed past the city,

and the neighbouring sea-port towns of Cyssus or

Casystks, and Phoenicus, formed its harbours.

Erythrae contained a temple of Hercules and
Athena Polias, remarkable for its antiquity ; and
on the coast near the city was a rock called Nigrum
Promontorium (d/epa piiKaivoi)^ from which excel-

lent mill-stones were hewn.
Erythraeoxn Mare (i| 'EpvOph ^iKcurtra^ also

rarely 'EpvBpaios irdvros)^ was the name applied

originally to the whole expanse of sea between
Arabia and Africa on the W., and India on the E.,

including its two great gulfs (the Hed Sea and
Persian Gulf). In this sense it is used by Hero-
dotus, who also distinguishes the Red Sea by the

name of *Apd€ios k6Kvos. [Arabicus Sinus.]
Supposing the shores of Africa and Arabia to trend

more and more away from each other the further

S. you go, be appears to have called the head of

the sea between them 6 'Apd^ior fcdAwor, and the

rest of that sea, as far S. as it extended, and also

h).wards to the shores of Indiii, 1} ‘Epvdpi) ddXatrora,

and also if Norlij dd\aa’(Ta

;

though there are, again,

some indications of a distinction between these 2

terms, the liitter being applied to the whole ex-

panse of ocean S. of the former
;

in one passage,

however, they are most expressly identified (ii.

15d]. Afterwards, when the true form of these

seas became to be better known, through the pro-

gress of maritime discovery under the Ptolemies,

their parts were distinguished by different names,

the mam body of the sea being called Indicus Ocea-

mis, the Red Sea Arabicus Sinus, the Persian Gulf
Persicus Sinus, and the name Erythraeum Mare
being confined by some geographers to the gulf be-

tween the Straits ofBab-el-Mayideb and the Indian

Ocean, but far more generally used as identical

with Arabicus Sinus, or the corresponding genuine

Latin term, Mare Rubrum (Jied Sea). Still, how-
ever, even long after the commencement of our era,

the name Erythraeum Mare was sometimes used in

its ancient sense, as in the IlepArAot/r rrjs 'EpvBpas

da\d<r<rris, ascribed to Arrian, but really the work
of a later period, which is a description of the

coast from Myos Hormos on the Red Sea to the

shores of India, The origin of the name is doubt-

ful, and was disputed by the ancients : it is gene-

rally supposed that the Greek 'EpvBpa ddAaaca is

a significant name, identical in meaning with the

Latin and Engli>*h names of the Red Sea ; but

why red no very satisfactory reason has been given ;

the Hebrew name signifies the sedffy «*i.

Eryx ("Epui). 1. Also Erj^ous Mona (S. Giu-

Ztano), a steep and isolated mountain in the N.W.
of Sicily near Drepanum. On the summit of this

mountain stood an ancient and celebrated temple of

Aphrudite (Venus), said to have been built bv

Eryx, king of the Elymi, or, according to Virgil,

by Aeneas, but more prol»bly by the PWnicians,
who introduced the worship of Aphrodite into

Sicily. [Aphrodite.] From this temple the god-

dess bore the siiniame EryoXna, under whidi name
her worship was introduced at Rome about the

beginning of the 2nd Punic war. At present there

is standing on the summit of the mountain the

remains of a castle, originally built by the Sataceni.

2. The town of this name was on the W. slope

of the mountain. It was destroyed by the Cartha-
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ginians in the time of Pyrrhus
;
was subsequently

rebuilt; but was again destroyed by the Cartha-

ginians in the Ist Punic war, and its inhabitants

removed to Drepanum.
Eadraela (’Eo-Spar^Ad) and EsdraSlon or Esdri-

lon, or -om CEabpriXdv or the Greek names
for the city and valley of Jezreel in Palestine.

EsquURte. [Roma.]
Essfli, a people in Gaul, W. of the Sequaha,

probably the same as the people elsewhere called

Esubii and Sesuvii
EstiSnes, a people in Rhaetia Secunda or Vin-

delicia, whose capital was Campod&num (Kempten)
on the lller.

Eteoclea (’ErfoicA^r.) 1. Son of Andreus and
Evippe, or of Cephisus ; said to have been the first

why oflered sacrifices to the Charites at Orchome-
nos in Boeotia.-i-2. A son of Oedipus and Jocaste.

After his father's flight from Thebes, he and his

brother Polynices undertook the guvernment of

Thebes by turns. But, disputes having arisen be-

tween them, Polynices fled to Adnistus, who then
brought about the expedition of the Seven against

Thebes. [Adrastus.] When many of the he-

roes had fallen, Ktcocles and Polynices resolved

upon deciding the contest by single combat, and
both the brothers fell.

Eteoclus (*£tcok\os), a son of Iphis, was, ac-

cording to some traditions, one of the 7 heroes who
went with Adrastus against Thebes. He had to

make the attack upon the Neitian gate, where be
was opposed by Megareus.

Et^nus (’Erewvdv), a town in Bocotia, be-

longing to the district Parasopia, mentioned by
Homer, subsequently called Scarphe.

Eteslae (’Erijo-Zat, sc. dvep-oi)., the Etesian Winds^

derived from hos “ year,” signified any jyeriodical

tvinds, but the word was used n)orc particularly by
the Greeks to indicate the northerly winds, which
blew in the Aegean for 40 days from tbo rising of

the dog star.

Etis or Etia (’HT<y, ‘'Hreia : "Hrior, ’Hreror),

a town iii the S. of Laconia near Boeae, said to

have been founded by Aeneas, and named after

his daughter Etias. Its inhabitants were trans-

planted at an early time to Bocae, and the place

disappeared.

Etovissa, a town of the Edetani in Hispania

Tarraconensis.

Etrflria orTusoia, called by the Greeks TyrrhS-
nia or Tyrsiala (Tw/J^t/vIo, Twp<n7via), a country

in central Italy. The inhabitants were called by
the Romans Etmsoi or Tuaci, by the Greeks
TyrrMai or Tyrsfini Tvpaijyoi)^ and
by themselves EatSna. Etruria was bounded on
the N. and N.W. by the Apennines and the river

Macro, which divided it from Liguria, on the W.
by- the Tyrrhene sea or Mare Iiilerura, on the E.

and S. by the river Tiber, which separated it from

Umbria and Latium, thus comprehending almost

the whole of modem Tuscany, the Duchy of Lucca,

and the Transtiberine portion of the Roman states.

It was intersected by numerous mountains, off-

shoots of the Apennines, consisting of long ranges

of hills in the N., but in the S. lying in detached

masses, and of smaller size. The land was cele-

brated in antiquity for its fertility, and yielded

rich harvests of com, wine, oil, and flax. The upper

part of the couniry was the most healthy, namely,

the part at the foot of the Apennines, near the

sources of the Tiber and the Amus, iu the neigh-
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hourhood of Arretium, Cortona, and Perueia; The
lower part of the country on the coast was marshy

and unhealthy, like the Maremma at the present

day,— The early history of the population of

Etruria has given rise to much discussion in modern

times. It is admitted on all hands that the people

known to the Romans under the name of Etruscans

were not the original inhabitants of the country,

but a mixed race. The most ancient inhabitants

appear to have been Ligurians in the N. and Sicu-

lians in the S., both of whom were subsequently

expelled from the country by the Umbrians. So
far most accounts agree

;
but from this point there

is great dilference of opinion. The ancients gene-

rally believed that a colony of Lydians, led by
Tyrseniis, son of the king of Lydia, settled in the

countT}', to which they gave the name of their

leader ; and it has been maintained by some mo-
dem writers that the Oriental character of many
of the Etruscan institutions is in favoiu: of this

account of their origin. But most modem critics

adppt an entirely diiferent opinion. They believe

that a Pelasgic race, called Tyrrheni, subdued the

Umbrians, and settled in the country, and that

these Tyrrhene-Pelasgians were in their turn con-

quered by a powerful Hhaetian race, called Hasena,

who descended from the Alps and the valley of the

Po. Hence it was from the union of the Tyrrhene-

Pelasgians and the Rasena that the Etruscan nation

was fonned. It is impossible, however, to come
to any dednite conclusion respecting the real origin

of the Etruscans
;
since we are entirely ignorant

of the language which they spoke; and the language

of a people is the only means by which we can

pronounce with certainty respecting their origin.

But whatever may have been the origin of the

Etruscans, we know that they were a very power-

ful nation when Home Avas still in its infancy, and
that they had at an early period extended their do-

minion over the greater part of Italy, from the Alps

and the plains of Lombardy on the one hand, to

Vesuvius and the gulf of Sarento on the otW.
These dominions may be divided into 3 great

districts : Circumpadane Etruria in the N., Etnuria

Proper in the centre, and Campanian Etruria in

the S. In each of these districts there were 12
principal cities or states, who formed a confederacy

for mutual protection. Through the attacks of the

Gauls in the N., and of the Sabines, Saranites, and
Greeks in the S., the Etruscans became confined

within the limits of Etruria Proper, and continued

long to flourish in this countir, after they had dis-

appeared from the rest of Italy. Of the 12 cities,

which formed the confederacy in Etruria Proper,

no list is given by the ancients. They were most
probably Cohtona, Arrktium, Clusiuai, Pb-
HUSIA, VOLATERRAE, VbTULOMA, Hu.SKLLAB,

VoLsiNii, Tarquinii, Valkrii, Vsii, Caere
more anciently called Agylla. Each state was in-

dependent of all the others. The government was
a close aristocracy, and was strictly confined to the

family of the Lucumones, who united in their own
persons the ecclesiastical as well as the civil func-

tions. The people were not only rigidly excluded

from all share in the government, but appear to

have been in a state of vassalage or serfdom. From
the noble and priestly families of the Lucumones a
supreme magistrate was chosen, who appears to

have been sometimes elected for.life, and to have
home the title of king ; but his power was much
fettered by the noble lilies. At a later time the
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kingly dignity was abolished, and the government
entrusted to a senate. A meeting of the confe-

deracy of the 12 states was held annually in the

spring, at the temple of Voltumna near Volsinii.—

The Etruscans were a highly civilised people, and
from them the Romans borrowed many of their

religious and political ‘ institutions. The 3 last

kings of Rome were undoubtedly Etruscans, and
they left in the city enduring traces of Etruscan

power and greatness. The Etruscans paid the

greatest attention to religion
;
and their religious

system was closely interwoven with all public and
private a&irs. The principal deities were di-

vided into 2 classes. The highest class Avere the
“ Shrouded Gods,” who did not reveal themselves to

man, and to whom all the other gods were subject.

The “2iid class consisted of the 12 great gods, 6
male and 6 female, called by the Romans Dii Con-
sentes. They formed the council of Tina or Tinia^

the Roman Jupiter, and the 2 other most powerful
gods of the 12 were Cupra^ corresponding to Juno,
and Afenrva or Menerm^ corresponding to the Ro-
man Minerva. Besides these 2 classes of gods,

there was a great number of other gods, penates

Jind lares, to Avhom worship Avas paid. The mode
in which the gods were worshipped was prescribed

in certain sacred books, said to have been written

by TAGES. These books contained the ‘‘ Ktrusca

Disciplina,” and gaA'e minute directions respect-

ing the whole of the ceremonial worship. They
were studied in the schools of the Lucumones,
to Avhich the Romans also were accustomed to

send some of their noblest youths for instruction
;

since it Avas from the Etruscans that the Romans
borrowed most of their arts of divination. —
In architecture, statuary, and painting, the Etrus-

cans attained to great eminence. They were ac-

quainted with the use of the arch at an early

period, and they employed it in constructing the

great cloacae at Rome. Their bronxe candelabra

were celebrated at Athens even in the time of

Pericles
;
and the beauty of their bronze statues is

still attested by the She Wolf of the Capitol and
the Orator of the Florence Gallery. The beauti-

ful vases, which have been discovered in such

numbers in Etruscan tombs, cannot be cited as

proofs of the excellence of Etruscan workmanship,
since it is now admitted by the most competent

judges, that these vases were either made in Greece,

or by Greek artists settled in Italy.— Of the

private life of the Etruscans we have a lively

picture from the paintings discovered in their

tombs
; hut into this subject our limits forbid us

to enter.—The later history of Etniria is a struggle

against thetrising power of Rome, to Avhich it was
finally compelled to yield. After the capture of Veii

by the dictator Camillus, b. c. 396, the Romans ob-

tained possession of the £. part of Etruria
; and the

Ciminiaii forest, instead of the Tiber, now became
the boundary of the 2 people. The defeat of the

Etruscans by Q. Fabius Maximus in 310, was a
great blov^ to their power. They still endeavoured

to maintain their independence with the assistiince

of the Samnites and the Gauls ; hut after their de-

cisive defeat by Cornelius Dolabella in 283, they

became the subjects of Rome. In .91 they re-

ceiA'ed the Roman franchise. The numerous mili-

tary colonies established in Etruria by Sulla and
Augiistus destroyed to a great extent the national

character of the people, and the country thus be-

came in course of time completely Romanized.
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Euboea (Eif€ota: EO€ottis,E^io€if,feiXLEi}iots),

1. {Negro]^ant\ the largest island of the Aegaean

sea, lying along the coasts of Attica, Boeotia, and

the S. part of Thessaly, from which countries it is

separated by the Euboean sea, called the Euripus

in its narrowest part. Euboea is about 90 miles

in length : its extreme breadth is 30 miles, but in

the narrowest part it is only 4 miles across.

Throughout the length of the island runs a lofty

range of moimtains, which rise in one part as high

as 7’266 feet above the sea. It contains neverthe-

less many fertile plains, and was celebrated in an-

tiquity for the excellence of its pasturage and corn-

fields. According to the ancients it was once

united to Boeotia, from which it was separated by
an earthquake. In Homer the inhabitants are

called Abantes, and are represented as taking part

in the expedition against Troy. In the N. of

Euboea dwelt the Histiaei, from whom that part

of the island was called Histiaca
;
below these were

the Ellopii, who gave the name of Ellopia to the

district, extending as far as Aegae and Cerinthus
;

and in the S. were the Dryopes. The centre of

the island was inhabited chiefly by lonians. It was

in this part of Euboea that the Athenians planted

the colonics of Ciialcis and Eretria, which were

the *2 most important cities in the island. After

the Persian wars Euboea became subject to the

Athenians, who attached much importance to its

possession
;
and consequently Pericles made great

ex('rtioii8 to subdue it, when it revolted in u. c.

445. Under the Romans Euboea formed part of

the province of Achaia.— Since Cumae in Italy

was a colony from Chalcis in Euboea, the adjective

JHiiboicus is used by the poets in reference to the

firmer city. Thus Virgil (Aen. vi. 2) speaks of

Enitoicis Cumarum om.—2. A town in the in-

terior of Sicily, founded by Chalcis in Euboea, but

destroyed at an early period.

Eubtllldes (EvSovKlSris)^ of Miletus, a philo-

sopher of the Mogaric school. Ho was a contem-

porary of Aristotle, against whom he wrote with

great bitterness
;
and he is stated to have given De-

mosthenes instruction in dialectics. He is said to

have invented the forms of several of the most
celebrated faltie and captious sj^logisms.

EubtilttS (Ef/^ouAov). 1. An Athenian, of the

demus Anaphlystus, a distinguished orator and
stiitcsman, was one of the most formidable oppo-

nents of Demosthenes. It was with him that

Aeschines served as secretary in the earlier part of

his life.— 2. An Athenian, son of Euphranor, of

the Cettian demus, a distinguished poet of the

middle comedy, flourished B. c. 376. He wrote

104 plays, of which there ore extant more than 50

titles. His plays were chiefly on iflythological

subjects. Several of them contained pwodies of

passages from the tragic poets, and especially from

Euripides.

EnoUdes (EvKXtlSrjs). 1. The celebrated ma-

thematician, who has almost given his own name
to the science of geometry, in every oountry in

which his writings are studied ; but we know
next to nothing of his private history. The place

of his birth is uncertain. He lived at Alexandria

in the time of the first Ptolemy, b. c. 323—283,

and was the founder of the Alexandrian mathe-

matical school. He was of the Platonic sect, and

well read in its doctrines. It was his answer to

Ptolemy, who asked if geometry could not be made
easier, that there was no royal road. Of the nu-
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merous works attributed to Euclid the following

are still extant:—1. 2rotx<^ the Elements^ in 13
books, with a 14th and 15th added by Htphiclbs.
2. the Dakt, containing 100 proposi-

tions, with a preface by Mariniu of Naples, 3.

Elffaywy^ ‘Apnovucii, a Treatise on Music

;

and 4,

Kararo/A^ Kaudvos^ the Division of the Scale

:

one
of these works, most likely the former, must be
rejected. 5. ^ad/d/Asvo, the Appearances fpf the

heavens). 6. ’OwTiffel, on Optics ; and 7. ftaroir-

rpiniy on Catoptrics. The only complete edi-

tion of all the reputed works of Euclid is

that published at Oxford, 1703, folio, by David
Gregory, with the title Ei>K\fiSov tA awCofiwa.
The Elements and the Data were published in

Greek, Latin, and French, in 3 vols. 4 to. Paris,

1814—16— 18, by Peyrard. The most convenient

edition for scholars of the Greek text of the Ele-
ments is the one by August, Berol. 1826, 8vo.—2.
Of Megara, was one of the chief of the disciples of

Socrates, but before becoming such, he had studied

the doctrines, and especially the dialectics, of tjie

Eleatics. Socrates on one occasion reproved him
for his fondness for subtle and captious disputes.

On the death of Socrates (b. c. 399), Euclides took
refuge in Megara, and there established a s^ool
which distinguished itself chiefly by the cultivation

of dialectics. The doctrines of the Eleatics formed
the basis of his philosophical system. With these

he blended the ethical and dialectical principles of

Socrates. He was the author of 6 dialogues, none
of which however have come down to us. He
has frequently been erroneously confounded with
the mathematician of the same name. The school

which he founded was called sometimes the Me-
garic, sometimes the Dialectic or Eristic.

Encr&tldes (EvKpaTiSrtf)^ king of Dactria, from
about B. c. 181 to 161, was one of the most power-
ful of tho Bactrian kings, and made great conquests

in the N. of India.

EuotSmon, the astronomer. [Mrton.]
Eudamldas {EvSafiiSas). I. King of Sparta,

reigned from b. c. 330 to about 300. He was the

younger son of Archidamiis III. and succeeded his

brother Agis III.— 11, King of Sp.T.rta, was son
of Archidamus IV., whom he succeeded, and fiither

of Agis IV.

E^dmus (ECStihos). 1. Of Cyprus, a Peripa-

tetic philosopher, to whom Aristotle dedicated tho

dialogue EoSitfios fj irepl ^vxrjs, which is lost—
2. Of Rhodes, also a peri(>atetic philosopher, and
one of the most important of Aristotle’s disciples.

He edited many of Aristotle's writings
;
and one

of them even bears the name of Eudemus, namely,
the EitHfiua^ which work was in all pro-

bability a recension ofAristotle's lectures edited by
Eudemus. [See p. 85, b.j- 3. The physician of

Livilla, the wife of Drusus Caesar, who assisted

her and Sejanus in poisoning her husband, a. d. 23.

EndSola (EvSoKla). 1. Originally called Athe-
naia, daughter of the sophist Leontius, was dis-

tinguished for her beauty and attainments. She
married the emperor Theodosius 11., a. d. 421 ;

and on her mrriage she embraced Cbristhinity,

and received at her baptism the name ol Eudocia.

She died at Jerusalem, a. d. 460. She wrote se-

veral works ; and to her is ascribed by some the

extant poem Homero-Ceniones^ which is composed
of verses from Homer, and relates the history of

the fall and of redemption of man by Jesus

Christ ; but its genuineneu is very doubtful— 2.
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Of Macrembolis, wife of the emperors Constantine

XI. Ducasand Ilomanus IV. Diogenes (a. d. 1059
—1071), wrote a dictionary of history and mytho-

logy, which she called Violarium, or Bed

of Violets, It was printed for the first time by
Villoison, in his ^wectiote Grocca, Venice, 1781.

The sources from which the work was compiled are

nearly the same as those used by Suidas.

Eudoses, a people in Germany near the Varini,

probably in the modem Mecklenburg,

Eudoxus (EdSo^os). 1. Of Cnidus, son of

Aeschines, a celebrated astronomer, geometer, phy-

sician, and legislator, lived about b. c. 366. He
was a pupil of Archytas and Plato, and also

went to Egypt, where he studied some time with

the priests. He afterwards returned to Athens,

but it would appear that he must have spent some
time in his native place, for Strabo says that ‘the

observatory of Eudoxus at Cnidus was existing in

his time. He died at the age of 53. He is said

to have been the first who taught in Greece the

motions of the planets ; and he is also stated to

have made separate spheres for the stars, sun, moon,
and planets. He wrote various works on astronomy

and geometry, which are lost
;
but the substance

of is preserved by Aratus, who turned

into verse the prose work by Eudoxus with that

title.<i<»2. An Athenian comic poet of the new
comedy, was by birth a Sicilian and the son of

Agathncles—-S. Of Cyzicus, a geographer, who
went from his native place to Egypt, and was em-
ployed by Ptolemy Evergetes and his wife Cleo-

patra, in voyages to India
;
but afterwards being

robbed of all his property by Ptolemy Lathyrus,

he sailed away down the lied Sea, and at last

arrived at Cades. He afterwards made attempts

to circumnavigate Africa in the opposite direction,

but without success. He lived about n. c. 130.

Eugamon (J£.\ry6.g.wv), one of the Cyclic poets,

was a native of Cy'renc, and lived about b. c. 568.

His poem {^TriXryovla) was a continuation of the

Odyssey, and formed the conclusion of the epic

cycle. It concluded with the death of Ulysses.

Eug&nSi, a people who formerly inhabited Ve-
netia on the Adriatic sea, and were driven towards

the Alps and the Lacus Benacus by the Heneti

or Veneti. According to some traditions they

founded Patavium and Verona, in the neighbour-

hood of which were the Euganei Colics. They
possessed numerous flocks of sheep, the wool of

which was celebrated. (Juv. viii. 15.)

EohSmSrus (Ev-ftfitpos)^ probably a native of

Messene in Sicil}', lived at the court of Cassander

in Macedonia, about b. c. 31 6. Cassander furnished

him with the means to undertake a voyage of

discovery, lie is said to have sailed down the Red
Sea and round the southern coasts of Asia, until

he came to an island called Panchaca. After his

return he wrote a work entitled 'Ispd 'Avaypapii^

or a Sacred History,, in 9 books. He gave this

title to his work, because he pretended to have
derived his information from *Avaypcupal, or inscrip-

tions in temples, which he had discovered in his

travels, especially in the island of Panchaea. Eu-
hemerus had been trained in the school of the

Cyrenaics, who were notorious for their scepticism

in matters connected with the popular religion;

and the object of bis work was to exclude every

thing supernatural from the popular religion, and
to dress up the myths as so many plain histories.

In his work the several gods were represented as

EUMENEa
having originally been men who had distinguished

themselves either as warriors, or benefactors of

mankind, and who after their death were wor-

shipped as gods by the grateful people. Zeus, for

example, was a king of Crete, who had been a
great conqueror

; and he asserted that he had seen

in the temple of Zeus Triphylius a column with an
inscription detailing all the exploits of the kings

Uranus, Cronus, and Zeus. The book was written

in an attractive style, and became very popular,

and many of the subsequent historians, such as

Diodorus, adopted his mode of dealing with myths.
The great popularity of the work is attested by
the circumstance that Ennius made a Latin trans-

lation of it. But the pious believers, on the other

hand, called Euhemerus an atheist. The Chris-

tian writers often refer to him to prove that the

pagan mythology was nothing but a heap of lables

invented by men.

Enlaeus (E^Aalbs : 0. T. Ulai : Karoon\ a
river in Susiana, on the borders of Elymais, rising

in Great Media, flowing S. through Mesobatene,

passing E. of Susa, and, after uniting with the Pa-

sitigris, falling into the head of the Persian Gulf.

Some of the ancient geographers make the Enlaeus

fall into the Choaspes, and others identify the two
rivers.

Enmaens (E5/*aios), the faithful swineherd of

Ulysses, was a son of Ctesius, king of the island of

Syrie
;
ho had been carried away from his father’s

house by a Phoenician slave, and Phoenician

sailors sold him to Laertes, the father of Ulyssks.
EumSlus (ElfuriXos). 1. Son of Admetus and

Alcestis, went with 1 1 ships from Phorae to Troy.

He was distinguished for his excellent horses,

which had once been under the care of Apollo, and
with which Eumclus would have gained the prize

at the funeral games of Patroclus, if his chariot

had not been broken. His wife was Jpbthima,

daughter of Icarius.— 2. Of Corinth, one of the

Bacchiadae, an ancient Epic poet, belonged, ac-

cording to some, to the Epic cycle. His name is

significant, referring to his skill in poetry. He
flourished about b. n. 760. His principal poem
seems to have beep bis Corinthian History.

EnmSneB {Eipevris). 1. Of Cardia, served

as private secretary to Philip and Alexander,

whom he accompanied throughout his expedition

in Asia, and who treated him with marked
confldcnce and distinction. After the death of

Alexander (b. c. 323) Eumenes obtained the go-

vernment of Cappadocia, Paphlagonia, and Pontus,

which provinces had never yet been conquered hy
the Macedonians. Eumenes entered into a close

alliance Perdiccas, who subdued these pro-

vinces for him. When Perdiccas marched into

Egypt against Ptolemy, he committed to Eumenes
the conduct of the war against Antipater and Cra-

tenis in Asia Minor. Eumenes met with great

success; he defeated Neoptolemu8,whohad revolted

from Perdiccas; and subsequently he again defeated

the combined armies of Craterusand Neoptolemus:

Cratenis himself fell, and Neoptolemus was slain

by Eumenes with his own hand, after a deadly

struggle in the presence of the 2 armies. Meantime
the death of Perdiccas in Egypt changed the aspect

of alfairs. Antigonus now employed the whole

force of the Macedonian army to crush Eumenes.

The struggle was carried on for some years (320

—

316). It was conducted by Eumenes with con-

summate skill; and notwithstanding the numerical
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inferiority of his forces, he maintained his ground

against his enemies, till he was surrendered by
the Argyraspids to Antigonus, by whom he was
put to death, 316. He was 45 years old at

the time of his death. Of his ability, both as a

general and a statesman, no doubt can be enter-

tained ; and it is probable that he would have

attained a far more important position among the

sticcessors of Alexander, had it not been for the

accidental disadvantage of his birth. But ns a

Greek of Cardia, and not a native Macedonian, he
was constantly looked upon with dislike both W
his opponents and companions in arms. 2. I.

King of Pbroamus, reigned b. c. 263—241 ;
and

was the successor of his uncle Philetaenis. He
obtained a victory near Sardis over Antiochus

Soter, and thus established his dominion over the

jirovinces in the neighbourhood of his capital.—-3.

II. King of Pkro.vmus, reigned n. c. 197—159;

and was the son and successor of Attalus I. He
inherited from his predecessor the friendship and

alliance of the Romans, which he took the utmost

pains to cultivate. He supported the Romans in

their war against Antiochus
;
and after the con-

quest of the latter (190) he received from the

senate Mysia, Lydia, both Phrygiaa, and Lycaonia,

a.s well as Lysimachia, and the Thracian Chersonese.

By this means he was at once raised from a state

of comparative insignificance to be the sovereign of

a powerful monarchy. Subsequently he was in-

volved in war with Phamaces, king of Pontus, and
Prusias, king of Bithynia, but both wars were

brought to a close by the interposition of the

Romans. At a later period Eumencs was regarded

with buspicion by the Roman senate, because he

was suspected of having corresponded secretly with

Perseus, king of Macedonia, during the war of the

latter with the Romans. Eumenes assiduously cul-

tivated all the arts of peace : Pergamus became

under his rule a great and ilourishing city, which

he adorned with splendid buildings, and in which

he founded that celebrated library which rose to be

a rival even to that of Alexandria.

Eumenla (Ed/tevcia or Ed/aevla : Isheldi), a
city of Great Phrygia, on th(^ rivers Glaucus and
Cludrus, N. of the Maeander, named by Attalus

II. after his brother and predecessor Eumenes II.

There are indications which seem to connect the

time of its foundation with that of the destruction

of Corinth.

EnmSnIdes (Eoiuei/fScr), also called Erlnyea,

not Erinnyes (’Epjvusr, ’Egiyoi), and by the

Romans Furiae or Birae, the Avenging Deities,

were originally only a personification of curses pro-

nounced upon a criminal. The nan^ Erinys is

the more ancient one ;
its etymolo^ is uncertain,

but the Greeks derived it from rfptvw or iptvvdu^

I hunt up or persecute, or from the Arcadian

I am angry ;
so that the Erinyes were

either the angry goddesses, or the goddesses who

hunt up or search after the criminal. The name

Eumcnides, which signifies “ the well*m^ing,’*

or “ soothed goddesses,” is a mere euphemism, be-

cause people dreaded to call these fearful goddesses

by their real name. It was said to have been first

given them after the acquittal of Orestes by the

Areopagus when the anger of the Erinyes had be-

come soothed. It was by a similar euphemism

that at Athens the Erinyes were called fftfxval deal,

or the venerable goddesses.— Homer sometimes

mentions an Erinys, but more frequently Erinyes
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in the plural He represents them as inhabitants

of Erehos, where they remain quiet until some
curse pronounced upon a criminal calls them into

activity. The crimes which they punish are dis-

obedience towards parents, violation of the respect

due to old age, perjury, murder, violation of the law
of hospitality, and improper conduct towards sup-

pliants. They took away from men all peace of

mind, and led them into misery and misfortune.

Hesi^ says that they were the daughters of Ge,
and sprung from the drops of blood that fell upon
her from the body of Uranus. Aeschylus calls

them the daughters of Night
;
and Sophocles of

Darkness and Ge. In the Greek tragedians neither

the names nor the number of the Erinyes ore men-
tioned. Aeschylus describes them as divinities

more ancient than the Olympian gods, dwelling in

the deep darkness of Tartarus, dreaded by ^ods
and men

;
with bodies all black, serpents twined

in their hair, and blood dripping from their eyes.

Euripides and other later poets describe them as

winged. With later writers their number is usually

limited to 3, and their names are TisiphSne, Aledto,
and Hagaera. They gradually assumed the cha-

racter of goddesses who pimished men after death,

and they seldom appeared upon earth. The sacri-

fices offered to them consisted of black sheep and
nephalia, t. e. a drink of honey mixed with water.

They were worshipped at Athens, where they had
a sanctuary and a grotto near the Areopagus : their

statues, however, had nothing formidable, and a
festival Eumcnidea was there celebrated in their

honour. Another sanctuary, with a grove which
no one was allowed to enter, existed at Colonus.

Eoinenlua, a Roman rhetorician of Augusto-
dunum {Autun) in Gaul, held a high office under
Constantius Chloma. He is the author of 4 orations

in the “ Panegyrici Veteres,” namely: 1. Oratio

pro inslaurwidis scholis, a lecture delivered on the

re-establishment by Constantius Chlorus of the

school at Autun, a. u. 296 or 297. 2. Panegyricus

Constantio Caesari dic/us, delivered 2.96 or 2.97. 3.

Paneyyricus Comtaniim Atufuslo diettts, delivered

310. 4. Gratiarum actio Constantino Augusto FUs-

viensiutn nomine, delivered 311.

Enmolpua (Ed^/io\irov), that is
** the good

singer,” a Thracian bard, usually represented as a
son of Poseidon and Chione, the daughter of Boreas.

As soon as he was born, he was thrown into the

sea by his mother, who was anxious to conceal her
shame, but was preserved by his father Poseidon,

who had him educated in Ethiopia by his daughter

Bentbesicyma. When he had grown up, he married
a daughter of Bentbesicyma; but as he made an
attempt upon the chastity of his wife's sister, ho
was expelled together with his son Ismarus. They
went to the Th^ian king Tegyrius, who gave his

daughter in marriage to Ismarus; Idit as Eumolpiis

drew upon himself the suspicion of Tegyrius, be
was again obliged to take to flight, and came to

Eleusis in Attica, where he formed a friendship

with the Eleusinians. After the death of his son
Ismarus, he returned to Thrace at the request of

Tegyrius. The Eleusinians, who were involved in

a war with Athens, called Enmolpus to (heir assist-

ance. Eumolpus came with a numerous band of

Thracians, but he was slain by Erechtheus. Eu-
molpus was regarded as the founder of the Eieusiniao

mysteries, and m the first priest of Demeter and
Dionysus. He was succeeded in the priestly oflice

by his son Oryx (who was, according to some
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accounts, the son of Hermes), and his the

£ufnolpidaey continued till the latest times the

priests of Demeter at Eleusis.— The legends con-

nected Eumolpus with Hercules, whom he is said

to have instnicted in music, or initiated into the

mysteries. There were so many diflferent traditions

about Eumolpus that some of the ancients supposed

that there were 2 or 3 persons of that name.

Eunaplos {Euvdirios)^ a Greek sophist, was bom
at Sardis a. d. 347, and lived and taught at Athens

as late as the reign of Theodosius II. He wrote,

1. Lives of Sophists (Blot (fn\o(r6<lHov koI o’o^iotwi'),

still extant, containing 23 biographies of sophists,

most of whom were contemporaries of Eunapius,

or had lived shortly before him. Though these

biographies are extremely brief, and the style is

intolerably inflated, yet they supply us with im-

portant information respecting a period, on whiuh
we have no other information. Eunapius was an
enthusiastic admirer of the philosophy of the New
Platonists, and a bitter enemy of Christianity.

Edited by Boissonade, Amsterdam, 1822. 2. A
continuation of the history of Dexippus (M«t^
A^{iinrov Iffropla)^ in 1 4 hooks, began with

A. D. 270, and went down to 404. Of this work
we ha\e only extracts, which are published along

with Dexippus. [Dkxippus.]
SunSos (Efiurios or EUtftvs), a son of Jason and

Hypsipyle in Lemnos, supplied the Greeks with

wine during their war against Troy. He purchased

Lycaon of Patroclus for a silver urn.

EnnSmla. [Horae.]
Eundmiis (EHvopos), king of Sparta, is described

by some as the father of Lycurgus and Polydectes.

Herodotus, on the contrary, places him in his list

after Polydectes. In all probability, the name was
invented with reference to the Lycurgean E^vo/u^a,

and Kunomus, if not wholly rejected, must be
identified with Polydectes.

Eunos (ESvovv), a Sicilian slave, and a native

of Apamca in Syria, was the leader of the Sicilian

slaves in the servile war. Ho first attracted atten-

tion by pretending to the gift of prophecy, and by
interpreting dreams ; to the effect of which he
added by appearing to breathe fiames from his

month and other similar juggleries. He was pro-

claimed king, and soon collected formidable forces,

with which he defeated several Roman armies.

The inaiu-rection now became so formidable that

for 3 successive years (b. c. 134—132) 3 consuls

were sent against the insurgents, and it was not

till the 3rd year (132) that the revolt was finally

put down by the consul Rupilius. Eunus was taken

prisoner, and died in prison at Morgantia, of the

disease called morbus pedicularis.

Eap&Uxun or EapoRuxa (EdirdAioi/, EdirdAiov

;

EtliroAiei^s), a town of the Locri Ozolae, N. of Nau-
pactus. subseqiftntly included in Aetolia Epictetus.

Eap&tor (EoirdTup), a surname assumed by
many of the kings in Asia after the time of Alex-

ander the Great. See Antioch us, Mithridates.
£upat5rliun or EupatSrla (EilxaTiiptoi', Edira-

ropia) a town in the Chorsonesus Taurica, founded

by Mithridates Eupator, and named after him.

Euph&es (EiKpdris)^ king of the Messenions, fell

in battle against the Spartans in the first Messenion
war. He was succeeded by Ariktodemus.
Euphfimus (E5^fu»), son of Poseidon by

Europe, the daughter of Tityus, or by Mecionice or

Uris, a daughter hf Orion or Eurolas. According
to one account he was an inhabitant of Panopeus
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on the Cephissus in Phocis, and according to

another of Hyria in Boeotia, and afterwards lived

at Taenarua He was married to Laonome, the

sister of Hercules ; he was one of the Calydonian
hunters, and the helmsman of the vessel of the

Argonauts, and, by a power which his father had
granted to him, he could walk on the sea just up

on firm ground He is mentioned also as the
ancestor of Battus, the founder of Cyrene.

Euphorbus (E0<pop€os). 1. Son of Panthoiiu, one
of the bravest of the Trojans, was slain by Mene-
laus, who subsequently dedicated the shield of

Euphorbus in the temple of Hera, near Mycenae.
Pythagoras asserted that he htid once been the

Trojan Euphorbus, and in proof of his assertion

took down at first sight the shield of Euphorbus
from the temple of Hera (dipso Trojana rejuo tem-

pera testaius, Hor. Carm. i. 28. 1 1 ).— 2. Physician
of Juba II., king of Mauretania, about the end of

the first century b. c., and brother to Antonius
Musa, the physician to Augustus.

EnpbSnon (Eutfwpitay). 1. Father of the poet

Aeschylus.— 2. Son of Aeschylus, and himself a
tragic poet— 3. Of Chalcis in Euboea, an eminent

grammarian and poet, son of Polymnetus, was bom
about B. c. 274. He became the librarian of

Antiochus the Great, 221, and died in Syria,

cither at Apamea, or at Antioch. The following

were the most important of the poems of Euphoriou

in heroic verse :— 1. 'HtrloSoSy probably an agri-

cultural poem. 2. Mo^/oirla, so called from an old

name of Attica, the legends of which country seent

to have been the chief subject of the poem. 3.

XtAidSer, a poem writtem against certain persons,

who had defrauded Euphorion of money which he

had entrusted to their care. It probably derived

its title from each of its books consisting of 1 000
verses. He also wroto epigrams, which were imi-

tated by many of the Latin poets, and also by the

emperor Tiberius, with whom he was a great fa-

vourite. Euphorion likewise wrote many historical

and grammatical works. All his works are lost,

but the fragments are collected by Meincke, in his

Analecta Alexandrinay Berol. 1843.

Euphr&nor (Edtpp^vufp), a, distinguished statuary

and painter, was a native of the Corinthian isthmus,

but practised his art at Athens. He flourished

about B. c. 336. His most celebrated statue was a
Paris, which expressed alike the judge of the god-

desses, the lover of Helen, and the slayer of Achil-

les ; the very beautiful sitting figure of Paris, in

marble, in the Museo Pio-Clemcntino is, no doubt,

a copy of this work. His best paintings were pre-

served in a porch in the Ceramiens at Athens. On
the one side were the 12 gods; and on the oppo-

site wall, Tfieseuii, with Democracy and Demos.
—Euphranor also wrote works on pn)portion and
on colours (c/e Spmmetria et Coloribus\ the two
points in which his own excellence seems chiefly

to have consisted. Pliny says that he was the

first who properly expressed the dignity of heroes,

by the proportions he gave to their statues. He
made the bodies somewhat more slender, and
the heads and limbs larger.

Euphr&tes (Ed^pdnit), an eminent Stoic philo-

sopher, was a native of Tyre, or, according to

others, of Byzantium. He was an intimate friend

of the younger Pliny. In his old age he became
tired of life, and asked and obtained from Hadrian
permission to put an end to himself by poison.

Suphr&tet (E0<pp<iTT)s : 0. T. Phrat : El Frat)^
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R great river of W. Asia, forming the boundary of

Upper and Lower Asia, consists, in its upper course,

of 2 branches, both of which rise in the mountains

of Armenia. The N. branch (iTam-Suw), which
is the true Euphrates, rises in the mountain above
Erzeroum (the M. Abus or Capotes of the ancients)

and flows W. and S.W. to a little above lat. 39®

and E. of long. 39®, where it breaks through the

chain of the Anti-Taurus, and, after receiving the

S. branch {Mourad-Chai\ or, as the ancients called

it, the Arsanias, it breaks through the main chain

of the Taurus between Melitene and Samosata, and
then flows in a general S. direction, till it reaches

lat. 3fi®, whence it flows in a general S. E. direc-

tion, till it approaches the Tigris opposite to Se-

Icuciu, where the distance between the 2 rivers

was reckoned at only 200 stadia. Then it flows

through the plain of Babylonia, at first receding

further from the Tigris, and afterwards approaching

it again, till it joins it about 60 miles above the

mouth of the Persian Gulf, having already had its

waters much diminished by numerous canals, which

irrigated the country in ancient times, but the neg-

lect of which at present has converted much of the

once fertile district watered by the Euphrates into a
marshy desert. The whole length of the Euphrates

is between 500 and 600 miles. In its upper course,

before reaching the Taurus, its N. branch and a

part of the united stream divided Armenia Major
from Colchis and Armenia Minor, and its lower

course divided Mesopotamia from Syria. Its chief

tributary, besides the Arsanias, was the Ahorrhan.

Euphron (Eif(ppet>y), an Athenian poet of the

new comedy, whose plays, however, partook

largely of the character of the middle comedy.

Euphrds^e, one of the Charites or Graces.

[Charis.]

EupSlis (ECrroAts), son of Sosipolia, an Athenian
poet of the old comedy, and one of the 3 who are

distinguished by Horace, in his well-known line,
‘‘ Eiipolis,atfiue Cratinus, Aristophanesque poetae,”

abo\e all the . . .
“ alii quorum prisca coraoedia

viroriim est.'' He was bom about B.C. 446, and
is said to have exhibited his first drama in his 1 7th

year, 429, two years before Aristophanes. The
date of his death is uncertain. fThe common story

was, that Alcibiades, when sailing to Sicily (415),
threw Eupolis into the sea, in revenge for an attack

w hich he had made upon him in his Bdirrai; but this

cannot be true, as we know that Eupolis produced

plays after the Sicilian expedition. He probably

died in 411. The chief characteristic of the poetry

of Eupolis seems to have been the liveliness of bis

fancy, and the power which he possessed of impartr

ing its images to the audience. In elegance he is

said to have even surpassed Aristophaiiot, while in

bitter jesting and personal abuse he emulated Cra-

tinus. Among the objects of his satire w'as Socrates,

on whom ho made a bitter, though less elaborate

attack than that in the Clo/udit of Aristophanes.

Tlie dead were not exempt from his abuse, for

there are still extant some lines of his, m which
Ciinon is most unmercifully treated.—A close re-

lation subsisted between Eupolis and Aristophanes,

not only as rivals, but as imitators of each other.

Cratinus attacked Aristophanes for borrowing from

Eupolis, and Kupolis in his Bdsrai made the same
charge, especially with reference to the Knights.

The Scholiasts specify the last Parabasis of the

Knights as borrowed from Eupolis. On the other

hand, Aristophanes, in the second (or third) edition
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of the Clotuls^ retorts upon Eupolis the charge of

imitating the KtngfUs in his Maricas^ and taunts

him with the further indignity of jesting on his

rival's baldness.

Eupompna (E5iro)uroi), of Sicyon, a distin-

guished Greek painter, was the contemponury of

Zeuxis, ParrhasiuB, and Tiinanthcs, and the in-

structor of Pamphilus, the master of Apelles. The
fame of Eupompus led to the creation of a 3rd

school of Greek art, the Sicyonian, at the head of

which he was placed.

Euripides {EvpiriSris). 1. The distinguished

tragic poet, w'as the son of Mnesarchus and Clito,

and is said to have been born at Salamis, n. c.

480, on the very day that the Greeks defeated the

Persians off that island, whither his parents had
fled from Athens on the invasion of Xerxes. Some
writers relate that his parents were in mean circum-

stances, and his mother is represented by Aristo-

phanes as a herb-seller, and not a very honest one

either ; but much weight cannot be accorded to

these statements. It is more probable that his

family was respectable. We are told that the poet,

when a boy, was cup-bearer to a chorus of noble

Athenians at the Thargelian festival,—an ofl'ice for

which nobility of blood was requisite. Wo know
also that he was taught rhetoric by Prodicus, who
was certainly not moderate in his terms for in-

struction, and who was in the habit of seeking his

pupils among youths of high rank. It is said that

the future distinction of Euripides was predicted

by an oracle, promising that he should be crowned

with “ sacred garlands,” in consequence of which
his father had him trained to gymnastic exercises ;

and we learn that, while yet a boy, he won the

prize at the Elcusinian and Thescan contests, and
offered himself, when 17 years old, as a candidate

at the Olymjflc games, but was not admitted be-

cause of some doubt about his age. But he soon

abandoned gymnastic pursuits, and studied the art

of paintiug, not, as we leom, without success. To
philosophy and literature he devoted himself with

much interest and ener^, studying physics under

Anaxagoras, and rhetoric, as we have already seen,

under Prodicus. He lived on intimate terms with

Socrates, and traces of the teaching of Anaxagoras

have been remarked in many passages of his plays.

He is said to have written a tragedy at the age of

18 ; but the first play, which was exhibited in his

own name, wat the Peliades, when he was 25

years of age (b. c. 455). In 441 he gained for the

first time the first prize, and he continued to ex-

hibit plays until 408, the date of the Orestes.

Soon after this he left Athens for the court of

Archelalis, king ofMacedonia, his reasons for which

step can only be matter of conjecture. Traditionary

scandal has oscrilied it to his disgust at the intrigue

of his wife with Cephisophon, and the ridicule

which was showered u^n him in consequence by
the comic poets. But the whole story has been re-

futed by modem writers. Other caustic more pro-

bably led him to accept an invitation from Arche-

laiis, at whose court the highest honours awaited

him. The attacks of Aristophanes and others had

probably not been without their effect
; and he

must have been aware that his philosophical tenets

were regarded with considerable suspicion. He
died in Macedonia in 406, at the age of 75. Most
testimonies agree in stating that he was tom in

pieces by the king's dogs, which, according to

some, were set upon him through envy by Airhi-
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daeus and Crateuaa, two rival poets. The regret

of Sophocles for his death is said to have been so

great, that at the representation of his next play he

made his actors appear uncrowned. The accounts

which we find in some writers of the profligacy of

Euripides are mere idle scandal, and scarcely

worthy of serious refutation. Nor does there appear

to be any better foundation for that other charge

which has been brought against him, of hatred to

the female sex. This is said to have been occa-

sioned by the infidelity of his wife
; but, ns has

been already remarked, this tale does not deserve

credit. He was a man of a serious and austere

temper ; and it was in consequence of this that the

charge probably originated. It is certain that the

poet who drew such characters as Antigone, Iphi-

genia, and, above all, Alcostis, was not blind to

the gentleness, the strong affection, the self-aban-

doning devotedness of women. With respect to

the world and the Deity, he seems to have adopted

the doctrines of Anaxagoras, not unmixed appa-

rently with pantheistic views. [Anaxaooras.]
To class him with atheists, as some have done, is

undoubtedly unjust. At the same time, it must
be confessed that we look in vain in his plays for

the high faith of Aeschylus
;
nor can we fail to

admit that the pupil of Anaxagoras could not sym-
pathise with the popular religious system around

him, nor throw himself cordially into it. He fre-

quently altered in the most arbitrary manner the

ancient legends. Thus, in the Orestes, Mcnelaiis

comes before us as a selfish coward, and Helen as a

worthless wanton ; in the Helena^ the notion of

Steiichonis is adopted, that the heroine was never

carried to Troy at all, and that it was a mere
«t8(tfAov of her for which the Greeks and Trojans

fought
;
Andromache, the widow of Hector and

slave of Ncoptolemus, seems almost to forget the

past in her quarrel with Hennione and the perils of

her present situation
;
and Elcctra, married by the

policy of Aegisthus to a peasant, scolds her hus-

band for inviting guests to dine without regard to

the ill-prepared state of the larder. In short, with

Euripides tragedy is brought down into the sphere

of every-day life ; men are represented, according

to the remark of Aristotle, not os they ought to be,

>>ut as they are ; under the names of the ancient

heroes, the characters of his own time arc set before

us ; it is not Medea, or Iphigenia, or Alcestis

that is speaking, but abstracted^ a mother, a
daughter, or a wife. All this, indeed, gave fuller

scope, perhaps, for the exhibition of passion and for

those scenes of tenderness and pathos in which Euri-

pides especially excelled
;
and it will serve also to

account in great measure for the preference given to

his plays by the practical Socrates, who is said to

Iiave never entered the theatre unless when they

were acted, us well as for the admiration felt for

him by Menander and Philemon, and other poets

of tile new comedy. The most serious defects in

his tragedies, artistically speaking, are : ills con-

stant employment of the ** Deus ex niachina ;

”

the disconnexion of his choral odes from the sub-

ject of the play ; the extremely awkuard and for-

mal character of bis prologues
; and the frequent

introduction of frigid ‘yvufxa.i and of philosophical

disquisitions, making Medea talk like a sophist,

and Hecuba like a &ec thinker, und aiming rather

at snbtilty than simplicity. On the same prin-

ciples on v(hlcb he brought hi«(^ subjects and ebu-

racters to the level of common life, he adopted

EUROPA.
also in his style the every-day mode of Speaking-

According to some accounts, he wrote, in all, 75
plays

; according to others, 92, Of these, 1 8 are

extant, if we omit the Rhesus^ which is probably
spurious. A list is subjoined of the extant plays

of Euripides, with their dates, ascertained or pro-

bable:

—

Alcestis^ B. c. 438. This play was brought
out as the last of a tetralogy, and stood therefore

in the place of a satyric drama, to which indeed it

bears, in some parts, great similarity, particularly

in the representation of Hercules in his cups.

Medea, 431. Hippoljftue Coronifer, 428, gained
the first nrize. Hecuba, exhibited before 4*23.

Heraclidae, about 421. Supplice^, about 421 . Ion,

of uncertain date. Herculee Furens, of uncertain

date. Androtnache, about 420—417. Troades,

415. Ekctra, about 415—413. Helena, 41*2.

Iphyenia at Tauri of uncertain date. Orestes, 408.
Phoenisaae, of uncertain date. Baccltae: this play

was apparently written for representetion at Mace-
donia, and therefore at a very late period of the

life of Euripides. Iphigenia at Aults

:

this play,

together with the Bacchae and the Alcmueon, was
brought out at Athens, after the poet's death, by
the younger Euripides. Cyclops, of uncertain date :

it is interesting as the only extant specimen of the

Greek satyric drama. Besides the plays, there

are extant 5 letters, purporting to have been writ-

ten by Euripides, but they are spurious.

—

Editions.

By Musgrave, Oxford, 1778 ;
by Beck, Leipzig,

1778—88 ;
by Matthiae, Leipzig, 1813—29 ;

and
a variomm edition, Glasgow, 1821. Of separate

plays there have been many editions, e. g. by Per-

son, Elmsley, Valckcnaer, Monk, Pflugk, and Her-
mann.—>2. The youngest of the .‘1 sons of the

above. After the death of his father he brought

out 3 of his plays at the great Dionysia, viz. the

Alcmaeon (no longer extant), the Iphtyenia at Au-
lie, and the Bacchae.

Enrlpus (ECptwof), any part of the sea where
the ebb and flow of the tide were remarkably vio-

lent, is the name especially of the narrow strait

which separates Euboea from Boeotia, in which the

ancients asserted that the sea ebbed and flowed 7

times in the day. The extraordinary tides of the

Euripiis have beeii noticed by modem obscrveis

:

the water sometimes runs as much as 8 miles an

hour. At Chalcis there was a bridge over the

Euripus, uniting Euboea with the mainland.

Eurdmns (Ei/puffios : Jaklys), a small town of

Caria, at the foot of Mt. Grion (a ridge parallel to

Mt. Latmus), in the cunventus juridiens of Ala-

banda. It lay 8 English miles N.W. of Mylasa.

Eturfipa (EupcdiTT?}, according to the Iliad (xiv.

321), a daughter of Phoenix, but according to the

common aadition a daughter of the Phoenician

king Agenor. Her surpassing beauty channed

Zeus, who assumed the form of a bull and mingled

with the herd as Europa and her maidens were

sporting on the sea-shore. Encouraged by the

tameness of the animal, Europa ventured to moun-
his back^ whereupon Zeus rushed into the sea, and
swam with her in safety to Crete. Here she be-

came by Zeus the mother of Minos, Rhadaman-
thus, and Sarp€don. She afterwards married

Aslerion, king of Crete, who brought up the chil-

dren whom she had had by the king of the gods.

Eur5pa (Edpctfn^), one of the 3 divisions of the

ancient world. The name is not found in the Iliad

and Odyssey, and first occurs in the Homeric

Hymn to Apollo (251), but even there it does not



THE ERECHTHEUM.

Temple of AtheniuFolIai.
Faudroscum, divided into

{

PaiidFoveum proper.
Cccropium.

A. Eastern portico ; entrance to the tern*
pie of Athena Polioi.

B. Temple of Athena Folias.
a. Altar of Zeui Uypatoo.
h. c, <1. Aitari of PoMidon*Erech-
theiM, of Butee, and of Uephoee*
tui.

e. Palladium.
/. 0. Statue of Hermet. Giair of

Daedalus.
h. Golden J<amp of Calllmaohui.

C. Northern portleo i entrance to the
Fandrosenm.
t. Tlic salt well.
k. Opening In the pavement, bv
whieh the traces of Poseidon s

trident might be seen.
D. Pronaos of the Pandroseum, serving

also as an entrance to the Cecro-
pium.
}. m. Altars, of which one was de-

dicated to Hallo.
E. Celia of Fandrosus.

n. Statue of Pandrosos.
0. The olive tree.

p. Altar of Zeus Ilyrceus.
F. Southern portleo : the Ceoropium.
Q. PaMOgc on the level of the Pandro-

seum, leading to the souterroiaa of
the building.

H. Passage of communication by means
of the steps 1. between the temples
of Polios and Pandrosns.

K. Steps leading down to the Temenos.
L. Temenos or sacred enclosure of the

buUding.

One of the Caryatides sup- Ground Plan ut the Erechtheum. (i'or a description of
porting the southern por- the building, see Diet, of Oeog. Yol, I. pp. 2711—380.)
tico of the Erechtheum.
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EUROPUS.

Indicate the continent, but simply the mainland of

Itollas proper, in opposition to Peloponnesus and
the neighbouring islands. ^Herodotus is the first

writer who uses it in the sense of one of the divi-

sions of the world. The origin of the name is

doubtful ; but the roost probable of the numerous
conjectures is that which supposes that the Asiatic

Greeks called it Eiiropa (from “ broad,” and
the root dx, ** to see ”), from the wide extent of its

coast. Most of the ancients supposed the name to

be derived from Europa, the daughter of Agenor.
The boundaries of Europe on the E. differed at

various periods. In earlier times the river Phasis

was usually supposed to be its boundary, and some-

times even the Araxes and the Caspian sea
;
but

at a later period the river Tanais and the Palus

Moeotis were usually regarded as the boundaries

between Asia and Europe. The N. of Europe was
little known to the ancients, but it was geaerally

believed, at least in later times, that it was bounded
on the N. by the Ocean.

Enrdpos.* [
Ti tarrsiur.]

Eurdpus (Effponror). 1. A city of Caria, after-

wards named Idriaa.—2. (Eeraio/MS, or Ktdai-d-

Nejin ?), a city in the district of Cyrrhestice in

Syria, on the W. bank of the Euphrates, a few

miles S. of Zeugma
;
called after the town of the

fcairie name in Macedonia.— 3. Europus was the

earlier name of Dura Nicanoris in Mesopotamia ;

tind (4) it was also given by Sclcucus Nicator

to Ilhagae in Media. [Arsacia.]

Enrdtas (Edpwras). 1. {Basilipotamo)^ the

chief river in Laconia, but not navigable, rises in

!Mt. Horeum in Arcadia, then disappeai-s under the

earth, rises again near Sciritis, and flows S. wards,

passina Sparta on the E., through a narrow and

fruitful valley, into the Laconian gulf.— 2. See

Tjtaresius. •

Eorjr&lns (EvpiaxAor). 1. Son of Meci8teu8,one

of the Argonauts, and of the Epigoni, accompanied

Diomedes to Troy, where he slew several Trojans.

— 2. One of the suitors of Hippodamla.

Euryanassa. [Pelops.]

Eui^bStea (JE.vpv€dTns). 1. Called Erihoies by
Latin writers, son of Teleon, and one of the Argo-

nauts.—2. The herald of Ulys^s, whom he fol-

lowed to Troy.

Eurj^h&tus (Eupii^aror), an Ephesian, whom
Croesus sent with a large sum of money to the

Peloponnesus to hire mercenaries for him in his

war with Cj^us. He, however, went over to Cy-
rus, and betrayed the whole matter to him. In

consequence of this treachery, his name passed into

a proverb amongst the Greeks.

Etirfbla (Eupu^fa), daughter of Pontus and Ge,

mother by Crius of Astraeus, Pallas, andtPerses.

EurybX&des. [Thsmistocles.]

E^yolSa (EvpuKAcia), daughter of Ops, was

piirchased.by Laertes and brought up Telemnchtis.

When Ulysses returned home, she reci^nised him

by a scar,* and afterwards faithfully assisted him

against the suitors.

Eurj^dlcd (Eupw^litij). 1. Wife of Orpheus

[Orpheus. J.
— 2. An Illyrian princess, wife of

Amyntas II., king of Macedonia, and mother of

the famous Philip.—3. An Illyrian, wife of Philip

of Macedon, and mother of Cynane or Cjmno.—4.
Daughter of Amyntas, ion of Perdiccas III., ki^
of Macedonia, and Cynane, ^ughter of Philip.

After the death of her mother in Asia [Cynane],

Perdiccas gave her in marriage to the king Arrhi-
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daeus. She was a woman of a masculine spirit,

and entirely ruled her weak husband. On her re-

turn to Europe with her husband, she became in-

volved in war with Polysperchon and Olympias, but

she was defeated in battle, taken prisoner, and com-
pelled by Olympias to put on end to her life, b.c. 317.— 6. Daughter of Antipater, and wife of Ptolemy
the son of Lagus. She was the mother of 3 sons,

vi*. Ptolemy Ceraunus, Meleager, and a third

(whose name is not mentioned)
;
and of 2 daugh-

ters, Ptolema'is, afterwards married to Demetrius
Poliorcetes, and Lysandra, the wife of Agathocles,

son of Lysimachus —6. An Athenian, of a fiynily

descended from the great Miltiades. She was flrsr

married to Ophelias, the conqueror of Cyrene, and
after his death returned to Athens, where she mar-
ried Demetrius Poliorcetes, on occasion of his flrst

visit^to that city.

Enrfldchna (EbpuXoxos). 1. Cmnpanion of

Ulysses in liis wanderings, was the only one that

escaped from the house of Circe, when his friends

were metamorphosed into swine. Another per-

sonage of the same name is mentioned among the

sons of Aegyptus. —2. A Spartan commander, in

the Peloponnesian war, k. c. 426, defeated and
slain by Demosthenes at Olpae.

EnrjhnSdon {E.vpvix4bu>u). 1, One of the Ca-
bin, son of Hephaestus and Cabtro, and brother of

Alcon.— 2. An attendant of Nestor.— 3. Son of

Ptolemaeus, and charioteer of Agamemnon.— 4.

Son of Thuclcs, an Athenian general in the Pelo-

ponnesian war. He was one of the commanders in

the expedition to Corcyra, b. c. 420, and also in

the expedition to Sicily, 425, In 414, he was ap-

pointed, in conjunction with Demosthenes, to the

command of the second Syracusan armament, and
fell in the flrst of the two seo-flghts in the harbour

of Syracuse.

Eurj^Sdon (EdpvjxtSwv ; KapriSu\ a small

river in Painphylia, navigable as far up as the city

of Arpendl'S, through which it flowed ; celebrated

for the victory which Cimon gained over the Per-

sians on its banks (b. c. 469).

EorjhnSniie {Edpvpfyal)^ a town in Magnesia
in Thessaly, E. of Ossa.

Eurfndme iEvpwdpr})- 1. Daughter of Ocea-
nus. When Hephaestus was expelled by Hera
from Olympus, Eurj’nome and Thetis received him
in the bosom of the sea. Before the time of Cro-

nos and Rhea, Biirynomc and Ophion had ruled in

Olympus over the Titans. — 2 . A suniame of

Artemis at Phigoloa in Arcadia, where she was
represented half woman and half flsh.

Eurj^hon (Ewpu<^wp),a celebrated physician of

Cnidos in Caria, was a contemporary of Hippo^
crates, but older. He is quoted by Galen, who
says that he was considered to be the author of the

ancient medical work entitled Kviitai Tvwpai^ and
also that some persons attributed to him several

works included in the Hippocratic Collection.

Enrj^n, otherwise called Enx^tXon ( Supinrwv,

E0pvTiwy\ grandson of Procles, was the third king
of that house at Sparta, and thenceforward gave it

the name of Euryuontidae.

Eurj^flaa (Eop^vAos). 1. Son of Enaemon
and Ops, appears in diflerent traditions as king

either of Orraenion, or Hyria, or Cyrene. In the

Iliad he is represented as having come from Or-
menion to Troy with 40 ships. He slew many
Trojans, and whe«i wounded by Paris, he was
nursed and cured by Patroclus. Among the hero<'»
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of Hyria,he is mentioned as a son of Poseidon and
Celaeno, who went to Libya where he ruled in

the country afterwards called Cyrene, and there

became connected with the Argonauts. He mar-

ried Sterope, the daughter of Helios, by whom he

became the father of Lycaon and Leucippus.— 2 .

Son of Poseidon and A8t}'palaea, king of Cos, was
killed by Hercules who on his return from Troy
landed in Cos, and being taken for a pirate, was
attacked by its inhabitants. According to another

tradition Hercules attacked the island of Cos, in

order to obtain possession of Chalciope, the daugh-

ter of Eurypylus, whom he loved.— 8. Son of

Telephus and Astyoche, king of Mysia or Cilicia,

was induced by the presents which Priam sent to

his mother or wife, to assist the Trojans against the

Greeks. Eurypylus killed Machaon, but v/as him-

self slain by Neoptoleraus.
,

Eurj^s&cet (E6pu<rdKTtr), son of the Telamonian

Ajax and Teemessa, named after the “ broad shield”

of his father. An Athenian tradition related, that

Eurysaces and his brother Philaeus had given up
to the Athenians the island of Salamis, which they

had inherited from their grandfather, and that the

2 brothers received in return the Attic franchise.

Eurysaces was honoured like his father, at Athens,

with an altar.

EurysthSnes (Ei}p«<r0ei/T^j), and Frooles (Hpo-

the twin sons of Aristodemus, were bom,
according to the common account before, but, ac-

cording to the genuine Spartan story, after their

father’s return to Pelopoimesus and occupation of

his allotment of Laconia. He died immediately

after the birth of his children, and had not even

time to decide which of the 2 should succeed him.

The mother professed to be unable to name the

elder, and the Lacedaemonians applied to Delphi,

and were instructed to make them both kings, but

give the greater honour to the elder. The difficulty

thus remaining was at last removed at the sugges-

tion of Panites, a Messenian, by watching which

of the children was first washed and fed by the

mother; and the first rank was accordingly given

to Eurj'sthenes and retained by his descendants.

From these 2 brothers, the 2 royal families in

Sparta were descended, and were colled respectively

the Ettri/si/ienidae and Prodidae. The former were

also called iVcAifidae from Agis, son of Eurysthenes;

and the latter Eurypontidae from Eurypon, grand-

son of Procles.

Enr^theus. [Hxrculbs.]
Enrons (ECpuros). 1. Son of Melaneus and

Stratonice, was king of Oechalia, probably the

Thessalian town of this name. He was a skilful

archer and married to Antioche, by whom he be-

came the father of lole, Iphitus, Molion or Delion,

Clytius, and Toxeus. He was proud of his skill in

using the bow, and is said to have instructed even

Hercules in his art. He offered his daughter lole

as a prize to him who should conquer him and his

sons in shooting with the bow. Hercules won the

prize, but Eurytus and his sons, with the exception

of Iphitus, refused to give up lole, because they

feared lest Hercules should kill the children he

might have by her. Hercules accordingly marched
against Oechalia with an army, took the place and
killed Euiytus and his sons. According to Homer, on
the other hand, Eurytus was killed by Apollo whom
he presumed to rival in using the bow. (Od. viii.

2*J6.)«-»8. Son of Actor and.Molione of Elis.

[Molionxs.] — 3. Son of Hermes and Antianira,

EUSEBIUS.

and brother of Echion, was one of the Argonauts.—4. An eminent Pythagorean philosopher, a dis-

ciple of Philolaus.

EniSbIas (E{Kr4€ios), sumamed Pamphili to

commemorate his devoted friendship for Pamphilus,

bishop of Caesarea. Eusebius was bom in Palestine

about A. D. 264, was made bishop of Caesarea 315,

and died about 340. He had a strong leaning

towards the Arians, though he signed the creed of

the council of Nicaea. He was a man of grciat

learning. His most important works are :— 1 . The
Chronicon (xpoi^ocd Tramoiairris laroplas\ a work
of gr£»t value to us in the study of ancient history.

It is in 2 books. The first, entitled

contains a sketch of the history of several ancient

nations, as the Chaldaeans, Assyrians, Medes, Per-

sians, Lydians, Hebrews, and Egyptians. It is

chiefly taken from the work of Africanus [Afri-
CANUs], and gives lists of kings and other magis-

trates, with short accounts of remarkable events

from the creation to the time of Eusebius. The
second book consists of synchronological tables,

with similar catalogues of rulers and striking occur-

rences, from the time^tf Abraham to the celebration

of Constantine’s Vicennalia atNicomedia, A. D. 327,

and at Rome, a. d. 328. The Greek text of the

Chronicon is lost, but there is ext'tnt part of a Latin

translation of it by Jerome, published by Scaliger,

Leyden, 1606, of which another enlarged edition ap-

peared at Amsterdam, 1658. There is also extant

an Armenian translation, which was discovered at

Constantinople, and published by Mai and Zohrab

at Milan, 1818, and by Aiichcr, Venice, 1818.—2.

The Praeparatio Evangelka (({/ayyfXiKrjs iiro-

rrpoTrapaoTKfvii) in 15 books, is a collection

of various facts and quotations from old writers, by
which it was supposed that the mind would be

prepared to receive the evidences of Christianity.

This book is almost as important to us in the study

of ancient philosophy, as the Chroniem is with

reference to history, since in it are preserved spe-

cimens from the writings ofalmost every philosopher

of any note whoso works arc not now extant.

Edited by R. Stephens, Paris, 1544, and again in

1628, and by F. Viger, Cologne, 1688. — 3. The
Domonstratio Evaitgdica {fwxyyfXiKii in

20 books, of which 10 are extant, is a collection of

evidences, chiefly from the Old Testament, ad-

dressed principally to the Jews. This is the com-

pletion of the preceding work, giving the arguments
which the Praeparatio was intended to make the

mind ready to receive. Edited with the Praepa-

ratio in the editions both of R. Stephens and Viger.

— 4. The Ecclmastioal History {iKKXtjaiaffTtK^

l(rropta)j in 10 books, containing the history of

Christianity from the birth of Christ to the death

of Licinius, a. d. 324. Edited with the other

Ecclesiastical historians by Reading, Cambridge,

1720, and sep^tely by Burton, Oxford, 1838.

—

5. De MartyrUms Palaestinae, being an accoimt of

the persecutions of Diocletian and Maxirain from

A. D. 303 to 310. It is in one book, and generally

found as' an appendix to the eighth of the Ecclesi-

astical History.—6. Against Hierodes. Hierocles

had advised Diocletian to begin his persecution,

and had written 2 books called <fn\a\ri6t7s,

comparing our Lord’s miracles to those of Apollo-

nius of Tyana. In answering this work, Eusebius

reviews the life of Apollonius by Philostratus. It

is published with the works of Philostratus.

—

7. AfarGe2/««,bishop of Ancyra, in 2 books.
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8. De EcdesMstioa Thedogia^ a continuation of the

former work.— 9. De Vita Constantini^ 4 books, a

panegyric rather than a biography. It has gene-

rally been published with the Ecclesiastical History,

but edited separately by Heinichen, 1830.— 10.

Onomasticon de Locis H^raiciSy a description of the

towns and places mentioned in Holy Scripture,

arranged in alphabetical order. It was translated

into Latin by Jerome.

EtUtathlos (Euarddtos). 1, Of Cappadocia, a
Neo-Platonic philosopher, was a pupil of lamblichus

and Aedesius. In a. d. 3S8, he was sent by Con-
stantius as ambassador to king Sapor, and remained

in Persia, where he was treated with tho greatest

honour.» 2. Or Enmathina, probably lived as

lute as the twelfth century of our era. He wrote

a Greek romance in 1 1 hooks, still extant, con-

taining an account of the loves of Ilysminias and
llysminc. The tale is wearisome and improbable,

and shows no power of invention on the part of its

author. Edited by Gaulmin, Paris, 1617, and by
Teuchcr, Lips. 1792.— 3. Archbishop of Thessa-

lonica, was a native of Constititinople, and lived

during the latter half of the twelfth century. He was
a man of great learning and wrote numerous works,

the most important of which is his commentary on

the Iliad and Odyssey (napcxSoXal ei* 'OfJiiipou

’lAioSa Koi 'OSu<r(reiay\ or rather his collection of

extracts from earlier commentators on those two
poems. This vast compilation was made from the

numerous and extensive works of the Alexandrian

grammarians and critics
;
and as nearly all the

works from which Eustathius made his extracts

are lost, his commentary is of incalculable value to

us. Editions ; At Rome, 1542— 1 530, 4 vols. fol.

;

at Basle, 1559-60
;

at Leipzig, 1825-26, con-

taining the commentary on the Odyssey, and at

Leipzig, 1827*29, the commentary on the Iliad.

There is also extant by Eustathius a commentary
on Dionysius Pericgctes, which is published with

most editions of Dionysius. Eustathius likewise

wrote a commentary on Pindar, which seems to be
lost. —4. Usually called Eoatathius Eomanus,
a celebrated Groeco-Roinan jurist, filled various

high offices at Constantinople, from a. d. 960 to

1000.

Eustratius (Eu<rrp<irios)y one of the latest

commentators on Aristotle, lived about the be-

giimiiig of the twelfth century after Christ, under

the emperor Alexius Comnenus, as metropolitan of

Nicnea. Of his writings only two are extant, and
these in a very fragmentary state ; viz. 1. A Com-
mentary on the 2nd book of the Analytica. 2. A
Commentary on the EQdca Nicotitachea.

Euterpe. [Mu^ak.] •

EuthydSmus (EMvSritios). 1. A sophist, was
bom at Chios, and migrated with his brother Dfb-

nysodorus to Thurii in Italy. Being exiled thence,

they came to Athens, where they resided many
years. The pretensions of Euthydemus and his

brother are exposed by Plato in the dialogue

which bears the name of the former.— 2. King of

Bactria, was a native of Magnesia. We know no-

thing of the circumstances attending his elevation

to the sovereignty of Bactria. He extended his

power over the neighbouring provinces, so as to

become the founder of the greatness of the Bao-

trian monarchy. His dominions were invaded

about B. c. 212, by Antiochus the Great, with

whom he eventually concluded a treaty of peace.

Euth^ttf (£f/dv/tcf), a hero of Locri in Italy,
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son of Astycles or of the river-god Caecinus. He
was famous for his strength and skill in boxing,

and delivered the town of Temesa from the evil

spirit Polites, to whom a fiiir maiden was sacrificed

every year. Euthymus himself disappeared at an

advanced age in the river Cacciiiua

EutSoIua (Efird^tos) of Ascalon, the commenta-

tor on Apollonius of Perga and on Archimedes,

lived about a. n. 560. His commentaries are

printed in the editions of Apollonius and Ak-
CHIMXDKSv

Eutr&pnius, F. Volunmlufl, a Roman knight,

obtained the surname of Eutrapelus (EirpciircAos),

on account of his liveliness and wit. He was an
intimate friend of Antony, and a companion of his

pleasures and debauches. Cytheris, the mistress

of Antony, was originally the freedworaan and
mistress of Volumnius Eutrapelus, whence we find

her called Volumiiia, and was surrendered to An*
tony by his friend. Eutrapelus is mentioned by
Horace. (Epist, i. 18. 31.)

EutrSsli (EJrpi^tnoi), the inhabitants of a dis-

trict in Arcadia, N. of Megalopolis.

Eutreals (E^rpr^cris), a small town in Boeotia

between Thespiae and Plataeae, with a temple and
oracle of Apollo, who hence had the sumamo Eu-
trSsItes.

EutrSpIut. 1. An eunuch, the favourite of

Aroadius, became the virtual governor of the E. on
the death of Rufinus, A. l). 395. He was consul

in 399, but in that year was deprived of his

power by the intrigues of the empress Eudoxia
and Gainas, the Goth

; he was first banished to

Cyprus, was shortly afterwards recalled and put to

death at Chalccdou. The poet Claudian wrote an
invective against Eutropius.— 2. A Roman his-

torian, held the office of a secretary under Constan-
tine the Great, was patronised by Julian tho

Apostate, whom he accompanied in the Persian

expedition, and was alive in the reign of Vulen-

tiiiian and Valens. He is the author of a brief

compendium of Roman history in 10 books, from
the foundation of the city to the accession of Valens,

A. D. 364, to whom it is inscribed. In drawing up
this abridgment Eutropius appears to havo con-

sulted the best authorities, and to have executed

his task in general with care. The style is in

perfect good taste and keeping with the nature of
the undertaking, being plain,, precise, and simple.

The best editions are by Tzschucke, Lips. 1796,
and by Grosse, Hal., 1813.

Eutychidei of Sicyon, a statuary,

and a disciple of Lysippus, flourished B. c. 3U0.

Enzlnua Fontiu. [Pontus Euxinus.]
EvadnS (Evdivri). 1. Daughter of Poseidon

and Pitane, who was brought up by the Arcadian
king Aepytus, and became by Apollo the mother
of lamus.— 2. Daughter of Iphis (hence called

Iphias), or Philaz, and wife of Capaneus. For
details see Cafanxus.
EvagSras (E^7dpas), king of Salamis in Cy-

prus. He was sprung from a family which claimed
descent from Teucer, the reputed founder of Sala-

mis ; and his ancestors appear to have been during

a long period the hereditary rulers of that city

under the supremacy of Persia. They had, how-
ever, been expelled by a Phoenician exile, who
obtained the sovereignty for himself, and trans-

mitted it to bis descendants. Evagoras succeeded

in recovering his hereditary kingdom, and putting

the reigning tyrant to death, about a. c. 410. Hia
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rule was distinguished for its mildness and equity,

and he greatly increased the power of Salamis, speci-

ally by the formation of a powerful fleet He gave

a friendly reception to Conon, when the latter took

refuge nt Salamis after the defeat of the Athenians

at Aegospotami, 405 ; and it was at his interces-

sion that the king of Persia allowed Conon the

support of the Phoenician fleet. But his growing

power excited the jealousy of the Persian court,

and at length war was declared against him by
Artaxerxes. Evagoras received the assistance of

an Athenian fleet under Chabrias, and at first met
with great success ; but the fortune of war after-

wards turned against him, and he was glad to con-

clude a peace with Persia, by which he resigned

his conquests in Cyprus, hut was allowed to rehiin

possession of Salamis, with the title of king. This

war WHS brought to a close in 385. Evagoras was
assassinated in 374, together with his eldest son

Pnytagoras. He was succeeded by his son Nico-

cles. There is still extant an oration of Isocrates

in praise of Evagoras, addressed to liis son Nico.

cles.

Evagrloa (Evdypios\ of Epiphania in Syria,

bom a>)0ut a. d. 536, was by profession a ** scho-

lasticus” (advocate or pleader), and probably prac-

tised at Antioch. He wrote Jn Ecclesiastical

Jlistorp^ still extant, which extends from a. d.

431 to 594. It is published with the other Eccle-

siastical Historians, by Reading, Camb. 1720.

Evander (EoavSpoy). 1. Son of Hermes by an

Arcadian nymph, called Themis or Nicostram, and

in Roman traditions Carnionta or Tiburtis. About
60 3 ears before the Trojan war, Kvander is said to

liave led a Pelasgian colony from Pallantium in

Arcadia into Italy, and there to have built a

town, PailHiitiuni, on the Tiber, at the foot of

the Piilatine Hill, which town was subsequently

incorporated with Rome. Evander taught his

neighbours milder laws and the arts of peace and
of social life, and especially the art of writing,

with which he himself had been made acquainted

by Hercules, and music
;
he also introduced among

them the worship of the Lycaean Pan, of Uemeter,
Poseidon, and Hercules. Virgil (Acr viii. 51)
represents Evander as still alive at the time when
Aeneas arrived in Ital3',anil os forming an alliance

witli him against the Latins. Evander was wor-

shipped nt Pallantium in Arcadia, as a hero. At
Romo he had an altar at the foot of the Avejitine.

— 2, A Phocian, was the pupil and successor

of Lncydes as the head of the Academic School at

Athen.s, about b. c. 215.

Ev^nus (ECtjvoj). 1. Son of Ares and Demonice,
and fatherof Morpessa. For details seeMARPSSSA.
•—2. Two elegiac poets of Paros. One of these

poets though Jt is uncertain whether the elder or

the younger, was a contemporary ofSocrates, Avhom

he is said to have instructed in poetry ; and Plato

in several passages refers to Evenus, somewhat
ironically, as at once a sophist or philosopher and
a poet. There are 16 epigrams in the Greek
Anthology bearing tbo name of Evenus, but it is

difficult to determine which of them should be

assigned to the elder and which to the younger
Evonus.

Evenus (EuT)a<iv: Fidhan), formerly called Ly-
corraas, rises in Mt. Oeta, and flows with a rapid

stream through Aetolia into^he sea, 120 stadia

W. of Antirrhium.

Evfinna (EStivos : Sandarli)^ a river of Mysia,
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rising in Mt. Temnus, flowing S. through Aeolis,

and falling into the Sinus Elaiticus near Pitane.

The city of Adramyttium, which stood nearly due
W. of its sources, was supplied with water from it

by an aqueduct.

EvergStes (Evtpylrvis), the “ Benefactor,” a
title of honour, frequently conferred by the Greek
states upon those from whom they had received

benefits. It was assumed by many of the Greek
kings in Egypt and elsewhere [Ptolxmaeus.]
Evina (Ewios), an epithet of Bacchus, given

him from the cheering and animating cry, cdo, c5o?

(Lat. evos), in the festivals of the god.

Ex&dXns (’E^dStos), one of the Lapithac, fought

at the nuptials of Pirithous.

Exsaperantlns, Julius, a Roman historian,

who lived perhaps about the 5th or 6th century of

our era. He is the author of a short tract entitled

De A/am, LepicU^ ae Sertorii bellii eivilibus^ which
many suppose to have been abridged from the

Histories of Sallust. It is appended to severdl

editions of Sallust.

EziongSber. [Bsrbnick, No. 1.]

F.

F&b&ris or Farf&rus (Far/a)^ a small river in

Italy in the Sabine territory ^tween Rcate and
Cures.

E&b&tUf, L. Bosclus, one of Caesar's lieuto-

nants in the Oallic war, and praetor in b. c. 49.

He espoused Pompey’s party, and was twice sent

with proposals of accommodation to Caesar. Ho
was killed in the battle at Mntina, b.c. 43.

Fab&tus, CalpuruIuB, a Homan knight, ac-

cused in A. D. 64, but escaped punishment. He
was grandfather to Calpumia, wife of the younger
Pliny, many of whose letters ore addressed to him.

Faberlus. 1. A debtor of M. Cicero, -i- 2.

One of the privote secretaries of C. .lulius Caesar.

Fabla, 2 daughters of M. Fabius Ambustus.
The elder was married to Ser. Sulpicius, a patri-

cian, and one of the military tribunes b. c. 376, and
the younger to the plebeian C. Licinius Stolo.

FahIa Gens, one of tho most ancient patrician

gentes at Rome, wliich traced its origin to Her-

cules and the Arcadian Evander. The Fabii oc-

cupy a prominent part in history soon after the

commencement of the republic ; and 3 brothers be-

longing to the gens are said to have been invested

with 7 successive consulships, from B. c. 485 to

479. The house derived its greatest lustre from

the patriotic courage and tragic fate of the 306
Fabii irvtthe battle on the Cremera, b. c. 477.

[ViBULANva.] The principal families of this

gc^s bore the names of Ambustus, Buteo, Dor-
80, Labxo, Maximus, Pjctor, and Vjbulanus.

Fabi&nus, Faplrlus, a- Roman rhetorician and
philosopher in the time of Tiberius and Caligula.

He wrote works on philosophy and physics, which
are referred to by Seneca and Pliny.

FabratSrla (Fabratemus : Falvaierra\ a town
in Latium on the right bank of the Trenis, originally

belonged to the Volscians, but was subsequently

colonised by the Romans.

FabiicR belonged originally to the Hemicau
town of Aletrium, where some of this name lived

as late as the time of Cicero. 1. 0. Fabrioini
lifisoXniis, was probably the first of his family

who quitted Aletrium and settled at Rome. He
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was one of the most {wpular heroes in the Roman head-quarters of Catiline's army. There are still

annals, and, like Cincinnatus and Curius, is the to be seen the remains of its ancient walls, of a
representative of the purity and honesty of the theatre, &c.

' old times. In his lirst consulship, b. c. 282, Palaorine or PalaorXnum, a Sabine town at the

he defeated the Lucanians, Bruttians, and Sam- foot of the Apennines on the Via Salaria between

nites, gained a rich booty and brought into the Asculum and Reate, the birthplace of the emperor
treasury more than 400 talents. Fabricius pro- Vespasian.

bably served as legate in the unfortunate cam- F&16rii or F&16rlnxn, a town in Etruria, situated

paign against Pyrrhus in 280 ;
and at its close he on a steep and lofty height near Mt. Soracte, was

was one of the Roman ambassadors sent to Pyr- an ancient Pelasgic town, and is said to have been

rhut at Tarentum to negotiate a ransom or ex- founded by Haleaus, who settled there with a body
change of prisoners. The conduct of Fabricius on of colonists from Argos. Its inhabitants were called

this occasion formed one of the most celebrated Falisoi, and were regarded by many as of the

stories in Homan history, and was embellished in same race as the Aequi, whence we find them often

every possible way by subsequent writers. So called Aequi Falisci. Falerii afterwards became
much, however, seems certain,— that Pyrrhus used one of the 12 Etruscan cities; but its inhabitants

every effort to gain the favour of Fabricius ; that continued to differ from the rest of the Etruscans

he offered him the most splendid presents, and en- both in their language and customs even in the

deavoured to persuade him to enter into his service, time of Augustus. After a long struggle with Rome,
and accompany him to Greece

;
but that the sturdy the Faliscans yielded to Camillus u. c. 394. They

Roman was proof against all his seductions, and subsequently joined their neighbours several times

rejected all his offers. On the renewal of the in warring against Rome, but were finally subdued,

war in the following year (279), Fabricius again At the close of the Ist Punic war, 241, they again

served as legate, and shared in the defeat at the revolted. The Romans now destroyed Falerii and
battle of Asculum. In 278 Fabricius was consul compelled the Faliscans to buHd a new town in the

a second time, and liad the conduct of the war plain. The ruins of the new city are to be seen

against Pyrrhus. The king was anxious for peace
;

at FaUeri

;

while the remains of the more ancient

and the generosity with which Fabricius sent back one are at Civita Custellana. The ancient town of

to Pyrrhus the traitor who had offered to poison Falerii was afterwards colonised by the Romans
him, affofded an opportunity for opening negotia- under the name of “ Colonia Etriisoorum Faliscii,”

tions, whiqh resulted in the evacuation of Italy by or “ Colonia Junonia Fulisconmi,” but it never be-

Pyrrh us. ‘ Fabricius then subdued the allies of the came again a place of iiuportance. The ancient

king in censor in 273, town was celebrated for its worship of Juno Cuntis

and distiiigonlllv himself by the severity with or Quiritis, and it was in honour of her tliat the

which he attempted to repress the growing taste Romans founded the colony. Minerva and Juiun

for luxiirj'. His censorship is particularly ccle- were also worshipped in tlie town.—Falerii had

brated, from his expelling from the senate P. Cor- extensive linen manufactories, and its white cows

nelius Rufinus, on account of his possessing ten were prized at Rome as victims for sacrifice,

pounds* weight of silver plate. The love of luxury Fftlemus Ager, a district in the N. ofCampania,

and the degeneracy of morals which had already extending from the Massic hills to the river Viil-

coinmeiiced, brought out still more prominently tumus. It produced some of the finest wine in

the simplicity of life and the integrity of character Italy, which was reckoned only second to the wine

which distinguished Fabricius ns well as his con- ofSetia. Its choicest variety was called Faustianum.

temporaiy Curius Dentatus; and ancient writers It became fit for drinking in 10 years, and might

love to tell of the frugal way in which they’ lived be used when 20 years old.

on their hereditary farms, and how they refused Falesia Fortus, a harbour in Etruria, S. of

the rich presents which the Saranite ambassadors Populonium, opposite the island Ilva,

offered them. Fabricius died as poor as he had FaliscL [Falerii.]

lived
;
he left no dowry for his daughters, which Faliscus, Latins, a contemporary of Ovid, and

the senate, however, furnished ; and in order to the author of a pooin upon the chase, entitled

pay the greatest possible respect to his memory, Cifnegeiicon Libert in ,'540 hexameter lines. Printed

the state interred him within the pomaeriura, al- in Burmann’s and Wernsdorf’s Poet. Lot. Mvu
though this was forbidden by the 12 Tables.— 2. Faxmla. L A woman of Mintumuc, who hos-

L. Fabricius, curator viarum in b. c. 62, built a pitably entertained Marius, when be came to Min-

new bridge of stone, which connected t^e city with tumae in his flight, b. c. 88, though he had formerly

the island in the Tiber, and which was, after him, pronounced her guilty of adultery.—2. The second

called jiom Fabricius. The name of its author is wife of Helvidius Priscus.

still seen on the remnants of the bridge, which Fannlus. 1. C., tribune of the plcbs, b. c. 187.

now bears the name of ptwi'o ca/a.— 3. Q. —2. L., deserted from the Homan army in 84,

Fabrioins, tribune of the plebs, 57, proposed as with L. Magius, and went over to Mithridates,

early os the month of January of that year, that whom they persuaded to enter into negotiations

Cicero should be recalled from exile;* but this with Sertorius in Spain. Fannius afterwards corn-

attempt was frustrated by P. Ctodius by armed nuuided a detachment of the army of Mithridates

force. against Lucullus. — 3. C., one of the persons

Fadui, Ctuplafl, appointed by the emperor Clau- who signed the accusation brought against P.

dius procurator of Judaea in a. d. 44. He was Clodius in 61. In 59 he was mentioned by L.

succeeded by Tiberius Alexander. Vettius as an accomplice in the alleged conspiracy

F^Biilae(FaesidSnus:FMc),aci\vof£irunli,/agawst Faaper.^ C,, tribune of the plebSf

situated on a hill 3 miles N.E. of Florence, was 69, opposed the e^rarict of Caesar. He bo-

probably not one of the 12 cities of tho League, longed to Pompey’s party, and in 49 went as

Sulla sent to it a military colony j and it was the pnwtor to Sicily.— 6. C., a contemporary of tlie
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younger Pliny, the author of a work, very popular

at the time, on the deaths of persons executed or

exiled hy Nero.

Fanniui Caeplo. [Cabpio.]

Fannlu* Strabo. [Strabo.]

Fannius Quadratus. [Q(;adratus.]

Fanom FortOnao (Foko)^ an important town

in Umbria at the mouth of the Metaurus, with a

celebrated temple of Fortuna, whence the towi;

derived its name. Augustus sent to it a colony of

veterans, and it was then called “ Colonia Julia

Fanestris.'* Here was a triumphal arch in honour

of Augustus.

Farf&nu. [Fabaris.]

Fasolnns, an early Latin divinity, and identical

with Mutinus or Tutinus. He was worshipped as

the protector from sorcery, witchcraft, and evil

daemons
;
and represented in the form of a piial-

lus, the genuine Latin for which is fascinutn^ as

this symbol was believed to be most efficacious in

averting all evil influences.

Faula or Fauna, according to some, a concu-

bine of Hercules in Italy ; according to others,

the wife or sister of Faunus. [FAUNt;8.]

FaunuB, son of Picus, grandson of Satumns,
and father of Latinus, was the third in the series

of the kings of the Laurentes. Faunus acts a very

prominent part in the mythical history of Latium,

and was in later times worshipped in 2 distinct

capacities: first, as the god of fields and shepherds,

because he had promoted agriculture and the breed-

ing of cattle ; and secondly, as an oracular divinity,

because he was one of the great founders of the

religion of the country. The festival of the Fau-

nalia, celebrated on the 5th of December by the

country people, had reference to him as the god of

agriculture and cattle. As a prophetic god, he was

believed to reveal the 'future to man, partly in

dreams, and partly by voices of unknown origin,

in certain sacred groves, one near Tibur, around

the well Albunea, and another on the Aventine,

near Rome. What Faunus was to the male sex,

his wife Faula or Fauna was to the female.— At
Home there was a round temple of Faunus, sur-

rounded with columns, on Mount Cuelius; and

another was built to him, in B. c. 106, on the

island in the Tiber, where sacrifices were offered

to him on the ides of Febniary.— As the god

manifested himself in various ways, the idea arose

of a plurality of Fauns (Fauni), who are described

as lialf men, half goats, and with horns. Faunus

gradually came to be identified with the Arcadian

Pan, and the Fauni with the Greek Satyrs.

Faaita. 1. Comfilia, daughter of the dictator

Sulla, and twin sister of Faustus Sulla, was born

about D. c. 88. She was first married to C. Mem-
raius, and afterwards to Milo. She was infamous

for her adulteries, and the historian Sallust is said

to have been one of her paramours, and to have

received a severe fiogging from Milo when he was

detected on one occasion in the house of the latter.

Villius was another of her paramours, whence Ho-

race calls him‘*SuUae genet.” (iSW. i. 2. 64.)—
—2. Flavla Mazixni&na, daughter of Maximi-

anu8,^and wife of Constantine the Great, to whom
she bore Constantinus, Constantius, and Constans.

Faustina. L Annia Galeria, commonly distin-

^shed as Fawtina Senior^ the wife of Antoninus

rius, died in the 3d year of reign, a.d. 141.

Notwithstanding the profligacy of her life, her

husband loaded her with honours both l^ore

FELIX.
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and after her decease. It was in honour of her
that Antoninus established a hospital for the edu-
cation and support of young females, who were
called after her pueUae cdimentariiie Faustinianae,— 2. Annia, or Faustina Junior^ daughter of the
elder Faustina, was married to M. Aurelius in a. d.

145 or 146, and she died in a village on the skirts

of Mount Taurus, in 175, having accompanied the

emperor to Syria. Her profligacy was so open and
infemous, that the good nature or blindness of her
husband, who cherished her fondly while alive,

and loaded lier with honours after her death, ap-
pears truly marvellous.—3. Annia, grand-daughter
or great-grand-daughter of M. Aurelius, the third

of the numerous wives of El<*igabalus.

FauBtfHoB. [Romulus.]
Faventla (Faventiniis : Faenze\ a- town in

Gallia Cisalpina on the river Anemo and on the
Via Aemilia, celebrated for its linen manufactories.

Favdnli Portos {Forto Favone)^ a harbour on
the coast of Corsica.

M. FavfinluB, an imitator of Cato Uticerisi'»,

whose character and conduct he copied so ser\ikly

as to receive the nickname of Cato's ape. He was
always a warm supporter of the party of the op-

timates, and actively opposed all the measures of
the first triumvirate. On the breaking out of the

civil war in b. c. 49, he joined Pompey, notwith-
standing his personal aversion to the latter, and n}>-

posed all proposals of reconciliation between Caesar
and Pompey. He served in the campaign against

Caesar in Greece in 48, and after the defeat of his

party at Pharsalus, he accompanied Pompey in his

flight, and showed him the greatest kindness and
attention. Upon Pompey’s death he returned to

Italy, and was pardoned by Caesar. He took no
part in the conspiracy against Caesar’s life, hut

after the murder of the latter, he espoused the side

of Brutus and Cassius. He was taken prisoner in

the battle of Philippi in 42, and was put to death

by Ot’tavianus.

FavorlnuB, a philosopher and sophist in tlie

reign of Hadrian, was a native of Arles in Gaul.

He resided at different periods of his lifo in Rome,
Jrecce, and Asia^inor, and obtained high di‘4-

inctions. He was intimate with some of his most

distinguished contemporaries, among others, with

Plutarch, who dedicated to him his treatise on the

principle of cold, and with Herodes Atticus, to

whom he bequeathed his library and house .at

Romo. He wrote several works on various sub-

jects, but none of them are extant.

Febria, the goddess, or rather the averter, of

lever. She had 3 sanctuaries at Rome, in which
amulets were dedicated which people had worn
during a fever.

FebrtUia, an ancient Italian divinity, to whom
the month of February was sacred, for in the latter

half of that month general purifications and lustra-

tions were celebrated. The name is connected

with f^tutre (to purify), and frbruae (purifica-

tions). rebruus was also regarded as a god of the

lower world, and the festival of the dead {Fcraiia)

was celebrated in February.

FelXoXtaB, the personification of happiness, to

whom a temple was erected by Lacullus in B. c.

75, which was burnt down in the reign of Clau-

dius. Felicitas is frequently seen on Roman me-
dals, in the form of a matron, with the staff of

Mercury {cadueetu) and a cornucopia.

FIlix, Antdnloi, procurator of Judaea, in the
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reigns of Claiidius and Nero, was a brother of the

freedman Pallas, and was himself a freedman of the

emperor Claudius. Hence he is also called Clau-

dius Felix. In his private and his public charac-

ter alike Felix was unscrupulous and profligate.

Having fallen in love with Drusilla, daughter of

Agrippa I., and wife of Azizus, king of Emesa, he
induced her to leave her husband ; and she was
still living with him in 60. when St Paul preached

before him “ of righteousness, temperance, and
judgment to come.” His government, though cruel

and oppressive, was strong
;
he suppressed all dis-

turbances, and cleared the country of robbers. He
was recalled in 62, and succeeded by Porcius

Festus
;
and the Jews having lodged accusations

against him at Rome, he was saved from condign

punishment only by the influence of his brother

Pallas with Nero.

F§Ux, M. Hinhcltis, a Roman lawyer, who
flourished about A. d. 230, wrote a dialogue en-

titled Ociitvius^ which occ\ipies a conspicuous place

among the early Apologies for Christianity. Edited

by Gronovius, Lug. Bat. 1707 ; by ^rnesti, ibid.

1773 ;
and by Muralto, Turic. 1836.

Felsina. [Bononia.]
Feltrla (Feltiinus ; Feltre)y a town in Rhaetia,

a little N. of the river Plavis.

Fenestello, a Roman historian, who lived in

the time of Augustus, and died A. D. 21, in the

70th ye.ar of his age. His work, entitled Annalesy

extended to at le.ast 22 books. The few fragments

preserved relate to events subsequent to the Car-

thaginian wars; and we know that it embraced

the greater part of Cicero’s career. A treatise, De
Sucerdottts ft Afa^/istratibus Homamrum Libri //.,

nsenbed to Fenestclla, is a modem foip:ery.

Fenni, a savage people living by the chase,

whom Tacitus (Germ. 46) reckons among the

Germans. They appear to have dwelt in the further

part of E. Prussia, and to have been the same os

the modem Finns.

Ferentinum (Ferentinas, Ferentinus). 1. {Fe-

rento), a town of Etmria, S. of Volsinii, the birth-

place of the emperor Otho. It is called both a
coionia and a municipium. There are still remains

of its walls, of a theatre and of scjuilchres at Ferento.

^2. {Ferento)f an ancient town of the Hemici in

Latium, S.W. of Anagnia, colonised by the Romans
in the 2nd Punic war. There are still remains of

its ancient walls. In its neighbourhood was the

source of the sacred brook Ferentma, at which the

Latins used to hold their meetings.

Ferentnm. [Forentum.]
Feretrius, a surname of Jupiter, derived from

ferirey to strike; for persons who took an oath

called upon Jupiter to strike them if they swore

falsely, as they stmek the victim which they sacri-

ficed to him. Others derived it frorajwe, because

he was the giver of peace, or because people de-

dicated (Jfrd>ant) to him spolia opima.

Ferdiua, an ancient Italian divinity, who ori-

ginally belonged to the Sabines and Faliiymns, and
was introduced by them among the Romans. It

is diflicult to form a definite notion of the nature of

this goddess. Some consider her to have been the

goddess of liberty ;
others look upon her as the

goddess of commerce and traffic, and others again

regard her as a goddess of the earth or the lower

world. Her chief sanctuary was at Terracina, near

mount Soracte.

Feroz, Uneiiu, a Roman jurist, who probably

FIDENAE. 263

flourished between the time of Tiberius and Ves-

pasian.

Ferr&tns Hons {Jfhd-Jurjurah)^ one of the

principal mountain-chains in the Lesser Atlas

system, in N. Africa, on the borders of Mauretania

Caesariensis and Mauretania Sitifensis.

Feioenniam or Feaceimla (Fescenninns), a

town of the Falisci in Etnuria, and consequently

likeFalerii of Pelasgic origin. [Falerii.] From
this town the Romans are said to have derived the

Fescennine songs. The site of the town is uncer-

tain
;
it may perhaps be placed at S. Silvesto, Many

writers place it at Civita Casiellanay but this was the

site of Falerii.

Festna, Sezt Pompoiiu, a Roman grammarian,

probably lived in the 4th century of our era. His
name is attached to a dictionary or glossary of

La^in words and phrases, divided into 20 books,

and commonly called Seati Pompeii Festi de Verbo-

nim Signijicatione. It tvas abridged by Festus

from a work with the same title by M. Verrius

Flaccus, a celebrated grammarian in the reign of

Augustus. Festus made a few alterations and cri-

ticisms of his own, and inserted numerous extracts

from other writings of Verrius ; but altogether

omitted those words which had fallen into disuse,

intending to make these the subject of a se-

parate volume. Towards the end of the 8th

century, Paul, son of Wamefrid, better known
as Paulus Diaconus, from having officiated as a

deacon of the church at Aquilcia, abridged the

abridmnent of Festus. The original work of Ver-

rius Flaccus has perished with the exception of one

or two inconsiderable fragments. Of the abstract

by Festus one imperfect MS. only has come down
to us. The numerous blanks in this MS. have

been ingeniously filled up by Scaliger and Ursinus,

partly from conjecture and partly from the corre-

sponding paragraphs of Paulus, whose performance

appears in a complete form in many MSS. The
best edition of Festus is by K. 0. Muller, Lips.

18.39, in which the text of Festus is placed face to

face with the corresponding text of Poulus, so as

to admit of easy comparison. The work is one of

great value, containing a rich treasure of learning

upon many points connected with antiquities, my-
thology, and grammar.

Festus, Porcius, succeeded Antonlus Felix as

procurator of Judaea in a. d. 62, and died not long

after his appointment. It was he who bore testi-

mony to the innocence of St. Paul, when he de-

fended himself before him in the same year.

FibrSnus. [Arpinum.]
Fio&na (Ficanensis), one of the ancient Latin

towns destroyed by Ancus Martius.

FioulSa (Ficuleas, -fttis, Ficolensi's), an ancient

town of the Sabines, E. of Fidenae, said to have
been founded by the Aborigines, but early sunk
into decay.

FidSnae, sometimes Fidena (Fidenas, -fttis

:

Castel GivMeo)n an ancient town in the land of the

Sabines, 40 stadia (5 miles) N.E. of Rome, situated

on a steep hill, between the Tiber and the Anio.

It is said to have been founded by Alba Longe,

and also to have been conquered and colonised by
Romulus ; but the population appears to have been
partly Etruscan, and it was probably colonised by
the Etruscan Veii, with which city we find it in

close alliance. It frequently revolted and was fre-

quently taken by the Romans. Its last revolt was
in B. c. 438, and in the following year it was de-
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stroyed by the Romans. Subsequently the town
was rebuilt ;

but it is not mentioned again till the

reign of Tiberius
;
when in consequence of the fall

of a temporary wooden theatre in the town 20,000,

or, according to some accounts, 50,000 persons

lost their lives.

Fidentla (Fidentinust Borgo S. Donino)^ a
town in Cisalpine Gaul on the Via Aemilia between

Parma and Placentia, memorable for the victory

which Sulla's generals gained over Carbo, b- c. 82.

Fldes, the personification of fidelity or faithful*

ness. Numa is said to have built a temple to Fides

publica, on the Capitol, and another was built there

in the consulship of M. Aemilius Scaurus, B.c. 115.

She was represented as a matron wearing a wreath
of olive or laurel leaves, and carrying in her hand
com ears, or a basket with fruit

Ffdlus, an ancient form of occurs in ‘the

connection of Dius Fidius^ or Atedius FHditu^ that

is, tM Dius ( A(ds) JUius^ or the son of Jupiter, that

is, Hercules. Hence the expression medius fdius
is equivalent to me Hercules^ scil. juvet. Some-
times Fidius is used alone. Some of the ancients

connected Jilius with iules.

Flgiilus, C. Maro^ul. 1 Consul b. c. 162, and
again consul 156, when he carried on war with the

Dalraatae in Illyricura.— 2. Consul 64, supported

Cicero in his consulship.

ItgtUlu, P. NigidiUB, a Pythagorean philoso-

pher of high reputntioB, who flourished about b. c.

60. Mathematical and physical investigations ap-

pear to have occupied a large share of his attention
;

and such was his fame as an astrologer, that it

was generally believed, in later times at least, that

he had predicted the future greatness of Octavianus
on hearing the announcement of his birth. He,
moreover, possessed considerable influence in poli-

tical affairs ; was one of the senators selected by
Cicero to take down the depositions of the wit-

nesses who gave evidence with regard to Catiline's

conspirac)', n. c. 6.3 ;
was praetor, 69

;
took an

active part in the civil war on the side of Pompey ;

w'as compelled in consequence by Caesar to live

abroad, and died in exile, 44.

Fimbria, C. Flaylns. 1. A Aomo novus, who
rose to the highest honours through his o\vn merits

and talents, Cicero praises him both as a jurist

and an orator. He was consul b. c. 104, and was
subsequently accused of extortion in his province,

but was acquitted.— 2. Probably son of tho pre-

ceding, w'as one of the most violent partizans of

Marius and Cinna during tho civil war with Sulla.

In B. c. 86 he was sent into Asia as legate of Vale-

rius Flacciis, and took advantage of the unpopu-

larity of his commander with the soldiers to excite

a mutiny against him. Flaccus was killed at

Chnlcodon, and was succeeded in the command by
Fimbria, who carried on the war with success

against the generals of Mithridates. In 84 Sulla

crossed over from Greece into Asia, and, after con-

cluding peace with Mithridates, marched against

Fimbria. The latter was deserted by his troops,

aAd^'p^ an end to his life.

Fmei, the name of a great number of places,

either on the borders of Roman provinces or of

different tribes. These places are usually found

only in the Itineraries, and are not of sufficient

importance to be enumerated here.

flrmftnuB, Taratlui, a mathematician and
astrologer, contemporary with M. Varro and Cicero.

At Varro's request Firmanus took the horoscope of

FLACCUS.

Romulus, and from the circumstances of the life and
death of the founder determined the era of Home.
Firmi&aos Sympdrins, Caelliu, of uncertain

age and country, the author of 100 insipid riddles,

each comprised in 3 hexameter lines, collected, ns

we are told in the prologue, for the purpose of pro-

moting the festivities of the Saturnalia. Printed

in the Foet. Lot. Min. of Wemsdorf, vol. vi.

FimloTis Matemiis, JnUtu, or perhaps Vil-

Rns, the author of a work entitled Mathesena

Libri VIIL, which is a formal introduction to ju-

dicial astrology, according to the discipline of the

Egyptians and Babylonians. The writer lived in

the time of Constantine the Great, and had during

a portion of his life practised as a forensic pleader.

There is also ascribed to this Firmicus Matemus a

work in favour of Christianity, entitled De Errore

Profanarum Religionum ad Constantium H ConsUtn-

tem. This work was, however, probably written

by a different person of tho same name, since tho

author of the work on astrology was a pagan.

Firmnm (Firmanus: /hrmo), atown in Hicennm,

3 miles from the coast, and S, of the river 'I'inna,

colonised by the Romans at tho beginning of the

Ist Punic war. On the coast was its strongly

fortified harbour, Castellnm Firm&num or Fir-

manonun ( I*orto di Fermo).

M. FirmiiS, a native of Seleucia, the friend and
ally of Zenobia, seized upon Alexandria, and pro-

claimed himself emperor, but was defeated and
slain by Aurelian, A. i>. 273.

Flaccus, Calpurnlus, a rhetorician in the reign

of Hadrian, whose 51 declamations are frequently

printed with those of Quintilian.

Flaccus, Fulvius. 1. M., consul with App.
Claudius Caudex, b. c. 264, in which year the first

Punic war broke out.^2. Q., son of No. 1, consul

237, fought against the Ligurians in Italy. In

224 he was consul a 2nd time, and conquered the

Gauls and Insubriana in the N. of Italy. In 21.5

ho was praetor, after having been twice consul ;

and in the following year (214) he was re-elected

praetor. In 213 he was consul for the 3rd time,

and carried on the war in Campania against the

Carthaginians. He and his colleague, Ap. Claudius

Pulcher, took llanno's camp by storm, and then

laid siege to Capua, which they took in the follow-

ing year (212). In 209 he was consul for the

4tn time, and continued the war against the Car-

thaginians in the S. of Italy. 3. Cn., brother of

No. 2, was praetor 212, and had Apulia for his

province : he w'as defeated by Hannibal near

Herdonea. In consequence of his cowardice in

this battle he was accused before the people, and

went into voluntary exile before the trial. —4. Q.,

son of Ndl 2, was praetor 182, and carried on war
in Spain against the Celtiberians, whom he defeated

in several battles. He was consul 179 with hi.s bro-

ther, L. Manlius Acidinus Fulvianus, who had been

adopted by Manlius Acidinus. In his consulship

he defeated the Ligurians. In 174 he was censor

with A« Postumius Albinus. Shortly afterwards

he became deranged, and hung himself in his bed-

chamber.— 6. M., nephew of No. 4, and a friend of

the Gracchi, was consul 125, when he subdued the

Transalpine Ligurians. He was one of the tri-

umvin for carrying into execution the agrarinn law

of Tib. Gracchus, and was slain together with C,

Gracchus in 121. He was a man of a bold and

determined character, and was more ready to have

recourse to violence and open force than C. Qrae-
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chns.»6. Q., praetor in Sardinia, 187, and consul

180.—iT. Ser., consul 135, subdu^ the Vardacana

in Illyricum.

Flaocus, Granins, a contemporary of Julius

Caesar, wrote a book, Dc Jure Papiriano^ which
was a collection of the laws of the ancient kings of'

Rome, made by Papirius. [PapiriusJ.
Flacous, Horfttins. [Horatius.]
Haccns, Hordednlns, consular legate of Upper

Germany at Nero's death, a. o. 68. lie was
secretly attached to the cause of Vespasian, for which
reason he made no clfectual attempt to put down
the insurrection of Civilis [CiviLis], His troops,

Avho were in favour of Vitellius, compelled him
to give up the command to Vocula, and sliortly

afterwards put him to death.

Flacciu, C. Norb&niis, a general of Octavian

and Antony in the ctimpaign against Brutus and
Cassius, B. c. 42. He was consul in 38.

Flaccus, Perslos. [Persius.]

Flaccos Sic&lus, an avrimensor by profession,

probably Jived about the reign of Nerva. He wrote

a treatise entitled De Com/ilionibus Agroruin^ of'

which the commencement is preserved in the col-

lection of Agriinensores. [Frontinus.]
Flaccus, Valerius. 1. L., curule aedilc b. c.

201, praetor 200, and consul 105, with M. Porcius

Cato. In his consulship, and in the following year,

he carried on war, with great success, against the

Gauls in the N. of Italy. In 184 he was the col-

league t»f M. Cato in the censorship, and in the

same year was made princeps senatus. He died

180.— 2. L., consul 131, with P. Licinius Cras-

8UB.— 3. L., consul 100 with C. Marius, when he
took an active part in putting doivn the insurrec-

tion of Saturninus. In 07 he was censor with

M. Aiitonius, the orator. In 86 he was chosen

consul in place of Marius, who had died in his 7th

consulship, and was sent by Cinna into Asia to

oppose Sulla, and to bring the war against Mithri-

dates to a close. The avarice and severity of

Flaccus made him unpopular with the soldiers, who
at length rose in mutiny at the instigation of

Fimbiia, Flaccus was then put to death by order

of Fimbria. [Fimbria.]— 4, L.,»the interrex, who
proposed that Sulla should be made dictator, 82,

and who was afterwards made by Sulla his magi»>

ter equitiim.— 6. C., praetor 98, consul 93, and

afterwards proconsul in Spain.— 6. L., praetor 63,

and afterwards propraetor in Asia, where he was

succeeded by Q. Cicero. In 59 he was accused

by D. Laelius of extortion in Asia ;
but, although

undoubtedly guilty, he was defended by Cicero (in

the oration pro Flacco^ which is still extant) and

Q. liortensius, and was acquitted. —7. (J-i a poet,

was a native of Padua, and lived in the time of

Vespasian. He is the author of the Argonautiea,

an unfinished heroic poem in 8 books, on the Ar-

gonautic expedition, in which he follows the ge-

neral plan and arrangement of Apollonius Rhodius.

The 8th book terminates abruptly, at the point

where Medea is urging Jason to make her the

companion of his homeward journey. Flaccus is

only a second-rate poet. His diction is pure ; his

general style is free from affectation ; his versifica-

tion is polished and harmonious ;
his descriptions

are lively and vigorous
;
but he displays no ori-

ginality, nor any of the higher attributes of genius..]

Fditions by Burmannus, Leid. 1724 ; by Harles,

Altenb. 1781 ;
and by Wagner, Gotting. 1805.

Flaccu, Verriiif, a freedman by birth, and a
'
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distinguished grammarian, in the reign of Augus-
tus, who entrusted him with the education of his

grandsons, Caius and liucius Caesar. He died at

an advanced age, in the reign of Tiberius. At
the lower end of the market-place at Praeneste

was a statue of Verrius F'laccus, fronting the He-
micyclium, on the inner curve of which were set

up marble tablets, inscribed with the Fasti Ver-

riani. These Fasti were a calendar of the days
and vacations of public business

—

dies fasti^ nc-

fastis and itUercisi— of religious festivals, triumphs,

&c., especially including such as were peculhu: to

the family of the Caesars. In 1770 the founda-

tions of the Hemicyclium of Praeneste were dis-

covered, and among the ruins were found fragments

of the Fasti Verriani. They are given at the end
of ^yoil’s edition of Suetonius, Lips. 1802.

—

Flaccus wrote numerous works on philology, his-

tory, and archaeology. Of these the most cele-
’

brated was his work De Verlmrum Sit/nificationc^

which was abridged by Festiis. [Fkstus.]
Flaminlnna, Quintlns. 1. T., a distinguished

general, was consul B. c. 1.08, and had the conduct

of the war against Philip of Macedonia, which he
carried on with ability and success. 11c pretended
to have come to Greece to liberate the country

from the Macedonian yoke, and tlius induced the

Achaean league, and many of the other Greek
states, to give him their support The war was
brought to a close in 197, by the defeat of Philip

by Flaminimis, at the battle of Cynosccphalae in

Thessaly
; and peace was shortly afterwards con-

cluded with Philip. Flamininus continued in

Greece for the next 3 years, in order to settle the

affairs of the country. At the celebration of the

Isthmian games at Corinth in 196, ho caused a
herald to proclaim, in the name of the Roman se-

nate, the freedom and independence of Greece.

In 195 he made war against Nabis, tyrant of

Sparta, whom he soon compelled to submit to the

Romans
; and in 1 94 he returned to Rome, having

won the affections of the Greeks by his prudent

and conciliating conduct. In 192 he was again

sent to Greece as ambassador, and remained there

till 1 90, exercising a sort of protectorate over the

country. In 183 he was sent as ambassador to

Prusias of Bithynia, in order to demand the sur-

render of Hannibal. He died about 174.-2. L..

brother of the preceding, was curule aedile 200,
praetor 199, and afterwards served under bis bro-

ther as legate in the war against Macedonia. Ho
was consul in 193, and received Gaul as his pro-

vince, where he behaved with the greatest bar-

barity. On one occasion he killed a chief of the

Boil who had taken refuge in his camp, in order

to afford amusement to a profligate favourite. For
this and similar acts of cruelty he was expelled

from the senate in 1 84, by M. Cato, who was then
censor. He died in 170.— 3. T., consul 150,
with M'. Acilius Balbus.— 4. T., consul 123,
with Q. Metellus Balearicus. Cicero says that he
spoke Latin with elegance, but that he was an
illiterate man.

Flaxnlnlns. 1. C., was tribune of the plebs,

B. c. 232, ill which year, notwitlistanding the vio-

lent opposition of the senate, he carried an agrarian

law, ordaining that the Ager Gallicus Pioenus^

which had recently been conquered, should be dis-

tributed among the. plebeians. In 227, in which
year 4 praetors were appointed for the first time,

he was one of them, and received Sicily for his
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province, where he earned the goodwill of the pro-

vincials by his integrity and justice. In 223 he

was consul, and marched against the Insubrian

Gauls. As the senate were anxious to deprive

Flaminius of his office, they declared that the con-

sular election was not valid on account of some fault

in the an spices, and sent a letter to the consuls,

with orders to return to Rome. But as all prepa-

rations had been made for a battle against the

Insubrians, the letter was left unopened until the

battle was gained. In 220 he was censor, and

executed 2 great works, which bore his name, viz.

the Circus Flaminius and the Via Flaminia. In

217 he was consul a second time, and marched

against Hannibal, but was defeated by the latter

at the faml battle of the Trasimene lake, on the

23d of June, in which he perished with the greater

part of his army.— 2. C., son of No. 1,‘ was
quaestor of Scipu Africanus in Spain, 210 ;

curule

aedile 196, when he distributed among the people

a large quantity of grain at a low price, which was

furnished him by the Sicilians as a mark of grati-

tude towards his father and himself ; was praetor

193, and obtained Hispania Citerior as his pro-

vince, where he carried on the war with success

;

and was consul 185, when he defeated the Li-

gurians.

riauatlcua or Flanonlous Sinus {Gulf of
Quarnaro)^ a bay of the Adriatic sen on the coast

of Liburnia, named after the people Flanates and

their town Flandna (Fkmona).

Fl&yla, a surname given to several towns in the

Roman empire in honour of the Flavian family.

n&vla gens, celebrated as the house to which

the emperor Vespasian belonged. During the later

period of the Roman empire, the name Flavius de-

scended from one emperor to another, Constantius,

the father of Constantine the Great, being the first

in the series.

Fl&vla Domitilla. [Domitixla.]

Fl&vlus, Cn., the son of a freedman, became

secretary to App. Claudius Caecus, and, in conse-

quence of this connection, attained distinguished

honours in the commonwealth. Ho is celebrated

ill the annals of Roman law for having been the

first to divulge certain technicalities of procedure,

which prei iously had been kept secret os the ex-

clusive patrimony of the ponliffs and the patricians.

He was elected curule aedile b. c. 303, in spite of

his iguominious birth.

Fl&vXus Fimbria. [Fimbria.]
Fl&vlUS JosSpllUI. [JOSKPHUS.]

Fl&vlus Vopiscua. [Vopiscus.]

Flavus, L. OaeaetXus, tribune of the plebs,

B, c. 44, was deposed from his office by C. Julius

Caesar, because, in concert with C. Epidius Manil-

las, one of his colleagues in the tribunate, he had

removed the crowns from the statues of the dic-

tator, and imprisoned a person who had saluted

Caesar as “ king."

Flavus or Flavius, Subrlus, tribune in the

,
Praetorian guards, was the roost active agent in the

conspiracy against Nero, a. d. 66, which, from its

most distinguished member, was called Piso's con-

spiracy.

Flevum, a fortress in Germany at the mouth of

the Ainisia (Ems).
Flevum, Ilevo. [Rubnus.]
Flora, the Roman goddess ^f dowers and spring.

The writers, whose object was to bring the Roman
religion into contempt, relate that Flora was a
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courtezan, who had accumulated a large property,

and bequeathed it to the Roman people, in return

for which she was honoured with the annual festi-

val of the Floralia. But her worship was esta-

blished at Rome in the very earliest times, for a

temple is said to have been vowed to her by king

Tatiu8,and Numa appointed a flaraen to her. The
resemblance between the names Flora and Chloris

led the later Romans to identify the two divinities.

Her temple at Rome was situated near the Circus

Maximus, and her festival was celebrated from the

28th of April till the Ist of May, with extravagant

merriment and lasciviousness. {Dwt. of Ant, art.

Floralia.)

Florentla (Florentinus). 1. {Firenze^ Florence)^

a town in Etruria on the Amus, was a Roman
colony, and was probably founded by the Romans
during their wars with the Ligurians, In the time

of Sulla it was a flourishing nnmicipium, but its

greatness as a city dates from the middle ages.—2.
{Fiorenzuola)^ a town in Cisalpine Gaul on the

Aemilia Via between Placentia and Parma.
Florentinus, a jurist, one of the council of the

emperor Sevenis Alexander, wrote Inshtutinnes in

12 books, which are quoted in the Corpus Jurns.

Florianus, M. Anmus, the brother, by a dif-

ferent father, of the emperor Tacitus, upon whose
decease he was proclaimed emperor at Rome, a. d.

276. He was murdered by his own troops at

Tarsus, after a reign of about 2 months, while on
his march against Probus, who had been proclaimed

emperor by the legions in Syria.

Florus, Annaeus. 1. L., a Roman historian,

lived under Trajan and Hadrian, and wrote a sum-
mary of Roman history, divided into 4 books, ex-

tending from the foundation of the city to the

establishment of the empire under Augustus, en-

titled Rerum Romanarum Lthn I P,, or Epitome de

Gestis Romanorum. This compendium presents

within a very moderate compass a striking \iew of

the leading events comprehended by the above

limits. It is written in a declamatory style, ami
the sentiments frequently assume the form of tumid

conceits expressed in violent metaphors. The best

editions are, by Duker, Lug. Bat. 1722, 1744, re-

printed Lips. 1832 ; by Tiize, Prag. 1819 ; and
by Seebude, Lips. 1821.— 2. A Roman poet in

the time of Hadrian.

Florus, Oesslus, a native of Clazomenae, suc-

ceeded Albinus as procurator of Judaea, a, i>.

64—05. His cruel and oppressive government
was the main cause of the rebellion of the Jews.

He is sometimes called Festus and Cestius Florus,

F15rui, Julius, addressed by Horace in 2
epistles /i. 3, ii* 2), was attached to the suite of

Claudius Tiberius Nero, when the latter was de-

spatched by Augustus to place Tigrancs upon the

throne of Armenia. He was both a poet and an
orator.

Foca or Phoeas, a Latin grammarian, author of

a dull, foolish life of Virgil in hexameter verse, of

which* 119 lines are preserved. Printed in the

AnthoL Lot. of Burmann and Wemsdorf.
Foenioul&xlus Campus, t. e., the Fennel Fields,

a plain covered with fennel, near Tarraco in Spain.

FontSius, M., governed as propraetor Narbon-
nese Gaul, between B.C. 76—73, and was accused

of extortion in his province by M. Plaetnrius in 69.

He was defended by Cicero in an oration {pro M,
Fontcio), part of which is extant.

FontSius C&plto. [Cafito.]
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Fontus, a Roman divinity, son of Janus, had an

altar on the Janiculus, which derived its name from

his father, and on which Numa was believed to be

buried. The name of this divinity is connected

with /ons, a fountain ; and he was the personifica-

tion of the flowing waters. On the 13th of Octo-

ber the Romans celebrated the festival of the

fountains called Fontinalio, at which the fountains

were adorned with garlands.

Forentum or Ferentum (Forentanus : Fo-

renza\ a town in Apulia, surrounded by fertile

fields and in a low situation, according to Horace
(arvum pingue humitis Forenti, Carm. iii. 4. 16).

Livy (ix. 20) describes it as a fortified place, which
was taken by C. Junius Bubulcus, B. c. 317. The
modern town lies on a hill.

Formlae (Formianus : nr. Mola di Gal'ia^ Ru.),

a town in Latium, on the Appia Via, in the inner-

most corner of the beautiful Sinus Caietanus {Gu/f
of Gactn). It was a very ancient town, founded
by the Pelasgic Tyrrhenians

;
and it appears to

have been one of the head-quarters of the Tyrrhe-

nian pirates, whence later poets supposed the city

of Lamus, inhabited by the Laestrygones, of which
Homer speaks {Od. x. 81), to be the same as

Formiae. Formiac became a municipium and re-

ceived the Roman franchise at an early period.

The beauty of the surrounding country induced

many of the Roman nobles to build villas at this

spot : of these the best knoAvn is the Formianum
of Cicero, in the neighbourhood of which he was
killed. The remains of Cicero’s villa are still to

be seen at the Villa Mamma near CasHgtione.

The lulls of Formiae produced good wine. (Hor.

C\irm. i. 20.)

Formlo {Formtone^ Rusano)^ a small river, form-

ing the N. boundary of Istria.

Fornax, a Roman goddess, said to have been

worshipped that she might ripen the com, and pre-

vent its being burnt in baking in the oven

(/ornaa). Her festival, the Fornacalia, was an-

nounced by the curio maximus.

Fortllna (Tuxir), the goddess of fortune, was
worshipped both inOreece and Italy. Hesiod de-

scribes her as a daughter of Ocqgnus ;
Pindar in

one place calls her a daughter of Zeus the Liberator,

and in another place one of the Moerae or Fates. She
was represented with dififerent attributes. With
a rudder, she was conceived as the divinity guiding

and conducting the afifairs of the world
;
with a

ball, she represents the varying unsteadiness of for-

tune
; with Plutos or the horn of Amalthea, she

was the symbol of the plentiful gifts of fortune.

She was worshipped in most cities in Greece. Her
statue at Smyrna held with one hand ajglobe on
her head, and in tho other carried the horn of

Amalthea. Fortuna was still more worshipped

by the Romans than by the Greeks. Her wor-

ship is traced to the reigns of Ancus Martins and
Servius Tullius, and the latter is said to have built

2 temples to her, the one in the forum boarium,

and the other on the banks of the Tibeit The
Romans mention her with a variety of surnames

and epithets, VApuUioa^prwaia^ muliebris (said to

have originated at the time -when Coriolanus was
prevented by the entreaties of the women from de-

stroying Rome), regina^ eon$ervairix<, primigenia^

ririlis, &c. Fortuna Virginensis was worshipped

by newly-married women, who dedicated their'

maiden garments and girdle in her temple. For-

tuua Virilis was worshipped by women, who prayed
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to her that she might preserve their charms, and
thus enable them to please their husbands. Her
surnames, in general, express either particular

kinds of good fortune, or the persons or classes of

persons to whom she granted it. Her worship was
of great importance also at Antiura and Praeneste,

where her aories or oracles were very celebrated.

Fortun&tae or -onixu Insiilae (at r&v pand-
pcoy vija-oif ue. the Islands of the Blessed). The
early Greeks, as we learn from Homer, placed

the Elysian fields, into which favoured heroes passed

without dying, at the extremity of the earth, near

the river Oceanus. [Ely.sium.] In poems later

than Homer, an island is clearly spoken of as their

abode ; and though its position was of course in-

definite, both the poets, and the geographers who
followed them, placed it beyond the pillars of Her-
cules. Hence when, just after the time of the

Marian civil wars, certain islands were discovered in

the Ocean, off the W. coast of Africa, the name of

Fortunatae Insulae was applied to them. As to

the names of the individual islands, and the exact

identification of them by their modem names, there

are difficulties : but it may be safely said, gene-

rally, that the Fortunatae Insulae of Pliny, Ptolemy,

and others, are the Canary htanda^ and probably

the Madeira group
;
the latter being perhaps those

called by Pliny (after Juba) Piirpiirariae.

Fortunatifinus, Atillns, a Latin grammarian,
author of a treatise (Ara) upon prosody, and the

metres of Horace, printed in the collection of

Putschius.

Fortanati&nnB, Cnrlus or ChirluB, a Roman
lawyer, flourisliod about a. n. 4.')0. He is the author

of a compendium of technical rhetoric, in 3 books,

under the title Curii Fortunatiani Conaulti Arhs
Rhelaricae Scholicae Libri /res, which at one period

was held in high esteem as a manual. Printed in

i\ie Jthetarea iMiini Aniiqui^ of Pithoii, Paris, 1599.

Fonun, an open space of ground, in which the

people met for the transaction of any kind of busi-

ness. At Rome the number of fora increased with

the growth of the city. They were level pieces of

ground of an oblong form, and were surrounded by
buildings, l>oth private and public. They were
dividi'd into 2 classes \fora t-tut/ia, in which justice

was administered and public business transacted,

and fora venalia, in which provisions and other

things were sold, and which were distinguished as

the forum boarium^ olitorium^ auarium, piscarium,

t
c. The principal fora at Romo were : 1. Forum
omannm, also called simply the Forum, and at

a later time distinguished by the epithets vetua or

maynum. It is usually described as lying between
the Capitoline and Palatine hills ; but to speak
more correctly, it lay between the Capitoline and
the Velian ridge, which was a hill opposite the

Palatine. It ran lengthwise from the foot of the

Capitol or the arch of Septimius Severus in the

direction of the arch of Titus
;

but it did not

extend so far as the latter, and came to an end at

the commencement of the ascent to the Velian

ridge, where was the temple of Antoninus and
Faustina. Its shape was that of an ip-egular

quadrangle, of which the 2 longer sides were not

parallel, but were much wider near the Capitol

than at the other end. Its length was 630 French
feet, and its breadth varied from 190 to 100 feet,

an extent undoubt^ly small for the greatness of

Rome ; but it must 'be recollected that the limits

of the forum were fixed in the early days of Rome
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and never underwent any alteration. The origin

of the furnm is ascribed to Romulus and Tatius,

who are said to have tilled up the swamp or marsh

which occupied its site, and to have set it apart as

a place for the administration of justice and for

holding the assemblies of the people. The forum

in its widest sense included the forum properly so

called, and the Comitium. The Comitium occupied

the narrow or upper end of the forum, and was

the place where the patricians met in their comitia

curiata: the forum, in its narrower sense, was
originally only a market-place, and was not used

for any political purpose. At a later time the

forum in its narrower sense was the place of

meeting for the plebeians in their comitia tri-

buta, and was separated from the comitium by
the Rostra or platform, from which the oratois

addressed the people. The most important of

the public buildings which surrounded the forum
in early times was the Curia Hostilia, the place of

meeting of the senate, which was said to have been
erected by Tullus Hostilius. It stood on the N.
side of the Comitia. In the time of Tarquin the

forum was surrounded by a range of shops, pro-

bably of a mean character, but they gradually un-
derwent a change, and were eventiuilly occupied

by hankers and money-changers. The shops on
the N. side underwent this change first, whence
they were called Novae or Aryentariae Ta\iema£ ;

while the shops on the S. side, though they subse-

quently experienced the same change, wore distin-

guished by the name of Veteres Tahernae. As
Rome grew in greatness, the forum was adorned
with statues of celebrated men, with temples and
basilicac, and with other public buildings. The
site of the ancient forum is occupied by the Campo
Fuccifio.—2. Forum Julium or Forum Caesaxis,

was built by Julius Caesar, because the old forum

was found too small for the transaction of public

business. It was close by the old forum, behind

the church of St. Martina. Caesar built here a
ningnificeiit temple of VenusGenitrix.— 3. Forum
August!, built b> Augustus because the 2 exist-

ing fora were not found sufficient for the great in-

crease of business which had taken place. It stood

behind the Forum Julium, and its entrance at the

other end was by an arch, now called Arco de*

Pantani. Augustus adorned it with a temple of

Mars Ultor, and with the statues of the most dis-

tinguished men of tlie republic. This forum was
used for causae pulilicae and sortiliones judicum,—
4. Forum Kervae or Forum Trausitorium, was
a smalUonim lying between the Temple of Peace
and the fora of Julius Caesar and Augustus. The
Temple of Peace was built by Vespasian ; and as

there were private buildings between it and the

fora of Caesar and Augustus, Domitian resolved to

pull down those buildings, and thus fonn a 4th
forum, which was not, however, intended like the

other 3 for the transaction of public business, but

simply to serve as a passage from the Temple of

Peace to the fora of Caesar and Augustus : hence

itil name Transitorium, The plan was carried into

execution by Nerva, whence the forum is also

called by the name of this emperor. •— 5. Forum
liTajani, built by the emperor Trajan, who em-
ployed the architect Apollodorus for the purpose.

It lay between the forum of Augustus and the

Campus Martins. It was the most splendid of all

the ibra, and considerable remains of it are still

extant. Here were the Basilica Ulpia and BiUio-
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ilicca Ulpta, the celebrated Columna Trajani^ an
equestrian statue and a triurapiial arch of Trajan,

and a temple of Trajan built by Hadrian.

Forum, the name of several towns in various

parts of the Roman empire, which were originally

simply markets or places for the administration of

justice. 1. AliSni {Ferrara ?), in Cisalpine Gaul.—
2. Appli (nr. S. Ztonato, Ru.), in Latiuni, on the Ap-
pia Via, in the midst of the Pomptine marshes, 43
miles S. E. of Home, founded by the censor Appius
Claudius when he made the Appia Via. Here the

Christians from Rome met the Apostle Paul {Acts,

xxviii.l 5).—3. Amdlli or Amelium {MontaUo), in

Etruria on the Aurelia Via.— 4, Cassli, in Etru-

ria on the Cassia Via, near Viterbo. —6. ClSdli

{OritUo), in Etruria.— 6. ComSUi {Imola), in

Gallia Cispadana, on the Acmilia Via, between
Bononia and Faventia, a colony founded by Cor-

nelius Sulla. —7. Flaminli, in Umbria on the

Flaminia Via.—8. Fulvli, sumamed ValentJnum

( Valenza), in Liguria on the Po, on the road from

Dertnna to Asta.—9. Oallorum {Castel Fra7ico\ in

Gallia Cisalpina on the Aemilia Via between Mu-
tina and Bononia, memorable for the 2 battles fought

between Antonias and the consuls Pansa .and

Ilirtius.—10. Hadri&ni {Voorhurg), in the island

of the Batavi in Gallia Belgico, where several

Roman remains have been found.— 11. Julli or

Julium (Forojuliensis : Frrjus), a Roman colony

founded by Julius Caesar, b. c. 44, in Gallia Nar-
bonensis, on the river Argenteus and on the coast,

600 stadia N. E. of Massilia. It possessed a good

harbour, and was the usual station of a part of the

Roman fleet. It was the birthplace of Agricola.

At Frejus are the remains of a Roman aqueduct,

circus, arch, &c. —12. JuUi or Julium {Friuul), a

fortified town and a Roman colony in the country

of theCumi, N. E. of Aquilcia : in the middle ages

it became a place of importance.—13. Julium. Sec

iLLiTURGirf.—14.Li^(/'’orfi'), in Cisalpine Gaul,

in the territory of the Boii, on the Aeniilia Via,

S.W. of Ravenna : here the Gothic king Athaulf

married Galla Placidia.—15. Fopllli ( Forlimpf.jmli),

in Gallia ('isnlpina, E. of No. 14, and on the same
road.—d6. Fopil|i {Folia), in Lucania, E. of Paes-

tuin on the Tangcrnnd on the Popilia Via. On the

wall of an inn lit Polla was discovered on inscription

respecting the praetor Popilius.-17. Segusianorum
{Feurs), in Gallia Lugdunensis, on the Liger, and

W. of Lugdunum, a town of the Scgusiaiii and a

Roman colony with the surname Julia Felix.—18.
Semprdnli (Forosemproniensis ; Fossondjrone)^ a

miinicipiuin in Umbria, on the Flaminia Via.—19.

YocoutiU (
Vidauban E. of Canet), a town of the

Sulyrs in Gallia Narbonensis.

Foil, k people cf Gcnnany, the neighbours and
allies of the Chcrusci, in whose fate they shared.

[CiiRRUSCi.] It is supposed that their name is

retained in the river Fuse in Brunswick.

Fossa or Fossae, a canal. 1. Clddla, a canal

between the mouth of the Po and Altinum in the

N. of Italy; there was a town of tlie same name
upon it.— 2. Cluilla or Cluiliae, a trench about 5

miles from Rome, said to have been the ditch with

which the Alban king Cluilins protected his camp,

when he marched against Rome in the reign of

Tullus Hostilius.— 3. Corbulduis, a canal in the

island of the Batavi, connecting the Maas and the

Rhine, dug by command of Corbulo in the reign of

Claudius.— 4. Drusi&aae or Bruslnae, a canal

which Drusus caused his soldiers to dig in B.c. 11,
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uniting the Rhine with the Yssel. It probably

commenced 'near Amheim on the Rhine and fell

into the Yssel near Doesberg. 6. Mari&na or

Mari&iia«, a canal dug by command of Marius

during his w'ar with the Cimbri, in order to connect

the Rhone with the Mediterranean, and thus make
an easier passage for vessels into the Rhone, because

die mouths of the river were frequently choked up

with sand. The canal commenced near Arelate,

but in consequence of the frequent changes in the

course of the Rhone, it is impossible now to trace

the course of the canal.— 6. Zerxis. See Athos.
Franoi, i. e., “ the Free men,” a confederacy of

German tribes, formed on the Lower Rhine in the

place of the ancient league of the Cherusci, and
consisting of the Sigambri, the chief tribe, the

Chamavi, Ampsivarii, Bructeri, Chatti, &c. They
are first mentioned about a. d. 240. After carrying

on frequent wars with the Romans, they at length

settled permanently in Gaul, of which they became

the rulers under their great king Clovis, a. d. 496.

Fregellae (Fregellanus; Ceprano\ an ancient

and important town of the Volsci on the Liris in

Latium, conquered by the Romans, and colonised

B. c. 328. It took part with the allies in the Social

war, and was destroyed by Opimius.

FregSnae, sometimes called FregeUae {Torre

Maccarese\ a town of Etruria on the coast between

Alsium and the Tiber, on a low swampy shore,

colonised by the Romans, b. c. 245.

Frentani, a Samnitc people, inhabiting a fertile

and well watered territory on the coast of the

Adriatic, from the river Sagrus on the N. (and sub-

sequently almost as far N. as from the A ternus)

to the river Frento on the S., from the latter of

which rivers they derived their name. They were

bounded by the Marnicini on the N., by the Peligni

and by Samnium on the W., and by Apulia on the

iS. They submitted to the Romans in b, c. 304,

and concluded a peace with the republic.

Frento (Fortore), a river in Italy forming the

boundary between the Frentani and Apulia, rises in

the Apennines and falls into the Adriatic sea.

Frini&tes, a people in Liguria, probably the

same ns the Briniates, who, afterJoeing subdued by
the Romans, were transplanted to Samnium.

Frisiabdnes, probably a tribe of the Frisii, in-

habiting the islands at the mouth of the Rhine.

Frisii, a people in the N. W. of Germany, in-

habited the coast from the E. mouth of the Rhino

to the Amisia {Ems), and were bounded on the S.

by the Bructeri, consequently in the modem Fries-

land^ Gr'untngen^ &c. Tacitus divided them into

Majores and Mxnores^ the former probably in the

E., and the latter in the W. of the country. The
Frisii were on friendly terms with till Romans
from the time of the first campaign of Drusus till

A. D. 28, when the oppressions of the Roman offi-

cers drove them to revolt. In the Sth century we
find them joining the Saxons and Angli in their

invasion of Britain.

Frontinui, Sex. Julias, was praetor a. d. 70,

and in 75 succeeded Cerealis as governor of Bri-

tain, where he distinguished himself by the con-

quest of the Silures, and maintained the Roman
pow'cr unbroken until superseded by Agricola in

7S. In 97 Frontinus was nominated curator aqua-

rum. He died about 106. Two works undoubt-

edly by this author are still extant :— 1. Straiege-

tuaiioon Libri 1 F., a sort of treatise on the art of

war, developed in a collection of the sayings and
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doings of the most renowned leaders of antiquity.

2. De Aquaeductibus Urbis Romae Libri //., which

forms a valuable contribution to the history of

architecture. The best editions of the Strategetna-

tiea are, by Oudendorp, Lug, Bat. 1779, and by
Schwebel, Lips. 1772 ;

of the De Aquaeductibus by
Polenus, Patav. 1722.— In the collection of the

Agrimensores or Rei Agrariae Auctores (ed. Goe-
sius, Amst. 1674 ;

ed. Lachmann, Berlin, 1848),

are preserved some treatises usually ascribed to

Sex. Julius Frontinus. The collection consists of
fragments connected with the art of measuring

land and ascertaining boundaries. It was put
together without skill, pages of different works
being mixed up together, and the writings of one
author being sometimes attributed to another.

Fronto, M. Comillos, was bom at Cirta in

Numidia, in the reign of Domitian, and came to

Rome in the reign of Hadrian, where he attained

great celebrity as a pleader and a teacher ofrhetoric.

He \vas entrusted with the education of the future

emperors, M. Aurelius and L. Venis, and was re-

warded with wealth and honours. He was raised

to the consulship in 143. So great was his fame
as a speaker, that a sect of rhetoricians arose who
were denominated Frontoniani. Following the

example of their founder, they avoided the exag-

geration of the Greek sophistical school, and be-

stowed especial care on the purity of their language

and the simplicity of their style. Fronto lived till

the reign of M. Aurelius. The latest of his epistles

belongs to the year 1 66.— Up to a recent period no
work of Fronto was known to be in existence, with
the exception of a corrupt and worthless tract en-

titled De Differmtus Vocabulorum^ and a few frag-

ments preserved by the grammarians. But about
the year 1814 Angelo Mai discovered on a pa-

limpsest in the Ambrosian library at Milan a
considerable number of letters which had passed

between Fronto, Antoninus Pins, M. Aurelius,

L. Verus, and various friends, together with some
short essays. These were published by Mai at

Milan in 1815, and in an improved form by Niebuhr,

Buttmann and Ileindorf, Berlin, 1816. Subse-

quently Mai discovered on a palimpsest in the

Vatican library at Rome, upwards of* 100 new
letters

; and he published these at Rome in 1823,

together with those which bad been previously dis-

covered,

Fronto, Paplrliui, a jurist, who probably lived

about the time of Antoninus Pius, or rather earlier.

Fnutino ( Fnisinas, -fitis : Frosinone\ a town of

the llemici in Latium, in the valley of the river

Cosas, and subsequently a Roman colony. It was
celebrated for its prodigies, which occurred here

almost more frequently than at any other place.

Fncentii, Fnoentia. [Alba, No. 4.]

Fnclnos Lacuf {Ijogo di Cdano or Oipistrano)^

a large lake in the centre of Italy and in the coun-

try of the Marsi, about 30 miles in circumference,

into which all the mountain streams of the Apen-
nines How. As the water of this lake had no

visible outlet, and frequently inundated the sur-

rounding country, the emperor Claudius constructed

an emissarium or artificial channel for carrying off

the waters of the lake into the river Liris. This

emissarium is still nearly perfect : it is almost 3
miles in length. It appears that the actual drainage

was relinquished soon after the death of Claudius,

for it was reopened by Hadrian.

Fuflus CalSnoa. [Calbnus.]
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Fllfldliu, a juriat, who probably lived between

the time of Vesj^sian and Hadrian.

^Fulgentliu, Fabius Flanol&des, a Latin gram-

inarian of uncertain date, probably not earlier than

the 6th century after Christ, appears to have been

African origin. He is the author of; 1. My-
Uioloyiarum Libri HI. ad Ctitum Presfiyterum^ a
collection of the most remarluible tales connected

with the history and exploits of gods and heroes.

2. Eotpositio Sermonum Antiquorum cum Tesiitncmiis

ad Gialcidicum Grammaticum, a glossary of obso-

lete words ;md phrases
;
of very little value. 3.

Liber de Ejpasitione Viryilianae Continentiae ad
Chalcidicum Grammaticum^ a title which means, an

explanation of what is contained in Virgil^ that is

to say, of the esoteric truths allegorically conveyed

ill the Virgilian poems.—The best edition of these

Avorks is in the Myihographi Laiini of Muncker,
Anct. 1681, and of Van Staveren, Lug. Bat. 174*2.

Fulgfnla, PnlglWuni ( Fulginas, -atis : Foligno),

a town in the interior of Umbria on the Via Fla-

minia, Avas a municipium.

Fnlvla. 1. The mistress of Q. Curius, one of

Catiline’s conspirators, divulged the plot to Cicero.

— 2. A daughter of M. Fulvius Bambalio of Tus-

culum, thrice married, Ist to the celebrated P.

Clodius, by whom she had a daughter Clodia,

afterwards the Avife of Octavianus
;
2ndly to C.

tScribonius Curio, and 3rdly to M. Antony, by
Vhom she had 2 sons. She was a bold and am-
bitious Avoman. In the proscription of b.c. 43 she

acted with the greatest arrogance and brutality

:

she gazed with delight upon the head of Cicero,

the victim of her husband. Her turbulent and
ambitious spirit excited a new Avar in Italy in 41.

Jealous of the pow^ of Octavianus, and anxious to

Avithdraw Antony from the R., she induced L. An-
tonius, the brother of her husband, to take up arms

.Against Octavianus. But Lucius was unable to

resist Octavianus, and threw himself into Porusin,

Avhich he was obliged to surrender in the following

year (40). Fulvia lied to Greece and died at Si-

cyon in the course of the same year.

Fulvia Gens, plebeian, but one of the most
illustrious Roman gentes. It originally came from

Tusculum.* The principal families in the gens are

those of CBNTUMALU.S, Flaccus, Nobilior, and
Pabtinus.

Fund&nlas. 1. C.^ father of Fundania, the wife

of M. Tereniius Vnrro, is one of the speakers in

Varro’s dialogue, De Re Rustica.^Z, M., de-

fended by Cicero, b. c. 6.5; but the scanty fragments

of Cicero's speech do not enable us to understand

the nature of the charge.•3. A Avriterof comedies

praised by Horace {ikit. i. 10.41, 42).

Fundi (Fundanus; Fondi% an ancient toAvn in

Latiiim on the Appia Via, at the head of n narrow
Iwy of the sea running a considerable way into the

land, called the Laous Fuud&nus. Fundi avos a
municipium, and was subsequently colonised by
•.he veterans of Augustus. The surrounding coun-

try produced good Avine. There are still remains

at Fondi of the walls of the ancient toAvn.

Furoiilae Caudlnae. [Caudium.]
Fuxia Gens, an ancient patrician gens, probably

came from Tusculum. The most celebrated fa-

milies of the gens bore the names of Camillus,
Mbdullinur, Pacilus, and Philus. For others

oflessnote sec BiBACt;Lt'S,CRASSiPER,FuR?t;REU.
Fiirlae. [Eumenides.] •

Fuxina, an ancient Roman divinity, Avho had a
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sacred grove at Rome. Her worship seems to have
become extinct at an early time. An annual fes-

tival (Furinalia or Furinales feriae) had been cele-

brated in honour of her, and a llamen {flamen Fu-
rinalis) conducted her worship. She had also a
temple in the neighbourhood of Satricum.

C. FurnluB, a ^end and correspondent of Cicero,

was tribune of theplebs B. c. 50; sided with Caesar
in the civil war

; and after Caesar’s death was a
staunch adherent of Antony. After the battle of

Actium, 31, he was reconciled to Augustus, through
the mediation of his son, was appointed consul in

20, and Avas prefect of Hither Spain in 21.

Fuscus. 1. ArelUus, a rhetorician at Rome in

the latter years of Augustus, instructed in rhetoric

the poet Ovid. He declaimed more frequently in

Greek than in Latin, and his style of declamation

is described by Seneca, as more brilliant than

solid, antithetical rather than eloquent. His riv^al

in teaching and declaiming was Porcius Latro.

[Latro.]—2. AriBtInB,afriendof the poet Horace,

who addressed to him an ode (Carm. i. 22) and
an epistle (Ep.u 10), and who also introduces him
elsewhere (Sat. i. 9. 61; 10. 83).— 3. ComSllus,
one of the most active adherents of Vespasian m
his contest for the empire, a. d. 69. In the reign

of Domitian he Avas sent against the Dacians, by
whom he was defeated. Martial wrote an epitaph

on Fuscus (Ep. vi, 76), in which he refers to the

Dacian campaign.

G.

G&bae (Fd^ai). 1. (Darahgjierd a fortress

and royal residence in the interior of Persis, S E.

of Pasargadae, near the borders of Camiania.

—

2. Or Gabaza, or Cazaba, a fortress in iSogdiana.

on the confines of the Massagetae.

G&b&la (rd^oAa), a sea-port tOAvn of Syria

Seleucis, S. of Laodicea
;
Avhence good storax aa-os

obtained.

Gab&li, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, whose
country possessed silver mines and good pastumge.

Their chief tOAvn was Anderitura (Anterieux).

G&bitoa or -lbs (raSiatdi^ ra€ir)vii)^ a fertile

district in the Persian province of Susiana, W. of

M. Za^B.
GabU (Oabinus: nr. Castiglione Hu.), a town

in Latium, on the Lacus Gabinus (Logo di Gnvi)^

between Rome and Praeneste, Avas in early times

one of the most powerful Latin cities
;
a colony

from Alba Longa
;
and the place, according to

tradition, where Romulus was brought up. It

taken by Tarqumius Sitperbus by stratagem, and
it Avos in vuins in the time of Augustus (Gabiis de-

sertior vicuSy Hor. Ep. i. 11. 7). The cinctus Ga-
binm^ a peculiar mode of wearing the toga at Rome,
appears to have been derived from this town. In

the neighbourhood of Qabii are the immense stone

quarries, from which a port of Rome was built.

A. Gfiblkiliui, dissipated his fortune in youth

by his profligate mode of life. He was tribune of

the plebs b. c. 66, Avben he proposed and carried a

law conferring upon Pompey the command of the

war against the pirates. He Aa^as praetor in 6
1

,

and consul in 58 with L. Piso. Both consuls sup-

ported Clodius in his measures against Cicero,

which resulted in the banishment of the orator.

In 57 Gabinius Avent to Syria ns proconsul. His

first attention A\'as directed to the affairs of Judea.
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He restored Hyrcaniis to the high priesthood, of

which he had been dispossessed by Alexander, the

son of Aristobulus. He next marched into Egypt,

and restored Ptolemy Anletes to the throne. The

restoration of Ptolemy had been forbidden by a

decree of the senate, and by the Sibylline books ;

but Gabinius had been promised by the king a

sum of 1 0,000 talents for this service, and accord-

ingly set at nought both the senate and the Sibyl

His government of the province was marked in

otlier respects by the most shameful venality and

oppression. He returned to Rome in 54. He was
accused of majestas or high treason, on account of

his restoration of Ptolemy Auletes, in defiance of

the Sibyl, and the authority of the senate. He
was acquitted on this charge

;
but he was forthwith

accused of rej^tundae^ for the illegal receipt of

1 D,000 talents from Ptolemy. He was defended

by Cicero, wlio had been persuaded by Porapey,

much against his will, to undertake the defence,

(iabinius, however, was condemned on this charge,

and went into exile. He was recalled from exile

by Caesar in 49, and in the following year (48)
was sent into Illyricum by Caesar with some newly
Ifvied troops, in order to reinforce Q. Comificius.

He died in Illyricum about the end of 48, or the

begiimiqg of the following year.

G&d&ra (rdSopa : PaSopijvdr: f/w-AIets), a large

foitified city of Palestine, one of the 10 which

formed the Decapolis in Peraea, stood a little S.

of the Hieromax {Yarmuk)^ an eastern tributary

of the Jordan. The surrounding district, S. E. of

the Lake of Tiberias, was called Gad&ris, and was
very fertile. Gadara was probably favoured by
the Greek kings of Syria, as it is sometimes called

Antiochia and Seleucia
;

it was restored by Poin-

poy : Augustus presented it to king Herod, after

whose death it was assigned to the province of

Syria. It was made the scat of a Christian

bishopric. There were celebrated baths in its

neighbourhood, at Amatha.
uadeB (rd rdSetpa : FaSeipciis, Oaditanus : Co-

diz)^ a very ancient town in Hispania Boetica,

W. of the Pillars of Hercules, founded by the

Phoenicians, and one of the chief seats of their

commerce in the W. of Europe, n<ls situated on a

small island of the same name (/. de Leon\ se-

parated from the mainland by a narrow channel,

which in its narrowest part was only the breadth

of a stadium, and over which a bridge was built

Herodotus says (iv. 8) that the island of £ryth!a

was close to Gadeira
;
whence most later writers

supposed the island of Gades to be the same as the

mythical island of Erythia, from which Hercules

carried off the oxen of Geryon. A new town was

built by Cornelius Dalbus, a native of Gades, and
the circumference of the old and new towns together

was only 20 stadia. There were, however, several

inhabitants on the mainland opposite the island,

as well as on a smaller island Sebastian or Tro-

cadcro) in the immediate neighbourhood of the

larger one. After the Ist Punic War Gade^came
into the hands of the Carthaginians ;

and in the

2nd Punic war it surrendered of its own accord to

the Romans. Its inhabitants received the Roman
franchise from Julius Caesar. It became a muni-

cipium, and was called Augusta urbs Julia Gadi-

tana.—Gades was from the earliest to the latest

times an important commercial town. Its inha«

bitants were wealthy, luxurious, and licentious

;

and their lascivious dances were celebrated at
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Rome. (Juv. xi. 162.) Gades possessed cele-

brated temples of Cronus and Hercules. Its drink-

ing water was as bad in antiquity as it is in the

present day.— Gades gave its name to the Fretam
Oadit&nnm, the straits at the entrance of the Me-
diterranean between Europe and Africa (Straits of
Gd>raliar).

Gaea or Oe (Pafa or P^), the personification

of the earth. Homer describes her as a divine

being, to whom black sheep were sacrificed, and
who was invoked by persons taking oaths

;
and he

calls her the mother of Erechtheus and Tithyus.

In Hesiod she is the first being that sprang firom

Chaos, ^nd gave birth to Uranus and Pontua. By
Uranus she became the mother of Oceanus, Coeus,

Crius, Hyperion, lapetus, Thia, Rheio, Themis,
Mnemosyne, Phoebe, Thetys, Cronos, the Cyclopes,

Brontes, Steropes, Aiges, Cottus, Briareus, and
Gyges. These children were hated by their father,

and Gc therefore concealed them in the bosom of
the earth

;
but she made a large iron sickle, gave it

to her sons, and requested them to take vengeance
upon their father. Cronos undertook the tusk, and
mutilated Uranus. The drops of blood, which fell

from him upon the earth (Oe), became the seeds
of the Erinnyes, the Gigantes, and the Melian
nymphs. Subsequently Go became, by Pontus,
the mother of Nereus, Thaiiraas, Phorcys, Ceto, and
Eurybia. Ge belonged to the gods of the nether
world (^(o\ and hence she is frequently

mentioned where they are invoked. The surnames
and epithets given to her have more or less refer-

ence to her characteras the all-producing and all-nou-

rishing mother (mater omniparens et alma). Her
worship appears to have been universal among the
Greeks, and she had temples or altars in almost
all the cities of Greece. At Rome tho earth was
worshipped under the name of Tellos (which is

only a variation of Terra). She was regarded by
the Romans also os one of the gods of the nether
world (Irferi)^ and is mentioned in connection
with Dis and the Manes. A temple was built to

her by tho consul P. Sempronius Sophus, in u. c.

304. Her festival was celebrated on the 15th of

April, and was called Fordicidia or llordicidia.

The sacrifice, consisting of cows, was ofiered. up in

the Capitol in the presence of the Vestals.

Gaeson, Gaesns, or Oessus (Fala-uy)^ a river

of Ionia in Asia Minor, falling into tho Gulf of
Maeander near the promontory of Mycale.

GaatHlXa (rairot/A/a), the interior of N. Africa,

S. of Mauretania, Numidia, and the region border-

ing on tho Syrtes, reaching to the Atlantic Ocean
on the W., and of very indefinite extent towards
the E- and S. The people included under the
name GaetQli (rairoi/Aoi), in its widest sense,

were the inhabitants of the region between the
countries just mentioned and the Great Desert,

and also in the Oases of the latter, and nearly as

for S. as the river Niger. They were a great
nomad race, including several tribes, the chief of
whom were the Autololes and Pharusii on the W.
coast, the Dane, or Gaetuli-Darae, in the steppes

of the Great Atlas, and the Melanogaetuli, a black
race resulting from the intermixture of the Gaetuli
with their S. neighbours, the Nigritae. The pure
Gaetulians were not an Aethiopic (u e. negro),

but a Libyan race, and were roost probably of

Asiatic origin. They are supposed to have been
the ancestors of the Vsrhesrs,

Gainat. [Arcadiub.]
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Oftlas or C&]bi, a celebrated Roman jurist, or Tetrarch, who appointed the chief magistrate

•wrote under Antoninus Pius and M. Aurelius. His {SiKaarfis)^ and the commander of the army
works were very numerous, and great use was (ffrpaTo<t>6\e^), and 2 lieutenant-generals (wro-

made of them in the compilation of the Digest. <rrpaTOipii\aKts). The 12 tetrarchs together had

One of his most celebrated works was an elemen- the general government of the country, but their

tary treatise on Roman law, entitled Instilutiones, power was checked by an assistant senate of 300,

in 4 books. This work was for a long time the who met in a place railed Drynaemetum (or, pro-

ordinary text book used by those who were com- bably, Dryaenetum, t. e. the oak-grove\ and had

raencing the study of the Roman law ; but it went jurisdiction in all capital cases. This form of

out of use after the compilation of the Institutiones government had a natural tendency to monarchy,

of Justinian, and was finally lost. This long lost according as either of the 12 tetrarchs became
work was discovered by Niebuhr in 1816 in the more powerful than the rest, especially under the

library of the Chapter at Verona. The MS. con- protection of the Romans, to whom Galatia became
taining Gains was a palimpsest one. The original virtually subject as the result of tho campaign

writing of Gains had on some pages been washed which the consul Cn. Manlius undertook against

out, and on others scratched out, and the whole was the Gauls, to punish them for the assistance they

re-written with the Letters of St. Jerome. The task had given to Antiochus the Groat (n. c. 189).

of deciphering the original MS. was a very difficult At length one of the tetrarchs, Dkiotarus, was
one, and some parts were completely destroyed. It rewarded for his services to the Romans in the

was first published hy Gbschen in 1821 : a second Mithridatic War, by the title of king, together

edition appeared in 1824, and a third in 1842. with a grant of Pontus and Armenia Minor
;
and

Gsgae (r(£7ai), a town on the coast of Lycia, after the death of his successor Amynt.as, Galatia

E. of Myra, whence was obtained the mineral was made by Augustus a Roman province (b. c.

called Gagates lapis, that is, jet, or, as it is still 25). It was soon after enlarged by the addition

called in German, gagot. of Paphlagonia. Under Constantine it was re-

OalantlliB. [Galinthias.] stricted to its old limits, and under Valens it was
0&lSt5a (roAdreta), daughter of Nereus and divided into 2 provinces, Galatia Prima utd Oa-

Doris. For details, see Acts. latia Secunda. The country was beautiful and
O&l&tla (roXaTfa; roXdTTjy: in the E. part of fertile, being watered by the rivers llalys and

Anadoli and the W. part of RumUi), a country of S.angariu8. Its only important cities were, in the

Asia Minor, composed of parts of Phrygia and S.W. Pks.sinus, the capital of the Tolistobogi
;
in

Cappadocia, and bounded on the W., S., and S. E. the centre Ancvra, the capital of the Tectosages
;

by those countries, and on the N. E., N., and and in the N. E., Tavium, the capital of the

N. W. by Pontus, Paphlagonia, and Bithynia. Trocmi.— From the Epistle of St. Paul to the

It derived its name from its inhabitants, who were Galatians, wo learn not only that many Christian

Gauls that had invaded and settled in Asia Minor churches hud been fonned in Galatia during the

at various periods during the 3d century b c. apostolic age, but also that those churches coii-

First, a portion of the army which Brennus led sisted, in great part, of Jewish converts,

against Greece, separated from the main body, and Oalaxius (raAtl{jos), a small river in Boeotia,

marched into Thrace, and, having pressed forward on which stood a temple of Apollo Galaxios : it

as far as the shores of the Propontis, some of them derived its name from its milky colour, which was
crossed the Hellespont on their own account, while owing to the chalky nature of the soil through

others, who had reached Byzantium, were invited which it flowed.

to pass the Bosporus by Nicomedes 1., king of Galba, Solplclus, patricians. 1. P., consul B. c.

Bithynia, who required their aid against his bro- 211, received Macedonia as his province, where he

ther Zipoetus (b. c. 279). ‘They speedily overran remained as proiSmsul till 204, and carried on the

all Asia Minor within the Taurus, and exacted war against Philip. In 200, he was consul a se-

tribute from its various princes, and served as cond time, and again obtained Macedonia as his

mercenaries not only in the armies of these princes, province
;
but he was unable to accomplish any

but also of the kings of Syria and Egypt
; and, thing of importance ^ifainst Philip, and was suc-

according to one account, a body of them found ceeded in the command in the following year by
their way to Babylon. During their ascendancy, Villius Tappulus. He was one of the 1 0 coniniis-

other bodies of Gauls followed them into Asia, sioners sent to Greece in 196, after the defeat of

Their progress was at length checked by the arms Philip by Flaroininus, and was one of the ambas-

of the kings of Pergamui: Euraenes fought against sadors sent to Antiochus in 193.— 2. 8er., was

them with -various fortune ;
but Attalus I. gained praetor w51, and received Spain as his province,

a complete victory over them (a c. 230), and com- His name is infamous on account of his treacherous

pelled them to settle down within the limits of the and atrocious murder of the Lusitanians, with their

country thenceforth. called Galatia, and*Tdsoron wc^wives and children, who had surrendered to him
count of the mixture of Greeks with the Celtic i th^ pCQpiise of receiving grants of laud. Viria-

inhabitants, which speedily took place, Graeco- ^htfs -was oflb of the few Lusitanians, who escaped

Galatia and Gallograecia. The people of Galatia from bl6ody scene. [Viriathus.] On his

adopted to a great extent Greek habits and man- return to Rome in 149, he was brought to trial on

ners and religious observances, but preserved their account of his horrible massacre of the Lusitanians.

own language, which is spoken of as resembling His conduct was denounced in the strongest terms

that of the Treviri. They retained also their poll- by Cato, who was then 85 years old, but he was
• tical divisions and forms of TOvernment. They nevertheless acquitted. He was consul 144. Ci-

consisted of 3 great tribes, the Tolistobogi, the cero praises his oratory in the highest terms.—
Trocmi, and the Tectosages, each subdivide into S. Scr., great-grandfather of the emperor Oalba,

4 parts, called by the' Greeks rerpapxteu. At the served under Caesar in the Gallic war, and was
head of each of these 12 Tetrarchies was a chief, praetor in 54. After Caesar's death he served
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OALDA
against Antony In the war of Mutina.— 4. C.,

father of the emperor Oalba, was consul in a. d. 22.

Galbat Ser. SnlploXiui, Roman emperor, from

June A. D. 68 to January, a. d. 69. He was bom
near Terracina, on the 24th of December, b. c. 3.

Both Augustus and Tiberius are said to have told

him, that one day he would be at the head of the

Roman world, from which we must infer that he
was a young man of more than ordinary talents.

From his parents he inherited great wealth. He
was invested with the curule offices before attain-

ing the legitimate age. He was praetor a. d. 20,

and consul S3. After his consulship he had the

government of Oaul, 39, where he carried on a

successful war against the Germans, and restored

discipline among the troops. On the death of

('aligula many of his friends urged him to seize

the empire, but he preferred living in a private

station. Claudius entrusted him, in 43, with the

administration of Africa, which he governed with

wisdom and integrity. In the reign of Nero he lived

for several years in retirement, through fear of be-

coming the victim of the tyrant’s suspicion ;
butin 6

1

,

Nero gave him the government of llispania Tarra-

conensis, where he remained for 8 years. In 68 Vin-

dez rebelled in Gaul. About the same timeGalba was
infonnf^ that Nero had sent secret orders for his as-

sassination. He therefore resolved at once to follow

the example of Vindex; but he did not assume the

imperial title, and professed to act only as the legate

of the Roman senate and people. Shortly after-

wards Nero was murdered
;
and Galba thereupon

proceeded to Rome, where he was acknowledged

ns emperor. But his severity and avarice soon

made him unpopular with his new subjects, and
especially with the soldiers. His powers had also

become enfeebled by age, and he was completely

under the sway of favourites, who perpetrated

many enormities in his name. Perceiving the

weakness of his government, he adopted Piso Li-

cinianus, a noble young Roman, as bis successor.

But this only hastened his ruin. Otho, who had
hoped to be adopted by Galbn, formed a conspiracy

among the soldiers, who rose in rebellion 6 days

after the adoption of Piso. Gallia was murdered,

and Otho was proclaimed emperor.

Ctalfinui, Claudlas, commonly called GNQen, a

very celebrated physician, whose works have had a

longer and more extensive mflucnce on the different

branches of medical science than those of any other

individual either in ancient or modem times. He
was bom at Pergamum in a. jy, 130. His father

Nicon, who was an architect and geometrician,

carefully superintended his education. In his 17th

year (146), his father, who had hitherto destined

him to be a philosopher^ altered his intenffons, and,

in consequence of a dream, chose for him the

fession of Medicine. He at first studied medicine

in his native city. In his 20th year ( 1 49), he lost

his father, and about the same time he went to

Smyrna for the purpose of studying under Pelops

the physician, and Albinns the Platonic philosopher.

He afterwards studied at Corinth and Alexandria.

He returned to Pergamum in his 29th year (158),

and was immediately appointed physician to the

school of gladiators, an office which he filled with

great reputation and success. In 164 ho quitted

his native country on account of some popular com-

motions, and went to Rome for the first time. Here
he stay^ about 4 years, and gained great reputa-

tion firom hit skill in anatomy and medicine. He
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returned to Pergamum in 168, but had scaroely

settled there, when he received a summons from
the emperors M. Aurelius and L. Verus to attend

them at Aquileia in Venetia. From Aquileia Galen
followed M. Aurelius to Rome in 170. When the

emperor again set out, to conduct the war on the

Danube, Galen with difficulty obtained permission

to be left behind at Rome, alleging that such was
the will of Aesculapius. Before leaving the city the

mnperor committed to the medical care of Galen his

son Commodus, who was then 9 years of age.

Galen stayed at Rome some years, during which
time he employed himself in lecturing, writing, and
practising, with great success. He subsequently

returned to Pergamum, but whether he again visited

Rome is uncertain. He is said to have died in the
year 200, at the age of 70, in the reign of Septiraius

Severus
; but it is not improbable that he lived

some years longer. Galen wrote a great number of

works on medical and philosophical subjects.

The works still extant under the name of Galen
consist of 83 treatises acknowledged to be genuine;
19 whose genuineness has been doubted

;
45 un-

doubtedly spurious
; 19 fragments

; and 15 com-
mentaries on different works of Hippocrates. Galen
attached himself exclusively to none of the medical
sects into which the profession was divided, but
chose from the tenets of each what he believed to

be good and true, and called those persons slaves

who designated themselves as followers of Hippo-
crates, Praxagoras, or any other man. The best

edition of his works is by Ktihii, Lips. 1821— 1833,
20 vols. 8vo.

Galepsus (FaXritfdr : ra\^<|^ior), a town in Ma-
cedonia, on the Toronaic gulf.

O&lSrIua Maximi&zLUB. [Maximianus.]
GUSrltiB Traoh&luB. [TR.tcHAi.us.]

Oalerai (Gafeso), a river in the S. of Italy,

flows into tho gulf of T.irentum, through the mea-
dows where the sheep fed whose wool was so cele-

brated in antiquity (dufee peUilis ovibus (falaesi

jylumen, Hor. Carm. ii. 6. 10.)

G&lSns (FdAeoy), that is, “ the lizard,” son of

Apollo and Theraisto, the daughter of the Hyper-
borean king Zabius. In pursuance of an oracle of

the Dodoncan Zeus, Oaleus emigrated to Sicily,

where he built a sanctuary to his father Apollo.

The Galedtae, a family of Sicilian soothsayers, de-

rived their origin from him. The principal seat of

the Galeotae was the town of Hybla, which was
hence called Galeotis or GaleatiB.

Galilaea (FoAtAala), at the birth of Christ,

was the N.-most of the 3 divisions of Palestine

W. of the Jordan. It lay between the Jordan and
the Mediterranean on the E. and W., and the

mountains of Hennon and Carmel on the N. and S.

It was divided into Upper or N. Galilee, and
Lower or S. Galilee. It was very fertile and
densely peopled

;
but its inhabitants were a mixed

race of Jews, Syrians, Phoenicians, Greeks, and
others, and were therefore despised by the Jews of

Judaea. [Palabstina.]
GalinthYaa or GalanthiB (Ov. Met. ix. 30G),

daughter of Proetus of Thebes and a friend of

Alcmene. When Alcmeiie was on the point of

f
iving birth to Hercules, and the Moerae and
litbyiae, at the request of Hera, were endeavouring

to delay the birth, Galinthins suddenly rushed in

with the false report that Alcmene had given birth

to a son. The hostiHS goddesses were so surprised

at this information that they dropped their arms.

T
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Tbui the charm was broken, and Alcmene was

enabled to give birth to Hercules. The deluded

goddesses avenged the deception practised upon

them by metamorphosing Oalinthias into a weasel

or cat iya^fi). Hecate, however, took pity upon

her, and made her her attendant, and Hercules

afterwards erected a sanctoi^ to her. At Thebes

it was customary at the festival of Hercules first to

offer sacrifices to Oalinthias.

Oalla. 1. Wife ofConstantius, son of the emperor

Constantius Chlorus. She was the mother of Qallus

(Jaesar. [OiiLLUS.]—2. Daughter of the emperor
Valentinian 1., and 2nd wife of Theodosius the

Great—8. Gali.a Placidia or simply Placidia,

daughter ofTheodosius the Great by No. 2. She fell

into the hands of Alaric, when he took Rome, a. d.

410; and Ataulphus, the Gothic king, married her in

414. After the death ofA taulphus, she was restored

to Honorius
;
and in 4 1 7 she was married to Constan-

tius, to whom she bore the emperor Valentinian 111.

During the minority of the latter she governed the

Western empire. She died about 450.

Oallaeola, the country of the Oallaeei (KoX-
XcuKoi)^ in the N. of Spain, between the Astures

and the Durius, was in earlier times included in

Lusitania. Gallaecia was sometimes used in a
wider sense to include the country of the Astures

and the Cantabri. It produced tin, gold, and a
precious stone called gemma Gallaka. Its inha-

bitants were some of the most uncivilised in Spain.

They were defeated with great slaughter by D.
Brutus, consul b. c. 1 38, who obtained in conse-

quence the surname of Gallaecua.

GaUla (tI KcXtik^, FaXarfa), was used before

the time of Julius Caesar, to indicate all the land

inhabited by the Galli or Celtae, and consequently

included not only the later Gaul and the N, of

Italy, but a part of Spain, the greater part of Ger-

many, the British isles, and other countries. The
early history of the Celtic race, and their various

settlements in different parts of Europe, are related

under CaLTAS.— 1. ChalUa, also called Gallia

Transalplna or GalUa Ulterior, to distinguish it

from Gallia Cisalpina, or the N. of Italy. Gallia

Braoo&ta and Gallia Com&ta are also used in

contradistinction to Gallia Togata or the N. of

Italy, but these names are not identical with the

whole of Gallia Transalplna. Gallia Draccata was
the part of the country first subdued by the Homans,
the later Provincia, and was so called, because the

inhabitants wore braceae or trowsora. Gallia Co-

mata was the remainder of the country, excluding

Gallia Braccata, and derived its name from the in-

habitants wearing their hair long. The Romans
were acquainted with only a small portion of Trans-

alpine Gaul till the time of Caesar. In the time of

Augustus it was bounded on the S. by the Pyrenees

and the Mediterranean
;
on the E. by the river Varus

and the Alps, which separated it from Italy, and
by the river Rhine, which separated it from Ger-

many ; on the N. by the German Ocean and the

English Channel ; and on the W. by the Atlantic ;

thus including not only the whole of France and
Belgium, but a part of Holland, a great part of Swit-

zerland, and all the provinces of Germany W. of

the Rhlna. The greater part of this country is a
plain, well watered by numerous rivers. The
principal mountains were Mons Cbbxnna or Ge-
henna in the S. ; the lofty ran^ of Mons Juka in

die £., separating the S^uani and the Ilelvetii

;

end Mods Voskqus or Vooxsus, a continuation
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of the Jura. The chief forest was the Silva Ar-
DUXNNA, extending from the Rhine and the Tre-

viri as far as the Scheldt. The principal rivers

were, in the £. and N., the Rhknus (Jthine%

with its tributaries the Mosa (Maas) and Mo-
8XLLA {Moselle) ; the Skquana (Seine), with its

tributary the Matrona : in the centre the Ligb-
Bis(£otre)

; in the W. the Garumna (Garonne) ;

and in the S. the Rhodanus (Rhone). The
^country was celebrated for its fertility in ancient

times, and possessed a numerous and warlike po-

pulation.—The Greeks, at a very early period, be-

came acquainted with the S. coant of Gaul, where
they founded, in B. c. 600, the important town of

MassiliAj which in its turn founded several co-

lonies, and exercised a kind of supremacy over the

neighbouring districts. The Romans did not attempt

to make any conquests in Transalpine Gaul till

they had finally conquered not only Africa, but

Greece and a great part of Western Asia. In b. c.

125 the consul M. Fulvius Flaccus commenced the

subjugation of the Salluvii in the S. of Gnul In

the next 3 years (124—122) the Salluvii were
completely subdued by Sextius Calvinus, and tho

colony of Aquae Sextiae (Aix) was founded in

their country. In 121 the Allobroges were de-

feated by the proconsul Domitius Ahenoh^rhus
;

and in the same year Q. Fabius Maximus gained a
g^reat victory over the united forces of the Allobroges

and Arverni, at the confluence of the Isara and the

Rhone. The S. of Gaul was now made a Roman
province ; and in 1 1 8 was founded the colony of

Narbo Martins (Narbonne), which was the chief

town of the province. In Caesar's Commentaries
the Roman province is called simply Provincia, in

contradistinction to the rest of the country : hence

comes the modem name of Provence, The rest of the

country was subdued by Caesar after a struggle of

several years (58—50). At this time Gaul was di-

vided into 3 parts, Aquitania, Cettica^ and Relgicu,

according to the 3 different races by which it was in-

habited. The Aquitani dwelt in the S.W. between
the Pyrenees and the Garumna

;
the Celtae, or Galli

proper, in the centre and W., between the Ga-
rumna and the Sequana and the Matrona ; and the

Belgae in the N.'E. between the two last mentioned

rivers and the Rhine. The different tribes inha-

biting Aquitania and Belgica are given elsewhere.

[Aquitania : Bxloax.] The most important

tribes of the Celtae or Galli were : 1. Belufcen the

Sequana and the Liger

:

the Armorici, the name
of all the tribes dwelling on the coast between the

mouths of these 2 rivers ; the Aulbrci, dwelling

inland close to the Armorici ; the Namnbtxs,
Anobcavi or Andbs on the banks of the Liger

;

E. of them the Carnutus ; and on the Sequana,

the Parish, Sbnonbs, and Tricasseh.— 2. Be-

tween the Liger and the Garumna

:

on the coast

the PiCTONXs and Santonbs ; inland the Ti;-

RONXS, probably on both sides of the Liger, the

Biturigbs Cubi, Lbmovicss, Pbtrocorh, and
Caourci ; £. of these, in the mountains of Ge-
henna, the powerful Arvbrni (in the modem
Auvergne) ; and S. of them the Kutxnl— 3. On
the Rhone and in the surrounding country . between

the Rhone and the Pyrenees, the Volgab ; be-

tween the Rhone and the Alps, the Salves or

Salluvu ; N. of them the Cavarbs ; between
the Rhone, the Isara, and the Alps, the Allo-
BROOBS ; and further N. the Abdui, Sbquani,
and Hblvbtii, 3 of the most powerful people in
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nil Gaul.—Angnstuf divided Gaul into 4 provinces.

1. Gallia Narbonemis^ the same as the old Pro-

vincia. 2. O. Aquilamea^ which extended from

the Pyrenees to the Liger. 3. G. Lvgdunenm^

the country between the Liger, the Sequana, and

the Arar, so called from the colony of Lugdunum
(Ayon), founded by Munatius Plancua. 4. G, Bel-

ffica^ the country between the Sequana, the Arar,

and the Rhine. Shortly afterwards the portion of

Belgica bordering on the Rhine, and Inhabited by
German tribes, was subdivided into 2 new pro-

vinces, called Germania Prima and Seeunda,, or

Germania Superior and Inferior. At a later time

the provinces of Gaul were still further subdivided,

till at length, under the emperor Gratian, they

reached the number of 17.— Gallia Narbonensis

belonged to the senate, and was governed by a
proconsul

;
the other provinces belonged to the

emperor, and were governed by imperial legati.

After the time of Claudius, when a formidable in-

surrection of the Gauls was suppressed, the country

became more and more Romaniaed. The Latin

language gradually became the language of the in-

habitants, and Roman civilisation took deep root

in all parts of the country. The rhetoricians and
poets of Gaul occupy a distinguished place in the

later history of Roman literature
;
and Burdigala,

Narho, Lugdunum, and other towns, possessed

schools, in w’hich literature and philosophy were

cultivated with success. On the dissolution of the

Roman empire, Gaul, like the other Roman pro-

vinces, was overrun by barbarians, and the greater

part of it finally became subject to the Franci or

Franks, under their king Clovis, about A. D. 496.

—2. Gallia Clsalplna, also called G. Citerlor

and G. Tog&ta, a Roman province in the N. of

Italy, was bounded on the W. by Liguria and
Gallia Narbonensis (from which it was separated

by the Alps), on the N. by llhaetia and Noricum,
on the E. by the Adriatic and Venetia (from which
it was separated by the Athesis), and on the S. by
Etruria and Umbrilf (from which it was separated

by the river Rubico). It was divided by the Po
into Gallia Trauipa^na, also called Italia Irani-
pad&na, in the N., and Gallia Ciip^&na in the

S. The greater port of the country is a vast plain,

drained by the Padus (Po) and its affluents, and
has always been one of the most fertile countnes of

Europe. It was originally inhabited by Ligurians,

Umbrians, Etruscans, and other races ; but its fer-

tility attracted the Gauls, who at different periods

crossed the Alps, and settled in the country, after

expelling the original inhabitants. We have men-
tion of 5 distinct immigrations of Gauls into the

N. of Italy. The 1st was in the reign oj Tar-

quinius Priscus, and is said to have been led by
J^llovesus, who settled with his followers in the

country of the Insubres, and built Milan. The
2nd consisted of the Cenomani, who settled in the

neighbourhood of Brixia and Verona. The 3rd of

the Salluvii, who pressed forward as far as the^Ti-

cinus. The 4th of the Boii and Lingones, who
crossed the Po, and took possession of the country

as far as the Apennines, driving out thq Etruscans

and Umbrians. The Sth immigration was the most

important, consisting of the warlike race of the

Senones, who invaded Italy in immense numbers,

imder the command of Brennns, and took Rome in

B. c. 390. Part of them subsequently recrossed the

Alps and returned home ; but a great number of

them remained in the N. of Italy, and were for
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more than a century a source of terror to the Ro-
mans. After the lit Punic war the Romans re-

solved to make a vigorous effort to subdue their

dangerous neighbours. In the course of 4 years

(225—222) the whole country was conquered, and
upon the conclusion of the war (222) was reduced
to the form of a Roman province. The inhabitants,

however, did not bear the yoke patiently, and it

was not till after the final defeat of the Boii in 191
that the country became submissive to the Romans.— The most important tribes were: In Gallia

Trarispadana, in the direction of W. to £., the

Taurini, Salasst, Libici, Insubrbs, Cbno-
MANi : in G. Cispa^na, in the some direction, the

Boil, Lingonxs, Sxnonbs.
OallifixitM, with his full name, P. Licintus

Valbrianus EgnatiusGallibnus, Roman em-
peror A. D. 260—268. He succeeded his father

Valerian, when the latter was taken prisoner by
the Persians in 260; hut he had previously reigned
in conjunction with his fiither from his accession in

253. Gallienus was indolent, profligate, and in-

different to the public welfare; and his reim was
one of the most ignoble and disastrous in the history

of Rome. The barbarians ravaged the fairest

portion of the empire, and the inhabitants were
swept away by one of the most frightful plagues
recorded in history. This pestilence followed a
long protracted famine. When it was at its greatest

height, 5000 sick are said to have perished daily

at Rome; and, after the scourge had passed away,
it was found that the inhabitants of Alexandria
were diminished by nearly two thirds. The com-
plete dissolution of the empire was averted mainly
by a series of internal rebellions. In every district

able officers sprang up, who asserted and strove to

maintain the dignity of independent princes. The
armies levied by these usurpers, who are commonly
distinguished as The Tliiriy Tyrants, in many cases

arrest^ the progress of the invaders, and restored

order in the provinces which they governed. Gal-

lienus was at length slain by his own soldiers in

268, while besieging Milan, in which the usurper

Aureolus had taken refuge.

Gallin&rla. 1. {Galinara), an island off the

coast of Liguria, celebrated for its number of hens ;

whence its name.—• 2. Silva, a forest of pine-trees

near Cumae in Campania.

GalUo, Jfinlui. 1. A Roman rhetorician, and a

friend of M. Annaeus Seneca, the rhetorician, whose
son ho adopted. He was put to death by Nero.
In early life he had been a friend of Ovid (/?«

iv. 1 1
). "» 2. Son of the rhetorician M. Annaeus

Seneca, and an elder brother of the philosopher

Seneca, was adopted by No. 1.

Q. GrUItu, was a candidate for the praetorship

in B. c. 64, and was accused of ambitus or bribery

by M. Calidius. He was defended on that occasion

by Cicero in an oration of which a few fragments

have come down to us. He was praetor urbanus
B. c. 63, and presided at the trial of C. Cornelius.— He left two sons, Q. Galliui, who was praetor

in 43, and was put to death by the triumvirs
; and

M. Gtdliui, who is mentioned as one of Antony's

partiiani in 43.

Gallogneoia. [Galatia.]
Oalldmus, a public crier at Rome, probably

contemporaiy with the younger Scipio, whose wealth

and gluttony passed intivthe proverb ** to live like

Gallonius.'*' He wai satirised by Horace (.S^. ii.

2. 46).
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Gallui, AeUni. 1. A jurist, contemporary with

Cicero and Varro, though probably rather older

than either. He was the author of a treatise, De
Verbomm^ qttae ad Jus Civile pertinent, Signijica-

tione, which is frequently cited by the grammarians.

— 2. An intimate friend of the geographer Strabo,

was praefect of Egypt in the reign of Augustus.

In B. c. 24 he invaded Arabia, and after his army
had suffered dreadfully from the heat and want of

water, he was obliged to retreat with great loss.

OollnSi L. Anloins, praetor b.c. 168, conducted

the war against Gentius, king of the Illyrians,

whom he compelled to submit to the Romans.

Oallni, C. AqniUliu, a distinguished Roman
jurist, was a pupil of Q. Mucius Si^vola, and the

instructor of Serv, Sulpicius, He was praetor

along with Cicero, b.c. 66. He is often cited by the

jurists in the Digest, but there is no direct extract

from his own works in the Digest.

Oallns SalonUias, L. Aaluus, son of C. Asi-

nms Pollio, was consul b. c. 8. He was hated by
Tiberius, because he had married Vipsania, the

former wife of Tiberius. In a. n. 30, Tiberius got

the senate to sentence him to death, and kept him
imprisoned for 3 years, on the most scanty supply

of food. He died in prison of starvation, but

whether his death was compulsory or voluntary is

unknown. Oallus wrote a work, entitled De Com-
^paratione patris ac Ciceronis, which was unfavour-

able to the latter, and against which the emperor

Claudius wrote his defence of Cicero.

Gallni, Ik CanXnluB, was tribune of the plebs,

B. c. 56, when he supported the views of Pompey.
During the civil war he appears to have remained

neutral. He died in 44.

GaUufl, CeBtXua, governor of Syruv {legatus, a.d.

64, 65), under whom the Jews broke out into the

rebellion which ended in the destruction of their

city and temple by Titus.

Oallus, ConstaatlUB, son of Julius Constantins

and Galla, grandson of Constantius Chlorus, nephew
of Constantine the Great, and elder brother by a

different mother, of Julian the Apostate. In a. d.

351 he was named Caesar by Constantius II., and
was left in the command of the E., where he con-

ducted himself with the greatest haughtiness and
cruelty. In 354 he went to the W. to meet Con-
stantius at Milan, but was arrested at Petovio in

Pannonia, and sent to Pola in Istria, where he was
beheaded in a prison.

Oallus, C. ComSUus, was bom at Forum Julii

(Frejus) in Gaul, of poor parents, about b. c. 66.

He went to Italy at an early age, and began his

career as a poet when he was a^Ut 20. He had
already attained considerable distinction at the

time of Caesar's death, 44 ;
and upon the arrival

of Octavian in Italy after that event, Gallus em-
braced his party, and soon acquired great influence

with him. In 41 he was one of the triumviri ap-

pointed by Octavian to distribute lands in the N.
of Italy among his veterans, and on that occasion

he afforded protection to the inhabitants of Mantua
and to Virgil. He afterwards accompanied Octa-

vian to the battle ofActium, 31, and commanded a

detachment of the array. After the battle, Gallus

was sent with the array to Egypt, in pursuit of

Antony
;
and when Egypt was made a Roman

province, Octavian appointed Oallus the first pre-

fect of the province. H^ remained in Egypt for

nearly 4 years
; but he incurred at length the en-

mity of Octavian, though the exact nature of his

GANDARAE.
offence is uncertain. According to Bome accounts

he spoke of the emperor in an offensive and insult-

ing manner
; he erected numerous statues of him-

lelf in Egypt, and had his own exploits inscribed

on the pyramids. The senate deprived him of his

estates, and Mnt him into exile ; whereupon he put an
end to his life by throwing himself upon his own
sword, B. c. 26. The intimate friendship existing be-

tween Oallus and the most eminent men of the time,

as Asiuius Pollio, Virgil, Varus, and Ovid, and the

high praise they bestow upon him, prove that he was
a man of g^t intellectual powers and acquirements.

Ovid (T^t. iv. 10. 5) assigns to him the first place

among the Roman elegiac poets; and we know
that he wrote a collection of elegies in 4 books,

the principal subject of which was his love of Ly-
coris. But all his productions have perished

;
for

the 4 epigrams in the Latin Anthology attributed

to Gallus could not have been written by a con-

temporary of Augustus. Gallus translated into

Latin the poems of Euphorion of Chalcis, but this

translation is also lost. Some critics attribute to

him the poem Ciris, usually printed among the

works of Virgil, but the arguments do not appear

satisfactory.

Oallus, SnlplcIuB, a distinguished orator, was
praetor b. c. 169, and consul 166, when he fought

against the Ligurians. In 168 he served ns tri-

bune of the soldiers under Aemilius Paulus in

Macedonia, and during this campaign predicted an
eclipse of the moon.

OalluB, Treboni&nns, Roman empror, a. d. 251
-254. His full name was C. ViBius Thkbonianus
Gallus. He served under Decius in the campaign
against the Goths, 251, and he is said to have

contributed by his treachery to the disastrous issue

of the battle, which proved fatal to Decius and his

son Herennius. Gallus was thereupon elected em-
peror, and Hostilianus, the surviving son of Decius,

was nominated his colleague. He purchased a
peace of the Goths by allovdng them to retain

their plunder, and promising tnem a fixed annual

tribute. In 253 the Gotns again invaded the

Roman dominions, but they were driven back by
Aemilianus, whose troops proclaimed him emperor

in Moesia. Aemilianus thereupon marched into

Italy ; and Gallus was put to death by hie own sol-

diers, together with his son Volusianus, before any

collision had taken place between the opposing

armies. The name of Oallus is associated with

nothing but cowardice and dishonour. In addition

to the misery produced by the inroads of the bar-

barians during this reign, a deadly pstilence broke

out in 252, and continued its ravages over every

part of the empire for 15 years.

GtOluB. 1. A river in Bithynia, rising near

Modra, on the borders of Phrygia, and falling into

the Sangarius near Leucae (Le/AeA).—• 2. A river

in Galatia, which also fell into the Sangarius, near

Pessinus. From it the priests of Cybcle are said

to ^ve obtained their name of Galli.

CnunSUi (yapA^ioi ^eoi), that is, the divinities

protecting and presiding over marriage. These

divinities are usually remrded as the protectors of

marriage. Respecting the festival of the Gamelia

see Diet, of Antiq. $. v.

Gfadft:^ (TaySapeu), an Indian people in the

Paropamisusy on the N.W. of the Punjab, between

the rivers Indus and Suastus. Under Xerxes they

were subjects of the Persian empire. Their country

was call^ Qandaritis (rovSe^iTis).
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Oandarldae or Gandarltae (rav8ap(8at, Tai^-

8af>tTai), an Indian people, in the middle of the

Punjab, between the rivers Aceaines (Chenab) and

Hydraotes (Ravee), whose king, at the time of

Alexander's invasion, was a cousin and namesake

of the celebrated Poms. Whether they were dif-

ferent from the Gandarab is uncertain. Sanskrit

writers mention the Ghand&ra in the centre of the

Punjab.

Oaug&ridae {rayyaplbai), an Indian people

about the mouths of the Ganges.

Ganges (TdYyvs : Ganffea or Ganga), the greatest

river of India, which it divided into the 2 parts

named by the ancients India intra Gangem {Hin-
dustan) and India Extra Oangcm {DurmaJi^ Cochin

China, Siam, and the Malay Peninsula). It rises

in the highest part of the Emodi Montes (Hima-
laya), and flows in a general S. £. direction till it

falls by several mouths into the head of the Gan-
geticus Sinus {Ray of Bengal). Like the Nile, it

overflows its banks periodically, and these inun-

dations render its valley the most fertile part of

Induu The knowledge of the ancients respecting

it was very imperfect, and they give very various

accounts of its source, its size, and the number of

its mouths. The breadth, which Diodorus Siculus

assigns to it in the lower part of its course, 32
stadia, or about 3 miles, is perfectly correct. The
following rivers are mentioned as its tributaries

:

Cainas, Jomanes or Diamunas, Sarabus, Condochates,

Oedanc8,Co8oagu8 or Cossoanus, Eraimoboas, Sonus
or SoHs, Sittocestis, Solomatis, Sambus, Magon,
Agoranis, Omalis, Commenases, Cacuthis, Ando-
matis, Ainystis, Uxyinagis, and Errhenysis.—The
name is also applied to a city in the interior of

India, on the Ganges, where it makes its great

bend to the E., perhaps AlUHujitad.

Gangra (Vdyypat Kankari), a city of Paphla-

gonia, near the confines of Galatia, was originally

a fortress
; in the time of king Deiotaros, a royal

residence; and under the later emperors, the capital

of Paphlagonia.

Ganos (rdyos), a fortress in Thrace, on the

Propontis.

efanj^mSdet (raw/^f^Sfjs), son of Tros and
Tallirrhoe, and brother of Ilus and Assaracus, was
the most beautiful of all mortals, and was carried oif

by the gods that he might fill the cup of Zeus, and
live among the eternal gods. This is the Homeric
account

;
but other traditions give different details.

Some call him son of Laomedon, others son of

Ilus, and others again of Erichthonius or Assara-

cus. The manner in which he was carried away
from the earth is likewise differently described

;

for while Homer mentions the gods ii^ general,

later writers state that Zeus himself carried him
oH^ either in his natural shape, or in the form of

an eagle, or by means of his eagle. There is, fur-

ther, no agreement as to the pla^ where the event

occurred; though later writers usually represent

him as carriod off from Mount Ida (oaptus ab Ida,

Hor. Carm. iv. 4). The early legend simply states

that Ganymedes was carried off that he might be

the cup-bearer of Zeus, in which office he was con-

ceived to have succeeded Hebe ; but later writers

describe him as the beloved and favourite of Zeus,

without allusion to his office. Zeus compensated

the ffither for his loss by a pair of divine horses.

Astronomsn have placed Ganymedes among the

stars under the name of Aquarius. The Romans
called him by acoirupt form ofhis name,Cata]nitiu.
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O&r&ma. [Oaramantbs.]
G&r&mantes (Tapdixamtt), the S.most people

known to the ancients in N. A&ica, dwelt far S.

of the Great Syrtis in the region called Phazania

(Fezxan), where they had a capital city, GSr&mii

(TdpafjM-. Mourzouk, lat. 25° 53' N.,long. 14° 10'

E.). They are mentioned by Herodotus as a weak
unwarlike people; he places them 19 days' journey

from Aethiopia and the shores of the Indian Ocean,

15 days' journey from Ammonium, and 30 days’

journey from Egypt. The Romans obtained fresh

knowledge of them by the expedition of Cornelius

Balbus into their country, in b. c. 43.

Garg^US Mona (Monte Gargano), a mountain
and promontory in Apulia, on which were oak

forests (ouerceta Gatgani, Hor. Carm, ii. 9. 7.)

Gargw&, -on, or >as (Tdpyapa, ov, os : Fap-

yap(ds). 1. (Kaz-Dagh) the S. summit of M. Ido,

in the Troad.— 2. A city at the foot of M. Ida, on
the shore of the Gulf of Adramyttium, between
Assiis and Antandrus

;
said to have been founded

originally on the summit of the mountain by the

Lcleges ; afterwards colonised from Miletus
;
and

removed to the lower site on account of the incle-

mency of its situation on the mountain. Its neigh-

bourhood was rich in com.

GargettUB (Tapy‘iirr6s : FapyiiTTm), a demus
in Attica, belonging to the tribe Aegeis, on the

N.W. slope of Mt. Hyraettus ; the birthplace of

the philosopher Epicurus.

Garltes, a people in Aquitania, neighbours of

the Ansci, in the modern Comte de Gauve.

GaroeSli, a people in Gallia Narbonensis, near

Mt. Conis, in the neighbourhood of St. Jean de
Maurienne.

Gars&tLrla, or -Itis (Faparaavpla, or -Trts), a

praefectura in Cappadocia, on the borders of Lyca-
onia and Tyanitis. Its chief town was called

Fapffdovpa.

Gariili, a people of Liguria in the Apennines.

Ganmma (Garonne), one of the chief rivers of

Gaul, rises in the Pyrenees, flows N.W. through

Aquitania, and becomes a bay of the sea below
Burdigala (Bordeaux).

Garumni, a people in Aquitania on the Garumna.
GathSae (FaBiai), a town in Arcadia on the

Gathe&tas, a river which flows into the Alph£us,

W.S.W. of Megalopolis.

Gang&m§la (rd Favydiit\\a : Karmelis), a village

in the district of Aturia in Assyria, the scene of the

last and decisive battle between Alexander and
Darius Codomannus, b. c. 331, commonly called

the battle of Arbbla.
GaulanXtia (rai/Xo- or -ovtns : Jaulan), a dis-

trict in the N. of Palestine, on the E. side of the

Lake of Tiberias, as far S. as the river H ieromax,

named from the town of Golan (PavAavo).

Ganloi (raOAof ; FavdlTrjs : Gozzo), an island

in the Sicilian sea near Melite (Malta),

GanrelSon, Gaurlon. [Andros.]
Gaurnf Mona, Gauranui or -ni H. (Monte

Gauro), a volcanic range of mountains in Cam-
pania, ^tween Cumae and Neapolis, in the neigh-

bourhood of Puteoli, which produced good wine,

and was memorable for the defeat of the Samnites

by M. Valerius Conrus, b. c. 343.

Gasa (rd^a). 1. (Ghuzzeh), the last city on the

S. W. frontier of Palestine, and the key of the

country on the side of Egypt, stood on an eminence

about 2 miles from tffe sea, and was, from the very

earliest times of which we have any record, very
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strongly fortified. It was one of the 5 cities of

the Philistines; and, though taken from them more

than once by the Jews, was each time recovered.

It was taken by Gyrus the Great, and remained

in the hands of the Persians till the time of Alex-

ander, who only gained possession of it after an

obstinate defence of sever^>months. In b. c. 315,

it fell into the power of Ptolemy the son of Lagua,

as the result of his victory over Demetrius before

the city, and was destroyed by him. But it again

recovered, and was possessed alternately by the

kings of Syria and Egypt, during their prolonged

wars, and afterwards by the Asmonaean princes of

Judaea, one of whom, Alexander Jannaeus, again

destroyed it, b. c. 96. It wus rebuilt by Gabinius;

given by Augustus to Herod the Great ; and, after

Herod's death, united to theRoman province of Syria.

In A. D. 65, it was again destroyed in an insurrec-

tion of its Jewish inhabitants; but it recovered once

more, and remained a fiourishing city till it fell

into the hands of the Arabs in a. o. 634. In ad-

dition to its importance as a military post, it pos-

sessed an extensive commerce, carried on through

its port, Majuma, or Constantia. (GAax), a

city in the Persian province of Sogdiana, between
Alexandria and Cyropolis; one of the 7 cities which
rebelled against Alexander in b. c. 328.

O&s&ca (rdfowca : Tahretz\ a city in the N. of

Media Atropatene, equidistant from Artaxata and
Ecbatana, was a summer residence of the kings of

Media.
Gaziflra (Fa^oupa), a city in Pontus Galaticus,

on the river Iris, below Araasia, was the ancient

residence of the kings of Pontus
;
but in Strabo’s

time it hadjallen to decay.

05b&l§ne (r*€aKriv‘(i), the district of Arabia

Petraea around the city of Petra.

Oebenna Mons. [Obbknna.]
Oedrdsla (FeSpwo-ia, and raUpwala : S.E. part of

Beloochinlan), the furthest province of the Persian

empire ou the S. £., and one of the subdivisions of

ARIANA, was bounded on the W. by Carmania, on

the N. by Drangiana and Arachosia, on the E. by
India (or, as the country about the lower course ^
the Indus was called, Indo-Scythia), and on the S.

by the More Erythraeum, or Indian Ocean. It is

formed by a succession of sandy steppes, rising from

the sea-coast towards the table land of Ariana, and
produced little besides aromatic shrubs. The slip

of land between the coast and the lowest mountain

range is watered by several rivers, the chief of

which was called Arabis (Dootee ?); but even this

district is for the most part only a series of salt

marshes. Gedrosia is known in history chiefly

through the distress suffered for want of water, in

passing through it, by the armies of Gyrus and of

Alexander. The inhabitants were divided by the

Greek writers into 2 races, the Ichthyophagi on the

sea coast, and the Gedrosi in the interior. The
latter were a wild nomade people, whom even

Alexander was only able to reduce to a temporary

subjection. The whole country was divided into 8

districts. Its chief cities were Rhambacia and
Pura, or Panis.

Oeganla Geni, traced its origin to the mythical

Gyas, one of the companions of Aeneas. It^was

one of the most distinguished Alban houses, trans-

planted to Rome on the destruction of Alba by
Tullus Hostilius, and enrolled among the Roman
patricians. There appears to have been only one

family in this gens, t^t of MacermWf many mem-
^

OELON.

bers of which filled the highest offloee In the state

in the early times of the republic.

GSla r^Xo, Ion. r4\yi

:

Gelensis

:

nr. Terra Nuova Ru.), a city on the S. coast of

Sicily, on a river of the same name {Fiumedi Terra
Nuova\ founded by Rhodians from Lindos, and
by Gretans, & c. 690. It soon obtained great

power and wealth
; and, in 582, it founded Agri-

gentum, which, however, became more powerful

than the mother city. Like the other cities of

Sicily, it was subject to tyrants, of whom the most
important were Uippocratks, Gblon, and Him-
RON. Gelon transported half of its inhabitants to

Syracuse ; the place gradually fell into decay, and
in the time of Augustus was no longer inhabited.

The poet Aeschylus died here.— N. of Gela were
the celebrated Campi Oeloij which produced rich

crops of wheat.

Gelae. [Gadusii.]

Gel&nor (rcX(£ra>p),king of Aigos, was expelled

by Danans.

Geldilha {Gdb^ below Coloffne\ a fortified place

of the Ubii on the Rhine in Lower Germany.
Gellla Gens, plebeian, was of Samnite origin,

and afterwards settled at Rome. There were 2
generals of this name in the Samnite wars, Gellius

Statius in the 2nd Samnite war, who was defeated

and taken prisoner, b. c. 305, and Gellius Egnatiua

in the 3rd Samnite war. [Eonatius.] The chief

family of the Gellii at Rome bore the name of

Publicola.
GelUna. 1. Cn., a contemporary of the Gracchi,

the author of a history of Home from the earliest

epoch down to b. c. 145 at least. The work is

lost, but it is frequently quoted by later writers.

-*2. Aolns, a Latin grammarian of good family,

was probably a native of Rome. lie studied rhe-

toric under T. Castricius and Sulpicius Apolllnaris,

philosophy under Calvisius Taurus and Peregniius

Proteus, and enjoyed also the friendship and in-

structions of Favorinui, Herodes Atticus, and Gor-

neiius Fronto. While yet a youth he was ap-

pointed by the praetor to act as an umpire in civil

causes. The precise date of his bfrth and death is

unknown
;
but Im must have lived under Hadrian,

Antoninus Pius, and M. Aurelius, a. d. 117—IBU.

He wrote a work entitled Noctee Atticae^ because

it was composed in a country house near Athens,

during the long nights of winter. It is a sort of

miscellany, containing numerous extracts from

Greek and Roman writers, on a variety of topics

connected with history, antiquities, philosophy, and
philology, interspersed with original remarks, the

whole thrown together into 20 books, without any
attempt ^t order or arrangement. The 8th book
is entirely lost with the exception of the index.—
The best editions are by Jac. Gronovius, Lug. GaL
1706 (reprinted by Conradi, Lips. 1762), and by
Lion, Getting. 1824.—i 8. ^buoliu, a jurist, one

of the disciples of Ser. Sulpicius.

G515]l (r^Xwv). 1. Son of Dinomenes, tyrant

of GeH (uid afterwards of Syracuse, was descended

from one of the most illustrious families in Gela.

He held the chief comnumd of the cavalry in the

service of Hippocrates, tyrant of Gela
;
shortly after

whose death he obtained tbe supreme power, b. c.

491. In 485 he availed himself of the internal

dissensions of Syracuse to make himself master of

this city also. From this time he neglected Gela,

and bent all his efforts to the aggrandisement of

Syracuse^ to whi^ place be removed many of th«
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inhabitantf of tbe other cities of Sicily. In 480
be gfuned a brilliant yictory at Himera oyer the

Carthaginians, who had invaded Sicily with an

army, amounting, it is said, to the incredible

number of 300,000 men. Scarcely any of this

vast host survived to carry the news to Carthage.

The victory is said to have been gained on the very

same day as that of Solamis. He died in 478 of

a dropsy, after reigning 7 years at Syracuse. Hei
was succeeded by his brother IIibron. He is re-

presented as a man of singular leniency and mo-
deration. and as seeking in every way to promote
the welfare of his subjects ; and his name even

appears to have become almost proverbial as an in-

stance of a good monarch. A splendid tomb was
erected to him by the Syracusans at the public ex-

pense, and heroic honours were decreed to his me-
jiiory— 2. Son of Hieron II., king of Syracuse,

who died before his father, at the age of more than

50 years. He received the title of king in the

lifetime of his father.

0415m (r«Awi/o0» a Scythian people, who dwelt

in Siirmatia Asiatica, to the E. of the river Tanais

{Doft). They were said to have been of Greek
origin, and to have migrated from the shores of the

Kuxine; but they intermixed with the Scythians so

as to lose all traces of their Hellenic race. Their

chief city was called Gelonus (reXaiydr).

Oemlnus an astronomer, was a native

cf Rhodes, and flourished about b, c. 77. He is

the author of an extant work, entitled Eiira7«7h

th rk <taiv6fitva^ which is a descriptive treatise on

elementary astronomy, with a great deal of histo-

rical allusion. It is printed in the Uranoloffion of

Petavius, Paris, 1630, and in Halma's edition of

Ptolemy, Paris, 1819.

Odinlniis, l^rvIUas. L P., twice consul with

C. Aurelius Cotta in the Ist Punic war, namely, in

B. c. 252 and 248. In both years he carried on
war against the Carthaginians. •— 2. Cn., son of

No. 1, was consul 217 with C. Flaminius, in the

2nd Punic war, and ravaged the coast of Africa.

He fell in the battle of Cannae, 216.—*3. M., also

surnamed Pulex, consul 202 with Tib. Claudius

Nero,, obtained Etruria for his ^province. He is

mentioned on several occasions subsequently.

Gemonlaa (scalae) or Ocmonli (gradus), a
flight of steps out out of the Aventine, down which

the bodies of criminals strangled in the prison were
dragged, and afterwards thrown into the Tiber.

wn&buiii or Cen&bum (Orfeana), a town in

Gallia Lugdunensis, on the N. bank of the Ligeris,

was the chief town of the Camutes : it was plun-

dered and burnt by Caesar, but subsequently re-

built In later times it was called Ciyijas Aure-

lianorum or Aurelianensis Urbs, whence its modem
name.

Oesanni, a people in Vindelicia,the inhabitants

of the Alpine valley, now called Voile di Non^

were subdued by Drusus. (Hor. Carm. iv. 14. 10.)

Genesliui, JesSplma, lived about a. n. 940, and

wrote in 4 books a history of the Byzantine em-

perors from A. D. 813 to 886, consequently of the

reigns of Leo V., Michael II., Theophilus, Michael

111., and Basil I. Edited by Lachmann, Bonn,

1834.

Genetaena (VevrirtUo%\ a surname of Zeua,

from Cape Genetus on the Enzine, where he was
worshipped as eH^uvos, i.e. *^the hospitaUe.^

Oenatyllia (TtPtrvWls)^ the protectress of

births, ocenrs both ai a soraame of Aphrodite,
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and at a distinct divinity and a companion of

Aphrodite. We also find the plural, FevcrvAAldcr,

or FcKralScr, as a class of divinities presiding over

generation and birth, and as companions of Aphro-
dite Colias.

GdnSva or Oen&ya (Oenevensis ; Geneva)^ the

last town of the Allobroges, on the frontiers of the

Helvetii, was situated on the 3. bank of the Rhone,
at the spot where the river flowed out of the Lacus
Lemannus. There was a bridge here over the

Rhone.

05nltriz, that is, “ the mother," is used by
Ovid {Met. xiv. 536) as a surname of Cybele, in

the place of mater^ or magna mater

;

but it is

better known as a surname of Venus, to whom
Caesar dedicated a temple at Rome, as the mother
of the Julia Gens.

OdnIuB, a protecting spirit, analogous to the

guardian angels invoked by the Church of Rome.
The belief in such spirits existed both in Greece
and at Rome. The Greeks called them 5a//uover,

Daemons, and appear to have believed in them
from the earliest Amies, though Homer docs not

mention them. Msiod says that the Daemons
were 30,000 in number, and that they dwelled on
earth unseen by mortals, as the ministers of Zeus,

and as the guardians of men and of justice. He
fiirther conceives them to be the souls of the righ-

teous men who lived in the golden age of the

world. The Greek philosophers took up this idea,

and developed a complete theory of daemons. Thus
we read in Plato, that daemons are assigned to

men at the moment of their birth, that they ac-

company men through life, and after death conduct

their souls to Hades. Pindar, in several passages,

speaks of yeyedhios dal/ju»y, that is, the spirit

watching over the fate of man from the hour of his

birth. The daemons are further described as the

ministers and companions of the gods, who carry

the prayers of men to the gods, and the gifts of

the gods to men, and accordingly float in immense
numbers in the space between heaven and earth.

There was also a distinct class of daemons, who'
were exclusively the ministers of the gods.— The
Romans seem to have received their notions re^

specting the genii from the Etruscons, though the

namo Genius itself is Latin (it is connected with
gi-gn-o, gen-ui^ and equivalent in meaning to gene-

rator or father). The genii of the Romans are

the powers which produce life (dii genitalee\ and
accompany man through it as his second or spiritual

self. They were further not confined to man, but
every living being, animal as well as roan, and
every place had its genius. Every human being at

his birth obtained (eortitur) a genius, whom he
worshipped as eaneius et sanctummut deus^ especially

on his birthday, with libations of wine, incense, and
gariands of flowers. The bridal bed was sacred

to the genius, on account of his connection with
generation, and the bed itself was called lectue ge-

niaiie. On other merry occasions, also, sacrifices

were offered to the genius, and to indulge in merri-

ment was not unir^uently expressed by genio in-

dulgere^ gemum ottrare, or plaeare. The whole
body of the Roman people had it» own genius, who
is often seen represented on coins of Hadrian and
Trajan. He was worshipped on sad as well as

joyous occasions ; thus, sacrifices were offered to

him at the beginning of the 2nd year of the war
with Hannibal. The genii are usually represented

in works of art as winged beings. The genius of

T 4
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a place appears in the form of a serpent eating

fruit placed before him.

OeiLsSrio, king of the Vandals, and the most

terrible of ^1 the barbarian invaders of the em«

pire. In a. d. 429 he crossed over from Spain to

Africa, and ravaged the country with frightful se-

verity. Hippo was taken by him in 431, but Can-

thage did not fall into his hands till 439. Having

tkiis become master of the whole of the N.W. of

Africa, he attacked Italy itself. In 455 he took

Rome and plundered it for 14 days, and in the same

year he destroyed Capua, Nola,and Neapolis. Twice
the empire endeavoured to revenge itself, and twice

it failed ; the first was the attempt of the Western
emperor Majorian (457), whose fleet was destroyed

in the liay of Carthagcna. The 2nd was the ex-

jiedition sent by the Eastern emperor Leo (468),
which was also baffled by the burning of the fleet

Bona. Genseric died in 477, at a great age.

lie was an Arian
;

and in the cruelties exercised

under his orders against his Catholic subjects he

exhibited the first instance of persecution carried

on upon a large scale by one^dy of Christians

against another. ^
Gentlua, son of Pleuratus, a king of the Illy-

rians. As early as b.c. 180, he had given offence

to the Romans on account of the piracies of his

subjects
;
and in 168 he entered into an alliance

with Perseus, king of Macedonia. In the follow-

ing year the praetor L. Anicius Gallus was sent

against him. The war was finished within 30
days. Gentius was defeated in battle, and then

surrendered himself to Anicius, who carried him to

Home to adorn his triumph. He was afterwards

kept as a prisoner at Spoletium.

Genoa (Genuas, -fttis, Qenuensis : fTeiioa), an

important commercial town in Liguria, situated at

the extremity of the Ligurian gulf {Gtdf of(Jenoa)^

was in the possession of the Romans at the be-

ginning of the 2iid Punic war, but towards the end

of the war was held for some time by the Car-

thaginian Mago. It was a Roman inunicipium,

but it did not ^come of political importance till the

middle .ages, when it was commonly called Janua.

Gen&oia Gem, patrician, of which the principal

families bore the names of Avbntinbnsis and
Augukinus.
Gendsus {lskumi\ a river in Greek Illyria, N.

of the Apsus.

Gephyraei (Fc^vpaioi), an Athenian family, to

which Harmodius and Aristoglton belonged. They
said that theycame originally Eretria in Euboea.

Herodotus believed them to bo of Phoenician de-

scent, to have followed Cadmus into Boeotia, and
from thence to have emigrated to Athens. They
dwelt en the banks of the Gepfaisus, which sepa-

rated the territory of Athens from that of Eleusis,

and their name was said to have been derived from

the hridgo (y^^vpa), which was built over the river

at this point. Such a notion, however, is quite

untenable, since bridge^ appears to have been a
comparative recent meaning of yi^upeu We find

that there were temples at Athens, belonging

peculiarly ta the Gephyraei, to the exclusion of the

rest of the Athenians, especially one to Demeter
Achaea, whose worship they seem to have brought

with them from Boeotia.

Gipldae, a Gothic people, who came from Scan-

dinavia, and first settled in the country between
the Oder and the Vistula, non which they ex-

pelled the Burgundiones. Subsequently they joined
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the numerous hosts of Attila ; and after his death
they settled in Dacia, on the banks of the Danube.
As they were dangerous neighbours to the Plastem
empire, Justinian invoked the aid of the Langn-
baidi or Lombards, who conquered the Gepidae
and destre^ed their kingdom.
Ger or Gir (Fsfp : Ghir or Mans6lig\ a river of

Oaetulia in Africa, S. of Mauretania Caesariensis ;

fflowing S. £. from the S. slope of M. Atlas, till it

is lost in the desert. It first became known to the
Romans through the expedition of Suetonius Pauli-

nas in the reign of Nero.

Geraestm (Ff/Muirrdr: Fepa/crior), a promon-
to^ and harbour at the S. extremity of Euboea,
with a celebrated temple of Poseidon, in whose
honour the festival of the Geraestia (FepafoTia)

was here celebrated.

Geran§a (t) Fepdvcia), a range of mountains,

beginning at the S.W. slope of Cithaeron, and run-

ning along the W. coast of Megaris, till it termi-

nated in the promontory Olmiae in the Corinthian

territory ; but the name is sometimes confined to

the mountain in the Corinthian territory.

GerSnla (FepWa), an ancient town in Mesie-
nia, the birthplace of Nestor, who is hence called

Oerenian (Fep-^vior). It was regarded by some as

the same place as the Homeric Enope.

Gergis, or Gergitha, or -es, or -ns, (Fep^ir,

or -er, or -or : Fep^/Oior), a town in the

Troad, N. of the Scamander, inhabited by Teu-
crians. Attains removed the inhabitants to the

sources of the Caicus, where mention is made of a
place called GergCtha or Gergithion, in the territory

of Cyme.
GergSvla. 1. A fortified town of the Arvemi

in Gaul, situated on a high and inaccessible hill,

W. or S.W. of the Klaver (AUier). Its site is

uncertain
;
but it was probably in the neighbour-

hood of the modem Clnmont.— 2. A town of the
Boii in Gaul, of uncertain site.

Genoa (F^p/Ui?), the name of 3 cities in Asia
Minor. 1. {Germasluy Ru.) in Mysia Minor, near

Cyzicus.—-2. ( Yermatepe) in Mysia, between Per-

gamus and Thyatira.— ( Yerma\ in Galatia, be-

tween Pessinus and Ancyra; a colonia.

Germ&ola, was bounded by the Rhine on the

W., by the Vistula and the Carpathiin mountains
on the E., by the Danube on the S., and by the

German Ocean and the Baltic on the N. It thus

included much more than modem Germany on the

N. and E., but much less in the W. and S. The
N. and N.E. of Gallia Belgica were likewise called

Germania Prima and S^nda under the Roman
emperors [see p. 275, a.] ;

and it was in contradis-

tinction v> these provinces that Germania proper

was also called Ommania Magna or G. Traas-
rhenfioa or G. Barb&ra. It was not till Coesaris

campaigns in Gaul (b. c. 58—50) that the Ro-
mans obtained any accurate knowledge of the

country. The Roman writers represent Germany
as a di^al land, covered for the most part with

forests and swamps, producing little com, and
subject to intense frosts and almost eternal winter.

Although these accounts are {HX>bably exaggerated,

yet there can be nq doubt that, before the immense
woods were cleared and the morasses drained, the

climate of Germany was much colder than it is at

present.— The N. of Germany is a vast plain, but

in the S, there are many mountains, which were

covered in antiquity with vast forests, and thus

were frequently called SUvae, Of these the most
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important wa« the Hbrcynza Silva.—

T

he chief

rivers were the Rhbnus {Rhine\ Danubius (Do-

ante),Vistula,Amisia (£^), Visurqis (
Weser).

Albis {Elbe% ViADUS (Oder).— The inhabitants

were called Obrmani by the Romans. Tacitus

says (Germ. 2) that Qermani was the name of the

Tungri, who were the first German people that

crossed the Rhine. It would seem that this

name properly belonged only to those tribes who
were settled in Oaul ;

and as these were the first

German tribes with which the Romans came into

contact, they extended the name to the whole
nation. The etymology of the name is uncertain.

Some modem writers derive it from the German
gtver^ Heer^ Wehr^ so that the word would be

equivalent to Wehrman^ Wehrmanner, that is,

warriors. The Germans themselves do not appear

to have used any one name to indicate the whole
nation ; for there is no reason to believe, as some
have done, that the name TeuUmes (i. e. Teuien^

Deutsche), was the general name of the nation in

the time of the Romans. The Germans regarded

themselves as indigenous in the country
;
but there

can be no doubt that they were a branch of the

great Indo-Germanic race, who, along with the

Celts, migrated into Europe from the Caucasus and
the countries around the Black and Caspian seas,

at a period long anterior to historical records.

They are described as a people of high stature and
of great bodily strength, with fair complexions,

blue eyes, and yellow or red hair. Notwithstand-

ing the severity of their climate, they wore little

clothing, and their children went entirely naked.

They had scarcely any defensive armour: their

chief ofiensive weapon was the framea. a long

spear with a narrow iron point, which they either

darted from a distance or pushed in close combat
Their houses were only low huts, made of rough

timber, and thatched with straw. A number of

these were of course often built near each other ;

but they could not be said to have any towns pro-

perly so called. Many of their tribes were nomad,
and every year changed their place of abode.—The
men found their chief delight in the perils and ex-

citement of war. In peace the^ passed their lives

ill listless indolence, only varied by deep gaming
and excessive drinking. Their chief drink was
beer ; and their carouses frequently ended in

bloody brawls. The women were held in high

honour. Their chastity was without reproach.

They accompanied their husbands to battle, and

cheered them on by their presence, and frequently

by their example as well. Both sexes were equally

distinguished for their unconquerable love of li-

berty
;
and the women frequently destwyed both

themselves and their children, rather than fall into

the power of their husbands' conquerors.— In each

tribe we find the people divided into 4 classes : the

nobles
;
the freemen ;

the freedmen or vassals
;
and

,

the slaves. All questions relating to peace and
;

war, and the general interests of the trijie, were '

decided in the popular assembly, in which each

freeman had a right to take part In these as-

semblies a king was elected from among the nobles

;

but his power was very limited, and he only acted

as the supreme magistrate in time of peace ; for

when a war broke out, the people elected a dis-

,

tinguished warrior as their leader, upon whom the

prerogatives of the king devolved.— The religion

of the Germans is known to us only from the '

Greek and Roman writers, who have confused the
|
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subject by seeking to identify the gods of the

Germans with their own divinities. We know
that they worshipped the Sun, the Moon, and
the Stars. They are also said to have paid espe-

cial honour to Mercury, who was probably the

German Wodan or Odin. Their other chief di-

vinities were Isis (probably Freia. the wife of

Odin)
; Mars (Tyr or Zio. the German god of

war) ; the mother of the gods, called Nerthus (less

correctly Ilerthus or Hertha)
;
and Jupiter (Thor.

or the god of thunder). The worship of the gods

was simple. They had both priests and priestesses

to attend to thoir service
;

and some of the

priestesses, such as Veleda among the Bructeri,

were celebrated throughout Germany for their pro-

phetic powers.— The Germani first appear in his-

tory in the campaigns of the Cimbri and Teutones

(b.c. 11.3), the latter of whom were undoubtedly

a Germanic people. [TeuTonbs.] About SO
years afterwards Ariovistus, a German chief, crossed

the Rhine, with a vast host of Germans, and sub-

dued a great part of Gaul
;
but he was defeated

by Caesar with great slaughter (/S8), and driven

beyond the Rhine. Caesar twice crossed this river

(55, 53), but made no permanent conquest on the

E. bank. In the reign of Augustus, his step son

Drtisus carried on war in Germany with great

success for 4 years (12—9), and penetrated as far

as the Elbe. On his death (9), his brother Ti-

berius succeeded to the command ; and under him
the country between the Rhine and the Visurgis

( Weser) was entirely subjugated, and bid fair to

become a Roman province. But in A. I>. 9, the im-

politic and tyrannical conduct of the Roman go-

vemor Quintilius Varus, provoked a general insur-

rection of the various German tribes, headed by
Arminius, the Cheniscan. Varus and his legions

were defeated and destroyed, and the Romans lost

all their conquests E. of the Rhine. [Varus.]
The defeat of Varus was avenged by the successful

campaigns of Gerraanicus, who would probably

have recovered the Roman dominions E. of the

river, had not the jealousy of Tiberius recalled

him to Rome, a. d. 16. From this time the Ro-
mans abandoned all further attempts to conquer

Germany
;
but in consequence of the civil dissen-

sions which broke out in Germany soon after the

departure of Tiberius, they were enabled to ob-

tain peaceable possession of a large portion of the

S.W. of Germany between the Rhine and the Da-
nube, to which they gave the name of the Agri
Dkcumatbs. [See p. 27, b.] On the death of

Nero, several of the tribes in W. Germany joined

the Batavi in their insurrection against the Ro-
mans (a. d. 69—71). Doraitian and Trajan had
to repel the attacks of some German tribes

; but
in the reign of Antoninus Pius, the Marcoraanni,

joined by various other tribes, made a more for-

midable attack upon the Roman dominions, and
threatened the empire with destruction. From
this time the Romans were often called upon to

defend the left bank of the Rhine against their

dangerous neighbours, especially against the 2
powerful confederacies of the Alemaniuand Franks
[Alxmanni ; Franci] ;

and in the 4th and 5th

centuries the Germahs obtained possession of some
of the fairest provinces of the empire. — The Ger-

mans are divided by Tacitus into 3 great tribes

:

1. Ingaevonee, on tv Ocean. 2. Hermiones. in-

habiting the central parts. 8. Jttaevwes. in the

remainder of Germany, conaequently in the £. and
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S. pnrtt. These 3 names were said to be derived

fi^m the 3 sons of Mannus, the son of Tuisco.

Pliny makes 5 divisions: 1. VindUi^ including

Burgundiones, Varini, Carini, and Guttones. 2.

Iiu/aev(me$^ including Cimbri^Teutones, and Chauci.

3. including the midland Ciinbri. 4. //er>

mioness including the Suevi, Hermunduri, Chatti,

and Cherusci. 5. Peucini and Bastamae^ border-

ing on the Dacians. But whether we adopt the

division of Tacitus or Pliny, we ought to add the

inhabitants of the Scandinavian peninsula, the Hil-

leviones, divided into the Sinones and Sitones. It

is difficult to iix with accuracy the position of the

various tribes, as they frequently migrated from

one spot to another. An account of each is given

under the name of the tribe. See Chatjci, Chb-
RUfiCI, ClMBRI, SUBVI, &C.

Germ&nXciis Caesar, son of Nero Claudius Dru-
sus and Antonia, the daughter of the triumvir An-
tony, was bom b. c. 15. He was adopted by his

uncle Tiberius in the lifetime of Augustus, and
was raised at an early age to the honours of the

state. He assisted Tiberius in the war against the

Pannonians and Dalmatians (a. d. 7—10), and also

fought along with Tiberius against the Germans
ill the 2 following years (11, 12). He had the

command of the legions in Germany, when the

alarming mutiny broke out among the troops in

Germany and Illyricum, upon the death of Au-
gustus (14). Germanicus was a favourite with

the soldiers, and they offered to place him at the

head of the empire; but he rejected their pro-

posal, and exerted all his influence to quell the

mutiny, and reconcile them to their new sove-

reign. After restoring order among the troops,

he crossed the llhine, and laid waste the country

of the Marsi with fire and sword. In the follow-

ing year (15), he again crossed the Rhine, and
marched into the interior of the country. He pe-

netrated as &r as the ISaltus Teutoburgiensis, N. of

the Lippe, in which forest the array of Quintilius

Varus had been destroyed by the Germans. Here
his troops gathered up the bones of their ill-fated

comrades, and paid the last honours to their me-
mory. But meantime Anninius had collected a
formidable army, with which he attacked the Ro-
mans ; and it was not without considerable loss

that Germanicus made good his retreat to the

Rhine. It was in this campaign that Thusnelda,

the wife of Arminius, fell into the hands of Oer-

manicus. [Abwinius.] Next year (IG) Gcrr

manicus placed his troops on board a fleet of

1 000 vessels, and sailed through the canal of his

father, Drusua [see p. 233, b.], and the Zuydersee

to the ocean, and from thence to the mouth of the

Amisia (Enu)^ where he landed his forces. After

crossing the Ems and the Wescr, he fought 2 bat-

tles with Arminius, in both of which the Germans
were completely defeated. The Germans could no
longer offer him any effectual resistance, and Ger-

raanicuB needed only another year to reduce com-
pletely the whole country between the Rhine and
thb Elbe. But the jealousy of Tiberius saved

Germany. •Upon pretence of the dangerous state

of affairs in the £., the emperor recalled Gerroani-

CU8 to Rome, which he entered in triumph on the

26th of May, 17. In the same year all the Eastern

provinces were assigned to Germanicus ; but Ti-

,
berius placed Cn. Piso in conjb^”^^ Syria, with

Instructions to check and thwart Germanicus.
Piso sow showed bis hostility to Germanicus

;
and
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his wife Plane'ma, in like manner, did every thing

in her power to annoy Agrippina, the wife of Ger-
manicus. In 18, Germanicus proceeded to Arme-
nia, where he pl^ed Zeno on the throne, and in

the followmg year (19) he visited Egypt, and on
his return he was seized with a dangerous illness,

of which he died. He believed that he had been
poisoned by Piso, and shortly before he died, he
summoned his friends, and called upon them to

avenge his murder. He was deeply and sincerely

lamented by the Roman people
;
and Tiberius was

obliged to sacrifice Piso to the public indignation.

[Piso.] By Agrippina he had 9 children, of
whom 6 survived him. Of these the most noto-

rious were the emperor Caligula, and Agrippina,

the mother of Nero, Germanicus was an author
of some repute. He wrote several poetical works.

We still possess the remains of his Latin transla-

tion of the Phaenomtna of Aratus. The latest

edition of this work is by Orelli at the end of his

Phaedrus, Zurich, 1831.

Germanlcla or Caes&rSa Oemanlca (FepMo-
vIkcio, Kaurdpeta rcp/iaviic^), a town in the Syrian
province of Commagene, near the borders of Cap-
padocia ; the birthplace of the heretic Nestoriiis.

Gerra near El-Katif\ one of the chief

cities of Arabia, and a great emporium for the trade

of Arabia and India, stood on the N. E. coast of

Arabia Felix, 200 stadia (20 geog. miles) from the

shore of the Sinus Gerraeui or Gerraicus {Ehmh
Bay 5*-), a bay on the W. side of the Persian Gulf,

2400 stadia (240 geog. miles=4° of lat.)from the

mouth of the Tigris. The city was 5 Roman miles

in circuit. The inhabitants, called Gerraei (Fe^^atoi)

were said to have been originally Chaldaeans, who
were driven out of Babylon. There was a small

place of the same name on the N. E. frontier of

Egypt, between Pelusium and M. Casius, 50 stadia

or 8 Roman miles from the former.

Gerrlms (Fe^^os), a river of Scythia, flowing

through a country of the same name, was a branch
of the Borysthencs, and flowed into the Hjrpacyris,

dividing the country of the Nomad Scythians from
that of the Royal Scythians.

Geronda {Genfna)^ a town of the Ausetani in

Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from Tarroco

to Narbo in Gaul.

Qirfojx or Gerj^dnea (FTjpi/dvrjt), son of Chry-
saor and Callirrhoc, a monster with 3 heads, or,

according to others, with 3 bodies united together,

was a king in Spain, and possessed magnificent

oxen, which Hercules carried away. For details

see Hbrculks.
Geflori&oim {Bouloffne\ a port of the Morini

in OalliaiBelgica, at which persons usually em-
barked to cross over to Britain : it was subse-

quently called Bo&onla, whence its modern name.

Geaalua Flfinif. [Florus.]

GSta, SeptXmlna, brother of Caraealla, by whom
he was assassinated, a. d. 212. For details see

CARACi^LLA.
GStae, a Thracian people, called Daci by the

Romans. Herodotus and Thucydides place them

S. of the Ister {Danube) near its mouths
;
but in

the time of Alexander the Great they dwelt be-

yond this river and N, of the Triballi. They were

driven by the Sarmatians farther W. towards Ger-

many. For their later history see Dacia.

GIgantei (Fi7c[Krc$), the giants. According to

Homer, they were a gigantic and savage race ot

men, dwelling in the d^taut W. in the island ot
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Tnnacia, and were destroyed on account of their

insolence towards the cods.— Hesiod considers

them as divine beings, who sprang from the blood

that fell from Uranus upon the earth, so that Ge
(the earth) was their mother. Neither Homer nor

Hesiod know any thing about their contest with

the gods.— Later poets and mythographers fre-

quently co^ound them with the Titans, and repre-

sent them as enemies of Zeus and the gods, whose
abode on Olympus they attempt to take by storm.

Their battle with the gods seems to be only an imi-

tation of the revolt of the Titans against Uranus.
Ge, it is said, indignant at the fate of her former

children, the Titans, gave birth to the Gigantes,

who were beings of a monstrous size, with fearful

countenances and the tails of dragons. They were
born, according to some, in the Phlegraean plains

in Sicily, Campania, or Arcadia, and, according to

others, in the Thracian Pallene. In their native

land they made an attack upon heaven, being

armed with huge rocks and trunks of trees. The
gods were told that they could not conquer the

giants without the assistance of a mortal ; where-
upon they summoned Hercules to their aid. The
giiints Alcyoneus and Porphyrion distinguished

themselves above their brethren. Alcyoneus was
immortal so long as he fought in his native land

;

but Hercules dragged him away to a foreign land,

and thus killed him. Porphyrion was killed by
the lightning of Zeus and the arrows of Hercules.

1'he other giants, whose number is said to have

been 24, were then killed one after another by the

gods and Hercules, and some of them were buried

by their conquerors under (volcanic) islands.— It

is worthy of remark, that must writers place the

giants in volcanic districts
;
and it is probable that

the story of their contest with the gods took its

origin from volcanic convulsions.

Gig5niis (riywifos : Tiytivios)^ a town and pro-

montory of Macedonia on the Thermaic gulf.

Gildo, or Gildon, a Moorish chieftain, governed

Africa for some years as a subject of the Western
empire

;
but in a. d. 307, he transferred bis alle-

giance to the Eastern empire, and the emperor Ar-

cadius accepted him as a subject.* Stilicho, guardian

of Hoiiorius, sent an army against him. Gildo

was defeated
;
and being taken prisoner, he put an

end to his own life by hanging himself (398).

The history of this war forms the subject of one of

Cl.audian’s poems (De Bello Gildonico).

Gindhrus (riySapos : Gindariee), a very strong

fortress in the district of Cyrrhestice in Syria,

N. E. of Antioch.

Girba, a city on the island of Meninx (t/er&oA),

at the S. extremity of the Lesser Syrtis, in N.

Africa: celebrated for its manufactures of purple.

Gisco or Gisgo (ri<rKwv or r^irawi'). 1, Son of

Hamilcar who was defeated and killed in the battle

of Himera, B. c. 480. In consequence of this

calamity, Oisgo was banished from Carthage. He
died at Selinus in Sicily.— 2. Son of Hanno,

was in exile when the Carthaginians were defeated

at the river Crimissus by Timoleon, 339. He was

then recalled from exile, and sent to oppose Timo-

leoD, but was unable to accomplish any thing^ of

importance.— 3. Commander of the Carthaginlin

garrison at Lilybaeum, at the end of the 6rst Punic

war. After the conclusion of peace, 241, he was
deputed by the government to treat with the mer-

cenaries who had risen in revolt, but he was seized

by them and put to death.
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GitX&das (ririddor), a Lacedaemonian architect

statuary, and poet. He completed the temple of

Athena Poliouchos at Sparta, and ornamented it

with works in bronze, which it was called

the Brazen House, and hence the goddess received

the surname of XoKkooikos, He composed a hymn
to the goddess, besides other ^mi. He flourished

about & c. 516, and is the last Spartan artist of

any distinction.

Olabilo, Acllluf, plebeians. 1. C., quaestor

B. c. 203, and tribune of the plebs 197. He acted
as interpreter to the Athenian embassy in 155,
when the 3 philosophers, Cameades, Diogenes, and
Critolaus came as envoys to Rome. He wrote in

Greek a history of Rome from the earliest period

to his own times. It was translated into Latin by
one Claudius, and his version is cited by Livy,
under the titles of Atmaks Aciliani (xxv. 39) and
LtlH Adliani (xxxv. 14).— 2. M’., tribune of the

plebs 201, praetor 196, and consul 191. In his

consulship he defeated Antiochus at Thermopylae,
and subsequently the Aetolians likewise.— 8 . IT.,
married a daughter of M. Aemilius Scaunis, consul

115, whom Sulla, in 82, compelled him to divorce.

Qlabrio was praetor urbanus in 70, when he presided

at the impeachment of Verres. He u'os consul in

67, and in the following year proconsul of Cilicia.

He succeeded L. Lucullus in the command of the
war against Mithridates, but remained inactive in

Bithynia. He was superseded by Cn. Pompey.—
4. H\, son of No. 3, was born in the house of

Cn. Pompey, b. c. 8 J, who married his mother
after her compulsory divorce from the elder Qla-

brio. Aemiliu died in giving birth to him. In
the civil war, Glabrio was one of Caesar's lieu-

tenants
; commanded the garrison of iDricum in

Epirus in 48, and was stationed in Sicily in 46.

He was twice defended on capital charges by
Cicero, and acquitted.

Glanii, more usuidly written Clanis.
Olftnom Livli (nr. 5Y. liemy Ru.), a town of the

Salyes in Gallia Narbonensis.

Glaphjhra. [Archslaus, No. 6.]

Glancd (rAo^/07 ). 1 . One of the Nereides, the

name Olaucc being only a personification of the

colour of the sea,— 2. Daughter of Creon of Co-
rinth, also called Creiisa. For details see Crbon.

Glaucia, C. SerriOIni, praetor b. c. 100, the

chief supporter of Satuminus, with whom he was
put to death in this year. [Saturninus.]

Glauclaz (rAau/clar). 1. King of the Taulan-

tians, one of the Illyrian tribes, fought against

Alexander the Great, b. c. 335. In 31 6 he afforded

an asylum to the infant Pyrrhus, and refused to

surrender him to Cassonder. In 307 he invaded
Epirus, and placed Pyrrhus, then 12 years old,

upon the throne.— 2. A Greek physician, who

g
robably lived in the 3rd or 2nd century b. c.—
. A statuary of Aegina, who made the bronze

chariot and statue of Gelon, flourished B. c. 488.

Olaucon (TAai^Ktei'). 1. Son of Critias, brother

of Callaeschrus, and father of Cbarmides and of

Plato's mother, Pcrictione.— 2. Brother of Plato,

who makes him one of the speakers in the Republic.

Olaueni (FAai^/cos). 1. Grandson of Aeolus, son

of Sisyphus and Merope, and father of Beilero-

phontes. He lived at Potniae, despised the power
of Aphrodite, and did not allow his maxes to breed,

that they might be tjje stronger for the horse race.

According to others he fed them with human flesh.

This excited the anger of Aphrodite, who destroyed
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him. According to some accounts his horses be-

came frightened and threw him out of his chariot*

!

as he was contending in the funeral games cele-

brated by Acastus in honour of his father Pelias.

According to others, his horses tore him to pieces*

having drunk from the water of a sacred well in

Boeotw, in consequence of which they were seized

with madness. Olaucus of Potniae (rAouKOj IIot-

vitiSs) was the title of one of the lost tragedies of

Aeschylus. —2.-|Son of Hippolochus* and grand-

son of Bcllerophontes* was a Lycian prince, and
assisted Priam in the Trojan war. He was con-

nected with Diomedes by ties of hospitality ; and
when they recognised one another in the battle*

they abstained from fighting, and exchanged arms
with one another. Glaucus was slain by Ajax.>>*
8. Son of the Messenian king Aepytus* whom he
succeeded on the throne.— 4. One of the sons of ‘

t^ie Cretan king Minos by Pasiphae or Crete.

When a boy, he fell into a cask full of honey,
and was smothered. Minos searched for his son
in vain, and was at length informed by Apollo or

the Curetes that the person who should devise

the most appropriate comparison between a cow,
which could assume 3 different colours, and any
other object* would find the boy. The soothsayer

Polyidus of Argos solved the problem by likening

the cow to a mulberry, which is at first white*

then red, and in the end black. By his prophetic

powers he then discovered the boy. Minos now
required Polyidus to restore his son to life

;
but as

he could not accomplish this, Minos ordered him to

be entombed alive with the body of Olaucus.

When Polyidus was thus shut up in the vault, he
saw a serpent approaching the dead body, and
killed the«eptilc. Presently another serpent came,

and placed a herb upon the dead serpent, which
was thereby restored to life. Thereupon Polyidus

covered the body of Glaucus with the same herb*

and the boy at once rose into life again. The
story of Glaucus and Polyidus was a favourite sub-

ject with the ancient poets and artists.— 5. Of
Anthedon in Boeotia, a fisherman* who became
immortal by eating a part of the divine herb which
Cronos had sown. His parentage is differently

stated : some called his father Copeus* others Po-
lybits, the husband of Euboea* and others arain

Anthedon or Poseidon. He was further said to

have been a clever diver, to have built the ship

Argo, and to have accompanied the Argonauts as

their steersman. In the sea-fight of Jason against

the Tyrrhenians, Glaucus alone remained unhurt

;

he sank to the bottom of the sea, where he was
visible to none save Jason. From this moment he
became a marine deity, and was of service to the

Argonauts. The story of his sinking or leaping

into the sea was variously modified in the different

traditions. There was a belief in Greece that once

in every year Glaucus visited all the coasts and
islands, accompanied by marine monsters, and gave

bis prophecies. Fishermen and sailors paid particular

reverence to him* and watched his oracles, which
were believed to be very trustworthy. He is said

to have even instructed Apollo in the prophetic

art Som^ writers stated that he dwelt in Delos,

where he prophesied in conjunction with the

nymphs ; but the place of his abode varied in dif-

ferent traditions. The stories about his various

loves were favourite subjects with the ancient poets.

*>6. Of Chios, a statuary in metal, distinguished

as the inventor of the art of soldering metahi (kM-
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Xtltris), flourished b. c. 490. His most noted work
was an iron base {yiroKfn\rt\piZiou)^ which, with

the silver bowl it supported, was presented to the

temple at Delphi by Alyattes, king of Lydia.

Glancns (r\avKos). L A small river of Phiy^gia,

falling into the Maeander near Eumenia.— 2. A
small river of Lycia, on the borders of Caria, flow-

ing into the Sinus Glaucus {Gvlf of Makri).
Olaucus Sinus. [Glaucus.]
Oless&rla {Amdand)^ an island off the coast of

the Frisii, so called from “glessum” or amber which
was found there : its proper name was Austeravia.

Olisas (rAf<ras: rAnrdi/rios), an ancient town
in Boeotia, on Mt. Hypaton. It was in ruins in

the time of Pausanias.

Olyeas, Michael, a Byzantine historian, the

author of a work entitled Anna/s {$l€Xot xpovtK^),

containing the history of the world from the

creation to the death of Alexis I. Comnenus, a. d.

1118. Edited by Bckker, Bonn, 1838.
OlyeSra (rxi/a^pa), “the sweet one,’* a fa-

vourite name of hetairae. The most celebrated

hetairae of this name are, 1. The daughter of Tha-
lassis, and the mistress of Harpalus.— 2. Of Sicyon,

and the mistress of Pausias.~ 3. A favourite of

Horace.

OlyeSrIus, became emperor of the W. a. d.

473, after the death of Olybrius, by the assistance

of Gundobald the Burgundian. But the Byzantine
court did not acknowledge Glycerins* and pro-

claimed Julius Nepos emperor, by whom Glycerius

was dethroned (474), and compelled to become a
priest. He was appointed bishop of Salona in

Dalmatia.

Olycou {rxitKctv)^ an Athenian sculptor, known
to us by his magnificent colossal marble statue of

Hercules, commonly called the “ Farnese Her-
cules.’* It was found in the baths of Caracalla,

and, after adorning the Farnese palace for some
time, was removed to the royal museum at Naples.

It represents the hero resting on his club, after one

of his labours. The swollen muscles admirably

express repose after severe exertion. Glycon pro-

bably lived under the early Roman emperors.

Onipbo, M. Aut6nlu8, a Roman rhetorician,

was bom b. c. 11 4, in Gaul, but studied at Alex-
andria. He afterwards established a school at

Rome, which was attended by many distinguished

men, and among others by Cicero, when he was
praetor.

Gnosiif, OnoBBUS. [Cnosus.]
G5brjPaB (rw€p6as)y a noble Persian, one of the

7 conspirators against Smerdis the Magian. He
accompanied Darius into Scythia. He was doubly

related to^arius by marriage ; Darius married the

daughter of Gobryas, and Gobryas married the

sister of Darius.

Ctolgi (roA7o{ : rdA7ior), a town in Cyprus, of

uncertain site,was aSicyonian colony, and one of the

chief seats of the worship of Aphrodite (Venus).

Ooiwhi (T6pupoi : rop^vs\ a town in Hestiae-

otis in Thessaly, was a strong fortress on the confines

of Epirus, and commanded the chief pass between

Thessaly and Epirus : it was taken and destroyed

by Caesar (b. c. 48), but was afterwards rebuilt

Gonni, Gobhob (rdwoi, rdwov: r6vvios), a

strongly fortified town of the Perrhaebi in Thessaly*

on the river Peneus and at the entrance of the vale

of Tempe, was, from its position* of great military

importance ; but it is not mentioned after the time

of the wars between the Macedonians and Romans.
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Oordl&niifi X. AntSnliif
,
the name of 3 Ro-

i^an empero^^ father, son, and grandson. 1. Siir-

named Afrioanoi, son of Metius Marullus and

Ulpia Qordiana, possessed a princely fortune, and

was distinguished alike by moral and intellectual

excellence. In his let consulship, a. d. 213, he
was the colleague of Caracalla

;
in his 2nd of Alex-

ander Severus ; and soon afterwards was nominated
proconsul of Africa. After governing Africa for

several years with justice and integrity, a rebellion

broke out in the province in consequence of the

tyranny of the procurator of Maximinus. The
ringleaders of the conspiracy compelled Gordian,

who was now in his 80tQ year, to assume the im-

perial title. He entered on his new duties at Car-

thage in the month of February, associated his son

with him in the empire, and despatched letters to

Home, announcing his elevation. Oordianus and
bis son were at once proclaimed Augusti by the

senate, and preparations were made in Italy to

resist Maximinus. But meantime a certain Gapel-

lianus, procurator of Numidia, refused to acknow-
ledge the authority of the Gordiani and marched
against them. The younger Gordianus was de-

feated by him, and slain in the battle ; and his

aged father thereupon put an end to his own life,

after reigning less than 2 months. 2. Son of the

preceding and of Fabia Orestllia, was bom A. d.

192, was associated with his father in the purple,

and fell in battle, as recorded above.» 3. Grand-

son of the elder Gordianus, either by a daughter or

by the younger Gordianus. The soldiers pro-

claimed him emperor in July, A. n. 238, after the

murder of Balbinus and Pupienus, although he was
a mere boy, probably not more than 12 years old.

He reigned 6 years, from 238 to 244. In 241 he

married the daughter of Misitheus, and in the same
year set out for the E. to carry on the war against

the Persians. With the assistance of Misitheus,

he defeated the Persians in 242. Misitheus died in

the following year
;
and Philippus, whom Gordian

had taken into his confidence, excited discontent

among the soldiers, who at length rose in open

mutiny, and assassinated Gordian in Mesopotamia,

244. He was succeeded by I^ilippus.
Oordlum (rdpSioi', Topilov the ancient

capital of Phrygia, the royal residence of the kings

of the dynasty of Gordius, and the scene of Alex-

ander's celebrated exploit of cutting the Gordian

knot." [Gordius]. It was situat^ in the W.
of that part of Phrygia which was afterwards called

Galatia, N. of Pessiniis, on the N. bank of the

Sangarius. In the reign of Augustus it received

the name of Juliopolis (’lovAiodwoAts).

Oordlu (rSpSios), an ancient king of Phrygia,

and father of Midas, was originally a jftwr peasant.

Internal disturbances having broken out in Phrygia,

an oracle informed the inhabitants that a waggon

would bring them a king, who should at the same

time put an end to the disturbances. When the

people were deliberating on these points, Gordius,

with his wife and son, suddenly appeared riding in

his waggon in the assembly of the people, who at

once acknowledged him as king. Gordius, out of

gratitude, dedicated his chariot to Zeus, in the

acropolis of Gordium. The polo was fastened to

the yoke by a knot of bark ;
and an oracle de-

clared that whosoever should imtie the knot

should reign over all Asia. Alexander, on - his

arrival at Gordium, cut the knot with his sword,

and ai^lied the oracle to himself.
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GordIfLtiUhoi (Top^foi; Tcix^O* * Cana,
near the borders of Phrygia, between Antiochia ad
Maeandrum and Tabae.

Oordyaei [Gordyxnk.]
Gord3raei Xontes (rh Top^veua 6pii : Mountains

ofKurdisianX the name given by Strabo to the N,
part of the broad belt of mountains, which separates

the Tigris valley from the great table land of /ran,

and which divided Mesopotamia and Assyria from

Armenia and Media. They are connected with the

mountains of Armenia at Ararat, whence they run

S. £. between the Arsissa Palus (LaAs Van) and
tho sources of the Tigris and its upper confluents

as far as the confines of Media, where the chain

turns more to the S. and was called Zaqros.
Qoidfini or Cordftfina (ropSvrjrti^ KopSovriufi),

a mountainous district in the S. of Armenia Major,
between the Arsissa Palus (Lake Van) and the

Gordyaxi Montxs. After the Mithridatic War,
it was assigned by Pompey to Tigranes, with whom
its possession bad been disputed by the Parthian
king Phraates. Trajan added it to the Roman
empire; and it formed afterwards a constant object

of contention between the Romans and the Parthian

and Persian kings but was for the most part

virtually independent. Its warlike inhabitants

called TopSvaiot or Cordu6ni, were no doubt the

same people as the Carduchi of the earlier Greek
geographers and the Kurds of modem times.

Gorge (rdpyn), daughter of Oeneus and Althea.

She and her sister Deianira alone retained their

original forms when their other sisters were meta-
morphosed by Artemis into birds.

Gorglas (Vopylas). 1. Of Leontini, in Sicily,

a celebrated rhetorician and orator, sophist and
philosopher, was bom about b. c. 480, and is said

to have lived 105, or even 109 years. Of his

early life we have no particulars ; but when he
was of advanced age (b. c. 427) he was sent by
his fellow-citizens as ambassador to Athens, for

the purpose of soliciting its protection against Sy-
racuse. He seems to have returned to Leontini

only for a short time, and to have spent the re-

maining years of his vigorous old age m the towns
of Greece Proper, especially at Athena and the

Thessalian Larissa, enjoying honour everywhere
as an orator and teacher of rhetoric. The common
statement that Pericles and the historian Thucy-
dides were among his disciples, cannot be tme, as

he did not go to Athens till after the death of Pe-
ricles ; but Alcibiades, Alcidamas, Aeschines, and
Antisthenes, are called either pupils or imitators of

Gorgias, and his oratoiy must have had great in-

fiueuce upon the rhetorician Isocrates. The high
estimation in which he was held at Athens appears

from the way in which he is introduced in the dia-

logue of Plato, which bears his name. The elo-

quence of Gorgias was chiefly calculated to rickle

the ear by antitheses, alliterations, the symmetry of*

its parts, and similar artifices. Two declamations

have come down to us under the name of Gorgias,

viz. the Apology of Palamedes, and the Encomium
on Helena, the genuineness of which is doubtful.

Besides his orations, which were mostly what the

Greeks called Epideiiic or speeches for display,

such as his oration addressed to tho assembled

Greeks at Olympia, Gor^s also wrote loci com-

munes^ probably as rhetorical exercises
; a work on

dissimilar and homogeneous words, and another on

rhetoric. The wtirks of Gorgias did not even

contain the elements of a scientific theory of ora-
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toi7f anymore than hii oral initmctions. He con-

fin^ himeelf to teaching hie pupils a variety of

rhetorical artifices, and made them learn by heart

certain formulas relative to them. —2. Of Athens,

gave instruction in rhetoric to young M. Cicero,

when he was at Athena. He wrote a rhetorical

work, a Latin abridgment of which by Rutilius

Lupus is still extant, under the title Figttria

Sententiarum et Kloctdionis.

Gorge and Gk>rg5noB (Topy^ and r6pyovfs).

Homer mentions only one Gorge, who- appears in

the Odyssey (xi. 633) as one of the frightful phan-

toms in Hades : in the Iliad the Aegis of Athena
contains the head of Gorgo, the terror of her

enemies. Hesiod mentions 3 Gorgones, Btheno,

Enryale, and XodUaa, daughters of Phorcys and
Ceto, whence they are sometimes called PhorcjPdes.

Hesiod placed them in the far W. in the Ocean, in

the neighbourhood of Night and the Hesperides

;

but later traditions transferred them to Libya. They
were frightful beings ; instead of hair, their heads

were covered with hissing serpents
;
and they had

wings, brazen claws, and enormous teeth. Medusa,
who alone of her sisters was mortal, was, according

to some legends, at first a bcautifiil maiden, but

her hair was changed into serpents by Athena, in

consequence of her having become by Poseidon

the mother of Chrysaor and Pegasus, in one of

Athena's temples. Her head now became so fear-

ful that every one who looked at it was changed

into stone. Hence the great difficulty which Per-

seus had in killing her. [Perskus.] Athena af-

terwards placed the head in the centre of her

shield or breastplate.

OOTtf^, Gortyna (rdprw, VSfnvua: Toprivios).

!• (Nr. HagiosDkeka Hu., 6 miles from the foot of

Mt. Ida), one of the most ancient cities in Crete,

on the river Lethaeus, 90 stadia from its harbour

LebSn, and 130 stadia from its other harbour Ma-
talia. It was one of the chief seats of the worship

of Europa, whence it was called Helloiis ; and it

was subsequently peopled by Minyaiis and Tyrr-

hene-Pelosgians, whence it also bore the name of

Larissa. It was the 2nd city in Crete, being only

inferior to Cnossus
;
and on the decline of the latter

place under the Romans, it became the metropolis

of the island.—i*2. Also Gortyt (Nr. Hu.),

a town in Arcadia on the river Gortynius, a tributary

of the Alpheus.

Gortynia (foprvWa), a town In Emathia in

Macedonia, of uncertain site.

Gotanei. [Arsacbs XX. XXL]
Gothi, Ooth5nes, Guttdnei, a powerful German

people, who played an important part in the over-

throw of the Roman empire. They originally dwelt

on the Prussian coast of the Baltic at the mouth of

the Vistula, where they are placed by Tacitus ; but

they afterwards migrated S., and at the beginning

of the 3rd century, they appear on the coasts of the

Black Sea, where Caracalla encountered them on

his march to the E. In the reign of the emperor

Philippus (a. d. 244—249), they obtained pos-

session of a great part of the Roman province of

Dacia; and in consequence of their settling in the

countries formerly inhabited by the Getae and
Scythians, they ore frequently called both Getae
and Scythians by later writers. Prom the time of

Philippus the attacks of the Goths against the

Roman empire became more frequent and more
destructive. In A, d. 272 thd emperor Aurelian

surrendered to them the whole of Dacia. It is about
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this time that we find them lep^ted into 2 great

divisions, the Ostrogoths or E. Goths, and the

Visigoths or W. Goths. The Ostrogoths settled in

Moesia and Pannonia, while the Visigoths remained
N. of the Danube.—^The Visigoths under their king

Alaric invaded Italy, and took and plundered Rome
(410). A few years afterwards they settled per-

manently in the S. W. of Gaul, and established a
kingdom of which Tolosa w'as the capital. From
thence they invaded Spain, where they also foimded

a kingdom, which lasted for more than 2 centuries,

till it was overthrown by the Arabs.—The Ostro-

goths meantime had extended their dominions

almost up to the gates of Constantinople
;
and the

emperor Zeno was glad to get rid of them by giving

them permission to invade and conquer Italy.

Under their king Theodoric the Great they obtained

possession of the whole of Italy (493). Theodoric

took the title of king of Italy, and an Ostrogothic

d^masty reigned in the country, till it was destroyed

by Narses, the general of Justinian, a. d. 553.

—

The Ostrogoths embraced Christianity at an early

period
;
and it was for their use that UJphihu

translated the sacred Scriptures into Gothic, about

the middle of the 4th century.

Gothini, a Celtic people in the S. E. of Germany,
subject to the Quad!.

Graccb&nus, X. Jllnlus, assumed his cognomen
on account of his friendship with C. Gracchus. He
wrote a work, De Potestatihun^ which gave an

account of the Roman constitution and magistracies

from the time of the kings. It was addressed to

T. PomponiuB Atticus, the father of Cicero’s friend.

This work, which appears to have been one of

great value, is lost, but some parts of it are cited

by Joannes Lydus. [Lydus.]
Gracchus, Semprbuius, plebeians.—!. Tib., a

distinguished general in the 2nd Punic war. In
RC. 216 he was magister equitum to the dictator, M.
Junius Pera ; in 215 consul for the first time

;
and

in 213 consul for the 2nd time. In 212 he fell in

battle against Mago, at Campi Veteres, in Lurania.

His body was sent to Hannibal, who honoured it

with a magnificent burial.— 2. Tib., was tribune of

the plebs in 1 87 ;
?.nd although personally hostile

to P. Scipio Africanus, he defended him against

the attacks of the other tribunes, for which he re-

ceived the thanks of the aristocratical party. Soon

after this occurrence Gracchus was rewarded with

the hand of Cornelia, the youngest daughter of P.

Scipio Africanus. In 181 he was praetor, and re-

ceived llispania Citerior as his province, where he

carried on the war with great success against the

Celtiberians, After defeating them in battle, he

gained their confidence by his justice and kindness.

He returned to Rome in 178 ;
and was consul in

177, when he was sent against the Sardinians, who
revolted. He reduced them to complete submission

in 176, and returned to Rome in 175. He brought

with him so large a number of captives, that they

were sold for a mere trifle, which gave rise to

the proverb Sardi venales. In 169 he was censor

with C. Claudius Pulcher, and was consul a 2nd
time in 163.—He had 12 children by Cornelia, all

of whom died at an early age, except the 2 tribunes,

Tiberius and Cains, and a daughter, Cornelia, who
was married to P. Scipio Africanus the younger.—8.
lib., elder son of No. 2, lost his lather at an early

^e. He was educated together with his brother

Caius by his illustrious mother, Cornelia, who made
it the object of her life to render her sons worthy
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of their father and of her own anceiton. She was
assisted in the education of her children by eminent

Greeks, who exercised great influence upon the

minds of the two brothers, and among whom we
have especial mention of Diophanes of Mytilene,

Menelaus of Marathon, and Blossiui of Cumae.
Tiberius was 9 years older than his brother Caius;

and although they grew up under the same influence,

and their characters resembled each other in the

main outlines, yet they diflfered from each other in

several important particulars. Tiberius was inferior

to his brother in talent, but surpassed him in the

amiable traits of his gentle nature : the simplicity

of his demeanour, and his calm dignity, won for

him the hearts of the people. His eloquence, too,

formed a strong contrast with the passionate and
impetuous harangues of Caius ; for it was temperate,

graceful, persuasive, and, proceeding as it did from

the fulness of his own heart, it found a ready en*

trance into the hearts of his hearers. Tiberius

served in Africa under P. Scipio Africanus the

younger, who had married his sister, and was pre-

sent at the destruction of Carthage (146). In

137 he was quaestor, and in that capacity he

accompanied the consul, Hostilius Mancinua, to

Hispania Citcrior, where he gained both the affec-

tion of the Roman soldiers, and the esteem and
confidence of the victorious enemy. The distressed

condition of the Roman people had deeply excited

the sympathies of Tiberius. As he travelled through

Etruria on his journey to Spain, he observed with

grief and indignation the deserted state of that

fertile country
;
thousands of foreign slaves in chains

were employed in cultivating the land and tending

the flocks upon the immense estates of the wealthy,

while the poorer classes of Roman citizens, wno
were thus thrown out of employment, had scarcely

their daily bread or a clod of earth to call their

own. He resiolved to use every effort to remedy
this state of things by endeavouring to create an
industrious middle class of agriculturists, and to

put a check upon the unbounded avarice of the

ruling party, whose covetousness, combined with

the disasters of the 2nd Punic war, had completely

destroyed the middle class of small landowners.

With this view, he offered himstlf as a candidate

for the tribuneship, and obtained it for tlie year 1 33.

The agrarian law of Licinius, which enacted that

no one should possess more than 500 jugera of

public land, had never been repealed, but had for

a long series of years been totally disregarded. The
first measure, therefore, of Tiberius was to propose

a bill to the people, renewing and enforcing the

Licinian law, but with the modification, that be-

sides the 600 jugera allowed by that law, any one

might possess 250 jugera of the public land for each

of his sons. This clause, however, seems to have
,

been limited to 2 ; so that a father of 2 sons might

occupy 1000 jugera of public land. The surplus
i

was to be taken from them and distributed in small

farms among the poor citizens. The business of

measuring and distributing the land was to be

entrusted to triumvirs, who were to be elected as

a permanent magistracy. This measure encountered

the most vehement opposition from the senate and
the aristocracy, and they got one of the tribunes

M. Octavius, to pnt his intercensio or veto upon the

bill. When neither persuasions nor threats would
induce Octavius to withdraw his opposition, the

people, upon the proposition of Tiberius, deposed

Octavius from his office. The law was then passed;
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and the triumvirs appointed to carry it into execu-
tion were Tib. Gracchus, App. Claudius, his fether-

in-law, and his brother C. Gracchus, who was then
little more than 20 years old, and was serving in

the camp of P. Scipio at Numantia. About this

time Attalus died, bequeathing his kingdom and
his property to the Roman people. Gracchus there-

upon proposed that this property should be distri-

buted among the people, to enable the poor, who
were to receive lands, to purchase the necessary

implementa, 4:attle and the like. When the time
came for the election of the tribunes for the follow-

ing year, Tiberius again offered himself as a candi-

date. The senate declared that it was illegal for

any one to hold this office for 2 consecutive years ;

hut Tiberius paid no attention to the objection.

While the tribes were voting, a hand of senators,

headed by P. Scipio Nasica, nished from the senate
house into the ferum and attacked the people.

Tiberius was killed as he was attempting to escape.

He was probably about 35 years of age at the time
of his death. Whatever were the errors of Tiberius

in legislation, his motives were pure
; and he died

the death of a martyr in the protection of the poor
and oppressed. All the odium that has for many
centuries been thrown upon Tiberius and his brother

Caius arose from party prejudice, and more espe-

cially from a misunderstanding of the nature of a
Roman agrarian law, which did not deal with
private property, but otily with the public land of

the state. (See JDioL ofAnUq. art. Agrariae Legts.)

—4. C., brother of No. 3, was in Spain at the time
of his brother's murder, as has been already stated.

He returned to Rome in the following year (132),
hut kept aloof from public aflairs for some years.

In 126 he was quaestor, and went to Sardinia,

under the consul L. Aurelius Orestes
; and there

gained the approbation of his superiors and the

attachment of the soldiers. The senate*attempted

to keep him in Sardinia, dreading his popularity in

Rome; but after he had remained there 2 years, he
left the province without leave, and returned to the

city in 124. Urged on hv the popular wish, and
by the desire of avenging the cause of his murdered
brother, be became a candidate for the tribuneship

of the plebs, and was elected for the year 123. His
reforms were far more extensive than his brother's,

and such was his influence with the people that he
carried all he proposed; and the senate were deprived

of some of their most important privileges. His
first measure was the renewal of the agrarian law
of his brother. He next carried several laws for

the amelioration of the condition of the poor, en-

acting, that the soldiers should be equipp^ at the

expense of the republic
;
that no person under the

age of 17 should he drafted for the army
; and

that every month com should be sold at a low
fixed price to the poor. In order to weaken the

power of the senate, he enacted, that the judices in

the judioia publico, who bad hitherto been elected

from the senate, should in future be chosen from

the equites ; and that in every rear, before th9

consuls were elected, the senate should determine

the 2 provinces which the consuls should have. No
branch of the public administration tf]ppears to have

escaped his notice. He gave a regular organisation

to the province of Asia, which had for many years

been left unsettled. In order to facilitate inter-

course between the several parts of Italy, and at

the same time to giv» employment to the poor, be

made new roads in all directions, repaired the old
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one*, and set up milestones along them. — Cains

was elected tribune again for the following year,

122. The senate, finding it impossible to resist the

measures of Caius, resolved if possible to destroy

his influence with the people, that they might

retain the government in their own hands. For

this purpose they persuaded M. Livius Drusus,

one of the colleagues of Caius, to propose measures

still more popular than those of Caius. The people

allowed themselves to be duped by the treacherous

agent of the senate, and the popularity of Caius

gradually waned. During his absence in Africa,

whither he had gone as one of the triumvirs to

establish a colony at Carthage, in accordance with

one of his own laws, his party had been considerably

weakened by the influence of Drusus and the aris-

tocracy, and many of his friends had deserted his

cause. He failed in obtaining the tribuneship for

the following yi*ar (121); and when his year of office

expired, his enemies b^n to repeal several of his

enactments. Caius appeared in the forum to oppose

these proceedings. One of the -attendants of the

consul Opimius was slain by the friends of Caius.

Opimius gladly availed himself of this pretext to

persuade the senate to confer upon him unlimited

power to act as he thought best for the good of the

republic. Fulvius Flaccus, and the other friends

of Caius, called upon him to repel force by force ;

but he refused to arm, and while his friends fought

in his defence, he fled to the grove of the Furies,

where he fell by the hands of his slave, whom he

had commanded to put him to death. The bodies

of the slain, whose number is said to have amounted

to 3000, were thrown into the Tiber, their property

was confiscated, and their houses demolished. All

the other friends of Gracchus who fell into the

hands of their enemies were thrown into prison,

and there strangled.

Gradlroa, i. e. the marching (probably from

gradior\ a surname of Mars, who is hence called

>^radivu$ pater and rex gradwus. Mars Qradivus

had a temple outside the porta Capen& on the

Appian road, and it is said that king Numa ap-

pointed 12 ^lii as priests of this god.

Oraeae (rpaloi), that is, “ the old women,”
daughters of Phorcys and Ceto, were 3 in number,

J*ephredOy Enyo^ and Dino, and were also called

FJunx^dee. They had grey hair from their birth

;

and had only one tooth and one eye in common,

which they borrowed from each other when they

wanted them. They were perhaps marine dei-

ties, like the other children of Phorcys.

Graeola or Hellas (ij ‘EAAdr), a country in

Europe, the inhabitants of which were called Graeoi

or Hellfines CEWijves). Among the Greeks Heilas

did not signify any particular country, bounded by
certain geographical limits, but was used in general

to signify the abode of the Hellenes^ wherever they

might happen to be settled. Thus the Greek co-

lonies of Cyrene in Africa, of Syracuse in Sicily, of

Tarentura in Italy, and of Smyrna in \sia, are said

to be in Hellas. In the most ancient times Hellas

was a small district of Phthiotis in Thessaly, in

which was situated a town of the same name. As
the inhabitants of this district, the Hellenes, gra-

dually spread over the surrounding country, their

name was adopted by other tribes, who became

assimilated in language, manners and customs to

the original Hellenes
;

till at length the whole of

the N. of Greece from the Ceraunian and Cam-
bunian mountains to the Corinthian isthmus was

GRAECIA.

designated by the name of Hellas.* Peloponnesus
was generally spoken of during the flourishing times
of Greek independence, as distinct from Hellas
proper; but subsequently Peloponnesus and the
Greek islands were also included under the general

name of Hella^ in opposition to the land of the

barbarians. Still later even Macedonia, and the S.

part of Illyria were sometimes reckoned part of
Hellas. The Romans called the land of the Hellenes
6'niecta, whence we have derived the name of

Greece. They probably gave this name to the

county from their first becoming acquainted with
the tribe of the Graeci, who were said to be de-

scended from Graecus, a son of Thessalus, and who
appear at an early period to have dwelt on the W,
coast ofEpirua—Hellas or Greece proper, including

Peloponnesus, lies between the 36th alSd 46th de-

grees of N. latitude, and between the 2l8t and 26th
degrees of E. longitude. Its greatest length from
Mt. Olympus to Cape Taenarus is about 25U English

miles : its greatest breadth from the W. coast of

Acamania to Marathon in Attica is about 180
miles. Its area is somewhat less than that of Por-
tugal. On the N. it was separated by the Cambu-
nian and Ceraunian mountains from Macedonia and
Illyria

;
and on the other 3 sides it is bounded by

the sea, namely, by the Ionian sea on the W., and
by the Acgaean on the E. and S. It is one of the

most mountainous countries of Europe, and possesses

few extensive plains and few continuous valleys.

The inhabitants were thus separated from one
another by barriers which it was not easy to sur-

mount, and were naturally led to form separate poli-

tical communities. At a later time the N. of Greece
was generally divided into 10 districts; Epihuh,
Tiibssalia, Acarnania, Astolia, Dorir, Lo-
CRis, Phocis, Robotia, Attica and Mbqaris.
The S. of Greece or Peloponnesus was usually

divided into 10 districts likewise; Corinthia,
SicYONiA, Phjmasia, Achaia, Elis, Mbssknia,
Laconica, Cynuria, Ahculih and Arcadia.
An account of the geography, early inhabitants,

and history of each of these districts is given in

separate articles. It is only necessary to remark
here that before the Hellenes had spread over the

country, it was ffihabited by various tribes, whom
the Greeks call by the general name of bar^rians.

Of these the most celebrated were the Pelasgians,

who had settled in most parts of Greece, and from

whom a considerable part of the Greek population

was undoubtedly descended. These Pelasgians

were a branch of the great Indo-Germanic race,

and spoke a language akin to that of the Hellenes,

whence the amalgamation of the 2 races was ren-

dered much easier. [Pblasol] The Hellenes

traced tleir origin to a mythical ancestor Hellen,

from whose sons and grandsons they were divided

into the 4 great tribes of Dorians, Aeolians,

Achaeans and lonians. [Hxllen.]
Ghraeola ICagna orO. Major (ij peyd\fi*E\xds\

a name given to the districts in the S. of Italy,

inhabked by the Greeks. This name was never

used simply to indicate the S. of Italy ; it was

always confined to the Greek cities and their terri-

tories, and did not include the surrounding distiicU,

inhabited by the Italian tribes. It appears to have

been applied chiefly to the cities on the Torentine

* Epirut is. for the sake of convenience, iisuallj in-

cluded in Hellas by modern geographers, but was
excluded by the Greeks themselves, as the Epirots were
not regarded as genuine Hellenes.
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gtilf, Tarentum, Sybaris, Croton, Caulonia, Siria

(Heraclea), Mctapontura, Locri and Rhegium; but

it also included the Greek cities on the W. coast,

such as Cumae and Neapolis. Strabo extends th<

appellation even to the Greek cities of Sicily. The
origin of the name is doubtful; whether it was given

to the Greek cities by the Italian tribes from their

admiring the magnificence of these cities, or whether

it was assumed by the inhabitants themselves out

of vanity and ostentation, to show their superiority

to the mother country.

Gramplns Mons {Grampian a range of

mountains in Britannia Barbara or Caledonia, se-

parating the Highlands and Lowlands of Scotland.

Agricola penetrated as far as these mountains and
defeated Galgacus at their foot.

Granlcus {TpaviKos : Koja-Chai), a river of

Mysia Minor, rising in M. Cotylus, the N. summit
of Ida, flowing N.E. through the plain of Adrasteo,

and falling into the Propontis {&a ofMarmara)
E. of Priapus : memorable as the scene of the first

of the 3 great victories by which Alexander the

Great overthrew the Persian empire (a. c. 334),

and, in a less degree, for a victory gained upon its

banks by Lucullus over Mithridates, n. c. 73.

Granis (Ppdyis

:

A'Ais/i/), a river of Persis, with

a royal palace on its banks. It fell into the Persian

Gulf near Taoce.

Q. Granlus, a clerk employed by the auc-

tioneers at Rome to collect the money at sales,

lived about b. c. 110. Although his occupation

was humble, his w'it and caustic humour rendered

him famous among his contemporaries, and have

transmitted his name to posterity.

Granua (rpaypva : Gman), a river in the land

of the Qhadi and the S. E. of Germany, and a

tributary of the Danube, on the banks of which M.
Aurelius wrote the I st book of his Meditations.

Gr&tlae. [Charites.]

Gr&tl&nuB. 1. Emperor of the Western Em-
pire, A. IK 307—383, son of Valentinian I., was
laised by bis father to the rank ofAugustus in 3G7,

when he was only 8 years old. On the death of

Valentinian in 375, (iratiari did not succeed to the

sole sovereignty
;
as Valentinian II., the half bro-

ther of Augustus, was proclaimed*Augustus by the

troops. By the death of his uncle, Valens (378),

the Eastern empire devolved upon him; but the

danger to which the K. was exposed from the Goths

led Gratian to send for Theodosius, and appoint

him emperor of the E. (379). Gratian w’as fond

of quiet and repose, and was greatl}’’ under the

influence of ecclesiastics, especially of Ambrose of

Milan. He became unpopular with the army.

Maximus was declared emperor in Britain, and

crossed over to Gaul, where he defeatedjGratian,

who was overtaken and slain in his' flight after

the battle.-^. A usurper, who assumed the purple

in Britain, and was murdered by his troops about

4 months after his elevation (407). He was suc-

ceeded by Constantine. [Constanti.nus, No. 3.]

Gratiw5p81ia. [Cularo.] «

Gratiftruin Collis (Xaplrwy \6<l>oSf Herod, iv.

175 : Hilla 0/ Tarhuunah)^ a range of wooded hills

running parallel to the coast of N. Africa between

the Syrtes, and containing the source of the Cinvps

and the other small rivers of that coast

Gr&tloB Faliacoa. [Faliscus.]

Gr&tua, ValSrioa, procurator of Judaea from

A. D. 15 to 27, and the immediate predecessor of

Pontius Pilate.

Wraviaoae, an ancient city of Etruria, subject

arquiiiii, was colonised by the Romans b.c. 183,

and received new colonists under Augustus. It

was situated in the Maremma, and its air was un-

healthy {intempestae Gruviscae^ Virg. Aen. x. 184);
whence the ancients ridiculously derived its name
from ai’r gravis. Its ruins are on the right bank of

the river Marta^ about 2 miles from the sea, w'here

are the remains of a magnificent arch.

GregSraa, NieSphfirua, one of the most im-

portint Byzantine historians, was born about a. b.

1295, and died about 1359. His principal work
is entitled Ihstoria Byxantina. It is in 38 books,

of which only 24 have been printed. It begins
with the capture of Constantinople by the Latins
in 1204, and goes down to 1359 ; the 24 printed

books contain the period from 1204 to 1351.
Edited by Schopen, ]^nn, 1829.

GrSgSrlus (rprrydpior). 1. Sumamed Kaxian-
zSnas, and usually called Ghregory Naziansen,
was bom in a village near Naziiuizus in Cappa-
docia about A. D. 329. His father took the great-

est pains with his education, and he afterwards

prosecuted liis studies at Athens, where he earned
the greatest reputation for his knowledge of rhetoric,

philosophy, and mathematics. Among his fellow

students was Julian, the future emperor, and Basil,

with the latter of w horn he formed a most intimate

friendsliip. Gregory appears to have remained at

Athens about 6 years (350— 356), and then re-

turned home. Having received ordination, he con-

tinued to reside at Nazianzus, where he discharged

his duties as a presbyter, and assisted his aged
father, who was bishop of the town. In 372 he
was associated with bis father in the bishopric

;

hut after the death of the latter in 374, he refused

to continue bishop of Nazianzus, as he was averse

from public life, and fond of solitary meditation.

After living some years in retirement, hMvas sum-
moned to Constantinople in 379, in order to defend

the orthodox faith against the Arlans and other

heretics. In 380 he was made bishop of Con-
stantinople by the emperor Theodosius; but he
resigned the office in the following year (381 ), and
withdrew altogether from public life. He lived in so-

litude at his paternal estate at Nazianzus, and there

he died in 389 or 390. His extant works are, 1.

Orations or Senuons
;

2. Letters ; 3. Poems. His
discourses, though sometimes really eloquent, are

generally nothing more than favourable specimens

of the rhetoric of the schools. He is more earnest

than Chrysostom, but not so ornamental. He is

more artificial, but also more attractive, than Basil.

Edited by Morell, Paris, 2 vols. fob, 1609— 1611,
reprinted 1630. Of the Benedictine edition, only

the first volume containing the discourses, was
published, Paris, 1778.— 2. Nyaatous, bishop of

Nyssa in Cappadocia, was the younger brother of

Basil, and was bom at Caesarea in Cappadocia,

about 331. He was made bishop of Nyssa about

372, and, like bis brother Basil and their friend

Gregory Nazianzen, was one of the pillars of

jrthodoxy. He died soon after 394. Like his

irotber, he was an eminent rhetorician, but his

oratory often offends by its extravagance. His
works are edited by Morell and Gretser, 2 voU.

Fol. Paris, 1615—1618.— 3. Sumamed l^uma-
turgui, from his miracles, was bom at Neocae-
sarea in Cappadocia, of heathen parents. He was
converted to Christianity by Origen, about 234,

and subsequently became the bishop of his native

U
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town. He died soon after 265. Hi§ worka are

not numerous. The best edition is the one pub-

lished at Paris, 162*2.

Gradii, a people in Gallia Belgica, subject to the

Nervii, N. of the Scheldt.

Gramentuni (Grumentlnus : II Palazzo) ^ a

town in the interior of Lucan la on the road from

Beneventum to Heraclea, frequently mentioned in

the 2nd Punic war.

Oryllus elder son of Xenophon, fell

at the battle of Mantinea, B. c. 362, after he had,

according to some accounts, given Eparainondos his

mortal wound.

Grjhoia or -Imn (rpt^vcio, Tpvviop)^ a very ancient

fortified city on the coast of the Sinus Elaiticus, in

the S. of Mysia, between Elaea and Myrina, 70

stadia from the former and 40 from the latter;

celebrated for its temple and oracle of Apollo, who
IS hence called Grynaeus Apollo (Virg. Jen. iv.

.345). It possessed also a good harbour. Parmenion,

the general of Alexander, destroyed the city and

s<dd the inhabitants as slaves. It wag never again

restored.

Gryps or ChTphns (rpw/>), a griffin, a fabulous

animi, dwelling in the Ilhipaean mountains, be-

tween the Hyperboreans and the one-eyed Ari-

maspians, and guarding the gold of the north. The
Arimaspians mounted on horseback, and attempted

to steal the gold, and hence arose the hostility be-

tween the horse and the griffin. The body of the

griffin was that of a lion, while the head and wings

were those of an eagle. It is probable that the

origin of the belief in griffins must be looked for

in the East, where it seems to have been very an-

cient. They are also mentioned among the fabulous

animals which guarded the gold of India.

Gugerni or Guberni, a people of Germany, pro-

bably of the same race as the Sigambri, crossed the

Rhine, fti/i settled on its left bank, between the

Ubii and Batavi.

Gidussa, a Numidian, 2nd son of Masinissa,

and brother to Micipsa and Mastanabal. On the

death of Masinissa, in b. c. 149, he succeeded

along with his brothers to the dominions of their

father. He left a son, named MA.st(iv.A.

GUraeuS (FoupaTos, Foflpofas), a river of India,

flowing through the country of the Guraei (in the

N.W. of the Punjalt), into the Cophen.

Gttttdnes. [Goth I.]

Gj^ftrus or G^&ra ()} Fiiapor, ra Fdapa: Fuapsiir

:

C^iura or Jura), one of the Cyclades, a small island

S. W. of Andros, poor and unproductive, and in-

habited only by fishermen. Under the Roman em-

perors it was a place of banishment. {Audo aliquid

brevibua Gyaris ei careers diynum, Juv. i. 73.)

GfSs or Gyges (Futjs, ruyiiy), son of Uranus

(Heaven) and Ge (Earth), one of the giants with

1([0 hands, who made war upon the gods.

G^gaeus Laoua (^ Tvyalni \lfunj : ImUc ofMar-
j

mom), a small lake in Lydia, between the rivere

Hennus and Hyllus, N of Sardis, the necropolis of

which city was on its banks. It was afterwards

called Coioe.

G^gbs {Tvyna\ the first king of Lydia of the

dynasty of the Mermnadae, dethroned Candaules,

and succeeded to the kingdom, as related under

Canbaulks. He reigned b.c. 716—678. He
sent magnificent presents to Delphi, and carried on

Vcirious wars with the cities of Asia Minor, such

as Miletus, Smyrna, Colophon, and Magnesia.

“ Tho riches of Gyges” became a proverb.

HADES.

Gylippiui (Fi/Aiiriroy), a Spartan, son of Clean-
dridas, was sent as the Spaitan commander to

Syracuse, to oppose the Athenians, b. c. 4 14.

Under his command the Syracusans annihilated

the great Athenian armament, and took Demos-
thenes and Nicias prisoners, 413. In 404 he was
commissioned by Lysander, after the capture of.

Athens, to carry home the treasure
;
but by open-

ing the seams of the sacks imdemeatb, he ab-

stracted a considerable portion. The theft was
discovered, and Gylippus went at once into exile.— The syllable FuA- in the name of Gylippus is

probably identical with the Latin Gilvus.

GynmSsIae. [Bat. bares.]

OynaecSpdlis {rvyatK6iro\ty, or VwaiKwv irdA<r),

a city in the Delta of Egypt, on the W. bank of the

Canopic branch of the Nile, between Hcrmopolia
and Momcmpliis. It was the capital of the Nomos
Gynaecopolites.

Gyndes (FjJvStjs), a river of A.ssyria, rising in

the countzy of the Matieni (in the mounmins of

Kurdistan), and flowing into the Tigris, celebrated

through the story that Cjtus the Great drew off its

waters by 360 channels. (Herod, i. 189.) It is

very difficult to identify this river: perhaps it is

the same as the Delas or Silla {Diala), which falls

into the Tigris just above Ctesiphon .and Seleucia.

It is also doubtful whether the Sindes of Tacitus

{Ann, xi. 10.) is the same river.

Gyrtdn, Gyrtdna (Fugrtii^, FypTtci/17 : Tvprdivios:

nr. Tatari Ru.), an ancient town in Pelasgiotis in

Thessaly, on the Peneus.

G^thenm, Gythlum (rbruBeiop, rbOiou: Fv0ea-
Ttjy ; Palaeopolis nr. Alarathonisi), an ancient town on
the coast of Laconia, founded by the Achaoans, lay

near the head of the Laconian bay, S. W. of tho

mouth of the river Eurotas. It served as the harbour
of Sparta, and was important in a military point of

view. In the Persian war the Lacedaemonian fleet

was stationed at Gytheum, and here the Athenians
under Tolmides burnt the Lneedatunonian arsenal,

B. c. 455. After the kattle of Leuctra (.370) it

was taken by Epaminondas. In 195 it was taken
by Flamininns, and made independent of Nabis,

tyrant of Sparta; whereupon it joined the Achaean
league. ^

Gyzantes (TvCaprts), a people in the W. part of

Libya (N. Afiica), whose country was rich in

honey and wax. They seem to have dwelt in

Byzacium.

H.

H&dSf or Flfito {"AtSris, UXofrrcpv, or poetically

*A»57if, '4 nAour€<Js), the God of the Ne-
ther World. Plato observes that people preferred

calling him Pluto (the giver of wealth) to pronoun-

cing the dreaded name of Hades or A ides. Hence
we find that in ordinary life and in the mysteries

the name Pluto became generally established, while

the pofts preferred the ancient name Aides or the

form Pluteus. The Roman poets use the names
Dis, OrenB, and Tartarus, as synonymous with
Pluto, for the god of the Nether World. Hades
was son of Cronus and Rhea, and brother of

Zeus and Poseidon. His wife was Persephone or

Proserpina, the daughter of Demeter, whom he
carried off from the upper world, as is related else-

where. [See p. 212.J In the division of the

world among the 3 brothers, Hades obtained the
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Nether World, the abode of the shades, over which

he ruled. Hence he is called the infernal Zeus

(Zei'v Karax^^vios)^ or the king of the shades {&va^

htpwv). He possessed a helmet which rendered

the wearer invisible, and later traditions stated

that this helmet was given him as a present by
the Cyclopes after their delivery from Tartarus.

Ancient story mentions both gods and men who
were honoured by Hades with the temporary use

of this helmet. His character is described as fierce

and inexorable, whence of all the gods he was most
hated by mortals. He kept the gates of the

lower world closed (and is therefore called TIv-

Xdprrfs)^ that no shades might be able to escape

or return to the region of light. When mortals

invoked him, they struck the earth with their

liands
;
the sacrifices which were offered to him and

Persephone consisted of black sheep ; and the

person who offered the sacrifice had to turn away
his face. The ensign of his power was a staff,

with which, like Hermes, he drove the shades

into the lower world. There he sat upon a throne

with his consort Persephone. Like the other gods,

he was not a faithful husband ;
the Furies are called

his daughters ; the nymph Mintho, whom he loved,

was metamorphosed by Persephone into the plant

allied mint
;
and the nymph Lcuce, with whom he

was likewise in love, was changed by him after

her death into a white poplar, and transferred to

Elysium. Being the king of the lower world,

I^luto is the giver of all the blessings that come
from the earth : he is the possessor and giver of all

the metals contained in the earth, and hence his

name Pluto. He bears several surnames referring

to his ultimately assembling ail mortals in his

kingdom, and bringing them to rest and peace ;

sucli as i^olydeyitwn^ Vdydeclet^ (Jlymenm^ &c.
He was worshipped throughout Greece and Italy.

^V"e possess few representations of this divinity,

but in those which still exist, he resembles his

brother Zeus and Poseidon, except that his hair

falls down his forehead, and that his appearance is

dark and gloomy. His ordinary attributes are the

key of Hades and Cerberus. In Homer Aides is

invariably the name of the god
;
But in later times

it was transferred to his house, his abode or king-

dom, so that it became a iinmo for the nether world.

Hadr&aum. [Aoranum.J
Hadrla. [Adria.]
H&dri&u5p51iS (‘ABpiai'diroA.ir : 'ASptavoroAl-

rrjs : Adrtan(jf)le), a town in Thrace on the right

liank of 'the llebrus, in an extensive plain, founded

by the emperor Hadrian. It was strongly for-

tified ; possessed an extensive commerce
; and in

the middle ages was the moat important 4own in

the country after Constantinople.

H&drIanothSra or -ae {'ASpiavov6^pa\ a city in

Mysia, between Pergamus and Milctopolis, founded

by the emperor Hadrian.

H&drianus, P. Aellus, usually called Hadrian,

Homan emperor, a. d. 117— 138, was bom at

Rome, A. D. 76. He lost his father at the age of

10, and was brought up by his kinsman Ulpitis

Trajanus (afterwards emperor) and by Caelius At-

tianus. From an early age he studied with zeal the

Greek language and literature. At the age of 15 he

went to Spain, where he entered upon his military

career; and he subsequently served as military tribune

in Lower Moesia. After the elevation of Trajan to

the throne (98), he married Julia Sabina, a grand-

daughter of Trajan’s sister Marciana, This mar-
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riage was brought about through the influence of

Plotina, the wife of Trajan ; and from this time
Hadrian rose rapidly in the emperor’s favour. He
w’as raised successively to the quaestorship (101),
praetorsh ip (107), and consulship (109). He ac-

companied Trajan in most of his expeditious, and
distinguished himself in the second war .against

the Dacians, 104—106 ;
was made governor of

Pannonia in 108 ; and subsequently fought under
Trajan against the Parthiaiis. When Trajan's

serious illness obliged him to leave the E., he placed

Hadrian at the head of the army. Trajan died at

Cilicia on his journey to Rome (117). Hadrian,
who pretended that he had been adopted by
Trajan, was proclaimed emperor by the legions in

Syria, and the senate ratified the election. Ha-
drian’s first care was to make peace with tlu' Par-

thians, which he obtained by relinquishing the

conquests of Trajan, E. of the Euphrates. Ho
returned to Rome in 118 ; but almost immediately
afterwards set out for Moesia, in consequence of the

invasion of this province by the Sarmatiaiis. After
making peace with the Sarmatians, and suppressing

a formidable conspiracy which had been formed
against his life by some of the most distinguished

Roman nobles, all of whom he put to death, he
returned to Rome in the course of the same year.

He sought to gain the goodwill of the senate by
gladiatorial exhibitions and liberal largesses, and ho
also cancelled all arrears of taxes due to the state

for the last 15 years. The remainder of Hadrian’s

reign was disturbed by few win’s. He spent the

^eater part of his reign in travelling through tlu*

various provinces of the empire, in order that he
might inspect personally the state of ufiPairs in the

provinces, and apply the necessary remedies wher-
ever mismanagement was discovered. _He com-
menced these travels in 119, visiting Ufst Gaul,

Germany, and Britain, in the latter of which coun-

tries he caused a wall to be built from the Solway
to the mouth of the river Tyne, He afterwards

visited Spain, Africa, and tlie E., and took up his

residence at Athens for 8 years (12.8—'126).
Athens was his favourite city, and ho conferred

upon its inhabitants many privileges. Tho most
important war during his reign was that against

the Jews, which broke out iu 131. The Jews had
revolted in consequence of the establishment of a
colony under the name of Aelia Capitolina on the

site of Jerusalem, and of their having been forbid-

den to practise the rite of circumcision. The war was
carried on by the Jews as a national struggle with
the most desperate fury, and was not brought to an
end till 1.86, after the country had been nearly re-

duced to a wilderness. During tho last few years of
Hadrian's life, his health failed. He became sus-

picitms and cruel,and put to death seveml persons of
distinction. As he had no children, he adopted L.
Aeliu»Veru8,and gave him the title ofCaesar in 1 .86.

Verus died on the Ist of January, 138, whereupon
Hadrian adopted Antoninus, afterwards surnamed
Pius, and conferred upon him likewise the title of
Caesar. In July in the same year, Hadrian him-
self died in his 62nd year, and was succeeded by
Antoninus.— The reign of Hadrian may be re-

garded as one of the happiest periods in Roman his-

tory. His policy was to preserve peace with foreign

nations, and not to extend the boundaries of the
empire, but to secure tho* old provinces, and promote
their w'elfare. He paid particular attention to the

administration ofjustice in the provinces as well as

u 2
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in Italy. His reign forms an epoch in the history of

Roman jurisprudence. It was at Hadrian's com-

mand that the jurist Salvius Julianus drew up the

edictum perpetumi^ which formed a fixed code of

laws. Some of the laws promulgated by Hadrian

are of a truly humane character, and aimed at im-

proving the public morality of the time. The va-

rious cities which he visited received marks of his

favour or liberal ity
;
in many places he built aquae-

ducts, and in others harbours or other public build-

ings, either for use or ornament. But what has

rendered his name more illustrious than any thing

else arc the numerous and magnificent architectur.al

works which he planned and commenced during

his travels, especially at Athens, in the S. part of

which he built an entirely new cit}', AdrianopoHs.

We cannot here enter into an account of the nume-

rous buildings he erected
;

it is sufficient to direct

attention to his villa at Tibur, which lias been a

real mine of treasures of art, and his mausoleum at

Rome, which forms the groundwork of the present

castle of St Angelo. Hadrian was a patron of learn-

ing and literature, as well as of the arts, and he

cultivated the society of poets, scholars, rhetoricians,

and philosophers. He founded at Rome a scientific

institution under the name of Athenaeum, which

continued to flourish for a long time after him. He
was himself an author, and wrote numerous works

both in prose and in verse, all of which are lost,

with the exception of a few epigrams in the Greek

and Latin Anthologies.

Hadri&niu, the rhetorician. [Adrianus.1
HadrfLmStam or AdrfimSttim (’ASpu/iij ; Ham-

men/*), a flourishing city founded by the Phoenicians

in N. Africa, on the E. coast of llycar.ena, of which

district it was the capital under the Romans. Trajan

made it a colony
;
and it was afterwards called

Ju8tini9fl?>poIi8.

Haemon {ktfxoiv). 1. Son of Pelnsgus and fa-

ther of Thessalus, from whom the ancient nanrie of

Thessaly, Haemonia or Aemonia, was believed

to be derived. The Homan poets frequently use

the adjective Haemonhis as equivalent to Thes-

salian. — 2. Son of Lvc;ion, and the reputed

founder of Haemonia in Arcadia.— 3. Son of

Creon of Thebes, was destroyed, according to some

accounts, by the sphinx. But, according to other

traditions, he was in love with Antigone, and killed

himself on hearing that she was condemned by his

father to be entombed alive.

Haem&nla (Alftovla). [Hakmon, No. 1.]

Haemus (AT/iiw), sou of Boreas and Orithyia,

wife of Rhodope, and father of Hehrus. As he

and his wife presumed to assume the names of

Zeus and Ilcra, both were metamorphosed into

mountains.

Haemus (A Al/aor, rh AXiaov : a lofty

range of mountains, sejiarating Thrace and Mowia,
extended from M. Scoiiiius, or, according to Hero-

dotus, from M. Rhodope on the VV^ to the Black

Sea on the K. The name is probably connected

with the Sanscrit himu (whence comes the w'ord

the Greek Latin

hirnis

;

and the niouutaius were so called on account

of their cold and snowy climate. The height of

these moimtaiiis was greatly exaggerated by the an-

cients : the mean height does not exceed 3000 or

4000 feet above the sen. There are several passes

over them ; but the one mtst used in antiquity was
in the W. part of the range, called “ Succi ” or

** Succorum angustiae,” also “ Porta Trajani
”

HALICARNASSUS.
(Ssulu Dei-bend\ between Philippopolis and Ser-

dica. The later province of ** Haemimontus ^ in

Thrace derived its name from this mountain.

Hag^Hs ('A7V0VS, -ovvros : 'Ayvoutrios : nr.

Markftj>ulo\ a demus in Attica, W. of Paeania,

belonging to the tribe Acamantis.
Halae ('AAaf, "AAai, *A\ai : 'A\aif6s). 1. H.

AraphSnldes {'ApcupriviSts)^ a demus in Attica,

belonging to the tribe Aegeis, was situated on the

E. coast of Attica, and served as the harbour of

Brauron : it possessed a temple of Artemis.— 2. H.
AexSnldes (Al^uviSes), a demus in Attica, belong-

ing to the tribe Ceeropis, situated on the W. coast,— 3. A town, formerly of the Opuntii Locri, after-

wards of Boeotia, situated on the Opuntian gulf.

Hales (''A\7]5), 1. A river of Ionia in Asia
Minor, near Colophon, celebrated for tlie coldness

of its water.— 2. A river in the island of Cos.

HalSsa (^AXaura : llalesinus : 'J'orre dt FUti-

nfo\ a town on the N. coast of Sicily, on the

river Halesus {FUtmeo)^ was founded by the

Greek mercenaries of Archonides, a chief of the

Siculi, and was originally called Archonidion. It

became a place of considerable importance, and was
in later times a miinicipiuni, exempt from taxes.

Halesus, a chief of the Aunincans and Oscans,

the son of a soothsayer, and an ally of Tiirnus, was
slain by Evnnder. He came to Italy from Argos
in Greece, whence he is called Apamemnomus^
Airides, or Arifolkus. He is said to ha>e founded

the town of Falerii.

Halez. [Alk.\.]

Haliacmon (AhidKpw. Vtstrizn)^ an impor-

tant river in Macedonia, rises in the Tyinphaean
mountains, flows first S.E, through Eliniaea, then

N.K. forming the boundary between Eordaea and
Picria, and falls into the Thermaic gulf m Bot-

tiaeis. Caesar (/?. C, iii. 31)) incorrectly makes it

the lionndary between Macedonia and Thessaly.

Haliartus ('AXlapros : ’AXiAprios ; Mazi)^ an
ancient town in Boeotia on the S. of the lake Co-

pais. It was destroyed by Xerxes in his invasion

of Greece (b. c. 480), but was rebuilt, and appears

as an imporUmt place in the Peloponnesian war.

»..ider its walls ‘Lysimder lost his life (395). It

was destroyed by the Romans (171), because it

supported Perseus, king of Macedonia, and its ter-

ritory was given to the Athenians.

Hallaa ('AAioy ; ’AAicus), a district on the coast

of Argolis between Asiiie and Ilermionc, so called

because fishing was the chief <K'cupation of its in-

habitants. Their town was called Hallae ('AAiot)

or HaliSs (’AAieir).

H&lIcarnaS8UB('AXtKapva(r(r(fs, Ion. 'AAiKapn^o--

<r<fy : 'AAocopj'ao’irciJj, Halicarnassensis, Halicarnas-

sius: Jiudrutn, llu.), a celebrated city ofAsia Minor,

stood in the S.W. part of Caria, on the N. coast of

the Sinus Ceraraicus, opposite to the island of Cos.

It was said to have been founded by Dorians from

Troezene, and was at first called Zephyra. It was

one of the (J cities that origiimlly formed the Dorian

Hexapolis, but it was early excluded from the confe-

deracy, ns a puui.shment for the violation, by one of

its citizens, of a law connected with the common
worship of the Triopian Apollo. (Herod, i. 144.)

With the rest of the coast of Asia Minor, it fell

under the dominion ofthe Persians, at an early period

of whose rule Lygdamis made himself tyrant of the

j

city’, and founded a dynasty which lasted for some

I

generations. His daughter Artemisia assisted Xerxes

in his exjK'dition against Greece [Artkmisia, No.
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1]. Her grandson Lygdamis was overthrown by
a revolution, in which Herodotus is said to have

taken part [Herodotus]. In the Peloponnesian

War, we find Halicarnassus, with the other Dorian

cities of Caria, on the side of the Athenians ; but we
do not know what was its form ofgovernment, until

the reestablishment, by Hecatomnus, of a dynasty

ruling over all Caria, with its capital first at

Mylasa, and afterwards at Halicarnassus, and vir-

tually independent of Persia ; before b. c. 3110. It

seems not unlikely that both this and the older

dynasty of tyrants of Halicarnassus, were a race of

native Carian princes, whose ascendancy at Hali-

carnassus may be accounted for by the prevalence

of the Carian element in its population at an early

period. Hecatomnus left 3 sons and 2 daughters,

who all succeeded to his throne in the following

order, Mausolus, Artemisia, Idrieus, Ada, Pixodanis,

and Ada again. In b. c. 334, Alexander took the

city, after an obstinate defence by the Persian general

Memnon, an<l destroyed it. From this blow it never

recovered, although it continued to be celebrated

for the Mausoleum, a magnificent edifice which
Artemisia II. built as a tomb for Mausolus, and
which was adorned with the works of the most
eminent Greek sculptors of the age. Fragments of

these sculptures, which were discovered built into

the walls of the citadel of lltulrum^ are now in the

British Museum. With the rest of Caria, Hali-

carnassus was assigned by the Romans, after their

victory over Antiochus the Great, to the government
of Rhodes, and was afterw'ards united to the pro-

vince of Asia. The city was very strongly fortified,

and had a fine harbour, which was proteclod by
the island of Arconne^um : its citadel was called

Salmacis (2aAjt4a»fft) from the name of a spring

which rose from the hill on which it stood. Hali-

carnassus waa the birthplace of the historians He-
rodotus and Dionysius.
Halicyae ('AAiriJoi : Ilalicyensis), a town in the

N.W. of Sicily, between Eiitella and Lilybacura,

was long in the possession of the Carthaginians,

and in Cicero’s time was a municipium, exempt
from taxes.

Halimfis ('AAi/*oGy -oDrron 'AA»;uoy<rior), a

demus of Attica, belonging to the tribe Leontis, on

the W. coast, a little S. of Athens.

HallpSdon a plain near the Pi-

raeus, probably between the Piraeus and the

Academy.
HalirrhSthlus (‘AAi^AdfliHs), son of Poseidon

and Euryte, attempted to violate Alcippe, daughter

of Ares and Agraulos, but was slain by Ares.

Ares was brought to trial by Poseidon for this

murder, on the hill at Athens, which (gas hence

called Areopagus, or the Hill of Ares.

HaliUsa ('AAjouo’a ? A'amvi), an island in the

Argolic gulf.

HalizSnes ('AXlfw^er, and -oi). a people of

Bithynia, with a capital city Alybe (’AXvffij), men-

tioned by Homer as allies of the Trojans. ,

Halmydessua. [Salmydkssus.]
Halm^s ('AX/uvpis, sc. a bay of the

sea in Moesia formed by the S. mouth of the Da-

nube, with a touTi of the same name upon it.

H^dnesns ('A\6vri<ros^ 'A\6vvri<Tos ; 'AXov^-

erms, ’AXovTjffiTrjs : Kktliodromta), an island of the

Aegean sea, off the coast of Thessaly, and E. qf

Sciathos and Peparethos, with a town of the

same name upon it. The possession of this island

occasioned great disputes between Philip and the
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Athenians : there is a speech on this subject

among the extant orations of Demosthenes, but it

was probably written by Hegesippus.

Haldsydne {'AAo(ri>Svrf\ “ the Sea-born,” a

surname of Amphitrite and Thetyi.

Halnntliun. [Aluntium.]
Halus. [Alus.]
Halj^cUB ("AXvkos : Platani)^ a river in the S.

of Sicily, which flows into the sea near Heraclea

Minoa.

H&lys ("AAus : Kizil-Irmak^ i. e. the Red River\
the greatest river of Asia Minor, rises in that part

of the Anti-Taurus range called Paryadres, on the

borders of Armenia Minor and Pontiis, and after

flowing W. by S. through Cappadocia, turns to the

N. and flows through Galatia to the borders of

Paphlagonia, where it takes a N. E. direction,

dividing Paphlagonia from Pontiis, and at Inst falls

into the Euxine {Black Sea) between Sinope and
Amisus. In early times it was a most important

boundarj', ethnographical as well as political. It

divided the Indo-Europan races which peopled the

W. part of Asia Minor from the Semitic (Syro-

Arabian) races of the rest of S. W. Asia ; and it

separated the Lydian empire from the Medo-Persian,
until, by marching over it to meet Cynis, Croesus

began the contest which at once ended in the over-

throw of the former and the extension of the latter

to the Aegean Sea.

Hamadrf&des. [Nymphak.]
HamazltUS ('Ajua^ird;), a small town on the

coast of the Troad, near the promontory Lcctum;
said to have been the first settlement of the Teucrian
immigrants from Crete. The surrounding district

was called 'A^o^irfa, Lysimaohus removed tho

inhabitants to Alexandria Troas.

HamazSbIi {'Afxa^6€ioi)^ a people in European
Sannatia, in the neighbourhood Palus
Maeotis, were a nomad race, os their name signifies.

HSmiloar (’A^uIAaoj). The 2 Inst syllables of

this name are the same as Afeloarth, the tutelary

deity of the Tyrians, called by the Greeks Her-
cules, and the name probably signifies “ the gift of

Mdcarth.” 1. Son of Hanno^ or Mago, com-
mander of the great Carthaginian expedition to

Sicily, B. c. 430, which was defeated and almost
destroyed by Gelon at Himera. [Gelon.] Ha-
railcar fell in the battle.— 2. Sumamed Hhodanus,
was sent by the Carthaginians to Alexander after

the fall of Tyre, b. r. 332. On his return homo
he was put to death by the Carthaginians for hav-

ing betrayed their interests.— 3 . Carthaginian

governor in Sicily at the time that Agathocles was
rising into power. At first he supported the jjarty

at Syracuse, which had driven Agathocles into

exile, but he afterwards espoused the cause of<

Agathocles, who was thus enabled to make himself
master of Syracuse, 317.— 4. Son of Gisco, suc-

ceeded the preceding as Carthaginian commander in

Sicily, 311, He carried on war against Agatho-
cles, whom he defeated with great slaughter, and
then obtained possession of the greater part of
Sicily ; but he was taken prisoner while besieging

Syracuse, and was put to death by Agathocles.—
6. A Carthaginian general in the 1st Punic war,
must be carefully distinguished from the great

Hamilcar Barca [No. 6.]. In the 3d year of the
war (262) he succeeded Hanno in the command,
in Sicily, and carried on the operations hy land
with success. He made himself ma^r of Enna
and Camarina, and fortified Drepanum. In 257

u S
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he commanded the Carthaginian fleet on the N.
coast of Sicily, and fought a naval action with the

Roman consul C. Atilius Regulus. In the follow-

ing year (*256’), he and Hanno commanded the

great Carthaginian fleet, which was defeated by

the 2 consuls M. Atilius Regulus and L. Manlius

Vulso, off Ecnomus, on the S. coast of Sicily. He
was nfUTwards one of the commanders of the land

forces in Africa opposed to RegiJus.— 6. Sur-

jiamed Barca, an epithet supposed to be related

to the Hebrew Barak^ and to signify “ lightning.”

It was merely a personal appellation, and is not to

}je regarded as a family name, though from the

great distinction that he obtained, we often find

the name of Barcine applied either to his family or

his party in the state. He was appointed to the

command of the Carthaginian forces in Sicily, in

the 18th year of the Ist Punic War, 247. At
this time the Romans were masters of the whole

of Sicily, witli the exception of Drepanum and
liihbacum, both of which were blockaded by them
on the hind side. Hamilcar established himself

with his whole army on a mountain named llercte

{Movte PeUegrino)^ in the midst of the enemy’s

country, and in the immediate neighbourhood of

Paiiormus, one of their most important cities.

Here he succeeded in maintaining his ground,

to the astonishment alike 6f friends and foes,

for nearly 3 years. In 244 he abruptly quitted

llercte, and took up a still stronger position on Mt.
Kryx, after sewing the town of that name. Here
ho also maintained himself in spite of all the efforts

of the Romans to dislodge him. After the great

naval defeat of the Carthaginians by Lutatius Ca-

tulus (241), Hamilcar, who was still at Eryx, was
entrusted by the Carthaginian government with

the conclusion of the peace with the Romans.—
( )n his home, he had to carry on war in

Africa with the Carthaginian mercenaries, whom
he succeeded in subduing after an arduous struggle

of 3 years (240—238). Hamilcar now formed

the project of establishing in Spain a new empire,

which should not only be a source of strength

and wealth to Carthage, but should be the

point from whence he might at a subsequent pe*

riod renew hostilities against Rome, lie crossed

over into Spain soon after the termination of the

war with the mercenaries
;
but we know nothing

of his operations in the country, save that he ob-

tained possession of a considerable portion of Spain,

partly by force of arms, and partly by negotiation.

After remaining in Spain nearly 9 years, he fell in

battle (22.9) against the Vettones. He was suc-

ceeded in the command by his son-in-law Has-
drubal. He left 3 sons, the celebrated Hannibal,

Hasd rubai, and Mago.— 7. Son of Cisco, Car-

thaginian governor of Melite {Mafta\ which sur-

rendered to the Romans, 21 8.—i 8. Son of Bomilcar,

one of the generals in Spain, 215, with Ilas-

drubal and Mago, the 2 sons of Barca. The
3 generals were defeated by the 2 Scipios, i^fle

besieging Illiturgi.— 9. A Cartha^nian, whoAx-
cited a general revolt of the Gauls in Upper iHy,
about 200, and took the Roman colony of PlaPn-
tio. On the defeat of the Gauls by the consul

Cetbegus in 197, be was taken prisoner.

Hannlbid QAvyi€<u). The name signifies ** th'

grace or favour of Baal ;
” the flnal syllable 5af, ol

such common occurrence in ^unic names, always

having reference to this tutelary deity of the

Phoenicians.— 1. Son of Cisco, and grandson of
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Hamilcar [No. 1 ]. In 409 he w’as sent to Sicily,

at the head of a Carthaginian army to assist the

Segestans against the Sdimintines. He took Se-

linus, and subsequently Him era also. In 408 he
again commanded a Carthagiiuan army in Sicily

along with Himilco, but died of a pestilence while

besieging Agrigentum. — 2. Son of Gisco, was
the Carthaginian commander at Agrigentum, when
t was besieged by the Romans, 262. After stand-

ing a siege of 7 months, he broke through the

enemy's lines, leaving the town to its fate. After

this he carried on the contest by sea, and for the

next year or two ravaged the coast of Italy; but in

260 he was defeated by the consul Duilius. In

259 he was sent to the defence of Sardinia. Hero
he was again unfortunate, and was seized by his

own mutinous troops, and put to death. «— 3. Son
jf Hamilcar (perhaps Hamilcar, No. 5), succeeded

in carrying succours of men and provisions to Lily-

b:ieum, wlien it was besieged by the Romans, 2o0.

4. A general in the war of the Carthaginians

against the mercenaries (240—238), was taken

prisoner by the insurgents, and cnicified.— 6. Son
of Hamilcar Barca, and one of the most illustrious

generals of antiquity, was bom b. c. 247. He was
only 9 years old when his father took him with

him into Spain, and it was on this occasion that

Hamilcar made him swear upon the altar eternal

‘‘losiility to Rome. Child as he then w.is, II;innibal

never forgot his vow, and his whole life was one
continual struggle against the power and domination

of Rome. He was early trained in arms under the

eye of his father, and was present with him in the

battle in which Hamilcar perished (229). Though
only 18 years old at this time, he had already dis-

played so much courage and capacity for war. that

he was entrusted by Hasdrubal (the son-in-law and
successor of Hamilcar) with the chief command of

most of the military enterprises planned hy that

general. He secured to himself the devoted at-

tachment of the army under his command ; and,

accordingly, on the assassination of Hasdnibal (22
1 ),

the soldiers unanimously proclaimed their youthful

leader coramander-in-chief, which the government
at Carthage forth \9ith ratified. Hannibal was at

this time in the 26th year of his age. There can

be no doubt that he already looked forward to the

invasion and conquest of Italy as the goal of his

ambition
;
but it was necessary for him first to

complete the w’ork which had been so ablj' begun
by his 2 predecessors, and to establish the Cartha-

ginian power 08 firmly as possible in Spain. In
2 campaigns he subdu^ all the country S. of the

iberus, Vith the exception of the wealthy town of

Saguntuma In the spring of 219 he proceeded to

lay siege to Saguntum, which he took after a des-

perate resistance, which lasted ne.arly 8 months.
Saguntum lay S. of the Iberus, and was therefore

not included under the protection of the treaty

which had been made between Hasdrubal and the

Romans*; but as it had concluded an alliance with
the Romans, the latter regarded its attack as a
violation of the treaty between the 2 nations. On
the fall of Saguntum, the Romans demanded the

surrender of Hannibal; and when this demand was
refused, war was declared, and thus began the long

and arduous struggle called the 2nd Punic War.
In the spring of 218 Hannibal quitted his winter-

quarters at New Carthage and commenced his

march for Italy. He crossed the Pyrenees, and
marched along the S. coast of Gaul The Homana
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sent the consul P. Scipio to oppose him in Gaul
;

hut when Scipio arrived in Gaul, he found that

Hannibal had already reached the Rhone, and that

it was impossible to overtake him. After Hannibal

had crossed the Rhone, he continued his march up

the left bank of the river as far as its confluence witli

the Tscre. Here he struck away to the right and
commenced his passage across the Alps. He pro-

])ably crossed the Alps by the pass of the Little

St. Bernard, called in antiquity the Graian Alps.

Ills army suffered much from the attacks of the

Gaulish mountaineers, and from the natural diffi-

culties of the road, which wore enhanced by the

lateness of the season (the beginning of October,

at which time the snows have alre.ady commenced
in the high Alps). So heavy were his losses, that

when he at length emerged from the valley of

Aosta into the plains of the Po, he had with him
no more than 20,000 foot and 6000 horse. During

Jf;uinibars march over the Alps, P. Scipio had'sent

on his own army into Spain, under the command of

his brother Cneius, and had himself returned to

Italy. He forthwith hastened into Cisalpine Gaul,

took the command of the praetor’s army, which he

found there, and led it against Hannibal. In the

first action, which took place near the Ticinus, the

cavalry and light-.armed troops of the two armies

were alone engaged
;
the Romans were completely

routed, luid Scipio himself severely wounded. Scipio

then crossed the Po and withdrew to the hills on the

left bank of the Trebia, where he was soon after

joined by the other consul, Ti. Sempronius Longus.

Here a second and more decisive battle was fought.

The Romans wore completely defeated, with heavy

loss, and the remains of their ivnny took refuge

within the walls of Placentia. This battle was
fought towards the end of 216. Hannibal was now
joined by all the Gaulish tribes, and he was able

to take up his winter-quarters in security. Early

in 217 he descended by the valley of the Macra
into the marshes on- the banks of the Arno. In

struggling througli these marshes great numbers of

Ilia horses and beasts of burthen perished, and he

himself lost the sight of one eye by a \iolent attack

of ophthalmia. The consul Flrsiiiniiis hastened to

meet him, and a battle was fought on the lake

Trasimenus, in which the Roman army was de-

stroyed; thousands fell by the sword, among whom
was the consul himself; thousands more perished in

the lake, and no less than 1 5,000 prisoners fell into

the hands of Hannibal. Hannibal now marched

through the Apennines into Picenura, and thence

into Apulia, where he spent a great part of the

summer. The Romans had collected a fresh army,

and placed it under the command of t^e dictator

Fabiiis Maximus, who had prudently avoided a

general action, and only attempted to harass and

annoy the Carthaginian army. Meanwhile the

Romans had made great preparations for the cam-

paign of the following year (216). The 2 new
consuls, L. Aemilius Paulus and C. Terentiys Varro,

marched into Apulia, at the head of an .army of

little less than .90,000 men. To this mighty host

Hannibal gave battle in the plains on the right

l^nk of the Aufidus, just below the town of Cannae.

The Roman army was again annihilated : between

40 and 50 thousand men are said to have fallen in

tlie field, among whom was the consul Aemilius

Paulus, both the consuls of the preceding year,

above 80 senators, and a multitude of the wealthy

knights who composed the Roman cavalry. The
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other consul, Varro, escaped with a few horsemen
to Venusia, and a small band of resolute men forced

their way from the Roman camp to Canusium
;

all

the rest were killed, dispersed, or taken prisoners.

This victory was followed by the revolt from Rome
of most of the nations in the S. of Italy. Hannibal
established his army in winter-quarters in (’apua,

which had espoused his side. Capua was celebrated

for its wealth and luxury, and the enervating effect

which these produced upon the army of Hannibal
became a favourite theme of rhetorical exaggeration

in later ages. The futility of such declamations i.«j

sufficiently shown by the simple fact that the su-

periority of that army in the field remained as

decided as ever. Still it may be tnily said that the

winter spent at Capua, 216—215, was in great

measure the turning point of Hannib.al’s fortune,

and from this time the war assumed an altered

character. The experiment of what he could effect

with his single army had now been fully tried, and,

notwithstanding all his victories, it had decidedly

failed
;

for Rome was still unsubdued, and still

pro\ ided with the means of maintaining a protracted

contest. From this time the Romans in great

measure changed their plan of operations, and, in-

stead of opposing to IJamiibul one great army in

the field, they hemmed in his movements on all

sides, and kept up an army in every province of

Italy, to thwart the operations of his lieutenants,

and check the rising disposition to revolt It is

impossible here to follow the complicated movements
ofthe subsequent campaigns, during which Hannibal
himself frequently traversed Italy in all directions.

In 215 Hannibal entered into ncgntialions with

Philip, king of Macedonia, and Hieronymus of

Syracuse, and thus sowed the seeds of 2 fresh wars.

From 214 to 212 the Romans were busily engaged
with the siege of Syiacuse, which length

taken by Marcel Ins in the latter of t^e years.

In 212 Ilamiihnl obtained possession of Tarentum;
but in the following year he lost the important city

of Capua, which was recovered by the Romans
after a long siege. In 209 the Romans also reco-

vered Tarentum. Hannibal’s forces gradually be-

came more and more weakened; and bis only object

now was to maintain his ground in the S. until his

brother Hasdnibal should appear in theN. of Italy,

an event to which he had long looked forward with

anxious expectation. In 207 Hasdrnbal at length

crossed the Alps, and descended intoltal}’^; but

he was defeated and slain on thcMctaurus. [Has-
nuuBAL, No. 3.] The defeat and death of Has-
drubal was decisive of the fate of the war in Italy.

From this time Hannibal abandoned all thoughts

of offeiisivo operations, and collected together his

forces within the peninsula of Bnittium. In the
fastnesses of that wild and mountainous region he
maintained his ground for nearly 4 years (207

—

203). He crossed over to Africa towards the end
of 203 in order to oppose P. Scipio. In the follow-

ing year (202) the decisive battle was fought near
Zama. Hannibal was completely defeated with
great loss. All hopes of resistance were now at an
end, and he was one of the. first to urge the neces-

sity of an immediate peace. The treaty between
Rome and Carthage was not finally concluded until

the next year (201). By this treaty Hannibal saw
the object of his whole life frustrated, and Carthage-
eflPectually humbled before her imperious rival. But
his enmity to Rome was unabated

;
and though

now more than 45 yean old, he let himself to work
V 4
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to prepare the means for renewing the contest at no

distant period. He introduced the most beneficial

reforms into the state, and restored the ruined

finances; but having provoked the enmity of a pow-

erful party at Carthage, they denounced him to the

Homans as urging on Antiochus III. king of Syria,

to take up arms against Rome. Hannibal was

obliged to dee from Carthage, and took refuge at

the court of Antiochus, who was at this time

(1 93) on the eve of war with Rome. Hannibal in

\ain urged the necessity of carrying the war at

once into Italy, instead of awaiting the Romans in

Greece. On the defeat of Antiochus (190), the

surrender of Hannibal was one of the conditions of

the peace granted to the king. Hannibal, however,

foresaw hia danger, and took refuge at the court of

Priiains, king of Rithynin. Here he found for some
years a secure asylum

;
but the Romans could not

be at ease so long ns he lived
;
and T. Quintius

Flamininus was at length despatched to the court

of Pnisias to demand the surrender of the fugitive.

The Bithynian king was unable to resist
;

and
Hannibal, perceiving that flight was impossible,

took poison, to avoid falling into the hands of his

enemies, .about the year 1 8.3, OfHannibal’s abilities

ns a general it is unnecessary to speak : all the great

masters of the art of war, from Scipio to the em-
peror Napoleon, have concurred in their homage to

his genius. But in comparing Hannibal with any
other of the great leaders of antiquity, we must
ever bear in mind the peculiar circumstances in

which he was placed. Feebly and gnidgingly sup-

ported by the government at home, he stood alone,

at the head of an anny composed of mercenaries of

many nations. Y et not only did he retain the at-

tachment of these men, unshaken by any change of

fortune, for a period of more than 15 years, but he

trained %i^aTny after army
;
and long after the

veterans that had followed him over the Alps had
dwindled to an inconsiderable remnant, his new
levies were still as invincible as their predecessors.

HannibaUi&naB. 1. Son of Constantius Chloms
and bis second wife Theodora, and half-brother of

Constantine the Great. He was put to death in

337 on the death of Constantine, -i- 2. Son of the

cider, brother of the younger Delmatius, was also

put to death on the death of Constantine.

Hannib&lis Castra. [C^fiTRA, No. 2.]

Hanno C'A.wtov)^ one of the most common names
at Carthage. Only the most important persons of

the name can be mentioned.— 1. One of the Car-

thaginian generals who fought against Agathocles

in Africa, b.c. 310.— 2. Commander of the Car-

thaginian garrison at Messana, at the beginning of

the 1st Punic war, 264. In consequence of his

surrendering the citadel of this city to the Romans,
he was crucified on his return home.— 3. Son of

Mannibal, was sent to Sicily by the Carthaginians

with a largo force immediately after the capture of

Messana, 364, where he carried on the war against

the Roman consul Ap. Claudius. In 262 he again

commanded in Sicily, but failed in relieving Agri-

gentum, where Hannibal was kept besieged by the

Rom&ns. [Hannibal, No. 2.] In 256 he com-

manded the Carthaginian fleet, along with Hamilcar,

at the great battle of Eenumus.— 1. Commander of

the Carthaginian fleet which was defeated by
Lutatitts Catulus off the Aegates, 241. On his

return home, he was crucified “ Sumamed the

Great apparently for his successes in Africa. We
do noty however, know against what nations of
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Africa his arms were directed, nor what was the

occasion of the war. He was one of the commanders
in the war against the mercenaries in Africa after

the end of the 1st Punic war (240—238). From
this time forward he appears to have taken no active

part in any of the foreign wars or enterprises of

Carthage. But his influence in her councils .at

home was great; he was the leader of the aristocratic

party, and, as such, the chief adversary of Hamilcar
Barca and his family. On all occasions, from the

landing of Barca in Spain till the return of Hanni-
bal from Italy, a period of above 35 years, Hanno
is represented as thwarting the measures of that

able and powerful family, and taking the lead in

opposition to the war with Rome, the great object

to which all their efforts were directed. He sur-

vived the battle of Zama, 202.—6 . A Carthaginian
officer left in Spain by Hannibal when that general

crossed the Pyrenees, 218. He was shortly after-

wards defeated by Cn. Scipio, and taken prisoner.

—7. Son of Bomilcar, one of the most distinguished

of Hannibal’s officers. He commanded the right

wing at the battle of Cannae (216), and is fre-

quently mentioned during the succeeding years of

the war. In 203 he took the command of the

Carthaginian forces in Africa, which he held till

the arrival ofHannibal.—8 . A Carthaginian general,

who carried on the war in Sicily after the fall of

Syracuse, 21 1. He left Sicily in the following year,

when Agrigentum was betrayed to the Romans.— 9. The last commander of the Carthaginian gar-

rison at Capua, when it was besieged by the Romans
(212—21

1
).—10. A Carthagini.in na\igator, under

whose name we possess a Periplvs (ntplnKovs),

which was originally written in the Punic language,

and afterwards translated into Greek. The author

had held the office of siiffetes, or supreme magistrate

at Carthage, and he is said by Pliny to have un-
dertaken the voyage when Carthage was in a most
flourishing condition. Hence i* has been conjectured

that he was the same as the Hiinno, the father or

son of Hamilcar, who was killed at Himcra, b. c.

480; but this is quite uncertain. In the Periplus

itself Hanno says that he was sent out by his

countrymen to uhdertakc a voyage beyond the

Pillars of Hercules, and to found Libyphoenician

towns, and that he sailed with a body of colonists

to the number of 30,000. On his return from his

voyage, he dedicated an account of it, inscribed on
a tablet, in the temple of Cronos. It is therefore

presumed that our periplus is a Greek version of

the contents of that Punic tablet Edited by Fal-

coner, Lond. 1797, with an English translation.

Hanna {rh ’'Ap/ia : 'AppaTfis). 1. A small

place in Boeotia near Tanagra, said to have been
so called from the luirma or chariot of Adrastus,

which broke down here, or from the chariot of

Amphiaraus, who was here swallowed up by the

earth along with his chariot.— 2. A small place

in Attica, near Phyle,

Harsi&ttls ('Apfxarovs), a city and promontory
on the coast of Aeolis in Asia Minor, on the N.
side of the Sinus Ela'iticus.

HannSdliii and Aiiitogiton ('Ap/id8ior, *Apt-

<rro7*iTa»v), Athenians, of the blood of the Gn-
PHYRABi, were the murderers of Hipparchus,

brother of the tyrant Hippias, in b. c. 514. Ari-

stogiton was strongly attached to the 3'oung and
beautiful Harmodius, who returned his affection

with equal warmth. Hipparchus endeavoured to

withdraw the youth'i love to himself, and, failing
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in this, resolved to avenge the slight by putting

upon him a public insult. Accordingly, he took

care that the sister of Harmodius should be sum*

raoned to bear one of the sacred baskets in some
religious procession, and when she presented her-

self for the purpose, he caused her to be dismissed

and declared unworthy of the honour. This fresh

insult determined the 2 friends to slay both Hip-

parchus and his brother Hippias as well. They
communicated their plot to a few friends ; and se-

lected for their enterprise the day of the festival of

the great Panathenaea, the only day on which they
could appear in arms without exciting suspicion.

When the appointed time arrived, the 2 chief con-

spirators observed one of their accomplices in con-

^ersation with Hippias. Believing, therefore, that

they were betnxyed, they slew Hipparchus. Har-
inodius was immediately cut down by the guards.

Aristogiton at first escaped, but was afterwards

taken, and was put to the torture ; but he died

without revealing any of the names of the conspi-

rators. Four years after this Hippias was expelled,

and thenceforth Harmodius and Aristogiton ob-

tained among the Athenians of all succeeding ge-

nerations the character of patriots, deliverers, and
martyrs,— names often abused indeed, but seldom

more grossly than in the present case. Their deed
of murderous vengeance formed a favourite subject

of drinking songs. To be born of their blood was
esteemed among the highest of honours, and their

descendants enjoyed an immunity from public bur-

dens. Their statues, made of bronze by Antenor,

were set up in the Agora. When Xerxes took the

city, he carried those statues away, and new ones,

the work of Critias, were erected in 477. The
original statues were afterwards sent back to Athens

by Alexander the Great.

HairnSnia (’Apfioyla), daughter of Ares and
Aphrodite, or, according to others, of Zens and
Klectra, the daughter of Atlas, in Samothrace.

When Athena assigned to Cadmus the govemroent

of 'J’hebes, Zeus gave him Harmonia for his wife,

and .all the gods of Olympus were present at the

marriage. On the wedding-day Cadmus received

a present of a necklace, which afterwards became

fatal to all who possessed it. Harmonia accom-

panied Cadmus when ho was obliged to quit

Thebes, and shared his fate. [Cadmus.] Poly- i

Dices, who inherited the fatal necklace, gave it to
[

Eriphyle, that she might persuade her husband,
|

Amphiaraus, to undertake the expedition against
|

Thebes. Through Alcmaeon, the son of Eriphyle,

the necklace came into the hands of Arsinoe, next

into those of the sons of Phegeus, Pronous and

Agenor, and lastly into those of the sobs of Alc-

macon, Amphoterus and Acaman, who dedicated

it in the temple of Athena Pronoea at Delphi.

Harp&gla, or -luin ('Ap7ra76ra, or -dytov), a

small town in Mysia, between Cyzicus and Priapus,

the scene of the rape of Ganyraedes, according to

some legends. *

Harp&gus {‘'Apwayos), L A noble Median,

whose preservation of the infant Cyrus, with the

events consequent upon it, are related under Cyrus.

He became one of the generals of Cyrus, and con-

quered the Greek cities of Asia Minor.— 2. A
Persian general, under Darius I., took llistiaeus

prisoner.

Harp&lnf ('ApiroAor). 1. A Macedonian of

noble birth, accompanied Alexander the Great to
.

Asia, as superintendent of the treasury. After the
,
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conquest of Durius, he was left by Alexander in

charge of the royal treasury, and with the admi-

nistration of the wealthy satrapy of Babylon, Here,

during Alexander’s absence in India, he gave him-

self up to the most extravagant luxury and profu-

sion, and squandered the treasures entrusted to him.

When he heard tliat Alexander, contrary to his

expectations, was returning from India, he fled

from Babylon with about 5000 talents and a body
of COOO mercenaries, and crossed over to Greece,

B. c. 324. He took refuge at Athens, where he
employed his treasures to gain over the orators,

and induce the people to support him against Alex-

ander and his vicegerent. Antipater. Among those

whom he thus corrupted are said to have been De-
mades, Charicles, the son-in-law of Phocion, and
even Demosthenes himself. [Dkmosthknes.] But
he failed in his general object, for Antipatcr, hav-

ing demanded his surrender from the Athenians,
it was resolved to place him in confinement until

the Macedonians should send for him. He suc-

ceeded in making his escape from prison, and fled

to Crete, where he was assassinated soon after his

arrival, by Thimbron, one of his owm officers.—•2.

A Greek astronomer, introduced sonic improve-

ments into the cycle of Clkostratus. liarpalus

lived before Mbton.
Harp&l^ce (’ApTraXvKTj). 1. Daughter of Har-

palycuB, king in Thrace. As she lost her mother
in infancy, she was brought up by her father

with the milk of cows and mares, and was trained

in all manly exercises. After the death of her

father, she lived in the forests as a robber, being so

swift in running that horses were unable to ovei-

take her. At length she was caught in a snare by
shepherds, who killed her.— 2, Daughter of Cly-

menus and Epicaste, was seduced by her own fa-

ther. To revenge herself she slew •iTel^'oungcr

brother, and served him upas food before her fathei.

The gods changed her into a bird.

Harp&sa (*Ag7raao : Arefxis)^ a city of Caria, on
the river Harpasus.
Harp&sas Apircuros). 1. (Arpa-Su)^ a river of

Caria, flowing N. into the Maeander, into which it

fidls opposite to Nysa.— 2. (Harpa Su)^ a river of

Armenia Major, flowing S. into the A raxes. Xe-
nophon, who crossed it with the 10,000 Greeks,

states its width as 4 pletbra (about 400 feet).

Hai^Ina or Ha^inna ("AgTrivo, “Apmyya), a
town in Elis Pisatis, near Olympia, said to have
been called after a daughter of Asopus.

Harpocr&tloii, Valerias, a Greek grammarian
of Alexandrit^ of uncertain date, the author of
an extant dictionary to the works of the 10 Attic
orators, entitled Iltpl ruv ruv 34/fa ^rjrd-

or At^inhy rS>v 54/ta piiTdpwv. It contains not
only explanations of legal and political terms, hut
also accounts of persons and things mentioned in the
Attic orators, and is a work of great value. The
best editions are the one published at Leipzig,

1824, and the one by Bekkcr, Berlin, 1833.
Harpjriae (’'Agirwai), the Harpies, that is, the

JRofjberg or Jailers, are in Homer nothing but per-

sonified storm winds, who are said to carry off any
one who had suddenly disappeared from the earth.

Thus they carried olF the daughters of king Pan-
dareus, and gave them as servants to the Erinnyes.— Hesiod describes them as daughters of Thaumas
by the Oceaiiid Elcvtra, fair-locked and winged
maidens, who surpassed winds and birds in the ra-

pidity of their flight But even in Aeschylus they
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appear as ugly creatures with wings

;
and later

writers represent them as most disgusting monsters,

being birds with the heads of maidens, with long

daws and with faces pale with hunger. They were

sent by the Gods to torment the blind Phincus,

and whenever a meal was placed before him, they

darted down from the air and carried it off ; later

writers add, that they cither devoured the food

themselves, or rendered it unfit to be eaten. Phi-

neus was delivered from them by Zetes and Calais,

sons of Boreas, and 2 of the Argonauts. [See p.

76, a.] Hesiod mentions 2 Harpies, Ocypete and
Aello ; later writers 3 ; but their names are not

the same in all accounts. Besides the 2 already

mentioned, we find Aellopos, Nicothoc, Ocythoe,

Ocypode, Celaeno, Aclioloe. Virgil places thorn

in the islands called Strophades, in the Ionian sea

(Aen. iii. 210), where they took up their abode

after they had been driven away from Phineus.

—

In the famous Harpy monument recently brought

from Lycia to this country, the Harpies are repre-

sented in the act of carrying off the daughters of

PandareuB.

HartldeB, a people in the army of Ariovistus

(b. c. 58), supposed to be the same as the Cliaril-

des mentioned by Ptolemy, and placed by him in

the Chersonesus Cimbriea.

Hasdriibal ('AaSpovias), a Carthaginian name,

probably signifies one whose help is Baal. 1.

Son of Hanno, a Carthaginian general in the

Ist Punic war. He was one of the 2 generals

defeated by Regulus b. c. 25 C. In 254 he
was sent into Sicily, with a large army, and re-

mained in the island 4 years. In 250, he was to-

tally defeated by Metellus, and was put to death

on his return to Carthage.— 2. A Carthaginian,

son-in-law of llamilcar Barca, on whose death in

229, hesiiM.uT3ded to the command in S|>ain. Ho
ably carried out the plans of his father-in-law for

extending the Carth.aginian dominions in Spain, and

entrusted the conduct of moat of his military enter-

prises to the young Hannibal. He founded New
Carthage, and concluded with the Homans the ce-

lebrated treaty which fixed the Iberus as the

boundary between the Carthaginian and Homan
dominions. He was assassinated by a slave, whose
master he had put to death (221), and was suc-

ceeded in the command by Hannibal.— 3. Son
of llamilcar Barca, and brother of Hannibal. When
Hannibal set out for Italy (218), Hasdriibal was
left in the command in Spain, and there fought for

some years against the 2 Scipios. In 207 he

crossed the Alps and marched into Italy, in order

to assist Hannibal
; but he was defeated on

the Metaurus, by the consuls C. Claudius Nero
and M. Livius Saliiiutor, his army was destroyed,

and he himself fell in the battle. His head was
cut off and thrown into HannibaPs camp. 4. One
of HannibaPs chief officers, commanded the left

wing of the Carthaginian army at the battle of

Cannae (216). —5, Sumamed the Bald (Cnlvus),

commander of the Carthaginian expedition to Sar-

dinia in the 2nd^Punic war, 215. He was de-

feated by the Roman praetor, T. Manlius, taken

prisoner, and carried to Rome. —6. Son of Gisco,

one of the Carthaginian generals in Spain during

the 2nd Punic war. Ho fought in Spain from 214
to 206. After he and Mago had been defeated by
Scipio in the latter of tfiese years, he crossed o>er

to Africa, where he succeeded in obtaining the

alliance of Syphaz b}' giving him his daughter So-
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phonisba in marriage. In conjunction with Syphax,
Hasdrubal carried on war against Masinissa, but

he was defeated by Scipio, who landed in Africa

in 204. He was condemned to death for his ill

success by the Carthaginian government, but he
still continued in arms against the Romans. On
the arrival of Hannibal from Italy his sentence was
reversed

;
but the popular feeling against him had

not subsided, and in order to escape death from liia

enemies, he put an end to his life by poison.

7. Commander of the Carthaginian fleet in Africa

in 203, must be distinguished from the preceding.—8 . Surnamed the Kid one of the

leaders of the party at Carthage favourable to peace

towards the end of the 2nd Punic war.— 9. Ge-
neral of the Carthaginians in the 3rd Punic war.

When the city was taken, he surrendered to Scipio,

who spared his life. After adorning Scipio's

triumph, he spent the rest of his life in Italy.

Haterlus, Q., a senator and rhetorician in the

age of Augustus and Tiberius, died a. d. 26, in

the 8.0th year of his age.

Heb& ("HStj), called Juventas by the Romans,
the goddess of youth, w.'is a daughter of Zeus and
Hera. She waited upon the gods, and filled their

cups with nectar, before Ganymedes obtained this

office
;
and she is further represented as assisting

her mother Hera in putting the horses to her cli.i-

riot, and in bathing and dressing her brother An^s.

She married Hercules after he was received among
the gods, and bore to him 2 sons, Alexiares and
Aiiticetus. Later traditions represent her as a
divinity who had it m her power to make aged
persons young again. At Rome there were several

temples of Juventas. She is even said to have had
a chapel on the Capitol before the temple of Jupiter

was built there.

Hebromagus. [Ebitromagcts.]

Hebron {*ESpm',X(Sp(^v’ *ESp(i/vios: ELKhtlil),

a city in the S. of Judaea, as oM as the times of the

patriarchs, and the first capital of the kingdom of

David, who reigned there 7^ years, as king of

Judah only.

Hebrus {^EBpoi\ Maritza), the principal river

in Thrace, rises irf the mountains of Scomius and
Rhodope, flows first S.E. and then S.W., becomes
navigable for smaller vessels at Philippupolis, and
for larger ones at Hadrianopolis, and f^Is into the

Aegean sea near Aenos, after forming by another

branch an estuary called Stentoiifl Laons. — The
Hebrus was celebrated in Greek legends. On its

banks Orpheus was tom to pieces by the Thracian
women ; and it is frequently mentioned in con-

nexion with the worship of Dionysus.

Heoaerge ('Exa^PTil). 1. Daughter of Boreas,

and one of the Hyperborean maidens, who were
believed to have introduced the worship of Artemis

in Delos. —2. A surname of Artemis, signifying

the goddess who hits at a distance.

HSc&I8 ('EfcdAi}), a poor old woman, who hos-

pitably veceived Theseus, when he had gone out

for the purpose of killing tlie Marathonian bull.

She vowed to offer to Zeus a sacrifice for the safe

return of the hem; but as she died before his

return, Theseus ordained that the inhabitants of

the Attic tetrapolis should offer a sacrifice to her

and Zeus Hecalus, or Hecaleius.

Hecataeos ('Exaraios). 1. Of Miletus, one of

the earliest and most distinguished Greek histo-

rians and geographers. He was the son of Hege-
sander, and belonged to a very ancient and illus-
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trious f;imily. We have only a few particulars of his

life. In B. c. 500 he endeavoured to dissuade his

countrymen from revolting from the Persiiuis; and

when this advice was disregarded, he gave them

some sensible counsel respecting the conduct of the

war, which was also neglected. Previous to this,

llecataeus had visited Egypt and many other

countries. He survived the Persian wars, and ap-

pears to have died about 476. He wrote 2 works:
— 1. IleptoSor 77) 9, or Ufpi-fiyTjais, divided into 2
ptarts, one of which contained a description of Eu-
rope, and the other of Asia, Egypt, and Libya.

}3()th parts were subdivided into smaller sections,

which are sometimes quoted under their respective

names, such as Hellespontus, ik.c.— 2. TevtaAoyiai

or ’laropiai, 111 4 books, contained an account of

the poetical tables and traditions of the Greeks.

His work on geography was the more important,

as it embodied the results of his numerous travels.

He also correi ted and improved the map of the

earth drawn up by Anaxim.^ndkii. Herodotus

knew the works of llecataeus well, and frequently

controverts Ins opinions. llecataeus wrote m the

Ionic dialect in a pure and simple style. The frag-

ments of his works are collected by Klausen, //«•«-

Ahlesti Fra^inenta^ llerlin, lll.'ll, and by C.

and Th. Miiller, Fnig. Hist. Graec. Paris, 1841.

— 2. (Jf Abdera, a contemjiomry of Alexander

the (Ircat and Ptolemy', the son of Lagus, ap-

pi'ars to have accompanied the foniter on his Asiatic

expedition. He was a pupil of the Sceptic Pyrrho,

and IS himself called a philosopher, critic, and

grammarian. In the reign of the first Ptolemy he
travelled up the Nile as far as Thebes. He was
the author of several works, of which the most

important were: — 1. A History of Egypt.— 2.

A work on the Hyperboreans.— 13. A History of

the Jews, frequently referred to by Josephus and
other ancient writers. This work was declared

spurious by Origeii : modern critics arc divided in

their opinions.

Hecate ('E/c<£ti7) a mysterious divinity, com-

monly represented as a daughter of Persaeus or

Perses and Asteria, and hence called Perseis. She
is also described as a daughter of Zeus and Deme-
ter, or of Zeus and Pheraea or Hera, or of Leto or

Tartarus. Homer does not mention her. According

to the most genuine traditions, she appears to have

been an ancient Thracian divinity, and a Titan, who
ruled in heaven, on the earth, and in the sea, bestow-

ing on mortals wealth, victory, wisdom, good luck

to sailors and hunters, and prosperity to youth and

to the flocks of cattle. She was the only one

among the Titans who retained this power under

the rule of Zeus, land she was honoured*by all the

immortal gods. The extensive power possessed by

Hecate was probably the reason that she was sub-

sequently identified with several other divinities,

and at length became a mystic goddess, to whom
mysteries were celebrated in Samotlirace and in

Aegina. In the Homeric hymn to Dem^r, she

is represented as taking an active part in the search

after Proseiqiina, and when the latter was found as

remaining with her as her attendant and com-

panion. [See p. 212, a.] She thus became a

deity of the lower world, and is described in this

capacity as a mighty and formidable divinity. In

consequence of her being identified with other di-

vinities, she is said to have been Selene or Luna
in heaven, .Artemis or Diana in earth, and Perse-

phone or Proserpina in the lower world. Being
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thus as it were a 3-fold goddess, she is described

with 3 bodies or 3 heads, the one of a horse, the

2nd of a dog, and the 3rd of a lion. Hence her

epithets Tergeminus^ Triformis^ Triceps^ See. Fro^ni

her being an infernal divinity, she came to he re-

garded as a spectral being, who sent at night all

kinds of demons and terrible phantoms from the

lower world, who taught sorcery and witchcraft, and
dwelt at places where 2 roads crossed, on tombs, and
near the blood ofmurdered persons. She herself wan-
dered about with the souls of the dead, and her ap-

proach was announced by the whining and howling
of dogs.— At Athens there were very many small

statues or symbolical representations of Hecate(lif<£-

raia), placed before or in houses, and on spots where
2 roads crossed : it would seem that people consulted

such llecataca as oracles. At the dose of every
month dishes with food were set out for hernnd other

averters of evil at the iwints where 2 roads crossed

;

and this food was consumed by poor people. The
sacrifices olTered to her consisted of dogs, honey,
and black female lambs.

Hecatonmus ('EicoTcijui/ws'), king or dynast of

Caria, in the reign of Artaxerxes III. He left 3
sons, Maussohis, Idrieiis, and Pixodarns, all of

whom, in their turn, succeeded him in the sove-

reigiit)'
;
and 2 daughters, Artemisia and Ada.

Hecatompjllos ('EffaTt{/ti7ru\os, j. 0. having 100
gates). 1. An epithet of Thebes in Egypt ['I'iikuae].

—2, A city in the middle of Parthia, 1260 stadia or

133 Roman miles from the Caspiae Pjlae; enlarged

by Seleiiciis
;
and afterwards used by the Parthian

kings ns a royal residence.

Heci&ton ('ExdTwy), a Stoic philosopher, a na-

tive of Rhodes, studied under Panaetius, and wrote

numerous works, all of which are lost.

HecatonnSsi ('ExariJj'VTjo-m : Mosha-mgi)^ a
group of small islands, between Li^^jiMid the

coast of Aeolis, on th#8. side of the mouth of the

Gulf of Adramyttium. The name, 100 islands^ waa
indefinite

;
the real number w'.is reckoned by somo

at 20, by others at 40. Strabo derives the name,
not from exaro^, 1 00, but from "EKaroSj a surname
of Apollo.

Hector ("EicTarp), tlie chief hero of llie Trojans

in their war with the Greeks, was the eldest son of

Priam and Hecuba, the husband of Andromache,
and father of Scamandrius. He fought with the

bravest of the Greeks, and at length slew Patro-

clus, the friend of Achilles. The death of his

friend nmsed Achilles to the fight. The other

Trojans fled before him into the city. Hector alone

remained without the walls, though his parents

implored him to return ; but when he saw Achilles,

his heart failed him. and he took to flight. Thrice
did he race round the city, pursued by the swift-

footed Achilles, and then fell pierced by Achilles*

spear. Achilles tied Hector’s body to his chariot,

and thus dragged him into the camp of the Greeks

;

but later traditions relate that he first dragged the

body thrice around the walls of Ilium. At the

command of Zeus, Achilles surrendered the body
to the prayers of Priam, who buried it at Troy
with great pomp. Hector is one of the noblest

conceptions of the poet of the Iliad. He is the great

bulwark of Troy, and even Achilles trembles when
he approaches him. He has a presentiment of the

fall of his country, hut he perseveres in his heroic

resistance, preferring-ideath to slavery and disgrace.

Besides these virtues of a warrior, he is distin-

guished also by those of a man : his heart is open
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to the gentle feelings of a son, a husband, and a

father.

HectLba ('EKdffjj), daughter of Dymas in Phry-

gia, or of Cisseus, king of Thrace. She was the

wife of Prianj, king of Troy, to whom she bore

Hector, Pari.s, Deiphohus, Helenus, Cassandra, and
many other children. On the capture of Troy, she

was carried away as a slave by the Greeks. Ac-
cording to the tragedy of Euripides, which bears

her name, she was carried by the Greeks to Cher-

sonesus, and there saw her daughter Polyxena sacri-

ficed. On the same day the waves of the sea washed
on the coast the body of her last son Polydorus, who
had been murdered by Polymestor, king of the

Thracian Chersonesus, to whose care he had been
entrusted by Priam. Hecuba thereupon killed

the children of Polymestor, and tore out the eyes

of their father. Agamemnon pardoned her the

crime, and Polymestor prophesied that she should

be metamorphosed into a sho-dog, and should leap

into the sea at a place called CjTiossema. It was
added that the inhabitants of Thrace endeavoured
to stone her, but that she was metamorphosed into

a dog, and in this form howled through the country

for a long time.— According to other accounts she

was given as a slave to Ulysses, and in despair

leaped into the Hellespont
;
or being anxious to

die, she uttered such invectives against the Greeks,

that the warriors put her to death, and called the

place where she was buried Cynossema, with re-

ference to her impudent invectives.

HSdj^los (*H5yAos), son of Melicertus, was a
native of Samos or of Athens, and an epigrammatic

poet. 11 of his epigrams are in the Greek Antho-
logy. Ho was a contemporary and rival of Calli-

machus, and lived therefore about the middle of

fhe .Srd century B. c.

HSdj^iiwsi^^oils ('H8uA«ioi/). a range of moun-
tains in Bocotia, \V. of the (^phissus.

HSgemon (’Hy^/ieov)^ of Thasos, a poet of the

old comedy at Athens, but more celebrated for his

parodies, of which kind of poetry he was the in-

ventor. He was nicknamed on account of

his fondness for that kind of pulse. He lived in

the time of the Peloponnesian war
;
and his parody

of the Gi<fantomachm was the piece to which the

Athenians were listening, when the news was
brought to them in the theatre of the destruction

of the expedition to Sicily.

H6gSm5ne {'Hyffi6vri\ the leader or ruler, is

the name of one of the Athenian Charites or Graces.

Hegemone was also a surname of Artemis at Sparta,

and in Arcadia.

H5g§8X&naz ('H77j<r«dya^), an historian of Alex-
andria, is said to have been the real author of the

work called Ti'oica^ which went under the name of

Cephalon, or Ceplialion. He appears to be the same
as the Hegesianax, who was sent by Antiochus
the Great as ono of his envoys to the Humans in

B. c. 196 and 193.

HdgSsXas 1. Of Magnesia, a rhe-

torician and historian, lived about b.c. 290, and
wrote the history of Alexander the Great. He was
regarded by some as the founder of that degenerate

style of composition which bore the name of the

Asiatic. II is own style was destitute of all vigour

and dignity, and was marked chielly by childish

conceits and minute prettinesses.— 2. Of Salamis,

supposed by some to have hega the author of the

Cyprian poem, which, on better authority, is ascribed

to Stosinus.—>3. A Cyrenaic philosopher, who lived
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at Alexandria in the time of the Ptolemies, perhaps

about B. c. 260. He wrote a work containing such

gloomy descriptions of human misery, that it drove

many persons to commit suicide
;
hence he was

sumamed Peiaithanaios (neKriOdyarof), He was.

in consequence, forbidden to teach by Ptolemy.

H§g§8Xas (*HyT)crtas) and HSglas (‘H-ylav), 2
Greek statuaries, whom many scholars identify with
one another. They lived at the period immediately

preceding that of Phidias. The chief work of He-
gesias was the statues of Castor and Pollux, which
are supposed to be the same as those which now
stand on the stairs leading to the Capitol.

HSgSsXnus (‘HTTjffi'i/ouy), of Pergamum, the

successor of Evandcr and the immediate predecessor

of Camcades in the chair of the Academy, flourished

about B.C. 185.

HegSaippns CHydiiriinros). L An Athenian
orator, and a contemporary of Demosthenes, to

whose political party he belonged. The grammarians
ascribe to him the oration on Halonesus, which has

come down to us under the name of Demosthenes.— 3. A poet of the New Comedy, flourished about
B. c. 300.— 3. A Greek historian of Mecyberna,
wrote an account of the peninsula of Pallene.

H§gSslp^la ('Htijo-htuAt)), daughter of Olorus,

king of Thrace, and wife of Miltiades.

HegXas. [Hkoesias.]
HSlSna ('EAeKTj), daughter of Zeus and Leda.

and sister of Castor and Pollux (the Dioscuri). She
was of surpassing beauty. In her youth she was
carried off by Theseus and Pirithous to Attica.

When Theseus was absent in Hades, Castor and
Pollux undertook an expedition to Attica, to liberate

their sister. Athens was taken, Helen delivered,

and Acthrn, the mother of Theseus, made prisoner,

luid carried as a slave of Helen, to Sparta. Ac-
cording to some accounts she bore to Theseus a

daughter Iphigenia. On her return home, she was
sought in marriage by the noblest chuffs from all

parts of Greece. She chose Mcnelans for her hus-

band, and became by him the mother of H(*rmione.

She was subsequently seduced and carried off by
Paris to Troy. [For details, see Paris and Mk-
NKLAUS.] The Glcek chiefs who had been her

suitors, resolved to revenge her abduction, and ac-

cordingly sailed against Troy. Hence arose the

celebrated Trojan war, which lasted 10 years.

During the course of the war she is represented as

showing great sympathy with the Greeks. After

the death of Paris towards the end of the war, she

married his brother Deiphobus. On the capture of

Troy, which she is said to have favoured, she be-

trayed Deiphobus to the Greeks, and became recon-

ciled tuMekelaus, whom she accompanied to Sparta.

Here she lived with him for some years in peace

and happiness; and here, according to Homer, Te-

lemachus found her solemnising the marriage of

her daughter Hermione with Neoptolemus. The
accounts of Helen's death differ. According to the

propheew of Proteus in the Odyssey, Menelaus and
Helen were not to die, but the gods were to conduct

them to Elysium. Others relate that she and Me-
nelaus were buried at Therapiie in Laconia, where

their tomb was seen by Pausanias. Others again

relate, that after the death of Menelaus she was

driven out of Peloponnesus by the sons of the latter

and fled to Rhodes, where she was tied to a tree

and strangled by Polyxo : the Rhodians expiated

the crime by dedicating a temple to her under the

name of Ildena Dendritis. According to another
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tradition she married Achilles in the island ofLcuce,

and bore him a son Euphorion.— The Egyptian

priests told Herodotus that Helen never went to

Troy, but that when Paris reached Egypt with

Helen on his way to Troy, she was detained by
Proteus, king of Egypt ; and that she was restored

to Menelaus when he visited Egypt in search of

her after the Trojan war, finding that she had never

been at Troy.

HSlSua, Flavfa Jfilla. 1. The mother of Con>

stantiiie the Great. When her husband Constantins

was raised to the dignity of Caesar by Diocletian,

A. D. ‘292, he was compelled to repudiate his wife,

to make way for Theodora, 'the step-child of Maxi-
luianus Herculius. Subsequently, when her son

succeeded to the purple, Helena was treated with

marked distinction and received the title of Au-
gusta, She died about 328. She was a Christian,

and is said to have discovered at Jerusalem the

sepulchre of our Lord, together with the wood of

the true cross.— 2. Daughter of Constantine the

Great and Fausta, married her cousin Julian the

Apostate, 3.55, and died 380.

HelSna 1. (.5/aAro«m), a small and
rocky island, between the S. of Attica and Ceos,

formerly called Cranae.—2. The later name of

Ilmhkkhis in Gaul.

HSlSnua (*E\€vos). L Son ofPriam and Hecuba,

telebiated for his prophetic powers, and also

lought against the Greeks in the Trojan war. In

Homer we have no further particulars about He-
lenus

;
but in later traditions he is said to have

deserted his countrymen and joined the Greeks.

There are likewise various accounts respecting his

desertion of the Trojans. According to some he

did it of his own accord
;
according to others, he

was ensnared by Ulysses, who was anxious to

obtain his prophecy respecting the fall of Troy.

Others, again, relate that, on the death of Paris,

HeJemis and Deiphobus contended for the possession

of Helena, and that llolenus being conquered, fled

t«i Mt. Ida, where he was taken prisoner by the

Greeks. After tlie fall of Troy, he fell to the share

of Pyrrhus. He foretold Pyrrhus the sufferings

which awaited the Greeks who returned home by
sea, and prevailed upon him to return by land to

Epirus. After the death of Pyrrhus he received a

portion of the country, and married Andromache,

by whom he became the father of Cestrinus. When
Aeneas in his wanderings arrived in Epirus, he

was hospitably received b}' Helenus, who also fore-

told him the future events of his life.— 2. Sou of

Pyrrhus, king of Epinis, by Lan^a, daughter of

Agathocles. He accompanied his father to Italy

B. c. 280, and was with him when Pyrrhus perished

at Argos, 272. He then fell into iHe hands of

Antigonus Gonatas, who however sent him back in

safety to Epirus.

Heliidae and HSU&dea (‘HXidSoi and 'HAidJcs),

the sons and daughters of Helios (the Sun). The

name llcliades is given especially to Mai'tkum^

fMJnpetie and P/ioeLe, the daughters of Helios and

the nymph Clymene, and the sisters of Phaeton.

They bewailed the death of their brother Phaeton

so bitterly on the banks of the Eridanus, that the

gods in compassion changed them into poplar-trees

and their tears into amber. [See Eridanus.]

HSlIce ('EAIkt?), daughter of Lycaon, was beloved

by Zeus, but Hera, out of jealousy, metamorphosed

her into a she-bear, whereupon Zeus placed her

among the stars, imder the name of the (jreat Dear.
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Helice ('EXUr) : 'EAikc^vios, ‘EAtxet/r). 1. The
ancient capital of Achaia, said to have been founded
by Ion, possessed a celebrated temple of Poseidon,

which was regarded as the great sanctuary of the

Achaean race. Helice was swallowed up by an
earthquake together with Dura, b. c. 373. The
earth sunk deep into the ground, and the place on
which the cities stood was ever afterwards covered

by the sea.-— 2. An ancient town in Thessaly,

which disappeared in early times.

HSlIcon ('EAncc^i/), son of Acesas, a celebrated

artist. [Acesas.]
HSUcon ('EAi/ctvv ; Helicon^ Palaeo-Duni^ Turk.

Zagoru\ a celebrated range ofmountains in Boeotia,

between the lake Copais and the Corinthian gulf,

was covered with snow the greater part of the

year, and possessed many romantic ravines and
lovely vallies. Helicon was sacred to Apollo and
the Muses, the latter of whom are hence called

'EKiKtUviai ittLpBfPoi and 'EXiKoaviahts yvfupcd by
the Greek poets, and /leliconiades and Heliconides

by the Roman poets. Here sprung the celebrated

fountains of the Muses, Aganippe and Hippo-
CRENR, At the fountain of Hippocrene was a
grove sacred to the Muses, which was adorned with
some of the finest works of art. On the slopes and
in the valleys of the mountains grew many medi-
cinal plants, which may have given occasion to the

worshi]) of Apollo, as the healing god.

HSlISddrus (’HAidScopo;). 1. An Athenian, sur-

named Perieyde» (lltpirjyrjT^y), probably lived

about B. c. Ifl-J, and wrote a description of the

works of art in the Acropolis at Athens. This work
was one of tlie authorities for Pliny’s account of

the Greek artists. — 2. A rhetoriciiui at Home in

the time of Augustus, whom Horace mentions as

the companion of his journey to Hrundisivim {Sat. i.

5. ‘2, 3.)— 3. A Stoic philosopher at Home, who
became a delator in the reign of NerEp ( J*v. Sat. i.

33.)— 4. A rhetorician, and private secretiuy to

theemperor Hadrian.— 6. Of Eniesa in Syria,lived

about the end of the 4th century of our era, and
was bishop of Tricca in Tliessaly. Before he was
made bishop, he wrote a romance in 10 books, en-

titled Aethiupica^ because the scene of the beginning

and the end of the story is laid in Aethiopia. This
work has come down to us, and is fur superior to the

other Greek romances. It relates the loves of

Theagenes and C'hariclea. Though deficient in

those characteristics of modem fiction which appeal

to the universal sympathies of our nature, the ro-

mance of Heliodorus is interesting on account of

the rapid succession of strange and not altogether

improbable adventures, the many and various

characters introduced, and the beautiful scenes de-

scribed. The language is simple and elegant. Tho
best editions are by Mitscherlich dn his Scrip-
tores Graeci JSrotici, Argentorat. 1798, and by
Coracs, Paris, 1804.-6. Of lAirissa, the author of

a short work on optics, still extant, chiefly taken
from Euclid's (^ttes

:

edited by Matani,Pistur.l 758.
Heliogab&lus. [Klagabalus.]
HSliopSlis ('HAi'ouTrdAts or 'HAtouiroAis, i. e. the

CUy of the Sun). L (Heb. Baulath : Baalbek^ Ru.),

a celebrated city of Syria, a chief seat of the

w'orship of Baal, one of whose symbols was the

Sun, and whom the Greeks identified with Apollo,

as well as with Zeus : hence the Greek name of the

city. With the worship of Baal, here as elsewhere,

was associated tha^ of Astarte, whom the Greeks
identified with Aphrodite. It was situated in tho
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middle of Coele-SjTia, at the W. foot of Anti-

Libanus, on a rising ground at the N. E. extremity

of a large plain which reaches almost to the sea,

and which is well watered by the river Leontes

near whose sources Heliopolis

was built : the sources of the Orontes also are not

far N. of the city. The situation of Heliopolis

necessarily made it a place of great commercial

importance, as it was on the direct road from Egypt

and the Red Sea and also from Tyre to Syria,

Asia Minor, and Europe; and hence, probably, the

wealth of the city, to which its ruins still bear

witness. We know, however, very little of its

history. It was made a Roman colony by the name
of Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Heliopolitana, and

colonised by veterans of the 6th and bth legions,

under Augustus. Antoninus Pius built the great

temple of Jupiter (i. e. Baal), of which the ruins

still exist ;
and there are medals which shew, in

addition to other testimony, that it was favoured

by several of the later emperors. All the existing

ruins are of the Roman period, and most of them
probably of later date than the great temple just

mentioned
;
but it is iinpossihle to determine their

exact times. They consist of a large quadrangular

court in front of the great temple, another hexagonal

court outside of this, and, in front of all, a portico,

or propylaea, approached by a flight of steps.

Attiiched to one corner of. the quadrangular court

IS a smaller, but more perfect, temple; and, at some

distance from all these buildings, there is a circular

edifice, of a unique and very interesting archi-

tectural form. There is also a single Doric columa

on a rising ground, and traces of the city walls.—
2. (0. T. On, or Bethsheinesh ; Malarie/i^ Ru. N.E.

of Cairo), a celebrated city of Lower Egypt, capital

of the Nomos Ileliopolitcs, stood on the E. side of the

Peiusiac branch of the Nile, a little below the apex

of the near the canal of Trajan, and was,

in the earliest period of which we have any record,

a chief seat of the Egyptian warship of the Sun.

Jlere also was established the worship of Mnevis,

a sacred bull similar to Apis. The priests of

Heliopolis were renowned for their learning. It

suffered much during the invasion of Cambyses
;

and by the time of Strabo it was entirely ruined.

H€1Io8 ("HAioy or’HeA(oy), culled Sol by the

Romans, the god of the sun. He was the son of

Hyperion and Then, and a brother of Selene and
Eos. From his father, he is frequently called

HyperiSoldes, or Hyperion, the latter of which is

an abridged form of the patronymic, Hyperionion.

In the Homeric hymn on Helios, he is called a son

of Hyperion and Euryphaessa. Homer describes

Helios as giving light both to gods and men : he rises

m the £. from Occanus, traverses the heaven, and
descends in the evening into the darkness of the W.
and Occanus. Later poets have marvellously embel-

lished this simple notion. They tell of a most mag-
nificent palace of Helios in the E., containing a
throne occupied by the god, and surrounded by per-

sonifications of the different divisions of time. They
also assign him a second palace in the W., and
describe his horses as feeding upon herbs growing

in the islands of the Blessed. The manner in

which Helios during the night passes from the

western into the eastern ocean is not mentioned

either by Homer or Hesiod, but later poets make
him sail in a golden boat, the work of Hephaestus,

round one-half of the earth, thus arrive in the

£. at the point from which he has to rise again.
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Others represent him as making bis nightly voyage

while slumbering in a golden bed. The horses

and chariot with which Helios traverses the hea-

vens are not mentioned in the Iliad and Odyssey,

but first occur in the Homeric hymn on Helios, and
both are described minutely by later poets.—Helios

is described as the god who sees and hoars every

thing, and was thus able to reveal to Hephaestus

the faithlessness of Aphrodite, and to Demeter the

abduction of her daughter. At a later time Helios

became identified with Apollo, though the 2 gods

were originally quite distinct; but the identification

was never carried out completely, for no Greek
poet ever made Apollo ride in the chariot of Helios

through the heavens, and among the Romans we
find tins idea only after the time of Virgil. The
representations of Apollo with rays around his

head, to characterise him as identical with the sun,

belong to the time of the Roman empire.— The
island of Thrinacia (Sicily) was sacred to Helios,

and there he had flocks of sheep and oxen, which
were tended bj' his daughters Phaetusa and Lain-

petia. Later traditions ascribe to him flecks also

in the island of Erythla
;

and it may be re-

marked in general, that sacred flocks, especially of

oxen, occur in most places where the worship of

Helios was established.—His descendants are \ery

numerous
; and the surnames and cpitliets given

him by the poets are mostly dcscriptne of his

character as the sun. Temples of Helios la)

existed in Greece at a very early time; and in later

times we find his worship established in various

places, and especially in the island of Rhodes,
where the famous colossus was a representation of

the god. The sacrifices offered to him consisted

of white rams, boars, bulls, goats, lambs, especially

white horses, and honey. Among thi* animals sacred

to him, the cock is especially mentioned. The Ro-
man poets, when speaking of the god of the sun
(Sol), usually adopt the notions of the Greeks. The
worship of Sol w’us introduced at Rome, especially

after the Romans had become acquainted witli the

East, though traces of the worship of the sun and
moon occur at an early period.

Heliss5n ('EAuradfy or ’E\iar<rovi\ a sm.-ill town
in Arcadia, on a rivhr of the some naiiie, which falls

into the Alpheus.

Hell&nloas ('EAXdi'ixos). 1. Of Mytilene in

Lesbos, the most eminent of the Greek logographers,

or early Greek historians, was in all probability bom
about B.C. 496, and died 411. We have no par-

ticulars of his life, but we may presume that he visited

many of the countries, of whose history he gave an
account. He wrote a great number of genealogical,

chronological and historical works, which are cited

under the titles of TVoica, Aeolicoy Persica^ &c. One
of his most popular works was entitled 'Upftcu Trjs

‘“Hpas

:

it contained a chronological list of the

priestesses of IJera at Argos, compiled from the

records preserved in the temple of the goddess of

this place. This work was one of the earliest attempts

to regulate chronology, and was made use of by
Thucydides, Tnnaeus and others. The fragments

of Hellanicus are collected by Sturz, Helhmici

Fraffmenta^ Lips. 1 826 ; and by C. and Th. Miiller,

Frapm. Histor. fJraec. Faria, 1841.— 2. A Greek
grammarian, a disciple of Agathocles, and appa-
rently a contemporary of Aristarchus, wrote on tlio

Homeric poems.

Hellaa, Hellfines. [Orabcia.]
Helle (*EAA7)), daughter of Athamas and Ne-
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phifle, and sister of Phrixns. When Phrixus was

to be sacrificed [Phrixus], Nephele rescued her

2 children, who rode away through the air upon

the ram with the golden fleece, the gift of Ilenncs;

but, between Sigeum and the Chersonesus, Ilelle

fell into the sen, which was thence called the sea

of Ilelle {Hellesponius). Her tomb was shown near

Pactya, on the Hellespont

Hellen ("EAAtji/), son of Deucalion and Pyrrha,

or of Zeus and Dorippe, husband of Orseis, and

father of Aeolus, Dorus, and Xuthus. He was

king of Phthia in Thessaly, and was succeeded

by his son Aeolus. He is the mythical ancestor of

ail the Hellenes; from his 2 sons Aeolus and Dorus

ere descended the Aeolians and Dorians
;
and

from his 2 grandsons Achaeus and Ion, the sons of

Xuthus, the Aclmeans and lonians.

. Hellespontus (‘EAA^<r7ro)/Tos : Straits of Vte

Dardanelles, or ofGallipoli, Turk. S^amhulDenyhiz),

tlio long narrow strait connecting the Propontis

{Sell of A/arinarii) with the Aegean Sea, and

through which the waters of the Black Sea dis-

charge thenjselves into the Mediterranean in a

constant current The length of the strait is about

oO miles, and the widtli varies from 6 miles at the

upper end to 2 at the lower, and in some places it

is only 1 mile wide, or even less. Th<‘ narrowest

part is between the ancient cities of Skhtus and

AuYDtrfi, whi're Xerxes made his bridge of boats,

(XkkxesJ and where the legend related that

Leander swam across to visit Hero. [Leander.]
The name of the Hellespont (i. e. the6'm of Ilelle)

was derived fnmi the story of Hello's being drowned

in it [IIelle]. The Hellespont was the boundary

of Europe and Asia, dividing the Thracian Cher-

sonese in the former from the Troad and the terri-

tories of Abydus and Lampsacus in the latter. The
district just mentioned, on the S. side of the Hel-

le.spont, was also called 'BAA^jo^xoi/Toy, its inha-

bitants 'EAAuo'x’di^riot, and the cities on its coast

'E\\r](rv6miai irdAets. — 2. Under the Roman
empire, Hellespontus was the name of a proconsular

province, composed of the Troad and the N. part of

Mysia, and having Cyzicus for its capital.

HellSmSnum {*E\\6fifvov), a seaport town of

the Acanianians on the island Ilbucas.

HellSpia. [Ellopia.]

Helorus or Helorum (ri'EAwpos: 'EAwpfrtjy),

a town on the E. coast of Sicily, S. of Syracuse, at

the mouth of the river Helorus. There was a road

from Helorus to Syracuse (dShj 'EAwpfvi}, Thuc.

vi. 70, vii. 80).

HSlos {rh 'EAcs : 'EAelor, 'EAedrus). 1, A
town in Laconia, on the coast, in a marshy situa-

tion, whence its name {fKos=marsh). The town

was in ruins in the time of Pausaniaet It was

commonly said that the Spartan slaves, called He-
lotes (ETAwTer), were originally the Achaean in-

habitants of this town, who were reduced by the

Dorian conquerors to slavery
;
but this account of

the origin of the Helotes seems to have bdbi merely

an invention, in consequence of the similarity of

their name to that of the town of Helos. (See Diet,

of Antiij. art. Helotes.) -^2. A town or district of

Elis on the Alpheus.

Helvecdnae, a people in Germany, between the

Viadus and the Vistula, S. of the Rugii, and N. of

the Burgundiones, reckoned by Tacitus among the

Ligii.

HelvStli, a brave and powerful Celtic people,

who dwelt between M. Jurassus {Jura), the Lacus
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Lemannus (Lake of Genera), the Rhone, and the

Rhine as far as tho I^us Brigantinus {Lake of
Constance). They were thus bounded by the Se-

quani on the W., by the Nantuates and Lepontii

in Cisalpine Gaul on the S., by the Khaeti on the

£., and by the German nations on the N. beyond
the Rhine. Their country, called Ager Helve-

tioruni (but never Helvetia), thus corresponded to

the W. part of Switzerland. Their chief town w'as

Aventicum. They Avere divided into 4 pag^ or

cantons, of which tlie Pagus Tigurtnus was tho

most celebrated. We only know the name of ono
of the 3 others, namely the Vicus Verlngenus, or,

moi-e correctly, lirbigenus.— The Helvetii are first

mentioned in the wjir with the Cimbri. In b. c.

107 the Tigurini defeated and killed the Hbman
consul L. Cassius Longinus, on the lake of Geneva,
while another division of the Helvetii accompanied
the Cimbri and Teutones in their invasion of Gaul.
Subsequently the Helvetii invaded Italy along with
the Cimbri ; and they returned home in safety,

after the defeat of the Cimbri by Marius and Ca-
tiilus in 101. About 40 years afterwards, they
resolved, upon the advice of Orgetorix, one of their

chiefs, to migrate from their country with their

wives and children, and seek a new home in tho
more fertile plains of Gaul. In 58 they endea-
voured to carry their plan into execution, but they
were defeated by Caesar, and driven buck into

their own territories. Tho Romans now planted

colonies and built fortresses in their country (No-
viodiinuin, Vindonissa, Aventicuni), and the Hel-
vetii gradually adopted tho customs and language
of their conquerors. They were severely punished
by the generals of Vitcllius (a. d. 70), whom they
refused to recognise as emperor

;
and after that

time they are rarely mentioned as a sejmrate

people.— The Helvetii were included in Gallia

Lugdunensis, according to Strabo, Im i.f^Gallia

Belgictt, according to Pliny : most modem writers

adopt Pliny’s statement. When Gaul was sub-
divided into u greater number of provinces under
the later emperors, the country of the Helvetii

formed, with that of the Sequani and the Rnuraci,

the province of Maxima Sequanorum.
Helvla, mother of the philosopher Sxnbca.
Helvidiu* Priscus. [Priscus.]

Helvli, a people in Gaul, between the Rhone
and Mt. Cebenna, which separated them from the
Arverni, were for a Jong time subject to Massilia,
but afterwards belonged to the jirovince of Gallia
Narbonensis. Their country produced good wine.

Helvius. 1. Blasio. [Blasio.J— 2. Cinna.
[CiNNA.]— 3. Maacia. [Mancia.J— 4. Pertl-
nax, [Pertina.x.]

HemSrSsIa {'Hpepijffia), the soothing goddess,
a surname of Artemis, mider which she was wor-
shipped at the fountain Lusi {Aovaroi), in Arcadia.

HemSrSsodpIon. [Dianium, No. 2.]

Hemina, Casslua. [Cassius, No. 14.]

HSnSti (‘Errroi), an ancient people in Papbla-
goiiia, dwelling on the river Parthenius, fought on
the side of Priam against the Greeks, but had dis-

appeared before the historical times. Tliey were
regarded by many ancient writers as the ancestors

of the Veneti in Italy. [VenetlJ
Hdnldclii {'Huioxoi), a people in Colchis, N.

of the Phasis, notorious as pirates.

Henna. [Enna.]
HephaestIa (‘Hepa^rTfa). 1. (‘HipaorTiedf), a

town in the N.W. of the island of Lemnos. -->2.
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('H^attrn'JJTjs -reiSrjf), a demua in Attica, belong-

ing to the tribe Acamontis.

HepliaeBtl&deB luBtUae. [AeoliabJ
Hephaestion 1. Son ofAm3

m-
tor, a Macedonian of Pella, celebrated as the

friend of Alexander the Great, with whom he

had been brought up. Alexander called Hephaes-

tion his own private friend, but Craterus the

friend of the king. Hephaestion accompanied

Alexander to Asia, and was employed by the king

in many important commands. He died at Ecba-

tana, after an illness of only 7 days, u. c. 325.

Alexander's grief for his loss was passionate and
violent. A general mourning was ordered through-

out the empire, and a funeral pile and monument
erected to him at Babylon, at a cost of 10,000 ta-

lents.— 2. A Greek grammarian, who insinicted

the emperor Verus in Greek, and accordingly lived

about A. D. 150. He was perhaps the author of a

Manual on Metrei (‘EyxfipiSioy vepl /asrpw*'),

which has come down to us under the name of

Hephaestion. This work is a tolerably complete

manual of Greek metres, and forms the basis of all

our knowledge on that subject. Edited by Gais-

ford, Oxon. 1810.

HSpbaestuB ("Htpaio-Tos), called Vnlc&uuB by
the Humans, the god of fire. He was, according

to Homer, the son of Zeus and Hera. Later

traditions state that he had no father, and that

Hera gave birth to him independent of Zeus, as

she was jealous of Zeus having given birth to

Athena independent of her. He was born lame

and weak, and was in consequence so much dis-

liked by his mother, that she threw him down
from Olympus. The marine divinities, Thetis and
Eurynome, received him, and he dwelt with them
for 9 years in a grotto, beneath Oceanus, making
for them a variety of ornaments. He afterwards

i'eturn«s4i4o tt^iupus, though wo are not told through

what means, and he appears in Homer as the

great artist of the gods of Olympus. Although he

had been cruelly treated by his mother, he always

showed her respect and kindness ; and on one

occasion took her part, when she was quarrelling

with Zeus, which so much enraged the father of

the gods, that he seized Hephaestus by the leg, and
hurled him down from heaven. Hephaestus was
a whole day falling, but in the evening he alighted

in the island of Lemnos, where he was kindly re-

ceived by the Sintians. Later writers describe his

lameness as the consequence of this fall, while

Homer makes him lame from his birth. He again

returned to Olympus, and subsequently acted the

part of mediator between his parents. On that

occasion he offered a cup of nectar to his mother

and the other gods, who burst out into immo-
derate laughter on seeing him busily hobbling

from one god to another. — Hephaestus appears

to have been originally the god of fire simply
;

but as fire is indispensable in working metals, he

was afterwiirds regarded as an artist. His palace

in Olympus was imperishable and shining like

stars. It contained his workshop, with the anvil

and 20 bellows, which worked spontaneously at

his bidding. It was there that he made all his

beautiful and marvellous works, both for gods and

men. The ancient poets abound in descriptions of

exquisite workmanship which had been manufac-

tured by the god. All the palaces in Olympus
were his workmanship. H^ made the armour of

Achilles
;

the fatal necklace of Uormonia ; the
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fire-breathing bulls of Aeetes, king of Colchis,

&c. In later accounts, the Cyclops are his work-
men and servants, and his workshop is no longer

in Olympus, but in some volcanic island. In the

Iliad the wife of Hephaestus is Charis ; in Hesiod
Aglaia, the youngest of the Charites

;
but in the

Odyssey, as well os in later accounts, Aphrodite
appears as his wife. Aphrodite proved faithless to

her husband, and was in love with Ares
;

but

Helios disclosed their amours to Hephaestus, who
caught the guilty pair in an invisible net, and ex-

posed them to the laughter of the assembled gods.— The favourite abode of Hephaestus on earth was
the island of Lemnos ; but other volcanic islands

also, such as Lipara, Hiera, Imbros, and Sicily, are

called his abodes or workshops.— Hephaestus, like

Athena, gave skill to mortal artists, and, conjointly

with her, he was bedieved to have taught men the

arts which embellish and adorn life. Hence at

Athens they had temples and festivals in common.
The epithets and surnames, by which Hephaestus
is designated by the poets, generally allude to his

skill in the plastic arts or to his lameness. The
Greeks frequently placed small dwarf-like statues

of the god near the hearth. During the best period

of Grecian art, be was represented as a vigorous

man with a beard, and is characterised by his ham-
mer or some other instrument, his oval cap, and
the chiton, which leaves the right shoulder and ann
uncovered.— The Roman Vulcanus was an old

Italian divinity, [Vulcanus.J
Hept&nfimiii. [Abgyptus.]
Hbra ("Hpo or *'Hpr}), called Juno by the Ro-

mans. The Greek Hera, that is. Mistress^ was a
daughter of Cronos and Rhea, and sister and wife

of Zeus. Some call her the eldest daughter of

Cronos, but others give this title to Hestia. Ac-
cording to Homer she was brought up by Oceanus
and Tethys, and afterwards became the wife of

Zeus, without the knowledge of her parents. This
simple account is variously modified in other tra-

ditions. Being a daughter of Cronos, she, like his

other children, was swallowed by her lather, but

afterwards released
;
and, according to an Arcadian

tradition, she was brought up by Teinenus, the son

of Pelasgus. The Argives, on the other hand, re-

lated that she had been brought up by Euboea,

Prosymna, and Acraea, the 3 daughters of the river

Asterion. Several parts of Greece claimed the

honour of being her birthplace, and more espe-

cially Argos and Samos, which were the principal

seats of her worship. Her marriage with Zeus

offered ample scope for poetical invention, and se-

veral places in Greece also claimed the honour of

having been the scene of the marriage, such as

Euboea, Sumos, Cnnssus in Crete, and Mount
Thornax, in the S. of Argolis. Her marriage,

called the Sacred Alarruye {ifphs 7djttos), was
represented in many places where she was wor-

shipped. At her nuptials all the gods honoured

her with presents, and Ge presented to her a

tree wi^h golden apples, which was watched by
the Ilesperidcs, at the foot of the Hyperborean

Atlas.— In the Iliad Hera is treated by the

Glyinpian gods with the same reverence as her

husband. Zeus himself listens to her counsels, and
communicates his secrets to her. She is, notwith-

standing, far inferior to him in power, and must
obey him unconditionally. She is not, like Zeus,

the queen of gods and men, but simply the wife of

the supreme god. The idea of her being the queen
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of heaven, with regal wealth and power, is of much
later date. Her character, as described by Homer,

is not of a very amiable kind
;

and her jealousy,

obstinacy, and quarrelsome disposition, sometimes

make her husband tremble. Hence arise frequeni

disputes between Hera and Zeus ; and on one oc

casion Heia, in conjunction with Poseidon and

Athena, contemplated putting Zeus into chains.

Zeus, in such cases, not only threatens, but beats

her. Once he even hung her up in the clouds,

with her hands chained, and with two anvils sus-

pended from her feet
;
and on another occasion,

•when Hephaestus attempted to help her, Zeus
hurled him down from Olympus.— By Zeus she

•was the mother of Ares, Hebe, and Hephaestus.

—

Hera was, properly speaking, the only really married

goddess among the Olmpians, for the marriage of

Aphrodite with Hephaestus can scarcely be taken

into consideration. Hence, she is the goddess of

marriage and of the birth of children. Several

epithets and surnames, such as El\e{dvta, Ta/aTjA/a,

Zuyi'a, TeAeta, &c., contain ullnsions to this cha-

racter of the goddess, and the Ilithyiae are de-

scribed as her daughters.— She is represented in

the Iliad riding in a chjiriot dniwn by *2 horses, in

the harnessing and unharnessing of which she is

assisted by Hebe and the Horae. Owing to the

judgment of Paris [Paris], she was hostile to the

Trojans, and in the Trojan war slie accordingly

sided with the Oreeks. She persecuted all the

children of Zeus by mortal mothers, and hence

appears as the enemy of Dionysus, Hercules, and
others. In the Argonautic expedition she assisted

Jason. It is impossible here to enumerate all the

events of mythical stoiy in which Hera acts a part

;

lUid the reader must refer to the particular deities

or heroes with whose story she is connected.—
Hera was worshipped in many parts of Greece, but

more especially at Argos, in the neighbourhood of

which she had a splendid temple, on the road to

IVIyceiiae. Her great festival at Argos is described

in tlie Uict. oj Ani. art. Ilwoea. She also had a
splendid temple in Samos.— The ancients gave

Sbveral interpretations- respecting the real signifi-

cance of Hera ;
but we must in#ill probability re-

gard her as the great goddess of nature, who was
worshipped every where from the earliest times.

The worship of the Roman Juno is spoken of in

a separate article. [Juno.] Ilera was usually re-

presented as A majestic woman of mature age, with

a beautiful forehead^rge and widely opened eyes,

and with a grave expression commanding reverence.

Her hair was adorned with a crown or a diadem.

A veil frequently liangs down the back of her head,

to characterise her as the bride of Zeug|^ and the

diadem, veil, sceptre, and peacock, are her ordinary

attributes.

HSraclSa ('HpebcAeia : 'HpaxAewTijy ; Hera-

cleotes). I. In Europe. 1. H., in Lucania, on

the river Siris, founded by the Tarentines. During

the independency of the Greek states in tljp of

Italy, congresses were held in this town under the

presidency of the Tarentines. It sunk into insig-

nificance under the Romans.— 2. In Acarnania on

the Ambracian gulf.— 3. In Pisatis Elis, in ruins

in the time of Strabo. —4. The later name pf Pe-

rinthusjn Thrace. [Perinthus.]— 6. H. Cac-

cabaria Forbaria, in Gallia Narbonensis on the

coast, a sea-port of the Massilians. —— 6. H. Lyil-

eestiB (Ad7xrj<rTi$), also called Pelagonia {Ditvglia

or in Macedonia, on the Via Egnatia, W.
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of the Erigon, the capital of one of the 4 districts

into which Macedonia was divided by the Romans.
—7. H. Min6a ; nr. To/Te di Ca}>o

Bianco Ru.), on the S. coast of Sicily, at the

mouth of the river Halycus, between Agrigcntuin
and Selinus. According to tradition it was founded
by Minos, when he pursued Daedalus to Sicilj^

and it may have been an ancient colony of the

Cretans. We know, howeveE, that it was after-

wiu-ds colonised by the inhabitants of Selinus, and
that its original name was A/tnoo, which it con-

tinued to hear till about b. c. 500, when the town
was taken by the Lacedaemonians under Euryleon,
who changed its name into that of Jlcraclca ; but
it continued to bear its ancient appelKation ns a
surname to distuiguish it from other places of the
same name. It fell at an early period into tlio

hands of the Carthaginians, and remained in their

power till the conquest of Sicily by the Romans,
who planted a colony there. — 8. H. Sintica
(JivTix^), in Macedonia, a town of the Sinti, on
the left bank of the Strj'mon, foiuided by Aniyii-

tes, brother of Philip.— 9. H. Traohinlae, in

Thessaly. Sec Trachis.—II. Jn A«a. I.H.F011-

tlca ('H. r) or nrferoi/, or iv nSvrcft : Ila-

rakli or EreyH)^ a city on the S. shore of the Pontus
Kuxinus, on the coast of Bithynia, in the territory

of the Mariandyni, was situated 20 stadia N . of the
river Lycus, upon a little river called Acheron or

Soonautes, and near the base of a peninsula called

Acherusia, and had a fine harbour. It was founded
about B.C. 550 by colonists fromMegara and from
Tanagra in Bocotia (not, as Strabo says, from Mi-
letus). After various political struggles, it settled

down under a monarchical form of govcnimcnt.

It reached the height of its prosperity in the rcigu

of Darius Codomannus, when it hud an extensive

commerce, and a territory reaching tJiJj^Par-

tbenius to the Sangarius. It began to decline in

consequence of the rise of the kingdom of Bithynia

and the foundation of Nicoinedia, and the invasion

of Asia Minor by the Gauls
;
and its ruin was

completed in the Mithridatic war, when the city

was taken and jilundered, and partly destroyed, by
the Romans under Cotta. It was the native city

of Hehaulidks PoNTicus, and perhaps of the

painter Zbuxih.^ 2. H. ad Latmum ('H. Adr-
fiow, or r} vtro Adr/xy ; Ru. near the Lake of
a town of Ionia, S.E. of Miletus, at the foot of Mt.
Latmus and upon the Sinus Latmicus

;
fonnerly

called Latmus. Near it was a cave, with the

tomb of Endymion.— There was another city of

the same name in Caria, one in Lydia, 2 in Syria,

one in Media, and one in India, none of which
'eqnire special notice here.

HSxacleopblii ('HpaxAcoua-oAis). 1. Farva (d
fiiKpd\ also called Sethron, a city of Lower Egypt,

in the Nomos Sethroites, 22 Homan miles W. of

Pelusium.— 2. Magna {»[ /ae^dAij, also ij livto\

the capital of the fertile Nomos Heracleopolites or

Heracleotcs, in the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt

;

a chief seat of the worship of the ichneumon.

H0racl§um ('HpdxAcmi'), the name of several

promontories and towns, of which none raquirt,

special notice except: 1. A town in Macedonia at

the mouth of the Apilas, nea* the frontiers of Thes-
saly. —2. The harbour of Cnossus in Crete.— 8. A
town on the coast of the Delta of Egypt, a little

W. of Canopus
;
from which the Canopic mouth

of the Nile was often

mouth.— 4. A place near Gindarus in the Synaa""
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province of Cyrrhestice, where Ventidius, the legate

of M, Antony, gained his great victory over the

Parthiaus under Paconis, in b. c. 38.

Heracliftnus one of the officers

of Ilonorms. put Stilicho to death (a. d. 408), and
received, as the reward of that service, the govern-

ment of Africa, He rendered good service to Ho-
norius during the invasion of Italy by Alaric, and

the usurpation of Attains. In 413 he revolted

against Honorius, and invaded Italy
;

but his en-

terprize failed, and on his return to Africa he was
put to death at Carthage.

HeraclXdae (‘HpoKAcTSoi), the descendants of

Hercules, who, in conjunction with the Dorians,

conquered Peloponnesus. It had been the will of

Zous, HO ran the legend, that Hercules should rule

over the country of the Peraeids, at Mycenae and
Tiryna. But through Hera’s cunning, Eurystheus

had been put into the place of Hercules, who had
become the servant of the former. After tlic death

of Hercules, his claims devolved upon his sons and
descendants. At the time of his death, Hyllus,

the eldest of his 4 sons by DeianTra, was residing

with his brothers at the court of Ceyx at Trachis.

As Eurystheus demanded their surrender, and
Ceyx was imable to protect them, they fled to

various parts of Greece, until they were received

as suppliants at Athens, at the altar of Eleos

(Afcrcy). According to the lleraclidae of Euripides,

the sons of Hercules were first staying at Argos,

thence went to Trachis in Thessaly, and at length

came to Athens. Demophon, the son of Theseus,

received them, and they settled in the Attic tetra-

polis. Eurystheus, to whom the Athenians refused

to surrender the fugitives, now marched against

the Athenians with a large army, but was defeated

by the Athenians under loluus, Theseus, and

Hyllq^and^was slain with his sons. The battle

itself was caebrated in Attic story as the battle of

the Scironion rock, on the coast of the Saronic gulf,

though Pindar places it in the neighbourhood of

Thebes. After the battle, the Heraclidae entered

Peloponnesus, and maintained themselves there for

one year. This was their Ist invasion of Pelo*

poTuiesus. But a plague, which spread over the

whole peninsula, compelled them to return to Attica,

where, for a time, they again settled in the Attic

tetrapolis. From thence they proceeded to Aegi-

miiis, king of the Dorians, whom Hercules had
assisted in his war against the Lapithae, and who
had promised to preserve a 3i’d of his territory for

the children of Hercules. [Aeoimius-] The Hera-

clidae Avere hospitably received by Aegimius, and
Hyllus was adopted by the latter. After remain-

ing in Doris 3 years, Hyllus, with a band of Do-
rians, undertook an expedition against Atrous, who
had married a daughter of Eurystheus, and had
become king of Mycenae and Tiryna. Hyllus

inarched across the Corinthian isthmus, and first

met Echemus of Tegea, who fought for the Pelo-

pidae, the principal opponents of the Heraclidae.

Hyllus fell in single combat with Echemus, and,

according to an agreement which had been made
before the battle, the Heraclidae were not to make
any further attempt upon Peloponnesus fur the next

50 years. Thus ended their 2nd invasion. They
now retired to Tricorythus, where they were
allowed by the Athenians to take up their abode.

During the period which followed (10 years after

of i^^^-tVflSyv'ihto^fFlrojan war took place
;

and 30 years after the Trojan war Cleodaeus, son
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of Hyllus, again invaded Peloponnesus, which was
the 3rd invasion. About 20 years later Aristoma-

chus, the son of Cleodaeus, undertook the 4‘th ex-

pedition ; but both heroes fell. Not quite .30 years

after Aristomachiis (that is, about 80 years after

the destruction of Troy), the Heraclidae prepared
for their 5th and And attack. Temenus, Cres-
phontes, and Aristodemus, tlie sons of Aristoma-

chus, upon the advice of an oracle, built a fleet on
the Corinthian gulf

; but this fleet was destroyed,

because llippotes, one of the Heraclidae, had killed

Camus, an Acarnanian soothsayer ; and Aristode-

mus was killed by a flash of lightning. An oracle

now ordered them to take a 3-eyed man for their

commander. He was found in the person of Oxylus,
the son of Andraemon, an Aetolian, but descended

from a family in Elis- The expedition now suc-

cessfully sailed trom Naupactus towards Rliium in

Peloponnesus. Oxylus, keeping the invaders away
from Elis, led them through Arcadia. The Hera-
clidae and Dorians conquered Tisamenus, the son
of Orestes, who ruled over Argos, Mycenae, and
Sparta. After this they became masters of the
greater part of Peloponnesus, and tlien distributed

by lot the newly acquired possessions. Temenus
obtained Argos

;
Procles and Eurystheus, the twin

sons of Aristodemus, Lacedaemon
;
and Cresphontes,

Messenia.— Such are the traditions about the He-
laclidae and their conquest of Pelopomiesus. They
are not purely mythical, but contain a genuine

historical substance, notwithstanding the various

contradictions in the accounts. They represent the

conquest of the Achaean population by Dorian in-

vaders, who henceforward appear as the ruling race

in the Peloponnesus. The conquered Achaeans be-

came partly the slaves and partly the subjects of

the Dorians. (See Dkt. of AnL art. Perioeci)

Heraolldes {’HpaKhtlBr}^). 1. A Syracusan, son

of Lysimachus, one of the generals when Syracuse

was attacked by the Athenians, u. c. 415.^2. A
Syracusan, who held the chief command of the

mercenary forces under the younger Dionysius.

Being suspected by Dionysius, he lied from Syra-

cuse, and afterwards took part with Dion in ex-

pelling Dionysius, from Sy'racuse. After the ex-

pulsion of the tyrant, a powerful party at Syracuse

looked up to Heraclides as their leader, in conse-

quence of which Dion caused him to be assassi-

nated, 354.« 3. Son of Agathocles, accompanied

his father to Africa, where he was put to death by
the soldiers, when they were deserted by Agatho-

cles, 307.-4. Of Tarentum, one of the chief

counsellors of Philip V. king of Macedonia.— 5. Of
Byzantium, sent as ambassador by Antiochus the

Great to, the 2 Scipios, 100.— 6. One of the 3
ambassadors sent by Antiochus Epiphanes to the

Romans, 169. Heraclides was banished by De-
metrius Soter, the successor of Antiochus (162),
and in revenge gave his support to the imposture

of Alexander Balas.— 7. Surnamed PontlouB, be-

cause l^e was bom at Heraclea in Pontus. He was
a person of considerable wealth, and migrated to

Athens, where he became a pupil of Plato. He
paid attention also to the Pythagorean system, and
afterwards attended the instructions of Spcusippns,

and finally of Aristotle. He wrote a great number
of works upon philosophy, mathematics, music, his-

tory, politics, grammar, and poetry
; but almost all

these works are lost. There has come down to us

a small work, under the name of Heraclides, en-

titled irspl no\tr€t»v, of which the best editions
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are by Kbler, Halle, 1804, and by Coraeg, in his

edition of Aelian, Paris, 1805. Another extant

work, ’AA\vyopiai ‘Ofwjpt«o», which also bears the

name of Heraclides, was certainly not written by
him. Diogenes Laertius, in his life of Ucraclides,

says that “ Heraclides made tragedies, and put

the name of Thespis to them.” This sentence has

given occasion to a learned disquisition by Bentley

(/V/a/am, p. *239), to prove that the fragments at-

tributed to Thespis are really cited from these

counterfeit tragedies of Heraclides. Some childish

stories are. told about Heraclides keeping a pet

serpent, and ordering one of his friends to conceal

liis body after his death, and place tho serpent on

the bed, that it might be supposed that he had
been taken to the company of the gods. It is also

said that ho killed a man who had usurped tho

tyranny in Heraclca, and there are other traditions

about him scarcely worth relating. —• 8. An his-

torian, who lived in the reign of Ptolemy Philo-

pator (2‘22—205), and \vrote several works, quoted

by the grammarians. — 9. A physician of Taren-

tum, lived in the ,‘lrd or 2nd century n. c., and
wrote some works on Materia Medica, and a com-

mentary on all the works in the Hippocratic Col-

lection. —10. A physician of Erythrae in Ionia,

was a pupil of Chrysermus, and a contemporary of

Strabo in the 1st century B. c.

HSracUttiB (’Hpdit\€iros.) 1. Of Ephesus, a

philosopher generally considered as belonging to

the Ionian school, though he differed from their

principles in many re««pect8. In his youth he tra-

velled exten.sively, and after his return to Ephesus

the chief magistnu’y was offered him, which, how-
ever, he tviuisfi rred to his brother. He appears

afterwards to have become a complete recluse, re-

jecting even the kindnesses offered by Darius, and

at last retreating to the mountains, where he lived

on pot-herbs
;
but, after some time, he was com-

pelled by the sickness consequent on such meagre

diet to return to Ephesu-s, where he died. He died

at the age of 60, and flourished about n. c. 513.

—

Heraclitus wrote a work On A^afure (irepl <pv<rfvs),

which contained his philosophical views. From
the obscurity of his style, he gain#d the title of the

Obscure ((TKOTfivSs). He considered fire to be the

primary form of all matter
;
but by fire he meant

only to describe a clear light fluid, ” self-kindled

and self-extinguished,” and therefore not differing

materially from the air of Anaximenes. —2. An
Academic philosopher of Tyre, a friend of Antio-

chiis, and a pupil of Clitonicichus and Philo.— 3.

The reputed author of a work, Ilfpl ’Avlffruv^ pub-

lished b)’ Westermann, in his Mythographi^ Bruns-

vig. 1843. «

Heraea ('Hpola: 'Hpaifis: nr. St. Joannes^

Ru.), a town in Arcadia, on the right bank of the

Alpheus, near the borders of Elis. Its territory

was called Heraefttis (‘Hpaians).

Heraei Montes {rh. ’'Hpaia bpv : Monti -Sort),

a range of mountains in Sicily, running from the

centre of the island S.E., and ending in the pro-

montory Pachynum.
Heraenm. [Argos, p. 77, a.J

Herbessns. [Erbessus.]

HerMta ('Epgira : ‘EpStrator, Herbitensis), a
town in Sicily, N. of Agyriutn, in the mountains,

was a powerful place in early times under the ty-

rant Archonides, but afterwards declined in im-

portance.

HeroiUftiiSiuii, a town in Samnium, conquered
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by the consul Carvilius, b. c. 293 (Liv. x. 45),
must not be confounded with the more celebrated

town of this name mentioned below,
HercnlanSnm, Hercnlanlnm, Heronl&nnm,

Hercnlense Oppidnm, Hercnll^a Urbs ('Hpd-

kAsiov), an ancient city in Campania, near the
coast, between Ncapolis and Pompeii, was ori-

ginally founded by the Oscans, was next in the

possession of the Tyrrhenians, and subsequently
was chiefly inhabited by Greeks, who appear to

have settled in the place from other cities of

Magna Graecia, and to have given it its name. It

was taken by the Romans in the Social war (b. c.

89, 88), and was colonised by them. In a. d. 63
a great part of it was destroyed by an earthquake

;

and in 79 it was overwhelmed, along with Pom-
peii and Stabiae, by the great eruption of Mt. Ve-
suvius. It was buried under showers of ashes and
streams of lava, from 70 to 100 feet under the
present surface of the ground. On its site stand
the modern Portici and part of the village of

«i«a : the Italian name of Rrcolano does not indi-

cate any modern place, but only the part of Her-
culaneum that has been disinterred. The ancient

city was accidentolly discoverer! by the sinking of
a well in 1720, since which time the excavations

have been carried on at different periods ; and
many works of art have been discovered, which
are deposited in the Royal Museum at Portici. It

has been found necessary to fill up again the exca-

vations wliich were made, in order to render Por-

tici and Resina secure, and therefore very little of

the ancient city is to be seen. The buildings that

have been discovered are a theatre capable of ac-

commodating about 10,000 spectators, the remains

of 2 temples, a large building, commonly designated

as aforum civile^ 228 feet long and 132'broad, and
some private houses, the walls of JPhich-^ere

adorned with paintings, many of which, when dis-

covered, were in a state of admirable preservation.

There have been also found at Herculaneum many
MSS., written on rolls of papyrus ; but the diffi-

culty of unrolling and deciphering them was very

great
; and the few which have been deciphered

are of little value, consisting of a treatise of Philo-

deinus on music, and fragments of unimportant

works on philosophy.

Hercules (‘HpaxAffs), the most celebrated of all

the heroes of antiquity. His exploits were cele-

brated not only in all the countries round the

Mediterranean, but even in the most distant lands

of the ancient world. I. Greek Legends. The
Greek traditions about Hercules appear in their

national purity down to the time of Herodotus.

But the poets of the time of Herodotus and of the

subsequent periods introduced considerable alter-

ations, which were probably derived from the East

or Egypt, for every nation possesses some tradi-

tions respecting heroes of superhuman strength

and power. Now while in the earliest Greek
legends Hercules is a purely human hero, a con-

queror of men and cities, he afterwards appears

as the subduer of monstrous animals, and is con-

nected in a variety of ways with astronomical

phaenomena. According to Homer, Hercules was
the son of Zeus by Alcmene of Thebes in Boeotia.

HU stepfather was Amphitryon. Amphitryon was
the son of Alcaeus, the son of Perseus

; and Alc-
mene was a grand-daug^^groJ^JgtKIs^s. H^c|
Hercules belonged to the larailyofP^
visited Alcmene in the form of Amphitry'on, while

X 2
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the latter was absent warrinfl; against the Taphians;

and he, pretending to be her husband, became by

her the father of Hercules. [For details, see Alc-

MKNic, Amphitryon.] On the day on which

Hercules was to be bom, Zeus boasted of his be-

coming the father of a hero who was to rule over

the race of Perseus. Hera prevailed upon him to

swear that the descendant of Perseus bom that

day should be the ruler. Thereupon she hastened

to Argos, and there caused the wife of Sthenclus

to give birth to Eurystheus ;
whereas, by keeping

away the Ilithyiae, she delayed the birth of

Hercules, and thus robbed him of the empire

which Zeus had destined for him. Zeus was en-

raged at the imposition practised upon him, but

could not violate his oath. Alcmene brought into

the world 2 boys, Hercules, the son of Zeus, and

Iphicles, the son of Amphitryon, who was one night

younger than Hercules. Nearly all the stories

about the childhood and youth of Hercules, down
to the time when he entered the service of Eury-

stheus, seem to he inventions of a later age. At
least in Homer and Hesiod we are only told that

he grew strong in body and mind, that confiding

in his own powers he defied even the immortal

gods, and wounded Hera and Ares, and that under

the protection of Zeus and Athena he escaped the

dangers which Hera prepared for him. To these

simple accounts, various particulars are added in

later writers. As he lay in his cradle, Hera sent

2 serpents to destroy him, but the infant hero

strangled them with his own hands. As he grew

up, he was instnicted by Amphitryon in driving a

chariot, by Autolycus in wrestling, by Eurytus in

archery, by Castor in fighting with heavy armour,

and by Linus in singing and playing the lyre.

Linus Mras killed by his pupil with the lyre, because

he laii* censured him; and Amphitryon, to prevent

similar occurrences, sent him to feed his cattle. In

this manner he spent his life till his 18th year.

His first great adventure happened while he was
still watching the oxen of his father. A huge lion,

which haunted Mt Cithaeron, made great havoc

among the flocks of Amphitryon and Thespius (or

Thestms), king of Thespiae. Hercules promised

to deliver the country of the monster; and Thespius,

who had 50 daughters, rewarded Hercules by
making him his guest so long as the chase lasted,

and by giving up his daughters to him, each for one

night. Hercules slew the lion, and henceforth

wore its skin as his ordinary garment, and its

mouth and head as his helmet Others related that

the lion's skin of Hercules was taken from the

Nemean lion. On his return to Thebes, he met
the envoys of king Erginus of Orchomenos, who
were going to fetch the annual tribute of 100

oxen, which they had compelled the Thebans to

pay. Hercules cut off the noses and ears of the

envoys, and thus sent them back to Erginus. The
latter thereupon marched against Thebes; but

Hercules defeated and killed Erginus, and cora-

' pelled the Ofrhoraenians to pay double the tribute

which they bad formerly received from theThebans.

Ip this Imttle against Erginus Hercules lost his

father Amphitiyon, though the tragedians make
him survive the campaign. Creon rewarded Her-

cules with the hand of his daughter, Menra, by
whom he became the father of several ^ildren.

The gods, on jtl^g^th^^^nd, made him presents

•'rA'iui..., . Ilw.iiies gave^Kim a sword, Apollo a bow
and arrows, Hephaestus a golden coat of mail, and
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Athena a pcplus. He cut for himself a club in

the neighbourhood of Ncmea, while, according to

others, the club was of brass, and the gift of He-
thaestus. Soon afterwards Hercules was driven

mad hy Hera, and in this state lie killed his own
children by Megara and 2 of Iphicles. In his grief

he sentenced himself to exile, and went to Thespius,

who purified him. Other traditions place this mad-
ness at a later time, and relate the circumstances

differently. He then consulted the oracle of Delphi

as to where he should settle. The Pythia first

called him by the name of Hercules— for hitherto

his name had been Alcides or Alcaeus,— and or-

dered him to live at Tiryns, and to serve Eurystheus

hr the space of 12 years, after which he should

become immortal. Hercules accordingly went to

Tiryns, and did as he was bid hy Eurystheus.—
The accounts of the 12 labours which Hercule.s

performed at the bidding of Eurystheus, are found

only in the later writers. The only one of the 1*2

labours mentioned by Homer is liis descent into

.he lower world to carry off Cerberus. We also

find in Homer the fight of Hercules with a sea

monster; his expedition to Troy, to fetch the horses

which Laomedon had refused him
;
and his w.or

against the Pylians, when he destroyed the whole

family of their king Nelcus, with the exception of

Nestor. Heiiiod mentions several of the feats of

Hercules distinctly, but knows nothing of their

number 12. The selection of these 12 from the

great number of feats ascribed to Hercules is pro-

bably the work of the Alexandrines. They are

usually arranged in the following order. 1. The

fiffhi with the Nemean lion. The valley of Nemea,
between Cleonae and Phlius, was inhabited by a

monstrous Hon, the offspring of Typhon and
Echidna. Eurystheus ordered Hercules to bring

him the skin of this monster. After using in vain

big club and arrows against the lion, he strangled

the animal with his own hands. He returned car-

lynngthe deiid lion on his shoulders; but Eurv’stheiis

was BO frightened at the gigantic strength of the

hero, that he ordered him in future to deliver the

account of his exploits outside the town.— 2. Fvfht

against the Lemeda hydra. This monster, like the

lion, was the offspring of Typhon and Echidna,

and was brought up by Hera. It ravaged the

country of Lernae near Argos, and dwelt in a

swamp near the well of Amymone. It had 9 heads,

of which the middle one was immortal. Hercules

struck off its heads with his club
; but in the place

of the head he cut off, 2 new ones grew forth each

time. A gigantic crab also came to the assistance of

the hydra, and wounded Hercules. However, with
the assisi'ance of his faithful servant lolaus, he
burned away the heads of the hydra, and buried the

ninth or immortal one under a huge rock. Having
thus conquered the monster, he poisoned his arrows

with its bile, whence the wounds inflicted by them
became incumble. Eurystheus declared the victory

unlawful, as Hercules had won it with the aid of

lolaus.— 8. Capture of the Arcadian stag. This

animal had golden antlers and brazen feet. It had
been dedicated to Artemis by the nymph Taygete,

because the goddess had saved her from the pursuit

of Zeus. Hercules was ordered to bring the animal

alive to Mycenae. He pursued it in vain for a

whole year ; at length he wounded it with an arrow,

caught it, and carried it away on his shoulders.

While in Arcadia, he was met by Artemis, who
was angry with him for having outraged the animal
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sacred to her
;
but he succeeded in soothing her

anger, and carried his prey to Mycenae. According

to some statements, he killed the stag. « 4. De-
struction of tine Erynuinthian hoar. This animal,

which Hercules was ordered to bring alive to Eu-
rystheus, had descended from mount Erymanthus
into Psophis. Hercules chased him through the

deep snow, and having thus worn him out, he
caught him in a net, and carried him to Mycenae.
Other traditions place the hunt of the Erymanthian

boar in Thessaly, and some even in Phrygia. It

must be observed tl^it this and the subsequent

labours of Herctiles are connected with certain sub-

ordinate labours, called Parerya {Tld^^pya), The
brst of these parerga is the fight of Hercules with

the Centaurs. In his pursuit of the boar he came to

the centaur Pholus, who had received from Dio-

nysus a cask of excellent wine. Hercules opened

it. contrary to the wish of his host, and the delicious

fragrance attracted the other centaurs, who besieged

the grotto of Pholus. Hercules drove them away
;

they fled to the house of Chiron
;
and Hercules,

eager in his pursuit, wounded Chiron, his old friend,

with one of his poisoned arrows
;
in consequence of

which Chiron died. [Chiron.] Pholus likewise

was wounded by one of the arrows, which by ac-

cident fell on his foot and killed him. This fight

with the centaurs gave rise to the establishment of

mysteries, by which Demeter intended to purify

the hero from the blood he had shed against his

own will.— 6. Cleaminy of Hus stahles of Augeas,

Eur3
’
8theus imposed upon Hercules the task of

cleansing in one day the stalls of Augeas, king of

Elis. Augeas had a herd of 3000 oxen, whose
stalls had not been cleansed for 30 years. Hercules,

without mentioning the command of hlur^’stheus,

went to Augeas, and offered to cleanse his stalls in

one day, if he would give him the 10th part of his

cattle. Augeas agreed to the tenns; and Hercules

after taking Pliyleus, the son of Augeas, os his

witness, led the rivers Alpheus and Peneus
through the stills, which were thus cleansed in a

single day. But Augeas, who learned that Hercules

had undertaken the work by the command of Eu-
rvstheus, refuseil to give him ihc reward. His son

Phyleus then bore witness against his father, who
exiled him from Elis. Eurystheus however declared

the exploit null and void, because Hercules had

stipulated with Augeas for a reward for performing

it. At a later time Hercules invaded Elis, and
killed Augeas and his sons. After this he is stud to

have founded the Olympic games.— 6. Destruction

of the Stymphalian birds. These voracious birds

had been brought up by Ares. They had brazen

claws, wings, and beaks, used their, feathers as

arrows, and ate human flesh. They dwelt on a
lake near Stymphalus in Arcadia, from which

Hercules was ordered by Eurystheus to expel them.

When Hercules undertook the task, Athena pro-

vided him with a brazen rattle, by the noise of

which he startled the birds
;
and, as they attempted

to fly away, he killed them with his arrows. Ac-

cording to some accounts, he only drove the birds

away ;
and they appeared i^in in the island of

Aretias, where they were found by the Argonauts.

— 7. Capture of the Cretan buU. According to some

this bull was the one which had carried Europa

across the sea. According to others, the bull had
been sent out of the sea by Poseidon, that Minos
might offer it in sacrifice. But Minos was so

chided with the beauty of the animal, that he
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kept it, and sacrificed another in its stead. Poseidon

punished Minos, by driving the bull ma^ and
causing it to commit great havoc in the island.

Hercules was ordered by Eurystheus to catch the

bull, and Minos willingly allowed him to do so.

Hercules accomplished the task, and brought the

bull home on his shoulders; but he then set the

animal free a^iii. The bull now roamed through

Greece, and at last came to Marathon, where we
meet it again in the stories of Theseus. 8 . Capture

of the mares of the Thracian Diomedes. This Dio-

medes, king of the Bistoiiea in Thrace, fed his

horses with human flesh. Eurystheus ordered

Hercules to bring these animals to Mycenae. With
a few companions, he’ seized the animals, and con*

ducted them to the sea coast. But here he was over-

taken by the Bistones. During the fight he entrusted

the mares to his friend Abderus, who was devoured
by them. Hercules defeated the Bistones, killed Dio-

medes whose body he threw before the mares, built

the town of Abdera in honour of his unfortunate

friend,and then returned to Mycenae, with the mares
which had become tame after eating the flesh of

their master. The mares were afterwards set free,

and destroyed on Mt. Olympus by wild beasts.—
9. Seizure ofthe girdle of the queen of the Amazojis,

Ilippolyte, the queen of the Amazons possessed a

girdle, which she had received from Ares. Admete,
the daughter of Etu*3'stheu 8, wished to obtain this

girdle; and Hercules was therefore sent to fetch it.

Ho was accompanied by a number of volunteers,

and after various adventures in Europe and Asia,

he at length reached the country of the Amazons.
Hippolyte at first received him kindlj', and pro-

mised him her girdle
;

but Hera having ex-

cited the Amazons against him, a contest ensued,

in which Hercules killed their queen. He tlien

took her girdle, and carried it with him. In this

expedition Hercules killed the 2 sTns ot fioreas,

Calais and Zetes
;
and he also begot 3 sons h)’'

Echidna, in the country of the Hyperboreans. On
his way home he landed in Troas, where he rescued

Hesionc from the monster sent against her bj* Posei-

don
;
in return for which service her father Laome-

don promised him the horses he had received from
Zeus as a compensation for Ganymedes. But, as

Laomedon did not keep his word, Hercules on
leaving threatened to make war against Troy. He
landed in Thrace, where he slew Sarpedon, and at

length returned through Macedonia to Pelopon-
nesus.— 10. Capture of the oxen of Geryoncs tn

Erythia. Geryoiies, the monster with 3 bodies,

lived in the fabulous island of Erythia (the red-

dish), so called because it lay under the rays of

the setting sun in the W. This island was ori-

ginally placed off the coast of Epinis, but was
afterwards identified cither with Gadcs or the
Balearic islands, and was at all times believed to

be in the distant W. The oxen of Geryones were
guarded by the giant Eurytion and the two-headed
dog Orthrus

; and Hercules was commanded by
Eurystheiu to fetch them. After traversing various

countries, be reached at length the frontiers of

Libya and Europe, where he erected 2 pillars

(Calpe and Abyla) on the 2 sides of the straits of

Gibraltar, which were hence called the pillars of

Hercules. Being annoyed by the heat of the sun,

Hercules shot at Helios, who so much admired his

boldness, that he presented him with a golden cup or

boat, in which he slew

Eurytion and his dog, as well as Geryones,'and'||iu«a
^

X 3
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with liis booty to Tartewns, where he returned the

golden cup (boat) to Helios. On his way home he

passed through Gaul, Italy, Illyricum and Thrace,

and met with numerous adventures, which are

variously embellished by the poets. Many attempts

were made to deprive him of the oxen, but he at

length brought them in safety to Eurystheus, who
sacrificed them to Hera. These 10 labours were

performed by Hercules in the space of 8 years and
1 month; but as Eurystheus declared 2 of them to

have been performed unlawfully, he commanded
him to accomplish 2 more.— 11. Fetching thegolden

apples of the liesperides. This was particularly

difficult, since Hercules did not know where to find

them. They were the apples which Hera had
received at her wedding from Ge, and which she

had entrusted to the keeping of the Hesperides

and the dragon Ladon, on Mt. Atlas, in the country

of the Hyperboreans. [For details see H£spkh>
IDKH.] After various adventures in Europe, Asia
and Africa, Hercules at length arrived at Mt. Atlas.

On the advice of Prometheus, he sent Atlas to

fetch the apples, and in the meantime bore the

weight of heaven for him. Atlas returned with the

apples, but refused to take the burden of heaven on

his shoulders again. Hercules, however, contrived

by a stratagem to get tho apples, and hastened

away. On his return Eurystheus made him a
present of the apples; but Hercules dedicated them
to Athena, who restored them to their fonner place.

Some traditions add tiiat Hercules killed the dragon

Ladon. *—12. Bringing Cerberus from the lower

world. This was the most difficult of the 12 labours

of Hercules. He descended into Hades, near Tac-

narura in Laconia, accompanied by Hermes and

Athena. He delivered Theseus and Ascalaphus

from their torments. He obtained permission from

Pluto to carry Cerberus to the upper world, pro-

vided he could accomplish it without force of arms.

Hercules succeeded in seiiting the mon.ster and car-

rying it to the upper world ; and after he had shown
it to Eurystheus, ho carried it back again to the

lower world. Some traditions connect the descent

of Hercules into the lower world with a contest

with Hades, ns wc see even in the Iliad (v. 3.97),

and more particularly in the Akestis of Euripides

(24,846).— Besides these 12 labours, Hercules per-

formed several other feats without being commanded
by Eur^'stheus. These feats were called Parerga

by the ancients. Several of them were interwoven

with the 12 labours and have been already de-

scribed: those which had no connection with the

12 labours are spoken of below. Afti-r Hercules

had performed the 12 labours, he was released from

the servitude of Eurystheus, and returned to Thebes.

He there gave Mcgara in marriage to lolaus
;
mid

he wished to gain in marriage for himself lole, the

daughter of Eurytus, king of Oechalia, Eurytus

promised bis daughter to the man who should con-

quer him and his sons in shooting with the bow.

Hercules defeated them; but Eurytus and his sons,

with the exception of Iphitus, refused to give lole

to him, because he had murdered his own children.

Soon afterwards the oxen of* Eurytus were carried

off, and it was stispected that Hercules was the

offender. Iphitus again defended Hercules, and

requested his assistance in searching after the c,xen.

Hercules agreed ;
but when the 2 had arrived at

Tiryns, Hercufet,. in a fit of madness, threw his

find killed him. Dei-

phobus of Amyclae purified Hercules from this
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murder, but he was, nevertheless, attacked by a
severe illness. Hercules then repaired to Delphi

to obtain a remedy, but the Pythia refused to an-

swer his questions. A struggle ensued between

Hercules and Apollo, and the comliatants were not

separated till Zeus sent a flash of lightning between

them. The oracle now declared that he would be
restored to health, if he would serve 3 years for

wages, and surrender his comings to Eurytus, ns

an atonement for the murder of Iphitus. Thereupon
he became a servant to Omphale, queen of Lydia,

and widow of Tmolus. Later writers describe

Hercules as living effeminately during his resi-

dence with Omphale: he span wool, it is said,

and sometimes put on the garments of a woman,
while Omphale wore his lion's skin. Accord-

ing to other accounts he nevertheless performed

several great feats during this time, lie undertook

an expedition to Colchis, which brought him into

connection with the Argonauts; he took part in the

Calydonian hunt, and met Theseus on his landing

from Troezene on the Corinthian isthmus. An ex-

pedition to India, which w'as mentioned in some
traditions, may likewise be inserted in this place.

—When the time of his servitude had expired, he
sailed against Troy, took the city, and kdlod Lao-

medon, its king. On his return from Troy, a stonn

drove him on the island of Cos, where he was at-

tacked by the Meropes
;
but he defeated them and

killed their king, Eurypylus. It was about this

time that the gods sent for him in order to

fight against the Oigants. [Gigantbs].— Soon
after his return to Argos, lie marched against

Augeas, as has been related abo>e. He then
proceeded against Pylos, which he took, and killed

Periclymenus, a son of Ncleus. He next advanced
against Lacedaemon, to punish the sons of Hippo-

coon, for having assisted Neleus and slain Ooouus,
the son of Licymnius. He took Laepdaemon, and
assigned the government of it to 'ryndarous. On
his return to Tegca, he became, by Auge, the father

of Telephus [Augk]; and he then proceeded to

Calydon, where he obtained Dei’anira, the daughter
ofOeneus, for his wife, after fighting with Achelous
for her. [Dkianir v; Achki.ous.] After Hercules
h.ad been married to Deianira nearly 3 years, he
accidentally killed at a banquet in the house of

Oeneus, the boy Eunoqfius. In accordance with
the law Hercules went into exile, taking with him
his wife Deianira. On their road they came to the
river Evemis, across which the centaur Nessiis

carried travellers for a small sum of money. Her-
cules himself forded the river, but gave Deianira

to Nessus to carry across. Nessus attempted to

outrage hef: Hercules heard her screaming, and
shot an arrow into the heart of Nessus. The dying
centaur called out to Deianira to take his blood

with her, as it was a sure means of preserving the

love of her husband. He then conquered the

Dryopes, and assisted Aegimius, king of the Dorians,

agciinst 4he Lapithae. [Aegimius.] After this he
took up his abode at Trachis, whence he marched
against Eurytus of Oechalia. Ho took Oechalia,

killed Eurytus and his sons, and carried off his

daughter lole as a prisoner. On his return home
he landed at Cenaeum, a promontory of Euboea,
erected an altar to Zeus, and sent his companion,

Lichas, to Trachis, in order to fetch him a white

gannent, which he intended to use during the

sacrifice. Deianira, afraid lest lole should supplant

her in the affections of her husband, steeped the
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white garment he had demanded in the blood of

Nessus. This blood had been poisoned by the

arrow with which Hercules had shot Nessus

;

and accordingly as soon as the garment become
warm on the body of Hercules, the poison pene-

trated into all his limbs, and caused him the

most excruciating agony. He seized Lichas by
his feet, and threw him into the sea. He
wrenched off the garment, but it stuck to his flesh,

and with it he tore away whole pieces from his

body. In this state he was conveyed to Trachis.

Deianira, on seeing what she had unwittingly done,

hung herself. Hercules commanded Hyllus, his

eldest son, by Deianira, to marry lole as soon as

he should arrive at the age of manhood. He then

ascended Mt. Oeta, raised a pile of wood, on which
he placed himself, and ordered it to be set on fire.

No one ventured to obey him, until at length Poeas

the shepherd, who passed by, was prevailed upon

to comply with the desire of the suffering hero.

When the pile was burning, a cloud came down
from heaven, and amid peals of thunder carried

him to Olympus, where he was honoured with

immortality, became reconciled to Hera, and mar-

ried her daughter Hebe, by whom he became the

father of Alexiares and Anicetus. Immediately

after his apotheosis, his friends offered sacrifices to

him as a hero; and he was in course of time wor-

shipped throughout all Greece both as a god and
as a hero. His worship however prevailed more
extensively among the Dorians than among any
other of the Greek races. The sacrifices offered to

him consisted principally of bulls, hoars, rams and
lambs.—The works of art in which Hercules was
represented were extremely numerous, and of the

greatest variety, for he was represented at all the

various stages of his life, from the cradle to his death.

But whether he appears as a child, a youth, a strug-

gling hero, or as the immortal inhabitant of Olympus,
his character is always one of heroic strength and
energy. Specimens of every kind are still extant.

The finest representation of the hero that has come
down to us is the so-called Famese Hercules, which
was executed by Glycoii. The hero is resting,

leaning on his right arm, an<^ his head reclining

on his left hand : the whole figure is a most

exquisite combination of peculiar softness with the

greatest strength. —II. Roman Traditions. The
worship of Hercules at Rome and in Italy is con-

nected by Roman writers, with the hero’s expedition

to fetch the oxen of Geryones. They stated that

Hercules on his return visited Italy, where he

abolished human sacrifices among the Sabines, es-

tablished the worship of fire, and slew Cacus, a

robber, who had stolen his oxen, f C^u.s.] Th
aborigines, and especially Evander, honoured Her-

cules with divine worship ; and Hercules in return

taught them the way in which he was to bo wor-

shipped, and entrusted the care of his worship to 2

distinguished families, the Potitii and Pinarii.

[PiNARiA Gkns.] The Fabia gens tijiced iu

origin to Hercules ;
and Fauna and Acca Ijaiirentia

are called mistresses of Hercules. In this manner

the Romans connected their earliest legends with

Hercules. It should be observed that in the

Italian traditions the hero bore the name of Reca-

ranus, and this Recaranus was afterwards identified

with the Greek Hercules. He had 2 temples at

Rome. One was a small round temple of Hercules

Victor, or Hercules Triumphalis, between the river

and the Circus Maximus
;
iu front of which was
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the ara maxima, on which, after a triumph, the
tenth of the booty was deposited for distribution

among the citizens. The 2nd temple stood near

the porta trigemina, and contained a bronze statue

and the altar on which Hercules himself was be-

lieved to have once offered a sacrifice. Here the

city praetor offered every year a young cow, which
was consumed by the people within the sanctuary.

At Rome Hercules was connected with the Muses,
whence he is called Musoffetes, and was represented

with a lyre, of which there is no trace in Greece.

—III. Tractions of other nations. The ancients

themselves expressly mention several heroes of the

name of Hercules, who occur among the principal

nations of the ancient world. 1. The TJpt/pttan

Hercules, whose Egyptian name was Som, or Dsom,
or Chon, or, according to Pausanias, Maceris, wa.-?

a son of Amon or Nilus. He was placed by the

Egyptians in the 2nd of the series of the evolutions

of their gods.— 2. T/ie Cretan Hercules, one of the

Idaean Dactyls, was believed to have founded the

temple of Zeus at Olympia, but to have come
originally from Egypt. He was worshipped with
funeral sacrifices, and was regarded as a magician,

like other ancient daemones of Crete.— 3. The
Indian Hercules, was called by the unintelligilile

name Dorsanes (AopffdvTfs). The later Gre(>ks

believed that he was their own hero, who hnd
visited India

;
and they related that in India iio

became the father of many sons and daughters by
Pandaea, and the ancestral hero of the Indian kings.

—4. The Phoenician Hercules, whom the Egyptians

considered to be more ancient than their o\vn, w.ns

worshipped in all the Phoenician colonies, such as

Carthage and Gades, down to the time of Con-
stantine, and it is said that children were sacrificed

to him. —5. The Celtic and Gernuxnto Hercules is

said to have founded Alesia and Nemausu^ .and

to have become the father of the Celtic race. We
become acquainted with him in the accounts of the

expedition of the Greek Hercules against Geryones.

We must either suppose that the Greek Hercules

was identified with native heroes of those northern

countries, or that the notions about Hercules had
been introduced there from the E.

Herciiles ('Hpa^Afis), a eon of Alexander the

Great by Barsine, the widow of the Rhodian
Meninon. In h. c. 310 he was brought forward by
Polysperchon as a pretender to the Macedonian
throne

; but he was murdered by Polysperchon

himself in the following year, when the latter

became reconciled to Cassander.

Herolilig Columnae. [Abyj.a ; Cai.pe.]

Hercillis Monoeoi Fortus. [Monuecus.]
Hercillis Portos. [Cosa.]

Herofllii Promontdrlam (C. Spartivento), the
most S.Iy point of Italy in liruttium.

HerotUil SUra, a forest in Germany, sacred to

Hercules, E. of the Vismgis.

Heroj^ Silra, Hercynlns SaltUB, Heroy-
x^nm Jugfom, an extensive range of mountains in

Germany, covered with forests, is described by
Caesar {B. G. vi. 24) as 9 days’ journey in breadth,

and more than 60 days’ journey in length, extend-

ing E. from the territories of the Helvetii, Neraetes,

and Rauraci, parallel to the Danube, to the fron-

tiers of the Dacians. Under this general nnme
Caesar appears to have included all the mountains
and forests in the S. and centre of Germany, tho

Black Forest, ^e,

the ErzgAirye, the Riesengelnrgt, &c. As the Ro-

z 4
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mans became better acquainted with Germany, the

name was confined to narrower limits. Pliny and

Tacitus use it to indicate the range of mountains

between the Thliringerwald and the Carpathian

mountains The name is still preserved in the

modem IJars and Rrx.

Herdonla (Herdoniensis : Ordona)^ a town in

Apulia, was destroyed by Hannibal, who removed

its inhabitants to Thurii and Metapontum ; it was

rebuilt by the Homans, but remained a place of no

importance.

Herdonini. 1. Turnui, of Aricia in Latium,

endeavoured to rouse the Latins against Tarquinius

Superbus, and was in consequence falsely accused

by Tarquinius, and put to death.— 2. Applas,
a Sabine chieftain, who, in «. r. with a band

of outlaws and slaves, made himself master of the

capitol. On the 4th day from his entry the capitol

was rC'taken, and llerdonius and nearly all his

followers were slain.

Herennla Gena, originally Samnite, and by the

Samnite invasion established in Campania, became

at a later period a plebeian house at Romo. The
Herennii were a family of rank in Italy, and are

frequently mentioned in the time of the Samnite

and Punic wars. They were the hereditary patrons

of the Marii.

Herennlus 1. Modeitlnus. [Modbstinus.]
— 2. PontiiiB. t Pontius.] — 3. Seneclo.

|

[Senkcio.]

Herillas ("HpiXXos), of Carthage, a Stoic phi-

losopher, was the disciple of Zeno of Cittium. He
did not, however, confine himself to the opinions of

his master, but held some doctrines directly opposed

to them. He held that the chief good consisted in

knowledge (^ir<crT^/u7f). This notion is often at-

tacked by Cicero.

H^jmaeiim, or, in Latin, Merourii Promonto-

rinm ('£p/iaVd dirpa). 1. {Cape Bon, Arab, i/as

Addar), the headland which forms the E. ex-

tremity of the Sinus Civrthaginiensis, and the ex-

treme N.E. point of the Carthaginian territory (aft.

the province of Africa) opposite to Lilybaeura, the

space between the 2 being the shortest distance

between Sicily and Africa. —2. {Has el Ashan), a

promontory on the coast of the Greater Syriis, 50

stadia W. of Leptis. — There were other promon-

tories of the name on the coast of Africa.

Hem&gSras (’EpiuoY^pas). 1. Of Temnos, a

distinguished Greek rhetorician of the time of Ci-

cero. lie belonged to the Rhodian school of

oratory, but is known chiefly as a teacher of rhe-

toric. He devoted particular attention to what is

called the int'entUyn, and made a peculiar division

of the parts of an oration, which differed from that

adopted by other rhetoricians.— 2. Surnamed Ca-

non, a Greek rhetorician, taught rhetoric at Rome
in the time of Augustus. He was a disciple of

Theodorus of Gadara.

Hermaplir5ditai ('Ep^icupp^StTos), son of Her-

mes and Aphrodite, and consequently great-grand-

son of Atlas, whence he is called Atlanitadee or

AUantius. (Ov. Met. iv. 368). He had inherited

the beauty of both his parents, and was brought

up by the nymphs of Mount Ida. In his 1 5th

year he went to Caria. In the neighbourhood of

Halicarnassus he laid down by the fountain of Sal-

macis. The nymph of the fountain fell in love

with him, and tried '•in vain to win his aflfections.

_Qpce_whqB in the fountain, she

embraced wSoj and prayed to the gods that she
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might be united with him for ever. The gods
granted the request, and the bodies of the youth
and the nymph became united together, but re-

tained the characteristics of each sex. Hermaphro-
ditus, on becoming aware of the change, prayed

that in future every one who bathed in the well

mii^t be metamorphosed in the same manner.

HermarchnB [Zpfiapxos), of Mytilene, a rhe-

torician, became afterwards a disciple of Epicurus,

who left to him his garden, and appointed him
his successor in his school, about b. c. 270. He
wrote several works, all of which are lost.

Hermai {‘Epyuo?), a disciple of the Apostle

Paul, and one of the apostolic fathers. He is sup-

posed to be the same person as the Hennas who
is mentioned in St. Paul’s epistle to the Romans
(xvi. 14). He wrote in Greek a work entitled

I'/ie Shepherd of Hennas, of which a Latin trans-

lation is still extant. Its object is to instnict per-

sons in the duties of the Christian life. Edited

by Cotelier in his Pains AjMstoK Paris, lb'72.

Hermes ('Epuijs, 'Epfufar, Dor. "Epuas)^ called

Mercilrlas by the Romans. The Greek Hermes was
a son of Zeus and Mala, the daughter of Atlas, and
born in a cave of Mt. Cyliene in Arcadia, whence he
is called Atlantiades or Cyllenins. A few hours after

his birth, he escaped from his cradle, went to Pieria,

and carried off some of the oxen of Apollo. In the

Iliad and Odyssey this tradition is not mentioned,

though Hermes is characterised as a cunning thief.

That he might not be discovered by the traces of

his footsteps, he put on sandals, and drove the oxen
to Pylusj^ where he killed 2, and concealed the rest

in a cave. The skins of the slaughtered animals

were nailed to a rock
;
and part oi their flesh was

cooked and eaten, and the rest burnt. Thereupon
lie returned to Cvllene, where he found a tortoise

at the entrance of his native cave. He took the ani-

mal’s shell, drew strings across it, and thus in-

vented the lyre, on which he immediately played.

Apollo, by his prophetic power, had meantime dis-

covered the thief, and went to Cyliene to charge

Hermes with the crime before his mother Maia.

She showed to the god the child in its cradle
; but

Apollo carried the ,b^oy before Zeus, and demanded
back his oxen. Zeus commanded him to comply
with the demand of Apollo, but Hermes denied

that he had stolen the cattle. As, however, he

saw that his assertions were not believed, he con-

ducted Apollo to Pylos, and restored to him his

oxen ; but when Apollo hoard the sounds of the

lyre, he was so channed that he allowed Hermes
to keep the animals. Hermes now invented the

syrinx, and after disclosing his inventions to Apollo,

the 2 gods concluded an intimate friendship with

each other. Apollo presented his young friend with

his own golden shepherd's staff, and taught him the

art of prophes}dng by means of dice. Zeus made
him his own herald, and likewise the herald of the

gods of the lower world.—The principal feature in

the traditions about Hermes consists in his being the

herald of the gods, and in this capacity he appears

even in the Homeric poems. His original charac-

ter of on ancient Pelasgian, or Arcadian divinity of

nature, gradually disappeared in the legends. As
the herald of the gods, he is the god of eloquence,

for the heralds are the public speakers in the as-

semblies and on other occasions. The gods espec-

ially employed him as messenger, when eloquence

was required to attain the desired object Hence
the tongues of sacrificial animals were offered to
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him. As heralds and messengers are usually men
of prudence and circumspection, Hermes was also

the god of prudence and skill in all the relations

of social intercourse. These qualities were com-

bined with similar ones, such ns cunning, both in

words and actions, and even fraud, perjury, and the

inclination to steal ; but acts of this kind were com-
mitted by Hermes always with a certain skill,

dexterity, and even gracefulness.— Being endowed
with this shrewdness and sagacity, he was regarded

as the author of a variety of inventions, and, besides

the lyre and syrinx, he is said to have invented the

alphabet, numbers, astronomy, music, the art of

hglitiiig, gymnastics, the cultivation of the olive

tree, measures, weights, and many other things.

The powers which he possessed himself he con-

ferred upon those mortals and heroes who enjoyed

his favour
;

and all who possessed them were
under his especial protection, or are called his sons.

He was employed by the gods, and more espe-

cially by Zeus, on a variety of occasions which are

recorded in ancient story. Thus he led Priam to

Achilles to fetch the body of Hector; tied Ixion

to the wheel
;

conducted Hera, Aphrodite, and
Athena to Paris

;
fastened Prometheus to Mt.

Caucasus
;
rescued Dionysus after his birth from

the dames, or received him from the hands of

Zeus to carry him to Athamas ;
sold Hercules to

Omphale ;
and was ordered by Zeus to cany o(T

lo, who was metamorphosed into a cow, and guarded

by Argus, whom he slew. [Argus.] From this

mnider he is very commonly called 'ApytupdvTtjs.

— In the Trojan war Hermes was on the side of the

Greeks. His ministry to Zeus was not confined

to the offices of herald and messenger, but he was
also his charioteer and cupbearer. As dreams are

sent hy Zeus, Hermes conducts them to man, and
hence he is also described as the god who had it

in his power to send refreshing sleep, or take it

away. Another important function of Hermes was
to conduct the shades of the dead from the upper

into the lower world, whence lie is called

iro/UTrJy, j/expoiro/airds, i^vxayvyos, &c.— The idea

of his being the herald and messenger of the gods,

of his travelling from place to ptnee and concluding

treaties, necessarily implied the notion that he was
the promoter of social intercourse and of commerce

among men. In this capacity he was regarded as

the maintainer of peace, and as the god of roads,

who protected travellers, and punished those who
refused to assist travellers who had mistaken their

way. Hence the Athenian generals, on setting out

oil an expedition, offered sacrifices to Hermes, sur-

named Ilcgemonius, or Agetor
;

and numerous

statues of the god were erected on roads, at doors

and gates, from which circumstance he derived a

variety of surnames and epithets. As the god of

commerce he was called ^fiiroXaTos, wa-

\iyKdirrj\os, KepS^/juropos^ dyopaior, &c. As com-

merce is the source of wealth, he was also the god

of gain and riches, especially of sudden and unex-

pected riches, such as are acquired by commerce.

As the giver of wealth and good luck (tAoutoW-

Tijr), he also presided over the game of dice.—
Hermes was believed to be the inventor of sacri-

fices. Hence he not only acts the part of a herald at

sacrifices, but is also the protector of sacrificial

animals, and was believed in particular to increase

the fertility of sheep. For this reason he was espe-

cially worshipped by shepherds, and is mentioned

in connection with Pan and the Nymphs. This
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feature in the character of Hermes is a remnant of

the ancient Arcadian religion, in which he was the

fertilising god of the earth, who conferred his bless-

ings on man.— Hermes was likewise the patron

of all the gymnastic games of the Greeks. This

idea seems to be of late origin, for in Homer no
trace of it is found. Athens appears to have been

the first place in which he was worshipped in this

capacity. At a later time almost all gymnasia
were under his protection

;
and the Greek artists

derived their ideal of the god from the gymnasium,
and represented him as a youth whose limbs were
beautiftilly and harmoniously developed by gjTu-

nastic exercises.— The most ancient seat of the

worship of Hermes is Arcadia, the land of his

birth, where Lycaon, the son of Pelasgus, is said

to have built to him the first temple. From thence
his worship was carried to Athens, and ultimately

spread through all Greece. The festivals cele-

brated in his honour were called Hertnaea. (Diet

of Ant. s. r.) His temples and statues (Diet, of
Ant. t. V, Ilermae) were extremely numerous in

Greece. Among the things sacred to him were
the palm tree, the tortoise, the number 4, and se-

veral kinds of fish
;
and the sacrifices offered to

him consisted of incense, honey, cakes, pigs, and
especially Iambs and young goats.— The principal

attributes of Hermes are : 1. A travelling hat with
abroad brim, which in later times' was adorned
with 2 small wings. 2. The staff (l>d€ios or trxi?-

irrpov), which he bore as a herald, and had re-

ceived from Apollo. In late works of art the white
ribbons which surrounded the herald’s staff were
changed into 2 serpents. 3. The sandals (w^JiAa).

They were beautiful and golden, and carried the

god across land and sea with the rapidity of wind ;

at the ankles of the god they were provided with
wings, whence he is called irTrji/oTreS'^os, or

—The Homan Mercurius is spoken of separately.

Hermes Trismegistas (’Eppiis Tpi(rfiiyi<rros)^

the reputed author of a variety of works, some of

which are still extant. The Greek god Hermes
was identified with the Egyptian Tliot, or Theut,
as early as the time of Plato. The New Plato-

nists regarded the Egyptian Hermes as the source

of all knowledge and thought, or the Xdyos em-
bodied, and hence called him Trismegistus. A
vast number of works on philosophy and religion,

written by the New Platonists, were ascribed to

this Hermes
;
from whom it Avas pretended that

Pythagoras and Plato had derived all their know-
ledge. Most of these works were probably written

in the 4th century of our era. The most important

of them is entitled PoemanJer (from iroifii}v^ a
shepherd, pastor), apparently in imitation of the

Faster of Hermas. [Herman.] This work is

in the form of a dialogue. It treats of nature, the

creation of the world, the deity, his nature and
attributes, the human soul, knoAvledge, &c.
HermSsI&nax ('Ep/uTitndv^), of Colophon, a

distinguished elegiac poet, lived in the time of
Alexander the Great. His chief work was an
elegiac poem, in 3 books, addressed to his mistress,

Leontium, whose name formed the title of the

poem. His fragments are edited by Rigler and
Axt, Colon. 18211, and by Bailey, Lond. 18:i9.

HermXaa or Hermlas ('Ep/telar or 'Eppiias). 1.

Tyrant of Atameus and Assos in Mysia, celebratp»l

as the friend and patron of Aristotle. Aristotle

remained with Hermiaa ^ years, frov" b. c. ?-17

344, in the latter of which years Herraias was
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seized by Mentor, the Greek general of tlie Persian

king, and sent as a captive to the Persian court,

where he was put to death. Aristotle married

Pythias, the adopted daughter of HcrmiEis, and ce-

lebrated the praises of his benefactor in an ode

addressed to Virtue, which is still extant.— 2. A
Christian writer, who lived about a. n. 180, was
the author of an extant work, entitled Aiaavpjbibs

Tuv iidi <pt\o(r6(puyf in which the Greek philo-

sophers are held up to ridicule. Edited with Ta-

tianas by Worth, Oxon. 1700,

Herminla Oens, a very ancient patrician house

at Rome, which appears in the hrst Etruscan war
with the republic, n. c. 506, and vanishes from

history in 448. T. Herminius was one of the 3
lieroes who kept the Subliciun biidge along with

lloratius Codes against the whole force of Porsena.

Herminius Mens (Sierra de la Estrella)^ the

chief mountain in Lusitania, S. of the Diirius, from

7000 to 8000 feet high, called in the middle ages

Hermeno or Annina.

Hermldne {^Epfxi6vr\\ the beautiful daughter of

Meuelaus and Helena. She had been promised in

marriage to Orestes before the Trojan war; but

Menelaus after his return home married her to

Neoptoleinusf Pyrrhus). Thereupon Orestes claimed

llennione for himself; but Neoptolemus haughtily

refused to give her up. Orestes, in revenge, incited

the DelphianS against him, and Neoptolemus w.as

slain, llennione afterwards married Orestes, whom
she had nlwa3'8 loved, and bore him a son Tisamenus.

The history of Hermione is related nith various

modifications. According to some Menelaus be-

trothed her at Troy to Neoptolemus
;
but in the

meantime her grandfather, Tyndarcus, promised

her to Orestes, and actually gave her in marriage

to liim. Neoptolemus, on his retJirn, took possession

of he* by force, but was slain soon after either at

Delphi or in his own homo at Phthia.

HermlSne ('Ep/aiSni : 'Ep/Hioytvr : A'aslri\ a

town of Argolis, but originally independent of

Argos, WHS situated on a promontory on the E.

coast, and on a bay of the sea, which derived its

name from the town (Hermionicus Sinus). Its

teiTitory was called Hermlduis. It was originally

inhabited by the Dryopes
;
and, in consequence of

its isolated position, it became a flourishing city at

an earlj-^ period. It contained several temples, and

among them a celebrated one of Deineter Chthonia.

At a later time it joined the Achaean League.

Hermldnes. [Germania.]
HermippuB (^Epuiirnos). 1, An Athenian poet

of the old comedy, vehemently attacked Pericles

and Aspasia. — 2. Of Smyrna, a distinguished

philosopher, was a disciple of Callimachus of Alex-

andria, and flourished about u. c. 200. He wrote

a great biographical work (B/m), which is frequently

referred to by liter writers.— 3. Of Berytus, a

grammarian, who flourished under Trajan and

Hadrian.

HennlBlmn, a town in the Tauric Chorsonesus,

on the Cimmerian Bosporus.

Hemocr&tes (’EpfioKpdrrii)^ a Syracusan of

rank, and an able statesman and orator, was chosen

one of the Syracusan generals, b. c. 414, in order to

oppose the Athenians. He afterwards served under

Gylippus, when the latter took the command of

the Syracusan forces
;
and after the destruction of

the Athenian armament he attempted to save the

Jives* of Nioias tind DMIosthenes. He then em-

ployed all his influence to induce his countrymen
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to support with vigour the Lacedaemonians in the

war in Greece itself. He was with two colleagues

appointed to the command of a small fleet, which
the S3Tacusans sent to the assistance of the Lace-
daemonians. But during his absence from home,
he was banished by the Syracusans (410). Having
obtained support from the Persian satrap Pharria-

bazus, he returned to Sicily, and endeavoured to

effect his restoration to his native city by force of

arms, but was slain in an attack which he made
upon Syracuse in 407.

HermSdorUB ('Ep/idSwpos). 1. Of Ephesus, a
person of distinction, was expelled by his fellow-

citizens, and is said to have gone to Rome, and to

have explained to the decemvirs the Greek Ians,

and thus assisted them in drawing up the laws of

the 12 Tables, ii. c. 451.— 2. A disciple of Plato,

is said to have circulated the works of Plato, and
to have sold them in Sicily. He wrote a work on
Plato.— 3. (3f Salamis. the architect of the temple

of Mars in the Flaminian Circus.

HemiSgSnes ('Epfioyevrjs). 1. A son of Hippo-

nicus, and a brother of the wealthy Callias, is

introduced by Plato as one of the spc.'ikers in his

“ Cratylus,” where he maintains that all the words
of a language were fonned by an agreement of men
among themselves.— 2. A celebrated Greek rheto-

rician, was a native of Tarsus, and lived in the

reign of M. Aurelius, A. D. 161— 100. At the ago

of 15 his eloquence excited the admiration of M.
Aurelius. He was shortly afterwards appointed

public teacher of rhetoric, and at the age of 17 he

began his career as a writer
;
but unfortunately

when he was 25, his mental powers gave way, and
he never recovered their full use, although he lived

to an advanced age. After his death his heart is

said to have b(>eu found covered with hair. Ills

works 5 in number, which are still extant, form

together a complete system of rhetoric, and were
for a long time used in all the •'hetnric.al schools as

manuals. They are : 1. Te'xvr? priropiK^ irepl ruy
(Trio'fwv, 2. Ilepl eupecews (De Inventiuhc). 3.

Ufpl ISfwv (De Formis Oratoms), 4. Utpl p.(06Sov

ScivdrTjToy (De a/do et solerti genere dtcendt Me-
thodns). 5. Upoyfffxvicruara^ An abridgment of

the latter work was made by Aphthoniiis, in con-

sequence of which the original fell into oblivion.

The works of Hermogenes are printed in Walz’s

Wietor. Gracc.^^Z. An architect of Alabanda, in

Caria who invented what was called the pseudo-

dipterus, that is, a form of a temple, with apparently

two rows of columns. His great object as an archi-

tect was to increase the taste for the Ionic form of

temples, in preference to Doric temples.

HermSgenes, M. TigellliiB, a notorious de-

tractor of Horace, who calls him (Sat. i. 3. 129)
however optimus cantor et mo^iulaior. He was
opposed to Satires altogether, was a man without

talent, but 3’et had a foolish fanc3
' for tr3dng his

hand at literature. It is conjectured that, under

the flctitioiis name of Pantolabus (Sat. i. 8. 11, ii.

1. 21.), Horace alludes to Hermogenes, for the

prosody of the 2 names is the same, so that one

may be substituted for the other.

Hemogeni&auB, the latest Roman jurist from

whom there is an extract in the Digest, lived in

the time of Constantine the Great. It is probable

that he was the compiler of the Codex Hermoge-

nianu8,but so man)' persons of the same name lived

nearl)' at the same time, that this cannot be afiinued

with certaint)'.
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HermSl&UB ("Epiii6\ou>s\ a Macedonian youth,

and a page of Alexander the Great. During a

hunting party in Bactrio, b. c. 3*27, he slew a wild

boar, without waiting to allow Alexander the first

blow, whereupon the king ordered him to be flogged.

] licensed at this indignity, Hemiolaus formed a

conspiracy against the king's life ; but the plot

was discovered, and Hcrmolaus and his accom-

plices were stoned to death by the Macedonians.

Hermonassa. 1. A town of the Sindi at the

entrance of the Cimmerian Bosponis, founded by
the Mytilcnaeans, called after Hermonassa, the

wife of tlic founder, who died during its foundation,

and left to her the sovereignty.— 2. A town on
the coast of Pontus, near Trapozus.

Hermonthis (’'EpfitcvOis: Ermcniy Ru.), the

chief city of the Nomos Ilcrmonthites, in Upper
Egypt, on the W. bank of the Nile, a little above
Thebes.

Herm&pSlis ('Ep/adTroXts, "Epjaou irdAis). 1,

Parva (ij fxiKpd: Damanlujur)^ a city of Lower
the capital of the Nomos of Alexandria,

stood upon the canal which connected the Canopic

branch of the Nile with the Lake Mareotis.— 2.

Magna (tf /xfydKri : nr. EJmouneiriy Ru.), the

cajiital of the Nomos Hennopolites, in the Hepta-

nomis, or Middle Egypt, and one of the oldest

cities in the land, stood on the W. bank of the

Nile, a little below the confines of XJpper Egypt.

At the boundary line itself was a military station,

or custom house, called 'Ep/xoiro\iTiK^ (pvAaK-fiy for

collecting a toll on goods entering the Heptanomis.

Xlermopolis was a chief seat of the worship of

Anuhis (Cynocephalus) ; and it was the sacred

burial-place of the Ibis.

HermStlmns {’Epfidn/xos). 1. A mathematician

of Colophon, was one of the immediate predecessors

of Euclid, and the discoverer of several geometrical

propositions.— 2. Of Clazomenae, an ejirly Greek
philosopher of uncertain date, belonged to the Ionic

school. Some traditions represent him as a myste-

rious person, gifted with supernatural power, by
which his soul, apart from the body, wandered
from place to place, bringing tidings of distant

events in incredibly short spafca of time. At
length his enemies burned his body, in the absence

of the soul, which put an end to his wanderings.

HermundHii, one of the most powerful nations

of Germany, belonged to the Suevic race, dwelt be-

tween the Main and the Danube, and were bounded
by the Sudeti mountains in the N., the Agri De-

cumates of the Romans in the W. and S., the Na-
risci on the E., the Chenisci on the N.E., tmd

the Catti on the N.W. They were for a long

time the allies of the Romans ; but ajpng with

the other German tribes they assisted the Mar-
coinanin in the great war against the Romans in

the reign of M. Aurelius. After this time they are

rarely mentioned as a separate people, but are in-

clude under the general name of Suevi.

Hemus (rh "'Epp.os: ''Epn«ios)t a deigns in

Attica, belonging to the tribe Acaniaiitis, on the

road from Athens to Eleusis.

HermiiS {"Epfios
;
(ihveiiiz-Chai)y a considerable

river of Asia Minor, rises in Mt Dindymene (il/o-

ratl-Diigh) in Phrygia
;

flows through Lydia,

watering the plain N. of Sardis, which was hence

called *'Ep/xou iredloy
; passes hy Magnesia and

Temnus
;
and falls into the Gulf of Smyrna, be-

tween Smyrna and Phocaea. It formed the boun-

dary between Aeolia and Ionia. Its chief tribu-
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tarics were the Hyllus, Cogamus, Pactolus, and
Phrygiius.

Hernloi, a people in Latium, belonged to the
Sabine race, and are said to have derived their

name from the Mnrsic (Sabine) word Jtemoy “rock.”
According to this etymology their name would
signify “ mountaineers.” They inhabited the moun-
tains of the Apennines between the lake Fucinus
and the river Trerus, and were bounded on the N.
by the Marsi and Aequi, and on the S. by the

Volsci. Their chief town w’as Anagnia. They
were a brave and warlike people, and long offered

a formidable resistance to the Romans. The Romans
formed a league with them on equal terms in the
3rd consulship of Sp. Cassius, ii. c. 436. They
were finally subdued by the Romans, 306.

HSr5. [LRilNDKR.]
Herd ("Hpwv). 1. The Elder, a celebrated ma-

thematician, was a native of Alexandria, and lived in

the reigns of the Ptolemies Philadelphus and Evei-
getes (b. c. 235—222.) He is celebrated on ac-

count of his mechanical inventions, of which one of
the best known is the common pneumatic experi-

ment, called Hero's fountain^ in which a jet of
water is maintained by condensed air. We also

find in his works a description of a steam enginCy

and of a double forcing pump used for a fire-engine.

The following works of Hero are extant, though
not in a perfect form :— I . XtipoiaWlarTpas «o-
TaaKev)] kuI ffvfifi^Tplay de Consiructione et Mensura
ManubaUslae. 2. BeXoiroitVd, on the manufacture
of darts. 3. nvev/uoTiKcf, or Spiritaliay the most
celebrated of his works. 4. Iltpl airoparottoir}Ti-

Kwi/y de Automatorum Fahrtca Libri duo. All
these works are published in the Matliemaiici

reteresy Paris, 1603.— 2. The Tounger, a mathe-
matician, is supposed to have lived under lleraclius

(a. D. 610—641). The principiil ^tant wjprks

assigned to him are :

—

1. De Machinis Mficis. 2.

Geotlaesuiy on prncliciil geometry. 3. De Obsidione

TcpeUenda. Published in the Maihematici Veteres.

HSrddes I. ('Hpwdrjj), commonly called Herod.
1. Surnamed the Great, king of the Jews, was the

second son of Antipater, and consequently of Idu-
niacun origin. [Antipatkr, No, 3.] When liia

father was appointed by Caesar procurator of Ju-
daea, in B. c. 47, Herod, though only 25 years of

age, obtained the government of Galilee. In 46 he
obtained the government of Coele-Syria. After
the death of Caesar (44), Herod first supported
Ciisaius

;
but upon the .arrival of Antony in Syria,

in 41, he exerted himself to secure his favour, and
completely succeeded in his object. In 40 he went
to Rome, and obtained from Antony and Octavian
a decree of the senate, constituting him king of
Judaea. He supported Antony in the civil war
against Octavian

;
but after the battle of Actium

(3 1 ) he was pardoned by Octavian and confirmed
in his kingdom. During the remainder of his reign

he cultivated with assiduity the friendship of Au-
gustus and his counsellor Agrippa, and enjoyed the
highest favour both of the one and the other. He
possessed a jealous temper and ungovernable pas-

sions. Ue put to death his beautiful wife Mari-
amne, whom he suspected without cause of adul-

tery, and with whom he was violently in love ;

and at a later period he also put to death his two
song by Mariamnc, Alexander and Aristohulus.

His government, though cruel and tyrannical, was
vigorous ;

and he was both feared and respected by
his subjects and the surrounding nations. Ha
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eipecially loved to display his power and magnifi-

cence by costly and splendid public works. He
commenced rebuilding the temple of Jerusalem ;

he rebuilt the city of Samaria, and bestowed on it

the name of Scbaste
;
while he converted a small

town on the sea-coast into a magnificent city, to

which he gave the name of Caesarea. He adorned

these new cities with temples, theatres, gymnasia,

and other buildings in the Greek style; and he even

ventured to erect a theatre at Jerusalem itself, and

an amphitheatre without the wails, in which he

exhibited combats of wild beasts and gladiators.

In the last year of his reign Jesus Christ was
born ;

and it must have been on his deathbed that

he ordered that massacre of the children at Bothle-

licm which is recorded b}' the Evangelist. (^Matth.

li. 16.) He died in the 37th year of his reign,

and the 70th of his age, b. c. 4.*— 2. Herodea
Antipas, son of Herod the Great, by Malthace, a

Samaritan, obtained the tetrarchy of Galilee and

Peraea, on his father’s death, while the kingdom
of Judaea devolved on his elder brother Archcluua.

He married Herodias, the wife of his half-brother,

Herod Philip, she having, in defiance of the Jewish

law, divorced her first husband. He had been

previously married to a daughter of the Arabian

ju'ince Aretas, who quitted him in disgust at this

new alliance. Aretas thereupon invaded the domi-

nions of Antipas, and defeated the army which
was opposed to him. In a. d. 38, after the death

of Tiberius, Antipas went to Rome to solicit from

Caligula the title of king, which had just been be-

stowed upon his nephew, Herod Agrippa ; but

through the intrigues of Agrippa, who was high in

the favour of the Roman emperor, Antipas was
deprived of his dominions, and sent into exile

at Lyons (39); he was subsequently removed to

SpasQ, whey* he died. It was Herod Antipas who
imprisoned and put to death John the Baptist, who
liad reproached him with his unlawful connexion

with Herodias. It was before him also that Christ

w’as sent by Pontius Pilate at Jerusalem, as be-

longing to his jurisdiction, on account of his sup-

posed Galilean origin. —• 3. Herodes Agrippa.
[Aurippa.]— 4. Brother of Herod Agrippa I.,

obtained the kingdom of Chalcis from Claudius at

the request of Agrippa, 41. After the death of

Agrippa (44), Claudius bestowed upon him the

biiperiiitendence of the temple at Jerusalem, toge-

ther with the right of appointing the high priests.

He died in 48, when his kingdom was bestowed

by Claudius upon his nephew, Herod Agrippa II.

~5. Herodes Attious, the rhetorician. [Atti-
cur]
H§r5dl&nas ('HpwSxapifr). 1. An historian, who

wrote in Greek a history of the Roman empire in

8 books, from the death of M. Aurelius to the

commencement of the reign of Gordianus III.

(a. d. 180—238). He himself informs ns that the

events of this period had occurred in his own life-

time
;
but beyond this we know nothing respecting

his life. He appears to have had Thucydides be-

fore him as a model, both for style and for the

general composition of his work, like him, intro-

ducing here and there speeches wholly or in part

imaginary. In spite of occasional inaccuracies in

chronology and geography, his narrative is in the

* The death of Herod took place In the same year
with the actual birth of Christ, as ii mentioned almve,
but it It well known that this Is to be placed 4 years
before the date in general use as the Christian era.
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main truthful and impartial. Edited by Irmisch,

Lips. 1789—1805, 5 vols., and by Bekker, Berlin,

1826.— 2. Aellos HerodX&ntiB, one of the most
celebrated grammarians of antiquity, was the son

of Apollonius Dyscolus [Apollonius, No. 4], and
was bom at Alexandria. From that place he re-

moved to Rome, where he gained the favour of the

emperor M. Aurelius, to whom he dedicated his

work on prosody. This work seems to have em-
braced not merely prosody, but most of those sub-

jects now included in the etymological portion of

grammar. The estimation in which he was held

by subsequent grammarians was very great. Pris-

cian styles him maximus auctor artis fframmaticae.

lie was a very voluminous writer
;

but none of

his works have come down to us complete, though

several extracts from them are preserved by later

grammarians.

HSrSdXcus ('H/xiSucoj), 1. Of Babylon, a gram-

mm'ian, was one of the immediate successors of

Crates of Mallus, and on opponent of the followers

of Aristarchus, against whom he wrote an epigram,

which is still extant and included in the Greek
Anthology .— 2. A celebrated physician of Selym-
bria in Thrace, lived in the 5th century b. c., and
was one of the tutors of Hippocrates.

H§r5d5rus ('HpoSwpor), of Ileraclea, in Pontus,

a contemporary of Hecataeus and Pherec5’des. about

B. c. 510, wrote a work on Hercules and his ex-

ploits.

HerSdStns (‘HpdSoros). 1. A Greek historian,

and the father of history, was born at Halicar-

nassus, a Doric colony in Cario, b. c. 484. He be-

longed to a noble family at Ilalicaniassus. lie

was the son of Lyxes and Dryo
;
and the epic poet

Patiyasis was one of his relations. Herodotus left

his native city at an early age, in oriler to escape

from the oppressive government of Lygdamis, the

tyrant of Halicarnassus, who put to death Pnnyasis.

He probably settled nt Samos for some time, and
there became acquainted with the Ionic dialect

;

but he spent many years in his extensive travels

in Europe, Asia, and Africa, of which wo shall

speak presently. At a later time he returned to

Halicarnassus, anC took a prominent part in expel-

ling Lygdamis from his native city. In the con-

tentions which followed the expulsion of the tyrant,

Herodotus was exposed to the hostile attacks of

one of the political parties, whereupon he again

left Halicarnassus, and settled at Thurii, in Italy,

where he died. Whether he accompanied the first

colonists to Thurii in 443, or followed them a few

years afterwards, is a disputed point, and cannot

be determined with certainty; though it appears

probableifrora a passage in his work that he was
nt Athens at the commencement of the Peloponne-

sian war (431). It is also disputed where Hero-

dotus wrote his history. Lucian relates that Hero-
dotus read his work to the assembled Greeks at

Olympia, which was received with such universal

applaV'Se, that the 9 books of the work were in con-

sequence honoured with the names of the 9 muses.

The same writer adds that the young Thucydides
was present at this recitation and was moved to

tears. But this celebrated story, which rests upon
the authority of Lucian alone, must be rejected for

many reasons. Nor is there sufficient evidence in

favour of the tradition that Herodotus read Ida

work at the Panathenaea at Athens in 446 or 445,

and received from the Athenians a reward of 10

talents. It is far more probable that he wrote Ms
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ytork at Thurii, when he was advanced in years ;

and it appears that he was engaged upon it, at

least in the way of revision, when he was 77 years

of age, since he mentions the revolt of the Medes
against Darius Nothu8,and the death of Amyrtaeus,

events which belong to the years 409 and 408.

Though the work of Herodotus was probably not

written till he was advanced in years, yet he was
collecting materials for it during a great part of his

life. It was apparently with this view that he

undertook his extensive travels through Greece and

foreign countries
;
and his work contains on almost

every page the results of his personal observations

and inquiries. There was scarcely a to\vn of any
importance in Greece Proper and on the coasts of

Asia Minor with which he was not perfectly fa-

miliar
; and at many places in Greece, such as Sa-

mos, Athens, Corinth, and Thebes, he seems to

have staid some time. The sites of the great

battles between the Greeks and barbarians, as

Marathon, Thermopylae, Salamis, and Plataeae,

were well known to him ; and on Xerxes’ line

of march from the Hellespont to Athens, there

was probably not a place which he had not seen

with his own eyes. He also visited most of

the Greek islands, not only in the Aegean, but

even in the W. of Greece, such as Zacynthus.

In the N. of Europe he visited Thrace and the

Scythian tribes on the Black Sea. In Asia he

travelled through Asia Minor and Syria, and

visited the cities of Babylon, Ecbatana, and Susa.

He spent some time in Egypt, and travelled as

far S. as Elojdiantine. He saw with his own eyes

all the wonders of Egypt, and the accuracy of his

obsers’ations and descriptions still excites the asto-

nishment of travellers in that country. From
Egypt he appears to have made excursions to the

E. into Arabia, and to the W. into Libya, at

least as far as Cyrene, which was well known
to him.— The object of his work is to give an

account of the struggles between the Greeks and
Persians. He traces the enmity between Europe

and Asia to the mythical times. He passes

rapidly over the mythical ages to come to Croesus,

king of Lydia, who was knownjto have committed

acts of hostility against the Greeks. This induces

him to give a full history of Croesus and of the

kingdom of Lydia. The conquest of Lydia by the

Persians under Cyrus then leads him to relate the

rise of the Persian monarchy, and the subjugation

of Asia Minor and Babylon. The nations which

are mentioned in the course of this narrative are

again discussed more or less minutely. The history

of Cambyses and his expedition into Egypt induce

him to enter into the details of Egyptijjn history.

The expedition of Darius against the Scythians

causes him to speak of Scythia and the N. of

Europe. In the meantime the revolt of the lonians

breaks out, which eventually brings the contest

between Persia and Greece to an end. An account

of this insurrection is followed by the history of the

invasion of Greece by the Persians ; and the his-

tory of the Persian war now runs in a regular

channel until the taking of Sestos by the Greeks,

B.c. 478, with which event his work concludes.

It will be seen from the preceding sketch that

the histoiy is full of digressions and episodes;

but those do not impair the unity of the work, for

one thread, as it were, runs through the whole,

and the episodes are only like branches of the

same tree. The structure of the work thus hears
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a strong resemblance to a grand epic poem.
The whole work is pervaded by a deep religious

sentiment. Herodotus shows the most profound

reverence for everything which he conceives as

divine, and rarely ventures to express an opinion

on what he considers a sacred or religious mys-
tery.— In order to form a fair judgment of the

historical value of the work of Herodotus, we must
distinguish between those parts in which he speaks

from his o^vn observations and those in which he

merely repeats what he was told by priests and
others. In the latter case he was undoubtedly
often deceived

;
but whenever he speaks from his

own observations, he is a real model of truthful-

ness and accuracy; and the more the countries

which he describes have been explored by modem
travellers, the more firmly has his authority been
established. Many things which used to be laughed
at ns impossible or paradoxical are found now to be
strictly in accordance with truth.—The dialect in

which he wrote is the Ionic, intermixi d with epic

or poetical expressions, and sometimes even with
Attic and Doric forms. The excellencies of his

style consist in its antique and epic colouring, its

transparent clearness, and the lively flow of the

narrative. But notwithstanding all the merits of

Herodotus, there were certain writers in antiquity

who attacked him, both in regard to the form and
the substance of his work ; and there is still extant

a work ascribed to Plutarch, entitled “ On the

Malignity of Herodotus,” full of the most futilo

occuMitions of every kind. The best editions of

Herodotus are by Schweighauser, Argentor. 1808,
often reprinted

;
by Gaisford, Oxon. 1 824 ; and by

Bahr, Lips. 1830.— 2. A Greek physician, who
pmetised at Home with great reputation, about
A. D. 100. He wrote some medical works, which
are several times quoted by Galen.— 3. Also a
Greek physician, a native either of I'^bus of TE*hi-

ladelphia, taught Sextus Empiricus.

Herd6pdlis or Hero {'Hpawv Trd\js, 'Hpce : O.T.
Roamses or Raineses ? : Hu. nr. Abou-Keshidl)^

the capital of the Nomos Heroopolites or Arsinoites

in Lower Egypt, stood on the border of the Desert

E. of the Delta, upon the canal connecting the Nile
with the W. head of the Red Sea, which was
called from it Sinus Herobpoliticus (/cdAwov 'H-

pdatv^ *Hpwoiro\iTT)5 or -irixSt). The country
about it is supposed to be the Goshen of Scripture.

HerSphUus (’Hp6(pi\o5X one of the most cele-

brated physicians of antiquity, was bom at Chalce-

don in Bitbynia, was a pupil of Praxagoras, and
lived at Alexandria, under the first Ptolemy, who
reigned b, c. 323—285. Here he soon acquired

a great reputation, and was one of the founders

of the medical school in that city. He seems to

have given his chief attention to anatomy and phy-
siology, which he studied not merely from the dis-

section of animals, but also from that of human
bodies. He is even said to have carried his ardour

in his anatomical pursuits so far as to have dissected

criminals alive. He was the author of several me-
dical and anatomical works, of which nothing but
the titles and a few fragments remain. These ha\ e
been collected and published by Marx, De Hero-
phili Vita^ See. Gotting. 1840.

E^rostr&tns ('H^derTparof), an Ephesian, set

fire to the temple of Artemis at Ephesus, on the

same night that Alexander the Great was bora,

B. c. 356. He was put to the torture, and confessed

that he had fired the temple to immortalise him-
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»elf. The Ephesians passed a decree condemning

his name to oblivion; but it has been, as might

have been expected, handed down by history.

Hersd (*Ep«rTj), daughter of Cecrops and sister

of Agraulos, was beloved by Hermes, by whom
she became the mother of Cephalus. Respecting

her stort’, see Agraulos. At Athens sacrifices

were offered to her, and the maidens who carried

the vessels containing the libation (Jtpav)

called

Hersllla, the wife of Romulus, was the only

married woman carried off .by the Romans in the

rape of the Sabine maidens. As Romulus after

death became Quirinus, so Hersilia his wife be-

came a goddess, II ora or llorta. Some writers,

however, made Hersilia the wife of Hostus, grand-

father of Tullus Hostilius.

Hertha (containing probably the same elements

as the words earthy erde\ the goddess of the earth,

among the ancient Germans.

EUrm or Ernli, a powerful German race, are

said to have come originally from Scandinavia, hut

they appear on the shores of the Black Sea in the

reign of Gallienus (a. d. 262), when in conjunction

with the Goths, they invaded the Roman empire.

They were conquered by the Ostrogoths, and after-

wards formed part of the great army of Attila, with

which he invaded Gaul and Italy. After the death

of Attila (453) a portion of the Hemli united

with other German tribes
;
and under the com-

mand of Odoocer, who is said to have been an He-
rulian, they destroyed the Western Empire, 476.

Meantime the remainder of the nation formed a
powerful kingdom on the banks of the Theiss

and the Danube, which was eventually destroyed

by the Langobardi or Lombards. Some of the

IleruU were allowed by Anastasius to settle in

Pannonia, and they served with great distinction

in tlfl^armiesfjf Justinian.

HSslddos (*H<rf<»8os), one of the earliest Greek
poets, of whose {personal history wo possess little

authentic information. He is frequently mentioned

along with Homer; as Ilomer represents the Ionic

school of poetry in Asia Minor, so Hesiod re-

presents the Boeotian school of poetry, which

spread over Phocis and Euboea. The only points

of resemblance between the 2 schools consist in

their versification and dialect. In other respects

they entirely differ. The Homeric school takes

for its subjects the restless activity of the heroic

nge, while the Hesiodic turns its attention to the

quiet pursuits of ordinary life, to the origin of the

world, the gods and heroes. Hesiod lived about

a century later than Homer, and is placed about

IL c. 735. We learn from his own poem on

IForA's and Days^ that he was bom in the village

of Ascni in Bocotui, whither his father hod emi-

grated from the Aeolian Cyme in Asia Minor.

After the death of his father, ho was involved in

a dispute with his brother Perses about his small

patrimony, which was decided in favour of his

brother. He then emigrated to Orchomenos,

where he spent the remainder of his life. This

is all that can be said with certainty about the

life of Hesiod. Many of the stories related about

him refer to his school of poetry, and not to the

poet personally. In this light we may regard the

tradition, that Hesiod had a poetical contest with

Homer, which is said to have taken place at

Clialcis during the funeral solemnities of king

Amphidamas, or, according to others, at Aulis or
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Delos. The story of this contest gave rise to a
composition still extant under the title of ^kyuv
*Otiiipov Ka\ 'Hernidot;, the work of a grammarian
who lived towards the end of the first century of

our era, in which the 2 poets are represented as

engaged in the contest, and answering one another.

The following works were attributed to Hesiod in

antiquity : — 1. ‘'Epya or^Epya /cal rmipai^ Opera
et Dies^ Works and Days. It is written in the most
homely style, with scarcely any poetical imagery
or ornament, and must be looked upon as the most
ancient specimen of didactic poetry. It contains

ethical, political, and economical precepts, the last

of which constitute the greater part of the work,
consisting of rules about choosing a wife, the edu-
cation of children, agriculture, commerce, and na-
vigation. It would further seem that 3 distinct

poems have been inserted in it ;
viz. 1. The fable

of Prometheus and Pandora (47—105) ; 2. On
the ages of the world, which are designated by the

names of metals (109—201) ; and, 3. A descrip-

tisn of winter (504—558). 2 ©eoyovla, a The.

was not considered by Hesiod’s countrymen
to be a genuine production of the poet. This work
gives an account of the origin of the world and the

birth of the gods, explaining the whole order of

nature in a series of genealogies, for every part of

physical as well as moral nature there appears per-

sonified in the character of a distinct being. The
whole concludes with an account of some of the

most illustrious heroes. 3. ‘Hoiat or ^oiat /uc^dXat,

also called »faT(£A.070i yvvaiKuv^ Catalogue of
Women. This work is lost. It contained accounts

of the women who had been beloved by the gods,

and had thus become the mothers of the heroes in

the various parts of Greece, from whom the ruling

families derived their origin. 4. ’Airirlf ‘Hpa-

kAcuvv, Shield of Hercules^ which is extant, pro-

bably formed part of the work last mentioned. It

contains a description of the shield of Hercules,

and is an imitation of the Homeric description of

the shield of Achilles. The bcsi edition of Hesiod
is by Gbttling, Gotha and Erfurt, 1 843, 2d ed.

HeslSne ('Ho-kJvtj), daughter of Laomedon, king
of Troy, was chained by ner father to a rock, in

order to be dovoufed by a sea-monster, that ho
might thus appease the anger of Apollo mid
Poseidon. Hercules promised to save her, if

Laomedon would give him the horses which he
had received from Zeus as a compensation for

Ganymedes. Hercules killed the monster, but

Laomedon refused to keep his promise. There-

upon Hercules took Troy, killed Laomedon, and
gave Hesione to his friend and companion Te-
lamon, by whom she became the mother of Teucer.

Her brother Priam sent Antenor to claim her

back, and the refusal on the part of the Greeks is

mentioned as one of the causes of the Trojan war.

HespSrXa ('Eirireplo), the Western land (from

la-KspoSy vesper)^ the name given by the Greek
poets to Italy, because it lay W. of Greece. In
imitation of them, the Roman poets gave the name
of Hesperia to Spain, which they sometimes called

tdtima Hesperia (Hor. Carm, i. 36. 4) to distinguish

it from It^y, which they occasionally called Hes^
peria Magna (Virg. Aen. i. 569).

HespSrldei (’EawepiSfr), tho celebrated guar-

dians of the golden apples which Ge (Earth) gave to

Hera at her marriage with Zeus. Their parentage is

differently related. They are called the daughters

either of Night or Erebus, or of Phorcys and Ceto,
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or of Atlas and Ilesperis (whence their names
Atlantides or Hesperides), or of Hesperus, or of

Zeus and Themis. Some traditions mentioned 3

Hesperides, viz. Aegle^ Arethusa^ BXiA Hesperia

;

others 4, Aajle^ Crytheia^ Hestia^ and Arcthusa;

and others again 7. The poets describe them

as possessing the power of sweet song. In the

earliest legends, these nymphs are descrihcd as

living on the river Oceanus, in the extreme W.

;

hut the later attempts to fix the geographical

position of their gai^ens led poets and geogra-

phers to different parts of Libya, as the neigh-

bourhood of Cyrene, Mount Atlas, or the islands

on the W. coast of Libya, or even to the N. ex-

tremity of the earth, heyond the wind Boreas,

among the Hyperboreans. They were assisted in

watching the golden apples by the dragon Ladon.

It was one of the labours of Hercules to obtain

possession of these apples. (See p. 310, a.)

Hesperldnm Insmae. [IIsseKRiuM.]

HespSris. [Bkuknick, No. 4, p. 120.J

HespSrlum {^Eairtpiov^ ‘E<nr«pow Kfpas ; C.

Verde or C. Rojco\ a headland on the W. coast of

Africa, was one of the furthest points to which the

knowledge of the ancients extended along that

coast. Near it was a bay called Sinus Hesperius ;

and a day’s journey from it a group of islands called

Hesperidum Insmae, wrongly identified by some

with the Fortunatae Insulae ; they are cither the

Cajie de Verde islands, or, more probably, the Dis~

sayos^ at the mouth of the Rio Grande.

HespSrus ("E<nrepoi), the evening star, is called

by Hesiod a son of Astraeus and Eos. He was

also regarded as the same as the morning star,

whence both Homer and Hesiod call him the

bringcr of light (S(>>(r<p6pos). A later account

makes him a son of Atlas, who was fond of

ahtronomy, and who disappeared," after ascending

Mount Atlas to observe the stars. He was wor-

shipped with divine honours, and was regarded as

the fairest star in the heavens. The Romans desig-

nated him by the names Lucifer and Hesperus, to

characterise him as the morning or evening star.

Hestiia (^'EffTio, Ion. 'IcrriTj), called Vesta by

the Romans, the goddess of the hearth, or rather

of the fire burning on the ffearth, was one of

the 12 great divinities of the Greeks. She was

a daughter of Cronus and Rhea, and, accord-

ing to common tradition, was the first-born of

Rhea, and conseijuently the first of the children

swallowed by Cronus. She was a maiden di-

vinity, and when Apollo and Poseidon sued for

her hand, she swore by the head of Zeus to remain

a virgin for ever. As the hearth was looked upon

ns the centre of domestic life, so Hestia was the

goddess of domestic life and the giver*of all do-

mestic happiness: as such she was believed to

dwell in the inner part of every house, and to

have invented the art of building houses. In this

respect she often appears together with Hermes,

who was likewise a deus penetralis. Being the

goddess of the sacred fire of the altar, Hestia had

a share in the sacrifices offered to all the gods.

Hence, when sacrifices were offered, she was in-

voked first, and the first part of the sacrifice was

presented to her. Solemn oaths were sworn by the

goddess of the hearth ;
and the hearth itself was

the sacred asylum where suppliants implored the

protection of the inhahitanto of the house. A town

or city is only an extended family, and therefore

had likewise its sacred hearth. This public hearth
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usually existed in the prytaneum of a town, where
the goddess had her especial sanctuary (ddAofior),

under the name of Prytanitis {UpvraviTis), with a
statue and the sacred hearth. There, as at a pri-

vate hearth, Hestia protected the suppliants. When
a colony was sent out, the emigrants took the fire

which was to burn on the hearth of their new
home from that of the mother town. If ever the

fire of her hearth became extinct, it was not allowed
to he lighted again with ordinary fire, but either

by fire produced by friction, or by burning glasses

drawing fire from the sun. The mystical specu-

lations of later times took their origin from the

simple ideas of the ancients, and assumed a sacred

hearth not only in the centre of the earth, but even
in that of the universe, and confounded Hestia in

various ways with other divinities, such as Cybele,
Gaea, Demeter, Persephone, and Artemis. There
were but few special temples of Hestia in Greece,

since every prytaneum was in reality a sanctuary

of tho goddess, and since a portion of the sacri-

fices, to whatever divinity they were offered, be-
longed to her. The worship of the Roman Vesta
is spoken of under Vksta.

Hestiaefitis ('Eo-naiwris) 1. ThcN.W. part of
Thessaly [Thk8salia.]— 2. Or Histiaeai a dis-

trict in Euboea. [Eudoka.]
Hesychlos {'Hffvxios). 1. An Alexandrine

grammarian, under whose name a large Greek dic-

tionary has come down to us. Respecting his per-

sonal history nothing is known, but he probably
lived about a.o. 330. The work is based, as the

writer himself tells us, upon the lexicon of Dioge-
nianus. Hesychius was probably a pagan : the

Christian glosses and the references to Christian

writers in thework are interpolations by a later hand.
The work is one of great importance, not only on
acbount of its explaining the words of the Greek
language, but also from its containing Kiuch litt^fary

and archaeological infonnation, derived from earlier

gramranrians and commentators, whose works are

lost. The arrangement of the work however is

very defective. The best edition is by Alberti,

completed after Alberti’s death by Ruhnken, Lugd.
Bat. 1746—1766, 2 vols. fol.— 2. Of Miletus,

surnamed lUustris, from some office which he held,

lived about a.d. 540, and wrote : 1. An Otiomas^

ticon, or account of illustrious men, publisiicd by
Orelli, Lips. 1320. 2. A Chronicon or synoptical

view of universal history, in 6 parts, from the reign

of Bclus, the reputed founder of the Assyrian em-
pire, to the death of the Byzantine emperor, Anas-
tasias I., A. n. 513, The work itself is lost, hut
an account of it is preserved by Photius.

Hetriciilam, a town of the Bruttii.

Kbernla, also railed leme, Iverna or Juvema
lepAs vrjtroSf *lovepi/la\ the island of

Ireland., appears to have derived its name from the
inhabitants of its S. coast, called Juverni (*lovfpvoi)

by Ptolemy, but its original name was probably
Beygion or Vergion. It is mentioned by Caesar,
and is frequently spoken of by subsequent writers;

but the Romans never made any attempt to conquer
the island, though they obtained some knowledge of

it from the commercial intercourse which was carried

on between it and Britain. Wc have no account of

the island except from Ptolemy, who must have
derived his information from the statements of the

British merchants, who visited its coasts. Ptolemy
gives rather a long list of its promontories, rivers,

tribes and towns.
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Hiceila. [Aeoliab Insulae.]

Hicfitas ('I/c^Tos or 1. A Syracusan,

contemporary with the younger Dionysius and Ti-

njoleon. He was at first a friend of Dion, after

whose death (b. c. 353) his wife Arete, and his

sister Aristomache placed themselves under the

care ofH icotas ;
hut he was persuaded notwithstand-

ing to consent to their destruction. A few years later

he became tyrant of Leontini. He carried on war
against the younger Dionysius, whom he defeated,

and had made himself master of the whole city,

except the island citadel, when Timoleon landed in

Sicily, 344. Hicctas then opposed Timoleon and
called in the aid of the Carthaginians, but he was

defeated and put to death by Timoleon, 339 or

.333.-2. Tyrant of Syracuse, during the interval

between the reign of Agathocles and that of Pyr-

rhus. He defeated Phintias, tyrant of Agrigentum,

and was himself defeated by the Carthaginians.

After a reign of 9 years (288—279), he was
expelled from Syracuse.— 3. Of Syracuse, one of

the earlier Pythagoreans.

Hiempsal. 1. Son of Micipsa, king of Nu-
midm, and grandson of Masinissa, was murdered

by Jugurtha, soon after the death of Micipsa,

B. c. 118.-2. King of Numidia, grandson or

great-grandson of Masinissa, and father of Juba,

appears to have received the sovereignty of part of

Numidia after the Jugurthine war. He was ex-

pelled from his kingdom by Cn. Domitius Aheno-

barbus, tlie leader of the Marian party in Africa,

but was restored by Pompey in 81, Hiempsal

wrote some works in the Punic language, which

are cited by Sallust {Jvu}. 17).

HiSra. 1. [Aeoliak].— 2. [Aegates.]
H!$r&p51is ('DpJiroAts). 1. A city of Great

Phrygia, near the Maeander, celebrated for its hot

springs and its temple of Cybele. Like the neigh-

bouring citie&’of Colossac and Laodicea, it was an

early seat of Christianity, and it is mentioned in

St. Paul's Epistle to the Colossians (iv. 13).— 2.

Formerly Bamb^oe (Bofi€u/cTj * Bumlmchj or Mem-
bij)^ a city in the N.E. of Syria, one of the chief

seats of the worship of Astarte.

HiSrocles (TepoKA^s). 1. A Greek rhetorician

of Alabanda in Caria, lived about ii.c. 100, and

•was distinguished, like his brother Menccles, by
the Asiatic style of oratory.— 2. Governor of Bi-

thynia, and afterwards of Alexandria, is said to

have been one of the chief instigators of the perse-

cution of the Christians under Diocletian. He
wrote a work against the Christians, entitled

Ao7o» «piAaA'^0€is irphs Tohs Xpnrxiavous, of which

we may form an idea from the account of Lactantius

and the refutation which Eusebius wrote against

it We see from these writers that Hierocles

attacked the character of Jesus Christ and his

apostles, and put him on an equality with Apollo-

nius of Tyana.— 8. A New Platonist, who lived

at Alexandria about the middle of the 5th century.

He wrote : 1. A commentary on the golden verses

of Pythagoras, in which he endeavours to give an

intelligible account of the philosophy of Pytha-

goras. Published by Needham, Cambridge, 1709

;

and by Warren, London, 1742. 2. A work on

Providence, Fate, and the reconciliation of man's

free will with the divine government of the world,

in 7 books. The work is lost, but some extracts

from it preserved in Photius. 3. An ethical work

on justice, on reverence towards the gods, parents,

relations, &c., which bore the title Ta <pi\o<ro<l>oiM

HIERON.
ift'o. This work is also lost, but there are several

extracts from it in Stobaeus. The extant work, en-
titled 'AcTTcta, a collection of ludicrous tales, is erro-

neously ascribed to Hierocles, the New Platonist.

The work is of no merit.—4. A Greek grammarian,
the author of an extant work, entitled ^vuiKb-n/ios^

that is. The Travelling Companion, intended as a
handbook for travellers through the provinces of

the Eastern empire. It was perhaps written at the
beginning of the 6th century of our era. It con-

tains a list of 64 eparchiae or provinces of the East-

ern empire, and of 935 different towns, with brief

descriptions. Published by Wesseling, in Veterurn

Romamrum Itineraries Amsterdam, 1735.

HiSron ('lepuif). 1. Tyrant of Syracuse (b.c.

478—467), was son of Dinomenes and brother of

Gclon, whom he succeeded in the sovereignty. In
the early part of his reign he became involved in

a WOT with Theron of Agrigentum, who had
espoused the cause of his brother Polyzelus, with
whom he had quarrelled. But Hieron afterwards

concluded a peace with Theron, and became recon-

ciled to his brother Polyzelus. After the death
of Theron, in 472, he carried on war against his

son Thrasydaeus, whom he defeated in a great

battle, and expelled from Agrigentum. But by far

the most important event of his reign was the great

victory which he obtained over the Etruscan fieet

near Cumae (4/4), and which appears to liave

effectually broken the naval power of that nation.

Hieron died at Catana in the 12th year of his

reign, 467. His government was much more de-

spotic than that of his brother Gelon. He main-
tained a large guard of mercenary troops, and
employed numerous spies and informers. He was
however a liberal and enlightened patron of men of

letters ; and his court became the resort of the

most distinguished poets and philosopliers of the

day. Aeschylus, Pindar, and Bacchylides took
up their abode with him, and we find him asso-

ciating in friendly intercourse with Xenophanes,
Epicharmus, and Simonides. His intimacy with
the latter wag particularly celebrated, and has been
made the subject by Xenophon of an imaginary
dialogue, entitled tf'e Hieron. His love of magnifi-

cence was especially displayed in the great contests

of the Grecian games, and his victories at Olympia
and Delphi have been immortalised by Pindar.—
2. King of Syracuse (b. c. 270—216), was the son

of Hierocles, a noble Syracusan, descended from
the great Gelon, but his mother was a female ser-

vant. When Pyrrhus left Sicily (275), Hieron,

who had distinguished himself in the wars of that

monarch, was declared general by the Syracusan
army, l^e strengthened his power by marrying
the daughter of Leptiues, at that time the most
influential citizen at Syracuse ; and after his defeat

of the Mamertines, he was sauted by his fellow-

citizens with the title of king, 270. It was the

great object of Hieron to expel the Mamertines
from l^icily ; and accordingly when the Homans,
in 264, interposed in favour of that people, Hieron
concluded an alliance with the Carthaginians, and,

in conjunction with them, carried on war against

the Romans. But having been defeated by the

Romans, he concluded a peace with them in the

following year (263), in virtue of which he re-

tained possession of the whole S. E. of Sicily, and
the E side of the island as far as Tauromenium.
From this time till his death, a period of little less

than half a centuiyi Hieroa continued the stedfast
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friend and ally of the Romans, a policy of whicf

hi8 subjects as well as himself reaped the benefits,

in the enjoyment of a state of uninterrupted tran

quillity and prosperity. Even the heavy lossei

which the Romans sustained in the first 3 years oJ

the 2nd Punic war did not shake his fidelity ; and

after their great defeats, he sent them large supplies

of corn and auxiliary troops. He died in 216 at thi

age of 92. His government was mild and equitable

though he did not refuse the title of king, he

avoided all external display of the insignia of

royalty, and appeared in public in the garb of a

private citizen. The care he bestowed upon the

financial department of his administration is attested

by the laws regulating the tithes of corn and other

agricultural produce, which, under the name ofLe^es

Jlierotncae^ were retained by the Romans when

they reduced Sicily to a province. He adorned the

city of Syracuse with many public works. Hie

power and magnificence were celebrated by Theo-

critus in his 16th Idyll. Hieron had only one son,

Gelon, who died shortly before his father. He was

succeeded by his grandson, Hieronymus.

HlSronyittus (T«p«vu/ao$). 1. Of Cardia, pro-

bably accompanied Alexander the Great to Asia,

and after the death of that Monarch (b.c. 323>

served under his countryman Eumenes. In the last

battle between Eumenes and Antigonus (316) Hiero-

nymus fell into the hands of Antigonus, who

treated him with kindness, and to whose service he

henceforth attached himself. After the death of

Antigonus (301), Hieronymus continued to fallow

the fortunes of his son Hemetrius, and was ap-

pointed by the latter governor of Boeotia, after his

first conquest of Thebes, 292. He contiuued un-

shaken in his attachment to Demetrius and to his

son, Antigonus Gonatus, after him. It appears

that he survived Pyrrhus, and died at the advanced

age of 104. Hieronymus wrote a history of the

events from the death of Alexander to that of

Pyrrhus, if not later. This work has not come

down to us, but it is frequently cited by later

writers as one of the chief authorities for the history

of Alexander’s successors. We are told that Hiero-

njTUus displayed partiality to ^ntigomis and De-

metrius, and in consequence treated Pyrrhus and

Lysimachus with great injustice. —2. King of

Syracuse, ’succeeded his grandfather, Hieron II.,

B.C. 216, at 15 years of age. He was persuaded

by the Carthaginian party to renounce the alliance

with the Romans, which his grandfather had main-

tained for so many years. He was assassinated

after a short reign of only 13 months.— 3. Of

Rhodes, commonly called a peripatetic, though

Cicero questions his right to the title, wa^a disciple

of Aristotle, and appears to have lived down to the

lime of Ptolemy Philadelphus. He held the highest

good to consist in freedom from pain and trouble,

and denied that pleasure was to be sought for its

own sake.—4. Commonly known as Saint Jerome,

one of the most celebrated of the Christian Others,

was bom at Stridon, a town upon the confines of

Dalmatia and Pannonia, about a. d. 340. His

father sent him to Rome for the prosecution of his

studies, where he devoted himself with great ardour

and success to the Greek and Latin languages, to

rhetoric, and to the different branches of philo-

sophy, enjoying the instructions of the most distin-

guished preceptors of that era, among whom was

Aelius Donatui. [Donatus.] After completing

his Btadies be went to Gaul, where be remained
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some time, and subsequently travelled througli

various countries in the E. At Antioch he was
attacked by a dangerous malady, and on his re-

covery he resolved to withdraw from the world.

In 374 he retired to the desert of Chalcis, lying

between Antioch and the Euphrates, where lie

passed 4 years, adhering strictly to the most rigid

observances of monkish ascctism, but at the same
time pursuing the study of Hebrew. In 379 he
was ordained a presbyter at Antioch by Paulinus.

Soon after he went to Constantinople, where he lived

for 3 years, enjoying the instructions and friend-

ship of Gregory of Nnzianzus. In 362 he ncoum-

ftatiiod Paulmus to Ibmic, where be formed a close

friendship with the Pope Dumasus. lie remained
at Rome 3 years, and there laboured in jiro-

claiming the glory and merit of a contemplative

life and monastic discipline. He had many enthu-

siastic disciples among the Homan ladies, but the

influence wliich he exercised over them excited the
hatred of their relations, and exposed him to at-

tacks against his character. Accordingly he left

Rome in 38.5, having lost liis patron Daiiiasus in

the preceding year
;
and accompanied by the rich

widow Paula, her daughter Eustochiiun, and a
number of devout maidens, he made a tour of the

Holy Laud, and finally settled at Bethlehem, where
Paula erected 4 monasteries, 3 for nuns and 1 for

monks. Here he passed the remainder of his

life. He died a. n. 420.— Jerome wrote a great

number of works, most of which have come down
to us. Of these the most celebrated are his Com-
mentaries on the various books of the Scriptures.

He also translated into Latin the Old and New
Test.'uneiits : his translation is in substance the

Latin version of the Scriptures, known by the name
of the Vulgate. The tnuislution of the Old Testa-

ment was made by Jerome directly ^rom the^e-
brew

; but the translation of the New Testament

was formed by him out of the old translations care-

fully corrected from the erigiiial Greek. Jerome
likewise translated from the Greek the Chronicle

of Eusebius, which lie enlarged, chiefly in the de-

partment of Roman history, and brought down to

A.D. 376. Jerome was the most learned of the

Latin fathers. His profound knowledge of the

Latin, Greek, and Hebrew languages, his familiarity

with ancient history and philosophy, and his per-

sonal acquaintance with the manners and scenery

of the East, enabled him to throw much light upon
the Scriptures. In his controversial works he is

vehement and dogmatical. His language is exceed-

ingly pure, bearing ample testimony to the diligence

with which he must have studied the choicest

models. The best editions of the works of Jerome
are the Benedictiue, Par. 5 vols. fol. 1693—1706,
and that by Vallarsi, Veron. 11 vols. fol. 1734

—

1742; reprinted Venet, 11 vols. 4to. 1766.

Hlilrfisdlj^ma. [Jxruralkm.]
Hil&rliu. 1. A Christian writer, was born of

pagan parents at Poitiers. He afterwards became
Christian, and was elected bishop of his native

.dace, A.D. 350. From this time he devoted all

his energies to check the progress of Arisuism,

whick was making rapid strides in Gaul. He be-

came BO troublesome to the Arlans, that they

induced the emperor Constantins in 356 to banish

'lim to Phrygia. He was allowed to return to Gaul

ibout 361, and died in his diocese in 366. Several

)f his works have come down to us. They consist

;hiefly of polemical treatises against the Arians
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and addresses to the emperor Constantins. The
best edition of his works is by Constant, Paris,

1603, forming one of the Benedictine series, and re-

printed by Sci|)ioMatFei,Veron., 1730.— 2. Bishop

of Arles, sncceoded his master Honoratus in that

diocese, A.o. 420, and died in 449. He wrote the

life of Honoratus and a few other works.

HillevibneB. [Gkhmania, p.282, a.]

HimSra ('I/i^pa) 1. {^Fiume Salao)^ one of the

principal rivers in the S. of Sicily, at one time the

boundary between the territories of the Carthagi-

nians and Syracusans, receives near Enna the water

of a salt spring, and hence has salt water as far as

its mouth.— 2. A smaller river in the N. of Sicily,

Hows into the sea between the towns of Himera
and Thermae.— 3. (T/x^pSios), a celebrated Greek
city on the N. coast of Sicily, W. of the mouth of

the river Himera [No. 2.], was founded by the

Chalcidians of Zancle, b. c. 648, and afterwards

received Dorian settlers, so that the inhabitants

spoke a mixed dialect, partly Ionic (Chalcidian)

and partly Doric. About 560 Himera, being

threatened by its powerful neighbours, placed itself

under the protection of Phalaris, tyrant of Agri-

gentum, in whose power it appears to have re*

mained till his death. At a later time (500) we find

Himera governed by a tyrant Terillus, who was
expelled by Theron of Agrigentum. Terillus there-

upon applied fur assistance to the Carthaginians,

who, anxious to extend their influence in Sicily,

sent a powerful army into Sicily under the com-
mand of Hamilcar. The Carthaginians were de-

feated with great slaughter at Himera by the united

forces of Theron and Oelon of Syracuse on the same
day as the battle of Salamis was fought (480).

Himera was now governed by Thrasydaeus, the

son of Theron, in the name of his father ;
but the

iiihalutants h|>ving attempted to revolt, Theron put

to death or drove into exile a considerable part of

the population, and repeopled the city with settlers

from all quarters, but especially of Dorian origin.

After the death of Theron (472), Himera recovered

its independence, and for the next 60 years was
one of the most flourishing cities in Sicily. It as-

sisted Syracuse against the Athenians in 415. In
409 it was taken by Hannibal, the son of Gisgo,

who, to revenge the groat defeat which the Car-

thaginians had suffered before this town, levelled

it to the ground and destroyed almost all the inha-

bitants. Himera was never rebuilt ;
but on the

opposite bank of the river Himera, the Carthaginians

founded a new town, which, from a warm medicinal

spring in its neighbourhood was called Thermae
{Qfpfxai : (depfxiriis^ Thermitanus : Termini.^ Here

the remains of the unfortunate inhabitants of Hi-

mera were allowed to settle. The Romans, who
highly prized the warm springs of Thermae, per-

mitted the town to retain its own constitution; and
Augustus made it a colony.—The poet Stesichorus

w'.as born at the ancient Himera, and the tyrant

Agathocles at Thermae.

fiimSrXuB (lpfpios\a celebrated Greek sophist,

was bom at Prusa in Bithynia, and studied at

Athens. lie was subsociuently appointed professor

of rhetoric at Athens, where he gave instmetion to

.Julian, afterwards emperor, and the celebrated

Christian writers, Basil and Gregory Nazianzen.

In 362 the emperor Julian invited him to his court

at Antioch, and made him his secretary. He re-

turned to Athens in 368, and there passed the

remainder of his life. Uimerius was a pagan
;
but

HIPPARCHUS.
he does not manifest in his writings any animosity

against the Christians. There were extant in the

time of PhotiuB 7 1 orations by Himerius
; but of

these only 24 have come down to us complete.

Edited by Wemsdorf, Gottingen, 1790.

Himiloo (T^fAKWv). L A Carthaginian, who
conducted a voyage of discovery from Gades to-

wards the N., along the W. shores of Europe, at

the same time that Ilanno undertook his voyage to

theS. along the coast of Africa. [Hanno, No. 10.]

Himilco represented that his further progress was
prevented by the stagnant nature of the sea,

loaded with sea weed, and by the absence of wind.

His voyage is said to have l^ted 4 months, but it

is impossible to judge how far it was extended.

Perhaps it was intentionally wrapt in obscurity by
the commercial jealousy of the Carthaginians.— 2.

Son of Hanno, commanded, together with Hannibal,

son of Gisco [Hannibal, No. 1.], a Carthaginian

army in Sicily, and laid siege to Agrigentum, b. c.

406. Hannibal died before Agrigentum of a pes-

tilence, which broke out in the camp
;
and Himilco,

now left sole general, succeeded in taking the place,

after a siege of nearly 0 months. At a later period

he carried on war against Dionysius of Syracuse.

In 395 he defeated Dionysius, and laid siege to

Syracuse
;
but, while pressing the siege of the city,

a pestilence carried off a great number of his men.
In this weakened condition, Himilco was attacked

and defeated by Dionysius, and was obliged to

purchase his safety by an ignominious capitulation.

Such was his grief and disappointment at this

termination to the campaign, that, on his return

to Carthage, he put an end to his life by vo-

luntary abstinence.— 3. The Carthaginian com-
mander at Lilybaeum, which he defended with

skill and bravery, when it was attacked by the

Romans, 250.— 4. Commander of the Carthaginian

forces in Sicily during a part of the 2nd Puniq
war, 214—212,-5. Suniamed Phamaeas, com-
mander of the Carthaginian cavalry in the 3rd

Punic war. He deserted to the Romans, by
whom he was liberally rewarded.

HippSna (rh ‘'liriroi'o), a town in the N. of

Sicily near Panorigns.

Hipparchla (Tir7ropx^“)» wife of Crates the

Cynic. [For details, sec Chatks, No. 3.]

Hipparchua ('Jmrapxos). 1. Son of Pisistratus.

[PisiSTKATiOAB.] —2. A Celebrated Greek astro-

nomer, was a native of Nicaea in Bithynia, and
flourished b. c. 160— 145. He resided both at

Rhodes and Alexandria. He was the true father

of astronomy, which he raised to that rank among
the applications of arithmetic and geometry which

it has always since preserved. Ho was the first

who gave and demonstrated the means of solving

all triangles, rectilinear and spherical. He con-

structed a table of chords, of which he made the

same sort of use as we make of our sines. He
made more obser^’ations than his predecessors, and

undor^od them better. He invented the plani-

sphere, or the mode of representing the starry

heavens upon a plane, and of producing the solu-

tions of problems of spherical astronomy. He is

also the father of true geography, by his happy
idea ef marking the position of spots on the earth,

as was done with the stars, by circles dnn^m from

the pole perpendicularly to the equator ;
that is,

by latitudes and longitudes. His method of eclipses

was the only one by which differences of meridians

could be determined. The catalogue which Hip*
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parchus constructed of the stars is preserved in the

Almagest of Ptolemy. Hipparchus wrote nume-
rous works, which are all lost with the exception

of his commentary on the phenomena of Aratus.

Hipparlnus ('Iiriraplros). 1. A Syracusan,

father of Dion and Aristomache, supported the

elder Dionysius, who married his daughter Aristo-

raache. —2. Son of Dion, and grandson of the pre-

ceding, threw himself from the roof of a house, and
was killed on the spot, when his father attempted,

hy restraint, to cure him of the dissolute habits

which he had acquired while under the power of

Dionysius.— 3. Son of the elder Dionysius by
Aristomache, daughter of No. 1, succeeded Cal-

lippus in the tyranny of Syracuse, b. c. 352. He
was assassinated, after reigning only 2 years.

Hipp&ris ('Imrapls: Camarina)^ a river in the S.

of Sicily, which flows into the sea near Camarina.

Hipp&8U8 C'linraaos), of Metapontum or Croton,

in Italy, one of the elder Pythagoreans, held the

element of fire to be the cause of all things. In
consequence of his making kno^vn the sphere,

consisting of 12 pentagons, which was regarded

by the Pythagoreans as a secret, he is said to

have perished in the sea as an impious man.

Hippla and Hipplus {’linrla and "iTririoy, or

^iTTTreios), in Latin Eqwster and Eqtu>Mrii^ surnames

of several divinities, as of Hera and Athena, of

Poseidon and of Ares
;
and at Rome also of Fortuna

and Venus.

Hipplas Clirxias). 1. Son of Pisistratus. [Pi-

SISTR.VTIDAE.] —2. The Sophist, was a native of

Elis, and the contemporary of Socrates. His fel-

low-citizens availed themselves of his abilities in

political matters, and sent him on a diplomatic mission

to Sparta. But he was in every respect like the

other sophists of the time. He travelled through

Greece for the purpose of acquiring wealth and ce-

lebrity, by teaching and public speaking. His cha-

racter as a sophist, his vanity, and his boastful ar-

rogance, are well described in the 2 dialogues of

Plato, Ilippias major and ilippias minor. Though
nis knowledge was superficial, yet it appears that he
had paid attention not only to rhgtorical, philosophi-

cal, and political studies, but also to poetry, music,

mathematics, painting and sculpture
;
and he must

even have acquired some practical skill in the me-
chanical arts, as he used to boast of wearing on his

body nothing that he had not made with his own
hands, such as his seal-ring, his clunk, and shoes.

He possessed great facility in extempore speaking
;

and once his vanity led him to declare that he

would travel to OljTupia, and there deliver before

the assembled Greeks an oration on aiy subject

that might be proposed to him.

Hippo ('IwiroJv), in Africa. 1. H, Begins ('I.

^affiXiKds ; nr. Bonah^ Ru.), a city on the coast of

Nuraidia, W. of the mouth of the Rubricatus ;

once a roj’al residence, and afterwards celebrated

as the bishopric of St. Augustine.— 2. H. Di^hy-
tus or Zaritns (T. Stdppvros : Dixerta)^ a city on

the N. coast of the Carthaginian territory (^Zeugi-

tana), W. of Utica, at the mouth of the Sinus

Hipponensis.— 3. A town of the Carpetani in

Hispania Tarraconensis, S. of Toletum.

HippocentanrL [Ckntauri.]
HippScSoxL (Tinro<c<f«i'), son of Oebalus and

Batea. After his father’s death, he expelled his

brother Tyndareus, in order to secure the kingdom

to himself; but Hercules led Tyndareus back,OTd

slew Hippocoon and his sons. Ovid {Met, viiL
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314) mentions the sons of Hippocoon among the

Calydonian hunters.

ffippocriltes {'ImroKpdriqs). 1. Father of Pi-

sistratus, the tyrant of Athens.— 2. An Athenian,

son of Megacles, was brother of Clisthenes, the legis-

lator, and grandfather, through his daughter Aga-
riste, of the illustrious Pericles.— 3. An Athenian,
son of Xanthippus and brother of Pericles. He
had 3 sons who, as Avell as their father, are alluded

to by Aristophanes, as men of a mean capacity, and
devoid of education.— 4. An Athenian, son of

Ariphron, commanded the Athenians, b. c. 424,
when he was defeated and slain by the Boeo-

tians at the battle of Delium.— 6. A Lacedae-

monian, served under Mindarus on the Asiatic

coast in 410, and after the defeat of Mindarus at

Cyzicus, became commander of the fleet.— 6. A
Sicilian, succeeded his brother Oleander, as tyrant

of Gela, 498. His reign was prosperous
;
and he

extended his power over several other cities of

Sicily. He died in 491, while besieging Hybla.—
7. A Sicilian, brother of Epicydks.— 8. The
most celebrated physician of antiquity. He was
bom in the island of Cos about b.c. 460. He be-

longed to the family of the Asclepiadae, and was
the son of Heraclides, who was also a physiciaii.

His mother’s name was Pbaenarete, who was said

to be descended from Hercules. He was instrocted

in medical science by his father and by Herodicus,

and he is said to have been also a pupil of Gorgias

of Lcontini. He wrote, taught, and practised his

profession at home
;
travelled in different parts of

the continent of Greece
;
and died at Larissa in

Thessaly, about 357, at the age of 104. He had
2 sons, Thcssalus and Dracon, and a son-in-law,

Polybiis, all of whom followed the same profession,

and who are supposed to have been Jjie author^ of

some of the works in the Hippocratic collection.

These are the only certain facts which we know re-

specting the life of Hippocrates ; but to these later

writers have added a large collection of stories,

many of which are clearly fabulous. Thus he is

said to have stopped the plague at Athens by burn-

ing flres throughout the city, by suspending chaplets

of flowers, and by the use of on antidote. It is

also related that Artaxerxes Longimanus, king of

Persia, invited Hippocrates to come to his as-

sistance during a time of pestilence, but that Hip-
pocrates refused his request, on the ground of his

being the enemy of his country.—The writings

which have come down to us under the name of

Hippocrates were composed by several different

persons, and are of very different merit. They are

more than 60 in number, but of these only a few
are certainly genuine. They are :— 1, Tlpoyvu>-

<mK6vy Praenotionee or Prognoiticon. 2. 'A^o-

purpoiy Aphorismi. 3. *Eirt5ij;*T»v De Mor-
bis Prpularibus (or Epidemiorum). 4. TLspl Ata(-

rrjs 'Ofewi', Ve Ratione Victus in Morbis Acutis^

or De Diaeta Acutorum, 5. Xlepl *KipwVy ‘Tid-

rwv, Trfa-wK, De Aire^ Aquis^ et Locis. 6. Ilepl

rwv iv Ke(f>a\ff Tptepdruy, De Capitis Vulneribus.

Some of the other works were perhaps written by
Hippocrates ; but the great majority of them were
composed by his disciples and followers, many of

whom bore the name of Hippocrates. The ancient

physicians wrote numerous commentaries on the

works in the Hippocratic collection. Of these the

most valuable are the commentaries of Galen.—Hip-
pocrates divided the causes of disease into 2 prin-

cipal classes ; the one comprehending the influence
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of seasons, climates, water, situation, &Cm and the
.

other the influence of food, exercise, &c. He con-

eidercd that while heat and cold, moisture and

dryness, succeeded one another throughout the

year, the human body underwent certain analogous

changes, which influenced the diseases of the period.

He supposed that the 4 fluids or humours of the

body (blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile)

were the primary seat of disease
;
that health was

the result of the due combination (or crasis) of

these, and that, when this crasis was disturbed,

disease was the consequence ; that, in the course

of a disorder that was proceeding farourably, these

humours imdcrwent a certain change in quality (or

coction)^ which was the sign of returning health, as

preparing the way for the expulsion of the morbid
'

matter, or crisis ; and that these crises had a ten-

dency to occur at certain stated periods, which
were hence called “ critical days.”— Hippocrates

was evidently a person who not only had had
great experience, but who also knew how to turn

it to the best account
;
and the number of moral

reflections and apophthegms that we meet with

in his writings, some of which (as, for example,

Life is short, and Art is long '”) have acquired a
sort of proverbial notoriety, show him to have

been a profound thinker. His works are written

in the Ionic dialect, and the style is so concise as

to be sometimes extremely obscure.— The best

edition of his works is by Littr^, Paris, 1839, seq.,

with a French translation.

HippocrSne CliriroKpiivri)^ the “ Fountain of

the Horse,” called by Persius Fans Caballtnus^ was
a fountain in Mt. Helicon in Boeotia, sacred to the

Muses, said to have been produced by the horse

Pegasus striking the ground with his feet.

HippQd&mla (TjnroSdjueja). 1, Daughter of

0«iflbmau8, kbig of Pisa in Elis. For details see

Oknomaus and Pklops.— 2. Wife of Pirithoiis,

at whose nuptials took place the celebrated battle

between the Centaurs and Lapithae. For details

see PiRiTHOua.— 3. See Briseir.

Hippdd&mus (Twrrd^auor), a distinguished

Greek architect, a native of Miletus, and the son

of Enryphon or Eurycobn. His fame rests on his

construction, not of single buildings, but of whole
cities. His first great work was the town of Pi-

raeus, which he built under the auspices of Pericles.

When the Athenians founded their colony of

Thiirii (b. c. 443), Hippodamus went out with the

colonists, and whs the architect of the new city.

Hence he is often called a Thurian. He after-

wards built Rhodes (408—407).

Hipp616cliui (TinrdAoxoy), son of Bellero-

phontes and Philonoc or Anticlea, and father of

Glaiicus, the Lyciaii prince.

Hippoljhie (TiriroAdTT?). 1. Daughter of Ares
and Otrera, was queen of the Amazons, and sister

of Antiope and Melanippe. She wore a girdle

given to her by her father ; and when Hercules

came to fetch this girdle, she was slain by Hercules.

[See p. 309, b.] According to another tradition,

Hippolyte, with an army of Amazons, marched
into Attica, to take vengeance on Theseus for hav-

ing carried off Antiope ; but being conquered by
Theseus, she fled to Megara, where she died of

grief, and was buried. In some accounts Hippolyte,

and not Antiope, is said to have been married to

Theseus.— 2. Or Astjdamia, wife of Acastus,

fell in love with Peleus. Sec Acastus.
Hipp61j[tm ('XirirdXvTos), 1. Son of ThMeof

HIPPONAX.
by Hippolyte, queen of the Amazons, or her sister

Antiope. Theseus afterwards married Phaedra,

who fell in love with Ilippolytus
; hut as her

offers were rejected by her step-son, she accused

him to his father of having attempted her dishonour.

Theseus thereupon cursed his son, and requested

his father (Aegeus or Poseidon) to destroy him.

Accordingly, as Hippolytus was riding in his

chariot along the sea-coast, Poseidon sent forth a
bull from the water. The horses were frightened,

upset the chariot, and dragged Ilippolytus along

the ground till he was dead. Theseus afterwards

learned the innocence of his son, and Phaedra, in

despair, made away with herself. Artemis induced

Aesculapius to restore Hippolytus to life again
;

and, according to Italian traditions, Artemis (Diana)

placed him, under the name of Virbius, under the

protection of the nymph Egeria, in the grove of

Aricia, in Latium, where he was honoured with

divine worship. Horace, following the more an-

cient tradition, says that Diana could not restore

Hippolytus to life [Carm. iv. 7. 25).— 2. An early

ecclesiastical writer of considerable eminence, but

whoso real history is very uncertain. He appears

to have lived early in the 3rd century
;
and is said

to have suffered martyrdom under Alexander Se-
verus, being drowned in a ditch or pit full of water.

Others suppose that he perished in the Decian per-

secution. He is said to have been a disciple of

Irenacus and a teacher of Origen.— His works,

which are written in Greek, are edited by Fa-

bricius, Hamb. 171C—1718, 2 vols. fol.

Hipp5mbdon ('IirtrojueSwj/), son of Aristoniachu.s,

or, according to Sophocles, of Talaus, was one of

the Seven against Thebes, where ho was slain

during the siege by Ilyperbius or Ismanis.

HippSm^nes ('iTnro/uevTjs). 1. Son of Mega-
reus, and great-grandson of Poseidon, conquered

Atelanta in the foot-race. For details see Ata-
lanta. No. 2.-2. A descendant of Codrus, the

4th and last of the decennial archons. Incensed

at the barbarous punishment which he inflicted on
his daughter, the Attic nobles deposed him.

Hippon C'lira-wi/), of Rhegiuin, a philosopher of

uncertain date, belonging to the Ionian school. He
was accused of Atheism, and so got the surname of

the Mclian, as agreeing in sentiment with Diago-

ras. He held water and fire to be the principles

of all things, the latter springing from the funner,

and developing itself by generating the universe.

Hipp5nax (Tthtc^j/o^). Of Ephesus, son of

Pytheus and Protis, was, after Archilochus and
Simonides, the 3rd of the lambic poets of Greece.

He flourished b. c. 546—520. He was distinguished

for his lo^ve of liberty, and having been expelled

from his native city by the tyrants, he took up his

abode at Clazomenae, for which reason he is some-

times called a Clazomenian. In person, Hipponax
was little, thin, and ugly, but very strong. The *3

brothers Bupalus and Athenis, who were sculptors

of Chids, made statues of Hipponax, in which they

caricatured his natural ugliness ; and ho in return

directed all the power of his satirical poetry

against them, and especially agamst Bupalus.

(Ilor. Epod. vi. 14.) Later writers add that the

sculptors hanged themselves in despair. Hipponax
was celebrated in antiquity for the severity of his

satires. He severely chastised the effeminate lux-

ury of his Ionian brethren
;
he did not spare his

own parents ; and he ventured even to ridicule

the gods.— In his satires he introduced a spondee
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or a trochee in the last foot, instead of an iambus.

This change made the verse irregular in its rhythm,

and gave it a sort of lialting movement, whence it

was called the Choliambus lamt mm-
6w), or Iambus Scazon limping). He
also wrote a parody on the Iliad. He may be said

to occupy a middle place between Archilochus and

Aristophanes. He is as bitter, but not so earnest,

as the former, while in lightness and jocoseness he

more resembles the latter. The fragments of Ilip-

ponax are edited by Welcker, Getting. 1817, 8vo,

and by Bergk, in the Poetae Lyrici Graed.

HippSnlcof. [Callias and IIipponicus.]

Hipponlum. [Vibo. ]

Hipp5n5us. [Bblleuophon.]
Hipp5t&des ('l7r7roTd5t}r), son of Hippotes, that

is, Aeolus. [Aeolus, No. 2.1 Hence the Aeoliae

Insulae are called Ilippotadae regnum. (Ov. Met.

xiv. 86.)

Hippdtes ('ImrdTTjy). 1. Father of Aeolus.

[Akolus, No. 2.]— 2. Son of Phylas by a

daughter of lolaus, great-grandson of Hercules, and

father of Aletes. When the Ileraclidae invaded

Peloponnesus, Hippotes killed the seer Carnus.

The army in consequence began to siilTer very se-

verely, and Hippotes by tlie command of an oracle

was banished for 10 years.

HippSthdon an Attic hero, son of

Poseidon and Alope, the daughter of Cercyon.

He had a heroum at Athens
;
and one of the Attic

phylae, or tribes, was called after him Hippothoontis.

*Hipp8tb8uB ('iTTTTcidooj). 1. Son of Cercyon,

and father of Aepytus, succeeded Agapenor as

king in /rcadia. —2. Son of Lethus, grandson of

Teutamus, and brother of Pylacus, led a bund of

Pelasgians from Larissa to the assistance of the

Trojans. He was slain by the Telaraonian Ajax.

Hirpini, a Samnite people, whose name is said

to come from the Sabine word hirpue, “ a wolf,”

dwelt in the S. of Samnium between Apulia,

liUcania and Campania. Their chief town was
Akculanum.

A. Hirtius, belonged to a plebeian family, which
came probably from Ferentinum in the territory of

the Hernici. He was the personal and political

friend of Caesar the dictator.* In b. c. 58 he was
Caesar’s legatus in Gaul, and during the Civil War
his name constantly appears in Cicero’s correspon-

dence. He was one of the 10 praetors nominated

by Caesar for 46, and during Caesar’s absence in

Africa he lived principally at his Tusculan estate,

which was contiguous to Cicero’s villa. Though
politically opposed, they were on friendly terms, and
Cicero gave llirtius lessons in oratory. In 44 llirtius

received Belgic Gaul for his province, but ho go-

verned it by deputy, and attended CueAirat Home,
who nominated him and Vibius Pansa, consuls for

43. After Caesar’s assassination (44) llirtius first

joined Antony, but being disgusted by the despotic

arrogance of the latter, he retired to Puteoli, where

he renewed his intercourse with Cicero. Later in

the year he resided at his Tusculan villa, Vhere he

was attacked by a dangerous illness, from which he

never perfectly recovered. On the Ist of January,

43, llirtius and Pansa entered on their consulship,

according to Caesar’s arrangement The 2 consuls

were sent along with Octavian, against Antony,

who was besieging Dec. Brutus at Mutina. Pansa
was defeated by Antony, and died ofa wound which

he had received in the battle. Hirtius retrieved this

disaster by defeating Antony, but he also fell on the
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27th of April, in leading an assault on the besieger’s

camp. Octavian sent the bodies of the slain consuls

to Home, where they were reeeived with extraor-

dinary honours, and publicly buried in the Field of

Mars. To Octavian their removal from the scene

was so tinudy, that he was accused by many of

murdering them. Hirtius divides with Oppius the

claim to the authorship of the 8th book of the

Gallic war, as well as that of the Alexandrian,

African, and Spanish. It is not impossible that he

wrote the 3 first, but he certainly did not write

the Spanish war.

Hirtuleius, a distinguished general of Sertorius

in Spain. In b. c. 78 he was routed and slain near

Italica in Baetica by Metellus.

Hisp&lis, more rarely Hispal {Seville), a town
of the Turdetani in Hispania Baetica, founded by
the Phoenicians, was situated on the left bank of

the Baetis, and was in reality a seaport, for,

although 5U0 stadia from the sea, the river is na-
vigable for the lurgest vessels up to the town.
Under the Romans Hispalis was the 3rd town in

the province, Corduba and Gades being the 2 first.

It was patronised by Caesar, because Corduba had
espoused the side of Pompey. He made it a Roman
colon3% under the name of Julia Romula or Rornu-
lensts, and a conventus jundicus or town of assize.

Under the Goths and Vandals Hispalis was the

chief town in the S. of Spain, and under the Arabs
was the capital of a sepanite kingdom.

Hisp&nia or Iberia (Taa-ai'la, 'ISijpia: Hispu-
nus, Iberus: Spatn\ a peninsula in the S.W. of

Europe, is connected with the hind only on the N.E.,
where the Pyrenees fonn its boundary, and is sur-

rounded on all other sides by the sea, on the E. and
S. by the Mediterranean, on the W. by the Atlan-
tic, and on the N. by the Cantabrian sea. The
Greeks and Romans had no accurate knowledge of

the country till the time of the Roiftan invaslVti in

tlio 2nd Punic war. It was first mentioned by
Hecatacus (about B. c. 500) under the name of

Iberia ; but this name originally indicated only the

E. coast : the W. coast beyond the pillars of Her-
cules was called Tartessia {Taprriarais)

;
and the

interior of the country Celiica {rj At a
later time the Greeks applied the name of Iherva,

which is usually derived from the river Iberus, to

the whole country. The name Hispania, by which
the Romans call the country, first occurs at the

time of the Roman invasion. It is usually derived

from the Punic word Span, “ a rabbit,” on account
of the great number of rabbits which the Carthagi-

nians found in the Peninsula
; but others suppose

the name to be of native origin, and to be the same
as tlie Basque Expuna, an edge or border. The
poets also called it Hesperia, or, to distinguish it

from Ital}', Hesperia Ultima. Spain is a very moun-
tainous country. The principal mountains are, in

the N.E. the Pyrenees [Pyrenabus M.], and in

the centre of the country the Idvbxoa, which
runs parallel with the Pyrenees from the land of
the Cantabri to the Mediterranean, and the Ohoo-
PEDA or Ortospeda, which begins in the centre
of the Idubeda, runs S.W. throughout Spain, and
terminates at Calpe. The rivers of Spain are nu-
merous. The 6 most important are the Iberus
{Ebro), Baetis {GuadcUquiver), and Anas {Gua-
diana), in the £. and S. ; and the Tagus, Du-
Rius (Douro), and Minius {Minho), in the W.
Spain was considered by the ancients very fertile, but
more especially the S. part of the country, Baetica

Y 3
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and LuMtania, which were also praised for their

splendid climate. The central and N. parts of the

country were less productive, and the climate in

these districts was ve^ cold in winter. In the S.

there were numerous nocks of excellent sheep, the

wool of which was very celebrated in foreign

countries. The Spanish horses and asses were

also much valued in antiquity
;
and on the coast

there was abundance of hsL The country pro-

duced a great quantity of coni, oil, wine, flax, figs,

and other fruits. But the principal riches of the

country consisted in its mineral productions, of

which the greatest quantity was found in Turde-

tania. Gold was found in abundance in various

parts of the country ; and there were many silver

mines, of which the most celebrated were near

Carthago Nova, llipa, Sisapon, and Castulo. The
precious stones, copper, lead, tin, and other metals,

were also found in more or less abundance.— The
most ancient inhabitants of Spain were the Iberi,

who, as a separate people, must be distinguished

from the Iberi, a collective name of all the inha-

bitant' of Spain. The Iberi dwelt on both sides

of the Pyrenees, and were found in the S. of Gaul,

as far as the Rhone. Celts afterwards crossed the

Pyrenees, and became mingled with the Iberi,

whence arose the mixed race of the Celtiberi, who
dwelt chiefly in the high table land in the centre

of the country. [Celtiberi.] But besides this

mixed race of the Celtiberi, there were also several

tribes, both of Iberians and Celts, who were never

united with one another. The unmixed Iberians,

from whom the modem Basques aro descended,

dwelt chiefly in the Pyrenees and on the coasts,

and their most distinguished tribes were the Astu-
HES, Cantabri, Vaccaki, &c. The unmixed

Celts dwelt chiefly on the river Anas, and in the

N.W. corner of the country or Gallaecia. Besides

thesMnhabitan^s, there were Phoenician and Car-

thaginian settlements on the coasts, of which the

most important were Gades and Carthago
Novo ; there were likewise Greek colonies, such

as Emporiae and Saountum ;
and lastly the

conquest of the country by the Romans introduced

many Romans among the inhabitants, whose cus-

toms, civilisation, and language, gradually spread

over the whole peninsula, and effaced the national

characteristics of the ancient population. The
spread of the Latin language in Spain seems to

have been facilitated by the schools, established

by Sertorius, in which both the language and lite-

rature of Greece and Rome were taught. Under
the empire some of the most distinguished Latin

writers were natives of Spain, such as the 2 Se-

necas, Lucan, Martial, Quintilian, Silius Italicus,

Poinponius Mela, Prudentius, and others. The
ancient inhabitants of Spain were a proud, brave,

and warlike race ; easily excited and ready to take

offence ; inveterate robbers ; moderate in the use

of food and wine ; fond of song and of the dance ;

lovers of their liberty, and ready at all times to

sacriflee their lives rather than submit to a foreim

master. The Cantabri and the inhabitants of the

•lountains in the N. were the fiercest and roost

uncivilised of all the tribes
;
the Vaccaei and the

Turdetani were the most civilised ; and the latter

people were not only acquainted with the alphabet,

but possessed a literature which contained records of

their historj', poems, and collections of laws com-
posed in verse.— The history of Spain begins with

the invasion of the country by the Carthaginians,
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a c. 238 ;
for up to that time hardly any thing wag

known of Spain except the existence of 2 powerful
commercial states in the W., Tartkssits and Ga-
DES. After the Ist Punic war Hamilcar, the son of

Hannibal, formed the plan of conquering Spain, in

order to obtain for the Cartliaginians possessions

which might indemnify them for the loss of Sicily

and Sardinia. Under his command (238—229),
and that of his son-in-law and successor, Hasdru-
bal (228—221), the Carthaginians conquered the

greater part of the S.E. of the peninsula as far as

the iberut ; and Hasdrubal founded the important
city of Carthago Nova. These successes of the
Carthaginians excited the jealousy of the Romans

;

and a treaty was made between the 2 nations about

220, by which the Carthaginians bound them-
selves not to cross the Iberus. The town of Sa-
guntiun, although on the W. side of the river, was
under the protection of the Romans

;
and the cap-

ture of this town by Hannibal in 219, was the

immediate cause of the 2nd Punic war. In the
course of this war the Romans drove the C.irtha-

ginians out of the peninsula, and became masters

of their possessions in the S. of the country. But
many tribes in the centre of the country, which
had been only nominally subject to Carthage,
still retained their virtual independence

;
and

the tribes in the N. and N. W. of the country

had been hitherto quite unknown both to the Car-

thaginians and Romans. There now arose a long

and bloody struggle between the Romans and the

various tribes in Spain, and it was nearly 2 cen-

turies before the Romans succeeded in subduing
entirely the whole of the peninsula. The Celti-

berians were conquered by the elder Cato (195),
and Tib. Gracchus, the father of the 2 tribunes

(179), The Lusitanians, who long resisted the

Romans under their brave leader Viriathns, were
obliged to submit, about the year 137, to D. Brutus,

who penetrated as far as Gallaecia
;

but it was
not till Numantia was taken b/ Scipio Africanus

the younger, in 133, that the Romans obtained

the imdisputed sovereignty over the various tribes

in the centre of the country, and of the Lusitanians

to the S. of the Tagus. Julius Caesar, after his

praetorship, subdueif the Lusitanians N. of the

Tagus (CO). The Cantabri, Asturcs, and other

tribes in the mountains of the N., were finally sub-

jugated by Augustus and his generals. The whole
penmsula was now subject to the Romans

; and
Augustus founded in it several colonies, and caused

excellent roads to be made throughout the countrj'.

The Romans had, as early as the end of the

2nd Punic war, divided Spain into 2 provinces, se-

parated from one another by the Iberus, and called

Hispania Cherior and Hispania Ulterior^ the former

being to the E., and the latter to the W. of the

river. In consequence of there being 2 provinces, we
frequently find the country called Hispaniae. The
provinces were governed by 2 proconsuls or 2 pro-

praetors, the latter of whom also frequently bore

the title Vif proconsuls. Augustus made a new di-

vision of the country, and formed 3 provinces Tar-

raconetuiSf Daetica^ and Lusitania. The province

Tarraconensisy which derived its name from Tar-

raco, the capital of the province, was by far the

largest of the 3, and comprehended the whole of

the N., W., and centre of the peninsula. The pro-

vince BaeUcay which derived its name from the

river Baetis, was separated from Lusitania on the

N. and W. by the river Anas, and from Tarraco*
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nensis on the E. hy a line drawn from the river

Anns to the promontory Charidemus in the Medi-
terranean. The province Lusitania, which corre-

sponded very nearly in extent to the modem Por-

tugal, was separated from Tarraconensis on the N.
by the river Durius, from Baetica on the E. by
the Anas, and from Tarraconensis on the E. by a
line drawn from the Durius to the Anas, between
the territories of the Vettones and Carpetani. Au-
gustus made Baetica a senatorial province, but re-

served the government of the 2 others for the

Caesar
;

so that the former was governed by a
proconsul appointed by the senate, and the latter

by imperial legati. In Baetica, Corbuda or His-

palis was the seat of government ; in Tarraconensis

Tarraco
;
and in Lusitania Augusta Emerita. On

the reorganisation of the empire by Constantine,

Spain, together with Gaul and Britain, was under
the genenil administration of the Praefectus Prat-

torio Gallkte, one of whose 3 vicarii had the go-

vernment of Spain, and usually resided at Hispalis.

At the same time the country was divided into 7

provinces ; Baetica, Lusitania, Gcdlaecia, Tarra-

conensis, Caritutginiensis, Baleares, and Mauritania

Tinigvtana in Africa (which was then reckoned

part of Spain). The capitals of these 7 provinces

were respectively Hispalis, Augusta Emerita, Bra-
cara, Caesaraugiista, Carthago Norn, Palma, and
Tingis. In a. d. 409 the Vandals and Suevi, to-

gether with other barbarians, invaded Spain, and

obtained possession of the greater part of the

country. In 414 the Visigoths, as allies of the

Roman empire, attacked the Vandals, and in the

course of 4 years (414—413) compelled a great

part of the peninsula to submit again to the Ro-

mans. In 429 the Vandals left Spain, and crossed

over into Africa under their kihg Gcnseric
;
after

which time the Suevi established a powerful king-

dom in the S. of the peninsula. Soon afterwards

the Visigoths again invaded Spain, and after many
years'* struggle, succeeded in conquering the whole

peninsula, which they kept for themselves, and
continued the masters of the country for 2 cen-

turies, till they were in their turn conquered by
the Arabs, a. o. 712. •

Hispelltun (Hispcilas, -fitis : Hispellensis : Spel-

h), a town in Umbria, and a Roman colony, with

the name of Colonia Julia Hispellum.

Histiaea. [Hsstiaxotis.]

Hifltiaeua ('lo-rtaior), tyrant of Miletus, was
left with the other lonians to guard the bridge of

boats over the Danube, when Darius invaded

Scythia (b. c. 513). He opposed the proposal of

Miltiades, the Athenian, to destroy the bridge, and

leave the Persians to their fate, and w^s in conse-

quence rewarded by Darius with the nile of My-
tilene, and with a district in Thrace, where he built

a town called Myreinus, apparently with a view of

establishing an independent kingdom. This excited

the suspicions of Darius, who invited Histiaeus to

Susa, where he treated him kindly, but piyhibited

him from returning. Tired of the restraint in which

he was kept, he induced his kinsman Aristagoras

to persuade the lonians to revolt, hoping that a re-

volution in Ionia might lead to his release. His de-

sign succeeded. Darius allowed Histiaeus to depart

(496) on his engaging to reduce Ionia. The revolt

however was nearly put down when Histiaeus

reached the coast. Here Histiaeus threw off the

mask, and after raising a small fleet carried on war

against the Persians for 2 years, and obtained pos-
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session of Chios. In 494 he made a descent upon
the Ionian coast, but was defeated and taken pri-

soner by Harpa^is. Artaphemes, the satrap of

Ionia, caused him to be put to death by impale-

ment, and sent his head to the king.

HistSttIum (Histoniensis : Vasto d'Ammone),
a town of the Frentani on the coast, and subse-

quently a Roman colony.

Homeiitae (^Op-t^pirai), a people of Arabia

Felix, who migrated from the interior to the S.

part of the W. coast, and established themselves

in the territoiy of the Sabaei (in El. Yemen),
where they founded a kingdom, which lasted moro
than 5 centuries.

HbmSrus {"O/xijpos). 1. The great epic poet of

Greece. His poems formed the basis of Greek
literature. Every Greek who had received a liberal

education was perfectly well acquainted with them
from his childhood, and had learnt them by heart

at school ; but nobody could state any thing certain

about their author. His date smd birthplace were
equally matters of dispute. Seven cities claimed

Homer as their countryman (Smyrna, Rhodus, Co-
lophon, Salamis, Chios, Argos, Athenae) ; but the
claims of Smyrna and Chios are the most plausible,

and between these 2 we have to decide. It is

supposed by the best modem witers tha#Homer
was an Ionian, who settled at Smyrna, at the time
when the Achaeans and Aeolians formed the chief

part of the population. We can thus explain how
Homer became so well acquainted with the tradi-

tions of the Trojan war, which had been waged by
Achaeans and Aeolians, but in which the lonians

had not taken part "Wc know that the lonians

were stibsequently driven out of Smyrna
;
and it

is further supposed cither that Homer himself

fled to Chios, or his descendants or disciples

settled there, and formed the fayous fnmi][;y' of

Homerids. According to this account the time

of Homer would be a few generations after the

Ionian migration. But with the exception of

the simple fact of his being an Asiatic Greek, all

other particulars respecting his life are purely fa-

bulous. The common tradition related that ho
was the son of Maeon (hence called Maeonides
rates), and that in his old ago he was blind and
poor. Homer was universally regarded by the

ancients as the author of the 2 great poems of the

Iliad and the Odyssey. Other poems were also

attributed to Homer, the genuineness of which wag
disputed by some

;
but the Iliad and Odyssey

were ascribed to him by the concurrent voice of
antiquity. Such continu^ to be the prevalent be-
lief in modem times, till 1795, when F. A. Wolf
wrote his famous Prolegomena, in which he en-
deavoured to show that the Iliad and Odyssey were
not two complete poems, but small, separate, inde-

pendent epic songs, celebrating single exploits of
the heroes, and that these lays were for the first
time written down and united, as the Iliad and
Odyssey, by Pisistratus, the tyrant ofAthens. This
opinion gave rise to a long and animated controversy

respecting the origin of the Homeric poems, which
is not yet settled, and which probably never will

be. The following, however, may be regarded as
the most probable conclusion. An abundance of
heroic lays preserved the tales of the Trojan war.
Europe must necessarily have been the country
where these songs originated, both because the vic-

torious heroes dwelt in Europe, and because so many
traces in the poems still point to these region^
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These heroic la3'8 were brought to Asia Minor by
the Greek colonies, which left the mother-country

about 5 ages after the Trojan war. These uncon-

nected songs were, for the first time, united by a

great genius, cjilled Homer, and he was the one

indioidml who conceived in his mind the lofty idea

of that poetical unity which we must acknowledge

and admire in the Iliad and Odyssey. But as

writing was not known, or at least little practised,

in the age in which Homer lived, it naturally fol-

lowed that in such long works many interpolations

were introduced, and that they gradually became
more and more dismembered, and thus returned

into their original state of separate independent
songs. They were preserved by the rhapsodists,

who were minstrels, and who sung lays at the ban-
quets of the great and at public festivals. A class

of rhapsodists at Chios, the Homerids, who called

themselves the descendants of the poet, made it their

especial business to sing the lays of the Iliad and
Odyssey, and to transmit them to their disciples by
oral teaching, and not by writing. These rhapso-

dists preserved the knowledge of the unity of the

Homeric poems ; and this knowledge was never

entirely lost, although the public recitation of the

poems became more and more fragmentary, and the

time amfestivals and musical contests formerly oc-

cupied by epic rhapsodists exclusively, was en-

croached uj>on by the rising Ij-rical performances.

Solon directed the attention of his countrymen

towards the unity of the Homeric poems
;
hut the

unanimous voice of antiquity ascribed to Pisistratus

the merit of having collected the disjointed poems
of Homer, and of having first committed them to

writing. From the time of Pisistratus, the Greeks
had a written Homer, a regular text, which was
the source and foundation of all subsequent editions.

— We have already stated that the ancients attri-

biifTd many ofher poems to Homer besides the Iliad

and the Odyssey ; but the claims of none of these to

this honour can stand investigation. The hymns,

which still bear the name of Homer, probably owe
tlicir origin to the rhapsodists. They exhibit such

a diversity of language and poetical tone, that in

all probability they contain fragments from every

century from the time of Homer to the Persian

war. The Batrachomyoviachia^ the Battle of the

Frogs and Mice, an extant poem, and the Margites^

a poem which is lost, and which ridiculed a man
who was said to know many things and who knew
all bndl}', were both frequently ascribed by the

ancients to Homer, but were clearly of later origin.

— The Odyssey was evidently composed after the

Hind
;
and many writers maintain that they are

the works of 2 different authors. But it has been

observed in reply that there is not a greater dif-

ference in the 2 poems than we often find in the

productions of the same man in the prime of life

and in old age
; and the chief cause of difference

in the 2 poems is owing to the difference of the

subject.— We must add a few words on the lite-

rary history of the Iliad and Odyssey. From the

time of Pisistratus to the establishment of the

Alexandrine school, wo read of 2 new editions

(Siop0ctf(reir) of the text, one made by the poet An-
timachus, and the other by Aristotle, which Alex-

ander the Orest used to carry about with him in a

splendid cs'>e on all his expeditions. But
it was not till the Wndation of the Alexandrine
school, that the Greeks possessed a really critical

edition of Homer. Zenodotus was the first who
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directed his attention to the study and criticism of
Homer. Ho was followed by Aristophanes and
Aristarchus

; and the edition of Homer by the
latter has been the basis of the text to the present

day. Aristarchus was the prince of grammarians,
and did more for the text and interpretation of

Homer than any other critic in modern times. He
was opposed to Crates of Mallus, the founder of
the Pergamene schoolof grammar. [Aui.starchus ;

Crates.] In the time of Augustus the great

compiler, Didymus, wrote comprehensive commen-
taries on Himier, copying mostly the works of pre-

cedingAlexandrine grammarians, which had swollen
to an enormous extent. Under Tiberius, Apollo-
nius Sophista lived, whose lexicon Homericum is

very valuable (ed. Bekker, 1833). The most va-
luable scholia on the Iliad are those which were
published by Villoisoii from a MS. of the 10th cen-

tury in the library of St. Mark at Venice, 1788,
fol. These scholia were reprinted with additions,

edited by I. Bekker, Berlin, 1825, 2 vols. 4to.

The most valuable scholia to the Odyssej- are

those published by Buttmann, Berl. 1821. The
extensive commentary of Eustathius contains much
valuable information from sources which are now
lost. [Eustathius, No. .3,] The best critical

editions of Homer are by Wolf, Lips. 1804, seq. ;

by Bothe, Lips. 1832, seq. • and by Bekker, Ber-

lin, 1843. There is a very good edition of the

Iliad by Spitzner, Gotha, 1832, seq.
;
and a va-

luable commentary on the Odyssey by Nitzsch,

Hannov. 182.*), seq.—*2. A grammarian and tragic

poet of Byzantium, in the time of Ptolemy Phila-

delphus (about b. r. 280), was the son of the gram-
marian Andromachus and the poetess Myro. He
was one of the 7 poets who formed the tragic Pleiad.

H5ni5le 1. A lofty mountain in

Thessaly, near Tempo, with a sanctuary of Pan.—

*

2. Or H5in5lluin (’On6\toy ; 'OfwXievs : La-
mina), a town in Magnesia in Thessaly, at the

foot of Mt. Ossa) near the Peneus.

Honor or Honoi, the personification of honour
at Rome. Marcellas had vowed a temple, which
was to belong to Honor and Virtus in common

;

but ns the pontiffs rffused to consecrate one temple

to 2 divinities, he built 2 temples, one of Honor
and the other of Virtus, close together. C. Marius
also built a temple to Honor, after his victory over

the Cimbri and Teutones. There was also an altar

of Honor outside the Colline gate, which was more
ancient than either of the temples. Honor is re-

presented on coins as a male figure in armour, and
standing on a globe, or with the cornucopia in his

left and a spear in his right hand.

Honfirla. [Grata.]
HonoiIiiB, n&vlllB, Roman emperor of the

West, A. D. 395—423, was the 2nd eon of Theodo-

sius the Great, and was bom 384. On the death of

Theodosius, in 395, Honorius succeeded peaceably

to the sovereignty of the West, which he had re-

ceived from his father in the preceding year
;
while

his elder brother Arcaditis obtained possession of the

East. During the minority of Honorius, the govern-

ment was entirely in the hands of the able find

energetic Stilicho, whose daughter Maria the young

emperor married. Stilicho for a time defended Italy'

against the attacks of the Visigoths under Alaric

(402,403), and the ravages of other barbarians

under Radagaisus
;
but after Honorius had put to

death Stilicho, on a charge of treason (408), Alaric

again invaded Italy, and took and plundered Rome
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(410). Honorius meantime lived an inglorious

life at Ravenna, where he continued to reside till

his death, in 42.‘1.

H5rae (’’fl/ww), originally the goddesses of the

order of nature and of the seasons, hut in later

times the goddesses of order in general and of

justice. In Homer, who neither mentions their

parents nor their number, they are the Olympian
divinities of the weather and the ministers of

7jC\\9. In this capacity they guard the doors of

Olympus, and promote the fertility of the earth,

by the various kinds of weather which they give

to mortals. As the weather, generally speaking,

is regulated according to the seasons, they are fur-

ther described as the goddesses of the seasons.

The course of the seasons is symbolically described

as the d.^nce of the Horae. At Athens 2 Horae,

ITinllo (the Horn of spring) and Carpo (the Hora
of autumn), were worshipped from very early

times. Tlie Hora of spring accompanied Perse-

phone every year on her ascent from the lower

Avorld
;
and the expression of “ The chamber of

the Horne opens” is equivalent to “The spring is

coming.” The attributes of spring— flowers, fra-

granc(^, and graceful freshness— are accordingly

transferred to the Horae. Thus they adorned

Aphrodite as she rose from the sea, and made a

garland of flowers for Pandora. Hence they bear

a resemblance to and are mentioned along with

the Charitps, and both are frequently confounded

or identified. As they were conceived to pro-

mote the prosperity of every thing that grows,

they ajipear also as the protectresses of youth and

newly-boiii gods. Even in early times ethical

notions were attached to the Home ; and the in-

fluence which those goddesses originally exercised

on nature was subsequently transferred to human
life in particular. Hesiod describes them as giving

to a state good laws, justice, and peace
;
he calls

them the daughters of Zeus and Themis, and gives

them the significant names of Eunomiu^ Dtce^ and
Irene. The number of the Horae is different in

the different writers, though the most ancient num-

ber seems to have been 2, as at Athens ; but after-

wards their common number ;was .% like that of

the Moeiae and Charites. In works of art the

Horae were represented as blooming maidens,

carrying the different products of the seasons.

Horapollo ('npaircfAAwi/), the name prefixed to

an extant work on hieroglyphics, which purports to

be a (Ircck translation, made by one Philippiis

from the Eg}T)tian. The writer was a native of

Egypt, and probably lived about the beginning of

the’ 5th century. The best edition is by Leemans,

Amsterdam, 1835.
^

H(irS.tia Gens, one of the most ancient patrician

gentes at Rome. 3 brothers of this raee fought

with the Curiatii, 3 brothers from Alba, to deter-

mine whether Rome or Alba was to exercise the

supremacy. The battle was long undecided. 2

of the Horatii fell; but the 3 Curiatii, though

alive, were severely wounded. Seeing this, the

surviving Horatius, who was still unhurt, pretended

to fly, and vanquished his wounded opponents, by

encountering them severally. He returned in tri-

umph, bearing his threefold spoils. As he ap-

proached the Capene gate his sister Horatia met
him, and recognised on his shoulders the mantle

of one of the Curiatii, her betrothed lover. Her
]

importunate grief drew on her the wrath of Hora-

tius, who stabbed her, exclaiming “ so perish ereiy
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Roman woman who bewails a foe.” For this

murder he was adjudged by the duumviri to be
scourged with covered head, and hanged on the

accursed tree. Horatius appealed to his peers, the

burghers or populus; and his father pronounced
him guiltless, or he would have punished him by
the paternal power. The populus acquitted IIo-

nitius, but prescribed a form of punishment. With
veiled head, led by his father, Horatius passed
under a yoke or gibbet— tigilUtm sororium, “ sis-

ter's gibbet.”

Hor&tlns Codes. [Cocles.]

Q. Hor&tius Flaccns, the poet, was bom De-
cember 8th, B. c. 85, at Venusia in Apulia. His
father was a libertinus or freedman. He had
received his manumission before the birth of the
poet, who was of ingenuous birth, but who did not
altogether escape the taunt, which adhered to

persons even of remote servile origin. His father's

occupation was that of collector {cuactor\ either

of the indirect taxes fanned by the publicans,
or at sales by auction. With the profits of
his office be had purchased a small farm in the
neighbourhood of Venusia, where the poet was
born. The father, either in his parental fond-

ness for his only son, or discerning some hopeful

promise in the boy, determined to devote liis whole
time and fortune to the education of the future

poet. Though by no means rich, he declined to

send the young Horace to the common school, kept
in Venusia by one Flavius, to which the children

of the rural nnstocracy resorted. Probably about
his 12th year, his father carried him to Rome,
to receive the usual education of a knight's or

senator's son. He frequented the best schools in

the capital. One of these was kept by Orbilius,

a retired military man, whose flogging propensities

have been immortalised by his pupil. (Epist^L
1. 71.) The names of his other teacners are not re-

corded by the poet. He was instructed in the Greek
and Latin languages : the poets were the usual
school books, Homer in the Greek, and the old
tragic writer, Livius Andronicus, in the Latin. In
his 1 8th year Horace proceeded to Athens, in

order to continue his studies at that seat of learn-

ing. He seems chiefly to have attached himself
to the opinions which he heard in the Academus,
though later in life he inclined to those of Epicums.
When Brutus came to Athens after the death of
Caesar, Horace joined his amiy, and received at
once the rank of a military tribune, and the com-
mand of a legion. He was present at the battle of
Philippi, and shared in the flight of the republican
army. In one of his poems he playfully alludes to

his flight, and throwing away his shield. (Cam. ii.

7. 9.) He now resolved to devote himself to more
eaceful pursuits, and having obtained his pardon,
e ventured at once to return to Rome. He had

lost all his hopes in life
; his paternal estate had

been swept away in the general forfeiture ; but he
was enabled, however, to obtain sufficient money
to purchase a clerkship in the quaestor's office

;

and on the profits of that place he managed to live

with the utmost frugality. Meantime some of his

poems attracted the notice of Varius and Virgil,who
introduced him to Maecenas (b. c. 39). Horace
soon became the friend of Maecenas, and this

friendship quickly ripened into intimacy. In a

year or two after the commencement of their friend-

ship (37), Horace accompanied his patron on that

journey to Brundusium, bo agreeably desaibed in
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the 5th Satire of the let book. About the year

34 Maecenas bestowed upon the poet a Sabine

farm, sufficient to maintain him in ease, comfort,

and even in content {suits beutus unicis Sabinu\
during the rest of his life. The situation of this

Sabine farm was in the valley of Ustica, within

view of the mountain Lucretilis, and near the Di-

gentia, about 15 miles from Tibur {Tivoli). A
site exactly answering to the villa of Horace,

and on which were found ruins of buildings, has

been discovered in modem times. Resides this

estate, his admiration of the beautiful scenery in

the neighbourhood of Tibur inclined him either

to hire or to purchase a small cottage in that ro-

mantic town
; and all the later years his life

were passed between these two country residences

and Rome. He continued to live on the most
intimate terms with Maecenas

;
and this intimate

friendship naturally introduced Horace to the notice

of the other great men of his period, and at

length to Augustus himself, who bestowed upon
the poet substantial marks of his favour. Horace
died on November 17th, a c. 8, aged nearly 57.

His death was so sudden, that ha had not time to

make his will ; but he left the administration

of his affairs to Augustus, whom he instituted

as his heir. He was buried on the slope of the

Esquiline Hill, close to his friend and patron

Maecenas, who had died before him in the same
year.— Horace has described his own person.

He was of short stature, with dark eyes and dark

hair, but early tinged with grey. In his youth he
was tolerably robust, but suffered from a complaint

ill his eyes. In more advanced life he grew fat,

.ind Augustus jested about his protuberant belly.

His health was not always good, and he seems to

have inclined to be a valetudinarian. When
yo^ng he w^as irascible in temper, but easily

placaW. In dress he was rather careless. His
habits, even after he became richer, were generally

frugal and abstemious
;
though on occasions, both

in youth and maturer age, he seems to have in-

dulged in conviviality. He liked choice wine, and
in the society of friends scrupled not to enjoy the

luxuries of his time. He was never married.—
The philosophy of Horace was that of a man of

the world. lie playfully alludes to his Epicurean-

ism, but it was practical rather than speculative

Epicureanism. His mind, indeed, was not in the

least speculative. Common life wisdom was his

study, and to this he brought a quickness of ob-

servation and a sterling common sense, which have

made his works the delight of practical men.—
The Odes of Horace want the higher inspirations

,

of lyric verse. His amatory verses are exquisitely

graceful, but they have no strong ardour, no deep :

tenderness, nor even much of light and joyous
,

gaiety. But as works of refined art, of the most

,

skilful felicities of language and of measure, of

translucent expression, and of agreeable images,

embodied in words which imprint themselves in-

delibly on the memory, they are unrivalled. Ac-
cording to Quiutilian, Horace was almost the only

Roman lyric poet worth reading.— In the Satires

of Horace there is none of the lofty moral indig-

nation, the fierce vehemence of invective, which

characterised the later satirists. It is the folly

I'ather than the wickedness of vice, which be
touches with such skill. Nothing can sur-

pass the keenness of his observation, or his ease of

expression : it is the finest comedy of manners, in

HORTENSIUS.
a descriptive instead of a dramatic form.— In the

Epodes there is bitterness provoked, it should

seem, by some personal hatred, or sense of injury,

and the ambition of imitating Archilochus
;
but in

these he seems to have exhausted all the ma-
lignity and violence of his temper.— But the

Epistles are the most perfect of the Horatian
poetry, the poetry of manners and society, the

beauty of which consists in a kind of ideality of

common sense and practical wisdom. The Epistles

of Horace are with the Poem of Lucretius, the

Georgies of Virgil, and perhaps the Satires of

Juvenal, the most perfect and most original form
of Roman verse. The title of the Art of Poetry
foB the Epistle to the Pisos is as old as Quintilian,

but it is now agreed that it was not intended for a
complete theory of the poetic art. It is conjec-

tured with great probability that it was intended

to dissuade one of the younger Pisos from devoting

himself to poetry, for which he had little genius,

or at least to suggest the difficulties of attaining to

perfection.—The chronology of the Horatian poems
is of great importance, as illustrating the life, tlie

times, and the writings of the poet. There has

been great dispute upon this subject, but the fol-

lowing view appears the most probable. The
1st book of Satires, which was the first publi-

cation, appeared about n. c. 35, in the .30th year of

Horace.— The 2nd book of Satires was published

about 33, in the 32nd year of Horace.—The Epodes
appeared about 31, in the 34th year of Horace.

—

The 3 first books of the Odes were published about

24 or 23 in the 41 si or 42nd year of Horace.—
The 1st book of the Epistles was published about
20 or 19 in the 45th or 4Cth year of Horace. —
The Carmen Seculare appeared in 17 in the 48th
year of Horace. — The 4th book of the Odes was
published in 14 or 13 in his Slst or 52nd year.

—

The dates of the 2nd book of Epistles, and of the

Ars Poeticuy are admitted to be uncertain, though
both appeared before the poet’s death, it. c. 8.

One of the best editions of Horace is by Orelli,

Turici, 1043.

Hordeoulos Flaccas. [Flaccus,]

Hormisdaa. [S.‘ssanidax.]

Horta or Hort&num (Hortanus : Orte), a town
in Etruria, at the junction of the Nar and the

Tiber, so called from the Etruscan goddess Horta,

whose temple at Rome always remained open.

Hortensina. 1. Q., the orator, was bom in

B.C. 114, eight years before Cicero. At the early

age of 19 he spoke with great applause in the

fomm, and at once rose to eminence as an advocate.

He served two campaigns in the Social war (90,

89). In \he civil wars he joined Sulla, and was

afterwards a constant supporter of the aristocratical

party. His chief professional labours were in de-

fending men of this party, when accused of mal-

administration and extortion in their provinces, or

of bribery and the like in canvassing for public

honour^. He had no rival in the forum, till he
encountered Cicero, and he long exercised an un-

disputed sway over the courts of justice. In 81

he was quaestor ; in 75 aedile ; in 72 praetor ;

and in 69 consul with Q. Caecilius Metellus.—
It was in the year before his consulship that the

prosecution of Verres commenced. Hortensius was
the advocate of Verres, and attempted to put off

the trial till the next year, when he would be able

to exercise all the consular authority in favour of

his client But Cicero, who accused Verres, baffled
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all the schemes of Hortensius
; and the issue of

this contest was to dethrone Hortensius from the

beat which had been already tottering, and to

establish his rival, the despised provincial of Arpi-

num, as the iirst orator and advocate of the Roman
forum. After his consulship, Hortensius took a
leading part in supporting the optimates against the

rising power of Pompey. He opposed the Gabinian
law, which invested Pompey with absolute power
on the Mediterranean, in order to put down the

j)iratcs of Cilicia (67) ; and the Manilian, by which
the conduct of the war against Mithridatcs was
transferred from Lucullus to Pompey (66). Cicero

in his consulship (63) deserted the popular party,

with whom he had hitherto acted, and became one

of the supporters of the optimates. Thus Hor-
tensius no longer appears as his rival. We first

find them pleading together for C. Habirius, for

L. Muraena, and for P. Sulla. After the coalition

of Pompey with Caesar arid Crassus in 60, Hor-
tensius drew back from public life, and confined

himself to his advocate's duties. He died in SO.

The eloquence of Hortensius was of the florid or

(as it was termed) “ Asiatic ” style, fitter for hear-

ing than' for reading. His voice was soft and mu-
sical, his memory so ready and retentive, that he
is said to have been able to come out of a sale-

room and repeat the auction-list backwards. His
action was very elaborate, so that sneerers called

him Dionysia— the name of a well-known dancer

of the day
;
and the pains he bestowed in arranging

the folds of his togji have been recorded by ancient

writers. But in all this there must have been a
real grace and dignity, for we read that Aesopus
and Roscius, the tragedians, used to follow him
into the forum to take a lesson in their own art
He possessed immense wealth, and was keenly
alive to all the enjoyments which wealth can give.

He had several villas, the most splendid of which
was the one near Laurentum. Here he laid up
such a stock of wine, that he left 10,000 casks of

Chian to his heir. Here he had a park full of all

sorts of animals
;
and it was customary, during his

sumptuous dinners, for a slave, dressed like Orpheus,

to issue from the woods with th^se creatures fol-

lowing the sound of his cithara. At his villa at

Bauli he had immense fish-ponds, into which the

sea came : the fish were so tame that they would
feed from his hand ; and he was so fond of them,

that he is said to have wept for the death of a
favourite muraena. He was also very curious in

trees : he is said to have fed them with wine, and
we read that he once begged Cicero to change places

in speaking, that he might perform this office for

a favourite plane-tree at the proper time. It is a

characteristic trait, that he came forward from his

retirement (55) to oppose the sumptuary law of

Pompey and Crassus, and spoke so eloquently and

wittily as to procure its rejection. lie was the

first person at Rome who brought peacocks to

table. • 2. Q., sumamed Hortalus, son of the

preceding, by Lutatia, the daughter of Caculus.

In youth he lived a low and profligate life, and

appears to have been at last cast off by his father.

On the breaking out of the civil wax in 49, he

joined Caesar, and fought on his side in Italy and

Greece. In 44 he held the province of Macedonia,

and Brutus was to succeed him. After Caesar’s

assassination, M. Antony gave the province to his

brother Caius. Brutus, however, had already

taken possession, with the assistance of Hortensius.
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When the proscription took place, Hortensius was
in the list

; and in revenge he ordered C. Antonins,

who had been taken prisoner, to be put to death.

After the battle of Philippi, he was executed on
the grave of his victim.

Hdrus (^Apos), the Egyptian god of the sun,

whose worship was also established in Greece, and
afterwards at Rome. He was compared with the

Greek Apollo, and identified with Harpocratea, the

last-bom and weakly son of Osiris. Both were
represented as youths, and with the same attri-

butes and symbols. He was believed to have been
bom with his finger on his mouth, as indicative of

secrecy and mystery. In the earlier period of his

worship at Rome he seems to have been particu-

larly regarded as the god of quiet life and silence.

Hostilla (Ostifflia), a small town in Gallia Cis-

alpina, on the Po, and on the road from Mutina to

Verona
;
the birthplace of Cornelius Nepos.

Hostillus Mancinus. [Mancinus.]
Hostillus Tnllus. [Tull us Hostilius.]
Hostius, the author of a poem on the Istrian

war (b. c. 178), which is quoted by the gram-
marians. He was probably a contemporary of

Julius Caesar.

Hunneric, king of the Vandals in Africa, a. d.

477—484, was the son of Genseric, whom ho
succeeded. His reign was chiefly marked by his

savage persecution of the Catholics.

Huuui (OSvi'oi), an Asiatic race, who dwelt

for some centuries in the plains of Tartary, and
were formidable to the Chinese empire, long be-

fore they were known to the Romans. It was to

repel the inroads of the Huns that the Chinese
built their celebrated wall, 1500 miles in length.

A portion of the nation afterwards migrated W.,
conquered the Alani, a warlike race between the

Volga and the Tanats, and then crossed into

rope about a. d. 375. The appeararifte of the^
new barbarians excited the greatest terror, both

among the Romans and Germans. They are de-

scribed by the Greek and Roman historians as

hideous and repulsive beings, resembling apes, with

broad shoulders, flat noses, and small black eyes

deeply buried in their head ;
while their manners

and habits were savage to the last degree. They
destroyed the powerful monarchy of the Ostrogoths,

who were obliged to retire before them, and were
allowed by Valcns to settle in Thrace, a. d. 376.

The Huns now frequently ravaged the Roman domi-

nions. They were joined by many other barbarian

nations, and under their king Attila (a. d. 434

—

453), they devastated the fairest portions of the

empire, both in the E. and the W. [Attila,]

On the death of Attila, the various nations whicli

composed his army, dispersed, and his sons were
unable to resist the arms of the Ostrogoths. In a
few years after the death of Attila, the empire

of the Huns was completely destroyed. The
remains of the nation became incorporated with

other barbarians, and never appear agam as a se-

parate people.

{'TaKivdos). 1. Son of the Spartan

king Amyclas and Diomede, or of Pierus and Clio,

or of Oebalus or Eurotas. He was a youth of ex-

traordinary beauty, and was beloved by Apollo and
Zephyrus. He returned the love of Apollo

; and
as he was once playing at quoit with the god,

Zephyrus, out ofjealousy, drove the quoit ofApollo

with such violence against the head of the youth,

that he fell down de^. From the blood of Hya-
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cinthus there sprang the flower of the same name
(hyacinth), on the leaves of which appeared the

exclamation of woe AI, AI, or the letter T, being

the initial of 'TdKivdos. According to other tra-

ditions, the h3Mcinth sprang from the blood of

Ajax. Hyacinthus was worshipped at Amyclae as

a hero, and a great festival, Ilyacinthia, was cele-

brated in his honour. {Diet, of Antiq. s. v.)«— 2. A
Lacedaemonian, who is said to have gone to Athens,

and to have sacrificed his daughters for the purpose

of delivering the city from a famine and plague,

under which it was suflering during the war with

Minos. His daughters were known in the Attic

legends by the name of the Hyadnthides^ which

they derived from their father. Some traditions

make them the daughters of Erechtheus, and relate

that they received their name from the village of

Hyacinthus, where they were sacrificed at the time

when AthtMis was attacked by the Eleusinians and
Thracians, or Thebans.

Hy&dea ('Td8«y), that is, the Rainy, the name
of nymphs, whose parentage, number and names
are described in various ways by the ancients.

Their parents were Atlas and Actlira, or Atlas and
Pleionc, or Ilyas and Boeotia : others call their

fatlierOceanus, MelisseuSjCadmilus, or Erechtheus.

Their number differs in various legends
;
but their

most common number is 7, as they appear in the

constellation which bears tlieir name, viz., Am~
hroaia^ Kudora^ Pedile^ Coronis^ Polyxo., Phyto^ and

Thyene or Diune. They were entrusted by Zeus

with the care of his infant son Dionysus, and were

afterwards placed by Zeus among the stars. The
story which made them the daughters of Atlas

relates that their number was 12 or 15, and that

at first 5 of them were placed among the stars as

H^'ades, and the 7 (or 10) others afterwards under

name of Pleiades, to reward them for the sia-

Mrly love Aey had evinced after the death of theii

brother Hyas, who had been killed in Libya by a

wild beast. Their name, Hyades, is derived by
the ancients from their father, H^'as, or from IIj'cs,

a mystic suniame of Dionysus ;
or according to

others, from their position in the heavens, where
they formed a figure resembling the Greek letter

T. The Romans, who derived it from vs, a pig,

translated the name by Suculae. The most natural

derivation is from vfiv, to rain, as the constellation

of the Hyades, when rising simultaneously with

the sun, announced rainy weather. Hence Horace
speaks of the iris/es JJyddes {Carm, i. 3. 14).

HyampSa. [Parnassus.]
Hyampblis ('Td/tiroA«y : 'Ta/iiroX(TTjy>, a town

in Phocis, E. of the Cephissus, near Clconac, was

founded by the Hyantes, when they were driven

out of Boeotia by the Cadmeans ; was destroyed

by Xerxes ; afterwards rebuilt ; and again de-

stroyed by Philip and the Amphictyons.— Cleonae,

from its vicinity to Hyampolis, is called by Xeno-
phon ( Hell. vi. 4. § 2) ‘Ta/tiroAjTwv rh xpodffTftov.

— Strabo speaks of 2 towns of the name of Hyam-
polis in Phocis ; but it is doubtful whether his

statement is correct.

Hyantea ("Tavrev), the ancient inhabitants of

Boeotia, from which country they wore expelled

by the Cadmeans. Part of the Hyantes emigrated

to Phocis [Hyampolm], and part to Aetolia. The
poets use the adjective Hyantius as equivalent to

Boeotian.

Hyas (*Toy), the name of the father and the

brother of the Hyades. The father was married to
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Boeotia, and was looked upon as the ancestor of

the ancient Hyantes. His son, the brother of the

Hyades, was killed in Libya by a serpent, a boar,

or a lion.

Hybla : ‘TSXatoy, Hyblensis), 3 towns
in Sicil}'. 1. Major (ri ix^iCuv or /ityd^Tf), on the

S. slope of Mt Aetna and on the river Symaethus,
was originally a town of the Siculi.— 2. Minor

fiiKpd), afterwards called Mcgara. [Meoaha.]— 3. Heraea, in the S. of the island, on the road

from Syracuse to Agrigentum.— It is doubtful

from which of these 3 places the Hyblaean honey
came, so frequently mentioned by the poets.

HybrSas (‘Teptas), of Mylasa in Caria, a cele-

brate orator, contemporary with the triumvir

Anton ius. '

Hyccara (rd *TxKapo : ‘T«/fap€us : Jlfuro di
Carim), a town of the Sicani on the N. coast of

Sicily, W. of Panormus, aaid to have deri\ed its

name from the sea fish Skkoi. It was taken by the

Athenians, and plundered, and its inhabitants sold

as slaves, b.c. 41.5. Among the captives was the

beautiful Timandra, the mistress of Alcibiadcs

and the mother of Lais.

Hydaxnes ("iCSdpyrjs), one of the 7 Persians

who conspired against the Magi in B.c. 521.

Hydaspes ('TSdcrirrjs : Jelum), the N.most of

the 5 great tributaries of the Indus, which, with

the Indus itself, water the great plain of N,
India, which is hounded on the N. by the Ilirna-

luya range, and which is now called the Punjab,

i. e. 5 rivers. The lij'daspes falls into the Ace-
sines (Chenah), which also receives, from the S.,

first the Hydraotes (liavee), and then the Ily-

hasis (Deeas, and lower down, Gharra), which
as previously received, on the S. side, the Hesi-

drus or Zaradrus (Sutlej or Jlesudru)
;
and the

Acesines itself fulls into the Indus. These 5 rivers

all rise on the S.W. side of the Emodi M. (Hima-
laya), except the Sutlrj, which, like the Indus,

rises on the N. E. side of the range. They became
known to the Greeks by Alexander’s campaign

in India: his great victory over Poms (b, c. 327)
was gained on the left side of the Hydaspes, near,

or perhaps upon, the scene of the recent battle of

ChillianwaUah

;

and the Hyphasis formed the

limit of his progress. The epithet “ fahulosus,”

which Horace applies to the llydaspefi (Cam. i.

22. 7) refers to the marvellous stories current among
the Romans, who knew next to nothing about

India; and the “ Met/ws Hydaspes” of Virgil

(Georg, iv. 211) is merely an example of the

vagueness with which the Roman writers, especially

the poets, refer to the countries bc3’ond the E,

limit of the empire.

Hydfa. [Hercules, p. 308, b.]

HydraStes {''tbpacirrjs, Strab. ’Tdpfims: Pares),

a river of India, falling into the Acesines. [Hr-
daspes.]

H^drla (*T5p^a; ^TSptdrris: Hydra), a small

island in the gulf of Hemiione off Argolis, of no

importance in antiquit}', but the inhabitants of

which in modem times pla3'cd a distinguished patt

in the war of Greek independence, and are some
of the best sailors in Greece.

Hydnmtiim or Hydrfls ('T5poDs : Ilydruntl-

nns : Otranto), one of the most ancient towns of

Calabria, situated on the S. E. coast, with a good

harbour, and near a mountain Hydrus, was in later

times a raunicipium. Persons frequently crossed

over to Epirus from this port.
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Hyettus ('TrjTT<is : 'T^ttiot), a small to'vvn in

Boeotia on the lake Copais, and near the frontiers

of Locris.

HygiSa (*T7/€ia), also called HygSa or Hygia,
the goddess of health, and a daughter of Aescu-

lapius ;
though some traditions make her the wife

of the latter. She was usually worshipped in the

temples of Aesculapius, as at Argos, where the 2
divinities had a celebrated sanctuary, at Athens, at

'

Corinth, &c. At Rome there was a statue of her
^

in the temple of Concordia. In works of art she is i

represented as a virgin dressed in a long robe, and
feeding a serpent from a cup.— Although she was
originally the goddess of physical health, she is

Boinetimes conceived as the giver or protectress of

mental health, that is, she iippears as vyUta (pptvuu

(Aeschyl. JETurn. 522), and was thus identified with

Athena, surnamed Hygica.

Hyginus. 1. C. Jfillus, a Roman grammarian,was
a native of Spain, and lived at Rome in the time of

Augustus, whose freedraan he was. He wrote several

works, all of which have perished. —2. Hyglnns
Gromatlcns, so called from yrwma, an instrument

used by the Agriinensorcs. He lived in the time of

Trajan, and wrote works on land surveying and
castrametation, of which considerable fragments are

extant.—3. Hyginus, the author of 2 extant works

;

1. Fabulurum Ltbcr^ a series of short mythological

legends, with an introductory genealogy of divini-

ties. Although the larger portion of these narratives

has been copied from obvious sources, they occa-

sionally present the tales under new fonns or with

new circumstances. 2. Pociicon Astronomicon

JAhri IV. VVe know nothing ot the author of these

2 works. Ho is sometimes identified with C. Julius

Hyginus, the freedman of Augustus, but he must

have lived at a much later period. Both works are

included in the Mythographi Laliiii of Muncker,

Amst. IfJdl, and of Van Staveren, Lug. Bat. 1742.

Hylaea ('TAafij, Herod.), a district in Scythia,

covered with wood, is the peninsula adjacent to

Taurica on the N.W., between the rivers Boiy-

sthenes and Hj'pacyris.

Hylaeus ('TAaios), that is, the Woodman, the

name of an Arcadian centaur, svho was slam by
Atalante, when he pursued her. According to

some legends, Hylaeus fell in the fight against the

Lapithac, and others again said that bo was one

of the centaurs slain by Hercules.

Hylas ("TAai), son of Theodamas, king of the

Dryopes, by the nymph Menodicc
;
or, according

to others, son of Hercules, Eupheraus, or Ceyx.

He was beloved by Hercules, whom he accom-

panied in the expedition of the Argonauts. On
the coast of Mysia, Hylas went on shorj to draw
water from a fountain

;
but his beauty excited the

love of the Naiads, who drew him down into the

water, and he was never seen again. Hercules

endeavoured in vain to find him ;
and when he

shouted out to the youth, the voice of Hylas was

heard from the bottom of the well only like^ faint

echo, whence some say that he was actually meta-

morphosed into an echo. While Hercules was

engaged in seeking his favourite, the Argonauts

sailed awaj', leaving him and his companion, Poly-

phemus, behind.

Hyle (*TAii, also^TAai), a small town in Boeo-

tia, situated on the Hylloe, which was called after

this town, and into which the river Ismenus flows.

Hyllas, a river in Bruttium, separating the ter-

ritories of Syboris and Croton.
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Hyllce 'TAik^ Xipini), a lake in Boeotia, S.

of the lake Copais. See Hylb.
Hyllcus (''YAjKoy,‘'TAAifcor), a small river in

Argolis, near Troczen.

Hyllua (*'TAAoy), son of Hercules by Deianira.

For details see Hkraclidab.
Hyllus (*TAAos : a river of Lydia,

falling into the Hermus on its N. side.

Hymen or H^enaens or 'Y/u«Va<os),

the god of marriage, was conceived as a handsome
youth, and invoked in the hymeneal or bridal song.

The names originally designated the bridal song
itself, which was subsequently personified. He is

described as the son of Apollo and a Muse, either

Calliope, Urania, or Terpsichore. Others describe

him only as the favourite of Apollo or Thamyris,
and call him a son of Magnes and Calliope, or of
Dionysus and Aphrodite. The ancient traditions,

instead of regarding the god as a personification of

the hymeneal song, speak of him os originally a
mortal, respecting whom various legends were
related. The Attic legends described him as a
youth of such delicate beauty, that he might be
taken for a girl. He fell in love with a maiden,
who refused to listen to him ; but in the disguise

of a girl ho followed her to Eleusis to the festival

of Demeter. The maidens, together with Hyme-
naeus, were carried off by robbers into a distant

and desolate countiy^. On their landing, the robbers

laid down to sleep, and were killed by Hymeimeus,
who now returned to Athens, requesting the citi-

zens to give him his beloved in marriage, if he re-

stored to them the maidens who had been carried

off by the robbers. Ilis request was granted, and
his marriage was extremely happy. For this reason

he was invoked in the hymeneal songs. According

to others he was a youth, who was killed by the

fall of his house on iiis wedding-dai^ whence
was afterwards invoked in bridal songs, in order

to be propitiated. Some related that at the wedding
of Dionysus and Ariadne he sang the bridal hymn,
but lost his voice. He is represented in works of

art as a youth, but taller and with a more serious

expression than Eros, and carrying in his hand a
bridal torch.

H;^ettU8 ('TfiTjTTcis), a mountain in Attica,

celebrated for its marble {Hyntettiae trabea^ Hor.

Cami. ii, 18. 3), and more especially for its honey.

It is about 3 miles S. of Athens, and forms the

commencement of the range of mountains which
runs S. through Attica. It is now called Tdovuni^

and by the Franks Monte Matto : the part of the

mountain near the promontory Zoster, which was
called in ancient times Anhydriui {& "'AyvSpos, sc.

'Y/ifjTT(is), or the Dry llymcttus, is now called

Afavrmntni.

H3rpacjbri8, Hypac&rii, or Fac&ris (KaniUhak)^
a river in European Sormatia, which flows through
the country of the nomad Scythians, and fails into

the Sinus Carcinites in the Eiixine sea.

Hypaea. [Stobchadxs.J
Hypaepa ('Twaixa : Tapaya)^ a city of Lydia,

on the S. slope of Mt. Tmolus, near the N. bank
of the Caister.

HypinaCTrdfri/; r^'^Txai'o; ‘Txaveiiy), a town
in Triphylian Elis, belonging to the Pentapolis.

Hyplmis {Bog\ a river in European Solatia,
rises, according to Herodotus, in a lake, flows pa-

rallel to the Borv'sthenes, has at first sweet, then

bitter water, and fails into the Euxine tea W. of

the Borysthenes.
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H3rp&ta (rit ’'Tirara, ^ “Vvdrri : ’Traraios, 'Tira-

Tfiis: Neo^rUj Turk. Balrajik), a town of the

Aeniane* in Thessaly, S. of the Spercheus, belonged

in later times to the Aetolian league. The inha-

bitants of this town were notorious for witchcraft.

H3rpatla ('TTarla), daughter of Theon, by
whom sho was instructed in philosophy and ma-
thematics. She soon made such immense progress

in these branches of knowledge, that she is said

to have presided over the Neoplatonic school of

Plotinus at Alexandria, where she expounded the

principles of his system to a numerous auditory.

She appears to have been most graceful, modest,

and beautiful, but nevertheless to have been a
victim to slander and falsehood. She was accused

of too much familiarity with Orestes, prefect of

Alexandria, and the charge spread among the

clergy, who took up the notion that she interrupted

the friendship of Orestes with their archbishop,

Cyril. In consequence of this, a number of them
seized her in the street, and dragged her into one of

the churches,where they tore her to pieces, a. d. 415.

Hypat5d5nia (‘TirardSwpoy), a statuary of

Thebes, flourbhed b. c. 372.

H7perb51n8 (*T7r^pgoAos), an Athenian dema-
gogue in the Peloponnesian war, was of servile

origin, and was frequently satirized by Aristophanes

and the other comic poets. In order to get rid

cither of Nicias or Alcibiades, Ilypcrbolus called

for the exercise of the ostracism. But the parties

endangered combined to defeat him, and the vote

of exile fell on Hyperbolus himself : an application

of that dignified punishment by which it was
thought to have been so debased that the use of it

was never recurred to. Some years afterwards he

was murdered by the oligarchs at Samos, b.c. 411.

Hyperb8rii or -8i {*Tirtp€6pwi, *TTrtp€6ptiot\

tV^bulous people, the earliest mention of whom
seems to have been in the sacred legends connected

with the worship of Apollo, both at Delos and at

Delphi. In the earliest Greek conception of the

Hyperboreans, as embodied by the poets, they were

a blessed people, living beyond the N. wind (uirep-

€6ptoi^ fr. drrsp and Bop4as), and therefore not ex-

posed to its cold blasts, in a land of perpetual sun-

shine, which produced abundant fruits, on which

the people lived, abstaining from animal food. In

innocence and peace, free from disease and toil and
care, ignorant of violence and war, they spent a
long and happy life, in the due and cheerful ob-

servance of the worship of Apollo, who visited their

country soon after his birth, and spent a whole

year among them, dancing and singing, before he
returned to Delphi. The poets related further

how the sun only rose once a year and set once a

year, upon the Hyperboreans, whose year was thus

divided, at the equinoxes, into a 6 months' day and

a 6 months' night, and they were therefore said to

sow in the morning, to reap at noon, to gather

their fruits in the evening, and to store them up
at night: how, too, their natural life lasted 1000
years, but if any of them was satiated with its

imbroken enjoyment, he threw himself, crowned

and anointed, from a sacred rock into the sea. The
Delian legends told of offerings sent to Apollo by

tho Hyperboreans, first by the hands of virgins

named Arge and Opis (or Hecaerge), and then by
Laodice and Hyperoche, escorted by 5 men called

PerphereSs ; and lastly, as their messengers did

not return, they sent tho offerings packed in wheat-

straw, and the sacred package was forwarded from
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legends are based on any geographical relations at

all, the most probable explanation is that which
regards them as pointing to redone N. of Greece
(the N. part of Thessaly especially) as the chief

original seat of the worship of Apollo. Naturally
enough, as the geographical knowledge of the Greek s

extended, they moved back the Hyperboreans
further and further into the unknown parts of the
earth

;
and, of those who sought to fix their pre-

cise locality, some placed them in the extreme W.
of Europe, near the Pyrenaean mountains and the
supposed sources of the Ister, and thus they came
to be identified with the Celtae ; while others

placed them in the extreme N. of Europe, on tho

shores of the Hyperboreus Occanus, beyond the

fabulous Grypes and Arimaspi, who themselves
lived beyond the Scythians. The latter opinion at

length prevailed
;
and then, the religious aspect of

the fable being gradually lost sight of, the term
Hyperborean came to mean only most northerly^ as
when Virgil and Horace speak of the “ Hyper-
boreae orae" and “Hyperborei campi." The
fable of the Hyperboreans may probably bo re-

garded as one of the forms in which the tradition

of an original period of innocence, happiness, and
immortality, existed among the nations of the

ancient world.

HyperbSrSi Montes was originally the mythical
name of an imaginary range of mountains in the

N. of the earth [Hypkrborei], and was after-

wards applied by the geographers to various chains,

as, for example, the Caucasus, the Rhipaei Montes,
and others.

Hyperidea (*Tirep€l5i?r or 'Tirepi'Srjr), one of

the 10 Attic orators, was the son of Glaucippus,

and belonged to the Attic demus of Collytus. He
was a pupil of Plato in philosophy, and of Demos-
thenes in oratory. He was a friend of Demosthenes,
and with him and Lycurgus was at the head of
the anti-Macedonian party. He is first mentioned
about B. c. 358, when he and his son equipped 2
triremes at their own expense in order to serve

against Euboea, and from this time to his death

he continued a stetf fast friend to the patriotic cause.

After the death ofAlexander (323) Hyperides took

an active part in organising that confederacy of the

Greeks against Antipater, which produced the

Lamian war. Upon the defeat of the confederates

at the battle of Crannon in the following j'car

(322), Hyperides fled to Aegina, where he was
slain by the emissanes of Antipater. The number
of orations attributed to Hyperides was 77 ;

but

none of them have come down to us. His oratory

was graceful and powerful, holding a middle place

between that of Lysias and Demosthenes.

Hyx>8rXon ('Tweplwv), a Titan, son of Uranus
and Ge, and married to his sister Thia, or Eurj'-

phaessa, by whom he became the father of Helios,

Selene, and Eos. Homer uses the name ns a pa-

tronymic of Helios, so that it is equivalent to

Hyperionion or Hyperionides

;

and Homer’s example

is imitated also by other poets. [Helios.]
Hypermnestrs ('Tirep/av^oTpa). 1. Daughter

of Thestius and Euiy-themis, wife of Oicles, and
mother of Amphiaraus.— 2. One of the daughters

of Danaus and wife of Lynceus. [Danaus ;

Lynckus.]
Hyph&sis or Hyp&aif or Hyp&nif CTtfHurif^

•TircMTiy, : Beeas, and G^rra), a river o

India. [Hydaspes.]
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HyplUB (*Tir(Of), a rivRr and mountain in Bi
thynia.

Hypsas 2 rivers on the S. coast of

Sicily, one between Selinus and Thermae Selinuntiae

(now Bdici) and the other near Agrigentum (now
Fiume dra^o).

Hypseus ( son of Peneus and Crcusa,

was king of the Lapithae, and father of Cyrene.

ftypsicles of Alexandria, a Greek
mathematician, who is usually said to have lived

about A. D. 160, but who ought not to be placed

earlier than a. d. 550. The only work of his

extant, is entitled Tltpl rijr twi/ iva^opas^

published with the Optics of Heliodorus at Paris,

J567. He is supposed however to have added the

14th and 15th books to the Elements of Euclid.

Hjrpslpj^le daughter of Thoas, king

of Lemnos. When the Lemnian women killed all

the men in the island, because they had taken

some female Thracian slaves to their beds, Ilypsi-

pyle saved her father. [Thoas.] She then became

queen of Lemnos
;
and -when the Argonauts landed

there shortly afterwards, she bore twin sons to Jason,

Euncus and Nebrophonus, also called Deiphilus or

Thoas. The Lemnian women subsequently dis-

covered that Thoas was alive, whereupon they com-

pelled Hypsipyle to quit the island. On her flight

she was taken prisoner by pinites and sold to the

Kemcan king Lycurgus, who entnisted to her care

his son Archemorus or Opheltes. [Archbmorus.]
HypsfiB ('T\//oCy, -owi/Tor), a town in Arcadia,

on a mountain of the same name.

Hyrc&xiia ('Tpxavta : 'Tpfcdi'ior, Hyrefinus: Ma~
zanderan)^ a province of the ancient Persian Em-
pire, on the S. and S.E. shores of the Caspian or

Hyrcanian Sea, and separated by mountains on the

W., S., and E., from Media, Parthia, and Mar-
giana. Its valleys were very fertile

;
and it flou-

rished most under the Parthians, whose kings

often resided in it during the summer.

Hyrc&num or -ium Mare. [CAspiUM Mare.]
Hyrc&nus ('Tpxapds). 1. Joannes, prince and

high-priest of the Jews, was the son and successor

of Simon Maccabaeus, the restorer of the inde-

pendence of Judaea. He succeeded to his father’s

power B.c. 135. He was at first engaged in war
with Antiochus VII. Sidetes, who invaded Judaea,

and laid siege to Jerusalem. In 133 he concluded

a peace with Antiochus, on the condition of paying

an annual tribute. Owing to the civil wars in

Syria between the several claimants to the throne,

the power of Ilyrcanus steadily increased ; and at

length he took Samaria, and razed it to the ^ound

(109), notwithstanding the army which Antiochus

IX. Cyzicenus had sent to the assistance of the city.

Ilyrcanus died in 106. Although he did not

assume the title of king, he may bo regarded as

the founder of the monarchy of Judaea, which

continued in his family till the accession of Herod.

— 2. High-priest and king of the Jews, was the

eldest son of Alexander Jannaeus, and his wife,

Alexandra. On the death of Alexander (7f0 the

royal authority devolved upon Alexandra, who ap-

pointed Hyreanus to the high-priesthood. Alex-

andra reigned 9 years ; and upon her death in 69,

Hyreanus succeeded to the sovereignty, but was

quickly attacked by his younger brother Aristobu-

lus, who possessed more energy and ambition than

Hyreanus. In the following year (68) Hyreanus

was driven from the throne, and took refuge with

Aretas, king of Arabia Petraea. That monarch
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assembled an army, with which he invaded Judaea
in order to restore Hyreanus. He defeated Aris-

tobulus, and blockaded him in the temple of Jeni-

salem. Aristobulus, however, gained over by
bribes and promises Pompej’^'s lieutenant. M.
Scaurus, who had arrived at Damascus, and who
now ordered Aretas and Hyreanus to withdraw
from Judaea (64). The next year Pompey him-
self arrived in Syria : he reversed the decision of

Scaurus, carried away Aristobulus as a prisoner to

Rome, and reinstated Ilyrcanus in the high -priest-

hood, with the authority, though not the name, of

royalty. Hyreanus, however, did not long enjoy
his newly recovered sovereignty in quiet. Alex-
ander, the son of Aristobulus, and subsequently

Aristobulus himself, escaped from Rome, and ex-

cited dangerous revolts, which were only quelled

by the assistance of the Romans. The real

government was now in the able hands ofAntipater,

the father of Herod, who rendered such important

services to Caesar during the Alexandrian war (47),
that Caesar made him procurator of Judaea, leaving

to Ilyrcanus the title of high-priest. Although
Antipater was poisoned by the contrivance of

Ilyrcanus (43), the latter was a man of such feeble

character, that he allowed Herod to take vengeance
on the murderer of his father, and to succeed to his

father’s power and influence. The Parthians, on
their invasion of Syria, carried away Hyreanus as

prisoner (40). He was treated with much liberality

by the Parthian king, and allowed to live in perfect

freedom at Babylon. Hero he remained for some
years ; but having at length received an invitation

from Herod, who had meanwhile established him-
self on the throne of Judaea, he returned to Jeru-

salem, with the consent of the Parthian king. He
was treated with respect by Herod till the battle

of Actmm
;
when Herod, fearing lest Augustus

might place Hyreanus on the throne, 'accused him
of a treasonable correspondence with the king of

Arabia, and on this pretext put him to death (30).

H^a (*Tpfa : TpieJr, 'TpulTr}s). 1. A town
in Boeotia near Tanagra, was in the earliest times

a place of importance, but aften^’ards sunk into in-

significance.*—>2. A town in Apulia, [Uria.]
H;^eus ('Tpiet/s), son of Poseidon and Alcyone,

king of Hyria in Boeotia, husband of Clonia, and
father of Nycteus, Lycus, and Orion. Respecting

his treasures see Aga.mkdks.
H3n:inlna {'Xpntvn\ a town in Elis, mentioned

by Homer, but of which all trace had disappeared

in the time of Strabo. Near it was the promon-

tory Hyrmina or Hormina (C. Chiarenza),

Hyrmlni ('r^;;fi/7?), daughter of Neleus, or

Nycteus, wife of Phorbas, and mother of Actor.

Hyrt&cus ("TpraKos), a Trojan, to whom Priam
gave his first wife Arisba, when he manied He-
cuba. Homer makes him the father of Asius,

hence called llyrtaddet.— In Virgil Nisus and
Hippocoon are also represented as sons of Hyrtaciis.

Hyslae ('To-wl). 1. ('To-jott/s), a town in Ar-
golis, S. of Argos, destroyed by the Spartans in the

Peloponnesian war.— 2. (’TffisiJ?), a town in

Boeotia, E. of Plataeae, called by Herodotus (v.

74) a demus of Attica, but probably belonging to

Plataeae.

Hystaspes (‘T<rT<£(nn7r ; in Persian, Goshtasp,

Gustasp, Histasp, or Wistasp). 1. Son of Arsanies,

•and -father of Darius I., was a member of the Per-

sian royal house of the Achaemenidae. He was

satrap of Persis under Carabyses, and probably
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under Cyms also.— 2, Son of Darius 1. and

Atossa, commanded the Bactrians aud Sacae in

the army of his brother Xerxes.

I.

lacchuB C'laKxos), the solemn name of Bacchus

an the Eleusinian mysteries, whose name was de-

rived from the boisterous song, called lacchus. In

these mysteries lacchus was regarded as the son of

Zeus and Demeter, and was distinguished from

the Theban Bacchus (Dionysus), the son of Zeus and

bemele. In some traditions lacchus is even called

a son of Bacchus, but in others the 2 are identified.

On the (Jth day of the Eleusinian festival (the 20th of

Boedromion) the statue of lacchus was carried from

the temple of Dcmeter across the Thriasian plain

to Elcusis, accomi>anicd by a numerous and riotous

procession of the initiated, who sang the lacchus,

carried mystic baskets, and danced to the sound of

cymbals and trumpets.

ladera or lader (ladertinus : Old Zara\ a

town on the coast of Illyricum, with a good harbour,

and a Roman colony under the name of “ Colonia

Claud id
'
Augusta Felix.”

lalSmUs (’loAc/ios), a similar personification to

that of Linus, and hence called a son of Ajiollo and
Calliope, and the inventor of the song lalemus,

which was a kind of dirge, and is only mentioned

as sung on most melancholy occasions.

lalmSnuB (’IdlA/*e»/o$), son of Ares and Asty-
ochc, and brother of Ascalaphus, was a native of

the Boeotian Orchomenos. He was one of the Ar-
gonauts and a suitor of Helena. After the de-

struction of Troy, he wandered about with the

Orchomenians, and founded colonics in Colchis.

lalj^BUB (IdAwo-os), one of the 3 very ancient

Dorian cities* in the island of Rhodes, and one of

the 6 original members of the Dorian llexapolis

[Doris], stood on the N.W. coast of the island,

about 60 stadia S.W. of Rhodes. It is said to

have derived its name from the mythical lalysus,

son of Cerc.aphu8, and grandson of Helios.

lambe (’Ic£/ugT7 ), a Thracian woman, daughter

of Pan and Echo, and a slave of Mctanira. When
Demeter, in search of her daughter, arrived in

Attica, and visited the house of Metanira, lambc
cheered the mournful goddess by her jokes.

lambllohuB (’IdjuffAixos). !• A Syrian who
lived in the time of the emperor Trajan, wrote a

romance in the Greek language, entitled Dahylvnicxi.

The work itself is lost, but an epitome of it is pre-

served by Photius.— 2. A celebrated Nco-Pla-

tonic philosoplier, was bom at Chalcis in Coelc-

Syria. He resided in Syria during the greater

port of his life, and died in the reign of Constantine

the Great, probably before a. d. 333. He was in-

ferior in judgment and learning to the earlier Neo-
Platonists, Plotinus and Porphyry ;

and he intro-

duced into his system many of the superstitions and
mysteries of the E., by means of which he endea-

voured to check the progress of Christianity, The
extant works of lamblichus are : I. Utpl TlvOay^-

pov alpdaewf^ on the philosophy of Pythagoras. It

was intended as a preparation for the study of

Plato, and consisted originally of lO books, of

which 5 only are extant. 1. The Ist book contains

an account of the life of Pythagoras, and though

compded without care, it is yet of value, as the

otuer works, from wliich it is taken, are lost.

lARBAfi.

Edited by Kuster, Arasterd. 1707 ;
and by Kiess,

ling. Lips. 1815. 2. UporptirTtKol \6yoi eis »piAo-

tro<j>iay, forms a sort of introduction to the study

of Plato. Edited by Kiessling, Lins. 181.3, 8vo.

3. Uepl KOivrjs fiadri/xaTiKijs ^iritrT^jUTjs, contains

many fragments of the works of early Pythagoreans.

Edited by Fries, Copenhagen, 1790. 4. Ilf/)! rijy

NiKOjudxou apidnTjTiKTjs fiaayaryris. Edited by
Tennulius, Deventer and Amheim, 1668. 5. Vi
^(oKoyovfifva rrjs apiOixrjTiK-fjs. Edited by Ast,

Lips. 1817.— 11. Tlepl fivarrjpiuv, written to prove

the divine origin of the Egyptian and Chaldaean
theology. Edited by Gale, Oxon. 1678. lambli-

chus wrote other works which arc lost.— 3. A
later Neo-Platonic philosopher of Apamca, a con-

temporary of the emperor Julian and of Libanius.

lamldae. [Iamus.]

lamnla ('Idfiyeia
;
Tajuvfa : ’lo/ureiVrjy : 0. T.

Jabneel, Jabneh : Ifmeh or Gahnrh)^ a consider-

able city of Palestine, between Diospolis and
Azotus, near the coast, with a good harbour, \\a‘j

taken by King Uzziah from the Philistines.

Pompey united it to the province of Syria. After

the destruction of Jerusalem it became tlie seat of

the Sanhedrim, and of a celebrated school of Jewish
learning.

Iamus ("la/uoy), son of Apollo and Evadne, re-

ceived the art of propliccy from his father, and was
regarded as the ancestor of the famous family of

seers, the laniidae at Olympia.

lanira (’Idveipa), one of the Nereids.

lanthe {'IdvOTj). 1. Daughter of Occanus and
Tethys, and one of the playmates of Persephone.— 2. Daughter of Telestes of Crete, beloved by
Ipjiih.

lap^tUB (’lavcTcis), one of the Titans, son of

Uranus and Ge, married Asia or Clymene, the

daughter of his brother 000 .1003
,
and became by

her the fattier of Atlas, Prometheus, Epimetheus,

and Monoetius. He was imprisoned with Cronus
in Tartarus. Being the fatlior of Prometheus, he
was regarded by the Greeks as the ancestor of the

human race. His dcsceiuUintB, Prometheus, Atlas,

and others, arc often designated by the patronymics

Topeiidiw (m), lapetionidae (cs), and the feminine

lapetionis.

lapydes (’IdiroSsy or ’IdTToSfj), a warlike and
barbarous people in the N. of Illyricum, between

the rivers Arsia and Tedanius, were a mixed race,

partly Illyrian and partly Celtic, who tattooed

their bodies. They were subdued by Augustus.

Their country was called lapydla.

Iap;^gla (’lairicym : ’Idiriryfs), the name given

by the Greeks to the S. of Apulia, from Tarentum
and Brundusium to the From. lapygXum (C.

Leuca) ; ‘though it is sometimes applied to tho

whole of Apulia. [Apulia.J The name is de-

rived from the mythical lapyx.

I&pyx (’Iflliru^). 1. Son of Lycaon and brother

of Daunius and Pcucetius, who went as leaders of

a colony to Italy. According to others, he was a

CretaA, and a brother af Icadius, or a son of

Daedalus and a Cretan woman, from whom the

Cretins who migrated, to Italy derived the name
of lapyges.— 2. The W.N.W. wind, blowing

off tho coast of lapygia (Apulia), in the S. of

Italy, and consequently favourable to persons

crossing over to Greece. It was the same as the

&py4ffTr}s of the Greeks.

larbaB or HiarbaB, king of the Gactulians, and

I
son of Jupiter Ammon by a Libyan nymph, sued
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in vain for the hand of Dido in marriage. For

details see Dino.

Iard8.nes (*IapScb^s), a king of L3'dia, and

father of Omphale, who is hence called Icvrdanh.

lard&nes or lard&nua (’lapSdvijr, ’l^dpSovos).

1 .
{Jardan), a river in Elis.— 2. A river in the

N. of Crete, which flowed near the town Cydonia.

I&sfon or I&alna (’lao-w, 'Ida-ios)^ son of Zeus

and Electra, the daughter of Atlas, or son of

Corythus and Electra. At the wedding of his

sister Harmonia, Demeter fell in love with him,

and in a thrice-ploughed field (rpiiroXos) she be-

came by him the mother of Pluteii or Plutus in

Crete ;
Zeus in consequence killed lasion with a

flash of lightning. Others represent him as living

to an advanced age as the husband of Demeter.

In some traditions lasion and his brother Dardanus

are said to have carried tho palladium to Samo-

thrace, and there to have been instructed in the

mysteries of Demeter by Zeus. Others relate that

lasion, being inspired by Demeter and Com (Pro-

8<'rpina), travelled about m Sicily and many other

countries, and everywhere taught the people the

mysteries of Demeter.

lasis, i. e. Atalante, the daughter of lasius.

laso Cla<ru), i. e. Recover}', a daughter of

Aesculapius, or Ampliiaraus, and sister of Hygiea,

was worshipped as the goddess of recovery.

lasalus or lasBicns Sinus (’kuriKbs k6\vo5\

CMfn/ Maridelvieh)^ a large gulf on the W. coast

of Cana, between the peninsulae of Miletus and

JMyndus ;
named after the city of lasaus, and called

liargylieticus Sinus (EupyvMijTixbs #c<J\iros) from

another city which stood upon it, namely, IJargylia.

lassus or lasus (‘'latnror^ "lao-oj : ’Ia(T«us

:

Jsi/n-A'al/?sst\, Ru.), a city ol Curia, on the lassius

Sinus, founded by Argives and further colonised

by Milesians.

lasus (*'Ia<roy). 1. An Arcadian, son of Lycur-

gus and Cleophile or Eurynomo, brother of An-
caeus, husband of Clymene, the daughter of Mi-
nyas, and father of Atalante. He is likewise

called lasius and lasion.— 2. Father of Amphion,

and king of the Minyans.

lazyges (’Id^iryes), a powerful Sarmatian people,

who originally dwelt on the co^st of the Pontus

Euxinus and the Palus Maeotis, but in the reign

of Claudius settled near the Quadi in Dacia, in the

country bounded by the Danube, the Theiss, and

the Sarmatian mountains. They are generally

called A'nrmutae lazyyes or simply SumuUaa^ but

Ptolemy gives them the name of luzyyesMetanasdaej

on account of their migration. The laayges were

in close alliance with the Quadi, along with whom
they frequently attacked the Roman dominions,

especially Mocsia and Pannonia. In tliesSth cen-

tury they were conquered by tho Ontbs.

iberla (’I^rjpfa: S. part of Georgia)^ a country

of Asia, in the centre of the isthmus between the

Black and Caspian Seas, was bounded on the N.
by the Caucasus, on the W. by Colchis, on the E.

by Albania, and on the S. by Armenia. was

surrounded on every side by mountains, through

which there were only 4 passes. Sheltered by

these mountains and watered by the Cyrus (Kour)

and its upper tributaries, it was famed for a fertility

of which its modern name (from rewpyos) remains

a witness. Its inhabitants, IbSres ("ISripfs) or

Iberi, were, and are still, among the most perfect

specimens of the Caucasian race. The ancients
|

believed them to be of the same family as the
(
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Assyrians and Medes, whom they were thought to

resemble in their customs. They were more civi-

lised than their neighbours in Colchis and Albania,

and were divided into 4 castes: 1. the nobles, from

whom 2 kings were chosen
;
2. the priests, who

were also tho magistrates
;
3. the soldiers and hus-

bandmen
;

4. the slaves, who performed all public

and mechanical work. The chief employment of

the Iberians was agriculture. The Romans first

became acquainted with the country through the

expedition of Pompey, in b. c. 65; and under
Trajan it was subjected to Rome. In the 5th
century it was conquered by the Persian king.

Sapor.—No connection can be traced between the
Iberians of Asia and those of S;iain.

IhSms C'l^Tjpor or “'iSrjp : Kbro)^ tho principal

river in the N.E. of Spain, rises among the moun-
tains of the Cantahri near Juliobriga. flows S.E.
through a great plain between the Pyrenees and
the M. Idubeda, and falls into the Mediterranean,
near Dertosa, after fonning a Delta.

Ibj^cus a Greek lyric poet, was a
native of Rhegium, and spent the best part of his

life at Samos, at the court of Polycrates, about
B.C. 540. It is related that travelling through a
desert place near Corinth, ho was murdered by
robbers, but before he died he called upon a flock

of cranes that happened to fly over him to avenge
his death. Soon afterwards, when the people of

Corinth were assembled in the theatre, the cranes

appeared; and one of the murderers, who happened
to be present, cried out involuntarily, “ Behold the

avengers of Ibycus :
” and thus were the authors

of the crime detected. The phrase al 1€vkov yd-

pwoi passed into a proverb. The poetry of Ibycus
was chiefly erotic, and partook largely of the im-

petuosity of his character. In his dialect there was
a mixture of the Doric and Aeolic. In antiquity

there were 7 books of his lyric pocraft, of whicif^

only a few fragments now remain.

Ic&rXa or Ic&rlus (’Ifcapla, ‘Jhdpiot

:

’iKapiet/s),

a mountain and a demus in Attica, belonging to^.

the tribe Aegeis, where Dionysus is said to have

taught Icarius the cultivation of tho vine.

Ic&rlus ('iKdpios), nho called Ic&nu or Ic&-

rlon. 1. An Athenian, who lived in the reign of

Paiidion, and hospitably received Dionysus on his

arrival in Attica. The god in return taught liitn

the cultivation of the vine. Icarius made a pre-

sent of some wine to peasants, who became intoxi-

cated by it, and thinking that they were poisoned

by Icarius, slew him, and threw his body into a

well, or buried it under a tree. His daughter Eri-

gone, after a long search, found his grave, to which
she was conducted by his faithful dog Maera.

From grief she hung herself on the tree under

which he ^vns buried. Zeus or Dionysus placed

her and Icarius among the stars, making Erigone

the Ft'rgin^ Icarius Houtes or Arcturtu^ and Maera
Procyon or the little dog. Hence the latter is

called Icarius cams. The god then punished the

ungrateful Athenians with madness, in which
condition the Athenian maidens hung themselves

as Erigone had done. The Athenians propitiated

Icarius and Erigone by the institution of the feisti-

val of the Aeora. (See Diet, of Antiq. s. v.)— 2.

A Ijocedaemonian, son of Per^res and Gorgo-

phSne, and brother ofTyndareus. Others called him
grandson of Perieres, and son of Oebalus. When
Icarius and Tyndareus were expelled from Lace-

daemon by their half-brother llippocoon. Icarius
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went to Acarnania, and there became the father of

Penelope, and of several other children. He
afterwards returned to Lacedaemon. Since there

were man)' suitors for the hand of Penelope, he

promised to give her to the hero who should con-

quer in a foot-race. Ulysses won the prize, and

was betrothed to Penelope. Icarius tried to per-

suade his daughter to remain with him, and not

accompany Ulysses to Ithaca. Ulysses allowed

ht*r to do as she pleased, whereupon she covered

her face with her veil to hide her blushes, and thus

intimated that she would follow her husband.

Jcarius then desisted from further entreaties, and
erected a statue of Modesty on the spot.

Ic&niB (‘'iKopoj), son ofDaedalus. [Daedalus.]
Ic&rns nrlc&lla ('iKapor, ’iKopio : MAana),an

island of the Aegean Sea
;
one of the Sporadcs

;

\V. of Samos; called also Doliche (8oXixf?,i.e. Utng

island). Its common name, and that of the sur-

rounding sea, loarinm Hare, were derived from the

myth of Icarus. It was first colonised by the

Milesians, but afterwards belonged to the Samians,

Avho fed their herds on its rich pastures.

loolus, a friend of Horace, who addressed to

him an ode (Carm. i. 29), and an epistle (Ep. i.

12). The ode was written in b. c. 25, when Iccius

was preparing to join Aelius Gallus in his expedi-

tion to Arabia. The epistle was composed about

10 j’ears afterwards, when Iccius had become Vip-

sanius Agrippa’s steward in Sicily. In both poems

Horace reprehends pointedly, but delicately, in

Iccius an inordinate desire for wealth.

IcSnl, called SimSni (2</ievof) by Ptolemy, a

numerous and powerful people in Britain, who
dwelt N. of the Trinobantes, in the modem counties

of Suffolk and Norfolk. Their revolt from the

Romans, under their heroic queen BoadicCa, is ce-

lebrated in history. [Boadioea.] Their chief

*Wwn was TIEdnta loenomm (Caister), about 3

miles from Norwich.
Ichnae : Tx^oToy). 1. A town in

Bottiaea in Macedonia, near the mouth of the

Axius.— 2. A town in Phthiotis in Thessaly, ce-

lebrated for its worship of Themis, who was hence

surnamed Ichnaea.

Ichnae or Ischnae ® Greek
city in the N. of Mesopotamia, founded by the

Macedonians, was the scene of the first battle be-

tween Crassus and the Parthians, in which the

former gained the victory. According to Appian,

the Panhians soon after defeated the Romans near

the same

Ichthyoph&gi (Tx^wcxpdyoj, i.e. Fish-eatersX

Avas a vague descriptive name given by the ancients

to various peoples on the coasts of Asia and Africa,

of whom they knew but little. Thus we find

Ichthyophagi: 1. in the extreme S. E. of Asia, in

the country of the Sinae : 2. on the const of Gb-
DROSiA : 3. on the N.E. coast of Arabia Felix: 4.

m Africa, on the coast of the Red Sea, above

Egypt : 5. on the W. coast of Africa.

1. 8p., was one of the 3 envoys sent

by the plebeians, after their secession to the Sacred

Mount, to treat with the senate, b. c. 494. He
was thrice elected tribune of the plebs, namely, in

492, 481, and 471.-2. L., a man of great energy

and eloquence, was tribune of the plebs, 456, when
he claimed for the tribunes the right of convoking

the senate, and also carried the important law for

the assignment of the Aventine (de Jventino pubii-

cando) to the plebs. In the following year [456),

IDAS.

he was again elected tribune. He was one of the

chief leaders in the outbreak against the decem-
virs, 449. Virginia had been betrothed to him,

and he boldly defended her cause before App.
Claudius

;
and when at length she fell by her

father’s hand, Icilius hurried to the army which
was carrying on the war against the Sabines, and
prevailed upon them to desert the government.

Icdnlom {'1k6viov : *lKoviiis : Koniyeh)^ the

capital of Lycaonia, in Asia Minor, was, when
visited by St. Paul, a flourishing city, with a
mixed population of Jews and Greeks : under the

later emperors, a colony : and in the middle ages,

one of the greatest cities of Asia Minor, and im-
portant in the history of the crusades.

lotlnnB (’IfCTivos), a contemporary of Pericles,

was the architect of two of the most celebrated

of the Greek temples, namely, the great temple of

Athene, in the acropolis of Athens, called the Par-

thenon, and the temple of Apollo Epicurius, near
Phigalia in Arcadia. Callicrates was associated

with Ictinus in building the Parthenon.

Ida CIStj, Dor.^ISa). \
.
{Ida, or Ka^Dagh). a

mountain range of Mysia, in Asia Minor, which
formed the S. boundary ofthe Troad

;
extending from

Lectnm Pr. in the S. W. corner of the Troad, E.-

wards along the N. side of the Gulf of Adramyttiuni,

and further E. into the centre of Mysia. Its highest

summits were Cotylus on the N. and Gargara on
the S. : the latter is about 5000 feet high, and is

often capped with snow. Lower down, the slopes

of the mountain are well-wooded
;
and lower still,

they form fertile fields and valleys. The sources

of the Scaraander and the Aesepus, besides other

rivers and numerous brooks, are on Ida. The
mountain is celebrated in mythology, as the scene

of the rape of Ganymede, whom Ovid {Fast. ii.

146) calls Idaeifs pucr and of the judgment of

Paris, who is called Idaeus Judex by Ovid {Fast.

vi. 44), and Idaeus pastor by Cicero {ad AH. i.

18). In Homer, too, its summit is the place

from which the gods watch the battles in the plain

of Troy. Ida was also an ancient seat of the

worship of Cybele, who obtained from it the name
of Idaea Mater. 2. {Fsilorati), a mountain in the

centre of Crete, belonging to the mountain range

which runs through the whole length of the island.

Mt. Ida is said to be 7674 feet above the level of

the sea. It was closely connected with the wor-

ship of Zeus, who is said to have been brought up

in a cave in this mountain.

Idaea Mater. [Ida.]

Idaei Daot;^li. [Dactyli.]
Id&Uom (’iSdXioi'), a town in Cyprus, sacred

to Venus, who hence bore the surname Idalta.

Idas ^I5ay), son of Aphareus and Arene, the

daughter of Oebalus, brother of Lynceus, husband
of Marpessa, and father of Cleopatra or Alcyone.

From the name of their father, Idas and Lynceus
are called Apharetidae or Aphartdae. Apollo was
in love with Marpessa, the daughter of Evenus,

but Idas carried her off in a winged chariot which
Poseidon had given him. Evenus could not over-

take Idas, but Apollo found him in Messene, and
took the maiden from him. The lovers fought for

her possession, but Zeus separated them, and left

the decision with Marpessa, who chose Idas, from

fear lest Apollo should desert her if she grew old.

The Apharetidae also took part in the Calydonian

hunt, and m the expedition of the Argonauts. But
the most celebrated part of their story is their
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battle with the Dioscuri, Castor and Pollux, which

is related elsewhere [p. 228, b.].

IdistavlsiiB Campus, a plain in Germany neai

the Weser, probably in the neighbourhood of th«

Porta Westphalica, between Rinteln and Ilausherye.

jnenionible for the victory of Germanicus over the

Cherusci, a. d. 16.

Idmon son of Apollo and Astoria, or

Cyrene, was a soothsayer, and accompanieik the

Argonauts, although he knew beforehand that

death awaited him. He was killed in the country

of the Mariandynians by a boar or a serpent
; or,

according to others, he died there of a disease.

IddmSueus (’I5o/Li6*'€iis). L Son of the Cretan

Deucalion, and grandson of Minos and Pasiphae,

was king of Crete. He is sometimes called Lyctius

or Cnossiusy from tbe Cretan towns of Lyctus and
Cnossus. Ho was one of the suitors of Helen; and
in conjunction with Mcriones, the son of his half-

brother Molus, he led the Cretans in 80 ships

against Troy. He was one of the bravest heroes in

the Trojan war, and distinguished himself espe-

cially m the battle near the ships. According to

Homer, Idoraeneus returned home in safetj'’ after

the fall of Troy. Later traditions relate that once

in a storm he vowed to sacrifice to Poseidon what-

v‘v’er he should first meet on his landing, if the god
would grant liim a safe return. This was his own
son, whom he accordingly sacrificed. As Crete

was thereupn visited by a plague, the Cretans

expelled Idoineneus. He went to Italy, where he

settled in Calabria, and built a temple to Athena.

From tl’once he is said to have migrated again to

Colophon, on the coast of Asia. His tomb, how-
ever, was shown at Ciiosus, where he and Meriones

were worshipped as heroes. —2. Of Lampsacus, a
liiend luid disciple of Epicurus, flourished about

n. u. 310—270. He wrote several philosophical

and historical works, all of which are lost. The
latter were chiefly devoted to an account of the

private life of the distinguished men of Greece.

IdhthSa (EtSoOea), daughter of Proteus, taught

Menelaus how ho might secure her father, and
compel him to declare in what jnaniier he might

reach home in safety.

Idrieus or Hidrleus (’iSpieus, 'iSpieuy), king of

Caria, 2nd son of Hecatoinnus, succeeded to the

throne on the death of Artemisia, the widow of his

brother Maussolus, in b. fi. 351. He died in 344,

leaving the kingdom to his sister Ada, whom he

had married.

IdubSda {Sierra de Oca and Lorenzo), a range

of mountains in Spain, begins among the Cantabri,

forms the S. boundary of the plain of the Ebro,

and runs S.E. to the Mediterranean.
*

IdtUnaea (’iJou/uala), is the Greek form of the

scriptural name Edom, but the terms are not pre-

cisely equivalent. In tbe O. T., and in the time

before the Babylonish captivity of the Jews, Edom
is the district of Mt. Seir, that is, the mountainous

region extending N. and S. from the Dead Sea to

the E. head of the Red Sea, peopled by the de-

scendants of Esau, and added by David to the

Israelitish monarchy. The decline of the kingdom

of Judaea, and at last its extinction by Nebuchad-

nezzar, enabled the Edomites to extend their power

to the N.W. over the S. part of Judaea as far as

Hebron, while their original territory was taken

possession of by the Nabathaean Arabs. Thus the

Idumaea of the later Jewish, and of the Roman,

history is the S. part of Judaea, and a small portion
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of the N. of Arabia Petraea, extending N.W. and
S. E. from the Mediterranean to the W. side of

,
Mt. Seir. Under the Maccabees, the Idumaeans
were again subjected to Judaea (b.c. 12d), and
governed, imder them, by prefects {arparttyoi),

who were very probably descended from the old

princes of Edom; but the internal dissensions in

the Asmonaean family led at last to the establish-

ment of an Idumaean dynasty on the Jewish
throne. [Antipatbr, Nos. 3, 4 ;

Hbrodks.] The
Roman writers of the Augustan age and later use
Idumaea and Judaea as equivalent terms. Soon
after the destruction of Jerusalem the name of

Idumaea disappears from history, and is merged in

that of Arabia. Both the old Edomites and the

later Idumaeans were a commercial people, and
carried on a great part of the traffic ^tween the
East and the shores of tho Mediterranean.

Id^a (‘iSwia), daughter of Oceanus and Teth^'s,

and wife of the Colchian king Abbtks.
lerne. [Hibbrnia.]
IStae (’IcTat : ’l6Tii/oy: Jato), a town in the

interior of Sicily, on a mountain of the some name,
S.W. of Macelia.

IgHium {Giylio), a small island off tho Etruscan
coast, opposite Cosa.

Ignatius (’171'dTtos), one of the Apostolical

Fathers, was a hearer, of the Apostle John, and
succeeded Evodius os bishop of Antioch in a.d. Gi).

He was condemned to death by Trajan at Antioch,

and was taken to Home, where ho was thrown to

the wild beasts in the amphitheatre. The date of

his martyrdom is uncertain. Some place it in 107,
but others as late as 1 1 (>. On his way from Antioch
to Rome, Ignatius wrote several epistles in Greek
to various churches. There are extant at present

15 epistles ascribed to Ignatius, but of these onl.^
7 are considered to be genuine

;
and 'Sven these 7

are much interpolated. The ancient Syriac version

of some of these epistles, which has been recently

discovered, is free from many of tho interpolations

found in the present Greek text, and was evi-

dently executed when the Greek text was in a
state of greater purity than it is at present. The
Greek text has been published in the Patres Ajtos-

tolici by Cotelerius, Amsterd. 1 724, and by Jacob-

son, Oxon. 1838 ; and the Syriac version, acconqia-

lied with the Greek text, by Cureton, Lond. 1 640.

IgfiVlam (Iguvinus, Iguvinas, -atis : (/Mio or

Eupttbio), an important town in Umbria, on the

S. slope of the Apennines. On a mountain in the

neighbourhood of this town was a celebrated temple

of Jupiter, in the ruins of which were discovered, 4
centuries ago, 7 brazen tables, covered with Urn-
>rian inscriptions, and which are still preserved at

lubbio. These tables, frequently called the En~
guhmn Tables^ contain more than 1000 Umbrian
words, and are of great importance for a knowledge
of the ancient languages of Italy* The}' are ex-

plained byGrotefend, AzMfimcTifa Linguae Umhricae,

&c., Hannov. 1 835, seq., and by Lepsius, Imcrip-

tiones Umbrieae et Oacae, Lips. 1841.

Halra (’lAdeipa), daughter of Leucippus and
Philodice, and sister of Phoebe. The 2 sisters are

Tequently mentioned by the poets under the name
jf Leucippidae. Both were carried off by the

Dioscuri, and Ilaira became the wife of Castor,

neraconea, Hercaonenaes, orllliirgaTonenies,

people in Hispania Tarraconensis on the W. coast

between the Iberus and M. Idubifda. Their chief

.own was Dbrtosa.
z 2
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Ilerda {Lcrida)^ a town of the IlergCtes in '

Ilispania Tairficonensis, situated on a height above

the river Sicoris {ISegre)^ which was here crossed

by a stone bridge. It was afterwards a Roman
colony, hut in the time of Ausonius had ceased to

be a place of importance. It was here that Afra-

niu9 and Petreius, the legates of Pompey, were

defeated by Caesar (b. c. 49).

Ilergetes, a people in Hispania Tarraconensis,

between the Iberus and the Pyrenees.

Ilia or Bliea Silyla. [Romulus.]
Illci or mice (AVcAe), a town of the Contestani

pn the E. coast of Hispania Tarraconensis, on the

road from Carthago Nova to Valentia, was a co-

Innia iniinunis. The modem Ehhe lies at a greater

distance from the coast than the ancient town.

nienses, an ancient people in Sardinia.
Illdna (’lAnJi'n), daughter of Priam and Hecuba,

wife of Polymnestor or Polymestor, king of the

Thracian Cheraonesus, to whom she bore a son

Deipyliis. At the beginning of the Trojan war
her brother Polydorus was intrusted to her care,

and she brought him up as her own son. For de-

tails see Polydorus. Iliona was the name of one

of the tragedies of Pacuvius. (Ilor. Sat. ii. 3. 61.)

IlI6neuB (’lAwi'sor), a son of Niobe, whom
Apollo would have liked to save, because he was
praying

;
but the arrow was no longer under tho

control of tho god. [Niobe.]

Ilipa (/’snwtyjor), a town in Hispania Raetica,

on the right hank of the Baetis, which was uavi-

jgable to this place with small vessels.

IUbsub (’Uarirds, more rarely E/Anro-ds), a

amall river in Attica, rises on tho N. slope of Mt
Ilymettus, receives the brook Eridanus near the

Lyceum outside the walls of Athens, then flows

through the E. side of Athens, and loses itself in

^0 marshea^’in the Athenian plain. The Ilissus

is now usually dry, as its waters are drawn oif to

supply the city.

Illthyla (EtAcldvta), also called Elithyia, Ilc-

thyi.% or Eleutho, tho goddess of birth, who came

to the assistance of women in labour. When she

was kindly disposed, she furthered the birth
; but

when she was angry, she protracted tho labour.

In the Iliad the llithyiae (in the plural) are called

the daughters of Hera, But in the Odyssey and

Hesiod, and in the later poets in general, there is

only one goddess of this name, llithyia was the

servant of Hera, and was employed by the latter

to retard the birth of Hercules. [Hercules.]—
Tho worship of llithyia appears to have been first

established among tho Dorians in Crete, where she

was believed to have been bora in a cave in the

territory of Cnossus. From thence her worship

spread over Delos and Attica. According to a

Delian tradition llithyia was not horn in Crete,

Itut had come to Delos from the Hyperboreans, for

the purpose of assisting Leto. In on ancient hymn
attributed to Olen, which was sung in Delos,

llithyia was called the mother of Eros (Love). It

is probable that llithyia was originally a goddess

of the moon, and hence became identified with

Artemis or Diana. The moon was supposed to

exercise grtot influence over growth in general,

and consequently over that of children.

Hlam. [Troas.]

niibgria ClPiXiSepts). 1. (TVcA), called Tichis

or Teohnm by the Romans, a river in Gallia Norbo-

nensis in the territory of tho Sardones, rises in thi

Pyrenees and falls, after a short course, into the
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Mare Gallicum.— 2. {Fine), a town of the San-

-ones, on the above-mentioned river, at the foot of

.he Pyrenees, was originally a place of importance,

3ut afterwards sunk into insignificance. It was
restored by Constantine, who changed its name
into HelSna, whence the modern Elne.

niiturgiB or lUitnrgi (Andujar)^ an important

.own of the Turduli in Hispania Tarraconensis, si-

:uated on a steep rock near the Baetis, and on tho

'oad from Corduba to Castulo ;
it was destroyed by

Scipio B.C. 210, but was rebuilt, and received the

name of Forum Julinm.

lUyricum or lUjhiB, more rarely Illyria (rh

IWvpiKdv^ ’lAAupls, ’lAAupfa), included, in its

widest signification, all the land W. of Macedonia

and E. of Italy and Rhaetia, extending S. as far

as Epirus, and N. as far as the valleys of the Savus

and Dnivus, and the junction of these rivers with

the Danube. This wide extent of country was
inhabited by numerous Illyrian tribes, all of whom
were more or less barbarous. They were probably

of the same origin as the Thracians, but some
Celts were mingled with them. The country was
divided into 2 parts : 1. IllyriB Barbara or Bo-
mana, the Roman province of Illyricum, extended

along the Adriatic sea from Italy (Istria), from

which it was separated by the Arsia, to the river

Drilo, and was bounded on the E. by Macedonia
and Moesia Superior, from which it was separated

by the Drimis, and on the N. by Pannonia, from

which it was separated by the Dravus. It thus

comprehended a part of the modern Croatia, the

whole of jDalmaiia, almost the whole of JJosnia,

and a part of Albania. It was divided in ancient

times into 3 districts, according to the tribes by
which it was inhabited ; — lapydia, the interior

of the country on the N., from the Arsia to tho

Tedanius [Iapydbs]
;
Libuniia. along the coast

from the Arsia to the Titiiis [LiburniJ
;
and

Dalmatia, S. of Libuniia, ah.ng tho coast from the

Titius to tho Drilo. [Dalmatia.] The Libur-

m'ans submitted at an early time to the Romans ;

but it was not till after the conquest of the Dal-

matians in the reign of Augustus, that the entire

country was organised as a Roman province. From
this time the Illyrians, and especially the Dalma-
tians, formed an important part of the Roman
legions.— 2. Hlyrui Graeca, or Illyria proper,

also called Bplrus Nova, extended from the Drilo,

along the Adriatic, to the Ccrauiiiau mountains,

which separated it from Epirus proper: it was
boundca on the E. by Macedonia. It thus em-
braced the greater part of the modem Albania. It

was a mountainous country, but possessed some
fertile lahd on the coast. Its principal rivers were
the Aous, Apsus, Gknusus, and Pa.nyasus. In

the interior was an important lake, the Lychnitis.

On the coast there were the Greek colonies of

Epidomnua, afterwards DYRRHACHiuM,aud Apol-
lonia. It was at these places tlmt the celebrated

Via Egnatia commenced, which ran through Ma-
cedonia to Byzantium. The country was inha-

bited by various tribes, Atintanes, Taulantii,
Partuini, Dassaretae, &C. In early times

they were troublesome and dangerous neighbours

to the Macedonian kings. They were subdued
by Philip, the father of Alexander the Great,

who defeated and slew in battle their king Bar-

dylis, B. c. 359. After the death of Alexander
the Great, most of the Illyrian tribes recovered their

independence. At a later time the injury which
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the Roman trade suffered from their piracies brought

against them the arms of the republic. The forces

of their queen Teuta were easily defeated by the

Romans, and she was obliged to purchase peace by

the surrender of part of her dominions and the

pa3
rment of an annual tribute, 229. The 2nd

Illyrian war was finished by the Romans with the

same ease. It was commenced by Demetrius of

Pharos, who was guardian of Pineus, the son of

Agron, but he was conquered by the consul Aemi-

lius Paulus, 219. Pineus was succeeded by Pleu-

ratus, who cultivated friendly relations with the

Romans. His son Gentius fonned an alliance with

Perseus, hing of Macedonia, against Home
; but

he was conquered by the praetor L. Anicius, in the

same year as Perseus, 1G8
;
whereupon Illyria, as

well as Macedonia, became subject to Rome.— In

the new division of the empire under Constantine,

lllyricum formed one of the great provinces of the

empire. It was divided int<i Ill3rriciii)i Occiden*

tale, which included Illyncum proper, Paniionia,

and Noricnm,and Hlyricam Orieutale, which com-

prehended Dacia, Moesia, Macedonia, and Thrace.

Hus ("lAor). 1. Son of Dardantts by Batea, the

daughter of Teucer. Hus died without issue, and

left his kingdom to his brother, Erichtlionius.—
2. Son of Tros and Callirhoc, grandson of Krich-

thonius, and great-grandson of Dardanus
;
whence

he is called Dardanides. He was the father of Lao-

medon and the grandfather of Priam. He was

believed to be the founder of llion, which wjis also

called Troy, after his lather. Zeus gave him the

palladium, a statue of 3 cubits high, with its feet

close together, holding a spear in its right hand,

and a distalf in its left, and promised that as long

as it remained in Troy, the city should be safe.

The tomb of this was shown in the neighbourhood

of Troy.— 3. Son of Mermerus, and grandson of

.Tason and Medea. He lived at Ephyra, between

Elis and Olympia
;
and when Ulysses came to him

to fetch the poison for his arrows, Hus refused it,

from fear of the vengeance of the gods.

Uva. [Akthalia.]
Uv&tes, a people in Liguria, S. of the Po, in

the modern Montferrat.

Imach&ra (Imacharensis: Macoara), a town in

Sicily, ill the lieraean mountains.

Ii^as {rh "Ijicaoi/ 6pos)^ the name of a great

mountain range of Asia, is one of those terms

which the ancient geographers appear to have used

indefinitely, for want ^ exact knowledge. In its

most definite application, it appears to mean the

W. part of the Himalaya^ between the Paropamisus

and the Emodi Montes ;
but when it is applied to

some great chain, extending much further to the

N. and dividing Scythia into 2 parts, Sfythia intra

Imaum and Scythia extra Imaum, it must either be

understood to mean the Mou^sour or Altai moun-

tains, or else some imaginary range, which cannot

be identified with any actiuilly existing mountains.

ImbrlUui C'lfiSpaffos), a river in the island of

Samos, formerly called Parthenius, flowing into

the sea not far from the city of Samos. The cele-

brated temple of Hera (“^Hpatoy) stood near it,

and it gave the epithet of Imbrasia both to Hera

and to Artemis.

Imbros (‘'l/nSpat : ‘'l/xipios ; Embro or Imbrta\

an island in the N. of the Aegean sea, near the

Thracian Chersonesus, about 18 miles S. E. of Sa-

inothrace, and about 22 N. £. of Lemnos. It is

about 25 miles in circumference, and is hilly, but
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contains many fertile valleys. Imbros, like the

neighbouring island of Samothrace, was in ancient

times one of the chief seats of the worship of the

Cabiri and Hermes. There was a town of the

same name on the £. of the island, of which there

are still some ruins.

In&cbis (’Imxls), a surname of lo, the daughter
of Inachus. The goddess Isis is also culled Jnuchis,

because she was identified with lo ; and some-

times Inachis is used as synonymous with an Argive
or Greek woman. — Inachides in the same way
was used ns a name of Epaphiis, a grandson of

Inachus, and also of Perseus, because he was born
at Argos, the city of Inachus.

In&chuB (*'Ii/axoy), son of Oceanus and Tethys,
and father of Phoroneus and Aegialeus, to whom
others add lo, Argos Pnnoptes, and Phegeus or Pe-
geus. He was the first king and the most ancient

hero of Argos, whence the country is frequently

called the land of Inachus ; and he is said to hn\e
given his name to the river Inachus. The ancients

made several attempts to explain the stories about
Inachus: sometimes they looked upon him as a
native of Argos, who, after the flood of Diuiealion,

led theArgives from the mountains into the plains;

and sometimes they rc^garded him as the leader of
an Egyptian or Libyan colony, which settled on
the banks of the Inachus.

In&chus (*'Ii/oxos). 1. {]lnnitza\ the chief river

in Argolis, rises in the mountain Lyreeus on the
borders of Arcadia, llows in a S.E.-ly direction,

receives near Argos the Charadrus, and falls into

the Sinus Argolicus S. of Argos. •—•2. A river in

Acarnanio, which rises in Mt. Laemon in the range
of IMndus, and falls into the Achelous.

In&rlme. [Aknaria.J
Inaros (’Ii'dpwr, occasionally “'Iwpos), son of

Psammitichiis, a chief of some Lihwin tiibcs to the

VV. of Egypt, commenced hostilitits against ilW?

Persians, which ended in a revolt of the whole of
Egypt, B.C. 461. In 460 Inaros called in the

Athenians, who, with a fleet of 200 galleys, were
then off Cyprus: the ships sailed up to Memphis,
and, occupying two parts of the town, besieged the

third. In the same year Inaros defeated the Per-
sians in a great battle, in which Achnemenes, the
brother of the king Artaxerxes, was slain. But a
new army, under a new commander, Megnbyv.ns,

was more successful. The Egyptians and their

allies were defeated ; and Inaros was taken by
treachery and crucified, 455.

India ’Ii'Sfa : ’Ii^Sos, Indus), was a name used

by the Greeks and Romans, much as the modern
term East Indies^ to describe the whole of the S.E.
p.irt of Asm, to the E.,S. and y.E. of the great

ranges of mountains now called the Solvnan and
Himalaya Mountains^ including the 2 peninsulas
of Hindustan^ and of Burmah^ Cochin-China^ Siam^
and Malacca^ and also the islands of the Indian
Archipelayo. There is ample evidence that com-
mercial intercourse was carried on, from a very
early time, between the W. coast of Hindustan
and the W. parts of Asia, by the way of the
Persian Gulf, the Euphrates, and across the Syrian
Desert to Phoenicia, and also by way of the Red
Sea and Idumaea, both to Egypt and to Phoenicia ;

and so on from Phoenicia to Asia Minor and
Europe. The direct acquaintance of the western
nations with India dates from the reign of Darius,

the son of Hystaspes, who added to the Persian

empire a part of its N.W. regions, perhaps only as

I 3
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far as the Indus, certainly not beyond the limits of

the Punjab; and tho slight knowledge of the

country thus obtained by the Persians was con-

veyed to the Greeks through the inquiries of tra-

vellers, especially Herodotus, and afterwards by
those Greeks who resided fur some time in the

Persian empire, such as Ctbsias, who wrote a
special work on India The expedition

of Ai-kxani)er into India first brought the Greeks

into actual contact with the country ; but the con-

quests of Alexander only extended within Scinde^

and the Punje^^ as far as the river Hyphasis, down
which he sailed into the Indus, and down the

Indus to the sea. The Greek king of Syria,

Seleucus Nicator, crossed the Hyphasis, and made
war with the Prasii, a people dwelling on the

banks of the upper Ganges, to whom he afterwards

sent ambassadors, named Megasthenes and Daima-
chuB, who lived for several years at Palibothra, the

capital of the Prasii, and had thus the opportunity

of obtaining much information respecting the parts

of India about the Ganges. Megasthenes com-

posed a work on India, which appears to have

been the chief source of all the accurate informa-

tion contained in the works of later writers. After

the death of Seleucus Nicator, b. c. 201, the direct

intercourse of the western nations with India, ex-

cept iu the way of commerce, ceased almost en-

tirely
;
and whatever new information the later

writers obtained was often very erroneous. Mean-
while, the foundation of Alexandria had created an

extensive commerce between India and the West,

by way of the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, and
Egypt, which made the Greeks better acquainted

with the W. coast of the peninsula, and extended

their knowledge further into tho eastern seas
;
but

the information they thus obtained of the countries

beyond Cape Comorin was extremely vague and

5^^nty. Another channel of information, however,

was opened, during this period, by the establish-

ment of the Greek kingdom of Bactrio, to which a

considerable part of N. India appears to have been

subject. The later geographers made two great

divisions of India, which are separated by the

Ganges, and are called India intra Gangem, and
India extra Gangem, the former including the

peninsula of Hindustan, the latter the Burmese
peninsula. They were acquainted with the di-

vision of the people of Hindustan into castes, of

which thaf enumerate 7. It is not necessary, for

the object of this work, to mention the other parti-

culars which they relate concerning India and its

people.

IndibUis and Mandoi^us, 2 brothers, and chiefs

of the Spanish tribe of the Ileigetes, who played

an important part in the war between the Romans
and Carthaginians in Spain during the 2nd Punic

Avar. For some years they were faithful allies of

the Carthaginians; but in consequence of the gene-

rous treatment which the wife of Mandonius and
the daughters of Indibilis received from P. Scipio,

when they fell into his hands, the 2 brothers de-

serted the Carthaginian cause, and joined Scipio in

209 with all the forces of their nation. But in

206 the illness and reported death of Scipio gave

them hopes of shaking off the yoke of Rome, and
they excited a general revolt not only among their

own subjects, but the neighbouring Celtiberian

tribM also. They were defeated by Scipio, and
upon ^ suing for forgiveness were pi^oned. But

when Scipio left Spain in the nextyear (203), they
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again revolted. The Roman generals whom Scipio

had left in Spain forthwith marched against them
;

Indibilis was slain in battle, and Mandonius was
taken soon afterwards and put to death.

Indic§tae or Indigetes, a people in the N.E.
corner of Hispania Tarraconensis, close upon the

Pyrenees. Their chief town was Emporium.
Indlons Ocfi&nos. [Erythrarum Mare.]
IndigStes, the name of those indigenous gods

and heroes at Rome, who once lived on earth as

mortals, and were worshipped after their death as

gods, such as Janus, Picus, Faunus, Aeneas, Evan-
der, Hercules, Latinus, Romulus, and others. Thus
Aeneas, after his disappearance on the banks of the

Niimicus, became a deus Indices, pater Indiges, or

Jujnter Indiges; and in like manner Romulus be-

came Quirinus, and Latinus Jupiter Latiaris. The
Indigetes arc frequently mentioned together Avith

the Lares and Penates
; and many writers connect

the Indigetes with those divinities to whom a share
in the foundation of the Latin and Roman state is

ascribed, such as Mars, Venus, Vesta,

Indus or Sindos : Indus, Sind)^ a great

river of India, rises in the table land of Thibet, N.
of the Himalaya mountains, flows nearly parallel

to the great bend of that chain on its N. side, till

it breaks through the chain a little E. of Attack^

in the N.W. corner of the Punjab, and then flows

S.\V. through the great plain of the Punjab, into

the Erythraeuxn Mare (^Indian Ocean), which it

enters by several mouths, 2 according to the earlier

Greek writers, 6 according to the later. Its chief

tributaries are the Cophen {jCahid), which enters it

from the N.W. at Attack, and the Acesines on the

E. side. [Hyphasis.] Like the Nile, the Indus
overflows its banks, but with a much less fertilising

result, as the country about its lower course is for

the most part a sandy desert, and tho deposit it

brings down is much less rich than that of tho

Nile, ^he erroneous notions of the early Greeks
respecting the connection between the S.E. parts

of the continents of Africa and Asia, led to a con-
fusion between the Indus and the Nile

; but this

and other mistakes were corrected by the voyage
of Alexander’s fleet down the Hyphasis and the

Indus. The ancient name of India was derived

from the native name of the Indus {Sind),

Indus (TvSdr : DoUomon-Chai), a considerable

river of Asia Minor, rising in the S.W. of Phrygia,

and flowing through the district of Cibyratis and
the S. E. comer of Caria into the Mediterranean,

opposite to Rhodes.

Indutiom&ras, or Indnoioniiims, one of the

leading chiefs of the Treviri in Gaul. As he was
oppoB^ to the Romans, Caesar induced the leading

men of the'tiation to side with Cingetorix, the son-

in-law hut rival of Indutiomarus, b. c. 54. Indu-
tiomarus in consequence took up arms against the

Romans, but was defeated and slain by Labienus.

Inessa. [Astna, No. 2.]

InfSri, the gods of the Nether World, in contra-

distinction from the Superi, or the gods of heaven.
In Greek the Jn/eri are called ol ndrst, ol

ol ycuav, oi fvspBe, or of brdpepOs dsol
;
and

the Siqteri, ol &vw, Uvaroi and olpdvioi. But
the word In/eri is also frequently us^ to desig-

nate the dead, in contradistinction from those living

upon the earth ; to that apud tn/eros is equivalent

to “ in Hades,” or “ in the lower world.” The
Inferi therefore comprise all the inhabitants of the

lower world, the gods, yii. Hades or Pluto, hit
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wife Persephone (Proserpina), the Erinnyes or

Furies, and others, as well as the souls of departed

men. The gods of the lower world are treated of

in separate articles.

InfSrum Kare. [Etruria.]
Ing^vSnes. [Germania, pp. 281, b,, 282, a.]

Inganni, a people in Liguria on the coast, whose

chief town was Albium Inoaunum.
Ingeniias, one of the Thirty TjTants, was

governor of Pannonia when Valerian set out upon

his campaign against the Persians a. d. 258. He
assumed the purple in his province, but was defeated

and slain by Oallienus.

Ino daughter of Cadmus and Harmonia,

and wife of Athamas. For details see Athamas.
Indus, a name both of Melicertes and of Pa-

laenion, because they were the sons of Ino.

Insubres, a Gallic people, who crossed the Alps

and settled in Gallia Transpadana in the N. of

Italy. Their chief town was Mediolanum. Next
to the Uoii, they were the most powerful and war-

like of the Gallic tribes in Cisalpine Gaul. They
were conquered by the Romans, shortly before the

commencement of the 2nd Punic war.

Intaphemes one of the 7 con-

spirators against the 2 Magi in Persia, B.C. 522.

He was afterwards put to death by Darius.

Intdmdlii, a people in Liguria on the coast,

whose chief town was Albium Intemelium.
Interamna (Interamnas), the name of several

towns in Italy, so called from their lying between

2 streams.— 1. (T’enii), an ancient municipium in

Umbria, situated on the Nar, and surrounded by a
c-anal Rowing into this river, whence its inhabitants

were called Jnteramnates NaiUs. It was the birth-

place of the historian Tacitus, as well as of the

emperor of the same name.— 2, A town in Latium
on the Via Latina, and at the junction of the

Casinus with the Liris, whence its inhabitants

are called Intcramnates Lirinates. It was made a

Homan colony, B. c. 312, but subsequently sunk

into insignihcance.

Intercatla, an important town of the Vaccaei in

Hisisinia Tarraconensis, on the road from Asturica

to Caesaraugusta. •

Intercisa or Petra Pertusa, a town in Umbria,

so called because a road was here cut through the

rocks by order of Vespasian. An ancient inscription

on the spot still commemorates this work.

Internum Mare, the Mediterranean Sea^ ex-

tended on the W. from the Straits of Hercules,

which separated it from the Atlantic, to the coasts

of Syria and Asia Minor on the E. In the N.E.

it was usually supposed to terminate at the Helles-

pont. From the Straits of Hercules to ^he furthest

shores of Syria it is 2000 miles in length
;
and,

including the islands, it occupies an area of 734,000

square miles. It was called by the Romans Mare
Internum or Intestinum; by the Greeks ^ tffut

^dXarra or rj ivrhs ddXarra, or, more fully,

^vrhs *llpaK\flwp o'T‘r)\up (&d\aTTa, and by He-
rodotus fSe if ^cUaTTo; and from its washing the

coasts both of Greece and Italy, it was also called

both by Greeks and Romans Our Sea (if ifp-er^po

^dAurrOf rf Kaff if/tar ^dAoTTo, Mare Nostrum).

The term Mare Mediterraneum is not used by the

best classical writers, and occurs first in Solinus.

Most of the ancients believed that the Mediter-

ranean received its waters from the Atlantic,- and

poured them through the Hellespont and the Pro-

pontis into the £<ixine; but others, on the contrary,
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maintained that the waters came from the Euxine
into the Mediterranean. The ebb and flow of the

tide are perceptible in only a few parts of the

Mediterranean, such as in the Syrtes on the coast

of Africa, in the Adriatic, &c. The different parts

of the Mediterranean are called by different names,

which are spoken of in separate articles. See

Mare Tvrrhenum or Inperum, Adria or M.
Adriaticum or M. Super um, M. Siculum, M.
Asoaeum, &c.

Intonsns, the Unshorn, a surname of Apollo

and Bacchus, in allusion to the eternal youth of

these gods, since the Greek youths allowed their

hair to grow until they attained manhood.
In^Castnun. [Castrum, No. ].]

In^onm CIwkov or -or : ’IvvKtuos : Calda Bel-

lota ?), a small town in the S. of Sicily, not far

from Seliniis, on the river Hypsas.

lo (Tw), daughter of Inachus, the first king of

Argos, or, according to others, of lasus or Piren.

Zeus loved lo, but on account of Hera’s jealousy,

be metamorphosed her into a white heifer. The
goddess, who was aware of the change, ob-

tained the heifer from Zeus, and placed her under
the care of Argus Panoptes

;
but Zeus sent Hermes

to slay Argus and deliver lo. [Argus.] Hera
then tormented lo with a gad-fly, and drove her

in a state of phrenzy from land to land over the
whole earth, until at length she found rest on the
banks of the Nile, Here she recovered her ori-

inal form, and bore a son to Zeus, called Epaphiis.

Epaphus.] This is the common story, which
appears to he very ancient, since Homer constantly

gives the epithet of Argiphontes (the slayer of

Argus) to Hermes. The wanderings of lo were
very celebrated in antiquity, and were extended
and embellished with the increase of geographical

knowledge. Of these there is a full account in ri

Prometheus of Aeschylus. The B(fsporu8 is sal

to have derived its name from her swimming across

it. According to some traditions lo married Tele-

gonus, king of Egypt, and was afterwards identi-

fied with Isis.— The legend of lo is difficult to

explain. It appears that lo was identical with the

moon ; which is probably signified by her being

represented as a woman, with the horns of a heifer.

Her connection with Egypt seems to be an invention

of later times, and was probably suggested by the

resemblance which was found to exist between the

Argive lo and the Egyptian Isis.

Ifib&tes, king of Lycia. [Bellerophon.]
lol. [Caesarea, No. 4.]

lolaenses. [Iolaus.]

loi&UB (TtfAccov), son of Iphicles and Autome-
dusa. Iphicles was the half-brother of Hercules,

and Iolaus was the faithful companion and cha-
rioteer of the hero. [Hercules.] He assisted

Hercules in slaying the Lernaean Hydra. After
Hercules had instituted the Olympic games, Iolaus

won the victory with the horses of his master.

Hercules sent him to Sardinia at the head of his

sons whom he had by the daughters of Thespius.
He introduced civilisation among the inhabitants of

that island, and was worshipped by them. From
Sardinia he went to Sicily, and then returned to

Hercules shortly before the death of the latter.

After the death of the hero, Iolaus was the first

who offered sacrifices to him as a demigod. Accord-
ing to Pausanias, Iolaus died in Sardinia, whereas,
according to others, be was buried in the tomb of

his grandfather, Amphitryon. His descendants in

t 4
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Sardinia were called ’loXaets and Tolaenses. [Sar-

dinia.] lolaus after his death obtained permission

from the gods of the Nether World to come to the

assistance of the children of Hercules. IIo slew

Eurystheus, and then returned to the shades.

lolcus Ep. ’Ia«A/c<{s, Dor. *laXK6s:

an ancient town in Magnesia in Thessaly

at the top of the Pagasaean gulf, 7 stadia from the

sea. It is said to have been founded by the

mythical Cretheus, and to have been colonised by
Minyans from Orchomenus. It was celebrated in

mythology as the residence of Pelias and Jason,

and as the place from which the Argonauts sailed

in quest of the golden fleece. At a later time it

fell into decjiy, and its inhabitants were removed
to the neighbouring tou n of Demetrias, which was
founded by Demetrius Poliorcetes.

Idle daughter of Eurytus of Oechalia,

was beloved by Hercules. For details see p. 310.

After the death of Hercules, she married his son

Hyllus.

lollas or lolloa ('IdAAoy or ’IdAaos). 1. Son of

Antipater, and brother of Cassander, king of Ma-
cedonia. He was cup-bearer to Alexander at the

period of his last illness. Those writers who adopt

the idea of the king having been poisoned, repre-

sent lollas as the person who actually administered

the fatal draught. — 2. Of Bithynia, a writer on
materia medico, flourished in the 3rd century b. c.

Ion ("Icov). 1. The fabulous ancestor of the

ionians, is described as the son of Apollo by Creusa,

the daughter of Erectheus and wife of Xuthus.

The most celebrated story about Ion is the one
which forms the subject of the Ton of Euripides.

Apollo had visited Creusa in a cave below the

Propylaea, at Athens
;
and when she gave birth to

a son, she exposed him in the siime cave. The
^d, howevej, had the child conveyed to Delphi,

where he was educated by a priestess. Some time

afterwards Xuthus and Creusa came to consult the

oracle about the means of obtaining an heir. They
received for answer that the first human being

which Xuthus met on leaving the temple should be

his son. Xuthus met Ion, and acknowledged him
as his son

;
but Creusa, imagining him to be a son

of her husband by a former mistress, caused a cup

to be presented to the youth, which was filled with

the poisonous blood of a dragon. However, her

object was discovered, for as Ion, before drinking,

poured out a libation to the gods, a pigeon which
drank of it died on the spot Creusa thereupon

fled to the altar of the god. Ion dragged her

away, and was on the point of killing her, when a
priestess interfered, explained the mystery, and
showed that Ion was the son of Creusa. Mother
and son thus became reconciled, but 3^uthu8 was
not let into the secret.—Among the inhabitants of

the Aegialus, i. e. the N. coast of Peloponnesus, who
were Ionians, there was another tradition current.

Xuthus, wlien expelled from Thessaly, came to the

Aegialus. After his death Ion was on the point

9f marching against the Aegialeans, when their

king Selinus gave him his daughter Helice in mar-

riage. On the death of Selinus, Ion succeeded to

the throne, and thus the Aegialeans received the

name of Ionians, and the town of Helice was built

in honour of Ion's wife.— Other traditions repre-

sent Ion as king of Athens between the reigns of

Erechtheus and Cecrops
;
for it is said that hii

assistance was called in by the Athenians in their

war with the Eleusinians, that he conquered £u-

1
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molpus, and then became king of Athens. He
there became the father of4 sons, Geleon, Aegicores,

Argades, and IIoplcs, whose names were gi\en to

the 4 Athenian classes. After his death he was
buried at Potamus. —2. Of Chios, son of Ortho-

menes, was a celebrated tragic poet. He went
to Athens when young, and there enjoyed the

society of Aeschylus and Cimon. The number of

his tragedies is variously stated at 12, 30, and 40.

We have the titles and a few fragments of 11.

Ion also virrote other kinds of poetry, and prose

works both in history and philosophy.— 3. Of
Ephesus, a rhapsodist in the time of Socrates,

from whom one of Plato’s dialogues is named.
Ionia (*Ia>Wa : ‘'Iwves) and lonis (Rom. poet.),

a district on the W. coast of Asia Minor, so called

from the Ionian Greeks who colonized it at a time

earlier than any distinct historical records. The
mythical account of “the great Ionic migration”

relates that in consequence of the disputes between
the sons of Codrus, king of Athens, about the

succession to his government, his younger sons,

Nelcus and Androclus, resolved to seek a now
home beyond the Aegean Sen. Attica was at the

time overpeopled by numerous exiles, whom the

great revolution, known as “the return of the

Ileraclidae,” had driven out of their own states,

the chief of whom were the Ionians who had
been expelled from Peloponnesus by the Dorian

invaders. A large portion of this superfluous po-

pulation went forth as Atlienian colonists, under
the leadership of Androclus and Neleus, and of

other chieftains of other races, and settled on that

part of the W. shores of Asia Minor which formed
the coast of Lydia and part of Caria, and qlso in

the adjacent islands of Chios and Samos, and in

the Cyclades. The mythical chronology places

this great movement 140 years after the Trojan

war, or 60 years after the return of the Ileraclidae,

that is in b. c. 1060 or 1044, according to the

2 chief dates imagined for the Trojan war. Pass-

ing from mythology to history, the earliest au-

thentic records show us the existence of 1 2 great

cities on the above-named coast, claiming to be

(though some of chem only partially) of Ionic

origin, and all united into one confederacy, similar

to that of the 12 ancient Ionian cities on the N.
coast of the Peloponnesus. The district they pos-

sessed formed a narrow strip of coast, extending

between, and somewhat beyond, the mouths of the

rivers Macander, on the S., and Hermus, on the N.
The names of the 12 cities, going from S. to N.,

were Miletus, My us, Priene, Samos (city and
island), Ephesus, Colophon, Lebedus, Tegs,

Ebvthra.e, Chios (city and island), Clazo-
MENAE, and Phocaxa ; the first 3 on the coast

of Caria, the rest on that of Lydia : the city of

Smyrna, which lay within this district, but was of

Aeolic origin, was aftcrwatds (about b. c. 700)
added to the Ionian confederacy. The common
sanctuary of the league was the Panionium (irop-

k^piok), a sanctuary of Poseidon Heliconius, on
the N. side of the promontory of Mycale, opposite

to Samos ; and here was held the great na-

tional assembly (javiiyvpis) of the confederacy,

called Panionia (irea^iovia: see Diet, ofAntiq. s. v.).

It is very important to observe that the inhabitant*

of these cities were very fiur from being exclusively

and purely of Ionian descent. The traditions of

the original colonization and the accounts of the

historians agree in representing them as peopled
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by a great mixture, not only of Hellenic races, but

also of these with the earlier inhabitants, such as

Carians, Leleges, Lydians, Cretans, and Pelas-

gians ;
their dialects, Herodotus expressly tells us,

were very different, and nearly all of them were

founded on the sites of pre-existing native settle-

ments. The religious rites, also, which the Greeks

of Ionia observed, in addition to their national

worship of Poseidon, were borrowed in part from

the native peoples
;
such were the w’orship of Apollo

Didymaeus at Bmnchidae near Miletus, of Arte-

mis at Ephesus, and of Apollo Clarius at Colophon.

All these facts point to the conclusion, that the

Greek colonization of this coast was effected, not

by one, but by successive emigrations from dif-

ferent states, but chiefly of the Ionic race. The
central position of this district, its excellent har-

bours, and the fertility of its plains, watered by

the Maeander, the Cn^ster, and the Hermus, com-

bined with the energetic character of the Ionian

race to confer a high degree of prosperity upon

these cities
;
and it was not long before they began

to send forth colonies to many places on the shores

of the Mediterranean and the Euxine, and even to

Greece itself. During the rise of the Lydian

empire, the cities of Ionia preserved their inde-

pendence until the reign of Croesus, who subdued

those on the mainland, but relinquished his design

of attacking the islands. When Cyrus had over-

thrown Croesus, he sent his general Harpagus to

complete the conquest of the Ionic Greeks, D. c.

545. Under the Persian rule, they retained their

political organization, subject to the government of

the Persian satraps, and of tyrants who were set

up in single cities, hut they were required to

render tribute and military serNice to the king.

In n. c. 500 they revolted from Darius Hystaspis,

under the leadership of Histiaeus, the former

tyrant of Miletus, and his brother-in-law Arista-
MJRAS, and supported by aid from the Athenians.

The Ionian army advanced as far as Sardis, which

thej|took and burnt, but they were driven back

to th^e coast, and defeated near Ephesus a. c. 499.

The reconquest of Ionia by the Persians was com-

pleted by the taking of Mildtus, in 496, and the

lonians were compelled to furnish ships, and to

serve as soldiers, in the 2 expeditions against

Greece. After the defeat of Xerxes, the Greeks

carried the war to the coasts of Asia, and

dfected the liberation of Ionia by the victories

of Mycale (479), and of the Eurymedon (469).

In .fa 7 the peace of Antalcidas restored Ionia

to Persia ;
and after the Macedonian conquest,

it fonned jiart, successively, of the kingdom of

Pergamus, and of the Roman proving of Asia.

For the history of the several cities, see the re-

spective articles. In no country inhabited by the

Hellenic race, except at Athens, were the refine-

ments of civilisation, the arts, and literature, more

highly cultivated than in Ionia. The restless

energy and free spirit of the Ionic race, tire riches

gained by commerce, and the neighbourhood of

the great seats of Asiatic civilisation, combined to

advance with rapidity the intellectual progress and

the social development of its people
;
but these

same influences, unchecked by the rigid discipline

of the Doric race, or the simple earnestness of the

Aeolic, imbued their social life with luxury and

licence, and invested their works of genius with

the hues of enchanting beauty at the expense

of severe good taste and earnest purpose. Out of
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the long list of the authors and artists of Ionia, we
may mention Mimnermua of Colophon, the first

poet of the amatory elegy
;
Anacreon of Teos, who

sang of love and wine to the music of tho lyre
;

Thales of Miletus, Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, and
several other early philosophers ; the early annalists,

Cadmus, Dionysius, and Hecataeus, all of Miletus ;

and, in the fine arts, besides being the home of

that exquisitely beautiful order of architecture, the

Ionic, and possessing many of the most magnificent

temples in the world, Ionia was the native country

of that refined school of painting, which boasted

the n<ime8 of Zeuxis, Apelles, and Parrhnsius. The
most flourishing period in the history of Ionia is

that during which it was subject to Persia
; hut its

prosperity lasted till tho decline of the Roman
empire, under which its cities were among the

chief resorts of the celebrated teachers of rhetoric

and philosophy. The important place which some
of the chief cities of Ionia occupy in the ecirly his-

tory of Christianity, is attested by the Acts of the

Ajtosi/es^ and the epistles of St. Paul to the
Ephesians, and of St. John to the 7 churches of

Asia.

Mnlum Mare (*J6vios vduros^ *l6yioy T^Aa7oy,

'lovirj i&dAaTTo, *l6vio5 Trdpos), a part of the Medi-
terranean Sea between Italy and Greece, was S. of
the Adriatic, and heg.in on the W. at Ilydruntuxn
in Calabria, and on the E. at Oricus in Epirus, or

at the Ceraunian motmtains. In more ancient times

the Adriatic was called 'iSvios /jtvxhs or *l6yio5 k6\-

iros; while at a later time the Ionium Mare itself

was included in the Adriatic. In its widest signi-

fication the Ionium Mare included the Mare Sicn-

litm^ Crcticum and latriitm. Its name was usually

derived by the ancients from tho wanderings of lo,

but it was more proViahly so called from the Ionian

colonies, which settled in Cephaiyenia and thflT’

other islands off the W. coasts of Greece,

I5phon {'lo(pc!>v\ son of Sophocles, by Nico-
strate, was a distinguished tragic poet. He brought

out tragedies during the life of his father, and was
still flourishing in n. c. 405, the year in which
Aristophanes brought out the Frogs. For the

celebrated story of his undutiful charge against his

father, see Sophocles.

Iphlas (’I4>«^f). i- e. Evadne, a daughter of

Iphis, and wife of Capancus.

Iphioles or Iphiclns (’I^wcA^r, ‘'IipocAor or

1. Son of Amphitryon and Alcmene
of Thebes, was one night younger than bis half-

brother Hercules. He was first married to Auto-
medusa, the daughter of Alcathous, by whom he
became the father of lolaus, and afterwards to the
youngest . daughter of Creon. He accompanied
Hercules on several of his expeditions, and also

took part in the Calydonian hunt He fell in battle

against the sons of Hippocoon, or, according to

another account, was wounded in the battle against

the Molionidae, and was carried to Pheneus, where
he died.— 2. Son of Thestius by Laophonte or

Deidamia or Eurytbemis or Leucippe. He took
part in the Calydonian hunt and the expedition

of the Argonauts. —3. Son of Phylacus, and
grandson of Deion and Clymene, or son of Cephalua
and Clymene, the daughter of Minyas. He was
married to Diomedia or Astyoche, and was the
father of Podarces and Protesilaus. He was also

one of the Argonauts ; and he possessed large herds

of oxen, which he gave to the seer Melampus. He
was also celebrated for his swiftness in running.
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Iphior&tes (’I<^4K/KtT7jy), the famous Athenian I

general, was the son of a shoemaker. He distin-

uished himself at an early age by his gallantry in

attle
;
and in b. a 394, when he was only 25

years of age, ho was appointed by the Athenians

to the command of the forces which they sent to

the aid of the Boeotians after the battle of Coronea.

In 393 he commanded the Athenian forces at

Corinth, and at the same time introduced an

important improvement in military tactics— the

formation of a body of targeteers {m^raaral) pos-

sessing, to a certain extent, the advantages of

heavy and light-armed forces. This he effected

by substituting a small target for the heavy shield,

adopting a longer sword and spear, and replacing

the old coat of mail by a linen corslet. At the

head of his targeteers he defeated and nearly de-

stroyed a Spartan Mora in the following year (392),

an exploit which became very celebrated throughout

Greece. In the same year he was succeeded in the

command at Corinth by Chabrias. In 389 he was

sent to the Hellespont to oppose Anaxibius, who
was defeated by him and slain in the following year.

Oil the peace of Antalcidaa, in 387, Iphkrates

went to Thrace to assist Seuthes, king of the

Odrysae, but he soon afterwards formed an alliance

with Cotys, who gave him his daughter in mar-

riage. In 377 Iphicrates was sent by the Athenians,

with the command of a mercenary force, to assist

Phamabazus, in reducing Egypt to subjection ; but

the expedition failed through a misunderstanding

between Iphicrates and Phamabazus. In 373
Iphicrates was sent to Corcyra, in conjunction with

Callistratus and Chabrias, in the command of an

Athenian force, and he remained in the Ionian sea

till the peace of 371 put an end to hostilities.

About 367, he was sent against Amphipolis, and

'%fter carryingr on the war against this place for 3

years, was superseded by Timotheus. Shortly

afterwards, he assisted his father-in-law Cotys, in

his war against Athens for the possession of the

Thracian Chersonesus. But his conduct in this

matter was passed over by the Athenians. After

the death of Chabrias (357) Iphicrates, Timotheus,

and Menestheus were joined with Chares as com-

manders in the Social War, and were prosecuted

by their unscrupulous colleague, because they had

refused to risk an engagement in a storm. Iphi-

crates was acquitted. From the period of his trial

he seems to have lived quietly at Athens. He
died before 348. Iphicrates has been commended
for his combined prudence and energy as a general.

The worst words, he said, that a commander could

utter were, “ I should not have expected it.” His

services were high^ valued by the Athenians, and

were rewarded by^ theiil with almost unprecedented

honours.

IphigfpTft (^<ply€V€ia), according to the most

common tradition, a daughter of Agamemnon and

Clytaemnestra, but according to others, a daughter

of Theseus and Helena, and brought up by Cly-

taemnestra as a foster-child. Agamemnon had

once killed a stag in the grove of Artemis ; or he

had boasted that the goddess herself could not hit

better; or he Imd vowed in the year in which

Iphigenia was bom to sacrifice the most beautihil

production of that year, but had afterwards neg-

lected to fiilfil bis vow. One of these circumstances

is said to have been the cause of the calm which

detained the Greek fleet in Aulis, when the Greeks

wanted to sail against Troy. The seer Calchas
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declared that the sacrifice of Iphigenia was the

only means of propitiating Artemis. Agamemnon
was obliged to yield, and Iphigenia was brought

to Chalcis under the pretext of being married to

Achilles. When Iphigenia was on the point of
being sacrificed, Artemis carried her in a cloud to

Tauris, where she became the priestess of the god-
dess, and a stag was substituted for her by Artemis.

While Iphigenia was serving Artemis as priestess

in Tauns, her brother Orestes and his friend

Pylades came to Tauris to carry off the image
of the goddess at this place, which was believed to

have fallen from heaven. As strangers they were
to be sacrificed in the temple of Artemis

;
hut

Iphigenia recognised her brother, and fled with
him and the statue of the goddess. In the mean-
time Electra, another sister of Orestes, had heard

that he had been sacrificed in Tauris by the

priestess of Artemis. At Delphi she met Iphi-

genia, whom she supposed had murdered Orestes.

She therefore resolved to deprive Iphigenia of her

sight, hut was prevented by the interference of

Orestes ; and a scene of recognition took place.

All now returned to Mycenae ; but Iphigenia

carried the statue of Artemis to the Attic town of

Brauron near Marathon. She there died as

priestess of the goddess.—As a daughter of Theseus
Iphigenia was connected with the heroic families

of Attica, and after her death the veils and most
costly garments which had been worn by women who
had died in childbirth were dedicated to her. Ac-
cording to some traditions Iphigenia never died but
was changed by Artemis into Hecate, or was en-

dowed by the goddess with immortality and eternal

youth, and under the name of Orilochia became
the wife of Achilles in the island of Lcucc.— The
Lacedaemonians maintained that the image of Ar-
temis, which Iphigenia and Orestes had carried

away from Tauris, was preserved in SpJirta and not

in Attica, and was worshipped in the former place

under the name of Artemis Orthia. Both in Attica

and in Sparta human sacrifices were offer^ to

Iphigenia in early times. In place of these h^an
sacrifices the Spartan youths were afterwards

8coui;ged at the festival of Artemis Orthia. It ap-

pears probable that Iphigenia was originally the
same as Artemis hersalf-

IphimSdla or IpIdiiiSde (’I0(/i43e(a, *l<pifx4Sri)^

daughter of Triops, and wife of Aloeus. Being in

love with Poseidon, she often walked on the sea-

shore, and collected its waters in her lap, whence she

became, by Poseidon, the mother of the Aloldac,

OtuB and Ephialtes. While Iphimedia and her
daughter, Pancratis, were celebrating the orgies of

Dionysuston Mount Drius, they were carried off by
Thracian pirates to Naxos or Strongyle

; but they
were delivered by the Aloldae.

Iphia (’l<pis). L Son of Alector, and father of

Eteoclus and Evadne, the wife of Capaneus, was
king of Argos. He advised Polynices to give the

celebrated necklace of Harmonia to Eriphyle, that

'she might persuade her husband Amphiaraus to

take part in the expedition against Thebes. He
lost his two children, and therefore left his kingdom
to £}thenelu8, son of Capaneus.— 2. Son of Sthe-

nelus, and brother of Eurystheus, was one of the

Argonauts who fell in the battle with Aeetes.— 3 .

A youth in love with Anaxarete. [Anaxarete.]— 4. Daughter of Ligdus and Telethusa, of Phaes-

tus in Crete. She was brought up as a boy, on the

advice of Isis, because her &ther, previous to her
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birth, had ordered the child to be killed, if it should

be a gill. When Iphis had grown up, and was

to be betrothed to lanthe, she was metamorphosed

by Isis into a youth.

Iphltus 1. Son of Eurytus of Oechalia,

one of the Argonauts, was afterwards killed by
Hercules. (For details, see p. 310, a.)— 2. Son
of Naiibolus, and father of Schedius, Epistrophus,

and Eurynorae, in Phocis, likewise one of the

Argonauts.— 3. Son of Hacmon, or Praxonides,

or Iphitus, king of Elis, restored the Olympic
games, and instituted the cessation of all war
during their celebration, n. c. 084.

Ipsus a small town in Great Phiy'gia,

celebrated in history as the scene of the decisive

battle which closed the great contest between the

generals of Alexander for the succession to his

empire, and in which Antigonus was defeated and
slain, B.C. 301. [Antigonus.] The site is un-

known, but it appears to have been about the centre

of Phrygiii, not far from Synnada.
Ira (Efpa, ’Ipd), a mountain fortress in Messenia,

memorable as the place where Aristomenes defended

liiiaself for 11 years against the Spartans. Its

capture by the Spartans in b. c. 668 put an end to

the 2nd Messenian war. Tt is doubtful whether it

is the same as Ira (II. ix. 150), one of the 7 cities,

which Agamemnon promised to Achilles.

Irenaeus (ElpTivalof}, one of the early Christian

fathers, was probably bom at Smyrna between

A.D. 120 and 140. In his early youth he heard

Polycarp. He afterwards went to Gaul, and in

177 succeeded Pothinus as bishop of Lyon. He
made many converts from heathenism, and was
most active in opposing the Gnostics, especially the

Valentinians. He seems to have lived till about

the end of the 2nd century. The only work of

Irenaeus now extant, Adversus Haereses^ is in-

tended to refute the Gnostics. The original Greek
19 lost, with the exception of a few fragments, but

the work exists in a barbarous, but ancient Latin

version. Edited by Grabe, Oxon. 1702.

Irene called Pax by the Romans,
the goddess of peace, was, according to Hesiod, a
daughter of Zeus and Themis, and one of the

Horae. [Horak.] After the victory of Timotheus

over the Lacedaemonians, altars were erected to her

at Athens at the public expense. Her statue at

Athens stood by the side of that of Amphiaraus,

carrying in its arms Plutus, the god of wealth,

and another stood near that of Hestia in the Pry-

taneum. At Rome, where peace was also wor-

shipped as a goddess, she had a magnificent temple,

which was built by the emperor Vespasian. Pax is

represented on coins as a youthful female^ holding

in her left arm a cornucopia, and in her right hand

an olive branch or the staff of Mercury. Sometimes

she appears in the act of burning a pile of arms, or

carrying corn-ears in her hand or upon her head.

Iris (^lpk5\ daughter of Thaumas (whence she

is called Thaumantias) and of Elcctra, ami sister

of the Harpies. In the Iliad she appears as

the messenger of the gods, especially of Zeus and

Hera. In the Odyssey, Hermes is the messenger

of the gods, and Iris is never mentioned. Iris

appears to have been originally the personification

of the rainbow, for this brilliant phenomenon in

the skies, which vanishes as quickly as it appears,

was regarded as the swift messenger of the gods.

Some poets describe Iris as the rainbow itself but

other writers represent the rainbow as only the
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road on which Iris travels, and which therefore

appears whenever the goddess wants it, and va-

nishes when it is no longer needed. In the earlier

poets, Iris appears as a virgin goddess
;
but in the

later, she is the wife of Zephyrus, and the mother
of Eros. Iris is represented in works of art dressed
in a long and wide tunic, over which hangs a
light upper garment, with wings attached to her
shoulders, carrying the herald’s staff in her left

hand, and sometimes also holding a pitcher.

Iris (‘'Jpts : Yeshil-Irmak)^ a considerable river

of Asia Minor, rises on the N. side of the N.most
range of the Anti-Taurus, in the S. of Pontus, and
flows first W. past’ Comana Pontica, then N. to

Amasia, whore it turns to the £. to Eupatoria

(Megalopolis), where it receives the Lycus, and
then flows N. through the territory of Themiscyra
into the Sinus Amisenus. Xenophon, states its

breadth at 3 plethra.

Inis C^pos). 1. Son of Actor, and father of

Eurydamus and Eurytion. He purified Peleus,

when the latter had murdered his brother ; but
during the chase of the Calydonian boar, Peleus
unintentionally killed Eurytion, the son of Irus.

Peleus endeavoured to soothe him by offering him
his flocks

;
but Irus would not accept them, and at

the command of an oracle, Peleus allowed them to

run wherever they pleased. A wolf devoured the
sheep, but was thereupon changed into a stone,

which was shown, in later times, on the frontier

between Locris and Phocis.» 2. The well-known
beggar of Ithaca. His real name was Amaeus,
but he was culled Irus because he was the mes-
senger of the suitors of Penelope. Ho was slain

by Ulysses.

Is (*l5 ; Hit)y a city in the S. of Mesopotamia,
8 days’ journey from Babylon, on the W. bank of
the Euphrates, and upon a little rivee of the saniv'*

name. In its neighbourhood were the springs of
asphaltus, from which was obtained the bitumen
that was used, instead of mortar, in the walls of
Babylon.

Isaeui ClaoTos). L One of the 1 0 Attic orators,

was born at Chalcis, and came to Athens at an
early age. Ho was instructed in oratory by Lysias
and Isocrates. He was afterwards engaged in

writing judicial orations for others, and established

a rhetorical school at Athens, in which Demosthenes
is said to have been his pupil. It is fqrther said that

Isaeus composed for Demosthenes the speeches

against his ^ardians, or at least assisted him in

the composition. We have no particulara of his

life. He lived between b. c. 420 and 348. Isaeus

is said to have written 64 orations, but of these

only 11 are extant. They all relate to questions

of inheritance, and afford considerable informa-

tion respecting this branch of the Attic law. The
style of Isaeus is clear and concise, and at the
same time vigorous and powerful. His orations

are contained in the collections of the Greek
orators. [Demosthxnbs.] There is a good se-

parate edition by Schbmann, Greifswald, 1831.
—2. A sophist and rhetorician, a native of Assyria,

taught at Rome in the time of the younger Pliny.

Li^;5ra8 (*laa'y6pas), the leader of the oli-

garchical party at Athena, in opposition to Clis-

thenes, B.C. 510. He was expelled from Athens
by the popular party, although supported by Cleo-

menes and the Spains.
liaader (’'lo-at^Bpot), son of Bellerophon, killed

by Ares in the fight with the Solymi.
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Is&nt a river in Gallia Narbonensia, de-

scends from the Graian Alps, flows W. with a rapid

stream, and flows into the Rhone N. of Valentia.

At its junction with the Rhone Fabius Aemilianus

defeated the Allobrogcs and Arverni, b. c. 121.

Isaurla (
7} ’Icraopto, *laavpiicft\ a district of

Asia Minor, on the N. side of the Taurus, between

Pisidia and Cjlicia, of which the ancients knew
little beyond the troublesome fact, that its inha-

bitants, the Isauri ("Iiraupot) were daring robbers,

whose incursions into the surrounding districts re-

ceived only a temporary check from the victory

over them, which gained for L. Servilius the sur-

name of Isauricus (b. c, 76). Their chief city was
called Isaura.

Isoa. 1. {Axmtnster or Bridfiort or EjceUr)., the

capital of the Damnonii or Dumnonii in the S.W.
of Britain. 2. {Coer Leon^ at the mouth of the

Usk), a town of the Silures in Britain, and the head

ijuarters of the Legio II. There are many Roman
remains at Ca4ir Leon. The word Leon is a cor-

ruption of Legio ; Caer is the old Celtic name.
Ischys. [Aesculapius.]
IsiddruB (’lo-tSwpor). 1. Of Aegae, a Greek

poet of uncertain age, 5 of whose epigrams are

contained in the Greek Anthology.—2. Of Charax,

a geographical writer, who probably lived under

the early Roman emperors. Ills work, Sra^/xol

napdiKol^ is printed in the edition of the minor

geographers, by Hudson, Oxon. 1703.— 3. Of
Gaza, a Neo-Platonic philosopher, the friend of

Proclus and Marinus, whom he succeeded as chief

of the school. —4. Of Pelusium, a Christian exe-

getical writer, a native of Alexandria, who spent

iiis life in a monastery near Pelusium, of which he

was the abbot. He died about a. d. 450. As
many as 2013 of his letters are extant. They are

'^most all expDsitions of Scripture. Published at

Paris, 1033.-5. Bishop of llisiialis (Seville) in

Spain, from a. d. 600 to 636, one of the most

learned men of his age, and an ardent cultivator of

ancient literature. A great number of his works

is still extant, but by far the most important of

them is his Originum s. Etgmdogiarum, Libri XX,
This work is an Encyclopaedia of Arts and Sciences,

and treats of all subjects in literature, science, and
religion, which were studied at that time. It was
much used in the middle ages. Published in the

Corpus Grammaticorum Veterum, Linderaann, Lips.

1333. A complete collection of the works of

IsidoruB was published by Arevali, Rom., 1797

—

1303, 7 vols. 4to.— 6. Of Miletus, the elder and
j'ounger, were eminent architects in the reign of

Justinian.

iBlgSntlB {*l(Tlyovo5\ a Greek writer, of un-
certain date, but who lived before the time of

Pliny, wrote a work entitled "AiriorTo, a few frag-

ments of which are extant. Published in Wester-
mann's Paradoxoqraphi^ Brunswick, 1839,

Isionda (’I(n3v8a: ’Icioi^Scus, Isiondensis), a

city of Pisidia in Asia Minor, E. of the district of

Cibpa, and 6 Roman miles N.W. of Termessus.

Mr. Fellows lately discovered considerable ruins

12 miles from Perge, which he supposes to be

those of Isionda.

Isis (’lo-ir), one of the principal Egyptian divi-

nities. The ideas entertained about her underwent
very great changes in antiquity. She is described

as the wife of Osiris and the mother of Homs.
As Osiris, the god of the Nile, taught the people

the use of the plough, so Isis invented the culti-
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vation of wheat and barley, which were carried

about in the processions at her festival. She was
the goddess of the earth, which the Egyptians

called their mother ; whence she and Osiris were

the only divinities that were worshipped by all the

Egyptians. This simple and primitive notion of

the Egyptians was modified at an early period

through the influence of the East, with which
Egypt came into contact, and at a later time

through the influence of the Greeks. Thus Osiris

and Isis came gradually to be considered as divi-

nities of the sun and the moon. The Egyptian

priests represented that the principal religious in-

stitutions of Greece came from Egypt
;
and after

the time of Herodotus, this belief became esta-

blished among the learned men in Greece. Hence
Isis was identified with Demeter, and Osiris with

Dionysus, and the Bufferings of Isis were accord-

ingly modified to harmonise with the inytlius of

the unfortunate Demeter. As Isis was the goddess

of the moon, she was also identified with lo. [lo.
j— The worship of Isis prevailed extensively in

Greece. It was introduced into Rome m the time

of Sulla
; and though the senate made many at-

tempts to suppress her worship, and ordered her

temples to be destroyed, yet the new religious rites

took deep root at Rome, and became very popular.

In B. c. 43 the triumvirs courted the popular

favour by building a new temple of Isis and
Serapis. Augustus forbade any temples to be

erected to Isis in the city
;
but this command was

afterwards disregarded
;
and under the early Ro-

man emperors the worship of Isis and Serapis

became firmly established. The most impoitaiit

temple of Isis at Rome stood in the Campus
Martins, whence she was called Isis Campensis.

The priests and servants of the goddess wore linen

garments, whence she herself is called linigera.

Those initiated in her mysteries wore in the public

processions masks representing the heads of dogs.

In works of art Isis appears in figure and coun-

tenance like Hera: she wears a long tunic, and
her upper gannent is fastened on her breast by a

knot ; her head is crowned with a lotus flower,

and her right hand holds the sistrum. Her son

Horus is often represented with her as a fine naked
boy, holding the fore-finger 011 the mouth, with a

lotus flower on his head, and a cornucopia in his

left hand. The German goddess Isis mentioned by
Tacitus is probably the same as Hertha.

Isxn&niB C'lcrjaapor: *l(rpidptos), a town in

Thrace, near MoronCa, situated on a mountain of

the same name, which produced excellent wine. It

is mentioned in the Odyssey as a town of tho

Cicones. «iNear it was the lake iBm&ris (’la-juapis).

The poets frequently use the adjective Isnuirius ns

equivalent to Thracian. Thus Ovid calls Tercus,

king of Thrace, Ismarius tyrannus (Am. ii. 6. 7),

and Polymnestor, king of Thrace, Ismarius re»

(MeU xiiu 630).

Isinfine {'lapiivri). 1. Daughter of Asopus,

wife of Argus, and motheE of lasus and lo.

— 2. Daughter of Oedipus and Jocasta, and sister

of Antigone.

IsmSutiB a small river in Boeotia,

which rises in Mt. Cithaeron, flows through

Thebes, and falls into the lake Ilylica. The brook

Dirce, so celebrated in Theban story, flowed into

the Ismenus. From this river Apollo was called

Jsmenius. His temple, the Ismenium^ at which

the festival of the Daphnephoria was celebrated.
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was situated outside the city. The river is said to

have been originally called Ladon, and to have de-

rived its subsequent name from Ismenus, a son of

Asopus and Metope. According to other traditions,

Ismenus was a son of Ainphion and Niobe, who
•when struck by the arrow of Apollo leaped into a

river near Thebes, which was hence called Ismenus.

Is5cr&tes (To-oapdTTjs), one of the 10 Attic

orators, was the son of Theodoras, and was born

nt Athens b. c. 436. Theodoras was a man of

wealth, and educated his son with the greatest

care. Among his teachers were Tisias, Goi^ias,

Prodicus, and also Socrates. Since Isocrates was
natimilly timid, and of a weakly constitution, he

did not come forward as a public speaker himself,

but devoted himself to giving instruction in oratory,

and writing orations for others. He hrst taught

rhetoric in Chios, and afterwards at Athens. At
the latter place he met with great success, and
graduallj" acquired a large fortune by his pro-

fession. He had 100 pupils, every one of whom
paid him 1000 drachmae. He also derived a large

income from the orations which he wrote for others

;

thus, he received 20 talents for the speech which

lie composed for Nicocles, king of Cyprus. Al-

though Isocrates took no part in public affairs, he

was an ardent lover of his country; and, accord-

ingly, when the kittle of Chaeronea had destroyed

he last hopes <»f freedom, he put an end to his

life, B. c. 333, at the age of 03. — Tlie school of

Isocrates exercised the greatest influence ujwn the

development of public oratory at Athens. No
other rl'etoncian had so many disciples of celebrity.

The laugiKigc of Isocrates forms a great contrast

with the natural simplicity of Lysias, as well as

with the sublime power of Demosthenes. Ilis

style is artificial. The carefully-rounded periods,

and the frequent application of figurative expres-

bions, are features which remind us of the sophists.

The immense care he bestowed upon the compo-

sition of his orations may be inferred from the

statement, that he was engaged for 10, or, accord-

ing to others, 15 years, upon his Panegyric ora-

tion alone. There were' in antiquity 60 orations

which went under the name of Isocrates, but they

were not all recognised as genuine. Only 21 have

come down to us. Of these 8 were written for the

courts
;

all the others are political discourses,

intended to be read by a large public. The most

celebrated is his Panegyric oration, in which he

shows what services Athens had rendered to

Greece in every period of her history, and contends

that she, and not Sparta, deserves the supremacy

in Greece. The orations are printed in the col-

lections of the Greek orators. The b'lst separate

edition is by Baiter and Sauppe, Turici, 1039.

Issa (‘'Ifftra), daughter of Macareus of Lesbos,

and beloved by Apollo, from whom the Lesbian

town of Issa is said to have received its name.

Issa (Issaeus: Lissa)^ a small island in the

Adriatic sea, with a town of the same name, off

the coast of Dalmatia, was colonrecd at an early

period by Greeks. It was inhabited by a hardy

race of sailors, whose barks {leinbi Issaei) were

much prized. The Issaei placed themselves under

the protection of the Romans, when they were

attacked by the Illyrian queen, Teuta, b. c. 2*29
;

and their town is spoken of as a place of importance

in Caesar's time.

IssedSnes (Ttro^Sdves), a Scythian tribe, in

Scythia extra Iraaum, the E.most people with
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whom the Greeks of the time of Herodotus had
any intercourse. Their coiuitry was in Great Tar-
tary, near the Massagetae, whom they resembled
in their mannera. They are represented as ex-

tending as far as the borders of Serica.

Issicus Sinus (d Tirtmchr adAiror: Gu/f of
Ifkenderonn)^ the deep gulf at the N.E. comer of

the Mediterranean, between Cilicia and Syria,

named after the town of Tssus. The width is

about 8 miles. The coast is much altered since

ancient times.

Issdrla (To-trwpfa), a surname of Artemis, de-

rived from Mt. Issorion, in Laconia, on which she
had a sanctuary.

Issns also T<r<rol, Xen.: To-tratos), a city

in the S.E. extremity of Cilicia, near the head of

the Issicus Sinus, and at the N. foot of the pass of

M. Amanus called the Syrian Gates
;
memorable for

tlio great battle in which Alexander defeated

Darius Codomanmis (n. c. 333), which was fought
in a narrow valley near the town. It was at that

time large and -flourishing, hut its importance was
much diminished by the foundation of Alexandria
m its neighbourhood. Its exact site is doubtful.

IstaevSnes. [Germania, pp. 281, b, 282, a.]

Ister. [Danubius.]
Ister, a Greek historian, was at first a slave of

Callimachus, and afterwards his friend, and ac-

cordingly lived in the reign of Ptolemy Evergetes
(b. c. 24/—222). He wrote a large number of

works, the most important of which was an Aiihis^

or history of Attica. His fragments are published
by C. and Th. Miillcr, Fraqtnenia HisUtr, Grace,

Islnrla or Histrla, a jxminsula at the N. ex-
tremity of the Adriatic, between the Sinus Tur-
gestinus on the W . and the Sinus Flauaticiis on
the E. It was separated from Venetia on the N.W.
by the river Tiniavus, and from Ill^’^ricuni on ihhm
E. by the river Arsia. Its inhabitants, the Istri

or Histri, were a warlike Illyrian race, who carried

on several wars with the Romans, till their final

subjugation by the consul C. Claudius Pulcher,

B.C. 177. Their chief towns were Tkrgkstk and
PoLA. Istria was originally reckoned part of

Illyricum, but from the time of Augustus it formed
one of the divisions of Upper Italy. In consequence

of its name it was believed at one time that a
branch of the river Ister (Danube) flowed into the

Adriatic.

Istr$p51i8, IstroB or Istrla (*la-Tp(Siro\itf "lo*-

rpor, T(TTp(7j, Herod, ii. 33 : islere), a town in

Lower Mocsia, not far from the mouth of the

Danube, and at a little distance from the coast,

was a colony from Miletus.

Ithlla (TraAio), signified, from the time of

Augustus, the country which we call Italy. It

was bounded on tlie W. by the Mare Ligusticum
and Tyrrhenum, Tuscum or Inferum

;
on the S.

by the Marc Siculum or Ausonium
;
on the E. by

the Mare Adriaticum or Supenim ; and on the N.
by the Alps, which sweep round it in a semicircle,

the river Varas (Far, Vuro) separating it on the
N.W. from Transalpine Oaul, and the river Arsia
{Arsd) on the N.E. from Illyricum. The name
Italia, however, was originally used to indicate a
much more limited extent of country. Most of
the ancients, according to their usual custom, derived
the name from an ancient king Italus

; but others,

still more absurdly, connect^ it with the old
Italian word Italus (in Oscan, villu or vitelu), an
ox, because the country was rich in oxen ! But
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there can be no doubt that Italia^ or Vihilia^ as it

was also called, was the land of the Italic Vitaliy

Vitelli^ or Vituli^ an ancient race, who are better

known under the name of Siculi. This race was

w’idely spread over the S. half of the peninsula,

and may be said to have been bounded on the N.
by a line drawn from Mt. Garganug on the E. to

Terracina on the W. The Greeks were ignorant

of this wide extent of the name. According to

them Italia was originally only the S.most part of

what was afterwards called Bruttium, and wag
bounded on the N. by a line drawn from the lui-

raetic to the Scylletic gulf. They afterwards ex-

tended the name to signify the whole country S.

of Posidonia on the W. aiid Tarentum on the E.

After the Romans had conquered Tarentum and

the S. part of the peninsula, about b. c. 272, the

name Italia had a still further extension given to

It. It then signified the whole country subject to

the Romans, from the Sicilian straits as far N. as

the Arnus and the Rubico. The country N. of

these rivers continued to be called Gallia Cisalpina

and Liguria down to the end of the republic.

Augustus was the first who extended the name
of Italia, so as to comprehend the whole of the

basin of the Po and the S. part of the Alps,

from the Maritime Alps to Pola in Istria, both

inclusive. In the later times of the empire, when
Maximian had transferred the imperial residence

to Milan, the name Italia was again used in a
narrower compass. As it had originally signified

only the S. of the country, so now it was restricted

to the N., comprising the 5 provinces of Aemilia,

Liguria, Ftaminio, Venetia, and Istria.— Besides

Italia, the country was called by various other

names, especially by the poets. These were Hes-
peria, a name which the Greeks gave to it, because

J^lay to the \V, of Greece, or Hesperia Mt^a,
to distinguish it from Spain [IlssPERia], and Sa-

turnia, because Saturn was said to have once

reigned in Latium. The names of separate parts

of Italy were also applied by the poets to the

whole country. Thus it was called Oenotxia,

originally the land of the Oenotri, in the country

afterwards called Bruttium and Lucania: Aizso-

nia, or Opica, or Opicia, originally the land of

the Ausones or Ausonii, Opici or Osci, on the W.
coast, in the country afterwards called Campania:
Tyrrhenia, properly the land of the Tyrrheni, also

on the W. coast, N. of Ausonia or Opica, and more
especially in the country afterwards colled Etruria:

lapygia, properly the land of the lapyges on the

£. coast, in the country afterwards called Calabria

:

and Ombrioa, the land of the Umbri on the £.

coast, alongside of Etruria.— Italy was never in-

habited by one single race. It contained a great

number of difierent races, who had migrated into

the country at a very early period. The most

ancient inhabitants were Pelasgians or Ocnotrians,

a branch of the same great race who originally in-

habited Greece and the coasts of Asia Minor.

They were also called Aborigines and Siculi, who,
as we have already seen, were the same as the

Vitali or Itali. At the time when Roman histoiy

begins, Italy was inhabited by the following races.

From the mouth of the Tiber, between its right

bank and the sea, dwelt the Etruscans, who ex-

tended as far N. as the Alps. Alongside of these,

between the left bank of the Tiber and the Adria-

tic, dwelt the Umbiians. To the S. of the Etrus-

cans were the Sactb^Casci, or Prisci, Oscan tribes,
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who had been driven out of the mountains by the

Sabines, had overcome the Pelasgian tribes of the

Siculi, Aborigines, or Latins, and, luiiting with
these conquered people, had formed the people

called Prisci Latini, subsequently simply Latini.

S. of these again, as far as the river Laus, were
the Opici, who were also called Ausones or Au-
Tunci, and to whom the Volsci, Sidicini, Saticuli,

and Aequi, also belonged. The S. of the peninsula

was inhabited by the Oenotrians, who were sub-

sequently driven into the interior by the numerous
Greek colonies founded along the coasts. S. of

the Uinbrums, extending as frr ns ML Garganus,
dwelt the various Sabcllian or Sabine tribes, the
Sabines proper, the Peligni, Marsi, Maimciiii,

Vestini, and llemici, from which tribes the war-
like race of the Samnites subsequently sprung.

From Ml Garganus to the S. E. extremity of the

peninsula, the country was inhabited by the Dau-
iiians or Apulians, Peucetii, Messapii, and Salleii-

tini. An account of these people is given in se-

parate articles. They were all eventually subdued
by the Romans, who became the masters of the
whole of the peninsula. At the time of Augustus
the following were the chief divisions of Itnij", an
account of which is also given in separate articles :

I. Upper Italy, which extended from the Alps to

the rivers Macra on the W. and Rubico on the E.

It comprehended, 1. Liguria. 2. Gallia Cls-

ALPiNA. 3. VknktiA, including Cama. 4. Istria.
n. Central Italy, sometimes called Italia Pro-
pria (a term not used by the ancients), to distin-

guish it from Gallia Cisalpina or Upper Italy, and
Magna Graecia or Lower Italj% extended from the

rivers Macra on the W. and Rubico on the E., to

the rivers Silarus on the \V. and Frento on the

E. It comprehended, 1. Etruria. 2. Umbria.
3. PiCENUM. 4. Sammum, including the country

of the Sabini, Vestini, Marrncini, Marsi, Peligni,

&c. 5, Latium. 6. Campania. III. Lower
Italy, or Magna Graeoia, included the remaining

part of the peninsula, C. of the rivers Silanis and
Frento. It comprehended, 1. Apulia, including

Calabria. 2. Lucania. 3. Bruttium. — Au-
gustus divided Itak' into the following 11 Re-
giones. 1. Latium and Campania. 2. The land

of the Hirpini, Apulia and Calabria. 3. Lucania
and Bruttium. 4. The land of the Frentani, Mar-
rucini, Peligni, Marsi, Vestini, and Sabini, together

with Samnium. 5. Picenura. 6. Umbria and the

district of Ariminum, in what was formerly called

Gallia Cisalpina. 7. Etruria. 8. Gallia Cispa-

dana. 9. Liguria. 10. The E. part of Gallia

Transpadana, Venetia, Carnia, and Istria. II. The
W. part qif Gallia Transpadana.— The leading

features of the physical geography of Italy are so

well described by a modem writer, that we cannot

do better than quote his words. “ The mere plan-

geography of Italy gives us its shape and the posi-

tion of its towns ; to these it may add a semicircle

of mounlains round the N. boundary, to represent

tho Alps ; and another long line stretching down
the middle of the country, to represent the Apen-
nines. But let us carry this on a little further,

and give life and harmony to what is at present at

once lifeless and confused. Observe, in the first

place, how the Apennine line, beginning from the

S. extremity of the Alps, runs across Italy to the

very edge of the Adriatic, and thus separates na-

turdly the Italy proper of the Romans from Cis-

alpine Gaul. Observe again, how the Alps, after
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nnniing N. and S. where they divide Italy from

France, turn then away to the E.ward, running

almost parallel to the Apennines, till they too touch

the head of the Adriatic, on the confines of Istria.

Thus between these 2 lines of mountains there is

enclosed one great basin or plain
; enclosed on 3

sides by mountains, open only on the E. to the sea.

Observe how widely it spreads itself out, and then

see how well it is watered. One great river (the

Po) flows through it in its whole extent ; and this

is fed by streams almost unnumbered, descending

towards it on cither side, from the Alps on one

side, and from the Apennines on the other. Then,
descending into Italy proper, we find the com-

plexity of its geography quite in accordance with

its manifold political divisions. It is not one simple

central ridge of inonntoins, having a broad belt of

level country on either side between it and the

sea
; nor yet is it a chain rising immediately from

the sea on one side, like the Andes in S. America,

and Ic.aving room therefore on the other side for

wide plains of table land, and for rivers with a
Rufficient length of course to become at last great

and navigable. It is a back-bone, thickly set with

spines of unequal length, some of them rnnning

out at regular distances parallel to each other, but

others twisted so strangely that they often run for

a long way parallel to the back-bone, or main ridge,

and interlace with one another in a maze almost

jticxtricable. And, as if to complete the disorder,

in those spots where the spines of the Apennines,

being twisted round, run parallel to the sea and to

their own central chain, and thus leave an interval

of plain between their bases and the Mediterranean,

volcanic ag»‘ncy has broken up the spjice thus left

with other and distinct groups of hills of its own
creation, as in the case of Vesuvius and of the

Alhan hills near Romo. Speaking generally, then,

Italy is made up of an infinite multitude of v.alleys

pent in between high and steep hills, each forming

a country to itself, and cut off by natural barriers

from the others. Its seven^ parts ore isolated by
nature, and no art of man can thoroughly unite

them. Hence arises the romantic character of

1 talian scenery : the constant combination of a
mountain outline, and all th^wild features of a
mountain country, with the wild vegetation of a
Boutheni climate in the valleys.” More minute

details respecting the physical features of the dif-

ferent parts of Italy are given in the articles on the

separate provinces into which it is divided.

It&lloa. 1. {Sevilla la vieja nr. Santiponce), a

municipinm in Hispania Baetica, on the W. bank
of the Raetis, N. W. of Hispalis, was founded by
Scipio Africanus in the 2nd Punic war, who settled

here some of his veterans. It wa8.the<)irthplace

of the emperors Trajan and Hadrian.— 2. The
name given to Corfinium by the Italian Socii

during their war with Rome. [Corfinium.]

Itallons, Sillus. [Silius.]

It&lU8 (TroAdy), an ancient king of the Pelas-

gians, Siculians, or Oenotrians, from whom Italy

'was believed to have derived its name. Some call

him a son of Telegonus by Penelope.

It&nas {’'Iravos), a town on the E. coast of

Crete, near a promontory of the same name, founded

by the Phoenicians.

Ith&ca {*l$dKT]: J$aicfi<rtos : Thiaki), a small

island in the Ionian Sea, celebrated as the birth-

place of Ulysses, lies off the coast of Epirus, and is

separated from Cepbalonia by a channel about 3 or
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4 miles wide. The island is about 12 miles long,

and 4 in its greatest breadth. It is divided into 2
parts, which are connected by a narrow isthmus,

not more than half a mile across. In each of these

parts there is a mountain-ridge of considerable

height
; the one in the N. called Ncritum (Ni^

pirov^ now Anoi\ and the one in the S. Neium
(N^ioF, now Stefano). The city of Ithaca, the

residence of Ulysses, was situated on a precipitous,

conical hill, now called Aeto^ or “eagle’s cliff,”

occupying the whole breadth of the isthmus men-
tioned above. The acropolis, or castle of Ulysses,

crowned the extreme summit of the mountain, and
is described by a modem traveller as “about as

bleak and dreary a spot as can well be imagined

for a princely residence.” Hence Cicero (rfe OrtiU

i. 44) describes it, in asperrimis taaiUis tanquam
nidulus affijca. It is at the foot of Mt. Neium, and
is hence described by Telemachns as “ Under-
Neium” (‘Idd/fTjy *T7roi/Tjtow, Horn. Od. iii. Bl).

The walls of the ancient city are in many places

well preserved.— Ithaca is now one of the 7 Io-

nian islands under the protection of Great Britain.

Ithome ’I0«/i^Ti7y, Tda>/xa7oy). 1, A
strong fortress in Messeiiin, situated on a mountain
of the same name, which afterwards fonned the

citadel of the town of Messene. On the summit
of the mountain stood the ancient temple of Zeus,

who was hence surnamed liJiomeias (*I0oju^TTjy,

Dor. ’Ifiojudros). Ithome was taken by the Spar-

tans, B. c. 723, at the end of the last Messenian
war, after an heroic defence by Aristodemus, and
again in 4.55, at the end of the 3rd Messenian
war.— 2. A mountain fortress in Pelasgiotis, in

Tb<*8saly, near Metropolis, also called Thome.
ItXuB Fortus, a harbour of the Morini, oil the

N. coast of Gaul, from which Caesar set sail for

Britain. The position of this harbour is much
disputed. It used to be identified %ith Gesoria-

enm, or Boulw/ne, but it is now usually supposed

to he some harbour near Calais, probably Viaani,

or Witsand.

Iton. [Itonia.]

ItSnIa, ItSnlae, or ItOnie (Ttwk/o, ’Irwvidy, or

^Ircovls), a surname of Athena, derived from the

town of Iton, in the S. of Phthiotis in Thessaly.

The goddess there had a celebrated sanctuary and
festivals, and hence is called Incola Itoni. From
Iton her worship spread into Boeotia and the

country about lake Copais, where the Painboeotia

was celebrated, in the neighbourhood of a temple

and grove of Athena. According to another tra-

dition, Athena received the surname of Itonia

from Itonus, a king or priest.

Itnoci (’ItjJkkt?, App.), a town in Hispania
Baetica, in the district of Hispalis, and a Roman
colony under the name of Virtue Julia.

Itflna (Solway Frith)^ an aestuory on the W.
coast of Britain, between England and Scotland.

Itflraea, It^raea {*lTovpa7a

:

’Irot/paTm, Ituraei,

Ityraei : El-Jndur)^ a district on the N.E. borders
of Palestine, bounded on the N. by the plain of
Damascus, on the W. by the mountain-chain (Je5e/-

Heish)y which forms the £. margin of the valley
of the Jordan, on the S.W. and S. by Caulanitis,

and on the E. by Auranitis and TrachonitU. It

occupied a part of the elevated plain into which
Mt. Hermon sinks down on the S.R, and was in-

habited by an Arabian people, of warlike and
predatory habits, which they exercised upon the
caravans from Arabia to Damascus, whose great
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road lay through their country. In the wars be-

tween the Syrians and Israelites, they are found

acting as allies of the kings of Damascus. They
are scarcely heard of again till IJ.C. 105, when

they were conquered by the Airaonaean king of

Jud^h, Aristobulus, who compelled them to profess

Judaism. Restored to independence by the de-

cline of the Asraonaean house, they seized the

opportunity offered, on the other side, by the

weakness of the kings of Syria, to press their pre-

datory incursions into Coele-Syria, and even be-

yond Lebanon, to Byblos, Botrys, and other cities

on the coast of Phoenico. Pompey reduced them
again to order, and many of their warriors entered

the Roman army, in which they became celebrated

for their skill in horsemanship and archery. They
were not, however, reduced to complete oubjectioii

to Rome until after the civil wars. Augustus
gave Ituraea, which had been hitherto ruled by
its native princes, to the family of Herod. During

the ministry of our Saviour, it was governed by
Philip, the brother of Herod Antipas, as tetrarch.

Upon Philip’s death, in a. d. 37, it was united to

the Roman province of Syria, from which it was
presently again separated, aud assigned partly to

Herod Agrippa I., and partly to Soaemus, the

prince of Eraesa. In a. d. 5U, it was finally re-

united by Claudius to the Roman province of

Syria, and there are inscriptions which prove that

the Ituraeans continued to serve with distinction

in the Roman armies. There were no cities or

large towns in the country, a fact cosily explained

by the unsettled character of the people, who lived

in the Arab fashion, in unwalled villages and tents,

and even, according to some statements, in the na-

tural caves with which the country abounds.

Itys. [Tkrkus.]
It^ {*lov\is : *lov\ifiT7is, ’IowX»6i5s), the chief

"*^own in Ceos {‘,he birthplace of Simonides. [Ceos.]

liUas. 1. Son of Aeneas, usually called Asca-

nius. [Ascanios,]— 2. Eldest son of Ascanius,

who claimed the govenimciit of Latium, but was
obliged to give it up to his brother Silvius.

ikiOlL (’Ifi'wv), son of Phleg3'as, or of Antion

and Perimela, or of Pasion, or of Arcs. According

to the common tradition, his mother was Dia, a
daughter of Deioiicus. He was king of the La-
pithae or Phlegyes, and the father of Pirithous.

When Dcioncus demanded of Ixion the bridal

mfts he had promised, Ixion treacherously invited

him to a banquet, and then contrived to make him
fall into a pit filled with fire. As no one purified

Ixion of this treacherous murder, Zeus took pity

upon him, pprified him, carried him to heaven, and
caused him to sit down at his table. But Ixion

was ungrateful to the father of the gods, and at-

tempted to win the love of Hera. Zeus thereupon

created a pliantom resembling Hera, and by it

Ixion became the father ofa Centaur. [Centauri.]
Ixion >wa8 fearfully punished for his impious ingra-

titude. His hands and feet were chained by
Hermes to a wheel, which is said to have rolled

perpetually^ in the air or in the lower world. He
is further said to have been scourged, and compelled

• to exclaim, ** Benefactors shouU be honoured.”

Ixionldes, t. e. Pirithous, the son of Ixion.—
The Centaurs are also called Txionidoe.

Ixioa C'lJtoj),! a surname of Apollo, derived

from a district of the island of Rhodes which was

called Ixine or Ixia.

lynx daughter of Ptitbo and Pan, or

JASON.

of Echo. She endeavoured to charm Zeus, or

make him fall in love with lo
;
but she was meta-

morphosed by Hera into the bird called lynx.

J.

Jaeoet&ni, a people in Hispania Tarraconensis

between the Pyrenees and the Iberus.

Jana. [Janus.]

Janloiilimi. [Roma.]
J&nuB and J&na, a pair of ancient Latin di-

vinities, who were worshipped as the sun and
moon. The names Janus and Jana are only other

forms of Dianus and J>tana, w'hich words contain

the same root as c/tes, day. Janus was worshipped

both by the Etruscans and Romans, and occupied

an important place in the Roman ndigion^ He
presided over the beginning of everything, and was
therefore alwa5'8 invoked first in every under-

taking, even before Jupiter. He opened the year

and the seasons, and hence the first month of the

year was called after him. He was the porter of

heaven, and therefore bore the surnames Patulcus

or Patulcius^ the “opener,” and Clusius or Clu-

stmus, the “shutter.” In this capacity ho is re-

presented with a key in his left hand, and a staff

or sceptre in his right. On earth also he was the

guardian deity of gates, and hence is commonly
represented with 2 heads, because every door looks

2 ways. {Janus hifronsJ) He is sometimes repre-

sented with 4 heads {Janus quadn/wns)^ because

he presided over the 4 seasons. Most of the attri-

butes of this god, which are very numerous, are

connected with his being the god who opens and
shuts

;
and this latter idea proltahly has reference

to his original character as the god of the sun, in

connection with the alternations of day aud night.

At Rome, Numa is said to have dedicated to

Janus the covered passage bearing his name, which
was opened in times of w.ar, and closed in times

of peace. This pasMgo is commonly, but erro-

neously, called a temple. It stood close by the fo-

rum. It appears to have been left open in war, to

indicate symbolically that the god had gone out to

assist the Roman w&rriors, and to have been shut in

time of peace that the god, the safeguard of the

city, might not escape. A temple of Janus was
built by C. Diiilius in the time of the first Punic

war : it was restored by Augustus, and dedicated

by Tiberius. On new year’s day, which was the

principal festival of the god, people gave presents

to one another, consisting of sweetmeats and cop-

per coins, showing on one side the double head of

Janus and on the other a ship. The general name
for these* presents was strenae. The sacrifices

offered to Janus consisted of cakes (called janual),

barley, incense, and wine.

Jason 1. The celebrated leader of the

Argonauts, was a son of Aeson and Polymede or

Alcimede, and belonged to the family of the Aeo-
lidac, ^t lolcus in Thessaly. Cretheus, who had
founded lolcus, was succeeded by his son Aeson

;

but the latter was deprived of the kingdom by his

half-brother Pelias, who attempted to take the life of

the infant Jason. He was saved by his friends, who
pretended that he was dead, and intrusted him to

the care of the centaur Chiron. Pelias wag now
warned by an wacle to be on his guard against the

ons-sandaded man. When Jason had grown up,

he came to claim the throne. As he entered the
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market-place, Peliaa, perceiving he Ijad only one

sandal, asked him who he was
;
whereupon Jason

declared his name, and demanded the kingdom.

Pelias consented to surrender it to him, but per-

suaded him to remove the curse which rested on

the family of the Acolidac, by fetching the golden

fleece, and soothing the spirit of Phrixus. An-
other tradition related that Pelias, once upon a

time, invited all his subjects to a sacrifice, which

he intended to offer to Poseidon. Jason came
with the rest, but, on his journey to lolcus, he lost

one of his sandals in crossing the river Anaurus.

Pelias, remembering the or.icle about the one^an-

daled man, asked Jason what he would do if he

were told by an oracle that he should be killed by
one of his subjects? Jason, on the suggestion

of Hera, who hated Pelias, answered, that he

would send him to fetch the golden fleece. Pelias

accordingly ordered Jason to fetch the golden

fleece, which was in the possession of king Aectes

in Colchis, and was guarded by an ever-watchful

dragon. Jason willingly undertook the enterpnze,

and set sail in the ship Argo, accompanied by the

chief heroes of Greece, lie obtained the fleece

with the assistance of Medea, whom he made his

wife, and along with whom he returned to lolcus.

The history of his exploits on this memorable en-

terprize, and his adventures on his return home,

are related elsewhere. [Aroonautak.] On his

arrival at lolcus, Jason, according to one account,

found his aged father Aeson still alive, and Medea
made him young again

; but according to the more
common tmdition, Aeson had been slain by Pelias,

during the absence of Jason, who accordingly called

upon Medea to take vengeance on Pelias. Medea
thereupon persuaded the daughters of Pelias to cut

their father to pieces and boil him, in order to re-

store him to youth and vigour, as she had before

changed a ram into a Iamb, by boiling the body in

a cauldron. J^t Pelias was never restored to life,

and his son Acastus expelled Jason and Medea
from loclus. They then went to Corinth, where
they lived happily for several years, until Jason
.deserted Medea, in order to marry Glauce or

Creitsa, daughter of Creon, the king of the country.

Medea fearfully revenged this* insult. She sent

Glauce a poisoned garment, which burnt her to

death w’hen she put it on. Creon likewise perished

in the flames. Medea also killed her children by
Jason, viz. Mermerus and Plieres, and then fled to

Athens in a chariot drawn by winged dragons.

Later writers represent Jason os becoming in the

end reconciled to Medea, returning with her to

Colchis, and there restoring Aectes to his kingdom,

of which ho had been deprived. The death of

Jason is related differently. According tto some,

he made aw’ay with himself from grief, according

to others, he was crushed by the poop of the ship

Argo, which fell upon him as he was lying under

it-* 2. Tyrant of Pherae and Tagus of l^essaly

{Diet, of Antiq. art. Tagus\ was probably the son

of Lycophron, who established a tyranny w the

ruins of aristocracy at Pherae. He succeeded his

father, as tyrant of Pherae soon after b. c. 395, and
in a few years extended his power over almost the

whole of Thessaly. Pharsalus was the only city in

Thessaly which maintained its independence under

the government of Polydamas ; but even this place

submitted to him in 375. In the following year

(374) he was elected Tagus or generalissimo of

Thessaly. His power was strengthened by the
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weakness of the other Greek states, and by the

exhausting contest in which Thebes and Sparta

were engaged. He was now in a position which
held out to him every project of becoming master

of Greece
;
but when at the height of his power,

he was assassinated at a public audience, 370.

—

Jason had an insatiable appetite for power, which he
sought to gratify by any and every means. With
the chief men in the several states of Greece, as

e. g. with Timotheus and Pelopidas, he cultivated

friendly relations. He is represented as having all

the qualifications of a great general and diplo-

matist— as active, temperate, prudent, capable of

enduring much fatigue, and skilful in concealing

his own designs and penetrating those of his ene-

mies. He was an admirer of the rhetoric of Oor-
gias

;
and Isocrates was one of his friends.— 3. Of

Algos, an historian, lived under Hadrian, and
wrote a work on Greece in 4 books.

JavolSnns Prisens, an eminent Roman jurist,

was bom about the commencement of the reign of
Vespasian (a. d. 79), and was one of the council of
Antoninus Pius. He was a pupil ot Caelius Sabi-
mis,and a leader of theSabinian or Cassian school.

[See p. 144, b.! There are 206 extracts from
Javolenus in the Digest.

Jaxartes (’la^dprijr : S^r, Sj/detria, or Syhoun)^

a great river of Central Asia, about which the
ancient accounts are very different and confused.

It rises in the ComCdi Montes {Momsour)^ and
flows N.W. into the iS“a of At^: the ancients

supposed it to fall into the N. side of the Caspian,
not distinguishing between the 2 seas. Itdivide<l

Sogdiana from Scythia. On its banks dwelt a
Scythian tribe called Jaxartae.

Jericho or HiSrlchus ‘lepixovt : Er-
Riha $ Ru.), a city of the Canaauites, in a plain

on th^W, side of the Jordan near its mouth, was
destrl^yed by Joshua, rebuilt in the# time of the
Judges, and formed an important frontier fortress

of Judaea. It was again destroyed by Vespasian,
rebuilt under Hadrian, and finally destroyed during
the cnisades.

Jerom. [IIikronvmus.]
JSrtlB&16ni or HI5rd851jfin& ('lepoucrdAniu, 'le-

po(r6\vna: 'UpoaoKvfArtjf : Jerusalem^ Arab. M-
A'ttofs, L e. the Hofy City)^ the capital of Palestine,

in Asia. At the time of the Israelitish conquest
of Canaan, under Joshua, Jerusalem, then called

JebuB, was the chief city of the Jebusites, a Ca-
naanitish tribe, who were not entirely driven out
from it till B. c. 1050, when David took the city,,

and made it the capital of the kingdom of Israel.

It was also established as the pemianent centre of
“

the Jewish religion, by the erection of the temple
by Solomon. After the division of the kingdom,
under Rehoboam, it remained the capital of the
kingdom of Judah, until it was entirely destroyed,

and its inhabitants were carried into captivity by
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, B.c. 688. In
B. c. 536, the Jewish exiles, having been permitted
by Cyrus to return, began to rebuild the city and
temple

; and the work was completed in about 24
years. In b. c. 332, Jerusalem quietly submitted
to Alexander. During the wars which followed
his death, the city was taken by Ptolemy, the soti

of Lagus (b.c. 320), and remained subject to the
Greek kings of Egypt, till the conquest of Palestine
by Antioebus III. the Great, king of Syria, b. c.

198. Up to this time the Jews h^ been allowed
the free enjoyment of their religion and their owii
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internal government, and Antiochus confirmed them

in these privileges
;
but the altered government of

his son, Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, provoked a re-

bellion, which was at^prst put down when An-
tiochus took Jenisalcm and polluted the temple

(b. c. 170); but the religious persecution which

ensued drove the people to despair, and led to a

new revolt under the Maccabees, by whom Jeru-

salem was retaken, and the temple purified in b. c.

103 [Maccabaki]. In b.c. 133, Jerusalem was
retaken by Antiochus VII. Sidetes, and its forti-

fications dismantled, but its government was left

in the hands of the Maccabee, John Hyreanus,

who took advantage of the death of Antiochus

in Parthia (b.c. 128) to recover his full power.

His son Aristobulus assumed the title of king of

Judaea, and .lerusalem continued to be the capital of

the kingdom till B. c. 63, when it was taken by Pom-
pey, and the temple was again profaned. For the

events which followed, see IIyrcanits, IIbrodbs,

and Palaestina. In a. n. 70, the rebellion of

the Jews against the Uomans was put down, and
Jerusalem was taken by Titus, after a siege of se-

veral months, during which the inhabitants en-

dured the utmost horrors ;
the survivors were all

put to the sword or sold as slaves, and the city

and temple were utterly razed to the ground. In

consequence of a new revolt of the Jews, the em-
peror Hadrian resolved to destroy all vestiges of

their national and religious peculiarities
;
and, as

one means to this end, he established a new
Homan colony, on the ground where Jerusalem

had stood, by the name of Aelia Capitolina, and
built a temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, on the site

of the temple of Jehovah, a. d. 135. The esta-

blishment of Christianity as the religion of the

Roman empire restored to Jerusalem its sacred

character, and led to the erection of several

churches
;

b^ut the various changes which have

taken place in it, since its conquest by the Arabs
under Omar in a. d. 638, have left very few ves-

tiges even of the Roman city. Jerusalem stands

due W. of the head of the JMcui AVa, at the dis-

tance of about 20 miles (in a straight line) and

about 35 miles from the Mediterranean, on an
elevnti'd platform, divided, by a scries of valleys,

from bills which surround it on every side. This

platfonn has a goneral slope from W. to E. its

highest point being the summit of Mt Zion, in

the S. W. comer of the city on which stood

the original “ city of David.” The S. E. part

of the platform is occupied by the hill called

Moriah, on which the temple stood, and the E.

part by the hill called Acra ; but these two
summits are now hardly distinguishable from the

general surface of the platfonn, probably on ac-

count of the gradual filling up of the valleys be-

tween. The height of ML Zion is 2535 feet above

the level of the Mediterranean, and about 300
feet above the valley below. The extent of the

platform is 5400 feet from N. to S., and 1100 feet

from E. to W.
,

Joeatte (’loKdtrri)), called Spicaste in Homer,
daughter of Meiioeeeus, and wife of the Theban
king Laius, by whom she became the mother of

Oedipus. She afterwards married Oedipus, not

knowing that he was her son ;
and when she dis-

covered the crime she had unwittingly committed,

she put an ehd to her life. For details see Ordipds.
Joppi, Jopi^ {'Umnt : O. T. Japho : Juffa\

a very ancient maritime city of Fidestine, an^
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before the building of Caesarea, the only sea-port

of the whole country, and therefore called by
Strabo the port of Jerusalem, lay just S. of the

boundary between .ludaea and ^maria, S.W. of

Antipatris, and N.W. of Jerusalem.

Jord&nes ClopSdvTjs, *l6pBavos ; Jordan^ Arab.
Esh-SIieriah cl-Kehir^ or el-Urdun)^ has its source

at the S. foot of M. Hermon (the S.most part of

Anti-Libanus), near Paneas (aft. Caesarea Phi-
lippi), whence it flows S. into the little lake Se-
mechonitis, and thence into the Sea of Galilee

(Lake of Tiberias), and thence through a narrow
plain, depressed below the level of the surrounding

country into the lake Asphaltites {Dead Sea)^

where it is finally lost. [Palakstina.] Its course,

from the lake Semechonitis to the Dead Sea, is

about 60 miles
;
the depression through which it

runs consists, first, of a sandy valley, from 5 to 10
miles broad, within which is a lower valley, in

width about half a mile, and, for the most part,

beautifully clothed with grass and trees
;
and, in

some places, there is still a lower valley within

this. The average width of the river itself is

calculated at 30 yards, and its avenige depth at 0

feet. It is fordable in many places in summer,
but in spring it becomes much deeper, and often

overflows its banks. Its bed is considerably below
the level of the Mediterranean.

Jomandes, or Jord&nes, an historian, lived in

the time of .Justinian, or in the 6th century of

our era. He was a Goth by birth
;
was secretary

to the king of the Alani, adopted the Christian reli-

gion, took orders, and was made a bishop in Italy.

There is not suflicient evidence for the common
statement that ho was bishop of Ravenna, He
wrote 2 historical works in the Latin language,

1. De Getarum {Gotkorum) Orifjtne et Rebus Ges-

iis, containing the history of the Goths, from the

earliest times down to their subjugation by Relisa-

rius in 541. The work is abridged from the lost

history of the Goths by Cassiodorus, to which Jor-

nandes added various particulars
;
hut it is com-

piled without judgment, and is characterised by
partiality to the Goths. 2. De Regnomm ao Tem-
fwrum Successiotiej a short compendium of history

from the creation (Jown to the victory obUiined by
Narses, in 552, over king Theodatus. It is only

valuable for some accounts of the barbarous nations

of the North, and the countries which they inha-

bited. Edited by Lindenbrog, Hamburg, 1611.

Josephus, Fl&vlus, the Jewish historian, was
bom at Jerusalem, a. d. 37. On his mother’s side

he was descended from the Asmonaean princes,

while from his father, Matthias, he inherited the

priestly office. He enjoyed an excellent education ;

and at the age of 26 he went to Rome to plead the

cause of some Jewish priests whom Felix, the

procurator of Judaea, had sent thither as prisoners.

After a narrow escape from death by shipwreck,

he safely landed at Puteoli ;
and being introduced

to Poppaea, he not only efiected the release of his

friends, hut received great presents from the em-
press. On his return to Jerusalem he found his

countrymen eagerly bent on a revolt from Rome,
from which he' used his best endeavours to dis-

suade them ; but failing in this, he professed to

enter into the popular designs. He was chosen

one of the generals of the Jews, and was sent to

manage affairs in Galilee. When Vespasian and
his army entered Galilee, Josephus threw himscii

into lotapata, which he defended for 47 days.
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When the place was taken, the life of Josephus

was spared by Vespasian through the intercession

of Titus. Josephus thereupon assumed the cha-

racter of a prophet, and predicted to Vespasian

that the empire should one day be his and his son's.

Vespasian treated him with respect, but did not

release him from captivity, till he was proclaimed

emperor nearly 3 3’^ear8 afterwards (a. d. 70). Jo-
sephus was present with Titus at the siege of Je-

rusalem, and afterwards accompanied him to Rome.
He received the freedom of the city from Vespa-
sian, who assigned him, as a residence, a house
formerly occupied by himself, and treated him ho-

nourably to the end of his reign. The same favour

was extended to him by Titus and IXimitian as

well. He assumed the name of Flavius, as a de-

pendant of the Flavian family. His time at Rome
appears to have been employed mainly in the com-
position of his works. He died about 100.— The
works of .Tosephus .are written in Greek. They
are : — 1. The Hhtory of the Jetuiitk War (Hepl

TOO ’louSaiKoo ttoAc/uoo ij ’louSatK^^r laroptas ircpl

aAucrfcos), in 7 books, published about A. l>. 75.

.losephus first wrote it in Hebrew, and then trans*

lated It into Greek. It commences with the cap-

ture of Jerusalem by Antiochus Epiphanes in b. c.

170, runs rapidly over the e\ent8 before Josephus’s

own time, and gives a detailed account of the fatal

war with Rome.— 2. Y’Ac Jewish Antiquities (’low-

SaiKh &pxa.io\oyia)f in 20 books, completed about

A. n. 93, and addressed to Ep.aphroditu8. The
title as well as the number of books may have been

suggested by the ‘PcopoiAh ipxatoXoyia of Diony-

sius of Halicarnassus. It gives an account of

Jewish History from the creation of the world to

A. D. GG, the 12th year of Nero, in which the Jews
were goaded to rebellion by Oessius Florus. In

tills work Josephus seeks to accommodate the Jewish
religion to heathen tastes and prejudices. Thus he

speaks of Moses and his law in a tone which might

be adopted by any disbeliever in his divine lega-

tion. He says that Abraham went into Egypt
(Gen. xii.), intending to adopt the Egyptian views

of religion, should he And them better than his own.

He speaks doubtfully of the presfjrvation of Jonah

by the whale. He intimates a doubt of there

having been any miracle in the passage of the Red
Sea, and compares it with the passage of Alexander

the Great along the shore of the sea of Pamphylia.

He interprets Exod. xxii. 28, as if it conveyed a

command to respect the idols of the heathen. Many
similar instances might be quoted from his work.

— 3. I/i's oum li/e^ in one book. This is an ap-

pendage to the Archaeologia, and is addressed to

the same Epaphroditus, It was not written earlier

than A. D. 97, since Agrippa II. is mentioned in it

as no longer living.— A. A treatise on Vte Antiquity

of the Jews, or Against Apion, in 2 books, also

addressed to Epaphroditus. It is in answer to

such as impugned the antiquity of the Jewish

nation, on the ground of the silence of Greek

writers respecting it. [Apion.] The treatise ‘ex-

hibits extensive acquaintance with Greek literature

juid philosophy.— 5. Eis MaKKa€aious irtpl

aieroKpdTopos Aoytarjuov^ in 1 book. Its genuine-

ness is doubtful. It is a declamatory account of

the martyrdom of Elcazar (.an aged priest), and of

7 youths and their mother, in the persecution under

Antiochus Epiphanes. The best editions of Jo-

sephus are by Hudson, Ozon. 1720 ; and by lla-

vercamp, Amst. 172G.
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Jovi&nus, Pl&ylus Claadlas, was elected em-^
peror by the soldiers, in June A. d. 363, after the

death of Julian [Julianbs], whom he had accom-
panied in his campaign against the Persians. In
order to effect his retreat in safety, Jovian surren-

dered to the Persians the Roman conquests beyond
the Tigris, and several fortresses in Mesopotamia.
He died suddenly at a small towm on the frontiers of

Bithynia and Galatia, Febnmry )7th, 364, after a
reign of little more than 7 months. Jovian was a
Chrhtian

; but he protected the heathens.

(’Id§as). 1 . King of Numidia, was son

of Hiempsal, who was re-established on the throne

by Poinpey. On the breaking out of the civil W'nr

between Caesar and Pompey, he actively espoused

the cause of the latter; and, according!}', when
Caesar sent Curio into Africa (b. c. 49), he sup-

ported the Pompeian general Attius Vanis with a
large body of troops. Curio was defeated by their

united forces, and fell in the battle. In 46 Juba
fought along with Scipio aj^inst Caesar himself,

ami was present at the decisive battle of Thapsus.
After this defeat he wandered about for some time,

and then put an end to his own life.— 2. King of

Mauretania, son of the preceding, waeua mere child

at his father’s death (46), was carried a prisoner

to Home b}' Caesar, and compelled to grace the

conqueror’s triumph. He was brought up in Italjr,

where he receivinl an excellent education, and
applied himself with such diligence to study, that

he turned out one of the most learned men of his

day. After the death of Antony (30), Augustus
conferred upon Juba his paternal kingdom of Nu-
midia, and at the same time gave him in marriage

Cleopatra, otherwise called Selene, the daughter

of Antony and Cleopatra. At a subsequent period

(25), Augustus gave him Mauretania in exchange
for Numidia, which was reduced to a ]^oman pro-

vince. He continued to reign in Mauretania till

his death, which happened about a. d. 19. Hu
was beloved by his subjects, among whom he
endeavoured to introduce the elements of Greek
and Roman civilisation

;
and, after his death, they

even paid him dhine honours.— Juba wrote a
great number of works in almost every branch of

literature. They are all lost, with the exception

of a few fragments. They appear to have been all

written in Greek. The most important of them
were; — 1. A History of Africa (Ai^oad), in

which he made use of Punic authorities.— 2. On
tJie Assyrians. — 3. A History of Arahia.— A. A
Bovian History ('Pw/iaikij Icrropla).— 5. QtarpiK^
iaropla, a genenil treatise on all matters connected
with the stage.— 6. Tltp] ypcupiicfis^ or irepl (u>-

ypdfpwv^ seems to have been a general history of
painting, lie also wrote some treatises on botany
and on grammatical subjects.

Judaea, Jndaei. [Palaestina.]
Juguntili, a German people, sometimes de-

scribed as a Gothic, and sometimes as an Ale-
mannic tribe.

JugfurtlLa (^lovyohpBas or *loy6p9as\ king of
Numidia, was an illegitimate son of Mastanabal,
and a grandson of Masinissa. He lost his father

at an early age, but was adopted by his uncle

Micipsa, who brought him up with his own sons,

Hiempsd and Adherbal. Ju^tha quickly dis-

tinguished himself both by his abilities and his

skill in all bodily exercises, and rose to so much
favour and popularity with the Numidians, that he
began to excite the jealousy of Micipsa. In order
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to remove him to a distance, Micipsa sent him, in

B. c. 134. with an auxiliary force, to assist Scipio

against Numantia. Here his zeal, courage, and

ability, gained for him the favour and com-

mendation of Scipio, and of all the leading nobles in

the Roman camp. On his return to Nuniidia ho was

received with honour by Micipsa, who was obliged

to dissemble the fears which he entertained of his am-

bitious nephew. Micipsa died in 118, leaving the

kingdom to Jugurtha and his 2 sons, Hiempsal and

AdJicrbal, in common. Jugurtha soon showed that

he aspired to the sole sovereignty ofthe country. In

the course of the same year he found an opportunity

to assassinate Hiempsal at Thirmida. and afterwards

defeated Adherbal in battle. Adherbal fled to

Homo to invoke the assistance of the senate
; but

Jugurtha, by a lavish distribution of bribes, coiin-

temctcd the just complaints of his enemy. The
senate decreed that the kingdom of Numidia
should be equally divided between the 2 com-

petitors
;

but the senators entrusted with the

execution of this decree were also bribed by
Jugurtha, who thus succeeded in obtaining the

W. division of the kingdom, adjacent to Mau-
retania, by far the larger and richer portion of the

two (117). But this advantage was far from con-

tenting him. Shortly aftenvards he invaded the

territories of Adherbal with a large army, and
defeated him. Adherbal made his escape to the

strong fortress of Cirta, where he was closely

blockaded by Jugurtha. The Romans commanded
Jugurtha to abstain from further hostilities; but

lie paid no attention to their commands, and at

length gained possession of Cirta, and put Adherbal

to death, 112. War was now declared against

Jugurtha at Rome, and the consul, L. Calpurnius

Bestia, was sent into Africa, 111. Jugurtha had

recourse tg his customary arts
;
and by means

of large sums of money given to Bestia and

M, Scaurus, his principal lieutenant, he purchased

from them a favourable peace. The conduct of

Bestia excited the greatest indignation at Rome

;

and Jugurtha was summoned to the city under a

safe conduct, the popular party hoping to be able

to convict the nobility by means of his evidence.

The scberoc, however, failed ;
since one of the

tribunes who had been gained over by the friends

of Bestia and Scaurus forbade the king to give

evidence. Soon afterwards Jugurtha was compelled

to leave Italy, in consequence of his having ven-

tured on the assassination of Massiva, whose

counter influence he regarded with apprehension.

[Massiva.] The war was now renewed
;
but

the consul, Sp. Postumius Albiiius, who arrived to

conduct it (1 10), was able to effect nothing against

Jugurtha. When the consul went to Rome to

hold the comitia, he left his brother A ulus in

command of the army. Aulus was defeated by
Jugurtha

;
great part of his army was cut to pieces,

and the rest only escaped a similar fate by the

ignominy of passing under the yoke. But this

disgrace at once roused all the spirit of the Roman
people; the treaty concluded by Aulus was in-

stantly annulled ; and the consul Q. Caecilius

Metellus was sent into Africa at the head of a

new army (109). Metellus was an able general

and an upright man, whom Jugurtha was unable

to cope with .in the field, or to seduce by bribes.

In the course of 2 years Metellus frequently de-

feated Jugurtha, and at length drove him to take

refuge among the Gaetulians. la 107 Metellus
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was succeeded in the command by Marius
; but

the cause of Jugurtha had meantime been espoused

by his father-in-law Bocchus, king of Mauretania,

who had advanced to his support with a large

army. The united forces of Jugurtha and Bocchus
were defeated in a decisive battle by Marius

;
and

Bocchus purchased the forgiveness of the Romans
by surrendering his son-in-law to Sulla, the quaes-

tor of Marius (106). Jugurtha remained in cap-

tivity till the return of Marius to Rome, when,
after adorning the triumph of his conqueror (Jan.

1, 104), he was thrown into a dungeon, and there

starved to death.

Jfllla. 1. Aunt of Caesar the dictator, and wife

of C. Marius the elder. She died b. c. 68, and her

nephew pronounced her funeral oration. — 2.

Mother of M. Antonins, the trkunvir. In the

proscription of the triumvirate (43) she saved the

life of her brother, L. Caesar [Caksak, No. 5.]—
3. Sister of Caesar the dictator, and wife of M. Atius
Balbus, by whom she had Atia, the mother of

Augustus [Atia].«— 4. Daughter of Caesar the

dictator, by Cornelia, and his only diild in marriage,

was married to Cn. Pompey in 59. She was a
woman of beauty and virtue, and was tenderly

attached to her husband, although 23 years older

than herself. She died in childbed in 54.-6.
Daughter of Augustus by Scribonia, and his only
child, was bom in 39. She was educated witli

great strictness, hut grew up one of the most pro-

fligate women of her age. She was thrice married :— 1. to M. Marcellus, her first cousin in 25 ; 2.

after his death (23) without issue, to M. Agrippa,

by whom she had 3 sons, C. and L. Caesar, and
Agrippa Postumus, and 2 daughters, Julia and
Agrippina: 3, after Agrippa’s death in 12, to

Tiberius Nero, the future emperor. In b. c. 2
Augustus at length became acquainted with the

misconduct of his daughter, whose notorious adul-

teries had been one reason why her husband Ti-

berius had quitted Italy 4 years before. Augustus
was incensed beyond measure, and banished her to

Pandatario, an island off the coast of Campania.
At the end of 5 years she was removed to Rhcgiuin,

but she was never suffered to quit the hounds of

the city. Even the testament of Augustus showed
the inflexibility of his anger. He bequeathed her

no legacy, and forbade her ashes to repose in his

mausoleum. Tiberius on his accession (a. »- 14)

deprived her of almost all the necessaries of life

;

and she died in the course of the same year. —0.
Daughter of the preceding, and wife of L. Aemilius

Paulus. She inherited her mother's licentiousness,

and was in consequence banished by her grandfather

Augu^iis to the little island Tremerus, on the coast

of Apiuio, A. D. 9, where she lived nearly 20 years.

She died in 28. It was probably this Julia whom
Ovid celebrated asCorinna in his elegies and other

erotic poems
;
and his intrigues with her appear to

have been the cause of the poet’s banishment in

A. p. 9.-7. Youngest child of Germanicus and
Agrippina, was bom a. d. 18; was married to M.
Vinieins in 33; and was banished in 37 by her

brother Caligula, who was believed to have had an
incestuous intercourse with her. She was recalled

by Claudius, but was afterwards put to death by
this emperor at Messalina's instigation. The charge

brought against her was adultery, and Seneca, the

philosopher, was banished to Corsica as the partner

of her guilt.— 8. Daughter of Drusus and Livia,

the sister of Germanicus. She was married, a. d.
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00, to her first cousin, Nero, son of Germanicus

and Agrippina; and after Nero's death, to Rubellius

Blandus, by whom she had a son, Hubellins

Plautus. She, too, was put to death by Claudius,

at the instigation of Messalina, 59.— 9. Daughter

of Titus, the son of Vespasian, married Flavius

Sabinu8,a nephew of the emperor Vespasian. Julia

died of abortion, caused by her uncle Doinitian,

with whom she lived in criminal intercourse.— 10.

Domna [Domna].— 11. Drusilla [Drusilla].
—12. Haesa [Maesa].

JUlla Gens, one of the most ancient patrician

houses at Home, was of Alban origin, and was
removed to Rome by Tullus Ifostilius upon the

destruction of Alba Longa. It claimed descent

from the mythical lulus, the son of Venus and

Anchises. The most distinguished family in the

gens is that of Caesar. Under the empire wofind
an immense number of persons of the name of

.Tulins, the most important of whom are spoken of

under their surnames.

Jnli&nas Didlus. [Diniua.]

Juli&nns, Flavius Claudius, usually called

Julian, and sumamed the Apostate, Reman em-

peror, A. D. 361—363. He was born at Constan-

tinople, A. i>. 331, and was the son of Julius Con-

stantiua by his second wife, Easilina, and the

nephew of Constantine the Great. Julian and his

elder brother, Galliis, were the only members of the

imperial family whose lives were spared by the

sons of Constantine the Great, on the death of the

latter in 337. The 2 brothers were educated with

care, and were brought up in the principles of the

Christian religion ; but as they advanced to man-
hood, they were watched with jealousy and sus-

picion by the emperor Constantius. After the

execution of Gallua iii 354 [Gall us], the life of

Julian was in great peril; but he succeeded iii

pacifying the suspicions of the emperor, and was
allowed to go to Athens in 335 to pursue his

studies. Here he devoted himself with ardour to

the study of Greek literature and philosophy, and
attracted universal attention both by his attainments

and abilities. Among his fellow-students were

(iregory of Naziaimis and Bu|i], both of whom
afterwiirds became so celebrated in the Christian

church. Julian had already abandoned Christianity

in his heait and returned to the pagan faith of his

ancestors; but fear of Constantius prevented him

fiom making an open declaration of his apostacy.

Julian did not remain long at Athens. In Novem-
ber, 35.5, be received from Constantius the title of

Caesar, and was sent into Gaul to oppose the

Germans, who had crossed the Rhine, and were

ravaging some of the fairest provinces of Gaul.

During the next 5 years (356—360) Juliafi carried

on war against the 2 German confederacies of the

Alenianni and Franks with great success, and

gained many victories over them. His internal

administration was distinguished by justice

wisdom ; and he gained the goodwill and affection

of the provinces intrusted to his care. His grdwing

popularity awakened the jealousy of ConstMtius,

who commanded him to send some of his best

troops to the East, to serve against the Persians.

His soldiers refused to leave their favourite general,

and proclaimed him emperor at Paris in 360. After

several fruitless negotiations between Julian and

Constantius, both parties prepared for war. In 361.

Julian inarched along the valley of the Danube

towards Constantinople; but Constantius, who had
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set out from Syria to oppose his rival, died on his

march in Cilicia. His death left Julian the undis-

puted master of the empire. On the 1 1 th of De-

cember Julian entered Constantinople. He lost no

time in publicly avowing himself a pagan, but ho

proclaimed that Christianity would 1^ tolerated

equally with paganism. He did not, however, act

impartially towards the Christians. He preferred

pagans as his civil and military officers, forbade the

Christians to teach rhetoric and grammar in the

schools, and, in order to annoy them, allowed the

Jews to rebuild the temple at Jerusalem. In the

following year (362) Julian went to Syria in order

to make preparations for the war against the Per-
sians. He spent the winter at Antioch, where he

made the acquaintance of the orator Libaniiis ; and
in the spring of 363 he set out against the Persians.

He crossed the Euphrates and the Tigris; and after

burning his fleet on the Tigris, that it might not
fall into the hands of the enemy, he boldly marched
into the interior of the country in search of the

Persian king. His army suffered much from the

heat, want of water, and provisions
;
and he was

at length compelled to retreat. The Persians now
appeared and fearfully harassed his rear. Still the

Romans remained victorious in many a blood5
'' en-

gagement; but in the last battle fought on the
26th of June, Julian was mortally wounded by an
arrow, and died in the course of tho day. .Toviau

was chosen emperor in his stead, on^ field of

battle. [JoviANUs.] Julian was an exwnordinury
character. As a monarch he was indefatigable in

his attention to business, upright in his adminis-
tration, and comprehensive in his views; as a man,
ho was virtuous, in the midst of a profligate age,

and did not yield to the luxurious temptations to

which he was exposed. In consequence of his

apostacy he has been calumniated by Christian

writers; but for the same reason he hal been unduly
extolled by heathen authors. He wrote a largo

number of works, many of which are extant. Ho
was a man of reflection and thought, but possessed

no creative genius. He did not however write

merely for the sake of writing, like so many of

his contemporaries
;

his works show that he had
his subjects really at heart, and that in literature

as well us in business his extraordinary aetivity

arose from the wants of a powerful mind, which
desired to improve itself and the world. The stylo

of Julian is remarkably pure, and is a close imitation

of the style of the classical Gredc writers. The
following are his most important works ;— 1. Letters^

most of which were intended for public circulation,

and are of great importance for the history of the
time. Edited by Heyler, Mainz, 1828.—2. Oraivms^
on various subjects, as for instance. On the emperor
Constantius, On the worship of tho sun. On the
mother of the gods (Cybele), On true and false Cy-
nicism, &c. — 3. TVie €ae$ars or the Uanquet (Kaf-
aapts ^viJiv6<riov)y a satirical composition, which
is one of the most agreeable and instructive pro-

ductions of ancient wit. Julian describes the Roman
emperors approaching one after tho otlier to take
their seat round a table in tho heavens

; and aa
they come up, their faults, vices, and crimes, are
censured with a sort of bitter mu^ by old SUenus,
whereupon each Caesar defends himself as well as
be can. Edited by Heiisinger, Gotha, 1736, and
by Harless, Erlangen, 1785.— 4. Mieopegion or the

Enemy of the Bect^ (MiO’owcJq^wi^), a severe satire

on the licentious and effeminate manners of tho
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inhabitants of Antioch, who had ridiculed Julian,

when he resided in the city, on account of his

austere virtues, and had laughed at his allowing

his beard to grow in the ancient fashion. — 5.

Jgninst tJie Chridians (KarA Xpiariavuv), This

work is lost, but some extracts from it aro given in

Cyrill’s reply to it, which is still extant.—The best

edition of the collected works of Julian is by
Spanheim, Lips. 1696.

Jnliftimi, Salvliu, an eminent Homan jurist,

who flourished under Hadrian and the Antonines.

He was pracfectus urbi, and twice consul, but his

name does not appear in the Fasti. By the order

of Hadrian, he drew up the edicium perpetuum^

which forms an epoch in the history of Roman
jurisprudence. His work appears to have consisted

in collecting and arranging the clauses which the

praetors were accustomed to insert in their annual

edict, in condensing the materials, and in omitting

antiquated provisions. He was a voluminous legal

writer, and his works are cited in the Digest.

Julias (MovXlar : Bib. Bethsaida : AY-7’<s//,Hu.),

a city of Palestine on the E. side of the Jordan,

N. of the Lake of Tiberias, so called by the te-

trarch Philip, in honour of Julia, the daughter of

Augustus.

Jnliobliga {RetortiRo^ nr. /feynosa), a town of

the Cantabri in Hispania Torraconensis, near the

sources of the Iberus.

JnlioiAgua. [Andrcavl]
JtillSpMii(’IouAidiroXir). [GoRDiUM ;

T

arsus.]

Jtllltis. [Julia Oxns.]
Jtmc&iJa (Jmqitera)^ a town of the Tndigetes

in Hispania Tarmconensis, on the road from Bar-

rino to the frontiers of Gaul, in a plain covered

with rushes {*lovyKdpiov ireBlov).

Jtlnfa. 1. Half-sister of M. Brutus, the mur-
derer of Caesar, and wife of M. Lepidus, the trium-

vir. — 2. Tdktla, or Tertulla, own sister of the

preceding, was the wife of C. Cassius, one of

Caesar’s murderers. She survived her husband a
long while, and did not die till a. s. *22.

JfLnla Gens, an ancient patrician house at Rome,
to which belonged the celebrated M. Junius Bnitus,

who took such an active part in expelling the Tar-

quins. But afterwards the gens appears as only a
plebeian one. Under the republic the chief fa-

milies were those of Brutu.s Bubulcus, Orac-
CHANUR, Norbanus, Pullus, Silanos. The
Junii who lived under the empire, are likewise

spoken of under their various surnames.

Jflno, called Hera by the Greeks. The Greek
goddess is spoken of in a separate article. [Hkra.]
The word Ju-no contains the same root as Ju-fnter.

As Jupiter is the king of heaven and of the gods,

so Juno is the queen of heaven, or the female Ju-

'pitor. She was worshipped at Rome as the queen

'C»f heaven, from early times, with the suiname of

Rfffina. At a later period her worship was so-

lemnly transferred from Veil to Rome, where a
sanctuary was dedicated to her on the Aventine.

As Jupiter was the protector of the male sex, so

Jnno watched over the female sex. She was sup-

posed to accompany every woman through life,

from the moment of her birth to her death. Hence
she bore the special surnames of Vifyinalis and
Matrona^ as well as the general ones of Opigena

and Sonpita^ and under the last mentioned name
she was worsh^^d at Lanuvium. On their birth-

day women offer^ sacrifices to Juno sumamed Na~
taUsy just as men sacrificed to their genius natalis.

JUPITER.

The great festival, celebrated by all the women,
in honour of Juno, was called MatroncUia {Diet, of
Ant. 8. ».), and took place on the 1st of March.
Her protection of women, and especially her power
of making them fruitful, is further alluded to in the

festival Poptdifuyia {Did. of Ant. 8. u.), as well as

in the surname of FebruHs., Februatay Februtuy or

Februalis. Juno was further, like Saturn, the

guardian of the finances, and under the name of

Moneta she had a temple on the Capitoline hill,

which contained the mint. The most important

period in a woman’s life is that of her marriage,

and she was therefore believed especially to pre-

side over marriage. Hence she was called Juga or

Jugalis^ and had a variety of other names, such as

FrontAa^ OWa, Lucinay &c. The month of June,

which is said to have been originally called Juno-
nins, was considered to be the most favourable

period for marrying. Women in childbed invoked

Juno Lucina to help them, and newly-bom children

were likewise under her prot<«tion ; hence she was
sometimes confounded with the Greek Artemis or

Ilithyia. In Etruria she was worshipped under

the name of Cupra. She was also worshipped at

Falerii, Tianuvium, Aricia, Tibur, Praeneste, and
other places. In the representations of the Roman
Juno that have come down to us, the type of the

Greek Hera is commonly adopted.

JfLpIter, called Zens by the Greeks. The Greek
god is spoken of in a separate article [Zeus.] Ju-

piter was originally an elemental divinity, and his

name signifies the father or lord of heaven, being

a contraction of Diovis patery or Diespiter. Being
the lord of heaven, he was worshipped as the god
of rain, Ittorras, thunder, and lightning, whence
he had the epithets of PlumuSy Fubfuraiofy Toni-

trualisy Tonans^ and Fulminator. As the pebble

or flint stone was regarded as the symbol of light-

ning, Jupiter was frequently represented with such

a stone in his hand instead of a thunderbolt. In
concluding a treaty, the Romans took the sacred

symbols of .lupiter, vir. the sceptre and flint stone,

together with some grass from his temple, and the

oath taken on such an occasion was expressed by
per Jovem Lapideijn^jurare. In consequence of his

possessing such powers over the elements, and espe-

cially of his always having the thunderbolt at his

command, he was regarded as the highest and most

powerful among the gods. Hence he is called the

Best and Most High {Optimtis Meurimus). His
temple at Rome stood on the lofty hill of the Ca-
pitol, whence he derived the surnames of Capitoli-

nus and Tarpeius. He was regarded as the special

protector of Rome. As such he was worshipped by
the consuls on entering upon their offlee ; and the

triumph of a victorious general was a solemn pro-

cession to his temple. He therefore bore the sur-

names of Jmperator^ Victory Invidus^ Stator^ Opi^

tulusy FeretriuSy Praedatory Triumphatory and the

like. Under all these surnames he had temples or

statues at Rome ; and 2 temples, viz. those of Ju-

piter Btator and of Jupiter Feretrius, were believed

to have been built in the time of Romulus. Under
the name of JvpRer Capitdinu$y he presided over

the great Roman games
; and under the name of

Jvjkkr LatkUis or Latiarisy over the Feriae Latinae.

Jupiter, according to the belief of the Romans, de-

tennined the course of all human affairs. He fore-

saw the future, and the events happening in it were
the results of his will. He revealed the future to

man through signs iu the heavens and the flight of
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“birds, which are hence called the messengers of

Jupiter, while the god himself is designated as

Prodigialis^ that is, the sender of prodigies. For

the same reason the god was invoked at the begin-

ning of every undertaking, whether sacred or pro-

fane, together with Janus, who blessed the begin-

ning itself. Jupiter was further regarded as the

guardian of law, and as the protector of justice and
virtue. He maintained the sanctity of an oath,

and presided over all transactions which were based

upon faithfulness and justice. Hence Fides was
his companion on the Capitol, along with Victoria

;

and hence a traitor to his country, and persons

guilty of perjury, were thrown down from the Tar-

peian rock.— As Jupiter was the lord of heaven,

and consequently the prince of light, the white

colour was sacred to him, white animals were sa-

crificed to him, his chariot was believed to be drawn
by 4 white horses, his priests wore white caps,

and the consuls were attired in white when they

oflfered sacrifices in the Capitol the day they en-

tered on their office. The worship of Jupiter at

Rome was under the special care of the Flamfn
who was the highest in rank of all the

flaniehs. {Diet, of Ant. art Flamen.) The Ro-
mans, in their represontations of the god, adopted

the type of the Greek Zeus.

Jura or Jurassus Mona (Jam), a range of

mountains, which run N. of the lake Lemanus as

far as Augusta Rauracorura {AugnH near Ba$le\

on the Rhine, forming the boundary between the

Sequani and Hclvetii.

Justinl&na. 1. Prima, a town in Illyria, near

Taurcsiuin, was the birthplace of Justinian, and
was built by that emperor ; it became the resi-

dence of the archbishop of Illyria, and, in the

middle ages, of the Servian kings.— 2. Seennda,

also a town in Illyria, prcviouMly called Ulpiana,

was enhirged and embellished by Justinian.

JuBtinx&uus, Burnamed the Chreat, emperor of

Constantinople, a.d. 627—6fi.5. He was born near

Tauresiuni in Illyria, a. d. 4fi3
;
was adopted by

his uncle, the emperor Justinus, in 520 ;
suc-

ceeded his uncle in 527 ;
married the beautiful

but licentious actress, Theodpra, who exercised

great influence over him
;

and died in 565,

leaving the crown to his nephew, Justin II. He
was, during the greater part of his reign, a firm

supporter of orthodoxy, and thus has received from

ecclesiastical writers the title of Great ;
but towards

the end of his life, he became a heretic, being one

of the adherents of Nestorianism. His foreign

wars W'erc glorious, but all his victories were won
by his generals. The empire of the Vandals in

Africa was overthrown by Belisarius, ^and their

king Gclinier led a prisdner to Constantinople ;

and the kingdom of the Ostrogoths in Italy was

likewise destroyed, by the successive victories of

Belisarius and Narses. [Bei.isarius ; Narsks.]

JuBtitiian adorned Constantinople with many public

buildings of great magnificence ; but the cost of

their erection, as well as the expenses of his 'foreign

wars, obliged him to impose many new taxes,

which were constantly increased by the natural

covetousness and rapacity of the emperor.—The
great work of Justinian is his legislation. He re-

solved to establish a perfect system of written le-

gislation for all his dominions
;
and, for this end,

to make 2 gr^t collections, one of the imperial

constitutions, tne other of all that was valuable in

the works of jurists. His first work was the

JUSTINUS.

collection of the imperial constitutions. This he
commenced in 528, in the 2iid year of his reigjl.

The task was entrusted to a commission of 10,

who completed their labours in the following

year (529) ;
and their collection was declared to

be law under the title of Justinianeus Codex,— In

530 Triboniim, who had been one of the commis-
sion of 1 0 employed in drawing up the Code, was
authorised by the emperor to select fellow-labourers

to assist him in the other division of the under-

taking. Tiibonian selected 16 coadjutors
;
and

this commission proceeded at once to lay under
contribution the works of those jurists who had re-

ceived from former emperors “ auctorita tern con

-

Bcribendarum interpretandique legum.” They were
ordered to divide their materials into 50 Books, and
to subdivide each Book into Titles {Tiinli). No-
thing that was valuable was to be excluded, nothing
that was obsolete was to be admitted, and neither

repetition nor inconsistency was to be allowed.

This work was to boar the name Digesta or Pan-
dectiie. The work was completed, in accordance

with the instnictions that had been given, in the
short space of 3 years

;
and on the 30th of Dec.

533, it received fr»>m the imperial sanction the au-

thority of law. It comprehends upwards of 9000
extracts, in the selection of which the compilers

made use of nearly 2000 different books, containing

more than 3,000,000 lines.—The Code and the Di-

gest contained a complete body of law ; but as they
were not adapted to elementary instruction, a com-
mission was appointed, consisting of Tribonian,

Theophilus, and Dorotheas, to compose an institu-

tional work, which should contain the elements of

the law (f£gum incumhula\ and should not be en-

cumbered with useless matter. Accordingly they
produced a treatise under the title of JnatituHones^

which was based on elementary works of a similar

character, but chiefly on the InstitutToncs of Gains.

[Oaius.J The Institutiones consisted of 4 books,

and were published with the imperial sanction, at

the same time as the Digest.— After the publi-

cation of the Digest and the Institutiones, 50 dc-

cisiones and some new constitutiones also were
promulgated by the emperor. This rendered a
revision of the Code necessary ; and accordingly a
new Code was promulgated at Constantinople, on
the 16th of November, 5.34, and the use of the de-

cisiones, of the new constitutiones, and of the first

edition of the Code, was forbidden. The 2nd
edition {Codex UepeUtm Praelectionii) is the .Code

that we now possess, in 12 books, each of which
is divided into titles.— Justinian subsequently

published various new constitutiones, to which he
gave tho name of Novellae Constitutiones. These
Constitutiones form a kind of supplement to the
Code, and were published at various times from
535 to 565, but most of them appeared between
535 and 539. It does not seem, however, that

any official compilation of these Novdlae appeared
in the lifetime of Justinian.— The 4 legislative

works of Justinian, the Inutitutiones, Digesta or

Pandectae, Codex, and Noveliae, are included under
the general name of Corpus Juris Civilis, and form
the Roman law, as received in F.urope. — The best

editions of the Corpus for general use are by Ootho-
fredus and Van Leeuwen, Amst 1663, 2 vola. fob ;

by Oebauer and Spangenberg, Getting. 1776

—

1797, 2 vols. 4to.
;
and by Beck, Lips. 1836,

2 vols. 4to.

Joftibiiui . 1. The historian, of uncenain date,

AAi
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but who did not live later than the 4th or 5th

century of our aera, is the author of an extant

work entitled Ilisloriarum Philippicarum JMri

XLIV. This work is taken from the Historiae

FhUipjncae of Trogus Porapeius, who lived in the

time of Augustus. The title PhUippicae was given

to it, because its main object was to give the his-

tory of the Macedonian monarchy, with all its

branches
;

but in the execution of this design,

Trogus permitted himself to indulge in so many
excursions, that the work formed a kind of uni-

versal history from the rise of the Assyrian mo-
narchy to the conquest of the East by Rome. The
original work of Trogus, which was one of great

value, is lost. The work of Justin is not so much
an abridgnumt of that of Trogus, as a selection of

such parts as seemed to him most worthy of being

generally known. Edited by Graevius, Lug. Bat
1683

;
by Gronovius, Lug. Belt 1719 and 1760 ;

and by Frotscher, Lips. 1827, 8vols.— 2. Sur-

named the Martyr, one of the earliest of the

Christian writers, was bom about a. n. 103, at

Flavia Neapolis, the Shechem of the Old Testi-

meiit, a city in Samaria. He was brought up as a
heathen, and in his youth studied the Greek
philosophy with zeal and ardour. He was after-

wards converted to Christianity. He retained as

a Christian the garb of a philosopher, but devoted

liimself to the propagation, by writing and other-

wise, of the faith which he had embraced. He
was put to death at Rome in the persecution under

M. Antoninus, about 165. Justin wrote a large

number of works in Greek, several of which have

come down to us. Of these the most important

arc :— 1. An Apology for ihe Christians^ addressed

to Antoninus Pius, about 1 39 ; 2. A Second Apo-
logy for the Christians, addressed to the emperors

M. Aurelius and L. Verus
;

3. A Dialogue with

Tryphon the Jew^ in which Justin defends Chris-

tianity against the objections of Tryphon. The
best edition of the collected works of Justin is by
Otto, Jena, 1842— 1844, *2 vols. Hvo.

Jnstui, a Jewish historian of Tiberias in Gali-

laeo, was a contemporary of the historian Josephus,

who was very hostile to him.

Jntmiia, the nymph of a fountain in Latium,
famous for its healing qualities. Its water was
used in nearly all sacrihees ; a chapel was dedi-

cated to its nymph at Rome in the Campus
Martins by Lutntius Catulus ; and sacrifices were
offered to her on the 1 1th of January. A pond in

the forum, between the temples of Castor and
Vesta, was called Lacus Juturnae, whence we
must infer that the name of the nymph Juturaa is

not connected with jugis, but probably with juvare.

She is said to have been beloved by Jupiter, who
rewarded her with immortality and the rule over

the waters. Some writers call her the wife of

Janus and mother of Fontus, but in the Aeneid
she appears as the affectionate sister of Tumus.
Juv&vnm or Jnv&vfa i&dzlnirg), a town in

Noiicum, on the river Jovavus or Isonta (.Slo/^a),

was a Roman colony founded by Hadrian, and
the residence of the Roman governor of the pro-

vince. It was destroyed by the Heruli in the 5th

century, but was afterwards rebuilt.

J&vSnalii, DSolmus Jllnltui, the great Roman
satirist, but of whose life we have few authentic

particulars. His' ancient biographers relate that

he was either the son or the “alumnus” of a rich

freedman
;
that he occupied himself, until he had

LABDACUS.
nearly reached the term of middle life, in declaim-

ing ; that, having subsequently composed some
clever lines upon Paris the pantomime, he was in-

duced to cultivate assiduously satirical composition

;

and that in consequence of his attacks upon Paris

becoming known to the court, the poet, although

now an old man of 80, was appointed to the

command of a body of troops, in a remote district

of Egypt, where he died shortly afterwards. It

is supposed by some that the Paris, who was at-

tacked by Juvenal, was the contemporary of Do-
mitian, and that the poet was accordingly banished
by this emperor. But this opinion is clearly un-
tenable. 1. We know that Paris was killed in

A. D. 83, upon suspicion of an intrigue with the

empress Domitia. 2. The 4th satire, as appears

from the concluding lines, was written after the

death of Domitian, that is, not earlier than .96.

3. The Ist satire, as we learn from the 49th line,

was written after the condemnation of Marius
PriscHs, that is, not earlier than lOO. These po-

sitions admit of no doubt ; and hence it is esta-

blished that Juvenal was alive at least 17 years

after the death of Paris, and that some of his

satires were composed after the death of Domitian.— The only facts with regard to Juvenal upon
which we can implicitly rely are, that he flourished

towards the close of the first century, that Aqui-
num, if not the place of his nativity, was at least

his chosen residence (Sat. iii. 319), and that he is

in all probability the friend whom Martial ad-

dresses in 3 epigrams. There is, perhaps, another

circumstance which wo may admit. We are told

that he declaimed for many years of his life ; and
every page in his writings bears evidence to the

accuracy of this assertion. Each piece is a finished

rhetorical essay, energetic, glowing, and sonorous,

lie denounces vice in the most indignant terms
;

but the obvious tone of exaggeration which per-

vades all his invectives leaves us in doubt how far

this sustained passion is real, and how far assumed
for show. The extant works of Juvenal consist of

16 satires, the last being a fragment of very

doubtful authenticity, all composed in heroic hexa-

meters. Edited by,Iluperti, Lips. 1819 ;
and by

Heinrich, Bonn, 1839.

Juventas. [Hebk.]
JuventXus. 1. Celsiu. [Celrus.]— 2. Late-

rensis. [Laterensis.]— 3. Thalna. [Thalna.]

L.

Labda (AdSHa), daughter of the Bacchiad Am-
phion, ana mother of Cypselus, by Eetion. [Cyp-
SKLUR.]

Labdacldae. [Labdacus.]
Labd&cns (AddScucor), son of the Theban king,

Polydorus, by Nycteis, daughter of Nycteus. Lab-
dacus lost his father at an early age, and was
phiced ''under the guardianship of Nycteus, and
afterwards under that of Lycus, a brother of Nyc-
teus. When Labdacus had grown up to manhood,
Lycus surrendered the government to him

;
and

on the death of Labdacus, which occurred soon

after, Lycus undertook the guardianship of his son

Laius, the father of Oedipus.— The name Labda-
tndae is frequently given to the descendants of

Labdacus,— Oedipus, Polynices, Eteocles and
Antigone.
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labd&lum. [Svracusak.]

Labe&tes, a warlike people in Dalmatia, whose

chief town was Scodra, and in whose territory was

the LabeatUI PaluB {Lake of Scutari)^ through

which the river Baibana {Bogana) runs.

LabSo, Antistlns. 1. A Roman jurist, was one

of the murderers of Julius Caesar, and put an end
to his life after the battle of Philippi, b. C. 42.—
2. Son of the preceding, and a still more eminent

jurist. He adopted the republican opinions of his

iiither, and was in consequence disliked by Au-
gustus. It is probable that the Labeone itisanim

of Horace {Sat. i. 3. 80) was a stroke levelled

against the jurist, in order to please the emperor.

Labeo wrote a large number of works, which are

cited in the Digest He was the founder of one of

the 2 great legal schools, spoken of under Capito.

LabSo, Q. Fablas, quaestor urbanus b.c. 196;

praetor 1 89, when he commanded the fleet in the

war against Antiochus
;
and consul 183.

Laberlus, Beclmus, a Roman eques, and a

distinguished writer of minjes, was bom about

B. c. 107, and died in 43 at Puteoli, in Campania.

At Caesar’s triumphal games in October, 45, P.

Syrus, a professional mimus, seems to have chal-

lenged all his craft to a trial of wit in extempora-

neous farce, and Caesar offered Laberius 500,000

sesterces to appear on the stage. Laberius was GO
years old, and the profession of a mimus was infa-

mous, but the wish of the dictator was equivalent

to a command, and he reluctantly complied. He
had however revenge in his power, and took

it. His prologue awakened compassion, and per-

haps indignation : and during the performance he

adroitly availed himself of his various characters

to point his wit at Caesar. In the person of a

beaten Syrian slave he cried out, — “ Marry

!

Quirites, but we lose our freedom,” and all eyes

were turned upon the dictator
;
and in another

mime he uttered the pregnant maxim “ Needs

must he fear, who makes all else adread.” Cf^esar,

impartially or vindictively, awarded the prize to

Syrus. The prologue of Laberius has been pre-

served by Macrobius {Sat. ii. 7) ;
and if this may

be taken as a specimen of his style, he would rank

above Terence, and second only to Plautus, in

dramatic vigour. Laberius evidently made great

impression on his contemporaries, although he is

depreciated by Horace {Sat. i. 10. 6).

Lablcum, Labici, Lavlcam, Lavlci (Labica-

nus ; Colonna\ an ancient town in Latium on one

of the hills of the Alban mountain, 15 miles S.E.

of Rome, W. of Praeneste, and N.E. of Tusculum.

It was an ally of the Aequi ;
it was taken and was

colonised by the Romans, b. c. 4 1 8. «

Labiinus. 1. T., tribune of the plebs b. c. 63,

the year of Cicero’s consulship. Under pretence

of avenging his uncle’s death, who had joined Sa^

tuminus perished along with the

other conspirators, he accused Rabirius ofperduellio

or high treason. Rabirius was defended by Cicero.

[Rabirius] In his tribuneship Labienus was

entirely devoted to Caesar’s interests. Accordingly

when Caesar went into Transalpine Gaul in 58, he

took Labienus with him as his legatus. Labienus

continued with Caesar during the greater part of

his campaigns in Gaul, and was the ablest officer

he had. On the breaking out of the civil war in

49, he deserted Caesar and joined Pompey. His

defection caused the greatest joy among the Pom-

peian party ;
but he disappointed the expectations
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of his new friends, and never performed any thing
of importance. He fought against his old com-
mander at the battle of Pharsalia in Greece, 48, at

the battle of Thapsus in Africa, 46, and at the
battle of Munda in Spain, 45. He was slain in

the last of these battles.— 2. Q., son of the pre-

ceding, joined the party of Brutus and Cassius

after the murder of Caesar, and was sent by them
into Parthia to seek aid from Orodes, the Parthian
king. Before he could obtain any definite answer
from Orodes, the news came of the battle of Phi-
lippi, 42. Two years afterwards he persuaded
Orodes to entrust him with the command of a
Parthian army; and Pacoru8,the son of Orodes, was
associated with him in the command. In 40
they crossed the Euphrates and met with great

success. They defeated Decidius Saxa, the lieu-

tenant of Antony, obtained possession of the two
great towns of Antioch and Apamea, and pene-
trated into Asia Minor. But in the following

(rear, 39, P. Ventidius, the most able of Antony's
egates, defeated the Parthians. Labienus fled in

disguise into Cilicia, where ho was apprehended,
and put to death.— 3. T., a celebrated orator and
historian in the reign of Augustus, either son or

grandson of No. 1. He retained all the republican

feelings of his family, and never became reconciled

to the imperial government, but took every oppor-

tunity to attack Augustus and his friends. His
enemies obtained a decree of the senate that all

his writings should be burnt; whereupon he shut

himself up in the tomb of his ancestors, and thus

perished, about a. n. 12.

Labranda {rk AdSpavSa ; Aa€/>avS(vs^ AaSpav^
Sfjydsy Labrandenus), a town in Caria, 68 stadia

•N. of Mylasa, celebrated for its temple of Zeus
Stratios or Labrandenus, on a hill near the city.

Mr. Fellowes considers some ruins ^^t Juilt to bo
those of the temple

;
but this is doubtful.

Labro, a sea-port in Etruria, mentioned by
Cicero along with Pisae, and supposed by some to

be the Libumum, mentioned by Zosimus, and the
modem Lii'orno or Leghorn. Others however
maintain that the ancient Portus Pisanus corre-

sponds to Leghorn.

LabtlS or Lablltas {AdSos or Aa€ovras : Softad

AW/, part of the Elhurz)^ a mountain of Parthia,

between the Coronus and the Sariphi Montes.
Labyndtus {AaSwuiror^ a lunne common to

several of the Babylonian monarchs, seems to have
been a title rather than a proper name. The
Labynetus, mentioned by Herodotus (i. 74) as
mediating a peace between Cyaxares and Alyattes,

is the same with Nebuchadnezzar. The I^aby-

netus who is mentioned by Herodotus (i. 77) as

a contemporary of Cyrus and Croesus, is the same
with the Belshazzar of the prophet Daniel. By
other writers he is called Nabonadius or Nabonidus.
He was the last king of Babylon. LCykus.]

labyrinthas. [See Diet, of Antiq. s. e, J

Lacedaemon (AcutfSai/auyX son of Zeus and
Taygete, was married to Sparta, the daughter of
Eurotas, by whom he became the father ofAmyclas,
Eurydice, and Asine. He was king of the country
which he called after his own name, Lacedaemon,
while he called the capital Sparta after the name of
his wife. [Sparta.]

LaoedaemSniuB (Aa/cc3ai^dpiov), son of Cimon,
so named in honour of the Lacedaemonians.

Lacfidai (Aoir^Sas), or Leocedet (Herod, vi.

127)i king of Aigos, and father of Mclas.
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Laoet&ni, a people in llispania Tarraconensii at

the foot of the Pyrenees.

Laoh&res (Aaxdpvf)’ 1* An Athenian dema-

gogue, made himself tyrant of Athens, b. c. 296,

when the city was besieged by Demetrius. When
Athens was on the point of falling into the hands

of Demetrius, Dachares made his escape to Thebes.

— 2. An eminent Athenian rhetorician, who flou-

rished in the 5th century of our era.

Laches (AdxvOi Athenian commander in

the Peloponnesian war, is first mentioned in b. c.

427. He fell at the battle of Mantinea, 418. In
the dialogue of Plato which bears his name, he is

represented as not over-acute in argument, and
with temper on a par with his acuteness.

LachSsis, one of the Fates. [Mokiiab.]

Lacia or Lacl&dae (Acucia^ AwcuiZai : AcucidHris^

AttKicur), a demus in Attica, belonging to the tribe

Oencis, W. of, and near to Athens.

Laclnlum. (Acuciviov &Kpov\ a promontory on the

E. coast of Bruttium, a few miles S. of Croton, and
forming the W. boundary of the Tarentine gulf.

It possessed a celebrated temple of Juno, who was
worshipped here under the surname of Lacinia.

The remains of this temple are still extant, and
have given the modern name to the promontory.

Capo dvUti Cohnne or Capo di Nao (pa6i), Han-
nibal dedicated in this temple a bilingual inscrip-

tion (in Punic and Greek), which recorded the

history of his campaigns, and of which Polybius

made use in writing his history.

Lacippo {Alecijype\ a town in llispania Baetica

not far from the sea, and W. of Malaca.

Laemon or Laemus {AdKfiwu, AdK/aor), the N.
part of Mt. Pindus, in which the river Aous takes

its origin.

lacobriga. 1. (Lo5em), a town of the Vaccaei

in the N. of Jlispania Tarraconensis on the road

from Asturica to Tarraco.— 2. (fAU/na)^ a town on
the S.W. of Lusitania, E. of the Prom. Saemra.

Lacdnica (AaKupiKi]\ sometimes called Laefinia

by the Romans, a country of Peloponnesus, was
bounded on the N. by Argolis and Arcadia, on the

W. by Messenia, and on the E. and S. by the sea.

Ijaconica was a long valley, ninuing southwards to

the sea, and was inclosed on 3 sides by mountains.

On the N. it was separated by Mt. Parnon from

Argolis, and by Mt. Sciritis from Arcadia. It was
bounded by Mt. Taygetus on the W. and by Mt.
Parnon on the E., which are 2 masses of mountains

extending from Arcadia to the S. extremities of

the Peloponnesus, Mt. Taygetus terminating at

the Prom. Taenarum, and Mt. Parnon, continued

under the names of Thornax and Zarex, termi-

nating at the Prom. Malca. The river Eurotas

flows through the valley lying between these

mountain masses, and falls into the Laconian gulf.

In the upper part of its course the valley is narrow,

and near Sparta the mountains approach so close to

each other as to leave little more than room for the

channel of the river. It is for tliis reason that we
find the vale of Sparta called the hollow iMce-

daemon. Below Sparta the mountains recede, and
the valley opens out into a plain of considerable

extent. The soil of this plain is poor, but on the

slopes of the mountains there is land of considerable

fertility. There were valuable miurble quarries near

Taenarus. Oif the coast shell-fish were caught,

which produced a purple dye inferior only to the

Tyrian. Laconica is well described by Euripides

Es difficult of access to an enemy. On the N. the
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country could only be invaded by the valleys of the

Eurotas and the Oenus
;
the range of Taygetus

fonned an almost insuperable barrier on the W.

;

and the want of good harbours on the E. coast

protected it from invasion by sea on that side.

Sparta was the only town of importance in the

country [Sparta].—The most ancient inhabitants

of the country are said to have been Cynurians

and Leleges. They were expelled or conquered by
the Achaeans, who were the inhabitants of the

country in the heroic age. The Dorians afterwards

invaded Peloponnesus and became the ruling race

in Laconica. Some of the old Achaean inhabitants

were reduced to slavery
;
but a great number of

them became subjects of the Dorians under the name
of Perioeci (IlepiotKot). The general name for the

inhabitants is Lacones (Advwper) or LacedaemSnli
[AaKcSaifidviot)

; but the Perioeci are frequently

called Ijacedaeuionii, to distinguish them from the

Spartans.

LacSnlcus Sinus (KdKtros AaKuviKhs\ a gulf in

the S. of Peloponnesus, into which the Eurotas

falls, beginning W. at the Prom. Taenarum and E.

at the Prom. Malea.

Lactantlus, a celebrated Christian Father, but

his exact name, the place of his nativity, and the

date of his birth, are uncertain. In modern works

we find him denominated Lticius Coelius Firmiamm
Lactantius

;

but the 2 former appellations, in the

2nd of which Caecilius is often substituted for

Coelius^ are omitted in many MSS., while the 2
latter are frequently presented in an inverted order.

Since he is spoken of as far advanced in life about

A. I). 315, he must have been bom not later than
the middle of the 3rd century, probably in Italy,

possibly at Firmum, on the Adriatic, and certainly

studied in Africa, where he became the pupil of

Arnobius, who taught rhetoric at Sicc.a. His fame

became so widely extended, that about 301 he

was invited by Diocletian to settle at Nicomedia,

and there to practise his art. At this period he ap-

pears to have become a Christian. lie was summoned
to Gaul, about 312—318, when now an old man,
to superintend the education of Crispus, son of Con-
stantine, and he probably died at 'I>eves some 10

or 12 ye-ars afterwards (325— 330.)— The extant

works of Lactantius are: — 1. Divinarum Tmtitun

tionum Lihri P//., a sort of introduction to Christ-

ianity, intended to supersede the less perfect

treatises of Minucius P’elix, Tertullian, and Cyprian.

Each of the 7 books bears a separate title : (1.) Dc
Falsa Religione. (2.) De Oriyine Erroris. (3.)

De Falsa Sapientia. (4.) De Vera Sapientia et

Religione. (5.) De Justitia. (6.) De Vero Cultu.

(7.) De Beata.— 2. An EpiUme of the In-

stitutions.— 3. De Ira Dei.— 4. De Opificio Dei

8. De Formatione ffominis.— 5. De Alortilms Per-

secutoram.— 6. Various Poems., most of which

were probably not written by Lactantius.— The
style of Lactantius, fonned upon the model of the

great prator of Rome, has gained for him the ap-

pellation of the Christian Cicero^ and not unde-

servedly. The best edition of Lactantius is by Le
Brun and Lenglet du Fresnoy, Paris, 1748.

Laot&rlus Mons or Lactis Mons, a mountain

in Campania, belonging to the Apennines, 4 miles

E. of Stabioe, so called because the cows which

grazed upon it produced excellent milk. Here
Narses gained a victory over the Goths, A.n. 55.3.

Lacydes (AukIiSi^s), a native of Gyrene, suc-

ceeded Arcesilaus as president of the Academy at
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Athens. The place where his instructions were
delivered was a garden, named the Lacydeum (Ao-

xdSeiov), provided for the purpose by his friend

Attains Philometor, king of Pergamus. This al-

teration in the locality of the school seems at least

to have contributed to the rise of the name of the

Nno Academy. He died about 215, from the
effects, it is said, of excessive drinking.

Lade (Ad5?7), an island off the W. coast of

Caria, opposite to Miletus and to the bay into

wliich the Maeander falls.

Ladon (AdSevv), the dragon who guarded the

apples of the Ilesperides, was the offspring of

Typhon and Echidna, or of Go, or of Phorcys

and Goto. He was slain by Hercules ; and the

represontation of the battle was placed by Zeus
among the stars.

Ladon (Ad5«v). 1. A river in Arcadia, which
rose nearClitor, and fell into the Alpheus between

Heraea and Phrixa. In mythology Ladon is the

husband of Stymphnlis, and the father of Daphne
and Metope.—2. A small river in Elis, which

rose on the frontiers of Achaia and fell into the

PenCns.

Laeetdni, a people on the E. coast of Hispauia

Tarracononsis, near the mouth of the river Rubri-

catus {IJobtrgat)^ probably the same as the Lale-

tani, whose country, Laletdnia produced good

wine, and whose chief town was Barcino.
Laelaps (Aa7\a\p)^ i. e. the storm wind, per-

sonified in the legend of the dog of Procris which
bore this name. Procris had received this swift

atiimal from Artemis, and gave it to her husband

Cephalua. When the Teumessian fox was sent

to punish the Thebans, Cephalus sent the dog

Laelaps against the fox. The dog overtook the

fox, but Zeus changed both animals into a stone,

which was shown in the neighbourhood of Thebes.

Laellanus, one of the 30 tynints, emperor in

GanI after the death of Postumus, a. d. 267,
was slain, after a few months, by his own soldiers,

who proclaimed VicToiiiNUS in his stead.

Laellus. 1. C., was from early manhood the

friend and companion of Scipio Africanus the

elder, and fought under him ki almost all his cam-
paigns. He was consul h. a 190, and obtained

tlic province of Cisalpine Gaul.— 2. C., siirnamed

Sapiens, son of the preceding. His intimacy with

Scipio Africanus the younger was as remarkable

as his father's friendship with the elder, and it ob-

tained an imperishable monument in Cicero’s trea^

tise Laclius sive de Amicitia. He was boni about

186, was tribune of the plebs 151
;
praetor 145 ; and

consul 140. Though not devoid of military talents,

as his campaign against the Lusitaniap Viriathus

proved, he was more of a statesman than a soldiw,

and more of a philosopher than a statesman. From
Diogenes of Babylon, and afterwards from Panae-

tins, he imbibed the doctrines of the stoic school ;

his father’s friend Polybius was his friend also

;

the wit and idiom of Terence were pointed and

polished by his and Scipio’s conversation ; and the

satirist Lucilius was his familiar companion. The
political opinions of Laelius were different at dif-

ferent periods of his life. He endeavoured, pro-

bably during his tribunate, to procure a re-division

of the public land, but he desisted from the

attempt, and for his forbearance received the appel-

lation of the Wise or the Prudent. He afterwards

became a strenuous supporter of the aristocratical

party. Several of his orations were extant in the
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time of Cicero, but were characterised more by’

smoothness (lenitas) than by power.— Laelius is

the principal interlocutor in Cicero’s dialogue J)e

Amkitiat and is one of the speakers in the De Se-

nectuie, and in the De RepvJblica. His two daughters

were married, the one to Q. Mucius Scaevola, the

augur, the other to C. Fannius Strabo. The opinion

of his worth seems to have been universal, and it

is one of Seneca’s injunctions to his friend Lucilius
“ to live like Laelius.”

Laenas, FopHlus, plebeians. The family was
unfavourably distinguished, even among the Ro-
mans, fur their sternness, cruelty, and haughtiness

of character. 1. M., 4 times consul b. c. 359, 356,

350, 348. In his 3rd consulship (350) he won a
hard-fought battle against the Gauls, for which
he celebrated a triumph—the first ever obtained by
a plebeian. —2. M., praetor 176, consul 172, and
censor 159. In his consulship he defeated the

Ligurian mountaineers
;
and when the remainder

of the tribe surrendered to him, he sold them all

as skives.— 3. C., brother of No. 2, was consul

172. He was afterwards sent as ambassador to

Antiochus, king of Syria, whom th& senate wished
to abstain from hostilities against^gypt. Antio-

chus was just marching upon Alexandria, when Po-
pilius gave him the letter of the senate, which the

king read and promised to tiikc into consideration

with his friends. Popilius straightway described

with his cunc a circle in the sand round the king,

and ordered him not to stir out of it before he had
given a decisive answer. This boldness so fright-

ened Antiochus, that he at once yielded to the

demand of Rome.—-A P., consul 132, the year
after the murder of Tib. Gracchus. He was
charged by the victorious aristocratical party with

the prosecution of the accomplices of Gracchus ;

and in this odious task he showc^ all the hard-

heartedness of his family. He subseipiently with-

drew himself, by voluntary exile, from the ven-

geance of C. Gracchus, and did not return to Rome
till after his death.

Laertes (AoeVTTjs), king of Ithaca, was son of

Acrisius and Chalcomcdusa, and husband of Anti-
clea, by whom he became the fiither of Ulysses and
Ctimene. Some writers call Ulysses the son of

Sisyphus. [Antjclea.] Laertes tof»k part in the

Calydonian hunt, and in the expedition of the
Argonauts. He was still alive when Ulysses re-

turned to Ithaca after the fall of Troy.

Laertius, DiogSnes. [Diogbnen.]
Laestrygdues (AaurTpirydvfs), a savage race of

cannibals, whom Ulysses encountered in his wan-
derings. They were govenied by Antiphates
and Lamus. They belong however to mythology'

rather than to history. The modern interpreters

of Homer place them on the N. W. coast of Sicily.

The Greeks themselves placed them on the E. coast

of the island in the plains of Leon tin i, which are
therefore called Laestryy(mii Campi, The Romans
however, and more especially the Roman poets,

who regarded the prom. Circeium as the Homeric
island of Circe, transplanted the Lacstrygones to

the S. coast of Latium in the neighbourhood of
Formiae, which they supposed to have been built

by Lamus, the king of this people. Hence Horace
(Carm. iiL 16. 34) speaks of Laestrygonia Bacchus
in amjdiora, that is, Formian wine; and Ovid (A/e/,

xiv. 233) calls Formiae, Lae^ryyonis Lami Urbs.

Laevi or Levi, a Ligurian people in Gallia

Transpadana on the river Ticiuus, who, in con-
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junction with the Marici, built the town of Ticinum

{Pavia).

LaevXnns, Valerias. 1. F., consul b. c. 280, had

the conduct of the war against Pyrrhus. The king

wrote to Laevinufl, ofFcriiig to arbitrate between

Rome and Tarentum ; but Laevinus bluntly bade

him mind his own business, and begone to Epirus.

An Epirot spy having been taken in the Roman
lines, Laevinus showed him the legions under

arms, and bade him tell his master, if he was
curious about the Roman men and tactics, to come
and see them himself. In the battle which fol-

lowed, Laevinus was defeated by Pyrrhus on the

banks of the Siris.— 2. M., praetor 21.% crossed

over to Greece and carried on war against Philip.

Ho continued in the command in Greece till 211,

when he was elected consul in his absence. In
his consulship (210) he carried on the war in

feicily, and took Agrigentuin. He continued as

proconsul in Sicily for several years, and in 208
made a descent upon the coast of Africa. He died

200, and his sons Publius and Marcus honoured

his memory with funeral games and gladiatorial

combats, cxhij||)ed during 4 successive days in the

forum.— 3. CTsou of No. 2, was by the mother's

side brother of M. Fulvius Nobilior, consul 189.

Laevinus was himself consul in 176, and carried

on war against the Ligurians.

Lagos, a city in great Phrygia.

Lagas (Adyoi), a Macedonian of obscure birth,

was the father, or reputed father, of Ptolemy, the

founder of the Egyptian monarchy. He married

Arsinoe, a concubine of Philip of Macedon, who
was said to have been pregnant at the time of their

marriage, on which account the Macedonians ge*

iierall^ looked upon Ptolemy as tlie son of Philip.

L&is (Aa/s), the name of 2 celebrated Grecian

lleUierae, or epurtezans.—»1. The elder, a native

probably of Corinth, lived in the time of the

Peloponnesian war, and was celebrated as the

most beautiful woman of her age. She was no-

torious also for her avarice and caprice.— 2. The
younger, was the daughter of Tiinandi'a, and was
probably born at Hyccara in Sicily. According

to some accounts she was brought to Corinth when

7 years old, having been taken prisoner in the

Athenian expeditioT) to Sicily, and bought by a

Corinthian. This story, however, involves nume-
rous difficulties, and seems to have arisen from a

confusion between this Lais and the elder one of

the same name. She was a contemporary and
rival of Phryne. She became enamoured of a

Thessalian named Hippolochus, or Hippostratus,

and accompanied him to Thessaly. Here, it is

said, some Thessalian women, jealous of her

beauty, enticed her into a temple of Aphrodite,

and there stoned her to death.

Lalai (Adibr), son of Labdacus, lost his father

at an early age, and was brought up by Lycus.

[LaBDAcvs.] When Lycus was slain by Am-
phion and Zethus, Laius took refuge with Pelops

in Pglopounesus. After the death of Araphion and
Zethus, Laius returned to Thebes, and ascended

the throne of his father. He married Jocasta, and
became by her the father of Oedipus, by whom he

was slain. For details see Oedipus.
L&l&ge, a common name of courtezans, from the

Greek prattling, used as a term of en-

dearment, “ little prattler."

Lalet&ni [Laektani.]
LamSchoa (Ad/iaxos), an Athenian, son of

LAMPON.
. Xenophanes, was the colleague of Alcibiades and
* Nicias, in the great Sicilian expedition, b. c. 41.5.

He fell under the walls of Syracuse, in a sally of
the besieged. He appears amongst the dramatis
personae of Aristophanes, as the brave and some-
what blustering soldier, delighting in the war, and
thankful, moreover, for its pay. Plutarch describes

him as brave, but so poor, that on every fresh

appointment he used to beg for money from the
government to buy clothing and shoes.

Lametus (Lamato), a river in Bruttium, near
Croton, which falls into the Lameticus Sinus.
Upon it was the town Lametlui {Ht. Evfemia).
Lamia (Aajuta). L A female phantom. [Em-

PUSA.]— 2. A celebrated Athenian courtezan,

was a favourite mistress for many years of De-
metrius Poliorcetes.

Lamia, Aellus. This family claimed a high
antiquity, and pretended to be descended from the

mythiciil hero, Lamus.— 1. L., a Roman eques,

supported Cicero in the suppression of the Cati-

linarian conspiracy, b. c. 63, and was accordingly

banished by the influence of the consuls Gabiiiius

and Piso in 58. He was subsequently recalled

from exile, and during the civil wars espoused

Caesar’s party.— 2. L., sou of the preceding, and
the fiiend of Horace, was consul a. n. 3. He \vas

made pracfcctiis urbi in 32, but he died in the

following year.— 3. L., was married to Domitia
Longlna, the daughter of Corbulo

;
but during the

lifetime of Vespasian he was deprived of her by
Domitian, who first lived with her as his mistress,

and subsequently married her. Lamia was put
to death by Domitian after his accession to the

throne.

Lamia (Aajata : Aa^utet/r, AafucfiTTjs : Zeitun or

Zeituni)^ a town in Phthiotis in Thessaly, situated

on the small river Achelous, sind 50 sUidia inland

from the Maliac gulf, on which it possessed a
htarbour, called Phalara. It has given its name
to the war, which was carried on by the confe-

derate Greeks against Antipater after the death
of Alexander, b.c, 323. The confederates under
the command of Leosthenes, the Athenian, de-

feated Antipater, whe took refuge in Lamia, where
he was besieged for some months. Leosthenes
was killed during the siege

;
and the confederates

were obliged to raise it in the following year (322),
in consequence of the approach of Leoimatus. The
confederates under the command of Antiphilus de-

lented Leonnatus who was slain in the action. Soon
afterwards Antipater was joined by Craterus

;
and

thus strengthened he gained a decisive victory over

the confederates at the battle of Crarion, which put

an end to tjbe Lamian war.

Lamialum (Laminrtftnus), a town of the Car-

petani in Hispania Tarraconensis, 95 miles S. E. of

Toletum.

Lampa or Lappa {Adixmj, Adirinj : AafiiraToSj

Aajun-evs), a town in the N. of Crete, a little inland,

S. of Hydramum, said to have been built by Aga-
memnon, but to have been called after Lainpus.

Lamp§a (d Adfureta) or LampSus Mons, a

part of the mountain range of Erymanthus, on the

frontiers of Achala and Elis.

LampStla (Aojairfrli?), daughter of Helios by
the nymph Neaera. She and her sister Phae-
tusa tended the flocks of their father in Sicily.

In some legends she appears as one of the sisters

of Phaethon.

Lampon (AdjuTWE), an Athenian, a celebrated
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soothsayer and inteq)reter of oracles. In con-

junction with Xenocritus, he led the colony which
founded Thurii in Italy, B. c. 443.

Lamponia, or -lum (Aafura&veia, an
important city of ^^sia, in the interior of the

Troad, near the bordfts of Aeolia.

Lampra, Lamprae, or Lamptrae (Aa/jLirpd,

Aafiirpaty AafxrTpai : Aafiirpevs : Lamorica\ a
demus on the W. coast of Attica, near the promon-
tory Astypalaea, belonging to the tribe Erechtheis.

It was divided into an upper and a lower city.

Lampridlus, Aellns, one of the A'criptores His-

ioriae Augustae, lived in the reigns of Diocletian

and Constantine, and wrote the lives of the em-
perors :— 1. Coramodus

;
2. Antoninus Diadu-

menus
;

3. Elagabalus, and 4. Alexander Severus.

It is not improbable that Lampridius is the same
as Spartianiis, and that the name of the author in

full was Aclius Lampridius Spartianus. For the

editions of Ijampridius, see Capitolinuk.
Lamps&cas (Ad/itl/airor : Aafxxl/oucTipSf : Ijap-

saki^ Ru.), an important city of Mysia, in Asia

Minor, on the coast of the Hellespont, possessed a

good harbour. It was celebrated for its wine
;

and hence it was one of the cities assigned by
Xerxes to Themistocles for his maintenance. It

was the chief seat of the worship of Priapus
;
and

the birthplace of the historian Charon, the phi-

losophers Adimantus and Metrodorus, and the

rhetorician Anaximenes. Lampsacus was a colony

of the Phocaeans : the name of the surrounding

district, Berbrycia, connects its old inhabitants

with the Thracian Bkhryces.
Lamus (ActMoy), son of Poseidon, and king of

the Laestrvgones, was said to have founded For-

miae, in Italy. [Formiak.]
Lamus (Adgos : Lamas)^ a river of Cilicia, the

boundary between Cilicia Aspera and Cilicia Cam-
pestris ; with a town of the same name.

Lancia (Lancienses). 1. (SoUanco or Sollancia^

near Leon), a town of the Astnres in Hispania

Tarraconensis, 9 miles E. of Legio, was destroyed

by the Romans.— 2. Surnained Oppid&na, a town

of the Vettones in Lusitania, not fer from the

sources of the river Munda.
Langobardi or LongobarAi, corrupted into Lom-

bards, a German tribe of the Suevic race. They
dwelt originally on the left bank of the Elbe, near

the river 8aale ; but they afterwards crossed the

Elbe, and dwelt on the E" bank of the river, where

they were for a time subject to Maroboduus in the

reign of Tiberius. After this they disappear from

history for 4 centuries. Like most of the other

German tribes, they migrated southwards
;
and in

the 2nd half of the 5th centuiy we find them again

on the N. bank of the Danube, in Upjter Hungary.

Here they defeated and almost annihilated the

Heruli. In the middle of the 6th century they

crossed the Danube, at the invitation of Justinian,

and settled in Pannonia. Here they were engaged

for 30 years in a desperate conflict with the Gc-

pidae, which only ended with the extermination of

the latter people. In a. d. 560, Alboin, the king

of the Lombards, under whose command they had

defeated the Gepidae, led his nation across the

Julian Alps, and conquered the plains of N. Italy,

which have ever since received the name of Lom-

bardy. Here he founded the celebrated kingdom

of the Lombards, which existed for upwards of 2

centuries, till its overthrow by Charlemagne.'

—

Patilus Diaconus, who was a Lombard by birth,
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derives their name of Langobardi from their long

beards
; but modern critics reject this etymology,

and suppose the name to have reference to their

dwelling on the banks of the Elbe, inasmuch as

horde signifies in low German a fertile plain on
the bank of a river, and there is still a district in

Magdeburg called the lange horde. Paulus Dia-

conus also states that the Lombards came originally

from Scandinavia, where they were called Fiwi/i,

and that they did not receive the name of Lango-
bardi or Long-heards^ till they settled in Germany

;

but this statement ought probably to be rejected.

Lanlce (Aai/fa??), nurse of Alexander the Great,

and sister of Clitiis.

Lanuvlum (Lanuvinus : Lavigna)^ an ancient

city in Latium, situated on a hill of the Alban
Mount, not far from the Appia Via, and subse-

quently a Roman municipium. It possessed an
ancient and celebrated temple of Juno Sospita.

Under the empire it obtained some importance as

the birthplace of Antoninus Pius. Part of the
walls of Lanuvium and the substructions of the
temple of Juno are still remaining.

La6c5on (AaoKdwi'), a Trojan, who plays a
prominent part in the post-HBmeric legends,

was a son of Antenor or Acoctes, and a priest

of the Thymbruean Apollo. He tried to dissuade

his countrymen from drawing into the city

the wooden horse, which the Greeks had left

behind them when they pretended to sail away
from Troy ; and, to show the danger from the

horse, he hurled a spear into its side. The Tro-

jans, however, would not listen to' his advice
;
and

as he was preparing to sacrifice a bull to Poseidon,

suddenly 2 fearful serpents were seen swimming
towards the Trojan coast from 'J'enedos. They
rushed towards Laocoon, who, while all the people

took to flight, remained with his 2 sons standing

by the altar of the god. The 8er})ent8 first coiled

around the 2 boys, and then around the father, and
thus all 3 perished. The 8er])ents then hastened

to the acropolis of Troy, and disappeared behind

the shield of Tritonis. The reason why Laocoon

suffered this fearful death is differently stated.

According to some, it was because he had run his

lance into the side of the horse
;

according to

others, because, contrary to the will of Apollo, he
had married and begotten children

;
or, according

to others again, because Poseidon, being hostile to

the Trojans, wanted to show to the Trojans in the

person of Laocoon w’hat fate all of them deserved.— The story of Laocoon ''s death was a fine subject

for epic and lyric as well as tragic poetry, and was
therefore frequently related by ancient poets, such

as by Bacchylides, Sophocles, Euphorion, Virgil,

and others. His death also formed the subject of
many ancient works of art ; and a magnificent
group, representing the father and his 2 sons en-

twined by the 2 serpents, is still extant, and
preserved in the Vatican. [AtiK-SANoxH.]
LaSd&mas (AooSJ/uas). 1. Son of A leinous,

king of the Phaeacians, and Arete.— 2. Son of

Eteocles, and king of Thebes, in whose reign the
Epigoni marched against Thebes. In the battle

against the Epigoni, he slew their leader Aegia-
leus, but was himself slain by Alcmaeon. Others

related, that after the battle was lost, Laodamas
fled to the Knclieleans in Illyricum.

Laodaznla (Aao5J/ae<a). 1. Daughter of Acas-
tUB, and wife of Protesllaus. When her husband
was slain before Troy, she begged the g^ds to bo
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allowed to converse with him for only 3 hours.

The request was granted. Hermes led Protesi-

laus back to the upper world, and when Protcsilaus

died a second time, Laodamia died with him. A
later tradition states, that after the second death of

Protesilaus, Ijaodamia made an image of her hus-

band, to which she payed divine honours
;
but as

her father Acastus interfered, and commanded her

to burn the image, she herself leaped into the hre.

— 2. Daughter of Bedlerophontes, became by Zeus

the mother of Sarpedon, and was killed by Artemis

while she was engaged in weaving.—• 3. Nurse of

Orestes, usually called Arsinok.
Laddice (AaoSlan). 1. Daughter of Priam and

Hecuba, and wife of Helicaon. Some relate that

she fell in love with Acamas, the son of Theseus,

when he came with Diomedes as ambassador to

Troy, and that she became by Acamas the mother
of Munitus. On the death of this son, she leaped

down a precipice, or was swallowed up by the

earth.— 2. Daughter of Agamemnon and Clytaem-

nestra (Horn. 11, ix. 146), called Electra by the

tragic poets. [Elkctra.] — 3. Mother of Se-

Icucus Nicator, the founder of the Syrian mo-
narchy. —4. Wife of Antiochus II. Theos, king

of Syria, and mother of Seleucus Callinicus. For
details, see p. 55, a.— 6. Wife of Seleucus Calli-

nicus, and mother of Seleucus Ceraunus and
Antiochus the Great.— 6. Wife of Antiochus the

Great, was a daughter of Mithridates IV. king of

Pontus, and granddaughter of No. 4.-7. Wife
of Achaeus, the cousin and adversary of Antiochus

the Great, was a sister of No. 6.— 8. Daughter of

Antiochus the Great by his wife Laodice [No. 6].

She was married to her eldest brother Antiochus,

who died in his father’s lifetime, 195.— 9. Daughter

of Seleucus IV. Philopator, was married to Perseus,

king of Macedonia.— 10. Daughter of Antiochus

IV. Epiphaues, ^as married to the impostor Alex-

ander Balas.—IL Wife and also sister of Mith-
ridates Eupator (commonly called the Great), king

of Pontus. During the absence of her husb«md,

and deceived by a report of his death, she gave free

scope to her amours ;
and, alarmed for the conse-

quences, an his return attempted his life by poison.

Her designs were, however, betrayed to Mithri-

dates, who immedijitely put her to death.— 12.

Another sister of Mithridates Eupator, married to

Ariarathes VI., king of Cappadocia. After the

death of her husband she married Nicomedes, king

of Bithynia.

LaSdlcea (AaoSUeia: AaoSiKfvr, Laodicensis,

Laodic^nus), the name of 6 Greek cities in Asia,

4 of which (besides another now unknown) were

founded by Seleucus I. Nicator, and named in

honour of his mother Laodice, tho other 2 by
Antiochus II. and Antiochus I. or III. (See Nos.

1.&5).— 1. L. ad Lycam (A. irphy Avk^^

Eski-flissar^ Uu.), a city of Asia Minor, stood on

a ridge of bills near the S. bank of the river

Lycus {Choruk-Su), a tributary of the Maeander,

a little to the W. of Colossae, and to the S. of

llierapolis, on the borders of Lydia, Curia, and
Phrygia, to each of which it is assigned by dif-

ferent writers
;
but, after the definitive division of

the provinces, it is reckoned as belonging to Great

Phrygia, and under the later Homan emperors it

was the capital of Phiy'gia Pacatiana. It was
founded by Antiochus 11. Theos, on the site

of a previously existing town, and named in

honour of his wife Laodice. It passed from the
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kings of Syria to those of Pergamus, and from
them to the Romans, to whom Attains III.

bequeathed his kingdom. Under the Ronuins it

belonged to the province of Asia. At first it was
comparatively an insignificant place, and it suffered

much from the frequent eaithquakes to which its

site seems to be more exposed than that of any
other city of Asia Minor, and also from the Mith-
ridatic War. Under the later Roman republic

and the early emperors, it rose to importance
;

and, though more than once almost destroyed by
earthquakes, it was restored by the aid of the

emperors and the munificence of its own citizens,

and became, next to Apamea, the greatest city in

Phrygia, and one of the most flourishing in Asia
Minor. In an inscription it is called “ the most
splendid city of Asia,” a statement confirmed by
tho mugnificeut ruins of the city, which comprise
an aqueduct, a gymnasium, several theatres, a
stadium almost perfect, besides remains of roads,

porticoes, pillars, gates, foundations of houses, and
sarcophagi. This great prosperity was owing
partly to its situation, on the high road for tho

traffic between the E. and W. of Asia, and partly

to the fertility and beauty of the country round it.

Already in the apostolic age it was the seat of a
flourishing Christian Church, which, however, be-

came very soon infected with the pride and luxury

produced by the prosperity of the city, as we learn

from St John’s severe Epistle to it. {Revel, iii.

14—22). St. Paul also addresses it in common
with the nighbouring church of Colossae {Culoss. ii,

1 ; iv. 13, 16).— 2. L.Combnsta (A, tJ KaraxtKav-

or KfKavfiivTj^ i. c. the burnt

;

the reason of

the epithet is doubtful : Ladik^ Ru.), a city of

Lycaonia, N. of Iconium, on the high road from
the W. coast of Asia Minor to the Euphrates.—
3. L. ad Hare (A. M rp 0aAdTTp : htdikii/eh\

a city on the coast of Syria, about 50 miles S. of

Antioch, was built by Seleucus I. on the site of

an earlier city, called Ramitha or Avuk^j ’Akti7 .

It had the best harbour in Syria, and the sur-

rounding country was celebrated for its wine and
fruits, which formed a large part of the traffic of
the city. In the civil contests during the later

period of the Syrian kingdom, Laodicea obtained

virtual independence, in which it was confirmed

probably by Pompey, and certainly by Julius

Caesar, who greatly favoured the city. In the

civil wars, after Caesar’s death, the Laodiceans

were severely punished by Cassius for their sidher-

cnce to Dolabella, and the city again suffered in

the Parthian invasion of Syria, but was recom-

pensed by Antony with exemption from taxation.

Herod the Great built the Laodiceans an aqueduct,

the ruins which still exist. It is mentioned
occasionally as an important city under the later

Roman empire
; and, after the conquest of Syria

by the Arabs, it was one of those places on the

coast which still remained in tlm hands of the

Greek emperors, and with a Christian population.

It was taken and destroyed by the Arabs in 1183.

It is now a poor Turkish village, with very con-

siderable ruins of the ancient city, the chief of

which ore a triumphal arch, the remains of the

mole of the harbour, of a portico near it, of cata-

combs on the sea-coast, of the aqueducts and cis-

terns, and of pillars where the Necropolis is sup-

posed to have stood.— 4. L. ad Lib&num (A. Ai-

6avov^ irpbs Aiffavtp ), a city of Coele-Syria, at the

N. entrance to the narrow valley (abAcoy)y between
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Libaniia and Antilibanus, appears to have been,

through its favourable situation, a place of com-

inercial importance. During the possession of

Coele- Syria by the Greek kings of Egypt, it wag
the S. W. border fortress of Syria. It was the

chief city of a district called Laodicene.— 6. A
city in the S. E. of Media, near the boundary of

Persia, founded either by Antioclius I., Soter, or

Antiochus II. the Great: site unknown.— 6. In

Mesopotamia : site unknown.

Laoddeus (AooSdKor). 1. Son of Bias and Pero

and brother of Talaus, took part in the expedi

tions of the Argonauts, and of the Seven against

Thebes.— 2. Son of Antenor.

LaSmSdon (Aao/ie'Swv). 1. King of Troy, son of

Ilus and Kurydicc, and father of Priam, Hesione,

and other children. His wife is called Strymo,

Ilhooo, Placla, Thoosa, Zeuxippe, or Leucippe.

I’oseidon and Apollo, who had displeased Zeus,

were doomed to serve Laomedon for wages. Ac-
cordingly, Poseidon built the walls of Troy, while

Apollo tended the king’s flocks on Mount Ida.

AVhen the two gods had done their work, Laome-
doii refused them the reward he had promised them,

and expelled them from his dominions. Thereupon

Poseidon in wrath let loose the sea over the lands,

.and also sent amarine monster to ravage the country.

By the command of an oracle, the Trojans were

obliged, from time to time, to sacrifice a maiden

to the monster ; and on one occasion it was decided

by lot that Hesione, the daughter of Laomedon
himself, should be the victim. But it happened

that Hercules was just returning from his expedi-

tion against the Amazons, and lie promised to save

the maiden, if Laomedon would give him the horses

which Tros had once received from Zeus as a com-

pensation for Ganymedes. Laomedon promised

them to Hercules, but again broke his word, when
Hercules had killed the monster and saved Hesione.

Hereupon Hercules sailed with a squadron of 6

ships against Troy, killed Laomedon, with all his

sons, except Podarces (Priam), and gave Hesione

to Telamon. Hesione ransomed her brother Priam

with her veil.— Priam, as the son of Laomedon, is

called Laomedontiades
;
and the Trojans, as the

subjects of Laomedon, are coiled Laomedonti&-

dae.— 2. Of Mytilene, was one of Alexander's

generals, and after the king's death (n.c. 323),

obtained the government of Syria. He was after-

wards defeated by Nicanor, the general of Ptolemy,

and deprived of Syria.

Lapethus or Lapathos (AdirrfOos^ Advados:

Aaviidtoi-, Aavrjdivs : Lapitho or Jjapta\ on im-

portant town on the N. coast of Cyprus, on a river

of the same name, E. of the prom. Crommyon.

Laphrla (Aa^pla),a surname of Artefi is among

the Calydonians, from whom the worship of the

goddess was introduced into Naupactus and Patrac,

in Achaia. The name was traced back to a hero,

Laphrius, son of Castalius, who was said to have

instituted her worship at Calydon.

Laphystius (Aa<pvffTios\ a mountain in Qoeotia,

between Coronea, Lebadca, and Orchomenus, on

which was a temple of Zeus, who hence bore the

surname Laphystius.

LapidSi Campi. [Campi Lapidei.]

L&plthes (Aairi0ris)f son of Apollo and Stilbe,

brother of Centaums, and husband of Orsinome,

the daughter of Eurynomus, by whom he became

the father of Phorbas, Triopas, and Periphas. He
was regarded as the ancestor of the LapitliM in
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the mountains of Thessaly, The Lapitfaac were
governed by Pirithous, who being a son of Ixion,

was a half-brother of the Centaurs. The latter,

therefore, demanded their share in their father's

kingdom, and, as their claims were not satisfied, a
war arose between the Lapithae and Centaurs,

which, however, was terminated by a peace. But
when Pirithous married Hippodamia, and invited

the Centaurs to the marriage feast, the latter, fired

by wine, and urged on by Ares, attempted to carry

off the bride and the other women. Thereupon a
bloody conflict ensued, in which the Centaurs were
defeated by the Lapithae.—The Lapithae are said

to have been the inventors of bits and bridles for

horses. It is probable that they were a Pelasgiaii

people, who defeated the less civilised Centaurs,

and compelled them to abandon Mt. Pelion.

Lar or Lars, was an Etruscan praenomen, home
for instance by Porsena and Tolumnius. From the

Etruscans it passed over to the Romans, whenco
we read of Lar Herminius, who was consul B. c.

440. This word signified lord, king, or hero in

the Etruscan.

Lara. [L^tauxuA.]
Laranda (ra Adpai^Sa: Lartnda or Caraman)^

a considerable town in the S. of Lycaonia, at the

N. foot of M. Taurus, in a fertile district ; taken

by storm by Pcrdiccas, \)ut afterwards restored.

It was used by the 1 saurian robbers as one of their

strongholds.

Lwentla. [Acca Larkntia.]
Lares, inferior gods at Rome. Theii worship

was closely connected with that of the Manes, and
was analogous to the hero worship of the Greeks.

The Lares may be divided into 2 classes, the Larea
domestici and Lares pnfdici. The fonner were the

Manes of a house raised to the dignity of heroes.

The Manes were more closely connected with tho

place of burial, while the Lares were^more particu-

larly the divinities presiding over the hearth and
the whole house. It was only the spirits of good
men that were honoured os Lares. All the domestic

Lares were headed by the Lar famiiiaris, who was
regarded as the founder of the family. He was
inseparable from the family

;
and when the latter

changed their abode, he went with them. Among
the Laras publici we have mention made of Lai cs

praestiles and Lares compilulest who are in reality

the same, and differ only in regard to the place or

occasion of their worship. Servins Tullius is said

to have instituted their worship; and when Augustus
improved the regulations of the city, he also re-

newed the worsliip of the public Lares. Their

name. Lares pracstites^ characterises them as the

protecting spiiats of the city, in which they hod a
temple in the uppermost part of the Via Sacra, that

Is, near a compitum, whence they might he called

Compitales. This temple {Sacelbim Larum or aedes

jAirum) contained 2 images, which were probably
those of Romulus and Remus. Now, while these

Lares were the general protectors of the whole city,

the Lares compitales must he regarded as those

who presided over the several divisions of the city,

which were marked by the compita or the points

where two or more streets crossed each other, and
where small chapels (aediculae) were erected to

them. In addition to the Lares pniestites and
compitales, there are other Lares which must be
reckoned among the public ones, viz., the Lares

ruraUsf who were worshipped in the country ; the

Lares viales, who were worshipped on the high-
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roads by travellers
;
and the Lam marini or per-

marmi^ to whom P. Aemiliiis dedicated a sanctuary

in remembrance of his naval victory over Antiochus.

— The worship of the domestic Lares, together

with that of the Penates and Manes, constituted

what are called the sacra privata. The images of

the Lares, in great houses, were usually in a sepa-

rate conipartnieiit, called aediculae or lararia. They
were generally represented in the cinctus Gabinus.

Their worship was very simple, especially in early

times and in the country. The offerings were set

before them in patellae, whence they themselves

are called pateilarii. Pious people made offerings to

them every day ; but they were more especially

worshipped on the calends, nones, and ides of every

month. When the inhabitants of the house took

their meals, some portion was offered to the Lares,

and on joyful family occasions they were adorned

with wreaths, and the lararia were thrown open.

AVhen the young bride entered the house of her

husband, her first duty was to offer a sacrifice to

the Lares. Respecting the public worship of the

Lares, and the festival of the Larentalia, see DicL

of Ant. art. Larentalia^ Compitalia.

Lares (Adpjjs: A/arbous)^ a city of N. Africa,

in the Carthaginian territory (Byzacena), S. W. of

Zama
;
a place of some importance at the time of

the war with Jiigurtha.

Largos, Scriboniut. [Scribonius.]

Laiinum (Larinas, fitis : Aanno), a town of

the Frentani (whence the inhabiUints are some-

times called Frentani Larinates), on the river Ti-

fernus, and near the borders of Apulia, subsequently

a Roman municipium, possessed a considerable ter-

ritory extending down to the Adriatic sea. The
town of Clltoria on the coast was subject to La-

rinum.

Larissa (Adpieaa), the name of several Pclas-

gian places, whence Larissa is called in mythology

the daughter of Pelasgiis. I. In Europe. L {La~
rissa or Larza), an important town of Thessaly, in

Pelasgiotis, situated on the Peueus, in an extensive

lain. It was once the capital of the Pelasgi, and

ad a deraocraticjil constitution, but subsequently

became subject to the Macedonians. It retained its

importance under the Romans, and after the time

of Constantine the Great, became the capital of the

province of Thessaly.— 2. Sumamed Cremaste

(»} Kpefiaari}), another important town of The8s.aly,

in Phthiotis, situated on a height, whence probably

its name, and distant 20 stadia from the Maliac

gulf. II. In Asia. 1. An ancient city on the

coast of the Troad, near Hamaxitus
;
mined at

the time of the Persian war. --^2. L. Fhriofinis

(A. ^piKwvls., also al A-fjpurcrai)^ a city on the

coast of Mysia, near Cyme (hence called rrtpl

rifv KujuTje), of Pelasgian origin, but colonised by
the Aeolians, and made a member of the Aeolic

confederacy. It was also called the Egyptian

Larissa (^ Aiyvirria)^ because Cyms the Great

settled in it a body of his Egyptian mercenary

soldiers.— 3. L-Epiiesia (A. ^ ^E^eo-la), a city

of- Lydia, in the plain of the Cayster, on the N.
side of M. Messogis, N.E. of Ephesus; with a

temple of Apollo Larissaeus.— 4. In Assyria, an

ancient city on the K. bank of the Tigris, some

distance N. of the mouth of the river Zabatas or

Lycus, described by Xenophon (A nab. iii. 4). It

was deserted when Xenophon saw it ; but its

brick walls still stood, 25 feet thick, 1 00 feet high,

and 2 parasangs (=60 stadia s6 geog. miles), in
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circuit, and there was a stone pyramid near it.

Xenophon relates the tradition that, when the
empire passed from the Medes to the Persians, the

city resisted all the efforts of the Persian king
(i. e. Cyms) to take it, until the inhabitants, ter

rified at an obscuration of the sun, deserted the
city. Mr. Layard identifies the site of Larissa

with that of the mins near AHmroud^ the very
same site as that of Nineveh. The name Larissa

is no doubt a corruption of sonje Assyrian name
(perhaps Al-Assur), which Xenophon nalui-ally

fell into through his familiarity with the word as
the name of cities in Greece.— 6. In Syria, called

by the Syrians Sizara {Si^apa : Kulat Seijar)^ a
city in the district of Apamene, on the W. bank
of the Orontes, about half-way between Apamea
and Epiphania.

Larisius or Larisas (Adpioeos^ Adpteos : Ris-

«o), a small river forming the boundary between
Achaia and Elis, rises in Mt. Scollis, and flows

into the Ionian sea.

Larlas Lacus {Lake of Como\ a beautiful lake
in Gallia Transpadana, running from N. to S.,

through which the river Adda flows. After

extending about 15 miles, it is divided into 2
branches, of which the one to the S.W. is about
18 miles in length, and the one to the S.E. about
12 miles. At the extremity of the S.W. branch
is the town of Comum

;
and at the extremity of

the S.E. branch the river Adda issues out of the

lake. The beauty of the scenery of this lake is

praised by Pliny. H-e had several villas on the
banks of the lake, of which he. mentions 2 parti-

cularly
;
one called Comoedkiy and the other Tra-

goedia, (Plin. /i)). ix. 7.) Some believe Comoedia
to have been situated at the modem Bellagio^ on
the promontory which divides the 2 branches of

the lake ; and Tragoedia at Lenno^ on the W. bank,

where the scenery is more wild. The intermitting

fountain, of which Pliny gives an account in another

letter {Ep. iv. 30), is still called Plmiana.
Lars Tolonmios. [Tolummus.]
Lartia Gens, patrician, distinguished at the

beginning of the republic through 2 of its members,
T. Lartius, the first dictator, and Sp. Lartius, the

companion of Horatlus on the wooden bridge. The
name soon after disappears entirely from the annals.

The Lartii were of Etruscan origin, as is clearly

shown by their name, which comes from the

Etruscan word Lar or Lars. [Lar.]
Laronda, or L&ra, daughter of Almon, w.as a

nymph who informed Juno of the connexion be-

tween Jupiter and Jutuma
; hence her name is

connected with AoAstv. Jupiter deprived her of

her tongue, and ordered Mercury to conduct her

into the l<rwer world. On the way thither. Mercury
fell in love with her, and she afterwards g*ave birth

to 2 Lares.

Larvae. [Lbmurrs.]
Larynma (Adpv/iva), the name of 2 towns on

the river Cephissus, on the borders of Boeotia and
Locrisr and distinguished as Upper and Lower
Larymna. The latter was at the mouth of tho

river and the former a little way inland.

Las (ASs: Ep. Adas : /*assam), an .ancient town
of I..aconia, on the E. side of the Laconian gulf, 10
stadia from the sea, and S. of Gytheum. It is

said to have been once destroyed by the Dioscuri,

who hence received the surname of Lapersae, or

tho Destroyers of Las. In the time of the Rc«
mans it had ceased to be a place of importance.
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Lasaea (Aao-ata), a town in the E. of Crete,

not far from the Prom. Samonium, mentioned in

the Acts of the Apostle* (xxvii. 8).

Lasion (Aaaiwy : Awridivios : Lola), a fortified

town in Elia, on the frontiers of Arcadia, and not

far from the confluence of the Erymanthus and the

Alpheus. The possession of this town was a con-

htant source of dispute between the Eleans and

Arcadians.

Lasthdnes (AaaOfvrjs) 1. An Oljnthian, who,

together with Euthycrates, betrayed his countiy to

Philip of Macedon, V)y whom he had been bribed,

B. c. 347.— 2. A Cretan, one of the principal

leaders of his countrymen in their war with the

Romans. He was defeated and taken prisoner by

Q. Metellus, 67.

Lasus (Adaor), one of the {^cipal Greek lyric

poets, was a native of Hermione, in Argolis. lie

is celebrated as the founder of the Athenian school

of dithyrambic poetry, and as the teacher of Pindar.

He was cotemporary with Simonides, like whom
he lived at Athens, under the patronage of Hip-

parchus. It would appear that Lasus introduced

a greater freedom, both of rhythm and of music,

into the dithyrambic Ode ;
that he gave it a more

artificial and more mimetic character ; and that the

subjects of his poetry embraced a far wider range

than had been customary. »

LatSra Stag'num {Ebang de Afaguelone' et de

Perols\ a lake in the territory of Nemaiisus in

Gallia Narbonensis, connected with the sea by a

canal. On this lake was a fortress of the same

name. {Chateau de la Latte.)

Laterensis, Javentlus, was one of the accusers

of Plancius, whom Cicero defended, b. c. 54.

[PLANcttJS.] He was praetor in 51. He served

as a legate in the army of M. Lepidus, and when

the soldiers of Lepidus passed over to Antony,

Laterensis put an end to his life.

Lathoxt, Lethon, Lethes, Lethaens (AdSwv

Doric, A^dwr, Audaios), a river of Cyrenaica in

N. Africa, falling into a Lacus Hesperidum, ifear

the city of Hesperis or Berenice, in the region

which the early Greek navigators identified with

the gardens of the Hesperides.

lAti&lis or L&ta&ris, a suniame of Jupiter as

the protecting divinity of Latium. The Latin towns

and Rome celebrated to him every year the feriae

Latinae, on the Alban mount, which were con-

ducted by one of the Koman consuls. [Latinus.]

LatXnus. 1. King of Latium, son of Faunus and

the nymph Marica, brother of Lavinius, husband of

Amata,and father of Lavinia, whom he gave in mar-

riage to Aeneas. [Lavinia.] This is the common
tradition ;

but according to Hesiod he was a son of

Ulysses and Circe, and brother of Agriur^ king of

the Tyrrhenians ;
according to Ilyginus he was a

son of Telemachus and Circe; while others describe

him as a son of Hercules, by an Hyperborean

woman, who was afterwards married to Faunus,

or as a son of Hercules by a daughter of Faunus.

According to one account Latinus after his 4oath

became Jupiter Latiaris, just as Romulus became

Quirinus.— 2, A celebrated player in the farces

called mimes {Diet, of Ant. 8»v.) in the reign of

D6mitian, with whom he was a great favourite,

and whom he served as a delator. He frequently

acted as mimus with Thymele as mima.

L&titom (if Aartyij), a country in Italy, inha-

bited by the L&tini. The origin of the name is

uncertain. Most of the ancients derived it from a
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king Latinus, who was supposed to have been a
cotemporary of Aeneas [Latinus] ; but there

can be no doubt that the name of the people was
transferred to this fictitious king. Other ancient

critics Connected the name with the verb latere^

either because Saturn had been hidden in tho

country, or because Italy is hidden between the

Alps and the Apennines 1 But neither of these

explanations deserves a serious refutation. A
modern writer derives Latium from hUus (like Cam-
pania from campus).^ and suf^oses it to mean the
“ flat land

;
” but the quantity of the a in Idtus is

opposed to this etymology.— The boundaries of
Latium varied at different periods. 1. In the
most ancient times it reached only from the river

Tiber on the N.,. to the river Numicus and the
town of Arden on the S., and from the sea-coast on
the W. to the Alban Mt. on the E. 2. The terri-

tory of Latium was subsequently extended S.wards

;

and long before the conquest of the Latins by the

Romans, it stretched from the Tiber on the N., to

the Prom. Circeium and Anxur or Tarracina on tho

S. Even in the treaty of peace made between
Rome and Carthage in u. c. 509,. we find Antiiira,

Circeii, and Tarracina, mentioned as belonging to

Latium. The name of iMtium. antwpiwn or vetus

was subsequently given to the country from the

Tiber to the Prom. Circeium. 3. Tho Romans
still further extended the territories of Jiatium, by
the conquest of the Hernici, Aequi, Volsci, and
Auninci, as far as the Liris on the 8., and even
beyond this river to the town* Sinucssa and to Mt.
Massicus. This new accession of territory was
called Latium novum or adjecium.— Latium, there-

fore, in its widest signification was bounded by
Etruria on the N., from which it was separated by
the Tiber ; by Campania on the S., from which it

was separated by the Liris
;
by the Tyrrhene sea

on the W.

;

and by the Sabine and l^mnite tribes

on the E. The greater part of this country is an
extensive plain of volcanic origin, out of which rise

an isolated range of mountains known by the name
of Mon.s Alban us, of which the Algidus and the

Tusculan hills are branches. Part of this plain,

on tho coast between Antium and Tarracina,

which was at one time well cultivated, became a
marsh in consequence of the rivers Nymphaeus,
Ufens, and Amasenus finding no outlet for their

waters [Pomftinak PaluobsJ
;

but the re-

mainder of the country was celebrated for its fer-

tility in antiquity.— Tho Latini were some* of
the most ancient inhabitants of Italy. They appear
to have been a Pelasgian tribe, and are frequently

called Aborigines. At a period long anterior to

the foundation of Rome, these Pelasgians or Ab-
origines descended into the narrow plain between
the Tiber and the Numicus, expelled or subdued’
the 8icuU, the original inhabitants of that district,

and there became known under the name of La-
tini. These ancient Latins, who were called Prisci

Latini^ to distinguish them from the Inter Latins,

the subjects of ^nie, formed a league or confedera-

tion, consisting of 30 states. The town of Alba
Longa subsequently became the head of the league.

This town, which founded several colonies, and
among others Rome, boasted of a Trojan origin ;

but the whole story of a Trojan settlement in Italy

is probably b« invention of later times. Although
Rome was a colony from Alba, she became power-
ful enouqh in tiie reign of her 3rd king, Tullus

Hostilitts, to take Alba and raze it to the ground.*
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In this war Alba seems to have received no assist-

ance from the other Latin towns. Ancus Marcius

and Tarquinius Priscus carried on war successfully

with several other Latin towns. Under Servius

Tullius Rome was admitted into the Latin League

;

and his succersor Tarquinius Superbus compelled

the other Latin towns to acknowledge Rome as the

head of the league, and to become dependent upon

the latter city. But upon tiie expulsion of the

kings the Latins asserted their independence, and
cummcnced a struggle with Rome, which, though

frequently suspended and apparently terminated

by treaties, was as often renewed, and was not

brought to a final close till li. c. 340, when the

Latins were defeated by the Romans at the battle

of Mt. Vesuvius. The Latin league was now dis-

solved, and the Latins became the subjects of

Rome.— The following were the most important

institutions of the Latins during the time of their

independence :
— The towns of Latiiim were inde-

pendent of one another, but formed a league for

purposes of mutual protection. This league con-

sisted, as we have already seen, of 30 cities, a

number which could not be exceeded. Each state

sent deputies to the meetings of the league, which
were held in a sacred grove at the foot of the Alban
Mu, by the fountain of Ferentina. On the top of

the mountain was a temple of Jupiter Latiaris,and

a festival was celebrated there in honour of this

god from the earliest times. This festival, which
was called the Feria& Latinae^ is erroneously said

to have been instituted by Tarquinius Superbus,

in commemoration of the alliance between the

Romans and Latins. It is true, however, that the

festival was raised into one of much greater im-

portance when Home became the head of the

league
;

for it was now a festival common both to

Rome and Latium, and served to unite the 2 nations

by a religiou^ bond. Having thus become a Ro'
man as well as a Latin festival, it continued to be

celebrated by the Romans after the dissolution of

the Latin league. (/AcL of Ant. art. Feriae.)—
The chief magistrate in each Latin town appears to

have borne the title of dictator. He was elected

annually, but might be re-elected at the close of

his year of ofKce. Even in the time of Cicero we
find dictators in the Latin towns, as for instance in

Lanuvium. {Q,\c. pro Mil. 10.) In every Latin

to\vn there was also a senate and a popular assem-

bly, but the exact nature of their powers is un-

known.— The old Latin towns were built for the

most part on isolated hills, the sides of which were

made by art very steep and almost inaccessible.

They were surrounded by walls built of great po-

lygonal stones, the remains of which still excite

our astonishment.— On the conquest of the Latins

in 340, several of the Latin towns, such as Lanu-
vium, Aricia, Numentum, Pedum, and Tusculum,

received the Roman franchise. All the other towns

became Roman Socii,and are mentioned in history

iinder the general name of Nomen Latinum or La-
tini. The Romans, however, granted to them
frpm time to time certain rights and privileges,

which the other Socii did not enjoy • and in par-

ticular they founded many colonies, consisting of

Latins, in various parts of Italy. These Latin co-

lonics formed a part of the Aomen am, although
they were not situated in Latium. Thus the Ln-
tini came eventually to hold a certain status iiiter-

inodiate between that of Roman citizens and pere-

grin!. (For details see Diet, of Ant. art. Latini)

LAURIUM.
Latmlcus Sinus (d AarpiKhs K6\iros), a gulf

on the coast of Ionia, in Asia Minor, into which
the river Maeander fell, named from M. Latmus,

which overhangs it. Its width from Miletus,

which stood on its S. side, to Pyrrha, was about

30 stadia. Through the changes eifected on this

coast by the Maeander, the gulf is now an inland

lake, called Akees-Chai or U/a-Bassi.

Latmus {Aarpos : Monte di Falatia\ a moun-
tain in Carin, extending in a S. E. direction from

its commencement on the S. side of the Maeander,

N.E. of Miletus and the Sinus Latinicus. It was
the mythological scene of the story of Luna and
Endymion, who is hence called by the Roman
poets “Latmius heros” and ^^Latmius Venator:”

he had a temple on the mountain, and a cavern in

its side was shown as his grave.

Latobrigi, a people in Gallia Bclgica, who arc

mentioned, along with the Tulingi and Kauraci,

as neighbours of the Helvetii. They probably

dwelt near the sources of the Rhine, in Switzerland.

Latona. [Lkto.]
Lat5p51is (AartiiroXts : Esne\ Ru.), a city of

Upper Egypt, on the W. bank of the Nile, be-

tween Thebes and Apollonopolis
;
the scat of the

worship of the Nile-fish called latus, which was
the symbol of the goddess Neith, whom the Greeks
identified with Athena.

Latovlci, a people in the S.W. of Pannonia on
the river Savus, in the modern Illyria and Croatia.

Latro, M. Porcius, a celebrated Roman rheto-

rician in the reign of Augustus, was a Spaniard by
birth, and a friend and contemporary of the elder

Seneca, by whom he is frequently mentioned. His
school was one of the most frequented at Rome,
and he numbered among his pupils the poet Ovid.

He died b, c. 4. Many modern writers suppose

that he was the author of the Declamations of

Sallust against Cicero, and of Cicero against Sallust.

Laure&cum or Lauri&oum {Lorch near Kns\
a strongly fortified town on the Danube in Nori-

cum Ripense, the head-quarters of the 2nd legion,

and the station of a Roman fleet.

Laurentia, Aoca. [Agca Laukentia.]
laurentlus Lydus. [Lydus.]
Laurentum (Luurens, -ntis: Camle of Copa~

cotta^ not Fa(erno), one of the most ancient towns
of Latium, was situated on a height between Ostia

and Ardca,not far from the sea, and was surrounded

by a grove of laurels, from which the place was
supposed to have derived its name. According to

Virgil, it was the residence of king Latinus and
the capital of Latium ; and it is certain that it

was a place of importance in the time of the Ro-
man kings, as it is mentioned in the treaty con-

cluded b^ween Rome and Carthage in b. c. 509.

The younger Pliny and the emperor Commodus had
villas at Laurentum, which appears to have been

a healthy place, notwithstanding the marshes in

the neighbourhood. These marshes supplied the

tables of the Homans with excellent boars.— In
the tipie of the Antonines Laurentum was united

with Laviniura, from which it was only 6 miles

distant, so that the 2 formed only one town, which
was called Laurolavinium, and its inhabitants

were named Laureates Lavinates.

Lauret&nuB Fortus, a harbour of Etruria, on
the road From Pupulonia to Cosa.

Lanriaeiun. [Laurbacum.]
Lanrium (Aatfpim', AaJpcioK), a mountain in

the S. of Attica, a little N. of the Prom. Sunium,
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celebrated for its silver mines, which H early

times were so productive^ that every ^henian
citizen received annually 10 drachmae. On the

advice of Themistocles, the Athenians applied thia

money to equip 200 triremes, shortly Wore the

invasion of Xerxes. In the time of Xenophon the

produce of the mines was 1 00 talents. They gra-

dually became less and less productive, and in the

time of Strabo they yielded nothing.

Laiiron {Laury^ W. of Xucar in Valencia), a
town in the E. of Hispania Tarraconensis, near the

sea and the river Sucro, celebrated on account of

its siege by Sertorius, and as the place where Cn.
Pompey, the Younger, was put to death after the

battle of Mnnda.
lAiu (ASos ; Aoivos), a Greek city in Lucania,

situated near the mouth of the river Laus, which
formed the boundary between Lucania and Brut-

tium. It was founded by the Sybarites, after

their own city hdd been taken by the inhabitants

of Croton, n. c. 510, but it had disappeared in the

time of Pliny.— The gulf into which the river

Laus flowed, was also called the gulf of Laus.

Laua FompeU {Lodi Veoduo)^ a town in Gallia

Cisalpina, N.W, of Placentia, and S.E. of Medio-

lanum. It was founded by the Boii, and was
afterwards made amunicipium by Ponii|»eius Strabo,

the father of Poinpeius Magnus, whence it was
called by his name.

I«au8U8. 1. Son of Mezentius, king of the

Etruscans, slain by Aeneas.—2. Son of Numitor
and brother of Ilia, killed by Amulius.

LautiUae, a village of the Volsci in Latium, in

a narrow pass between Tarracina and Fundi.

Lavema, the Roman goddess of thieves and
impostors. A grove was sacred to licr on the via

Salaria, and she had an altar near the porta Laver-

iialis, which derived its name from her.

LaT^cum. [Labicum.]
LavInXa, daughter of Latinos and Amata, was

betrothed to Tumus [Turnus], but was afterwards

given in marriage to Aeneas, by whom she became
the mother of Aeneas Silvias.

Lavlnlimi (Laviniensis : Pratioa)^ an ancient

town of Latium, 3 miles rr(Nn the sea and 6 miles

E. of Lanrentum, on the Via Af»pia, and near the

river Numicus, which divided its territory from

that of Ardea. It is said to have been founded by
Aeneas, and to have been called Lavinium, in

honour of his wife Lavinia, the daughter of Lati-

luis. It possessed a temple of Venus, common to

all the Latins, of which the inhabitants of Ardea

had the oversight. It was at Lavinium that the

king Titus Tatius was said to have been murdered.

Lavinium was at a later time united with Lauren-

tum
;
respecting which see Lauksnium."*

Lasae or Lazi (Aa^ai, Aa^oi), a people of Col-

chis, S. of the Phasis.

Leaena (A4aiva\ an Athenian hetaera, beloved

by Aristogiton or Harmodius. On the murder of

Hipparchus she was put to the torture ; but she

died under her suflFerings without making! any

disclosure, aud, if we may believe one account, she

bit off her tongue, that no secret might be wrung

from her. The Athenians honoured her memory

greatly, and in particular by a bronze statue of a

lioness (\faiva) without a tongue, in the vestibule

of the Acropolis.

Leander (AtlayBpos or A/avfipof), the famous

youth of Abydos, who was in love with Hero, the

priestess of Aphrodite in Sestus, and swam every
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night across the Hellespont to visit her, and
returned before daybreak. Once during a stormy

night he perished in the waves. Next morning

his corpse was washed on the coast of Sestus,

whereupon Hero threw herself into the sea. This
story is the subject of the poem of Musaeus,
entitled De Amore Heroia et Leandri [Musaku-s],
and is also mentioned by Ovid {Her. xy\\i. 19),

and Virgil., {Georg, iii. 258.)

Learohus (Afopxos). 1. [Athamas.]-^2. Of
Rhegium, one of those Daedalian artists who stand
on the confines of the mytliical and historical

periods, and about whom we have extremely
uncertain information. One account made him a
pupil of Daedalus, another of Dipoenus aud Scyllis.

LebadSa (Ae^dSeta : Livadhia\ a town in

Boeotia, W. of the lake Copals, between Chacron^a
and Mt. Helicon, at the foot of a rock from which
the river Hercyna flows. In a cave of tliis rock,

close to the town, was the celebrated onicle of
Tro^otiius, to which the place owed its importance.

LpbSdos (AefieSos: Ac§e8tos), one of the
cities of the Ionian confederacy, in Asia Minor,
stood on the coast of Lydia, between Colophon and
Teos, 90 stadia E. of the promontory of Myonne-
sus. It was said to have been built at the time
of the Ionian n)igration, on the site of an earlier

Carian city
;
and it flourished, chiefly by commerce,

until Lysimachus transplanted most of its inha-

bitants to Ephesus. Near it were some mineral
springs, wliicli still exist near Ekklcaia^ but no
traces remain of the city itself.

LSbgn or LSbena (Ae^^v, Ae^^va), a town on
the S. coast of Crete, 90 stadia S.E. of Gortyna, of

which it was regarded as the linrbour. It possessed

a celebrated temple of Aesculapius.

Lebintbus {K^^ivdos: L€hitha\ an island in

the Aegaean sea, one of the Sporades, W. of Cn-

lymna, E. of Amorgos and N. of Asty^palaea.

Leohaeuxn (rh Aexmov : Aexawy), onp of the

2 harbours of Corinth, with which it was connected

by 2 long walls. It was 12 stadia from Corinth,

was situated on the Corinthian gulf, and received

all the ships which came from Italy and Sicily. It

possessed a temple of Poseidon, who was hence
surnamed Lechaeus.

Lectum {rh AtKrdv : C. Baba or S. Maria\ the

S. W. promontory of the Troad, is formed where
the W. extremity of M. Ida juts out into the sea,

opposite to tlie N. side of tbp island of Lesbos.

It was the S. limit of the Troad
; and, under the

Byzantine emperors, the N. limit of tlie province

of Asia. An altar was shown here in Strabo's

time, which was said to have been erected by
Agamemnon to the 1 2 chief gods of Greece.

LSfla (A^3a), daughter of Thestius, whence she
is called Thestius^ and wife of Tyndareus, king of
Sparta. One night she was embraced both by her
husband and by Zeus

;
by the former she became

the mother of Castor and Clytaemnestra, l)y the
latter of Pollux and Helena. According to Homer
{Od. xi. 298), both Castor and Pollux were sons
of Tyndareus and Leda, while Helena is described

as a daughter of Zeus. Other traditions reverse

the story, making Castor and Pollux the sons of
Zeus, and Helena the daughter of Tyndareus.
According to the common legend Zeus visited

Leda in the form of a swan
; and she brought

forth 2 eggs, from the one of which issued Helena,
and from the other Castor and Pollux. The visit

of Zeus to Leda in the form of a swan was fr»*

BB 2
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quently represented by ancient artists. The Koman
poets sometimes call Helena Ledaeaj and Castor

and Pollux IMad Dii.

LSdon (A^wi^), a town in Phocis, N. W. of

Tithorea
;
the birth place of Philomelas, the com-

mander of the Pliocians in the Sacred war ; it was

destroyed in this war.

Ledus or Ledum {Lea or Lez^ near Montpellier),

a small river in Gallia Narbonensis.

L§gae {Aijyai or Arjyts), a people on the S.

shore of the Caspian Sea, belonging to the same

race as the Cadusii. A branch of them was found

by the Romans in the N. mountains of Albania, at

the time of Pompey’s expedition into those regions.

Legio Septima Gemina (Aeon), a town in His-

pania Tarraconensis, in the country of the Astures,

which was originally the head-quarters of the

legion so-called.

LSltns (A-^jtos), son of Alector or Alectryon,

by Cleobule, and father of I^eneleus, was one of

the Argonauts, and commanded the Boeotians in

the war against Troy.

LelantuB Campus (rb A-hxavrou ircS/oi'), a

plain in Euboea, between Eretria and Chalcis, for

the possession of which these two cities often con-

tended. It contained warm springs and mines of

iron and copper, but was subject to frequent earth-

quakes.

LSlSgea (A«A67«s), an ancient race which inha-

bited Greece before the Hellenes. They are fre-

quently mentioned along with the Pelasgians as

the most ancient inhabitants of Greece. Some
writers erroneously identify them with the Pelas-

gians, but their character and habits were essen-

tially different : the Pelasgians were a peaceful and

agricultural people, whereas the Leleges were a war-

like and migratory race. They appear to have first

taken possession of the coasts and the islands of

Greece, and afterwards to have penetrated into the

interior. Piracy was probably their chief occupation

;

and they are represented as the ancestors of the Tele-

boons and the Tnphiuns, who sailed as far as Phoe-

nicia, and were notorious for their piracies. The
coasts of Acarnania and Aetolia appear to have

been inhabited by Leleges at the earliest times ;

and from thence they spread over other parts of

Greece. Thus we find them in Phocis and Locris,

in Boeotia, in Megaris, in Laconia, which is said

to have been more anciently called Lelegia, in

Elis, in Euboea,* in several of the islands of the

Aegaean sea, and also on the coasts of Asia Minor,

in Caria, Ionia, and the S. of Troas.— The origin

of the Leleges is uncertain. Many of the ancients

connected them with the Carians, and according

to Herodotus (i. 171), the Leleges were the same

as the Carians ;
but whether there was any real

connection between these peoples cannot be deter-

mined. The name of the Leleges was derired,

according to the custom of the ancients, from an

ancestor Lelex, who is called king either of Mega-
ris or of Lacedaemon. According to some tradi-

tions this Lelex came from Egypt, and was the

son of Poseidon and Libya ; but the Egyptian

origin of the people was evidently an invention of

later times.— The Leleges must be regarded as a

branch of the great Indo-Germanic race, who be-

came gradually incorporated with the Hellenes,

ttiid thus ceased to exist as an independent people.

Lelex. [Lxl'eqes.]

Lemanniu or jLem&nae Laoiu {Lake of Ge-

»eea), a large lake formed by the river Rhodanus,

LEMURES.
was boundary between the old Roman pro-

vince m Oaul and the land of the Helvetii. Its

greatest length is 55 miles, and its greatest breadth

miles.

Lemnos {Arjfivos : Aiifivios^ fern. Arj/xvids : Sta~

limene^ i. e. els rkv Aijjuvov), one of the largest

islands in the Aegaean sea, was situated nearly

midway between Mt. Athos and the Hellespont,

and about 22 miles S. W. of Imbros. Its area is

about 147 square miles. In the earliest times it

appears to have contained only one town, which
bore the same name as the island (Horn. It. xiv.

230^ ; but at a later period we read of 2 towns,

Myrina {Palaeo Castro) on theW. of the island, and
Hephaestia or Hephaestias (nr. Rapanidi) on the

N.W., with a harbour. Lemnos was sacred to He-
phaestus (Vulcan), who is said to b.ave fallen here,

when Zeus hurled him down from Olympus.
Hence the workshop of the god is sometimes

placed in this island. The legend appears to have

arisen from the volcanic nature of Lemnos, which,

possessed in antiquity a volcano called Mosychlits

(Mduux^os). The island still bears traces of

having been subject to the action of volcanic fire,

though the volcano has long since disappeared.—
The most ancient inhabitants of Lemnos, according

to Homer, were the Thracian 5’tWies ; a name, how-
ever, which probably only signifies robbers (2 jV-

Ti€s from a-iuo/iat). When the Argonauts Landed

at Lemnos, they are said to have found it inhabited

only by women, who had murdered all their hus-

bands, and had chosen ns their queen Hypsipyle,

the daughter of Thoas, the king of the island.

[Hypsipyle.] Some of the Aigonauts settled

here, and became by the Lemnian women the

fathers of the the later inhabitants of the

island. The Minyae are said to have been driven

out of the island by the Pelasgijins, who had been
expelled from Attica. These Pelasgians are fur-

ther said to have carried away from Attica some
Athenian women

;
but .as the children of these

women despised their half-brothers, born of Pelas-

gian women, the Pelasgians murdered both them
and their children. In consequence of this atro-

city, and of the former murder of the Lemnian
husbands by the tVives, Jjenmian Deeds became a
proverb in Greece for all atrocious acts. Lemnos
was afterwards conquered by one of the gene-

rals of Darius ; but Miltiades delivered it from

the Persians, and made it subject to Athens,

in whose power it remained for a long time. Pliny

speaks of a remarkable labyrinth in Lemnos, but

no traces of it have been discovered by modern
travellers. The principal production of the island

was a red earth called terra Lemnia or siyillala^

which was employed by the ancient physicians as

a remedy for wounds and the bites of serpents, and
which is still much valued by the Turks and
Greeks for its supposed medicinal virtues.

Lemonla, one of the country tribes of Rome,
named after a village Lemonium, situated on the

Via Latina before the Porta Capena.

Lemovices, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, be-

tween the Bituriges and Arvemi, whose chief town
was Augustoritum, subsequently called Lemovices,

the modern Limoges.

LemOYii, a people of Germany, mentioned along

with the Rugii, who inhabited the shores of the
Baltic in the modem Pommerania.

Lemiires, the spectres or spirits of the dead.

Some writers describe Lemures as the common
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name for all the spirits of the dead, and divide

them into 2 classes ;
the Lares^ or the souls of

good men, and the Larme^ or the souls of wicked

men. But the common idea was that the Lemurea

and Larvae were the same. They were said to

wander about at night as spectres, and to torment

and frighten the living. In order to propitiate

them tho Romans celebrated the festival of the

Lemuralia or Lemuria. (Diet, of Aniiq. a. o.)

Lenaeus (ATi^^aTos), a surname of Dionysus, de-

rived from the wine-press or the vintage.

Lentia (Linx)^ a town in Noricum, on the

Danube.
Lentienses, a tribe of the Alemanni, who lived

on the N. shore of the Lacus Brigantinus (Lake of
Constance), in the modern Linzgau,

Lento, Caesennlus, a follower of M. Antony.

He was one of Antony’s 7 agrarian commissioners

(septemviratus) in a. c. 44, for apportioning the

Campanian and Leontine lands, whence Cicero

terms liim divisor Italiac.

Lentillus, Cornelias, one of the haughtiest

patrician families at Rome
;

so that Cicero coins

the words Aftpietas and LcntuUlas to express

the qualities of the high aristocratic party (ad Fam.
iii. 7)‘ The name was derived from lens, like

Cicero from cicer.— 1. L., consul B. c. 327 ;
le-

gate in the Caudine campaign, 321 ;
and dictator

32*>, when he avenged the disgrace of the Furculae

Caudinae. This was indeed disputed (Liv. ix. 15);

but his descendants at least claimed the honour

for him, by assuming the agnomen of Caudinus.—
2. L., suniamed Caudinus, pontifex maximus, and
consul 237, when ho triumphed over the Ligurians.

He died 213.— 3. P., surnamed Caudinus, served

with P. Scipio in Spain, 210
;
praetor 204 ;

one of

the 10 ambassadors sent to Philip of Macedon, 196.

— 4. P., praetor in Sicily 214, and continued in

Ills province for the 2 following years. In 189 he

was one of 10 ambassadors sent into Asia after the

submission of Antiochus.— 5. Cn., quaestor 212

;

curule aedile 204 ;
consul 201 ;

and proconsul in

Hither Spain 19.0.— 6. L., praetor in Sardinia

211, succeeded Scipio as proconsul in Spain, where

he remained for 11 years, and on his return was
only allowed an ovation, because he only held pro-

consular rank. He was consul 19.9, and the next

year proconsul in Gaul.—7. L., curule aedile 163;

consul 156; censor 147.— 8. P., curule aedile

with Scipio Nasica 169, consul sufiectus, with

C. Domitius 162, the election of the former

consuls being declared informal. He became

princeps senatus, and must have lived to a good

old age, since he was wounded in the contest with

C. Gracchus in 121.— 9. P., 8unmmc<\ Sura, the

man of chief note in Catiline's crew. He was

quaestor to Sulla in 81 : before him and L. Tri-

arius, Verres had to give an account of the monies

he had received as quaestor in Cisalpine Gaul.

He was soon after himself called to account for

the same matter, but was acquitted. It^ is said

that he got his cognomen of Sura from his conduct

on this occasion ;
for when Sulla called him to

account, he answered by scornfully putting out his

leg, “ like boys,” says Plutarch, “ when they

make a blunder in playing at ball.” Other

persons, however, had borne the name before, one

perhaps of the Lentulus family. In 75 he was

praetor ;
and Hortensius, pleading before such' a

judge, had no difficulty in procuring the acquittal

of Terentius Varro, when accused of extortion.
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In 71 he was consul. But in the next year

he was ejected from tho senate, with 63 others,

for infamous life and manners. It was this,

probably, that led him to join Catiline and his

crew. From his distinguished birth and high

rank, he calculated on becoming chief of the con-

spiracy; and a prophecy of the Sibylline books was
applied by flattering haruspices to him. Three
Comelii were to rule Rome, and he was the 3rd

after Snila and Cinna ; the 20th year after the

burning of the capitol, &c., was to be fatal to the

city. To gain power, and recover his place in tho

senate, he became praetor again in 63. When
Catiline quitted the city for Etruria, Lentulus was
left as chief of the home conspirators, and his irre-

solution probably saved the city from being fired.

For it was by his over-caution that the negotiation

with the ambassadors of the Allobroges was entered
into : these unstable allies revealed the secret to

tho consul Cicero, who directed them to feign

compliance with the conspirators’ wishes, and thus

to obtain written documents which might be
brought in evidence against them. The well-

known sequel will be found under tho life of
Catiline. Lentulus was deposed from the praetor-

ship, and was strangled in the Capitoline prison on
the 5th of December. His step-son Antony pre-

tended that Cicero refused to deliver up his corpse

for burial. —10. P., sumnmed Spinther. He
received this nickname from his resemblance to

the actor Spinther. Caesar commonly calls him
by this name : not so Cicero ; but there could be
no harm in it, for he used it on his coins when
pro-praetor in Spain, simply to distinguish himself
from the many of the same family

;
and his son

boro it after him. He was curule aedile in 63,
the year of Cicero’s consulship, and was entrusted

with the care of the apprehended conspirator,

P. Sura [No. 9]. His games were long remem-
bered for their splendour

; but bis toga, edged
with Tyrian purple, gave offence. He was praetor

in GO
;

and by Caesar’s interest be obtained

Hither Spain for his next year’s province, whero
he remained into part of 58. In 57 he was consul,

which dignity he also obtained by Caesar’s support.

In his consulship he moved for the immediate
recall of Cicero, brought over his colleague Me-
tellus Nepos to the same views ; and his services

were gratefully acknowledged by Cicero. Now,
therefore, notwithstanding his obligations to Caesar,
he had openly taken part with the aristocracy. Ho
received Cilicia as his province, but he attempted
in vain to obtain a decree of the senate, charging
him with the office of restoring Ptolemy Auletes,
the exiled king of Egypt. He remained aa pre-
consul in Cilicia from 56 till July, 53, and obtained
a triumph, though not till 51. On the breaking
out of tne civil war in 49, he joined the Pompeian
party. He fell into Caesar’s hands at Corfinium,
but was dismissed by the latter uninjured. He
then joined Pompey in Greece

; and after tba
battle of Pharsalia, he followed Pompey to Egypt,
and got safe to Rhodes. — 11. P., sumaraed
Spinthor, son of No. 10, followed Pompey’s
fortunes with his father. He was pardoned by
Caesar, and returned to Italy. In 45 he was
divorced from his abandoned wife, Metella. (Comp.
Hor., Serm. ii. 3. 239.) After the murder of
Caesar (44) he joined the conspirators. He served
with Cassius against Rhodes; with Brutus in
Lycia.— 12. (^., surnamed ClodiwoB, a Clau-
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dius adopted into the Lentulus family. Ho was
consul in 72, with L. Gellius Publicola. In the

war with Spartacua both he and his colleague were

defeated— but after their consulship. With the

same colleague he held the censorship in 70, and

ejected 63 members from the senate for infamous

life, among whom were Lentulus Sura [No. 9]

and C. Antonius, afterwards Cicero’s colleague in

the consulship. Yet the majority of those expelled

were acquitted by the courts, iuid restored ; and
Lentulus supported the Manilian law, appointing

Pompey to the command against Mithridates. As
an orator, he concealed his want of talent by great

skill and art, and by a good voice.— 13. L., sur-

named Crus, appeared in 61 as the chief accuser

of P. Clodius, for violating the mysteries of the

Bona Dea. In 58 ho was praetor, and in 49 consul

with C. Marcellus. He was raised to the consul-

ship in consequence of his being a known enemy
of CaeSbr. lie did all he could to excite his

wavering party to take arms and meet Caesar : he
called Cicero cowardly

;
blamed him for seeking a

triumph at such a time ; urged war at any price,

in the hope, says Caesar (H. C. i. 4), of retrieving

his ruined fortunes, and becoming another Sulla.

It was mainly at Lentulus' instigation that the

violent measures passed the senate early in the

year, which gave the tribunes a pretence for flying

to Caesar at Ravenna. He himself fled from the

city at the approach of Caesar, and afterwards

crossed over to Greece. After the battle of Phar-

salia, he fled to Egypt, and arrived there the day

after Pompey's murder. On landing, he was

apprehended by young Ptolemy’s ministers, and
put to death in prison.— 14. L., surimnied Niger,

flameii of Mars. In 57, ho was one of the priests

to whom was referred the question whether the

site of Cicero's house was consecrated ground. In

56 he was ^ho of the judges in the case of

P. Sextius, and he died in the same year, much
praised by Cicero.— 15. L., son of the last, and

also flamen of Mars. He defended M. Scaurus, in

54, when accused of extortion
;
he accused Ga-

binius of high treason, about the same time, but

was suspected of collusion. In the Philippics he

is mentioned iis a friend ofAntony’s.—16. Cossus,

sumained Gaetulicus, consul b. c. 1, was sent into

Africa in a. d. 6, where he defeated the Gaetuli :

hence his surname. On the accession of Tiberius,

A. D. 14, he accompanied Drusus, who was sent

to quell the mutiny of the legions in Pannonia.

He died 25, at a very great age, leaving behind

him an honourable reputation.— 17. Cn., sur-

named Oaetulicus, son of the last, consul a. d. 26.

He afterwards had tlie command of the legions of

Upper Germany for 10 years, and was very popular

among the troops. In 39 he was put to death by
order of Caligula, who feared his influence with

the soldiers. He was an historian and a poet

;

but wg have only 3 lines of his poems extant,

unless he is the author of 9 epigrams in the Greek
Anthology, inscribed with the name of Gaetulicus.

Leo, or L5on (AcW). L Also called Leonidei

(AfwviSris)^ of Heraclea on the Pontus, disciple of

Plato, was one of the conspirators who, with their

leader, Chion, assassinated Clearchus, tyrant of

Heraclea, b. c. 353.-2. Of Byzantium, a rhe-

torician and historical writer of the age of Philip

and Alexander the Great— 3. Diaconus or the

Deacon, a Byzantine historian of the 10th century.

His history, in 10 books, includes tlie period from

LEOCHARES.
the Cretan expedition of Nicephorus Phocas, in
the reign of the emperor Romanus II., a. d. 969,
to the death of Joannes I. Zimisces, 975. The
style of Leo is vicious : he employs unusual and
inappropriate words (many of them borrowed from
Homer, Agathias the historian, and the Septuagint),

in the place of simple and common ones
; and he

abounds in tautological phrases. His history,

however, is a valuable contemporary record of a
stirring time, honestly and fearlessly written.

Edited for the first time by Hase, Paris, 1818.— 4 . Grammaticus, one of the continuators of
Byzantine history from the period when Theo-
phanes leaves off. His work, entitled Ckrono-
yraphia^ extends from the accession of Leo V. the

Armenian, 813, to the death of Romanus Leca>
peims, 944. Edited with Theophanes by Combdfis,
Paris, ] 655.— 6. Archbishop of Thessalonica, an
eminent Byzantine philosopher and ecclesiastic of

the 9th century. His works are lost, but he is

frequently mentioned in terms of the highest

praise by the Byzantine writers, especially for his

knowledge of geometry and astronomy.— 6. Ma-
gentenus, a commentator on Aristotle, flourished

during the Ist half of the 14th century. He
was a monk, and afterwards archbishop of My-
tilene. Several of his commentaries on Aristotle

are extant, and have been published.— 7. Leo
was also the name of 6 Byzantine emperors. Of
these Leo VI., sumamed the philosopher, who
reigned 886—911, is celebrated in the history of
the later Greek literature, lie wrote a treatise on
Greek tactics, 17 oracles, 33 orations, and several

other works, which are still extant. He is also ce-

lebrated in the history of legislation. As the Latin

language had long ceased to be the official lan-

guage of the Eastern empire, Basil, the father of

Leo, had formed and partly executed the plan of

issuing an authorised (ireek version of Justinian’s

legislation. This plan was carried out by Leo,

The Greek version is known under the title oi

BcuriKiKal Aiard^eif, or shortly, BatriAiKol
; in

Latin, Basilica^ which means Imperial Consti-

tutions,” or ” Laws.” It is divided into 60 books,

subdivided into titlef-, and contains the Institutes,

the Digest, the Codex, and the Novellae
;
and

likewise such constitutions as were issued by the

successors of Justinian down to Leo VI. There
are, however, many laws of the Digest omitted in

the Basilica, which contain, on the other hand, a
considerable number of laws or extracts from

ancient jurists which are not in the Digest. The
publication of this authorised body of law in the

Greek language led to the gradual disuse of the

original ciyupilations of Justinian in the East.

But the Homan law was thus more firmly esta-

blished in Eastern Europe and Western Asia,

where it has maintained itself among the Greek
population to the present day. The best edition

of the Basilica is the one now publishing by
Heimbach, Lips. 1833, seq.

LeobBtes. [Labotas.]
Leooh&res (Aswx^pvs)^ an Athenian statuary

and sculptor, was one of the great artists of the

later Athenian school, at the head of which were
Scopas and Praxiteles. He flourished b. c. 352

—

338. The masterpiece of Leochares seems to have

been his statue of the rape of Ganymede. The
original work was in bronze. Of the extant copies

in marble, the best is one, half the size of life, in

the Museo Pio-Clementino.
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LeocSrlom (AeeuK($pioi/), a shrine in Athens, in

the Ceramicus, erected in honour of the daughters

of Leos. Hipparchiis was murdered here.

Le5d&ma8 (Aew^djuav), a distinguished Attic

orator, was educated in the school of Isocrates,

and is greatly praised by Aeschines.

Leomca, a town of the Edetani in the W. of

Hispania Tarraconensis.

Lednldas (Aewi^^Sas). L I. King of Sparta,

B. c. 491—480, was one of the sons of Anaxan-

drides by his first wife, and, according to some

accounts, was twin-brother to Cleombrotns. He
succeeded his half-brother Cleomcncs I., b. c. 491,

his elder brother Dorieus also having previously

died. When Greece was invaded by Xerxes,

480, I^eonidas was sent with a small army to

make a stand .against the enemy at the pass of

Thermopylae. The inmiber of his anny is va-

riously stated : according to Herodotus, it amounted

to somewhat more than .'iOOO men, of whom 300

were Spartans ; in all probability, the regular

band of (so called) kniyUn (iTrirfir). The Persians

in vain attempted to force their way through the

pass of Thermopylae. They were driven back by
Leonidas and his gjillant hand with immense

slaughter. At length the Malian Ephialtes be-

tnayed the mountain piith of the Anopaea to the

Persians, who were thus able to fall upon the rear

of the Greeks. When it became known to Le-

onidiis that the Persians were crossing the moun-
tain, he dismissed all the other Greeks, except the

Thespian and Theban forces, declaring that he

and the Spartans under his command must needs

remain in the post they had been sent to guard.

Then, before the body of Persians, who were

crossing the mountain under Hydarnes, could

arrive to attack him in the rear, he advanced from

the narrow pass and cliarged the myriads of the

enemy with his handful of troops, hopeless now of

preserving their lives, and anxious only to sell

them dearlj'. In the desperate battle which en-

sued, Leonidas himself fell soon. His body was

rescued by the Greeks, after a violent struggle.

On the hillock in the pass, where the remnant of

the Greeks m.ade their last stand, a lion of stone

was set up in his honour.«2. 11. King of Sparta,

was son of the traitor, Cleonymus. He acted as

guardian to his infant relative. Arcus II., on

whose dejith he ascended the throne, about 256.

Being opposed to the pKijected reforms of hi.s con-

temporary Agis IV., he was deposed, and the

throne was transferred to his son-in-law, Cleom-

brotus ;
but he was soon afterwards recalled, and

caused Agis to be put to death, 240. He died

about 236, and was succeeded by his fon, Cleo-

menes I1I.«~3. A kinsman of Olympias, the

mother of Alexander the Great, was entrusted

with the main superintendence of Alexander's

education in his earlier years, before he became
^

the pupil of Aristotle. Leonidas was a man of

;

austere character, and trained the young prince in

hardy and self-denying habits. There were 2 excel-

lent cooks (said Alexander afterwards) with which

Leonidas had furnished him,— a night’s nuirch to

season his breakfast, and a scanty breakfast to

season his dinner.— 4. Of Tarentum, the author

of upwards of 100 epigrams in the Doric dialect

His epigrams formed a part of the Garland of

Meleager. They are chiefly inscriptions for de-

dicatory ofierings and works of art, and, though

not of a very high order of poetry, are usually
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pleasing, ingenious, and in good taste. Leonidas

probably lived in the time of Pyndius.— fl. Ot
Alexandria, also an epigrammatic poet, flourished

under Nero and Vespasian. In the Greek Antho-

logy, 43 epigrams are ascribed to him : they are of

a very low order of merit.

LdonnStus (Kiovv6rrot\ a Macedonian of Pella,

one of Alexander’s most distinguished officers.

His father's name is variously given, as Antcas,

Anthes, Onasus, and Eunus. He saved Alex-

ander’s life in India in the assault on the city of

the Malli. After the death of Alexander (b. c.

323), he obtained the satrapy of the Lesser or

Hellespontine Phrygia, and in the following year

he crossed over into Europe, to assist Aiitipater

against the Greeks
;
but he was defeated by the

Athenians <ind their allies, and fell in battle.

Leonti&des (A6ovtj(£5tjs). 1, A Theban, com-
manded at Thermopylae the forces supplied by
Thebes to the Grecian army, b. c. 480.— 2. A
Theban, assisted the Spartans in seizing the Cad-
mea, or citadel of Thebes, in 382. Ho was slain

by Pclopidas in 379, when the Spartan exiles

recovered possession of the Cadmea.
Leontini (ol Aco»»tii/oj : Aeoyrti/os ; Lentim\ a

town in the E. of Sicily, about 5 miles from tho

sea, N. W. of Syracuse, was situated upon the

small river Lissus. It was built upon 2 hills,

which were separated from one another by a val-

ley, in which were the forum, the senate-house,

and the other public buildings, while the temples

and the private houses occupied the hills. The
rich plains N. of the city, called Leontini Campiy
were some of the most fertile in Sicily, and pro-

duced abundant crops ofmost excellent wheat. Leon-
tini was founded by Chalcidians from Naxos, b. c.

730, only 6 years after the foundation of Naxos it-

self, It never attained much political^importance in

consequence of its proximity to Syracuse, to which
it soon became subject, and whose fortunes it

shared. At a later time it joined the Carthaginians,

and was in consequence taken and plundered by
the Romans. Under the Romans it sunk into ui-

signiflcance. Gorgias was a native of Leontini.

Leontlum (AeJvTmv), an Athenian hetaera,

the disciple and mistress of Epicurus, wrote a
treatise against Theophrastus. She had a daughter,

Dane, who was also an hetaera of some notoriety.

Leontlum {At6vriov)y a town in Achaia, be-

tween Pharae and Aegiura.

LeontSpdlis {Aeovr6vo\tSy At6vrw wdA«s). 1.

A city in the Delta of Egypt, S. of Thmiris, and
N. W. of Athribis, was the capital of the Nomos
Leontopolites, and probably of late foundation, as
no writer before Strabo mentions it. Its site is

uncertain.— 2. [Niokphorium.]
Leoprepides, i, e. Simonides, the son of Leo-

pr^s.
Leot (A6<iy), one of the heroes eponymi of the

Athenians, said to have been a son of Orpheus.
The phyle or tribe of Leontis derived its name
from him. Once, when Athens was suffering from,
flunine or plague, the Delphic oracle demanded
that the daughters of Leos should be sacrificed,,

and the father complied with the command of the
oracle. The maidens were afterwards honoured
by the Athenians, who erected the Leocorium
(from Aseby and adpai) to them. Their names
were Praxithea, Theope, and Eubule.

LeosthSnet (Aewae^njs), an Athenian com-
mander of the combined Greek army in the Lamian
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war. In the year after the death of Alexander

(b. c. 323), he defeated Antipate** near Thermo-

pylae
;

Antipater thereupon threw himeelf into

the small town of Lamia. Leosthenes pressed the

siege with the utmost vigour, but was killed by a

blow from a stone. His loss was mourned by the

Athenians as a public calamity. He was honoured

with a public burial in the Ceramicus, and his

funeral oration wag pronounced by Hyperides.

LeotycMdes (AewroxfSTjs, Aeuri/xfSTjs, Herod.).

1. King of Sparta, b. c. 4.01—469. He commanded
the Greek fleet in 479, and defeated the Persians

at the battle of Mycale. He was afterwards sent

with an army into Thessaly to punish those who
had sided with the Persians

; but in consequence

of liis accq)ting the bribes of the Alenadac, he was
brought to trial on his return home, and went into

exile to Tcgea, 469, where he died. He was suc-

ceeded by his grandson,Archidamiis II.—2. Grand-
son of Archidamus II., and son of Agis H. There
was, however, some suspicion that he was in

reality the fruit of an intrigue of Alcibiades with

Timaca, the queen of Agis
;

in consequence of

which he was excluded from the throne, mainly
through the influence of Lysander, and his uncle,

Agesilaiis II., was substituted in his room.

Lepldus Aemlllui, a distinguished patrician fa-

mily. 1. M., aedile b. c. 192 j
praetor 191, with

Sicil}' as his province ; consul 187, when he de-

feated the Ligurians
;

pontifex maximus 180 ;

censor 179 with M. Fulvius Nobilior ; and consul

a second time 175. He was six times chosen by
the censors princeps senatus, and he died 1.52, full

of years and honours. Lepidus the triumvir is

called by Cicero (Phil. xiii. 7) the pronepos of this

Lepidtis
;

hut he would seem more probably to

have been his altnepos^ or great-great-grandson.—

2. M., consul 137, carried on war in Spain against

the Vaccaei, but unsuccessfully. Since he had at-

tacked the Vaccaei in opposition to the express

orders of the senate, he was deprived of his com-
mand, and condemned to pay a fine. He was a
man of education and refined taste. Cicero, who
had read his speeches, speaks of him as the greatest

orator of his age. He helped to form tho style of

Tib. Gracchus and C. Carbo, who were accustomed

to listen to him with great care,— 3. M., the

father of the triumvir, was praetor in Sicily in 81,

where he earned a character by his oppressions

only second to that of Verres. In the civil wars
between Marius and Sulla he belonged at first to

the {)arty of the latter, but he afterwards came
forward as a leader of the popular party. In his

consulship, 78, he attempted to rescind the laws of

SulliX, wlio had lately died, but he was opposed by
his colleague Catulus, who received the powerful

support of Poiiipey. In the following year (77)
Lepidus took up arms, and marched against Rome.
He was defeated by Pompey and Catulus, under

the walls of the city, in the Campus Martius, and
was obliged to take to flight Finding it impossible

to hold his ground in Italy, Lepidus sailed with

the remainder of his forces to Sardinia ; but re-

pulsed even in this island by the propraetor, he
died shortly afterwards of chagrin and sorrow,

which is said to have been increased by the dis-

covery of his wife’s infidelity.— 4. Mam., sur-

named liTianOf
, because he belonged originally to

the Livia gens, consul 77, belong^ to the aristo-

cratical party, andVas one of the influential persons

who prevailed upon Sulla to spare the life of the

LEPIDUS.

j'oung Julius Caesar.— 6. M., consul 66, with L.

Volcatius Tulltis, the sameyear in which Cicero was
praetor. He belonged to the aristocratical party,

but on the breaking out of the civil war in 49, he

retired to his Formian villa to watch the progress

of events.— 6 . L. Aexnillas Panins, son of No.
3, and brother of M. Lepidus, the triumvir. His
surname of Paulus was probably given him by his

father, in honour of the celebrated Aemilius Paulus,

the conqueror of Macedonia. But since he belonged

to the family of the Lepidi, and not to that of the

Pauli, he is inserted in this place and not under
Paulus. Aemilius Paulus did not follow the ex-

ample of his father, but commenced his public

career by supporting the aristocratical party. His
first public act was the accusation of Catiline in

63. He was quaestor in Macedonia 59; aedilo

55 ;
praetor 53 ;

and consul .50, along with M.
Claudius Marcellus. Paulus was raised to the

consulship* on account of his being one of the most
determined enemies of Caes.ar, but Caesar gained

him over to his side by a bribe of 1500 talents,

which he is said to have expended on the comple-

tion of a magnificent basilica which he had com-

menced in his aedileship. After the murder of

Caesar (44), Paulus joined the senatorial party.

He was one of the senators who declared M. Lepi-

dus a public enemy, on account of his having joined

Antony
;
and, accordingly* when the triumvirate

was formed* his name was set down first in the

proscription list by his own brother. The soldiers,

however, who were appointed to kill him, allowed

him to escape. He passed over to Bnitns in Asia,

and after tho death of the latter repaired to Mile-

tus. Here he remained, and refused to go to

Rome, although he was pardoned by the triumvirs.

—7. M. Aemiliug Lepidag, the Triumvir, brother

of the last. On the breaking out of the civil war

(49), Lepidus, who was then praetor, joined Caesar’s

party ; and ns tho consuls had fled with Pompey
from Italy, Lepidus, .as praetor, was the highest

magistrate remaining in Italy. During Caesar’s

absence in Spain, Lepidus presided at the coinitia

in which the former was appointed dictator. In
the following year (48) he received the province of

Nearer Spain. On his return to Rome in 47,

Caesar granted him a triumph, and made him his

magister equitum
;
and in the next year (46), his

colleague in the consulship. In 44 he received

from Caesar the government of Narhonese Gaul
and Nearer Spain, but had not quitted the neigh-

bourhood ofRome at the time of the dictator’s death.

Having the command of an army near the city, ho
was able to render M. Antony efficient assistance

;

and tho latter in consequence allowed Lepidus to

be chosen pontifex maximus, which dignity had
become vacant by Caesar’s death. Lepidus soon

afterwards repaired to his provinces of Oaul and
Spain. Ho remained neutral in the struggle be-

tween Antony and the senate
;
but he subsequently

joinei^ Antony, when the latter fled to him in

Oaul after his defeat at Mutina. This was in the

end of May, 43 ; and when the news reached

Rome, the senate proclaimed Lepidus a public

enemy. In the autumn Lepidus and Antony
crossed the Alps at the head of a powerful army.

Octavian (afterwards Augustus) joined them ; and
in the month of October the celebrated triumvirate

was formed, by which the Roman world was di-

vided between Octavian, Antony, and Lepidus.

[See p. 108, a.] In 42 Lepidus remained in Italy
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as consul, while the two other triumvirs prosecuted

the war against Brutus and Cassius. In the fresh

division of the provinces after the battle of Phi-

lippi, Lcpidus received Africa, where he remained

till 36. In this year Octavian summoned him to

Sicily to assist him in the war against Sex. Pompey.
Lepidus obeyed, but tired of being treated as a

subordinate, he resolved to make an effort to acquire

Sicily for himself and to regain his lost power,

lie was easily subdued by Octavian, who spared

his life, but deprived him of his triumvirate, his

army, and his provinces, and commanded that he

should live at Circeii, under strict surveillance. Ho
allowed him, however, to retain his dignity of pon-

tifex inaximus. He died b. c. 13. Augustus suc-

ceeded him as pontifex maxiinus. Lepidus was

fond of ease and repose, and it is not improbable

that he possessed abilities capable of effecting much
more than he ever did.— 8. PatLlos Aeiuilius

Lepidus, son of No. 6, with whom he is fre-

quently confounded. His name is variously given

by the ancient writers Aemilius J^aufus, or Paulus

Aetniliusy or Aemilius Lepidus PauluSy but Panlus

Aemilius Lepidus seems to bo the most correct

form. He probably fled with his father to Brutus,

but he afterwards made his peace with the trium-

virs. lie accompanied Octavian in his campaign

against Sex. Pompey in Sicily in 36. In 34 he

was consul suffectus. In 22 he was censor with

L. Munatius Plancus, and died while holding this

dignity.— 9. M. Aemilius Lepidus, son of the

triumvir [No. 7] and Junia, formed a conspiracy

in 30, for the purpose of assassinating Octavkn on

his return to Rome after the battle of Actium.

hlacccnas, who had charge of the *€117,
became

acquainted with the plot, seized Lepidus, and sent

him to Octavian in the East, who put him to death.

His father was ignorant of the conspiracy, but liis

mother was privy to it. Lepidus was married

twice : his first wife was Antonia, the daughter of

the triumvir, and his 2nd Servilia, who put an end

to her life by swallowing burning coals when the

conspiracy of her husband was discovered.—10.

Q. Aemilius Lepidus, consul 21 with M. Loliius.

(Hor. Ep. i. 20. 28.)— 11. LT Aemilius Faulus,

son of No. 8 and Cornelia, married Julia, the grand-

daughter of Augustus. [Julia, No. 6.] Paulus

is therefore called the progener of Augustus. Ho
was consul a. d. 1 with C. Caesar, his wife’s

brother. He entered into a conspiracy against Au-

gustus, of the particuhars of which we are not in-

formed.— 12. M. Aemilius Lepidus, brother of

the last, consul A. d. 6 with L. Arruntius. He
lived on the most intimate terms with Augustus,

who employed him in the war against 3he Dalma-

tians in A. D. 9. After the death of Augustus, he

was also held in high esteem by Tiberius.—

13. M. Aemilius Lepidus, consul with T. Sta-

tilius Taurus in a. d. 11, must be carefully distin-

guished from the last. In a. d. 21 he obtained

the province of Asia.— 14. Aemilius Lepidus,

the son of 11 and Julia, the granddaughter of

Augustus, and consequently the great-grandson of

Augustus. He was one of the minions of the em-

peror Caligula, with whom he had the most shame-

ful connection. He married Drusilla, the favourite

sister of the emperor ; but be was notwithstanding

put to death by Caligula, a. d. 39.

Lepontli, a people inhabiting the Alps, in whose

country Caesar places the sources of the Rhine,

and Pliny the sources of the Rhone. They dwelt
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on the S. slope of the St. Gottbard and the Simplon,
towards the Lago Maggiore, and their name is still

retained in the Val Lexmtina. Their chief town
was Oscela (Domo <POssola).

LeprSa (AtVpsa), daughter of P3'rgeu8, from
whom the town of Lepreum in Elis was said to

have derived its name. [Lkprkum.] Another tra-

dition derived the name from Lepreus, a son of Cau-
con, Glaucon, or Pyrgeus, bjr Astydamia. He was
a grandson of Poseidon, and a rival of Hercules
both in his strength and his powers of eating, but
he was conquered and slain by the latter. His
tomb was believed to exist at Phigalia.

LeprSum [AeirpeoVy A^vpeos : Asirpsirris : iSJfro-

vitzi\ a town of Elis in Trlpliylia, situated 40
stadia from the sea, was said to have been founded
in the time of Theseus by Min^’ans from Lemnos.
After the Messenian wars it was subdued by the
Eleans with the aid of Sparta

;
but it rccoveted its

independence in the Peloponnesian war, and was
assisted bv the Spartans against Elis. At the time
of the Achaean league it was subject to Elis.

Q. Lepta, a native of Calcs in Campania, and
praefectiis fabrflm to Cicero in Cilicia b.c. 51. lie

joined the Pompeian party in the civil war, and is

frequently mentioned in Cicero’s letters.

LeptInes (AcwtIvt??). L A Syracusan, son of
Ilermocrates, and brother of Dionysius the elder,

tyKint of Syracuse. He commanded his brother’s

fleet in the war against the Carthaginians b.c. 397,
but Wtis defeated by Mago with great loss. In 390
he was sent by Dionysius with a fleet to the assist-

ance of the Lucanians against the Italian Greeks.
Some time afterwards he gave offence to the jealous

temper of the tyrant, by giving one of his daughters

in marriage to Philistus, without any previous in-

timation to Dionysius, and on this account he was
banished from Syracuse, together •yith Philistus.

lie thereupon retired to Thurii, but was subse-

quently recalled b)' Dionysius to Syracuse. Hero
he was completely reinstated in his former favour,

and obtained one of the daughters of Dionysius in

marriage. In 383, he again took an active part

in the war against the Carthaginians, and com-
manded the right wing of the Syracusan army in

the battle near Cronium ; in which he was killed.

—2. A Syracusan, who joined with Calippus in

expelling the garrison of the younger Dionysius

from Rhegium, 351. Soon afterwards he assas-

sinated Calippus, and then crossed over to Sicily,

where he made himself tj’rant of Apollonia and
Engyum. lie was expelled in common with the

other tyrants by Timoleon
; but his life was spared

and ho was sent into exile at Corinth, 342.-3.
An Athenian, known only as the proposer of a law
taking away all special exemptions from the burden
of public charges (ir^Xeiot rStv \inrovpyiS>v\

against which the celebrated oration of Demosthenes
is directed, usually known as the oration against

Leptines. This speech was delivered 355 ; and
the law must have been passed above a year before,

as we are told that the lapse of more than that
period had already exempted Leptines from all per-

sonal responsibility. Hence the efforts Demo-
sthenes were directed solely to the repeal of the
law, not to the punishment of its proposer. His
arguments were successful, and the law was re-

pealed.- 4. A Syrian Greek, who assassinated

with his own hand at Laodicea, Cn. Octavius, the
chief of the Roman deputies, who liad been sent

into Syria, 162. Demetrius caused Leptines to bo
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seized) and sent as a prisoner to Home
; but the

senate refused to receive him, being desirous to re-

serve this cause of complaint as a public grievance.

Leptis (Afirrls). 1. Leptis Magna or Neapo-

lis Aeirris ntydArf, KtdnoXls), a city on the

coast of N. Africa, between the Syrtes, E. of Abro-

tonum, and W. of the mouth of the little river

Cinyps, was a Phoenician colony, with a flourish-

ing commerce, though it possessed no harbour.

With Abrotonum and Oea it formed the African

Tripolis. The Romans made it a colony : it was
the birthplace of the emperor Septimius Severus:

and it continued to flourish till a. n. 3(>C, when it

was almost ruined by an attack from a Libyan

tribe. Justinian did something towards its resto-

ration
;
but the Arabian invasion completed its

destruction. Its mins arc still considerable. 2.

Leptis Minor or Parva (Aeirrls t) fiiKpd : Lairda^

Ru.), usually called simply Leptis, a Phoenician

colony on the coast of Ryzacium, in N. Afri<!a,

>»etween Hadrumetum and Tlmpstis : an important

place under both the Carthaginians and the Ro-
mans.

Lerina {St. Honorat\ an island off the coast of

Gallia Narbonensis, opposite Antipolis (Antibes).

Lerna or Lome (Ae'pvTj), a district in Argolis,

not far from Argos, in wliich was a marsli and a

small river of the same name. It was celebrated

as the pliice where Hercules killed the Lernean

Hydra. [See p. 308, b.]

Lero (St. Marguerite)

^

a small island off the

coast of Gallia Narbonensis.

LSros (Aepor : Aepios)^ a small island, one of

the Sporudes, opposite to the mouth of the Sinus

lassius, on the coast of Caria. Its inhabitants,

who came originally from Miletus, boro a bad
character. Besides a city of the same name, it

had in it a temple of Artemis, where the trans-

formation of the sisters of Meleager into guinea-

fowls was said to have taken place, in memory of

which guinea-fowls were kept in the court of that

temple.

Legbdnaz (Aeo-^aiva^). L Son of Potamon of

Mytilene, a philosopher and sophist, in the time

of Augustus. He was the flither of Polemon, the

teacher and friend of the emperor Tiberius. Les-

bonax wrote several political orations, of which 2
have come down to us, one entitled irepl tov jtoAifxov

Koptvfliwv, and the other irpoTpsirTiKhs \6yos, both

of which are not unsuccessful imitations of the Attic

orators of the best times. They are printed in the

collections of the Greek orators [Dkmosthknb»],
and separately by Orelli, Lips. 1820.— 2. A Greek
grammarian, of uncertain age, but later than No. 1,

the author ofan extant work on grammatical figures

(irtpl published by Valckenaer in his

edition of Ammonius.
Lesbos (AftrSos : At(r€tos, Lesbius : Mgtilene,

Aletelin)^ the largest, and by far the most import-

ant, of the islands of the Aegean along the coast of

Asia Minor, lay opposite to the Gulf of Adra-
myttium, off the coast of Mysia, the direction of

its length being N. W. and S. E. It is inter-

sected by lofty mountains, and indented with

large bays, the chief of which, on the W. side,

runs more than half way across the island. It

had 3 chief headlanj^ Argennum on the N. E.,

Sigrium on the W., and Malea on the S. Its

vallies were very fertile, especially in the N. part,

near Methymna ; and it product com, oil, and

wine renowned for its excellence. In early times
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it was called by various names, the chief of which
were, Issa, Pelasgia, Mytanis, and Macaria : the

late Greek writers called it Mytilene, from its

chief city, and this name has been preserved to

modern times. The earliest reputed inhabitants

were Pelasgians
;
the next, an Ionian colony, who

were said to have settled in it 2 generations before

the Trojan War
;

lastly, at the time of the great

Aeolic migration (130 years after the Trojan

War, according to the mythical chronology), the

island was colonised by Aeolians, who founded in

it an Hexapolis, consisting of the 6 cities, Myti-
lene, Methymna, Eresus, Pyrrha, Antissa, and
Arisbe, afterwards reduced to 5 through the de-

struction of Arisbe by the Methymnaeans. The
Aeolians of Lesbos afterwards founded numerous
settlements along the coast of the Troadaud in the

region of Mt. Ida, and at one time a grout part of

the Troad seems to have been subject to Lesbos,

The chief facts in the history of the island are

connected with its principal city, Mytilene, which
was the scene of the struggles between the nobles

and the commons, in which Alcaeus and Pitta-
cus took part. At the time of the Peloponnesian

War, Lesbos was subject to Athens. After va-

rious changes, it fell under the power of Mithri-

dates, and passed from him to the Romans. The
island is most important in the early history of

Greece, as the native region of the Aeolian school

of lyric poetry. It was the birthplace of the mu-
sician and poet Terpander, of the lyric poets

Alcaeus, Sappho, and others, and of the dithy-

ramhic poet Ahion. Other forms of literature

and philosophy early and long flourished in it : the

sage and statesman Pittacus, the historians Hel-
LANicus and Theophanes, and the philosophers

Theophrastus and Phanias, were all Tjesbians.

LesbdthSmis (Afa€6dfnts)^ a statuary of an-
cient date, and a native of Lesbos.

Lesches or LescheuB (Aeexv^^ one
of the so-called cyclic poets, son of Acschylinus, a
native of Pyrrha, in the neighbourhood of Mytilene,
and hence called a Mytileiiean or a Lesbian. He
flourished about b.c. 708, and was usually regarded
as the authorof the HUle Iliad t] lAdtraa/v or

fiiKpd)^ though this poem was also ascribed

to various other poets. It consisted of 4 hooks,

and was intended as a supplement to the Homeric
Iliad. It related the events after the death of

Hector,, the fate ofAjax, the exploits of Philoctetes,

Neoptolenius, and Ulysses, and the final capture

and destruction of Troy, which part of the poem
was called The Destruction o/Trog (*l\(ov iripais).

There was no unity in the poem, except that of

historical rand chronological succession. Hence
Aristotle remarks that the little Iliad furnished

materials for 8 tragedies, whilst only one could be
based upon the Iliad or Odyssey of Homer.

LethaeiU (Aijda?or). 1. A river of Ionia, in

Asia Minor, flowing S. past Magnesia into the

Maeai^er.— 2. A river in the S. of Crete, flow-

ing post Oortyna.— 8. [Lathon.]
Lithe (AliOri), the personification of oblivion,

called by Hesiod a daughter of Eris. A river in

the lower world was likewise called Lethe. The
sonls of the departed drank of this river, and thus

forgot all they had said or done in the upper world.

Lethe, a river in Spain. See Limaba.
L6to (AiircS), called LatSna by the Romans, is

described by Hesiod as a daughter of the Titan

Coeus and Phoebe, a sister of Asteria, and the
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mother of Apollo and Artemis by Zeus, to whom canal through the isthmus and thus converted the

Rhe was married before Hera. ‘ Homer likewise peninsula into an island. This canal was afterwards

calls her the mother ofApollo and Artemis by Zeus ; filled up by deposits of sand ;
and in the Pelopon-

he mentions her in the story of Niobe, who paid so nesian war it was no longer available for ships,

dearly for her conduct towards Leto [NiOBE],and which during that period were conveyed across the

he also describes her as the friend of the Trojans isthmus on more than one occasion (Thuc. iii. 81,
in the war with the Greeks. In later writers these iv. 8 ). The canal was opened again by the Romans,
elements of her story are variously embellished, for At present the channel is dry in some parts, and
they do not describe her as the lawful wife of has from 3 to 4 feet of water in others. The town
Zeus, but merely as his mistress, who was perse- of Leucas was a place of importance, and during
cuted by Ilera during her pregnancy. All the the war between Philip and the Romans was at

world being afraid of receiving Leto on account of the head of the Acamanian league, and the place

Hera, she wandered about till she came to Delos, where the meetings of the league were held. It

which was then a floating island, and bore the name was in consequence taken and plundered by the
of Asteria or Ortygia. When Leto arrived there, Romans, B.c. 197. The remains of this town are

Zeus fastened it by adamantine chains to the still to be seen. The other towns in the island

bottom of the sea, that it might be a secure resting- were Ilellomlnum {'EWdfifvov) on the S. E. coast,

place for his beloved, and here she gave birth to and Phara (^apd)^ on the S.W. coast—At the S.

Apollo and Artemis. The tradition is also related ‘xtremity of the island, opposite Cephallcnia, was
with various other modifications. Some said the cclcbmted promontory, variously called Leucas^

that Zeus changed Leto into n quail (^pTv()f L/ruciiffS, or LeucS/e (C./Juca/o), on which
and that in this state she arrived in the floating was a temple of Apollo, who hence had the surname
island, which was hence called Ortygia. Others of Leucadius. At the annual festival of the god it

related that Zeus was enamoured with Asteria, was the custom to cast down a criminal from this

hut that she being metamorphosed into a bird, flew promontory into the sea: to break his fall birds of

across the sea
;
that she was then changed into a all kinds were attached to him, and if he reached

rock, which for a long time, lay under the surface the sea uninjured, boats were ready to pick him
of the sea

;
and that this rock arose from the waters up. This appears to have been an expiatory rite

;

and received Leto when she was pursued by Python.
,
and it gave rise to the well known story that lovers

Leto was generally worshipped only in conjunction leaped from this rock, in order to seek relief from

with her children. Delos was the chief seat of her the pangs of love. Thus Sappho is said to have
worship. [Apollo.]— Itisprobable that the name leapt down from this rock, when in love with

of Leto belongs to the same class of words as the Phaon
;
but this well known story vanishes at the

Greek and the Latin lattio. Leto would there- first approach of criticism.

foi'e signify “ the obscure” or “ concealed,” not as Leuoe (Aeu/c^), an island in the Kuxino sea,

a physical pow(5r, but as a divinity yet quiescent near the mouth of the liorysthenes, sacred to

and invisible, from whom issued the visible divi- Achilles. [Aciullbus Dkomos.]

nity with all his splendour and brilliancy. This Lead, n people in the S. E. of Gallia Bclgica,

view is supported by the account of her genealogy S. of the Mediomatrici, between the Matrona and
given by Hesiod.— From their mother Apollo is Moaella. Their chief town was TuUum ( Tom/).

frequently Lt’toi’as or and Artemis (Diana) Lead Moutes, called by the Homans Albi

Ijetois, Latins^ or Latoc. Montes, a range of mountains in the W. of Crete.

Leaca {jd Aeu/cd), a town at the extremity of [Albi Months.]
the lapygian promontory in Calabria, with a stink- Leadppe. [Alcathob.]

ing fountain, under which th% giants who were Leadppldee (Ac uKtinr IISes), i. e. Phoehe and
vanquished by Hercules are said to have been HilaJra, the daughters of Leucippus. They were

buried. The promontory is still called Capo di priestesses of Athena and Artemis, and betrothed

Leuca. to Idas and Lynceus, the sons of Aphareus
;
but

Leuoae, Leaca (AeOxai, Ae^Hij : Lefke)^ a Castor and Pollux being charmed with their beauty,

small town on the coast of Ionia, in Asia Minor, carried them off and married them,

near Phocaea, built by the Persian general Tachos Leadppas (Aeiixiinros). 1. Son of Oenomaus.

in B. c. 352, and remarkable as the scene of the For details see Dafunb.—2. Son of Perieres and

battle between the consul Licinius Crassus and Gorgophone, brother of Aphareus, and prince of

Aristonicus, in 131. the Messenians, was one of the Calydonian hunters.

Leaoas or Leac&dla (Aeuicdy, AevKoSJa

:

Aeu- By his wife Philodice, he had 2 daughters, Phoebe

/edSios: Santa Maura\ an island in the Ionian sea, and Ililaira, usually called Lrucippidbs.— 3. A
offthe W. coast of Acarnania, about 20 miles in Grecian philosopher, the founder of the atomic

length, and from 5 to 8 miles in breadth. It has theory of the ancient philosophy, which was more

derived its name from the numerous calcareous fully developed by Democritus. Where and when

hills which cover its surface. It was originally he was bom we have no data for deciding. Mile-

united to the mainland at its N.E. extremity by a tus, Abdera, and Elis have been assigned as his

narrow isthmus. Homer speaks of it as a {lenin- birth-place
;

the Ist, apparently, for no other

sula, and mentions its well fortified town Nerietts reason than that it was the birth-place of several

(N^p(Kos). It was at that time inhabited by the natural philosophers; the 2nd, because Democritus

Teleboans and Leleges. Subsequently the Corin- came from that town ;
the 3rd, because he was looked

thians under Cypselus, between b.c. 665 and 625, upon as a disciple of the Eleatic school. The period

founded a new town, called Lezteas in the N.E. of when he lived is equally uncertain. He is called

the country near the isthmus, in which they settled the teacher of Democritus the disciple of Parme-

1000 of their citizens, and to which they removed nides, or, according to other accounts, of Zeno, of '

the inhabitants of Nericus, which lay a little to the Melissus, nay even of PythagoiM. With
,

regard

W. of the new town. The Corinthians also cut a to his philosophical system it is impossible to speak
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with certainty, since the writers who mention him,

either mention him in conjunction with Democritus,

or attribute to him doctrines which are in like

manner attributed to Democritus. [Democritus.]

Lenoon (At^Kw). 1. Son ofPoseidon or Atha-

mas and Themisto, and father of Eiythrus and

Evippe.— 2. A powerful king of Bosporus, who
reigned n. c. 393—353. He was in close alliance

with the Athenians, whom he supplied with com
in great abundance, and who, in return for his ser-

vices, admitted him and his sons to the citizenship

of Athens.— 3. An Athenian poet, of the old

comedy, a contemporary and rival of Aristophanes.

Leaconfum. (AeuK^ytov), a place in the island

of Chios. (Thuc. viii. 24.)

LeuodnSe (AmvkovSti), daughter of Minyas,

usually called Leucippe. [Alcathoe.]
Leucopetra (Aeu/cOTrerpa : C. dell' Armi)^ a pro-

montory in the S.W. of Bruttium, on the Sicilian

straits, and a few miles S. of Rhegium, to whose

territory it belonged. It was regarded by the

ancient writers as the termination of the Apennines,

and. it derived its name from the white colour of

its rocks.

Leucophrys (AtvK6<f>pvi). 1. A city of Caria,

in the plain of the Maeander, close to a curious

lake of warm water, and having a renowned temple

of Artemis Leucophryne.— 2. A name given to

the island of Tenedos, from its white cliffs.

Leuoophryne. [Leucophrys.]
LencSsla or Lenoasla (PtWe), a small island

in the S. of the gulf of Paestum, off the const of

Liicania, and opposite the promontory Posidium,

said to have been called after one of the Sirens.

LeucSsyri {AfvK6<rvpot^ i. e. White Syriatnt\

was a name early applied by the Greeks to the in-

habitants of Cappadocia, who were of the Syrian

race, in contradistinction to the Syrian tribes of a

darker colour beyond the Taurus. Afterwards,

when Cappadoces came to be the common name
for the people of S. Cappadocia, the word Leucosyri

was applied specifically to the people in the N. of

the country (aft. Pontus) on the coast of the

Kuxine, between the rivers Halys and Iris : these

are the White Syrians of Xenophon (A nab. v. 6).

After the Macedonian conquest, the name appears

to have fallen into disuse.

Leuc5thSa (Aeufcod^a), a marine goddess, was
previously Ino, the wife of Athamas. For details

see Athamas.
Leao5tli5e, daughter of the Babylonian king

Orchamus and Eiirynorae, was beloved by Apollo.

Her amour was betrayed by the jealous Clytia to

her father, who buried her alive
;
whereupon Apollo

metamorphosed her into an incense shrub.— Leu-

cothoe is in some writers only another form for

Leucothea.

Leaetra (tA Aevurpa: Lefka or Lefkra)., a

mall town in Boeotia, on the road from Plataeae

to Thespiae, memoTiible for the victory which

Epaminondas and the Thebans hero gained over

Cleombrotus and the Spartans, b. c. 371.

Leaotram (AevKrpov). 1. Or Leaotra {Lfftro\

a town in Messenia, on the E. side of the Messenian

gulf, between Gardamyle and Thalama, on the

small river Pamisus. The Spartans and Messenians

disput'^d for the possession of it.—2.A small town

in Achaia, dependent on Rhypae.

Lexovli or Lexobli, a people in Gallia Lugdn-

nensis, on the Ocean, W . of the mouth of the Se-

quuuu Their capital was Noviomagus. {LisUux),

LIBANIUS.
Liba (if Af^a), a city of Mesopotamia, between

Nisibis and the Tigris.

LibanlxiS (Ai^dvtor), a distinguished Greek
lophist and rhetorician, was born at Antioch, on the

Orontes, about a. d. 314. He studied at Athens,
where he imbibed an ardent love for the great

classical writers of Greece ; and he afterwards set

up a private school of rhetoric at Cunstaiitinople,

which was attended by so large a number of pupils,

that the classes of the public professors were com-
pletely deserted. The latter, in revenge, charged
Libanius with being a magician, and obtained his

expulsion from Constantinople about 346. He
then went to Nicomedia, where he taught with
equal success, but also drew upon himselfan equal

degree of malice from his opponents. After a stay

of live years at Nicomedia, he was recalled to Con-
stantinople. Eventually he took up his abode at

Antioch, where he spent the remainder of his life.

Here he received the greatest marks of favour from
the emperor Julian, 362. In the reign of Valens
he was at first persecuted, but he afterwards suc-

ceeded in winning the favour of that monarch also.

The emperor Theodosius likewise showed him
marks of respect, but his enjoyment of life was dis-

turbed by ill health, by misfortunes in his family,

and more especially by the disputes in which he
was incessantly involved, partly with rival sophists,

and partly with the prefects. It cannot, however,

be denied, that he himself was as much to blame
as his opponents, for he appears to have provoked

them by his querulous disposition, and by the

pride and vanity which everywhere appear in his

orations, and which led him to interfere in political

questions which it would have been wiser to have
left alone. He was the teacher of St. Basil and
Chrysostom, with whom he always kept up a
friendly connexion. The year of his death is uncer-

tain, but from one of his epistles it is evident that

he was alive in 3.01, and it is probable that he died

a few years after, in the reign of Arcadius. The
extant works of Libanius are : I . Models for rheto-

rical exercises {Xlpoyvfivaffpidrofv irapabfiyfiara),

2. Orations (A6yoi), 67 in number. 3. Declama-
tions (MeA/roi), i,e. orations on fictitious subjects,

and descriptions of various kinds, 50 in number.

4. A life of Demosthenes, and arguments to the

speeches of the same orator. .5. Letters (’Ettio’to-

Aol), of which a very large number is still extant.

Many of these letters are extremely interesting,

being addressed to the most eminent* men of his

time, such as the emperor Julian, Athanasius,

Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Chiysostom, and others.

The style of Libanius is superior to that of the

other rl^etoricians of the 4th century. He took

the best orators of the classic age as bis models,

and we can often see in him the disciple and happy
imitator of Demosthenes ;

but he is not always able

to rise above the spirit of his age, and we rarely

find in him that natural simplicity which constitutes

the CTeat charm of the best Attic orators. His
diction is a curious mixture of the pure old Attic

with what may be termed modern. Moreover it

is evident that, like all other rhetoricians, he is

more concerned about the form than the sub-

stance. As far as the history of his age is con-

cerned, some of his orations, and still more his

epistles are of great value, such as the oration in

which ho relates the events of his own life, the

eulogies on Constantius and Constans, the orations

on Julian, aeveial orations describing the condition
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of Antioch) and those which he wrote a(|;ain8t his

professional and political opponents. There is no

complete edition of all the work* of Lihanius. The
best edition of the orations and declamations is by
Reiske, Altenburg, 1791—97, 4 vols. 8vo., and the

best edition of the epistles is by Wolf, Amster-

dam, 1738, fol.

Idb&niu (4 Af^avor, hi^avov. Heb. Le-

banon, i. e. ttie Wfdte Mountain : JeM Libnan)^

a lofty and steep mountain range on the confines of

Syria and Palestine, dividing Phoenice from Coele-

Syria. It extends from a^ve Sidon, about lat.

.331® N., in a direction N.N.E. as far as about

lat. 34^®. Its highest summits are covered with

perpetual snow, its sides were in ancient times

clothed with forests of cedars, of which only

scattered trees now remain, and on its lower slopes

grow vines, figs, mulberries, and other fruits : its

wines were highly celebrated in ancient times. It

is considerably lower than the opposite range of

Antilibanus. In the Scriptures the word Le-

banon is used for both ranges, and for either of

them
;
but in classical authors the names Libanus

and Antilibanus are distinctive terms, being applied

to the W. and K. ranges respectively.

Libarna or Libarnttm, a town of Liguria on
the Via Aurelia, N.W. of Genua.

Libentlna, Lubentlna, orLnbentla, a surname

of Venus among the Romans, by which she is

de.->cribed as the goddess of sexual pleasure (dea

libidhtis).

Liber, or Liber Pater, a name frequently given

by the Homan poets to the Greek Bacchus or

Dionysus, who was accordingly regarded as iden-

tical with the Italian Liber. But the god Liber,

and the goddess Libera were ancient Italian divi-

nities, presiding over the cultivation of the vine

and the fertility of the fields. Hence they were

worshipped even in early times in conjunction with

Ceres. A temple to these 3 divinities was vowed
by the dictator, A Postumius, in b.c. 496, and wus

built near the Circus Flaminius; it was afterwards

restored by Augustus, and dedicated by Tiberius.

The name Liber is probably connected with libe-

ra re. Hence Seneca says, Liber dictus est quia

liberal servitio curarum animi^; while others, who
were evidently thinking of the Greek Bacchus,

found in the name an allusion to licentious drink-

ing and speaking. Poets usually called him Liber

Paler., the latter word being very commonly added

by the Italians to the names of gods. The female

Libera was idi-ntified by the Romans with Cora or

Proserpin^ the daughter of Demcter (Ceres) ;

whence Cicero calls Liber and Libera children of

Ceres
;
whereas Ovid calls Ariadne Libera. The

festival of the Liberalia was celebratfd by the

Romans every year on the 17th of March.

Idbera. [Liuek.]

Libertas, the personification of Libert)', was

worshipped at Rome as a divinity. A temple was

erected to her on the Aventine by Tib. Sempronius

Gracchus. Another was built by Clodius^on the

spot where Cicero’s house had stood. A third was

erected after Caesar's victories in Spain. From

these temples we must distinguish tho Atrium

Libertatis, which was in tho N. of the forum, to-

wards the Quirinal. This building under the re-

public served as an office of the censors, and also

contained tables with laws inscribed upon them. It

was rebuilt by Asinius Pollio, and then became

the repository of the first public library at Rume.

LiBO. iSiUJi

—Libertas is usually represented in works of art

as a matron, with thepilens, the symbol of liberty,

or a wreath of laurel. Sometimes she appears

holding the Phrygian cap in her hand,

liblthrldes. [Libethrum.]
Libethrlua Moiu (jh AtSiiOptov a moun-

tain in Boeotia, a branch of Mt. Helicon, 40 stadia

from Coronea, possessing a grotto of the Libethrian

nymphs, adorned with their statues, and 2 fountains

Libethrias and Petra.

Libetbrum (AtiSiidpov, rh Afi€ri6pa^ rh AlSrj-

6pa)^ an ancient Thracian town in Pieria in Mace-
donia, on the slope of Olympus, and S.W. ofDium,
where Orpheus is said to have lived. This town
and the surrounding country were sacred to the

’

Muses, who were hence called Libethrldes
;
and it is

probable that the worship of the Muses under this

name was transferred from this place to Boeotia.

Idbltlna, an ancient Italian divinity, who was
identified by the later Romans sometimes with
Persephone (Proserpina), on account of her con-

nection with the dead and their burial, and some-

times with Aphrodite (Venus). The latter was
probably the consequence of etymological specula-

tions on the name Libitina, which people connected

with libido. Her temple at Rome was a repository

of everything necessary for biirials, and persons

might there either buy or hire those things. Hence
a person undertaking the burial of a person (an

undertaker) was called libilinarim^ and his business

libitina

;

hence the expressions libitinam ejeercere^ or

facerc^ and libitinafuneribus non su^fficiebat. i.e. they

could not all be buried. It is related that king

Servius Tullius, in order to ascertain the number
of deaths, ordained that for every person who died,

a piece of money should be deposited in the temple

of Libitina.— Owing to this connection of Libitina

with the dead, Roman poets frequently employ her

name in the sense of death itself.

'labo, Scribonlua, a plebeian (Smily. 1. L.,

tribune of the plebs, B.c. 149, accused Ser. Sulpi-

cius Galba on account of the outrages which he had
committed against the Lusitnnians. [Galba,
No. 6.] It was perhaps this Libo who consecrated

the PutecU Scribonianum or Puteal Libwiis^ of which

we so frequently read in ancient writera. The
Piiteal was an enclosed place in the forum, near

the Arcus Fabianus, and was so called from its

being open at the top, like a puteal or well. 1 1 ap-

pears that there was only one such puteal at Rome,
and not two, as is f^enerally believed. It was de-

dicated in very ancient times either on account of

the whetstone of the augur Navius (comp. Liv. i.

36), or because the spot had been struck by light-

ning ; it was subsequently repaired and re-dedicated

by Libo, who erected in its neighbourhood a tri-

bunal for the praetor, in consequence of which the

place was frequented by persons who had law-suits,

such as money lenders and the like. (Comp. Hor.

Sat. ii. 6. 35, Episl. i. 19. 8.)—2. L., the father-

in-law of Sex. Pompey, the son of Pompey the

Great. On the breaking out of the civil war in 49,

he naturally sided with Pompey, and was entrusted

with the command of Etruria. Shortly afterwards

he accompanied Pompey to Greece, and was ac-

tively engaged in the war that ensued. On the

death of Bibulus (48) he had the chief command
of the Pompeian fleet. In the civil wars which
followed Caesar’s death, he followed the fortimee

of his son-in-law Sex. Pompey, In 40, Octavian

married his sister Scribonia, and this marriage
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was followed by a peace between the triumvirg and

Pompey (39). When the war was renewed in

36, Libo for a time continued with Pompey, but,

seeing his cause hopeless, he deserted him in the fol-

lowing year. 1 n .34, he was consul with M. Antony.

Libon (Ai'^wv), an Elean, the architect of the

great temple of Zeus in the Altis at Olympia,

nourished about B.C. 450.

Libui, a (iallic tribe in Gallia Cispadana, to

whom the towns of Brixia and Verona formerly be-

longed, from which they were expelled by the

Cenomani. They are probably the same people

whom wc afterwards find in the neighbourhood of

Vercellae under the name of Lebecii or Libici.

Libnrnla, a district of Illyricum, along the coast

of the Adriatic sea, was separated from Istria on

the N. W. by the river Arsia, and from Dalmatia

on the S. by the river Titius, thus corresponding

to the W. part of Croatia^ and the N. part of the

modem Dalmatia. The country is mountainous

and unproductive, and its inhabitants, the Libumi,
supported themselves chiefly by commerce and

navigation. They were celebrated at a very early

period as bold and skilful sailors, and they appear

to have been the flrst people who had the sway of

the waters of the Adriatic. They took possession of

most of the islands of this sea as far as Corcyra, and

had settlements even on the opposite coast of Italy.

Their ships were remarkable for their swift sail-

ing, and hence vessels built after the same model

were called Libumicae or Lihurnae naves. It was

to light vessels of this description that Augustus

was mainly indebted for his victory over Antony’s

fleet at the battle of Actium. The Liburnians

were the first Illyrian people who submitted to the

Romans. Being hard pressed by the lapydes on

the N. and by the Dalmatians on the S., they

sought the protection of Rome at a comparatively

early period. Hence we find that many of their

towns were immunes, or exempt from taxes. The
islands olf the coast were reckoned a part of Libur-

nia and bi’c known by the general name of Libur-

nidea or Libumicae Insulae. [Illybicum.)

Libfa (Ai€uT|), daughter of Epaphus and

Memphis, from whom Libya (Africa) is said to

have derived its name. By Poseidon she became

the mother of Agenor, Belus, and Lelex.

Lib^a (Aitforf : Libyes). L The Greek

name for the continent of Africa in general

[Africa].—2. L. Interior (A. tf ^Frdr), the

whole interior of Africa, as distinguished from the

well-known regions on the N. and N.E. coasts.—

3. Libya, specifically, or Libyae Komos (Aigotjs

vo/xds), a district of N. Africa, between Egypt and

Murmarica, so called because it once formed an

Egyptian Nomos. It is sometimes called Libya

Exterior.

Llb^oi Montes (rb At^uKbv 6pos: Jebel Sdseleh)^

the range of mountains which form the W. margin

of the valley of the Nile. [Akgyptus.]

Llbjf’eum Mare (rb hi^vKhv ir4\ayos\ the part

of the Mediterranean between the island of Crete

and the N. coast of Africa.

LibypboenXoes (Ai€u<poivtK€s, Atfo^o/vifrer), a

term applied to the people of those parts of N.
Africa, in which the Phoenicians had founded co-

lonies, and especially to the inhabitants of the

Phoenician cities on the coast of the Carthaginian

territory: it is derived from the fact that these

people were a mixed race of the Libyan natives

with the Phoenician settlers.

LICINIUS.

Libyssa (AiSwa-a: //ereM?), a town of Bi-

thynia, in Asia Minor, on the N. coast of the Sinus
Astacenus, W. of Nicomedia, celebrated as the
place where the tomb of Hannibal was to be seen.

Lic&tes or Lic&tli, a people of Vindelicia on
the E. bank of the river Licus or Licia (ZecA), one
of the fiercest of the Vindelician tribes.

Lich&des (At^dSer : Ponticonesi)^ 3 small islands

between Euboea and the coast of Locris, called

Scarphia, Caresa, and Phocaria. See Lieuas, No. 1.

Liehas (Alx«s). 1. An attendant of Hercules,

brought his master the poisoned garment, which
destroyed the hero. [See p. 310, b.J Hercules, in

anguish and wrath, threw Liehas into the sea, and
the Lichadian islands were believed to have derived

their name from him.— 2. A Spartan, son of

Arcesilaus, was proxenus of Argos, and is fre-

quently mentioned in the Peloponnesian war. He
was famous throughout Greece for his hospitality,

especially in bis entertainment of strangers at the
Gymnopaedia.

Licia or Liens. [Licatks.]

Lioinia. 1. A Vestal virgin, accused of incest,

together with 2 other Vestals, Aemilia and Marcia,
B. c. 114. L. Metcllus, the pontifex maxiraus,

condemned Aemilia, but acquitted Licinia and
Marcia. The acquittal of the 2 last caused such
dissatisfaction that the people appointed L. Cassius

Longinus to investigate the matter; and he con-

demned both Licinia and Marcia.— 2. Wife of
C. Sompronius Gracchus, the celebrated tribune,— 3. Daughter of Crassus the orator, and wife of

the younger Marius.

LioInla Gens, a celebrated plebeian house, to

which belonged C. Licinius Calvus Stole, whose
exertions threw open the consulship to the ple-

beians. Its most distinguished families at a later

time were those of Crassus, Luculi.us and
Murbna. There were likewise numerous other

surnames in the gens, which are also given in

their proper places.

laolnluB. 1. C. LiciniuB CalvuB, sumaracd
Stole, which he derived, it is said, from the care

with which he dug up the shoots that sprang up
from the roots of his vines. He brought the contest

between the patriemns and plebeians to a happy
termination, and thus became tho founder of Rome's
greatness. He was tribune of the people from B.c.

376 to 367, and was faithfully supported in his

exertions by his colleague L. Sextius. The laws
which he proposed were : 1, That in future no
more consular tribunes should be appointed, but
that consuls should be elected, one of whom should

always be a plebeian. 2. That no one should

possess more than 500 jugera of the public hand,

or keep uppn it more than 100 head of large and
500 of small cattle. 3. A law regulating the aflairs

between debtor and creditor. 4. That the Sibylline

books should be entrusted to a college of ton men
(decemviri), half of whom should be plebeians.

These rogations were passed after a most vehement
opposition on the part of the patricians, and
L. Sexfius was the first plebeian who obtained the

consulship, 366. Licinius himself was elected

twice to the consulship, 364 and 361. Some years

later he was accused by M. PopiJius Laenas of

having transgressed his own law respecting the

amount of public land which a person might pos-

sess. He was condemned and sentenced to pay a
heavy fine.— 2. C. Lidniiu Maeer, an annalist

and an orator, was a roan of praetorian dignity,
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who, when impeached (b‘6) of extortion by Cicero,

finding that the verdict was against him, forthwith

committed suicide before the formalities of the trial

were completed, and thus averted the dishonour

and loss which would have been entailed upon

his family by a public condemnation and by the

confiscation of property which it involved. His
A7inale$ commenced with the very origin of the

city, and extended to 21 books at least
; but how

far he brought down his history, is unknown.—
3. C. Lioiniu* Macer Calvus, son of the last, a

distinguished orator and poet, was bom in 8*2, and
died about 47 or 46, in his 35th or 36th year.

His most celebrated oration was delivered against

Vatinius, who was defended by Cicero, when he

was only 27 years of age. So powerful was the

effect produced by this speech, that the accused

sbirtcd up in the midst of the pleading, and pas-

sionately exclaimed, “ Rogo vos, judices, num, si

iste disertus est, ideo me damnari oporteat?” His
poems were full of wit and grace, and possessed

suflicient merit to be classed by the ancients with

those of Catullus. Ilis elegies, especially that

on the untimely death of his mistress Quintilio,

have been warmly extolled by Catullus, Pro-

pertius, and Ovid. Calvus was remarkable for

the shortness of his stature, .and hence the vehe-

ment action in which ho indulged while pleading

was in such ludicrous contrast with his insignificant

person, that even his friend Catullus has not been

able to resist a joke, and has presented him to us

as the “ Salaputium disertum,” “ the eloquent

Toni^ Thumb.’’

Licinfus, Roman emperor A. d. 307—324,

whose full name was Publics Flavius Qalbrius
Valerius Licinianus Licinius. He was a Da-

cian peasant by birth, and the early friend and com-

panion in arms of the emperor Oalerius, by whom
he was raised to the rank of Augustus, and invested

with the command of the Illyrian provinces at

Carmentum, on the 11th of November, a. d. 307.

Upon the death of Giilerius in 311, he concluded

a peaceful arrangement with Maximinus II., in

virtue of which the Hellespont and the Bosporus

wore to form the boundary of the two empires. In

313 he married at Milan, Coni^ntia, the sister of

Constantine, and in the same year set out to en-

counter Maximinus, who had invaded his dominions.

Maximinus was defeated by Licinius near Ile-

raclca, and died a few months afterwards at

Tarsus. Licinius and Constantine were now the

only emperors, and each was anxious to obtain the

undivided sovereignty. Accordingly war broke

out between them in 315. Licinius was defeated

at Cibalis in Pannonia, and afterwards at Adri-

anople, and was compelled to purchase ^ace by

ceding to Constantine Greece, Macedonia, and

Illyricum. This peace lasted about 9 years, at

the end of which time hostilities were renewed.

The great battle of Adrinople (July, 323), fol-

lowed by the reduction of Byzantium, and a second

great victory achieved near Chalcedon (September),

placed Licinius at the mercy of Constantine? who,

although be spared his life for the moment, and

merely sentenced him to an honourable imprison-

ment at Thessalonica, soon found a convenient pre-

text for putting him to death, 3*24.

LicIiLTXS. 1. A Gaul by birth, was taken pri-

soner in war, and became a slave of Julius Caesar,

whose confidence he gained so much as to be made

his dispensator or steward. Caesar gave him his
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freedom. He also gained the favour of Augustus,

who appointed him in b.c. 15, governor of hia

native country, Gaul. By the plunder of Gaul
and by other means, he acquired enormous wealth,

and hence his name is frequently coupled with

that of Crassus. He lived to see the reign of

Tiberius.— 2. The barber (tonaor) Licinus spoken

of by Horace (Ars FotL 301), must have been a
different person from the preceding, although iden-

tified by the Scholiast.— 3. Clddlus Liolnus, a
Roman annalist, who lived about the beginning of

the first century b. c., wrote the history of Rome
from its capture by the Gauls to his own time.

This Clodius is frequently confounded with Q.
Claudius Quadrigarius. [Quadrigariua.]— 4.

L. Forolns Liclnns, plebeian aedile, 210, and
praetor 207, when he obtained Cisalpine Gaul as

his province. — 6. L. Porcius Liemus, praetor

193, with Sardinia as his province, and consul

184, when he carried on war against the Ligu-
rians.— 6. Porcius Liomus, an ancient Roman
poet, who probably lived in the latter part of the

2nd century b. c.

licymnla, spoken of by Horace {Carm. ii. 12.

1 3, seq.), is probably the same as Terentia, the
wife of Maecenas.
Lioymnlus (Ainv/uyios). 1. Son of Electryon

and the Phrygian slave Midea, and consequently
half-brother of Alcmene. He was married to

Perimede, by whom he became the fiither of
Oeonus, Argeus, and Mclas. He was a friend of

Hercules, whose son TJepolemus slew him, accord-

ing to some unintentionally, and according to

others in a fit of anger.— 2. Of Chios, a distin-

guished dithyrambic poet, of uncertain dote. Some
writers place him before Simonides

; but it is per-

haps more likely that he belonged to the later

Athenian dithyrambie school about the end of the

4th century b. c.— 3. Of Sicily, a rhetorician, the

pupil of Gorgias, and the teacher of j^olus.

Ude (Ai'877 ), a mountain of Caria, above Pedasus.

Q. LigarXus, was legate, in Africa, ofC. Considius

Longus, who left him in command of the province,

B.C. 50. Next year (49) Ligarius resigned the

government of the province into the hands of

L. Attius Varus. Ligarius fought under Varus
against Curio in 49, and against Caesar himself in

46. After the battle of Thapsus, Ligarius was
taken prisoner at Adrumetum ; his life was spared,

but he was banished by Caesar. Meantime, a
public accusation was brought against Ligarius by
Q. Aeiiiis Tubero. The case was pleaded before

Caesar himself in the forum. Cicero defended

Ligarius in a speech still extant, in which he
maintains that Ligarius had as much claims to the
mercy of Caesar, as Tubero and Cicero himself.

Ligarius was pardoned by Caesar, who was on the
point of setting out for the Spanish war. The
speech which Cicero delivered in his defence was
subsequently published, and was much admired.
Ligarius joined the conspirators, who assassinated

Caesar in 44. Ligarius and his 2 brothers perished
in the proscription of the triumvirs in 43.

Liger or LigSris {Loire), one of the largest

rivers in Gaul, rises in M. Cevenna, flows through
the territories of the Arvemi, Aedui, and Camu-
tes, and falls into the ocean between the territories

of the Namnetes and Pictones.

Liguria (^ AiyvvriK^, ^ Atyv/rrlyr}), a dis-

trict of Italy, was, in the time of Augustus, bounded
on the W. by the river Varus, and the Maritime
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Alps, which separated it from Transalpine Gaul,

on the S. £. by the river Macra, which separated

it from Etruria, on the N. by the river Po, and on

the S. by the Mare Ligusticum. The coun^ is

very mountainous and unproductive, as the Maritime
Alps and the Apennines run through the greater

part of it. The mountains run almost doam to the

coast, leaving only space sufficient for a road, which
formed the highway from Italy to the S. of Gaul.

The chief occupation of the inhabitants was the

rearing and feeding of cattle. The numerous forests

on the mountains produced excellent timber, which,

with the other products of the country, was ex-

ported from Genua, the principal town of the

country. The inhabitants were called by the

Greeks Lig^es (Alyvts) and LigysUni (Aiyvari-

vol) and by the Romans ligurea (Sing. LiguSt

more rarely Ligur). They were in early times a
powerful and widely extended people ; but their

origin is uncertain, some writers supposing them to

be Celts, others Iberians, and others again of the

same race as the Siculians, or most ancient inha-

bitants of Italy. It is certain that the Ligurians

at one time inhabited the S. coast of Gaul as well

as the country afterwards called Liguria, and that

they had possession of the whole coast from the

mouth of the Rhone to Pisac in Etruria. The
Greeks probably became acquainted with them
first from the Samians and Phocacans, who visited

their coasts for the purposes of commerce
; and so

powerful were they considered at this time that

Hesiod names them, along with the Scythians and
Ethiopians, as one of the chief people of the earth.

Tradition also related that Hercules fought with
the Ligurians on the plain of stones near Massilia

;

and even a writer so late as Eratosthenes gave the

name of Ligystice to the whole of the W. peninsula

of Europe. So widely were they believed to be

spread that the Ligyes in Germany and Asia were
supposed to b% a branch of the same people. The
Ligurian tribes were divided by the Romans into

Ligurei Transatpini and Cisalpini. The tribes which
inhabited the Maritime Alps were called in general

Alpiniy and also CupUlati or Comati, from their

custom of allowing their hair to grow long. The
tribes which inhabited the Apennines were called

Montani. The names of the principal tribes were:
— on the W. side of the Alps, the Salve.s or

Sail 17 VII, Oxybii, and Deciatss
;
on the E.

side of the Alps, the Intemelii, Inoauni and
Apcani near the coast, the Vagienni, Salassi
and Taukini on the upper course of the Po, and
the Laevi and Marwci N. of the Po.— The

!

Ligurians were small of stature, but strong, active,

:

and brave. In early times they served as merce-

naries in the armies of tbe Carthaginians, and
subsequently they carried on a long and fierce

struggle with the Romans. Their country was
invfi^ed for the first time by the Romans in b. a
238 ;

but it was not till after the terminatiem of the

2nd Punic war and the defeat of Philip and An-
tiochus that the Romans were able to devote their

energies to the subjugation of Liguria. It was
many years however before the whole country was
finally subdued. Whole tribes, such os the Apuani,

were transplanted to Samnium, and their place

supplied by Roman colonists. The country was
divided between the provisoes of Gallia Norbo-
nensis and Gallia Cisalpina

;
and in the time, of

Augustus and' of tbe succeeding emperors, the

tribes in the mountains were placed under the

LIMNAEA.
government of an imperial procurator, called Pro-
curator or Prae/ectui Alpium Maritimarum.

Lignstlottin Mare, the name originally of the

whole sea S. of Gaul and of the N.W. of Italy,

but subsequently only the E. part of this sea, or

the Gulf of GenoUy whence later writers speak

only of a Sinus Ligusticus.

Idlaea (AUaia : AiXaievs), an ancient town in

Phocis, near the sources of the Cephissus.

Lilybaeum. (Ai\v6aiov: Marsala)y a town in

the W. of Sicily, with an excellent harbour, situ-

ated on a promontory of the same name (C. Boeo
or di Marscda)y opposite to the Prom. Hermaeum
or Mercurii (C. Bori) in Africa, the space between
the 2 being the shortest distance between Sicily

and Africa. The town of Lilybaeum was founded

by the Carthaginians about b. c. 397, and was
made the principal Carthaginian fortress in Sicily.

It was surrounded by massive walls and by a
trench GO feet wide and 40 feet deep. On the

destruction of Selinus in 249, the inhabitants of

the latter city were transplanted to Lilybaeum,

which thus became still more powerful. Lily-

baeum was besieged by tbe Romans in the 1st

Punic war, but they were unable to take it ; and
they only obtained possession of it by the treaty

of peace. Under the Romans Lilybaeum continued

to be a place of importance. At Afarsala, which

occupies only the S. half of the ancient town, there

are the ruins of a Roman aqueduct, and a few
other ancient remains.

Limaea, Linda, Liming, Belion (Xma), a

river in Gallaecia in Spain, between the Durius

and the Minins, which flowed into the Atlantic

Ocean. It was also called the river of Forget-

fulness (d T^s Flunim Ohlivionts) ;
and it

is said to have been so called, because the Turduli

and the Celts on one occasion lost here their com-
mander, and forgot the object of their expedition.

This legend was so generally believed that it was
with difficulty that Brutus Callaicus could induco

his soldiers to cross tho river, when he invaded

Gallaecia, b. c. 1 36. On the banks of this river

dwelt a small tribe called Lixuicl

Limltes Romani, the name of a continuous series

of fortifications, copgisting of castles, walls, earthern

ramparts, and tbe like, which the Romans erected

along the Rhine and tbe Danube, to protect their

possessions from the attacks of the Germans.

Limnae (Alpycuy AipvMos). L A town in

Messenia, on the frontiers of Laconia, with a
temple of Artemis, who was hence surnamed Lim-
natis. This temple was common to the people of

both countries ; and the outrage which the Mes-
senian youth committed against some Lacedae-

monian paidens, who were sacrificing at this

temple, was the occasion of the Ist Messenian

war, Limnae was situated in the Ager Denthe-

liatis, which district was a subject of constant

dispute between the Lacedaemonians and Mes-
senians after the re-establishment of the Messenian

independence by Epaminondas.— 2. A town in

the TViracian Chersoneaus on the Hellespont, not

far from Sestus, founded by the Milesians.— 3.

See Sbarta.
Limnaea {Atpvala: Aijuya7o5), a town in the

N. of Acamania, on the road from Argos Amphi-
lochicum to Stratos, and near the Ambracian gulf,

on which it had a harbour.
LitntiaiA, LimnStBS, LimnSgS&BB (Atpvala

(os), Aifju'ijT'tjs (is), Aip.vfjy*vi]s)y L e. inhabiting
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or bom in a lake or marBh, a surname of several

divinities who were believed either to have sprung
from a lake, or who had their temples near a lake.

Hence we find this surname given to Dionysus
at Athens, and to Artemis at various places.

Lixnonom. [Pigtonss.]
Llmjhra (rk Altxvpa : Ru. N. of FUneka ?), a

city in the S.E. of Lycia, on the river Limthus,
20 stadia from its mouth.

Llm^rns (Aifivpos : PIdneka ?), a river of Lycia,

flowing into the bay W. of the Sacrum Promon-
torium (Phineha Bay) : navigable as lar up as Li-

AiYRA. The recent travellers difler as to whether
the present river Phineka is the Limyra or its tri-

butary the Arycandus.
Liudnm {Lincoln)^ a town of the Coritani, in

Rritain, on the road from Londinium to Eborocum,
and a Roman colony. The modem name Lincoln

has been formed out of Lindum Colonia.

Liudus (Al;/8or : AlvSios : Lindo^ Pu.), on the

E. side of the island of Rhodes, was one of the

most ancient Dorian colonics on the Asiatic coast

It is mentioned by Homer (//. ii. 656), with its

kindred cities, Talysus and Camirus. Tliese 3 cities,

with C^s. Cnidus, and Halicarniissus, formed the

original Hexapolis, in the S.W. comer of Asia

Minor. Lindus stood upon a mountain in a dis-

trict abounding in vines and figs, and had 2 cele-

brated temples, one of Athena surnamed AwS(a^

and one of Hercules. It was the birthplace of

Clcobulus, one of the T wise men. It retained

much of its consequence even after the foundation

of Rhodes. Inscriptions of some importance have

lately been found in its Acropolis..

LingSnei. 1. A powerful people in Trans*

alpine Gaul, whose territory extended from the

foot of Mu VogcBus and the sources of the Ma-
trona and Mosa, N. as fkr as the Treviri, and S. as

far as the Sequani, from whom they were separated

by the river Arar. - The emperor Otho gave them
the Roman franchise. Their chief town was An-
dematurinum, afterwards Lingones (Zaw^m).—
2. A branch of the above mentioned people, who
migrated into Cisalpine Gaul along with the Boii,

and shared the fortunes of the latter. [Boii.j They
dwelt £. of the Boii as far as tlfe Adriatic sea in

the neighbourhood of Ravenna.

Linternum. [Litsrngm.]
Linoa (Alvor), the personification of a dirge or

lamentation, and therefore described as a son of

Apollo by a Muse (Calliope,, or by Psaraathe or

Chalciope), or of Amphiinarus by Urania. Both

Argos and Thebes claimed the honour of his birth.

An Argive tradition related, that Linus was exMsed
by his mother after his birth, and was brought up

by shepherds,, but was afterwards tom t* pieces

by dogs. Psamathe’s grief at the occurrence be-

trayed her misfortune to her father, who conderanod

her to death. Apollo, indignant at the father's

cruelty, visited Argos with a plague ;
and, in obe-

dience to an oracle, the Argives endeavoured to

propitiate Psamathe and Linus b;^ means of sacri-

fices. Matrons and virgins sang dirges which were

called AiVoi. According to a Boeotian tradition

Linus was killed by Apollo, because he bad ventured

upon a musical contest with the god ;
and every

year before sacrifices were offered to tlie Muses, a

ftmeral sacrifice was offered to him, and dirges

(A/m) were sung in his honour. His tomb was

claimed by Argos and by Thebes, and likewise by

Cbalcis in Euboea. It is probably owing to the
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difficulty of reconciling the different mythuses
about Linus, that the Thebans thought it necessary

to distinguish between an earlier and later Linus
;

the latter is said to have instructed Hercules in

music, but to have been killed by the hero. In
the time of the Alexandrine grammarians Linus
was considered as the authoa of apocryphal works,
in which the esmloits of Dionysus were described.

Lip&ra and Liparenses Insulae. [ABOLi.tE.]
Lip&ris (A/irapis), a small river of Cilicia, flow-

ing past Soloh*.

Liquentla (Ltvenza)^ a river in Venetia in the

N. of Italy between Altinum and Concordia, which
flowed into the Sinus Tergestinus.

Llris {Gariyliano\ more anciently called Clanis,
or Olanis, one of the principal rivers in central

Italy, rises in the Apennines W. of lake Fucinus,
flows first through the territory of the Marsi in a
S. E.-ly direction, then turns S. W. near Sora, and
at last flows S. E. into tlie Sinus Caietanus near
Minturaae, forming the boundary between Latium
and Campania. Its stream was riuggish, whence
the “ Liris (jukta aqua " of Horace (Cam. i. 31).

Lissus (Anro-cir : A/o-cnot, Aitratis). 1. (Ales-

sio)y a town in the S. of Dalmatia, at the mouth of
the river Drilon, founded by Dionysius of Syra-
cuse, 1). c. 385. It was situated on a hill near the

coast, and possessed a strongly fortified acropolis,

called Acrolissus, which was considered impreg-
nable. The town afterwards fell into the hands
of the Illyrians, and was eventually colonized by
the Romans.,— 2. A small river in Thraco W. of
the Hebms.

Lista (S. Anatoglia)y a town of the Sabines, S.

of Reate, is said to have been the capital of the

Aborigines, from which they were driven out by
the Sabines, who attacked them in the night.

Lit&na Silva (Silva di Lttye)y a large forest on

the Apennines in Cisalpine Gaul, S. Ik of Mutina,

in which the Romans were d^ated by the Gauls,

B.C. 216.

Litemom or Linternum (Patria\ a town on

the coast of Campania, ut. the mouth of the river

Clanius or Glanis, which in the lower part of its

course takes the name of Litemus (Pairia or

Clanio\ and which flows through a marsh to the

N. of the town called Litema Faina. The town
was made a Roman colony n. c. 1 94, and was
lecolonized by Augustus. It was to this place

that the elder Scipio Africanus retired, when the

tribunes attempted to bring him to trial, and here

he is said to have died. His tomb was shown at

Liternum ;
but some maintained that he was

buried in the family sepulchre near the Porta

Capena at Rome.
iuvla. 1. Sister of M. Livius Drusus, the cele-

brated tribune, B.C. 91, was married first to

M. Porcius Cato, by whom she had Cato Uticensis,

and subsequently to Q. Seijvilius Caepio, by whom
she had a daughter, Servilia, the mother of M.
Brutus, who killed Caesar.—2. Livia Dmsilla,
the daughter of Livius Drusus Claudianus [Drusus,
No. 3J, was married first to Tib. Claudius Nero

;

and afterwards to Augustus, who compelled her

husband to divorce her, n. c. 38. She had already

borne her husband one son, the future emperor
Tiberius, and at the time of her marriage with
Augiutus was 6 months pregnant with another,

who subsequently received the name of Drusus.

She never had any children by Augustus, but she

retained his affections till his death. It was gene-
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rallybelieved that shecaused C. Caesarand L. Caesar,

the 2 grandsons ofAugustus to be poisoned, in order

to secure the succession for her own children
;
and

she was even suspected of having hastened the

death of Augustus. On the accession of her son

Tiberius to the throne, she at first attempted to

obtain an equal share in the government ; but this

the jealous temper of Tiberius would not brook,

lie commanded her to retire altogether from public

affairs, and soon displayed even hatred towards

her. When she was on her death-bed, he re-

fused to visit her. She died in a. d. 29, at the

ago of 82 or 86. Tiberius took no part in the

funeral rites, and forbade her consecration, which

had been proposed by the senate.— 8. Or Livilla,

the daughter of Drusus senior and Antonia, and

the wife of Drusus junior, the son of the emperor

Tiberius. She was seduced by Sejanus, who per-

suaded her to poison her husband, a. o. 23. Her
guilt was not discovered till the fall of Sejanus, 8

years afterwards, 31.—4. JaUa Livilla, daughter

of Germanicus and Agrippina. [Julia, No. 7.]

Invla G«ill, plebeian, but one of the most illus-

trious houses among the Roman nobility. The
Livii obtained 8 consulships, 2 censorships, 3 tri-

\imphs, a dictatorship, and a mastership of the horse.

The most distinguished families are those of

Drusus and Salinator.
T., the Roman historian, was bom at

Patavium (Pa</ua), in the N. of Italy, b. c. 59.

The greater part of his life appears to have been

spent in Rome, but he returned to his native town
before his death, which happened at the age of 76,

in the 4th year of Tiberius, a. d. 17. We know
that be was married, and that be had at least 2
children, a son and a daughter, married to L. Ma-
gius, a rhetorician. His literary talents secured

the patronage and friendship of Augustus ; he be-

came a peri^n of consideration at court, and by his

advice Claudius, afterwards emperor, was induced

in early life to attempt historical composition ; but

there is no ground for the assertion that Livy acted

as preceptor to the young prince. Eventually his

reputation rose so high and became so widely dif-

fused, that a Spaniard travelled from Cadiz to

Rome, solely for the purpose of beholding him,
and having gratified his curiosity in this one par-

ticular, immediately returned home. The great

and only extant work of Livy is a History of

Rome, termed by himself Annates (xliii. 13), ex-

tending from the foundation of the city to the

death of Dmsua, h.c. 9, comprised in 142 books.

Of these 35 have descended to us ; but of the

whole, with the exception of 2, we possess Epitomes^

which must have been drawn up by one who was
well acquainted with his subject By some they

have been ascribed to Livy himself, by others to

Floras
;
but there is nothiug in the language or

context to warrant either of these conclusions

;

and external evidence is altogether wanting. From
the circumstance that a short introduction or pre-

face is found at the beginning of books 1, 2L and
31, and that each of these marks the commence-
ment of an important epochs the whole work has

been divided into decades^ containing 18 books

each
;
but the grammarians Priscian and Diomedes,

who quote reputedly from particular books, never

allude to any imeh distribution. The commence-
ment of book xli. is lost, but there is certainly no
remarkable crisis at this place which invalidates

one part of the ai|[ument in fiivour of the antiquity
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of the arrangement The Ist decade (bks. i—z.)

is entire. It embraces the period from the foun-

dation of the city to the year b. c. 294, when the

subjugation of the Samnites may be said to have
been completed. The 2nd decade (bks. xi—xx.)

is altogether lost. It embraced the period from
294 to 219, comprising an account, among other

matters, of the invasion of Pyrrhus and of the

first Punic war. The 3rd decade (bks. xxi

—

XXX.) is entire. It embraces the period from 219
to 201, comprehending the whole of the 2nd Punic
war. The 4th decade (bks. xxxi

—

x].) is entire,

and also one half of the 5th (bks. xli—xlv.). These
15 books embrace the period from 201 to 167, and
develope the progress of the Roman arms in Cisal-

pine Gaul, in Macedonia, Greece and Asia, ending
with the triumph of Acmilius Paulus. Of the

remaining books nothing remains except incon-

siderable fragments, the most notable being a few
chapters of the 91st book, concerning the fortunes

of Sertorius. The composition of such a vast work
necessarily occupied many years

;
and we find

indications which throw some light U])on the

epochs when difierent sections were composed.
Thus in book first (c. 19) it U stated that the

temple of Janus had been closed twice only since

the reign of Numa, for the first time in the con-

sulship of T. Manlius (b. c. 235), a few years after

the termination of the first Punic war ;
for the

second time by Augustus Caesar, after the battle

of Actium, in 29. But we know that it was shut

again by Augustus after the conquest of the Can-
tabrians, in 25 ;

and hence it is evident that the

first book must have been written between the

years 29 and 25. Moreover, since the last book
contained an account of the death of Drusus, it

is evident that the task must have been spread

over 17 years, and probably occupied a much longer

time.— The style of Livy may be pronounced
almost faultless. The narrative flows on in a calm,

but strong current ; the diction displays richness

without heaviness, and simplicity without tameness.

There is, moreover, a distinctness of outline and a
warmth of colouring in all his delineations, whether
of living men in action, or of things inanimate,

which never fail 4o call up the whole scene before

our eyes.— In judging of the merits of Livy os an
historian, we are bound to ascertain, if possible, the

end which he proposed to himself. No one who
reads Livy with attention can suppose that he ever

conceived the project of drawiivg up a critical history

of Rome. His aim was to offer to his countrymen a
clear and pleasing narrative, which, while it gratified

their vanity, ehould contain no startling improba-

bilities nor gross amplifications. To effect this pur-

pose studied with care the writings of some of

his more celebrated predecessors on Roman history.

Where bis authorities were in accordance with
each other, he generally rested satisfied with this

agreement ; where their testimony vras irrecon-

cileable, be was content to point out their want of

harmony,, and occasionally to offer an opinion on
their comparative credibility. But, in no case did

be ever dream of ascending to the fountain head.

He never attempted to test the accuracy of his

authorities by examining monuments of remote

antiquity, of which not a few were accessible to

every inhabitant of the metropolis. Thus, it is

perfectly clear that he had never read the Leges
Regiae, nor the Commentaries of Servins Tullius,

nor even the Liciuian Rogations
;
and that he had
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never consulted the vast collection of decrees of the

senate, ordinances of the plebs, treaties and other

state papers, which were preserved in the city.

Nay more, he did not consult even all the au-

thors to whom he might have resorted with
advantage, such as the i^nals and Antiquities of

Varro, and the Origines of Cato. And even those

writers whose authority he followed, he did not

use in the most judicious manner. He seems to

have performed his task piecemeal. A small section

was taken in hand, different accounts were com-
pared, and the most plausible was adopted

;
the

samo system was adhered to in the succeeding

portions, so that each considered by itself, without

reference to the rest, was executed with care ; but
the witnesses who were rejected in one place were
admitted in another, without sufficient attention

being paid to the dependence and the connection

of the events. Hence the numerous contradictions

and inconsistencies which have been detected by
sharp-eyed critics. Other mistakes also are found
in abundance, arising from his want of anything
like practical knowledge of the world, from his

never having acquired even the elements of the

military art, of jurisprudence, or of political eco-

nomy, and above all, from his singular ignorance

of geography. But while we fully acknowledge

these defects in Livy, we cannot admit that his

general good faith has ever been impugned with

any show of justice. We are assured (Tacit. Ann.
iv. .34) that he was fair and liberal upon matters

of contemporary history
;
we know that he praised

Cassius and Brutus, that his character of Cicero

was a high eulogium, and that lie spoke so warmly
of the unsuccessful leader in the great civil war,

that he was sportively styled a Pompeian by
Augustus. It is true that in recounting the do-

mestic strife which agitated the republic for nearly

two centuries, he represents the plebeians and
their leaders in the most unfavourable light. But
this arose, not from any wish to pervert the truth,

but from ignorance of the exact relation of the

contending parties. It is manifest that he never

can separate in his own mind the spirited plebeians

of the infant commonwealth from the base and
venal rabble which thronged the fbrura in the days

of Marius and Cicero ; while in like manner he

Confounds those bold and honest tribunes, who
were the champions of liberty, with such men as

Satuminus or Sulpicius, Clodius orVatinius.—There

remains one topic to which we must advert. We
are told by Quintilian (i. 5. § 56, viii. 1. 5 3)

that Asinius Pollio had remarked a certain Paia-

vinity in Livy. Scholars have given themselves a

vast deal of trouble to discover what this term

may indicate, and various hypotheses ha\« been

propounded ; but if there is any truth in the

story, it is evident that Pollio must have intended

to censure some provincial peculiarities of expres-

sion, which we, at all events, are in no position to

detect. The best edition of Livy is by Draken-

•borch, Lugd. Bat. 1738—46, 7 vols. 4to. Tljere

is also a valuable edition, now in course of pub-

lication, by Alchefski, BeroL 8vo, 1841, seq.

Livlaa Andronicxis. [Andromcus.]
T.iT, Liza, Lizas (At{, Al^os : Al~Arauik),

a city on the W. coast of Mauretania Tingitana, in

Africa, at the mouth of a river of the same name

:

it was a place of some commercial importance.

Loori, soroetimes called Loorenses by the

Homaus, the inhabitants of Loerii AoKpls),
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were an ancient peonle in Greece, descended from
the Leleges, with which some Hellenic tribes were
intermingled at a very early period. They were,

however, in Homeris time regarded as Hellenes
;

and according to tradition even Deucalion, the
founder of the Hellenic race, was said to have
lived in Locris in the town of Opus or Cynos. In
historical times the Locrians were divided into 2
distinct tribes, differing from one another in cus-

toms, habits and civilization. Of these the Eastern
Locrians, called Epicnemidii and Opuntii, who
dwelt on the E. coast of Greece opposite the island

of Euboea, were the more ancient and more
civilized

;
while the Western Locrians, called

Ozolae, who dwelt on the Corinthian gulf, were a
colony of the former, aiid were more barbarous.

Homer mentions only the E. Locrians. At a later

time there was no connexion between the Eastern
and Western Locrians ; and in the Peloponnesian
war we find the former siding with the Spartans,

and the latter with the Athenians.— 1. Eastern
Looris, extended from Thessaly and the pass of
Thermopylae along the coast to the frontiers of
Boeotia, and was bounded by Doris and Phocis
on the W. It was a fertile and well cultivated

country. The N. part was inhabited by the Loori
EpicnSmIdli (^EniKvrinliioi), who derived their

name from Mt. Cneinis. The S. part was inhabited

by the Loori Opuntii (^Oiroivnoi)^ wlio derived

their name from their principal town. Opus. The
two tribes were separated by Daphnus, a small

slip of land, which at one time belonged to Phocie.

These two tribes are frequently confounded with
Mie another ; and ancient writers sometimes use

the name either of Epicnemidii or of Opuntii

alone, when both tribes are intended. The Epic-

nemidii vrere for a long time subject to the Pho-
cians, and were included under the name of the

latter people
;
whence the name of the Opuntii

occurs more frequently in Greek history.— 2.

Western Looris, or the country of the Locri
Ozdlae {*OC6\ai)t was bounded on the N. by
Doris, on the W. by Aetolia, on the E. by Phocis,

and on the S. by the Corinthian gulf. The origin

of the name of Ozolae is uncertain. The ancients

derived it cither from the undressed skins worn by
the inhabitants, or from “to smell,” on
account of the great quantity of asphodel that

grew in their country, or from the stench arising

from mineral springs, beneath which the centaur

Nessus is said to have been buried. The country

is mountainous, and for the most part unpro-

ductive. Mt. Corax from Aetolia, and Mt. Par-

nassus from Phocis, occupy the greater part of it.

The Locri Ozolae resembled their neighbours, the

Actolians, both in their predatory habits and in

their mode of warfare. They were divided into

several tribes, and are described by Thucydides as

a rude and barbarous people, even in the time of

the Peloponnesian war. From b.c. 315 they be-
longed to the Aetolian League. Their chief town
was Abiphissa.

Locri Epixephyili (AoKpoi'Em^t^i/pioi: Matta
di Burzano), one of the most ancient Greek
cities in Lower Italy, was situated in the S. £. of
Bruttium, N. of the promontory of Zephyrium,
from which it was said to have derived its sur-

name Epizephyrii, though others suppose this

,
name given to the place, simply because it lay to
the W. of Greece. It was founded by the Locrians
from Greece, a c. 683, Strabo expressly says that it

c c 2
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was founded by the Ozolae, and not by the Opuntlu

as most writers related ;
but his statement is not

so probable as the common one. The inhabitants

regarded themselves as descendants ofAjax Oileus

;

and as he resided at the town of Naryx among

the Opunlii, the poets gave the name of Narycia

to Locria (Ov. Met. xv. 705), and called the

founders of the town the Narycii Locri (Virg.

Aen. iii. 399). For the same reason the pitch of

Bruttiura is frequently called Narycia (Virg.

Georg, ii. 438). Locri was celebrated for the

excellence of its laws, which were drawn up by
2aleucus soon after the foundation of the city.

[Zalxucus.] The town enjoyed great prosperity

down to the time of the younger Dionysius, who
resided here for some years after his expulsion

from Syracuse, and committed the greatest atro-

cities against the inhabitants. It suffered much in

the wars against Pyrrhus, and in the 2nd Punic war.

The Romans allowed it to retain its freedom and

its own constitution, which was democratical ;
but

it gradually sunk in importance, and is rarely

mentioned in later times. Near the town was an

ancient and wealthy temple of Proserpina.

Locatta, or, more correctly, Laeusta, a woman
celebrated for her skill in concocting poisons. She
was employed by Agrippina in poisoning the em-
peror Claudius, and by Nero for despatching Bri-

tannicuB, She was rewarded by Nero with ample

estates
;
but under the emperor Galba she was

executed with other malefactors of Nero’s reign.

LoUIa Fatillna, granddaughter of M. Lollius,

mentioned below, and heiress of his immense
wealth. She was married to C. Memmius Regulus

;

but on the report of her grandmother’s beauty, the

emperor Caligula sent for her, divorced her from

her husband, and married her, but soon divorced

her again. After Claudius had put to death his

wife Messalftia, Lollia was one of the candidates

fur the vacancy, but she was put to death by means
of Agrippina.

Lom&nas (AoAAtavds), a celebrated Greek
sophist in the time of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius,

was a native of Ephesus, and taught at Athens.

LoUXui. 1. M. Lollius FaUo&nus, tribune of

the plebs, b. c. 71, and an active opponent of the

aristocracy. — 2. M. LolUus, consul 21, and
governor of Gaul in 16. He was defeated by some

German tribes who had crossed the Rhine. Lollius

was subsequently appointed by Augustus as tutor

to his grandson, C. Caesar, whom he accompanied

to the East. B.c. 2. Here he incurred the dis-

pleasure of C. Caesar, and is said in consequence

to have put an end to his life by poison. Horace
addressed an Ode (iv. 9) to Lollius, and 2 Epistles

(i. 2, 18) to the eldest son of Lollius.

Londinlum, also called Oppidum Londiulense
Lundinium or Londinim {London), the capital

of the Cantii in Britain, was situated on the S.

bank of the Thames in the modem SotUhioark,

though it afterwards spread over the other side of

the river. It is not mentioned by Caesar, pro-

bably because his line of march led him in a dif-

ferent direction ; and its name first occurs in the

reign of Nero, when it is spoken of as a dourish-

ing and populous town, much frequented by mer-
chants, ^though neither a Roman colony nor a
inunicipium. On the revolt of the Britons under
Boadicea, A. n. 62, the Roman ^vemor Sue-
tonius Paulinus abandoned Londinium to the

enemy, who massacred the inhabitants and pluu«
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dered the town. From the effects of this devas-

tation it gradually recovered, and it appears a{^in

as an important place in the reign pf Antoninus

Pius. It was surrounded with a wall and ditch

by Constantine the Great or Theodosius, the

Roman governor of Britain ; and about this time

it was distinguished by the surname of Augusta,

whence some writers have conjectured that it was
then made a eolony. Londinium had now extended

so much on the N. bank of the Thames, that it

was called at this period a town of the Trino-

bantes, from which we may infer that the new
quarter was both larger and more populous than

the old part on the S. side of the river. The wall

built by Constantine or Theodosius was on the N.
side of the river, and is conjectured to have com-

menced at a fort near the present site of the tower,

and to have been continued along the Minorics, to

Cripplegate, Newgate and Ludgate. London was
the central point, from which all the Roman roads

in Britain diverged. It possessed a Milliariuni

Aureum, from which the miles on the roads were
numbered

;
and a fragment of this Milliarium, the

celebrated London Stone, may be seen affixed to

the wall of St. Swithin’s Church in Cannon Street.

This is almost the only monument of the Roman
Londinium still extant, with the exception of

coins, tesselated pavements, and the like, which
have been found buried under the ground.

Long&nas {St. Lucia), a river in the N. E. of

Sicily between Mylae and Tyndaris, on the banks
of which Hieron gained a victory over the Ma-
mertines.

Longinus, a distinguished Greek philosopher and
grammarian of the 3rd century of our era. H is ori-

ginal name seems to have been Dionysius
; but he

also bore the name of Dionysius Longinus, Cassius

Longinus, or Dionysius Cassius Longinus, probably

because either he or one of his ancestors had
received the Roman franchise through the in-

fluence of some Cassius Longinus. The place of his

birth is uncertain
;
he was brought up with care by

his uncle Fronto, who taught rhetoric at Athens,
whence it has been conjectured that he was a
native of that city. He afterwards visited many
countries, and became acquainted with all the

illustrious philosophers of his age, such as Ain-
monius Saccas, Origen the disciple of Ammonius,
not to be confbimdcd with the Christian writer,

Plotinus, and Amelias. He was a pupil of the

2 former, and was an adherent of the Platonic

philosophy; but instead of following blindly the

system of Ammonius, he went to the fountain-

head, and made himself thoroughly familiar with
the works of Plato. On his return to Athens he
opened'a school, which was attended by numerous
pupils, among whom the most celebrated was Por-

phyry. He seems to have taught philosophy and
criticism, as well as rhetoric and grammar ; and
the extent of his information was so great, that he

was called living library” and walking
museum.” After spending a considerable part of'

his life at Athens he went to the East, where he
became acquainted with Zenobia, of Palmyra,

who made him her teacher of Greek literature.

On the death of her husband Odenathus Lon-
ginus became her principal adviser. It was mainly
through his advice that she threw off her alle-

giance to the Roman empire. On her capture by
Aurelian in 273« Longmus was put to death by
the emperor. Longmus was unquestionably the
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greatest philosopher of his age. He was a man of

excellent sense, sound judgment, and extensive

knowledge. His work on the Sublime (Ilepl

a great part of which is still extant, surpasses in

oratorical power every thing written after the time

of the Greek orators. There is scarcely any work
in the range of ancient literature which, inde-

pendent of its excellence of style, contains so many
exquisite remarks upon oratory, poetry, and good

taste in general. The best edition of this work is

byWeiske, Lips. 1809, 8vo., reprinted in London,

1820, Longinus wrote many other works, both rhe-

torical and philosophical, all of which have perished.

Longinus, Cassius. [Cassius.]

Longobardi. [Lanoobardl]
Longiila (Longulanus: Buon Jiiposo), a town

of the Volsci in Latium, not far from Corioli, and
belonging to the territory of Antium, but destroyed

'

by the Romans at an early period.

Longus {ASyyos), a Greek sophist, of uncertain

date, but not earlier than the 4th or 5th century

of our era, is the author of an erotic work, entitled

HointviKtav rwv Karci Adipviu Hal XX6rfv^ or Bas-

toralia de Daphnide et Chloe^ written in pleasing

and elegant prose. The best editions are by Vil-

loison, Paris, 1778; Schaefer, Lips. 1803; and
Passow, Lips. 1811.

Ldp&dtlaa (AoxoSoOcra : Lampeduaa\ an island

in the Mediterranean, between Melita {Malta)

and the coast of Byzacium in Africa.

Lorlum or Lorii, a small place in Etruria with

an imperkil villa, 12 miles N. W. of Rome on the

Via Aurelia, where Antoninus Pius was brought

up, and wl'.ere he died.

Loryma (jh, Aibpvfjta : AplotheM^ Ru.), a city

on the S. coast of Caria, close to the promontory of

Cynossema ((7. Aloupo\ opposite to lalysus in

Rhodes, the space between the two being about

the shortest distance between Rhodes and the

coast of Caria.

Lotis, a nymph, who, to escape the embraces of

Priapus, was metamorphosed into a tree, called

after her Lotus. (Ov. Met. ix, 347.)

Ldt5ph&gi (Awro<^d7oi, i. e. lotus-eaters). Ho-
mer, in the Odyssey, represent^ Ulysses as coming

in his wanderings to a coast inhabited by a people

who fed upon a fruit called lotus, the taste of which

was so delicious that every one who eat it lost all

wish to return to his native country, but desired to

remain there with the Lotophagi, and to eat the

lotus (Orf, ix. 94). Afterwards, in historical

times, the Greeks found that the people on the N.
coast of Africa, between the Syrtes, and especially

about the Leaser Syrtis, used to a great extent, as

an article of food, the fruit of a plant, which they

identified with the lotus of Homer, and fhey called

these people Lotophagi. To this day, the inha-

bitants of the same part of the coast of Tunis and

Tripoli eat the fruit of the plant which is supposed

to be the lotus of the ancients, and drink a wine

made from its juice, as the ancient Lotophagi are

also said to have done. This plant, the SSizyphus

Lotus of the botanists {orjujube-tree), is a prickly

branching shrub, with fruit of the size of a wild-

plum, of a saffron colour and a sweetish taste. The
ancient geographers also place the Lotophagi in the

large island of Meninz or Lotophagitis (Jerbah),

adjacent to this coast. They carried on a commer-

cial intercourse with Egypt and with the interior,

of Africa, by the very same caravan routes which

are used to the present day.
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Loidas (Ao^lar), a surname of Apollo, derived

by some from his intricate and ambiguous oracles

(Xd^a), but better from \4yuy, as the prophet or

interpreter of Zeus.

Lozo (Ao{c6), daughter of Boreas, one of the

Hyperborean maidens, who brought the worship

of Artemis to Delos, whence the name is also used
as a surname of Artemis herself.

Lna, also called Lua mater or Lua Batumi,
one of the early Italian divinities, whose worship

was forgotten in later times. It may be that she
was the same as Ops, the wife of Saturn ; but all

we know of her is, that sometimes the arms taken
from a defeated enemy were dedicated to hen '^and

burnt as a sacrifice, with a view of averting cahunity.

Luca (Lucensis : Lucca), a Ligurian 4ity in

Upper Italy, at the foot of the Apennines and on
the river Ausus, N. E. of Pisae. It was included

in Etruria by Augustus ; but in the time of Julius

Caesar it was the most S.-ly city in Liguria, and
belonged to Cisalpine Gaul. It was made a Roman
colony, B.c. 177. The amphitheatre of Lucca
may still be seen at the modern town in a state of
tolerable preservation, and its great size proves the
importance and populousness of the ancient city.

Lnc&nla (Lucanus), a district in Lower Italy,

was bounded on the N. by Campania and Sara-

nium, on the E. by Apulia and the gulf of Ta-
rentum, on the S. by Bruttiura, and on the W. by
the Tyrrhene sea, thus corresponding for the most
part to the modem provinces of Principaio, Ci-

teriore and Basilicaia, in the kingdom of Naples.

It was separated from Campania by the river

Silarus, and from Bmttium by the river Laus, and
it extended along the gulf of Tarentum from Thurji

to Metapontum. The country is mountainous, as

the Apennines run through the greater part of it

;

but towards the gulf of Tarentum there is an
extensive and fertile plain. Lucania»was celebrated

for its excellent pastures (Hor. Ep. i. 28) ; and its

oxen were the finest and largest in Italy. Hence,
the elephant was at first called by the Romans a
Lucanian ox {Lucas has). The swine also were
very good ; and a peculiar kind of sausages was
celebrated at Rome under the name o{ Lucanica.

The coast of Lucania was inhabited chiefly by
Greeks, whose cities were numerous and flourish-

ing. The most important were Metapontum,
Hxraclxa, ThuiAi, Buxbntum, Elea or Vs-
LiA, Posidonia or Paxstum. The interior of

the country was originally inhabited by the Chones
and Oenotrians. The Lucanians proper were Sam-
nites, a brave and warlike race, who left their

mother-country and settled both in Lucania and
Bmttium. They not only expelled or subdued
the Oenotrians, but they gradually acquired pos-

session of most of the Greek cities on the coast.

They are first mentioned in b. c. 396 as the allies

of the elder Dionysius in his war against Thurii.

They were subdued by the Romans after Pyrrhus
had left Italy. Before the 2nd Punic war their

forces consisted of 30,000 foot and 3000 horse;

but in the course of this war their country was
repeatedly laid waste, and never recovered its

former prosperity.

Luoftnui, M. Asnaeiu, usually called Lacan,
a Roman poet, was bom at Corduba in Spain, a. n.
39. His father was L. Annaeus Mella, a brother

of M. Seneca, the philosopher. Lucan was carried

to Rome at an early age, where his education was
superintended by the most eminent preceptors of

oc 3
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the day. Hiii talents developed themselves at a

very early age, and excited snch general admiration

as to awaken the jealousy of Nero, who, unable to

brook competition, forbade him to recite in public.

Stung to the quick by this prohibition Lucan em-

barked in the famous conspiracy of Piso, was be-

trayed, and, by a promise of pardon, was induced

to turn informer. He began by denouncing his

own mother Acilla (or Atilia), and then revealed

the rest of his accomplices without reserve. But
he received a traitor's reward. After the more
important victims had been despatched, the em-
peror issued the mandate for the death of Lucan
who, finding escape hopeless, caused his veins to

be opened. When, from the rapid effusion of

blood, he felt his exti entities becoming chill, he

began to repeat aloud some verses which he had
once composed, descriptive of a wounded soldier

perishing by a like death, and, with theso lines

upon his lips, expired a. n. 65, in the 26th year of

his age. Lucan wrote various poems, the titles of

which are preserved, but the only extant production I

is an heroic poem, in 1 0 books, entitled Pharaalia^

in which the progress of the struggle between

Caesar and Pompey is fully detailed, the events,

commencing with the passage of the Rubicon, being

arranged in regular chronological order. The 1 0th

book is imperfect, and the narrative breaks off

abruptly in the middle of tho Alexandrian war,

but we know not whether the conclusion has been

lost, or whether the author ever completed his

task. The whole of what we now possess was
certainly not composed at the same time, for the

different parts do not by any means breathe the

same spirit. In the earlier portions we find liberal

sentiments expressed in very moderate terms, ac-

companied by open and almost fulsome flattery of

Nero
;
but, as we proceed, the blessings of freedom

are loudly proVlainiod, and the invectives against

tyranny are couched in language the most offensive,

evidently aimed directly at the emperor. The
work contains great beauties and great defects. It

is characterised by copious diction, lively imagina-

tion, and a bold and masculine tone of thought

;

but it is at the same time disfigured by extrava-

gance, far-fetched conceits, and unnatural similes.

The best editions arc by Oudendorp, Lug. Bat.

1728 ; by Burmann, 1740 ;
and by Weber, Lips,

1821—1831.
Lno&nus, Ocelloi. [Ocellus.]
Lnoceins. 1. L., an old friend and neighbour of

Cicero. His name frequently occurs at the com-

mencement of Cicero’s correspondence with Atticus,

with whom Lucceius had quarrelled. Cicero at-

tempted to reconcile his two friends. In B. c. 63
Lucceius accused Catiline

;
and in 60 he became a

candidate for the consulship, along with Julius

Caesar, who agreed to support him
;
but he lost

his election in consequence of the aristocracy bring-

ing in Bibnlus, as a counterpoise to Caesar's in-

fluence. Lucceius seems now to have withdrawn

from public life and to have devoted himself to

literature. He was chiefly engaged in the compo-

sition of a contemporaneous history of Rome, com-

mencing with the Social or Marsic war. In 55 he

had nearly finished the history of the Social and of

the first Civil war, when Cicero wrote a most urgent

letter to his friend, pressing him to suspend the

thread of his history, and to devote a separate

work to the period from Catiline's conspiracy to

Cicero's recall from banishment {ad Fam, v. 12).
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Lucceius promised compliance with his request, but
he appears never to have written the work. On
the breaking out of the civil war in 49, he espoused
the side of Pompey. He was subsequently par-

doned by Caesar and returned to Rome, where he
continued to live on friendly terms with Cicero.

2. C., Bumamed Hirrus, of the Pupinian tribe,

tribune of tho plebs 53, proposed that Pompey
should be created dictator. In 52 he was a can-

didate with Cicero for the augurship, and in the

following year a candidate with M. Caelius for the

aedileship, but he failed in both. On the breaking
out of the civil war in 49, he joined Pompey. He
was sent by Pompey as ambassador to Orodcs,

king of Parthia, but he was thrown into prison by
the Parthian king. He was pardoned by Caesar

after the battle of Pharsalia, and returned to Rome.
Luoenses Callaiei, one of the 2 chief tribes of

the Callaiei or Gallaeci on the N. coast of Hispania
Tanneonensis, derived their name from their towii

Lucus Augiisti.

Lucentum (Alicante\ a to>vn of the Coutestani,

on the coast of Hispania Tarraconensis.

LuoSrla (Lneerinus : Lucera)^ sometimes called

NaeSrIa, a town in Apulia on the borders of

Samnium, S. W. of Arpi, was situated on a steep

hill, and possessed an ancient temple of Minerva.
In tho war between Rome and Samnium, it was
first taken by the Samnites (b.c. 321), and next
by the Romans (319) ;

but having revolted to the

Samnites in 314, all the inhabitants were mas-
sacred by the Romans, and their place supplied

by 2500 Roman colonists. Having thus become
a Roman colony, it continued faithful to Rome in

the 2nd Punic war. In the time of Augustus it

had greatly declined in prosperity
;
but it was still

of sufficient importance in the 3rd century to be
the residence of the praetor of Apulia.

LuoianiiB (AuvKiavdr), usually called Lucian,
a Greek writer, born at Samosata, the capital of

Commagene, in Syria. The date of his birth and
death is uncertain

;
but it has been conjectured, with

much probability, that he was born about a. d. 120,

and he probably lived till towards the end of this

century. We knoav that some of his more cele-

brated works were written in the reign of M. Au-
relius. Lucian's parents were poor, and he was
at first apprenticed to his maternal uncle, who was
a statuary. He afterwards became an advocate,

and practised at Antioch. Being unsuccessful in

this calling, he employed himself in writing speeches

for others, instead of delivering them himself. But
he did not remain long at Antioch

;
and at an

early period of his life he set out upon his travels,

and visited the greater part of Greece, Italy, and
Gaul. At that period it was customary for pro-

fessors of the rhetorical art to proceed to different

cities, where they attracted audiences by their

displays, much in the same manner as musicians or

itinerant lecturers in modem times. He appears

to have acquired a good deal of money as well as

fame. * On his return to his native country, pro-

bably about his 40th year, he abandoned the rhe-

torical profession, the artifices of which, he tells

us, were foreign to his temper, the natural enemy
of deceit and pretension. He now devoted most

of his time to the composition of his works. Ho
still, however, occasionally travelled

;
for it appears

that he was in Achaia and Ionia about the close oi

the Parthian war, 160—165 ; on which occasion,

too, he seems to have visited Olympia, and beheld
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tlie self- immolation of Peregrinus. About the

year 170, or a little previously, he visited the

false oracle of the impostor Alexander, in Paphla-

gonia. Late in life he obtained the office of procu-

rator of part of Egypt, which office was probably

bestowed upon him by the emperor Gommodus.
The nature of Lucian's writings inevitably procured

him many enemies, by whom he has been painted

in very black colours. According to Suidas he

was surnamed tlie Blasphemer^ and was tom to

pieces by dogs, as a punishment for his impiety ;

but on this account no reliance can be placed.

Other writers state that Lucian apostatised from

Christianity ; but there is no proof in support of

this charge ; and the dialogue entitled Phihpatris^

which would appear to prove that the author had

once been a Christian, was certainly not written

by Lucian, and was probably composed in the

reign of Julian the Apostate.— As many ns 82
works have come down to us under the name of

Lucian
;
but some of these are spurious. The

most important of them are his Diilfogues. They
are of very various degrees of merit, and are treated

in the greatest possible variety of style, from se-

riousness down to the broadest humour and buf-

foonery. Their subjeots and tendency, too, vary

considerably ;
for while some are employed in

attacking the heathen philosophy and religion,

others are mere pictures of manners without any

polemic drift. Our limits only allow us to men-

tion a few of the more important of these Dia-

logues :—The Dialoffues of the 6Ws, 26 in number,

consist of short dramatic narratives of some of the

most popular incidents in the heathen mythology.

The reader, however, is generally left to draw his

own conclusions from the story, the author only

taking care to put it in the most absurd point of

view.—In the Jupiter Convicted a bolder style of

attack is adopted
;
and the cynic proves to Ju-

piter’s face, that every thing being under the do-

minion of fate, he has no power whatever. As this

dialogue shows Jupiter’s want of power, so the

Jupiter the Tragedian strikes at his v^ry existence,

and that of the other deities.— The VUarum
Auctin^ or Sade of the Philosophers^ is an attack

upon the ancient philosophers. In this humourous

piece the heads of the different sects are put up to

sale, Hermes being the auctioneer.— The Fisher’-

man is a sort of apology for the preceding piece,

and may be reckoned among Lncian’s best dia-

logues. The philosophers are represented as having

obtained a day’s life for the purpose of taking ven-

geance upon Lucian, who confesses that he has

borrowed the chief beauties of his writings fipom

them.— The Banquet, or ilte Lapithae^ is ono of

Lncian’s most humourous attacks on tne philoso-

phers. The scene is a wedding feast, at which a
representative of each of the principal philosophic

sects is present. A discussion ensues^ which sets all

the philosophers by the ears, and ends in a pitched

battle.— The Nigrinus is also an attack on philo-

sophic pride ;
but its main scope is to satfrise the

Romans, whose pomp, vain- glory, and luxury, are

unfavourably contrasted with the simple habits of

the Athenians.— The more miscellaneous class of

Lucian’s dialogues, in which the attacks upon my-
thology and philosophy are not direct but incidental,

or which are mere pictures of manners, contains

some of his best. At the head must be placed

THmon, which may perhaps be regarded as Lucian^

masterpiece.— The Dialogues of the Dead are
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perhaps the best known of all Lucian’s works.

The subject affords great scope for moral reflection,

and for satire on the vanity of human pursuits.

Wealth, power, beauty, strength, not forgetting

the vain disputations of philosophy, afford the ma-
terials. Among the modems these dialogues have

been imitated by Fontenelle and Lord Lyttelton.

— The Isaro-Menippus is in Lucian's best vein,

and a master-piece of Aristophanic humour. Me-
nippus, disgusted with the disputes and pretensions

of the philosophers, resolves on a visit to the stars,

for the purpose of seeing how far their theories

are correct By the mechanical aid of a pjiir of

wings he reaches the moon, and surveys thence

the miserable passions and quarrels of men. Hence
be proceeds to Olympus, and is introduced to the

Thunderer himself. Here he is witness of the

manner in which human prayers are received in

heaven. They ascend by enormous ventholes, and
become audible when Jupiter removes the covers.

Jupiter himself is represented as a partial judge,

and as influenced by the largeness of the rewards
promised to him. At the end ho pronounces judg-

ment against the philosophers, and threatens in 4

days to destroy them all.— Charon is a very ele-

gant dialogue, but of a graver turn than the pre-

ceding. Charon visits the earth to see the course

of life there, and what it is that always makes men
weep when they enter his boat Mercury acts as

his Cicerone.— Lucian’s merits as a writer consist

in his knowledge of human nature
;

his strong

common sense
;
the fertility of his invention

;
the

raciness of his humour ; and the simplicity and
Attic grace of his diction. There was abundance
to justify his attacks, in the systems against which
they were directed. Yet he establishes nothing In

their stead. His aim is only to pull down
;
to

spread a universal scepticism. Nor were his

assaults confined to religion and philosophy, but
extended to every thing old and venerated, the

poems of Homer and Hesiod, and the history of

Herodotus.— The best editions of Lucian are by
Hemsterhuis and Reitz, Amst. 1743, 4 vols. 4to. ;

by Lehman, Lips. 1821—1831, U vols, 8vo.
;
and

by Dindorf, with a Latin version, but without notes,

Paris, 1840, 8vo.

Lucifer or FhoiphSms (*wa-(t>6pos, also by the

poets 'Ew<r<t>6pos or *aea(f>6pos), that is, the bringer

of light, is the name of the planet Venus, when seen

in the morning before sunrise. The same planet

was called Hesperus, Vesperugo, Vesper, Noctifer,

or Noctumus, when it appeared in the heavens

after sunset. Lucifer as a personification is called

a son of Astraeus and Aurora or Eos, of Cephalus

and Aurora, or of Atlas. By Philonis he is said

to have been the father of Ceyx. He is also called

the father of Daedalion and of the Hesperides.

Lucifer is also a surname of several goddesses of

light, as Artemis, Aurora, and Hecate.

Luexilus. 1. C., WM born at Snessa of the Au-
runciy- b. g. 148. He served in the cavalry under

Scipio in the Numantine war
;
lived upon terms of

the closest ffimiliarity with Scipio and Laelius; and
was either the maternal grand-uncle, or, v'hich is

less probable, the matem^ grandfather of Pompey
the Great He died at Naples, 103, in the 46th
year of his age. Ancient critics agree that, if not

absolutely the inventor of Roman satire, he was
the first to mould it into that form which afterwards

recrived full derelopement in the hands of Horace,

Persius, and Jnvenal. The first of these 3 great

cc 4
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masters, while he censures the harsh versification

and the slovenly haste with which Lucilius^ threw

off his compositions, acknowledges with admiration

the fierceness and boldness of his attacks upon the

vices and follies of his contemporaries. The Satires

of Luciliiis were divided into 30 books. Upwards

of 800 fragments from these have been preserved,

but the greatest number consist of isolated couplets,

or single lines. It is clear from these fragments

that his reputation for caustic pleasantry was by no

means unmerited, and that in coarseness and broad

personalities he in no respect fell short of the

licence of the old comedy, which would seem to

have been, to a certain extent, his model. The
fragments were published separately, by Franciscus

lloiisa, Lug. Bat. 4to. 1507, reprinted by the

brothers Volpi, 8vo. Patav. 1785; and, along with

Censorinus, by the two sons of Havercamp, Lug.

Bat. 8vo. 1743.— 2. Lnoiliofl Junior, probably

the author of an extant poem in 640 hexameters,

entitled Aetna^ which exhibits throughout great

command of language, and contains not a few

brilliant passages. Its ol^ect is to explain upon

philosophical principles, after the fashion of Lu-

cretius, the causes of the various physical pheno-

mena presented by the volcano. Lucilius Junior

was the procurator of Sicily, and the friend to

whom Seneca addresses his Epistles, his Natural

Questions, and his tract on Providence, and whom
he strongly urges to select this very subject of

Aetna as a theme for his muse. «

Lncilla, Anula, daughter of M. Aurelius and

the younger Faustina, was bom about a. n. 147.

She was married to the emperor, L. Verus, and

after his death (169) to Claudius Pompeianus. In

183 she engaged in a plot against the life of her

brother Commodus, which, having been detected,

she was banished to the island of Capreae, and

there put to de&th.

Luclna, the goddess of light, or rather the god-

dess that brings to light, and hence the goddess

that presides over the birth of children. It was

therefore used as a surname of Juno and Diana.

Lucina corresponded to the Greek goddess Ilithvia.

Lucritia, the wife of L. Tarquinius Collatinus,

whose rape by Sex. Tarquinius led to the dethrone-

ment of Tarquinius Superbus and the establishment

of the reptiblic. For details see Tarquinius.

Lucritila Oem, originally patrician, but subse-

quently plebeian also. The surname of the pa-

trician Lucretii was TriciptinuSf one of whom, Sp.

Lucretius Triciptinus, the father of Lucretia, was

elected consul, with L. Junius Brutus, on the esta-

blishment of the republic, fi. c. 509. The plebeian

families are known by the surnames of GaUus,

0/elta^ and VesjAUo^ but none of them is of sufficient

importance to require notice.

XiUerStHia, a pleasant mountain in the country

•»of the Sabines, overhanging Horace's villa, a part

of the modem Monte Gennaro.

T. LnorStlos Cams, the Roman poe^ respecting

whope personal history, our information is both

scanty and suspicious. The Eusehian Chronicle

fixes B. c. 95 as the date of his birth, adding that

he was driven mad by a love potion, that during

his lucid intervals he composed several works which

were revised by Cicero, and that he perished by
his own lumd in hk 44th year, b.c. 52 or 51.

Another ancient authority places his death in 55.

From what source tile t^e about the philtre may
have been derived we know not ;

but it is not im-

LUCRINUL.
probable that the whole story was an invention of

some enemy of the Epicureans. Not a hint is to be

found anywhere which corroborates the assertion

with regard to the editorial labours of Cicero.—
The work, which has immortalised the name of

Lucretius, is a philosophical didactic poem, composed
in heroic hexameters, divided into 6 books, con-

taining upwards of 7400 lines, addressed to C.

Memmius Gemellus, who was praetor in 58, and is

entitled De Return Natura. It was probably pub-

lished about 57 or 56 ;
for, from the way in which

Cicero speaks of it in a letter to his brother, written

in 55, we may conclude that it had only recently

appeared. The poem has been sometimes repre-

sented as a complete exposition of the religious,

moral, and physical doctrines of Epicurus, but this

is far from being a correct description. Epicunis

maintained that the unhappiness and degradation of

mankindarose inagreat degree from the slavish dread

which they entertained of the power of the gods, and

from terror of their wrath ;
and the fundamental

doctrine of his system was, that the gods, whose

existence he did not deny, lived in the enjoyment

of absolute peace, and totally indifferent to the

world and its inhabitants. To prove this position

Epicurus adopted the atomic theory of Leucippus,

according to which the material universe was not

created by the Supreme Being, but was formed by
the union of elemental particles which had existed

from all eternity, governed by certain simple laws.

He further sought to show that all those striking

phaenomena which had been regarded by the

vulgar as direct manifestations of divine power,

were the natural results of ordinary processes. To
state clearly and develope fully the leading prin-

ciple of this philosophy, in such a form as might

render the study attractive to his countrymen, was
the object of Lucretius, his work being simply an

attempt to show that there is nothing in the history

or actual condition of the world which does not

admit of explanation without having recourse to

the active interposition of divine beings. The poem
of Lucretius^ has been admitted by all modem
critics to be the greatest of didatic poems. The
most abstruse speculations are clearly explained in

majestic verse
; while the subject, which in itself

was dry and dull, is enlivened by digressions of

matchless power and beauty.—The best editions

are by Wakefield, London, 1796, 3 vols. 4to., re-

printed at Glasgow, 1813, 4 vols. 8vo.; and by
Forbiger, Lips. 1828, 12mo.

Luorlnui Laotm, was properly the inner part of

the Sinus Cumanus or Puteolanus, a hay on the coast

of Campania, between the promontory Misonum
and Puteoli, running a considerable way inland.

But at a 'hrp early period the Lucrine lake was
separated from the remainder of the bay by a dike

8 stadia in length, which was probably formed

originally by some volcanic change, and 'was sub-

sequently rendered more complete by the work of

man. Being thus separated from the rest of the

sea, it •assumed the character of an inland lake,

and is therefore called Lacua by the Romans. Its

waters still remained salt, and were celebrated for

their oyster beds. Behind the Lucrine lake was
another lake called Lacus Avernus. In the

time of Augustus, Agrippa made a communication

between the lake Avernus and the Lucrine lake,

and also between the Lucrine lake and the Sinus

Cumanus, thus forming out of the 3 the celebrated

Julian Harbour* The Lucrine lake was filled up
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by a volcanic eruption in 1538, when a conical

mountain rose in its place, called Monte Nuovo.

The Avemus has thus become again a separate

lake, and no trace of the dike is to be seen in the

Giilf_of Pozzuoli.

Lnctdlos, Licinlofl, a celebrated plebeian family.

1. L., the grandfather of the conqueror of Mithri-

dates, was consul b. c. 151, together with A. Pos-

tumius Albinos, and carried on war in Spain against

the Vaccaei.— 2. L., son of the preceding, was
praetor 103, and carried on war unsuccessfully

against the slaves in Sicily. On his return to Rome
he w'as accused, condemned, and driven into exile.

•—< 3. L., son of the preceding, and celebrated as

the conqueror of Mithridates. He was probably bom
about 110. He served with distinction in the

Marsic or Social war, and accompanied Sulla as

his quaestor into Greece and Asia, 88. When Sulla

returned to Italy after the conclusion of peace

with Mithridates in 84, Lucullus was left behind

in Asia, where he remained till 80. In 79 he was
cnrule aedile with his younger brother Marcus.

So great was the favour at this time enjoyed by
Lucullus with Sulla, that the dictator, on his

death-hod, not only confided to him the charge of

revising and correcting his Commentaries, but ap-

pointed him guardian of his son Faustus, to the

exclusion of Pompey; a circumstance which is said

to have first given rise to the enmity and jealousy

that ever after subsisted between the two. In 77
Lucullus was praetor, and at the expiration of this

magistracy obtained the government of Africa,

where he distinguished himself by the justice of

liis administration. In 74 he was consul with M.
Aurelius Cotta. In this year the war with Mithri-

dates was renewed, and Lucullus received the

conduct of it. He carried on this war for 8 years

with great success. The details arc given under

Mithridates, and it is only necessary to mention

here the leading outlines. Lucullus defeated Mi-
thridates with great slaughter, and drove him out

of his hereditary dominions, and compelled him
to take refuge in Armenia with his son-in-law

Tigranes (71). He afterwards invaded Armenia,

defeated Tigranes, and took his eapital Tigranocerta

(b'9). In the next campaign (68) he again defeated

the combined forces of Mithridates, and laid siege

to Nisibis ;
but in the spring of the following year

(67), a mutiny among his troops compelled him to

raise the siege of Nisibis, and return to Pontus.

Mithridates had already taken advantage of his

absence to invade Pontus, and had defeated his

lieutenants Fabius and Triarius in several successive

actions. But Lucullus on his arrival was unable

to effect any thing against Mithridates, ^n conse-

quence of the mutinous disposition of his troops.

The adversaries of Lucullus availed themselves of

80 favourable an occasion, and a decree was passed

to transfer to Acilius Glabrio, one of the consuls

for the year, the province of Bithynia and the

command against Mithridates. But Glabrio was
wholly incompetent for the task assigned hiift : on

arriving in Bithynia, he made no attempt to assume

the command, but remained quiet within the con-

fines of the Roman province. Mithridates mean-

while ably availed himself of this position of affairs,

and Lucullus had the mortification of seeing Pontus

and Oppadocia occupied by the enemy before his

eyes, without being able to stir a step in their'

defence. But it was still more galling to his feel-
,

ings when, in 66, he was called upon to resign the
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command to his old rival Pompey, who had been
appointed by the Manilian law to supersede both
him and Glabrio. Lucullus did not obtain his

triumph till 63, in consequence of the opposition of
his enemies. Ho was much courted by the aristo-

cratical party, who sought in Lucullus a rival and
antagonist to Pompey; but, instead of putting him-
self prominently forward as the leader of a party,

he soon began to withdraw gradually from public

affairs, and devote himself more and more to a life

of indolence and luxury. He died in 57 or 56.

Previous to his death he had fallen into a state of

complete dotage, so that the management of his

affairs was confided to his brother Marcus. The
name of Lucullus is almost as celebrated for the
luxury of his latter years as for his victories over

Mithridates. He amassed vast treasures in Asia
;

and these supplied him the means, after his return
to Rome, of gratifying his natural taste for luxury,

together with an ostentatious display of magnifi-

cence. His gardens in the immediate suburbs of
the city were laid out in a style of extraordinary

splendour
; but still more remarkable were his

villas at Tusculiim, and in the neighborhood of

Neapolis. In the construction of the latter, with
its parks, fish-ponds, &c., he had laid out vast sums
in cutting through hills and rocks, and throwing
out advanced works into tho sea. So gigantic

indeed was the scale of these labours for objects

apparently so insignificant, that Pompey called him,
in derision, the Roman Xerxes. His feasts at Rome
itself were celebrated on a scale of inordinate mag-
nificence : a single supper in the hall, called that of

Apollo, was said to cost tho sum of 50,000 denarii.

Even during his campaigns the pleasures of the

table had not been forgotten
;
and it is well known

that he was the first to introduce cherries into

Italy, which he had brought with hiq} from Cerasus

in Pontus. Lucullus was an enlightened patron of

literature, and had from his earliest years devoted

much attention to literary pursuits. He collected

a valuable library, which was opened to the free

use of the literary public
;
and here he himself

used to associate with the Greek philosophers and
literati, and would enter warmly into their meta-

physical and philosophical discussions. Hence the

picture drawn by Cicero at the commencement of

the Academics was probably to a certain extent

taken from the reality. His constant companion
from the time of his quacstorship had been An-
tiochus of Ascalon, from whom he imbibed the

precepts of the Academic school of philosophy, to

which he continued through life to be attached.

His patronage of tho poet Archias is well known.
He composed a history of the Marsic war in Greek.

•"4. L. or M., son of the preceding and of Servilia,

half-sister of M. Cato, was a mere child at his

father's death. His education was superintended

by Cato and Cicero. After Caesar's death, he
joined the republican party, and foil at the battle

of Philippi, 42.-6. H., brother of No. 3, was
adopted by M. Terentius Varro, and consequently

bore the names of M. Terentius Varro Lu-
CULLVS. He fought under Sulla in Italy, 82; was
curule aedile with his brother 79; praetor 77; and
consul 73. After his consulship ne obtained the

province of Macedonia. He carried on war against

the Dardanians and Bessi, and penetrated as far

as the Danube. On his return to Rome he obtained

a triumph, 71. He was a strong supporter of the

aristocmtical party. He pronounced the funeral
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oration of his brother, hut died before the com-

mencement of the civil war, 49.

Luciimo. [Tarquinius.]

Ludlai. [Lydias.]

lagrdttTiexisis Gallia. [Qa llia.]
Lngdllnam (Lugdunensis). 1. {Lyon\ the

chief town of Gallia Lugdunensis, situated at the
,

foot of a hill at the confluence of the Arar
and the Rhodanus {Rhone)^ is said to have been

founded by some fugitives from the town of Vienna,

further down the Rhone. In the year after

Caesar’s death (b. c. 43) Lugdunum was made a
Homan colony by L. Munatius Plancus, and be-

came under Augustus the capital of the province,

and the residence of the Roman governor. Being

sitnated on two navigable rivers, and being con-

nected with the other parts of Gaul by roads,

which met at this town as their central point, it

soon became a wealthy and populous place, and is

described by Strabo as the largest city in GanI
next to Narbo. It received many privileges from

the emperor Claudius ; but it was burnt down in

the reign of Niro. It was, however, soon rebuilt,

and continued to be a place of great importance

till A. D. 197, when it was plundered and the

greater part of it destroyed by the soldiers of

Septimius Severus, after his victory over his rival

Albinus in the neighbourhood of the town. From
this blow it never recovered, and was more and

more thrown into the shade by Vienna. Lug-
dunum possessed a vast aqueduct, of which the

remains may still be traced for miles, a mint, and
an imperial palace, in w'hich Claudius was bom,
and in which many of the other Roman emperors

resided. At the tongue of land between the

Rhone and the Arar stood an altar dedicated to

Augustus by the different states of Gaul ; and
here Cal igula*.instituted contests in rhetoric, prizes

being given to the victors, but the most ridiculous

punishments inflicted on the vanquished. (Comp.

Juv. i. 44.) Lugdunum is memorable in the his-

tory of the Christian church as the seat of the

bishopric of Irenaeus, and on account of the per-

secutions which the Christians endured here in

the 2nd and 3rd centuries.— 2. L. Bataydram
{Leyden\ the chief town of the Batavi. [Batati.]

3. Conyen&mm (St. Bertrand de Commingcs\
the chief town of the Convenae in Aquitania.

[CONVXNAB.]
Lima. [Sblbne.]
Liana (Lunensis: Luni\ an Etruscan town,

situated on the left bank of the Macro, about 4

miles from the coast, originally formed part of

Liguria, but became the most N.-ly city of Etruria,

when Augustus extended the boundaries of the

latter country as far as the Macro. The town
itself was never a place of importance, but it pos-

sessed a large and commodious harbour at the

mouth of the river, called Lnxiae Portus {Gulfof
Spezxia). In b. c. 177 Luna was made a Roman
colony, and 2000 Roman citizens were settled

there. In the civil war between Caesar and
Pompey it had sunk into utter decay, but was
colonised a few years afterwards. Luna was cele-

brated for its white marble, which now takes its

name from the neighbouring town of Carrara.

The quarries, from which this marble was obtained,

appear not to have been worked before the time of

Julius Caesar ; but it was extensively employed in

the public buildings erected in the teign of Au-
gustus. The wine and the cheesei. of Luna also

LUTETIA.

enjoyed a high reputation : some of these cheeses

are said to have weighed 1000 pounds. The ruins

of Luna are few and unimportant, consisting of

the vestiges of an amphitheatre, fragments of

columns, &c.
Lnnae Hontes (rh ttjs ^tX-fivyis iipos\ a range

of mountains, which some of the ancient geo-

graphers believed to exist in the interior of Africa,

covered with perpetual snow, and containing the

sources of the Nile. Their actual existence is

neither proved nor disproved.

Luperca, or Laps, an ancient Italian divinity,

the wife of Lupercus, who, in the shape of a she-

wolf, performed the oiiice of nurse to Romulus mid
Remus. In some accounts she is identifled with

Acca Laurxntia, the wife of Faustulus.

Lupercus, an ancient Italian divinity, who was
worshipped by shepherds as the protector of their

flocks gainst wolves. On the N. side of the Pala-

tine hill there had been in ancient times a cave,

the sanctuary of Lupercus, surrounded by a grove,

containing an altar of the god and his figure clad

ill a goat-skin, just as his priests, the Luperci. The
Romans sometimes identified Lupercus with tho

Arcadian Pan. Respecting the festival celebrated

in honour of Lupercus and his priests, the Luperci

see Diet, of Ant. art. Lvpercalia and Luperci.

Lupia. [Luppia.]
Lupiae or Luppiae, a town in Calabria, be

tween Brundusium and Hydruntum.
Lupodiinum {Ladenbttrg9)^ a town in Germany

on the river Nicer {Neekar),

Luppia or Lupia (Lippe)^ a navigable river in

the N. W. of Germany, which falls into the Rhino
at Wesel in WestpluiUa, and on which the Romans
built a fortress of the same name. The river

Eliso {Aime) was a tributary of the Luppia, and
at the confluence of these 2 rivers was the fortress

of Aliso.

Lupus, Butillus. 1. F., consul, with L. Julius

Caesar, in B.C. 90, was defeated by the Marsi,nnd
slain in battle.— 2. P,, tribune of the plebs, 56,

and a warm partisan of the aristocracy. lie was
praetor in 49, and was stationed at Terracina with

3 cohorts. He affcrwards crossed over to Greece.

—3. Probably a son of the preceding, the author

of a rhetorical treatise in 2 books, entitled De
Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutionist which appears

to have been originally an abridgement of a work
by Gorgias of Athens, one of the preceptors of

young M. Cicero, but which has evidently under-

gone many changes. Its chief value is derived

from the numerous translations which it contains,

ofstriking passages from the works of Greek orators

now lostt— Edited by Ruhnken along with Aquiln

and Julius Rufflnianus, Lug. Bat. 1768, reprinted

by Frotseber, Lips. 1831.

Lurco, M. Aufldlua, tribune of the plebs, b.c.

61, the author of a law on bribery (de Ambitu).

He was the maternal grandfather of the empress

Livi^ wife of Auguetus. He was the first person

in Rome who fattened peacocks for sale, and he

derived a large income from this source.

LuBduus, Fabriolus. [Fabriciuh.]

Lusitftnla, Lusitftni. [Hispania.]

LuBdnei, a tribe of the Coltiberi in Hispania

Tarraconensis, near the sources of the Tagus.

Lut&tluB CatiiluB. [Catulus.]
Lut&tluB Ceroo. [Cbrco.]
Lutetia, or, more commody, Lutetita Pari-

Bidrum (Paris), the capital of the Pariaii in
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Gallia Lugdunensis, was situated on an island in

the Sequana {Seine)^ and was connected with the

banks of the river by 2 wooden bridges. Under
the emperors it became a place of importance, and
the chief naval station on the Sequana. Here
Julian was proclaimed emperor, A. d. 360.

Xycabettos {AvKaSrirrds: a moun-
tain in Attica, belonging to the range of Penteliciis,

close to the walls of Athens on the N. E. of the

city, and on the left of the road leading to Ma-
rathon. It is commonly, but erroneously, supposed
that the small hill N. of the Pnyx is L}’cabettus,

and that St. George is the ancient Anchesmus.
Lycaens (AvKoior), orLyceus, a lofty mountain

in Arcadia, N. W. of Megalopolis, from the summit
of which a great part of the country could be seen.

It was one of the chief scats of the worship of

Zens, who was hence surnamed Lycaeus. Here
was a temple of this fj^od ;

and here also was cele-

brated the festival of the Lycaea {Did. ofAnt. s. v.).

Pan was likewise called Lycacus^ because he was
bom and had a sanctuary' on this mountain.

Lycambes. [Archilochus.]
Lyc&on (Auicdwi/), king of Arcadia, son of Pelas-

gus by Mcliboea or Cyllene. The traditions about

Lycaon represent him in very different lights.

Some describe him as the first civiliser of Arcadia,

who built the town of Lycosura, and introduced

the worship of Zeus Lycaeus. But he is more
usually represented as an impious king, with a
large number of sons as impious as himself. Zeus
visited the earth in order to punish them. The god

was recognised and worshipped by the Arcadian
people. Lycaon resolved to murder him ;

and in

order to try if he were really a god, served before

him a dish of human flesh. Zeus pushed away
the table which bore the horrible food, and the

place where this happened was afterwards called

Trap<'zus. Lycaon and all his sons, with the ex-

ception of the youngest (or eldest), Nyctimus, were
killed by Zeus with a flash of lightning, or accord-

ing to others, were changed into wolves.— Callisto,

the daughter of Lycaon, is said to have been changed
into the constellation of the Bear, whence she is

called by the poetsZycaonis Arc^SyZycaonia Arctos,

or Lycaonia Viryo^ or by her patronymic LycaonU.

Lycabnla {AvKoopla: AvKdovts: part of A'am-
fnan), a district of AsiaMbor, assigned, under the

Persian Empire, to the satrapy of Cappadocia, but

considered by the Greek and Roman geographer
the S.E. part of Phrygia; bounded on the N. by
Galatia, on the E. by Cappadocia, on the S. by
Cilicia Aspera, on the S.W. by Isauria (which was
sometimes reckoned as a part of it) and by Phrygia

ParoreioB, and on the N.W. by Great»Phrygia.

Its boundaries, liowever, varied much at different

times.— It was a long narrow strip of country, its

length extending in the direction of N.W. and
S. E. ; Xenophon, who first mentions it, describes

its width as extending E. of Iconiiim (its chief

city) to the borders of Cappadocia, a distance of 30
parasangs, about 1 10 miles. It forms a table land

between the Taurus and the mountains of Phrygia,

deficient in good water, but abounding in flocks of

sheep. The people were, so far as can be traced,

an aboriginal race, speaicbg a language which is

mentioned in the Acts of the Apos^ as a distinct

dialect : they were warlike, and especially skilled

in archery. After the overthrow of Antiochus the

Great by the Romans, Lycaonia, which bad be-

longed successively to Persia and to Syria, was
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partly assigned to Eumenes, and partly governed
by native chieftains, the last of whom, Antipater,

a conteropory of Cicero, was conquered by Amyn-
tas, king of Galatia, at whose death in b. c. 25 it

passed, with Galatia, to the Romans, and was
finally united to the province of Cappadocia. Ly-
caonia was the chief scene of the labours of the

Apostle Paul on his first mission to the Gentiles.

(Acia^ xiv.)

Lyoinm. (rd AdKctoi'), the name of one of the 3
ancient gymnasia at Athens, called after the temple

of Apollo Lycells, in its neighbourhood. It was
situated S. R of the city, outside the walls, and
just above the river Ilissus. Here the Polemarch
administered justice. It is celebrated as the place

where Aristotle and the Peripatetics taught.

Lyefius (AvKctos), a surname of Apollo, the

meaning of which is not quite certain. Some derive

it from Aujtor, a wolf, so that it would mean ** the

wolf-slayer;" others from hvicij, light, according to

which it would mean “the giver of light;” and
others again from the country of Lycla.

LychMtis. [Lycmniour.]
Lychnldus, more rarely Lychnldloxn or Lych-

nis (Aux^iSor, AvxviSiov^ Auxvls ; AvxrlSios
;

Achrita, Ochrida)^ a town of Illyricum, was tho

ancient capital of the Dessaretii, but was in the
possession of the Romans as early as their war
with king Gentius. It was situated in the interior

of the country, on a height on the N. bank of the

lake Lychnitis {Aux^ins^ or d AvxfiSla

from which the river Drilo rises. The town was
strongly fortified, and contained many springs

within its walls. In the middle ages it was the

residence of the Bulgarian kings, and was called

Achris or Achrita^ whence its modem name.

Lfcia {Avnla ; Ai/Kios^ Lycius : d/ets), a small,

but most interesting, district on the side of Asia
Minor, jutting out into the Mediterranean in a.

form approaching to a rough semicircle, adjacent

to parts of Caria and Pamphylia on the W. and £.,

and on the N. to the district of Cibyratis in Phry-
gia, to which, under the Byzantine emperors, it

was considered to belong. It was bounded on the

N.W. by the little river Glaucus and the gulf of the

same name, on the N.E. by the mountain called

Climax (the N. part of the same range as that

called Solyma), and on the N. its natural boundary

was the Taurus, but its limits in this direction were
not strictly defined. The N. parts of Lycia and the

district of Cibyratis form together a higlii table land,

which is supported on the N. by the Taurus
;
on the

£. by the mountains called Solyma ( Taktalu-Dagh ),

which run from N. to S. along the E. coast of

Lycia, far out into the sea, forming the S.E. pro-

montory of Lycia, called Sacrum Pr. {C. Khelir

doma) ; the summit of this range is 7300
.
feet

high, and is covered with snow * : the S.W. and
S. sides of this table land are fonned by the range

called Massicytus {Aktar Dttgh)^ which runs S. £.

from the £. side of the upper course of the river

Xanthus : its summits are about 4000 feet high ;

and its S. side descends towards the sea in a suc-

cession of terraces, terminated by bold cliffs. The
mountain system of Lycia is completed by the

Cragus, which fills up the space between the W.
side of the Xanthus and the Gulf of Glaucus, and
forms the S.W. promontory of Lycia : its summits
ore nearly 6000 feet high. The chief rivers are

* According to many of the ancients the Taurus began
at this range.
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the Xanthus {EchenrChai\ which has its sources

in the table^land S. of the Taurus, and flows from

N. to S. between the Gragus and Massicytus, and

the Limyrus, which flows from N. to S. between

the Massicytus and the Solyma mountains. The
rallies of these and the smaller rivers, and the

terraces above the sea in the S. of the country

were fertile in com, wine, oil, and fruits, and the

mountain slopes were clothed with splendid cedars,

firs, and plane-trees : saffron also was one chief

product of the land. The total length of the coast,

from Telmissus on the W. to Phasclis on the E.,

including all windings, is estimated by Strabo at

1720 stadia (I 72 geog. miles), while a straight

line drawn across the country, as the chord of this

arc, is about 80 geog. miles in length. The ge-

neral geographical structure of the peninsula of

Lycia, as connected with the rest of Asia Minor,

bears no little resemblance to that of the peninsula

of Asia Minor itself, as connected with the rest of

Asia. According to the tradition preserved by He>
rodotus, the most ancient name of the country was
Miljras (d MiAvds), and the earliest inhabitants

(probably of the Syro-Arabian race) were called

Milyae, and afterwards Solj^mi : subsequently the

Termilae, from Crete, settled in the country : and
lastly, the Athenian Lycus, the eon of F^dion,
fled from his brother Aegeus to Lycia, and gave

his name to the country. Homer, who gives

Lycia a prominent place in the Iliad, represents

its chieftains, Qlaucus and Sarpedon, as descended

from the royal family of Argos (Aeolids) : be

does not mention the name of Milyas ; and he
speaks of the Solymi as a warlike race, inhabiting

the mountains, against whom the Greek hero

Bellerophontes is sent to fight, by his relative

the king of Lycia. Besides the legend of Belle*

rophon and {he chimaeca, Lycia is the scene of

another popular Greek story, that of the Harpies

and the daughters of Pandarus ; and memorials of

both ore preserved on the Lycian monuments now
in the British Museum. On the whole, it is clear

that Lycia was colonized by the Hellenic race (pro-

bably from Crete) at a very early period, and that

its historical inhabitants were Greeks, though with

a mixture of native blood. The earlier names were

preserved in the district in the N. of the country

called Milyas, and in the mountains called Solyma.

The Lycians always kept the reputation they have

in Homer, as brave warriors. They and the Cili-

cians were the only people W. of the Halys whom
Croesus did not conquer, and they were the last

who resisted the Persians. [Xanthus.] Under
the Persian empire they must have been a power-

ful maritime people, as they furnished 50 ships to

the fleet of Xerxes. After the Macedonian con-

quest, Lycia formed part of the Syrian kingdom,

from which it was taken by the Romans after their

victory over Antiochus III. the Great, and given

to the Rhodians. It was soon restored to inde-

pendence, and formed a flourishing federation of

cities, each having its own republican form of go-

vernment, and the whole presided over by a chief

magistrate, called AvKidpxvs* There was a federal

council, composed of deputies from the 23 cities of

the federation, in which the 6 chief cities, Xanthus,

Patara, Pinara, Olympus, Myra, and Tlos, had 3

votes each, certain lesser cities 2 each, and the

rest 1 each : this assembly determined matters re-

lating to the general government of the country,

and elected the Lyckurchea, as well as the judges
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and the inferior magistrates. Internal dissensions

at length broke up this constitution, and the

country was united by the emperor Claudius to the

province of Pamphylia, from which it was again

separated by Theodosius, who made it a separate

province, with Myra for its capital. Its cities

were numerous and flourishing (see the articles),

and its people celebrated for their probity. Their

enstoms are said to have resembled those both of

the Carians and of the Cretans. Respecting the

works of art found by Mr. Fellows in Lycia, and
now in the British Museum, see Xanthcs.

Lyclna (Ai^xior). L The Lycian^ a surname of

Apollo, who was worshipped in several places of

Lycia, especially at Patara, where he had an oracle.

Hence the Lyciae sortes are the responses of the

oracle at Patara (Viig. iv. 346).— 2. Of Eleu-

therae, in Boeotia, a distinguished statiiai^S the dis-

ciple^ or son of Myron, flourished about b.c. 428.

LycomSdes (Avkom^Sijv). 1. A king of the

Bolopians, in the island of Scyros, near Euboea.

It was to his court that Achilles was sent disguised

as a maiden by his mother Thetis, who was anxious

to prevent his going to the Trojan war. Here
Achilles became by Deidamla, the daughter of

Lycomedes, the father of Pyrrhus or Neoptolemus.

Lycomedes treacherously killed Theseus by thnist-

ing him down a rock.— 2. A celebrated Arcadian

general, was a native of Mantinea and one of the

chief founders of Megalopolis b.c. 370. He after-

wards showed greatjealousy ofThebes, and formed

a separate alliance between Athens and Arcadia,

in 366. He was murdered in the siime year oii his

retuni from Athens, by some Arcadian exiles.

Lycon (AiJkcvv). 1. An orator and demagogue
at Athens, was one of the 3 accusers of Socrates

and prepared the case against him. When the

Athenians repented of their condemnation of So-

crates, they put Meletus to death and banished
Anytus and Lycon.— 2. Of Troas, a distinguished

Peripatetic philosopher, and the disciple of Sttciton,

whom he succeeded as the head of the Peripatetic

school, a c. 272 . He held that post for more than

44 years, and died at the age of 74. He enjoyed
the patronage of Attains and Eunienes. He Avas

celebrated for his eloquence and for his skill in

educating boys. He wrote on the boundaries of

good^and evil (£>e Finibus).

LyeSphron {AvKd^pwv). 1. Younger son of

Periander, tyrant of Corinth, by his wife Melissa.

For details see Psriandkr.— 2. A citizen of

Pherae, where he put down the government of the

nobles and established a tyranny about a c. 405.

He afterwards endeavoured to make himself master

of the w,hole of Thessaly, and in 404 he defeated

the Larissaeans and others of the Thessalians, who
opposed him. He was probably the father ofJason
of Pherae.— 3. A son, apparently, of Jason, and
one of the brothers of Thebe, wife of Alexander,

the tyrant of Pherae, in whose murder he took

^
together with his sister and his 2 brothers,

Tisiphonus and Pitholaus, 367. On Alexander's

death the power appears to have been wielded

mainly by Tisiphonus, though Lycophron had an
important share in the government. Lycophron
succeeded to the supreme power on the death of

Tisiphonus, but in 352 he was obliged to surrender

Pherae to Philip, and withdraw from Thessaly.—
4. A grammarian and poet, was a native of Chalcis

in Euboea, and lived at Alexandria, under Ptolemy
FhiladelnW (b. c. 285—247), who entrusted to
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him the arranffement of the works of the comic

poets in the Alexandrian library. In the execu-

tion of this commission Lycophron drew up an ex-

tensive work on comedy. Nothing more is known
of his life. Ovid (/&», 533) states that he was
killed by an arrow.—As a poet, Lycophron ob-

tained a place in the Tragic Pleiad. He also wrote

a satyric drama. But the only one of his poems
which has come down to us is the Cassandra or

Alexandra. This is neither a tragedy nor an epic

poem, but a long iambic monologue of 1474 verses,

in which Cassandra is made to prophesy the fall of

Troy, the adventures of the Grecian and Trojan

heroes, with numerous other mythological and his-

torical events, going back as early as the &bles of

lo and Europa, and ending with Alexander the

Great. The work has no pretensions to poetical

merit. It is simply a cumbrous store of traditional

learning. Its obscurity is proverbial. Its author

obtained the epithet of the Obscure (o'xorctvdr).

Its stores of learning and its obscurity {dike excited

the eHorts of the ancient grammarians, several of

whom wrote commentaries on the poem. The only

one of these works which survives, is the Sdiolia

of Isaac and John Tzetzes, which are far more
valuable than the poem itself.— The best editions

are by Potter, Oxon. 1697, fob ; Reichard, Lips.

1783, 2 vols. 8 VO.
;
and Bachmann, Lips. 1828, 2

vols. 8vo.

Lj^eSpSlis (»! Ad/rwv irdAtj; Ru.), a city

of Upper Egypt, on the W. bank of the Nile, b^
tween '^Hermopolis and Ptolemais, said to have

derived its name from the circumstance, that an
Aethiopian army was put to flight near it by a
pack of wolves.

Lycorda (Auxaipeia: AvKwpcdr, AvutSpios, Av-
Ktopflrvfs)^ an ancient town at the foot of Mt. Ly-
corea {Liakura\ which was the southern of the 2
peaks of Mt. Parnassus. [PARNaNSUS.J Hence
Apollo derived the surname of Lycoreus. The
town Lycorea is said to have been the residence

of Deucalion, and Delphi is also reported to have
been colonised by it.

Lyodrit. [Cvtueris.]
Lycortas (Avadprar), of Megalopolis, was the

father of Polybius, the historiafl, and the close friend

of Philopoemen, w hose policy he always supported.

He is first mentioned in b.c. 189, as one of the

ambassadors sent to Rome
; and his name occun

for the last time in 168.

LyCOStlra (At/xdo-oi/pa : AvKoaovpsis : Pcdcc-

krambavos or Sidhirokastro near Stala)^ a town in

the S. of Arcadia, and on the N. W. slope of Mt.

Lycaeus, and near the small river Plataniston, said

by Pausanias to have been the most ancient town in

Greece, and to have been founded by Lycaon, the

son of Pelasgus.

Lyctus (Adxror ; Adxrior), sometimes called

Lyttus (Aottm), an important town in the E.

of Crete, S. E. of Cnossus, was situated on a height

of Mt. Argaeus, 80 stadia from the coast. Its

harbour was called Chersonesus. It waj one of

the most ancient cities in the island, and is men-

tioned in the Iliad. It was generally considered

to be a Spartan colony, and its inhabitants were

celebrated for their bravery. At a later time it

was conquered and destroyed by the Cnossians,

but it was afterwards rebuilt, and was extant in

the 7th century of our era.

Lyeni^Titi (AvKoipyos). 1. Son of Dryas, and

king of the Edones in Thrace. He is famous for
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his persecution of Dionysus (Bacchus) and his

worship in Thrace. Homer relates that, in order to

escape from Lycurgus, Dionysus leaped into the

sea, where he was kindly received by Thetis ; and
that Zeus thereupon blinded the impious king,

who died soon afterwards, hated by the immortal

gods. This story has received many additions fiom

later poets and mythographers. I^me relate that

Dionysus, on his expeditions, came to the kingdom
of Lycurgus; but was expelled by the impious

king. Thereupon the god drove Lycurgus mad, in

which condition he killed his son Dryas, and also

hewed off one of his legs, supposing that he was
cutting down vines. The country now produced no
fruit

;
and the oracle declaring that fertility should

not bo restored unless Lycurgus were killed, the

Edonians carried him to mount Pangaeum, where
he was tom to pieces by horses. According to

Sophocles 955), Lycurgus was entombed
in a rock.— 2. King in Arcadia, son of Aleus and
Neaera, brother of Cepheus and Auge, husband of

Cleophile, Eurynome, or Antinoe, and father of An-
caeus, Epochus, Amphidamas, and lasus. Lycurgus
killed Areithous, who used to fight with a club.

Lycurgus
.
bequeathed this club to his slave Ereu-

thalion, his sons having died before him. 3. Son
of Pronax and brother of Amphithca, the wife of

Adrastus. He took part in the war of the Seven
gainst Thebes, and fought with Amphiaraus. He
is mentioned among those whom Aesculapius called

to life again after their death.*—4. King of Nemea,
son ofPheres and Periclymene, brother of Admetus,
husband of Eurydice or Amphithea, and father of

Opheltes.

L^’curgns. 1. The Spartan legislator. Of his

personal history we have no certain information
;

and there are such discrepancies respectin^^ him in

the ancient writers, that many modern critics have
denied his real existence altogether.. The more ge-

nerally received accountabout him wasos follows ;

—

Lycurgus was the son of Eunomus, king of Sparta,

and brother of Polydectes. The latter succeeded

his father as king of Sparta, and afterwards died,

leaving his queen with child. The ambitious

woman proposed to Lycurgus to destroy her off-

spring if he would share the throne with her. He
seemingly consented

;
but when she had given

birth to a son (Charilaus), he openly proclaimed
him king; and as next of kin, acted as his guardian.

But to avoid all suspicion of ambitious designs, with
which the opposite party charged him, Lycurgus left

Sparta, and set out on his celebrated travels, which
have been magnihed to a fabulous extent. He is

said to have visited Crete, and there to have
studied the wise laws of Minos. Next he went to

Ionia and Egypt, and is reported to have pene-
trated into Libya, Iberia, and even India. In Ionia
he is said to have met either with Homer himself,

or at least with the Homeric poems, which he in-

troduced into the mother country. The return of
Lycurgus to Sparta was hailed by all parties.

Sparta was in a state of anarchy and licentiousness,

and he was considered as the man who alone could
cure the growing diseases of the state. He under-
took the task

;
yet before he set to v'ork, ho

strengthened himself with the authority of the

Delphic oracle, and with a strong party of influential

men at Sparta. The reform seems not to have been
carried altogether peaceably. The new division of

the land among the citizens must have violated

many existing interests. But all opposition was over-
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borne, and the whole constitution, military and ciyH,

was remodelled. After Lycurgus had obtained for

bis institutions an approving oracle of the national

god of Delphi, he exacted a promise from the people

not to make any alterations in his laws before his

return. And now he left Sparta to finish his life

in voluntary exile, in order that his countrymen

might be bound by their oath to preserve his con-

stitution irjviointe for ever. Where and how he

died nobody could tell. He vanished from the

earth like a god, leaving no traces behind but his

spirit; and he was honoured as a god at Sparta

with a temple and yearly sacrifices down to the

latest times. The date of Lycurgus is variously

given, but it is impossible to place it later than

B. c. 825.— Lycurgus was regarded through all

subsequent ages as the legislator of Sparta, and

therefore almost all the Spartan institutions were

ascribed to him as their author. We therefore

projpose to give here a sketch of the Spartan insti-

tution, referring for details to the Dkt. ofAniiq.

;

though we must not imagine that this constitution

was entirely the work of Lycurgus. The Spartan

constitution was of a mixed nature : the monarchi-

cal principle was represented by the kings, the

aristocracy by the senate, and the democratical

element by the assembly of the people, and subse-

quently by their representatives, the ephors. The
kings had originally to perform the common func-

tions of the kings of the heroic age. They were

high priests, judges, and leaders in war
; but in

all of these departments they were in course of

time superseded more or less. As judges they re-

tained only a particular branch of jurisdiction, that

referring to the succession of property. As military

commanders they were restricted and watched by
commissioners sent by the senate

;
the functions of

high priest were curtailed least, perhaps because

least obnpxious. In compensation for the loss of

power, the kings enjoyed great honours, both

during their life and after their death. Still

tlie principle of monarchy was very weak among
the Spartans.—The powers of the senate were
very important : they had the right of originating

and discussing all measures before they could be
submitted to the decision of the popular assembly

;

they had, in conjunction with the ephors, to watch

over the due observance of the laws and institu-

tions
;
and they were judges in all criminal cases,

without being bound by any written code. For all

this they were not responsible, holding their office

for life.—But with all these powers, the elders

formed no real aristocracy. They were not chosen

either for property qualilication or for noble birth.

The senate vvms open to the poorest citizen, who,
during 60 years, had been obedient to the laws and
zealous in the performance of his duties.—The
mass of the people, that is, the Spartans of pure

Doric descent, formed the sovereign power of the

state. The popular assembly consisted of every

Spartan of 30 years of age, and of unblemished

character
;
only those were excluded who had not

the means of contributing their portion to the sys-

sitio. They met at stated times, to decide on all

important questions brought before them, after a
previous discussion in the senate. They had no

right ofamendment, but only that ofsimple approval

or rejection, which was given in the rudest form

possible, by sboutjng. The popular assembly, how-
ever, b^ neither frequent nor very important oc-

casions for directly exerting their sovereign power.
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Their chief activity consisted in delegating it

;

hence arose the importance of the ephors, who
were the representatives of the popular element of

the constitution. The ephors answer in every

characteristic feature to the Roman tribunes of the

people. Their origin was lost in obscurity and in-

significance
; but at the end they engrossed the

whole power of the state.—With reference to their

subjects, the few Spartans formed a most decided

aristocracy. On the conquest of Peloponnesus by
the Dorians, part of the ancient inhabitants of

the country, under name of the Perioici^ Avere

allowed indeed to retain their personal liberty, hut
lost all civil rights, and were obliged to pay to the

state a rent for the land that was left them. But
a great part of the old inhabitants were reduced to

a state of perfect slavery, different from that of the

slaves of Athens and Rome, and more similar to

the villanage of the feudal ages. These Avere called

HetoU. They were allotted with patches of land, to

individual members of the ruling class. They tilled

the land, and paid a fixed rent to their masters^ not,

as the perioici, to the state. The number of these

miserable creatures was large. They were treated

with the utmost cruelty by the Spartans, and were
frequently put to death by their oppressors.— The
Spartans formed, as it were, an army of invaders in

an enemy’s country, their city was a camp, and
every man a soldier. At Sparta, the citizen only

existed for the state ; he had no interest but the

state’s, and no property hut what belonged to the

state. .It was a fundamental principle of the con-

stitution, that all citizens were entitled to the en-

joyment of an equal portion of the common pro-

perty. This was done in order to secure to the

commonwealth a largo number of citizens and sol-

diers, free from labour for their sustenance, and
able to devote their whole time to Avarlike exer-

cises, in order thus to keep up the ascendancy of

Sparta over her perioici and helots. The Spartans
Avere to be warriors and nothing hut warriors.

Therefore, flot only all mechanical labour was
thought to degrade them

;
not only was husbandry

despised and neglected, and commerce preA’ented,

or at least impeded, by prohibitive laws and by
the use of iron mo^ey

;
hut also the nobler arts

and sciences Avere so effectually stifled, that Sparta

is a blank in the history of the arts and literature

of Greece. The state took care of a Spartan from

his cradle to his grave, and superintended his edu-
cation in the minutest points. This was not con-

fined to his youth, hut extended throughout Ills

whole life. The syssitia, or, as they were called

at Sparta, phiditia, the common meals, may he re-

garded as an educational institution
;

for at these

meals subjects of general interest were discussed

and political questions debated. The youths and
boys used to eat separately from the men, in their

own divisions.—>2. A Lacedaemonian, Avho, though
not of the royal blood, was chosen king, in b. c. 220,
together with AgesipolisIIL, after the death of

Clcomencs. It was not long before he deposed his

colleague and made himself sole sovereign, though
under the ccmtrol of the Ephori. He carried on war
against Philip V. ofMacedon,and theAchaeans. He
died about 2 10, and Machanidas then made himself

tyrant.—8. An Attic orator, son of Lycophron,
who belonged to the noble fiimily of the Eteobu-
tadae, was bom at Athens, about b. c. 396. He
was a disciple of Plato and Isocrates. In public

life he was a warm supporter of the policy of Demo-
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Bthenes, and was universally admitted to be one of

the roost virtuous citizens and upright statesmen of

his age. He was thrice appointed Tamiiu or ma-

nager of the public revenue, and held this office

each time for five years, beginning with 337. He
discharged the duties of this office with such abi-

lity and integrity, that he raised the public reve-

nue to the sum of 1200 talents. One of his laws

enacted that bronze statues should be erected te

Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, and that

copies of their tragedies should be preserved in the

public archives. He often appeared as a successful

accuser in the Athenian courts, but he himself was
as often accused by others, though he always suc-

ceeded in silencing his enemies. He died while

holding the office of President of the theatre of

Dionysus, iu 323. A Iragment of an inscription,

containing an account of his administration of the

finances, is still extant. There were 15 orations

of Lycurgus extant in antiquity
;
but only one has

come down to us entire, the oration against Leo-

crates, which was delivered in 330. The style is

noble and grand, but neither elegant nor pleasing.

Th<MMRition is printed in the various collections of

the Attic orators. [Demosthkneb.]
lycus (Ao/cos). 1. Son of Poseidon and Ce-

lacno, who was transferred by his father to the

islands of the blessed. By Alcyone, the sister of

Celaeno, Post idon begot Hyrieus, the father of the

followiiig.«w2. Son of Hyrieus and Clonia, and bro-

ther of Nycteiis. Polydorus, king of Thebes, mar-

ried the daughter of Nycteus, by whom he had a son

Labdacus
;
and on his death he left the government

of Thebes and the guardianship of Labdacus to his

father-in law. Nycteus afterwards fell in battle

against Epupeus, king of Sicyon, who had carried

away his beautiful daughter Antiope. Lycus suc-

ceeded his brother in the government of Thebes, and

in the guardianship of Labdacus. He surrendered

the kingdom to Labdiicus when the latter had

grown up. On the death of Labdacus soon after-

wards, Lycus again succeeded to the government of

Thebes, and undertook theguardianship of Laiu8,the

son of Labdacus. Lycus marched against Epopeus,

whom he put to death (according to other accounts

Epopeus fell in the war witl^ Nycteus), and he

carried away Antiope to Thebes. She was treated

with the greatest crueltyby Dirce, the wife of Lycus

;

in revenge for which her sons by Zeus, Aniphion

and Zethus, afterwards put to death both Lycus

and Dirce. [Amphion.]— 3. Son of No. 2, or,

according to others, son of Poseidon, was also king

of Thebes. In the absence of Hercules, Lycus

attempted to kill his wife Megaraand her children,

but was afterwards put to death by Hercules.—

•

4. Son of Pandion, and l)rother of Aegeus, Nisus,

and Pallas. He was expelled by Aegeus, and

took refuge in the countiy of the Tennili, which

was called Lycia after him. He was honoured at

Athens as a hero, and the Lyceum derived its

name firom him. He is said to have introduced

the Eleusinian mysteries into Andania in Messenia.

He is sometimes also described as an «ncient

prophet, and the family ofthe Lycomedae, atAthens,

traced their name and origin from him.— 6. Son of

Dascylus, and king of the Mariandynians, who
received Hercules and the Argonauts with hospi-

tality.—6. Of Rhegium,the father, real or adoptive,

of the poet Lycophron, was an historical writer in

the time of Demetrius Phalereus.

Lycus (Ai^Kos), the name of several rivers, which

he said to be so called from the impetuosity of

their current. 1. (KiUj), a little river of Bithynia,

falling into the sea S. of Heraclea Pontica.— 2.

{G&rmend^~Chm)y a considerable river of Pontus,

rising in the mountains on the N. of Armenia
Minor, and fiowing W. into the Iris at Eupatoria.

—8. {Choruk‘Su\9k considerable river of Phrygia,

flowmg from E. to W. past Colossae and Lao-
dicca into the Maeander.—i4. (AToAr-e^iTeZi), a
river of Phoenicia, falling into the sea N. of Bery-

tus.— 5. {Great Zab or Vh-Su)^ a river of As-
syria, rising in the mountains on the S. of Armenia,
and flowing S. W. into the Tigris, just below La-
rissa {Nimrond'). It is undoubtedly the same as

the Zabatus of Xenophon.
Lydda (rd Au88a, Ai^SSt; : Zud), a town of

Palestine, S. E. of Joppa, and N. W. of Jerusalem,

at the junction of several roads which lead from
the seu-coast, was destroyed by the Romans in the

Jewish War, but soon after rebuilt, and called

Diospolis.

L^dia (Avhla: Au5<is, Lydus), a district of Asia
Minor, in the middle of the W. side of the penin-

sula, between Mysia on the N. and Caria on the

S., and betw'een Phrygia on the E. and the

Aegean Sea on the W. Its boundaries varied so

much at different times, that they cannot be de-

scribed with any approach to exactness till we
come to the time of the Roman rule over W. Asia.

At that time the N. boundar}*, towards Mysia, was
the range of mountains which form the N. margin of

the valley of the Hermus, called Sardene, a S. W.
branch of the Phrygian Olympus: the E. boundary
towards Phrygia was an imaginary line : and the

S. boundary towards Caria was the river Maeander,
or, according to some authorities, the range of

mountains which, under the mune of Messogis

(Kastane Dagh) forms the N. margin of the valley

of the Maeander, and is a N. W. prolongation of

the Taurus. From the £. part or this range, in

the S. E. comer of Lydia, another branches off to

the N. W., and runs to the W. far out into the

Aegean Sea, where it forms the peninsula opposice

to the island of Chios. This chain, which is called

Tmolus {Kvnlja Musa Dagh\ divides Lydia into

2 unequal vallics
;
of which the S. and smaller is

watered by the river Cayktsk, and the N. forms

the great plain of the Hermus: these vallies are

very beautiful and fertile, and that of the Hermus
especially is one of the most delicious regions of

the earth. The E. part of Lydia, and the adjacent

portion of Phiygia, about the upper course of the

Hermus and its tributaries, is an elevated plain,

showing traces of volcanic action, and hence called

CatacccamnSne {KarmtKaviiivn), In the boun-
daries of Lydia, as just described, the strip of

coast belonging to Ionia is included, but the name
is sometimes used in a narrower signification, so as

to exclude Ionia. In early times the country had
another name, MaeSnIa Matovta), by
which alone it is known to Homer

;
and this name

was afterwards applied sp^ifically to the £. and 8.

part of Lydia, and then, in contmdistinction to it,

the name Lydia was used for the N.W. part. In

the mythical legends the common name of the

people and country, Lydi and Lydia, is derived

from Lydus, the son of Atys, the first king. The
Lydians appear to have been a race closely con-

nected with the Corians and the Mysians, with
whom they observed a common worship iu the

temple of Zeus Carlos at Mylasa : they also prac-
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tiged the worship of Cybele, and other Phrygian

customs. Amidst the uncertainties of the early

legends, it is clear that Lydia was a very early

seat of Asiatic civilization, and that it exerted a
very important influence on the Greeks. The Lydian

monarchy, which vms founded at Sardis, before the

time of authentic history, grew up into an empire,

under which the many diflferent tribes of Asia

Minor W. of the river Halys were for the first

time united. Tradition mentioned 3 dynasties of

kings ; the Atyfidae, which ended (according to

the backward computations of chronologers) about

B. c. 1221 ; the Heraclldae, which reigned 505
years, down to 716 ; and the Mermnfidae, 160

years, down to 556. Only the last dynasty can

be safely regarded as historical, and the fabulous

element has a large place in the details of their

history : their names and computed dates were :
—

(1) Oygbs, B.C. 716—678 ; (2) Ari>vs, 678

—

629 ; (3) Sadyattbs, 629—617 ; (4) Alyattks,
617—560 ; (5) Croesus, 560 (or earlier)—546 ;

under whose names an account is given of the rise

of the Lydian empire in Asia Minor, and of its

overthrow by the Persians under Cyrus. Under
these kings, the Lydians appear to have been a
highly civilised, industrious, and wealthy people,

practising agriculture, commerce, and manufactures,

and acquainted with various arts ; and exercising,

through their intercourse with the Greeks of

Ionia, an important influence on the progress of

Greek civilisation. Among the inventions, or im*

provements, which the Greeks are said to have de*

rived from them, were the weaving and dyeing of

fine fabrics
;
various processes of metallurgy ; the

use of gold and silver money, which the Lydians

are said first to have coined, the former from the

gold found on Tmolus and from the golden sands

of the Pactolus
;
and various metrical and musical

improvements, especially the scale ovmode of music

called the Lyaxauy and the form of the lyre called

the magadis. (See Diet, of Aniiq.t Musica), The
Lydians had also public games similar to those of

the Greeks. Their high civilisation, however, was
combined with a lax morality, and, after the Persian

conquest, when they were forbidden by Cyrus to

carry arms, they sank gradually into a bye-word
for effeminate luxuriousness, and their very name
and language had almost entirely disappeared by
the commencement of our era. Under the Persians,

Lydia and Mysia formed the 2nd satrapy : after the

Macedonian conquest, Lydia belonged first to the

kings of Syria, and ifext (after the defeat of An-
tiochus the Great by the Romans) to those of Per-

gamus, and so passed, by the bequest of Attalus

III., to the Romans, under whom it formed part of

the province of Asia.

Lydl&des (Av3ui8i7r), a citizen of Megalopolis,

who, though of an obsenre family, raised himself

to the sovereignty of his native city, about B. c.

244. In 234 he voluntarily abdicated the sove-

reignty, and permitted Megalopolis to join the

Achaean League as a free state. He was elected

several l^mes general of the Achaean League, and

becaol^/l formidable rival to Aratus. He fell in

battlo against Gleomenes, 226.

Lydlu or Lndias (AvSfar, Ion. AuSlijr, Aov-
8tar: Karasmak or Mavrontro)^ a river in Ma-
cedonia, rises in Eordaea, passes Edessa, and after

flowing through the lake on which Pella is situ-

ated, falls into the Axius, a short distance from

the Thermaic gulf. In the upper part of its course
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it is called the Eordaean river (’EopSalxhr

ratihs) by Arrian. Herodotus (vii. 127) by
mistake makes the Lydias unite with the Hali-

acmon, the latter of which is W. of the former.

Lydni (AdSor), son of Atys and Callithea, and
brother of Tyrrhenus,8aid to have been the mythi-

cal ancestor of the Lydians.

Lydns, Joan&ef Laorentius, was bom at Phi-

ladelphia, in Lydia (whence he is called Lydus or

the Lydian), in a. d. 490. He held various public

offices, and lived to an advanced age. He wrote

:

1. Ilepl (itiv&v ffxrffpwpii, De Menstbus Liber

^

of

which there are two epitomae, or summaries, and a
fragment extant. 2. Ilepl >*• -O* Mayi~
stratihm Reipvtlicae Romanae. 3. Ilepl bioarifitiwVf

De Ostentie. The work De Mewsibua is an histori-

cal commentary on the Roman calendar, with an
account of the various festivals, derived from a
great number of authorities, most of which have

perished. Of the two summaries of this curious

work, the larger one is by an imknown hand, the

shorter one by Maximus Planudes. The work
De MagistrtUihua was thought to have perished,

but was discovered by Villoison in the suburbs of

Constantinople, in 1785. The best edition of these

works is by B^ker, Bonn, 1837.

Lygd&i^ (AdySa/uir). 1. Of Naxos, a dis-

tinguished leader of the popular party of the island

in the struggle with the oligarchy. He conquered

the latter, and obtained thereby the chief power in

the state. He assisted Pisistratus in his third re-

turn to Athens
;
but during his absence his ene-

mies seem to have got the upper hand again
;
for

Pisistratus afterwards subdued the island, and
made Lygdamis tvrant of it, about b. c. 540. In

532 he assisted Polycrates in obtaining the tyranny

of Samos. •-* 2. Father of Artemisia, q\ieen of

Halicarnassus, the contemporary of Xerxes. 3.

Tyrant of Halicarnassus, the son of ISsindelis, and
the grandson of Artemisia. The historian Herodo-

tus is said to have taken an active part in delivering

his native city from the tyranny of this Lvgdamis.

LygH or Ligli, an important people in Ger-

many, between the Viodus {Oder) and the Vis-

tula, in the modem Silesia and Foaen^ were

bounded by the Ukugundiones on the N., the

Goths on the E., the Bastamae and Osi on the

W., and the Mariiugi, Silingae and Semnones on

the S. They were divided into several tribes,

the chief of which were the Manimi, Duni, Elysii,

Burii, Aril, Naharvali and Helveconae. They
firat appear in history as members of the great

Marcomannic league formed by Maroboduus in

the ipigns of Augustus and Tiberius. In the 3rd

century some of the Lygii migrated with the Bur-

gundians W.-wards, and settled in the country

bordering on the Rhine.

LyneeitiB (Avyitv<rrif), a district in the S. W.
of Macedonia, N, of the river Erigon, end upon

the frontiers of Illyria. Its inhabitants, the Lyn-
oeitae, were Illyrians, and were originally an

independent people, who were governed by their

own princes, said to be descended from the family

of the Bacchiadae. The Lyncestae appear to have

become subject to Macedonia by a marriage be-

tween the royal lilies of the 2 countries. The
ancient capital of the country was Lyneui
Adyaos), though Heraclea at a later tirae^ be-

came the chief town in the district Near Lyncus

was a river, the waters of them are said to have

been as intoxicating os wine, (Ov. Met. xv. 329.)
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Lyneeus (AvyKt^ts), 1. One of the SO sons of

Aegyptus, whose life was saved by his wife Hy-
permnestra, when all his other brothers were

murdered by the daughters of Danaus on their

wedding night. [Abgyptcjs.] Danaus thereupon

kept Hypermnestra in strict confinement, but was
afterwards prevailed upon to give her to Lyneeus,

who succeeded him on the throne of Argos. Ac-
cording to a different legend, Lyneeus slew Danaus
and all the sisters of Hypermnestra, in revenge for

his brothers. Lyneeus was succeeded as king of

Argos by his son Abas.— 2. Son of Aphareus
and Arene, and brother of Idas, was one of the

Argonauts and famous for bis keen sight. He is

also mentioned among the Calydonian hunters,

and was slain by Pollux. For details respecting

his death, see p. 228, b.— 3. Of Samos, the dis-

ciple of Theophrastus, and the brother of the his-

torian Duris, was a contemporary of Menander,

and his rival in comic poetry. He survived Me-
nander, upon whom he wrote a book. He seems
to have been more distinguished as a grammarian
and historian than ns a comic poet.

Lyncus, king of Scythia, or, according to others,

of Sicily, endeavoured to murder Triptolemus, who
canie to him with the gifts of Ceres, but he was
metamorphosed by the goddess into a lynx.

LyreSa or LyreSum {AvpKtla, Atipxezoy), a
small town in Argolis, situated on a mountain of

the some name.

Lymessns (AvpvTi<r<r65\ a town in the interior

of Mysia, in Asia Minor, frequently mentioned by
Homer : destroyed before the time of Strabo.

Lysander {AixravSpos), a Spartan, was of servile

origin, or at least the offspring of a marriage

between a freeman and a woman of inferior con-

dition. fie obtained the citizenship, and became
one of the most distinguished of the Spartan

generals and diplomatists. In b. c. 407, he was
sent out to succeed Cratesippidas in the command
of the fleet, off the coasts of Asia Minor. He fixed

his head-quarters at Ephesus, and soon obtained

great influence, not only with the Greek cities,

but also with Cyrus, who supplied him with large

sums of money to pay his sailors. Next year, 406,
he was succeeded by CallicratMas. In one year

the reputation and influence of Lysander had be-

come so great, that Cyrus and the Spartan allies in

Asia requested the Lacedaemonians to appoint

Lysander again to the command of the fleet. The
Ijacedaemonian law, however, did not allow the

office of admiral to be held twice by the same
person ; and, accordingly, Anicus was sent out in

405, as the nominal commander-in-chief, while

Lysander, virtually invested with the supreme
direction of affairs, had the title of vic(vadmiral

(iiTiffroXeis). In this year he brought the Pelo-

ponnesian war to a conclusion, by the defeat and
capture of the Athenian fleet off Aegos-potami.

Only 8 Athenian ships made their escape under

the command of Conon. He afterwards sailed to

Athens, and in the spring of 404 the city capitu-

lated
;
the long walls and the fortificationB ot the

Piraeus were destroyed, and an oligarchical form of

government established, known by the name of the

30 Tyrants. Lysander was now by far the most

powerful man in Greece, and he displayed more
than the usual pride and haughtiness which dis-

tinguished the Spartan commanders in foreign

countries. He was passionately fond of praise,

and took care that his exploits should be celebrated

by the most illustrious poets of his time. He
always kept the poet Choerilus in his retinue

; and
his praises were also sung by Antilocbus, Anti-

machus of Colophon, and Nioeratus of Heraclea.

He was the first of the Greeks to whom Greek
cities erected altars as to a god, ofifered sacrifices,

and celebrated festivals. His power and ambition

caused the Spartan government uneasiness, and ac-

cordingly the Ephors recalled him from Asia Minor,
to which he had again repaired, and for some years

kept him without any public employment On the

death of Agis II. in 397, he secured the succession

for Agesilaus, the brother of Agis, in opposition to

Leotychides, the reputed son of the latter. He
did not receive from Agesilaus the gratitude he had
expected. He was one of the members of the

council, 30 in number, which was appointed to

accompany the new king in his expedition into

Asia in 396. Agesilaus purposely thwarted all

his designs, and refused all the fisivours which he
asked. On his return to Sparta, Lysander resolved

to bring about the change he had long meditated
in the Spartan constitution, by abolishing heredi-

tary royalty, and making the throne elective. He
is said to have attempted to obtain the sanction of

the gods in favour of his scheme, and to have tried

in succession the oracles of Delphi, Dodona, and
Zeus Ammon, but without success. He^does not

seem to have ventured upon any overt act, and his

enterpriso was cut short by his death in the follow-

ing year. On the breaking out of the Boeotian

war in 395, Lysander was placed at the head of

one army, and the king Pausanias at the head of

another. Lysander marched against Haliartus and
perished in battle under the walls, 395.

Lysandra (Ai/cravdpa), daughter of Ptolemy
Soter and Eurydice, the daughter of Antipater.

She was married first to Alexander, the son of

Cassander, king of Macedonia, and s^ter his death

to Agathocles, the son of Lysiroachus. After the

murder of her 2nd husband, b. c. 284 [Aoatho-
cLxs, No. 3], she fled to Asia, and besought as- .

sistance from Seleucus. The latter in consequence

marched against Lysimachus, who was defeated

and slain in battle 281.

Lysanlas {Avaavlas). 1. Tetrarcb of Abilene,

was put to death by Antony, to gratify Cleopatra,

b. c. 36.— 2. A descendant of the last, who was
tetrarch of Abilene at the time when our Saviour

entered upon his ministry. (Luke, iii. 1.)

Lysias (Ai/irlar), an Attic orator, was bom at

Athens, b. c. 458. He was toe son of Cephalus,

who was a native of Syracuse, and had taken up
his abode at Athens, on the invitation of Pe-
ricles. At the age of 15, Lysias and his brothers

joined the Athenians who went as colonists to

Tburii in Italy, 443. He there completed his

education under the instruction of two Syracusans,
Tisias and Nicias. He afterwards enjoyed great

esteem among the Thurians, and seems to nave
taken part in the administration of the city. After
the defeat of the Athenians in Sicily, he was ex-
pelled by the Spartan party from Thurii, as a par-

tisan of the Athenians. He now returned to

Athens, 411. Daring the rule of the 30 Ty-
rants (404), he was looked upon as an enemy of

the government, his large property was confiscated,

and he was thrown into prison ; but he escaped,

and took refuge at Megara. He joined Thrasy-
buluB and the exiles, and in order to render them
effectual assistance, be sacrificed oU that remained

O D
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of his fortune. He gave tlie patriotB 2000 drachmas

and 200 shieldt, and engaged a band of 300 mer-

cenaries. Thrasybulus procured him the Athenian

franchise, which he had not ^ssessed hitherto,

since he was the son of a foreigner
;
but he was

afterwards deprived of this right, because it had

been conferred without a probuleuma. Henceforth

be lived at Athens as an isoteles, occupying himself,

as it appears, solely with writing judicial speeches

for others, and died in 378, at the age of 80.—
Lysias wrote a great number of orations ; and

among those which were current under his name,

the ancient critics reckoned 230 as genuine. Of
these 35 only are extant

;
and even some of these

are incomplete^ and others are probably spurious.

Most of these orations were composed after his

return from Thurii to Athens. The only one

which he delivered himself is that against Erato-

sthenes, 403. The language of Lysias is perfectly

pure, and may be regarded as one of the best spe-

cimens of the Attic idiom. All the ancient writers

agreed that his orations were distinguished by
grace and elegance. His style is always clear arid

lucid ; and his delineations of character striking

and true to life. The orations of Lysias are con-

tained in the collections of the Attic orators. [Dk-
MOSTHVNK8.] The best separate editions are by
FoertschfLips. 1829: and by Franz, Monac. 1831.

LysiniaoUa or -da (Ava-tfMxla^ Ava-tfidxtta

:

Aufft(iax*^s). 1. {Eksemil)y an important town

on the N. E. of the gulf of Mclas, and on the

isthmus connecting the Thracian Chersonesus with

the mainland, was founded b.c. 309 by Lysi-

machus, who removed to his new city the greater

part of the inhabitants of the neighbouring town
of Cardia. It was subsequently destroyed by the

Thracians, but was restored by Antiochus the

Great. Under the Romans it greatly declined

;

but Justinian built a strong fortress on the spot,

which he called Hexamilium ('E^a/JAiov), doubt-

less, from tho width of the isthmus, under which

name it is mentioned in the middle ages.

—

2. A town in the S. W. of Aetolia, near Pleuron,

situated on a lake of the same name, which was
more anciently called Hydra.

L^lm&cllTis {Avfflfxaxot), king of Thrace, was
a Macedonian by birth, and one of Alexander's ge-

nerals, but of mean origin, bis father Agathocles

having been originally a Penest or serf in Sicily.

He was early distinguished for his imdaunted
courage, as well ^ his great activity and

strength of body. We are told by Q. Curtius that

Lysimachns, when hunting in Syria, hod killed a
lion of immense size single-handed ; and this cir-

cumstance that writer regards as the origin of a
fable gravely related by many authors, that on
account of some offence, Lysiinochus had been shut

up by order of Alexander in the same den with a

lion ; but though unarmed, had succeeded in de-

stroying the animal, and was pardoned by the king

in consideration of his courage. In the division of

the provinces, after the death of Alexander (b. c.

323), Thrace and the neighbouring countries as

fib as the Danube were assigned to Lysiraachus.

For some years he was actively engaged in war
with the warlike barbarians that bordered his pro-

vince on the N. At length, in 315, he joined the

le^e which Ptolemy, Seleucus, and Cassander

had formed against Antigonns; but he did not

take any active part in the war for some time. In

308 he took the title of king, when it was i
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sumed by Antigonus, Ptolemy, Seleucus, and Cat-

Sander. In 302 Lysimachus crossed over into

Asia Minor to oppose Antigonus, while Seleucus

also advanced against the latter from the East. In
301 Lysimachmt and Seleucus effected a junction,

and gained a decisive victory at Ipsus over Anti-
gonus and his son Demetrius. Antigonus fell on
the field, and Demetrius became a fugitive. The
conquerors divided between them the dominions of

the vanquished ; and Lysimachus obtained for his

share all that part of Asia Minor extending from
the Hellespont and the Aegaean to the heart of

Phrygia. In 291 Lysimachus crossed the Danube
and penetrated into the heart of the country of

the Octae
;

but he was reduced to the^ greatest

distress by want of provisions, and was ultimately

compelled to surrender with his whole army. Dro-

michaetcB, king of the Qetae, treated him with the

utmost generosity, and restored him to liberty. In
288 Lysimachus united with Ptolemy, Seleucus, and
Pyrrhus, in a common league against Demetrius,

who had for some years been in possession of Ma-
cedonia, and was now preparing to march into

Asia. Next year, 287, Lysimachus and Pyrrhus
invaded Macedonia. Demetrius was abandoned by
his own troops, and was compelled to seek safety in

flight. Pyrrhus for a time obtained possession of

the Macedonian throne, but he was expelled by
Lysimachus in 288. Lysimachus was now in pos-

session of all the dominions in Europe that had
formed part of the Macedonian monarchy, as well

as of the greater part of Asia Minor. He remained

in undisturbed possession of these vast dominions

till shortly before his death. His downfall was
occasioned by a dark domestic tragedy. His wife

Arsinoc, daughter of Ptolemy Soter, had long hated

her step-son Agathocles, and at length, by false

accusations, induced Lysimachus to put his son to

death. This bloody deed alienated the minds of his

subjects ; and many cities of Asia broke out into

open revolt. Lysandra, the widow of Agathocles,

fled with her children to the co^'t of Seleucus, who
forthwith invaded the dominions of Lysimachns.

The two monarchs met in the plain of Corns (Co-

rupedion) ; and Lvsimachus fell in the battle that

ensued, b. c. 281. ^ He was in his 80th year at

the time of bis death.— Lysimachus founded Ly-
siMACHiA, on the Hellespont, and also enlarged and
rebuilt many other cities.

Lysimella (d Autri^^Acia A(/uvi}), a marsh near

Syracuse in Sicily, probably the same as the marsh
more anciently called Syraco from which the town
of Syracuse is said to have derived its name.

LysXndfi (Av<riy6Ti: Agelanf)^ a town in Pi>

sidia, S. of the lake Ascania.

Lysippus (Ai(r«nroy), of Sicyon, one of the

most distinguished Greek statuaries, was a con-

temporary of Alexander the Great. Originally a

simple workman in bronze (J&5era<!rarttM),bero8e

to the eminence which he ^terwards obtained by
the direct study of nature. He rejected the last

remams of the old conventional rules which the

early artists followed. In his imitation of nature

the ideal appears almost to have vanished, or

perhaps it should rather be said that he aimed to

idealise merely hman beauty. He made statues

of gods, it is true
;
but even in this field of art his

favourite subject was the human hero Hercules

;

while his portraits seem to have been the chief

foundation of his fame. The works of Lysippus

are said to have amounted to tlie enormous number
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of 1500. They were almoit all, if not all, in

bronze ; in consequence of which none of them are

extant. lie made statues of Alexander at all

periods of life, and in many different positions.

Alexander's edict is well Imowii, that no one
should paint him but Apelles, and no one make his

statue but Lysippua The most celebrated of these

statues was that in whichAlexander was represented

with a lance, which was considered as a sort of

companion to the picture of Alexander wielding a
thunderbolt, by Apelles.

Lysis (Avtris), tm eminent Pythagorean philo-

sopher, who, driven out of Italy in the persecution

of his sect, betook himself to Thebes, and became
the teacher of Epaminondas, by whom he was
held in the highest esteem.

Lysis, a river of Caria, only mentioned by Livy
(xxxviii. 15).

Lysistr&tos, of Sicyon, the brother of Lysippus,

was a statuary, and devoted himself to the m^jng
of portraits. He was the first who took a cast of

the human face in gypsum
;
and from this mould

he produced copies% pouring into it melted wax.

Lystra (^7 A«i<rTpo, rdAwo-rpa: prob. KaradagU^

Ru.), a city of Lycaonia, on the confines of Isauria,

celebrated as one chief scene of the preaching of

Paul and Barnabas. Cdc^, xiv.)

M.

Macao (Mcbcat). L A people on the E. coast

of Arabia Felix, probably about An
inland people of Libya, in the Regio Syrtica, that

is, the part of N. Africa between the Syrtes.

tfacalla, a town on the £. coast of Bruttinm,

which was said to possess the tomb and a sanctuary

of Philoctetes.

Mac&r or Mdc&reas (Mdxap or MaKop^is). 1.

Son of Helios (or Crinacus) and Rhodes, fled from

Rhodes to Lesbos after the murder of Tenages. •—

2. Son of Aeolus, who committed incest with his

sister Canace. [Canacb.] —-d. Son of Jason and
ihledea, also called Mermerus or ^ormorus.

Mac&rla (Meucap^a), daughter of Hercules and
Deianira,

MacSxIa (Maxapla). 1. A poetical name of

several islands, such as Lesbos, Rhodes, and Cy-
prus. 2. An island in the S. part of the Sinus

Arabicus {Red SSxt), off the coast of the Troglo-

dytae.

Macoabaei {MaKKaScuoi\ the descendants of the

family of the heroic Judas Maccabi or Moccabaeus,

a surname which he obtained from his glorious

victories. (From the Hebrew rmJdaxh, “a hailimer.”)

They were also called Aaamonaei {*Aerafuavaioi)^

from Asamonaeus, or Chasmon, the great<.grand-

father of Mattethias, the father of Judas Macca-

baeus, or, in a shorter form, Asmonaei or Homo-
naei. This family first obtained distinction from

the attempts which were made by Antiochus JV.
Epiphanes, king of Syria, to root out the worship

of Jehovah, and introduce the Greek religion among
the inhabitants of Judaea. Antiochus published

an edict, which enjoined uniformity of wonhip
throughout his dominions. At Modin, a town not

far from Lydda, lived Mattathias, a man of the

priestly line and of deep religious feeling, who had
5 sons in the vigour of their days, John, Simon,

Judas, Eleazar, and Jonathan. When, the officer

of the Syrian king visited Mcdin, to enforce
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obedience to the ro^'al edict, Mattathias not only

refused to desert the religion of his forefathers, but

with his own hand stru(^ dead the first renegade

who attempted to offer sacrifice on the heathen
altar. He then put to death the king's officer, and
retired to the mountains with his 5 sons (b. c.

167). Their numbers daily increased; and as

opportunities occurred, they issued from their

mountain fastnesses, cut off detachments of the

Syrian army,.destroyed heathen altars, and restored

in many places the synagogues and the open

worship of the Jewish religion. Within a few
months the insurrection at- Modin had grown into

a war for national independence. But the toils of

such a war were too much for the aged frame of

Mattathias,.who died in the Ist year of the revolt,

leaving the conduct of it to Judas, his 3rd son. 1.

Judas, who assumed the surname of Maccabaeus,
as has been mentioned above, carried on the war
with the same prudence and energy with which it

had been commenced. After meeting with great

success, he at length fell in battle against the forces

of Demetrius 1 Soter, 160. He was succeeded in

the command by his brother,*— 2. Jonathan, who
maintained the cause of Jewish independence with
equal vigour and success, and became recognised

as high-priest of the Jews. He was put to death
by Tryphon, the miniate* of Antiochus VI., who
treacherously got him into his power, 144. Jona-
than was succeeded in the high-priesthood by his

brother,— 3. Simon, who was the most fortunate of

the sons of Mattathias, and under whose government
the country became virtually independent of Syria.

He was murdered by his son-in-law Ptolemy, the

governor of Jericho, together with 2 of his sons,

Judas and Mattathias, 135. His other son Joannes
Hyreanus escaped, and succeeded his father. — 4.

Joannes Hyreanus I. was high-priest 135—106.

He did not assume the title of king, hut was to all

intents and purposes an independent monarch.
[Hyacanur.] He was succeeded by his son

Aristobulus L— 6. Aristobulus I., was the first

of the Maccabees who assumed the kingly title,

which was henceforth borne by his successors. His
reign lasted only a year 1 06—105. [Aristobulus.]
He was succeeded by his brother,— 6. Alexander
Janniteus, who reigned 105—78. [ALRXANnKK,
p. 35, a.] He was succeeded by bis widow,— 7.

Alexandra, who appointed her son Hyreanus II.

to the priesthood, and held the*8upreme powpr 78
—69. On her death in the latter year her son,-
8. Hyrcanna II., obtained the kingdom, 69, but

was supplanted almost immediately afterwards by
his brother,— 9. Aristobnlna II., who obtained

the throne 68. [Aristobulus.] For the re-

mainder of the history of the house of the Macca-
bees see Hyrcanus II. and Hxrodbs I.

HBc6d5nIa {Mouct^ovla ; Moxcddi'c*), a country

in Europe, N. of Greece, which is said to have

derived its name from an ancient king Macedon,

a son of Zeus and Thyia, a daughter of Deucalion.

The name first occurs in Herodotus, but its more
ancient form appears to have been Macitta (Mo-
Ksrla) ; and accordingly the Macedonians are

sometimes called Macetae, The comitry is said

to have been originally yarned Ematbia. The
boundaries of N^edonia differed at different

periods. In the time of Herodotus the name Mace-
donis designated only the country to tlie S. and
W. of the river Lydias. The b^ndaries of the

weient Macedonian monarchy, before the time of
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Philip, the father of Alexander, were on the S.

Olympus and the Cambunian mountains, which

separated it from Thessaly and Epirus, on the E.

the river Strynion, which separated it from Thrace,

and on the N. and W. Illyria and Paeonia,

from which it was divided by no well defined

limits. Macedonia was greatly enlarged by the

conquests of Philip. He added to his kingdom
Paeonia on the N., so that the mountains Scordus

and Orbelus now separated it from Moesia; a
part of Thrace on the E. as far as the river Nestus,

which Thracian district was usually called Mace-
donia adjecta

;

the peninsula Chalcidice on the S.

;

and on the W. a part of Illyria, as far as the lake

Lychnitis. On the conquest of the country by
the Romans, B.O. 168, Macedonia was divided

into 4 districts, which were quite independent of

one another :— 1. The eountiy between the Stry-

mon and the Nestus, with a part of Thrace E. of

the Nestus, as far as the Hebnis, and also in-

cluding the territory of Heraclea Sintica and
Bisaltice, W. of the Strymon ; the capital of this

district was Amphipelis. 2. The country between

the Strymon and the Axius, exclusive of those

parts already named, but including Chalcidice

;

the capital Thessolonica. 3. The country between
the Axius and Peneus ; the capital Pella. 4. The
mountainous country in the W. ; the capital Pela-

gonia. After the conquest of the Achaeans, in

146, Macedonia was formed into a Roman pro-

vince, and Thessaly and Illyria were incorporated

with it ; bat at the same time the district £. of the

Nestus was again assigned to Thrace. The Roman
province of Macedonia accordingly extended from

the Aegaean to the Adriatic seas, and was bounded
on the S. hy the province of Achaia. It was
originally governed by a proconsul ; it was made
by Tiberiutf' one of the provinces of the Caesar ;

but it WHS restored to the senate by Claudius.

— Macedonia may be described as a large plain,

surrounded on 3 sides by lofty mountains. Through
this plain, however, run many smaller ranges of

mountains, between which are wide and fertile

valleys, extending from the coast far into the in-

terior. The chief mountains were Scoanus, or

ScARDUS, on the N.W. frontier, towards Illyria

and Dardnnia
;
further £. Orbelus and Scomius,

which separated it from Moesia ; and Rhodope,
which extended firom Scomius in a S.E. direction,

forming the boundary between Macedonia and
Thrace. On the S. frontier were the CAMBUNir
Montes and Olympus. The chief rivers were
in the direction of E. to W., the Nestus, the

Strymon, the Axius, the largest of all, the

Ludias or Lydias, and the Haliacmon.—The
great bulk of the inhabitants of Macedonia con-

sisted of Thracian and Illyrian tribes. At an
early period some Greek tribes settled in the S.

part of the country. They are said to have come
from Argos, and to have been led by Gauanes,
A&opus, and Perdiccas, the 3 sons of Teraenus,

the Heraclid. Perdiccas, tlie youngest of the

brothOTS, was looked upon as the founder of the

Macedonian moharchy. A later tradition, how-
ever, regarded Coranus, who was also a Heraclid

from Argos, as the ^nder of the monarchy.

These Greek settlers mtermarried with the ori-

ginal inhabitants of the country. The dialect

which they sfioke was akin to the Doric, but it

contained many barbarous words and forms ; and
the Macedonians were accordingly never regarded
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by the other Greeks as genuine Hellenes. More-
over, it was only in the S. of Macedonia that the

Greek language was spoken ; in the N. and N.W.
of the country the Illyrian tribes continued to

speak their own language and to preserve their

ancient habits and customs. Very little is known
of the history of Macedonia till the reign o.

Amyntas I., who was a contemporary of Darius

Hystaspis
;
but from that time their history is

more or less intimately connected with that of

Greece, till at length Philip, the father of Alex-
ander the Great, became the virtual master of the

whole of Greece. The conquests of Alexander

extended the Macedonian supremacy over a great

part of Asia
;
and the Macedonian kings continued

to exercise their sovereignty over Greece, till the

conquest of Perseus by the Romans, 1 68, brought

the Macedonian monarchy to a close. The details

of the Macedonian history are given in the lives of

the separate kings.

Hacella {Macellaro)^ a small fortified town in

the W. of Sicily, S.E. of Segesta.

Macer, Aenullns. 1. A Roman poet, a native of

Verona, died in Asia, b. c. 16. He wrote a poem
or poems upon birds, snakes, and medicinal plants,

in imitation, it would appear, of the Theriaca of

Nicander. (Ov. Trist. iv. 10. 44.) The work now
extant, entitled “ Aemilius Macer de Herhanuu
Virtutihus,” belongs to the middle ages.— 2. We
must carefully distinguish from Aemilius Macer of

Verona, a poet Macer, who wrote on the Trojan

war, and who must have been alive in a. d. 1 2,

since he is addressed hy Ovid in that year

Pont. ii. 10. 2.)—:3. A Roman jurist, who lived in

the reign of Alexander Severus. He wrote several

works, extracts from which are given in the Digest.

Macer, Clfidlus, was governor of Africa at

Nero's death a. d. 68, when he laid claim to the

throne. He was murdered at the instigation of

Oalba by the jprocurator, Trehouius Gorucianus.

Micer, Licinlus. [Licmn/s.]

Macestus (MdKrjtrTos: Simaul-Sny and lower

Suauffherli), a considerable river of Mysia, rises in

the N.W. of Phrvgia,and flows N. through Mysia
into the Rhyndacus. It is probably the same river

which Polybius (v. 77) calls Megistus {Meyurros).

Hacbaerlls (Maxoupo^r : Maxatplrrjs), a strong

border fortress in the S. of Petaea, in Palestine,

on the confines of the Nahathaei : a stronghold of

the Sicarii in the Jewish war. A tradition made
it the place where John the Baptist was beheaded..

Haohaaldas, tyrant of Lacedaemon, succeeded

Lycurgus about b. c. 210. Like his predecessor,

he had no hereditary title to the crown, but

ruled Ky the swords of his mercenaries alone. He
was defeated and slain in battle hy Philopoemen,

the general of the Achaean league in 207.

l^h&on (Moxdwv), son of Aesculapius, was
married to Anticlea, the daughter of Diocles, by
whom he became the father of Qorgasus, Nicoma-
chus, Alexonor, Sphyrus, and Polemocrates. To-
gether with his brother Podalirius he went to Troy
with 30 ships, commanding the men who came
from Tricca, Ithome, and Occhalia. In this war
he acted as the surgeon of the Greeks, and also

distinguished himself in battle. He was himself

wounded by Paris, but was carried from the field

by Nestor. Later writers mention him as one of

the Greek heroes who were concealed in the wooden
horse, and he is said to have cured Philoctetes.

He was killed by Eurypylos, the eon of Tele*
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phus, and he received divine honourt at Qerenia, in

Meaaenia.

Kaohlj^es a people Cf Libya, near

the Lotophagi, on the W. side of the lake Triton,

in what was afterwards called Africa Propria,

Hachon (Mdxwv), of Corinth or Sicyon, a comic

poet, flourished at Alexandria, where he gave in-

structions respecting comedy to the grammarian
Aristophanes of Byzantium.

Hacistua or Haciatnm (M^kiotos, MdKtffrop

:

MaKlffTios\ an ancient town of Elis in Triphylia,

N.E. of Lejoreum, originally called Piatanistus

(nAaTavio-Tovr), and founded by the Caucones.

Macoraba (Mcutopd^a: Mecca), a city in the

W. of Arabia Felix
;

probably the sacred city of

the Arabs, even before the time of Mohammed, and

the seat of the worship of Alitat or Alitta under

the emblem of a meteoric stone.

Hacra (Mapra), a small river rising in the

Apennines and flowing into the Ligurian sea near

Luna, which, from the time of Augustus, formed

the boundary between Liguria and Etruria.

Macri&nufl, one of the 30 tyrants, a distinguished

general, who accompanied Valerian in his expe-

dition against the Persians, A. i). 260. On the

capture of that monarch, Macrianus was proclaimed

emperor, together with his 2 sons Macrianus and

Quietus. He assigned the management of affairs

in the East to Quietus, and set out with the

younger Macrianus for Italy. They were encoun-

tered by Aureolus on the confines of Thrace and

Illyria, defeated and slain, 262. Quietus was
shortly afterwards slain in the East by Odenathus.

Macri Campi. [Campi Maori.]
Macidnus, M. OpUIus Severus, Homan em-

peror, April, A, D. 217—June, 218. He was born

nt Caesarea in Mauretania, of humble parents, a.o.

164, and rose at length to be praefect of tho prae-

torians under Caracalla. He accompanied Caracalla

in his expedition against the Parthians, and was
proclaimed emperor after the death of Caracalla,

whom he had catfted to be assassinated. He con-

ferred the title of Caesar upon his son Diadume-

nianus, and at the same time gained great popularity

by repealing some obnoxious (axes. But in the

course of the same year he was defeated with great

loss by the Parthians, and was obliged to retire

into Syria. While here his soldiers, with whom
he had become unpopular by enforcing among
them order and discipline, were easily seduced from

their allegiance, and proclaimed Elagabalus as

emperor. With the troops which remained faithful

to him, Macrinus marched against the usurper,

but was defeated, and fled in disgnise. Ho was

shortly afterwards seized in Chalcedon, and put to

death, after a reign of J 4 months.
'

Macro, Naevius Sortorlus, a favourite of the

emperor Tiberius, was employed to arrest the

powerful Sejanus in a. i>. 31. On the death of the

latter he was made praefect of the praetorians, an

office which he continued to hold for the remainder

of Tiberius's reign and during the earlier part of

Caligula’s. Macro was as cruel as Sejanus. He
laid informations ;

he presided at the rack ; and he

lent himself to the most savage caprices of Tiberius

during the last and worst period of his government.

During the lifetime of Tiberius he paid court to

the young Caligula ;
and he promoted an intrigue

between his wife Ennia and the young prince. It

was rumoured that Macro shortened the last mo-
ments of Til^rius by stifling him with the bedding

as he recovered unexpectedly from swoon. But
Caligula soon became jealous of Macro, and com-
pelled him to kill himself with his wife and
children, 38.

Maor5b!i (MoKpdSiot, i. e. Lov^Mved), an

Aethiopian people in Africa, placed by Herodotus

(iii. 17) on the shores of the S. Ocean. It is in

vain to attempt their accurate identification with
any known people.

Maoroblna, the grammarian, whose full name
was Antbrosius Aurelius Theodosius Macrobius. All

we know about him is that he lived in the age of

Honorius and Theodosius, that he was prolmbly

a Greek, and that he had a son named Eustathius.

He states in the preface to his Saturnalia that

lAtin- was to him a foreign tongue, and hence we
may fairly conclude that he was a Greek by birth,

more especially as we find numerous Greek idioms

in Ms style. He was probably a pagan. His
extant works are :— 1 . Satumaliomm Conviviorum
Libri VIL, consisting of a series of dissertations

on history, mythology, criticism, and various points

of antiquarian research, supposed to have been
delivered during the holidays of the Satunialia at

the house of Vettius Practextatus, who was invested

with the highest offices of state under Valcntinian

and Valens. The form of the work is avowedly
copied from the dialogues of Plato, especially the

Banquet: in substance it bears a strong resem-

blance to the Noctes Atticae of A. Gellius. The
1st book treats of the festivals of Satunius and
Janus, of the Roman calendar, Ac. Tho 2nd book
commences with a collection of bon mots, ascribed

to the most celebrated wits of antiquity
; to these

are appended a series of essays on matters connected

with the pleasures of the table. The 4 following

books are devoted to criticisms on Virgil. The 7th

book is of a more misoellancous character than the

preceding.— 2. Commeniariua «r C^erone in Somr
niuvi ScipUmisj a traot much studied during the

middle ages. Tho Dream of Scipio, contained in

the Gth book of Cicero's De Hepublicfi is taken as

a text, which suggests a succession of discourses

on the physical constitution of the universe, accord-

ing to the views of the New Platonists, together

with notices of some of their peculiar tenets on
mind ns well as matter.-—3. De Differentue et So^
cieiatibus Graeci Latinique VeHn, a treatise purely

grammatical, of which only an abridgment is extant,

compiled by a certain Joannes.—The best editions

of the works of Macrobius are by Grnnovius, Lug,
Bat. 1670, and by Zeunius, Lips. 1774.

Maerdnes (Mdxfwrss), a powerful and Warlike
Caucasian people on the N. £. shore of the Pontus
Euxinus.

Mactdrlnm (Mouertiptov : Mcucrtepivos), a town
in the S. of Sicily, near Gela.

Macynla {Manwla: MaKweAs)^ a town in the
S. of Aetolia, near the mountain Taphiassus, E. of

Calydon and the Evenus.

Madiaitftao (MaSiarTrai, MaHirtpeuot, Mebirivol t

0. T. Midianim), a powerful nomad people in the

S. of Arabia Petraea, about the head of tiie Red
Sea. They carried on a caravan trade l^tweer
Arabia and Egypt, and were troublesome enemiei
of the Israelites until they were conquered hj
Gideon. They do not ^pear in history after tM
Babylonish captivity.

Mad;^ttia {VldUvros : MaSdrtor : Maito), a see

port town on the Thraciim Cbersonesus.

Maeander {Matavipos : Mender^ or Mdndei
D D 8
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or Boyuh-Mendereh^ i. e. the Great Mendert^t^ in

contradistinction to ilia Little Menderehy the ancient

Cajrster), has its source in the mountain called

Aulocrenas, above Celaenae, in the S. of Phrygia,

close to the source of the Marsyas, which imme-

diately joins it. [Cblaknak.] It flows in a ge-

neral W. direction, with various changes ofdirection,

but on the whole with a slight inclination to the S.

After leaving Phrygia, it flows parallel to Mt. Mes-
fiogis, on its S. side, forming the boundary between
Lydia and Garia, and at last falls into the Icarian

Sea between Myus and Priene. Its whole length

is above 170 geographical miles. The Maeandcr
is deep, but narrow, and very turbid ; and there-

fore not navigable far up. Its upper course lies

chiefly through elevated plains, and partly in a deep

rocky valley; its lower course, for the last 110
miles, is through a beautiful wide plain, through

which it flows in those numerous windings that

have made its name a descriptive verb (to mean-
der\ and which it often inundates. The alteration

made in the coast about its mouth by its alluvial

deposit was observed by the ancients, and it has

been continually going on. [See Latmicus Sinus
and Miletus.] The tributaries of the Maeander
were, on the right or N. side, the Marsyas, Cludnis,

Lethiieus, and Gaeson, and, on the left or S. side,

the Obrimas, Lycus, Harpasus, and another Mar*
syas. — As a god Maeander is described as the

father of the nymph Cyane, who was the mother

of Caunus. Hence the latter is called by Ovid
{Met. ix. 573) Maeandrius juvenia.

MaecSnas, C. Cilnlas, was born some time be-

tween B. c. 73 and 63 ; and we learn from Horace
(Curm, iv. 11) that his birth-day was the 1 3th of

April. Ilia family, though belonging wholly to

the equestrian order, was of high antiquity and
honour, and traced its descent from the Lucumones

of Etruria. His paternal ancestors the Cilnii^ are

mentioned by Livy (x. 3, 5) as having attained

great power and wealth at Arretium about b.c. 301.

The maternal branch of the family was likewise of

Etruscan origin, and it was from them that the

name of Maecenas was derived, it being customary

among the Etruscans to assume the mother’s as

well as the father’s name. It is in allusion to this

circumstance that Horace {Sat. i. 6. 3) mentions

both his avus materaus atque paiernus as having

been distinguished by commanding numerous le-

gions ; a passage, by the way, from which we are

not to infer that the ancestors of Maecenas had

ever led the Roman legions. Although it is un-

known where Maecenas received his education, it

must doubtless have been a careful one. We learn

from Horace that he was versed both in Greek and
Roman literature; and his taste for literary pursuits

was shown, not only by his patronage of the most

eminent poets of his time, but also by several per-

formances of his own, both in verse and prose. It

has been conjectured that he became acquainted

with Augustus at Apollonia before the death of

Julius Caesar ; but he is mentioned for the first

time in b. c. 40, and from this year his name con-

stantly occurs as one of the chief friends and
ministers of Augustus. Thus we find him employed

in B. c. 37, in negotiating with Antony; and it was
probably on this occasion that Horace accompanied

him to BrundUium, a journey which he has de-

scribed in the 5th satire of the 1st book. During

the war with Antony, which was brought to a

close by the battle of Actium, Maecenas cemained
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at Rome, being entrusted with the administration

of the civil affairs of Italy. During this time he
suppressed the conspiracy of the younger Lepidus.

Maecenas was not present at the battle of Actium,
as some critics have supposed; and the Istepode of

Horace probably does not relate at all to Actium,
but to the Sicilian expedition against Sext. Pom-
peius. On the return of Augustus from Actium,
Maecenas enjoyed a greater share of his favour

than ever, and in conjunction with Agrippa, had
the management of all public aflairs. It is related

that Augustus at this time took counsel with
Agrippa and Maecenas respectuig the expediency
of restoring the republic; that Agrippa advised

him to pursue that course, but that Maecenas
strongly urged him to establish the empire. For
many years Maecenas continued to preserve the

uninterrupted favour of Augustus; but between
B.c. 21 and 16, a coolness, to say the least, had
sprung up between the emperor and his faithful

minister, and after the latter year he retired en-

tirely from public life. The cause of this estrange-

ment is enveloped in donbt. Dion Cassius positively

attributes it to an intrigue carried on by Augustus
with Tcrcntia, Maecenas's wife. Maecenas died

B.C. 8, and was buried on the Ksquiline. He left

no children, and he bequeathed his property to

Augustus.— Maecenas had amassed an enormous
fortune. He had purchased a tract of ground on
the Esquiline hill, which had formerly served as a
burial-place for the lower orders. (Hor. Sat. i. 8. 7.)

Here he had planted a garden, and built a house,

remarkable for its loftiness, on account of a tower
by which it was surmounted, and from the top of

which Nero is said to have afterwards contem-

plated the burning of Rome. In this residence he
seems to have passed the greater part of his time,

and to have visited the country but seldom. H is

house was the rendezvous of all the wits of Rome;
and whoever could contribute to the amusement of

the cojnpany was always welcome to a seat at his

table. But his really intimate friends consisted of

the greatest geniuses and most learned men of

Rome; and if it was from his universal inclination

towards men of talent that ho obtained the repu-

tation of a literary patron, it was by his friendship

for such poets as Virgil and Horace that he de-

served it. Virgil was indebted to him for the

recovery of his farm, which had been appropriated

by the soldiery in the division of lands, in b.c. 41

;

and it was at the request of Maecenas that he
undertook the Georgies^ the most finished of all his

poems. To Horace he was a still greater benefactor.

He presented him with the means of comfortable

subeistence, a farm in the Sabine country. If the

estate wds but a moderate one, we learn from
Horace himself that the bounty of Maecenas was
regulated by his own contented views, and not by
his patron's want of generosity. {Carm. ii. 18. 14,

Carm. iii. l6. 38.)— Of Maecenas's own literary

productions only a few framents exist. From
these,*, however, and from tue notices which we
find of his writings in ancient authors, we are led

to think that we have not suffered any great loss

by their destruction; for, although a good judge of

literary merit in others, he does not appear to

have been an author of much taste himself. In
his way of life Maecenas was addicted to every

species of luxury. We find several allusions in

the ancient authors to the effeminacy of bis dress.

He was fond of theatrioti entertainments, especially
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pantomimes; as may he inferred from his patronage

of Bathyllus, the celebrated dancer, who was a

freedman of his. That moderation of character

which led him to be content with his equestrian

rank, probably arose from his love of ease and
luxury, or it might have been tl»e result of more
prudent and political views. As a politician, the

principal trait in his character was fidelity to his

master, and the main end of all his cares was the

consolidation of the empire. But at the same time

he recommended Augustus to put no check on the

free expression of public opinion
;
and above all to

avoid that cruelty, which, for so many years, had
stained the Roman annals with blood.

Maecius Tarpa. [Tarpa.]
MaedXca the country of the Maedi,

a powerful people in the W. of Thrace, on the W.
bank of the Strymon, and the S. slope of Mt.
Scomius. They frequently made inroads into the

country of the Macedonians, till at length they

were conquered by the latter people, and their

land incorporated with Macedonia, of which it

formed the N.E. district.

Haelius, Sp., the richest of the plebeian knights,

employed his fortune in buying up corn in Etruria

in the great famine at Rome in b. c. 440. This

corn he sold to the poor at a small price, or distri-

buted it gratuitously. Such liberality gained him
the favour of the plebeians, but at the same time

exposed him to the hatred of the ruling class.

Accordingly in the following year he was accused

of having formed a conspiracy for the purpose of

seizing the kingly power. Thereupon Cincinnatus

was appointed dictator, and C. Servilius Ahala, the

master of the horse. Maelius was summoned to

appear before the tribunal of the dictator ; but as

he refused to go, Ahala, with an armed band
of patrician youths, rushed into the crowd, and

slew him. His property was confiscated, and his

house pulled down
;

its vacant site, which was
called the Aequimaeliumy continued to subsequent

.iges a memorial of his fate. Later ages fully be-

lieved the story of Maelius’s conspiracy, and Cicero

repeatedly praises the glorious deed of Ahala. But
his guilt is very doubtful, ^one of the alleged

accomplices of Maelius were punished ; and Ahala
was brought to trial, and only escaped con-

demnation by a voluntary exile.

Maen&ca (Maivaxij), a town in the S. of His-

pania Baetica on the coast, the most W.-ly colony

of the Phocacans.

Maen&des (MaivdScr), a name of the Bacchantes,

from fialvo/ioi, “ to be mad,” because they were

frenzied in the worship of Dionysus or Bacchus.

Hacn&lus {rh Malva\oy or Maiyd^toy 6pos:

Ro'inon\ a mountain in Arcadia, which extended

from Megalopolis to Tegea, was celebrated as the

favourite haunt of the god Pan. From this moun-

tain the surrounding country was called Maenhlia
(MaivaXla) ; and on the mountain was a town

Maenalus, The mountain was so celebrated that

the Roman poets frequently use the adjectives

Maenalius and Afamalis as equivalent to Arcadian.

MaeaJuB. 1. C., consul, b.c. 338, with L. Fu-

rius Camillus. The 2 consuls completed the subju-

gation of Latium ;
they were both rewarded with a

triumph; and equestrian statues were erected to

their honour in the forum. The statue of Maenius

was placed upon a column, which is spoken of by
later writers, under the name of Cduinna Maenia^

and which appears to have stood near the end of
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the forum, on the Capitoline. Maenius was dictator

in 320, and censor in 318. In his censorship he
allowed balconies to be added to the various build-

ings surrounding the forum, in order that the

spectators might obtain more room for beholding

the games which were exhibited in the forum; and
these balconies were called after him Maeniana
(sc. aedijuna). "^2. The proposer of the law, about

286, which required the patres to give their sanc-

tion to the election of the magistrates before they

had been elected, or in other words to confer, or

agree to confer, the imperium on the person whom
the comitia should elect. —8. A contemporary of

Lucilius, was a great spendthrift, who squandered

all his property, and afterwards supported himself

by playing the buffoon. He possessed a house in

the forum, which Cato in his censorship (184)
purchased of him, for the purpose of building the
basilica Porcia. Some of the scholiasts on Horace
ridiculously relate, that when Maenius sold his

house, he reserved for himself one column, the

Columna Maenin, from which he built a balcony,

that he might thence witness the games. The true

origin of the Columna Maenia, and of the balconies

called Maeniana, has been explained above. (Hor.
Sat. i. 1. 101, i. 3. 21, Fpisf. i. 15. 26.)

Maen5ba, a town in the S.E. of Hispania Bae-
tica, near the coast, situated on a river of the same
name, and 12 miles E. of Malaca.

Maeon {Maluv). 1. Son of Haeroon of Thebes.

He and Lycophontes were tl>e leaders of the band
that lay in ambush against Tydeus, in the war of

the Seven against Thebes. Maeon was the only

one whose life was spared by Tydeus. Maeon in

return buried Tydeus, when the latter was slain.

2. Husband of Dindyme, the mother of Cybele.

MaeSnla. [Lydia.]

MaeSnldes (Maioyidvs% i. e. Ilqjiner, either be>

cause he was a son of Macon, or because he was a

native of Maeonia, the ancient name of Lydia.

Hence he is also called Maeonius senex^ and his

poems the Maeoniae cJuirtae^ or Maeonium carmen.

— Mae6nis, also occurs as a surname of Omphale,
and of Arachne, because both were Lydians.

MaeStae. [Mabotis Palvs.]

Maefitls F&1U8 (t; Mai&ris \lfivrii Sea oj

Azov)y an inland sea on the borders of Europe and
Asia, N. of the Pontus Euxinus {Black Sea\ with

which it communicates by the Bosporus Cjmme-
Rius. Its form may be described roughly as a

triangle, with its vertex at its N. E. extremity,

where it receives the waters of the great river

Tanais {Don) ; it discharges its superfluous watei

by a constant current into the Euxine. The an-

cients had very vague notions of its true form and

size ; the earlier geographers thought that both i<

and the Caspian Sea were gulfs of the great N
Ocean. The Scythian tribes on its banks wen
called by the collective name of MaeOtae or Maed
tici (Maiwrat, MoiutikoI). The sea had also th<

names ofCimmerium or Bosporicum Mare. Aeschy
lus {Prom. 731) applies the name of Maeotic Strai

to the Cimmerian Bosporus {ahh&t^ Maiwriativ).

Uaera (Marpa). 1. The dog of Icarius, th'

father of Erigone. [Icarius, No. 1 .]^2. Daughte
of Pxoetus and An tea, a companion of Artemis, b
whom she was killed, after she had become b
Zeus the mother of Locrus. Others state that sh

died a virgin. —*8. Daughter of Atlas, was marric

to Tegeates, the son of Lycaon. Her tomb wi

shown both at Tegea and Mantiuea in Arcadia.

O D 4
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Xaeia, Julia, sister-in-law ofSeptimiusSevenis,

aunt of Caracalla, and grandmother ol Elagabalus

and Alexander Severus. She was a native of

Emesa in Syria, and seems, after the elevation of

Septimius Severus, the husband of her sister Julia

Domna, to have lived at the imperial court until

the death of Caracalla, and to have accumulated

great wealth. She contrived and executed the

plot which transferred the supreme power from

Macrinus to her grandson Elagabalus. When
she foresaw the downfall of the latter, she prevailed

on him to adopt his cousin Aljexandbr Sxvbrus.

By Severus she was always treated with the

greatest respect ; she enjoyed the title of Augusta

during her life, and received divine honours after

her death.

Xaevlua. [Baviur.]

Xag&ba, a mountain in Galatia, 10 Roman
miles E. of Ancyra.

Magas (Mdyar), king of Cyrene, was a step-son

of Ptolemy Soter, being the offspring of Berenice

by a former marriage. He was a Macedonian by
birth; and he seems to have accompanied his mother

to Egypt, where he soon rose to a high place in the

favour of Ptolemy. In b. c, 308 he was appointed

by that monarch to the command of the expedition

destined for the recovery of Cyrene after the death

of Ophelias. The enterprise was completely suc-

cessful, and Magas obtained from his step-father

the government of the province. At first he ruled

over the province only as a dependency of Egypt,

but after the death of Ptolemy Soter he not only

assumed the character of an independent monarch,

but even made war on the king of Egypt. He
married Apama, daughter of Antiochus Soter, by
whom he had a daughter, Berenice, afterwards the

wife of Ptolemy Euergetes. He died 2S8.

]fagddlum/Md76oXov, M<iySc»Aov: O.T. Mig-

dol), a city of Lower Egypt, near the N. E. frontier,

about 12 miles S. W. of Pelusium ; where Pharaoh

Necho defeated the Syrians, according to Hero-

dotus (ii. 1.59).

Magetobria {Moigte de Brok^ on the Saone),

a town on the W. frontiers of the Sequani, near

which the Gauls were defeated by the Germans
shortly before Caesar's arrival in Gaul.

(Md70<), the name of the order of priests

and religious teachersr among the Medes and Per-

sians, is said to be derived from the Persian word
mog^ or mugh^ i. e. a priest. There is strong

evidence that a class similar to the Magi, and in

some cases bearing the same name, exist^ among
other Eastern nations, especially the Chaldaeans of

Babylon
;
nor is it at all probable that either the

Magi, or their religion, were of strictly Median or

Persian origin: but, in classical literature, they

are presented to us almost exclusively in connection

with Medo-Persian history. Herodotus represents

them as one of the 6 tribes into which the Median
people were divided. Under the Median empire,

before the supremacy passed to the Persians, they

were so closely connected with the throne, and had
so great an influence in the state, that they evi-

dently retained their position after the revolution ;

and they had power enough to be almost successful

in the attempt they made to overthrow the Persian

dynasty after the death of Cambyses, by putting

forward one of their own number as a pretender to

the throne, alleging that he was Smerdii, the son

of Cyrus, who had been put to death by his brother

Cambyses. It fclear that this was a plot to re-
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store the Median supremacy ; but whether it arose

from mere ambition, or from any diminution of the

power of the Magi under the vigorous government
of Cyrus, cannot be said with certainty. The de-
feat of this Magian conspiracy by Darius the eon
of Hystaspes and the other Persian nobles was fol-

lowed by a general massacre of the Magi, which was
celebrated by an annual festival (rd Vlayo<p6viti)^

daring which no Magian was permitted to appear
in public. Still their position as the only ministers

of religion remained unaltered. The breaking up
of the Persian empire must have greatly altered

their condition
; but they still continue to appear

in history down to the time of the later Roman
empire. The “wise men” who came from the

East to Jerusalem at the time of our Saviour's

birth were Magi (fuiyoi is their name in the ori-

ginal, Matt. ii. 1). Simon, who had deceived the

people of Samaria before Philip preached to them
viii.), and El3nna8,

who tried to hinder the

conversion of Sergius Paulus at Cyprus (Jcis, xiii.),

are both called Magians ; but in these cases the

words juf^yos and fiaytitav are used in a secondary

sense, for a person who pretends to the wisdom, or

practises the arts, of the Magi. This use of the

name occurs very early among the Greeks, and from

it we get our word magic (tJ fiayiK-fi, i. e. the art or

science o/ the Magi).—The constitution of the Magi
as an order is ascribed by tradition to Zoroastres, or

Zoroaster as the Greeks and Romans called him»

the Zarathustra of the Zendavesta (the sacred

books of the ancient Persians), and the Zerdusht

of the modern Persians ; but whether he was their

founder, their reformer, or the mythical representa-

tive of their unknown origin, cannot be decided.

He is said to have restored the tnie knowledge of

the supreme good principle (Ormuzd), and to have
taught his worship to the Magi, whom he divided

into 3 classes, learners^ masters^ and perfect scholars.

They alone could teach the truths and perform the

ceremonies of religion, foretell the future, interpret

dreams and omens, and ascertain the will of

Ormuzd by the arts of divination. They had 3
chief methods of divination, by calling up the dead,

by cups or dishes, £nd by waters. The fonns of

worship and divination were strictly defined, and
were handed down among the Magi by tradition.

Like all early priesthoods, they seem to have been

the sole possessors of all the science of their age.

To be instructed in their learning was esteemed

the highest of privileges, and was permitted, with

rare exceptions, to none but the princes of the

royal family. Their learning became celebrated

at an early period in Greece, by the name of /ud-

7em, and j^as made the subject of speculation by
the philosophers, whose knowledge of it seems,

however, to have been very limited
;
while their

high pretensions, and the tricks by which their

knowledge of science enabled them to impose upon
the ignorant, soon attached to their name among
the Greeks and Romans that bad meaning which
is still 'commonly connected with the words derived

from it.— Besides being priests and men of learn-

ing, the Magi appear to have discharged judicial

functions.

Magna Oraeda. [Grascia.]
Magna Mater. [Rhka.]
Ma^entlns, Roman emperor in the West,

A. D. 350—353, whose full name was Flavius
PopiLius Maonbntius. He was a German by
birth} and after serving as a common soldier was
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eventually intrusted by Constans, the ion of

Constantine the Great, with the command of the

Jovian and Herculian battalions who had replaced

the ancient praetorian guards.when the empire was
remodelled by Diocletian. He availed himself of

his position to organise a conspiracy against the

weak and profligate Constans, who w'as put to

death by his emissaries. Magnentius thereupon

was acknowledged as emperor in all the Western
provinces, except Illyria, where Vetranio had as-

sumed the purple. Constantins hurried from the

frontier of Persia to crush the usurpers. Vetranio

submitted to Constantins at Sardica in December,
350. Magnentius was first defeated by Con-

stantius at the sanguinary battle of Mursa on the

Drave, in the autumn of 351, and was obliged to

fly into Oaul. He was defeated a second time in

the passes of the Cottian Alps, and put an end to

his own life about the middle of August, 353.

Magnentius was a man of commanding stature and

great bodily strength
;
but not one spark of virtue

relieved the blackness of his career .as a sovereign.

The power which he obtained by treachery and
murder he maintained by extortion and cruelty.

Magnes (Md7vn0f one of the most important of

the earlier Athenian comic poets of the old comedy,

was a native of the demus of Icaria or Icarius, in

Attica. He flourished b. c. 460, and onwards,

and died at an advanced age, shortly before the

representation of the Knights of Aristophanes, that

is, in 4‘23. (Aristoph. Equit. 524.) His plays con-

tained a great deal of coarse buffoonery.

Magnesia {Mayvijaia : Mdyuijs, pi. VldyviiT*t)»

1. The most E.-ly district of Thessaly, was a
long narrow slip of country, extending from the

Peneus on the N. to the Pagasaean gulf on the S.,

and bounded on the W. by the greiit Thessalian

plain. It was a mountainous country, as it com-

prehended the Mts. Ossa and Pelion. Its in-

habitants, the Mngnetes, are said to have founded

the 2 cities in Asia mentioned below. -i- 2. M. ad
Sipj^ltun (M. or 6irh Jiiirv\q> ; Ma-
nissa^ Ru.), a city in the N.W. of Lydia, in Asia

Minor, at the foot of the N.W. declivity of Mt.
Sipylus, and on the S. bank oiPthe Hermus, is fa-

mous in history as the scene of the victory gained

by the 2 Scipios over Antiochus the Great, which

secured to the Romans the empire of the East,

B. c. 190. After the Mithridatic war, the Romans
made it a libera civitas. It suffered, with other

cities of Asia Minor, from the great ciirthquake

in the reign of Tiberius ; but it was still a place

of importance in the 5th century. 3. M. ad Mae-
andrum (M. ?! rrphs Mcudi^sp^, M. ivl MaidvBpqn

Jnek-bfizar^ Ru.), a city in the S.W. of, Lydia, in

Asia Minor, was situated on the river Lethaeus,

a N. tributary of the Maeander. It was destroyed

by the Cimmerians (probably about B. a 700) and

rebuilt by colonists from Miletus, so that it became

an Ionian city by race as well as position. It was

one of the cities given to Themistocles by Arta-

xerxes. It was celebrated for its temple*of Ar-

temis Leucophryene, one of most beautiful in Asia

Minor, the ruins of which still exist.

MagnSpSlis (Ma7vdiroXit),or£upatoria Mag-
nopolis, a city of Pontus, in Asia Minor, near the

confluence of the rivers Lycus and Iris, begun by
Mithridates Eupator and finished by Pompey, but

probably destroyed before very long.

11^0 (Mdywp). 1* A Carthaginian, said to

have been the founder of the miUtaiy power of
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that city, by introducing a regular discipline and
organisation into her armies. He flourished from

B. c. 550 to 500, and was probably the father of

Hasdrubal, who was slain in the battle against

Gelo at Himera [Hamilcak, No. 1.]— 3. Com-
mander of the Carthaginian fleet under Himilco in

the war against Dionysius, 396. When Himilco
returned to Africa after the disastrous termination

of the expedition, Mago appears to have been in-

rested with the chief command in Sicily. He
carried on the war with Dionysius, but in 392 was
compelled to conclude a treaty of peace, by which
he abandoned his allies the Sicilians to the power
of Dionysius. In 383 he again invaded Sicily, but
was defeated by Dion3

’'8ius and slain in the battle.

—3. Commander of the Carthaginian army in Sicily

in 344. lie assisted Hicetas in the war against

Tinioleon; but becoming apprehensive of treachery,

he sailed away to Carthage. Here he put an end
to his own life, to avoid a worse fate at the hands
of his countrymen, who, nevertheless crucified his

lifeless body.—» 4. Son of Hamilcar Barca, and

3’oungcst brother of the famous Hannibal. He
iiccompnnicd Hannibal to Italy, and after the
battle of Cannae (216) carried the news of this

great victory to Carthage. But instead of returning

to Italy, he was sent into Spain with a considerable

force to the support of his other brother Hasdrubal,

who was hard pressed by the 2 Scipios (215). He
continued in this country for many years

;
and

after his brother Hasdrubal quitted Spain in 208,
in order to march to the assistance of Hannibal in

Italy, the command in Spain devolved upon him
and upon Hasdrubal, the son of Cisco, After tlieir

decisive defeat by Scipio at Silpia in 206, Mago
retired to Cades, and subsequently passed the

winter in the lesser of the Balearic islands, where
the memory of his sojourn is still preserved, in the

name of the celebrated harbour, Portus Magonis,

or Port Mahon. Early in the ensuing summer
(205) Mago landed in Liguria, where he surprised

the town of Genoa. Here be maintained himself

for 2 years, but in 203 he was defeated with great

loss in Cisalpine Gaul, by Quintilius Varus, and
was himself severely wounded. Shortly afterwards

he embarked his troops in order to return to Africa,

but he died of his wound before reaching Africa.

Cornelius Nepos, in opposition to all other autho-

rities, represents Mago as surviving the battle of

Zama, and says that he perished in a shipwreck,

or was assassinated by his slaves.— 6. Sumaraed
the Samnite, was one of the chief oflicers of Han-
nibal in Italy, where he held for a considerable

time the chief command in Bruttium. • 6. Com-
mander of the garrison ofNew Carthage when that

city was taken by Scipio Africanus, 209. Mago
was sent a prisoner to Rome. 7. A Carthaginian
of uncertain date, who wrote a work upon agricul-

ture in the Punic language, in 28 books. So great

was the reputation of this work even at Rome,
that after the destruction of Carthage, the senate

ordered that it should be translated into Latin by
emnpetent persons, at the head of whom was iX
Silanus. It was subsequently translated into Greeks
though with some abridgment and alteration, b^
Cassius Dionysius of Utica. Mago's precepts or

agricultural matters ore continuaUy cited by th<

l^man writers on those subjects in terms of th<

highest commendation.

M:ag5nis Portus. [Maoo, No. 4.]

Ma^nti&cnm. [Mooontiacum.J
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Maharbal (Mculp^ar), son of Himilco, and one

of the most distinguished officers of Hannibal in

the 2nd Punic war. He is first mentioned at the

siege of Saguntum. After the battle of Cannae he

urged Hannibal to push on at once with his cavalry

upon Rome itself ; and on the refusal of his com-

mander, he is said to have observed, that Hannibal

knew indeed how to gain victories, but not how to

me them.

Haia (Ma7a or Maids), daughter of Atlas and

Pleione, was the eldest of the Pleiades, and the

most beautiful of the 7 sisters. In a grotto of Mt.

Cyllene in Arcadia she became by Zens the mother

of Hermes. Areas, the son of Zeus by Callisto, was
given to her to be reared. [Pleiadks.]—Maia was

likewise the name ofa divinity worshipped at Rome,
who was also called Majesta. She is mentioned in

connection with Vulcan, and was regarded by
some as the wife of that god, though it seems for

no other reason but because a priest of Vulcan

offered a sacrifice to her on the Ist of May. In

the popular superstition of later times she was
identified with Maia, the daughter of Atlas.

M^on&niui, JtQlns Valerias, Roman emperor

in the West, a. d. 457—4()I, was raised to the

empire by Ricimer. His reign was chiefly occupied

in making preparations to invade the Vandals in

Africa
;
but the immense fleet which he had col-

lected for this purpose in the harbour of New
Carthage in Spain was destroyed by the Vandals

in 460. Thereupon he concluded a peace with

Oenseric. His activity and popularity excited

the jealousy of Ricimer, who compelled him to

abdicate and then put an end to his life.

Majtima. [Constantia, No. 3.]

Mai&ca (Ma/affa)f an important town on the

coast of Hispania Baetica, and on a river of the

same name {Oftadalmedina)^ was founded by the

Phoenicians, and has always been a flourishing

place of commerce from tlio earliest times to the

present day.

Malalas. [Malblas.]
Malani^a (VlaXdY/a), a city of India, probably

the modern Madras,
Malcbus (MefAxor), of Philadelphia in Syria, a

Byzantine historian and rhetorician, wrote a history

of the empire from a. n. 474 to 480, of which we
have some extracts, published along with Dexippus

by Bekkerand Niebuhr, Bonn, 1829.

MalSa (MaAea &Kpa: C. Maria), the S. pro-

montory of the island of Lesbos.

MalSa (MaAea or MaA^ai : C. St. Afigelo or Malio
di St. Angelo), a promontory on the S.E. of Laconia,

separating the Argolic and Laconic gulfs
; the

passage round it was much dreaded by sailors.

Here was a temple of Apollo, who hence bore the

surname Maledtes,

KalSlai, or Hal&lM, Joannei 6 Mo-
AcAa or MoAdAa), a native of Antioch, and a
Byzantine historian, lived shortly after Justinian

the Great. The word Malalas signifies in Syriac

an orator. He wrote a chronicle of Universal his-

tory from the creation of the world to the reign of

Justinianjnclusive. Edited by Dindorf, Bonn, 1631.

MalSne (MaA^to}), a city of Mysia, only men-
tioned by Herodotas f vi. 29).

HallMUS Sinni (MaAiaichs xdAiros: Bag of
Zeitan), a narrow bay in the S. of Thessaly,

running W. from the N.W. point of the island of

Euboea. On one side of it is the pass of Thermo-
pylae. It derived ita name from the Malienses,

MAMILIA.
who dwelt on its shores. It is sometimes called

the Lamiaeus Sinus, from the town of Lamia in its

neighbourhood.

Mftlia (MaAlv 7^, Ionic and Att Mt/aL 7^

:

MoAicdr or M17A1CUS, Maliensis), a district in the

S. of Thessaly, on the shores of the Maliacus
Sinus, and opposite the N.W. point of the island

of Euboea. It extended as far as the pass of
Thermopylae. Its inhabitants, the Malians, were
Dorians, and belonged to the Ampbictyonic league.

Malli (MoAAof), an Indian people on both sides

of the Hydraotbs ; their capital is supposed to

have been on the site of the celebrated fortress of

Moolian.

Mallos (MoAAds), a very ancient city of Cilicia,

on a hill a little E. of the mouth of the river Py-
ramus, was said to have been founded at the time
of the Trojan War by Mopsus and Amphilochus.
It had a port called Magorsa.
Malagmensis, a celebrated patrician family of

the Cornelia gens in the early ages of the republic,

the members of which frequently held the consul-

ship. It disappears from history before the timo
of the Samnite wars.

Mftlva. [Mulucha.]
Mamaea, Julia, a native of Emesa in Syria,

was daughter of Julia Maesa, and mother of Alex-
ander Severus. She was a woman of integrity and
virtue, and brought up her son with the utmost
care. She was put to death by the soldiers along
with her son, a. d. 235.

Mamerous. 1. Son of king Numa, according to

one tradition, and son of Mars and Silvia, according
to another. -i-* 2. Tyrant of Cutuna, when Timoleou
landed in Sicily, b. c. 344. After his defeat by
Timoleon he fled to Messana, and took refuge witli

Hippon, tyrant of that city. But when Timoleon
laid siege to Messana, Hippon took to flight, and
Mamercus surrendered, stipulating only for a re-

gular trial before the Syracusans. But as soon as

he was brought into the assembly of the people

there, he was condemned by acclamation, and ex-

ecuted like a common malefactor.

Mamercus or MamercXnui, AemlUuB, a dis-

tinguished patriciaii' family which professed to

derive its name from Mamercus in the reign of

Numa. 1. L., thrice consul, namely, B. c. 484,

478, 473.i— 2. Tib., twice consul, 470 and 467.
— 3. Mam., thrice dictator, 437* 433, and 426.

In his first dictatorship he carried on war against

the Veientines and Fidenac. Lar Tolumnius, the

king of Veil, is said to have been killed in single

combat in this year by Cornelius Cossus. In his

2nd dictatorship Aemilius carried a law limiting

to 18 monfhs the duration of the censorship, which
had formerly lasted for 5 years. This measure

was received with great approbation by the people;

but the censors then in office were so enraged at

it, that they removed him from his tribe, and re-

duced him to the condition of an aerarian.-i*4.L.,

a distinguished general in the Samnite wars, was
twice dbnsul 341 and 329, and once dictator 335.

In his 2nd consulship he took Privernum, and
hence received the surname of Privemas.

Mamers, the Oscan name of the god Mars.
Mimertlni. [Mbssana.]
Mamertitum (Mamertini), a toam in Bruttium,

of uncertain site, founded by a band of Samnites,

who had left their mother country under the pro-

tection of Mamers or Mars, to seek a new home.

MamUla Oens, plebeian, was originally a dis-
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tinguished family in Tnsculum. They traced their

|

name and origin to Mamilia, the daughter of
j

Telegonus, the founder of Tuaculum, and the son of

Ulysses and the goddess Circe. It was to a

member of this family, Octavius Mamilius, that

Tarquiuius betrothed his daughter
;
and on his

expulsion from Rome, he took refuge with his

Bon-iu’law, who, according to the beautiful lay

preserved by Livy, roused the Latin people against

the infant republic, and perished in the great battle

at the lake Regillus. In n. c. 450, the Roman
citizenship was given to L. Mamilius the dictator

ofTusculum, because he had 2 years before marched

to the assistance of the city when it was attacked

by Herdonius. The gens was divided into 3 fa-

milies, Limetanus^ Turrinus^ and Vitulnst but none

of them became of much importance.

Hammiila, the name of a patrician family of

the Cornelia gens, which never became of much

importance in the state.

Uajoaurlus VeturluB. [Veturius.]

Mamurra, a Roman eques, born at Formiae,

was the commander of the engineers {praefevtus

fahrum) in Julius Caesar’s amiy in Gaul. He
amassed great riches, the greater part of which,

however, he owed to Caesar’s liberality. Ho was

the first person at Rome who covered all the walls

of his house with layers of marble, and also the

first, all of the columns in whose house were made

of solid marble. He was violently attacked by

Catullus in his poems, who called him decoctor

Formitmus. Mamurra seems to have been alive in

the time of Horace, who calls Formiae, in ridicule,

Mo>murranim ui-bs {Sat, i. 5. 37 )i from which we

may infer that his name had become a byword

of contempt.

Mancia, Helvlua, a Roman orator, about b. c

90, who was remarkably ugly, and whose name is

recorded chiefly in consequence of a laugh being

raised against him on account of his deformity by

C. Julius Caesar Strabo, who wsis opposed to him

on one occasion in some lawsuit.

Manclnua, Hostillufl. 1. A., was praetor ur-

banus b. c. 180, and consul 170, when he had the

conduct of the war against Perseus, king of Mace-

donia. He remained in Greece for part of the

next year (169) as proconsul. —2. L., was legate

of the consul L. Calpumius Piso (148) in the siege

of Carthage, in the 3rd Punic war. He was consul

14 ,^.

m

3. C., consul 137, had the conduct of the

war against Numantia, He was defeated by the

Humantines, and purchased the safety of the re-

mainder of his army by making a peace with the

Numantines. The senate refused to recognise it,

and went through the hypocritical ceremony of

delivering him over to the enemy, by rtleans of the

fetiales. This was done with the consent of Man-

cinus, but the enemy refused to accept him. On

his return to Rome Mancinus took his seat in the

senate, as heretofore, but was violently expelled

from it by the tribune P. Rutilins, on the ground

that he had lost his citizenship. As th« enemy

had not received hin^ it was a disputed question

whether he was a citizen or not by the Jus Post-

liminii (see Did. of Ant. s. v. Postliminium), but

the better opinion was that he had lost his civic

rights, and they were accordingly restored to him

by a lex.

Mand&ne. [Cyrus.]

Mandonlui. [Indibilis.] ' ^
Uandrdpliim, MandropiUi or Kuidrapolu

MANIA. 411

(Mai/8pouiro\ts), a town in the S. of Phrj’gia, on

the lake Caralitis.

MandubU, a. people in Gallia Lugdunensis, in

the modem Durgundy, whose chief town was
Albsia.

Maitdiiria (MavSi/pioi/ in Plut. : Cased Nmvo\
a town in Calabria, on the road from Tarentum to

Hydruntum, and near a small lake, which is said

to have been always full to the edge, whatever

water was added to or taken from it. Here

Archidamus III., king of Sparta, was defeated

and slain in battle by the Messapians and Luca-

nians, b. c. 338.

Hanes, the general name by which the Romans
designated the souls of the departed ; but as it is

a natural tendency to consider the souls of departed

friends as blessed spirits, the Manes were regarded

as gods, and were worshipped with divine honours.

Hence on Roman sepulchres wc find D. M. S.,

that is, Dn Manihus Sacrum. [Larks.] At cer-

tain seasons, which were looked upon as sacred

days {feriae demcafes), sacrifices were offered to

the spirits of the departed. An annual festival,

which belonged to all the Manes in general, was
celebrated on the 19th of February, under the

name of Feralia or PtvreniaUa, because it was
the duty of children and heirs to offer sacrifices to

the shades of their parents and benefactors.

KailStllO (Mav60a»j or Mavsddy), an Egyptian

priest of the town of Sebennytus, who lived in the

reign of the first Ptolemy. He was the first

Egyptian who gave in the Greek language an
account of the religion and history of his country.

He based his information upon the ancient works
of the Egyptians themselves, and more especially

upon their sacred books. The work in which he

gave an account of the theology of the Egyptians

and of the origin of the gods and the world, bore

the title of Twv ^vcriKuv His historical

work was entitled a History of Egypt. It was
divided into 3 parts or books. The first contained

the history of the country previous ^to the 30

dynasties, or what may be termed the mythology

of Egypt, and also of the first dynasties. The 2nd
opened with the 11th, 12th, and concluded with

the 19th dynasty. The 3rd gave the history of

the remainining 1 1 dynasties, and concluded with

an account of Nectanebus, the last of the native

Egyptian kings. The work of Manetho is lost

but a list of the dynasties is preserved in Juliiu

Africamis and Eusebius (most correct in tht

Armenian version), who, however, has introduced

various interpolations. According to the calculatiot

of Manetho, the 30 dynasties, beginning witi

Menes, filled a period of 355.5 years. The lists c

the Egyptian kings and the duration of thei

several reigns were undoubtedly derived by hir

from genuine documents, and their correctness, 8

far as they are not interpolated, is said to be cor

firmed by the hieroglyphic inscriptions on th

monuments. There exists an astrological poer

entitled ’AirorsXecrfiOTtfcd, in 6 books, which beai

the name of Manetho ; but this poem is spuriou

and cannot have been written before the 5th ce’

tuiy of our era. jEdited by Axt and Righ
Col^e, 1832.

HuinXa, a formidable Italian, probably Etniscs

divinity of the lower world, called the mother
the Manes or Lares. The festival of the Co
pitalia was celebrated as a propitiation to Mai
in common with the Lares.
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MaolUa. 1. M., was consul b. c. 149, the

first year of the 3rd Punic war, and carried on

war against Carthage. He was celebrated as a

jurist, and is one of the speakers in Cicero’s De Re
PMica (i. 12).— 2. C., tribune of the plebs, b. c.

6d, proposed the law, granting to Pompey the

command of the war against Mithridates and
Tigranes, and the government of the provinces of

Asia, Cilicia, and Bithynia. This bill was warmly
opposed by Q. Catnlns, Q. llortensiiis, and the

leaders of the aristocratical party, but was sup-

ported by Cicero, in an oi-ation which has come
down to us. At the end of his year Manilius was
brought to trial by the aristocmtical party, and
was condemned ; but we do not know of what
otfence he was accused.— 3. Also called Manlius
or Mallius, a Roman poet of uncertain age, but is

conjectured to have lived in the time of Augustus.

He is the author of an astrological poem in 5
hooks, entitled Aslronomica. The style of this

poem is extremely faulty, being harsh and obscure,

and abounding in repetitions and in forced meta-

phors. But the author seems to have consulted

the best authorities, and to have adopted their

most sagacious views. The best edition is by
Bentley, Lond. 1739.

Manila Gens, an ancient and celebrated patri-

cian gens at Rome. The chief families were those

of Acidtnus, Torquatus and Vulso.
Manliftna (VLav\iava\ AftViana, Ru.), acityof

importance in Mauretania Caesariensis, where one

of Pompey’s sons died.

M. Manlius, consul b. c. 392, took refuge in

the Capitol when Rome was taken by the Oauls

in 390. One night, when the Gauls endeavoured

to ascend the Capitol, Manlius was roused from

his sleep by the cackling of the geese
;
collecting

hastily a body of men, he succeeded in driving

back the enemy, who had just reached the

summit of the hill. From this heroic deed he

is said to have received the surname of Capi-

tolinas. In 335, he defended the cause of the

plebeians, who were suffering severely from their

debts and from the harsh and cruel treatment of

their patrician creditors. The patricians accused

him of aspiring to royal power, and he was thrown

into prison by the dictator Cornelius Cossus. The
plebeians put on mourning for their champion, and

were ready to take up arms in his behalf. The
patricians in alarm liberated Manlius

; but this

act of concession only made him bolder, .and he

now did not scruple to instigate the plebeians to

open violence. In the following year the patricians

charged him with high treason, and brought him
before the people assembled in the campus
Martius

;
but as the Capitol which had once been

saved by him could be seen from this place, the

court was removed to the Poetelinian grove out-

side the porta Nomentana. Here Manlius was
condemned, and the tribunes threw him down the

Tarpeian rock. The members of the Manlia gens

accordingly resolved that none of them should ever

bear in future the praenomen of Marcus.

ManntiSi a son of TuiBC(\ was regarded by the

ancient Qemians, along with his ^ther, as the

founders of their race. They further ascribed to

Mannus 3 sons, from whom the 3 tribes of the

Ingaevones, Henniones, and Istaevones derived

their names.

Mantiftna Pains. [Arsissa Pal its.]

MantinSa (Mayriytta : Matmvstis : Paleopoli),

MARATHESIUM.
one of the most ancient and important towns in

Arcadia, situated on the small river Ophis, near

the centre of the E. frontier of the country. It is

celebrated in history for the great battle fought

under its walls between the Spartans and Thchiins,

in which Epaminondas fell, b. c. 362. According
to tradition, Mantinea was founded by Mantineus,
the son of Lycaon, but it was formed in reality

out of the union of 4 or 5 hamlets. Till the

foundation of Megalopolis, it was the largest city

in Arcadia, and it long exercised a kind of su-

premacy over the other Arcadian towns
;
but in

the Peloponnesian war the Spartans attacked the

city, and destroyed it by turning the waters of

the Ophis against its walls, which were built of

bricks. After the battle of Leuctra the city re-

covered its independence. At a later period it

joined the Achaean league, hut notwithstanding

formed a close connection with its old enemy
Sparta, in consequence of which it was severely

punished by Aratus, who put to death its leading

citizens and sold the rest of its inhabitants as

slaves. It never recovered the effects of this

blow. Its nama w.as now changed into Aniigonla^

in honour of Antigonus Doson, who had assisted

Aratus in his campaign against the town. The
emperor Hadrian restored to the place its ancient

appellation, and rebuilt part of it in honour of his

favourite Antinous, the Bithynian, who derived

his family from Mantinea.

Mantins (Mavrlos), son of Melampiis, and
brother of Antiphates, [Melampus.]
Manto (MapTc^,-o0s), 1. Daughter of the Theban

soothsayer Tircsias, was herself prophetess of the

Ismeniiin Apollo at Thebes. After the capture of

Thebes by the Epigoni, she was sent to Delphi

with other captives, as an offering to Apollo, and
there became the prophetess of this god. Apollo

.afterwards sent her and her companions to Asia,

where they founded the sanctuary of Apollo near

the place where the to^vn of Colophon was after-

wards built. Rhacius, a Cretan, who had settled

there, married Manto, and became by her the

father of Mopsus. According to Euripides, she

had previously beconfe the mother of Amphilochus

and Tisiphone, by Alcmaeon, the leader of the

Epigoni. Being a prophetess of Apollo, she is also

called Daphne., i. e. the laurel virgin.— 2. Daugh-

ter of Hercules, 'was likewise a prophetess, .and

the person from whom the town of Mantua re-

ceived its name. (Virg. Aen. x. 199.)

Manti&a (Mantudnus: Manlua\ a town in

Gallia Transpadana, on an island in the river

Mincius, was not a place of importance, but is

celebrated jbecause Virgil, who was born at the

neighbouring village of Andes, regarded Mantua
as his birthplace. It was originally an Etruscan

city, and is said to have derived its name from

Manto, the daughter of Hercules.

Marsoanda (vd MapdKca/Sa : Samarkand)^ the

capital of the Persian province of Sogdiaiia, in the

N, part df the country, was 70 stadia (7 geog. miles)

in circuit It was here that Alexander the Great

killed his friend Clitus.

Maraphli (Mopd^tot), one of the 3 noblest

tribes of the Persians, standing, with the Maspii,

next in honour to the Pasargadae.

Marathhslum (MopaO^ertov), a town on the

coast of Ionia, between Ephesus and Neapolis : it

belonged to the Samians, who exchanged it with

the Ephesians for Neapolis, which lay nearer to their
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island. The modern Soala Nova marks the site of

one of these towns, but it is doubtful which.

Mar&thon (MapadtHu: MapaOtipios), a demus
in Attica, belonging to the tribe Leontis, was si-

tuated near a bay on the E. coast of Attica, 22
miles from Athens by one road, and 26 miles by
another. It originally belonged to the Attic tetia-

polis, and is said to have derived its name from

the hero Marathon. This hero, according to one

account, was the son of Kpopeus, king of Sicyon,

who having been expelled from Peloponnesus by
the violence of his father, setUed in Attica ; while,

according to another account, he was an Arcadian

who took part in the expedition of the Tyndaridae

against Attica, and devoted himself to death before

the battle. The site of the ancient town of Mara-

thon was probably not at the modem village of

Maratlion^ but at a place called Prana, a little

to the S. of Marathon. Marathon was situated in

a plain, which extends along the sea-shore, about

6 miles in length, and from 3 miles to one mile

and a half in breadth. It is surrounded on the

other three sides by rocky hills and rugged moun-
tains. Two marshes bound the extremity of the

plain
;
the northern is more than a square mile

in extent, but the southern is much smaller, and is

almost dry at the conclusion of the great heats.

Through the centre of the plain runs a small

brook. In this plain was fought the celebrated

battle between the Persians and Athenians, B. c.

4d0. The Persians were drawn up on the plain,

and the Athenians on some portion of the high

ground above the plain j
but the exact ground oc-

cupied by the 2 armies cannot bo identified, no^
withstanding the investigations of modem tra^

vcllers. The tumulus, raised over the Athenians

who fell in the battle, is still to be seen.

Mar&thas (Mdpador), an important city on the

coast of Phoenicia, opposite to Aradus and near

Antaradus: it was destroyed by the people of

Aradus in the time of the Syrian king, Alexander

Bul.'is, a little before B. c. 150.

Marcella. L Daughter of C. Marcellas and

Octavia, the sister of Augustus. She was thrice

married : Ist to M. Vipsanvis Agrippa, who sepa-

rated from her in b.c. 21, in order to marry Julia,

the daughter of Augustus ; 2ndly to Julus Antonins,

the son of the triumvir, by whom she had a son

Lucius ;
3rdly to Sext. Appuleius, consul a, d. 14,

by whom she had a daughter, Appuleia Varilia.—

2. Wife of the poet Martial, to whom ho has

addressed 2 epigrams (xii. 21,31). She was a

native of Spain, and brought him as her dowry an

estate. As Martial was married previously to

Cleopatra, he espoused Marcella probably after his

return to Spain about a. d. 96. •

MarceU^mi, the author of the life of Thucy-

dides. [Thucydides.]
Marcellus, ClaudlttB, an illustrious plebeian

family. 1. M., celebrated as 5 times consul, and

the conqueror of Syracuse. In his first consulship,

B. c. 222, Marcellus and his colleague ponquer^

the Insubrians in Cisalpine Gaul, and took their

capital Mediolanum. Marcellas distinguished him-

self by slaying in battle with his own hand Brito-

martiis or Viridomarus, tho king of the enemy,

whose spoils he afterwards dedicated as spolia

ojnnia in the temple of Jupiter Feretrius. This

was the 3rd and last instance in Homan history in

which such an offermg was made.— In’ 216 Mar-

cellos was appointed praetor, and rendered irnpor-

MARCELLUS. 4n
tant ser^'ice to the Roman cause in the S. of Italy

after the disastrous battle of Cannae. In 215 he
remained in the S- of Italy, with the title of pro-

consul. In the course of the same year he was
elected consul in the place of Postumius Albinos,

who had been killed in Cisalpine Gaul ; but as the

senate declared that the omens were unfavourable,

Marcellus resigned the consulship. In 214 Mar-
cellus was consul a 3rd time, and still continued in

the S. of Italy, where he carried on the war with

ibility, but without obtaining any decisive results,

in the summer of this year he was sent into Sicil}^

iince the party favourable to the Carthaginians had
tbtained the upper hand in many of the cities in

the island. After taking Leontini, he proceeded

to lay siege to S3rracu8e, both by sea and land.

His attacks were vigorous .and unremitting ; but

bough he brought many powerful military engines

igainst the walls, these were rendered wholly un-
availing by the superior skill and science of'Archi-

medes, who directed those of the besieged. Mar-
cellus was at last compelled to give up all hopes of

carrying the city by open force, and to turn the

liege into a blockade. It was not till 212 that he
>bmined possession of the place. It was given up
to plunder, and Archimedes was one of the inha-

bitants slain by the Roman soldiers. The booty

found in the captured city was immense
;

and
Marcellus also carried off many of the works of

art with which the city had been adorned, to grace

the temples at Rome. This was the hrst instance

of a practice which afterwards became so general.

In 210 he was consul a 4th time, and again had
be conduct of tho war against Hannibal. He
fought a battle with the Carthaginian general near

Numistro in Lucania, but without any decisive

result. In 209 he retained the command of his

army with the rank of proconsul. In 208 he was
cmisul for the 6th time. He alld his colleague

were defeated by Hannibal near Venusia, and Mar-

cellus himself was slain in the battle. He wat

buried with all due honours by order of Hannibal

—Marcellus appears to have been a rude sterr

soldier, brave and daring to excess, but harsh, un
yielding, and cruel. The great praises bestowee

upon Marcellus by the Roman historians are cer

tainly undeserved, and probably found their wa;
into history from his funeral oration by his sor

wiiich was used as an authority by some of th

earlier annalists.— 2. M., son of the preceding

accompanied his father as military tribune, in 201

and was present with him at the time of his deal:

In 204 he was tribune of the people ; in 200 cum.
aedile ; in 198 praetor

; and in 196 consul. I

his consulship he carried on the war against tl

Insubrians and Boii in Cisalpine Gaul. He wi
censor in 189.— 3, H., consul 183, carried on tl

war against the Ligurians.— 4. H., son of No.
was thrice consul, Ist in 166, when he gained
victory over the Alpine tribes of the Gauls ; 2nd
in 155, when he defeated the Ligurians

; and Srd

in 152, when he carried on the war against t

Celtibcrians in Spain. In 148 he was sent ambf
sador to Masinissa, king of Numidia, but v
shipwrecked on the voyage, and perished. —5. 2

an intimate friend of Cicero, is first mentioned
curale aedile with P. Clodius in 56. He v

consul in 51, and showed himself a bitter enei

to Caesar. Among other ways in which he <

played his enmity, he caused a citizen of Com
to be scourged, in order to show his contempt
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the privileges lately bestowed by Caesar upon that

colony. Dut the animosity of Marcellas did not

blind him to the imprudence of forcing on a war
for which his party was unprepared ; and at the be>

ginning of 49 he in vain suggested the necessity of

making levies of troops, before any open steps were

taken against Caesar. His advice was overruled,

and be was among the first to fly from Rome and
Italy. After the battle of Pharsalia (48) he aban-

doned all thoughts of prolonging the contest, and
withdrew to Mytilene, where he gave himself up
to the pursuits of rhetoric and philosophy. Mar-
cellus himself was unwilling to sue to the ctmqueror

for forgiveness, but his friends at Rome were not

backward in their exertions for that purpose. At
length, in 46, in a full assembly of the senate, C.

Marcellus, the cousin of the exile, threw himself at

Caesar's feet to implore the pardon of his kinsman,

and his example was followed by the whole body
of the assembly. Caesar yielded to this demon-
stration of opinion, and Marcellus was declared to

be forgiven. Cicero thereupon returned thanks to

Caesar, in the oration Pro MarctUo^ Avhich has

come down to us. Marcellus set out on his return ;

but he was murdered at the Piraeus, by one of his

own attendants, P. Magius Chilo.— 6. C., brother

of the preceding, was consul 49. He is constantly

confounded with his cousin, C. Marcellus [No. 8],
who was consul in 56. He accompanied his col-

league, Lentulus, in his flight from Rome, and
eventually crossed over to Greece. In the follow-

ing year (48) he commanded part of Pompey's
fleet ; but this is the last we hear of him.— 7. C.,

uncle of the 2 preceding, was praetor in 80, and
afterwards succeeded M. Lepidus in the govern-

ment of Sicily. His administration of the province

is frequently praised by Cicero in his speeches

against Verres, as affording the most striking con-

trast to that of the accused. Marcellus himself was
present on that occasion, as one of the judges of

Verres.— 8. G., son of the preceding, and first

cousin of M. Marcellus [No. 5], whom he succeeded

in the consulship, 50. He enjoyed the friendship

of Cicero from an early age, and attached himself

to the party of Pompey, notwithstanding his con-

nection with Caesar by his marriage with Octavia.

In his consulship he was the advocate of all the <

most violent measures against Caesar ; but when

!

the war actually broke out, he displayed the utmost

timidity and helplessness. He could not make up
his mind to join the Pompeian party in Greece

;

and after much hesitation he at length determined

to remain in Italy. He readily obtained the for-

giveness of Caesar, and thus was able to intercede

with the dictator,in favour of his consin, M. Mar-
cellas [No. 5], He must have lived till near the

close of 41, as his widow, Octavia, was pregnant

by him when betrothed to Antony in the following

year.—9. M., son of the preceding and of Octavia,

the daughter of C. Octavius and sister of Augustus,

was bom in 43. As early as 39 he was betrothed

in marriage to the daughter of Sex. Pompey ; but

the marrrage never took place, as Pompey's death,

in 35, removed the occasion for it Augustus, who
had probably destined the young Marcellus as his

successor, adopted him as his son in 25, and at the

same time gave him his danghter Julia in marriage.

In 23 he was curule aedile, but in the autumn
of the same year he was attacked by the disease of

which he died shortly after at Baiae, notwith-

standing all the skill and care of the celebrated

MARCIA,
physician Antonius Musa. He was in the 20th
year of his age, and was thought to have given so

much promise of future excellence, that his death

was mourned as a public calamity ; and the grief

of Augustus, as well as that of his mother Octavia,

was for a time unbounded. Augustus himself pro-

nounced the funeral oration over his remains, which
were deposited in the mausoleum lately erected for

the Julian family. At a subsequent period (14)
Augustus dedicated in his name the magnificent

theatre near the Forum Olitorium, of which the

remains are still visible. But the most durable

monument to the memory of Marcellus is to be
found in the well-known passage of Virgil (^Aen. vi.

860—886), which must have been recited to Au-
gustus and Octavia before the end of 22.-10. M.,

called by Cicero, for distinction's sake, the father

of Aeseminus {Brut. 36), served under Marius in

Gaul in 102, and as one of the lieutenants of L.

Julius Caesar in the Marsic war, 90.-11. M.
Claudius Marcellus Aeseminus, son nr grandson

of No. 1 0, quaestor in Spain in 48, under Q. Cassius

Longinus, took part in the mutiny of the soldiers

against Cassius.— 12. F. Cornelius Lentulus Mar-
celliuus, son of No. 10, must have been adopted

by one of the Comclii LentuU. He was one

of Pompey's lieutenants in the war against the

pirates, b. c. 67.— 13. Cn. Cornelius Lentulus
Maroellinus, son of the preceding, was praetor 59,

after which he governed the province of Syria for

nearly 2 years, and was consul 56, when he showed
himself a friend of the aristocratical party, and op-

posed all the measures of the triumvirate.

Marcellus, £prius, born of an obscure family

at Capua, rose by his oratorical talents to distinction

at Rome in the reigns of Claudius, Nero, and Ves-

pasian. He was one of the principal delators under

Nero,, and accused many of the most distingtiished

men of his time. He was brought to trial in the

reig^ of Vespasian, but was acquitted, and enjoyed

the patronage and favour of this emperor as well.

In A. D. 69, however, he was convicted of having

taken part in the conspiracy of Alienus Caecina,

and therefore put an end to his own life.

Marcellus, Nonius, a Latin gnnnmarian, the

author of an important treatise, entitled De Com-
pendiosa Doctrina per Litteras ad Filiwn^ sometimes

but erroneously called De Proprietate Sermonis.

He must have lived between the 2nd .and 6th cen-

turies of the Christian era. His work is divided

into 18 chapters, but of these the first 12 are in

reality separate treatises on different grammatical

subjects. The last 6 are in the style of the Ono-
masticon of Julius Pollux, each containing a scries

of technical terms in some one department. The
whole work d^ontains numerous quotations from the

earlier Latin writers. The best edition is by Ger-

lach and Roth, Basil. 1842.

Marcellus Sidetes, a native of Side in Pam-
phylia, lived in the reigns of Hadrian and Antoni-

nus Pius, A. D. 117—161. He wrote a long

medical p^em in Greek hexameter verse, consisting

of 42 books, of which 2 fragments remain.

Marcellus, TJlpIus, a jurist, lived under Anto-

ninus Pius and M. Aurelius. He is often cited in

the Digest.

Martda. L Wife of M. Regulus, who was taken

prisoner by the Carthaginians.— 2. Wife of M.
Cato Uticensis, daughter of L. Marcius Philippus,

consul B. c. 56. It was about 56 that Cato is re-

lated to have ceded her to his friend Q. Hortensius,
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with the approbation of her father. She continued

to live witn Hortenaius till the death of the latter,

in 50, after which she returned to Cato.— 3. Wife
of Fabius Maximus, the friend of Augustus, learnt

from her husband the secret visit of the emperor to

his grandson Agrippa, and informed Livia of it, in

consequence of which she became the cause of her

husband's death, a. d. 13 or 14. She is mentioned
on 2 or 3 occasions by Ovid.— 4. Daughter of

Cremutius Cordiis. [Cordus.] — 6. The favourite

concubine of Coromodus, organised the plot by
which the emperor perished. [Commodus.] She
subsequently became the wife of Eclectus, his

chamberlain, also a conspirator, and was eventually

put to death by Julianus, along with Laetus, who
also had been actively engaged in the plot.

Marcia Gens, claimed to be descended from
Ancus Marciiis, the 4th king of Rome. [Angus
Marcius.] Hence one of its families subsequently

assumed the name of Hex, and the heads of Numa
Poinpilius and Ancus Marcius were placed upon
the coins of the Marcii. But notwithstanding these

claims to such high antiquity, no patricians of this

name, with the exception of Coriolanus, are men-
tioned in the early history of the republic [Corio-
lanus]

;
and it was not till after the enactment

of the Licinian laws that any member of the gens

obtained the consulship. The names of the most

distinguished families are Cknsorinus,Puilippus,
Rex, and Rutilus.

Marci&na, the sister of Trajan, and mother of

Matidia, who was the mother of Sabina, the wife

of the emperor Hadrian.

Marci&nopolis (MapKiavoiiro\is\ an important

city in the interior of Moesia Inferior, W. of

Odessus, founded by Trajan, and named, after his

sister Morciana. It was situated on the high

road from Constantinople to the Danube. It sub-

sequently became the capital of the Bulgarians,

who called it Pristhlava (npi<r6\<l€a), whence its

modem name PreaiJdaw^ but the Greeks still call

it MarcenopoU.

Marci&XLUS. 1. Emperor of the East a. d. 450
—457, wjis a native of Thrace or Illyricum, and
served for many years as a common soldier in the

imperial army. Of his early history we have only

a few particulars
; but he had attained such dis-

tinction at the death of Theodosius 1 1, in 450, that

the widow of the latter, the celebrated Pulcheria,

offered her hand and the imperial title to Marcian,

who thus became emperor of the East. Marcian
was a man of resolution and bravery ; and when
Attila sent to demand the tribute which the

younger Theodosius had engaged to pay annually,

the emperor sternly replied, “ I have iron for Attila,

but no gold." Attila swore vengean<^ ; but he

first invaded the Western Empire, and his death,

2 years afterwards, saved the East. In 451 Mar-
cian assembled the council of Chalcedon, in which

the doctrines of the Eutychians were condemned.

He died in 457, and was succeeded by Leo.—2. Of
Heraclea in Pontus, a Greek geo^pher, of uncer-

tiin date, but who perhaps lived in the 5thbentury

of the Christian era. He wrote a work in prose,

entitled, A Periplus of the External Sea, both

eastern and western, and of the largest Islands in

it.” The External Sea he used in opposition to

the Mediterranean. This work was in 2 books ;

of which the former, on the £. and S. seas, has come
down to os entire ; but of the latter, which treated

of the W. and N. seas, we possess.only the 3 last
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chapters on Africa, and a mutilated one on the

distance from Rome to the principal cities in the

world. In this work he chiefly follows Ptolemy.

He also made an epitome of the Periplus of Arte-

miodorus of Ephesus [Artbmiodorus, No. 4],

of which we possess the introduction, and the peri-

plus of Pontus, Bithynia, and Paphlagonia. Mar-
cianus likewise published an edition of Menippus
with additions and corrections. [Mknippus.] The
works of Marcianus are edited by Hudson, in the

Geographi Graeci Minores^ and separately by Hoff-

mann, Marciani Periplus^ &c.. Lips. 1841.

Marciftnui, Aellus, a Roman jurist, who lived

under Caracalla and Alexander Severus. His
works are frequently cited in the Digest.

Marci&nns Capella. [Capblla.]
Marcius, an Italian seer, whose prophetic verses

{Carmina Mareiand) first discovered by M.
Atilius, the praetor, in b. c. 213. They were
written in Latin, and 2 extracts from them are

given by Livy, one containing a prophecy of the

defeat of the Romans at Cannae, and the 2nd, com-
manding the institution of the Ludi Apollinares.

The Marcian prophecies were subsequently pre-

served in the Capitol with the Sibylline books.

Some writers mention only one person of this name,
but others speak of 2 brothers, the Marcii.

Marclns. [Marcia Gens.]
Maroomaxmi, that is, men of the mark or

border, a powerful German people of the Suevic

race, originally dwelt in the S.W. of German}',

between the Rhine and the Danube, on the banks

of the Main
;

but under the guidance of their

chieftain Maroboduus, who had been brought up
at the court of Augustus, they migrated into the

land of the Boii, a Celtic race, who inhabited

Bohemia and part of Bavaria. Here they settled

after subduing the Boii, and founded a powerful

kingdom, which extended S. as far^s the Danube.

[Maroboduus.] At a later time, the Marco-
manni, in conjunction with the Quadi and other

German tribes, carried on a long and bloody war
with the emperor M. Aurelius, which lasted

during the greater part of his reign, and was only

brought to a conclusion by his son Commodus
purchasing peace of the barbarians as soon as he
ascended the throne, a.d. 180.

Mardene or Mardj^ine MapSuT^i^),

a district of Persis, extending N. from Taocene to

the W. frontier and to the sea-const. It seems to

have taken its name from some branch of the great

people called Mardi or Amardi, who are found in

various parts of W. and central Asia ; for example,

in Armenia, Media, Morgiana, and, under the

same form of name as those in Persis, in Sogdiana.

MardL [Amardi ; Marobnb.]
MardSnlas (Map8(iv<or),a distinguished Persian,

was the son of Gobiyas, and the son-in-law of
Darius Hystaspis. In b.c. 492 he was sent by
Darius, with a large armament, to punish Eretria

and Athens for the aid they had given to the
Jonians. But his expedition was an entire failure.

His fleet was destroyed by a storm off Mt. Athos,
and the greater part of his land forces was destroyed

on his passage through Macedonia, by the Brygians,

a Thracian tribe. In consequence of his failure he
was superseded in the command by Datis and Ar-
taphemes, 490. On the accession of Xerxes, Mar-
donius was one of the chief instigators of the ex-

pedition against Greece, with the government of

which he hoped to be invested after its conquest

;
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and he was appointed one of the generals of the land

army. After the battle of Salamis (480), he be-

came alarmed for the consequences of the advice he

had given, and persuaded Xerxes to return home
with the rest of the army, leaving 300,000 men
under his command for the subjugation of Greece.

He was defeated in the following year (479), near

Plataeae, by the combined Greek forces under the

command of Pausatiias, and was slain in the battle.

Mardu. [Amardus.]
Mardydne, Mardyfini. [Mardsnb.]
M&rSa, -da, -Xa (Map^i;, MapelOf Map/a* Ma-

pewTTfs^ MareOta : Mariout\ Ru.), a town of

Lower Egypt, in the district of Mareotis, on the

b. side of the lake Mareotis, at the mouth ofa canal.

M&rd5ti8 (Mape&rts). 1. Also called Mapt^rrjs

No/uds, a district of Lower Egypt, on the extreme

N.W., on the borders of the Libyae Nomos : it

produced good wine. •— 2. A town in the interior

of the Libyae Nomos, between the Oasis of Am-
mon and the Oasis Minor.

Marddtia or Maria or (-ia)Lacus (ii Mapewnr,
Mapfta, Mapia KipiVii : Birket-Mariouth^ or El-

Krek\ a considerable lake in the N.W. of Lower
Egypt, separated from the Mediterranean by the

neck of land on which Alexandria stood, and sup-

?
lied with water by the Canopic branch of the

nie, and by canals. It was. less than 300 stadia

(30 geog. miles) long, and more than 150 wide.

It was surrounded with vines, palms, and papyrus.

It served as the port of Alexandria for vessels na-

vigating the Nile.

Mires (Mdper), a people of Asia, on the N.
coast of the Euxine, who served in the army of

Xerxes, being equipped with helmets of wicker-

work, leathern shields, and javelins.

Marisa, Maresoka (Map^iad, Mapnrd, Mapnrod,

: prob. Ru. S. £. of Beit Jibrin), an

ancient fortres^ of Palestine, in the S. of Judaea, of

some importance in the history of the early kings

of Judah and of the Maccabees. The Parthians

had destroyed it before the time of Eusebius
;
and

it is probable that its ruins contributed to the erec-

tion of the city of Eleutheropolis ( BeitJiljrin)^ which

was afterwards built on the site of the ancient

Baetogabra, *i Homan miles N.W. of Maresa.

Mareaoha. [Marksa.]
Margi&na (ij : the S. part of Khiva,

S.W. part of Bokliura, and N.E. part of Khoras-

san), a province of the ancient Persian empire, and
afterwards of the Greco-Syrian, Parthian, and
Persian kingdoms, in Central Asia, N. of the moun-

tains called Sariphi (Ghoor), a part of the chain of

the Indian Caucasus, which divided it from Aria
;

and bounded on the E. by Bactriana, on the N. E.

and N. by the river Oxus, which divided it from

Sogdiana and Scythia, and on the W. by Hyrcania.

It received its name from the river Margus {Moor-
shah), which flows through it, from S.K to N.W.,
and is lost in the sands of the Desert of Khiva,

On this river, near its termination, stood the ca-

pital of the district, Antiochia Margiana (Meru).
With, the exception of the districts round this and
the minor rivers, which produced excellent wine,

the country was for the most part a sandy desert.

Its chief inhabitants were the Derbices, Pami,
Tapuri, and branches of the great tribes of the

Massagetae, Dahoe, and Mardi. The country be-

came known to the Greeks by the expeditions of

Alexander and Antiochua I., the first of whom
founded, and the second rebuilt, Antiochia ; and the
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Romans of the age of Augustus obtained further

infonnation about it from the returned captives

who had been taken by the Parthians and had re-

sided at Antiochia.

Margltea. [Homerus, p. 328, a.]

Margtun or Margus, a fortified place in Moesia
Superior, W. of Viminacium, situated on the river

Margus(Afomna) at its confluence with the Danube.
Here Diocletian gained a decisive victory over

Carinus. The river Margus, which is one of the

most important of the southern tributaries of the

Danube, rises in Mt. Orbelus.

Margos. [Maroiana.]
Marik. [Marka, Mahbotis.]
Mar^ba. [Saba.]
Mariamma (Maptd/u/u7|, -idjui;, -lofjuvr;), a city

of Coele-Syria, some miles W. of Plmcsa, assigned

by Alexander the Great to the territory of Aradus.

Marianme. [Hbroobs.]
Mariaxnne Tnrris, a tower at Jerusalem, built

by Herod the Great.

Mari&nae Fossae. [Fossa.]

Mariand^ni (MapiavSwof), an ancient people

of Asia Minor, on the N. coast, E. of the river

Sangarius, in the N.E. part of Bithynia. "With

respect to their ethnical affinities, it seems doubtful

whether they were connected with the Thmcian
tribes (the Thyni and Bithyni) on the W., or tho

Paphlagonians on the E.
;
but the latter appears

the more probable.

Marifinus Moni {Sierra Moreno), a mountain in

Hispania Baetica, properly only a western offshoot

of the Orospeda. The eastern part of it was called

Saltus Castulonensis, and derived its name from
the town of Castulo.

Maiica, a Latin nymph, the mother of Latinus

by Faunus, was worshipped by the inhabitants of

Mintiimae in a grove on tho river Liris. Hence
the country round Minturnae is called by Horace
{Carm. iiL 1 7. 7) Maricae litora.

Marlnus (Mapivos) 1. Of Tyre, a Greek
geographer, who lived in the middle of the 2nd
century of the Christian era, and was the imme-
diate predecessor of Ptolemy. Marinus was un-

doubtedly the founder of mathematical geography
in antiquity ; and I toleray based his whole work
upon that of Marinus. [Ptolemaeuh.] The
chief merit of Marinus was, that he put an end to

the uncertainty that had hitherto prevailed re-

specting the positions of places, by assigning to

each its latitude and longitude.— 2. Of Flavin

Neapolis, in Palestine, a philosopher and rheto-

riciaui, was the pupil and successor of Procliis,

whose life he wrote, a work which is still extant,

edited by Boissonade, Lips. 1814.

MarXsujf {Maro$ch% called Maris (Mdpir) by
Herodotus, a river of Dacia, which, according to

the ancient writers, falls into the Danube, but
which in reality falls into the Them, and, along

with this river, into the Danube.

MaritXma, a sea-port town of the Avatici, and a
Roman colony in Gallia' Narbonensis.

M&X^lll. 1. C., the celebrated Roman, who was
7 times consul, was bom in b. c. It'S?, near Ar-
pinum, of an obscure and humble family. His
father*s name was C. Marius, and his mother's

Fulcinia ; and his parents, as well as Marius
himself, were clients of the noble plebeian house

of the Herennii. So indigent, indeed, is the family

represented to have been, that young Marius is

said to have worked as a common peasant for
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wages, before he entered the ranks of the Roman
army. (Comp. Juv. viii. 246.) The meanness of

his origin has probably been somewhat exag-

gerated ;
and at all events he distingnished him-

self so much by his valour at the siege of Numantia

in Spain (134), as to attract the notice of Scipio

Africanus, who is said to have foretold his future

greatness. .His name does not occur again for. 1

5

years ;
bu^in 119 he was elected tribune of the

plcbs, when he was 38 years of age. In this office

he came forward as a popular iWer, and proposed

a law to give greater freedom to the people at the

elections ; and when the senate attempted to over-

awe him, he commanded one of his officers to

carry the consul Metellus to prison. He now
became a marked man, and tho aristocracy op-

posed him with all their might. He lost his

election to the aedileship, and with difficulty

obtained tho praetorship ;
but he acr(iiir(’d influ-

ence and importance by his marriage with Julia,

the sister of C. Julius Caesar, who was the father

of the future ruler of Home. In 109 Marius

crossed over into Africa ns legate of the consul

Q, Metellus. Here, in the war against Jugnrtha,

the military genius of Marius had ample oppor-

tunity of displaying itself, and he was soon re-

garded as the most distinguished officer in the

army. He also ingratiated himself with the

soldiers, who praised him in the highest terms in

their letters to their friends at Home. His popu-

larity became so great that he resolved to return

to Rome, and become at once a candidate for the

consulship ; but it was with great difficulty that

he obtained from Metellus pennissiou to leave

Africa. On his arrival at Home he was elected

consul with an enthusiasm which bore down all

opposition before it
;

and he received from the

people the province of Numidia, ^aiid the conduct

of the war against Jugurtha (107). On his return

to Numidia ho carried on the war with great

vigour
;
and in the following year (106) Jugurtha

was surrendered to him by the treachery of

Rncchus, king of Mauretania. [JiUiUHTiiA.] Ma-
rius sent his quaestor Sulla to receive the Nu-
midian king from Bocchus.* This circumstance

sowed the seeds of the personal hatred which

afterwards existed between Marius and Sulla,

since the enemies of Marius claimed for Sulla the

merit of bringing the war to a close by obtaining

possession of the person of Jugurtha. Meantime
Italy W.18 threatened by a vast horde of barbarians,

who had migrated from the N. of Germany. The
2 leading nations of which they consisted were

called Cimbri and Teuton!, tho fonner of whom
are supposed to have been Celts, and* the latter

Gauls. To these two great races were added the

Ambrones, and some of the Swiss tribes, such as

the Tigurini. The whole host is said to have con-

tained 300,000 fighting men, besides a much
larger number of women and children. They had

defeated one Roman army after another, and it

appeared that nothing could check their progress.

The utmost alarm prevailed throughout Italy
;

all

party quarrels were hushed. Rvery one felt that

Marius was the only man capable of saving the

state, and he was accordingly elected consul a

2nd time during his absence in Africa. Marius

entered Rome in triumph on the 1st of January,

104, the first day of his 2nd consulship. Mean-
while, the threatened danger was for a while

averted. Instead of crossing the Alps, the Cimbri
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marched into Spain, which they ravaged for the

next 2 or 3 years. But as the return of the bar-

barians was constantly expected, Marius was elected

consul a 3rd time in 103, and a 4th time in 102.

In the latter of these years the Cimbri returned
into Gaul. The barbarians now divided their

forces. The Cimbri marched round the northern
foot of the Alps, in order to enter Italy by the
N. E., crossing the Tyrolese Alps by the defiles of
Tridentum (Trent). The Teuton! and Ambrones,
on the other hand, marched against Mariusi, who
had taken up a position in a fortified camp on the
Rhone. The decisive battle was fought near
Aquae Sextiae (Aix). The carnage was dreadful.

The whole nation was annihilated, for those who
did not fall in the battle put an end to their own
lives. The Cimbri, meantime, had forced theirway
into Italy. Marius was elected consul a 5th time

(101), and joined the proconsul Catulus in tho
N. of Italy. The 2 generals gained a great victory

over the enemy on a plain called the Campi Raudii,
near Vercellae {Vercelli). The Cimbri met with
the same fate as the Teuton! ; the whole nation
was destroyed. Marius was received at Romo
with unprecedented honours. He was hailed as

the saviour of the state
; his name was coupled

with the gods in tho libations and at banquets,

and he received the title of 3rd founder of Rome.
Hitherto the career of Marius had been a glorious

one
; but the remainder of his life is full of horrors,

and brings out the worst features of his character.

Ill order to secure the consulship a 6th time, ho
entered into close connection with two of the worst

demagogues that ever appeared at Rome, Satur-

niiius and Glaucia. He gained his object, and was
consul .a 6th time in lok In this year ho drove

into exile his old enemy Metellus
; and shortly

afterwards, when Saturninus and glaucia took up
anna against the state, Marius crushed the insur-

rection by command of the senate. [Saturninus.]
His conduct in this afihir was greatly blamed by
tho people, who looked upon him as a traitor to

his former friends. For the next few years Marius
took little pm:t in public ailairs. He possessed
none of tho qualifications which were necessary to

maintain influence in the state during a time of
peace, being an unlettered soldier, rude in manners,
and arrogant in conduct. The Social war again

called him into active service (90). He served as

legate of the consul P. Rutilius Lupus ; and after

the latter had fallen ia battle, he defeated the Mars!
in 2 successive engagements. Marius was now
67, and bis body hod grown stout and unwieldy

;

but he was still as greedy of honour and dis-

tinction as he had ever been. He had set his

heart upon obtaining the command of the war
against Mithrldates, which tho senate had be-
stowed upon the consul Sulla at the end of the
Social war (88). In order to gain his object,

Marius allied himself to the tribune, P. Sulpicius

Rufus, who brought forward a law for distributing

the Italian allies, who had just obtained the Ro-
man franchise, among all the Roman tribes. As
those new citizens greatly exceeded the old citizens

in number, they would of course be able to cany
whatever they pleased in the comitia. The law
was carried notwithstanding the violent opposition

of the consuls ; and the tribes, in which the new
citizens now had the majority, appointed Marius
to the command of the war against Mithrldates.

Sulla fled to his army, which was stationed at

B B
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Nola ; and when Marius sent thither 2 military

tribunes, to take the command of the troops, Sulla

not only refused to surrender the command, but

inarched upon Rome at the head of his array.

Marius was now obliged to take to flight. After

wandering along the coast of Latinm, and encoun-

tering terriblo sufferings and privations, which he

bore with unflinching fortitude, he was at length

taken prisoner in the marshes formed by the river

Liris, near Mintumae. The magistrates of this

place resolved to put him to death, in accordance

with a command which Sulla had sent to all the

towns in Italy. A Gallic or Cimbrian soldier un-

dertook to carry their sentence into effect, and
with a drawn sword entered the apartment where
Marius was confined. The part of the mom in

which Miurius lay was in the shade ; and to the

frightened barbarian the eyes of Marius seemed to

dart out fire, and from the darkness a terrible

voice exclaimed— “Man, durst thou murder C.

Marius?” The barbarian immediately threw down
his sword, and rushed out of the house. Straight-

way there was a revulsion of feeling among the

inhabitants of Mintumae. They got ready a
ship, and placed Marius on hoard. lie reached

Africa in safety, and landed at Carthage ; but

he had scarcely put his foot on shore before the

Roman governor sent an officer to bid him leave

the country. This last blow almost unmanned
Marixis : his only reply was—“ Tell the praetor

that you have seen C. Marius a fugitive sit-

ting on the ruins of Carthage.” Soon afterwards

Marius was joined by his son, and they took refuge

in the island of Cercina. During this time a re-

volution had taken place at Rome, in consequence

of which Marius was enabled to return to Italy.

The consul Cinna (87) who belonged to the Marian
party, had been driven out of Rome by his colleague

Octavius, and iPad subsequently been deprived by
the senate of the consulate. ‘ Cinna collected an
army, and resolved to recover his honours by force

of anna. As soon as Marius heard of these changes

he left Africa, and joined Cinna in Italy. Marius

and Cinna now laid siege to Rome. The failure

of provisions compelled the senate to yield, and
Marius and Cinna entered Rome as conquerors.

The most frightful scenes followed. The giuurds of

Marius stabbed every one whom he did not salute,

and the streets ran with the blood of the noblest of

the Roman aristocracy. Among the victims of his

vengeance, were the great orator M. Antonias and
his former colleague Q. Catulus. Without going

through the form of an election, Marius and Cinna

named themselves consuls for the following year

(86). But he did not long enjoy the honour : he
was now in his 71st year; his body was worn out

by the fatigues and sufferings he had recently un-
dergone; and on the 18th day of his consulship he
died of an attack of pleurisy, after 7 days’ ill-

neBB.«^2. G., the son of the preceding, but only

by adoption. He followed in the footsteps of his

and was equally distinguished by merciless

severity against Ids enemies. He was consul in

82, jrhen he was 27 years of age. In this year

he was de&ated by Sulla near Sacriportus on
the frontiers of Latium, whereupon he took refuge

in the strongly fortified town of Piaeneste. Here
he was besieged for some time ; but after Sulla's

gpat victory at the Colline gate of Rome over Pon-
tius Telesinns, Marius put an end to his own life,

after making an unsaccessfol attempt to escape. •—

MARON.
3. The false Marius. [Amatius.]—4. M. Aurelius
Marius, one of the 30 tyrants, was the 4th of the
usurpers who in succession ruled Gaul, in defiance of
Qallicnus. He reigned only 2 or 3 days, but there
are coins of his extant. —• 6. Marius Celsus.

[Cblsus.]— 6 . Marins Maximus, a Roman his-

torian, who is repeatedly cited by the Augustan
historians. He probably flourished under Alex-
ander SeveruB, and appears to have written the

bio^phies of the Roman emperors, beginning with
Trajan and ending with Elagabalus. 7. Marius
Mercator, an ecclesiastical writer, distinguished as

a zealous antagonist of the Pelagians and the Nes-
torians. He appears to have commenced his literary

career during the pontificate of Zosimus, a. d. 418,
at Rome, and he afterwards repaired to Constan-
tinople. Mercator seems undoubtedly to have been
a layman, but we are ignorant of every ciicumstaucc

connected with his origin and personal history.

The works of Mercator refer exclusively to the

Pelagian and Nestorioii heresies, and consist, for

the most part, of passages extracted and translated

from the chief Greek authorities. The best edition

is by Bnluze, Par. 1684.

MarxnS,ri(ca Mop/xapne^* MapfiapiSai : E.
part of Tripoli and N. W. part ofEgypt), a district

of N. Africa, between Cyrenaica aiid Egypt, but
by some ancient geographers reckoned as a part

of Cyrenaica, and by othei’s as a part of Egypt

;

while others, again, call only the W. part of it,

from the borders of Cyrenaica to the Catabathmus
M;^nus, by the name of Marmarica, aind the E.

part, from the Catabathmus Magnus to the Sinus

Plinthinetes, Libyae Nomos. Inland it extended
ns far a£) the Oasis of Ammon. It was, for the

most part, a sandy desert, intersected with low
ranges of hills.— Its inhabitants were called by
the general name of Marmaiidac. Their chief

tribes were the Adyrmnchidae and Giligammae,

on the const, and the Nasanmnes and Augilae, in

the interior.

Marmarium (Mop/xdptov ; Map/adpios : Mar»
mart), a place on the S. W. coast of Euboea, with

a temple of Apollo Marmarius, and celebrated

marble quarries, which belonged to Carystus.

Maro, VirgiIXus. [Virgilius.]

MarobodiiuB, the Latinised form of the German
Marbod, king of the Marcomaxini, was a Suevian

by birth, and was bom about b.c. 18. He was
sent in his boyhood with other hostages to Rome,
where he attracted the notice of Augustus, and
received a liberal education. After his return to

his native country, he succeeded in establishing a

powerful kingdom in central Germany, along the

N. bank of the Danube, from Regensberg nearly

to the borders of Hungary, and which stretched

far into tie interior. His power excited the jea-

lousy of Augustus, who had detennined to send a

fcrmidable army to invade his dominions ; but the

revolt of the Fannonians and Dalmatians (a. o. 6)

prevented the emperor from carrying his design

into effect. Maroboduus eventually became an

object of suspicion to the other German tribes, and

was at length expelled from his dominions by
Catualda, a ‘^hief of the Gothones, about a. d. 19.

He took rehigo in Italy, where Tiberius allowed

him to remain, and he passed the remainder of his

life at Ravenna. He died in 35 at the age of 53
years.

Maron (Mdpuv), son of £vantheB,and grondsem

of Dionysus and Ariadne, priest of Apollo at Maro-
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nea in Thrace. He was the hero of sweet wine, and

is mentioned among the companions of Dionystts.

Maronea (Mapaiffia : Mapccveirris : Afatx)fftta\

a town on the S. coast of Thrace, situated on the

N. bank of the lake Isinaris and on the river

Sthenas, more anciently called Ortagurea. It be>

longed originally to the Cicones, but aftcrwiU'ds

received colonists from Chios. It was celebrated for

its excellent wine, which even Homer mentions.

Marpessa (MapTrYjircra), daughter of Evciius and
Alcippe. For details see Idas.

Marpessa (Mdpmjiro-a), a mountain in Paros,

from which the celebrated Parisui marble was
obtained. Hence Virgil (Aen. vi. 471) speaks of

Marpesia cautes.

Marrucini, a brave and warlike people in Italy

of the Sabellian race, occupying a narrow slip of

country along the right bank of the river Aternus,

and bounded on the N. by the Vestini, on the W.
by the Peligni and Marsi, on the S. by the Frcn-

taui, and on the E. by the Adriatic soa. Their

chief town was Tkate, and at the mouth of the

Aternus, they possessed, in common with the Ve-
stini, the seaport Atkrnum. Along with the

Afarsi, Peligni, and the other Sabellian tribes they

fought against Rome; and together with them they

submitted to the Romans in n. c. 304, and con-

cluded a peace with the republic.

Marruvlum or Maruvmm. 1. (<$’. Benedeito\

the chief town of the Marsi (who arc therefore

called Manivki^ Virg. Aen. vii. 760), situated

on the E. bank of the lake Fucinus, and on the

road between Corfiniuin and Alba Fucentio,— 2.

(d/orro), an ancient town of the Aborigines in the

country of the Sabines, not to be confounded with

the Marsic Marruvium.
Mars, an ancient Roman god, who was at an

early period idcntiiied by the Romans witli the

Greek Area, or the god delighting in bloody war.

[Ares.] The name of the god in the Sabine and
Oscan was Mamera; and Mars itself is a contraction

of Mavers or Mavors. Next to Jupiter, Mars
enjoyed the highest honours at Rome. lie is

frequently designated as father Afars, whence tlie

forms Marsjhler and Afaspiter, vnalogous to .lupiter.

.Tnpiter, Mars, and Quirinus were the 3 tutehiry

divinities of Rome, to each of whom king Numa
appointed a damen. He was worshipped at Rome
as the god of war, and war itself was frequently

designated by the name of Mars. His priests, the

Salii, danced in full armour, and the place dedicated

to warlike exercises was called after his name
{Campus Martins). But being the father of the

Romans, Mars was also the protector of the most

honourable pursuit, i. e. agriculture; and under the

name of Silvanus, he was worshipped a8*the guar-

dian of cattle. Mars was also identified with Qui-

rinus, who was the deity watching over the Roman
citizens in their civil capacity as Quirites. Thus
Mars appears under 3 aspects. As the warlike

god, he was called Gradivus

;

as the rustic god, he

was called Silvanus

;

while, in his relation«to the

state, he bore the name of Quirinus. His wife was

called Nieria or Neriem^ the feminine of Aero,

which in the Sabine language signified “ strong.”

The wolf and the woodpecker {pkus) were sacred

to Mars. Numerous temples were dedicated to

him at Rome, the most important of which was
that outside the Porta Capena, on the Appian road,

and that of Mars Ultor, which was built by
Augustus ki the forum.
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Marsi. 1. A brave and warlike people of the
Sabellian race, dwelt in the centre of Italy, in the
high land surrounded by tlie ipountains of the
Apennines, in which the lake Fucinus is situated^

Along with their neighbours the Peligni, Marru-
cini, &c., they concluded a peace with Rome, B. c.

304. Their bravery was proverbial; and they were
the prime movers of the celebrated war waged
against Rome by the Socii or Italian allies in oi^ee

to obtain the Roman franchise, and which is known
by the name of the Marsic or Social war. Their
chief town was Maruuviuai.— The Marsi appear
to have been acquainted with the medicinal pro-

perties of several of the plants growing upon thoir

mountains, and to have employed them as remedies

against the bites of serpents, and in other cases.

Hence they were regarded as magicians, and were
said to be descended front a sun of Circe. Otheca
again derived their origin from tlie Phrygian

syas, simply on account of the resemblance oTthe
name. ~2. A pet)ple in Gerinany, appear to have
dwelt originally on both banks of the Ems, and to

have been only a tribe of the Cherusci, although
Tacitus makes them one of tlie most ancient peoples

in German)'. They joined the Cherusci in the war
against the Romans, which terminated in the defeat

of Varus, but they were subsequently driven into

the inti-rior of the country by Oermnniens.

Marsigni, a people in the S. E. of Germany, of

SucNic extraction.

Marsus, Domitlus, a Roman poet of the Au-
gustan age. He wrote poems of various kinds, but
his epigrams were the most celebrated of his pro-

ductions. Hence he is frequently mentioned by
Martial, who sjieaks of him in terms of the highest

admiration. He wrote a beautiful epitaph on

Tibullus, which has come down to us.

Marsj^as {Maperkas). 1. A mythological per-

sonage, connected with the earliest |feriod of Greek
music. He is variousl)'’ called the son of Hyagnis,

or of Ocagrus, or of Olympus. Some make him a
Bsityr, others a peasant. All agree in placing him
in Phrygia. The following is the outline of his

story : — Athena having, while playing the flute,

seen the reflection of herself in water, and observed

the distortion of her features, threw away the
instrument in disgust. It was picked up by Mar-
.syas, who no sooner begiui to blow through it, than

the flute, having once been inspired by the breath

of a goddess, emitted of its own accord the most
beautiful strains. Elated by his success, Marsyas
was rash enough to challenge Apollo to a musical

contest, the conditions of which were that the

victor should do what he plejised with the van-
quished. The Muses, or, according to others, the
Nysacans, were the umpires. Apollo played upon
the cithara, and Marsyas upon the flute

; and it

was not till the former added his voice to the
music of his lyre that the contest was decided in

his favour. As a just punishment for the pre-

sumption of Marsyas, Apollo bound him to a tree,

and flayed him alive. His blood was the source
of the river Marsyas, and Apollo hung up his skin
in the cave out of which that river flows. His
flutes (for, according to some, the instrument on
which he played was the double flute) were carried

by the river Marsyas into the Macander, and again
emerging in the Asopus, were thrown on land by
it in the Sicyonian territory, aad were dedicated

to Apollo in his temple at Sicyon. The fable evi-

dently refers to the straggle between the dtbaioedic
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and auloedic styles of music, of which the former

was connected with the worship of Apollo among

the Dorians, and the latter with the orgiastic rites

of Cyhele in Phrygia. In the fora of ancient cities

there was frequently p]||ced a statue of Marsyas,

which was probably intended to hold forth an

example of the severe punishment of arrogant pre-

supiption. The statue of Marsyas in the forum of

Rome is well known by the allusions of Horace

(Sat. i. 6. 120), Juvenal (ix. 1, 2), and Martial

(ii. b'4. 7). -—2. A Greek historian, was the son of

Periander, a native of Pella in Macedonia, a con-

temporary of Alexander, with whom he is said to

have been educated. His principal work was a

history of Macedonia, in 10 books, from the earliest

times to the wars of Alexander. He also wrote

other works, the titles of which are given by
Suidas. — 3. Of Philippi, commonly called the

Younger, to distinguish him from the preceding,

was also a Greek liistorian. The period at which

he flourished is uncertain : the earliest writers by
whom he is cited are Pliny and Athenaeus.

Marsj^as (Mopo'ilav). 1. A small and rapid river

of Phrygia, a tributary of the Macander, took its

rise, according to Xenophon, in the palace of the

Persian kings at Celacnao, beneath the Acropolis,

and fell into the Macander, outside of the city.

Pliny, however, states that its source was in the

valley called Aulocrene, about 10 miles from

Apainea Cibotus (which city was on or near the

site of Colaenae), and that after a subterraneous

course, it first came out to light at Apamea. Co-

lonel Leake reconciles these statements by the na-

tural explanation that the place where the river

first broke forth from its subterraneous course, was
regarded as its true origin. Tradition ascribed its

name to the fable ofMausyas.— 2. ((:hinar-(?luit\

a considcrablo river of Caria, having its source in

the district caficd Idrias, flowing N.W. and N.
through the middle of Caria, past Stratonicea and
Alabanda, and falling into the S. side of the

Maeander, nearly opposite to Tralles.— 3. In

Syria, a small tributary of the Orontes, into which
it falls on the E. side, near Apamea.— 4. A name
given to the extensive plain in Syria, through

which the upper course of the Orontes flows, lying

between the ranges of Casing and Lebanon, and
reaching from Apamea on tlie N. to Laodicca ad
Libanum on the S.

Marti9.1is. 1. M. Valerius, the epigrammatic

poet, was born at Bilbilis in Spain, in the flrd year

of Claudius, a. n. 43. He came to Rome in the

13th year of Nero, 6t); and after residing in the

metropolis 35 years, he returned to the plsice of his

birth, in the 3rd j ear of Trajan, 100. He lived

there for upwards of 3 years at least, on the pro-

perty of his wife, a lady named Marcella, whom
he seems to have married after his return to Bilbilis.

His death cannot have taken place before 104.

His fame was extended and his books were eagerly

sought for, not only iu the city, but also in Gaul,

Germany, smd Britain ; he secured the patronage of

the emperors Titus and Domitian, obtained by his

influence the freedom of the state for several of his

friends, and received for himself,although apparently

without family, the privileges accorded to those who
were the fathers of three children (ju$ irium libe~

rorMm),toget}ter with the rank of tribunus and the

rights of the equestrian order. His circumstances

appear to have been easy during his residence at

Home, for he had a mansion in the city whose
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situation he describes, and a suburban villa near
Nomentum, to which he frequently alludes with
pride.—The extant works of Martial consist of a
collection of short poems, all included under the

general appellation E'pigrammata^ upwards of 1500
in number, divided into 14 books. Those which
form the 2 last books, usually distinguished re-

spectively as Xenia and Apapluoreia., amounting to

350, consist of distichs, descriptive of a vast

variety of small objects, chiefly articles of food or

clothing, such as were usually sent as presents

among friends during the Saturnalia, and on other

festive occasions. In addition to the above, nearly

all the printed copies include 33 epigrams, forming
a book apart from the rest, which has been com-
monly known as Liber de J^ctaculis^ because the

contents relate to the shows exhibited by Titus

and Domitian, but there is no ancient authority

for the title. The different books were collected

iuid published by the author, sometimes singly and
sometimes several at one time. The Liber de
Spectacidis and the first 9 books of the regular

series involve a great number of historical allusions,

extending from the games of Titus (bU) down to

the return of Domitian from tlic Sannatian expe-

dition, in January, 94. All these books were
composed at Home, except the 3rd, which was
written during a tour in Gallia Togata. The 10th
book was published twice : the first edition was
given hastily to the world

;
the second, that wliich

we now read (x. 2), celebrates the arrival of

Trajan at Rome, after his accession to the throne

(99). The 11th book seems to have been published

at Rome, early in 100, and at the close of the year
he returned to Bilbilis. After keeping silence for

3 years (xii. prooem.), the 12th book was despatched

from Bilbilis to Rome (xii. 3, 18), and must there-

fore be assigned to 104. Books xiii. and xiv.,

Xenia and Apophoreiu^ were written chiefly under
Domitian, although the composition may have been

spread over the holidays of many years. It is well

known that the Avord Epigram.^ which originally

denoted simply an inscription^ was, in process of

time, applied to any brief metrical effusion, what-
ever the subject might be, or Avhatevcr the form
under which it was presented. Martial, however,

first placed the epigram upon the narrow basis

which it noAV occupies, and from his time the term

has been in a great measure restricted to denote a
short poem, in which all tho thoughts .and ex-

pressions converge to one sharp point, Avhich forms

the termination of the piece. Martial’s epigrams

are distinguished by singular fertility of imagination,

prodigious flow of wit, and delicate felicity of

language ; and from no source do we derive more
copious information on the national customs and
social habits of the Romans during the first cen-

tury of the empire. But, however much wo may
admire the genius of tho author, avc feel no respect

for the character of the man. The servility of

adulation with which he loads Domitian, proves

that ha was a courtier of the lowest class
;
and

his Avorks are defiled by the most cold-blooded

filth, too clcai'ly denoting habitual impurity of

thought, combined Avith habitual impurity of ex-

pression. The best edition is by Scbneidewinn,

Grem. 1842. — 2. Gargillua, a Roman histo-

rian, and a contemporary of Alexander Severus,

Avho is cited by Vopiscus. There is extant a short

fragment on veterinary surgery, bearing the name
of Gargilius Mortialis

;
and Angelo Mai discovered
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on a palimpsest in the royal library at Naples, part

of a work De Ilortis^ also ascribed to Gargilius

Martialis. But whether Gargilius Mtartialis the

historian, Gargilius Martialis the horticulturist,

and Gargilius Martialis the veterinarian, are all, or

any two of them, the same, or all difierent per-

sonages, cannot be determined.

Martini&ntis, was elevated to the dignity of

Caesar, by Licinius, when he was making prepa-

rations for the last struggle against Constantine.

After the defeat of Licinius, Martinianus was put

to death by Constantine, A. n. 323.

Martlus Campus. [Campus Maiitius.]
Martyr5p61is (Maprup^TroAts : Meia Farckin)^

a city of Sophene, in Armenia Major, on the river

Nymphus, a tributary of the Tigris
;
under Justi-

nian, a strong fortress, and the residence of the.

first Dux Anneniae.

MaruUus, C. Epidlufl, tribune of the plcbs,

B. c. 44, removed, in conjunction with his colleague

L. Caesetius Flavus, the diadem which had b< en

placed upon the statue of C. Julius Caesar, and
attempted to bring to trial the persons who had

saluted the dictator as king. Caesar, in conse-

quence, deprived liim of the tribunate, and expelled

him from the senate.

Mar&vium. [Mauruvium.]
Hascas (Md<r/cav, MaffKcii: Wa(li/-d-Sttf)a), an

E. tributary of the Kuplirates, in Mesopotamia,

mentioned only by Xenophon (Aifab. i. .*>), who
describes it ns surrounding the city of Corsote,

and as being 3.i parasatjgs from the Chaboras. It

appears to be the same river as the Saocoras of

Ptobmy.
Mases (Mdcrrjs

:

a town on the S.

coast of Argolis, the harbour of Ilermionc.

Masinissa (Maffffai/dorffijy), king of the Nu-
midians, was the sou of Gala, king of the Massy-
lians, the easternmost of the 2 great tribes into

which the Numidians were at that lime divided;

but he was brought up at Carthage, where he ap-

pears to have received an education .superior to that

usual among his countrymen. In B. c. 213 the

Carthaginians persuaded Gjj^la to declare war
against S3"phax, king of the neighbouring tribe of

the Massaesylians, who had lately entered into an

alliance with Romo. Masinissa w.a8 appointed by

his father to command the invading force, with

which he attacked and totally defeated Syphax.

In the next year (212) Masinissa crossed over into

Spain, and supported the Carthaginian generals

tliere with a large body of Numidian horse. He
fought on the side of the Carthaginians for some

ears; hut after their great defeat by Scipio in 20C,

e secretly promised the latter to support the

Romans as soon as they should send an army into

Africa. In his desertion of the Carthaginians he

is said to have been also actuated by resentment

against Hasdnilml, who had previously betrothed

to him his beautiful daughter Sophonisba, but vio-

lated his engagement, in order to bestow her hand

upon Syphax.— During the absence of ^fasinis8a

in Spain, his father Gala had died, and the throne

had been seized b}- an usurper ; but Masinissa on

his return soon expelled the usurper and obtained

possession of the kingdom. lie was now attacked

by Syphax and the Carthaginians, who were

anxious to crush him before he could receive as-

sistance from Rome. He was repeatedly defeated

by Syphax and his generals, and with difficulty

escaped fiilling into the hands of his enemies. But
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the arrival of Scipio in Africa (204) soon changed

the posture of affairs. He instantly joined the

Roman general, and rendered the most important

services to him during the remainder of the war.

He took a prominent part in the defeat of the

combined forces of Syphax and Hasdrubal, and in

conjunction with Laelius he reduced Cirta, the

capital of Syphax. Among the captives that fell

into their hands on this occasion was Sophonisba,

the wife of Sj'phax, and the same who had been

formerlj' promised in marriage to Masinissa himself.

The story of his hast}' marriage with her, and its

tragical termination, is related elsewhere. [So-

phonisba.] In the decisive battle of Zama (20*2),

M.'isinissa commanded the cavalry of the right

wing, and contributed in no small degree to the

successful result of the day. On the conclusion of

the final peace between Rome and (Carthage, lie

was rewarded with the greater part of the terri-

tories which had belonged to Syphax, in addition

to his hereditary dominions. For the next .50 years

Masinissa reigned in peace, though constantly

making aggressions upon the Carthaginian territory.

At length in 1.50 he declared open Avar against

Carthage, and these hostilities led to the outbreak

of thft 3r(l Punic war. Masinissa died in the 2nd
year of the war, 140. From this time till the

commencement of the 3rd Punic Avar there elapsed

an interval of more than .50 years, during the

whole of which period Masinissa continued to

reign with undisputed authority over the countries

thus subjected to his jule. On liis deathbed he
had sent for Scipio Afric.anus the younger, at that

time serving in Africa ns a military tribune, but
he expin'd before his arrival, leaving it to the

j'oung officer to settle the affairs of his kingdom,

lie died at the adviujccd age of 90, having retained

in an extraordinary degree his bod'jy strength and
activity to the Inst, so that in the Avar against the

Carth.aginians, only 2 years l)i!fore, ho not only

commanded his army in person, hut Avas able to go
through all his inilimry exercises with the agility

and vigour of a j'omig man. llis character has

been extolled by the Roman Avriters far beyond
his true merits. He possessed indecsl unconquerable

energy' and fortitude
;
but he was faithless to the

Carthaginians as soon as fortune began to turn

against tliem; and though he afterwards continued

steady to the cause of the Homans, it Avas becausu

he found it uniformly his interest to do so. He
AVJis the father of a very numerous family

;
but it

appears that 3 only of his legitimate sons survived

him, Micipsa, Mastanahal, and Gulussa. Between
these 3 the kingdom Avas portioned out by Scipio,

according to the dying directions of the old king.

Haslus Mohb Mda-iov Spos : Karajeh

a mountain chain in the N. of Mesopotamia, be-
tween the upper course of the Tigris and the
Euphrates, running from the main chain of the
Taurus S.E. along the border of Mygdonia.

MaBO, C. Paplrlus, consul b. c. 2.31, carried on
war against the Corsicans, Avhom he subdued

; and
from the booty obtained in this war, he dedicated a
temple to Fons. Maso was the maternal grandfather

of Scipio Africanus the younger, his daughter Pa-
piria marrying Aemilius Paulus.

Hassa, Baeblus, or Beblus, Avas accused by
Pliny the younger andllercnnius Seneci^of plun-

dering the province of Baetic.*!, of whjGi he had
been governor, a. d. 93. He Avas M(Jd< iiincd, but

escaped punishment by the favojlr of Domitian

;

B B 3
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And from this time ho hecainc one of the informers

and favouritoB of tlie tyrant.

Massaesylior-ii. [Maurktama : Numidia.]
Massaga (tr Mdo-traya), the capital city of the

Indian peoj^Io AssACE^h.
Mass&getae (Mao-tra-ytTaj), a wild and warlike

people of Central Asia, in Scythia intra Tmaiiin,

N. of the Jaxartes (the Ariixes of Herodotus)

and the iVa ru/, and on the peninsula between

this lake and the Caspian. Their countiy corre-

sponds to that of the Kirrjhiz Tartars in the N. of

Independent Tartary. Some of the ancient geo-

graphers give them a greater extent towards the

S.K., and Herodotus ap[)car8 to include under the

name ail tin; nomad tribes of Asia E. of the

Caspian. They appear to liave been of the 'i’urko-.

man race
; their manners and customs resembled

those of the Scythians in general
;
but they had

some peculiarities, such as the killing and eating

of their aged people. 1’heir chief appearance in

ancient history is in connectioTi with the expedi-

tion undertaken against them hy Cyrus the Great,

in whieh Cyrus was defeated and slain. [Cyrus.]
Massani {yiacraavoi)^ a people of India intra

Gaiigom, on the lower course of the ludus, near

the Island of Pattalene.

Masslcus icons, a mountain in the N. W. of

Campania near the frontiers of Latium, celebrated

for its excellent wine, the produce of the vincyard.s

on the southern slope of the mojintain. The cele-

brated Ffdernian wine came from the eastern side

of this mountain.

Masslc^tus or Massicytea (Matn/furijs), one

of the principal mountain chains of Lycia.

MassIUa (Ma(r<raAla: Ma<r(roAictfT7?s, Massili-

ensis : Marseilles).^ a Gieek city in Gallia Narho-

nensia, on the coast of the Mediterranean, in the

country of thecSnlyes. It was situated on’ a pro-

montory, which was connected with the mainland

by a narrow isthmus, and was washed on 3 sides

by the sea. Its excellent harbour, called /.orv/rfow,

was formed by a small inlet of the sea, about half

a mile long, and a quarter of a mile broad. This

harbour had only a narrow opening, and bof(»re it

lay an island, where ships had good anchorage.

Massilia was founded by the Phocaoans of Asia

Minor about Ji. c. COO, and soon became a very

flourishing city. It extended its dominion over

tlie barbarous tribes in its neighbourliood, and
planted several colonies on the coast of Gaul and

Spain, such as Antipolis, Nicaea and Empo-
rium. Its naval power and commercial greatness

80011 excited the jealousy of the Carthaginians,

who made WTir upon the city, hut the Mas.silians

not only maintained their independence, but de-

feated the Carthaginians in a sea iight. At an

early period they cultivated the friendship of the

Romans, to whom they always continued faithful

allies. Accordingly when the S. K. corner of Gaul

was made a Homan province, the lloimms iJlowcd

Massilia to reLaiu its independence and its own
constitution. This constitution was aristocratic.

The city was governed by a senate of 600 persons

called Timuchi. From these w'orc selected 1.5

presidents, who formed a sort of committee for

carrying on the ordinary business of the govern-

ment, and 3 of these were intrusted with the

executive power. The iuhahitauts retained the

religious rites of their mother country, and they

cultivated with especial reverence the worship of

the Ephesian Artemis ur Diana. Massilia was for
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many centuries one of the most important com-
mercial cities in the ancient world. In the civil

war betw’ecn Caesar and Pompey (b. c. 49), it

esjioused the cause of the latter, but after a pro-

tracted siege, in wdiich it lost its fleet, it was obliged

to submit to Caesar. From the effects of this blow
it never fully recovered. Its inhabitants had long

paid attention to literature and philosophy
;
and

under the early emperors it became one of the chief

seats of learning, to which the sons of many illus-

trious Romans resorted to complete their studies.

—The modern Marseilles occupies tho site of the

iiucient town, but contains no remains of ancient

buildings.

Masslva. 1. A Nutnidian, grandson of Gala,

lying of the Massylians, and nephew of Masinissa,

whom he accompanied into tSpain. «— 2. Son of

Gnlussa, and grandson of Masini.ssn, was assassi-

nated at Rome by order of Jiigiirtha, because he

had put ill his claim to the kingdom of Numidia.
MassHrius Sabinus. [Sabin* i:s.]

Massyli or -ii. [Mauretania : Numidia.]
Mastanabal or Manastahal, the youngest of

the 3 legitimate sons of Masinissa, between whom
tlie kingdom of Numidia was divided by Seipio

after the death of the aged king (h. C. 143). lie

died before his brother IMicipsa, and left 2 sons,

Jugurtha and Oauda.

Mastaura (ra Mdaraupa : Mastanru-Kulesif

Rii.), a city of Lydia on the borders of Caria, near

Nysa.
Mastramela, a town on the S. coast of Gollia

Narbonensis, K. of the Rhone, and a lake of the

same name, called hy Mela A vaticorum siaynuni.

Mastusia. 1. The S. W. point of the Tfiraeian

Cliersoiiesus, opposite Sigeuni.— 2. A mouiilaiii of

Lydia, on the t). slope of which Smyrna lay.

Maternus, Curiatlus, a Roman ilietorician and
tragic poet, one of the speakers in the Uitdoyus de

OroioriOus ascribed to Tacitus.

Maternu* FirmicuB. [ Fium ic us.]

Matho. 1. One of the leaders of the Cartha-

ginian mercenaries in their war against Carthage,

after the conclusion pf the 1st Punic war, b. c. 241.

He was eventually taken jirisoner, and put to

death.— 2. A pompous blustering advocate, ridi-

culed by Juvenal .and Martial.

Matho, Pomponius. 1. M’., consul u. c. 233,

can’ied on war against the Sardinians, whom he
defeated. Ill 217 he was niagister eqiiitum

; in

216 praetor; and in 215 propraetor in Cisalpine

Gaul.— 2. M., brother of the preceding, consul

231, also carried on wav against the Sardinians.'

He was likewise praetor in 217. He died in 204.

— 3. M.,fprohaLly sou of No. 2., aedile 206, and
praetor 204, 'with Sicily as his province.

Matiazia (Manai/T/, Mtxnavol^ -Tjvoi,

Herod.), the S.W.-most district of Media Atropa-

tene, along the mountains separating Media from

Assyria, which w'ere also called Matiani. The
great salt lake of Spaura (Manayij Xlpyri : Lake

of Urini) was in this district. Herodotus also

mentions a people on the Halys in Asia Alinor by
the name of Matieni.

Matmns, a mountain in Apulia, miming out

into the sea, was one of the oiTshuots of Mt. Gar-

ganus, and is frequently mentioned by Horace in

consequence of his being a native of Apulia.

Hatisoo (A/(ipo»), a town of the Aedui in

Gallia Lugdunensis on the Arar, and on the road

from Lugdunum to Augustodunuiiu
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Matins Oalvfina, C., a Roman eqties, and a

friend of Caesar and Cicero. After Caesar's death

he espoused the side of Octavianus, with whom he

became very intimate.

Matron (Mdrpwtf), of Pitana, a celebrated

writer of parodies upon Homer, probably lived a
little before the time of Philip of Macedon.
Matrtna (Afame), a river in Gaul, which formed

the boundary between Gallia Lugdunensis and
Belgica, and which falls into the Sequana, a little

S. of Paris.

MattX&ei, a people in Germany, who dwelt on the

E. bank of the Rhine, between the Main and the

Lahn, and were a branch of the Chatti. They
were subdued by the Romans, who, in the reign

of Claudius, had fortresses and silver-mines in their

country. After the death of Nero they revolted

against the Romans and took part with the Chatti

and other German tribes in the siege of Mogunti-

acum. From this time they disappetu* from history;

and their country was subsequently inhabited by
the Alemanni. Their chief towns were Aquae
Mattiacae( H'iWxiden), and Mattiacnm (MaHiurg)^

which must not be confounded with Mattium, the

capital of the Chatti.

Mattium (Maden), the chief town of the Chatti,

situated on the Adrana (Eder), was destroyed by
Germanicus.

MatHta, commonly called Mater MattLta, is

usually considered as the goddess of the dawn of

morning, and her name is considered to be con-

nected with maturus or matutinus. It seems, how-
ever, to be well attested that Matuta was only a

surname of Juno
;
and it is probable that the

name is connected Avith mater, so that Mater
Matuta is an analogous expression with Nostus

Hostilius, Faunus Fatuus Aius Locutius, and
others. Her festival, the Matralio, was celebrated

on the 11th of June {Did. ofAnt. art. Mutralia).

The Romans identified Matuta with the Greek

Leucothea. A temple was dedicated to Matuta

at Rome by king Servius, and was restored by the

dictator Camillus, after the taking of Veii. There

was also a temple of MatuUi at Satricum.

Maiiret§.nXa or Maurlt&xrila {v Wavpova-ia:

Mavpoiicrioi^ Mavpot, Mauri), the W.-most of the

principal divisions of N. Afriat, lay between the

Atlantic on the W., the Meditoranean on the N.,

Numidia on the E., and Gactulia on the S. ; but

the districts embraced under the names of Maure-

tania and Numidia respectively were of very dif-

ferent extent at different periods. The earliest

known inhabitants of all N. Africa W. of the

Syrtes were the Gaetulians, who were displaced

and driven inland by peoples of Asiatic origin,

who arc found, in the earliest historic^ accounts,

settled along the N. coast under varioiis names ;

their chief tribes being the Mauri or Maurusii,

W. of the river Malva or Malncha {Muluia or

Mohalou) ;
thence the Massaesylii to (or nearly

to) the river Ampsaga ( Wady-el-Kdnr)^ and the

Masi^lii between the Ampsaga and thei Tusca

{Wadg-Zain)^ the W. boundary of the Carthagi-

nian territory. Of these people, the Mauri, who
possessed a greater breadth of fertile country be-

tween the Atlas and the coasts, seem to have ap-

plied themseh'es more to the settled pursuits of

agriculture than their kindred neighbours on the

whose.unsettled warlike habits were moreover

confirmed by their greater exposure to the in-

trusions of the Phoenician settlers. Hence arose
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a difference, which the Greeks marked by apply-
ing the general name of No/udSes to the trit^s

between the Malva and the Tusca ; whence came
the Roman names of Numidia for the district, and
Numidao for its people^i [Numidia.] Thus
Mauretania was at first only the country W. of

the Malva, and corresponded to the later district

of Mauretania Tingitana, and to the modem em-
pire of Marocco^ except that the latter extends
further S. ;

the ancient boundary on the S. was
the Atlas. The Romans first became acquainted

with the country during the war with Jugurtha,
B. c. 106 ; of their relations with it, till it became
a Roman province, about 3.*, an account is given
under Bocenus. During this period the kingdom
of Mauretania had been increased by the addition

of the W. part of Numidia, as far as Saldae,

which Julius Caesar bestowed on Bogud, as a re-

ward for his services in the African war. A new
arrangement was made about 25, Avhen Augustus
gave Mauretania to Juba II., in exchange for his

paternal kingdom of Numidia. Upon the murder
of Juba’s son, Ptolemaeus, by Caligula (a. d. 40),
Mauretania became finally a Roman province, and
was formally constituted as such by Claudius,

who added to it nearly half of what was still left

of Numidia, namely, as far as the Ampsaga, and
divided it into 2 parts, of which the W. was called

Tingitnni^ from its capital Tingis ( 2’aw(5rrcr),and the
E.Caesarien8is from its capital Julia Caesarea {Zer-

shell)., the boundary between them being the river

Malva, the old limit of the kingdom of Bocchus I.

'i’he latter corresponded to the W. and central part

of the modem regency (and now French colony)

of Algid'S. These “ Mauretaniae duae” were
governed by an equestrian procurator. In the

later division of the empire under Diocletian and
Constantine, tlic E. part of M. Caesariensis, from
Saldae to the Ampsaga, ivas en'ct^d into a new
province, and called M. Sitifensis from the inland

town of Sitifi (Setif)

;

.at the same time the W.
province, M. Tingitana, seems to liave been placed

under the same government as Spain, so that we
still find mention of the “ Mnuretaniae duae,”
meaning noAv, however, Caesariensis and Sitifensis.

From A. 7). 42.9 to 534 Mauretania was in the

hands of the Vandals, and in' 650 and the follow-

ing years it was conquered by the Arabs. Its

ancient inhabitants still exist as powerful tribes in

Marocco and Algier, under the names of BerberSy

Srhillm, Kah/lrsy and Tuariks. Its chief physical

features are described under Africa and Atl.\8.
Under tlie later Roman emperors it was remark-
able for the great number of its episcopal sees.

Manri. [Mauritania.]
Manrioi&nTis, Jnnlus, a Roman jurist, lived

under Antonins Pius (a. d. 1 36—161). His works
are cited a few times in the Digest.

ManricuB, Jnnlus, an intimate friend of Pliny,
was banished by Domitian, but recalled from exile

by Nerva.

Mauritania. [Mauretania.]
Maums, Terentiftnus. [Terentianus.]
Maurusii. [Mauretania.]
Mausdlns (Mauo’oiAor or MaFoo-uXos), king of

Caria, was the eldest son of Ilecatomnus, whom he
succeeded in the sovereignty, b. c. 377. In 362
he took part in the general revolt of the satraps

against Artaxerxes Mnemon, and availed himsdif of

that opportunity to extend his dominions. In 358
he joined with the Rhodians and others in the

B E 4
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war waged by them against tlie Athenians, known
by the name of the Social war. He died in

363, leaving no children, and was succeeded by
his wife and sister Artemisia. The extravagant

grief of the latter for his death, and the honours

she paid to his memory— especially by the erec-

tion of the costly monument, which was called

from him the Mausoleum— are related elsewhere.

[Artkmisia.]
Havors. [Mars.]
Mazentfns, Roman emperor a. d. 306—312,

whose full name was M. Aurelius Valerius Maz-
entius. lie was the son of Maximianus and Eu-
tropia, and received in marriage the daughter of

Galerius
;
but he was passed over in the division

of the empire which followed the abdication of his

father and Diocletian in a. d. 305. Maxentius,

hswever, did not tamely acquiesce in this arrange-

ment, and, being supported by the praetorian troops,

who had been recently deprived of their exclusive

privileges, he was proclaimed emperor at Rome in

306. He summoned his father, Maximianus, from

his retirement in Lucania, who again assumed the

purple. The military abilities of Maximianus were
of great service to his son, who was of indolent and
dissolute habits. Maximianus compelled the Caesar

SeveruB, who had marched upom Rome, to retreat

in haste to Ravenna, and soon afterwards put the

latter to death when he had treacherously got him
into his power (307). The emperor Galerius now
marched in person against Rome, but Maximianus
compelled him likewise to retreat. Maxentius, re-

lieved from these imminent dangers, proceeded to

disentangle himself from the control which his

father sought to exercise, and succeeded in driving

him from his court. Soon afterwards Maxentius
crossed over to Africa, which he ravaged with fire

and sword, because it had submitted to the inde-

pendent authority of a certain Alexander. Upon
his return to Rome Maxentius openly aspired to

dominion over all the Western provinces
;
and soon

afterwards declared war against Constantine, alleg-

ing, as a pretext, that the latter had put to death his

father Maximianus. He began to make preparations

to pass into Gaul ; but Constantine anticipated his

movements, and invaded Italy, The struggle was
brought to a close by the defeat of Maxentius at

Saxa Rubra near Rome, October 27th, 312. Max-
entius tried to escape over the Milvian bridge into

Rome, but perished in the river. Maxentius is

represented by all historians as a monster of ra-

pacity, cruelty, and lust. The only favoured class

was the military, upon whom he depended for

safety
; and in order to secure their devotion and

to gratify his OAvn passions, all his other subjects

were made the victims of the most revolting li-

centiousness, and ruined by the most grinding

exactions.

MazilHa, a town in Hispania Raetica, where
bricks were made so light as to swim upon water.

See Calkntum.
Xazlma Caesariensis. [Britannia, p. 126.]

XazimianopSIis, previously called Forsulae, a
town in Thrace on the Via Egnatia, E. of Abdern,

probably the same place as the town called Mosy-
nopolis (Mo(ryyoi5>roAis) by the Byzantine writers.

MazimiftnS^lia ( Mo^i/utavodiroAtr ; 0. T. Hadod
Rimmon), a city of Palestine, in the valley of

Megiddo, a little to the S.W. of Megiddo.
Mazimi&nUB. I. Roman emperor, a. d. 286

—

305, whose full name was M. Anreliiu Valerios

MAXIMINUS.
Haidmianus. He was bom of humble parents in

Pannonia, and had acquired such fame by his

services in the army, that Diocletian selected this

rough soldier for his colleague, as one whose abi-

lities were likely to prove valuable in the disturbed

state of public aflairs, and accordingly created him
first Caesar (285), and then Augustus (286), con-

ferring at the same time the honorary appellation

of fferculiuSf while ho himself assumed that of

Jovius. Tho subsequent history of Maxiraian has
been fully detailed in former articles. [Dioclb-
tianus: Constantinus I.: Maxentius.] It

is sufficient to relate here, that after having been
reluctantly compelled to abdicate, at Milan (305),
he was again invested with the imperial title by
his son Maxentius, in the following year (306),
to whom he rendered the most important services

in the war with Severus and Galerius. Having
been expelled from Rome shortly afterwards by
his son, he took refuge in Gaul with Constantine,

to whom he had previously given his daughter

B'austa in marriage. Here he again attempted to

resume the imperial throne, but was easily deposed

by Constantine (308). Two years afterwards, he
endeavoured to induce his daughter Faiista to de-

stroy her husband, and was in consequence com-

pelled by Constantine to put an end to his own
life.— fl., Roman emperor, A. i). 305—311,

usually called Galerius. His full name was Ga-
lerius Valerius Maximianus. He was born near

Sardicji in Dacia, and was the son of a shepherd.

He rose from the ranks to the highest commands in

the army, and was appointed Caesar by Diocletian,

along with Constantins Chlorus, in 292. At the

same time he was adopted by Diocletian, whoso
daughter Valeria he received in marriage, and was
entrusted with the command of Illyria and Thrace.

In 297 he undertook .an expedition against the

Persian monarch Narses, in which he was unsuc-

cessful, but in the following year (298) ho defeated

Narses with great slaughter, and compelled him to

conclude a pe.ace. Upon the abdication of Dio-

cletian and Maxiraian (305), Galerius became
Augustus or emperor. In 307 he made an imsuc-

cessfnl attempt to recover Italy, which had owned
the authority of the usurper Maxentius. [Max-
entius.] He died in 311, of the disgusting dis-

ease, known in modern times by the name of

morbus pediculosus. He was a cruel persecutor

of the Christians
;
and it was at his instigation

that Diocletian issued the fatal ordinance ( 303),
which for so many years deluged the world with

innocent blood.

Mazimlnus. I., Roman emperor a. d. 235

—

238, whose full name was C. Julius Verus Mazi-
minus. He was bom in a village on the confines

of Thrace, of barbarian parentage, his father being

a Goth, and his mother a German from the tribe

of the Alani. Brought up as a shepherd, he at-

tracted the attention of Septimius Severus, by his

gigantic stature and marvellous feats of strength,

and ^vl^s permitted to enter the army. Ho even-

tually rose to the highest rank in the service
; and

on the murder of Alexander Severus by the mu-
tinous troops in Gaul (235), he was proclaimed

emperor. He immediately bestowed the title of

Caesar on his son Maximus. During the 3 years

of his reign he carried on war against the Germans
with success

;
but his government was characterised

by a degree of oppression and sanguinary excess

hitherto unexampled. The Roman world became
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at length tired of this monster. The senate and
the provinces gladly acknowledged the 2 Gordiani,

who had been proclaimed emperors in Africa ; and
after their death the senate itself proclaimed Maxi-
mus and Balbimis emperors (238). As soon as

Maximinus heard of the elevation of the Gordians,

he hastened from his winter-quarters as Sirmium.

Having crossed the Alps he laid siege to Aquileia,

and was there slain by his own soldiers along with

his sou Maximus, in April. The most extraordinary

tales are related of the physical powers of Maxi-
minus, which seem to have been almost incre-

dible. His height exceeded 8 feet. The circum-

ference of his thumb was equal to that of a woman's
wrist, so that the bracelet of his wife served him
for a ring. It is said, that he was able single-

handed to drag a loaded waggon, could with bis

fist knock out the grinders, and with a kick break

the leg of a horse
;
while his appetite was such,

that in one day he could eat 40 pounds of meat, and

drink an amphora of wine.— II., Roman emperor

305—314, originally called Daza,and subsequently

Galerius Valerius Maziminus. He was the

nephew of Galerius by a sister, and in early life

followed the occupation of a shepherd in his native

Illyria. Having entered the army, he rose to the

highest rank in the service
;
and upon the abdi-

cation of Diocletian in 305, ho was adopted by
Galerius and received the title of Caesar. In 308

Galerius gave him the title of Augustus
;
and on the

death of the latter in 31 1, Maximinus and Licinius

divided the East between them. In 313 Maximinus

attacked the dominions of Licinius, who had gone to

Milan, for the purpose of receiving in marriage the

sister of Constantine. Ho was, however, defeated by
Licinius nearllcraclea, and fled to Tarsus, where he

soon after died. Maximinus possessed no military

talents. He owed his elevation to his family con-

nection. He surpassed all his contemporaries in the

profligacy of his private life, in the general cruelty

of his administration, and in the furious hatred with

which he persecuted the Christians.

Maximus. L Of Ephesus or Smyrna, one of the

teachers of the emperor Jiiliap, to whom he was
introduced by Aedesius. Maximus was a philoso-

pher of the New Platonic school, and, like many
others of that school, both believed in and practised

magic. It is said that Julian through his persuasion

was induced to abjure Christianity. On the ac-

cession of Julian, Maximus was held in high

honour at the court, and accompanied the emperor

on his fatal expedition against the Persians, which

he had prophesied would be successful. In 384 he

was accused of having caused by sorcery the illness

of the emperors Valens and Valentiniai> and was
thrown into prison, where he was exposed to cruel

tortures. He owed his liberation to the philosopher

Themistius. In 371 Maximus was accused of

taking part in a conspiracy against Valens, and was

nut to death.— 2. Of Epirus, or perhaps of By-

zantium, was also an instructor of the emperor

Julian in philosophy and heathen theolog^. He
wrote in Greek, De insolubUibus Oppositionibus,

published by H. Stepbanus, Paris, 1 554, appended

to the edition of Dionysius Halicarnassus, as well

as other works.

Mazlmos, Fabliu.— L Q. Fabius Mazimiu
BnUianns, was the son of M. Fabius Ambustus,
consul B. c. 360. Fabius was master of the horse

to the dictator L. Papirius Cursor in 325, whose
anger he incurred by ^ving battle to the Samnites
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during the dictator's absence, and contrary to his

orders. Victory availed Fabius nothing in excul-

pation. A hasty flight to Rome, where the senate,

the people, and his aged father interceded for him
with Papirius, barely rescued his life, but could

not avert his degradation from office. In 322
Fabius obtained his first consulship. It was the

2nd year of the 2nd Samnite w^ar, and Fabius was
the most eminent of the Roman generals in that

long and arduous struggle for the empire of Italy.

Yet nearly all authentic traces are lost of the seat

and circumstances of his numerous campaigns. His
defeats have been suppressed or extenuated ; and
the achievements of others ascribed to him alone.

In 315 he was dictator, and was completely de-

feated by the Samnites at Lautuloe. In 310 he

was consul for the 2nd time, and carried on the

war against the Etruscans. Iti 308 he was consul

a .3rd time, and is said to have defeated the Sam-
nites and Umbrians. He was censor in 304, when
he seems to have confined the libertini to the 4
city tribes, and to have increased the political im-

portance of the equites. In 297 he wns consul for

the 5th time, and in 296 for the 6th time. In the

latter year he commanded at the great battle of

Sentinum, when the combined armies of the Sam-
nites, Gauls, Etruscans, and Umbrians, were de-

feated by the Romans.— 2. Q. Fabius Maximus
Gurges, or the Glutton, from the dissoluteness of

his youth, son of the last. His mature manhood
atoned for his early irregularities, lie was consul

292, and was completely defeated by the Pentrian

Samnites. Ho escaped degradation from the con-

sulate, only through his father’s offer to serve as

his lieutenant for the remainder of the war. In a

2nd battle the consul retrieved his reputation, and
was rewarded with a triumph of which the most

remarkable feature was old Fabiui^ riding besido

his son’s chariot. He was consul the 2nd time 276.

Shortly afterwards he went as legatus from the

senate to Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt
He was consul a 3nl time, 265.— 3, Q. Fabius
Maximus, with the agnomens Verrucosus, from a

wart on his upper lip, Ovicula, or the I.«amb, from
the mildness or apathy of his temper, and CunO-
tator, from his caution in war, was grandson of

Fabius Gurges. He was consul for the Ist time

233, when Liguria was his province ; censor 230;
consul a 2nd time 228 ;

opposed the agrarian law
of C. Flaminius 227 ;

was dictator for holding the

comitia in 221 ; and in 218 was Icgatus from the

senate to Carthage, to demtand reparation for the

attack on Saguntum. In 21 7, immediately after

the defeat at Thrasymenus, Fabius was appointed

dictator. From this period, so long as the war with
Hannibal was merely defensive, Fabius became
the leading man nt Rome. On taking the field he
laid down a simple and immutable plan of action.

He avoided all direct encounter with the enemy;
moved his camp firom highland to highland, where
the Numidian horse and Spanish infantry could
not follow him

;
watched Hannibal’s movements

with unrelaxing vigilance, and cut off his stragglers

and foragers. His enclosure of Hannibal in one of
the upland valleys between Cales and the Vultur-
nus, and the Carthaginian's adroit escape by
driving oxen with blazing faggots fixed to their horns,
up the hill-side^ are well-known facts. But at
Rome and in his own camp the caution of Fabius
was misinterpreted; and the people in consequence
divided the command between him and M. Mina-
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cius RufuB, his master of the horse. MinuciuB was
speedily entrapped, and would have been destroyed

by Hannibal, had not Fabhis generously hastened

to his rescue. Fabiiis was consul for the 3rd time

in 215, and for the 4th time in 214. In 213 he

served as legatua to his own son, Q. Fabius, consul

in that year, and an anecdote is preserved which
ezeuipliiics the strictness of the Roman discipline.

On entering the camp at Sucssula, Fabius advanced

on horseback to greet his son. He was passing

tile llctors when the consul sternly bade him dis-

mount. ** My son,'' exclaimed the elder Fabius

alighting, I wished to see whether you would
remember that you were consul" Fabius was
consul for the 5th time in 200, in which year he
retook Tarentum. In the closing years of the 2nd
Punic war Fabius appears to less advantage. The
tvar had become aggressive under a new race of

generals. Fabius disapproved of the new tactics; he

dreaded the political supremacy of Scipio, and was
his uncompromising opponent in his scheme of in-

vading Africa. He died in 203.—>4. Q. Fabius
HaximtU, elder son of the preceding, was praetor

214 and consul 213. He was legatiis to the consul

M. Livius Salinator 207. He died soon after this

eriod, and liis funeral oration was pronounced by
is father.—5. Q. Fabius Maximus Aexuilianus,

was by birth the eldest son of L. Aemilius Paulus,

the conqueror of Perseus, and was adopted by
No. 3. Fabius served under his father (Aemilius)

iu the Macedonian war, 168, and was despatched

by him to Rome with the news of his victoiy at

Pydna. He was praetor in Sicily 149—148, and
consul in 145. Spain was his province, where he

encountered, and at length defeated Viriathus.

Fabius was the pupil and patron of the historhm

Polybius.—6. Q. Fabius ImxiBUis Allobrogious,

son of the last^ He was consul 121 ; and he derived

his surname from the victory which he gained in

this year over the Allobroges and their ally, Bitui-

tus, king of the Arvenii in Gaul. He was censor

in 108. He was an orator and a man of letters.

— 7. Q. Fabius Maximus Serriliauus, was
adopted from the gens Servilia,by No, 5. He was
uterine brother of Gn. Servilius Caepio, consul in

141. He himself was consul in 142, when he
carried on war with Viriathus.

Maximus, Maguiu Clemeus, Roman emperor,

A. i>. 383—388, in Gaul, Britain, and Spain, was
a native of Spain. He was proclaimed emperor by
the legions in Britain in 383, and forthwith crossed

over to Gaul to oppose Gratian, who was defeated

by Maximus, luid was shortly afterwards put to

death. Theodosius found it expedient to recognise

Maximus as emperor of Gaul, Britain, and Spain,

in order to secure Valentinian in the possession of

Italy. Maximus however aspired to the undivided

empire of the West, and accordingly in 387 he
invaded Italy at the head of a formidable army.
Valentinian was unable to resist him, and fled to

Theodosius in the East. Theodosius forthwith

prepared to avenge his colleague. In 388 he forced

his way through the Noric Alps, which had been
guarded by the troops of Maximus, and shortly

^terwards took the city of Aquilela by storm and
there put Maximus to death. Victor, the son of

Maximus, was defeated and slain in Gaul by Ax-
bogates, the general of Theodosius.

Maximus, Petronlus, Roman emperor, a.d.

455, belonged to a noble Roman family, and en-

joyed some of the highest oifiem of state under
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Honorius and Valentinian III. In consequence of

the violence offered to his wife by Valentinian,

Maximus formed a conspiracy against this emperor,

who was assassinated, and Maximus himself pro-

claimed emperor in his stead. His reign however
lasted only 2 or 3 months. Having forced Eudoxia,

the widow of Valentinian, to marry him, she re-

solved to avenge the death of her former husband,
and accordingly Genseric W'as InTitcd to imude
Italy. When Genseric landed at the mouth of

the Tiber, Maximus prepared to fly from Rome,
but was slain by a band of Burgundian mercena-

ries, commanded by some old officers of Valentinian.

Maxlmtia Plaufldes. [Planudes.]
Maximus Tyrlus, a native of Tyre, a Greek

rhetorician and Platonic philosoplicr, lived during

the reigns of the Antonines and of Commodus.
Some writers suppose that he was one of the tutors

of M. Aurelius; but it is more probable that he
was a different person from Claudius Maximus,
the Stoic, who was the tutor of this emperor.

Maximus Tyrius appears to have spent the gr(‘ater

part of his life in Greece, but he visited Rome
once or twice. There are extant 41 Dissertations

(AiaXe^fis or A6yoi) of Maximus Tyrius on theo-

logical, ethical, and other philosophical SAbjects,

written in an easy and pleasing style, but not

characterised by much depth of thought. The best

edition is by Reiske, Lipa 1 774—5, 2 vola 8vo,

Maximus, Valerius. [Valerhts.]
Maxfila. [Adks.]
Max;^es (M«(^ues), a people of N. Africa, on

tbe coast of the Lesser Syrtis, on the W. bank of

the river Triton, who claim^ descent from the

Trojona They allowed their hair to grow only

on the left side of the bead, and they painted their

bodies with vermilion
;
customs still preserved by

some tribes in the same regions.

Maz&ca. [Caesarea, No. 1.]

Mazara (Ma^clpa; Maiapoatos: Mazzara), a
town on the W. coast of Sicily, situated on a river

of the same name, between Lilybaeum and Selinus,

and founded by the latter city, was taken by the

Romans in the 1st Punic war.

Mazloes (Md^orcr), a people of N. Africa, in

Mauretania Caesariensis, on the S. slope of M.
Zalacus. They, as well as the Maxyes, are

thought to be the ancestors of the A7Hazirffhs.

Meoybema (MrjicOiepya : MrjKviept'aios : ATo/evo),

atown of Macedonia in Chalcidice,atthe head of the

Toronaic gulf, E. of Olynthus, of which it was the

seaport From this town part of the Toronaic

gulf was subsequently called Sinus Mecybemacus.
Med&ba (M^5a9«), a city of Peraea in Palestine.

VLed&m, Mddma, or Mesma, a Greek town on
the W. coast of Bruttium, founded by the Locrians,

with a celebrated fountain and a harbour, called

Emporium.
MSdaura, Ad Medera, or Amedera {Ayodrah^

Ru.), a flourishing city of N. Africa, on the

borders of Numidia uid Byzacena, between Lares

and Tiieveste ; a Roman colony ; and the birth-

place of Appuleins.

MddSa (M^3(ia), daughter of Aeetes, king of

Colchis, by the Oceanid Idyia, or, according to

others, by Hecate, the daughter of Perses. She
was celebrated for her drill in magic. The prin-

cipal parts of her story are given under Absyx-
TU8, Aroonautax, and Jason. It is suflkneat

to state here that, when Jason came to Colchis to

fetch the golden fleece, she fell in love with the
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hero« assisted him in accomplishing the object for

whicli he had visited Colchis, and afterwards fled

with him as his wife to Greece ; that having been

deserted by Jason for the youthful daughter of

Croon, king of Corinth, she took fearful vengeance

upon her faithless spouse by murdering two
children which she had had by him, and by de-

stroying his young wife by a poisoned garment

;

and that she then fled to Athens in a chariot drawn
by winged dragons. So far lier story has been re-

lated elsewhere. At Athens she is said to have

married king Aegeus, or to have been beloved by
Sisyphus. Zeus himself is said to have sued for

her, but in vain, beciiuse Medea dreaded the anger

of Hera
j
and the latter rewarded her by promis-

ing immortality to her children. Iler children are,

according to some accounts, Mermerus, Pheres, or

Thessalus, Akiinencs, and Tisander • according to

others, she had 7 sons and 7 daughters, while

others mention only 2 children. Modus (some call

him Polyxenus) and Eriopis, or one son Argus.

Respecting her flight from Corinth, there are diffe-

rent traditions. Some say, as we remarked above,

that she fled to Athens and married Aegeus, but

when it was discovered that she had laid snares for

Theseus, she escaped and went to Asia, the inhsk

bitaiits of whicli were called after her Medes.

Others relate that she first fled from Corinth to

Hercules at Thebes, who had promised her his as-

sistance while yet in Colchis, in case of Jason being

unfaithful to her. She cured Hercules, who was
seized with madness

;
and as he could not afford

her the assistance he had promised, she went to

Athens. She is said to have given birth to her son

Medus after her arrival in Asia, where she had

married a king
;
whereas others state that her son

Medus accompanied her from Athens to Colchis,

where her son slew Perses, and restored her father

Aeutes to his kingdom. The restoration of Aeetes,

however, is attributed by some to Jason, who ac-

companied Medea to Colchis. At length Medea
is said to have become immortal, to have been ho-

noui'ed with divine worship, and to Imve married

Achilles in Elysium. ^
Ked^on (MtSedv : MfZfiivios). 1. Or Medion

(Katuna), a town in the interior of Acarnania, near

the road which led from Limnaea to Stratos. —2.
A town on the coast of Phocis near Anticyra, de-

stroyed in the sacred war, and never rebuilt. 8.

An ancient town in Boeotia, mentioned by Homer,
situated at the foot of Mt. Phoenicus, near Onches-

tus and the lake Copais.— 4. A town of the La-

beates in Dalmatia, near Scodra.

Me^a (v MijSia: Mijdos, Medus), an important

country of W. Asia, occupying the extreme W, of

the great table-land of /roa, and lying between

Armenia on the N. and N.W., Assyria and Su-

siana on the W. and S.W., Persis on the S., the

great desert of Aria on the E., and Parthia,

Hyrcania, and the Caspian on the R.E. Its

boundaries were, on the N. the Araxes, on the
|

W. and S.W. the range of mountaim^ called
;

Zagros and Parachoatras (Mis, of Kurdistan and
|

Louristan), which divided it from the Tigris and
|

Euphrates valley, on the £. the Desert, and on i

the N.E. the Caspii Montes (Elburz A/.), the

country between which and the Caspian, though

reckoned as a part of Media, was possessed by
the Qelae, Mardi, and other independent tribea

Media thus corresponded nearly to the modem
province of IraJt-Ajemi. It was for the most part

'
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a fertile country, produebg wine, figs, oranges

and citrons, and honey, and supporting an excel-

lent breed of horses. It was well peopled, and
was altogether one of the most important provinces

of the aaicient Pe»ian empire. After the Mace-
donian conquest, it was divided into 2 parts.

Great Media (rj firydKri and AtropatSue.

[Atropatbnb.] The earliest history of Media
is involved in much obscurity.^ Herodotus and
Ctesias (in Diodorus) give d^^ent chronologies

for its early kings. Ctesias makes Arbacks the

founder of the monarchy, about b. c. 842, and
reckons 8 kings from him to the overthrow of the

kingdom by Cyrus. Herodotus reckons only 4 kings
of Media, namely: 1. Dkiocbs, b.c. 710—8.57 ;

2. Phraortbr, 657—635 ;
.3. Cyaxahks, 635

—595 ; 4 Astyagbs, 595—560. The last king
was detlnoned by a revolution, which trans-

ferred the supremacy to the Persians, who had
formerly been the subordinate people in the united

Medo-Persian empire. [Cvrus.] The Miedes made
more than one attempt to regain their supremacy

;

the usurpation of the Magian Pseudo-Smerdis
was no doubt such an attempt [Magj] ; iuid an-

other occurred in the reign of Darius II., when
the Medes revolted, but were soon subdued (b.c.

408). With the rest of the Persian Empiro,

Media fell under the power of Alexander
; it next

formed a part of the kingdom of the Seh ucidoe,

from whom it was conquered by the Parthiaus, in

the 2nd century b. c., from which time it belonged

to the Parthian, and then to the later Persian

empire. The people of Media were a branch of

the liido-Gennanic family, and nearly allied to

the Persians
;
their language was a dialect of the

Zend, and their religion the Magian. They called

themselves Arii, which, like the native name of

the Persians (Artaei) means noble. They were
divided, according to Herodotus, into 6 tribes, the

Buz.ac, Parutaceni, Struchates, Arizanti, Biidii, and
Magi. In the early period of their history, they
were eminent warriors, especially as horse-archers

;

but the long prevalence of peace,'wealth, and luxury

reduced them to a by-word for eflfeminancy.— It

is important to notice the use of the names MedUfl
and iledi by the Roman poets, for the nations of

Asia E. of the Tigris in general, and the Parthiaus

in particular.

Mediae Murns (rb Mj/Slas Kakob/Lurov r*ixos),

an artificial wall, which ran from the Euphrates
to the Tigris, at the point where they approach
nearest, a little above 33^ N. lat. and divided
Mesopotamia from Babylonia, It is described by
Xenophon (Anab, ii. 4), as being 20 parasangs
long, 100 feet high, and 20 thick, and aa built

of baked bricks, cemented with asphalt Its erec-

tion was ascribed to Semiramis, and hence it was
also caUed rb Se/iipdfuSos btarsixiff/xa,

MedloISaum (Mediolanensis), more frequently
called by Greek writers Mediol&nliim (MeSioX^
viov\ the name of several cities founded by the
Celts. (Milan), the capital of the Insuhres in
Gallia Transpadona, was situated in an extensive
plain between the rivers Ticinus and Addua. It

was taken by the Romans B. c. 222, and afterwards
became both a municipium and a colony. On the
new division of the empire made by Diocletian, it

became the residence of his colleague Maximinnus,
and continued to he the usual residence of the em-
perors of the West, till the irruption of Attila, who
took and plunder^ the town, induced them to
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transfer the sc«at of government to the more strongly

fortified town of Rsivenwi. Mediolanum was at

this time one of the first cities of the empire ; it

possessed nn imperial mint, and was the seat of an

archbishopric. It is celebrated in ecclesiastical

history as the sec of St. Ambrose. On the fall of

the Western empire, it became the residence of

Theodoric the Great and the capital of the Ostro-

gothic kingdom, and surpassed even Rome itself in

populousnesB and prosperity. It received a fearful

blow in A. D. 639, when, in consequence of having

sided with Belisarius, it was taken by the Goths

under Vitiges, a great part of it destroyed, and its

inhabitants put to the sword. It however gradually

recovered from the effects of this blow, and was a
place of importance under the Lombards, whose ca-

pital, however, was Pavia. The modem Milan con-

tains no remains of antiquity, with the exception of

1 6 handsome fluted pillars near the church of S.

Lorenzo.— 2. (Saintes)^ a town of the Santones

in Aqnitania, N. E. of the mouth of the Ganimna

;

subsequently called Santones after the people,

whence its modem name. 3. (Ch&teau MeiUan)^
a town of the Bituriges Cubi in Aquitania, N.E.
of the town last mentioned.— 4. {Evreux\ a town
of the Aulerci Kburovices in tlie N. of Gallia Lug-
dunensis, S. of the Sequana, on the road from

Rotomagus to Imtetia Parisiomm ; subsequently

called Civitas Ebroiconim, whence its modem name.
•— 6. A town of the Segusiani in the S. of Gallia

Lugdunensis.— 6. A town in Gallia Belgica, on

the road from Colonia Trajann to Colonia Agrippina.

Mediomatrlcl, a people in the S. E. of Gallia

Belgica on the Mosella, S. of the Treviri. Their

territory originally extended to the Rhine, but in

the time of Augustus they had been driven from

the banks of this river by the Vangioncs, Nemetes,

and other German tribes. Their chief town was
Divodfirum {nfetz).

Uediterr&nSum Mare. [Internum Mare.]
Meditrina, a Roman divinity of the art of heal-

ing, in whose honour the festival of the Meditrinnlia

was celebrated in the month of October. {Diet, of
Ant. art. Me.ditrinalia.')

Hedma. [Mbdama.]
Medi^ctis or Medii&cus, a river in Venctia in

the N. of Italy, formed by the union of 2 rivers,

the Medoacus Major (Brenta) and Medoacus Mi-
nor {Bacchiglione\ which falls into the Adriatic

sea near Edron, the harbour of Patavium.

Medobriga (Afamao, on the frontiers of Por-

tugal), a town in Lusitania, on the road from Eme-
rita to Scalabis.

Med6cu8. [Amadocus.]
Meddn (Medatu). 1. Son of Oileus, and brother

of the lesser Ajax, fought against Troy, and was
slain by Aeneas. —>2. Son of Codnis. [Codrus.]

MSdilli, a people in Aquitania on the coast of

the Ocean, S. of the mouth of the Gammna, in the

modem Medoc. There were excellent oysters

found on their shores.

Medulli, a people on the E. fronticr^pf Gallia

Narbonensis and in the Maritime Alps, in whose
country the Dnientia {Duranoe) and Duria {Doria

Minor) took their rise.

Medullla (Medullinus : St. Angelo), a colony

of Alba, in the land of the Sabines, was situated

between the Tiber and the Anio, in the neighbour-

hood of Comiculum and Ameriola. Tarquinius

Priscus incorporated their territory with the Roman
state.
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Medullinus, Fnrins, an ancient patrician family

at Rome, the members of which held the hi^^hest

offices of state in the early times of the republic.

Medullus, a mountain in Hispania Tiirraconeusis,

near the Minius.

MMus, a son of Medea. [Mkdka.]
Medns (Mf;5os), a small river of Persis, flowing

from the confines of Media, and falling into the

Araxes (Bmd-Emir) near Persepolis.

Medusa. [Gorognes.]
Megab&zus or Megabyzus. 1. One of the 7

Persian nobles who conspired against the Magian
Smerdis, b. c. 521. Darius left him behind with

an army in Europe, when he himself recrossed the

Hellespont, on his return from Scythia, 500. Me-
gabazus subdued Perinthus and the other cities on

the Hellespont and along the coast of Thrace.— 2.

Son of Zopyrus, and grandson of the above, was
one of the commanders in the army of Xerxes, 400.

He afterwards commanded the army sent against

the Athenians in Egypt, 458.

Meg&cles (Me7aKA^s). 1. A name borne by
several of the Athenian family of the Alcmaeonidae.

The most important of these was the Megncles

who put .to death Cylon and his adherents, after

they had taken refuge at the altar of Athena, n. c.

612. [Cylon.J
— 2. A Syracusan, brother of Dion,

and brother-in-law of the elder Dionysius. He
accompanied Dion in his flight from Syracuse, 368,
and afterwards returned with him to Sicily-

Megaera. [Eumbniue&]
Megalla or Meg&ris, a small island in the

Tyrrhene sea, opposite Neapolis.

MegalSpdlis (tI Meydhij ir6\i5, MeyaA^xoAis:
M€7aAo7ro\iTi)s), 1. (iVuario or Sinciuu), the most
recent, but the most important of the cities of Ar-
cadia, was founded on the advice of Epaiuiuoudas,

after the battle of Leuctra, li.c. 371, and was
formed out of the inhabitants of 38 villages. It

was situated in the district Maenalia, near the

frontiers of Messenia, on the river Helissoii, winch
flowed through the city, dividing it into nearly *2

equal parts. It stood on the site of the ancient

town Orestion or Ojjestia ; was 50 stadia (6 miles)

in circumference ; and contained, when it was be-

sieged by Polyspercbon, about 15,000 men capable

of bearing arms, which would give us a population

of about 70,000 inhabitants. Megalopolis was for a

time subject to the Macedonians
;
but soon after the

death of Alexander the Great, it was governed by
a series of native tyrants, the last of whom, Ly-
dindes, voluntarily resigned the government, and
united the city to the Achaean league, b. c. 234.

It became in consequence opposed to Sparta, and
was takervand plundered by Clcomenes, Avho either

killed or drove into banishment all its inhabitants,

and destroyed a great part of the city, 222. After

the battle of Sellasia in the following year, it was
restored by Philopoemen/ who again collected its

inhabitants ; but it never recovered its former pros-

perity, and gradually sunk into insignificance.

Philopbemen and the historian Polybius were

natives of Megalopolis. The ruins of its theatre,

once the largest in Greece, arc the only remains

of the ancient town to be seen in the village of

Sinano.— 2. A town in Caria. [Aphrodisias.]
— 3. A town in Pontus. [Skbastia.1 —• 4. A
town in the N. of Africa, was a Carthaginian city

in the interior of Byzacena, in a beautiful situa-

tion
; it was taken and destroyed by the troops of

!
Agathocles.
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MeganXra (M67<&i'ci/)a), wife of Celeus, usually

called Mktanira.
Megapenthes (Meyair^vOris). 1. Son of Proe-

tus, father of Anaxagoras and Iphianira, and king

of Argos. He exchanged his dominion for that of

Perseus, so that the latter received Tiryns instead

of Argos.— 2. Son of Menelaus by an Aetolian

slave, Pieris or Teridac. Menelaus brought about

a marriage between Megapenthes and a daughter

of Alector. According to a Rhodian tradition,

Megapenthes, after the death of his father, ex-

pelled Helen from Argos, who thereupon fled to

Polyxo at Rhodes.

Megara (M€7apa), daughter of Creon, king of

Thebes, and wife of Hercules. See p. 308.

H^g&ra (vd M€7apa, in Lat. Megara, -ac, and

pi. Megara, -orum: Mc7apcur, Megarensis). L
(iWe^am), the capital of Meoaris, was situated

8 stadia (1 mile) from the sea opposite the island

Salamis, about 26' miles from Athens and 31 miles

from Corinth. It consisted of 3 parts: 1. The
ancient Pelasgian citadel, called Curia, said to have

been built by Car, the son of Phoroneus, which

was situated on a hill N. W. of the later city.

This citadel contained the ancient and celebrated

Megaroii {fityapov) or temple of Demeter, from

which the town is supposed to have derived its

name. 2. The modern citadel, situated on a lower

hill to the S.W. of the preceding, and called Alcor-

th^us, from its reputed founder Alcathous, son of

Pelops. 3. The town properly so called, situated

at the foot of the two citadels, said to have been

founded by the Pelopidae under Alcathous, and

subsequently enlarged by a Doric colonj- under

Alethes and Atliemcnes at the time of Codrus. It

appears to have been originally called rolichne

(rioAlxi'i?). The town contained many public

buildings which arc described at length by Pausa-

nias. Its seaport was Nisaea (NiVwa), which

was connected witli Megara by 2 walla, 8 stadia in

length, built by the Athenians when they had

possession of Megara, n. c. 461—445. Nisaea is

said to have been built by Nisus, the son of Pan-

dion ;
and the inhabitants of Megara are some-

times called Nisacaii Megarmns {oi Nio-oioi Me-

7op6rs) to distinguish them from the Hyblaean

Megarians {oi ‘TSAaTo* M67ap€rs) in Sicily. In

front of Nisaea lay the small island Mima (Mivwa),

which added greatly to the security of the harbour.

— In the most ancient times Megara and the sur-

rounding country was inhabited by Leleges. It

subsequently became annexed to Attica
;
and Me-

garis formed one of the 4 ancient divisions of

Attica. It was next conquered by the Dorians,

nnd was for a time subject to Corinth
;

but it

finally asserted its independence, and Rapidly be-

came a wealthy and powerful city. To none of

these events can any date bo assigned with cer-

tainty. Its power at an early period is attested by

the nourishing colonics which it founded, of which

Selyrabria, Chalcedon, and Byzantium, and the

Hyblaean Megara in Sicily, were the mos^ import-

ant. Its navy was a match for that of Athens,

with which it contested the island of Salamis ; and

it was not till after a long stniggle that the Athe-

nians succeeded in obtaining possession of this

island. The government was originally an aristo-

cracy as in most of the Doric cities ;
hut Theagencs,

who put himself at the head of the popular' party,

obtained the supreme power about B. c. 620. Thea-

genes was afterwards expelled ; and a democratical
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form of government established. After the Persian
wars, Megara was for some time at war with Co-
rinth, and was thus led to form an alliance with
Athens, and to receive an Athenian garrison into

the city, 461 ; but the oligarchical party having
got the upper band the Athenians were expelled,

441. Megara is not often mentioned after this

period.
^

It was taken and its walls destroyed by
Demetrius Poliorcetes

;
it was taken again by the

Romans under Q. Metellus ; and in the time of

Augustus it had ceased to bo a place of iroprtance.
—Megara is celebrated in the history ofphilosophy,
as the seat of a philosophical school, usually called

the Megarian, which was founded by Euclid, a
native of the city, and a disciple of Socrates.

[Euclidxs, No. 2.]— There are no remains of
any importance of the ancient city of Megara.—
2. A town in Sicily on the E. coast, N. of Syracuse,
founded by Dorians from Megara in Greece, b. c.

728, on the site of a small town Hybla, and hence
called Megara Hyblaea, and its inhabitants Me-
garenses Hyblaei (M€7ap6tj 'T^Aoioi). From the

time of Gelon it belonged to Syracuse. It was
taken and plundered by the Romans in the 2nd
Punic war, and from that time sunk into insignifi-

cance, but it is still mentioned by Cicero under the

name of Megaris.

Meg&reus (M€7ap6i;s), son of Onchestus, also

called a son of Poseidon and Oenopc, of Hippo-
raenes, of Apollo, or of Aegeus. He was a brother

of Abrote, the wife of Nisus, king of Megara, and
the father of Evippus, Timalcus, llippoinencs, and
Kvaechme. Megara is said to have derived its name
from him.

MSg&ris (»! Miyap'is or if MeyapiK^, sc. 7^), a
small district in Greece between the Corinthian and
Saronic gulfs, originally reckoned part of Hellas

proper, but subsequently included in the Pelopon-

nesus It was bounded on the N.sby Boeotia, on
the E. and N.E. by Attica, and on the S. by the

territory of Corinth. It contained about 143
square miles. The country was very mountainous

;

and its only plain was tho one in which the city of

Megarawas situated. It was separated from Boeotia

by Mt. Cithoeron, and from Attica by tho moun-
tains called the Horns (tA K^para) on account of

their 2 projecting summits. The Geranean moun-
tains extended through the greater part of th('

country, and formed its S. boundary towards Co-
rinth. There were 2 roads through these moun-
tains from Corinth, one called the Scironian pass,

which ran along the Saronic gulf, passed by Crom-
myon and Megara, and was the direct road from
Corinth to Athens ; the other ran along the Corin-

thian gulf, passed by GeranSa and Pegae, and was
the road from Corinth into Boeotia. The only town
of importance in Megaris was its capital Megara.
[Mboara.]
MegasthSneB {Mtyaffe^vvs), a Greek writer,

who was sent by Seleucus Nicator as ambassador
to Sandracottus, king of the Prasii, where he re-

sided some time. He wrote a work on India, in
4 books, entitled Indica {rk *lviiKa), to which
later Greek writers were chiefly indebted for their

accounts of the country.

Megea (M47?;s), son of Phyleus, and grandson
of Allgens, was one of the suitors of Helen, and led
his bands from Dulichium and tbe Echinades
against Troy.

Magiddo (Ma7€88 {6, Ma7e8 (6 : Lejjun ?), a consi-

derable city of Palestine, on the river Kishon, in
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a valley of the aame name, which fonned a part

of the ^eat plain of Jesreel or Esdraelon, on the

confines of Galilee and Samaria. It was a resi-

dence of the Canaanitiah kings before the conquest

of Palestine by the Jews. It was fortified by

Solomon. It was probably the same place which

was called Legio under the Rranans.

Megistfini, a people of Armenia, in the district

of Sophene, near the Euphrates.

Mala, river. [Mblla.]
Mela, Fablus, a Roman jurist, who is often

cited in the Digest, probably lived in the time of

Antoninus Pins.

Mela, or Mella, M. Annaena, tho youngest son

of M. Annaeus Seneca, the rhetorician, and bro-

ther of L. Si'Ui'ca tho philosopher, and Gallio. By
his wife Acilia he had at least one son, the cele-

brated Lucan. After Lucan's death, a. d. 65, Mela
hiid claim to his property

;
and as he was rich, he

was accused of being privy to Piso’s conspiracy,

and anticipated a certain sentence by suicide.

Mela, FomponXna, the first Roman author who
composed a formal treatise upon Geography, was a
native of Spain, and probably flourished under the

emperor Claudius. Ilia work is entitled De Situ

Orhis Lihri III. It contains a brief description of

the whole world as known to the Romans. The
text is often corrupt, but the style is simple, and
the Latinity is pure

;
and although every thing is

compressed within the narrowest limits, we find

the monotony of the catalogue occasionally diver-

sified by animated and pleasing pictures. The best

edition is by Tzschuckius, 7 parts, 8vo. Lips. 1 807.

Melaena Acra (?} M^Aan^a &Kpa), 1. {Kara
which means the same as the Greek name,

i. e, the Black Cape)^ the N.W. promontory of the

greht peninsula of Ionia : formed by Mt. Mimas ;

celebrated for the millstones hewn from it.— 2.

(C. St. Nicolo\ ^he N.W. promontory of tho island

of Chios.— 3. {Kara Burfiu) a promontory of

Bithynia, a little E. of the Bosporus, between the

rivers Rhebas and Artanes ; also called }^La^lpaKpov

and Bi0vylas liKpoy.

Melaenae (MeAatval: MeAaiv«Jr). 1. OrMe-
laenSae (MeAomeal), a town in the W. of Arcadia

on the Alpheus, N.W. of Buphagium, and S.E. of

Ileraoa.— 2. A demus in Attica, on the frontiers

of Bopotla, belonging to the tribe Antiochis.

Melamblum (McAd/i^iov), a town of ThessiUy

in Pelasgiotis, belonging to the territory of Scotussa.

Melampus (McAdjairovr). L Son of Amythaon
by Idomene, or, according to others, by Aglaia or

Rhodope, and a brother of Bins. He was looked

upon by the ancients as the first mortal who had
been endowed with prophetic powers, as the per-

son who first practised tho medical art, and who
established the worship of Dionysus in Greece,

lie is s.aid to have been married to Iphianassa

(others call her Iphianira or Cyrianassa), by whom
he became the father of Mantius and Antiphates.

Abas, Bias, Manto, and Pronoe are also named by
some writers as his children. Before his house

there stood an oak tree containing a serpent's nest.

Tho old serpents were killed by his servants, but

Melampus took care of the young ones and fed

them carefully. One day, when he was asleep,

they cleaned his ears with their tongues. On his

waking he perceived, to his astonishment, that he

now understood the language of birds, and that

with their assistance he coidd foretell the future.

In addition to this he acquired the power of pro-
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phesying from tho victims that were oflered to

the gods ; and, after having an interview with
Apollo on the banks of the Alpheus, he became a
most renowned soothsayer. During his residence

at Pylos his brother Bias was one of the suitors

for the hand of Pero, the daughter of Neleus.
The latter promised his daughter to the man who
should bring him the oxon of Iphiclus, which were
guarded by a dog whom neither man nor animal
could approach. Melampus undertook the task of

procuring the oxen for his brother, although he
knew that the thief would be caught and kept in

imprisonment for a year, after which he was to come
into possession of the oxen. Things turned out as he
had said ; Melampus was thrown into prison, and
in his captivity he learned from the wood-worms
that the building in which he was imprisoned
would soon break down. He accordingly demanded
to be let out, and as Phylacua and Iphiclus thus

became acquainted with his prophetic powers, they
jisked him in what manner Iphiclus, who had no
children, was to become father. Melampus, on the

suggestion of a vulture, advised Iphiclus to take

the rust from tho knife with which Phylacns had
once cut his son, and drink it in water during ten

days. This was done, and Iphiclus became the

lather of Podarces. Melampus now received the

oxen as a reward for his good services, drove them
to Pylos, and thus gained Pero for his brother.

Afterwards Melampus obtained possession of a
third of the kingdom of Argos in the following

manner;— In the reign of Anaxagoras, king of

Algos, the women of tho kingdom were seized

with madness, and roamed about tho country in a
frantic state. Melampus cured them of their frenzy,

on condition that he and his brother Bias should

receive an equal share with Anaxagoras in tho

kingdom of Argos. Melampus and Bias married

the two daughters of Proetus, and ruled over two-
thirds of Argos.— 2. The author of 2 little Greek
works still extant, entitled Diinnaiio cat Palpita-

tione and De Naevis Olcaceis in Corpore. He lived

probably in the 3rd century b. c. at Alexandria.

Both the works arc full of superstitions and absur-

dities. Edited by R’anz, in his Scriptores Pht/sio-

gnomiae Vctercs, Altenburg, 1780.

Melanchlaeni (M6A(i7xAaiwt), a people in tho

N. of Sarmatia Asiatka, about the upper course

of the river Tanais {Don), resembling the Scythians

in manners, though of a different race. Their
Greek name was derived from their dark clothing.

|[Sl&nippe {MtKayimrn), daughter of Chiron,

also called Evippe. Being with child by Aeolus,

she fled to mount Pclion
;
and in order that her

condition might not become known, she prayed
to be metaiflbrphosed into a mare. Artemis granted
her prayer, and in the form of a horse she was
placed among the stars. Another account describes

her metamorphosis as a punishment for having

despised Artemis or for having divulged the coun-

sels of the gods.

Mela^ppldes (McAavnnrifiT^s), of Melos, a cele-

brated lyric poet in the department of the dithy-

ramb. He flourished about b.c. 440, and lived

for some time at the court of Perdiccas, of Mace-
donia, and there died. His high reputation as a
poet is intimated by Xenophon, who makes Aris-

todemus give him the first place among dithyrom-

bic poets, by the side of Homer, Sophocles, Poly-

cletus, and Zeuxis, as tho chief masters in their

respective arts
;
and by Plutarch, who mentions
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him, -with Simonides and Euripides, as among the

most distinguished masters of music. Several

verses of his poetry are still preserved. See Bergk,

Poet. l^r. Oraec. pp. 847—850, Some writers,

following the authority of Suidas, make 2 poets of

this name.
SeSanippua (MeP^viinros)^ son of Astacus of

Thebes, who, in the attack of the Seven on his

native city, slew Tydeus and Mecistcus. His

tomb was shown in the neighbourhood of Thebes

on the road to Chalcis.

Melanogaetiili. [Gastulia.]
ICelantMus (MeAdi/ffios). 1. Also called Mc>

lantheus, son of Dolius, was a goat-herd of Ulysses,

who sided with the suitors of Penelope, and was

killed by Ulysses.—2. An Athenian tragic poet, of

whom little is known beyond the attacks made on

him by Aristophimes and the other comic poets.

The most important passage respecting him is in the

Peace of Aristophanes (796, &c.). He was cele-

brated for his wit, of which several specimens are

preserved by Plutarch.— 3. Or Melanthus, an

I'luinent Greek painter of the Sicyonian school,

was contemporary with Apelles (b. c. 332), with

whom he studied under Pamphilua. He was one

of the best colourist of all the Greek painters.

Melanthius (MeAdvdior, prob. Melet~Irtm), a

river of Pontus, in Asia Minor, E. of the Prom.

Jasonium ;
the boundary between Pontua Pole-

mmiiacus and Pontu^s Cappadocius.

Melanthus or MelantMus (McAovdos), one of

the Nelidac, and king of Messenia, whence he was

driven out by the Ileraclidacf, on their conquest of

the Peloponnesus
;
and, following the instructions

of the Delphic oracle, took refuge in Attica. In a

war between the Athenians and Boeotians, Xan-
thns, the Boeotian king, challenged Thymoetes,

king of Athens and the last of the Thesidae, to

singhj combat. Thymoetes declined the challenge

on the ground of age and infirmity. So ran the

story, which strove afterwards to disguise the

violent change of dynasty ;
and Melanthus under-

took it on condition of being rewarded with the

throne in the event of success. He slew Xanthus,

tuid became king, to the cxclusinn of the Thesidae.

According to Pausauias, the conqueror of Xanthus

was Andropompus, the father of Melanthus ; ac-

cording to Aristotle, it was Codrus, his son.

Melas (MfAar), the name of several rivers, whose

Avaters were of a dark colour. 1. {Mauro Nero or

Mauro Poiamo\ a small river in Boeotia, which

rises 7 stadia N. of Orchomenus, becomes navigable

almost from its source, floAVS between Orchomenus

and Aspledon, and loses the greater part of its

Avaters iu the marshes connected with lake Copais.

A small portion of its waters fell in ancient times

into the river Cephissus.— 2. A river of Thessaly

in the district Malis, flows near Hera^lca and

Trachis, and falls into the Maliac gulf.— 8. A
river of Thessaly in Phthiotis, falls into the Api-

danus. "“4. A river of Thrace, flows first S.W.,

tlicn N.W., and falls N. of Cardia into the^Melas

Sinus.— 5. A river in the N. E. of Sicily, which

flows into the sea between Mylae and Naulochus,

through excellent meadows, in which the oxen of

the sun are said to have fed. —6. (^Manaugat'

Su)y a navigable river, SO stadia (5 geog. miles)

£. of Side, Avas the boundary between Pamphylia

and Cilicia.— 7. {Kara-Suy i. e. the Bloxk I6,ver)y

in Cappadocia, rises iu M. Argaeus, flows past

Mozaca, and, after forming a succession of morasses,
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falls into the Halys, and not (as Strabo says) into

the Euphrates. *

Melaa Sixuu (M4Aas icdAwor ; Gulf of Saroe),

a gulf of the Aegaean sea, between the coast of

Thraee on the N.W. and the Thracusn Chersone-
sus on the S. &, into which the river Melas flows.

Meldi or Meldae, a people in Gallia Lugdu-
nensb on the borders of Belgicn, and upon the
rh-er Sequana {Seine), in whose territory Caesar
built^40 ships for his expedition against Britain.

Meleager (MeAtfaypor). 1. Son of Oencus and
Althaea, the daughter of Tfacstius, husband of

Cleopatra, and fisther of Polydora. Otiiers call

him a son of Ares and Althaea. Ho was one of
the most famous Aetolian heroes of Calydon, and
distinguished himself by his skill in throwing the
javelin. He took part in the Argonautio expe-
dition. On his return home, the fields of Calydon
were laid waste by a monstrous boar, Avhich Arte-
mis had sent against the country as a punishment,

because Oeneus, the king of the place, once neg-
lected to offer up a sacrifice to the goddess. No
one dared encounter the terrible animal, till at

length Meleager, with a band of other heroes,

went out to hunt the boar. He slew the animal

;

but the Calydonians and Curetes quarrelled about
tlie head and hide, and at length waged open Avar

against each ether. The Calydonians Avere always
victorious, so long as Meleager Avent out with
them. But Avhen his mother Althaea pronounced
a curse upon him, enraged at tho death of her

brother who had fiilleu in the fight, Meleager
stayed at homo with his Avife Cleopatra. The
Curetes now began to press Calydon very hard. It

AA'as in vain that the old men of tho tOAvn made
him the most brilliant promises if he would agaii
join in the fight, and that his father, his siste^

and his mother supplicated him. At length, how-
ever, he yielded to the prayers of kis wife, Cleo-

patra: he put the Cimetes to flight, hut he never

returned home, for the Erinnys, Avho had heard

the curse of his mother, overtook him. . Such is

the more ancient form of the legend, as we find it

ill Homer. (/I. ix. 527, seq.) In the later tra-

ditions Meleager collects the heroes from all parts

of Greece to join him in the hunt. Among others

was the fair maiden Atalanta
; but the heroes

refused to hunt with her, until Meleager, who Avas

in love with her, overcame their opposition. Ata-
lanta gave tho animal the first wound, Avhich was
at length slain by Meleager. He presented the

hide to Atalanta, but the sons of Thestius took it

from her, whereupon Meleager in a rage slew
them. This, however, was the cause of his own
death which came to pass in the following way.
When he was 7 days old the Moerae appeared,
declaring that the boy would die as soon as tho
piece of Avood which was burning on the hearth should
1)0 consumed. Althaea, upon hearing this, extin-
guished the firebrand, and concealed it in a chest.

Meleager himself became invulnerable
; but after

he had killed tho brothers of his mother, she
lighted the piece of wood, and Meleager died.
Althaea, too late repenting of what she had done,
put an end to her life

;
and Cleopatra died of

grieC The sisters of Meleager wept unceasingly
after his death, until Artemis changed them into
guinea-hens (fuAeaypiSes), which were transferred
to the island of Leros. Even in this condition
they mourned during a certain part of the year for

their brother. Two of them. Gorge and Deianiza,
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through the mediation of Dionysua, were not meta-

morphosed.— 2. Son of Neoptolemus, a Macedo-

nian officer in the service of Alexander the Great.

After the death of Alexander the Great (b.c. 323)
Meleager resisted the claims of Perdiccas to the

regency, and wjis eventually associated with the

latter in this office. Shortly afterwards, however,

he was put to death by order of Perdiccas.—

3. Son of Eucrates, the celebrated writer and col-

lector of epigrams, was a native of Gadara in Pa-

lestine, and lived about B. c. 60. There are 131

of his epigrams in the Greek Anthology, written

in a good Greek style, though somewhat affected,

and distinguished by sophistic acumen and amatory

fancy. An account of his collection of epigrams is

given under Planudbs.
MSletus or MelitUS (McAriros: M^Airor), an

obscure tragic poet, but notorious as one of the

accusers of Socrates, was an Athenian, of the Pit-

thean dcraus. He is represented by Plato and

Aristophanes and their scholiasts as a frigid and

licentious poet, and a worthless and profligate man.

In the accusation of Socrates it was Meletus who
laid the indictment before the Archon Basileus ; but

in reality he was the most insignificant of the

accusers
;

and according to one account he was

bribed by Anytus and Lycon to take part in the

affair. Soon after the death of Socrates, the Athe-

nians repented of their injustice, and Meletus was
stoned to death as one of the authors of their folly.

Mdlla (McAia), a nymph, daughter of Oceanus,

became by.Inachus the mother of Phoroncus and

Aegialeus or Pegeus
;
and by Silenus the mother

of the centaur, Pholus
;
and by Poseidon of Amy-

cus. She w'os carried off by Apollo, and became

bK him the mother of Ismenius, and of the seer

Waerus. Slie was worshipped in the Ismenium,

the sanctuary of Apollo, near Thebes. In the

plural form, «‘the Mcliae or Aleliades (MeAfai,

MeAtetSes) arc the nymphs, who, along with tho

Gigantes and Eriunyes, sprang from the drops of

blood that fell from Uranus and were received by
Gaea. The nymphs that nursed Zeus arc likewise

called Mel in 0 .

Meliboea (MsAi^oia : M«Ai^oei/r). 1. A town on

tho coast of Thessaly in Magnesia, between Mt.

Ossa and Mt. Peiion, is said to have been built by
Magnes, and to have been named Meliboea in

honour of his wife. It is mentioned by Homer as

belonging to the dominions of Philoctetes, who is

hence called by Virgil {Aen. iii. 401) dux Meli-

boeus. It was celebrated for its purple dye. (Lu-

cret. ii. 49!J
;
Virg. Aen. v. 251.)— 2. A small

island at the mouth of the river Orontes in Syria.

MeHcertes. [Palaemon.]
Melissa (M^Aio-ora). 1. A nymph said to have

discovered the use of honey, and from whom l)oes

were believed to have received their name (fteAwr-

cat). There can be no doubt, however, that the

name really came from honey, and was
hence given to nymphs. According to some tra-

ditions bees were nymphs metamorphosed. Hence
the nymphs who fed the infant Zeus with honey
nro called Molissae.— 2. The name of priestesses

in general, but more especially of the priestesses of

Dempter, Persephone, Apollo, and Artemis. —
3. Wife of Perionder, tyrant of Corinth, and
daugliter of Procles, tyrant of Epidaunis, was slain

by her husband. [Pkriandbr.]
Melissus (M^Ato-ffos). 1. Of Samos, a Greek

philosopher, the son of Ithagcncs, was, according to
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the common account, the commander of the fleet

opposed to Pericles, B.c. 440. But he is not men-
tioned by Thucydides, and ought probably to be
placed much earlier, as he is said to have been
connected with Heraclitus, and to have been a
disciple of Parmenides. It appears from the frag-

ments of his work, which was written in prose,

and in tho Ionic dialect, that he adopted the doc-

trines of the Eleatics.— 2. A Latin grammarian
and a comic poet, was a freedman of Maecenas,
and was entrusted by Augustus with the arrange-

ment of the library in the portico of Octavial

MSUta orMSUte (MeAiVi;: MtKtraTos, Mcli-
tensis). 1. (Malta)^ an island in the Mediterranean
sea, situated 50 miles from the nearest point of

Sicily, and 179 miles from the nearest point of

Africa. Its greatest length is 17^ miles, and its

greatest breadth 9^ miles. The island was first

colonised by the Phoenicians, who used it as a
place of refuge for their ships, on account of its

excellent harbours. It afterwards passed into the

hands of the Carthaginians, but was taken pos-

session of by tbo Romans in the 2nd Punic war,
and annexed to the province of Sicily. The Homans
however appear to have neglected the island, and
t is mentioned by Cicero as a frequent resort of

pirates. It contained a town of the same name
foimded by the Carthaginians, and 2 celebrated

temples, one of Juno on a promontory near the

town, and another of Hercules in the S. E. of the

island. It is celebrated in sacred history as the

island on which the Apostle Paul was shipwrecked;
though some writers erroneously suppose that tho

apostle was shipwrecked on the island of the same
name off the Illyrian coast. The inhabitants ma-
nufactured fine cloth, which was in much request

at Rome. They also exported a eonsiderable

quantity of honey
;
and from this island, according

to some authorities, came the caiufi Mclitad^ tho

favourite lapdogs of the Roman ladies, though

other writers make them come from the island off

the Illyrian coast.— 2. {Mdeda)^ a small island in

the Adriatic sea off the coast of Illyria (IXalmatia),

N. W. of Epidaurus. — 3. A demus in Attica,

which also formed part of the city of Athens, was
situated S. of the inner Ceramicus, and probably

included the hill of the Museum. It was said tc

have derived its name from a nymph Mclito, with

whom Hercules was in love, and it therefore con-

tained a temple of this god. One of the gates of

Athens was called the Melitian gate, because it

led to this demus. [See p. 103, a.] —4. A lake

in Actolia near the mouth of the Achelous, be-

longing to the territory of the town Oeniadae.

MeUtaea, Melitia or Melitia (McAira/o, Mc-
Aivcta, MlAiria : McAirateivs), a town of Thessaly

in Phthiotis, on the N. slope of Mt. Othrys, and
near the river Enipeus. It is said to have been

called Pyrrha in more ancient times, and the

sepulchre of Hellen was shown in its market-place.

MSllte (M«AIti7), a nymph, one of the Nereides,

a dai^ter of Nereus and Doris.

M^tSnS {MeKirrivif), a district of Armenia
Minor, between the Anti-Taurus and the Eu-

phrates, celebrated for its fertility, and especially

for its fruit-trees, oil, and wine. It possessed no

great town until the Ist century of our era, when
a city, also called Melitene (now Malatiyah) was

built on a tributary of the Euphrates, and near

that river itself probably on the site of a very

ancient fort. This became a place of considerable
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importance ; the centre of several roads
;
the sta-

tion, under Titus, of the 12th legion
; and, in the

later division of the provinces, the capital of

Armenia Secunda. In a.d. 577, it was the scene

of a victory gained by the Romans over the

Persians under Chosroes I.

MSUto (MeAlrctfi/), a Christian writer of consi-

derable eminence, was bishop of Sardes in the

reign of M. Aurelius, to whom he presented an
Apology for the Christians. Of his numerous
works only fragments are extant.

Mella or Mela {MeUa\ a river in Gallia Trans-

padana, which flows by Brixia and falls into the

OlHus {Oqlio).

Mellam. 1. A town of the Bastuli in Hispania

Baetica between Belon and Calpe, on the road

from Gades to Malaca.— 2. A town in the same
province, considerably N. of the former, on the

road from Corduba to Emerita.

Melodtlniim (A/c/ua), a town of the Senones in

Gallia Lugdunetisis, on an island of the Sequana

{Seine\ and on the road from Agendicura to Lutetia

ParisioninL

Melos (MtjAos: M^Aios; A/t7o), an island in

the Acgaean sea, and the most W.-ly of the group

of the Cyclades, whence it was called Xephyria by
Aristotle. It is about 70 miles N. of the coast of

Crete, and 65 E. of the coast of Peloponnesus.

Its length is about 14 miles from E. to W., and its

bread til about 6 miles. - It contains on the N. a

deep bay, which forms an excellent harbour, and

on which was situated a town, bearing the same

name as the island. The island is of volcanic

origin ; it contains hot springs, and mines of sul-

phur and alum. Its soil is very fertile, and it

produced in antiquity, as it does at present, abun-

dance of corn, oil, wine, &c. It was first colonised

by the Phoenicians, who are said to have called it

liijblua or Ihfblis, after the Phoenician town Byblus.

It was afterwards colonised by Lacedaemonians, or

at least by Dorians
;
and consequently in the Pelo-

ponnesian war it embraced the side of Sparta. In

B. c. 426 the Athenians made an unsuccessful

attack u}>on the island; but in ‘416 they obtained

possession of the town after « a siege of several

months, wherenpou they killed all the adult males,

sold the women and cliiJdren as slaves, and peopled

the island by an Athenian colony.—Melos was the

birthplace of Diagoras, the atheist, whence Aristo-

phanes c.all8 Socrates also the Melian.

MelpSmSne (McAtto/xcvi}), i. e. the singing

goddess, one of the 9 Muses, who presided over

Tragedy. See Musae.
Mexnlni, a people in Gallia Narbonensis, on the

W. hahk of the Durontia, whose cliief town was
Carpentoracte {Carpentras).

Memmla Gens, a plebeian house at Rome,
whoso members do not occur in history before B.c.

173, but who pretended to be descended from the

Trojan Mnestheus. (Virg. Aen. v. 117.)

Memmlus. 1. C., tribune of the plebs b.c. Ill,

was an ardent opponent of the oligarchical party

at Rome during the Jugurthine war. AmAng the

nobles impeached by Memmius were L. Calpumius

Bestia and M. Aemilius Scaurus. Memmius was

slain by the mob of Satuminus and Glaucia, while

a candidate for the consulship in 100.^2, C.

Memmitts Oexaellns, tribune, of the plebs 66, cu-

rule aedile 60, and praetor 58. He belonged at that

time to the Senatorian party, since he impeached

P. Vatinius, opposed P. Clodius, and was rehe-
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ment in his invectives against Julius Caesar. But
before he competed for the consulship, 54, he had
been reconciled to Caesar, who supported him
with all liis interest. Memmius, however, again

offended Caesar by revealing a certain coalition

with his opponents at the comitia. He was im-

peached for ambitus, and, receiving no aid from

Caesar, withdrew from Rome to Mytiicne, where
he was living in the year of Cicero’s proconsulate.

Memmius married Fausta, a daughter of the dictator

Sulla, whom he divorced after having by her at

least one son C. Memmius. [No. 3.] He was
eminent both in literature and in eloquence. Lu-
cretius dedicated his poem, De Rerum Nafura, to

him. He was a man of profligate character, and
wrote indecent poems.— 3. C. Memmius, son of

the preceding, was tribune of the plebs 54, when
he prosecuted A. Gabitiius for malversation in his

province of Syria, and Domitius Calvinus for am-
bitus at bis consular comitia. Memmius was step-

son of T. Annius Milo who married his mother
Fausta after her divorce. He was consul suffectus

34.— 4. P. Memmius Begulus, consul suffectus

A. D. 31, afterwards praefect of Macedonia and
Achaia. He was the husband of Lollia Paulina,

and was compelled by Caligula to divorce her.

Memuou 1. The beautiful son of Ti-
thonus and Eos (Aurora), and brother of Emathion.
He is rarely mentioned by Homer, and must be re-

j

garded essentially as a post-Hoini'ric hero. Accord-
ing to these later traditions, he was a prince of the

Ethiopians, who came to the assistance of his uncle

Priam, for Tithonus and Priam were half-brothers,

being both sons of Laomedon by dificront mothers.

Respecting his expedition to troy there are dif-

ferent legends. According to some Memnon the

Ethiopian first went to Egypt, thence to Susa, and
thence to Troy. At Susa, which had been founded
by Tithonus, Menmon built the acropolis, which
was called after him the MeninoniuiS), According
to others Tithonus was the governor of a Persian

province, and the favourite of Teiitamus
;
and

Memnon obtained the command of a large host of

Ethiopians and Susans to succour Priam. Memnon
came to the war in annour made for him by
llephaesms. He slew Antilochus, the son of

Nestor, but was himself slain liy Achilles, after a
long and fierce combat. While the two heroes

were fighting, Zeus weighed their fates, and the

scale containing Meninon's sank. His mother
was inconsolable at his death. She wept for

him every morning
;
and the dew-drops of the

morning arc the tears of Eos. To soothe the grief

of his mother, Zons caused a number of birds to

issue out of the funeral pile, on which the body of

Memnon was burning, which, after flying thrice

around the burning pile, divided into two separate

bodies, which fought so fiercely, that half of them
fell down upon the ashes of the hero, and thus

formed a funeral sacrifice for him. These birds

were called Memnonides^ and according to a story

current on tbe Hellespont, they visited every year

the tomb of the hero. At the entreaties of Eos,

Zeus conferred immortality upon Memnon. At a
comparatively late period, the Greeks gave the

name of Memnon to the colossal statue in the

neighbourhood of Thebes, which was said to give

forth a sound like the snapping asunder of a chord,

when it was struck by tbe first rays of the rising

sun. Although the Greeks gave this name to the

statue, they were well aware thait the Egyptians
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did net call the statue Memnon, hut Amenophis.

This figure was made of black stone, in a sitting

posture, with its feet close together, and the hands

leaning on the scat. Several very ingenious con-

jectures have been propounded respecting the al-

leged me aning of the so-called statue of Memnon.
Some have asserted that it served for astronomical

purposes, and others that it had reference to the

mystic worship of the sun and light, but there can

be little doubt that the statue represented nothing

else than the Egyptian king Amenophis.— 2. A
native of Hhodcs, joined Artabazus, satrap of

Lower Phrygia, who had married his sister, in his

revolt against Darius Ochus. When fortune de-

serted the insurgents they fled to the court of

Philip. Mentor, the brother of Memnon, being

high in favour with Darius, interceded on behalf

of Artabazus and Memnon, who were pardoned

and again received into favour. On the death of

Mentor, Memnon, who possessed great military

skill and experience, succeeded him in his autho-

rity, wliich extended over all the W. coast of Asia

Minor (about n. c. 336). When Alexander in-

vaded Asia, Memnon defended Il.alicamassus

against Alexander, until it was no longer possible

to hold out. He then collected .an army and a

fleet, with the design of carrying the war into

Greece, but died at Mytilone iu 333, before he

could carry his plan into execution. Ilis death

was an irreparable loss to the Persian cause ; for

several Greek states were prepared to join him,

had ho carried the war into Greece.— 3. A native

of Heraclea Pontica, wrote a largo work on the

history of that city. Of how many books it con-

sisted wo do not know. Photius had read from

the 9th to the 16th inclusive, of which portion he

has made a tolerably copious abstract. The first

8 books he had not road, and lie spe.aks of other

books after tVi 16th. The 9th book began with

an account of the tyrant Clcarchus, the disciple of

Pl.ato and Isocnitcs, and the l6t]i book came
down to the time of Julius Caesar, after tlm latter

had obtained the supreme power. The work was
probably written in the time of Augustus, and
certainly not later than the lime of Hadrian or

the Autonines. The Excorpta of Plotius are

published separatcl)’-, by Orelli, Lips. 1816.

MemnSnXam and -ia (Meftvrix'fiov,

were names applied by the Greeks to ce.’tnin very

ancient buildings and monuments in Egypt and
Asia, which they supposed to have hem erected

by or in honour of Mkmnun. 1. The riost cele-

brated of these w.as a great temple at Thebes, de-

scribed by Strabo, and commonly identified by
modern travellers with the magnificent ruins of

the temple of Remeses the Great, at W. Thebes,

or, as it is usually called, the tomb of Osymandyas,
from its agreement with tho description of that

monument given by Diodonis. There are, how-
ever, strong grounds for supposing that the true

Memnonium, described by Strabo, stood behind
the 2 colossal sitting statues on the plain of

Thebes, one of whicn is clearly the celebrated

vocal statue of Memnon, and that it has entirely

disappeared. —2. [Abydos, No. 2.] —8, The
citadel of Susa was so called, and its erection

was ascribed to the Memnon who appears in the

legends of the Trojan war
;
but there is no reason

to suppose that this connection of Memnon with

the Persian capital existed before the Persian con-

quest of Egypt.

MENANDER.
Memphis (M€/4<^j9, yitvtp

:

0. T. ^foph : Meju-

(ftiTijs, Memphites: Afen/ and A/etra/ietint/^ Hu.),

a great city of Egypt, second in iniportiince only

to Thebes, after the fall of which it became tho

c.apital of tin* wliole country, a position which it

had previously shared with Thebes, It was of

unknown antiquity, its foundation being ascribed

to Menes. It stood on the left (W.) bank of the

Nile, about 10 miles above the pyramids of Jizch^

near the N. limit of the Heptanomis, or Middle
Egypt, a Home of which (Mf/LuplTT/s) was named
.after the city. It was connected by c.anal8 with
the lakes of Mooris and Mareotis, and was the

great centre of the commerce of Egypt until the

Persian conquest (b. c. 524), when Cambyscs par-

tially destroyed the city. After the foundation of

Alexandria, it sank into insignificance, and was
finally destroyed at the Ar.ab conquest in tho 7th

century. In the time of its splendour it is said to

have been 150 stadia in circumference, and half a
d.ay’8 journey in every direction. Of the splendid

buildings with which it was adorned, the chief

were the pal.acc of the Pharaolis
;
the temple-

palace of the god-bnll Apis
;
the temple of Serapis,

with its avenue of sphinxes, now covered by the

s.and of the desert; and the temple of Hephaes-
tus, the Egyptian Phtha, of whose worship Mem-
phis was the cliief seat. The ruins of this temple,

.and of other buildings, still cover a large portion

of the plain between the Nile .and the W. range

of hills which skirt its valley.

Menaenum or Menae (Menenius Cic., Menani-
nus Plin,, but on coins Men.aenus: AHneo)^ a town
on the E. coast of Sicily, S. of Ilybla, tile birth-

pUace and residence of the Sicel chief Ducetius,

vvlio was long a formidable enemy of the Greek
cities in Sicily. [Ducetius.] On his fall the

town lost all its importance.

Menalippus. [MKr.ANiprirs.]

Menander (M^t'avSpos), of Athens, the most
distinguished poet of the New Comedy, was
the son of Diopithes and Hegesistrate, and flou-

rished in the lime of the successors of Alexander.

He was born n. c. 342. His father, Diopithes,

comnnonded the AtJ^ienisui forces on th«i Hellespont

in the year of his son's birth. Alexis, the comic

poet, was the uncle of Menander, on the father’s

side
;
and we may naturally suppose that the

young Men.andcr derived from his uncle his taste

for the comic drama, and was instructed by him
in its rules of composition. His character must
have been greatly influenced by his intimacy with

Theophrastus and Epicurus, of whom the former

was his teacher and the latter his intimate friend.

His taste and sympathies were altogether with

the philosophy of Epicurus
;
and in on epigram he

declared that “ as Themistocles rescued Greece

from slavery, so Epicurus from unreason.” E’rom

Theophrastus, on the other .hand, he must have

derived much of that skill in the discrimination of

character which we so much admire in the Cha-
ractcres of the philosopher, and which formed the

great bbarm of the comedies of Menander. Ilis

master’s attention to external elegance and comfort

he not only imitated, but, as was n.atural in a man
of an elegant person, a joyous spirit, and a serene

and easy temper, he carried it to the extreme of

luxury and effeminacy. The moral character of

Menander is defended by modem writers against

the aspersions of Suidas and others. Thus much
is certain, that his comedies contain nothing of-
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fensive, at least to the taste of his own and the

following ages, none of the purest, it must be ad-

mitted, as they were frequently acted at private

banquets. Of the actual events of his life we
know but little. He enjoyed the friendship of

Demetrius Phalereus, whose attention was first

drawn to him by admiration of his works. Ptolemy,
the son of La^, was also one of his admirers

;

and he invited the poet to his court at Alexandria
;

but Menander seems to have declined the proffered

honour. He died at Athens b.c. 291, at the age
of 52, and is said to have been drowned while

swimming in the harbour of Piraeus. Notwith-
standing Menander's fame as a poet, his public

dramatic career was not eminently successful ; for,

though he composed upwards of 100 comedies, he
only gained the prize 8 times. His preference for

elegant exhibitions of character above coarse jest-

ing may have been the reason why he was not so

great a favourite with the common people as his

principal rival, Philemon, who is said, moreover,

to have used unfair means of gaining popularity.

Menwder appears to have borne the popular ne-

glect very lightly, in the consciousness of his su-

periority
;
and once, when he happened to meet

Philemon, he is said to have asked him, ** Pray,

Philemon, do not you blush when you gain a

victory over me?” The neglect of Menander’s
contemporaries has been amply compensated by
his posthumous fame. His comedies retained their

place on the stage down to the time of Plutarch,

and the unanimous consent of antiquity placed

him at the head of the New Comedy, and on an

equality with the great masters of the various

kinds of poetry. His comedies were imitated by
the Roman dramatists, particularly by Terence,

who was little more than a translator of Menander.

But we cannot form, from any one play of Terence,

a fair notion of the corresponding play of Menander,

as the Roman poet frequently compressed two of

Menander's plays into one. It was this mixing

up of different pla3’s that Caesar pointed to by the

phrase O dimidiate Menander, in the epigram

which he wrote upon Terence. • Of Menander's

comedies only fnigmcnts are extant. The best

edition of them is by Meineke, in his Froffinenta

Coniicorum Graecorum, Berol. 1841.

Menapla (Mei/aa-ia), a city of Bactriana, on
the river Zariaspis.

Menapii, a powerful people in the N. of Gallia

Belgica, originally dwelt on both banks of the

Rhine, but were afterwards driven out of their

possessions on the right bank by the Usipetes and
Tenchteri, and inhabited only the left bank near

its mouth, and W. of the Mosa. Their sjountry

was covered with forests and swamps. They had a
fortress on the Mosa called Castellum Menapionim
{Kessel).

Menas (Mu»'ds), also called MenSddrns (Mfjvd-

8vpos) by Appian, a freedman of Pompey the

Great, was one of the principal commanders of the

fleet of Sext. Pompey in his war against OctaVian

and Antony, b. c. 40. In 39 he tried in vain to

dissuade bis master from concluding a peace with

Octavian and Antony
;
and, at an entertainment

given to them by Sextus on board his ship at

Misenum, Menas suggested to him to cut the

cables of the vessel, and, running it out to sea,'

despatch both his rivals. The treacherous pro-

pel^ however, was rejected by Pompey. On
the breaking out of the war again in 38, Menas
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deserted Pompey and went over to Octavian. In
36 he returned to his old master's service ;

but in

the course of the same year he again plaj^ed the

deserter, and joined Octavian. In 35 he accom-

panied Octavian, in the Pannonian campaign, and
was slain at the siege of Siscia. According to the

old scholiasts, this Menas is the person so vehe-

mently attacked by Horace in his 4th epode. This
statement has been called in question by many
modem commentators

;
but their arguments are far

from satisfactory.

Monde or Mendae (MevSu, Mcj/Salof), a town on
the W. coast of the Macedonian peninsula Pellene

and on the Thermaic gulf, was a colony of the

Erctrians, and was celebrated for its wine. It was
for some time a place of considerable importance,

but Avas ruined by the foundation of Cassandrea.

Mendes MevS^o-jos: Ru. near il/a-

iarieh), a considerable city of the Delta of lilgypt,

on the S. side of the lake of Tanis {Menxaleh),

and on the bank of one of the lesser arms of the
Nile, named after it MevSiiffiov arSfia

:

the chief

seat of the worship of Mendes.
MSnScles (MevsfrAuO* 1* Of Barcc in Cyrene,

an historian of uncertain date. -*2. Of Alabanda,

a celebrated rhetorician. He and his brother Hie-
roclcs taught rhetoric at Rhodes, where the orator

M. Antonius heard them, about b. c. 94.

Mbnecr&tes (MevcEpdrijj). 1. A Syracusan
physician at the court of Philip, king of Macedon,
B.C. 359—336. He made himself ridiculous by
calling himself Jupiter,” and assuming divine

honours. There is a tale that he was invited one

day by Philip to a magnifleent entertainment,

where the other guests were sumptuously fed,

while he himself had nothing but incense and liba-

tions, as not being subject to the human infirmity

of hunger. Ho was at first pleased '^rith his re-

ception, but afterwards perceiving the joke, and
finding that no more substantial food was offered

him, ho left the party in disgust.— 2. Tiberius

Claudius Menecrates, a physician mentioned by
Galen, composed more than 150 medical works, of

which only a few fragments remain.

Menedemus (McWSt;/*©?), a Greek philosopher,

was a native of Eretria, and though of noble birth

was poor, and worked for a livelihood either as a
builder or as a tent-maker. According to one
story he seized the opportunity afforded by his

being sent on some military service to Megara to

hear Plato, and abandoned the army to addict

himself to philosophy ;
but it may be questioned

whether he was old enough to have heard Plato

before the death of the latter. According to an-

other story, he and his friend Ascicpiades got

their livelihood as millers, working during the

night, that they might have leisure for philo-

sophy in the day. The 2 friends afterwards

became disciples of Stilpo at Megara. From
Megara they went to Elis, and placed themselves

under the instruction of some disciples of Phaedo.

On his return to Eretria Menedemus established a
school of philosophy, which was called the Erc-

trian. He did not, however, confine himself to

philosophical pursuits, but took an active part in

the TOlitical affairs of his native city, and came to

be the leading man in the state. He went on
various embassies to Lysimachus, Demetrius, and
others ; but being suspected of the treacherous in-

tention of betraying Eretria into the power of

Antigonus, be quitt^ his native ei^ secretly, and
V V 2
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took refuge with Antigonus in Asia. Here he

starved himself to death in the 74th year of his

age, probably about b.c. 277. Of the philosophy

of Menedemus little is known, except that it closely

resembled that of the Megarian school. [£u-

CLIDKS, No. 2.]

MenSI&i, or -us, Fortus (Mei'cXdior Me-

v4\aos ; Marsa-Toubrouk, or Ras-drMiihr .®), an

ancient city on the coast of Mamiarica, in N.
Africa, founded, according to tradition, by Mene-
laus. It is remarkable in history as the place

where Agesilaus died.

MSnelaltun (Mei/eAdloi/), a mountain in Laconia,

S. E. of Sparta near Therapne, on which the he-

ruum of Menelaus was situated, the foundations of

which temple were discovered in the year 1834.

HSn^&US (Mev^Xaor, MevcXc»r, or Mei/Aar).

1. Son of Plisthenes or Atreus, and younger brother

of Agamemnon. His early life is related under

Agamemnon. He was king of Lacedaemon,

and married to the beautiful Helen, by whom
he became the father of Hermione. When
Helen had been carried off by Paris, Menelaus

and Ulysses sailed to Troy in order to demand her

restitution. Menelaus was hospitably treated by

Antenor, but the journey was of no avail
;
and the

Trojan Antimachus even advised his fellow-citizens

to kill Menelaus and Ulysses. Thereupon Mene-
laiis and his brother Agamemnon resolved to march

against Troy with all the forces that Greece could

muster. Agamemnon was chosen the commander-

in-chief. In the Trojan war Menelaus was under

the special protection of Hera and Athena, and
distinguished himself by his bravery in battle. He
killed many illustrious Troj{Ui8,and would have slain

Paris also in single combat, had not the latter been

carried off by Aphrodite in a cloud. Menelaus

was one of^the heroes concealed in the wooden
horse

; and as soon as Troy was taken he and

Ulysses hastened to the house of Deiphobus, who
had married Helen after the death of Paris, and

put him to death in a barbarous manner. Mene-
laus is said to have been secretly introduced into

the chamber of Deiphobus by Helen, who thus be-

came reconciled to her former husband. He was
among the first that sailed away from Troy, ac-

companied by his wife Helen and Nestor ; but he

was 8 years wandering about the shores of the

Mediterranean, before he reached home. He ar-

rived at Sparta on the very day on which Orestes

was engaged in burying Clytaemnestra and Aegis-

thus. Henceforward he lived with Helen at Sparta

in peace and wealth, and his pjilace shone in its

splendour like the sun or the moon. When Tele-

machus visited Sparta to inquire after his father,

Menelaus was solemnising the marriage of his

daughter Hermione with Neoptoleraus, and of his

son Megapenthes with a daughter of Alcetor. In

the Homeric poems Menelaus is described as a

man of an athletic figure ; he spoke little, but what
he said was always impressive ; he was brave and
courageous, but milder than Agamemnon, intelli-

gent and hospitable. According to the prophecy

of Proteus in the Odyssey, Menelaus and Helen

were not to die, but the gods vrere to conduct them
to Elysium. According to a later tradition, he

and Helen went to the Taurians, where they were

sacrificed by Iphigenia to Artemis. Menelaus was
worshipped as a hero at Therapne, where his tomb
and that of Helen were shown. Respecting the

tale tiiat Helen never went to Troy, but was de-
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tained in Egypt, seo Helena.— 2. Son of Lagus,

and brother of Ptolemy Soter, held possession of

Cyprus for his brother, but was defeated and driven
out of the island by Demetrius Poliorcetes, b. c.

306.-8. A Greek mathematician, a native of

Alexandria, the author of an extant treatise in 3
books, on the Sphere. He made some astrono-

mical observations at Home in the Ist year of the

emperor Trajan, a. d. 98.

Mbnel&ua (Mei'^Aaos), a city of Lower Egypt,
on the Canopic branch of the Nile, named after

the brother of Ptolemy the son of Lagus. It

was made the capital of the district between tho

lakes of Moeris and Mareotis (voixh^ MfVfXatrris).

MSnSnius Lan&tas. 1. A^ppa, consul, b. c.

.503, conquered the Sabines. It was owing to his me-
diation that the first great rupture between the pa-

tricians and plebeians, when the latter seceded to the

Sacred Mount, was brought to a happy and peaceful

termination in 493 ;
and it was upon this occa-

sion he is said to have related to the plebeians his

well-known fable of the belly and its members.—
2. T., consul 477, was defeated by the Etruscans.

He had previously allowed the Fabii to be de-

stroj'ed by the Etruscans, although ho might have
assisted them with his army. For this act of

treachery he was brought to trial by the tribunes

and condemned to pay a fine. He took his punish-

ment so much to heart, that he shut himself up in

his house and died of grief.

Menes first king of Egypt, according

to the traditions of the Egyptians themselves.

Herodotus records of him that he built Memphis
on a piece of ground which he had rescued from

the river by turning it from its former course, and
erected therein a magnificent temple to Hephaestus
(Pthah). Diodorus tells us that he introduced

into Egypt the worship of the gods and the prac-

tice of sacrifices, as well ns a more olcgjuit and
luxurious style of living. That he was a con-

queror, like other founders of kingdoms, we learn

from an extract from Manetho preserved by Eu-
sebius. By Marsham and others he has been iden-

tified with the Mizraim of Scripture. According to

some accounts he was killed by a hippopotamus.

MenesthSi Fortus {Puerto de S. Maria)^ a

harbour in Hispania Baetica, not far from Gades,

with an oracle of Menestheus, who is said in some
legends to have settled in Spain.

Menestheus 1. Son of Peteus,

an Athenian king, who led the Athenians against

Troy, and surpassed all other mortals in arranging

the war-steeds and men for battle. With the

assistance of tho Tyndarids, he is said to have

driven cTheseus from his kingdom.— 2. Son of

Iphicratcs, the famous Athenian general, by the

daughter of Cotys, king of Thrace. He married

tho daughter of Timotheus ; and in 356 was chosen

commander in the Social war, his father and his

father-in-law being appointed to aid him with

their counsel and experience. They were all three

impeached by their colleague, Chares, for alleged

misconduct and treachery in the campaign; but

Iphicrates and Menestheus were acquitted.

Mdninz or LotophagXtis, aft. Oirba (Mi}viy(y

AwTo«pa77rir, Awro^7Mf' v^aos : Jerhah), a con-

siderable island, close to the coast of Africa Pro-

pria, at the S.E. extremity of the Lesser Syrtis,

with 2 cities, Meninz {Menaz) on the N.E., and

Oirba, or Oerra, on the S.W. It was the birth-

place of the emperors Vibius Gallus and Yolusiauui.
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MSnippe (Mevtinn}), daughter of Orion and
sister of Metioche. These 2 sisters put themselves

to death of their own accord in order to propitiate

the 2 Erinnyes, who had visited Aonia with a

plague. They were metamorphosed by Persephone

and Hades into comets, and the Aonians erected

to them a sanctuary near Orchomenos.

Menippus (MeVimros), a cynic philosopher, and
originally a slave, was a native of Gadara in Coele-

Syria. He seems to have been a hearer of Dio-

genes, and flourished about n. c. CO. He amassed

great wealth as a usurer (fliuepoSat'earT^s), but

was cheated out of it all, and committed suicide.

We are told that ho wrote nothing serious, but

that his books were full of jests ; whence it would
appear that he was one of those cynic philosophers

who threw all their teaching into a satirical form.

In thip character he is several times introduced by
Lucian. His works arc now entirely lost; but

we have considerable fragments of Varro’s Salurcie

Mcnif/peae^ written in imitation of Menippus.

Mennis, a city of Adiabcne, in Assyria, only

mentioned by Curtins (v. 1).

MenSdotus (Mtit/dSoros), a physician of Nico-

niedia in Bithynia, who was a pupil of Antiochus,

of Laodicea, and tutor to Herodotus of Tarsus
;
he

belonged to the medical sect of the Empirici, and
lived probably about the beginning of the 2ud
century after Christ.

Menoeceus (Mevot/ceds). 1. A Theban, grand-

son of Pentheus, and father of Hipponomc, Jocasta,

and Creon. 2. Grandson of the former, and son

of Creon. He put an end to his life because Tire-

sias haU declared that his death would bring vic-

tory to his country, when the 7 Argive heroes

marclicd against Thebes. His tomb was shown at

Thebes near the Neitian gate.

Menoetfus (Mci^oi'rios). 1. Son of lapetus and

Clymene or Asia, and brother of Atlas, Prome-
theus, and Epimetheus. He was killed by Zeus
with a flash of lightning, in the battle with the

Titans, and was hurled into Tartarus.—*2. Son of

Actor and Aegina, husband of Polymele or Sthe-

nele, and father of Patroclus, who is hence called

Menoctiadcs. After Fatroclus^ad slain the son of

Amphidanias, Menoetius fled with him to Peleus

in Phthia, and had him educated there.

Menon a Thessalian adventurer, was

one of the generals of the Greek mercenaries in the

army of Cyrus the Younger when the latter

marched into Upper Asia against his brother Ar-

taxerxes, b. c. 401. After the death of Cyrus he

was apprehended along with the other Greek gene-

rals by Tissaphernes, and was put to death by
lingering tortures, which lasted for a whole year.

His character is drawn in the blackest colours by
Xenophon. He is the same as the Menon introduced

|

in the dialogue of Plato, which bears his name.

Mens, a personification of mind, worshipped by
the Romans. She had a sanctuary on the Capitol

;

and the object of her worship was, that the citizens

might always he guided by a right spirit.

Mentlsa (Mentesanus). 1. Sumamed Bastia,

a town of the Oretani in Hispania Tarraconensis,

on the road from Castulo to Carthago Nova.— 2.

A small town of the Bastuli in the S. of Hispania

Baetica.

Mentor (MeWwg). 1, Son of Alcimus and a

faithful friend of Ulysses, frequently mentioned in

the Odyssey.—2. A Greek of Rhodes, who, with

his brother Memnon, rendered active assistance to
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Artahazus. When the latter found himself com-
pelled to take refuge at the court of Philip, Mentor
entered the service of Nectanabis, king of Egypt
He was sent to the assistance of Tennes, king of

Sidon, in his revolt against Darius Ochus; and
when Tennes went over to the Persians, Mentor
was taken into tho service of Darius. He rose

rapidly in the favour of Darius, and eventually

received a satrapy, including all the western coast

of Asia Minor, His influence with Darius enabled
him to procure the pardon of his brother Memnon.
He died in possession of his satrapy, and was
succeeded by his brother Memnon. [Mkmnon.]—
3. The most celebrated silver-chaser among the
Greeks, who must have flourished before b. c. 356.
His works were vases and cups, which were most
highly prized by the Romans.

Mercnrli Promontorlum. [Hbrmabum.]
Mercilrius, a Roman divinity of commerce and

gain. The character of the god is clear from his

name, which is connected with merx and mercari.

A temple was built to him as early as b. c. 495
near the Circus Maximus; an altar of the god
existed near the Porta Capena, by the side of a
well

; and in later times a temple seems to have
been built on the same spot. Under the name of

the ill-willed (ma/cro/Ms), he had a statue in what
was called the vicus sobrius^ or the sober street, in

which no shops were allowed to be kept, and milk
was offered to him there instead of wine. This
statue had a purse in its hand, to indicate his func-

tions. His festival was celebrated on the 25th of

May, and chiefly by merchants, who also visited the

well near the Porta Capena, to which magic powers
were ascribed

;
and with water from that well they

used to sprinkle themselves and their merchandise,

that they might bo purified, and yield a largo

profit. Tho Romans of later times identified Mer-
curius, the patron of merchants and tradespeople,

with the Greek Hermes, and tranlferred all the

attributes and myths of the latter to the former.

The Fetialcs, however, never recognised the iden-

tity; and instead of the caduceus used a sacred

branch as the emblem of peace. The rcsemblanco

between Morcurius and Hermes is indeed very
slight; and their identification is a proof of tho

thoughtless manner in which the Romans acted in

this respect. [IIbrmus.]

MercurlnB TriBrnegistoi. [Hermbs Tkis-
MEGISTUS.]

MerlSnes (Mr/pidi^y), a Cretan hero, son of

Molus, who, conjointly with Idoraeneus, led tho

Cretans in 80 ships against Troy. He was one of

the bravest heroes in the Trojan war, and usually

acted together with his friend Idomeiieus. Later

traditions relate, that on his way homeward he
was thrown on the coast of Sicily, where he was
received by the Cretans who had settled there;

whereas, according to others, he retunicd safely to

Crete, and was buried and worshipped as a hero,

together with Idomeneus, at Cnossus.

MermSruB (Mep/i*poy). 1. Son of Jason and
Medea, also called Macarcus or Mormoms, was
murdered, together with his brother Pheres, by
his mother at Corinth.— 2. Son of Pheres, and

grandson of Jason and Medea.

MermeBBUB or MyrmeBBUS (Mtpiiv<ra6sf Mvp-
also written Maxmessiu and MarpeBSUS,

a town of Mysia, in the territory of Lampiacus,

not far from Polichna ; the native place of a sibyl.

MerobaudeB, FlaviuB, a general and a poet,
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Tvhosc merits arc recorded in an inscription on the

base of a statue diijr up in the Ulpian forum at

Rome in the year 1812 or 1813. We learn from

the inscription that the statue was erected in

A. D. 435. Some fragments of the poems of Mero-

baudes were discovered by Niebuhr upon a palimp-

sest belonging to the monastery of St. Gall, and

were published by him at Bonn, 1823.

MerSe (MepSrf
:

pts. of Ntihia and Sennar\ the

island, so-called, and almost an island in reality,

formed by the rivers Astapus Nile) and

Astaboias {Atliarah\ and the portion of the Nile

between their mouths, was a district of Ethiopia.

Its capital, also called Meroe, stood near the N.
point of the island, on the E. bank of the Nile,

below the modern Shendj/^ where the plain, near

the village of Assour, is covered with mins of

temples,’ pyramids, and other works, in a style

closely resembling the Egyptian. Standing in a

fertile district, rich in timber and minerals, at

the foot of the highlands of Ahyssinia^ and at the

junction of 2 great rivers, Meroe became at a very

early period a chief emporium for the trade be-

tween Egypt, N. Africa, Ethiopia, Arabia, and
India, and the capital of a powerful state. The
government was a hierarchical monarchy, entirely

in the hands of a mling caste of priests, who chose

a king from among themselves, hound him to

govern according to their laws, and put him to

death when they chose
;

until king Ergamenes

(about B. c. 300) threw off the yoke of the priests,

whom he massacred, and converted his kingdom
into an absolute monarchy. The priests of Meroe
were closely connected in origin and customs with

those of Egypt ; and, according to some traditions,

the latter sprang from the former, and they from

India
;
hut the settlement of this point involves

an important ethnical question, which lies beyond

the limits of ^his hook. For further details re-

specting the kingdom of Meroe, see Akthiopia.
Meroe had a celebrated oracle of Ammon.
Merom Lacus. [Semechonitis.]
MSrdpS (Meprfini). 1. One of the Ileliados or

sisters of Phaethon.—2. Daughter of Atlas, one of

the Pleiades, and wife of Sisyphus of Corinth, by
whom she became the mother of Glaucus. In the

constellation of the Pleiades she is the 7th and the

least visible star, because she is ashamed of haring

had intercourse with a mortal man.>— 8. Daughter

of Cypselus, wife of Cresphontes, and mother of

Aenytus. For details, see Aepytus.
HSrops (M^poiJ/). 1. King of the island of Cos,

husband of the nymph Ethemea, .and father of

Eumelus. His wife was killed by Artemis, because

she bad neglected to worship that goddess. Mc-
rops, in order to rejoin his wife, wished to make
away with himself, hut Hera changed him into an
eagle, whom she placed among the stars.—>2. King
of the Ethiopians, by whose wife, Clymene, Helios

became the father of Phaethon.— 3. King of

Rhyndacus, on the Hellespont, also called Macar
or Macareus, was a celebrated soothsayer, and

father of Clite, Arishe, Amphius, and Adrastus.

Merftla, L. Comelliu, was flamen dialis, and,

on the deposition of L. Cinnn in b. c. 87, was
elected consul in his place. On the capture of

Rome by Marius and Cinna at the close of the

same year, Merula put an end to his own life, in

order to escape the nands of the executioner.

MeBambna (MctrajuSplT) : fias^ie^r), a peninsula

on the coast of Persts, near the river Padargus.
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MesehSla (Me<rx^Aa
:
proh. near Bondh\ a large

city on the coast of N. Africa, said to have been
foimded by Greeks returning from the Trojan
war. It was taken by Eumachus, the lieutenant

of Agathocles.

Mesembria (f/learrifiipla, Herod. Mea-afiSptri

:

M€<Tr)/j.6piatf6s). 1 . (Mi$sivria or Messuri)^ a ce-

lebrated town of Thrace on the Pontus Euxinus,
and at the foot of Mt. Haerans, founded by the
inhabitants of Chalcedon and Byzantium in the

time of Darius Hystaspis, and hence called a colony

of Megara, since those 2 towns were founded by
the Megarians.— 2. A town in Thrace, hut of

much less importance, on the coast of the Aegaean
sea, and in the territory of the Cicones, near the

month of the Lissus, and the most W.-ly of the
Samothracian settlements on the mainland.

HSs9ne (Metrrjv^, i. e. Midland)^ a name given

to that part of Babylonia which consisted of the

great island formed by the Euphrates, the Tigris,

and the Royal Canal ; and contained, therefore,

the greater part of Babylonia.

MesSa or MessSa. [Sparta.]
MesSgis. [Messoois.]
Mes6m9deB (Merro/u^STjr), a lyric and epigram-

matic poet under Hadrian and the Antonines, was a
native of Crete, and a freedman of Hadrian, whose
favourite Antinous he celebrated in a poem. A
salary, which ho had received from Hadrian, was
diminished by Antoninus Pius. Three poems of

his are preserved in the Greek Anthology.

MS85p5tS.mla (Me^owora/ila, Miaij tup vora-

fiCov : O. T. Aram Naharaira, i. e. Syria hniwem the

Rivers: LXX. Mejrotrorajula ^vpias: Al-Jesira, i.e.

7%c Island), a district of W. Asia, named from

its position between the Euphnates and the Tigris,

of which rivers the former divided it from Syria

and Arabia on the W., the latter from Assyria on

the E.: on the N. it was separated from Armenia
by a branch of the Taurus, called Masius, and on

the S. from Bahylonin, by the Median Wall. The
name was first used by the Greeks in the time of

the Seleucidae. In e.arlier times the country was
reckoned a part, sometimes of Syria, and some-

times of Assyria, r Nor in the division of the

Persian empire was it recognised as a distinct

country, hut it belonged to the satrapy of Baby-
lonia. Excepting the mountainous region on the

N. and N.E. formed by the chain of Masius,
and its prolongation parallel to the Tigris, the

country formed a vast plain, broken by few hills,

well watered by rivers and canals, and very fer-

tile, except in the S. part, which was more like

the Arabian Desert, on the opposite side of the

Euphrates. Besides com, and fruits, and spices

(e. g. the itmomum), it produced fine timber, and

supported large herds of cattle ; in the S., or desert

part, there were numerous wild animals, such as

wild asses, gazelles, ostriches, and lions. Its chief

mineral products were naphtha and jet. The N.
part of Mesopotamia was divided into the districts

of Mygdonia and OsRoiNR. It belonged suc-

cessively to the Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian,

Macedonian, Syro-Grecian, Parthian, and later

Persian empires. In a wider sense, the name is

sometimes applied to the whole country between

the Euphrates and the Tigris.

MespHa {v M^o-xtAa : Rii. at Kouyounj^ opp.

to Mosul, Layard ; others give different sites tx
it), a city of on the E. side of the Tig^
which Xenophon {Anab, iii. 4) mentions as having
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been formerly a great city, inhabited by Medes,
but in his time fallen to decay. It had a wall 6

parasangs in circuit, composed of 2 parts
;
namely,

a base 50 feet thick and oO high, of polished stone

full of shells (the limestone of the country), upon

which was built a brick wall 50 feet thick and 100
high. It had served, according to tradition, as

the refuge for the Median queen, when the Per-

sians overthrew the empire of the Modes, and it

resisted all the e (forts of the Persian king to take

it, imtil a thunder storm frightened the inhabitants

into a surrender.

Messa (Mc<7(ra, MeWn : Jlfe^apo), a town and

harbour in Laconia near C. Taenaruni.

Messab&tene or -ice Meo'O'a-

iartKT} : Mea-fraSdrai), a small district on the S.E.

margin of the Tigris and Euphrates valley, on the

borders of Media, Persis, and Susiaiia, reckoned

sometimes to Persis and soracthues to Susiana.

The name seems to bo derived from the mountain

passes in the district.

Messala or Messalla, tlie name of a distin-

guished family of the Valeria gens at Romo. They
appear for tlic first time on the consular Fasti in

n. c. 20.3, and for the last in a. n. .500. —1. M’.

Valerius Maximus Corvinus Messala, was con-

sul B, c. 201}, and, in conjunction with his colleague

M. Otacilius, carried on the war with success

against the Carthaginians in Sicily. The 2 consuls

concluded a peace with llieron. In consccpiencc

of his relieving Messanahe obtained the cognomen

of Messala. Ills triumph was distinguished by

two remarkable monuments of his victory—by a

pictorial r('j»resentation of a battle with the Sici-

lian and Punic armies, which lie placed in the

Curia Ilostilia, and by a sun-dial (Ilorologiuin),

from the booty of Cataiia, which was set tip on a

column behind the rostra, in the forum. Messala

was censor in 252.— 3. M. Valerius Messala,

consul 22(i.—-3. M. Valerius Messala, praetor

peregrimis 194, and consul 138, when he had the

province of Liguria.— 4. M. Valerius Messala,

consul IGl, and censor 154.— 5. M. Valerius

Messala Niger, praetor C3
;
consul (Jl

;
and censor

55. lie belonged to the arisV)cratical jiarty. He
married a sister of tlie orator Q. Ilortensius, by

whom he had at least one son.— 6 . M. Valerius

Messala, son of the preceding; consul 53; be-

longed, like his father, to the aristocratical party ;

but in consequence probablj’^ of his enmity to

Pompe}', he joined Caesar in the civil war, and

served under him in Africa. He was in high

repute for his skill in augury, on which science he

wrote.— 7. M. Valerius Messala Corvinus, son

of the preceding, was partly educated at Athens,

where probably began his intimacy vylh Horace
and L. Bibulus. After Caesar’s death (44) he

joined the republican party, and attached himself

especially to Cassius, whom, long after, when he
had become the friend of Augustus, he was accus-

tomed to call “my general.” Messala was pro-

scribed ; but since his kinsmen proved his absence

from Rome at the time of Caesar’s assaiftination,

the triumvirs erased his name from the list, and
offered him security for his person and property.

Messala, however, rejected their offers, followed

Cassius into Asia, and at Philippi, in the first

day’s buttle, turned Augustus’s fiaiik, stormed his

camp, and naiTowly missed taking him prisoner.

After the death of Brutus and Cassius, Messala,

with a numerous body of fugitives, took refuge
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in the island of Thasos. His followers, though
defeated, were not disoiganised, and offered him
the command. But he induced them to accept

honourable terras from Antony, to whom ho at-

tached himself until Cleopatra’s influence made
his ruin certain and easy to be foreseen. Mes-
sala then again changed his party, and served

Augustus effectively in Sicily, 36 ;
against the

Salassians, a mountain tribe lying between the
Gmian imd the Pennine Alps, 34 ; and at Actiura,

31. A decree of the senate had abrogated An-
tony’s consulship for .31, and Messala was ap-
pointed to the vacant place. He was proconsul of

Aquitania in 28—27, and ohUiined a triumph for

his reduction of that province. Shortly before or

immediately after his administration of Aquitania,

Messala held a prefeeturc in Asia Minor. He was
deputed by the senate, probably in 30, to greet

Augustus with the title of “ Pater Patriae and
the opening of his address on that occasion is pre-

served by Suetonius. During the disturbances at
the comitia in 27, Augustus nominated Messala to

the revived office of warden of the city
; hut he

resigned it in a few days. Messala soon after-

wards withdrew from all public employments ex-
cept his augurship, to which Augustus had specially

appointed him, although, at the time of his admis-
sion, there was no vacancy in the augural college.

About 2 years before his death, which happened,

about the middle of Augustus’s reign, b. c. 3

—

a. d. 3,

Messala’s memory failed him, and he often could not
recall his own name, Ilis tomb was of remarkable
splendour. Messala was as much distinguished in

the literary as in the political world of Romo. He
was a patron of learning and the arts, and was
himself an liistorian, a poet, a grammarian, and an
orator. He wrote commentaries on the civil wars
after Caesar’s death, and a genealogical work, De
Itomanis Famliis. The treatise, however, De
Proffetiie Jut/usii, which sometinfes accompanies
Eutropius and the minor Roman historians, is the
forgery of a much later age. Mcssala's poems
were of a satirical or ev(*n licentious character.

His writings as a grammarian were numerous and
minute, comprising tn'atises on collocation and
lexicograph}’, and on the powers and uses of single

letters. His eloquence reflected the character of

his age. More smooth and correct than vigorous

or original, he persuaded rather than convinced,

and conciliated rather than persuaded. His health

was feeble, and the prooemia of his speeches gene-

rally pleaded indisposition and solicited indulgence.

He mostly took the defendant’s side, and was fre-

quently associated in causes with C. A sin ins PolHo,

He recommended and ])ractised translation from
the Greek orators

;
and his version of the P/ityne

of Hyperidcs was thought to exhibit remarkable
skill in either language. His political eminence,

the wealth he inherited or acquired in the civil

wars, and the favour of Antony and Augustas,
rendered Messala one of the principal persons of

his age, and an effective patron of its literature.

His friendship for Horace and his intimacy with
Tibullus are well known. In the elegies of the

latter poet, the name of Messala is continually

introduced. The dedication of the Cirisy a doubt-

ful work, is not sufficient proof of his fiiendship

with Virgil ; but the companion of “ Plotius and
Varius, of Maecenas and Octavius” (Hor. SaL i.

10. Cl), cannot well have been unknown to the

author of the Eclogues and Georgies. He directed

r F 4
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Ovid’s early studies {cx Pont. iv. 16J» and Tiberius

souglit his arquaintniico in early manhood, and
took him for his model in eloquence.— 8. M. Va-
lerius Messala Barbatus Appianus, was consul

B. c. 12, and died in his year of office. He was
the father (or grandfather) of the empress Mes-
salina.— 9. L. Valerius Messala Volesus, consul

A. D. 5, and afterwards proconsul of Asia, where
his cruelties drew on him the anger of Augustus

and a condemnatory decree from the senate.—
10. L. VipstanuB Messala, legionary tribune in

Vespasian’s army, a. d. 70, was brother of Aqui-

lius Regulus, the notorious delator in Domitian’s

reign. He is one of Tacitus’ authorities for the

history of the civil wars after Qalba’s death, and a

principal interlocutor in the dialogue De OratorihuSy

ascribed to Tacitus.

MessalXna. 1. Statilla, granddaughter of T.

Statilius Taurus, cos. a. n. 11, was the 3rd wife of

the emperor Nero, who married her in a. I). 66.

She htid previously espoused Atticus Vestinus,

whom Nero put to death without accusation or

trial, merely that he might marry Messalina.— 2.

Valeria, daughter of M. Valerius Messala Bar-

batus and of Domitia Lepida, was the 3rd wife of

the emperor Claudius. 8hc married Claudius, to

whom she was previously related, before his ac-

cession to the empire. Iler profligacy and licen-

tiousness were notorious; and the absence of virtue

was not concealed by a lingering sense of shame or

even by a specious veil of decorum. She was as

cruel as she was profligate; and many members of

the most illustrious families of Home were sacrificed

to her fears or her hatred. She long exercised an

unbounded empire over her weak husband, who
alone was ignorant of her infidelities. For some
time she was supported in her career of crime by
the freedmen of Claudius; but when Narcissus, the

most powerful of the emperor’s freedmen, perceived

that he should probably fall a victim to Messalina's

intrigues, he determined to get rid of her. The
insane folly of Messalina furnished the means of

her own destruction. Having conceived a violent

passion for a handsome Homan youth, C. Silius,

she publicly married him with all the rites of a

legal conmibiiim during the absence of Claudius at

Ostia, a. d. 43. N.arcissus persuaded the emperor

that Silius and Messalina would not have dared

such an outrage had they not determined also to

deprive him of empire and life. Claudius wavered

long, and at length Narcissus himself issued Mes-
salina’s death-warrant. She was put to death by
a tribune of the guards in the gardens of Lu-

cullus.

Messana {W-efftrava. Dor., Mffftr-fiprj : Metrerdwos;

Messina)^ a celebrated town on the N. E. coast of

Sicily, on the straits separating Ifcily from this

island, which are here about 4 miles broad. The
Romans called the town Messana, according to its

Doric pronunciation, but Afessene was its more
usual name among the Greeks. It was originally

a town of the Siceli, and was called Zancle
(Zd7K\rj), or a sickle, on account of the shape of

its harbour, which is formed by a singular curve

of sand and shells. The first Greek colonists

were, according to Thucydides, pirates from the

Chalcidian town of Cumae in Italy, who were
joined by Chalcidians from Euboea, and, according

to Strabo, by Naxians ; but these 2 accounts are not

contradictory, for since Naxos in Sicily was also a

colony from Chaleii, we may easily suppose that the
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Naxians joined the other Chalcidians in the foun-
dation of the town. Zancle soon became so powerful

that it founded the town of Himern, about b.c. 648.
After the capture of Miletus by the Persians, the

inhabitants of Zancle invited the lonians, who had
been expelled from their native country, to settle on
their “beautiful coast” (koA); aicrii, Herod, vi. 22.);

and a number of Samians and other Ionic Greeks
accepted their offer. On landing in the S. of Italy,

they were persuaded by Anaxilas, tyrant of Rhe-
gium, to take possession of Zancle during the

absence of Scythes, the tyrant of the city, who was
engaged in the siege of some other Sicilian town.

But their treachery was soon punished; for Anaxi-
las himself shortly afterwards drove the Samians
out of Zancle, and made himself master of the

town, the name of which he changed into Messana
or Messene, both because he was himself a Messe-
nian, and because he transferred to the place a
body of Messenians from Rhegium. Anaxilas died

476; and about 10 years afterwai’ds (466) his sons

were driven out of Messana and Rhegium, and
republican governments established in these cities.

Messana now enjoyed great prosperity for several

years, and in consequence of its excellent harbour

and advantageous position, it became a place of

great commercial importance. But in 396 it was
taken by the Carthaginians, who destroyed the

town because they saw that they should be unable

to maintain so distant a possession against the

power of Dionysius of Syracuse. Dionysius began
to rebuild it in the same year, and besides collecting

the remains of the former population, he added a
number of Locrians, Messenians, and others, so

that its inhabitants wore of a very mixed kind.

After the banishment of the younger Dionysius,

Messana was for a short tinie free, but it fell into

the power of Agathoclcs about 312. Among the

mercenaries of this tyrant were a number of Ma-
niertini, an Oscan people from Campania, who had
been sent from home under the protection of the

god Mamers or Mars to seek their fortune in other

lands. These Mamertini were quartered in Mes-
sana; and after the death of Agathoclcs (282)
they made themselvo’, masters of the town, killed

the male inhabitants, and took possession of their

wives, their children, and their property. The
town was now called Mamertina, and the inha-

bitants Mamertini; but its ancient name of

Messana continued to be in more general use. The
new inhabitants could not lay aside their old pre-

datory habits, and in consequence became involved

in a war with Hieron of Syracuse, who defeated

them in several battles, and would probably have

conquered the town, had not the Carthaginians

come in to the aid of the Mamertini, and, under

the pretext of assisting them, taken possession of

their citadel. The Mamertini had at the same

time applied to the Romans for help, who gladly

availed themselves of the opportunity to obtain a

footing in Sicily. Thus Messana was the imme-

.

diate cause of the 1st Punic war, 264. The Ma-
mertini ’’expelled the Carthaginian garrison, and

received the Romans, in whose power Messana

remained till the latest times. There are scarcely

any remains of the ancient city at Messina.

Messftpla (Mco-eraTrla). 1. The Greek name of

Calabria.— 2. {Messagnd), a town in Calabria,

between Uria and Brundusium.

MeBS&plum (rb Vltacdmov llpos)^ a mountain

in Boeotia on the £. coast, near the town AnthedoOt
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from which Messapus is said to have sailed to the

S. of Italy.

lUessapTU (M^triran-of)^ a Boeotian, from whom
Mcssapia in the S. of Italy was hslieved to have

derived its name.

Messene (Mso-o'^w?), daughter of Triopas, and

wife of Polycaon, whom she induced to take pos-

session of the country which was called after her,

Messenia. She is also said to have introduced

there the worship of Zeus and the mysteries of the

great goddess of Eleusis.

Hessene (Meo-o-^r;: M^ffor-fivios). 1, {Mavro-

mati), the later capital of Messenia, was founded

by Kpaminondas b. c. 3G.0, and completed and for-

tified within the space of 85 days. It was situated

at the foot of the steep hill of Ithome, which was

so celebrated as a fortress in the history of the

Messeniau wars, and which now formed the acro-

polis of the new city. Messene was one of the

most strongly fortified cities of Greece. It was

.surrounded by massive walls built entirely of stone

and flanked Avith numerous towers. There are still

considerable remains of some of these towers, as

well as the foundations of the walls, and of several

public buildings. They arc described by a modem
traveller as “built of the most regular kind of

masonry, and formed of large stones fitted together

with great accuracy.” The northern gate of the

city is also extant, and opens into a circular court,

62 feet in diameter. The city Avas supplied with

water from a fountain called Clepsydra^ Avluch is

still a fine spring, from Avhich the modern village

of Marromati derives its name, meaning Black

Spring, or literally. Black Eye.— 2. See Mkssana.
Messenia (Mco-trijvfa ; a country in

Peloponnesus, bounded on the K. by Laconia, on

the N. by Elis and Arcadia, and on the S. and W,
by the sea. It Av.a8 separated from Laconia by Mt.

Taygetus; but part of the W. slope of Taygetus

belonged to Laconia; and it is difficult to determine

the exact boundaries between the 2 countries, as

they Avcrc different at different periods. In the

most ancient times the river Nedon formed the

boundary between Messenia and Laconia toAvards

the sea
;

but Pausanias place! the frontier line

further K. at a woody holloAV called Choerius, 20

stadia S. of Abia. The river Ncda formed the N.

frontier between Messenia and Elis. The area of

Messenia is about 1162 square miles. It was for

the most part a mountainous country, and contained

only ‘2 plains of any extent, in the N. the plain of

Stetiyckrus, and in the S. a still larger plain,

through Avhich the Pamisus flowed, and which

was called Macaria or the Blessed, on account of

its great fertility. There were, however, many
smaller valleys among the mountains * and the

country was much less rugged and far more pro-

ductive than the neighbouring Laconia. Hence

Messenia is described by Pausanias as the most

fertile country in Peloponnesus ; and it is praised

by Euripides on account of its climate, which Avas

neither too cold in Avinter nor too hot in summer.

The most ancient inhabitants of Messenia were

Leleges, intermingled with Argives. According to

tradition Polycaon, the younger son of Lelex,

married the Argivc Messene, a daughter ofTriopas,

and named the country Messene in honour of his

wife. This is the name by Avhich it is called in

Homer, who does not use the form Messenia.

Five generations afterwards Aeolians settled in

the country, under the guidance of Perieres, a son
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of Aeolus. His son Aphareus gave a home to
Neleus, who had been driven out of Thessaly, and
who founded the town of Pylos, which became the

capital of an independent sovereignty. For a long

time there was properly no Messenian kingdom.
The western part of the land belonged to the

dominions of the Neleid princes of Pylos, of whom
Nestor was the most celebrated, and the eastern

to the Lacedaemonian monarchy. Thus it appears

to have remained till the conquest of PeloponiAesus

by the Dorians, when Messenia fell to the share of

Cresphontes, who destroyed the kingdom of Pylos,

and united the whole country under his sway.
The ruling class A\'ere now Dorians, and they con-

tinued to speak the purest Doric doAvn to the’ latest

times. The Spartans soon coveted the more fertile

territory of their brother Dorians
;
and after many

disputes between the 2 nations, and various inroads

into each other’s territories, open war at length

broke out. This war, called the Ist Messenian
Avar, lasted 20 years, b. c. 743—723; and notwith-
standing the gallant resistance of the Messenian
king, Aristodemus, the Messenians were obliged to

submit to the Spartans after the capture of their

fortress Ithome, and to become their subjects.

LAristodemus.] After bearing the yoke 38 years,

the Messenians again took up arms under their

heroic leader Aristomenes. [Aristomenbs.] The
2nd Messenian Avar lasted 17 years, b. c. 685

—

668, and terminated with the conquest of Ira and
the complete subjugation of the country. Most of

the Messenians emigrated to foreign countries, and
those who remained behind were reduced to the
condition of Helots or serfs. In this state they
remained till 464, when the Messenians and other

Helots took advantage of the devastation occasioned

by the great earthquake at Sparta, to rise against

their oppressors. This .3rd Messenian war lasted

10 years, 464—455, and ended by the Messenians
surrendering Ithome to the Spartans on condition

of their being allowed a free departure from Pelo-

ponnesus. They settled at Naupactus on the

Corinthian gulf opposite Peloponnesus, which town
the Athenians had lately token from the Locri

Ozolae, and gladly granted to such deadly enemies
of Sparta. At the conclusion of the Peloponnesian

war (404), the unfortunate Messenians were obliged

to leave Naupactus and take refuge in Italy, Sicily,

and other countries
;
but when the supremacy of

Sparta was overthrown by the battle of Leuctra,

Epaminondas resolved to restore the independence

of Messenia. He accordingly gathered together

the Messenian exiles from the various lands in

which they were scattered ; and in the summer of

369 he founded the town of Messene at the foot

of Mt Ithome. [Messene.] Messenia was never
again subdued by the Spartans, and it maintained

its independence till the conquest of the Achaeans
and the rest of Greece by the Romans, 146.

Mestlita (Meo-rX^Ta), a city of Iberia, in Asia,

probably on the river Cyrus.

Mestra (M^o^po), daughter of Erysichthon, and
granddaughter of Triopas, whence she is called

Triopeis by Ovid. She was sold by hev hungry

father, that he might obtain the means of satisfying

his hunger. In order to escape from slavery, she

prayed to Poseidon, who loved her, and who con-

ferred upon her the power of metamorphosing hee>

self whenever she was sold.

Meiyla, a town of Pontus, in Asia Minor, co
the road from Tavinm to Comana.
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Metftgonltis (McTa7(«)^7rif : Meraytcvirat^ Me-

tagoiiltae), a name applied to the N. coast of

Mauretania Tingitana (Maroceo), between the

Fretuin Gaditanum and the river Mulucha ; derived

probably from the Carthaginian colonies (jaera-

ywvta) settled along it. There was at some point

of this coast a promontory called Metagonium or

Metugonites, probably the same as Russadir (/?as-

uii-l>ir^ or C. Tres Forcaa).

Metagdnluia. [Mbtagonitis.]
MetaUinum or HeteUInom (Metallinensis

:

Medellin)^ a Roman colony in Lusitania on the

Anas, not far from Augusta Emerita.

MSt&nIra (MeTdi'sipa), wife of Celcus, and
mother of Triptolemus, received Demeter on her

arrival in Attica. Paiisanias calls her Megauaera.

For details see Cblkus.
MStaphrastea, SymSon & Mera^pdtr-

Tijs), a celebrated Byzantine writer, lived in the

9th rnd 10th centuries, and held many high oifices

at the Byzantine court. Ills surname Metaphrastes

was given to him on account of his having composed

a celebrated paraphrase of the lives of the saints.

Besides his other works, he wrote a Byzantine

history, entitled Annales^ beginning with the em-

peror Leo Amicnus, a. d. 813, and hnishiiig with

Romanus, the son of Constantine Porphyrogenitus,

9C3. Edited by Bekker, Bonn, 1838.

Hetapontium called Metapontom by the Ro-
mans (MtTair6vTiov

:

Merairdi/Tios, Metapontmus

;

Tbrrc di il/are), a celebrated Greek city in the S.

of Italy, on the Tarentine gulf, and on the E. coast

of Lucania, is said to have been originally called

Metabum (Mera^ov). There were various tradi-

tions respecting its foundation, all of which point

to its high antiquity, but from which we cannot

gather any certain information on the subject. It

IS said to have been afterwards destroyed by the

Samnites, andgto have been repeopled by a colony

of Acliacaiis, who had been invited for that purpose

by the inhabitants of Sybaris. Hence it is called

by Livy an Achaean town, and is regarded by
some writers as a colony from Sybaris. It fell into

the hands of the Romans with the other Greek
cities la the S. of Italy in the w.ar against Pyrrhus;

but it revolted to Hannibal after the battle of

Cannae. From the time of the 2nd Punic war it

disappears from history, and was in ruins in the

time of Pausanias.

Metaurum. [Mktaurus, No. 2.]

MStauras. 1. (il/ctoro), a small river in Umbria,
flowing into the Adriatic sea, but rendered memo-
rable by the defeat and death of Hasdrubal, the

brother of Hannibal, on its banks, B. c. 207. —2.
(il/arro), a river on the E. coast of Bruttium, at

whose mouth was the town of Metaurum.
HeteUa. [Cabcilia.]

MStellus, a distinguished plebeip family of the

Caecilia gens at Rome. 1. L. CaeciUus Xetellus,

consul B. c. 2.51, carried on the war in Sicily

against the Carthaginians. In the following year

he ^ined a great victory over Hasdrubal, the

Carthaginian general. The elephants which he

took in this battle were exhibited in his triumph

at Rome. Mctellus was consul a 2nd time

iu 249, and was elected pontifex maximus in

243, and held this dignity for 22 years. He
must, therefote, have died shortly before the com-

mencement of the 2nd Punic war. In 241 he
rescued the Palladium when the temple of Vesta

was on fire, but lost his sight in consequence. He
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was dictator in 224, for the purpose of holding the
comitia.— 2. Q. Caecillxis Metellus, son of the

preceding, was plebeian aedile 209 ; curulc aedilo

208; served in. the army of the consul Claudius

Nero 207, and was one of the legates sent to Rome
to convey the joyful news of the defeat and death
of Hasdrubal; and was consul with L. Veturius
Philo, 206. In his consulship he and his colleague

carried on the war against Hannibal in Bnittium,

where he remained as proconsul during the follow-

ing year. In 205 he was dictator for the purpose
of holding the comitia. Metcllus survived the 2nd
Punic w'ar many years, and was employed in

several public commissions.— 3. Q. Caecilius Me-
telltu Macedonicus, sun of the l;ist, was pi-aetor

148, and carried on war in Macedonia against the

usurper Andriscua, whom he defeated and took

prisoner. He next turned his arms against the

Achaeans, whom he defeated at the beginning
of 146. On his return to Rome in 146, he
triumphed, and received the surname of Mace-
donicus. Metellus was consul in 143, and received

the province of Nearer Spain, where he carried on
the war with success for 2 years against the Celti-

beri. He was succeeded by Q. I’ompeius in 141.

Metellus was censor 131. He died 115, full of

3'ear3 and honours. He is frequently quoted by
the ancient writers as an extraordinaiy instance of

human felicitj'. Ho had filled all the highest

offices of the state with reputation and glory, and
was carried to the funeral pile by 4 sons, 3 of

whom had obtained the consulship iu his lifetime,

while the 4th was a candidate for the office at the
time of his death.— 4. L. Caecilius Metellus
Calvus, brother of the last, consul 1 42.— 5. Q.

Caecilius Metellus Balearicus, eldest son of

No. 3, was consul 123, when he subdued the in-

habitants of the Balearic islands, and n ceived in

consequence the surname of Balearicus. lie was
censor 120.— 6. L. Caecilius Metellus Biade-

matus, 2nd son of No. 3, has been frequently

confounded with Metellus Dalmaticus, consul 1 1

9

[No. 9.]. Metellus Diadematus received the latter

surname from his wearuig for a long time a bandage
round his forehead, in consequence of an ulcer.

He was consul 1 17.^7. M. Caecilius Metellus,

3rd son of No. 3, was consul 11.5, the year in

which his father died. In 114 he was sent into

Sardinia as proconsul, and suppressed an insurrec-

tion in the island, in consequence of which he
obtained a triumph in 113 on the same clay as his

brother Caprarius. —- 8. C. Caecilius Metellus
Capraritts, 4th son of No. 3. The origin of his

surname is quite uncertain. He was consul 113,

and carried on war in Macedonia against the

Thracinnsg whom ho subdued. He obtained a
triumph in consequence in the same year and on

the same day with his brother Marcus. He was
censor 102 with his cousin Mctellus Nuinidicus.—

9. L. Caecilius Metellus Dalmaticus, elder son

of No. 4, and frequently confounded, as has been

already remarked, with Diadematus [No. 5],

was cobsul 1 19, when he subdued the Dalmatians,

and obtained in consequence the surname Dalma-

ticus. He was censor with Cn. Doinitius Aheno-
barbus in 115; and he was also pontifex maximus.

He was alive in 100, when he is mentioned as one

of the senators of high rank, who took up arms

^inst Saturninus.—* 10. Q. Caecilius Metellttf

Humidicus, younger son of No. 4, was one of the

most distinguished members of his family. The
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character of Metellus stood very hi^li among hia

contemporaries ;
in an age of growing corruption

his personal integrity remained unsullied
; and he

was distinguished for his abilities in war and peace.

He was one of the chief leaders of the aristocratical

party at Home. He was consul lOd, and carried

on the war against Jugiirtha in Numidiu with

great success. [Jugurtha.] He remained in

Numidia during the following year as proconsul

;

•but as he was unable to bring the war to a con-

clusion, his legate C. Marius industriously circulated

reports in the camp and the city that Metellus de-

signedly protracted the war, for the purpose of

continuing in the command. These rumours had
the desired effect. Marius was raised to the con-

sulship, Numidia was assigned to him as his

province, and Metellus saw the honour of finishing

the war Snatched from his grasp. [Marius.] On
his return to Rome in 107 he was received with

. the greatest honour. He celebrated a splendid

triumph, .'*id received the surname of Numidicus.

In 102 he was censor with his cousin Metellus

Caprarins. In 100 the tribune Satuminus and

Marius resolved to ruin Metellus. Satuminus

proposed an agrai’ian law, to which ho added the

clause, that the senate should swear obedience to

it witliin days after its enactment, and that

whosoever should refuse to do so should be expelled

the senate, and pay a heavy fine. Metellus re-

fused to the oath, and was therefore expelled

the senate
;
but Satuminus, not content with this,

brought forward a bill to punish him with exile.

Tlic friends of Metellus were ready to take up

arms in his defence; but Metellus quitted the city,

and retired to Rhodes, where he bore his mis-

fortune with great calmness. He was however

recalled to Rome in the following year (99) on the

proposition of the tribune Q. Calidius. The orations

of Metellus aro spoken of with praise by Cicero,

and they continued to be read with admiration in

the time of Fronto.— 11. Q. Caeeilius MatellUB

Kepos, son of Balearicus [No. 5], and grandson

of Macedonicus [No. 3], appears to have received

the surname of Nepos, because he was the eldest

grardson of the latter. MeteHus Nepos exerted

himself in obtaining the recall of his kinsman Me-
tellus Numidicus from banishment in 99, and was

consul in 98, with T. Hidins. In this year the 2
consuls carried the lex Caccilia Didia.— 12. Q.

Caeeilius Metellus Fins, son of Numidicus

[No. 10], received the surname of Pius on account

of the love which he displayed for his father when
he besought the people to recall him from banish-

ment in 99. He was praetor 89, and was one of

the commanders in the Marsic or Social war. He
was still in arms in 87, prosecuting the amr against

the Siimnites, when Marius landed in Italy and
joined the consul Cinna. The soiate, in alarm,

summoned Metellus to Rome; but as he was unable

to defend the city against Marius and Cinna, he

crossed over to Africa. After remaining in Africa

3 years he returned to Italy, and joined Sulla,

who also returned to Italy in 83. In tile war
which followed against the Marian party, Metellus

was one of the most successful of Sulla's generals,

and gained several important victories both in

Umbria, and in Cisalpine Gaul. In 80, Metellus

was consul inth Sulla himself; and in the foUoinng

year (79), he went as proconsul into Spain, in

order to prosecute the war ^inst Sertorius, who
adhered to the Marian party. Here he remained
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for the next 8 years, and found it so difficult to

obtain any advantages over Sertorius, that the

senate sent Pompey to his assistance with procon-

sular power and another army. Sertorius, how-
ever, was a match for them both, and would pro-

bably have continued to defy till the efforts of

Metellus and Pompey, if he had not been murdered
by Perpenia and his friends in 72. [Sertorius.]
Metellus was pontifex maximus and, as he was
succeeded in this dignity by Julius Caesar in G3,

he must have died either in this ye;u'or at the end
of the preceding. — 13. Q. Caeeilius Metellus
Celer, elder son of Nepos [No. 11.]. In 06 he
served as legate in the army of Pompey in Asia;

and was praetor in G3, the year in which Cicero

was consul. During his year of ollicc he afforded

warm and efficient support to the aristocratical

p«ty. He prevented the condemnation of C. Ila-

hirius by removing the military flag from the

Joniculum. He co-operated with Cicero in opposing

Uie schemes of CatUine
;
and, when the latter left

the city to make war upon the republic, Metellus

had the charge of the Picentine and Senonian dis-

tricts. By blocking up the passes be prevented

Catiline from crossing the Apennines and pene-

trating into Gaul, and thus eumpcllcd iiim to turn

round and face Antonius, who was marching against

him from Etruria. In the following year, C2,

Metellus went with the title of proconsul into tho

province of Cisalpine Gaul, which Cicero had re-

linquished because he was unwillitig to leave the

city. In GO, Metellus was consul with L. Afranius,

and opposed all the efforts of liis colleague to obtain

the ratification of Pompey "s acts in Asia, and an
assignment of lands for his soldiers. He died in

59, and it was suspected that he had been poisoned

by his wife Clodia, with whom he lived on tho

most unhappy tonus, and who was a woman of the

utmost profligacy.— 14. Q. Cacciyus Metellus

Nepos, youngci son of the elder Nc[)03 [No. 11.].

He served as legate of Pompey in the war against

the pirates and in Asia from G7 to C l. lie re-

turned to Rome in C3 in order to become a candi-

date for the tribunate, that lie might thereby fu\ our

the views of Pompey. His election was opposed

by the aristocracy, but without success. His year

of office was a stormy one. One of his first acts

in entering upon his office on the 10th of De-

cember, 63, was a violent attack upon Cicero. lie

maintained that the man who had condemned

Roman citizens without a hearing ought not to be

heard himself, and accordingly prevented Cicero

from addressing the people on the lust day of his

consulship, and only allowed him to take the usual

oath, whereupon Cicero swore that he had saved

the state. In the following year (62) Metellus

brought forward a bill to summon Pompey, with

his army, to Rome, in order to restore peace, but

on the day on which the bill was to be read, tho

two parties come to open blows; and Metellus was

obliged to take to flight. He repaired to Pompey,

with whom he returned to Rome in 61. He was

praetor in 60, and consul in 57 with P. Lentulus

Spinther. Notwithstanding his previous enmity

wUh Cicero, he did not oppose his recall from

exile. In 56 Metellus administered the province

of Nearer Spain, where he carried on war against

the Yaccaei He died iu 55. Metellus did not

adhere strictly to the political principles of his

ffimily. He did not support tho aristocracy, like

his brother; nor, on the other hand, can be be said
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to have been a leader of the democracy. He was

in fact little more than a servant of Pompey, and

according to his bidding at one time opposed, and

at another supported Cicero. 15. Q. Caecilixis

Metellns Fins Scipio, the adopted son of Metelliis

Pius [No. 12.]. He was the son of P. Scipio

Nasica, praetor .04. Hence his name is given in

various forms. Sometimes he is called P. Scipio

Nasica, sometimes Q. Metellus Scipio, and some-

times simply Scipio or Metellus. He was tribune

of the plebs in 50, and was a candidate for the con-

sulship along with Plautius Hypsaeus and Milo in

,53. He was supported by the Clodian mob, since

he was opposed to Milo, but in consequence of the

disturbances in the citj', the enmitia could not be

held for the election of consuls. After the murder

of Clodius at the beginning of 52, Pompey was
elected sole consul. In the course of the same

year Pompey married Cornelia, the daughter of

Scipio, and on the Ist of August he made his

father-in-law his colleague in the consulship. Scipio

showed his gratitude by using every effort to

destroy the power of Caesar and strengthen that

of Pompey. He took an active part in all the

proceedings, which led to the breaking out of the

civil war in 49; and in the division of the provinces,

made among the Pompeian party, he obtained

Syria to which he hastened without delay. After

plundering the province in the most unmerciful

manner, he crossed over into Greece in 48 to join

Pompey. He commanded the centre of the Pom-
peian army at the battle of Pharsnlia. After the

loss of the battle he fled, first to Corcyra and then

to Africa, where he received the chief command of

the Pompeian troops. He was defeated by Caesar

at the decisive battle of Thapsus in 4(5. He at-

tempted to escape by sea, but his squadron having

been overpowered by P. Sittius, he put an end to

his own life. Metellus Scipio never exhibited any
proofs of striking abilities cither in war or in

peace. In public, be showed himself cruel, vin-

dictive, and oppressive
;
in private, he was mean,

avaricious, and licentious, even beyond most of

his contemporaries.— 16. Q. Caecilius Metellus

Cretious, was consul 69, and carried on war against

Crete, which he subdued in the course of 3 years.

He returned to Rome in 66, but was unable to

obtain a triumph in consequence of the opposition

of Pompey, to whom he had refused to surrender

hia command in Crete, which Pompey had claimed

in virtue of the Gabinian law, which had given

him the supreme command in the whole of the

Mediterranean. Metellus, however, would not

relinquish his claim to a triumph, and accordingly

resolved to wait in the neighbourhood of the city

till more favourable circumstances. He was still

before the city in 63, when the conspiracy of

Catiline broke out. He was sent into Apulia to

prevent an apprehended rising of the slaves ; and

in the following year, 62, after the death of Cati-

line, he was at length pennitted to make his

triumphal entrance into Home, and received the

surname of Creticus. Metellus, as was to be ex-

pected, joined the aristocracy in their opposition

to Pompey, and succeeded in preventing the latter

from obtaining the ratification of his acts in Asia.

—17. L. CaeoiliuB Metellus, brother of the last,

was praetor 71, and as propraetor succeeded Verres

in the government of Sicily in 70. He defeated

the pirates, and compelled them to leave the island.

Hia administration is praised by Cicero } bat he
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nevertheless attempted, in conjunction with his

brothers, to shield Verres from justice. He was
consul 68 with Q. Marcius Hex, but died at the

beginning oftheyear.—18. M. Caeoilius Metellus,
brother of the 2 last, was praetor 69, in the same
year that his eldest brother was consul. The lot

gave him the presidency in the court de pecuniis

repetundis^ and Verres was very anxious that his

trial
^

should come on before Metellus.— 19. L.

Caecilius Metellus Creticus, was tribune of the

plebs, 49, and a warm supporter of the aristocracy.

He did not fly from Home with Pompey and the
rest of his party ; and he attempted to prevent Caesar

from taking possession of the sacred treasury, and
only gave way upon being threatened with death.

Methftua. [Methonb, No. 4.]

Methame daughter of king Pyg-
malion, and wife of Cinyras. See Cinyras.
Me^5iie (Mc0<6ki7 : Mcfiwvaiov). 1. Or MothSne

(Modtii/ij: Modon\ a town at the S. W. corner of

Messenia, with an excellent harbour, protected

from the sea by a reef of rocks, of which the largest

was called Molbon. The ancients regarded Mo-
thone as the Pedasus of Homer. After the conquest

of Messenia, it became one of the Lacedaemonian
harbours, and is mentioned as such in the Pelo-

ponnesian war. The emperor Trajan conferred

several privileges upon the city.— 2. (Eleut/iero-

khori)y a Greek town in Macedonia on the Thennaic
gulf, 40 stadia N. E. of Pydna, was founded by
the Erctrians, and is celebrated from Philip having
lost an eye at the siege of the place. After its

capture by Philip it was destroyed, but was sub-

sequently rebuilt, and is mentioned by Strabo as

one of the towns of Macedonia.— 3. A town'in
Thessaly mentioned by Homer, but does not occur

ill historical times. The ancients placed it in

Magnesia.— 4. Or Meth&na (Medava : Metluina

or MUone\ an ancient town in Argolis, situated on
a peninsula of the same name, opposite the island

of Acgiiia. The peninsula runs a considerable way
into the sea, and is connected with the mainland
by a narrow isthmus, lying between the towns of

Troezen and Epidaurus. The town of Methana
lay at the foot of a^mountain of volcanic origin.

M§th5ra (Mc0opa, M68ovpa rj rwu ©ewv ; Afa-
tra^ the sacred city of Krishna), a city of India

intra Gangcm, on the river Jomanes {Jumna), was
a great seat of the worship of the Indian god

whom the Greeks identified with Hercules.

Methydrlum, (Me0i/5pioi' : Me0vSpitii5),a town

in central Arcadia, 170 stadia N. of Megalopolis.

Metbynma MrjOvfiva, Mfdv/aya, the former
generally in the best writers ; also on coins the

Aeolic form MdOvfiya : MTjfiu/xvalor, MeBv/jLvaios

:

Moiwo),Khe second city of Lesbos, stood at the

north extremity of the island, and had a good
harbour. It was the birthplace of the musician
and dithyzambic poet Arion, and of the historian

Heilanicus. The celebrated Lesbian wine grew
in its neighbourhood. In the Peloponnesian war
it remained faithful to Athens, even during the

great Lesbian revolt [Mytilene] : afterwards it

was sacked by the Spartans (b. c. 406) and never

quite recovered its prosperity.

Motion (Mrjrluv), son of Erechtheus and Praxi-
thea, and husband of Alcippe. His sons, the

Metionidae, expelled their cousin Pandion from
his kingdom of Athens, but were themselves after-

wards expelled by the sons of Pandion.

M6tis (M^is), the personification of prudence.
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is described as a daughter of Oceanus and Tethys,

and the Ist wife of Zeus. Afraid lest she should

give birth to a child wiser and more powerful than

himself, Zeus devoured her in the first month of

her pregnancy. Afterwards he gave birth to

Athena, who sprang from his head. [See p. 101, a.]

MStius. [Mkttius.]

Meton (Merwt'), an astronomer of Athens, who,

in conjunction with Euctemon, introduced the

cycle of 19 years, by which he adjusted the course

of the sun and moon, since he had observed that

235 lunar months correspond very nearly to 19

solar years. The commencement of this c}'cle has

been placed B. c. 432. We have no details of

Meton’s life, with the exception that his father's

name was Pausanias, and that he feigned insanity

to avoid sailing for Sicily in the ill-fated expe-

dition of which he is stated to have had an evil

presentiment.

MetrSdonu (MijrpdScDpos). 1. Of Cos, son of

Epicharmus, and grandson of Thyrsus. Like

several of that family, he addicted himself partly

to the study of the Pythagorean philosophy, partly

to the science of medicine. He wrote a treatise

upon the works of Kpicharmus. He flourished

about B.c. 4 CO.— 2. Of Lampsacus, a contempo-

rary and friend of Anaxagoras. He Avrote on

Homer, the leading feature of his system of inter-

pretation being that the deities and stories in

Homer were to be understood as allegorical modes

of representing physical powers and phenomena.

Ho died 46-1.— 3. Of Chios, a' disciplu of Demo-
critus, or, according to other accounts, of Ncssus

of Chios, flourished about 330. lie was a phi-

losopher of considerable reputation, and professed

the docyine of the sceptics in their fullest sense.

Ho also studied, if he did not practise, medi-

cine, on which he wrote a good deal. He was
the instructor of Hippocrates and Anaxarchus.

— 4, A native of Lampsacus or Athens, was the

most distinguished of the disciples of Epicurus,

with whom he lived on terms of the closest friend-

ship. He died 277, in the 53rd year of his age,

7 years before Epicunis, who w^uld liave appointed

him his successor had he survived him. The phi-

losophy of Metrodorus appears to have been of a

more grossly sensual kind than that of Epicurus.

Perfect happiness, according to Cicero’s account,

ho made to consist in having a well-constituted

body. He found fault with his brother Timocrates

for not admitting that the belly was the test and

measure of every thing that pertained to a happy

life. He was the author of several works, quoted

by the ancient writers.— 6. Of Scepsis, a philo-

sopher, who was raised to a position ol^ great in-

fluence and trust by Mithridates Eupator, being

appointed supreme judge without appeal even to

the king. Subsequently he Wcos led to desert his

allegiance, when sent by Mithridates on an em-

bassy to Tigranes, king of Armenia. Tigranes

sent him back to Mithridates, but he died on the

road. According to some accounts he vms de-

spatched by order of the king ;
according to others

he died of disease. He is frequently mentioned

bv Cicero; he seems to have been particularly

celebrated for his powers of memoiy. In conse-

^
' ’ - -

^ to the Romans he was sur-

named the J^omon-Aoter.— 6. Of Stratonice in

Caria, was at first a disciple of the school of Epi-

curus, but afterwards attached himself to Car-

neades. He flourished about 110.
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MdtrdpSlis (MiirpdffroAir). 1. The most an-

cient capital of Phrygia, but in historical times

an inconsiderable place. Its position is doubtful.

Some identify it with AfiownuKarorHisar near

the centre of Great Phrygia, which agrees well

enough with the position of the Campus Metro-
politanus of Livy (xxxviii. 15), while others find

it in the ruins at PiameshKidessi in the N. of

Phiygia, and suppose a second Metropolis in the

S., as that to which the Campus Metropolitanus

belonged.—2. In Lydia (Turbaliy Ru.), a city

in the plain of the Cayster, between Ephesus
and Smyrna, 120 stadia from the former and 200
from the latter.—There were other cities, of Asia
so called ; but they are either unimp^utant, or

better known by other names, such as Ancyra,
Rostra, Caesarea in Palestine, Edessa, and others.—
3. {Kaatri)^ a town of Thessaly in Histiaeotis, near
the Peneus, and between Gomphi and Pharsalus,

formed by the union of several small towns, to

which Ithome also belonged.— 4. A town of

Acarnania in the district Amphilochia, between tho

Ambracian gulf and the river Achelous.

Metrdilm aft. Aulia (Mfjrpwoy, on coins M^rpor,
AvAlo, AoXaia), a city of Bithynuu

Hettlns or Metins. 1. CurtYoa. [Curtws.]— 2. FuffetYus, dictator of Alba in the reign of
Tillius Hostilius, third king of Rome. After the

combat between the Horatii and Curiatii had de-

termined the supremacy of the Romans, Mettius
was summoned to aid them in a war with Fidenne
and the Veientines. On the field of battle Mettius

drew off his Albans to the hills, and awaited the

issue of tho battle. On the following day the

Albans were all deprived of their arms, and Met-
tius himself, ns the punishment of his treachery,

was torn asunder by chariots driven in opposite

directions,

Metiilum, the chief toAvn of t/fe Inpydes in

Illyricum, was near the frontiers of Liburnia, and
Avas situated on 2 peaks of a steep mountain.

Augustus nearly lost his life in reducing this place,

the inhabitants of which fought against him Avith

the most desperate courage.

Hey&nYa (Mevanas, atis : Bera/fna\ an ancient

city in the interior of Umbria on the river Tinea,

AA'as situated on the road from Rome to Ancona in

a very fertile countrj', and was celebrated for its

breed of beautiful Avhite oxen. It was a strongly

fortified place, though its walls Avere built only of

brick. According to some accounts Propertius Avas

a native of this place.

MecentYus (l/lta4mios\ king of the Tyrrhe-

nians or Etruscan^ at Caere or Agyll^ was ex-

pelled by his subjects on account of his cruelty,

and took refuge with Tumus, king of the Rufu-

lians, Avhom he assisted in the war against Aeneas
and the Trojans. Mezentius and his son Lausus
were slain in battle by Aeneas. This is the ac-

count of Virgil. Livy and Dionysius, however,
say nothing a^ut the expulsion of Mezentius from
Caere, but represent him as an ally of Turnus, and
relate that Aeneas disappeared during the battle

against the Rutulians and Etruscans at Lanuvinm.

Dionysius adds, that Ascanius was besieged by
Mezentius and Lausus ; that the besieged in a
sally by night slew Lausus, and then concluded a
peace with Mezentius, who from henceforth con-

tinued to be their ally.

Xioipia (Mixlifras), king of Numidia, the eldest

of the sons of Maiinissa. After the death of the
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latter (b. c. 148), the sovereign power was divided

by Scipio between Mietpsa and his two brothers,

Giilussa and Mastanabal, in such a manner that

the possession of Cirta, the capital of Numidia,

together with the financial administration of the

kingdom, fell to the share of Micipsa. It was not

long, however, before the death of both his brothers

left him in ^ssesiion of the undivided sovereignty

t^JN'umidi^li^ich he held from that time without

iatAxtqiipMk his death. He died in 118, leav-

ing lire kingdom to his 2 sons, Adherbal and
Hwmpsal, and their adopted brother Jogurtha.
Hieon (Mfinui/), of Athens, son of Phonochus,

was a very distinguished painter and statuary,

contemporary with Polygnotus, about n. c. 460.

MidaSum (MtWeiov), a city of Phrygia Epicte-

tus, between Dorylaeum and Pessinus j the place

where Sextus Pompeius was captured by the

troops of Antony, b. c. 35.

Midas (MiSas), son of Qordius and Gybele, is

said to have been a wealthy but effeminate king

of Phrygia, a pupil of Orpheus, and a great patron

of the worship of Dionysus. His wealth is alluded

to in a story connected with his childhood, for it is

said that while a child, ants carried grains of wheat
into his mouth, to indicate that one day he should

be the richest of all mortals. Midas was intro-

duced into the Satyric drama of the Greeks, and

was represented with the ears of a satyr, which

were afterwards lengthened into the ears of an
ass. He is said to have built the town of Ancyra,

and as king of Phrygia he is called lierecynthim

hcroa (Ov. Met. xi. 1 06 ). There are several stories

connected with Midas, of which the following arc

the most celebrated. 1. Silenus, the companion

and teacher of Dionysus, had gone astray in a

state of intoxication, and was caught by country

people in the^ rose gardens of Midas. He was
bound with wreaths of flowers and led before the

king. These gardens were in Macedonia, near

Mount Bermion nr Bromion, where Midas was king

of the Briges, with whom he afterwards emigrated to

Asia, where their name was changed into Phryges.

Midas received Silenus kindly
;
and, after treating

him with hospitality, he led him back to Dionysus,

who allowed Midas to ask a favour of him. Midas in

his folly desired that all things which he touched

should be changed into gold. The request was
granted ; but as even the food which he touched

became gold, he implored the god to take his

favour back. Dionysus accordingly ordered him
to bathe in the source of Pactolus near Mount
Tmolus. This bath saved Midas, but the river

from that time had an abundance of gold in its

sand—2. Midas, who was himself related to the

race of Satyrs, once had a visit from a Satyr, who
indulged in all kinds of jokes at the king's ex-

pence. Thereupon Midas mixed wine in a well

;

and when the Satyr had drunk of it, he fell asleep

and was caught. This well of Midas was at dif-

ferent times assigned to different localities. Xeno-
hon {Anah. i. 2. § 13) places it in the neighhour-

ood of Thymbrram and T
3rraenm, and Pausanias

at Ancyra.— 3. Once when Pan and Apollo were

engaged in a musical contest on the flute and lyre,

Midas was chosen to decide between them. The
ing decided in fevour of Pan, whereupon Ajrallo

changed his ears into those of an ass. Midas
contrived to conceal them under his Phrygian cap,

but the servant who used to cut his hair discovered

them. The secret so much harassed this man,
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that as he could not betray it to a human being,

he dug a hole in the earth, and whispered into it,

“ King Midas has ass's ears.” He then filled the
hole up again, and his heart was released. But on
the same spot a reed grew up, which in its whis-
pers betrayed the secret. Midas is said to have
killed himself by drinking the blood of an ox.

Mid5a or Midea (MtSeta, MiSea : MiSedrTjs), a
town in Argolis, of uncertain site, is said to have
been originally called Persepolis, because it had
been fortified by Perseus. It was destroyed by
the Argives.

Midianitae. [Madianitae].
MIdlas an Atheniiui of wealth and

influence, was a violent enemy of Demosthenes,
the orator. In b. c. 354 Midias assjiulted De-
mosthenes when he waa discharging the duties of

Choregus, during the celebration of the great Dio-
nysia. Demosthenes brought an accusation against

Midias
;
but the speech, which he wrote for the

occasion, and which is extant, was never published,

since Demosthenes dropped the accusation, in con-

sequence of his receiving the sum of 30 niinae.

Mieza (Mtefii: a town of Macedonia
in Emathia, S.W. of Pella, and not far from the

frontiers of Thessaly.

Milknlon (M«\ai/l«y), son of Araphidamas,
and husband of Atalanta. For details, see Ata-
LANTA.

Milet5p51i8 (Mi\»jT<firoAis : Mnhilklt^ or Ha-
mamli? llu.), a city of Mysia, in Asia Minor,
at the confluence of the river Khyndacus and
Maccstus, and somewhat E. of the lake wliieh

was named after it, Lacus Miletopolitis
ToiroXtris aIjuvt} : Lake of Maniyas). This lake,

which was also called Artynia, lies some miles

W. of the larger lake of Apollouia {AbiUuonte).

Miletopolis. [BorystuenesJ.
Miletus (M1At;tos), son of Apollo and Aria of

Crete. Being beloved by Minos anti Sarpodon, lie

attached himself to the latter, and fled from Minos
to Asia, where he built the city of Miletus. Ovid
(Afe^ix.442) calls him a son of Apollo and Deione,
and hence Deionides.

Miletus(MTAt^tos, Dor, MlAaror : MiAy^aios, and
on inscriptions, MuKijaios: Milesius), one of the

greatest cities of Asia Minor, belonged terri-

torially to Caria and politically to Ionia, being

the S.-most of the 12 cities of the Ionian con-

federacy. It is mentioned by Homer us a Cariau

city ; and one of its early names, Lelegeis, is

a sign that the Lelcgea also formed a part of

its population. Its first Greek colonists were
said to have been Cretans who were expelled

by Mince ; the next were led to it by Neleiis

at the time of the so-called Ionic migration. Its

name was derived from the mythical leader of

the Cretan colonists, Miletus : it was also called

Pityusa (ntrvotio-a), and Anaotoria {'Avcutropla),

The city stood upon the S. headland of the iSinus

Latmicus, opposite to the mouth of the Maeander,

and pdssessed 4 distinct harbours, protected by a

group of islets, called Lade, Dromiscus, and Feme.
The city wall enclosed two distinct towns, called

the outer and the inner ;
the latter, which was

also called Old Miletus, stood upon an eminence

overhanging the sea, and was of great strength.

Its tenitory extended on both sides of the Ma»-
ander, as far apparently as the promontories of

Mycale on the N. and Posidium on the S. It

was rich in flodcs
; and the city was celebrated
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for its woollen fabrics, the Milesia veil^a. At a
very early period it became a great maritime state,

extending its commerce throughout the Mediter*

ranean, and even beyond the Pillars of Hercules,

but more especially in the direction of the Euxine,
along the shore of which the Milesians planted

several important colonies, such as Gyzicus, Sinope,

Abydos, Istropolis, Tomi, Olbia or Boryethenes,

Ajrilonia, Odessus, and Panticapaeum. Nau-
cratis in Egypt was also a colony of Miletus. It

also occupies a high place in the early history

of Greek literature, as the birthplace of the phi-

losophers Thales, Anaximander, and Anaxime-
nes, and of the historians Cadmus and Heca-
taeus. After the rise of the Lydian monarchy,
Miletus, by its naval strength, resisted the attacks

of Alyattes and Sadyattes for 11 years, but fell be-

fore Croesus, whose success may perhaps be ascribed

to the intestine factions which for a long period

weakened the city. With the rest of Ionia, it was
conquered by Harpagus, the general of Cyrus, in

B. r. 557 ; and under the dominion of the Persians

it still retained its prosperity till the great Ionian

revolt, of which Miletus was the centre [Arista-
GORAs, IIisTiAXUs], and after the suppression of

which it was destroyed by the Persians (b. c.

494). It recovered sufficient importance to oppose

a vain resistance to Alexander the Great, which
brought upon it a second ruin. Under the Roman
emi)ire it still appears as a place of some conse-

quence, until its final destruction by the Turks.

— Its mins are difficult to discover, on account of

the great ^hangc made in the coast by the river

Maeander. [Maeandkb.] They are usually

supposed to be those at the wretched village of

Palatia, on the S. bank of the Mendereh^ a Tittle

above its’present mouth
;
but Forbiger has shown

that these are more probably the ruins of Myus,
and that those of Miletus are buried in a lake

formed by the Mendereh at the foot of Mt.
Latmys.
milchuB, a Phoenician god, represented as the

son of a satyr and of the nymph Myrice, and with

horns on his head. (Sil. Ital. iii. 103.)

Mlllchus (MctA(xos), a smaTl river in Ach.ala,

which flowed by the town of Patrae, and is said

to have been originally called Amilichua ('A/aef-

AiXos) on account of the human victims sacrificed

on its banks to Artemis.

Milo or Milon (MiXcify). 1. Of Crotona, son of

Diotiraus, an athlete, famous for his extraordinary

bodily strength. He was 6 times victor in wrestling

at the Olympic games, and as often at the Py-
thian

;
but having entered the lists at Olympia a

7th time, he was worsted by the superior agility

of his adversary. By these successes h<fobtained

great distinction among his countrymen, so that he

was even appointed to command the army which

defeated the Sybarites, b. c. 511. Many stories

are related by ancient writers of Milo's extraordi-

nary feats of strength ; such as his carrying a

heifer of four years old on his shoulders tlprough

the stadium at Olympia, and afterwards eating

the whole of it in a single day. The mode of his

death is thus related : as he was passing through

a forest when enfeebled by age, he saw the trunk

of a tree which had been partially split open by
woodcutters, and attempted to rend it further, but

the wood closed upon his bands, and thus held

him fiut, in which state he was attacked and de-

voured by wolves.—2. A general in the service
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of Pyrrhus king of Epirus, who sent him forward
with a body of troops to garrison the citadel of
Tarentum, previous to his own arrival in Italy.

When Pyrrhus finally quitted that country and
withdrew into Epirus, he still left Milo in charge
of the citadel of Tarentum, together with his son
Helenus.— 3. T. Annins Milo FapiniftnuB, was
the son of C. Papius Celsus and Annia, and was
adopted by his maternal grandfather T. Annius
Luscus. He was bom at Lanuvium, of which place

he was in b. c. 53 dictator or chief magistrate. Milo
was a man of a daring and unscrupulous character

;

and as he was deeply in debt, he resolved to ob-

tain a wealthy province. For this purpose he
connected himself with the aristocracy. As tribune

of the plebs, b. c. 57, he took an active part in

obtaining Cicero's recall from exile, and from this

time he carried on a fierce and memorable contest

with P. Clodius. In 53 Milo was candidate for

the consulship, and Clodius for the praetorship of

the ensuing year. Each of the candidates kept a
gang of gladiators, and there were frequent combats
between the rival ruffians in the streets of Rome.
At length, on the 20th of January, 62, Milo and
Clodius met apparently by accident at Bovillae on
the Appian road. An affray ensued between their

followers, in which Clodius was slain. At Rome
such tumults followed upon the burial of Clodius,

that Pompey was appointed sole consul in order to

restore order to the state. Pompey immediately
brought forward various laws in connection with
the late disturbances. As soon as these were
passed, Milo was formally accused. All Pompey's
influence was directed against him ; but Milo was
not without hope, since the higher aristocracy,

from jealousy of Pompey, supported him, and
Cicero undertook his defence. His trial opened
on the 4th of April, 52. He was impeached on
3 counts—de Ei, de Amhitu^ or bribery, and de

Sodaiitiis^ or illegal interference with the freedom of

elections. L. Domitins Ahenobarbus, a consular,

was appointed quaesitor by a special law of Pom-
pey's, and all Rome and thousands of spectators

from Italy thronged the forum and its avenues.

But Milo’s chances of acquitbil wero wholly marred
by the virulence of his adversaries, who insulted

and obstructed the witnesses, the process, and
the conductors of the defence. Pompey availed

himself of these disorders to line the forum and its

encompassing hills with soldiers. Cicero was in-

timidated, and Milo was condemned. Had he even
been acquitted on the Ist count, de Ft, the two
other charges of bribery and c«)n8piracy awaited
him. He therefore went into exile. Cicero, who
could not deliver, re-wrote and expanded the de-
fence of Milo—tho extant oration—and sent it

to him at Marseilles. Milo remarked, 1 am glad
this was not spoken, since I must have been ac-

quitted, and then had never known the delicate

flavour of these Marseilles-mullets." Caesar re-

fused to recall Milo from exile in 49, when he
permitted many of the other exiles to return. In
the following year (48) M. Caelius, the praetor,

bad, during Caesar's absence, promulgated a bill

for the adiuBtment of debts. Needing desperate

allies, Caelins accordingly invited Milo to Italy,

as the fittest tool for his purposes. At the head
of a band of criminals and nm-away slaves, Milo
appeared in the S. of Italy, but was opposed by
the praetor Q. Pedius, and slain under the walls

of an obscure fort in tlM district of Thurii. Mib^
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in 57, married Fausta, a daughter of the dictator

Sulla. She proved a faithless wife, and Sallust,

the historian, was soundly scourged by Milo for

an intrigue wdth her.

Miltfades (MtXrniSvir). 1. Son of Cypselus,

was a man of considerable distinction in Athens in

the time of Pisistratus. The Doloncians, a Thra-

cian tribe dwelling in the Chersonesus, being hard

pressed in war by the Absinthians, applied to the

Delphic oracle for advice, and were directed to

admit a colony led by the man who should be the

first to entertain them after they left the temple.

This was Miltiades, who, eager to escape from the

rule of Pisistratus, gladly took the lead of a colony

under the sanction of the oracle, and became

tyrant of the Chersonesus, which he fortified by a

u^l built across its isthmus. In a war with the

people of Lampsacus he was taken prisoner, but

was set at liberty on fhe demand of Croesus. He
died without leaving any children, and his sove-

reignty passed into the hands of Stesagoras, the son

of his half-brother Cimon. Sacrifices and games
were instituted in his honour, in which no Lamp-
sacene was suffered to take part. —2. Son of Cimon
and brother of Stesagoras, became tyrant of the

Chersonesus on the death of the latter, being sent

out by Pisistratus from Athens to take possession

of the vacant inheritance. By a stratagem he got

the chief men of the Chersonesus into his power

and t]prew them into prison, and took a force of

mercenaries into his pay. In order to strengthen

his position still more, he married Hegesipyla, the

daughter of a Thracian prince named Olorus. He
joined Darius Hystaspis on his expedition against

the Scythians, and was left with tne other Greeks

in charge of the bridge over the Danube. When
the appointed time had expired, and Darius had

not returned, Miltiades recommended the Greeks

to destroy tlfj bridge and leave Darius to his fate.

Some time after the expedition of Dariasm inroad

of the Scythians drove Miltiades. from his posses-

sions ;
but after the enemy had retired the Dolon-

cians brought him back. It appears to have been

between this period and his withdrawal to Athens,

that Miltiades conquered and expelled the Pelas-

gian inhabitants of Lemnos and Imbros and sub-

jected the islands to the dominion of Attica.

Lemnos and Imbros belonged to the Persian do-

minions; tmd it is probable that this encroach-

ment on the Persian possessions was the cause

which drew upon Milti^es the hostility of Darius,

and led him to fly from the Chersonesus, when the

Phoenician fleet approached, after the subjugation

of Ionia. Miltiades reached Athens in safety, but

his eldest son Metiochus fell into the hands of the

Persians. At Athens Miltiades was arraigned, as

being amenable to the penalties enacted against

tvranny, but was acquitted. When Attica was
threatened with invasion by the Persians under

Datis and Artaphemes, Miltiades was chosen one

of the ten generals. Miltiades by his arguments

induced the polemarch Callimachus to give the

casting vote in favour of risking a battle with the

enemy, 4he opinions of the ten generals being

equally divided. Miltiades waited till his turn

came, and then drew his army up in battle array

on the ever, memorable Add of Marathon. [Ma-
RaTHON.] After the defeat of the Persians Mil-

tiades endeavoured to urge the Athenians to mea-
sures of retaliation, and induced them to entrust to

him an annamentof 70 ships, without knowing the
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purpose for which they were designed. He pro-

ceeded to attack the island of Paros, for the pur-

pose of gratifying a private enmity. HU attacks,

however, were unsuccessful ; and after receiving a
dangerous hurt in the leg, while penetrating into a
sacred endosure on some superstitious errand, he
was compelled to raise the siege and return to

Athens, where he was impeached by Xanthippus
for having deceived the people. His wound had
turned into a gangrene, and being unable to. plead

his cause in person, he was brought into court on
a couch, hU brother Tisagoras conducting hU de-

fence for him. He was condemned
;
but on the

ground of his services to the state the penalty was
commuted to a fine of 50 talents, the cost of the

.equipment of the armament. Being unable to pay
this, he was thro4rn into prison, where he not long

after died of his wound. The fine was subsequently

paid by his son Cimon.

Milvliis Pons. [Roma.]
Hilj^as MiXvdr : Milyae), was origi-

nally the name of all Lveia ; hut it was afterwards

applied to the high table land in the N. of Lycia,

between the Cadmus and the Taurus, and extend-

ing considerably into Pisidia. Its people seem to

have been the descendants of the original inhabit-

ants of Lycia. It contained a city of the same
name. After the defeat of Antiochus the Great,

the Romans gave it to Euraencs, king of Perg.amus,

but its real government seems to have been in the

hands of Pisidian princes.

Himallon the Macedonian name
of the Bacchantes, or, according to others, of Bac-
chic Amazons. Ovid (Ars Am. i. 641) uses the

form Mimallonides.

UChnas (Miliar), a giant, said to have been

killed by Ares, or by Zeus, with a flash of light-

ning. The island of Prochyte, near Sicily, was
believed to rest upon his body.

MimnermilB (Mi/tvep/toy), a celebrated elegiac

poet, was generally called a Colophonian, but was
properly a native of Smyrna, and was descended

from those Colophonians who reconquered Smyrna
from the Aeolians. He flourished from about

B. c. 634 to eOff. He was a contemporary of

Solon, who, in an extant fragment of one of his

poems, addresses him as still living. Only a

few fragments of the compositions of Mimnermus
have come down to us. They belong chiefly to

a poem entitled Nanno, and are addressed to the

flute-player of that name. The compositions of

Mimnermus form an epoch in the history of elegiac

poetry. Before his time the elegy had been de-

voted chiefly either to warlike or national, or to

convivial and joyous subjects. Archilochus had,

indeed, tccasionally employed the elegy for strains

of lamentation, but Mimnermus was the first who
systematically made it the vehicle for plaintive,

mournful, and erotic strains. The instability of

human ^fipiness, the helplessness of man, the

cores and miseries to which life is exposed, the

brief season that man has to enjoy himself in, the

wret^edness of old age, are plaintively dwelt

upon by him, while love is held up as the only

consolation t^t men possess, life not being worth

having when it can no longer be enjoyed. The
latter topic was most frequently dwelt upon, and

as an erotic poet he was held in high estimation in

antiquity. (Hor. ii.2. 100.) The fragmmts
ai^ublisb^ separately by Bach, Lips. 1826.

Kliiaei (Mn'cubt), one of the chief peoples of
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Arabia, dwelt on the W. coast of Arabia Felix,

and in the inferior of the peninsula^ and carried

on a large trade in spices, incense, the other

products of the land.

IDnaa Sabh&tlui (Mclvar Sa^ardd), a fort in

Bab}'lonia, built in the' time of the later Roman
empire, on the site of Seleucia,^which the Romans
had destroyed.

Xinolns {Mincio\ a river in Gallia Transpa-
dana, flows thro^h the lake Benacus (^Lago di

Garda\ and falls into the Po, a little below Mantua.
Mindhma (Mfi^opor), a Lacedaemonian, suc-

ceeded Astyochus in the command of the Lacedae-
monian fleet, B. G. 41 1. He was defeated and slain

in battle by the Athenians near Cyzicus in the

following year.

ICbierya, called Athena by theGreeks. The
Greek goddess is spoken of in a separate article.

[Atmsna.] Minerva was one of the great Ro-
man divinities. Her name seems to be of the

same root as ment; and she js accordingly the

thinking, calculating, and inventive power per-

sonified. Jupiter was the Ist, Juno the 2nd, and
Mjlnerva the 3rd in the number of the Capitoline

divinities. Tarquin, the son of Demaratus, was
believed to have united the 3 divinities in one
common temple, and hence, when repasts were
prepared for the gods, these 3 always went toge-

ther. She was the daughter of Jupiter, and is

said to have sometimes wielded the thunderbolts of

her father. As Minerva was a virgin divinity,

and her father the supreme god, the Romans easily

identihed her with the Gre^ Athena, and accord-

ingly ail the attributes of Athena were gradually

transferred to the Roman Minerva. But we con-

flne ourselves at present to those which were
peculiar to the Roman goddess. Being a maiden
goddess, her sacrifices consisted of calves which
had not home the yoke. She is said to have in-

vented numbers; and it is added that the law
respecting the driving in of the annual nail was
for this reason attached to the temple of Minerva;

She was worshipped as the patroness of all the

arts and trades, and at her festival she was parti-

cularly invoked by all who desired to distinguish

themselves in any art or craft, such as painting,

poetry, the art of teaching, medicine, dyeing, spin-

ning, weaving, and the like. This character of the

goddess may be perceived also from the proverbs

to do a thing ptnyui Aftneroa/* i. e. to do a- thing

in an awkwsj^ or clumsy qianner ; and nts Mi-
Mrvam, of a stupid person who presumed to set

'

right an intelligent one. Minerva, however, was
the patroness, not only of females, on whom she

conferred skill in sewing, spinning, weaving, Ac.,

but she also guided men ^n the dangers of war,
where victory is gained by cunnitig, prudence,

courage, and perseverance. Hence sm was repre-

sented with a helmet, shield, and a coat of mail

;

and the booty made in war was fl^uently dedi-

cated to her. Minerva was farther believed to be
the inventor ft£ musical instruments, especially

wind instruments, the use of which was very im-
portaut in religious worship, and which were ac-

cordingly subjected to a sort of purificaUon every

year on the last day of the festival of Minerva.

This festival lasted 5 days, from the 19th to the

23rd ofMarch, and was called Quinquatrm^ 'beQW^
it began on the 5th day after the ides of the month.
This number of days was not accidental, for we
are told that the number 5 was sacred to Minerva.
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The most ancient temple of Minerva at Rome wt .

proliably that on the Capitol ;
another existed on the

Aventine
^
and she had a chapel at the foot of the

Caelian h^, where she bore toe suiname of Captiu

MXnanpae Arx or ICnerrluiu {Cautro), a hill

on the coast of Calabria, where Aeneas is said to

have landed.

lOservae FromontSilnin (Punta della Oampa-
netla or deUa Minerva)^ a rocky promontory in

Campania, running out a long way into the sea, 6
miles S.E. of Surrentum, on whose summit was a
temple of Minerva, which was said to have been
built by Ulysses, and which was still standing in

the time of Seneca. Here the Sire^ are reported

to have dwelt. The Greeks regarded it as the
N.W. boundary of Oenotria.

IQilIo {Mignom\ a small river in Etruria,

which rises near Satrium, and fells into the Tyr-
rhene sea between Graviscae and Centum Cellae.

Min)[ii8 a river in the N.W. of Spain,

rises in the Cantabrian mountains in the N. of

Gallaecia, and fells into the ocean. It was also

called Baenis, and derived its name of Minius
from the minium or vennilion carried down by its

waters.

Hinda (Miuda), 1. A small island in the Saronic

gulf, off the coast of Megaris, and opposite a pro-

montory of the same name, was united to the
mainland by a bridge, and formed, with the pro-

montoiy,. the harbour of Nisaea. [See p. 429.}« 2. A town on the E. coast of Laconia, and on
a promontory of the same name, N.B. of Epidau-
riis Limera.*-3. A town on the W. port of the

N. coast of Crete, between the promontories Dre-
panum and Psacum.—*4. A town on the E. part

of the N. coast of Crete, belonging to the territory

of Lyctus, and situated on the narrowest part of

the island. --S. A town in Sicily. See HxaACLXA
Minua.

^
maoB (Mlpwf), 1. Son of Zeus and Europa,

brother of Rhadamanthus, was the king and legis-

lator of Crete. After his death he became one of

the judges of the shades in Hades. He was the

father of Deucalion and Ariadne
;
and, according

to Apollodorus, the brother of Sarpedon. Some
traditions relate that Minos married Itonc, daugh-

ter of Lyctius, by whom he had a son, Lycastus,

and that the latter became, by Ida, the daughter

of Corybas, tlie father of another Minos. But it

should be observed, that Homer and Hesiod know
only of one Minos, the ruler of Cnossus, and the

son and friend of Zeus ; and that they relate nearly

the same things about him which later traditions

assign to a second Minos, the grandson of the
‘

former. In this case, as in many other mythical

traditions, a rationalistic criticism attempted to

solve contradictions and difficulties in the stories

about a person,,by assuming that the contradictory

accounts must refer to two different personages.

-~2. Grandson of the former, and a son of Ly-
castus and Ida, was likewise a king and law-

giver of Crete. He is described as the husband of

PasipbaS, a daughter of Helios ; and as thp father

of Catreus, Deucalion, Glaucus,. AndxK^eus, Acalle,

Xenodice, Ariadne, and Phaedra. Aftiw the death

of Asterius, Minos aimed at the supremacy of

Crete, and declared that it was destined to him by
the gods ; in proof of which, he assorted that the

gods always answered his pt^ers. Accordingly,

as he was offering up a sacrince to Poseidon,, be

prayed that a bull might come forth from the sea,

oo
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and promised to sacrifice the animal. The bull

appeared, and Minos becape king of Crete.

(Others say that Minos disputed the government

with his brother, Sarpedon, and conquered.) But
Minos, who admired the beauty of the bull, did

not sacrifice him, and substituted another in his

place. Poseidon therefore rendered the bull furious,

and made PasiphaS conceive a passion for the

animal. Daedalus enabled PasipbaS to

her passion, and the became by the bull the

mother of the Minotaurua, a monster with a
human body and a bull’s head, or, according^ to

others, with a bull>^ body and a human head.

The monster was kept in the labyrinth at Cnossus,

constructed by DaedsHus. Daedalns fled from
Crete to escape the wrath of Minos and took re-

fuge in Sicily. Minos followed him to Sicily,

and was there slain by Cocalns and his daughters.

—Minos is further said to have divided Crete into

3 parts, and to have ruled 9 years. The Cretans

traced their legal and political institutions to

Minos. He is said to have been instructed in the

art of lawgiving by Zeus himself
;
and the Spartan,

Lycurgus, was believed to have taken the legis-

lation of Minos as his model. In his time Crete

was a powerful maritime state
;
and Minos not

only checked the piratical pursuits of his contem-

poraries, but made himself master of the Greek
islands of the Aegean. The most ancient l^nda
describe Minos as a just and wise law-giver,

whereas the later accounts represent him as an
unjust and cruel tyrant. In order to avenge the

wrong done to his son Androgens [Androobus]
at Athens, he made war against the Athenians

and Megarians. He subdued Megaia, and com-
pelled the Athenians either every year or every 9

years, to send him as a tribute 7 youths and 7
maidens, who were devoured in the labyrinth by
the Miuotagrus. The monster was slain by
Theseus.

Hluotaunu. [Minos.]
Mintha (MiVdij), a daughter of Cocytus, beloved

by Hades, was metamorphosed by Demeter or

Persephone into a plant called after her militia^

or mint. In the neighboturhood of Pylos there was
a hill called after her, and at its foot there was a

temple of Pluto, and a grove of Demeter.

Mintlld ; Vunttka), a mountain of Elis

in Triphylia, near Pylos.

Uintlimae (Minturnensis : Trajttta^, an im-

portant town in Latium, on the frontiers of Cam-

C’ was situated on the Appia Via, and on

banks of the Liris, and near the month of

this river. It was an ancient town of the Ausones

or Aurunci, but surrendered to the Konians of its

own accord, and received a Roman colony B.C.

2i)$. It was subsequently recolonised by Julius

Caesar. In its neighbourhood was a grove sacred

to the nymph Marica, and also extensive manhes
{Palud09 Mi)tiurtienaM\ formed by the overflowing

of the river Liris, in which Marias was taken

prisoner. [See p. 418, a.] The neighbourfaeod of

Mintumae piodRced good wine. There are the

ruins of an amphitheatre and of an aqueduct at the

modem TVq^Ma.
MinucUilUB (M(i/ouK(av4s). 1 A Greek rhe-

torician, was a contemporary of the celebrated

rhetorician'Hermogenes of Tarsus (fl. a. o. 170),

with whom ho was at variance.— 8. An Athenian,

the son of Nicagoras, was also a Greek rhetorician,

and lived in the reign of Gallienus (a. d. 260—
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268). He was the author of several rhetorical

works, and a portion of his T^xio? pTfropiK-fi is ex-

tant, and is published in the 9th volume of Walz's

Bketw'es Chnud*
lOafloXiui AngulnQS. [Augitrinus.]

ICnfleiiif Baiiuiu. [Basilus.]

IQnflMtis Eufoa. L M., consul & c. 221, when
he carried on war against the Istrians. In 217
he was magister equitum to the dictator Q. Fabius

Maximns. The cautions policy of Fabius dis-

pleased Minucius ; and accordingly when Fabius

was called away to Rome, Minucius disobeyed

the positive commands of the dictator, and risked

a battle with a pmtion of Hannibal’s troops. He
was fortunate enough to gain a victory ; in conse-

quence of which be be<^e so popular at Rome,
^at a bill was passed, giving him equal military

power with the dictator. The Roman army was
now divided, and «ach portion encamped separately

under its own general. Anxious for distinction,

Minneins eagerly accepted a battle which was of-

fered him H^nibal, but was defeated, and his

troops were oitly saved from total 'destruction by
the timely arrival of Fabius, with all his forces.

Thereupon Minucius generously acknowledged his

error, gave up his separate command, and placed

himself again under the authority of the dictator.

He fell at the battle of Cannae in the following

year.— 2. Q., plebeian aedile 201, praetor 200,

and consul 197, when he carried on war against

the Boil with snocess. In 189 he was one of the

10 commissioners sent into Asia after the conquest

of Antiochus the Great
;
and in 183 he was one of

the 3 ambassadors sent into Gaul.-8. X., praetor

197.—*4. X., tribune of the plebs 121, brought

forward a bill to repeal the laws of C. Gracchus.

This Marcus Minucius and his brother Quintus

are mentioned as arbiters between the inhabitants

of Genua and the Viturii, in a very interesting in-

scription, which was discovered in the year 1506,
about 10 miles from the modem city of Genoa.—
fl. consul 110, obtained Macedonia as his

rovinoe, carried on war with success against the

arbarians in Thrace, and triumphed on his return

to Rome. He perpetuated the memory of his

triumph by buUding the Portiens Minucia, near

the Cirous Flaminius.

lUnudiiB FeliXr [Fblix.]
Xinj^M (Mir4at), an ancient Greek race, who

originally dwelt in Thessaly. lolcos, in Thessaly,

was one of their most ancient seats. Their an-

cestral hero, Minyas, k said to have migrated from

Thessalv into the N. of Boeotia, and there to have
eatablisned the empire of the Minyae, with the ca-

pital of Orchomenos, [Orcbombnos.] As the

greater part of the Argonauts >W{^re descended from
the Minyae,they axe themssiimi^ed Minyae. The
descendants of the Argonauts founded a colony in

Lemnos, called Minyae. Thence they proceeded

to Elii Triphylia, and to the island of Thera.

XXajNw son of Chryses, and the

anoestrid hero of the race of the Minyae. The
accooats of his genealogy vary veiy much in the

diffiwent traditionB, for some call him a son of

Orchoonenus or Eteocles, others of Poseidon, Aleus,

Area, Sisyphus, or Halmus. He is further called

the husband of Tritogenia, Clytodora, or Phano-
syra. Orchomenua, Presbon, Athamas, Diochthon-

das, Eteoclymene, P^lymene, Leucippe, Arsinoe,

and AkathoS or Alcitho6, are mentioned as his

children. His tomb was shown at Orchomenos
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in Boeotia. A daughter of Minyas was called

Minyeias {-Mis) or Minii$ {-tdis). (See Ov. Met,
iv. 1. 32.)

MirobrXga. 1. A town of the Celtici in Liiii-

tauia, on the coast of the ocean."— 2. A Roman
inunicipium in the territory of the Turduli, in

Hispania Baetica, on the road from Emerita to

Caesaraugnsta.

Mufinum (Panto di Misetto)^ a promontory in

Campania, S. of Cumae, said to have derived its

name from Misenus, the companion and trumpeter

of Aeneas, who was drowned and buried here.

The bay formed by this promontory was converted

by Augustus into an excellent harbour, and was
made the principal station of the Roman fleet on
the Tyrrhene sea. A town sprung up around the

harbour, and here the admiral of the fleet usually

resided. The inhabitants were called Misenates

and Misenenses. The Roman nobles had pre-

viously built villas on the coast. Here was the

villa of C. Marius, which was purchased by Lu-
cullus, and which afterwards passed into the bands
of the emperor Tiberius, who died at this place.

IpsithenSi the father-in-law of the emperor
Gordian IT I., who married his daughter Sabinia

Tranquillina in A. n. 241. Misitheus was a man
of learning, virtue, and ability. He was appointed

by his son-in-law praefect of the praetorians, and
effected many important refonns in the royal

household. He accompanied Gordian in his expe-

dition against the Persians, whom he defeated

;

but in the course of this war he was cut off either

by disease, or by the treachery of his successor

Philippus, 243.

Mithras (Mldpos), the ^od of the sun among
the Persians. About the time of the Roman em-
perors his worship was introduced at Rome, and

thence spread over all parts of the empire. The
god is commonly represented as a handsome youth,

wearing the Phrygian cap and attire, and kneeling

on a bull which is thrown on the ground, and
whose throat he is cutting. The bull is at the

same time attacked by a dog, a serpent, and a
scoi*pion. This group appears frequently among
ancient works of art, and a flne«specimen is pre-

ser^'ed in the British Museum.
Mithrid&tes or Mithradfttes (Mt^piSdn^r or

M(flpa8dTiis),a common name among the Medes and
Persians, derived from Milra or MUhra^ the Per-

sian name for the sun, and the root <ia, signifying

^^to give.'* Mithridates would therefore mean,

“ given by the sun.** 1. 1. King, or, more properly,

satrap of Pontus, was son of Ariobarzanes 1., and
^v'as succeeded by Ariobananes^ll., about B.C.

363. The kings of Pontus claimed to be lineally

descended from one of the 7 Persians had

conspired against the Magi, and who was subse-

quently established by Darias Hystupis in the

government of the countries . bordering on the

Euxino sea. Very little is known of their hist^
until after the fall of the Perrian empire,w-2. Xa.

King of Pontus (337—302), succeeded his.&ther

Ariobarzanes II., and was the founder of the i^
dependent kingdom of Pontus. After the death

of Alexander the Great, he was for a time subject

to Antigonus ;
but during the war between the

successors of Alexander, he succeeded in estabUsh-

ing his independence. He died at the age of 84.

— 8. m. King of Pontus (302—266), son and'

successor of the preceding. He enlaig^ his p»>

temal dominions by the acquisition of great
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of Cappadocia and Paphlagonia. He was suc-

ceeded by his son Ariobarzanes III.— 4. IV.
King of Pontus (about 240—190), son and suc-

cessor of Ariobarzanes III. He gave his daughter

Laodice in marriage to Antiochus III. He was
succeeded by his son Phamaces I.— 5. Y. King
of Pontus (about 156—120), sumamed Ener-

S
^tes, son and successor of Phamaces I. He was
e first of the kings of Pontus who made an

alliance with the Romans, whom he assisted in

the 3rd Punic war and in the war against Aristo-

nicus (131—129). He was assassinated at Sinope
by a conspiracy among his own immediate at-

tendants.— 6. VI. King of Pontus (120—63),
surnamed Eupator, also Dionytuz, but more
commonly the Great, was the son and successor

of the preceding, and was only 11 years old at

the period of his accession. We have very imper-

fect information concerning the earlier years of his

reign, and much of what has been transmitted to

us wears a very suspicious aspect. We are told

that immediately on ascending the throne he found
himself assailed by the desi^is of his guardians,

but that he succeeded in eluding all their machina-
tions, partly by displaying a courage and address

in warlike exercises beyond his years, partly by
the use of antidotes against poison, to which ho
began thus early to accustom himself In order

to evade the designs formed against his life, ho
also devoted much of his time to hunting, and
took refuge in the remotest and most unfrequented

regions, under pretence of pursuing the pleasures

of the chase. Whatever truth there may be in

these accounts, it is certain that when he attained

to manhood, he was not only endowed with con-

summate skill in all martial exercises, and pos-

sessed of a bodily frame inured to all hardships,

as well as a spirit to brave every danger, but his

naturally vigorous intellect had been iioproved by
careful culture. As a boy he had been brought

up at Sinope, where he had probably received the

elements of a Greek education
;
and so powerful

was his memory, that he is said to have learnt not

less than 25 Iwguages, and to have been able in

the days of his greatest power to transact business

with the deputies of eve^ tribe subject to his rule

in their own peculiar dialect. The first steps of

his career were marked by blood. He is said to

have murdered his mother, to whom a share in

the royal anthoritv had been left, by Mithridates
Eueigetes ; and this was followed by the assas-

sination of his brother. In the earfy part of his

reign ho subdued the barbarian tribes between the

Enxine and the confines of Armenia, including

tho whole of Colohis and the province called Lesser
Armenia, and even extended his conquests beyond
the eSaucasus.

^
He assisted Parisades, king of the

Bosporus, against the Sanuatians and Roxolsmi,
and rendered the whole of the Tauric Chersonese
tributary to his kingdom. After the death of

Parisades, the kingdom of Bosporus itself was in-

corporated with his dominions. He was now in

possession of such great power, that he began to

deem himself equal to a contest with Rome itself.

Many causes of dissension had already arisen

between them, but Mithridates had hitherto sub-
mitted to the mandates of Rome. Even after

expelling Ariobarzanes from Cappadocia, and Nico-
m^es uom Bithynia in 90, he offered no resist-

ance to the Romans when they restored these

monarchs to their kingdom. But when Nico-

6 a 2
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medea, urged by the Roman legates, invaded the

territories of Mithridates, the latter made prepaiar

tions for immediate hostilities. His success was
rapid and striking. In 88, he drove Arioborzanes

out of Cappadocia, and Nicomedes out of Bithynia,

defeated the Roman generals who had supported the

latter, made himself master of Phrygia and Galatia,

and at last of the Roman province of Asia. During

the winter he issued the sanguinary order to all the

cities of Asia to put to death, on the same day, all

the Roman and Italian citizens who were to be

found within their walls. So hateful had the

Romans rendered themselves, that these commands
were obeyed with alacrity by almost all the cities

of Asia, and 80,000 Romans and Italians are said

to have perished in this fearful massacre. Mean-
time Sulla had received the command of the^war

against Mithridates, and crossed over into Greece

in 87. Mithridates, however, had resolved not to

await the Romans in Asia, but had already sent

his general Archelaus into Greece, at the head of

a powerful army. The war proved unfavourable

to the king. Archelaus was twice defeated by Sulla

with immense loss, near Chaeronea andt)rchomenoB

in Boeotia (86). About the same time Mithridates

was himself defeated in Asia by Fimbria. [Fim-
bria.] These disasters Ihd him to sue for peace,

which Sulla was willing to grant, because he was
anxious to return to Italy, which was entirely in the

hands of his enemies. Mithridates consented to

abandon all his conquests in Asia, to pay a sum of

2000 talents, and to surrender to the Romans a fleet

of 70 ships. Thus terminated the 1st Mithridatic

war (84).— Shortly afterwards Murena, who had

been left in command of Asia by Sulla, invaded

the dominions of Mithridates (83), under the flimsy

pretext that the king had not vet evacuated the

whole of Cappadocia. In the following year (82)

Murena reifbwed his hostile incursions, but was de-

feated by Mithridatqs on the banks of the river

Halys. But shortly afterwards Murena received

peremptory orders from Sulla to desist from hostili-

lies
; in consequence of which peace was arain re-

stored. This is usually called the 2nd Mithridatic

war.— Mithridates, however, was well aware that

the peace between him and Rome was in flict a
mere suspension of hostilities

;
and that the n^ub-

lic would never suffer the massacre of her citizens

in Asia to remain ultimately unpunished. No
formal treaty ever concluded betvesen Mithri-

dates and the Roman senate ; and the king had in

vain endeavoured to obtain the ratification of the

terms agreed on between him and Sulla. The
death of Nicomedes III., king of Bithynia, at the

beginning of 74, brought matters to a crisis. That
monarch left his dominions by will to the Roman
people ; and Bithynia was accor^dingly declared a
Roman province: but Mithridates asserted that

tbd late King bad left a legitimate son by hit wife

Nysa, whose pretensions he immediately prepared

to support by his mrms. He had employed the

last few years in forming a powerful army, armed
and disciplined in the Roman manner ; and he

now took the field with 120,000 foot * soldiers,

16,000 horse, and a vast number of barbarian

auxiliaries. Tliis was the commencement of the 8rd

Mithridatic war. The twoRoman consuls, Lucnllus

and Cotta, were unable to oppose his first irruption.

He tiaversed Bithynia wimout encountering any

resistance ; and when at length Cotta ventured to

give him hatfle under the w^ of Chalcedon, the
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consul was totally defeated both by sea and land.

Mithridates then proceeded to lay siege to Cyzicus

both by sea and land. Lucullus inarched to the relief

of the city, cut off the king's supplies, and even-

tually compelled him to raise the siege, early in

73. On his retreat Mithridates suffered great loss,

and eventually took refuge in Pontus. Hither

Lucullus followed him in the next year. The new
army, which the king had collect^ was entirely

defeated by the Roman general ; and Mithridates,

despairing of opposing the farther promss of Lucul-

luB, took refuge in the dominions of his son-in-law

Tigranes, the king of Armenia. Tigranes at first

showed no disposition to attempt the restoration of

hif fatheiviihlaw ;
but being offended at the haughty

conduct of Appiiis Claudius, whom Lucullus had
sent to demand the surrender of Mithridates, the

Armenia^ king not only refbsed this request, but de-

termined to prepare for war with the Romans. Ac-
cordingly in 69 Lucullus marched into Armenia, de-

feated Tigranes and Mithridates near Tigranocerta,

and in the next year (68) again defeated the allied

monarchs near Artaicata. The Roman general

then turned aside into Mesopotamia, and laid siege

to Nisibis. Here the Roman soldiers broke out into

open mutiny, and demanded to be led home
;
and

Lucullus was obliged to raise the siege, and return

to Asia Minor. Meanwhile Mithridates had
taken advantage of the absence of Lucullus to in-

vade Pontus at the head of a large army. He de-

feated Fabius and Triarius, to whom the defence of

Pontus had been committed ; and when Lucullus

returned to Pontus, he was unable to resume the

offensive in consequence of the mutinous spirit of

his own soldiers. Mithridates was thus able be-

fore the close of 67 to regain possession of the

greater part of his hereditary dominions. In the

following year (66) the conduct of the war was
entrusted to Pompey. Hostilities were resumed
with greater vigour than ever. Mithridates was
obliged to retire before the Romans, but was sur-

prii^ and defeated by Pompey ; and as Tigranes

now refused to admit him into his dominions, he

resolved to plunge with his small army into the

heart of Colchis,*and thence make his way to the

PaluB Maeotis and the Cimmerian Bosporus. Ar-
duous as this enterprise appeared it was success-

fully accomplished ; and he at len^h established

himself without opposition at Panticapaeum, the

capital of Bosporus. He had now nothing to fear

from the pursuit of Pompey, who turned his arms
first against Tigranes, and afterwards against Syria.

Unable to obtain peace from Pompey, except he
would come in person to make his submission,

Mithridates conceived the daring project of march-
ing roisnd the N. and W. coasts of the Kuxine,

through the wild tribes" of the Sarmatians and
Getae, and having gathered round his standard all

these barbarian nations*, to penetrate into Italy

itself. But meanwhile disaffection had made rapid

IMTomsa among his followers. His son Pbamaces
at length omnly rebelled against him. He was
joirihd both by tee whole army and the citizens of

Panticapaeum, who unanimously proclaimed him
kbm ; and Mithridates, who had taken refuge in

a eukuff tower, saw that no choice remained to him
but dimh or captivity. Hereupon he took poison,

which he constantly carried with him ; hut his

constitution had bera so long inured to antidotes^

that it did not produce the desired effect, and he

was compelled to call in the assistance of one of
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his Gaulish mercenaries to despatch him with his

sword. He died in 63. His body was sent by
Phamaces to Pompey at Amisus, as a token of his

submission ; but the conqueror caused it to be in-

terred with regd honours in the sepulchre of his

forefathers at Sinope. He was 68 or 69 years old

at the time of his death, and had reiped 57 years,

of which 25 had been occupied, with only a few
brief intervals, in one continued straggle against

the Roman power. The estimation in which he
was held by his adversaries is the strongest testi-

mony to his great abilities : Cicero calls him the

greatest of all kings after Alexander, and in an-

other passage says that he was a more formidable

opponent than any other monarch whom the Ro-
man arms had yet encountered.—7. Kings of Par-

thia. [Arsacbs, 6, 9, 13.]— 8. Of Pergamus, son

of Menodotus
;
but his mother having had an

amour with Mithridates the Great, he was gene-

rally looked upon as in reality the son of that

monarch. The king himself bestowed great care

on his education
;
and he appears as early as 64 to

have exercised the chief control over the affairs

of his native city. At a subsequent period he
served under Julius Caesar in the Alexandrian war

(48) ;
and after the defeat of Phamaces in the

following year (47), Caesar bestowed upon Mithri-

datea the kingdom of the Bosporus, and also the

totrarchy of the Galatians. But the kingdom of

the Bosporus still remained to be won, for Asan-
der, who had revolted against Phamaces, was in

fact master of the whole country, and Mithridates

having attempted to expel Asander, was defeated

and slain. '

HithHddtia B8gio (MtOptSdrot; xsi/m), a dis-

trict of Sarmatia Asiatica, on the W. side of the

river Rha ( YVb/^a), so called because it was the

place of refuge of the last Mithridates, in the reign

of Claudius.

MItyl6n5. [Mytilenb.]
HnaaSas (Mi'a<r4ar), of Patara in Lycia, not of

Patrao in Achaia, was a pupil of Eratosthenes,

and a grammarian of considerable celebrity. He
wrote 2 works, one of a chnrographical description,

entitled Perij^ua (n«plwAowT),*nnd the other a

collection of oracles given at Delphi.

MnSme i. e. memory, one of the 3

Muses who were in early times worshipped at

Ascra in Boeotia. There seems to have been also

a tradition that Mneme was the mother of the

Muses, for Ovid (5fe<. v. 268) calls them Mnemo-
nides

;
unless this be only an abridged form for

the daughters of Mnemosyne. [Musab.]
(Mvi^/ioouvi?), i. e. memory, daugh-

ter of Uranus, mid one of the Titanides, became

by Zeus the mother of the Muses. •

Mnesarohus (Mtnf<rapxor). 1. Son of Euphron

or Euthypbron, an^ ihther of*Pythagoras. He was

generally believed not to have been of mmly
Greek origin. According to some accounts, he be-

longed to the Tyrrhenians Lemnos and Imbros,

and is said to have been an engraver of rings.

According to other accounts, the name of tbe*father

of Pythagoras was Marmacus, whose father Hip-

pasus came from Phlius.— 8. Grandson qf the

preceding, and son of Pythagoras and Theano.

According to some accounts he succeeded Aristaeus

as president of the Pythagorean school.— 8. A
Stoic philosopher,A disciple of Panaetius, flourished

about B. c. 110, and taught at Athens. Among
his pupils was Antiochus of Asealon.
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ICneaXolei one of the great Athe-

nian artists of the age of Pericles, was the architect

of the Propylaea of the Acropolis, the building of

which occupied 5 years, B.C. 437—433. It is

said that, during the progmss of the work, he fell

from the summit of the buildings and was supposed

to be mortally injured, but was cured by a herb

which Athena showed to Perides in a dream.

Mnesithdiu (Mn^orf^fos), a physician, was a

native of Athens, and lived probably in the 4th

century b. c., as he is quoted by the comic poet

Alexis. He enjoyed a great reputation, and is

frequently mentioned by Galen, and others.

(Mi^(rn}p), a celebrated pantomime
actor in the reigns of Caligula and Claudius, was

also one of the lovers of the empress Messalina,

and was put to death upon the ruin of the latter..

Xnesuieiii, a Trojan, who accompanied Aeneas
to Italy, and is said to have been the ancestral

hero of the Memmii.
m&bXtil (Miwa67rts, Mdfla: MuaflTrai, Moa-

bltae : O. T. Moab, for both country and people),

a district of Arabia Petraea, E. of the Dead Sea,

from the river Amon {Wadp-el-Afojib^ the bound-
ary between Palestine and Arabia) on the N., to

Zoar, near the S. end of the Dead Sea, on the S.,

between the Amorites on the N., the Midianites

on the E., and the Edomites on the S., that is, be-

fore the Israelitish conquest of Canaan. At an
earlier period, the country of Moab had extended

N.-wards, beyond the N. end of the Dead Sea,

and along the E. bank of the Jordan, as far as the

river Jabbok, but it had been wrested from them
by the Amorites. The plains E. of the Jordan

were, however, still called the plains of Moab. The
Moabites were left undisturbed by the Israelites on
their march to Canaan

;
but Balak, king of Moab,

through fear of the Israelites, did what he could

to barm them, first by his vain attempt to induce

the prophet ^laam to curse the people whom a
divine impulse forced him to bless, and then by
seducing them to worship Baal-peor. Hence the

hereditary enmity between the Israelites and
Moabites, and the threatenings denounced against

Moab by the Hebrew prophets. In the time of

the Judges they subdued the S. part of the Jewish
territory, with the assistance of the Ammonites
and Amalekites, and held it for 18 years (Judges

iii. 12 foil.). They were conquered by David, after

the partition of whose kingdom they belonged to

the kingdom of Israel. They ^volted after the

death of Ahab ^b.c. 896) and appear to have be-

come virtually independent; and after the 10
tribes had been carried into captivity, the Moabites
seem to have recovered the N. part of their ori-

ginal territory. They were suMued by Nobu-
chadnezsar, with other nations bordering on Pales-

tine, very soon after the Babylonian conquest of
Judaea, after which they scarcely appear as a dis-

tinct nation, hut, after a few references to them,
they disappear in the mneral name of the Arabians.
The name Moahitis, However, was still applied to

the district of Arabia, between the Arnon (the S.
frontier of Peraea, or Palestine E. of the Jordan),
and the Nahathaei, in the mountains of Seir. The
Moabites were a kindred race with the Hebrews,
being descended from Moab, the son of Lot.
They wonhipped Baal-Peor and Chemosh with
most licentious rites, and they sometimes offered
human sacrifices. Their government was monarchi-
cal They were origiiuUly a pastoral people ; hut
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the exceggire fertility of their country, which is a

mountainous tract intersected with rich valleys and

numerous streams, led them to diligence and success

in agriculture. The frequent ruins of toums and

traces of paved roads, which still cover the face of

the country, show how populous and prosperous it

was. The chief city, Ar or Babbatii-Hoab, aft.

Areopolis {RcMof Hu.), was about 25 miles S. of

the Arnon.

Modestinns, Htreimliis, a Roman jurist, and a
pupil of Ulpian, flourished in the reigns of Alex-
ander Severus, Maximinus and the Gordians, a. d.

222—244. He taught law to the younger Maxi-
minus. Though Mt^estinus is the latest of the

great Roman jurists, he ranks among the most

distinguished. There are S45 excerpts in the Di^t
from his writings, the titles of which s^w the

extent and variety of his labours.

Mbdestus, a military writer, the authmr of a

Libellm de Voeahulu Rd MilUaris^ addressed to

the emperor Tacitus, a. d. 275. It is very brief,

and presents no features of interest. Printed in all

the chief collections of Scripiores de Re MUitari.

ModiolA {Mofiza)^ a town in Gallia Transpa-

dana, on the river Larobrus, N. of Mediolanum
(Milan\ where Theodoric built a palace, and
Theodolinda, queen of the LangObards, a splendid

church, which still contains many of the precious

gifts of this queen.

MSdin (Mo8di/f or lelft), a little village

on a mountain N. of Lydda or Diospolis, on the

extreme N.W. of Judaea, celebrated as the native

place of the Maccabaean family. Its exact site is

uncertain.

Moenus, Xoenis, Haenas, or Menus (Mtm),
a river in Germany, which rises in the Sudeti

Montes, flows through the territory of the He^-

munduri and the Agri decumates of the Romans,

and fiills intcathc Rhine opposite Mogontiacum.

Moeris or Myris (MoTpis, Mdpis), a king of

who, Herodotus tells us, reigned some 900
years before his own visit to that country, which

seems to have been about B. c. 450. We hear of

Moeris that he formed tlus lake known by his name,

and joined it by a canal to the Nile, in order to

receive the waters of the river when they wire

superabundant, and to supply the defect when they
did not rise sufficiently. In the lake he built 2
pyramids on each of which was a stone statue,

seated on a throne, and intended to represent him-

self and his wife.

Moeris (Motpis), commonly called Moeris Attl-

cista, a distinguished grammarian, the author of a
work still extant, entitled A44«tr *Amieaf, though

the title varies somewhat in different manuscripts.

Of the personal history of the author nothing is

known. He is conjectured to have lived about

the end of the 2nd centuiy after Christ. His
treatise is a sort of comparison of the Attic with

other Greek dialects
;
consisting of a list of Attic

words and expressions, which are ilhistrated hy
those ofother dialects, especiallythe common Greek.
Edited by Pierson, Lugd. Bat. 1759,

Moeria Latfoa (Mofpior or MofptSos \lfivrf,

Rirhei~el-Keroun\ a great lake on the W. side of

the Nile, in Middle Egypt, used for the meption
and subsequent distribution of a part of the over-

flow of the Kile. It was believed by the ancients

to have been dug by king Moeris
; but it is really

a natural, and not an artificial lake.

Moero {MotpA)^ or Myro (Mvpw), a poetess of

MOIRAE.
Byzantium, wife of Andromachus sumamed Philo

-

logus, and mother of the grammarian and tragic

poet Homerus, lived about b. & 800. She wrote
epic, elegiac, and lyric poems.

Moarodet (MoipoxXi^r), an Athenian orator, a
native of Salamis, was a contemporary of Demo-
sthenes, and like him an opponent of Philip and
Alexander.

MoMla, called by the Greeks Myila (Moo-fo,

alsoM. ^ iv £5pc^, to distinguish it from Mysia
in Asia), a country of Europe, was bounded on
the S. by M. Haemus, which separated it from
Thrace, and by M. Orbelus and Scordus, which
separated it from Macedonia, on the W. by M.
S<»rdns and the rivers Drinus and Savus, which
separated it from Illyricum and Pannonia, on the

N. by the Danube, which separated it from Dacia,

and on the E. by the Pontus Euxinus, thus corre-

sponding to the present Servia and hidgaria.

This country was subdued in the reign of Augus-
tus, but does not appear to have been formally

constituted a Roman ^vince till the commence-
ment of the reign of Tiberius. It was originally

only one province, but was afterwards formed into

2 provinces (probably after the conquest of Dacia
by Trajan), called Moesia Superior and Afoesia

Inferior^ the former being the western, and the

latter the eastern half of the country, and sepa-

rated from each other by the river Cebrus or

CiabruB, a tributary of the Danube. When Au-
relian surrendered Dacia to the barbarians, and
removed the inhabitants of that province to the

S. of the Danube, the middle part of Moesia
was called JDocta Aurdiani^ and this new pro-

vince was divided into Dacta Ripenm^ the dis-

trict along the Danube, nnd Dada Interior

^

the

district S. of the latter os far as the frontiers of

Macedonia. In the reira of Valens, some of

the Goths crossed the Danube and settled in

Moesia. These Goths are sometimes called Moeso-
Goths, and it was for their use that Ulphilas

translated the Scriptures into Gothic about the

middle of the 4th century. The original inhabit-

ants of the country, called Moesi by the Romans,
and Mysl (Mv<roJ)^y the Greeks, were a Thracian
race, and were divided into several tribes, such as

the Triballi, Pbucini, &c.

Mogontl&oiuii, MosTuntificum or Magontifi-
oum {Maim or Mayence\ a town on the left bank
of the Rhine, opposite the mouth of the river

Moenus (Afath), was situated in the territor}' of

the Vangiones, and was subsequently the capital

of the province of Germania Prima. It was a
Roman municipium, and was foimded, or at least

enlar^d and fortified, by Drusns. It was always
occupied *by a strong Roman garrison, and con-

tinued to the downfall of the empire to be one of

the chief Roman fortresses on the Rhine.

Mofrae (Motpeu) called i^arcae by the Romans,
the Fates.. Moira properly signifies ** a share,"

and w a personification ** the deity who assigns to

evtftf plan his fate or his share,^* Homer usually

spewks of one Moira, and only once mentions the
Moirae in the plural. (//. xxiv. 29.) In his

poems Moira is fate personified, which, at the

birth of man, spins out the thmd of his future life,

follows his steps, and directs the consequences of

his actions according to the counsel of the gods.

Bat the penonification of his Moira is not complete

;

for he mentions no particular appearance of the

goddess, no attributes, and no parentage. His
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Moira is therefore quite synonymous with Jisa
(Al<ra).— In He«iod the peiisonification of the

Moirae is complete. He calls them daughters of

Zeus and Themis, and makes them 3 in number,
viz. Cloiho, or the spinning fate ; Lac^lia, or the

one who assigns to man his &te ;
and Atropos, or

the fate that cannot be avoided. Later writers

differ in their genealogy of the Moirae from that

of Hesiod; thus they are called children of Erebus
and Night, of Cronos and Night, of Qe and
Oceanus, or lastly of Ananke or Necessity. ~<The
character and nature of the Moirae are differently

described at different times and by different

authors. Sometimes they appear as divinities of

fate in the strict sense of the term, and sometimes

only as allegorical divinities of the duration of hu-

man life.— In the former character they take care

that the fate assigned to every being by eternal

laws may take its course without obstruction
; and

Zeus, as well as the other gods and men,, must
submit to them. They assign to the Erbnye^
who inflict the- punishment for evil deeds, their

proper functions ; and with them they direct fate

according to the laws of necessity, whence they are

sometimes called the sisters of the Erinnyes. These
grave and mighty goddesses were represented by
the earliest artists with staffs or sceptres, the

symbol of dominion.—The Moixia^as the divinities

of the duration of human life, which is determined

by the two points of birth and of death, are con-

ceived either as goddesses of birth or as^goddesses

of death, and hence their number was 2, as at

Delphi, and was subsequently increased to 3. The
distribution of the functions among the 3 was not

strictly observed, for we sometimes find all 3 de-

scribed as spinning, although this should be the

function of CJotho alone, who is moreover often

mentioned alone as the representative of all. As
goddesses of birth, who spin the thread of the be-

ginning of life, and even prophesy the fisite of the

newly bom, they are mentioned along with' llithyia,

who is called their companion. The symbol with

which they, or rather Clotho- alone, are represented

to indicate this function, is a spindle, and the idea

implied in it was carried out sS far, that sometimes

we read of their breaking or cutting off the thread

when life is to end. Being goddesses of fate, they

must necessarily know the future, which at times

they reveal, and thus become prophetic divinities.

As goddesses of death, they appear together with

the Keres and the infernal Erinnyes, with whom
they are even confounded. For the same reason

they, along with the Charites, lead Persephone out

of the lower world into the regions of light. The
j

various epithets which poets api)ly to ue MeUae
i

generally refer to the severity, inflexibility, and I

sternness of fate. They had sanctuaries in many
j

parts of Greece. The poets sometiroea describe i

them as aged and hideous women, and even ai

lame, to indicate the slow march of frte; but in

works of art they are represented as grave maidens,

with different attributes, viz., Clotho with a sjundle

or a roll (the book of fate); Lacheus pointibg with

a staff to the globe ; and Atropos with a pair of

scales, or a sun-dial, or a cutting instrummit.

Molifine. [Molionss.]
Molifrues or MbliSnXdae (Mokmvsr, MoMovs,

Mo\zov/3w), that is, Eurytus and Cteatus,. so

called after their mother Molione. They are also

called Actoridae or Adorwne (*AKTopt»v§) after

their feputed father Actor, the husband of Molione,
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though they were generally regarded as the sons

of Poseidon. According to a late tradition, they

were bom out of an egg ; and it if further stated,

that their bodies grew together, so that they had
only one body, but 2 heads, 4 arms, and 4 legs.

Homer mentions none of these extraordinary cir-

cumstanoes; and, aeeording to him, the Moliones,

when yet boys, took part in an expedition of the

Epeans against Neleus and the Julians. They
are represented as nephews of Augeas, king of the

Epeans. When Hercules marched against Augeas,
the latter entrusted the conduct of the war to the

Moliones ; but aa Hercules was taken ill, he con-

cluded peace with Augeas, whereupon his army
was attacked and defeated by the Molionidae. In
order to take vengeance, he afterwards slew them
near Cleonae, on the frontiers of Ai^lis, when they
had bemi sent from Elis to sacrifice at the Isthmian

game^on behalf of the town.—The Moliones are

mentioned as conquerors of Nestor in the chariot

race, and as having taken part in the Calydonian

h>mt Cteatus was the father of Amphimachus by
Theronice; and Eurytus,ofThalpios by Theraphone.
Their sons AmphimachuB and Thalpius led the

Epeans to Troy.

Molo, surname of Apollonius, the rhetorician of

Rhodes. [Apollonius, No. 2.]

Xoloohatk. [Mulucha.]
XSloisi (MoAozrerof), a people in Epirus, who

inhabited a narrow slip of country, called after

them Holosiia (MoXoo-o’ia) or Mbloisis, which
extended from the Aoui,. along the W. bank of

the Arachthus, as far as the Ambraeian gulf. The
Mzdossi were a Greek people, who claims descent

from Molossus, the ion of Pyrrhus (Neoptolemus)
and Andromache, and are said to have emigrated

from Thessaly into Epirus, undmr the guidance of

Pyrrhus himselfi In their new abodes they inter-

mingled with the original inhabitant# of the land
and with the neighbouring Illyrian tribes, in con-

sequenee of which they were regarded by the

other Greeks as half barbarians. They were,

however, by far the most powerful people in

Epims, and their kiom gradually extended their

dominion over the whole of the country. The
fint of their kings, who took the title of king of

Epims, was Alexander, who j^rished in Italy

B. a 326. [Epirus.] The ancient capital of the

Molossi was Passaron, but Ambhacja after-

wards became their chief town, and the residence

of their kings. Thu Molossian bounds were cele-

brated in antiquity, and were much prized for

hunting.

Holyerinm (Nok^xpciop, also Mo\6itpfia, Mo-
\vKpla: MoA^icpior, MoAvapte^r, MoAi/apdior), a
town in the most S.-1t part of Aetolia, at the en-

trance of the Corinthian gulf, gave the name of

Rhiuro Molycrium ('PiW MoA^piop) to the neigh-

bouring promontory ofAntiirbium. It was founded
by the Corinthians, but was afterwards taken pos-

sesiion of by the Aetolimii.,

Kfimamphii : PanoufJThet^ or Afa-
nouf-^^Sej^ i. e. Lomr Memphit), the capital of

the Nomos Momemphites in Lower Egypt, stood,

on the Eb side of the lake Mareotia.

llbmiis (Mw/uoO« the god of mockery and cen-

sure, is. not mentioned by Homer, but is called in

Hesiod the son of night. Thus he is said to have
censured in the man formed by Hephaestus, that

a little door bad not been left in his breast, so as

to enable one to look into his secret thoughts.

o o 4
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Mona {Angle^)y an island off the coast of the

Ordovicee in Britain, was one of the chief seats of

the Druids. It was invaded by Suetonius Pauli-

nus A. D. 61, and was conquered by Agricola, 78.

Caesar {B. G. v. 13), erroneously describes this

island os half way between Britannia and Hi-

bernia. Hence it has been supposed by some

critics that the Mona of Caesar is the Ide ofMan

;

but it is more probable that he received a false

report respecting the real position of Mona, espe-

cially since all other ancient writers give the name
of Mona to the Ide of Angltoey^ and the name of

the latter island is likely to have been mentioned

to Caesar on account of its celebrity in connection

with the Druids.

MSuaeies. L A Parthian genend moationed
by Horace (Osnn. Hi. 6. 9) is probably ^e eaaO
as Surenas, the mneral of Orodes, who deviated

Crnssus.— 8. A Parthian noble, who deserted to

Antony and urged him 4o invade Parthia, but soon

afterwards returned to tihie Parthian king Phraatea

-«8. A general of the Parthian king, VologeMt I.,

in the reign of Nero.

Monapia orMonaxlxta {IdeofMan^w. island

between Britannia and Hibernia.

Honda or Hnnda {Mondego)^ a river on the W.
coast of Spain, which flows into the ocean between

the Tagus and Darius.

Mbngts, a surname of Juno among the Romans,

by which she was characterised as the protectress

of money. Under this name she had a temple on

the Capitoline, in which there was at the same

time the mint, just as the public treasury was in

the temple of Saturn. The temple had been vowed

by the dictator L. Fnrius in a battle against the

Aiirunci, and was erected on the spot when the

house of M. Manlius Capitolinus had stood. Mo-
neta signifies the mint

; bnt some writers fomd
such a meaning too plain. Thus Livius Andronicus

used Moneta as a translation of Mnnmsyne {Vtvrf

fj,o(r6vri\ and thus made her the mother of the

Muses or Camenae. Cicero relates, that during

an earthquake, a voice was beard issuing from the

temple of Juno un the Capitol, and admonishing

immem) that a pregnant sow should be sacrificed.

A somewhat more probable reason for the name is

given by Suidas, though he assigns it to too late a

time. In the war with Pyrrhus and the Tarentines,

he says, the Romans being in want of money,

prayed to Juno, and were told by the goddess,

that money would not be wanting to them, so long

as they would fight with the anus of justice. As
the Romans by experience found the truth of the

words of Juno, they called her Juno Moneta. Her
festival was celebrated on the 1st of June.

MonXma (Movf/ii)), a Qreek woman, either of

Btratnivicca, in Ionia, or of Miletus, was the wife

of Mithridates, but was put to death by order of

this monarch, when be fled into Armenia, b. c. 72.

Monoeoi Portna, also Harmilii Konoeei Fortua
(A/offoco), a port-town on the coast of Liguria,

between Nicaea and Albinm Intemelium, founded

by the Mnssilians, was situated on a promontoir

(hence the arx Monoed. of Virg. Asa. vi. 801),

and possessed a temple of Hercules Monoeeus,

from whom the .place derived its name. The
harbour, theuffh Imall and exposed to the B.E.

wind, was of Importance, as it was the <mly oni

on this part of the coast of Liguria.

Mont&nua, Cvrtlna, was exiled by Nero.

A. D. 67 ; but WAS soon afterwards reeled at
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is fatber^'s petition. On the accession of Ves-

pasian, be vehemently attacked in the senate the

lotorioiu delator, Aquilius Regains. If the same
verson with the Curtius Montanus satirised by
~uvenal (iv. 1U7, 131, xi. 34), Montanus in later

fe sullied the &ir reputation he enjoyed in youth

;

For Juvenal describes him as a corpulent epicure,

parasite of Domitian, and a hackneyed declaimer.

Montimif, Yoltifinns, an orator and declaimer

in the reign of Tiberius. From his propensity

to refine upon thought and diction, he was named
the ^Ovid** of the rhetorical schools. He was
convicted on a chaitge of majestas,- and died an
exile in the, Balearic islands, a. d. 25.

Kopiia or MopaopBit an ancient name of Pam-
pihyiia, derived from Mopsus, the mythical leader

if certain Greeks who were supposed to have

settled in Pamphylia, as also in Cilicia and Syria,

after the Trojan war, and whose name appears

more than once in the geographical names in

Cilicia. (See e.g. MoPsrxiRXNB, Mopsuestia.)
Mopslnin (MO^tov : M44>ior), a town of Thessaly

in Pelasgtotis, situated on a hill of the same name
between Tempe and' Larissa.

MopsnerSnS (Mdipov or Kpi\V(u^ i. e. ike

from Tarsus, was .the place where the emperor

Constantius died, A. n. 364.

MopiUMtla, (M(ii{fOV fcrrlo, Mot^torlo, i. e.

t5e Hearth ofMepda^ also M(it|/ou irSKts and :

Mo^sdnfs : Mamistra, in the Middle Ages ; Metseis)^

an important city of Cilicia Campestris, on both

banks of the river Pyramus, 12 Roman miles from

its mouth, on the road from Tarsus to Issus, in the

beautiful plain called rd *A\'htov vtilov^ was a
civitaa libera under the Romans. The 2 parts of

the city were connected by a handsome bridge

built by Cogstantius over the Pyramus. In eccle-

siastical history, it is notable as the birthplace of

Theodore of Mopsuestia.

Hopfim L Son of Ampyx or Am-
pycus by the nymph Chloris. Being a seer, he
was also called a son of Apollo by Himantis.

He was one of thd Lapithae of Oecnalia or Ti-

taeron (Thessaly), and took part in the combat
at the wedding of Piritbous. He was one of

the Calydonian hunters, and also one of the Ar-
gonauts, and was a famous prophet among the

Argonauts. He died in Libya of the bite of a
snake, and was buried there by the Argonauts.

He was afterwards worshipped as an oracular

hero.M.41. Son of Apollo and Manto, the daughter

of Tiresias, and also a celebrated seer. He con-

tended in prophecy with Calchos at Colophon,

and show#! himself superior to the latter in pro-

phetic pow4r. [Calchaa.] He was believed

to have founded Mallos in Cilicia, in conjunction

with the seer Amphiiochts. A dispute arose

between the two seers respecting the possession

of tile town, and both fril in combat by each
other's hand. Mopsus had an oracle at Mallos,

which bxisted as late as the timi of Strabo.

MorgmitlTim, MorgBBtliia, MnrgantXa, Mor-
gmtla (Mop^dvriov, Mopyayritmi: MopTavriKor,

Murgentinus), a town in Sicilv founded by the

Morgetes, after they had been wven out of Italy

by the Oenotrians. According to Livy (xxiv. 27)
this city was situated on the £. coast, probably at

the mouth of the S^aethus; but according to

other writers it was situated in the interior of the
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island, S.E. of Agyrium, and near the Symaethui.

The neighbouring countiy produced good wine.

Morgdtes {Mdpynr^s), an ancient people in the

S. of Italy. According to Strabo they dwelt in

the neighbourhood of Rhegium, but being driven

out of Italy by the Oenotrians crossed over to

Sicily and there founded the town of Morgantium.

According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Morges
was the successor of the Oenotrian king Italus, uid
hospitably received Sieulus, who had been driven

out of Latium by the Aborigines, in consequence

of which the earlier Oenotrians were called ItaUsUn^

Morgetes and Siadi: according to this account, the

Morgetes ought to be regarded as a branch of the

Oenotrians.

Horia or Horlja (Molpiov 6pas), a mountain of

Judaea, within the city of Jerusalem, on the

summit of which the temple was built. [Jbri^
SALEM.]
MorimSn6 (Mopi/Liev^)^ the N.W. district of

Cappadocia, on the banks of the Halys, assigned

under the Homans to Galatia. Its m^owi were
entirely devoted to the feeding of cattle.

Udrini, a people in Gallia Relgica, W. of the

Nervii and Menapii, and the most N.-ly people in

all Oaul, whence Virgil calls them eMremi hommum
(Aen. viii. 727). They dwelt on the coast, opposite

Britain, and at the narrowest part of the channel

between Gaul and Britain, which it hence some*

times called Fretum Morinorum or Morinum.
They were a brave and warlike people. Their

country was covered with woods ai^ marshe8.^|

Their principal town was Gbsoriacum. '

Honos (M<ipios)f a small river in Boeotia, a S.

tributary of the Cepbissus, at the foot of Mt.
Thurion near ChaeronSa.

Mormo (Mflp|U($,al80 MopjaokdKi}, Mop/wkvirtiov),

a female spectre, with which the Greeks used to

frighten children. #
Morpheus (Mop^edr,), the son of ^eep, and

the god of dreams. The name signifies the fa-

shioner or moulder, because he shaped or formed

the dreams which ^peared to the sleeper.

Hors, called Ihanhtoa (edifaros) by the

Greeks, the god of death. In tile Homeric poems
Death does not appear as a distinct divini^,

though he is described as the brother of Sleep,

together with whom he carries the body of Si^
pc^on from the field of battle to the countiy of

the Lycians. In Hesiod he is a son of Night
and a brother of Ker and Sleep, and Death and
Sleep reside in the lower world. In the Alcestit

of Euripides, where Death comes upon the stage,

he appears as an austere priest of Hades in a dark
robe and with the sacrificial sword, with which
he cuts off a lock of a dyiqg person, and devotes

it to the lower world. On the whole, later poets

describe Death as a sad or terrific being (Hoiat.

Carm. i. 4. 13 ;
Sat, ii. 1. 57) ; but the ^st artists

of the Greeks, avoiding any thing that might be

displeasing, abandoned the idea sn^sted to them
by the poets, and represented Death under a.more

pleasing aspect. Oh the chest of Cypselus, Night
was represented with two boys, one blade and the

other white
;
and at Sparta there were statues of

|

both Death and Sleep. Both were usually re-

presented as slumbering youths, or as genii with •

torches turned upside down. There are traces

of sacrifices bating been offered to Death, but

no temples are mentioned anywhere.

Moxychua (Mdpvxor), a tragic poet, a con-
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temporary of Aristophanes, noted especially for

his^luttony and effeminaiy.

H5aa (Maas or Meuse), a river in Gallia Bel-

gica, rises in Mt Vogesus, in the territoiy of the

Lingones, fiows first N.E. and then N.W., and
falls into the Vahalis or W. branch of the Rhine.

Moaeha (M^irxa : Museat), an important sea-

port on the N. EL coast of Arabia Felix, N.W. of

Syagras, the E.*most promontory of the peninsula

(Ika el-ffad); a chief emporium for the trade be-

tween India Arabia.

MoidLi (Mdffxot), a people of Asia, whose ter-

ritory (ii Moirxiiirii, Moschorum Tractus) formed
originally the S. part of Colchis, but, at the time of

Augustus, was divided between Colchis, Iberia,

and Armenia.

Mpulilel Montes, or -Ions Mona (rji Motrxtitd

fyvf : a range of mountains extending S.

and S.W. firom the main chain of the Caucasus to

that of the Anti-Taurus, and forming the boundary
between Colchis and Iberia: named after the

Mobchx, who dwelt among them. Though lofty,

they were well wooded to the summit, and their

lower slo^ were planted with vines.

MosoMon (MfHrxW), a Greek physician, the

author of a short Greek treatise ** On Female Dis-

eases,** it supposed to have lived in the begin-

ning of the 2nd century after Christ. The work
is edited by Dewez, Vienn. 1793.

Mosohns (M4<rxor), of Syracuse, a grammarian
and bucolic poet, lived about b. c. 250. Suidas

says that he was acquainted with Aristarchus.

According to this statement hit date ought to be
placed later

; but he calls himself a pupil of Bion,

in the idyl in which he bewails the death of the

latter [Bion]. There are 4 of bis idyls extant.

He writes with elegance and liveliness
; but he is

inferior to Bion, and comes still further behind

Theocritus. His style labours under/m excess of

polish and ornament. For editions see Bion.

M5aelia (Mosel or Moselle), a river in Gallia

Belgica, rises in Mt. Vogesus, flows N. E. through

the territories of the Treviri, and falls into the

Rhine at Confluentes (Coklenx), This river forms

the subject of a descriptive poem by Ausonius.

MoiMni (Moimjvo/, Mdoriva, Moverrlivvi, Mver.

riivyi), a city of Lydia, in the Hyrcanian plain, S.E.

of Thyatira, was one of the cities of Asia Minor
destroyed by the great earthquake of a. n. 17. Its

coins are numeroua
Mbayohlua. [Lbmnob.]
Moaynoeoi (Mo<r6yotKot, Moeradyotieot), or Mo-

or Moify^ (Motrvyol, Motrtrvyol), a people on
the N. coast of Asia Minor, in Pontus, E. of the

Chalybes and the city of Cerasus, celebrated for

their warlike ^rit and savage customs, which are

described bv Xenophon iv. 4, v. 4). Their
name was derived from the conical wooden houses

in which they dwelt. Their government was very

curious f a king chosen by them was strictly

guarded in a house higher than the rest, and
maintained at the public cost ; ,but as soon as he
displeased the commons, they literally stopped tbo

(applies, and starved him to death.

Hothjfiiie. [Mbthonb.]
Motftoa (MdrovKa: Mutycensis: Modica), a

town in the S. of Sicily, W. of the promontory

Pachynus and near the soiirces of the river Moty-
chanus (Fiume di Ra^usa). Since both Cicero and
Pliny call the inhabitants Mutycenses, it is pro-

bable that Mu^/ca is the more correct form ofthe
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name. This town must not be confounded with

the more celebrated Motya.
Motj^a ( Morut) : Morvatos), an ancient town in

the N.W. of Sicily, situated on a small island

{Isola di Mexxo) only 6 stadia from the coast,

with which it was connected by a mole. It was

founded by the Phoenicians in the territory of the

Elymi. It possessed a good harbour, and was in

early times one of the most flourishing cities of

Sicily. It afterwards passed into the hands of the

Carthaginians, was taken from them by Dionysius

of Syracuse, and was finally captured by the Car^

thaginian general Himilco, who transplanted all

its inhabitants to the. town of Lilybaeum, which
he had founded in its neighbooriiood, B.C. 397.

From this time it disappears from histc^.

Motyoh&nns. [Motoca.]
Mficia, daughter of Q. Mucius Seacvola, the

augur, consul b. c. 95, married Cn. Pompey, by
whom she had 2 sons, Cneius and Sextus, and a

daughter, Poinpeia. She was divorced by Pompey
in 62. She next married M. Aemilius Scaurus,

a step-son of the dictator Sulla. In 39, Mucia
went to Sicily to mediate between her son Sex.

Pompey and Augustus. She was living at the

timo of the battle of Actium, 31. Augustus

treated her with great respect.

Muei&nns. 1. F. lioinliis Cratius DWei
Mucianus, was the son of P. Mucius Scaevola,

and was adopted by P. Licinius Ciassus Dives.

He was consul b. c. 131, and carried on the

war against Aristonicus in Asia, but was defeated

by the latter. He succeeded Scipio Kasica as

puntifex maximus. He was distinguished both

;is an orator and a lawyer."* 8. Licinllli Un*
ci&nas, three tiroes consul in a. d. 52, 70, and

75. On Nero's death in 68, Mtcianus had the

command of the province of Syria ; and he ren-

dered efficiefft aid to Vespasian, when the latter

resolved to seize the imperial throne. As soon

as Vespasian was proclaimed emperor, Mucianus

set out for Europe to oppose Vitellius
;
but the

Vitelliang were entirely defeated by Antonius

Primus [Primus], before Mucianus entered Italy.

Antonius- however had to surrender all power
into the hands of Mucianus, upon the arrival

of the latter at Rome. Mucianus was an orator

and an historian. His powers of oratory are

greatly praised by Tacitus. He made a collection

of the speeches of the republican period, whicfi he
published in 11 books of and 3 of Epistola*.

The subject of his history is not mentioned
;
but it

appears to have treated chiefly of the East.

Mnolni Scaevdla. [Scaevola.}
Mugilla (Mugillanus), a town in Latium near

Corioli, from which a frmily of the Papirii pro-

bably derived their name Mugillanus.

Mulolber, a surname of Vulcan, which seexm

to have been given to him as an euphemism, that

he might not consume the habitations and property

of men, but might kindly aid them in their pur-

suits. It occurs fr^<|uently in the Latin poets.

Mnlficlia, Kalva, or Moldehath (M^Aoxa9:
TVad el Mulwia or dfoAo/oa, or Sour6-o«-Hsr6), the

largest river of Mauretania, rising in the Atlas,

and flowing N. by E. into the GtJf of MdUlah,
lias been successively the boundary between the

Mauri and the Massaesylii, Mauretania and Nu-
inidia, Mauiretania Tingitona and Mauretania

CaaBariensis, Marceco and Algier. [Comp. Mau-
retania.]

MUNYCHIA.
Mnmmlni. 1. L., tribune of the plehs, b. c.

187, and praetor 177.—2. L., sumamed Achai-
CU8, son of the last, was praetor 154, when he
carried on the war successfully in further Spain,

against the Lusitanians. He was consul in 146,
when he won for himself the surname of Achaicus,

by the conquest of Greece, and the establishment

of the Roman province of Achaia. After defeating

the army of the Achaean league at the Isthmus
of Corinth, he entered Corinth without opposition.

The city was burnt, rased, and abandon^ to pil-

lage : native Corinthians were sold for slaves,

and the rarest specimens of Grecian art were
givMi up to the n^acity of an ignorant conqueror.

Polybiutthe historian sa-w Roman soldiers playing

at draughts upon the flur-fluned picture of Diony-
sus by Aristides ; and Mummius himself was so

unconscious of the real value of his prize, that

he sold the raser worics of painting, sculpture,

and carving, to the king of Pergamus, and exacted

securities from the masters of vessels who con-

veyed the remainder to Italy, to replace by
^ttivalents any picture or statne lost or injured

in the passage. He remained in Greece during

the greater part of 145 with the title of proconsul.

He arranged the fiscal and municipal constitution

of the newly acquired province, and won the

confidence and esteem of the provincials by his

integrity, justice, and equanimity. He triumphed
in 145. He was censor in 142 with Scipio

Africanui the younger. The political opinions

df Mummius inclin^ to the popular side.— 3.

Sp., brother of the preceding, and his legatus nt Co-

rinth in 146—145, was an intimate friend of tho

younpfer Scipio Africanus. In political opinions

SpunuB was opposed to his brother Lucius, and
was a high aristocrat He composed ethical and
satirical raistles, which were extant in Cicero's

age, and w%re probably in the style which Horace
afterwards cultivated so successfully.

Mim&tXua Flanoos. [Plancus.]
Mimda. 1. A Roman colony and an important

town in Hispania Baetica, situated on a small

river, and celebratfd on account of 2 battles fought

in its neighbourhood, the victory of Cn. Scipio

over the Carthaginians in b. c. 216, and the im-

portant victory of Julius Caesar over the sons of

Pompey in 45. The town had fallen into decay

as early as the tirbe of Pliny. The site of the

ancient town is usually supposed to be the modern
village of Monda, S.W. of Malaga ; but Munda
was more probably in the neighbourhood of Cor-

dova, and there are ruins of ancient walls and
towers between Martos, Alcandete, Espejo -and

Baena, \^hich are conjectured to he the remains of

Munda. —2. A river. See Monda.
(Movpvxia), a hill in the peninsula

of Piraeus, which formed .the citadel of the ports

of Athens. It was strongly fortified, and is fre-

quently mentioned in Athenian history. At its

foot lay the harbour ofMunychi^ one of the 3

harboi^fl in the peninsula of Piraeus, fortified by
Themistocles. The names of these 8 harbours

were Piraeus, Zea, and Munyebia. The last was
the smaflest and the most £.-ly of the 3, and is

called at the present day Phanaris Zea was
situated between Piraeus and Munychia. Most
topographers have erroneously supposed Phmari
to be Phaleron, and Zea to be Munychia. The
entrance to the harbour of Munychia was very

narrow, and could be closed by a chain. The hill
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ofMunychia contained several public buildings.

Of these the most important were : —(1) a temple

of Artemis Munychia, in which persons accused of

crimes against the state took refuge: (2) The
Bendideum, the sanctuary of the Thracian Artemis

Bendis, in whose honour the festival of the Ben-

didea was celebrated: (3) The theatre on the N.W.
slope of the hill, in which the assemblies of the

people were sometimes held.

Unrcla, Mnrtia, or Hnrtila, a surname of

Venus at Rome, where she had a chapel in the

circus, with a statua This snmaxne, which is

said to be the same as Myrtea (from nmtus, a
myrtle), was believed to indicate the fondness of

the goddess for tlie myrtle tree. In ancient times

there is said to have been a myrtle grove in the

front of bw chapel at the foot of the Aventina
Murena, L. Statins, was Cae8ar*8 legatns, b.c. 48,

and praetor 45. He went into Syria after his year

of office expired
;
and after Caesar's death became

an active supporter of the republican party. Cas>

sius appointed him prefect of the fleet. After the

ruin of the republican party at Philippi, in 42,

Murcus went over to Sex. Pompey in Sicily. Here
he was assassinated by Pompey*s order at the

instigation of his freedraan Menas, to whom Mur-
1 us had borne himself loftily.

MnrSna, Licinloa. The name Murena, which
is the proper way of writing the word, not Mu-
niena, is said to have been given in consequence of

one of the family having a ^eat liking for the

lamprey (murena), and building tanks (vivaria)

for thom.a>*l. p., a man of some literary know-
ledge, lost his life in the wars of Marius and Sulla,

a c. 82."— 2. L., brother of the preceding, served

under Sulla in Greece, in the Mithridatic war.

After Sulla had made peace with Mithridatea (84),

2Murena was left as propraetor in Asia. Anxious
for distinction, Murena sought a qilbrrel with
Mithridates

; and after carrying on the war for

2 years, was at length compelled by the strict

orders of Sulla to stop hostilities. [See p.452, a.]

Mui-ena returned to Rome, and had a triumph in

81. lie probably died soon aftyr.— 8. L., son of

the last, served under his father in the 2nd Mi>
thridatic war, and also under Lucullus in the 3rd
Mithridatic war. In 65 he was praetor, in 64
propraetor of Gallia Cisalpina, and in 63 was
elected consul with D. Junius Silanus. Serv. Sul-

picius, an unsuccessful candidate, instituted a pro-

secution against Murena for bribery {amhitui), and
he was supported in the matter by M. Porcius

Cato, Cn. PostumiuB, and Serv. Sulpicius the

younger. Murena was defended by Q. Horten-

sius, M. Tullius Cicero, who was then c^aul, and
M. Licinius Crassus. The speech of Cicero, which
is extant, was delivered in the latter part of No-
vember. The orator handled his subject skilfully,

;

by making merry with the formulae and the prac-
'

tice of the lawyers, to which class Sulpicius be-

;

longed, and with the paradoxes of the Stoics, to

which sect Cato had attached himself. M>>rena
was acquitted, and was consul in the following

year, 62.-4. A. Terentitia Vaxro Mnreita, pro-

bably the son of the preceding, was adopted by
A. Terentios Varro, whose name he took, acced-
ing to the custom in sneh cases. In the civil wws
he is said to have lost his property, and C. Prom-
leius, a Roman eqiies, is Bind to have given him a
share of his own property. This Proculeius is called

the brother of Vairo^ but, if we take the words of
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Horace literally (Cbm. ii. 2), Proculeius had more
than one brother.* It is conjectured that this Pro-

cttleius was a son of the brother of No. 3, who
had been adopted by one Proculeius. This would
make Proculeius the cousin of Varro. It was com-

mon enough among the Romans to call cousins by
the name of brothers {/mter pairudu and /rater).

In 25 Murena subdued the Salassi in the Alps,

and founded the town of Augusta (Aoda) in their

territory. He was consul suffeetus in 23. In
22 he was involved in the conspiracy of Fan-
nins Caepio, and was condemned to death and
executed, notwithstanding the intercession of Pro-

culeius and Terentia, the sister of Murena. Ho-
race (Cartn, ii. 10) addresses Murena by the name
of Licinius, and probably intended to ^ve him
some advice as to being more cautious in his speech

and cbnduct.

Mnrgaatla. 1. See Moroantium.— 2. A
town in Samnium of uncertain site.

Murgit, a town in Hispania Baetica, on the

frontiers of Tairaconensis, and on the road from
Acci to Malaga.

Xnridflnani orXoridfiniiin {Dorehester\ called

Diminm by Ptolemy, the capital of the Durotriges

in the S. of Britain, At DarcUmter there are

remains of the walls and the amphitheatre of the

ancient town.

Xnrsa or Xnrsla {Emck^ capital of Slavonia),

an important town in Pannonia Inferior, situated

on the Dravus, not far from its junction with the

Danul)e, was a Roman colony founded by the
emperor Hadrian, and was the residence of the

governor of Lower Pannonia. Here Magnentius
was defeated by ConstantiusIL, a.d. 351.

Xnrsella, o^nrsa Minor, a town in Pannonia
Inferior, only •miles W. of the great Mursa.
Xns, IMkans. [Bbcius.]

Mnsa, AntSnlni, a celebrated {physician at

Rome about the beginning of the Christian era.

He was brother to Enphorbus, the physician to

king Juba, and was himself the physician to the

emperor Augustus. He had been originally a slave.

When the emperor was seriously ill, and had
been made worse by a hot regimen and treatment,

B.C. 23, Antonius Musa succeeded in restoring

him to health by means of cold bathing and cooling

drinks, for which service he received from Augus-
tua and the smiate a large sum of money and the
permiasbn to wear a gold ring, ^nd also had a
statue erected in his honour near that of Aescula-

pius by public subscription. He seems to have
been attached to this mode of treatment, to which
Horace alludes {Epid, i. 15. 3), but failed when
he applied it to the case of M. Marcellus, who died
un'^yr his care a few months after the recovery of
Augustus, 23. He wrote several pharmaceutical

works, which are frequently quoted by Galen, but
of which nothing except a few fragments remain.

There are, however, 2 short Latin medical works
ascribed to Antonins Musa, but these are univer-

sally considered to be spurious.*'

Mllta or Xllsa (MoDara, Mov^a
:
prob. Moudiid^

N. of Mo1tha\ a celebrat^ port of Arabia Felix,

on the W. coast, near its S. extremity, or in other
words on the R shore of the Bed near the
SlraiU of Bab-d»Mandd>,

Mdfae (Motb'at), the Muses, were, according to

the earliest writers, the inspiring goddesses of song,

and, according to later notions, divinities presiding

over the different kinds of poetry, and over the
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arts and sciences. They were originally regarded

as the nymphs of inspiring wells, near which they

were worshipped, and they bore different names in

different places, until the Thraco>Boeotian wor-

ship of the niat Muses spread from Boeotia over

other parts of Greece, and ultimately became gene*

T^ly established.— 1. Gmealogy Ike Mutet, The
most common notion was tha^ they were the

daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne, and bom in

Pierio, at the foot of Mt. Olympus. Some call

them the daughters of Uranus and Gaea, and
others daughters of Pierus and Antiope, or of»|

Apollo, or of Zeus and Plusia, or of Zens and
Monet^ probably a mere translation of Mnemosyne
or Mneme, whence they are called Mnmotud^^ or

of Zeus and Minerva, or, lastly, of Aether and
Gaea.— 2. Number ofHu Muaea. Originally there

were 3 Muses worshipped on Mt. Helicon in

Boeotia, namely, Mdeia (meditation), Mimie
(memory), and Aaide (song). Three Muses also

were recognised at Sicyon and at Delphi. As
daughters of Zeus and Plusia we find mention of

4 Muses, viz. TJulannoe (the heart delightingX

Aoide (song), Arche (beginning), and Meiete,

Some accounts, in which they are c^led daugbtera

of Pierus, mention 7 Muses, viz. jVtfb, JWione,

Asopo, Heptoporc^ Achdoia^ Tipoplo^ and Hhodia ;

and others, lastly, mention 8, which is also said to

have been the number recognised at Athena At
length, however, the number fl became established

throughout all Greece. Homer sometimes men*
tions Musa only in the singular, and. sometimes

Musae in the plural, and once only he speaks of

9 Muses, though without mentioning any of

their names. Hesiod is the first who states the

names of all the 9, and these 9 names became the

usual ones. They are Cbh, Thalia, Mel-
pomeiWy Terpnehore, Erato, Pclpnnia or Polyhym-
nia, Urania,eand Calliope,— 3. jVa^Hrs awl dia-

racter of the Muaes, In Horner^ poems, they are

the goddesses of song and poetiy, and live in

Olympus. There they sing the festive songs at

the repasts of the immortala .They bring before

the mind of the mortal poet the events which he
has to relate, and confer upon him the gift of song.

The earliest poets in their invocation of the Muse
or Muses were perfectly sincere, and actually be-

lieved in their being inspired by the goddesses;

but in later times the invocation of the Muses was
a mere formal imitation of the early poets. Tha*
myris, who presumed to excel the Muses, was de-

prived by them of the mft they had bestowed on
him, and pnnished witii blindness. The Sirens,

who likewise ventured upon a contest with them,

, were deprived of the feathers of their wings,and the

Muses put them on their own nersons as ornaments.

t The 9 daughters of Pierus, who presumed to rival

the Muses, were metamorphosed into burds. Since
poets and bards derived their power from the

Muses, they are frequently called either their dis-

ciples or sons. Thus Linus is called a son of Am*
phimarus and Urania, or ofApoUowsd Calliope, or

Terpsichore; Hyacinthus a son of Pierus and
Clio; Orpheus a son of Cidliope Clio, and
Thamyris a son of Erato. These and a few
others are the cases* in which the Muses are de*

scribed as mothers ; but the more general idea

was, that, like other nymphs, they were viigin

divinities. Being goddesses of song, they were
natncallv connected with Apollo, the god of the
lyre, who like th«m instructs the bards, and is

mentioned along with them even by Homer. Tn

later times Apollo is placed in very close con-

nection with the Muses, for he is described as the

leader of the choir of the Muses by the surname

Mueagetee (tHovaaylniis). A further feature in

the character of the Mnses is their prophetic power,

which belong to them, partly because they were
n^arded as inspiring nymphs, and partly because

of their connection with the prophetic god of Delphi.

Hence, they instructed, for example, Aristaeus in

the art of prophecy. As the Muses loved to dwell

on Mt Helit^ they were naturally associated

with Dionysos and dramatic poetry, and hence

they are d^ib^ as the companions, playmates,

or aunes of Dionysus; The worship of the Muses
points orig^inally to Thrace and Pieria about Mt
Olympus, whence it was introduced into Boeotia

;

and the names of mountains, grottoes, and wells,

connected with their worship in the N., were like-

wise transferred to the S. Near Mt Helicon,

Ephialtes and Otus are said to have offered the

first samficea to them. In the same place there

was a sanctuary with their statues, tlie sacred

wells Aganippe and Hippocrene, and on Mt.
Libethrion, which is connected with Helicon,

there was a sacred grotto of the Muses. Pierus,

a Macedonian, is said to have been the first who
introduced the worship of the nine Muses, from

Thrace to Thespiae, at the foot of Mt. Helicon.

There they had a temple and statues, and the

Thespians celebrated a solemn festival of the

Muses on Mt. Helicon, called Musea. Mt. Par-

nassus was likewise sacred to them, with the

Castalian spring, near which they had a temple.

The sacrifices offered to the Muses consisted of

libations of water or milk, and of honey. The
various surnames by which they are designated by
the poets are for the most part derived from the

places which were sacred to them or in which they

were worshipped, while some are descriptive of the

sweetness of their songa— 4. Pepreeeniatione of
the Mtuee in works of art. In the most ancient

works of art we find only 3 Muses, and their attri-

butes are musical instruments, such as the flute,

the lyre, or the barbiton. Later artists gave to

each of the 9 sisters different attributes as well as

different attitudes. 1. CaUiSpe, the Muse of epic

poetry, appears with a tablet and stylus, and some-

times with a roll of paper ; 2. Clio, the Muse of

history, appears in a sitting attitude, with an open

roll of paper, or an open chest of books ; 3. Euterpe,

the Muse of lyric poetry, with a flute ; 4. Melpo-
mene, the Muse of tni^y, with a tragic mask,

the club of Hercules, or a sword, her head is sur-

rounded with vine leaves, and she wears the

cothurnus; 6. TerpsieMre^ the Muse of chontl

dapee and song, appears with the lyre and the

plectrum ; 6. ErUto, the Muse of erotic poetry and
mimic imitation, sometimes also has the lyre;

7. Polymn^a,. or Pciyhymii^ the Muse of the sub-

lime hymn, usually appears without any attribute,

in a pepsive or meditating .attitude ; 8. Urania, the

Muse of astronomy, with a staff pointing to a
globe

;
' 9. ThaUa, the Muse of comedy and of

merry or idyllic poetry, i^fpeari with a comic mask,
a shepherd's staff, or a wreath of ivy. Sometimes
the Muses are seen with feathers on their heads,

alluding to their contest with the Sirens.

XffaaeUB (Movo’cabr). L A semi-mythological

personage, to be elaated with Olen, Orpheus,

and Pamphos. He wm regarded as the author
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of yarious poetical compositions, especially as con-

nected with the mystic rites of Demeter at Eleuais,

over which the legend represented him as pre-

siding in the time of Hercules. He was reputed

to belong to the family of the Eumolpidae, being

the son of Eumolpus and Selene. In other vari*

ations of the myth he was less definitely called a
Thracian. According to other legends he was the

son of Orpheus, of whom he was generally consi>

dered as the imitator and disciple. Some accounts

gave him a wife Deioce md a eon Eumolpus.
There was a tradition that the Museum in Piraeus

bore that name from having been the place where
Musaeus was buried. Among the numerous com-
positions attributed to him by the ancients the

most celebrated were his OracUs. Onomacritus,

in the time of the Pisistratidae, made it his busi-

ness to collect and arrange the oracles that passed

under the name of Musaeus, and was banished by
Hipparchus for interpolating in the collection oracles

of his own making.— 8. A grammarian, the author

of the celebrated poem on the loves of Hero and
Leander. Nothing is known of the personal his-

tory of the writer
;
but it is certain that the poem

is a late production. Some critics suppose that the

author did not live earlier than the 5th century of

our era. Edited by Passow, Lips. 1810 ; and by
Schaefer, Lips. 1825.

MfisagStea. [Musax.]
C. Husonlas Bufos, a celebrated Stoic philo-

sopher, was the son of a Roman eques, and was
banished by Nero to the island of Gyaros, in

A. D. under the pretext of his having been

privy to the conspiracy of Piso. Ho returned

from exile on the accession of Oalba, and seems

to have been held in high estimation by Vespasian,

as he was allowed to remain at Rome when the

other philosophers were banished from city.

Musonius wrote various philosophical works, ^
of which have perished.

Masti (ModorrT/), a town in the Carthaginian

territory (Zeugitana), near the river Bagradas, on
the road from Carthage to Sicca Venerio. Here
Regulue killed an enormous serpent.

Muthul, a river of Numidia, the boundary be-

tween the kingdoms of Jugurtha and AdherbaL
It is probably the same as the Rubricatus.
HutUni, 0. Paplos, one of the principal Samnite

generals in the Marsic war, b. c. 80—89.
Mutlua (Mutineniis : Modena), afi< imMrtant

town in Gallia Cispadana, on the high road from

Mediolanum to the S. of Italy, wii pririnally a
Celtic town, and was the first place which the

Romans took away firom the Boil It is mentioned

at the beginning of the 2nd Punic war (n. c. 218)
under the name of MoHna, as a foigified place

inhabited by the Romans ; but it was not till 188
that it was made a Roman colony* Mutina it

celebrated in the
,

history of the civil war after

Caesar’s death. Decinius Brutus was besieged here

by M. Antonius from December, 44, to April, 43;

and under its walls the battles were fought, in

which the consuls Hirtius and Pansa perished.

Hence this war was called the BeUum Mufinenee,

The best wool in all Italy came fri>m;'t^ neigh-

bourhood of Murina.

Kutunua or Mutinna, was among the Remans
the same as the phallus, or Priapus, among the

Greeks, and was believed to be the most powerful

averter of demons, and of all evil that resulted

firom pride, boastfulness^ and the like.

MYCERINUS. 481

e&le (MvkcIAi; : Sdtiuun), a mountain in the
S.-of Ionia in Asia Minor, N. of the mouth of the

Maeonder. It forms the W. extremity of M. Mes-
sogis, and runs far out into the sea, opposite to

Simioi, forming a sharp promontory, which was
called Mycale or Trojrilium (TpwyfXiov, Tpwyd-
\iop : C. S, Maria), This cape and the S. E. pro-

montory of Samos (PosidOnium) overiap one an-
other, and the 2 tongties of land are separated by
a strait only 7 stadia (little more than S-dths of a
mile) in width, which is renowned in Greek history

as the scene of the victory mined over the Persian
fleet by Leotychides and Aanthippus, b. c. 479.
There seems to have been a city of the same name
on or near the promontory. On the N. side of the

promontory, near Priene, was the great temple of

Poseidon, which was the place of meeting for the
Panionic festival and Amphictyony.

ICyealMSlis : MvKdKiitrtrios), an
ancient and important city in Boeotia, mentioned
by Homer, was situated on the road from Aulis to

Thebes. InB.c. 418 some Thracian mercenaries
in the pay of Athens surprised and sacked the
town, and butchered the inhabitants. From this

blow it never recovered, and was in ruins in the
time of Pauianias. It nosseised a celebrated temple
of Demeter, who was nence sumamed Mycalessia.

Kyeinaa sometimes Xyeine (Mvafirai, Mt»-

lefivtl ! MvKiipdios : Karvaia), an ancient town in

Argolis, about 6 miles N. £. of Argos, is situated

on a hill at the head of a narrow vallby, and is

hence described by Homer as ^ in a recess (m*OCV)
of the Argive land’*: hence the etymology of the

name. Mycenae is said to have been founded by
Perseus, and was subsequently the favourite resi-

dence of the Pelopidae. During the reign of

A^memnon it was regarded as the first city in all

Greece ; but after the conquest of Peloponnesus by
the Dorians, it ceased to be a place of importance.

It still, however,, continued an indt^ndent town
till B. c. 468, when it was attacked by the Argives,

whose hatred the Mycenaeans are said to have
incurred by the part they took in the Persian war
in fkvour of the Greek cause. The massive walls

of Mycenae resisted all the attacks of the Argives;

but the inhabitants were at lenrth conrpelled by
famine to abandon their town. They effected their

escape without a surrender, and tooK refuge, some
at Cleonae, some in Achaia, and others in Mace-
donia. Mycenae 'was now destroyed by the Argives

and was never rebuilt; but there are still numerous
remains of the ancient city, which on account of

their antiquity and grandeur are some of the most

interesting in all Gr«^. Of these the most re-

markable are the subterranean vault, commonly
called the ** Treasury of Athens,” but which was
more probably a sepulchre, and the Gate of Lions,

so called from 2 lions sculptured over the pte.

Myefine (Mvmfvn), daughter of Inachus and
wife of Arestor, from whom the town of Mycenae
was believed to have derived its name : the true

etymology of the name is given above,

'KyoMdiLiu, or Meokeibiui (MontpTpoSt M«xc-
p'^of), son of Cheops, king of Egypt, succeeded

his uncle Che^hren on the throne. His conduct

formed a strong contrast to that of his ftither and
uncle, being as mild and just as theirs had been ty-

lannicaL On the death of his daughter, he placed

her corpse within the h<dlow body of a wooden
cow, which was cerrered with gold. Herodotus

tells \u that it was still to be Men at Sail in his
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time. We further bear of Mycerinus that, being

Avarned by an oracle that he should die at the

end of 6 years, because he had been a gentle

ruler and had not wreaked the vengeance of the

gods on Egypt, he gave himself up to revelry,

and strove to doable his allotted time by tumin|^

night into day. He began to build a pyramid, but

died before it was finished. It was smaller than

those of Cheops and Chephren, and, according to

Herodotus, was wrongly ascribed by some to the

Greek hetaera Rhodopis.

MyoSnus (MCkovos: MimcSvios: ilfy«mo),a small

island in the Aegaean sea, one of the Cyclades,

S.E. of Tenos and E. of Delos, never attained any
importance in history, but if. celebrated in mytho-
logy as one of the places where the giants were
defeated by Hercules. The island was poor and
unproductive, and its inhabitants were rapacious.

It contained 2 towns, a promontory, called

and a mountain named Dinuutus. The large

number of bald persons in this island was consi-

dered worthy of record by several ancient writers.

Mygdon son of Acroon, a Phry-
gian king, who fought with Otreus and Priam
against the Amazons, and from whom some of

the Phrygians are said to have been called Myg-
donians. He had a son Coroebus, who is hence

called Mvgdonides.

Mygdonia (Mvyiovla : MtiySovcr). 1. A dis-

trict in the K of Macedonia, bordering on the

Thermaic Gulf and the Chalcidic peninsula. Its

people were of Thracian origin.-* 2. A district in

the N. of Asia Minor, between M. Olympus and
the coast, in the E. of Mysia and the W. of Bi-

thynia, named after the Thracian people,Mygdones,
who formed a settlement here, but were afterwards

subdued by the Bithyni.*— 8. The N.E. district

of Mesopotamia, between M. Masius and the Cha-

boras, which divided it from Osroene. From its

great fertility|»it was also called Anthemusia (Av-
Btfiovvla). The name of Mygdonia was ^t in-

troduced after the Macedonian conquests: in the

passage of Xenophon {Anab* iv. 3), sometimes

cited to prove the contrary, the true reading is

MopSdvio/, not MvySoytoi,

Myia (Mvia), daughter of Pythagoras and
Theano, and wife of Milon of Crotono. A letter,

addressed to a certain Phyllis, is extant under

her name.
Mylae (MoW: MvAcuor, MvXatrrit), 1. (Ms-

/azzo), a town oh the E. part of the N. coast of

Sicily, situated on a promontojy running out

into the sea, with a harbour and a citadel. It was
founded by Zancle (Messana), and continued sub-

ject to the latter city. It was off Mylae that

Agrippa defeated the fleet of Sex. Pompeius, B. c.

36.-2. A town of Thessaly in Magnesia, of un-

certain site.

HCylSaa or Xylaiaa (rb MiiAtuns, MuAcurcrsc

MvAaoctir: Mektuo^ Bm), a very ancient and
flourishing inland city of Caria, lay 80 stadia (8
geog. miles) from the coast at the Gulf of lassns,,

in a fertile plaji^ on and at the foot of an isolated

rock of beautiful w^iite marble, which furnished the

material for the siden4id temples otiMr pal^
buildings of the city. The most important of these

buildings was the great national temple of Zeus
Carius or Osagon. [Caria*] Mylaaa was ^e
birthplaoe and capital of Hbcatomnus. Und(«r

the ^mans it was made a free city. In the civil

wars, it was taken and partly destroyed by Li*
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bienus. Its remains are very extensive, and the

ruins of the temple of Zeus are supposed to have
been found on the rock which formed the Acro-

polis of the ancient city;

Hyndna (Miivdor: M^i'Stos: prob. Port Gu-
mwd/tt, Ru.), a Dorian colony on the coast of Caria,

in Asia Minor, founded by settlers from Troezene,

probably on the site of an old town of the Leleges,

which continued to exist under the name of Palae-

myndus. Mpdus stood at the W. extremity of

the same peninsula on which Halicarnassus stood.

It was not one of the cities of the Dorian Hexapolis,

but never became a place of much importance.

KyCii or Uyfinla (Mdwi', Muovla*. Muovsds), a
town of the Locrl Ozolae, situated on a considerable

height SO stidia from Amphisio, and in one of the

passes which led from Aetolia into Phocis.

HyonnBiiif (}iLv6vvriffQs : C. JlypsiU) a pro-

montory of Ionia, with a town and a little island

of the same name, S. of Teos and W. of Lebcdus,
and forming the N. headland of the Gulf of Ephe-
sus. Here the Romans, under the praetor L. Aeiui-

lius, gained a great naval victory over Antiochus
the Great, b. c. 190.

Mj^OS !l^rmof (b Mubr Sp/ior, i. e. Muscle-port^

rather than Mouse-port^ for pus is the Greek for

muscle^ and this shell-fish is very common on the

W. coast of the Red Sea), aft. Veneris Portus
CA<t>poblTris Bppos), an important seapport town of

Upper JE^ypt, built by Ptolemy II. Philadelphus

on a promontory of the same name, 6 or 7 days'

journey from Coptos. Some of the best modem
geographers identify the port with Kosseir (lat.

26° 10'), which is still an important port of the

Red Sea, and the place of embarkation for the cara-

van to Mecca. Kosseir lies due £. of Coptos, and
is connected with it by a valley, which contains

traces of an ^cient road, and which still forms the

route of the Mecca caravan. At the village of

Alm-S/utar^ near Cosseir, are extensive ruins, which
are supposed to be the remains of the town of

Myos iionnoi. Others, however, place it a degree

farther N., in lat. 26° 10 , opposite the Jaffatine

islands.

Kyra or Kyron^frct and Mbpa, Mbpuv: Mi«-

p«ds : Myra, Grk., Dembre, Turk., Ru.), one of the

chief cities of Lycia, and,under the later Roman em-
pire, the capital of the province, was built on a rock

20 stadia (2 geog, miles) from the sea, and had a
port called Andraoa ('ArSpMucif). St. Paul touched

here on bis voys^ as a prisoner to Rome, and the

passage where this is mentioned (Aots^ xzvii. 5, 6),

aflbr£ incidental proof that the place was then, an
important sea-port. There are still magnificent

ruins of the city, in great part hewn out of the rock.

Kyriaadnu (MvpforBpor), a Phoenician colony

in Syria, on the £. aide of the Gulf of Isaus, a
day's journey from the Cilioian Gates. It probably

stood a littto S. of Alexandria, at a spot where

there are ruins. Herodotus calls the Gulf of Issus d

MopMwSiirdr wdAiror, aname evidently derived from
this place, with a slight variation of form.

(MvptKovs)f a city on the coast of Troas,

opposite to Ten^os.

Kyilfta (i) Mvpii'a, orMdpu'o, Mbptypa, VLvpivrf:

WvfHyaieif), 1. (Saiidariikf)^ a very ancient and
strong^ fortified city on the W. coast of Mysi^
founded, according to mythical tradition, by Myri-
nut or by the Amazon Mpina, and colonized by the

Aeoliens, df whose confederacy it formed a member.
It waa alio called Smyrna, and, under the Roman
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empire, Sebastopolis : it Tiraa made by the Romans
a ctmiouH libera. It was destroyed by earthquakes

under Tiberius and Trajan, but each time rebuilt.

It was the birthplace of the epigrammatic poet

Agathias.—>2. [^e Lbmnos.]
]ffyrl6a (Mi^pXeta : Mvp\eav6s : Amapdu Ru.,

a little distance inland from Mudanieh)^ a city

of Bithynia, not far from Prusa, founded by the

Colophonians, and almost rebuilt by Prusias I., who
called it Apamea after his wife. The Romans
colonized it under Julias Caesar and Augustus.

MjmnScIdeB (MvpfiriKiSris), a sculptor and en-

graver, of Miletus or Athens, is generally men-
tioned in connection with Callicrates, like whom
he was celebrated for the mifllteness of his works.

[Callicratbs.] His works in ivory were so

small that they could scarcely be seen without

placing them on black hair.

llymiSolnni (Mv/>/u^irtov), a Scythian or Cim-
merian town of the Chersonesus Taurica, situated

on a promontory of the same name at the narrowest

part of the Bosporus, opposite the AchUleum in

Asia.

Myrmidon {MvpfxibAv)^ son of Zeus and Euiy-

medusa, daughter of Clitos, whom Zeus deceived

ill the disguise of an ant. Her son was for this

reason called Myrmidon (from an ant),

and was regarded as the ancestor of the M^
midons in Thessaly. He was married to Pisi-

dice, by whom he became the father of Antiphus

and Actor.

MyrmldSnes (Mup/iuS^m), an Achaean race in

Phthiotis in Thessaly, whom Achilles ruled over

nnd who accompanied this hero to Troy. They
are said to have inhabited originally the island of

Aegina, and to have emigrated with Peleus into

Thessaly; but modem critics on the contrary sup-

pose that a colony of them emigrated fr«n Thessaly

into Aegina. The Mynnidones disappear from

history at a later peric^. The ancients derived

their name either from a mythical ancestor Myb-
AffDox, or from the ants (/uifpfiij/ces) in Aegina,

which were supposed to have h^n metamorphosed
into men in the time of Aeacus. [Abacus.]
Hj^on (MiJp«v). 1. Tyraut of Sicyon, the

father of Aristonymus, and grandfather of Glia-

thenes. He gained the victory at Olympia in

the chariot-race in B. c. 648.-«2. One of the

most celebrated of the Greek stati^vies, and also

a sculptor and engraver, was bom'at Eleutherae,

in Boeotia, about 480. He is also called an

Athenian, because Eleutheiae had been admitted

to the Athenian franchise. He was the disciple

of Ageladas, the fellow-disciple of Polycletus,

and a younger contempoiaiy of Phidias. He
flourished about 431, the time of the beginninpp of

the Peloponnesian war. The chief chaxaeteristic

of Myron seems to have been bis power of ea-

pressing a great variety of forms. Not content

with the human figure in its most difficult and

momentary attitudes, he directed his art towards

various other animals, and he .seems to have been

tlie first great artist who did so. His great,iWorks

were nearly all in bronze. The most celebrated

of his statues were his VwMua and hss Cow.

Of his Diseobolw there are seireral marble copies

in existence. It is true that we cannot prove by
testimony that any of these alleged copies were

really taken from Myron^ work, or from imita-

tions of it ; but the resemblance between them,

the fame of the original, and the well-known
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frequency of the practice of making such marble
copies of celebrated bronzes, all concur to put the

question beyond reasonable doubt. Of these copies

we possess one in the Townley Gallery of the

British Museum, which was found in the grounds

p§. Hadrian's Tiburtine Villa, in 1791. The Cow
of Myron appears to have been a perfect work
of its kind. It was celebrated in many popular

verses, and the Greek Anthology still contains

no less than 86 epigrams upon it. The Cow
was represented as lowing, and the statue was

f

placed on a marble base, in the centre of the
argeat open place in Athens, where it still stood
in the time of Cicero. In the time of Pansanias
it was no longer there

; it must have been re-

moved to Rome, where it was still to be seen in

the temple of Peace, in the time of Procopius. <— 3.

Of Priene, the author of an historical account of

the first Messenian war, probably lived not earlier

than the 3rd century b. c.

Myrfinldes (MvpUfyidvtX a skilful and successful

Athenian general In b. c. 457, he defeated the
Corinthians, who had invaded Megara; and in

456 he defeated the Boeotians at Oenophyta.
Myrrha (Mrf/J^a) or Smyrna, daughter of Ciny-

ras and mother of Adonis. For details see Adonis.
MyrrhinSa (Mv/ifiivoCr, Mv^^tvo^anos), a demus

on the E. coast of Attica, belonging to the tribe

Pandionis, a little S. of the promontory Cynosura.

It is said to have been built by a hero Colaenus,

and it contained a temple of Artemis Colaenis.

MyrillTU (MJp<rtXor). 1. [Candaulb8.]-»2. A
Greek historical writer of uncertain date, a native

of Lesbos, from whom Dionysius of Halicarnassus

borrowed a part of his accoant of the Pelasgians.

Myrtbiaa. [Myrtuntium.]
Myrtnii, a town of the Turdetani on the Anas

in Lusitania, possessing the Jus Latii.

Myrtnns (vivpriXos), son of Hermes by Cleo-

bule, Clytia, Phaetusa or Myrto. He was the

charioteer of Oenomaus king of Elis, whom he
betrayed, when Pelops contended with his master
in the chariot-race. He was afterwards thrown
into the sea by Pelops near Geraestus in Euboea ;

and that part of the Aegean is said to have
thenceforth been called after him the Myrtoan sea.

[Obnomaus
;
Pelops.] At the moment he ex-

pired, he pronounced a curse upon the house of

Pelops, wlwh was henceforward tormented by the
Erinnyes.. His father placed him among the stars

as awriga,

Myrtis (M^pr»), a lyric poetess, a native of

Anthedon, in Boeotia. She was reported to have
been the instructress of Pindar, and to have con-

tended with him for the palm of superiority. This
is alluded to in an extant fi:agment of Corinna.

There were statues in honour of her in various
parts of Greece.

Myrt^om Ibre (rh Moprdop ir4\B7or), the
part of the Aegaean sea, S. of Euboea, Attica and
Argolis, which derived its name from the small
ishmd Myrtus, though others suppose it to come
from Myrtilus, whom Pelops threw into this sea,

or from the maiden Myrto.

MyituxitiTun (Mvpeodvrmp: Mvprodcior), called

l^frnane (Mtipeiror) ih Homer, a town of the
E^ans in Elis, on the road from Elis to Dyme.
Kyrtna. [MrAToujii Marb.J
Mft (M0r), an artist in the toreutic depart-

ment, engraved the battle of the Lapithae ond
the Centaurs and other figures on the shield of
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PhidWs colossal bronze statue of Athena Proma-

chos, in the Acropolis of Athens. He is men-

tioned as one of the most distinguished engravers

by several ancient writers.

Xysc^iUi (Mvtr/ceAor, or M^(rxe^Aor), a native

of Achaia, and, according to Ovid (Afe/am. xv. 1^,

an Heraclid, and the son of an Argive named Ale*

mon. He founded Croton in Italy, b. c. 710, in

accordance with the Delphic oracle. The oracle

had commanded him to build a city, where he

should find rain with fine weather. For a Icng

time he thought it impossible to fulfil the command
of the oracle, till at length he found in Italy a

beautiful woman in tears ; whereupon he perceived

that the oracle was accomplished, and straightway

founded Croton on the spot.

Uysi (Mutroi), one of the Thracian peoples,

who seem to have crossed over from Europe into

Asia Minor before recorded history begins. They
appear to be the same people as the Mnesi (in

Greek also Mvo-o/), on the banks of the Danube.

[Mob81a.] They stand in close connection with

the Teucri. These 2 peoples appear to have moved
from the banks of the Strymon to the S.E. of

Thrace, forcing the Bithyni over the Thracian

Bosporus into Asia, and then to have crossed

over into Asia themselves, by way of the Thracian

Bosporus, and to have settled on the S.E. shore

of the Propontis, as far W. as the river Khyndacus
(the rest of the Asiatic coast of the Propontis and
the Hellespont being occupied by Phrygians), and
also in the £. and S. parts of the district afterwards

called Mvsls, in the mountains called Glympus
and Temnus, and on the S. side of Ida. The Teu-

crians obtained a permanent footing also on the N.
side of Ida, in the Troad. Being afterwards driven

W.-ward over the Khyndacus by the Bithynians,and

hemmed in on the W. and N. by the Aeolian colo-

nies, the MyjsiABS may be regarded as about shut up

within the ranges of Ida and Olympus on the N.
and N.E. and Temnus on the S. They were a simple

pastoral people^ low in the scale of civilization.

Their language and religion bore a strong resem-

blance to those of their neighbours, the Phrygians

and Lydians, who were of the same Thracian

origin as themselves ; and hence arose the error,

which is found in Herodotus, of deriving them
directly from the- Lydians.

K^la (i) Mvtrlo, poet. Mu<rls ala: Mi/o-ds, My-
sus and Mysius : CAa» Karasi, the N.W. district

of Anadoli)^ a district of Asia Minor, called also

the Asiatic Mysia (Mverta )) ’Aoriavif), in contradis-

tinction to Moesia on the banks of the Danube.

Originally it meant of course the territory of the

Mysi, but in the usual division of Asia Minor, as

settled under Augustus, it occupied the whole of

the N.W. comer of the peninsula, between the

Hellespont on the N.W.; the Propontis on the

N. ; toe river Khyndacus and M. Olympus on the

£., which divided it from Bithynia and Phrygia

;

M. Temnus, and an imaginary line drawn from

Temnus to the S. side of the Elaitic Gulf, on the S.,

where it bordered;^upon Lydia; and the Aegean

Sea on the W. It was subdivided into h parts

:

(1.) Mysia Minor (M vf along the N. coast.

(2.) Myt^ Mt^dr (M. ixeydKfi)^ the S.E. in-,

land regiop, with a small portion of the coast

^Hween the *1^1^ and the Aeolic settlements

aboNit the (3.) Troas (vf TpcMfr), the

N.W. angfis^ bmSen the Aegean and Hellespont

and the S. coast along the foot of Ida. (4.) Aeolis

MYSIA.
or Aeolia (i) AloXts or Alo\ia\ the S. part of the

W. coast, around the Ela'itic Gulf, where the chief

cities of the Aeolian confederacy were planted

;

but applied in a wider sense to the W. coast in

general ; and (5.) Tenthrania (d Tev0payla\ the

S.W. angle, between Temnus and the borders of

Lydia, where, in very early times, Teuthras was
said to have established a Mysian kingdom, which
was early subdued by the kings of Lydia; this

part was also called Pergamene, from the celebrated

city of Pkrgamus, which stood in it. This ac-

coimt applies to the time of the early Roman em-
pire; the extent of Mysia, and its subdivisions,

varied greatly at other timea In the heroic ages

we find the neat fbucrian monarchy of Troy in

the N.W. of me country, and the Phrygians along

the Hellespont : as to the Mysians, who appear as
allies of the Trojans, it is not clear whether they
are Europeans or Asiatics. The Mysia of the

legends respecting Telephus is the Teuthranian
kingdom in the S., only with a wider extent than
the later Teuthranio. Under the Persian empire,

the N.W. portion, which was still occupied in part

by Phrygians, but chiefly by Aeolian settlements,

was called Phrygia Minor, and by the Greeks
Hbllbspontus. Mysia was the region S. of the

chain of Ida
; and both formed, with Lydia, the

second stitrspy. In the division of the empire of

Alexander the Great, Mysia fell, with Thrace, to

the share of Lysimachus, b. c. 311, after whose
defeat and death, in 281, it became a part of the

Greco-Syrian kingdom, with the exception of the

S.W. portion, where Philetaeras founded the king-

dom of Pkrgamus (280), to which kingdom the

whole of Mysia was assigned, together with
Lydia, Phrygia, Caria. Lycia, Pisidia, and Pam-
phylia, after the defeat of Antiochus the Great by
the Romans in 190. With the rest of the king-

dom of Pergamus, Mysia fell to the Romans in

133, by the bequest of Attalus III., and formed
part of the province of Asia. Uoder the later

empire, Mysia formed a separate proconsular pro-

vince, under the name of Hellespontus. The coun-

try was for the most part mountainous
;

its chief

chains being thos? of Ida, Olympus, and Tem-
Nus, which are terminal branches of the N.W.
part of the Taurus chain, and the union of which
forms the elevated land of S.E. Mysia. Their pro-

longations into the sea form several important bays

and capes
;
namely, among the former, the great

gulf of Adramyttium (^AdramytH)^ which cuts off

Lesbos from the continent, and the Sinus Ela'iticus

(O. of Ckanddt)
;
and, among the latter, Sigenra

(C. Yemcheri) and Lectum (fi. Baba\ at the N.W.
and S.W. extremities of the Troad, and Cano
(a Cokni) and Hydria (FoAza), the N. and S.

headlands of the Elaitic Gulf. Its rivers are nu-

merous ; some of them considerable, in proportion

to the size of the country*; and some of first-rate

importance in history and poetry: the chief of

them, beginning on the E., were Khyndacus and
Macbstus, Tarrius, Absbpus, Granicus, Rho-
Biusv SiMdis and Scamanoxr, Satnois, Evk-
NUR, and Caicus. The peoples of the country, be-

sides the general appellations mentioned above,

were known by the following distinctive names

:

the OlympiSni or Olympfini (^OXv/xtrinvol^ *OAv/a-

iryjpoi), in the district or OlympSne at the foot of

M. Olympus ;
next to them, on the S. and W.,

and occupying the greater part of Mysia Proper,

the AbrettCni, who bad a native divinity called by
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tile Greeks Z«i)» *Mprmiv6s
;
the Trimenthuiftae, 1

the Pentademitae, and the Mysomaceddnes, all in
‘

the region of M. Temnue.

M^’sfos {Bergamo), a tributary the river

Caicua in Mysia, or rather the up^ part of the

Caicus itself, had its source in M. Temnus.
Myson (M^crepy), of Cbenae, a village either in

Laconia or on Mt. Oeta, is enumerated by Plato as

one of the 7 sages, in place of Periander.

Mystita, a town in the S.E. of Bruttium, a little

above the Prom. Cocintum.

HftUfine or ICttjPIaM (MortXiiyif, MiruX^vi}

:

the former is the ancient form, and the one usnally

found on coins and inscriptions
; the latter is some-

times found on inscription and is the commoner
form in MSS. ; MirriXi|yo<oy, Mitylenaeus ; Mgti-
lene or MeMm), the chief city of Lsanoa, stood on
the £. side of the island opposite the coast of

Asia, upon a promontory which was once an
island, and both sides of which formed excellent

harbours. Its first foundation is ascribed to Car

rians and Pelasgians. It was early colonised by
the Acolians. [Lxsbos.] Important hints re-

specting its political history are furnished by the

fragments of the poetry of Alcaeus, whence (and
from other sources) it seems that, after the rule

and overthrow of a series of tyrants, the city was
nearly ruined by the bitter hatred and conflicts of

the factions of the nobles and the people, till Pitta-

cus was appointed to a sort of dictatorship, and the

nobles were expelled. [AncAXUs
;

Pittacus.]
Meanwhile, the city had grown to great importance

as a naval power, and bad founded colonies on the

coasts of Mysia and Thrace. At the beginning of

the 7th century B. c., the possession of one of these

colonies, Sigeum at the mouth of the Hellespont,

was disputed in war between the Mytilenaeans
and Athenians, and assigned to the latter by the

award of Periander, tyrant of Corinth. Among
the other colonies of Mytilene were Acbilleum,
Assos, Antandrus, Ac. Mytilene submitted to the

Persians after the conquest of Ionia and Aeolis,

and furnished contingents to the expeditions of

Cainbyses against E^pt and of Darius against

ycythia. It was active in the ^nkn revolt, after

the failure of which it again became subject to

Persia, and took part in tho expedition of Xerxes
against Greece. After the Persian war, it formed
an alliance with Athens, and remained one of the

most important members of the Athenian confede-

racy, retaining its independency till the 4th year
of the Peloponnesian War, & c. 428, when it

headed a revolt of the greater part of Lesbos, ^e
progress and suppression of which forms onejaf the

most 'interesting ^isodes in the history of the
Peloponnesian War. (See the Histories o^reece.)
This event destroyed the power of Mytilene. Its

subsequent fortunes cannot be related in detail

here. It fell under the pow^ of the Romans after

the* Mitbridatic War.t Respiting its important

position in Greek literary history, see Lbsbou.
Myttutratnm. [Amxstratus.]
Myus (Mtwvs: Miw^crms: Falaiia^ Rn.), the

least city of the Ionian confederacy, stood in Caria,

on the & side of the Maeander, 30 stadia from ito

mouth, and very near Miletus. Its original site

was probably at the month of the river ; but its

site gradually became an unhealthy marsh
;
and

by the time of Augustus it was so deserted by its

inhabitanto that the few who remained were reck-

oned as citizens of Miletus.
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Haarda (Noelpda), a town of Babylonia, chiefly

inhabited by Jews, and with a JewislT academy.
Naarmalcha or Hahrmalolia (Naapfid\x<is,

Nap/ut\xaf, i. e. Canai: d fiaoLKetot

Torct/Luir, if BaeriKwii Steipv(, flumen reginm : Nokr-
al-Afalk or Ne OntelMelek), the greatest of the

canals connecting the Euj^hrates and the Tigris, was
situated near the N. limit of Babylonia, a little S.

of the Median Wall, in lat. 33^ 6' abont. Its

formation was ascribed to a governor named Qo-
bares. It was repaired upon the building of

Seleucia at its junction with the Tigris by Seleucus

Nicator, and again under the Romm miperors,
Tr^n, Severus, and Julian.

Naballa. [Navaxia.]
Naban&iies (Nadaf*(df^r), a Persian, conspired

along with Bessus, against Darius, the last king of
Persia. He was pardoned by Alexander.
H&b&taei, N&b&thae (NadaraTcn, Nalfdrat

:

O. T. Nebaioth), an Arabian people, descended
from the eldest son of Ishmael, had their original

abodes in the N.W. part of the Arabian peninsula,

E. and S.E. of the Moabites and Edomites, who
dwelt on the E. of the Dead Sea and in the moun-
tains reaching from it to the Persian Gulf. In
the changes effected among the peoples of these re-

gions by the Babylonian conquest ofJudaea, the Na-
bathaeans extended W. into the Sinaftie peninsula
and the territory of the Edomites, while the latter

took possession of the S. of Judaea [IdunaXI];
and hence the Nabathaeans of Greek and Romau
history occupied nearly the whole of Arabia Pe-
traea, along the N.E. coast of the Red Sea, on both
sides of the Aelanitic Gulf, and in the Idtimaean

mountains (M. of Seir), where they had their cele-

brated rock-hewn capital, Pxtra. At first they
were a roving pastoral people ; but, as Aeir position

gave them the command of the trade between
Arabia and the W., they prosecuted that trade

with great energy, establishing regular caravans

between Leuce Come, a port of the Red Sea, in the

N.W. part of Arabia, and the port of Rhinocoluro

{Et-Ari$h) on the Mediterranean, upon the fron-

tiers of Palestine and Egypt. Sustained by this

traffic a powerful monarchy grew up, which re-

sisted all the attacks of the Greek kings of Syria,

md which, sometimes at least, extended its power
as far N. as Syria. Thus, in the reign of Caligula,

even after the Nabathaeans had nominally sub-

mitted to Rome, we find even Damascus in pos-

session of an etbnarch of Aretas the king,'* i. e. of

the Nabathaean Arabs : the usual names of these

kings were Aretas and Obodas. Under Augustus

the Nabathaeans are found, as nominal subjects of

the Roman empire, assisting Aelius Gallns in his

mepedition into Arabia Felix, through which, and
through the journey of Athenodorus to Petra,

Strabo derived important information. Under Tra-

jan the Nabathaeans were conquered by A. Cornelius

Palma, and Arabia Petraea became a Roman pro-

vince, A. D. 105—107. In the 4th century it was
considered a part of Palestine, and formed the

diocese of a metropolitan, whose see was at Petra.

The Mobamedan -conquest finally overthrew the

power of the Nabathaeans, which had been long

declining : their country soon became a haunt of

the wandering Arabs of the Desert; and their very

Dame disappeared.
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Nabia (Netfty), swccceded in making himself
|

tyrant of l^acedaemon on the death of Machanidas,
!

B. c. 207. He carried the licence of tyranny to the
'

fiirthest possible extent. All persons possessed of
;

property were subjected to incessant exactions, and

the most cruel tortures if they did not succeed in

satisfying his rapacity. One of his engines of tor^

ture reiwil^d the maiden of more recent times ;

it was a figure resembling his wife Apega, so con-

structed as to clasp the victim and pierce him to

death with the nails with which toe arms and
bosom of the figure were studded. The money
which he got by these means and by the plunder

of the temples enabled him to raise a large body of

mercenaries, whom he selected from among the

most abandoned and reckless villains. With these

forces he was able to extend his sway over a con-

siderable part of Peloponnesus
; but his farther

progress was checked by Flaminius, who after a
short campaign compelled him to sue for peace

(195). The tyrant, however, was allowed to re-

tain the sovereignty of Sparta, and soon after the

departure of Flamininus from Greece, he resumed
hostilities. He was opposed by Philopoemen, the

general of the Achaean league
; and though Nabis

met at first with some success, he was eventually

defeated by Philopoemen, ai)d was soon afterwards

assassinated by some Aetoliaus who had been sent

to his assistance (192).

Nabonassar (Nadoi^dhropos), king of Babylon,

whose accession to the throne was fixed upon by
the Babylonian astronomers as the era from which

they began their calculations. This era is called

the Era of Nabonaasar, It commenced on the

2fith of February, b. c. 747.

Habrisia or Hebrisia, sumamed Veneria, a
town of the Turdetani in Hispania Baetica, near

the mouth of the Baetis.

Naoolla (NeucdAsia, or -fa, or NancSbeia : Sidu
gha8i)y a toV^n of Phrygia Epictetus, on the W.
bank of the river Thymbrius, between Dorylaeum
and Cotyaeum, was the place where the emperor

Valens defeated his rival Procopius, a. d. 366.

Voenla, i. e. a dirgo or lamentation, chaunted at

funerals, was personified at Rome and worshipped

ns a goddess. She had a chapel outside the walls

of the city, near the porta Viminalis.

Kaevliu, Cn.| an ancient Roman poet, of whose
life few particul^ have been recorded. He was
probably a native of Campania, and was bom some-

where betweenB.G.274and264. He appearsto have

cone to Rome early, and he produced his first play

in 235. He was attached to the plebeian party;

and, with the licence of the old Attic comedy, he
made the stage a vehicle for his attackumpon the

aristocracy. He attacked Scimo and the Metelli

;

but he was indicted by
.
Q.Metelluf and thrown

into prison, to which circumstance Plautus alludes

in his Milee Glorioeue (ii 2. 56). Whilst in prison

he composed two play^ the ffariolue and Aeon, m
which he recanted his previous imputations, and
thereby obtained his release through the tribunes

of the peQ^e. Hit repentance,however, did not last

long, and he was toon compelled to expiate a new
offence by exile. He retired to Utica

;
and it was

here, probably, that he wrote his poem on the first

Punic vmr

;

and here it is certain that he died, either

in 294 or 202. Naevius waa both an epic and a dra-

matic poet. ' Of his epic poem on the firstPanicwara
few fragments are still extant. It was written in the
old Sattumian metre ; for Ennins, who introduced

NAR.
the hexameter among the Romans, was not brought

to Rome till after the banishment of Naevius.

The poem appears to have opened with the story of

Aeneas's flight from Troy, his visit to Carthage

and amour with Dido, together with other legends

connected with the early history both of Carthage

and of Rome. It was extensively copied both by
Ennius and Virgil. The latter author took many
passages from it; particularly the description of

the storm in the first Aene'id, the speech with

which Aeneas consoles his companions, and the

address of Venus to Jupiter. His dramatic wri-

tings comprised both tragedies and comedies, most
of which were taken from the Greek. Even in the

Augustan age Naevius was still a favonrite with

the admirers of the genuine old school of Roman
pootty

;
and the lines of Horace (Ep. ii. 1. 53)

how that his works, if not so much read as for-

merly, were still fresh in the memories of men.
The best edition of the fragments of Naevius is by
Klussman, 8vo. Jena, 1843.

Kaevlas SertorIns Macro. [Macro.]
NaliaTY&li, a tribe of the Lygii in Germany,

probably dwelt on the banks of Vistula, in
their country was a grove sacred to the worship of

2 divinities called Alces, whom Tacitus compares

with Castor and Pollux.

Kalirmaloha [Naarmalcha].
Kal&dei. [Nymphas,]
NaiiL (NalV : Natn\ a city of Galilee, S. of M.

Tabor. {Luke, vii. 11.)

Haians, Maiaans, or Haeana (Naiads, Naia-aSf,

Noiaaos: JVma), an important town of Upper
Moesia, situated on an E. tributary of the Margns,
and celebrated as the birthplace of Constantine the

GreaU It was enlarged and beautified by Con-
stantine, was destroyed by AttUa, but was rebuilt

and fortified by Justinian.

Kamnfitae or HamnStea, a people on the W.
coast of Gallia Lugdunensis, on the N. bank of

the Liger, which separated them from Aquitunia.

Their chief town was Condivincnm, afterwards

Namnetes (jVantee).

Namflaa, AnfldUtiia, a Roman jurist, one of the

numerous pupils of Serv. Sulpicius.

Nanta&tae or Naatii&tea, a people in the 3-

of Gallia Belgica between the Rhodanus and the*

Rhenus, and at the E. eztrmnity of the Lacus

Lemanus.
Napaeae. [Nymphas.]
Kap&ris, a northern tributary of the Danube :

its modem name is uncertain.

Nap&ta (Ndirora
:

prob. EUKah, Ru., at the

great bend of the Nile to the S.W., between the

4th and 5th cataracts), the capital of an Aethiopian

kingdom^ N. of that of MeroS, was the S.-most

point reached by Petzonios, nn^ Augustus. Its

sovereigns were females, bearing the title of Can-

dace ; and throt^ a minister of one of them
Christianity was introduceJNnto Aethiopia in the

apostolic age (Acts viii. 27). This custom of female

government has been continued to our own times

in the^neighbonring kingdom of Shendy, In the

reign ei Nero, Napata was only a small town.

Hapfiea or Vapflw (Napocensis or Napucen-

is), a Roman colony in Dacia, on the high road

leading through the ooiwtry, between Patavissa

and Optatiana.

Nar (iVero), a river in central Italy, rises in

M. Fistulas, on the frontiers of Umbria and Pice-

num, flows in a S.W^-ly direction, fonning the
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boundary between Umbria and the land of the

Sabini, and after receiving the Velinua (VeUno)

and Tolenus (Tbmno), and paasinf ]|^y Interainna

and Narnia, falls into the Tiber, not far from

Ocriculum. It was celebrated for its sulphureous

waters and white colour (tulphtcrea Nar alius aqua^

Aen. viL 517).

Naragg&ra (Napdyapa : Kastir Jg6ir, Ru.) one

of the most important inland cities of Numidia,
between Thagura and Sicca Venena, was the scene

of Scipio's celebrated interview with Hannibal
before the battle of Zama.
Narbo Martins, at a later time Karbona (Nar-

bonensis; Narbonne\ a town in the S. of Gaul
and the capital of the Roman province of Gallia

Narbonensis, was situated on the river Atax
{Autle)^ also called Narbo, and at the head of the

lake Kubresus or Hubrensis (also called Narbo*
nitis), which was connected with the sea by a
canal. By this means the town, which was 13
miles from the coast, was made a sea-port. It was
a very ancient place, and is supposed to have been
originally called Atax. It was made a Roman
colony by the consul Q. Marcius or Martius, b. c.

118, and hence received the surname Martins;
and it was the first colony founded by the Romans
in Gaul. Julius Caesar also settled here the

veterans of his 10th legion, whence it received

the name of Colonia Decumanorum. It was a
handsome and populous town; the residence of

the Roman governor of the province ; and a place

uf great commercial importance. The coast was
celebrated for its excellent oysters. There ate

scarcely any vestiges of the ancient town; but
there are still remains of the canal.

Rarbonensif GNiUIa. [Gallia.]
Narcissus (Ndp/curcror). L A beautiful youth,,

son of the river god Cephissus and the nymph
Liriopo of Tbespiae. He was wholly inaccessible

to the feeling of love ; and the nymph Echo, who
was enamoured of him, died of grief. [Echo,]
One of his rejected lovers, however, prayed to

Nemesis to punish him for bis unfeeling heart.

Nemesis accordingly caused Nariissus to see his

o}vn image reflected in a fountain, and to become
enamoured of it. But as he codd not approach
this object, he gradually pined away, arid his

corpse was metamorphos^ into the flower which
bears his name.>«-2. A freedman and secretary of
the emperor Claudius, over whom he possessed un>
bounded influence. He long connived at the irre>

gularities of Messalina ; but fearing that the em*
press meditated his death, he betrayed to Claudius
her marriage with C. ^lius, and obtained the order
for her execution, a. d. 48. After the ^urder
of Claudius, Narcissus was put to death by com-
mand of Agrippina, 54. He had amassed an enor-

mous fortune, amounting it is said, to 400,000,000
sesterces, equivalent to l|125,0004 of our money.
«-«3. A celebrated athlete, who strangled the em-
peror Commodus, 192. He vnis afterwards ex-
posed to the lions by the en^ror Severus.

Narisoi, a small but brave people in the S. of
Germany, of the Suevie race, dwelt W. of the
Marcomanni and E. of the Hermunduri, and ex-
tended fiom the Sndeti Montes on Rie N. to the'

Danube on the S., thus inhahituig part of the

Upper PidcUinaU and the country of the

Urge.

Narmalcha. [Naarmalcha.]
Narnia (Namiensis : Nami), a town in Um-
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bria, situated on a lofty hill, on the S. bank of the

river Nar, originally called Nequinum, was made
a Roman colony b.c. 299, when its name was
changed into Narnia, after the river. This town

was strongly fortified by natuie, being accessible

only on the £. and W. sides. On the W. side it

could only be approached by a veiy lofty bridge

which Augustus built over the river.

Naro, sometimes Nar {Narmta), a river in

Dalmatia, which rises in M. Albius, and falls into

the Adriatic sea,

Narfina, a Roman colony in Dalmatiii, situated

on the river Naro, some miles from the sea, and on

the road to Dyrrhachium,

Nariai, king of Persia^ [Sassanidae.]
Narsea (Napafir), a celebrated general and

statesman in the reign of Justinian, was an eunuch.

He put an efd to the Gothic dominion in Italy by
two brilliant campaigns, a. i>. 552, 553, and an-

nexed Italy again to the Byaantine empire. He
was rewarded by Justinian with the government
of the country, which he held for many years. He
was deprived of this office by Justin, the suc-

cessor of Justinian, whereupon he invited the

liongobards to invade Italy. His invitation was
eagerly accepted by their king Alhoin ; but it is

said that Norses soon after repented of his conduct,

and died of grief at Rome shortly after the Lango-
bards had crossed the Alps (568). Narses was 95
years of age at the time of Ms death.

Naxtbi^iini {Sap6dKtov)f a town in Thessaly,

on M. Narthadui, S.W. of Pharsalus.

Naryx, also Narfous or Narj^olum (Ndpu^,
VtdpvKos^ iiapiiKiov : Nap^xior, Napi;xa7or : Talanda
or TalanH), a town of the Locri Opuntii on the

Euboean sea, the reputed birthplace of Ajax, son
of Oileus, who is hence called Narycius keros.

Since Locri Epiaephyrii in the S. of Italy claimed
to be a colony from Naryx in Greece, find the

town of Locri called Naryoia by the poets, and the

piteh of Bruttium also named Narytna.

N&s&mSnea a powerful but savage
Libyan people, who dwelt originally on the shores

of the Great Syrtis, but were driven inland by the

Greek settlers of Cyrenaica, and afterwards by the

Romans. An interesting account of their manners
and customs is given by Hwodotus (iv. 172), who
also tells (ii. S2) a curious story respecting an ex-

pedition beyond the Libyan Desert, undertaken by
5 Nasamonian youths, the result of which was
certain important information concerning the interior

of Africa. [NioBia,]

Nailea, ifeiplo. [SciPio,]

NiiddlitiiS, a wealthy (dsaius) Roman, who
gave a supper to Maecenas, which Horace ridi-

cules in the 8th satire of hii[ 2nd book. It appears

from V. 58, that Rufiu was the cognomen of Nasi-

dienus.

Naiidliii, Q. or Zi., was sent by Pompey, in

B.C. 49, with a fleet of 16 ships to relievo Mas-
silia, wW it was besieged by D. Brutus. He
was defeated by Brutus, and fled to Africa, where
he had the command of the Pompeian fleet. He
served in Sicily under Sex. Pompey, whom he de-

serted in 35. He joined Antony, and commanded
part of his fleet in the war with Octavian, 31.

Naso, Ovidlos. [Oviniua]
Natus or Nesua [Oxniadax.]
Natlso (NaHsons), a small river In Venetia in

the N. of Italy, which flows by Aqoileia, and falls

into the Sinus Tergestinus.
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Hatta or Ifaccs, “ a fuller,** the name of an
|

ancient family of the Pinaria gens. The Natta

satirised by Horace (ScU. i. 6. 124) for his dirty

meanness, was probably a member of the noble

Pinarian family, and therefore attacked by the

poet for snch conduct.

Nancr&tea (Nauicpdnir), of Erythrae, a Greek
rhetorician, and a disciple of Isocrates, is mentioned

among the orators who competed (b.c. 352) for the

prize offered by Artemisia for the best funeral

oration delivered over Mausolus.

Kancriltil (Nadbeparit : Navirparlnit : Sa^-
ffadjar, Hu.), a city in the Delta of Egypt, in the

Nomus of SaT^ on the E. bank of the Canopic

branch of the Nile, which was hence called also

Naucraticum Ostiuin. It was a colony of the '

Milesians, founded probably in the reign of Amasis,

about B. c. 550, and remained a pur^Greek city.

It was the only place in Egypt, where Greeks were

permitted to settle and trade. After the Greek

and Roman conquests it continued a place of great

prosperity and luxury, and was celebrated for its

worship of Aphrodite. It was the birthplace of

Athenaeus, Lyceas, Phylarchus, Polycharmus, and
Julius Pollux.

Kancfdes (NauiedSps), an Argive statuary, son

of Mothon, and brother and teacher of Polycle-

tus II. of Argos, flourished B.c. 420.

NaulScbus (NadA.oxos), that is, a place where

ships can anchor. 1. A naval station on the £.

part of the N. coast of Sicily between Mylae and

the promontory Pelorus.—». A small island off

Crete, near the promontory Sammonium.-»3. A
naval station Monging to Mesembria in Thrace.

KanmaoUus (Navpdx'*’’)* ^ Gnomic poet, of

uncertain age, some of whose verses are preserved

by Stobaous.

Kaupactoa (NodiraxToj; Nowir<£«Tio» : X«-

pantv), an hncient and strongly fortified town of

the Locri Ozolae near the promontory Antirrhium,

possessing the largest and best harbour on the

whole of the N. coast of the Corinthian gulf It

is said to have derived its name from the Hera-

clidae having here built the fleet, with which they

crossed over to the Peloponnesus. After the Per-

sian wars it fell into the power of the Athenians,

who settled hera the Messenians who had been

compelled to leave their country at the end of the

8rd Messenian war, b.c. 455; and during the

Peloponnesian war it was the head-quarters of the

Athenians in all their operations against the W- of

Greece. At the end of the Peloponnesian wac the

Mt'ssenians were obliged to leave Naupactus, which

passed into the hands first of the Loirians and

afterwards of the Achaeans. It was given by
Philip with the greater port of the Locrian terri-

tory to Aetolia, but it was again assigned to Locrii

by the Romans.
NaupUa (NainrMa : NavirXiedr : iVaapfta), tbe

port of Argos, situated on the Saronic gulf, was

never a pla^ of importance in antiquity, and was

in ruins in the time of Paussuiias. The inhabitants

had been expeHed by the A^ves as early as the

2nd Messenian war on saspidon of favouring the

Spartans, who in etmtequence settled them at Me-
thone in Mesaenia. At the prosent day Nauplia

is one of the most important cities in Greece.

Kaaplias (Na4irX<M)b 1. Of Argos, mu of

Poseidon and Amymone, a fiunona navimtor, and

the founder of the town of Nauplia. 8. Son of

Clytoneus, was one of the Argonauts and a de-

NAVIUS.
scendant of the preceding. 8. King of Euboea,
and &ther of Palamedes, Oeax, and Nausime-
don, by Clymen|f. Catreus had given his daughter

Clymene and her sister Ahrope to Nauplius, to

be carried to a foreign land ; but Nauplius mar-
ried Clymene, and gave Abrope to Plisthenes, who
became by her the father of Agamemnon and
Menelaus. His son Palamedes had been con-

demned to death by the Greeks during tbe siege

of Troy
; and as Nauplius considered his condem-

nation to be an act of injustice, he watched for the
return of the Greeks, and as they approached the

coast of Euboea he lighted torches on the danger-

ous,promontory of Caphareus. The sailors thus

misguided suffered shipwreck, and perished in the

waves or by the sword of Nauplius.

Nauportiu (Ober or Upper Laibaeh)^ an ancient

mid important commercial town of the Taurisci,

situated on the river Nauportus {Laibach), a tribu-

tary of the Savus, in Pannonia Superior. The
town fell into decay after the foundation of Aemoiia
{Laibadi), which was only 1 5 miles from it. The
name of Nauportus is said to have been derived

from the Argonauts having sailed up the Danube
and tbe Savus to this place and here built the

town
; and it is added that they afterwards car-

ried their ships across the Alps to the Adriatic

where they again embarked. This legend,

like many others, probably owes its origin to a
piece of bad etymology.

NaiUllc&a (KavatKoa), daughter of Alcinous,

king of the Phaeacians, and Arete, who conducted

Ulysses to the -court of her father, when he was
shipwrecked on the coast.

NaUBlthSuB (Navffidoos), son of Poseidon and
Periboea, the daughter of Eurymedon, was the

father of Alcinous and Rbexenor, and king of

the Phaeacians, whom he led from Hyperia in

Thrinacia to the island of Scheria, in order to

esc^e from the Cyclopes.

Mautaca (Nat^roxa ; Naktkeb or Keth), a city of

SogdiaiiB, near the Oxus, towards the E. part of its

Durse.

Nantes. [N^vutia Gxns.]
Nautia Oens, an ancient patrkian gens, claimed

to be descended from Nautes, one of the companion^

of Aeneas, who was said to have brought with

him the Palladium from Troy, which was placed

under the care of the Nautii at Rome. The Nautii,

all of whom were suman^d RtUili, frequently held

the highest offices of state in the early times of the

republic, but like many of the other ancient gentes

they disappear from history about the time of the

Samnite wars.

Nava {Nahe),tiW. tributaryofthe Rhine in Gaul,

which fails into the Rhine at the modern Bingen.

Navalla or NabaUa, a river on the N. coast of

Germany, mentioned by
.
Tacitus, probably the E.

arm of the Rhine.

Navlui, Attas, a renowned augur in the time

of Torquinius Priscus. This king proposed to

double the number of the equestrian centuries, and
to name tbe three new ones after himself and two

of his friends, but was opposed by Navius, because

Romulus had originally arranged the equites under

the sanction of the auspices, and consequently no

alteration could be made in them without the same
sanction. The tale then goes on to say that Tar-

quinins thereupon commanded him to divine whe-
ther what he was thinking of in his mind could be

done, and that when Navius, after consulting the
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heavens, declared that it could, the king held out a

whetstone and a razor to cut it with. Navius im-

mediately cut it. His statue was placed in the

comitium, on the steps of the senate-house, the place

where the miracle had been wrought, and beside

the statue the whetstone was preserved. Attus

Navius seems to be the best orthography, making
Attus an old praenomen, though we frequently find

the name written Attius.

Kaxos (Nd(os : Nd^ior). 1. (JVoMa), an island

in the Aegaean sea, and the largest of the Cyclades,

is situated nearly half way between the coasts of

Greece and Asia Minor. It is about 1 8 miles in

length and 12 in breadth. It was very fertile in

antiquit3% as it is in the present day, producing an

abundance of com, wine, oH, and fruit. It was
especially celebrated for its wine, and hence plays

a prominent part in the legends about Dionysus.

Here the god is said to have found Ariadne after

she had been deserted by Theseua The marble

of the island was also much prized, and was con-

sidered equal to the Parian.—Naxos is firequently

called /}ta (A/a) by the poets, which was one of

its ancient names. It was likewise called Strongyla

(:iTpoyyti\ri) on account of its round shape, and
Diomyains (Atovutrids) from its connection with the

worship of Dionysaa It is said to have been
originally inhabited by Thracians and then by
Carians, and to have derived its name from a
Carian chief, Naxos. In the historical age it was
inhabited by lonians, who had emigrated from

Athens. Naxos was conquered by Pisistratus, who
established I.ygdamis as tyrant of the island about

n.c. 540. The Persians m 501 attempted, at the

suggestion of Aristagoras, to subdue Naxos ; and
upon the failure of their attempt, Aristagoras,

fearing punishment, induced the Ionian cities to

revolt from Persia. In 490 the Persians, under

Datis and Artaphemes, conquered Naxos, and
reduced the inhabitants to slavery. The Naxians
recovered their independence after the battle of

Salamis (480). They were the first of the allied

states whom the Athenians reduced to subjection

(471), after which time they are rarely mentioned
in history. The chief town of the island was also

called Naxos
;
and we also have mention of the

small towns of Tragaea and Lestadae.— 2. A
Greek city on the E. coast of Sicily, S. of Mt.
Taurus, was founded b. c. 735 by the Chalcidians

of Euboea, and was the first Gre^ colony esta-

blished in the island. It grew so rapidly in power
that in only 5 or 6 years afto' its foundation it

sent colonies to C!atana and LeontinL It was for

a time subject to Hieronymus, tyrant of Oela ; but
it soon recovered its independence, earried on a
successful war against Messana, and wiu subse-

quently an ally of the Athenians against Syracuse.

In 403 the town was taken by Dionysius of Syra-
cuse and destroyed. Nearly 50 years afterwards

(358) the remains of the Naxians scattered over

Sicily were collected by Andromachus, and a new
city founded on Mt. Taurus, to which the name
of Tauromenium was nven. [Tauhombnmjm.]
Naza&aa (Notovtba: NcJaihman)^ a city of

Armenia Major, on the Araxes, near the confines

of Media.

NaiarStih, Nsiaril (Na^ap4fi, or -Ir, or -i :

Na(apaio9, Na^wpaiof, NazarSnus, Nazareus : in-

Ntuirah)^ a city of Palestine, in Galilee, S. of (^ana,

on a hill in the midst of the range of mountains N.
of the plain of EsdraSlon.
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Naiiaiuns (Na^mv^dr : NaCtea^Cwis), a city of

Cappadocia, on the road from Archelals to Tyana,
celebrated as the diocese of the Father of the

Church, Gregory Nazianzen. Its site is doubtful.

Heaera (Ndaipa), the name of several nymphs,
and also of several maidens mentioned by the poets.

Keaetkiui (Ncaidor *. Mato), a river in Bruttium
in the S. of Italy, falling into the Tarentine gulf a
little N. of Croton. Here the captive Trojan women
are said to have burnt the ships of the Greeks.

Nealoes (NcdAxn^), e painter who flourished

in the time of Aratus, b. c. 245.

Kaandila (NedvSpeia : Neai^/w7r, pi.), a town
of the Troad, upon the Hellespont, probably an
Aeolian colony. By the time of Augustus it had

d,

itn (N*dv6i)»), of Cysicnm, lived about
B.c. 241, and was a disciple of the Milesian Phi-
lisciis, who himself bad been a disciple of Isocrates.

He was a voluminous writer, principally of history.

Reftpfilil (NcdiroXit: NcaxoAiri^r, Neapolita-
nus). I. In Europe. 1. (Napoli orNaples), a city in

Campania in Italy, on the W. slope of Mt. Vesuvius
and on the river Sebethus, was founded by the
Chalcidians of Cumae, on the site of an ancient

place called Farthfi&fipfi {Tlap0ev6n<r)\ after the
Siren of that name. Hence we find the town
called Parthenope by Virgil and Ovid. The year
of the foundation of Neapolis is not recorded. It

was called the “ New City,*’ because it was re-

l^ded simply as a new quarter of the neighbouring
city of Cumae. When the town is first mentioned
in Roman history, it consisted of 2 parts, divided
from each other by a wall, and called respectively

Palaeopolis and Neapolis. This division probably
arose after the capture of Cumae by the Samnites,
when a large number of the Cumaeans took refuge

in the city they had founded
; whereupon the old

quarter was called Palaeopolis, and the^ew quarter,

built to accommodate the new inhabitants, was
named Neapolis. There has been a dispute ^
specting the site of these 2 quarters

; but it is pro-

bable that Palaeopolis was situated on the W. side

near the harbour, and Neapolis en the £. side near
the river Sebethus. In B. c. 327 the town was
taken by the Samnites, and in 290 it passed into

the hands of the Romans, who allowed it however
to retain its Greek constitution. At a later period
it became a municipium, and finally a Roman
colony. Under the Romans the 2 quarters of the

city were united, and the name of Palaeopolis dis-

appeared. It continued to be a prosperous and
flourishing place till the time of the empire

; and
its beautiful scenery, and the luxurious life of
its Greek*" population, made it a favourite resi-

dence with many of the Romans. In the reign of
Titus the city was destroyed by an ea^quake,
but was rebuilt by this emperor in the Roman
style. The modem dty of Naples does not stand
on exactly the same site as 'Neapolis. The ancient

city extended further E. than the modem city^

since the former was situated on the Sebethus,

whereas the latter does not reach so far as the

Fiume della Madalena; but the modem city on
the other hand extends further N. and W. than
the andent one, since the island of Megaris, on
which the Caelel del Ovo now Sihnds, was. situated

in ancient times between Pausilypum and Neapolis.

In the neighbourhood of Neapolis thqre were warm
baths, the celebrated villa of Lueulli|S| and the
ilia Pausilypi or Pausilypum, bequeatli^ by Va-

H II 8
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dius Pollio to Augustus, and which has given its

name to the celebrated grotto of Posilippo between

Naples and Puzzuoli, at the entrance of which the

tomb of Virgil is still 8hown.-«i8. A part of Syra-

cuse. [Syracusab.] ^8. {NapoU)^ a town on the

W. coast of the island of Ss^inia, celebrated for its

warm baths.•4. {KaoaUo\ a sea-port town in

Tiirace, subseqnenUy Mac^onia adjecta, on the

Str^monic gul^ between the Strymon and Nessus.

— II. In Asia and Afrka. L {Socda Ntma^ or

near it), a small Ionian city, on the coast of

Lydia, N, of Mycale and S.W. of Ephesus. The
Ephesians, to whom it at first belonged, exchanged
it with the Samians for Marathisium. 2, 8.

Two towns of Caria, the one near Harpaia, the

other on the coast, perhaps the new town^ Myn-
duB. •—4. (TWineAt $ Ru.), in Pisidia S. of#Lntioch;

afterwards reckoned to Galatia. fi. In Palestine,

the Syohem or Sychar of Scripture 2v-

xdp, Siicljua, Joseph.: iVai&Mtt), one of the most

ancient cities of Samaria, stood in the narrow valley

between Mts. Ebal and Geriaim, and was the re-

ligious capital of the Samaritans, whose temple was
built upon Mt. Gerisim. This temple was destroyed

by John Hyroanus, B.C. 129. Its full name, under

the Romans, was Flavia Neapolia It was the

birthplace of Justin Martyr.-— 6. A small town of

Babylonia, on the W. bank of the Euphrates, op-

posite to the opening of the King’s Ca^— 7. In
Egypt. [Cabnx].— 8. In N. Africa on the W.
const of the Great Syrtis, by some identified with

Leptis Magna, by others with the modem Tripoli.

— 0 . (^Nabal\ a very ancient Phoenician colony,
J

on the E. coast of Zeuptana, near the N. extremity

of the ^reat gulf which was called after it Sinus

Neapolitanui {Qnlf HammameC). Under the

Homans it was a libera civitas, and, according to

Ptolemy, a colony.

Nearchof (N^X^O* distinguished friend

and officer of Alexander, was a native of Crete,

but settled at Amphipolis. He appears to have

occupied a prominent position at the court of Phi-

lip, by whom he was banished for participating in

the intrigues of Alexander. After the death of

Philip he was recalled, and treated with the ut-

most distinction by Alexander. He accompanied

the king to Asia ; and in B.G. 325, he was entrusted

by Alexander with the command of the fleet which

ho had caused to be constructed on the Hydaspes.

Upon reaching the mouth of the Indus, Alexander

resolved to send round his ships by sea from thence

to the Persian gul^ and he gla^y accepted the

offer of Nearchus to undertake the command of

the fleet during this long and perilous navigation.

Nearchus set out on the 21st of September, 326,

and arrived at Susa in safety in Februair, 825.

He was rewarded with a crown of gmd for

his distinguished services, and at the same time

obtained in snamage a daughter of the Rhodian

Mentor and of Barsine, to whom Alexander him-

self had been previously married. In the division

of the proyinces after the death of Alexander, he

received the goyemment of Lycia and Pomphylia,

which he held iw subordinate to Antigonus. In

317 he accompanied Antigonus in his marah against

Eumenes, and in 814 he is mentioned again as one

of the genexaU of Antigonus.—Nearmus left a
history of the voyage, the substance of which has

been preserved to us by Arrian, who has derived

from it the wh<de of the latter part of his ** Indica.**

KebO| a mounlain of Palestine, on the £. side

NELBUS.
of the Jordan, opposite to Jericho, was in the S.

part of the range called Abarim. It was on a
summit of this mountain, called Pisgah, that Moses
died.

Netefidas Xontea, the principal chain of moun-
tains in Sicily, running through the whole of the
island, and a continuation of the Apennines.
Neoo or Keoho (NexcAr, Nexcvr, Nocavr, Ne-

XocAv, N«xacA), son of Psammetichus, whom he
succeeded on the throne of Egypt in b.c. 617.
His reign was marked by considerable energy and
enterprise. He began to dig the canal intended to

connect the Nile with the Arabian Gulf
; but he

desisted from the work, according to Herodotus,

on being warned by an oracle that he was con-

structing it only for the use of the barbarian in-

vader. But the ^eatest and most interesting

enterprise with which his name is connected, is

the circumnavigation of Africa by the Phoenicians,

in his service, who set sail from the Arabian Gulf,

and accomplishing the voyage in somewhat more
than 2 years, entered the Mediterranean, and re-

turned to Egypt through the Straits of Gibraltar.

His military expeditions were distinguished at first

by brilliant success, which was followed, however,

by the most rapid and signal reverses. On his

march against the Babylonians and Medcs, whose
joint forces had recently destroyed Nineveh, he
was met at Magdolus (Megiddo) by Josiah, king
of Judah, who was a vassal of Babylon. In the

battle which ensued^ Josiah was defeated and
mortally wounded, and Necho advanced to the

Euphrates, wj^ere he conquered the Babylonians
and took Carohemish or Circesium, where he ap-

pears to have established a garrison. After the

battle at Megiddo, he took the town of Cadytis,

probably Jerusalem. In 606, Nebuchadnezzar
attacked Carchemish, defeated Necho, and would
appear also to have invaded Egypt itself In 601
Necho died after a reign of 16 years, and was
succeeded by his son Psammis or Psanimuthis.

Neotan&Dis, NectanSbiu, or NeotanSbes (Nc/c-

rdraifs, NcKTcivcfos, NeKrav^ffyr). L King of

Egypt, the 1st of the 3 sovereigns of the Seben-

nite dynasty, sucCbeded Nepherites on the throne

about B. c. 374, and in the following year success-

fally resisted the invasion of the Persian force

under Phamabazus and Ipfaicrates. He died after

a reign of 10 years, and was succeeded by Tacbos.—2. The nephew of Tachos, deprived the latter

of the sovereignty in 361, with the assistance of

Agesilaus. For some time he defeated all the

attempts of Artaxerxes III. (Ochus) to recover

Egypt, but be was at length defeated himself^ and
despairing of making any further resistance, he
fied into Aethiopia, 350. Nectanabis was the 3rd

king of the Sebennite dynasty, and the last native

sovereign who ever ruled in E^pt.
Kdda (Nd8a: Buzi)t a river in Peloponnesus,

rises in Arcadia in Mt. Cerausion, a branlh of

Mt. Lycaeus, and (alls into the Ionian sea after

forming the boundary between Arcadia and Mes-
senia,iand between Messenia and Elis.

Vegra or Vagraiut (rd N4>pava : El-Nokra^ N.
of Marth\ a city of Arabia Felix, destroyed by
Aelius Oallus.

KSlena (Ni)\cds). 1. Son of Tym, the daughter

of Salmoneus. Poseidon once visited Tyro in

the form of the river-god Enipeus, and she be-

came by him the mother of Pelias and Neleus.

To conceal her shame she exposed the two boys,
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but they were found and reared by some country*

men. They subsequently learnt their parentage

;

and after the death of Cretheus, king of lolcos,

who had married their mother, they seized the

throne ofilolcos, excluding Aeion, the son of

Cretheus and Tyro. But Pelias soon afterwards

expelled his brother, and4hus became sole king.

Thereupon Nolens went with Melarapus and Bias

to Pylos, which his uncle Apbareus gave to him,

and of which he thus became king, ^veial towns

of this name claimed the honour of being the dty
of Neleus or of his son Nestor, such as Pylos in

Messenia, Pylos in Elis, and Pylos in Triphylta;

the last of which is prol»bly the one mentioned by
Homer in connection with Neleus and Nestor.

Neleus was married to Ghloris, a daughter of Am*
phion of Orchomenos, according to Homer, and
a Theban woman according to osiers. By hat he
became the father of Nestor, Chromius, Pericly*

menus, and Pero, though he had in all 12 sons.

When Hercules had killed Iphitus, he went to

Neleus to be purified; but Neleus, who was a
friend of Eurytus, the father of Iphitus, refused to

' grant the request of Hercules. In order to take

vengeance, Hercules afterwards marched aMinst
Pylos, and dew all the sons of Neleus, with the

exception of Nestor: some later writers add that

Neleus himself was also killed. Neleus was now
attacked, and his dominions plundered by Augeas,
king of the Epeans

;
bnt the attacks of the latter

were repelled by Nestor. The descendants of

Neleus, the Nelidae, were eventually expelled from

their kingdom by the Heraclidae, and migrated for

the most part to Athens. 2. The younger son of

Codrus, disputed the right of hit elder brother

Medon to the crown on account of his lameness,

and when the Delphic oracle declared in &vonr of

Medon, he placed himself at the head of the colo-

nists who migrated to Ionia, and himself founded
Miletus. His son Aepytus headed the colonists

who settled in Priene. Another son headed a
body of settlers who reinforced the inhabitants of

lasus, after they had lost a great number of their

citizens in a war with the Carians. •«- 3. Of Seep*

ais, the son of Coriscus, was a <fisciple of Aristotle

and Theophrastus, the latter of whom bequeathed
to him his library, and appointed him one of his

executors. The history of the writings of Aristotle

as connected with Neleus and his heirs, is related

elsewhere [p. 86, a].

KelXdes, ra«ftdei, and NililoM (NvAtififf,

NuX^for), patronymics of Neleus, by
which either Nestor, the son of Neleus, or AntUo-
chus, his grandson, is designated.

Nemausus (Nemausensis : JVtsmes), one of the
most important towns of Qallia Narboiftnsis, was
the capital of the Arecoroici and a Roman colony.

It was situated inland E. of the Rhone on the

highroad from Italy to Spain, and on the S. slope

of M. Cevenna. It was celebrated as the place

from which the family of the Antonines came.
Though rarely mentioned by ancient writers, the

Roman remains at iVwmes, which are some*of the

most perfect N. of the Alps, prove t^t the ancient

Nemausus was a large and Nourishing city. Of
these remains the most important are the am-
phitheatre, the Matson Oatrrio, a name given to

a beautiful Corinthian temple, and the m^ifi^t
aqueduct, now called Pont du Gard, consisting of

3 rows of arches, raised one above the other, and
180 feet in height.
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(N</u4a, Ion. N«/u4u), a valley in Ar*
golis between Cleonae and Phlius, celeWted in

mythical story as the place where Hercules slew
the Nemean lion. [See p. 308, b.] In this

valley there was a splendid temple of Zeus Ne-
meus surrounded by a sacred grove, in which the

Nemean games were celebrated every other year.

(See Dkd, ofAntiq. art IsTomaa.)

Kemaiifaiiii, X. Anrellui Olyraplu, a Roman
poet, probably a native of Africa, flourished at the

court of the emperor Cams (a. d. 283), carried off

the prize in all the poeticid contests of tbe day, and
vm esteemed second to the youthful prince Nume*
rianns alone, who honoured him so as to permit
him to dispute, uid to yield to the palm of verse.

We are told that Nemesianns was the author of
poems upon fishing, hunting, and aquatics ; all of

which have perished, with the exception of a frag-

inent of the CynegeHoa^ extending to 325 hexameter
lines, which, in so far as neatness and purity of •

expression are concerned, in some degree iustifles

the admiration of his contemporaries. The best
edition of this fragment is by Stem, published along
with Grathis Faliscus, Hal. Sax. 1832.
KSmSaii (N4/A«(rir), a Greek goddess, is most

commonly described as a daughter of Night, though
lome^ call her a daughter of Erebus or of Oceanus.
She is a personification of the moral reverence for

law, of the natural fear of committing a culpable
action, and hence of conscience. In mter writers,

as Herodotus and Pindar, Nemesis measures out
happiness and unhappiness to mortals

; and he who
is blessed with too many or too frequent mfts of
fortune, is visited by her with losses and sufferings,

in order that he may become humble. This notion
arose from a belief that the gods were envious of
excessive human happiness. Nemesis was thus a
check upon extravagant favours conferred upon
man by Tyche or Fortune

;
and from this idea lastly

arose that of her being an avenging and punishing
fate, who, like Justice (Dike) and the Erinnyes,
sooner or later overtakes the reckless sinner. She
is frequently mentioned under the surnames Adras-
tia [Adrabtia, No. 2], and Rhamnusia or Rham-
nusis, the latter of which she derived from the
town of Rhamnus in Attica, where she had a cele-

brated sanctuary. She was usually represented in

works of art as a virgin divinity : in the more
ancient works she seems to have resembled Aphrn.
dite, whereas in the later ones she was more grave

and serious. But there is an allegorical tradition

that Zeus begot by Nemesis at Rhamnus an egg,

which Leda foun^ and from which Helena and
the Dioscuri sprang, whence Helena herself is

called Khammusis.
HSmIsliu (NcM^ffios), the author of a Greek

treatue On ths ATofore Man^ is called bishop of

Emesa, in Syria, and probably lived at the end of

the 4th or beginning of the 5th century after

Christ. His treatise is an interesting philosophical

work, which has generally been highly praised by
all who have read it. Edited by Matthaei, Halae,

Bro. 1802.

Kemataeum. [Nxmitocrnna.]
XarnitM or KemStae, a t^ple in Gallia Bel*

gica on flie Rhine, whose chief town was Novio-
mi^s, subsequently Nemetae (Sffoyer or S^es).

. Vemetoeenna or Xemetaenm (Arras\ the

chief town of the Atrehates in .Gallia Belgicn,

subsequently Atrebati, whence its motlem name.
Kemorenaia iMua. [Arioia.) 4
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Kemoitni. [Arvbrni.]
NSobUe. [Archilochus.]

Ne6oae8ar4a (N*oiteu(rapiia

;

Ncoieatorapc4f,Neo>

caesariensifl). 1. (Misar), the capital, under the

Homan empire, of Pontus Polemaniaeiu, in Asia

Minor, stood on the river Lycus, 63 Roman miles

E. of Ainasia. It wfu a splendid city, and is famous

in ecclesiastical history for the council held there

in A. D. 314. --2. {Kiidai-eHfN€jur$ Hu.), afortress

established by Justinian, on the Euphrates, in the

district of Syria called Chalybonitis.

K45n (N4wv: Ntcii^ios, NcwvoTos), an ancient

town in Phocis at the E. foot of Mt. Tithorea,

a branch of Mt. Parnassus, was 80 stadia from

Delphi across the mountains. Neon was destroyed

by the Persians under Xerxes, but was subse-

quently rebuilt and named TithlhrSa {Ttdop4a\

Ttdopt'bs) after the mountain on which it was
aituated. The new town however was not on

exactly the same site as the ancient one. Tithorea

was situated at the modem Velitza, and Neon at

Palea-Fiva^ between 4 and 5 miles N. of Velitea.

Tithorea was destroyed in the Sacred war, and
was again rebuilt, but remained an unimportant,

though fortified place.

Neontiohos {"Ndov rtixos^ i. e. New Wall). 1.

{Ainadsjik\ one of the 12 cities of Aeolis on the

coast of Mysia, in Asia Minor, stood on the N.
side of the llermus, on the slope of M. Sardene,

30 stadia < inland from Larissa. One tradition

makes it older than Cyme; but the more probable

account is that it was built by the Aeolians of

Cyme as a fortress against the Pelasgians of Larissa.— 2. A fort on the coast of Thrace, near the

Chersonesus.

KeoptdlSinuf (NcoirrdXe/AOs). 1. Also called

Pyrrhuf, son of Achilles and Deidamia, the

daughter of Lycomedes
;
according to some he was

a son of A<^illes and Iphigenia, and after the

sacrifice of his mother was carried by his father to

the island of Scyros. The name of Pyrrhus is said

to have been given to him by Lycomedes, because

be had fair {irvH^6s) hair, or because Achilles,

while disguised as a girl, had borne the name of

Pyrrho. He was called Neoptolemus, that is,

young or late warrior, either because he had fought

in early youth or because he had come late to

Troy. From his father he is sometimes called

A chi/tides, and from his grandfather or great-

grandfather, PelXdee and Aeacides. Neoptolemus
was brought up in Scyros in the palace of Lyco-

medes, and was fetched from thence by Ulysses to

join the Greeks in the war against Troy, because

it had been prophesied by Helenus that Neopto-

lemus and Philoctetes were necessaiy for the

capture of Troy. At Troy Neoptolemus showed
himself worthy of his great &ther. He was one
of the heroes concealed in the wooden horse. At
the capture of the city he killed Priam at the

sacred hearth of Zeus, and sacrificed Polyxena to

the spirit of his father. When the Trojan captives

were distributed among the conquerors, Andro-
mache, the widow of Hector, was given to Neopto-

lemus, and by her became the father of Molossus,

Pielus, Pergamus, aud Amphialus. Respecting his

return from Troy and the subsequent events of his

life the tradi|il.<«s differ. It is related that Neo-
ptolemus letuiwad home by land, because he had
been forewarned by Helenus of the dangers which

the Greeks would, have to encounter at sea. Ac-
cording to Homer Neoptolemus lived iu Phthia,
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the kingdom of his father, and here he married

Hermione, whom her father Menelaus sent to him
from Sparta. According to others Neoptolemus

himself went to Sparta to receive Hermione, be-

cause he had heard a report that she was betrothed

to Orestes. Most writers relate that he aban-

doned his native kingdom of Phthia, and settled

in Epirus, where he became the ancestor of the

Molossian kings. Shortly after his marriage with

Hermione, Neoptolemus went to Delphi, where he
was murdered; but the reason of his visiting

Delphi, as well as the person by whom he was
slain, are differently related. Some say he went
to plunder the temple of Apollo, others to present

part of the Trojan booty as an offering to the god,

and others again to consult the god about the means
of obtaining children by Hermione. Some relate

that he was slain at the instigation of Orestes, who
was angry at being depriv^ of Hermione, and
others, by the priest of the temple, or by Machac-
reus, the son of Daetas. His body was buried at

Delphi; and he was worshipped there as a hero.—

>

2. 1. King of Epirus, was son of Alcetas I., and

father of Alexander I., and of Olympias, the mother

of Alexander the Great. Neoptolemus reigned in

conjunction with his brother Arymbas or Arrybas

till his death, about b. c. 360.— 3. II. King of

Epirus, son of Alexander I. and grandson of the

preceding. At his father^s death in 326, he was
probably a mere infant, and his pretensions to the

throne were passed over in favour of Aeacides. It

was not till 302 that the Epirots, taking advantage

of the absence of Pyrrhus, the son of Aeacides, rose

in insurrection against him, and set up Neoptolemus

in his stead. The latter reigned for the sp ice of 6

years, but was obliged to share the throne with

Pyrrhus in 296. He was shortly afterwards as-

sassinated by Pyrrhus.— 4. A Macedonian officer

of Alexander the Great, after whose deatli )io ob-

tsuned the government of Armenia. In 321 he
revolted from Perdiccas, and joined Craterus, but
he was defeated by Eumenes, and was slain in

battle by the hands of the latter.—6. A general of

Mithridates, and brother of Archelaus.— 6. An
Athenian tragediail, who performed at the games
in which Philip of Macedon was slain, 336.-7.
Of Paros, a Greek grammarian of uncertain date,

wrote several works quoted by Athenaeus and the

Scholiasts.

N3p4te, Kepo or Hapet (Nepesinus: Nepi),

an ancient town of Etruria, but Rot one of the

12 cities, was situqled near the saltus Cirainius

and was regarded as one of the keys and gates

of Etruria {dausira^^aeque Etruriae^ Liv. vi. 9)
It appears as an ally of the Romans at an early

period soon after the capture of Rome by the

Ghiuls, and was subsequently made a Roman
colony. There are still remains at Nepi of the

walls of the ancient city. ^
iri^b4lS wife ofAthamas and mc^er

of Phrixus and Helle. Hence Helle is called Ne-
pbetiit hy Ovi6. For details see Athamas.

llSpbtlis ),a smalltown and promontory
on the coast of Cilicia Aspera, between Anemurium
and Antiochia.

KIpllAris (Klipepis), a fortified town in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of Carthage, on a rock near

the coast.

ITepos, ComfiUllft the contemporary and friend

of Cicero, Atticiis, and Catullus, was probably a
mttive of Verona, or of some neighbouring village.
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and died during the reign of Augustus. No other

particulars, with regard to his personal history,

have been transmitted to us. He is known to have

written the following pieces, all of which are now
lost 1. Chronica^ an Epitome of Universal History,

probably in 3 books, to which Catullus appears to

allude in dedicating his poems to Cornelius Nepos.

2. Escemphrwn Lihtri^ probably a collection of re-

markable sayings and doings. 3. De Virit

rn&us, perhaps the same work as the preceding,

quoted under a different title. 4. Vita Cioeromi.

h. Epistohe ad Ciceronem, 6. De ^ts^onCM.—There
is still extant a work entitled VUae ExceUenthtm

Jmperai<jrum^ containing biographies of several

distinguished commanders, which is supposed by
many critics to have been the production of Corne-

lius Nepos. In all MSS., however, this work is

ascribed to an unknown Aemilius Probus, living

under Theodosius at the end of the 4th century of

the Christian aera, with the exception however ofthe

life of Atticus, and the fragment of a life of Cato the

Censor, which are expressly attributed to Gome-

lias Nepos. These 2 lives may safely be assigned

to Cornelius Nepos
;
but the Latinity of the other

biographies is such that we cannot suppose them

to have been written by a learned contemporary of

Cicero. At the same time their style presents a

striking contrast to the meretricious finery of the

later empire
;
and hence it may be conjectured

that Probus abridged the work of Nepos, and that

the biographies, as they now exist, are in reality

epitomes of lives actually written by Nepos. The
most useful editions of thebe lives are by Van Sta<

veren, 8vo. Lug. Bat. 1773; by Tzschucke, 8vo.

Gutting. 1804 ; by Bremi, 8vo. Zurich, 1820 ; and
by Roth, Basil. 8vo. 1841.

Nepol, JflUua, last emperor but one of the West,
A. D. 474—473, was raised to the throne by Leo,

the emperor of the East. Nepos easily deposed

Glycerius, who was regarded at Constantinople as

an usurper [Olycbrius] ; but he was in his turn

deposed in the next year by Orestes, who pro-

claimed his son Romulus. Nepos fled into Dal-

matia, where he was killed in 480.

Nepoti&nai, Flavlaa PopiliOf, son of Eutropia,

the half-sister of Constantine the Great, was pro-

claimed emperor at Rome in a. o. 350, but was
slain by Marcellinus, the general of the usurper

Magnentius, after a reign of 28 days.

Keptflnus, called PoMido]i by the Greeks. The
Greek god is spoken of in a senate article. [Po-

SBiooN.] Neptunus was the'inief marine divinity

of the Romans. As the early Romans were not a
maritime people, the marine divinities are rarely

mentioned, and we scarcely know with certamty

what day in the year was set apart as fhe festival

of Neptunus, though it seems to have been the

23rd of July (X KaL Seai.). His temple stood

in Ijhe Campus Martius, not far from the tepta. At
his festival the people formed tents {umbrae) of the

branches of trees, in which they enjoyed themselves

in feasting and linking. {Diet, ofAnt, art. Ni^-
tmalia). When a Roman commander set slil with

a fleet, he first offered up a sacrifice to Neptunus,

which was thrown into the sea. In the Roman
poets Neptunus is completely identified with the

Greek Poseidon, and accordingly all the attributes

of the latter are transferred by them to the fohner.

Heratlna Priseui, a Roman jurist, who Uved
under Trajan and H^ian. It is said that Trajan

sometimes had the des^ of making Netarius his
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successor in place of Hadrian. He enjoyed a high

reputation under Hadrian, and was one of his con-

siliarii. His works are cited in the Digest.

VMIm or NIrSis (Ni^petr, in Horn. Nvifnfts\ a

daughter of Nereus and Doris, and used esMciaJly

in the plural, Nereides (NijpetScr, Nijpnncs) to

indidite the 60 daughters of Nereus and Doris.

The Nertidet were the marine nymphs of the Medi-
terranean, in contradistinction from the Naiadee,

or the nymphs of fresh water, and the Ocea-

Mtdes, or the nymphs of the great ocean. Their

names are not the same in all writers ; one of the

most celebrated was Thetis, the mother of Achilles.

They are described as lovely divinities, dwelling

with their fiither at the bottom of the sea, and
were believed to be propitious to all sailors, and
especially to the Argonauts. They were worshipped

in several parts of Greece, but more especially in

seaport towns. The epithets given them by the poets

refer partly to their beauty and partly to their

place of abode. They are frequently represented

m works of art, and commonly as youthful, beau-
tiful, and naked maidens; and they are often

grouped with Tritons and other marine beings.

Sometimes they appear on gems as half maidens
and half fishes.

KMlns, a name given by the poets to a de-

scendant of Nereus, such as Phocus and Achilles.

NerAtnm or Keritnm (Neretinus : Narbo)^ a
town of the Salentini in Calabria in the 8. of Italy.

Nfoeus (Nnpsi&s), son of Pontus and Gaea, and
husband of Doris, by whom he became the fkther

of the 50 Nereides. He is described as the wise

and unerring old man of the sea, at the bottom of

which he dwelt. His empire is the Mediterranean

or more particularly the Aegean sea, whence he is

sometimes called the Aegean. He was believed,

like other marine divinities, to have the power of

prophesying the fUture and of appearing to mortals

in difierent shapes ; and in the story of Hercules

be acts a prominent part, just as Proteus in the

story of Ulysses, and Olaucus in that of the Argo-
nauts. Virgil (Aen. ii. 418) mentions the trident

as his attribute, and the epithets given him by the

poets refer to his old age, his kindliness, and his

trustworthy knowledge of the future. In worki* vi'r
of art, Nereus, like other sea-gods, is represented^*"

'

with pointed sea-weeds taking the place of hair in

the eyebrows, the chin, and the breast.

VmeuM, [Lbccas.]

Nirl&6, equivalent to Nereis,, a daughter
Nereus. [Nbrbis.]

Kerio, KeriSne, or Nwiiaia. [Mars.]
Niritam, a mountain in Ithaca. [Ithaca.]
VirXtus, a smally rocky i'sluid near Ithaca,

er-»neously supposed by soma to be Ithaca itself.

Nerium, also called CeltlouxB {C. FiaiBterre)y

a promontory m the N. W. corner of Spain, and
in the territory of the Nerii, a tribe of the Celtic

Artabri, whence the promontoiy is also called
Artabrum.

Niro, Olaudliu. Nero ie said to have signified
** brave in the Sabine tongue. 1. Tib., one of

the 4 sons of App. Claudius Caecus, censor b. c*

312; from whom all the Claudli Nerones were de-

scended.-^ 2. 0., a celebrated oeneral in the 2nd
Punier. He was, praetor 212, and was sent

into Spain to oppose Hasdmbal, who eluded hie

attack, and he was succeeded by Scipio Africanus.

Nero was consul in 207 with M/Iavins ^linator.

Nero marched into the S. of Italy against Hanni-
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ball wbom he defeated. He thein marched into

the N. of Italy, effected a junction with his col-

league M. Livius in Picenum, and proceeded to
,

crush Hasdrobal before his brother Hannibal could

come to his assistance. Hasdrubal was defeated

and slain on the river Metaurus. This great

battle, which probably saved Rome, gave a lustre

to the name of Nero, and consecrate it among the

recollections of the Romans.
* Quid debeas, o Roma, Neronibus,

Testis Metaurum flumen et Hasdrubal

Devictus* Horat Com. iv. 4.

Nero was censor, 204, with M. Livius. 3.

Tib., praetor, 204, with Sardinia for his pro-

vince ; and consul 202, when he obtained Amca
as his province, but his fleet suffered so nnchat
sea, that he was unable to join Scipio in Afiica.*—

4. Tib., served under Pompey in the war against

the pirates, b.c. 67. He is probably the Tib.

Nero who recommended that the members of the

conspiracy of Catiline, who had been seized, should

be kept confined till Catiline was put down.^6.
Tib., father of the emperor Tiberius, was probably

the son of the last. He served as quaestor under

Caesar (48) in the Alexandrine war. He sided

with L. Antonius in the war of Perusia (41) ;
and

when this town surrendered,' be passed over to

Sex. Pompey in Sicily, and subsequently to M.
Antony in Achaea. On a reconciliation being

effected between Antony and Octavian at the

close of the year (40), he returned with his wife

to Rome. Livio, who possessed great beauty,

excited the passion of Octavian, to whom she

was surrendered by her husband, being then 6

months gone with child of her second son Drusus.

Nero died shortly after, and left Octavian the tutor

of his two sons.

Nero. 1. Roman emperor, a, d. 54—68, was
the son ofeCn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, and of

Agrippina, daughter of Oermanicus Caesar, and
sister of Caligula. Nero's original name was L,

DcmiiivA Ahendbatiusy but after the marriage of

his mother with her uncle, the emperor Claudius,

he was adopted by Claudius (a. d. 50), and was
called Nero Claudius Caesar Drtuus Oermanicus.

Nero was bom at Antium, on the 15th of Decem-
ber, A. D. 37. Shortly after his adoption by Clau-

dius, Nero, being then 16 years of age, married

Octavia, the daughter of Claudius and Messalina

(53). Among his early instructors was Seneca.

Nero had some talent and taste. He was fond of

the arts, and made verses; but he was indolent

and given to pleasure, and- had no inclination for

laborious studies. On the death of Claudius (54),

Agrippiua secured the succession for her son, to the

exclusion of Britannicus, the son of Claudius. .His

mother wished to govern in the name of her son,

and her ambition mtM the cause of Nero's first

crime. Jealousy thus arose between Nero and his

mother, which soon broke out into a quarrel, and
Agrippina threatened to join Britannicus and raise

him to his father's place ; whereupon Nero caused

Britannicus to be poisoned; at an entertainment

where Agrippina a^d Octsvia were present (55).

During the early part of Nero's reign^ .the govern-

ment of Rome was m the hands of Seneca, and
of Bui-rhus, the praefeot the fOMtoriaiis, who
opposed the ambitioue desigi^ of A^ppina. Mean-
time the young emperor indulged his licentious

inclinations without restraint. He neglected his

wi£s for the beautiful, but dissolute Poppaea Sa-
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bina, the wife of Otho. This abandoned woman
aspired to become the emperor's wife ; but since

she bad no hopes of succeeding in her design while

Agrippina liv^, she used all her arts to urge Nero
to put his mother to death. Accordingly in 59,
Agrippina was assassinated by Nero's order, with
the approbation at least of Seneca and Burrhus,

who saw that the time was come for the destruc-

tion either of the mother or the son. Though Nero
had no longer any one to oppose him, he felt the

rishment of his guilty conscience, and said that

was haunted by his mother's spectre. He
attempted to dr^wn his reflections in fresh riot,

in which he was micouraged by a band of flat-

terors. He did not, however, immediately marry
Poppaea, being probably restrained by fear of

Burrhus and fi^eoa. But the death of Burrhus
in 62, and the retirement of Seneca from public

affairs, which immediately followed, left Nero
more at liberty. Accordingly he divorced his

wife Octavia, and in 18 days raairied Poppaea.

Not satisfied with putting away his wife, he falsely

charged her with adultery, and banished her to

the island of Pandataria, where she was shortly

after put to death.— In 64 the great fire at Rome
happened. Its origin is uncertain, for it is hardly

credible that the city was fired by Nero's order,

as some ancient writers assert. Out of the 14
regiones of Rome into which Rome was divided,

3 were totally destroyed, and in 7 others only a
few half-burnt houses remained. The emperor
set about rebuilding the city on an improved plan,

with wider streets. He found money for his pur-
poses by acts of oppression and violence, and even
temples were robbed of thoir wealth. With these

means he began to erect his sumptuous golden

palace, on a scale of magnitude and splendour

which almost surpasses belief. The vestibule con-

tained a colossal statue of himself 120 feet high.

The odium of the conflagration which the emperor
could not remove from himself, he tried to throw
on the Christians, who were then numerous in

Rome, and many of them were put to a cruel

death.— The tyrrony of Nero at last (65) led to

the organisation of a formidable conspiracy against

him, usually called Piso'S conspiracy, from the

name of one of the principal accomplices. The
plot was discovered, and many distinguished per-

sons were put to death, among whom was Piso

himself, the poet Lucan, and the philosopher

Seneca, though the latter appears to have taken

no part in me p^ In the same year, Pop-
paea died of a ki^, which her brut^ husband
gave her in a fit of passion when she was with
child. Nero now married Statilia Mesaallina. The
history of the remainder of Nero's reign is a cata-

logue of his crimes. Virtue in any form was the

object of his fear ; and almost every month was
marked by the execution or banishment of some
distinguished man. Among his other victims

were Tbrasea Paetus and Barea Soranus, both

men of high rank, but of spotless integrity. In

67 Ndiro a visit to Greece, and took part in

the contests of both the Olympic and Pythian

games. He commenced a canal across the Isthmus

of Corinth, but the works were afterwards sus-

pended by his own orders. While in Greece he
sent orders to put to death his faithful general

Domitius Coxbi^ which the old soldier anti-

cipated by stabbing himselL The Roman world

had long been tired of its oppressor; and the
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storm at length broke out in Gaul, where Julius

Vindex, the governor, openly raised the standard

of revolt. His example was followed by Galba,

who was governor of Hispaiiia Tarraconensis.

Galba was proclaimed emperor by his troops, but

he only assumed the title of legatus of the senate

and the Roman people. Soon after these news
reached Rome, Nymphidiut Sabinus, who was
praefectus praetorio cdong with Tigelitnus, per-

suaded the troops to proclaim Galba. Nero was
immediately deserted. He escaped from the palace

at night with a few freedmen, and made his way to

a house about 4 miles from l^me, which belonged

to his freedman Phaon. Herl he gave himself

a mortal wound, when he heard the trampling

of the horses on which his pursuers were mounted.

The centurion on entering attempted to stop the

flow of blood, but Nero saying, ** It is too late.

Is this your fidelity?” expired with a horrid

stare. Nero's progress in crime is easily traced,

and the lesson is worth reading. Without a good

education, and with no talent f(« his high station,

Ijc was placed in a position of danger from the

first. He was sensual, and fond of idle display,

and then he became greedy of money to satisfy

his expenses
;
he was timid, and by consequence

he became cruel when he anticipated danger
; and,

like other murderers, his first crime, the poisoning

of Britannicus, made him capable of another. But,

contemptible and cruel as he was, there are many
persons who, in the same situation, might run the

same guilty career. He was only in his 3 1st

year when he died, and he had held the supreme

power for 18 yetirs and 8 months. He was the

hist of the descendants of Julia, the sister of the

dictator Caesar.— The most impdrtant external

events in the reign of Nero were the conquest

of Armenia by Domitius Corbulo [Corbulo], and
the insurrection of the Britons under Boadicea,

which was quelled by Suetonius Paulinus. [Pa tiLi-

Nus].— 2. Eldest son of Germanicus and Agrip-

pina, fell a victim to the ambition of Sejanus, who
resolved to get rid of the sons of Germauicui in

order to obtain the imperial ^rone for himself.

Drusus, the brother of Nero, was persuaded to

second the designs of Sejanus, in hopes that the

death of his elder brother would secure him tho

succession to the throne. There was no difficulty

in exciting the jealousy of Tiberius ; and accord-

ingly in A. D. 29, Nero was declared an enemy
of the state, was removed to the island of Ponti^

and was there either starved fo deatk or perished

by his own hands.

Nertobriga. 1. la vieja\ a town in

Hispania Baetica, with the surname Concordia

Julia, probably the same place whiclf Polybius

calls (xxxv. 2) Ercobrica CEpK6€(HHa^ —2. (Al-

muna% a town of the Celtiberi in Hispania Tar-

raconensis on the rcMid from Emerita to Caesar*

augusta.

iTertUam, a fortified place in Lucania on the

Via Popilia,

Kenra, Oooceiiu. 1. K. , consul a. c. 36, brought

about the reconciliation between M. Antonins and
Octavianus, 40, and is the same as the Cocceius

mentioned by Horace {Sat. i. 5. 28).—A. X.,

probably tho son of the preceding, and gr^d-
father of the emperm: Nerva. He was consul

A. D. 22. In 83, he resolutely starved himself

to death, notwithstanding the intreaties of Ti-

berius, whose constant eompanion he was. He

,
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was a celebrated jurist and is often mentioned in

the Digest.—8. X, the son of the last, and pro-

bably father of the emperor, was also a celebrated

jurist, and is often cited in the Digest under the

name of Nerva Filius.— 4. K., I^man emperor,

jt, n. 96-98, was bom at Namia, in Umbria, a. d.

32. He was consul with Vewian, 71, and with
Domitian, 90. On the assasiwation of Domitiau,
in September, 96, Nerva, who had jMrobably been
privy to the conspiracy, was declared emperor at

Rome by the people and the soldiers, and his

administration at once restored tranquillity to the

state. He stopped proceedings against those who
had been accused of treason (majestas), and al-

lowed many exiled persons to return to Rome.
The class of informers were suppressed hr penal-

ties, and some were put to death. At the com-
mencement of his reign, Nerva swore that be
would put no senator to death ; and he kept his
word, even when a conspiracy had been formed
i^ainst his life by Calpumius Crassus. Though
Nerva was virtuous and humane, he did not pos-
sess much energy and vigour

; and his feebleness

was shown by a mutiny of the Praetorian soldiers.

The Mldiers demanded the punishment of the
assassins of Domitian, which the emperor refused.

Though his body was feeble, his will was strong,

and he offered them his own neck, and declared
his readiness to die. However, it appears that
the soldiers effected their purpose, and Nem
was obliged to put Petronins Secundus and Par-
theniuB to death, or to pennit them to be mas-
sacred by the soldiers. Nerva felt his weakness,
but he showed his noble character and his good
seme by appointing as his successor a man who
possessed both vigour and ability to direct public

affairs. He adopted ns his son and successor,

without any regard to his own kin, M. Ulpius
Trajanus, who was then at the hersl of an army
in Germany. Nerva died suddenly on the 27th
of Januaij, a. d. 98, at the nge of 65 years.

a powerful and warlike people in Gallia

Belgica, whose territory extended from the river

Sabis (Samhre) to the Ocean, and part of which
was covered by the wood Arduenna. They were
divided into several smaller tribes, the Centrones,

Grudii, Levaci, Pleumoxii and Geiduni. In n. c.

58 they were defeated by Caesar with such
slaughter that out of 60,000 men capable of bear-

ingannt' only 500 were left

Neiootlam, a town in Istria on the river Arsia,

taken by the Romans, a c. 177.
,

Heiif (Nisiia)f a small island off the coast of

Campania between Puteoli and Neapolis, and
opposite Mt Pausilypus.* This island was a fa-

vourite residence of some of the Roman nobles.

HetsOnis (Swvwls), a lake in Thessaly, a
little S. of the river Peneus, and N. £. of Larissa,

is in summer merely a swamp, bdt in winter is

not only -full of water, but even overflows its

banks. Nessonis and the neighbouring lake Boe-
bois were regarded by the ancients as remains

of the vMt lake, which was supped to have

covered the whole of Thessaly, till an outlet was
made for its waters through the rocks of Tempo.
R’eMTU (N^cror), a centaur, who carried Deia-

nim across the river Evenui, but, attempting to

ran away with her, was shot by Hercules with a
poisoned arrow, which afterwards became the cause

of the death of Hercules. See pp.'310, 811.

Keftor king of Pylos, son of Neleus
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and Chlorid, husband of Eurydice and father of Pi-

sidice, Polycaste, Perseus, Stratius, Aretus, Eche-

phron, Pisistratus, Antilochus, and Thraiymedes.

Some relate that< after the death of Eurydice, Nes-

tor married Anaxibia, the daughter of Atreus, and

sister of Agamemnon ; but this Anaxibia is else-

where described a^he wife of Strophins, and the

mother of Pylades. When Hercules invaded the

country of Neleus, and slew his sons, Nestor alone

was spared, either because he was absent from

Pylos, or because he had taken no part in carrying

off from Hercules the oxen of Oeryones. In his

youth and early manhood, Nestor was a distin-

guished warrior. He defeated both the Arcadians

and Eleans. He took part in the fight of the La-

pithae against the Centaurs, and he is mentioned
among the Calydonian hunters and the Aigonauts.

Although far advanced in age, he sailed with the

other Greek heroes against Troy. Having ruled

over three generations of men, his advice and
authority were deemed equal to that of the im-

mortal gods, and he was renowned for his wisdom,
his justice, and his knowledge of war. After the

fall of Troy he returned home, and arrived safely

in Pylos, where Zeus granted to him the full en-

joyment of old age, surrounded by intelligent and
brave sons. Various towns iii Peloponnesus, of

the name of Pylos, laid claim to being the city

of Nestor. On this point see p. 471, a.

Kestdrldes (NetTroptStfs), i. e. a son of Nestor,

as Antilochus and Pisistratus.

Nestorlos, a celebrated Haeresiarch, was ap-

pointed patriarch of Constantinople a. d. 428, but

in consequence of his heresy was deposed at the

council of Ephesus, 431. His great opponent was

Cyril. Nestoritts was subsequently b^ished to

one of the Oases in Egypt, and he died in exile

probably before 460. Nestorius carefully distin-

guished between the divine and human nature

attributed to Christ, and refused to give to the

Virgin Mary the title of Theciociu (0€otSkos) or
** Mother of God.*’ The opinions of Nestorius

are still maintained by the Nestorian Christians.

Neatus, sometimes Kesiiia (N4aros: Mu/o
by the Greeks, /Carasu by the Turks), a river in

Thrace, which rises in Mt. Rhodope, flows S. E.,

and falls into the Aegaean sea W. of Abdera and

opposite the island of Thasos. The Nestus formed

the E. boundary of Macedonia from the time of

Philip and Alexander the Great.

NefOS. [OXNIADAB.]
Hettun (Netmus: Noto Antiquo nearAToto), a

town in Sicily S. W. of Syracuse, and a de-

pendency of the latter.

Reuxi (NeCpoi, Nevpol), a people of Smrmatia
Europaea, whom Herodotus describes as not of

Scythian race, though they followed Scythian

customs. Having been driven out from their earlier

abodes by a plague of serpents, they settled to

the N.W. of the sources of the Tyras {DnuUer).
Th^ were esteemed skilful in enchantment.

Neyliniiim. [Noviodunum, Ne^ 2.]

KXeaea (Ni«nda;^MaMiir,Nticasd5, Nicaeensis,

Nicensis). L (/xmA, Rii.), one of the most cele-

brated cities of Asia, stood oa the E. side of the

lake Ascania (Ixmk) Bithynio. Its site appears

to have been occupied in very ancient times by a

town called Attaea, and afterwards by a settlement

of the Bottiaeans, called. Aneore orHeticore, which
was destroyed by the Mysiana. Not long after the

death of Alexander the Great, Antigonus built on

NICAEA.
the same spot a city which he named after himself,

AntigonCa; but Lysimachus soon after changed the

name into Nicaea, in honour of his wife. Under
the kings of Bithynia it was often the royal resi-

dence, and it long disputed with Nicomedia the

rank of capital of Bithynia. The Roman emperors

bestowed upon it numerous honours and benefits,

which are recorded on its coins. Its position, at

the junction of several of the chief roads leading

through Asia Minor to Constantinople, made it the

centre of a large traffic. It is very famous in ec-

clesiastical history as the seat of the great Oecu-
menical Council, ^hich Constantine convoked in

A. D. 325, chiefly for the decision of the Arian
controversy, and which drew up the Nicene Creed;

that is to say, the first part of the well known
creed so called, the latter part of which was added
by the Council of Constantinople, in the year 381.

The Council of Nice (as we commonly call it) also

settled the time of keeping Easter. A second

council held here in 787 decided in favour of the

worship of images. In the very year of the great

Council, Nicaea was overthrown by an earthquake,

but it was restored by the emperor Valens in 368.

Under the later emperors of the East, Nicaea long

served as the bulwark of Constantinople against

the Arabs and Turks ; it was taken by the Seljuks

in 1078, and became the capital of the Sultan

Soliman; it was retaken by the First Crusaders in

1007. After the taking of Constantinople by the

Venetians and the Franks, and the foundation of

the Latin empire there in 1204, the Greek emperor
Theodoras Lascaris made Nicaea the capital of
a separate kingdom

;
in which his followers main-

tained themselves with various success against the

Latins of Constantinople on the one side, and the

Seljuks of Iconium on the other, and in 1261 re-

gained Constantinople. At length, in 1330, Nicaea
was finally taken by Orchan the son of the founder

of the Ottoman empire, Othman. /xn^the modern
Nicaea, is a poor village, of about 100 houses

; but
the double walls of the ancient city still remain
almost complete, exhibiting 4 large and 2 small gates.

There are also thq remains of the 2 moles which
formed the harbour on the lake, of an aqueduct, of

the theatre, and of the gymnasium ;
in this last

edifice, we are told, there was a point from which
all the 4 gates were visible, so great was the regu-

larity with which the city was built. •»- 2.

a city of India, on the borders of the Paropamisadae,

on the W. of the river Cophen. >—8. (Prob. Dara-
poor^ Ru.), a city of India, on the river Hydaspes
(Jelum) built by Alexander to commemorate his

victory over Poru8.«-*4. A fortress of the Epicne-

midiaa Loerians on the sea, near the pass of Ther-

mopylae, drhich it commanded. From its important

position, it is often mentioned in the wars of Greece

with Macedoniaand with the Romans. In the for-

mer, its betrayal to Philip hy'the Thracian dynast

Phalaecus led to the decision of the Sacred War,
B, c. 348; and after various changes, it is found, at

the time of the wars with Rome, in the hands of

the Adtolians. — 6. In Illyria. [Nicia]. 6.

An ancient name of Mariana in Corsica.— 7.

(Nizza^ Nice)^ a city on the coast of Liguria, a
little £. of the river Var; a colony of Massilia, and
subject to that city

;
hence it was considered aa

belonging to Gaul, though it was just beyond the

frontier. It first ^came important as a stronghold

of the Christian religion, which was preached there

by Naaarius at an early period.
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Kieander (N(«ravB/)09). 1. King of Sparta, son

of Charilaua, and father of Theopompus, reigned

about B. c. 800— 770. —2. A Greek poet, gram-

marian and physician, was a native of Claros near

Colophon in Ionia, whence he is frequently called

a Colophonian. He succeeded his father as one of

the hereditary priests of Apollo Clarios. He appears

to have flourished about B.c. 185—136. Of the

numerous works of Nicander only two poems are ex-

tant, one entitled 71imaca(6nptax(i), which consists

of nearly 1000 hexameter lines, and treats of veno-

mous animals and the wounds inflicted by them, and
another entitled AUmpharmaca (*AA«|4^/uaica),

which consists of more than 600 hexameter lines,

and treats of poisons and their antidotes. Among
the ancients his authority in all matters relating

to toxicology seems to have been considered high.

His works are frequently quoted by Pliny, Galen,

and other ancient writers. His style is harsh and
obscure

; and his works are now scarcely ever

read as poenuj and are only consulted by those

who are interested in points of zoological and
medical antiquities. The best edition is by Schnei-

uer, who published the AleMphartnaoa in 1792
Halae ; and the Theruua in 1816, Lips.

Kic&nor (Ni/cdvwp). 1. Son of Parmenion, a
distinguished officer in the service of Alexander,

died during the king's advance into Bactria, B. o.

330. 2. A Macedonian officer, who, in the di-

vision of the provinces after the death of Perdiccaa,

(321), obtained the government of Cappadocia.

He attached himself to the party of Antigonus,

who made him governor of Media and the ad-

joining provinces, which he continued to hold until

3 1 2, when he was deprived of them by Seleucus.

•>•8. A Macedonian officer under Cassander, by
whom he was secretly despatched, immediately on
the death of Antipater, 319, to take the command
of the Macedonian garrison at Munychia. Nicanor

arrived at Athens before the news of Antipater's

death, and thus readily obtained possession of the

fortress. Soon afterwards he surprised the Piraeus

also, and placed both fortresses in the hands of

Cassander on the arrival of thejatter in Attica in

318. Nicanor was afterwards despatched by Cas-
sandcr with a fleet to the Hellespont, where he
gained a victory over the admiral of Polysperchon.

On his return to Athens he incurred the suspicion

of Cassander, and was put to death.

Hicarohna (Nltrapxov), the author of 38 epi-

grams in the Greek Anthology, appears to have
lived at Rome near the beginning of the 2nd cen-

tury of the Christian era.

Nio&tor, Selenoua. [Sblbucu8.]
Nice (NIki}), called ViotSxla by the Romans,

the goddess of victory, is described as It daughter
of Pallas and Styx, and as a sister of Zelus (zeal),

Cratos (strength), and Bia (force). When Zeus
commenced flghting against the Titans, and called

upon the gods for assistance, Nice and her 2 sisters

were the nrst who came forward, and Zeus was so

pleased with their readiness, that he caused them
ever after to live with him in Olympus. Nice had
B celebrated temple on the aeropolis of Athens,
which is still extant and in excellent preservation.

She is often seen represented in ancient works of

art, especially with other divinities, such as Zeus
and AtheIU^ and with conquering heroes whose
horses she guides. In her appearance she resembles

Athena, but has wings, and carries a palm or a
wreath, and is engaged in raising a trophy, or
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in inscribing the victory of the conqueror on a
shield.

NXcflphSrlnm 1. {I{cAkah\ a
fortified town of Mesopotamia, on the Euphrates,

near the Imouth of the river Bilecha (e/ Bdikk)^
and dne S. of Edessa, built by order of Alexander,

and probably completed under Seleucus. It is

doubtless the same place as the OaUinXeus or Cal-

linlooin (KoAAfmos or ot'), the fortifleations of

which were repaired by Justinian. Its name was
again changed to LeonMpSlis, when it was adorned
with fresh buildings by the emperor Leo.— 2. A
fortress on the Propontis, belonging to the territory

of Pergamus.
NIcdphMns (Niicv^S/hos), a river of Armenia

Major, on which Tigianes built his residence Ti-
OBANOCBBTA. It was B tributary of the Upper
Tigris

;
probably identical with the Cxntritba,

or a small tributary of it.

Niofrj^flnu (Niicihpdpor). 1 Oalliitna Zan-
tbopnlna, the author of the Ecclesiastical History,

was bom in the latter part of the 13th century, and
died about 1450. His Ecclesiastical history was
originally in 2.3 books, of which there are 1 8 extant,

extending from the birth of Christ down to the

death of the t^nt Phocas, in 610. Although Ni-
cephoros compiled from the works of his predecessors,

he entirely remodelled his materials, and his st^le

is vastly superior to that of his contemporaries.

Edited by Ducaeus, Paris, 1630, 2 vols.

Cfregoras. [Grxooras.] 8. Fatriaroha, ori-

ginally the notary or chief secretary of state to the

emperor Constantine V. Copronymus, subsequently

retired into a convent, and was raised to the patri-

archate of Constantinople in 806. He was deposed

in 815, and died in 828. Several of his works
have come down to us, of which the most important

is entitled Breviartum Hidoricum, a Byzantine

history, extending from 602 to 770. ^his is one of

the best works of the Byzantine period. Edited

by PetavkiB, Paris, 1616.

Nioer (i^eeter), a river in Germany falling

into the Rhine at the modern Mannheim.
Niceratna (NiKtfparor). 1. Father of Nicias, the

celebrated Athenian general, 2. Son of Nicias,

put to death by the 30 tyrants, to whom his great

wealth was no doubt a temptation.— 8. A Greek
Writer on plants, one of the followers of Asdepiades

of Bithynia.

Nic6taa (Ntnifras). L AcoaUnatni, also called

Choniatei, because he was a native of Chonae,

formerly Colossae, in Phi^gia, one of the most im-

portant Byzantine historians, lived in the latter

half of the 12tb, and the former half of the 13th

centuries. He held important public offices at

Constantinople, and was present at the capture of

the city by the Latins in 1204, of which be has

given us a faithful description. He escaped to

Nioaea, where he died about 1216. The history

of Nicetas conusts of 1,0 distinct works, each of

which contains one or more books, of which there

ate 21, giving the histoiy of the emperors from

1U8 to 1206. The best edition is by Bekker,

Bonn, 1835.— 2. Engeniaaus, lived probably

towai^sthe end of the 12th. century, and wrote
** The History of the Lives of Drusilla and Cba-

rides," which ia the worst ofaU the Greek romances

that have come down to us. It was published for

the first time by Boissonade, Paris, 1819, 2 vols.

Nic^ (JSnza 9), a tributary of Ihe Po in Gallia

Cisalpioa.
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Kiolai (NiK^as). 1. A celebrated Athenian

general during the Peloponnesian war, was the son

of Niceratus, from whom he inherited a large for-

tune. His property was valued at 100 talents.

From this cause, combined with his unibbitions

character, and his aversion to all dangerous inno-

vations, he was naturally brought into connection

with the aristocratical portion of his fellow-citizens.

He was several times associated with Pericles, as

strategus ;
and his great prudence and high cha-

racter gained for him considerable influence. On
the death of Pericles he came forward more openly

as the opponent of Cleon, and the other demagc^es
of Athens

;
hat from hk mflitary reputation, the

mildness of his character, and the liberal use

which he made of his great wealth, he was looked

upon with respect by all classes of the citizens.

His timidity led him to buy off the attacks of the

sycophants. He was a man of strong religious

feeling, and Aristophanes ridicules him in the

JEquites for his timidity and superstition. His cha-

racteristic caution was the distinguishing feature

of his military career ; and his military operations

were almost always successful. He frequently

commanded the Athenian armies duringthe earlier

years of the Peloponnesian wa^. After the death

of Cleon (n. c. 422) he exerted all his influence to

bring about a peace, which was concluded in the

following year (421). For the next few years

Nicias used all his efforts to induce the Athenians

to preserve the peace, and was constantly opposed

by Alcibiades, who had now become the leader of

the popular party. In 415, the Athenians resolved

on sending their great expedition to Sicily, and ap-

pointed Nicias, Alcibiades and Lamachus to the com-

mand. Nicias disapproved of the expedition alto-

gether, and did all that he could to divert the

Athenians from this course. But his representa-

tions producediiio effect ; and he set sail for Sicily

with his colleagues. Alcibiades was soon after-

wards recalled rAi.ciBiADXs] ; and the sole com-

mand was thus virtually left in the hands of Nicias.

His early operations were attended with success.

He defeated the Syracusans in the autumn, and
employed the winter in securing the co-operation of

several of the Greek cities, and of the Sicel tribes

in the island. In the spring of next year be re-

newed his attacks upon Syracuse
; he seised Epi-

polae, in which he was successful, and commenced
the circumvallation of Syracuse. About this time

Lamachus was slain, in a skirmish under the

walls. All the attempts of the Syracusans to

stop the circumvallation failed. The works were
nearly completed, and the doom of Syracuse seemed
sealed, when Gylippus, the Spartan, arrived in
Sicily. [Gylippus.] The tide of success now
turned ; and Nicias found himself obliged to send

to Athens for reinforcements, and requested at the

same time that another commander might be srat

to supply his place, as his feeble health rendered

him unequal to the discbaige of his duties. The
Athenians voted fci^rcements, which were placed

under the commaiii of Demosthenes and Euryme-
don ; but they would not allow Nicias to resl^
his command. Demosthenes, upon his arrival in

Sicily (413), made a vigorous effort to recover
Epipolae, which Athenians had lost. He was
nearly successful, hut was Anally driven book with
severe loss. Demosthenes now deemed any further
attempts a^nst the idty hopeless, and toerefbre

prepbied to abandon the siege and return to Athens.

NICOCREON.
To this Nicias would not consent. He professed

to stand in dread of the Athenians at home ; but he

appears to have had reasons for believing that a

i^y amongst the Syracusans themselves were

likely in no long time to facilitate the reduction of

the city. But meantime fresh succours arrived for

the Syracusans ; sickness was making ravages

among the Athenian troops, and at length Nicias

himself saw the necessity of retreating. Secret

orders were given that every thing should be in

readiness for departure, when an eclipse of the

moon happened. The credulous superstition of

Nicias led to the tolal destruction of the Athenian

armament The soothsayers interpreted the event

as an injunerion from the gods that they should

net retreat before the next full moon, and Nicias

resolutely determined to abide by their decision.

The Syracusans resiJved to bring the enemy to

an engagement and, in a decisive naval battle,

defeated the Athenians. They were now masters

of the harbour, and the Athenians were reduced to

the necessity making a desperate effort to escape.

The Athenians were again decisively defeated
;

and having thus lost their fleet, they were obliged

to retreat by land. They were pursued by the

enemy, and were finally compelled to surrender.

Both Nicias and Demosthenes were put to death

by the Syracusans. —8. The physician of Pyrrhus,

king of Epirus, who offered to the Roman consul

to poison the king, for a certain reward. Fabricius

not only rejected his base offer with indignation,

but immediately sent him back to Pyrrhus with

notice of his treachery. He is sometimes, but

erroneously, called Cineas. 3. A Goan gramma-
rian, who lived at Rome in the time of Cicero, with

whom be was intimate.— 4. A celebrated Athe-

nian painter, flourished about b. c. .'120. lie was
the most distin^ished disciple of Euphranor. His
works seem to nave been all painted in encaustic.

One of his greatest paintings was a representation

of tho infernal regions as described by Homer. He
refused to sell thia picture to Ptolemy, although

the price offered for it was 60 talents.

Hiooob&res (Nuroxdpijs), an Athenian poet of

the Old Comedy, tne son of Philonides, was con-

tei^rary with Aristophanes.

nioooles (VIucok\^s). 1. King of Salamis iii

Cyprus, son of Evagoras, whom he succeeded b. c.

374. Isocrates addressed him a long panegyric

upon his father's virtues, fw which Nicocles re-

warded the orator with the magnificent present of

20 talents. Scarcely any particulars are known of

the rej^ of Nicocles.— He is said to have pe-

rished. by a violent death, hut neither the period

nor eiieumstances of this event are recorded.— 2.

Prince or Aler of Paphos, in Cyprus, during the

period which followed the death of Alexander. He
was td first one of those who -took part with Pto-

lemy against Antigonos ; but having subsequently

entered into secret negotiations with Antigonus, he
was compelled hr Ptolemy to put an end to his

own life, StO. "«>9. Tyrant of Sicyon, was deposed

by Aratlu^ alter a reign of only 4 moT\tbs,25l.

Rleoeriou (Mikokp^w)^ king of Salamis in

Cyprus, at the time of Alexander's expedition into

Asia. After the death of Alexander he took part

with Ptolemy against Antigonus, and was entrusted

by Ptolemy with the chief command, over the
whole island. 'Nicocreon is said to have ordered
the philosopher Anaxarehus to be pounded to

death in a stone mortar, in revenge for an insult
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which the latter had offered the klnpf, when he

visited Alexander at Tyre.

Nicol&us Chaloocondylea.[Chalcocondylbs.]

Nicol&ns DamasciiLiui, a Greek historian, and

an intimate friend both of Herod the Great and of

Augustus He was, as his name indicates, a native

of Damascus, and a son ofAntipater and Stratonice.

He received an excellent education, and he car*

ried on his philosophical studies in common with

Herod, at whose court he resided. In B. c. 13 he

accompanied Herod on a visit to Augustus at

Home ; on which occasion Augustus made Nicolaus

a present of the finest fruit of the palm-tree, which

the emperor called Nicclai^ a name by which it

continued to be known down to the Middle Ages.

Nicolaus rose so high in the favour of Ajmustus,

that he was on more than one occasion of great

service to Herod, when the emperor was incensed

ogainst the latter. Nicolaus wrote a huge number
of works, of which the most important were :— 1.

A life of himself, of which a considerable portion

is still extant. 2, An universal history, which

consisted of 144 books,, of which we have only a
few fragments. 3. A life of Augustus, from which

we have some extracts made by conunond of Con^

Btantine Porphyrogenitus. He also wrote commen-

taries on Aristotle, and other philosophical works,

and Avas the author of several trarodies and co-

medies : Stobaeus has preserved a tragment of one

of his comedies, extending to 44 lines. The best

edition of his fragments is by Orelli, Lips. 1804.

Nlcomachos (NiKd/xaxos). 1. Father of Aris-

totle See p. 84, a. -•2. Son of Aristotle by the

slave Hcrpyllis. He was himself a philosopher,

and wrote some philosophical works. A portion of

Aristotle's writings bears the name of Nicomaehean
Ethics^ but why we cannot tell ; whether the

father so named them, as a memorial of his affection

for his young son, or whether they derived their

title from being afterwards edited and commented
on by Niconiachus.—>8. Called Gtratetm^ from

his native place, Gerasa in Arabia, was a Py-
thagorean, and the writer of a life of Pythagoi^
now lost. His date is inferred from his mention
of Thrasyllus, who lived under Tiberius. He wrote

on arithmetic and music ; and 2 of his works on

these subjects are still extant The work on arith-

metic was printed by Wechel, Paris, 1538 ; also,

after the Vteologumena ArithnuUoae, attributed to

lamblichus, Lips. 1817. The work on music was
printed by Meursius, in bis collection, Lugd. Bat.

1616, and in the collection of Meibomius, Amst
1652. —4, Of Thebes, a celebrated painter, was
the elder brother and teacher of the great painter

Aristides. He flourished b. c. 360, and onwards.
He was an elder contemporary of Apelles^d Pro-
togenos. He is frequently mentioned by the an-
cient writers in terms of the highest praise. Cicero

says that in his works, as well as in those of Echion,

Protogenes, and Apelles, every thing was already

perfect {Brutw^ 18.)

NIoSmSdes (NiKo/i^ffqr). 1. I. King of Bi-

thynia, was the eldest son of Zipoetes, wlynn he
succeeded, b. c. 278. With the assistance of the

Gauls, whom he invited into Asia, he defeated and
put to death his brother Zipoetes, who bad for

some time held the independent sovereignty of a
considerable part of Bithynia. The rest of his

reign appears to have been undisturbed, and under

his sway Bithynia rose to a high degree of power

and prosperity. He founded the city of Nieomedia,
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which he made the capital of his kingdom. The
length of bis reign is uncertain, but he probably

died about 250. He was succeeded by his son

ZiBLAS.— 2. n. Sunuuned Epjphanbr, king of

Birirynia,4reigned b. a 149—91. He was the

son and successor of Prusias II., and 4th in descent

from the preceding. He was brought up at Rome,
where he succeeded in gaining the flavour of the

senate^ Prusias, in consequence, became jealous of

his son, and sent secret instructions for his assas-

sination. The plot was revealed to Nicomedes, who
thereupon returned to Asia, and declared open war
i^nst his father. Prusias was deserted by his

subjects, and was put to death by order of his son,

149. Of the long and tranquil reign of Nicomedes
few events have been transmitted to us. He
courted the friendship of the Romans, whom he
assisted in the war against Aristonicus, 131. He
subsequently obtained possession of Paphlagonio,

and attempted to gain Cappadocia, by marrying
Laodice, the widow of Ariarathes VI. He was,
however, expelled from Cappadocia by Mithridates

;

and he was also compelled by the Romans to

abandon Papblagonia, when they deprived Mithri-

dates of Caj^adocia."- 8. IIL Sumaraed Philo-
»ATOK, king of Bithynia (91—74), son and suc-

cessor of Nicomedes II. Immediately after hia

accession, he was expelled by Mithridates, who set

ip against him his brother Socrates
; but he was

restored by the Romans in the following year (90).

At the instigation of the.Romani, Nicomedes now
jtroceeded to attack the dominions of Mithridates,

who expelled him a second time from his kingdom
(88). This was the immediate occasion of the 1st

Mithridatic war ; at the conclusion of which (84)
Nicomedes was again reinstated in his kingdom.

He reigned nearly 10 years after this second re-

iteration. He died at the beginning of 74, and
iBving no children, by his will bequeathed his

:ii^om to the Roman people.

KloSmSdla (Nuco/iq8ria : NiKOfiqSeiir, fern. Nu
'.otxhhaaa ; Izn^ or Isemkmid^ Ru.), a celebrated

ity of Bithynia, in Asia Minor, built by king

^^icomedes I. (b.c. 264), at tho N.E. corner of

;he Sinus Astacenus {OtUf of Ixmid

:

comp. As-
TACua). It was the chief residence of tlie kings

if Bithynia, and it soon became one of the most

splendid cities of th«r then known world. Under
:ne Romans, it was a colony, and a favourite resi-

lence of several of the later emperors, especially of

Diocletian and Constantine the Great. Though
repeatedly iniured by earthquakes, it was always

restored by tne munificence of the emperors. Like

its neighbor and rival, Nicaba, it occupies an
important place in the wars against the Turks

;

but it is still more menvirable in histoiy as the

scene of Hannibal's deat£i. It was the buthplace

of the historian Arrian.

KioSoXa or KiefinXiun, a town in Scythia on
the right bank of the Tyras (Dniester),

mMphon and Snefipoxon (Ntwo^v, Nnr^^owr),
an Athenian comic poet, son of Theron, and a con-

temporary of Aristophanes at the close of Kii
career.

BtebpSUl (NixdiroXit : NiKowoACTqr, Nicopo-
litanus). 1. (Pu2eopret^sa, Ru.), a city at the
S.W. extremity of Epirus, on the point ofUmd which
forms the N. side of the entrance to the Gulf of

Amhnicia, opposite to Actium. It was built by
Augustua in memory of the battle of Actium, and
was peopled from Arahi;a«ia, Anactoiium, and
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other neighbouring cities, and also with settlers

from Aetolia. Augustus also built a temple of

Apollo on a neighbouring hill, and founded games

in honour of the god, which were held every 5th

year. The city was received into th4> Amphic-

tyonic league in place of the Dolopes. It is spoken

of both iis a libera civitas, and as a colony. It had

a considerable commerce and extensive fisheries.

It was made the capital of Epirus by Constantine,

and its buildings were restored both by Julian and

by Justinian.— 2. {Nicopoli\ a city of Moesia

Inferior, on the Danube, built by Trajan in me-

mory of a victory over the Dacians, and celebrated

as the scene of the great defeat of the Hungarians

and Franks by the sultan Bajaset, on Sept. 28,

1396.— 3. (Enderex^ or Devrignif), a city of

Armenia Minor, on or near the Lycus, and not far

from the sources of the Halys, founded by Porapey

on the spot where he gained his first victory over

Mithridates: a flourishing place in the time of

Augustus : restored by Justinian.— 4. A city in

the N. E. comer of Cilicia, near the junction of the

Taums and Amanus.— 6. (Aars, Atossem, or

Oieiur's Castle^ Ru*)) ft city of Lower Egypt,

about 2 or 3 miles £. of Alexandria, on the canal

between Alexandria and Canopus, was built by
Au^stus in memory of his last victory over An-
tonius. Here also, as at Nicopolis opposite to

Actium, Augustus founded a temple of Apollo,

with games every 5th year. Not being mentioned

after the time of the first Caesars, it would seem

to have become a mere suburb of Alexandria.

Hioostr&tTU (StK6<rrpaTo»\ the youngest of the

3 sons of Aristophanes, was himself a comic poet.

His plays belonged both to the middle and the

new comedy.

Nigeir, Nigir, or Kigrii (Nfyeip, Ni7tp, a com-

pounded form of the word Geir or CftV, which

seems to be a^native African term for a river in gene-

ral), changed, by a confusion which was the more
easily made on account of the colour of the people

of the region, into the Latin word Niger, a great

river of Aethiopia Interior, which modern us^e
has identified with the river called JoU-hok (i.e.

Great River) and Qaorra (or ratherAowam), in W,
Africa. As early as the time of Herodotus, we find

an authentic statement concerning a river of the in-

terior of Libya, which is evidently identical both

with the Nigir of most of the ancient geographers,

and with the Quorra, He tells us (ii. 32) that 5
young men of the Nasamones, a Libyan people on

the Great Syrtis,. on the N. coast of Africa, started

to explore the desert parts of Libya ; that, after

crossing the inhabited part, and the region of the

wild beasts, they journeyed many days thrpugh

the Desert towards the till they came to a

plain where fruit trees gr^ ;
and as they eat the

fruit, they were seized by some little black, men,

whoee language they could not understand, who
led them through great manhes to a city, inha-

bited by the same sort of little black men, who
were all enchanters ; and a great river flowed by
the city from W. to £., and in it there were cro-

codiles. Herodotus, like his informants, inferred

from the course of the river, and from the cip-

codiles in it, that it was the Nile ; but it can

hardly be any river but the Quorra ; and that the

city was Timbuctoo is far more protoble than not.

The opinion, that the* Niger was a W. branch of

the Nile, prevailed very generally in ancient

timea ; bht hjr no means universally. Pliny gives
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the same account in a very confused manner, and
makes the Nigris (as he calls it) the boundary
between N. Africa and Aethiopia. Ptolemy, how-
ever, who evidently had new sources of information

respecting the interior of Africa, makes the Nigeir
rise not far from its real source (allowing for the

imperfect observations on which his numerical lati-

tudes and longitudes are founded) and follow a
direction not very different from what that of the

JoU-ha and Quorra would be if we suppose that

the Atrmt, Koji, and Feo, form an unbroken com-
munication between the Quomt and the lake Tchad.

But Ptolemy adds, what the most recent disco-

veries render a very remarkable statement, that a
branch of the Nigeir communicates with the lake

Libya (4^fli4), which he places in 16® 30' N. lat.

and 35® E. long. (i. e. from the Fortunate I.=17®
from Greenwich). This is almost rioacHy the po-

sition of lake Tidkodi and, if the Tchadda really

flows out of this lake, it will represent the branch
of the Nigeir spoken of by Ptolemy, whose in-

formants, however, seem to have inverted the

direction of its stream. It is further remarkable

that Ptolemy places on the Nigeir a city named
Thamondocana in the exact position of Timbuctoo^

and that the length of the river, computed from
his position, agrees very nearlj with its real length.

The error of connecting the Niger and the Nile

revived after the time of Ptolemy, and has only

been exploded by very recent discoveries.

Nf^r, C. Fesoenxilns, was governor of Syria

during the latter end of the reign of Commodus, on
whose death he was saluted emperor by the legions

in the East, a. d. 1 93. But in the following year

he was defeated and put to death by Septimius

Severus. Many anecdotes have been preserved of

the firmness with which Niger enforced the most
rigid discipline among his troops

;
but he preserved

his popularity by the impartiality which he dis-

played, and by the example of frugality, temperance,

and hardy endurance of toil which ho exhibited in

his own person.

Nig^[ra (Nt^eipo, Ptol. : Jenneh ?), a city on the

N. side of the river Nigir, and the capital of the

NlGRlTAE.
Nigritae or -fltei (Nt^ptreu, "Niypirat AldtWer,

Nt7pi7T«»), the N.-most of the Ethiopian (i. e,

Negro) peoples of Central Africa, dwelt about the

Nigir, in the great plain of Soiidan.

Ni^tii Lanua (NiypTris Xifxvrf), a lake in the

interior of Africa, out of which Ptolemy represents

the river Nigir as flowing. He places it about at

the true source of the Nigir (L e. the Joli~ba) ;
but

it is not yet discovered whether the river has its

source in a lake. Some modem geographers iden-

tify it with the lake Z>e5a, S. W. of Timbuctoo.

Nnilpftlia or NUna (NefXov irdXir, Nc7Xor), a

city of the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, in the

Nobios Heracleopolites, was built on an island in

the Nile, 20 gwgraphical miles N. E. of Hera-

cleopolis. There was a temple here in which, as

throughout Egypt, the river Nile was worshipped

as a god.

Nutia ( * NelXor, derived probably from a word

which stall exists in the old dialecte of India,

Nilas^ L e. blacky and sometimes called by
the Greeks: NetXos occurs first in Hesiod

;
Homer

calls the river Alyvirr6s : Nile, Arab. Bahr-Nil,

or simply Bohr, i. e. f!5e River t the modem names

of its upper course, in Nubia and Abyssinia, are

various). This river, one of the most important in
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the world, flows through a channel which forms a

sort of cleft extending N. and S. through the high

rocky and sandy land of N.E. Africa. ItsW. or main

branch has not yet been traced to its source, but

it has been followed up to a point in 4° 42' N. lat.

and 30^ 58^ E. long., where it is a rapid mountain

stream, running at the rate of 6 knots an hour over

a rocky bed, free from alluvial soil. After a course

in the general direction of N. N. E. as far as a

place called Khartum, in 16® 34' N. lat and 32®

30' E. long., this river, which is called the Bahr-
einAUad, i. e. White River, receives another large

river, the Bahr-el-Azrek, i. e. BIua River, the

sources of which arc in the highlands of A^aauiia,

about 1 P N. lat and 37 E. long : this is the

middle branch of the Nile system, the Astapus
of the ancients. The third, or E. branch, called

Tacazze, the Astabohas of the ancients, rises

also in the highlands of Abyssinia, in about 1

P

40' N. lat, and 39“ 40' E. long., and joins the

Nile (i. e. the main stream formed by the union of

XheAbiad and the Azrek), in 17“ 4.V N. lat, and

about 34® 5' E. long. : the point of junction was the

apex of the island of Marge. Here the united

river is about 2 miles broad. Hence it flows

through Nubia, in a magnificent rocky valley, fall-

ing over 6 cataracts, the N.-most of which, called

the First cataract (i. e. to a person going up the

river), is and has always been the S. boundary

of Egypt. Of its course from this point, to its

junction with the Mediterranean, a sufficient ge-

neral description has been given under Aegyptus
(p. 14). The branches into which it pj^ted at the

S. point of the Delta were, in ancient times, 3 in

number, and these again parted into 7, of which,

Herodotus tells us, 5 were natural and 2 artificial.

These 7 mouths were nearly all named from cities

which stood upon them : they were called, pro-

ceeding from E. to W., the Pelusiac, the Tanitic

or Saitic, the Mendesian, the Phatnitic or Path-

luetic nr Bucolic, tho Sebcnnytic, the Bolbitic or

Bolbitine, and the Canobic or Canopic. Through

the alterations caused by the alluvial deposits of

the river, they have now all shifted their positions,

or dwindled into little channels, except 2, and
these are much diminished

;
namely, the Damiat

mouth on the E. and the Rosetta mouth on the W.
Of the canals connected with the Nile in the Delta,

the most celebrated were the Canobic, which con-

nected the Canobic mouth with the lake Mareotis

and with Alexandria, and that of Ptolemy (after-

wards called that of Trajan) which connected the

Nile at the beginning of the Delta with the bay
pf Heruiipolis at the head of the Red Sea : the

formation of the latter is ascribed to king Necho,
and its repair and improvement succgssively to

Darius the son of Hystaspes, Ptolemy Phila-

delphus and Trajan. That the Delta, and indeed

the whole alluvial soil of Egypt has been created

by the Nile, cannot be doubted ; but the present

small rate of deposit |loves that the formation

must have been made long before the historical

period. Tho periodical rise of the river has been

spoken of under Abgyi»tu8. It is caused by
the tropical rains on tfie highlands in which it rises.

The best ancient accounts, preserved by Ptolemy,

pldce its source in a range of mountains in Central

Africa, called the Mountains of the Moon
; and

the i^ost recent information points to a range of

mountains, a little N. of the Equator, called JefjeU

el’Kumri, or the Blue Mountain, as containing the
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probable sources of the Bahr AMad. The ancient

Egyptians deified the Nile, and took the utmost
care to preserve its water from pollution.

Niniu, the reputed founder of the city of Njnus
or Nineveh. An account of his exploits is given

under Semiramis, his wife, whose name was more
celebrated. [Semiramis.]
NinuByNi^ve (N[)'or,or less correctly Nu'or: 0.

T. Nineveh, LXX. Nii'ci/t : NtVior, Nini-

kltae, pi.), thecapitalofthegreat Assyrian monarchy,
and one of the most ancient cities in the world, stood

on the R side of the Tigris, at tho upper part of its

course, in the district of Aturia. The accounts of
its foundation and history are ns various as those

respecting the Assyrian monarchy in general [As-
syria]. The Greek und Roman writers ascribe

its foundation to Ninus
;
but in the book of Getic:-

sis (x. 11) we are told, immediately after the

mention of the kingdom of Nimrod and his

foundation of Babel and other cities in Shiiiar

(*. e. Babylonia), that “ out of that laud went forth

Asshur” (or otherwise, “he— i. e. Nimrod—
went forth into Assyria ”), “ and builded Nine-
veh.” There is no further mention of Nineveh in

Scripture till the reign of Jeroboam II., about b.c.

825, when the prophet Jonah was commissioned to

preach repentance to its inhabitants. It is then
described as “ an exceeding great city, of 3 days*
journey,” and as containing “more than 120,000
persons that cannot discern between their right hand
and their left hand,” which, if this phrase refers to

children, would represent a population of 600,000
souls. The other passages, in which the Hebrew
prophets denounce ruin against it, bear witness to

its size, wealth, and luxury, and tho latest of them
{Zeph. ii. 13) is dated only a few years before the

final destruction of the city, which was effected by
the Modes and Babylonians about b. c. 606. It is

said by Strabo to have been larger than Babylon,
and Diodorus describes it as an oblong quadrangle

of 150 stadia by 90, making the circuit of the

walls 480 stadia (more than 55 statute miles) : if

so, the city was twice as large as London together

with its suburbs. In judging of these statements,

not only must allowance be made for the immense
space occupied by palaces and temples, but also for

the Oriental mode of building a city, so as to in-

clude large gardens and other open spaces within

tho walls. The walls of Nineveh are described as

100 feet high, and thick enough to allow 3 chariots

to pass each other on them
;
with 1500 towers, 200

feet in height. The city is said to have been en-

tirely destroyed by fire when it was taken by tho

Medcs and Babylonians, about b. c. 606 ; and fre-

quent allusions occur to its desolate state. Under
the Roman empire, however, we again meet with

a city Nineve, in the district of Adiabene, men-
tioned by Tacitus, and again by Ammianus Mar-
cellinus, and a medieval historian of the 13th cen-

tury mentions a fort of the same name : but state-

ments like these must refer to some later place

built among or near the ruins of the ancient Nine-

veh. Thus, of all the great cities of the world,

none was thought to have been more utterly lost

than the capital of the most ancient of the great

monarchies. Tradition pointed out a few shapeless

mounds opposite Mosul on the Upper Tigris, as all

that remained of Nineveh ; and a few fragments of

masonry were occasionally dug up there, and else-

where in Assyria, bearing inscriptions in an almost

unknown character, called, from its shape, cunei-
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form or arrow-headed. Within the last 10 years,

however, those shapeless mounds have been shown

to contain the remains of great palaces, on the

walls of which tho scenes of Assyrian life and the

records of Assyrian conquests are sculptured
;
while

the efforts which had long been made to decipher

tho cuneiform inscriptions found in Persia and

Babylonia, as well as Assyria, have been so far

successful as to make it probable that we may soon

read the records of Assyrian history from her own
monuments. It is as yet premature to form defi-

nite conclusions to any great extent. The results

of Major Rawlinson's study of tho cuneiform in-

scriptions of Assyria are only in process of publica-

tion. The excavations conducted by Dr. Layard

and M. Botta have brought to light the sculptured

remains of immense palaces, not only at the tradi-

tional site of Nineveh, namely Koupurtjik and

NehhUYunm^ opposite to Moml^ and at Khorsahml^

about 10 miles to the N.N.E., but also in a mound,
18 miles lower down the river, in the tongue of

land between the Tigris and the Great Zah^ which

still bears the name of N^roud

;

and it is clear

that their remains belong to different periods, em-

bracing the records of two distinct dynasties, ex-

tending over several generations
;
none of which

can be later than b. c. 60G, while some of them

probably belong to a period at least as ancient as

tho 13th, and perhaps even the 15th century b. r.

There are other mounds of ruiiKS as yet unexplored.

Which of these ruins correspond to tho true site of

Nineveh, or whether (as Dr. Layard suggests)

that vast city may have extended all the way
along tho Tigris from Konyunjik to Nimroud^ aiid

to a corresponding breadth N. E. of tho river, as

far as Khorsidml, are questions still und(‘r discus-

sion. Mf'anwhile, the study of the monuments

and inscriptions thus discovered must soon throw

fresh light ou^^the whole subject. Some splendid

fragments of sculpture, obtained by Dr. Layard

from Nimroud, are now to be seen in the British

Museum.
Ninyas (Ntineas), son of Ninus and Semiramis.

See Semijiamis.

NI6be (Nfoffrj). 1. Daughter of Plmroneus, and

by Zeus the mother of Argus and Pelasgus. ' 2.

Daughter of Tantalus by the Pleiad Taygete or

tho Ilyad Dione. She was the sister of Pelops,

and tho wife of Amphion, king of Thebes, by whom
she became the mother of 6 sons and 6 daughters.

Being proud of the number of her children, she

deemed herself superior to Leto, who had given

birth to only 2 children. Apollo and Artemis, in-

dignant at such presumption, slew all her children

with their arrows. For 9 days their bodies lay in

their blood without any one burying them, for

Zeus had changed the people into stones
;
but on

the 10th day the gods themselves buried them.

Niobe lierself, who had gone to Mt, Sipylus, was

metamorphosed into stone, and even thus continued

to feel the misfortune with which tho gods had

visited her. This is the Homeric story, which

later writers have greatly modified and cnlai^d.

The number and names of the children of Nfohe

vary very much in the different accounts ; for while

Homer states that their number was 12, Hesiod

and others mentioned 20, Aleman only 6, Sappho
18, :ind Herodotus 4; but the most commonly re-

ceived number in later times appears to have been
14, namely 7 sons and 7 daughters. According to

Homer all tho children of Niobe fell by the arrows
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of Apollo and Artemis ; but later writers state that

one of her sons, Amphion or Amyclas, and one of

her daughters, Mcliboea, were saved, but that Me-
liboea, having turned pale with terror at the sight

of her dying brothers and sisters, was afterwards

called Chloris. The time and place at which the
children of Niobe were destroyed are likewise

stated differently. According to Homer, they pe-

rished in their mother's honse. According to Ovid,

the sons were slain while they were engaged in

gymnastic exercises in a plain nejir Thebes, and
the daughters during the funeral of their brothers.

Others, again, transfer the scene to Lydia, or make
Niobe, after the death of hcr^ children, go from

Thebes to Lydia, to her father Tantalus on Mt.
Sipylus, where Zeus, jit her own request, meta-

morphosed her into a stone, which during the

summer always shed tears. In the time of Pau-
sanias people still fancied they could see the petri-

fied figure of Niobe on Mt. Sipylus. The tomb of

the children of Niobe, however, was shown at

Thebes. The story of Niobe and her children was
frequently taken as a subject by ancient artists.

One of the most celebrated of the ancient works of

art still extant is tho group of Niobe and her

children, which filled the pediment of the temple

of Apollo Sosianus at Rome, and which was dis-

covered at Rome in the year 1583. This group is

now at Florence, and consists of the mother, who
holds her youngest daughter on her knees, and 13
stiitucs of her sons and daughters, besides a figure

usually called tho puedagogus of the children. The
Romans themselves were uncertain whether the

group was the work of Scopas or Praxiteles.

Nipbktes (d Nupdrrjf^ i. e. Snow-mountain

:

Batan)y a mountain chain of Armenia, forming an
E. prolongation of tho Taurus from where it is

crossed by tho Euphrates towards the Lake of Pan,

before reaching which it turns to the S., and ap-

proaches tho Tigris below Tigranocerta ; thus sur-

rounding on the N. and E. tho basin of the highest

course of the Tigris (which is enclosed on the S.

and S.W. by Mt. Masius), and dividing it from
the valley of tho Arsanias {Murad) or S. branch
of the Euphrates.'' The continuation of Mt. Ni-

phates to the S.E. along the E. margin of the Tigris

valley is formed by the mountains of the Carduchi

{Mts. o/Kurdi&iany

Nireu0 (NiptAf)^ son of Charopus and Aglaia,

was, next to Achilles, the handsomest among the

Greeks at Troy. He came from the island of

Syrae (between Rhodes and Cnidus). Later writers

relate that ho was slain by Eurypylus or Aeneas.

Nisaea. [Mbgara.]
Kisaea, Nisaei, Nisaens Campus (NtVaia,

Nuraiot, Niaatou ireSfov), these names are found

in the Greek and Roman writers used for various

places on the S. and S.E. of the Caspian : thus one

writer mentions a city Nisaea in Margiana, and
another a people Nisaei in the N. of Aria

;
but

most apply the term Nisaean Plain to a plain in

the N. of Great Media, near Rhagae, the pasture

ground of a great number of horses of the finest

breed, which supplied the studs of the king and
nobles of Persia. It seems not unlikely that this

breed of horses was called Nisaean from their ori-

ginal home in Margiana (a district famoiis for its

Wses^ and that the Nisaean plain received its

name from the horses kept in it.

Nisibis ; NKrt^i^vdr). 1. Also Antio-

ohXa Mygdoniae (0. T. Aram Zoba ? Ru. nr. iVt^



htn\ a cele'brated city of Mesopotamia, and the

capital of the district of Mygdonia, stood on the

river Mygdonius (Nahr-^l-IIuali) 37 Roman miles

S.W. of Tigranocerta, in a very fertile district. It

was the centre of a considerable trade, and was of

great importance as a military post. In the suc-

cessive wars between the Romans and Tigranes,

the Parthians, and the Persians, it was several

times taken and retaken, until at last it fell into the

hands of the Persians in the reign of Jovian.— 2.

A city of Aria at the foot of M. Paroparaisus.

NlSUS (Nnrov). 1. King of Megara, was son

of Pandion and Pylia, brother of Aegeus, Pallas,

and Lycus, and husband of Abrote, by whom he

became the father of Scylla. Wlien Megara was
besieged by Minos, Scylla, who had fallen in love

with Minos, pulled out the purple or golden hair

which grew on the top of her father's head, and on

which his life depended. Nisus thereupon died,

and Minos obtained possession of the city. Minos,

however, was so liorrified at the conduct of the un-

natural daughter, that he ordered Scylla to be

fastened to the poop of his ship, and afterwards

drowned her in the Saronic gulf. According to

others, Minos loft Megara in disgust
;
Scylla leapt

into the sea, and swam after his ship ; but her

father, who had been changed into a sea-eagle {ha-

Uaeltus)^ pounced down upon her, whereupon she

was metamorphosed into either a iish or a bird

called Ciris.— Scylla, the daughter of Nisus, is

sometimes confounded by the poets with Scylla,

tho daughter of Phorcus. Hence the latter is

sometimes erroneously called Niseia Virgo, and
Nistis. fScYLLA.J— Nisaea, the ]iort town of

Megara, is supposed to have derived its name from

Nisus, and the promontory of Scyllaeum from his

daughter.— 2. Son of Hyrtacus, and a friend of

Euryaliis. The two friends accompanied Aeneas
to Italy, and perished in a night attack against the

Riitulian camp.

Nisyrus (NiVoupos ; Nikero), a small island in

the Carpathian Sea, a little distance off tho pro-

montory of Caria called Triopium, of a round form,

30 stadia (8 geog. miles) in circuit, and composed
of lofty rocks, the highest being ^2271 feet high. Its

volcanic nature gave rise to the fable respecting its

origin, that Poseidon tore it off tho neighbouring

island of Cos to hurl it upon the giant Polybotes.

It was cedebrated for its wann springs, wine, and
mill-stones. Its capiUil, of the same name, stood

on the N.W. of the island, where considerable

ruins of its Acropolis nunain. Its first inhabitants

are said to bare been Carians
;
but already in the

heroic age it h.id received a Dorian population,

like other islands near it, with which it is men-
tioned by Homer as sending troops to the Greeks.

It received other Dorian settlements in histori-

cal age. At the time of the Persian War, it be-

longed to the Carian queen Artemisia; it next

became a tributary ally of Athens : though trans-

ferred to the Spartan alliance by the issue of the

Peloponnesian War, it was recovered for Athens
by the victory at Cnidus, b. c. .334. After the

victory of the Romans over Antiochus th^ Great,

it was assigned to Rhodes
;
and, with the rest of

the Rhodian republic, was united to the Roman
empire about B. c. 70.

Ritiobriges, a Celtic people in Gallia Aqui-

tanica between the Garumna and the Liger, whose,

fighting force consisted of 5000 men. Their chief

town Avaa Abinnum {Agen),

NitScris (N/rw/rpir). 1* A queen of BaUdlbn,
mentioned by Herodotus, who ascribes to her

many important works at Babylon and its vicinity.

It is supposed by most modern writers that she

was the wife of Nebuchadnezzar, and the mother
or grandmother of Labynetus or Belshazzar, the

last king of Babylon.— 2. A queen of Kgypt, was
elected to tho sovereignty in place of her brother,

whom the Egyptians had killed. In order to take

revenge upon the murderers of her brother, she

built a very long chamber under ground, and when
it was finished invited to a banquet in it those of

the Egyptians who had had a principal share in the

murder. While they were engaged in the banquet
she let in upon them the waters of the Nile by
means of a large concealed pipe, and drowned them
all, and then, in order to escape punishment, threw
herself into a chamber full of ashes. This is the

account of Herodotus. We learn from other au-

thorities that site was a celebrated personage in

Egyptian legends. She is said to have built the

third pyramid, by which we are to understand, that

she finished the third pyramid, which had been
commenced by Mycerinus. Modern writers make
her the last sovereign of the (ith dynasty, and
state that she reigned 6 years in place of her mur-
dered husband (not her brother, as Herodotus
states), whose name was Menthnophis. The latter

is supposed to be the son or grandson of the Moe-
ris of the Greeks and Romans.

Nitriae, Nitrariae (Ntrp/at, N/rpm, Nlrpaiai

:

Birkd-el-f)uarah), the celebrated natron Likes in

Lower Egypt, which lay in a valley on the S.W.
margin of the Delta, and gave to the surrounding

district the name of the Noju6s Hirpiwrts or N<-

tPkLttis, and to the inhabitants, whose chief occu-

pation was the extraction of the natron from tho

lakes, the name of Nirpiurai. This district was
the chief seat of the worship of Serapis, and the

only place in Egypt where sheep wtfe sacrificed.

Nixl Dii, a general term, applied by the Romans
to those divinities who were believed to assist

women in child-birth.

Nobillor, Fulvius, plebeians. This family was
originally called Faetinus, and the name of No-
bilior was first assumed by No. 1, to indicate that

he was more noble than any others of this name.
1. Ser., consul B. c. 255, with M. Aemilius Paulus,

about the middle of the 1st Punic war. The 2
consuls were sent to Africa, to bring off the sur-

vivors of the army of Regulus. On their way to

Africa they gained a naval victory over the Car-

thaginians ;
but on their return to Italy, they were

wrecked off the coast of Sicily, and most of their

ships were destroyed.— 2. M., grandson of the

preceding, curulo aedilc 195; praetor 193, when
he defeated the Celtiberi in Spain, and took the

town of Toletum
;
and consul 189, when he re-

ceived the conduct of the war against the Aetolians.

He took the town of Ambracia, and compelled the

Aetolians to sue for peace. On his return to Rome
in 187, he celebrated a most splendid triumph.

In 179 he was censor with M. Aemilius Lepidus,

the pontifex raaxiinus. Fulvius Nrbilior had n
taste for literature and art

;
he was a patron of the

poet Ennius, who accompanied him in hisAetolian

campaign ; and he belonged to that party among
the Roman nobles who were introducing into the

city a taste for Greek literature and refinement.

He was, therefore, attacked by Cato the censor,

who made merry with his name, calling him mo-
1 1 2
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InWt" instead of nobilior. Fulvius, in liis censor-

ship, erected a temple to Hercules and the Muses

in the Circus FJaminius, as a proof that the state

ought to cultivate the liberal arts ; and he adorned

it with the paintings and statues which he had

brought from Greece upon his conquest of Aetolia.

— 3. M., son of No. 2, tribune of the plebs 171 ;

curule aedile 16d, the year in which the Andria of

Terence was performed ; and consul 159.—4., ft.,

also eon of No. 2, consul 153, when he had the

conduct of the war against the Celtiberi in Spain,

by whom he was defeated with great loss. He
was censor in 13G. He inherited his father's love

for literature : he presented the poet Ennius with

the Roman franchise when he was a triumvir for

founding a colony.

Kola (Nolrinus : Nola)^ one of the most ancient

towns in Campania, 21 Roman miles S. E. of

Capua, on the road from that place to Niiceria,

was founded by the Ausonians, but afterwards fell

into the hands of the Tyrrheni (EtniscJins), whence
BOihe writers call it iin Etruscan city. In ii. c. 327
Nola was sufficiently powerful to send 2000 soldiers

to the assistance of Neapolis. In 313 the town
was taken by the Romans. It remained faithful

to the Romans even after the battle of Cannae,

when the other Campanian towns revolted to Han-
nibal

;
and it was allowed in consequence to retiiin

its own constitution as an ally of the Rom.'ins. In
the Social war it fell into the hands of the con-

federates, and when taken by Sulla it was burnt

to the ground by the Saninite garrison. It was
afterwards rebuilt, and was made a Roman colony

by Vespasian. The emperor Augustus died at

Nola. In the neighbourhood of the town some
of the most beautiful Campanian vases have been
found in modern times. According to an eccle-

siastical tradition, church bells were invented at

Nola, and w^e hcnco called Campanac.
Nomentanus, mentioned by Ib)race as pro-

verbially noted for extravagance and a riotous

mode of living. The Scholiasts tell us thsit his

full name was L. Cassius Noraentanus.

Ndmentam (Nomentanus: Aa ori-

ginally a Latin town founded by Alba, but subse-

quently a Sabine town, 14 (Roman) miles from

Rome, from which the Via Nomenlana (more an-

ciently Via Ficulensis) and the Porta Nomenlana
at Rome derived their name. The neighbourhood

of the town was celebrated for its wine.

(rd N(ijUia), a mountain in Arcadia on

the frontiers of Laconia, is said to have deriv’ed its

name from a nymph Nomia,
KSmlus (Ndiumr), a surname of divinities pro-

tecting the pastures and shepherds, such as Apollo,

Pan, Hermes, and Aristaeus.

NonaCTiB (Nt^yanpis

:

NwvaKptdTTjs, Nwvcucpt-

e4s), a town in the N. of Arcadia, N.W. of Phe-
neus, was surrounded by lofty mountains, in which

the river Styx took its origin. The town is said

to have derived its name from Nonacris, the wife

of Lycaon. From this town Hermes is called

NonacriateSf Evander Nonacrius^ Atalanta Nona-
cna, and Callisto Nonaerma Vir^Oy in the general

sense of Arcadian.

Nonius Marcellus. [Marcellus.]
Nonius SuiSuat. [Sufbnas.]
NounuB (Ndi/voy). L A Greek poet, was a

native of Panopolis in Egypt, and lived in the 6th
century of the Christian era. Respecting his life

nothing is known, except that he was a Christian.

NOIUCUM.
He Is the author of an enormous epic poem, which
has come down to us under the name of IHony-

siaca or Bassarica (AioviKTiaxd or BaoffapiKd), and
which consists of 48 books. The work has no
literary merit ; the style is bombastic and inflated ;

and the incidents are patched together with little

or no coherence. Edited by Graefe, Lips. 1819

—

1826, 2 vols. 8vo. Nonnus also made a paraphraso

of the gospel of St John in Hexameter verse, which

is likewise extant Edited by Heinsius, Lngd.

Bat. 1627.— 2. Tbeophanes Nonnus, a Greek
medical writer who lived in the 10th century after

Christ. His work is entitled a “ Compendium of

the whole Medical art” nnd is compiled from pre-

vious writers. Edited by Bemarfl, Gothae ct

Amfttel. 1794, 1795, 2 vols.

Nora (T^t Nwpa : NwpaySt, Noronsis). 1. (Torre

Forcadizo)y one of the oldest cities of Sardinia,

founded by Iberian settlers under Norax, stood on

the coast of the Sinus Caralitanus, 32 Roman miles

S.W. of Caralis.— 2. A mountain fortress of Cap-

padocia, on the borders of Lycaonia, on the N\
side of the Taurus, noted for the siege sustained iu

it by Eumencs against Antigonus for a whole

winter. Iu the time of Strabo, who calls it Nrjpo-

airoSfy it was the treasury of Sisinas, a pretender

to the throne of Cappadocia.

Norba (Norbnnensis, Norbanus). 1. (A^orma\

a strongly fortified town in Latiinn on the slope of

the Volscian mountains and near the sources of the

Nymphacus, originally belonged to the Ijatiii and
subsequently to the Volscian league. As early as

B.O. 492 the Romans founded a colony at Norba,

It espoused the cause of Marius in the civil war,

and was destroyed by fire by its own inhabitants,

when it was taken by one of Sulla’s generals.

There are still remains of polygonal walls, and a
subterraneous passage atNorma.— 2. Surnamed
Caesarea (Akantara)^ a Roman colony in Lusi-

tania on the left bank of the Tagus, N.W. of

Augusta Emerita. The bridge built by order of

Trajan over the Tagus at this place is still extant.

It is 600 feet long by 28 wide, and contains 6

arches.

Norb&nuB, C.,' tribune of the plebs, b. c. 95,

when he accused Q. Servilius Caepio of majestas,

but was himself accused of the same crime iu the

following year, on account of disturbances which

took place at tho trial of Caepio. In 90 or 89,

Norbanus was praetor in Sicily during the Marsic

war ; and in the civil wars he espoused the Marian

party. He was consul in 83, when he was de-

feated by Sulla near Capua. In the following

year, 82, he joined the consul Carbo in Cisalpine

Gaul, but their united forces were entirely defeated

by Meteljus Pius. Norbanus escaped from Italy,

and fled to Rhodes, where he put an end to his

life, when his person was demanded by Sulla.

Norb&nuB Placous. [Flaccus.]

Noreia (Na>p^6ta: Neumarkt in Sfyria\ the

ancient capital of the Taurisci or Norici in Noricum,

from which the whole country probabl}'^ derived its

name.^ It was situated in the centre of Noricum,

a little S. of tho river Murius, and on the road

from Virunum to Ovilaba. It is celebrated as the

place where Carbo ' was defeated by the Cimbri,

B.c. 113. It was besieged by the Boii in tho

time of Julius Caesar. (Caes. B, G. i. 5.)

Ndiloiim, a Roman province S. of the Danube,

which probably derived its name from the town of

Noreia,was bounded on the N. by the Danube, on
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the W. hy "Rliaetia and Viiidelicia, on the E. by
Pannonia, and on the S. by Pannonia and Italy.

It wag separated from Rhaetia and Vindelicia by

the river Ae)ms (/««), from Pannonia on the E.

by M. Cetiiis, and from Pannonia and Italy on the

S. by the river Savus, the Alpes Carnicac, and

M. Ocra. It thus corresponds to the greater part

of Styria and Carinthia, and a part of Austria,

Bavaria, and Salzburg. Noricum was a moun-

tainous country, for it was not only surrounded on

the S. .'ind is. by mountains, but one of the

main branches of the Alps, the Alpes Noricae
(in the neighbourhood of Salzburg), ran right

through the province. In those mountains a large

quantity of excellent iron was found ;
and the

Noric swords were celebrated in antiquity. Gold
also is said to have been found in the mountains in

ancient times. The inhabitants of the country

were Celts, divided into several tribes, of which
the Taurisci, also called Norici, after their capital

Noreia, were the most important. They were

conquered by the Romans towards the end of the

reign of Augustus, after the subjugation of Raetia

by Tiberius and Drusus, .and their country was
formed into a Roman province. In the later divi-

sion of the Roman empire into smaller provinces,

Noricum was formed into ‘2 provinces, N. Ripenae^

along the bank of the Danube, and N. Mediterm-
nciim^ separated from the formtir by the mountains,

wliicii divide Austria and Styria: they both be-

longed to the diocese of Illyricum and the prefec-

ture of Italy.

Kortla or Nurtia, an Etruscan divinity, wor-

shipped at Volsinii, where a nail was driven every

year into the wail of her temple, for the purpose of

marking the number of years.

Nossis, a Greek poetess, of Locri in Italy, lived

about H. c. 31 0, and is the author of 1 2 epigrams

of considerable beauty in the Greek Anthology.

Notus. [Austkb.}
Novarla (Novarensis : Novara)^ a town in

Gallia Transpadana, situated on a river of the same
name (6’<j(/na), and on the ro.ad from Mediolanum
to Verccllae, subsequently a K6man municipium.

Novatianus, a heretic, who insisted upon the per-

petual exclusion from the Church of all Christians,

who had fallen away from the faith under the

terrors of persecution. On the election of Corne-

lius to the see of Rome, a. n. 251, Novatianua

was consecrated bishop by a rival party, but was
condemned by the council held in the autumn of

the same year. After a vain stniggle to main-
tain his position, he was obliged to give way, and
became the founder of a new sect, who from him
derived the name of Novatians. It sh|>uld be ob-

served that the individual who first proclaimed

these doctrines was not Novatianus, but an African

presbyter under Cyprian, named Novatus. Hence
much confusion has arisen between Novatus and
Novatianus, who ought, however, to be carefully

distinguished. A few of the works of Novatianus

are extant. The best edition of them is Ijy Jack-

son, Lond. 1728.

Wovfitas. [Novatianus.]
Noveusiles or Kovensldes Pii, Roman gods

whose name is probably composed of nove and
insides, and therefore signifies the new gods in

opposition to the Indigetes, or old native divinities.

It was customary among the Romans, after the

conquest of a neighbouring town, to carry its gods

to Rome, and there establish their worship.

NUMA. ^5
Noveslum (Neuss), a fortified town of the Ubii

on the Rhine, and on the road leading from Colonia

Agrippina (Ch/ogTie), to Castra Vetera (JTawfen).

The fortifications of this place were restored by
Julian in a. d. 359.

Noviodunum, a name given to many Celtic

places from their being situated on a hill (dun).

1. (Nouatt), a town of the Bituriges Cubi in Gallia

Aquitanica, E. of their capital Avaricura.— 2.

(Nevers), a town of the Aedui in Gallia Lugdunen

.

sis, on the road from Augustodunura to Lutetia,

and at the confluence of the Niveris and the Liger,

whence it was subsequently called Nevimum, and
thus acquired its modem name. —3. A town of
the Suessones in Gallia Bcigica, probably the same
as Augusta Suessonum. [Augusta, No. 6.]— 4.

(Nion), a town of the Helvetii in Gallia Belgica,

on the N. bt'ink of the Lacus Lemanus, was made
a Roman colony by Julius Caesar, b. c. 45, under
the name of Colonia Kquestris. • 6. (isaezi), a for-

tress in Moesia Inferior on the Danube, near
which Valens built his bridge of boats across the

Danube in his campaign against the Goths.

Novioxnagus or Noeoma^s. l.(Castelnande
Medoc), a town of the Bituriges Vivisci in Gallia

Aquitanica, N. W. of Burdigala. —• 2. A town of
the Tricastini in Gallia Narbonensis, probably the

modern Nions, thottgh some suppose it to be the
same place as Augusta Tricastinorum (Aousie),

8. (.Sjptm), the capital of the Nemetes. [Nemb-
TKS.]— 4. (Neumagen), a town of the Treviri in

Gallia Belgica on the Mosella.— 6. (Nmivegen),a
town^of the Batavi.

NovXus, Q., a celebrated writer of Atcllane

plays, a contemporary of the dictator Sulla.

Novum Comum. [Comum.]
NUba Falus (Noi/§a Mjuvri

:
prob. L. Fittreli,

in Dar Z<ileh\ a lake in Central Africa, receiving

the great river Gir, according to Ftolcmy, who
places it in 15® N. lat. and 40® E. long. (=22®
from Greenwich.)

Nfibae, Nubaei (Noi/^a», Nouffaroi), an African

people, who arc found in 2 places, namely about

the lake Nuba, and also on the banks of the Nile

N. of Meroe, that is, in the N. central part of

Nubia: the latter were governed by princes of

their own, independent of Meroe. By the reign

of Diocletian they had advanced N.-wards as far as

the frontier of Egypt.

NdeSrIa (Nuccrinus.) 1. Suraamed Alfaterna

(Nocera), a town in C<ampania on the Sarmis

(Sarno), and on the Via Appia, S. E. of Nola, and
9 (Roman) miles from the coast, was taken by the

Romans in the Samnite-wars, and was again taken

by Hannibal after the battle of Cannae, when it

was burnt to the ground. It was Bub8e(iuently re-

built, and both Augustus and Nero planted here

colonies of veterans. Pompeii was used as the

harbour of Nuceria.— 2. Sumamed Gamellaria

(Nocera), a town in the interior of Umbria on the

Via Flaminia.— 3. (Zttzzara), a small town in Gal-

lia Cispadana on the Po, N. E. of Brixellum.—4. A
town in Apulia, more correctly called Luceria.

Nnithones, a people of Germany, dwelling on

the right bank of the Albis (Elbe), S. W. of the

Saxones, and N. of the Langobordi, in the S. E.

part of the modem Meddenlmr^.

Numa, Marclui. 1. An intimate friend of

Nuraa PompiliiM, whom he is said to have accom-

panied to Rome, where Numa made him the 1st

Pontifex Ma.ximu8. Marcius aspired to the kingly

21 3 ,
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dignity on the death of Pompiliii?, and he starved

himself to death on the election of 'J’ullns Hostilius.

a— 2. Son of the preceding, is said to have married

Pompiliji, the daughter of Nnnia Poiripiliiis, and
to have become by her the father of Ancus Marcius.

Numa Marcins was appointed by Tullus Hostilius

praefcctiis urbi.

Nnma Fompilfus, the 2nd king of Rome, who
belongs to legend and not to histoiy. He was a
native of Cures in the Sabine country, and was
elected king one year after the death of Romulus,

wdien the people became tired of the interregnum of

the senate. He was renowned for his wisdom and
his piety

;
and it was generally believed that he

had derived his knowledge from Pythagoras. His
reign was long .and peaceful, and he devoted his

chief care to the establislnnent of religion among
his rude subjects. He was instructed by the Ca-

jnena Pgeria, who visited him in a grove near

Rome, and who honoured him with her love, lie

was revered by the Romans as the author of their

whole religious worship. It was he who first ap-

pointed the pontiffs, the augurs, the flamens, the vir-

gins of Vesta, and the Salii. He founded the temple

of Janus, which remained always shut during his

reign. The length of his reign is stated differently.

Livy makes, it 43 years
;
Polybius and Cicero, 30

years. The sacred books of Numa, in which he pre-

scribed all the religious rites and ceremonies, were

said to have been buried near him in a separate tomb,

and to have been discovered by accident, 500 years

afterwards, in b. c. H31. They were carried to the

city-praetor Petilius, and were found to consist of

12 or 7 books in Latin on ecclesiastical law, and

the same number of books in Greek on philosophy :

the latter were burnt on the command of the senate,

but the former were carefully preserved. The
story of the discovery of these books is evidently a

forgery
;
and the books, which wore ascribed to

Numa, and which were extant at a later time,

were evidently nothing more than works containing

an account of the ceremonial of the Ilonmii religion.

Numana ( Umana Dislrntta), a town in Pice-

num, on the road leading from Ancona to Atemum
along the coast, was founded by the Siculi, and
was subsequently a iimnicipium.

Numantla (Numantlnus : nr. Puente de Don
Cuarray Ru.), the cjipital of the Arevacae or Are-

vaci in llispania Tarraeonensis, and the most im-

portant town in all Celtiberia, was situated near

the sources of the Durius, on a small tributary of

this river, and on the road leading from Asturica

to Caesaraugusta. It was strongly fortified by
nature, being built On a steep and precipitous,

though not lofty, hill, and accessible by only one

path, wliich was defended by ditches and pali-

sades. It was 24 stadia in circumference, but was
not surrounded by regular walls, which the natural

strength of its position rendered unnecessary. It

was long the head-quarters of the Celtiberians in

their Avars with the Homans
;
and its protracted

siege and final destruction by Scipio Africanus the

younger (b. c. 138) is one of tlie most memorable
events in the early history of Spain.

Numinlus (NovfiTfuio^)^ of Apamea in Syria, a
Pythagoreo-Platonic philosopher, Avho was highly

esteemed by Plotinus and his school, os well as by
Grigen. Ho probably belongs to the age of the

Antonines. His object was to trace the doctrines

of Plato up to Pythagoras, and at the same time to

show that thqy were not at vaiiance with the
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dogmas and mysteries of the Brahmins, Jews, Magi,
and Egyptians. Considerable fragments of his

works have been preserved by Eusebius, in his

Praeparatio Evanyelica.

Numerianus, M. Aurelius, the younger of the
2 sons of the emperor Carus, Avho accompanied his

father in the expedition against tho I’ersians, A. n.

283. After the death of his father, which hap-
pened in tho same year, Niimerianus Avas acknow-
ledged as joint emperor with his brother Carinus.

The army, alarmed by the fate of Cams, who was
struck dead by lightning, compelled Niimerianus
to retreat towards Europe. During the greater

part of the march, which lasted for 8 months, he
was confined to his litter by an affection of the
eyes

; but the suspicions of the soldiers having
become excited, they at length forced their Avay

into the imperial tent, .and discovered the dead
body of their prince. Arrius Aper, praefect of the

praetori.nns, and father-in-law of the deceased, vv’as

.arraigned of the murder in a military council, held
at Chalcedon, and, Avithout being permitted to

speak in his own defence, was stabbed to the

heart by Diocletian, whom the troops had already

proclaimed emperor. [Diocr.ETiANU.s.]

Niimlclus or Niimlcus {Numico)^ a small river

in Latiuni fioAving into the Tyrrhene sea near
Ardeji, on the banks of Avhich Avas the tomb of

Aeneas, whom tho inhabitants called Jupiter

Iiidigea.

Nuxnidla (Nouju»5ia, ^ NojuaSia and NoyuaSi/t^ :

No/tdy, Niimida, pi. No^uaScy or No,udSes AiSoes,

Nfimidao: Alyier)^ a country of N. Africa, Avliich,

in its original extent, was divided from Mauretania
on tho W. by the river Mah^a or Mulucha, and on
the E. from the territory of Carthage (aft. the

lioiium Province of Africa) by the river Tusca: its

N. boundary was the Mediterranean, and on tho

S. it extended indefinitely towards the cliain of

the Great Atlas and the coimtiy of the Gaetuli.

Intersected by the chain of the Lesser Atlas, and
watered by the streams running down from it, it

abounded in fine pa^ures, which were early taken
possession of by wandering tribes of Asiatic origin,

Avho from their occupation as herdmen Avere called

by the Greeks, here as elsewhere, No/udSey, and
this name was perpetuated in that of the country.

A sufficient account of these tribes, and of their

connection with their neighbours on the W., is

given under Mauretania. The fertility of the

country, inviting to agriculture, gradually gave a
BomeAvhat more settled charactej to the people

;

and, at tlicir first appearance in Roman history,

we find their 2 great tribes, the Massylians and
the Massaesylians, forming 2 monarchies, which
Avere united into one under Masinissa, B. c. 201.

(For the historical details, see Ma81M.S8a). On
Masinissa's death in 148, his kingdom was divided,

by his dying directions, between his 3 sons, Mi-
cipsa, Mastaiiabal, and Gulussa

;
but it was soon

reunited under Micipsa, in consequence of the

death of both his brothers. His death, in 118,

was speedily followed by the usiupation of Ju-
gurtha, an account of which and of the ensuing

war with the Romans is given under Juuurtiia.
On the defeat of Jugurtha in 106, the country be-

came virtually subject to the Romans, but they

permitted the family of Masinissa to govern it,

with the royal title (see Hiempsal, No. 2
;
Juba,

No. 1 ), until B. c. 46, when Juha, who had es-

poused the cause of Pompey in the Civil Wars,
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was defeated and dethroned by Julius Caesar, and

Numidia was made a Homan province. It seems

to have been about the same time or a little

later, under Augustus, that the W, part of the

country was taken from Numidia, and added to

Mauretania, us far £. as Saldae. In n. c. 30
Augustus restored Juba II. to his father's king-

dom of Numidia ;
but in b. c. 25 he exchanged it

for Mauretania, and Numidia, that is, the country

between Saldae on the W. and the Tusca on the

£., became a Knman province. It was again

diminished by near a half, under Claudius (sec

Mauretania)
;
and henceforth, until the Arab

conquest, the senatorial province of Numidia de-

notes the district between the river Ampsaga on

the W. and the Tusca on tlie E. : its capital was
Cirta (^Constantineh). The country, in its later

restricted limits, is often distinguished by the

name of New Numidia or Numidia Proper. The
Niimidians arc celebrated in military history as

furnishing the best light cavalry to the armies,

first of Carthage, and afterwards of Rome.
Numidicus Sinus (Nou/ii5i/chs K6\Tros ; Bay o/|

Sforah)^ the great gulf E. of Pr. Tretum (Seven

Caprs\ on the N. of Numidia.

Xumistro (Numistranus), a town in Lucania

near the frontiers of Apulia.

NumXtor. [Romulus.]
Nursia (Nursinus ; Norcia\ a town in the N.

of the land of the Sabines, situated near the

sources of the Nar and amidst the Apennines,

whence it is called by Virgil (Aen, vii. 716)
friptda Nursia, It was the birthplace of Sertorius

and of the mother of Vespasian.

NyctMs (NoKT»;fs), that is, Antiope, daughter

of Nycteus, and mother of Amphion and Zethus.

[Antiope
;
Nyctkus.]

Nycteus (Nu»ct€«5s), son of Hyrieus by the

nymph Clonia, and husband of Polyxo, by whom
he became the father of Antiope ; though, accord-

ing to others, Antiope was the daughter of the

river-god Asopus. Antiopo was carried off by
Epopeus, king of Sicyon

; whereupon Nycteus, who
governed Thebes, as the guardian of Labdacus,

invaded Sicyon with a Theban arm)'. Nycteus
was defeated, and being severely wounded, he was
carried back to Thebes, where, previous to his death,

he appointed his brother Lycus guardian of Lab-
dacus, and at the same time required him to take

vengeance on Epopeus. [Lycus.]

NyctImSne, daughter of Epopeus, king of LcS'
bos, or, according to others, of Nycteus. Pursued
and dishonoured by her amorous father, she con-

cealed herself in the shade of forests, where she

was metamorphosed by Athena into an owl.

Nymphae (Nli/a^aO, the name of a numerous
class of female divinities of a lower rank, though

they are designated by the title of Olympian, are

called to the meetings of the gods in Olympus, and
are described as the daughters of Zeus. They may
bc-divided into 2 great classes. The 1st class em-
braces those who were recognised in the worship

of nature. The early Greeks saw in all thb phe-

nomena of ordinary nature some manifestation of

the deity
;

springs, rivers, grottoes, trees, and
mountains, all seemed to them fraught with life ;

and all were only the visible embodiments of so

many divine agents. The salutary and beneficent

powers of nature were thus personified, and re-

garded as so many divinities. The 2nd class of

nymphs are personifications of trObes, races, and
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states, such as Gyrene, and many otners. 1.

The nymphs of the 1st class must again be sub-
divided into various species, according to the diffe-

rent j»rt8 of nature of which they are the repre-

sentatives. 1. Nymphs of the tvaiery element. To
these belong first the nymphs of the ocean, Ootta^

nidet (*{lKtav7t/aif 'ftKeavtoev, pifitpai fiktat), who
were regarded os the daughters of Oceanus ; and
next the nymphs of the Mediterranean or inner

sea, who were regarded as the daughters of Nereus,
and hence were called Nereides (Nripttlies). The
rivers were represented by the Potameides (Uora-
jUTjfSfs), who, as local divinities, wore named after

their rivers, as Acheloides, Anigrides, Ismenidea,

Amnisiades, Pactolides. The nymphs of fresh

water, whether of rivers, lakes, brooks, or springs,

were also designated by the general name Naiades
(NijfS**), thougli they had, in addition, specific

names (KpppaTat^ Tlyiyatat^ *i,\eiop6iiot^ AippariSeSf

or AifipdSfs). Even the rivers of the lower regions

were described as having their nymphs
;
hence we

read of Nymphae infemae paludis and A vemales.

Many of these nymphs presided over waters or

springs which were believed to inspire those who
drank of them. The nymphs themselves were, there-

fore, thought to be endowed with prophetic power,
and to inspire men with the same, and to confer upon
them the gift of poetry. Hence all persons in a
stat(i of rapture, such as seers, poets, roadmen, &c.,

were said to he caught by the nymphs (pv/mpS-

Atjjttoi, in Lnt. lymphatic lymphatid). As water
is necessary to feed all vegetation as well as all

living beings, the water-nymphs frequently appear
in connection with higher divinities, as, for example,
with Apollo, the prophetic god and the protector

of herds and flocks
;
with Artemis, the huntress

and the protectress of game, who was herself ori-

ginally an Arcadian nymph ;
with Hermes, the

Iructitying god of flocks
;
with Dionyifts

;
and with

Pan, the Sileni and Satyrs, whom they join in

their Racchic revels and dances.— 2. Nymphs of
mountains and prottoes, called Oreades (’OpetdScs’,

’OpoSejuvidUes), but sometimes also by names de-
rived from the particular mountains they inhabited

(e. g. KiBaipuvtdeSf nrjAiciScs, Kophatai). • 3.

Nymphs offorests^ groves^ and glens,, were believed

sometimes to appear to and frighten solitary tra-

vellers. They arc designated by the names ’AA-

<r7}fhes, "T\iju}poi, Av\wvidifS, and NaTratat.— 4.

Nymphs of trees^ were believed to die together

with the trees which hRd been their abode, and
with which they had come into existence. They
were called Dryades and Hamadryades (ApvdSer,

'AfaxdpvdSes or ’ASpwdSes), from 8pGj, which sig-

nifles not only an oak, but any wild-growing lofty

tree
;

for the nymphs of fruit trees were called

Melides (MrjAlSe?, also MTjAidSes, or

They seem to be of Arcadian ori-

gin, and never appear together with any of the

great gods. II. The 2nd class of nymphs, who were
connected with certain races or localities (Nvp.<pcu

xOdpiai), usually have a name derived from the

places with which they are associated, as Nysiades,

Dodonides, Lemniae.— The sacrifices offered to

nymphs usually consisted of goats, lambs, milk,

and oil, but never of wine. They were worshipped

in many parts of Greece, especially near springs,

groves, and grottoes. They are represented in works

of art as beautiful maidens, cither quite naked or

only half-covered. Later poets sometimes describe

them as having sea-coloured hair.
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Nyinp&aeam (Nv/u^axov, i. e. Nymphos abode).

1. A mountain, with perhaps a village, by the river

Aous, near Apollonia, in 111yricum.— 2. A port

and promontory on the coast of Illyricum, 3 Roman !

miles from Lissus.— 3. {C.Ghiorgi)^ the S.W. pro- '

montory of Acte or Athos, in Chalcidice.— 4. A '

sea-port town of the Chersonesus Taurica {Crimea)

on the Cimmerian Bosporus, 25 stadia (2^ geog.

miles) from Panticapaeum.— 5. A place on the

coast of Bithynia, 30 stadia (3 geog. miles) W. of

the mouth of the river Oxines.— 6. A place in

Cilicia, between Celenderis and Soloe.

Nymphaeos (Nu;U<paios). 1. {Ninfa or Nimpa\
n small river of Latium, falling into the sea above

Astura; of some note as contributing to the forma-

tion of the Pomptine marshes. It now no longer

reaches the sea, but falls into a little lake, called

Lago di Monad.— 2. A harbour on tbc W. side

of the island of Sardinia, between the Prom. Mer-
curii and the town of Tilliurn.— 3, Also called

KympMus {liasilimfa)^ a small river of Sophenc

in Armenia, a tributary of the upper Tigris, flow-

ing from N. to S. past Martyropnlis, in the valley

between M. Niphatcs and M. Masius.

Nymphidlns Sabinas, commander of the prae-

torian troops, together with Tigellinus, towards

the latter end of Nero’s reign. On the death of

Nero, A. D. 68, he attempted to seize the throne,

but was murdered by the friends of Galba.

Nympbis (Nu/li4)»j), son of Xenagoras, a native

of the Pontic Heraclea, lived about tt c. 250. He
was a person of distinction in his native land, as

well as an historical writer of some note. He
wrote a work on Alexander and his successors, in

24 books, and also a history of Heraclea in 1 3 books,

Nympboddrus (Nviu<pdSupos), 1. A Greek his-

torian of Amphipolis, of uncertain date, the author

of a work on the Laws or Customs of Asia (NS/uitfia

’Aff/aj).— 2.< Of Syracuse, likewise an historian,

seems to have lived about the time of Philip and
Alexander the Great, He wrote a Periplus of

Asia, and a work on Sicily.

N^sa or Nyssa (Nv^ro, Ni{<r<ra), was the le-

gendary scene of the nurture of Dionysus, whence
the name was applied to several places which were

sacred to that god. 1. In India, in the district of

Goryaea, at the N.W. corner of the Punjab^ near

the cdnflueiice of the rivers Cophen and Choaspes,

probably the same place as NagSra or Dionysopolis

{Nagar or Natjgar). Near it was a mountain of

like name. —2. A city or mountain in Aethiopia.

— 3. (SultanJIisar^ Ru., a little W. of Nazeli), a
city of Caria, on the S. slope of M. Messogis, built

on both sides of the ravine of the brook Eudon,
which falls into the Mueander. It was said to

have been named after the queen of one of the

Antiochi, having been previously called Athymbra
and Pythopolis.—• 4. A city of Cappadocia, near

the Halys, on the road from Caesarea to Ancyra

:

the bishopric of St. Gregory of Nyssa.— 5. A town
in Thrace between the rivers Nestus and Strymon.
-I 6. A town in Boeotia near Mt Helicon.

NyaaeuB, Kyalaa, Kyseus, or NysigSna,

surname of Dionysus, derived from Nysa, a moun-
tain or city (see above), where the god was said

to have been brought up by nymphs.

Nfseldes or Nysi&dai, the nymphs of Nysa,
who are said to have reared Dionysus, and whose
names are Cisse'is, Nysa, Erato, Eriphia, Bromio,

and Pulyhymno.
Nyz (Ni/{), called Nox by the Homans, was a
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personification of Night. Homer calls her the

subduer of gods and men, and relates that Zeus
himself stood in awe of her. In the ancient cos-

mogonies Night is one of the very first created

beings, for she is described as the daughter of

Chaos, and the sister of Erebus, by whom she be-

came the mother of Aether and llcmera. She is

further said to have given birth, without a bus-

band, to Moros, the Keres, Thanatos, Hypnos,
Dreams, Momus, Oizys, the Hesperides, Mocrae,
Nemesis, and similar beings. In later poets, with
whom she is merely the personification of the dark-
ness of night, she is sometimes described ns a
winged goddess, and sometimes as riding in a
chariot, covered with a dark garment and accom-

panied by the stars in her course. Her residence

was in the darkness of Hades.

0.

O&nas ( ‘'flavor : Frascolart)^ a small river on
the S. coast of Sicily near Camarina.

O&rns (*'Oapos), a considerable river mentioned
by Herodotus as rising in the country of the

Thyssagetae, and falling into the Palus Maeotis
{Sea of Azov) E. of the Tanais {Don). As there

is no river which very well answers this description,

Herodotus is supposed to refer to one of the E.

tributaries of the Don, such as the Sal or the

Manyteh.

O&sis ('Oao'is, Aijaois^ and in later w'riters

‘'flaoris) is the Greek form of an Egyptian word
(in Coptic ouaht, an inhabited place), which was
used to denote an island in the sea of sand of the

great Libyan Desert : the word has been adopted
into our langiiagc. The Oases are depressions in

the great table-land of Libya, preserved from the

inroad of the shifting sands by steep hills of lime-

stone round them, and watered by springs, which
make them fertile and habitable. With the sub-

stitution of these springs for the Nile, they closely

resemble that greater depression in the Libyan
table-land, the valjey of Egypt. The chief specific

applications of the word by the ancient writers arc

to the 2 Oases on the W. of Egypt, which were
taken possession of by the Egyptians at an early

period.» 1. Oasis l^or, the Lesser or Second
Oasis (’'Ooair Minpa, or fi Ssvrlpa : Wah-el-Dah-

ryeh or Wah-d-Behnesa), lay W. of Oxyrynchus,

and a good day’s journey from the S.W. end of

the lake Moeris. It was reckoned as belonging to

the Heptanomis, or Middle E^pt
;
and formed a

separate Nomos. —>2. Oasis Major, the Greater,

Upper, or First Oasis (*'0. ixtyikri, vpdfTij,

&yoi ’'O., aild, in Herodotus, ird\is ‘'Oaots and yrjeros

Ma/edpuy, Wah-dr-Khargeh), is described by Strabo

as 7 days’ journey W. of Ahydos, which applies

to its N. end, as it extends over more than of

latitude. It belonged to Upper Egypt, and, like

the other, formed a distinct nome : these 2 nomes
are mentioned together as duo Oositae ” (ai 5uo

’OaatTUt). When the ancient writers use the word
Oasis ifione, the Greater Oasis must generally he

understood. The Greater Oasis contains consider-

able ruins of the ancient Egyptian and Roman
periods. Between and near these w'ere other Oases,

about which wo learn little or nothing from the

ancient writers, though in ono of them, the Wahf-

cl-Gharbee or Wah-el-Dakhleh, 3 days W. of the

Greater Oasis, there are tho ruins of a Roman
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temple, inscribed with the names of Nero and of

Titus. The Greater Oasis is about level with the

valley of the Nile, the Lesser is about 200 feet

higher than the Nile, in nearly the same latitude.

3. A still more celebrated Oasis than either of

these was that called Ammon, Hammon, Ammo*
nium, HammOnis Oraculnm, from its being a

chief seat of the worship and oracle of the god

Ammon. It was called by the Arabs in the middle

ages SatUariah^ and now iitioah. It is about 15

goog. miles long, and 12 wide: its chief town,

Sitmfu is in 29® 12' N. lat, and 26o 17' E. long.:

its distance from Cairo is 12 days, and from the

N. coast about 160 statute miles: the ancients
|

reckoned it 12 days from Memphis, and 5 days
'

from Paractonium on the N. coast. It was inha-

bited by various Libyan tribes, but the ruling

people were a race kindred to the Aethiopians

above Egypt, who, at a period of unknown anti-

quity, had introduced, probably from Meroe, the

worship of Ammon: the government was mo-

narchical. The Ammonians do not appear to have

been subject to the old Egyptian monarchy. Cam-
byses, .after conquering Egypt in n. c. 525, sent an

army against them, which was overwhelmed by
the sands of the Desert. In B. c. 331, Alexander

the Great visited the oracle, which hailed him as

the son of Zeus Ammon, The oracle was also

visited by Cato of Utica. Under the Ptolemies

and the Romans, it was subject to Egypt, and

formed part of the Nomos Libya. The most re-

in.'irkiible objects in the Oasis, besides the temple

of Ammon, were the palace of the ancient kings,

abundant springs of salt water (as well as fresh)

from which salt was made, and a well, called Pons

Solis, the water of which was cold at noon, and

warm in the morning and evening. Considerable

ruins of the temple of Ammon are still standing at

the town of Siwah. In ancient times, the Oasis

had no town, but the inhabitants dwelt in scattered

villages.— 4. In other parts of the Libyan Desert,

there were oases of which the ancients had some
knowledge, but which they do not mention by the

name of Ceases, but by their spsciiic names, such

as Augila, Phazama, and others.

Oaxes. [Oaxus.]
Oaxus ("Oofor: ’O(i|ios), called Axus (*'A|os)

by Herodotus, a town in the interior of Crete on
the river Oaxes, and near Eleuthema, is said to

have derived its name from Oaxes or Oaxus, who
was, according to some accounts, a son of Ac.acallis,

the daughter of Minos, and, according to others, a

son of Apollo by Anchiale.

Obila (AvUa), a town of the Vettones in His-
panut Tarraconensis. ,

Oblivianii Flumen. [Limaha.]
Obrlinas (Koja-Chai or SanduUi-Chai)^ an E.

tributary of the Maeander, in Phrygia.

Obringa {Aar)^ a W. tributary of the Rhine,

forming the boundary between Germania Superior

and Inferior.

ObsSquena, JUlitui, the name prefixed to a frag-

ment entitled De Frodigiis or Fr^igiorum ^^beUus,

containing a record of the phenomena classed by
the Romans under the general designation of

Prodigia or Ostenta, The series extends in chrono-

logical order from the consulship of Scipip and
Laelius, B. c. 190, to the consulship of Fabius and

Aelius, B.C. 11. The materials are derived in a

great measure from Livy, whose very words are

frequently employed. With regard to the com-
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piler we know nothing. The style is tolerably

pure, but does not belong to the Augustan age.

The best editions are by Scheffer, Amst 16/9, and
by Oudendorp, Lug. Bat 1 720.

ObucSla, Obnohla or ObulchlA (Monchva)^ a

town in Hispania liaetica on the road from Hispalis

to Emerita and Corduba.

Obolco (Forcuna\ siirnamed Fontifleense, a

Roman municipium in Hispania Baetica, 300 stadia

from Corduba.

Oc&lSa ('nxaA^o, *SlKa\tri^ also ’HadAsio, ’Haa-

\4ai : *£lKa\tvs)f an ancient town in Bocoti.o, be-

tween Haliartus and Alalcomenac, situated on a

river of the same n<amo falling into the lake Copais,

and at the foot of the mountain Tilphusion.

Oce&nldes. [Nymphae.]
OcS&nus (’H/Cfavds), in the oldest Greek poets,

is the god of the water which was believed to

surround the whole earth, and which was supposed
to be the source of all the rivers and other waters
of the world. This watcr-god, in the Theogong of

Hesiod, is the son of Heaven and Earth (Odpai/dr

and raZa), the husband of Tethys, and the father

of all the river-gods and water-nymphs of the
whole earth. He is introduced in person in the

Prometheus of Aeschylus. As to the physical idea

attached by the early Greeks to the word, it seems
that they regarded the earth as a flat circle, which
was encompassed by a river perpetually flowing

round it, and this river was Oceanus. (This notion

is ridiculed by Herodotus.) Out of and into this

river the sun and the stars were supposed to rise

and set ; and on its banks were the abodes of the
dead. From this notion it naturally resulted that,

as geographical knowledge advanced, the name was
applied to the great outer waters of the earth, in

contradistinction to the inner seas, and especially

to the Atlantic^ or the sea without the Pillars of

Hercules {rj 4(a> ^a\drTa, Mare Extelius) as dis-

tinguished from the Mediterranean^ or the Sea with-

in that limit (riirrSs dd\arraf Marc Internum);
and thus the Atlantic is often called simply Ocea-
nus. The epithet Atlantic (rf ’ArAaPTi/c)? MAafftro,

Herod., d A. irdyro^, Eurip.; Atlanticura Mare)
was applied to it from the mythical position of

Atlas being on its shores. The other great waters

which were denoted by the same term are de-

scribed under their specific names.

OcSUb (*0/njAts: Ghekt), a celebrated harbour

and emporium, at the S.W. point of Arabia Felix,

just at the entrance to the Red Sea.

Ocellus Lucanus, a Pythagorean philosopher,

was a native of some Greek city in Lucanio, but

we have no particulars of his life. Wo have
still extant luider his name a considerable fragment

of a work, entitled, “ On the Nature of the Wlmle,”
(irepl tow iravrhs tpvffiot), written in the Ionic

dialect ; but it is much disputed whether it is a

genuine work. In this work the author maintains

that the whole (rh waw, or 6 Kdirgos) had no be-

ginning, and will have no end. Edited by Ru-
dolph!, Lips. 1801—8.

Odium. L A town in the N. E. of Lusitania

between the Tagus and the Darius, whose inha-

bitants, the Ocelenses, also bore the name of Lan-

cienses.— 2 . {Ucello or Uxeau\ a town in the

Cottian Alps, was the last place in Cisalpine Gaul,

before entering the territories of king Cottius.

Ocha (*'Ox‘>?), the highest mountain in Euboea,

was in the S. of the island near Carjstus, running

out into the promontory Caphareus.
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Oohus. [Art-axerxes III.]

Ochus COxos, ® river of Central

Asia, flowing from the N. side of the Paropamisua

{Hindoo Kf>osh\ according to Strabo, through

Hyrcania, into the Caspian; according to Pliny and

Ptolemy, through Bactria, into the Oxus. Some
suppose it to be only another Tiamc for the Oxus.

In the Pehlvi dialect the word denotes a river in

general.

Ocrlciilum (Ocriculanus ; nr. Otriedi R.U.), an

important municipium in Umbria, situated on the

Tiber near its confluence with the Nar, and on the

Via Flaminia, leading from Rome to Narnia, &c.

There are ruins of an aqueduct, an amphitheatre

and temples near the modem Olricofi.

Ocrisia or Oclisla, mother of Servius Tullius.

For details, sec Tullius.
Oct&vla. 1, Sister of the emperor Augustus,

was married flrst to C. MarccIIus, consul, u. c. 50,

and subsequently, upon the death of the latter, to

Antony, the triumvir, in 40. This marriage was
regarded as the harbinger of a lasting peace. Au>
gustus Avas warmly attached to his sister, and she

possessed all the charms and virtues likely to

soctu'e a lasting influence over the mind of a hus-

band. Her beauty was universally allowed to be

superior to that of Cleopatra, and her virtue was
such as to excite admiration in an age of growing

licentiousness and corruption. For a time Antony
seemed to forget Cleopatra

;
but he soon became

tired of bis virtuous wife, and upon his return to

the East, ho forbade her to follow him. When at

lengtii the war broke out between Antony and
Augustus, Octavia was divorced by her husband ;

but instead of resenting the insults she had re-

ceived from him, she brought up Avith care his

children by Fulvia and Cleopatra. She died B. tr.

11. Octavia had 5 children, 3 by Marcellus^ a

son and 2 dUiughters, and 2 by Antony, both

daughters. Her son, M. Marcellus, was adopted

by Augustus, and was destined to be his successor,

but died in 23. [Marcellus, No. 9.] The
descendants of her 2 daughters by Antonius suc-

cessively ruled the Roman Avorld. The elder of

them married L. Domitins Ahenobarbus, and be-

came the grandmother of the emperor Nero
; the

younger of them married Drusus, the brother of

tho emperor Tiberius, and became the mother of

the emperor Claudius, and the grandmother of the

emperor Caligula. [Antonia.] «— 2. The daughter

of the emperor Claudius, by his 3rd wife, Valeria

Messalina, was bom about a. d. 42. She was at

first betrothed by Claudius to L. Silanus, who put

an end to his Jife, as Agrippina had destined Oo-
tavia to be the wife of her son, afterAvards the

emperor Nero. She was married to Nero in a. d.

53, but was soon deserted by her young and pro-

fligate husband for Poppaea Sabina. After living

with the latter as his mistress for some time, he
resolved to recognise her as his legal wife ; and
accordingly he divorced Octavia on the alleged

ground of sterility, and then married Poppaea,

A. D. 62. Shortly afterAvards, Octavia was falsely

accused of adulteiy, and w'as banished to the little

island of Pandataria, Avhere she Avas put to death.

Her untimely end excited general commiseration.

Octavia is the heroine of a tragedy, found among
the works of Seneca, but the author of which was
more probably Curiatiui Matemus.

OotavlBiLQi. [Augustus.]
Oot&viiui. 1. CiLf sumam^ BtifaSf quaestor

OCTAVIUS.
about B. c. 230, may be regarded as the founder
of the flimily. The Octavii originally came from the

Volscian tOAvn of Velitrae, where a street and an
altar bore the name of Octavius.— 2. Cn., son of

No. 7, plebeian aedile 206, and praetor 205, when
he obtained Sardinia as his province. He was ac-

tively employed during the remainder of the 2nd
Punic war, and he was present at the battle of

Zama.— 3. Cn., son of No. 2, was praetor 168,
and had the command of the fleet in the Avar

against Perseus. He was consul 165. In 162 he
was one of 3 ambassadors sent into Syria, but
was assassinated at Laodicea, by a Greek' of the

name of Leptines, at the instigation, as was sup-

posed, of Lysias, the guardian of tho young king
Antiochus V. A statue of Octavius Avas placed on
the rostra at Rome, where it was in the time of

Cicero.— 4, Cn., son of No. 3, consul 128.— 6.

M., perhaps younger son of No. 3, was the col-

league of Tib. Gracchus in the tribunate of the

plebs, 133, when he opposed his tribunitiau veto

to the passing of the agrarian law. He was in

consequence deposed from his office by Tib. Grar-

chus.- 6. Cn., a supporter of the aristocraticul

party, was consul 87 Avith L. Cornelius CiTuia.

After Sulla's departure from It.aly, in order to

carry on the war against Mithridates, a vehement
contest arose between the 2 consuls, which ended
in the expulsion of Cinna from the city, and liis

being deprived of the consulship. Cinna soon
afterwards returned at the head of a poAveiful

army, and accompanied by Marius. Rome Avas

compelled to surrender, and Octavius was one of

the first victims in the massacres that followed.

His head was cut off and suspended on the rostnu

—7, 1., son of No. 6, consul 75, died in 74, as

proconsul of Cilicia, and was succeeded in tho

command of the province by L. Lucullus.— 8 . Cn.,

son of No. 7, consul 76.-9. M., son of No. 8,

was curule aedile 50, along Avith M. Caelius. On
the breaking out of the civil war in 49, Octjivius

espoused the aristocratical party, and served as

legate to M. Bibulus, who had the supreme com-
mand of the Pompeian fleet. After the battle

of Pharsalia, Octavius sailed to Illyricum
; but

having been driven out of this country (47) by
Caesar's legates, he fled to Africa. He was pre-

sent at the battle of Actium (31), Avhen he com-
manded part of Antony’s fleet.— 10. C., younger
son of No. 1, and the ancestor of Augustus,

remained a simple Roman cques, without attimipt-

ing to rise any higher in the state.- 11. C., son

of No. 10, and great-grandfather of Augustus,

lived in the time of the 2nd Punic war, in which
he served ^as tribune of the soldiers. He was pre-

sent at the battle of Cannae (216), and was one of

tho few who survived the engagement.— 12. C.,

son of No. 11, and grandfather of Augustus,

lived quietly at his villa at Velitrae, Avithout

aspiring to the dignities of the Roman state.

—13. C., son of No. 12, and father of Augustus,

Avas praetor 61, and in the following year succeeded

C. Antonius in the government of Macedonia,

which he administered with equal integrity and
energy. He returned to Italy in 5.9, died the fol-

lowing year, 58, at Nola, in Campania, in the veiy

same room in which Augustus afterwards breathed

his last. By his 2nd irife Atia, Octavius had a
daughter and a son, the latter of whom was subse-

'

’ the emperor Augustus. [Augustus.]—
14 . L.) a legate of Pompey in the war against the
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pimtes, 67, was sent by Pomppy into Crete to

supersede Q. Meteilus in the command of the

island ;
but Meteilus refused to surrender the

command to him. [Metellus, No. 16.]

Octavius Balbus. [ Bal bus.]

Octodurus (Octodurensis : Martnmi/), a town

of the Veragri in the country of the Helvetii, is

situated in a valley surrounded by lofty nioumtains,

and on the river Drance near the spot where it

ilows into the Rhone. The ancient town, like the

ijiodcni one, was divided by the Drance into 2
parts. The inhabitants had the Jus Latii.

Octogesa, a town of the Ilergetcs in Ilispania

Tairaconcnsis near the Iberus, probably S. of the

Sicoris.

OctolophuS, a place of uncertain site, in the N.
of Thessaly or the S. of Macedonia.

OcypSto. [Harpyiak.]
OcyrhoM'^Kvpor}.) 1. One of the daughters

of Occanus and Tethys.— 2. Daughter of the cen-

taur Chiron, possessed the gift of prophecy, and is

said to have been changed iiitn a mare.

Odenathus, the ruler of Pabnyra, cliecked the

victorious career of the Persians after the defeat

and capture of Valerian, a. d. 260, ajid drove Sapor

out «)f Syria. In return for tliese services, (Jallie-

mis bestowed upon Odenathus the title of Au-
gustus. Odenathus was soon afterwards murdered
by some of liis relations, not without the consent,

it is said, of his Avife Zenobia, 266. He was suc-

ceeded t»y Zenobia.
Ode 38US (’08ij(r<rds ; ’OST^tr^rfTtjs, ’OSTjo-cei'y). 1

.

(Varna), also called Odyssus and Odiasiis at a
later time, a Greek town in Thrncia (in the later

Moesia Inferior) on tlie Pontus liuxinus nearly

due E. of Marcianopolis, was founded by the Mi-
lesians in the territory of the Cr(»byzi in the reign

of Astyages, king of Media (a c. 5.94—5.0.9).

The town posses-sed a good harbour, and carried on
an extensive commerce.— 2. A seaport in fciarmatia

Kuropaea, on tlie N. of the Pontus Euxinus and
on the river Sangarius, W. of Olbia and the mouth
of tlie Borvsthenes. It Avas some^ distance N.E. of

the modern Odessa.

Odo&cer, usually called king of the Henili, AA'as

the leader of the bHrbari.nns, Avho oAerthrew the

Western empire, a. n. 476. He took the title of

king of Italy, and reigned till his power was oA'er-

thrown by Theodoric, king of the Goths. Odoacer

Arvas defeated in 3 decisive battles by Theodoric

(469—490), and then took refugo in RuA-r-nna,

where he was besieged for 3 years. He at Ia.st

capitulated on condition that he and Theodoric

should be joint kings of Italy
;
but Odoaccr AA’as

soon afterwards murdered by bis rival. •

Odomantlce ('OSoiaavrtKi)), a district in the

N.E, of Macedonia betAveen the Strymon and the

Nestus, inhabited by the Thracian tribe of the

Odomanti or Odomantes.

Odr^sae (’05,. werat), the most poAverful people

in Tlirace, dwelt, according to Herodotus, on both

sides of tlie river Arti.scns, a tributary of t]\fi He-

bnis, but also spread further W. over the whole

plain of the Hebrus, Soon after the Persian wars

Teres, king of the Odiysae, obtained the sove-

reignty over several of the other Thracian tribes,

and extended his dominions as far as the Black

sea. He was succeeded by his son Sitalces, who
became the master of almost the whole of Thrace.

His empire comprised all the territory from

Abdera to the mouths of the Danube, and from
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Byzantium to the sources of the Strymon ;
and it

is described by Thucydides as the greatest of all

the kingdoms between the Ionian gulf and the

Euxinc, both in revenue and opulence. Sitalces

assisted the Athenians in the Peloponnesian war
against Perdiccas, king of Macedonia. [Sitalck.s.]

He died B. c. 424, and was succeeded by his ne-

phew Scuthes I. On the death of the latter about

the end of the Peloponnesian war, the power of

theOdrysae declined. For the subsequent history

of the Odrj’sae, see Thracia.
Odyssda (’OStJcrcrejo), a town of Hispania Bae-

tica, situated N. of Abdera amidst the mountains
of Tiirdetania, with a temple of Athena, said to

have been built by Odysseus ( Ulysses). Its position

i.s quite uncertain. Some of the ancients supposed
it to be the same as Olisipo.

Odysseus. [Ulysses.]
Oea ( 'Ec6o, Ptol. : Oeensis: Tripoli 9 Ru.), a city

on the N. coast of Africa, in the Regio Syrtica

(i. e. between tlie Syrtes), was one of the 3 cities

of the African Tripolis, and, under the Romans, a
colony by the name of Aclia August^ Felix. It

Iiad a mixed population of Libyans and Sicilians.

Oea (Ofa), a toivn in the island of Aegina, 20
stadia iiom the capital.

Oeagms, or 0eS.ger (Ofa^pos), king of Thrace,

was thi; father, by the muse Calliope, of Orpheus
and Linus. Hence the sisters of Orpheus are

culled OeAtyrides, in the sense of the Muses. The
adjective Oeitffrius is also used by the poets as

equivalent to 'rhracian. Hence Oeagritu Haemua,
Otofftius /Mrus, &c.

Oeaathe or Oeauthia (OidvOri, OldvOfia ; Olau-
Ot^s ; Galaaiilhi), a town of the Locri Ozolae on

the const, near the entrance of the Crissaean gulf.

Oe&BO or Oeosso (Oj/urzun), a town of the Vn-
scones on the N. coast of Hispania Tiprruconensis

situated on a promontory of the same name, and
on the river Magrada.
Oeax son of Nauplius and Clyniene, and

brother of Pularncdes'aud Nausimedon.
OebaluB (Of^aAoy). 1. Son of Cynortas, hus-

band of Gorgophone, and father of Tyndareus,
Pirene, and Areiie, was king of Sparta, where he
was afterwards honoured with an heroum. Ac-
cording to others he was son of Perieres and
grandson of Cynortas, and was married to tho

nyrnph Batea, by whom he had several children.

The patronymic Oebalides is not only applied to his

descendants, but to the Spartans genernll}', as

Hyacinthus, Castor, Pollux, &c. The feminine
patronymic Oelxilis and the adjective Oehalim are

applied in the same AA'ay. Hence Helen isjcalled

by the poets Oefjalis^ and Oebalia peUejc

;

the city

of Tarentum is termed Oebalia arx, because it was
founded by the Lacedaemonians

;
and since the

Sabines were, according to one tradition, a Lace-
daemonian colony, we find the Sabine king Titus

Tatius named Oehalius I'itm, and the Sabine
women Oebalides moires. (Ov. Fast. i. 260, iii.

230.) »»2. Son of Telon by a nymph of the stream

Sebethus, near Naples, ruled in Campania.

OechSUa (QixaXla. : Ot’xaAifiiv, Olxa\i(brrfi),

L A town in Thessaly on the Pcncus near Tricca.

—2. A town in Thessaly, belonging to the terri-

tory of Trachis.— 3. A town in Messenia on the

frontier of Arcadia, identified by Pausanias with

Camasium, by Strabo with Andania.—i4. A town
of Euboea in the district Eretria.— The ancit nts

}
were divided in opinion which of these places was
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the residence of Eurytus, whom Hercules defeated

and slew. The orif|[inal legend probably belonged

to the Thessalian Oechalia, and was thence trans-

ferred to the other towns.

0ec11mSn^as (0/Kowju4wos), bishop of Tricca in

Thessaly, a Greek commentator on various parts of

the New Testament, probably flourished about a.d.

9.^0. He has the reputation of a judicious com-
mentator, careful in compilation, modest in offering

his own judgment, and neat in expression. Most
of his commentaries were published at Paris, 1631.

OedipuB (OtSlTTovr), son of Laius and Jocaste

>f Thebes. The tragic fate of this hero is more
celebrated than that of any other legendary per-

sonage, on account of the frequent use which the

tragic poets have made of it In their hands it

underwent various changes and embellishments

;

but the common story ran as follows. Ijaius, son

of Labdacus, was king of Thebes, and husband of

Jocaste, a daughter of Menoeceus and sister of

Creon. An oracle had informed Laius that he was
destined to perish by the hands of his own son.

Accordingly, when Jocaste gave birth to a son,

they pierced his feet, bound them together, and
exposed the child on Mt. Cithaeron. There he was
found by a shepherd of king Polybus of Corinth,

and was called from his swollen feet Oedipus.

Having been carried to the pal-ice, the king and
his wife Merope (or Periboea) brought him up as

their own child. Once, however, Oedipus was
taunted by a Corinthian with not being the king's

son, whereupon he proceeded to Delphi to consult

the oracle. The oracle replied that he was destined
'

to shay his father and commit incest with his

mother. Thinking that Polybus was his father,

he resolved not to return to Corinth ; but on his

road between Delphi and Daulis he met his real

father Laiu8| Polyphontes, the charioteer of Laius

bade Oedipus make way for them ; whereupon a
scuffle ensued in which Oedipus slew both Laius

and his charioteer. In the moan time the celebrated

Sphinx had appeared in the neighbourhood of

Thebes. Seated on a rock, she put a riddle tq

every Theban that passed by, and whoever was
unable to solve it was killed by the monster. This
calamity induced the Thebans to proclaim that

whoever should deliver the country of the Sphinx,

should be made king, and should receive Jocaste

as his wife. Oedipus came forward, and when he
approached the Sphinx she gave the riddle as

follows :
** A being with 4 feet has 2 feet and 3

feet, and only one voice; but its feet vary, and
when it has most it is weakest." Oedipus solved

the riddle by saying that it was man, who in

infancy crawls upon all fours. In manhood stands

erect upon 2 feet, and in old age supports his tot-

tering legs with a staff. The Sphinx, enraged at

the solution of the riddle, thereupon threw her-

self down from the rock. Oedipus now obtained

the kingdom of Thebes, and married his mother,

by whom he became the flither of Eteocles, Polj’-

nice^ Antigone, and Ismene. In consequence of

this incestuous alliance of which no one was aware,
the country of Thebes was visited by a plague.

The oracle, on being consulted, ordered that the

murderer of Laius should be expelled. Oedipus
accordingly pronounced a solemn curse upon the

unknown murderer, and declared him an exile;

but when he endeavoured to discover him, he was
informed by the seer Tiresias that he himself was
both the parricide and the husband of his mother.

OENIADAE.
Jocaste now hung herself, and Oedipus put out his

own eyes. From this point traditions differ, for

according to some, Oedipus in his blindness wns
expelled from Thebes by his sons and brother-in-

law, Creon, who undertook the government, and
he was accompanied by Antigone in his exile to

Attica; while according to others he was imprisoned

by his sons at Thebes, in order that his disgrace

might remain concealed from the eyes of the world.

The father now cursed his sons, who agreed to rule

over Thebes alternately, but became involved in a
dispute, in consequence of which they fought in

single combat, and slew each other. Hereupon
Creon succeeded to the throne, and expelled

Oedipus. After long wanderings Oedipus arrived

in the grove of the Eumenides, near Colonus, in

Attica; he was there honoured by Theseus in his

misfortune, and, according to an oracle, the Kume-
nides removed liim from the earth, and no one
was allowed to approach his tomb. According to

Homer, Oedipus, tormented by the Erinnyes of his

mother, continued to reign at Thebes, after her

death; he fell in battle, and was honoured at

Thebes with funeral solemnities.

Oen86n(Olv£«6v: Oti/etwveuy), a seaport towm of

the Locri Ozolae, E. of Nanpactus.

Oeneus (0«Vcus), son of Portheus, husband of

Althaea, by whom ho became the father ofTydens
and Meleager, and was thus the grandfather of

Diomedes. He was king of Pleuron and Calydon
ill Aetolia. This is Homer's account; but according

to later authorities he was the son of Porthaon and
Euryte, and the father of Toxeus, whom he himself

killed. Thyreus (Phereus), Clymemis, Periphas,

Agclaus, Meleager, Gorge, Eurymede, Melanippe,

Mothone, and Deianira. His second vvife was
Melanippe, the daughter of llipponous, by whom
he had Tydeus according to some accounts

;
though

according to others Tydeus was his son by his own
daughter Gorge. He is said to have been deprived

of his kingdom by the sons of his brother Agrius,

who imprisoned and ill used him. He was subse-

quently avenged by Diomedes, who slew Agrius
and his sons, and*' restored the kingdom either to

Oeneus himself, or to his son-in-law Andraemon,
as Oeneus was too old. Diomedes took his grand-

father with him to Peloponnesus, but some of the

sons who lay in ambush, slew the old man, near

the altar of Telephus in Arcadia. Diomedes buried

his body at Argos, and named the town of Ocnoe
after him. According to others Oeneus lived to

extreme old age with Diomedes at Argos, and died

a natural death, Homer knows nothing of all

this ; he merely relates that Oeneus once neglected

to «icrifl«a to Artemis, in consequence of which
she sent a monstrous boar into the territory of Ca-

lydon, which was hunted by Meleager. The hero

Bellerophon was hospitably entertained by Oeneus,

and received from him a costly girdle as a present.

Oenl&dae (OiVtdSai : Trigardon or Trikluirdo)^

an ancient town of Acarnania, situated on the

Achelqns near its mouth, and surrounded by
marshes caused by the overflowing of the river,

which thus protected it from hostile attacks. It

was called in ancient times Erysiche (’Epwo’ixn)*

and its inhabitants Erysiohaei (’EpuorixaToi)
; and

it probably derived its later name from the mythi-

cal Oeneus, the grandfather of Diomedes. Unlike

the other cities of Acarnania, Oeniadae espoused

the cause of the Spartans in the Peloponnesian

war. At the time of Alexander the Great, the



town was taken by the Aetolians, who expelled

the inhabitants; but the Aetolians were expelled

in their turn by Philip V., kin/f of Macedonia,

who surrounded the place with strong fortifications.

The Romans restored the town to the Acamanians.

The fortress Nesus or Nasus belonging to the terri-

tory of Oeniadae was situated in a small lake near

Oeniadae.

Oenldes, a patronymic from Oeneus, and hence

given to Meleager, the son of Oeneus, and Dio-

medcs, the grandson of Oencus.

Oenoanda or Oeneanda, a town ofAsia Minor,

in the N.W. of Pisidia, or the district of Cabalia,

subject to Cibyra.

Oenoharas (OtVo^dpas), a tribtitary of the

Orontes, llovving through tho plain of Antioch, in

Syria.

OenSe {Olv6ri : OiVoaTos). 1. A demus of Attica,

belonging to the tribe Hippothoontis, near Eleu-

tliorae on the frontiers of Boeotia, frequently men-
tioned in the Peloponnesian war.— 2. A demus of

Attica, near Marathon, belonging to the tribe

Aiantis, and also to the Tetrapolis.— 3. A fortress
I

of the Corinthians, on the Corinthian gulf, be-
j

tween the promontory Olmiac and the frontier of

Megaris.— 4. A town in Argolis on the Arcadian

frontier at the foot of Mt. Artemisium.— 6. A
town in Elis, near the mouth of tho Selleis.— 6.

A tow]i in the island Icarus or Icaria.

Oendm&us {Olv6jxao$). 1. King of Pisa in Elis,

was smi of Arcs and Harpiniia, the daughter of

Asopus, and husband of the Pleiad Sterope, by
whom ho became the father of Hippodamia. Ac-
cording to others he was a son of Ares and Sterope

nr a son of Alxion. An oracle had declared that

he should perish by the hands of his son-in-law;

and as his horses were swifter than those of any
other mortal, he declared that 'all who came for-

ward as suitors for Hippodamia’s hand should

contend witli him in the chariot-race, that whoever

coiKiuered sliould receive her, and that whoever

was conquered should suffer death. The race-course

extended from Pisa to the altar of Poseidon, on the

Corinthian isthmus. The suitor started with 11 ip-

podamia in a chariot, and Oenninaus then hastened

with his swift horses after the lovers. He had
overtaken and slain many a suitor, when Pelops,

tho son of Tantalus, came to Pisa. Pelops bribed

IMyrtihis, the charioteer of Oenomaus, to take out

the lirich-pins from the wheels of his master’s

chariot, and he received from Poseidon a golden

chariot, and most rapid horses. In the race which

followed, the chariot of Oenomaus broke down, and
be fell out and was killed. Thus Pelops obtained

Hippodamia and the kingdom of Pisa. There arc

some variations in this story, such as, that Oenomaus
was himself in love with his daughter, alid for this

reason slew her lovers. Myrtilus also is said to

have loved Hippodamia, and as she favoured the

suit of Pelops, she persuaded Myrtilus to take the

linch-pins out of the wheels of her father’s chariot.

As Oenomaus was breathing his last he pronounced

a ciu'sc upon Myrtilus. This curse had its desired

effect, for as PeJops refused to give to Myrtilus

the rew'ard he had promised, or as Myrtilus had
attempted to dishonour Hippodamia, Pelops thrust

him down from Cape Geracstus. Myrtilus, while

dying, likewise pronounced a curse upon Pelops,

whicli was the cause of all the calamities that

afterwards befell his bouse. The tomb of Oeno-

maus was shown on the river Cladeus in Elis. His

house was destroyed by lightning, and only one

pillar of it remained standing.—2. Of Gadara, a

cynic philosopher, who flourished in the reign of

Hadrian, or somewhat later, but before Porphy'rv'.

He wrote a work to expose the oracles, of which

considerable fragments are preserved by Eusebius.

— 3. A tragic poet. [Dioobnes, No. 5.]

OenSne (Ow(i>vti\ daughter of the river-god

Cebren, and wife of Paris, before he carried off

Helen. [Paris.]

OenSne or Oenopla, the ancient name of

Axgina.
Oenophjrta (tA OMipvra: Inia), a town in

Boeotia, on the left bank of the Asopus, and on

the road from Tanagra to Oropus, memorable for

the victory gained here by the Athenians over the

Boeotians, b. c. 456.

OenfipXdes (Olyoir(Srjt) of Chios, a distinguished

astronomer and mathematician, perhaps a contem-

porary of Anaxagoras. Oenopides derived most of

his astronomical knowledge from the priests and
astronomers of Egypt, with whom he lived for

some time. He obtained from this source his know-
ledge of tho obliquity of the ecliptic, the discovery

of which he is said to have claimed. The length

of the solar year was fixed by Oenopides at 365
days, and somewhat less than 9 hours. He is said

to have discovered the 12th and 23rd propositions

of the 1 St book of Euclid, and the quadrature of

the meniscus,

Oenopion (Olyomuv)^ son of Dionysus and hus-

band of the nymph Ilelice, by whom he became
the father of Thalus, Eunnthes, Melas, Salngus,

Athamas, and Morope, Aerope or Haero. Some
writers call Oenopion a son of Rhadnmanthus by
Ariadne, and a brother of Staphylus. From Crete

he migrated with his sons to Chios, which Rha-
damanthuB had assigned to him as his habitation.

When king of Chios, tho giant Orion sued for the

hand of liis daughter Meropc. As Oeiopion refused

to give her to Orion, the latter violated Merope,

whereupon Oenopion put out his eyes, and expelled

him from the island. Orion went to Lemnos ; he
was afterwards cured of his blindness, and returned

to Chios to take vengeance on Oenopion. But the

latter was not to be found in Chios, for his friends

bad concealed him in the earth, so that Orion, un-

able to discover him, went to Crete.

Oenotri, Oenotrla. [Italia.]

Oenotrides, 2 small islands in the Tyrrhene

sea, off the coast of Luci-inia, and opposite the

town of Elea or Velia and the mouth of the Helos.

Oen6trdpae. [Anius.]

OendtroB (Ofyofrpos), youngest son of Lycaon,

emigrated with a colony from Arcadia to Italy, and
gave the name of Oenotria to the district in which
he settled.

Oentls (OtvoOr; Kelesind), a river in Laconia,

rising on the frontier of Arcadia, and flowing into

the Eurotas, N. of Sparta. There was a town of tho

same name upon this river, celebrated for its wine.

Oennssae (OiVovcrtrai, oiyovtrai). 1. A group

of islands lying off the S. point of Messenia, oppo-

site to the port of Phoenicus: the 2 largest of them

are now called Sapienxa and CWrcra.— 2. {Syed-

imdori or Egonwei)^ a group of 5 islands between
Chios and the coast of Asia Minor.

Oedniu (Olwvdt), son of Licymnius of Midea
in Argolis, first victor at Ol^pia, in the foot-race.

He is said to have been killed at Sparta by the

sons of Hippocoon) but was avenged by Hercules,
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whose kinsman he was. and was honoured with a

monument near the temple of Hercules.

O^roe an island in Bocotia, formed by
the river Asopus and opposite Plataeae.

Oescns {IskerorJUsler) called Osclos (*'0<r#fios)

by Thucydides, and Scius (2/f/ov) by llcrodotus,

a river in Moesia, which rises in Mt. Scomiiis

accordinjf to Thucydides, or in Mt. Rhodope ac-

cording to Pliny, but in reality on the W. slope of

Alt. llaemus, and flows into the Danube near a
town of the same name (OreszovUz).

Oes^ma (OtVujurj : Oi(Tu/u,aios\ called Aesy’ma
(AirrujuTj) by Homer (/Z. viii. 304), an ancient town
in Thrace between the Strymon and the Nestus, a
colony of the Thasians.

Oeta (Ofny, tA Oiratuv odpca: Katavolhra), a
rugged pile of mountains in the S. of Thessaly, an
eastern branch of Mt. Pindus, extended S. of Mt.
Othrys along the S. bank of the Spetchius to the

Maliac gulf at Thermopylae, thus forming the N.
barrier of Greece. Strabo and Livy give the name
of Callidromus to the eastern part of Oeta, an

appellation which docs not occur in Herodotus and
the earlier writers. Respecting the pass of Mt.
Oeta, see Thermopylae. Oeta was celebrated

in mythology as the mountain on which Her-

cules burnt himself to death. From this moun-
tain the S. of Thessaly bordering on Phocis was
called Oetaea (Oiraia) and its inhabitants Oetaei
(Olraioi).

Oetylua (OfruAos : Olr^Xtos : ViVt/lo)^ also

called Tylua (TuAos), an ancient town in Laconia,

on the Mesicnian gulf, S. of Thalaina, called after

an Argive hero of this name.

Ofella, a man of soutid sense and of a straight-

forward character, whom Horace contrasts with the

Stoic quacks of his time.

Ofella, Q. Lneretfus, originally belonged to the

Marian party, but defierted ti) Sulla, who appointed

him to the command of the army employed in the

blockade of Praeneste, n. c. 32. Ofella became a
candidate for the consulship in the following year,

although he had not yet been cither quaestor or

praetor, thus acting in defiance of one of Snlla’s

laws. Ho was in consequence put to death by
Sulla's orders.

Oflllus, a distinguished Roman jurist, was one
of the pupils of Servius Sulpicius, and .a friend of

Cicero and Caesar. His works are often cited in

tho Digest.

Oglasa ( Afouia Christo)

^

a small island off the

coast of Etruria.

Ogfulnli, Q. and Cn., 2 brothers, tribunes of

tho plebs, B. c. 300, carried a law by which the

number of the pontiifs was increased fmm 4 to 8,

and that of the augurs from 4 to 9, and which
enacted that 4 of the pontiffs and 5 of the augurs

should be taken from the plchs. Besides these 8

poiitifls there was the pontifex maximus, who is

generally not included when the number of pontifls

is spoken of.

{*Ciyvyia)y the mythical island of Ca-

lypso, is placed by Homer in the navel or central

point of the sea, far away from all lands. Later

writers pretended to find it in the Ionian sea, near

the promontory Lacinium, in Bruttiura.

Ogj^gUB or Ogj^ges sometimes called

a Boeotian autochthon, and some^mes son of Boe*
otua, and king of the Hectenes, is said to have
been the first ruler of the territory of Thebes,
which was called after him Ogygia* In his reign

OLCADES.

the waters of lake Copais rose above its banks, and
inundated the whole valley of Bocotia. This flood

is usually called after him the Ogygian. The name
of Ogygcs is also connected with Attic story, for

in Attica an Ogygian flood is likewise mentioned,

and he is described as the father of the Attic hero
Elt'usis, and as the father of Daira, the daughter
of Occanus. In the Boeotian tradition he was the

father of Alalcomenia, Tbelxitioea and Aulis.

—

Bacchus is called Ogygivs detis^ because he is said

to have been bom at Thebes.

Ogjhris an island of the Erythraean
Sea {iNfiian Ocean)^ off the coast of Carmania, at

a distance of 2000 stadia (20 goog. miles), noted
as the alleged burial-place of the ancient king
Erythras.

Oicles nr Oicleus (’OtxAf/y, ’OixAedr), son of

Antiphatps, grandson of Melampus and fatlinr of

Ainphiaraus, of Argos. He is al.so called a son of

.Amphiaraus, or a son of Mantius, the brother of

Antiphates. Oicles accompanied Hercules on his

expedition against Laomedon of Troy, and was
there slain in battle. According to otluw tradltlon.s

he returned home from the expedition, and dwelt

in Arcadia, where be was visited by his grandson

Alcnmeon, and where Iris tomb was shown.

Oileus (’OiAedr), son of Hodoedocus and Lao-

nome, grandson of Cymis, and great-grandson of

Opus, was a king of the Locrians, and married to

Eriojds, by whom he became the father of Ajax,

who is hence called Oilii/es^ and .ijax

C/ilei, Oileus was also the father of Medon by
Rhone. Ho is mentioned among tho Argonauts.

Olba or Olbe (*'0\gi7), an ancient inland city of

Cilicia, in the mountains above Solou, and between

the rivers Lnmiis and Cydmis. Its foundation was
ascribed by mythical tradition, to .\jax the sou of

Teucer, whoso alleged descendant'*, the pra sts of

the very ancient temple of Zens, once ruled over

all Cilicia Aspera. In later times it belonged to

Is.iuria, and was the sec of a bishop,

Olb&sa ("OAgafra). 1, A city of Cilicia Aspera,

at the foot of tho Taunns, N, of Seliuua, and N.W.
of Caystrns; not to be confoimdcd with Olba.—2.

A city in the S.h^ of Lycaonia, S.W. of Cybistra,

in the di.strict calh'd Antiochi;iii;u —« 3. A city in

tho N. of Pisidia, between Pediieiissus and .Selge.

Olbe. tOLHA.J
Olbla (’OA§ia). 1. (Prob. Kouftcs^ near /Acres),

a colony of Arassilia, on the coast of Oullia Narbo-
nonsi.s, on a hill called Olbianus, K. of Tolo Alar-

tiiis (/ba/off).— 2. (Prob. Terra Nora), a very

ancient city, near the N. end of the E. t-ide of the

island of Sardinia, w’itli the only good harbour on

this coast; and therefore the usual landing place

for persons coming from Rome. A mythical tra-

dition asc^bed its foundation to the Thespiadae.—
3. In Bithynia [Astacus]. The gulf of Astacus

was also called from it. Sinus Olbianus. —4. A
fortress on the W. frontier of Paiiiphylia, on the

coast, W. of tlio river Catarharractes
;
not itnpro-

bably on the same site as the later Attalia.— 5.

[Bobysthenes.]
Olc&des, an ancient people in llisjiania Tarraco-

nensis, N. of Carthago Nova, near the sources of

the Anas, in a part of the country' afterwards in-

habited by the Oretani. They are mentioned

only in the wars of tho Carthaginians with the

inhabitants of Spain. Hannibal transplanted some

of the Olcades to Africa. Their chief towns were

Althaea and Ciirteia, the site of both of which is



uncertain ;
the latter place must not be confounded

with the celebrated Cartbia in Baetica.

Olcinlnm (Olciniatae : Dvkigno\ an ancient

town on the coast of Illyria, S. W. of Scodra, be-

longing? to the territory of Gentius.

Ole&rus. [Oliarus.]

Oleastrum. 1. A town of the Cosetani, in

Hispania Tanuconensis, on the road from Dertosa

to Tarraco, probably the place from which the

plumbum Okasirense derived its name.— 2. A
town in Hispania Baetica, near Gades.

Olen a mythical personage, who is re-

presented as the earliest Greek lyric poet, and the

first author of sacred hymns in hexameter verse.

He is closely connected with the worship of Apollo,

of whom, in one legend, he was made the prophet.

His connection with Apollo is also marked by his

being called Hyperborean, and one of the csta-

blishers of oracles
;
though the more common story

made him a native of Lycia. He is said to have

settled at Delos. His name seems to signify simply

the Jlute-player. Of the ancient hymns, which

went under his name, Pausanias mentions those to

Here, to Achacui, and to Ilithyia
;
the last wjis in

celebration of the birth of Apollo and Artemis.^

Olenus (“'nXei/os; ‘nAeVtoy). 1. An ancient

(own in Aetolia, near New Pleuron, and at the

foot of Mt. Anicynthus, is mentioned by Homer,

but was dcstioyed by the Actolians at an early

period.— 2. A town in Acluiia, between Patrae

and Dvme, refused to join the Achaean league on

its restoration, in B.C. *2110. In the time of Strabo

the town was deserted. The goat Amalthacn,

wliie’’ Fucklod the infant Zeus, is called Olenia

cifpi'lfa by the poets, either because the goat was

supposed to have been born near tlie town of

OknuH, and to have been subsequently transferred

to Crete, or because the nymph Ainaltbaea, to

wliom the goat belonged, was a daughter of

Olenus.

Olgassys (^OAyao’avs : Al-Ocz Dacih\ a lofty,

steep, and nigged mountain chain of Asia Minor,

extending nearly W. and E. through the E. of

Bithynia, and the centre of Paphlagonia to the

river Halys, nearly parallel to the chain of Olympus,

of IN hich it may be considered lA a brancli. Nu-
merous temples were built upon it by the Paphla-

gonians.

Olifirns (’flAfapoj, 'SlKiapos : *n\idpios : Anti-

jjaros\ a small island in the Aegean sea, one of

the Cyclades, W. of Paros, originally colonized by
the Phoeniciims, is celebrated in modem times for

its stalactite grotto, which is not mentioned by an-

cient writers.

Oligyrtus (’OAi7upTos), a fortress in the N. E.

of Arcadia on a mountain of the same name, be-

tween Stymphalus and Caphyae. •
Olislpo (Lisbon), a town in Lusitania, on the

right bank of the Tagus near its mouth, and a

liomaii raunicipium with the suiname Felicitas

Julia. It was celebrated for its swift horses. Its

name is sometimes written Ulyssippo, because it

was supposed by some to have been the town

which Ulysses was said to have founded in Spain ;

but the town to which this legend referred was

situated in the mountains of Turdetania.

OIIz5n (’OAi^j^*'), a town of Thessaly on the

coast of Magnesia and on the Pagasacan gulf,

mentioned by Homer.

OUIns (Offlio), a river in Gallia Transpadana,

iaUs into the Po, S. W. of Mantua.

Olmlae (’OA/i<af), a promontory in the territory

of Corinth, which separated the Corinthian and
Alcyonian gulfs.

OloosBOXL (*0\oo<Ta<&v : 'O\oo<rff6vio^ : Elas-

sona), a town of the Pen-haebi in Thessaly, in the

district of Hestiaeotis. Homer (II. ii. 739) calls it

“ white,” an epithet which it obtained, according

to Strabo, from the whiteness of its soil.

Olophyzus (*0\6<pv^os : *0\o(i>^tos), a town of

Macedonia, on the peninsula of Mt. Athos.

Olpae or Olpe ("OATraj, ’0\inf : ’OAraios)

1. (Arapi), a town of the Amphilochi in Acar-
nania, on the Ambracian gulf, N. W. of Argos Am-
philochicum.—2. A town of the Locri Ozulae.

OlHrns ("OAoupos ; *0\oipios) 1. A town in

Achaia, near Pellene, on the Sicyonian frontier,—

2. Also Oluris (‘'OAoupis), called DoriniXL (A<^-

pioy) by Homer, a town in Messenia, S. of the

river Neda.

OlHs (’OAoCs : ’OAoiWtos), a town and harbour
on the E. coast of Crete, near the promontory of

Zephyrinm.

Olybrlus, Anicius, Roman emperor a. d. 472,
was raised to this dignity by Ricimer, who deposed
Anthemius. He died in the course of the same
year, after a reign of 3 mouths and 13 days. His
successor was Glyceriu.s.

Olympene, ond 01ymp§ni, or Olympieni
(’OAujUirrji/^

7, *0\vfiTrr}vi)(, *0^vp7nr}yoi), the names
of the district about the M}sian Olympus, and of

its inhabitants.

Olympia (’OAujuTrta), the name of a small plain

in Elis, in which the Olympic games were cele-

brated. It was surrounded on the N. and N. E.

by the mountains Cronion and Olympus, on the S.

by the river Alpheiis, and on the W. by the river

Clad^us. In tliis plain was the sacred grove of

Zeus, called Allis CAKris, an old Elean form of

HXcros, a grove), situated nt the angle formed by
the confluence of the rivers Alpheus and Cladeus,

and 300 stadia disUint from the t(fvvn of Pisa.

The Altis and its immediate neighbourhood w'cre

adorned with numerous temples, statues, and public

buildings, to which the general appellation ofOlympia
was given ; but there was no toNvn of this name.

The Altis was surrounded by a wall. It contained

the following temples: — 1. The Olympitum, or

temple of Zeus Olympius, which was the most

celebrated of all the buildings at Olympia, and
which contained tlio master-piece of Greek art, tho

colossal statue of Zeus by Phidias. The statue

was made of ivory and gold, and the god was
represented as seated on a throne of cedar wood,

adorned with gold, ivory, ebony, and precious

stones. [Phidias.] 2. The Jlcraeum, or temple

of Hera, which contained tho celebrated chest of

CypseluB, and was situated N. of the OlympiCum.
3. The Metroum, or temple of the Mother of the

gods. The other public buildings in the Altis

most worthy of notice were, the Thesauri, or trea-

suries of the different sbites, which had sent dedi-

catory offerings to the 01}Tnpian Zens, situated at

the foot of Mt. Cronion : the Zanes, or statues of

Zeus, which had been erected from fines imposed
upon those who had been guilty of fraud or other

irregularities in the Olympic contests, and which
were placed on a stone platform near the Thesauri:

the Prytaneum, in which the Olympic victors dined
after the contests had been brought to a close : the

BouletUerion, in which all the regulations relating

to the games were made, and which contained a
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statue of Zeus Ilorcius, before which the usual

oaths were taken by the judges and the com-

batants ; the Philippeum^ a circular building of

brick, surmounted with a dome, which was erected

by Philip efter the battle of Cbaeronea, and which
was situated near one of the gates of the Altis,'

close to the Prytaneum: the Hippodarnium^ a
sacred enclosure erected in honour of Hippodamla:

the Pelopium^ a sacred enclosure, erected in honour

of Pelops. The 2 chief buildings outside the Altis

were the Stadium to the E. of Mt. Cronion, in

which the gymnastic games were celebrated, and
the Ilippodromus, a little S. £. of the Stadium, in

which the chariot races took place. At the place

which formed the connection between the Stadium
and Hippodromus, the Hellanodicae, or judges of

the Olympic games had their seats. (For details

see Diet, of Antiq. arts. Hippodromus and Sta-

dium.') The Olympic games were celebrated from
the earliest times in Greece, and their establish-

ment was assigned to various mythical personages.

There was an interval of 4 years between each

celebration of the festival, which interval was
called an Olympiad ; but the Olympiads were not

employed as a chronological aera till the victory of

CoroebuB in the foot-race, B. c. 776. An account

of the Olympic games and of the Olympiads is given

in the Diet, of Antiq. arts. Olympia and Olympias.

Olympias ('OAu^irids), wife of Philip 11., king

of Macedonia, and mother of Alexander the Great,

was the daughter of Neoptolemus I., king of Epiras.

She was married to Philip b. c. 359. The nu-

merous amours of Philip, and the passionate and
jealous character of Olympias occasioned frequent

disputes between them
;
and when Philip married

Cleoi)atra, the niece of Attains (337), Olympias

withdrew from Macedonia, and took re^ige at the

court of her brother Alexander, king of Epirus. It

was generally believed that she lent her support to

the assassination of Philip, 3.36; but it is hardly

credible that she evinced her approbation of that

deed in the open manner asserted by some writers.

After the death of Philip she returned to M;ice-

donia, where she enjoyed great influence through

the affection of Alexander. On the de.ith of the

latter (323), she withdrew from Macedonia, where
her enemy Anlipater had the undisputed control

of .affairs, and took refuge in Epirus. Here she

continued to live, as it were, in exile, until the

death of Antipater (319) presented a new opening

to her ambition. She gave her support to the new
regent Polysperchon, in opposition to Cassander,

wiio had fornjed an alliance with Eurydice the

wife of Philip Arrhidaeus, the nominal king of

Macedonia. In 317 Olympias, resolving to ujhtain

tho supreme power in Macedonui, invaded' ^hat
country, along with Polysperchon, defeated Eury-
dice in battle, and put both her and her husband
to death. Olympias followed up her vengeance by
the execution of Nicanor, the brother of Cassander,

ns well ns of 100 of his leading partisans among
the Macedonian nobles. Cassander, who was at

that time in the Peloponnesus, hastened to tium

his arms against Macedonia. Olympias on his

approach threw herself (together with Roxana and
the young Alexander) into Pydna, where she was
closely blockaded by Cassander throughout the

winter. At length in the spring of 316, she was
compelled to surrender to Cassander, who caused

her tn he put to death. Olympias was not without
6wM4v;iinng of the grandeur and loftiness of spirit

OLYMPUS.
which distinguished her son, but her ungovernable
passions led her to acts of sanguinary cruelty that

must for ever disgrace her name.
OlymplSdfima (‘OXu/xirtdSwpor). 1. A native

of Thebes in Egypt, who lived in the 5th century
after Christ. He wrote a work in 22 books (entitled

’IffTopiKol Xdyot), which comprised the history of
the Western empire under the reign of Honorius,
from A . n. 407 to October, a. d. 425. Olyrnpio-

dorus took up the history from about the point at

which Eunapius had ended. [Eunapius.] The
original work of Olympiodorus is lost, but an
abridgment of it has been preserved by Photius.

After tho death of Honoriu|^01ynipiodorits removed
to Byzantium, to the court of the emperor Theo-
dosius. Hierocles dedicated to this Olympiodorus
his work on providence and fete [HikuoclksJ.
Olympiodorus was a heathen.— 2. A peripatetic

philosopher, who taught at Alexandrisi, where
Proclus was one of his pupils.— 3. The last phi-

losopher of celebrity in the Neo-Platonic school of

Alexandria. He lived in the first half of the Gth
century after Christ, in the reign of the emperor
Justinian. His life of Plato, and commentaries on
several of Plato's dialogues arc still extant— 4.

An Aristotelic philosopher, the author of a com-
mentary on the Meteorologioa of Aristotle, which
is still extant, lived at Alexandria, in the latter

half of the Gth century after Christ Like Sim-
plicius, to whom, however, he is inferior, he
endeavours to reconcile Plato and Aristotle.

OlympIuB (‘OXd/iTTtor), the Olympian, occurs ns

a surname of Zeus, Hercules, the Muses {Olym-
piades)^ and in general of all the gods who were
believed to live in Olympus, in contradistinction

from the gods of the lower world.

Olymplus Nemesidnus. [Nsmbsianus.]
Olympus (’'OAu/uttos), the name of 2 Greek

musicians, of whom one is mythical, and the other

historical.— 1. The elder Olympus belongs to the

mythical genealogy of Mysian and Phrygian flute-

players— Hyagnis, Marsyus, Olympus— to each

of whom the invention of the flute was ascribed,

under whose names we have the mythical repre-

sentation of the contest between the Phrygian

auletic and the (^reek citharocdic music. Olympus
was said to have been a native of Mysia, and to

have lived before tho Trojan war. Olympus not

unfrcquently appears on works of art, as a boy,

sometimes instructed by Marsyas, and sometimes

as witnessing and lamenting his fate.— 2. The
true Olympus was a Phrygian, and perhaps be-

longed to a family of native musicians, since he

was said to be descended from the first Olympus.

He flourished about b. c. 660—620. Though a

Phrygian by origin, Olympus must be reckoned

among tbs Greek musicians
;
for all the accounts

make Greece the scene of his artistic activity
;
and

he may be considered as having naturalized in

Greece the music of the flute, which had previously

been almost peculiar to Phrygia.

Olympus {'OKvpiros). I. In Europe. 1. (Grk.

Elymhoy Turk. Semavat-Evi, i. e. Ah^e of the Ce-

lestial^. The E. part of the great chain of moun-

tains which extends W. and £. from the Acrocc-

raunian promontory on the Adriatic, to the Ther-

maic Gulf, and which formed the N. boundary of

ancient Greece proper. In a wide sense, the name
is sometimes appli^ to all that part of this great

cliain which lies E. of the central range of Pindus,

and which is usually called the Cambunian moun-
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tains ;
but the more specific and ordinary use of

the name Olympus is to denote the extreme E.

part of the chain, which striking oflf from the Cam-

buiiian mountains to the S.E., skirts llie S. end of

tlie slip of coast called Pieria, and forms at its

termination the N. wall of the vale of Tempe.
Its shape is that of a blunt cone, with its outline

picturesquely broken by minor summits; its height

is about 9700 feet; and its chief summit is covered

with perpetual snow. From, its position as the

boundary between Thessaly and Macedonia, it is

sometimes reckoned to the former, sometimes to

the latter. — In the Greek mythology, Olympus
was the cliief seat of tile third dynasty of gods, of

which Zeus was the head. It was a really local

conception with the early poets, to be understood

literally, and not metapliorically, that these gods
“ on the snowy top

Of cold Olympus ruled the middle air^

Their highest heaven.'"

Indeed, if liomer uses either of the terms *'OAu/i7ros

and ovpavos metaplioricalh’^, it is the latter that is

a'metaphnr for the fonner. Even the fable of the

giants scaling heaven must be understood in this

sense; not that tliey placed Pelion and Ossa upon

the top of 01ympu.s to reach the still higher Acafcn,

but tlmt they piled Pelion on the top of Ossa, and

both on the lower slojies of Olympus, to scale the

summit of Olympus itself, the abode of the gods.

Jlonier descrij^'s the gods as having their several

palaces on the summit of Olympus ; as spending

the day in the palace of Zeus, round whom they

sit ill solemn conclave, while the younger gods

dance before them, and the Muses entertain them

with tlio lyre and song. They are shut in from

tlie view of men upon the earth by a wall of clouds,

tbe gates of wliich arc kept by the Hours. The
same conceptions an; found in Hesiod, and to a

great extent in the later poets; with whom, how-
ever, even as early as the lyric poets and the tra-

gedians, the idea becomes less material, and the

real abode of the gods is gradually transferred from

the summit of Olympus to the vault of heaven

(i. e. the sky) itself. This latter is also the con-

ception of the Uoman poets, so hu: at least as any

definite idea can be framed out of their compound

of lIomer’.s language with later nations.— 2. A
hill ill Laconia, near Sellasia, overhanging the river

Genus.— 3. Another name for Lycacum in Ar-

cadia.— II. In Asia.—m\. The Mysian Olympus
("OAu/iwos b UlixTios ; Keshish Dagh^ Ala Dagh^

hliik Dagh., and Kush-Dagh), a chain of lofty

mountains, in the N.W. of Asia Minor, forming,

with Ida, tlie \V. part of the N.-most line of the

mountain system of that peninsula. It extends

from W. to E. throt^li. the N, E. of Mvsia and
the S.W. of Bithynia, and thence, inclining a little

N.-ward.s, it first passes through the centre of

Bithynia, then forms* the boundary between Bi-

thynia and Galatia, and then extends through the

S. of Paphlagonia to the river Halys. Beyond the

. JIalys, the mountains in the N. of Pontus form a

continuation of the chain.— 2. ( Fowar Z)ap/i ), a

volcano on the E. coast of Lycia, above the City of

Phoenicus (^Yanar). The names of the mountain

and of the city arc often interchanged. [Phok-

NICUS.]

Olynthus ('^OXuvCos ; *0\bvBios: Ato Mamas),

a town of Macedonia in Chalcidice, at the head of

the Toronaic gulf, and at a little distance from the

coast, between the peninsulas of Pallene and Si-
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thonia. It was the most important of the Greek
cities on the coast of Macedonia, though we have
no record of its foundation. It afterwards fell into

the hands of the Thracian Bottiaei, when they
were expelled from their own country by the Ma-
cedonians. [Bottiaei.] It was taken by Arta-
bazus, one of the generals of Xerxes, who peopled
it with Chalcidians from Torone

;
but it owed its

greatness to Perdiccas, who persuaded the inha-

bitants of many of the smaller towns in Chalcidice

to abandon their own abodes and settle in Olyiithus.

This happened about the commencement of the
Peloponnesian war

; and from this time Olynthus
appears as a prosperous and flourishing town, with
a population of 5000 inhabitants capable of bearing

arms. It became the head of a confederacy of all

thb Greek towns in this part of Macedonia, and it

long maintained its independence against the at-

tacks of the Athenians, Spartans and Macedonians

;

but in B.C. 379 it was compelled to submit to Sparta,

after carrying on war with this state for 4 years.

When the supremacy of Sparta was destroyed by
the Thebans, Olynthiis recovered its independence,
and even received an accession of power from
Philip, who was anxious to make Olynthus a
counterpoise to the influence of Athens in the N.
of the Aegean. With this view Philip gave
Olynthus the territory of Potidaea, aft(!r he had
wrested this town from the Athenians in 35f).

But w'hen he had sufficiently consolidated his

power to be able to set at defiance both Olynthus
and Athens, he threw off the mask, and laid siege

to the fonner city. The Olynthians earnestly

besought Athens for assistance, and were wnnnly
supported by Demosthenes in his Olynthiae ora-

tions
;
but as the Athenians did not render the

city any effectual assistance, it was taken and
destroyed by Philip, and all its inliabitants sold

as slaves (317). Olynthus was never restored,

and the remnants of its inhabitants wArc at a later

time transferred by Cassander to Cassandrea. At
the time of its prosperity Olynthus used the neigh-

bouring town of Mecyberna as its seaport.

Om&na or Om&num {''Opava, ‘'Opavov), 1. A
celebrated port on the N.E. coast of Arabia Felix,

a little above the E.-most point of the peninsula,

Pr. Syagros (lias el Had), on a large gulf of the

same name. The people of tins part of Arabia
were called Omanltae (^Opavirai) or Omani, and
the name is still preserved in that of the district,

Oman,— 2. (Prob. Schaina), a sea-port town in

the E. of Carmania
;
the chief emporium on that

coast, for the trade between Iiidiii, Persia, and
Arabia.

Omanltae and Om&nmn. [Omana.]
Ombi (*'OpSoi ; ’OjagTroi ; Koum Oinhoti, i. e.

Hill of Onibon, Ru.), the last great city of Upper
Egypt, except Syene, from which it was distant

about 30 miles, stood on the E. hank of the Nile,

ill the Ombitea Nomos, and was cclcbnitcd as one
of the chief seats of the worship of the crocodile.

Juvenal's 15th satire is founded on a religious war
between the people of Ombi and those of Tentyra,'

who hated the crocodile ;
but, as Tentyra lies so

much further down the Nile, with several inter-

vening cities celebrated, as. well as Ombi, for

crocodile-worship, critics have suspected an error

in the names, and some have proposed to read
Coptos or Copton for Omhos in v. 35. It seems,

however, better to suppose that Juvenal used the

name without reference to topographical precision.
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Opj)03itc to Onibi, on the left bank, was the town
j

of Contra-Ombos.

Omphiald (’O/u^cCAj;), daiighter of the Lydian

king lardamis, and wife of Tfnolus, after whose

death she undertook the government herself. When
Hercules, in consequence of the murder of Iphitusi,

was afflicted with a serious disease, and was in-

formed by the oracle that he could only be cured

by serving some one for wages for the space of 3

years, Hermes sold Hercules to Omphale. The
hero became enamoured of liis mistress, and to

please her, he is said to have spun wocil and put

on the garments of a woman, while Omphale wore

his lion's skin. Site bore Hercules seveml children.

OmphaHum ; *0^4>oA1ttjs), a town

in Crete in the neighbourhood of Cuoasus.

On. [Hbliupolis.]

On&tas (’Oi'drai), of Aegina, the son of Micoii,

was a distinguished statuary and painter, con-

temporary with Polygnotus, Ageladas, and llegias.

lie flourished down to about B. c. 4(10, that is, in

the age immediately preceding that of Phidias.

Onoae ("O'y/coi), a village in Boeotia near

Thebes, from which one of the gates of Thebes

derived its name (’07«ata£), and which contained

a sanctuary of Athena, who was hence called

Athena Onca.

Onchesmus or Onchiamus ’'O7-

Xtff/aov ; Oirhulo)^ a seaport town of Epirus in

Chaonia, opposite the W. extremity of Corcyra.

The ancients derived its name from Anchises,

whence it is named by Dionysius the “ Harbour of

Anchises ” (*A7X‘0’ou A(V’?p). From this place

Cicero calls the wind blowing from Epirus towards

Italy Oucysmites.

Onchestua : ’OyxTfu-nos) 1. An
ancient town of Boeotia, said to have been founded

* by Onchestns, son of Poseidon, was situated a little

S. of the lake Copais near Ilaliartus. It contained

a celebrated* temple and grove of Poseidon, ami

was the place of meeting of the Boeotian Amphic*

tyony. 'I'he ruins of this town are still to bo seen

on the S. slope of the mountain Faga.— 2. A
river in Thessaly, which rises in the neighbourhood

of Eretria, and flows by Cynosccphalae, and falls

into the lake Boebcis. It is perhaps tlie same as

the river Onochonus (’O*'dxwpos) mentioned by
Herodotus,

OnesicrltUB ( Opi}(TlKpiros\ a Greek historical

writer, who accompanied Alexander on his cam-

paigns in Asia, and wrote a history of them, which

is frequently cited by later authors. lie is called

by some authorities a native of Astypalnca, and

by others of Aegina. When Alexander constructed

his fleet on the Hydaspes, he appointed Oncsicritus

chief pilot of the fleet, a post which ho held not

only during the descent of the Indus, but through-

out the voyage from the mouth of that river to the

Persian gulf, which was conducted under the com-

mand of Nearchus. Though an eye-witness of

much that he described, it appears that he inter-

mixed many fables and falsehoods with his nar-

rative, so that he early fell into discredit os an
authority.

Oningls or Oringis. [Orikgis.]
Onlros {’'Ovttpos)^ the Dream-God, was a per-

sonification of dreams. According to Homer
Dreams dwell on the dark shores of the W. Ocea-

nus» and the deceitful dreams come through an
ivoiy gate, while the true ones issue from a gate

made of horn. Hesiod calls dreams the children

OPHELTES.

of night ; ami Ovid, who calls them children of

Sleep, mentions 3 of them by name, viz. Morpheus,

Icelus or Phobetor, and Phaiitasus. Euripides

called them ‘-ons of (laea, and conceived them us

genii with black wings.

Onoba, snrnamcd Aestiiaria (f/uclva)^ a sea-

port town of the 'J’lirdetani in Uispania Baetica,

between the mouths of the Baetis and Anas, on an
a(;8tiiary formed by the river Luxia. There are

remains of a Roman aqueduct at Huelva.

OnomacritUS (’Oyojudffptros), an Athenian, who
occupies :iii inton^sting position in the history of

the early Greek religious poetr}^. He lived a})out

B. r. .o2()—185. Ho enjoyed the patronage of

Hipparchus, until he was detected by Lasus of

TIermione (the dithyrainbic poet) in making an in-

terpolation ill an oracle of Musaeiis, for whiili Hip-
parchus banished him. He seems to have gone
into Persia, where the Pisistratids, after their ex-

pulsion from Athens, took him again into favour,

and employed him to persuade Xiuxes to engage
in his expedition against Greece, b}'^ reciting to

him all the ancient oracles which seemed to favour

the attempt. It appears that Onomacritus had
made a collection and airangement of the oracles

ascribed to Mnsaous. It is further stated that he
made interpolations in Homer as well as in Mu-
saeus, and that ho was the real author of some of

the poems which went under the name of Orpheus.

Onomarchus (’Ow^a/ixor), general of the Pho-
cians in the Sacred Avar, succeeded his brother Phi-

lomolus in this command, u. c, 353. In the follow-

ing year he was defeated in Thessaly by Philip,

;ind perished in attempting to rcacli by swimming
the Athenian ships, which were lying off the sliore.

His body fell into the hands of Philip, who caused

it to be cruciiicd, as a punishment for his sacri-

lege.

Onosandor (’Oi/drraj/5pos), the atithor of a cele-

brated work on military tactics (entitled :Srparr}-

yiKhs \6yos)., which is still extant. All subsequent

Greek and Roman writers on tlio same subject

made this work their text-book, and it is still liold

in considerable estimation. He appears to have

lived about a. d!' 50. In his style lie imitated

Xenophon with some success. Edited by Scliwebel,

NUmberg, 1761 ;
and by Coraes, Ibaris, 18'22.

OnXL-gnatllUS (^Ovov yvdOos: Klaphonisi)., an
island and a promontory on the S. coast of liUconia,

W. of C. Malea.

Onuphis (’'Oj/ou(/us), the capital of the Nomos
Omiphites in the Delta of Egypt. Its site is un-

certain; but it was probably near the middle of tlie

Delta.

OphSllon (’.Q^ieAlwv), an Athenian comic poet,

probably,,of the Middle Comedy, b. c. 380.

Ophelias (’O^it'AAay), of Pella in Macedonia,

was one of the generals of Alexander the Great,

after whose death he followed the fortunes of

Ptolemy. In B. c. 322, ho conquered Cyrene for

Ptolemy, of which city he held the government on
behalf of the Egyptian king for some years. But
soon after 313 he threw off his allegiance to Pto-

lemy/and continued to govern Cyrene as an inde-

pendent state for nearly 5 years. In 308 he formed

an alliance with Agathocles, and marched against

Carthage ; but he was treacherously attacked by
Agathocles near this city, and was slain.

Opheltes 1. Also called Arohe<
moruB. [Archbmorbs.]— 2. One of the Tyr-

rhenian pirates, who attempted to carry off Diony*
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8US, and were therefore metamorphosed into dol-

phins.

OpMon 1. Ono of the oldest of the

Titans was married to Eurynome, with whom he

ruled over Olympus, but being conquered by Cro-

nos and Rhea, he and Eurynome were tlirown into

OceanU8 or Tartarus.— 2. A giant, who perished

in the battle with Zeus. —3. Father of the cen-

taur Amycus, who is hence called Ophiomdes.

Ophionenses or Opbiensea {'O^iovfh^ ‘0<f>i€ts\

a p«‘0|»le in the N.E. of Aotolia.

Ophir (O. T. LXX. Sw^dpa), a

place frequently referred to in the Old Testament,

us proverbial fur its gold, and to which boloinon,

in conjunction with Hiram, king of Tyre, sent a

Heet, which brought back gold and sandal-wood

and precious stones. These ships were sent from

Ezion-geber, at the head of the Red Sea, whence
.also king Johoshaphat built ships to go to Ophir
for g(»ld, but this voyage was stopped by a ship-

wreck. It is clear, therefore, that Ophir was on

the shores of the Erythraeum Mare of the ancients,

or our Indian Ocean. Among tlie most plausible

conjectures as to its site are; (1) that it was on

the coast of India, or a name fur India itself ; (2)

that it was on the coast of Arabia, in which case

it is not necessary to suppose that Arabia furnished

all the articles of commerce which were brought

from Ophir, for Ophir may have been a great

emporium of the Indian and Arabian trade
; (3)

that it is not the name of any specific place, but a
general dcNignation for the countries (or any of

them) on tfio shores of the Indian Oce.an, which
supplied the cliief articles of Indian and Arabian
commerce.

OpMs ( Of/jis;, a river in Arcadia, which flowed

by Mantinea.

Ophiftsa or Ophiussa CO<pi6((r<ra^ 'Otpiovcraa,

'Ocpiuvaa. i. e. aljou/iili/iff in snakes). l.| PiTYU-
.SAE.]— 2. Or Ophiussa (Perhaps lUdanea)^ a

town of Eiiropm'an Scythia on the left bank of

the Tyras (Dniester). —3. A little island near

Crete.— 4. {A/sia or Rabbi)., a, small island in the

Propontis (.S'm of Marmara)., off the coast of

Mysia, N.VV*. of Cyzicus and S.W. of Proconnesus.

—5. [Rhopus.] —6. [Teno.s.]

Ophryiuum {’Ocppweiov

:

prob. Fren-Kcvi), a
Biuall town of tho Troad, ne.ar the lake of Pteleos,

between Dardanus and Rhoetcaun, with a grove

consecrated to Hector.

Opici. [O.sd.j

Opillus Macrinus. [Macrini/.s.]

Opilius, Aurelius, the freedinan of an Epi-

curean, taught at Rome, first philosophy, then rhe-

toric, and, finally, grammar. He gave up his school

upon the condemnation of Rutilius Rufus (a. c. 92 ),

whom he accompanied to Smyrna, and there tho

two friends grew old together in the enjoyment of

each other’s society. He composed several learned

works, one of which, named Mnsue, is referred to

by A. Gellius*.

Opimius. 1. Q., consul B.c. 154, when he

subdued some of the Ligurian tribes N. oil' the

Alps, who had attacked Massilia. He was noto-

rious in his youth for his riotous living.— 2.

L., son of the preceding, wtis praetor 125, in which

year he took Fregellae, which had revolted against I

the Romans. Ho belonged to the high aristocra-
'

tical party, and was a violent opponent of C.

Oracchus. He was consul in 121, and took the
,

ioading part in the proceedings which ended in the
;
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murder of Gracchus. Opimius and his party abused

their victory most savagely, and are said to have

killed more than 300 persons. For details st^e

p. 288, a. In the following year (120), he was
accused of having put Roman citizens to death
without trial

;
but he was defended by the consul,

C. Papirius Garbo, and was acquitted. In 112 he

was at the head of the commission which was
sent into Africa in order to divide the dominions

of Micipsa between Jugurtha and Adherbal, and
was bribed by Jugurtha, to assign to him the

better i>art of the country. Three years after he
was condemned under the law of the tribune, C.
Mamilius Limetanus, by which an inquiry was
made into the conduct of all those who had re-

ceived bribes from Jugurtha. Opimius went into

exile to Dyrrhachium in Epirus, where he lived for

some years, hated and insulted by the people, and
where he eventually died in great poverty. He
richly deserved his punishment, and met with a
due recompense for his cruel and ferocious conduct

towards C. Gracchus and his party. Cicero, on
the contrary', who, after his consulship, had iden-

tified himself witli the aristocratical party, fre-

quently laments the fate of Opimius. The year in

which Opimius was consul (121) was remarkable
for the extraordinary heat of the autumn, and thus
the vintage of this year was of an unprecedented

quality. This wine long remained celebrated as

the Vinum Opiniianum, and was preserved for an
almost incredible space of time.

Opia (’flTTJs), an important commercial city of

Assyria, in the district of Apolloniatis, at tho con-

fluence of the Piiyscus {Odornch) with the 'i’igris;

not mentioned later than the Christian era,

Opiterglum (Opiterglmis : Ode.rzo)., a Roman
colony in Venetia in the N. of Italy, on tho river

IJquentia near its source, and on the high road

from Aquileia to Verona. In the I^urcomannic
war it was destroyed by the Quadi, but it was re-

built, and afterwards belonged to the Exarchate.

From it tlie neighbouring mountains w’ere called

Montes Ojdterpini.

Oppianus \'OTnriav6s)^ the author of 2 Greek
hexainet<!r poems still extant, one on fisliing, en-

titled Ifalientica (’AAtfWTUfd), and the other on
hunting, entitled Ci/nepctica (KvvrjyeriKi). Mo-
dern critics, however, have shown that these 2
poems were written hy 2 different persons of this

name. 1. The author of the Ilalieutica^ was bom
either at Coryciis or at Anazarba, in Cilicia, and
flourished about a. d. 180. The poem consists of

about 3500 hexaim ter lines, divided into 5 books,

of which the first 2 treat of the natural history of

fishes, and the other 3 of the art of fishing.—2.
3’he author of the Cywyetica., was a native of Apa-
mea or Pella, in lliyria, and flourished a little later

than the other Oppianus, about A. d. 20fl. His
poem, which is addressed to the emperor Caracalla,

consists of about 2100 hexameter lines, divided into

4 books. The best edition of the 2 poems is by
Schneider, Argent. 1776, and 2nd ed. Lips. 1813.

There is alsoa prose paraphrase of apoem on hawking
(’I^cuTiird) attributed to Oppianus, but it is doubt-

fiil to which of the 2 authors of this name it be-

longs. Some critics think that the work was pro-

bably written by Dionysius.

OppKos. 1. C., tribune of the plehs b. c. 213,
tarried a law to curtail the expenses and luxuries

of Roman women. It enacted -that no woman
should have more than half an ounce of gold, nw
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wear a dress of different colours, nor ride in a car-

riage in the city, or in any town, or within a mile

of it, unless on account of public sacrifices. This

law was repealed in 195, notwithstanding the ve-

hement opposition of the elder Cato.«— 2. Q., a

Roman general in the Mithridatic war, B. C. 88,

fell into the hands of Mithridates, but was subse-

sequently surrendered by the latter to Sulla.—3. C.,

an intimate friend of C. .Tulius Caesar, whose

private affairs he managed in conjunction with

Conielius llalbus. Oppius was the author of se-

veral works, referred to by the ancient writers, but

all of which have perished. The authorship of the

histories of the Alexandrine, African, and Spanish

wars, was a disputed point as early as the time of

Suetonius, some assigning them to Oppius and
others to Hirtius. But the similarity in style and
diction between the work on the Alexandrine war
and the last book of the Commentaries on the

Gallic war, leads to the conclusion that the former,

at all events, was the work of Hirtius. The book

OJ1 the African war was probably written by Op-
pius. He also wrote the lives of several distin-

guished Romans, such as Scipio Africanus the

elder, Marius, Pompey, and probably Caesar.

Ops, a female Roman divinity of plenty and fer-

tility, as is indicated by her name, which is

connected with opimus, opulentus, inops, and copia.

vShe was regarded as the wife of Saturnus, and
the protectress of every thing connected with

agriculture. Her abode was in the earth, and
hence those who invoked her used to touch the

ground. Her worship was intimately connected

with that of her husband Saturnus, for she bad

both temples and festivals in common with him
;

but she had likewise a separate sanctuary on the

Capitol, and in the vicus jugarius, not far from the

temple of Saturnus, she bad an altar in common
with Ceres. The festivals of Ops are called Opalia

and Opiconsivia, from her surname Consiva, con-

nected with the verb severe, to sow.

Opt&tU8, bishop of Milevi in Numidia, flou-

rished under the emperors Valcntinian and Valens.

He wrote a work, still extant, agiiinst the errors

of the Donatists, entitled, Ue &hismate Donatis-

iarum oHversus Parmemanuin. Edited by Dupin,

Paris fob 1700.

Opus (’OTToiJy, contr. of *Oir6fis: *Ovovvrios),

1. {Talanda or Talanti^), the capital of the Opun-
tian Locrians, was situated, according to Strabo,

15 stadia (2 miles) from the sea, and 60 stadia from

its harbour Cynos
;
but, according to Livy, it was

only 1 mile from the coast. It was the birthplace

of Patroclus. The bay of the Euboean sea near

this town vvas called Opantius Sintu. [Locri.]—
2. A small town in Elis.

Ora. 1. ("Opa) a city of Carmania, near the

borders of Gedrosia.— 2. ("npa), a city in the N.W.
of India, near the sources of the Indus.

Orae. [Oritak.]
Orb&lttS (‘'Op§T)Aos), a mountain in the N.E. of

Macedonia, on the borders of Thrace, extends from

Mt. Rhodope along the Str}'mon to Mt. Pangaeus.

Orbillas Pnpillus, a Roman grammarian and
schoolmaster, best known to us from his having

been the teacher of Horace, who gives him the

epithet of plagosus from the severe floggings which
his pupils received from him. (Hor. Ep. ii. 1.71.)

He was a native of Beneventum, and after serving

as an apparitor of the magistrates, and also as a
soldier in the army, he settled at Rome in the 50th

ORCHOMENUS.
year of his age, in the consulship of Cicero, b.c. 63.

He lived nearly 100 years, but had lost his memory
long before his death.

Orbona, a female Roman divinity, was invoked
by parents who had been deprived of their children,

and desired to have others, and also in dangerous

maladies of children.

Orc&des InsHlae {Orkney and Shetland Isles), .a

group of several small islands off the N. coast of

Britain, with which the Romans first became ac-

quainted when Agricola sailed round the N. of

Britain.

Orcli5inSiiiiB (^Opx^pfvos : *Opxop^vm). 1.

(Scripu), an ancient, wealthy, and powerful city of

Boeotia, the capital of the Miiiycan empire in the

ante-historical ages of Greece, and hence called by
Homer the Minyean Orchornenos (’Opx* Mivuejos).

It was situated N.W. of the lake Copais, on the

river Cephissus, and was built on the slope of a hill

on the summit of which stood the acropolis. It is

said to have been originally called Andreis (’Ae-

Bptls), from Andreus, the son of Penous, who
emigrated from the Peneus in Thessaly

;
to h.ave

been afterwards called Phlrnya (^\fyva), from

Phlegyas, a son of Ares and Chryse
;
and to have

finally obtained its later name from Orchomenus,
son of Zeus or Eteocles and the Danaid Ilesionc,

and father of Minyas. This Orchomenus was re-

garded as the real founder of the Minyean empire,

which before the time of the Trojan war extended

over the whole of the W. of Boeotia. The cities of

Coronca, Haliartus, Lebedea, and Chacronca were
subject to it

; and even Thebes at one time was
compelled to pay it tribute. It lost, however,

much of its power after its capture by Hercules,

but in the time of the Trojan war it still ap-

pears as a powerful city. Sixty years after the
Trojan war it was taken by the Boeotians

; its

empire was completely destroyed
;
and it became a

member of the Boeotian league. All this belongs

to the mythical period. In the liistorical age it

continued to exist as an independent town till

B.n. 367, when it was taken and destroyed by the

Thebans, and its^inhabitants murdered or sold as

slaves. In order to weaken Thebes, it Avas rebuilt

at the instigation of the Athenians, but was soon

destroyed again by the Thebans
;
and although it

Avas again restored by Philip in 330, it never re-

covered its former prosperity
;
and in the time of

Strabo Avas in ruins. The most celebnated building

in Orchornenos was the so-called treasury of Minyas,

but Avbicb, like the similar monument at Mycenae,
Avas more probably a family-Anult of the ancient

heroes of the place. It was a circular vault of

massive masonrj' embedded in the hill, with an
arched ror>f, and had a side door of entrance. The
remains of this building arc extant; and its form

may still be traced, though the whole of the stone-

Avork of the vault has disappeared. Orchornenos

possessed a very ancient temple of the Charites or

Graces ;
and here was celebrated in the most ancient

times a musical festival, which was frequented by
poets /md singers from all parts of the Hellenic

world. There Avas a temple of Hercules 7 stadia

N. of the town, near the sources of the river Mclas.

Orchornenos is memorable on account of the great

A'ictory Avhich Sulla gained in its neighbourhood

over Archelaus, the general of Mithridates, 86.—
2. {Kalpaki), an ancient town of Arcadia, mentioned

by Homer with the epithet ttoXv/utjAos, to distin-

guish it from the Minyean Orchomenus, is said to
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have been founded by Orchomenus, Bon of Lycaon.

It was situated on a hill N.W. of Mantinea, and

its territory included the towns of Methydrium,
Theisoa, Teuthis, and the Tripolis. In the Pelo-

ponnesian war Orchoinenus sided with Sparta, and
was taken by the Athenians. After the battle of

Leuctra the Orchomenians did not join the Arcadian

confederacy in consequence of its hatred against

Mantinea. In the contests between the Achaeans
and Aetolians, it was taken successively by Cleo-

raenes and Antigonus Doson
;

but it eventually

became a member of the Achaean League.— 3. A
town on the confines of Macedonia and Thessaly,

and hence sometimes said to belong to the former,

and sometimes to the latter country.

Orcus. [Hai)ks.J

Ordessus (’OpSTjo-o-ds), a tributary of the Ister

^Danxibe) in Scythia, mentioned by Herodotus,

but which cannot be identified with any modem
river.

Ordovicea, a people in the W. of Britain, oppo-

site the island Mona {Anglesey)^ occupying the N.
portion of the modern IFo/es.

Oreades. [Nvmi*hak.]
Orestae (’OpeVroi), a people in the N. of Epirus

on the borders of Macedonia, inhabiting the district

named after them, Orestls or Orestias. They were
originally indepi'ndent, but were afterwards subject

to the Macedonian monarchs. They were declared

free by the Komnns in their war with Philip. Ac-
conling to the legend, they derived their name
from Orcfeies, who i.s said to have fled into this

country after murdering his mother, and to have
there founded the town of Argos Oresticum.

Orestes (’Op^arrj^). 1. Son of Agamemnon and
Clytaemnestra, and brother of Chrysothemis, Lao-

dice (Electral, and Iphianassa (Iphigenia). Ac-
cording to the Homeric account, Agamemnon on

his ri'lurn from Troy was murdered by Aegisthus

and Clytaemnestra before he had an opportunity of

seeing him. In the 8th year after his father’s

murder Orestes came from Athens to Mycenae and
slew the murderer of his father. This simple story

of Orestes has been enlarged pnd embellished in

various ways by the tragic poets. Thus it is said

that at the murder of Agamemnon it was intended

to despatch Orestes also, but that by means of

Klectra he was secretly carried to Strophius, king

in Phocis, wlm was married to Anaxihia, the sister

of Agamemnon. According to some, Orestes was
saved by his nurse, who allowed Aegisthus to kill

her own child, supposing it to be Orestes. In the

house of Strophius, Orestes grew up with the king's

son I’ylades, with whom he had formed that close

and intimate friendship which has . become pro-

verbial. Being frequently reminded bywnessengers

from Elcctra of the necessity of avenging his father’s

death, he consulted the oracle of Delphi, which
strengthened him in his plan. He therefore re-

paired in secret to Argos. Here he pretended to

be a messenger of Strophius, who had come to an-

nounce the death of Orestes, and brought the ashes

of the deceased. After visiting his father's tomb,

and sacrificing upon it a lock of his hair, he made
himself known to his sister Electra, and soon after-

wards slew both Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra in

the pahice. Immediately after the murder of his

mother he was seized with madness. He now fled

from land to land, pursued by the Erinnyes of his

mother. At length by Apollo's advice, he took

refuge with Athena at Athens. The goddess af-
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forded him protection, and appointed the court of

the Areopagus to decide his fate. The Erinnyes

brought forward their accusation, and Orestes made
the command of the Delphic oracle his excuse.

When the court voted, and was equally divided,

Orestes was acquitted by the command of Athena.

According to another modification of the legend,

Orestes consulted Apollo how he could be delivered

from his madness and incessant wandering. The
god advised him to go to Tauris in Scythia, and
to fetch from that country the image of Artemis,

which was believed to have fallen there from hea-

ven, and to carry it to Athens. Orestes and Pylades

accordingly went to Taiuis, where Thoas was king.

On their arrival they were seized by the natives,

in order to be sacrificed to Artemis, according to

the custom of the country. But Iphigenia, the

priestess of Artemis, was the sister of Orestes, and,

after recognising each other, all three escaped with
the statue of the goddess. After his return to Pe-
loponnesus Orestes took possession of his father's

kingdom at Mycenae, which bad been usurped by
Alctes or Mcnelaus. When Cylarabes of Argos
died without leaving any heir, Orestes also became
king of Argos. The Ij.'icedaemonians likewise made
him their king of their own accord, because they

preferred him, the grandson of Tyndarcus, to Nico-
stratus and Megapenthes, the sons of Mcnelaus by
a slave. The Arcadhins and Phocians increased

his power by allying themselves with him. He
married llcrmione, the daughter of Menelaus, and
became by her the father of Tisamenus. The story

of his marriage with Hermiono, who had previously

been married to Neoptolemus, is related elsewhere.

[Hkumionr; Neoptolemup.] He died of the

bite of a snake in Arcadia, and his body, in ac-

cordance with an oracle, was afterwards carried

from Tcgea to Sparta, and there buried. His bones
are said to have been found at a ^ter time in a
vvar between the Lacedaemonians and I'egeatans,

and to have been conveyed to Sparta.—-2. Regent
of Italy during the short reign of his infant son

Romulus Augustulus, a.d. 475—476. He was born
ill Pannonia, .and served for some years under At-
tila ; after whose death he rose to eminence at the

Uoman court. Having been entrusted with the

command of an army by Julius Nepos, he deposed

this emperor, and pl.aced his son Romulus Augus-
tulus oil the throne

;
but in the following year ho

was defeated by Odoacer and put to death. [Odoa-
CBR.]— 3. L. Aurelius Orestes, consul d.c. 126,

received Sardinia as his province, where he remained

upwards of .'1 years. C. Gracchus was quaestor to

Orestes in Sardinia.— 4. Cn. Aufldius Orestes,

originally belonged to the Aurelia gens, whence his

surname of Orestes, and was adopted by Cn. Au-
fidius, the historian, when the latter was an old

man. Orestes was consul, 71.

OrestSom, Orestheum, or Oresthasium i'Op4-

irrsiop, *Op4adeioVy *Opt<r6d(Tiov\ a town in the S.

of Arcadia in the district Maeimlia, not far irom

Megalopolis.

(^estlas. 1. The country of the Orestae.

[Orestae.]— 2. A name frequently given by the

Byzantine writers to Hadrianopolis in Thrace.

Orestilla, Aurelia, f
Aurelia.]

Oretani, a powerful people in the S.W. of His-

pania Tarraconensis. bounded on the S. by Baetica,

on the N. by the Carpetani, on the W. by Lusitar

nia, and on the £. by the Bastetaui ; their territory

corresponded to the eastern part of Granada^ the
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whole of Tm. Mavclta^ and the westeni part of

Murcisu Their chief town was Castulo.

OreUB i'npfh : '{Ipdrijs), a town in the N. of

Euboea, on the river Callas, at the foot of the

mountain Toiethrium, and in the district He«-

tiaeotis, was itself originally called Hestiaea or His-

tiaca. After the Persian wars Oreus, with the

rest of Euboea, became subject to the Athenimis
;

but on the revolt of the island, in ii. c. 445, Oreus

was taken by Pericles, its inhabitants expelled,

and their place supplied by 2000 Athenians. The
site of Oreus made it an important place, and its

name frequently occurs in the Grecian wars down
to the dissolution of the Achaean league.

Orgetdrix, the noblest and richest among the

Hclvetii, formed a conspiracy to obtain the royal

power B.c. 61, and persuaded his countrymen to

emigrate from their own country. Two years were

devoted to making the necessary preparations ; hut

the real designs of Orgetorix having meantime

transpired, and tlie Hclvetii having attempted to

bring him to trial, he suddenly died, probably, us

was suspected, hy his own hatids.

Oribasius (’OpaSda-ios or ‘OpiSd<rios)^ an emi-

nent Greek medical writer, born about a. n. 325,

either at Sardis in Lydia, or at Pergaimis in Mysia.

He early acquired a great professional reputation.

He was an intimate friend of the emperor Julian,

with whom he became accpiainted several years

before Julian’s accession to the tlirone. He was

almost the only person to whom Julian injparted

the secret of his apostasy from Christianity. He
accompanied Julian in his expedition against Persia,

and was with him at the time of his death, 363.

The succeeding emperors, Valentinian and Vab'iis,

confiscated the property of Orihasins and banished

him. He was afterwards recalled from exile, and

was alive at least as late as 31)5. Of the personal

character of Oribasins wc know little or nothing,

but it is clciA tliat he was nmch attached to pa-

ganism and to the heathen philosophy. He was

an intimate friend of liunapiiis, who prai.ses him

very highly, and wrote an account of his life. We
possess at present 3 works of Oribasius: 1. Col-

iecta Mfdicinalia {twayMyal Tarp/xal), or some-

times ITehiomecQntabiblos {^l.€bofii\KovrdSi€Koi)t

which was compiled at the command of Julian,

when Oribasius Avas still a young man. It contains

but little original mattei, but is very valuable on

account of the numerous extracts from writi rs whose

works are no longer extant. More than half of

this work is now ]o.st, and what remains is in some

confusion. There is no complete edition of the

work. 2. An abridgment (Svi'oipis) of the former

work, in 9 books. It .was written 30 years after

the former. 3. £uporista or l)c facile Parabilibus

(EtnrdpKrra)^ in 4 books. Roth this and the pre-

ceding w'ork were intended as manuals of the prac-

tice of medicine.

Oricum or OrlciLB ^fipiKov, ’'flpmos ; 'nplKios

:

Ericho)^ an important Greek towm on the coast of

Illyria, near the Ceraunian mountains and the fron-

tiers of Epirus. According to tradition it rvns

founded by the Eulmeans, who rvere cast here hj' a

storm on their return from Troy ; but, according to

another legend, it was a (.'olchian colony. The
town was strongly fortified, but its harbour was
not very secure. It was destroyed in the civil wars,

but was rebuilt by Herodes Atticus. The turpen-

tine tree (ter^mthm) grew in the neighbourhood

of Oreus.

ORIGENES.
Origenes {'!lpiy4vris)j usually called Origen,

one of the most eminent of the early Christian

writers, was bom at Alexandria, a. d. 186. He
received a careful education from his father, Leo-
nides, who was a devout Christian ;

and he subse-
quently became a pupil of Clement of Alex.andria.

His father having been put to death in the perse-

cution of the Christians in the lUth year of Severus

(202), Origen was reduced to destitution
;
where-

upon he became a teacher of grammar, and soon

acquired a great reputation. At the same time he
gave instruction in Christianity to several of the

he.athen
;
and thougli only in his 18th A'ear, he was

appointed to the office of Catechist, which Avas

vacant through the dispersion of the clergy con se-

iner, t on the persecution. The young teacher

showed a zeal and self-denial beyond his years.

Deeming his profession as teacher of grammar in-

consistent with his sacred Avork, he gave it up ;

and he lived on the mere.'^t pittance. His food and
his periods of sleep were restricted Avithiii tlie nar-

rowest limits ; and he performed a strange lat of self-

imitilation, in obedience to Avhat ho regarded as the

recommendation of Christ. (Matth. xix. 12.) At a
later time how'ever he repudiated tliis literal under-

standing of our Lord’s words. About 21 1 or 212
Grigen visited Home, where he made however a very

(hurt stay. On his return to Alexandria lie con-

tinued to discharge his duties as Catechist, and to

pursue his biblical studios. About 21 (I he paid a

visit to Caesarea in Palestine, and about 230 he tra-

velled into Greece. Shortly after liis return to Alex-
.'indria, ho had to encounter tlie open enmity of

Di-metrius, the bishop of tlie city. He was first

deprived of his office of Catechist, and was compelled
to leave AUxandria

;
and Demetrius afterwards

procured his degradation from the priesthood and his

excommunication. The charges brought a<^ainsl liim

are not si)ecified
;
but his unpopularity appears to

huAe arisen from the obnoxious character of some of

his opinions, and Avas increased by the circumstance

that even in his lifetime his Avritings were seriously

corrupted. Origen Avithdrew to Caesama in Pales-

tine, Avhere ho was received with the greatest kind-

ne.ss. Among his pupils .at this place was Gregory

Thauuuiturgus, Avho afterAvards became bis jianc-

gyrist. In 235 Origen fled from Caesarea in

Palestine, and rook refuge at Caesarea in Cappa-
docia, Avhere he remained concealed 2 years. It

Awas subsequent to this that he undertook a 2nd
journey into Greece, the date of which is doubtful.

Ill the Decian persecution (249— 251), Origen Avas

put to the torture ; but though his life aa'hs spared,

the sufferings Avhich he underwent hastened his

•nd. He died in 253 or 254, in his 69th ye.ar at

Tyre, in A^ich city he was buried.—The following

are the most important of Origen’s w'orks : 1. The
f/KFupla, which consisted of 6 copies of the Old
Testament, ranged in parallel columns. The 1st

column contained the Hebrew text in Hebrew
characters, the 2nd the same text in Greek cha-

racters, the 3rd the version of Aquila, the 4th

th.at of Symmachus, the 5th the Septnagint, the

Cth the version of Theodution. Beside the com-
pilation and arrangement of these versions, Origen

added marginal notes, containing, among other

things, an explanation of the Hebrew names. Only
fragments of this valuable Avork are extjmt; the

best edition of which is by Montfaucon, Paris, 1714.

2. Eircticiical tcorJb, which comprehend 3 classes ;

(1.) Tomi, which Jexome renders Volumina, com-
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taining ample commentaries, in which he gave full

scope to his intellect. (2.) Si'ho/ia^ brief notes on

detached passages, (3.) //(Wti/iae, poftidar expo-

sitions, chiefly delivered at Caesarea. In his various

expositions Origen sought to extract from the

Ssicred Writings their historical, mystical or pro-

phetical, and moral signitiwince. Ills desire of

finding continually a mystical sense led him fre-

quently iiito the neglect of the historical sense, and

even into tlie denial of its truth. This capital fault

has at all times furnished gnnind for depreciating

his labours, and has no doubt materially diiiiiiii-hed

their value : it must not, however, be supposed

that his denial of the historical truth of the Sacred

Writings is more than oreasional, or that it has

been carried out to the full extent which some of

his accusers have charged upon liiui. .*>. I)e. l*rhi-

cijiiis (rifpt apx^v). 'I'his work ^\a8 the great ob-

ject of attack with Origeu’s em-mii'S, and the source

from which tlu'y deriv«‘d llicir cliief evidence of his

various alleged heresies. It was divided into 4

hooks. ( )f this work some important fragnu'nts are

extant; and the Latin version of Ruiimis has

come down to ns entire; but liiilimis took great

liberties witli the original, and the unfaithful-

ness of his viTsion is deiiomieed in the strongest

terms by .Jerome. 4. K.rlntrialio uti JSlitrtt/rium

(Eis fJLapTvpiov irpinp^miKhs Kuyos)^ or l)c Mar-
fp'ia (Ilfpi /uaprvpiov)^ written during the perse-

cution under the emp(*ror Maximin (235—233),

and still extant. 5. (\inira Ccls/im Libri VUL
(Kara KtAtrou r6noi »f), still extant. In this

iiiipoitaiit work Origen defends the truth of Christi-

anity Jigainst the attacks of Celsus. [(’klsu.s.]—
There is a valuahle work entitled riiHovuInt (^i-

w'liich is a comjtilation by Basil of Cae-

sarea and his friend Gregory of Nazianzus, made
almost exclusively from the, writings of Origen, of

which many important fragments lia\e been thus

preserved. Few waiters have exercised greater

influence by the force of their intellect and the

variety of their attainments than Origen, or have

been the occasion of longer and more acriinonions

disputes. Of his more distinofive tenets, se\ei'}il

had refeience to the doctrine of the Trinity, to tin*

subject ol the incarnatiou. and to the pre-oxist<*uec

of Christ’s human soul, which, as well as the pte-

existeiice of f4.her human souls, he aflirmed. He
was charged also with holding the corporeity of

angels, and with other errors as to angels and
dmimons. He held the freedom of the human
will, and ascribed to inan a nature less tornipi and
depraved than w'as consistent with orllioilox views

of the operation of divine grace. He held the doc-

trine of the universal re.storation of the guilty,

conceiving that the devil .ilone would stilFor eternal

punishment. The best edition of his works is by
Delanie, Paris, 1733— 175P, i ’ ols, fo.

Oringis oe Ouingis, probably the B.arr.e place as)

Auritix, a wealthy town in Hispania Baetica, with
‘

silver mines, near Munda.
Orion (’Opjwr), son of Hyrieiis, of llyria, in

Boeotia, a handsome giant and hunter, said to have

been called by the Boeotians Candaon. Once he

came to Chios (Ophiusa), and fell in love with

Aero, or Merope, the daughter of Oenopion, by the

nymph Helico. He cleared the island from wild

beasts, and brought the spoils of the chase i\i pre-

sents to his beloved
;
but as Oenopion constantly

deferred the marriage, Orion once w'hcn intoxicated

offered violence to the maiden, Oenopion now
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implored the assistimce of Dionysus, who caused
Orion to he thrown into a deep sleep by satjms, in

which state Oenopion deprived him of his sight

Being informed by an oracle that he should recover

his sight, if ho would go towards the east and ex-

pose his eyc-bnlls to the rays of the rising sun,

Orion followed the sound of a Cyclops’ hammer,
went to Lemnos, where Hephaestus gave to him
Cedalion as his guide. Having recovered his sight,

Orion returned to Chios to take vengeance on
Oenopion

;
hut as the latter had been concealed by

his friends, Orion wa.s unable to find him, and then

proceeded to Cr(‘te, where he lived as a hunter

with Artemis. “I’he cause of his death, which took

place either in Crete or Chios, is differently stated.

According to .some, Eos (Aurora), who loved Orion
for his beauty, e.arried him off, but as the gods

were angry at this, Artemis killed him with an
arrow in Ortygia. Aceording to others, he was
beloved by Artenns, and Apollo, indignant at his

si.ster's affection for him, asserted that she was un-

able to hit with her arrow a distant point Avhich

lie showed her in the .sea. She thereupon took aim,

and hit it, hut the point was tho head of Orion,

who had been swiinining in the sea. A third ac-

count, which Horace follows (Carm. ii. 4. 72),

states that henttennitod to violate Artemis (Diana),

and was killed by the goddess with one of her

arrows. A fourth account, lastly, states that he
boasted ho w<m]d conquer every animal, and would
clear the earth from all W'ild beasts ;

hut the earth

sent forth a scorpion whicli destroyed him. Aescu-

la]>ins attempti'd to recall him to life, but was slain

by Zeus with a flash of lightning. Tho accounts

of hi.s parentage and birth-place vary in the dif-

ferent writers, for some call him a son of Poseidon

and Euryale, and others say that he vvns born of

the eartli, or a son of Oenopion. He is further

called a Theban, or 'ranagraean, hiy. probably bo-

eause Hyria, bis native place, sometimes belonged

to Tanagra, and sometimes to Thebes. After his

death, Orion was placinl among the stars where he
appears as a giant with a girdle, sword, a lion’s

skin and a club. The coiKstellation of Orion set at

the connnenccuieiit of November, at which time

stni'ms and rain wen^ frequent ; henCe he is often

called tmttrifer, nimbr^sns^ or aqutmts.

Orion and OruB {’Ctpiuw and 'flpos), names of

several ancient grammarians, who are frequently

confounded with f-ach other. It. apftears, ho\vever,

that we ;iirty di.stiiiguish 3 writers of these names.

1. Orion, a Thclmn grammarian, wlio taught at

Caesana, in the 5th century after Christ, and is

the author of a lexicon, still extant, published by
Sturz, Lips. 132b.— 2. Orus, of Miletus, a gram-

marini), lived in the 2nd century after Christ, and

w’as the author of the works mentioned by Suidas.

— 3. Orus, an Alexandrine gramniarian, who
taught at Constantinople not earlier than the

middle of the 4th cmitury after Christ.

Orippo, a town in Hispania Baetica, on the road

betwe<*n Gades and Hisjialis.

Oritae, Horitae, or Orae (’ngflrai, ’flpai), a

people of Gedro.sia, who inhabited a district on

the coast jiearly 200 miles long, abounding in

wine, corn, rice, .and palm-trees, the modem Ur&oo

on the coast of Beloocliistan. Some of the ancient

writers assert that they were of Indian origin,

while others say that, though they resembled the

Indians in many of their cnsluins, they spoke a
different language.
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Orith^a (’0/>e/9uia), daughter of Erechthens,

king of Athens, and Praxithea. Once as she had

strayed beyond the river Ilissus she was seized by
Boreas, and carried off to Thrace, where she bore

to Boreas Cleopatra, Chione, Zetes, and Calais.

Ormenus {**OpiJ.tvos\ son of Cercaphus, grandson

of Aeolus and father of Amyntor, was believed to

have founded the town of Ormenium, in Thessaly.

From hijif Amyntor is sometimes called Ormenides^

and A stydam ia, his grand-daughter, Ormenis.

OrnSae (jOpyeal : 'Opvedrris)^ an ancient town
of Argolis, near the frontiers of the territory of

Phlins, and 120 stadia from Argos. It was origi-

nally independent of Argos, but was subdued by
the Argives in the Peloponnesian war, b.c. 415.

Orneus ('Opyeus)^ son of Erechtlieus, father of

Peteus, and grandfather of Menestheus
;
from him

the town of Orncae was believed to have derived

its name.

Oroaada ^opdavia : ’Opoai/Sedr, or -i/cdf, Oro-

andensis), a mountain city of Pisidia, S. E. of

Antiochia, from which the “ Oroandicus tractus
”

obtained its name.

Oroatis (’0/jo<£tis : Talj\ the largest of the

minor rivers which flow into the Persian Gulf,

formed the boundary between Susiana and Persis.

OrSbiae (^OpoSiai), a town on the coast of Eu-
boea, not far from Aegae, with an oracle of Apollo.

Orddes (’OpwSjjs), the name of 2 kings of Par-

thia. [Ausacks XIV., XVII.]
Oroetes (’Opolnj?), a Persian, was made satrap

of Sardis by Cyrus, which government he retained

under Canibyses. In B. o. 522, be decoyed Poly-
-ORATKfj into his power by specious promises, and

put him to death. But being suspected of aiming

at the establishment of an independent sovereignty,

he was himself put to deatli by order of Darius.

Orontes (’Opdvrijs). 1. {Nahr-el- the

.argeat river of Syria, has 2 chief sources in Coc-

.esyria, the oiA in the Antilibanus, the other fur-

ther N. in the Libanns
;
flows N. E. into a lake

S. of Emesa, and thence N. past Epiphania and

Apainea, till near Antioch, where it suddenly

sweeps round to the S. \V. and falls into tho sea

at the foot of M. Pieria. According to tradition

its earlier name was Typhon (Tw^wj'), and it was

called Orontes from the person who first built a

bridge over it.— 2.‘ A mountain on the S. side of

the Casiiian, between Parthia and Ilyrcaiiia.—

3. A people of Assyria, E. of Gaugamela.

OrSpUB (’npwTrds : *tlpdynos : Oropo)^ a town on

tho eastern frontiers of Boeotin and Attica, near

the Euripus, originally belonged to the Boeotians,

but was at an early time seized by the Athenians,

and was long an object of contention between the

2 peoples. At length, after being taken and re-

taken several times, it remained permanently in

the hands of the Athenians, and is always reckoned

by later writers as a town of Attica. Its seaport

was Delphinium at the mouth of the Asopus, about

mile from til0 town.

Oroslufl, Paulus, a Spanish presbyter, a native

of Tarragona, flourished under Arcadius and Hono-

rius. Having conceived a warm admiration for

St. Augustine, he passed over into Africa about

A. n. 413. After remaining in Africa about 2

years, Augustine sent him into Syria, to counteract

the influence of Pelagius, who had resided for

some years in Palestine. Orosius found a warm
friend in Jerome, but was unable to procure the

condemnation of Pelagius, and was himself anathe-
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matized by John, bishop of Jerusalem, when he
brought a formal charge against Pelagius. Orosius
subsequently returned to Africa, and there, it is

believed, died, but at what period is not known.
The following works by Orosius are still extant.

1. Ilistoriarum adversus Paganos Libri VII.

^

dedicated to St Augustine, at whose suggestion
the task was nndertiken. The pagans having
been accustomed to complain that the ruin of the
Roman empire must be ascribed to the wrath of
tho ancient deities, whose worship had been aban-
doned, Orosius, upon his return from Palestine,

composed this history to demonstrate that from the
earliest epoch the world liad been the scene of

calamities as great as the Roman empire was • then
suffering. The work, which extends from the
Creation down to a. i>. 41 7, is,with exception of the
concluding portion, extracted from Justin, Eutro-
pius, and inferior second-hand authorities. Edited
by Ilavercamp, Lug. Bat. 1 738. 2. fAhcr Apolo-
gelicus de Ariiirii Libcrtate^ w’ritten in Palestine,

A.D. 415, appended to the edition of the History
by Havercamp. 3. Comnionitorium ad Augasti-

tium^ the earliest of the works of Orosius, composed
soon after his first arrival in Africa.

Orospeda or Ortospeda (<S/c'rm dd Miindo\ the

highest range of mountains in the centre of Spain,

began in tho centre of Mt. Idubeda, ran first W.
and then S., and terminated near Caipe at the

Fretum Ilerculeum. It contained several silver

mines, whence the part in which the Baetis

rises was called Mt. Argentarius or tho Silver

Mountain.

Orpheus (*Op^ivs\ a mythical personage, was
regarded by tho Greeks as the most celebrated of

the early poets, who lived before the time of Homer.
His name does not occur in the Homeric or He-
siod ic poems

;
but it already had attained to great

celebrity in the lyric period. There wore numerous
legends about Orpheus, but the common story ran

as follows. Orpheus, the son of Oeagrus and Cal-

liope, lived in Thrace at the period of the Argonauts,

Avhoni he accompanied in their expedition. Pre-

sented with the lyre by Apollo, and instructed by
the Muses in its use, he enchanted with its music

not only the wild beasts, but the trees and rocks

upon Olympus, so that they moved from tlicir places

to follow tho sound of his golden harp. The power

of his music caused the Argonauts to seek his aid,

which contributed materially to the success of their

expedition : at the sound of his lyre tlie Argo
glided down into tho sea

;
tho Argonauts tore

themselves away from the pleasures of Lemnos ;

the Symplegadae, or moving rocks, Avhich threatened

to crush the ship between them, were fixed in their

places
; and the Colchian dragon, which guarded

the golden fleece, was lulled to sleep : other legends

of the same kind may be read in the Argonaultca^

which bears the name of Orpheus. After liis

return from the Argonautic expedition ho took up

his abode in a cave in Thrace, and employed him-

self in the civilisation of its wild inhabitants. There

is also a^legend of his having visited Egypt. The
legends ’respecting the loss and recovery of his

wife, and his own death, are very various. His

wife was a nymph named Agriope or Eurydice.

In the older accounts the cause of her death is not

referred to. The legend folloAved in the well- known
passages of Virgil and Ovid, which ascribes the

death' of Eurydice to the bite of a serpent, is no

doubt of high antiquity
;
but the introduction of
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Aristaeus into the legend cannot be traced to any
writer older than Virgil himself. He followed his

lost wife into the abodes of Hades, where the

charms of his lyre suspended the torments of the

damned, and won back his wife from the most
inexorable of all deities

;
but his prayer was only

granted upon this condition, that he should not

look hack upon his restored wife, till they had
arrived in the upper world : at the very moment
when they were about to pass the fatol bounds, the

anxiety of love overcame the poet
;
ho looked

round to see that Eurydice was following him
;

and he beheld her caught back into the infernal

regions. His grief for the loss of Eurydice led him
to treat with contempt the Thracian women, who
in revenge tore him to pieces under the excitcinent

of their Racclianalian orgies. After his death, the

Muses collected the fragments of his body, and
buried them at Libethra at the foot of Olympus,
where the nightingale sang sweetly over his grave.

His head was thrown into the Hehrus, down which
it rolled to the sea, and was borne across to Lesbos,

Avhere the grave in which it was interred was shown
at Anti'^sa. His lyre was also sjiid to have been

carried to Lesbos
;
and both traditions are siinply

poetical expressions of the historical fact that Les-

bos was the first great seat of the music of the lyre

:

indeed Antissa itself was the birth-place of Ter-

pander, the earliest historical musician. The astro-

nomers taught that the lyre of Orpheus was placed

by Zeus among the stars, at the intercession of

Apollo and the Muses. In those legends there

tire 8' me points wliich are sufficiently clear. The
invention of music, in connection with the services

of Apollo and the Muses, its first great applictition

to the worship of the gods, which Orpheus is there-

fore said to have introduced, its power over the

passions, and the importance which the Greeks

attached to the knowledge «»f it, as intimatelj'

allied with the very existence of all social order,

rr-are probably the chief elementary ideas of the

whole legend. But then comes in one of the dark

features of the Greek religion, in which the gods

envy the advancement of man in knowledge and
civili.sation, and severely punish any one who
transgre'^ses tiic bounds assigned to humanity. In

a later .age, the conflict was no longer viewed as

between the gods and man, hut between the

worsliippcra of different divinities
;
and especially

between Apollo, the symbol of pure intellect,

and Dion^'sus, the deity of the senses
; hence

Orpheus, the servant of Ajwllo, falls a victim to

the jealousy of Dionysus, and the fury of his wor-

shippers.— OiyAi'c Societies and Mysteries, About
the time of the first development of Greek philo-

soph}', societies were formed, consisting gof persons

called the followers of Orpheus (oi ’OfxpiKol)^ who,
under the pretended guidiuice of Orpheus, dedicated

themselves to the worship of Dionysus. They per-

formed the rites of a mystical worship, but instead

of confining their notions to the initiated, they

published them to others, and committed them to

literary works. The Dionysus, to whose worship

the Orphic rites were annexed, was Dionysus Za-

greus, closely connected with Dcmeter and Cora

(Persephone). The Orphic legends and poems
related in great part to this Dionysus, w'ho was

combined, as an infernal deity, with Hades } and

upon whom the Orphic theologers founded their i

hopes of the purification and ultimate immortality
'

of soul Itot their mode of celebrating this
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worship was very different from the popular rites

of Bacchus. The Orphic worshippers of Bacchus

did not indulge in unrestrained pleasure and
frantic enthusiasm, but rather aimed at an ascetic

purity of life and manners. Ail this part of the

mythology of Orpheus, wliich connects him with

Dionysus, must be considered as a later invention,

quite irreconcilable with the original legend, in

which he is the servant of Apollo and the Muses :

but it is almost hopeless to explain the transition.

— Many poems ascribed to Orpheus w’ere current

as early as the time of the Pisistratids [Onoma-
CRiTusj. They are often quoted by Plato, and
the allusions to them in later writers are very fre-

quent. The extant poems, which bear the name
of Orpheus, are the forgeries of Christian gram-
marians and philosopliers of the Alexandrian school

;

but among the fragments, which form a part of the
collection, are some genuine remains of that Orphic
poetry which was known to Plato, and which must
be assigned to the period of Onomacritus, or perhaps

a little earlier. The Orphic literature, which in

this sense may be called genuine, seems to have
included llynms^ a Tlieoyouy^ Oracles^ &c. The
apocryphal productions which have come down to

us are, 1. Aryonautica^ an epic poem in 1384
hexameters, giving an account of the expedition

of the Argonauts. 2. J/ymns\ 87 or 88 in num-
ber, in hexameters, evidently the productions of

the Neo-Platonic school. .‘1. Lithica (Atdixd), treats

of properties of stones, both precious and common,
and their uses in divination. 4. Fragments,

chiefly of the Theogony, It is in this class that

wc find the genuine remains of the literature of

the early Orphic theology, but intermingled with
others of a much later date. The best edition is

by Hermann, Lips. 1805.

Orthla (*Op01o, ’Op0ts, or ’Op0wtn'a), a surname
of the Artemis who is also called Iphigenia or

Lygodesraa, and must be regsirded is the goddess

of the moon. Her worship was probably brought

to Spiirta from Lemnos. It was at the altar of

Artemis Orthia that Spartan boys had to undergo

the flogging, called diamasiigosis.

Orthdala {’Opffwaia), 1. A city of Caria, on the

Maeander, with a mountain of the same name,

where the Rhodi.ans defeated the Carians, B.c. 107.— 2. A city of Phoenice, S. of the mouth of the

Eleutherus, and 12 Roman miles from Tripolis.

OrthruB (*'Op0poj), the two-headed dog of Oery-

ones, who was begotten by Typhon and Echidna,

and was slain by Hercules. [See p. .308, b.]

Ortospana or -um (’Oprda-Traua : Calul9\ a
considerable city of the Paropatnisadae, at the

sources of a W. tributary of the river Coes, and
at the junction of 3 roads, one leading N. into

Bactria, and the others S. and E. into India. It

was also called Carura or Cabura.

Ortygla (’Opriryla). 1. The ancient name of

Delos. Since Artemis (Diana) and Apollo were

born at Delos, the poets sometimes call the goddess

Ortygia^ and give the name of Ortygiae hore^ to the

oxen of Apollo. The .ancients connected the name
with Ortyx C^prv^) a quail. [See p. 378, a.]

— 2. An island near Syracuse. [SyracusabJ.—
3. A grove near Ephesus, in which the EphesioiiB

pretended that Apollo and Artemis were born.

Hence Propertius calls the Cayster, which flowed

near Ephesus, Oriygius Cayster.

Onu. [Horub ; Orion.]

Obor. 1. {Huesoa in Arragonia), an important
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town of the Ilergctos and a Roman colony in His-

pania Tarraconensis, on the road from Tarraco to

Ilerda, with silver mines; whence Livy speaks of

argentum UschnsPy though these words may perhaps

mean silver money coined at Osca.i— 2. (W. of

Jfucscar in Granada), a town of the Turdetani in

Hisponia Baetica.

Osedia. [Lepontii.]

Oaci or Oplci (’'Oo’koi, ^Ottikoi), one of the most

ancient tribes of lUily, inhabited the centre of the

peninsula, from which they liud driven out the

ijieiili. Their principal settlement was in Campania,

but wo also find them in parts of Latium and Sam-
niuin. They were subdued by the Sabines and
Tyrrhetnans, and disappeared from history at a

comparatively early period. They were called in

their own language Uskus. They are identified by
many writers with the Ausonos or Aiimnci; but

others think that the latter is a collective name for

all tho people dwelling in the plain, and that the

Osci were a branch of the Ausoiies. The Oscan
language was closely connected with the other an-

cient Italian dialects, out of which the Latin lan-

guage was formed ; and it continued to be spoken

by the people of Campania long after the Oscans

had disappeared as a separate people. A know-
ledge of it was preserved at Rome by the Kabulae
Atellanae, vvhicli were a species of farce or comedy
written in Oscan.

Osi, a people in Germany', probably in the moun-
tains between the sources of the Oder and the

(iran, were, according to Tacitu.<!, tribntjvry to the

Sarinatians, and spoke the Pannonian language.

Osicerda. [Ossigeroa.]
Osms (*'0(r<pis), the great Egyptian divinity,

and husband of Isis. According to Herodotus

they were the only divinities who were worshipped
Ijy' all the Egyptians. His Egyptian name is said

to have been Hy'siris, which is interpreted to mean
“son of Isis';” though some said that it meant
“many-eyed.” He is said to have been originally

king of Egypt, and to have reclaimed his subjects

I'rom a barbarous life by teaching them agriculture,

and enacting wise laws. He afterwaids travelled

into foreign lands, spreading, wherever he went,

the blessings of civilisation. On his return to

Egypt, ho was murdered by his brother Typhon,
who cut his body into pieces, aud threw them into

tho Nile, After a long search Isis discovered the

mangled remains of her husband, and with the

assistance of her son Horus defeated Typhon, and
recovered the sovereign power, which Typhon had
usurped. See IsiR.

Osismli, a people in Gallia Lugdunensis, at the

N.VV. extremity of the coast, and in the neigh-

bourhood of the modern Quimper and Brest.

Osroene (’OtrporjK^ : ’OagoTjvol, pi. : Pashalik

qfOr/uh\ the W. of the 2 portions into which N.
Mesopotamia was divided by the river Chaboras
{Khabour)^ which separated it from Mygdonia on

tho E. and from the rest of Mesopotamia on the

S. : the Euphrates divided it, on the W. and
N. W., from the Syrian districts of Chalybonitis,

Cyrrhestice, and Comnuigene
; and on the N. it

WHS separated by M. Masius from Armeni.a. Its

iiutne was said to be derived from Osrocs, an
Arabian chieftain, who, in the time of the Seleu-

cidae, established over it a petty principality, with

Eorssa for its capital, which lasted till the reign

of Camcalla, and respecting the history of which,

•oe Aboarus.

OTANES.

Ossa : A'mavo, i. e. ivy-clad)^ a cele-

brated mountain in the N. of Magnesia, in Thes-

saly, connected with Pelion on the S. E., and
divided from Olympus on the N. W. by the vale

of Tempk. It is one of the highest mountains in

Greece, but much less lofty than Olympus. It is

mentioned by Homer, in the legend of the war of

the Giants, respecting which see Olympus.
Osset, with the surname Comtuntia Julia^ a

town in llispania Baetica, on the right bank of the

Baetis, opposite Hispalis.

Ossigerda nr Osicerda (Ossigerdensis), a town
of the Edetani in llispania Tarraconensis, and u

Roman municipium.

Ossigi (Mctquiz)^ a towm of the Tnrduli in His-

paiiia Baetica, on tho spot where the Baetis lirst

enters Baetica.

OssonSba (Estuy N. of Faro)^ a town of tin*

Turdetani in Lusitania, between the Tagus and

Anas.

Osteodea (’0(rT€ci5Si7s vrjffos: ji/icur\ an island

at somo disUincc from the N. coast of Sicily, oppo-

site the town of Soli.

Ostia (Ostiensis : Ostia)^ a town at the mouth
of the river Tiber, and the liarboiir of Rome, from

winch it was distant 16 miles by land, was situated

on the left bank of the left arm of the river. It

was founded by Anens Martins, the 4th king of

Rome, was a Roman colony, and eventually l)e-

caine an iinjvortant and flourishing town. In the

civil wars it was destroyed by Marius, hut it was

soon rebuilt with greater splendour than before. The
emperor Claudius constructed a new and better

harbour on the riglit firm of the Tiber, wiiich was
enlarged and improved by 'I’rajan. This new har-

bour was called simply J*ortus liomanus or Porius

Ajtgnsti, and around it there sprang up a flourishing

town, also called Portus (the iiiliabltants Portu-

enscs). The old town of Ostia, whoso harbour had
been already partly filled up l)y sand, now sank

into insignificance, and only continued to exist

through its salt-works (saZ/woe), which had been

established by Ancus Martins. The ruins of Ostia

are between 2 and 3 miles from the coast, as tlie

sea has gradually* receded in consequence of the

accumulation of .sand deposited by the Tiber.

Ostia Nili. [Njlus.]

Ostorlus Scapula.' [Scapula.]

Ostra (Ostrauus), a town in Umbria in the ter-

ritt>ry of the Senones.

T. OtaoiUuB Crassus, a Roman general during

the 2nd Punic war, was praetor B. c. 217, and

subsequently pro-praetor in Sicily. In 215 he

crossed over to Africa, and laid waste the Car-

thaginian coast. He was praetor for the 2nd time,

214, and,his command was prolonged during the

next 3 years. He died in Sicily, 211.

L. OtfUnlXns Filitus, a Roman rhetorician, who
opened a school at Rome B.c. 81, was originally a

slave
;
but having exhibited talent, and a love of

literature, he was manumitted by his master. Cn.

Pompeiua Magnus was one of his pupils, and he

wrote the history of Pompey, and of his father

likewis'e.

Otanea (’Otopt/s). 1. A Persian, son of Phar-

naspes, was the first who suspected the imposture

of Smerdis the Magian, and took the chief part in

organizing the conspiracy against the pretender

(b.c. 521). After the accession of Darius Hys-
taspis, he was placed in connnaiid of the Persian

force which invaded Samos for the purpose of
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placing Syloson, brother of Polycrates, in the

goyemment.— 2. A Persian, son of Sisanines,

succeeded Megabyzus (b. c. 506) in the conhtiaiid

of the forces on the sea-coast, and took Byzantium,

Chalcednn, Antandrus, and Lainponiuni, as well as

the islands of Lemnos and Imbros. He was pro-

bably the same Otancs who is mentioned as a sou-

in-Lw of Darius Hystaspis, and as a general em-
ployed against the revolted lonians in 499.

Otho, L. SoBcXus, tribune of the plcbs n. c. 67,

was a warm supporter of the aristocrnticiil party.

Ho opposed the proposjil of Gabinius to bestow

upon Pomppy the command of the war against the

pirates
;
and in the same year he proposed and

carried the law which gave to the equites a special

place at the public spectacles, in fourteen rows or

seats (m quattuord>.‘ci7a gmdihua sivc ordinUms),

next to the place of the senators, which was in the

orchestra. This law was very unpopular
;
and in

Cicero’s consulship (63) therc was such a riot

occasioned by the obiujxious measure, that it re-

quired all Ins eloquence to allay the agitation.

Otho, SalvXus. 1. M,, grandfather of the em-

per6i’ Otho, was descended from an ancient and
noble family of the town of Ferentinum, in Etruria.

His father tvas a Roman oques
;

his mother was
of low tirigin, perhaps even a freedwoman. Through
the iulliience of Livia AngustJi, in whose house he

bud been brought up, Otho was made a Roman
senator, and eventually obtained the praetorsbip,

but was not advanced to any higher honour. —•2.
L., son of the preceding, and father of the emperor

Otho, flood 80 high in the favour of Tiberius and
resembled this emperor so strongly in person, that

it was supposed by most that he was his son. He
WPS consul siilfectus in A. i). 33; was afterwards

]Uocoiisul ill Africa
;
and in 4*2 was sent into 11-

lyricuin, where he restored discipline among the

soldiers, who laid lately rebelled against Claudius.

At a later time be detected a conspiracy which had
been formed ag.ainst the life of C.'.laudius,— 3. L.,

surnamed Titjanus, elder son of No. 2, was con-

sul 5*2, and proconsul in Asia G3, when he had
Agricola for liis quaestor. It is related to the

honour of the latter that he was hot corrupted by
the example of his superior officer, who indulged

in every kind of rapacity. On the death of Galba
in January 69, Titianus was a second time made
consul, with his brother Otho, the emperor. On
the death of the latter, he was pardoned by Vi-

tcllius.— 4. M., Roman emperor from January
15th to April 16th. a. d. 69, was the younger son of

No. 2. He was born in the early part of 32. He
was of moderate stature, ill-made in the legs,

and had tin effeminate appearance. He was one of

the companions of Nero in liis debauchefies
; but

when the emperor took possession of his wife, the

beautiful but profligate Poppaea Sabina, Otho was
sent as governor to Lusitania, which he adminis-

tered with credit during the last 1 0 years of Nero’s

life. Otho attached himself to Oalba when he

revolted agsiinst Nero, iji the liope of being adopted

by him and succeeding to the empire. But when
Galba adopted L. Piso, on the 10th of January,

69, Otho formed a conspiracy against Galba, and

was proclaimed emperor by the soldiers at Rome,
who put GiUba to death. Meantime Vitellius had

been proclaimed emperor at Cologne by the German
troops on the 3rd of January; and hia generals

forthwith set out for Italy to place their master on

the throne. When these news reached Otho, he
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marched into the N. of Italy to oppose the generals

of Vitellius. The fortune of war was at first in

his favour. He defeated Caecina, the general of

Vitellius, in more than one engagement
;
but his

aniiy was subsequently defeated in a decisive battle

near Bcdriacum by the united forces of Caecina and
Valens, whereupon he put an end to his own life

at Brixellum in the 37th year of his age,

Othryades {'06pvddr]s). 1. A patron3Tnic given

to Paiithons or Panthus, the Trojan priest of

Apollo, as the son of Othrys.— 2. A Spartan, one
of the 300 selected to fight with an eqiuil number
of Argives for the poss-ession of Tbyrea, Othrj'ades

was the only Spartan who survived the battle, and
was left for dead, lie spoiled the dead bodies of

the cnem3', and remained at his post, while Al-
cenor and (’hronjius, tlie two survivors of the

Argive party, hastened home with the news of

victory, supposing that all their opponents had been
slain. As the victory was claimed by both sides,

a general battle ensued, in wliicli the Argives were
defeated. Otbryadi'S slew liimself on the field,

being ashamed to return to Sparta as the one sur-

vivor of her 300 champions.

Othrys ( Oflpov), n loft}-^ range of mountains in

the S. of Thessaly, which extemled from Mt. Tym-
phrestus, or the nu>st S.-ly part of Pindus, to the
E. coast and the promontory between the Paga-
saean gulf aind the N. point of Eul)oea. It shut in

the great Thessalian plain on the S.

Otiis, and his brother, Ephialtes, are better

known by their name of the AloTduc. [Aloeus.]
P. Ovidlus Naso, the lioman poet, was born at

Suluio, in the coinitry of tlie I’eligni, on the 20th
March, «. v. *13. Ho was dcbccndcd from an an-

cient equestrian family, but possessing only mode-
rate wealth. He, as well as his brother Lucius,

who was exactly a year oliler than himself, was
destined to be a pleader, and received a careful

education to qualify him for that Sailing. He
studied rhetoric under Arell ins Fuscus and Porcius

Latro, and attiiined to considerable proficiency in

the ait of declamation. Bat the bent of his genius

showed itself very early. The hours which should

have boon spent iii tl>e study of jurisprudence were
employed in cultivating his poetical talent. The
elder i^eneca, who liad heard him d claim, tells us

that his oratory resembled a solufum carmen, and
that any thing in the way of argument was irksome

to him. His father denounced his favourite pur-

suit as leading to inevitable, poverty
;
but the death

of his brother, at the early age of 20, probjibly

served in some degree to mitigate his father’s oppo-

sition, for the patrimony' which would have been

scanty for two might amply suffice fin- une. Ovid’s

education wtis con.pleted at Athens, where he made
himself thoroughly master of tlie Greek language.

Afterwards he travelled with the poet Macer, in

Asia and Sicily. It is a disputed point whether

he ever actually practised as an advocate after

his return to Rome. The picture Ovid himself

draws of his weak constitution and indolent tem-

per prevents us from thinking that he ever followed

liis profession with perseveniiice, if indeed at all.

The same causes deterred him from entering the

senate, though he had put on the latus claims when
he assumed the toga virilis, as being by birth entitled

to aspire to the senatorial dignity. ( Ttist. iv. 10. 29.)

He became, however, one of the Triumviri Capilalesf

and he was subsequently made one of the Centum-

vtn, or judges who tried testamentary and even
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criminal causes ; and in due time he was promoted

to he one of the Decemviri^ who assembled and

presided over the court of the Centumviri.— Such

is all the account that can be given of Ovid's busi-

ness life. He married twice in early life at the

desire of his parents, but he speedily divorced

each of his wives in succession. The restraint of

a wife was irksome to a man like Ovid, who was
devoted to gallantry and licentious life. His chief

mistress in the early part of his life was the one

whom he celebrates in his poems under the name
of Corinna. If we may believe the testimony of

Sidonius Apollinaris, Corinna was no less a person-

age than Julia, the accomplished, but abandoned
•laughter of Augustus. There are several passages

in Ovid’s Amoves which render the testimony of

Sidonius highly probable. Thus it appears that

liis mistress was a married tvonian, of high rank,

but profligate morals
;

all which particulars will

suit Julia. How long Ovid’s connection with Co-

rinna lasted there are no means of deciding; but it

probably ceased before his marriage with his 3rd

wife, whom he appears to have sincerely loved. We
can hardly place his 3rd marriage later than his 30th

year, since a daughter, Perilht, was the fruit of it

{Trist. iii. 7. 3), who was grown up and married

at the time of his banishment. Perilla was twice

married, and had a child by each husband. Ovid

was a grandfather before he lost his father at the

age of 00 ;
soon after whose decease his mother

also died. Till Ins 50th year Ovid continued to

reside at Rome, where he had a house near tlic

Capitol, occasionally taking a trip to his Pelignan

farm. Ho not only enjoyed the friendship of a

large circle of distinguished men, but the regard

and favour of Augustus and the imperial family.

Hut in A. D. 0 Ovid was suddenly commanded by
ail imperial edict to transport himself to Tomi, a

town on the Euxine, near the mouths of the

Danube, on* the very border of the empire. He
underwent no trial, and the solo reason for his

h.nnishinent stated in the edict was his having

published his poem on the Art of Love {Ars Ama-
toria). It was not, however, an aesiiinm, but a

releyatio

;

that is, he was not utterly cut off from

ail hope of return, nor did he lose his citizenship.

Tlie real cause of his banishment has long exer-

cised the ingenuity of .scholars. The publication

of the Ars AvuUorui was certainly a mere pretext.

The poem had been published nearly 10 years pre-

viously
;
and moreover, whenever Ovid alludes to

that, the ostensible cause, he invariably co\iplcs with

it another which lie mysteriously conceals. Accord-

ing to some writers, the real cause was his intrigue

with Julia. But this is sufficiently refuted by the

fact that Julia had been an exile since b. c. 2.

Other writers suppose that he had been guilty of

an intrigue with the younger Julia, the daughter

of the elder one
;
and the remarkable fact that the

younger Julia was banished in the same year with

Ovid leads very strongly to the inference that his

fate was in some way connected with hers. But
Ovid states himself that his fault was an involun-

tary one
;
and the great disparity of years between

the poet and the younger Julia renders it impro-

bable that there had been an intrigue between

them. He may more probably have become ac-

quainted with Julia's profligacy by accident, and
by his subsequent conduct, perhaps, for instance,

by concealing it, have given offence to Livia, or

Augustus, of both. Ovid draws an affecting pic-
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, ture of the miseries to which ho was exposed in

I

his place of exile. He complains of the inhos-
' pitat)fc soi>, of the severity of the climate, and of

the perils *to which he was exposed, when the

, barbarians plundered the surrounding country, and

j

insulted the very walls of Tomi. In the most
abject terms he supplicated Augustus to change his

place of banishment, and besought his friends to

use their influence in his behalf. In the midst of

all his misfortunes he sought some relief in the
exercise of his poetical talents. Not only did he
finish his Fasti in his exile, besides writing the
//iis, the Tristia^ Ex PonU\ &c., but he likewise

acquired the language of the Getae, in which ho
compt^sed some poems in honour of Augustus.
These he publicly recited, and they were received
with tumultuous applause by the Tomitae. With
his new fellow-citizens, indeed, he had succeeded

in rendering himself highly popular, insomuch that

they honoured him with a decree, declaring him
exempt from all public burthens. He died at

Tomi in the GOth year of his age, a. d. 18.— The
following is a list of Ovid’s works, arranged, as far

.18 possible, in chronological order : — \ . A moruni
Lihri Jl/.y the earliest of the poet’s works. Ac-
cording to the epigram prefixed, the work, as we
now possess it, is a 2nd edition, revised and
abridged, the former one having consisted of 5
hooks. 2. Epistolae Hero'idum, 21 in number.
3. Ars Amatoria^ or Dc Arte Atnandi, written

.ibout B. c. 2. At the time of Ovid’s hanishinent

this poem was ejected from the public libraries by
command of Augustus. 4. Rcmedia Amoris^ in 1

book. Nux^ the elegiac complaint of a nut-

tree respecting the ill-treatment it receives from
wayfarers, and even from its own master. 6.

Metamorphoseoyi Lihri XF. This, the greatest

of Ovid's poems in hulk and pretensions, appears

to have been written between the age of <10 and
50. It consists of such legends or fables as in-,

volved a transformation, from the Creation to tho

time of .luliiis Caesar, the last being that emperor’s

change into a star. It is thus a sort of cyclic poem
made up of distinct episodes, but connected into

one narrative thread, with much skill. 7. Fasto-

rum Lihri ATI/., of which only the first G arc

extant. This work was incomplete at the time of

Ovid’s banishment. Indeed he had perhaps done
little more than collect the materials for it

;
for

that the 4th book was written in Pontns appears

from ver. 88. The Fasti is a sort of poetical

Roman calendar, with its appropriate festivals and
mythology, and the substance was probably taken

ill a great measure from the old Homan annalists.

The work shows a good deal of learning, hut it has

been observed that Ovid makes frequent mistakes

in his astronomy, from notnnderstinding the books

from which he took it. 8. Tristium Lihri F., elegies

written during the first 4 years of Ovid's banish-

ment They are chiefly made up of descriptions

of his afflicted condition, and petitions for mercy.

The 1 0th elegy of the 4th book is valuable, as

contaiping many particulars of Ovid’s life. 9.

Epistolarum ex Fonto Lihri /F., are also in the

elegiac metre, and much the same in substance as

the Tristia, to which they were subsequent. It

must he confessed that age and misforttmc seem
to have damped Ovid's genius both in this and the

preceding work. Even the versification is more
slovenly, and some of tho lines very prosaic. 10.

a satire of between 600 and 700 elegiac
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verses, also written in exile. The poet inveighs

in it against an enemy who liad traduced him.

Though the variety of Ovid’s imprecations displays

leaniing and fancy, the piece leaves the impression

of an impotent explosion of rage. The title and
plan were borrowed from Callimachus. 11. Con-

solotio ad Livtam Augustam^ is considered by most

critics not to be genuine, though it is allowed on

alt hands to be not unworthy of Ovid’s genius.

12. The Mcdicamina Faciei and Ilalieuticon are

mere fragments, and their genuineness not alto-

gether certain. —• Of his lost works, the most cele-

>»rated was his tragedy, d/iedca, of which only two

lines remain. That Ovid possessed a great poetical

genius is unquestionable
;
which makes it the more

to be regretted that it was not always under the

control of a sound judgment. He possessed great

vigour of fancy, warmth of colouring, and facility

of composition. Ovid has himself described how
spontaneously his verses flowed ; hut the facility of

composition possessed more charms for him than

the irksome, but indispensable labour of correction

and retrenchment. Ovid was the first to depart

from that pure and correct taste which chju*ac-

teriscs the Greek poets, and their earlier Latin

imitators, llis Avritings abound with those false

thoughts and frigid conceits which we find so fre-

ciuently in the Italian poets ;
and in this respect

lie must he regarded as unantique. The beat

edition of Ovid’s complete works is by Burmann,

Amsterdam, J7’27, 4 vols. 4to.

Oxia Pains, is first mentioned distinctly by
Ammiauus Marcclliniis as the name of the of
AraJ^ which the ancients in general did not dis-

tinguish from the Caspian. When Ptolemy, how-
ever, speaks of the Oxiana Falus {h
Algi/7}) ns a small lake in the steppes of Sogdiana,

lie is perhaps following some vague account of the

separate existence of the Sea of Aral

^

and the same
remark may be applied to Pliny’s account that the

Sitmree. (inste.ad of the termination) of the river Oxus
was ill a lake of the same name.

Oxianl Od^iavol), a people of Sog-

di.nn!i, on the N. of the Oxus.
Oxii Montes (t^ or OC'^eia, vprf : prob.

Ak-Utgh)^ a range of mountains between the rivers

Oxus and Jaxartes
; the N. boundary of Sogdiana

towards Scythia.

Oxus or Oaxus (’'O^os, *'n|os : Jihoun or

Amou)^ a great river of Central Asia, rose, ac-

cording to some of the ancient geographers, on the

N.sidi* of the Paropamisus M. (//wirfoo Abo«A),and,

accordh^ to others, in the £modi M., and floAved

N. WiPforming the boundary between Sogdiana

on the N. and Ilactria and Margiana on the S.,

and then, skirting the N. of Hyrcania, i^ fell into

the Caspian. The Jihoun now flows into the

S. W. comer of the Sea of Aral; but there are

still distinct traces of a channel extending in a

S. W. direction from the Sea of Aral to the

Caspian, by which at least a portion, and probably

the whole, of the waters of the Oxus found their

way into the Caspian ; and very probably the Sea

of Aral itself was connected with the Caspfan by
this channel. The ancient geographers mention,

as important tributaries of the Oxus, the Ociius,

the Marcus, and the Bactrus, which are now
intercepted by the sands of the Desert. The
Oxus is a broad and rapid river, navigable through

a considerable portion of its course. It formed, in

ancient times, a channel of commercial intercourse
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between India and W. Asi.n, goods being brought
down it to the Caspian, and thence up the Cyrus
and across Armenia, into Asia Minor. It occupies

also an important place in history, having been in

nearly all ages the extreme boundary between the

great monarchies of S. W. Asia and the hordes
Avhich wander over the central steppes. Cyrus
and Alexander both crossed it; but the former

effected no permanent conquests on its N. side;

and the conquests of the latter in Sogdiana, though
for a time preserved under the Bactrian kings, were
always regarded as lying beyond the limits of the
civilised world, and were lost at the fall of the
Bactrian kingdom.— Herodotus does not mention
the Oxus by name, but it is supposed to be the
river Avhich he calls Araxes.

Oxybli, a Ligurian people on the coast of Gallia
Narbonensis, W. of the Alps, and between the

Flumen Argenteum (Argons) and Antipolis (A?/"-

tibes). They were neighbours of the Salluvii and
Deciates.

Oxydracae ('O^udpdKai), a warlike people of

India intra Gangem, in the J*unjab^ between the
rivers llydaspes (Jheluin) and Accsincs (Chenab),

in whose capital Alexander AA'as wounded. They
called themselves descendants of Dionysus.

Oxylus (’'O|u\os), the leader of the Ileraclidae

in their inA’asion of Peloponnesna, and subse-
quently king of Elis. [See p. 306, b.]

Oxyrhynchus (’0(vpvyxos : //ebnesebf Ru.),

a city of Middle Egypt, oif the W. bank of the

canal which runs p.arjillel to the Nile on its W.
side (IfaAr Yussuf). It Avas the capital of the

Nomos Oxyrhynchites, and the chief seat of the

worship of the fish called oxyrynchna,

Ozogardana, a city of Mesopotamia on thn
Euphrates, the people of Avhich preserved a lofty

throne or chair of .stone, which they called Tra-
jan’s judgment-scat.

P.

Fac&ris. [Hypacyris.]

Facatiana. [Phhyg ia J.

Facclus or Facclus Antiochus, a physiciair

about the beginning of the Christian era, Avho was
a pupil of Philonides of Cutana, and lived probably

at Rome. He made a large fortune by the sale of

a certain medicine of his own invention, the com-

position of which he kept a profound secret. At
his death he left his prescription as a legacy to tlio

emperor Tiberius, who, in order to give it as Avide

a circulation as possible, ordered a copy of it to bo

placed in all the public libraries.

Paches (ndxvs)^ an Athenian general in the

Peloponnesian war, took Mytilene and reduced

Lesbos, B.C. 427. On his return to Athens he

was brought to trial on some charge, and, per-

ceiving his condemnation to be certain, drcAv his

sword and stabbed himself in the presence of his

judges.

FaebyrnSres, Georgius, an importaiit Byzan-

tine writer, was bom about a.d. 1242 at Nicaea,

but spent the greater part of Ijis life at Constanti-

nople. He was a priest, and opposed the union ol

the Greek and Latin churches. Pachymeres wrote

several works, the most important of which is a

Byzantine History^ containing an account of the

emperors Michael Palaeologus and Andronicus
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Palfieclogus the elder, in 13 books. The st^le is

reiuarkably good and pure for the age. Edited by

Possinus, Rome, 16CC—1G69, 2 vols. fob, and by

Bekker, Bonn, 1835, 2 vols. Jlvo.

P .3li;^ua or Pachynum {Capo Passaro\ a pro-

montory at the S. E. extremity of Sicily, and one

of the 3 promontories which give to Sicily its trian-

ynUr figui’e, the other 2 being Pelorum and Lily^

b,u!um. By the side of Pachynus was a bay,

whicti was used as a harbour, and which is called

’vy Cicero Fortus Pachyni {Porto di Pah).
PacBus, the nimc of a family of the patrician

Furia gens, mentioned in the cr*rly history of the

republic.

PaeSrns. 1. Son of Orodes I., king of Parthia.

His history is given under Ahsacbs XIV.-—
2. King of Parthia. [Aiwacbs XXIV.]

Pactdlos {IlaicTtoXS^ : Saratuxt)^ a small but

celebrated river of Lydia, rose on the N. side of

Mt. Tmolus, and flowed N. past Sardis into the

llennus, which it joined 30 stadia below Sardis.

The golden sands of Pactolus have passed into a

proverb. Lydia was long the California of the

ancient world, its streams forming so many gold

“ washings
;
” and hence the wcal& of the Lydian

kings, and the alleged origin of gbld money in that

country. But the snppi}’- of gold was only on the

siirftice, and by the beginning of our era, it was so

far exhausted as not to repay the trouble sf col-

lecting it.

Paotyas (na/fTiJaj)^ a Lydian, who on the con-

quest of Sardis (u.c. 54C), was charged by Cynis

with the collection of the revenue of the province.

When Cyrus left Sardis on his return to Ecbatana,

Pactyas induced the Lydians to revolt against

Cyrus ;
hut when an army was sent against him he

first fled to Cyme, then to Alytilcne, and eventually

to Chios. lie was surrendered by the Chians to

the Persians.

Pactye (KafcroTj : Si. Cvorgc^ a town in the

Thracian Clicrsonesus, on the Propontis, 3(» stadia

from Ciirdia, to wliich Alcibiades retired when he

was banished by the Athenians, b. c. 407.

Pactyica (naKToi'/c/;), the country of the Pac-

tyes (nd/CTuey), in the N.W. of India, W. of the

Indus, and in tlie 13th satrapy of the Persian

Empire, is most probably the N.E. part of Af-
ghanistan^ about Jcllalahad.

M, Paouvlus, one of the early Roman trage-

dians, was born about b. c. 220, at Brundisiura,

and is said to have been the sun of the sister of

Ennius. Pacuvius appears to have been brought

up at Brundisiuni, but he afterwards repaired to

Rome. Here he devoted himself to painting and

poetry, and obtained so much distinction in the

former art, that a p.iinting of his in the temple of

Hercules, in the forum boarium, was regarded

as only inferior to the celebrated painting of Fabius

Pictor. After living many years at Rome, for ho

was still there in his 80th year, he returned to

Brundisium, on account of the failure of his health,

and died in his native town, in the 00th year of

his age, B. c. 130. We have no further particulars

of his life, sa^e that his talents gained him the

friendship of Laelius, and tliat he lived on the

most intimate terms with his younger rival Accius.

Pticuvius was universally allowed by the ancient

AVTiters to have been one of the greatest of the

Latin tragic poets. (Hor. Ep. ii. 1. 56.) He is

especially praised for the loftiness of his thought^

the vigour of his language, and the extent of his
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knowledge. Hence we find the epithet doctus

frequently applied to him. He was also a favourite

with the peofile, with whom his verses continued

to be esteemed in the time of Julius Caesar. His
tragedies were taken from the great Greek writers

;

but he did not confine himself, like his predecessors,

to a mere translation of the latter, but worked up
his materials with more freedom and independent

judgment. Some of the plays of Pacuvius were
not based upon the Greek tragedies, but belonged

to the class called Praeteatatae^ in which the sub-

jects were taken from Roman story. One of these

was entitled Paulus, which had us its hero L. Ae-
milius PauluB, the conqueror of Perseus, king of

Macedonia. The fragments of Pacuvius are pub-
lished by Bothe, PoUL Lai. Scenic. Fragm. Lips.

1834.

P&dns (Po), the chief river of Italy, Avliose

name is said to have been of Celtic origin, and to

have been given it on account of the pine trees (in

Celtic padi) which grew on its banks. In the

Ligurian language it was called Bodencus or Bo~
dinetts. Almost all later writers identified the

Padus with the fabulous Eridaims, from which
amber was obtained

;
and hence the Roman poets

frequently give the name of Eridaniis to tlic Padus.

The reason of this identification apf>ears to have

been, that the Phoenician vessels received at the

mouths of the Padus the amber which had been
transported by land from the coasts of the Baltic to

those of the Adriatic. The P.'ulus rises from 2
springs on the E. side of Mt. Vesnla {Monte Viso)

in the Alps, and flows with a general E.-ly direction

through the great plain of Cisalpine Gaul, which
it divides into 2 parts, Gallia Cispad.'ina and Gallia

Transpadana. It receives numerous aftluents, which
drain the whole of this vast plain, descending from

the Alps on the N. and the Apennines on the S.

Those affluents, increased in the summer by the

melting of the snow on the mountains, fri'qucntly

bring down such a large body of water as to cause

the Padus to overflow its hanks. The whole course

of the river, including its windings, is about 450
miles. About 20 miles from the sea the river

divides itself intoF’2 main branches, of which the N.
one was called l*adoa {Maestra^ Po (!r<indt\ or

Po delle Fomaci) and the S. one Olana {Po
d'Ariano)

;
and each of these now falls iiito the

Adriatic by several mouths. The ancient writers

enumerate 7 of these mouths, some of which were

canals. They lay between Ravenna and Altinum,

and bore the following names, according Pliny,

beginning Avith the S. and ending with the^. 1.

Padusa,also called Augusta Fossa, was a ciAl dug
by Augustus, wliich connected Ravenna with thePo.

2. Yatrenus, also called Erid.anum Ostium or Spine-

ticum Ostium {Po di Primaro)^ from the town of

Spina at its mouth. 3. Ostium Caprasiae {Porto

Interito di bdl* Ochio), 4. Ostium Sagis (/Wto
Magnavacca), 5. ()lane or Volanes, the S. main
branch of the river, mentioned above. 6. Padoa,

the N. main branch, subdmded into several small

branches called Ostia Carbonaria. 7. Fossae Phi-

listinac, connecting the river, by means of the Tar-

tarus, with the Atheiis.

FadQsa. [Padus.]
Paean (Haidy, TlaAtwv or IlaK^i'), that is, “ the

healing,*' is accoi^ing to Homer the designation of

the physician of the Olympian gods, who heals, for

example, the wounded Ares and Hades. After

the time of Homer and Hesiod, the word Paeon
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became a surname of Aesculapius, the pod who had

the power of healing. The name was, however,

used also in the more general sense of deliverer

from any evil or calamity, and was thus applied to

Apollo and Thanatos, or Death, who are conceived

as delivering men from the pains mid sorrows of

life. Witli regard to Apollo and Thanato.s, how-

ever, the name may at the same time contain

an allusion to vaUuf, to strike, since both are

also regarded as destroyers. From Apollo himself

the name Paean was transferred to the song

dedicated to him, that is, to hymns chaunted to

Apollo for the purpose of averting an evil, and to

warlike songs, which were sung before or during a

battle.

Paeania (Tlaiavla: Uaiavievs), a demus in

Attica., on the E. slope of Mt. Hyinettns, belong-

ing to the tribe Pandionis. It was the demus of

the orator Demosthenes.

Paemani, a people of German origin in Gallia

Belgica.

Faednes (nawi/es), a powerful Thracian people,

who in early limes were spread over a great part of

Macedonia and Thrace. According to a legend

preserved by Herodotus, they were of Teucrian

origin
;
and it is not impossible that they were a

branch of the great Phrygian people, a portion of

whioli seems to have settled in Europe. In Homer
the Paeonians appear as allies of the Trojans, and

are n'presented as liaving come from the liver

Axius. In historical times they inhabited the

whole of the N. of Macedonia, from the frontiers

of Illyria to stime little distance E. of the river

Stryniou. Their country was called FacSnla
(Ilttiovta). The Paeonians wore divided into se-

veral tribes, independent of each other, mid go-

\erned by their ovvii chiefs; though at a later

period tliey appear to have owned the authority of

one king. The Paconian tribes on the lower

course of the Sirymon were subdued by the Per-

sians, B.c. .51.‘J, and many of them were trans-

planted to Phrvgia
;
hut the tribes in the N. of

the country m.-iintained their independence. 'I'hey

were long trutiblcsome neighbours to the Mace-
donian monairlis, whose territories they frequently

invaded and plundered
; but they were eventually

subdued by IMiilip, the father of Alexander the

Great, who alluwcd them nevertheless to retain

their own monarclis. They continued to be governed

by their owui kings till a much later period
; and

these kings were often virtually independent of the

Macedonian monarchy. Thus we read of their

king Audoleon, whose daughter Pyrrhus m.arried.

Aftefl|ie conquest of Macedonia by the Romans,
IbC, the part of Paeonia E. of the Axius formed

the ‘2nd, and the part of Paeonia W. of the Axius
formed the 3rd, of the 4 districts into thich Ma-
cedonia was divided by the Romans.

Faednius (Uatwvm). 1. Of Ephesus, an archi-

tect, probably lived between b. c. 420 and 300.

In conjunction with Demetrius, he finally com-

pleted the great temple of Artemis, at Ephesus,

which Chersiphron had begun
; and, with Daphnis

the Milesian, he began to build at Miletus a tem-

ple of Apollo, of the Ionic order. The latter was

the famous IHdymaewn^ or temple of Apollo Didy-

mus, the ruins of which are still to be seen near

Miletus. The former temple, in which the Bran-

chidae had an oracle of Apollo, was burnt at the

capture of Miletus by the army of Darius, 498.

The new temple, which was on a scale only in-
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ferior to that of Arti inis, was never finished. 2,

Of Mende, in Tlinice, a statuary and sculptor,

flourished about 43.5.

Faeoplae (IlcmiirAai), a Paeonian people on the

lower course of tho Strymon and the Angites, wJio

were subdued by the Persians, and transplanted to

Phrygia by order of Darius, u. c. v513. T’vey le-

tunied to their native country with the help of

Aristagoras, 500 ;
and w'e find them settled N. of

Mt. Pangaeiis in the expedition of Xerxes, 480.

Faeris&des or Farisades {UatpKrd^Tjs or Ilapt-

a-dSrjs), the name of 2 kings of Bospoms. 1. i^n
of Lcucon, succeeded his brother Spartacus a. c.

349, and reigned 38 years. He continued the

same friendly relations with the Athenians which
were begun by his father Leucoii.— 2. The hist

monarch of the first dynasty that ruled in Bos-
porus. The pressure of tho Scythian tribes induced
Paerisades to cede his sovereignty to Mithridates
the Great. The date of this event cannot bo
placed earlier thim 112, nor later than 88.

Faestanus Sinus. [Pabstum.]
Faestiim (Paestanus), called Fosldonla (IIo-

(TeiSuyia : IToceiSaa'icfTT;;) originally, was a city

ill Lucania, situated between 4 and 5 miles S. E.

of the mouth of the Silarus, and near the bay
which derived its name from the town (IJoaetSw-

vidrijs kJAttov, Paestanus Sinus : O. of Stdemo).
Its origin is uncertain, but it was probably in ex-

istence before it was colonized by the Sybarites

about B. c, 524. It soon became a powerful mid
flourishing city

;
but after its capture by tho

Lucanians (between 431! and 424), it gradually

lost the characteristics of a Greek city, and its in-

habitants at length ceased to speak the Greek laii-

giungc. Its ancient name of Posidonia was pro-

bably changed into that of Pacstum at this time.

Under the supremacy of the Romans, who founded

a Latin colony at Puestum about b. c. 274, the

town gradually sank in importance^ and in tho

time of Augustus it is only mentioned on account

of the beautiful roses grown in its neighbourhood.

The ruins of Paestum arc striking and magnifi-

cent. They consist of the remains of walls, of an
amphitheatre, of 2 line temples, and of another

building. The 2 temples are in the Doric style,

and are some of the most remarkable ruins of an-

tiquity.

Faesus (riaurdy), a town in tho Trend, men-
tioned by Homer, but dp.stroyed before the time

of Strabo, its population having been transplanted

to Lampsacus. Its site was on a river of the same
name {Bdram-Dcra) between Lampsacus and Pa-

rium.

Faetlnus, the name of a family of the Fulvia

Gens, which was eventually superseded by the

name of Nobilior. fNofiiLiou.j

Faetui, a cognomen in many Roman gentes,

signified a person who had a slight cast in the eye.

FaetuB, AelluB. 1. F., probably tho eon of Q.
AcHus Paetus, a pontifex, who fell in the battle of

Cannae. He was plebeian aedilc b. c. 204
;
praetor

203; magister equitum 202; and consul 201. In

his consulship he fought a battle with the Boii. and
made a treaty with the Ingauni Ligures. In 199,

he was censor with P. Scipio Africanus. He after-

wards became an augur, and died 174, during a
pestilence at Rome. He ii mentioned as one of

the Roman jurists.— 2. Sex., brother of the last,

curule aedile 200; consul 198; and censor 193
with Cn. Cethegus. He was a juriat of eminence,
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and a prudent man, whence he got the cognomen

CatuB. lie is described in a line of Ennius as

“ Egregie cordatus homo Catus Aelius Sextus.”

He is enumerated among the old jurists who col-

lected or arranged the matter of law, which he did

in a work entitled Tripartita or Jus AcUanum.
This was a work on the Twelve Tables, which

contained the original text, an interpretation, and

the Legis actio subjoined. It was probably the

first commentary written on the Twelve Tables. —
3. Q., son of No. 1., was elected augur 174, in

place of his father, and was consul 167, when he

laid waste the territory of the Ligurians.

Paetus, P. AutronluB, was elected consul for

B.C. Gh with P. Cornelius Sulla; but he and Sulla

were accused of bribery by L. Aurelius Cotta and

L. Manlius Torquatus, and condemned. Their

election was accordingly declared void : and their

accusers were chosen consuls in their stead. En-
raged at his disappointment Paetus conspired with

Catiline to murder the consuls Cotta and Tor-

quatus ; and this design is said to have been

finistrated solely by the impatience of Catiline,

who gave the signal prematurely before the whole

of the conspirators had assembled. [Catilina.]

Paetus afterwards took an active part in the Cati-

linarian conspiracy, which broke out in Cicero’s

consulship, 63. After the suppression of the con-

spiracy Paetus was brought to trial for the share

he had had in it ; ho was condemned, and went

into exile to Epirus, where he w'as living when
Cicero himself went into banishment in 58. Cicero

was then much alarmed lest Paetus should make
an attempt upon his life.

Paetus, C. Caesenulus, sometimes called Cae-

sonlas, consul a. d. 61, was sent by Nero in 63

to the assistance of Domitius Corbulo in Armenia.

Ifo was defeated by Vologeses, king of Parthia,

and purchased peace of the Pfirthians on the most

disgraceful tqnns. After the accession of Ves-

pasian, he was appointed governor of Syria, and

deprived Antioclius IV., king of Comraagene, of

his kingdom.

Paetus Thrasea. [Tiiraska.]

Pagae or Fegae (na7af, Att. Tlvyai : nayaZos:

l*sat}t(>\ a town in Megnris, a colony from Megara,

was situated at the E. extremity of the Alcyonian

sen, and was the most important town in the

country after Megara. It possessed a good harbour.

Fag&sae, called by the Romans P&g&sa -ae

(na7a<ral : Volo\ a town of Thessaly, on the

coast of Magnesia, and on the 'bay called after it

Sinus Fagasaeus or Fagasicus (na7a(njTtKbs
koAitos: G. of Vola). It was the port of lolcos,

and afterwards of Pherae, and is celehrat^ in

mythology as the place where Jason built the

ship Argo. Hence some of the ancients derived

its name from iHiyvvfn; but others connected

the name with the foitntains (ini7a0 in the neigh-

bourhood, — The adjective Payasaeus is applied

to Jason on account of his building the ship Argo,
and

,
to Apollo because he had a sanctuary at

pHgasae. The adjective is also used in the general

sense of ThcssJiIian : thus Alcestis, the wife of

Admetus, is called by Ovid Pagasaea oonjux.

Pagrae (nd7pai; Pagras., Bagrus, Bargas\ a

city of Syria, on the B. side of Mt. Amanus,at the
foot of the pass called by Ptolemy the Syrian

Gates, on the road between Antioch and Alex-

andria : the scene of the battle between Alexander
Baku and Demetrius Nicator, b. c. 145.

PALAESTE.
PagUB (n({7os),a remarkable conical hill, about

600—600 feet high, a little N. of Smyrna in

Ionia. It was crowned with a shrine of Nemesis,
and had a celebrated spring.

Falaemon (noXat/uuv). 1. Son of Athamas
and Ino, was originally called Mclicertes. Wlicn
his mother, who was driven mad by Hera, had
thrown herself, with her hoy, into the sea, both

were changed into marine divinities, Ino becoming
Leucothea, and Mclicertes Palaemon. [For details

see Athamas.] According to some, Mclicertes

after his apotheosis was called Glaucus, wluTeas,

according to another version, Glaucus is Stiid to

have leaped into the sea from his love of Mcli-

certes. The body of Mclicertes, according to the

common tradition, was washed by the w’uvcs, or

carried by dolphins into the port Schoenus on the

Corinthian isthmus, or to that spot on the co.-ist

where the altar of Palaemon subsequently .stood.

There the body was found by his uncle Sisyphus,

who ordered it to be carried to Corinth, and ou
the command of the Nereides he instituted the

Isthmian games and sacrifices of black hulls in

honour of the deified Palaemon. In the island of

Tenedos, it is said that children were sacrifitod to

him, and the whole worship seems to have had
something gloomy about it. The Homans identified

Palaemon with their own god Portunus, or Por-

tumnus. [Portunus.]— 2. Q. Bemmius Fa-
laemon, a grammarian in the reigns of Tiberius,

Caligula, and Claudius. He was a native of Vi-
centia (Ftecwza), in the north of Italy, and was
originally a slave

;
hut having been manumitted,

he opened a school at Rome, where he became the

most celebrated grammarian of his time, though

his moral character was infamous. He is twice

mentioned by Juvenal (vi. 451, vii. 251). Jlc

was the master of Quintilian.

Falaeop6lis. [Neapolis.]
PalaephatUB (na\of</)aTos). 1. Of Athens, a

mythical epic poet of the niitc-Homeric period.

The time at which he lived is uncertjun, hut he
appears to have been usually placed alter Phe-
monoe [Phkmonoe], though some waiters assigned

him even an earlier date.— 2. Of Paros, or Prieue,

lived in the time of Artaxerxes. Suidas attributes

to him the Avork “ On Incredible Tales,” spoken

of below.— 3. Of Abydus, an historian, lived in

the time of Alexander the Great, and is shited to

have been loved by the philosopher Aristotle.—
4. An Egyptian or Athenian, and a grammarian.

His most celebrated work was entitled Truica

(TpwVxd), which is frequently referred to^ the

ancient grammarians.— There is extant flj^Aall

work in 51 sections, entitled na\ai<paTos vepi

inioTuy, or “ On Incredible Tales,” giving a
brief accoihit of some of the most celebrated Greek
legends. It is an abstract of a much larger work,

which is lost. It was to the original w’ork to

which Virgil refers (CVm, 08) ;
” Docta Palae-

phatia testatur voce papyrus.” It is doubtful who
was the author of this w'ork

; hut ns he adopts the

rationalistic interpretation of the myths, he nuist

be looked upon as a disciple of Evemenis [Eve-
MBRUs], and may thus have been an Alexandrine

Greek, and the same person as No. 4. The best

edition is by Westermann, in the Mgthographij

Brunswick, 1843.

FalaeruB (IlaAaipdx: IlaXatpcus), a town ou

the coast of Acarnania near Leucas.

PalaeBte {Palasa), a town of Epirus, on the
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coast of Chaonia, and a little S. of the Acroccrau-
|

nian mountains: here Caesar landed his forces

-ivhen he crossed over to Greece to carry on the

war against Pompey.
Falaestina {TlaXatffrlirn, 7)JlaKai<rTlv7i ZSupiTi:

llaXai<rrtv6Sy PalaestinuSf and rarely Palaestinensis

:

Palestine^ or ike Holy Land)^ is the Greek and

Roman form of the Hebrew word which was used

to denote the country of the Philistines, and which

was extended to the whole country. In the Scrip-

tures it is called Canaan, from Canaan, the son of

Ham, whose descendants were its first inhabitants ;

the Land of Israel, the Land of Promise, the

Land of Jehovah, and the Holy Land. The
Homans usually called it Judaea, extending to the

whole country the name of its S. part. It was

regarded by the Greeks and Romans as a part of

Syria. Its extent is pretty well defined by natural

boundaries
;

namely, the Mediterranean on the

W. ; the mountains of Jjebanon on the N.
;

the

Jordan and its lakes on the E., in the original

extent of the country as defined in the O. T.,

but in the wider and usual extent of the coun-

try, the Arabian Desert was its boundary on

the E.
;
and on the S. and S.W. the deserts

which stretch N. of the head of the Red Sea

as far as the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean

:

here it was separated from Egypt by the small

stream called in Scripture the* River of Egypt

(prob. the brook El-Arish\ which fell into the

Mediterranean at Hhinocolura {El-Arish)^ the

frontier town of Egypt. The S. boundary of the

territory E. of Jordan was the river Arnoii ( Wddy-
ciMojih). The extent ot country within these

limits was about 11,000 square miles. The poli-

tical boundaries varied at different periods. By
the covenant of God with Abraham (Gen. xv. 10),

tlio whole land was given to his descendants, from
ihe. river of Egypt to the Euphrates

;

but the Is-

raelites never had the faith or courage to take’

permanent possession of this their lot
;
the nearest

approach made to the realisation of the promise

Wiis in the reigns of David and Solomon, when the

conquests of the former embraced a large part of

Syria, and the latter built Tadm«r (aft. Palmyra)

in the Syrian Desert
;
and, for a time, the Eu-

phrates seems to have been the border of the king-

dom on the N.E. (See 2 Sam. viii. 3, 1 Chron.

xviii. 3). On the W. again, the Israelites never had

full possession of the Mediterranean coast, a strip of

which, N. of Mt.Cannel, was always retained by the

Phoenicians [PhoknicbJ ; and another portion in

the S. W. was held*by the Philistines, who were in-

dependent, except during brief intervals. On the S.

and E. again, portions of the land were frequently

subjugated by the neighbouring peoples of Ama-
lok, Edom, Midian, Moab, Ammon, &c.* On the

N., except during the reigns of David and Solomon,

Palestine ceased at the S. entrance of the valley of

Coelesyria, and at M. llermon in Antilibanus.—

>

In the physical formation of Palestine, the most
remarkable feature is the depression which forms

by the valley of the Jordan and its lakes [Jor-

DANBsJ, between which and the Mediteoninean

the country is intersected by mountains, chiefly

connected with the Lebanon system, and running

N. and S. Between these ranges, and between

the central range and the W. coast, are some

comparatively extensive plains, such as those’ of

Esdraelon and Sharon, and several smaller valleys ;

in the S. of the country the mountains gradually

subside into the rocky deserts of Arabia PetrxM.
The valleys and slopes of the hills are extremely
fertile, and were much more so in ancient times,

when the soil on the mountain sides was preserved

by terraces which are now destroyed through neglect

or wantonness. This division of the country has
only a few small rivers (besides mountain streams),

which fall into the Mediterranean : the chief of

them are the Belus, just S. of Ptolemais (Acre),

tho Kishon, flowing from M. Tabor, through the
plain of Esdraelon, and falling into the Bay oj

Acre N. of M. Carmel, the Chorseus, N. of Caesarea,
the Kanah, W. of Sebaste (Samaria), the Jarkon,
N. of Joppa, the Eshcol, near Askelon, and the
Besor, near Gaza. On the £. of the Jordan, the
land rises towards the rocky desert of the Hauran
(the ancient Auranitis), and the hills bordering the
Syrian Desert, its lower .portion, near the river,

forming rich pastures, watered by tho E. tribu-

taries of the Jordan, the chief of which are the
Hieromax, the Jabbok, and the Amon, tho last

flowing into the Dead Sea.—The earliest inhabitants

of Palestine were the several tribes of Canaanites.
It is unnecessary to recount in derail those events

with which we arc familiar through the sacred his-

tory : the divine call of Abraham from Mesopotamia
to live as a stranger in the land which God promised
to his descendants, and the story of his and his

son's and his grandson's residence in it, till Israel

and his family removed to Egypt : their return

and conquest of the land of Canaan and of the
portion of territory E. of the Jordan, and tho parti-

tion of the whole among the 12 tribes : the contests

with the surrounding nations, and the government
by Judges, till the establishment of the monarchy
under Saul : the conquests of David, the splendid

reign of Solomon, and the division of the king-

dom under Rehoboam into the kingdom of Israel,

including 2-3rd8 of tho country W. of Jordan, and
all E. of it, and the kingdom of Jud§h, including

the S. portion which was left, between tho Medi-
terranean on the W. and the Dead Sea and a small

extent of Jordan on the E. : mid the histories of
these 2 monarchies down to their overthrow by
the AssyriauB and Babylonians respectively. The
former of these conquests made an important
change in the populaiion of Palestine, by the

removal of the greater part of the inhabitants of

the kingdom of Israel, and the settlement in their

place of heathen peoples from other parts of the

Assyrian empire, thus restricting tho country occu-

pied by the genuine Israelites within the limits of

the kingdom of Judah. Hence tho names of Judaea
and Jews applied to the coimtry and the people in

their i|^bsequcnt history. Between these last and
the mixed people of N. Palestine a deadly enmity
arose ;

the natural dislike of tho pure race of Israel

to heathen foreigners being aggravated by the

wrongs they suffered from them, especially at their

return from the Babylonish captivity, and still

more by the act of religions usurpation of which

the remnant of the N. Israelites were guilty at a
later period, in setting up a temple for themselves

on M. Gerizim [Samaria]. The date assigned

to the Assyrian conquest of the kingdom of Israel

is B. c. 721. The remainder of the history of the

kingdom of Judah (passing over 'its reli^ous his-

tory, which is most important during this period)

consists of alternate contests with, and submissions

to, the kings of Assyria, Egypt, and Babylon, till

the conquest of the country by Nebuchadnezzar
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and the removal of a part of its people to Baby-

lonia, in 598, and the destruction of Jerusalem

and the temple, after the rebellion of Zedekiah, in

588, when a still larger portion of the people were

carried captive to Babylon, while others escaped to

Egypt. In 584, during the siege of Tyre, Ne-
buchadnezzar sent a further portion of the Jews

into captivity
;
but there was still a considerable

remnant left in the land, and (what is very im-

port'int) foreign settlers were not introduced ; so

that, when Cynis, after overthrowing the Baby-
lonian empire, issued his edict for the return of the

Jews to their o^vn land (b. c. 536), there was no
groat obstacle to their quiet settlement in it. They
experienced some trouble from the jealousy and

attacks of the Samaritans, and the changeful dis-

positions of the Persian court
;
but at length, by

the efforts of Zerubbabel and Joshua, and the

preaching of Haggai and Zechariah, the new
temple was hnished.and dedicated, in 516, and .Te-

rusalem was rebuilt. Fresh bands of Jewish exiles

returned under Ezra, 458, and Nehemiah, 445 ;

and, between this time and that of the Maccdonuin
conquest, Judaea was repeopled by the Jews, and
through the tolerance of the Persian kings, it was
governed virtually by the high-priests. In B.c.

332, after Alexander had taken 'fyre and Oaza,

he visited Jerusalem, and received the quiet sub-

mission of the Jews, paying the most marked
respect to their religion. Under the successors of

Alexander, Palestine belonged alternately to Egypt
and Syria, the contests between whose kings for

its possession are too complicated to recount here ;

but its internal government seems to have been

pretty much in the hands of the high-priests, until

the tyranny of Antiochus Epiphanes provoked the

successful revolt under the Maccabees, or Asmo-
naeans, whose history is given under Maccabari,
and the history of the Idumaean dyncasty, who
succeeded them, is given under Antipateu, He-
rod ks, and Archelaos. The later Asmonaean
princes had regained the whole of Palestine, in-

cluding the districts of Judaea, Samaria, and

Galilee (besides Idumaea), W. of the Jordan, and
the several districts of Peraea, Batanea, Oaiilonitis,

Ituraea, and Trachonitis or Auranitis, E. of it
; and

this was the extent of Herod’s kingdom. But,

from D. c. 63, when Pompey took Jerusalem, the

country was really subject to the Romans. At
the death of Herod, his kingdom was divided

between his sons as tetrarchs, under the sanction of

Augustus, Archelaiis receiving Judaea, Samaria,

and Idumaea, Herod Antipas Galilee and Peraea,

and Philip Batanaea, Gaulonitis, and Trachonitis
;

all stiinding to the Roman empire in a relation of

virtual subjection, which successive events converted

into an integral union. First, A.D. 7, Archclnus was
deposed byAugustus, and Judaea was placed under a
Roman procurator : next, about 31, Philip died, and

his government was united to the province of Syria,

and was in 37 again conferred on Herod Agrippa

I., with the title of king, and with the addition of

Abilene, the district round Damascus. In 39,

Herod Antipitt was banished to Gaul, and his

tctrarchy was added to the kingdom of Herod
Agrippa

;
and 2 years later he received from

Claudius the government of Judaea and Samaria,

and thus Palestine was reunited under a nominal

king. On his death, in 44, Palestine again be-

came a part of the Roman province of Syria

under the name of Judaea, wMch was governed

PALES.

by a procurator. The Jews were, however, most
turbulent subjects of the Roman empire, and at

last they broke out into a general rebellion, which,

after a most sanguinary war, was crushed by Ves-.

pasian and Titus
;
and the latter took and destroyed

Jerusalem in a. d. 70. Under Constantine, Pales-

tine was divided afresh into the three provinces

of P. Prima in the centre, P. Secunda in the N.,

and P. Tertia, the S. of Judaea, with Idumaea.

Pal&medSs (nakaM^Srjs). 1. Son of Nauplius

and Clymene. He joined the Greeks in their

expedition against Troy
;
but Agamemnon, Dio-

medes, and Ulysses, envious of his fume, caused

a captive Phrygian to write to Palamedes a letter

in the name of Priam, and bribed a servant

of Palamedes to conceal the letter under his

master’s bed. They then accused Palamedes of

treachery ; upon searching his tent they found

the letter which they themselves had dictated ;

and thereupon they caused him to he stoned to

death. When Palamedes was led to death, he
exclaimed, “Truth, I lament thee, for thou hast

died even before me.” According to some tra-

ditions, it was Ulysses alone who hated and
persecuted Palamedes. The cause of this liatrcd

is also stated differently. According to some,

Ulysses hated him because he had been compelled

by him to join the Greeks against Troy
;
according

to others, because he had been severely censured

by Palamedes for returning with empty hands
from a foraging excursion into Thrace. The
manner in which Palamedes perished is likewise

related differently. Some say that Ulysses and
Diomodes induced him to descend into a well,

where they j)retended they had discovered a trea-

sure, and when he was below they cast stones

upon him, and killed him
;
others state that he

was drowned by them whilst fjshing
;
and others

that he was killed by Paris with atj arrow. The
place where he Avas killed is either Colonae in

TrotOs, or in Tenodos, or at Geracstns. The story

of Palamedes, which is not mentioned by Homer,
seems to have been first related in the Cypria, and
was afterwards developed by the tragic poets,

especially by Euripides, and lastly by the sophists,

who liked to look upon Palamedes .as their pattern.

The tragjc poets and sophists describe him as a

sage among the Greeks, and as a poet
;
and he is

said to have invented light-houses, measures, scales,

the discus, dice, the alphabet, and the art of regu-

lating sentinels.— 2. A Greek gr.ammari.an, was a

contemporary of Athenacus, who introduces him
as one of the speakers in his Avork.

PlUatXnos Mons. [Roma.]
Falfttlmn. [Roma.]
Pale (nd\7i : naAvis, Ion. Att. IlaAijr,

in Polyb. naAaJcTy ; nr. Awart, Ru.), one of tlie

4 cities of Cephallea'a, situated on a height op'

posite Zacynthus.

P&les, a Roman divinity of flocks and shop

herds, is described by some as a male, and by
others as a female divinity. Hence some modem
writers have inferred that Pales was a combination

of both" sexes
; but such a monstrosity is altogether

foreign to the religion of the Romans. Some of

the rites performed at the festival of Pales, Avhich

was celebrated on the 2l8t of April, the birth-day

of the city of Rome, would seem to indicate, that

the diA-inity was a female
;
hut besides the express

statements to the contrary, there are also other

reasons for believing that Pales was a male divi^
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nity. The nanffe seems to be connected with

Palatinus, the centre of all the earliest legends of

Rome, and the god himself was with the Romans
the embodiment of the same idea as Pan among

the Greeks. Respecting the festival of the Palilia

see Diet, of Antiq. s. v.

PalicamiB, Lollins. [Lollius.]

Falicl (TIoAiKoi), were Sicilian gods, twin sons

of Zens and the nymph Thalia, the daughter of

Hephaestus. Sometimes they are called sons of

Hephaestus by Aetna, the daughter of Oceaniis.

Thalia, from fear of Hera, prayed to be swallowed

tip the earth
;
her prayer was granted ;

but in

due time she sent forth from the eartli twin boys,

who, according to the absurd etymology of the

ancients, were called IlaAncol, from too irdAio

liifaOai. They were worshipped in the neigh-

bmirhood of Mt. Aetna, near Palice; and in the

earliest times human sacrifices were offered to

them. Their sanctuary was an asylum for run-

away slaves, and near it there gushed forth from

tin* earth two sulphureous fountains, called Deilloi,

or hrothers of the Palici ; at which solemn oaths

iv*^rc taken. The oaths were written on tablets,

and thrown into one of the fountains ; if the tablet

swam on the water, the oath was considered to be

true, but if it sank down, the oath was regarded

as a perjury, ami was believed to be punished in-

stantaneously by blindness or death.

Palintlnim \c. Palinum)., a Jiroinontory on the

\V. coast of Lucania, which was said to have de-

rived its name from Palinurus, tlie son of Jasus,

and pilot of the ship of Aeneas, who fell into the

sea, and was murdered on the coast by the natives.

Pallac5pa8 (TlaWafccfjrar), a canal in Baby-
•onifi, cut from the Kuphrates, at a point HOO stadia

1 1)0 goog. miles) S. of Babylon, W.-ward to tbe

I 'liie of the Arabian Desert, where it lost itself in

marshes.

Falld.das (IlaAXdSaj), the author of a lai^gc

number of epigrams in the Greek Anthology, was
.1 pnijaii and an Alexandrian grammarian. He
lived at the beginning of the 5th century of the

(Tiristian era, for in one of his epigrams he speaks

of Ilyyiatia, the dausfhter of Thccii, as still alive.

Hypatia was murdered in a. d. 415.

Fall&dfum (naXAdSifiv), properly any image of

Pallas Athena (Minerva), but generally applied to

an ancient image of this goddess, which was kept

hidd n and secret, and was revered as a pledge of the

safety of the town, where it existed. Among these

ancient images of Pallas none is more celebrated than

tliH Trojan Palladinin, concerning which there was
the following tradition. Athena was brought up
by Triton ; and when his daughter, Pallas, and
Athena were onct" wrestling together for ^he sake

of exercise, Zeus interfered in the stniegle, and
sudoenly held the aegis before the face of Pallas.

Pallas, while looking up to Zeus, was wounded hy
Athena, and died. Athena in her sorrow caused

an image of the maiden to be made, round which
she hung the aegis. When Hlecirn had come as

a suppliant to the Palladium, Zeus hurled it down
from heaven upon the earth, because it had* been

sullied by the hands of one, who was no longer a

pure maiden. The image fell upon the earth at

Troy, when Hus was just beginning to bnild the

city. Hus erected a sanctuary' to it. According

to some, the image was dedicated by' Electra, and

according to others it was given by Zeus to Dar-

danus. The image itself is said to have been 3
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cubits in height, with its legs close together, and
holding in its right hand a spear, and in the left a

spindle and a distaff. This Palladium remained

at Troy until Ulysses and Diotnedes contrived to

carry it away', because the city could not be taken

so long os it was in the possession of that sacred trea-

sure. According to some accounts Troy contained

two Palladia, one of which was caixied off by
Ulysses and Dioinedes, while the other was con-

veyed by Aeneas to Italy', or the one taken by
the Greeks was a mere imitation, while that which
Aeneas brought to Italy was the genuine image.

But this twofold Palladium was probably a mere
invention to account for its existence in more than

one place. Several towns both in Greece and Italy

claimed the honour of possessing the genuine

Trojan Palladium
;

as for example, Argos and
Athens, where it was believed that Demophon
took it from Diomedes on his return from Troy.

[Demophon.] This Palladium at Athens, how-
ever, was different from another image of Pallas

there, which was also called Palladium, and stood

on the acropolis. In Italy the cities of Rome,
Lavinium, Luceria, and Siris likewise pretended
to possess the Trojan Palladium.

Palladlns (no\Ad5»or).— 1. Of Methone, a
sophist or rhotgrician, who lived in the reign of

Constantine the Great.—2. Bishop of Helenopolis,

in Bitliymia, to which he was raised a. d. 40U.

He was ordained by Chrysostom
;
and on the

banishment of the latter, Palladius was accused of

holding tho opinions of Oric[en, and, fearful of the

violence of his enemies, he fled to Rome, 405.

Shortly' afterwards he ventured to return to the

East, imt was arrested and banished to the extre-

mity of Upper Egypt. Ho was afterwards re-

stored to his bishopric of Helenopolis, from which
he was translated to that of Aspona or Aspuna in

Galatia, perhaps about 4 19 or 4*20. Three works
in Greek have come down to us undJt the name
of Palladius ; but there has been considerable

dispute, whether they were written by one indi-

vidual or more:— (1.) Ilistoria Lausiaca.^ “

Lausiac so called from its being dedi-

cated to Lausus, a chamberlain at the imperial

court. This work contains internal proofs of

having been written by the bishop of Helenopolis.

It gives biographical notices or characteristic anec-

dotes of a number of ascetics, with whom Palladius

was personally acquainted, or concerning whom he

received information from those who bad known
them personally- Edited by Meursius, Lngd. Bat.

1616. (2.) 77tt? /-(/e o/ rV<»^sosto/M, was probably

written by a difl’erent person from the bishop of

Helenopolis. Edited by Bigotius, Paris, 1660.

(A) />e Gentihus Iniiiae et Brarjmanibus (^Brah-

mans). The authorship of this work is uncertain.

It appears that the writer himself had visited

India, Edited by Camerarius in Liber Gnomo-
loyieus, 8vo. Lips, without date

;
and by' Bissacus,

London, 1665.-3. Sumamed Iatro.sophista^ a
Greek medical writer, of whose life nothing is

known. He lived after Galen. We possess 3

works commonly attributed to him : namely, 2

books of commentaries on H ippocrates, and a short

treatise on Fevers, all of which are taken chiefly

from Galen.— 4. Palladius Butillns Taurus
Aemilianus, the author of a tr(>atiB« De Be
UtisliccL, in the form of a Fanner’s Calendar, the

various operations connected with agriculture antf

a rural life being arranged in regular order, ao*
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cording to the seasons in Avhich they ought to be

performed. It is comprised in 14 books: the first

is introductory, the 12 following contain the duties

of the 12 months in succession, commencing with

January ; tlie last is a poem, in 8o elegiac couplets,

upon the art of grafting {De Insitione). A con-

siderable portion of the work is taken from

Columella. The date of the author is uncertain
;

but it is most probable that he lived in the middle

of the 4th century of the Christian aera. The
work was very popular in the middle ages. Edited

in the Scriptores Ret Rusitcae by (Jesner, Lips.

1735 ;
reprinted by Emcsti in 1773, and by

Schneider, Lips. 1794.

Fallantla (Pallantinns: Palencia\ the chief

town of the Vaccaei in the N. of Hispiuiiu Tarraco-

nensis, and on a tributary of the Durius.

Pallantlas and Pallantia, patronymics, given

to Aurora, the daughter of the giant Pallas.

Pallautlam (noAAdj'Tiov : na\AavT(eur), an

ancient town of Arcadia, near Tegca, said to have

been founded by Pallas, the son of Lycaon. Evander

is said to have come from this place, and to have

called the town, which he founded on the banks of

the Tiber, Pallanteum (afterwards Palantium and

Palaitum)^ after the Arcadian town. On the foun-

dation of Megalopolis, most of the Inhabitants of

Pallantium settled in tbc new city
;
and tbc town

remained almost deserted, till it was restored by
Antoninus Pius, and exempted from tuxes on ac-

count of its supposed connection with the imperial

city.

Pallas (nd\\os).— l. One of the Titans, son

of Crius and Eurybia, husband of Styx, and father

of Zelus, Cratos, Bia, and Nice.— 2. A gbant,

slain by Athena in the battle with the gods.— 3.

According to some traditions, the father of Athena,

who slew him when he attempted to violate her.

— 4. Son of Lycaon, and grandfather of Evander,

is said to htive founded the town of Pallantium in

Arcadia. Hence Evander is called by the p(»ets

Pallantius Acros.— 6. Son of Evander, and an ally

of Aeneas, was slain by the Rutulian Turnus.— 6.

Son of the Athenian king Pandion, and father of

Clytus and Uutes. Ilis 2 sons were sent with

Cephalus to implore assistance of Aeacus against

Minos. Pallas was slain by Tlieseus. The cele-

brated family <jf the Pallantidae at Athens traced

their origin from this Pallas.

Pallas (naAAdr), a surname of Athena. In
Homer this name always appears united with that

of Athena, as riaAAiy "A6wv or rioAAdy 'A6rj-

vairi
;
but in later writers we also find Pallas

alone instead of Athena. Some ancient writers

derive the name from irdAAejv, to brandish, in

reference to the goddess brandishing the spear or

aegis, others derive it from the giant Pallas, who
was slain by Athena. But it is more probable

that Pallas is the same word as irdAAo^, i. e. a
virgin or maiden.

Pallas, a favourite freedman of the emperor

Claudius. In conjunction with another freedman,

Narcissus, he administered the affairs of the em-

pire. After the death of Messalina, Pallas per-

suaded the weak emperor to marry Agrippina ; and

as Narcissus had been opposed to this marriage, he

now lost his former power, and Pallas and Agrip-

1

pina became the rulers of the Roman world. It

was Pallas who persuaded Claudius to adopt the

young Domitius (afterwards the emperor Nero),

the son of Agrippina
;
and it was doubtless with
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the assistance of Pallas that Agrippina poisoned

her husband. Nero soon after his accession be-
came tired of his mother's control, and .as one step

towards emancipating himself from her authority^

he deprived Pallas of all his public offices, and
dismissed him from the palace in 56. He was
suffered to live unmolested for some years, till at

length his immense wealth excited the rapacity of

Nero, who had him removed by poison in 63.

His enormous wealth, which was acquired during

the reign of Claudius, had become proverbial, as

we see from the line in JuveniJ (i. 1 07 ), epo pas-

sideo plus Pallante et Licinio. The brother of

Pallas was Antonius or Claudius Felix, who was
appointed by Claudius procurator of Judaea.
[Fklix, Antonjus.]

Pallas Lacus. [Triton.]
Pallene (IlaAA^joj). 1. (naAArjvaTos, IlaAA^-

wos), the most W.-ly of the 3 peninsulas running

out from Chalcidice in Macedonia. It is sjud to

have been formerly called Phlegra (^\eypa), and
on the narrow isthmus, which connected it witli

the main land, stood the important town of Poti-

daea.— 2. (IToAArjveuy, rarely IlaAAT/i/atos), a
demus in Attica belonging to the tribe Antiochis,

was situated on one of the slopes of Pentelicus, a
few miles S. W. of Marathon. It possessed a
temple of Athena, surnamed PaJh'nis (TlaAATjvfs)

from the place
;
and in its neighbourhood took

place the contest between Pisistratus and the party

opposed to him.

Palma (Palma)^ a Roman colony on the S.W.
coast off the island Balearis Major (Afeyorm).

Palmarla {Palmaruola), a small uninhabited

island off the coast of Latium and the promontory
Circeium.

Palm^a {ndXpvpa : UaXixvprjvds, Palmyrcnus

:

0. T. Tadmor : Tadmory Ilu,), n celebrated city of

Syria, stood in an oasis of the groat Syrian Desert,

which from its position must have been in the

earliest times a halting place for the caravans be-

tween Syria and Mosopotuiuia. Here Solomon
built a city, which was called in Hebrew Tadmor,
that is, the city of palm-trees

;

and of this name
the Greek UdK/lupa is a translation. It lies in 34^
18' N. lat. and 38® 14' E. long., and was reckoned

237 Roman miles from the coast of Syria, 176
N.E. of Damascus, 80 E. of Eme&a, and 113 S.E,

of Apamea. With the exception of a tradition

that it was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar, we hear

nothing of it till the time of the government of the

East by M. Antonius, who marched to surprise it,

but the inhabitants retreated with their moveable

property beyond the Euphrates. Under the early

Roman emperors it was a free city and a great

commercial emporium. Its position on the border

between the Parthian and Roman dominions gave

it the command of the trade of both, but also sub-

jected it to the injuries of war. Under Hadrian

and the Antonines it was highly favoured and

reached its greatest splendour. The history of its

temporary elevation to the rank of a capital, in the

3rd centtiry, is related under Odknathus and Ze-

NOBIA. On its capture by Aurelian, in 270, it was
plundered, and soon afterwards an insurrection of

its inhabitants led to its partial destruction. It

was fortified by Justinian, bi

1

from its fall. In the Arabian conquest it was one

of the first cities taken ;
but it was still inhabited

by a small population, chiefly of Jews, till it was

t^en and plundered by Timour (Tamerlane) in
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1400. It has long been entirely deserted, except

when a horde of Bedouins pitch their tents among
its - splendid ruins. Those ruins, which form a

most striking object in the midst of the Desert, are

of the Koman period, and decidedly inferior in the

style of architecture, as well as in grandeur of

effect, to those of Baalbek [HKi,iOPOi.is],the sister

deserted city of Syria. The finest remains are

those of the temple of the Sun
;
the most interest-

ing are the square sepulchral towers of from 3 to

5 stories. The streets and the foundations of the

houses arc traceable to some extent
;
and there arc

Sfiveral inscriptions in Greek and in the native

Palmyrene dialect, besides one in Hebrew and one

or two in Latin. The surrounding district of

Palmyrene contained the Syrian Desert from the

E. border of Coelosyria to the Euphrates.

Famisns (ndftirros). 1. A southern tributary of

the Penous in Thessaly. «— 2. {Pirnatza\ the chief

river of Messenia, rises in the E. part of the coun-

try, 40 stadia E. of Ithonie, flows first S.W., and

then S. through the Messenian plain, and falls

into the Messenian gulf. —3, A small river in

Laconia, falls into the Messenian gulf near Lenc-

Ira. It was at one time the ancient boundary be-

tween Laconia and Messenia.

Pamphia or Pamphlum (Ua/j-rpia, nd/u.tpiov), a

village of Actolia, destroyed by the Macedonians.

Pamphlla (UajutplM/)^ a female historian of con-

siderablo reputation, who lived in the reign of

Nero. She is described by some writers as a
native of Epidaurus, by others as an Egyptian.

Her principal work, of which Photins has given

some extracts, was a kind of Historical Miscellany
(entitled ffVfxixiKTuv l(TTopiKwuvirofivrjiJi.dT6iv\6yoi).

It was not arranged according to subjects or ac-

cording to any settled plan, but it was more like a

common -place ))ook, in which each piece of in-

formation Avas set down as it fell under the notice

of the writer. Modern scholars are best acquainted

Avith the name of Parapbila, from a statement in

her Avork, preserA'cd by A. Gcllius (xa'. 23), by
AV'hich is ascertained the year of the birth of Hel-

lanicus, Herodotus, and Thucydides respectiA’ely.

Famphllus {l]dfx<j)i\os). 1. A disciple of

Plato, who is only remembered by the circum-

Btunce that Epicurus, when a young man, heard

him at Samos. Epicurus used to speak of him
Avith great contempt, that he might not he thought

to OAve anything to his instruction
;
for it was the

great boast of Epicurus, that he Avas the sole

author of his oaa'ii philosophy.— 2. An Alexandrian

grammarian, of the school of Aristarchus, and the

author of a lexicon, Avhich is supposed by some
scholars to have formed the foundation of the

lexicon of Hesychins. He appears to fiave lived

in the 1st century of our era.— 3. A philosopher

or grammarian of Nicopolis, the author of a work
on agriculture, of which there arc considerable

fragments in the G'cojoowica.— 4. Presbyter of

Caesarea, in Palestine, saint and martyr, and cele-

brated for his friendship with Eusebius, who, as a
memorial of this intimacy, assumed the suyiamc of

Pamphilus. [Eusebius.] He suffered martyrdom
A. D. 307. The life of Pamphilus seems to have

been entirely devoted to the cause of biblical

literature, lie was an ardent admirer and follower

of Origen. He formed, at Caesarea, an impor-

tant public library chiefly of ecclesiastical authors.

Perhaps the most valuable of the contents of this

library were the Tetrapla and Hexapla of Origen,
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from which Pamphilus, in conjunction with Euse-
bius, formed a ncAV recension of the Septuagint,

numerous copies of which were put into circulation.— 6. Of Amphipolis, one of the most distinguished

of the Greek painters, flourished about b. c. 390

—

350. He was the disciple of Eupompus, the

founder of the Sicyonlan school of painting, for

the establishment of which, however, Pamphilus
seems to have done much mure than even Eupompus
himself. Of his own works Ave have most scanty

accounts
; but as a teacher of his art he was sur-

passed by none of the ancient masters. According
to Pliny, he was the first artist who possessed

a thorough acquaintance with all branches of

knowledge, especially arithmetic and geometry,

without which he used to say that the art could

not be perfected. All science, therefore, which
could in any way contribute to form the perfect

artist, was included in his course of instruction,

which extended over ten years, and for Avhich the

fee was no less than a talent. Among those who
paid this price for his tuition were Apelles and
Melanthius. Not only was the school of Pam-
philus remarkable for the importance which the

nmster attached to general learning, but also for

the minute attention which be paid to accuracy in

drawing.

Pamphbs (nd/i<))wj), a mythical poet, Avho is

placed by Pausanias later than Olen, and much
earlier than Homer. His name is connected par-

ticularly Avith Attica.

Pamphylla {Ilap<pv\la: TldixrpvKos,

\i05y Painphylius), in its original and more re-

stricted sense, was a narrow strip of the S. coast of

Asia Minor, c.xtending in a sort of arch along the

Sinus Pamphyllus {(»’. ofAdalia\\)Qt\veen Lycia

on the W., and Cilicia on the E., and on the N.
bordering on Pisidia. Its boundaries, ns commonly
stated, Avere Mt. Climax on the W., the river

Melas on the E., and the foot of Mt. Taurus on the

N.
;
but the statements are not very exact : Strabo

giA'es to the coast of Pnmphylia a length of 6*40

stadia, from Olbia on the W. to Ptnlema'is, some
distance £. of the Melas, and he makes its width
barely 2 miles

;
and tl)ere .arc still other different

accounts. It was a belt of mountain coast land,

intersected by rivers flowing down from the Taurus
ill a short course, but several of them Avith a cou-

sidcrabl*! body of AA^ater : the chief of them, going

from W. to p]., Avere the Catarbhactes, Cks-
TKUS, Euua'MEdon, and Melas [No. 6J, all

navigable for some distance from their mouths.

The inhabitants AA'ere a mixture of races, whence
their name Xldp<pv\oi,of all races ( the genuine old

form, the other in -»ot is later). Besides the abori-

ginal inhabitants, of the Semitic (Syro-Arabian)
family, and Cilicians, there Avere very early Greek
settlers and later Greek colonies in the land. Tra-

dition ascribed the first Greek settlements to Mop-
sus, after the Trojan War, from whom the country

was in early times called Mopsopia. It Avas suc-

cessively a part of the Persian, Macedonian, Oreco-

Syrian, and Pergamcne kingdoms, and passed by
the will of Attains HI. to the Romans (b. c. 130),

under whom it was made a province
; but this pro-

vince of Pamphylia included also Pisidia and Isau-

ria, and afterwards a part of Lycia. Under Con-
stantine Pisidia was again separated from Pam*
phylia.

Famphtllum More, Famphylliui Siniu (rb

llafjuf)6\iov KihayoSy Ilc^x^dKm xdAiros : Gulf of
1 JL 3
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Adaiia\ the great gulf formed in the 3, coast of

Asia Minor by the direction of tht' Taurus chain

and by Mt. Solyma, between the pr. Sacrum or

Chelidoniuin (C. KMidonia), the S.E. point of

Lycia, and Pr. Anomurium
( C. Anemmr\ the S.

point of Cilicia. Its depth from N. to S., from

Pr. Sacrum to Olbia, is reckoned by Strabo at

3fj7 stadia f36*7 geog- miles), which is too little.

Famphylos (nd/xtpuXor), son of Aegimius and
brother of Dymas, was king of the Dorians at the

foot of Mt. Pindu8,and along with the Heraclidae
invaded Peloponnesus.

Pan (ndv), the great god of flocks and shep-

lierds among the Greeks. He is usually called a
son of ITermPs by the daughter of Dryops ; but he
is also described as a son of Hermes by Callisto,

by Oeneis or Thymbris, or by Penelope, whom the

god visited in the shape of a ram, or as a son of

Penelope by Ulysses, or by all her suitors in com-
mon. He was perfectly developed from his birth

;

and when his mother saw him, she ran away
through fear

;
but Hermes carried him to Olympus,

where all the gods were delighted with him, and
especially Dionysus, From his delighting all the

gods, the Homeric hymn derives his name. He
was originally only an Arcadian god

;
and Arcadia

was always the principal seat of his worship.

From this country his name and worship after-

wards spread over other parts of Greece
;
but at :

Athens his worship was not introduced till the

time of the battle of Marathon. In Arcadia he

was the god of forests, pastures, flocks, and shep-

herds, and dwelt in grottoes, wandered on the

summits of mountains and rocks, and in valleys,

either amusing himself with the chase, or leading

the dances of the nymphs. As the god of flocks,

both of wild and tamo animals, it was his province

to increase and guard them
;
hut he was also a

hunter, and hunters owed their success or failure

to him. Th»- Arcadian hunters used to scourge

the statute of the god, if they had been disap-

pointed in the chase. During the heat of mid-day

he used to slumber, and was very indignant when
any one disturbed him. As the god of flocks, bees

also were under his protection, ns well as the coast

where fishermen carried on their pursuit. As the

god of every tiling connected with pastoral life, he

was fond of music, and the inventor of the syrinx

or shepherd’s flute, which he himself played in a
masterly manner, and in which he instructed

others also, such as Daphnis. He is thus said to

have loved the poet Pindar, and to have sung and

danced his lyric songs, in return fur which Pindar

erected to him a sanctuary in front of his house.

Pan, like other gods who dwelt in forests, was
dreaded by travellers to whom he sometimes ap-

peared, and whom he startled with sudden awe or

terror. Thus when Phidippides, the Athenian,

was sent to Sparta to solicit its aid against the

Persians, Pan accosted him, and promised to terrify

the barbarians, if the Athenians would worship

him. Hence sudden fright without any visible

cause was ascribed to Pan, and was called a Panic

fear. He is iuvtber said to have bad a terrific

voice, and by it to have frightened the Titans in

their fight with the gods. It seems that this fea-

ture, namely, his fondness of noise and riot, was

the cause of his being considered the minister

and companion of Cybele and Dionysus. lie was
at the same time believed to be possessed of pro-

phetic powers, and to have even instructed Apollo
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in this art. While roaming in his forests he fell

in love with Echo, by whom or by Pitho he be-

came the father of lynx. His love of Syrinx, after

whom he named his flute, is well known from
Ovid {Mel. i. 691, seq.). Fir-trees were sacred to

him, since the nymph Pitys, whom he loved, had
been metamorphosed into that tree ; and the sacri-

fices offered to him consisted of cows, rams, lambs,

milk, and honey. Sacrifices were also offered to

him in common with Dionysus and the nymphs.
The various epithets which are given him by the

poets refer either to his singular appearance, or are

derived from the names of the places in which he
%va8 worshipped. The Romans identified with
Pan their own god Inuua, and also Faunus, which
n.ame is merely another form of Pan. In works
of art Pan is represented as a voluptuous and
sensual being, with horns, puck-nose, and goat's

feet, sometimes in the act of dancing, and some-
times playing on the syrinx.

PanaeSa (navdxeta), i. e. “the all-healing,” a
daughter of Aesculapius, w'ho had a temple at

Oropus.

Panachaiens Mons (rh Uapaxainhv Spos\ a
mountain in Achaia, 6300 feet high, immediately

behind Patrae.

Panacra (Ilamxpoi^, a mountain in Crete, a
branch of Mt. Idiu

Panactum (ndya/crop), a town on the frontiers

of Attica and Boeoiia, originally belonged to

Boootia, and after being a frequent object of con-

tention between the Athenians and Boeotians, at

length became permanently annexed to Attica.

Panaenns (ndvatvor), a distinguished Athenian
painter, who flourished b. c. 448. He was the

nephew of Phidias, wliom he assisted in decorating

the temple of Zeus, at Olympia. He was also the

author of a series of paintings, of tho battle of

Miuruthon, in the Poecile at Athens.

PanaetluB (IlamfTtos), a native of Rhodes, and
a celebrated Stoic philosopher, studied first at

Pergauium under the grammariiui Crates, and
subsequently at Athens \inder the stoic Diogenes,

of Babylon, and liis disciple Antiputcr of Tarsus.

He afterwards went to Rome, where he became
an intimate friend of Laelius and of Scipio

Africanus the younger. In b. c. 144 he accom-

panied Scipio on the embassy which he undertook

to the kings of Egypt and Asia in alliance with

Rome. Fauaetius succeeded Anti pater, as head
of the stoic school, and died at Athena, at all

events before 111. The principal work of Panae-

tius was his treatise on the theory of moral obli-

gation (irepl TOW KaO-fjKovros),!!! 3 books, from which
Cicero took the greater part of his work De Officiis.

PaiiaetiuS|had softened down the harsh severity of

the older stoics, and, without giving up their

fundamental definitions, had modified them so as

to make them applicable to' the conduct of life, and
had clothed thorn in the garb of eloquence.

PanaetOllum, a mountain in Aetolia near Ther-

mon, in which town the Panactoliura or general

assembly of the Aetolians was held.

Paa^ a river in the country of the Siraces in

tho interior of Sarmatia Asiatica (Tac. Ann. xii.

16).

Pand&rSSs (ITawWpewj), son of Merops of Mi-
letus, is said to have stolen from the temple of Zeus
in Crete the golden dog which Hepnaestus had
made, and to have carried it to Tantalus. When
Zeus sent Hermes to Tantalus to claim the dog
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back, Tantalus declared that it was not in his pos>

session. The god, however, took the animal by

force, and threw mount Sipylus upon Tantalus.

PandareoB fled to Athens, and thence to Sicily,

where he perished with his wife Harmothoe. The
story of Pandareos derives more interest from that

of his 3 daughters. Aedon, the eldest of them,

was married to Zethus, the brother of Amphion,

by whom she became the mother of Itylus. From
envy of Amphion, who had many children, she

determined to murder one of his sons, Amaleus,

but in the night she mistook her own son for her

nephew, and killed him. The 2 other daughters

of Pandareos, Merope and Cleodora (according to

Pausanias, Cnmira and Clytia), were, according

to Homer, deprived of their parents by the gods,

and remained as helpless orphans in the pdace.

Aphrodite, however, fed them with milk, honey,

and wina Hera gave them beauty and under-

standing far above other women. Artemis gave

them dignity, and Athena skill in the arts. When
Aphrodite went up to Olympus to arrange the

nuptials for her maidens, they were carried off by
the Harpies.

Fandaras (ndi/Sopor.) 1. A Lycian, son of

Lycaon, commanded the inhabitants of Zelea on

Mt. Ida, in the Trojan war. He was distinguished

in the Trojan army as an archer, and was said to

have received his how from Apollo. He was slain

by Diomedes, or, according to others, by Sthenelus.

lie was afterwards honoured as a hero at Pinara

in Lj'cia.— 2. Son of Alcanor, and twin-brother of

Bitias. was one of the companions of Aeneas, and
wiis slain by Turnus.

Pandatma ( Vendutene\ a small island in the

Tyrrhenian sea off the coast of Campania, to which
Julio, the daughter of Augustus, was banished.

Fandemos (ndvS)}/ios), i. c. ** common to all

the people,” a surname of Aphrodite, used in a
twofold sense: 1. as the goddess of low sensual

pleasures as Venus vulyiva^a or popularis, in oppo-

sition to Venus Urania, or the heavenly Aphrodite;

2. as the goddess uniting all the inhabitants of a
country into one social or political body. Under
the latter view she was worshipped at Athens
along with Peitho (persuasion), and her worship

was said to have been instituted by Theseus at the

time when he united the scattered townships into

one great body of citizens. The sacrifices offered

to her consisted of white goats.

PandioXL (IlavSlaiv). 1. 1. King of Athens, son
of Frichthonius, by the Ntuad Pusithca, was mar-
ried to Zeuxippe, by whom he became the father

of Procne and Philomela, and of the twins F.rech-

theus and Butes. In a war against Labdacus,
king of Thebes, he called upon Tereus ^f Daulis
in Phocis, for assistance, and afterwards rewarded
him by giving him his daughter Procne in marriage.

[Tbrkus.] It was in his reign that Dionysus and
Demeter were said to have come to Attica, i— 2. II.

King of Athens, son of Gecrops and Metiaduso.
Being expelled from Athens by the Metionidae, ho
fled toMegara, andthere married Pylia, the daugWr
of king Pylas. When the latter, in consequence

of a murder, migrated into Peloponnesus, Pandion
obtained the government of Megara. He became
the father of Aegeus, Pallas, Nisus, Lycus, and a
natural son, Oeneus, and also of a daughter, who
was married to Sciron. After his death his 4 sons,

called the PandtUnlUlae (llai^iovISai), returned from

Megara to Athens, and expelled the Metionidae.

Aegeus obtained Athens, Lycus the E. coast of

Attica, Nisus Megaris, and Pallits the S. coast

PandSra (navSe^pa), the name of the first

woman on earth. When Prometheus had stolen

the fire &om heaven, Zeus in revenge caused He-
phaestus to make a woman out of earth, who by
her charms and beauty should bring misery upon
the human race. Aphrodite adorned her with

beauty; Hermes bestowed upon lier boldness and
cunning

;
and the gods called her Pandora, or AU-

gifted, as each of the gods had given her some
power by which she was to work the ruin of man,
Hermes took her to Epimetheus, who made her

his wife, forgetting the advice of his brother Pro-

metheus that he should not receive any gifts from

Zeus. In the house of Epimetheus was a closed

jar, which he had been forbidden to open. But
the curiosity of a woman could not resist the

temptation to know its contents ; and when she

opened the lid all the evils incident to man poured

out. She had only time to shut down the lid, and
prevent the escape of hope. Later writers relate

that Pandora brought with her from heaven a box
(and not a jar), containing all human ills, upon
opening which all escaped and spread over the

earth, Hope alone remaining. At a still later pe-

riod, the box is said to have contained all the

blessings of the gods, which would have been pre-

served for the human race, had not Pandora opened
the vessel, so that the winged blessings escaped.

Fanddsla (Ilai'Soiria). 1. (iTos^n*), a town of

Epirus in the district Thesprotia, on the river

Acheron, and in the territory of the Cassopaei.—

2. {Casiel Franco ?), a town in Bruttiuxn near the

frontiers of Lucania, situated on the river Acheron,
and also either upon or at the foot of 3 hills, was
originally a residence of native Oenotrian chiefs.

It was here that Alexander of Epirus fell, b. c. 32$,
in accordance with an oracle.

Fandrosos (IlcivSpoo'os), i.e. *Uhe all-bedewing,”

or “ refreshing,” was a daughter of Cecrops and
Agraulos, and a sister of Erysichthon, Herse, and
Aglaurus. She was worsliipped at Athens, along

with Thullo, and had a sanctuary there near the

temple of Athena Polios.

Faneas. [Caesahka, No. 2.]

Faneum or -ium (ndytioy, Udutoy, i. e. Pan^s-

abode), the Greek name of the cave, in a mountain
at the S. extremity of the range of Antilibanus, out

of which the river JordEin takes its rise, a little

above the town of Paueas or Caesarea Philippi.

Tlie mountain, in whose S. side the cave is, was
called by the same name

;
and the surrounding

district was called Paneas.

Fangaenm or Fangaens (110770701', ndyyaios

:

Pangea), a celebrated range of mountains in Mace-
donia, between the Strymon and the Nestus, and
in the neighbourhood of Philippi, with gold and
silver mines, and with splendid rosea

Fanhellenias {UaysWi^vtos), i. e. the god wor-

shipped by all the Hellenes. This surname is said

to have been given to Zeus by Aeacus, when he
offered a propitiatory sacrifice on behalf of all the

Greeks, for the purpose of averting a famine. In
Aegina there was a sanctuary of Zeus Panhellcnius,

which was said to have been, founded by Aeacus;
and a festival, Panhellenia, was celebrated there.

Fanionlmn. [Mvcals: and I/tct. of Ant»
9, V, Panionia.']

Paninxn (ndi'ioi'),a town on the coast of Thrace
near Ileraclea.

L I. 4
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FannOlda, one of the most important of tlie

Roman provinces between the Danube and the

Alps, was separated on the W. from Noricum by
the Mons Cetius, and from Upper Italy by the

Alpes Juliae, on the S. from Illyria by the Savus,

on tlie E. from Dacia by the Danube, and on the

N. from Germany by the same river. It thus

corresponded to the eastern part of Austria, Styria^

Oirinthia, Camiola, the whole of Hungary between

the Danube and the Save, Slavonia, and a part of

Croatia and Bosnia. The mountains in the S. and
W. of the country on the borders of Illyria, Italy,

and Noricum, belonged to the Alps, and are therefore

called by the general name of the Alpes Panno-
nicae, of which the separate names are Ocra, Car-

vancas, Cetius, and Albii or Aibani Montes. The
principal rivers of P.annoiiia, besides the Danube,
were the Dkavus (Draw), Savus (Save), and
Arrabo (RaaJb), all of which flow into the Danube.
— The Pannouians (Pannonii), sometimes called

Paeonians by the Greek writers, were probably of

Illyrian origin, and were divided into numerous
tribes. They were a brave and warlike people,

but are 'described by the Roman writers ns cruel,

faithless, and treacherous. They maintained their

independence of Rome, till Augustus, after his

conquest of the Illyrians (n. c. 35), turned his arms

against the Pannonians, who were shortly after-

wards subdued by his general Vibins. In a. d. 7
the Pannonians joined the Dalmatians and the

other Illyrian tribes in their revolt from Rome, and

were with difficulty conquered by Tiberius, after a

desperate struggle, which lasted 3 years (a. d.

7—9). It was after the termination of this war
that Pimnonia appears to have been reduced to the

form of a Roman province, and was garrisoned by
several Roman legions. The dangerous mutiny of

these troops after the death of Augustus (a. o. 14)

was with difficulty quelled by Drusus. From this

time to the Vmd of the empire, Pannonia always

contained a large number of Roman troops, on ac-

count of its bordering on the Quadi and other

powerful barbarous nations. We find at a later

time that Pannonia was the regular quarters of 7

legions. In consequence of this largo number of

troops always stationed in the country, several

towns were founded and numerous fortresses were

erected along the Danube. Pjinnonia originally

foi-med only one province, but was soon divided

into 2 provinces, called Pannonia Superior and
Pannonia Inferior. These were separated from

one anotlier by a straight lino drawn from the river

Arrabo S. as far as the Savus, the country W. of

this line being P. Superior, and the part E.

P. Inferior. Each of the provinces was governed

by a separate propraetor
;

but they were fre-

quently spoken of in the plural under the name
of PannonUu. In the 4tn century the part of

P. Inferior between the Arrabo, the Danube, and

the Dravus, was formed into a separate province

by Galerius, who gave it the name of V^na in

honom: of his wife. But as P. Inferior had thus lost

a great part of its territory, Constantine added to

it a portion oi P. Superior, comprising the upper

part of the course of the Dravus and the Savus.

P. Superior was now called Pannonia /., and P. In-

ferior Pannonia 11. i and all 3 Pannonian pro-

vinces (together with the 2Noric pi evinces and
Dalmatia) belonged to the 6 Illyrian provinces of

the Western Empire. In the middle of the 5th

century Pannonia was taken possession of by the

PANTHEUM,
Huns. After the death of Attila it passed into

the liands of the Ostrogoths, and subsequently into

those of the Langobarda

Panomphaeus (Uavop^aios), i.e. the author of

all signs and omens, a surname of Zeus, who had a
sanctuary on the Hellespont between capes Rhoc-
teiim and Sigeum.

P&nSpe (navdiTTj), anymph of the sea, daughter

of Nercua and Doris.

FanSpeus (riavoTreus), son of Phocus and Aste-

ropaea, accompanied Amphitryon on his expedition

against the Tophians or Teleboans, and took an
oath not to embezzle any part of the booty

;
but

having broken his oath, he was punished by bis

son Epeus becoming un warlike. He is also men-
tioned among the Calydonian hunters.

P&n5peuB (Ilavoirtvs, Horn.), PHnop^ae (ITavo-

r^ot), or F&nope (Uavdirri, Thuc. ; ethnic llat'o-

rfur. Agio Vlasi), an ancient town in Pliocis on

the Cepiiissus and near the frontiers of Boeotia,

20 stadia W. of Chaeronea, said to have been
founded by Panopeus, son of Phocus.

FanSpfilis. [Chummis.]
Fanoptes. [Argus.]
FanonnuB (Udvopfios), that is, “All •Port,’’ or

a place always fit for landing, the name of several

harbours. 1. (UavopplTris, PanormTta, Panormi-

tanus: Palermo), an important town on the N.
coast of Sicily and at the month of the river Ore-

tkus, was founded by the Phoenicians, and at a
later time received its Greek name from its ex-

cellent harbour. From the Phoenicians it passed

into the hands of the Carthaginians, in whose
power it remained for a long time, and who made
it one of the chief stations for their fleet. It was
taken by the Romans in the Ist Punic war, b. c.

254, and was subsecptciitly made a Roman colony.

2. (Porto liaphti), the principal harbour on the

E. coast of Attica, near the demus Prasiao, and
opposite the S. extremity ol Euboea.— 3. (Tekieh),

a harbour in Achaia, 1 5 stadia E. of the promon-

tory Rhium.— 4. A harbour in Epirus in the

middle of the Acroceraunian rocks. —5. (Nr. Mylo-
poiaino Rn.), a town and harbour on the- N. coast

of Crete.— 6. The outer harbour of Ephesus formed

by the mouth of the river Cajrster. [See p. 242, a.]

Fansa, C. Viblus, a friend and partisan of

Caesar, was tribune of the plebs b. c. 51, and was
appointed by Caesar in 46 to the government of

Cisalpine Gaul as successor to M. Brutus. Caesar

subsequently nominated him and llirtius, consuls

for 43. Pansa was consul in that year along with

llirtius, and fell before Mutina in the month of

April. The details are given under Hirtius.

Fant&cj[a8, Fant&gias, or Fantagies (llai^.

ranvas: di Porcari), n small river on the

E. coast of Sicily, which flowed into the sea be-

tween Megara and Syracuse.

Fantaleon (IlayraAeW), son of Ompbalion, king

or tyrant of Pisa in Elis at the period of the 34th

Olympiad (b. c. 644), assembled an army, with

which he made himself master of Olympia, and

assumed by force the sole presidency of the Olympic

games.*' The Eleans on this account would not

reckon this as one of the regular Olympiads.

Pantaloon assisted the Messenians in the 2nd
Messenian war.

FaiLth§a. [Abradatas.]
Faathoum (ndvdetov), a celebrated temple at

Rome in the Campus Martius, which is still extant

and used as a Christian church. It is in a circular
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form, surmounted by a dome, and contains a noble

Corinthian portico of 16 pillars. In its general

form it resembles the Colosseum in the RegenCs
Park. It was built by M. Agrippa in his 3rd

consulship, b. c. 27, as the inscription on the por-

tico still testifies. All the ancient authors call it

a temple, and there is no reason for supposing, as

some modem writers have done, that it was origi-

nally an entrance to the public baths. The name
is commonly derived from its being supposed to be
sacred to all the gods ; but Dion Cassius expressly

states that it was dedicated to Mars and Venus.
The temple of Julius Caesar was erected by Au-
gustus in the interior of the temple, and that of

Augustus in the pronaos. It was restored by the

emperor Septimius Sevenis, a. d. 202. Between
C08 and 610 it was consecrated as a Christian

church by the pope Boniface IV., with the appro-

hation of the emperor Pboens. In G55, the plates

of gilded-bronze that covered the roof were carried

to Constantinople hy command of Constnns II.

The Pantheon is the largest circular building of

antiquity
;
the interior diameter of the rotunda is

142 feet, and the height from the pavement to the

summit about 143 feet. The portico is 103 feet

wide, and the columns 47 feet high.

FanthSus contr. Panthds (ndi/doos, ndvOovs)^

one of the elders at Troy, husband of Phrontis, and
father of Kuphorbus, Polydamas, and Hyperenor.

Hence both Kuphorbus and Polydamas are called

PantJioides. He is said to have been originally a

priest ofApollo at Delphi, and to have been carried

to Troy by Antenor, on account of bis beauty. He
continued to be a priest of Apollo, and is called by
Virgil {Am. ii. 319) Othrt/ades^ or son of Othryas.

Psmticapaeum {UaPTwdiraioy ; IlaJ/Ti/caTroioy,

navTiKaa-aiedy, HaurtKotridrris : Kertsch), a town
in the Taiiric Chersonesus, was situated on a hill

20 stadia in circumference on the Ciinraerian Bos-

porus, and opposite the town of Phanagoria in

Asia. It derived its name from the river Pan-
ticapes. It was founded by the Milesians, about

B. c. 541, and from its position and excellent har-

bour soon became n place of gre^^t commercial im-

portance. It wsis tln! residence of the Greek kings

of the Bosporus, and hence is sometime called

Bosporus. Justinian caused it to be surrounded

with new walls.

Panticapes {JlavriKdvTjs), a river in European

Sarmatia, which, according to Herodotus, rises in

a lake, separates the agricultural and nomad Scy-

thians, flows through the district Hylaca, and falls

into the Borysthenes. It is usually identified

with the modern Sumara, but without sufficient

groiuids.

Panyasis (TlaPtiaffis). 1. A Greek ^fepic poet,

was a native of Halicarnassus, and a relation of the

historian Herodotus, probably his uncle. Panyasis
began to be known about n. c. 489, continued in

reputation till 467, and was put to death by Lyg-
damis, the tyrant of Halicarnassus, about 4.57. The
most celebrated of the poems of Panyasis was
his I/eraclea or Hvracleas., which gave a detailed

account of the exploits of Hercules. It consisted

of 14 books and 9000 verses. Another poem of

Panyasis bore the name of lonica ( 'luviKd)^ and
contained 7000 verses; it related the history of

Neleus, Codrus, and the Ionic colonies. In later

times the works of Panyasis were extensively read,

and much admired ;
the Alexandrine grammarians

ranked him with Homer, Hesiod, Pisander, and
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Antimachus, as one of the 6 principal epic poets.«»

2. A philosopher, also a native of Halicanmssus,

who wrote 2 hooks “ On Dreams ” (Hegl dpfipwv),

was perhaps a grandson of the poet.

Faphl&gSnIa {na/(p\ayovla : natp\ayt&v^ pi.

-dv€s, Paphlftgo), a district on the N. side of Asia
Minor, between Bithynia on the W. and Pontus

on the E., being separated from tho former by the

river Parthenius, and from the latter by the Halys;
on the S. it was divided hy the chain of Mt.
Olympus (according to others hy Olgassys) from
Phrygia, in the earlier times, but from Galatia

afterwards; and on the N. it bordered on the

Euxinc. These boundaries, however, are not al-

ways exactly observed. Xenophon brings the

Paphltigonians as far E. as Themiscyni and the

Jiisonian promontory. It appears to havo been
known to the Greeks in the mythical period. The
Argonautic legends mentioned Paphlagon, the son

of PhineuB, as the hero eponymus of the country.

In the Homeric Catalogue, Pylaeracnes leads the

Paphlagonians, as allies of the Trojans, from the

land of the Hencti, about the river Parthenius, a
region famed for its mules: and from this Pylae-

menes the later princes of Paphlagonia claimed

their descent, and the country itself was sometimes
called Fylaemenia. Herodotus twice mentions
the Halys as the boundary between the Paphlago-
nians and the Syrians of Cappadocia

;
but we

learn also from him and from other authorities that

the Paphlagonians were of tho same race as the

Cappadocians (i. e. the Semitic or Syro-Arabian)

and quite distinct, in their language and their cus-

toms, from their Thracian neighbours on the W,
They were good soldiers, especially as cavalry;

but uncivilised and superstitious. The country

had also other inhabitants, probably of a different

race, namely tho Hcneti and the Caurones
; and

Greek settlements were established on the coast at

an early period. The Paphlagonians were first

subdued by Croesus. Under the Persian empire

they belonged to the third satrapy, but their sa-

traps made themselves independent and assumed
the regal title; maintaining themselves in this

position (with a brief interruption, during which
Paphlagonia was subject to Eumenes) until the

conquest of the country by Mitliridates, who added

the K. part of his own kingdom, and made over

the W. part to Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, who
gave it to his son Pylaemenes. After the fall of

Mithrid.'ites the Romans added the N. of Paphla-

gonia, along the coast, to Bithynia
;
and the inte-

rior was left to the native princes, as tributaries to

Rome; but, the race of these princes becoming

soon extinct, the whole of Paphlagonia was mado
Homan, and Augustus made it a part of the pro-

vince of Galatia. It was made a separate province

under Constantine ;
but the E. part, from Sinope

to the Halys, was assigned to Pontus, under tho

name of Hellespontus. Paphlagonia was a moun*

tainous country, being intersected from W. to E.

by 3 chains of the Olympus system, namely the

Olympus itself on the S. border, Olgassys in the

centre, and a minor chain with no specific name
nearer to the coast. The belt of land between

this last chain and the sea was very fertile, and

the Greek cities of Amastris and Sinope brought a
considerable commerce to its shore ; but the inland

parts were chiefly covered with native forests,

which were celebrated as hunting grounds. Tho
country was famed for its horses and mules, and
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in some parts there were extensive sbeepwalks;

and its rivers were particularly famous for their

fish. The country was divided into 9 districts,

the names of which are not of enough importance

to be specified here.

Papbus (nd^or), son of Pygmalion by the

statue into which life had been breathed by Aphro-

dite. From him the town of Paphus is said to
|

have derived its name
; and Pygmalion himself is

|

called the Paphian hero, (Ov. Met. x. 290.)

Paphus (nd^or : nd<pios), the name of 2 towns
'

on the W. coast of Cyprus, near each other, and
called respectively “ Old Paphos (IlaAafiratpor)

|

and “ New Pfq)hos'’' (nd<pos Wa). Old Paphos
was situated near the proniontoiy Zephyrium on

the river Bocarus 10 stadia from the coast, where
it had a good harbour; while New Paphos lay

more inland, in the midst of a fertile plain, 60
stadia from the former. Old Paphos was the

chief seat of the worship of Aphrodite (Venus),

who is said to have landed at this place after her

birth among the waves, and who is hence fre-

quently called the Paphian goddess (Paphia).

Here she had a celebrated temple, the high priest

of which exercised a kind of religious superin-

tendence over the whole island. Every year there

was a grand procession from New Paplms to the

temple of the goddess in the old city. There were

2 legends respecting the foundation of Paphos, one

describing the Syrian king Cinyras as its founder,

and the other the Arcadian Agapenor on his

return from Troy. These statements are reconciled

by the supposition that Cinyras was the founder of

Old Paphos and Agapenor of New Paphos. There

can be no doubt of the Phoenician origin of Old
Paphos, and that the worship of Aphrodite was

introduced here from the East ;
but an Arcadian

colony cannot be admitted. When Paphos is

mentioned by later writers without any epithet,

they usually mean the New City ; but when the

name occurs in the poets, we are generally to

understand the Old City, as the poets, for the

most part, speak of the place in connection with

tho worship of Aphrodite. Old Paphos was de-

stroyed by an earthquake in the reign of Augustus,

but was rebuilt by order of the emperor, and called

Augusta. Under the Romans New Paphos was

the capital of one of tho 4 districts into which the

island was divided. Old Paphos corresponds to

the modem Kukla or Konuklia, and New Paphos
to the modern JSaJU.

Papiai (ITairfas), an early Christian writer, said

to have been a hearer of the Apostle John, and a

companion of Polycarp, was bishop of Hierapolis,

on the border of Phrygia. He taught the doctrine

of the Millennium, maintaining that there will be for

1000 years after the resurrection of the dead, a

bodily reign of Christ on this eartK Only frag-

ments of his works are extant.

Fapini&nus, Aeiuilliui, a celebrated Roman
jurist, was praefectus praetorio, under the emperor

Septimius ^verus, whom he accompanied to Britain.

The emperor died at York a. o. 211, and is said

to have commended his 2 sons Caracalla and Geta

to the care of Papinian. On the death of his father,

Caiacalla dismissed Papinian from his office, and

shortly afterMrards put him to death. There are

595 excerpts from Papinian's works in 'the Digest

These excerpts are from the 37 books of Quaestiones^

a work arranged according to the order of the Edict,

the 1 9 books of /Zs^Kmso, tho 2 books of Definitiofiee^

PARAETACENE.
the 2 books De Jdulteriis, a single book De Adul-
teriis^ and a Greek work or fragment, wliich pro-

bably treated of the office of Aedile both at Rome
and in other towns. No Roman jurist had a higher

reputation than Papinian. Nor is his reputation

unmerited. It was not solely because of the high
station that he filled, his penetration and his know-
ledge, that he left an imperishable name ; his ex-

cellent understanding, guided by integrity of pur-

pose, has made him the model of a true lawyer.

P&pinlus Statins. [Statius.]
PftpSrIa Gens, patrician and plebeian. The pa-

trician Pupirii were divided into tho families of

Criuusus^ Cursor, Afaso, and Mugillanvs

;

and the

Plebeian Papirii into those of Cariio, Paetus, and
Turdus. Of these the families of Carbo, Cursor,
Mabo, and Muoillanus, alone require mention.

Papiri&nae Fossae, a village in Etruria on the

Via Aemilia, between Luna and Pisa.

P^ipiriuB, C. or Sex., the author of a supposed
collection of the Leges Regiac, which was called

Jus Papirianum, or Jus Civile Papinanuru. He
is said to have lived in the reign of Tarquinius

Superbus.

Papins Mntllns. [Mutilus.]
Pappua (IlajriroiJa), a lofty rugged mountain on

the extreme border of Nuraidia, perhaps the same
as the Thammes of Ptolemy, and as the mountain
abounding with wild cats, near the city of Meli-
tene, to which Diodorus Siculus refers (xx. 58),
but without mentioning its name.
Pappns (ndTTTTos), of Alexandria, one of the

later Greek geometers, is said by Suidas to have
lived under Theodosius (a. d. 379—396). Of the

works of Pappus, the only one which has come
down to us is his celebrated Math-matical Col-

lections {MaOyipariK&v (Twayotycov /3($A.ia). This
work, as we have it now in print, consists of the

last 6 of 8 books. Only portions of these books
have been published in Greek. There are 2 Latin

editions of Pappus; the first, by Commandinusi
Pisauri, 1588 ;

and the second by Manolessius,

Bononiae, 16G0.

Papremis (ndjfpTiixis), a city of Lower Egypt,
capital of the Nomos Papremites, and sacred to the

Egyptian god whom the Greeks identified with

Ares. It is only mentioned by Herodotus, and is

perhaps the same as the Chois of later times.

PapuB, Aemllius. 1. M., dictator b. c. 321.—
2. Q., twice consul 282, and 278 ; and censor

275. In both his consulships and in his censor-

ship he had as colleague C. Fabricius Luscinus.

3. L., consul 225, defeated the Cisalpine Gauls
with great slaughter. He was censor 220 with C.

Flaminius.

Paracbsloltis (^apax€^wtrfs), the name of the

plain in Acarnania and Aetolia, near the mouth ot

the Achelous, and through which that river fiows.

Parachoftthras (Ilapaxoddpas, rd Tlttpaxoddpa ;

Mnts. o/ Louristan)^ a part of the chain of moun-
tains forming the E. margin of the Tigris and
Euphrates valley, was the boundary between Su*

siana and Media. The same name is given to an
E. branch of the chain, which formed the boundary
between Parthia and the desert of Carmania.
Strabo places it too fiir N.

Paraet&oene {UapanaKHirfi : naparouccu, Ila-

pcuTOKTiyolj PaiaetScae, Paraetacani), the name o«

various mountainotts regions in the Persian empire,

is the Greek form of a Persian word, signifying

mountainous. 1. The best known of those districts



PARAETONIUM.
Mi'as on the borders of Media and Persis, and was
inhabited by a people of Median origin, who are

mentioned seveml times by the historians of Alex-

ander and his successors.— 2. A district between

the rivers Oxus and Jaxartes, oii the borders of

Bactria and Sogdiana.— 3. A district between

Arachosia and Drangiana, also called Sacastana,

from its inhabitants, the Scythian Sacae.

Paraetdnlam or Ammdnla (napair6vioVt i|

’Aftjuwi'fa : El-Bareton or Marsa-Labeii\ an im-

portant city on the N. coast of Africa, belonged to

Marmarica in its widest sense, but politically to

Egypt, namely to the Nomos Libya : hence this

city on the W. and Pelusium on the E. are called

“ cornua Aegypti." It stood near the promontory

Artos or Pythis {Ras-el-Hazeit) ; and was reck-

oned 200 Roman miles W. of Alexandria, between

70 and 80, or, according to Strabo, 000 stadia (all

too small) E. of the Catabathmos Major, and 1300

stadia N. of Ammonium in the Desert (.S'ttocA),

which Alexander the Great visited by the way of

Paraetoniuiii. The city was 40 stadia in circuit

It was an important sea -port, a strong fortress, and

a "renowned seat of the worship of Isis. It was

restored by Justinian, and continued a place of some

consequence till its complete destruction by the

late Pasha of Egypt, Mehemet Ali, in 1820.

F&r&gon Sinus (napo7«v xdAiros: GvJf of
Oman\ a g\ilf of the Indicus Occanus, on the

coast of Gedrosia, namely, the gulf formed in

the N. W. of the Indian Ocean by the approach of

the N. E. coast of Arabia to that of Beloooliistan

and Persia, outside of the entrance to the Persian

Gujf
ParElia (TlapaXla), the sea-coast district of

Attica, around the promontory of Sunium, extend-

ing upwards as far as ll.'ilao Axonides on the W.
coast and Prasiae on the E. coast The inha-

bitants of this district, the Paralii (IlapaAiot), were

one of the 3 political parties, into which Attica

was divided at the time of Pisistratus, the other 2

being the Diacrii (AidKpiot), or Highlanders, and
the Pediasii (TLtSidffioi,), or inhabitants of the

plain. ^
P&rElus (ndpaAoy), the younger of the 2 legiti-

nuite sons of Pericles. He and his brother Xan-
tbippus wero educated by their father with the

greatest care, but they both api)ear to have been
of inferior capacity, which was anything but com-
pensated by worth of character, though Paralus

seems to have been a somewhat more hopeful

youth than his brother. They both fell victims to

the plague, b. c. 429.

PaxapotEmli or la (Ilapas-ordiuiof, -ap.la : Be-
lissi), an ancient town in Phocis, situated on a
steep hill, and on the left bank of tl* river Ce-
phissus, from which it derives its name. It was
near the frontiers of Boeotia, being only 40 stadia

from Chaeronea and 60 stadia from Orchomenua
It is probably mentioned by Homer (II. ii. 522).

It was destroyed by Xerxes, but was rebuilt, and
was destroyed a second time in the Sacred War.
ParasS^ (HapacruTria^ a district in the S. of

Boeotia, on both banks of the Asopus, the inha-

bitiints of which were called Paraso^i (Ilapo-

(rdirtoi).

Parcae. [MoiraB.]

Parentinm (Parenzo), a town in Istria, with a
good harbour, inhabited by Roman citizens, but

not a Roman colony, 31 miles from Pola.

P&ris (ndpis), also called Alexander (*AAf(ai'.
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3pos), was the second son of Priam and Hecuba.
Before his birth Hecuba dreamed that she had
brought forth a firebrand, the flames of which
spread over the whole city. Accordingly as soon

as the child was born, he was given to a shepherd,

who was to expose him on Mt, Ida. After the
lapse of 5 days, the shepherd, on returning to

Mt Ida, found the child still alive, and fed by
a she-bear. Thereupon he carried the boy home,
and brought him up along with his own child, and
called him Paris. When Paris had grown up, he
distinguished himself as a valiant defender of the
flocks and shepherds, and hence received the name
of Alexander, i. e. the defender of men. He also

succeeded in discovering his real origin, and was
received by Priam as his son. He now married
Oenone, the daughter of the river god Cebren, by
whom, according to some, he became the father of

Coiythus. But the most celebrated event in the

life of Paris was his abduction of Helen. This
came to pass in the following way. Once upon a
time, when Peleus and Thetis solemnized their

nuptials, all the gods were invited to the marriage,

with the exception of Eris, or Strife. Enraged at

her exclusion, the goddess threw a golden apple

among the guests, with tlie inscription, to the

fairest.” Thereupon Ileia, Aphrodite and Athena
each claimed the apple for herself. Zeus ordered

Hermes to take the goddesses to Mt. Gargarus,

a portion of Ida, to the beautiful shepherd Paris,

who was there tending his flocks, and who was to

decide the dispute. The goddesses accordingly ap-

peared before him. Hera promised him the sove-

reignty of Asia and great riches, Athena great

glory and renown in war, and Aphrodite the fairest

of women for his wife. Paris decided in fiivour of

Aphrodite, ^nd gave her the golden apple. This
judgment called forth in Hera and Athena fierce

hatred against Troy. Under the protection of

Aphrodite, Paris now sailed to Greece, and was
hospitably received in the palace of Mcnelaus at

Sparta. Here he succeeded in carrying oflF Helen,

the wife of Menelaus, who was the most beautiful

woman in the world.— The accounts of this rape

are not the same in all writers. According to

the more usual account Helen followed her seducer

willingly, owing to the influence of Aphrodite,

while Menelaus was absent in Crete. Others

relate that the goddess deceived ‘Helen, by
giving to Paris the appearance of Menelaus ; and
others again say that Helen was carried off by
Paris by force, either during a festival or during

the chase.— On his return to Troy, Paris passed

through Egypt and Phoenicia, and at length arrived

at Troy with Helen and the treasures which he
had treacherously taken from the hospitable house

of Menelaus.— In regard to this voyage the ac-

comits again differ, for according to some Paris and
Helen reached Troy 3 days after their departure

;

whereas, according to later traditions, Helen did

not reach Troy at all, for Zeus and Hera allowed

only a phantom resembling her to accompany

Paris to Troy, while the red Helen was carried

to Proteus in Egypt, and remained there until she

was fetched by Menelaus. — The abduction of

Helen gave rise to the Trojan war. Before W
marriage with Menelaus, she had been wooedtd^

the nobl^tt chiefs in all parts of Greece. Her
former suitors now resolved to revenge her ab-

duction, and sailed against Troy. [Aoamxmnon.]
Homer describes Paris as a handsome man, fond
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of the female sex and of music, and not ignorant of

war, but as dilatory and cowardly, and detested

by his own friends for having brought upon them

the fatal war with the Greeks. He fought with

Menelaiis before the walls of Troj-, and was de-

feated, but was carried off by Aphrodite. He is

said to have killed Achilles, either by one of his

arrows, or by treachery in the temple of the

Thyinbraean Apollo. [Achilles.] On the cap-

ture of Troy, Paris was wounded by Philoctetes

with an arrow of Hercules, and then returned to

his long abandoned wife Oenone. But she, re-

membering the wrongs she had suflbred, or accord-

ing to others being prevented by her father, refused

to heal the wound. He then went back to Troy
and died. Oenoiie quickly repented, and hastened

after him with remedies, but came too late, and in

her grief hung herself. According to others she

threw herself from a tower, or rushed into the

flames of the funeral pile on which the body of

Paris was burniiig. Paris is represented in works

of art as a beautiful youth, without a beard, with

a Phr^'gian cap, and sometimes with an apple in

his hand, which he presented to Aphrodite.

P&ris, the name of two celebrated pantomimes.

1. The elder Paris lived in the reign of the em-

eror Nero, with whom he was a great favourite,

le was originally a slave of Domitia, the aunt of

the emperor, and he purchased his freedom by pay-

ing her a large sum of money. Paris was after-

w'ards declared, by order of the emperor, to have

been free-born {imjenutts), and Domitia was com-
pelled to restore to him the sum which she had
received for his freedom. When Nero attempted

to hecoine a pantomime, he put Paris to death as a

dangerous rival.— 2. The younger Paris, and the

more celebrated of the two, was a native of Kgypt,

and lived in the reign of Domitian, with whom lie

was also a great favourite. He was put to death

by Domitian, 'oecause he had an intrigue with

Domitia, the wife of the emperor.

Faiisli. [LuTKTi.i. Parisiorum.]
FS.rlum (ri uipioy: Uapiav6s^ Tlapirivds^ Ila-

piavfvs : Kemer, Ru,), a city of Mysin, on the N.
const of the Troad, on tho Propontis, between Lamp-
sacus and Priapns, was founded by a cohmy from

jMileius,mingled with natives of ParosandKrythrae,

and became a flourishing seaport, having a better

harbour than that of Priapus. Under Augustus it

was made a Roman colony, by the name of Co-

lonia Puriana Julia Augusta. It was a renowned
seat of the worship of Eros, Dionysus, and Apollo.

The surrounding district was called napiav%

Parma (Parmensis : Parma), a town in Gallia

Cispadana, situated on a river of the same name
and on the Via Aemilia, between Placentia and
JVlutina, was originally a town of the Boii, but

was made a Roman colony b. c. 183, along with

Mutina, and from that time became a place of

considerable importance. It suffered some injuiy

in the civil war after Caesar’s death, but was
enlarged and embellished by Augustus, and re-

ceived the name of Cohnia Julia Augusta. After

the fall of the Western Empire it was for a time

called CArysopolis, or the “Gold-City,” but for

what reason we do not know. The country around

Parma was originally marshy; but the marshes

were drained by the consul Scaunis, and^converted

into fertile land. The wool of Parma was par-

ticularly good.

FarmSnldei (Xlop/iti'lSiiOi a distinguished

PARNASSUS.
Greek philosopher, was a native of Elea in Italy.

According to Plato, Parmenides, at the age of 66,

came to Athens to the Panathenaea, accompanied
by Zeno, then 40 years old, and became acquainted

with Socrates, who at that time was quite young.

Supposing Socrates to have been 1 9 or 20 years of

age at the time, we may place the visit of Par-

menides to Athens in b. c. 448, and consequently

his birth in 513. Parmenides was regarded with
great esteem by Plato and Aristotle

;
and his

fellow-citizens thought so highly of him, that every

year they bound their magistrates to render obe-

dience to the laws which he had enacted for them.

The philosophical opinions of Parmenides were
developed in a didactic poem, in hexameter verse,

entitled On Natitre, of which only fragments re-

main. In this poem he maintained that the phaeno-

mena of sense were delusive
;
and that it was only

by mental alistraction that a person could attain to

the knowledge of tho only reality, a One and All,

a continuous and self-existent substance, which
could not be perceived by the senses. But al-

though he believed the phaenomena of sense to be
delusive, nevertheless he adopted 2 elements,

Warm and Cold, or Light and Darkness. The
best edition of the fragments of Parmenides is by
Karsten, in PhilosopAorum Grace. Veterum Oper.

licliquiae, Amstelod. 1835.

FarmSnlon. (Hapfieyiuu). 1. Son of Philotas,

a distinguished Macedonian general in the service

of Philip of Macedon and Alexander the Great.

Philip held him in high esteem, and used to say

of him, that he had never been able to find more
than one general, and that was Parmenion. In
Alexander’s invasion of Asia, Parmenion was re-

garded as second in command. At the three great

battles of the Granicus, Issus and Arbela, while
the king commanded the right wing of the army,
Parmenion was placed at the head of the left, and
contributed essentially to the victory on all those

memorable occasions. The confidence reposed in

him by Alexander appears to have been unbounded,
and he is continually spoken ofas the most attached

of tlie king's friei^s, and as holding, beyond all

question, the second place in the state. But when
Philotas, the only surviving son of Parmenion,
was accused in Drangiann (b. c. 330) of being

privy to the plot against the king’s life, he not

only confessed his own guilt, when put to the tor-

ture, but involved his father also in the plot.

Whether the king really believed in the guilt of

Parmenion, or deemed his life a necessary sacrifice

to policy after the execution of his son, he caused

his aged friend to he assassinated in Media before

he could receive the tidings of his son’s death.

The death «of Parmenion, at the age of 70 years,

will ever remain one of the darkest stains upon tho

character of Alexander. It is questionable whether

even Philotas was really concerned in the conspi-

racy, and we may safely pronounce that Parmenion
had no connection with it.— 2. Of Macedonia, on

epigrammatic poet, whose verses were included in

the collection of Philip of Thessalonica ; whence
it is probable that he flourished in, or shortly be-

fore, the time of Augustus.

Farnaaana (napua<r<rds, napvaa-Ss, Ion. ITap.

vq<r6s), the name, in its widest signification, of a

range of mountains, which extends from Oeta and
Corax S. £. through Doris and Phocis, and under

the name of Cirphis (Kfp^is) terminates at the

Corinthian gulf between Cirrha and Anticyra.



But in its narrower sense, Parnassus indicates the

highest part of the range a few miles N. of Delphi.

Its 2 highest summits were called Tithor^a (Ti-

Bopfa: Velitxa), and LycorSa (AuKdptia: LiaJeura)^

the former being N. \V. and the latter N. E. of

Delphi ;
and hence Parnassus is frequently de-

scribed by the poets as double-headed. Imme-
diately above Delphi the mountain forms a semi-

circular range of lofty rocks^ at the foot of which

the town was built. These rocks were called

rhaedriades (aiSpidSsj) or the “ Resplendent,”

from their facing the S., and thus receiving the

full rays of the sun during the most brilliant part

of the day. The sides of Parnassus were well

wooded : at its foot grew myrtle, laurel and olive-

trees, and higher up firs
;
and its summit was

covered with snow during the greater part of the

yciur. It contained numerous caves, glens and

romantic ravines. It is celebrated as one of the

chief seats of Apollo and the Muses, and an

inspiring source of poetry and song. On Mt. Ly-

coroa was the Corycian cave, from which the

Muses are sometimes called the Corycian nymphs.

Just above Delphi was the far-famed Casbtlian

spring, wliich issued from between 2 cliffs, called

Nmiplki and IlyampUa. These cliffs are frequently

c<‘i]]ed by the poets the summits of Parnassus,

though they are in reality only small peaks at the

base of the mountain. The mountain also was
saerc'd to Dionysus, and on one of its summits

the Thyades held their Bacchic revels. Between
Paniassus Proper and Mt, Cirphis was the valley

of the Plistus, through which the sacred road ran

from Delphi to Daulis and Stiris ; and at the

point where the road branched off to these 2 places

(called <rxi(rT^), Oedipus slow liis father Laius.—
2. A town in the N. of Cappadocia, on a mountain

<'f the same name {PascJia Dayh\ probably on the

river Ilalys, and on the road between Ancyra and
Archelais.

Parnes (ndpmjfj gen. ndpmjBos : Ozia or iVb-

zia)^ a mountain in the N. E. of Attica, in some
parts as high as 4000 feet, was a continuation of

Mt. Cithaeron, from which it extended E.- wards
as far as the coast at Ilharffnus. It was well

wooded, abounded in game, and on its lower slopes

produced excellent wine. It formed part of the

boundary between Boeotia and Attica; and the

pass through it between these 2 countries was
easy of access, and was therefore strongly fortified

by the Athenians. On the summit of the moun-
tain there was a statue of Zeus Parncthius, and
there were likewise altars of Zeus Semalcos and
Zeus Ombrius or Apemius. #
Parnon (ndpwy: Afakvo)^ a mountqip 6325

feet high, fanning the boundary betw^e^Laconia
and tlie territory of Tcgca in Arcadia.

ParopamisSAas (Tlapoiraiu,i(rd5at) or Paropa-
misli, the collective name of several peoples dwell-
ing in the S. slopes of Mt. Paropamisus (sec next
article), and of the country they inhabited, which
was not known by any other name. It was divided
on the N. from Bactria by the Paropamisus

; on
the W- from Aria, and o i the S., from Drangiana
and Arachosia, by indefinite boundaries; and on
the E. from India by the river Indus : thus cor-

responding to the E. part of Afghanistan and the

strip of the Punjab W. of the Indus. Under the

Persian empire it was the N.E.-most district of

Ariana. It was conquered by Alexander, when
he passed through it on his march to India ; but

he people soon regained their independence, though,

parts of the country were nominally included in

he limits of the Greco-Syrian and Bactrian king-

loms. It is a rugged mountain region, intersected

ty branches of the Paropamisus. In the N. the

imate is so severe that, according to the ancient

Titers, confirmed by modern travellers, the snow
Imost buries the houses ; but in the S. the valleys

if the lower mountain slopes yield all the products

f the warmer regions of Asia. In its N. was the

onsiderable river Cophes or Cofhen {Cabod\
lowing into the Indus, and having a tributary,

'hoas, Ghoh’s, or Choaspks (No. 2). The parti-

ular tribes, included under the general name of

'aropamisadae, were the Cabolltae (KafoArrat) in

le N., whose name and position point to Cabool^

le Parsii (Uapffiol) in the S.W., the Ambautac
’Ajugaurat) in the E., on the river Choas, the

'arsuCtae (napffui)Tat) on the S., and the *Api»

rd^vAoi, probably a dominant tribe of a different

ace, on the W. At the time of the Macedonian
inquest the people were little civilised, but quiet

md inoffensive. The chief cities were Ortospana
nd Alexandria, the latter founded by Alexander
he Great.

Paropamisui (napoirdpitros^ and several other

inns, of which the truest is probably Tlapoirdviffus

:

Undoo-Koosh)^ a word no doubt derived, as

lany other words beginning like it, from the Old
'ersiun parUy a inountainy is the name of a part of

he great mountain-chain which runs from W. to

J. through the centre of the S. portion of the high-

lands of Central Asia, and divides the part of the

intinent, which slopes down to the Indian Ocean,
•om the great central table-land of Tartarg and
Vdbet, It is a prolongation of the chain of Anti-

'aurus. The name was applied to that part of the

bain between the Snriphi M. (AT. of Kofiistan)

in the W. and M. Imaus {Himalaya) on the E.,

•r from about the sources of the rwer Margus on
he W. to the point where the Indus breaks

hrough the chain on the E. They were believed

ly the ancients to be among the highest mountains

the world ( which they are), and to contain the

iirccB of the Oxus and the Indus ; the last state-

.jint being an error which naturally arose from

Mifounding the cleft by which the Indus breaks

trough the chain with its unknown source. When
lexander the Great crossed these mountains, his

•llowers— regarding the achievement as cquiva-

snt to what a Greek considered as the highest

[eographical adventure, namely the passage of the

Caucasus— conferred this glory on their chief by
imply applying the name of Caucasus to the

mountain chain which he had thus passed
; and

hen, for the sake of distinction, this chain was
tiled Caucasus Indicus, and this name has come
jwn to our times in the native form of Hindoo-

Kooshy and in others also. The name Paropamisus

also applied sometimes to the great S. branch of

lis chain {Soliman M.) which skirts the valley

if the Indus on the W., and which is more speci-

ically called Parvbti or Parsvetak.
Fardpus (Paropinus), a small town in the inte-

rior of Sicily, N. of the Nebrodes Montes.

Pardrfia {Uapdpiia). 1. A town in Thrace

m the frontiers of Macedonia, whose inhabitants

/ere thd^me people as the Paroraei of Pliny.—
!. Or FaJr5ria (Ilapwpfa), a town in the S. of

Tcadia, N. of Megalopolis, said to have been

founded py Faroreus, son of Tricolonus, and a
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grandson of Lycaon, the inhabitants of which took
j

part in the building of Megalopolis.

ParSrS&tae (Uapuptdrai), the most ancient in-

habitants of the mountains in Triphylia in Elis,

who were expelled by the Minyae.

Parorios. [Phrygia.]

Paros (ndpof : ndpios : Paro)^ an island in the

Aegean sc'.i, one of the larger of the Cyclades, was
situated S. of Delos and W. of Naxos, being sepa-

rated from the latter by a channel 5 or 6 miles

wide. It is about 36 miles in circumference. It

is said to have been originally colonized by Cre-

tans, but was afterwards inhabited by lonians, and

became so prosperous, even at an early period, as

to send out colonies to Thasos and to Parium on

the Propontis. In the first invasion of Greece b}'

the generals of Darius, Paros submitted to the

Persians ; and after tlie battle of Marathon, Mil-

tiades attempted to reduce the island, but failed

in his attempt, and received a wound, of which he

died. [Miltiadks.] After the defeat of Xerxes,

Paros came under the supremacy of Athens and
shared the fate of the other Cyclades. Its name
rarely occurs in subsequent history. The most

celebrated production of Paros was its marble,

which was extensively used by the ancient sculp-

tors. It was chiefly obtained from a mountain

called Marpessa. The Parian figs were also highly

prized. The chief town of Paros was situated on

the W. coast, and bore the same naino as the

island. The ruins of it are still to he seen at the

modem Paroikia. Paros was tho birthplaco of the

poet Archilochus.— In Paros was discovered the

celebrated inscription called tho Parian Chronide^

which is now presented at Oxford. The inscrip-

tion is cut on a block of marble, and in its perfect

state contained a chronological account of the prin-

cipal events in Greek history from Cecrops, u. c.

1502 to the archonship of Diognetus, 264.

Farrh&sla ^a^paala : Tlafi/idcnoi), a district in

the S. of Arcadia, to which, according to Pausaniaa,

the towns Lycosura, Thocnia, Trapezus, Proseis,

Acacesium, Acontium, Macaria, and Dasoa be-

longed. The Parrhasii arc said to have been one

of the most ancient of the Arcadian tribes. At
the time of the Peloponnesian war they were
under the supremacy of Maiitinea, but were ren-

dered independent of that city by the Lacedac-

eminent ability. In epigrams inscribed on his

works he not only made a boast of his luxurious

habits, but he also claimed the honour of having

assigned with his own hand the precise limits of

the art, and fixed a boundary which never was to

be transgressed. Respecting the story of his con-

test with Zeuxis, see Zkuxis. Of the works of

Parrhasius, the most celebrated seems to have been
his picture of the Athenian People.

Parsli. [Paropamiradax ]

Parslol Montes (t& TlapaiKd UpT}, Bushkurd M.
in tho W. of Beloochistan)j a chain of mountains

running N.E. from the Paragon Sinus (G. ofOvum)
and forming tho boundary between Carmania and
Oedrosia. At the foot of these mountains, in the

W. of Gedrosia, were a people called Paxsidae,
with a capital Parsis (perhaps Serbah).

Parsyetae (na/jo-w^rai), a people on the borders

of Arachosia and the Paropaniisadae, with a moun-
tain of the same name, which is probably identical

with the Pariieti M. and with the iSvliman

mountains.

ParthMis, the chief city of the Calingae, a tribe

of the Gangaridae, in India intra Gungem, at the

head of the Sinus Gangeticus {Sea of lientjal).

Partheni. [Parthini.]
ParthSnlas (napecvlor), also called Parthema,

a small river in Elis, which flows into the Alpheus
E. of Olympia not for from Harpinna.
Parthenium (IlapdeVioi/). 1. A town in

Mysia, S. of Pergaraum.— 2. {FdeTtkrbiirun)^ n.

promontory in the Chersonesus Taiurica, on which
stood a temple of tho Tauric Artemis, from whom
it derived its name. It was in this temple that

human sacrifices were olfered to the goddess.

ParthSnIum Mare (rd UapderiKdv rrfKayos)^

the S.E. part of the Mediterranean, between Egypt
and Cyprus.

ParthSnIus {Tlap04uios)t of Nicaca, or accord-

ing to others, of Myrlea, a cel(“brat(*d grammarian,
is said by Suidas to have been token prisoner by
Cinna, in the Mithridatic war, to have been
manumitted on account of his learning, and to

have lived to the reign of Tiberius. If this state-

ment is tnie, Parfhenius must have attained a
great age, since there were 77 years from the

death of Mithridates to the accession of Tiberius.

Parthenius taught Virgil Greek
;
aiid he seems to

monians. Homer {[I. ii. 608) mentions a town
Parrhasla, said to have been founded by Par-

rhasus, son of Lycaon, or by Pelasgus, son of

Arestor.— The adjective ParrJumus is frequently

used by the poets as equivalent to Arcadian.

Parrh&sXuB (Tla^^dirtos), one of the most ccle-

brated Greek painters, was a native of Ephesus,

tho son and pupil of Evenor. He practised his art i

chiefly nt Athens : and by' some writers he is

called an Athenian, probably because the Athe-
nians had bestowed upon him the right of citizen-J

ship. He flourished about b. c. 400. ParrhasiiJ
did for painting, at least in pictures of gods nnff

heroes, what had been done for sculpture by Phi-

dias in divine subjects, and by Polycletus in the

human figure : he established a canon of proportion,

which was followed by all the artists that came
after him. Several interesting observations on the

principles of art which he followed are mado in a
dialogue with SociRtei, as reported by Lenophon
{Mem. iii. 10). The character of ParrHasius was
marked in the highest degree by that /arrogance

which often accompanies the consciousness of pre-

have been very popular among the distinguished

Romans of his time. The emperor Tiberius imi-

tated his poems, and placed his works and statues

in the public libraries, along with the most cele-

brated ancient writers. Parthenius wrote many
poemil hut the only' ono of his works which has
come d|||yn to ue is in prose, and entitled Tltpl

ipiariK^T^Oyindruv. It contoins 36 brief love-

stories, which ended in an unfortunate manner.
Jt is dedicated to Cornelius Gallus, and was com-
ipiled for his use, that he toight avail himself of

ithc materials in the composition of epic and elegiac

poems. The best edition is by Westermann, in

the Mythc^aphif Bninswick, 1843.
FarthSnins (llapOevtos). 1. A mountain on

the frontiers of Argolis and Arcadia, through

which was an iroportont pass leading from Argolis

to Tegea. This pass is still called Partheni, but
the mountain itself, which rises to the height of

3993 feet, bears the name of Roino. It was on
this mountain that Telephus, the son of Hercules
and Auge, was said to have been suckled by a
hind j and it was here also that the god Pan is



iaid to have appeared to Pbidippides, the Athenian

courier, shortly before the battle of Marathon.—2.
(also Ueipdfvris : Qiaii-Su or Bartan-Su)^ the chief

river of Paphlagonia, rises in Mt. Olgassys, and

flows N.W. into the Euxine 90 stadia W. of

Amastris, forming in the lower part of its course

the boundary between Bithynia and Paphlagonia.

FarthSndn (d TlapdtveSift i. e, the virgin's cham-

ber)^ was the usual name of one of the finest and,

in its iuflnencc upon art, one of the most important

edifices ever built, the temple of Athena Parthenos

on the Acropolis of Athens. It was also called

HecatoxnpSdon ('EKard/ia-cSoi/) orHecatompedos
('E»raT(fjuir65os, sc. vttis) from its being 100 feet in

one of its chief dimensions, probably in the breadth

of the top st(‘p on which the front pillars stand.

It was erected, under the administration of Pe-

ricles, on the site of th** older temple of Athena,

burnt during the Persian invasion, and was com-

pleted by the dedication of the statue of the god-

dess, n.c. 438. Its architects were Ictinus and

Callicrates, but all the works were under the

superintendence of Phidias. It was built entirely

of Pontelic marble : its dimensions were, 2*27 En-

glish feet long, 101 broad, and G5 high: it was

.50 feet longer than the edifice which preceded it.

Its architecture was of the Doric order, and of the

purjjt kind. It consisted of an oblong central

buiraing (the celUi or vi<i)s)^ surrounded on all sides

by a peristyle of pillars, 46 in number, 0 at each

end and 17 at each side (reckoning the corner pil-

lars twice), elevated on a platform, which u'as

fisccnded hy 3 stops all round the building. Within

the porticoes at each end was another row of 6

pilhirs, standing on a level with the floor of the

rc//«, and 2 steps higher than that of the peristyle.

The cella was divided into 2 chambers of unequal

size, tht! prodomis or promos (wpdSo/ior, 7rp6yaos)y

and the opisihodomus {diriadSbofios) or posticum ;

the former, which was the larger, contained the

statue of the goddess, and was the true sanctuary,

the latter being probably used as a treasury and
vestrj'. Both these chambers had inner rows of

pillars (in 2 stories, one over the other), IG in the
former and 4 in the latter, supporting the partial

roof, for the large chamber, at least, had its centre

open to the sky. Technically, the temple is called

peripteral octastyle hypaethral. It was adorned,

within and without, with colours and gilding, and
with sculptures which are regarded as the master-

pieces of ancient art. The colossal chryselephan-

tine (ivor)' and gold) statue of Athena, which
stood at the end of the prodowus^ opposite to

the entrance, was tho work of Phidias himself,

and surpassed everj' other statue in the ancient

world, except that of Zeus at Olympia by the same
artist. The other sculptures were executed under
the direction of Phidias hy different artists, as may
still he seen by differences in their style

; but the
most important of them were doubtless from the

hand of Phidias himself. (1.) The tympana of the

pediments (i. e. the inner flat portion of the trian-

gular gable-ends of tho roof above the 2 end porti-

coes), were filled with groups of detached glossal

statues, those of the E. or principal front repre-

senting the birth of Athena, and those of the W.
front the contest between Athena and Poseidon

for the land of Attica. (2.) In the /riexe of the

eniahlaiure (he. the upper of the 2 portions into

which the surface between the columns and the

xoif is divided),the mt&pes behoeen the triglyphs (i. e.

the square spaces between the projections answer-

ing to the ends of beams if the roof had been of

wood) were filled with sculptures in high relief,

92 in all, 1 4 on each front, and 32 on each side,

representing subjects from the Attic mythology,

among which the battle of the Athenians with the

Centaurs forms the subject of the 15 metopes from

the S. side, which are now in the British Museum.

(3.) Along the top of the external wall of the

oe^, under the ceiling of the peristyle, ran a frieze

sculptured with a representation of the Pannthenaic

procession, in very low relief. A large number of

the slabs of this frieze were brought to England
by Lord Elgin, with the 15 metopes just men-
tioned, and a considerable number of other frag-

ments, including some of the most important,

though mutilated, statues from the pediments ; and
the whole collection was purebast^d by the nation

in 1816, and deposited in the British Museum,
where may also bo seen excellent models of the

rains of the Parthenon and of the temple as con-

jfcturally restored. The worst of the injuries

which it has suffered from war and pillage was
inflicted in the siege of Athens by the Venetians

in 1687, when a bomb exploded in the very centre

of the Parthenon, and threw down much of both

the side walls. Its ruins are still, however, in

sufiicient preservation to gi^ e a good idea of the

construction of all its principal ptirts.

ParthSndpaeuB (TlapGcvoTraiuv), one of the 7
heroes who accompanied Adrastiis in his expe-
dition against Theirs. He is sometimes called a
son of Ares or Milanion and Atialanta, sometimes

of Meleager and Atalanta, imd sometimes of

Talaus and Lysimacho. Jlis son, by the nymph
Clymcnc, who marched against Thebes as one of

the Epigoni, is Ccalled Proinachus, Stratolaus, Thc-
simenus, or Tlesimenes. Parthcnopacus was killed

at Thebes by Asphodicus, Amphidicus or Pericly-

menus.

Farth5n5p51is (napBeySTrohis)^ a town in

Moesia Inferior near the Pontus Euxinus, and
between Calatis and Tomi.

Farthia, Farth^aea, Parthiene (TJapBlu, Tlap.

fluoi'a, napdvrjvh : TldpOoi^ VlapOvdtot^ Parthi, Par-

thicni : Khorassan\ a country of Asia, to the S.E.

of the Caspian. Its extent was different at dif-

ferent time's
;
but, as the tt:rm was generally under-

stood by the ancient geographers, it denoted the

partly mountainous and partly desert country on the

S. of the mountains which hem in the Caspian on

the S.£. (M. Labuta), and which divided Parthia

on the N. from Hyrctinia. On the N. E. and E., a
branch of the same chain, called Masdoranus,

divided it from Aria; on the S. the deserts of

Parthia joined those of Carmania, and further

W.-ward the M. Parachoathras divided Parthi.-i

from Persia and Susiana: on the W. and N.IV'. it

was divided from Media by boundaries which can-

not be exactly marked out. Of this district, only

the N. part, in and below the mountains of Ilyr-

eania, seems to have formed the proper country of

the Parthi, who w’ere a people of Scythian origm.

The ancient writers tell us that the name means
exiles

;

but this is uncertain. They were a very

warlike people, and were especially celebrated as

faorsc-archers. Their tactics, of which the Romans
had fatal dkpericncc in their first wars with them,

became so celebrated as to pass into a proverb.

Their mailLlad horsemen spread like a cloud

round the hostile army, and poured in a shower of
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darts ; and then evaded any closer conflict by a

rapid flight, during which they still shot their

arrow backwards upon the enemy. Under the

Persian empire, the Parthians, with the Chorasmii,

Sogdii, and Arii, formed the 15th satrapy: under

Alexander and the Greek kings of Syria, Parthia

.and Ifyrcania together formed a satrapy. About
i}.c. 2.50 they revolted from the Seleucidae, under

a chieftain named Arsaces, who founded an inde-

pendent monarchy, the history of which is given

under Arsacks, During the period of the down-
fall of the Syrian kingdom, the Parthians overran

the provinces E. of the Euphrates, and about

B.C. 130 they overthrew the kingdom of Bactria,

so that their empire extended over Asia from the

Euphrates to the Indus, and from ihe Indian

Ocean to the Paropamisus, or even to the Oxus

;

but on this N. frontier they had to maintain a
continual conflict with the nomad tribes of Central

Asia. On the W. their progress was checked by
Mithridates and Tigranes, till those kings fell suc-

cessively before the Romans, who were thus brought

into collision with the Parthians. After the me-
morable destruction of Crassus and his army,

B. c. 53 [Crassus], the Parthians threatened

Syria and Asia Minor; but their progress was
stopped hy 2 signal defeats^ which they suffered

from Antony’s legate Ventidius, in 30 and 38.

The preparations fur renew’ing the war with Rome
were rendered fruitless by the contest for the Par-

thian throne between Phraates IV. and Tiridates,

which led to an appeal to Augustus, and to the

restoration of the standards of Crassus, ii. c. 2U

;

an event to which the Roman poets often allude

in terms of flattery to Augustus, almost as if he

had conquered tile Parthian empire. It is to be

observed that the poets of the Augustan age use

the names Parthi, Persae, and Medi indiflerently.

The Parthian empire had now begun to decline,

owing to civV contests and the defection of the

governors of provinces, and had ceased to be for-

midable to the Romans. There were, however,

continual disputes between the 2 empires for the

protectorate of the kingdom of Armenia. In con-

sequence of one of these disputes Trajan invaded

the Parthian empire, and obtained possession for a
short time of Mesopotamia ;

but his conquests were
surrendered under Hadrian, and the Euphrates

again became the boundary of the 2 empires.

There were other wars at later periods, wliich re-

sulted in favour of the Romans, who took Seleucia

and Ctesiphon, and made the district of Osrocnc a
Roman province. The exhaustion which was the

effect of these wars at length gave the Persians

the opportunity of throwing off the Parthian yoke.

Led by Artaxerxes (Ardshir) they put an end to

the Parthian kingdom of the Arsacidae, after it

had lasted 476 years, and established the Persian

dynasty of the Sassanidae, a. d. 226. [Arsacbs ;

Sassanidar.]
Parthlni or FarthSui (nap0ivo/, UapQr)Pol)^

an Illyrian people in the neighbourhood of Dyr-
rhachium.

Parthisoas or Parthissns, a river in Dacia,

probably the same as the Tibiscus. [Tibiscus.]

Paryadres (TlapudS^s : Kara-hel Ikufh^ or Kut-
Tagh)^ a mountain chain ofW. Asia, running S.W.
and N.E. from the £. of Asia Mii^.r into the

centre of Armenia, and forming the chi€(c connecting

link between the Taurus and the mountains of

Armenia. It was considered as tl^ boundary

PASARGAD4.
between Cappadocia (i. e. Pontus Cappadocius) and
Armenia (i. e. Armenia Minor). In a wide sense

the name seems sometimes to extend so far N.E.
as to include M. Abus {Ararat) in Armenia.

FarySti Montes (rd llapvrirSiv dp-n, from the

Indian word joanito, i. e. a mountain : Soliman il/.),

the great mountain chain which runs N. and S. on
the W. side of the valley of the Indus, and forms

the connecting link between the mountains which
skirt the N. coast of the Persian Gulf and the

Indian Ocean, and the parallel chain, further N.,
called the Paropamisus or Indian Caucasus ;

or, be-

tween the E. extensions of the Taurus and Anti-

Taurus systems, in the widest sense. This chain

fonued the boundary between Arachosia and the

Paropamisadae : it now divides Deloochislan and
Afghanistan on the W. from Scinde and the Punjab
on the E., and it meets the Jlindoo-Koosh in the

N.E. corner of Afghanistan^ between Cuboid and
Peshawur. Its ancient inhabitants were called

PargSlae (IlapuTjTai)
; and the name Panda is

found in old Persian inscriptions and in the Zend-
avesta (the old Persian sacred book), as that of a
people.

FaryB&tiB {Uapiaans or Tlapvffdris)^ daughter

of Artaxerxes I. Longimanus, king of Persia, was
given by her father in marriage to her own brother

Darius, surnained Oebus, who in u. c. 424^nc-
ceeded Xerxes II. on the throne of Persia. ^ he

feeble character of Darius threw the chief power
into the hands of Parysatis

;
whoso administration

was little else than a aeries of murders. Four of

her sons grew up to manhood. The eldest of

these, Artaxerxes Mnemon, was born before Da-
rius had obtained the sovereign power, and on this

pretext Parysatis sought to set aside his claims to

the throne in favour of her second son Cyrus.

Failing in this attempt, she nevertheless interposed

after the death of Darius, 405, to prevent Arta-
xerxes from putting Cyrus to death

;
and prevailed

with the king to allow him to return to his satrajjy

in Asia Minor. After the death of Cyrus at the

battle of Cunaxa (401), she did not hesitate to

display her grief for the death of her fiivourite son,

by bestowing funeral honours on his mutilated

remains
;
and she subsequently succeeded in getting

into her power all the authors of the death of

Cyrus, whom she put to death by the most cniel

tortures. She afterwards poisoned Statira, the

wife of Artaxerxes. The feeble and indolent king
was content to banish her to Babylon ; and it was
not long before he recalled her to his court,

where she soon recovered all her former influence.

Of this she availed herself to turn his suspicions

against Tissaphemes, whom she had long hated as

having been the first to discover the designs of

Cyrus to*)ii8 brother, and who was now put to

death by Artaxerxes at her instigation, 396. She
appears to have died soon afterwards.

Fasarg&da or -ae (na(rap7d5a, naffop7d8at),
the older of the 2 capitals of Persis (the other

and later being Persepolis), is said to have been

founded by Cyrus the Great, on the spot where he

gained this great victory over Astyages. The tomb
of Cyrus stood here in the midst of a beautiful

park. The exact site is doubtful. Strabo describes

it as lying in the hollow part of Persis, on the river

Cyrus, S.E. of Persepolis, and near the borders of

Carmania. Most modem geographers identify it

with MMr^/ia6,N.E. of Persepolis, where there are

the remains of a great sepulchral monument of the







ancient Persians. Others place it at Farsa or at

JJarab-glierd^ hoth S.E. of Persepolis, but not

answering Strabo’s description in other respects so

well as Murghah. Others identify it with Pcrso-

polis; which is almost certainly an error.

Pasarg&dae (na<Ta/>7ci^a(), the most noble of

the 3 chief tribes of the ancient Persians, the other

2 being the Maraphii andMa4f>ii. The royal house

of the Achuemenidae were of the race of the Pa-

sargadae. They had their residence chiefly in and

about the city of Pasargada.
Fasfas, a Greek painter, belonged to the Sicy-

011 ian school, and flomished iibout n. c. 220.

Faslou (nacrioiv), a wealthy banker at Athens,

was originally a slave of Antisthenes and Arches-

tratns, who were also bankers. In their service

he displayed great fidelit}*^ as well as aptitude for

l^sines.% and was manumitted as a reward. He
lutcrwards set up a banking concern on his own ac-

•omit, by w hich, together with a shield manufactory,

he greatly enriched himself, while he continued all

along to preserve his old character for integuty,

and his credit stood high throughout Greece. He
did not however escape an accusation of fraudu-

lently keeping back some money wliich had been

entnisted to him by a foreigner from the Euxine.

The jilaintilf’s case is stated in an oration of Iso-

ernte^ (
'rpawt^iTiKds)^ still extant. Pasion did

go()d*rvice to Athens with his money on several

occasions. Ho was rewarded with the freedom
of the city, and was enrolled in the deinus of

Aeharnae,. He died at Athens in u. c. 3/0, after

a lingering illness, accompanied with failure of

siylit. Towards the end of his life his aflairs

were; administered to a great extent by his frecd-

niaii Phorniion, to whom he let his banking shop
!i)id shield manufactory, atid settled in his will

that ho should marry his widow Archippo, with a
handsome dowry, and underUike the guardianship
of his younger son Pusicles. His elder son, Apol-
ludonis, grievously diminished his patrimony by
extravagance and law-snils.

FasUphS,! {Ua(Ti<f>dTt), daughter of Helios (the

Sini) and Persois, and a sister of Ciree and Aeetes,
was the wife of hlinoa, by whom* she became the
mother f)f Androgeoa, Catreus, Deucalion, Glaucus,
Acallo, Xenodice, Ariadne, and Pliaedrm Hence
Phaedra is called Pasiphdtia (Ov. Met. xv. .500.)

llespccting the passion of Pasiphae for the beau-
tiful bull, and the birth of the Minotaurus, see

p. 4.50, a.

Fasiteles (Jlaarthpi), 1. A statuarj”, who
flourished about B. c. 468, and was the teacher of

Colotes, the contemporary of Phidias.— 2. A sta-

tu.ary, sculptor, and silver-chaser, of the highest

distinction, was a native of Magna Orac^'a, and
obtjiined the Homan franchise with his countrymen
in u. c. .00. He flourished at Rome from about 60
to 30. Pasi teles also wrote a treatise in 5 books
upon celebrated works of sculpture and chasing.

Fasitliea (riacrtOea). 1. One of the Charlies,
or Graces, also called Aglaia.— 2. One of the Ne-
reids.

Pasitigris (nafftriypnf or Ucurirtypis: prob.
Karoon)^ a considerable river of Asia, rising in the

mountains £. of Mesobatene, on the confines of

Media and Persis, and flowing first W. by N. to

M. Zagros or Parachoathras, then, breaking through

this chain, it toms to the S., and flows through

Susianar into the head of the Persian Gulf, after

receiving the Eulaeus on its W. side. Some geo-

graphers make the Pasitigris a tributary of the

Tigris.

Fass&ron {TLatTffipwv : near Dhramisius S.W.
of Joannina)t a town of Epirus irx Molossia, and
the ancient capital of the Molossian kings. It

was destroyed by the Homans, together with 70
other towns of Epirus, after the conquest of Mace-
donia, B. c. 168.

Fassifinus Crispus. [Crispus.]

Fassienus Faulus. [Paul us.

J

Fataeci (n(£TaiK0t), Phoenician divinities whose
dwarfish figures were attached to Phoenician

ships.

Fat&la, Fatalene. [Pattala, Pattalenk.]
Fat&ra (rd Tidrapa : IlaTapevs : Patara^ llu.),

one of the chief cities of Lycia, was a flourishing

sea-port, on a promontory of the same name (ij

Tlardpuy &Kpa)y 60 stadia (6 geog. miles) E. of the

mouth of the Xanthus. It was early colonised by
Dorians from Crete, and became a chief seat of the
worship of Apollo, wlio had here a very celebrated

oracle, which uttered responses in the winter only,

and from whose son Patarus the name of the city

was mythically derived. It was restored and en-
larged by Ptolemy Philadelplms, who called it

Arsiuoe, but it remiiined better known by its old

name.

P&tavfum (Patavinus : Padoxu or Padua\ an
ancient town of the Veneti in the N. of Italy, on
tile Medoacus Minor, and on the road from Mutina
to Altiimin, was said to have been founded by the

Trojan Antonor. It became a flourishing and
important town in early times, and was powerful
enough in B. c. 302 to drive back the Spartan
king Cleomenes with great loss, wlien he attempted
to plunder the surrounding country. Under the

Romans Patavium was the most iinportant city in

the N. of Italy, and, by its commerce and manu-
factures (of which its woollen stuffs were the most
celebrated), it attained great opulence.* According
to Strabo it possessed 500 citizens, wliose fortune

entitled them to the equestrian rank. It was
plundered by Attila

;
and, in consequence of a

revolt of its citizens, it was subsequently destroyed

by Agilolf, king of the Langobai'ds, and razed to

the ground
;
hence the modern town contains few

remains of antiquity.— PaUivium is celebrated as

the birth-place of the historian Livy.— In its

ncighbourliood were tlio Aquae Putavinae^ also

called Aponi Fona^ respecting which, see p. 6.5, b.

Faterciilus, C. Velleius, a Homan historian,

was probably bom about B. c. 19, and was de-

scended from a distinguished Campanian family.

He adopted the* profession of arms
;
and, soon after

he had entered the army, he accompanied C. Caesar

in his expedition to the East, and was present with

the latter at his interview with the Parthian king,

in A. D. 2. Two years afterwards, a. n. 4, he served

under Tiberius in Germany, succeeding his father

in the rank of Praefectus Equitura, having pre-

viously filled in succession the offices of tribune of

the soldiers and tribune of the camp. For the

next 8 years Paterculus served trader Tiberias,

either as praefectus or legatus, in the vaiious cam-

paigns of the latter in Germany, Pannonia, and
Dalmatia, and, by his activity and ability, gained

the favour of ihe future emperor. He was quaestor

A.D. 7, but h* continued to serve as legatus under

Tiberius. Heiaccompanied his commander on his

return to Homn in 12, and took a prominent part

in the triumph il procession of Tibe^us, along with

\ u u
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liis brotlicr Maj?ius Celer. Tho 2 brothers were

praetors in 15. I’atereulus was alive in 30, as he

drew iij) his history in that year for the use of

M. Vinicius, who was then consul ;
and it is con-

jectured, with much probability, that he perished

the folio wilier year (31), along with the other

friends of Sejanus. The favourable manner in

which he had bo recently spoken in his history of

this powerful minister would be sufficient to ensure

his condemnation on the fall of the latter. The
work of Patercidus, which has come down to us,

is a brief historical compendium in two books, and
bears the title C. Ve/leii Puterculi JJisUmae Ho-
manae ad M. Vinkium Cvn, Libri II. The be-

ginning of the work is wanting, and there is also

a portion lost after the 3th chapter of the first

book. The object of this compendium was to give

a brief view of universal history, but more espe-

cially of the events connected with Rome, the his-

tory of which occupies the main portion of the

book. It commenced apparently Avith the destnic-

tioii of Troy, and ended with the year 30. In the

execution of his work, Velleius has shown great

skill and judgment. He does not attempt to give

a consecutive account of all the events of history

;

he seizes only upon a few of the more prominent

facts, which he describes at sufficient length to

leave them impressed upon the recollection of his

hearers. Ilis style, which is a close imitation of

.Sallust’s, is characterised by clearness, conciseness,

and energy. In his estimate of the characters of

the leading actors in Roman history he generally

exiiibits both discrimination and judgment
;
but

he lavishes the nio.st indiscriminate prai.ses, as

might have been expected, upon his p.itran Ti-

berius. Only one manuscript of Paterculus has

come down to us ; and us this manuscript abounds

with errors, the text is in a very corrupt state.

The best editions are by Ruhnken, Lugd. Bat.

17Hf)
;
by ‘‘brelli, Lips. 1835; and by Bothe,

Turici, 1837.

Faternus, Tarrunteniis, a jurist, is probably

the same person who was praefectus praetorio

under Commodus, and was put to death by the

emperor on a charge of treason. He was the author

of a work in 4 bonks, entitled De lie Mxlitari or

from which there are two excerpts in

the Digest.

Patinos {Xldrixos : Pafmo\ one of the islands

called t^porades, in the Icarian Sea, at about equal

distances S. of .Samos, and W. of the Prom. Posi-

dium on the coast of Caria, celebrated as the place

to which the Apostle John was banished, and in

which he wrote the Apocalypse. The natives still

affect to show the cave where St. John saw the

apocalyptic visions (to criHiKaiou tt)5 irroKaAbtf/ius).

On the E. side of the island was a city with a
harbour.

Patrae (IldTpou, naTg^ss Herod.; Tlarpebs:

Pairas\ one of the 12 cities ofAchaia, was situated

W. of Rhiunf, near the opening of the Corinthian

gnlf. It is said to have been originally called

Aroe (’Ap4i|), and to have been founded by the

autochthon Eumelus ; and after the expulsion of

the lonians to have been taken possession of by
Patreos, from whom it derived its name. The
town is rarely mentioned in early Creek history,

and was chiefly of importance as ihc place from
which the Pelopotmesians directed their attacks

against the opposite coast of Aetoliij Patrae was
one of the 4 towns which took the eading part in
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founding the 2nd Achaean league. In conse-

quence of assisting the Aetolians against the Qauls
in II. c. 279, Patrae became so weakened that most
of the inhabitants deserted the town and took up
their abodes in the neighbouring villages. Under
the Romans it continued to be an insignificant

place till the time of Augustus, who rebuilt the

town after the battle of Actium, again collected

its inhabitants, and added to them tho.se of Rhypae.
Augustus further gave Patrae dominion over the

neighbouring towns, and even over Locris, and
also bestowed upon it the privileges of a Roman
colony ; hence we find it called on coins Colonia

Anguda Aroe PcUrcjms. Strabo describes Patrae
in his time as a flourishing and populous town
with a good harbour

;
and it was frequently tho

place at which persons landed sailing frtmi Italy to

Greece. The modern Patras is still an im-
pirtant place, but contains few remains of anti-

quity.

Fatrocles (llarp0K\ris\ a Macedonian general

in the service of Seleucus I. and Antiochus I.,

kings of Syria. Patrocles held, both under Se-

leucus and Antiochus, an important government
over some of the E. provinces of the Syrian empire.

During tho period of his holding this position, he
collected accurate geographical information, which
he afterwards published to the Avorld

;
but Jhough

he is frequently cited by Strabo, who placeu the

utmost reliance on his accuracy, neither the title

nor exact subject of his work is mentioned. It

seems clear, however, that it included a general

account of India, as well as of the countries on the

biuiks of the Oxus and the Caspian Sea. Patrocles

regarded tho Caspian Sea as a gulf or inlet of the

ocean, and maintained the possibility of sailing

thither by sea from the Indian Ocoau.

Fatrocli Insiila (TlaTprficXou 1/770
-

05 : Gadaro-
nesi or Gaidronisi), a small island off tho S.W.
coast of Attica, near Sunium.

Fatroclus (ndrpo/fXos or UarpoKA^s), tho cele-

brated friend of Achilles, was son of Menoetius of

Opus, and grandson of Actor and Aegina, whence
he is called Aciorides. His mother is commonly
called Sthenele,"’ but some mention her under the

name of Periapis or Polymele. Aeacus, the

grandfather of Achilles, was a brother of Menoe-
tius, so that Achilles and Patroclus were kins-

men as well as friends. While still a boy
Patroclus involuntarily slew Clysonymus, son of

Ampliidamas. In consequence of this accident he

was taken by his father to Peleus at Phthia,

where he was educated together with Achilles.

He is said to have taken part in the expedition

against Troy on account of his attachment to

Achille }. He fought bravely against the Trojans,

until his friend withdrew from the scene of action,

when Patroclus folloAved his example. But when
the Greeks were hard pressed, he begged Achilles

to allow him to put on his armour, and Avith his

men to hasten to the assistance of the Greeks.

Achilles granted the request, and Patroclus suc-

ceeded in driving back the Trojans and extin-

guishing tho Are which was raging among the

ships. He slew many enemies, and thrice made
an assault upon the walla of Troy ; but on a

sudden he was struck by Apollo, and became

senseless. In this state Euphorbus ran him
through with his lance from behind, and Hector

gave him the last and fatal blow. Hector also

took possession of his armour. A long struggle
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now ensued between the Greeks and Trojans for

the body of Patrodus ; but the former obtained

possession of it, and brought it to Achilles, who

was deeply grieved, and vowed to avenge the

death of his friend. Thetis protected the body

with ambrosia against decomposition, until Achilles

had leisure solemnly to burn it with funeral sacri-

fices. His ashes were collected in a golden urn

wliich Dionysus had once given to Thetis, and

were deposited under a mound, where the remains

of Achilles were subsequently buried. Funeral

games were celebrated in his honour. Achilles

and Patrodus met again in the lower world ; or,

according to others, they continued after their

death to live together in the island of Leucc.

Patron, an Epicurean philosopher, lived for

some time in Rome, where he became acquainted

with Cicero and others. From Rome he removed

to Athens, and there succeeded Phaedrus as pre-

sident of the Epicurean school, n. c. 52.

Fatt&la. [Pattalenb.]
Pattalene orPatalene (narToATji/tj, narox^jv^:

Lowar iSeindf\ the name of the great delta formed

the 2 principal arms by which the Indus falls into

the sea. At the apex of the delta stood the city

PattSrla or Fatala (prob. HyderaJxjul). The name
is probably a native Indiati word, namely the

Sansarit pafaluy which means i/ic cotiniry^ and
is .applied to the W. part of N. India about the

Indus, in contradistinction to the F. fiart about

the Ganges.

Patulcins. a surname of Janus. [Janus.]
Patiimus ( Udrovnos : 0. T. Pithom

:
prob. near

flatjusvyh^ or Belbe'is)^ an Egyptian city in the

Aiabian D(‘sprt, on the E. margin of the Delta,

near Itubastis, and near the commencement of-

Necho’.s canal from the Nile to the Red Sea; built

b} the Israelites during their captivity (Exod. i. 11).

Paulina or FauUina. 1. LoUia. [Lullia.]
— 2. Fompeia, wife of Seneca the philosopher,

and probably the daughter of Pomjieius Paulinus,

who commanded in Germany in the reign of Nero.

When her husband was condemned to death, she

opened her veins along with him. oAfter the blood

had flowed some time, Nero commanded her veins

to be bound up ; she lived a few years longer, but

with a paleness which testified how near she had
been to death.

FanUnus. 1. Fompeius, commanded in Ger-
many along wdth L. Antistius Vetusiu a. u. 58, and
compb-ted the dam to restrain the inundations of

the Rhine, which Drusus had commenced G3 years

before. Seneca dedicated to him his treatise De
Brevilate Vitae ; and the Pompeia Paulina, whom
the philosopher married, was probably the daughter
of this Pnuliims.»2. C. Suetonios, propraetor in

Mauretania, in the reign of the emperor Claudius,

A. I). 42, when he conquered the Moors who had re-

volted, and advanced as far as Mt. Atlas. He
had the command of Britain in the reign of

Nero, from 59 to 62. For the first 2 years all

his undertakings were successful
;
but during his

absence on an expedition against the island of

Mona (Anglesey)

f

the Britons rose in rebellion

under Boadicea (61). They at first met with

great success, but were conquered by Suetonius

on his return from Mona. [Boadicea.] In 66
he was consul

;
and after the death of Nero in- 68

he was one of Otho's generals in the war against

Vitellius. It was against his advice that Otho
fought the battle at Bedriacum. He was pardoned
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by Vitellius afterN ero’s deatlu— 3. Of Milan (JAj-

diolanensia\ was the secretary of St. Ambrose, after

whose death he became a deacon, and repaired to

Africa, where, at the request of St. Augustine, he
composed a biography of his former patron. This
biography, and 2 other small works by Paulinus,

are still extant— 4. Heropius Pontius Anicius
Paulinas, bishop of Nolo, and hence generally

designated Paidinus Noianus^ was bom at Bour-
deaux, or at a neighbouring town, which he calls

Embromagum, about a. d. 353. His parents were
wealthy and illustrious, and he received a careful

education, enjoying in particular the instructions of

the poet Ausonius. After many years spent in

worldly honours he withdrew from the world, and
was eventually chosen bishop of Nola in 409. He
died in 431. The works of Paulinus are still

extant, and consist of Epistolae (51 in number),
Carmina (32 in number, composed in a great va-

riety of metres), and a short tract entitled Passio

S. (renesii Arelatemia. Edited by Le Brun, 4to.

Paris, 1685, reprinted at Veron. 1736.

Paullus or Paulas, a Roman cognomen in many
gentes, but best known as tlic name of a family of
the Aemilia gens. The name was originally

written with a double /, but subsequently with
only one 1.

Paulu8(naOAor), Greek writers. 1. Aegineta,
a celebrated medical writer, of whose personal his-

tory nothing is known except that he was born in

Acgina, and that he travelled a good deal, visiting,

among other places, Alexandria. He probably

lived in the latter half of the 7th century after

Christ He wrote several medical worlcs in Greek,
of which the principal one is still extant, with
no exact title, but commonly called De tie

dim lAbri Septem. This work is chiefly a ccmpiui-

tion from former writers. The Greek text lias

been twice published, Venet. I528f and Basil.

1338. There is an excellent English translation by
Adams, London, 1834, seq.— 2. Of Alexandria,
wrote, in A. d. 378, an Introduction to Astro-
logy (JElcraryury^ els rifv dTroTeAecr/uariK^i'), wliich

has come down to us, edited by Schatus or Schato,

Wittenberg, 1 586.— 3. Of Samosata, a cele-

brated heresiarch of the 3rd century, was made
bishop of Antioch, about a. d. 260. He was
condemned and deposed by a council held in

26.9. Paulus denied the distinct personality of

the Son of God, and maintained that the Word
came and dwelt in the man Jesus.— 4.- SBen-
tiarios, so called, because he was chief of the si-

leiitiarii, or secretaries of the emperor Justinian.

He wrote various poems, of which the following

are extant:— (1.) A Description of ‘the Church

of St. Sophia ( “'Eic^pao-is rov vaov rfir aylas ISo-

0lar), consisting of 1029 verses, of wliich the

first 134 are iambic, the rest hexameter. This

poem gives a clear and graphic description of the

superb structure which forms its subject, and was
recited by its author at the second dedication of

the church (a. d. 562), after the restoration of

the dome, which had fallen in. Edited by Graefe,

Lips. 1822, and by Bekker, Bonxi, 1837, in tbe

Bonn edition of the Byzantine historians. (2.)

A Description of the Pulpit ( *lEK<f>pcurts rov 4/c-

Stsuos), consis&ng of 304 verses, is a supplement to

the foimer povim. It is printed in the editions

nientioned abovp. (3.) Epigrams^ 83 in all, given

in the Anthologyjt, Among these is a poem ik$

Pj^ihian Batla i £It h/ nv0lou
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Faulus, AewSlhiB. 1. M., consul b. c. 302,

and inagister equitum to the dictator Q. Fabiiis

Maximus Rullianus, 301.—*2. M., consul 25S

witli Ser. Fulvius Paetinus Nobilior, about the

middle of the 1st Punic war. See Nobilior,

No. 1. —3. L., son of No. 2., consul 219, when
he conquered Demetrius of the island of Pharos in

the Adriatic, and compelled him to fly for refuge

to Philip, king of Macedonia. He was consul a

2nd time in 216 with C. Terentius Varro. This

was the year of the memorable defeat at Cannae.

[Hannibal.] The battle was fought against the

advice of Paulus
;
and he was one of the many

distinguished Romans who perished in the engage-

ment, refusing to fly from the field, v'hen a tribune

of the soldiers offered him his horse. Hence we
find in Horace (Carm. i. 12) : “animaeque magnae
prodigum PauUim superante Pocno.” Paulus was
a sUiunch adherent of the aristocracy, and was
raised to the consulship by the latter party to

counterlualance the influence of the plebeian Te-

rentiuB Varro. —4. L., afterwards surnamed Macr-
noNicus, son of No. 3, was born about 230 or 229,

since at the time of his 2nd consulship, 168, he

was upwards of 60 years of age. He was one of

the best specimens of the high Roman nobles. He
would not condescend to flatter the people for the

offices of the state, maintained with strictness

severe discipline in the army, was deeply skilled

in the law of the augurs, to whose college he be-

longed, and maintained throughout life a pure and
unspotted character. Ho was elected curule aedilc

192 ;
was praetor 191, and obtained Further Spain

ns his province, where he carried on war with the

Lusitani; and was consul 181, when he conquered

the Ingauni, a Ligurian people. For the next 13

years he lived quietly at Rome, devoting most of

his time to the education of his children. He was
consul a 2L’d time in 168, and Iwought the war
against Perseus to a conclusion by the defeat of

the Macedonian monarch near Pydna, on the 22nd
of .Tune. Perseus shortly afterwards surrendered

himself to Paulus. [Perseus.] Paulus remained

in Macedonia during the greater part of the follow-

ing year as proconsvil, and arranged the aflirirs of

Macedonia, in conjunction with 10 Roman commis-

sioners, whom the senate had despatched for the

purpose. Before leaving Greece, he marched
into Epirus, where, in accordance with a cruel

command of the senate, ho gave to his soldiers 70
towns to be pillaged, because they had been in

alliance with Perseus. The triumph of Paulus,

which was celebrated at the end of November,

167, was the most splendid that Rome had yet

seen. It lasted three days. Before the triumplial

car of Aemilius walked the captive monarch of

Macedonia and his children, and behind it were
his two illustrious sons, Q. Fabiiis Maximus and
P. Scipio Africanus the younger, both of whom
had been adopted into other families. But the

glory of the conqueror was clouded by family mis-

fortune. At this very time he lost his two younger
sons

; one, 1 2 years of age, died only 5 days be-

fore his triumph, and the other, 1 4 years of age,

only 3 days after his triumph. The loss was all

the severer, since he had no son left to carry his

name down to posterity. In 164 Padlus was censor

with Q. Marcius Philippus, and dicTl in 160, after

a long and tedious illness. The fortune he left

behind him was so small as scareeRto be sufficient

to pay his wife's dowry. The Ade.phi of Terence
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was brought out at the funeral games exhibited in

his honour. Aemilius Paulus was married twice.

By his first wife, Papiria, the daugliter of C. Pa-
pirius Maso, consul 231, he had 4 children, 2 sons,

one of whom was adopted by Fabius Maximus and
the other by P. Scipio, and 2 daughters, one of

whom was married to Q. Aelius Tubero, and the

other to M. Cato, son of Cato the censor. He
afterwards divorced Papiria

;
and by his 2nd wife,

whose name is not mentioned, he had 2 sons, whose
death has been mentioned above, and a daughter,

who was a child at the time that her father was
elected to his 2nd consulship.

Paulus, Jflllus, one of the most distinguished of

the Roman jurists, has been supposed, witiiout

any good reason, to bn of Greek origin. Ho was in

the auditorium of Papinian, and consequently was
acting as a jurist in the reign of Septimiiis Severus.

He was exiled by Elagabalus, but he was recalled

by Alexander Severus when the latter became em-
peror, and was made a member of his consilium.

Paulus also held the office of praefectus praotorio :

he survived his contemporary Ulpian. Paulus was
perhaps the most fertile of all the Roman law
writers, and there is more excerpted from him in

the Digest than from any other jurist, except Ul-

pian. Upwards of 70 separate, works by Paulus

arc quoted in the Digest. Of these his greatest

work was Ad EdictHiUy in 80 books.

Paulus, Passieuus, a contemporary and friend

of the younger Pliny, was a distinguished Roman
eques, and was celebrated for his elegiac and Ivric

poems. He belonged to the same municipium
(Mevauia in Umbria) as Propertius, whom ho
numbered among his ancestors,

Pausanlaa (IJavtrai'las). 1. A Spartan of tluj

Agid branch of the royal family, the son of Cleoni-

brutus and nephew of Leonidas. Several 'writtTs

incorrectly call liim king; but he only succeeded

bis father Cleonibrotus in the guardianship of liis

cousin Plistarchus. the son of Leonidas, for whom
he exercised the functions of royalty from n. c. 479
to the period of his death. In 479, Avhen tho

Athenians callei upon the Lacedaemonians for aid

against the Persians, the Spartans sent a body of

.5000 Spartans, each attended by 7 Helots, under the

command of Pausanias. At the Isthmus Pausa-

nias was joined by the other Peloponnesian allies,

and at Eleusis by the Athenians, and forthwith

took the command of the combined force.s, the other

Greek generals forming a sort of council of war.

The allied forces amounted to nearly 1 10,000 men.

Near Plataeao in Boeotia, Pausanias defeated the

Persian anny under the command of Mardonius.

This decisive victory secured the independence of

Greece.' Pausanias received as his reward a tenth

of the Persian spoils. In 477 the confederate

Greeks sent out a fleet under the command of

Pausanias, to follow up their success by driving

the Persians completely out of Europe and the

islands. Cyprus was first attacked, and the gre.iter

part of it subdued. From Cyprus Pausanias sailed

to Byeantium, and captured tho city. The capture

of this city afforded Pausanias an opportunity for

commencing the execution of the design which he

had apparently formed even before leaving Greece.

Dazzled by his success and reputation, his station

as a Spartan citizen had become too restricted for

his ambition. His position as regent was one

which must terminate when the king became of

age. He therefore aimed at becoming tyrant over



the whole of Greece, with the assistance of the

Persian king. Among the prisoners taken at By-

zantium were some Persians connected with the

royal family. These he sent to the king, with a

letter, in which he offered to bring Sparta and the

rest of Greece under his power, and proposed to

marry his daughter. His offers were gladly ac-

cepted, and whatever amount of troops and money
lie required for accomplishing his designs. Pausa-

iiias now set no bounds to his arrogant and do-

mineering temper. The allies were so disgusted

by his conduct, that they all, except the Pelopon-

nesians and Aeginetans, voluntarily offered to

transfer to the Athenians that pre-eminence of

rank which Sparta had hitherto enjoyed. In this

way the Athenian confedcnicy first took its

rise.* Reports of the conduct and designs of Pau-

sanias reached Sparta, and he was recalled and put

upon his trial ;
but the evidence respecting his

nu'ditated treachery was not yet thought sufficiently

strong. Shortly afterwards he returned to By-
zantium, Avithout the orders of the ephors, and

ronfMA'fd his treasonable intrigues. He was again

recalled to Sparta, was again put on his trial, and

again acquitted. But even after this second escape

ho still continued to carry on his intrigues with

Persia. At length a man, who was charged with

a letter to Persia, having his suspicions awakened
by noticing that none of those sent previously on

similar errands had returned, counterfeited the seal

of Pausanias and opened the letter, in which he

found directions for his own death. i He carried

the letter to the ephors, who prepared to arrest

Pausanias ; but lie took refuge in the temple of

.Athena Chalcioccus. The ephors stripped off the

roof of the temple and built up the door
;
the

aged mother of Pausanias is said to have been

among the first who laid a stone for this purpose.

When he was on the point of expiring, the ephors

took him out lest his death should pollute the

sanctuary. He died as soon as he got outside,

IS. c. 470. lie left 3 sons behind him, Plistoanax,

afterwards king, Cleoinenes and Aristocles.— 2.

Soil of Plistoanax, and grandson of the preceding,

was king of Sparta from n. fi. 4^)8 to 304. In 403
he was sent with an army into Attica, and secretly

favoured the cause of Thnisybulus and the Athe-
nian exiles, in order to counteract the plans of

LySander. In 305 P.ausanias was sent Avith an
army against the Thebans

;
but in consequence of

the death of Lysander, Avho Avas slain under the

walls of Haliartujj, on the day before Pausanias

re.aehed the spot, the king agreed to AvithdraAv

his forces from Boeotia. On his return to Sparta

he Avas impeached, and seeing that a fair trial was
not to be hoped for, Avent into A’olunta^ exile, and
w.as cnjideraned to death. He was living at Tegea
in 385, when Miintinea w.as besieged by his son

Agesipolis, Avho succeeded him on tlic throne. 3.

King of Macedonia, the son sind successor of Aero-

pus. lie was assassinated in the year of his .ac-

cession by Amyntas II., 394.-4. A pretender to

the throne of Macedonia, made his appearance in

367, after Alexander II. had been asf^ssiiiated

by Ptolemaeus. Eurydice, the mother of Alex-

ander, sent to request the aid of the Athenian

general, Iphicrates, who expelled Pausanias from

the kingdom. 6. A M.acedonian youth of dis-

tinguished family, from the province of 'Orcstis.

Having been shamefully treated by Attains, he

complained of the outrage to Philip ; but as Philip

took no notice of his complaints, he directed his

vengeance against the king himself. He shortly

aftenvards murdered Philip at the festival held at

Aegae, 336, but was slain on the spot by some
officers of the king's guard. Suspicion rested on
Olympias and Alexander ofhaving been privy to the

deed ; but Avith regard to Alexander at any rate

the suspicion is probably totally unfounded. There
Avas a story that Pausanias, while meditating re-

venge, having asked the sophist Hermocrates
which was the shortest way to fame, the latter re-

plied, that it was by killing the man who had per-

formed the grciatest achievements.— 6. The traveller

and geographer, was perhaps a native of Lydia.

He lived under Antoninus Pius and M. Aurelius,

and wrote his celebrated work in the reign of the

latter emperor. This Avork, entitled 'E^^(j^5as Ilfpi-

^7rj«rts, a Periegesis or Itinerary ofGreece^ is in 10
hooks, and contains a description of Attica and
Megaris (i.), Corinthia, Sicyonia, Phliasia, and
Argolis (ii.). Laconica (iii.), Messenia (iv.), Elis

(v. vi. ), Achaoa (vii.), Arcfidia (viii.), Boeotia
(ix.), Pliocis (x.). The work shows that Paurfa-

nins visited most of the places in these divisions

of Greece, a fact which is clearly demonstrated by
the minuteness and p.articnlarity of his description.

The work is merely an Itinerary. Pausanias gives

no genenil description of a country or even of a
pl.ace, but he describes the things ns he comes to

them. His account is minute
;
but it mainly refers

to objects of antiquity, and works of art, such as

buildings, temples, sUitues, and pictures. He also

mentions mountains, rivers, and fountains, and the

mythological stories connected Avith them, Avhich

indeed are his chief inducements to speak of them.
IHs religious feeling avus strong, and his belief

sure, for ho tells many old legends in true good
faith and seriousness, llis stylo h.as been much
condemned by modern critics

;
but if avc except

some corrupt passages, and if wo^llow that his

order of Avords is not that of the best Greek Avriters,

there is hardly much obscurity to a person who is

competently acquainted Avith Greek, except that

obscurity Avhich sometimes is owing to the m.atter.

With the exception of Herodotus, there is no
writer of antiiiuity, and perhops none of modem
times, who has comprehended so many valuable

facts in a small volume. The best editions are by
Siebelis, Lips. 1822—1828, 5 vols. 8vo. and by
Schubartand Walz, Lips. 1838—40, 3 vols. 8vo.

FausXas (Uava-ias)^ one of the most distinguished

Greek painters, Avas a contemporary of Aristides,

Melanthius, .and Apelles (about «. c. 360—330),
and a disciple of Painpliilus. He had previously

been instructed by his father Brictes, Avho lived at

Sicyon, Avhere also Pausias passed his life. The
department of the art which Pausias most prac-

tised Avas painting in encaustic Avith the oestrum.

His favourite subjects were small panel-pictures,

chiefly of boys. One of his most celebrated pic-

tures Avas the portrait of Glyccr.a, a flower-girl of

his native city, of whom he was cmamoured

when a young man. Most of his paintings Avere

probsxbly transported to Rome Avith the other trea-

sures of Sicyon ian art, in the acdileship.of Scaurus,

when the state of Sicyon Avas compelled to sell all

the pictures which Avero public property, in order

to pay itJl debts.

Paosil^um (rb that is, the

grief-assuaging," avbs the name of a splendid

viUa neat, Neapolis in Campania, which Vedios
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PolHo bequeathed to Augustus. The name was Sextns, a Roman jurist, frequently cited by Paulus
tmnsferrcd to tlie celebrated grotto (now Posifippa) and (Jlpian. lived before the time of Hadrian,

between Naples and Puzzuoli, which was formed Ped]ieli88ns(n€5i'^\i(r<rd.9),ncity in the interior

by a tunnel cut through the rock by the architect of Pisulia, and apparently on the Eurymedon,
Cocceius, by command of Agrippa. At its entrance above Aspcndus and Selge. It formed an inde-

the tomb of Virgil is still shown. pendent state
; but was almost constantly at war

Pauson (nawo-wv), a Greek painter, who ap- with Selge. Mr. Fellowes supposes its site to be
pears from the description of Aristotle (Poe<. 2. § 2.) marked by the ruins of the Roman period near

to have lived somewhat earlier than the time of this Bolkas-Koi on the E. bank of the Eurymedon.
philosopher. Pedo Albinovftnus. [Albinovanus.]
Fausdlae (Pausulanus : Monte deW Olmo\ a Pedncaeus, Sex. 1. Propraetor in Sicily, n. c.

to^vn in the interior of Picenum, between Urbs 76 and 7.), in the latter of which years Cicero

Salvia and Asculum.

Pavor. [Pallor.]
Pax, the goddess of Peace, called IrSne by the

Greeks. [Irknk.]
Pax JiUfa or Fax Augasta a Roman

colony in Lusitania, and the seat of a Conventus

juridicus, N. of Julia Myrtilis.

Paxi (Poaro and the name of 2 small

islands off the W. coast of Greece, between Corcyra

and Leucas.

Pedaeam or Fedaeus (n^Samt^, accus., Horn. 11.

xiii. 1 7*2), a town of the Troad.

PedSlium (TlriSdAioy). 1. (C. Chinazi)., a pro-

montory of Caria, on the W. side of the Sinus

Glaucus, called also Artemisium from a temple of

Artemis upon it.— 2. (Capo della Grepa) a pro-

montory on the E. side of Cyprus.

FSdasa (n^5a<ra : nTjSao-eus, pi. nij5a<re€y,

Herod.), a very ancient city of Caria, was originally

a chief abode of the Leleges. Alexander assigned it

to Halicarnassus. At the. time of the Roman empire

it had entirely vanished, tliough its name was pre-

served in that of the district around its site, namely

Ped&sia (IlTjSao-ls). Its locality is only known
thus far, that it must have stood somewhere in the

triangle formed by Miletus, Halicarnassus, and

Stratonicca.

Ped&BUS (niJao-oj), a town of IMysia on the

Satnio'is, mentioned several times by Homer. It

was destroyed by the time of Strabo, who says

that it was a settlement of the Leleges on M. Ida.

Pedianus, Aaconlus. [Ascomus.]
Pedioa. 1. Q., the great-nephew of the dic-

tator C. Julius Caesar, being the grandson of Julia,

Caesar’s eldest sister. He served under Caesar in

Gaul as his legatus, B. c. 57. In .55, he was a

candidate for the cumle aedileship with Cn. Plan-

cius and others, but he lost his election. In the

civil war he fought on Caesar’s side. He was
praetor in 48, and in that year he defeated and
slew Milo in the neighbourhood of Thurii. In 45,

he served against the Pompeiiin party in Spain.

In Caesar’s will Pedius was named one of his heirs

along with his two other great-nephews, C. Octa-

vius and L. Pinarius, Octavius obtaining 3-4th8 of

the property, and the remaining l-4th being divided

between Pinarius and Pedius ; the latter resigned

his share of the inheritance to Octavius. After

the fall of the consuls, Hirtiua and Pansa, at the

battle of Mutina in April, 43, Octavius marched

upon Rome at the head ofan army, and in the month
of August he was elected consul along with Pedius.

The latter forthwith proposed a law, known by the

name of the Lex Pedia, by which all the murderers

of Julius Caesar were punished with aquae ei ignis

interdiclio. Pedius was left in charge of Ihe city,

while Octavius marched into the N. of I^ly. He
di^d towards the. end of the year shortly after the

n«ws of the proscription had reached l^me. —2

served under him as quaestor. —2. Son of the
preceding^ and an intimate friend of Atticus and
Cicoro. In the civil war Peducaciis sided with
Caesar, by whom he was appointed in 48 to the
government of Sardium. In 39, he was propraetor
in Spain.

Pedum (P(*djlnus : GaUicano)., an ancient town
of Latium on the Via Lavicana, which fell into

decay at an early period.

Pegae. [Pagae.]
Pegasis (np^ao-R), i. e. sprung from Pegasus,

was .applied to the fountain Hippocreno, which
w.as called forth by the hoof of Pegasus. The
Muses are also called Pegasides. because the foun-

tain Hippocreno was sacred to them.

F§g8.BU8 {Tl-f}ya(ros). 1. The celebrated winged
borse, whose origin is thus related. When Perseus

•struck off the head of Medusa, with whom Posei-

don had had intercourse in the form of a horse or a
bird, there sprang from her Chrysaor and the horso

Peg:isus. The latter received this name because
lie was believed to liave made his appearance near

the sources (nijyai) of Oceanus. He ascended to

the seats of the immiirtsils, and afterwards lived in

the p<al<ace of Zeus, for whom he carried thunder

.and lightning. According to this view, which is

apparently the most ancient, Pegasus was the

thundering horse of Zeus
;
but later writers de-

scribe him as the horse of Eos (Aurora), and place

him among the stars.— Pegasus also acts a promi-

nent part in the combat of Bellerophon against the

Chimaera. In order to kill the Chimaera, it

was neces-sar}" for Bhllerophon to obtain possession

of Pegasus. For this purpose the soothsayer Po-
lyidus at Corinth advised him to spend a night in

the temple of Athena. As Bellerophon was asleep

in the temple, the goddess appeared to him in a
dream, comm.inding him to sacrifice to Poseidon,

and gave him a golden bridle. When ho awoke
he found the bridle, offered the sacrifice, and caught

Pegasus, while he was drinking at the well Pirene.

According to some Athena herselftamed and bridled

Pegasus, and surrendered him to Bellerophon.

After he hpd conquered the Chimaera, he endea-

voured to rise up to heaven upon his winged horse,

but fell down upon the earth. [Bellerophon.]
Pegasus however continued his flight to heaven.

— Pegasus was also regarded as the horse of the

Muses, and in this connection is more celebrated

in modem times than in antiquity
;
for with the an-

cients he had no connection with the Muses, except

producing with his hoof the inspiring fountain

Hippocrene. The story about this fountain runs

as follows. W'lien the 9 Muses engaged in a con-

test with the 9 daughters of Pierus on Mt. Heli-

con, all became darkness when the daughters of

Pierus began to sing
;
whereas during the song of

the Muses, heaven, the sea, and all the rivers

stwKl still to listen, and Helicon rose heavenward
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with delight, until Pegasus, on the advice of

Poseidon, stopped its ascent by kicking it with his

hoof. From this kick there arose Hippocrene,

the inspiring well of the Muses, on Mt. Helicon,

which, for this reason, Persius callsfou$ cabtdlinus.

Others again relate that Pegasus caused the well

to gush lorth because he was thirsty. Pegasus is

often seen represented in ancient works of art

along with Atliena and Bellerophon.— 2. A Ho-

man jurist, one of the followers or pupils of Procu-

Iiis and praefectus urbi under Domitian (Juv, iv.

7b’). The Senatusconsultum Pegasiunum, which

was passed in the time of Vespasian, when Pegasus

was consul suffectus with Pusio, probably took its

name from him.

Peiso Lacus. (.Pklso Lacus.]

Pelaglus, probablj"^ a native of Britain, cele-

brated us the propagator of those heretical opinions,

which have derived their name from him, and

whicli were opj)osed witli great energy by his con-

temporaries Augustine and Jerome, lie first ap-

pears in history about the }»eginning of the .5th

century, when we find him residing at Ibime. In

the year 40.9 or 410, when Alaric was threatening

tlio metropolis, Pelagius accompanied by his dis-

ciple and ardent admirer Coelestius, p.assed over

to Sicily, from thence proceeded to Africa, aiid

leaving Coelestius at Carthage, sailed for Palestine.

The fume of liis sanctity had preceded him, for

upon his,arrival he was received with great warmth

by .j'erome and many other distinguished fathers

of the church. Soon afterwards the opinions of

pelagius were denounced us heretical
;
and in

A, D. 417 Pelagius and Coelestius were anathema-

tized by Pope Innocentius. A very few only of

the numerous treatises of Pelagius have descended

to us. They arc printed with the works of Je-

rome.

Pelagonla (n6\a7ov(a : ncXa^or/cr, pi.), 1. A
district in Macedonia. The Pelagones were an
ancient people, probably of Pelasgic origin, and
seem originally to have inhabited the valley of the

Axius, since Horner calls Pelagon, a son of Axius.

The Pelagones afterwards migrated W.-wards to

the Erigon, tho countr)'^ m’ouna which received the

name of Pelagonia, which thus lay S. of Paeon ia.

The chief town of this district was also called

Pelagonia (now Vitdia or which was
under tho Romans the capital of the 4th division

of Macedonia. It was situated on the Via Egnatia

not far from the narrow passes leading into Illyria.— 2. A district in Thessaly, called the Pelagonian

Tripolis, because it consisted of the 3 towns of

Azdrus, Pythium, and Doliche. It was situated

W. of Olympus in the upper valley of the Titare-

sius, and belonged to Perrhaebia, wh^ce these 3
towns are sometimes called the Peirhaehian Tri-

polis. Some of the Macedonian Pelagonians, who
had been driven out of their homes by the Paeo-

nians, migrated into this part of Thessaly, which
was originally inhabited by Dorians.

Pelasgi (IleAoo^oi), the earliest inhabitants of

Greece who established the worship of the Dodo-
naean Zeus, Hephaestus, the Cabiri, and ether divi-

nities that belong to the earliest inhabitants of the

country. They claimed descent from a mythical

hero Pelasgus, of whom we have different accounts

in the different parts of Greece inhabited by Pclas-

gians. The nation was widely spread over Greece

and the islands of the Grecian archipelago
; and

the name of Fela^a was given at one time to

Greece. One of the most ancient traditions repre-

sented Pelasgus, os a descendant of Phoroneus, king

of Argos ; and it seems to have been generally be-

lieved by the Greeks that the Pelasgi spread from

Argos to the other countries of Greece. Arcadia,

Attica, Epirus and Thessaly, were, in addition to

Argos, some of the principal scats of the Pelasgi.

They were also found on the coasts of Asia Minor,

and according to some writers in Italy as well. Of
the language, habits, and civilisation of this people,

we possess no certain knowledge. Herodotus says

they spoke a barbarous language, that is, a lan-

guage not Greek
;
hut from the facility with which

the Greek and Pela.sgic languages coalesced in all

parts of Greece, and from the fact that the Athe-
nians and Arcadians are said to have been of pure

Pelasgic origin, it is probable that the 2 languages

had a close affinity. The Pela.sgi are further said

to have been an agricultural people, and to have
posses.sed a considerable knowledge of the useful

arts. The most ancient architectural remains of

fireece, such as the trea.sury or tomb of Athens at

Mycenae, are ascribed to the Pclasgians, and are
cited as specimens of Pehisgian architecture, though
there is no pf).sitivc authority for these statements.

PSlasgla (TlfKatryla)^ an ancient name of the
island.^ of Delos and Lesbos, referring, of course, to

their having l>een early seats of the Pclasgians.

Pelasgi6tis(n6Xao-7Jc5Tjy), a district in Thessaly,

between Hestiaeotisand Magnesia. [Thessalia.J
Pelasgus. [PKi.Asoi.J

Pelend6nes, a Celtiberian people in Hispania
Tarraconensis between the sources of the Duriiis

and the 1 herns.

Pelethr5nlum (nfX«ep<lv4ov), a mountainous dis-

trict in Thessaly, part of Mt. Pelion, where the

Lapithae dwelt, and which is said to have derived

its name from Pelethronius, king of the Lapithae,

who invented the use of the bridle and the saddle.

P51eus (IlTjXeuy), son of Aenaus and Endeis,

was king of the Myrnudons at Phthia in Thessaly.

He was a brother of Telamon, and step-brother of

Phocus, the son of Aeacus, by the Nereid Psamathe.

Pelcus and Telamon resolved to get rid of Phocus,

because he excelled them in their military games,
and Telamon, or, according to others, Peleus, mur-
dered their step-brother. The 2 brothers concealed

their crime by removing the body of Phocus, but

were nevertheless found out, and expelled by
Aeacus from Aeginn. Peleus went to Phthia in

Thessaly, where he was purified from the murder
by Eurytion, the son of Actor, married his daughter

Antigone, and received with her a 3rd of Eurytion *b

kingdom. Others relate that he went to Ceyx at

Trachis
;
and as he had come to Thessaly without

companions, he prayed to Zeus for an army ; and
the god, to please Peleus, metamorphosed the ants

into men, who wore accordingly called

Myrmidons. Peleus accompanied Eurytion to the

Caiydonian hunt, and involuntarily killed him
with his spear, in consequence of which he fled

from Phthia to lolcus, where he was again purified

by Acastus, the king of the place. While residing

at lolcus, Astydamio, the wife of Acastiis, fell in

love with him
;
but as her proposals were rejectee

by Peleus, she accused him to her husband ol

having attempted her virtue. Acastus, unwillin|

to stain his hand with the blood of the man whorr

he had hj)spitably received, and whom he had puri-

fied from his guilt, took him to Mt. Pelion, whert

they hunted wild beasts ; and when Pelcus, over

M M 4
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come with fatigue^ had fallen asleep, Acastus left

him alone, and concealed his sword, that ho might

he destroyed by the wild beasts. When Peleus

awoke and sought his sword, he was attacked by
the Centaurs, but was saved by Chiron, who also re-

stored to him his sword. There are some modifi-

cations of this account in other writers ; instead of

Astydainia, some mention Ilippolyte, the daughter

of Crotheus
;
and others relate that after Acastus

had concealed the sword of Peleus, Chiron or Her-

mes brought him another, which liad been made
by Hephaestus. While on Mt. Pelion, Peleus

married the Nereid Thetis, by whom lie became
the father of Achilles, though some regarded this

Thetis as different from the marine divinity, and
culled her a daughter of Chiron. The gods took

part in the marriage solemnity
;
Chiron presented

Peleus with a lance, Poseidon with the immortal

horses, Bnlius and Xanthus, tind the other gods

with arms. Eris or Strife was the only goddess

who was not invited to the nuptials, and she re-

venged herself by throwing an apple among the

guests, with the inscription “ to the fairest.”

[Paris.] Homer mentions Achilles as the only

son of Peleus and Thetis, but later writers state

that she had already destroyed by fire (> children,

of whom she was the mother by Peleus, and that

as she attempted to make away with Achilles, her

7th child, she was prevented by Peleus. After

this Peleus, who is also mentioned among the

Argonauts, in conjunction with Jason and the

Dioscuri, besieged Acastus and lolcus, slow Asty-

damia, and over the scattered limbs of her body
led his warriors into the city. The Hocks of Peleus

were at one time worried by a wolf, which
Psamathe had sent to avenge the murder of her son

Phocus, but she herself afterwards, on the request of

Thetis, turned the animal into stone. Peleus,

who had in former times joined Hercules in his

expedition against Troy, was too old to accomp.any

his son Achilles against that city : he remained at

home and survived the death of his son.

Pellades (HeAfaSes), the daughters of Pclias.

See Pkmas.
PeUas (rieAfas), son of Poseidon and Tyro, a

daughter of Salmoneus. Poseidon once visited

Tyro in the form of the river-god Enipeus, with

whom she Avas in love, and she became by him the

mother of Pclias and Nelcus. To conceal her

I shame, tlieir mother exposed the 2 boys, but they

. Avere found and reared by some countrymen. They
: subsequently lenmt their parentage ; and after the
^ death of Cretheus, king of lolcos, avIio had married

I

their mother, they seized the throne of lolcos, to the

[

exclusion of Aeson, the son of Cretheus and Tjto.

i
Pclias soon afterwards expelled his own brother

Neleus, and thus became solo ruler of lolcos. After

^
Pclias had long reigned OA'er lolcos, Jason, the

|j
son of Aeson, came to lolcos and claimed the king-

;

dom as his right. In order to get rid of him. Pe-

ll
lias sent him to Colchis to fetch the golden fleece.

II

Hence arose the celebrated expedition of tho Argo-
nauts. After the return of Jason, Pelias Avas cut

^ to pieces and boiled by his own daughters (the

Peliades)y Avho had been told by Medea that

* in this manner they might restore their father

P to vigour and youth. His son Acastus held
i; funeral games in his honour at lolcus, and ex-

[! pelled Jason and Medea from the country. [For

I

details, see Jason; Medea; Aruonaut.is.]

i
The names of several of the daughters of Pelias

PELLA.

are recorded. The most celebrated of them was

Alcestis, the wife of Admetus, who is therefore

called by Ovid Feliae gener.

Fdlldes (IlTjAefSTjs, IlTjAefau/), a patronymic

from Peleus, generally given to his sou Achilles,

more rarely to his grandson Neoptolemus.

Feligni, a brave and Avarlike people of Sabine

origin in central Italy, bounded S.E. by the Marsi,

N. by the Marrucini, S. by Samnium and tlie

Frentani, and E. by the Frcntani likeAvise. The
climate of their country was cold (Hor. Carm. iii.,

10. 8.) ; but it produced a considerable quantity

of flax and was celebrated for its honey. The
Peligni, like their neighbours, the Marsi, were

regarded as magicians. Their principal towns

were CoRFiNiuM and Sulmo. They offered a

brave resistance to the Romans, but concluded a

peace with tho republic along with their neighbours

the Marsi, Marrucini and Frentani in n. c. 304.

They took an active part in the Social war (00, 8.9),

and their chief town Corfiniumwas destined by the

allies to bo the new capital of Italy in place of

Rome. They were subdued by Pompeins Strabo,

after which time they are rarely mentioned.

Felinaeus Mons (to ncAiFatoF 6pos, or TleWn-
vcuovx M. Eliaa)^ the highest mountain of the

island of Chios, a little N. of the city of Chios, with

a celebrated temple of Zei/j IleAtmios.

Felinna, or more commonly Felinnaeum (ric-

AIvfo, TleXiuualov : Gardhiki)^ a town of ^'hessaly

in Ilcstiacotis, on the left bank of the Pencils, Avas

taken by the Romans in their war with Antiochns.

Fellon, more rarely Fellos {rh U'})\iov opos

:

Plessidhi or Zagora)^ a lofty range of mountains in

Thessaly in the district ofMagnesia, Avas situated be-

tween the lake Boebeis and the Pagasaean gulf, and
formed the promontories of Sepias and Aeantium,

Its sides were covered Avitli wood, and on its sum-

mit was a temple of Zens Actneus, Avliere the cold

Avas so severe, that tho persons who Avent in pro-

cession to this temple once a year wore thick skins

to protect themselves. Mt. Pelion Avas celebrated

ill mythology. The giants in their Avar with the

gods are said to have attempted to heap Ossa and

Olympus on Pelion, ^)r Pelion and Ossa on Olym-
pus in order to scale heaven. Near the summit of

this mountain Avas the cave of the Centaur Chiron,

whose residence was probably placed here on ac-

count of the number of the medicinal plants which

grew upon the mountain, since he was celebrated

for his skill in medicine. On Pelion also tho

timber aa'Os felled, Avith which the ship Argo Avas

built, Avhence Ovid applies the term Pclias arbor

to this ship.

Pella (IleAAa: ncAXatos, Pellaciis). 1. {Ala-

klisi)^ an an^dent town of Macedonia in the district

Boltiaea, was situated upon a hill, and upon a lake

formed by the river Lydias, 120 stadia from its

mouth. It continued to be a place of small im-

portance till the time of Philip, who made it his

residence and the capital of the Macedonian mo-
narchy, and adorned it with many public buildings.

It is frequently mentioned by subsequent writers

on account of its being the birth-place of Alexander

the Great. It Avas the capital of one of the 4 districts

into Avhich the Romans divided Macedonia [see p.

404, a.],and was subsequently made a Roman colony

under the name of Col. Jul. Aug. Pella. ^2. {EU
Bujehf)^ the S.-most of the 10 cities Avhich com-

posed the Decapolis in Peraea, that is in Pales-

tine £. of the Jordan, stood 5 Roman miles S.E.
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of Scy tliopolis, and was also called Bowtjs. It was

taken by Antioclius the Great, in the wars between

Syria and Egypt, and was held by a Macedonian

colony, till it was destroyed by Alexander Jannacus

on account of the refusal of its inhabitants to em-

brace the Jewish religion. It was restored and given

back to its old inhabitants by Pompey. It was the

place of refuge of the Christians who fled from

Jerusalem before its capture by the Romans. The
exact site of Pella is very uncertain.— 3. A city

of Syria on the Orontes, formerly called Pharnace,

was named Pella by the Macedonians, and after-

wards Apamea (No. 1.)— 4. In Phrygia. [Pel-
TAE.

j

Fellaeus Fagus was the name given by Alex-

ander, after Pella in Macedonia, to the district of

Susiana about the mouths of the Tigris
;

in which
he built the city of Alexandria, afterwards called

Charax.

Fellana. [Hellene, No. 2.]

Fellene (IleAA^vrj, Dor. IleAAdj/a: n<XA7jveu9).

1, A city in Achaia bordering on Sicyonia, the

most E.-Iy of the 12 Achaean cities, was situated

OM a hill b’O stadia from the city, and was strongly

fortified. Its port-town was Aristonautae. The
ancients derived its name from the giant Pallas,

or from the Argive Pellen, the son of Phorbas. It

is mentioned in Homer
;
and the inhabitants of

Scione in the peninsula of Pallenc in Macedonia
])rofessed ||fcc descended from the Pellenaeans in

Achaia, wm \vere shipwrecked on the Macedonian
coast on their return from Troy. In the Pelopon-

nesian war Pellene sided with Sparta. In the

later wars of Greece between the Achaean and
Aetolian leagues, the town was several times taken
]iy the contending parties.— Uetweeii Pellene and
Aogae there was a smaller town of the same name,
wliore the celebrated Pcllenian cloaks (IIcAAtj-

piaKal xAotvai) were made, which were given as

prizes to the victors in the games at this place.

— 2. Usuiilly called FeUana, a town in Laconia

on the EuroUis, about .50 stadia N.W, of Sparta,

belonging to the Spartan Tripolis.

Felodes (ni/AwSTjy Aj/ef/i/, in App. IloAdexs

;

A nin/ro), a port-town belonging fo Jlutlirotum in

J’lpiriis, and on a bay which probably bore the

same name.

Felopea or Pelopla (ITcAdireta), daughter of

Tliyestes, dwelt at Sicyon, where her father offered

her Violence, without knowing that sl>o was his

d.uighter. While pregnant by her father, she

married her uncle Atreus. Shortly afterwards she
bore a son Aegisthus, wlio eventually murdered
Atreus. [For details, see Aeolsthus.]

Feldpidas (risAoTriSos), tlie Theban general and
statesman, son of llippoclus, w^as descended from a
noble family and inherited a large estate, of which
be made a liberal use. He lived always in the

closest friendship with Epaminondas, to whose
simple frugality, as he could not persuade him to

share his riches, he is said to have assimilated his

own mode of life. He took a leading part in ex-

pelling the Spartans from Thebes, n.c. 379 ; and
from this time until his death there was %ot a
year in which he was not entrusted with some im-
portant command. In 371 he was one of the
Theban commanders at the battle of Leuctra, so

fatal to the Lacedaemonians, and joined Epami-
nondas in urging the expediency of immediate

action. In 369, he was also one of the generals in

the Ist iiiTasion of Peloponnesus by the Thebans.

PELOPONiVESGb. dHt

Respecting his accusation on his return from this

campaign, see p. 241, b. In 368 Pelopidas was
sent again into Thessaly, on 2 separate occasions,

in consequence of complaints against Alexander of

Pherae. On his Ist expedition Alexander of

Pherae sought safety in flight
; and Pelopidas ad-

vanced into Macedonia to arbitrate between Alex-

ander II. and Ptolemy of Alorus. Among the

hostages wliom he took with him from hfucedonia

was the famous Philip, the father of Alexander

the Great. On his 2nd visit to Thessaly, Pelo-

pidas went simply as an ambassador, not expecting

any opposition, and unprovided with a nnlitary

force. lie was seized by Alexander of Pherae,

and was kept in confinement at Pherae till his

liberation in 367, by a Theban force under Epa-
minondas. In the same year in which he was re-

leased he was sent ns ambassador to Sus;i, to coun-

teract the Lacedaemonian and Athenian nego-

tiations at the Persian court. In 364, the Thessalian

towns again applied to Thebes for protection against

Alexander, and Pelopidas was appointed to aid

them. His forces, however, were dismayed by an
eclipse of the sun (June 1 3), and, therefore, leaving

them behind, he took with him into Thessaly only

300 horse. On his arrival at Pharsalus he col-

lected a force which ho deemed sufRcient, and
marched against Alexander, treating lightly the

great disparity of numbers, and remarking that it

wiis better as it was, since there would be more
for him to conquer. At Cynoscephalae a battle

ensued, in which Pelopidas drove the enemy from
their ground, but he himself was slain as, burning
with resentment, he pressed rashly forward to

attack Alexander in person. The Thebans and
Thessalians made great lamentations for his death,

and the latter, having earnestly requested leave to

bury him, celebrated his funeral witli extraor-

dinary splendour.

Peloponnesus (rf ncAorrxivi^ffos :^J\forea), the

S. part of Greece or the peninsula, which was con-

nected with Hellas proper by the isthmus of Corinth.

It is said to have derived its name Peloponnesus

or the island of Pelops,” from the mythical Pelops.

[PKLor.s.] This name does not occur in Homer.
In his time the peninsula was sometimes called

Apia, from Apis, son of Phoroneus, king of Argos,

and sometimes Aryan ; which names were given to

it on account of Argos being the chief power in

Peloponnesus at that period. Pi-Iopoiinrsus Avas

bounded on the N. by the Corinthian gulf, on the

W. by the Ionian or Sicilian sea, on the S. by the

Libyan, and on the W. by the Cretan and Myrtoan
seas. On the E. and S. there are 3 great gulfs,

tlie Argolic, Laconian, and Messenian. The ancients

compared the shape of the country to the leaf of

a plane tree ;
and its modern name, the Morea

{b Mcapdos), which first occurs in the 12th century

of the Christian aera, was given it on account of

its resemblance to a mulberry-leaf. Peloponnesus

was divided into various provinces, all of Avhich

were bounded on one side by the sea, with the ex-

ception of Arcadia, which was in the of

the country. These provinces Avere Achaia in

the N., Elis in the W., Mkssbnia in the W.
and S., Laconia in the S. and £., and Corinthia
in the E. and N. An account of the geography

of the peninsula is given under these names. The
area of Peloponnesus is computed to be 7779 Eng-
lish miles ;

and it probably contained a population of

upwards of a million in the flourishing period of
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Greek historj'.— Peloponnesus Avas originally in-

habited by Pelesginns. Subsequently the Acbaeans,

who belonged t.) the Aeolic race, settled in the E.

and S. parts of the peninsula, in Argolis, Laconia,

and Messenia ;
and the lonians in the N. part, in

Achaiii ;
while the remains of the original inhabi-

tants of tlie country, the Pelasgians, collected chiefly

in the central part, in Arcadia. Eighty years after

the Trojan war, according to mythiail chronology,

the Dorians, under the conduct of the Heraclidac,

invaded and conquered Peloponnesus, and esta-

blished Doric states in Argolis, Laconia, and Mes-
senin, from whence they extended their power over

Corinth, Sicyon, and AL'gurfi, Part of the Achaean
population remained in these provinces as tributary

sii))jccts to the Dorians under the name of Perioeci

;

while others of thi- Achaeans passed over to the N.
of Peloponnesus, expelled the lonians, and settled

in this part of the country, which was called after

them Achaia. The Aetolians, who had invaded

Peloponnesus along with the Dorians, settled in

Elis and became intermingled with the original

inhabitants. The peninsula remained under Doric

influence during the most important period of Greek

liistoiy, and opposed to the great Ionic city of

Athens. After the conquest of Messenia by the

iSpartans, it was uiid<T the supremacy of Sptirta,

till the overthrow of the power of the latter by the

Thebans at the battle of Leuctra, b. c. 371.

PSlopB (ncAo\|/), grandson of Zeus, and son of

Tantalus and Dionc, the daughter of Atlas. Some
writers call his mother Euryanassa or Clytia. He
was married to Ilippodamia, by whom he became

th(5 father of Atreus, Thyestes, Dias, Cynosurus,

CorinthiuB, Hippalmus (Hippalcmus or Hippal-

cimus), Hippasus, Cleon, Arglus, Alcathous, Aelhis,

Pittheus, Troezen, Nicippe, and Lysidice. JJy

Axioche or the nymph Danais he is said to have

been the father of Chrysippus, Polops was king

of Pisa in Elis, and from him the great southern

peninsula of Greece Avas belieA^ed to have derived

its name Peloponnesus. According to a tradition

which became very general in later times, Pelops was
a Phrygian, who was expelled by Hus from Phrygia

(hence called by Ovid, Met, viii. 62*2, Pclopeia

arva\ and thereupon migrated Avith his great AA'ealth

to Pissi. Others describe him as a Paphlagonian,

and call the Paphlngonians themselves n€Ao7rt}wi.

Others again represent him as a native of Greece
;

and there can be little doubt that in the earliest

traditions Pelops Avas described os a native of

Greece and not as a foreign immigrant; and in

them he is called the tamer of horses and the

favourite of Poseidon. The legends about Pelops

consist mainly of the story of his being art to

pieces and boiled, of his contest with Oenomaus
and Hippodamia, and of his relation to his sons

;

to which we may odd the honours paid to his

remains. 1. Pelops cut to pieces and bailed

(Kpeovfyyla IlfAoiroi). Tantalus, the favourite of

the gods, once invited them to a repast, and on

that occasion killed his own son, and having

boiled him set the flesh before them that they

might eat it. But the immortal gods, knowing
what it was, did not touch it; Demetcr alone,

being absorb^ by grief for her lost dnughter, con-

sumed the shoulder of Pelops. Hereupon the gods

ordered Hermes to put the limbs of Pelops into a
cauldron, and thereby restore him to life. When
the process was over, Clotho took him out of the

cauldron, and as the shoulder consumed by Demeter
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Avas wanting, the goddess supplied its place by one
made of ivory; his descendants (the Pelopidae),

as a mark of their origin, were believed to have
one shoulder as white as ivory. 2. Contest with

Oenomaus and Hippodamia. As an oracle had
declared to Oenomaus that he should be killed by
his son-in-law, he refused giving his fair daughter
Hippodamia in marriage to any one. But since

many suitors appeared, Oenomaus declared that he
would bestow her hand upon the man Avho should
conquer him in the chariot-race, but that he should

kill all who were defeated by him. Among other

suitors Pelops also presented himself, but Avhen he
saw the heads of his conquered predecessors stuck

up above the door of Oenomaus, he Avas seized

with fear, and endeavoured to gain the favour of

Myrtilus, the charioteer of Oenomaus, promising

him half the kingdom if he would assist him in

conquering his master. M3'rtilu8 agreed, and left

out the linch-pins of the chariot of Oenomaus. In
the race the chariot of Oenomaus broke down, and
he was thrown out and killed. Thus Hippodamia
became the Avife of Pelops. But as Pelops had
now gained his object, he was unwilling to keep

faith with Myrtilus
;
and accordingly as they Avere

driving along a cliff he threAv Myrtilus into the

sea. As Myrtilus sank, he cursed Pelops and his

Avhole race. Pelops returned with Hipuodamia to

Pisa in Elis, and soon also made }iims|Hnaster of

Olympia, Avhere he restored the Olyi^ran games
with greater splendour than they had ever been
celebrated before. 3. 77m? sons of Pelops. Chry-
sippus was the favourite of his father, and avus in

consequence envied by his brothers. The two
oldest among them, Atreus and Thyestes, with the

connivance of Hippodamia, accordingly murdered

Chrysippus, and threw his body into.a avcH. Pc-

lops, Avno suspected his sojis of the murder, expelled

them from the countrj'. Hippodamia, dreading

the anger of her husband, fled to Midea in Argo-

lis, from whence her remains were afterwards con-

veyed b}’- Pelops t(J Olympia. Pelops, after his

death, was honoured at Olympia above all other

heroes. His tomb with an iron sarcophagus existed

on the banks of the Alpheus, not fsir from the

temple of Artemis near Pisa. The spot on which
his sanctuary (Tle\6mou) stood in the Altis, was
said to have been dedicated by Hercules, Avho also

offered to him the first sacrifices. The magistrates

of the Eleans likewise offered to him there nu
annual sacrifice, consisting of a black ram, with

special ceremonies. The name of Pelops Avas so

celebrated that it was constantly used by the poets

in connection with his descendants and the cities

they inhr.bited. Hence we find Atreus, the son

of Pelops, called Pelopeius Atreus^ and Agamem-
non, the grandson or great-grandson of Atreus,

called Pehpewc Agamemnon. In the same way
Iphigenia, the daughter of Agamemnon, and Her-
mione, the wife of Menelaus, are each called by
Ovid Pelopeia virgo. Virgil (Aen. ii. 193) uses

the phrase Pelopea mocnia to signify the cities in

Peloponnesus, which Pelops and his descendants

ruled over ; and in like manner Mycenae is called

by Ovid Pelopetades Mycenae.
Felfirif, Feldriaa, or PelSrua (llcAwpH, ne-

AvpidSf n^Aupos : C. Faro)^ the N.E. point of

Sicily, was N.E. of Messana on the Fretum Sicu-

lura, and one of the 3 promontories which formed

the triangular figure of the island. According

to the usual story it derived its name from
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Pelorus, the pilot of Hannibal’s ship, who was

buried here after being killed by Hannibal ir

a fit of anger
;
but the name was more ancieni

than Hannibal’s time, being mentioned by Thucy-

dides. On the promontory there was a temple of

Poseidon, and a tower, probiibly a light-house,

from which the modem name of the Cape {Faro)

appears to have come.

FelSrus (IleAwpos
:
prob. Lori or Zan), a river

of Iberia in Asia, appears to have been a S. tributary

of the Cyrus {Kour.)

Felso or Feiso {Plattensee), a great loke in

Pannonia, the waters of which were conducted into

the Danube by the emperor Galerius, who thus

gained a great quantity of fertile land for his newly
formed province of Valeria.

Feltae (n^Araj : rieATTjvds), an ancient and
flourishing city of Asia Minor, in the N. of Phrygia,

10 parasangs from Celaeiiae (Xenoph.), and no
doubt the same place as the Fella of the Roman
writers, ‘2t> Roman miles N. or N.E. of Apamea
Cibotus, to the conventns of which it belonged.

The surrounding district is called by Strabo rh

HfXrrjvdv v^Siov. Its site is uncertain. Some
identify it with the ruins H miles S. of Sandakli;

others with those near fshekli.

Feltuinum (PeltuTnas, -atis : Mvnto Bello),

a town of the Vestini in centml Ital3^

Feluslum (riTjAootnoi/ : Egypt. Peremoun or

Pernmi
; 0. T. Sin. : all these names .are derived

from nouns lupaning wud

:

nijAouo’uirtjs Pelii-

sidta; 7V/Wi, Ru.), also called Abaris in early

times, n celebrated city of Lower Egypt, stood on

the E. side of tlie E.-most mouth of the Nile, which

was called after it the Pelusiac mouth, ‘20 stadia

(‘2 geog. miles) from the sea, in the midst of mo-
rasses, from which it obtained its name. As the

key of Egypt on the N, E., and the frontier city

towards Syria and Arabia, it w.as strongly fortified,

and was the scene of many battles and sieges, in

tile wars of Egypt with AssjTia, Persia, Sj'ria, and
Rome, from the defeat of Sennacherib near it by
SothoTi, down to its capture by Octavianus after

the battle of Actinm. In later tjpies it was the

capital of the district of Augustamnica. It was
the birth-place of the geographer Claudius Ptole-

maeus.

Fenates, tho household gods of the Romans,
both those of a private family and of the state, as

the great famil}' of citizens. Hence we have to

distinguish between private and public Penates.

Tho name is connected with i>enus

;

and the images

of those gods were kept in the penetralia, or the

central part of the house. The Lares were in-

cluded among the Penates
;
both names, in fact,

are often used synonymously. The Larei', how-
ever, though included in the Penates, were not the

only Penates
; for each family had usually no

more than one Lar, whereas the Penates are

always spoken of in the plural. Since Jupiter and
Juno were regarded as the protectors of happiness

and peace in the family, these divinities were

worshipped as Penates. Vesta was also reckoned

among the Penates, for each hearth, being* the

symbol of domestic union, had its Vesta. All other

Penates, both public and private, seem to have

consisted of certain sacred relics connected with

indefinite divinities, and hence Varro says that

the number and names of the Penates were indefi-

nite. Most ancient writers believe that the Penates

of the state were brought by Aeneas from Troy

PENE'0S. 63S)

;nto Ital^r, and were preserved first at Lavinium,
afterwards at Alba Longa, and finally at Rome.
At Rome they had a chapel near the centre of the

city, in a place called stib Velia. As the public

Lares were worshipped in the central part of tho

city, and at the public hearth, so the private Pe-
nates had their place at the hearth of ever}' house

;

and the table also was sacred to them. On the

hearth a perpetual fire was kept up in their lionour,

and the table always contained the salt-celhir and
the firstlings of fruit for these divinities. Every
meal that was taken in the house thus resembled
a sacrifice offered to tho Penates, beginning with a
purification and ending with a libation which was
poured either on the table or upon the hearth.

After every absence from the hearth, the Penates
were saluted like the living inhabitants of tlie

house ; and whoever went abroad praj'ed to tho

Penates and Lares for a happy return, and when
he came back to his house, he hung up his armour,
staff, and the like by the side of their images.

PenSifl, that is, Daphne, daughter of the river-

god PeneuB.

Feneleos (n77J'^Afa>s), son of Hippalcraus and
Asteropo, and one of the Argonauts. He was the

father of Opheltes, and is also mentioned among
the suitors of Helen, He was one of the leaders

of the Boeotians iu the war against Troy, where
he slow llioncuB and Lyeon, and was wounded by
Polydamas. He is said to have been slain by
Eurypylus, the son of Teb'phus.

Fen§15pe {Ur}Pc\6Trri, nfi/eAdflvj, IIiyi/eAdTrem),

daughter of Icarius and Periboen of Sparta, married

Ulysses, king of Ithaca. [Respecting her mar-
riage, see IcARHTs, No. 2.] By Ulysses she had
.an only child, Telemachus, who was an infiint when
her husband sailed .against Troy. During the long

absence of Ulysses she was beleaguered by nume-
rous and importunate suitors, whom she deceived

by declaring that she must finish a* large robe

which she was making for liUertes, her aged

father-in-law, before she could make up her mind.

During the daytime she accordingly worked at the

robe, and in the night she undid the work of the

day. By tiiis means she succeeded in putting off

the suitors. But at length her stratagem was be*

traj'od by her servants
;
and when, in consequence,

tho faithful Penelope was pressed more and

.

more by the impatient suitors, Ulysses at length

arrived in Ithaca, after an absence of 20 years.

Having recognised her husband by several signs,

she heartily welcomed him, and the days of her

grief and sorrow were at an end. [Ulysses.]

While Homer describes Penelope as a most chaste

and faithful wife, some later writers charge her

Mrith the very opposite vice, and relate that by
Hermes or by all the suitors together she became

the mother of Pan. They add that Ulysses on his

retuni repudiated her, whereupon she went to

Sparta, and thence to Mantiiica, where her tomb

was shown in after-times. According to another

tradition, she married Telegonus, after he had

killed his father Ulysses.

PrabUB (nTjwids). L {Salambria or Salamria),

the chief river of Thessaly, and one of the most

important in all Greece, rises near Alalcomenae in

Mt. Daemon,* a branch of Mt. Pindus, flows first

S.E. and then N.E., and after receiving many
affluents, of which the most important were the

Enipeus, the Lethaeus, and the Titaresius, forces

its way through the vale of Tempe between Mts.
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Ossa and Olympus into the een. [Tbmpe.] As
a god Peninis was called a son of Occanus and

Tethvs. lU’ the Naiad Creiisa ho became the

father of Hypseus, Stilbe, and Daphne. Gyrene

also is called by some his wife, and by others his

daughter
;
and hence Peneus is described as the

genitor of* Aristaeiis.— 2. (Gasium)^ a river in

Elis, which rises on the frontiers of Arcadia, flows

by the town of Elis, and falls into the sea between

the promontory Cliclonatas and Ichthys.

P^nlus, a little river of Pontus falling into the

Euxine. (Ovid, Ponto^ iv. 10.)

Fenulnae Alpes. [Alpes.]
PentS.p51is (nei/rdiroAts), the name for any

association of 5 cities, Avas applied specifically to— 1. The 5 chief cities of Cyrenaica In N. Africa,

Gyrene, Berenice, Arsinoe, Ptolemais, and Apol-

lon ia, from which, under the Ptolemies, Cyrenaica

received the name of Pentapolis, or Pentapolis

Libyae, or, in the Roman writers, PentapoliUina

llegio. When the name occurs alone, this is its

usual meaning
;
the other applications of it are but

rare.— 2. The 5 cities of the Philistines in the

S. W. of Palestim*, namely, Gaza, Ashdod (Azo-

tus), Askalon, Gath, and Ekron.— 3. In the

apocryphal Book of Ilia Wisdom of Solomon (x. 6.)

the name is applied to the 5 “cities of the plain”

of the southern Jordan, Sodom, Gomorrha, Adam.a,

Zeboim, and Zoar, all of which (except the last,

Avhich was spared at the intercession of Lot) were

overthrown by fire from heaven, and the valley in

which they stood A^^as buried beneath the waters

of the Dead Sea.

PentelSom (ricvT^Xeiov), a fortified place in the

N. of Arcadia near Phenens.

Pent^licns Mons (rh n^vriKiKhv 6posi Pen-
fc/i), a mountain in Attica, celebrated for its marble,

which derived its name from the demus of Pentcle

(n<»'T€ATj),,lying on its S. slope. It is a bmneh
of Mt. Parnes, from Avliich it runs in a S.E.-ly

direction betAveen Athens and Marathon to the

coast. It is probably the same as the mountain

called Brilessus (BpiArjarrds) by Thucydides and
others.

Penthesilea daughter of Area
and Otrera, and queen of the Amazons. After the

death of Hector,, she came to the assistance of the

Trojans, but was slain by Achilles, who mourned
over the dying queen on account of her beauty,

3'OHth and valour. Thersites ridiculed the grief of

Achilles, and Avas in consequence killed by the

hero. Thereupon Diomedcs, a relative of Ther-

sites, threw the body of Penthesilea into the river

Scamander ; but, according to others, Achilles him-
self buried it on the banks of the Xauthus.

PentbeuB (Ilevdcvt), son of l<^chion and Agfive,

the daughter of Gadmus. Ho succeeded Cadmus
as king of Thebes

;
and having resisted the intro-

duction of the worship of Dionysus into his king-

dom, he was driA'cn mad by the god, his palace was
hurled to the ground, and he himself was torn to

pieces by his own mother and her two sisters, Ino

and Autonoe, Avho in their Bacchic frenzy believed

him to be a wild beast. The place where Pentheus
suffered death, is said to have been Mt. Cithacron

or Mt. Parnassus. It is related that Pentheus got

upon a tree, for the purpose of witnessing in secret

the revelry of the Bacchic women, but on being

discovered by them was tom to pieces. According
to a Corinthian tradition, the Avomen were after-

wards commanded by an oracle to discover that
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tree, and to worship it like the god Dionysus ; and
accordingly out of the tree two carved images of

the god were made. The tragic fate of Pentheus
forms the subject of the Baeduie of Euripides.

PenthnuBfrieVdiAor), son ofOrestesand Erigone,

is said to have led a colony of Aeolians to Thrace.

Uc was the father of Echelatus and Damasias.

Pentri, one of the most important of the tribes

in Samnium, were conquered by the Romans along

with the other Samnites, and were the only one of

the Samnite tribes Avho remained faithful to the

Romans when the rest of the nation revolted to

Hannibal in the 2nd Punic war. Their chief town
was Bovianum.

Peer, a mountain of Palestine, in the hind of

;Moab, only mentioned in the Pentateuch. It Avas

probably ono of the summits of the mountains

c.alled Abarim, Avhich ran N. and S. through

Aloabitis, along the E. side of the A'alley of the

southern .Iordan and the Dead Sea.

P8os ArtSmIdos (Tlcos, probiUbly corrupted from
Sircoy, mw, AprefilSos : Beni fIassart, Hu.), a
city of the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, on the

E. bank of the Nile, ne.arly opposite to Ilermopolis

the Great on the W. bank. It is remarkable as

the site of the most extensive rock-hewn catocombs

in all Egypt, the walls of which are covered with

sculptures and paintings of the greatest importance

for elucidating Egyptian .antiquities.

PeparethuB {neirdprjBos : Il€Trapi}Qios : Piperi),

a small island in the Aegaean sea, off the coast of

Thessaly, and E. of Halonesus, with a town of the

same name upon it and 2 other small places. It

produced a considerable quantity of wine. It is

mentioned in connection Avith Halonesus in the

war betAVcon Philip and the Athenians. [IIalo-

NESUS.]

Fephredo (Jl€<ppi)5cS). [Ghaeae.]
Pepuza (nlTTouf’o; Ru. near Besh-S/ieJir), a

city in the W. of Phrygia, of some note in ecclesi-

astical history.

PSraea (ri TIepaia, sc. yrj or x^go, dm country on

Vie opposite side), a general name for any district be-

longing to or clqsely connected Avith a country, from

the main part of which it was separated by a sea or

river, Avas used specifically for— 1. The part of

Palestine E. of the Jordan in general, but usually,

in a more restricted sense, for a part of that region,

namely, the district between the riA’ers llieromnx

on the N., and Arnon on the S. Respecting its

political connections Avith the rest of the country,

see Palakstina.— 2. Peraea Rhodiorum (»j

trepala r&v 'PoSlwv), also called the Rhodian Gher-

sonesc, a district in the S. of Caria, opposite to tl>e

island of Rhodes, from Mt. Phoenix on the W. to

the frontier of Lycia on the E. This strip of

coast, vi'hich was reckoned 1500 stadia in length

(by sea), and Avas regarded as one of the finest

spots on the earth, was colonised by the Rhodians

at an early period, and Avas always in close

political connection with Rhodes even under the

successive rulers of Garia ;
and, after the victory

of the Homans over Antiochus the Great, n.c. 100,

it was assigned, with the whole of Carian Doris,

to the independent republic of the Rhodians.

[Rhodus.]—3. P. Tenediorum (irtpaia TeveSiau),

a strip of the W. coast of Mysia, opposite to the

island of Tenedos, between G. Sigeum on the N.,

and Alexandria Troas on the S.«— 4. A city on

the W. coast of Mysia, near Adramyttimn, one of

the colonies of the Mytilenaeans, and not im-
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probably preserving in its name that of a district

once called Peraea Mytilenaeoruxn ; for the people

of Mytilene are known to have had many settle-

ments on this coast.

Percbte (IlepKcfiTTj, formerly nepKcsirTj, accord-

ing to Strabo : Boryas or Burgus^ Turk., and Per^

cair, (irk.), a very ancient city of Mysia, between

Abydos and Lampsacus, near the Hellespont, on a
river called Percates, in a beautiful situation. It

is mentioned by Homer.
Perdiccas (nep5i'a<cas) 1. 1. The founder of the

Macedonian monarchy, according to Herodotus,

though later writers represent Caranus as the lat

king of Macedonia, and make Perdiccas only the

4th. [Caranus.] According to Herodotus, Per-

diccas and his two brothers, Gauanes and Aeropus,

were Argives of the race of Temenus, who settled

near Mt. Hermius, from whence they subdued

the rest of Macedonia (Herod, viii. Hi7, 138). It

is clear, however, that the dominions of Perdiccas

and his immediate successors, comprised but a

very small part of the country subsequently known
under that name. Perdiccas was succeeded by
his son Argaeus.— 2. II. King of Macedonia,

from about n. c. 454 to 413, was the son and

successor of Alexander I. Shortly before the com-

mencement of the Peloponnesian war Perdiccas

was at war with the Athenians, who sent a force

t() support his brother Philip, and Derdas, a

Macedonian chiefuiin, against the king, while the

Inttcr espoused the cause of Potidaeji, which hud
shaken off the Athenian yoke, n. c. 432. In the

follov’uig year peace was concluded between Per-

diccas aiul the Athenians, but it did not last

long, and he was during the greater part of his

reign on hostile terms with the Athenians. In

42ii liis dominions were invaded by Sitalces,

king of the powerful Thracian tribe of the Odry-
sians, but the enemy was compelled, by want of

provisions, to return home. It was in great

])avt at his instigation that Brasidas in 424 set out

on his celebrated expedition to Macedonia and
Thrace. In the following year (423) however a
misunderstanding arose between him and Brasidas

;

in consequence of which he abandoned the spartan

alliance, and concluded peace with Athens. Sub-

sequently we find him at one time iii alliance

with the Spartans, and at another time with the

Athenians ; and it is evident that he joined one or

other of the belligerent j)arties according to the

dictates of his own interest at the moment. -ii* 3.

III. King of Macedonia, n.c. 364—359, was the

second son of Amyntas II., by his wife Eurydice.

On the assassination of his brother Alexander II.,

by Ptolemy of Alorus, 367, the crown of Mace-
donia devolved upon him by hereditarji right, but
Ptolemy virtually enjoyed the sovereign power as

guardian of Perdiccas till 364, when the latter

caused Ptolemy to be put to death, and took the

government into his own hands. Of the reign of

Perdiccas we have very little information. We
learn only that he was at one time engaged in

hostilities with Athens on account of Amphipolis,

and that he was distinguished for his patnnage of

men of letters. He fell in battle against the Illy-

rians, 359.— 4. Son of Oiontes, a Macedonian of

the province of Orestis, was one of the most dis-

tinguished of the generals of Alexander the Great

He accompanied Alexander throughout his cam-

paigns in Asia ;
and the king on his death-bed

is said to have taken the royd signet ring from
,

I his finger and given it to Perdiccas. After the

j

death of the king (323), Perdiccas had the chief

authority entrusted to him under the command
of the new king Arrhidaeus, who was a mere
puppet in his hands, and he still further

strengthened his power by the assassination of his

rival Meleager. [Meleager.] The other gene-

rals of Alexander regarded him with fear and
suspicion ; and at length his ambitious schemes

induced Antipater, Craterus, and Ptolemy, to unite

in a league and declare open war against Perdiccas.

Thus assailed on all sides, Perdiccas determined to

leave Eumenes in Asia Minor, to make head against

their common enemies in that quarter, while he
himself marched into Egypt against Ptolemy. He
advanced without opposition as far as Pelusium,

but found the hanks of the Nile strongly fortified

and guarded by Ptolemy, and was repulsed in re-

peated attempts to force the passage of the river
;
in

the last of which, near Memphis, he lost great

numbers of men. Thereupon his troops, who had
long been discontented with Perdiccas, rose in

mutiny and put him to death in his own tent.

Perdix (ncp8<{), the sister of Daedalus, and
mother of Tains, or according to others, the sister's

sou of Daedalus, figures in the mythological period

of Greek art, as the inventor of various implements,

chielly for working in wood. Perdix is sometimes

confounded with Tabs or Cabs, and it is best to

regard tlic various legends respecting Perdix, Tabs,
and Culos, as referring to one and the same* person,

namely, according to the mythogrnphers, a nephew
of Daedalus. Thu inventions ascribed to him are :

the saw, the idea of which is said to have been
suggested to liim by the back-bone of a fish, or the

teeth of a serpent ; the chisel ;
the compasses

; the

potter’s wheel. His skill excited the jealousy of

Daedalus, who threw him headlong from the temple

of Athena on the Acropolis, but the goddess caught

him in his fall, and changed hin^ into the bird

which was named after him, pirdix^ the partridge,

Feregiinus Proteus, a cynic pliibsophcr, bom
at Pariuni, on the Hellespont, liourished in the

reign of the Antonincs. After a youth spent in

debuichery and crimes, he visited Palestine, where
he turned Christian, and by dint of hypocrisy at-

tained to some authority iu the Church. He next

assumed the cynic garb, and returned to his native

town, where, to obliterate the memory of *h>a

crimes, he divided his inheritance among the popu-

lace. He again set out on his travels, and after

visiting many places, and adopting every method

to make himself conspicuous, he at length resolved

on publicly burning himself at the Olympic games ;

and carried his resolution into effect iu the 236th

Olympiad, a. d. 165. Lucian, who knew Pere-

grinus, and who was present at his strange self-

immolation, has left us an account of his life.

P^nna, Anna. [Anna.]
Perennis, succeeded Patemus in a. d. 183, as

sole praefect of the praetorians, and Commodus
being completely sunk in debauchery and sloth,

virtually ruled the empire. Having, however,

rendered himself obnoxious to the soldiery, he was

put to death by them in 186 or 187. Dion Cassius

represents Perennis as a man of a pure and upright

life
; bu^ the other historians charge him with

having encouraged the emperor in all his excesses,

and urged him on ~
Perg^a (Xlipyti ; Xlspytuos : Murtana^ Ku.), an

ancient and important city of -Pamphylia, lay a
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little inland, N. E. of Atfcilia, l)otween the rivers

Catarrbactes and Cestnia, 60 stadia (6 gpiog. miles)

from the mouth of the former. It was a cele-

brated scat of the worship of Artemis. On an
eminence near the city stood a very ancient and

renowned temple of the goddess, at which a yearly

festival was celebrated; and the coins of Perga
bear images of the goddess and her temple. Under
the later Roman empire, it was the capital of

Pamphylia Secunda. It was the first place in

Asia Minor visited by the apostle Paul on his

first missionary journey (Acts, xiii. 13.; see also

xiv. 25). Splendid ruins of the city are still

visible about 1
6* miles N. E. of Adalia,

Perg&ma and Perg&mla [Pbroamon, Na 1].

Perg&mon or -urn, Perg&mos or -ua (rh

n^pyafiov, nifryafios: the former by far the

most usual form in the classical writers, though

the latter is more common in English, probably on
account of its use in our version of the Bible,

Rev. ii. 13. ;
in Latin it seldom occurs in the

nominative, but, when used, the form is Perga-

mum : Utfryanrivds, Pergamenus. The word is

significant, connected with iripyos, a tower; it is

used in the plural form, v4pyafj.a^ as a common
noun by Aeschylus, Prom. 956 ;

Euripides, Pfioen.

1098, 1176).—1. The citadel of Troy, and used

poetically for Troy itself : the poets also use the

forms Perghma (rk ncp7ajua) and Pergamia (rj

Tlepyafiia., sc. irdAts) ; the king of Troy, Laomedon,

is called Uepyafxltirit, and the Romans are spoken

of by Silius Italicus as “ sanguis Pergameus.”—
2. {Bergama or Pergamo^ Ru.), a celebrated city of

Asia Minor, the capital of the kingdom of Per-

gamus, and afterwards of the Roman province of

Asia, was situated in the district of S. Mysia
called Teuthrania, in one of the most beautiful

and fertile vallies in the world. It stood on the

N. bank of the river Caicus, at a spot where that

river receives* the united waters of 2 small tribu-

taries, the Seliiuis, which flowed through the city,

and the Cetius, which washed its walls. The
navigable river Caicus connected it with the sea,

at the Elaitic Gulf, from which its distance was
somewhat less than 20 miles. It was built at the

foot, and on the lowest slopes, of 2 steep hills, on

one of which the ruins of the acropolis are still

visible, and in the plain below are the remains of

the Asclepicum and other temples, of the stadium,

the theatre, and the amphitheatre, and of other

buildings. The origin of tho city is lost in my-
thical traditions; which ascribed its foundation to

a colony from Arcadia under the Heracleid Te-

lephus, and its name to Pergamus, a son of Pyr-

rhus and Andromache, who made himself king of

Teuthrania by killing the king Arius in single

comltat. There is also a tradition, that a colony

of Epidaurians settled here under Asclepius. At
all events, it was already, in the time of Xeno-
phon, a very ancient city, with a mixed population

of Teuthmnians and Greeks; but it was not a
place of much importance until the time of the

successors of Alexander. After the defeat of An-
tigonus at Ipsus, in 301, the N.W. part of Asia
Minor was united to the Thracian kingdom of

Lysimachus, who enlarged and beautiled the

city of Pergamus, and used it as a ti;easury <»i

account of its strength as a fortress. The comnuuid

of the fortress was entrusted to Philbtabrusi,
who, towards the end of the reign of Lysimachus,

revolted to Seleucus, king of Syria, retaining.
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however, the fortress of Peigamus in his own
hands ; and upon the death of Seleucus, in 280,
Philetaerus established himself as an independent
ruler. This is the date of the commencement of

the kingdom of Pergamus, though the royal title

was only assumed by the second successor of Phi-
letaerus, Attai.us I., after his great victory over
the Gauls. The successive kings of Pergamus
were : Philbtaerus, 280—263 ;

Eumknks L,
263—241

; AttalusI.,241—197; Eumknks II.,

197—159; Attalus II. Philadblphus, 159—
138; Attalus III. Piiilomktur, 138— 133.

For the outline of their history, see the articles.

Tho kingdom reached its greatest extent after the

defeat of Antiochus the Great by the Romans, in

B.C. 190, when the Homans bestowed upon Eu-
menes II. the whole of Mysia, Lydia, both Phry-
gias, Lycaonia, Pisidia and Pamphylia. It was
mider the same king that Pergamus reached tho

height of its splendour, and that the celebrated

library was founded, which for a long time rivalled

that of Alexandria, and the formation of Avhich

occasioned the invention of parchment, charla Per-
gameita. This library was afterwards united to

that of Alexandria, having been presented by An-
tony to Cleopatra. During its existence at Per-

gamus, it formed the centre of a great school of

literature, which rivalled that of Alexandria. On
the death of Attalus III. in u. u. 133, the king-

dom, by a bequest in his will, passed to the

Romans, who took possession of it in 130 after

a contest with the usurper Aristoiiicus, and
erected it into the province of Asia, with the

city of Pergamus for its cjipital, which continued

in such prosperity, that Pliny calls it “longe
clarissimum Asiae.” The city was an early seat

of Christianity, and is one of the Seven Churches

of Asia, to whom the apocalyptic epistles are ad-

dressed. St. John describes it as the scene of a

persecution of Christuuiity, and the seat of gross

idolatry, which had even infected the Church.

The expression “ where Satan’s seat is” is thought

by some to refer to the worship of the serpent, as

the symbol of Asclepius, the patron god of the

city. Under the'Byzantine emperors, the capital

of the province of Asia was transferred to Ephesus,

and Pergamus lost much of its importance. Among
the celebrated natives of the city were the rheto-

rician Apollodorus and the physician Galen.

»

2. A very ancient city of Crete, the foundation of

which was ascribed to the Trojans who survived

their city. The legislator Lycurgus was said to

have died here, and his grave was shown. The
site of the city is doubtful. Some place it at

Peramuy others at Platania.

Ferg&niu. [Pbrgamon.]
Ferge. [Perga.]
FSxwder (nepiavSpor). L Son of Cypselus,

whom he succe^ed as tyrant ef Corinth, b. c. 625,

and reigned 40 years, to b. c. 585. His rule was
mild and beneficent at first, but afterwards became

oppressive. According to the common story this

change was owing to the advice of Tlirasybulus,

tyrant tf Miletus, whom Periander had consulted

on the best mode of maintaining his power, and
who is said to have taken the messenger through a
corn-field, cutting off, as he went, the tallest ears,

and then to have dismissed him without committing

himself to a verbal answer. The action, however,

was rightly interpreted by Periander, who pro-

ceeded to rid himself of the most powerful nobles
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in the state. He made his power respected abroad

ns well as at home ; and besides his conquest of

Epidaiirus, mentioned below, he kept Corcyra in

subjection. He was, like many of tlie other Greek
tyrants, a patron of literature and philosophy

;

and Arion and Anacharsis were in favour at his

court. Ho was very commonly reckoned among
the Seven Snges, though by some he was excluded

from their number, and Myson of Chenae in La-

conia was substituted in his room. The private

life of Periander was marked by misfortune and
cruelty. He married Melissa, daughter of Prodes,
tyrant of Epidaurus. She bore him two sons,

Cypst'lus and Lycophron, and was passionately

ludoved by him
;
but he is said to have killed her

by a blow during her pregnancy, having been
roused to a fit of anger by a false accusation brought

against her. His wife’s death embittered the re-

mainder of his days, partly through the remorae

which he felt for the deed, partly through the

alienation of his younger son Lycophron, inexorably

exasperated by his mother’s fate. The young
man’s anger had been chiefly excited by Proclcs,

and Periander in revenge attacked Epidaurus, and,

having reduced it, took his father-in-law prisoner.

Periander sent Lycophron to Corcyra ; but when
he was himself advanced in years, he summoned
Lycophron back to Corinth to succeed to the ty-

ranny, seeing th.at Cypselus, his elder son, was
nntit to hold it, from deficiency of understanding.

Lycophron refused to return to Corinth, as long as

his father was there. Thereupon Periander offered

to withdraw to Corcyra, if Lycophron would come
home and take the government. To this he as-

sented
;
but the Corcyraeans, not wishing to have

Periander among them, put Lycophron to death.

Periander shortly afterwards died of despondency,

at the age of flO, and after a reign of 40 years,

according to Diogenes Laertius. He was succeeded

by a relative, Psammeticlius, son of Gordias.— 2.

Tyrant of Ambracia, was contemporary with his

more famous namesake of Corinth, to whom he was
also related, being the son of Gorgus, who was son

or brother to Cypselus. Periander was deposed by
the people, probably after the death of the Corinthian

t}Tiint^(.')}1.5).

Peiiboea (TltpiSoia). 1. Wife of Icarius, and
mother of Penelope. [Icarius, No. 2.]—•2.
Daughter of Alcathous, and wife of Telamon, by
whom she became the mother of Ajax and Teucer.

Some writers call her Eriboea. -* 3. Daughter of

Hipponous, and wife of Oeneus, by whom she be-

came the mother of Tydeus. [Oe.veus.J «>b 4.

Wife of king Polybus of Corinth.

Fancies (flepi/cAijs). 1. The greatest of Athe-
nian statesmen, was the son of Xanfahippus, and
Agariste, both of whom belonged to the noblest

families of Athens. The fortune of his parents

procured for him a careful education, which hu
extraordinary abilities and diligence turned to the

best account He received instruction from Da-
mon, Zeno of Elea, and Anaxagoras. With An-
axagoras he lived on terms of the most intimate

friendship, till the philosopher was compelled to

retire from Athens. From this great and original

thinker Pericles was believed to have derived not

only the cast of his mind, but the character of his

eloquence, which, in the elevation of its sentiments,

and the purity and loftiness of its style, was the

fitting expression of the force and dignity of his '

character and the grandeur of his conceptions. Of

'

the oratory of Pericles no specimens remain to us,

but it is described by ancient writers as charac-

terised by singular force and energy. He was
described as thundering and lightning when he
spoke, and as carrying the weapons of Zeus upon
his tongue.— In b. c. 469, Pericles began to take

part in public affairs, 40 years before his death,

and was soon regarded as the head of the more
democratical part in the state, in opposition to

Cimon. He gained the favour of the people by the

laws which he got passed for their benefit. Thus
it was enacted through his means that the citizens

should receive from the public treasury the price of

their admittance to the theatre, amounting to 2
oboli apiece

;
that those who served in the courts of

the Heliaea should bo paid for their attendance

;

and that those citizens who served as soldiers

should likewise bo paid. It was at his instigation

that his friend Ephialtes proposed in 461 the

measure by which the Areopagus was deprived of

those functions which rendered it formidable as an
antagonist to the democratical party. This success

was followed by the ostracism of Cimon, who was
charged with Laconism

;
and Pericles was thus

placed at the head of public affairs at Athens.

Pericles was distinguished na a general ns well as

a statesman, and frequently commanded the Athe-
nian armies in their wars with the neighbouring

states. In 454 he commanded the Athenians in

their campaigns against the Sicyonians and Acama-
nians ; in 448 he led the array which assisted the

Phocians in the Sacred War ; and in 44.5 he
rendered the most signal service to the state by
recovering the island of Euboea, which had revolted

from Athens. Cimon had been previously recalled

from exile, without any opposition from Pericles,

but had died in 449. On his death the aristo-

cratical party was headed by Thucydides, the son

of Melesias, but on the ostracism of the latter in

444, the organized opposition of the aristocraticnl

party was broken up, and Pericles was left without

a rival. Throughout the remainder of his political

course no one appeared to contest his supremacy
j

but the boundless influence which he possessed was
never perverted by him to sinister or unworthy
purposes. So far from being a mere selfish dema-
gogue, he neither indulged nor courted the multi-

tude. The next important event in which Pericles

was engaged was the war against Samos, which
had revolted from Athens, and which he subdued
after an arduous campaign, 440. The poet Sopho-

cles was one of the generals who fought with Pericles

against Samos. For the next 10 years till the out-

break of the Peloponnesian war, the Athenians were

not engaged in any considerable military operations.

During this period Pericles devoted especial atten-

tion to the Athenian navy, as her supremacy rested

on her maritime superiority, and he adopted various

judicious means for consolidating and strengthening

her empire over the islands of the Aegaean. The
funds derived from the tribute of the allies and

from other sources were to a laige extent devoted

by him to the erection of those magnificent temples

and public buildings which rendered Athens the

wonder and admiration of Greece. Under his

administration the Propylaea, and the Parthenon,

and the .Odeum were erected, as well as numerous

other temples and public buildings. With the

stimulus afforded by these works architecture and
sculpture reached their highest perfection, and
some of the greatest artists of antiquity were em-
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ployed in erecting or adorning the buildings. The
chief direction and oversight of the public edifices

was entrusted to Phidias. [Phidias.] These

works calling into activity almost every branch of

industry and commerce at Athens, diffused uni-

versal prosperity while they proceeded, and thus

contributed in this, as well as in other ways, to

maintain the popularity and influence of Pericles.

But he still had many enemies, who were not slow

to impute to him base and unworthy motives.

From the comic poets Pericles had to sustain nu-

merous attacks. They exaggerated his power,

spoke of his party as Pisistratids, and called upon
him to swear that he was not about to assume the

tyranny. His high character and strict probity,

however, rendered all these attacks harmless. But
as his enemies were unable to ruin his reputation

by these means, they attacked him through his

friends. His friends Phidias and Anaxagorjis,

and his mistress Aspasia were all accused before

the people. Phidias was condemned and cast into

prison [Phidias]
;
Anaxagoras was also sentenced

to pay a fine and quit Athens [Anaxagoras] ;

and Aspasia was only acquitted through the en-

treaties and teairs of Pericles.— The Peloponnesian

war lias been falsely ascribed to the ambitious

schemes of Pericles. It is true that ho counselled

the Athenians not to yield to the demands of the

Lacedaemonians, and he pointed out the immense
advantages which the Athenians possessed in carry-

ing on the war ;
but he did this because he saw that

war was inevitable
;
and that as long as Athens

retained the great power which she then possessed,

Sparta would never rest contented. On the out-

break of the war in 431 a Peloponnesian army
under Archidamus invaded Attica

;
and upon his

advice the Athenians conveyed their moveable

property into the city, and their cattle and beasts

of burden to Euboea, and allowed the Peloponne-

sians to desolaV^ Attica without opposition. Next
year (430), when the Peloponnesians jigain invaded

Attica, Pericles pursued the same policy as before.

In this summer the plague made its appearance in

Atlioiis. The Athenians, being exposed to the

devastation of the war and the plague at the same

time, began to turn their thoughts to peace, and

looked upon Pericles as the author of all their

distresses, inasmuch as he bad persuaded them to

go to war. Pericles attempted to calm the public

fermcMit
;
but such was the irritation against him,

that he was sentenced to pay a fine. The ill feel-

ing of the people having found this' vent, Pencles

soon resumed his accustomed sway, and was again

elected one of the generals for the ensuing year

(429). Meantime Pericles had suffered in common
with his fcllow'citizens. The plague carried off

most of his near connections. His son Xantbippus,

A profligate aqd undutiful youth, his sister, and
must of his intimate friends died of it. Still he
maintained unmoved his calm bearing and philo-

sophic composure. At last his only surviving

legitimate son, Paralus, a ymuth of greater promise

than his brother, fell a victim. The firmness of

Pericles then at last gave way ; as he placed the

funeral garland on the head of the lifeless youth

he burst into tears and sobbed aloud. He had one

son remaining, his child by Aspasia ; and he was
allowed to enrol this son in his own tribe and give

him his own name. In the autumn of 429 Pericles

himself died of a lingering sickness. When at the

point of death} as his friends were gathered round
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his bed, recalling his virtues and enumerating his

triumphs, Pericles overhearing their remarks, said

that they had forgotten his greatest praise : that

no Athenian through his means had been made to

put on mourning. He survived the commencement
of the war 2 years and 6 months. The name of

the wife of Pericles is not mentioned. She had
been the wife of Hipponicus, by whom she was the
mother of Callias. She bore two sons to Pericles,

Xanthippus and Paralus. She lived unhappily

%vith Pericles, and a divorce took place by mutual
consent, when Pericles connected himself with
Aspasia. Of his strict probity he left the decisive

proof in the fact that at his death he was found
not to have added a single drachma to his here-

ditary property.— 2. Son of the preceding, by
Aspasia, was one of the generals at the battle of

Aiginusae, and was put to death by the Athenians
with^the other generals, 406.

PeriOljhaiSnas (nepiK\v/ucyo9). 1. One of the

Argonauts, was son of Neleus and Cliluiis, and
brother of Nestor. Poseidon gave him the power
of chmiging himself into different forms, .and con-

ferred upon him great strength, but he was never-

theless slain by Hercules at the capture of Pvlf)s.— 2. Son of Poseidon and Chloris, the daughter
of Tiresias, of Thebes. In the war of the Seven
against Thebes he was believed to have killed

Parthenopacus
;
and when he pursued Amphiaraiis,

tho latter by the command of Zeus was swallowed
up by the earth.

PeriereB (Uepi'nprjs)^ son of Aeolus and Fuiarete,

king of Messene, was tlie father of Aphareus juid

Leucippus by Gorgophone. In some traditions

Pericres was called a son of Cynortas, and besides

the sons above mentioned he is said to have been
the father of Tyndarcos and Icarius.

Pei^auB (n€pl\oos), son of Icarius and Perl-

boea, and a brother of Penelope.

Perillus (n6piA\os), a statuary, wa.? the maker
of the bronze bull of the tyrant Phahiris, respecting

which see further under Piialauis. Like the

rankers of other instruments of death, Perillus is

said to liavc become one of tlie victims of his own
handiwork. *'

Perintlms (UepivOos : Il(piv6ios : Ed-i Erci/li),

an important town in Thrace on the Propontis,

was founded by the Samians about b. c. .5.5.9. 1

1

was situated 22 miles W. of Sclynibria on a .small

peninsula, and was built on the slope of a hill with

rows of houses rising above each other like seats

in an amphitheatre. It is celebrated for the ob-

stinate resistance which it offered to Philip of

Macedon, at which time it was a more powerful

place than Byzantium. Under the Romans it still

continued tp be a flourishing town, being the point

at which most of the roads met leading to Byzan-

tium. The commercial importance of the town is

attested by its numerous coins which arc still

extant. At a later time, but not earlier than tlie

4th century of the Christian aera, we find it called

lleraclea^ which occurs sometimes alone without

any addition and sometimes in the form of

Heraclecf Thraciae or Ileraclea Peinnthus.

PSrlphas (ntpi<pas)f an Attic autochthon, pre-

vious to the time of Cecrops, was a priest of Apollo,

and on accoimt of his virtues w'tfs made king of the

country. In consequence of the honours paid to

him, Zeus wished to destroy him
; but at the re-

quest of Apollo ho was metamorphosed by Zeus

into on eagle, and his wife into a bird.
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Bird’ff-eye View of the Forum of Fomfeli. See pege COl.

A. Temple of Jupiter.

13. Temple of Veima.
C. Temple of MdWury.
D. BMifica.
E. Edifice of Eumadila. '

F. Thermae.
0. Pantheon or Temple of Auguitne.

1. K. L. Trlbimala or Courts of Justice

N. Granaries.
P« Curia or Scnaeulum..
R. Part not yet exCaratea.
8. Street of the Dried Fruits.

T. Street leading to the Temple of Fortune,

y. Triumphal Arch.
W. Pedestals.
Y. Street of the Silversmiths.

[To/ueep. 644.
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PMphStes (n«pi^^Ti}s), son of Hephaestus and

Anticl&i, Burnamed Corynetes, that is, Club-

bearer, was a robber at Epidaurus, who slew

travellers with an iron club. Theseus at last killed

him and took his dub for his own use.

Fennessus (nep/iTjuudr : Kefalari), a river in

Boeotisi, which descends from Mt. Helicon, unites

with the Olmius, and falls into the lake Copais

near Haliartus.

Feme (n4pvrt\ a little island oiF the coast of

Ionia, opposite to the territory of Miletus, to which
an earthquake united it.

'

Fero daughter of Nclcua and Chloris,

was married to Bias, and celebrated for her beauty.

Ferperena (nepwep^va, and other forms), a
small town of Mysia, S. of Adramyttium, in the

neighbourhood of which there were copper-mines

and celebrated vineyards. It was said to be the

place at which Thucydides died.

Ferpema or Ferponna (the former is the pre-

ferable form). 1. M., praetor b.c. 135, when he

curried on war against the slaves in Sicily ; and
consul ] .30, when he defeated Aristonicus in Asia,

uhd took him prisoner. He died near Pergamum
on his return to Rome in 1 29. —2. M., son of the

last, consul 92, and censor 86. He is mentioned

by the ancient writers as an extraordinary instance

of longevity. He attained the age of 98 years,

and died in 49, the year in which the civil war
broke out between Caesar and Pompey. He took

no prominent part in the agitated times ih which

he lived.-— 3. H. Ferpema Vento, son of the

last, joined the Marian party in the civil war, and
was raised to the praetorship. After the conquest

of Italy by Sulla, in 82, Perperna fled to Sicily,

which he quitted however upon the arrival of Pom-
poy shortly afterwards. On the death of Sulla, in

78, Pcrpernjt joined the consul M, Lepidus in his

attempt to overthrow the new aristocratical consti-

tution, and retired with him to Sardinia on the

failure of this attempt Lepidus died in Sardinia

in the following year, 77, and Perperna with the

remains of his army crossed over to Spain and
joined Sertorius. Perperna vas jealous of the

ascendancy of Sertorius, and after serving under

him some years he and his friends assassinated

Sertorius nt a banquet in 72. His death soon

brought the war to a close. Perperna was de-

feated by Pompey, was taken prisoner, and was
put to death.

Ferrhaebi or nepoj^oi), a powerful

and warlike Pelasgic people, who, according to

Straho, migrated from Euboea to the mainland,

and settled in the districts bf Hestiaeotis and Pe-
lasgiotis in Thessaly. Hence the northern part of

this country is frequently called FerTh{^6bia (IIc^-

pat€ia, IlepatSta), though it never formed one of

the regular Thessalian provinces. Homer places

the Perrhaebi in the neighbourhood of the Thes-
salian Dodona and the river Titaresius ; and at a
later time the name of Perrhaebia was applied to

the district bounded by Macedonia and the Cam-
bun ian mountains on the N., by Pindus on the W.,
by the Peneus on the S. and S.E., .ana by the

Peneus and Ossa on the E.' The Perrhaebi were

members of the Amphictyonic league. At an early

period they were subdued by the Lapithae; at the

time of the Peloponnesian war they were subject

to the Thessalians, and subsequently to Philip of

Macedon ; but at the time of the Roman wars in

Greece they appear independent of Macedonia.
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FerrhXdae (nc/}^I5cu), an Attic demus near
Aphidna, belonging to the tribe Antiochis.

Fersabdra or Ferisabdra (ntp(ra€<4pa : AnBar),
a strongly fortified city of I^bylonia, on the W.
side of the Euphrates, at the point where the canal

called Maarsares left the river.

Fersae. [Psrsis.]

Fersaens (Tlepcrcuos), a Stoic philosopher, was
a native of Cittium in Crete, and a disciple of

Zeno. He lived for some years at the court of

Antigonus Gonatas, with whom he seems to bare
been in high favour. Antigonus appointed him to

the chief command in Corinth, where he was slain,

when the city was taken by Aratus, b. c. 243.
Fers$ (n/pirij), daughter of Oceanus, and wife

of Helios (the Sun), by whom she became the

mother of Aeetes and Circe. She is further called

the mother of Pasiphae and Perses. Homer and
Apollonius Rhodius call her Perse, while others

call her Perseis or Persea.

Ferseis, a name given to Hecate, as the daughter
of Perses by Asteria.

Fersephone (nep<re<t>6i>ri)^ called Froserplna
by the Romans, the daughter of Zeus and Heine-
ter. In Homer she is called Persephonla (Utpa-t^

<f)6p(ta) ; the form Persephone first occurs in He-
siod. But besides these forms of the name, wo
also find Pcrsepliassa^ Phersephaasa^ Persephatta^

PkersfphcUia^ Phcrrepliassa, PJierephatta^ and Pher-
sephmla^ for which various etymologies have been
proposed. The Latin Proserpina is probably only

a corruption of the Greek. In Attica she was
worshipped under the name of Cora (KcJpi), Ion.

KoiJ/wj), that is, the Daughter^ namely, of Demcter;
and the two were frequently called Tlta MoUter
and the Daughter /col K6prf). Being
the infernal goddess of death, she is also called ii

daughter of Zeus and Styx. In Arcadia she was
worshipped under the name of Dc^ocna, and was
called .a daughter of Poseidon Ilippius and Deme-
ter, and said to have been brought up by the Titan

Anytus. Homer describes her as the wife of

Hades, and tlie formidable, venerable, and majestic

queen of the Shades, who rules over the souls of

the dead, along with her husband. Hence she is

called by later writers Jutio Infema^ Avema^ and
Siggia

;

and the Erinnyes are said to have been
her daughters by Pluto. Groves sacred to her are

placed by Homer in the western extremity of tho

earth, on the frontiers of the lower world, which
is itself called the house of Persephone. The story

of her being carried off by Hades or Pluto against

her will is not mentioned by Homer, who simply

describes her as the wife and queen of Hades. Her
abduction is first mentioned by Hesiod. Tho ac-

count of her abduction, which is the most celebrated

part of her story, and the wanderings of her mother

in search of her, and the worship of tho 2 goddesses

in Attica at the festival of the Eleusinia, are related

under Dbmeter. In the mystical theories of the

Orphics, Persephone is described as the all-per-

vading goddess of nature, who both produces and
destroys eveiy thing; and she is therefore men-
tioned along, or identified with, other mystic divi-

nities, sucli as Isis, Rhea, Ge, Hestia, Pandora,

Artemis, Hecate. This mystic Persephone is fur-

ther said* to have become by Zeus the mother of

Dionysus, laccbus, Zagreus or Sabazius.— Perse-

phone frequently appears in works of art. She is

represented cither with the grave and severe cha-

racter of an infehialJuno, or as a mystical divinity
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with a 8c<‘ptre and a little box, in the act of being

carried off by Pluto.

PersepSHs (neptrerroAif, HfptraiiroXis

:

in the

middle atfps, Isialtkar

:

now Takhii^emsltid, L e.

Hvrone ofJemshid, or Chil-Mimr^ i. e. Forl^ Pil-

lars: large Ru.) is the Greek name, probably

translated from the Persian name, which is not

recorded, of the great city which succeeded Pasar-

gada as the capital of Persis and of the Persian

empire. From the circumstance, however, of the

conriuest of the Babylonian empire taking place

about the time when Persepolia attained this dig-

nity, it appears to have been seldom used as the

roynl residence. Neither Herodotus, Xenophon,

Ctesias, nor the sacred writers during the Persian

period, mention it at all ; though they often speak

of Babylon, Susa, and Ecbatana, as the capitals of

the empire. It is only from the Greek writers

after the Macedonian conquest that we learn its

rank in tho empire, which appears to have con-

sisted chiefly in its being one of the 2 burial places

of the kings (the other being Pasargada), and also

a royal treasury; for Alexander found in the

palace immense riches, which were said to have ac-

cumulated from the time of Cyrus. Its foundation

is sometimes ascribed to Cyrus the Great, but more

genemlly to his son Cambyses. It was greatly

enlarged and adorned by Darius I. and Xerxes,

and preserved its splendour till after the Macedo-

nian conquest* when it was burnt
;
Alexander, as

j

the story goes, setting fire to the palace with his
j

own hand, at the end of a revel, by the instigation

of tho courtezan Thais, n. o. 331. It was not,

however, so entirely destroyed as some historians

represent. It appears frequently in subsequent

history, both ancient and medieval. It is now
deserted, but its ruins are considerable, though too

dilapidated to give any good notion of Persian

architecture, and they are rich in cuneiform in-

scriptions. It*was situated in the heart of Persis,

in the part called Hollow Persia (koiAtj Ilepo-'O*

not far from the border of the C’arraauian Desert,

in a beautiful and lioaltby valley, watered by the

river Araxes {Bend-Emir), and its tributaries tho

Medus and the Cyrus. The city stood on the N.
side of tlie Araxes, and had a citadel (tho ruins of

which are still seen) built on the levelled surface

of a rock, and enclosed by triple walls rising one

above the other to the heights of 1(>, 48, and 60
cubits, within which was the palace, with its royal

scjmlchres and treasuries.

Perses (n6V‘r’Js)- 1. Son of the Titan Crius

and Eurybia, and husband of Astoria, by whom
he became the father of Hecate.— 2. Son of Per-

seus and Andromeda, described by the Greeks os

the foimdcr of tho Persian nation.—*3. Son of

Helios (the Sun) and Perse, and brother of Aeetes

and Circe.

Perseua (Tlcpcrcus), the famous Argive hero,

was a sou of Zeus and Danau’, and a grandson of

Acrisius. An oracle had told Acrisius that he was
doomed to perish by the hands of Danae's son

;

and he tlierefor j shut up his daughter in an apart-

ment made of brass or stone. But Zeus having

metamorphosed himself into a shower of gold,

came down through the roof of the prison, and
became,by her the father of Perseus. From this

(urcumstance Perseus is sometimes called aurigena.

As soon as Acrisius discovered that Danae had
^veu birth to a sou, he put both mother and son

into a chest, and threw them into the sea ; but
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Zeus caused the chest to land in the island of

Seriphos, one of the Cyclades, where Dictys, a
fisherman, found them, aud carried them to Poly-

dectes, the king of the comitry. They were treated

with kindness by Polydectes
;
but the latter hav-

ing afterwards fallen in love with Dana€, and
finding it impossible to gratify his desires in con-

sequence of the presence of Perseus, who had
meantime grown up to manhood, he sent Perseus
away to fetch the head of Medusa, one of the

Gorgoiis. Guided by Hermes and Athena, Per-
seus first went to the Graeae, the sisters of the
Goigons, took from them their one tooth and their

one eye, and would not restore them until they
showed him the way to the nymphs, who pos-

sessed the wL)ged sandals, tho magic wallet, and
the helmet of Hades, which rendered the wearer
invisible. Having received from the Nymphs
these invaluable presents, from Hermes a sickle,

and from Athena a mirror, he mounted into the
air, aud arrived at the Gorgons, who dwelt ncjir

Tartessus on the coast of the Ocean, whose heads
were covered, like those of serpents, with scales,

and who hud largo tusks like boars, brazen hands,

aud golden wings. He found them asleep, and
cut off the head of Medusa, looking at lier figure

through the mirror, for a sight of the monster her-

self would have changed him into stone. Perseus
put her head into the wallet which he curried on
his back, and as he went away he was pursued by
2 other ’Gorgons

;
but his helmet, which rendered

him invisible, enabled him to escape in safety.

Perseus then proceeded to Aethiopia, where he
saved and married Andromeda. [Andromeda.)
Perseus is also said to have come to the Hyper-
boreans, by whom he was hospitably received, and
to Atlas, whom ho changed into the mountain of

the same mime by the Gorgon’s head. On his

return to Seriphos, he found his mother with Dictys
in a temple, whither they had fled from the vio-

lence of Polydectes. Perseus then went to the

pjilace of Polydectes, and metamorphosed him and
fill his guests, and, some say, tliu whole island,

into stone. He l^en presented the kingdom to

Dictys. He gave the winged sandals and the

helmet to Ilennes, who restored them to the

nymphs and to Hades, and the head of Gorgon to

Athena, who plticed it in the middle of her shield

or breastplate. Perseus then went to Argos, ac-

companied by Danae aud Andromeda. Acrisius,

remembering the oracle, escaped to Larissa, in the

country of the Pelasgians
;
but Perseus followed

him,, in order to persuade him to return. Some
writers state that Perseus, on his return to Argos,

found Proetus, who had expelled his brother

Acrisius, Vn possession of tho kingdom ; and that

Perseus slew Proetus, and was afterwards killed

by Megapenthes, the son of Proetus. The more
common tradition, however, relates that when Teu-

timiidas, king of Larissa, celebrated gomes in honour

of his guest Acrisius, Perseus, who took part in

them, accidentally hit the foot of Acrisius with the

disems, aud thus killed him. Acrisius was buried

outside^the city of Larissa, aud Perseus, leaving

the kingdom of Argos to Megapenthes, the son of

Proetus, received from him in exchange the govern-

ment of Tiryiis. According to others, Perseus

remmned in Aigos, and successfully opposed the

introduction of the Bacchic orgies. Perseus is said

^

to have founded the towns of Mldea and Mycenae.

I
By Andromeda he became the father of Perses,
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Alcaeus. Sthenelus, Heleus. Mestor, Electryon,

Gorgophone, and Autochthe. Perseus was wor-

shipped as a hero in several places.

Perseus or Ferses (n«p<r€yr), the last king of

Macedonia, whs the eldest son of Philip V., and

reigned 11 years from B. c. 17d to 1G8. J^fore

his accession ho persuaded hia father to put to

dentil his younger brother Demetrius, whom bo

suspected tliat the Roman senate intended to set

up as a competitor for the throne on the death of

Philip. Immediately after his accession he began

to make pre|)ariitions for war with the Romans,

which he knew to be inevitable, though 7 years

elajised before actual lioetilities commenced. The
war broke out in 171. The 1st yesir of the war
was marked by no striking action. The consul

i*. Licinius Crassus first suffered a defeat iii Thes-

saly in an engagement between the cavalry of the

'J armies, but hubsequently gained a slight advan-

tage over the king’s troops.— The 2nd year of the

war (170), in which the consul A. Hostilius Man-
ciiuis commanded, also passed over without any im-

portant battle, Imt was on the whole favourable to

Perseus.— The drd year (160), in which the con-

sul Q. Marcius Philippus commanded, again pro-

duced no important results. The length to which

the war had been unexpectedly protracted, and the

ill success of the Roman arms, had by this time

excited a general feeling in favour of the Macedo-

nian monarch
;
but the ill-timed avarice of Perseus,

who refused to advance the sum of money which

Eumenes, king of Pergainus, demanded, deprived

him of this valuable ally
;
and the same unseason-

able niggardliness likewise deprived him of the

services of 20,01)0 Gaulish mercenaries, who had

actuiilJy advanced into Macedonia to hi» support,

but retired on failing to obtain their stipulated

pay. lie was thus led to carry on the coiite‘.t

against Rome single-handed.—The 4th year of the

Avar (168) mia also the last. The new consul,

L. Aemilius Panins, defeated Perseus with great

loss in a decisive battle fought near Pydna on

June 22, 168. Perseus took refuge in the island of

Samolhrace, where he shortly afterwards surren-

dered with his children to the praetor On. Octa-

vius. When brouglit before Aemilius, he is said

to have degraded himself by the most abject siip-

]»lications : but he was treated with kindness by
the Roman general. The following Vear he was
carried to Italy, where he was compelled to adorn

the splendid triumph of his conqueror (Nov.

167), and afterwards cast into a dungeon, from

whence, however, the intercession of Aemilius pro-

cured his release, and he was permitted to end his

days in an honourable captivity at Alba. He sur-

vived his removal thither_ a few 3-ears, 'and died,

according to some accounts, by voluntary starva-

tion, while others— fortunately with less proba-

bility—represent him as falling a victim to the

cruelty of his guards, who deprived him of sleep.

Perseus had been twice married
;
the name of his

first wife, whom he is said to have killed with his

own hand in a fit of passion, is not recorded
; his

second, Laodice, was the daughter of Seleiicus IV,

Philopator. He left two children; a son, Alex-

ander, and a daughter, both apparently by his

second marriage, as they were mere children when

carried to Rome. Besides these, he had adopted

his younger brother Philip, who appears to have

been regarded by him as tho heir to his throne,

and became the partner of his captivity.
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Phrsia. [Persib.]

Persibi Montei. [Parsici Montes.]
Persiens Sinus, Persioom Mare (o' Ucpo-i/cds

KoXvos^ i&dA.acro'a, and other forms ; t/iC

Persian Oulf)^ is the name given by the later geo-

graphers to the great gulf of the Mare Erythraeum
(Indian Ocean)^ extending in a S.E. direction from
the months of the Tigris, between the N.E. coast

of Arabia and the opposite coast of Susiann, Persis,

and Kannania, to the narrow strait formed by the
long tongue of land which projects from the N.
side of Otnan in Arabia, by which strait it is con-

nected with the more open gulf of the Indian
Ocean called Paragon Sinus ((Jnf of Oman). 'Phe

earlier Greek writers know nothing of it. Hero-
dotus docs not distinguish it from the Erythraean
Sea. The vov-age of Alexander’s admiral Nearchiia
from the Indus to the 'Pigris made it better known,
but still the ancient geographers in general give
vajy inaccurate statements of its size and form.

Persides (UepatlUris. nfpaiji'dSijs), a patron3'-

mic given to the descendants of Persos.

Persis, and very ranOy Persia (7} n^girir, and
ij negixiKT), sc. >7j, the fern, adjective?, the masc.
being Ilepo-i/fds, from the ethnic noun Tltparfs^ nl,

neptrai, fern, n^ptris, Latin Persa and Perses,

pi. Persae: in modern Persian and Arabic, Pars
ir Farsistan^ i. e. s/nw, land of 7'(/rs= old Persian
/xiry, iKO’se or horseman

:

Eng. Persia), originally

a small mountainous district of W. Asia, lying on
the N.E. side of the Persian Gulf, and surrounded
on tho other sides by mountains and deserts. On
the N.W. and N. it was separated from Susiana,
Media, and Purthia, by the littlo river Oroatis or

(Jrosis, and by M. Parachoathrns
;
and on the E.

from Carnmnia by no ilelinito boundaries in the

Desert. The only level part of tho country was
the strip of sen-coast called Persis Faralia ; tho

rest was intersected with branches of M. Poro-
hoathras, the \ alleys between whidi were watered

l^v several rivers, tho chief of which wore tho

Ar.^xe.s, Cvru-s and Mkdus: in this part of

the country, which was called Koile Persis, stood

the capital cities Pas.-vkgada and Persepui.j.s.

The country has a remarkable variety of climate

and of products
;
tlie N. mountainous regions being

comparative!}' cold, but with good pastures, espe-

cially for camels
;
the middle slopes having a tem-

perate climate and ]uoducing abundance of fruit

and wine
;
and the S. strip of const being intensely

hot, and sand}-, with little vegetation except the

palm-tree. The inhabitants were a collection of

nomad peoples of tho Indo-Europc'an stock, who
called themselves by a name which is given in

Greek as Artaei {^ApraToi), and which, like the

kindred Median name of Arii {’'Apioi), signifies

no/j/e or honourable, and is applied c-Mpecially to the

true Avnrshippers of Ornmzd and followers of Zo-

roaster: it was in fact rather a title of honour

than a propcT name; the true collective name of

the people seems to have been Paraca. According

to licrodotns, they were divided into 3 classes or

castes : let, the nobles nr warriors, containing the

3 tribes of the Paharoadak, who were the most

aoVde, and to whom tho royal family of tho Achac-

inenidne belonged, the Maraphii and the Maspii:

2ndlv, the agricultural and other settled, tribes,

namely, the Panthialaei, Derusiaei, and Oermanii

Hrdiy,*tbe tribes which remained nomadic, namely
the flaae. Afardi, Dropici,and Sagartii, names com-

mon to other parts of W. and Central Asia. The
NN 2
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Persiani had a close ethnical affinity to tlie Medeg,

and followed the same customs and religion [Maoi ;

Zoroaster]. The simple and warlike habits,

which they cultivated in their native mountains,

preserved tliem from the corrupting influences

which encr\atcd their Median brethren; so that

from being, as we And them at the beginning of

their recorded history, the subject member of the

Medo-Persian kingdom, they obtained the supre-

macy under Cyrus, the founder of the great Per-
i

sian Empire, b. c. 569. Of the Persian history
j

before this date, we know but little : the native
|

poetical annalists of a liiter period are perfectly '

untrustworthy ; the additional light lately ob-

tained from the Persian inscriptions is, so far as it

goes, confirmatory of the Greek writers, from whom,
and from some small portions of Scripture, all our

knowledge of ancient Persian history is derived.

According to these accounts, the Persians were

first subjected by the Medes under Phraortes, about

B. c. 688, at the time of the formation of the Great

Median Empire ; but they continued to be governed

by their own princes, the Achaemenidae. An
account of the revolution, by which the supremacy

was transferred to the Persians, is given under

Cyrus. At this time there existed in W. Asia

two other great kingdoms, the Lydian, which com-
prised nearly the whole of Asia Minor, W. of the

river Halys, which separated it from tlie Medo-
Persian territories; and the Babylonian, which,

besides the Tigris and Euphrates valley, embraced

Syria and Palestine. By the successive conquest

of these kingdoms, the dominions of Cyrus were
extended on the W. as far as the coasts of the

Euxine, the Aegean, and the Mediterranean, and

to the frontier of Egypt. Turning his arms in the

opposite direction, he subdued Bactrla, and cficcted

some conquests beyond the Oxus, but fell in battle

with the Mas^getae. [Cyrus.] His son Cam-
byses added Egypt to the empire. [Cambysks.]
Upon his death the Magian priesthood made an

effort to restore the supremacy to the Medes
[Magi ; Smerdis], which was defeated by the

conspiracy of the 7 Persian chieftains, whose success

conferred the crown upon Darius, the son of llys-

taspes. This king was at first occupied with

crushing rebellions in cveiy part of the empire,

and with the two expeditions against Scythia and
Cyreuai'ea, of which the former entirely failed, and
the latter was only partially successful. He con-

quered Thrace ; and on the E. lie added the valley

of the Indus to the kingdom ; but in this quarter

the power of Persia seems never to have been

much more than nominal. The Persian Empire
had now reached its greatest extent, from Thnice

and Cyrenaica on the W. to the Indus on the E.,

and from the Euxine, the Caucasus (or rather a

little below it), the Caspian, and the Oxus and
Jaxartes on the N. to Aethiopia, Arabia, and the

Erythraean Sea on the S., and it embraced, in Eu-
rope, Thrace and some of the Greek cities N. of

the Euxine ; in Africa, Egypt and Cyrenaica ; in

Asia, on the W., Palestine, Phoenicia, Syria, the

several districts of Asia Minor, Armenia, Mesopo-

tamia, Assyria, Babylonia, Susiana, Atropatene,

Great Media; on the N., Hyrcania, Margiana,

i^ctriana, and Sogdiana; on the E., the Paropa-

misuB, Aracbosia, and India (i. e. port of the Punjab
and Scinde); on the S. Persis, Carmania and
Gedrosia ; and in the centre of the E. part, Parthia,

Aria, and Drangiana. The capital cities of the
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empire were Babylon, Susa, Ecbatana in Media,
and, though these were seldom, if ever, used as
residences, Pasargada and Persepolis in Persis.

(See the several articles.) Of this vast empire
Darius undertook the organisation, and divided it

into 20 satrapies, of which a full account is given
by Herodotus. For the other details of his reign,

and especially the commencement of the wars with
Greece, see Darius. Of the remaining period of
the ancient Persian history, till the Macedonian
conquest, a sufficient abstract will be found under
tho names of the several kings, a list of whom is

now subjoined:— (1) Cyrus, b. c. 559—529:
(2) Cambyses, 529—522: (3) Usurpation of the

pseudo-SMERDis, 7 months, 522—521
: (4) Da-

rius I., son of llystaspes, 521—485
; (5) X erxes

I. 485—466: (6) Usurpation of Aktabanus,
7 months, 465—464: (7) Artaxerxks I. Lon-
GIMANUS, 464—425: (8) Xerxes II., 2 months:

(9) SoGDiANUS, 7 months, 425—424 : (10) Ochus,
or Darius II. Nothus, 424—405: (11) Aktax-
KRXKs II. Mnemon, 405—359: (12) Ochus, or

Artaxerxbs III., 359—338: (13) Arses, 338
-336: (14) Darius III. Codomaimus, 336

—

331 [Alexander]. Here the ancient history of

Persia ends, as a kingdom ;
but, as a people, the

Persians proper, under the influence especially of

their religion, preserved their existence, and at

length regained their independence on the downfall

of the Parthian Empire [Sassanidak],— In read-

ing the Roman poets it must be remembered that

they constantly use Pmac, as well as as a
general term for the peoples E. of the Euphrates
and Tigris, and especially for tho Pnrthians,

A. Persliis Flaccus, the poet, wa& a Roman
knight connected by blood and marriage with per-

sons of the highest rank, and was born at Vola-

terrae in Etruria on the 4th of December, a. d. 34.

lie received the first rudiments of education in his

native town, remaining there until the age of 1 2,

and then removed to Rome, where he studied

grammar under the celebrated Remmius ralaeinon,

and rhetoric under Verginius Flavius. lie was
afterwards tho pupil of Cornutus the Stoic, who be-

came the guide, philosopher, and friend olhis future

life, and to whom he attached himself so closely

that he never quitted his side. While yet a youth

he was on familiar terms with Lucan, with Caesius

Bassus the lyric poet, and with several other per-

sons of literary eminence. He was tenderly be-

loved by the high-minc|fd Paetus Thrasea, and

seems to have been well worthy of such alFection,

for he is described as a virtuous and pleasing youth.

He died of a disease of the stomach, on the 24th
of November, a. d. 62, before he had completed his

28th yea^^ The extant works of Persius, who, we
are told, wrote seldom and slowly, consist of 6 short

satires, extending in all to 650 hexameter lines,

and were left in an unfinished state. They were

slightly corrected after his death by Cornutus, while

Caesius Bassus was permitted, at his own earnest

.request, to be the editor. In boyhood Persius had

written some other poems, which were destroyed

by the'advice of Cornutus. Few productions have

ever enjoyed more popularity than the Satires ;

but it would seem that Persius owes not a little of

his fame to a cause which naturally might have

produced an effect directly the reverse, wc mean
the multitude of strange terms, proverbial phra^s,

far-fetched metaphors, and abrupt transitions which

every where embarrass our progress. The difficulty
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experienced in removing these impedimenta neces-

sarily impresses both the words and the ideas upon
every one who has carefully studied his pages, and
hence no author clings more closely to our memory.
The first satire is superior both in plan and exe-

cution to the rest
;
and those passages in the 5th,

where Persius dc^bes the process by which his

own moral and ^tellectual faculties were ex-

panded, arc remarkable for their grace and beauty.

The best editions are by Jahn, Lips. 1843, and by
Heinrich, Lips. 1844.

FertXnaz, Helvius, Roman emperor from Ja-

nuary 1st to March 28th, a. d. 193, was of humble
origin, and rose from the post of centurion both to

the highest military and civil commands in the

reigns of M. Aurelius and Commodus. On the

murder of Commodus on the last day of December,

192, Pertinax, who was then 66 years of age, was
reluctantly persuaded to accept the empire. He
commenced his reign by introducing extensive

reforms into the civil and miliUiry administration

of the empire; but the troops, who had been accus-

tomed both to case and license under Commodus,
were disgusted with the discipline which he at-

tempted to enforce upon them, and murdered their

new sovereign after a reign of 2 months and 27
days. On his death the praetorian troops put up
the empire to sale, which was purchased by M.
Didius Salvius Julianus. [See p. 219, b.]

Ferusla (Perusinus : Pf.rwjia\ an ancient city

in the E. part of Etruria between the lake Trasi-

menus and the Tiber, and one of the 12 cities of

the Etniscan confederacy. It was situated on a

hill, and was strongly fortified by nature and by
art. In conjunction with tiic other cities of Etruria,

it long resisted the power of the Romans, and at a
later period It was made a Roman colony. It is

memorable in the civil wars as the place in which
L. Antonius, the brother of the triumvir took

refuge, when he was no longer able to oppose Oc-
tavianus in the field, and where he was kept closely

blockaded by Octavianus for some months, from

the end of b. c. 41 to the spring of 40. Famine
compelled it to surrender ; butn)ne of its citizens

h.aving set fire to his own house, the flames spread,

and the whole city was burnt to the ground. The
war between L. Antonius and OcUivianus is known
from the long siege of this town by the name of

the Helium. Perusinum. It was rebuilt and colo-

nised anew by Augustus, from whom it received

the surname of Augusta. In the later time of the

empire it was the most important city in all Etruria,

and long resisted the Goths. Part of the walls

and some of the gates of Perusia still remain. The
best preserved of the gates is now called Arco
d'Augusia, from the inscription Avovsta Pkr-
vvsiA over the arch: the whole structure is at

least 60 or 70 feet high. Several interesting tombs
with valuable remains of Etruscan art have been
discovered in the neighbourhood of the city.

Fescexmlus Niger. [Niuxr.]

PeBSlnilB or FeslnllB (irccro’ti'ovs, ITea’ii'oGs:

Ufffa’ivovtnioSf fern. Tltffffivovvrls ; Baii-IIisar

Ku.), a city of Asia Minor, in tlie S.W. comer of

Galatia, on the S. slope of M. Dindymus or Agdis-

tis, was celebrated as a chief seat of the worship of

Cybele, under the surname of Agdistis, whose
temple, crowded with riches, stood on a hill out-

side the city. In this temple was a wooden (Livy

Bays stone) image of the goddess, which was re-

moved to Rome, to satisfy an oracle in the Sibyl-
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line books. Under Constantine the city was made
the capital of the province of Galatia Salutaris, but
it j^ually declined until the 6th century, after

which it is no more mentioned.

Pet&Ua or FethUae (Petalius)., an uninhadited

and rocky island off the S.W. coast of Euboea at

the entmnee into the Euripus.

Petella orPetllla (ncrijAfa: PetelTnus; Stron-

goli% an ancient Greek town on the E. coast of

Bnittium, founded, according to tradition, by Phi-
loctetes. (Virg. Aen. iii. 402.) It was situated

N. of Croton, to whose territory it originally be-*

longed, but it was afterwards conquered by the

Lucanians. It remained faithful to the Romans,
when the other cities of Bruttium revolted to

Hannib.'il, and it was not till after a long and
desperate resistance that it was taken by one of

HannihaPs generals. It was repeopled by Han-
nibal with Bnittians; hut the Romans subsequently

collected the remains of the former population, and
put them again in possession of the town.

FStS5n (n6T€c£i/: ncrcc^vior), a small town in

Bocotia, of uncertain site, dependent upon Hali-

artiw, according to some, and upon Thebes, ac-

cording to others.

PeteSs (nerecis), son of Orncus, and father of
Menestheus, was expelled from Athens by Aegeus,
and went to Phocis, where he founded Stiris.

PgtillUB or Fetilllus. 1. CapitolInuB. [Capi-
TOI.INUS.]— 2. Cerehlis. [Ckrealih.]— 3. Spu-
rlnuB. [Spurinus.J

PetosiriB (nerdo-ipts), an Egyptian priest and
astrologer, generally named along with Nechepsos,
an Egyptian king. The two are said to be the

founders of astrology. Some works on astrology

were extant under his name. Like our own Lilly,

Petosiris became the common name for an astro-

loger. (Juv. vi. 580.)

PetovIo or Foetovio (PeUau\ « town in Pan-
nonia Superior, on the frontiers of Nuricum, and on
the Dravus (Dmi>e), was a Roman colony with the

surname Ulpia^ having been probably enlarged and
made a colony by Trajan or Hadrian. It was one
of the chief towns of Pannonia, had an imperial

palace, and was the head-quarters of a Roman
legion. The ancient town was probably on the

right bank of tho Drave, opposite the modem
Pettau, as it is only on the former spot that in-

scriptions, coins, and other antiquities have been
found.

Petra neVpa: nerpator, Petracus, later Pe-
trensis), the name of several cities built on rocks,

or in rocky places.—1. A small place in the Co-

rinthian territory, probably on the coast, near the

borders of Argolis.— 2. A place in Elis, not far

from the city of Elis, of which some suppose it

to have been the Acropolis. The sepulchral mo-
nument of the philosopher Pyrrho was shown here.

— 8. (Casa dtka Pieira)^ also called Fetraea and
Petrine (the people Tlerpiuoi and Petrini), an in-

land town of Sicily, on the road from Agrigentnm

to Panormus.— 4. A town on the coast of lllyri-

cum, with a bad harbour.— 5. A city of Pieria in

Macedonia. — 6. A fortress of the Maedi, in

Thrace.— 7. (PI. neut.), a place in Dacia, on one

of the 3 great roads which crossed the Danube,—a
B. In Pontus, a fortress built by Justinian, on ^
precipice on the sea-coast, between the rivers Bar
thys and Acinasis.— 0. In Sogdiana, near the

Oxus (Q. Curt vii. 11).— 10. By far the most
celebrated of all the places of this name was Petra/

2f w 3 /
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or Fetrae ( Wady-Mnsa)^ in Arabia Petraea, the ca-

pital, first of the Idiunaeans, and afterwards of the

Nabuthaca?is. It is probably the same place which

is called Selah (which means, like irerpo, a rock)

and Joktheel, in the 0. T. It lies in the midst of

the moniitains of Bcir, at the foot of Mt. llor, just

half-way between the Dead Sea and the head of

the Aelanitic Gulf of the Red Sea, in a valley, or

rather ravine, surrounded by almost inaccessible

jirecipicps, which is entered by a narrow gorge on

the E., the rocky walls of which approach so

closely as sometimes hardly to permit 2 horsemen to

ride abreast. On the banks of the river which runs

through tliis r.ivine stood the city itself, a mile in

lengti), and half-a-mile in breadth between the

sides of the valley, and some fine mins of its public

buildings still reniaiu. But this is not all ; the

rocks which surround, not only the main valley,

but nil its lateral ravines, are completely honey-

combed with excavations, some of which were

tombs, some temples, and some private houses, at

the entrances to which the surface of the rock is

sculptured into magnificent architiictural facades,

and other figures, whose details arc often so

well preserved as to appear but just chiselled,

while the elTect is wonderfully heightened by
the brilliant variegated colours of the rock, where
red, piirjde, yellow, sky-blue, black, and white, are

seen in distinct layers. These ruins arc chiefly of

the Roman period, when Petra had become an im-

portant city as a centre of the caravan trafiic of the

Nabathacans. At the time of Augustus, as Strabo

learnt from a friend who had resided there, it con-

tained many Romans and other foreigners, and was
governed by a native prince. It bad maintained

its independence against the Greek kings of Syria,

and retained it under the Romans, till the time of

Trajan, by whom it was taken. It was the chief

city of the wlioL country of Arabia Petraea, which

probably derived its name from Petm ; and under

the later empire, it was the capital of Palaestina

Tertia.

M. PetreiUS, a man of great military experience,

is first mentioned in b. c. 6’2, when he served as

legatus to the proconsul C. Antonins, and com-

manded the army in the battle in which Catiline

perished. He belonged to the aristocratical party;

and in .55 he was sent into Spain along with L.

Afranius as legatus of Pompey, to whom the pro-

vinces of the two Spains had been granted. Soon

after the commencement of the civil war in 49,

Caesar defeated Afranius and Petreius in Spain,

whereupon the latter joined Pompey in Greece.

After the loss of the battle of Pharsalia (48) Pe-
treiuR crossed over to Africa, and took an active part

ill the campaign in 46, which was brought to

an end by the decisive defeat of the Pompeian
army at the battle of Thapsus. Petreius then fled

with Juba, and despairing of- safety they fell by
each other's hands.

Petrlnus {Rocca di monti Rag(mi\ a mountain

near Sinnessa op the confines of Latium and Cam-
pania, on which good wine was grown.

Petr$c5llif a people in Gallia Aquitanica, in

the modem Perigord. Their country contained

llliron-mines, and their chief town was* Vesumia
{PerigMuae),

Petrdnliu, C., or T., an accomplished voluptuary

at the court of Nero, He was one of the chosen

companions of Nero, and was regarded as director-

in-chief of the imperial pleasures, the judge whose
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decision upon the merits of any proposed scheme
of enjoyment was held as final {Elcyautiae arbiter).

The influence thus acquired excited the jealous

suspicions of Tigellinus: he was accused of treason;

and believing that destruction was inevitable, he
resolved to die ns ho had lived, and to excite ad-
miration by the frivolous ecciitricity of his end.

Having caused his veins to * opened, he from
time to time arrested the flow of blood by the ap-

plication of bandages. During the intervals he
conversed with his friends, and even showed him-
self in the public streets of Cumae, where these

events took place
;
so that at hast, when he sunk

from exhaustion, his death (a. d. 66), alth.ough

compulsory, appeared to be the result of natural

and gradual decay. He is said to have desp.atcl)ed

in his last moments a sealed document to the

prince, taunting him with his brutal excesses.—

A

work has come down to us bearing the title Pe-
tronii Arbiiri Sutyrieon, which, as it now exists, is

composed of a series of fragments, chiefly in prose,

but interspersed with numerous pieces of poetry.

It is a sort of comic romance, in which the adven-
tures of a certain Eucolpius and his companions
in the S. of Italy, chiefly in Naples or its environs,

are made a vehicle for exposing the false taste and
vices of the age. Unfortunately the vices of the

fMWsonagPs introduced are depicted with such fi-

delity that we are perpetually disgusted by the

obscenity of the descriptions. The longest section

is generally known the Supper of Trimalchio,

presenting us with a detailed account of a fantastic

banquet, such as the gourmands of the empire were
wont to exhibit on their tables. Next in interest

is the well-known tale of the Ephesian Matron.

—

A great number of conflicting opinions have been
formed by scholars with regard to the author of

the Satyricon, Many suppose that he is the same
person ns the C. or 'J'. Petro.iius mentioned above;
and though there are no jiroofs in J'avour of this

hypothesis, yet there is good reason to believe that

the work belongs to the first century, or, at all

events, is not later than the reign of Hadrian.

The best edition is*by P. Burmanuus, 4to. Traj. ad
Rhen. 1709, and again Amst. 1743.

Pence (neuxTj : Piezma)^ an island in Moesia
Inferior formed by the 2 southern mouths of tiie

Danube, of which the most southernly was also

called Pence, but more commonly the Sacred Mouth.
This island is of a triangular form, and is said by
the ancients to be as large as Rhodes. It was in-

habited by the Peucini, who were a tribe of the

Bastarnae, and took their name from the island.

PencSla, PeuceladtlB (IlemccAa, HevKiKauns

:

Pekhdi or iPadtJtoli)^ a city and district in the N.W.
of India intra Gangem, between the rivers Indus

and Suastus.

Penoestas (neuKcaras), a Macedonian, and a

distinguished officer of Alexander the Great. He
had the chief shtme in saving the life of Alexander

in the assault on the city of the Malli in India,

and was afterwards appointed by the king to the

satrapy of Persia. In the division of the provinces

after the death of Alexander (b. c. 323) he ob-

tained the renewal of his government of Persia.

He fought on the side of Euraenes against Anti-

gonus (317—316), but displayed both arrogance

and insubordii.ntion in tliese campaigns. Upon
the surrender of Eumenes by the Aigyraspids,

Peucestas fell into the hands of Antigonus, who
deprived him of his satrapy.
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PeucStXa. [Apulia.]

Feoomi [Pbucb.]

Phacitim (4^dKtoi/: ^ku^s: Ali/aka\ a moun-

tain fortress of Thessaly in the district Hestiaeotis

on the right bank of the Peneus, N.E. of Lirnnaea.

Phacussa (^aicov<r(ra : Fecussa\ an island in

the Aegacaii sea, one of the Sporadcs.

Phaea (4*oi«£), the name of the sow of Crommyon
in Megaris, which ravaged the neighbourhood, and
was slain by Theseus.

Fhae&ces (4>afo/c€y, alTjKcs), a fabulous people

immortalised by the Odyssey, who inhabited the

island Scheria situated at the extreme

western part of the earth, and who were govcrjied

by king Alcinous. [Alcinous.] They are de-

scribed by Homer as a people fond of the feast, the

lyre, and the dance, and hence their name passed

into a proverb to indicate persons of luxurious and

sensual habits. Thus a glutton is called Phofctx

by Horace {Ep. i. IS. 24).—The ancients identified

the Homeric Scheria with Corcyra, •wlicnce the

latter is called by the poets Phaeana tellas

;

but

tiiere is no sound argument in favour of the identity

of the 2 islands, and it is better to regard Schcria

as altogether fabulous.

Phaeax (Oaia{), an Athenian orator and states-

man, and a contemporary of Nicias and Alcibiades.

Some critics mainUiiu that the extant speech against

Alcibiades, commonly attributed to Andocides was
written by Phaeax.

Phaedon a Greek philosopher, was a
native of Elis, and of higli birth, but was taken

prisoner, probably about n. c. 400, and wiis brought

to Athens. It is said that he ran away from his

master to Socrates, and was ransomed by one of

the friends of tlie latter. Phaedon wtis present at

the death of Socrates, while he was still quite a

youth. He appears to have lived in Athens some
time after the death of Socrates, and then returned

to Elis, where he became the founder of a school

of philosophy. He was succeeded by Plistanus,

after whom the Elean school was merged in the

Eretrian. The dialogue of Plato, which contain.s

an account of tlie death of Socrirtes, bears the name
of Phaedon.

Phaedra (4»ai5pa), daughter of Minos by Pasi-

phae or Crete, and the wife of Theseus. She was
the stepmother of Hippolytus, the son of Theseus,

with whom she fell in love
; but having been re-

pulsed by Hippolytus, she accused him to Theseus

of having attempted her dishonour. After the

death of Hippolytus, his innocence became known
to his father, and Phaedra made away with herself.

For details see Hippolytus.
Phaedri&des. I Parnassus.]
Phaedrias (^aiSpias), a town in the S. of Ar-

cadia, S.W. of Megalopolis, 16 stadia from the

Messenian frontier.

Phaedms (4>aiSpos.) 1. An Epicurean philoso-

pher, and the president of the Epicurean school

during Cicero's residence in Athens, b. c. 80.

He died in 70, and was succeeded by Patron. He
was the author of a work on the gods (Xle^

of which an interesting fragment was discovered at

Herculaneum in 1 806, and published, by Petersen,

Hamb. 1833. Cicero was largely indebted to this

work for the materials of the first book of the £Je

Natura i>sorain.—42. The Latin Fabulist, of whom
we know nothing but what is collected or inferred

from his fables. He was originally a slave, and

was brought from Thrace or Macedonia to Rome,
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where he learned the Latin language. As the title

of his w'ork is Pkaedri Aug. IdberU Fabulae Aeso-
ptae^ we must conclude that he had belonged to

Augustus, who manumitted him. Under Tiberius

he appears to have undergone some persecution

from SejanuB. The fables extant under the name
of Phaedms arc 97 in number, written in iambic

verse, and distributed into 6 books. Most of the

fables arc transfusions of the Aesopian fables, or

those which pass as such, into Latin verse. The
expression is generally clear and concise, and the

language, with some few exceptions, as pure and
correct as we should expect from a Roman writer

of the Augustan age. But Phaedms has not es-

caped censure, when he lias deviated from his Greek
model, and much of the censure is just. The best

fables are those in which he has kept the closest to

his original. Many of the fables, however, are not

Aesopian, as the matter clearly shows, for they
refer to historical events of a much later period

(v. 1, 8, lii. 10) ; and Phaedms himself, in the

prologue to the oth book, intimates that he had
often used the name of Aesop only to recommend
his verses.—There is also another collection of 32
fables, attributed to Aesop, and entitled Epitome
Pabtdarum^ which was first puhllsliod at Naples,
in 1009, by Cassitti. Opinions are much divided

as to the genuineness of this collection. The pro-

bability is, that the Epitome is founded on genuine
Roman fables, which, in the process of transcription

during many centuries, have undergone consideniblo

changes.— The last and only critical edition of

Phaedrus is by Orelli, Zurich, 1831.

PhaenarSte. [Socratkk.]
Phaenlas. [Phanias.J
Pliaestus (4»ai(rTds : ^ala-nos). 1. A town in

the b. of Crete near Gortyna, 20 stadia from the

sea, with a port-town Matala or Matalia, said to

have been built by the HeraclidBpluiestus, who
came from Sicyoii to Crete. The town is mentioned
by Homer, but was destroyed at an early period

by Gortyna. It was the birth-place of Epimenides,

and its inhabitants were celebrated for their wit
and sarcasm, -i- 2. A town of Thessaly in the

district Thcssaliotis.

Ph&ethon (4»a€9wv), that is, “ the shining,”

occurs in Homer as an epithet or surname of Helios
(the Sun), and is used by later writers as a proper

name for llelios
;
but it is more commonly known

ns the name of a son of Helios by the Oceanid
Clymene, the wife of Merops. The genealogy of

Phaethon, however, is not the same in all writers,

for some call him a son of Clyraenus, the sou of

Helios, by Merope, or a son of Helios by Prote,

or, lastly, a sou of Helios by the nymph Rhode or

Rhodos. He received the significant .name of

Phaethon from his father, and was afterwards

presumptuous and ambitious enough to request bis

father to allow him for one day to drive the chariot

of the sun across the heavens. Helios was induced

by the entreaties of his son and of Clymene to

ield, but the youth being too weak to check the

orses, they rushed out of their usual track, and
came so near the earth, as almost to set it on
fire. Thereupon Zeus killed him with a dash of

lightning,, and hurled him down into the river
,

Eridauus. His sisters, the Hdiadae or Phaoikm^
tiudesy who had yoked the horses to the chariot,

were metamorphosed into poplars, and their tears

into amber. [Hbliadax.]
PhaathoxLti&dea. [Hbliadab.]
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Phaethtlia. [Hbliadab.]

Phagres (^dypris : Orfan or Orfanc^, an ancient

and fortified town of the Pierians in Macedonia at

the foot of Ml Pangaeon.

Ph&laecus (^dXaiKor). 1. Son of Onomarchus,

succeeded his uncle Phayllus as leader of the

Phocians in the Sacred War, B. c. 351. In order

to secure his own safety, he concluded a treaty

with Philip, by which he was allowed to withdraw

into the Peloponnesus with a body of 8000 merce-

naries, leaving the unhappy Phocians to their fiite,

346. Phalaecus now assumed the part of a mere

leader of mercenary troops, in which character we
find him engaging in various enterprises, lie was

slain at the siege of Cydonia in Crete.— 2. A
lyric and epigrammatic poet, from whom the metre

called PhcUaecian took its name. Five of his epi-

grams are preserved in the Greek Anthology. Jlis

date is uncertain ; but he was probably one of the

principal Alexandrian poets.

Phalaeslae (^aXanriat), a town in Arcadia, S.

of Megalopolis on the road to Sparta, 20 stadia

from the Laconian frontier.

Phalanna {^dXavva : ^a\avva7o5 : KaradjoH)^

a town of the Perrhaebi in the Thessalian district

of Hestiaeotis on the left bank of the Peneus, not

far from Tempo.
PhdlanthuS (4>(£Aavdor), son of Aracus, wan

one of the Lacedaemonian Partheniae, or the off-

spring of some marriages of disparagement, which

the necessity of the first Messenian war had in-

duced the Spartans to permit (Sec Diet, of Antiq.

art Partheniae.) As the Partheniae were looked

down upon by their fellow-citizens, they formed a

conspiracy under Phalanthus, against the govern-

ment. Their design having been detected, they

went to Italy under the guidance of Plialanthus,

and founded the city of Tarentum, about ii.c, 708.

Phalanthus w.j8 afterwards driven out from Tn-

rentum by a sedition, and ended his days at Brun-

disium.

Phal&ra (r^ ^iKapa : ^aXapeis)^ a toum in the

Thessalian district of Phthiotis on the Sinus Ma-
liacus, served as the harbour of Lamia.

Phal&ris (^oAapis), ruler of Agrigentum in

Sicily, has obtained a proverbial celebrity as a

cruel and inhuman tyrant ;
but we have scarcely

any real knowledge of his life and history. His
reign probably commenced about b. c. 570, and is

said to have lasted 16 years. He was a native of

Agrigentum, and appears to have been raised by
his fellow-citizens to some high office in the state,

of which he afterwards availed himself to assume

a despotic authority. He was engaged in frequent

wars with his neighbours, and extended his power

and dominion on all sides, though more frequently

by stratagem than open force. He perished by a

sudden outbreak of the popular fury, in which it

appears that Telemachus, the ancestor of Theron,

must have borne a conspicuous part. No circum-

Btance connected with Phalaris is more celebrated

than the brazen bull in which he is said to have

burnt alive the victims of his cruelty, and of which

we are told that he made the first experiment upon

its inventor Perillus. This latter story has much
the air of an invention of later times; but the fame

of this celebrated engine of torture was inseparably

associated with the name of Phalaris as early as

the time of Pindar. (Find. Pjflh. 1 185.) That poet

also speaks of Phalaris himself in terms which

clearly prove that his reputation as a barbarous
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tyrant was then already fully established, and all

subsequent writers, until a very late period, allude

to him in terms of similar import. But in the later

ages of Greek literature, there appears to have
existed or arisen a totally different tradition con-

cerning Phalaris, which represented him as a man
of a naturally mild and humane disposition, and
only forced into acts of severity or occasional cruelty,

by the pressure of circurasfances and the machina-
tions of his enemies. Still more strange is it that

he appears at the same time as an admirer of lite-

rature and philosophy, and the patron of men of

letters. Such is the aspect under which his cha-

racter is presented to us in 2 declamations commonly
ascribed to Lucian, and still more strikingly in the

well-known epistles which bear the name of Pha-
laris himself. These epistles are now remembered
chiefly on account of the literary controversy to

which they gave rise, and the masterly dissertation

in which Bentley exposed their spuriousness. They
are evidently the composition of some sopliist

;

though the period at which this forgery was com-
posed cannot now be determined. The first author

who refers to them is Stobaeus. The best edition

is by Schaefer, Lips. 1823.

Phalarlum (^oKdpiov), a fortress named after

Phalaris near the S. coast of Sicily, situated on a
lull 40 stadia E. of the river Himera.
Fhalasama (rh, ta\d<rapra), a town on tlte

N.W. coast of Crete.

Phalerum (^d\rjpov: the most E.-ly

of the harbours of Athens, and the one chiefly

used by the Athenians before the time of the
Persian wars. Phalerum is usually described as

the most E.-Iy of the 3 harbours in the peninsula

of Pinieus; but this appears to bo incorrect. The
names of the 3 harbours in the peninsula were
Piraeus, Zea, and Munychia

;
while Phalerum laj'

S.E. of these 3, nearer the city at Hagios Georgios^

After the establishment by Themistocles of the 3
harbours in the peninsula of Piraeus, Phalerum
was not much used; but it was connected with tho

city by means of a wall called the Phalerian Wall
(^aKTi'piKbv Ttixof). Paleron or Phalerus was also

an Attic demns, containing temples of Zeus, Dc^
meter, and other deities.

Phaldria (aAwpfa), a fortified town of Thessaly

in Hestiflieotis, N. of Tricca on the left bank of the

Peneus.

Fhaxiae (tdyoi, rf Zavala &Kpa : C. Afasiico).,

the S. point of the island of Chios, celebrated for

its temple of Apollo, and for its excellent wine

Phanagoiia (^cu'aydpeto, and other forms : 7Vui-

nagori, Ru., neai '-Taman, on the E. side of the

i^raite of Kaffa), a Greek city, founded by a co-

lony of Teians under Phanagoras, on the Asiatic

coast of the Cimmerian Bosporus. It became the

great emporium for all the tr^c between the coasts

of the Palus Maeotis and the countries on the S.

side of the Cauctisus, and was chosen by the kings

of Bosponis as their capital in Asia. It had a
temple of Aphrodite Apaturos, and its neighbour-

hood was rich in olive yards. In the Gth century

of our era, it was destroyed by the surrounding

barbarians.

Fhanaroea {*wdpota), a great plain of Pontus

in Asia Minor, enclosed by the mountain chains of

Paryadres on the E., and Lithrus and Opbiimus on

the W.f was the. most fertile part of Pontus.

Phaalas or Phaenlaa {^avias, ^aivias), of

Eresos in Lesbos, a distipgaished Peripatetic phi-
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losopher, the immediate disciple of Aristotle, and

the contemporary, fellow-citizen, and friend of

Theophrastus. He flourished about b. c. 336.

Piianias does not seem to have founded a distinct

school of his own, but he was a most diligent

writer upon every department of philosophy, as it

M-as studied by the Peripatetics, especially logic,

pliysics, history, and literature. His works, all of

which are lost, are frequently quoted by later

writers. One of his works most frequently cited

was a sort of chronicle of his native city, bearing

the title of npvr<ii/€it *Ep4<riot,

Fhaudcles (awaA^j), one of the best of the

later Greek elegiac poets, probably lived in the

time of Philip and Alexander the Great. He seems

only to have written one poem, which was entitled

*'E/>wTes fj Ka\oi. The work was upon paederasteta;

blit the subject was so treated as to exhibit the

retribution which fell upon those who addicted

tlionisolves to the practice. We still possess a

considerable fragment from the opening of the

poem, which describes the love of Orpheus for

Calais, and the vengeance taken upon him by the

Thracian women. The fragments of Phanocles are

edited by Each, Philetae^ Hermesianactis.^ aiqm
Phanodis Reliquiae

;

and by Schiieidewin, Delectus

Poes. Grace, p. 158.

FhanodSmus (4>av(i8ij/Aor), the author of one of

those works on the legends and antiquities of

Attica, known under the name of Atthides. His

age and birthplace arc uncertain, but we know
that he lived before the time of Augustus, as he is

cited by Dionysius of Halicarnassus.

Fhanote {C!anlhiki\ a fortified town of Epirus

in Chaonia near the Illyrian frontier.

Fhantasla (^avrao-la), one of those numerous
mythical personages, to whom Homer is said to

have been indebted for his poems. She is said to

have been an Egyptian, the daughter of Nicarchus,

an inhabitant of Memphis, and to have written an
account of the Trojan war, and the wanderings of

Ulysses.

Phftdn (<£»*'), a boatman at Mytilene, ii said

to have been originally an ugly old man
; but in

consequence of his carrying Aphrodite across the

sea without accepting payment, the goddess gave
him youth and beauty. After this Sappho is said

to have fallen in love with him, and to have leapt

from the Leucadion rock, when he slighted her;

but this well-known story vanishes at the first

approach of criticism. [Sappho.]
Ph&rae (^apal or ^-fipcu). 1. or *a-

pe^Oi an ancient town in the W. part of Acbaea,
and one of the 12 Achaean cities, was situated on
the river Pierus, 70 stadia from the setf, and 160
from Patrae. It was one of the states which took

an active part in reviving the Achaean League in

B. c. 281. Augustus included it in the territory

of Patrae. —2. (^apalrriSf ^apaidrijs, tapdrrjs

:

Kalamata), an ancient town in Messenia mentioned
bj' Homer, on the river Nedon, near the frontiers

of Laconia, and about 6 miles from the sea. In
B.C. 180 Pharae joined the Achaean League to-

gether with the neighbouring towns of Thiiria and
Abia. It was annexed by Augustus to Laconia.

•*8. Originally Fharis {tdpis: ^aplrriSf ^api~

dTtjs), a town in Laconia in the valley pf the

Eurotas, S. of Sparta. —4. A town in Crete,

founded by the Messenian Pharae.

Pharbaethns (4^dp8ai$os: Hori^t9 Ru.), the

capital of the Nomoi Pharbaethites in Lower i
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Egypt, lay S. of Tanis, on the W. side of the Pe-
lusiac branch of the Nile,

Pharc&don (4apKa5d>p), a town of Thessaly, in

the E. part of Hestiaeotis.

Phans. [Pharab, No. 3.]

Phamacussae (’PapfMKovaaai). 1. Two small

islands off the coast of Attica, near Salamis, in the

bay of Eleusis, now called Kyradlm or Mtgali and
Mikri Kyra

:

on one of them was shown the tomb
of Circe. —2* Pharmaousa {^apnaKov<ra)^ an
island off the coast of Asia Minor, 120 stadia from
Miletus, where king Attains died, and where Julius

Caesar was taken prisoner by pirates, when a ver}'

young man. The whole adventure is related by
Plutarch (Caes. 1, 2).

PhamabUzuB (<^api/dffaCos\ son of Phamaces,
succeeded his father as satrap of the Persian pro-

vinces near the Hellespont. In b. c. 411 and the

following years, he rendered active assistance to

the Lacedaemonians in their war against the
Athenians. When Dercyllidas, and subsequently
Agesilaus, passed over into Asia, to protect the
Asiatic Greeks against the Persian power, we And
Pharnahazns connecting himself with Conon to

resist the Lacedaemonians. In 374 Phamabazus
invaded Egypt in conjunction with Iphicrates, but
the expedition failed, chiefly through the dilatory

proceedings and the excessive c.antion of Phama-
bazns. The character of Phamabazus is eminently
distinguished by generosity and openness. He
has been charged, it is true, with the murder of

Alcibiadcs
;
but the latter probably fell by the

hands of others. [Ai.cibiadbs.]

Fharn&ces (^apuduris). 1. King of Pontns,

was the son of Mithridates IV., whom he suc-

ceeded on the throne, about b. c. 100. He carried

on war for some years with Eumenes, king of

Pergamns, and Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia,

but was obliged to conclude with*thcm a disad-

vantageous peace in 170. The year of his death

is uncertain
;

it is placed by conjecture in 156.

— 2. King of Pontus, or more properly of the

Bosporus, was the son of Mithridates, the Great,

whom he compelled to put an end to his life in 63.

[M 1THRIDATK.S VI.] After the death of his

flither, Pharnacps hastened to make his submission

to Pompey, who granted him the kingdom of the

Bosporus with the titles of friend and ally of the

Roman people. In the civil war between Caesar

and Pompey, Phamaces seized the opportunity to

reinstate himself in his father’s dominions, and
made himself master of the whole of Colchis and

the lesser Annenia. He defeated Domitius Cal-

vinus, the lieutenant of Caesar in Asia, but was
shortly afterwards defeated by Caesar himself in

a decisive action near Zela (47). The battle was
gained with such ease by Cimsar, that he informed

the senate of his victory by the words, Penz, vidt^

vid. In the course of the same year, Phamaces
was again defeated and was slain by Asander, one

of his generals, who hoped to obtain his master’s

kingdom. [Asandxr.]
Fharnacla (apoafi*: KUresoun or Akrasun-

(fa), a flourishing city of Asia Minor, on the coast

of Pontus Polemoniacus, was built near (some think

on) the site of Cerasus, probably by Phamaces, the

grandfather of Mithridates the Great, and peopled

by the transference to it of the inhabitants of Co-

tyora. It had a large commerce and extensive

fisheries ; and in its neighbourhood were the iron-

mines of the Chalybes. It was strongly fortified.
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and was used by Mithridatcs, in the war with

Rome, for the }i1hcc of refuge of his harem.

Fharsalus (tdpcraXos, Ion. ^dpffrjAos: ^apad-

\ios : rhursii or Fcrsula)^ a town in Thessaly in

the district Thessaliotis, not fai* from the frontiers

of Plitliiotis, W. of the river Enipeus, and on the

N. slope of Mt. Narthacius. It was divided into

an old and new city, and contained a strongly for-

tihcd acropolis. In its neighbourhood, N.E. of the

town and on the other side of the Enipeus was a

celebrated temple of Thetis, called Thetidium.

Near Pharsalus was fought the decisive battle be-

tween Caesar and Pompey, u. c. 48, which made
Caesar master of the Roman world. It is frequently

called the battle of Pharsulia, which was the name
of the territory of the town.

FhSrus (4>(fpor). 1. (Pharos or Raudhat-d-

tin^ i. e. Fig-yarden)^ a small island off the Medi-
terranean coast of Egypt, mentioned by Homer,
who describes it as a whole day’s sail distant from

Aegyptus, meaning probably, not Egypt itself, but

the river Nile. When Alexander the Great

planned the city of Alexandria, on the coast oppo-

site to Pharos, he caused the island to be united to

the coast by a mole 7 stadia in length, thus form-

ing the 2 harbours of the city. [AiiKXANnniA.]

The island was cliiefly famous for the lofty tower

built upon it by Ptolemy 11. Philadelphus, for a

light-house, whence the name of pliarus was applied

to all similar stnictures. It was in this ishuid too

that, according to the common story, the 70 trans-

lators of the Greek version of the Old Testament,

hence called the Septuagint, were confined till their

work w'as finished. The island was well peopled,

according to Julius Caesar, but soon afterwards

Strabo tells us that it was inhabited only by a few

fishermen.— 2. (lA’siua or Hvar)^ an island of the

Adriatic, off the coast of Dalmatia, E. of Issii,

with a Greek city of the same name (Civila V/jc-

cldoy Ru.), which was taken and destroyed by the

Romans under Aemilius Paulus, but probably

rebuilt, as it is mentioned by Ptolemy under the

name of Pharia.

Fharosli (apouVioi), a people in the interior

(prob. nr. the W. coast) of N. Africa, who carried

on a considerable traffic with Mauritjuiia,

Phasaelis (^aora-nhls: proh. Ain-d-Ftisail)^ a

city of Palestine, in the valley of the Jordan, N. of

Jericho, built by Herod the Great.

Phasilis (4a(r77\fv, OacnfAirrjs : Tehrova, Ru.),

an important sea-port town of Lycia, near the

borders of Paraph ylia, stood on the gulf of Pam-
hylia, at the foot of Mt. Solyma, in a narrow pass

etween the rammtains and the sea. It was
founded by Dorian colonists, and from its position,

and its command of J fine harbours, it soon gained

an extensive commerce. It did not belong to the

Lycian confederacy, but had an iiidepciideut go-

vernment of its own. It became afterwards the

head-quarters of the pirates who infested the S.

coasts of Asia Minor, and was therefore destroyed

by P. Servilitts Isauricus; and though the city

was restored, it never recovered its importance.

Phaselia is said to have been the place at which
the light quick vessels called tpdtrrfKoi were first

built, and the figure of such a ship appears on its

coins.

FhftBis (4^ir<r). 1
.
(Faz or a renowned

river of the ancient world, rose in the Moschici M.
(or according to others in the Caucasus, where, in

'

chief tiibutaries rise), and flowed W.-wwl
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tlirough the plain of Colchis into the £. end of the

Pontus Euxinus (Black tS'ca), after receiving several

affluents, the chief of which were the Glaucus and
the Rion ; the name of the latter was sometimes
transferred, as it now is, to the main river. It

was navigable about 38 miles above its mouth for

large vessels, and for small ones further up, as far

as Sarapana (Sharapan), whence goods were con-

veyed in 4 days across the Moschici M. to the
river Cyrus, and so to the Caspian. It was
spanned by 120 bridges, and had many towns
upon its banks. Its waters were celebrated for

their purity and for various other supposed qualities,

some of a very marvellous nature
;
hut it was most

fiimous in connection with the story of the Argo-
nautic expedition. [Argonautae.] Some of the

early geographers made it the boundaiy between
Europe and Asia

;
it was afterwards the N.E. limit

of the kingdom of Pontus, and, under the Romans,
it was regarded as the N. frontier of their empire

in W. Asia. Another notable circumstance con-

nected with it, is that it has given name to the

pheasant (phasianus, (paffiavds, cpatriavi/chr 5pvis),

which is said to have been first brought to Greece

from its banks, where the bird is still found in

great numbers.— When the geography of these

regions was comparatively unknown, it was natural

that there should be a doubt us to the identification

of certain celebrated names
;
and thus the name

Phasis, like Araxes, is applied to different rivers.

The most important of these variations is Xeno-
phon’s application of the name Phasis to the river

Araxes in Armenia. (Anab. iv. 6.)— 2. Near the

mouth of the river, on its S. side, was a town of

the same name, founded and fortified by the Mile-

sians as an emporium for their commerce, and used

under the Kings of Pontus, and under the Romans,
as a frontier fort, and now a Russian fortified sta-

tion, under the name of FiUi, Some identify it

with Sebustopolia, but most likely incorrectly.— 3.

There was a river of the same name in the island

of Taprohane (Ceglon).

Fhavorinus. ' [Favorinus.]
Fhayllus (dJAXos). 1, A celebrated athlete

of Crotona, who had thrice gained the victory at

the Pythian games. He fought at the battle of

Salamis, b. c. 480, in a ship fitted out at his own
expense.— 2. A Phocian, brother of Onomarchus,
w'hom he succeeded as general of the Phocians in

the Sacred War, 352. He died in the following

year after a long and painful illness. Phayllus

made use of the sacred treasures of Delphi with a
far more lavish hand than either of his brothers,

and be is accused of bestowing the consecrated

ornaments upon his wife and mistresses.

Fhazaaia (Fexzau), a district of Libya Interior.

[Garamantes.]
FhazSmon (^aCvf^dv

:

prob. Marmvan\ a city

of Pontus in Asia Minor, N.W. of Amasia, and
the capital of the W. district of Pontus, called

Pbazemonitis (na^i7jaoi/irtt), which lay on the £.

side of the Halys, S. of Gazelonitis, and was cele-

brated ufor its warm mineral springs. Pompey
changed the name of the city to Neapolis, and the

district was called Neapolltis; but these names
seem to have been soon dropt.

Fbea (^cui, : ^ea7or), a town on the

frontiers of Elis and Pisatis with a harbour situated

on a promontory of the same name, and on the

river lardanus. In front of the harbour was a

small island called Pheas (4k(as.)
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Fheoa or Fhjecadnm, a fortress in Thessaly in

the district Hestiaeotis.

Phegeus (<l^rjye6s)f king of Psophis in Arcadia,

father of Alphesiboea or Arsinoe, of Pronous and

Agenor, or of Temenus and Axion. He purified

Alcinaeon after he had killed his mother, and gave

liira his daughter Alphesiboea in marriage. Alc-

maeon presented Alphesiboea with the celebrated

necklace and peplus of Harmonia ; but when Aic-

inaeon afterwards wished to obtain them again for

liis new wife Callirrhoe, he was murdered by the

sons of Phegeus, by their father’s command. Phe-

gcus was himself subsequently put to death by the

sons of Alcmaeon. For details see Alcmaeon.
Fhellus (#€AAof or ^eAAds: eAAiTTjs: Ru.

near Suarct), nn inland city of Lycia, on a moun-

tain between Xanthus and Antiphellus ;
the latter

luaving been at first the port of Phellus, but after-

wards eclipsing it.

Phellusa, a small island near Loshos.

PhemiUS (^iifitos), a celebrntcd minstrel, son of

Terpius, who entertained with his song the suitors

in the palace of Ulysses in Ithaca.

Fhemonbe (^rifjLQvdri)^ a mythical Greek poetess

of the ante-Homeric period, was said to have been

t1\e daughter of Apollo, and his first priestess at

Delphi, and the inventor of the hexameter verse.

I’hero were poems which went under the name of

Phemonoe, like the old religious poems which were

aseiilied to Orpheus, Musaeus, and the other my-
thological bards.

Pheneus (4»€I<€0S or 4»€V60S ; ej/earTjs : Fonia),

a town in the N.E. of Arcadia, at the foot of Mt.
Cylleiie, and on the river Aroanius. Its territory

was called PheneatU {^evtans). There were

extensive marshes in the neighbourhood, the waters

of which tvere partly ciuried off by a subterraneous

emissary, which was supposed to have been made
by Hercules. The town was of great antiquity.

It is mentioned by Homer, and Avas said to have

I'ecn built by an autochthon Pheneus. It contained

a strongly fortified acropolis Avith a temple of

Athena Tritonia
;
and in the town itself were the

tombs of Iphicles and Myrtilus,*^ and tuiuplcs of

Hermes and Demeter.

FhSrae : Valcslino), an ancient

toAvn of Thessaly in the S.E. of the Pclosgiun

plain, W. of Mt, Pelion, S.W. of the lake Boebeis,

and 90 stadia from its port-town Pagasae on the

Pagasaean gulf. Pherae is celebrated in mythology

us the residence of Admetus, and in history on
account of its tyrants who extended their power
over nearly the Avhole of Thessaly. Of these the

most powerful was Jason, Avho was made Tagus or

generalissimo of Thessaly about b. c. 374.>» Jason
was succeeded in 370 by his 2 brothers Polydorus

and Polyphron. The former was soon after assas-

sinated by Polyphron. The latter Avas murdered
in his turn in 369 by his nephcAv Alexander, who
Avas notorious for his cruelty, and who was put to

death in 367 by his wife Thebe and her 3 brothers.

At a later period we read that Pherae was sur-

rounded by a number of gardens and country

houscfi.

Pherae. [Pharab.]
Pherecr&tei (4»€p«K^T7js), of Athens, one of

the best poets of the Old Comedy, was contempo-
rary with the comic poets Cratinus, Crates, Eupolis,

Plato, and Aristophanes, being somewhat younger
than the first two, and somewhat older than the

others. He gained his first victory n.c. 438, and
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he imitated the style of Crates, Avhose actor he had
been. Crates and Pherecrates very much modified

the coarse satire and vituperation of which this

sort of poetry had previously been the vehicle,

and constructed their comedies on the basis of a

regular plot, and with more dramatic action. Phe-

recrates did not, however, abstain altogether from

personal satire, for we see by the fragments of his

plays that he attacked Alcibiades, tho tragic poet

Melauthius, and others. He invented a new metre,

which Avas named, after him, the Fherecratean.

The system of the verse is - - _
which may be best explained ns n chorininbus, with
a spondee for its base, and a long syllable for its

termination. The metre is very frequent in the

choruses of the Greek tragedians, and in Horace,
as, for example— Grata Pyrrha suh antro. The
extant tjtles of the plays of Pherecrates are 10.

Phdrecydes (^tpeicOdijs). 1. Of S3'ro8 , an island

in the Aegean, an em'ly Greek philosopher or rather

theologian. He flourished about b. c, 544. He is

said to have obtained his knowledge from the
secret books of the Phoenicians, and to have tra-

velled in Egypt. Almost all the ancient writers

who speak of him state that he avus the teacher of

Pythagoras. According to a common tradition he
died of the lousy disease or Morl)iis Pediculosns

;

though others give different accounts of his death.

The most important subject Avhich he is said to

have taught was the doctrine of the Metempsy-
chosis, or, as it is put by other writers, the doctrine

of the immortality of the soul. He gave an ac-

count of his views in a Avork, which Avas extant in

the Alexandrian period. It was Avritten in prose,

which ho is said to have been the first to employ
in the explanation of philosopliical questions,—

2. Of Athens, one of the most celebrated of the

early Greek logographers. He lived in the former

half of the 5th century b. c., and wsft a contempo-

rary of Hellanicus and Herodotus. His principal

work was a mythological history in 10 books. It be-

gan with a theogony, and then proceeded to give an
account of the heroic age and of the great families

of that time, Ilis fragments liave been collected

by Sturtz, /Vwrrccyrfw Frar/menta^ Lips. 1824, 2iid

ed. ; and by C. and T. MUller in Frugmerda IUh-

ioricum Grwcorwn^ vol. i.

Pheres (cpi??). 1, Son of Cretheus and Tyro,

and brother of Aeson and Amythaon
;

lie Avas

married to Pcriclyniene, by Avbom he became the

father of Admetus, Lycurgus, Idomene, and Pe-

riapis. He was believed to have founded the town
of Pherae in Thessaly.—2. Son of Jason and
Medea.

Phereti&des {^tpnriadrjs)^ i. c. a son of Pheres,

is especially used as the name of Admetus.

Pheretima {^^perlfia), wife of Battus III., and
mother of Arcesilaus 111., successive kings of Gy-

rene. After the murder of her son by the Bar-

caeans [Battiadab, No. 6], Pheretima fled into

Egypt to Aryandes, the viceroy of Darius Hystos*

pis, and representing that the death of Arcesilaus

had been the consequence of his submir.sion to the

Persians, she induced him to avenge it. On the

capture of Barca by the Persian army, she caused

those who *had the principal share in her son’s

murder to be impaled, and ordered the breasts of

their wives to be cut ofi^ Pheretima then returned

to Egypt, where she soon after died of a painfd
and loathsome disease.

Phfoon or Pharos ^tpSs), king of
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Egypt, and son of Sesostris. He was visited with

blindness, an hereditary complaint, though, ac-

cording to the legend preserved in Herodotus, it

was a punishment for his presumptuous impiety in

throwing a spear into the waters of the Nile when
it had overflowed the flelds. By attending to the

directions of an oracle he was cured
;
and he dedi-

cated an obelisk at Heliopolis in gratitude for his

recovery. Pliny tells us that this obelisk, together

with another also made by him but broken in its

removal, was to be seen at Rome in the Circus of

Caligula and Nero at the foot of the Vatican hill.

Pliny calls the Pheron of Herodotus Nuncoreus,

or Nencoreus, a name corrupted, perhaps, from

Menophtheus. Diodorus gives him his father's

name, Sesoosis. Pheron is of course the same word
as Pharaoh.

Phidias (^fiSias)f the greatest sculptor and

statuary of Greece. Of his personal liistory we
possess but few details. He was a native of Athens,

and the son of Charraides, and was bom about the

time of the battle of Marathon, n. c. 490. He
began to work as a statuary about 464, and one of

his first great works was the statue of Athena Pro-

machus, which may he assigned to about 460. This

work must have established his reputation
; but it

was surpassed by the splendid productions of his

own hand, and of others working under his direc-

tion, during the administration of Pericles. That

statesman not only chose Phidias to execute the

rincipal statues which were to be set up, but gave

im the oversight of all the works of art which

were to be erected. Of these works the chief

were the Propylaea of the Acropolis, and, above

all, the temple of Athena on the Acropolis, called

the Parthenm^ on which, as the central point of

the Athenian polity and religion, the highest efforts

of the best of artists were employed. There can

be no doubt ^Uhat the sculptured ornaments of this

temple, the remains of which form the glory of the

British Museum, were executed under the imme-

diate superintendence of Phidias ; but the colossal

statue of the divinity made of ivory and gold,

which was enclosed within that magnificent shrine,

was the work of the artist's own hand. The statue

was dedicated in 438. Having finished his great

work at Athens, he went to Elis and Olympia,

which he was now invited to adorn. He was
there engaged for about 4 or 5 years from 437 to

434 or 433, during which time he finished his

statue of the Olympian Zeus, the greatest of all

his works. On his return to Athens, he fell a
victim to the jealousy against his great patron,

Pericles, which was then at its height. The
party opposed to Pericles, thinking him too power-

ful to ho overthrown by a direct attack, aimed at

him in the persons of his most cherished friends,

Phidias, Anaxagoras, and Aspasia. [Pxriclbs.]

Phidias was first accused of peculation, but this

charge was at once refuted, as, by the advice of

Pericles, the gold had been affixed to the statue of

Athena, in such a manner that it could be removed

and the weight of it examined. The accusers then

charged Phidias with impiety, in having intro-

duced into the battle of the Amazons, on the shield

of the goddess, his own likeness and that of Pericles.

On this latter charge Phidias was thrown into

prison, where he died from disease, in 432.—Of
the numerous works executed by Phidias for the

Athenians the roost celebrated was the statue of

Athena in the Parthenon, to which reference has
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already been made. This statue was of that kind

of work which the Greeks called chrt/sdepJiantine,

that is, the statue was formed of plates of ivory,

laid upon a core of wood or stone, for the flesh

parts, while the drapery and other ornaments were
of solid gold. The statue stood in the foremost

and larger chamber of the temple {jprodomus). It

represented the goddess standing, clothed with a

tunic reaching to the ancles, with her spear in her
left hand and an image of Victory 4 cubits high in

her right : she was girded with the aegis, and had
a helmet on her head, and her shield rested on the

ground by her side. The height of the statue was
26 cubits, or nearly 40 feet, including the base.

The eyes were ofa kind of marble, nearly resembling

ivory, perliaps painted to imitate the iris and pupil

;

there is no sufficient authority for the statement

which is frequently made, that they were of pre-

cious stones. The weight of the gold upon the

statue, which, as above stated, was removable at

pleasure, is said by Thucydides to have been 40
talents (ii. 1 3).— Still more celebrated than his

statue of Athena u'ns the colossal ivory and gold

statue of Zeus, which Phidias made for the great

temple of this god, in the A/tis or sacred grove at

Olympia. This statue was regarded as the master-

piece, not only of Phidias, but of the whole range

of Grecian art ; and was looked upon not so much
as a statue, but rather as if it were the actual

manifestation of the present deity. It was placed in

the prodomus or front chamber of the temple,

directly facing the entrance. It was only visible,

however, on great festivals, at other times it was
concealed by a magnificent curtain. The god
was represented as seated on a throne of cedar

wood, adorned with gold, ivory, ebony, stones, and
colours, crowned with a wreath of olive, holding in

his right hand an ivory and gold statue of Victory,

and in his left hand supporting a sceptre, which
was ornamented with all sorts of metals, and sur-

mounted by an eagle. The throne was brilliant

both with gold and stones, and with ebony and
ivory, and was ornamented with figures both

painted and 8cul{>tured. The statue almost reached

to the roof, which was about 60 feet in height.

The idea which Phidias essayed to embody in this,

his greatest work, was that of the supreme deity

of the Hellenic nation, no longer engaged in con-

flicts with the Titans and the Giants, but having

laid aside his thunderbolt, and enthroned as a
conqueror, in perfect majesty and repose, ruling

with R nod the subject world. It is related that

when Phidias was asked what model he meant to

follow in making his statue, he replied that of

Homer (72L i. 528—530). The imitation of this

passage by Milton gives no small aid to the compre-

hension of the idea {Paradise Lost^ iii. 135— 1 37)

:

‘ Thus while God spake, ambrosial fragrance

fill’d

All heaven, and in the blessed spirits elect

Sense of new joy ineffitble diffused.”

The «tatue was removed by the emperor Theo-

dosius I. to Constantinople, where it was destroyed

by a fire in a. d. 475.—The distinguishing character

of the art of Phidias was ideal beauty^ and that of

the sublimest order, especially in the representation

of divinities, and of subjects connected with their

worship. While on the one hand he set himself

free from the stiff and unnatural forms which, by
a sort of religious precedent, had fettered his pre-
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decesBorg of the archaic or hieratic school, he

never, on the other hand, descended to the exact

imitation of any human model, however beautiful;

nor did he ever approach to that almost meretri-

cious grace, by which some of his greatest fol-

lowers, if they did not corrupt the art themselves,

gave the occasion for its corruption in the hands

of their less gifted and spiritual imitators.

PhXdippidffl orPhllippIdds (^eiSivwiSrjSf^iXiir^

vi8ijs% a courier, was sent by the Athenians to

Sparta in B. c. 490, to ask for aid against the Per-

sians, and arrived there on the 2nd day from his

leaving Athens. On his return to Athens, he re-

lated that on his way to Sparta he had fallen in

with Pan on Mt. Parthenium, near Tegea, and
that the god had bid him ask the Athenians why
they paid him no Avorship, though he had been
hitherto their friend, and ever would be so. In

consequence of this revelation, they dedicated a
temple to Pan after the battle of Marathon, and
honoured him thenceforth with annual sacrifices

and a torch-race.

PMdon (4>6f8a)v). 1. Son of Aristodamidas,and

king of Argos, restored the supremacy of Argos
over Cleonae, Phlius, Sicyon, Epidaurus, Troezen,

and Aegina, and aimed at extending his dominions

over the greater part of the Peloponnesus. The
Pisans invited him, in the 8th Olympiad (n. c.

748), to aid them in excluding the Eleans from

their usurped presidency at the Olympic games,

and to celebrate them jointly with themselves.

The invitation quite fell in with the ambitious

pretensions of Phidon, who succeeded in dispos-

sessing the Eleans and celebrating the games along

with the Pisans ; hut the Eleans not long after de-

feated him, Avith the aid of Sparta, and recovered

their privilege. Thus apparently fell the power of

Pliidori; but as to the details of the struggle wc
have no information. Thu most memorable act of

Pliidon Avas his introduction of copper and silver

coinage, and a new scale of Aveights and measures,

which, through his iiilluencc, became preA-alent in

the Peloponnesus, and ultimately throughout the

greater portion of Greece, The coinage of Phidon
is said to have been struck in Aegina.-—2. An
ancient Corinthian legislator of uncertain date.

Fhigalia {inyaXiat Oi7aAfia, 4»i7a\€a: ^lya-
\e6s : Paolitza\ at a later time called Fhialia, a
town in the SW. corner of Arcadia on the frontiers

of Messenia and Elis, and upon the river Lymax.
It Avas taken by the Spartans b. u. 659, but was
aftetAvards recovered by the Phigalians with the
help of the Oresthasians. It is frequently men-
tioned in the later wars of the Achaean and
Aetolian Leagues.—Phigalia however,^ owes its

celebrity in modem times to the remains of a
splendid temple in its territory, situated about 6
miles NE. of the town at Bassae on Mt.Cotylum.
This temple was built by Ictinus, the contemporary

of Pericles and Phidias, and the architect, along
with Callicrates, of the Parthenon at Athens. It
was dedicated to Apollo Epicurius,or the Deliverer,

because the god had delivered the countjy from
the pestilence during the Peloponnesian war.
Pausaniaa describes this temple as the most beau-

tiful one in all Peloponnesus after the temple of

Athena at Tegea. Most of the columns arc still

standing. In 1812 the frieze round the interior

of the inner cella was discovered, containing a
series of sculptures in alto-relievo, representing the

combat of the Centaurs and the Lapithae, and of

the Greeks and the Amazons. Their height is a
little more than 2 feet, and their total length is

100 feet. They were found on the ground under
the spot which they originally occupied, and were
much injured by their fall, and by the weight of
the ruins lying upon them. They were purchased
for the British Museum in 1814, where they are

still preserved, and are usually known by the name
of the PAiffulian Marbles. They are some of the

most interesting and beautiful remains of ancient
art in this country.

Phila (4iAa), Anughter of Antipater, the regent
of Macedonia, was married to Craterus in b. c. 322,
and after the death of Craterus, who survived his

marriage with her scarcely a year, she was again

married to the young Demetrius, the son of Anti-
goniis. When Demetrius was expelled from Mace-
donia in 287, she put an end to lier own life at

Cassandrea. She left 2 children by Demetrius

;

Antigonus, surnamed Gonatns, and a daughter,

Stratonice, married first to Seleucus, and afterwards

to his son Antiochus.

Phila lAator, ^iXdTrjj). 1. A town of

Macedonia in the province Pieria, situated on a
steep hill on the Peneus between Dium and Tempo
and at the entrance into Thessaly, built by Deme-
trius II. and named after his mother Phila.-—>2,

An island oif the S. const of Gaul, one of the

Stoechades.

Philadelphia : ^i\aSe\<p€vs.) 1,

{Allah Shehr, Ru.), a city of Lydia, at the foot of

M. Traolus, on the little river Cogamus, S.E, of

Sardis. It AViis built by Attains Philadelphus,

king of Pergaraus. It suffered greatly from earth-

quakes ; so that in Strabo’s time (under Augustus)

it had greatly declined. In the reign of Tiberius,

it was almost destroyed by one of these visitations.

It Avas an early scat of Christianity, and its

church is one of the 7 to which the Apocalypse is

addressed. (Rev. iii. 7.)—“2. A Rty of Cilicia

Aspera, on the Calycadnus, above Aphrodisias. •

3. In Palestine. [Rabbatamana.J
Phll&delphuB {^i\d8e\ipos), a surname of Pto-

lemaeus II. king of Egypt [Ptolema bus] and of

Attains II. king of Pergamum [Attalus].

Phllae (tXai ; Jesiret-eUDirheh, i. e. the Island

of Temples), an island in the Nile, just below the

First Cataract, on the S. boundary of the country

towards Aethiopia. It was inhabited by Egyptians

and Ethiopians jointly, and was covered Avith

magnificent temples, Avhose splendid ruins still

remain. It was celebrated in Egyptian mythology

as the burial-placo of Osiris and Isis.

Phllaeni (iXatwc), 2 brothers, citizens of Car-

thage, of whom the following story is told. A dis-

pute having arisen between the Carthaginians and
Cyrenaeans about their boundaries, it was agreed

that deputies should start at a fixed time from

each of the cities, and that the place of their meet-

ing, wherever it might be, should thenceforth form

the limit of the 2 territories. The Philaeni Avere

appointed for this service on the part of the Car-

thaginians, and advanced much further than the

Cyrenacan party. The Cyrenaeans accused them of

having set forth before the time agreed upon, but

at length qonsented to accept the spot which they

had reached as a boundary-line, if the Philaeni

Avould submit to be buried alive there in the sand.

Should they decline the offer, they were willing,

they said, on their side, if permitted to advance as

far as they pleased, to purchase for Gyrene an ex-
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tension of territory by a similar death. The Phi-

laeni accordingly then and there devoted themselves

for tlieir country, in the way proposed. The Car-

thaginians paid high honours to their memory, and

erected altars to them where they had died ; and

from these, even long after all traces of them had
vanished, the place still continued to be called

“ The Altars of the Philaeni.” Our main authority

for this story is Sallust, who probably derived his

information from African traditions during the

time that he was proconsul of Numidia, and at

least 300 years after the event. We cannot, there-

fore, accept it unreservedly. The Greek name by
which the heroic brothers have become known to

us— ^iKaivoi, or lovers of praise— seems clearly

to have been framed to suit the tale.

Fhilagrius {^i\dypios\ a Greek medical writer,

born ill Epirus, lived after Galen and before Oriba-

sius, and therefore probably in the 3rd century

after Christ, lie wrote several works, of which,

however, only a few fragments remain.

Fhilammou a mythical poet and
musician of the ante-Homeric period, was said to

have been the soii of Apollo and the nymph Chione,

or Philonis, or Leuconoe. By the nymph Agriope,

who dwelt on Parnassus, he became the father of

Tharayris and Euraolpua. He is closely associated

with the worship of Apollo at Delphi, and with

the music of the cithara. lie is said to have esta-

blished the choruses of girls, who, in the Delphian

worship of Apollo, sang hymns in which they

celebrated the births of Latona, Artemis, and
Apollo. Pausanias relates that in the most ancient

musical contests at Delphi, the first who conquered

was Chrysothemis of Crete, the second was Phi-

iimmon, and the next after him his son Thamyris.

Philargyrlus Junius, or Fhilargyrus, or Ju-
nilius Flagrius, an early commentator upon Vir-

gil, who wrote upon the Bucolics and Georgies.

Hia observatiiWis are less elaborate than those of

Servius, and have descended to us in a mutilated

condition. The period when he flourished is alto-

gether uncertain. They are printed in the edition

of Virgil by Burmann.
Fhile or Fhiles, Manuel (Mavou^X 6 4*iX^v), a

Byzantine poet, and a native of Ephesus, was born

about A. D. 1275, and died about 1340. His poem,
De Auivudium Proprietate^ chiefly extracted from
Aelian, is edited by De Paw, Traj. Rhcn. 1739 ;

and his other poems on various subjects are edited

by Wernsdorf, Lips. 1768.

Phileas (iXear), a Greek geographer of Athens,
whose time cannot be determined with certainty,

but who probably belonged to the older period of

Athenian literature. He was the author of a Pe*
riplus, which was divided into 2 parts, one on Asia,

aiul tilt! other on Europe.

Philemon 1. An aged Phrygian
and husband of Baucis. Once upon a time, Zeus
and Hermes, assuming the appearance of ordinary
mortals, visited Phjygia; but no one was willing

to receive the strangers, until the hospitable hut of

Philemon and Baucis was opened to them, where
the tw'o gods were kindly treated. Zeus rewarded
the good old couple by taking them to an eminence,
while all the,neighbouriiig district was visited with
a sudden inundation. On that eminence Zeus ap-
pointed them the guardi.'ins of his temple, and
allowed them both to die at the same moment, and
then metamorphosed them into trees.— 2. An
Athenian poet of the New Comedy, was the son
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of Damon, and a native of Soli in Cilicia, but at

an early age went to Athens, and there received

the citizenship. He nourished in the reign of

Alexander, a little earlier than Menander, whom;
however, he long survived. He began to exhibit

about B. c. 330. Ho was the first poet of tho

New Comedy in order of time, and the second

in celebrity; and he shares with Menander
the honour of its invention, or rather of reducing

it to a regular form. Philemon lived nearly

loo years. The manner of his death is dif-

ferently related; some ascribing it to excessive

laughter at a ludicrous incident
;
others to joy at

obtaining a victory in a dramatic contest ; while

another story re))re8enta hijn as quietly called

away by the goddesses whom he served, in the

midst of the composition or representation of his

last and best work. Although there can be no

doubt that Philemon was inferior to Menander as

a poet, yet he was a greater favourite with the

Athenians, and often conquered his rival in the

dramatic contests. [Mknandkr.] The extant

fragments of Philemon display mucli liveliness,

wit, eleg.nnce, and practical knowledge of life.

His favourite subjects seem to have been love in-

trigues, and his characters w'ere the standing ones

of the New Comedy, with which Plautus and
Terence have made us familiar. The number of

his plays was 97 ; the number of extant titles,

after the doubtful and spurious ones are rejected,

amounts to about 63 ;
but it is very probable that

some of these should bo assigned to the younger
Philemon. The fragments of Philemon are printed

with those of Menander by Mcineke, in his Frag-

menta Comicorum Graecorum, Bcrol. 1841. —
3. The younger Philemon, also a poet of the New
Comedy, was a son of the former, in whose fame
nearly all that belongs to him has been absorbed ;

so that, although he was the author of 54 dramas,
there are only 2 short fragments, and not one title,

quoted expressly under his name.— 4. The author

of a T€^vo\oyiK6t'y tho extant portion of

which was first edited by Burney, Lond. 1812,

and afterwards by Osann, Berlin, 1821. The au-

thor informs us that his work was intended to take

the place of a similar Lexicon by the Grammarian
Hypcrechius. The work of Hyperechius was ar-

ranged in 8 books, according to the 8 different

parts of speech. Philemon's lexicon was a meagre
epitome of this work

;
and the part of it which is

extant consists of the 1st book and the beginning

of the 2nd. Hyperechius lived about the middle

of the 5th century of our era, and Philemon may
probably be placed in the 7 th.

PhHStaenis {^iKdraipos). 1. Founder of the

kingdom *^bf Pergamus, was a native of Tieium in

Paphlagonia, and an eunuch. He is first men-
tioned in the service of Docimus, the general

of Antigonus, from which he passed into that

of Lysimachus, who entnisted him with the charge

of the treasures which he had deposited in the

strong fortress of Pergamus. Towards the end of

the reign of Lysimachus he declared in favour of

Scleucfls; and, after the death of the latter (u. c.

280), he took advantage of the disorders in Asia

to estnblish himself in virtual independence. At
his death he transmitted the government of Perga-

mus, as an independent state, to his nephew Eu-

menes. He lived to the age of 80, and died appa-

rently in 263.-2. An Athenian poet of the

Middle Comedy, Some said he was third son
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of Aristophanes, but others maintained that it was

Nicostratus. He wrote *21 plays.

Fhlletas (^lATjrar), of Cos, the son of Tele-

phus, a distinguished Alexandrian poet and gram-

marian, flourished during the reign of the first

Ptolemy, who appointed him tutor of his son,

Ptolemy II. Philadelphus. His death may be

placed about B. c. 280. Philetas seems to have

been natuKilIy of a very weak constitution, which

at last broke down under excessive study. He
was so remarkably thin as to become an object for

the ridicule of the comic poets, who represented

him as wearing leaden soles to his shoes, to prevent

his being blown away by a strong wind. His

poetry was chiefly elegiac. Of ail the writers in

that department he was esteemed the best after

Callimachus
;

to whom a taste less pedantic than

that of the Alexandrian critics would probably

have preferred him
;
for, to judge hy his fragments,

he escaped the snare of cuuibroua learned nifecta-

tion. These 2 poets formed the chief models for

the Roman elegy : naj% Propertius expressly states,

ill one passage, that he imitated Philetas in prefer-

ence to Callimachus. The elegies of Philetas were

chiefly amatory, and a large portion of them was

devoted to the praises of his mistress Bittis, or, as

the Latin poets give the name, Battis. Besides

his poems, Philetas wrote in prose on grammar

and criticism. Ilis most important grammatical

ivork was entitled ''AraKra. The fragments of

Philetas have been collected by Bach, with those

of Hermesiaiiax and Phanocles, Halis Sax. 1829.

Phlleus, an eminent Ionian architect, built the

Mausuloum, in conjunction with Satyrus, and

tlie temple of Athena Polias, at Priene. The date

of the erection of the Mausoleum was soon after

15. c. 3.)3, the year in which Mausolus died ;
that

of the temple at Priene must have been about 20
years later. •

Fhillnus (^iXhos). 1. A Greek of Agrigen-

tiiin, accciinpanied Hannibal in his campaigns

against Rome, and wrote a liistory of the Punic

wars, in which he exhibited much partiality

towards Carthage. •— 2. An Attig orator, a con-

temporary of Demosthenes and Lycurgns. He is

mentioned by Demosthenes in his oration against

Midias, who calls him the son of Nicostratus, and
siiys that lie was trierarch with him. TJiree ora-

tions of Philinus are mentioned by the gram-

marians.— 3. A Greek physician, born in the

island of Cos, and the reputed founder of the sect of

the Kmpiiici, probably lived in the 3rd century b. c.

He wrote a work on part of the Hippocratic col-

lection, and also one on botany.

Philippi (fAiTTTTOt : ^lAiTTireus, ^iMwwfi<rios^

•HXimrrivSs : Filibah or Fdibejik\ a celebra’led city

ill Macedonia adjecta [see p. 404, a], was situated

on a steep height of Mt. Pangacus, and on the

river Gangas or Gangites, between the rivers

Nestus and Strymon. It was founded by Philip

oil the site of an ancient town Crenides (Kprji/lSes),

a colony of the Thasians, who settled here on
account of the valuable gold mines in the neigh-

bourhood. Philippi is celebrated in histofy in

consequence of the victory gained here by Octa-

vianus and Antony over Brutus and Cassius, b. c.

42, and as the place where the Apostle Paul first

preached the gospel in Europe, a.d. 53. The church

at Philippi soon became one of the most important

of the early Christian churches ; one of St. Paul’s

Epistles is addressed to it. It was made a Roman
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colony by Octavianus after the victory over Brutus

and Cassius, under the name of Cd. Augusta Julia

Philippensis

;

and it continued to be under tlic

empire a flourishing and important city. Its sea-

port was Datum or Datus on the Strymonic gulf.

PhRippIdes (*iAiir7riSi7s). 1. See Phidippi-
DBS. —2. Of Athens, the son of Philocles, is men-
tioned as one of the 6 principal comic poets of the

New- Comedy by the grammarians. He flourished

about B. c. 323. Philippides seems to have de-

served the rank assigned to him, as one of the best

poets of the New Comedy, He attacked the

luxury and corruptions of his age, defended the

privileges of his art, and made use of personal

satire with a spirit approaching to that of the Old
Comedy. Ilis death is said to have been caused
b}* excessive joy at an unexpected victory: similar

toles are told of the deaths of other poets, as for

example, Sophocles, Alexis, and Philemon. The
number of his dramas is stated at 45. There are

15 titles extant.

Pllilippopolis (tAiirirdiroAts : Philippopolt), an
important town in Thraco founded by Philip of

Macedon on the site of a place previously called

Eumolpias or Poncropolis. It was situ^ed in a
large plain S.E. of the Hebnis on a hill with 3
summits, whence it was sometimes called Triinon-
tinm. Under the Roman empire it was the capital

of the province of Tliracia in its narrower sense, and
one of the most important towns in the country.

PMlippus (^lAnrTTos). 1. Minor historical

persons, 1. Son of Alexander I. of Macedonia,
and brother of Perdiccas II., against whom he re-

belled in conjunction with Derdas. The rebels

were aided by the Athenians, b. o. 432.>«-2. Son
of Herod the Great, king of Judea, by his wife

Cleopatra, was appointed by liis father’s will te-

trarch of Tturaen and Trachonitis, the sovereignty

of which was confirmed to him by the decision of

Augustus. He continued to reign ^er the domi-
nions thus entrusted to his charge for 37 years

(b. c. 4— A. D. 34). He founded the city of Cae-
sarea, surnaraed Panons, but more commonly known
as Caesarea Philippi, near the sources of the Jor-

dan, which ho named in honour of Augustus.
[Caesarea, No. 2.]— 3. Son of Herod the Great,

by Mariamne, whose proper name was Herotles

Philippus. He must not be confounded with the

preceding Philip. He was the first husband of

Ilerodias, who afterwards divorced him, contrary

to the Jewish law, and married his half-brother,

Herod Antipas. It is Herod Philip, and not the

preceding, who is meant by the Evangelists (Matt,

xiv. 3; Mark, vi. 17; Luke, iii. 19), when they

speak of Philip, the brother of Herod.

II. lii'nffs of Macedonia.

I. Son of Argaens, was the 3rd king, according

to Herodotus and Thucydides, who, ii'*t reckoning

Cakanus and his two immediate successors (Coe-

nus and Thurimas or Turimnias), look upon Per-

diccas I. as the founder of the monarchy. Philip

left a son, named Aeropus, who succeeded him.—
IL Youngest son of Amyntas II. and Eurydice,

reigned b. c. 369—336. He was bom in 382, and
was brought up at Thebes, whither he had been
carried as a* hostage by Pelopidas, and where he
received a most careful education. Upon the death
of his brother Perdiccas III., who was slain in

battle against the Illyrians, Philip obtained the

government of Macedonia, at first merely as regent
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and guardian to his infant nepheur Amyntas ; hut

at the end of a few months he was enabled to set

aside the claims of the young prince, and to assume

for himself the title of king. Macedonia was beset

by dangers on every side. Its territory was ra-

vaged by the Illyrians on the W., and the Paeo-

nians on the N., while Pausanias and Argaeus

took advantage of the crisis to put forward their

pretensions to the throne. Philip was fully equal

to the emergency. By his tact and eloquence he
sustained the failing spirits of the Macedonians,

while at the same time he introduced among them
a stricter military discipline, and organised their

army on the plan of the phalanx. He first turned

his arms against Argaeus, the most formidable of

the pretenders, since he was supported by the

Athenians. He defeated Argaeus in battle, and
then concluded a peace with the Athenians. He
next attacked the Paeonians, whom he reduced to

subjection, and immediately afterwards defeated

the Illyrians in a decisive battle, and compelled

them to accept a peace, by which they lost a portion

of their territory. Thus in the short period of one

ear, and at the age of 24, had Philip delivered

imself from his dangerous position, and provided

for the security of his kingdom. But energy and
talents such as his were not satisfied with mere
security, and henceforth his views were directed,

not to defence, but to aggrandisement. His first

clForts were directed to obtain possession of the

various Greek cities upon the Macedonian coast.

Soon after his accession he had withdrawn his

garrison from Ampbipolis, and had declared it a

free city, because the Athenians had supported

Argaeus with the hope of recovering Ampbipolis,

and his continuing to hold the place would have

interposed difficulties in the way of a peace with

Athens, which was at that time an object of great

importance to him. But he had never meant se-

riously to abftiidon this important town
;
and ac-

cordingly having obtained pretexts for war with

the Amphipolitaus, he laid siege to the town and

gained possession of it in 35d. The Athenians

had sent no assistance to Ampbipolis. because

Philip.in a secret negotiation with the Athenians,

led them to believe tliat he was willing to restore

the city to them when he had taken it, and would

do so on condition of their making him master of

Pydna. After the capture of Ampbipolis, he

proceeded at once to Pydna, which seems to have

yielded to him without a struggle, and the acqui-

sition of which, by his own arms, and not through

tho Athenians, gave him a pretext for declining to

stand by his secret engagement with them. The
hostile feeling which such conduct necessarily

excited against him at Athens, made it most im-

portant for him to secure the good will of the

powerful town of Olynthus, and to detach the

Olynthians from the Athenians. Accordingly he
gave to the Olynthians the town of Potidaea,

which he took from the Athenians in 356. Soon
after this, he attacked and took a settlement of

the Tbasians, called Grenides, and, having intro-

duced into the place a number of new colonists, he

named it Philippi after himself. One great ad-

vantage of this acquisition was, that it put him in

possession of the gold mines of the district. From
this point there is for some time a pause in the

active operations of Philip. In 352 he took Me-
thone after a lengthened siege, in the course of

which be himself Tost an eye. The capture of this
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place was a necessary preliminary in any movement
towards the S., lying as it did between him and
the Thessalian border. He now marched into

Thessaly to aid the Aleuadae against Lycophron,

,

the tyrant of Pherae. The Phocians sent a force

to support Lycophron, hut they were defeated by
Philip, and their general Onomarchus slain. This
victory gave Philip the ascendancy in Thessaly.

He established at Pherae what he wished the

Greeks to consider a free government, and then
advanced S.-ward to Thermopylae. The pass,

however, he found guarded by a strong Athenian
force, and he was compelled, or at least thought it

expedient to retire. He now turned his arms
against Thrace, and succeeded in establishing his

ascendancy in that country also. Meanwhile Philip’s

movements in Thessaly had opened the eyes .of

Demosthenes to the real danger of Athens andi
Greece, and his first Philippic (delivered in 352) I

was his earliest attempt to rouse his countryme;i
to energetic efforts against their enemy; hut he did

not produce much effect upon the Athenians. In
34.9 Philip commenced his attacks on the Chalcidlan

cities. Olynthus, in alarm, applied to Athen.s for

aid, and Demosthenes, in his 3 Olynthiac orations,

roused tho people to efforts against tho common
enemy, not very vigorous at first and fruitless in

the end. In the course of 3 years Philip gained

possession of all the Chalcidian cities, and the war
was brought to a conclusion by the capture of

Olynthus itself in 347. In the following year

(346) he concluded peace with the Athenians, and
straightway marched into Phocis, and brought the

Phocian war to an end. The Phocian cities were
destroyed, and their place in the Amphictyonic
coiuicil was made over to the king of Macedonia,
who was appointed also, jointly with the Thebans
and Thessalians, to the presidency of the Pythian
games. liuling as he did over a barbaric nation,

such a recognition of his Hellenic character was of

the greatest value to him, especially as ho looked

forward to an invasion of the Persian empire in

the mime of Greece, united under him in a great

national confederacy. During the next few years

Philip steadily* pursued his ambitious projects.

From 342 to 340 he was engaged in an expedition

in Thrace, and attempted to bring under his power

all the Greek cities in that country. In the Inst

of these years he laid siege to Perinthus and By-
zantium; hut the Athenians, who had long viewed

Philip’s aggrandisement with fear and alarm, now
resolved to send assistance to these cities. Phocion

was appointed to the command of the armament

destined for this service, and succeeded in com-

pelling Philip to raise the siege of both the cities

(339). Philip now proceeded to carry on war
against his northern neighbours, and seemed to givo

himself no further concern about the affairs of

Greece. But meanwhile his hirelings were treache-

rously promoting his designs against the liberties

of Greece. In 339 the Araphictyons declared war
against the Locrians of Amphissa for having taken

possession of a district of the sacred land
;
but as

the general they had appointed to the command
of the Amphictyonic army was unable to effect

any thing against the enemy, the Amphictyons at

their next meeting in 338 conferred upon Philip

the command of their army. Philip straight-

way marched through Thermopylae and seized

Elatea. The Athenians heard of his approach withe

alarm; they succeeded, mainly through the influence ‘
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of DeraoBthenes in forming an alliance with the

Thebans ;
but their united army was defeated by

Philip in the month of August, 338, in the decisive

battle of Chaeronea, which put an end to the in-

dependence of Greece. Thebes paid dear for her

resistance, but Athens was treated with more

favour than she could have expected. Philip now
seemed to have within his reach the accomplish-

ment of the great object of his ambition, the in-

vasion and conquest of the Persian empire. In a

congress held at Corinth, which was attended by

deputies from every Grecian state with the excep-

tion of Sparta, war with Persia was determined

on, and the king of Macedonia was appointed to

command the forces of the national confederacy.

In 337 Philip*s marriage with Cleopatra, the

daughter of Attalus, one of his generals, led to the

must serious disturbances in his family. Olympias

and Alexander withdrew in great indignation

from Macedonia ;
and though they returned home

soon afterwards, they continued to be on hostile

terms with Philip. Meanwhile, his preparations

for liis Asiatic expedition were not neglected, and

early in 336 he sent forces into Asia, under Par-

menion, to dr^w over the Greek cities to his cause.

Hut in the summer of this year ho was murdered

at a grand festival which he held at Acgae, to

BolemnisD the nuptials of his daughter with Alex-

ander of Epirus. His murderer was a youth of

noble blood, named Pausonias, who stabbed him

as he was walking in the procession. The assassin

was immediately pursued and slain by some of the

royal guards. His motive for the deed is stated

by Aristotle to have been private resentment

against Philip, to whom he had complained in

vain of a gross outrage oft'erpd to him by Attalus.

Olympias and Alexander, however, were suspected

of being implicated in the plot. [Olympias.]
I’hilip died in the 47th year of his age and the

•24th of his reign, and was succeeded by Alexander
the Great. Philip had a great number of wives

and concubines. Besides Olympias and Cleopatra,

we may mention, 1 . his first wife Audata, an Illy-

rian princess, and the mother of Cynane; 2. Phila,

sister of Derdas and Machatas^a princess of Ely-

miotis
;

3. Nicesipolis of Pherae, the mother of

Thessalonica; 4. Philinna of Larissa, the mother
of Arrhidaeus

;
.6. Meda, daughter of Cithelos, king

of Thrace
;

6. Arsinoe, the mother of Ptolemy I.,

king of Egypt, with whom she was pregnant when
she married Lagns. To these numerous connections

temperament as well as policy seems to have in-

clined him. He was strongly addicted, indeed, to

sensual enjoymeiit of every kind; but his passions,

however strong, were always kept in subjection to

his interests and ambitious views. was fond
of science and literature, in the patronage of which
he appears to have been liberal ; and his apprecia-

tion of great minds is shown by his connection with
Aristotle. In the pursuit of his political objects he
was, as we have seen, unscrupulous, and ever ready
to resort to duplicity and corruption; but when we
consider his humanity and generous clemency, we
may admit that he does not appear to disa(i|yantage,

even morally speaking, by the side of his fellow-

conquerors of mankind.— III. The name of Philip

was bestowed by the Macedonian army upon Arr-

hidaeus, the bastard son of Philip II., when he
was raised to the throne after the death of Alex-

ander the Great. He accordingly appears in the

list of Macedonian kings as Philip 111. For his
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life and reign see ARRUiDASUfl. IV. Eldest son

of Cassander, whom he succeeded on the throne,

B. c. 296. He reigned only a few months, an<*

was carried off by a consumptive disorder.—»V
Son of Demetrius II., reigned b. c. 220—178. He
was only 8 years old at the death of his fether

Demetrius (^9) ; and the sovereign power was con-

sequently assumed by his uncle Antigonus Doson,
who, though he certainly ruled as king rather than
merely as guardian of his nephew, was faithful to

the interests of Philip, to whom he transferred the

sovereignty at his death in 220, to the exclusion

of his own children. Philip was only 17 years old

at the time of his accession, but he soon showed
that he possessed ability and wisdom superior to

his years. In consequence of the defeat of the*

Achaeans and Aratus by the Aetolians, the former
applied for aid to Philip. This was granted; and
for the next 3 years Philip conducted with distin-

guished success the war against the Aetolians.

This war, usually called the Social war, was
brought to a conclusion in 217, and at once gained
for Philip a distinguished reputation throughout
Greece, while his clemency and moderation secured
him an equal measure of popularity. But a change
came over his character soon after the close of the
Social war. He became suspicious and cruel; and
having become jealous of his former friend and
counsellor Aratus, he caused him to be removed by
a slow and secret poison in 213. Meantime he
had become engaged in war with the Romans. In
216 he concluded an alliance with Hannibal

; but
he did not prosecute the war with any activity

against the Romans, who on their part were toe

much engaged with their formidable adversary in

Italy to send any powerful armament against the
Macedonian king. In 211 the war assumed a
new character in consequence of the alliance entered

into by the Romans with the Aetolians. It was
now carried on with greater vigo^ and alternate

success; but as Philip gained severauidvantages over
the Aetolians, the latter people wade peace with
Philip in 205, In the course of the same year the

Romans likewise concluded a peace with Philip,

as they were desirous to give their undivided at-

tention to the war in Africa. It is probable that

both parties looked upon this ptacc as little more
than a suspension of hostilities. Such was clearly

the view with which the Romans had accepted it;

and Philip not only proceeded to carry out his

views for his own aggrandisement in Greece, with-

out any regard to the Roman alliances in that

country, but he even sent a body of auxiliaries to

the Carthaginians in Africa, who fought at Zama
under Hannibal. As soon as the Homans had
brought the 2nd Punic war to an end, they again

declared war against Philip, 200. This war lasted

between 3 and 4 years, and was brought to an end
by the defeat of Philip by the consul Flamininua

at the battle of Cynoscepnalae in the autumn of

197. [Flamininur.] By the peace finally granted

to Philip (196), the king was compelled to abandon
all his conquests, both in Europe and Asia, sur-

render his whole fleet to the Romans, and limit

his standing army to 5000 men, besides paying a
sum of 1000 talents. Philip was now effectually

humbled^and endeavoured to cultivate the friend-

ship of the all-powerful republic. But towards
the end of his reign he determined to try once

more the fortune of war, and began to make active

preparations for this purpose. Uis declining years
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were embittered by the dispute® between his scms

Perseus and Demetrius ;
and the former by forgW

letters at length persuaded the kin^ that Demetrius

was plotting agiiinst bis life, and induced him to

consent to the execution of the unhappy prince.

Philip was struck with the deepest grief and re-

morse, when be afterwards discovert the deceit

that had been practised upon him. He believed

himself to be haunted by the avenging spirit of

Demetrius, and died shortly after, imprecating

curses upon Perseus. His death took place in 17d,

in the 5dth year of his age, after a reign of nearly

42 years.

III. Family of ihb Marcii Philippu

1. Q. Mareiot Fliilippus, praetoi 138, with

Sicily as his province, and consul 1 86, when he car-

ried on war in Liguria with his colleague Sp. Pos-

tumius Albinus. He was defeated by the enemy
in the country of the Apuani, and the recollection

of his defeat was preserved by the name of the

saltus Marcius. In 169 Philippus was consul a
2nd time, and carried on the war in Macedonia
against Perseus, but accomplished nothing of im-

portance. [PxRSBUs.] In 164, Philippus was
censor with L. Aemilius Pauliis, and in his censor-

ship he set up in the city a new sun-dial. 2. L.

Marcins Philipptui, was a tribune of the plebs,

104, when he brought forward an agrarian law,

and was consul in 91 with Sex. Julius Caesar. In
this year Philippus, who belonged to the popular

party, opposed with the greatest vigour the mea-
sures of the tribune Drusus, who at first enjoyed
the full confidence of the senate. But his oppo-

sition was all in vain ;
the laws of the tribune were

carried. Soon afterwards Drusus began to be re-

garded with mistrust and suspicion ; Philippus

became reconciled to the senate, and on his pro-

position a senatus consultum was passed, declaring

all the laws o^,Drusns to be null and void, as

having been carried against the auspices [Dru-
sus.] In the civil wars between Marius and

Sulla, Philippus took no part. He survived the

death of Sulla
;
and he is mentioned afterwards

as one of those who advocated sending Pompey to

conduct the war in Spain against Sertorius. Phi-

lippas was one of the most distinguished orators of

his time (Hor. Epist. i. 7. 46). As an orator he

was reckoned only inferior to Craseus and Anto-

nius. He was a man of luxurious habits, which
his wealth enabled him to gratify; his fish-ponds

were particularly celebrated for their magnificence

and extent, and ore mentioned by the ancients

iilong with those of Lucullus and Hortensius.

Besides his son, L. Philippu^ who is spoken of

below, he had a step-son Gellius Publicola [Pub-
licola].«-3. L. Xaroiua Fhilippua, son of the

preceding, was consul in 56. Upon the death of

C. Octavius, the father of Augustus, Philippus

married his widow Atia, and thus became the

step-father of Augustus. Philippus was a timid

man. Notwithstanding his close connection with

Caesar's family, he remained neutral in the civil

ware; and after the assassination of Caesar, he
endeavoured to dissuade hie step-son, the young
Octavius, fieom accepting the inheritance which the

dictator had left him. He lived tiU fai§ step-son

had acquired the supremacy of the Roman world.

He restored the temple of Hercules and the Muses,
aad surrounded it with a colonnade, which u fre-

qwntly mentioned under the name of Partium

PHTLISCUS,
Philippi. (Clari monimeata Philippi, Ov. Fast.
vi. 801.)

IV. Emp&rors ofRome.

1. M. Jnlina Philippus L, Roman emperor
A. D. 244—249, was an Arabian by birth, and
entered the Homan amy, in which he rose to high
rank. He accompanied Gordianus III. in his ex-
pedition against the Persians

; and upon tho death
of the excellent Misitheus [Misitheus] he was
promoted to the vacant office of praetorian praefect.

He availed himself of the influence of his high
office to excite discontent among the soldiers, who
at length assassinated Gordian, and proclaimed

Philippus emperor, 244. Philippus proclaimed his

son Caesar, concluded a disgraceful peace with
Sapor, founded the city of Philippopolis, and then
returned to Rome. In 245 he was engaged in

prosecuting a successful war against the Carpi, on
the Danube. In 248, rebellions, headed by lota-

pinus and Marinus, broke out simultaneously in

the East and in Moesia. Both pretenders speedily

perished, but Decius having l^en despatched to

recall the legions on the Danube to their duty, was
himself forcibly invested with the purple by the

troops, and compelled by them to march upon Italy.

Philippus having gone forth to encounter his rival,

was slain near Verona either in battle or by his own
soldiers. The great domestic event of the reign of

Philippus was the exhibition of the secular games,

which were celebrated with even more than the

ordinary degree of splendour, since Rome had now,
according to the received tradition, attained the

thousandth year of her existence (a. n. 248).-«*

2. M. Julius PhilippuB 11., son of the foregoing,

was a boy of 7 at the accession (244) of his father,

by whom he was proclaimed Caesar, and 3 years

afterwards (247) received tho title of Augustus.

In 249 he was slain, according to Zosimus, at the

battle of Verona, or murdered, according to Victor,

at Rome by the praetorians, when intelligence

arrived of the defeat and death of the emperor.

V. TAterary.

1. Of Medina, in the S. of Italy, a Greek astro-

nomer, and a disciple of Plato. His observations,

which were made in the Peloponnesus and in

Locris, were used by the astronomers Hipparchus,

Qeminus the Rhodian, and Ptolemy.» 2. Of Thes-

salonica, an epigrammatic poet, who, besides com-

posing a large number of epigrams himself, com-

piled one of the ancient Greek Anthologies. The
whole number of epigrams ascribed to him in the

Greek Anthology is nearly 90 ; but of these, 6

(Nos. 36—41) ought to be ascribed to Lucillius,

and a feii^ others axe manifestly borrowed from

earlier poets, while others are mere imitations.

The AtUhology i^AvBoXoyla) of Philip, in imitation

of that of Meleager, and as a sort of supplement

to it, contains (ffiieiSy the epigrams of poets who
lived in, or shortly before, the time of Philip. The
earliest of these poets seems to be Philodemus, the

contemporary of Cicero, and the latest Automedon,

who probably flourished under Neiva. Hence it

is inferred that Philip flourished under Trajan.

Ptdlisous {*i\lffKos), 1. An Athenian poet of

the Middle Comedy, of whom little is known. He
must have flourished about b. c.400, or a little later,

as his portrait was painted by Paxrhasius.— 2. Of
Miletus, an orator ox rhetorician, and the disciple

of Isocrates, wrote a life of the orator Lycuigus,
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and an epitaph on LyBias.*»i8. Of Aegina, a cynic

philosojdier, was the disciple of Diogenes the Cynic*

and the teacher of Alexander in grammar."»4. Of
Corcyra* a distinguished tragic poet, and, one of

the 7 who formed the Tragic Pleiad at Alexandria,

was also a priest of Dionysus, and in that character

he was present at the coronation procession of

Ptolemy Philadelphus in B. c. 284. He a-rote 42
dramas.— 6. Of Rhodes, a sculptor, several of

whose works were placed in the temple of Apollo,

adjoining the portico of Octavia at Rome. One of

these statues was that of the god himself: the

others were Latona and Diana, the 9 Muses, and
another statue of Apollo, without drapery. He
probably lived about b. c. 146. The group of

Muses, found in the villa of Cassius at 'I'ivoli, is

supposed by some to be a copy of that of Philiscus.

Others take the beautiful statue at Florence, known
as the Apollino, for the naked Apollo of Philiscus.

FhiUstlnae Fossae. [Pad us.]

Philistion (^iKiffriuv). L Of Nicaea or Mag*
nesia, a inimographer, who flourished in the time

of Augustus, about a. d. 7. He was an actor, as

well us a writer of mimes, and is said to have died

of excessive laughter.—-2. A physician, born either

at one of the Greek towns in Sicily, or at Locri

Epizephyrii in Italy, was tutor to the physician

Chrysippus of Cnidos and the astronomer and phy-
sician Eudoxus, and therefore must have lived in

the 4th century n. c.

Fhilistus (^tAtcros), a Syracusan, son of Ar-
chouides or Archomenides, was bom probably

about n. c. 435. Ho assisted Dionysius in obtain-

ing the supreme power, and stood so high in the

favour of the tyrant, that the latter entrusted him
v/ith the charge of the citadel of Syracuse. But
at a later period he excited the jealousy of the

tyrant by marrying, without his consent, one of

the daughters of his brother Leptines, and was in

consequence banished from Sicily, lie at first re-

tired to Thurii, but afterwards established himself

at Adrio, where he composed the historical work
which has given celebrity to his name. He was
recalled from exile by the younger Dionysius soon
after his accession, and quickly succeeded in esta-

blishing his influence over the mind of the latter.

He exerted all his efforts to alienate Dionysius
from his former friends, and not only caused Plato
to be sent back to Athens, but ultimately suc-

ceeded in effecting the banishment of Dion also.

Philistus was imfortunately absent from Sicily,

when Dion first landed in the island, and made
himself master of Syracuse, fi. c. 356. He after-

wards raised a poweirful fleet, with which he gave
battle to the Syracusans, but havmg ^een de-
feated, and finding himself cut off from all hopes
of escape, he put an end to his own life to avoid
falling into the hands of his enraged countrymen.
Philistus wrote a history of Sicily, which was one
of the moat celebrated historical works of antiquity,

though unfortunately only a few fragments of it

have come down to us. It consisted of 2 portions,

which might be redded either as 2 separate
works, or as parts of one great whole, a circum-

stance which explains the discrepancies in the

statements of the number of books of which it was
composed. The first 7 books comprised the genenl
history of Sicily, commencing from the earliest

times, and ending with the capture of Agrigentum
by tha Carthaginianii, b. a 406. The 2nd part,

which finrned • aeqnal to the oontained the
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history of the elder Dionysius in 4 books, and that

of the younger in 2 : the latter was necessarily im-

perfect. In point of style Philistus is represented

by the concurrent testimony of antiquity as imi-

tating and even closely resembHng Thucydides,

though still falling far short of his great modeL
The fragments of Philistus have been collected by
Goeller in an appendix to his work, De SUu et

Origine Sj/nuxuarum^ Lips. 1818, and by C. MUl-
ler, in the Fragmenta HistorUayrum Chraecortm^

Paris, 1841.

Fnuo (4^fA»K). L An Academic philosopher*

was a native of Larissa and a disciple of Clitoma-

chus. After the conquest of Athens by Mithri-

dates he removed to Rome, where he settlca as a
teacher of philosophy and rhetoric, and had Cicero

os one of his hearers.— 2. Byblius, also called

Hbrbnnius Byblius, a Roman grammarian, and
a native of Byblus in Phoenicia* as his patronymic

indicates, was bom about the time of Nero, and
lived to a good old age, having written of the reign

of Hadrian. He wrote many works, which are

cited by Suidas and others ; but his name is chiefly

memorable by liis translation of the writings of

the Phoenician Sanchuniathon, of which consider-

able fragments have been preserved b^ Eusebius.

[Sanchuniathon.]— 8. Of Bysantinm, a cele-

brated mechanician, and a contemporary of Gteai-

bius, flourished about b. c. 146. He wrote a woric

on military engineering, of which the 4th and 5tb

books have come down to us, and are printed in

the Veterum Mailiematioorum Opera^ of Thevenot,

Paris, 1693. There is also attributed to this Philo

a work On ilic Seven Wonders of the World; but

this work must have been written at a later time.

The 7 wonders are the Hanging Gardens, the Pyra-

mids, the statue of Jupiter Olympiiis, the WalU of

Babylon, the Colossus of Rhodes, the Temple of

Artemis at Ephesus, and, we ma^sprosume, from

the prooemium, the Mausoleum
;
but the last is

entirely wanting, and we have only a fragment of

the Ephesian temple. Edited by Orelli, Lips.

1816.-4. Judaens, the Jew, was bom at Alex-

andria, and was descended from a priestly family of

distinction. He had already reacmed an advanced

age, when he went to Rome (a. d. 40) on an em-
bassy to the emperor Caligula, in order to procure

the revocation of the decree which exacted from

the Jews divine homage to the statue of the em-

peror. We have no other particulars of the life of

Philo worthy of record. His most important works

treat of the books of Moses, and are generally

cited under different titles. His great object was
to reconcile the Sacred Scriptures with the doc-

trines of the Greek philosophy, and to point out

the conformity between the two. He maintained

that the fundamental tmths of Greek philosophy

were derived fi:om the Mosaic revelation ; and in

order to make the latter agree more perfectly with

the former, he had recourse to an allegorical inter-

pretation of the books of Moses. Philo may ther^

fore be regarded as a precursor of the Neo-Platonic

philosophy. The best edition of his works is by
Mangey, Lond. 1742, 2 vols. fo.— 6. A ICegflF

rian philosopher, was a disciple of Diodorus Crt^

nus, and a friend of Zeno.— 6. Of Taxanc in Cili-

cia, a celebrated physician, frequently quoted by
Galen and others.—7. Artilti. (1). Son of Anti-

pater, a statuary who lived m the time of Alex-
ander the Great, and made the atrtue of Hepha^
ition* and alio the atatue af Zena Oimoi, which
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stood on tlie shore of the Black Sea, at the entrance

of the Bosporus, near Chalcedon, and formed an

important landmark for sailors. It was still per-

fect in the time of Cicero (tn Ferr. iv. 68), and the

)>ase has been preserved to modem times, bearing

an inscription of 8 elegiac verses.— (2.) A very

eminent architect at Athens in the time of the

immediate successors of Alexander. He built for

JDcmetrius Phalereus, about B.C. 818, the portico

of 12 Doric columns to the great temple at Eleusis.

He also constructed for the Athenians, under the

administration of Lycurgus, a basin {armamenta-

rium) in the Piraeus, in which 1000 ships could

lie. Jhis work, which excited the greatest admi-

ration, was destroyed in the taking of Athens by
Sulla.

Philo, Q. Fnblilias, a distinguished general in

the Samnite wars, and the auther of one of the

great reforms in ihe Roman constitution. He was

consul n. c. 339, with Ti. Aemilius Mamercinus,

and defeated the Latins, over whom he triumphed.

In the same year he was appointed dictator by
his colleague Aemilius Mamercinus, and, as such,

proposed the celebrated PvMiliae Leges^ Avhich

abolished the power of the patrician assembly of

the curiae, and elevated the plebeians to an equality

with the patricians for all practical purposes. {Diet,

of Aniiq. art Fubliliae Leges.) In 337 Philo was

the 1st plebeian praetor, and in 332 he was censor

with Sp. Postumius Albinus. In 327 he was con-

sul a 2nd time, and cairied on war in the S. of

Italy. He was continued in the commimd for the

following year with the title of proconsul, tlie Ist

instance in Homan history in which a person w.ns

invested with proconsular power. He took Palae-

polis in 326, In 320 he was consul a 3rd time,

with L. Papirius Cursor, and carried on the war

with^success against the Samnites.

F^o, L. TsturiuB. 1. L., consul n.c. 220,

with C. Lutatius Catulus ;
dicbitor 217 for the

purpose of holding the comitia
;
and censor 210

with P. Licinius Crassus Dives, and died while

holding this office.— 2. L., prlictor 209 with Cisal-

pine Oaul as his province, la 207 he served

under Claudius Nero and Livius Salinator in the

campaign against Hasdrubal. In 206 he was

consul with Q. Caecilius Metellus, and in con-

junction with his colleague carried on the war
against Hannibal in Bruttium. He accompanied

Scipio to Africa, and after the battle of Zama,

202, was sent to Rome to announce the news of

Hannibal’s defeat.

PhilbcliSxes (4^iXoxdpT)s), a distinguished

painter, mentioned by Pliny, is . supposed by the

modem writers on art to be the same person as

the brother of Aeschines, of whose artistic per-

formances Demosthenes speaks contemptuously,

but whom Ulpian tanks with the roost distin-

guished painters.

PhilSohShif (OtAdxopos), a celebrated Athe-

nian writer, chiefly known by his AitbiSf or work

on the legends, antiquities, and history of Attica.

He was a person of considerable importance in his

native <flQr. and was pot to death by Antigonus

Qonatas tracn the lutttf obtained possession of

Athens, about b. a 260. His AttiUs consisted of

17 books, and related the history of Attica, from

the earliest times to the reign of Antiochus Tbeos,

B.C. 261* The work is frequently quoted by the

scholiasts, lexicographers, as well as other later

anthoia. He also wrote many other works^ the

PHILODEMUS.
titles of which are preserved by Suidas and the

grammarians. The fragments of Philochorua have
been published by Siebelis, Lips. 1811, and by
Muller, Paris, 1841.

Pbiil6dle8 (^iXoaX^s), an Athenian tragic poet,

the sister’s son of Aeschylus; his father’s name
was Philopithes. He is said to have composed
100 tragedies. In the general character of his

plays he was an imitator of Aeschylus
;
and that

he was not unworthy of his great master, may
be inferred from the fact that he gained a victory

over Sophocles, when the latter exhibited his

Oedipus Tyrannus^ n. c. 429. Philoclcs was fre-

quentjy^ridiculed by the comic poets.

Philocr&tes (iXoKpdrtjy), an Athenian orator,

was one of the venal supporters of Philip in oppo-

sition to Demosthenes.

Philoctitei (<Xokt»|ttis), a son of Poeas
(whence he is called Poeaniiades^Ov. Met. xiii. 3 1 3)
and Deroonassa, the most celebrated archer in the

IVojan war. He led the warriors from Methone,
Thaumacia, Meliboea, and Olizon, against Tro}-,

in 7 ships. But on his voyage thither he w.a8 left

behind by his men in the island of Lemnos, be-

cause he was ill of a wound which he had received

from the bite of a snake
;
and Medon, the son of

Oileus and Rliene, undertook the command of his

troops. This is all that the Homeric poems relate

of Philoctctes, with the addition that he returned

home in safety; but the cyclic and tragic poets

have added numerous details to the story. Thus
they relate that he was the friend and armour-
bearer of Hercules, who instructed him in the use

of the bow, and who bequeathed to him his how,
with the poisoned arrows. These presents were, n
reward for his having erected and set fire to the

pile on Mt. Oeta, where Hercules burnt himself.

Philoctctes was also one of the suitors of Helen,
and thus took part in the Trojan war. On his

voyage to Troy, while staying in the ishmd of

Chryse, he was bitten by a snake. This misfor-

tune happened to him when he was showing to the

Greeks tho altar of Athena Chryse, or while he

was looking at tlX' tomb of Troilus in the temple

of Apollo Thymbraons, or as he was pointing out

to his companions>hc altar of Hercules. According

to some accounts, the wound in his foot was not

inflicted by a serpent, but by his own poisoned

arrows. The wound is said to have become ulcer-

ated, and to have produced such an intolerable

stench that the Greeks, on the advice of Ulysses,

abandoned Philoctetcs and left him alone on the

solitary coast ofLemnos. He remained in this island

till the 1 0th year of the Trojan war, when Ulysses

and Dioiiedes came to fetch him to Troy, as an

onicle had declared that the city could not be taken

without the arrows of Hercules. He accompanied

these heroes to Troy, and on his arrival Apollo

sent him into a deep sleep, during which Maebaon

(or Podalirius, or both, or Aesculapius himself)

cut out the wound, washed it with wine, and ap-

plied healing herbs to it. Philoctctes was thus

cured, and soon after slew Paris, whereupon Troy

fell into the hands of the Greeks. On his return

from Troy he is said to have been cast upon the

coast of Italy, where he settled, and built Petelia

and Crimissa. In the latter place he founded a

sanctuary of Apollo Alaeus, to whom he dedicated

his bow.

Pbll6d5mitB {*iX6Srtpos) of Gadai^ in Pa-

lestine, an Epicurean philosopher and epigrammatic
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poet, contemponuy with Cicero. The Greek An-
thology contains 34 of his Epigrams, which are

chiefly of a light and amatory character, and which
quite bear out Cicero's statements concerning the

licentiousness of his matter and the elegance of his

manner. (Cic. in Pis, 2B, 29.) Philodemus is also

mentioned by Horace i. 2. 121.)

Philolflus (^iAdAoor), a distinguished Pytha-
gorean philosopher, was a native of Croton or Ta-
rentum. He was a contemporary of Socrates, and
the instructor of Simmias and Cebes at Thebes,
wliero he appears to have lived many years. Py-
thagoras and his earliest successors did not commit
any of their doctrines to writing

;
and the first

publication of the Pythagorean doctrines is pretty

uniformly attributed to Philolaus. He composed
a work on the Pythagorean philosophy in 3 books,

which Plato is said to have procured at the cost of

100 minae through Dion of Syracuse, who pur-

chased it from Philolaus, who was at the time in

deep poverty. Other versions of the story repre-

sent Plato as purchasing it himself from Philolaus

or his relatives when in Sicily. Plato is said to

have derived from this work the greater part of

his Timacus.

PhilSmela Aa), daughter of king Pan-

dion in Attica, who, being dishonoured by her

brother-in-law Tereua, was metamorphosed into a
nightingale. The story is given under Tsrbus.
PhilomiUum or FhilomSlam or

in the Pistdinn dialect 4*iAo/xt}8^; 4»(Ao/ii7A«t;s,

Philomelensis or Philomeliensia
:
prob. Ak-Shehr^

Hu.), a city of Phrygia Parorios, on the borders of

Iiycaonia and Pisidia, said to have been named
from the numbers of nightingales in its neighbour-

hood. It is mentioned several times by Cicero.

According to the division of the provinces under

Constantine, it belonged to Pisidia. It is still

found mentioned at the time of the Crusades, by
the name of Philomene.

FhilomSlus (lAd/xTjAos), a general of the Pho-

cians in the Phocian or Sacred war, was the person

who persuaded his countrymen to seize the temple

of Delphi, and to apply the riches of the temple

to the purpose of defending themselves against the

Ainphictyonic forces, b. c. 357. He commanded
the Phocians daring the early years of the war,

hut was slain in battle in 353. He was succeeded

in the command by his brother Onomarchus.

Fhilonldes an Athenian poet of
* the Old Comedy, who is, however, better known
on account of his connection with the literary his-

tory of Aristophanes. It is generally stated that

Philonides was an actor of Aristophanes, who is

said to have committed to him and to Callistratus

his chief characters ;
but the best moHem critics

have shown that this is an erroneous statement,

and that the true state of the case is, that several

of the plays of Aristophanes were brought out in

the names of Callistratus and Philonides. We
learn from Aristophanes himself, not only the fact

that he brought out his early plays in the names of

otlier poets, but also his reasons for so doing. In
the Farabis of the Knights (v. 514), be states

that he had pursued this course, not from want of

thought, but from a sense of the difflculty of his

profession, and from a fear that he might suffer

from that fickleness of taste which the Athenians

had shown towards other poets, as Magnes, Crates,

and Cratinus. It appears that Aristophanes used

the name of Philonides, probably, for the Clouds^
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and certainly for the Wasps^ the Proagon^ the
Amphiaraus^ and the J^rogs, The DoMaleis^ the

Ba^lcnians^ the AcAamutas, the Birds^ and the
LgsiatrtUa^ were brought out in the name of Callis-

tratus. Of the extant plays of Aristophanes, the
only ones which he is known to have brought out

in his own name are the Knights^ the Peace, and
the Plutm,

Phil^nflinS. [Tbnbs.]
Pli£l5poemen {^iXorrolpriv)^ of Megalopolis in

Arcadia, one of the few great men that Greece
produced in the decline of her political independ-

ence. The great object of his life was to infuse

among the Achaeans a military spirit, and thereby

to establish their independence on a firpi and
lasting basis. He was the son of Craugis, a dis-

tinguished man at Megalopolis, and was bom about
B. c. 252. He lost his father at an early age, and
was brought up by Clcander, an illustrious citizen

of MantinSa, who had been obliged to leave his

native city, and had taken refuge at Megalopolis.

He received instruction from Eedemus and Demo-
phanes, both of whom had studied the Academic
philosophy under Arcesilaus. At an early age he
became distinguished by his love of arms and his

bravery in war. His name, however, first occurs

in history in B. c. 222, when Megalopolis was
taken by CIcomenes, and in the following year

(221) he fought with conspicuous yalour at* the
battle of Sellasia, in which CIcomenes was com-
pletely defeated. In order to gain additional mi-
litary experience, he soon afterwards sailed to

Crete, and served for some years in the wars be-
tween the cities of that island. On his return to

his native country, in 210, he was appointed com-
mander of the Achaean cavalry

; and in 208 he
was elected strategus, or general of the Achaean
league. In this year he defeated Machanidas,
tyrant of Lacedaemon, and slew him in battle with
his own hand. In 201 he was %ain elected ge-

neral of the league, when he defeated Nabis, whe
had succeeded Machanidas as tyrant of Lacedae-

mon. Soon afterwards Philopoeinen took another

voyage to Crete, and assumed the command of the
forces of Gortyna. He did not return to Pelopon-
nesus till 194. He was made general of the league

in 192, when he again defeated Nabis, who was
slain in the course of the year by some Aotolian

mercenaries. Philopoemen was reelected general

of the league several times afterwards; but the

state of Greece did not afford him much further

opportunity for the display of his military abilities.

The Romans were now in fact the masters of

Greece, and Philopoemen clearly saw that it would
be an act of madness to offer open resistance to

their authority. At the same time as the Romans
still recognised in words the independence of the

league, Philopoemen offered a resolute resistance to

all their encroachments upon the liberties of his

country, whenever he could do so without affording

them any pretext for war. In 188, when he was
general of the league, he took Sparta, and treated

it with the greatest severity. He razed the walls

and fortifications of the city, abolished the insti-

tutions of Lycurgus, and compelled the citizens to

adopt the Achaean laws in their stead. In 183
the Mesbenians revolted from the Achaean league.

Philopoemen, who was general of the league for

the 8th time, hastily collected a body of cavalry,

and pressed forward to Messene. He fell in with
a large body of Messenian troops, by whom he
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wt* taken prisoner, and carried to Messene. Here

he was thrown into a dungeon, and was compelled

by Isocrates to drink poison. The news of his

death filled the whole of Peloponnesus with grief

and rage. An assembly was immediately held at

Megalopolis; Lycortas was chosen gener^; and in

the following year, he invaded Messenia, which

was laid waste far and wide
;
Dinocrates .and the

chiefs of his party were obliged to put an end to

their lives. The remains of Philopoemen were

conveyed to Megalopolis in solemn procesbion; and
the nm which contained the ashes was carried by
the historian Polybius. His remains were then

interred at Megalopolis with heroic honours
;
and

soon afterwards statues of him were erected in

most of the towns belonging to the Achaean league.

FbHoitSph&lLtlB (iAoo'Tsipovoj), of Gyrene, an

Alexandrian writer of history and geography, the

friend or disciple of Callimachus, flourished under

Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, about b.c. 249.

Phlloatorgliis (*i\o(rr6pyios), a native of Bo-

ristus in Cappadocia, was born about a. d. 3/)8.

He wrote an ecclesiastical history, from the heresy

of Arias in 300, do^vn to 425. Philostorgius was
an Arian, which is probably the reason why his

work has not come down to us. It was originally

in 12 hooks; and we still possess an abstract of it,

made by Photiiis.

PhHostr&tns (lAdorpaToj), the name of a

distinguished family of Lemnos, of which there are

mentioned 3 persons in the histoiy of Greek lite-

rature. 1. Son of Venis, taught at Athens ; hut
we know nothing about him, with the exception

of the titles of his works, given by Suidas. He
could not however have livt^d in the reign of Noro,

according to the statement of Suidns, since his son

was not bom till the latter part of the 2nd century.

—d. Plavius Pbilostratus, son of the preceding,

and the most eminent of the 3, was born about

A. D. 182. He ijlndied and taught at Athens, and

is usually called the Athenian to distinguish him
from the younger Philostratus [No. 3], who more
usually bears the surname of the Lemnian. Flavins

afterwards removed to Rome, where we find him a

member of the circle of literary men, whom the

philosophic Julia Domna, the wife of Sevems, had
drawn around her. - It was at her desire that he

wrote the life of Apollonius. He was alive in the

reign of the emperor Philippus (244—^249). The
following works of Philostratus have come down
to us;— 1. Tfie Life of Apollonius ofTyana {rh

is rhv Tvavia *AiroWd>VLOv), in 8 hooks. [See

Apolloniur, No. 7.]— 2. Lives of ike Sophists

(Btot SoiptcTTW)/), in 2 books, contains the history

of philosophers who had the character of being

sophists, and of those who were in reality

sophists. It begins with the life of Gorgias,

and comes down to the contemporaries of Pnilo-

stratus in the reign of Philippus. 3. Herotoa

or Herdicus ('Hpw(K&, ‘HpuiKhs), is in the form

of a dialogue, and gives an account of the

heroes enj^ged in the Trojan war. 4. Imagines

(Ehciyet), in 2 books, contains an account of various

paintings. This is the author’s most pleasing work,

exhibiting great richness of fancy, power and
variety of delineation, and a rich exuberance of

style. 5. Epistolae (*Eirt<rroAol), 73 in number,

chiefly amatory. The best editions of the collected

works of Philostratus are by Olearius, Lips. 1709,

and by Kayser, Turic. 1844.— 3. Philostratus,

the younger, usually called the Lemnian, as men-

PIIILOXENUS.

tioned above, was a son of Nervianus and of a
daughter of Flavius Philostratus, hut is erroneously

called by Suidas a son-in-law of the latter. He
enjoyed the instructions of his grandfather and of

the sophist Hippodromns, and had obtained suffi-

cient distinction at the early age of 24 to receive

exemption from taxes. He visited Rome, but
he taught at Athens, and died in Lemnos. He
wrote several works, and among others one

entitled Imagines!, in imitation of his grandfather’s

work with the same title, of which a portion is still

extant.

Ph&StftS (J^iXt&ras), son of Parmenion, enjoyed

a high place in the friendship of Alexander, and
in the invasion of Asia obtained the chief command
of the irdlpin, or native Macedonian cavalry. He
served with distinction in the battles of the Gra-

niens and Arbela, and also on other occasions; but

ill R c. 330, while the army was in Drangiana, ho
was accused of being privy to a plot which had
been formed by a Macedonian, named Dinmns,

against the king’s life. There was no proof of his

guilt
;
but a confession was wrung from him by

the torture, and he was stoned to death by the troops

after the Macedonian custom. [Parmknion.J
PhilStImus {*L\6rifiQs), an eminent Greek

physician, pupil of Praxagoras, and fellow-pupil of

Herophilus, lived in the 4th and 3rd centuries n. c.

PmloxSnuB 1. A Macedonian
officer of Alexander the Great, received the go-

vernment of Cilicia from Perdiccas in 321.—2. Of
Cythera, one of the most distinguished dithyrarabic

poets of Greece, was bom B. c. 435 and died 380,

at the age of 55. He was reduced to slavery in

his youth, and was bought by the lyric poet Me-
lanippides, by whom he was educated in dithy-

rambic poetry. After residing some years at

Athens, he went to Syracuse, where he speedily

obtained the favour of Dionysius, and took up his

abode at his court. But soon afterwards he offended

Dionysius, and was cast into prison
;
an act of

oppression which most writers ascribe to the

wounded vanity of the tyrant, whose poems Phi-

loxenus not only rafused to praise, but, on being

asked to revise one of them, said that the best

way of correcting it would be to draw a black line

through the whole paper. Another account ascribes

his disgrace to too close an intimacy with the

tyrant’s mistress Galatea ; but this looks like a
fiction, arising out of a misunderstanding of the

object of his poem entitled Cyclops or Galatea.

After some time he was released from prison, and
restored outwardly to the favour of Dionysius; but

he finally left his court, and is said to have spent

the latter ^pt of hii life in Ephesus.— Of the

dithyrambs of Philoxenus by far the most important

was his Cydops or OalaUa, the loss of which is

greatly to be lamented. Philoxenus also wrote

another poem, entitled Deipnon (A«7irroi») or the

Banquet, which appears to have been the most

popular of bis works, and of which we have more

fragments than of an^ other. This poem was a
most minute and satirical description of a banquet,

and the subject of it was furnished by the luxiuy

of the court of Dionysius. Philoxenus was included

in the attacks which the comic poets made on all

the musicians of the day, for their corruptions of

the simplicity of the ancient mnsic ; but we have

abundant testimony to the high esteem in which

he was held both during his life and after his

death.— 3. The Lencadian, lived at Athens about
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the same time as Philoxenus of Cythera, with

whom he is frequently confounded by the gram-

marians. Like his more celebrated namesake, the

Leucadian was ridiculed by the poets of the Old

Comedy, and seems to have spent a part of his life

in Sicily. The Leucadian was a most notorious

parasite, glutton, and effeminate debauchee ;
but

he seems also to have had great wit and good-

humour, which made him a favourite at the

tables which he frequented. — 4. A celebrated

Alexandrian grammarian, who taught at Rome,
and wrote on Homer, on the Ionic and Laconian

dialects, and several other grammatical works,

among vvhich was a Glossary^ which was edited by
H. Stephanus, Paris, 1573.— 6. An Aegyptian

surgeon, who wrote several valuable volumes on

surgery. He must have lived in or before the first

century after Christ.—8. A painter of Eretriii, the

disciple of Nicomachus, who painted for Cassonder

a battle of Alexander with Darius.

Fhilus, Furius. 1. P., was consul b. c. 22.3

with C. Flaminius, and accompanied his colleague

in his campaign against the Gauls in the N. of

Italy. He was praetor 2lG, when he commanded
the fleet, with which he proceeded to Africju In

214 he Avas censor with M. Atilius Regains, hut

<lied at the beginning of the following year.— 2.

L., consul 1 36, received Spain as his province, and
Avas commissioned by the senate to deliver up to

tlie Nuiuantincs C. Hostilius Mancinus, the consul

of the preceding year. Philus. like his contempo-

raries Scipio Africanus the younger and Laelius,

Avas fond of Greek literature and refinement. Ho
is introduced by Cicero as ono of the speakers in

his dialogue De liapublica.

PhilyUIus (lAoAAios), an Athenian comic poet,

belongs to the latter part of the Old Comedy, and
the beginning of the Middle.

Phil^SlLS {^ihvp-qis

:

proh. the little island off

C. Zifrek, E. of Kemsunt-Ada)^ an island off the

N. coast of Asia Minor (Pontus), E. of the country

of the Mosynoeci, and near the promontory of

Zephyrium (^»/reA), where Chiron was nurtured

by his mother Philyra. •

Plliljh^es (4>iAvpfs)j a people on the coast of

Pontus, in the neighbourhood of the island Phily-
RBIS._

Phineus 1. Son of Belus and An-
chinoe, and brother of Cepheus. He was slain by
Perseus. For details see Anohombda and Pbr-
SBUS.— 2. Son of Agenor, and king of Salmy-

dcssns in Thsace. He was first married to Cleo-

patra, the daughter of Boreas and Orithyia, by
Avhom he had 2 children, Oryithus ( Oarthus) and
Crambis ; but their names are difiej;pnt in the

different legends: Ovid calls them Polydectus and
Polydorus. Afterwards he was married to Idaea
(some call her Dia, Eurytia, or Idothea), by Avhom
he again had 2 sons, Thynus and Mariandynos.
—Phineus was a blind soothsayer, who had re-

ceived his prophetic powers from Apollo ; hut the

cause of his blindness is not the same in all accounts.

He is most celebrated on account of his being

tormented by the Harpies, who were sent by the

gods to punish him on account of his cruelty
!

towards his sons by the first marriage. His second

wife falsely accused them of having made an at-

tempt upon her virtue, whereupon Phineus put out

their eyes, or, according to others, exposed them
to be devoured by wild beasts, or ordered them to

be half buried in the earth, and then to be scourged.
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Whenever a meal was placed before Phineus, the

Harpies darted down from the air and carried it off ;

later writers add that they either devoured the food

themselves, or rendered it unfit to be eaten. When
the Argonauts visited Thrace, Phineus promised to

instruct them respecting their voyage, ifthey would
deliver him from the monsters. This was done by
Zotes and Calais, the sons of Boreas, and brothen
of Cleopatra. [See p. 76, a.] Phineus now ex-

lained to the Argonauts the further course they

ad to take, and especially cautioned them against

the Symplegades. According to another story the

Argonauts, on their arrival at Thrace, found the

sons of Phineus half buried, and demanded their

liberation, which Phineus refused. A battle there-

upon ensued, in Avhich Phineus was slain by Her-
cules. The latter also delivered Cleopatra from her

confinement, and restored the kingdom to the sons

of Phineus
;
and on their advice he also sent the

second wife of Phineus b.ick to her father, who
ordered her to be put to death. Some traditions,

lastly, state that Phineus was killed by Boreas, or

that he w.as carried off by the Harpies into the

country of the Bistones or Milchessians. Those
accounts in which Phineus is stated to have put out

the eyes of his sons, add that they had their sight

restored to them by the sons of Boreas, or by Ae-
sculapius.

Phinbpblis (^tt'JTroAiy), a town in Thrace on
the Pontus Euxinus near the entrance to the Bos-
porus.

Phintlag (*tvTlos). 1. A Pythagorean, the

friend of Damon, who Avas condemned to die by
Dionysius the elder. For details see Damon.—2.

Tyrant of Agrigentuni, Avho established his power
over that city during the period of confusion which
followed the death of Agathocles (b. c. 289.) He
founded a new city on the S. coast of Sicily, to

which he gave his oAvn name, ai^ whither he re-

moved all tiic inhabitants from Gela, which he
razed to tlie ground.

Phintdnis Inafila (/sola di Fir/o), an island

between Sardinia and Corsica.

PhlSgethon (^Afyldwy)^ i. e. the flaming, a
river in the lower worid, in whose channel flowed

flamesJnstead of water.

PUegon (^A^7«i'),a native of Tralles in Lydia,

was a freedmau of the emperor Hadrian, whom he
survived. The only 2 works of Phlegon which
have come down to us, are a small treatise on
wonderful eA'CJits (Ilepl Oavfiaariuv), and another

short treatise on long-lived persons (Tlepl panpo-

Slwu), which gives a list of persons in Italy who
bad attained age of a hundred years and up-

wards. Besides these 2 works Phlegon Awrote

many others, of which the most important was an
account of the Olympiads in 17 hooks, from 01. 1

to 01 229 (a. d. 137). The best edition of Phlegon

is by Westermann in his Paradoacographi^ Bruns-

vig. 1839.

Phlegra. [Pallbnb.]
Phlegroel Caxnpi (rk Ae7po7o or ^

4^x4ypa: Solfatara)^ the name of the volcanic plain

extending along the coast of Campania from Cumae
to Capua, so called because it was believed to have

been onqp on fire. It was also named Lahoriae or

Laboriuus Campus, either on account of its great

fertility, which occasioned its constant cultivation,

or on account of the frequent earthquakes and in-

ternal convulsions to which it was exposed.

PhlSgS^as (4A<7(^as), son of Ares and Chrytt,

6 o 4
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the daughter of Halmus, succeeded Eteocles in the

govenunent of Orchomenos in Boeotia, which he

called after himself Phlegyantis. lie was the

&ther of Ixion and Coronis, the latter of whom
became by Apollo the mother of Aesculapius. En-

raged at this, Phlegyas set fire to the temple of the

God, who killed him with his arrows, and con-

demned him to severe punishment in the lower

world. Phlegyas is represented as the mythical

ancestor of the race of the Phlegyae, a branch of

the Minyae, who emigrated from Orchomenos in

Boeotia and settled in Phocis*

Phliasla. * [Phlius.]

PhUus (4»Xiodr, -ovvros : 4Xid(rior), the chief

town of a small province in the N.E. of Pelopon-

nesus, whoso territory Phliasla (^Xiafrla), was
bounded on the N. by Sicyonia, on the W. by
Arcadia, on the E. by the territory of Cleonae, and

on the S. by that of Argos. The greater part of

this country was occupied by mountains, called

Coelossa, Cameates, Arantinus and Tricaranon.

According to Strabo the most ancient town in the

country was AraethyrSa, which the inhabitants

deserted, and afterwards founded Phlius; while

Pausanias says nothing about a migration, but

relates that the town was first called Arantia from

its founder Aras, an autochthon, afterwards Arae-

thyrea from the daughter of Aras, and finally

Phlius, from Phlius, a grandson of Temenus.

Phlius was originally inhabited by Argives. It

afterwards passed into the hands of the Dorians,

with whom part of the Argive population inter-

mingled, while part migrated to ^moa and Clazo-

menac. During the greater part of its history it

remained faithful to Sparta.

PhlygSnIiim (4>\vy6yiov\ a small to>vn in

Phocis, destroyed in the Phocian war.

PhSoaea <<^c6Kaia : 4wKaci/r, Phocac^nsis : the

Ru. called Karam-FoUa, i. e. Old Fokia, S.W. of

Fouges or Neiv Fokia), the N.-most of the Ionian

cities on the W. coast of Asia Minor, stood at the

W. extremity of the tongue of land which divides

the Sinus Elaiticus (Cr. 0/ Fouges')^ on the N. from

ithe Sinus Hermaeus {O, of Smyrna)^ 011 the S.

•It was said to have been founded by Phocian

colonists under Philogenes and Damon. It was
originally within the limits of Aeolis, in the terri-

tory of Cyme
;
but the Cymaeans voluntarily gave

rup the site for the new city, which was soon ad-

mitted into the Ionian confederacy on the condition

of adopting oecists of the race of Codnis. Ad-
mirably situated, and possessing 2 excellent har-

bours, Naustathmus and Lampter, Phocaca became
^celebrated as a great maritime state, and especially

as the founder of the most distant Greek colo-

nies towards the W., namely Massilia in Gaul,

and the still more distant, though far less cele-

brated, city of Maenaca in Hispania Baetica.

After the Persian conquest of Ionia, Phocaea had
so declined, that she could only famish 3 ships to

support the great Ionian revolt ; but the spirit of

her people had not been extinguished ; when the

common cause was hopeless, and their city was
besieged by Harpagus, they embarked, to seek

new abodes in the distant W., and bent their

course to their colony of Aleria in Corsica, During
the voyage, however, a portion of the emigrants

resolved to return to their native city, which they

restored, and w'hich recovered much of its pros-

perity, as is proved by the rich booty gained by
the Romans, when Uiey plundered it under the
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praetor Aemilius, after which it docs not appear as

a place of any consequence in history.—Care must
be taken not to confound Phocaea with Phocis, or

the ethnic adjectives of the former and
PhocaeSnsis, with those of the latter, and
Phocensis : some of the ancient writers themselves

have fallen into such mistakes. It should be ob-

served also that the name of Phocaean is often

used with reference to Massilia ;
and, by an

amusing affectation, the people of Maraeille still

call themselves Phocaeans.

Fhdolon the Athenian general and
statesman, son of Phocus, was a man of humble
origin, and appears to have been bom in b. g.

402, He studied under Plato and Xenocrates.

He distinguished himself for the first time

under his friend Chabrias, in “676, at the battle

of Naxos ; but he was not employed promi-

nently in any capacity for many years after-

wards. In 354 (according to others in 350)
he was sent into Euboea in the command of a

small force, in consequence of an application from

Plutarchus, tyrant of Eretria
;
and he was subse-

quently employed on several occasions in the war
between the Athenians and Philip of Macedon.

He frequently opposed the measures of Demo-
sthenes, and reconimended peace with Philip

;
but

ho must not be regarded as one of the mercenary

supporters of the Macedonian monarch. His virtue

is above suspicion, and his public conduct was
always influenced by upright motives. When
Alexander was marching upon Thebes, in 335,
Phocion rebuked Demosthenes for his invectives

against the king ; and after the destruction of

Thebes he advised the Athenians to comply with
Alexander’s demand for the surrender of Demo-
sthenes and other chief orators of the anti* Mace-
donian party. This proposal was indignantly

rejected by the people, and an embassy was sent

to Alexander, which succeeded in deprecating

his resentment. According to Plutarch, there

were two embassies, the first of which Alex-
ander refused to receive, but to the second ho
gave a gracious audience, and granted its prayer,

chiefly from regard to Phocion, who was at tho

head of it. Alexander ever continued to treat Pho-
cion with the utmost consideration, and to cultivato

his friendship. He also pressed upon him valuable

presents ; but Phocion persisted in refusing his

presents, begging the king to leave him no less

honest than he found him, and only so far availed

himself of the royal favour as to request the liberty

of certain prisoners at Sardis, which was imme-
diately granted to him. After Alexander’s death,

Phocion Ofposed vehemently, and with all tho

caustic bitterness which characterised him, the

proposal for war with Antipater. Thus, to Ilype-

rides, who asked him tauntingly when he would

advise the Athenians to go to war, he answered,
“ When I see the young willing to keep their

ranks, the rich to contribute of their wealth, and
the orators to abstain from pilfering the public

money.” When the Piraeus was seized by Alex-

ander, tiie son of Polysperchon in 318, Phocion

was suspected of having advised Alexander to

take this step ; whereupon, being accused of

treason by Agnonides^ he fled, with several of

his friends, to Alexander, who sent them with

letters of recommendation to his father Poly-

sperchon. The latter, willing to sacrifice them
as a peace-offering to the Athenians, sent them
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back to Athens for the people to deal with

them as they would. Here Phocion was sentenced

to death. To the last, he maintained his calm,

and dignified, and somewhat contemptuous bear-

ing. When some wretched man spat upon him as

he passed to the prison, “Will no one,” said he,

“check this fellow’s indecency?” To one who
asked him whether he had any message to leave

for his son Phocus, he answered, “ Only that he

bear no grudge against the Athenians.” And when
the hemlock which had been prepared was found

insufficient for all the condemned, and the jailer

would not furnish more until he was paid for it,

“ Give the man his money,” said Phocion to one

of his friends, “ since at Athens one cannot even

die for nothing.” He perished in 317, at the age

of 85. The Athenians are said to have repented

of their conduct. A brazen statue was raised to

the memory of Phocion, and Agnonidcs was con-

demned to death. Phocion was twice married,

and his 2nd wife appears to have been as simple

and frugal in her habits as himself ;
but he was

less fortunate in his son Phocus, who, in spite of

his father’s lessons and example, was a thorough

profligate. As for Phocion himself, our commend-
ation of him must be almost wholly confined to his

private qualities. Ilis fellow-citizens may have

been degenerate, but he made no effort to elevate

them.

FhScis {"fj d»ci>»ffs ; Horn., Herod.,

wice<5 Attic, Phocenses by the Romans), a country

in Northern Greece, was bounded on the N. by
the Locri Epicncmidii and Opuntii, on the E. by
Rocotia, on the W. by the Locri Ozolaa and Doris,

and on the S. by the Corinthian gulf. At one

time it possessed a narrow strip of country on the

Euboean sea with the seaport Daphnus, between

the territory of the Locri Ozolae and Locri Opuntii

It was a mountainous and unproductive country,

and owes its chief importance in history to the fact

of its possessing the Delphic oracle. Its chief

mountain was Parnassus, situated in the interior

of the country, to which however Cnemis on its

N. frontier, CiRFHZs S. of Delpdib Rnd Helicon
on the S.E, frontier all belonged. The principal

river in Phocis tvas the Cephissus, the valley of

which contained almost the only fertile land in the

country, with the exception of the celebnited Cris-

saean plain in the S.E. on the borders of the Locri

Ozolae.—Among the earliest inhabitants of Phocis

we find mentioned Leleges, Thracians, Abantes
and Hyantes. Subsequently, but still in the anti-

histoncal period, the Phlegyae, an Achaean race, a
branch of the Minyae at Orchomenos, took pos-

session of the country ; and from this^time the
main bulk of the population continued to be
Achaean, although there were Dorian settlements

at Delphi and Bulls. The Phocians are said to

have derived their name from an eponymous an-

cestor Phocus [Phocus], and they are mentioned
under this name in the Iliad. The Phociaps played

no conspicuous part in Greek history till the time

of Philip of Macedon ;
but at this period they be-

came involved in a war, called the Phodian or

Sacred War, in which the principal states of

Greece took part. The Thebans had long been
inveterate enemies of the Phocians ; and as tiio

latter people had cultivated a portion of the Gris-

saean plain, which the Amphictyons had declared

in B. c. 585 should lie waste for ever, the Thebans

availed themselves of this pretext to persuade the
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Amphictyons to impose a line upon the Phocians,

and upon their refusal to pay it, the Thebans fur-

ther induced the council to declare the Phocion

land forfeited to the god at Delphi. Thus threat-

ened by the Amphictyonic council, backed by the

whole power of Thebes, the Phocians were per-

suaded by Philomelas, one of their citizens, to

seize Delphi, and to make use of the treasures of

the temple for the purpose of carrying on the war.

They obtained possession of the temple in B. c. 357.

The war which ensued lasted 10 years, and was
carried on with various success on each side. The
Phocians were commanded first by Philomel us,

B. c. 357—353, afterwards by his brother Ono-
MARCHua, 353—352, then by Phayllus, the

brother of the 2 preceding, 352—351, and finally

by Phalabcus, the son of Onoraarchus, 351

—

346. The Phocians received some support from
Athens, but their chief dependence was upon their

mercenary troops,which the treasures of the Delphic
temple enabled them to hire. The Amphictyons
and the Thebans, finding at length that they wero
unable with their own resources to subdue the
Phocians, called in the assistance of Philip of

Macedon, who brought the war to a close in 346.
The conquerors inflicted the most signal punish-

ment upon the PliQcians, who were regarded ns
guilty of sacrilege. All their towns were razed to

the ground with the exception of Abae ; and the

inhabitants distributed in villages, containing not
more than 50 inhabitants. The 2 votes which they
had in the Amphictyonic council were taken away
and given to Philip.

Fhocra (<lKpa), a mountain of N. Africa, in

Mauretania Tingitana, apparently on the \V. bank
of the Mulucha, between the chains of the Great
and ^ittle Atlas.

Phocus (*wKO»). 1. Son of Ornytion of Co-
rinth, or according to others of Poseidon, is said to

have been the leader of a colony fi^m Corinth into

the territory of Titborca and Mt. Parnassus, which
derived from him the name of Phocis.» 2. Son
of Aeacus and the Nereid Psamathe, husband of

Asteria or Asterodia, and father of Panopeus and
Crissus. Ho was murdered by his half-brothers

Telamon and Peleus. [Peleus.] According to

some accounts the country of Phocis derived its

name from him.— 3. Son of Phocion. [Phocion.]
Fhooylldes (^ukv\1^7}s\ of Miletus, on Ionian

poet, contemporary with Thcognis, was bom u. c.

560. His poetry was chiefly gnomic ; and the few
fragments of it which we possess display that con-

tempt for birth and station, and that love for sub-

stantial enjoyment, which always marked the

Ionian character. These fragments, which are 1

8

in number, are included in all the chief collections

of the lyric and gnomic poets. Some of these col-

lections contain a didactic poem, in 217 hexame-

ters, entitled voiTjfM vovOtrtKdy, to which the

name of Phocylides is attached, but which is un-
doubtedly a forgery, made since the Christian era.

PhoeM (*oi€r}), 1. Daughter of Uranus and
Ge, became by Coens the mother of Asteria and
Leto (Latona).—2. A surname of Artemis (Diana)

in her capacity as the goddess of the moon (Luna),
the moon being regarded as the female Phoebus or
sun.—8. Daughter of Tyndareos and Leda, and a
sister of Clytaemnestra.—4. Daughter of Leucip-
pus, and sister of Hilaira, a priestess of Athena,
was carried off with her sister by ^he Dioscuri, aud
became by Pollux the mother of Mnesileos.
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nioobldas a Lacedaemonian, who,

in B. c. 382, was appointed to the command of the

troops destined to reinforce his brother Eudaraidas,

who had been sent against Olynthus. On his way
Phoebidas halted at Thebes, and treacherously

made himself master of the Cadmea. The Lace-

daemonians lined Phoebidas 100,000 drachmas,

but nevertheless kept possession of the Cadmea.

In 378 he was left by Agesilaus as harmost at

Thespiae, and was slain in battle by the Thebans.

Phoebus (oiffos), the Bright or Pare, occurs in

Homer as an epithet of Apollo, and is used to sig-

nify the brightness and purity of youth. At a

later time when Apollo became connected with

the Sun, the epithet Phoebus was also applied to

him as the Sun-god.

Phoenici (^oivIhtj : Phoenicia is only found in

a doubtful passage of Cicero
:

pi.

fern, ^olvia-a-a, Phoenix, Phoenices : also, the adj.

Punicus, though used specifically in connection

with Carthago, is etymologically equivalent to

by the well-known interchange of oi and w:

parts of the Pashalicks of Acre and Aleppo), a
country of Asia, on the coast of Syria, extending

from the river Eleutherus (Nahr el-Kebir) on the
;

N. to below Mt Carmel on the S., and bounded
|

on the E. by Coolesyria and Palestine. (Some-
|

times, though rarely, the name is extended to the
,

whole W. coast of Syria and Palestine). It was i

a mountainous strip of coast land, not more than 1 0 .

or 12 miles broad, hemmed in between the Medi-
terranean and the chain of Jjebanon, whose lateral

branches, running out into the sea in bold promon-
tories, divided the country into valleys, which are

well watered by rivers flowing down from Lebanon,

and are extremely fertile. Of these rivers, the

most important are, to one going from N. In S.,

the Eleutherus (Nahrd-Kebir)
;

the Sabbaticus

(_Arka) ;
the ^f'ver of Tripolis (Kadisha)

;
the

Adonis {Nahr~Ibrahim), S. of Byblus
;
the Lycus

(Nahr-el-Kelb) N. of Berytus
;
the Magoras {Nahr-

BeiriU), by Berytus
; the Tamyras {Nahr-el-Da~

mur), between Berytus and Sidon
;
the Leo, or

Bostrenus {Nahr-el-Atdy), N. of Sidon ;
the great

river (Litany and Kasimiyek) which flows from
Heliopolis S.S.W. through Coelo-Syria, and then,

turning W.wards, falls into the sea N. of Tyre,

and which some call, but without suflicient autho-

rity, the Leontes
; the Belus, or Pagida (Numan or

RaJiwin) by Ptolemais, and the Kishon (Kishon),

N. of Mt. Carmel. Of the promontories referred to,

omitting a number of less important ones, the chief

were, Theu-prosOpon (Rasesh-Shttkah), between
Tripolis and Byblus, Pr. Album (Ras-el-Abiad,

i. e. White Cape), S. of Tyre, and Mt. Carmel, be-

sides those occupied by the cities of Tripolis, Byb-
lus, Bery’tus, Sidon, Tyrus, and Ptolemais. This
conformation of the coast and the position of the

country rendered it admirably suited for the home
of great maritime states

;
and accordingly we find

the cities of Phoenicia at the head, both in time

and importance, of all the naval enterprise of the

ancient world. For the history of those great

cities, see Sidon, Tvrus, and the other articles

upon them. As to the country in general, there is

some difficulty about the origin of the in^bitants
and of their name. In the O. T. the name does

not occur ; the people seem to be included under
the general deri^tion of Canaanites, and they are

also named specifically after their several cities, as

the Sidonians, Giblitea (from Qebaj^e. Byblus),

PHOENICK
Sinites, Arkites, Arvadites, &c. The name
pIkti is first found in Greek writers, as eariy as

Homer, and is derived by some from the abundance
of palm trees in the country (<f>oivi^, the date-palm),

and by others from the purple-red ), which
was obtained from a fish on the coasts, and was a
celebrated article of Phoenician commerce ; be-

sides' the mythical derivation from Phoenix, the

brother of Cadmus. The people were of the Semi-

tic (Syro-Arabian ) race, and closely allied to the

Hebrews
; and they are said to have dwelt origin-

ally on the shores of the Erythraean sea. Their

language was a dialect of the Aramaic, closely re-

lated to the Hebrew and Syriac. Their written

characters were the same as the Samaritan or Old
Hebrew

; and from them the Greek alphabet, and
through it most of the alphabets of Europe, were

undoubtedly derived
;
hence they were regarded

by the Greeks as the inventors of letters. Other
inventions in the sciences and arts are ascribed to

them ; such as arithmetic, astronomy, navigation,

the maimfactnre of glass, and the coining of money.
That, at a very early time, they excelled in the

fine arts, is clear from the aid which Solomon re-

ceived from Hiram, king of Tyre, in the building

and the sculpturcid decorations of tho temple at

Jerusalem, and from the references in Homer to

Sidonian artists. Respecting Phoenician litera-

ture, we know of little beyond the celebrated work
of Sanchuniathon. In the sacred history of the

Israelitish conquest of Canaan, in that of the He-
brew monarchy, and in the earliest Greek poetry,

we find the Phoenicians already a great maritiino

people. Early formed into settled states, supplied

with abundance of timber from Lebanon, and

placed where the caravans from Arabia and the E.

came upon the Mediterranean, they carried over to

the coasts of this sea the products of those coun-

tries, as well as of their own, which was rich in

metals, and on the shores of which furnished the

materials of glass and the purple-fish already men-

tioned. Their voyages and their settlements ex-

tended beyond the Pillars of Hercules, to the W.
coasts of Africa and Spain, and even as far as our

own islands. [Britannia, p. 126, a.] Within the

Mediterranean they planted numerous colonics, on

its islands, on the coast of Spain, and especially on

the N. coast of Africa, the chief of which was

Carthago; they had also settlements on the

Euxine and in Asia Minor. In tho B. seas, we
have records of their voyages to Ophir, in connec-

tion with the navy of Solomon, and to the coasts

of Africa under the kings of Egypt. [Africa, p.

22, b.] They were successively subdued by the

Assyrian^), Babylonians, Persians, Macedonians,

and Romans ;
but neither these conquests, nor the

rivalry of Carthage, entirely ruined their com-

merce, which was still considerable at the Chris-

tian era ;
on the contrary, their ships formed the

fleet of Persia and the Syrian kings, and partly of

the Romans. [Sidon, Tyrus, &c.] Under the

Romans, Phoenice formed a part of the province of

Syria ; and, under the E. empire, it was erected,

with the addition of Coele-Syria, into the province

of Phoenice Libanesia or Libanensis.

Fho^oe (*oipIkh). 1> (FinSti), an important

commercial town on the coast of the Epirus in the

district Chaonia, A6 miles N.W. of Buthrotum, in

the midst.of a marshy couafry. It was strongly

fortified by Ju8tmian.«wSt A small island offGallia

Narbonensis, belonging to the Stoeebades.
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PlioeidoliUHL Hare (rh ^oipIkiop ir4\ctyos : 2t-

doytij ^d\curtra\ the part of the Mediterranean

which washes the coast of Phoenice.

Fhoenicfts (^omKovs: ^oiviKo^prios^^otviHo^^r-

(Ttos), 1. Also Phoenix (4oiVi|), a harbour on

the S. of Crete, visited by St. Paul during his voy-

age to Rome. (Acts, xxvii. 12.)—2. The harbour

of the city of Colone, in Messenia.—3. A sea-port

of the island of Cythera.— 4. (Cfutstneh or Egri

Liman ?), a harbour of Ionia, in Asia Minor, at the

foot of Mt. Mimas. —6. {Ddiktash^ Ru.), a flou-

rishing city in the S. of Lycia, on Mt. Olympus,

with a harbour below it. It is often called Olym-

pus. Having become, under the Romans, one of

the head-quarters of the pirates, who celebrated

here the festival and mysteries of Mithras, it was

destroyed by Servilius Isauricus,

Phoeniehsa. [Aeoliae Insulae.]

Phoenix (oiVti). 1. Son of Agenor by Agriope

or Telephassa, and brother of Europa, but Homer
makes him the father of Europa. Being sent by

his father in search of his sister, who was carried

off by Zeus, he settled in the country, which was

called after him Phoenicia.—2. Son of Amyntor
by Glcobule or Hippodamia, and king of the Do-

lopes, took part in the Calydonian hunt. His

father Amyntor neglected his legitimate wife, and

attached himself to a mistress ;
whereupon Cleobule

persuaded her son to seduce her rival. When
Amyntor discovered the crime, he cursed Phoenix,

who shortly afterwards fled to Pelcus. Peleus re-

ceived him kindly, made him the ruler of the coun-

try of the Dolopes, on the frontiers of Phthia, and

entrusted to him his son Achilles, whom he was to

educate. He afterwards accompanied Achilles on

his expedition against Troy. According to another

tradition, Phoenix did not dishonour his father’s

mistress, but she merely accused him of having

made improper overtures to her, in consequence of

which his father put out his eyes. But Peleus

took him to Chiron, who restored to him his sight.

Phoenix moreover is said to have called the son of

Achilles Neoptolemus, after Lycoraedes had called

him Pyrrhus, Neoptolemus was believed to have
Iniried Phoenix at E'ion in Macedonia or at Trachis

in Thessaly.— 3, A fabulous bird Phoenix, which,

according to a tale related to Herodotus (ii. 73) at

Heliopolis in Egypt, visited that place once in

every 500 years, on his father’s death, and buried

him in the sanctuary of Helios. For this purpose the

Pliocnix was believed to come from Arabia, and to

make an egg of myrrh as large as possible ; this

egg he then hollowed'out and put into it his fether,

closing it up carefully, and the egg was believed

then to be of exactly the same weight as,,before.

This bird was represented as resembling an eagle,

with feathers partly red and partly golden. It is

further related, that when his life drew to a close,

he built a nest for himself in Arabia, to which he
imparted the power of generation, so that after his

death a new phoenix rose out of it. As soon as

the latter was grown up, he, like his predecessor,

proceeded to Heliopolis in Egypt, and burned and
buried his father in the temple of Helios.— Accord-

ing to a story which has ^ined more corrency in

modem times, the Phoenix, when he arrived at a
very old age (some say 500 and others 1461 years),

committed himself to the flames.—Others, again,

state that only one Phoenix lived at a time, and
that when he died a worm crept forth fr<nn his

body, and was developed into a new Phoenix by
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the heat of the sun. His death, flirther, took place

in Egypt after a life of 7006 years. — Another
modiflcHtion of the same story relates, that when
the Phoenix arrived at the age of 500 years, he

built for himself a funeral pile, consisting of spices,

settled upon it, and died. Out of the decomposing
body he then rose again, and having grown up, Ite

wrapped the remains of his old body up in myrrh,
carried them to Heliopolis, and burnt them there.

Similar stories of marvellous birds occur in many
jxirts of the East, as in Persia, the legend of the

bird Simorg, and in India that of the bird Semendar.
Phoenix a small river in the S.E. of

Thessaly, flowing into the Asopus near Thermo-
pylae.

Phoenix. [Phoenicus, No. 1.]

Phoetiae or Phytia (•PoireTai, ^oirlat^ ^vrtOf

Thuc.), a town in Acamania on a hill, W. of

Stratus.

Pholegandros (*oX4yap5pos : Poli/Jeandro)^ an
island in the Aegaean sea, one of the smaller Cy-
clades. situated between Melos and Sicinos.

PhdlSfi (^o\6rj : Olono)^ a mountain forming
the bonndary between Arcadia and Elis

;
being a

S. continuation of Mt. Erymanthus, in which the
rivers SellCis and Ladon took their origin. It is

mentioned as one of the seats of the Centaurs.

[PlIOLUS.]

PhSlns (<>d\os), a Centaur, a son of Lileniis

and the nymph Melia. He was accidentally slain

by one of the poisoned arrows of Hercules. The
mountain, between Arcadia and Elis, where ho
vras buried, was called Pholoe after him. The
details of his story are given on p. 309, a,

Phorbantla. [Abqates.]
Phorbas {<P6p8as). 1. Son of Lapithes and

Orsinomc, and brother of Periphas. The Rhodians,
in pursuance of an oracle, are said to have invited

him into their island to deliver it from snakes, and
afterwards to liave honoured him with heroic wor-
ship. From this circumstance he was called Ophi-
uchus, and is said by some to have been placed

among the stars. According to another tradition,

Phorbas went from Thessaly to Olcnos, where
Alcetor, king of Elis, made use of his assistance

against Pelops, and shared his kingdom with him.
Phorbas then gave his daughter Diogenia in mar-
riage to Alector, and he himself married Ilyrmine,

a sister of Alector, by whom be became the father

ofAugeas and Actor. He is also described as a bold

boxer, and is said to have plundered the temple of

Delphi along with the Phlegyae, but to have been
defeated by Apollo.

Phorcldes, Pharej^des, or Phorcynldea, that

is, the daughters of Phorcus and Ceto, or the

Gorgons and Graeae. [Gorgonbs and Graeab.]
Phorcus, Phoreys, or Phorcyn (^dpxor, *6p~

Kvs, ^6pKw). 1. A sea-deity, is described by
Homer as “ the old man of the sea,” to whom a
harbour in Ithaca was dedicated, and is called the

father of the nymph Thoosa. Later writers call

him a son of Pontus and Ge, and a brother of

Thaumas, Nereus, Eurybia, and Ceto. By his

sister Ceto he became the father of the Graeae and
Goigones, the Hesperian dragon, and the Hespe-
rides

;
and by Hecate or Cratais, he was the father

of Scylla.— 2. Son of Phaenops, commander of

the Phrygians of Ascania, assisted Priam in the

Trojan war, but was slain by Ajax.

Phomflfte (4op/uf«v). 1 A celebrated Athe-
nian general, the son of Asopius. He distii^ished
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himself particularly in the command of an Athe-

nian fleet iji the Corinthian gulf, where with far

inferior forces he gained some brilliant victories

over the Peloponnesian fleet in B. C. 429. In the

ensuing winter he landed on the coast of Acama- '

nia, and advanced into the interior, where he also

gained some successes. He was a man of remark-

ably temperate habits, and a strict disciplinarian.-*

2. *A peripatetic philosopher of Ephesus, of whom
is told the story that he discoursed for several

iiours before Hannibal on the military art and the

duties of a general. When his admiring auditory

asked Hannibal what he thought of him, the latter

replied, that of all the old blockheads whom he
had seen, none could match Phonuion.

Phormis or Phormui <^6ptios), a native

of Maenalus in Arcadia, removed to Sicily, where
he became intimate with Oelon, whose children he

educated. He distinguished himself as a soldier,

both under Gelon and Hieron his brother. In

gratitude for his martial successes, he dedicated

gifts to Zeus at Olympia, and to Apollo at Delphi.

He is associated by Aristotle with Epicharmus, as

one of the originators of comedy, or of a particular

form of it.

Ph^nens son of Inachus and the

Occanid Melia or Archia, was a brother of Aegia-

leus and the ruler of Argos. He was married to

the nymph Laodice, by whom he became the

lather of Niobe, Apis, and Car. According to other

writers his sons were Pelasgus, lasus, and Agenor,

who, after their father's death, divided the king-

dom of Argos among themselves. Phoroneus is

said to have been the first who offered sacrifices

to Hera at Argos, and to have united the people,

who until then had lived in scattered habitations,

into a city which was called after him 4otu ^opu-

pik6p. The patronymic Phoronides is sometimes

used for Armves in general, and especially to de-

signate Am^ioraus and Adrastus.

Fhordnla (^opuvU), a surname of lo, being

according to some a descendant, and according to

others a sister of Phoroneus.

FhStius (Wtios), patriarch of Constantinople

in the 9th century, played a distinguished part in

the political and religious history of his age. After

holding various high offices in the Byzantine court,

he was, although previously a layman, elected

patriarch of Constantinople in A. D. 858, in place

of Ignatius, who had been deposed by Bardas,

who was all-pow'erful at the court of his nephew
Michael III., then a minor. The patriarchate of

Photius was a stormy one, and full of vicissitudes.

The cause of Ignatius was espoused by the Komish
church ; and Photius thus became one of the great

promoters of the schism between the Eastern and

Western Churches. In 867 Photius was himself

deposed by the emperor Basil I., and I^atius was
restored; but on the death of Ignatius in 877,
Photius, who had meantime gained the favour of

Basil, was again elevated to the patriarchate. On
the death of Basil in 886, Photius was accused

of a conspiracy against the life of the new emperor

Leo VI., and was banished to a monastery in

Armenia, whore he seems to have remained till

his death. Photius was one of tho .most learned

men of his time, and in the midst of a busy life

found time for the composition of numerous works,

several of which have come down to us. Of these

the most important is entitled Myrkbiblxon seu

JSibliot/teca {Mupi68t€Koy % BiSKtod^Kri), It may
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be described as an extensive review of ancient

Greek literature by a scholar of immense erudition

and sound judgment. It is an extraordinary monu-
ment of literary energy, for it was written while
the author was engaged in an embassy to Assyria,

at the request of Photius’ brother Tarasius, who
desired an account of the books which Photius had
read in his absence. It contains the analyses of
or extracts from 280 volumes

;
and many valuable

works are only known to us from the account which
Photius has given of them. The best edition of
this work is by Bekker, Berlin, 1 824— 1 825. Pho-
tius was also the author of a Nomocanon^ and of a
Lexicon or Glossary, which has reached us in a very
imperfect state. It was first published by Her-
mann, Lips. 1808, and subsequently at London,
1822, from the papers of Person. Photius like-

wise wrote many theologic.nl works, some of which
have been published, and others still remain in MS.

Phra&ta (rd ^pdara^ and other forms), a great

city of Media Atropatene, the winter residence of

the Parthian kings, especially as a refuge in time
of war, lay 8.E. of Gaza, near the river Amardus.
The mountain fortress of Vera (Ouepa), which was
besieged by Antony, was probably the same place.

Phraatices, king of Parthia. [AksacbsXVL]
Plira&tes, the name of 4 kings of Parthia.

[Arsacbs, V. VII. XII. XV.]
Phranza or Phranzes (^pavrCfj or ^patn-^ijs),

the last and one of the most important Byzantine
historians, was frequently employed on important

public business by Constantine XIII., the last

emperor of Constantinople. On the capture of

Constantinople by the Turks, in 1453, Phranza
was reduced to slavery, but succeeded in making
his escape. He subsequently retired to a monas-
tery, where he wrote his Chronicon, This work
extends from 1259 to 1477, and is the most valu-

able authority for the history of the author’s time,

especially for the capture of Constantinople. It is

edited by Alter, Vienna, 1796, and by Bekker,
Bonn, 1838.

Fhraortes (^pa6priis% 2nd king of Media, and
son of Deioce8,„whom he succeeded, reigned from
B.C. 656 to 634. He first conquered the Persians,

and then subdued the greater part of Asia, but was
at length defeated and killed while laying siege to

Ninus (Nineveh )| the capital of the Assyrian em-
pire. He was succeeded by his son Cyaxarcs.

FhrXcliun (^plxiov), a mountain in the E. of

Locris near Thermopylae.

Phriednis. [Cyme: Larissa, II. 2.J

Phzixa (^p^Uj 4>p/{ai, 0pl^at : Paleo/anaro)^ a
town of Elis in Triphylia on the borders of Pisatis,

was si^ated upon a steep hill on the river Alpheus,

and was 30 st^ia from Olympia. It was founded

by the Minyae, and is said to have derived its

name from Phrixus.

PhrixUB (pl^oy), son of Athamas and Nephele,

and brother of Helle. In consequence of the in-

trigues of his stepmother, Ino, he was to be sacri-

fice to Zeus
;
but Nephele rescued her 2 children,

who rode away through the air upon tho ram with

the 'golden fleece, the gift of Hermes. Between
Sigeum and the Chersonesus, Helle fell into the

sea which was called after her the Hellespont

;

but Phrixus arrived in safety in Colchis, the king-

dom of Aeetes, who gave him his daughter Chal-

ciope in marriage. Phrixus sacrificed the ram
which Md carried him, to Zeus Phyxius or La-

phystius, and gave its fleece to Aeetes, who fast-
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ened it to an oak tree in the grove of Ares. This

fleece was afterwards carried away by Jason and

the Argonauts. [Jason.] By Chalciope Phrixus

became the father of Argus, Melas, Phrontis, Cy-

tisorus, and Presbon. Phrixus either died of old

age in the kingdom of Aeetes, or was killed by
Aeetcs in consequence of an oracle, or returned to

OrchomenuB, in the country of the Minyans.

PhrizuB a river in Argolis, which

flows into the ArgoUc gulf between Temenium and

Lerna.

Phrygia Mater, a name frequently given to

Oybele, because she was especially worshipped in

Phrygia.

Pb^gla (^pvyla: pi. IfpvytSt Phiyx,
Phryges), a country of Asia Minor, which was of

very different extent at different periods. Accord-

ing to the division of the provinces under the Ho-
man empire, Phrygia formed the E. part of the

province of Asia, and was bounded on the W. by
Mysia, Lydia, and Caria, on the S. by Lycia and
Pisidia, on the E. by Lycaonia (which is often

reckoned ns n part of Phrygia) and Galatia (which

formerly belonged to Phrygia), and on the N. by
Bithynia. With reference to its physical geogra-

phy, it formed the W. part (as Cappadocia did the

E.) of the great centml table-land of Asia Minor,

fiupported by the chains of Olympus on the N.
and Taurus on the S., and breaking on the W.
into the ridges which separate the great valleys of

the JlKniuirs, the Maeandea, &c., and which form

the lieadlands of the W. coast. This table-land

itself was intersected by mountain-chains, and
watered by the upper courses and tributaries of the

rivers just mentioned in its W. part, and in its

N. part by those of the Hhyndacus and Sanoa-
111 us. These parts of the country Avere very fer-

tile, especially in the valley of the Sangarius, but

in the k and K. the streams which descend from

Taurus lose themselves in extensive salt marshes

and salt l.akes, some of which are still famous, as

in ancient times, fur their manufactures of salt.

The PhrA'gians were a distinct and remarkable
people, whoso origin is one of ^he most difficult

prol)lenis of antiquity. They claimed a very high

antiquity
;
and according to tho amusing account

given by Herodotus of the absurd experiment of

Psammetichus, king of Egypt, on the first sponta-

neous speech of cliildreii, they ivcro thought to

liave been proved the most ancient of people. Else-

where, Herodotus mentions a Macedonian tradi-

tion, that the Phryges formerly dwelt in Mace-
donia, under the name of Brige.s

;
and later writers

add, that they passed over into Asia Minor 100
years after the Trojan war. They are,,however,

mentioned by Homer as already settled on tho

banks of the Sangarius, where later writers tell

113 of the powerful Phrygian kingdom of GoRDlUS
and Midas. Although any near approach to cer-

tainty is hopeless, it would seem that they were a
branch of the great Thracian family, settled, in

times of unknown antiquity, in the N.W. of Asia

Minor, as far as the shores of the Hellespont and

Propontis, and perhaps of the Eiixine, and fhat the

successive migrations of other Thracian peoples, as

the Thyni, Bithyni, Mysians, and Teucrians, drove

them further inland, till, from this cause, and per-

haps too by the conquests of the Phrygian kings

in the opposite direction, they reached the Halys

on the £. and the Taurus on the & They were not,

however, entirely displaced by the Mysians and Teu-
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crians from the country between the shores of the
Hellespont and Propontis and Mts. Ida and Olym-
pus, where they continued side by side with the

Greek colonies, and where their name was preserved

in that of the district under all subsequent changes,

namely Phxygia Minor or Phrygia HelleopontiM.
The kingdom of Phrygia was conquered by Croe-

sus, and formed part of the Persian,' Macedonian,

and Syro-Grecian empires
;
but, under the last,

the N.E. part, adjacent to Paphlagonia and the

Halys, w'as conquered by the Gauls, and formed
the W. part of Galatia ; and a part W. of this,

containing the richest portion of the country, about

the Sangarius, was subjected by the kings of Bithy-
nia: this last portion was the object of a contest

between the kings of Bithynia and Pergamus, but
at last, by the decision of the Romans, it was
added, under the name of Phrygia Epictetus (.
Mktvtos^ i. e. the acquired Phrt/pia)^ to the king-

dom of Pergamus, to which the whole of Phrygia
was assigned by the Romans, after the overthrow
of Antiocliiis the Great in B.c. ISO. With the
rest of the kingdom of Pergamus, Phrygia passed

to the Romans by the tesminent of Attains III.,

and thus became a part of the province of Asia,

B. c. 1 30. As to the distinctive names : the in-

land district usually understood by tho name of
Phrygia, when it occurs alone, was also called

Great Phrygia or Phrygia Proper, in contradis-

tinction to tlie Lesser Phrygia or Phrygia on the
Hellespont

;
and of this Great or Proper Phrygia,

the N. part was called, as just stated, Phrygia
Epictetus, and the S. part, adjacent to the Taurus,
was called, from its pohition, Phrygia Parorios

(*. vap6pm). At the division of the provinces in

the 4th century, the last mentioned part, also

called Phrygia Pisidicus, was assigned to Pisidia
;

and the S.W. portion, about the Maeander, to

Caria : and the remainder was divided into Phrygia
Salutaris, on the E., with Synnad/Pfor its capital,

and Phrygia Pacatiana ojj the W., extending N.
and S. from Bithynia to Painpliylia. — Phrygia
was rich in products of every kind. Its moun-
tains furnislied gold and marble

;
its valleys oil and

wine
; the less fertile hills in tho W. afforded pas-

ture for sheep, wliose wool was highly celebrated
;

and even the marshes of tho S.E. furnished abun-
dance of salt.— In connection with the early in-

tellectual culture of Greece, Phrygia is highly

important. The earliest Greek music, especially

that of the flute, was borrowed in part, through

the Asiatic colonies, from Phrygia, and one of the

three musical inodes was called the Phrygian.

With this country also were closely associated the

orgies of Dionysus, aud of Cybele, the Mother of

the Gods, the Phrygia Mater of the Roman poets.

After the Persian conquest, liowever, the Phry-
gians seem to have lost all intellectual activity, and
they became proverbial among the Greeks and lio-

mans for submissiveness and stupidity.— It should

be observed that the Roman poets constantly use

the epithet Phiygian as equivalent to Trojan.

Phryna (^pvvii), one of the most celebrated

Athenian faetairae, was a native of Thespiac in

Boeotia. Her beauty procured for her so much
wealth that she is said to ha've offered to rebuild

the walls of Thebes, after they had been destroyed

by Alexander, if she might be allowed to put up
this inscription on the walls :

— ^ Alexander de-

stroyed them, but Phryne, the .hetaira, rebuilt

them.'* She had among her admirers many of the
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most celebrated men of the age of Philip and

Alexander, and the beauty of her form gave rise

to some of the greatest works of art. The most

celebrated picture of Apelles, bis ** Venus Ana-

dyomene’* [Apxllba], is said to have been a

representation of Phryne, who, at a public festival

at Eleusis, entered the sea with dishevelled hair.

The celebrated Cnidian Venus of Praxiteles, who
was one of her lovers, was taken from her.

PhT3mlollUB (^pOyixos). 1. An Athenian, and
one of the early tragic poets, is said to have been

the disciple of Thespis. He gained diis first tragic

victory in B.C. 611, 24 years after Thespis (5H6),

12 years after Choerilus (523), and 12 years before

Aeschylus (499) ;
and his last in 476, on which oc-

casion Themistocles was his cAoroffus, and recorded

the event by an inscription. Phrynichus probably

went, like other poets of the age, to the court of

Hiero, and there died. In all the accounts of the

rise and development of tragedy, the chief place

after Thespis is assigned to Phrynichus ; and the

improvements which he introduced in the internal

poetical character of the drama, entitle him to be

considered as the real inventor of tragedy. For
the light, ludicrous. Bacchanalian stories of Thes-

pis, he substituted regular and serious subjects,

taken either from the heroic age, or the heroic

deeds which illustrated the history of his own
time. In these he aimed, not so much to amuse
the audience as to move their passions ; and so

powerful was the efi'ect of his tragedy on the cap-

ture of Miletus, that the audience burst into tears,

and fined the poet J 000 drachmae, because he had
exhibited the sufibrings of a kindred people, and
even passed a law that no one should ever again

make use of that drama. To the light mimetic

chorus of Thespis he added the sublime music of

dithyrambic choruses. Aristophanes more than

once contrasts these ancient and beautiful melodies

with the involved refinements of later poets.

Phrynichus was the first poet who introduced

masks, representing female persons in the drama.

He also paid particular attention to the dances of

the chorus. In the drama of Phrynichus, how-
ever, the chorus still retained the principal place,

and it was reserved for Aeschylus and Sophocles

to bring the dialogue and action into their due

position.*— 2. A distinguished comic poet of the Old
Comedy, was a contemporary of Eupolis, and flou-

rished B.C. 429.-3. A Gieek sophist and gram-

marian, described by some as an Arabian, and by
others as a Bithynian, lived under M. Aurelius

and Commodus. His great work was entitled

SopurriK^ IlapaffKfv^ in 37 books, of which we
still possess a fragment, published by Bckker, in

his Aneodota Gfraeea^ Berol. 1814, vol. i. He also

wrote a Lexicon of Attic words prifi^rotv

Kol SyofjLdrtav *Attikuv)^ which is extant : the best

edition is by Lobeck, Lips. 1830.

Fhrynnu or Phrysif a

celebrated dithyrambic poet, of tho time of the

Peloponnesian war, was a native of Mytilene, but

flourished at Athets. His innovations, effemi-

nacies, 1^ frigidnesi, are repeatedly attacked by
the comic poets. Among the innovations which
be is said to have made, was the addition of 2
strings to the heptachord. He was the first who
filmed the vielary in the musical contests esta-

blished by Parlies, in connection with the Pana-

thenaic Mival, probably in b. c. 445.

Phthlft. [PUTHIOTIS.]

PHYLAS.
PhthlStis a district in the

6.E. of Thessaly, bounded on the S. by the Ma-
liac gulf, and on the E. by the Pagasaeaii gulf^ and
inhabited by Achaeans. [Thksbalia.] Home):
calls it PhtUa (fill?), and mentions a city of the
same name, which was celebrated as tlie residence

of Achilles. Hence the poets call Achilles FMhius
hero^ and his father Peleus FhtIUus rex.

Phthlra (rd ^0/pa, ^Bfipuv 6pos)j a mountain
of Cana, forming a part or a branch of Latmus, in-

habited by a people called 4»0ip«s.

Phthir&phagi {^deip6<l>ayoi, i. e. eaters of lice),

a Scythian people near the Caucasus, or, according

to some, beyond the river Rha, in Sarmatia Asia-
tica.

Phya. [PlSISTRATUB.]
Phyofls (*ukoDs : Ras-Siyin or Ras-el~Kazat), a

promontory on the coast of Cyrenaica, a little W.
of A{)ollonia and N.W. of Gyrene. It is the N.-
most headland of Libya E. of the Lesser Syrtis,

and the nearest point of this coast to that of

Europe, the distance from Phycus to Taenanmi,
the S. promontory of Peloponnesus, being 208
miles. There was a small town of the same name
on the headland.

Phyl&oe (uAd/fT?). 1. A small town of Thes-
saly in Phthiotis, S.E. of Eretria, and E. of Enipeus,
on the N. slope of Mt. Othrys. It was the birth-

place of Protesilaus.— 2. A town of Epirus in

Molossia. —8. A town in Arcadia near the sources

of the Alpheus, on the frontiers of Tegea and
Laconia.

Phyl&cus (#wAaicos), son of Deion and Dio-
mede, and husband of Periclymene or Clymene,
the daughter of Minyas, by whom he became the

father of Iphiclus and Alcimede. He was believed

to be the founder of the town of Phylace, in Thes-
saly. Either from his name or that of the town,
his descendants, Phylacus, Iphiclus, and Prote-

silaus, are called Phjflacidae.

Fhylarchus (oAapxos). a Greek historical

writer, and a contemporary of Aratus, was probably

a native of Naucratis in Egypt, but spent the

greater part of hi,s life at Athens. His great work
was a history in 28 books, which embraced a
period of 52 years, from the expedition of Pyrrhus
into Peloponnesus, B. c. 272, to the death of Cleo-

menes, 220. Phylarchus is vehemently attacked

by Polybius, who charges him with falsifying

history through his partiality to Cleomenes, and
his hatred against Aratus and the Achaeans. Tlie

accusation is probably not unfounded, but it might

be retorted with equd justice upon Polybius, who
has fallen into the opposite error of exaggerating

the merits of Aratus and his party, and depre-

ciating dieomenes. The style of Phylarchus ap-

pears to have been too oratorical and declamatory;

but it was at the same time lively and attractive.

The fragments of Phylarchus have been collected

by Lucht, Lips. 1836; by Brtickner, Vratisl. 1838;
and by MUller, Fnigm. Jlistor. Grace. Paris, 1840.

Phjlas (iiAaj). L King of the Dryopes, was
attacked and slain by Hercules, because he had
violate the sanctuary of Delphi. By bis daughter

Midea, Hercules became the flither of Antiochus.

—2. Son of Antiochus, and grwdson of Hercules

and Midea, was married to Deiphile, by whom be

had 2 eons, Hippotas and Tnero.— 8. King ot

Ephyra in Thesivotia, and the father of^Polymele

and Astyoche, by the latter of whom' Hercules

was the father of Tlepolemus,
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Fh^le ^vKdtrios: FUi)^ a dcmus iii

Attica, and a strongly fortified place, belonging to

the tribe Oeneis, was situated on the coniines of

Boeotia, and on the S.W. slope of Mt. Fames. It

is memorable as the place which Thrasybulus and

the Athenian patriots seized, soon after the end of

the Peloponnesian war, b. c. 404, and from which

they directed their operations against the 30 Ty-
rants at Athens.

Fbyleus (<^uA6^s), son of Angeas, was expelled

by his father from Ephyra, because he gave evi-

dence in favour of Hercules. [See p. 309, a.]

Ho then emigrated to Dulichium. By Ctimene or

Timandra he became the father of Meges, who is

hence called Phylldes.

Fhyllii. [Demophon, No. 2.]

Phyllis (^uAA(s), a district in Thrace S. of the

Stryraon, near Mt. Panc^eus.

Fhyllas (4*y\Xoj : PeArino\ a town of Thes-

saly in the district Thessaliotis, N. of Metropolis.

iPhysca (^uo-aa), a town of Macedonia in the

district Eordaea.

Fhysoon. [Ptolemaus.]
Fhyscus 1. A city of the Ozolian

Locrians in N. Greece.— 2. (PaitcJishin), a town

on the S. coast of Caria, in the Rhodian territory,

with an excellent harbour, which was used as the

port of Mylasa, and was the landing-place for tra-

vellers coming from Rhodes.— 3.(OdorMcA), an E.

tributarj' of the Tigris in Lower Assyria. The
town of Opis stood at its junction with the Tigris.

Phytaanm (tJraioj/ ; iuraroy), a town in Aeto-

lia, S.E. of Thermum, on the lake Trichonis.

Piogni. [PrcBNUM.]
Fioentes. [Picenum.]
Picentia (Picentinus : Vicenza\ a town in the

S. of Campania at the head of the Sinus Paesta-

nns, and between Salemum and the frontiers of

Lucania, the inhabitants of which were compelled

by the Romans, in consequence of their revolt to

TTaiinibal, to abandon their town and live in the

neighbouring villages. Between the town and the

frontiers of Lucania, there was an ancient temple

of the Argive Juno, said to have been founded by
Jason, the Argonaut.—The name*of Picentini was
not confined to the inhabitants of Picentia, but was
given to the inhabitants of the whole coast of the

Sinus Paestanus, from the promontory of Minerva
to the river Silarus. They were a portion of the

Sabine Picentes, who were transplanted by the

Romans to this part of Campania after the conquest

of Picenum, b. c. 268, at which time they founded

the town of Picentia.

Fioentdni. [Picentia.]

Fioenixm (Picentes sing. P'cens, more rarely

Picentini and Piceni), a country in centild Italy,

was a narrow strip of land along the N. coast of

the Adriatic, and was bounded on the N. by Um-
bria, from which it was separated by the river

Acsis, on the W. by Umbria and the territory of

the Sabines, and on the S. by the territory of the

Marsi and Vestini, from which it was separated by
a range of hills and by the river Matrinus. It is

said to have derived its name from the bird«;)tcu«,

which directed the Sabine immigrants into the

land, or from a mythical leader Piens : some mo-
dern writers connect the name with the Greek
wciixi;, a pme-tree, on account of the pine-tfees

growing in the country on the slopes of the Apen-

nines
; bnt none of these etymologies can be re-

ceivedL Picenum formed the 5th region in the
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division of Italy made by Augustas. The country

was traversed by a number of hills of moderate

height, eastern offshoots of the Apennines, and
was drained by several small rivers Bowing into the

Adriatic through the valleys between these hills.

The country was upon the whole fertile, and wag
especially celebrated for its apples ; but the chief

employment of the inhabitants was the feeding of

cattle and swine.— The Picentes, as already re-

marked, were Sabine immigrants ; but the popu-
lation of the country appears to have been of a
mixed natur^ The Umbrians were in possession

of the land, when it was conquered by the Sabine
Picentes, and some of the ITmbrian population be-

came intermingled with their Sabine conquerors.

In addition to this the S. part of the country was
for a time in possession of the Liburnians, and
Ancona was occupied by Greeks from Syracuse.
In B. c. 299 the Picentes made a treaty with the
Romans ; but having revolted in 269, they were
defeated by the consul Sempronius Sophus In the
following year, and were obliged to submit to the
Roman supremacy. A portion of the people was
transplanted to the coast of the Sinus Paestanus,
where they founded the town Picentia. [Picxs-
TiA.] Two or three years afterwards the Romans
sent colonies to Firmum and Castrum Novum in
Picenum, in order to secure their newly conquered
possession. The Picentes fought with the other

Socii against Rome in the Social or Marsic war
(90—89), and received the Roman irauchise at

the close of it.

Ficti, a people inhabiting the northern part of
Britain, appear to have been either a tribe of the
Caledonians, or the same people as the Caledo-
nians, though under another name. They were
called Picti by the Romans from their practice of

painting their bodies. They are first mentioned by
the rhetorician Kumenius m an oration addressed
to Constantius Chlorus, a. d. 296 fBond after this

time their name frequently occurs in the Roman
writers, and often in connection with that of the

Scoti. In the next century we find them divided
into 2 tribes, the Dicaledonae or Dicaledones, and
the Vecturiones or Vccturones. At a still later

period their principal seat was in the N.E. of

Scotland.

Fictfines, subsequently Fict&vi, a powerful
people on the coast of Gallia Aquitanica, whose
territory extended N. as far as the Liger (XotVe),

and E. probably as fer as the river Ontuse. Their
chief town was Limonum, subsequently Pictavi

(PotiuTs).

Fiotor, Fabkii. L C., painted the temple of

SaluB, which the dictator C. Junius Brutus Bubul-
ens contracted for in his censorship, b. c. 307, and
dedicated in his dictatorship, 302. This painting,

which must have been on the walls of the temple,

was probably a representation of the battle which
Bubulos had gained against the Samnites. This
is the earliest Roman painting of which we have
any record. It was preserved till the reign of

Claudius, when the temple was destroyed by fire.

In consequence of this painting C. Fabius received

the surname of Pictor, which was borne by his

descendants.— 2. C., son of No. 1, consul 269.—
8. H., (L e: Numerius), also son of No. 1, consul,

266.-4. Q., son of No. 2, was the most ancient

writer of Roman history in prose. He served in

the Gallic war, 225, and also in the 2nd Punic
war. His hist^, which was writisn in Greek, be-
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gan with the arrival of Aeneat in Italy, and came

down to his own time. Hence, Polybius speaks of

him as one of the historians of the 2nd Punic war.

—5. Q., praetor 189, and flamen Quirinalis. i-* 6.

Ser., is said by Cicero to have been well skilled in

law, literature^ and antiquity. He lived about

B. c. 150. He appears to be the same as the

Fabius Pictor who wrote a work De Jure Ponti-

in several books. He probably wrote Annals

likewise in the Latin language, since Cicero (de

Orat ii. 12) speaks of a Latin annalist, Pictor,

whom he places after Cato, but .before Piso;

which corresponds with the time at which Ser.

Pictor lived, but could not apply to Q. Pictor,

who lived in the time of the 2nd Punic war.

Ficunmiis and PUnmnni, 2 Roman divinities,

were regarded as 2 brothers, and as the beneficent

gods of matrimony in the rustic religion of the an-

cient Romans. A couch was prepared for them in

the house in which there was a newly-bom child.

PilumnuB was believed to ward off all sufferings

from the infant with his pilum^ with which he

taught to pound the grain
;
and Picumnus, who,

under the name of Sterquillnius, was believed to

have discovered the use of manure for the fields,

conferred upon the infant strength and prosperity.

Hence both were also looked upon as the gods of

good deeds, and were identified with Castor and
Pollux. When Danae landed in Italy, Picumnus
is said to have built with her the town of Ardea,

and to have become by her the father of Daunus.
Ficus (Ilticos), a Latin prophetic divinity, is

described as a son of Saturnus or Stcrculus, as the

husband of Cunens, and the father of Faunas, In

some traditions ho was called the first king of

Italy. He was a famous soothsayer and augur, and

us he made use in his prophetic art of a picus (a

wood-pecker), he himself was also culled Picas. He
was represented in a rude and primitive manner as

n wooden pillocr.with a wood-pecker on the top of

it, but afterwards as n young man with a wood-

pecker on his head. The whole legend of Picus is

founded on the notion that the wood-pecker is a

prophetic bird, sacred to Mars. Pomona, it is said,

was beloved by liim, and when Circe’s love for

him was not requited, she changed him into a wood-

pecker, who, however, retained the prophetic

powers which he had formerly possessed as a man.

PISrIa (Ilispi'a ; nfepcs). 1 A narrow slip of

country on^tho S.E, coast of Macedonia, extending

from the mouth of the Peneus in Thessaly to the

llaliacmon, and bounded on the W. by Mt. Olym-
pus mid its offshoots. A portion of these mountains

was called by tlie ancient writers Pierns, or the

Pierian mountain. The inhabitants of this country,

the Pieres, were a Thracian people, and are cele-

brated in the early history of Greek poetry and
music, since their country was one of the earliest

seats of the worship of the Muses, and Orpheus is

said to have been buried there. After the esta-

blishment of the Macedonian kingdom in Emathia
in the 7th century b. c. Pieria was conquered by
tbe Macedonians, and the inhabitants were driven

out of the cdnntiy.—> 3. A district in Macedonia
E. of the Strymon near Mt Pangaeum, where the

Pierians settled, who had been driven out of their

original abodes by the Macedonians, « as already

related. They possessed in this district the forti-

fied towns of Phagres and Pargamus.—*8. A dis-

trict on the N. coast of Syria, so called from the

mountain Pieria* a branch of the Amanuii a name

PINARIA.

given to it by the Macedonians after their con-

quest of the East. In this district was the city of

Selcucia, ^hich is distinguished from other cities

of tlm same name, as Seleucia in Pieria.

HSrldes (IlicpfSer). 1. A surname of tbe

Muses, which they derived from Pieria, near Mt.
Olympus, where they were first worshipped among
the Thracians. Some derived the name from an
ancient king Pierus, who is said to have emigrated

from Thrace into Boeotia, and to have established

their worship at Thespiae. Pieris also occurs in

the singular.— 2. The nine daughters of Pierus,

king of Emathia (Macedonia), whom he begot by
Euippe or Antiope, and to whom he gave the names
of the 9 Muses. They afterwards entered into a
contest with the Muses, and, being conquered, they

were metamorphosed into birds called Colymbns,
lyngx, Cenchris, Cissa, Chloris, Acalanthi8, *Ne8sa,

Pipo, and Dracontis.

PidruB (nfspor). 1. Mythological. [Pirrides.}— 2. A mountain. [Pikbia, No. I.]

Fietas, a personification of fiiithful attachment,

love, and veneration among the Romans. At first

she had only a small sanctuary at Rome, but in

B.C. 191 a larger one was built. She is repre-

sented on Roman coins, as a matron throwing in-

cense upon an altar, and her attributes arc a stork

and children. She is sometimes represented :is a

female figure offering her breast to an aged parent.

PiStaB Jolla. [PoLA.]
Pigres (niypvs)t of Halicarnassus, either tlie

brother or the son of the celebrated Artemi^ja,

queen of Caria. He is said to have been the ;m-

thor of the Margites, and the Batrachomyomachia.
Pilla, the wife of T. Pomponius Attietts, to

whom she was married on the 12th of February,

B. c. 56. In the summer of the following yi-ar,

she bore her husband a daughter^ wlto subsequently

married Vipsanius Agrippa,

PiloroB (ni\a>p(»s), 5. town of Macedonia in

Chalcidice, at the head of the Singitic gulf.

PHumnuB. [ Picumnus. J

PimplSa (niju7r\fia)^ a town in the Macedonian
province of Pieria, sacred to the Muses, who were
hence ciUled Pini'pleides. Horace {Carm. i. 'JG. 9)
uses the form Pimplea in the singular, and not

Pimpleis.

Pin&ra (rdlliVapa: niraps^r: Pinara or Mi-
nara, Ru.), an inland city of Lycia, some distiinco

W. of the river Xanthus, at the foot of Mt. Cragus.

Here Pandarns was worshipped as a hero.

Pm&rla Oe&B, one of the most ancient patrician

gentes at Rome, traced its origin to a time long

previous to the foundation of the city. The legend

related that when Hercules came into Italy he \\ as

hospitably received on the spot, where Rome was
afterwards built, by the Potitii and the Pinai-ii,

two of the most di8tinguishe4 families in the coun-

try. The hero, in return, taught them the way in

which he was to be worshipped
;
but as the Pi-

narii were not at hand when the sacrificial banquet

was ready, and did not come till the entrails of the

victim were eaten, Hercules, in anger, determined

that t]70 Pinarii should in all future time be ex-

cluded from partaking of the entrails of the vic-

tims, and that in all matters relating to his worship

they should be inferior to the Potitii. These two

families continued to be the hereditary priests of

Hercules till the censorship of App. Claudius (b. c.

312), who purchased from the Potitii tbe know-

ledge of the sacred rites, and entrusted them to
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public slaves ;
whereat the god was so an^, that

the whole Potitia gens, containing 12 families and

30 grown up men, perished within a year, or

according to other accounts within 30 days, and

Appius himself became blind. The Pinarii did

not share in the guilt of communicating the sacred

knowledge, and therefore did not receive the same
punishment as the Potitii, but continued in exist-

ence to the latest times. It appears that the wor-

ship of Hercules by the Potitii and Pinarii was a
sacrum gaOilUium belonging to these gentes, and

that in the time of App. Claadius these sacra pri-

vata were made sacra pvMiea, The Pinarii were

divided into the families of Mamerdnus^ Naita,

Posca, RuscCf and Scarpus^ but none of them ob-

tained sufficient importance to require a separate

notice.

Flnl>rlui, L., the great-nephew of the dictator

C. Julius Caesar, being the grandson of Julia,

Caesar's eldest sister. In the will of the dictator,

Pinarius was named one of his heirs along with

his two other great-nephews, C. Octavius and L.

Pinarius, Octavius obtaining three-fourths of the

property, and the remaining fourth being divided

between Pinarius and Pedius.

PlnSuM (IltVapos), a river of Cilicia, rising in

M. Amanus, and falling into the gulf of Issus near

Issus, between the mouth of the Pyramus and the

Syrian frontier.

Pind&rus (Illi^Sapas), the greatest lyric poet of

Greece, was born either at Thebes or at Cynosce-

phalae, a village in the territory of Thebes, about

B. c. 522, His family was one of the noblest In

Thebes, and seems also to have been celebrated for

its skill in music. The father or uncle of Pindar

was a iluto-player, and Pindar at an early age re-

ceived instruction in the art from the flute- player

Scopeliniis. But the youth soon gave indications

of a genius for poetry, which induced his father to

send him to Athens to receive more perfect instruc-

tion in the art. Later writers tell us that his future

glory as a poet was miraculously foreshadowed by a

swarm of bees which rested upon his lips while he

was asleep, and that this miracle»hrst led him to

compose poetry. At Athens Pindar became the

pupil of Lasus of Hemiione, the founder of the

Athenian school of dithyrambic poetry. He re-

turned to Thebes before he completed his 20th
year, and is said to have received instruction there

from Myrtis and Corinna of Tanagra, two poet-

esses, who then enjoyed great celebrity in Boeotia.

With both these poetesses Pindar contended for

the prize in the musical contests at Thebes
; and

he is said to have been defeated five times by
Corinna. Pindar commenced his professymal ca-

reer as a poet at an early age, and was soon em-
ployed by different states and princes in all parts

of the Hellenic world to compose for them choral

songs for special occasions. He received money
and presents for his works ; but he never degene-

rated into a common mercenary poet, and he con-

tinued to preserve to his latest days the respect of

all parts of Greece. He composed poems forHieron,

tyrant of Syracuse, Alexander, son of Amyntas,
king of Macedonia, Theron, tyrant of Agrigen-

tum, Arcesilaus, king of Gyrene, as well as for

many free states and private persons. He was
courted especially by Alexander, king of Mate-
donia, and Hieron, tyrant of Syracuse

; and the

praises which he bestowed upon the former are

aid to have been the chief reason which led his
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descendant, Alexander, the son of Philip, to spare

the house of the poet, when he destroyed the rest of

Thebes. Pindar's stated residence was at Thebes,

though he inquently left home in order to wit^

ness the great public games, and to visit the statM

and distinguished men who courted his firiendship

and employed his services. Thus about b.& 473 ho
visited the court of Hieron at Syracuse, where ho
remained 4 years. He probably died in his 80th
year in 442.—^The only poems of Pindar which
have come down to us entire are his £piniciaf or

triumphal od^. But these were but a small por-

tion of his works. Besides his triumphal odes ho
wrote hymns to the gods, paeans, di^iyrambs, odes
for processions (irpoerdSta), sonn of maidens (irop-

64ytia)f mimic dancing songs (wopxfltMra)^ drink-

ing-songs (aic^Xia), dirges (dp^i'oi), and encomia
or panegyrics on princes. Of these we

have numerous fragments. Most of them are

mentioned in the well-known lines of Horace
(Carm. iv. 2)

:

Seu per audaces nova dithyrambos

Verba devolvit, numerisque fertur

Lege solutis

:

Seu decs {hymns and paeans') regesve {encomia)

canit, deorum
Sivnguinem : . .

.

Sive quos Elea domum reducit

Palma caelestcs {the Epinicia) : . .

.

Flebili sponsae juvenemvc raptum
Plorat *’ {the dirges).

In all of these varieties Pindar equally excelled, as

we see from the numerous quotations made from
them by the ancient writers, though they are gene-

rally of too fragmentary a kind to allow us to form

a judgment respecting them. Our estimate of

Pindar as a poet must be formed almost exclusively

from his Epinicia^ which were coiqi^osed in com-
memoration of some victory in the public games.

The Epinicia are divided into 4 books, celebrating

respectively the victories gained in the Olympian,

Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian games. In order

to understand them properly we must bear in mind
the nature of the occasion for which they were com-
posed, and the object which the poet had in view.

A victory gained in one of the 4 great national

festivals conferred honour not only upon the con-

queror and his family, but also upon the city to

which he belonged. It was accordingly celebrated

with great pomp and ceremony. Such a celebra-

tion began with a procession to a temple, where a
sacrifice was dfered, and it ended with a banquet

and the joyous revelry, called by the Greeks oomus

{K&pos)* For this celebration a poem was ex-

pressly composed, which was sung by a chorus.

The poems were sung either during the procession

to the temple or at the comus at the close of the

banquet Those of Pindar's Epinician odes which

consist of strophes without epodes were sung during

the procession, but the majority of them appear to

have been sung at the comus. In these odes Pin-

dar rarely describes the victory itself, as the scene

was familiar to all the spectators, but he dwells

upon the glory of the victor, and celebrates chiefly

either his W4»lth {6\€os) or hfs skill (dpsr^),

—

his fcealtht if he had gained the victory in the

chariot-race, since it was only the wealthy that

could contend for the prize in this contest ; his

skiUt if he had been exposed to peril in the con-

test.—^The metres of Pmdor are too extensive and
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difficult a subject to admit of explanation in the

present work. No two odes possess the same

metric^ structure. The Doric rhythm chiefly pre*

vails, but he. also makes frequent use of the Aeolian

and Lydian as well. The best editions of Pindar

are by Bbckh, Lips. 1811—1821, 2 vols. 4to., and

by Dissen, of which there is a 2nd edition by
Schneidewin, Gotha, 1843, seq.

Findisui {UivUaaos), a S. branch of M. Tern-

nus in Mysia, extending to the Ela'itic Gul^ and
containing the sources of the river Getius.

PindoB (IXivSor). 1. A lofty range of moun-

tains in northern Greece, a portion of the great

back bone, wl^h runs through the cMitre of Greece

£rom N, to S. The name uf Pindoa was confined

to that part of the chain which separates Thessaly

and Epirus ; and its most N.-ly and also highest

part was called Lacmon.— 2. One of the 4 towns

in Doris, near the sources of a small river of the

same name which flowed through Locris into the

Cephissus.

Pinna (Pinnensis : CivitiL di Penna\ the chief

town of the Vestini at the foot of the Apennines,

surrounded bv beautiful meadows.

Finnes, Finnens, or Pineus, was the son of

Agron, king of Illyria, by his first wife, Tritcuta.

At the death of Agron (n. c. 231), Pinnes,who was
then a child, was left in the guardianship of his

step-mother Teats, whom Agron had married after

divorcing Triteuta. When Teuta was defeated by
the Romans, the care of Pinnes devolved upon

Demetrius of Pharos ; but when Demetrius in his

turn made war against the Romans and was de-

feated, Pinnes was placed upon the throne by the

Romans, but was compelled to pay tribute.

Pintaaria (Ilii'rowtp/a: Tenerijfe)t one of the

•Insulak FonxuNATAE (Canary Is.) off the W.
coast of Africa, also called Convallis, and, from

the perpetual i|iiow on its peak, Nivaria.

PXraeeof or Piraeus (Tlttpaitis : Porto Leone or

Porto Dracone)t the most important of the harbours

of Athens, was situated in the peninsula about 5

miles S.W. of Athens. This peninsula, which is

Sometimes called by the general name of Piraeeus,

contained 3 harbours, Piraeeus proper on the W.
side, by far the largest of the 3, Zea on the E. side

separated from Piraeeus by a narrow isthmus, and
Munyckia (Phamari) still further to the E. The
position of Piraeeus and of the Athenian har-

bours has been usually misunderstood. In conse-

quence of a statement in an ancient Scholiast, it

was generally supposed that the great harbour of

Piraeeus was divided into 3 smaller harbours, Zea
for corn-vessels, Aphrodisium for merchant-ships in

general, and Cantiiarus for ships of war ; but this

division of the Piraeeus is now rejected by the

best topographers. Zea was a harbour totally dis-

tinct from the Piraeeu8,^a8 is stated above ; the N.

Ction of the Piraeeus seems to have been used
the merchant vessels, and the Cantharus, where

the ships of war were stationed, was on the S. side

of the harbour near the entrance. It was through

the suggestion of Themistocles that the- Athenians

vrefe induced to make use of the harbour of Pn
laeeua Before the Persian wars their jHnncipal

harbour was Phaleruxn, which was not, situated in

the Piraean peninsula at idl, but lay to the £. of

Monychia. [Phalbrum.] At the entrance of

the harbour of Piraeeus there were 2 promontories,

the one on the right-band called Al^ue ("AXm-
uos)y on which was the tomb of Themistocles, and
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the other on the left called EtUionEa (’Heric&j'eia),

on which the Four Hundred erected a forfreas.

The entrance of harbour, which was narrow
by nature, was rendered stffi narrower by two'
mole-heads, to which a ebam was attached to pre-

vent the ingress of hostile ships. The town or
demus of Piraeeus was surrounded with strong

fortifications by Themistocles, and was connected
with Athens by means of the celebrated Long
Walls under the administration of Pericles. [See

p. 102, b.] The town possessed a considerable

population, and many public and private buildings.

The most imiwrtant of its public buildings were

:

the Agora Hippodamia, a temple of Zeus Soter,

a large stoa, a theatre, the Phreattys or tribunal

for the admirals, the arsenal, the docks, Ac.
PIr5n5 a celebrated fountain at Co-

rinth, which, according to tradition, took its origin

from Pirene, a daughter of Oeb^us, who here
melted away into tears through grief for the loss

of her son Cenchrias. At this fountain Bellerophon

is said to have caught the horse Pegasus. It

gushed forth from the rock in the Acrocorinthus,

was conveyed down the hill by subterraneous con-

duits, and fell into a marble basin, from which
the greater part of the town was supplied with
water. The fountain was celebrated for the purity

and salubrity of its water, and was so highly valued

that the poets frequently employed its name as

equivalent to that of Corinth itself.

PlrSsIae (Ilstpccriod), probably the same as the

Iresiae of Livy, a town of Thessaly in the district

Thessaliotis, on the left bank of the Peneus.

PIrlth6ai (llctpidoos), son of Ixion or Zeus by
Dia, was king of the Lapithae in Thessaly, and
married to Hippodamia, by whom he become the

frther of Polypoetes. When Piritho’iis was cele-

brating his marriage with Hippodamia, the intoxi-

cated Centaur Eurytion or Eurytus carried her off,

and this act occasioned the celebrated fight between
the Centaurs and Lapithae, in which the Centaurs

were defeated. PirithoUs once invaded Attica, but

when Theseus came forth to oppose him, he con-

ceived a warm admiration for the Athenian king ;

and from this time a most intimate friendship

sprung up between the 2 heroes. Theseus was
present at the wedding of PirithoUs, and assisted

him in his battle against the Centaurs. Hippo-
damia afterwards died, and each of the two friends

resolved to wed a daughter of Zeus. With the

assistance of PirithoUs, Theseus carried off Helen
from Sparta,and placed herat Aethra under the care

of Phaedra. PirithoUs was still more ambitious,

and resolved to carry off Persephone (Proserpina),

the wife^of the king of the lower world. Theseus

would not desert his friend in the enterprise,

though he knew the risk which they ran. The 2
friends accordingly descended to the lower world,

but they were seised by Pluto and fastened to a
rock, where they both remained till Hercules

visited the lower world. Hercules delivered

Theseus, who had made the daring attempt only

to please his friend, but Pirithohs remained for ever

in torinent (amatorem ittoetUae PirWtoum cdbiheni

catenae^ Hor. Cbm, iii 4. 80). PirithoUs was

worshipped at Athens, along with Theseus, as a

hero.

PIraB (Ilffpor), PieniB (IXfspor), or AohelooB,

the chief river of Achaia, which fa^ into the gulf

of Patrae, near Olenus.

PinutaB, a people in Illyria, exempted from
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taxes by 'llie Komtuis, because they deserted Qen-

lias and passed over to the Romana
Pisa (n<0^a: UtffdTTjs), th^ capital of Fisatis

(naraTts), the middle portion of the province of

Elis in Peloponnesus. [Elis.] In the most an-

cient times Pisatis formed an luiion of 8 states, of

which, in addition to Pisa, we hnd mention of

Salmons, I^raclea, Ilarpinna, Cycesium and Dys-

pontium. I^sa itself was situated N. of the Alphcus,

at a very short distance £. of Olympia, and, in

consequence of its proximity to the latter place,

was freqiiently identihed by the poets with it.

The history of the Pisatae consists of their struggle

with ‘the Eleans, with whom they contended for

the presidency of the Olympic games. The Pisatae

obtained this honour in the 8th Olympiad (b. c.

748) with the assistance of Phidon, tyrant of

Argos, and also a 2nd time in the 34th Olympiad

(844) by means of their own king Pantaleon. In

the 52nd Olympiad (672) the struggle between

the 2 peoples was brought to a close by the con-

quest and destruction of Pisa by the Eleans. So
complete was the destruction of the city, that not a

trace of it was left in later times
;
and some per-

sons, as we learn from Strabo, even questioned

whether it had ever existed, supposing that by the

name of Pisa, the kingdom of the Pisatae was

alone* intended. The existence, however, of the

city does not admit of dispute. Even after the

destruction of the city, the Pisatae did not relin-

quish their claims
;
and in the 1 04th Olympiad

(364), they had the presidency of the Olympic
games r.long with the Arcadians, when the latter

people were making war with the Eleans.

Fisae, more rarely Pita (Pisanus : Pisa), one

of the most ancient and important of the cities

of Etruria, was situated at the confluence of the

Amns and Ausar (Serchio), about 6 miles from the

sea
;
but the latter river altered its course in the

I2tli centul^‘,and now flows into the sen by a sepa-

rate channel. According to some traditions, Pisae

was founded by the companions of Nestor, the

inhabitants of Pisa in Elis, who were driven upon
the coast of Italy on their retym from Troy ;

w'hencc the Roman poets give the Etruscan town
the surname of Alphea. This legend, however,

like many others, probably arose from the acci-

dental similarity of the names of the 2 cities. It

would seem that Pisa was originally a Pelasgic

town, tliat it afterwards passed into the hands of

the Ligyae, and from them into those of the Etrus-

cans. It then became one of the 12 cities of

Etruria, and was down to the time of Augustus the

most N.-ly city in the country. Pisa is frequently

mentioned in the Ligurian wars as the head|quart«r8

of the Roman legions. In B. c. 180 it was maide a
Latin colony, and appears to have been colonised

again in the time of Augustus, since we find it

called in inscriptions Colonia Julia Pisana. Its

harbour, called Portus Pisanus,u,i the mouth of the
Arnus, whs much used by the Romans ; and in the

time of Strabo the town of Pisa was still a place of

considerable importance on account of the marble-

quarries ill its neighbourhood, and the quantity of

timber which it yielded for ship-building. About
3 miles N. of the town were mineral springs,

called Aquae Pisanae, which were less celebrated

in antiquity than they are at the present day.

There is scarcely a vestige of the ancient city in

the modem Fisa.

Plsander (fleiaau^pos). 1. Son of Polyctor,
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and one of the suitors of Penelope. 2. An Athe-
nian, of the demus of Achamae, lived in the time

of the Peloponnesian war, and was attacked by
the comic poets for his rapacity and cowardice. In
412 he comes before us as the chief ostensible

agent in effecting the revolution of the Four
Hundred. In all the measures of the new govern-
ment, of which he was a member, he took an
active part; and when Theramenes and others

withdrew from it, he sided with the more violent

aristocrats, and was one of those who, on the

counter-revolution, took refuge with Agis at De-
celea. His property was confiscated, and it does
not appear that he ever returned to Athens.
8. A Spartan, brother-in-law of Agesilaus II., who
made him admiral of the deet in ^5. In the
lowing year he was defeated and slain in the sea-

fight off Cnidus, against Coiion and Pharnabazus.***
4. A poet of Caminis in Rhodes, flourished about
B.C. 648—645. He was the author of a poem in
2 books on the exploits of Hercules, called Hera-
clea ('HpdaXcia). The Alexandrian grammarians
thought BO highly of the poem that they received

Pisander, as well as Aiitimachus and Panyasis,
into the epic canon together with Homer and He-
siod. Only a few lines of it have been preserved.

Ill the Greek Anthology we find an epignim attri-

buted to Pisander of Rhodes, perhaps the poet
of C.imiru8.— 6 . A poet of Laranda, in Lycia or

Lycaonia, was the sou of Nestor, and flourished in

the reign of Alexander Sevems (a.d. 222—^235).

He wrote a poem, called ‘HpouKol dsoyaplai, which
probably treated of the marriages of gods and god-
desses with iiiortuls, and of the heroic progeny
thus produced.

Fisatis. [Pisa.]

Fisaurom ( Pisaurensis : Pesaro), an ancient

town of Umbria, near the mouth of the river Fi-

sauras {Foglia), on the road to^rimiiiuin. It

was colonised by the Romans in b.c. 186, and
probably colonised a 2nd time by Augustus, since

it is called in inscriptions CUonia Julia Felix,

Fisaums. [Pisauhum.]
Fisgah. [Nkuo ]

Flsidla (v IhaiSiK-fi : TlurlSijs, pi. IliarfSai. also

ntiaiSat, nareiSui and UtaidiKol, Flslda pi. Fisi-

dae, anc. Peisidae), an inland district of Asia
Minor, bounded by Lycia and Pamphylia on the

5. ; Cilicia on the 5. £. ; Lycaonia and Isauria

(the latter often reckoned a part of Pisidia) on the

E. and N. E. ; Phrygia Parorius on the N., where
the boundary varied at different times, and was
never very definite ;

and Caria on the W. It was
a mountainous region, formed by that part of the

main chain of Mt. Taurus which sweeps round in

a semicircle parallel to the shore of the Pamphylian
gulf ;

the strip of shore itself, at the foot of the

mountains, constituting the district of Pamphylia.
The inhabitants of the mountains were a warlike

aboriginal people, related apparently to the Isau-

rians and Cilicians. They maintained their inde-

pendence, under petty chieftains, against all the

successive ruleia of Asia Minor. The Romans
never subdued the Pisidians in their mountain

fortresses, though they took some of the towns on
the outskirts of their country ; tor example, Anti-

ochio, which was made a colony with the Jus
Italicura. In fact the N. part, in which Aiitiochia

stood, had originally belonged to Phrygia, and was
more accessible and more civilised than the moun-
iaius which formed the proper country of the

P P 2
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Piaidians. Nominally, the country was considered

a part of Pamphylia, till the new sub division of

the empire under Constantine, when Pisidia was

made a separate province. The country is still

inhabited by wild tribes, among whom travelling

is dangerous ;
and it is therefore little known.

Ancient writers say that it contained, amidst its

rugged mountains, some fertile valleys, where the

olive flourished
; and it also produced the gum

storax, some medicinal plants, and salt On the

S. slope of the Taurus, several rivers flowed through

Pisidia and Pamphylia, into the Pamphylian gulf^

the chief of which were the Oestrus and the Ca-

tarrhactes ; and on the N. the mountain streams

form some large salt lakes, namely, Ascania

{Hdran and Egerdir) S. of Antiochia, Caralius or

Pusgusa (Bet i^ehr or Kereli) S. E. of the former,

and Trogitis (SogJda) further to the S. E.,in Isauria.

Special names were given to certain districts, which
arc sometimes spoken of as parts of Pisidia, some-

times as distinct countries ; namely, Cibyratis, in

the S. W. along the N. of Lycia, and Cabalia, the

S.W. comer of Gibyratis itself
;
Milyas, the dis-

trict E. of Gibyratis, N. E. of Lycia, and N.W. of

Pamphylia, and Isauria, in the E. of Pisidia, on

the borders of Lycaonia.

Plsistr&tldae (ncKnorparlSai), the legitimate

sons of Pisistratus. The name is used sometimes

to indicate only Hippias and Hipparchus, and
sometimes in a wider application, embracing the

grandchildren and near connections of Pisistratus

(as by Herod, viii. 52. referring to a time when
both Hippias and Hipparchus were dead).

Flsistr&tas (netelarrpaTosX the youngest son

of Nestor and Anaxibia, was a friend of Telema-

chus, and accompanied him on his journey from

Pylos to Menelaus at Sparta.

PiSLBtr&taa (neio-lo-rparos), an Athenian, son

of Hippocrates, was so named after Pisistratus, the

youngest son m Nestor, since the family of Hippo-

crates was of Pylian origin, and traced their descent

to Neleus, the father of Nestor. The mother of

Pisistratus (whose name we do not know) was
cousin-german to the mother of Solon. Pisistratus

grew up equally distinguished for personal beauty

and for mental endowments. The relationship be-

tween him and Solon naturally drew them toge-

ther, and a close friendship sprang up between

them. He assisted Solon by his eloquence in per-

suading the Athenians to renew their struggle

with the Megarians for the possession of Salamis,

and he afterwards fought with bravery in the ex-

pedition which Solon led against the island. When
Solon, after the establishment of his constitution,

retired for a time from Athens, the old rivalry

between the parties of the Plain, the Highlands

and the Coast broke out into open feud. The
party of the Plain, comprising chiefly the landed

proprietors, was beaded by Lycuigus
;
that of the

Cutist, consisting of the wealthier classes not be-

longing to the nobles, by Megacles, the son of

Alcmaeon ; the party of the Highlands, which
aimed at more of political freedom and equality

than either of the two others, was the one at the

head of which Pisistratus pWd himself, because

they seemed the most likely to be useful in the

furtherance of his ambitious designs. His libe-

rality, as well os his military and oratorical abili-

ties, gained him the support of a large body of

citizens. Solon, on his return, quickly saw through

the designs of Pisistratus, who listened with re-
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sped to his advice, though he prosecuted his schemes
none the less diligently. When Pisistratus found
his plans sufficiently ripe for execution, he one
day made his appearance in the agora with his

mules and his own person exhibiting recent wounds,
pretending that he had been nearly assassinated

by his enemies as he was riding into the country.

An assembly of the people was forthwith called,

in which one of his partisans proposed that a
body-guard of 50 citizens, armed with clubs, should

be granted to him. It was in vain that Solon
opposed this ; the guard was given him. Through
the neglect or connivance of the people Pisistratus

took this opportunity of raising a much larger

force, with wnich he seized the citadel, b. c. 560,
thus becoming, what the Greeks called Tyrant of

Athens. Having secured to himself the substance
of power, he made no further change in the con-

stitution, or in the laws, which he administered

ably and well. His first usurpation lasted but a
short time. Before his power was firmly rooted,

the factions headed by Megacles and Lycurgus
combined, and Pisistratus was compelled to eva-

cuate Athens. He remained in banishment 6 years.

Meantime the factions of Megacles and Lycurgus
revived their old feuds, and Megacles made over-

tures to Pisistratus, offering to reinstate him in

the tyranny if he would connect himself with him
by receiving his daughter in marriage. The pro-

posal was accepted by Pisistratus, and the follow-

ing stratagem was devised for accomplishing his

restoration, according to the account of Herodotus.

A damsel named Phya, of remarkable stature and
beauty, was dressed up as Athena in a full suit of

armour, and placed in a chariot, with Pisistratus

by her side. The chariot was then driven towards
the city, heralds being sent on before to announce
that Athena in person was bringing back Pisistra-

tus to her Acropolis. The report spread rapidly,

and those in the city believing that the woman
was really their tutelary goddess, worshipped her,

and admitted Pisistratus. Pisistratus nominally

performed his part of the contract with Megacles ;

but in consequence of the insulting manner in

which he treated his wife, Megacles again made
common cause with Lycurgus, and Pisistratus was
a second time compelled to evacuate Athens. He
retired to Eretria in Euboea, and employed the

next 10 years in making preparations to regain his

power. At the end of that time he invaded Attica,

with the forces he had raised, and also supported

by Lygdamis of Naxos with a considerable body of

troops. He defeated his opponents near the temple

of Athena at Pallene, and then entered Athens
without opposition. Lygdamis was rewarded by
being established as tyrant of Naxos, which island

Pisistratus conquered. [Lygdamis.] Having now
become tyrant of Athens for the third time, Pisis-

tratus adopted measures to secure the undisturbed

possession of his supremacy. He took a body of

foreign mercenaries into his pay, and seized as

hostages the children of several of the principal

citizens, placing them in the custody of Lygdamis,

in Nitzos. He maintained at the same time the

form of Solon's institutions, only taking care, as

his sons did after him, that the highest offices

should always be held by some member of the

flunily. He not only exact^ obedience to the laws

from his subjects and friends, but himself set the

example of submitting to them. On one occasion

he even appeared before the Areopagus to answer
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B charge of murder, which however was not prose-

cuted. Athens was indebted to him for many
stately and useful buildings. Among these may
be mentioned a temple to the Pythian Apollo, and

a mapincent temple to the Olympian Zeus, which
remained unfinished for sereral centuries, and was

at length completed by the emperor Hadrian. Be-

sides these, the Lyceum, a garden with stately

buildings a short distance from the city, was the

work of Pisistratus, as also the fountain of the

Nine Springs. Pisistratus also encouraged litera-

ture in various ways. It was apparently under
his auspices that Thespis introduced at Athens his

rude form of tragedy (b. c. 535), and that dramatic

contests were made a regular part of the Attic

Dionysia. It is to Pisistratus that we owe the

first written text of the whole of the poems of

Homer, which, without his core, would most likely

now exist only in a few disjointed fragments.

[Hombuus.] Pisistratus is also said to have been
the first person in Greece who collected a library,

to which he generously allowed the public access*

By his first wife Pisistratus had 2 sons, Hippias

and Hipparchus. By his 2nd wife, Timonassa, he

had also 2 sons, lophon and Thessalus, who are

rarely mentioned. He had also a bastard son,

Hegesistratus, whom he made tyrant of Sigeum,
after taking that town from the Mytilenaeans.

Pisistratus died at an advanced age in 527, and
wjis succeeded in the tyranny by his eldest son

Ifippias: but Hippias and his brother Hipparchus

appear to have administered the affairs of the state

with BO little outward distinction, that they are

frequently spoken of as though they had been joint

tyrants. They continued the government on the

same principles as their father. Thucydides (vi.

54) speaks in terms of high commendation of the

virtue and intelligence with which their rule was
exercised till the death of Hipparchus. Hippar-
chus inherited his father's literary tastes. Several

distinguished poets lived at Athens under the

patronage of Hipparchus, as, for example, Simo-
nides of Ceos, Anacreon of Teos, Lasus of Her*
mioiie, and Onomacritus. After nhe murder of

Hipparchus in 514, an account of which is given

under Harmodius, a great change ensued in the

character of the government. Under the influence

of revengeful feelings and fears for his own safety

Hippias now became a morose and suspicious

tyrant. He put to death great numbers of the

citizens, and raised money by extraordinary imposts.

His old enemies the Alcmaeonidae, to whom Me-
gacles belonged, availed themselves of the growing

discontent of the citizens
;
and after one or two

unsuccessful attempts they at length sufceeded,

supported by a large force under Cleomcnes, in

expelling the Pisistratidae from Attica. Hippias

and his connections retired to Sigeum, 510. The
family of the tyrants was condemned to perpetual

banishment, a sentence which was maintained even
in after-times, when decrees of amnesty were
passed. Hippias afterwards repaired to the court

of Darius, and looked forward to a restoration to

his country by the aid of the Persians. He ac-

companied the expedition sent under Datis and
Artaphernes, and pointed out to the Persians the

plain of Marathon, as the most suitable place for their

landing. He was now (490) of great age. Ac-
cording to some accounts he fell in the battle of

Marathon
;
according to others he died at Lemnos

on his return. Hippias was the only one of the
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legitimate sons of Pisistratus who had children

;

but none of them attained distinction.

Plso, CalpnrnluB, the name of a distinguished

plebeian family. The name of Piso, like many
other Homan cognomens, is connected with agri-

culture, the noblest and most honourable pursuit

of the ancient Romans: it comes from the verb
puere or /»«sere, and refers to the pounding or

grinding of com.»l. Was taken prisoner at the

battle of Cannae, b. c. 216 ;
was praetor urbanus

211, and afterwards commanded as propraetor in

Etruria, 21 0. Piso in his praetorship proposed to

the senate, that the Ludi Apollinares, which had
been exhibited for the first time in the preceding

year (212), should be repeated, and should be
celebrated in future annually. The senate passed
a decree to this effect. The establishment of these

games by their ancestor was commemorated on
coins by the Pisones in later times.— 2. C., son of
No. 1, was praetor 186, and received Further
Spain as his province. He returned to Rome in

184, and obtained a triumph for a victory he had
gained over the Lusitani and Celtiberi. He was
consul in 1 80, and died diming his consulship.

Pisones with the agnomen Caesoninm,

3. L., received the agnomen Caesoninus, because

he originally belonged to the Caesonia gens. He
was praetor in 154, and obtained the province

of Further Spain, but was defeated by the

Lusitani. He was consul in 148, and was sent

to conduct the war against Carthage ; he was
succeeded in the command in the following year

by Scipio.— 4. L., son of No. 3, consul 112 with

M. Livius Drusus. In 107 he served as legatus

to the consul, L. Cassius Longinus, who was sent

into Gaul to oppose the Ciinbri and their allies,

and he fell together with the consul in the battle

in which the Roman army was uttedy defeated by
the Tigurini in the territory of the Allobroges.

This Piso was the grandfather of Caesar's father-

in-law, a circumstance to which Caesar himself

alludes in recording his own victory over the Tigu-

rini at a later time. (Cacs. D. G. i. 7, 12.)—5. L.,

son of No. 4, never rose to any of the offices of

state, and is only known from the account given of

him by Cicero in his violent invective against his

son. He married the daughter of Calventius,

a native of Cisalpine Gaul, who came from

Placentia and settled at Rome ; and hence Cicero

calls his son in contempt a semi-Placentian.—

6. L., son of No. 5, was an unprincipled de-

bauchee and a cruel and corrupt magistrate.

He is first mentioned in 59, when he was brought

to trial by P. Clodius for plundering a province,

of which he had the administration after his

praetorship, and he was only acquitted by throw-

ing himself at the feet of the judges. In the

same year Caesar married his daughter Cal-

purnia; and through his influence Piso obtained

the consulship for 58, having for his colleague A,
Gabinius, who was indebted for the honour to

Pompey. Both consuls supported Clodiuc in his

measures against Cicero, which resulted in the

banishment of the orator. The conduct of Piso in

support of CUodius produced that extreme resent-

ment in the mind of Cicero, which he displayed

against Piso on many subsequent occasions. At
the expiration of his consulship Piso went to his

province of Macedonia, where he remained during

2 years (57 and 56), plundering the province in the
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most ehameiess manner. In the latter of these

years the senate resolved that a successor should be

appointed ;
and in the debate in the senate which

led to his recall, Cicero attacked him in the most

unmeasured terms in an oration which has come

down to us {De Provinciis Conaularibua). Piso

on his return (55) complained in the senate of the

attack of Cicero, and justified the administration

of his province, whereupon Cicero reiterated his

charges in a speech which is likewise extant (In

Piaonem). Cicero, however, did not venture to

bring to tri^ the father-in-law of Caesar. In

50 Piso was censor with Ap. Claudius Pulcher.

On the breaking out of the civil war (49) Piso

accompanied Pompey in his flight from the city
;

and nlthuiigh he did not go with him across the

sea, he still kept aloof from Caesar. He subse-

quently returned to Home, and remained neutral

during the remainder of the civil war. After

Caesar’s death (44) Piso at first opposed Antony,

but is afterwards mentioned as one of his partisans.

—4. L., sou of No. 6, was consul 15, and afterwards

obtained the province of Pamphylia ; from thence

he was recalled by Augustus in 1 1 , in order to make
war upon the Thracians, who had attacked the

province of Macedonia. lie was appointed by
Tiberius praefectua urbi. While retaining the

favour of the emperor, without condescending to

servility, he at the same time earned the good-will

of his fellow-citizens by the integrity and justice

with which he governed the city. He died in

A. o. 32, at the age of 30, and was honoured by a
decree of the senate, with a public funeral. It

was to this Piso and his 2 sons that Horace ad-

dressed his epistle on the Art of Poetry.

Pisones with the agnomen Friigi.

8. L., received from his integrity and conscien-

tiousness the srniaine of Frugi, which is perhaps

nearly equivalent to our “ man of honour.” lie was
tribune of i.he picbs, 149, in which year he proposed

the first law for the punishment of extortion in the

provinces. He was consul in 133, and carried on
war against the slaves in Sicily. He was a staunch

supporter of the aristocratical party, and offered a
strong opposition to the measures of C. Gracchus.

Piso was censor, but it is uncertain in what year.

He wrote Annals, which contained the history of

Rome from the earliest period to the age in which
Piso himself lived.— 9. L., son of No. 8, served

with distinction under his father in Sicily in 133,
and died in Spain about 111, whither he had gone
os propraetor.— 10. L., son of No. 9, was a col-

league of Veriles in the praetorship, 74, when he
thwarted many of the unrighteous schemes of the

latter.— 11. C., son of No. 10, married Tullia,

the daughter of Cicero, in 63, but was betrothed to

her as early as 67. He was quaestor in 58, when
ha used every exertion to obtain the recall of his

father-in-law from banishment
; but he died in 57

before Cicero's return to Rome. He is frequently

mentioned by Cicero in terms of gratitude on ac-

count of the zeal which he had manifested in his

behalf during his banishment.

Pisones withotA cat agnomen,

12. 0., consul 67, belonged to the high aristo-

ciatical party ;
and in his consulship opposed with

the utmost vehemence the low of the tribune Ga-
binius, for giving Pompey the command of the
war against the pirates. In 66 and 65, Piso ad-
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ministered the province of Narbonese Gaul as pro-

consul, and while there suppressed an insurrection

of the Allobroges. In 63 he was accused of plua-

dering the province, and was defended by Cicero.

The latter charge was brought against Piso at the

instigation of Caesar ; and Piso, in revenge, im-

plored Cicero, but without success, to accuse Caesar

as one of the conspirators of Catiline.— 13. M.,
usually called H. lupins Piso, because he was
adopted by M. Pupius, when the latter was an old

man. He retained, however, his family-name Piso,

just as Scipio, after his adoption by Metellus, was
called Metellus Scipio. [Mktellus, No. 15.J On
the death of L. China, in 84, Piso married his wife

Annia. In 83 he was appointed quaestor to the con-

sul L. Scipio; but he quickly deserted this party,and
went over to Sulla, who compelled him to divorce

his wife on account of her previous connection with

China. After his praetorship, the year of which
is uncertain, he received the province of Spain

with the title of proconsul, and on his return to

Rome in 69, enjoyed the honour of a triumph. He
served in tlie Mithridatic war as a legatus of Pom-
pey. He was elected consul for 61 through the

influence of Pompey. In his consulship Piso gave

great offence to Cicero, by not asking the orator

first in the senate for his opinion, and by taking P.

Clodius under his protection after his violation of

the mysteries of the Bona Dea. Cicero revenged

himself on Piso, by preventing him from obtaining

the province of Syria, which had been promised

him. Piso, in his younger days, had so high a

reputation as an orator, that Cicero was taken to

him by his father, in order to receive instruction

from him. He belonged to the Peripatetic school

in philosophy, in which he received instructions

from Staseas.- 14. Cn., a young noble who had
dissipated his fortune by his extravagance and
proflij^cy, and therefore joined Catiline in what is

usually called his first conspiracy (66). [For de-

tails see p. 155, b.j The senate anxious to get

rid of Piso sent him into Nearer Spain as quaestor,

but with the rank and title of propraetor. His
exactions in the province soon made him so hateful

to the inhabitants, that he was murdered by them.

It was, however, supposed by some that he was
murdered at the instigation of Pompey or of Craa-

sus.— 15. Cn., fought against Caesar in Africa

(46), and after the death of the dictator, joined

Brutus and Cassius. He was subsequently par-

doned, and retured to Rome ; but he disdained to

ask Augustus for any of the honours of the state,

and was, without solicitation, raised to the consul-

ship in 23. —16. Cn., son of No. 15, inherited all

the pridu and haughtiness of his father. Ho was
consul B. c. 7, and was sent by Augustus as legate

into Spain, where he made himself hated by his

cruelty and avarice. Tiberius after his accession

was chiefly jealous of Genuanicus, his brother’s

son ; and accordingly, when the eastern provinces

were assigned to Germanicus in A. n. 18, Tiberius

conferred upon Piso the command of Syria, in order

that the latter might do every thing in his power

to thwart and oppose Germanicus. Plancina, the

wife of Piso, was also urged on by Livia, the mo-
ther of the emperor, to vie with and annoy Agrip-

pina. Germanicus and Agrippina were thus ex-

posed to every species of insult and oppenition from

Piso and Plancina ; and when Germanicus fell ill

in the autumn of 19, he believed that he had been

poisoned by them. Piso on his return to Rome
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(20) wafi accused of murdering Germanicus ; the

matter was investigated by the senate ; but before

the investigation came to an end, Fiso was found

one morning in his room with his throat cut, and

his sword lying by his side. It was generally sup-

posed that, despairing of the emperor's protection,

he had put an end to his own life ; but others be-

lieved that Tiberius dreaded his revealing his

secrets, and accordingly caused him to be put to

death. The powerful influence of Livia secured

the acquittal of Plancina.— 17. 0., the leader of

the well-known conspiracy against Nero in a. d.

G5. Fiso himself did not form the plot ;
but as

soon as he had joined it, his great popularity

gained him many partizans. He possessed most

of the qualities which the Romans prized, high

birth, an eloquent address, liberality and affe-

bility ; and he also displayed a sufficient love of

magnificence and luxury to suit the taste of the

day, which would not have tolerated austerity of

manner or character. The conspiracy was disco-

vered by Milichus, a freedman of Flavius Scevinus,

one of the conspirators. Piso thereupon opened

his veins, and thus died. There is extant a poem
in 261 lines, containing a panegyric on a certain

Calpumius Piso, who is probably the same person

as the leader of the conspiracy against Nero.—
18. L., Burnamed Licinianiu, was the son of

M. Licinius Crassus Frugi, and was adopted by
one of the Pisones. On the accession of Galba to

the throne, he adopted as his son and successor

Piso I.icinianus ; but the latter only enjoyed the

distinction 4 days, for Otho, who had hoped to

receive this honour, induced the praetorians to rise

against the emperor. Piso fled for refuge into the

temple of Vesta, but was dragged out by the sol-

diers, and despatched at the threshold of the

temple, a. d. 69.

Fistor, that is, the baker, a surname of Jupiter

at Rome, which is said to have arisen in the fol-

lowing manner. When the Gauls were besieging

Rome, the god suggested to the besieged the idea

of throv*ring loaves of bread amon^ the enemies, to

make them believe that the Romans had plenty of

provisions, and thus caused them to give up the

or Pistorium (Pistoriensis : Pwtoia),

a small place in Etniria, on the road from Luca to

Florentia, rendered memorable by the defeat of

Catiline in its neighbourhood.

Pit&na. [Sparta.]

Pit&ni {liirdvT) ; Sanderli), a seaport town of

Mysia, on the coast of the Elaitic gulf, at the

mouth of the Evenus or, according to some, of the

Ca’icus ;
almost destroyed by an eaithqutflce under

Titus. It was the birthplace of the Academic
philosopher Arcesilaus.

FithSoflaa. [Abnaria.]
PXtho (Ileiflcj), called Soada or BnadSla by

the Romans, the personification of Persuasion. She
was worshipped as a divinity at Sicyon, where she

was honoured with a temple in the agora. Pitho

also occurs as a surname of Aphrodite, whose wor-

ship was said to have been introduced at Athens

by Theseus, when he united the country commu-
nities into towns. At Athens the statues of Pitho

and Aphrodite Pandemos stood close together

and at Megara the statue of Pitho stood in the

temple of Aphrodite ;
so that the 2 divinities must

be conceived as closely connected, or the one, per-

haps, merely as an attribute of the other.
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Fitbon (nlfltsp also ndflwp and TLdOttu), 1. Son
of Agenor, a Macedonian officer of Alexander the

Great He received fnnn Alexander the govern-

ment of part of the Indian provinces, in which he

was confirmed after the king's death. In b.c. 316,

he received from Antigonus the satrapy of Babylon.

He afterwards fought with Demetrius against Pto-

lemy, and was slain at the battle of Gaza, 312.—
2. I^n of Crateuas or Crateas, a Macedonian officer

of Alexander, who is frequently confounded with
the preceding. After Alexander’s death he received

lumPerdiccas thesatrapy ofMedia. He accompanied
Perdiccas on his expedition to Egypt, (321), but
he took part in the mutiny against Perdiccas, which
terminated in the death of the latter. Pithon ren-

dered important service to Antigonus in his war
against Eumenes; but after the death of Eumenes,
he began to form schemes for his own aggrandise-

ment, and was accordingly put to death by Anti-
gonus, 316. .

Fitlnum (Pitinas, -atis). 1. (Piiino)^ a munici-
pium in the interior of Umbria on the river Pisau-
ms, whence its inhabitants are called in inscriptions

PiHnatea Pisaurenaes. The town also bore the
surname Mergons.— 2. A town in Picenum, on
the road from Castrum Novum to Prifernura.

Fitt&ons (ntTTaxJr), one of those early culti-

vators of letters, who were designated as “ the
Seven Wise Men of Greece,” was a native of
Mytilene in Lesbos, and was bom about b. c.

652. He was highly celebrated as a warrior,

a statesman, a philosopher, and a poet. He is

first mentioned, in public life, as an opponent of

the tyrants of Mytilene. In conjunction with
the brothers of Alcaeus, he overthrew and killed

the tyrant Melanchrus, b. c. 612. In 606, he
commanded the Mytilenaeans, in their war with
the Athenians for the possession of Sigeum, on the
const of the Troad, and signalized lifRisdf by killing

in single combat Phrynon, the commander of the

Athenians. This feat Pittacus performed -by en-
tangling his adversary in a net, and then despatch-

ing him with a trident and a dagger, exactly after

the fashion in which the gladiators called retiarii

long afterwards fought at Rome. This war was
terminated by the mediation of Periander, who
assigned the disputed territory to the Athenians

;

hut the internal troubles of Mytilene still continued.

The supreme power was fiercely disputed between
a succession of tyrants, and the aristocratic party,

headed by Alcaeus and his brother Antimenidas;
and the latter were driven into exile. As the

exiles tried to effect their return by force of arms,

the popular party chose Pittacus as their ruler,

with absolute power, under the title of Aeaymnetta

(alfrufu^TTjv). He held this office for 10 years

(589—579) and then voluntarily resigned it, having

by his administration restored order to the state,

and prepared it for the safe enjoyment of a repub-

lican form of government. He lived in great

honour at Mytilene for 10 years, after the re-

signation of his government ; and died in 569, at

an advanced age. Of the proverbial maxims of

practical wisdom, which were current under the

names of the seven wise men of Greece, two were
ascribed to* Pittacus, namely, XoAcirhv 4ff6\bi/ l/t-

juerai, and Katpby yyudi.

Fitthens (nir0§6s\ king of Troezene, was son
of Pelops and Dia, father of Aethra, and grand-»

father and instructor of Theseus. When Theseus
married Phaedra, Fittheus took Hippolytus into

? p 4
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his house. His tomb and the chair on which he

Tiful gat in judgment were shown at Troezene down

to a late time. He is said to have taught the art

of speaking* and even to have written a book upon

it. Aethra as his daughter is called PiUhtis,

Pitj^a (IliTiieia
:
prob. Shamdik\ a town men-

tioned by Homer, in the N. of Mysia, between

Parium and Priapus, evidently named from the

pine forests in its neighbourhood.

Fityonfisiu (niTvOi^iror : AngUstri), an island

off the coast of Argolis.

Plt^i (IIiTvovr: prob. Pitzunda\ a Greek

city, in Sarmatia Asiatica, on the N. E. coast of

the Euxine, 360 stadia N. W. of Dioscurias. In

the time of Strabo, it was a considerable city and

't. It was afterwards destroyed by the neigh-

bouring tribe of the Heniochi, but it was restored,

and long served as an important frontier fortress of

the Roman Empire.

Pityllsa, Pityusia (niTwoO(ro, niTooOo’O’o, con-

tracted from TriTurfforcra fern, of irtruJeis), i. e.

abounding in pine-trees. 1. The ancient name of

Lampsacus, Salamis, and Chioa— 2. A small

island in the Argolic gulf. —3. The name of 2

islands off the S. coast of Spain, W. of the Ba-

leares. The lai^er of them was called Ebusus
(/vura), the smaller Ophiussa {Formentera)

:

the

latter was uninhabited.

Pix3d&ms (nt{<£8apor), prince or king of Caria,

was the youngest of the 3 sons of Ilecatomnus, all

of whom successively held the sovereignty of Caria.

Pixodarus obtained possession of the throne by
the expulsion of his sister Ada, the widow and

successor of her brother Idrikus, and held it with-

out opposition for 5 years, a. c. 340—335, He
was succeeded by his son-in-law Orontobatcs.

Plaoentila (Placcntinus : Piacenza), a Roman
colony in Cisalpine Gaul, founded at the same time

as Cremona, 219. It was situated in the

territory of the Anaraares, on the right bank of

the Po, not far from the mouth of the Trcbia, and

on the road from Mediolanum to Parma. It was

taken and destroyed by the Gauls in 200, but was
soon rebuilt by tho Romans, and became an im-

portant place. It continued to be a flourishing

town down to the time of the Goths.

Pl&ola (n\eiKlij, Ion. : Tl\aKiri»6s)^ an ancient

Pelasgian settlement, in Mysia, E. of Cyzicus, at

the foot of Mt. Olympus, seems to have been early

destroyed.

Plaoldls, Galla. [Galla.]
Placltns, Sex., the author of a short Latin

work, entitled De Medicina (or MedicamenUi) ex

Animalibus, consisting of 34 chapters, each of

which treats of some animal whose body was sup-

posed to possess certain medical properties. As
might be expected, it contains numerous absurdities,

and is of little or no value or interest. The date of

the author is uncertain, but he is supposed to have
lived in the 4th century after Christ. The work
is printed by Stephanus in the Afeeftcoe Artis Prin-

cipes^ Paris, fol. 1567, and elsewhere.

Pl&CiU (riAdKos), a mountain of Mysia, abpve

the city of Thebe : not in the neighbourhood of

Placia, as the resemblance of the names hod led

some to stmpose.

Planftria (prob. Canaria, Canary), one of the

islands in the Atlantic, called Fortunatae.
PlanasXa. 1. (Ptamwa), an island between

Corsica and the coast of Etruria, to which Augus-

tus banished his grandson Agrippa Postumus.*—

PLANCUS.
2. An island off the S. coast of Gaul, E. of the

Stoechades.

Planoi&des, Fnlgentliis. [Fulobntius.]
Plandhia, Mnn&tla, the wife of Cn. Piso, who

was appointed governor of Syria in A. d. 13. While
her husband used every effort to thwart Ger-
manicus, she exerted herself equally to annoy and
insult Agrippina. She was encouraged in this

conduct by Livia, the mother of the emperor, who
saved her from condemnation by the senate when
she was accused along with her husband in 20.

[Piso, No. 16.] She was brought to trial again

in 33, a few years after the death of Livia; and
having no longer any hope of escape, she put an
end to her own life.

Pianolas, Cn., first served in Africa under the
propraetor A. Torquatus, subsequently in b. c. 68
under the proconsul Q. Metellus in Crete, and next

in 62 as military tribune in the army of C. Anto-
niua in Macedonia. In 58 he was quaestor in

Macedonia under the propraetor L. Appuleius, and
here he showed great kindness to Cicero, when the

latter came to this province during his banishment.

He was tribune of the plebs in 56 ;
and was

elected curule aedilc with A. Plotius in 54. But
before Plancius and Plotius entered upon their

office they were accused by Juventius Laterensis,

and L. Cassius Longinus, of the crime of sodalitium,

or the bribery of the tribes by means of illegal

associations, in accordance with the Lex Licinia,

which had been proposed by the consul Licinius

Crassus in the preceding year. Cicero defended

Plancius in an oration still extant, and obtained

his acquittal. Plancius espoused the Pompeian
party in the civil wars, and after Caesar hud gained

the supremacy lived in exile in Corcyra.

Plancos, Mundtlus, the name ofa distinguished

plebeian family. The surname Plancus signified a
person having flat splay feet without any bend in

them. 1. L., was a friend of Julius Caesar, and
served under him both in the Gallic and the civil

wars. Caesar shortly before his death nominated
him to the government of Transalpine Gaul for

B. c. 44, with th£r exception of the Narbonese and
Belgic portions of the province, and also to the

consulship for 42, with 1). Brutus as his colleague.

After Caesar's death Plancus hastened into Gaul,

and took possession of his province. Here he pre-

pared at first to support the senate against Antony;
but when Lepidus joined Antony, and their united

forces threatened to overwhelm Plancus, the latter

was persuaded by Asinius Pollio fo follow his ex-

ample, and to unite with Antony and Lepidus.

Phmeus during his government of Gaul founded

tho colonCes of Lugdunum and Raurica. He was
consul in 42 according to the arrangement made by
Caesar, and he subsequently followed Antony to

Asia, where he remained for some years, and go-

verned in succession the provinces of Asia and
Syria. He deserted Antony in 32 shortly before

the breaking out of the civil war between the latter

and Octavion. He was favourably received by
Octavi^n, and continued to reside at Rome during

the remainder of his life. It was on his proposal

that Octavian received the title of Augustus in 27

;

and the emperor conferred upon him the censorship

in 22 with Paulus Aemiliiis Lepidus. Both the

public and private life of Plancus was stained by
numerous vices. One of Horace's odes (Carm. i. 7)

is addressed to him. mmS. T., sumamed Bursa,

brother of the former, was tribune of the plebs
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B. c. 52, when he supported the views of Pompey,

who was anxious to obtain the dictatorship. With
this object he did every thing in his power to in>

crease the confusion which followed upon the death

of Clodius. At the close of the year, as soon as

his tribunate had expired, Plancus was accused by
Cicero of Vis and was condemned. After his con-

demnation Plancus went to Ravenna in Cisalpine

Gaul, where he was kindly received by Caesar.

Soon after the beginning of the civil war he was
restored to his civic rights by Caesar ; but he ap-

pears to have taken no part in the civil war. After

Caesar's death Plancus fought on Antony's side in

the campaign of Mutina. He was driven out of

Pollentia by Pontius Aquila, the legate of D. Brutus,

and in his flight broke his leg.— 8. Cn., brother

of the two preceding, praetor elect 44, was charged

by Caesar in that year with the assignment to his

soldiers of lands at Butbrotum in Epirus. As
Atticus possessed property in the neighbourhood,

Cicero commended to Plancus with much earnest-

ness the interests of his friend. He was praetor in

43 and was allowed by the senate to join his

brother Lucius [No. 1] in Transalpine Gaul.— 4.

L. Plautius Flancns, brother of the 3 preceding,

was adopted by a L. Plautius, and therefore took

his praenomen ns well as nomen, but retained his

original cognomen, as was the case with Metellus

Scipio [Metbllus, No. 15], and Pupius Piao.

[Piso, No. 13.] Before his adoption his praeno-

men was Cains. He was included in the proscription

of the triumvirs, 43, with the consent of his brother

Lucius, and was put to death.

Planddes Mwmiui, was one of the most

learned of the Constantinopolitan monks of the last

age of the Greek empire, and was greatly distin-

guished as a theologian, grammarian, and rheto-

rician; but his name is now chiefly interesting as

that of the compiler of the latest of those collections

of minor Greek poems, which were known by the

names of Garlands or Anthologies (Srlipavotj *Av-

BoXoylai). Planudes flourished at Constantinople

in the first half of the 14th century, under the

emperors Andronicus 11. and I ill. Palaeologi. Jn
A. D. 1327 he was sent by Andronicus II. as am-
bassador to Venice. As the Anthology of Planudes

was not only the latest compiled, but was also that

which was recognised as The Greek Anthology^ until

the discovery of the Anthology of Constantinus

Cephalas, this is chosen as the fittest place for an

account of the Literary History of the Greek An-
Viology. 1 . Materials. The various collections, to

which their compilers gave the name of Garlands

and Anthologies^ were made up of short poems,

chiefly of an epigrammatic character, dhd in the

elegiac metre. The earliest examples of such poetry

were furnished by the inscriptions on monuments,
such as those erected to commemorate heroic

deeds, the statues of distinguished men, especially

victors in the public games, sepulchral monuments,

and dedicatory offerings in temples (di^ad^/uara);

to which may be added oracles and proverbial say-

ings. At an early period in the history ofc Greek

literature, poets of the highest fame cultivated this

species of composition, which received its most
perfect development from the hand of Simonides.

Thenceforth, as a set form of poetry, it became a

fit vehicle for the brief expression of thoughts and

sentiments on any subject
;
until at last the form

came to be cultivated for its own sake, and the

lUerati of Alexandria and Byzantium deemed the
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ability to make epigrams an essential part of the
character of a scholar. Hence the mere trifling,

the stupid jokes, and the wretched personalities,

which form so large a part of the epigrammatic
poetry contained in the Greek Anthology.— 2. The
Garland of Mdeager. At a comparatively early

period in the history of Greek literature, various

persons collected epigrams of particular classes,

and with reference to their use as historical au-
thorities; but the first person who made such a
collection solely for its own sake, and to preserve

epigrams of all kinds, was Melbaobr, a cynic

philosopher of Gadara, in Palestine, about b. c. 80.

His collection contained epigrams by 48 poets, of
all ages of Greek poetry, up to the most ancient

lyric period. He entitled it The Garland (ISW*
(f>ayos)y with reference to the common comparison
of small beautiful poems to flowers. The same idea

is kept up in the word Anthology (&i/8oXoyfa),

which was adopted by the next compiler as the
title of his work. The Garland of Meleager was
arranged in alphabetical order, according to the
initial letters of the first line of each epigram.— 3.

Tlie Anthology of Philip of Thessalonica^ was com-
piled in the time of Trajan, avowedly in imitation

of the Garland of Meleager, and chiefly with the
view of adding to that collection the epigrams of
more recent writers.

—

A. Diogenianus^ Straton^and
Diogenes Laertius. Shortly after Philip, in the
reign of Hadrian, the learned grammarian, Dioge-
nianus of Heraclea, compiled an Anthology, which
is entirely lost It might have been well if the
same fate had befallen the very polluted collection

of his contemporary, Straton of ^dis. About the

same time Diogenes Laertius collected the epigrams
which are interspersed in his lives of the philoso-

phers, into a separate book.

—

S.AgatlnasScholasH-

eus^ who lived in the time of Justinian, made a
collection entitled K^xXor iiriypy^jjAruv. It was
divided into 7 books, according to subjects. The
poems included in it were those of recent writers,

and chiefly those of Agathias himself and of his

contemporaries, such as Paulus Silentiarius and
Maccdonius.— 8. The Anthology of Constantinus

Cephalas^ or (he Palatine Anthology. Constantinus
Cephalas appears to have lived about 4 centuries

after Agathias, and to have flourished in the 10th
century, under the emperor Constantinus Porphyro-
genitus. The labours of preceding compilers may
be viewed as merely supplementary to the Garland
of Meleager; but the Anthology of Constantinus

Cephalas was an entirely new collection from the

preceding Anthologies and from original sources.

Nothing is known of Constantine himself. The
MS. of the Anthology was discovered by Salmasius

in 1608, in the library of the Electors Palatine at

Heidelberg. It was afterwards removed to the

Vatican, with the rest of the Palatine library

(1623), and has become celebrated under the

names of the Palcdine Anthology and the Vatican

Codex of the Greek Anthology. This MS. was re-

stored to its old home at Heidelberg after the peace

ofl815.— 7. TheAnthology ofPlanudes \s arranged

in 7 books, each of which, except the 5th and 7th,

is divided into chapters according to subjects, and
these chaj^ters are arranged in alphabetical order.

The contents of the books are as follows:— 1.

Chiefly imheiKriKtL, that is, displays of skill in

this species of poetiy, in 91 chapters. 2. Jocular

or satiric ((rxenmxa), chaps. 53. 3. Sepulchral

{lirtrhfieia)^ chaps. 32. 4. Inscriptions on statues
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of athletos and other works of art, dl&criptions of

places, &c. chaps. 33. 6. The Ee^rasii of Christo-

dorus, and epigrams on statues Sf charioteers in

the Hippodrome at Constantinople. 6. Dedicatory

{waSTiftariKd), chaps. 27. 7. Amatory {ifnmiKA).

Planude^ did little more than abridge and re-

arrange the Anthology of Constantinus Cephalas.

Only a few epigrams are found in the Planudean

Anthology, which are not in the Palatine.—The
best editions of the Greek Anthology are by
Branch and Jacobs. Brunck^s edition, which ap-

peared under the title of Arudeda Vetfrum Poe-

torttm6'raecor«m,Argentorati,1772—1776, 3 voh.

8vo, contains the whole of the Greek Anthology,

besides some poems which are not properly in-

cluded under that title. Brunck adopted a new
|

arrangement : he discarded the books and chapters

of the early Anthology, placed together all the

epigrams of each poet, and arranged the poets

themselves in chronological order, placing those

epigrams, the authors of which were unknown,
under the separate head of dS^owora. Jacobs'

edition is founded upon Brunck's, but is much
superior, and ranks as the standard edition of the

Greek Anthology. It is in 13 toIs. 8vo, namely,

4 Tols. of the Text, one of Indices, and 3 of Com-
mentaries, divided into 8 parts. Lips. 1795—>1814.

After the restoration of the MS. of the Palatine

Anthology to the University of Heidelberg, Jacobs

published a separate edition of the Palatine An-
tholo^, Lips. i813—1817, 3 vols.

Fl&taea, more commonly Plataeae (likdraia,

n\aratat : nAaraicdr), an ancient city of Boeotia,

on the N. slope of Mt. Cithaeron, not far from the

sources of the Asopus, and on the frontiers of

Attica. It was said to have been founded by
Thebes ; and its name was commonly derived from

Plataea, a daughter of Asopus. The town, though

not large, playeA-an important part in Greek his-

tory, and experienced many striking vicissitudes

of fortune. At an early period the Plataeans

deserted the Boeotian confederacy and placed

themselves under the protection of Athens ; and

when the Persians invaded Attica, in b. a 490,

they sent 1000 men to the assistance of the Athe-

nians, and had the honour of lighting on their side

at the battle of Marathon. Ten years afterwards

(480) their city was destroyed by the Persian

army under Xerxes at the instigation of the The-

bans ; and the place was still in ruins in the fol-

lowing year (479), when the memorable battle

was fought in their territory, in which Mardonius

was defeated, and the independence of Greece

secured. In consequence of this victory, the terri-

tory of Plataea was declared inviolable, and Pau-

sanias and the other Greeks swore to guarantee its

independence. The sanctity of the city was still

further secured by its being selected as the place

in which the great festival of the Eleutheria was
to be celebrated in honour of those Greeks who had
£sllen in the war. (See Diet, of Antiq. art. EUu-
iheria.) The Plataeans further received from the

Greeks the large sum of 80 talents. Plataea now
enjoyed a prosperity of 50 years ; but in the 3rd

year of the Peloponnesian war (429) the Thebans
persuaded the Spartans to attack the town, and
after a siege of 2 years at length succeeded in ob-

taining possession of the place (427). Plataea was
now razed to the ground, but was again rebuilt

after the peace of Antalcidas (387). It was de-

stroyed the 3rd time by its inveterate enemies the
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Thebans in 374. It was once more restored under

the Macedonian supremacy, and continued in

existence till a very late period. Its walls were
rebuilt by Justinian.

Flata^des (IIAarajuciSi}; : Aja Kyriaki), a
promontory in the W. of Messenia.

Pl&tiina, -urn, >>118 (ITAardi^, UXiravov^ ITAd-

ravos), a fortress in Phoenicia, in a narrow pass

between Lebanon and the sea, near the river Da-
muras or Tamynis (Damur),

Fl&t8a (IIAarea, also -c7a, -«al, ~ala\ an island

on the coast of Cyrenaica, in N. Africa, the first

place taken possession of by the Greek colonists

imder Battus. [Cyrenaica.]
Fl&to (nA(iT»i»). 1. The comic pwt, was a

native of Athens, contemporary with Aristophanes,

Phrynichus, Eupolis, and Pherecrates, and flou-

rished from B.C. 428 to 389. He ranked among
the very best poets of the Old Comedy. From the

expressions of the grammarians, and from the large

number of fragments which are preserved, it is

evident that his plays were only second in popu-

larity to those of Aristophanes. Purity of lan-

guage, refined sharpness of wit, and a combination

of the vigour of the Old Comedy with the greater

elegance of the Middle and the New, were his

chief characteristics. Suidas gives the titles of 30
of his dramas.—2. The philosopher, was the son

of Ariston and Perictione or Potone, and was bom
at Athens either in b.c. 429 or 428. According

to others, he was bom in the neighbouring island

of Aegina. His paternal family boasted of being

descended from Codnis
;
his maternal ancestors of

a relationship with Solon. Plato himself mentions

the relationship of Critias, his maternal uncle, with

Solon. Originally, we are told, he was named
after his grandfather Aristocles, but in consequence

of the fluency of his speech, or, as others have it,

the breadth of his chest, he acquired that name
under which alone we know him. One story made
him the son of Apollo ; another related that bees

settled upon the lips of the sleeping child. He is

also said to have contended, when a youth, in the

Isthmian and otMer games, as well as to have

made attempts in epic, lyric, and dithyrambic

poetry, and not to have devoted himself to philo-

sophy till a later time, probably after Socrates had
drawn him within the magic circle of his influence.

Plato was instructed in grammar, music, and gym-
nastics by the most distinguished teachers of that

time. At an early age he had become acquainted,

through Cratylus, with the doctrines of Heraclitus,

and through other instructors with the philoso-

phical dogmas of the Eleatics and of Anaxagoras.

In his 20th year he is said to have betaken him-

self to Socrates, and became one of his most ardent

admirers. After the death of Socrates (399) he
withdrew to Megara, where he probably composed

several of his dialogues, especially those of a diar

lectical character. He next went to Gyrene through

friendship for the mathematician Theodorus ; wd
is said to have visited afterwards Egypt, Sicily,

and the Greek cities in Lower Italy, through his

eagerness for knowledge. The more distant jour-

neys of Plato into the interior of Asia, to the

Hebrews, Babylonians, and Assyrians, to the Magi

and Persians, are mentioned only by writers on

whom no reliance can be placed That Plato,

during his residence in Sicily, became acquainted,

through Dion, with the elder Dionysius, but very

soon fell out with the tyrant, is asserted by credible
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witnesMB. Bat more doubt attaches to the itory,

which relates that he was given up by the tyrant

to the Spartan ambasaador Pollis, 1^ him sold into

Aegina, and set at liberty by the Cyrenian Anm*
ceris. Plato is said to have visit^ Sicily when
40 years old, consequently in 389. After his

return he began to teach, partly in the gymnasium
of the Academy and its shady avenues, near the

city, between the exterior Ceramicus and the hill

Colonus Hippius, and partly in his garden, which

was situated at Colonus. He 1 _
and without doubt mainly in tho form of lively

dialogue ; yet on the more difficult parts of his

doctrinal system he probably delivered also con-

nected lectures. The more narrow circle of his

disciples assembled themselves in his garden at

common simple meals, and it was probably to them

alone that the inscription said to have been set up

over the vestibule of the house,
**

let no one enter

who is unacquainted with geometry," had refer-

ence. From this house came forth his nephew
SpeusippuB, Xenocrates of Chalcedon, Aristotle,

Heraclides Poiiticus, Hestiaeus of Perinthus, Phi-

lippus the Opuntian, and others, men from the most

different parts of Greece. To the wider circle of

those who, without attaching themselves to the

more narrow community of the school, sought in-

struction and incitement from him, such distin-

guished men as Chabrias, Iphicrates, Timotheus,

Phocion, Hyperides, Lycurgus, and Isocrates, are

said to have belonged. Whether Demosthenes

was cf the number is doubtful. Even women are

said to have attached themselves to him as his

disciples. Plato's occupation as an instructor was

twice interrupted by his voyages to Sicily; first

when Dion, probably soon after the death of the

elder Dionysius, persuaded him to make the at-

tempt to win the younger Dionysius to philosophy

;

the ‘2nd time, a few years later (about 360), when
the wish of his Pythagorean friends, and tho invi-

tation of Dionysius to reconcile the disputes which

had broken out between him and his step-uncle

Dion, brought him back to Syracuse. His efiforts

were both times unsuccessful, aild he owed his own
safety to nothing but the earnest intercession of

Archytas. That Plato cherished the hope of re-

alising through the conversion of Dionysiiis his

idea of a state in the rising city of Syracuse, was

a belief pretty generally spread in antiquity, and

which finds some confirmation in the expressions

of tho philosopher himself, and of the 7th Platonic

letter, which, though spurious, is written with the

most evident acquaintance with the matters treated

of. With the exception of these 2 visits to Sicily,

Plato was occupied from the time whemhe open^
the school in the Academy in giving instruction

and in the composition of his works. He died in

the 82nd year of his age, B.c. 347. According to*

some he died while writing, according to others at

a marriage feast. According to his last will his.

garden remained the property of the school, and

passed, considerably increased by subsequent ad-

ditions, into the hands of the Neo-Platonyts, who
kept as a festival his birth-day os well as that of

Socrates. ^Athenians and strangers honoured his

memory by monuments. Still he had no lack of

enemies and enviers. He was attacked by .con-

temporary comic poets, as Theopompus, Alexis,

CratinuB the younger, and others, by one-sided

Socratics, as Antisthenes, Dionnes, and the later

Megarics, and also by the Epicureans, Stoics, cer-
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tein Peripatetics, and later writers eager for de*
traction. Thus even Antisthmes and Aristoxenus
charged him with sensuality, avarice, and syco-

phancy; and others with vanity, ambition, and
envy towards other Socratics, Protagoras, Epichar-
mus, and Philolaus.*— The Writingi 8f Plato.
These writings have come down to us complete,
and have always been admired os a model of the

union of artistic perfection with philosophical acute-

ness and depth. They are in the form of dialogue

;

but Plato was not the first writer who employed
-ityle of composition for philosophical instruo*

tion. Zeno the Eleatic had already written in
the form of question and answer. Alexamenus
the Teian and Sophron in the mimes had treated

ethical subjects in the form of dialogue. Xeno-
phon, Aeschines, Antisthenes, Euclides, and other
Socratics also bad made use of the dialogical

form; but Plato has handled this form not only
with greater mastery than any one who preceded
him, but, in all probability, with the distinct

intention of keeping by this very means true to
the admonition of Socrates, not to communicate
instruction, but to lead to the spontaneous dis-

covery of it. The dialogues of Plato are closely

connected with one another, and various arrange-
ments of them have been proposed. Sclileierma-

cher divides them into 3 series or classes. In the
1st he considers that the germs of dialectic and of
Uie doctrine of ideas begin to unfold themselves in
all the freshness of youthful inspiration; in the
2nd those germs develop themselves further by
means of duilectic investigations respecting the

difference between common and philosophical

acquaintance with things, respecting notion and
knowledge and ^irt<rTV’?)

; in the 3rd they
receive their completion by means of an objectively

scientific working out, with the separation of ethics

and physics. The Ist series eqhraceH, according
to Schleiermacher, the Fhaedrus^ysis^ Protagoras,

Laches, Charmides,EtUhyphron,B.iidi Parmenides; to

which may be added as an appendix the Apologia,

Crito, Ion, Hippias Minor, Hippardms, Minos and
AUnbiades II. The 2nd series contains the Gorgias,

Theaeteius, Meno, Euthydemns, Cradylus, Sophistes,

Poiiticus, Symposium, Phacdo, and PhileLus

;

to

which may be added as an appendix the Theages,

Erastae, Alcibiades I., Mermeenm, Hippias Major,
and ClUophon. The 3rd series comprises the Re^
public, Timaem, Critias, and the Laws. This
arrangement is perhaps the best that has hitherto

been made of the dialogues, though open to ex-

ception in several particulars. The genuineness of

several of the dialogues has been questioned, but
for tlie most part on insufficient grounds. The
Epinomis, however, is probably to be assigned to a
disciple of Plato, the Minos and Hipparchus to a
Soeratic. The 2nd AleUnades was attributed by
ancient critics to Xenophon. The Anterastae and
Clitopkon are probably of much later origin. The
Platonic letters were composed at different periods

;

the oldest of them, the 7th and 8th, probably by
disciples of Plato. The dialogues Demodoeus,

Si^fphus, Eryoeias, Axiochus, and those on justice

and virtue, were with good ,
reason regarded by

ancient critics as spurious, and with them may be
associated the Hipparchus, Theages, and the

nitions. The genuineness of the Is^ Alcibiades seems
doubtful. The smaller Hippias, the Ion, and the

Alemaenus, on the other hand, which are assailed

by many modem cities, may very well maintain
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their ground as occasional compositions of Plato.

The Fl^osophy of Plato. The nature of this

work will allow only a few brief remarks upon this

subject. The attempt to combine poetry and phi>

losophy (the two fundamental tendencies of the

Greek mind), gives to the Platonic dialogues a :

charm, which irresistibly attracts us, though we
|

may have but a deficient comprehension of their
'

subject-matter. Plato, like ^crates, was pene-
'

trated with the idea that wisdom is the attribute

of the Godhead
; that philosophy, springing from

the impulse to Jmow^ is the necessity of the intel-

lectual man, and the greatest of the blessings in

which he participates. When once we strive after

Wisdom with the intensity of a lover, she becomes

the true consecration and purification of the soul,

adapted to lead us from the night-like to the true

day. An approach to wisdom, however, presup-

poses an original communion with Being, truly so

called
;
and this communion again presupposes the

divine nature or immortality of the soul, and the

impulse to become like the Eternal. This impulse

is the love which generates in Truth, and the de-

velopment of it is termed Dialectics. Out of the

philosophical impulse which is developed by Dia-
lectics not only correct knowledge, but also correct

action springs forth. Socrates' doctrine respecting

the unity of virtue, and that it consists in true,

vigorous, and practical knowledge, is intended to

be set forth in a preliminary manner in the Prota-

goms and the smaller dialogues attached to it.

They are designed, therefore, to introduce a foun-

dation for ethics, by the refutation of the common
views that were entertained of morals and of vir-

tue. For although not even the words ethics and
physics occur in Plato, and even dialectics are not

treated of as a distinct and separate province, yet

he must rightly be regarded as the originator of

the threefold di^j^ion of philosophy, inasmuch as

he had before him the decided object to develop

the Socratic method into a scientific system of dia-

lectics, that should supply the grounds of our

knowledge as well as of our moral action (physics

and ethics), and therefore he separates the general

investigations on knowledge and understanding, at

least relatively, from those which refer to physics

and ethics. Accordingly, the Theaetetus, Sophistes,

Parmenides, and Cratylus, are principally dialecti-

cal ; the Protagoras, Gorgias, Politicus, Philebus,

and the Politics, principally ethical ; while the

Timaeus is exclusively physical. Plato's dialectics

and ethics, however, have been more successful

than his physics.—Plato’s doctrine of ideas was
one of the most prominent parts of his system.

He maintained that the existence of things, cogni-

sable only by means of conception, is tbei^ true

essence, their idea. Hence he asserts that to

deny the reality of ideas is to destroy all scien-

tific research. He departed from the original

meaning of the word idea (namely, that of form
or figure), inasmuch as he understood by it the
unities (^vdSet, /aovdScs) which lie at the basis

of the visible, the changeable, and which can
only be reached by pure thinking. He included

under the expression idea every thing stable amidst
the changes of mere phenomena, all really existing

and unchangeable definitudes, by which the changes
of things and our knowledge of them are condi-

tioned, such as the ideas of genus and species, the

laws and ends of nature, as also the principles

of cognition, and of moral action, and the essences
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of individual, concrete, thinking souls. His system

of ethics was founded upon his dialectics, as is

remarked above. Hence he asserted that not being

in a condition to grasp the idea of the good with

full distinctness, we are able to approximate to it

only so far as we elevate the power of thinking to

its original purity.— The best editions of the col-

lected works of Plato are by Bekker, Bcrol. 1816
—1818, by Stallbaiim, Gotha, 1827, seq., and by
Orelli and others, Turk. 1839.

Plautia Gens, a plebeian gens at Rome. The
name is also written Plotius, just as wc have both

Clodius and Clatuiius. The gens was divided into

the families of Hgpsaeus, Proculus, Silvanus, Venno,

Venox; and although several members of theso

families obtained the consulship, none of them are

of sufficient importance to require a separate notice.

Plauti&ntui, Pulvlns, an African by birth, the

fellow-townsman of Septimius Severus. He served

as praefect of the praetorium under this emperor,

who loaded him with honours and wealth, and
virtually made over much of the imperial autho-

rity into his hands. Intoxicated by these dis-

tinctions, Plautianus indulged in the most despotic

tyranny, and perpetrated acts of enielty almost

beyond belief. In a. d. 202 his daughter Plautilla

was married to Caracalla ; but having discovered

the dislike cherished by Caracalla towards both

his daughter and himself, and looking forward

with apprehension to the downfall which awaited

him upon the death of the sovereign, he formed a
plot against the life both of Septimius and Cara-

calla. His treachery was discovered, and he was
immediately put to death, 203. His daughter

Plautilla was banished first to Sicily, and subse-

quently to Lipara, where she was treated with the

greatest harsWss. After the murder of Geta, in

212, Plautilla was put to death by order of her

bus^nd.
Plautilla. [Plautianus.]
Plautlus. 1. A., a man of consular rank, who

was sent hy the emperor Claudius in a. d. 43 to

subdue Britain. He remained in Britain 4 years,

mid subdued the G. part of the island. He ob-

tained an ovation on his return to Rome in 47.—
2. A Roman jurist, who lived about the time of

Vespasian, and is cited by subsequent jurists.

PlautuB, the most celebrated comic poet of

Rome, was a native of Sarsina, a small village in

Umbria. He is usually called M. Accius Plautus,

but his real name, as an eminent modem scholar

has shown, was T. Maccius Plautus. The date of

his birth is uncertain, but it may be placed about

B. c. 254. He probably came to Rome at an early

age, since she displays such a perfect mastery of

the Latin language, and an acquaintance with

Greek literature, which he could hardly have ac-

quired in a provincial town. Whether he ever

obtained the Roman franchise is doubtful. When
he arrived at Rome he was in needy circumstances,

and was first employed in the service of the actors.

With the money he had saved in this inferior

station ^e left Rome and set up in business : but

his speculations failed ; he returned to Rome, and

his necessities obliged him to enter the service of

a baker, who employed him in turning a hand-

mill. While in this degrading occupation he wrote

3 plays, the sale of which to the manners of the

public games enabled him to quit his drudgery,

and begin his literary career. He was then pro-

bably about 30 years of age (224), and accordingly
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commenced writing comedies a few years before

the breaking out of the 2nd Punic war. He con-

tinued his literary occupation for about 40 years,

and died in 184, when he was 70 years of i^e.

His contemporaries at first were Livius Andronicus

and Naevius, afterwards Ennius and Caecilius:

Terence did not rise into notice till almost 20 years

after his death. During the long time that he

held possession of the stage, he was always a great

favourite of the people ; and he expressed a bold

consciousness of his own powers in the epitaph

which he wrote for his tomb, and which has come

down to us :
—

**Po8tquam est mortem aptus Plautus, comoedia

luget

Scena deserta, dein risus, ludus jocusque

Et numcri innumeri simul omnes collacrumarunt.'*

Plautus wrote a great number of comedies, and in

the last century of the republic there were 1 30 plays,

which bore his name. Most of these however were

not considered genuine by the best Roman critics.

There were several works written upon the sub-

ject; and of these the most celebrated was the

treatise of Varro, entitled QuaesiionGs Plauiina^.

Varro limited the undoubted comedies of the poet

to 21, which were hence called the Fahtdtu Varro-

nianae. These Varronian comedies are the same

as those which have come down to our own time,

with the loss of one. At present we possess

only 20 comedies of Plautus
;
but there were ori-

ginally *21 in the manuscripts, and the Kidii/ana,

which was the 2l8t, and which came last in the

collection, was tom off from the manuscript in the

middle ages. The titles of the 21 Varronian plays

are: \. Amphitruo. 2. Asinaria. 3. Atdularia,

4. Captivi. 5. Curculio. 6. Casina. 7. Cisiellaria,

8. lUpidicus. 9. Jiacdiides. 10. Mosteilaria. 11.

Menaechmi. \2. Miles. \ 8. Mercator. 14. Pseu~

dolus. 15. Poenulus, 16. Persa. 17. Rudens.

18. Stichus. 19. Trinummus. 20. Truculentus.

21. Vidularia. This is the order in which they

occur in the manuscripts, though probably not the

one in which they were originally arranged by
Varro. The present order is evidently alphabeti-

cal
;
the initial letter of the title of each play is

alone regarded, and no attention is paid to those

which follow: hence we find Captivi, Curculio,

Casina, Cistellaria : Mostdlaria, Menaechmi, Miles,

Mercator : Pseudolus, Poenulus, Persa. The play

of the Bacchides forms the only exception to the

alphabetical order. It was probably placed after the

J^aidicus by some copyist, because he had observed

that Plautus, in the Bacchides (ii. 2. 36), referred

to the Epulicus as an earlier work. The names of

the comedies are either taken from soAie leading

character in the play, or from some circumstance

which occurs in it : those titles ending in aria are

adjectives, giving a general description of the play;

thus Asinaria is the “ Ass-Comedy.” The come-

dies of Plautus enjoyed unrivalled popularity among
the Romans, and continued to be represented down
to the time of Diocletian. The continued popu-

larity of Plautus through so many centusies was
owing, in a great measure, to his being a national

poet. Though he founds his plays upon Greek
models, the characters in them act, speak, and

joke like genuine Romans, and he thereby secured

the sympathy of his audience more completely than

Terence could ever have done. Whether Plautus

borrowed the plan of all his plays from Greek mo-
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dels, it is impossible to say. The CisteUaria, Bac-
chides, Pomulus, and Stichus, were taken from
Menander, the Casina and Rudens from Diphilus,

and the Mercator and the Trinummus from Phile-

mon, and many others were undoubtedly founded
upon Greek originals. But in all cases Plautus
allowed himself much greater liberty than Terence;
and in some instances he appears to have simply

taken the leading idea of the play from the Greek,
and to have filled it up in his own fashion. It has
been inferred from a well-known line of Horace
{Epist. ii. 1. 58), “ Plautus ad exemplar Siculi

properare Epicharmi,” that Plautus took great

pains to imitate Epicharraus. But there is no
correspondence between any of the existing plays

of Plautus and the known titles of the comedies
of Epicharmus ; and the verb properare probably
has reference only to the liveliness and energy of
Plautus's style, in which he bore a resemblance to

the Sicilian poet. It was, however, not only with
the common people that Plautus was a favourite

;

educated Romans read and admired his works
down to the latest times. Cicero [de Off. i. 29)
places his wit on a par with that of the old Attic

comedy, and St. Jerome used to console himself
with the perusal of the poet after spending many
nights in tears, on account of his past sins. The
favourable opinion which the ancients entertained

of the merits of Plautus has been confirmed by
the judgment of the best modern critics, and by
the fact that several of his plays have been imi-

tated by many of the best modem poets. Thus
the Amphitruo has been imitated by Moli^re and
Dryden, the Atdularia by Moliere in his Avars,
the MosieUaria by Regnard, Addison, and others,

the Menaechmi by Shakspere in his Comedy of
Errors, the Trinummus by Lessing in his Schatz,

and so with others. Horace {De Arte Poet. 270),
indeed, expresses a less favourable opinion of
Plautus; but it must be recollec.vd that the taste

of Horace had Iwen formed by a different school of

literature, and that he disliked the ancient poets

of his country. Moreover, it is probable that the

censure of Horace does not refer to the general

character of Plautus's poetry, but merely to his

inharmonious verses and to some of his jests. The
text of Plautus has come down to us in a very
corrupt state. It contains many lacunae and inter-

polations. Thus the Atdularia has lost its con-

clusion, the Bacchides its commencement, &c. Of
the present complete editions the best are by Bothe,

Lips. 1834, 2vols. 8vo., and by Weise, Qucdlinb.

1837—>1838, 2 vols. 8vo.
;
but Ritschl's edition,

of which the 1st volume has only yet appeared

(Bonn, 1849), will far surpass all others.

Plavis {Piave), a river in Venetia in the N. of

Italy, which fell into the Sinus Tergestinus.

PUXftdes (IIAcidScs or UsKudZes), the Pleiads,

are usually called the daughters of Altas and
Pletdne, whence they bear the name of the Atian-

tides. They were called Vergiliae by the Romans.
They were the sisters of the Hyades, and 7 in

number, 6 of whom are described as visible, and
the 7th as invisible. Some call the 7th Sterope,

and relate that she became invisible from shame,

because she alone among her sisters had had inter-

course with a mortal man ; others call her Electra,

and make her disappear from the choir of her

sisters on account of her grief at the destruction of

the house of Dardanus. The Pleiades are said to

have made away with themselves from grief at the
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death of their sisters, the Hyades, or at the fate of

their father Atlas, and were afterwards placed as

stars at the back of Taunis, where they formed a

cluster reseiiibling a hunch of grapes, whence they

were sometimes called fi6rpvt. According to an*

other story, the Pleiades were virgin companions

of Artemis, and, together with their mother Pleione,

were pursued by the hunter Orion in Boeotia;

their prayer to be rescued from him was heard by
the gods, and they were metamorphosed into doves

(TTcXeidScs), and placed among the stars. The
rising of the Pleiades in Italy was about the be*

ginning of May, and their setting about the begin-

ning of November. Their names are Electra, Maia,

Taygete, Altjone, Celaeno, Sterope, and Merope.

Meinmyrinin (nxc/i/idpiov: PuntadiCl^nte\
a promontory on the S. coast of Sicily, immedi-

ately S. of Syracuse.

FlSIdnfi a daughter of Oceanus, and
mother of the Pleiades by Atlas. [Atlas

;
Plxi*

ADBS ]

Fleumoxli, a small tribe in Gallia Belgica, sub-

ject to the Nervii.

FlenrattUB (IlAstiparor), king of Illyria, ^vas

the son of Scerdilaidas. His name occurs as an
ally of the Romans in the 2nd Punic war, and in

their subsequent wars in Greece.

Plenrdn (JlXtvpdv: Tl\wpd)vtos\ an ancient

city in Aetolia, and along with Calydon the most

important in the country, was situated at a little

distance from the coast, N.W. of the mouth of the

Evenus, and on the S. slope of Mt. Aracynthus or

Curius. It was originally inhabited by the Cu-
retes. This ancient city was abandoned by its

inhabitants, when Demetrius II. King of Ma-
cedon, laid waste the surrounding country, and a
new city was built under the same name to the

W. of the ancient one. The 2 cities are dis-

tinguished by geographers under the names of Old
Pleuron and NewPleiiron respectively.

Flinliu. L C. Fliniaa SeconduB, the cele-

brated author of the Ni^oria Naluralis, and fre-

quently called Pliny the Elder, was bom a. d. 23,
either at Verona or Novum Comum {Como) in the

N. of Italy. But whichever was the place of his

birth, it is certain that his family belonged to

Novum Comum, since the estates of the elder Pliny

were situated there, the younger Pliny was born
,

there, . and several inscriptions found in the neigh-
;

bourhood relate to various members of the family,
j

He came to Rome while still young, and being

descended from a family of wealth and distinction,

he had the means at his disposal for availing him-

self of the instmetion of the best teachers to be
found in the imperial city. At the age of about
23 he went to Germany, where he served under
L. Pomponius Secundus, of whom he afterwards

wrote a memoir, and was appointed to the com-
mand of a troop of cavalry {pnufectus aloe). It

appears from notices of his own that he travelled

over most of the frontier of Germany,- having visited

the Cauci, the sources of the Danube, &c. It was
in the intervals snatched from his military duties

that he composed his treatise de Jaetdaiume equu^
iri. At the same time he commenced a history of

the Germanic wars, which he afterwards completed

in 20 books. He returned to Rome with Pompo-
niiu (52), and applied himself to the study of

jurisprudence. He practised for some time as a
leader, but does not seem to have distinguished

imself very greatly in that capacity. The greater
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part of the reign of Nero he spent in retirement,

chiefly, no doubt, at his native place. It may have
been with a view to the education of his nephew
that he composed the work entitled StydUmts, an
extensive treatise in 3 hooks, occupying 6 volumes,

in which he marked out the course that should

be pursued in the training of a young orator,

from the cradle to the completion of his education

and his entrance into public life. During the

reign of Nero he wrote a grammatical work in 8
bo^s, entitled Dubiu$ Sermo ; and towards the

close of the reign of this emperor he was appointed

procurator in Spain. He was here in 71, when his

brother-in-law died, leaving his sun, the younger
Pliny, to the guardianship of his uncle, who, on
account of his absence, was obliged to entrust the

care of him to Virginias Rufus. Pliny returned to

Rome in the reign of Vespasian, shortly before 73,

when he adopted his nephew. He had known
Vespasian in the Germanic wars, and the emperor

received him into the number of his most intimate

friends. It was at this period of his life that he
wrote a continuation of the history of Aufidius

Bassus, in 31 books, carrying the narrative down
to his own times. Of his manner of life at this

period an interesting account has been preserved

by his nephew {Epist. iii. 5). It was his practice

to begin to spend a portion of the night in study-

ing by candle-light, at the festival of the Vulcanalia

(towards the end of August), at first at a late hour

of the night, in winter at I or 2 o’clock in the

morning. Before it was light he betook himself

to the emperor Vespasian, and after executing such

commissions as he might be charged with, returned

home and devoted the time which he still had
remaining to study. After a slender meal he

would, in the summer-time, lie in the sunshine

while some one read to him, he himself making
notes and extracts. He never read anything with-

out making extracts in this way, for he used to say

that there was no book so bad but that some good

might be got out of it. He would then take a cold

bath, and after a slight repast sleep a very little, and
then pursue his studies till the time of the coena.

During this meal s8me book was read to, and com-

mented on by him. At table, as might he sup-

posed, he spent but a short time. Such was his

mode of life when in the midst of the bustle and

confusion of the city. When in retirement in the

country, the time spent in the bath was nearly the

only interval not allotted to study, and that he

reduced to the narrowest limits ; for during all the

process of scraping and rubbing he had some book

read to him, or himself dictated. When on a jour-

ney he had a secretary by his side with a book
and tablet^ By this incessant application, per-

severed in throughout life, he amassed an enor-

mous amount of materials, and at his death left

to his nephew 160 volumina of notes {dedorum
commitntarii)y written extremely small on both

sides. With some reason might his nephew say

that, when compared with Pliny, those who had

spent their whole lives in literary pursuits seemed

as if they had spent them in nothing else than sleep

and idleness. From the materials which he had in

this way collected he compiled his celebrated /fts-

^oria No/ttra/ts, which he published about 77* The
details of Pliny’s death are given in a letter of the

younger Pliny to Tacitus (iS7p.vi.l6). He perished

in the celebrated eruption of Vesuvius, which

overwhelmed Herculaneum and Pompeii, in 79
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being 56 yeaxs of age. He was at the time sta-

tioned at Misenum in the command of the Roman
ileet; and it was his anxiety to examine more

closely the extraordinary phacnomenon, which led

him to sail to Stabiae, where he landed and pe-

rished. The only work of Pliny which has come

down to us is his Historia NaturaUs. By Natural

History the ancients understood more than modem
writers would usually include in the subject. It

embraced astronomy, meteorology, geography,

mineralogy, zoology, botany,— in short, every

thing that does not relate to the results of human
skin or the products of human faculties. Pliny,

however, has not kept within even these extensive

limits. He has broken in upon the plan implied

by the title of the work, by considerable digres-

sions on human inventions and institutions (book

vii.), and on the history of the fine arts (xxxv.

—

xxxvii.) Minor digressions on similar topics are

also interspersed in various parts of the work, the

arrangement of which in other respects exhibits

h\it little scientific discrimination. It comprises,

as Pliny says in the preface, 20,000 matters of

importance, drawn from about 2000 volumes. It

is divided into 37 books, the 1st of which consists

of a dedicatory epistle to Titus, followed by a

table of contents of tho other books. When it is

remembered that this work was not tho result of

the undistracted labour of a life, but written in

the hours of leisure secured from active pursuits,

and that too by the author of other extensive

works, it is, to say the least, a wonderful monu-

ment of human industry. It may easily be sup-

posed that Pliny, with his inordinate appetite for

accumulating knowledge out of books, was not the

man to produce a scientific work of any value.

He was not even an original observer. The mate-

rials which he worked up into his huge encyclo-

paedic compilation were almost all derived at

second-hand, though doubtless he has incorporated

the results of his own observation in a larger num-
ber of instances than those in which he indicates

such to be the case. Nor did he, as a compiler,

show either judgment or discrimination in the

selection of his materials, so that in his accounts

the true and the false are found intermixed. His
love of the marvellous, and his contempt for human
nature, lead him constantly to introduce what is

strange or wonderful, or adapted to illustrate the

wickedness of man, and the unsatisfactory arrange-

ments of Providence, His work is of course valu-

able to us from the vast number of subjects treated

of, with regard to many of which we have no other

sources of information. But what he tells us is

often unintelligible, from his retailmg accounts of

things with which he was himself persoiiklly unac-

quainted, and of which he in consequence gives no
satisfactory idea to the reader. Though a writer

on zoology, botany, and mineralogy, he has no
pretensions to be called a naturaUst His com-

pilations exhibit scarcely a trace of scientific ar-

rangement ; and frequently it can be shown that

he does not give the true sense of the authors

whom he quotes and translates, giving not^nneom-

monly wrong Latin names to the objects spoken of

by his Greek authorities. The best editions of

Pliny’s Natural History, -with a commentary, are

by Hardouin (Paris, 1685, 5 vols. 4to.
; 2ad edit

1723, 3 vols. fol.), and hr Panckoucke (Paris,

1829—1833, 20 vols.), with a French translation

and notes by Cuvier and other eminent scimtific
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and literaiy men of France. The most valuable
critical edition of the text of Pliny is by Sillig

(Lips. 1831—1836, 5yo]s. 12mo.).— 2. C. Flinini
Caeoiliua Beenndns, frequently called Pliny the
younger, was the son of C. Caecilius, and of Plinia,

the sister of the elder Pliny. He was bom at
Comum in a. o. 61 ;

and having lost his father at

an early age, he was adopted by his uncle, as has
been mentioned above. His education was con-
ducted under the care of his uncle, his mother, and
hii tutor, Virginius Kufiis. From his youth he
was devoted to letters. In his 14th year he wrote
a Greek trandy. He studied eloquence under
Quintilian. His acquirements finally gained him
the reputation of being one of the most learned

men of the age ; and his friend Tacitus, the histo-

rian, had the same honourable distinction. He
was also an orator. In his 19th year he began to
speak in the forum, and he was frequently em-
ployed as an advocate before the court of the Cen-
tuinviri and before the Roman senate. He filled

numerous offices in succession. While a young
man he served in Syria as tribunus militum, and
was there a hearer of the stoic Euphrates and of

Artemidonis. He was subsequently quaestor Cae-
saris, praetor in or about 93, and consul 100, in

which year he wrote his Pan^yncus^ which is

addressed to Trajan. In 103 he was appointed
propraetor of the province Pontica, where he did
not stay quite 2 years. Among his other functions

he also discharged that of curator of the channel
and the banks of the Tiber. He was twice mar-
ried. His 2nd wife was Calpumia, the grand-
daughter of Calpumius Fabatus, and an accom-
plished woman: she was considerably younger
than her husbmid, who has recorded her kind
attentions to him. He had no children by either

wife bom alive. Tho life of Pliny is chiefly known
from his letters. So far as this evidence shows, he
was a kind and benevolent mar ^fond of literary

pursuits, and of building on and improving his

estates. He was rich, and he spent liberally. He
was a kind master to bis slaves. His body was
feeble, and his health not good. Nothing is known
as to the time of his death. The extant works of

Pliny are his Panegyricus and the 10 books of his

Epistolae. The Pamgyricus is a fulsome eulogium

on Trajan
;

it is of si^l value for the information

which it contains about the author himself and his

times. Pliny collected his own letters, as appears

from the 1st letter of the Ist book, which looks

something like a pre&ce to the whole collection.

It is not an improbable conjecture that he may
have written many of his letters with a view to

publication, or that when he was writing some of

them the idea of future publication was in his

mind. However, they form a very agreeable col-

lection, and make us acquainted with many in-

teresting facts in the life of Pliny and that of his

contemporaries. The letters from Pliny to Trajan

and the emperor’s replies are the most valuable

part of the collection : they form the whole of the

10th book. The letter on the punishment of the

Christians (x. 97), and the emperor’s answer (z.

98), have furnished matter for much remark. The
fact of a person admitting himself to be a Christian

was Bu^ient for his condemnation; and the

punishment appears to have been death. The
Christians, on their examination, admitted nothing

farther thau their practice of meeting on a fixed

day before it was light, and singiog a hymn to
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Christ, as God (quasi Deo) ; their oath (whatever

Pliny may mean by sacramenium) was not to

bind them to any crime, but to avoid theft, rob-

bery, adultery, breach of faith, and denial of a

deposit. Two female slaves, who were said to be
deaconesses (ministrae)^ were put to the torture by
Pliny, but nothing unfavourable to the Christians

could be got out of them : the governor could de-

tect nothing except a perverse and extravagant

superstition (superditionem pravam ei immodicam).
Hereupon he asked the emperor's advice, for the
contagion of the superstition was spreading; yet

he thought that it might be stopped. The em-
peror in his reply approves of the governor's con-

duct, as explained in his letter, and observes that

no general rule can be laid down. Persona sup-

posed to be Christians are not to be sought for : if

they are accused and the charge is proved, they

are to be punished ; but if a man denied the charge,

and could prove its falsity by offering his prayers

to the heathen gods (diis nostris)^ however sus-

pected he may have been, he shall be excused in

respect of his repentance. Charges of accusation

(libdli) without the name of the informant or ac-

cuser, were not to be received, as they had been

:

it was'a thing of the worst example, and unsuited

to the age. One of the best editions of the Epis-

idae and J^anegyricus is by Schaefer, Lips. 1805.

The best editions of the Epistolae are by Cortius

and Longolius, Amsterdam, 1734, and by Gierig,

Lips. 1800.

Flinthln5 (nxii/Olvi)), a city of Lower Egypt,

on the bay called from it Sinus Flinthindtos

{TlXivdiv4irr}s tcdAiror), was the W.*most city of

Egypt (according to its narrower limits) on the

frontier of Marmarica. It stood a little N. of

Taposiris (Abotuir).

Flistarchus (n\el<rrapxaf)f king of Sparta,

was the son and successor of Leonidas, who was
killed at Thermd^yiac, B.c. 480. He reigned from

480 to 458, but being a mere child at the time of

his father's death, the regency was assumed by his

cousin Pausanias. It appears that the latter con-

tinued to administer affairs in the name of the

young king till his own death, about 467.

Fllsthraes (riActirdci^r), son of Atreus, and
husband of Aerope or Eriphyle, by whom he be-

came the father of Agamemnon, Menelaus, and
Anaxibia ; but Homer makes the latter the children

of Atreus. See Agamemnon, Atreus.
Fliitla (Prestia\ a village in Samnium in the

valley between M. Tifata and Taburnus.

FlIstiHuiax or^FUstSnax (nAfurrodb'o^, XlAci-

<rT(£va(), king of Sparta, was the eldest son of the

Pausanias who conquered at Plataea, B.C. 479.

On the death of Plistarchus, in 458, without issue,

Plistoanax succeeded to the throne, being yet a
minor. He reigned from. 458 to 408. In 445 he
invaded Attica ;

but the premature withdrawal of

his army from the enemy's territory exposed him
to the suspicion of havinff been bribed by Perides.

He was punished by a aeavy fine, which he was
unable to pay, and was therefore obliged to leave

his country. He remained 19 years in exile,

taking up his abode near the temple of Zeus on
Mt Lycaeus in Arcadia, and having half^his house
within the sacred precincts that he might enjoy the

benefit of the sanctuary. During this period his

son Pausanias, a minor, reimed in his stead. The
Spartans at length recalled him in 426, in obedi-

ence to the is^unctions of the Delphic oracle. But
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ha was accused of having tampered with the Py-
thian priestess to induce her to interpose for him,
and his alleged impiety in this matter was con-

tinually assigned by his enemies as the cause of

all Sparta's misfortunes in the war
; and therefore

it was that ho used all his influence to bring about
peace with Athens in 421. He was succeeded by
his son Pausanias.

Fllstne (nxeurrds : Xeropotamo), a small river

in Phocis, which rises in Mt. Parnassus, flows

past Delphi, where it receives the small stream

Castalia, and falls into the Crissaean gulf near
Cirrha.

Flo^ui, Fompeia, the wife of the emperor
Trajan, and a woman of extraordinary merit and
virtue. As she had no children, she persuaded

her husband to adopt Hadrian. She died in the

reign of Hadrian, who honoured her memory by
mourning for her 9 days, by building a temple in

her honour, and by composing hymns in her praise.

FlotinS^lil (nAwrivdiroAir), a town in Thrace

on the road from Trajanopolis to Hadrianopolis,

founded by Trajan, and named in honour of his

wife Plotina.

Flotinus (IXAcirrovor), the originator of the Neo-
Platonic system, was bom at Lycopolis in Egypt,

about A. D. 203. The details of his life have been

preserved by his disciple Porphyry in a biography

which has come down to us. From him wo learn

that Plotinus began to study philosophy in his

28th year, and remained 1 1 years under the in-

struction of Ammonius Saccas. In his 39th
year he joined the expedition of the emperor Gor-

dian (242) against the Persians, in order to become
acquainted with the philosophy of the Persians

and Indians. After the death of Gordian he fled

to Antioch, and from thence to Rome (244). For
the first 10 years of his residence at Rome he gave
only oral instructions to a few friends; but ho was
at length induced in 254 to commit his instructions

to writing. In this manner when, 1 0 years later

(264) Porphyry came to Rome and joined himself

to Plotinus, 21 books of very various contents had
been already composed by him. During the 6

years that Pornhy^ lived with Plotinus at Rome,
the latter, at the instigation of Amclius and Por-

phyry, wrote 23 books on the subjects which had
been discussed in their meetings, to which 9 books

were afterwards added. Of the 54 books of Plo-

tinus, Porphyry remarks, that the first 21 books

were of a lighter character, that only the 23 fol-

lowing were the nroduction of the matured powers

of the author, and that the other 9, especially the

4 last, were evidently written with diminished

vigour. Jhe correction of these 54 books was
committed by Plotinus himself to the care of Por-

phyiy. On account of the weakness of his sight,

Plotinus never read them through a second time,

to say nothing of making corrections; intent simply

upon the maUer, he was alike careless of ortho-

graphy, of the division of the syllables, and the

clearness of his handwriting. The 54 books was

divided by Porphyry into 6 Enneadsy or sets of 9

books. ' Plotinus was eloquent in his oral commu-
nications, and was said to be very clever in finding

the appropriate word, even if he failed in accuracy

on the whole. Besides this, the beauty of his

person was increased when discoursing ;
his coun-

tenance was lighted up with genius, and covered

with small drops of perspiration. He lived on the

scantiest fare, and his hours of ^eep were restricted
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to the briefest time possible. He was regarded

with admiration and respect not only by men of

science like the philosophers Amelius, Porphyry,

the physicians Paulinus, Eustochius, and Zethus

the Arab, but even by senators and other states-

men. He enjoyed the favour of the emperor Gal-

licnus, and the empress Salonina, and almost ob-

tained from them the rebuilding of two destroyed

towns in Campania, with the view of their being

governed according to the laws of Plato. He died

at Puteoli in 262. The philosophical system of

Plotinus is founded upon Plato's writings, with

the addition of various tenets drawn from the

Oriental philosophy and religion. He appears

however to avoid studiously all reference to the

Oriental origin of his tenets
;
he endeavours to find

them all under the veil of the Greek mythology,

and points out here the germ of his own philoso-

phical and religious convictions. Plotinus is not

guilty of that commixture and falsification of the

( )riental mythology and mysticism, which is found

in lamblichus, Proclus, and others of the Neo-
Platonic school. The best edition of the Enneads
of Plotinus is by Kreuzer, Oxonii, 1835, 3 vols. 4to.

PldtfuB, whose full name was Marius Plotius
Sacekdos, a Latin grammarian, the author of De
Meins JAber^ who probably lived in the 5th or

(ith century of the Christian aera. His work is

published by Putschius in \\i<i Grammatical Laiinae
Auclores^ llaunov. 1605, and by Gaisford in the

Scriptorcs Latini Rei Metricae^ Oxon. 1837.

Flutarchus (nAo«j»Topxos). Tyrant of Eretria

in Euboea, whom the Athenians assisted in B. c.

.354 .igainst his rival, Callias of Chalcis. The
Athenian army was commanded by Phocion, who
defeated Callias at Tamynae

;
but Phocion having

Kuspecti'd Plutarchns of treachery, expelled him
from Eretria.— 2. The biographer and philosopher,

Avns born at Chaeronea in Boeotia. The year of

his birth is not known; but we learn from Plutarch

himself, that he was studying philosophy under
Ammonius at the time when Nero was making his

progress through Greece, in a, d. 66 ; from which
wc may assume that he was a youth or a young
man at that time. He spent sonje time at Rome,
:md in other parts of Italy; but he tells us that he
<iid not learn the Latin language in Italy, because

he was occupied with public commissions, and in

giving lectures on philosophy; and it was late in

life before he busied himself with Roman literature.

Ho was lecturing at Rome during the reign of

Domitian, but the statement of Suidas that Plutarch

Avas the preceptor of Trajan, ought to be rejected.

Plutarch spent the later years of his life at Chae-
ronea, where he discharged various magisterial

offices, and held a priesthood. The timg of his

death is unknown.—The work which has immor-
talised Plutarch’s name is his Parallel Lives (Blot

^ IlapdAATiAot) of 46 Greeks and Romans. The 46
'

' Lives are arranged in pairs; each pair contains the

life of a Greek and a Roman, and is followed by a
comparison of the two men : in a fow pairs the

comparison is omitted or lost. He seems to have
considered each pair of Lives and the Parallel as

making one book (Bii\lov). The 46 Lives a#a the

following:— 1. Theseus and Romulus; 2. Lycurgus
and Numa

;
3. Solon and Valerius Puhlicola ; 4.

Themistocles and Camillus ; 5.
.
Pericles and Q.

Fabius Maximus ; 6. Alcibiade4 and Coriolanus

;

7. Timoleon and Aemilius Paulus ; 8. Pelopidas

and Marcellus
;

9. Aristides and Cato the Elder

;
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10. Philopoemen and Flamininus; 11. Pyrrhus and
Marius; 12. Lysander and Sulla ; 13. Cimon and
LucuIIus; 14. Nicias andCrassus; 15. Eumenes
and Sertorius

; 16. Agesilaus and Pompeius ; 17.

Alexander and Caesar; 18. Phocion and Cato the

Younger ; 19. Agis and Cleomenes, and Tiberius

and Caius Gracchi
; 20. Demosthenes and Cicero

;

21. Demetrius Poliorcetes and M. Antonius; 22.

Dion and M. Junius Brutus. There are also

the Lives of Artaxerxes Mnemon, Aratus, Galba,
and Otho, which are placed in the editions after

the 46 Lives. Perhaps no work of antiquity has
been so extensively read in modem times as Plu-
tarch’s Lives. The reason of their popularity is

that Plutarch has rightly conceived the business of

a biographer: his biography is tme portraiture.

Other biography is often a dull, tedious enumeration
of facts in the order of time, with perhaps a
summing up of character at the end. The reflections

of Plutarch aro neither impertinent, nor trifling i

his sound good sense is always there : his honest
purpose is transparent : his love of humanity
warms the whole. His work is and will remain,

in spite of all the fault that can be found with it

by plodding collectors of facts, and small critics,

the book of those who can nobly think, and daro

and do. The best edition of the Lives is by Sin-

tenis, Lips. 1839—1846, 4 vols. 8vo.— Plutarch’s

other writings, above 60 in number, are placed

under the general title of Moraiia or Ethical works,,

though some of them are of an historical and anec-

dotical character, such as tho essay on the malignity

(/caKoiideia) of Herodotus, which neither requires

nor merits refutation, and his Apophthegmata^
many of which are of little value. Eleven of these

essays are generally classed among Plutarch’s his-

torical works: among them, also, are his Roman
Questions or Inquiries, his Greek Questions, and
the laves of tho Ten Orators. But it is likely

enough that several of the essays which are in-

cluded in the Moraiia of Plutarch^are not by him.

At any rate, some of them ore not worth reading.

The best of the essays included among the Moraiia

are of a different stamp. There is no philosophical

system in these essays
:
pure speculation was not

Plutarch’s province. His best writings are prac-

tical; and their merits consist in the soundness of

his views on the ordinary events of human life,

and in the benevolence of his temper. His “ Mar-
riage Precepts” are a sample of his good sense,

and of his happiest expression. He rightly appre-

ciated the importance of a good education, and he

gives much sound advice on the bringing up of

children. The best edition of the Moraiia -is by
Wyttenhach: it consists of 6 volumes of text

(Oxon. 1795—1800), and 2 volumes of notes

(Oxon. 1810—1821). The best editions of all the

works of Plutarch are by Reiske, Lips. 1774

—

1782, 12 vols. 8vo., and by Hutten, 1791—1805,

14 vols. 8vo.— 3. The younger, was a son of tho

last, and is supposed by some to have been the

author of several of the works which pass usually

for his father’s, ase.g. the ApofMrpmaia.<^ 4.

An Athenian, son of Nestorius, presided with dis-

tinction over the Neo-Platonic school at Athens

in the early part of the 5th century, and was

surnamed the Great. He numbered among his

disciples Syrianus of Alexandria, who succeeded

him as head of the school, and Proclus of Lycia.

He wrote commentaries, which are lost, on the

“ Timaeus " of Plato, and on Aristotle'a treatise

Q 4
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“ On the Soul." He died at an advanced age,

about A. D. 430.

FlUtO or PltLton (n\owT«v), the giver of wealth,

at first a surname of Hades, the god of the lower

world, and afterwards used as the real name of the

god. In the latter sense it first occurs in Euripides.

An account of the god is given under Hades.
FlUtas (nAoOroy), sometimes called Pluton, the

personification of wealth, is described as a son of

lasion and Deraeter. [Iasion.] Zeus is said to

have deprived him of sight, that he might not be-

stow his favours on righteous men exclusively, but

that he might distribute his gifts blindly and

without any regard to merit. At Thebes there

was a statue of Tyche or Fortune, at Athens one

of Irene or Peace, and at Thespiae one of Aihena

Ergane; and in each of these cases Plutus was

represented as the child of those divinities, sym-

bolically expressing the sources of wealth. He
seems to have been commonly represented as a boy

with a Cornucopia.

FlnviSlIa (TlAovtrdAa^ Ptol.
;

prob. Ferro)^

one of the islands in the Atlantic, called Fortu-
NATAE.

Flii'vlXLB, i. e. the sender of rain, a surname of

Jupiter among the Homans, to whom sacrifices

were offered during long protracted droughts.

PnytagSras (ituvrayopai), 1. Eldest son of

Etagonis, king of Salamis in Cyprus, was assassi-

nated along \vith his father, n. c. .‘174. —2. King
of Salamis in Cyprus, probably succeeded Nicocles,

though we have no account of his accession, or his

relation to the prenous monarchs. He submitted

to Alexander in 332, and served with a fleet under

that monarch at the siege of Tyre.

P9d&llrlu8 (noSoXelptos), son of Aesculapius

and Epione or Arsinoc, and brother of Machaon,

along with whom he led the Thessalians of Tricca

against Troy. He -wns, like his brother, skilled in

the medical art. , On his return from Troy he was

cast by a storm on the coast of Syros in Caria,

where he is said to have settled. He was wor-

shipped as a hero on Mt. Dria.

F6daro68 (IloSdpKTiy). 1. The original name of

Priam.. [Priamus.]— 2. Son of Iphiclus and

grandson of Phylacus, was a younger brother of

Protesilaus, and led the Thessalians of Phylace

against Troy.

Fodargp$. [Harpyiae.]
PoeaB (ITotaj), son of Phylacus or Thaum.acu8,

husband of Methone.and the father of Philoctetes,

who is hence called Poeantiades, Poeantim /teros^

Poeantia proles^ and Poeanie satua. Poeas is men-

tioned among the Argonauts, and is said to have

killed with an arrow, Talaus, in Crete. Poens set

fire to the pile on which Hercules burnt himself,

.and was rewarded by the hero with his arrows.

[Hercules ;
Philoctetes.]

Foemander (nol/uiasdfpof), son of Chaeresilaus

and Stratonice, was the husband of Tanagra, a
daughter of Aeolus or Aesopus, by whom he be-

came the father of Ephippus and Leucippus. He
was the reputed founder of the town of Tanagra in

Boeotia which was hence called Poemandria. When
Poemander had inadvertently killed hia own son,

he was purified by Elepbenor.

FoOflUmfinilB (noifiayrjyds
;

ethnic, ‘the same

:

prob. a fortified place in Mysia, S. of

Cyzietts, with a celebrated temple of Aesculapius.

POenft (IToii^), a personification of retaliation,

sometintes mentioned as one being, and sometimes

POLEMON.
in the plural. The Poenae belonged to tlie train

of Dice, and are akin to the Erinnyes.

Foetovlo. [Pktovio.]
F9g5n (noSyuy)f the harbour of Troezen iu

Argolk
Fola (Po!a)f an ancient town in Istria, situated

on the W. coast, and near the promontory Folatl-
enm, which was the most S.-ly point in the coun-
try. According to tradition Pola was founded by
the Colchians, who had been sent in pursuit of
Medea. It was subsequently a Homan colony,

with the surname Pietas Julia^ and became an im-
portant commercial town, being united by good
roads with Aquileia and the principal towns of

Illyria. Its importance in antiquity is attested by
its magnificent ruins, of which the principal are
those of an araplptheatre, of a triumphal arch
{Porta aurea\ erected to L. Sergius by his wife

Salvia Postuma, and of several temples.

FSlSmon (HoAe/itwv). 1. I. King of Pontus and
the Bosporus, was the son of Zenon, the orator of

Laodicea. As a rew.ard for the services rendered
by his father as well as himself he was appointed

by Antony in B. c. 39 to the government of a part of

Cilicia ; and he subsequently obtained in exchange
the kingdom of Pontus. He .accompanied Antony
in his expedition against the Parthians in 3G. After

the battle of Actium he was able to make his peace

with Octavian, who confirmed him in his kingdom.
About the year 16 he was intrusted by Agrippa
with the charge of reducing the kingdom of Bos-

porus, of which he was made king after conquering

the country. His reign after this was long and
prosperous; he extended his dominions as far as

the river Tanais
; but having engaged in an expe-

dition against the barbarian tribe of the Aspurgians

he was not only defeated by them, hut taken

prisoner, and put to death. By his 2iid wife P\’-

thodori.s, who succeeded him on the throne, he left

2 sons, Polemon II., .and Zenon, king of Armenia,
and 1 daughter who was married to Cotys king of

Thrace.— 2. II. Son of the preceding and of Py-
thodoris, was raised to the sovereignty of Pontus
and Bosporus by Caligula in a. d. 39. Bosporus

was afterwards taken from him by Claudius, who
assigned it to Mithridates, while he gave Polemon
a portion of Cilicia in its stead, 41. In 62 Polemon
was induced by Nero to abdicate the throne, and
Pontus was reduced to the condition of a Roman
province.— 3 . Of Athens, an eminent Platonic

philosopher, was the son of Philostratus, a man of

wealth and political distinction. In liis youth,

Polemon was extremely profligate
;
but one day,

when he was about 30, on his bursting into the

school of Xenocrates, at the head of a band of

revellers, '!u8 attention was so arrested by the dis-

course which chanced to ho upon temperance, that

he tore off his garland and remained an attentive

listener, and from that day he adopted an abste-

mious course of life, and continued to frequent the

school, of which, on the death of Xenocrates, he
became the head, b. c. 315. He died in 273 at a
great age. He esteemed the object of philosophy

to be, ^0 exercise men in things and deeds, not in

dialectic speculation. He placed the summum bonum
in living according to the laws of nature. •—4. Of
Athens by citizenship, but by birth either of Ilium,

or Samos, or Sicyon, a Stoic philosopher and an

eminent geographer, sumamed Periepeies (d wepi-

iryfiri?*), lived in the time ofPtolemy Epiphanes, at

the beginning ofthe 2nd century b.c. In philosophy
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he was a disciple of Panaetius. He made exten>

sive journeys through Greece, to collect materials

for his geographical works, in the course of which

he paid particular attention to the inscriptions on

votive offerings and on columns. As the collector

of these inscriptions, he was one of the earlier

contributors to the Greek Anthology. Athenaeus

and other writers make very numerous quotations

from his works. They were chiefly descriptions of

different parts of Greece ; some were on the paint-

ings preserved in various places, and several are

controversial, among which is one against Erato-

sthenes. •— 6. Antonius, a celebrated sophist and
rhetorician, flourished under Trajan, Hadrian, and

the flrst Antoninus, and was in high favour with

the 2 former emperors. He was bom of a consular

family, at Laodicea, but spent the greater part of

his life at Smyrna. His most celebrated disciple

was Aristides. Among his imitators in subsequent

times was Gregory Nazianzen. His style of ora-

tory was imposing rather than pleasing ; and his

character was haughty and reserved. During the

latter part of his life he was so tortured by the

gout, that he resolved to put an end to his exist-

ence
;
he had himself shut up in the tomb of his

ancestors at Laodicea, where he died of hunger, at

the age of 65. The only extant work of Poleinon

is the funeral orations for Cynaegirus and Callima-

chus, the generals who fell at Marathon, which are

supposed to be pronounced by their fathers. These
orations are edited by Orelli, Lips. 18iy.—-G. The
author of a short Greek work on Pliysiognomy,

which is still extant. He must have lived in or

before the 3rd century after Clirist, as he is men-
tioned by Origon, and from his style he cannot be
supposed to have lived much earlier than this time.

His work consists of 2 books: in the Ist, which
contains 23 chapters, after proving the utility of

physiognomy, he lays down the general principles

of the science
;

in the 2nd book, which consists of

27 chapters, he goes on to apply the principles he
had before laid down, and describes in a few words
the characters of the courageous man, the timid,

the impudent, the passionate, the talkative, &c.
The best edition of it is by Franz in his “ Scrip-

tores Physiognornoniae Veteres,” Alteiiburg. 1780.
FSlemdnluin (noAc/ativiOv : noAejuc^i'tor, and

TloXfiJiwvievs : Poleman), a city on the coast of

Pontns in Asia Minor, built by King Polemon
(probably the 2nd), on the site of the older city

of Side, at the mouth of the river Sidenus (Po-
letnan Chat), and at the bottom of a deep gulf,

with a good harbour. It was the capital of the

kingdom of Polemon, comprising the central part

of Pontus, £. of the Iris, which was hence called

Pontus PolemoniacuB.

F51iM (rioAids), i. e. the goddess protecting

the city,** a surname of Athena at Athens, where
she was worshipped as the protecting divinity of
the acropolis.

Ffilichna (IIoAlx’^f Dor. TloKixva

:

noAixvf-
TTjy), a town : 1. In the N.W. of Messenia, W.
of Andania.— 2. In the N.E. of Laconia.— 3. In
Chios.— 4. In Crete, whose territory bordered on
that of Cydonia.— 6. In Mysia, in the district

Troas, on the left bank of the Aesepus near its

source.

FSUeni (TIoAtft^s),
** the protector of the city,**

a surname of Zens, under which he had an altar

on the acropolis at Athens.

FSJioroSteii Demetriiu. [Dbmbtrius.]
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ToUm (nSXis), a village of the Locri Opuntii,

subject to Hyle.

Ffilltes (IIoAtTT/y), son of Priam and Hecuba,
and father of Priam the younger, was a valiant

warrior, but was slain by Pyrrhus.

Folitdi^um, a town in the interior of Latium,
destroyed by Ancus Martius.

PolitlchaB (IIoAtouxor), i. e. ** protecting the

city,** occurs as a surname of several divinities,

such as Athena Chalcioecus at Sparta, and of

Athena at Athens.

Folia, Arg^tarXa, the wife of the poet Lucan.

Pollentla (Pollentinus). 1. (Po/cRza), a town
of the Statielli in Liguria at the confluence of the

Sturia and the Tanarus, and subsequently a Roman
municipium. It was celebrated for its wool. In
its neighbourhood Stilicho gained a victory over

the Goths under Alaric.— 2. A town in Picenuin,

probably identical with Urbs Salvia.— 3. (Pol-
lenza\ a Roman colony on the N.E. point of the

Balearis Major.

Folllo, Axmius, was accused of treason (ma-
Jeslas) towards tho end of the reign of Tiberius,

but was not brought to trial. He was subsequently
one of Nero's intimate friends, but was accused of

taking part in Piso'a conspiracy against that em-
peror in A. D. 63, and was in consequence banished.

Polllo, C. Aslnlus, a distinguished orator, poet

and historian of the Augustan age. He was bom
at Rome in u. c. 7 6, and became distinguished as

an orator at an early age. On the breaking out of

the civil war he joined Caesar, and in 49 he ac-

companied Curio to Africa. After the defeat and
death of Curio, he crossed over to Greece, and fought

on Caesar's side at the battle of Pharsalia (48).

lie also accompanied Caesar in his campaigns

against the Pompeian party in Africa (46) and
Spain (45). He returned with Caesar to Rome,
but was shortly afterwards sent back to Spain,

with the command of the Fui4!)cr Province, in

order to prosecute the war against Sex. Pompey.
He was in his province at the time of Caesar's

death (44). He took no part in tho war between
Antony and tho senate

;
but when Antony was

joined by Lepidus and Octavian in 43, Pollio es-

poused their cause, and persuaded L. Plancus in

Gaul to follow his example. In the division of

the provinces among the triumvirs, Antony received

the Gauls. The administration of the Transpadane

Gaul was committed to Pollio by Antony, and he

had accordingly the difficult task of settling the

veterans in the lands which had been assigned to

them in this province. It was upon this occasion

that he saved the property of tho poet Virgil at

Mantua from confiscation, whom he took under his

protection from his love of literature. In 40 Pollio

took an active part in effecting the reconciliation

between Octavian and Antony at Brundusium. In

the same year he was consul ;
and it was during

his consulship that Virgil addressed to him his

4th Eclogue. In 39, Antony went to Greece, and

sent Pollio with a part of his army a^inst the

Parthini, an Illyrian people. Pollio defeated the

Parthini and took the Dalmatian town of Salonae

;

and in consequence of his success obtained the

honour of triumph on the 25th of October in this

year. He gave his son Asinius Gallus the agnomen
of S^oninus after the town which he had taken.

It was during his Illyrian campaign that Virgil

addressed to him the 8th Eclogue, ^m this time

Pollio withdrew altogether from politidd life, and
aa 2
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devoted himself to the study of literature. lie still

continued however to exercise his oratorical powers,

and maintained his reputation for eloquence by his

speeches b3th in the senate and the courts of

justice. He died at his Tusculan villa, a. i>. 4, in

the 80th year of his aqe, preserving to the last the

full enjoyment of his health and of all his fsculties.

— Pollio deserves a distinguished place in the

history of^oman literature, not so much on account

of his works, as of the encouragement which he
gave to literature. He was not only a patron of

Virgil, Horace (sec Carm. ii. 1), and other great

poets and writers, but ho has the honour of having

been the first person to establish a public library

at Home, upon which he ex(»ended the money he
had obtained in his Illyrian campaign. None of

Pollio*s own works have come down to us, but
they possessed sufficient merit to lead his contem-

poraries and successors to class his name with those

of Cicero, Virgil and Sallust, as an orator, a poet

and an historian. It was however as an orator

that he possessed the greatest reputation. Catullus

describes him in his youth {Carm. xii. 9) as ** le-

porum disertus puer et facetiarum," and Horace

speaks of him in the full maturity of his powers

{Carm, ii. 1. 13) as Insigne maestis praesidiuin

reis et consulenti, Pollio, curiae and we have

also the more impartial testimony of Quintilian, the

two Senecas and the author of the Dialogue on

Orators to the greatness of liis oratorical powers.

—Pollio wrote the history of the civil wars in 17

books. It commenced with the consulship of Me-
tellus and Afranius, b. c. (iO, in which year the

first triumvirate was formed, and appears to have

come down to the time when Augustus obtained

the undisputed supremacy of the Roman world.

—

As a poet Pollio was best known for his tragedies,

which are spoken of in high terms by Virgil and
Horace, but which probably did not possess any

great merit, os they are hardly mentioned by sub-

sequent writers. The words of Virgil {Ed. iii. 80),
“ Pollio et ipse facit nova carmina,” probably refer

to tragedies of a new kind, namely, such as were not

borrowed from the Greek, but contained subjects

entirely new, taken from Homan story.—Pollio

also enjoyed great reputation as a critic, but he is

chiefly known in this capacity for the severe judg-

ment which he passed upon his great contempo-

raries. Thus he pointed out many mistakes in the

speeches of Cicero, censured the Commentaries of

Caesar for their want of historical fidelity, and
found fault with Sallust fur affectation in the use

of antiquated words and expressions. He also

complained of a certain Patavinitt/ in Livy, re-

specting which some remarks are made in the life

of Livy. [p. 387, a,] Pollio had a son, C. Asinius

Gallus SaloninuB. [See p. 276.] Asinius Gallus

married Vipsania, the fonner wife of Tiberius, by
whom he had several children : namely, 1 . Asinius

Saloninus. 2. Asinius Gallus. 3. Asinius Pollio,

consul A. Ii. 23. 4. Asinius Agrippa, consul a. n.

25. 5. Asinius Celer.

PoUIo, Vedlni, a Roman eques and a friend of
Augustus, was by birth a freedman, and has ob-

tained a place in history on account of his riches

and bis cruelty. He was accustomed to feed his

lampreys with human flesh, and whenever a slave

displeased him, the unfortunate wretch was forth-

with thrown into the pond as food for the fish. On
one occasion Augustiu was supping with him, when
a slave had the misfortune to break a crystal
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goblet, and his master immediately ordered him to

be thrown to the fishes. The slave fell at the feet

of Augustus, praying for mercy
;
and when the

emperor could not prevail upon Pollio to pardon
him, he dismissed the slave of his own accord, and
commanded all Pollio's crystal goblets to be broken
and the fish-pond to be Ailed up. Pollio died

B. c. 15, leaving a large part of his property to

Augustus. It was this Pollio, who built the cele-

brated villa of Pausilypum near Naples.

Pollux or Polydeuces. [Dioscuri.]

Pollux, Jtlllas ('lovAtor IIoAvSsukijs). 1. Of
Naucratis in Egypt, was a Greek sophist and
grammarian. He studied rhetoric at Athens under
the sophist Adrian, and afterwards opened a private

school in this city, where he gave instruction in

grammar and rhetoric. At a later time he was
appointed by the emperor Commodus to tho chair

of rhetoric at Athens. He died during the reign

of Commodus at the age of .58. Wo may therefore

assign a.d. 183 as the year in which he flourihhed.

He seems to have been attacked by many of hia

contemporaries on account of the inferior character

of his oratory, and especially by Lucian in his

"?rir6pb»v SiSiiTKaXof. Pollux was the author of

several works, all of which have perished, with

the cxcepticm of the Onomasticon. This work ia

divided into 10 books, each of which contains a
short dedication to the Caesar Commodus : it was
therefore published before a. n. 177, since Com-
modus became Augustus in that year. Each book
forms a separate treatise by itself, containing the

most important words relating to certain subjects,

with short explanations of the meanings of the

words. The alphabetical arrangement is not adopted,

but the words are given according to the subjects-

treated of in each book. The best editions aic by
Lederlin and Ilemstershuis, Amsterdam, 1708; by
Dindorf, Ijips. 1824; and by Imra. Bekker, Rerol.

1846.— 2. A Byzantine writer, the author of a
Chronicon, which treats at some length of the

creation of the world, and is therefore entitled

'Icropla Like most other Byzantine his-

tories, it is an universal history, beginning with

the creation of the*world and coming down to the

time of the writer. The two manuscripts from

which this work is published end with the reign

of Valens, but the Paris manuscript is said to come
down as low as the death of Romanus, a. d. 963.

The best edition is by Hardt, Munich, 1 792.

Pdlus (IIwAor). 1. A sophist and rhetorician, a
native of Agrigentum. He was a disciple of Gor-

gias, and wrote a treatise on rhetoric, as well as

other works mentioned by Suidas. lie is intro-

duced by Plato as an interlocutor in the Gorgias.

—2. A.cefebrated tragic actor, tho son of Charicles

of Sunium, and a disciple of Archias of Thurii. It

is related of him, that at the age of 70, shortly be-

fore his death, he acted in 8 tragedies on 4 suc-

cessive days.

Folj^gOS {UoXHaiyos : Polyhos or Aniitne~

los)t an uninhabited island in the Aegaean sea,

near Melos.

Folj^iwnas (IIoAi&ati'os). 1. Of Lampsacus, a

mathematician and a friend of Epicurus, adopted

the philosophical system of his friend, and, although

he had previously acquired great reputation as a

mathematician, he now maintained with Epicurus

the worthlessness of geometry, i— 2. Of Sardis, a

sophist, lived in the time of Julius Caesar. Ho is

the author of 4 epigrams in the Greek Anthology
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His full name was Julius Polyaenus.’^Z, The Ma-

cedonian, the author of the work on Stratagems in

war (^rpai-Tjyifi/JiaTa), which is still extant, lived

about the middle of the 2nd century of the Christian

aera. Suidas calls him a rhetorician, and we learn

from Polyaenus himself that he was accustomed to

plead causes before the emperor. He dedicated his

work to M. Aurelius and Verus, while they were

engaged in the Parthian war, about a. d. 1G3, at

which time, he says, he was too old to accompany

them in their campaigns. This work is divided

into 0 books, of w'hicb the first 6 contain an account

of the stratagems of the most celebrated Greek ge-

nerals, the 7th of those of barbarous or foreign

people, and the 8th of the Romans, and illustrious

women. Parts, however, of the Cth and 7th books

are lost, so that of the 900 stratagems which Po-

lyaenus described, only 833 have come down to us.

The work is written in a clear and pleasing style,

though somewhat tinged with the artificial rhetoric

of the age. It contains a vast number of anecdotes

respecting many of the most celebrated men in an-

tiquity ; but its value as an historical authority

is very much diminished by the little judgment

which the author evidently possessed, and by our

ignorance of the sources from which he took his

statements. The best editions are by Maaavicius,

Leyden, 1G90
;
by Mursinna, Berlin, 1756 ; and

by Coray, Paris, 1809.

Polybius (noAu§tos). L The historian, the

son of Lycortas, and a native of Megalopolis, in

Arcadia, was bom about b. c. 204. His father

Lycortas was one of the most distinguished men of

the Achaean league
;
and Polybius received the

advantages of his father’s instmetion in political

knowledge and the military art. He must also

have reaped great benefit from his intercourse with

Philopoemen, who was a friend of his father’s, and

on whose death, in 182, Polybius carried the um
in which his ashes were deposited. In the follow-

ing year Polybius was appointed one of the ambas-

sadors to Kgypt, hut he did not leave Greece, as the

intention of sending an embassy was abandoned.

From this time he probably began to take part in

public afifairs, and he appears to nave soon obtciined

great influence among his countrymen. After the

conquest of Macedonia, in 168, the Roman com-

missioners, who were sent into the S. of Greece,

commanded, at the instigation of Callicrates, that

1000 Achacans should be carried to Rome, to

answer the charge of not having assisted the

Romans against Perseus. This number included

all the best and noblest part of the nation, and
among them was Polybius. They arrived in Italy

in B. c. 167, but, instead of being put upon their

trial, they were distributed among th^ Etruscan
towns. Polybius was more fortunate than the

rest of his countrymen. He had probably be-

come acquainted in Greece with Aemilius Paulas,

or his sons Fabius and Scipio, and the two young
men now obtained permission from the praetor for

Polybius to reside at Rome in the house of their

father Paulua. Scipio was then 18 years of age,

and soon became warmly attached to Bolybius.

Scipio was accompanied by his friend in all his

military expeditions, and received much advantage

from his experience and knowledge. Polybius,

on the other hand, besides finding a liberal -patron

and protector in Scipio, was able by his means to

obtain access to public documents, and to accumu-
late materials for his great historical work. After
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remaining in Italy 17 years, Polybius returned to

Peloponnesus in 151, with the surviving Achaean
exiles, who were at length allowed by the senate

to revisit their native land. He did not, however,

remain long in Greece. He joined Scipio in his

campaign against Carthage, and was present at the

destruction of that city in 146. Immediately after-

wards he hurried to Greece, where the Achaeans
were waging a mad and hopeless war against the

Romans. He appears to liavc arrived in Greece
soon after the capture of Corinth ; and he exerted

all his influence to alleviate the misfortunes of his

countrymen, and to procure favourable terms for

them. His grateful fellow-countrymen acknow-
ledged the great services he had rendered them,
and statues wero erected to his honour at Mega-
lopolis, Mantinea, Pallantium, Tegca, and other

places. Polybius seems now to have devoted him-
self to the composition of the great historical work,
for which ho had long been collecting materials.

At what period of his life ho made the journeys
into foreign countries for the purpose of visiting the

places which he had to describe in his history, it is

impossible to determine. He tells us (iii. 69)
that he undertook long and dangerous journeys

into Africa, Spain, Gaul, and even as far as the

Atlantic, on account of the ignorance which pre-
vailed respecting those parts. Some of these
coimtries he visited while serving under Scipio,

who afforded him every facility for the prosecution

of his design. At a later period of his life he
visited Egypt likewise. lie probably accompanied
Scipio to Spain in 1 34, and was present at the fall

of Niimantia, since Cicero states (ad j(^am, v. 12)
that Polybius wrote a history of the Numantine
war. He died at the age of 82, in consequence of

a fall from his horse, about 122.— The history of

Polybius consisted of 40 books. It began b.c.

220, where the history of Aratns left off, and
ended at 146, in which year Coikith was destroyed,

and the independence of Greece perished. It con-

sisted of 2 distinct parts, which were probably
published at different times and afterwards united
into one work. The first part comprised a period
of 35 years, beginning with the 2nd Punic war,
and the Social war in Greece, and ending with
the conquest of Perseus and the downfal of the

Macedonian kingdom, in 168. This was in fact

the main portion of his work, and its great object

was to show how the Romans had in this brief

period of 53 years conquered the greater part of

the world ;
but since the Greeks were ignorant for

the most part of the early history of Rome, he
gives a survey of Roman history from the taking

of the city by the Gauls to the commencement of
the 2nd Punic war, in the first 2 books, which
thus form an introduction to the body of the work.
With the fall of the Macedonian kingdom the su-

premacy of the Roman dominion was decided, and
nothing more remained for the other nations of the
world than to yield submission to the Romans.
The second part of the work, which formed a kind
of supplement to the former part, comprised the

period from the conquest of Perseus in 168, to the
fall of Corinth in 146. The history of the con-

quest of^Greece seems to have been completed in
the 39th' book

;
and the 40th book probably con-

tained a chronological summary of the whole work.
The history of Polybius is one of the most valuable

works that has come down to, us from antiquity.

[ He had a clear apprehension of the knowledge
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which an historian must possess ; and his prepara-

tory studies were carried on with the greatest

energy and perseverance. Thus he not only col-

lected with accuracy and care an account of the

events that he intended to narrate, but he also

studied the history of the Roman constitution, and
made distant journeys to become acquainted with

the geography of the countries that he had to de-

scribe in his work. In addition to this, he had a
strong judgment and a striking love of truth, and,

from having himself taken an active part in poli-

tical life, he was able to judge of the motives and
actions of the great actors in history in a way that

no mere scholar or rhetorician could possibly do.

But the characteristi<; feature of his work, and the

one which distinguishes it from all other histories

which have come down to us from antiquity, is its

didactic nature. He did not, like other historians,

write to afford amusement to his readers ; his ob-

ject was to teach by the past a knowledge of the

future, and to deduce from previous events lessons

of practical wisdom. Hence ho calls his work
a Pragmateia {irpaypArela), and not a History

(laropla). The value of history consisted, in his

opinion, in the instruction that might be obtJiined

from it. Thus the narrative of events became in

his view of secondary importance ; they formed

only the text of the political and moral discourses

which it was the province of the historian to de-

liver. Excellent, however, .as these discourses are,

they materially detract from the merits of the his-

tory as a work of art
;

their frequent occurrence

interrupts the continuity of the narrative, and de-

stroys, to a great extent, the interest of the reader

in the scenes which are described. Moreover he

frequently inserts long episodes, which have little

connection with the main subject of his work, be-

cause they have a didactic tendency. Thus wc
find that one whole book (the 6th) was devoted to

a history of the Rg/man constitution
; and the 34th

book seems to have been exclusively a treatise on

geography. The style of Polybius bears the im-

press of his mind
;
and, as instruction and not

amusement was the great object for which he wrote,

he did not seek to please his readers by the choice

of his phrases or the composition of his sentences.

Hence the later Greek critics were severe in their

condemnation of his style. The greater part of

the history of Polybius has perished. We possess

the first 5 books entire, but of the rest we have

only fragments and extracts, some of which, how-

ever, are of considerable length, such as the ac-

count of the Roman army, which belonged to the

6th book. There have been discovered at different

times 4 distinct collections of extracts from the lost

books. The first collection, discovered soon after

the revival of learning in a MS. brought from Corfu,

contained the greater part of the 6th book, and

portions of the following 11. Iti 1582 Ursinus

published at Antwerp a 2nd collection of Extracts,

entitled Excerpia de LsgaiionUmSy which were made
in the 10th century of the Christiaif era. In 1634,

Volesius published a Srd collection of extracts from

Polybius, also Udten from the Excerpta of Con-
Stantinns, entitled Exeerpta de Virtuti^ et Vitiis.

The 4th collection of extracts was published at

Rome in 1827 by Angelo Mai,who discoveled in the

Vatican library at Rraoe the section of the Excerpta

of Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, entitled Exeerpta

da Sententiu. The. beat ediition of Polybius with a

consientary is by Sdiiireighaeiiser, Lips. 1789

—
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1795, 8 vols. 8vo. The best edition of the text

alone is by Bekker (Berol. 1844, 2 vols. 8vo.),

who has added the Vatican fragments. Livy did
not use Polybius till he came to the 2nd Punic
war, but from that time he followed him very

closely. Cicero likewise chiefly followed Polybius

in the account which he gives of the Roman
constitution in his De Republica. The history

of Polybius was continued by Posidonius and
Strabo. [Posidonius

;
Strabo.] Besides the

great historical work of which we have been speak-

ing, Polybius wrote, 2. llte Life of PJulopocmen
in 3 books. 3. A treatise on Tactics, 4. A His-

tory of the Numantine IVar. 2. A freedman of

the emperor Augustus, read in the senate the will

of the emperor after his decease.— 3. A favourite

freedman of the emperor Claudius. He was the

companion of the studies of Claudius
; and on the

death of his brother, Seneca addressed to him a
Consolation in which he bestows the highest praises

upon his literary attainments. Polybius was put

to death through the intrigues of Messalina, al-

though he had been one of her paramours.

Pol;^b5te8 (noAi;§<i)Ti7s), one of the giants who
fought against the gods, was pursued by Poseidon

across the sea as far as the island of Cos. There
Poseidon tore away a part of the island, which
was afterwards called Nisyrion, and throwing it

upon the giant buried him under it.

Pol^botUB (IIoAuffoToy : Bulawadiun Ru.), a
city of Great Phrygia, E. of Synnada.

F51j^biis(n(iAu§or). 1. King of Corinth, bywhom
Oedipus was brought up. [Oedipus.] He was the

husband of Periboea or Merope. Pausanias makes
him king of Sicyon, and describes him as a son of

Hermes and Cbtbonophyle, and as the father of

Lysianassa, whom he gave in marriage to Talaus,

king of the Argives.—• 2. A Greek physician, was
one of the pupils of Hippocrates, who was also his

son-in-law, and lived in the island of Cos, in the

4th century b. c. With his brothers-in-law, Thes-
salus and Dracon, Polybus was one of the founders

of the ancient medical sect of the Dogmatic!. He
was sent abroad by Hippocrates, with his fellow-

pupils, during the lime of the plague, to assist dif-

ferent cities with his medical skill, and he after-

wards remained in his native country. He has been
supposed, both by ancient and modern critics, to

be the author of several treatises in the Hippocratic

collection.

Pol^caxpuB (noAdKapTTOv), one of the apos-

tolical fathers, was a native of Smyrna. The
date of his birth and of his martyrdom are uncer-

tain. He is said to have been a disciple of the

apostle John, and to have been consecrated by this

apostle bilhop of the church at Smyrna. It has

been conjectured that he was the angel of the

church of Smyrna to whom Jesus Christ directed

the letter in the Apocalypse (ii. 8— 1 1) ;
and it is

certain that he was bishop of Smyrna at the time

when Ignatius of Antioch passed through that

city on his way to suffer death at Rome, some time

between 1U7 and 116. Ignatius seems to have

enjoyed, much this intercourse with Polycarp,

whom he had known in former days, when they

were both bearers of the apostle John. The mar-

tyrdom of Polycarp occurred in the persecutwn

under the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Lucius

Verua As ho was led to death the proconsul

offered him his life, if he would revile Christ.

“Eighty and six yean have I served him,” waa
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the reply, “ and he never did me wrong : how then

can I revile my King and my Saviour?” We
have remaining only one short piece of Polycarp,

his Letter to ilie PhiUppianM, wliich is published

along with Ignatius and the other apostolical

writers. [Ignatius.]

Polycl§s {Uo\vK\^s)^ the name of 2 artists.

The elder Polycles was probably an Athenian, and

flourished about B. c. 370. He appears to have

been one of the artists of the later Athenian school,

who obtained great celebrity by the sensual charms

exhibited in their works. One of his chief works

was a celebrated statue of an Hermaphrodite.

The younger Polycles is placed by Pliny in loo,

and is said to have made a statue of Juno, which

was placed in the portico of Octavia at Rome,
when that portico was erected by Metellus Mace-
donicus. Rut since most of the works of art, with

which Metellus decorated his portico, were not the

original productions of living artists, but the works

of lornier masters, it has been conjectured that this

Polycles may be no other than the Athenian artist

already mentioned.

Fblycletus (noA.uK\siToj). 1. The Elder, of

Argos, probably by citizenship, and of Sicyon,

probably by birth, was one of the most celebrated

statuaries of the ancient world ; he was also a

sculptor, an architect, and an artist in toreutic.

He was the pupil of the gre.at Argive statuary

Ageludas, under whom he had Phidias and My-
ron for his fellow- disciples. He was somewhat
younger than Phidias, and about the same age as

M^ron. He flourished about a. c. 452—412.

(.)f his personal history we know nothing further.

As an artist, he stood at the head of the schools

of Argos and Sicyon, and approached more nearly

than any other to an equality with Phidias, the

great head of the Athenian school. The essential

dillerence between these artists was that Phidias

was unsurpassed in making the images of the gods,

Polycletus in those of men. One of the most

celebrated works of Polycletus was his Doryphorm
nr Spear-bcarer, a youthful figure, but with tlie

full proportions of a man. This was the statue

which became known by the name of Canon, be-

cause in it the artist had embodied a perfect repre-

sentation of the ideal of the human figure. Another
of his great works was his ivory and gold statue

of Hera in her temple between Argos and Mycenae.
This work was executed by the artist in his old

age, and was doubtless intended by him to rival

Phidias’s chryselephantine statues of Athena and
of Zeus, though it was surpassed by them in costli-

ness and size. The goddess was seated on a throne,

her head crowned with a garland, on which were
worked the Graces and the Hours, tile one hand
holding the symbolical pomegranate, and the other

a sceptre, surmounted by a cuckoo, a bird sacred

to Hera, on account of her having been once
changed into that form by Zeus. This statue re-

mained always the ideal model of Hero. In the
department of toreutic, the fame of Polycletus no
doubt rested chiefly on the golden ornaments of
his statue of Hera

;
but he also made small bronzes

(jsigi/la), and drinking-vessels (phialae). As an
architect Polycletus obtained great celebrity by
the theatre, and the circular building (tholus),

which he built in the sacred enclosure of Aescula-

pius at Epidauru8.<-w2. The Younger, also a sta-

tmuy of Argos, of whom very little is known, be-

cause hia fame was eclipsed by that of his more
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celebrated namesake, and, in part, contemporary.

The younger Polycletus may be placed about 400.— 3. Of Larissa, a Greek historian, and one of the

numerous writers of the history of Alexander the

Great.^4. A favourite freedman of Nero, who
sent him into Britain to inspect the state of the

island.

PolyOT&tea (noXvKpdrTis). 1. Of Samos, one
of the most fortunate, ambitious, and treacherous

of the Greek tyrants. With the assistance of his

brothers Pantagnotus and Syloson, he made himself

master of the island towards the latter end of the

reign of Cyrus. At first he shared the supreme
power with his brothers

;
but he shortly afterwards

put Pantagnotus to death, and banished Syloson.

Having thus become sole despot, he raised a pow-
erful fleet, and extended his sway over several of
the neighbouring islands, and even conquered sotne

towns on the mainland. He had formed an alliance

with Amasis, king of Egypt, who, however, finally

renounced it through alarm at^the amazing good
fortune of Polycrates, which never met with
any check or disaster, and which therefore was
sure, sooner or later, to incur the envy of the gods.

Such, at least, is the account of Herodotus, who
has narrated the story of the rupture between
Amasis and Polycrates in his most dramatic man-
ner. In a letter which Amasis wrote to Poly-
crates, the Egyptian monarch advised him to throw
away one of his most valuable possessions, in order

that he might thus inflict some injury upon him-
self. In accordance with this advice Polycrates

threw into the sea a seal-ring of extraordinary

beauty
; but in a few days it was found in the

belly of a fish, which had been presented to him
by a fishennan. In the reign of Cambyses, the

Spartans and Corinthians sent a powerful force to

Samos, in order to depose the tyrant
; but their

expedition failed, and after besieging the city 40
days, they left the island, lijjie power of Poly-

crates now became greater than ever. The great

works which Herodotus saw at Samos were pre-

bably executed by him. He lived in great pomp
and luxury, and, like others of the Greek tyrants,

was a patron of literature and the arts. The most
eminent artists and poets found a ready welcome
at Ills court

;
and his friendship for Anacreon is

particularly celebrated. But in the midst of all

his prosperity he fell by the most ignominious fate.

Oroetes, the satrap of Sardis, had formed a deadly

hatred against Polycrates. By false pretences, the

satrap contrived to allure him to the mainland,

where he was arrested soon after his arrival, and
crucified, 522.—*2. An Athenian rhetorician and
sophist of some repute, a contemporary of SocrateE

and Isocrates, taught first at Athens and afterwarde

at Cyprus. He was the teacher of Zoilus. He
wrote, 1 . An accusation of Socrates, which was e

declamation on the subject composed some yean
after the death of the philosopher. 2. A defence

of Busins. J|ie oration of Isocrates, entitled

siris, is addrJRd to Polycrates, and points out th<

faults which the latter had committed in his oratior

on this subject. 3. An obscene poem, which h<

published under the name of the poetess Philaenis

for the purpose of injuring her reputation.

FoljFmnuui (Uo?<vSdfi9s). L Son of Panthou

and Phrontis, was a Trojan hero, a friend c

Hector, and brother of Eupborbus.— 2. Of See

tussa in Thessaly, son of Nicias, conquered in th

Pancratium at the Olympic games, in 01. d3, a c

Q Q 4
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403. HU size was immense, and the most mar-

vellous stories are related of hU strength, how he

killed without arms a huge and fierce lion on Mt.

Olympus, how he stopped a chariot at full gallop,

See. His reputation led the Persian king, I)<irius

Ochus, to invite him to his court, where he per-

formed similar feats. 3. Of Pharsalus in Thes-

saly, was entrusted by his fellow-citizens about

». c. 375, with the supreme government of their

native town. lie afterwards entered into a treaty

with Jason of Pherae. On the murder of Jason in

370, his brother Polyphron put to death Polydamas.

Pol^dectes (no\i;SeKT7)s). 1. King of the island

of Seriphos, was son of Magnes, and broth(‘r of

Hictys. He received kindly Danae and Perseus,

when the chest, in which they had been exposed

by Acrisius, floated to the island of Seriphos. His
story is related under Perseus.— 2. King of

Sparta, was the eldest son of Eunomus, the brother

of Eycurgus the l^givcr, and the father of Chari-

laus, who succeeds him. Herodotus, contrary to

the other authorities, makes Polydectes the father

of Eunomus.
PoiydeucSs (noA.u3e«5xr7r), one of the Dioscuri,

and the twin-brother of Castor, called by the Ro-
mans Pollux. [Dioscuri.]

Pol^^ddruB (noAiiSwpas). 1. King of Thebes,

son of Cadmus and Harmonia, husband of Nycteis,

and father of Labdacus.— 2. The youngest among
the sons of Priam and Laotoe, was slain by Achilles.

This is the Homeric account
;
but later traditions

make him a son of Priam and Hecuba, and give a

different account of his death. One tradition re-

lates, that when Ilium was on tho point of falling

into the hands of the Greeks, Priam entrusted Po-

lydorus and a large sum of money to Polyraestor

or Polymnestor, king of the Thracian Chersoticsus.

After the destruction of Troy, Polyraestor killed

Polydorus for the purpose of getting possession of

his treasures, and BRst his body into the sea. His

body was afterwards washed upon the coast, where

it was found and recognised by his mother Hecuba,

who, together with other Trojan captives, took

vengeance upon Polymestor by killing his two

children, and putting out his eyes. Another tra-

dition stated that Polydorus was entrusted to his

sister Iliona, who was married to Polymestor, She

brought him up as her own son, while she made
every one else believe that her own son Deipliilus

or Deipylus was Polydorus. The Greeks, anxious

to destroy the race of Priam, promised to Polymes-

tor Electra for his wife, and a large amount of gold,

if he would kill Polydorus. Polymestor was pre-

vailed upon, and he accordingly slew his own son.

Polydorus, thereupon, persuaded his sister Iliona to

kill Polymestor.— 3. King of Sparta, was the son

of Alcamenes and the father of Eurycrates, who suc-

ceeded him. He assisted in bringing the 1 st Mes-

senian war to a conclusion, b. c. 724. He was

murdered by Polcmarchus, a Spartan of high fap

rally
;
but his name was precious Uj^ng his people

on account of his justice and kinMess. Crotona

and the Epizephyrian Locri were founded in his

reign.— 4. Brother of Jason of Pherae, obtained

the supreme power along with his brother Poly-

phron, on the dtvath of Jason in B. c. 370^ but was
shortly afterwards assassinated by the latter.— 6.

A sculptor of Rhodes, one of the associates of

Agesander, in the execution of the celebrated

group of the Eaocoon. [Agebander.]
Pblyeuotna (IIoXi^evKTOs), an Athenian orator

POLYPHEMUS.
of tho demus Sphettus, was a political friend of

Demosthenes, with whom ho worked in resisting

the Macedonian party,

FMygndtus (noAiJ^vwTor), one of the most ce-

lebrated Greek painters, was a native of the island

of Thasos, and was honoured with the citizenship

of Athens, on which account he is sometimes called

an Athenian. His father, Aglaophon, was his in-

structor in his art
; and he had a brother, named

Aristophon, who was also a painter. Polygnotus
lived on intimate terms with Cimon and his sister

Elpiuice
;
and he probably came to Athens in b.u.

463, after the subjugation of Thasos by Cimon.
lie appears to have been at that time an artist of

some reputation, and he continued to exercise his

art almost down to tho beginning of the Pelopon-
nesian war (431). The period of his greatest

artistic activity at Athens seems to have been that

which elapsed from his removal to Athens (463)
to the death of Cimon (4411), who employed him
in the pictorial decoration of the public buildings

with which he began to adorn the city, such as the
temple of Theseus, the Anacciim, and the Poecile.

He aftervyards went to Delphi, when he was em-
ployed with other artists in decorating the build-

ings connected with the temple. He appears to

have returned to Athens about 4.35, where he ex-

ecuted a series of paintings in the Propylaea of the

Acropolis. The Propylaea were commenced in

437, and completed in 432. The subjects of the

pictures of Polygnotus were almost invariably taken

from Homer and the other poets of tho epic cycle.

They appear to have been mostly painted on panels,

which were afterwards let into the walls where
they were to remain.

Polyhymnia. [Polymnia.]
Polyldns (no\vi‘5os). 1. Son of Cooranus,

grandson of Abas and great-grandson of Melampus.
He was, like his ancestor Mel.ampus, a celebrated

soothsayer at Corinth, and is described as the father

of Euchenor, Astycratia, and Manto. When Alca-

thous had murdered his own son CallipolisatMegara,

he was purified by Polyidus, who erected alMegara
a sanctuary to Dionysus, and a statue of the god.—
2. A dithyrarabic poet of tho most flourishing

period of the later Athenian dithyramb, and also

skilful as a painter, was contemporary with Philo-

xenus, Timotheus, and Tclestes, about n. c. 400.

Polj^mestor or Polynmestor. [Polydorus.]
Polynmestus, or Polymnastus (XloAujui/rjiTTos),

the son of Meles of Colophon, was an epic, elegiac,

and lyric poot, and a musician. He flourished b.o.

675-644. He belongs to the school of Dorian

music, which flourished at this time at Sparta,

where he carried on the improvements of Thaletas.

Tho Attic Sbrnedians attacked his poems for their

erotic character. As an elegiac poet, he may be

regarded as the predecessor of his fellow-country-

man, Mimnermus.
Polymnia or Polyhymnia {Uohiifivia), daugh-

ter of Zeus, and one of the 9 Muses. She pre-

sided over lyric poetry, and was believed to have

invented the lyre. In works of art she was usually

represented in a pensive attitude. [Musab.]
Polj^nlceB (IIoAvi'efKijs), son of Oedipus and

Jocasta, and brother of Eteocles and Antigone.

His story is given under Eteocles and Adrastus.
Pol^phemOB (UoK^^imos). 1. Son of Po-

seidon, and the nymph Thoosa, was one of the Cy-

clopes in Sicily. [Cyclopes.] He is represented

as a gigantic monster, having only one eye in the
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centre of his forehead, caring nought for the gods,

and dev-ouring human flesh. He dwelt in a cave

near Mt. Aetna, and fed his flocks upon the moun-

tain. He fell in love with the nymph Galatea, but

as she rejected him for Acis, he destroyed the latter

by crushing him under a huge rock. When
Ulysses was driven upon Sicily, Polyphemus de-

voured some of his companions ; and Ulysses

would have shared the same fate, had he not put

out the eye of the monster, while he was asleep.

I
Ulysses.] —2. Son of Elatus or Poseidon and

Hippea, was one of the Lapithac at Larissa in

Thessaly. He was married to Laonome, a sister

of Hercules. He was .also one of the Argonauts,

blit being left behind by them in Mysia, he founded

Cios, and fell against the Chalybes.

Fblyphron (IIoAiJippwv), brother of Jason of

Dicrae, succeeded to the supreme power with his

brother Polydorus on the death of .Tason in B. c.

J70. Shortly afterwards ho murdered Polydorus.

Ho exorcised his power with great cruelty, and was

murdered in his turn, 369, by his nephew Alex-

ander, who proved a still greater tyrant.

Fblypoetes (noAuB-oirijs), son of Pirithous and
Ilippodamia, was one of the Lapithae, and joined

the Greeks in the Trojan war.

Folyrrhenia or -lum (noKv^^Tiuia :

vios\ a town in Crete, whose territory embraced

the whole western corner of the island. It pos-

sessed a sanctuary of Dictynna, and is said to have

boon colonised by Achaeans and Lacedaemonians.

Pblysperchon (Uo\v<Tirtpx<t>v)^ a Macedonian,

and a distinguished officer of Alexander the Great,

lu B.c. 3'23 he was appointed by Alexander 2nd
in command of the army of invalids and veterans,

which Cratenis had to conduct home to Macedonia.

He .afterwards served under Antipater in Europe,

and so great was the confidence which the latter

reposed in him, that Antipater on his death-bed

(31.9) appointed Polysperchoii to succeed him as

regent and guardian of the king, while he assigned

to his own son Cassander the subordinate station of

Chiliarch. Polysperchon soon became involved in

w’ar with Cassander, who was dissatisfied with this

arrangement. It was in the course of this war that

Polysperchon basely surrendered Phocion to the

Athenians, in the hope of securing the adherence

of Athens. Although Polysperchon was supported

by 01ympi.as, and possessed great influence with

the Macedonian soldiers, he proved no match for

Cassander, and Avas obliged to yield to him pos-

session of Macedonia about 316. For the next

few years Polysperchon is rarely mentioned, but in

310, he again assumed an important part by re-

viving the long-forgotten pretensions of^ Hercules,

the son of Alexander and Barsine to the throne of

Macedonia. Cassander marched against him, but

distrusting the fidelity of his own troops, he en-

tered into secret negotiations with Polysperchon,

and persuaded the latter, by promises and flatteries,

to murder Hercules. From this time he appears

to have served under Cassander ; but the period of

his death is not mentioned.

PoljHimfitttS {Uo\vTlfiriT05 : Sogd or Kohik in

Bokhara)^ a considerable river of Sogdiana, which,

according to Strabo, vanished underground near

Maracanda {Samar^nd\ or, as Arrian says, was

lost in the sands of the steppes. .

Pilyxena (noAv^evi^), daughter of Priam and

Hecuba, was beloved by Achilles. When the

Greeks, on their voyage home, were still lingering
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on the coast of Thrace, the shade of Achilles ap-

peared to them, demanding that Polyxena should

be sacrificed to him. Neoptolemus accordingly sa-

crificed her on the tomb of his father. It was re-

lated that Achilles had promised Priam to bring

about a peace with the Greeks, if the king would
give him his daughter Polyxena in marriage

; and
that when Achilles had gone to the temple of the

Thymbraean Apollo, for the purpose of negotiating

the marriage, he was treacherously killed by Paris.

Another tradition stated that Achilles and Po-
lyxena fell in love with each other when Hector's

body was delivered up to Priam ; and that Po-
lyxena fled to the Greeks after the death of

Achilles, and killed herself on the tomb of her
beloved with a sword.

Folyxo (IIoAu^c^). 1, The nurse of queen
Hypsipyle in Lemnos, was celebrated as a pro-

phetess. —• 2. An Argive woman, married to Tlepo-
lemuB, son of Hercules, followed her husband to

Rhodes, where, according to some traditions, she

is said to have put to death the celebrated Helen.
[Helena.]

Pblyzelns (noAu^ijAos). 1. Brother of Hieron,
the tyrant of Syracuse. [Hieron.]— 2. Of Rhodes,
an historian, of uncertain date, wrote a history of
his native country.— 8. An Athenian comic poet,

belonging to the last period of the Old Comedy and
the beginning of the Middle.

FomSna, the Roman divinity of the fruit of

trees, hence called Pomorum Patrona. Her name
is evidently derived from Pomum. She is repre-

sented by the poets as beloved by several of the
rustic divinities, such as Silvanus, Pious, Vertum-
nus, and others. Her worship must originally have
been of considerable importance, since a special

priest, under the name of JUimen Pomonalis^ was
appointed to attend to her service.

Fompeia. 1. Daughter of Q. Pompeius Rufus,

son of the consul of b. c. 88, adfi of Cornelia, the
daughter of the dictator Sulla. She married C.
Caesar, subsequently the dictator, in 67, but wag
divorced by him in 61, because she was suspected

of intriguing with Clodius, who stealthily intro-

duced himself into her husband's house while she
was celebrating the mysteries of the Bona Dea.—
2. Sister of Cn. Pompey, the triumvir, married C.

Memmius, who was killed in the war against Ser-

torius, in 75.— 3. Daughter of the triumvir by his

third wife Mucia. She married Faustus Sulla, the

son of the dictator, who perished in the African

war, 46. She afterwards married L. Cornelius

Cinna, and her son by this marriage, Cn. Cinna
Magnus, entered into a conspiracy against Au-
gustus. As her brother Sextus survived her, she
must have died before 35.-4. Daughter of Sex.

Pompey, the son of the triumvir and of Scribonia.

At the peace of Misenum in 39 she was betrothed

to M. Marcellos, the son of Octavia, the sister of

Octavian, but was never married to him. She
accompanied h^fathcr in his flight to Asia, 36.—
6. Paulina. (Taijlina.]

Fompei&nuB, Tib. Claudius, son of a Roman
knight originally from Antioch, rose to the highest

dignities under M. Aurelius. This emperor gave
him his daughter Lucilla in marriage. He lived to

the reign of Severua

Pompfiii (nojairi^toi, Ilo/iirafa, Jlofimita : Pom-
peianus), a city of Campania, was situated on the

coast, at the mouth of the river Samus, and at the

foot of Mt. Vesuvius
; but in consequence of the
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physical changes which the surroanding country

has undergone, the ruins of Pompeii are found at

present al^ut 2 miles from the sea. P(»npoii was

first in the hands of the Oscans, afterwards of the

Tyrrhenians, smd finally became a Roman munici*

piura. It was partly destroyed by an earthquake

in A. D. 63, but was overwhelmed in 79, along with

Herculaneum and Stabiae, by the great eruption of

Mt. Vesuvius. The lava did not reach Pompeii,

but the town was covered with successive layers of

ashes and other volcanic matter, on which a soil

was gradually formed. Thus a great part of the

city has been preserved with its market-places,

theatres, baths, temples, and private bouses ; and
the excavation of it in modem times has thrown
great light upon many points of antiquity, such as

the construction of Roman houses, and in general

all subjects connected with the private life of the

ancients. The first traces of the ancient city were
discovered in 1689, rising above the ground

;
but

it was not till 1721 that the excavations were
commenced. These have been continued with

various interruptions down to the present day
;
and

now about half the city is exposed to view. It

was surrounded by walls, which were about 2
miles in circumference, surmoimted at intervals by
towers, and containing 6 gates.

PompeXopdlis {Uotnrifio^oXn)^ the name of

several cities founded or enlarged by Pompey.

1. {Tosh Kopri\ an inland city of Cappadocia,

S.W. of Sinope, on the river Amnias {Goklrmalc)^

a W. tributary of the Halys.— 2. [Pompklon.J— 3. [SoLok.]
Pompeiua. L Q. Pompoms, said to have been

the son of a flute-player, was the first of the family,

who rose to dignity in the state. He was consul

in 141, when ho carried on war against the Nu-
mantiucs in Spain. Having been defeated by the

enemy in several^ engagements, he concluded a
peace with them

;
but on the arrival of his succes-

sor in the command, he disowned the treaty, which

was declared invalid by the senate. He was censor

in 1 31 witli Q. Metellus Macedonicus.—2. Q. Pom-
peius Biifas, either son or grandson of the preced-

ing, was a zealous supporter of the aristocratical

party. He was tribune of the plebs, 100 ; praetor,

91 ;
and consul, 88, with L. Sulla. When Sulla

set out for the East to conduct the war against

Mithridates, he left Italy in charge of Pompeius
Rufus, and assigned to him the army of Cn. Pom-
peius Strabo, who was still engaged in carrying on

war against the Marsi. Strabo, however, who was
unwilling to be deprived of the command, caused

Pompeius Rufus to be murdered by the soldiers.

Cicero mentions Pompeius Rufus among the ora>

tors whom he had heard in his youth.— 3. Q.

Pompeius Rufus, son of No. 2, married Sulla's

daughter, and was murdered by the party of Sul-

picius and Marius in the forum, during the consul-

ship of his father, 88.-4. Q. Pompeius Rufus,
son of No. 3 and grandson of tMb dictator SuIIo,

was tribune of the plebs 52, when he distinguished

himself as the great partisan of the triumvir Pom-
pey, and assisted the latter in obtaining the sole

consulship. Rufus however on the expiration of

hJs office was accused of Vis, was condemned,

and went into exile at Bauli in Campania.— 5. Q.
Po]4peiaB Raftui, praetor 63, was sent to Capua
to watch over Campania and Apulia during Cati-

line'-e conspiracy. In 61 he obtained the province

of Afiica, with the title of proconsul.— 6. Sex.
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Pompeiua, married Lucilin, a sister of the poet C.
Lucilius.— 7. Sex. Pompeius, elder son of No. 6,

never obtained any of the higher offices of the state,

but acquired great reputation as a man of learning,

and is praised by Cicero for his accurate knowledge
of jurisprudence, geometry, and the Stoic philoso-

phy.— 8 . Sex. I^mpeiUB, a descendant of No. 7,

consul A. D. 14, with Sex. Appuleius, in which year
the emperor Augustus died. He seems to have
been a patron of literature. Ovid addressed him
several letters during his exile ; and it was proba-

bly this same Sex. Pompeius, whom the writer

Valerius Maximus accompanied to Asia, and of

whom he speaks as his Alexander.— 9. Cn. Pom-
peius Strabo, younger son of No. 6, and father of

the triumvir. He was quaestor in Sardinia 103,
praetor 94, and propraetor in Sicily in the follow-

ing year. He was consul 89, when he carried on war
with success against the allies, subduing the greater

number of tho Italian people who were still in

arms. Towards the end of the year he brought
forward the law (/ar Pompeia), which gave to nil

the towns of the Transpadani the Jus Latii or

Latinitas. He continued in the S. of Italy as

proconsul in the following year (88), and when
Pompeius Rufus [No. 2.J was appointed to suc-

ceed him in the command of the army, Strabo

caused him to be assassinated by the troops. Next
year (87) the Marian party obtained the upper

hand. Strabo was summoned by the aristocratical

party to their assistance
;
and though not active

in their cause, he marched to the relief of the city,

and fought a battle near the Colline Gate with

Cinna and Sertorius. Shortly afterwards, he was
killed by lightning. His avarice and cruelty had
made him hated by the soldiers to such a degree,

that they tore his corpse from the bier arul dragged

it through the streets. Cicero describes him
{Brut. 47) ‘‘as worthy of hatred on account of

his cruelty, avarice, and perfidy.” He possessed

some reputation as an orator, and still more as a

general. He left behind him a considerable pro-

perty, especially in Piceuum. —10. Cn. Pompeius
Hagnns, the TriunTir, son of No. 9, was born

on the 30th of September, b. c. 106, in the consul-

ship of Atilius Serramis and Servilius Caepio, and

was consequently a few months younger than

Cicero, who was bom on the 3d of .January in

this year, and 6 years older than Caesar. He
fought under his father in 89 against the Italians,

when he was only 17 years of age, and continued

with him till his death two years afterwards. For

the next few years the Marian party had pos-

session of Italy; and accordingly Pompey, who
adhered ts the aristocratical party, was obliged to

keep in the back ground. But when it became

known in 84, that Sulla was on the point of re-

turning from Greece to Italy, Pompey hastened

into Pieenum, where he raised an army of 3 le-

gions. Although only 23 years of age, Pompey
displayed great military abilities in opposing the

Marian generals by whom he was surrounded

;

and when he succeeded in joining Sulla in the

coarse *of the year (83), he was saluted by the

latter with the title of Imperator. During the

remainder of the vrar in Italy Pompey distin-

guished himself as one of the most successful of

Sulla's generals ; and when the war in Italy was

brought to a close, Sulla sent Ponqpey against the

Marian party in Sicily and Africa. Pompey first

proceeded to Sicily, of whkli he easily made hkn-
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self master (82) : here he put Corbo to death. In

81 Poinpey crossed over to Africa, where he de-

feated Cn. Dontitius Ahenobarbus and the Numi-

dian king Hiarbas, after a hard fought battle. On
his return to Rome, in the same year, he was re-

ceived with enthusiasm by the people, and was

greeted by Sulla with the surname of Magnus, a

name which he bore ever afterwards, and handed

down to his children. Pompey, however, not sa-

tisfied with this distinction, sued for a triumph,

which Sulla at first refused ; but at length over-

come by Pompey's importunity, he allowed him to

have his own way. Accordingly Pompey, who
liad not yet held any public office, and was still a

simple equos, entered Rome in triumph in Sep-

tember 81, and beforo he had completed his 26th

year. Pompey continued faithful to the aristo-

cracy after Sulla’s death (78), and supported the

coiihul Catulus in resisting the attempts of hfs col-

league Lepidus to repeal the laws of Sulla ; and when
Lepidus had recourse to arms in the following year

(77), Pompey took an active part in the war against

him, and succeeded in driving him out of Italy.—
nie aristocracy, however, now began to fear the

young and successful general
;
but since Sertorius

in Spain had for the last three years successfully

opposed Metellus Pius, one of the ablest of Sulla’s

generals, and it had become necessary to send the

latter some effectual assistance, the senate, with

considerable reluctance, determined to send Pompey
to Spain, with the title of proconsul, and with

equal powers to Metellus. Pompey remained in

Spain between 6 and fi years (78—71); but

neither he nor Metellus was able to gain any de-

cisive advantage over Sertorius. Rut when Ser-

toriiis Avas treacherously murdered by his own of-

ficer Perperna, in 8*2, the war was speedily brought

to a close. Perperna was easily defeated by

Pompey in the first battle, and the whole of Spain

w'as subdued by the early part of the folloiving

year (71). Pompey then returned to Italy at the

head of his army. In his march towards Rome he

fell in with the remains of the army of Spartacus,

w'hich M. Crassus had previously defeated. Pom-
pey cut to pieces these fugitives, and therefore

claimed for himself, in addition to all his other

exploits, the glory of finishing the Servile war.

Pompey was now a candidate for the consulship
;

and although he was ineligible by law, inasmuch

as he was absent from Rome, had not yet reached

the legal age, and had not held any of the lower

offices of the state, still his election Avas certain.

His military glory had charmed the people
; and

as it was known that the aristocracy looked upon
Pompey with jealousy, they ceased to regard him
as belonging to this party, and hoped to obtain,

through him, a restoration of the rights and privi-

leges of which they had been deprived by Sulla.

Pompey was accordingly elected consul, along with

M. Crassus
;
and on the Slst of December, 71, he

entered the city a second time in his triumphal

car, a simple eques.— In his consulship (70),
Pompey openly broke with the aristocracy, and
became the great popular hero. He proposed and
carried a law, restoring to the tribunes the power
of which they had been deprived by Sulla. He
also afforded his all-powerful aid to the Lex
Aurelia, proposed by the praetor L. Aurelius Cotta,

by which the judices were to be taken in future

firom the senatua, cquites, and tribuni aerarii, in-

stead of from the senators exclusively, as Sulla
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bad ordained. In carrying both these measures

Pompey was strongly supported by Caesar, with

whom lie was thus brought into close connection.

— For the next two years (69 and 68) Pompey
remained in Rome. In 67 the tribune A. Gabinius

brought forward a bill, proposing to confer upon
Pompey the command of the war against the

pirates with extraordinary powers. This bill was
opposed by the aristocracy Avith the utmost vehe-

mence, but was notwithstanding carried. The
pirates Avere at this time masters of the Mediterra-

nean, and had not only plundered many cities on
the coasts of Greece and Asia, but had even made
descents upon Italy itself. As soon as Pompey
received the command, he began to make his pre-

parations for the war, and completed them by the
end of the winter. His plans were formed with
great skill and judgment, and were croAvned iwith

complete success. In 40 days he cleared the

western sea of pirates, and restored communication
between Spain, Africa, and Itiily. He then fol-

lowed the main body of the pirates to their strong-

holds on the coast of Cilicia ;
and after defeating

their fleet, he induced a great part of them, by
promises of pardon, to surrender to him. Many of

these he settled at Soli, which was henceforward

called Pompeiopolis. The 2nd part of the cam-
paign occupied only 49 days, and the whole war
was brought to a conclusion in the course of 3
months

;
so that, to adopt the panegyric of Cicero

(pro Leg. Man. 12) “ Pompey made his prepara-

tions for the war at the end of the winter, entered

upon it at the commencement of spring, and finished

it in the middle of the summer.” Pompey was
employed during the remainder of this year and
the beginning of the following in visiting the cities

of Cilicia and Pamphylia, and providing for the

government of the newly-conquered districts.—

During his absence from Rome, Pompey was ap-

pointed to succeed Lucullus in tl«r command of the

war against Mithridates (66). The bill, conferring

upon him this command, was proposed by the

tribune C. Manilius, and was supported by Cicero,

in an oration which has come down to us (Pro
Lege Manilia). Like the Gabiniau law, it was
opposed by the Avhole Aveight of the aristocracy,

hut Avas carried triumphantly. The power of

Mithridates had been broken by the previous vic-

tories of Lucullus, and it Avas only left to Pompey
to bring the war to a conclusion. On the approach

of Pompey, Mithridates retreated towards Armenia,
but he Avas defeated by the Roman general

; and
as Tigranes now refused to receive him into his

dominions, Mithridates resolved to plunge into the

heart of Colchis, and from thence make his way to

his own dominions in the Cimmerian Bosporus.

Pompey now turned his arms against Tigranes ;

but the Armenian king submitted to him without

a contest, and was allowed to conclude a peace

with the republic. In 65 Pompey set out in pur-

suit of Mithridates, but he met with much opposi-

tion from the Iberians and Albanians ; and after

advancing as far as the river Phaais (Foz), he re-

solved to leave tliese savage districts. He accord-

ingly retraced his steps, and spent the winter at

Pontus, which he reduced to the form of a Ro-
man province. In 64 he marched into Syria, de-

posed the king Antiochus Asiaticus, and made
that country also a Roman province. In 63 he
advanced further south, in order to establish the

Roman supremacy in Phoenicia, Coele-Syria, and
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Palestine. The Jews refused to submit to him,

and shut the gates of Jerusalem against him ; and

it was not till after a siege of 3 months that the

city was taken. Pompey entered the Holy of

Holies, the first time that any human being, except

the high-priest, had dared to penetrate into this

sacred sj)ot. It was during the war in Palestine

that Pompey received intelligence of the death

of Mitliridates. [Mithridates VI.] Pompey
spent the next winter in Poiitus ; and after settling

the affairs of Asia, he returned to Italy in 62. He
disbanded his army almost immediately after land-

ing at Brundisium, and thus calmed the apprehen-

sions of many, who feared that, at the head of his

victorious troops, he would seize upon the supreme

power. He did not, however, return to Rome till

the following year (61), and he entered the city in

triumph on the 30th of September. Ho had just

completed his 45th year, and this was the third

time that he had enjoyed the honour of a triumph.

With this triumph tho first and most glorious part

of Pompey's life may be said to have ended.

Hitherto his life had been an almost uninterrupted

succession of military glory. But now he was
called upon to play a prominent part in the civil

commotions of the commonwealth, a part for which
neither his natural talents nor his previous habits

had in the least fitted him. It would seem, that

on his return to Rome, Pompey hardly knew what
part to take in the politics of the city. He had
been appointed to the command against the pirates

and Mithridates in opposition to the aristocracy,

and they still regarded him with jealousy and
distrust. At the same time he was not disposed

to unite himself to the popular party, which had
risen into importance during his absence in the

East, and over wliich Caesar possessed unbounded

influence- Tho object, however, which engaged

the immediate attention of Pompey was to obtain

from the senate a ratification for all his acts in

Asia, and an assignment of lands wliich he had
promised to his veterans. The senate, however,

glad of an opportunity to put an affront upon a
man whom they botli feared and hated, resolutely

refused to sanction his measures in Asia. This

was the unwisest thing the senate could have done.

If they had known their real interests, they would
have sought to win Pompey over to their side, as

a counterpoise to the growing and more dangerous

influence of Caesar. But their short-sighted policy

threw Pompey into Caesar's arms, and thus sealed

the downfal of their party. Caesar promised to

obtain for Pompey the ratification of his acts
;
and

Pompey, on his part, agreed to support Caesar in

all his measures. That they might be more sure

of carrying their plans into execution, Caesar pre-

vailed upon Pompey to become reconciled to Cras-

BUB, with whom he was at variance, but who, by
his immense wealth, had great influence at Rome.
The 3 agreed to assist one another against their

mutual enemies ; and thus was first fonned the first

triumvirate.— This union of the 3 most powerful
men at Rome crushed the aristocracy for the time.

Supported by Pompey and Crassus, Caesar was
able in big consulship (59) to carry all his mea^
Bures. Pompey 's acts in Asia were ratified ; and
Caesar's agrarian law, which divided the rich

Campanian land among the poorer citizens, enabled
Pompey to fulfil the promises he had made to his

veterans. In order to cement their union more
closely, Caesar gave to Pompey his daughter Julia
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in marriage. Next year (58) Caesar went to his

province in Gaul, but Pompey remained in

Rome. While Caesar was gaining glory and in-

fluence in Gaul, Pompey was gradually losing the

confidence of all parties at Rome. The senate

hated and feared him
;

the people had deserted

him for their favourite Clodius
;
and he had no

other resource left but to strengthen his connection

with Caesar. Thus he came to be regarded as tlio

second man in the state, and was obliged to aban-
don the proud position which he had occupied for so

many years. According to an arrangement made
with Caesar, Pompey and Crassus were consuls for

a second time in 55. Pompey received as his pro-

vinces the two Spains, Crassus obtained Syria,

while Caesar’s government was prolonged for 5
years more, namely from the Ist of January, 53,

to the end of the year 49 . At the end of his con-

sulship Pompey did not go in person to his pro-

vinces, but sent his legates, L. Afranius and M.
Petreius to govern the Spains, while he himself

remained in the neighbourhood of the city', llis

object now was to obtain tho dictatorship, and to

make himself the undisputed master of the Roman
world. Caesar's increasing power and influence

had at length made it clear to Pompey that a
struggle must take place between them, sooner or

later. The death of his wife Jului, in 54, to whom
he was tenderly attached, broke one link which
still connected him with Caesar ; and the fall of

Crassus in the following yetir (53), in the Par-

thian expedition, removed the only person who
had the least chance of contesting the supremacy
with them. In order to obtain the dictatorship,

Pompey secretly encouraged the civil discord with

which the state was torn asunder ;
and such

frightful scenes of anarchy followed the death of

Clodius at the beginning of 52, that the senate

had now no alternative but calling in the assistance

of Pompey, who was accordingly made sole consul

in 52, and succeeded in restoring order to the state.

Soon afterwards Pompey became reconciled to the

aristocracy, and was now regarded as their ac-

knowledged hea^. The history of the civil war
which followed is related in the life of Caesar.
It is only necessary to mention here, that after the

battle of Pharsalia (48) Pompey sailed to Egypt,

where he hoped to meet with a favourable recep-

tion, since he had been the means of restoring to

his kingdom the father of the young Egyptian

monarch. The ministers of tho latter, however,

dreading Caesar’s anger if they received Pompey,

and likewise Pompey’s resentment if they forbade

him to land, resolved to release themselves from

their di^cultics by putting him to death. They
accordingly sent out a small boat, took Pompey on

board, and rowed for the shore. His wife and

friends watched him from the ship, anxious to see

in what manner he would be received by the king,

who was standing on the edge of the sea with his

troops ; but just as the boat reached the shore, and

Pompey was in the act of rising from his seat, in

order to step on land, he was stabbed in the back

by SeptimiuB, who had formerly been one of his

centurions, and was now in the service of the

Egyptian monarch. Pompey was killed on the

29th of September, b. c. 48, and had just completed

his 58th year. His head was cut off, and his

body, which was thrown out naked on the shore,

was buried by his freedman Philippus, who had

accompanied him from the ship. The 'head was
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brought to Caesar when ho arrived in Egypt soon

afterwards, but he turned away from the sight,

shed tears at the melancholy death of his rival, and

put his murderers to death. Pompey’s untimely

death excites pity ;
but no one. who has well

studied the state of parties at the close of the

Roman commonwealth, can regret hie fall. There

is abundant evidence to prove, that had Pompey's

party gained the mastery, a proscription far more

terrible than Sulla’s would have taken place,

and Italy and the provinces been divided as booty

among a few profligate and unprincipled nobles.

From such horrors the victory of Caesar saved the

Roman world. Pompey was maixied 5 times.

The names of his wives were 1. Antistia. 2.

Aemilia. 3. Mucia. 4. Julia. 5. Cornelia.—

11. Cn. Fompeins Magnus, elder son of the

triumvir by his third wife Mucia. In the civil

war in 48, he commanded a squadron of the fleet

in the Adriatic Sea. After his father’s death, at

Pharsalia, he crossed over to Africa, and after re-

maining there a short time, he sailed to Spain in

47. In Spain he was joined by his brother Sextiis

and others of his party, who had fled from Africa

after their defeat at Thapsus. Here the 2 brothers

collected a powerful army, but were defeated by

Caesar himself at the battle of Mtinda, fought on

the 1 7th of March, 4.5. Cneius escaped from the

Add of battle, but was shortly afterwards taken

prisoner, and put to death.— 12. Sex. Foxupeius

Magnus, younger son of the triumvir by his third

wife Mucia, was bom 75. After the battle of

Phars.ilia he accompanied his father to Egypt, and

saw him murdered before his eyes. After the

battle of Munda and the death of his brother,

Sextus lived for a time in concealment in the

country of the Lacctani, between the Iberus and

the Pyrenees ; but when Caesar quitted Spain, he
' ollected a body of troops, and emerged from his

lurking-place. In the civil wars, which followed

Caesar’s death, the power of Sextus increased. He
obtained a large fleet, became master of the sea,

and eventually took possession of Sicily. His fleet

enabled him to slop all the supplies of com which

were brought to Rome from Egypt and the eastern

provinces
;
and such scarcity began to prevail in

the city, that the triumvirs were compelled by the

popular discontent to make peace with Pompey.

This po.ice was concluded at Misenum in 39, but

the war was renewed in the following year. Oc-

tavian made great efforts to collect a large and

powerful fleet, which he placed under the command
of Agrippa. In 36 Pompey’s fleet was defeated off

Naulochus, with great loss. Pompey himself fled

from Sicily to Lesbos and from Lesbos to Asia.

Hero he was taken prisoner by a body ofisAntony’s

troops, and carried to Miletus, where he was put

to death (35), probably by command of Antony,

though the latter sought to throvy the responsibility

of the deed upon his oflicers.

Fompeias FestuB. [Festus.]
Fompeias Trogus. [Justinus.]
FompSldn {Pamplona)^ which name is equiva-

lent to Pompeiopoiia, so called by the sons of Pom-
pey, was the chief town of the Vasconcs in His-

pania Tamconensis, on the road from Asturica to

Burdigala.

Fomponla. 1. Sister of T. Pomponiua Atticus,

was married to Q. Cicero, the brother of the orator,

B. c. 68. The marriage proved an extremely un-

happy one. Q. Cicero, after leading a miserable
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life with his wife for almost 24 years, at len^h
divorced her at the end of 45, or in the beginning

of the following year.— 2. Daughter of T. Pom-
ponius Atticus. She is also called Caecilia, be-

cause her father was adopted by Q. Caecilius, and
likewise Attica. She was born in 51, and she

was still quite young when she was married to

M. Vipsanius Agrippa. Her daughter Vipsania

Agrippina married Tiberius, the successor of Au-
gustus.

Pomponiana. [Stoechades.]
FompOnlas, Sextus, a distinguished Roman

jurist, who lived under Antoninius Pius and M.
Aurelius. Some modern writers think that there

were 2 jurists of this name. The works of Pom-
ponius are frequently cited in the Digest.

Pomp6n!us Atticus. [Arncus.]
Fomp5nIuB Bononieusis, the most celebrated

writer of Fabulae Atellanae, was a native of Bo-
nonia {Bologna) in northern Italy, as his surname
shows, and flourished B. c. 91.

Fompdnius Mela. [Mela.]
Fomptinae Faludes (noi/rli/ai \lpvai: Palu-

de Pontine^ in English the Pontine Marshes)^ the

name of a low marshy plain on the coast of Latium
between Circeii and Tcrracina, said to have been
so called after an ancient town Pontia, which dis-

appeared at an early period. The plain is about
24 miles long, and from 8 to 1 0 miles in breadth.
The marshes arc formed chiefly by the rivers

Nymphaens, Ufens, and Amasenus, and some
other small streams, which, instead of finding their

way into the sea, spread over this plain. Hence the

plain >s turned into a vast number of marshes, the
miasmas arising from which are exceedingly un-
healthy in the summer. At an early period, how-
ever, they appear not to have existed at all, or at

any rate to have been confined to a narrow dis-

trict. We are told that originally there were 23
towns situated in this plain

;
jind in b. g. 432

the Pomptinus Ager is mentioned as yielding a
large quantity of corn. Even as late as 312, the
greater part of the plain must still have been free

from the marshes, since the censor Appius Clau-
dius conducted the celebrated Via Appin in that

year through the plain, which must then have been*
sufliciently strong to bear the weight of this road.

In the course of a century and a half after this, the

marshes had spread to a great extent
; and accord-

ingly attempts were made to drain them by the
consul Cethegus in 160, by Julius Caesar and by
Augustus. It is usually said that Augustus caused

a navigable canal to be dug along side of the Via
Appia from Forum Appii to tlio grove of Feronia,

in order to carry off a portion of the waters of the

marshes : but this canal must have been dug be-

fore the time of Augustus, since Horace embarked
upon it on his celebrated journey from Rome to

Brundisium in 37, at which time Octavian, as he
was then called, could not have undertaken any
of his public works. Subsequently the marshes
again spread over the whole plain, and the Via
Appia entirely disappeared ; and it was not until

the pontificate of Pius VI. that any serious attempt

was made to drain them. The works were com-
menced in 1778, and the. greater part of the

marshes was drained
;
but the plain is still un-

healthy in the great heats of the summer.

C. Pomptinus, was praetor a. c. 63, when he
was employed by Cicero in apprehending the am-
bassadors of the Allobroges. Hs afterwards ob-
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tained the province of Gallia Narboneiisis, and in

61 defeated the Allobroges, who had invsided the

province. He triumphed in 54, after suing in vain

for this honour for some years.

Pons, a common name for stations on the

Roman roads at the passage of rivers, some of

which stations on the more important roads grew

into villages or towns. 1. P. Aeni (iySnaen), in

Vindelicia, at the passage of the Inn, was a for-

tress with a Roman garrison.— 2. P. Aoreoli

(Pontirdo), in Gallia Transpadana on the road

IVom Bergamum to Mediolanum, derived its name
from one of tho 30 Tyrants, who was defeated and
slain by Claudius in this place. —3. P. Campa-
Hits, in Campania between Sinuessa and Urbana
on the SaVO.— Respecting the bridges of Rome,
see Roma.

Pontla (Ponza)^ a rocky island off the coast of

Latium opposite Formiae, which was taken by the

Romans from the Volscians, and colonised, b. c.

313. Under the Romans it was used as a place

of banishment for state criminals. There is a

group of smaller islands round Pontia, which are

sometimes called Insulae Pontiae.

Pontlnas (IlovTivos), a river and mountain in

Aigolis near Lcrna, with a sanctuary of Athena
Saitis.

C. Pontius, son of Herennius Pontius, the

general of the Samnites in b. c. 321, defeated the

Roman army under tho two consuls T. Veturius

Calvinus and Sp. Postumius Albinus in one of tho

mountain passes in the neighbourhood of Caudiiun.

The survivors, who were completely at the mercy

of the Samnites, were dismissed unhurt by Pon-

tius. They had to surrender their arms, and to

pass under the yoke
;
and as the price of their

deliverance, the consuls and the other commanders

swore, in the name of the republic, to a humiliating

peace. The Roman state however refused to ratify

the treaty. Nej^fly 30 years afterwards, Pontius

was defeated by Q. Fabius Gurges (202), was

taken prisoner, and Avas put to death after the

triumph of the consul.

Pontius Aqoila. [Aquila.]
Pontius FRatus, was the sixth procurator of

Judaea, and the successor of Valerius Gratus. He
held the office for 1 0 years in the reign of Tiberias,

from A. D. 26' to 36, and it was during his govern-

ment that Christ taught, suffered, and died. By
his tyrannical conduct he excited an insurrection

at Jerusiilem, and at a later period commotions in

Samaria also, which were not put down without

the loss of life. The Samaritans complained of

his conduct to Vitellius, the governor of Syria,

Avho deprived him of his office, and sent him to

Jlome to answer before the emperor the accu-

sations that were brought against him. Eusebius

states that Pilatus put an end to his own life at

the commencement of the reign of Caligula, worn
out by the many misfortunes he had experienced.

The early Christian writers refer frequently to an
official report, made by Pilatus to the emperor
Tiberius, of the condemnation and death of Christ.

It w very doubtful whether this document was
genuine

; and it is certain that the acts of Pilate,

as they ive called, which are extant in Greek, as

well as his two Latin letters to the em)>eror, are

the productions of a later age.

PontiCni Teleslnas. 1. A Samnite^ and com-
mander of a Samnite army, with which he fought

against Sulla. He was defeated by Sulla in a
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hard-fought battle near the Colline gate, d. c. 82.

He fell in the fight
;
his head was cut off, and

carried under tho walls of Praeneste, to let the
younger Marius know that his last hope of succour
was gone.— 2. Brother of the preceding, was
shut up in Praeneste with the younger Marius,
when his brother was defeated by Sulla. After
the death of tho elder Pontius, Marius and Tele-
sinus, finding it impossible to escape from Prae-
neste, resolved to die by one another’s hands. Te-
lesinus fell first, and Marius put an end to his OAvn
life, or was slain by his slave.

Pontiis (4 ndrror), the N.E.-mn8t district of
Asia Minor, along the coast of the 1‘hixine, E. of
the river Halys, having originally no specific name,
was spoken of as the country ev n^i/ry, on the Pon-
tus {Euxinus\ and hence acquired the name of Pon-
tus, which is first found in Xenophon's Anabasis.
The term, however, was used very indefinitely, un-
til the settlement of the boundaries of the country
as a Roman province. Originally it was regarded as
a part of Cappadocia

;
but its parts were best

known by the names of the different tribes who
dwelt along the coast, and of whom some account
is given by Xenoplion, in the Anabasis. We
learn from the legends of the Argonauts, who are

represented as visiting this coast, and the Amazons,
whose abodes are placed about the river Tlier-

raodon, E. of the Iris, as well as from other poetical

allusions, th.at the Greeks had some knowledge of

these S.E. shores of the Kuxinc at a very early

period. A great accession to such knowledge was
made by the information gained by Xenoplion and
his comrades, when they passed through tho coun-
try in their famous retreat : and long afterwards

the Romans became Avell acquainted w’ith it by
means of the Mithridatic war, and Pompey’s sub-

sequent expedition through Pontus into the coun-
tries at the foot of the Caucasus. The mime first

acquired a political rai.hcr than a territorial im-
portfince, through the foundation of a new kingdom
in it, about the beginning of the 4th century b. c.,

by Ariobahzanes I. The history of the gradual

growth of this kingdom until, underMithridntes VI.,

it threatened the Roman empire in Asia, is given

under the names of its kings, of whom the follow-

ing is the list: — (1) Ariobakzank.s I., exact

date unknown: (2) Mithrihates I., to b. n.

363 ; (3) Ariobarzanes II., 36.3—337
: (4)

Mithhidates II., 337—302 : (5) Mithri-
DATEs HI., 302—266 : (6) Ariobarzanes III.,

266—240? (7) Mithridatks IV., 240—190 ?

(8) Pharnaces I., 190—156? 0*^) Mituri-
DATBsV. Eubrgktes,156—120? (IO)Mithri-
DATBS VI. Eupator, 120—63: (11) Phar-
NACBS 63—47. After the death of Phaniaces,

the reduced kin^om retained a nominal existence

under his son Harius, who was made king by
Antony in b. c. 39, but was soon deposed

;
and

under Polbmon I. and Polemon II., till about

A. D. 62, when the country was constituted by
Nero a Roman province. Of this province tho

W. boundary was the river Halys, which divided

it from PapUagonia ; the furthest E. limit was the

Phasis, which separated it from Colchis ; but others

carry it only as far as Trapezus, and others to an

intermediate point, at the river Acampsis : on the

S. it was divided from Galatia, Cappadocia, and

Armenia Minor by the great chain of the Parya-

dres and by its branches. It was divided into the

3 districts of Pontni Galationa, in the W., bor-
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dering on Galatia, P. Folemoniacus in the centre,

so called from its capital Polbmomum, and P.

Cappadocins in the £. bordering on Cappadocia

(Armenia Minor). In the new division of the

provinces under Constantine, these 3 districts were

reduced to *2, Hclenopontus in the W., so called

in honour of the emperor's mother, Helena, and
Fontus Polemoniaous in the E. The country

was also divided into smaller districts, named from

the towns they surrounded and the tribes who
peopled them. Pontus was a mountainous coun-

try
;
wild and barren in the E., where the great

chains approach the Euxine
;
but in the W. watered

by the great rivers Halys and Inis and their

tributaries, the valleys of which, as well as the

land along the coast, are extremely fertile. Be-

sides corn and olives, it was famous for its fruit

trees, and some of the best of our common fruits

arc said to have been brought to Europe from this

quarter; for example, the cherry (see Cbrasu.s).

The sides of the mountains were covered with fine

timber, and their lower slopes with box and other

shrubs. The E. part was rich in minerals, and
Contained the celebrated iron mines of the Cha-
nvjJKS. Pontus was peopled by numerous tribes,

belonging probably to very different races, though
j

the Semitic (Syro-Arabian) race appears to have

been the prevailing one, and hence the inhabitants

were included under the general name of Leuco-

sviu. The chief of these peoples are spoken of in

sepiirate articles.

Pontus Euxinus, or simply Pontus (6 USvtos^

n6if,os EH^ftvos: rb TIoyriKby weXayos^ Marc
Eiixinurn : Ute lilackSexi^ Turk. KaraDeiuz^ Grk.

Alauretiutlasm, Russ. Tcheriago More or Czarne-

Mor(\ all names of the same meaning, and sup-

posed to have originated from the terror with which
,

it was at first regarded by the Turkish mariners,

as the first wide expanse of sea with which tliey

became acquainted), the great inland sea enclosed

by Asia Minor on the S., Colchis on the E., Sar-

matia on the N., and Dacia and Thracia on the

W., and having no other outlet than the narrow

BosroRus Thracius in its S.W. corner. It lies

between 28° and 41° 30' E. Iflng., and between
41° and 46° 40' N. lat., its length being about

700 miles, and its breadth varying from 400 to

160. Its surface contains more than 180,000

square miles. It receives the drainage of an im-

mense extent of country in Europe and in Asia

;

but much the greater portion of its waters flows

from the former continent by the fullowing rivers

:

the Ister or Danubius {Danvbe\ whose basin con-

tains the greater part of central Europe
; the Tyras

or Damaster {Dniester), Ilypanis or Bogus {Boug),

Borysthenes {Dnieper), and Tanais (£)fn), which
drain the immense plains of S. Russia, and flow

into the N. side of the Euxine, the last of them
(i. c. the TanaYs) through the Palus Maeotis {Sea

of Azov), The space thus drained is calculated at

above 860,000 square miles, or nearly l-5th of
the whole surface of Europe. In Asia, the basin

of the Euxine contains, first, the triaUgular piece

of Sarmatia Asiatica between the Tanais^ on the

N., the Caucasus on the S., and on the £. the

Hippici M., which form the watershed dividing

the tributaries of the Euxine from those of the

Caspian; the waters of this space flow into the

Tanais and the Palus Maeotis, and the largest of.

them is the Hypanis or Vardanes (Kuban), which

comes down to the Palus Mfteotis and the Euxine
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at their junction, and divides its waters between
them : next we have the narrow strip of land be-

tween the Caucasus and the N.E. coast of the sea

;

then on the E., Colchis, hemmed in between the

Caucasus and Moschici M., and watered by the

Phasis
;
and lastly, on the S., the whole of that

part of Asia Minor which lies between the Paiya-
dres and Antitaurus on the £. and S.E., the Taurus
on the 8., and the higlilands of Phrygia on the W.,
the chief rivers of this portion being the Iris

(Yeshil Irmak), the Halys {KizU /maA), and the
SangariuB {Sahariyeh). The whole of the Asiatic

basin of the Euxine is estimated at 100,000 square
miles. As might be expected from this vast influx

of fresh water, the water is much less salt than
that of the Ocean. The waters which the Euxine
receives from the rivers that flow directly into it,

and also from the Palus Maeotis {Sea of Azov)
through the Bosporus Cimmerius {i^rai/s ofKajffh
or Yenikaleh), find their exit at the S.W. comer,
through the Bosporus Thracius {Channel of Con^
staniiuople), into the Propontis {Sea ofMarmara),
and thence in a constant rapid current through the
HeJlespontus {Straiis of Oallipoli or Dardanelles)
into the Aegeum Mare (Archipelago).— The Argo-
nautic and other legends show that the Greeks had
some acquaintance with this sea at a very early
period. It is said that they at first called it

"Afewy (irdiospitable), from the savage character of
the peoples on its coast, and from the supposed
terrors of its navigation, and that afterwards, on
their favourite principle of euphemism (i. e. abstain-

ing from words of evil omen) they changed its

nattic to "Eif^evos, Ion. hospitable. The
Greeks of Asia Minor, especially the people of

Miletus, founded many colonies and commercial
emporiums on its shores, and as early as the Per-
sian wars we find Athens carrying on a regular
trade with these settlements in the corn grown in

the great plains on its N. sid^the Ukraine) and
in the Chersonesus Taurica (Crimea), which have
ever since supplied W. Europe with large quan-
tities of grain. The history of the settlements

tliemselves will be found under their several names.
The Romans had a pretty accurate knowledge of
the sea. An account of its coasts exists in Greek,
entitled “ Pcriplus Maris Euxini,” ascribed to

Arrian, who lived in the reign of Hadrian. [Arri-
ANUS.}

PopilUuB Laenas. [Labnas.]
PoplioSla. [Publicola.]

Poppaea Sabina. [Sabina.]
Poppaeus SablnuB. [Sabin ns.]

FSpttldnla, or -lum (Populoniensis ; Popido-

nia), an ancient town of Etruria, situated on a
lofty hill, sinking abruptly to the sea, and forming

a peninsula. According to one tradition it was
founded by the Corsicans

; but according to an-
other it was a colony from Volaterrae, or was taken

from the Corsicans hy the Volaterrani. It was not

one of the 12 Etruscan cities, and was never a
place of political importance ; but it carried on an
extensive commerce, and was the principal seaport

of Etruria. It was destroyed by Sulla in the civil

wars, and was in mins in the time of Strabo.

There are still remains of the walls of the ancient

Populonia, showing that the city was only about

1^ mile in circumference.

Pordla. 1. Sister of Cato Uticensis, married

L. Domithis Ahenobarbns, consul b. c. 54, who
was slain in the battle of Pharsalia. She died in
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46.— 2. Daughter of Cato Uticensis by his first

wife Atilia. She was married first to M. Bibulus,

consul 59, to whom she bore three children. Bibu-

lus died in 48 ; and in 45 she married M. Brutus,

the assassin of Julius Caesar. She inherited all

her father's republican principles, and likewise

his courage and firmness of will. She induced her

husband on the night before the 15th of March to

disclose to her the conspiracy against Caesar’s life,

and she is reported to have wounded herself in the

thigh in order to show that she had a courageous

soul and could be trusted with the secret. She
put an end to her own life after the death of

Brutus in 42. The common tale was, that her

fnends, suspecting her design, had taken all wea-

pons out of her way, and that i^he therefore de-

stroyed herself by swallowing live coals. The
real fact may have been that she suffocated herself

by the vapour of a charcoal fire, which we know
was a frequent means of self-destruction among the

Romans.
Porcius Cato. [Cato.]
Porcius Festus. [Festus.]
Porcius Latro. [Latro.]
Porcius Liclnus. [ Licin os.]

Porphj^rlo, Pompdnius, the most valuable

among the ancient commentators on Horace. He
lived after Festus and Aero.

Porpbjhrlon (nop<pvpluv), one of the giants who
fought against the gods. When he attempted to

offer violence to Hera, or to throw the island of

Delos against the gods, 2eus hurled a thunder-

bolt nt him, and Hercules completed his destruc-

tion with his arrows.

Porphjfris (noppvpls), an earlier name of the

island of Ni.syRUS.

Porphj^rlus (^opfp^^pm\ usually called Por-

phyry, the celebrated antagonist of Christianity,

was a Greek philosopher of the Neo- Platonic

school. He was burn a. d. 233 either in Batanea

in Palestine or at Tyre. His original name was
Malchus, the Greek form of the Syrophocnician

Mi'lec/i, a word which signified king. The name
Forphyrius (in allusion to the usual colour df

royal robes) Avas subsequently devised for him by
his preceptor Longinus. After studying under
Origen at Caesarea, and imder Apollonius and
Longinus at Athens, he settled at Rome in his

30th year, and there became a diligent disciple of

Plotinus. He soon gained the confidence of Plo-

tinus, and was entrusted by the latter with the

difficult and delicate duty of correcting and ar-

ranging his writings. [Plotinus.] After re-

maining in Rome 6 years. Porphyry fell into an
unsettled state of mind, and began to entertain

the idea of suicide, in order to get free from the

shackles of the flesh
; but on the advice of Plo-

tinus he took a voyage to Sicily, where he resided

for some time. It was during his residence in

Sicily that he wrote his treatise against the Chris-
tian religion, in 15 books. Of the remainder of
his life we knoAv very little. He returned to

Rome, where he continued to teach until his death,

which took place about 305 or 306. Late in life

he married Marcella, the widow of one of his

friends, and the mother of 7 children, with the
view, as he avowed, of suMrintending their educa-
tion, As a writer Porphyry deserves consider-

able praise. His style is tolerably clear, and not
unfrequently exhibits both imagination and vigour.

His lefimjng was most extensive. A great degree
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of critical and philosophical acumen was not to be
expected in one so ardently attached to the en-

thnsiutic and somewhat fanatical system of Plo-

tinus. His attempt to prove the identity of the
Platonic and Aristotelic systems would alone be
sufficient to show this. Nevertheless, his ac-

quamtance with the authors whom he quotes was
manifestly far from superficial. His most cele-

brated work was his treatise against the Christian

religion ; but of its nature and merits we are not

able to judge, as it has not come down to us. It

was publicly destroyed by order of the emperor
Theodosius. The attack was sufficiently vigorous

to call forth replies from above 30 different antago-

nists, the most distinguished of whom were Me-
thodius, Apollinaris, and Eusebius. A large

number however of his works has come down to us

;

of which his Life of Pythagoras and Life of Plo-

tinus are some of the best known.
Porphyrins, Publillus OptatiS.xias, a Roman

poet, who lived in the age of Constantine the

Great. He wrote a Panegyric upon Constantine ;

3 Idyllia, namely, 1. Ara Fythiay 2. Hyrinjc^

3. Organon^ with the lines so arranged as to repre-

sent the form of these objects
;
and 5 Epigrams.

Porsena* or Porsenna, Lars, king of the
Etruscan town of Clusium, marched against Rome
at the head of a \ast army, in order to restore

Tarquinius Superbus to the throne. He took pos-

session of the hill Janiculum, and would have

entered the city by the bridge which connected

Rome with the Janiculum, had it not been for the

superhuman prowess of Horatius Codes, who kept

the whole Etruscan army at bay, while his

comrades broke down the bridge behind him.

[Cocles.] The Etruscans proceeded to lay siege

to the city, which soon began to suffer from famine.

Thereupon a young Roman, named C. Mucius, re-

solved to deliver his country by murdering the

invading king. He accordingly went over to the

Etruscan camp, but ignorant of the person of Por-

sena, killed the royal secretary instead. Seized,

and threatened with torture, he thrust his right

hand into the fire on the altar, and there let it

burn, to show hoAVi little he heeded pain. Asto-

nished at his courage, the king bade him depart

in peace; and Scaevola, as he Avas henceforward

called, told him, out of gratitude, to make peace

with Rome, since 300 noble youths had sworn to

take the life of the king, and he was the first upon
whom the lot had fallen. Porsena thereupon

made peace with the Romans, and withdrew his

troops from the Janiculum after receiving 20 hos-

tages from the Romans. Such Avas the tale by
Avhich Roman vanity concealed one of the earliest

and greatest disasters of the city. The real fact

is, that Rome was completely conquered by Por-

sena. This is expressly stated by Tacitus {Hist.

iii. 72.), and is confirmed by other writers. Pliny

tells us that so thorough was the subjection of tlie

Romans that they were expressly prohibited from

using iron for any other purpose but agriculture.

The Romans, however, did not long remain sub-

ject to the Etruscans. After the conquest of Rome,
Anins, lAie son of Porsena, proceeded to attack

Aricia, but was defeated before the city by the

united forces of the Latin cities, assisted by the

Greeks of Cumae. The Etruscans appear, in con-

* The quantity of the penultimate is doubtfhl. It is

short la Horace and Martial, but long in Virgil.
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Bequence, to have been confined to their own

territory on the right bank of the Tiber, and the

Romans to have availed theraselveg of the oppor-

tunity to recover their independence.

Forth&on {TlopOdcou)^ son of Agenor and Epi-

caste, was king of Pleuroii and Calydoii in Aetolia,

and married to Euryte, by whom he became the

father of Oeneus, Agrius, Alcathous, Melas, Leu-

copeus, and Sterope.

ForthmiiS (nopd/nos), a harbour in Euboea, be-

longing to Eretria, opposite the coast of Attica.

FortHnus or Fortumnus, the protecting genius

of harbours among the Romans. lie was invoked

to grant a happy return from a voyage. Hence a

temple was erected to him at the port of the Tiber,

from whence the road descended to the port of

Ostia- At his temple on annual festival, the Por-

tunalia, was celebrated on the 17th of August.

When the Romans became familiar with Greek
mythology, Portunus was identified with the Greek
Palaemon. [Pa laemon.

1

Fdrns (nwpoj). 1. King of the Indian pro-

vinces E. of the river Hydaspes, offered a for-

inidablo resistance to Alexander, when the latter

attempted to cross this river, n. c. 327- The battle

which he fought with Alexander was one of the

most severely contested which occurred during the

whole of Alexander’s campaigns. Porus displayed

great personal courage in the battle; and when
hrouglit before the conqueror, he proudly demanded
to be treated in a manner worthy of a king- This

magnanimity at once conciliated the favour of

Alexander, who not only restored to him his do-

minions, but increased them by large accessions of

territory.- From this time Porus became firmly

attached to his generous conqueror, whom he ac-

companied to the Ilyphasis. In 321 Porus was
treaclierously put to death by Eudemus, who
commanded the Macedonian troops in the adjacent

])rovinco. Wo are told that Porus was a man of

gigantic stature— not less than five cubits in

iieight
;
and his personal strength and prowess in

war were not less conspicuous than his valour. —
2. Another Indian monarch who, at the time of

Alexander’s expedition, ruled oVer the district

termed Gandaris, E. of the river Hydraotes. His
(lominions were subdue'd by Hephaestion, and an-

nexed to those of the preceding Porus, who was
his kinsman.

Poseidon (IloirciSw)'), called Neptflnxis by the

Romans, was the god of the Mediterranean sea.

His name seems to be connected with wdros,

‘7r6ifTos and Trora/idy, according to which he is the

god of the fluid element. He was a son of Cronos

and -Rliea (whence he is called Cromus and by
Latin poets Saturnius). He was accordingly a
brotlier of Zeus, Hades, Hera, Hestia and Deineter,

and it was determined by lot that he should rule

over the sea. Like his brothers and sisters, he
was, after his birth, swallowed by his father Cro-

nos, but thrown up again. According to others,

he was concealed by Rhea, after his birth, among
a flock of lambs, and his mother pretended to have
given birth to a young horse, which she g|ve to

Cronos to devour. In the Homeric poems Po-
seidon is described as equal to Zeus in dignity,

but less powerful. He resents the attempts of

Zeus to intimidate him ; he even threatens, his

mightier brother, and once conspired with Hera
and Athena to put him into chains ; but on other

occasions we find him submissive to Zeus. The
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palace of Poseidon was in the depth of the sea

near Aegae in Euboea, where he kept his horses

with brazen hoofs and goldep manes. With these

horses he rides in a chariot over the waves of the

sea, which become smooth as he approaches, and
the monsters of the deep recognise him and play

around his chariot. Generally he yoked his horses

to his chariot himself, but sometimes he was as-

sisted by Amphitrite. Although he generally

dwelt in the sea, still he also appears in Olympus
in the assembly of the gods.— Poseidon in con-

junction with Apollo is said to have built the

walls of Troy for Laomedon, whence Troy is called

Neptunia Pergama, Laomedon refused to give

these gods the reward which had been stipulated,

and even dismissed them with threats. Poseidon
in consequence sent a marine monster, which was
oil the point of devouring Laomedon’s daughter,

when it was killed by Hercules ; and he continued

to bear an implacable hatred against the Trojanf.

He sided with the Greeks in the war against

Troy, sometimes witnessing the contest as a spec-

tator from the heights of Thrace, and sometimes
interfering in person, assuming the appearance of a
mortal hero and encouraging the Greeks, while
Zeus favoured the Trojans. In the Odyssey, Po-
seidon appears hostile to Ulysses, whom he pre-

vents from returning home in consequence of his

having blinded Polyphemus, a son of Poseidon by
the nymph Thoosa.— Being the niler of the sea

(the Mediterranean), he is described ns gathering

clouds and calling forth storms, but at the same time

he has it in his power to grant a successful voyage
and save those who are in danger

; and all other

marine divinities are subject to him. As the sea

surrounds and holds the earth, he himself is de-

scribed as the pd who holds the earth (701^70x05),
and who has it in his power to shake the earth

(^tfoo’ixOuv, KiPTiT^p yus).— Ho was further re-

garded as the creator of the hors^ It is said that

when Poseidon and Athena disputed as to which
of them should give the name to the capital of

Attica, the gods decided, that it should receive its

name from the deity who should bestow upon man
the most useful gift. Poseidon then created the

horse, and Athena called forth the olive tree, in

consequence of which the honour was conferred

upon the goddess. According to others, however,
Poseidon did not create the horse in Attica, but
in Thessaly, where he also gave the famous horses

to Peleus. Poseidon was accordingly believed to

have taught men the art of managing horses by
the bridle, and to have been the originator and
protector of horse races. Hence he was also repre-

sented on horseback, or riding in a chariot drawn
by two or four horses, and is designated by the
epithets Imrios, '/inretor, or Xiririos &va^. He even
metamorphosed himself into a horse, for the pur-

pose of deceiving Demeter.— The symbol of Po-
seidon’s power was the trident, or a spear with
three points, with which he used to shatter rocks,

to call forth or subdue storms, to shake the earth,

and the like.—Herodotus states, that the name and
worship of Poseidon were brought into Greece frodi

Libya; hut he was probably a divinity of Pe-
lasgian origin, and originally a personification of

the fertilising power of water, from which the
transition to regarding him as the god of the sea
was not difficult.—The following legends respecting

Poseidon deserve to be mentioned. In conjunction

with Zeus he fought against Cronod and the Titans

;

R R
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and ill the contest with the Giants he pursued
j

Polyhotes across the sea as far as Cos, and there

killed him by throwing the island upon him. He
j

further crushed the Cedtanrs when they were pur-

sued by Hercules, under a mountain in Ijeucosia,

the island of the Sirens. lie sued together with

Zem for the band of Thetis; but he withdrew

when Themis prophesied that the sou of Thetis

would be greater than his father. When Arcs

had been caught in the wonderful net by He-
phaestus, the latter set him free at the request of

Poseidon
;
hut the latter god afterwards brought

a charge against Ares before the Areopagus, for

having killed his son Halirrhothius. At the re-

quest of Minos, king of Crete, Poseidon caused a

bull to rise IVoni the sea, which the king promised

to sacrifice; but when Minos treacherously con-

cealed the animal among a herd of oxen, the god

punished Minos by causing his daughter Pasiphai?

to fall in love with the bull.—Poseidon was married

to Amphitrite, by whom ho had three children,

Triton, Rhode, and Renthesicyme
; but he had

also a vast number of children by other divinities

and mortal women. ITis worship extended over

all Greece and southern Italy, hut he was more
especially revered in Peloponnesus and in the

Ionic towns on the coast. The sacrifices offered

to him generally consisted of black and white

bulls
;
but wild boars and rams were also sacrificed

to him. Horse and chariot races were lield in his

honour on the Corinthian isthmus. The Pauionia,

or the festival of all the lonians near Mycale, was
celebrated in honour of Poseidon. In works of

art, Poseidon may be easily recognised by his at-

tributes, the dolphin, the horse, or the tridont, and

he was frequently represented in groups along with

Amphitrite, Tritons, Nereids, dolpliins, the Dios-

curi, Palaeraon, Pegasus, Helleropliontes, Thalassa,

Ino, and Galcnc. His figure does not present the

majestic calm which characterises his brother

Zeus ;
hut as thS- state of the sea is varying, so

also is the god represented sometimes in violent

agitation, and sometimes in a state of repose. The
Roman god Neptunus is spoken of in a separate

nrtide.

Fosidippus (noneidiTTiroT, nncriSnnrns). 1. An
Athenian comic poet of the New Comedy, was a

native of Cassandrea in Macedonia. He was

reckoned one of the 6 most celebrated poets of the

New Comedy. In time, he Avas the last of all

the poets of the Ncav Comedy. He began to ex-

hibit dramas in tlic third year after the death of

Menander, that is, in n. c. 269. —2. /\n epigram-

matic poet, who was probably a different person

from the comic poet, though he seems to have lived

abo’it the same time. His epigrams formed a part

of the Garland of Mcleaf/er^ and 22 of them are

preserved in the Greek Antliology.

POBldlum (TloaeiSiov), the name of several pro-

montories sacred to Poseidon. 1. {Piinta della

Licos(i), in Lucania, opposite the island Lencosia,

the S. point of the gulf of Paestum.— 2. In

Kpinis, opposite the N.E. point of Corcyra.—*3.

{C. Starras)^ in Thessaly, forming the W. point of

the Sinus Pagasaens, perhaps the same as the pro-

montory Avhich Livy (xxxi. 46.) calls Zelasiiim.—

4. {€. Helene)^ the S.W. point of Chiof.— 5. On
the W. coast of Caria, between Miletus and the

lassius Sinus, with a town of the same name tipon

it.— 6. On the W. coast of Arabia, with an altar

dedicated to Poseidon by Ariston, whom Ptolemy
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had sent to explore the Arabian gulf.— 7. {Pus-
sp.da)^ a seaport town in Syria in the district Cas-

siotis.

PosidSnia. [Pa estum. ]

PoBidonlum \Tlo(rii^<t>vioi/ : C. Possidhi or Kas~
snndhrea), a promontory on the W. coast of tin*

peninsula Pallene in Macedonia, not far from
Mende.

Pilsldonlns (IToo-eiSdivtos), a distinguished Stoic

philosopher, Avas a native of Apainea in Syria.

The date of his birth is not known Avith any ex-

actness, but it may be placed about n. c. 16o. He
studied at Athens under Pnnaetius, after Avhose

death (112) Posidonius set out on his truATls.

After visiting most of the countries on the c«)ast of

the Mediterranean, he fixed his abode at Rhodes,

where he became the president of the Stoic school,

lie also took a prominent part in the political

affairs of Rhodes, and was sent as ambassador to

Rome in 66. Cicero, when ho visited Rhodes,
received instruction from Posidonius. Pompey
also had a great admiration for Posidonius, and
visited him tAvico, in 67 and 62. To tlie occasion

of his finst visit probably belongs the story that

Posidonius, to prevent the disappointment of his

distinguished visitor, though seA’crely afflicted with

the gout, had a long discourse on the topic that

pain is not an evil. In 51 Posidonius ronoved to

Rome, aud appears to have died soon after at the

age of 84. Posidonius was a man of extensive

and varied acquirements in almost all departments

of liimiau knowledge. Cicero thouglit so highl}’-

of his powers, that he requested him to Avrite an
account of his consulship. As a physical investi-

gator he was gnuitly superior to the Stoics gene-

rally, attaching himself in this respect rather to

Aristotle. His geographical and historical know-
ledge Avas very extensive. Ho cultivated astro-

nomy with considerable diligence. He also

constructed a planetary machine, or revolving

sphere, to exhibit the daily motions of the sun,

moon and planets. His calculation of the circum-

ference of the ( arth differed widely ft'em that of

KratostliertBs. He made it only 160.000 stadia,

and his mrn.surciqent Avas pretty generally .'idopti d-

None of the Avritings of Posidonius has come (Ioaa'ii

to us entire. IHs fragments are collected by
Rake, Lugd. Bat. 1810.

Postnmia Castra (A’a/cu/o), a fortress in Tlispa-

nia Raetica, ou a hill near the river Salsum

Postninla Gens, patrician, was one of the most

ancient patrician gentc's at Rome. Its members fre-

quently held the highest offices of the state, from

the banishment of the kings to the downfall of th..

republic. The most distinguished family in the

gens was that of Albus or Albints
;
but we

also find at the commencement of the republic

familie.s of the names of Meyellm and Tuhcrlus.

PosttLxnus, Avhose full name was Af. Cussianus

Laimius Postnmns, stands 2nd in the list of the

60-callcd 30 TjTants. Being nominated by Vale-

rian governor of Gaul, he assumed the title of

emperor in A. D. 258, while Valerian was prose-

cuting^his campaign against the Persians. Postu-

mus maintained a strong and just government, and

preserved Gaul from the devastation of the Avar-

like tribes upon the eastern border. After reign-

ing ne.'irly 10 years, he Avas slain by bis soldiers

in 267, and Laelianus proclaimed emperor in his

stead.
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Postverta or Postvorta, properly a suriiamo of

CannenUi, describing her as turning backward and

looking at the past, which she revealed to poets

iind other mortals. In like manner the prophetic

power, with which she looked into the future, is

indicated by the surnames Antevorta^ Piorsa (i. e.

Proversa)^ and Porrima. Poets, however, have

personified these attributes of Cannenta, and thus

describe them as the companions of the goddess.

Pbt&mi, orPSt&xaus (nora^uol, norafuir: nord-

fiiov; Kemtia\ a demns in the S. of Attica, be-

longing to the tribe Leontis, where the tomb of

Ion was shown.

Pbtlimoii (noT(£/L4«v). 1. A rhetorician of My-
tilcne, lived in the time of Tiberius Caesar, whose

favour he enjoyed.— 2. A philosopher of Alex-

ander, who is said to have introduced at Home an

i cloctic sect of philosophy. He npiu'ars to have

’ived at Rome a little before the time of Plotinus,

and to have entrusted his children to the guardian-

siiip of the latter.

Potentia (Potentinus). 1. A town of Picenum
on the river Flosis, between Ancona and Custellum

Firman uni, was made a Roman colony in u. o. HJ6.

— 2. {PfUenztt), a town of Liicania on the Via
Fopilia, E. of Foriun Popilii.

Fothmus, an eunuch, the guardian of the young
king Ptolemy, recommended the assassination of

I’onipey, when the latter fled to Egypt, n. r. 4fl.

I’otlnnus plotted against Caesar when ho came to

Alexandria shortly afterwards, and was put to

death by Caesar’s order.

Pdtidaea (norlSaia : UondaidTTjs : Pmahi), a
town in Macedonia on the narrow isthmus of the

peninsula Pallene, was a strongly fortified place

;;iul one of considerable importance. It was a
colony of the Corinthians, and must have been

fomided l)eforc the Persian wars, though the time

o‘‘ its foundation is not recorded. It afterwards

became tributary to Athens, and its revolt from the

latter city in u. c. -Idil was one of the immediate
‘ auscs of the Peloponnesian war. It was taken by
the Atlieiiians in 4‘2.‘) after a siege of more than
J years, its inhabitants expelled, and their place

• applied by Athenian colonists. *111 .*k>() it was
taken by Philip, wlio destroyed the city and gave

its territory to the Olynthians. Cassauder, how-
over, built a new city on the same site, to which
he gave the name of GassandrSa (Kaoro-dj'Spcta

;

Kuerffaydp^ds)^ and which he peopled with the re-

mains of the old population and with the inhabitants

of Olyiithus mid the surrounding towns, so that it

soon became the most flourishing city in all Mace-
donia. It was taken and plundered by the Hun.o,

but was restored by Justinian.

Potidania, a fortress in the N.E. of*Actolia,

near the frontiers of Locris.

Potitli. [PiNARiA Gkns.]
Potitus, the name of an ancient and celebrated

family of the Valeria Gens. This family disap-

jiears about the time of the Samnite wars j but the

name was revived at a later period by the Valeria

gens, as a praenoinen : thus we find mention of a
Potitus Valerius Messala, who was consul suljcctus

in a. c. 29.

Potnlae (IKori'ial : noTv:ei/r), a small town in

Roeotia on the Asopus, 1 0 stadia S. of Thebes, on
the road to Plataea. The adjective Potnitules (sing.

Potnias) is an epithet frequently given to the

mares which tore to death Qlaucus of Potniae.

[Qlaucus, No. 1.]
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Praaspa. [Phkaata.]
Practlos (IIpdKTior: Botffos or Muskakoi-Su),

a river of the Troad, rising in M. Ida, and flowing

into the Hellespont, N. of Abydus.
Praeneste (Praenestinus: Palestrina\ one of

the most ancient towns of Latium, was situated on
a steep and lofty hill, about 20 miles S.E. of Rome,
with which it was connected by a road, called Via
Praenestinii. It was probably a Pclasgic city, but
it claimed a Greek origin, and was said to have
been founded by Telegonus, the son of Ulysses.

It was strongly fortified by nature and by art, and
frequently resisted the attacks of the Romans.
Together with the other Latin towns, it became
subject to Rome, and was at a later period made a
Roman colony. It was here that the younger
Marius took refuge, and was for a considerable time
besieged by Sulla's troops. Praeneste possessed a
very celebrated and ancient temple of Furtuna,
with an oracle, which is often mentioned under the
name of Praencstinac sortes. It also had a temple
of Juno. In consequence of its lofty situation Prae-
nesto was a cool a>id liealthy residence in the

great heats of summer {frigidum Praeneste^ Hor.
('arm. iii. 4. 22), and was therefore much fre-

quented at tliat season by the wealthy Romans.
The remains of tlui ancient walls and some other

antiquities are still to be seen at Palestrina.

Praesus (npataos ; Ilpalo-toy), an inland town
in the K. of Crete, belonging to the Etcocrctes,

which was destroyed by the neighbouring town of

Hierapytna.

Praetoria Augusta. [Augusta, No. 4.]

Pras (npSy, gen. Upavrds

:

IIpdj'Ter), a town of

Thessaly, in the W. «)f the district Phthiotis, on
the N.E. slope of Mt. Narthacius.

Praslae (ripatriat: Upaateds), 1. Or Prasia
(npa<rla), a town of the Eleuthero-lacones, on the

E. coast of Laconia, was taken ami destroyed by
the Athenians in the 2nd yearapf the Pelopon-

nesian war.— 2, {Prassu)y a demns in Attica, S.

of Stiria, belonging to the tribe Piuulionis, with a
temple of Apollo.

Praslas Lacus (Upaaids aI/j-vti : I'akino), a
lake in Thrace between the Stiymon and Nestus,
and near the Strymonic gulf with silver mines in

the neighbourhood.

Prasii, Praesii, and Parrhasli (Ilpdo-ioi : San-
scrit, Prachinas, i. e. of Hm E. a
great and powerful people of India on the Ganges,
governed at the time of Seleucus I. by king

Sandkocottus. Their ca])ital city was Pali-

bothra {Patna) i
and the extent of the kingdom

seems to have embraced the whole valley of the

upper Ganges, at least as far down as that city.

At a later time the monarchy declined, so that in

Ptolemy we only find the name as that of the

inhabitants of a small district, called Prasiaca

{UpaffiaK-h) about the river Soa.

Prasodis Mare (npa(rc687ir dd\a<r(Ta or /cdA.-

wos), the S.W. part of the Indian Ocean, about

the promontory PiiASUM.

Prasum {Updaov aKpMT-fjptov : C. Delgado)^ a
promontory on the E. coast of Africa in 10^'^ b.

lat, appears to have been the S.-most point to

which the ancient knowledge of this coast ex-

tended.

PratInas {Uparlvas), one of the early tragio

poets at Athens, whose combined ctforts brought
the art to its perfection, was a native of Phlius,

and was therefore by birth a Dorian. It is not

a a 2
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stated at what time he went to Athens ; hut he was

older than Choerilus and younger than Aeschylus,

with both of whom he competed for the prize,

about B. c. 500. The step in the progress of the

art, which ascribed to Pratinas, was the sepa-

ration of the satyric from the tragic drama. His
plays were much esteemed. Pratinas also ranked

high among the lyric, as well as the dramatic

poets of his age. He may perhaps be considered

to have shared with his contemporary Lasus the

honour of founding the Athenian school of dithy-

rambic poetry.

Praxag6ra8 (TIpa(ay6pas\ a celebrated phy-
sician, was a native of the island of Cos, and lived

in the 4th century b. c. He belonged to the medi-

cal sect of the Dogmatic!, and was celebrated for

his knowledge of medical science in general, and
especially for his attainments in anatomy and phy-
siology.

Prazias (npa^tas\ an Athenian sculptor of

the age of Phidias, but of the more archaic school

of Calamis, commenced the execution of the statues

in the pediments of the great temple of Apollo at

Delphi, but died while he was still engaged upon
the work. His date may be placed about b.c.

448, and onwards. »

Prazfdlce (TlpaliSikr}\ i. e. the goddess who
o.arries out the objects of justice, or watches that

justice is done to men. When Menclaus arrived

in Laconia, on his return from Troy, he set up a
statue of Praxidice near Gytheura, not far from
the spot where Paris, in carrying off Helen, had
founded a sanctuary of Aphrodite Migonitis. Near
Haliartus, in Roeotia, we meet with the worship

of Praxidicae, in the plural : they were here called

daughters of Oxyges, and their names were Alal-

comenia, Thelxiiioea, and Aulis. In the Orphic

poets Praxidice seems to be a surname of Perse-

phone.

Fraxilla (npiJtXAa), of Sicyon, a lyric poetess,

who flourished about B. c. 450, and was one of the

9 poetesses who were distinguished as the Lyric

Muses. Her scolia were among the most cele-

brated compositions of that species. She belonged

to the Dorian school of lyric poetry, but there were
also traces of Aeolic influence in her rhythms, and
even in her dialect.

Praziph&nes (Tlpa(i<l}dvrjt)f a Peripatetic philo-

sopher, a native either of Mytilene or of Rhodes,

was a pupil of Theophrastus, and lived about B. c.

822. Epicurus is said to have been one of his

pupils. Praxiphanes paid especial attention to

grammatical studies, and is hence named along

with Aristotle as the founder and creator of the

science of grammar.

Frax!t51e8 (ripoliT^Aijs), one of the most dis-

tinguished artists of ancient Greece, was both a
sttituary in bronze and a sculptor in marble. We
know nothing of his personal history, except that

he was citizen, if not a native, of Athens, and
that his career as an artist was intimately con-

nected with that city. He probably flourished

about B. c. 364 and onwards. Praxiteles stands,

with Scopas, at the head of the later Attic school,

80 called in contradistinction to the earlier Attic

school of Phidias. Without attemptiiy; those sub-

lime impersonations of divine majesty, in which
Phidias Jbad been so inimitably successful, Praxi-

teles was unsurpassed in the exhibition of the

se%r beauties of the human form, especially in the

female figure. The most celebrated work of Pra-

PRIAMUS.
xiteles was bis marble statue of Aphrodite (Venus),
which was distinguished from other statues of the

goddess by the name of the Cnidians, who pur-

chased it It was always esteemed the most per-

fectly beautiful of the statues of the goddess.

Many bade the voyage to Cnidus expressly to be-

hold it. So highly did the Cnidians themselves

esteem their treasure, that when King Nicomedes
offered them, as the price of it, to payoff the whole
of their heavy public debt, they preferred to en-

dure any suffering rather than part with the work
which gave their city its chief renown. It was
afterwards carried to Constantinople, where it

perished by fire in the reign of Justinian. Praxi-

teles modelled it from a favourite courtezan named
Phryne, of whom also he made more than one por-

trait statue. Another of the celebrated works of

Praxiteles was his statue of Eros. It Avas pre-

served at Thespiae, where it was dedicated by
Phryne

;
and an interesting story is told of the

manner in which she became possessed of it.

Praxiteles had promised to give Phryne Avhichever

of his works she might choose, but he was unwil-

ling to tell her which of them, in his own opinion,

was tho best. To discover this, she sent a slave

to tell Praxiteles that a fire had broken out in liis

house, and that most of his works had already

perished. On hearing this message, the artist

rushed out, exclaiming that all his toil was lost, if

the fire had touched his Satyr or his Eros. Upon
this Phryne confessed the stratagem, and chose the

Eros. This statue was removed to Rome by
Caligulii, restored to Thespiae by Claudius, and
carried back by Nero to Rome, where it stood in

Pliny's time in the schools of Octavia, and it finally

perished in the conflagration of that building in

tho reign of Titus. Praxiteles had 2 sons, who
Avere also distinguished sculptors, Tiniarchus and
Cephisodotus.

PraxIthSa (ITpa^tfiea), daughter of Phrasimus

and Diogenia, was the Avife of Ereehtheus, and
mother of Cecrops, Pandonis, Motion, Orneus,

Procris, Crousa, Chthonia, and Orithyia.

Preciani, a |)eoplc in Gallia Aquitanica at the

foot of the Pyrenees.

Prellus Lacos {Logo di C(istiglione\ a lake in

Etruria near the coast, near the N. end of which

Avas a small island.

PrepeBinthos (IlpeirecrJi/fioy), one of the smaller

Cyclades, between Oliaros and Siphnos.

Pnanddes, that is, a son of Priam, by Avhich

name Hector, Paris, Helenus, Deipbobus, and the

other sons of Priam, are frequently called.

Pn&muB {Tlplafios\ the famous king of Troy, at

the time of the Trojan war. He was a son of

Laomed^n and Strymo or Placia. His original

name is said to have been Podarces, i. o. “ the

swift-footed,” which was changed into Priamtis,

“ the ransomed ” (from Trplojuat), because he was

the only surviving son of Laomedon and was ran-

somed by liis sister Hesione, after he had fallen

into the hands of Hercules. He is said to have

been first married to Arisbe, the daughter of

Merc^s, by whom he became the father of Aesa-

cus ; but afterwards he gave up Arisbe to Hyrta-

cus, and married Hecuba, by whom he had the

following children; Hector, Alexander or Paris,

Deiphobus, Helenus, Pammon, Polites, Antiphus,

Hipponous, Polydonis, Tro’ilus, Creiisa, Laodice,

Polyxena, and Cassandra. By other wonien he

had a great many children besides. According to
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the Homeric tradition, he was the father of 50

sons, 19 of whom were children of Hecuba, to

whom others add an equal number of daughters.

In the earlier part of his reign, Priam is said to

have supported the Phrygians in their war against

the Amazons. When the Greeks landed on the

Trojan coast Priam was already advanced in years,

and took no active part in the war. Once only

did he venture upon the field of battle, to conclude

the agreement respecting the single combat be-

tween Ptu-is and Menclaus. After the death of

Hector, Priam, accompanied by llerincs, went to

the tent of Achilles to ransom his son’s body for bu-

rial aud obtained it. His death is not mentioned

by Homer, but is related by later poets. When
the Greeks entered Troy, the aged king put on his

armour, and was on the point of rushing against

tlie enemy, but he was prevailed on by Hecuba to

Uike refuge with herself and her daughters, as a

sii])pliaTit at the altar of Zeus. While he was

tarrying in the temple, his sou Polites, pursued

by Pyrrhus, rushed into the sacred spot, and ex-

pired at the feet of his father, whereupon Priam,

overcome with indignation, hurled his spear with

feeble hand against Pyrrhus, but was forthwith

killed by the latter.— Virgil mentions (Ae». v.

5G4) another Priam, a son of Polites, and a
grandson of king Priam.

Friansus (nplavtros: Upidverios, Tlpiavaievs)^

a town in Crete on the S. coast, S. of Lyctus,

confounded by Strabo with Praesus.

Pr^apua (Ilplairos), son of Dionysus and Aphro-
dite. It is said that Aphrodite, who was in love

with Dionysus, went to jncet the god on his return

from India, but soon abandoned him, and proceeded

to Lainpsacus on the Hellespont, to give birth to the

child of the god. Hera, who was dissatisfied with

lur conduct, caused her to give birth to a child of

extreme ugliness, who was named Priapus. The
earliest Greek poets, such as Homer and Hesiod, do

not mention this divinity
;
and it was only in later

times that he was honoured with divine worship.

He was worshipped more especially at Lampsaens
on the Hellespont, whence he is^sometiiues called

Hellcspofitiaais. He was regarded as the pro-

moter of fertility both in vegetation and in all ani-

mals connected with an agricultural life
; and in

this capacity he was worshipped as tlie protector of

flocks of sheep and goats, of bees, of the vine, of

all garden produce, and even of fishing. Like

other divinities presiding over agricultural pursuits,

he was believed to be possessed of prophetic

powers, and is sometimes mentioned in the plural.

As Priapus had many attributes in common with
other gods of fertility, the Orphics identified him
with their mystic Dionysus, Hermes, Helios, &c.
The Attic legends connect Priapus with such sen-

sual .and licentious beings as Conisalus, Orthanes,

and Tychon. In like manner he was confounded
by the Italians with Mutunus or Muttunus, the
personification of the fructifying power in nature.

The sacrifices offered to him consisted of the first-

fruits of gardens, vineyards, and fields, of milk,

honey, cakes, rams, asses, and fishes. He was re-

presented in carved images, mostly in the form of

hermae, carrying fruit in his garment, and either

a sickle or cornucopia in his hand. The hermae
of Priapus in Italy, like those of other rustic divi-

nities, were usually painted red, whence the god
is called ruber or rubicundus.

Pri&pTUl (Ilpiairos, Ion. Xlpirpros: nptamjybs:
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Karaboa^ Ru.), a city of Mysia, on the Propontis,

E. of Pariuin, with a small but excellent harbour.

It was a colony of the Milesians, and a chief seat

of the worship of Priapus. The surrounding dis-

trict was called Friapis (ITpiairfr) and FriapSne
(npiairffvij).

Frlene {HpiTivTf : npirjyfbs, : Prieneus,

pi. Prienensesr-Sawjsww, Ru.), one of the 12 Ionian

cities on the coast of Asia Minor, stood in tho

N.W. comer of Caria, at the S. foot ofM. Mycnle,
and on the N. side of tho Sinus Latinicus. Its

foundation was ascribed mythically to the Neleid
Aepytus, in conjunction Avith Cadmeans, from

whom it was also called Kad/n'^. It stood originally

on the seashore, and had 2 harbours and a small

fleet, but the change in the coast by the alluvial

deposits of tire Maeander left it some distance in-

land. It was of much religious importance in con-

nection with the Panionian festival on M. Mycale,
at which the people of Priene took precedence in

virtue of their being the supposed descendants of

those of Helice in Greece Proper. The city was
also celebrated as the birthplace of Bias.

Frifernum, a town of the Vestini on the E.
coast of central Italy.

FximiiB, M. Antdnlus, a native of Tolosa in

Gaul, was condemned of forgery ifahum) in the
reign of Nero, was expelled the senate of tvhich he
was a member, and was banished from the city.

After the death of Nero (6‘fl), he was restored to

his former rank by (Salba, and appointed to the
command of tho 7th legion, which was stationed

in Pannonia. He was one of the first gene-
rals in Europe who declared in favour of Ves-
pasian

;
and he rendered him tho most important

services. In conjunction with the governors of

Mocsia and Punnonia, he invaded Italy, gained a
decisive victory over the Vitellian army at Bedri-
acum, and took Cremona, which ho allowed his

soldiers to pillage aud destro)? lie afterwards

forced his way into Rome, notwithstanding the ob-

stinate resistance of the Vitellian troops, and had
the government of the city till the arrival of Mu-
cianus from Syria. [Mucianus, No. 2,] We
learn from Martial, who was a friend of Autonius
Primus, that he was alive at the accession of
Trajan.

Friscidnus, a Roman grammarian, surnamed
Caesariensh, either because he was bom at Caesarea,

or educated there. He flourished about a. d. 450,
and taught grammar at Constantinople. He was cele-

brated for the extent and depth of his grammatical
knowledge, of Avhich he has left the evidence in his

work on the subject, entitled CoTO)Me»/ariora;»^^mm-

maticorum Libri XVIII.^ addressed to his friend

and patron, the consul Julianus. Other titles are,

however, frequently given to it. The first 16 books
treat upon the eight parts of speech recognised by
the ancient grammarians, letters, syllables, &c.

The last 2 books are on syntax. This treatise

soon became the standard work on Latin grammar,
and in the epitome of Rabanus Maurus obtained

an extensive circulation. Tho other works of

Priscianus still extant are; — 1. A grammatical

catechism on 12 lines of the Aeneid, manifestly

intended As a school book. 2. A treatise on
accents. 3. A treatise on the symbols used to de-

note numbers aud weights, and on coins and num-
bers. 4. On the metres of Terence. 5. A trans-

lation of the Tlpoyvixvdafiara iPraeexercitamenta)

of Uermogenea. 6. On the declensions of nouns,
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7. A poem on the emperor Anastaslus in 312

hexamet<*rs, with a pretace in 22 iambic lineg.

8. A piece De Ponderibus et Mensuris^ in verse.

9. An EfUome pJiaenoinenon^ or De Sideribus, in

verse. 1 0. A free translation of the Periegesis of

Dionysius in 1427 lines, manifestly made for the

instruction of youth. 11. A couple of epigrams.

The best edition of Prisciaiius is by Krehl, Lips.

1810—20, 2 vols. 8vo.

Friscianus, TheodSrus, a physician, and a

pupil of Vindicianus, lived in the 4th century after

Christ. lie is supposed to have lived at the court

of Constantinople, and to have attained the dignity

of Archiater. He is the author of a Latin work,

entitled, Ikruni Mcdicarum Lihri Quaiuor^ pub-

lished in 1532, both at Strasburg and at Basel.

PrlBOttS (UplffKos), a Byzantine historian, was
a native of Panium in Thrace, and was one of the

ambassadors sent by Theodosius the Younger to

Attiia, A. D. 44.5. He died about 471. Priscus

wrote an account of his embassy to Attiia,

enriched by digressions on the life and reign of

that king. The work was in 8 books, but only

fragments of it have corns down to us. Priscus

was an excellent and trustworthy historian, and his

style was remarkably elegant and pure. The frag-

ments are published with those of Dexippus and
others, by Bckker and Niebuhr, in the Bonn Col-

lection of the Byzantines, 182.9, 8vo.

Priscus, HelvXdlus, son-in-law of Thrasea Pac-

tus, and, like him, distinguished by his love of

virtue, philosophy, and liberty. He was quaestor

in Achaia during the reign of Nero, and tribune of

the plebs a. d. 56. When Thrasea was put to

death by Nero (66), Priscus was banished from

Italy. He was rec<dled to Rome by Galba (68)

;

but in consequence of his freedom of speech and

love of independence, he was again banished by
Vespasian, and was shortly afterwards put to

death by order ft’ this emperor. His life was
written by Herennius Senecio at the request of his

widow Fannia
;
and the tyrant Doraitian, in con-

sequence of this work, subsequently put Senecio to

death, and sent Fannia into exile. Priscus left a
son, Helvidius, who was put to death byDomitian.

Priscus, Servilius. The Prisci were an an-

cient family of. the Servilia gens, and filled the

liighcst offices of the state during the early years

of the republic. They also bore the agnomen of

Structns, Avhich is always appended to their name
|

in the Fsisti, till it was supplanted by that of Fide-
j

nas, which was first obtained by Q. Servilius Pris-

cus Structus, who took Fidenae in his dictatorship,

B. c. 435, and which was also home by his de-

scendants.

Priscus, Tarquinius. [Tarquinius.]
Frlvemum (Priverna8,-ati8 : P^jnerno), an an-

cient town of Latium on the river Amasenus, be-

longed to the Volscians. It was conquered by the

Romans at an early period, and was subsequently ,

made a colony.
|

Pioaereslus (npoaipccrios), a teacher of rhe-

toric, was a native of Armenia, and was born about

A. », 276. He first studied at Antioch under
Ulpian, and >tfterwards at Athens under Jnlianus.

He became at a later time the chief <eacher of

rhetoric at Athens, and enjoyed a very high repu-

tation. He died 368, in his fl2nd year.

Pr6baIinthU8 (npo§dA.u/9os : npoSa\l(rios), a

denms in Attica, S. of Mai'athon, belonging to the

tribe Fandionis.

PROCLUS.
Probatla (ripo^aTi'o), a river of Boeotia, which,

after passing through the territory of Trachin, and
receiving its tributary the Hercyna, flowed into

the lake Copais.

PrSbus, Aemlllus. [Nepos, Cornelius.]
Prbbus, M. Aurelius, Roman emperor a. d.

276—282, was a native of Sirmium in Pannonia,
and rose to distinction by his military abilities.

He was appointed by the emperor Tacitus governor
of the whole East, and, upon the death of that sove-

reign, the purple was forced upon his acceptance

by the armies of Syria. The downfall of Florianug
speedily removed his only rival [Florianus], and
he was enthusiastically hailed by the united voice

of the senate, the people, and the legions. The
reign of Probus presents a series of the most bril-

liant achievements. He defeated the barbarians

on the frontiers of Gaul and Illyricum, and in

other p.arts of the Roman empire, and put down
the rebellions of Satuminus at Alexandria, and of

Proculiis and Bonosus in Gaul. But, after crush-

ing all external and intenial foes, he was killed at

Sirmium by his own soldiers, who had risen in

mutiny against him, because he had employed
them in l.iborious public works. Probus was as

just and virtiiou.s as he was warlike, and is de-

servedly regarded as one of the greatest and best

of the Roman emperors.

Probus, Valerius. 1. Of Berytus, a Roman
grammarian, who lived in the time of Nero. To
this Pro])us wo may assign those annotations

on Terence, from which fragments are quoted in

the Scholia on the dramatist.—2. A Roman gram-
marian, flourished some years before A. Gellius, and
therefore about the beginning of the 2nd century.

He was the author of commentaries on Virgil, and

possessed a copy of a portion at least of the

Georgies, which had been corrected by the luind of

the poet himself. These are the commentaries so

frequently cited by Servius
;
but the Scholia in

Bncolica et Georgica, now extant, under the name
of Probiis, belong to a much later period. This
Probus was probably the author of the life of Per-

sius, commonly arcribed to Suetonius.—There is

extant a work upon grammar, in 2 books, entitled

M. Valerii Proli Grammaiicae Institutiones

;

but

this work was probably not written by either of

the preceding grammarians. It is published in the

collections of Putschius, Hannov. 1605, and of

Lindemann, Lips. 1831.

Procas, one of the fabulous kings of Alba Longa,
succeeded Aventinus, and reigned 23 years : he was
the father of Numitor and Amulius.

Proch^ta {pTocida\ an island olf the coast of

C.ampani^ near the promontory Mi.scimni, is said

to have been tom away by an earthquake either

from this promontory or from the neighbouring

island of Pithecusa or Aenaria.

Procles (npoK\ijjr), one of the twin sons of

Aristodomns. For details see Eurvstiiexes.
Proclus (npd/£\os), surnamed Duidochm (Atd-

8oxos), the successor, from his being regarded as the

genuine successor of Plato in doctrine, was one of the

most cAebrated teachers of the Neoplatonic school.

He was born at Byzantium a. d. 412, but was
brought up at Xantluis in Lycia, to which city his

parents belonged, and which Proclus himself re-

garded as his native place, lie studied at Alexan-

dria under Olj’^mpiodonis, and afterwards at Athens

under Plularchns and Syrianus. At an early sige

his philosophical attainments attracted the atten-
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tion and admiration of his contemporaries. He had

written his commentary on the Timneus of Plato,

as well as many other treatises by his 28th year.

On tho death of Syrianus Proclus succeeded him
in his school, and inherited from him the house in

which he resided and taught. Marinus in his

life of Proclus records, with intense admiration, tlie

perfection to which his master attained in all vir-

tues. The highest of these virtues were, in the

estimation of Marinus, those of a purifying and
ascetic kind. From animal food he almost totallj*

abstained
;

fasts and vigils he observed with scru-

puloiis exactitude. The reverence with which he

honoured the sun and moon Avould seem to have

been unbounded. He celebrated all the impor-

tant religious festivals of every nation, himself

composing hymns in honour not only of Grecian

dcMties, but of those of other nations also. Nor
wore d(‘])arted heroes and philosophers excepted

from this religious veneration
;
and he even per-

formed siicred rites in honour of the departed

spirits of the entire human race. It was of course

not surprising that such a man should be favoured

with various apparitions and miraculous interposi-

tions of the gods. He used to tell how a god had

once appeared and proclaimed to hnn the glory of

the city. But the still higher grade of what, in

the laiigtuige of the school, was termed the theurgic

virtue, lie attained by his profound meditations on

the orach's, and the Orphic tand Chaldaic mysteries,

into the ]»n)found secrets of which he was initiated

by Asclepigenia, the daughter of Plutarchus, who
alone was in complete possession of the theurgic

knowledge and discipline, which had descended to

her from tlie great Nestorius. lie profited so much
by her instructions, as to be able, according to

Marinus, to call down rain in a time of drought, to

stop an earthquake, tmd to procure the immediate

intervention of Aesculapius to cure the daughter of

his friend Arcliiadas. Proclus died a. d. 485.

During the last 5 years of his life he had become
snperannnatcd, his strength having been exhausted

by his fastings and other ascetic practices. As a

philosopher Proclus enjoyed the, highest celebrity

among his contemporaries and successors
;
but his

phiIo8<»phical system is characterised by vagueness,

mysticism, and want of good sense. He professed

that his design was not to bring forward views of

his own. but simply to expound Plato, in doing

which he proceeded on the idea that everything

in Plato must be brought into accordance with the

mystical tlicology of Orpheus. He wrote a sepa-

rate work on the coincidence of the doctrines of

Orpheus, Pythagoras, and Plato. It was in much
the same spirit that he attempted to blei^ together

the logical method of Aristotle and the fanciful

speculations of Neoplatonic mysticism. Several of

the works of Proclus are still ex ant. The most
imporfcint of them consist of Commentaries on

Plato, a treatise on various theological and philo-

soj)hical subjt'cts. There is no complete edition of

Proclus. The edition of Cousin (Paris, 6 vols.

llvo. 18'20—1827) contains the following treatises

of Proclus :— (^n Providence and Fate ;
Ten

Doubts about Providence ; On the Niiturc of

Evil ; a Commentary on the Alcibiades, and a

Commentary on the Parmenides. The other prin-

cipal works of Proclus are ;—On the Theology of

Pluto, in () liooks
;
Theological Elements ; a Com-

mentarj” on the Timaeus of Plato
;

five Hymns of

an Oriole character. Several of these have been
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translated into English by Thomas Taylor. Pro-

clus was also a distinguished mathematician and ,

grammarian. His Commentaries on the first book
of Euclid, and on the Works and Days of Hesiod
are still extant.

Proone (Ilpcfxi'ij), daughter of king Pandion of

Athens, and wife of Tereus. Her story is given

under Threus.
ProconnSsus (npo/cdi/j/Tjo-os, or npoiKSi/vritros

1. e. Fawii'island^ Marmara)^ an island of the Pro-
pontis which takes from it its modem name («Sl’a oj

Marmara) off the N. const of Mysia, N.W. of the

peninsula of Cyzicus or Doliunis. I'lio latter was
also called Proconnesus from vp6}^ (/awn) because

it was a favourite resort of deer in the fawning
season, whence it was also called Elaph.onnesua
(’EAa<^(fi'V»7o-os, i. e. (leet'-iitland)\ and the two w ere

distinguished by the names of Old and New Pro-

connesiis. The island was celebrated for its marble
j

and hence its modern name. It was the native

place of the poet Aristkas.
ProcSpIus (IIpoKdTrios). 1. A native of Cilicia,

and a relative of the emperor Julian, served with
distinction under Constantins II. and Julian.

Having incurred the suspicions of Jovian and of

his sntcessor Valens, Procopius remained in con-

cealment for about 2 j'cnrs
;
but in a. d. 365 ho

was proclaimed emperor at Constantinople, while

Valens was staying at Caesarea in Cappadocia.

Both parties prepared for war. In the following

year (366) the forces of Procopius were defeated

in 2 great }>attle8. Procopius himself was taken

prisoner, and put to death by order of Valens.—
2. An eminent Byzantine historian, was bom at

Caesarea in Palestine about a. d. 500. He went
to Constantlnojde when still a ymung man, and
there obtaitied so much distinction as an advocate

and a professor of eloquence, that he attracted the

attention of Belisarius, who appointed him his

secretary in 527. In this capiltity Procopius ac-

companied th^* great hero on his different wars in

Asia, Africa, and Italy% being frequently em-
ployed in slate business of importance, or in con-

ducting military expeditions. Procopius returned

with Belisarius to ConstJintiiiople a little before

542. His eminent talents w-ere appreciated by^

the emperor Justinian, who conferred upon him the

title of illustris, made him a senator, and in 562
created him prefect of Constantinople. Procopius

died about the same time as .Justinian, 565.

As an historian Procopius deserves great praise.

His style is good, formed upon classic models,

often elegant, and generally full of vigour. His

works are:— 1. Histories ('laropfat), in 8 books ;

viz. 2 On the Persian TVur, containing the period

from 408—553, and treating more fully of the au-

thor’s own times
;
2 On the War with the Vandah^

396—545 ; 4 On the Gothic War, or properly

speaking, only 3 books, the 4th (8th) being a sort

of supplement containing various matters, and going

down to the beginning of 553. It was continued

by Agathias till 559. The work is extremely in-

teresting
;
the descriptions of the habits, &c. of

the barbarians are faithful and done in a masterly

style.— 2. On the Pnhlic Buildings erected hg

Justinian (Kritr/uoTa), in 6 bnoks. A work equally

interesting and valuable iu its kind, though appa-

rently too much seasoned with flattery of the em-
peror.— 3. Anecdota (’AW/cSora), a collection of

anecdotes, some of them witty and pleasant, but

others most indecent, reflecting upon Justini.Tn, the
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empress Theodora, Belisarlus, and other eminent

persons. It is a complete Chronique ScanJalpuse of

the court of Constantinople, from 549 till 562.

—

4. Oraticnesy probably extracts from the “ History,”

which is rather overstocked with harangues and

speeches. The best edition of the collected works

of Proropius is by Dindorf, Bonn, 3 vols. 8vo.

1833—1838.
Frocris (npdxpis), daughter of Krechtheus and

wife of Cephalus. For details see Cephalus.
Procrustes (UpoKpovorrrjs)^ that is, “ the

Stretcher,” a surname of the fanious robber Po-
lyperaon or Daraastes, He used to tie all travel-

lers who fell into his hands upon a bed : if tliey

were shorter than the bed, he stretched their limbs

till they were of the same length
; if they were

longer than the bed, he made them of the same
size by cutting off some of their limbs. lie was
sltiin by Theseus, on the Cephissus ia Attica. The
bed of Procrustes is used proverbially even at the

present day.

C. Froctilelas, a Homan eques, one of the

friends of Augustus, w'as sent by the latter, after

the victory at Actium, to Antony and Cleopatra.

It is of this Proculeius that Horace speaks (Cam.
ii. 2). He is said to have divided his property

with his brothers (perhaps cousins) Caepio and
Murenu, who had lost their property in the civil

wars. Proculeius put an end to his life by taking

gypsum, when suffering from a disease in the

Btomach.

Frociilas, the jurist, was the contemporary of

the jurist Nerva the younger, who was probably

the father of the emperor Nerva. The fact that

Proculus gave his name to the school or sect {Pro-

culiani or Procukiani^ as the name is also written),

which was opposed to that of the Sabiiiiani, shows

that he was a jurist of note. Proculus is often

cited, and there are 37 extracts from him in the

Digest from his SHsooks of Epistolae. He appears

to have written notes on Labeo. Some writers

suppose that Proculus is the Licinius Proculus,

who was Praefcctus Praetorio under Otho.

Frooulus, Julius, a Roman senator, is said in

the legend of Romulus to have informed the sorrow-

ing Roman people, after the strange departure of

their king from the world, that Romidus had de-

scended from iieaven and appeared to him, bidding

him tell the people to honour him in future as a
god under the name of Quirinus.

Frddicus (Up65iK05\ the celebrated sophist,

was a native of lulis in the island of Ceos. He
lived in the time of the Peloponnesian war and

subsequently ; but the date cannot be determined

cither of his birth or of his death. Prodicus came
frequently to Athens on the public business of his

native city. He was brought forward in the

Clouds and the Birds of Aristophanes, which be-

long respectively to b. c. 423 and 414. Prodicus

is mentioned as one of the teachers of Isocrates,

and he was alive at the time of the death of So-

crates (399), Suidas relates that Prodicus wsis

put to death by the Athenians as a corrupter of

the youth, but this statement sounds very sus-

picious. Ho is mentioned both by Plato and
Xenophon with more respect than th? other so-

phists. Like Protagoras and others he travelled

through Greece, delivering lectures for money,
and in this way he amassed a large fortune.

He paid especial attention to the correct use of

words. We have the substance of one of his lec-

PROETUS.
tures preserved by Xenophon in the well-known
fable, called “ The Choice of Hercules.” When
Hercules, as he entered upon manhood, was upon
tho point of choosing between virtue and vice,

there appeared to him two women, the one of

dignified beauty, adorned with purity, modesty,
and discretion, the other of a voluptuous form, and
meretricious look and dress. The latter promised
to lead him by the shortest road, without any toil,

to the enjoyment of every pleasure. The other,

while she reminded him of his ancestors and his

noble nature, did not conceal from him that the

gods have granted nothing really beautiful and
good without toil and labour. The former sought
to deter him from the path of virtue by urging its

difficulties
; the latter impressed upon him the

emptiness of pleasure, and the honour and happi-

ness flowing from a life of virtue. Thereupon
Hercules decided in favour of virtue.

Froi§ma (np3epva), a town of Thessaly in the

W. part of the district Phthiotis, on the W. slope

of M. Narthneius, and near the sources of tiic

Apidanus.

Froetides. [Piioktu.s.]

Froetus (npotTor), son of Abas and Ocalea,

and twin-brother of Acrisius, In tho dispute be-

tween the 2 brothers for the kingdom of Argos,
Proetus was expelled, whereupon ho fled to lobates

in Lycia, and married Antea or Stheneboea, the

daughter of the latter. With tho assistance of

lobates, Proetus was restored to his kingdom, and
took Tiryns, which was now fortified by the Cy-
clopes. Acrisius then shared his kingdom with
his brother, surrendering to him Tiryns, Midea
and the coiist of Argolis. By his wife, Proetus

became the father of 3 daughters, Lysippo, Iphi-

noe, and Iphiansissa, who are often mentioned
under the general name of Froetides. When
these daughters arrived at the age of maturity,

they were stricken with madness, the cause of

Avhich is differently related. Some sjiy that it

was a punishment inflicted upon them by Dio-
nysus, because they had despised his worship

;

others relate tha/, they were driven mad by Hera,
because they presumed to consider themselves more
handsomo than the goddess, or because they had
stolen some of the gold of her statue. The frenzy

spread to the other women of Argos
;

till at length

Proetus agreed to divide his kingdom between
Mclampus and his brother Bias, upon the former

promising that he would cure the women of their

madness. Melarapus then chose the most robust

among tho young men, gave chase to the mad
women, amid shouting and dancing, and drove

them ns far as Sicyon. During this pursuit, Iphi-

noc died, but the 2 other daughters were cured

by Melampus by means of purifications, and were
then married to Melampus and Bias. The place

where the cure was effected upon his daughters is

not the same in all traditions, some mentioning

the well Anigros, others the fountain CHtor in

Arcadia, or Lusi in Arcadia. Besides these daugh-

ters, Proetus had a son, Megapenthes. When
Belleiv/phon came to Proetus to be purified of a
murder which he had committed, the wife of Proe-

tuB fell in love with him; but, as Bcllerophon

declined her advances, she charged him before

Proetus with having made improper proposals to

her. Proetus then sent Bellerpphon to lobates in

Lycia, with a letter desiring the latter to murder

Bcllerophon. [Bkllkrophon.] — According to
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Ovid {Met. V. 238) Acrisius was expelled from his had been Incurably wounded by an arrow of Her--

kingdom by Proetus ; and Perseus, the grandson of cules, desired to go into Hades
;
and Zeus allowe*-»

Acrisius, avenged his grandfather by turning Proe- him to supply the place of Prometheus. Accord-

tus into stone by means of the head of Medusa. ing to others, however, Zeus himself delivered

Prometheus (npojUTiOevs), son of the Titan Prometheus, when the Titan was at length pre-

lapetus and Clymene, and brother of Atlas, Me- vailed upon to reveal to Zeus, the decree of fete,

noetius, and Epimctheus. His name signifies which was that, if ho should become by Thetis

forethought,'^ as that of his brother Epimetheus the father of a son, that son should deprive him of

denotes “ afterthought.” Once in the reign of the sovereignty. There was alio a legend, which
Zeus, when gods and men were disputing with related that Prometheus had created man out of

one another at Mecone (afterwards Sicyon), Pro- earth and water, either at the very beginning of
metheus, with a view of deceiving Zeus, cut up a the human race, or after the flood of Deucalion,
bull and divided it into two parts: he wrapped up when Zeus is said to have ordered him and Athena
the best parts and the intestines in the skin, and to make men out of the mud, and the winds to

at tile top lie placed the stomach, which is one of breathe life into them. Prometheus is said to

the worst parts, while the second heap consisted have given to men a portion of all the qualities

of the bones covered with fat. When Zeus pointed possessed by the other animals (Hor. Carm. i.

out to him how badly he had made the division, 16. 13). The kind of earth out of which Pro-
Prometheus desired him to choose, but Zeus, in his metheus formed men was shown in later times
anger, and seeing through the stratagem of Pro- near Panopeus in Phocis.— In the legend of

metheus, chose the heap of bones covered with the Prometheus, he often appears in connection with
fat. The father of the gods avenged himseff by Athena. Thus he is said to have been punished
witliholding Are from mortals, but Prometheus on Mt. Caucasus for the criminal love he enter-

stole it in a hollow tube ferula). Zeus tained for her : and he is further said, with her
thereupon chained Prometheus to a pillar, where assistance, to have ascended into heaven, and there

an eagle consumed in the daytime his liver, which secretly to have lighted his torch at the chariot of

was restored in each succeeding night. Prome- Helios, in order to bring down the fire to man.
theus was thus exposed to perpetual torture ; but At Athens Prometheus liad a sanctuary in the

Hercules killed the eagle and delivered the suf- Academy, from whence a torch-race took place in

lerer, with the consent of Zeus, who in this way had honour of him.

an opportunity of allowing his son to gain immortal PrdmSna (Upufidva: Petromez on Mt Pro-
fame. Further in order to punish men Zeus gave mina), a mountain fbrtress in the interior of Dal-

I’andora as a present to Epimctheus, in conse- matia. •

qucncc of which diseases and sufferings of every Pronapldes (ripomirlSTjs), an Athenian, is said

kind befell mortals. [For details, see Pandora.] to have been the teacher of Homer. He is enume-

This is an outline of the legend about Prometheus, rated among those who yued the Pelasgic letters,

as contained in the poems of Hesiod.— Aeschylus, before the introduction of the Phoenician, and is

ill his trilogy Prometheus^ added various new fea- chameterised as a graceful composer of song,

turcs to this legend. Although Prometheus be- Pronax (ITpoival), son of Talaus and Lysi-

longed to the Titans, he is nevertheless represented inache, brother of Adrastiis ^nd Eriphyle, and
by Aeschylus a.s having assisted Zeus apinst the father of Lycurgus and Amphithea. According

'Titans. But when Zeus wanted to extirjiate the to some traditions the Nemcaii games were insti-

wliole race of man, whose place he proposed to tuted in honour of Pronax.

fill by an entirely now race ofebeings, Prometheus Fronni {UpSvvot : Tlpoyyatos), a town on the

prevented the executioii of the scheme, and saved E. coast of Cephallenia, and one of the 4 towns of

mankind from destruction. Prometheus further the island.

deprived them of their knowledge of the future, Prbnbmas {np6vop.os\ of Thebes, son of Oeni-

nnd gave them hope instead. He taught them adas, was one of the most distinguished auletic

the use of fire, made them acquainted with ar- musicians of Greece at the time of the Pelopon-

chitecture, astronomy, mathematics, writing, the nesian war. He was the instructor of Alcibiades

treatment of domestic animals, navigation, inedi- in flute-playing. He invented a new sort of flute,

cine, the art of prophecy, working in metal, and the compass of which was such, that melodics

all the other arts. But, as he had acted in all could be played upon it in all the 3 modes of

these things contrary to the will of Zeus, the latter music, the Dorian, the Phrygian, and the Lydian,

ordered Hephaestus to chain him t(^ a rock in for each of which, beforo^his invention, a separate

Scythia, which was done in the presence of flute had been necessary,

Cratos and Bia, two ministers of Zeus. Prome- PrSnSuB (Flpdi/oov), son of Phegeus, and brother

theus, however, still continued to defy Zeus, and of Agenor, in conjunction with whom he slew

declared that it was the decree of fete, by which Alcmaeon. [For details, see Ausnor and Alc-

Zeus was destined to be dethroned by his own son, makon.]
As Prometheus steadfastly refused to give any Frdnfiba, a surname of Juno among the Ro-

cxplanation of this decree, Zeus hurled him into mans, describing her as the deity presiding over

Tartarus, together with tlie rock to which he was marriage.

chained. After the lapse of a long time, Prome- Propertius, Sex. Aurelius, the Roman poet,

theus returned to the upper world, to endure a fresh was probably bom about b.c. 51. He tells us

course of suffering, for he was now fastened to Mt. that he was a native of Utnbria, where it borders

Caucasus, and his liver devoured by an eagle, as re- on Etruria, but nowhere mentions the exact spot,

lated in the Hesiodic legend. This state of suffering He was not descended from a family of any di^

was to last until some other god, of his own accord, tinction (ii. 24. 37), snd he was deprived of his

should take his place, and descend into Tartarus paternal estate by an agrarian divUion, probably

for him. This came to pass when Chiron, who
i
that in 36, after the Sicilian war. At the tina
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of this misfoitune he h<ad not jet assumed the

tooa viriliH^ and was therefore under 16 years

of age. lie had already lost his feither, who, it

has been conjectured, was one of the victims sacri-

ficed after tlie taking of Penisia
;
but this notion

does not rest on any satisfactory grounds. We
have no account of Propertius's education; but

from one of his elegies (iv. 1) it would seem that

he was destined to be an advocate, but abandoned

the profession for that of poetry. The history of

his life, so iar as it is known to us, is the history

of his amours, nor can it be said how much of this

is fiction. Ho began to write poetry at a very

early age, and the merit of his productions soon

attracted the attention and patronage of Maecenas.

This was most probably shortly after the death of

Antony in 30, when Propertius was about 21.

It was probably in 32 or 31, that Propertius first

became acquainted with his Cynthia. She was a

native of Tibur, and her real name was Ilostia.

As Propertius (iii. 20. 8) alludes to her doctus

avusj it is probable that she was a grand -daughter
of Hostius, who wrote a poem on the Ilistric war.

[Hostivs.] She seems to have inherited a con-

siderable portion of the family talent, and was
herself a poetess, besides being skilled in music,

dancing, and needlework. It appears that Pro-

pertius subsequently married, probably after Cyn-
thia's death, and left legitimate issue, since the

younger Pliny twice mentions Passienns Paulus

as descended from him. This must have been

through the female line. The year of Pronertius’s

death is altogether unknown.— Propertiuf resided

on the Esquiline, near the gardens of Maecenas.

He seems to have cultivated the friendship of his

brother poets, as Ponticus, Bassus, Ovid, and
others. He mentions Virgil (ii. .34. 63) in a way
that shows he had heard parts of the Aeneid pri-

vately recited. But though he belonged to the

circle of Maecenas, ffe never once mentions Horace.

He is equally silent about Tibullus. His not men-
tioning Ovid is best explained by the difference

in their ages ;
for Ovid alludes more than once to

Propertius, and with evident affection.— As an
elegiac poet, a high rank must be awarded to

Propertius, and among the ancients it was a dis-

puted point whether the preference should be given

to him or to Tibullus. To the modem reader, how-
ever, the elegies of Propertius are not nearly so

attractive as those of Tibullus. This arises partly

from their obscurity, but in a great measure also

from a certain want of nature in them. The fault

of Propertius was too pedantic an imitation of the

Greeks. Ills whole ambition was to become the

Roman Callimachus (iv. 1. 63), whom, as well as

Philetas and other of the Greek elegiac poets, he
made his model. He abounds with obscure Greek
myths, as well as Greek forms of expression, and
the same ped.antry infects even his versification.

Tibullus generally, fand Ovid almost invariably,

close their pentameter with a word contained in an
iambic loot ; Propertius, especially in his first book,

frequently ends with a word of 3, 4, or even 5
syllables. The best editions of Propertius are by
Burmann, Utrecht, 1780; by Kuinoel, Leipzig,

1804; by Lachmann, Leipzig, 1816;* and by
Jlertzberg, Halle;, 1844, 1845.

FrophthaHa (npo^datria: prob. Peshawarun^
Ru.), the N.-m0it city of Drangiana, on the borders

of Asia, was probably the place where Piiilotas
ir»8 put to death.

PROTAGORAS.
PirSpontifl (i) npovoyris ; Sea ofMarmara\ sa

called from its position with reference to the Pontus

(Euxinus), and thus more fully described as ^ rrph

TOO Tl6vrov rov Ev^fiyov ^(IXacrcray and “ Vesti-

bulum Ponti," is the small sea which united tho

Euxine and the Aegean [Pontus Euxinus] and
divides Europe (Thracia) from Asia (Mysia and
Bithynia). It is of an irregular oval shape, running
out on the E. into 2 deep gulfs, the Sinus Astace-

nus (G. of Ismid) and the Sinus Cianus ((?. of
Modottict), and containing several islands. It re-

ceived the waters of the Rhyndacus and other

rivers of E. Mysia and W. Bithynia, flowing from

M. Ida and Olympus; and several important Greek
cities stood on its shores, the chief of which were
BYZANTiuM*and Hkkaoi.«a Pkrintuus on the

N. , and Cyzicus on the S. Its length is calculated

by Herodotus at 1400 stadia (140 geog. miles) and
its greatest breadth at 500 stadia (50 g. m.) which
is very near the truth.

Froschlam. [Pylkne.]
rtoserpina. [Persephone.]
Frospalta (ra UpdaTraXTa : npo(nrd\rio$\ a

demus in the S. of Attica, belonging to the tribe

Acamantis.

Prosper, a celebrated ecclesiastical writer, was
a native of Aquitani.i, .and flourished during the

first half of the 6th century. He distinguished

himself by his numerous writings in defence of

the doctrines of Augustin against the attacks of

the Semipelagians. Many of his theological works
are extant

;
and there aro also 2 Chronicles hear-

ing his name :— 1. Ckronicon Consulare^ extending

from A. D. 379, the date at which the chronicle of Je-

rome ends, down to 455, the events being arranged

according to the years of tho Roman consuls. Wc
find short notices with regard to the Rom.an em-
perors, the Roman bishops, and political occur-

rences in general, but the troubles of the Church
are especially' dwelt upon, and above .all the Pe-
lagian heresy. 2. Chromcon huperiede, compre-

hended within the same limits as the preceding

(379—155), hut the computations proceed accord-

ing to the years of *tho Roman emperors, and not

according to the consuls. While it agrees with

the Chronicon Consnlare in its general plan, it

differs from it in many particuhu’d, especially in

the very' brief allusions to the Pelagian contro-

versy, and in the slight, almost disrespectful notices

of Augustine. The 2nd of these Chronicles was
probably not written by Prosper of Aquitania, and
is assigned byr moijt critics to Prosper Tiro, who,

it is imagined, flourished in the 6th century.

There are likewise several poems, which have

come dowiA'to us under the name of Prosper. The
best edition of Prosper's works is the Benedictine,

Paris* 1711.

PrSsysuia (np6<r¥iuLya: Upoaupvatos), an an-

cient town of Argolis, with a temple of Hera, N
of Argos;

Pr^a (Upura : Prote), an island in the Pro

pontis near Chalcedon.

ProtJig^ras (npofray^pas), a celebrated sophist

was boAi at Abdera, in Thrace, probably abont

II. c. 480, and died about 411, at the age of nearly

70 ye.ars. It is said that Protagoras wjis once a

poor porter, and that the skill with which he had

fastened together, and poised upon his shoulders,

a large bundle of wood, attracted the attention of

Democritus, who conbeived a liking for him, took

him under his care, and instructed him in phi-
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losophy. This well-known story, however, appears

to have arisen out of the statement of Aristotle,

that Protagoras invented a sort of porter’s knot

for tlie more convenient carrying of burdens. In

addition to which, Protagoras was about 20 years

older than Democritus. Protagoras was the first

who called himself a sophist, and taught for pay

;

and he practised his profession fur the space of

-10 years, lie must have come to Athens before

B. c. 44.5, since he drew up a code of laws fur the

Thurians, who left Athens for the first time in

that year. Whether he accompanied the colonists

to Thurii, we are not informed ; but at the time

of the plague (430) Ave find him again in Athens.

Uetweeii his first and second visit to Athens, he

had spent some time in Sicily, where he had ac-

quired great fame ; and he brought with him to

Athens ninny admirers out of other Greek cities

through which he had passed. His instructions

were so highly valued that he sometimes received

1 00 minae from a pupil
;
and Plato says that Pro-

tagoras made more money than Phidias and 10

otlier sculptors. In 411 he was accused of im-

piety by Pythodorus, one of the Four Hundred.

His impeachment was founded on his hook on the

gods, which began with the statement: “Re-
specting the gods, I am unable to know whether

they exist or do not exist” The impeachment
was followed by his banishment, or, as others

affirm, only by the burning of his book. Pro-

tagoras wrote a large number of Avorks, of Avbich

tliu most important were entitled Trui/i (’AA^Seia),

and On tho. Oods (Ilcpl 0««v). The first con-

tained the theory refuted by Plato in the The^ie-

tetiis. Plato gives a vivid picture of the teaching

of Protagoras in the dialogue that bears his name.

Protagoras Avas especially celebrated for hia skill

in the rhetorical art. By Avay of practice in the

art he Avas accustomed to make his pupils discuss

Tlieses (communes loci)
; an exercise Avhich is also

recommended by Cicero. He also directed his

attention to language, and endeavoured to explain

difficult passages in tiic poets.

FrbtSsIlaus (np«T6<j-iAaoi),«on of Iphiclns and
Astyoche, belonged to Phylace in Thessaly. He
is called PIiT/lacius and FhylacideSy either from his

native place, or from his being a grandson of Phy-
lacus. He led the Avarriors of several Thessalian

places against Troy, and Avas the first of all the

Greeks Avho was killed by the Trojans, being the

first who leaped from the ships upon the Trojan

coast. According to the common tradition he was
slain by Hector. Protesilaus is most celebrated

in ancient story for the strong affection existing

between him and his wife Laodainia, tba daughter

of Acastus. [For details see Laooamia.] His
tomb Avas shown near Eleus, in the Thracian

Chersonesus, wliero a magnificent temple was
erected to liim. There was a belief that nymphs
had planted elm-trees around his grave, which died

away when they had grown sufficiently high to see

Troy, and that fresh shoots then sprang from the

roots. There was also a sanctuary of Protesilaus

at Phylace, at which funeral games were cellbratcd.

Proteoa (Tlponevs)^ the prophetic old roan of

the sea, is described in the earliest legends as a

subject of Poseidon, whose flocks (the seals) he

tended. According to Homer he resided ih the

island of Pharos, at the distance of one day’s

journey from the riA^er Aegyptus (Nile); whereas

Virgil places his residence in the island of Car-
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pathos, between Crete and Rhodes. At midday
Proteus rose from the sea, and slept in the shadonar-

of the rocks of the coast, with the monsters of the

deep lying around him. Any one wishing to leom
from him the future, was obliged to catch hold of
him at that time : as soon as he was seized, he
assumed every possible sha])e, in order to escape
the necessity of prophesying, but whenever he saw
that his endeavours were of no avail, he resumed
his usual form, and told the truth. After finishing

his prophecy he returned into the sea. Homer
ascribes to him a daughter Idothea.— Another set

of traditions describes Proteus as a son of Poseidon,

and as a king of Egypt, who had two sons, Tele-

gonus and Polygonus or Tmolus. His Egyptian
name,, is said to have been Cetes, for which the
Greeks substituted that of Proteus. His wife is

called Psamathe or Torono, and, besides the above
mentioned sons, Theoclymenus and Theonoe are

likewise called his children. 11 £ is said to have
hospitably received Dionysus during his wanderings.
Hermes brought to him Helena after her abduction,
or, according to others, Proteus himself took her
firom Paris, gave to the lover a phantom, and re-

stored the true Helen to Menelaus after his return

from Troy.

FrStogSnes (npwToyeVrjs), a celebrated Greek
painter. He was a natiA-e of Cauniis, in Caria, a city

subject to the Uhodians, and flourished B. c. 332—300. He resided at Rhodes almost entirely

;

the only other city of Greece Avhich he is said to

have visited is Athens, Avhere he executed one of

his great works in the Propylaea. Up to his 50th
year he is said to have lived in poverty and in

comparative obscurity, supporting himself by paint-

ing ships, AvhicU at that period used to be deco-

rated with elaborate pictorial devices. His fame
had, however, reached the cars of Apelles, who,
upon visiting Rhodes, made it his first business to

seek out Protogenes. As the siftost way of making

the merits of Protogenes known to his fellow-

citizens, Apelles offered liim, for his fiiiished works
the enormous sum of .50 talents apiece^ and thus

led the Rhodians to understand Avhat an artist they

had among them. Protogenes Avas distinguished by
the care Avith whicli he Avroiight up his pictures.

His masterpiece Avas the picture of lalysus, the

tutelary hero of Rhodes, on Avliich he is said to

have spent 7 years, or even, according to another

statement, 1
1 ;

.and to have painted it 4 times over.

This picture Avas so highly prized even in the

artist's lifetime that Avhen Demetrius Puliorcetes

was using everj’ effort to subdue Rhodes, he re-

frainc>d from attacking the city at its most vul-

nerable point, lest he should injure this picture,

which had been placed in that quarter. There is

a celebrated story about this picture, relating to the

accidental production of one of the most effective

parts of it, the foam at the mouth of a tired hound.

The artist, it is said, dissatisfied w'ith his repeated

attempts to produce the desired effect, at last, in

his vexation, dashed the sponge, with Avhich he
had repeatedly effaced his Avork, against the faulty •

place ; and the sponge charged as it Avas by re-

peated use with the neccssar}’^ colours, left a mark
in which* the painter recognised the very foam
which his art had failed to produce,

Frotog^nla (np«To7^r«to), daughter of Deu-
calion and Pyrrha, and wife of Loems

;
but Zeus

carried her off, and became by her the father of

Opus.
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Prozeniis (Tlpd^eyos^ a Boeotian, was a disciple

'pf Gorgias, and a friend of Xenophon. Being con-

nected by the ties of hospitality with the younger

Cyrus, the latter engaged him in his service. lie

was seized by Tissaphemes and put to death, with

the other Greek generals. It was at the invitation

of Proxenus that Xenophon was induced to enter

the service of Cyrus.

Frddentlus, Aurelius Clemens, the earliest of

the Christian poets of any celebrity, was a native

of Spain, and was bom a. d. 348. After practising

as an advocate, and discharging the duties of a

civil and criminal judge in 2 important cities, he

received from the emperor Theodosius, or llonorius,

a high military appointment at court ;
but .is ho

advanced in years, he became sensible of the

emptiness of worldly honour, and earnest in the

exercises of religion. His poems arc composed in

a great variety of metres, but possess little merit

either in expression or in substance. The Latinity

is impure, abounding both in words altogether

barbarous, and in classical words employed in a

barbarous sense ; and the author is totally ignorant

or regardless of the common laws of prosody. The
best editions of Prudentius are by Arcvalus, Rom.

1788 and 1789, 2 vols. 4to. and by Obbarius, Tu-

bing. 1845, 8vo.

Frilsa or Prdslaa (npou<ra : npooo-ieiis). 1. P.

ad Olympum (IT. i} eVl T<P ’OAu/tTry : a

great city of Bithynia, on the N. side of M. (Jlym-

pus, 15 Roman miles from Cius and 25 from Nicaea,

was built by Prusias king of Bithynia, or, according

to some, by Hannibal.— 2. Some writers distin-

guish from this a smaller city, called P. adHyplum
or Hyppium (irp6y ry 'Tinrl<p irora/iy, Ptol.; sub

Hypio monte, Plin.), which stood N.W. of the

former, and was originally called CiSrus (Kiepos)

and belonged to the territory of lleraclea, but was
conquered by Prusias, who named it after himself.

It stood N.W. of t!ie former. Perhaps it is only

another name for Cius.

Frtlslas {Upovorias), 1. 1. King of Bithynia from

about B.C. 228 to 18(1, though the devte neither of

his accession nor of his death is exactly known.

He was the son of Zielas, whom he succeeded.

He appears to have been a monarch of vigour and

ability, and raised his kingdom of Bithynia to a

much higher pitch of power and prosperity than it

had previously attained. It was at his court that

Hannibal took refuge
;
and when the Romans de-

manded the surrender of the Carthaginian general,

the king basely gave his consent, and Hannibal

only escaped falling into the hands of his enemies

by a voluntary death.— 2. II. King of Bithynia,

son and successor of the preceding, reigned from

about 180 to 149. He courted assiduously the

alliance of the Romans. He carried on war with

Attains, king of Pergamus, with whom, however,

he was compelled by the Romans to conclude peace

in 154. He was slain in 149 by order of his

ion Nicomedes, as is related in the life of the

.latter. [Nicomedes II.] Prusias is described to

us as a man in whom personal deformity was com-*

bined with a character the most vicious and de-

graded. His passion for the chase is attested by
tho epithet of the “ Huntsman'* (Kvyjiyis).

PrynuiSsIa Pryinn§8ng {Tlpvfivri<ria, Upv-

fiyilff6s^.npvfuni0<r6s: SeM~el'Gluxzi, Ru.), a city in

the N. of Phrygia, which appears, from its coins,

to have been a chief seat of the worship of Midas
as a hero.

PSELLUS.

Pr^anis (npvravis\ king of Sparta, of the

Proclid line, was the son of Eurypon, and 4th king

of that race.

Psao^ihllB (Yajaadovy, -ovvros : Yajujua9(n;i/-

Tioy, VaptnaBovirios)^ a seaport town in Laconia

near the promontory Taenarura.

Psammenitas king of Egypt,

succeeded his father Amasis in u. c. 525, and
reigned only 6 months. He was conquered by
Cambyses in 525, and his country made a province

of the Persian empire. His life was spared by
Cambyses, but as he was detected shortly after-

wards in endeavouring to excite a revolt among tho

Egyptians, he was compelled to put aii end to his

life by drinking bull’s blood.

Psammis king of Egypt, succeeded

his father Necho, and reigned from n. c. GUI to

595. He carried on war against Ethiopia, and
died immediately after his return from the latter

country. He was succeeded by his son Aprics.

PsamiuitlcliUB or Psammetlchus {’Vap.ixlrixos

or ’ya/u/a^Ttxos), the Greek form of the Egyptian

PsAMETiK, a king of Egypt, and founder of the

Saitic dynasty, reigned from B. c. 671 to 617.

He was originally one of the 12 kings, who ob-

tained an independent sovereignty in the confusion

which followed the death of Setho. Having been

driven into banishment by the other kings, he
took refuge in tho marshes : but shortly afterwards

with the aid of some Ionian and Carian pirates, ho

conquered the other kings, and became solo ruler

of Egypt. He provided a settlement for his Greek
mercenaries on the Pelusiac or eastern branch of

the Nile, a little below Bubastis, and ho appears

to have mainly relied upon them for the mainte-

nance of his power. In order to facilitate inter-

course between the Greeks and his other subjects,

he ordered a number of Egyptian children to live

with them, that they might learn the Greek lan-

guage ; and from them sprung the class of inter-

preters. The employment of foreign mercenaries

by Psammitichus gave great offence to the military

caste in Egypt
;
and being indignant at other

treatment which they received from him, they

emigrated in a body of 240,000 men, into Ethiopia,

where settlements were assigned to them by the

Ethiopian king. It must, therefore, have been

chiefly with his Ionian and Carian troops that

Psammitichus carried on his wars against Syria

and Phoenicia. He laid siege to the city of

Azotus (the Ashod of Scripture) for 29 years, till

he took it. As Psammitichus had displeased a
large portion of his subjects by the introduction of

foreigners, he seems to have paid especial court to

the priesthood. He built the southern prupylaea

of tho temple of Hephaestus at Memphis, and a

splendid aula, with a portico round it, for the habi-

tation of Apis, in front of the temple.

Pselcis ('Fe\Kiv ; Dakke, or Dekkeh^ Ru.), the

chief city in the Dodecaschoenus, that is, the N.
part of Aethiopia, which was adjacent to Egypt, to

which it was regiirded by the Romans as belonging.

The city stood on tho W. hank of the Nile, be-

tween dyene and Tachompso, the latter of which

was so far eclipsed by Pselcis as to acquire the

name of Contrapselcis. Under the later empire,

Pselcis was garrisoned by a body of German
horsemen.’

PselluB (^e'AAos). 1. Midiael Piellus, the

elder, of Andros, flourished in the 9th century

after Christ. He was a learned man, and an eager
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student of the Alexandrian philosophy. He was

probably the author of some of the works which

are ascribed to the younger P8ellus.»2. Michael

Constantios Psellus, the younger, a far more

celebrated person, flourished in the 1 1 th century of

our era. He was bom at Constantinople 1020,

and lived at least till 1 1 05. He taught philosophy,

rhetoric, and dialectics, at Constantinople, where

he stood forth as almost the last upholder of the

falling cause of learning. The emperors honoured

him with the title of Prince of the Philosophers.

His works are both in prose and poetry, on a vast

variety of subjects, and distinguished by an elo-

quence and taste which are worthy of a better

period. They are too numerous to be mentioned

in this place.

FsopMs VaxpiStos: Khan of Tripo-

iaino)^ a town in the N. W. of Arcadia, on the

river Erymanthus, is said to have been originally

called Fhegia. It sided with the Aetolians

against the Achaeans, but was taken b.c. 219 by

Philip, king of Macedonia, who was then in al-

liance with the Achaeans.

. Fa^che “ the soul,” occurs in the later

times of antiquity, as a personification of the human
soul. Psyche was the youngest of the 3 daughters

of a king, and excited by her beauty the jealousy

and envy of Venus. In order to avenge herself,

the goddess ordered Cupid or Amor to inspire

Psyche with a love for the most contemptible of all

men : but Cupid was so stricken with her beauty

that he himself fell in love with her. He accord-

ingly conveyed her to a charming spot, where un-

seen and unknown he visited her every night, and
left her as soon as the day began to dawn. Psyche

might have continued to enjoy this state of happi-

ness, if she had attended to the advice of her lover,

who told hef never to give way to her curiosity, or

to inquire who he was. But her jealous sisters

made her believe that in the darkness of^ight she

was embracing some hideous monster, and accord-

ingly once, while Cupid was asleep, she drew near

to him with a lamp, and, to her amazement, beheld

the most handsome and lovely of the gods. In her

excitement of joy and fear, a drop of hot oil fell

from her lamp upon his shoulder. This awoke
Cupid, who censured her for her mistrust, and es-

caped. Psyche’s happiness was now gone, and

after attempting in vain to throw herself into a

river, she wandered about from temple to temple,

inquiring after her lover, and at length came to the

palace of Venus. There her real sufferings began,

for Venus retained her, treated her as a slave, and

imposed upon her the hardest and most humiliating

labours. Psyche would have perished under the

weight of her sufferings, had not Cupsfl, who still

loved her in secret, invisibly comforted and assisted

her in her toils. With his aid she at last suc-

ceeded in overcoming the jealousy and hatred of

Venus: she became immortal, and was united to

him for ever. 1 1 is not difficult to recognise in this

lovely story the idea of which it is merely the

mythical embodiment ;
for Psyche is evidently the

human soul, which is purified by passions and mis-

fortunes, and is thus prepared for the enjdyment of

true and pure happiness. In works of art Psyche

is represented as a maiden with the wings of a

butterfly, along with Cupid in the different situa-

tions described in the allegory.

Fayohlum a town on the S. coast of

Crete.
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Fiylli (V^XAoi), a Libyan people, the earliest

known inhabitants of the district of N. Africa

called Cyrenaica.

Fsyra (ret Vvpd : "Viptos: Jp$ara\ a small island

of the Aegean Sea, 40 stadia (4 geog. miles) in

circuit, lying 60 stadia (5 geog. miles) W. off the

N.W. point of Chios. It had a city of the same
name.

Fsyttalea. [Salamis.]
Fteleos (nreA^wr), a small lake in Mysia, near

Ophrynium on the coast of the Hellespont.

Ftelenm (nreAe^i' : nrcAedrijr, nreXcovo'ms).

L {Ftelia)y an ancient seaport town of Thessaly in

the district Phthiotis, at the S. W. extremity of
the Sinus Pagasaeus, was destroyed by the Ro-
mans.— 2. A town in Elis Triphylia, said to have
been a colony from the preceding.— 3. A fortress

of Ionia, on the coast of Asia Minor, belonging to
Erythrae.

FtSlSmaeus (nroXfjuaTos) usually called Fto-
lexny. I. Minor historical persow, 1. Nephew of

Antigonus, king of Asia. He carried on war in

(ireece on behalf of Antigonus, but in 310 he
abandoned the cause of his uncle and concluded a
treaty with Cassander and Ptolemy the son of

Lagus. He soon gave offence to the Egyptian king,

and was in consequence compelled to put an end
to his life by poison, B. c. 309.— 2. Son of Lysi-
maclms, king of Thrace. He was the eldest of the
3 sons of that monarch by his last wife Arsinob',

and the only one who escaped falling into the
hands of Ptolemy Ceraunus. —3. Son of Pyrrhus,
king of Epirus, by his wife Antigone, the step-

daughter of Ptolemy Lagi. When only 15 years
of age he was left by his father in charge of his

hereditary dominions, when Pyrrhus himself set

out on his expedition to Italy, 280. At a later

time he fought under his father in Greece, and was
slain in the course of Pyrrhus's campaign in the
Peloponnesu8,272.—4. Sumamed Philadblfhus,
son of M. Antony, the Triiflhvir, by Cleopatra.

After the death of Antony, 30, his life was spared

by Augustus, at the intercession of Juba and
Cleopatra, and he was brought up by Octavia with
her own children.

II. Kinps ofEgypt,

I. Sumamed Soter, the Preserver, but more com-
monly known as the son of Lagus, reigned b. c.

323—285. His father Lagus was a Macedonian
of ignoble birth, but his mother Arsinoe had been
a concubine of Philip of Macedon, on which ac-

count it seems to have been generally believed that

Ptolemy was in reality the offspring of that mo-
narch. Ptolemy is mentioned among the friends

of the young Alexander before the death of Philip.

He accompanied Alexander throughout his cam-
paigns in Asia, and was always treated by the

king with the greatest fiivour. On the division of

the empire which followed Alexander’s death

(323), Ptolemy obtained the government of Egypt.

In 321 his dominions were invaded by Perdiccas,

the regent; but the assassination of Perdiccas by his

mutinous soldiers soon delivered Ptolemy from this

danger. In the following year Ptolemy enlarged

his dominions by seizing upon the important

satrapy t>f Phoenicia and Coele-Syria. It was pro-

bably during this expedition that he made himself

master of Jerusalem, by attacking the city on the

Sabbath day. A few years afterwards (316)
Ptolemy entered into an alliance with Cassander
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and Lysiniachug ngainst Antigonus, whose growing

power had excited their common apprehensions.

the war which followed, Antigonus conquered

Coele-Syria and Phoenicia (315, 314); but Pto-

lemy recovered these provinces by the defeat of

Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, in 312. In 311
hostilities wore suspended by a general peace.

This peace, however, was of short duration, and
Ptolemy appears to have been the first to recom-

mence the war. He crossed over to Greece, where

he announced himself as the liberator of the Greeks,

but he effected little. In 306 Ptolemy was de-

feated by Demetrius in a great sea-fight off Sala-

mis ill Cyprus. In conscquenco of this defeat,

Ptolemy lost the important island of Cyprus, which
had previously been subject to him. Antigonus

was so much elated by this victory as to assume
the title of king, an example which Ptolemy, not-

Avithstauding his defeat, immediately followed.

Antigonus and Demetrius followed up their success

by the invasion of Egypt, but were compelled to

return to Syria without effecting any thing. Next
year (305) Ptolemy rendered the most important

assistance to the Rhodians, who were besieged by
Demetrius; and when Demetrius was at length

conipolled to raise the siege (304), the Rhodians
paid divine honours to tlie Egyptian monarch as

their saviour and preserver (Swrijp), a title which
appears to have been now bestowed upon Ptolemy
for the first time. Ptolemy took comparatively

little part in the contest, which led to the dccisiire

battle of Ipsus, in which Antigonus was defeated

and slain (301). The latter years of Ptolemy’s
reign appear to have been devoted almost entirely

to the arts of peace, and to promoting the internal

prosperity of his dominions. In 285 Ptolemy ab-

dicated ill favour of his youngest son Ptolemy
Philadolphua, the child of his latest and most be-

loved wife, Berenice, excluding from the throne

his two eldest sons Ptolemj" Ceraunus and Melea-

ger, the offspring ofVairydice. The elder Ptolemy
survived this event 2 years, and died in 283. Ilia

reign is variously estimated at 38 or 40 years,

according as we include or not these 2 years which
followed his abdication. — The character of Pto-

lemy lias Ix'oii generally represented in a very

favourable light by historians, and there is no
doubt that if we compare him with his contem-

porary and rival potentates he appears to deserve

the piaises bestowed upon his mildness and mode-
ration. But it is only with this important qualifi-

cation that they can be admitted: for there are

many evidenc(?s, that he did not shrink from any
measure that he deemed requisite in order to carry

out the objects of his ambition. But as a ruler

Ptolemy certainly deserves the highest praise. By
his able and vigorous administration he laid the

foundations of the wealth and prosperity which
Egypt enjoyed for a long period. Under his fos-

tcM ing care Alexandria quickly rose to the place

designed for- it by its founder, that of the greatest

coiiiniprcial city of the world. Not less eminent
were the services rendered by Ptolemy to the ad-

A'ancemeiit of literature and science. In this de-

partment indeed it is not always easy to distinguish

the portion of credit due to the father from that of

his son: but it seems certain that to the elder

monarch belongs the merit of having originated

those literaiy institutions which assumed a more
definite and regular form, as well as a more pro-

’Tihient under his successor. Such appears
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to have been the case with the two most celebrated

of all, the Library and the Museum of Alexandria.
The first suggestion of these important foundations

is ascribed by some writers to Demetrius of Pha-
lerus, who spent all the latter years of his life at

the court of Ptolemy. But many other men of
literary eminence were also gathered around the

Egyptian king: among whom may he especially

noticed the great geometer Euclid, the philosophers

Stilpo of Megara, Theodoras of Gyrene, and Dio-

dorus surnamed Cronus; as Avell as the elegiac

poet Philetas of Cos, and the gnimmarian Zenodo-
tus. To the two last we are told Ptolemy confided

the literary education of his son Philadelphus.

Many anecdotes sufficiently attest the free inter-

course which subsisted between the king and the

men of letters by whom he was surrounded, and
prove that the easy familiarity of his manners cor-

resj^nded with his simple and unostentatious

habits of life. We also find him maintaining a
correspondence Avith Menander, Avhnm he in vain

endeavoured to attract to his court, and sending

OA'crtures probabl}' of a similar nature to Theo-

phrastus. Nor Avere the fine arts neglected : the

rival painters Antiphiliis and Apelles both exer-

cised their talents at Alexandria, Avhere some of

their most celebrated pictures Avere produced.

—

Ptolemy was himself an author : he cionposed a
history of the wars of Alexander, Avhich is fre-

quently cited by later writers, and is one of the

chief authorities Avhich Arrian made the ground-

work of his own history.— II, FMladelphns
(B. c. 285—247), the son of Ptolemy 1. by
his Avife Berenice, was bora in the island of

Cos, 30.9. His long reign was marked by few
events of a striking character. He Avas engaged in

Avar with his half-brother Magas, Avho had go-

verned Cyrene as viceroy under Ptolemy Soter,

but on tl^ death of that monarch not only asserted

his independence, but even attempted to invade

Egypt. Magas avos supported by Antioebns II.,

king of Syria
;
and the war Avas at length terminated

by a treaty, Avhich left Magas in undisputed pos-

session of tlie Cyrenaica, while his infant daughter

Berenice Avas betrdlhed to Ptoleni}', the son of

Philadelpluis. Ptolemy also concluded a treaty

with the Roin.ans. He Avas frequently engaged in

hostilities with Syria, which were terminated to-

Avards the close of his reign by a treaty of peace,

by Avhich Ptolemy gave his daughter Berenice in

marriage to Antiochus II. Ptolemy’s chief care,

hoAvever, was directed to the internal administra-

tion of his kingdom, and to the patronage of lite-

rature and science. The institutions of Avhich the

foundations had been laid by his father quickly

rose under Ms fostering care to the highest pros-

perity. The Museum of Alexandria became the

resort and abode of all the most distinguished men
of letters oLtbe day, and in the library attached to

it were accumulated all the treasures of ancient

learning. Among the other illustrious names
which adorned the reign of Ptolemy, may be men-
tioned those of the poets Philetas and Theocritus,

the philosophers Hegesias and Theodoras, the

matheraafician Euclid, and the astronomers Timo-

charis, Aristarchus of Samos, and Aratus. Nor
was his patronage confined to the ordinary cycle of

Hellenic literature. By his interest in natural

history he gave a stimulus to the pursuit of that

science, which gave birth to many important works,

Avhile he himself formed collections of rare animals
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within the precincts of the royal palace. It was

during his reign also, and perhaps at his desire,

that Manetho gave*to tha world in a Greek form

the historical records of the Egyptians ; and ac-

cording to a well-known tradition, it Avas by his

express command that the Holy Scriptures of the

Jews were translated into Greek. The new cities

or colonies founded by Philadelphus in different

parts of his dominions were extremely numerous.

On the Red Sea alone wo find at least two bearing

the name of Arsinoe, one called after another of

his sisters Philotera, and two cities named in

honour of his mother Berenice. The same names

occur also in Cilicia and Syria : and in the latter

country he founded the important fortress of Pto-

lemius in Palestine. All authorities concur in

attesting the great power and wealth, to which

the Egyptian monarchy was raised iinder Phila-

delphus. He possessed, at the close of his reign a

standing army of 200,000 foot, and 40,000 horse,

besides war-chariots and elephants ; a fleet of

1.500 ships
;
and a sum of 740,000 talents in Ids

treasmy ; while ho derh'ed from Egypt alone an

annual revenue of 14,000 talents. His dominions

comprised, besides Egypt itself, and portions of

Ethiopia, Arabia, and Libya, the important pro-

vinces of Phoenicia and Coele-Syria, together with

Cyprus, Lycia, Curia, and the Cyclades : and

during a great part at least of his reign, Cilicia

and Pamphylia also. Before his death Cyrene

was reurdted to tlio numurchy by the marriage of

hi.s son Ptoli'iny Avith Berenice, the daughter of

Afagas. The private life and relations of Phila-

delplni.s do not exhibit Ids character in as favour-

able a light as \vv might have inferred from the

hplendour of his ailmiidstration. He put to death

2 of his brotliers
;
and he banished his first wife

Arsinoe, the daugliter of lysimachus, to Coptos in

Upper Egypt on a charge of comspiracy. After

her removal Ptolemy married his own sister Ar-

sinoe, the Avidow of Ijysimachus ;
a flagrant vio-

lation of the religious notions of the Greeks, but

Avhich Avas fref|uently imitated by his successors,

lie evinced his affection for Arsinoe, not only by
bestowing her n.'ime upon ina,ny of his newly-

founded colonies, but by assuming himself the sur-

name of Philadclplius, a title which some writers

referred in derision to his unnatimil treatment of

his 2 brothers. By this 2nd marriage Ptolemy

had no i.'jsue : but his first Avifo had borne him

2 sons— Ptolemy, who succeeded him on the

throne, and Lysiraachus ;
and a daughter, Berenice,

whose marriage to Antiochus IT,, king of Syria,

has been already mentioned. — IIL Euerg'etes

( n. c, 247 — 222), eldest son and successor of

i*hiladelphus. Shortly after his accesjiion he in-

vaded Syrhi, in order to avenge the death of his

sister Berenice. [Bkiie.mcb, No. 2.] He met
with the most striking success. lie advanced as

far as Babylon and Susa, and after reducing all

Mesopotamia, Babylonia, and Susiana, received

the suljmi.ssion of all the upper provinces of Asia

as fur as the confines of Bactria and India. From
this career of conquest he aa'Us reailled by the news
of seditions in Egypt, and returned to thalfcountry,

carrying with him an immense booty, comprising,

among other objects, all the statues of the Egyptian

deities which had been carried off by Cambyses to

Babylon or Persia. These he restored to their

respective temple.s, an act by which ho earned the

greatest popularity Avith his native Egyptian sub-
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jecta, who bestowed on him in consequence the

title of Euergetes (the Benefactor), by Avhich he is

generally known. While the arms of the kiijg.

himself Avere thus successful in the East, hia fleets

reduced the maritime provinces of Asia, including

Cilicia, Pamphylia, and Ionia, as far as the Hel-
lespont, together with Lysimachia and other im-
portant places on the coast of Thrace Avhich con-

tinued for a long period subject to the Egyptian
rule. Concerning the events whicli followed the

return of Euergetes to his own dominions (pro-

bably in 243) Ave are almost wholly in the dark ;

but it appears that the greater part of the eastern

provinces speedily fell again into the hands of

Seleucus, while Ptolemy retoined possession of the

maritime regions and a great part of Syria itself.

He soon obtained a valuable ally in the person of

Antioebus Hierax, the younger brother of Seleucus,

whom he supported in his wars against his elder

brother. We find Euergetes maintaining the same
friendly relations as his father with Rome. During
the latter years of his reign he subdued the Ethi-
opian tribes on his southern frontier, and advanced
as far as Adule, a port on the Red Sen, where he
establi-shed an emporium, and sot up an inscription

commemorating the exploits of his reign. To a
copy of this, accidentally preserved to us by an
Egyptian monk, Cosmas Indicopleustes, Ave are

indebted for much of the scsinty information we
possess concerning his reign. IHoleiny Euergetes
is scarcely less celebrated than liis father for his

patronage of literature and science : lie added so

largely to the library at Alexandria that he has
been sometimes erroneously deemed its founder.

Eratosthenes, Apollonius Rhodius, and Aristo-

phanes, the grammarian, flourished at Alexandria
during his reign,— suflicient to prove that the

literature and leaniing of the Alexuiidrian school

still retained their former eniinejicc. By his wife

Berenice, wlio survived him, Euergetes left three

children: 1. Ptolemy, his siyScessor
;

2. Magas

;

.and 3. Arsinoe, afterwards married t«» her brother

Ptolemy Philopator.—IV. Fhilopator (n. c.222

—

205), eldest son and successor of Euergetes. He
Avas A’cry far from inheriting the virtues or .'i])ilitie.s

of his father : and his reign AV'as the commence-
ment of the decline of tlic Egyptian kingdom,
whicli had been niised to such a height of power
and prosperity by hi.s three predecessors. Us first

beginning Avas stained with crimes of the duskest
kind, lie put to death his mother, Berenice, and
his brother, Magas, and his uncle Lysini.'ichus, the

brother of Euergetes. He tlien gave him.«elf up
Avithout re.straint to a life of indolence and luxury,

while he abandoned to his minister Sosibius tlie

care of .all political affairs. The latter seems to

IniA'e been as incapable as his master : unci the

kingdom Avas allowed to fall into a shite of tho

utmost disorder, of which Antiochus the Great,

king of Syria, was not slow to avail himself. In
the first 2 c.ainp.'iigns (21.9,213), Antiochus con-

quered the grejiter part of Coele-Syria and Pales-

tine, but in the 3rd year of the Avar (217), he was
completely defeated by Ptolemy in person at the

decisive battle of Raphia, and Avas glad to conclude

a peace Avith the I'lgyptian monarch. On his return

from hi8» Syrian expedition, Ptolemy gave himself

up more and more to every species of vice and
deb.'iucher}'. His mistress Agathocloa, and her

brother Agathoclcs, divided Avith Sosibius the

patronage and distribution of all places of honour
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or profit. Towards the close of his reign Ptolemy

put to death his wife Arsinoe. llis debaucheries

^]^ortened his life. He died in 20.5, leaving only

one son, a child of 5 years old. We find Ptolemy

following up the policy of his predecessors, by cul-

tivating the friendship of the Romans, to whom
he furnished large supplies of com during their

struggle with Carthage. Plunged as he was in

vice and debauchery, Philopator appears to have

still inherited something of the love of letters for

which his predecessors were so conspicuous. We
find him associating on familiar terms with phi-

losophers and men of letters, and especially patron-

ising the distinguished grammarian Aristarchus.

Epiphanes (b. c. 205—181), son and suc-

cessor of Ptolemy IV. He was a child of

5 years old at the death of his father, 205.

Philip king of Macedonia and Antiochus III.

of Syria, determined to take advantage of the

minority of Ptolemy, and entered into a league to

divide his dominions between them. In pursuance

of this arrangement Antiochus conquered Coele-

Syria, while Philip reduced the Cyclades and the

cities in Thrace which had still remained subject

to Egypt. In this emergency the Egyptian mini-

sters had recourse to the powerful intervention of

the Romans, who commanded both raonarchs to

refrain from further hostilities, and restore all the

conquered cities. In order to evade this demand
without openly opposing the power of Rome, Anti-

ochus concluded a treaty with Egypt, by which it

was agreed that the young king should marry

Cleopatra, the daughter of Antiochus, and receive

back the Syrian provinces as her dower. This

treaty took place in 199, but the marriage was not

actually solemnised until G years after. The admi-

nistration of Egypt was placed in the hands of

Aristomenes, a man who was every way worthy of

the charge. As early, however, as 19G the young
king was declared of full age, and the ceremony of

his Anacleteria,or c<U'onation, was solemnised with

great magnificence. It was on tliis occasion that

the decree was issued which has been preserved

to us in the celebrated inscription known as the

Rosetta stone, a monument of great interest in

regard to the internal history of Egypt under

the Ptolemies, independent of its importance as

having afforded the key to the discovery of hiero-

glyphics. In 193 the marriage of Ptolemy with

the Syrian princess Cleopatra was solemnised at

Raphia. Ptolemy, however, refused to assist his

father-in-law in the war against the Romans, which

was at this time on the eve of breaking out, and he

continued steadfast in his alliance with Rome. But
he derived no advantage from the treaty which
concluded it, and Antiochus still retained posses-

sion of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. As long as

Ptolemy continued under the guidance and influ-

ence of Aristomenes, his administration was equi-

table and popular. Gradually, however, he became
estranged from his able and virtuous minister, and
threw himself more and more into the power of

flatterers and vicious companions, until at length

ho was induced to rid himself of Aristomenes, who
was compelled to take poison. Towards the close

of his reign Ptolemy conceived the project of re-

covering Coele-Syria from Seleucus, the successor

of Antiochus, and had assembled a large mercenary
force for that purpose: but having, by an un-
guarded ‘expression, excited the apprehensions of

Home of bif friends, he was cut off by poison in the
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24th year of his reign and the 29th of his age,

181. He left 2 sons, both named Ptolemy, who
subsequently ascended the throne, under the names
of Ptolemy Philometor and Euergetes II. and a
daughter, who bore her mother's name of Cleopatra.

His reign was marked by the rapid decline of the
Egyptian monarchy, for the provinces and cities

wrested from it during his minority by Antiochus
and Philip were never recovered, and at his death

Cyprus and the Cyrena'ica were almost the only

foreign possessions still attached to the crown of

Egypt.—VI. Philometor (u. c. 181—146), eldest

son and successor of Ptolemy V. He was a child

at the death of his father in 181, and the regency

was assumed during his minority by his mother
Cleopatra, who, by her able administration, main-
tained the kingdom in a state of tranquillity. But
after her death, in 173, the chief power fell into the

hands of Eulaeus and Lcnacus, ministers as cor-

rupt os they were incapable
; who had the rashness

to engage in war with Antiochus Epiphanes, king

of Syria, in the vain hope of recovering the pro-

vinces of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. But th(‘ir

army was totally defeated by Antiochus, near Pe-

lusium, and Antiochus was able to advance with-

out opposition as far as Memphis, 170. The
young king himself fell into his hands, but was
treated with kindness and distinction, as Antiochus

hoped by his means to make himself the master of

Egypt. On learning the captivity of his brother,

the younger Ptolemy, who was then at Alexandria
with his sister Cleopatra, assumed the title of king,

under the name of Euergetes II., and prepared to

defend the capital to the utmost Antiochus here-

upon laid siege to Alexandria
;
but he was unable

to take the city, and withdrew into Syria, after

establishing Philometor as king at Memphis, but

retaining in his hands the frontier fortress of Pelu-

sium. This last circumstance, together with the

ravages committed by the Syrian troops, awakened
Philometor, who had hitherto been a mere puppet

in the hands of the Syrian king, to a sense of his

true position, and he hastened to make overtures

of peace to his brother and sister at Alexandria.

It was agreed that the two brothers should reign

together, and that Philometor should marry his

sister Cleop.atra. But this arrangement did not

suit the views of Antiochus, who immediately re-

newed hostilities. The two brothers were unable

to offer any effectual opposition, and he had ad-

vanced a second time to the walls of Alexandria,

when he was met by a Roman embassy, headed by
M. Popillius Laenas, who haughtily commanded
him instantly to desist from hostilities. Antiochus

did not venture to disobey, and withdrew to his

own domiivons, 168. Dissensions soon broke out

between the 2 brothers, and Euergetes expelled

Philometor from Alexandria. Hereupon Philo-

metor repaired in person to Rome, 164, where he
was received by the senate with the utmost honour,

and deputies were appointed to reinstate him in

the sovereign power. This they effected with little

opposition
;
but they settled that Euergetes should

obtain Cyrene as a separate kingdom. Euergetes,

however^ shortly afterwards laid claim to Cyprus as

well, in which hewas supported by the Romans ;
but

Philometor refused to surrender the island to him,

and in the war which ensued, Euei^etes was taken

prisoner by his brother, who not only spared his

life, but sent him back to Cyrene on condition that

he should thenceforth content himselfwith that king-
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dom. The attention of Philometor appears to have

been, from this time, principally directed to the side

of Syria. Demetrius Soter having sought during

the dissensions between the two brothers to make
himself master of Cyprus, Ptolemy now supported

the usurper Alexander Balas, to whom he gave his

daughter Cleopatra in n^arriage, 150. But when
Ptolemy advanced with an army to the assistance of

his son-in-law, Ammonius, the favourite and mini-

ster of Alexander, formed a plot against the life of

Ptolemy; whereupon the latter took away his

daughter Cleopatra from her faithless husband, and
bestowed her hand on Demetrius Nicator, the

son of Soter, whose cause he now espoused. In

conjunction with Demetrius, Ptolemy carried on

war against Alexander, whom he defeated in a

decisive*, battle ; but he died a few days afterwards

in consequenco of an injury which he had re-

ceived from a fall from his horse in this battle, 140.

lie had reigned J35 years from the period of his first

accession, and 18 from his restoration by the Ito-

inaiis. Philometor is praised for the mildness and
humanity of his disposition. Polybius oven tells us

that not a single citizen of Alexandria was put to

deatli by him for any political or private olFence.

On the Avhole, if not one of the greatest, he wsis at

least one of the host of tlic race of the Ptolemies.

Jfe left three children: 1. A son, Ptolemy, who
ivas proclaimed king after his father’s d^th, under

the name Ptolemy Eupator, but was put to death

almost immediately after by his uncle Euergetes.

'J. A daughter, Cleopatra, married first to Alexander

Balas, then to Demetrius II. king of Syria; and
8. Anotlier daughter, also named Cleopatra, who
Wiis afterwards married to her uncle Ptolemy
Eu(‘rgetcs. — VII. Euergetes II. or Physcon

that is liig-Uelhj^ reigned li. c. 146—
117. His liistory down to the death of his bro-

ther has been already given. In order to secure

undisputed possession (jf the throne, he married his

sister Cleop.atra, the Avidow of his brother Philo-

motor, and put to death his nephew Ptolemy, who
liad been proclaimed king under the surname of

Eupator. A reign thus commenced in blood was
continued in a similar spirit. Many of the leading

citizens of Alexandria, who had taken part against

him on the death of liis brother, Avere put to death,

Aviiile the populace were given up to the cruelties of

his mercenary troops, and the streets of the city Avere

repeatedly deluged with blood. Thousands of the

iiihiihitants fled from the scene of such horrors, and
the population of Alexandria Avas so greatly thinned

,

tliat the king found himself compelled to invite
i

foreign irettlers from all quarters to re-people his

deserted capital. At the same time that he thus

incurred the hatred of his subjects by his Cruelties,

he rendered himself an object of their aversion and
contempt by abandoning himself to the most de-

grading vices. In consequence of these, he had be-

come bloated and deformed in person, and enor-

mously corpulent, Avhence the Alexandrians gavehim
the nickname of Physcon, by Avhich appellation ho

is more usually known. Ills union with Cleopatra

was not of long duration. He became enairyoured

of his niece Cleopatra (the offspring of his wife by
her foimcr marriage with Philometor), and he did

not hesitate to divorce the mother, and receiA'e her

daughter instead, as his wife and queen. By this

proceeding he alienated still more the minds of his

Greek subjects ; and his vices and cruelties at

length produced an insurrection at Alexandria.
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Thereupon he fled to Cyprus, and the Alexan-
drians declared his sister Cleopatra queen (130).

Enraged at this, Ptolemy put to death MenP'
phitis, his son by Cleopatra, and sent his head and
hands to his unhappy mother. But Cleopatra

having been shortly afterAvards expelled from Alex-

andria in her turn, Ptolemy found himself unex-
pectedly reinstated on the throno (127). His
sister Cleopatra fled to the court of her elder sister

Cleopatra, the Avife of Demetrius II., king of

Syria, Avho espoused the cause of the fugitive.

Ptolemy, in revenge, set up against him a pre-

tender named Zabinas or Zehina, Avho assumed the

title of Alexander II. But the usurper behaved
Avith such haughtiness to Ptolemy, that the latter

suddenly changed his policy, became reconciled to

his sister Cleopatra, whom he permitted to return

to Egypt, and gave his daughter Tryphaena in

marriage to Antiochus Orypus, the son of Deme-
trius. Ptolemy died after reigning 21) years from
the death of his brother Philometor

;
but he him-

self reckoned the years of his reign from the date

of his first assumption of the regal title in 170.

Although the character of Ptolemy I’hyscon Avas

stained by the most infamous vices, and by the

most sanguin.ary cruelty, he still retained that love

of letters AA'hich appears to have been hereditary in

the whole race of the Ptolemies. Ho had in his

youth been a pupil of Aristarchus, and not only

courted the society of learned men, but was him-
self the author of a work called ''trrog.viig.ara^ or

memoirs, which extended to 24 books. He left

two sons; Ptolemy, afterwards knoAvn as Soter II,,

and Ale.\nnder, both of Avh’om subsequently as-

cended tho throne of Egypt; and 3 daughters ; 1.

Cleopatra, married to her brother Ptolemy Soter
;

2. Tryphaena, the Avife of Antiochus Grypus, king

of Syria; and 3. Selene, avIio was unmarried at

her father’s de.ath. To his natural son Ptolemy,

sumamed Apion, he hcqucatln^ by his Avill tho

separate kingdom of Cyrene. —VIII., Soter II.,

and also Philometor, but more commonly called

LathyruB or Lathurus (Addoupor), roigiu d b. c.

117—107, and also 89—81. Although he Avas of

full age at the time of his father’s death (117), he
was obliged to reign jointly with his mother,

Cleopatra, who had been appointed by the wWl of

her late husband to succeed him on the throne.

She was indeed desirous of associating Avith herself

her younger son, Ptolemy Alexander; but since

Lathynis was popular Avith the Alexandrians, she

was obliged to give way, and sent Alexander to

Cyprus. After declaring Lathyrus king, she com-

pelled him to repudiate his sister Cleopatra, of

whose influence she was jealous, and to marry his

younger sister Selene in her stead. After reigning

1 0 years jointly Avith his mother, he Avas expelled

from Alexandria by an insurrection of the people

which she had excited against him (107). His
brother Alexander now assumed the sovereignty of

Egypt, in conjunction with his mother, Avhile

Lathyrus was able to establish himself in the pos-

session of Cyprus. Cleopatra indeed attempted to

dispossess him of that island also, but Aviihout suc-

cess, and Ptolemy held it as an independent king-

dom for thp 1 8 years during which Cleopatra and
Alexander reigned in Egypt. After the death of

Cleopatra and the expulsion of Alexander in 89,

Ptolemy Lathyrus was recalled by the Alexan-
drians, and established anew on the throne of

Egypt, which he occupied thenceforth without in-
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terniption till his death in }{]. The most impor-

tant event of this period was the revolt of Thebes,
‘'

iii Upper Egypt, which was still powerful enough

to hold out fnr nearly 3 years against tho arms of

Ptolemy, but at the end of that time was taken

and reduced to the state of min in which it has

ever since remained. Lathyrus reigned in all 35^
years; 10 in conjunction with his mother (117—
107), 13 in Cyprus (107—39), and 7^ as sole

nilcr of Egypt. He left only one daughter Bere-

nice, called also Cleopatra, who succeeded him on

the throne: and 2 sons, both named Ptolemy,

who, though illegitimate, became severally kings of 1

Egypt and Cyprus.—IX. Alexander I., youngest

ron of Ptolemy VTT., reigned conjointly with his

mother Cleopatra from the expulsion of his brother

Lathyrus, n. c. 107 to 90. In this year he assas-

sinated his mother ; but he had not reigned alone

a year, when he Avas compelled hy a geneml sedi-

tion of the populace and military to quit Alexan-

dria. He, however, raised fresh troop.s, but was
totally defeated in a sea-fight by the rebels; wliere-

npon Lathyrus was recalled by the Alexandrians to

Egypt, as has been already related. Alexander

now attempted to make himself master of Cyprus,

and invaded that island, but was defeated and
slain. He left a son, Alexander, who afterwards

ascended the throne of Egypt.—X, Alexander II.,

son of the preceding, was at Romo at the death of

Ptolemy Lathyrus in 31. Sulla, who was then

dictator, nominated the young Ale.vander (who
had obtained a high place in liis favour) king of

Egypt, and sent him to take possession of the
|

crown. It was, however, agreed, in deference to

the claims of Cleopatra llerenice, the daughter of

Lathynis, Avhom the Alexandrians had already

placed on tho throne, that Alexander sliould marry

her, and admit her to share tho sovereign power.

Ho complied with tho letter of this treaty hy mar-

rying Cleopatra, ^but only 19 days afterwards

caused her to bo assassinated. The Alexandrians,

tliereupon, rose against tlieir new monarch, and put

him to death. —XI. Dionysus, but more com-

monly known by the appellation of Auletes, the

llute-player, was an illegitimate son of Ptolemy

Lathvru.s. When tho assassination of Berenice

and the death of Alexander 11. had completed the

extinction of the legitimate race of the Lagidae,

Ptolemy Avas proclaimed king by the Alexan-

drians, B. c. 30. lie was anxious to obtain from

tho Homan senate their ratification of his title to

the croAvn, but it Avas not till the consulship of

(Caesar (59) that he Avas ablo to purchase by vast

bribes the desired privilege. Ho had expended

immense sums in the pursuit of this object, Avhich

he Avas compelled to raise by the imposition of fresh

hixcB, and the discontent thus excited combining

Avith the contempt entertained for his character,

led to his expulsion by the Alexandrians, in 58.

Thereupon he proceeded in person to Rome to pro-

cure from the senate his restoration. His first re-

ception was promising; and he procured a decree

from tho senate, commanding his restoration, and
entrusting the charge of effecting it to P. Lentulus

Spinther, then proconsul of Cilicia. Meanwhile,
the Alexandrians sent an embassy of 100 of their

leading citizens to plead their cause with the

Roman senate ; but Ptolemy had the audacity to

cause the deputies, on their arrival in Italy, to be

waylaid, and the greater part of them murdered.

The indignation excited at Rome by this proceed-
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ing produced a reaction: tho tribunes took up
the matter against tho nobility

; and an oracle

Avas produced from the Sibylline books, forbid-

ding the restoration of the king by an armed
force. The intrigues and disputes thus raised were
protracted throughout the year 56, and at length
Ptolemy, despairing of a favourable result, quitted

Rome in di.sgust, and withdrew to Ephesus. But
in 55, A. Gabinius, Avho Avas proconsul in Syria,

Avas induced, by the influence of Pompey, aided by
the enormous bribe of 1 0,000 talents from Ptolemy
himself, to undertake his restoi-ation. The Alex-

j

andri:uis had in the meantime placed on the throne

I

t>f Egypt, Berenice, the eldest daughter of Ptolemy,
Avho had married Archelaus, the son of the general

of Mithridates, and they opposed Gabinius Avith an
amy on the confines of the kingdom. They Avere,

1 owover, defeated in 3 successive battles, Archelaus
Avas slain, and Ptolemy once more established on the
throne, 56. One of his first acts Avas to put to death
his daughter Berenice, and many of tho leading citi-

zens of Alexandria. He surviA'ed his restoration only

3^ years, during Avhich time he was supported by a
large body of Roman soldiers avIio had been left be-

hind by Gabinius for his protection. He died in 51,
after a reign of 29 years from tlie date of his first

.'iccession. He left 2 sons, both named Ptolemy, and
2 daughters, Cleopatra and Aisinoe.—XII. Eldest

son of tho preceding. By his father’s will the

sovereign power was left to himself and his sister

Cleopatra jointly, and this arrangement was carried

into olTect without opposition, 51. Auletes had
also referred tho e.xocution of his will to the Roma
senate, and the latter accepted the office, confirmed

its proA'isioiis and bestoAved on Pompey tho titles of

guardian of tho young king. But the approach of

the civil Avar pre\’ented them from taking any ac-

ti\’’e part in the administration of affairs, which fell

into the hands of an eunuch named Pothinus. It

Avas not long before dissensions broke out betAveon

the latter and Cleopatra, which ended in tho ex-

pulsion of the princess, after she had reigned in

conjunction Avith her brother about 3 years, 48.

Hereupon she took refuge in Syria, and assembled
an array, Avith \vhich she invaded Egypt. Tho
young king, accompanied hy his guardians, met
her at Pelusium, and it aa'Us Avhile the two armies

Avere hero encamped opposite to one another, tliat

Pompey landed in Egypt, to throw himself as a

suppliant on the protection of Ptolemy; but he
was assassinated hy the orders of Pothinus,

before he could obtain an interview with the king

him.self. Shortly after, Caesar arrived in Egypt,

and took upon himself to settle the dispute be-

tween Ptolemy and his sister. But as Cleopatra's

chuims gained for her the support of Caesar, Pothi-

iius determined to excite an insurrection against

Caesar. Hence oroce Avhat is usually called the

Alexandrian war. Ptolemy, w'ho was at first in

Caesar’s hands, managed to escape, and put him-
self at the head of the insurgents, but he was de-

feated by Caesar, and Avas drowned in an attempt

to escape by the river (47)<>— XIII. Youngest

son 0^ Ptolemy Auletes, was declared king by
Caesar in conjunction with Cleopatra, after the

death of his elder brother Ptolemy XII., 47 : and

although be was a mere boy, it was decreed that

he should marry his sister, with whom he was thus

to share the power. Both his marriage and regal

title were, of coarse, purely nominal ;
and in 43

Cleopatra put him to death.
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III. Kings of oVier Countries,

1, Sumaraed Alorites, that is, of Alorus, regent,

or, according to some authors, king of Macedonia.

He obtained the supreme power by the assassina-

tion of Alexander II., the eldest son of Ainyntas,

M. c. .S67, but was, in his turn, assassinated by
Perdiccas III., 1564.-2. Sumaniod Apion, king

of Cyrene (117—06) was an illegitimate son of

Ptolemy Physcon, king of Egypt, who left him by
his will the kingdom of the Cyrennica. At his death

in 96, Apion bequeathed his kingdom by his will to

the Roman people. The senate, however, refused to

accept the legacy, and declared the cities of the

Cyrenaica free. They were not reduced to the

condition of a province till near 30 years after-

wjirds.— 3. Surnamed Ceratiniis, king of Mace-
donia, was the son of Ptolemy I. king of Egypt,

by his 2nd wife Eurydice. When his father in

28.") set aside the claim of Cenaunus to the throne,

and appointed hia younger so«i, Ptolemy Phila-

delphus. Ilia snccesaor, Ceraunus repaired to the

court of Ij^'siinachus. After Lysiniachus had pe-

rished in battle against Seleucvis (281) Ptolemy

Ceraunus was received by the latter in the most
fricmlly manner ; but shortly afterwards (280) he

basely ass-assinated Selcucus, and took possession

of the Macedonian throne. After reigning a few

months he was defeated in battle by the Gauls,

taken prisoner and put to death.— 4. Tctrarch of

Chalcis in Syria, the son of Mennaens. Ho appears

to li.ave held the cities of Heliopolis and Chalcis as

well as the mountain district of Itnraeji, from

whence he was in the haliit of infesting Damascus
and the more wealthy parts of Coele-Syria with

predatory incursions. lie reigned from about 70
to <10, when he was succeeded by his .son Lysanias.

— 5. King of Cyprus, was tlio younger brother of

Ptolemy Auletes, king of Egypt, being like him an

illegitimate son of Ptolemy Lathyrus. He was
acknowledged as king of Cyprus at the same time

that his brother Auletes obtained possession of

the throno of Egypt, 80. He had offended P.

Clodius, by neglecting to ransom him when he had
fallen into tlie hands of the Cilician piiiites ; and
accordingly Clodius, when he became tribune (58),

brought forward a law to deprive Ptolemy of his

kingdom, and reduce Cyprus to a Roman province.

Cato, who had to carry into execution this nefarious

decree, sent to Ptolemy, advising him to submit, and
offering him his personal safety, with the office of

high-priest at Paphos, and a liberal maintenance.

But the unhappy king refused these offers, and put

an end to his own life, 57. ““6. King of Epirus,

was the 2nd son of Alexander IT., king of Epirus,

and 01yinpia.s, and grandson of the greats Pyrrhus.

He succeeded to the throno on the death of his

elder brother, Pyrrhus IT., but reigned only a very

short time. The date of his reign cannot be ffxed

with certainty, hut as he was contemporary with

Demetrius II. king of Macedonia, it maybe placed

between 239—229.— 7. King of Mauretania,
was the son and successor of Juba II. By his

mother Clqopatra he was descended from the kings

of Egypt, whose name he bore. The period of his

accession cannot he determined with certainty, but

we know that he was on the throne in A. d. 18.

Ho continued to reign without intemiption till

A.D. 40, when he was summoned to Rome by
Caligula, and shortly after put to death, his great

riches having excited the cupidity of the emperor.

IV. LUeraty.

1. Claudius Ftolemaeus, a celebrated mathg?.

matician, astronomer, and geographer. Of Ptolemy
himself we know absolutely nothing but his date.

He certainly observed in a. d. 139, at Ale.Tandria;

and since he survived Antoninus he was alive

A. D. 161. His writings are as follows :
—

1. Mfyd\7i :S,vvra^is rijs 'kffTpovofxias^ usually

known by its Arabic name of Almagest. Since

the TetrahiUus^ the work on astrology, was also

entitled froDTofir, the Arabs to distinguish the
two, probably called the greater work
and afterwards fAtylan]

:

the title is a
compound of this last adjective and the Arabic
article. The Almagest is divided into 13 books.

It treats of the relations ol the earth and heaven
;

tlie effect of position upon the earth
;
the theory of

the sun and moon, without which that of the stars

cannot be undertaken ; the sphere of the fixed

stars, and those of the five stjirs called p/antts. The
7th and 8th books are the most interesting to the
modem {istronomer as they contain a catalogue of
the stars. This catalogue gives the longitudes and
latitudes of 1(>22 stars, described by their positions

in the constellations. It seems that this catalogue
is in the main really that of Hipparchus, altered to

Ptolemy’s own time by assuming the value of the

precession of the equinoxes given by Hipparchus
as the least which could be ;

some changes having
also been made by Ptolemy’s own observations.

Indeed the whole work of Ptolemy appears to have
been based upon the observations of Hipparchus,
whom he constantly cites as his authority. The
best edition of the Almagest is by Halma, Paris,

1813, 1816, 2 vols. 4to. There are also 2 other

volumes by Halma (1819— 1820), which contain

some of the other writings of Ptolemy.—2. Terpd-
Si€\os rrvvra^is., gcnenilly called Tetrabihlon^ or

Quadripartitum do Apolelcsniatihus et Judiciis As-
trorum. With this goes anothcSSsmall work, called

fcaprrhv, or Frudus Librortim Suomm. often called

Cenliloqttium^ from its containing a hundred apho-
risms. Both of these works are astrological, and
it has been doubted by some whether they be
genuine. Hut the doubt merely arises from the
feeling that the contents are unworthy of Ptolemy.
—3. Kav(i>v a catalogue of Assyrian,

Persian, Greek, and Roman sovereigns, with the

length of their reigns, several times referred to by
Sj'ncellus.—4. ^daeis dirAayuy drrripotv Kal ervva-

yay^ iniarffiarrfiwyy De Apparentiis ct Significa-

lionibus inerrantium, an anniial list of sidereal phae-

noiricna.— 5, 6. De Analemmate and Flanisphae-

rium. These works arc obtained from the Arabic.

The Analemma is a collection of graphical processes

for facilitating the construction of sun-dials. The
Planisphere is a description of the stereographic

projection, in which the eye is at the pole of the

circle on which the sphere is projected.— 7. Ilspl

bnodiavoiv rS>v tr\avoip.4ptav.^ De Planetarum Ffg-

poUwsibus. This is a brief statement of the prin-

cipal hypotheses employed in the Almagest for the

explanation of the heavenly motions.— 8. *Appo^

viKvv fiiSKla y., a treatise on the theory of the

musical scale.— 9. Ilepl Kpirvpiov kolI

De Judiemdi Facultate et ‘Anivii PrincipaiUy a
metaphysical work, attributed to Ptolemy.— 10.

FeurypatpiK^ ’Ttfr^yriffiSf in 8 books, the great geo-

graphical work of Ptolemy. This work was theW attempt made by the ancients to form a com-
8 8 2
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plete geograplxical system
;

it was accepted as the

text-book of the science
;
and it maintained that

lition during the middle ages, and until the

‘5th century, when the rapid progress of maritime

discovery caused it to be superseded. It contains,

however, very little information respecting the ob-

jects of interest connected with the different coun-

tries and places
;

for with the exception of the

introductory matter in the first book, and the latter

part of the work, it is a mere catalogue of the

names of places, with their longitudes and latitudes,

and with a few incidental references to objects of

interest. The latitudes of Ptolemy are tolerably cor-

rect ; but his longitudes are very wide of the truth,

his length of the known world, from east to west,

being much too great It is well worthy, however,

of remark in passing, that the modern world owes
much to this error

;
for it tended to encourage that

belief in tiie practicability of a western passage to

the Indies, whicli occasioned the discovery of

America by Columbus. The 1st book is introduc-

tory. The next (lA books (il—vii. 4) are occupied

with the description of the known world, beginning

with the West of JOiirope, the description of whicli

is coutainod in book li.
;
next comes the East of

Europe, in book iii.
; then Africa, in book iv.

;

then Western or Lesser Asia, in book v.
; then

the Cireater Asia, in book vi.
;
then India, the

Chersonesus Aurca, Serica, the Sinao, and Tapro-

bane, in book vii. cc. 1—4. Tlie form in which
the description is given is that of lists of places

witii their longitudes and latitudes, arranged under

the heads, first, of the three continents, and then

of the several countries and tribes. Prefixed to

each section is a brief general description of the

boundaries and divisions of the part about to be

described
;
and remarks of a miscellaneous charac-

ter are interspersed among the lists, to wliich, how-
ever, they bear but a siimll proportion. The re-

maining part of the 7th, and the whole of the 8th

book, arc occupiedrwith a description of a set of

maps of the known world. These maps are still

extant. The best edition of the Geo/jraphia of

Ptolemy is by Petrus Bertius, Lugd. Bat. 1618,

fol. ; refirintcd Antwerp, 16'24, fol.— 2. Of Mega-
lopolis, the son of Agesarchus, wrote a history of

king Ptolemy 1 V. JMiilopator.— 3. An Egyptian

priest, of INIeudes, who wrote on the ancient his-

tory of Egypt. lie probably lived under the first

Roman emperors.— 4. Surnamod Ghemnus, a
grammarian oi' Alexandria, nourished under Trajan

and Hadrian. An epitome of one of his works is

preserved by Photius.

Ptolemais {UToKepats ; UroXepaiTrjs and TItq-

\epae6s). 1. Also called Aco (’A/ci^, a corruption

of the native name Acco, 0. T. : Arab. AAJia, Fr.

SI. Jean d’Acre, Eng. Acre\ a celebrated city on

the coast of Phoenicia, S. of Tyre, and N. of M.
Carmel, lies at tho bottom of a bay surrounded by
mountains, in a position marked out by nature as

a key of the passage between Coele-Syria and
Palestine. It is one of the oldest cities of Phoe-
nicia, being mentioned in the Book of Judges (i.

31). Under the Persians, it was made the head-

quMters of tho expeditions against Egypt ; but it

was not till the decline of Tyre that it acquired its

great importance as a military and commfircial city.

The Ptolemy who enlarged and strengthened it,

and from whom it obtained its Greek name, is

supposed to have been Ptolemy I. the son of Lagus.

AiVdt the change of its name, its citadel continued
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to be called Ace. Under the Romans, it was a
colony, and belonged to Galilee. To recount its

great celebrity in medieval and modern history

does not fall within the province of this work.— 2.

(At or near EI-Lahum\ a small town of Middle
Egypt, in the Nomos Arsinoites, between Arsinoe
and Ileraclcopolis the Great.— 3 . P. Hermii (IT. tj

‘Eppdov^ TlToKffiatK^ irdXis: Menshieh^ Ru.), a
city of Upper Egypt, on the W. bank of the Nile,

below Abydos, was a place of great importance

under the Ptolemies, who enlarged and adorned it,

and made it a purely Greek city, exempt from all

peculiarly Egyptian laws and customs. — 4. P.
Theron, or Epitheras (n. Qripuy, M ^-fipasX a
port on the Red Sea, on the coast of the Troglo-

dytac, an emporium for the trade with India and
Arabia

; but chiefly remarkable in the history of

mathematical geography, inasmuch as, the sun
having been observed to be directly over it 45
days before .and after the summer solstice, tho

place was taken ns ono of the fixed points fur de-

termining the length of .a degree of a great circle

on tho earth’s surface.— 5. {Tolmeita^ or Tolmacia,

Ru.), on the N.W. coast of Cyrenaicn, one of the

5 great cities of the Libyan Pentapolis, was at first

only the port of Barca, which lay 100 stadia (10
geog. miles) inland, but which was so entirely

eclipsed by Ptolemais that, under the Romans,
even tho name of Barca was transferred to tlic

latter city. From which of the Ptolemies it took

its name, we are not informed. Its magnificenco

is attested by its splendid ruins, which are now
partly covered by the sea. They are 4 miles in

circumference, and contain the remains of several

temples, 3 theatres, and an aqueduct.

Ptoon (TItwov : l*u/m and Strufzina)^ a moun-
tain in Boeotia, an ofl’shoot of Helicon, which
extends from tho S. E. side of the lake Copais

S.-wards to the coast.

PublScola, or Popllciila, or Popllcfila, a Ro-
man cognomen, signified “one wlio courts tho

people” (from populus and c*o/o), and thus “a
friend of tho people.” The form Fnp/icu/a or

Poplicola was the more ancient, but Piiblicoki was
the one usually eupployed by the Romans in later

times.

PublicSla, Gelllus. 1. L., consul with Cn.

Lentulus Clodianus, n. c. 72. Both consuls carried

on war against Spartacus, but were defeated by
the latter. In 70, Gellius Avas censor, and in 67
and 66 he served as one of Pompey’s legates in

tho war against the pirates. He belonged to the

aristocratical party. In 63 he warmly supported

Cicero in the suppression of the Catilinarian con-

spiracy. In 59 he opposed tho agrarian law of

Caesar, qjid in 57 he spoke in favour of Cicero’s

recall from exile. He was alive in 55, Avhen

Cicero delivered his speech against Piso, but he

probably died soon afterwards. He was married

twice. He must have reached a great age, since

he is mentioned as the contubemalis of C. Papirius

Carho, who was consul in 120.— 2. L., sou of tho

preceding by his first wife. He espoused the re-

publican party after Caesar's death (44), and went

with M. Brutus to Asia. After plotting against

the lives of both Brutus and Cassius, he deserted

to the triumvirs, Octavian and Antony. He was

rewarded for his treachery by tho consulship in

36. In the war between Octavian and Antony,

he espoused the side of the latter, and commanded

the right wing of Antony’s fleet at the battle of
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Actium.— 3. Brother probably of No. 1, is called

step-son of L. Marcius Philippas, consul 91, and
brother of L. Marcius Philippas, consul 5C. Ac-
cording to Cicero’s account he was a profligate and

a spendthrift, and having dissipated his propert}%

united himself to P. Clodius.

FublfcSla, F. ValSrKns, took an active part in

expelling the Tarquins from the city, and was

thereupon elected consul with Brutus (n. c. 509).

lie secured the liberties of the people by proposing

several laws, one of the most important of which
was that every citizen who was condemned by a
magistrate should have the right of appeal to the

people. Ho also ordered the lictors to lower the

fasces before the people, as an acknowledgment
that their power was superi(ir to that of the con-

suls. Hence he became so great a favourite with

the people, tl)at he received tlie surname of 7*«5-

UcoJa. He was consul 3 times again, namely in

.')08, 507 and 504. lie died in 50,3. lie was
buried at the public expense, and the matrons

nioiirned for liim 10 mouths, as they had done
for Brutus.— The descendants of Publicola bore

the same name, and several of them held the

highest offices of state during the early 3’ears of

the republic.

Fublllia, the 2nd wife of M. Tullius Cicero,

whom he married, b. c. 46. As Cicero was then

60 years of age, and Publilia quite j’oung, the

marriage occasioned great scandal. It appears

that Cicero was at the time in ^reat pecuniary

embarrassments
;
and after the divorce of Tercntia,

lie was anxious to contract a new marriage for

the purpose of obtaining money to pay his debts.

Publilia had a large fortune, which had been left

to Cicero in trust for her. The marriage proved

ail unhappy one, as might have been expected

;

.•ind Cicero divorced her in 45.

Fubinius Philo. [Philo.]
Publillus, VolSro, tribune of the plebs, b. c.

472, and again 471, effected an important change

in the Roman constitution. In virtue of the

laws which he proposed, the tribunes of the plebs

and the aediles were elected* by the comitia

tribute, instead of by the comitia centuriata, as

had previously been the case, and the tribes ob-

tained the power of deliberating and determining

in all matters affecting the whole nation, and not

such only as conccnied the plebs. Some said that

the number of the tribunes was now for the first

time raised to 5, having been only 2 previously.

Publius Syrus. [Syrus.]

Ffleinum (Hovkivov), a fortress in Istria in the

N. of Italy, on the road from Aquileia to Pola,

was situated on a steep rock, which produced wine,

mentioned by Pliny under the name of Vinum

Puciuum.
Ptldlcitla (Al5ws), a personification of modesty,

was worshipped both in Greece and at Rome. At
Athens an altar was dedicated to her. At Rome
two sanctuaries were dedicated to her, one under

the name of Pudicitia patricia^ and the other under

that of Pudicitia plcbcki. The former was in the

fonim Boarium near the temple of Hercules.

When the patrician Virginia was driven from this

sanctuary by the other patrician women, because

she had married the plebeian consul L. Volumnius,

she built a separate sanctuary to Pudicitia plebeia

in the Vicus Longus.

Fulcher, Claudius. [Claudius.]
FulohSrIa, eldest daughter of the emperor Ar-
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cadius, was born a. d. 399. In 414, when she

was only 15 years of age, she became the gua»^

dian of her brother Theodosius, and was de-

clared Augusta or empress. She had the virtual

government in her hands during the whole lifetime

of her brother, who died in 450. On his death
she remained at the head of affairs, and shortly

afterwards she married Marcian, with whom she

continued to reign in common till her death in

453. Pulcheria was a woman of ability, and was
celebrated for her piety, and her public and private

virtues.

Fulclirum Fromontorium {naKhv axpuTiipiov),

a promontory on the N. coast of the Carthaginian
territory in N. Africa, Avhere the elder Scipio

Africanns landed
;

probably identical with the
Apollinis Fromontorium.

Fnllus, L. Jdnlus, consul n. c. 249, in the first

Punic war. His fleet was destroyed by a storm,

on account, it was said, of his neglecting the
auspices. lu despair he put an end to his own life.

Fupienus Maximus, M. Clodius, was elected

emperor with Balbinus, in a, d. 238 when the
senate received intelligence of the death of the two
Gordians in Africa

;
but the new emperors were

slain by the soldiers at Rome in the same year.

Fdpius, a Roman dramatist, whose composi-
tions are characterised bj' Horace, as the “ Incry-

mosa poemata Pupi.”

Fflra (IloiJpa: prob. Punpur)^ the capital of

Gedrosia, in the interior of the country, on the
borders of Carmania.

Furpurarlae Insulae (prob. the Madeira
group), a group of islands in the Atlantic Ocean,
off the N. W. coast of Africa, which are supposed
to have derived their name from the purple muscles
which abound on the opposite coast of Africa

(Oaetulia). The islands of Hera (*Hpo) and
Autolala (AwroAdA-o), mentioned by Ptolemy, ap-

pear to belong to the group. •
FurpurSo, L. Furlus, praetor B.n. 200, obtained

Cisalpine Gaul as his province, and gained a bril-

liant victory over the Gauls, who had laid siege to

Cremona. He was consul 196, when he defeated
the Boii.

FtltSdlanum, a country-house of Cicero near
Puteoli, where he wrote his Qnaestiones Aca-
demime^ and where the emperor Hadrian was
buried.

Put551anu8 Sinus (/#«;/ of Naples)^ a bay of

the sea on the coast of Campania between the

promontory Misenum and the promontory of Mi-
nerva, which was originally called Cumanus, but

afterwards Puteolanus from the town Puteoli.

The N. \V. comer of it was separated by a dike 8
stadia in length from the rest of the bay, thus

forming the Lucrinus Lacus.

Pute51i (Puteolanus: Poxsmli), originally

named Bicaearcbla (Aiuaiapxia, AiKaidpxfta

:

Amaiapx^T^s^ AiKaiapx^irTjs^ ‘X^^iys), a celebrated

seaport town of Campania, situated on a promon-

tory on the E. side of the Puteolanus Sinus, and a

little to the E. of Cumae, was founded by the

Greeks of Cumae, b.c. 521, under the name of

Dicaearchia. In the 2nd Punic war it was fortified

by the Rifmans, who changed its name into that

of Puteoli, either from its numerous wells or from
the stench arising from the mineral springs in its

neighbourhood. The town was indebted for its

importance to its excellent harbour, which was
protected by an extensive mole formed from the
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eelehmted reddish earth of the noighbourinc: hills,

jyhis cartli, called Pozzolana^ when mixed with

chnlk, forms an excellent cement, which in course

of tijiie becomes as hard in water ns stone. The
mole n as built on tirches lijce a bridge, nnd 17 of

the ])iers are still visible projecting above the

water. To this mole Cnlignlu attached a floating

bridge, which extended as for ils Baiac, a distance

of 2 miles. Puteoli was the chief emporium for

the commerce with Alexandria and with the greater

part of Spain. The town was colonised by the

Romans in n. c. 19-1, and also anew by Augustus,
Nero, and Vespasian. It was destroyed by Alaric

in A. ji. 41 0, by Gensiiric in 455, and also bj' Totilas

in 54.}, biit was on eacli (Kcrifion speedily rebuilt.

There are still many ruins of the ancient town at

the modern Pozzuoli. Of tlie.se the most im-

portimt are the remains of tlic temple of Sorapis,

of the amphitheatre, and of the moie already de-

scribed.

Putput (prob. llumnmet)^ a seaport town of

Africa Propria (Zeugituna) on the gulf of Ncapolis

(G. of JJaniamet). Its name is evidently Phoe-
nician.

Fydna (TlvSva : nwSi/atos : Kiiron), a town of

Macedonia in the district Pioria, was situated at

a small distance W. of the Thennaic gulf, on which
it had a harbour. It was originally a Greek
colony, but it was subdued by the Macedonian
kings, from whom, however, it frequently revolted.

Towards the end of the Peloponnesian Hvar it was
taken after a long siege by Arobelaus, and its

inhabitants removed 20 stadia inland ; but at a

later period we still find the town situated on the

coast It again revolted from the Macedonians,

and was subdued by Philip, who enlarged and
fortified the place. It was here that Olympias

sustained a long siege against Cassaiider, u. c. 317—316. It is especially memorable on account of

the victory gained* under its walla hy Aemilius

PauluH over Perseus, the last king of Macedonia,

iGIi. Under the Romans it Xvas also called Citrum

or Citrus.

Fygela or Fhygela (11076X0,
4»o76Xo), a small

town of Ionia, on the coast of Lydia, with a tem-

ple of Artemis Munychia. Tradition ascribed its

foundation to Agamemnon, on his return from Troy.

Fygmaei (no7fcorai, i. e. men ftf the hjeitjht of a
vuy/xi]^ i. e. 1 3^ inches), a fabulous people, first

mentioned by Homer (//. iii. 5), as dwelling on
the shores of Ocean, and attacked by cranes in

spring time. The fable is repeated by numerous
writers, in various fonns, especially a» to the

locality. Some placing them in Aethiopia, others

in India, and others in the extreme N. of the

earth. The story is referred to by Ovid and
Juvenal, and forms the subject of several works
of art.

Fyjgm&Uon (ll’ry/aaXlwi/). 1. King of Cyprus
and father of Metharmo. He is said to have fallen

in love Avith the ivory image of a maiden which he
himself had made, and therefore to have prayed to

Aphrodite to breathe life into it. When the re-

quest was gnanted, Pygmalion married the maiden,
and became by lier the father of Paphus.— 2. Son
of Bolus and brother, of Dido, who mui^lerod Si-

chaeus. Dido’s husband. For details see l>iDO.

Fyl&des (110X05775 ). Xt Son of Strophius nnd
Annxibia, a sister of Agamemnon. His father

was king of Phocis
; nnd after the death of Aga-

memnon, Orestes was secretly carried to his father's
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court. Here Pyhules contracted that friendship

with Orestes, Avhich became proverbial. He as-

sisted Orestes in murdering his mother Clytaem-
nestra, and also accompanied liim to the Tanric

Chersonesus
;
and he eventually married his sister

Electra, by Avhom he became the father of Hel-
lanicus, Medon, and Strophius. For details see

OitK.sTEs.—• 2. A pantomime dancer in the reign

of Augustus, spokem of under Bathyi.lus.
Fylae (IloXai, Gates). 1. A general name for

any narrow pass, such as Thkrmopvlae, Pylae
Albaniae, Caspiae, &c. (See tlie several sjiecific

names).—2. Two small islands at tlie entrance

into the Arabicus Sinus {Hed Sea) from the Ery-
thraean Sea.

PylaomenOB (IlvXaiiuLeirrjs)^ appears to have
been the name of many kings of Pajihlagonia, so

a.s to have become a kind of hereditary appellation,

like that of Ptolemy in Egypt, and Arsaces in

Parthia. We have, however, very little definite

information concerning them.

Fylas (ITiiXas), son of Cteson, and king of Me-
garu, who, after slaying Bias, his own father’s

brother, founded the town of Pylos in Pelopon-

nesus, and gave Megara to Pandioii who had
married his daughter Pylia, and accordingly was
his son-ill-law.

Fylene (IloXT^in;), an ancient town of Aetolia

on the S, slope of Mt. Aracyntlms, on whose site

Froschium was subsequently built.

PylOB (IlyXos), the name of 3 towns on the W.
coast of Peloponnesus. 1. In Elis, at the foot of

Mt. Scollis, and about 70 or flO stadia from the

city of Elis on the road to Olympia, near the con-

fluence of the Ludon and the Pencils. It is said

to liave beim founded by Pylon or Ph vlas of Me-
gara, to have been destroyed by Hercules, and to

have been afterwards rebuilt by the Eleuns.— 2.

In Triphylia, about .‘>0 stadia fiom the coast, on
the river Mamaus, W. of the mountain Minthe,

and N. of Lepreum.— 8. In the S. W. of Mes-
senia, was situated at the foot of Mt. Aegaleos on
a promontory at the N. entrance of the basin, now
called the liay of iVavarino^ the largest and safest

harbour in all Greece. This harbour was fronted

and protected by the small island of Sphacteria

{Sphapitx)^ which stretched along the coast about

1^ mile, leaving only 2 narrow entrances at each

end. In the 2nd Messenian war tlie inhabitants

of Pylos oflfered a long and brave resistance to the

Spartans ; but after the capture of Ira, they were

obliged to quit their native country with the rest

of the Messenians. Pylos now remained in ruins,

but again became memorable in the Peloponnesian

war, wheA‘ the Athenians midcr Demosthenes

built a fort 011 the promontory Coryphasium a little

S. of the ancient city, and just within the N. en-

trance to the harbour (m.c. 425). The attempts

of tlie Spartans to dislodge the Athenians proved

unavailing
;
and the rapture by Cleon of the

Spartans, who had landed in the island of Sphac-

teria, was one of the most important events in the

Avhole war.—There has been ranch controversy,

which oT these 3 places was the Pylos founded by

Neleus, and govomed by Nestor and his descend-

ants. The town in Elis has little or no claim to

the honour, and the choice lies between the towns

in Triphylia and Messenia. The ancients usually

decided in favour of the Messenian Pylos ;
but

some modern critics, without sufficient grounds,

support the claims of the Triphjdian city.
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pyramXa (t^ nupdjuia), a town of ArgoHs, in

th (5 district Thyreatis, where Danaus is said to

have landed.

Pyramon. [Cvclopes.]

Pyr&mus. [ThismbJ
P^S,muB (riupo/aos ; '\ltkan\ one of the largest

rivers of Asia Minor, rises in the Anti-Taurus

range, near Arabissus in Cataunia (the S. E. part

of Cappadocia), and after running S. E., first

underground, and then ns a navigable river, breaks

through the Taurus chain >)y a deep and narrow

ravine, and then flows S. W. through Cilicia, in a

deep and rapid stream, about 1 stadium (flOfl feet)

in width, and fells into the sea near Malliis. Its

ancient name is said to have been Leiicosyrus,

from the Lbuco.svki, who dwelt on its liaiiks.

P^one or Pyrenaei Montes (llyp^i/n, to riu-

prjvaia dprj: Pyrenees)^ a range of mountains,

extending from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean,

and forming the boundary between Gaul and

Spain. The length of these mountains is about

270 miles in a straight lino
;
their breadth varies

Irom about 40 miles to 20 ;
their greatest height

is between 11,000 and 12,000 feet. The Romans
first beciime acquainted with these mountains by
their campaigns against the Carthaginians iu Spain

in the 2nd Punic war. Their name however had
travelled E.-ward at a much earlier period, since

Herodotus (ii. 33) speaks of a city Pyrene belong-

ing to the Celts, near which the Ister rises. The
ancient writers usually derived the name from urOp,

“ fire,” and then, according to a common practice,

invented a story to explain the false etymology,

relating that a great fire onco raged upon the

mounttuiis. The name, however, is probably con-

nected with the Celtic Bynu or ‘‘a mountain.”

The continuation of the mountains along the Mare
Cantabricum was called Saltus Vasconum, and still

further W. Mens Vindius or Vinnius. The Ro-
mans were acquainted with only 3 passes over the

Pyrenees, the one on the W. near Carasao (Garis)

not far from the M;ire Cantabricimi, the one in

the middle leading from Caesaniugusta to Rene-

liarnum {Bareyes)^ and the ofte on the E,, which
was most frequently used, near the coast of the

Mediterranean by Juiicaria {Junquera).

Pyrenes Promontorium, or Prom. Veneris

(C. Creus), the S.E, extremity of the Pyrenees in

Spaiji, on the frontiers of Gaul, derived its 2nd
name from a temple of Venus on tiie promontory.

Pyrgi L (ni;p70i or Tl^pyos: nup7i'T77s), the

most b.-ly town of Triphylia in Klis, near the

Messeniaii frontier, said to have been founded by
the Minyac.— 2. (Pyrgensis; Santa Several au

ancient Pelasgic town on the coast of Etruria, was
used as the port of Caere or Agylla, and was a

place of considerable importance as a commercial

emporium. It was at an early period the head-

quJirters of the Tyrrheiiian pirates. It possessed a

very wealthy temple of Ilithyia, which Dionysius

of Syracuse plundered in B. c. 384. Pyrgi is men-

tioned at a later tim<i as a Roman colony, but lost

its importance under the Roman dominion. There

are s-till remains at Sta Severn of the undent poly-

gonal walls of Pyrgi.

PyrgSteles (UvpyoreXitisX one of the most
celebrated gem-engravers of ancient Greece, was a
contemporary of Alexander the Great, who’ placed

him on a level with Apelles and Lysippus, by
naming him as the only artist w'ho was permitted

to engrave seal-rings for the king.
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Pyricus, a Greek painter, who probably lived

soon after the time of Alexander the Great. He
devoted himself entirel}' to the production of small

pictures of low and mean subjects.

Pyriphl^gSthon (nvpi<f>\ey46a>v)^ that is,

flaming with fire, the name of one of the rivers in

the lower W'orld.

Pyronfe.chus, the name of 2 artists. The name
occurs in 4 different forms, namely, PhyromachuSf

Phyhmachtis^ P/nIvmachus, and PyromaeJnts.—
1. An Athenian sculptor, who exocnted the bas-

reliefs on the frieze of the temple of Athena Polias,

about U.C. 41.'}. The true form of his name appears

to have been Phyromachus,— 2. An artist who flou-

rished B. c. 295—240, is mentioned by Pliny

fxxxiv. 8. s. 19) as one of thosev statuaries who
represented the battles of Attains and Eumenes
against the Gauls. Of these battles the most cele-

brated was that which obtained for Attalus I. the

title of king, about 241. It is supposed by the

best -writers on ancient art that the celebrated

statue of a dying combatant, popularly called the

Dying Gladiator, is a copy from one of the bronze

suitucs in the works n\entioned by Pliny. It is

evidently the statue of a Celt.

Pyrriia : Tlo/J^atos). 1. A to^vn on the

W. coast of the island of Lesbos, on the inner part

of the deep bay named after it, and consequently

on the nan’owest part of the island.— 2. A town
and promontory of Plithiotis in Thessaly, on the

Pasjnsaean gulf and near the frontiers of Magnesia.
Off this promontory there were 2 small islands,

named Pyrrha and Deucalion.— 8. A small Ionic

town in Carin on the N. side of the Sinus Latmicus
and 50 stsidia mouth of the Maeander.

Pyrrhi CastraTW^^ou a fortified place

in the N. of Laconica, where Pyrrhus probably en-

camped in his invasion of the country in ii. c. 272.
PyrrliichuB (riiJ^^tXoy), a town of tlie Eleuthe-

ro-lacones in tlie S.W. of LaiAnica.

Pyrrho tlie founder of tlic Sceptical

orPyrrhonian school of philosophy, was a native Bf
Elis in Peloponnesus. He is said to have been poor,

and to have followed, at first, the profession of a
pjiinter. He is then said to have been attracted

to philosophy by the books of Democritus, to have
attended the lectures of Bryson, a disciple of
Stilpon, to have attached himself closely to Anax-
archus, and with him to have joined the expedition
of Alexander the Great. During the greater part
of his life he lived in retirement, and endeavoured
to render himself independent of oil external cir-

cumstances. His disciple Timon extolled with
admiration his divine repose of soul, and his indif-

ference to pleasure or pain. So highly was he
valued by his fellow-citizens that they made him
their high priest, and erected a monument to him
after his death. The Athenians conferred upon
him the rights of citizenship. Wo know little

respecting the principles of his sceptical philosophy

;

and the ridiculous tales told about him by Diogenes
Laertius are probably the invention of his enemies.
He asserted that certain knowledge on any subject
was unattainable ; and that the great object of
man ought to be to lead a virtuous life. Pyrrho
wrote irt) works, except a poem addressed to Alex-
ander, which was rewarded by the latter in a royal
manner. His philosophical system was first re-

duced to writing by his disciple Timon. IL
reached the age of 90 years,but we have no mentioi
of the year either of his birth or of his death.
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Pyrrhus (riw^^oy). 1. Mythological. [Neo-

PTOLEMus.]. — 2. I. King of Epirus, son of

Aeacides and Phthia, was born b. c. 318. His
ancestors claimed descent from Pyrrhus, the son

of Achilles, who was said to have settled in Epi-

rus after the Trojan war, and to have become the

founder of the race of Mulossian kings. On the

dt.‘position of his father by tho Epirota [Aea-
ciBEfi], Pyrrhus, who was then a child of only

two years old, was saved from destiniction hy the
faithful adherents of the king, who carried him to

Glaucias, the king of the Taulantians, an Illyrian

people. Glaucias took the child under his care,

und brought him up with his own children. He
not o)]ly refused to surrender Pyrrhus to Cassander,

but about 10 years afterwtwds he marched into

Epirus at the head of an anny, and placed Pyrrhus
on the throne, leaving him, however, under the

care of guardians, as he was then only 12 years of

age. In the course of 4 or A years, however, Cas-

saiider, who had regained his supremacy in Greece,

revailed upon the Epirots to expel their young
ing. Pyrrhus, who was still only 17 years of

age, joined Demetrius, who had married his sister

Deidama, accompanied him to Asia, and was
present at the battle of Ipsus, 301, in which he
gained great renown for his valour. Antigonus
fell in tho battle, and Demetrius became a fugitive;

but Pyrrhus did not desert his brother-in-law in

his misfortunes, and shortly afterwards went for him
as a hostage into Egypt Here ho was fortunate

enough to win the favour of Berenice, the wife of

Ptolemy, and received in marriage Antigone, her

daughter by her first husband. Ptolemy now
supplied him with a fleet Mdjfqrces, with which
he returned to Epirus. iWo^oleraus, who had
reigned from the time that Pyrrhus had been

driven from the kingdom, agreed to share the

sovereignty with Pyrrhus. But such an arrange-

ment could not lasts’ong
;
and Pyrrhus anticipated

his own destruction by putting his rival to death.

This appears to have happened in 295, in which
year Pyrrhus is said to have begun to reign. lie

was now 23 years old, and ho soon became one of

the most popiihar princes of his time. His daring

courage made him a favourite with his troops, and
his aflability and generosity secured the love of his

people. lie seems at an early age to have taken

Alexander as his model, and to hare been fired

with the ambition of imitating his exploits and
treading in his footsteps. His eyes were first di-

rected to the conquest of Macedonia. By assisting

Alexander, the son of Cassand(*r, against his brother

Antipater, he obtained possession of the whole of

tho Macedonian dominions on tlie western side of

Greece. But the Macedonian throne itself fell

into the hands of Demetrius, greatly to the disap-

pointment of Pyrrhus. The two former friends now
became the most deadly enemies, and open w’ar

broke out between them in 29 1 . After the war had
boon carried on with great vigour and various vi-

cissitudes for 4 years, Pyrrhus joined the coalition

formed in 287 by Seleucus, Ptolemy, and Lysima-
chus against Demetrius. Lysimachus and Pyrrhus
invaded Macedonia

;
Demetrius was deserted by his

troops, suid obliged to fly in disguise
;
andrthe king-

dom was divided between Lysimachus and Pyrrhus.

But the latter did not long refAki his portion ;
the

Macedonians preferred the rule, of their old general

Lysimachus ; and Pyrrhus was accordingly driven

out of the country after a reign of 7 months (28G).
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For the next few years Pyrrhus reigned quietly in

Epirus without embarking in any new enterprize.

But a life of inactivity was insupportable to him ;

and accordingly he readily accepted the invitation

of the Tarentines to assist them in their war
against the Romans. He crossed over to Italy

early in 280, in the 38th year of his age. He took

with liim 20,000 foot, 3000 horse, 2000 archers,

500 slingers, and either 50 or 20 elephants, having

previously sent Milo, one of his generals, with a
detachment of 3000 men. As soon as he arrived

at Tarentum, he began to make vigorous prepa-

rations for carrying on the war
; and as the giddy

and licentious inhabitants of Tarentum complained

of the severity of his discipline, he forthwith treated

them as their master rather than as their ally,

shut up the theatre and all other public places,

and compelled their young men to serve in his

ranks. In the Ist campaign (280) the Roman consul

M. Valerius Laeviuus was defeated by Pyrrhus
near Heraclea, on tho bank of the river Siris.

The battle was long and bravely contested, and it

w'as not till Pyrrhus brought forward his elephants,

which bore down every thing before them, that

the Romans took to flight. The loss of Pyrrhus,

though inferior to that of the Romans, was still

very considerable. A largti proportion of his

officers and best troops had fallen
;
and he said, as

he viewed the field of battle, “ Another such

victory, and 1 must return to Epirus alone.” He
therefore availed himself of his success to send his

minister Cinens to Rome with proposals of peace,

while he himself marched slowly towards the city,

liis proposals, however, were rejected by the

senate. He accordingly continued his march,

ravaging the Roman territory as he went along.

He advanced within 24 miles of Home ; but as he
found it impossible to compel the Romans to accept

the peace, he retraced bis steps and withdrew

into winter-quarters to Tarentum. As soon as the

armies were quartered for the winter, the Roimins

sent an embassy to Pyrrhus, to endeavour to obtain

the ransom of the Roman prisoners. The ambas-

sadors were received by Pyrrhus in the most dis-

tinguished manner ;
and his interviews with C. Fa-

bricius, vvho w'as at the head of the embassy, fonn one

of tho most celebrated stories in Roman history.

[Fabricius.] In the 2nd campaign (279) Pyrrhus

gained another victory near Asculum over the

Romans, who were commanded by the consuls

P. Decius Mus and P. Sulpicius Saverrio. The
battle, however, was followed by no decisive

results, and the brunt of it had again fallen, as in

the previous year, almost exclusively on the Greek
troops of tfie king. He was therefore unwilling to

hazard his surviving Greeks by another campaign

with the Romans, and accordingly he lent a ready

ear to the invitations of the Greeks in Sicily, who
begged him to come to their assistance against the

Carthaginians. The Romans were likewise anxious

to get rid of so formidable an opponent that they

might complete the subjugation of southern Italy

without further interruption. When both parties

had the^same wishes, it was not difficult to find a

fair pretext ‘for bringing the war to a conclusion.

This was afforded at the beginning of the following

year (270), by one of the servants of Pj'rrhus de-

serting to the Romans and proposing to the consuls

to poison his master. The consuls Fabricius and

Aomilius sent back the deserter to the king, stating

that they abhorred a victory gained by treason.
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Thereupon Pyrrhus, to show his gratitude, sent

Cineas to Rome with all the Roman prisoners

without ransom and without conditions ; and the

Romans granted him a truce, though not a

formal peace, as he had not consented to evacuate

Italy. Pyrrhus now crossed over into Sicily,

where he remained upwards of 2 years, from

the middle of 478 to the latter end of 476. At
first he met with brilliant success, defeated the

Carthaginians and took Eryx

;

but having failed

in an attempt upon Lilybaeum, he lost his popu-

larity with the Greeks, who began to fonn cabala

and plots against him. This led to retaliation on

the part of Pyrrhus, and to acts which were deemed
both cruel and tyrannical by the Greeks. His
position in Sicily at length became so uncomfortable

and dangerous, that he soon became anxious to aban-

don the island. Accordingly, when his Italian allies

again begged him to come to their assistance, he
gladly complied with their request. Pyrrhus re-

turned to Italy in the autumn of 276. In the fol-

lowing year (275) the war was brought to a close,

Pyrrhus was defeated with great loss near Bene-

ventum by the Roman consul Curius Dentatus, and
was obliged to leave Italy. Ho brought back with

him to Epirus only 8000 foot and 500 horse, and
had not money to maintain even these without

undertaking new wars. Accordingly, in 273, he

invaded Macedonia, of which Antigonus Gonatas,

the son of Demetrius, was then king. His only

object at first seems to have been plunder
;
but

his success far exceeded his expectations. Anti-

goiius was deserted by his own troops, and Pyrrhus
thus bcciune king of Macedonia a second time.

But scarcely had he obtained possession of the

kingdom before his restless spirit drove him into

new enterprises. On the invitation of Cleonymiis

he turned his arms against Sparta, but was repulsed

in an attack upon this city. From Sparta he marched

towards Argos in order to support Aristeas, one of

the lending citizens at Argos, against his rival

Aristippus, whose cause was espoused by Antigonus.

In the night time Aristeas admitted Pyrrhus into

the city; but the alarm haviri^ been given, the

citadel and all the strong places were seized by
the Argives of the opposite faction. On the dawn
of day Pyrrhus saw that it would he necessary for

him to retreat ; and as he was fighting his,way out

of the city, an Argive woman hurled down from the

house-top, a ponderous tile, which struck Pyrrhus on

the back of his neck. He fell from his horse stunned

with the blow, and being recognised by some of

the soldiers of Antigonus, was quickly despatched.

His head was cut off and carried to Antigonus,

who turned away from the sight, aiW ordered

the body to bo interred with becoming honours.

Pyrrhus perished in 272, in the 46th year of his

age, and in the 23rd of his reign. He was the

greatest warrior and one of the best princes of his

time. With his daring courage, his military skill,

and his kingly bearing, he might have become the

most powerful monarch of his day, if he had
steadily pursued the immediate object before him.

But ho never rested satisfied with any acquisition,

and was ever grasping at some fresh object : hence

Antigonus compared him to a gambler, who made
many good throws with the dice, but was unable

to make the proper use of the game. Pyrrhus was
regarded in subsequent times as one of the greatest

generals that had ever lived. Hannibal said that

of all generals Pyrrhus was the first, Scipio the
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second, and himself the third ;
or, according to

another version of the story, Alexander was
first, Pyrrhus the second, and himself the third.

Pyrrhus wrote a work on the art of war, which
was read in the time of Cicero ; and his com-
mentaries are quoted both by Dionysius and
Plutarch. Pyrrhus married 4 wives. 1. Antigone,

the daughter of Berenice. 2. A daughter of Au-
doleon, king of the Paeon ians. 3. Bircenna, a

daughter of Bardylis, king of the Illyrians. 4. La-
nassa, a daughter of Agathocles of Syracuse. His
children were:— 1. Ptolemy, born 295 ; killed

in battle, 272. 2. Alexander, who succeeded his

father as king of Epirus. 3. Helenus. 4. Ne-
reis, who married Gelon of Syracuse. 5. Olym-
pias, who married her own brother Alexander.
(». Dcidamia or Laodamia.— 3. II. King of Epi-
rus, son of Alexander II. and Olympias, and
grandson of Pyrrhus I. was a child at the time of

his father’s death (between 262 and 258). During
his minority the kingdom was governed by his

mother Olympias. According to one account

Olympias survived Pyrrhus, who died soon after

he had grown up to manhood ; according to another

accoimt Olympias had poisoned a maiden to whom
Pyrrhus was attached, and was herself poisoned

by him in revenge.

Fyth&goras (UvBaySpas). 1. A celebrated

Greek philosopher, was a native of Samos, and the

son of Mnesarchus, who was either a merchant,

or, according to others, an engraver of signets.

The date of his birth is uncertain ; but all autho-

rities agree that he flourished in the times of Poly-

crates and Tarquinius Superbus (b. c. 540—510).

He studied in his own country under Creophilus,

Pherecydes of Syros, and others, and is said to

have visited Egypt and many countries of the East

for the purpose of acquiring knowledge. We have

not much trustworthy evidence, either as to the

kind and amount of knowledge ivhich he acquired,

or as to his definite philosophical views. It is

certain however that he believed in the transmi-

gration of souls
;
and he is said to have pre-

tended that he had been Euphorbus, the son of

Panthus, in the Trojan war, as well as various other

characters. He is further said to have discovered

the propositions that the triangle inscribed in a
semi-circle is right-angled, that the square on
the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is equal

to the sum of the squares on the sides. There is

a celebrated story of his having discovered the

arithmetical relations of the musical scale by ob-

serving accidentally the various sounds produced

by hammers of different weights striking upon an
anvil, and suspending by strings weights equal to

those of tho different hammers. The retailers of

the story of course never took the trouble«to verify

the experiment, or they w'ould have discovered

that different hammers do not produce different

sounds from the same anvil, any more than dif-

ferent clappers do from the same bell. Discoveries

in astronomy are also attributed to Pythagoras.

There can he little doubt that he paid great atten-

tion to arithmetic, and its application to weights,

measures, and the theory of music. Apart from

all direef testimony, however, it may safely be

affirmed, that the very remarkable influence ex-

erted by Pythagoras, and even the fact that ho

was made the hero of so many marvellous stories,

prove him to have been a man both of siiigulat

capabilities and of great acquirements. It may
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also be affirmed with safety that the religions

element was the predominant one in the character

of Pythagoras, and that religious ascendancy in

connection with a certiiin mystic religious system

was the object which lie chiefly laboured to secure.

It was tliis religions element which made the pro-

fnundest impression upon his contemporaries. They
regarded him as standing in a peculiarly close

connection with the gods. The Crotoniates even

identified him with the Hyperborean Apollo. And
without viewing him as an impostor, we may easily

believe that he himself to some extent shared the

same views. He pretended to divination and

prophecy; and he appears as the rovealcr of a

mode of life calculated to raise his disciples above

the level of mankind, and to recommend them to

the fiwour of the gods.— No certainty can be

arrived at as to the length of time spent by Pytha-

goras in Kgypt or the East, or as to his residence

and efforts in Samos or other Grecian cities, before

he settled at Crotona in Italy, He probably re-

moved to Crotona because he found it impossible

to realise his schemca in his native country, while

under the tyranny of Polycmtes. The reason

w'hj*^ he selected Crotona as the sphere of his opera-

tions, it is impossible to ascertain
;
but soon after

his arrival in that city he attained extensive in-

fluence, and gained over groat numbers to enter

into his views. His adherents were chiefly of the

noble and wealthy classes. Three hundred of

these Averc formed into a select brotherhood or

club, hound by a sort of vow to Pythagoras and
each other, fur the purpose of cultivating the re-

ligious and ascetic observances enjoyed by their

master, and of studying his religious and philoso-

phical theories. Every thing that was done and
taught among the members was kept a profound

secret from all without its pale. It was an old

Pythngoresm maxim, that every thing was not to

be told to every b&dy. Tlicro Avere also gradations

among the members themselves. In the admission

of candidates Pythagoras is said to have placed

great reliance on his physiognomical disceniment.

If admitted, they hud to pass through a period of

probation, in Avhich their powers of maintaining

silence Avere especially tested, as Avell as their

general temper, disposition, and mental capacity.

As regards tlio nature of the esoteric instniction

to Avhich only the most approA'ed members of the

fraternity were admitted, some have supposed

that it had reference to the political views of Py-
thagoras. Others have maintained, with greater

probability, that it related mainly to the orj/tes, or

secret religious doctrines and usages, Avhich un-

doubtedly formed a prominent feature in the Py-
thagoreiin system, and were peculiar!)' connected

with the worship of Apollo. There Avere some

Outward peculiarities of an ascetic kind in the

mode of life to Avhich the members of the brother-

hood AviTC subjected. Some represent him as for-

bidding all nninml food
;

but all the members
cannot have been subjected to this prohibition

;

since the athletic Milo, for instance, could not

possibly have dispensed with animal food. Ac-
cording to some ancient authorities, he allowed

the use of all kinds of animal food except the flesh

of oxen used for ploughing, arid rams. There is n

similsir discrepancy as to the prohibition of fish and
beans. But temperance of all kinds seems to have

been strictly enjoined. It is also stated that they

had common meals, rosmnhling the Sp:irt4in sys-
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sitia, at which they met in companies of ten. Con-
siderable importance seems to have been attached

to music and gymnastics in the daily exercises of

the disciples. Their AV'hole discipline is repre-

sented as tending to produce a lofty serenity and
self-possession, regarding tho exhibition of Avhich

various anecdotes were current in antiquity. Among
the best ascertained features of the brotherhood are

the devoted attachment of the members to each

other, and their sovereign contempt for those who
did not belong to their ranks. It appears that

they had some secret conventional symbols, b)'

which members of the fraternity could recognise

each other, even if they had noA'er met before.

Clubs similar to that at Crotona were established

at Sybaris, Metapontum, Tareiitum, and other cities

of Magna Oraecia.— The institutions ef Pythago-

ras were certainly not intended to withdraw those

who adopted them from active exertion, that they

might devote themselves exclusively to religious and
philosophical contemplations. He rather aimed at

the production of a calm bearing and elevated tone

of character, through which those trained in the

discipline of the Pythagorean life should exhibit

in their personal and social capacities a reflection

of the order and harmony of the universe. Whether
he had any distinct political designs in the foun-

dation of his brotherhood, is doubtful
;
but it was

perfectly natural, even without any express design

on his part, that a club such as the Three Hundred
of Crotona should gradually come to mingle po-

litical with other objects, and by the. facilities

afforded by their secret and compact organisation

should speedily gain extensive political influence.

That this influence should be decisively on the

side of aristocracy or oligarchy, resulted naturally

both from the nature of the Pythagorean insti-

tutions, and from the rank and social position of

the members of the brotherhood. Through them,

of course, Pythagoras himself exercised a large

amount of indirect influence over the affairs both

of Crotona and of other Italian cities. This Py-
thagorean brotherhood or order resembled in many
respects tho one bounded by Loyola. It is easy

to understand how this aristocratical and exclusive

club would excite the jealousy and hostility not

only of the democratical party in Crotona, hut also

of a considerable number of the opposite faction.

The hatred Avhich they had excited speedily led

to their destruction. Tho populace of Crotona

rose against them
;
and an attack was made upon

them while assembled either in the house of Milo,

or in some other place of meeting. Tho building

AA’as set on fire, and many of the assembled mem-
bers pcriHied ; only the younger and more active

escaped. Similar commotions ensued in the other

cities of Magna Oniecia in which PythagoreoiA

clubs had been formed. As an active and organ-

ised brotherhood the Pythagorean order was exevy-

Avhere suppressed ; but the Pythagoreans still

continued to exist as a sect, the members of which

kept up among themselves their religious observ-

ances and scientific pursuits, while individuals, as

in the case of Archytas, acquired now and then

great politic.al influence. Respecting the fate of

Pythagoras himself, the accounts varied. Some
say that he perished in the temple with his dis-

ciples, others that he fled first to Tarentum, and

that, being driven thence, he escaped to Meta-

poutum, and there starved himself to death. His

tomb AA'as shown at Metapontiun in the time of
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Cicero.— Accordiug to some accounts Pj'thagoras

married Theano, a lady of Crotona, and had a
daughter Damo, and a son Tclauges, or, according

to others, two daughters. Damn and Myia
;
while

other notices seem to imply that he had a wife

and a daughter grown up, when he came to Cro-

tona.— When we come to inquire what were the

philosophical or religious opinions held by Py-
thagoras himself, we arc met at the outset by the

difficulty tiiat even tlie authors from whom we
have to draw possessed no authentic records bear-

ing upon the age of Pythagoras himself. If Py--

thagoi-as ever wrote any thing, his writings perished

with him, or not long after. The probability is

that he wrote nothing. Every thing current under

his name in antiquity was spurious. It is all but

certain that Philolaus was the first who jyuhlisked

the Pythagorean doctrines, at any rate in a written

form [ Philolaus]. Still there was so marked a

peculiarity running through the Pythagorean phi-

losophy, that there can be little question as to the

germs of the system at any rate having been de-

rived from Pythagoras liimsclf. Pythagoras re-

sembled the philosophers of the Ionic school, who
undertook to solve by means of a single primordial

principle the vague problem of the origin and con-

stitution of the universe as a whole. His predi-

lection for mathematical studies led him to trace

the origin of all thnigs to number^ his theory being

suggested, or at all events confirmed, by the ob-

servation of various numerical relations, or analo-

gies to thorn, in the phenomena of the universe.

— Musical principles likewise played almost as

importiiut a part in the Pythagorean system as

luathenmtical or numerical ideas. Wc find running

through the entire system the idea that order, or

harmony of relation, is the regulating principle of

the whole universe. The intervals between the

heavenly bodies were supposed to be determined

according to the laws and relations of musical

harmony. Hence arose the celebrated doctrine of

the harmony of the spheres
;

for the heavenly

bodies in their motion could not but occasion a
certain sound or note, depending on their distances

and velocities
;
and ns these were determined by

the laws of harmonical intervals, the notes alto-

gether formed a regular musical scale or harmony.

Tliis liarmony, however, we do not hear, either

because we have bemi accustomed to it from the

first, and have never had an opportunity of con-

trasting it with stillness, or because the sound is

so powerful as to exceed our capacities for hearing.

The ethics of the Pythagoreans consisted more in

ascetic practice, and maxims for the restraint of

the passions, especially of anger, and the cultiva-

tion of the power of endurance, than in scientific

theory. What of the latter they had was, as

might be expected, intimately connected with their

number-theory. Happiness consisted in the science

of the perfection of the virtues of the soul, or in

the perfect science of numbers. Likeness to the

Deity was to be the object of all our endeavours,

man becoming better as he approaches the gods,

wlio are the guardians and guides of raerf. Great

importance Avas attached to the influence of music

in controlling the force of the passions. Self-

examination was strongly insisted on. The trans-

migration of souls was viewed apparently in the

light of a process of purification. Souls under the

dominion of sensuality either passed into the bodies

of animals, or, if incurable, Avero thrust down
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into Tartarus, to meet with expiation, or condign

punishment. The pure were exalted to higher

modes of life, and at last attained to incorporeal

existence. As regards the fruits of this system

of training or belief, it is interesting to remark,

that wherever Ave have notices of distinguished

Pythagoreans, we usuall}^ hear of them as men
of great uprightness, conscientiousness, and self-

restraint, and as capable of deAmted and enduring

friendship. [See Auchyi'as ;
Damon and Phin-

TiAS.J— 2. Of Rhegium, one of the most cele-

brated statuaries of Greece, probably’’ flourished

B. c. 4B0—430. Ilis most important Avorks ap-

pear to have been his statues of athletes.

FythSas (Tlv04ai). 1. An Athenian orator,

distinguished by his unceasing animosity against

Demosthenes. He had no political principles,

made no pretensions to honesty, and changed sides

as often as suited his convenience or his interest. Of
the part that he took in political affairs only tAvo or

three facts are recorded. lie opposed the honours

Avhich the Athenians proposed to confer upon
Alexander, but he nfterAvards espoused the inter-

ests of the Macedonian party. He accused Demo-
sthenes of having received bribes from Harpalus.

In the Laminn war, jb. c. 322, he joined Antipater,

and had thus the satisfaction of siurviving his great

enemy Demosthenes. He is said to have been
the author of the well-known saying, that the ora-

tions of Demosthenes smelt of the lamp. •—2. Of
Massilia, in Gaul, a celebrated Greek navigator,

who a-iilud to the Avestern and northern parts of

Europe, and Avrote a work containing the results of

liis discoveries. He probably lived in the time of

Alexander the Great, or shortly afterwards. He
appears to have undertaken voyages, one in Avhich

he visited Britain and Thule, and of which he
probably gave an account in his work On the Ocean ;

and a second, undertaken after bis return from his

first voyage, in which he coiAted along the whole

of Europe from Gadira {Cadiz) to the Tanais, and
the description of which probably formed the sub-

ject of his Periplus. Pytheas made Thule a 6
days' sail from Britsiiu ; and said that the day
and the night Avere each 6 months long in Thule.

Hence some modem Avriters have supposed that

he must have reached Iceland
;
while others have

maintained tliat he advanced as far as the Shetland

Islands. But either supposition is very improbable,

and neither is necessary
;

for reports of the great

length of the day and night in the northern parts

of Europe had already i-eached the Greeks, before

the time of Pytheas. There has been likeAvise

much dispute as to Avhat river we are to understand

by the Tanais. The most probable conjecture is

that upon reaching the Elbe, Pytheas concluded

that he had arrived at the Tanais, separating Eu-

rope from Asia.— 8. A silver-chaser, who flourished

at Rome in the age immediately following that of

Pompey, and Avhosa productions conimanded a re-

markably high price.

Pythias (Ilyflidy). 1 The sister or adopted

daughter of Hermias, and the wife of Aristotle.

•—2. Daughter of Aristotle and Pythias.

PytMom (n^6(oi'). 1. A place in Attica, not

far from'Eleusis.— 2. A town of Thessaly in the

E. part of the district Hestiaeotis, which with

Azorus and Doliche fonned a Tripolis.

PythluB (ni^ms), a Lydian, the son of Atys,

wms a man of enormous wealth, which he derived

from his gold mines in the neighbourhood of Ce-
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laenae in Phrygia. When Xerxes arrived at

Celaenao, Pythius banqueted him and his whole

anny. His five sons accompanied Xerxes. Pythius,

alanned by an eclipse of the sun which happened,

came to Xerxes, and begged that the eldest might

be left behind. This request so enraged the king

that he had the young man immediately killed

and cut in two, and the two portions of his body
placed on either side of the road, and then ordered

the army to march between them.

Fythoclides (nvOoKXflSrjs)^ a celebrated musi-

cian of the time of Pericles, was a native of Ceos,

and flourished at Athens, under the patronage of

Pericles, whom he instructed in his art.

FythodSris (IlufloSwpls), wifi* of Polemon I.

king of Pontus. After the death of her husband
she retained possession of the government. She
subsequently married Archelaus, king of Cjipjwi-

docia, but after his death (a. d. 17) returned to

her own kingdom, of which she continued to admi-
nister the aifairs herself until her decease, which
probably did not take place until a. d. 38. Of
her two sous, the one, Zenon, became king of

Armenia, while the other, Polemon, succeeded her

on the throne of Pontus.

Pyllhdil (Ilwflwv). 1. The celebrated serpent,

which was produced from the mud left on the earth

after the deluge of Deucalion. He lived in the

caves of Mt. Parnassus, but was slain by Apollo,

who founded the Pythian games in commemoration
of his victory, and received in consequence the sur-

name Pythius.— 2. Of Catana, a dramatic poet of

the time of Alexander, whom he accompanied into

Asia, and whose army he entertained with a
satyric drama, when they were celebrating the

Dionysia on the banks of the Hydaspes. The
drama was in ridicule of llarpalus and the Athe-

nians.

Fyxitea (nuilrtis ; Vitxeh), a river of Pontus,

falling into the Kuxiue near Trapezus.

F^us. [Bu.xentum.]

Q.

Quadi, a powerful German people of the Suevic

race, dwelt in the S.E. of Germany, between Mt.
Gabreta, the Hercynian forest, the Sarmatian

mountains, and the Danube. They were bounded
on the W. by the Marcomanni, with whom they

were always closely united, on the N. by the

Gothini and Osi, on the E. by the lazt'ges Meta-
nastae, from whom they were separated by the

river Granuas (Gran), and on the S. by the Pan-
nonians, from whom they were divided by the

Danube. They probably settled in this district at

the same time as the Marcomanni made them-

selves masters of Bohemia [Marcomanni]
; but

we have no account of the earlier settlements of

the Quadi. When Maroboduus, and shortly after-

wards his successor Catualda, had been expelled

from their dominions and had taken refuge with

the Homans in the reign of Tiberius, the Romans
assigned to the barbarians, who had accompanied

these monarchs, and who consisted chiefly of Mor-
pomanni and Quadi, the country between the

Marus (March) Morava? or Afarosch ?) and Cu-
sus (Waap?), and gave to them as king Vannius,

who belonged to the Quadi. Vannius was ex-

pelled by his nephews Vangio and Sido, but this

new kingdom of the Quadi continued for a long
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time afterwards under Roman protection. In the

reign of M. Aurelius, however, the Quadi joined

the Marcomanni and other German tribes in the

long and bloody war against the empire, which
lasted during the greater part of that emperor’s

reign. The independence of the Quadi and Mar-
comanni was secured by the peace which Commo-
dus made with them in a. d. 180. Their name is

especially memorable in the history of this war by
the victory which M. Aurelius gained over them
in 174, when his army was in great danger of

being destroyed by the barbarians, and was said to

have been saved by a sudden storm, which was
attributed to the prayers of his Christian soldiers.

[See p. Ill, a.] The Qmodi disappear from his-

tory towards the end of the 4th century. They
probably migrated with the Suevi farther W.
Qua^atus,one of the Apostolic Fathers, and an

early apologist for the Christian religion. He
passed the early part of his life in Asia Minor,
and was afterwards bishop of the Church at Athens.

He presented his Apology to Hadrian, in the 10th
year of his reign (a. d. 126). This apology has

been long lost.

Quadratus, Asinlus, lived in the times of

Philippas I. and II., emperors of Rome (a. d. 244
—24.0), and wrote two historical works in tho

Greek language. 1. A history of Rome, in 15
books, in the Ionic dialect, called XiA/cr^pts, because

it related the history of the city, from its founda-

tion to the 1000th year of its nativity (a. d. 248),
when the Ludi Sacculares were performed with

extraordinary pomp. 2. A history of Partliia.

Quadratus, Fannlus, a contemporary of Horace,

was one of those envious Homan poets who tried

to depreciate Horace, because his writings threw

their own into the shade.

Quadr&tns, L. Ninnius, tribune of the plcbs

B. c. 68, distinguished himself by his opposition to

the measures of his colleague P. Clodius against

Cicero.

Quadratus, Ummidlus. 1. Governor of Syria

during the latter end of the reign of Claudius, and
the commencement tif the reign of Nero, from about

A. n. 51 to 60.— 2. A friend and admirer of the

younger Pliny, whom he took as his model in

orator5%

Quadrlfrous, a surname of Janus. It is said

that after the conquest of the Faliscans an image

of .Janus was found with 4 foreheads. Hence a
temple of Janus Quadrifrons was afterwards built

in the Forpiu transitorium, which had 4 gates.

The fact of the god being represented with 4 heads

is considered by the ancients to be an indication of

his being tlse divinity presiding over the year with

its 4 seasons.

Quadxigarlus, Q. Claudius, a Roman historian

who flourished b. c. IOU—78. His work, which

contained at least 23 books, commenced imme-
diately after the destruction of Rome by the

Gauls, and must in all probability have come down
to the death of Sulla, since the 7th consulship of

Marius was commemorated in the 19tli book. By
Livy he ^s uniformly referred to simply as Claudius

or Clodius. By other authors he is cited as Qutn-

tiia, as Claudius, as Q. Claudius, as Claudius Qm-
dnyarius, or as Quadrigarius. From the caution

evinced by Livy in making use of him as an

authority, especially in matters relating to num-

bers, it would appear that he was disposed to in-

dulge, although in a less degree, in those exagge’^a-
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tions which disfij?ured the productions of his con-

temporary Valerius Antias. It is somewhat re-

markable that he is nowhere noticed by Cicero.

Ry A. Gellius, on the other hand, he is quoted re-

peatedly, and praised in the warmest terms.

Quariates, a people in Gallia Narbonensis, on

the W. slope of the Alpcs Cottiae, in the valley of

Qmiras.

Quies, the personification of tranquillity, was
worshipped ns a divinity by the Romans. She

had one sanctuary on the Via Lavicana, probably a

pleasant resting-place for the weary traveller ; and
another outside the Porta Collina.

Quietus, Q. Luslus, an independent Moorish

chief, served with distinction under Trajan both in

the Dacian and Parthian wars. Trajan made him
governor of Judaea, and raised him to the consul-

ship in A. D. 116 or 117. After Trajan's death he

returned to his native country, but he was suspected

l)y Hadrian of fomenting tho disturbances which

tlien prevailed in Mauretania, and was shortly

afterwards put to death by order of Hadrian.

QuintiliUB Varus. [Varus.]
.Quintla, ur Quinctia Oens, an ancient patrician

gens at Home, was one of the Alban houses re-

luuved to Rome by Tullus Hostilius, and enrolled

by liim among the patricians. Its members often

held throughout the whole history of the republic

the highest offices of the state. Its 3 most dis-

tinguished families bore the names of CapitoUnus^

(Jindnnnius^ and Flamininus.

Quintllfanus, M. Fabius, the most celebrated

of Roman rhetoricians, was born at Calagurris

{Calaliorra)^ in Spain, a. n. 40. If not reared at

Rome, ho must at least have completed his edu-

cation there, for he himself informs us that, while

yet a very young man, he attended the lectures of

bomitius Afer, who died in 69. Having revisited

Suain, he returned from thence (68) in the train of

Galha, and forthwith began to practise at the bar,

where he acquired considerable reputation. But

he was chiefly distinguished as a teacher of clo-

fpicnce, bearing away tho palm in this department

from all his rivals, and associating his name, even

to a proverb, with pre-eminenco»in tho art. Among
his pupils were munbered Pliny the younger and
tho two grand-nephews of Domitian. By this

prifice he was invested with the insignia and title

of consul {consularia ornamenta)^ mid is, moreover,

celebrated as the first public instructor, who, in

virtue of the endowment by Vespasian, received a
regular salary from the imperial excliequer. After

having devoted 20 years, commencing probably

with 60, to the duties of his profession, he retired

into private life, and is supposed to have died about

1 18. The great work of Quintilian is^ complete

system of rhetoric in 12 books, entitled De Insti-

tutio7ie Oratoria Lihri Jf//., or sometimes, Imiitur

tivnes Oratoriac^ dedicated to his friend Marcellas

Victorias, himself a celebrated orator, and a favour-

ite at court. It was written during tho reign of

Domitian, while the author was discharging his

duties as preceptor to the sons of the emperor’s

niece. In a short preface to his bookseller Trypho,

he acquaints us that he commenced thi«i under-

taking after he had retired from his labours as a
public instructor (probably in 89), and that he
finished his task in little more than 2 years. The
1 St book contains a dissertation on tho preliminary

training requisite before a youth can enter directly

upon the studies necessary to mould an accom-
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plished orator, and presents us with a carefully

sketched outline of the method to be pursued in

educating children, from the time they leave

cradle until they pass from the hands of the gram-
marian. In the 2nd book we find an exposition of

the first principles of rhetoric, together with an in-

vestigation into the nature or essence of the art.

The 5 following are devoted to invention and
arrangement {inveniio, dtspositio)\ the 8th, 9th,

10th, and 1 1th to composition (including the proper

use of the figures of speech) and delivery, com-
prised under the general term eloculio; and the

last is occupied with what the author considers

by far the most imporbint portion of his project,

an inquiry, namely, into various circumstances not

included in a course of scholastic discipline,

but essential to the formation of a perfect public

speaker; such as his manners— his moral cha-

racter,— the principles by which he must be
guided in undertaking, in preparing, and in con-

ducting causes,— the peculiar style of eloquence

which he may adopt with greatest advantage—
the collateral studies to be pursued— the age at

which it is most suitable to commence pleading—
the necessity of retiring before the powers begin

to fail— and various other kindred topics. This
production bears througliout the impress of a clear,

sound judgment, keen discrimination, and pure

taste, improved by extensive reading, deep reflec-

tion, .and long practice. The diction is highly

polished, and very graceful. The sections which
possess the greatest interest for general readers arc

those chapters in the first book which relate to

elementary education, and the commencement of

the 10th book, which furnishes us with a compressed

but spirited history of Greek and Roman literature.

There arc also extant 1 64 declamations under the

name of Quintilian, 19 of considerable length
; the

remaining 1 46, which form the concluding portion

only of a collection which originally extended to

388 pieces, are mere skelctoniF or fragments. No
one believes these to be the genuine productions of

Quintilian, and few suppose that tliey proceeded

from any one individual. They apparently belong
not only to diflerent persons, hut to difterent

periods, and neither in stylo nor in substance do
they offer any thing which is either attractive or

useful. Some scholars Biipposo that tlie anonymous
DicUogus tie Oratorilms^ usually printed among tho

works of Tacitus, ought to be assigned to Quin-
tilian. The best editions of Quintilian are, by
Burmann, 2 vols. 4to., Lug. Bat. 1720 ;

by Oesner,

4to. Gott. 1738; and by Spalding and Zumpt, 6
vols. 8vo. Lips. 1798— 1829.

Quintillus, U. Aurelius, the brother of tlio

emperor M. Aurelius Claudius, was elevated to the

throne by the troops whom he commanded at Aqui-
leia, in a. d. 270. But as the army at Sirmium,

where Claudius died, had proclaimed Aurelian em-
peror, Quintillus put an end to his own life, seeing

himself deserted by his own soldiers, to whom the

rigour of his discipline had mven offence.

T. Quintlus CapitolXnus Barbatus, a celebrated

general in the early history of the republic, and
equally distinguished in the internal history of the

state. He frequently acted as mediator between

the patricians and plebeians, with both of whom he
was held in the highest esteem. He was six

times consul, namely, in b.c. 47L 468, 465, 446,

443, 439.— Several of his descendants held the

consulship, but none of these require mention ex-
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c«pt' T. Quintius Fenniu Capitolinus Crispinua,

who was consul and wtis defuated by Han-

n^al
Quintas, an eminent physician at Rome, in the

former half of the ‘ind century after Christ. He
was so much superior to his medical colleagues that

they grew jealous of his eminence, and formed a sort

of coalition against him, and forced him to quit the

city l)y chtirging liim with killing his patienW. He
died about a. n. 148.

Quintus GurtXus. [Cuhtius.]

Quintus Smymaeus (KdiVror 2fivpya7os)^ com-

monly called Quintas Calaber, from the circum-

stance that the first copy through which his poem
became known was found in a convent at Otranto

in Calabria. He was the author of an epic poem

in 14 books, entitled ret /asA* "Ofir/pov, or irapaKei-

ir6p.iva ’Ofiriptp. Scarcely any thing is known of his

personal history ; but it appears most probable that

he lived towards the end of the 4tli century after

Christ. The matters treated of in his poem are the

events of the Trojan war from the death of Hector

to the return of the Greeks. In phiuseology,

similes, and other technicalities, Quintus closely

copied Homer. The materials for his poem he

found in the works of the earlier poets of the epic

cycle. But not a single poetical idea of his own
seems ever to have inspired him. His gods and

heroes are alike devoid of all character: everything

like pathos or moral interest was quite beyond his

powers. With respect to chronology his poem is

as punctual as a ditiry. His style, however, is cl

and marked on the whole by purity and good taste,

without any bombast or exaggenition. There can

be little doubt that his work is nothing more than

an amplification or remodelling of the poems of Arc-

tinus and Lesches. lie appears to have also made
diligent use of Apollonius. Tlie best edition is by
Tychs^n, Strasburg, 1807.

QttiriniUiB Mona. [Homa.]
Qairinus, a SabiK3 word, perhaps derived from

quiriSf a lance or spear. It occurs first of all as

the name of Romulus, after ho had been raised to

the rank of a divinity ; and the festival celebrated

in his honour bore the name of Quinnalm. It is

also used as a surname of Mars, Janus, and even

of Augustus.

QoMnas, F. Solpiolas, was a native of Lanu-
vium, and of obscure origin, but was raised to the

highest honours by Augustus. He was consul b. c.

12, and subsequently carried on war against some
of the robber tribes dwelling in the mountains of

Cilicia. In b. c. 1, Augustus appointed him to

direct the counsels of his grandson C. Caesar, then

ill Armenia. Some years afterwards, but not be-

fore A. D. 5, he was appointed governor of Syria, and
while in this office he took a census of the Jewish

people. This is the statement of Josephus, and
appears to be at variance with that of Luke, who
speaks as if the census or enrolment of Cyrenius

(i. c. Quirinus) was made at the time of the birth

of Christ. Quirinus had been married to Aemilia
Lepida, whom he divorced

;
but in A. d. 20, twenty

years after the divorce, he brought on accusation

against her. The conduct of Quirinus met with
general disapprobation as harsh and revengeful
fitf died in a. d. 21, and was honoured with a
public funeral.

Qulaa (Kol^tfa; CHixa near Oran)^ a munici-

picun on the coast of Mauretania Caesarensis in

N. Africa, 40 Roman miles W. of Araenaria.

RABIRIUS.

R-

Baamses or Bameses (lxx.
'

Pafxwffv), a city

of Lower Egypt, built as a treasure city by the

captive Ismelites under the oppression of the Pha-
raoh “ who knew not .Joseph " (Exod. i. 11) ;

and
usually identified with IIkroopolis.

Babathmoba ('Pa6ad/uc>i6a, i. e. Rabbath-Moab,
0. T., also called Kabbah, Ar, Ar.-Moab and aft.

ArcopiSlis: Eablnili)^ the ancient capital of the

Moabites, lay in a fertile plain, on the E. side of

the Dead Sea, .nnd S. of the river Anion, in the

district of Moabitis in Arabia Petraea, or, accord-

ing to the later division of the provinces, in Pa-
laestina Tertia.

Babbatam&na ('PagaTdjuai/a, i. c. Rubbath-
Amuion, 0. T. : Ammon, Ru.), the ancient capital

of the Ammonites, lay in Peraea on a S. tributary

of the Jabbok, N.E. of the Dead Sea. Ptolemy li.

Philadelphus gave it the name of Philadelphia

;

and it long continued a flourishing and splendid

city.

BabU^OS. L C., an aged senator, was accused

in B. c. 63, by T. Labienus, tribune of the plehs, of

having put to death tlie tribune L. Appuleius
Saturninus in 100, nearly 40 years before. [S.\-

TUBNiNUS.] The accusation was set on foot at

the instigation of Caesar, who judged it necessary

to deter the senate from resorting to arms against

the popular party. To make the warning still

striking, Labienus did not proceed against him
on the charge of but revived the old accu-

sation of perduellio, which hud bcMui discontinued
for some centuries, since persons found guilty of

the latter crime were given over to the public exe-

cutioner and lianged on the accursed tree. The
Duumviri Perduelliunis appointed to try Uabirius

were C. Caesar himself ami his relative L. Caesai*.

With such judges the result could not be doubt-

ful; Rabirius was forthwith condemned ; and the

sentence of death would liavo been carried into

effect, had ho not availed himself of his right of

appeal to the people in the comitia of the centuries.

The case excited tbf; greatest interest
;
sinco it was

not simply the life or death of Rabirius, but the

power and authority of the senate, which were at

stake. Rabirius was defended by Cicero
; but the

eloquence of his advocate was of no avail, and the

people would have ratified the decision of the

duumvirs, had not the meeting been broken up by
the praetor, Q. Metellus Celer, who removed the

military flag which floated on the Joniculum.

This was in accordance with an ancient custom,

which was intended to prevent the Campus Mar-
tius from b*ing surprised by an enemy, when the

territory of iiume scarcely extended beyond the

boundaries of the city. —2. 0. Babirias Fosta-
miui, was the son of tlie sister of the preceding,

lie was bom after the death of his father, whence
his surname Postumus; and he was adopted by
his uncle, whence his name C. Rabirius. He had
lent large sums of money to Ptolemy Auletes; and
after the restoration of Ptolemy to his kingdom by
means of Gabinius^ in B. c. 55,. Rabirius repaired

to Alexandria, and was invested by the king with

the office of Dioecetes, or chief treasurer. In this

office he had to amass money both for himself and
for Gabinius

; but his extortions were so terrible

that Ptolemy had him. apprehended, either to secure

him against the wrath of the people, or to satisfy
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their indignation, lest they should drive lum again

from his kingdom. Rabirius escaped fr6m prison,

probably through the connivance of the king, and

returned to Rome. Here a trial awaited him.

Gabiiiius had been sentenced to pay a heavy fine

on account of his extortions in Egypt
; and as he

was unable to pay this fine, a suit was instituted

against Rabirius, who was liable to make up the

deficiency, if it could be proved that he had re-

ciuved any of the money of which Gabinius had

illegally become possessed. Rabirius was defended

by Cicero, and was probably condemned. Ho is

mentioned at a later time (46) as serving under

Caesar, who sent him from Africa into Sicily, in
|

order to obtain provisions for his army.— 3. A
Roman poet, who lived in the last years of the i

republic, and wrote a poem on the Civil Wars. A
portion of this poem was found at Herculaneum, and
was edited by Kreyssig, under the title “ Carminis

Tjatini de hello Actiaco s. Alexandrine fragmenta,”

4 to. Schiieeberg, 1614.

L. Racilius, tribune of the plebs, b. c. 56, and a

warm friend of Cicero and of Lentulus Spinther.

I,n the civil war Racilius espoused Caesar’s party,

and was with his army in Spain in 48. There

be entered into the conspiracy formed against the

life of (^. Cassius Longinus, the governor of that

province, and was pat to death, with the other

conspirators, by Jmnginus.

Radagaisua, a Scythian, invaded Italy at the

head of a formidable host of barbarians, in the

reign of the emperor Honorius. He was defeated

hy Stilicho, near Florence, in A. i). 408, and was
put to death after the battle, although he had capi*

tulated on cundition that his life should be saved.

Rama nr Arimatkaea ('Pa/u.^ ’AptjuaOafa

:

/2am), a town of Judaea, N. of Jerusalem, in the

’uountains oC Ephraim, frequently mentioned both

in the O. and N. T.

Rambacia ('Pa/i§aKia), the chief city of the

Oritae, on the coast of Gedrosia, colonised by
Alexander the Great.

Ramitha. [Laouicka, No. 3.]

Ramses, the name of many kings of Egypt of

the 18th, 1.9th, and 20th dyiiastiito. It was during

this era that most of the great monuments of Egypt
were erected, and the name is consequently of fre-

quent occurrence on these monuments, where it

appears under the form of Ramcam. In Julius

Africanus .and Eusebius it is Avrilten Ramses, /?<»-

7ti€ses, or Rainesses. The most celebrated of the

kings of this name is, however, usually called Se-

sostris by the Greek writers. [Sksostris.]

Eaphhna or Baphaneae ('Pa^oveat; Rafaniat,

Ru.), a city of Syria, in the district of Cassiotis,

at the N, extremity of Lebanon. ®

Raphia or Eaphea ('Po^lo, 'Pdipeta'; Rep1ia\

a sea-port town in the extreme S.W. of Palestine,

beyond Gaza, on the edge of the desert It was
restored by Gabinius.

EasSnae. HEtruria.]
Eatiaxla {Arzer Palanha), an important town

in Moesia Superior on the Danube, the head-

quarters of a Roman legion, and the station of one

of the Roman fleets on the Danube, •

Eatom&gus or Eoton^gxis {Rouen), the cbiel

town of the Vellocassea in Gallia Ludgunensis.

Eaudli Campi. [Gamfi Raudii.]
Baux&oi, a people in Gallia Belgica, bounded

on the S. by the Helvetii, on the W. by the Sc-

quaiti, on the N. by the Tribocci,. and on the £.
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by the Rhine. They must have been a people of

considerable importance, as 23,000 of them are

said to have emigrated with the Helvetii in u. c.

58, and they possessed several towns, of which the

most important were Augusta {August) and Basilia

Basel or Bale).

Eaurannm {Rom or Raum nr. Chenay), a town
of the Pictones iix Gallia Aquitanica, S. of Li-

tuonum.

Eauslnm or Eausla {Ragusa), a town on the

:oast of Dalmatia, is not mentioned till a late

>criod, and only rose into Jmportaxice after tlie

iestruction of Epidauriis.

Ravenna (Ravennas, -fitis : Ravenna), an im-
lortant town in Gallia Cisalpina, on the river

Bedesis and about a mile from the sea, though it is

now about 5 miles in the interior in consequence of

.he sea having receded all along this coast. Ra-
venna was sipiated in the midst of marshes, and
was only accessible in one direction by laud, pro-
bably by the road loading from Ariminum. The
;owa laid claim to a high antiquity. It was said to

i.ave been founded by Thessalians (Pelasgians),

and afterwards to h.ave passed into the hands of
:he Umbrians, but it long remained an insignificant

dace, and its greatness doi^s not begin till the time
^f the empire, when Augustus made it one of the 2
chief stations of the Roman fleet. This emperor not
mly enlarged the town, but caused a large harbour
:o be constmeted on the coast, capable of coutain-

ng 240 triremes, and he connected this harbour
with the Po by means of a canal called Padusn or

Augusta Fossa. This harlxour was called Classes,

ind between it and Ravenna a new town sprung
up, to which the name of Caesarea was given. All
ihreo were subsequently fonned into one town, and
were surrounded by strong fortifications. Ravenna
thus suddenly became one of the most important

places in the N. of Italy. The town itself how-
ever was mean in apjpcarance. In consequence of

the marshy nature ot the soil^most of the houses
were built of wood, and since an ann of the canal

was carried through some of the principal streets,

the communication was carried on toil great e.xtent

by gondolas, as in modern Venice. The town also

was very deficient in a supply of good 'drinking-

water
;
but it was not considered unhealthy, since

the canals dimiicd the marshes to a great extent,

and the ebb and flow of the tide prevented the

waters from stagnating. In the neighbourhood
good wine Avas grown, notwithstanding tlio marshy
nature of the soil. When the Homan empire was
threatened by the barbarians, the emperors of tho

West took up their residence at Ravenna, Avhich

on account of its situation and its fortifications was
regarded as impregnable. After tho downfall of

the Western empire, Theodoric also made it the

capital of his kingdom ; and after the overthrow of

the Gothic dominion by Narses, it became the

residence of the Exarchs or the governors of the

Byzantine empire in Italy, till the Lombards took

the town, a. d. 752. Tho modern Ravenna stands

on tho site of the ancient town
; the village rorto

di Fuori on the site of Caesarea ; and the ancient

harbour is called Porto Vecckio del Caudiano.

Be&tS (Reatiaus: Rieti), an ancient town of

the Sabines in central Italy, said to have bcett

fomided by the Aborigines or Pelasgians, was
situated on the Iaicus Velinus and the Via Salaiia.

It was the chief place of assembly for the Sabines,

and was subsequently a praefdetuia or a munici*



whence Tacitus speaks of Augusta Vindelicorum as

situated in Rhaetia. At a later time Rhaetia was

subdivided into 2 provinces IHmetia Prima and

E^aetia Secunda^ the former of which answered to

the old province of Rhaetia, and the latter to that

of Vindelicia. The boundaries between the 2
provinces are not accurately defined, but it may be

stated in general that they were separated trom

each other by the Brigantinus Lacus (JLahe of
Constance) and the river Oeiius (//m). Vindelicia

is spoken of in a separate article, [Vindelicia.]

Rhaetia was a very mountainous country, since

the main chain of the Alps ran through the greater

part of the province. These mountains were called

Alpes Rhaeticae, and extended from the St. Go*
thard to the Ortekr by the pass by the Stelvio

;

and in them rose the Oeiius (inn) and most of the

chief rivers in the N. of Italy, such os the Athesis

{Adige)t and the Addua {Adda). The valleys

product corn and excellent wine, the latter of

which was much esteemed in Italy. Augustus

drank Rhoetian wine in preference to all others.

The original inhabitants of the country, the

Bhaeti, arc said by most ancieut writers to have

been Tuscans, who were driven out of the N. of

Italy by the invasion of the Celts, and who took

refuge in this mountainous district under a leader

called Rhaetus. Many modem writers suppose

the Rhaeti and the Etruscans to have been the

same people, only they invert the ancient tradition,

and believe that the Rhaeti descended from their

original abodes on the Alps, and settled first in

the N. of Italy and next in the country afterwards

called Etruria. They support this view by the

fact that the Etruscans were called in their own
language Rjxeena, which seems merely Jinother form

of Rhaeti, as well as by other arguments, into which

it is unnecessary to enter in this place. It is im-

possible to arrive at any certain conclusion respect-

ing the original population of the country. In the

time of the Romans ^the country was inhabited by
various Celtic tribes. The Rhaeti are first men-
tioned by Polybius. They were a brave and war-

like people, and caused the Romans much trouble

by their marauding incursions into Gaul and the

N. of Italy. They were not subdued by the

Romans till the reigu of Augustus, and they offered

a brave and desperate resistance against both

Drusus and Tiberius, who finally conquered them.

Rhaetia was then formed into a Roman province,

to which Vindelicia was afterwards added, as has

been already stated. The victories of Drusus and

Tiberius were celebrated by Horace {Carm. iv.

14.) The Rhaeti were divided into several tribes,

such as the Lkpontii, Vennone.% Tridentini,

&,c. The only town in Rhaetia of any importance

was Tridkntinum {Trent).

Rh&gae {'Payai, 'Pdya, *Payfid: 'Payrjvdt:

Pat, Ru. S. E, of Tehran), the greatest city of

Media, lay in the extreme N. of Great Media, at

the S. foot of the mountains (Caspius M.), which
border the S. shores of the Caspian Sea, and on
the W. side of the great pass through those moun-
tains called the Caspiae Pylae. It was therefore

the key of Media towards Parthia and Hyrcania.

Having been destroyed by an earthquake, it was
restored by Scleucus Nicator, and named Snxdpat
{Ehpanrds). In the Parthian wars it was again

destroyed, but it was rebuilt by Ars^es, and called

Araaeia CApacucta). in the middle ages it was
still a gr^ city under its original name, slightly
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; and it was finally destroyed by
the Tartars in the 12th century. The surrounding
district, which was a rugged volcanic region, sub-
ject to frequent earthquakes, was called 'Payiav^,'

RbainililB ('Pofii/ovs,— ouvros : 'Pauvoucrior;

Obrio Kaetro), a demus in Attica, belonging to

the tribe Aeantis, which derived its name from
the rhamnm, a kind of prickly shrub. {^Pafxvout

is nil adjective, a contraction of ^ufivSets, which
comes from ^d/xvos.) Rhamuus was situated on a
small rocky peninsula on the E. coast of Attica,
60 stadia from Marathon. It possessed a celebrated

temple of Nemesis, who is hence called by the
Latin poets PJiamnusia dea or virgo. In this

temple there was a colossal statue of the goddess
made by Agoracritua, the disciple of Phidias.

Another account, but less trustworthy, relates that

the statue was the work of Phidias, and was made
out of the block of Parian inarliJe, which the
Persians brought with them for the jiuipose of
setting up a trophy, when they were defeated at

Marathon. There are still remains of this temple,

as well as of a smaller one to the same goddess.

BhampsinltUB CPaprJ/lviTos), one of the ancient

kings of Egypt, succeeded Proteus, and was suc-

ceeded by Cheops. This king is said to have pos-

sessed immense wealth; and in order to keep it safe

he had a treasury built of stone, respecting the

robbery of which Herodotus (ii. 1 21) relates a
romantic story, which bears a great resemblance

to the one told about the treasury built by the 2
brothers Agamedes and Trophonius of Orchomenua.
[Agamkoes.] Rhampsinitus belongs to the 20th
dynast)', and is known in inscriptions by the name
of Pamessu Keier^keh-pen.

Ehapta {rk 'Pairra), the S.-most sea-port known
to the ancients, the capital of the district of Bar-

baria, or Aziinia, on the E. coast of Africa. It

stood on a river called Bhaptus {Doara), and
near a promontory culled Bhaptum {PurTnosa)^

and the people of the district were called 'Pd^ioi

AWiowes.

Bh^ CPf'oy Epic and Ion. 'Pela, 'PetTj, or T*€T}),

an ancient Greek goddess, appears to have been a
goddess of the eSuth. She is represented as a
daughter of Uranus and Ge, and the wife of Cronos,

by whom she became the mother of Hestia, De-

meteiji Hera, Hades, Poseidon and Zeus. Cronos

devoured all his children by Rhea, but when she

was on the point of giving birth to Zeus, she went
to Lyctus in Crete, by the advice of her parents.

When Zeus was born she gave to Cronos a stone

wrapped up like an infant, which the god swallowed

supposing it to be his child. Crete was undoubtedlv

the earliest seat of the worship of Rhea; though

many othci^parts of Greece laid claim to the ho-

nour of being the birth-place of Zeus. Rhea was
afterwards identified by the Greeks in Asia Minor
with the Great Asiatic goddess, known under the

name of “ the Great Mother,” or the “ Mother of

the Gods^'* and also bearing other names such at

Cybele, Agdistis, Dindymene, &.C. Hence her

worship became of a wild and enthusiastic cha-

racter, and various Eastern rites were added to it,

which Bocn spread throughout the whole of Greece.

From the orgiastic nature of these rites, her worship

became closely connected with that of Dionysua

Under the name of Cybele her worship was uni-

versal in Phrygia. Under the name of Agdisri^

she was worshipped with great solemnity at Pessi-

nus in Galatia, which town was regarded as the
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principal seat of her worship. Under different

names we might trace the worship of Rhea even

much further east, as far as the Euphrates and

even Bactriana. She was, in fact, the great god-

dess of the Eastern world, and we find her wor-

shipped there under a variety of forms and

names. As regards the Romans, they had from

the earliest times worshipped Jupiter and his

mother Ops, the wife of Saturn. During the war
with Hannibal the Romans fetched the image of

the Mother of the Gods from Pessinus ; but the

worship then introduced was quite new to them,

and either maintained itself as distinct from the

worship of Ops, or became united with it. A
temple was built to her on the Palatine, and the

Roman matrons honoured her with the festival of

the Megalesia. In all European countries Rhea
was conceived to be accompanied by the Curetes,

who are inseparably connected with the birth and
bringing up of Zeus in Crete, and in Phr}’^gia by
the Corybantes, Atys, and Agdistis. The Cory-

'

bantes were her enthusiastic priests, who with

drums, cymbals, horns, and in full armour, per-

formed their orgiastic dances in the forests and on

the mountains of Phrygia. In Rome the Galli

were her priests. The lion was sacred to her. In

works of art she is usually represented seated on a
throne, adorned with the mural crown, from which
a veil hangs down. Lions appear crouching on the

right and left of her throne, and sometimes she is

seen riding in a chariot drawn by lions.

Eh£a Silvia. [Romulu.<s.]

Bbebas ('P^/3a?, 'P^/3aios: Rm*), a river of

Bithynia, in Asia Minor, falling into the Euxinc

N. E. of Chalccdon
;
very small and insignificant

in itself, but much celebrated in the Argonautic

legends.

RhedSnea. [Rsdonr.s,]

Rheglum (‘P^T'ioi/ ; Rhcglnus : Re^gio)^ a ce-

lebrated Greek town on the coast of Brnttiura in

the S. of Italy, was situated on the Fretum Si-

culum, or the Straits which separate Italy and
Sicily. The ancients derived its name from the

verb ^'fiyuvixi (“ break ”), because it was supposed

that Sicily was at this place torn asunder from

Italy. Rhegium was founded about the beginning

of the first Messenian war, b.u. 74.1, by Aeolian

Chalcidians from Euboea and by Doric Messenians,

who had quitted their native country on the com-

mencement of hostilities between Sparta and Mes-
senia. At the end of the 2nd Messenian war,

668, a large body of Messenians, under the conduct

of the sons of Aristomencs settled at Rhegium,
which now became a fiourishing and important

city, and extended its authority oves several of

the neighbouring towns. Even before the Persian

wars Rhegium was sufficiently powerful to send

3000 of its citizens to the assisbince of the Ta*
rentines, and in the time of the elder Dionysius it

possessed a fleet of 80 ships of war. The govern-

ment was an aristocracy, but in the beginning of

the 5th century a. c., Anaxilaus, who was of a

Messenian family, made himself tyrant of the

place. In 494 this Anaxilaus conquered Zancle

in Sicily, the name of which he changed into

Messana. He ruled over the 2 cities, and on his

death in 476 he bequeathed his power to his sons.

About 10 years afterwards (466) bis sons were

driven out of Rhegium and Messana, and repub-

lican governments were established in both cities,

which now became independent of one another.
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At a later period Rhegium incurred the deadly
enmity of the elder Dionysius in consequence of a
personal insult which the inhabitants had oflWed
him. It is said that when he asked the Rhegians
to give him one of their maidens for his wife,

they replied that they could only grant him the
daughter of their public executioner. Dionysius

carried on war against the city for a long time,

and after two or three unsuccessful attempts he at
length took the place, which he treated with the

greatest severity. Rhegium never recovered its

former greatness, though it still continued to be i

ihice of considerable importance. The younger
lionysiuB gave it the name of Phoebia, but this

mame never came into general use, and was spee-

dily forgotten. The Rhegians having applied to

Rome for assistance when Pyrrhus was in the S.

of Italy, the Romans placed in the town a gaiw

rison of 4000 soldiers, who had been levied among
the Latin colonies in Campania. These troops

seized the town in 279, killed or expelled the

male inhabitants, and took possession of their

wives and children. The Romans were too much
engaged at the time with their war against Pyrrhus
to take notice of this outrage

;
but when Pyrrhus

was driven out of Italy, they took signal vengeance
upon these Campanians, and restored the surviving

Rhegians to their city. Rhegium suffered greatly

from an earthquake shortly before the breaking
out of the Social war, 90 ;

but its population was
augmented by Augustus who settled here a number
of veterans from liis fleet, whence the town bears

in Ptolemy the surname Julium. Rhegium was
the place from which persons usually crossed over

to Sicily, but the spot, at which they embarked,
was called Columna Bhegina ('Pi77(i'<»v *

Torre di Carallo)^ and was 1 00 stadia N. of the town.
The Greek language continued to be spoken at

Rhegium till a very late time, and the town \vas

subject to the Byzantine cour^ long after the down-
fall of the Western empire.

Rhenea ('Pfjj'eja, also 'P^nj, 'Privaia\ formerly

called Ortyyia and Celndussa, an island in the
Aegaean sea and one of the Cyclades, W. of Delos,

from which it was divided by a narrow strait only

4 stadia in width. When Polycrntes took the
island, he dedicated it to Apollo, and united it by
a chain to Delos; and Nicias connected the 2
islands by means of a bridge. When the Athe-
nians purified Delos in b. c. 426, they removed all

the dead from the latter island to Rhenea.

RhSuas. 1. (R4eta in German, Rfiine in Eng-
lish), one of the great rivers in Europe, forming

in ancient times the boundary between Gaul and
Germany, rises in Mons Adiila (St.Gothard) not

far from the sources of tho Rhone, and flows first

in a W.-ly direction, passing through the Lacus
Brigantinus {Lake of Constance\ till it reaches

Basilia (Basle\ where it takes a N.-ly direction and
eventually flows into the Ocean by several mouths.

The ancients spoke of 2 main arms, into which the

Rhine was divided in entering the territory of the

Batavi, of which the one on the E. continued to

hear the name of Khenus, while that on the W.,
into which the Mosa {Maas or Meuse) flowed,

was called Vahalis {Waal). After Drusus in B.C.

12 had connected the Flevo Lacus {Zuyder^She)

with the Rhine by means of a canal, in making
which he probably made use of the bed of tlw

Yssel, we find mention of 3 mouths of the Rhine.

Of these the names, as given by Pliny, are on the
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W, Helium (the Vahulis of other writers'), in the

centre Rheiuis, and on the E. Flevum ; hut at a

later time we again find mention of only 2 mouths.

Tl?h Rhine is (ioscribed by the ancients as a broad,

rapid and deep river. It receives many tribu-

taries, of which the most important were the Mo-
sella and Mosa {Maas or Meuse) on the

left, and the Nicer {Neckar\ Moenus {Main) and

Lnppia {Lippe) on the right. It passed through

various tribes, of which the principal on the W.
were the Nantuates, Helvotii, Sequani, Medioma-
trici, Tribocci, Treviri, Ubii, Batavi, and Cannine-

fates, and the principal on the E. were the Rhaeti,

Vindelici, Mattiaci, Sigambri, Tencteri, Usipetes,

Bructeri, and Frisii. The length of the Rhine is

stated differently by the ancient writers. Its

whole course amounts to about 950 miles. The
inundations of the Rhine near its mouth are men-
tioned by the ancients. Caesiir was the first Ro-
man general who crossed the Rhine. He threw a

bridge of boats across the river, probably in the

neighbourhood of Cologne.— The etymology of

the name is doubtful
; some connect it with rinnen

or mmaw, acc(»rding to which it would mean the

"current” or "stream;” others with rlion or

rein, that is, the " clear ” river.— 2. {Reno), a

tributary of the Padus {Po) in Gallia CLsalpina

near Bononia, on a small island of which Octavian,

Antony and Lepidus formed the celebrated trium-

virate. The small river Lavinius {Lanno) flows

into the Rhenus
;
and Appian places in the La-

vinius the island on which the triumvirate was
formed.

Rhephaim, a valley of Judaea, continuous with

the valley of Hiiinom, S.W. of Jerusalem. Rhe-

phaim was als.i the name of a very ancient people

of Palestine.

Rhesus ('Petros). 1. A river-god in Bithynia,

one of the sons of Occanus and Tethys. >» 2. Son
of king Eioneus in Thrace, marched to the assist-

ance of the Trojans < i their war with the Greeks.

An oracle had declared that Troy would never be

taken, if the snow-white horses of Rhesus should

once drink the water of the Xanthus, and feed

upon the grass of the Trojan plain. But as soon

as Rhesus had reached the Trojan territory and

had pitched his tents late at night, Ulysses and

Diomedcs penetrated into his camp, slew Rhesus
himself, and carried off his horses. In later writers

Rhesus is described as a son of Strymon and
Euterpe, or Calliope, or Terpsichore.

Rhianus {‘Piavos), of Crete, a distinguished

Alexandrian poet and grammarian, flourished b. c.

2*22. He wrote several epic poems, one of which

was on the Messenian wars. He ^so wrote epi-

grams, 10 of which are preserved in the Palatine

Anthology, and one by Athenaeus. His fragments

are printed in Oaisford’s Poelae Minores Graeci ;

and separately edited by Nic. Saal, Bonn, 1R31.

Bhidagiu, a tributary of the river Zioberis in

Parthia.

Rbinooolura or Ehinocorlira (rd *VivoK6Kovpa.

or 'VivoKdpovpa, and ^ 'PivoKoXovpa or ‘PivoKopovpa ;

I
\

Kulat el-Aiish), the frontier town of Egypt and

(
Palestine, lay in the midst of the desert, at the

I

mouth of the brook {El-Arish), which was the

I
boundary between tbe countries, and which is

I

called in Scripture the river of Egypt. It was
i sometimes reckoned to Syria, sometimes to Egypt,

j

Its name " 77^6- cK/-^>/)r-7itiscs,” is derived from its

i having been the place of exile of criminals who

had first been so mutilated, under tbe Ethiopian

dynasty of kings of Egypt.

Bhinthdn CPiydm), of Syracuse or Tarentum,

laid to have been the son of a potter, was a drama-
ic poet, of that species of burlesque tragedy, which
wa- culled il>\vaKoypcu(>la or iKaporpayipSla, and
flourislied in the reign of Ptolemy I. king of

Egypt. When he is placed at the head of the

composers of this burlesque drama, we are not to

suppose that he actually invented it, but that he

was the first to developc in a written form, and to

introduce into Greek literature, a species of dra-

natic composition, which had already long existed

as a popular amusement among the Greeks of

southern Italy and Sicily, and especiiilly at Taren-

tum. The species of drama which he cultivated

may be described as an exhibition of the subjects

of tragedy, in the spirit and style of comedy. A
poet of this description tvas called <pAoo^. This

name, and that of the drama itself, <p\vaK<>ypa(p(a,

seem to have been the genuine terms used at

Tarentum. Rhinthon wrote 30 dramas.

Rhipaei Montes (t^ 'PiTraia oprj, also ‘Pla-ai),

he name of a lofty range of mountains in the

northern part of the earth, respecting which there

arc diverse statements in the ancient wiitors. The
name seems to have been given by the Greek
loets quite indefinitely to all the mountains in the

lorthern parts of Europe and Asia. Thus the

Rhipaei Montes are sometimes called the Hyper-
borei Montes. LIIyperdobki.] The later geo-

graphical writers place the Rhipaean mountains

N. E. of M. Alaunus on the frontiers of Asiatic

Sarmatia, and state that the Tunais rises in these

nountains. According to this account the Rhi-

paean mountains may be regarded as a western

branch of the Ural Mountains.

Rhium ('Ptov : Costello di Morea), a promontory

n Achaia, opposite the promontory of Antirrliium

{Costello di Hvmeliii)^ on the borders of Aetolia

and Locris, with which it formed tlie narrow

entrance to the Corinthian gulf, which Straits are

now called the fAttle Dardanelles. It is sometimes

called *AxcdKhv 'Ploy, to distinguish it from the

opposite promontory, which was surnamed MoAu-
Kpiuhy or AiTwAiKbv. On the promontory of

Rhium there was a temple of Poseidon.

Rhizdn or Rhiziniiim ('Plfwv: 'Pi(,WL7?s:

Risano), an ancient town in Dalmatia, situated at

the upper end of the gulf, called after it Rhi-

zonaeus Sinus {G. ofCaitaro).

Rhoda or RhSdtlS ('PJ8»?, 'PJ8os ; Rozas),

a Greek emporium on the coast of the Indigetae

in llispania Tarraconensis, founded by the Rho-

dians, and subsequently occupied by the inha-

bitants of Massilia.

Rh&d&nUB {Rhone), one of the chief rivers of

Gaul, rises in M. Adula on the Pennine Alps, not

far from the sources of the Rhine, flows first in a

westerly direction, and after passing through tbe

Lacus Lemanus, turns to the S., passes by the

towns of Lugdunum, Vienna, Avenio and Arelate,

receives several tributaries, and Anally falls by
several mouths into the Sinus Qallicus in the Medi-

terraneah. The number of the mouths of the Rhone

is stated differently by the ancient writers ;
which

is not surprising, as the river has frequently altered

its course near the sea. Pliny mentions 3 mouths,

of which the most important was called Os Mas-

salioticum, while the 2 others bore the general

name oiLibyca ora, being distinguished from each
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other as the Os Ilispaniense and the Os ATe~

tapinum. Besides these mouths there was a

canal to the K. of the Os Massalioticum, called

Fossae Marianae^ which was dug by order of

Marius during his war with the Cimhri, in order

to make an easier connection between the Rhone
and the Mediterranean, as the mouths of the river

were frequently choked up with sand. The Rhone
is a very rapid river, and its upward navigation is

therefore difficult, though it is navigable for large

vessels as high as Lugdunura, and by means of the

Anr still further N.
Rhodl. [RHODOS.]
Rhodia and RhodiSpSlis ('Po51«, 'Po8i<{iroAos :

'PoSteos, ‘PoSiovoAIttjs : Eski-Hissar^ Ru.), a

mountain city of Lycia, near Corydallus, with a

temple of Asclepius.

RhSdIus ('PdSiOy
;
prob. the hronk of the Darda-

nelles)^ a small river of the Tread, mentioned both

hy Homer and Hesiod. It rose on the lower

slopes of Mt. Ida, and flowed N. W. into the Hel-

lespont, l)etween Ab3'dus and Dardanus, after re-

ceiving the yelleia from the W. It is identified

hy some with the river IliiSios, which Thucydides

mentions, between Cynossema and Abydus. Some

made it erroneously a tribatarj’’ of the Acsepus.

It is found mentioned on the coins of Dardanus.

RhSdope ('PoS^ttu), one of the highest range of

mountains in Thrace, extending from Mt. Scomius,

K. of the river Nestus and the boundaries of

Afaeedonia, hi a S. E.-Iy direction almost down to

the coast. It is highest in its northern part, and
is thickly covered with wood. Rhodope, like the

rest of Thrace, was sacred to Dionysus (Bacchus),

and is frequently mentioned by the poets in con-

nection with the worship of this god.

RbddSpis (*Po5w7ris), a cehshrated Greek courte-

zan, of Thracian origin, was a fellow-slave with

the poet Aesop, both of them belonging to the

Samian ladmon. She afterwards became the pro-

perty of Xanthes, another Samian, who carried

her to Naucratis in Egypt, in the reign of Amasi.s,

and at this great sea-port she ^^arried on the trade

of an hetaera for the benefit of her master. While

thus employed, Charaxus, the brother of the poetess

Sappho, who had come to Naucratis as a merchant,

fell in love with her, and ransomed her from

slavery for a large sum of money'. She was in

consequence attacked by Sappho in a poem. She

continued to live at Naucratis, and with the tenth

part of her gains she dedicated at Delphi 10 iron

spits, which were seen by Herodotus. She is

called Rhodopis by Herodotus, but Sappho in her

poem spoke of her under the name of l^oricha. It

is therefore probable that Doricha was her real

name, and that she received that of Rhodopis,

which signifies the “ rosy-cheeked,” on account of

her beauty'. There was a tale current in Greece

that Rhodopis built the third pyramid. It has

been conjectured, with great probability', that in

consequence of her name Rhodopis, the “ rosy-

choeked,” she was confounded with Nitocris, the

beautiful Egyptian queen, and the heroint^of many
an Egyptian legend, who is said by the ancient

chronologers to have built the third pyramid.

RhSdos ('PdSos), sometimes called BbSde,
daughter of Poseidon and Halia, or of Hblios and

Amphitrite, or of Poseidon and Aphrodite, or lastly

of Oceanus. From her the island of Rhodes is

said to have derived its name ;
and in this island

she bore to Helios 7 sons.
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RlldduB *Pd5os : 'PJSior, Rhodins : Rhodos^

Rhodes\ the E.-most island of the Aegnean, or arore

specifically', of the Carpathian Sea, lies off the S.

coast of Caria, due S. of the promontory of Cynos-

sema {C. .<l^oM;Jo),atthe distance of about 12 gcog.

miles. Its length, from N. E. to S. W. is about

45 miles ; its greatest breadth about 20 to 25. In

early times it was called Aethraea and Ophiussa,

and several other names. The earliest Greek re-

cords make mention of it. Mythological stories

ascribed its origin to the power of Apollo, who
raised it from beneath the waves ; and its first

peopling to the Telchines, children of Thalatta (tJte

Sea\ upon whose destruction by a deluge, the He-
liadae were planted in the island by Helios, where
they formed 7 tribes, and founded a kingdom,
which soon became flourishing by their skill in as-

tronomy and navigation, and other sciences and
arts. These traditions appear to signify' the early

peopling of the island by some of the civilised races

of W. Asia, probably' the Phoenicians. After other

'illedged migrations into the island, we come to its

Hellenic colonisation, which is ascribed to Tlepo-

lemus, the son of Hercules, btfore the Trojan war,
and after that war to Althaemenes. Homer men-
tions the .*1 Dorian settlements in Rhodes, namely',

Lindus, lalysus, and Camirus
;
and these cities, with

Cos,Cnidu.s, and HalicamassuB, formed the Dorian
Hexapolis, which was established, from a period of

unknown antiquity, in the S. W. comer of Asia
Minor. Rhodes soon became a great maritime
state, or rather confed(>racy', the island being par-

celled out between the ^ cities above mentioned.
The Rhodians made distant voyages, and founded
numerous colonies, of which the chief were, Rhoda
in Iberia

;
Gela, in Sicily

;
Parthenope, Salacia,

Siris, and Sybaris, in Italy
;
setthunents in the

Balearic islands
;
and, in their own neighbourhood,

Soli in Cilicia, and Gagae and Cory'dalla in Lycia.

During this early period the government of each of

the 3 cities seems to have been monarchical
; but

about B. c. 6‘60 the whole island seems to have
been united in an oligarchical republic, the chief

magistrates of which, called prytanes, were taken
from the family of the Eratidae, who had been the

royal family of lalysus. [Diacokas: Dorikus.]
At the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, Rhodes
was one of those Dorian maritime states which
were subject to Athens

;
but in the 20tli y'car of

the war, 412, it joined the Spartan ayiance, and the

oligarchical party', which had been depressed and
their leaders, the Eratidae, expelled, recovered their

former power, under Dorieus. In 408, the new
capital, called Rhodus, was built, and peopled from
the 3 ancient cities of lalysus, Lindus, and Camirus.

The history of the island now presents a series of

conflicts between the democratical and oligarchical

parties, and of subjection to Athens .and Sparta in

tum, till the end of the Social war, 355, when its

independence was acknowledged. Then followed

a conflict with the princes of Caria, diming which
the island was for a time subject to Artemisia,

and, nominally at least, to Idrieus. During this

period there were great internal dissensions, which

were at ]ength composed by a mixed form of go-

vernment, uniting the elements of aristocracy and
democracy. At the Macedonian conquest, they

submitted to Alexander ;
but, upon his death, they

expelled the Macedonian garrison. In the ensuing

wars they formed an alliance with Ptolemy, the

son of Lngus, and their city', Rhodes, successfully
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endured a mont famous siojro by the forces of De-

metrius Poliorcetes, who at length, in admiration

of the valour of the besieged, presented thcun with

the engines he had used against the city, from the

sale of which they defrayed the cost of the cele-

brated Colossus, which is described under the

name of its artist. Chares. The state now for a

long time flourished, with an extensive commerce,

and with such a maritime power, that it comptdled

the Byzantines to remit the toll which they levied

on ships passing the Bosporus. At length they

came into connection with the Romans, whose
alliance they joined, with Attalus, king of Perga-

mus, in the wax against. Philip III. of Macedon.
In the ensuing war with Antiochus, the Bhodians
gave the Romans great aid with their fleet ; and,

in the subsequent partition of the Syrian posses-

sions of Asia Minor, they were rewarded by the

supremacy of S. Caria, wliere they had had settle-

ments from an early period. [Pkraea Riiooio-

RUM.] A temporary interruption of their alliance

with Rome was caused by their espousing the

cause of Perseus, for which they were severely

punished, 168 ;
but they recovered the favour of

Rome by the important naval aid they rendered in

the Mithridatic war. In the Civil wars, they

took part with Caesar, and suffered in consequence

from Cassius, 4'2, btit were afterwards compensated

for their losses by the favour of Antonius. They
were at length deprived of their independence by
Claudius

;
and their prosperity received its final

blow from an earthquake, which laid the city of

Rhodes in ruins, in the reign of Antoninus Pius,

A. 0 15A The celebrated medieval history of the

island, as the seat of the Knights of St. John, does not

belong to this work. The island is of great beauty

and fertility, with a delicious climate. It was
further celebrated as the homo of distinguished

schools of Greek art and of Greek oratory. The
city of Rhodes was ikmous for the beauty and re-

gularity of its architecture, and the number of statues

wliich adorned it; it was designed by Hippodamus
of Miletus. [Comp. IaXYSus, Linous, and Ca-
MIRU6.]

RhoeettB (’PoIeos). 1. A Centaur, who, in con-

junction with Hylaeus, pursued Atlanta in Ar-
cadia, but was killed by her with an arrow. The
Roman poets call him Rhoetus, and relate that he
was wounded at the nuptials of Pirithous. —• 2.

Son of Phileas or Philaeus, of Samos, an architect

and statuary, belonging to the earliest period in

the history of Greek art, is mentioned as the head
of a family of Samian artists. He flourished about

B. c. 640. He was the first architect of the great

temple of Hera at Samos, which Theodorus com-
pleted. In conjunction with Smilis and Theodorus,

he constructed the labyrinth at Lemnos ; and he,

and the members of his fahiily who succeeded him,

invented the art of casting statues in broiize and
iron.

Rhoeteiun (rh 'Poireiop &Hpoy, rf 'PoiTfi^s

'PoiTTfiat hcrai: Virg. Rlioetea litora ; C. Intepch

or Barhian), a promontory, or a strip of rocky
coast, breaking into several promontories, in Mysia,
on thtt Hellespont, near Aeantiurn, with a town of

the same Tiame (prob. Paleo Cmiro). ‘

Rhoetus. 1. A centaur. [Rhoecus.]— 2. One
of the giants, who was slain by Dionysus ; he is

usually called Eurytiis.

Rhoxol&id or Rozolhul, a warlike people in

European Sarmatiu, on the coast of the Palus

ROBIGUS.

Maeotis, and between the Borysthenes and the

Tanais, usually supposed to be the ancestors of

the modern Russians. They frequently attacked

and plundered the Romsin provinces S. of the

Danube
;
and Hadrian ws^ even obliged to pay

them tribute. They are mentioned as late as the

Jlth century. They fought with lances and with

long swords wielded with both hiinds
;
and their

armies were composed chiefly of cavalry.

Bhyndacus ('PuvSaxds : Edrenos\ or Lycus, a
considerable river of Asia Minor. Rising in Mt.
Dindyraene, oppo.site to the sources of the llermus,

it flows N. through Phrygia, then turns N. W.
then W. and then N. through the lake Apollo-

niatis, into the Propontis. From the point where

it left Phrygia, it formed the boundary of Mysia
and Bithynia. Its chief tributary, which joins it

from the W. below the lake Apolloniatis, was
called Mackstus. On the banks of the Rliynda-

cus, Fiucnilus gained a great victory over Mithri-

dates, B. c. 73.

Rhypes ('Pmrw and other forms; ‘Puiraios), one

of the 1*2 cities of Achaia, situated between Ae-
giiim and Patrac. It was destroyed by Augustus

and its inhabitants removed to Patrae.

Rhytium {^Pvnov)^ a town in Crete, mentioned

by Homer, which is identified by modern writers,

but without any sufficient reasons, wilh the later

Ritymna.

Ricinxer, the Roman “ King-Maker,” was the

son of a Suevian chief, and was brought up nt the

court of Valentinian III. He served with distinc-

tion under Aiitius, in the reign of Valentinian

III. In A. D. 456 he commanded the fleet of the

emperor Avitus, with which he gained a great vic-

tory over the Vandals, and in the same year he

deposed Avitus
;
but as he was a barbarian by

birth, he would not assume the title of emperor,

but gave it to Majorian, intending to keep the real

power in his own hands. But as Majorian proved

more able and energetic than Ricimer had ex-

pected, he was put to death in 461 by order of

Ricimer, who now raised Libius Severus to the

throne. On the dehth of Severus in 465, Ricimer

kept the government in his own hands for the next

18 months
;
but in 467 Anthemius was appointed

emperor of the West by Leo, emperor of the East.

Ricimer acquiesced in the appointment, and re-

ceived the daughter of Anthemius in marriage;

but in 47'2 he made war against his father-in-law,

and took Rome by storm. Anthemius perished in.

the assault, and Olybrins was proclaimed emperor

by Ricimer, who died however only 40 days after

the sack of Rome.
Rioina. **

1. (Ricinensis), a town in Picenura,

colonized by the emperor Severus. Its mines are

on the river Potenza near Macerata.—2. One of

the Ebudac Insulae, or the Hebrides.

BigodfQazn (Iteol\ a town of the Treviri in

Gallia Belgica, distant 3 days' march from Mo-
gontiacum.

Bfiblgllfl, or Robigo, is described by some

Latin writers as a divinity worshipped for the pur-

pose of Averting blight or too great heat from the

young cornfields. The festival of the Robigalia

was celebrated on the 25th of April, and was said

to have been instituted by Numa. But consider-

ing the uncertainty of the ancients themselves as

to whether the divinity was masculine or feminine,

and that the Romans did not pay divine honours to

any evil demon, it is probable that the divinity
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Gates in the Walts of Servius.

1 Porta Collina.

2 P. Viminalis.

3 P. Esquilina.

4 P. Qnerqiietulana ?

5 P. Caelimojitana.

6 P. Capena.

7 P. Raudusculana ?

8 P. Naevia.

9 P. Minucia.

10 P. Trigemina.

11 P. Flumentana.

12 P. Carmentalis.

13 P. Ratumena ?

14 P. Fontinalis.

Gates in the WaUs of Ataelian,

15 Porta Flaminia.
16 P. Pinciaiia.

17 P. Salaria.

18 P. Nomentana.
19 P. Clausa.

20 Porta Tiburtina (S. Lorenzo).

21 P. Praenestina (Maggiore).

22 P. Asinaria.

23 P. Metrovia ?

24 P. Latina.

25 P. Appia (S. Sebastiano).

26 P. Ardeatiiia ?

27 P. Ostiensis.

28 P. * Portuensis.

29 P. Aurelia (S. Pancrazio),

30 P. Septimiana.

31 P, Aurelia of Procopius.

Bi’idffes,

32 Pons Aelius (Ponte S. Angelo).

33 P. Vaticanus ?

34 P. Janiculensis?

35 P. Fabricius.

36 P. CestiuB.

37 P. PalatinuB (Aeniilius ?).

38 P. Supposed remains of the Subliciaii

Bridge.



BOBUS.

Robigus, or Hobigo, h only an abstraction of the

later Romans from the festival of the Robigalia.

Bobus, a fortress in the territory of the Rauraci

in Gallia Belgica, which was built by Valentinian

near Baailia, a. d. 374.

Boma (Romanus : Rome\ the capital of Italy

and of the world, was situated on the left bank

of the river Tiber, on the N.W. coniines of

Latium, about 16 miles from the sea. — A.

History of the City. Rome is said to have

been a colony from Alba Longa, and to have

been founded by Romulus, about b. c. 753. [Ro-
mulus.] All traditions agree that the original

city comprised only the Mom Palatimis or Pa-
laiium and some portion of the ground immediately

l^elow it. It was surrounded by walls, which
followed the line of the Portnocrium (sec Diet, of
Antiq. s. v.), and was built in a square form,

whence it was called Ronui Qiuidrata. This city

on the Palatine was inhabited only by Latins.

On the neighbouring hills there also existed from

the earliest limes settlements of Sabines and Etrus-

ains. The Sabine town, probably called Qtariurn,

and inhabited by Quirites, was situated on the

hills to the N. of the Palatine, that is, the Quiri-

nalis and Capiiolinus^ or Capitolium^ on the latter

of which hills was the Sabine Arx or citadel.

These Latin and Sabine towns afterwards became

united, according to tradition, in the reign of Romu-
lus, and the 2 peoples formed one collective body,

known under the name of “ Populus Romanus (et)

Quirites.” The Etruscans were settled on Mans
Oadtus, and extended over Mans Cispius and Mons
Oppius., which are part of the Esquiline. These

Etruscans were at an early period incorporated in

the Roman state, but were compelled to abandon

their seats on the hills, and to t;dce up their abode

in the plains between the Caelius and the Esqui-

line, whence the Ficus Tuscus derived its name.

Under the kings the city rapidly grew in popu-

lation and in size. Ancus Martins added the

Mons Aveniinus to the city. The same king also

built a fortress on the Janifulus^ a hill on the

other side of the Tiber, as a protection against the

Etruscans, and connected it with the city by means
of the Pons Sublicius. Rome was still further

improved and enlarged by Tarquinius Prisons and

Servius Tullius. The former of these kings con-

structed the vast sewers (cloacae), by which the

lower part of the city between the Palatine and

Capitol was drained, and which still remain with-

out a stone displaced. He also laid out the Circus

Maximus and the forum, and, according to some

traditions, commenced the erection of ^le Capitoline

temple, which was finished by Tarquinius Superbas.

The completion of the city however was ascribed

to Servius Tullius. This king added the Mons Vi»

ndnalis and Mons EsquUinus^ and surrounded the

whole city with a line of fortifications, which

comprised all the seven hills of Rome {PeUatinus^

Capitolinus, QuirinaUs^ (kelius^ Aventinvs^ Vimi-

nalisy Esquilinus), Hence Rome was called Urbs

Septicollis. These fortifications were aboq t 7 miles in

circumference. At the same time Serviusextended
the pomoerium so as to make the sacred enclosure

of the city identical with its wails. In B. a 390
Borne was entirely destroyed by the Gauls, with
the exception of a few houses on the Palatine.

On the departure of the barbarians it was rebuilt

in great haste and confusion, without any attention
to regularity, and with narrow and crooked streets.
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After the conquest of the Carthaginians and of
the monarchs of Macedonia and Syria, thorcity

began to be adorned with many public buildings

and handsome private houses; and it was still

further embellished by Augustus, who introduced

great improvements into all parts of the city, and
both erected many public buildings himself and
induced all the leading nobles of his court to follow

his example. So greatly had the ap|)earance of

the city improved during his long and prosperous

reign that he used to boast that be had found the

city of brick, and had left it of marble. Still the

main features of the city remained the same
;
and

the narrow streets and mean houses formed a
striking and disagreeable contrast to the splendid

public buildings and magnificent palaces which had
been recently erected. The great fire at Borne in

the reign of Nero (a. d. 64) destroyed two-third«

of the city. Nero availed himself of this oppor-

tunity to indulge his passion for building
;
and the

city now assumed a more regular and stately ap-

pearance. The new streets were made both wide
and straight

;
the height of the houses was re-

stricted ; and a certain part of each was required

to be built of Qabian or Alban stone, which wag
proof against fire. Borne had long since extended
beyond the walls of Servius Tullius ; but down to

the 3rd century of the Christian aera the walls of

this monarch continued to mark the limits of the

city properly so called. These walls however had
long since been rendered quite useless, and the

city was therefore left without any fortifications.

Accordingly the emperor Aurelian determined to

surround Rome with new walls, which embraced
the city of Servius Tullius and all the suburb!

which had sulisequently grown up around it, such
as the M. Janietdus on the right bank of tho Tiber,

and the Collis llortulorwn Mons Pincianus on the

left bank of the river to the of the Quirinalis.

The walls of Aurelian wefe commenced by this

emperor before he set out on his expedition against

Zenobia (a. d. 271), and were terminated by his

successor Probus. They were about 1 1 miles in

circumference. They were restored by Honorius,

and were also partly rebuilt by Belisarius.— B.

Divisions of the City. Rome was divided by
Servius Tullius into 4 Reffiones or districts, corre-

sponding to the 4 city tribes. Their names were :

1. Suburana, comprehending the space from the

Subura to the Caelius, both inclusive. 2. AJs-

quilmOy comprehending the Esquiline hill. 3. (M-
Una, extending over the Quirinal and Viminal.

4. Palaiina, comprehending the Palatine hill. The
Capitoline, as the seat of the gods, and the Aven-
tine, were not included in these Regiones. These
Regiones were again subdivided into 27 Sacella

Argaeorum, which were probably erected where
two streets (oompt/a) crossed each other. It is

probable that each of the 4 Regiones contained 6
of these sacella, and that the remaining 3 belonged

to the Capitoline. The division of Servius Tullius

into 4 Regiones remained unchanged till the time of

Augustus ;
but this emperor mode a fresh division

of the city into 14 Regiones, which comprised

both the ancient city of Servius Tullius and all the

suburbs which had been subsequc.itly added. This

division was made by Augustus to facilitate the

internal government of the city. The names of

the Regiones were :— 1. PorUs Capena, at the

5. E. corner of the city by the Porta Capena. 2»

Caelimontium, N. E. of the preceding, embracing

T T 4
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M. Caelins. 3. Isis et Serapis^ N. W. of No. 2,

in tfie valley between the Caelius, the Palatine

and Ksquiline. 4. Via Sacra, N.W. of No. 3,

embracing the valley between the Esquiline, Virai-

nal and Qiiirinal towards the Palatine. 5.

Esquilina cum Colic Viminali, N.E. of No. 4, com-

prehending the whole of the Esquiline and Viminal.

6. Alta N.W. of No. 5, comprising the

Qnirinal. 7. Via Lata, W. of No. 6, between the

Quirinal and Campus Martius. 8. Forum Ro-
manum, S. of N(l£, comprehending the Capitolinc

and the valley bmween it and the Palatine. 9.

Circtis Flamhiius, N(,W. of No. 8, extending ns

far as the Tiber, and comprehending the whole of

the Campus Maftius. 1 0. Patatium, S.E. of No. 8,

containing the Palatine. 11. Circus Maximus,
S.W. of No. 10, comprehending the plain between
the Palatine, Aventine and Tiber. 12. Piscina

Publica, S.E. of No. 11, 13. Aveniinus, N.W. of

No. 12, embracing the Aventine. 14. Trans Ti-

hcrim, the only region on the right bank of the

river, containing the InssUa Tibenna, the valley

between the river and the Janicnlus, and a part of

this mountain. Each of these Regiones was suIk

divided into a certain number of Vici, analogous to

the sacella of Servius Tullius. The houses were
divided into 2 different classes, called respectively

domus and insulae. The former were the dwelling.^

of the Roman nobles, corresponding to the modern
palazzi

;
the latter were the habitations of the

middle and lower classes. Each insula contained

several apartments or sets of apartments, which
were let to different families, and it was frequently

surrounded with shops. The insulae contained

several stories
;
and as the value of ground in-

creased in Rome, they were frequently built of a

dangerous height. Hence Augustus restricted the

height of all new house*- co 70 feet, and Trajan to

CO feet. No housen of any description -were al-

lowed to be built closJ together at Rome, and it

was provided by the 1 2 Tables that .'i spsice of at

least 5 feet should be left between every house.

The number of insulae of course greatly exceeded

that of the dorai. It is stated that there were

46,(i02 insulae at Rome, but only 1790 domus.-—

C. Size and Population of the City. It has

been already stated that the circumference of the

walls of Servius Tullius w.as about 7 miles; but a

great part of the space included within these walls

was at first not covered with buildings. Subse-

quently, as we have seen, the city greatly extended

beyond these limits
;
and a measurement has come

down to us, made in the reign of Vespasian, by
which it appears to have been about 13 miles in

circumference. It was probably about this time

that Rome reached its greatest size. The walls of

Aurelian were only about 1 1 miles in circuit. It

is more difficult to determine the population of the

city at any given period. We learn however
from the Monuraentum Ancyranum, that the plebs

iirbana in the time of Augustus was 320,000. This
did not include the women nor the senators nor

knights
; so that the free population could not have

been less than 650,000. To this number we must
add the slaves, who must have been at ^east as

numerous as the free population. Consequently
fhei whole population of Rome in the time of Au-
guslus roust have been at least 1,300.000, and in

probability greatly exceeded that number.
Moreover, as we know that the city continued to

ine^v.Aie ^ size and population down to the time of

ROMA.
Vespasian and Trajan, we shall not be far wrong
in supposing that the city contained nearly 2 mil-

lions of inhabitants in the reigns of tliose emperors.

—D. Walls and Oates. I. Wall of Bomnlus.
The direction of this wall is described by Tacitus.

Commencing at the Forum Boariuin, the site of

which is marked by the arch erected there to Sep-

timius Severus, it ran .along the foot of the Pala-

tine, having the valley afterwards occupied by the

Circus Maximus on the right, as far as the altar of

Consus, nearly oppo.site to the extremity of the

Circus
;
thence it turned round the southern angle

of the Palatine, followed the foot of the hill nearly

in a straight line to the Curiae Veteres, which stood

not far from the site of the Arch of Constantine

;

thence ascended the steep slopi‘, at the siunrait of

which stands the Arch of Titus, and descended

again on the other side to the angle of the Forum,
which was then a morass. In this wall there were

3 g>ates, the number prescribed by the niles of the

Etruscan religion. 1. Porla JMwjonia or Muyiojiis,

also called Porta veins Palatii, at the northern

slope of the Palatine, at the point where the Via
Sacra and the Via Nova met. 2. Porta lioniamda,

at the western angle of the hill near the temple of

Victory, and between the modern churches of S.

Teodoro and Santa Anastasia. 3. The name and
position of the 3rd gate i.s not mc'iitioned, for tlie

Porta Janualis appears to bo identical with the

Janus or archway, commonly known as the temple

of Janus, which stood on the other side of the

forum, and could have had no connection with the

original city of Romulus. — II. Walls of Ser-

vius TulUns. It is stated that this king sur-

rounded the whole city with a wall of hewn stone

;

but there are many reasons for questioning this

statement. The 7 "hills on which Rome was built,

were most of them of great natural strength, having

sides actually precipitous, or easily rendered so by
cutting away the soft tufo rock. Instead, there-

fore, of building a wall around the whole circuit of

the city, Servius TuIIub appears only to have con-

nected the several hiUs by walls or trenches drawn
.across tlie narrow valleys which separated them.

The most formidable part of these fortifications was
the Agger or mound, which extended across tho

broad table-land formed by the junction of the

Quirinal, Esquiline, and Viminal, since it was on

this side that the city was most open to the attacks

of the enemy. The agger was a great ram-

part or mound of earth, 50 feet wide and above

60 high, faced with flagstones and flanked with

towers, and at its foot was a moat 100 feet

broad and 3<} deep. There are still traces of this

work. Starting from the southern extremity of

this mound at the Porta Esquilina, the fortifications

of Servius ran along the outside edge of the Caelian

and Aventine hills to the river Tiber by the Porta

Trigemina. From this point to the Porta Flu-

raentona near the S.W. extremity of the (’apitoline

hill, there appears to have been no wall, the river

itself being considered a sufficient defence. At the

Porta Flymentana the fortifications again com-

menced
;
and ran along the outside edge of the

Capitoline and Quirinal hills, till they reached the

northern extremity of the agger at the Porta Col-

lina. The number of the gates in the walls of

Servius is uncertain, and the position of many of

them is doubtful. Pliny, indeed, states that their

number was 37 ; but it is almost certain that this

number includes many mere openings made through
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Gate$ in the Wadis (ifScrvius.

1. Porta Colllna.

2. P. Vimlnalls.

S. P. Eaquilina.

4. P. Qucrquetulana ?

5. P. Coellrnontana.

6. P. Capena.

7. P. Raudiw^lana ?

8. P. Raevia.

9. P. Minueia.

10. P. Trigemina.

11. P. Flumentona.

12. P. Carmcntalit.

13. P. Hatumena T

14. P. Fontinalia.

Oates i7» t/te Walls q; yturelian.

15. Porta FlaTniaia.

10. P. I’inciana.

17. Pr Balaria.

18. P. liomentana.

19. Porta Clansa.

2(1. P. Tiburtina (S. Tjorenzo).

21. P. Praeneatina (Maggioro).

22. P. Aainaria.

23. P. Metrovia ?

24. P. l.atina.

25. P.
,
Appia (S. SebaMiano).

26. P. Ardeatlna ?

27. P. Ostlensia.

28. P. PortuenBla.

20. P. Anrelia (S. Pancrazio).

30. P. Septimiana.

SI. F. Aurelia of Proeopius.

Bridpea.

32. Pons Aellas (Ponte S. Angelo)*'

88. P. Taticanua ?

84. P. Janiculenaif ?

85. P. PabrlcluB#

86. P. Ceatiua.

37. P. PalatlnuB (AemtUna ? ).

38. P. Buppoaed remaina of the Subliclan
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the walls to connect different parts of the city with

the suburbs, since the walls of Servius had long

since ceased to be regarded. The following is a

list of the gates as far as they can be ascertained

:

— 1. Porta Collina, at the N. extremity of the

agger, and the most N.-ly of all the gates, stood at

the point of junction of the Via Salaria and Via
Nnmentana, just above the N. angle of the Vigna

dei Certosini. 2. P. ViminaJis, S. of No. 1, and

in the centre of the agger. 3. P. Esquilma^ S. of

No. 2, on the site of the arch of Gallienus, which

probably replaced it
;

the Via Pracnestina and

Labicana began here. 4. P. Qucrquettilana^ S. of

No. S. 5. P, Caeliomontana^ S. of No. 4, on the

heights of M. Caelius, behind the hospital of S.

Giovanni in Lnterano, at the point of junction of

the 2 modem streets which bear the name of

5. Stefano Rotondo, and the SS. Quattro Coronati.

6. P. C Vyjrwa, one of the most celebrated of all the

Roman gates, from which issued the Via Appia. It

stood S. W. of No.. 5, and at the S. W. foot of the

Caelian, on the spot now occupied by the grounds

of the Villa Mattel. 7, B, 9. P. Lavemalis^ P,
Raudusculana^ and P. Naevia^ 3 of the most S.-ly

gates of Rome, lying between the Caelian and the

Avc*ntine. The walls of Servius probably here

took a great bend to the S., inclosing tlie heights

of Sta Halbina and Sta Saba. 10. P. Minncia^

probably W. of the 3 preceding, and on the S. of

the Aventine. 11. P. Trigemina^ on the N.W. of

the Aventine, near the Tiber and the great salt-

magazines. 12. P, Flumeniana^ N. of the pro-

ceding, near the S.W. slope of the Capitol and

close to the Tiber. 13. P. Carmentalis^ N. of

No. 12, .and at the foot of the S.W. slope of the

Capitoline, near the alt.ar of Carmenta, and le.ad-

ing to the Forum Olitorium and tlie Theatre of

Marcellus. This gate contained 2 passages, of

wliich the right hand one was called Porta Scc-

lenita from the time that the 300 Fabii passed

through it, and was always avoided. 14, P. RcUu-

maialis^ N. of No. I.‘5, .and at the N^W. slope of

the Capitoline, leading from the Forum of Trajan

to the Campus Martius. 1.*). P, FontmaUs, N, of

No. 14, on »be W. slope of the Quirinal, also lead-

to the Campus Martius. 16. P. Sanqiialis, N. of

No. lo. also on the W. slope of the same hill.

17. P- .buZatom, N. of No. 16, on the N.W. slope

of the same hill, near the temple of Salus. 18, P.

Trinmphalis. The position of this gate is quite

uncertain, except that it led, more or less directly,

to the Campus Mjirtius.—IIL Walla of Aure-
lian. These walls are essentially the s«ame as

those which surround the modem ci4y of Rome,
with the exception of the part beyond the Tiber.

The Janiculiis and the adjacent suburb was the

only portion beyond the Tiber which was in-

cluded within the fortifications of Aurelian; for

the Vatican was not surrounded with wjills till

the time of Leo IV. in the 9th century. On
the left bjink of the Tiber the walls of Aurelian

embraced on the N. the Collis Hortulorum or

Pincianus, on the W. the Campus Martius, on the

E. the Campus Esquilinus, and on the S. the Mons
Testaceus. Therg were 14 gates in the Aurelian

w.alls, most of which derived their names from the

roads issuing from them. These were,' on the N.
side ; 1. P. Aurelia^ on the Tiber in front of the

Pons Aelius. 2. P. Pinciana^ on the hill of the

same name. 3. P. Salaria, extant under the same
name, but restored in modern times. 4. P. No-
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meniana, leading to the ancient P. Collina. On
the E. side ; 5. P. T^mrtina, leading to the oW. P.

Esquilina, now Porta S. Lorenzo. 6. P. Proe-
nestina, now Porta Maggiore. On the S. side : 7.

P. Asinaria, on the site of the modem Porta S.

Giovanni. 8. P. Afetronis, or Aletronii, or Metro-
via, which has now disappeared, probably at the

entrance to the Caelian, between S. Stefano Ro-
torido and the Villa Mattel. 9. P. Latina, now
walled up. 10. P. Appia, now Porta S. Pan-
crazio. The roads through this gate and through
No. 9, both led to the old Porta Capena. 11. P.
Oatiensis, leading to Ostia, now Porta S. Paolo.

On the W. side: 12. P. PoHwnnis, on the other

side of the Tiber near tlie river, from which issued

the road to Portus. 13. A second P. Aurelia, on
the W. slope of the Janiculus, now Porta S. Pan-
cnazio. 14. P. Septimiana, near the Tiber, which
was destroyed by Alexander VI.— E. Bridges.
There were 8 bridges across the Tiber, which pro-

bably ran in the following order from N. to S :
—

1. Pons Aelius, which was built by Hadrian, and
led from the city to the mausoleum of (hat em-
peror, now the bridge and castle of St. Angelo.
2. Pons Neronianns, or Vaticanus, which led from
the Campus Martius to the Vatican and the gar-

dens of Caligula and Nero. The remains of its

piers may still be seen, when the waters of the

Tiber are low, at the back of the Hospital of San
Spirito. 3. P. Aurelius, sometimes, but errone-

ously, called Janieulenm, which led to the Jani-
culus and the Porta Aurelia. It occupit*d the site

of the present “ Ponte Sisto,” which was built by
Sistus 1 V. upon the ruins of tlie old bridge. 4, .5,

P. Fabricius and P. Cesiius, tlie two bridges which
connected the Insula 'J'iberina with the opposite

sides of the river, the former witli the city, the

hitter with the Janiculus. Both are still remain-
ing. The P. Fabricius, wl^ch was built by one
L. Fabricius, curator viarum, a short timo before

the conspiracy of Catiline, now bears the name of
“ Ponte Quattro Capi.” The P. Cestius, which
was built at a much later age, is now called “ Ponte
S. Bartolommeo.” 6. P.Senatorius, or Palatinus,

below the island of tlie Tiber, formed the com-
munication between the Palatine and its neigh-

bourhood and the Janiculus. 7. P. Sublicius, the

oldest of the Roman bridges, said to have been
built by Ancus Martius, when he erected a fort on
the Janiculus. It was built of wood, whence its

name, which comes from subliees, “ wooden beams.”
It was carried away several times by the river,

but from a feeling of religious respect was always
rebuilt of wood down to the latest times. ,8. P.
Alilvius, av Mulvius, now “ Ponte Molle,” was situ-

ated outside the city, N. of the P. Aelius, and was
built by Aemilius Scaurus the censor. —F. Inte-
rior of the City. I. Fora and Campi. The
Fora were open spaces of ground, paved with
stones, surrounded by buildings, and used as market
places, or for the transaction of public business. An
account of the Fora is given elsewhere. [Forum.]
The Campi were also open spaces of ground, but
much Larger, covered with grass, planted with trees,

and adcirued with works of art. They were used
by the people as places of exercise and amusement,
and may be compared with the London parks.

These Campi were: 1. Campus Martius, the open

plain lying between the city walls and the Tiber, of

which the southern part, in the neighbourhood of

the Circus Flaminius, was called Campus FhaminiuSf
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or Praia F/amhiia. This plain, which was by fiir

the 'most celcluvitod of all, is spoken of separately.

[Cami’Us Maktii’s.] '2. Campus Scelero^uSy c\oBe

to the Porta ColHna and within the walls of Ser-

vius, where the vestals who had broken their vows

of cliastiU’ were entombed alive. 3. Carnpm

Afjrippne^ probably on the S. W. slope of the Pin-

ciaii hill, K. of the Campus Martius, on the right

of the Corso, and N. of the Piazza degli Apostoli.

4. Campus EmjuilinnSj outside of the agger of Ser-

vius and near the Porta Esquilina, where criminals

were executed, and the lower classes were buried.

The greater part of this plain waa afterwards con-

verted into pleasure grounds belonging to the palace

of Maecenas. .*>. Campus Viminalis^ on the E.

slope of the Viminal near the Villa Negroni.—II.

Streets and Districts. There arc said to have

been in all 215 streets in Rome. The broad streets

were called Viae and Vici*\ the narrow streets

Angiportus, The chief streets were : 1. Via SucrUf

the principal street in Rome. It began ne£ir the

Sacellum Streniae, in the valley between the Cjie-

lian and the Esquiline, and leaving the Flavian

Amphitheatre (Colosseum) on the left ran along

the N. slope of the Palatine, passing under the

arch of Titus, and past the Forum Ronianum, till it

reached the Capitol. 2. Via Lata^ led from the N.
side of the Capitol and the Porta Ratumena to the

Porta Flarainia, whence the N. part of it was
called Via Flaminia. 3. Via Nova^ by the side

of the W. slope of the Palatine, led from the

ancient Porta Romanula and the Velabrum to the

Forum, and was connected by a side street with

the Via Sacra. 4. Vicus Jugarim, led from the

Porta Carmontalis under the Capitol to the Forum
Romanum, which it entort'd near the Rasilica .Tulia

and the Lacus Servilius. 5. Vicus Tuscus^ connected

the Velabrum with the Forum, running W. of, and
nearly parallel with, (He Via Nova. It contained a

great number of shops, where articles of luxury were

soM, and its inhabitants did not possess the best of

chjiracters (Tusci iurba ivipia vici^ Hor. Sai. ii. 3.

228). G. Vicus (Jgprius^ ran from the Forum to

the Esquiline. The upper part of it, turning on the

right to the Urbius Clivus, was called J^eleratus

Vicus, beciiuso Tullia here drove her chariot over

the corpse of her father Servius. 7. Vicus Fatridns,

ill the valley between the Esquiline and the Vimi-
nal in the direction of the modem Via Urbana and
Via di S. Pudenziana. 8. Vicus A/ricus, in the

district of Esquiline, but the exact situation of which
cannot be determined, said to have been so called,

because African hostages were kept here during

the first Punic war. 9. Vicus Sandalarius, also in

the district of the Esquiline, extending as far as

the heights of the Carinac. Besides the shops of

the shoemakers, from whom it derived its name, it

contained several booksellers’ shops. iO. Vicus

Vitriarius or Vitrarius, in the S.E. part of the city,

near the Porta Capena. 11. Vicus Longus, in the
Vallis Quiriiii between the Quirinal and Viminal,

now S. Vitale. 12. Caput AJneas, near the Co-
losseum, the modem Via de S. Quattro CoronatL
13. Subaru or Su/mrra, a district, through which a
street of the same name ran, was the whole valley

between the Esquiline, Quirinal and Viminal. It
was one of the most frequented parts of the town

• Vicstt, properly signified a quarter of the city, but
the principal street In a vicus was frequently called by
the naiqe of the Vicus to which it belonged.
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and contained a great number of shops and brothels.

14. Velia, a height near the forum, which extended
from the Palatine near the Arch of Titus, to the

Esquiline, and which separated the valley of the

forum from that of the Colosseum. On the Velia

were situated the Basilica of Constantine and the

temple of Venus and Rome. 15. Carinae, a district

on the S.W. part of the Esquiline, or the modem
height of S.Pictroin Vincoli, where Pompey, Cicero

and many other distinguished Romans lived. 1 6.

Velabrum., a district on the W. slope of the Palatine

between the Vicus Tuscus and the Forum Boarium,

was originally a morass. 1 7. Aequirndium, a place

at the E. foot of the Capitol and by the side of the

Vicus Jugarins, where the house of Sp. Maclius

once stood. [See p. 407. a.] 18. ArgiUium, a dis-

trict of uncertain site, but probably at the S. ex-

tremity of the Quirinal between the Su})uni, tlie

Forum of Nerva and the Temple of Peac e. The
etymology of the name is uncertain

;
some of the

ancients derived it from argilki “ white clay ”

;

others from a hero Argus, a friend of Evander, who
is said to have been buried here. 1 9. Lautumiac,

a district near the Argiletura and tho Forum Pis-

catorium, on which subsequently the Basilica Porcia

wiis built. In this district was one of the state

prisons, called Lautumiae or Career Lauimniarunu

—III. Temples. There are said to have beem 400

temples in Rome. Of these the following, enume-
rated for the most part in chronological order,

were the principal:— 1. Templum Jovis Fcretrii,

on the Capitoline, the oldest of all the Homan
temples, built, according to tradition, by Romulus,
and restored % Augustus. 2. 7] Fidei, likewise on

the Capitoline, built by Nuina, and restored suc-

cessively by A. Atilius Collatinus and M. Aeniilius

Scaurus. 3. T. Jani, also called .Tanvs lii/rons or

Jii/brmis, Janus Geminus and Janus Quirinus, also

built by Numa, was, properly speaking, not a
temple, but a passage with an entrance at each end,

the gates of which were opened during war and
closed in times of peace. It was situated N.E. of

the forum towards the Quirinal. There were also

other temples of .Tanus at Rome, of which one was
near the Theatre of Marcellus, and the otlier near

the forum of Nerva. 4. Aedes Vestae, a round

temple built by Numa, in the S. part of the fcarum

or on the slope of the Palatine, adjoining the Fegia

Aunuie, probably near Sta Maria Liberatice. The
Atrium Vesfue, also called Atrium Regium, probably

fonned a part of the Regia Numao, which may be

regarded iis forming a portion of the building sacred

to Vesta. 5. 7\ Dianae^on the Aventiue, which hill is

hence called by Martial CMis JXanae, built by Ser-

vius Tullius, 08 the place of meeting for the Romans
and the members of the I^atin league, and restored

by Augustus, probably near the modern church

S. Prisca. 6, T. Luna^., frequently confounded with

the preceding, also built by Servius Tullius, and on

the Aventine, probably on the side adjoining the

Circus. 7. T, Jovis, usually called the Capitolium,

situated on the S. summit of the Capitoline hill,

was vowed by Tarquinius Priscus and built by

Tarquinius Superbus. It was the most magnificent

of all the temples in Rome, and is described else-

where. [Capitolium.] 8. T. Sattirni, which was
also used as the Aerarium, on the Clivus Capitoli-

nus and by the Forum, to which it is supposed that

the 3 pillars in the forum belong. It was built by
Tarquinius Superbus and restored successively by
L. Munatius Plancus and Septimius Severiu. 9.
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Aedcs Castoris or T. Castoris et Folluds, by the

Forum, near the fountain of Juturna, in which the

senate frequently assembled. Jt was vowed by the

dictator A. Postiimius in the great battle with the

Latins near the lake Regillu8,and was successively

restored by L. Metellus Dalmaticus, Tiberius, Ca-

ligula and Claudius. 10. T. Mercuric between the

Circus Maximus and the Aventine. 11. T. Cereris^

on the slope of the Aventine near the Circus. 12.

T. Apollinis^ between the Circus Maximus and the

Theatre of Marccllus near the Porticus Octaviae,

where the senate often assembled. 13. T. Junonis

Rrtjinae, on the Aventine. 14. T. Martis Eaetra-

murani'i^ before the Porta Capena on the Via Appia.

15. T. Junonis Monetae^ on the arcia of the Capi-

toline, whore the house of M. Manlius had stood.

1 a. T. Junonis Lucinae^ on the W. summit of the

Ksquiliue. 17. T. Concordiae^ on the slope of the

Capitoline above the forum in which the senate

frequently assembled. There were probably two
temples of Concordia, both by the forum, ofwhich the

more ancient was consecrated by Camillus, and the

other by L. Opimius after the death of C. (Iracchus.

The remains of the ancient temple of Concordia are

to be seen behind the arch of Septimius Severus.

lo. T. Sahdis^ on the slope of the Quiriiial near

the Porta Salutaris, adorned with paintings by
Fabius Pictor, burnt down in the reign of Claudius.

19. T. Bellunae, before the Circus Flaminius, and
near the confines of the Campus Martins, in which

the senate assemliled, in order to give audience to

foreign ambassadors and to receive applications

from generals who solicited the honour ofa triumph.

20. T. Jovis Vicloris, on the Palatine, between the

Domus Aiigusti and the Curia Vetus. 21. T, Vic-

ioriae^ on the summit of the Palatine, or the Clivus

Victoriae above the Porta Romanula and the

circus, in which the statue of the mother of the

gods was at first preserved. 22. 71 Magnae Matris

Iditeae^ near the pniceding and the Casa Romuli, in

which the above named statue of the goddess was

placed 1 3 years after its arrival in Rome. 23. T,

Jovis StatoriSj near the arcR of Titus on the Via
Sacra, where the senate frequently assembled. 24.

T. Quirini, on the Quirinal, where also the senate

frequently assembled, enlarged and adorned by

Augustus. 25. T. Fortunae, built by Servius Tul-

lius in the Forum Boarium. 26. T. Aesculapii in

the island of the Tiber, which was called after it

Insula Aesculapii. 27. T. Mentis and Veneris

Erycinae^ both of which were built at the same
time and close to one another on the Capitoline.

There was also another teniple of Venus Erycina

before the Porta Collina. 28. T. Honoris and Vir-

tutis, which were built, close to one another, near

the Porta Capena and Via Appia, by Marcellus,

and adorned with Greek works of art brought from

Syracuse. 29. T. Jovis^ in the island of the Tiber,

near the temple of Aesculapius- 30. 71 Fauni^ in

the island of the Tiber. 31. 71 Speiy in the Forum
Olitorium. 32. T. Junonis Sospitae or J\[afuiae^ in

the Forum Olitorium near the Theatre of Marcellus.

33. T. Fietatis^ in the Forum Olitorium, which was
pulled down in order to make room for the Theatre

of Marcellus. 34. Aedes Fortunae Equestris, in the

Campus Flaminius near the theatre of Pompey,
built by Fulviu4 Flaccus, the roof of w'hicb, made
of marble, was brought from a temple of Juno Lu-
cina in Bruttium. It was probably burnt down in

the reign of Augustus or Tiberius, since in a.d.

22 we are told there was no temple of Fortuna
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Equestris at Rome. There were other temples ol

Fortuna on the Palatine, Quirinal, &c. 35. /edcs

Hercidis Mnsarum^ close to the Porticus Octaviae,

and between the Theatre of Marcellus and the

Circus Flaminius, built by M. Fulvius Nobilior

and adorned with the statues of the Muses brought

from Ambracia. 36, 71 Honoris et Virtutis, built

by Marins, but of uncertain site: some modem
writers suppose it to have been on the Esquiline,

others on the Capitoline. 37. 71 Marfis^ in the

Campus Martius near the Circus Flaminius, built

by 1). Bmtus Callaicus, and adorned with a colossal

statue of the god. 38. T. Veneris Gcnetricis^ in

the fornmsof Caesar, before which Caesar’s eques-

trian statue was placed. 39. 71 Martis Ultoris^ in

tho forum of Augustus, to which belong the 3
splendid Corinthian pillars near the convent S.

Annunziata. 40. T. Apollinis, on the Palatine,

surrounded by a porticus in which was the cele-

brated Palatine library, il. Pa?itheon^a c(‘lebrated

teniple in the Campus Martius, built by Agrippa :

it is described in a separate .article. [Pantheon.]
42. T. Augusts founded by Tiberius and completed

by Caligula, on the slope of the P.alatine towards

the Via Nova. It stood before the temple of Mi-
nerva, from which it wns probably separated by
the Via Nova. 43. 71 Pads^ one of the most
splendid temples in the city, built by Vespasian
on the Vclia. 44. 71 Isuiis et Serapidis in the 3rd
Regio, which was named after the teniple. 45. 71

Vespasiani et Titi^ in the forum, alongside of the

temple of Concordia. 4C. 71 Anionini et Fans'
tinae^ at the further end of the N. side of the

fornm under the Velia. The remains of this temple

are in the modern church of S. Lorenzo in Miranda.

47. 71 Minervae^ on the S. side of the forum, be-

hind the temple of Augustus, built by Domitian.

48. 71 lionoe Zfeac, a very ancient temple on a
spot of the Aventine, which was called Suxum
Saemm, but removed by Iladrian, undoubtedly on
the S. E. side of the hill, opposite the heights of

S. Sabba and S. Balbina. 49. 71 Romac et Veneris^

subsequently called 71 Urbis^ a large and splendid

temple, built by Hadrian, between the Esquiline

and Palatine, N. E. of the Colosseum. It was
burnt down in the reign of Maxentius, hut was
subsequently restored. Its remains are between
the Colosseum and the church of S. Maria Nuova
or S. Francesca Romana. 50. 71 Solis^ at the

upper end of the Circus Maximus. 51 . 71 JlerculiSy

in the forum Boarium, probably the round temple

still extant of S. Maria del Sole, which used to be

erroneously regarded as the temple of Vesta.

There was another temple of Hercules by the

Circus Maximus, near the Porta Trlgemina.

52. 71 Solis^ a splendid temple built by Aurelian,

E. of the Quirinal. 53. T. Florae^ an ancient

temple on the S. point of the Quirinal ; but the

time of its foundation is not recorded. 54. Vtd-

canale^ was not a temple, but only an Area dedi-

cated to the god with an altar, on the N. side of

the forum above the Comitium ; it was so large

that not only were the Curia Hostilia aud the

Aedes Concordiae built there, but also a fish-

market was held in the place.— IV. Circi. The
Circi were places for chariot-races and horse-races.

1. Circus Maximus^ frequently called simply /Ae

Circus^ was founded by Tarquinius Priscus, in tho

plain between the Palatine and Aventine, and was
successively enlarged by Julius Caesar aud Trajan.

Under the emperors it contained seats for 385,000
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persons. Tt was restored by CoMtantine tbe

Grea^ and games were celebrated in it as late as

the 6‘th century. *2. C. Flaminius, erected by Fla-

minius in d, c. 221 in the Prata Fhiminia before

the Porta Carnientalis
;

it was not sufficiently

large for the population of Rome, and was there-

fore seldom used. C. Neronis^ erected by Ca-

ligula in the gardens of Agrippina on the other

side of the Tiber. There was also another

C. Nrronis^ on the other side of the Tiber, near

the Moles Hndriani, in the gardens of Domitia.

4. <1 I’alatinus^ on the Palatine in which the

Ludi Palatini were celebrated. There are traces

of it in the Orto Roncioni on the S. part of the

hill. 5. C. IJelioyubali^ in the gurdi-ns of this

emperor, behind the Amphitheatrum Castrense, at

the E. point of the Aurclian walls. 6. C. Alax-

evtii^ commonly called Circo di Caracalla, before

the Porta Appia in the S. part of the city. Among
the Circi wo may also reckon : 7. The St<idiu7n^

likewise called C. Ayonalis and C. Aleaundri^ in

the Campus Martins, erected by Domitian in place

of the wooden Stadium built by Augustus. Tt

contained scats for persons. Its remains

still exist in the Piazza Navona.— V. Theatres.

Theatres were not huijt at Rome till a com-
paratively late period, and long after the Circi.

At first they were only made of wood for tem-
porary purposes, and were afterwards broken up

;

but many of these wooden theatres were notwith-

standing constructed with great magnificence.

The splendid wooden theatre of M. Aemiliiis

Scauriis was cnpablc of contaiiung (10,000 spec-

tators. 1. Thmti'um Fomjieii^ the first permanent

stone theatre, was erected by On. Pompey, b.c. 55,

in the Cumpus Martius, N. E. of the Circus Fla-

minius, after the model of the theatre of Mytilene.

It contained seats for 40,000 spectators. It was
restored successively by Augustus, Tiberius, Cali-

gtda, Diocletian, and rheodorich. Its ruins are

by the Pala/.'to Pio, not far from the Canipo di

Fiore. 2. Th. Cornelii B<dbi, S. E. of the pre-

ceding, near the Tiber, on the site of the Palazzo

Cenci. It was dedicated by Cornelius Balbns in

B, c. 1 3, was partly burnt down under Titus, but

was subsequently restored. It contained seats for

11,600 persons,- 3. Th, Maroelli, in the forum

Olitoriimi, W. of the preceding, between the slope

of the Capitoline and the island of the Tiber, on

the site of the temple of Pietas. It was begun by
Julius Cac.sar, and dedicated by Augustus in

B. c, 13, to the memory of his nephew Marcellus.

It was restored by Vespasian, and perhaps also by
Alexander Severus. It contained seats for 20,000
spectators. The remains of its Cavea exist near

the Piazza Montanara. These were the only 3
theatres at Rome, whence Ovid speaks of ierna

theutra. There was, however, an Odeum or con-

cert-house, which may be classed among the

theatres. 4. Odemn^ in the Campus Martins, built

by Domitian, though some writers attribute its

erection to Trajan : it contained seats for about

1
1 ,000 persons.—VI. Amphitheatres. The am-

phitheatres, like the theatres, were origin.ally

made of wood for temporary purposes. They were
used for the shows of gladiators and wild beasts.

The^ first wooden amphitheatre was built by C.Scri-

bnniuH Curio (the celebrated partisan of Caesar),

and the next by Julius Caesar during his perpetual

dictatorship, n. c. 46. 1. Amph. Statilii Tauri^ in

the Campus Martius, was the first stone amplii-
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theatre in Rome, and was built by Statilius Taurus,

B. c. 30. This edifice was the only one of the

kind until the building of the Flavian amphl-
theatr^>. It did not satisfy Caligula, who com-
menced an amphitheatre near the Septa

;
but the

work was not continued by Claudius. Nero too,

A. D. 57, erected a vast amphitheatre of wood, but

this was only a temporary building. The amphi-

theatre of Taurus was destroyed in the bumiiig of

Rome, A. J). 64, and was probably never restored,

as it is not again mentioned. 2. Amph. Flaviam^
or, as it ha^ ^en called since the time of Bede,
the Cohsseujn or Cofisaeum, a name said to be de-

rived from the Colossus of Nero, which stood close

by. It was situated in the valley between the

Caelius, the Esquiline and the V’’elia on the marshy
ground which was previously the pond of Nero’s

palace. It was commenced liy Vespasian, and was
completed by Titus, who deilieated it in A. D. 60,

Avhen 5000 animals of different kinds were slaugh-

tered. This wonderful building, of which there

are still extensive remains, covered ne.aily 6 acres

of ground, and furnished scats for 87,(J00 spec-

fiitors. In the reign of Macrinus it was struck by
lightning, and so much damage was done to it

that the games were for some years celebrated in

the Stadium. Its restoration was cnnnneticed by
Elagabalus and completed by Alexander Severus.

3. Amph. Castrense, at the S. E. of the Aurclian

walls.— VII. Xaumachiae. These were build-

ings of a kind similar to the amphitheatres. They
were used for representations of sea-fights, and
consisU'd of artificial lakes or ponds, with stone

seats around them to accommodate the spectators.

1. Naumarliia Julii Caesaris, in the middle part

of the Campus Martius, called the “ Lesser Co-
detsi.” This lake was filled up in thti time of

Augustus, BO that we find in later writers mention
of only 2 Nauraachiae. 2. JV. Auoristi, constructed

by Augustus on the other side of the Tiber under
the Janiculus and near the Porta Portuensis. It

was subsequently called the Vefus Naumachia, to

distinguish it from th;p following one. 3. N. Do-
mitianii constructed by the emperor Domitian, pro-

bably on the other side of the Tiber under the

Vatican and the Circus Neronis.— VIII. Ther-

mae. The Thermae were some of the most mag-
nificent buildings of imperial Rome. They were dis-

tinct from the Balneae^ or common baths, of which
there were a great number at Rome. In the

Thermae the baths constituted a small part of the

building. They were, properly speaking, a Homan
.adaptation of the Greek g3'mnasia ;

and besides

the baths they contained places for athletic games
and youthful sports, exedrac nr public h;ills, por-

ticoes and vestibules for the idle, and libraries for

the learned. They were decorated with the finest

objects of art, and adorned with fountains, and

shaded walks and plantations. 1. Thermae Ayrip-

pae^ in the Campus Martius, erected by M.
Agrippa. The Pantheon, still existing, is sup-

posed by some, but without sufficient reason, to

have served originally as a vestibule to these

Thermae, 2. Th. Neronis, erected by Nero in

the Campus Martius alongside of the Thermae
of Agrippa ; they were restored by Alexander

Severus, and were from that time called Th. Alex-

andrinm. 3. Th, Titi, on the Esquiline, near

the amphitheatre of this emperor, of which there

are still considerable remains. 4. Th. Trajani,

Jilso on the Esquiline, immediately behind the
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two preceding, towards the N. E. 5. Th. Com-

modiuhae and Th. Severiame, close to one another,

near S. Balbina, in the S. E. part of the city.

6. Th. Ariionihianaet also in the S. E. part of the

city, behind the two preceding, one of the most

magnificent of all the Thermae, in which 2,300

men could bathe at the same time. The greater

part of it was built by Caracalla, and it was com-

pleted by Heliogabalus and Alexander Severus.

There are still extensive remains of this immense

building below S. Balbina. 7. Th. Diodetiani^

in the N. E. part of the city between the Agger
of Servius and the Viminal and Quirinal. It was
the most extensive of all the Thermae, containing

a library, picture gallery, Odeum, &c., and such

immense baths that 3,000 men could bathe in

them at the same time. There arc still extensive

remains of this building near S. Maria d'Angeli.

H. Th. on the Quirinal, on the site of

the inudern Paluxzo Rospigliosi, but of which all

traces have disappeared. The following Tliermae

tvere smaller and less celebrated. 9. Th.Dccianae^

on the Aventine. 10. TIl Suranae^ erected by
Trajan to the memory of his friend Sulpicius Sura,

also in the neighbourhood of the Aventine, pro-

bably the same as the Th. Variana^. 11. Th. Phi-

lippiy near S. Matteo in Morulana. 12. Th, Agrip-

piuitc^ on the Vimiuul behind S. Lorenzo. 13. Th.

Caii cl Lucii^ on the Esquiline, called in the middle

ages tlio Terme di Galluccio. — IX. Basilicae.

The Basilicae were buildings which served as

courts of law, and exchanges or places of meeting

for nu rchants and men of business. 1. Basilioa

Porcia., erected by M. Porcius Cato, in the forum

adjoining the Curia, n. c. 1 04. It was burnt down
along Avith the Curia in the riots which followed

the death of Clodius, 52. 2. D. Fulvia^ also

called AemiUa ct Puk'uif because it was built by
the censors L. Aemilius Lepidus and M. Fulvius

Nobiliur in 179. It was situated in the forum

near the preceding one. It was restored by
Aemilius Pnulus in the time of Caesar, and was
hence called B. Aemilia or PauU. It was dedi-

cated by his son Paulu.s Aemilius Lepidus in his

consulship, 34. It was burnt down 20 years

afterwards (14), and was rebuilt nominally by
Paulus Lepidus, but in reality by Augustus and
the friends of Paulus. The new building was a

most magnificent one
;

its columns of Phrygian
marble were especially celebrated. It was re-

paired by another Lepidus in the reign of Tibe-

rius, A. D. 22. 3. li. Sempronia, built by Ti.

Sempronius Gracchus, B. c. 171, in the forum at

the end of the Vicus Tuscus. 4. B. Opmia^ in the

forum near the temple of Concordia. 5. B. Julia,

commenced by Julius Caesar and vBnished by
Augustus, in the forum between the temples of

Castor and Saturn, probably on the site of the

B. Sempronia mentioned above. Some writers sup-

pose that Aemilus Paulus built two Basilicae, and
that the B. Julia occupied the site of one of them.
6. B. Argentaria, in the forum near the Clivus

Argentarius and before the temple of Concordia,

probably the same as the one mentioned under the

name of B. Vascularia. The remains of this

building are behind S. Martina, along side of the

Saiita di MiU'forio. 7. B. Ulpia, in the middle of

the forum of Trajan, of which there are still con-

siderable remains. 8. B. Conslantiana, between
the temple of Peace and the temple of Rome and
Venus.— X. Porticoes. The Porticoes {Porticus)
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were covered walks, supported by columns, and open
on one side. There were several public porticoes

at Rome, many of them of great size, which were
used as places of recreation, and for the transaction

of business. 1. Poriicus Pompeii, adjoining the

theatre of Pompey, and erected to afford shelter to

the spectators in the theatre during a shower of

laia It was restored by Diocletian, and was
hence called P. Juvia. 2. P. Asgonautarum, or

Neptuni or Agrippac, erected by Agrippa in the

Campus Martius around the t«>mple of N«q>tuiic,

and adorned with a celebiated painting of the

Argonauts. 3. P. Philippi., by the side of the

T. Herculis Musarum and the Porticus Ocfiiviae,

built by M. Philippus the father-in-law of Au-
gustus, and adorned with splendid works of art.

4. P. Minucii in tlie Campus Martius, near the

Circus Flaminius, built by Q. Minucius Rufus in

B. c. 109, to commemorate his victories over the

Scordisci and Triballi in the preceding year.

There appear to have been 2 porticos of this name,
since we find mention of a Minncia Vetus ct Fru“
meiitaria. It appears that the tesserae, or tickets,

which entitled persons to a share in the public

distributions of corn were given to them ijj the

P. Minucia. 5. P. Mctelli, built by Q. Mctellus,

after his triumph over Perseus, king of Macedonia,
B.C. 146. It was situated in the Campus Martius
between the Circus Flaminius and the theatre of

Marcellos, and surrounded the 2 temples of

Jupiter Stator and Juno Regina. 6. P. Octaviae,

built by Augustus on the site of the P. Metelli

just inentioned, in honour of his sister Octavia.

It was a magnificent building, containing a vast

number of works of art, and a public library, in

which the senate frequently assembled
;

lienee it

is sometimes called Curia Octavia. It -was burnt

down in the reign of Titus. Its ruins arc near

the church of S. Angelo in Pescaria. 7. Oo>
tavia, which must bo carefully distinguished from

the P. Octaviae just menti^cd, was built by Cn.

Octavius, who commanded me Homan fleet in the

war against Perseus, king of Macedonia. It was
situated in the Campus Martius between the

theatre of Pompey and the Circus Flaminius. It

was rebuilt by Augustus, and contained 2 rows of

columns of the Corinthian order, with brazen

capitals, whence it was also called P. Corinthia.

8. P. Europae, probably at the foot of tlie Pincius,

in which foot-races took place. 9. P. Polac., built

by the sister of Agrippa in the Campus Agrippae,

in which also foot-races took place. 10. P. Livia,

on the Esquiline, surrounding a temple of Con-

cordia. 11. Z'. Julia, or P. Caii ct Luciif built by
Julia in honour of these 2 sons of Agrippa, Avas

probably also situated on the Esquiline near the

Thermae Caii et Lucii. The following Porticoes

were less celebrated : 12. P, Vipsania, supposed

by some writers to be only a hiter name of the

P. Argonautarum. 1 3. P. Claudia, on the Esqui-

line.— XI. Triumphal Arches. The Triumplial

Arches {Arcus) were stnictures peculiar to the

Romans, and were erected by victorious generals

In commemoration of their victories. They were

built across the principal streets of the city, and,

according to the space of their respective localities,

consisted either of a single arch-way or of a ceniral

one for carriages, with 2 smaller ones on each side

for foot passengers. Ancient writers mention 21

arches in the city of Rome. Of these the most

important were ; 1. Arcus Fabmius, also called
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Fornix FalAanus^ near the beginning of the Via

Sacra, built by Fabius Maximus in B. c. 121, in

commemoration of his victory over the Allobroges.

2. Al^Drusi^ erected by the senate in B. c. 9, in

honour of Nero Claudius Drusus. It was situated

on the Via Appia, and still exists, forming the

inner gate of the Porta di S. Sebastiano. 3. A.
Aiujusti^ in the forum near the house of Julius

Caesar. 4. A. Tiberii, near the temple of Satuni

on the Clivus Capitolinus erected by Tiberius,

A. I). 1 6, in honour of the victories of Germanicus

in Germany. 5. A. Claudii^ in the plain E. of

the Qiiirinal, erected a. o. 51, to commemorate the

victories of Claudius in Britain. Remains of it

liave been dug up at the beginning of the Piazza

di bciarra, by the Via di Pietra. 6. A. Titi^ in

the middle of the Via Sacra at the foot of the

Palatine, which still exists. It was erected to the

hono>ir of Titus, after his conquest of Judaea, but

iras not finished till after his death
;
since in the

iiibcription upon it he is called “ Divus,*’ and he

is also represented as being carried up to heaven
upon an eagle. The bas-reliefs of this arch repre-

sent the spoils from the temple of Jerusalem

Ciirried in triumphal procession. 7. A. Trajani^

in the forum of this emperor, at the point where
you enter it from the forum of Augustus. 8.

A, Fcr*, on the Via Appia, erected to the honour

of Verus after his victory over the Parthian'^. 9.

A. Marci Aurelii, in the 7th Regio, probably

erectc'd to commemorate the victory of this em-
peror over the Marcomanni. It existed under dif-

ferent names near the Piazzo Fiano down to 16*62,

when it was broken up by order of Alexander VII.

10. Seplimii Severi, in the forum at the end of

the Via Sacra and the Clivus Capitolinus before

the temple of Concordia, and still extant near the

church of SS. Sergio e Bacco, was erected by the

senate, a. o. 203, in honour of Soptimius Severus

and his 2 sons, Caracalla and Goto, on account of

his victories over th% Parthians and Arabians.

1 1 . A . Gordiani, on the Esquiline. 1 2. A . Gallieni,

erected to the honour of Gallienus by a private

individual, M. Aurelius Victor, also on the Esqui-

line, S.E. of the Porta Esquilina. It is still extant

near the church of S.Vito. 12. A. Diocletiani^

probably identical with the A, Novus, in the 7th

Kegio. 1 3. A. Constantini, at the entrance to the

valley between the Palatine and the Coelius, is

still extant. It was erected by the senate in

honour of Constantine after his victory over Max-
entiiis, A.o. 312. It is profusely ornamented, and

many of the bas-reliefs which adorn it were taken

from one of the arches erected in the time of

Trajan. 13. A. T/uodoaiani, Graiiani el VeUen-

tiniuni, opposite the Pons Aelius and the Moles
Hadriani. XU. Curiae or Senate-Houses. 1.

Curia HoatiUoy frequently called Curia simply,

was built by Tullus Hostilius, and was used as the

ordinary place of assembly for the senate down to

the time of Julius Caesar. It stood in the Forum
on the N. side of the Comitium. It was burnt to

the ground in the riots which followed the death

of Clodius, B.C5. 52. It was however soon re-

built, the direction of the work being entrusted to

FauBtus,the son of the dictator Sulla ; but scarcely

had it been finisbed, when the senate, at the sug-

gestion of Caesar, decreed that it should be de-

stroyed, and a temple of Fortune erected on its

site, while a new Curia should be erected, which
should bear the name of Julia. (See below.) 2.
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C. Pompeia or Pompeii, attiiched to the Portico of

Pompey in the Campus Martius. It was in this

Curia that Caesar was assassinated on the Ides of

March. 3. C. Julia, the decree for the erection of

which has been mentioned above, was finished

and consecrated by Augustus. It did not stand

on the site of the Curia Hostilia, as many modem
writers have supposed, but at the S.W. angle of

the Comitium, between the temple of Vesta and
that of Castor and Pollux. 4. C. PompUia?ta,

built by Domitian and restored by Diocletian, was
the usual place of the senate's meeting from the

time of Domitian. It was situated alongside of

the temple of Janus, which was said to have been
built by Numa Pompilius, whence this curia was
called Pompiliana.— XII. Prisons. There were

2 public prisons (carceres) in Rome. The more
ancient one, called Career Mamertuius (a name
however which docs not occur in any ancient

author), was built by Ancus Martins on the slope

of the CapitoHne overhanging the Forum. It was
enlarged by Servius Tullius, who added to it a
dismal subterranean dungeon, called from him
TuUianum, where the conspirators of C.atiline were
put to death. This dungeon was 12 feet under

ground, walled on each side, and arched over with

stone-work. It is still extont, and serves as a
subterranean chapel to a small church built on the

spot called S. Pietro in Carcere. Near this prison

were the Scalae Gemoniae or steps, down which
the bodies of those who had been executed were
thrown into the Forum, to be exposed to the gaze

of the Roman populace. The other state prison

was called Lauiumiae, and was probably situated

towjurds the N. side of the Forum, near the Curia

Hostilia and Basilica Porciu. Some writers how-
ever suppose Lautumiae to he only another name
of the Career Mamertinus.—^ XIII. Castra or

Barracks. 1. Caaira Praetoria, in tlie N. E.

comer of the city on the slope of the Qnirinal and
Viminal, and beyond the Thermae of Diocletian,

were built by the emperor Tiberius in the form of

a Roman camp. Here the Praetorian troops or

imperial guards were always quartered. 2. Castra

Peregrina, on the Cdelius, probably built by Sep-

timius Severus for the use of the foreign troops,

who might serve as a counterpoise against the

Praetorians.— XIV. AqnedttCtS. The Aqueducts

{Atpiaeductus) supplied Rome with an abundance

of pure water from the hills which surround the

Campagnju The Romans at first had recourse to

the Tiber and to wells sunk in the city. It was
not till B. c. 313 that the first aqueduct was con-

structed, but their number was gradually increased

till they amounted to 14 in the time of Procopius,

that is, the #th century of the Christian era. 1.

Aqtta Appia, was begun by the censor Appius

Claudius Caecus in b.c. 313. Its sources wt?re

near the Via Praenestina, between the 7tli and 8th

milestones, and its termination was at the Salinae

by the Porta Trigemina. Its length w.a8 11,190

passuB ; for 11,130 of which it was carried under

the earth, and for the remaining 60 passus, within

the city, from the Porta Capena to the Porta Tri-

gemina, it was on arches. No traces of it remain.

2. A nib Vetua, commenced B. c. 273, by the censor

M’. Curius Dentatus, and finished by M. Fulyius

Flaccus. The water was derived from the river

Anio, above Tibur, at a distance of 20 Roman
miles from the city; but, on Mcount of its winding^

its actual length was 43 miles, of which length
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less than a quarter of a mile only (viz. 221 passiis)

was above the ground. There are considerable

remains of this aqueduct on the Aurelian wall, near

the Porta Maggiore, and also in the neighbouAood

of Tivoli. 3. A(pia J^arcia, which brought the cold-

est and most wholesome water to Rome, was built

by the praetor Q. Marcius Rex, by command of

the senate, in B. c. 144. It commenced at the side

of the Via Valeria, 36 miles from Rome; its length

was 61,710^ passus, of which only 7463 were

above ground; namely, 523 on solid substructions,

and61).*15 on arches. It was high enough to supply

water to the summit of the Capitoline mount. It

was repaired by Agrippa in his aedileship, b. c. 33

(see below No. 5), and the volume of its water

was increased by Augustus, by means of the water

of a spring 800 passus from it : the short aqueduct

which conveyed this water was called Aqua Au-
gustily but is never enumerated as a distinct aque-

duct. Several arches of the Aqua Marcia are still

standing. 4. Aqm Tr-pula^ which was built by
the censors Cn. Servilius Caepio and L. Cassius

Longinus in n. c. 127, began in a spot in the Lu-

eullan or Tustulan land, 2 miles to the right of the

JOth milestone on the Via Latina. It was after-

wards connected with,— .5. Aqua Julia. Among
the splendid public works executed by Agrippa in

his aedileship, B. c. 33, was the formation of a new
aqueduct, and the restoration of all the old ones.

From a source 2 miles to the right of the 12th

milestone of the Via Latina, he constructed his

aqueduct (the Aqua Julia) first to the Aqua Tepula,

in which it was merged as far as the reservoir

{piscina) on the Via Latina, 7 miles from Rome.
From the reservoir, the water was airried along 2

distinct channels, on the same substructions (which

were probably the original substructions of the

Aqua Tepula newly restored), the lower channel

being called the Aqua Tepula, and the upper the

Aqua Julia ; and this double aqueduct again was

tmitod with the Aqua Marcia, over the water-

course of which the other two were carried. The
monument erected at the junction of these 3 ac^ue-

ducts is still to be seen close to the Porta S. Lorenzo.

It bears an inscription referringto the repairs under

Caracalla. The whole course of the Aqua Julia,

from its source, amounted to 15,426 passus, partly

on massive substructions and partly on arches. 6.

Aqua Virgo, built by Agrippa to supply his baths.

Its water was as highly esteemed for bathing as

that of the Aqua Marcia was for drinking. It

commenced by the 8th milestone on the Via Col-

latina, and was conducted by a very circuitous

route, chiefly under the ground to the M. Pincius,

whence it was carried on arches to the Campus
Martius: its length was 14,105 passus,* of which

12,865 were mider grouni 7. Aqua Alsieima,

sometimes called also Aqua Augusta, on the other

side of the Tiber, was constructed by Augustus from

the Lacus Alsietinus (Lago di Martignano) which

lay 6500 passus to the right of the I4th milestone,on

the Via Claudia, and was brought to the part of the

Regio Transtiberina below the Janicnlus. I ts length

was 22,172 passus, of which only 358 were on

arches; and its water was so bad that it coifld only

have been intended for the supply of Augustus’s

Naumachia, and for watering gardens. 8, 9. Aqw
Claudia and Anio Novus (or Aqua Aniena ^om),
the 2 most magnificent of all the aqueducts, both,

commenced by Caligula ia a. n. 36, and finished

by Claudius in . d. 50. The Aqm Claudia com-
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menced near the 38th milestone on the Via Subla*

ceiisis. Its water was reckoned the best after the

Marcia. Its length was 46,406 passus (nearly

46^ miles) of which 9567 were on arches. Vhe
Anio Novus began at the 42nd milestone on the Via
Sublacensis. Its length was 58,700 passus (nearly

59 miles) and some of its arches were 109 feet high.

In the neighbourhood of the city, these two aque-

ducts were united, forming two channels on the same
arches, the Claudia below and the Anio Novus
above. An interesting monument connected with
these aqueducts is the gate now called Porta Mag-
giore, which was originally a magnificent double

ai'ch, by means of which the aqueduct was carried

over the Via Labicana and the Via Praenestina.

Over the double arch are three inscriptions, which
record tlie names of Claudius as the builder, and of
Vespasian and Titus as the restorers of the aque-
duct. By the side of this arch the aqueduct passes
along the wall of Aurelian for some distance, and
then it is continued upon the Arcus Neronioni or

Caelimontani, which were added by Nero to the
original structure, and which tenninated at the
temple of Claudius, which was also built by Nero,
on the Caclius, where the water was probably con-
veyed to a castellum already built for the Aqua
Julia, and for a branch of the Aqua Marcia, which
had been at some previous time continued to the
Caeliua. 10. Aqua Crabra, which had its source

near that of the Julia, and which was originally

carried right through the Circus Maximus; but the
water was so bad, that Agrippa would not bring it

into the Julia,^ut abandoned it to the people of

the Tusculan land. Hence it was called Aqua
Damnaia, At a later period, part of the water was
brought into the Aqua Julia. Considerable traces

of it remain* 11. Aqua Trajcma, was brought by
Trajan from the Lacus Sahatinus (now Bracciano)

to supply the Janiculus and the Regiu Transtibe-
rina. 12. Aqtm Alemndrina, constructed by Alex-
ander Severus

; its source waaSin the lands of Tus-
culum, about 14 miles from Rome, between Qabii
and the lake Regillus. Its small height shows
that it was intended for the baths of Severus, which
were in one of the valleys of Rome. 13. Aqua
Septimkuia, built by Septimius Severus, was perhaps

only a branch of the Aqua Julia, formed by the em-
peror to bring water to his baths. 14. Aqua Algentia

had its source atM. Algidus by the ViaTusculana.
Its builder is unknown. Three of these aqueducts
still supply the modern city of Rome with water.

(I) The Aoqua Vergine, the ancient Aqua Virgo,

which was restored by Pope Pius IV. and further

embellished by Benedict XIV. and Clement XIII.
The chief portion of its waters gush out through

the beautiful Fontana di Trevi, but it also supplies

12 other public fountains and the greater part of

the lower city. (2) The Acqua Felice, named after

the conventual name of its restorer Sixtus V. (Fra
Felice), is, probably, a part of the ancient Aqua
Claudia, ^ough some take it for the Alcjcandrina,

It supplies 27 public fountains and the eastern part

of the city. (3) The A c^rta Poo/a, the ancient

Alsietiua, supplies the Transtevere and the Vatican,
and feeds, among others, the splendid fountains

before St. Peter’s.—XV. Sewers. Of these the

most celebrated was the Cloaca Maxima, con-

structed by Tarquinius Priscus, which was formed
to carry off the waters brought down from the ad-
jacent hills into the Velabrum and valley of the

Forum. It empties itself into the Tiber nearly
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opposite one cxti‘<‘mity of the Tusula Tiberina.

This cloaca was funned by 3 arches^ one within

the other, the innennust of which is a semicircular

vault about 14 feet in diameter. It is still extant

in its original state, with not a stone displaced.—

XVI. Palaces. 1 . Falatium^ or the imperial pa-

lace, was situated on the N.hl. side of the Palatine

between the arch of Titus and the sanctuary of

Vesta ; its front was turned towards the Forum,

and the approach to it was from the Via Sacra

close by the arch of Titus. It was originally the

house of the orator Hortensius, and was enlarged

hy Augustus, who made it the imperial residence.

A part of the Palatium was called Jjomus Tibervxna^

which was originally a hcparate house of Tiberius

on the Palatine, and was afterwards united to the

palace of Augustus. It was on the side of the hill

turned towjuds the Circus and the Velabruni, and

is sometimes called Postica Pars Palaiii. It was
through this pjirt of the palace tliat the emperor

Otho fled into the Velabrum. We read of the

Domus Tiberiana even after the imperial palace

had been burnt to the ground in the reign of Kero;

whence it follows that when the palace was rebuilt

a portion of it still continued to bear this name.

The Palatium was considerably enlarged by Ca-

ligula
; but it did not satisfy Nero’s love of pomp

and splendour. Nero built 2 magnifleeut palaces

wliich must bo distinguished from one another.

The first, called the Donrns Tratisitoria Nermis,

covered the whole of the Palatine, and extended as

far as the Esquilino to the gardens of Maecenas.

This palace was burnt to the grouM in the great

fire of Home, whereupon Nero commenced a new
palace known by tlie name oi' Domus Aureay which

embraced the whole of the Palatine, the Velia, the

valley of the Colosseum and the heights of the

Thermae of Titus, extended near the Esquiline

gate, and was cut through not only by the Via

Sacra but also by other streets. The whole build-

ing however was nutiifinisiied at the time of Nero's

death ;
and V'espasian confined the imperial palace

to the Palatine, converting the other paits of the

Domus Aurea into public or private buildings. The
palace itself was not finished till the time of Do-

mitian, who iulorncd it with numerous works of

art. The emperor Septimius Severus added on the

S. side of the Palatine a building called the Sep-

tizouiiim, which was probably intended ns an

Atrium. There were considerable remains of this

Septizonium down to the end of the Ib'th century,

when Sixtus V. caused them to be destroyed, and
the pillars brought to the Vatican. Among the

numerous private palaces at Rome the following

were some of the most important. 2. Domus
Ciceronis, close to the Porticus Catuli, probably on

the N.E. edge of the Palatine, was built by M.
Livius Drusus, and purchased by Cicero of one of

the Grassi. It ivas destroyed by Claudius after

the banishment of Cicero, but was subsequently

rebuilt at the public expense. 3. D. Pompeii^ the

palace of ^orapey was situated in the Carinao near
the tempd^of Tellus. It was afterwards the resi-

dence of M. Antonins. 4. D. Crasst, the palace of

L. Crassus the orator, on the Pakitine. 5. D.
Smuri also on the Palatine, celebrated for its mag-
nificence, subsequently belonged to Clodiils. 6. D.
Mteranorttwi, on the E. confines of the Caelius,W a palace originally belonging to the distiii-

^grohed family of the Plaatii Laterani ; but after
the execution of Plautius Lateranus under Nero,
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it became imperial property. It was given by
Septimius Severus to his friend Lateranus, and
was subsequently the palace of Constantine, who
adorned it with great magnificence. The modern
palace of the Lateran occupies its site.— XVII.
Horti. The Horti were pai'ks or gardens, which
were laid out by wealthy Roman nobles, on the

hills around the city, and ware adorned with
beautiful buildings and works of art. 1. fforti

LiwuUianiy on M. Pincius, which hill was hence
called Collis Hortorum. They were laid out by
Lucullus the conqueror of Mithridatos. In the

reign of Claudius they belonged to Valerius Asia-
ticus, who was put to de.ath through the influence

of Messaliiia, chiefly because she coveted the pos-

session of these gardens. From this time they
appear to have belonged to the imperial house. 2.

U. iSallustianiy laid out by the historian iSallust,

on his return from Numidia, in the valley between
the Qin'riiial and the Pincius. 3. JJ. Cuesarisy

bequeathed by Julius Caesar to the people, were
situated on the right bank of the Tiber at the foot

of the Jitniciilus, probably on the spot where
Augustus afterwards constructed his great Nauma-
chia. 4. H. MicecenatiSy in the Campus Esquiliuus,

bequeathed by Maecenas to Augustus and fre-

quently used by the imperial family. 5. //. Ayrip-
pbiaey on the right bank of the Tiber, in which
Caligula built Itis Circus. It was here that Nero
burnt the Christians to serve as lights for his noc-

turnal games, after previously wrapping them up
in pitch. 6. //. Domitiaey also on the right bank
of the Tiber, in which Hadrian built his Mauso-
leum. 7. IL Pallantianiy on the Esquiliiie, laid out

by Pallas, the powerful freedman of Claudius. 8.

II. Oelaey on the other side of the Tiber, laid out

by Septimius Severus.— XVllI. Sepulchral Mo-
numents. 1. Mausoleum Auyxistiy was situated

in the Campus Martins and was built by Augustus
as the burial-place of the imperial family. It was
surrounded with an extensive garden or park, and
was considered one of the most magnilicent build-

ings of his reign ; but there are only some insig-

nificant ruins of it still extant. 2. Mausoleum
lladrianiy was commenced by Hadrian in the

gardens of Domitia on the right bank of the Tiber,

and w’us connected with the city by the Pons
Aclius

; it was finished and dedicated by Anto-
ninus Pius, A. D. 140. Here were buried Hadrian,

Antoninus Pius, L. Verus, Commodus, and pro-

bably also Septimius Severus, Qeta, and Caracalla.

This building, stripped of its ornaments, still forms

the fortress ofmodemRome (the castle of S.Angelo ).

3. Mausoleum Jlelenae, a round building on the Es-

quiline, of considerable extent, erected by Constan-

tine ns the*’ sepulchre of his mother. Its remains,

situated in the street on the right of the Porta Mag-
giore, are now called Torre Pignattara. 4. Sepul-

crum Soipionumy the burial-place of the Scipios, was

situated, left of the Via Appia, near the l^rta

Capena. Most of the tombs of the distinguished

Roman families during the Republican period lay

on the Via Appia, The tomb of the Scipios was

discovered in 1780, about 400 paces within the

modern^orta S. Sebastiano. It contained many
interesting monuments and inscriptions, which are

now deposited in the Museo Pio-Clementino.

S. Sepulcrum Caedliae MeieUae, erected to the

memory of Caecilia Metella, the daughter of Me-

tellus Creticus, not far from the Circus Maxentii.

This imposing monument is still extant and known
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by the name of Capo di Bove. 6, Sepulcrum Custii^

situated S. of the Aventirie, near the Porta

Ostiensis, being partly within and partly without

the walls of Aurelian. This monument, which

is still extant, is in the form of a pyramid, and

was built in the time of Augustus for a certain

C. Cestius. 7. Sepulcrum Septimit Severi, on the

Via Appia, built by Septimius Severus in his life-

tiine,uher the model of his Septizonium. [See above,

Xyi.,No. l.j,—XIX. Columns. Columns (Colum-

nae) were frequently erected at Rome to commemo-
rate persons and events. 1. Columna Maetiia, near

the end of the Forum, towards the Capitol, was

erected to the honour of the consul G. Maenius,

who conquered the Latins and took the town of

Antium, B. c. 338. 2. Col. Rostrata^ also in the

Forum, erected in honour of the consul C.Duilius,to

commemorate his victory over the Carthaginian fleet,

B. c. 260. The name of Rostrata was given to it

from its being adorned with the beaks of the con-

quered ships. The inscription upon this column,

written in obsolete Latin, is still preserved. 3. Col.

Trajitni in the Forum, in which the ashes of the

emperor Trajan were deposited. This column is

still extant, and is one of the most interesting

monuments of ancient Rome. It is, including the

pedestal, 117 feet high. The top was originally

crowned with the statue of the emperor
;

it is now
surmounted by that of the apostle Peter. A spiral

bas-relief is folded round the pillar, which repre-

sents the emperor’s wars against Decebalus and
the Dacians, and is one of the most valuable

authorities for archaeological inquiries. 4. OA.
Antonini Pii^ erected in honour of Antoninus Pius

after his death, consisted of a column of red granite

on a pediment of white marble, and was situated

in tbe Campus Martius, near the temple dedicated

to this emperor. It stood at an earlier period not

far from the Curia Innocenziana on Monte Citorio,

in the garden of the Casa della Missione. At
present the basis only is extant, and is preserved

ill the garden of the Vatican. 5. Col. M. Aurelii

Antonini, generally called the Antonine Column,
erected to the memoir of the emperor M. Aurelius,

also in tbe Campus Martius, aifd still extant. It

is an imitation of the Column of Trajan, and con-

tains bas-reliefs representing the wars of M. Au-
relius against the Marcpmanni.—XX. Obelisks.

The C^elisks (Obelisci) at Rome were mostly

works of Egyptian art, which were transported

from Egypt to Rome in the time of the emperors.

Augustus caused 2 obelisks to be brought to

Rome, one of which was erected in the Circus and

another in the Campus Martius. The former was
restored in 1689, and is called at present the

Flamiiiian Obelisk. Its whole height* is about

.116 feet, and without the base about 78 feet. The
obelisk in the Campus Martius was set up by
Augustus as a sun-dial. It stands at present on

the Monte Citorio', where it was placed in 1792.

Its whole height is about 110 feet, and without

the base about 71 feet. Another obelisk was
brought to Rome by Caligula, and placed on the

Vatican in the Circus of Caligula. It stands at

present in front of St. Peter’s, where it was’placed

in 1586, and its whole height is about 132 feet,

and without the base and modem ornaments at

top about 83 feet. But the largest obelisk at

Rome is that which was originally transported

from Heliopolis to Alexandria by Constantine,

and conveyed to Rome by his son Constantius,
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who placed it in the Circus Maximus. Its present

position is before the north portico of the Lateran

church, where it was placed in 1588. Its jji’hole

height is about 149 feet, and without the base

about 106 feet. There are 8 other obelisks at Rome,
besides those mentioned above, but none of them
arc of historical importance.— G. Roads loading
out of Bomo. Of these the most important were

:

I. Via Latina, the most ancient of the south roads,

which issued at flrst from the Porta Capena, and
after the time of Aurelian from the Porta Latina.

It joined the Via Appia at Beneventuin. 2. Via
Appia, the Great South Road, also issued from the

Porta Capena, and was the most celebrated of all

the Roman roads. It was commenced by Appiui
Claudius, when censor, and was eventually carried

to Bmndusium. [Appia Via.] 3. Via Ostiensin,

originally passed through the Porta Trigemina,
afterwards through the Porta Ostiensis, and kept
the left bank of the Tiber to Ostia. 4. Via For-
tuensis, issued from the same gate as the Via
Ostiensis, and kept the right bank of the Tiber to

Portus, the new harbour founded by Claudius,
near Ostia. 5. Via Labicana, issued from the
Porta Esquilina, and passing Labicum fell into the
Via Latina at the station ad Bivium, 30 miles
from Rome. 6. Via Pracnestina, originally the
Via (Jubina, issued at first from the Porta Es-
quilina, and subsequently from the Porta Prae-
nestina. Passing through Gabii and Praeneste, it

joined the Via Latina just below Anagnia. 7. Via
Tiburtina, issued originally from the Porta Esqui-
liiia, or from the Porta Viminalis, and subsequently
from the Porta Tiburtina, and proceeded to Tibur,
from which it was continued under the name of the

Via Valeria, past Corfinium to Adria. 8. Via
Nomentana, anciently Ficulnensis, ran from the

Porta Collina, subsequently from the Porta No-
incntann, across the Anio to Nomentiim, and a
little beyond fell into the Via Salaria at Eretrum.

9. Via Solaria, ran from th# Porta Collina, sub-

bcqueutly from the Porta Salaria, past Fidenae to

Reate and Asculum Picenum, At Castrum Tri-
cntiiium it reached the coast, which it followed

until it joined the Via Flaminia at Ancona.
10. Via Flaminia, the Great North Road, com-
menced in the censorship of C. Fiaminius, issued

from the Porta Flaminia, and proceeded past

Ocriculum, Narnia and Pisaurum to Ariminum,
from which town it was continued under the name
of the Via Aemilia to Placentia and Aquileia.

II. Via Aurelia, the Great Coast Road, issued

originally from the Porta Janiculensis. It reached

the coast at Alsium, and followed the shore of the

Lower Sea along Etruria and Liguria by Genoa,
as far as Forum Julii in Gaul.

BomulSa, an ancient town of the Hlrpini in

Samnium, on the road from Beneventum to Ta-
rentum, destroyed at an early period by the

Romans.
BomUlns, the founder of the city of Rome, mnst

not be regarded as a real personage. The stories

about him are mythical, and represent the tradi-

tional belief of the Roman people respecting their

origin. Romulus, which is only a lengthened form
of Romusj is the Roman people represented as an
individucal. The common legend about Romulus
ran as follows:—At Alba Longa there reigned a
succession of kings, descended from lulus, the son

of Aeneas. One of the last of these kings left two
sons, Numitor and Amulius, The latter, who was

ij n
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the yoaiiger* deprived Numitor of the kingdom,

hut allowed him to live in the enjoyment of his

private fortune. Fcjulul, however, lest the heirs

of Numitor might not submit so quietly to his

usurpation, he caused his only son to be murdered,

and made Iiis daughter Silvia, or llhea Silvia,

one of the Vestal virgins. Silvia was violated by
Mars, and in course of time gave birth to twins.

Ainulius doomed the guilty Vestal and her babes

to be drowned in the river. In the Anio Silvia

exchanged her earthly life for that of a goddess,

and became the wife of the river god. The stream

rarried the cradle in which the children were lying

into the Tiber, which had overflowed its banks

far and wide. It was stranded at tlie foot of the

Palatine, and overttirned on the root of a wild

tree, which, under the name of the Ficus Rumi-
nalis, was preserved and held sacred for many ages

after. A she>wol^ which had come to drink of the

stream, carried them into her den hard by, and
suckled them

; where they were discovered by
Faustulus, the king's shepherd, who took the

children to his own house, and gave them to the

care of his wife, Acca Larentia, They were called

Bomulos and Bemus,. and were brought up with

the other shepherds on the Palatine hill. As
they grew up, they became distinguished by the

beauty of their person and the bravery of their

deeds, and fought boldly against wild beasts and

robbers. A quarrel liaving ansen between these

shepherds and the herdsmen of Numitor, who
stalled their cattle on the neighbouring hill of the

Aventine, Remus was taken by a stratagem, during

the absence of his brother, and carried oif to Numi-
tor. This led to the discovery of the parentage

both of llumulus and Remus, who now slew Ainu-

lius, and placed their grandfather Numitor on the

throne.—Romulus and Remus loved their old abode,

and therefore left Alba to found a city on the

banks of the Tiber. A strife arose between the

brothers wJiere the cily should bo built, and after

whose nauio it should be called. Romulus Avished

to build it ou the Palatine, Remus on tho Aven-
tinc. It Avas agreed that the question should be

decided by augury
;
and eacli took his station on

the top of his chosen hill. The night passed away,

and as the day Avas duAvning Remus saw (S vultm'es;

but at sun-rise, when those tidings were brought

to Romulus, 12 vultures flew by him. Each claimed

tho augury in his own favour ; but the shepherds

decided for Romulus, and Remus Avas obliged to

yield. Romulus now proceeded to mork out the

poinoenum of his city (see Diet, of AiUiq. $. v.\

and to raise the wall. Remus, Avho still resented

the Avrong ho had sufiered, leapt over the Avail in

scorn, whereupon he Avas slain by his brother. As
soon as the city Avas built, Romulus found his

people too feAV in numbers. He therefore set apart,

on the Cnpitollne hill, an - asylum, or a sanctuary,

in which homicides and runaway slaves might take

refuge. The city thus became filled with men, but

they wanted women. Romulus, therefore, tried

to form treaties with the neighbouring uibes, in

order to obtain connuliutn, or the right of legal

marriage Avith their citizens
;
but his offers were

treated with disdain, and he accordingly resolved

to obtain by force wliat he could not gam by en-

treaty. In the fourth month after tho foundation

of the cify, he proclaimed that games Avero to be
celebrated in honour of the god Consus, and invited

his neighbours, the Latins and Sabines, to the
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festival. Suspecting no treachery, they came in

numbers, Avith their wives and children. But the

Roman youths rushed upon their guests, and car-

ried off tho virgins. The parents of the virgins

returned home and prepared for vengeance. The
inhabitmits of 3 of tho Latin towns, Caenina, An-
temnae, and Crustumeriura, took up arms one
after the other, and Avere successively defeated by
the Romans. Romulus slew Avith his own hand
Acron, king of Caenina, and dedicated his arms
and armour, as spolia opinia, to Jupiter At last

the Sabine king, Titus Tatius, advanced with a
powerful army against Rome. Tho fortress of the
Saturnian, afterwards called the Capitoline hill,

was SAirrcndered to the Sabines, by the treachery

of Tju*peia, the daughter of the commander of the

fortress. [Tahpkia.] Ou the next day the

Romans endeavoured to recover the lull ; and a
long and desperate battle was fought in the valley

between the Palatine and the Capitoline. At
length, when both parties were exhausted with the

struggle, the Sabine women rushed in between
them, and prayed their husbands and fathers to be
reconciled. Their prayer was heard

; the two
people not only made peace, but agreed to form
only one nation. The Romans continued to dwell

ou the Palatine under their king Romulus; the

Sabines built a new town on the Capitoline and
Quirlnal hills, where they lived under their king
Titus Tatius. The two kings and their senates met
for deliberation in the valley between the’ Palatine

and Capitoline hills, which was hence called co7ni~

tium^ or tho place of meeting. But this union did
not last long. Titus Tatius Avas slain at a festival at

Lavinium by some Laurentines, to Avhom ho had
refused satisfaction for outrages which had been
committed by his kinsmen. Henceforward Ronm-
lua ruled alone over both Romans and Sabines.

After reigning 37 years, ho Avaa at length taken

away from the world. Oi.o day as he Av.as review-

ing his people ill the Campus Murtius, near the

Coat’s Pool, tho sun Avas suddenly eclipsed, dark-

ness overspread the earth, and a dreadful storm

dispersed the people. ’When daylight had re-

turned Romulus had disappeared, for liis father

Mars had carried him up to heaven in a fiery

chariot. {Quirinvs JMartis eqtiis Acheronla fugiU

Hor. Camu iii. 3.) Shortly afterwards he ap-

peared in more than mortal beauty to Proculus

Julius, and bade him tell the Romans to worship

him as their guardian god under tho name of

Quirinus. Such Avas the glorified end of Romulus
in the genuine legend. But os it staggered the

faith of a later age, a tale Avas invented to account

for his mysterious disappearance. It was related

that the stators, discontented Avith the tyrannical

rule of their king, murdered him during the

gloom of a tempest, cut up his body, and car-

ried home the mangled pieces under their robes.

— As Romulus was regarded as the founder

of Rome, its most ancient political institutions

and tho organisation of the people were ascribed

to him. Thus ho is said to have divided the

people into 3 tribes, which bore tho names Bam-
iies, Tifies, and Luccres. The Ramnes wero sup-

posed to have derived their name from Romu-
lus, the Titles from Titus Tatius the Sabine king,

and the Luceres from Lucumo, an Etruscan chief'

who had assisted Romulus in the war against the

Sabines. Each tribe contained 10 curiae, which

reealved th«r luunes from the 30 Sabine women
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who had brought about the peace betAveeu th

Romans and their own people. Further, each curia

contained 10 gente9,and each gens 100 men. Thus

the people, according to the general belief, were

divided originally' into 3 tribes, 30 curiae, and

300 gentes, which mustered 3000 men, who fought

on foot, and were called a legion. Besides those

there were 300 horsemen, called Celercs, the same

body as the E(iuites of a later time. To assist him

in the government of the people Romulus is said to

have selected a number of the aged men in the

state, who were called Patres, or Senatores. The
council itself, which was called the senatua,. ori-

ginally consisted of 100 members ; but this number
was increased to 200 when the Sabines were in-

corporated in the state. In addition to the senate,

there was another assembly, consisting of the mem-
bers of the gentes, which boro the name of comitia

curiata, because they voted in it according to their

division into curiae.

BOmiLlus Augustins. [Augustulus.]
Eomillus Silvlus. [Sitvius.]

Roscianum (Ifossano)^ a fortress on the E. coast

of Bruttium between Thurii and Paternum.

Rosoillus [Akgus.]
Roscius. L L., a Roman ambassador sent to

Fidenae in b. c. 438. He and his three colleagues

were killed by the inhabitants of Fidenae, at the

instigation of Lar Tolumnius, king of the Vcientes.

The statues of all four were erected in the Rostra

at Rome. •— 2. Sex., of Ameria, a town in Umbriu.

The father of this Roscius had been murdered at

the instigation of 2 of his relations and fellow-

townsmen, T. Roscius Magnus and T. Roscius

Capito, who coveted the wealth of their neighbour.

These two Roscii struck a bargain with Chry-

sogonus, the freedman and favourite of Sulla, to

divide the property of the murdered man between

them. But as the proceeding excited the utmost

indignation at Ameria, and the magistrates of the

town made an effort to obtain from Snlla the

restitution of the property to the son, the robbers

accused young Roscius of the murder of his father,

and hired witnesses to swear to the fact. Roscius

was defended by Cicero (n. c. ^0) in an oration

which is still extant, and was actiuitted. Cicero’s

speech was greatly .admired at the time, and though

at a later period lie found fault with it himself, as

bearing marks of youthful exaggeration, it displays

abundant evidenoo of liis great oratorical powers.

—* 3. Q., the most celebrated comic actor at Rome,
was a native of Solonium, a small place in the

neighbourhood of Lanuvium. His histrionic powers

procured him the favour of many of the Roman
nobles, and, among others, of the dicta^r Sidla,

who presented him with a gold ring, the symbol
of equestrian rank. Roscius enjoyed the friend-

ship of Cicero, who constantly speaks of him in

terms both of admiration and aifection. Roscius

was considered by the Romans to have reached

such perfection in his own profession, that it be-

came the fashion to call every one who became

particularly distinguished in his own art, by the

name of Roscius. In his younger years Wcero
received instruction from Roscius ;

and at a later

time he and Roscius often used to try which of

them could express a thought with the greatest

eflFect, the orator by his eloquence, or the actor

hy his gestures. These exercises gave Roscius so

high
^ an opinion of his art, that he wrote a work

in which he compared eloquence and acting. Like
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his celebrated contemporary, the tragic actor Ae-
sopus, Roscius realized an immense fortune by his

profession. He died in 62.— One of Cicero’^ ejo-

taut orations is entitled /'ro Rosdo Contoedo,

It was delivered before the judex G. Piso, proba-

bly in 68, and relates to a claim for 50,000 ses-

terces, which one C. Fannius Chaerea brought
against Roscius.— 4. Fabatns^ [Fabatus.]—
5. Otho. [Otho.]

RotomS.gu8. [Ratomagus.]
Roxana ('PwfdvT;), daughter of Oxyartes the

Bactrian, fell into the liaiids of Alexander on his

capture of the hill- fort in Sogdiana, named the

rock,” B. c. 327. Alexander was so captivated by
her charms, that he married her. Soon after

Alexander's death (323), she gave birth to a son
(Alexander Aegus), who was admitted to share
the nominal sovereignty with Arrhidaeus, under
the regency of Pcrdiccas. Before the birth of the
boy' she bad drawn Statira, or Barsine, to Babylon
by a friendly letter, and there caused her to be
murdered. Rox.ana afterwards crossed over to

Europe with her sun, and placed herself under the
protection of Olympias. She shared the fortunes

of Olympias, and threw herself into Pydna along
with tile latter, where they were besieged by Cas-
saiider. In 316 Pydna was taken by Cassander;
Olympias was put to death ; and Roxana and her
son were placed in confinement in Amphipolis.

Here they were detained under the charge of

Glaucias till 311, in which year, soon after the

genenJ peace then concluded, they were murdered
ill accordance with orders from Cassander.

Boxolani. [Rhoxulanl]
Rilbi (Rubustinus : Ruvo\ a town in Apulia

on the road from Canusium to Brundusium.

B^bloo, a small river in Italy, falling into the

Adriatic a little N. of Ariminum, formed the

boundary in the republican period between the

province of Gallia Cisalpiua and Italia proper. It

is celebrated in history on accoflnt of Caesar’s pas-

sage across it at the head of his army, by which
act he declared war against the republic. A papal

decree, issued in 1756, declared the modem Luaa
to be the ancient Rubico, but tho Pisatello, a little

further N., lias better claims to this honour.

Rubra Saxa, called Rubrao breves (sc. petrae)

by Martial, a small place in Etruria only a few
miles from Rome, near the river Cremera, and on

the Via Flaminia. It was near this spot that the

great battle was fought, in which Maxentius was
defeated by Constantine, a. u. 312.

RubresuB Laous. [Nakbo.]
Rubrioatus. L Or Ubus ( Heibous), a consider-

able river of Numidia in N. Africa, rising in the

mountains S. E. of Cirta {^ConstuaiiineJt), flowing

N. E., and falling into the Mediterranean E. of

Hippo Regius (Zfo«ttA).— 2. {Llchrtgat)^ a small

river of Hispania Tarraconensis, flowing into the

sea W. of Barcino.

Rubrum Mare. [Erythkabum Marb.]
RudXae (Rudinus : Rotiyliu.no ur Ruge)^ a town

of the Peucetii in Apulia, on tho road from Brun-

dusium to Venusia, was originally a Greek colony,

and afterwards a Roman mmiicipiuin. Rudiae ia

celebrated qs the birth-place of Ennius.

RueBluzn, a town of the Vcilavi or Velauni,

hence called simply Civitas Vellavorum, in Gallia

Aquitanica (in the modern Petey), probably the

modem SU Pmlim or Patdhan on the frontiers of

Auvergne.
u u2
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Bdfbius. 1. F. ComSlItiB Bufintis, was consul

B.c. 290, with M’. Curius Dentatus, and in conjunc-

tioi^ with his colleague brought the Samnite war to a

conclusion, and obtained a triumph in consequence.

He was consul a second time in 277, and carried

on tho war against the Samnites and the Greeks

in Southern Italy. The chief event of his second

consulship was the capture of the important town
of Croton. In 275, Rufinus was expelled from

the senate by the censors C. Fabricius and Q. Ae-
milius Papus, on account of his possessing 10
pounds of silver plate. The dictator Sulla was
descended from this Rufinus. His grandson was
the first of the family who assumed the surname

of iSulla. 2. Liclnlus Rufinus, a jurist, who
lived under Alexander Severus. There are in the

Digest 17 excerpts from 12 books of Regulae by
Rufinus. —• 3. The chief minister of state under
Theodosius the Great, was an able, but at the same
time a treacherous and dangerous man. He insti-

gated Theodosius to those cruel measures which
brought ruin upon Antioch, a. d. 390. After the

death of Theodosius in .395, Rufinus exercised

paramount influence over the weak Arcadius ; but

towards the end of the year a conspiracy was
formed against him by Eutropius and Stilicho, who
induced Gainas, the Gothic ally of Arcadius, to

join in the plot. Rufinus was in consequence

slain by the troops of Gainas.— 4. Surnamed Ty-
rannius or Turranius, or Toranus, a celebrated

ecclesiastical writer, was probably born about A. d.

345 in Italy. lie was at first an inmate of the

monastery at Aquileia, and he afterwards resided

many years at a monastery in Palestine, where he
became very intimate with St. Jerome, I'he two
friends afterwards quarrelled

;
and Jerome attacked

Rufinus with the utmost vehemence on account of

his supporting the tenets of Origen. After re-

maining in the East for about 20' years, Rufinus

returned to Ifiily in 3.97, where he published a
Latin translation Cl the Apology for Origen by
Pumphilns, and of the books of Origen Dn Prin-

cipiis^ together with an original tract Do. Adultera-

iiume Lihroi'um Oripenis. In the preface to the De
Principiis, he quoted a panegyric, which Jerome
had at an earlier period pronounced upon Origen.

This led to a bitter correspondence between the 2
former friends, which was crowned by the Apologia

of the one adversus Ilieronymumy and the Apologia

of the other adversus Rvfinum. Rufinus died in

Sicily in 410, to which island he had fled upon
the invasion of Italy by Alaric. Several of his

works are extant, but there is no complete edition

of them.— 5. The author of a little poem in 22
lines, Pasipliaes Palmla ex omnibus Metris Ho-
raitanis^ which, as the name imports, contains an
exaniple of each of the diflferent metres employed
by Horace. His date is quite uncertain, but he
may be the same person with the following.— 6.

A grammarian of Antioch, whose treatise De Me-
tris Comicist or rather extracts from it, is contained

in the Grammaticae Laiinae Audores Aniiqui of

Putschius, Hannov. 160.5. —7. The author of 38
epigrams in the Greek Anthology. His date is

uncertain
; but there can be no doubt that he was

a Byzantine. His verses are of the ^me light

amatory chatacter as those' of Agnthias, Paulas,
Macedunius, and others.

Rufirae, a town in Campania, frequently con-
founded with Rufrium.

I
Rnfriiun, a town of the Hirpini in Samnium.
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Rufas, CnrtXus. [Curtius.]

Rnfiu Epheslns, so called from the place of

his birth, n celebrated Greek physician, lived in the

reign of Trajan (a. d. 98—1 17), and wrote several

medical works, some of which are still extant.

Rnfas, L. Caecllltis, brother of P. Sulla by the

same mother, but not by tlie same father. He was
tribune of the plebs, b. c. 63, wlien he rendered

warm support to Cicero, and in particular opposed
the agragrian law of Rullus. In his praetorship,

57, he joined most of the other magistrates in pro-

posing the recall of Cicero from banishment.

Rttfos, M. Caellus, a young Roman noble, dis-

tinguished as an elegant writer and eloquent

speaker, but equally conspicuous for his profligacy

and extravagance. Notwithstanding his vices he
lived on intimate terms Avith Cicero, who defended
him in n.c. 56 in an oration still extant. The
accusation was brought against him by Sernproniiis

Atratimis, at the instigation of Clodia Quadran-
tario, whom he had lately deserted. Clodia

charged him with having borrowed money from

her in order to murder Dion, the head of the

embassy sent by Ptolemy Auletes to Rome
;
and

with having made an attempt to poison her. In

52 Caelins was tribune of the plebs, and in 50
aedile. During the years 51 and 50 he carried

on an active correspondence with Cicero, who was
then in Cilicia, and many of the letters which ho

wrote to Cicero at that time are preserved in tlie

collection of Cicero's Letters. On the breaking

out of the civil war in 49 he espoused Caesar’s

side, and was rewarded for his services by the

praetorship, in 48. Being at this time overAvhclmed

with debt, he availed himself of Cae.sar’s absence

from Italy to bring forward a law for the abolition

of debts. Ho was, however, resisted by the other

magistrates and deprived of Ins olfice ;
whereupon

he went into the S. of Italy to join Milo, whom
he had secretly sent for from Massilia. Milo was

killed near 'j’hurii before Caelius could join him

[Milo]; and Caelius himself was put to death

shortly afterwards at Thurii.

Rflfiis, Sextus. [Sextuh Rufus.]
Rugii, an important people in Gcnnany, origi-

nally dwelt on the coast of the Baltic between the

Viadus {Oder) and the Vistula. After disappear-

ing a long time from history, they are found at a

hater time in Attila’s army; and after Attila’s

death they founded a new kingdom on the N.
bank of the Danube in Austria and Hungary, the

name of which is still preserved in the modem
Rugiland. They have left traces of their name in

the country which they originally inhabited in the

modern j^in/en, Rugenwalde., Rega., RegenwaUie.

Rullus, P. Servlllus, tribune of the plebs, b. o.

63, proposed an agrarian law, which Cicero at-

tacked in 3 orations which have come down to us.

It Avas the most extensive agrarian law that had

ever been brought forward
;

but as it was im-

possible to carry such a sweeping measure, it Avas

withdrawn by Rullus himself.

P. RupUius, consul b. c. 1 32, prosecuted with

the utmostvehemence all the adherents of Tib. Grac-

chus, who had been slain in the preceding year. In

his consulship he Avas sent into Sicily against the

slaves, and brought the servile war to a close. He
remained in the island as proconsul in the following

year ; and, with 1 0 commissioners appointed by

the senate, he made various regulations for the

government of the province, which were known by
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the name of Leges llupiliae. Rupiliiis was con-

demned in the tribunate of C. Gracchus, r23, on

account of his illegal and cruel acts in the prose-

cution of the friends of Tib. Gracchus. He vrsia

an intimate friend of Scipio Africanus the younger,

who obtained the consulship for him, but who
failed in gaining the same honour for his brother

Lucius. He is said to have taken his brother's

failure so much to heart as to have died in conse-

quence,

Buscino, a town of the Sordones or Sordi in

the S.E. part of Gallia Narbonensis, at the foot of

the Pyrenees, on the river Iluscino (Tet)^ and on

the road from Spain to Narbo. A tower of the

ancient town is still extant near Perpignan, called

la Tour f(e Rousillov.

Busellae (Rusellaims ; nr. Grosseio Ru.), one

of the most ancient cities of Etruria, situated on

an eminence E. of the lake Preliiis and on the Via

Aurelia. It is hrst mentioned in the time of

Tarqulnius Prisens. It was taken by the Romans
in ji. c. 294, when 2000 of its inhabitants were

slain, and as many more made prisoners. It

was subsequently a Homan colony, and con-

tinued in existence till 1138, when its inhabi-

tants were removed to Grosseto. The walls

of Rnsellae still remain, and are some of the most

ancient in Italy. They .are formed of enonnous

masses of travertine, piled up without regard to

form, with small stones inserted in the interstices.

The niiisses vary from G to 8 feet in length, and
from 4 to 8 in height. The area enclosed by the

walls forms an irregular quadrangle, between

10,000 and 1 1,000 feet, or about 2 miles in circuit.

Bu8icS.da (S. E. of Stomh Ru.\ a soa-port and

Roman colony in Numidia, used especially as the

port of Cirta.

Busplixum, a town of Africa Propria (Byza-

cium), 2 miles from the sea, between Leptis Parva

and liadrumetur.

Bttssadir [Ras-ud-Uir^ or C. di 'Tres Forcaa

:

Rus in .ancient Punic, and Ras in Arabic, alike

moan ctyie), a promontory of Mauretania Tingitana,

in N. Africa, on the coast of the Metagonitae.

y. E. of it was a city of the same name (prob.

Melillahy

Busticus, Fabiufl, a Roman historian, and a

contemporary of Claudius and Nero.

Busticus*, L. Jiinlus Arulenus, more usually

called Arulenus Rusticus, but sometimes Junius

Rusticus. He was a friend and pupil of Paetus

Thrasea, and an ardent admirer of the Stoic phi-

losophy. He was put to death by Doniitian, be-

cause he had written a panegyric upon TJhrasea.

Busucurrum {Colmh^ opposite A/gier),, a consi-

derable se.a-port in the E. part of MauretaniaCaes.ar-

iensis, constituted a Roman colony under Claudius.

Buteui, a people in Gallia Aquitanica on the

frontiers of Gallia Narbonensis in the modern

Rovergne. Their chief town was Segoduniini,

afterwards Civitas Rutenorum {Rodez). The coun-

try of the Ruteni contained silver mines, and

produced excellent flax.

Butillus Lupus. [Tiupus.]

Butillus Numatianus, Claudius-, a Roman
poet, and a native of Gaul, lived at the beginning

of the 5th century of the Christian aera. He re-

sided at Rome a considerable time, where he at-

tained the dignity of praefectus urbi, about a. d.

413 or 414. He afterwards returned to his native

country, and has described his return to Gaul in an
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elegiac poem, wliich be.ar8 the title of liinararium^

or De Heditu. Of this poem the first book,•con-

sisting of 644 lines, and a small portion of the

second, have come down to us. It is superior

both in poetical colouring and purity of language
to most of the productions of the age

;
and the

passage in which he celebrates the praises of Rome
is not unworthy of the pen of Cluudian. Rutilius

was a heathen, and attacks the Jews and monks
with no small severity. The best edition is by
A. W. Znmpt, Berlin, 1840.

P. Butillus Bufus, a Roman statesman and
orator. He was military tribune under Scipio in

the Numaiitine war, praetor n.c. Ill, consul 105,
and legatus in 95 under Q. Mneius Scaevola, pro-

consul of Asia. While acting in this capacity he
displ.aycd so much honesty and firmness in re-

pressing the extortions of the puhlicani, that ho
became an object of fear and hatred to the whole
body. Accordingly, on his return to Home, he
was impt'tiched of malversation {de repetundia),

found guilty, and compelled to withdraw into

banishment, 92. He retired first to Mytilene,
.and from thence to Smyrna, where he fixed his

abode, and passed the remainder of his days in
tranquillity, having refused to return to Rome,
.although recalled by Sulla. Besides his orations,

Rutilius wrote an autobiography, and a History of

Rome in Greek, which contained an account of
the Nuniantiiie war, but we know not what period

it embraced.

Butllus, C. Marclus, was consul b. c. 357,
when he took the town of Privenium. In 356
ho was appointed dictator, being the first time
that a [tlcbeian had attained this dignity. In his

dictatorship he defeated the Etruscans with great

slaughter. In 352 he was consul a second time

;

and in 351, he was the first plebeian censor. He
was consul for the third time in 344, for the fourth

time in 342. The sou of tnis Rutilus took the
surname of Censorinus, which in the next genera-

tion entirely supplanted that of Rutilus, and be-

came the name of the family. [Cbnsokinus.]
Butliba {Roga)y a river on the coast of Liguria,

which flows into the sea near Albium Inte-

melium.

Butiili, an ancient people in Italy, inhabiting

a narrow slip of country on the coast of Latium a
little to the S. of the Tiber. Their chief town
was Ardea, which was the residence of Tiirnus.

They were subdued at an early period by the

Romans, and disappear fi-oni history.

Butupae or Butuplae {Ricfi/jorough), a port

town of the Cantii in the S. E. of Britain, from
which persons frequently crossed over to the har-

bour of Gessoriacum in Gaul. Excellent oysters

were obtained in the neighbourhood of this place

{Rttttipino edita fiirtdo oatrm, Juv. iv. 141). There
are still several Roman remains at Ridiborough,

S.

Saba (2dga). 1. (0. T. Sheba), the capital of

the Sabawi in Arabia Felix, lay on a high woody
mountain, and was pointed out, by an Arabian
tradition, as the residence of the “ Queen of Sheba,”
who went to Jerusalem to hear the wisdom of

Solomon. Its exact site is doubtful.— 2. There
was another city of the same name in the interior

of Arabia Felix, where a place Sobea is still found,

Cf tJ 3
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uljout in the centre of El- Yemen.— 3. A seapoit

town of Aetliiopin, on the Red Sen, S. of Ptolemais

Theron. A town called 'SaSdr and SctS^ara is

mentioned by Ptolemy, who places it on the Sinus

Adulitanus; and about in the same position Strabo

mentions a town Sahae (2dfa:) as distinct from

Saha. The sites of those place's (if tlieyare really

ditferent) are souf^ht by geo^rapimrs at Nmrarat,

or Fort Morninutori, in tlie S. part of the coast of

Nulna, and Massau'uh on Eonl on the N.E.

coast oi Abyssinia.

Sab&con (5a§a/ca)v), a king of Ethiopia, who
invaded Egypt in the reign of the blind king Any-
sis, whom he dethroned and drove into the marshes.

The Ethiopian conqueror then reigned over Egypt
for .^0 years, but at leugtli quitt(!d the cemntry in

consequence of a dream, whereupon Anysis regained

his kingdom. This is the account wliicli Herodotus

received from the priests (ii. —HO); but it

appears from Mauetho, that there were o Ethiopian

kings who reigned over Egypt, named Subnew.,

SebtchuSi and Taracus, whose colh'ctive reigns

amount to 40 or 50 years, and who form the 25th

dynasty of that writer. The account of Mauetho
is to be preferred to that.of Herodotus. It appears

that this Ethiopian dynasty reigned over Egj'pt in

the latter half of the 8th century before, the Chris-

tian era. They are mentioned in the Jewish re-

cords. The So, king of Egypt, with whom Ilosca,

king of Israel, made an alliance about B.n. 722
(2 Kings, xvii. 4), was probably the same as

^bichus
; and the Tirltakuh^ king of the Ethi-

opians, who was preparing to make war against

Sennacherib, in 711 (Is. xxxvii. .0), is the ssimc

as Tnraciis.

6&baei or S&bae (Safiaiot, SdSai : 0. T. She-

baiim), one of the chief peoples of Arabia, dwelt

in the S.W. corner of the peninsula, in the most

beautiful part of Arabia Felix, the N. and centre

of the province of EL-Yemen. So, at least, Ptolemy

places them ; but the earlier geographers give them

a wider extent, quite to the S. of El- Yemen. The
fact seems to be that they are the chief repre-

sent.ativcs of a race which, at an early period, was
widely spread on both sides of the S. part of the

Red Sea, where Arabia and Aethiopia all but

joined at the narrow strait of liab-el-Mandeb; and
hence, probably, the confusion often made between
the SJi^a and Seba of Scriptnro, or between the

Shebaiim of Arabia and the Sebaurn of Aethiopia.

Another proof of the wide extent of this race is

furnished by tho mention, in the hook of .Job, of

Sabeans as fju: N., probably, ns Arabia Deserta

(Job, i. 15). The Sabeans of El-Yemon were

celebrated for their wealth and hixurj'. Their

country produced all the most precious spices and
perfumes of Arabia, and they carried on an ex-

tensive trade with the East. Their capital was at

Saba, where we are told that their king was kept

a close prisoner in his palace. The monarchy was
not hereditary, but descended according to an
order of succession arranged among the chief

families of the country.

Sab&te, a town of Etruria on the road from
Cosa to Rome, and on the N.W. comer. of a lake,

which was named after it Lacus SabatixLUB {Lago
di Bracciano).

Sabatim, a people in Campania, who derived

their name from the river Sabatus (Sabbaio), a
tributary of the C^or, which flows into the Vul-

tumus.

SABINA.

Sabazius (SagdJ’ios), a Phrygian divinity, com-
monly ih'scribed as a son of Rhea or Cybeh'. In
later times he was identified with the mystic'

Dionysus, who hence is sonietimes called Dionysus
Sabazius. For the same reason Sabazius is culled

a sou of Zeus by Pcrseplione, and is said to liave

been reared by a nymph Nyssa; though others,

by philosophical speculations, were led to consider
him a son of Cahims, Dionysus, or Cronos. He
was torn by the Titans into 7 pieces. I'lie con-

nection of Sabazius with the Phrygian iiiotlier of

the godsarcount.H for the fact that Im was identified,

to a certain extent, with Zeus hinis(!lf^ who is

mentioned as Zeus Sabazius, both Zeus and Dio-

nysus having been brought up by Cybele or Rhea.
11 is worship and festivals (Sabazi(t) were also

introduced into (Ireece
;
hut, at least in the time

of Domostheue.s, it was not thought reputable to

take part in them, for they were celebrated at

night by both sexes in a licentious maniu'r. Ser-

pents, Avhich were sacred to him, acted a prujuinont

part .at the Sabazia and in the processions : the

g«»d himself was re[ireseiited witli horii.s, because,

it is said, he was the first that yoked oxen to the

lough for agTicultiire.

S&belli. [Sabini.]

SabelHus, an heresiarch of the 3rd century,

of whose personal history hardly anything is

known. He broached his heresies in the Libyan
Peiitapolis, of which he appears to have been a
native. Jlis characteristic dogma related to the

Divine Nature, in which he conceived tliat there

was only one hypostasis or person, identifying with

each other the Father, the Son, and the Spirit,

“ so that in one hgpostasis there arc threu? deslg-

nations'^ (c^s elvai viroardaei Tpets opo-

fiaaias).

Sabina, the wife of the emperor Hadrian, wtis

the grand-niece of Trajan, being the daughter of

Matidi.n, who was the daughter of Marci.'ina, the

sister of Trajan. Sabina was married to Hadrian

about A. i>. 100 through the influence of Plotina,

the wife of Trajan., Tho marriage did not prove

a happy «tne. Sabina at length put an end to her

life, and there was a report that she had even

been poisoned by her husband. She was certainly

alive in 1 30, and probably did not die till 1 38, a

few months before Hadrian. She was enrolled

among the gods after her decease.

Sabina, Poppaea, awoman of surpassing beauty,

but licentious morals, was the daughter of T. 01-

lius, but assumed the name of her maternal grand-

father Poppaeus Sabinus, who had been consul in

A. n. 9. phe was first married to Rufius Cris-

pinus, aud afterwards to Otho, who was one of the

boon companions of Nero. The latter soon became

enamoured of her
;
and in order to get Otho out of

the way Nero sent him to govern the province of

Lusitania (58). Poppaea now became the ac-

knowledged mistress of Nero, over whom she

exercised absolute sway. Anxious to become the

wife of the emperor, she persuaded Nero first to

murder, his mother Agrippina (59), who was op-

posed to such a disgraceful union, and next to

divorco and shortly ^terwards put to death his

innocent and virtuous wife Octavia (6*2). Im-

mediately after the divorce of Octavia, Poppaea

became the wife of Nero. In the following yew

she gave birth to a daughter at Antium ;
but the

infant died at the age of 4 months. In 65 Pop-

paea was pregnant again, but was killed by a kkk
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from her brutal husband in a fit of passion. She

was enrolled among the gods, aiul a magnificent

temple was dedicated to her by Nero. Ponpaea

was inordinately fond of luxury and pomp, and

took immense pains to preserve the beauty of her

person. Thus wc arc told tliat all her mules were

shod with gold, and that .500 asses were daih'

milked to supply her witli a hath.

Sabini, one of the most ancient and powerful of

the peoples of central Italy. The ancients usually

derived their luiine from Sabimts, a son of the na-

tive god Siineus. Tin* diflbrent tribes of the Sabine

race were widely spre.ad over the whole of centnil

It.ily, and were connected witli tin* Opicans, fTm-

briaiitf, and those other peoples whose language>?

were akin to the GTeek. The earliest traces of

tlie Saljines are found in the neiglibourhood of

Ajuitermiiii at the foot of the main chain of the

Apennines, wiicnce tliey spread as far S. as the

confini's of Liicania and Apulm. 'J’he Sabim's

may he divided into 3 great classes, called by the

names of Sabini, Sahelli, and Samnites respectively,

'i’he Sabini pr(i[ier inhabited tlie country between

the Nar, the Anioand the Tiber, between Latinin,

Mtrnria, nnibria and Picennm. This district was

monntaiiions, and better adapted for pastuinge

than corn. Tlie cliief towns were Amiteninm,

Rente, Nursi.n, Cutiliae, Cures, Kretrnni .and No-
mentuin. The Sabolli W(‘re the smaller tribes

who issued from the Sabines. To these belong

the Vestini, Marsi, M.'irnicini, Peligni, Frentnni

and Ilirpini. In addition to those peoplt?8, to

wlioju tlie namo of Sabelliams is usually restricted,

the Pieentes iu I’iccuiiim, the Picentini, who tvere

transplanted from the latter country to Campania,

and the imeani, were also of Sabine origin. The
Saranitea, who were by far the moat powerful of

all the Sabine peoples, are treated of in a si'parate

article. [Sa.mntum.J There were certain na-

tional eliaracterihtics which distinguished the whole

Sabine race. I’liey were a people of simple and

virtuous habits, faithful to their word, and imbued
with deep religious feeling. * Hence we find fre-

quent nu'iition of omens and * prodigies in their

country. They wcr<j a migratory race, and adopted

a peculiar system of emigration. In times of

great danger and distress they vowed a Fcr .Ste-

erttwj, or Sacred Spring
;
and all the children born

in that spring wore, regarded as sacred to the god,

and were compelled, at the end of 20 years, to

leave their native country and seek a new home
in foreign lands. The form of government among
the Sabines was republican, but iu war they chose

a sovereign ruler {Embratur), whom the Romans
sometimes call dictator, and sometimes king. With
the exception of the Sabines iu Luc.ania and Cam-
pania, they never attained any high degree of

civilisation or mentid culturo ;
but they were

always distinguishod by their love of freedom,

which they maintained with the greatest bravery.

Of this the Samnites were the most striking ex-

ample. After the decline of the Etruscan power,

the Sabines were for a long time the greatest
;

people in Italy
;
and if they had remained united, i

they might have conquered the whole peninsula.

The Sabines fpnncd one of the elements of which
the Roman people was composed. In.the time of

Romulus, a portion of the Sabines, after the rape

of their wives and daughters, became incorporated

with the Romans, and the 2 peoples were united

into one under the general name of Quirites. The
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remainder of the Sabini proper, who were less

warlike than the Samnites .und Sabellians^ were
finally subdued by lVf\ Curiiis Dentatns, n. c. 200,
and received thi* Roman franchise, riwe siilf'ra^qio.

The Sabellian tribes concluded a treaty witli the
Hmnan.s at an early period, namely, the Vestini in

323, and the Marsi, Marrucini, Peligni and Fren-
tiini ill 304 ;

but these peoples again took up arms
against the Romans in the Social War (90—H8),
which ended in the complete subjugation of all

the Sabellinu tribes. The history of the Avars

between the Samnites and the Romans is given
under Samxium.

SabTnus. 1, A contemporary poet .and a friend

of Ovid. Ovid informs us that Sahimis had
AATitten answers to six of the Episf.ofur I/i roiduin

of Ovid. Three answers enumerated hy Ovid in

this passiige are printed in many editions of the

poet’s work.s as the genuine poems of Sabinus

;

Imt they were written by a modern scholar, An-
gelas .Sabinus, about the year 1467.— 2. M.
Caelins, a Roman jurist, who succeeded Cassius
JAmginu.s, was con.snl a. n. 6.9. He was not the

Sabinus from whom the .S.abiniani took their name,
lie wrote a work, A r/ Edivfum AfdiHinn (^umliuni.

There are no extracts from Caeliiis in the Digest,

but he is often cited, sometinu's as Caelins Sabinus,
sometimes liy tlie name of Sabinus only. — 8.

C. CalvJsIus, one of Caesar's legates in the civil

war, «. c. 43. In 4.5 he received the province of

Africa from Cm?.sar. Having been elected praetor

in 44, be obtained from Antony the province of
Africa again ; but he did not n'tiirn to Africa, as
tlie senate, after the departure of Antony for Mn-
tina, conferred it upon Q. Cornificins, Sabinus
was consul 3.9, and in the following year com-
manded the fleet of Octavian in the war Avith Sex.
Pompe}'. He was super.seded hy Agrippa in the
command of the fleet. He is mentioned too at a
later time us one of the friiflids yf Octavian. «— 4.
T. Flavius, father of the emperor Vespasian, Avas

one of the farmers of the taxes in Asia, and after-

wards carried on busine.s8 as a money-lender among
the Hel\'etiun«. «— 5. Flavius, elder son of the

preceding, .and brother of the emperor Vespasian.
He goA’erned Mopsia for 7 years during the reign

of Claudius, and held the important office of prae-

fectus urbis during the lust 11 years of Nero's
reign. He Avas removed from this office hy Galba,
but was replaced in it on the accession of Otho,
Avho was anxious to conciliate Vesp.asian, Avho

commanded the Roman legions in the East. He
continued to retain the dignity under Vitellius

;

but when Vespasian was proclaimed general by the

legions in the East, and Antonins Primus and bis

other generals in the West, after the defeat of the
troops of Vitellius, Avere marching upon Rome,
Vitellius, despairing of success, offered to surrender

the empire, and to place the supreme power in the

hands of Sabinus till the arrival of his brother.

The German soldiers of Vitellius, hoAvever, refused
submission to this arrangement, and resolved to

support their sovereign by armn. Sabinus there-

upon took refuge in the Capitol, where he aa'os

attackec^ by the Vitellian troops. In the assault

the Capitol was burnt to the ground, Sabinus was
taken prisoner, and put to death by the soldiers in

the presence of Vitellius, who endeavoured in vain

to save his life. Sabinus Avas a man of distin-

guished reputation, and of unspotted character.

He left 2 sons, Flavius Sabinus, and Flavius

V V A
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Clemens. [Clembns.]—*6. Fl&vius, son of the

preceding, married Julia, the daughter of his cuu-

sin litus. He was consul 82, with his cousin

Domitiaii, but was afterwards slain by the latter.

Hassorlus, a hearer of Ateius Capito,

was a dii^tinguislied jurist in tho time of Tibe-

rius. This is the Sabinus from whom the

school of the Sabiniani took its name. [C.^pito.]

There is no direct excerpt from Sabinus in the

Digest, but he is often cited by other jurists, who
commented upon his Lihri ires Juris Oivilis. It

is conjectured that Persiiis means to refer to this

work V. 00), when he says, ‘‘ Excepto si

quid Masuri rubrica vetavit.” Massuriiis also

wrote numerous other works, which are cited by

name in tlie Digest.— 8. NympMdXus. [Nym-
PHiDios.]— 9. Foppaeus, consul s. n. .0, was
appointed in the lifetime of Augustus governor of

Moesia, and was not only conHnned in this govern-

ment by Tiberius, but received from the latter the

provinces of Achaia .and Miicedonia in addition.

He continued to hold these provinces till his death

in 35, having ruled over Moesia for 24 years.

He was the maternal grandfather of Poppaea Sa-

bina, the mistress, and afterwards the wife of

Nero.— 10. Q. Titurius, ono of Caesar's legates

in Gaul, who perished along with L. Aurunculeius

Cotta in the attack made upon them by Ambiorix

in B. c. 54.

Sabis {Sambre) 1. A broad and deep river in

Gallia Belgica and in the territory of the Ambiaiii,

falling into the river Mosa,— 2. A small river on

the coast of Carmauia.— 3. See Sapis.

Sabrata. [Amrotonu m.

]

Sabrina, also culled SabriSna (Severn)^ a river

in tlie W. <'f Britain, which flowed by Venta Si-

lurum into the ocean.

SacS.das (Sa/fdSav), of Argos, an eminent Greek

musician, was one of the masters who established at

Sparta tlie second greiCc school of music, of which

Thaletas was the founder, as Terpauder had been of

the first. He gained the prize for flute-playing at the

first of the musical contests which the Amphictyons

established in connection with the Pythian games

(b. c. 5f>0), and also at the next two festivals in

succession (oflfl,. 582). Sacadiis was a composer of

elegies, as well as a musician.

S&cae (SaKat), one of the most numerous and
most powerful of the Scythian nomad tribes, had
tlieir abodes E. and N. E. of tho Massagetac, ns

far as Serica, in the steppes of Central Asia, which

are now peopled by the Kirghiz Kkisaks, in whoso

name that of their ancestors is traced by some

geographers. They were very warlike, and ex-

celled especially as cavalry, aud as archers both

on horse and foot. Their women shared in their

military spirit ;
and, if wo are to believe Aelian,

they had the custom of settling before marriage,

whether the man or woman should rule the house,

by the result of a combat between them. In early

times they extended their predatory incursions as

far W. as Armenia and Cappadocia. They were

made tributary to the Persian empire, to the army
of which they furnished a large force of cavaliy

and archers, who were among the best trqops that

the kings of Persia had. It should be remembered
that the name of the Sacae is often used loosely

for other Scythian tribes, and sometimes for the

Scythians in general.

8&0&88n6 (Saxaanv^), a fertile district of Ar-
menia Major, on the river Cyrus and the confines
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of Albania, so called from its having been at one
period conquered by the Sacae. A district of

Drangiana bore the same name for a similar rctason.

8&cer Hons. 1. An isolated hill in the country

of the Sabines, on the right bank of the Anio and
W. of tho Via Nomentana, 3 miles from Rome, to

which the plebeians repaired in their celebrated

secessions. The hill is not called by any special

name at the present day, but there is upon its

summit the Torre di Specchio.— 2. A mountain in

Hispaiiia Tnrraconensis near the Minins, probably

the modern Fmrto de iiahanon near Pouferrada.

Sacili, with the surname Martialium, a town of

tho Turduli in Hispania Baetica.

Sacra Via. [Rom a, p. C50, a. J

Sacraria, a town in Umbria on the road be-
tween Treba and Spoletium, supposed by some to

be identical with Clitumni Eanum on the river

Clitumnus.

Sacriportus, a small place in Latium, of un-
certain site, memorable for the victory of Sulla

over the younger Marius, b. c. 82.

Sacrum Flumen. 1. (Ums), a river on the

W. coast of Sardinia.— 2. {Taviynano\ a river on
the E. coast of Corsica, which flowed into the sea

at Alcria.

Sacrum Fromontdrium. 1. {C. St. Vwa:tU%
on the W. coast of Spain, said by Strabo to bo
the most W.-ly point in the whole earth.— 2.

(G. Corso\ the N. E. point of Corsica.— 3. (G. Iria^

also Makri, E/la Kavi or Jedi Burun^ i. o. the 7
points), the extreme point of the mountain Cragus
in Lycia, between Xanthus and Telmissiis.

—

4. (G. Khelidoni), another promontory in Lycia,

near the confines of Pamphylia, and opposite tho

Chelidonian islands, whence it is also called.

From Chelidouium.
Sadyattes (XaSvdrrrjs)^ king of Lydia, suc-

ceeded his father Ardys, and reigned b. c. 829

—

6T7. He carried on war with the Milesians for 6

years, and at his death bequeathed tlie war to his

son and successor, Alyattes. [Alyattks.]
Saepiuum or Se^Inum (Sepinas, -atis : Sej)im\

a municipium in Samiiium on the road fi'om Allifae

to Beneventum.
Saetabls. 1. (Aicoy?), a river on the S. co.ast

of Hispania Tarracoiieusis, W. of the Sucro.—
2. Or Set&bis (Setabitanus : Ju/tva), an important

town of the Contestaui in Hispania Tarraconensis,

and a Roman municipium, was situated on a hill

5. of the Sucro, and was celebrated for its manu-
facture of linen.

SagalassuB (:iaya\curff6s : Allahsun, Ru.), a
large fortifmd city of Pisidia, near the Phrygi.an

border, a day’s journey S. E. of Apamea Cibotus.

it lay, as its large ruins still show, in the form of

an amphitheatre on the side of a hill, and had a
citadel on a rock 30 feet high. Its inhabitants

were reckoned the bravest of the Pisidians, and
seem, from the word AaKsBai/iuv on their coins, to

have claimed a Spartan origin. Among the ruins

of the city are the remains of a very fine temple,

of an amphitheatre, and of 52 other large

buildinofa.

Saganus (:ga7av(lr), a small river on the coast

of Carmania.

Sagapa, one of the mouths of the Indus.

S&g&riB, (Ovid. Ex Ford. iv. 10, 47) a river of

Sarmatia Europaea, falling into a bay in the N.W.
of the Euxine, which was called after it Saganous

Sinus, and which also received the river Axiaces.
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The hay appears to be that on which Odttsa now
stands, and the rivers the Bol-Kouialnik and the

Mal-KouioUnik.

Sagartii (2a7dprto()y according to Herodotus,

a nomad people of Persia. Afterwards, they are

found, on the authority of Ptolemy, in Media and

the passes of M. Zagros.

Sagra, a small river in Magna Graecia on the

S. E. coast of Bruttium, falling into the sea

between Caulonia and Locri, on the kinks of

which a memorable victory was gained by 10,000

Locrians over 120,000 Crotoniates. This victory

appeared so extraordinary, that it gave rise to the

proverbial expression, “It is truer than what

happened on the Sagra,” when a person wished to

make any strong asseveration.

Saguntia. 1. (Xu/onza or Gigonza^ N. W. of

Medina Sidonia), a town in the W”. part of His-

paiiift Baetica, S. of the Baetis.— 2. A town of the

Arevaci in Ilispania Tarraconensis, S. W. of Bil-

bilis near the Muiis Solarius.

SUguntum, more rarely Saguntus (Saguntiims:

Mnrvicdrn\ a town of the Edetani or Sedetani in

Ilispania Tarraconensis, S. of the Iborus on the

river Palantias, about ‘,i miles from the coast. It

is said to have been founded by Greeks from

Zacynthus, with whom Rutuliaiis from Ardea
were intermingled, whence it is sometimes called

Sagunius. It was situated on an eminence

in the midut of a fertile country, and became a

place of great commercial importance. Although

S. of the 1herns it had formed an alliance with

the Romans ; and its siege by Hannibal, b. c. 21 f>,

was the immediate cause of the 2nd Punic war.

The inliabitauts defended their city with the

utmost bmvery .against Hannibal, who did not

succeed in taking the place till after a siege of

ne.arly 8 months. The greater part of the city

was destroyed by Hannibal
;
but it was rebuilt by

the Romans 8 years afterwards, and made a colony.

Saguntum was celebrated for its manufacture of

beautiful drinking-cups ; and the figs of the sur-

rounding country were much valued in antiquity.

The ruins of the ancient toVn, consisting of a
theatre and a temple of Bacchus, are extant at

Murviedro^ which is a corruption of Muri veteres.

Sais (5air, ^airTis : Sorel-Hajjar^ Ru.), a great

city of Egypt, in the Delta, on the E. side of the

Canopic brjinch of the Nile. It was the ancient

capital of Lower Egypt, and contained the palace

and burial place of the Pharaohs, as well as the

tomb of Osiris. It was the chief seat of the wor-

ship of the Egyptian goddess Neith (also called

Sal's), who had here a splendid tcmnle in the

middle of an artificial lake, where a gilat feast of

lamps was celebrated yeaily by worshippers from

all parts of Egypt. The city gave its name to the

Sa'ites Nomos.
Saltis (SaiTif), a surname of Athen.*!, under

which she had a sanctmwy on Mount Pontinus,

near Lerna in Argolis. The name was traced by
the Greeks to the Egyptians, among whom Athena
was said to have been called Sa'is.

Sala. 1. (5uttZc), a river of Germany, Vtween
which and the Rhine Drusus died. It was a tri-

butary of the Albis. •— 2. (6V»o/e), also a river of

Genn.iny and a tributary of the Moeu.u8, which
formed the boundary between the Herniunduri

and Chutti, with great salt springs in its neigh-

bourhood, for the possession of which these 2
peoples frequently coutende^*^8. a

SALAMIS. O’b'o

river in tlie N. part of the W. coast of Mauretania

Tingitana, rises in the Atlas Minor, and falls into

the Atlantic, N. of a town of the same name.—
4. A river in the same province, S. of the one last

mentioned, rises in the Atlas Major and falls into

the Atlantic near the S. boundary of Mauretania.
-»5. A Samothraciau town in Thrace on the coast

of the Aegaesin sea, W. of the mouth of the

Ilebrus.— 6. A town in Pannonia on the road from

Sjibaria to Poetovio.— 7. {Shella\ a town in the

N. part of the W. coast of Mauretania Tingitana,

5. of the mouth of the river of the same name
mentioned under No. 3. This town was the

furthest place in Mauretania towards the S. pos-

sessed by the Romans
; for although the province

nominally extended further S., the Romans never
fully subdued the nomad tribes beyond this point.

Salaola, the female divinity of the sea among
the Romans, and the wife of Neptune. The name
is evidently connected with sal and accord-

ingly denotes the wide, open sea.

Sglacia {Alcacer do Sal\ a raunicipiiim of

Lusitania in the territory of the Turdetani, N. W.
of Pax Julia and S. W. of Ebora, with the sur-

name of Urbs Impcratorm, celebrated for its

woollen manufactures.

Salamis {’XoLkagis : TSidKaiiivioi), 1. (Ao/aft),

an island off the W. coast of Attica, from which
it is septirated by a narrow channel. It forms

the S. boundary of the bay of Eleusis. Its fonu
is that of an irregular semicircle towards the

W., with many small indcntiitions along the coast.

Its greatest length, from N. to S., is about 10
miles, and its width, in its broadest part, from £.

to W., is a little more. In ancient times it is said

to have been called PUyussa^ from the pines which
grew in it, and also Sciras and Cychrta^ from the

names of 2 native heroes. It is further said to

have been called Salamis from a daughter of

Asopus of this name. It wA colonised at an early

time by the Aeacidao of Aegina. Telamon, the

son of Acacus, fled thither after the murder of his

half-brother Phocus, and became sovereign of the

island. His son Ajax accompanied the Greeks
with 12 Salaminiaii ships to thu Trojan war.

Salamis continued .an independent state till about

the beginning of the 40th Olympiad (b. c. 820),

when a dispute arose for its possession between
the Megarians and the Athenians After a long

struggle it first fell into the hands of the Mo-
garians, but was finally taken possession of by the

Athenians through a stratagem of Solon [Solon],
and became one of the Attic demi. It continued

to belong to Athens till the time of Cassander, when
its inhabitants voluntarily surrendered it to the

Macedonians, 31 B. The Athenians recovered the

island in 232 through means of Aratus, and
punished the Salaminians for their desertion to

the Macedonians with great severity. The old

city of Salamis stood on the S. side of the island

opposite Aegina
;
but this was afterwards deserted,

and a new city of the same name built on the £.

coast opposite Attica, on a small bay now called

Ambelakia. Even this new city was in ruins in

the time of Pausanians. At the extremity of the

S. promontory forming this bay was the small

island of Fsyttalla {Lypsokutali\ which is about

a mile long, and from 200 to 300 yards wide.—

•

Salamis is chiefly memorable on account of the

neat battle fought off its coast, in which the

Persian fleet of Xerxes was defeated by the
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Greeks, 4R0, The battle took place in the strait

betwecyi the E. part of the island and the const of

Attica, niul the Greek fleet was drawn up in the

small hay in front of the town of Salnmis. The
battle was witnessed by Xerxes from the Attic

coast, will) had erected for himself a lofty throne

on one of the projectinjr declivities of Mt. Ae-
galcns.—'2. A city of Cyprus, situated in the

middle of the E. coast a little N. of the river

Pediacns. It is said to have hcen founded by
Teucer, the son of Telamon, who gave it the name
of his native island, from which he had been

banished by his father. Salamis possessed an

excellent harbour, and was by far the most im-

portant city in the whole of Cyprus. It became
subject to the Persians with the rest of the island

;

but it recovered its independence about under

Evagoras, who extended his sovereignty over the

greater part of the island. [CvPRUs.] Under the

llomans the whole of the E. part of the island

formed part of the t(?rritnry of Salamis. In the

time of 'I'rajan a great part of the town was
destroyed in an insurrection of the Jews

;
and

under Constantine it suffered still more from an
earthqtiake, which buried a large portion of the

inhabitants beneath its ruins. It "was, however,

rebuilt by Constantine, Avho gave it the name of

Constantin, and made it the capital of the island.

There are still a few ruins of this town.

Salapla (Salapinus ; Snlpi)^ an ancient town of

Apulia ill the district Datinia, was situated S. of

Sipontum on a lake named after it. According to

the common tradition it was founded by Diomedes,

though others ascribe its foundation to the Rhodian
Elpias. It is not mentioned till the 2nd Punic

war, when it revolted to Hannibal after the battle

of Cannae, but it subsequently surrendered to the

Romans, and delivered to the latter the Cartha-

ginian garrison stationed in the town. The original

site of Snlnpia was h't some distance from the

coast
;
but in consequence of the unhealthy exha-

lations arising from the lake above mentioned, the

inhabitants removed to a new town on the sea

coast, which was built by M. Hostilius with the

approbation of the Roman senate, about b. c. 200.

This new town, served as the harbour of Arpi.

The ruins of the ancient town still exist at some
distance from the coast at the village of Salpi.

B&l&plxia PalxiB {lAigo di Salpi)^ a lake of

Apulia, between the mouths of the Cerhalus and
Aufidus, which derived its name from the town of

Salapia situated upon it, and which M. Hostilius

connected with the Adriatic by means of a canal.

8S>laria, a town of the Bastetaiii in Hispaiiia

Tarraconensis and a Roman colony.

SMaria Via. [Roma, p. 667, b.]

SalasBi, a brave and warlike people in Gallia

Transpadana, in 1116 valley of the Duria at the foot

of the Graiian and Pennine Alps, whom some re-

garded as a branch of the Snlyes or Salluvii in

Gaul. They defended the posses of the Alps in

tlieir territory with such obstinacy and courage

that it was long before the Romans were able to

subdue them. At length in the reign of Augustus
the country was permanently occupied by Xerentius
Varro with a powerful Roman force

;
the greater

part of the Salassi were destroyed in battle, and
the rest amounting to 36,000 were sold as slaves.

Their chief town was Augusta Proetoria {Aosla)^

which Augustus colonised with soldiers of the

Praetorian cohorts.
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Baldae (2<£\5at ; Boujayah^ Ru. or De/Iy»t Ru ?)

a large seaport town of N. Africa, originally the
K. frontier town of the kingdom of Mauretania,

afterwards in Mauretania Caesariensis, and, after

the division of that province, the W. frontier town
of Mauretania Sitifensis. Augustus made it a
colony.

SaldUba, 1. (liio Fcrdc), a river in the territory

of the Turduli in Hispania Baeticn, at the mouth
of which was situated a town of the same name. —
2. See Caksaraugusta.

Bale (SetA?/), a town on the const of Thrace.

Salebro, a place in Etruria between Cosa and
Populonium.

Saleius BaesuB. [Basstts.]

Salem, i.c. peace

^

the original name of Jeru-
salem (Gen. xiv. 18).

Salentini or Sallentini, a fjoople in the S. pnrt

of Calabria, who dwelt nround tlie promontory

lapygium, which is hence called Salentinum or

Salentina. They laid claim to a Greek origin

.and pretended to have come from Crete into Italy

under tlie guidance of Idomeneus. They were

subdued by the Romans at the conclusion of their

war with Pyrrhus, and having revolted in the 2nd
Punic war were again easily' reduced to subjection.

Balemum (Salemitanus : Sahrno)^ :m ancient

town in Campania at the innermost corner of the

Sinus Paestaniis, was situated on a height not

far from the coast, and possessed a harbour at tlie

foot of the hill. It was made a Roman colony at

the same time as l*nteoli, b. c. 194; but it attained

its greatest prosperity in the middle ages, after it

had been fortified by the Lombards.
Salganeus or Salgan^a (2a\7aj'6i5s : 'S.o.K’yd-

vtos^ SaA^aj/eiT-rjs), a small town of Boeotia on

the Enripus, and on the road from Antliodon to

Chalcis.

Balinae, salt-works, the name of several towns

which possessed salt-works in their vicinity. 1. A
town in Britain on the E. coast, in the S. part of

Lincolnshire.— 2. A town of the Suetrii in the

Maritime Alps in (pallia Narbonensis, E. of Reii.

— 8. {Toi'i-c delle Saline), a place on the coast of

Apulia near Salapia.— 4 . A place in Picenum on

the river Sannus (iSh^w/o).— 6. {Torda), a place in

Dacia.— 6. Balinae Herouleae, near Herculanum
in Campania.

Balin&tor, Livlns. 1. M. , consul b. c. 21 9, with

L. Acmilius Pnulus, carried on war along with bis

colleague against the Illyrians. On their return to

Rome, both consuls were brought to trial on the

charge of having unfairly divided the booty among
the soldiery. Paulus escaped with difficulty, but

Livius was condemned. The sentence seems to

have been an unjust one, and Livius took his dis-

grace so much to heart that he left the city and re-

tired to his estate in the country, where he lived

some years without taking any part in public

affiiirs. In 210 the consuls compelled him to return

to the city, and in 207 he was elected consul a •2nd

time with C. Claudius Nero. lie shared with hia

colleague in the glory of defeating Hasdnibal on

the Metaurus. [For details, see Nero, Cla

u

nnjs,

No. 2.] Next year (206) Livius was stationed in

Etruria, as proconsul, with an anny, and lua impe-

rium was prolonged for *2 successive years. In

204 he was censor with his former colleague in th*

consulship, Claudius Nero. The two censors had

long been enemies
;
and their long-smothered re-

sentment now burst forth, and occasioned no small
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scandal in the state. Livius, in his censorship,

imposed a tax upon salt, in consequence of which

he received the surnamo of SalinatoVy which seems

to have been given him in derision, hut which be-

came, notwithstanding, hereditary in his family.

— 2. C., cunilc aeclile 203, and praetor 202, in

which year he obtained Bruttii as his province. In

103 ho fought under tlie consul agaitist the Boii,

and in the same year was an unsuccossfnl candi-

date for the consulship.— 8. C., praetor I0l,when
he had the command of the fleet in the war against

Antiochns. He ww consul 100, and obtained

Gaul as his province.

Sallentini. [Salentini.!
SallustJus or Solustitts (SaXovrrrm). 1.

Praefectus Praetorio under the emperor Julian,

with whom he was on terms of friendship. Sal-

lustins was a lieathen, but dissuaded the emperor

from persecuting the Christians. He was probably

the author of a treatise Ilepl Ka\ Kdirjuov^

which is still extant. If so, he was attached to

the doctrines of the Noo-Platonists. The best

edition of this treatise is by Qrellins, Tnrici, 1021.

— 2. A ('ynic philosopher of some note, who
lived in the latter part of the 5th century after

Christ. He was a native of Emesa in Syrio, and

studied successively at Emesa, Alexandria, and
Athens. Sallustii’s was suspected of holding some-

what impious opinions regarding the gods. He
seems at least to have been unsparing in his attacks

upon the fanatical theology of the Neo-Platonists.

C. Salluatlus Grispus, or Salastlus. 1. Tho
Roman historian, belonged to a plebeian family,

and was born n. c. 86, at Amitenmm, in tlie coun-

try of the Sabines. lie was quaestor about 5f),

and tribune of the plebs in 52, the year in which

Clodius was killed by Milo. In his tribunate he

joined the i)opular party, and took an active part

in opposing Milo. It is said that he bad been

caught by Milo in the act of adultery with his wife

Fausta, tho daughter of the dictator Sulla; that he
had received a sound whipping from the liusband

;

and that he had been only let on payment of a
sum of money. In 50 Sallust was expelled from the

senate by the censors, probably because he belonged

to Caesar’s ])arty, though some give as the ground

of his ejection from the senate the act of adultery

already mentioned. In the civil war he followed

Caesar’s fortune. In 47 we find him praetor elect,

by obtaining which dignity he was restored to his

rank. He nearly lost his life in a mutiny of some
of Caesar’s troops in Campania, who had been led

thither to pass over into Africa. He accompanied

Caesar in his African war, 46, and was left by
Caesar as the governor of Nuinidia, in \vhich capa-

city he is charged with having oppressed the people,

and enriched himself by unjust means. He was
accused of maladministration before Caesar, but it

does not appear that he was brought to trial. The
charge is somewhat confirmed by the fact of his

becoming immensely rich, as was shown by the

expensive gardens which he formed (horti Sa/.-

hutiani) on the Quirinalis. He retired into pri-

vacy after he returned from Africa, and he" passed

quietly through the troublesome period after

Caesar’s death. He died 34, about 4 years before

the battle of Actium. The story of his marrying

Cicero's wife, Terentia, ought to be rejected. <It was
probably not till after bis return from Africa that

Sallust wrote bis historical works. 1. The Cati-

Ima, or BelUm CcUUiMariuni, is a history of the
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[
conspiracy of Catiline during the consulship of

!
Cicero, 63. The introduction to this history, which

! some critics admire, is only a feeble and rhetorical

I
attempt to act the philosopher and moralist. The

I history, however, is valuable. Sallust was a living

’ 8|)Cctntor of the events which lie describes, and
considering that he was not a friend of Cicero, and
w;is a partisan of Caesnr, he wrote with fairness.

Th<* speeches which he lias inserted in his history

are certainly his own composition
;
but we may

assume that Caesar’s speech was extant, and that

he gave the substance of it. 2. The Jiujurtha^ or

IMirnn Jugurthinnm^ contains the history of the

war of the Romans against Jiigurtha, king of

Ninnidia, which began ill, and continued until

106. It is likely enough that Sallust was led to

write this work from having resided in Africa, and
that lie collected some materials there. Ho cites

the Punic Books of King Hicni2>8a1, ns authority

for hi.s general geograjihicul description {Jtzg. c.

17). The Jngurthine war has a philosophical in-

troduction of the same stamp as that to the Cati-

lina. As a history of the campaign, the Jugnrthinc
war is of no value : there is a total neglect of geo-

graphical precision, and apparently not a very strict

regard to chronology. 3. Sallustius also wrote
Ilisfonarum Lihri Qiiinque^ which were dedicated

to Tiucullu.% u son of L. Licinius Lncullus. The
work is supposed to have comprised the period from
the consulsliip of M. Aemilius Lepidus and Q.
Lutatius Catulus, 78» the year of Sulla’s death, to

the consulship of L. Vulcatius Tullus and M. Ae-
miliuB Lepidus, 66, the year in wliich Cicero was
praetor. This work is lost, with the exception of

fragments which have been collected and' arranged.

The fragments contain, among other things, several

orations and letters. Some fragments belonging to

the 3rd book, and relating to the war with Spar-

tacus, have been published from a Vatican MS. in

the present century. 4. D%ne Kpistolae de lie

Puhlica ordinanda^ which appear to be addressed

to Caesar at the time when he was engaged in his

Spanish campaign (49) against Petreius and Afra-

niiis, and are attributed to Sallust; but tho opi-

nions of critics on their authenticity are dividecU

5. The Dedamaiio in Sullmtium^ which is attri-

buted to Cicero, is generally admitted to be the

work of some rhetorician, the matter of which is

the well-known hostility between the orator and
the historian. The same opinion is generally

maintained ns to the Dedamatio in CHceronem^

wliich is attributed to Snillust.—Some of the Roman
writers considered that Sallustius imitated the

style of Thucydides. His language is generally

concise and perspicuous
:
perhaps his love of bre-

vity may have caused the ambiguity that is some-

times found in his sentences. He also affected

archaic words. Though ho has considerable merit

as a writer, his art is always apparent. He had no
pretensions to great research or precision about

tacts. Jlis reflections have often something of the

same artificial and constrained character as his ex-

pressions. One may judge that his object was to

obtain distinction as a writer
;
that style was what

he thought of more than matter. He has, how-
ever, probably the merit of being the first Roman
who wrote what is usually called history. He
was not above his contemporaries as a politician

;

he was a party man, and there are no indications

of any comprehensive view8,'which had a whole

nation for their object. He hated the nobility, os
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a man may do, without loving the people. The
best editions of Sallust are by Corte, Lips. 17*24;

Gerlach, Hasil. 18*23—1831, 3 vols.
; and by

Kritz, Lips. 18*28— 1834, 2 vols.— 2. The grand-

son of the sister of the historian, was adopted

by tlie latter, and inherited his great wealth. In

imitation of Maecenas, he preferred remaining a

Roman eques. On the fall of Maecenas he became

the principal adviser of Augustus. lie died in

A. D. *20, at an advanced age. One of Horace’s

odes (Carrn. ii. *2) is addressed to him.

Salmantica (Salamanca)^ called Helmantica
or Hermandica by Livy, and Elmantica by Po-

]y})iu8, an imporlnnt toon of the Vettones in Lu-

sitania, S. of the Durius, on the road from Kmerita

to Caesaraugiista. It was taken by Hannibal. A
bridge was built hero by Trajan, of which the

piers still exist.

Salmona or Salmdnla iSaXjuwvi'a), a

town of Elis in the district Pisatis, on the river

Enipeus, said to have been founded by Salmoneus.

Salmonens (SaX/xwi/eiJs), son of Aeolus and

Knarete, and brother of Sisyphus. He was first

married to Alcidice and afterwards to Sidero
;
by

the former of whom he became the father of Tyro.

He originally lived in Thessaly, but emigrated to

Elis, where he built the town of Salmone. His

presumption and arrogance were so great that lie

deemed himself equal to Zeus, and ordered sacri-

fices to be offered to himself
;
nay, he even imi-

tated the thunder and lightning of Zeus, but the

father of the gods killed him with his thunder-

bolt, destroyed his town, and punished him in the

lower world. His daughter Tyro bears the patro-

nymic iSalinonis.

Salmonlum or Salmdna (SaXjuc^vtoi', :gaX/u(^vi7 :

C. Salmon)^ the most E.-ly promontory of Crete.

Salmydessus, called Halmydessus also in later

times (^aXfiuSTjo’O’ds, ‘AX/iuJi^o'O’ds ; 2aXjiiw5^<r-

ffios : Midja or Mitijeh), a town of Thrace on

the coast of the Euxine, S. of the promontory

Thynias. The name was originally applied to the

whole coast from this promontory to the entrance

of the Bosporus
;
and it was from this coast that

the Black Sea obtained the name of Pontus Axenos

(''A^cyos'), or inhospitable. The coast itself was
rendered dangerous by shallows and marshes, and
the inhabitants were accustomed to plunder any
ships that were driven upon them.

S&lo (ATa/ow), a tributary of the Iberus in Celti-

beria, which flowed by Bilbilis, the birth-place of

Martial, who accordingly frequently mentions it in

his poems.

B&ldna, Saldnae, or Salon {Salona\ an im-

portant town of Illyria and the capital of Dalmatia,

was situated on a small bay of the sea. It was
strongly fortified by the Homans after their con-

quest of the countr}', and was at a later time made
a Roman colony, and the seat of a conveutus juri-

dicuB. The emperor Diocletian was born at the

small village Dioclea near Salona ; and after his

abdication he retired to the neighbourhood of this

town, and here spent the rest of his days. The
remains of his magnificent palace are still to be
si'iMi at the village of !SpalatrOy the ancient Spola-

tum, 3 miles S. of Salona.

SMonlna, Cornelia, wife of Gallienus and mo-
ther of Saloninus. She witnessed with her own
eyes the death of her husband before Milan, in

A. n. *268.

S&lonXnaa, P. Licinlns ComeUns Valoi&nua,
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son of Gallienus and Salonin.a, grandson of the em-
peror Valerian. When his father and grandfather

assumed the title of Augustus, in a. d. 253, the

youth received the designation of Caesar. Some
years afterwards he was left in Gaul, and was put
to death upon the capture of Colonia Agrippina

by Posturaus in 259, being about 17 years old.

Salordflmm (Soleure or Solothurti), a town of

the Helvetii on the road from Aventicum to

Vindonissa, was fortified by the Romans about

A. D. 350.

Salsum Flnmen, a tributary of the Baetis in

Hispauia Baetica, between Attegua and Attubis.

Salvidnus, .an accomplished ecclesiastical writer

of the5th century, was born in the vicinity of Treves,

and passed tho latter part of his life as a presbyter

of the church at Marseilles. The following works
of Salvianus are still extant : — 1. Advf.rsus Ava-
ritiam Liiri IV. ad JUccIesiam Catholieam^ pub-

lished under the name of Timotheus, about a. u.

440. 2. De Providentia s. de Gubernatione Dti et

de Justo Dei praesentique Judicio LibrU written du-

ring the inroads by the barbarians upon the Roman
empire, 451—455. 3. Epistolae /X., addressed

to friends upon familiar topics. The best edition

of these works is by Baluzius, 8vo. Paris, 1684.

Q. SalvidienuB Eufus, one of the early friends

of Octavian (Augustus), whose fleet he commanded
in tlic war against Sex. Pompeius, n. c. 4*2. In

the Perusinian war (41—40) he took an active part

as one of Octavian’s legates against L. Antonins and
Kulvia. He was afterwards sent into Gallia Nar-
bonensis, from whence he wrote to M. Aritouius,

oflering to induce the troops in his province to de-

sert from Octavian. But Antonius, who had just

been reconciled to Octavian, betrayed the treachery

of Salvidienus. The latter was forthwith sum-

moned to Rome on some pretext, and on his arrival

was accused by Augustus in the senate, and con-

demned to death, 40.

Salvias, the leader of the revolted slaves in

Sicily, better known by the name of Tryphon,

which he assumed.^ [Tryphon.]
Salvias Juli&nus. [Julianus.]

Salvias Otbo. [Otho.]
Salas, a Roman goddess, the personification of

health, prosperity, and the public welfare. In the

first of these three senses she answers closely to

the Greek Hygicia, and was accordingly represented

in works of art with the same attributes as tho

Greek goddess. In tho second sense she repre-

sents prosperity in general. In the third sense she

is the goddess of the public welfare {Salus pvldica

or Romana). In this capacity a temple had been

vowed to ner in the year b. c. 307, by the censor

C. Junius Bubulcus on the Quirinal hill, which

was afterwards decorated with paintings by C.

Fabius Pictor. She was worshipped publicly on

the 30th of April, in conjunction with Pax, Con-

cordia, and Janus. It had been customary at

Rome every year, about the time when the consuls

entered upon their office, for the augurs and other

high-priests to observe the signs for the purpose of

ascertaining the fortunes of the republic during the

coming year; this observation of tho signs was

called augurium ScUutis. In the time of Cicero,

this ceremony had become neglected ;
but Augustus

restored it, and the custom afterwards remained as

long as paganism was the religion of the state.

Salus was represented, like Fortuna, with a rudder,

a globe at her feet, and sometimes in a sitting
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posture, pouring from a patera a libation upon an

altar, around which a serpent is winding.

Salnstlni. [Sallustius.]

Salves or Salluvli, the most powerful and most

celebrated of all the Ligurian tribes, inhabited the

S. coast of Oaul from the Rhone to the Maritime

Alps. They were troublesome neighbours to Mas-

silia, with which city they frequently carried on

•war. They were subdued by the Romans in b. c.

123 after a long and obstinate struggle, and the

colony of Aquae Sextine was founded in their ter-

ritorj'^ by the consul Sextius,

Samachonitis Laous [Sbsibchonitis Lacus].

Sam&ra. [Samarobriva.]
SamSrla (ISa/idpem : Heb. Shomron, Chaldee,

Sliamrain : 5a/uap«i'T7?r, Samarites, pi.

Sa/xopeis, 2a/tape7rat, Samaritac), aft. SSbaste

(iSeSacTT^ : Sebustieh, one -of the chief cities

of Palestine, was built by Omri, king of Israel

(about B. c. 922), on a hill in the midst of a plain

surrounded by mountains, just in the centre of

Palestine W. of the Jordan. Its name was de-

rived from Shemer, the owner of the hill wliich

Omri purchased for its site. It was the capital of

the kingdom of Israel, and the chief seat of the

idolatrous worship to which the ten tribes were

addicted, until it was taken by Shalmaneser, king

of Assyria (about B. c. 720), who carried away
the inhabitants of the city and of the surrounding

country, which is also known in history as Smuaria

(sec below), and replaced them by heathen peoples

A’om the E. provinces of his empire. These settlers,

being troubled with the wild beasts who had be-

come numerous in the depopulated country, sought

to propitiate the god of the land
;
and Esar-

haddon sent them a priest of the tribe of Levi,

wlio resided at Bethel, and taught them the wor-

ship of the true God. The result was a strange

mixture of religions and of races. When the Jews
returned from the Babylonish captivity, those of

the Samaritans who worshipped Jehovah offered

to assist them in rebuilding the temple at Jeru-

salem
;
but their aid was refused, and hence arose

the lasting hatred between the Jews and the Sa-

maritans. This religious ammosity reached its

height when, pi the reign of Darius Nothus, the

son of the Jewish high-priest, having married the

daughter of Sanballat, governor of Samaria, went
over to the Samaritans and became high-priest of

a temple which his father-in-law built for him, on

Mt. Gerizim, near Sichem. The erection of this

temple had also the effect of diminishing the im-

portance of the city of Samaria. Under the Syrian

kings and the Maccabean princes, we find the

name of Samaria used distinctly os that of a
province, which consisted of the distnet between
Galilee on the N. and Judaea on the S. In the

persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes, the Sama-
ritans escaped by conforming to the king's edicts

and dedicating the temple on Mt. Qerizim to Zeus
Hellenius, B. c. 167. As the power of the As-
monean princes increased, they attacked the

Samaritans ;
and, about B. c. 129, John Hyreanus

took and destroyed the temple on Mt. Gerizim
and the city of Samaria. The latter fleems to

have been soon rebuilt. Pompey assigned the
district to the province of Syria, and Gabiiiius

fortified the city anew. Augustus gave .the district

to Herod, who greatly renovated the city of Sa-

nuiria, which he called Sebaste in honour of his

patron. Still, at the Samaritans continued to
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worship on Mt. Gerizim, even after their temple
had been destroyed, the neighbouring city of

Sichem was regained as their capital, and, as it

grew, Samaria declined
;
and, by the 4th efntury

of our era it had become a place of no importance.

Its beautiful site is now occupied by a poor village,

which bears the Greek name of the city, slightly

altered, viz. Sebtutieh.— As a district of Palestine,

Samaria extended from Ginaoa (Jenin) on the N.
to Bethhoron, N. W. of Gibeon on the S. ; or, along

the coast, from a little S. of Caesarea on the N. to

a little N. of Joppa on the S. It was intersected

by the Mountains of Ephraim, running N. and S.

through its middle, and by their lateral branches,

which divide the country into beautiful and fertile

valleys. For its political history after the time of

Herod the Great, see Palabstina.—A remnant
of the ancient Samaritans have remained in the
country to the present day, especially at Nalilous

(the ancient Sichem), and have preserved their

ancient version of the Five Books of Moses, the

only part of the Old Testament which they
acknowledge. This version is known as the

Samaritan Pentateuch, and is of vast importance
in biblical criticism.

Samarobnva, afterwards Amhianl (Amiera)^
the chief town of the Ambiani in Gallia Belgica,

on the river Samara
;
whence its name, which sig-

nifies Samara-Bridge.

Sambana a city of Assyria, 2 days’

journey N. of Sittacc. In its neighbourhood
dwelt the peoj)le called Sambatac (:S,afjL€drai).

Sambastae (So/u^aoral), a people of India
intra Gangem, on the Lower Indus, near the island

Pattiilene. The fort of JSevisUin or Sehoun in the
same neighbourhood has been thought to preserve

their name, and is by some identified with tho
Brahman city taken by Alexander.

S&me or S&mos ^d/ior), the ancient

name of Cephallenia. [Cei’aLlknia.] It was
also the name of one of the # towns of Cephallenia.

The town Same or Samos was situated on the E.
coast, opposite Ithaca, and was taken and destroyed
by the Romans, b. c. 189.

Samla ( Sa/uia : Khaiq^a), a town of Elis in the
district Triphylia, S. of Olympia, between Lepreum
and the Alpheus, with a citadel called SamlcTun
(2a/i(K(iv), the same as the Homeric Arene.

Saminl^us CZdfitvdos : nr. PhiMia\ a place in

Argolis, on the W. edge of the Argive plain, oppo-

site Mycenae.

Samnlum (Samnites, more rarely Samnitae, pi.),

a country in the centre of Italy, bounded on tho

N. by the Marsi, Peligni, and Marrucini, on the

W. by Latiumand Campania, on the S. byLucania,
and on the E. by the Frentani and Apulia. Tho
Samnites were an offshoot of the Sabines, who
emigrated from their country between tho Nar, the
Tiber, and the Anio, before the foundation of

Rome, and settled in the country afterwards called

Samniuro. [Sabinl] This country was at the

time of their migration inhabited by Opicans,

whom the Samnites conquered, and whose language

they adopted
;
for we find at a hter time that the

Samnites spoke Opican or Oscan. Samnium is a
country marked by striking physical features. The
greater ^rt of it is occupied by a huge mass ofmoun-
tains, c^led at the present day the Afafese, which
stands out from the central line of the Apennines.

The circumference of the Matese is between 70
and 80 miles, and its greatest height is 6000 feet
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The 2 most important tribes of the Samnites were

tile Caudini and Pentri, of whom the former occu-

pied the S. side, and the latter the N, side of the

Matele. To the Caudini belonged the towns of

Allifae, Tolosia, and- Beneventura ; to the Pentri,

those of Aosemia, Bovianum, and Scpinum. Be-

sides thoso 2 chief tribes, we find mention of the

Caraconi, who dwelt N. of the Pentri, and to whom
tile town ofAufidena belonged; and of the Hirpini,

who dwelt SE. of the Caudini, but who are some-

times mentioned as distinct from the Samnitea

The Samnites were distinguished fi^r their bravery

and love of freedom. Issuing from their mountain

ikstnefises, they overran a great part of Campania ;

and It was in consequence of Capua applying to

the Homans for assistance against the Samnites,

that war broke out between the 2 peoples in b. a
343. The Homans found the Samnites the most

warlike and formidable enemiea whom they had
yet encountered in Italy; and the war, which com-

menced in 343, was continued with few inter-

ruptions, for the space of 53 year& It was not till

290, when all their bravest troops had fallen, and
their country had been repeatedly ravaged in every

direction by the Homan legions, that the Samnites

sued for peace and submitted to the supremacy of

Home. They never, however, lost their love of

freedom; and accordingly they not only joined the

other Italian allies in the war against Home (90),

but, even after the other allies had submitted, they

still continued in arms. The civil war between
Marins aud Sulla gave them hopes of recovering

their independence ; but they were defeated by
Sulla before the gates of Rome (82), the greater

part of their troops fell in battle, and the remainder

were put to death. Tlieir towns were laid waste,

the inhabitants sold as slaves, and their place sup-

plied by Homan colonists.

S&moa or S&mus (iSdfior : :Sd/uor, Samius ; Grk.

Samoj Turk. Susam Adassi), one of the {xrincipal

islands of the AegeaniSca, lying in that portion of

it called the Icarian Sea, oif the coast of Ioni;t,

from which it is separated only by a narrow strait

formed by the overlapping of its E. promontory

Posidium (C. Colonna) with the W.-most spur of

M.Mycale, Pr.Trogilium (C. S, Maria). This strait,

which is little more than 3-4ths of a mile wide,

was thu scono' of the battle of Mycalb. The
island is formed by a range of mountains extending

from E. to W., whence it derived its name
;
for

^jjLos was an old Greek word signifying a moun-
tain : aud the same root is seen in Same, the old

name of Cephallenia,. and Samothrace, i. e. the

Thracian Samos. The circumference of the island

is about 80 miles. It was and is very fertile; and
some of its products are indicated by its ancient

names, Dryusa, Anthemura, Melamphyllus and
Cyparissia. According to tbc earliest traditions,

it was a chief seat of the Ciurians and Lelegcs, and
the residence of their first king, Ancaeus; and was
afterwards colonised by Aeolians from Lesbos,, and
by lonians from Epidaurus. In the earliest histo-

rical records, we find Samos decidedly Ionian, and
a powerful member of the Ionic confederacy, Thu-
cydides tells us that the Somiaus were the first of

the Greeks, after the Corinthians, who paid great

attention to naval, affairs. They early tusquired

such power at sea that, besides obtaining possession

of parts of the opposite coast of Asia^they founded
many colonies; among which were, Bisanthe and
Perinthua^ in Thrace

; Celend^is and Nagidus, in

SAMOS^

Cilicia
; Cydonia, in Crete ; Dicaearchia (Puteoli),

in Italy; andZancle (Messana), in Sicily. After

a transition from the state of an heroic monarchy,
through; an aristocracy, to a democracy, the island

became subject to the most distinguished of the

so-called tyrants, Polycbatbs (b, c. 532), under
whom its powerand splendour reached their highest

pitch, and Samos would probably have become the

mistress of the Aegean, but for the murder of

Polycrates. At this period the Samians had ex.,

tensive commercial relations with Egypt, and they
obtained from Amasis the privilege of a separate

temple at Naucratis.. Their commerce extended
into the interior of Africa, partly through their

relations with Cyreue^. and also by means of a
settlement which they effected in one of the Oases,

7 days’ journey from Thebes. The Samians now
became subject to the Persian empire, under which
they were governed by tyrants, with a brief in-

terval at the time of the Ionic revolt, until the

battle of Mycale, which made them independent,

B. c. 479. They now joined the Atlienian confe-

deracy, of which they continued independent mem-
bers until B. c. 440, when an opportunity arose for

reducing them to entire subjection and depriving

them of their fleet, which was effected by Pericles

after an obstinate resistance of 9 months’ duration.

(For the details see the histories of Greece.) In
the Peloponnesian war, Samos held firm to Athens
to the last; and, in the history of the latter part of

that war, the island becomes extremely important
as tlie head-quarters of the exiled democratical

party of the Athenians. Transferred to Sparta

after the battle of Aegospotami, 405, it was soon

restored to Athens by that of Cnidus, 394 ; but

went over to Sparta again in 390. Soon after, it

fell into the hands of the Persians, being conquered

by tho satrap Tigranes
;
but it was recovered by

Timotheus for Athens. In tho Social war, the

Athenians successfully defended it against the at-

tacks of the confederated Chians, Rhodians, and
Byzantines,.and placed in it a body of 2000 cle-

ruchi, B. c. 352. After Alexander’s death, it was
taken from tho Athenians by Perdicens, 323; but
restored to them by Polysporchon, 319. In the

subsequent period, it seems to have been rather

nominally than really a part of the Greco-Syrian

kingdom ; we find it engaged in a long contest

with Priene on a question of boundary, which was
referred to Antiochus II., and afterwards to the

Homan senate. In the Macedonian w.ar, Samos was
taken by the Rhodians, then by Philip, and lastly

by the Rhodians again, b. c. 200. In tho Syrian war,

the Samians took part with Antiochus the Great

against Horae. Little further mention is made of

^inos till tile time ofMithridates, with whom it took

part in his first war against Home, on the conclusion

of which it was finely united to the province of

Asia, B. c. 84. Meanwhile it had greatly declined,

and during the war it had been wasted by the

incursions of pirates. Its prosperity was partially

restored under the propraetorship of Q. Cicero, b. c.

62, hut still more by the residence in it of Antony
and Clec^tca,. 32, and afterwards of Octavianus,

who made Samos a free state. It was favoured by
Caligula, but was deprived of its freedom by Ves-

pasian, and it sank into insignificance as early u
the 2nd century, although its departed glory is

fomid still recorded,, under the emperor Decius, by

the inscription on its coins, SSo/uImv vpt&Twv ’Icuriw.

— Samos may be regarded as almost the chief
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centre of Ionian manners, energies, luxury, science,

and art. In very early, times, there Avas a native

school of statuary, at tho head of which was Ilhoe-

cus, to whom tradition ascribed tho inve)ition of

casting in ineUil. [ Rhokcus,.

T

fiLBCLES, Thuodo-

Rus.] In the hands of the same school archi-

tecture flourished greatly; tho Heraeum, one of

the finest of Greek temples, was erected in a marsh,

on the W. side of the city of Samos ; and the city

itself, especially under the government of Poly-

crates, was furnished with other splendid works,

among which was an aqueduct pierced through a

mountain. Samian architects heeamo famous also

beyond their own island
;
as, for example, Man-

drocles, who constructed Darina's bridge ovor the

Bosporus. In painting, the island produced Calli-

phon, TheodoruK, Agatharchus, and Timanthes.

Its pottery was celohiatcd throughout the ancient

world. In litemture, Samos was made illustrious

by the poets Asius, Choerilus, and Aeschrion ;
by

the philosopliers Pythagoras and Melissus; and

by tlio historians Pagaeus and Duns.—The capital

city, also called Samos, stood on the S. E. side of

the island, opposite Pr. Trogilium, partly on the

shore, and partly rising oil the hills behind in the

form of an amphitheatre. It had a magnificent

harbour, and numerous splendid buildings, among
whicli, besides tho Heraeum and other temples,

tho chief were the senate-house, the theatre, and

a gvmuasium dedicated to Eros. In the time

ot ilci'odotus, Samos was reckoned one of the

finest cities of the world. Its ruins aro so con-

siderable as to allow its plan to be traced : there

aro remains uf its walla and towers, and of tho

theatre .and aqueduct. Tho Heraeum already

mentioned, celebrated as one of tile best early

specimens of the Doric order of architecture, and

as tlio chief centre of the worship of Hera among
the Ionian Greeks, stood about 2 miles W. of the

city. Its erection is ascribed to Rhoecus and his

sons. It was burnt by tho Persians, but soon re-

built, probably in the time of Polycrates. This

second temple was of the Ionic order, decastyle

dipteral, fi4() feet long by 189 wide, and is spoken

of by Herodotus as the largest temple that he
knew. It was gradually filled with works of

sculpture and painting, of which it was plundered,

first by the pirates iu the Mithridatic War, then

by Verres, and lastly by M. Antonius. Nothing
is left of it but traces of the foundations and a
single capital and base.

S&mSs&ta (ra ^andaara : ISa/io<rarciir, Samosa*

tonsis : Someisat), the capital of the province, and
aftenvards kingdom, of Commageiie, iu the N, of

Syria, stood on the right bank of the^Euphrates,

N.W. of Edessa. It was strongly fortified as a
frontier post against Osroene. In the 1st century

of our era, it was the capital of the kings of Com-
magene. It is celebrated, in literary history, as

the birthplace of Lucian, and, in church history, as

that of the heretic Paul, bishop of Antioch, in the

3rd century. Nothing remains of it but a heap
of ruins on an artificial mound.

Sfunothrac9 {^ianodfHfKrit :&atJU}Bp(^lou Ep. v
Sdfios GpriiKirf : : SamotArahiJ^ a small

island in the N. of the Aegaean sea, opposite the

mouth of tho liebrus .in Thrace, from which it Avas

38 milea distant. It is about 32 miles in cir-

cumference, and containa in ita centre- a lofty

mountain, colled SftSea, from which Humer says

that Troy could be seen. Somothraoe bore yarious
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names in ancient times. It is aaid to have been
called Melite, Soonnusus, Leucosis, and more fre-

quently Dardonio, from Dardanus, the founder of

Troy, Avbo is reported to liave settled here, tloiner

calls tho island ^ply Samos ;
sometimes the

Thracian Samos, because it Avas colonised, accord-

ing to some accounts, from Samos on the coast of

Asia Minor. Samothrace was the chief seat of

worship of the Cabiri [Cabiri], and was cele-

brated for its religious mysteries, Avhich were some
of the most famous in tho ancient world. Their

origin dates from the time of the Pelasgians, who
are said to have been the original inhabitants of

the island ; and they enjoyed great celebrity doAvn

to a very late period. Both Philip of Mocedon
and his wife Olympias were initiated in them.

The' political history of Samothrace is of little

importance. The Samothracians fought on the

sido of Xerxes at the battle of Salaniis
; and at

this time they possessed on the Thracian main-
land a few places, such as Sale, Serrhion, Mesam-
bria, and Tempyra. In the time of the Macedonian
kings, SamothtTMe appears to have been regarded

as a kind of asylum, and Perseus accordingly fled

thither after his defeat by the Romans at the

battle of Pydna.
Sampuceramus, the name of a petty prince of

Emesa in Syria, a nickname given by Cicero to

Cn. Pompeius.

Saacbuniatiioa. {iotyxovyidOtov^ said to have
been an ancient Phoenician Avriter, Avhose Avorks

were translated into Greek by Philo Byblius, who
lived in tho latter half of tho first century of the
Christian era. A considerable fragment of the
translation of Philo is preserved by Eusebius in

the first book of his Praeparalio Emngdim. The
most opposite opinions have been held by the

learned respecting the authenticity and value of
the work of Sanchuniathon

;
but it is now gene-

rally .agreed among modern scholars, that the work
was a forgery of Philo. Nor ll it difficult to see with
what object the forgery Avas executed. Philo was
one of the many adherents of tho doctrine of Euhe-
merus, that all the gods Avere originally men, who
had distinguished themselves in their lives as kings,

warriors, or benefactors of man, and became Avor-

shipped 08 divinities .after their death. This doc-

trine Philo applied to the religious system of the
Oriental nations, and especially of the Phoenicians

;

and iu order to gain mure credit for his statements,

he pretended that they were taken from an an-

cient Phoenician writer. Sanchuniathon, he says,

was a native of Berytus, lived in the time of Semi-
ramis, and dedicated his work to Abibalus, king of
Berytus. The fragments of this work have been
published separately by J. C. Orelli, Lips. 1826.
In 1835 a manuscript, purporting to be the entice

translation of Philo Byblius, was discovered in a
convent in Portugal. The Greek text was pub-
lished by Wagenfeld, Bremae, 1837. It was at

first regarded as genuine, but is now universally

agreed to have been the forgery of a later age.

Saitons, SaaguB} or Semo Sanoiu, a Roman
divinity, said to have been originally a Sabine god,

and identical with Hercules and Dius Fidius.

The napie, which is etymologically the same as
Sandua,, and connected with l^ncire^ seems to jus-

tify this belief, and characterises Sancus as a divi-

nity presiding over oaths. Sancus also had a
temple at Rome, on the Qoirinal, opposite that of

Quirinus, and close by the gate which derived from
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him the name of SanqttaUs porta. This sanctuary

was the same as that of Dins Fidius, which was
consecrated b. c. 465 by Sp. Poitnmius, but was
said til have been founded by Tarquinius Superbus.

SandrSoottus {'S,oafZp6KOTro%\ an Indian king

at the time of Seleucus Nicator, ruled over the

powerful nation of the Oangaridae and Prasii on
the banks of the Ganges. He was a man of mean
origin, and was the leader of a band of robbers,

beibre he obtained the supreme power. In the

troubles which followed the death of Alexander,

he extended his dominions over the greater part of

northern India, and conquered the Macedonians,

who had been left by Alexander in the Panjab.

His dominions were invaded by Seleucus, who did

not however succeed in the object of Iiis expedition

;

for, in the peace concluded between the two mo-
narchs, Seleucus ceded to Sandrocottus not only his

conquests in the Punjab, but also the country of the

Paropamisus. Seleucus in return received 500 war
elephants. Megasthenes subsequently resided for

many years at tho court of Sandrocottus as the

ambassador of Seleucus. [Mboasthenes.] San-

drocottus is probably the same as the Chandragupta

of the Sanscrit writers. The history of Chandra-

gupta forms the subject of a Hindu drama, entitled

Mudra RakshoMi^ which has been translated from

the Sanscrit by Prof. Wilson.

Sang&rlus, Sang&ris, or S&g&ris
Tidyyapis^ ^dypayos : Sakarigeh\ the largest

river of Asia Minor after the Halys, had its source

in a mountain called Adoreus, near the little town
of Sangia, on the* borders of Galatia and Phrygia,

whence it flowed first N. through Galatia, then

W. and N. W. through the N.EJ. part of Phrygia,

and then N. through Bithynia, of which it origi-

nally formed the E. boundary. It fell at last into

the Euxinc, about half way between the Bosporus

and Heraclea. It was navigable in the lower part

of its course. Its chief tributaries were the Thym-
bres or Thymbrus, t4?e Bathys, and the Gallus,

flowing into it from the W.
Sangia. [Sanoarius.]
Sannio, a name of the buffoon in the mimes,

derived from sauna, whence comes the Italian Zanni
(hence our Zany).

Sannyrion {JSiavvvpi<av\ an Athenian comic

poet, belonging to the latter years of the Old
Comedy, and the beginning of the Middle. He
flourished b.c. 407, and onwards. We know
nothing of his personal history, except that his

excessive leanness was ridiculed by Strattis and
Aristophanes.

SantSnes or SantSni, a powerful people in

Gallia Aquitanica, dwelt on the coast of the ocean,

'N. of the Oarumna. Under the Romans they

were a free people. Their chief town was Me-
diolanum, afterwards Santones (Saintes). Their

co^try produced a species of wormwood which
was much valued.

Sa6o5ra8. [Mascas.]
Sapaei (SairaToi, Sdiraioi), a people in Thrace,

dwelt on Mt. Pangaeus, between the lake Bistonis

and the coast.

Saphar, Sa^har, or Taphar ot’'A<pap,

:Sdir<pap, Tdipapov. Dha/ar, Ru.}, one of the chief

cities of Arabia, stood on the S. coast oV Arabia
Felix, opposite to the Aromata Pr. in Africa

{C,Ottar<UiJui). It was the capital of the Ho-
meritae, ajart of which tribe bore the name of

fSapharltae or Sappbaritae (Sair^apTrai).
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S&pis (iSotnb), a small river in Gallia Cisalpina,

rising in the Apennines, and flowing into the
Adriatic S. of Ravenna, between the Po and the
Atemua

Saper. LSassanidae;]
Sappho or, in her own Aeolic dialect,

'Fdwipa), one of the two great leaders of the Aeolian
school of lyric poetry (Alcaeus being the other),

was a native of Mytilene, or, as some said, of
Eresos in Lesbos. Her father's name was Sea-
mandronymus, who died when she was only 6
years old. She had 3 brothers, Charaxus, Larichus,

and Eurigius. Charaxus was violently upbraided
by his sister in a poem, because he became so

enamoured of the courtezan Rhodopis at Naucratis
in Egypt, as to ransom her from slavery at an
immense price. [Charaxus.] Sappho was con-

temporary with Alcaeus, Stesichonis, and Pittacus.

That she was not only contemporary, but lived in

friendly intercourse, with Alcaeus, is shown by
existing fragments of the poetry of both. Of the

events of her life we have no other information

than an obscure allusion in the Parian Marble, and
in Ovid (Her. xv. 51), to her flight from Mytilene
to Sicily, to escape some unknown danger, between
604 and 5D2

;
and the common story that being in

love with Phaon, and finding her love unrequited,

she leapt down from the Leucadian rock. This

story however seems to have been an invention of

later times. Tho name of Phaon does not occur in

one of Sappho’s fragments, and there is no evidence

that it was mentioned in her poems. As for the

leap from the Leucadian rock, it is a mere metaphor,

which is taken from an expiatory rite connected

with the worship of Apollo, which seems to have

been a frequent poetical image. At Mytilene

Sappho appears to have been the centre of a female

literary society, most of the members of which were
her pupils in poetry, fashion and gallantry. A^odern

writers have indeed attempted to prove that the

moral character of Sappho was free from all re-

proach
; but it is impossible to read the fragments

whigh remain of her poetry without being forced

to come to the conclusion that a female, wlio could

write such poetry,' could not be the pure and
virtuous woman, which her modem apologists pre-

tend. Of her poetical genius however there cannot

be a question. The ancient writers agree in ex-

pressing the most unbounded admiration for her

poetry. Already in her own age the recitation of

one of her poems so affected Solon, that he ex-

pressed an earnest desire to learn it before he died.

Her lyric poems formed 9 books, but of these only

fragments have come down to us. The most im-

portant is a splendid ode to Aphmdite (Venus), of

which we ^perhaps j^ossess the whole. The best

separate edition of the fragments is by Neuc,

Berol, 1827.

Saranoae, Saraagae or es (Sapdyyat, :Eapay-

yitSi Herod.), a people of Sogdiana.

Sar&vua (&ar), a small river in Gaul, flowing

into the Mogella on its right bank.

Sard&n&p&lua (^SapSavda-oXos), the last king of

the Assyrian empire of Ninus or Nineveh, noted

for his Ihxury, licentiousness and effeminacy. He
passed his time in his palace unseen by any of his

subjects, dressed in female apparel, and surrounded

by concubines. At length Arbaces, satrap of Me-

dio, and Belesys, the noblest of the Chaldaean

priests, resolved to renounce allegiance to such a

worthless monarch, and advanced at the head of
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a formidable army against Nineveh. But all of a

sudden the effeminate prince threw off his luxu-

rious ’habits, and appeared an undaunted warrior.

Placing himself at the head of his troops, he twice

defeated the rebels, but was at length worsted and

obliged to shut himself up in Nineveh. Here he

sustained a siege for two years, till at length,

finding it impossible to hold out any longer, he

collected all his treasures, wives, and concubines,

and placing them on an immense pile which he had
constructed, set it on fire, and thus d.- .stroyed both

himself and them. The enemies taeii obtained

possession of the city. This is the account of Ctc-

bias, which has been preserved by Diodorus Siculus

and which has been followed by most subsequent

writers and chronologists. The death of Sardana-

palus and the fall of tho Assyrian empire is placed

n. r. 87t). Modern writers however have shown
that tho whole narrative of Ctesias is mythical, and

must not be received as a genuine history. The
legend of Sardanapalus, who so strangely appears

at one time sunk in the lowest effeminacy, and
immediately afterwards an heroic warrior, has pro-

bably arisen from his being the same with the god

Sandon, who was worshipped extensively in Asia,

botli as an heroic and a female divinity. The
account of Ctesias is also in direct contradiction to

Herodotus and the writers of the Old Testament.

Herodotus places the revolt of tho Modes from the

Assyrians about 710, but relates that an Assyrian

kingdom still continued to exist, which was not

destroyed till the capture of N ineveh by the Me-
dian king Cyaxares, about (106. Further, the

writers of the Old Testament represent the Assyrian

empire in its glory in the 8th century before the

Christian era. It was during this period that

Pul,Tiglath-piIeser, Shalmaneser, and Sennacherib,

appear as powerful kings of Assyria, who, not

contented with their previous dominions, subdued

Israel, Phoenicia, and the surrounding countries.

In order to reconcile these statements with those

of Ctesias, modern writers have invented two As-

syrian kingdoms at Nineveh, one which was de-

stroyed on the death of Sardarltipalus, and another

which was established after that event, and fell on

the capture of Nineveh by Cyaxares. But this is

a purely gratuitous assumption, unsupported by any
evidence. We' have only records of one Assyrian

empire, and of one destruction of Nineveh.

Sardemisus, a branch of M. Taurus, extending

S.-wards on tho borders of Pisidia and Pamphylia,

as far as Phaselis in Lycia, whence it was con-

tinued in the chain called Climax. It divided the

district of Milyas from Pisidia Proper.

Sardene (^iapSfpri), a mountain of Mysia, N. of

the Hermus, near Cyme. The town of Neontichos

was built on its side.

Sardi. [Sardinia.]
Sardinia (rf Sap8t6 or lapSdv, G. l,ap86vos,

D. ^apSot, A. ^apSti

:

subsequently SapSuvia,

’SapSavluy or ^ap8ijvla : 2ap5<por, 2apS(i(/tor, 2ap-

SwVtos, Sardust Sardinia), a large island in the Me-
diterranean, is in shape in the form of a parallelo-

gram, upwards of 140 naiitical miles in length from

N. to S. with an average breadth of 60. It was
regarded by the anciento as the largest of the

Mediterranean islands, and this opinion, though

usually considered an error, is now found to he

correct ; since it appears by actual admeasurement
^at Sardinia is a little larger than Sicily. Sardinia

lies in almost a central position between Spain, Oaul,
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Italy, and Africa. Tho ancients derived its name
from Sardus, a son of Hercules, who was worshipped
in the island under the name of Sardus paUr» The
Greeks called it Ichnusa (Txvowaa) from its re-

semblance to the print of a foot, and Sandaliotis
(SavSoXiwTis) from its likeness to a sandal. A chain
of mountains nms along the whole of the E. side

of the island from N. to S. occupying about
l-3rd of its surface. These mountains were called

by the ancients Insani Montes, a name which
they probably derived from their wild and savage
appearance, and from their being tho haunt of
Tiumerous robbers. In the W. and S. parts of

Sardinia there arc numerous plains, intersected

by ranges of smaller hills ; but this part of the
island was in antiquity, as in the present day,
exceedingly unhealthy. The principal rivers are
the Tennus (7’crOTo) in the N., the Thyrsus
(Oristano) on tlie W. (the largest river in the
island), and the Flumen Sacrum (Vras) and the
Saeprus (^Flumendoso) on the E. The chief towns
ill the island were : on the N. coast, Tibula (Porte
PoUo) and Turris Libyssonis

;
on the S. coast. Sulci

and Caralis (Cagliari); on the E. coast, Olbia ; and
in the interior, Corniis (Corneto) and Nora (Nurri).— Sardinia was very fertile, but was not exten-
sively cultivated, in consequence of tho uncivilised

chai'acter of its inhabitants. Still the plains in

tho W. and S. parts of tho island produced a great

quantity of com, of which a largo quantity was ex-
ported to Rome every year. Among the products of
the island one of tho most celebrated w’as the Sar-
donica kerfja, a poisonous plant, which was said

to produce fatal convulsions in the person who ate

of it. These convulsions agitated and distorted

the mouth, so that the person appeared to laugh,

though in excruciating pain
; hence the well-known

risus Sardonicus. No plant possessing these pro-

perties is found at present in Sardinia
;
and it

is not impossible that the ^holc tale may have

arisen from a piece of bad etymology, since we find

mention in Homer of the ZapSdvios ye\us, which
ciuinot have any reference to Sardinia, but is pro-

bably connected with the verb trolpetj/, “to grin.”

Another of the prineip.al
2
)roduction8 of Sardinia

was its wool, which w.as obtained from a breed of

domestic animals between a sheep and a goat,

called musmones. The skins of these animals

were used liy the inhabitants as clothes, wdienco

we find them often called PeUili and Mastrucaii.

Sardinia also contained a largo quantity of the

precious metals, especially silver, the mines of

which were worked in antiquity to a great extent.

There were likewise numerous mineral springs

;

and large quantities of salt were manufactured on

the W. and S. coasts.— Tho population of Saf-

dinia was of a very mixed kind. To what race

the original inhabitants belonged we arc not in-

formed ; but it appears that Phoenicians, Tyrrhe-

nians, and Carthaginians settled in tho island at

different periods. The Greeks are also said to

have planted colonies in the island, but this account

is very suspicious. The first Greek colony is said

to have been led by lolaus, a son of Hercules ;

and from him a tribe in the island, called lolai

(*l6\aoif *IoAoeir), or Ilisnses (’lAieis),

derived their name. These were some of the most

ancient inhabitants of Sardinia, and were probably

not of Greek, but Tyrrhenian origin. Their name
is still preserved in the modem town bf lliolc^ in

the middle of the W. coast. We also find in the

z z
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islund Corsif who had crossed over from Corsica,

and JBalariy who were probably descendants of

thct Iberian and Libyan mercenaries of the Car-

thaginians, who revolted from the latter in the

first Punic war, and settled in the mountains.

At a later time all these names became merged
under the general appellation of Sardi, although,

even in the Roman period, wc still find mention

of several tribes in the island under distinct names.

The Sardi are described as a rude and savage

people, addicted to thievery and lying. — Sardinia

was known to the Greeks as early as b. c. 600,

since wc find that Histiacus of Miletus promised

Darius that he would render the island of Sardo

tributaiy to his power. It was conquered by the

Carthaginians at an early period, and continued in

their possession till the end of the first Punic war.

Shortly after this event, the Romans availed them-

selves of the dangerous war which the Cartha-

ginians were cariy'ing on against their mercenaries

in Africa, to take possession of Sardinia, b. c. 238.

It was now formed into a Roman province under

the government of a praetor
;
but a large portion

of it was only nominally subject to the Romans

;

and it was not till after many years Jiud numerous

revolts, that the inhabitants submitted to the Roman
dominion. It was after one of these revolts that

so many Sardinians were thrown upon the slave

market as to give rise to the proverb, “ Sardi ve-

nules,” to indicate any cheap and worthless com-

modity. In fact, the inhabitants of the mountains

in the E. side of the island, were never completely

subdued, and gave trouble to the Romans even in

the time of Tiberius. Sardinia continued to be-

long to the Roman empire till the 5th century,

when it was taken possession of by the Vandals.

Sardis or Sardes (ai 2dp8e«y, Ion. ^dp$i€s, con-

tracted 2ap8fr : J^dpSios, Zap8iaySSf Ion.

Sardiaims : Ru.), one of the most ancient and

famous cities of Ashj^Minor, and the capital of the

great Lydian monarchy, stood on the S. edge of

the rich valley of the Hermus, at the N. foot of

M. Tmolus, on the little river Pactolus, 30 stadia

(.3 gcog. miles) S. of the junction of that river

with the Ilermu?. On a lofty precipitous rock,

forming an outpost of the range of Tmolus, was
the almost impregnable citadel, which some sup-

pose to he the Hyde of Homer, who, though he

never mentions the Lydians or Sardis by name,

speaks of M. Tmolus and the lake of Gyges.

The erection of tins citadel was ascribed to Melcs,

an ancient king of Lydia. It was surrounded by
a triple wall, and contained the palace and trea-

sury of the Lydian kings. At the downfall of the

Lydian empire, it resisted all the attacks of Cyrus,

&nd was only taken by surprise. The story is

told by Herodotus, who relates other legends of

the 'fortress. The rest of the city, which stood in

the plain on both sides of the Pactolus, was very

slightly built, and was repeatedly burnt down,
first by the Cimmerians, then by the Greeks in

the great Ionic revolt, and again, in part at least,

by Antiochus the Great ; but on each occasion it

was restored. For its history, as the capital of

the Lydian monarchy, see Lydia. Under the
Persian and Oreco-Syrion empires, ilv was the
residence of the satrap of Lydia. The rise of

Pergamus greatly diminished its importance; but
under the Romans it was still a considerable city,

and_ the seat of a conventns juridicus. In the

of Tiberius, it was almost entirely destroyed
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bj' an earthquake, but it was restored by the
emperor's aid. It was one of the earliest seats of
the Christian religion, and one of the 7 chinches
of the province of Asia, to which St. John ad-
dressed the Apocalype

; but the apostle’s language
implies that the church at Sardis had already sunk
into almost hopeless decay (Rev. iii. 1, foil.). In
the wars of the middle ages the city was entirely

destroyed, and its site now presents one of tho

most melancholy scenes of desolation to be found
among the ruins of ancient cities. Though its

remains extend over a large surface on the plain,

they scarcely present an object of importance,

except two or three Ionic columns, belonging pro-

bably to a celebrated temple of Cybele. The
cliief of the other remains are those of a theatre,

stadium, and a building supposed to be the senate-

house. The triple wall of the acropolis can still

bo traced, and some of its lofty towers are stand-

ing. The necropolis of the city stood ou the banks
of the lake of Gyges [Gygabus LacusJ, near

which the sepulchre of Alyattes may still be seen.

[Alyattes.]
Sarddum or Sardonicum Mare (t6 2ap8<poy

or JiapSwviou irtKayos), the part of the Mediter-

ranean sea on the W. and S. of Sardinia, separatinl

from the Libyan sea by a line drawn from the pro-

montory Lilybaeum in Sicily.

Sarepta or Sarephtha SapeTrra,

patrra : O. T. Zaropbath : Surci/end^ Serphunt^ or

Tzarphand\ a city of Phoenicia, about 10 miles

S. of Sidon, to the territory of which it belonged ;

well known as the scene of 2 miracles of Elijah.

(1 Kings xvii.) It was celebrated for its wine.

Sargetia (Strel or ASYrey, a tributary of the

Marosch), a river in Dacia, on which was situated

the residence of Decebalus.

Sariphi Montes (ra Sdpitpa vpv: Ihizarch

MounUtins), a mountain-range of Central Asia,

separating Margiana on the N. from Aria on the

S., and forming a W. part of the gieat chain of

the Indian Caucasus, wliich may be regarded as a

prolongation through Central Asia of the chain of

Anti-Taurus.

Sarm&tae or SanrSm&tae (^appdrai, Strabo

;

l&avpofjMTai, Herod.), a people of Asia, dwelling

on the N. E. of the Palus Maeotis (Sea ofAzov%
E. of the river Tanais (Don) which separated

them from the Scythians of Europe. This is the

account of Herodotus, who tells us that the Sar-

matians wore allied to the Scythians, and spoke a

corrupted form of the Scythian language ;
and that

their origin was ascribed to the intercourse of Scy-

thians with Amazons. Strabo also places the

Sauromatke between the Tana'is and the Caspian ;

bat he elsewheru uses the word in the much more

extended sense, in which it was used by the

Romans, and by the later geographers. [Sab-

matia].
Sarm&tlaC^ Sap^r/a: 2ap^efra<, ^avpopdreu:

the E. part of Ptdand, and S. part of JRztssia in

Eur^), a name first used by Mela for the j^t of

N. Europe and Asia extending from the Vistula

(Wisla) and theSARMATici Montes on the W.,
which divided it from Germany, to the Rha ( Volga)

on the E., which divided it from Scytliia ;
bounded

on the S.W. and S.by the rivers Ister (Danube),

Tibiscus (Theiss)^ and Tyras (Dniester), which

divided it from Pannonia and Dacia, and, further,

by the Euxine, and beyond it by M. Caucasus,

which divided it from Colchis, Ibeiia, and AJ-
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bania ;
and extending on the N. as far as the Baltic

and the unknown regions of N. Europe. The part

of this country which lies in Europe just corresponds

to the Scythia of Herodotus. The people from whom
the name of Samatia was derived inhabited only

a small portion of the country. [Sarmatab.]
The greater part of it was peopled by Scythian

tribes; but some of the inhabitants of its W. part

seem to have been of German origin, as the

Venkdi on the Baltic^ and the Iazyges, Rho-
LOXANi, and IlAMAXonii in S. Russia : the chief

of the other tribes W. of the Tanais were the

Alauni or Alani Scythae, a Scythian people who
came out of Asia and settled in the central parts

of Russia. [AnANi.] The people K. of the

Tana’is were not of sufficient importance in ancient

history to recpiirc specific mention. The whole

country was divided by the river Tana'ia (Don)

into 2 parts, called respectively Sannatia Europaca

and Sarmatia Asiatica {v iv Ki/puirt/ and ^
*A(ri(f So/i/Aarfa)

;
Imt it should be observed that,

according to the modem division of the continent,

the whole of Sannatia belongs to Europe. It

should also be noticed tliat the Chorsonesus

Taurica {Crimea)^ though falling within the speci-

fied limits, was not considered as a part of Sar-

matia, but as a separate country.

Sarmaticae Portae (at ^apfiariKot ir6\ai :

Pass of Dariel)^ the central pass of the Caucasus,

leading from Iberia to Sarmatia. It was more
commonly called Caucasiae Portae, [Caucasus.]
It was also called Caspian Portae, apparently

through a confusion with the pass of that name at

the E. end of the Caucasus. [Casuiae Portae.]
The remains of an ancient wall are still seen in

the pass.

SarmS.tIci Montes (ret '^apfxariica &pt] :
part

of the Carpathian Moutitains). a range of moun-
tains in central Europe, extending from the sources

of the Vistula to the Danube, between Germany
on the W. and Sannatia on the E.

SamiS,tIcus Oceanus and Fontus, SarmS,ticuni

Mare (Sap/xariKhs MK^avhs ; Baltic), a great sea,

washing the N. coast of European Sarmatia.

Sarmizegetlmsa (nr. Vacluily, also called Gra-
dischtc, Ru.), one of the most important towns of

Dacia, and the residence of its kings, was situated

on the river Sargetia (^Strd or ISlrcy), It was
subsequently a Roman colony under the name of

Col. Vlpia Trajana A ug., and the capital of the
province in which a legion had its hoad-qu.'irters.

Samns (Samo), a river in Campania, flowing

by Nuceria, and falling into the Sinus Puteolanus
near Pompeii. Its course was changed by the
great eruption of Vesuvius, a. n. 7ff. On its banks
dwelt a people named Sarrastes, who are said to

have migrated from Peloponnesus.

Sar5n (Sdpwv : O. T. Sharon), a most beautiful

and fertile plain of Palestine, extending along the
coast N. of Joppa towards Caesarea; celebrated
for its pastures and its flowers.

Sardnlctts Sinoa (SopwwEiy wdATror, also vSpos,
Tr4\ayos, and v6vtos : G. of Egina\ a bay of the
Aegaoan sea lying between Attica and ArgSlis, and
commencing between the promontory of Sunium
in Attica and that of Scyllaeum in Argolis. It
contains within it the islands of Acgina and Sala-

mis. Its name was usually derived from Saron,
king of Troezene, who was supposed to have been
drowned in this part of the sea while iwiimning in

pursuit of a stag.
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Sarpedon (Sopirf/Scuv). 1. Son of Zeus and
Europa, and brotlier of Minos and Rhadamanthus.
Being involved in a quarrel with Minos !ibout

Miletus, he took refuge with Cilix, whom he as-

sisted against the Lycians. [Miletus.] He after-

wards became king of the Lycians, and Zeus granted
him the privilege of living 3 generations.— 2. Son
of Zeus and Laodamia, or, according to others, of

Evander and Deidaraia, and a brother of Clarus

and Themon. He was a Lj'cian prince, and a
grandson of No. 1, In the Trojan war he was an
ally of the Trojans, and distinguished himself by
his valour, but was slain by Patroclus. Apollo, by
the command of Zeus, cleansed Sarpedon's body
'rom blood and dust, covered it with ambrosia, and
gave it to Sleep and Death to cairy into Lycia,
there to ho honourably buried.

Sarpedon Promontorium {'Zapirrfivivla &Kpa :

C. Lissun el Kapeh), a promontory of Cilicia, in

long. 34° E., 80 stadia W. of the mouth of the

Calycadnus. In the peace between the Romans
and Aiitiochus the Great, the W. boundary of
the S3’’rian kingdom was fixed here.

Sarpedonium Prom, (p :SapTrr]Sc»virj &Kpa), a
promontorj' of Thrace between the mouths of the

rivers Melas and Krginus, opposite the island of

Imhros.

Sarrastes. [Sarnus.]
Sars {Sur\ a small river on the W. coast of

His{)ania Tarraconensis, between the Prom. Ne-
rium and the Minius.

Sarsina (Sarsina.s, -atis : Sarsina)^ an ancient

town of Umbria, on the river Sapis, S.W. of Aii-

minum, and subsequently a Roman municipiuin,

celebrated an the birthplace of the comic poet

Plautus.

Sarus (5 Sdpor : Sdhan), a considerable river

in the S. E. of Asia Minor. Rising in the Anti-
Taurus, in the centre of Cappadocia, it flows S.

past Comana to the borders* of Cilicia, where it

receives a W. branch that has run nearly parallel

to it; and thence, flowing through Cilicia Cam-
pestris in a winding course, it fulls into the sea a
little E. of the mouth of the C3'dnu8, and S. E. of

Tarsus. Xenophon gives 3 plethra (303 feet) for

its width at its mouth.

Saso or Sasonis Insula {Saseno,Sasso7io^Sassa),

a small rocky island off the coast of Illyria, N. of

the Acroceraunian promontory, much frequented

by pirates.

Sasplres, or -i, or SapTres (Sdcveipes, Sairirei-

pol, 'Sarrapes, S^mretpes), a Scythian people of

Asia, S. of Colchis and N. of Media, in an inland

position (*. e. in Armenia) according to Herodotus,

but, according to others, on the coast of the

Euxine. .

SassanXdae, the name of a dynasty wliich

reigned in Persia from a. d, 22G to a. d. 651.

1. Artazerzes (the Ardishir or Axdshir of the

Persians), tlie founder of the dynasty of the Saa-

saiiidae, reigned a. d. 226—240. He was a son

of one Babek, an inferior officer, who was the son

of Sassan, perhaps a person of sonio consequence,

since his royal descendants chose to call themselves

after him. Axtaxerxes had served with distinction

in the anny of Artabanus, the king of Parthia,

was rewarded with ingratitude, and took revenge

in revolt. He obtained assistance from several

grandees, and having met with success, claimed

the throne on the plea of being descended from the

ancient king* of Persia, the progeny of the great
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Cyrus. The people warmly supported his cause,

a.s he decL'ired himself the champion of the an-

cient Persian religion. In 226 Artabanus was

defeated, in a decisive battle j
and Artaxerxes

thereupon assumed the pompous, but national title

of *• K ing of Kings.” One of his first legislative

acts was the restoration of the pure religion of

/Zoroaster and the worship of fire. The reigning

branch of the Parthian Arsacidae was exterminated,

hut some collateral branches were suffered to live

»nd to enjoy the privileges of Persian grandees,

who, along with the Magi, formed a sort of senate.

Slaving succeeded in establishing his authority at

home, Artaxerxes demanded from the emperor

Alexander Severus the immediate cession of ail

those portions of the Roman empire that had be-

longed to Persin in the time of Cyrus and Xerxes,
that is, the whole of the Roman possessions in

Asia, as well as Eg^^pt. An immediate war be-

tween the two empires was the direct consequence.

After a severe contest, peace was restored, shortly

after t!ie murder of Alexander in 237, each nation

retaining the possessions which they held before

the breaking out of the war. —2. Sapor I. (Sha-

pur), the son and successor of Artaxerxes I.,

reigned 240—27 3. He carried on war first against

ttordian, and afterwards against Valerian. The
latter emperor wfts defeated by Sapor, taken pri-

soner, :ind kept in captivity for the remainder of

his life. After the capture of Valerian, Sapor

coiupiored Syria, destroyed Antioch, and having

made himself master of the passes in the Taurus,

(aid Tarsus in ashes, and took Caesarea. His
furtlter progress was stopt by Oderiathus and Xe-

noln'a, who drove the king Lack beyond the Eu-
phrates, and founded a new empire, over which
they luled at Palmyra. In his reign lived the

celebrated Mani, who, endeavouring to amalgamate

tlie Christian and Zoroastrian religions, gave rise

to the famous sect of the Manichaeans, who spread

over the whole East, exposing themselves to most
sanguinary persecutions from both Christians and
Ire ^vorshippers. — 3. Hormisdas I. (Hormuz),
jon of the preceding, who reigned only one year,

and died 274.-4. Varanes or Vararanes I.

' or Babaram), son of Hormisdas I.,

eigned 274—277. He carried on unprofitable

wai's against Zenobia, and, after her captivity, was
involved in a contest with Aurelian, which, how-
ever, was not attended with any serious results on

account of the sudden death of Aurelian in 275.

Ill his reign the celebrated Mani was put to death.

— 5. Varanes 11. (Babram), son of Varanes I.,

reigned 277—294. He was defeated by Carus,

who took botii Seleucia and Ctesiphon, and his

dominions were only saved from further conquests

by the sudden death of Carus (283).— 6. Va-
ranes III. (Babram), elder son of Varanes II.,

died .after a reign of 8 mUntbs, 294.— 7. Harses
( Narsi), younger son of Varanes II., reigned 294
• 3U3. He carried on a formidable war against the

•‘uipcror Diocletian. The Roman army was com-
manded by Galerius Caesar, who in the first cam-
}>:iign (296) sustained roost signal defeats in Meso-
potamin, and fied in disgrace to Antioch. In the
second campaign Narses was defeated with great
lo.xs, and was obliged to conclude a peace with the
Romans, by which he ceded to Diocletian Meso-
potamia, five small provinces beyond the Tiwis,
the kingdom of Armenia, some adjacent Median
districts, and the supremacy over Iberia, the kings
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of which were henceforth under the protection of

Rome. In 303 Narses abdicated in favour of his

son, and died soon afterwards.— 8. Hormisdas IL
(Hormuz), son of Narses, reigned 303—310,

During his reign nothing of importance happened
regarding Rome. —9. Sapor II. Fostumus (Sha-
pur), son of Hormisdas II., was born after the

death of his father, and was crowned in his mother’s

womb, the Magi placing the diadem with great

solemnity upon the body of his mother. He reigned
310—.381. Ilis reign was signalised by a cruel

persecution of the Christians. lie carried on war
for many years against Conatantius II. and his

successors. The armies of Constantius were re-

ppatedly defeated ; Julian, as is related elsewhere

[JuLiANUs], perished in battle; and the war was
at length brought to a conclusion by Jovian ceding
to the Persians the five provinces beyond the Ti-

gris, and the fortresses of Nisibis, Singara, &c.
Iberia and Armenia were left to their fate

;
and

were completely reduced by Sapor in 365, and the

following year. Sapor has been sumanied tho

Great, and no Persian king had ever caused such

terror to Rome as this monarch. — 10. Arta-
xerxes II. (Ardishir), the successor of Sapor II.,

reigned 381—385. He was a prince of royal

blood, but was not a son of Sapor.— 11. Sapor III.

(Shapur), reigned 385—3.90. He sent an em-
bassy to Theodosius the Great, with splendid

presents, which was returned by a Greek embassy
headed by Stilicho going to Persia. Owing to

those diplomatic transactions, an arrangement was
made in 384, according to which Armenia and
Iberia recovered their independence. — 12. Va-
ranes IV. (Bahram), reigned A.n. 3.90—404, or

perhaps not so long. lie was the brother of

Sapor HI., and founded Kermanshah, still a
flourishing town.— 13. Yesdigerd I. (Yezdijird),

surnaraed UtATHiM, or the Sinnkr, son or brother

of the preceding, reigned 404—420 or 421. Ho
was on friendly terms with the emperor Arcadius,

who is said to have appointed him the guardian

of his infant son and successor, Theodosius the

Younger. He concluded a peace with Arcadius

for 100 years.— 14. Varanes V. (Bahram), son

of Yesdigerd I., surnamed Gour, or the “ Wii.d
Ass,” on account of his passion for the chase of

that animal, reigned 420 or 421—448. He per-

secuted his Christian subjects with such severity

that thousands of them took refuge within the

Roman dominions. He carried on war with Theo-

dosius, which was terminated by a peace for 100

years, which peace lasted till the 12th year of the

reign of
^
the emperor Anastasius. During the

latter part of his reign Varanes edrried on wars

against the Huns, Turks, and Indians, in which

he is said to have achieved those valorous deeds

for which he has ever since continued to be a fa-

vourite hero in Persian poetry. He was acci-

dentally drowned in a deep well together with his

horse, and neither man nor beast ever rose again

from the fathomless pit.— 15. Yezdigerd II., son

of the preceding, reimed 448—458. The perse-

cution^ against the Christians were renewed bv
him with unheard of cruelty. His relations with

Rome were peaceful.— 16. HonuisdaB HI. (Hor-

mus), and 17. PeroBes (Firoze), sons of the pre-

ceding, claimed the succession, and rose in arms

against each other. Peroses gained the throne by

the assistance of the White Huns, against whom
he turned his sword in after years. He perished
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in a great battle with them in 484, together with

all of his sons except Pallas and Cobades.— 18.

Fallas (Pallash), who reigned 484—488, had to

contest the throne with Cobades. He perished in

a battle with his brother Cobades in 488.— 19.

Cobades (Kobad), reigned 488—498, and again

501 or 502—531. The years from 498 till 502
were filled up by the short reign of, 20. Zames
(Jamaspes). The latter was the brother of Co-

bades, whom he dethroned, and compelled to fly

to the Huns, with whose assistance Cobades re-

covered his throne about 502. He carried on war
with success against the emperor Anastasius ; but

in consequence of the Huns, Avho had previously

been his auxiliaries, turning their arms against

him, he made peace with Anastasius in 505, on
receiving 11,000 pounds of gold as an indemnity.

He also restored Mesopotamia and his other con-

quests to the Romans, being unable to maintain

his authority there on account of the protracted

war with the Huns. About this time the Homans
constructed the fortress of Dara, the strongest bul-

wark .*ig.ainst Persia, and situated in the very face

of Ctt'siphon. The war with Constantinople was

renewed in 521, in the reign of tlie emperor

Justin I.— 21. Chosroes I. (Khosru or Kbosrew ),

surnamed NirsHiRWAN, or “ the generous mind,”
reigned 531'—679. He carried on several wars
against the Romans. The first war was finished

in 532 or 533, Justinian having purchased peace

by an aumial tribute of 440,000 pieces of gold.

One of the conditions of Chosroes was, that 7

Greek, but Pagan, philosophers who had resided

some time at the Persian court, should be allowed

to live in the Roman empire without being subject

to the imperial laws against Pagans. The 2iid

war lasted from 540 to 561. Peace was concluded

on condition of Justinian promising an annual

tribute of 40,000 pieces of gold, and receiving in

return the cession of the Persian claims upon Colchis

and Lazica. The third war broke out in 671 , in the

reign of Justin II., but Chosroes died before it

was concluded. Chosroes was one of the greatest

kings of Persia. In his protraijted Avars Avith the

Romans he disputed the field with the conquerors

of Africa and Italy, and Avith those very generals,

Tiberius and Mauricius, Avho brought Persia to the

brink of ruin but a fcAV years after his death.

His empire extended from the Indus to the Red
Sea, and large tracts in Central Asia, perhaps a
portion of eastern Europe, recognised him fur a
time as their soA'ercigu. He received embassies

and presents from the remotest kings of Asia and
Africa. His internal government Avas despotic and
cruel, but of that firm description whigb pleases

Orientals, so that he still lives in the memoiy of

the Persians as a model of justice. He provided

for all the Avants of his subjects ; and agriculture,

trade, and learning were equally protected by him.

He caused the best Greek, Latin, and Indian

works to be translattid into Persian.— 22. Hor-
miflA'As rV. (Hormuz), son of Chosroes, reigned

579—590. He continued the Avar Avith the Ro-
mans, which had lieen bequeathed him ||y his

father, but was defeated successively by Mauricius

and Hcraclius. Hormisdas was deprived of his

sight, and subsequently put to death by the Per-

sian aristocracy.— 33. Varaues VI. (Bahram)
Shubin, a royal prince, usurped the throne on the

death of Hormis^^ and reined 690—591. Un-
able to mainUiin the throne against Chosroes, who
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was supported by the emperor !Mauricius, l»e fled

to the Turks.— ^4. Chosroes II. (Khosru) Pur-
wiz, reigned 590 or 691—628. He was the syn of

Hormisdas IV., and recovered his father’s throu(>

with the assistance of the emperor Mauricius. A fte

r

the murder of Mauricius, Chosroes declared war
against the tyrant Phocas, and met with exti-ii-

ordinary success. In several successive campaigns
he conquered Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine, Egypt,
Asia Minor, and Anally pitched his campatChal-
cedon, opposite Constantinople. At length Heracliut.

saved the empire from the brink of ruin, and in a
series of splendid campaigns not only rocovcicd the

provinces Avhich the Romans had lost, but carried

his A'ictorious arms into the heart of the Persian

empire. Borne doAvn by liis misfortunes, and Ai orn

out by age and fatigue, Chosroes resolved, in (>2K,

to abdicate in favour of his son Merdaza ; but Sliir-

weh, or Siroes, his eldest son, anticipated his design,

and at the head of a band of conspirators seizwi

upon the person of his father, deposed him, end
put him to death. The Orientals say that Cho>-
roes reigned 6 years too long. No Persian king
liv’ed in such splendour as Chosroes

;
and however

fabulous the Eastern acrounts respecting his niag-

nificence may be, they are true in the main, as is

attested by the Western writers. — 25. Siroes
(Shirweh), reigned only 8 months, 628. He »-oii-

cluded peace with the emperor 'Heraclius. 'I'l.e

numerous captives Averc restored on both sides.

Siroes also restored the holy cross Avhich had Ix.'cu

taken at the conqxiest of Jerusalem.— 26. Aria-
xerxes III. (Ardishir), the infant son of Siroe'^,

was murdered a few days after the death of his

father. He was the last male Sassanid. After
him the throne AA'as disputed by a host of candi-

dates of both sexes and doubtful descent, who liuii

no sooner ascended the throne than they weiv
hurried from it into death or captivity.— The Ium
king was Tezdigerd III., who Avas defeated ami
slain in 651 by Kalcb, the ^neral of the khalif

Abu-Bekr. Persia now became a iMohammf'daii

country.

SasBula, a town in Latium, belonging tn the

territory of Tiber.

Sdtdla (tr SdroAtt, 77 SarttAa), a consideriiljlt'

toAvn in the N. E. of Annenia Minor, important

as the key of the mountain passes into Pontin.

It stood at the junction of 4 roads leading to

places on the Euxine, a little N. of the Euphrat(‘s,

in a valley surrounded by mountains, 325 Roman
miles from Caesarea in Cappadocia, and 1 35 from
Trapezus. Under the later Roman empire, it

was the station of the 15th legion. Notwithstand-

ing the abeve indications, its site has not yet !> en

identifled with certainty.

Sfttarchae, a Scythian tribe on the E. coast of

the Tauric Chersonesus.

S&tXciila (Saticulanus), a toAvn of Samnium.
situated upon a mountain on the frontiers of

Campania, probably upon one of the furthest

heights of the mountain chain of Qtjazzo. It was
conquered by the Romans and colonised b.c. 31.3.

SatnISiS (Sari'ideiy : Tuzla), a river in the S.

of the Trend, rising in M. Ida, and flowing M'.

into the Aegean N. of Prom. Lectum, between
Larissa and Haraaxitus.

Satrlcnm (Satricanus : Casale di Cowca), a tow n

in Latium, near Antium, to the territory of which
it belonged. It was destroyed by the Roman s.

Sfttilrae Palus {Layo di Paola)^ a lake or luiash

X X 3
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in Ijatinm, forrted by the river Nymphaeua, and

near the promontory Circeium.

S^tiirTaxn or Sa^tnreium (jSaturo\ a town in

the S. of Italy near Tarentum, celebrated for its

liorscs. (Ilor. fib/, i. 6. 69.)

SStnrrda. 1. An ancient name ofItaly [Italia].
—« 2 . (Saturninus : Satumia)^ formerly called Au-
riaia, an ancient town of Etruria, said to have

been founded by the Pclasgians, was situated in

the territory of Caletra, on the road from Rome to

Cosa, about 20 miles from the sea. It was colo-

nised by the Romans, b. c. 183. The ancient

town was rather more than 2 miles in circuit, and
there are still remains of its walls and tombs.

Saturninus I., one of the Thirty Tyrants, was
a general of Valerian, by whom he was much be-

loved. Disgusted by the debauchery of Gallie-

nus, he accepted from the soldicra the title of

emperor, but was put to death by the troops,

who could not endure the sterness of his discipline.

The country, however, in which these events took

place, is not mentioned.— II., a native of Gaul,

and an able officer, was appointed by Aurclian

commandor of the Eastern frontier, and was pro-

claimed emperor at Alexandria during the reign of

Probus. lie was eventually slain by the soldiers

of Probus, although the emperor would willingly

have sp.*ired his life.

Saturninus, L. Antdnius, governor of Upper
Germany in the reign of Domitian, raised a re-

bellion against that emperor, A. d. 91, but was
defeated and put to death by Appius Maximus,
the general of Domitian.

Saturninus, L. Appuleius, the celebrated de-

raagogue, was quaestor, b. c. 104, and tribune

of the plebs for the first time, 102. lie entered

into a close alliance with Marius and his friends,

and soon acquired great popularity. He became a
candidate for the tribunate for the 2nd time, 100.

At the same time G^^aucia, who next to Saturninus

was the greatest demagogue of the day, offered

himself as a candidate for the praetorship, and
Murius for the consulship. Marius and Glaucia

carried their elections
;
but A. Nonius, a partizan

of the aristocrac}', was chosen tribune instead of

Saturninus. Nonius, however, was murdered on

the same evening by the emissaries of Glaucia

and Saturninus; and early the following morn-

ing, Saturninus was chosen to fill up the vacancy.

As soon as he had entered upon his tribunate,

he brought forward an agrarian law, which led

to the banishment of Metellus Numidicus, as is

related elsewhere. [Mbtellus, No. 1 0.] Satur-

ninua proposed other popular measures, such as

a Lex Frumentaria, and a law for founding new
colonies in Sicily, Achaia, and Macedonia. In the

comitia for the election of the magistrates for the

following year, Saturninus obtained the tribunate

for the third time, and along with him there was
chosen a certain Equitius, a runaway slave, who
pretended to be a son of Tib. Gracchus. Glaucia

was at the same time a candidate for the consul-

ship; the two other candidates were M. Antonias
and C. Memmius. The election of M. Antonius
was certain, and the struggle lay between Glaucia
ami Memmius. As the latter seemed ‘likely to

carry his election, Saturninus and Glaucia hired
some ruffians who murdered him openly in the
comitia. This last act produced a complete reaction

against Saturninus and his associates. The senate

declared them public enemies, and ordered the
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consuls to put them down by force. Marius was
tmwilling to act against his friends, but he had no
alternative, and his backwardness was compensated
by the zeal of others. Driven out of the fonim,

Saturninus, Glaucia, and the quaestor Saufeius

took refuge in the Capitol, but the partisans of the

senate cut off the pipes which supplied the Capitol

with water. Unable to hold out any longer, they
surrendered to Marius. The latter did all he
could to save their lives: as soon ns they descended
from the Capitol, he placed them for security in

the CJuria llostilia, but the mob pulled off the tiles

of the senate-house, and pelted them with the tiles

till they died. The senate gave tlieir sanction to

these proceedings by rewarding with the citizen-

ship a slave of the name of Scaeva, who claimed

the honour of having killed Saturninus. Nearly

40 years after these events, the tribune T. La-
bienus accused an aged senator Rabirius, of having

been the murderer of Saturninus. An accoimt of

this trial is given elsewhere. [Rabirius..]

fi&turninns, Claudius, a jurist fram whose
Lifter Swtjufuns de Pocnis Fayaivyt'um there is a
single excerpt in the Digest. He was praetor

under Antoninus Pius.

Saturninus, Pompeins, a contemporary of the

jmunger Pliny, is praised by the latter as a dis-

tinguished orator, historian, and poet. Several of

Pliny’s Icttms are addressed to him.

Sstuminus, C. Sentiua. 1. Propraetor of Ma-
cedonia during the Social war, and probably for

some time afterwards. He defeated the Thracians,

who had invaded his province.— 2. One of the

persons of distinguislied rank who deserted Sex.

Pompeius in b. c. 35, and passed over to Octavian.

He was consul in 1 9, and was afterwards appointed

to the government of Syria. Three sons of Sa-

tuminus accompanied him as legati to Syria, and
were present with their father at the trial of

Herod’s sons at Ber}'tus in B. c. 6.

Sfiturninus, Venuleius, a Roman jurist, is

said to have been a pupil of Papinianus, and a
consiliarius of Alexander Sevcnis. There are 71
excerpts from his writings in the Digest.

Satnnilus, that is, a son of l^tumus, and
accordingly used as a surname of Jupiter, Neptune,

and Pluto. For tlie same reason the name of Sa-

tumia is given both to Jimo and Vesta.

Satumus, a mythical king of Italy to whom
was ascribed the introduction of agriculture and
the habits of civilised life in general. The name
is connected with the verb sero, sevi, satum. The
Romans invariably identified Saturnus with the

Greek . Cronos, and hence made the former the

father of* Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Juno, &c.

[Crono8] ; but there is in reality no resemblance

between the attributes of the two deities, except

that both were regarded as the most ancient di-

vinities in their respective countries. The resem-

blance is much stronger between Demetcr and

Saturn, for all that the Greeks ascribe to their

Deraeter is ascribed by the Italians to Saturn.

Saturnus, then, deriving his name from sowing, is

justly oilled the introducer of civilisation and social

order, both of which are inseparably connected

with agriculture. His reign is conceived for the

same reason to have been the golden ago of Italy,

and more especially of the Aborigines, his subjects.

As agricultural industry is the source of wealth

and plenty, his wife was Ops, the representative

of plenty. The story ran that the god came to
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Italy, in the reign of Janus, by whom he was

hospitably received, and that he formed a settle-

ment on the Capitolino hill, which was hence

called the Saturnian hill. At the foot of that hill,

on the road leading up to the Capitol, there stood

in aftertimes the temple of Saturn. Saturn then

taught the people agriculture, suppressed their

savage modts of life, and introduced among them
civilization and morality. The result was that the

whole country was called Saturnia or the land of

plenty. Saturn was suddenly removed from earth

to the abodes of the gods, whereupon Janus erected

an altar to him in the forum. It is further related

that Latium received its name (from laieo) from

this disappearance of Saturn, who for the same
reason was regarded by soTiie as a divinity of the

nether world. Respecting the festival solemnized

by the Romans in honour of Saturn, see THd. of
Antui. s. V. iSdiurnafia. The statue of Snturims

was hollow and filled Avith oil, probably to denote

the fertility of Latium in olives ; in his hand he
held a crooked pruning knife, and his feet were
surrounded Avith a Avoollen riband. In the pedi-

ment of the temple of Saturn were seen two figures

resembling Tritons, with horns, and whose loAver

extremities grew out of the ground ; the temple

itself AAras used as the trea.sury of the state, and
many laws also Avere deposited in it.

Sat^ (Sdrupoi), tlie name of a class of beings

in Greek mythology, who are inseparably con-

nected with the Avorahip of Dionysus, and represent

the luxuriant vital powers of nature. Homer does

not mention the Satyrs. Hesiod describes them
as a race good for nothing and unfit for work.

They are commonly said to be the sons of

Hermes and Iphthinia, or of the Naiads. The
Satyrs are represented Avith bristly hair, the nose

round and someAvhat turned upwards, the ears

pointed at the top like those of animals, Avith 2
small horns growing out of the top of the forehead,

and with a tail like that of a horse or goat. In

works of art they are represented at different

stages of life ; the older ones were commonly called

Sileni, and the younger ones are termed Satyrisci.

The ^tyrs are always described as fond of wine,

(whence they often appear either Avith a cup or a
thyrsus in their hand), and of every kind of

sensual pleasure, Avhence they are seen sleeping,

playing musical instruments, or engaged in volup-

tuous dances with nymphs. Like all the gods

dwelling in forests and fields, they were greatly

dreaded by mortals. Later writers, especially the

Roman poets, confound the Satyrs with the Italian

Fauni, and accordingly represent them with larger

horns and goats’ feet, although origiiMly they

were quite distinct kinds of beings. Satyrs usually

appear with flutes, the thjTsus, syrinx, the shop-

herd’s staff, cups or bags filled with Avine ; they are

dressed with the skins of animals, and Avear wreaths

of vine, ivy or fir. Representations of them are

still very numerous, but the most celebrated in

antiquity was the Satyr of Praxiteles at Athens.

(lidrvpos), 1. I. King of Bosporus,

was a son of Spartacus I., and reigned b. c. *407 or

406-393. He maintained friendly relations with
Athens. He AA'as slain at the siege of Theudosia
in 393, and was succeeded by his son Leucon.—
2. II., king of Bosporus, was the eldest of the sons

of Paerisades I., whom he succeeded in 311, but
reigned only 9 months.— 8. A distinguished comic
actor at Athens, is said to have given instructions
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to Demosthenes in the art of giving full effect to

his speeches by appropriate action.— 4. A dis-

tinguished Peripatetic philosopher and historian,

who lived in the time of Ptolemy Philopator, if

not later. He wrote a collection of biographies,

among which were lives of Philip and Demosthenes,
and Avhich is frequently cited by ancient Avriters.

— 5. A physician in the 2nd century after Christ,

who Avrote some works, which are no longer

extant.

Sauoonna. [Arak.]
SanfeiuB. 1. C., quaestor b. c. 1 00, Avas one of

the partisans of Satuminus, took refuge with him
in the capitol, and Avas slain along with his leader,

when they were obliged to surrender to Marius.—
2. L., a Roman eques, avos an intimate friend of

Atticus, and a warm admirer of the Epicurean
philosophy. He had very A'aluahle property in

Italy, which was confiscated by the triumvirs, but
Avaa restored to him through the exertions of

Atticus.

SaolSS Farthannisa (iSat/Xctiiy nap^at^i'icra),

the later capital of Parthia, called by the Greeks
Nisaea. Its situ is not known.

SaurSm&tae. [Sahmatak.]
Saur2im&tes ('SaupofidTrjs)f the name of several

kings of Bosporus, who are for the most part known
only from their coins. Wc find kings of this name
reigning over Bosporus from the time of Augustus
to that of Constantine.

Saverrlo, P. Sulpioins. 1. Consul b. c. 304,
when he carried on the war against the Samnites.

He was censor in 229 with Sempronius Sophus,
his former colleague in the consulship. In their

censorship 2 new tribes were formed, the Aniensis

and Terentina.— 2. Son of the preceding, consul

279 with P. Decius Mus, commanded, with his

colleague, against Pyrrhus.

Savd (Saone), a river in Campania, which flows

into the sea S. of Sinuessa.

Savus (Save or Sau\ a n.^igablo tributary of

the Danube, which rises in the Camic Alps, forms
first the boimdary between Noricum and Italy,

and afterwards between Pannonia and Illyria, and
falls into the Danube near Singidunum.

Saza, Decidlus, a native of Celtibcria, was ori-

ginally one of Caesar’s common soldiers. He was
tribune of the plebs in 44, and after Caesar’s death

in this year he took an active part in supporting

the friends of his murdered patron. He served

under M. Antonius in the siege of Mutina, and
subsequently under both Antonius and Octavianuf

in their war against Brutus and Cassius. After

the battle of Philippi Saxa accompanied Antony
to the East, and was made by the latter governor

of Syria. Here he was defeated by the younger
I^hienus and the Parthians, and was slain in the
flight after the battle (40).

Sara, Q. VoconlnB, tribune of the plebs, b. c.

169, proposed the Voconia lex, which was sup-

ported by the elder Cato, Avho spoke in its favour,

when he was 65 years of age. Respecting this

lex, see Dkt. o/Antiq. s. v.

Saza Rubra. [Rubra Saxa.]
Saz6ueB, a powerful people in Germany, who

originally idwelt in the S. part of the Cimbric Cher-
sonesus, between the rivers Albis and ChalusuB

(TVare), consequently in the modem Holstein.

They are not mentioned by Tacitus and Pliny,

since these writers appear to haA'e comprehended
all the inhabitants of the Cimbric Cnersonesas

z z 4
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under the general name of Cimbri. The Saxones

first occur in history in A. d. 286, when they are

mentioned ns brave and skilful sailors, who often

joined the Chauci in piratical expeditions against

the coast of Oaul. The Saxones afterwards appear

at the head of a powerful confederacy of German
peoples, who became united under the general

name of Saxons, and who eventually occupied the

country between the Elbe, the Rhine, the Lippe,

and the German ocean. A portion of the Saxons,

in conjunction with the Angli, led by Ilengist and
liorsa, conquered Briton, as is well known, about

the middle of the 5th century. The Romans never

came into close contact with the Saxons.

Scaeva, Cassius, a centurion i:i Caesar's army,

who distinguished himself by his extraordinary

feats of valour at the battle of Dyrrhachium. He
survived the battle, and is mentioned as one of the

partisans of Caesar, after the death of the latter.

Scaevdla, Q. Cervidlus, a Roman jurist, lived

under Antoninus Pius. He wrote several works,

and there are 807 excerpts from him in the Digest.

ScaevSla, Muclus. 1. 0., the hero of a cele-

brated story in early Roman history. When King
Porsenna was blockading Rome, C. Mucius, a

young man of the patrician class, resolved to rid

his country of the invader. He went out of the

city, with a dagger hid beneath his dress, and
approached the place where Porsenna was sitting,

with a secretary by his side, dressed nearly in the

same stylo as the king himself. Mistaking the

secretary for the king, Mucius killed him on the

spot. He was seized hy the king's guards, and
brought before the royal seat, when he declared

his name, and his design to kill the king himself,

and told him that there were many more Romans
ready to attempt his life. The king in his passion

and alarm ordered him to be bunit olive, unless he

explained more clearly what he meant by his vague

threats, upon which ^lucius thrust his right hand
into a fire which was already lighted for a sacri-

fice, and hold it there without tlinching. The king,

who was amazed at his firmness, ordered him to be

removed from the altar, and bade him go away
free and uninjured. To make some return to the

king for his generous behaviour, Mucius told him
that there were 300 of the first youtlis of Rome
who had agreed with one another to kill the king,

that the lot fell on him to make the first attempt,

and that the rest would do the same when their

turn came. Mucius received the name of Scac-

vola, or left-handed, from the circumsbince of the

loss of his right hand. Porsenna being alarmed

for his life, which he could not secure against so

many desperate men, made proposals of peace to

the Romans, and evacuated the territory. The
patricians gave Mucius a tract of land beyond
the Tiber, which was. thenceforth called Mwia
Praia. The Mucius of this stbry was a patrician

;

but the Mucii of the historical period were ple-

beians. —2. Q., praetor b.c. 215, had Sardinia

for his province, where he remained for the next 3

years. He was decemvir sacrorum, and died 209.

—3. Q., probably son of No. 2, Avas praetor 179,

with Sicily for his province, and consul 174.— 4.

P., brother of No. .3, was praetor with hw brother

179, .and consul 175. In his consulship he gained

a victory over the Ligurians.— 6. P., probably son
of No. 4, was tribune of the plebs I4l

;
praetor

urbanus 136
; and consul 133, the year in which

Tib. Gracchus lost his life. In 131 he succeeded
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his brother Mucianus [Mucianus] as Pontifox

Maximus. Scaevola was distinguished for his

knowledge of the Jus Pontijicium. He was also

famed for his skill in playing at ball, as Avel) as at

the game called Duodecim Scripta. His fume as a
lawyer is recorded by Cicero in several passages.

There is no excerpt from his writings in the

Digest, })ut he is cited several times by the jurists

Avhose works were used for that compilation.— 6.

Q., called the Augur, was on of No. 3, and mar-
ried the daughter of C. Laelius, the friend of Scipio

Africanus the younger. He was tribune of the

plebs 128, plebeian aedile 125, and as praetor Avas

governor of the province of Asia in 121, the year

in which 0. Gracchus lost his life. He was prose-

cuted after his return from his province for the

offence of Repetundac, in 120, by T. Albucius, but
was acquitted. He Avas consul 1 1 7. He lived at

least to the tribunate of P. Sulpicius Rufus 88.

Cicero, Avho Avas born 106‘, informs us, that after he
had put on the toga virilis, his father took him to

Scaevola, who Avas then an old man, and that he
kept as close to him as he could, in order to profit

by his remarks. After his death Cicero became a
hearer of Q. Mucius Scaevola, the pontifex. Tlie

Augur Avas distinguished for his knowledge of the

laAv
;
but none of his writings are recorded.—Mucia,

the Augur's daughter, married L. Licinius Cinssus,

the orator, who was consul 95, with Q. Mucius
Scaevola, the pontifex maximus

;
Avhence it ap-

pears that the Q. Mucius, Avho is one of the speakers

in the treatise de Oratore, is not the pontifex and
the colleague of Crassus, but the Augur, the father-

in-law of Crassus. He is also one of the speakers

in the Laelius sive de Amicilia (c. 1), and in the

de Repuhlica (i. 12).— 7. Q., Pontifkx Maxi-
mus, was son of No. 5, and is quoted by Cicero as

an example of a son Avho aimed at excellence in

that Avhich had given his father distinction. Ho
was tribune of the plebs in 1U6, curule aedile in

104, and consul 95, Avith Licinius Crassus, the

orator, as his colleague. After his consulship Scac-

A'ola Avas the governor (proconsul) of the province

of Asia, in Avhich mpacity he gained the esteem

of the people Avho Avere under liis government.

Subsequently he was made pontifex maximus, by
Avhich title he is often distinguished from Q. Mu-
cius the Augur. He lost his life in the consulship

of C. Marius the younger and Cn. Papirius Carbo

(82), having been proscribed by the Marian party,

from whicli we may conclude that he belonged to

Sulla's party. His body was thrown into the Tiber.

The virtues of Scaevola are recorded by Cicero,

who, after the death of the Augur, became an

attendant (auditor) of the pontifex. The purity of

his moral character, his exalted notions of equity

and fair dealing, his abilities as an administrator,

an orator, and a jurist, place him among the first of

the illustrious men of all ages and countries. He
was, says Cicero, the most eloquent of jurists, and

the most learned jurist amoug orators, Q. Scae-

A'ola the pontifex is the first Roman to whom Ave

can attribute a scientific and systematic handling

of the Jas Civile, which he accomplished in a work

in 18 books. Ho also wrote a Liber Singularis

irepl a work on Definitions, or perhaps, rather,

short rules of law, from which there are 4 ex-

cerpts in the Digest. This is the oldest work from

wliich there are any excerpts in the Digest, and

even these may have been token at second h^d.
Scal&Ms (.5)a«ia7'(ow.), a toAvn in Lusitania, on
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the road from Olisipo to Emerita and Biacara, also

a Roman colony with the surname Praesidium Ju-

lium, and the seat of one of the 3 Conventus

Juridici of the province. The town is erroneously

called Scalabiscus hy Ptolemy.

Scaldis {Scheldt)^ an important river in the N.
of Gallia Belgica, flowing into the ocean, but which
Caesar erroneously makes a tributary of the Mosa.
Ptolemy calls thi j river Tahudas or which
name it contin' ed* ^ bear in the middle ages

under the form of Tabul or TaLuta.

Scamander (^Kd/tavSpos). L A river in the

W. part of the N. coast of Sicily, falling into the

sea near Segesta.— 2. The celebrated river of the

Troad. [Troas.] As a mythological personage,

the river-god was called Xanthua hy the gods.

IJis contest with Achilles is described by Homer
(//. xxi. 1.1G, foil.).

Scamandrius (:&KaiJLdvSpios\ son of Hector and
Andromache, whom tlie people of Troy called

Astyanax, hecaus(i liis father was the protector of

the city of Troy.

Scambonldae ( iita/xScavlSai), a demus in Attica,

between Athens and Eleusis, belonging to the tribe

Leontis.

Scampa : Skumbi or Iscciwpi\ a town
in the interior of Greek Illyria, on the Via Egnatia

between Clodiana .and Lychnidus.
Scandea (5/cdv5eia), a port-town on the E. side

of the island Cythera, f^orming the hiubour of the

town of Cythera, from which it was 1 0 stadia distant.

Scandla or Scandinavia, the name given by
the ancients to Norway, Sweden, and the sur-

rounding islands. Even the later Romans had a
very imperfect knowledge of the Scandinavian

peninsula. They supposed it to have been sur-

rounded by the ocean, and to have been composed
of several islands called by Ptolemy Scandiac. Of
these the largest bore especially the name of

Scandia or Scandinavia, by which the modern
Sweden was undoubtedly indicated. This country
was inhabited by the Hillevionos, of whom the
Sniones and Sitones appear to have been tribes.

Scandlla (JScandolc), a small island in the N.E.
of the Aegaean sea, between Peparethos and Scyros.

Scantia Silva, a wood in Campania, in which
were probably the Aquae Scantiae mentioned by
Pliny.

Scapte Hyle (SfcawT^j also called, but
less correctly, Scaptesyle (JtKavrriffvKTi), a small

town on the coast of Thrace opposite the island of

Thasos. It contained celebrated gold mines, which
were originally worked by the Thasiaus. Thucy-
dides, who had some property in thesg mines, re-

tired to this place after his banishment from Athens,
and here arranged the materials for his history.

Scaptla (Scaptiensis or Scaptius), an ancient

town in Latium, which gave ith name to a Roman
tribe, but which disappeared at an early period.

Scapilla, P. Ostoilus, succeeded A. Plautius as

governor of Britain, about a. d. 50. He defeated

the powerful tribe of the Silurcs, took prisoner

their king Caractacus, and sent him in chains to

Rome. In consequence of this success he received

the insignia of a triumph, but died soon afterwards
in the province.

Soarabantla {p^erihurg\ a town in Pannonia
Superior on the road from Vindobona to Poetovio,

and a municipium with the surname Flavia Au-
gusta.

Scarddna (ZS/capSwva or ^xdpSwv). 1. (Skar-

scAURUs. eel

dma or Skardin)^ the chief town of Libumia in

Illyria on the right bank of the Titius, 12 miles

from its mouth, the seat of a Conventus Juridicus.— 2. {Arbe\ a small island off the coast of Li-

bumia, also called Arba, which was the name of

its principal town.

ScarduB or Scordus Mens (jh 'S.xdpBov Spos), a
range of lofty mountains, forming the boundary
between Moesia and Macedonia.

Scarphd, Scarphea or Scarphla (atcdp>fyy}i

^Kdp<f>€ta^ UKaptpia: Sxapipevs, Zxapifttfvs^ ^xap-
<paior, Sitdpiptor), a town of the Epicnemidii Locri,

10 st^ia from the coast, at which the roads united

leading through Thermopylae. It possessed a
harbour on the coast, probably at the mouth of the

river Boagrius.

Scarponna (C/utrpergne), a town in Gallia Bel-
gica on the Mosella, and on the road from Tullum
to Divodurum.

Scato or Cato, Vettlus, one of the Italian

generals in the Marsic war, n. c. 00. He defeated

the consuls, L. Julius Caesar and P. Rutiliuf^L$||tks,

in 2 successive battles. He was afterwards t^cn
prisoner, and was stabbed to death by his own slave

as he was being dragged before the Roman general,

being thus delivered from the ignominy and punish-

ment that awaited him.

Scaurns, Aemillus. 1. M., raised his family

from obscurity to the highest rank among the

Roman nobles. He was born in b. c. 163. His
father, notwithstanding his patrician descent, had
been obliged, through poverty, to carry on the

trade of a coal-merchant, and left his son a very
slender patrimony. The latter had thought at

first of carrying on the trade of a money-lender

;

but ho finally resolved to devote himself to the

study of eloquence, with the hope of rising to the

honours of the state. He likewise served in the

array, where he appears to have gained some dis-

tinction. He was curule aidile in 123. He ob-

tained the consulship in 115, when he carried on
war with success against several of the Alpine

tribes. In 1 12 he was sent at the head of an em-
bassy to Jugurtha; and in 111 he accompanied
the consul L. Calpiimius Bestia, as one of his

legates, in the war against Jugurtha. The Numi-
dian king bestowed large sums of money upon both

Bestia and Scaurus, in consequence of which the

consul granted the king most favourable terms of

peace. This disgraceful transaction excited the

greatest indignation at Home
;
and C. INIamilius,

the tribime of the plebs, 1 1 0, brought forward a
bill, by which an inquiry was to ho instituted

against all those who had received bribes from
Jugurtha. Although Scaurus had been one of the

most guilty, such was his influeiice in the state

that ho contrived to be appointed one of the three

quaesitorcs, who were elected under the bill, for

the purpose of prosecuting the criminals. But
though he thus secured himself, he was unable to

save any of his accomplices. Bestia and many
others were condemned. In lOfl, Scaurus was
censor with M. Livius Drusus. Ta his consulship

he restored the Milvian bridge, and constructed

the Aemilian rood, which ran by Pisae and Luna
as far as*Dertona. In 107, he was elected consul

a second time, in place of L. Cassius Longinus,

who had fallen in battle against the Tigurini.

In the struggles between the aristocratical and
popular parties, Scaurus was always a warm sup-

porter of the former. He was several times ac-
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cused of different offences, chiefly by his private

enemies
;
but such was his influence in the state,

that hb was always acquitted. He died about 89.

By his wile Cnecilia Scaurus had three children, 2
sons mentioned below, and a daughter Aemilia,

first married to M’. Glabrio, and next to Cn. Pom-
pey, subsequently the triumvir.— 2. M., eldest

son of the preceding, and stepson of the dictator

Sulla, whom his mother Caecilia married after the

death of his father. In the third Mithridatic war
he served under Pompey as quaestor. The latter

sent him to Damascus with an army, and from

thence he marched into Judaea, to settle the dis-

putes between the brothers Hyreanus and Aristo-

bulus. Scaurus was left by Pompey in the com-
mand of Syria with two legions. During his

government of Syria he made a predatory incursion

into Arabia Petraea, but withdrew on the pay-

ment of 300 talents by Aretas, the king of the

country, lie was curule aedile in 58, when he
celebrated the public games with extraordinary

splendour. The temporary theatre which he built

accommodated 80,000 speebitora, and was adorned

in the most magnificent manner. 360 pillars deco-

rated the stage, arranged in 3 stories, of which the

lowest was lujide of white marble, the middle one

of glass, and the highest of gilt wood. The com-

bats of wild beasts were equally astonishing. 150

panthers were exhibited in the circus, and 5 cro-

codiles and a hippopotamus were seen for the first

time at Rome. In 56 he was praetor, and in tho

following year governed the province of Sardinia,

which he plundered without mercy. On his re-

turn to Home lie was accused of the crime of repe-

tundae. He was defended by Cicero, Hortonsius,

and others, and was acquitted, notwithstanding his

guilt. He was accused again in 52, under Pom-
pey’s new law against ambitus, and was con-

demned. He married Muciu, who had been pre-

viously the wife of P<*mj)ey, and by her he had
one son [No. 4].— 3. Younger son of No. 1,

fought under the proconsul, Q. Catulus, against

tile Cirabri at thts Athesis, and having fled from

the field, was indignantly commanded by his father

not to come into his presence; whereupon the

youth put an end to his life.— 4. M., son of No.

2, and Mucia, the former wife of Pompey the tri-

umvir, and consequently the half-brother of Sex.

Pompey. Uo accompanied the latter into Asia,

after the defeat of his fleet in Sicily, hut betrayed

him into the hands of the generals of M. Antonias,

in 35. After the battle of Actiiim, he fell into the

power of Octavian, and escaped death, to which he

nad been sentenced, only through the intercession

of his mother, Mucia.— 6. Mamercas, son of

No. 5, was a distinguished orator and poet, but of

a dissolute character. He was a member of the

senate at the time of the accession of Tiberius,

A. D. 14, when he offended this suspicious emperor

by some remarks which he made in the senate.

Being accused of majestas in 34, he put an end
to his oivn life.

,

Scaurus, M. AurSllus, consul suflFectus it. c.

108, was 3 years afterwards consular lej^te hi

Gaul, where he was defeated by the Cimbri, taken
prisoner, and put to death.

Scaurus, Q. Terentius, a celebrated gramma^
rian who flourished under the emperor Hadrian,
and whose son was one of the preceptors of the
emperor Verus. He was the author of iui Ar»
Granmaiica and of commentaries upon Plautus,
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Virgil, and the Ars Pottioa of Horace, which are

known to us from a few scattered notices only, for

the tract entitled Q. Terentii Scauri de Orthographia

ad Tlieseum included in the “ Gmmraaticae Latinae

Auctores Antiqui” of Putschius (llamiov. 1605),
is not believed to be a genuine production of this

Scaurus.

SceleratUB Campiu. [Roma, p. 650, a.]

Scenae {^Krival, i. e. tJie imis), a town of Meso-
potamia, on the borders of Babylonia, on a canal

of tho Euphrates, 25 days’ journey below Zeugma.
It belonged to the Scknitak, and was evidently

only a collection of tents or huts.

Scenitae (SKijrtrat, i. e. dm'llers in ferds)f the

general name used by the Gree ks for the Bedawee
(Bedouin) tribes of Arabia Deserta. It was also

applied to nomad tribes in Africa, who likewise

lived in tents.

Scepsis (2K7)\[»ts
:

proh. Eski-UpsM, or Eski~

Shupshe, Ru.), an ancient city in the interior of

the Troad, S. E. of Alexandria, in the mountains
of Ida. Its inhabitants were removed by Anti-

gomis to Alexandria ; but being permitted by Ly-
simaclius to return to their homes, they built a

new cit)’, called r\ via and the 'remains ofthe

old town were then called na\at<rKrjtJns, Scepsis

is celebrated in literary history as the place where
certain MSS. of Aristotle and Theophrastus were
buried, to prevent their transference to Pergamus.
When dug up again, they were found nearly de-

stroyed by mould and worms, and in this condition

they were removed by Sulla to Athens. The
philosopher Metrodorus and the grammarian De-
metrius were natives of Scepsis.

Scerdilaidas, or Scerdilaedus {'S.KtphXdtSas or

SKcpSlXaiSos)^ king of Ill3
rTia, was in all proba-

bility a son of Pleunitiis, and younger brother of

Agron, both of them kings of that country. After

the defeat and abdication of Teuta (b. c. 229), he
probably succeeded to a portion of her dominions,

but did not assume the title of king, till after the

death of his nephew Pinnes. He carried on war
for some years against Philip, king of Macedonia,
and thus appears as 'an ally of tho Romans. He
prol)ably died about 205, and was succeeded by
his son Pleuratus.

SchSdXus (SxiSios). L Son of Iphitus and
Hippolyte, commanded the Phocians in the war
against Troy, along with his brother Epistrophus.

He was slain by Hector, and his remains were
carried from Troy to Anticyra in Phocis.— 2. Son
of Perimedes, likewise a Phocian who was killed

at Troy by Hector.

Schdra (Scherinus), a town in the interior of

Sicily in the S.W. part of the island.

Scherla. [P haeacss.]
Schoenns (SxoTwr : SxotwejJs), a town of

Boeotia, on a river of the same name, and on the

road from Thebes to Anthedon.

SchoentLs (JSxotvous -ovvros) 1. A harbour of

Corinth, N. of (^enebreae, at the narrowest part of

the isthmus.— 2. A place in the interior of Ar-
cadia near Muthydrium.

Sci&th'os (Sfcfaflor : SieidOios : Sh'aiAo)^ a small

island in the Acgaean sea, N. of Euboea and £.

of the Magnesian coast of Thessaly, with a town

of the same name upon it It is said to have been

originally colonised by Pelasgians from Thiaae.

It is frequently mentioned in the history of the

invasion of Greece by Xerxes, since the Persian

and Grecian fleets were stationed near its coasts.
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It subsequently became one of the subjict allies of

Athens, but attained srich little prosperity that it

only had to pay tlie small tribute of 200 i^achmae

yearly. Its chief town was destroyed by the last

Philip of jftacedonia. At a later time it was
restored by Antonius to the Athenians. Sciathus

produced good wine.

Scidrus (SalSpos), a place in the S. of Italy of

uncertain site, in which some of the Sybarites

settled after the destniction of their own city.

Scillds (2«/AAoSs -ovifTos: ISiciAAoi&i^ms, 2kiA^
XovtTios)^ a town of Elis in the district Triphylia,

on the river Selinus, 20 stadia S. of Olympia. It

was destroyed by tluj Eleaiis in the war which
they carried on against the Pisaeans, whose cause

had been espoused by tho inhabitants of Scillus.

The Lacedaemonians subsequently took possession

of the territory of Scillus ;
and, although the

Eleans still laid claim to it, they gave it to

Xenophon after his banishment from Athens.

Xenophon resided at this place during the re-

mainder of his life, and erected here a sanctuary

to Artemis, which he had vowed during the retreat

of the Ten Tlumsand.
Scingomagus, a small place in the S. E. part of

Gallia Transpadana, in the kingdom of Cottius,

W. of Segusio, at the pass across the Alps.

Sclone : ’iKKavaios^ the

chief town in the Macedonian peninsula of Pal-

lene, on the W. coast. It is said to have been

founded by some Pellenians of Achaia, who settled

here after their return from Troy. It revolted

from tlie Athenians in the Peloponnesian war, but

was retaken by Cleon
;
whereupon all the men

were put to death, the women and children told as

slaves, and the town given to the Plataeans.

Scipio, the name ofan illustrious patrician family

of the Cornelia gens. This name, which signifies

a stick or stiiif, is said to have been given to the

founder of the family, because he served as a staff

in directing his blind father. This family produced

some of the greatest men in Rome, ^d to them
she was more indebted than to any others for the

empire of the world. The Tamily-tomb of the

Scipios was discovered in 1780, on the left of the

Appia Via, about 400 paces within the modem
Porta S. Sehastiano. The inscriptions and other

curiosities are now deposited in the Muaeo Pio-Cle-

mentino, at Home.— 1. P. Cornelias Scipio, ma-
gister eqnitum, n. c. 396, and consular tribune 395,
and 394.-2. L. Com. Scipio, consul 350.— 3. P.

Com. Scipio Barbatus, consul 328, and dictator,

306. He was also pontifex maximus.— 4. L. Com.
Scipio Barbatus, consul *298, when he carried on
war against the Etruscans, and defeated them near
Vulaterrae. He also served under the consuls in

297, 295, and 293 against the Samnites. This

Scipio was the great great-grandfather of tho con-

queror of Hannibal. The genealogy of the family

can be traced w'ith more certainty from this time.—
5. Cn. Com. Scipio Asina, son of No. 4, was consul

260, in the 1st Punic war. In an attempt upon
the Liparaean islands, he was taken prisoner with

17 ships. He probably recovered his liberty when
Regidus invaded Africa ; for he was consul a 2nd
time in 254. In this year he and his colleague A,
Atilius Calatinus crossed over into Sicily, and took

the town of Panormus.— 6. L. Com. S^pio, also

son of No. 4, was consul 259. He drove the Car-

thaginians out of Sardinia and Corsica, defeating

Hanno, the Carthaginian commander. He was
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censor in 258.-7. P. Com. Scipio Asina, son of

No. 5, was consul 221, and carried on war, with
his colleague M. Minucius Rufus, against tl^i Istri,

who were subdued by the consuls. lie is mentioned

again in 211, when he recommended that the senate

should recall all the generals and armies from Italy

for the defence of the capital, because Hannibal
was marching upon the city.—8 . P. Com. Scipio,

son of No. 6. was consul, with Ti. Sempronius
Longus, in 218, the first year of the 2iul Punic
War. Ho sailed with an army to Gaul, in order to

encounter Hannibal before crossing the Alps ; but
finding that Hannibal had crossed the Rhone, and
had got the start of him by a 3 days’ march, ho
resolved to sail back to Italy, and await Hannibars
arrival in Cisalpine Gaul. But as the Romans had
an anuy of 25,000 men in Cisalpine Gaul, under
tho command of 2 praetors, Scipio sent into Spain
the army which he had brought with him, under
the command of his brother Cn. Scipio. On his

return to Italy, Scipio took tho command of the
army in Cisalpine Gaul, and hastened to meet
Hannibal. An engagement took pldce between
the cavalry and light-armed troops of the 2 armies.

The Romans were defeated
;
the consul himself

received a severe wound, and was only saved from
death by tlie courage of his young son, Publius,

the future conqueror of Hannibal. Scipio now
retreated across the Ticinus, crossed tho Po also,

first took up his quarters at Placentia, and subse-

quently withdrew to the hills on the left bank of

tho Trebia, where he was joined by the other

consul, Sempronius Longus. The latter resolved

upon a battle, in opposition to the advice of his

colleague. The result was the complete defeat of

the Roman army, which was obliged to take refuge

within the walls of Placentia. In the following

year 217, Scipio, whose iraperiuin had been pro-

longed, crossed over into Spain. He and his

brother Cneius continued in^pain till their death

in 211; but the history of their campaigns, though
important in their results, is full of confusions and
contradictions. They gained several victories over

the enemy, and they felt themselves so strong by
the beginning of 212, that they resolved to cross

the Iberus, and to make a vigorous effort to drive

the Carthaginians out of Spain. They accordingly

divided their forces, but they were defeated and
slain in battle by the Carthaginians.—9. Cn. Com.
Scipio Calvns, son of No. 6, and brother of No. 8,

was consul 222, with M. Claudius Marcellus. In
conjunction with his colleague he carried on war
against the Insubrians. In 218 he carried on war
as the legate of his brother Publius for 8 years in

Spain, as has been related above. —10. P. Com.
Sdpio AfricanuB lllcyor, son of No. 8. was bom
in 234. He was unquestionably one of the greatest

men of Rome, and he acquired at an early age the

confidence and admiration of his countrymen. His
enthusiastic mind led him to believe that he was
a special favourite of the gods

;
and ho never

engaged in any public or private business without

first going to the Capitol, where he sat some time

alone, enjoying communication from the gods. For
all he proposed or executed he alleged the divine

approval; and the Roman people gave credit to his

assertions, and regarded him as a being almost

superior to the common race of men. There can be

no doubt that Scipio believed himself in the divine

revelations, which he asserted to have been vouch-

safed to him, and the extraordinary success which
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attended all his enterprises must have deepened

this belief. He is lirst mentioned in 218 at the

battlotOf the Ticiniis, when he saved the life of his

father as has been already related. He fought at

Cannae two years afterward (216), when he was
already a tribune of the soldiers, and was one of

the few Roman officers who survived that fatal

day. He was chosen along with Appius Claudius

to command the remains of the arm}’-, which had
taken refuge at Canusium

;
and it was owing to

his youthful heroism and presence of mind, that

the Roman nobles, who had thought of leaving

Italy in despair, were prevented from carrying

their rash project into effect. He had abeady
gained the favour of the people to such an extent,

that he was elected aedile in 212, although he
had not yet reached the legal age. In 210,
after the death of his father and uncle in Spain,

the Romans resolved to increase their array in that

country, and to place it under the command of a
proconsul. But when the people assembled to

elect a proconsul, none of the generals of experience

ventured to sue for so dangerous a command. At
length Scipio, who was then barely 24, offered

himself as a candidate, and was chosen with en-

thusiasm to take the command. His success in

Spain was striking and rapid. In the first cam-
paign (210) he took the important city of Carthago

Nova, and in the course of the next 3 years he
drove the Carthaginians entirely out of Spain, and
became master of that country. He returned to

Rome in 206, and was elected consul for the fol-

lowing year (205), although he had not yet filled

the office of praetor, and was only 30 years of age.

He was anxious to cross over at once to Africa,

and bring the contest to an end at the gates of

Carthage
;
but the oldest members of the senate,

and among them Q. Fabius Maxiitius, opposed his

project, partly through timidity and partly through

jealousy of the youthfgl conqueror. All that Scipio

could obtain was the province of Sicily, with per-

mission to cross over to Africa; but the senate

refused him an army, thus making the permission

of no practical use. But the allies had a truer

view of the interests of Italy than the Human
senate ; and from all the towns of Itoly volunteers

flocked to join the standard of the youthful hero.

The senate could not refuse to allow him to enlist

volunteers ; and such was the enthusiasm in his

favour, that he was able to cross over to Sicily with

an army and a fleet contrary to the expectations

and even the wishes of the senate. After spend-

ing the winter in Sicily, and completing all his

preparations for the invasion of Africa, he crossed

over to the latter country in the course of the

following year. Success again attended his arms.

The Carthaginians and their ally Syphax were
defeated with great slaughter; and the former

were compelled to recall Hannibal from Italy as

the only hope of saving their country. The long

struggle between the 2 peoples was at length

brought to a close by the battle fought near the

city of Zama on the 19th of October, 202, in which
Scipio gained a decisive and brilliant victory over

Hannibal. Carthage had no alternative but sub-

mission
; but the final treaty was not concluded

till the following year (201). Scipio returned to

Italy in 201, and entered Rome in triumph. He
was received with universal enthusiasm, and the
surname of Africanus was conferred upon him.
The people wished to make him consul and dic-
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tator for life, and to erect his statue in the comitia,

the rostra, the curia, and even in the Capitol, but
he prudently declined all these invidious dis-

tinctions. As he did not choose to usurp the su-

preme power, and as he was an object*of suspicion

and dislike to the majority of the senate, he took

no prominent part in public affairs during the next

few years. He was censor in 199 with P. Aelius

Paetus, and consul a second time in 1 94 with Ti.

Sempronius Longus. In 193, he was one of the

3 commissioners who were sent to Africa to me-
diate between Masinissa and the Carthaginians ;

and in the same year he was one of the ambas-
sadors sent to Antiochus at Ephesus, at whose
court Hannibal was then residing. The tale runs

that he had there an interview with the great Car-
thaginian, who declared him the greatest general

that ever lived. The compliment was paid in a
manner the most flattering to Scipio. The latter

had asked, “ Who was tho gri-atest general ?
”

“Alexander the Great,” was Hannibal’s reply.
“ Who was the second ?

” “ Pyrrhus.” “ Who
the third ?” “ Myself,” replied the Carthaginian.
“ What would you have said, then, if you had
conquered ine.^” asked Scipio, in astonishment.
“ I should then have placed myself before Alex-
ander, before Pyrrhus, and before all other ge-

nerals.”— In 190 Africanus served as legate

under his brother Lucius in tho war against An-
tiochus the Great. Shortly after his return, he
and his brother Lucius -were accused of having

received bribes from Antiochus to let the monarch
off too leniently, and of having appropriated to

their own use ptirt of the money which had been
paid by Antiochus to the Roman state. The de-

tails of the accusation are related with such dis-

crepancies by the ancient authorities, that it is

impossible to determine with certainty the true

history of the affair, or the year in which it oc-

curred. It appears, however, that there were
two distinct prosecutions, and the following is

perhaps the most probable history of the transac-

tion. In 187, 2 tribunes of the people of the

name of Petillii, instigated by Cato and the other

enemies of the Scipios, required L. Scipio to render

an account of all the sums of money which he
had received from Antiochus. L. Scipio accord-

ingly prepared his accounts, but as ho was in the

act of delivering them up, tlic proud conqueror of

Hannibal indignantly snatched them out of his

hands, and tore them up in pieces before the senate.

But this haughty conduct appears to have produced

an unfavourable impression, and his brother, when
brought to trial in the course of the same year, was
declared guilty, and sentenced to pay a heavy
fine. The tribune C. Minucius Auguriuus ordered

him to be dragged to prison and there detained till

the money was paid
;
whereupon Africanus res-

cued his brother from the hands of the tribune’s

officer. The contest would probably have been at-

tended with fatal results had not Tib. Gracchus,

the father of the celebrated tribune, and then

tribune himself, had the prudence to release Lu-

cius front the sentence of imprisonment. The
successful issue of the prosecution of Lucius em-

boldened his enemies to bring the great Africanus

himself before the people. His accuser was M.
Naevius, tho tribune of tho people, and the accu-

sation was brought in 185. When the trial came

on, and Africanus was summoned, he proudly re-

minded the people that this was the anniversary
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of the day on which he had defeated Mannibal at

Zama, and culled upon them to follow him to the

Capitol, in order there to return thanks to the

immortal "ods, and to pray that they would

grant the Roman state other citizens like himself.

Seipio struck a chord Avhich vibrated on every

heart, and was followed by crowds to the Ca-

pitol. Having thus set all the laws at defiance,

Seipio imniediately quitted Rome, and retired to

his country seat at Jiiternum. The tribunes

wished to renew the prosecution, but Gracchus

wisely persuaded them to let it drop. Seipio never

returned to Rome, lie passed his remaining days

in the cultivation of his estate at Litemum; and

at his death is said to have re<iuested that his

body migiit be buried there, and not in his un-

grateful country. The year of his death is equally

uncertain ; but he prob.ably died in 183. Seipio

married Acmiliu, the daughter of L. Aemilius

Paulus, wl;o fell at tlie battle of Cannae, and by
her he had 4 children, ‘2 sons [Nos. 12, 13], and

2 danglitt rs, tlie elder of whom married P. Seipio

Nasica Corculum [No. 17.], and the younger Tib.

Gracchus, and thus became the mother of the two

celebrated tribunes. [CouNELlA.]— IL L. Corn.

Seipio Asiaticus, also called Asiagenes ur Asia-

genus, was the sou of No. 8, and the brother of

the gr('at .\fricanus. lie served under his brother

in Spain
;
was piactor in 1 0.3, when he obtained the

province of Sicily
;
and consul in 190, with C. Lae-

lius. Tlie senate had not much confidence in his

abilities, and it was only through the offer of his

brother AlVioanns to accompany him as a legate

that he obtained the province of Greece and the

conduct of the war against Antiochua. He de-

feated Antiochus at Mt. Sipylus, in 190, entered

Rome ill triumph in the following year, and as-

sumed the surname of Asiaticus. The history of

his accusation and condemnation has been already

related in the life of his brother, lie was a can-

didate for the ceiisorslilp in 184, but was defeated

by the old enemy of liis family, M. Porcius Cato,

who deprived Asiaticus of his horse at the review

of the cquites. It appears, therefore, that even as

late as tliis time an eques did not forfeit his horse

by becoming a senator.— 12. P. Com. Seipio

Africanus, elder son of tlie great Africanus, was

prevented by his weak health from taking any part

in public nifairs. Cicero praises his oratiunculac

and his Greek history, and remarks that, with the

greatness of his father's mind he possessed a larger

amount of learning. He had no son of his own,

but adopted the son of L. Aemilius Paxilus [see

below. No. 15]. —13. L. or Cn. Com. Seipio

AMcanus, younger son of the gre8t Africanus.

He accompanied his father into Asia in 190, and

was taken prisoner by Antiochus, This Seipio

was a degenerate son of an illustrious sire, and
only obtained the praetorship, in 174, through

Cicereius, who had been a scriba of his father,

giving way to him. In the same year he was ex-

pelled from the senate by the censors.— 14. L.

Com. Seipio Asiaticus, a descendant of No. 11,

belonged to the Marian party, and was^onsul 83
with C. Norbanus. In this year Sulla returned

to Italy : Seipio was deserted by his troops and
taken prisoner in his camp along with his son

Lucius, hut was dismissed by Sulla uninjured.

He was, however, included in the proscription in

the following year (82), whereupon he fled to

Mauilia, and passed there the remainder of hit
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life. His daughter was married to P. Sestius.

— 15. P. Com. Seipio Aemiliauus Africanus

Minor, was the younger son of L. Aemilius Paulus,

the conqueror of Macedonia, and adopted by
P. Seipio [No. 12], the son of the conqueror of

Hannibal. He was bom about 185. In his 17th

year he accompanied his father Paulus to Greece,

and fought under him at the battle of Pydna,

168. Seipio devoted himself with ardour to the

study of literature, and formed an intimate friend-

ship with Polybius, when the latter came to Rome
along with the other Achaean exiles in 167.

[PoLVBius.] At a later period he also cultivated

the acquaintance of the philosopher Panaetius,

and he likewise admitted the poets Lucilius and
Terence to his intimacy, and is said to liave as-

sisted the latter in the composition of his come-
dies. His friendship with L.ieliti8, whose tastes

and pursuits were so congenial to his own, has

been immortalised by Cicero's celebrated treatise

entitled “Laelius sive de Amicitia.” Although
thus devoted to the study of polite literature,

Seipio is said to have cultivated the virtues which
distinguished the older Romans, and to have made
Cato the model of his conduct. If we may believe

his panegyrists, he possessed all the simple virtues

of an old Roman, mellowed by the refining in-

fluences of Greek civilisation. Seipio first served

in Spain with great distinction as military tribune

under the consul L. Lucullus in 151. On the

breaking out of the 3rd Punic war in 149 he ac-

companied the Homan army to Africa, again with
the rank of military tribune. Here he gained
still more renown. By his personal bravery and
military skill he repaired, to a great extent, the

mistakes of the consul Mauilius, whose anny on
one occasion he saved from destruction. He
returned to Rome in 148, and had already gained
such popularity that when lie became a candidate

for the aedileship for the following year (147) he
was elected consul, althouj^ he was only 37, and
had not therefore attained the legal age. The
senate assigned to him Africa .ns his province, to

which he forthwith sailed, accompanied by his

friends Polybius and Laelius. He prosecuted tho
siege of Carthage with the utmost vigour. The
Carthaginians defended themselves with the cou-

rage of despair, and tho Romans were unable to

force their way into the city till the spring of the
following year (146). The inhabitants fought
from street to street, and from house to house, and
the work of destruction and butchery went on for

days. The fate of this once magnificent city

moved Seipio to tears, and anticipating that a
similar catastrophe might one day befall Home, ho
repeated the lines of the Iliad (vi. 448), in which
Hector bewails the approaching fall of Troy. After
reducing Africa to the form of a Roman province,

Seipio returned to Rome in the same year, and
celebrated a splendid triumph on account of his

victory. The surname of Africanus, which he had
inherited by adoption from the conqueror of Han-
nibal, had been now acquired by him by his own
exploits. In 142 Seipio was censor, and in the
administration of the duties of his office he at-

tempted to repress the growing luxury and immo-
rality of his contemporaries. His efforts, however,

were thwarted by his colleague Mummius, who
had himself acquired a love for Greek and Asiatic

luxuries. In 139 Seipio was accused by TL Clau-

dius Asellus of majestas. Asellus’ attacked him
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out of private animosit}^ because he had been

deprived of his horse, and reduced to the condition

of an^iierarian by Scipio in Iiis censorship. Scipio

was aeqaitted, Jind tlie speeches which he delivered

on the occasion obtained great celebrity, and were

held in liigh esteem in a later age. It appears to

ha^ e bei'U after this event that Scipio was sent on

an embassy to Kgypt and Asia to attend to the

Roman interests in those countries. The long

'continuance of the war in Spain again called Scipio

to the consulship. He was appointed consul in his

absence, and had the province of Spain assigned to

him in 134. His operations were attended with

success ; and in 1 33 he brought the war to a con-

clusion by the capture of the * ity of Niimantia

after a long siege. He now received the surname
of Numantinus in addition to that of Africanus.

During his absence in Spain Tib. Gracchus had
been put to death. Scipio was married to Sem-
pronia, the sister of the fallen tribune, but he had
no sympathy with his reforms, and no sorrow for

his fate. Upon his return to Rome in 132, he

did not disguise his sentiments, and when asked

in the assembly of the tribes by C. Papirius Garbo,

the tribune, what he thought of the death of Tib.

Gracchus, he boldly replied that he was justly

slain {jjiiret amsum). The people loudly expressed

their disapprobation; whereupon Scipio proudly

bad them be silent. He now took the lead in

opposing the popular party, and endeavoured to

prevent the agrarian law of Tib. Gracchus from

being carried into effect. In order to accomplish

this object, he proposed in the senate (129), that

all disputes respecting the lands of the allies should

be taken out of the hands of tlie commissioners

appointed under the law of Tib. Gracchus, and
should be committed to other persons. This

would have been equivalent to an abrogation of

the law; and accordingly Fulvius Flaccus, Pa-

pirins Carbo and C. Gracchus, the 3 commission-

ers, oflfored the most* vehement opposition to his

propo.sal. In the forum he Avas accused by CarlM)

with the bitterest invectives as the enemy of the

people, and upon his again expressing his approval

of tne di-ath of Tib. Gracchus, the people shouted

out, “ Down with the t^TOnt.” In the ev’ening

he went home Avith the intention of composing a

speech for the following day; but next day he

was found dead in his room. The most contra-

dictory rumours were circuhited respecting his

deatli, but it Avas generally believed that he was
murdered. Suspicion fell upon various persons;

his wife Sompronia and her mother Cornelia were

suspected by some
;
Garbo, Fulvius, and C. Grac-

chus by others. Of all these Garbo Avas most
generally believed to have been guilty, and is

expressly mentioned as the murderer by Cicero.

The general opinion entertained by the Romans of

a subsequent age respecting Scipio is given by
Cicero in Ids work on the Republic, in which Scipio

is introduced as the principal speaker.— 16. P.

Corn. Scipio Nasioa, that is, “ Scipio with the

pointed nose,” was the son of Cn. Scipio Calvus,

who fell in Spain in 211, [No. 9.] He is first

mentioned in 204 as a young man Avho was judged
by the senate to be the best citizen in tbo state,

and was therefore sent to Ostia along with the
Roman matrons to receive the statue of the Idacan
Mother, which 'had been brought from Pessinus.
He was curule oedile 196

;
praetor in 194, when

he fought with lucceBS in Further Spain; and consul
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1.01, wheti he defeated the Boii, and triumphed

OA'er them on his return to Rome. Scipio Nasica

was a celebrated jurist, and a house was given him
by the state in the Via Sacra, in order that he
might be more easily cotjsulted.— 17. P. Com,
Scipio Nasica Corculum, son of No. 16, inherited

from his father a love of jurisprudence, and became
so celebrated for his discernment and for his know-
ledge of the pontifical and civil law, that he received

the surname of Corculum. He m.arried a daughter

of Scipio Africanus the elder. Ho Avas consul for

the first time 162, but abdicated, together Avith his

colleague, almost immediately after they had en-

tered upon their office, on account of some fault in

the auspices. He was censor 1 .'j9 with M. Popillius

Laonns, and was consul a 2nd tinje in loo, Avhen
he subdued the Dalmatians. He w’.is a firm up-

holder of the old Roman habits and manners, and
in his 2nd consulship he induced the senate to

order the demolition of a the.atre, Avhich Avas near

completion, as injurious to public monals. When
Cato repeatedly expressed his desire for the de-

struction of Carthage, Scipio, on the other hand,

declared that he wished for its preservation, since

the existence of such a rival Avould proA^o a uscfiil

check upon the licentiousness of the multitude.

He was elected pontifex maximus in loO.—18. P.

Corn. Scipio Nasica Serapio, son of No. 17, is

chiefly known as the le.ader of the senate in the

murder of Tib. Gracchus. Ho was consul in 1.38,

and in consequence of the severity with which he
and his colleague conducted the levy of troops,

they were thrown into prison by C. Curiatius,

the tribune of the plebs. It was this Curiatius

who gave Nasica the nickname of Serapio, from

his resemblance to a person of low rank of tliis

name; but though given him in di'rision, it after-

wards became his distinguishing sunianie. In 133,

when the tribes mot to re-elect Tib. (iracchns to

the tribunate, and the utmost confusion prevailed

in the forum, Nasica called upon the consuls to

save the republic
;
but as they refused to haA^e

recourse to violence, he exclaimed, “ As the consul

betrays the state, do yon who Avish to obey the

laws follow me,” and so Staying he rushed forth from

the temple of Fides, where the smiate Avas sitting,

followed by the greater number of the senators.

The people gave way before them, and Gracchus
Avas assassinated as he attempted to escape. In

consequence of his conduct on this occasion Nasica

became an object of such detestation to the people,

that the senate found it advisable to send him on a

pretended mission to Asia, although he was pontifex

maximus, and ought not, therefore, to have quitted

Italy. Hetdid not venture to return to Romo, and
after wandering about from place to place, died

soon aftorAvards at Pergamum. — 19. P. Corn.

Scipio Nasica, son of No. 18, was consul 111, and

died during his consulship. —i 20. P. Com. Scipio

Nasica, son of No. 19, praetor 94, is mentioned

by Cicero as one of the advocates of Sex. Roscius

of Ameria. He married Licinia, the 2nd daughter

of L. Crassus, the orator. He had 2 sons, both of

whom Mjere adopted, one by his maternal grand-

father L. Crassus in his testament, and is therefore

called L. Licinius Crassus Scipio
;
and the other

by Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius, consul 80, and is

therefore called Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipio.

This Scipio became the father in-law of Cn. Pompey

the triumvir, and fell in Africa in 46. His life if

given under Mstillus, No. 16.— 81. Cn. Corn.
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Scipio Hispallus, son of L. Scipio v#io is only

knoAvn as a brother of the 2 Scipios who fell in

Spain. Hispallus was praetor 179»and consul 171.

—22. Cn. Corn. Scipio Hispallus, son of No. 21,

was praetor, 139, when he published an edict that

all Clialdaeans (i. e. astrologers) should leave Rome
and Italy within 10 days.

Sciras or Sclerlas (2/cipay, S/cAT^plas), of Ta-

rentura, was one of the followers of Rhinthon in

that peculiar sort of comedy, or rather burlesque

tragedy, which was cultivated by the Dorians of

Magna Graecia, and especially at Tarentum.

[Rhinthon.]
Sciras (2>«pc£s), a surname of Athena, under

which she had a temple in the Attic port of Pha-

leroii, and in the island of Salamis. The foun-

dation of the temple at Phaleroii is ascribed by
Pausanias to a soothsayer, Scirus of Dodona, who
is said to have come to Attica at the time when
the Eleusinians were at war with Ercchtheus.

Scintis a wild and mountainous

district in the N. of Laconia, on the borders of

Arcadia, with a town called Scirus (^tcTpos),

which originally belonged to Arcadia. Its inha-

bitants, the Scirltae (SKiptrat), formed a special

division of the Lacedaemonian army. This body,

which in the time of the Peloponnesian war, was
COO in number, was stationed in battle at the

extreme left of the line, formed on march the

vanguard, and was usually employed on tho most

dangerous kinds of service.

Solron {SiKlpuv or a famous robber

vdio infested tho frontier between Attica and
Megnris. Ho not only robbed tho travellers who
passed through the country, but compelled them,

on the Scironian rock to wasli his feet, and kicked

them into the sea, while they were thus employed.

At the foot of tho rock there w’as a tortoise, which
devoured the bodies of the robber’s victims. He
ivas slain by Theseus.

Scirdnla Saza {^KipwvlSes TreVpa/, also 2«i-

pdSer : Derwni Douno\ largo rocks on the E.

coast of Megaris, between which and the 8e.a there

was only a narrow dangeroas pass, called the

Sciroiiiaii road 'S,Kip<avi} or ^Kipwyls dSds : Juiki

Skala). This road was afterwards enlarged by the

emperor Hadrian. The name of the rocks was
derived from the celebrated robber Sciron.

Scirri or Sciri, a people in European Samiatia,

on the N. coast, immediately E. of the Vistula, in

the modern Curland and Samoyiticn. The Sciri

afterwards joined the lluiis
;
and to this people

belonged Odoacer, the conqueror of Italy.

Scirtdnlum {S,Kipr<S}piov\ a towm in the S. of

Arcadia, belonging to the district Afgytis, the

inhabitants of which removed to Megalopolis, upon
the foundation of the latter.

ScirtuB (Swlpros : JiUab\ a river in Mesopo-
tamia, flowing past Edessa into a small lake near

Chittrae. Its name, which signifies leupiny, was
derived &om its rapid descent in a series of small

cascades.

Solerlas. [Sciras.]

Scodra (Scodrensis: Scodar or Scutari)^ one of

the moat important towns in lllyricum, on the left

bank of the river Barbana, at the S. E. corner of
the Lacus Labeatis, and about 17 miles from the

coast. It was strongly fortified, and was the resi-

dence of the Illyrian king Gentius. It subse-

quently contained many Roman inhabitants.

Soodroi. [ScARDus.]
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Scoedlses, Soydisses, or Scordiscus (S/roi-

Bt(r7)5^ ^Kvdlaarris^ UKopBlaKos : Dassim Dagh^ or

Chamhu-Bel Dugh\ a mountain in the E. of

Asia Minor, dividing Pontus Cappadocius from

Armenia Minor, and forming a part of the same
range as M. Parj'ades.

Scollis (SffdAAis : Sandameri), a rocky moun-
tain between Elis and Achaia, 3333 feet high,

which joins on the K. the mountain Lampea.
Sc615tl (SxdAoToi), the native name of the

Scythians, according to Herodotus, is in all proba-

bility the Greek form of Slarc-niv or Slove-nic, the
generic name of the Slavonian race. [Scythia.]
The later Greek writers call them iKKaSrjvol.

ScoluB (S/fwAoy : J&k(C\ios, ^Kwhievs). 1. An
ancient town in Boeotia, on the road from Thebes
to Apbidna in Attica, was situated on the N.
slope of Mt. Citbaeron and 40 stadia S. of the
river Asopiis.— 2. A small place in Macedonia,
near Oljmthus.

Scombraria {Istote\ an island in front of the
bay, on the S. K. coast of Spain, which formed the
harbour of (\‘irthago Nova. It received its name
from the itcombri, or mackerel, taken off its coast,

from which the Romans prepared their yarum.
Sc5iuIub Mons (rh %K6p.wv Spos)^ a mountain

in Macedonia, which runs E. of Mt. Scardus, in
the direction of N. to S. towards Mt. H acinus.

Scopas (2«o-»ras). 1. An Aotolian, who held a
leading position among his countrymen at the
period of the outbreak of the war with Philip and
tho Achaeans, n. c. 220. He commanded the
Aetolian army in the first year of tho war

; and
lie is incntione.d again as general of the Aetolians,

when tho latter people concluded an alliance with
the Romans to assist them against Philip (211).
After the close of the war with Philip, Scopas and
Doriraachus were appointed to reform the Aetolian
constitution (201)- Scopas had only undertaken
the charge from motives of oersonal ambition

;
on

finding himself disappointed in tliis object, he with-

drew to Alexandria. Here he was received with
tho utmost favour by tho ministers of the young
king, Ptolemy V., and appointed to the chief com-
mand of the army against Antiochus the Great.

At first he was successful, but was afterwards

defeated by Autioclms at Panium, and reduced to

shut himself up within the walls of Sidon, where
he was ultimately compelled by famine to surrender.

Notwithstanding this ill success ho continued in

high favour at the Egyptian court
;
but having

formed a plot in 296 to obtain by force the chief

administration of tho kingdom, ho was arrested and
put to death.*—2. A distinguished sculptor, was a
native of Paros, and appears to have belonged to

a family of artists in that island. He flourished

from B. c. 395 to 350. He was probably somewhat
older than Praxiteles, with whom he stands at the

head of that second period of perfected art which
is called the later Attic school (in contradistinction

to the earlier Attic school of Phidias), and which
arose at Athens after the Peloponnesian war.

Scopas was uii architect and a statuary as well as

a sculptor. He was the architect of the temple of

Athena Alea, at Tegea, in Arcadia, which was com-
menced soon after B. c. 394. He was one of the

artists employed in executing the bas-reliefs, which
decorated the frieze of the Mausoleum at Hali-

carnassus in Caria. A portion of these bas-reliefs

is now deposited in the British Museum. Among
the single statues and groups of Scopas, the best
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known in modern times is his group of figures

representing the destruction of the sons and

daughters of Niohe, In Pliny’s time the statues

stoodi in the temple of Apollo Sosianus. The
remaining statues of this group, or copies of them,

are all in the Florence Gallery, with the exception

of the so-called Ilioneus, at Munich, which some

suppose to have belonged to the group. There is

a head of Niobc in the collection of Lord Yar-
borough, which has some claim to be considered

as the original. J3ut the most esteemed of all

the works of i?copas, in antiquity, was his group

which stood in the shrine of Cn. Domitius in

the Flaminijin circus, representing Achilles con-

ducted to the island of Leuro by the divinities

of the sen. It consisted of figures of Neptune,

Thetis, and Achilles, surrounded by Nereids, and
attended by Tritons, and by an assemblage of sea

monsters.

Scopas {^Kunas: Aladan\ a river of Galatia,

falling into the ISangarius, from the E., at Jiilio-

polis.

Scordisci, a people in Pannonia Superior, are

sometimes classed among the Illyrians, but were

the remains of an ancient and powerful Celtic

tribe. They dwelt between theSavusand Draviis.

Scordiscus. LScoedisks.]

Scoti, a people mentioned, together with the

PiCTi, by the later Roman writers as one of the

the chief tribes of the ancient Caledonians. They
dwelt in the S. of Scotland and in Ireland

;
and

from them the former country has derived its

name.

Scotitas (S/cortVas), a woody district in the

N. of Laconia on tlu^ frontiers of Tegeatis.

Sedtussa (2'C(>Tou(r<ra; ’XKorovfftrtuos)^ a very

ancient town of Thessaly, in the district Pelas-

giotis, near the source of the Onchestus, and not

far from the hills Cynoscophalae, wlicre Flami-

ninus gained his celebrated victory over Philip,

ij.o. 197.
*

Scnbonla, wife of Octavianus, afterwards the

emperor Augustus, had been married twice before.

By one of her former husbands, P. Scipio, she had
two children, JV Scipio, who was consul, b. v. 1(>,

and a daughter, Cornelia, wdio was married to

Paulus Aemilius Lepidus, censor n. c. ‘22. Scri-

bonia was the sister of L. Scribonius Libo, who
was the father-in-law of Sex. Pompey. Augustus
married her in 4b, on the advice of 'Maecenas,

because he was then afraid that Sex. Pompey
would form an alliance Avith Antony to crush him ;

but having renewed his alliance Avith Antony,

Octavian divorced her in the following year (39),

in order to marry Livia on the very day on which

she had borne him a daughter, Julia, Scribonia

long survived her separation from Octavian. In

A,D. 2 she accompanied, of her own accord, her

daughter Julia into exile, to tlie island of Pau-
dateria.

Soribdnlus Curio. [Cuhio.]

ScribSnluB Largus. [Largus.]
SoribSnlus Libo. [Libo.]

ScribSulus ProoiiluB. [Proculus.]
Soaltenua (Panaro\ a river in G^lia Cispa-

dana, rising in the Apennines, and flowing to the £.
of Mutina into the Po.

Soup!
( Uskvb)^ a toAvn in Moesia Superior on

the Axius, and the capital of Dardania. It was
the residence of the archbishop of Illyricum, and
in the middle ages of the Servian kings.

SCYLITZES.

Scydi^es. [Scoedises.]

Soyl&ee {:ZKv\dKri), or Scylaceion, an ancient

city on the coast of Mysia Minor, at the foot of

M. Olympus, said to have been founded by the

Pelasgians.

Scylaclnm, also Scylaceum, or Scylletlum
{^KvXaKiov, ’XKvXaKfTov, ^iKvWiiriov : Squillace),

a Greek town on the E. coast of Bruttium, was
situated on 2 adjoining hills at a short distance

from the coast, between the rivers Caecinus and
Carcines. It is said to have been founded by the

Athenians. It belonged to the territory of Croton,

but was subsequently given by the elder Dionysius

to the Locrians, and came eventually into the pos-

session of the Homans. It had no harbour, Avhence

Virgil (Aen. m. 553) speaks of it as nam/rayum
Scylacmm. From this town the Scylacius or

ScylleticuB SinuB (2Ki;\\77TiK2ir KdKvos) derived

its name. The isthmus which separated this bay
from the Sinus Hippoiiiateg on the W. coast of

Bnittiura, was only 20 miles broad, and formed

the ancient boundary of Oenotria.

Scylax (2xo\aJ). 1. Of Caryanda in Caria,

was sent by Darius Ilystaspis on a voyage of dis-

coA'cry down the Indus. Setting out from the city

of Caspatyrus and the Pactyican district, Scylax

reached the sea, and then sailed W. through the

Indian Ocean to the Red Sea, performing the wliole

voyage in 30 months.— 2. Of Halicarnassus, a
friend of Panaetius, distinguished for his knoAvlcdge

of the stars, and for his political influcnco in his own
state.— There is still extant a JPcriplus^ containing

a brief description of certain countries in Europe,

Asia, and Africa, and bearing the name of Scylax of

Caryanda. This work has been ascribed by some
Avriters to the Scylax mentioned by Herodotus,

and by others to the contemporary of Panaetius

and Polybius ;
but most modem scholars stippose

the writer to have lived in the first half of the

reign of Philip, the father of Alexander tlie Great,

about JJ. c. 350. It is clear from internal evi-

dence that the Periplns must have been composed
long after the time of Herodotus

;
Avhilst, from its

omitting to mention any of the cities founded by
Alexander, such as Alexandria in Egypt, we may
conclude that it was draAvn up before the reign of

Alexander. It is probable that the author prefixed

to his Avork the name of Scylax of Caryanda, on

account of the celebrity of this navigator. This

Periplm is printed by Hudson, in his Geographi

Graeci Minores, and by Klausen, attached to his

fragments of Hccataeus, Berlin, 1831.

Scylax (2kwA.o{; Choterlek-frmak)^ a river in

the S. W. of Pontus, falling into the Iris, between

Amasia acd Gavsiura.

SoylitzcB or Soylitza, Joannes, a Byzantine

historian, sumamed, from his office, Curopalates,

flourished a. d. 1081. His work extends from

the death of Nicephonis I. (811), down to the

reign of Nicephonis Botaniotes (1078—1081).

The portion of the history of Cedrenus, Avhich

extends from the death of Nicephorus I. (811)

to the close of the work (1057), is found almost

A'erbatvtn in the history of Scylitzes. Hence it

has been supposed that Scylitzes copied from

Cedrenus, and consequently the entire work of

Scylitzes has not been published separately, but

only the part extending from 1057 to 1080, which

has been printed as an appendix to Cedrenus.

[Cedrenus.] It is now, however, generally ad-

mitted that Cedrenus copied from Scylitzes.
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SCYLLA.

Soylla (SKi^Ma) and Chaxybdis, names of

two rocks between Italy and Sicily, and only a

short distance from one another. In the one of

these rocks which was nearest to Italy, there was

a cave, in which dwelt Scylla, a daughter of Cra-

taeis, a fearful monster, barking like a dog, with

12 feet, and 6 long necks and heads, each of which

contained 3 rows of sharp teeth. The opposite

rock, which was much lower, contained an im-

mense fig-tree, under which dwelt Charybdis, who
thrice every day swallowed down the waters of

the sea, and thrice threw them up again : both

were formidable to the ships which had to pass

between them. This is the Ilomeric account.

Later traditions give different accotmts of Scylla’s

parentage. Some describe her as a monster with

(i heads of different animals, or with only 3 heads.

One tradition relates that Scylla was originally a

beautiful maiden, who often played with the

nymphs of the sea, and was beloved by the marine

god Glaucus. The latter applied to Circe for

means to make Scylla return his love ; but Circe,

jealous of the fair maiden, threw magic herbs into

the well in which Scylla was wont to bathe, by

means of which the lower part of her body was

changed into the tail of a fish or serpent, sur-

rounded by dogs, while the upper part remained

that of a woman. Another tradition related that

Scylla was beloved by Poseidon, and that Amphi-

trite, from je<alousy, metamorjihosed her into a

monster. Ilercules is said to have killed her, be-

cause she stole soinc of the oxen of (ieryon ; but

Phorcys is said to have restored her to life. Virgil

(Aen. vi. 28G) speaks of several Scyllae, and

places them in the lower world. Charybdis is de-

scribed as a daughter of Poseidon and Gaea, and

a voracious woman, who stole oxen from Hercules,

and was hurled by the thunderbolt of Zeus into

the se.a.

Scylla, daughter of king Nisus of Mcgara, who
foil in love with Minos. For details see Nisus,

and Minos.
Scyllaeum (^KvWaioy). 1. (S’ct^Vo), a pro-

montory on the coast of Bruttium, at the N. entrance

to the Sicilian straits, where <the monster Scylla

was supposed to live [Scylla].'— 2. (iS'a’^a or

Sciylio\ a town in Bruttium, on the above-named

promontory. There are still remains of the ancient

citadel.— 3. A promontory in Argolis on the coast

of Troezen, forming, with the promontory of Su-

nium in Attica, the entrance to the Saronic gulf.

It is said to have derived its name from Scylla,

the daughter of Nisus. [Nisus.]

Scylletlcus Sinns. [Scylacium.]

ScyllStIum. [Scylacium.]

Scyllis. [Dipoenus.]
Scymnus of Chios, wrote a Periege-

Vs, or description of the earth, which is referred

to by later writers. Tl^s work was in prose, and

consequently different from the Periegesie in Iam-

bic metre, which has come down to us, and which

many modem writers have erroneously ascribed to

Scymnus of Chios. The poem is dedicated to king

Nicomedes, whom some modern writers supnose to

be the same as Nicomedes III., king of Bifhynia,

who died b. c. 74 ; but this is quite uncertain.

The best edition of the poem is by Meineke,

Berlin, 1846.

Sc^os (Stevpos : 2k(>pios : Segro), an island in

the Aegaean sea, E. of Euboea, and one of the

Sporades. It contained a town of the same name,
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and a river called Cephissus. Its ancient inhabi-

tants are said to have been Pelasgians, Carians,

and Dolopians. The island is frequently mentioned

in the stories of the mythical period. Here Thetis

concealed her son Achilles in woman's attire among
ledcs, in order to save him

from the fisto which awaited him under the walls

of Troy. It was here also that Pyrrhus, the son

of Achilles by Deidamia, was brought up, and it

was from this island that Ulysses fetched him to

the Trojan war. According to another tradition,

the island was conquered by Achilles, in order to

revenge the death of Theseus, who is said to have
been treacherously destroyed in Scyros by Lyco-
medes. The bones of Theseus were discovered by
Cimon in Scyros, after his conquest of the island

in B. c. 476, and were conveyed to Athens, where
they were preserved in the ThesCum. From this

time Scyros continued subject to Athens till the

period of the Macedonian supremacy
;

but the
Romans compelled the last Philip to restore it to

Athens in 1.96, The soil of Scyros was unpro-
ductive

; but it was celebrated for its breed of
goats, and for its quarries of variegated marble.

Sophia (rj ^KvOiKijy ri 'iKvdia, Ion. rj

Tcip :SKvd4a>v Herod.: Scythes,

Scytha, pi. 2xu6ot, Sc^thae
;
fem. Sc^this,

Scythissa), a name applied to very different coun-
tries at different times. The Scythia of Herodotus
comprises, to speak generally, the 8. E. parts of

Europe, between the Carpathian mountains and
the river Tanais (J)on). The Greeks became
acquainted with this country through their settle-

ments on tho Euxine; and Herodotus, who had
himself visited the coasts of the Euxine, collected

all the information he could obtain about the
Scythians and their country, and embodied the
results in a most interesting digression, which
forms the first part of his 4th book. The details,

for which there is not room in this article, must
be read in Herodotus. He describes the country
as a square of 4000 stadia (400 gcog. miles) each
way, the W. boundary being the Ister {Danube)
and the mountains of the Agathyrsi

;
the S. the

shores of the Euxine and Palus Maeotis, from the
mouth of the Ister to that of the Tanais, this side

being divided into 2 equal parts, of 2000 stadia

each, by the mouth of the Borysthenes
( Dnieper)

;

the E. boundary was the Tanais, and on the N.
Scythia was divided by deserts from the Melan-
chlaeni, Androphagi, and Budini. It corresponded
to the S. part of Russia in Kurope.. The people
who inhabited this region were called by the
Greeks a word of doubtful origin, which
first occurs in Hesiod

;
but, in their own language,

Z^6\oroi, i.e. Slavonians. They were believed

by Herodotus to be of Asiatic origin
; and his

account of them, taken in connection with the
description given by Hippocrates of their physical

peculiarities, leaves no doubt that they were a
part of the great Mongol race, who have wandered,
from unknown antiquity, over the steppes of

Central Asia. Herodotus says further that they
were driven out of their abodes in Asia, N. of

the Araxes, by the Massagetae ; and that, mi-
grating ii^to Europe, they ^ove out the Cimme-
rians. If this account be true, it can hardly but
have some connection with the irruption of the
Cimmerians into Asia Minor, in the reign of the
Lydian king Ardys, about b. c. 640. The Scy-

thioDf were a nomad people, that is, shepherds
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or herdsmen, who had no fixed habitations, but

roamed over a vast tract of country at their plea-

sure, and according to the wants of their cattle.

They lived in a kind of covered waggons, which

Aeschylus describes as “lofty houses of wicker-

work, on well-wheeled chariots." They kept large

troops of horses, and were most expert in caval^
exercises and archery

; and hence, as the Persian

king Darius found, when he invaded their country

(b. c. 507), it was almost impossible for an invading

army to act against them. They simply retreated,

waggons and all, before the enemy, harassing him
with their light cavalry, and leaving famine and
exposure, in their bare steppes, to do the rest.

Like all the Mongol race, they were divided intfi

several hordes, the chief of whom were called the

Royal Scythians ; and to these all the rest owned
some degree of allegiance. Their government was
a sort of patriarchal monarchy or chieftainship.

An important modification of their habits had,

however, taken place, to a certain extent, before

Herodotus described them. The fertility of the
plains on the N. of the Euxine, and the influence of

the Greek settlements at the mouth of the Borys-

thenes, and along the coast, had led the inhabitants

of this part of Scythia to settle down as cultivators

of the soil, and had brought them into commercial

and other relations with the Greeks. Accordingly,
Herodotus mentions 2 classes or hordes of ^y-
thians, who had thus abandoned their nomad
life ; first, on the W. of the Borysthenes, 2 tribes

'

of Hellenized Scythians, called Callipidae and
Alazones

; then, beyond these, “ the Scythians

who arc ploughers {"XKidai ipoTijpes), who do not

grow their corn for food, but for sale these

dwelt about the river Hypanis (Boug) in the

region now called the Ukraine^ which is still,

ns it was to the Greeks, a great com exporting

country. Again, on the E. of the Borysthenes
were “ the Scythians who arc husbandmen

"

(XKudai yewpyol)f i e. who grew com for their

own consumption : these were called Borysthenitae

by the Greeks : their country extended 3 days’

journey E. of the Borysthenes to the river Pan-
TicAPKs. Beyond these, to the E., dwelt “ the

;

nomad Scythi.ans {pofidBfs Savdai), who neither
j

sow nor plough at all" Herodotus expressly
j

states that the tribes E. of the Borysthenes were
i

not Scythian. Of the history of these Scythian

tribes there is little to state, beyond the tr^ition

.already mentioned, that they migrated from Asia,

and expelled the Cimmerians ;
their invasion of

Media, in the reign of Cyaxare8,when they held the

supremacy of W. Asia for 28 years ; and the dis-

astrous expedition of Darius into their country.

In later times, they were gradually overpowered

by the neighbouring people, especially the Sar-

matians, who gave their ni^e to the whole country.

[Sarmatia.] Meanwhile, the conquests of

Alexander and his successors in Central Asia had
made the Greeks acquainted with tribes beyond
the Oxus and the Joxortes, who resembled the

Scythians, |md belonged, in isuit, to the same
great Mongol race, and to whom, accordingly, the

same name,was applied. Hence, in writers of the

time of the Roman empire, the name of Scythia
denotes the whole of N. Asia, from the river Rha
( Volga) on the W., which divided it from Asiatic

Sannatia, to Serica on the E., extending to India
on the S. It was divided, by M. Imaus, into 2
parts, called reepectivdy Scythia intra Imaum,
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lie. on the N. W. side of the range, and Scythia

I

extra Imfum, on its S. E. side. Of the people of
this region nothing was known except some names

;

but the absence of knowledge was supplied, by
some marvellous and not uninteresting fables.

Scythini (SkvBivoI), a people on the W. border
of Armenia, through whose country the Greeks
under Xenophon marched 4 days’ journey. Their
territory was bounded on the E. by the river Har-
pasus, and on the W. by tlie river Apsarus.

ScythlnoB (2kv6ipo9), of Teos, an iambic poet,

turned into verse the great work of the philosopher

Heraclitus, of which a considerable fragment is

preserved by Stobaeus.

Scyth5p51is (SxufldwoAts : 0. T. Bethaheau

:

Beimn^ Ru.), an important city of Palestme, in

the S. E. of Galilee, according to the usual division,

hut sometimes also reckoned to Samaria, sometimes
to Decapolis, and sometimes to Coelc-Syria. It

stood on a hill in the Jordan valley, W. of the

river, and near one of its fords. Its site was fer-

tilised by numerous springs ;
and to thisadvaut.ige,

as well ns to its being the centre of several roads,

it owed its great prosperity and its importance in

the history of Palestine. It is often mentioned in

O. T. history
,
in the time of the Maccabees, and

under the Romans. It had a mixed population of

Canaanites, Philistines, and As.sjTian settlers;

Josephus adds Scythians, but this is perhaps au
error, founded on a false etymology of the name.
Under the later Roman empire, it became the seat

of the archbishop of Palaestina Secunda, and it

continued a fiourishing city to the time of the first

Crusade.

ScythStauri, Tanri Scythae, or Taurosejr-

thae, a people of Sarmatia Europaea, just without

the Chersonesus Taurica, between the rivers Car-

cinites .and Hypanis, as far as the tongue of land

called Dronios Achilleos.

SSbaste (5egarrTi^;^.Augusta : 'S,(€aor’i\v&s). 1-

{Ayash, Rw*)* *^*ty on the co.a8t of Cilicia Aspera,

built for a residence by Archelaus, king of Cappa-

docia, to whom the Romans had granted the

sovereignty of Cilicia, and named in honour of

Augustus. It stood W. of the river Lamus, on a

smdl island called Eleousa, the name of which
appears to have been afterwards transferred to the

city.— 2. (Scgikler), a city of Phrygia, N. W. of

Eumenia.— 3. [Cabira.] This city was also

called Seederrem. 4. [Samaria.]
82bast5p6li8 (SeSaardrroXis : Tnrkhal)^ a city

of Pontus, on the Iris, S. E. of Amasia, by some

identified with Gaziura. There were some other

places of the name, which do not require particular

notice.
,

Sebennytus (ScSeVvuTos, Sefiewurtiri; Te-

xts : Semennoruty Ru.), a considerable city of Lower
Egypt, in the Delta, on the W. side of the branch

of the Nile called ^ter it the Sebennytic Mouth,

just at the fork made by this and the Phatnitic

Mouth, and S. of Busiris. It was the capital of

the Nomos Sehennytes or Sebemiyticus.

SebethuB {MadcUUma), a small river in Cam-
pania, flowing round Vesuvius, and falling into the

Sinus PuteolanuB at the £. side of Ncapolis.

SebinuB Laons (Lc^ Seo or Tseo), a lake in

Gallia Cisalpina, formed by the river OUius be-

tween the lakes Larius and Benacus.

Secimdii8, Fomponlos, a distinguished poet in

the reigns of Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius. He
was one of the friends of Sejanus, and on the (all
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of^hat minister in a. d. 31 was thrown prison,

where he remained till the accession of (^ligula in

37, by whom he was released. He was consul in

41, and in the reign of Claudius commanded in

Germany, when ho defeated the Chatti. Secun-

dus was an intimate friend of the elder Pliny, who
wrote his life in 2 books. His tragedies were the

most celebrated of his literary compositions.

Bedetani. fEnsTANi.]
Bedigitus, Volodtfus, from whose work De

Pociis A. Gellius (xv. 24) has preserved 1 3 lambic
sciiarians, in which the principal Latin comic dra-

matists are enumerated in the order of merit. In

this “Canon,'’ as it has been termed, the 1st

place is assigned to Caccilius Statius, the 2nd to

Plautus, the 3rd to Naevius, the 4th to Licinius,

the 5th to Attilius, the 6th to Terentius, the 7th
to Turpilius, the «th to Trabea, the 9th to Luscius,

the 10th, “ causa antiquitatis,” to Ennius.

Bediiliug, Coelius, of Seville, a Christian poet,

flourished about a. d. 450. Of his personal his-

tory we know nothing. His works are : — 1.

Paschale Carmen s. MirahUiuin. Dirinorum Li^

bri F., in heroic measure. 2. Veteris et Novi
Tesiamcnii Collation a sort of hymn containing a

collection of texts from the Old and New Testa-

ments, arranged in such a manner as to enable the

reader to compare the two dispensations. 3. 1/y7n-

nus dc Christo, an account of the life and miracles

of Christ. 4. l)e Ferbi Incarnatione, a Cento

Virgilianus. The best editions arc by Cellarius,

Hal. 1701 and 1739; by Amtzenius, Leovard.

17GI ; and by Arevalus, Rom. 1794.
Beddxii, an Alpine people in Gallia Belgica, E.

of the lake of Geneva, in the valley of the Rhone,
in the modern Fullais. Their chief town was
called Ci vitas Sedunorum, the modern <SVo».

Sedusli, a German people, forming part of the

array of Ariovistus, when he invaded Gaul, b.c.

53. They are not mentioned at a later period,

and consequently their site cannot be determined.

8egesS,ma or Seglsamo (Segisamoncusis : Sa-
samo), a town of the Murhogi or Tunnodigi in

Hispania Tarraconensis, on the •road from Turraco

to A8turic.T,.

Segesta (Segestanus : iir.Alcaino Ru.),the later

Roman form of the town, called by the Greeks
Egesta or Aegesta (‘’Eyta-Ta, Afyeffro, in Viig.

Acesta: ’E7€oto7os, Aiyfaravds, Acestaeus), situ-

ated in the N. W. of Sicily, near the coast between
Panormus and Drepanum. It is said to have been

founded by the Trojans on 2 small rivers, to which
they gave the names of Simois and Scamonder

;

hence the Romans made it a colony of Aeneas.
One tradition, indeed, ascribed to itea Greek
origin ; but in later times it was never regarded as

a Greek city. Its inhabitants were constantly en-

gaged in hostilities with Seliaus ; and it was at

their solicitation that the Athenians were led to

embark in their unfortunate expedition against

Sicily. The town was taken’ by Agathocles, who
destroyed or sold as slaves all its inhabitants,

peopled the city with a body of deserters, and
changed its name into that of Dicaeopolij ; but

after the death of this tyrant, the remains of the

ancient inhabitants returned to the city and re-

sumed their former name. In the neighbourhood
of the city, on the road to Drepanum, were cele-

brated mineral springs, called Aquae &gestanae or

Aquae Pintianae,

- Segeitef, a Chernicaa chieftain, the opponent
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of Arminius. Private injuries embittered their
political feud, for Arminius carried off and forcibly

married the daughter of Segestes. In a. n. 9 Se-
gestes warned Quintilius Varus of the conspTracy
of Arminius, and other Cheruscan chiefs against
him

;
but his warning was disregarded, and Varus

perished. In 14 Segestes was forced by his tribes-

men into a war with Rome; but be afterwards
made his peace with the Romans, and was allowed
to reside at Narbonne.

Segetia, a Roman divinity, who, together with
Setia or Seja and Semonia, was invoked by the
early Italians at seed time, for Segetia, like the

two other names, is connected with sero and
Segni, a German people in Gallia Belgica, be-

tween the Treveri and Eburones, the name of

whom is still preserved in the modern town of
Sinei or Signet.

Segobiiga, the chief town of the Celtiberi, in

Hispania Tarraconensis, S.W.of Caesaraugusta, pro-
bably in the neighbourhood of the modem Priego.

Segontla or Seguntla, a town of the Celtiberi,

in Hispania Tarraconensis, 16 miles ftom Caesar-
angusta.

Segovia. 1. (Segovia), a town of the Arevaci,
on the road from Emeritii to Caesaraugusta. A
magniheent Roman aqueduct is still extant at Se-
govia.— 2. A town in Hispania Baetica on the Fla-
nicn Siliconse, near Sacili.

Segusiani, one of the most important peoples in

Gallia Lugdunensis, bounded by the Allobroges on
the S., by the Sequani on the E., by the Aedui on
the N., and by the Arvemi on the W. In the

time of Caesar they were dependent on the Aedui.

In their territory was the town of Lugdunum, the

capital of the province,

Segnslo (Susa), the capital of the Segusini and
the residence of king Cottius, was situated in

Gallia Transpadana, at the foot of the Cottian Alps.

The triumphal arch, erected at this place by
Cottius in honour of Augustudl is still extant.

SeiuB Strabo. [Sbjanus.]
Bejanus, Aellus, was bom at Vulsinii, in

Etruria, and was the son of Seius Strabo, who was
commander of the praetorian troops at the close of

the reign of Augustus, A. d. 14. In the same
year Sejanus was made the colleague of his father’

in the command of the praetorian bands; and upon
his father bemg sent as governor to Egypt, he
obtained the sole command of these troops. He
ultimately gained such influence over Tiberius,

that this suspicious man, who was close and re-

served to all mankind, opened his bosom to Sejanus,

and made him his confidant. For many years he

governed Tiberius ; but not content with this high

position, he formed the design of obtaining the

imperial power. With this view he sought to

make himself popular with the soldiers, and gave

posts of honour and emolument to his creatures

and favourites. With the same object he resolved

to get rid of all the members of the imperial family.

He debauched Livia, the wife of Prusus, the eon

of Tiberius ; and Ij promising her marriage and a

participation in the imperial power, he was enabled

to poison Drusus with her connivance and assist-

ance (23), An accident increased the credit of

Sejanus, and confirmed the confidence of Tiberius.

The emperor, with Sejanus and others, was fewl-

ing in a natural cave, between Amyclae, which

was on the sea coast, and the hills of Fundi. The

entrance of the cave suddenly fell in. and crushed
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ome of the slaves ; and all the ^ests, in alarm,

tried to make their escape. Sejanus, resting his

knees on the couch of Tiberius, and placing his

shoulders under the falling rock, protected his

master, and was discovered in this posture by the

soldiers who came to their relief. After Tiberius

had shut himself up in the island of Caprcae, Se-

janus had full scope for his machinations ;
and the

death of Livia, the mother of Tiberius (29), was

followed by the banishment of Agrippina and her

sons Nero and Drusus. Tiberius at last began to

suspect the designs of Sejanus, and felt that it was

time to rid himself of a man who was almost more

than a rival. To cover his schemes and remove

Sejanus from about him, Tiberius made him joint

consul with himself, in 31. He then sent Ser-

torius Macro to Rome, with a commission to take

the command of the praetorian cohorts. Macro,

after assuring himself of the troops, and depriving

Sejanus of his usual guard, produced a letter from

Tiberius to the senate, in which the emperor ex-

pressed his apprehensions of Sejanus. The consul

Regulus conducted him to prison, and the people

loaded him with insult and outrage. The senate

on the same day decreed his death, <and he was

immediately executed. His body was dragged

about the streets, arid finally thrown into the

Tiber. Many of the friends of Sejanus perished

at the same time; and his son and daughter

shared his fate.

SfilSne called Luna by the Romans,
was the goddess of the moon, or the moon per-

sonified as a divine being. She is called a
daughter of Hyperion and Thia, and accordingly

a sister of Helios (Sol) and Eos (Aurora)
;

but

others speak of her as a daughter of Hyperion by
Euryphacssa, or of Pallas, or of Zeus and Latona.

She is also called Phoebe, as the sister of Phoebus,

the god of the sun. By Endymion, whom she

loved, and whom she sent to sleep in order to kiss

him, she became thd mother of 59 daughters; and
to Zeus she bore Pandia, Ersa, and Nemea. Pan
also is said to have had connexion with her in the

shape of a white ram. Selene is described as a

very beautiful goddess, with long wings and a
golden diadem. She rode, like her brother Helios,

“across the heavens in a chariot drawn by two
white horses. In later times Selene was identified

with Artemis or Diana, and the worship of the

two became amalgamated. In works of art, how-
ever, the two divinities are usually distinguished

;

the face of Selene being more full and round, her
figure less tall, and always clothed in a long robe ;

her veil forms an arch over her head, and above
it there is the crescent. At Rome Luna had a
temple on the Aventine.

Seldne. [Cleopatra, No. 9.]

Seleacia, and rarely BSleuoSa (^eXcvKcta : :gc-

Acv/ceds : l^leucensis, Seleuc&ius), the name of

several cities in Asia, built by Sdeucus I., king
of Syria. 1. 8. ad llgrin (if ^irl rov TiypTjras

vorafiov, rrpbs Tiypetf irb Ttypior), also called S.

Babylonia (2. if BoSvAcilvi), 8. Assyriae, and 8.

ParAorum, a great city on the confines of Assyria
and Babylonia, and for a long time the capited of

W. Asia, until it was eclipsed by Ctxsiphon.
Its exact site has been disputed; but the most
probable opinion is that it stood on the W. bank
of the Tigris, N. of its junction with the Royal
Canal, opposite to the mouth of the river Delas
or Silla (Dfa^i), and to the spot where Ctesiphon
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was afterwards built by the Parthians. It was a
little to Ihe S. of the modem city of Bagdad*

Perhaps a better site could not be found in W.
Asia. It commanded the navigation of the Tigris

and Euphrates, and the whole plain of those two
rivers ; and it stood at the junction of all the chief

caravan roads by which the traffic between K and
W. Asia was carried on. In addition to these

advantages, its people had, by the gift of Seleucus,

the government of their own afiairs. It was built

in the form of an eagle with expanded wings, and
was peopled by settlers from Assyria, Mesopo-
tamia, Babylonia, Syria, and Judaea. It rapidly

rose, and eclipsed Babylon in wealth and splen-

dour, Even after the Parthian kings had become
masters of the banks of the Tigris, and had fixed

their residence at Ctesiphon, Seleucia, though de-

prived of much of its importance, remained a very

considerable city. In the reign of Titus, it had,

according to Pliny, 6’00,000 inhabitants. It was
burned by Trajan in his Parthian expedition, and
again by L. Venis, the colleague of M, Aurelius

Antoninus, when its population is given by dif-

ferent authorities as 300,000 or 400,000. It was
again taken by Severus; and from this blow it

never recovered. In Julian's expedition it was
found entirely deserted.— 2. 8. Fieria (5. Ilicpia,

ij iv ritep/ci, ij -npbs 'AvTtoxetet, i}

if ^vidaWaaaia^ Ru., called Seleukeh or Kepse^

near Suudekth)^ a groat city and fortress of Syria,

founded by Seleucus in April, n. c. 300, one month
before the foundation of Antioch. It stood on the

site of an ancient fortress, on the rocks over-

hanging the sea, at the foot of M. Pieria, about

4 miles N, of the Orontes, and 12 miles W, of

Antioch. Its natural strength was improved by
every known art of fortification, to which were

added all the works of architecture and engineer-

ing required to make it a splendid city and a

great seaport, while it obtained abundant supplies

from the fertile plain between the city and Antioch.

The remains of Seleucus I. were interred at Se-

leucia, in a mausoleum surrounded by a grove. In

the war with Egypjt, which ensued upon the murder
of Antiochus II., Seleucia surrendered to Ptolemy
III, Euergetes (b. c. 246). It was afterwards

recovered by Antiochus the Great (219). In

the war between Antiochus VIII. and IX. the

people of Seleucia made themselves independent

(109 or 108). Afterwards, having successfully

resisted the attacks of Tigranes for 14 years

(84—70), they were confirmed in their freedom

by Pompey. The city had fallen entirely into

decay by the 6th century of our era. There are

considerable ruins of the harbour and mole, of the

walls of the city, and of its neicropolis. The sur-

rounding district was called Sblbucis.— 3. 8. ad
Belum, a city of Syr^ in the valley of the Orontes,

near Apamea. Its site is doubtful.— 4. 8. Traohe-

oHb {Sde/Jeeh Ru.), an important city of Cilicia

Aspera, was built by Seleucus I. on the W. bank
of the river Calycadnus, about 4 miles from its

mouth, and peopled with the inhabitants of several

neighbouring cities. It had an oracle of Apollo,

and annual games in honour of Zeus Olyrapius. It

vied with Tarsus in power and splendour, and was

a free city under the Romans. It has remarkable

claims to renown both in political and liter^

history : in the former, as the place where Trajan

and Frederick Barbarossa died ; in the latter, as

the birthplace of the philosophers Athenaeus and
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Xenarchus, of the sophist Alexander, th(| secretary

of M. Aurelius Antoninus, and of other learned

men. On its site are still seen the mins of temples,

porticoes, aqueducts, and tombs. 5. S. in Meso-

potamia on the left bank of the Euphrates,

opposite to the ford of Zeugma, was a fortress of

considerable importance in ancient military history.

— 6. A considerable city of Margiana, built by
Alexander the Great, in a beautiful situation, and

called Alexandria ;
destroyed by the barbarians,

and rebuilt by Antiochus T., who named it Seleucia

after his father Seleucus I. The Roman prisoners

taken at the defeat of Crassus by the Parthians

Avere settled here by king Orodes.— 7. S. inCaria

[Tralles], — There were other cities 41 the

name, of less importance, in Piaidia, Pamphylia,

Palestine, and Elymais.

Selencis ["SfhtvKis). 1. The most beautiful and

fertile district of Syria, containing the N.W. part

of the country, between M. Ainanua on the N., the

Mediterranean on the W., the districts of Cyr-

rhestice and Chalybonitis on the N.E., the desert

on the E., and Coelesyria and the mountains of

Lebanon on the S. It included the valley of the

lower Orontes, and contained the 4 great cities of

Antioch, Seleucia, liuodicea, and Apamea, whence

it Avas also called Tetrapolis. In later times, the

name was confined to the small district N. of the

Orontes
;
the S. part of the former Selencis being

divided into Cassiotis, W. of the Orontes, and

Apamene, E. of the river.— 2. A district of Cap-

padocia.— 3. A name Avhich Seleucus I. endea-

voured to give to the Caspian Sea, in memory of a

voyage of exploration made round it by his command.

SMettCUS (ScAeu/coy), the name of several kings

of Syria. I. Surnamed Nicator, the founder of

the Syrian monarchy, reigned b. c. 312—230.

Ho Avas the son of Antiochus, a Macedonian of

distinction among the officers of Philip II., and

was bom about 353. He accompanied Alexander

on his expedition to Asia, and distinguished him-

self particularly in the Indian campaigns. After

the death of Alexander (323) he espoused the

side of Perdiccas, A^honi he Accompanied on bis

expedition against Egypt ; but he took a leading

part in the mutiny of the soldiers, which ended in

the death of Perdiccas (321). In the 2nd par-

tition of the provinces Avhich folloAved, Seleucus

obtained the Avealthy and important satrapy of

Babylonia. In the war between Antigonus and

Eumenes, Seleucus afforded efficient support to the

former ; but after the death of Eumenes (316),

Antigonus began to treat the other satraps as his

subjects. Thereupon Seleucus fled to Egypt, Avhere

he induced Ptolemy to unite with Lysimachus and
Cassander in a league against their common enemy.

In the war that ensued Seleucus took an active

part. At length, in 312, he recovered Babylon;

and it is from this period, that the Syrian mo-
narchy is commonly reckoned to commence. This
era of the Seleucidae, as it is termed, has been

determined by chronologers to the Ist of October,

312. Soon afterwards Seleucus defeated Nicanor,

the satrap of Media, and followed up his victory

by the conquest of Susiana, Media, and some
adjacent districts. For the next few years ho
gradually extended his power over all the eastern

provinces which had formed part of the empire of

Alexander, from the Euphrates to the ba^s of

the Oxus and the Indus. In 306 Seleucus fol-

lowed the example of Antigonus and Ptolemy, by
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formally assuming the regal title and diadem. In
302 he joined the league formed for the second

time by Ptolemy, Lysimachus, and Casv.nder,

against their common enemy Antigonus. The
united forces of Seleucus and Lysimachus gained

a decisive victory over Antigonus at Ipsus (301),
in which Antigonus himself was slain. In the

division of the spoil, Seleucus obtained the largest

share, being rewarded for his services with a
great part of Asia Minor (which was divided

between him and Lysimachus) ns well as with
the whole of Syria, from the Euphrates to the
Mediterranean. The ^pire of Seleucus was now
by far the most cxtenflve and powerful of those

which had been formed out of the dominions of
Alexander. It comprised the whole of Asia, from
the remote provinces of Bactria and Sogdiana to
the coasts of Phoenicia, and from the Paropamisus
to the central plains of Phrygia, where the bound-
ary which separated him from Lysimachus is not
cl«irly defined. Seleucus appears to have felt the
difficulty of exercising a vigilant control over so
extensive an empire, and accordingly, in 293, he
consigned the government of all the provinces be-
yond the Eupiirates to his son Antiochus, upon
whom be bestowed the title of king, ns well as the
hand of his own youthful wife, Stratonice, for

whom the prince had conceived a violent attach-

ment. In 2H3, the ambitious designs of Demetrius
(noAv become king of Macedonia) once more aroused
the common jealousy of his old adversaries, and
led Seleucus again to unite in a league with Pte-
lem}' and Lysimachus against him. After De-
metrius had l)een driven from his kingdom by
Lysimacluis, he transported the seat of war into

Asia Minor, but ho Avas compelled to surrender to

Seleucus in 236. The Syrian king kept Demetrius
in confinement till 3 years afterwards, but during
the Avhole of that time treated him in a friendly

and liberal manner. For some time jealousies had
existed between Seleucus Ad Lysimachus ; but
the immediate cause of the war between the 2
monarchs, Avhich terminated in the defeat and
death of Lysimachus (231), is related in the life

of the latter. Seleucus now crossed the Helles-

pont in order to take possession of the throne

Macedonia, which had been left vacant by the

death of Lysimachus ; but he had advanced no
farther than Lysimachia, when he was assassinated

by Ptolemy Gcraunus, to whom, as the son of his

old friend and ally, he had extended a friendly

protection. His death took place in the beginning

of 280, only 7 months after that of Lysimachus,

and in the 32nd year of his reign. He was in his

78th year. Seleucus appears to have carried out,

with great energy and perseverance, the projects

originally formed by Alexander himself, for tho

llcllenisation of his Asiatic empire ; and we find him
founding, in almost every province, Greek or Ma-
cedonian colonies, which became so many centres

of civilisation and refinement. Of these no less

than 16 are mentioned as bearing tho name of

Antiochia after his father; 5 that of Laodicea,

from his mother ; 7 were called alter himself Se-

leucia
;
3 from the name of his first wife, Apamea

;

and one* Stratonicea, from his second wife, the
daughter of Demetrius. Numerous other cities,

whose names attest their Mace^nian origin

—

Beroea, Kdessa, Pella, &c.—likemsc owed their

first foundation to Seleucus. ««>Il.*Sumamed Oal-

linicuB (246—226), was the eldest son of Antio-
VY **
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chusS II. by his first wife Laodice. The first mea-

sure of his administration, or rather that of his

mother, was to put to death his stepmother Bere-

nice, to^^ether with her infant son. This act of

cruelty pftiduced the most disastrous effects. In

order to avenge his sister, Ptolemy Euergetes,

king of Egypt, invaded the dominions of Seleucus,

and not only made himself master of Antioch and
the whole of Syria, hut carried his arms unop-

posed beyond the Euphrates and the Tigris. During

these operations Soleucus kept wholly siloof ; but

when Ptolemy had been recalled to his own domi-

nions by domestic disturb^ces, he recovered pos-

session of the greater part* f the provinces which

he had lost. Soon afterwards Selencns Itecamc

involved in a dangerous war with his brother An-
tiochus Hierax, who attempted to obtain Asia

Minor ns an independent kingdom for himself.

This war lasted several years, but was at length

terminated by the decisive defeat of Antiochus,

who was obliged to quit Asia Minor and take re-

fuge in Egypt. Seleucus undertook an expedition

to the East, with the view of reducing the revolted

provinces of Parthia and Bactria, which liad availed

themselves of the disordered state of the Syrian

empire to throw off its yoke. He was, however,

defeated by Arsaces, king of Parthia, in a great

battle which was long after celebrated by the Par-

ikians as the foundation of their independence.

After the expulsion of Antiochus, Attains, king of

Pergamus, extended his dominions over the greater

part of Asia Minor ; and Seleucus appears to have
been engaged in an expedition for the recovery (»f

these provinces, when he was accidentally killed

by a fall from his horse, iu the 21st year of his

reign, 226. He left 2 sons, who successively

aacended the throne, Seleucus Ceraunus and An-
tiochus, afterwards sumamed the Great. His own
siimarae of Callinicus was probably assumed after

hia recovery of the provinces that had been overrun
,

by Ptolemy.—III. Sumamed Ceraunus (226— j

223), eldest son and successor of Seleucus II. The
•nrname of Ceraunus was given him by the sol-

diery, apparently in derision, ns he appears to have

been feeble both in mind and body. He was assas-

sinated by 2 uf his officers, after a reign of only 3
years, and was succeeded by his brother, Antio-

chus the Great.— IV. Sumamed Fhilopator (J87
—175), was the son and successor of Antiochus the

Great. The defeat of his father by the Homans,
and the ignominious peace which followed it, had
greatly diminished the power of the Syrian mon-
archy, and the reign of Seleucus was in conse-

quence feeble and inglorious, and was marked by
no striking events. He was assassinated in 175
by one of his own ministers. He left 2 children

:

l^mctriuB, who subsequently ascended the throne
;

and Laodice, married to Perseus, king of Macedo-
nia.— V. Eldest son of Demetrius IL, assumed
the royal diadem on learning the death of his

fiither, 125 ; but his mother Cleopatra, who had
herself put Demetrius to death, was indignant at

hearing that her son had ventured to take such a
step without her authority, and caused Seleucus

also to be assassinated. — VL Sumamed £pi-
phanea, and also Nieator (95—93) was the eldest

of the 5 sons of Antiochus VIII. Grypus. On the
death of his father, in 95, he ascended the throne,

awi defeated and slew in battle his uncle Antiochus
Cyzieenus, who had hud claim to the kingdom.
But shortly after Seleucus was in his tom defeated
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by Antio|hus Eusebes, the son of Cyzieenus, and
expelled from Syria. He took refuge in Cilicia,

where he established himself in the city of Mqp-
suestia ; but in consequence of his tyranny, he was
burned to death by the inhabitants in his palace.

Selge : Siirk ? liu.), one of the

chief of the independent mountain cities of Pisidia,

stood on the S. side of M. Taurus, on the Eury-
medon, just where the river breaks through the

mountain chain. On a rock above it was a citadel

named KeaStSiov, in which was a temple of Hera.

Its inhabitants, who w'ere the most warlike of all

the Pisidians, claimed descent from the Lacedae-

monians, and inscribed the name AaKfSaijuui' on

their#oius. They could bring an army of 20,000

men into the field, and, as late as tlie .5th century,

we find them beating back a horde of Goths. In a
valley near the city, in the heart of lofty mountains,

grew wine and oil and otlier products of the most
luxuriant vegetation.

Sellniis (SeAii'oCs -ovvros^ contraction of rreAt-

pdeis from ffcKivov “parsley”). !• A small river

on the S.W. coast of Sicily, flowing by the town
of the same name.— 2. ( Cresiena), a river of Elis,

in the district Triphylia, near Scillns, flowing into

the Alpheus W. of Olympia.—3. ( Vbatitza), a river

of Achaia, rising in Mt. Erymanthus.—4. A tribu-

tary of the Caicus in Mysia, flowing by the town
of Pergaraum.— 4. (ScAtvoui/Tioy, ^^eAitfovaios ;

nr. Castcl vetrano^ Ru.), one of the most important

towns in Sicily, situated upon a hill on the S.W,
coast, and upon a river of the same name. It was
founded by the Dorians from Mcgara IJyblaca on

the E. coast of Sicily, b. c. 628. It soon attained

great prosperity
;
but it was taken by the Cartha-

ginians in when most of its inhabitants were
slain or sold as slaves, and the greater part of the

city destroyed. The population of Selinus must at

that time have been very considerable, since we
are told th.at J 6,000 men fell in the siege and con-

quest of the town, 5000 were carried to Carthage

as slaves, 2600 fled to Agrigontum, and many
others took refuge in the surrounding villages. The
Carthaginians howet/er allowed the inhabitants to

return to Selinus in the course of tho same year,

and it continued to be a place of secondary im-

portance till 249, when it was again destroyed by
the Carthaginians and its inhabitants transferred to

Lilybaeum. The surrounding country produced

excellent wheat. East of Selinus on the road to

Agrigcntom,were celebrated mineral springs called

Aquae Selinuntiae, subsequently Aquae iMhodae or

Lahodei^ the modem Bathe of Sdacca. There are

still considerable ruins of Selinus.— 5.

town in CAleia, situated on the coast and upon a
rock which was almost entirely surrounded by the

sea. In consequence of the death of the emperor

Trajan in this town, it was for a long time called

Trajanopolis.

fiiellasla (^ScAAcurfa or StAao-fa), a town in

Laconica, N. of Sparta, was situated near the river

Oenus, and commanded one of the principal passes

leading to Sparta. Here the celebrated battle was

fought .between Cleomenes HI. and Antigontus

Doson, B, c. 221, in which the former was defeated.

Belleia (ScAA^eis). L A river in Elis, on which

the Homeric Ephyxa stood, rising in mount Pholoe

and falling into the sea, S. of t^ Peneus.«-*2. A
river near Sicyon,— 8, A river in Troaf near

Arisbe, and a tributary of the Bhodios.

SeUiorHelU. [Dodona.]
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Selymbria or Selybria (2ri\vfi€pla, ^r]\v€p(a.

Dor. 2ctXo/i§p{a ; 'S,y\\vii%pia.v6i ; Selivna\ an im-

portant town in Thrace, situated on the Propontis.

It was a colony of the Megarians, and was founded

earlier than By/antiiim. It perhaps derived its

name from its founder Selys and the Thracian word

Britt, a tOAvn. It continued to be a place of con-

siderable importance till its conquest by Philip,

the father of Alexander, from which time its de-

cline may be dated. Under the later emperors it

was called Eudoxiupolis, in honour of Eudoxia,

the Vi/ife of Arcadius; but it afterwards recovered

its ancient name.

Semechonitis or Somachoziitis Lacua (Sc/ue-

Xaiitiris', SafiaxuvTris and -nwu \ip.VTi : O. T.

\V’'atcrs of Memm : Nah'^-UHuleh), a small lake

in the N. of PalcRtino, the highest of the 3 formed

by the Jordan, both branches of which &ll into its

N. end, while the river flows out of its S. end in

one stionin. The valley in which it lies is enclosed

on the W. and E. by mountains belonging to the

two ranges of Lebanon, forming a position which

has been of military importance both in ancient

and modern times, especially as the great Damascus

road crosses the Jordan just below the lake. Ac-

cording to the division of Palestine under the

Roman empire, it belonged to Galilee, but in earlier

times, under the Syrian kings, it was reckoned to

Coelesyria.

ScmSle (ScjueAT)), daughter of Cadmus and

Ilarmonia, at Thebes, and accordingly sister of Ino,

Agave, Autonoe, and Polydorus. She was beloved

by Zeus- Hera, stimulated by jealousy, appeared

to her in the form of her aged nurse Heroe, and

induced her to ask Zeus to visit her in the same

.splendour and majesty with which he appeared to

Hera. Zeus warned her of the danger of her re-

quest ; but as he had sworn to grant whatever she

desired, ho was obliged to comply with her prayer.

IIo accordingly appeared before her as the god of

thunder, and Semele was consumed by the light-

ning
;

but Z(!U8 saved her child Dionysus, with

whom she was pregnant. Her son afterwards car-

ried her out of the lower worldj and conducted her

to Olympus where she became immortal under the

name oj Thyone.

Senur&mia (:$fp.lpap.is) andNinus (Nr4'os),the

mythical founders of the Assyrian empire of Ninus

or Nineveh. Ninus was a great warrior, who built

the town of Ninus or Nineveh, about b. c. 2132,

and subdued the greater part of Asia. Semiramis

was the daughter of the fish-goddess Derceto of

Ascalon in Syria by a Syrian youth ; but being

ashamed of her frailty, she made away with the

youth, and exposed her infant daughter* But the

child was miraculously preserved by doves, who
fed her till she was discovered by the shepherds

of the neighbourhood. She was then brought up

by the chief shepherd of the royal herds, whose

name was Simmas, and frojn whom she derived

the name of Semiramis. Her surpassing beauty

attracted the notice of Onnes, one of the king's

friends and generals, who married her. He subse-

quently sent for his wife to the army, wlwre the

Assyrians were engaged in the siege of Bactm,

which they had long endeavoured in vain to take.

Upon her arrival in the camp she planned an at-

tack upon the citadel of the town, mounted the

walls with a few brave followers, and obtained

possession of the place. Ninus was so charmed
by her bravery and beauty, that he resolved to
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make her his wife, whereupon her unfortunate

huskmd put an end to his life. By Ninus Semi-

ramis had a son, Ninya-s and on the death uf^inus
she succeeded him on the throne. According to

another account, Semiramis had obtainetf from her

husband pormission to rule over Asia for 5 days,

and availed herself of this opportunity to cast the

king into a dungeon, or, as is also related, to put

him to death, and thus obtained the sovereign

power. Her fimie threw into the shade that of

Ninus ; and later ages loved to tell of her marvel-

lous deeds and her heroic achievements. She built

numerous cities, and er^ted many wonderful build-

ings
;
and several of the most extraordinary works

in the East, which were exftant in a later age, and the

authors of which were unknown, were ascribed by
popular tradition to this queen. In Nineveh she
erected a tomb for her husband, 9 stadia high, and
10 wide

;
she built the city of Babylon, with all

its wonders
;
and sho constructed the hanging gar-

dens in Media, of which later writers give us such

strange accounts. Besides conquering many nations
of Asia, she subdued Egypt and a great part of

Ethiopia, but was unsuccessful in an attack which
sho made upon India. After a reign of 42 years
she resigned the sovereignty to her son Ninyas,
and disappeared from the earth, taking her flight

to heaven in the form of a dove. The bibulous

nature of this narrative is apparent. It is probable

that Semiramis was originally a Syrian goddess,

perhaps the same who was worshipped at Ascalon
under the name of Astarte, or the Heavenly Aphro-
dite, to whom the dove was sacred. Hence the

stories of her voluptuousness, which were current

even in the time of Augustus (Ov, Am. i. 5. 11).

Senmones, more rarely SennSnes, a German
people, described by Tacitus as the most powerful

tribe of the Siicvic race, dwelt beween the rivers

Viadus (Oder) and Albis (Elbe), from the Riesen-

gebii^e in the S. ns far as the country aimmd
Frankfurt on the Oder and Potsdam in the N.
Semo Sancus. [Sancus.]

Sempronia. L Daugliter of Tib. Gracchus, cen-

sor B. o. D>9, and sister of the 2 celebrated tribunes,

married Scipio Africanus minor. —•2. Wife of D.
Junius Brutus, consul 77, was a woman of grei^

personal attractions and literary accomplishments,

but of a profligate character. She took part in

Catiline's conspinicy, though her husband was not

privy to it.

SemprSnla Gens, was of great antiquity, and
one of its members, A. Sempronius Atratinus, ob-

tained the consulship as early as b. c. 497, 12 years

after the foundation of the republic. The Sem-
pronii were divided into many families, of which
the Atbatini were patrician, but all the others

were plebeian : their names are Asbllio, Blaesus,
Gracchus, Soph us, Tuditanus,

Sena (Senensis). 1. (Senigaglia), surnamed

Oallica, and sometimes called Senogallia, a town
on the coast of Umbria, at the mouth of the small

river Sena, was founded by the Senonea, a Gallic

people, and was made a colony by the Romans
after the conquest of the Senones, b. c. 283. In
the civil war it espoused the Marian party, and
was taken and sacked by Pompey.—2. (Siena), a
town in Etruria and a Roman colony, on the ro«ui

from Clusium to Florentia, is only mentioned in

the times of the emperors.

SlfriSea, 1. H. Aimaeaf,. the rhetorician, was
bom at Corduba (Cordova) in Spain, about b.c. 6]<

Y Y 4
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Seneca was at Rome in the early period of the

power of Augustus, for he says that he had seen

Ovid^dcclaiining before Arellius Fuscus. He after-

wards returned to Spain, and married Helvia, by
whom he had 3 sons^ L. Annaeus Seneca, L. An-
naeus Mela or Mella, the father of the poet Lucan,

and M. Novatus. Novatus was the eldest son, and
took tiie name of Junius Oallio, upon being adopted

by Junius Gallio. Seneca was rich, and he belonged

to the equestrian class. At a later period Seneca re-

turned to Rome, where he resided till his death,

which probably occurred near the end of the reign

of Tiberius. Two of Seneca's works have come
down to us. 1. Controversiarum Libri decern^ which
he addressed to his 3 sons. The 1st, 2nd, 7th,

8th, and 10th books only are extant, and these are

somewhat mutilated : of the other books only frag-

ments remain. These Controversiae are rhetorical

exercises on imaginary cases, filled with common-
places, such as a man of large verbal memory and
great reading carries about with him as his ready

money. *2. Suasoriarum Lilter, which is probably

not complete. We may collect from its contents

what the subjects were on which the rhetoricians

of that age exercised their wits : one of them is,

“ Shall Cicero apologise to M. Antouius ? Shall he

agree to burn his Philippics, if Antonins requires

it ? ” Another is, “ Shall Alexander embark on
the ocean?” If there are some good ideas and
apt expressions in these puerile declamations, they

have no value where they stand ; and probably

most of them are borrowed. No merit of form can

compensate for worthlessness of matter. The best

edition of these works is by A. Schottus, Heidel-

berg, 1603, frequently reprinted.— 2. L. Annaeus,
the philosopher, the son of the preceding, was born

at Corduba, probably a few years u. c., and brought

to Rome by his parents when he was a child.

Though he was naturally of a weak body, ho was
a hard student from his youth, and he devoted

himself Avith great ardour to rhetoric and philo-

sophy. He also soon gained distinction as a pleader

of causes, and he excited the jealousy and hatred

of Caligula by the ability Avith Avliich he conducted

a case iu the senate before the emperor. In the

first year of the reign of Claudius (a. d. 41), Seneca

was banished to Corsica, on account of his intimacy

with Julia, the niece of Claudius, of Avhom Messa-

lina Avas jealous. After 8 years’ residence in Cor-

sica, Seneca Avas recalled (40) by the influence of

Agrippina, Avho had just married hor uncle the

emperor Claudius. lie now obtained a practorship,

and was made the tutor of the young Doinitius,

afterwards the emperor Nero, who was the son of

Agrippina by a former husband. On the accession

of his pupil to the imperial throne (54) after the

death of Claudius, Seneca became one of the chief

advisers of the young emperor. He exerted his

influence to check Nero’s vicious propensities, but

at the same time he profited from his position to

amass an immense fortune. He supported Nero in

his contests Avith his mother Agrippina, and was

not only a party to the death of the latter (60),

but he wrote the letter which Nero addressed to

the senate in justification of the murder. After

the death of his mother Nero abandoned himself

Avithout any restraint to his vicious propensities

;

and tho presence of Seneca soon became irksomo to

him, Avhile the wealth of the philosopher excited

the emperor’s cn'bidity. Burras, the praefect of

the praetorian who had always been a firm
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supporteiiof Seneca, died in 63. His death broke
the power of Seneca ; and Nero now fell into the
hands of persons who were exactly suited to hjs

taste. Tigellinus and B'emiius Rufus, wlio suc-

ceeded Burrus in the command of the praetorians,

began an attack on Seneca. His enormous Avealtb,

his gardens and villas, more magnificent than those
of the emperor, his exclusive claims to eloquence,

and his disparagement of Nero’s skill in driving

and singing, Avere all urged agjiinst him ; and it

was time, they said, for Nero to get rid of a
teacher. Seneca heard of the charges against him :

he was rich, and he knew that Nero wanted money,
lie asked the emperor for permission to retire, and
offered to surrender all that he had. Nero affected

to be grateful for his past services, refused the
proffered gift, and sent him away with perfidious as-

surances of his respect and affection. Seneca now
altered his mode of life, saw little company, and
seldom visited tho city, on the ground of freebie

health, or being occupied Avith his philosophical

studies. The conspiracy of Piso (65) gave the

emperor a pretext for putting his teacher to death,

though there was not complete evidence of Seneca
being a party to the conspiracy. Seneca Avas at

the time returning from Campania, and had rested

at a A’illa 4 miles from the city. Nero sent a tri-

bune to him Avitli tlic order of death. Without
shoAving any sign of alarm. Seneca cheered his

weeping friends by reminding them of the lessons

of philosophy. Embracing his wife Pompeia Pau-
lina, he prayed her to moderate her grief, and to

console herself for the loss of her husband by the

reflection that he had lived an honourable life.

But as Paulina protested that she would die Avith

him, Seneca consented, and the same blow opened

the veins in tho arms of both. Senec.a's body Avas

attenuated by age and inoagre diet
;

the blood

would not flow easily, and lie opened the veins in

bis logs. His torture Avas excessive
;
and to save

himself and his Avife the pain uf seeing one another

suffer, he bade her retire to her chamber. His
last words were taken down in Avriting by persons

Avho were called in for the purpose, and were after-

wards published. Seneca’s torments being still

prolonged, he took hemlock from his friend and
physician, Statius Amiaeus, but it had no effect.

At last he entered a warm bath, and as he
sprinkled some of the water on the slaves nearest

to him, he said, that he made a libation to Jupiter

the Liberator. He was then taken into a A’apour

stove, where ho Avas quickly suffocated. Seneca

died, as was the fashion among the Romans, with

the courage of a stoic, but Avitli somewhat of a
theatrical fiflcctation which detracts from the dig-

nity of tho scene. Seneca’s great misfortune was
to have known Nero

;
and though we cannot say

that he was a truly great or a truly good man, his

character will not lose by comparison with that of

many others who have been placed in equally diffi-

cult circumstances.—Seneca’s fame rests on his

numerous Avritings^ of which the following are

extant; — 1. De Ira, in 3 books, addressed to

Novatw, probably the earliest of Seneca's works.

In the 1st book he combats what Aristotle says of

Anger in his Ethics. 2. De Consdatione ad 1/el-

viam Matrem Liber, a consolatory letter to his

mother, written daring his residence in Corsica.

It is one of his best treatises. 3. De Consolatione

ad Pdt^ium L(ber, also written in Gonic^ If it

is the work of Seneca, it does him no credit. Poly*
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bius was the powerful freedman of Qkudius, and

the Consolatio is intended to comfort aim on the

occasion of the loss of his brother. But it also con-

tains adulation of the emperor, and many expres-

sions unworthy of a true stoic, or of an honest

man. 4. Liber de Consolatione ad Marciam^ written

after his return from exile, was designed to console

Marcia for the loss of her son. Marcia was the

daughter of A. Cremutius Cordns. 5. De Profiii-

deniia Liber, or Quare bonis viris mala accidant

cum sit Frovidentiu, is addressed to the younger

Lucilius, procurator of Sicily. The question that

is here discussed often engaged the ancient philo-

sophers; the stoical solution of the difficulty is

that suicide is the remedy when misfortune has

become intolerable. In this discourse Seneca says

that he intends to prove “ that Providence hath a

power over all things, and that God is always pre-

sent with us.” 0*. De Animi TranquiUitaie, ad-

dressed to Serenus, probably written soon after

Scn(5ca’s return from exile. It is in the form of a

letter rather than a treatise : the object is to dis-

cover the means by which tranquillity of mind can

be obtained. 7. De Omstantia Sajmritis seu qmd
in sapientem non cadit injuria, also addressed to

Serenus, is founded on the stoical doctrine of the

impassiveness of the wise man. 8. De Clemeniia

ad Ncronem Caesarem Libri duo, written nt the

beginning of Nero’s reign. There is too much of

the flatterer in this
;
but the advice is good. The

2nd book is incomplete. It is in the Ist chapter of

this 2nd book that the anecdote is told of Nero’s

unwillingness to sign a sentence of execution, and

his exclamation, “ I would I could neither read nor

write.” 9. De lirevUate Vitae adPaulinum Liber,

recommends the ])roper employment of time and

the getting of wisdom as the chief purpose of life.

10. De Vita Deata ad Gallioncm, addressed to his

brother, L. Junius Gallic, is probably one of the

later works of Seneca, in whicli he maintains the

stoical doctrine that there is no happiness without

virtue ; but he docs not deny that other things, as

health and riches, have their value. The conclusion

of the treatise is lost. 11. /ie Olio aut Secesm Sa-

pientis, is sometimes joined to No. 1 0. 1 2. De Bene-

Jiciis Libri septem, addressed to Aebucius Liberalis,

is an excellent discussion of the way of conferring a

favour, and of the duties of the giver and of Ae
receiver. The handling is not very methodical,

but it is very complete. It is a treatise which all

persons might read with profit. 13. Dpistolaead

Lucilium, 1 24 in number, are not the correspond-

ence of daily life, like that of Cicero, but a collec-

tion of moral maxims and remarks without any sys-

tematic order. They contain much ^ood matter,

and have been favourite reading with many distin-

guished men. It is possible that those letters, and
indeed many of Seneca’s moral treatises, were

written in the latter part of his life, and probably

after he had lost the favour of Nero. That Seneca

sought consolation and tranquillity of mind in lite-

rary occupation is manifest. 14. Apocolocyntom, is

a satire against the emperor Claudius. The word
is a play on the term Apotheosis or deification, and
is equivalent in meaning to Pumpkinification, or the

reception of Claudius among the pumpkins. The
subject was well enough, but the treatment has no

great merit ; and Seneca probably had' no other

object than to gratify his spite against the em-

peror. 15. Quaestionum Naturalium Libri xptem,

addressed to Lucilius Junior, is not a systematic
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work, but a collection of natural facts from various

writers, Greek and Roman, many of which are
curious. The 1st book treats of meteors,J;he 2nd
of thunder and lightning, the 3rd of water, the 4th
of hail, snow, and ice, the 5th of winds, the 6th of

earthquakes and the sources of the Nile, and the

7th of comets. Moral remarks are scattered through
the work ; and indeed the design of the whole ap-

pears to be to find a foundation for ethic, the chief

part of philosophy, in the knowledge of nature
(Physic). 16. Tragoediae, 10 in number. They
are entitled Hercules Furens, Thyestes, Tbebais or

Phoenissae, Hippolytus or PJiaedra, Oedipus, Tro-
odes or Hecnha, Medea, Agamemnon, Hercules

Oetaeus, and Octavia. The titles themselves, with
the exception of the Octavia, indicfite sufficiently

wh,at the tragedies are, Greek mytholugical subjects

treated in a peculiar fashion. They are written
in lambic sciuirii, interspersed with choral parts, in

an.apae8tic and other metres. The subject of the

Ockivia is Nero’s ill-treatment of his wife, his

passion for Poppaea, and the exile of Octavia.
These tragedies are not adapted, and certainly

were never intended for the stage. They were
designed for reading or for recitation after the

Roman fiishion, and they bear the stamp of a rhe-
torical age. They contain many striking passages,

and have some merit as poems. Moral sentiments

and maxims abound, and the style and character of

Seneca are as conspicuous here as in his prose
works.—The judgments on Seneca's writings have
been us various as the opinions about his character

;

and both in extremes. It has been said of him
that he looks best in quotations; but this is an
admission that there is sonicthing worth quoting,

which cannot be said of all writers. That Seneca
possessed great mental powers cannot be doubted.

He had seen much of human life, and he knew
well what man was. Ilis philosophy, so far as ho
adopted a system, was the stoical, but it was
rather an eclecticism of stoJbibin than pure stoicism.

Ilis style is antithetical, and apparently laboured

;

and when there is much labour, there is generally

affectation. Yet his language is clear and forcible;

it is not mere words : there is thought always. It

would not be easy to name any modern writer who
has treated on morality, and has said so much !RaF

is practically good and true, or has treated the

matter in so attractive a way. The best editions

of Seneca are by J. F. Gronovius, Leiden, 1649

—

1658, 4 vols. 12mo.; by Ruhkopf, Leipzig, 1797

—

181 1, 5 vols. 8vo.; and the Bipont edition, Strass-

burg, 1809, 5 vols. 8vo.

Sdniclo, Herennlus, was a native of Baetica in

Spain, where he served as quaestor. He was put

to death by Domitian on the accusation of Metius
Caras, in consequence of his having written the

life of Helvidius Priscus, which he composed at

the request of Fannia, the wife of Helvidius.

SenXa (Senensis: S^na or Zengg), a Roman
colony in Libumia in Illyricum, on the coast, and
on the road from Aquileia to Siscia.

Sen&ies, a powerful people in Gallia Lugdu-
nensis, dwelt along the upper course of the Sequana
[Seine), and were bounded on the N. by the Pari-

sii, on ^he W. by the Camutes, on the S. by the

Aedui, and on the £. by the Lingones and Mandu-
bii. Their chief town was Agendicum, afterwards

called Sendnes [Sens). A portion of this people

crossed the Alps about d. c. 400, in order to settle

in Italy ; and as the greater part of Upper Italy
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was already occupied by other Celtic tribes, the

Scnones were obliged to penetrate a considerjible

distance to the S., and took up their abode on the

Adriatic aea between the rivers Utis and Aesis

(between Ravenna and Ancona), after expelling

the Umbrians. In this country they founded the

town of isena. They extended their nivages into

Etruria
;
and it was in consequence of the inter-

ference of the Romans while they were laying

siege to Clusium, that they marched against Rome
and took the city, n. c. 390. From this time we
find them engaged in constant hostilities with the

Romans, till they were at length completely sub-

dued and the greater part of them destroyed by
the consul Dolabclla, 233.

Sentlnnm (Sentinas, Sentinatis: nr. Scmof&r-
rafo, Ru.), a fortified town in Umbria, not far

from the river Aesis.

Sentlus Satun^nus. [Saturninus.]
^

Sepias (2r?Trids : St.George), a promontory in the
;

S.E. of Thessaly in the district Magnesia, on which

a great part of the fleet of Xerxes was wrecked,
j

Seplasla, one of the principal streets in Capua,
i

where perfumes and luxuries of a similar Imid

were sold.

Sepphoris : Sffurieh^ a city of Pa-
lestine, in the middle of Galilee, about half-way

between M. Carmel and the lake of Tiberias, was
an insignificant place, until Herod Antipas fortified

it, and made it the capital of Galilee, under the

name of Diocaesarea. It was the seat of one of

the 5 Jewish Sanhedrim; and continued to flourish

until the 4 th century, when it was destroyed by
the Caesar Gallus, on account of a revolt of its

inhabitants.

Septem Aquae, a place in the territory of the

Sabini, near Rcatc.

Septem Fratres ('Eirri aSf\(pot: Jebel ZaUnU^
i. e. Apes' I{Ul)y a mountain on the N. coast of

Mauretania Tingitana, at the narrowest part of the

Fretum Oaditanum [Straits of Gibraltar) j con-

nected by a low tongue of land with the promon-

tory of Abyla, which is also included under the

modem name.
Septem Marla, the name given by the ancients

fa ,*he lagoons formed at the mouth of the Po by
the frequent averflows of this river. Persons

usually sailed through these lagoons from Ravenna
to Altinum.

SeptempSda (Septempedanus : San Severino), a
Roman municipium in the interior of Picenum, on
the road from Auxiraum to Urbs Salvia.

Septlmlus Geta. [Gbta.]
Septimius Serinus. [Sehenus.]
Septlmlus Severus. [Sxvxrus.]
Septlmlus Tltitus, a Roman poet, whom Horace

(i. 3. 9—14) represents as having ventured to quaff

a draught from the Pindaric spring, and as having

been ambitious to achieve distinction in tragedy.

In this passage Horace speaks of him under the

name of Titius
;
and he is probably the same indi-

vidual with the Septimius who is addressed in the

flth ode of the 2nd book, and who is introduced in

the 9th epistle of the let book.

Sequ&na (iSljtne), one of the principl rivers of

Gnul, rising in the central parts of that Country,

and flowing through the province of Gallia Lug-
dimcnsis into the ocean opposite Britain. It is 346
miles in length. Its principal affluents are the
Matrona (iWamo), Esia (Oi*e) with its tributary

the Axona (Aisne) and Incaumis (Pon?*c). This
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river has a flow current, and is navigable beyond
Lutetia Parisiorum (Paris).

Sequaui, a powerful Celtic people in Gallia
Belgica, separated from the Ilelvctii by Mons
Jiirassus, from the Aedui by the Arar, and from
the province Narbonensis by the Rhone, inhabit-

ing the country called FrancJie Compte and Bur-
tjmuly. In the later division of the provinces of

the empire, the country of the Sequaiii formed a
special province under the name of Mtixima Sequa-
nonim. They derived their name from the river

Sequana, which had its source in the N. W. fron-

tiers of their territory
; but their co'iintry was

chiefly watered by the rivers Arar and Diil)is.

Their chief town was Vesontio (Besav <jow). They
were governed by kings of their own, and were
constantly at war with the Aedui.

Sequester, Viblus, the name attached to a glos-

sary which professes to give an account of the geo-

graphical names contained in the Rnm-in poets.

The tract is divided into 7 sections :— 1. FLimina.
% Fontes. 3. Lacus. 4. Nemora. .5. Pahulvs.

6. Montes. 7. denies. To which in some MSS.
an 8th is added, containing a list of the seven
wonders of the world. Concerning the author per-

sonally we know nothing
;
and ht* probably lived

not earlier than the middle of the 5th century. The
best edition is by Obcrlinus, Argent. 1778.

Sera. [Serica.]

Seraplo, a surname of P. Cornelius Scipio Na-
sica, consul u.c. 138. [Scipio, No. 18.]

Seraplou (Se/joTrlwi'), a physician of Alexandria,
who lived in the 3rJ century b.c. Ho bclongt'd to

the sect of the Empirici, and so much extended and
improved the system of Philinus, that the invention

of it is by some authors attributed to him. Sera-

pion wrote against Hippocrates with much vehe-

mence
;
hut neither this, nor any of his other works,

are now extant. He is several times mentioned

and quoted by Celsus, Galen, and others.

Ser&piB or Saripis (SapaTrit), an Egyptian

divinity, whose worship was introduced into Greece
in the time of the Ptolemies. His worship was
introduced into Romff with that of Isis. [Isis.]

Serbonis L&cus. [Sirbonis Laci;s.]

Serdlca or Sardica, an important town m
Upper Mocsia, and the capital of Dacia Interior,

situated in a fertile plain near the sources of the

Oescus, and on the road from Naissus to Philippo-

polis. It was the birthplace of the emperor

Maximianus ; it was destroyed by Attila, but was
soon afterwards rebuilt

; and it bore in tho middle

ages the name of Triaditza. Its extensive mins
are to be seen S. of Sophia. Serdica derived its

name from tne Thracian people SerdL
SerSna, niece of Theodosius the Great, foster-

mother of the emperor Honorius, and wife of Sti-

licho.

SSrftlUB, AjmaeOB, one of the most intimate

friends of the philosopher Seneca, who dedicated to

him his work De Tranquillitate and De Constantia,

He was praefectus vigilum under Nero, and died in

consequence of eating a poisonous kind of fungus.

Sei^nus, Q. Sammonleus (or Savionicns), en-

joyed a high reputation at Rome, in the early part

of the 3rd century after Christ, as a man of taste

and varied knowledge. As the friend of Qeta, by

whom his compositions were studied with great

pleasure, he was murdered while at supper, by

command of Camcalla, a. d. 212, leaving behind

him many learned works. His son, who bore the
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game name, was the preceptor of the yo^ger Gor-

dhin, and bequeathed to hia pupil the magnificent

library which he had inherited from hia father. A
medical poem, extending to 115 hexameter lines,

has descended to ua under the title Q. Screm Sam-
monici de Medicina praecepta snluhe.rrima^ or Ptae-

cepta dc ^f<:d^cimt parvo pretio pambili^ which is

usually ascribed to the elder Saminonicua. It con-

tains a considerable amount of information, ex-

tracted from the best authorities, on natural history

:uul tho healing art, mixed up with a number of

puerile superstitions, the whole expressed in pkin

and almost prosaic language. The best edition is

that of Uurmann, in his Potiae Latini Minores

(4to. Leid. l/dl, vol. ii. pp. 187—388).

Serenus, A. Septimlus, ji Roman lyric poet,

wlio exercised his muse chiefly in depicting the

charms of the country and the delight of rural pur-

suits. His works are lost, but arc frequently

quoted by the grammarians.

Seres. [Skhica.]

Sergla Gens, [)atrician. The Sergii traced their

descent from tlie Trojan Sergestus (Virg. Acn. v.

121 ). The Sergii were distinguished in the earl}'

history of the republic, and the first member of the

gens who obtained the consulship was L. Sergius

Fidenas, in b. c. 437. Catiline belonged to this

gens. [Catilina.J The Sergii bore also the sur-

names of Esqnilinus, Fidenas^ Grata, PauJm, Plan-

ctis, and Silus ; but none of them are of suflicient

importan<re to require a separate notice.

Sergius, a grammarian of uncertain date, but

later than the 4th century after Christ, tho author

of 2 tracts j
the 1st entitled In primam Donuti

Editioncm Comvie?itanum

;

the ‘2nd, In sccundam

Dmati EditUmem Cominentaria. They are printed

in the Grammaticae Latinae auctores antiqui of

Putschius (Hannov. 1G05, pp. 1816— 1838).

Serica {rj 'S.ripiiti}, 'Snp^s ; Sfires, also rarely in

the sing. S€r), a country in the extreme E. of

Asia, famous as the native region of the silkworm,

which was also calhjd a-fjp
;
and hence the adjec-

tive ‘ scricus’ for silken. The name was known to

the W. nations at a very earl/pcriod, through the

use of silk, first in W. Asia, and afterwards in

Greece. It is clear, however, that, until some
time after the commencement of our era, the name
had no distinct geographical signification. Serica

and Seres were simply the unknown country and
people in the far F.aBt, from whom the article of

commerce, silk, was obtained. At a later period,

some knowledge of the country was obtained from

the traders, the results of which are recorded by
Ptolemy, who names several positions ^hat can be

identified with reasonable probability, but the

detailed mention of which does not fall within the

object of this work. The Serica of Ptolemy cop-

responds to the N. W. part of China, and the

adjacent portions of TAiArf and Cfdmse Tartary,

The capital, Sera, is supposed by most to be

Sii^n, on the Hoang-ho, but by some Pacing,

The country was bounded, according to Ptolemy,

on the N. by unknown regions, on the W. by
Scythia, on the S. and S. E. by India tuid the

Sinae. The people were said by some#o be of

Indian, by others of Scythian, origin, and by
others to be a mixed race. The Great .Wall of

China is mentioned by Ammianns Marcellinus

undtt the name of Aggerea Serium.

SexlpliiiB {'itpupos : ^Sfpltpios ; Serpio), an

iriand in the Aegean sea, and one of the Cyclades,
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lying between Cythnus and Siphnus. It was a
small rocky island about 12 miles in circum-
ference. It is celebrated in mythology |pi the
island where Danac and Perseus landed after

they had been exposed by Acrisius, where Per-
seus was brought up, and where he afterwards

turned the inhabitants into stone with the Gor-

gon’s head. Seriphus was colonised by lonians

from Athens, and it was one of the few islands

which refused submission to Xerxes. At a later

time the inhabitants of Seriphus were noted for

their poverty and wretchedness
;

and for this

reason the island was employed by the Roman
emperors ns a place of banishment lor state crimi-

nals. The ancient writers relate that the frogs in

Seriphos were iniitcj.

Sermyla {’SepfivKrj: SfpjuoAms), a town in

Macedonia on the isthmus of the penin->ula Si-

thonia.

Serranus, Atillus. Sermnus was origiraally

an agnomen of C. Atilius Regulus, consul b. c. 2.57,

but afterwards became the n.ame of a distinct

family of the Atilia gens. Most of tlie ancient

writers derive tho name from serere^ and relate

that Regiilns received the surname of Serranus,

because he was engaged in sowing Avhen tlio news
Avjis brought him of his elevation to the consulship

(Virg. Am. vi. 845). It appears, however, from
coins, that Savanna is the pieper form of the name,
and some modem writers think that it is derived

from Saranum, a town of Umbria.—1. C., praetor,

B. c. 218, the Ist year of the 2nd Punic war, and
was sent into northern Italy. At a later period of

the year he resigned his command to the consul

P. Scipio. He was an unsuccessful candidate for

the consulship for 216.— 8. C., curule aedile l!)3,

with L. Scrihonius Libo. They were the 1st

aediles who exhibited the Megalosia as liidi sce-

nici. He was praetor 185.— 3. A., praetor 192,

when he obtained, as his gprovince, Macedonia
and the command of tho fleet. He was praetor a
2nd time in 173. He was consul in 170.— 4. M.,

praetor 174, when ho obtained the province of

Sardinia.— 5. M., praetor 152, in Further Spain,

defeated tlie Lusitani.— 6. Sex., consul 186.—
7. C., consul 106 with Q. Servilius Caepio,

year in which Cicero and Pompey were bom.
Although a “ stultissimus homo,” according to

Cicero, he Avns elected in preference to Q. Catulus.

He was one of the senators who took up arms

against Saturninus in 100.-8. Sex., siimanied

Gavianns, because he originally belonged to the

Gavia gens. He was quaestor in 63 in the consul-

ship of Cicero, who treated him with distinguished

favour; but in his tribunate of the plebs, 57, he

took an active part in opposing Cicero’s recal from

banishment. After Cicero’s return to Rome he

put his veto upon the decree of the senate restoring

to Cicero the site on which his house had stood, but

he found it adrisable to withdraw his opposition.

Serriilam a promontory of Thrace

in the Aegaean Sea, opposite the island of Samo-

thrace, with a fortress of the same name upon it.

Q. Sertorins, one of the most extraordin^

men in the later times of the republic, was a native

of Nursih, a Sabine village, and was bom of ob-

scure but respectable parents. He served under

Marius in the war against the Teutones; and before

the battle of Aquae Sextiae (Aix), b.c. 102, he

entered the camp of the Teutones in disguise as a

spy, for which hazardous undertaking his intrepid
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jharacter and some knowledge of the Gallic lan-

guage well qualified him. He also served as tri-

bumi^ militum in Spain under T. Didius (97).

He was quaestor in 91, and had before this time

lost an eye in battle. On the outbreak of the

civil war in 08, he declared himself against the

party of the nobles, though he was by no means an

admirer of his old comiiiaudcr, C. Marius, whose

character he well understood. He commanded one

of the 4 armies which besieged Rome under Ma-
rius and Cinna. He was however opposed to the

bloody massacre which ensued after Marius and

Cinna entered Rome ;
and he was so indignant at

the horrible deeds committed by the slaves, whom
Mariub kept as guards, that he fell iijion them in

their camp, and speared 4000 of them. In 83
Sertorius was praetor, and either in this year or

the following he went into Spain, which had been

assigned to him as his province by the Marian

j)arty. After collecting a small body of troops in

Spain, he crossed over to Mauretania, where he

gained a victory over Pacciamis, one of Sulla's

generals. In conseciuence of his success in Africa,

he was invited by the Lusitani, who were exposed

to the invasion of the Romans, to become their

leader. He gained great influence over the Lusi-

tanians and the other barbarians in Spain, and

soon succeeded in forming an army, which for

some years successfully opposed all the power of

Rome. He also availed himself of the superstitious

character of the people among whom he was, to

strengthen his authority over them. A fawn was
brought to him by one of the natives as a present,

which soon became so tame as to accompany him
in his -walks, and attend him on all occasions.

After Sulla had become master of Italy, Sertorius

was joined by many Romans who had been pro-

scribed by the dictator
;
and this not only added

to his consideration, but brought him many good

officers. In 79 Metellus Pius was sent into Spain

with a considerable Vorce against Sertorius ; but

Metellus could oflect nothing against the enemy.

He was unable to bring Sertorius to any decisive

battle, but was consUmtly harassed by the guerilla

warfare of the latter. In 77 Sertorius was joined

M. Pcrpenia with 53 cohorts [Pkrpkrna].
To give some show of form to his formidable power,

Sertorius established a senate of 300, into which
no provincial was admitted

;
but to soothe the

more distinguished Spaniards, and to have some
security for their fidelity, he established a school at

Huescji (Osca), in Aragon, for the education of

their children in Greek and Roman learning. The
continued want of success on the part of Metellus

induced the Romans to send Pompey to his assist-

ance, but with an independent command. Pompey
arrived in Spain in 70 with 30,000 infantry and
loco cavalry, but even with this formidable force

he was unable to gain any decisive advantages over

Sertorius. For the next 5 years Sertorius kept

both Metellus and Pompey at bay, and cut to

pieces a large mimber of their forces. Sertorius

was at length assassinated in 72 at a banquet by
Perpema and some other Roman officers, who had
long been jealous of the authority of their com-
mander. •

ServUla. 1. Daughter of Q. Servilius Caepio
and the daughter of Livia, the sister of the cele-

brated M. Livius Drusust tribune of the plebs,

B. c. 91. Servilia wal married twice ; first to M.
Junius Brutus, by whmm she became the mother
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of the mi|rderer of Caesar, and secondly to D. Ju-
nius Silanus, consul 62. She was the favourite

mistress of the dictator Caesar
;
and it is reported

that Brutus was her son by Caesar. This tale

however cannot be true, as Caesar was only 15
years older than Brutus, the former having been
bom in 100, and the latter in 85. She survived

both her lover and her son. After the battle of

Philippi, Antony sent her the ashes of her son.—
2. Sister of the preceding, was the 2nd wife of
L. Lucullus, consul 74. She bore Lucullus a son,

but, like her sister, she was faithless to her hus-

band; and the latter, after putting up with her
conduct for some time from regard to M. Cato Uti-

cctisis, her half-brother, at length divorced her.

Servilia Gens, was one of the Alban houses
removed to Rome by Tullus llostilius. This gens

was very celebrated during the early ages of the

republic, and it continued to produce men of influ-

ence in the state down to tho imperial period. It

was divided into numerous families, of which the

most important bore the names of:

—

Ah ala, Cak-
no, Casca, Glaucia, Rullus, Vatia.

Serviua Maurus Honoratus, or Servlus Ma-
rius Honoratns, a celebrated Latin grammarian,

contemporary with Macrobius, who introduces him
among the dramatis personae of the Saturnalia,

His most celebrated production was an elaborate

commentary upon Virgil. This is, nominally at

least, still extant ; but from the widely dirterent

forms wliich it assumes in different MSS. it is

clear that it must have been changed and inter-

polated to such an extent by the transcribers of the

middle ages, that it is impossible to determine bow
much belongs to Servius and how much to later

hands. Even in its present condition, however, it

is deservedly regarded as the most important and
valuable of all the Latin Scholia. It is attached
to many of tho earlier editions of Virgil, but it

will be found under its best form in the edition of

Virgil by Bunnann. We possess also the following

treatises bearing the name of Servius:— 1. Jn
secundam Donati Editionem Inlerprelatio. 2. De
liudwnc ultimarum^Syllabarum ad Aquilmum Li-

ber. 3. Ars de centum Metris s. Centimetrum,

SeryluB Tullius. [Tullius.]
SesamuB (JZyiaa}i6s), a little coast river of

Paphlagonia, with a town of the same name : both
called afterwards Amasthis.

S^BOStris (SeVaurrpiv), tho name given by the

Greeks to the great king of Egypt, who is called

in Munetho and on the monuments Ramses or

Ramesses. Ramses is a name common to several

kings of tho 18th, 19th, and 20th dynasties; but
Sesostris rftust be identified with Ramses, the 3rd
king of the 1 9th dynasty, the son of Seti, and the

father of Menephthah. Sesostris was a great con-

queror. He is said to have subdued Ethiopia,

the greater part of Asia, and the Thracians iu

Europe; and in all ^he countries which he con-

quered be erected stdae^ on which he inscribed

his own name. Ue returned to Egypt after an
absence of 9 years, and the countless captives

whom ^e brought back with him were employed
in the ^ction of numerous public works. Memo-
rials of Ramses-Sesostris still exist throughout the

whole of Egypt, from the mouth of the Nile to

the south of Nubia. In the remains of his palace-

temple at Thebes we see his victories and conquests

represented on the walls, and we can still trace

there some of the nations of Africa and Asia whom
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he subdued. The name of Seiostris is not found

on monuments, and it was probably a papular sur-

name given to the great hero of the 19tn dynasty,

and borrowed from Sesostris, one of the renowned

kings of the 12th dynasty, or perhaps from Sesor-

thuB, a king of the 3rd dynasty.

Sestianae Arae {C. ViUano), the most W.4y
promontory on the N. coast of Hispania Tarraco-

nensis in Gallaecia, with 3 altars consecrated to

Augustus.

SestXntuu (Sestinas, -fitis : 6( &^2»o), a town in

Umbria on the Apennines, near the sources of the

Pisaurus.

Sestlus. [SsxTius.]

Sestus {hyiffrdt: Ialom\ a town

in Thrace, situated at the narrowest part of the

Hellespont opposite Abydos in Asia, from which

it was only 7 stadia distant. It was founded by

the Aeolians. It was celebrated in Grecian poetry

on account of the loves of Leander and Hero

[Lbander], and in history on account of the

bridge of boats which Xerxes here built across the

Hellespont. Sestus was always reckoned a place

of importance in consequence of its commanding

to a great extent the passage of the Hellespont.

It was for some time in the possession of the Per-

sians, but was retaken by the Greeks, b. c. 473,

after a long siege. It subsequently formed part

of the Athenian empire.

Set&bis. [Saetabis.]

Sgthon. (Sedetiv), a priest of Hephaestus, made

himself master of Egypt after the expulsion of

Sabtacon, king of the Ethiopians, and was siio-

cecded by the Dodccarchia, or government of the

12 chiefs, which ended in the solo sovereignty of

Psamraitichus. Herodotus relates (ii. 141) that

in Sethon's reign Sanacharibus, king of the Ara-

bians and Assyrians, advanced against Egypt, at

which Sethon was in great alarm, as he had in*

suited the warrior class, and deprived them of

their lands, and they now refused to follow him to

the war. But the god Hephaestus came to his

assistance; for while the two armies were encamped

near Pelusium, the field-mice in the night gnawed
to pieces the bow-strings, ihe quivers, and the

shield-handles of the Assyrians, who fled on the

following day with great loss. The recollection of

this miracle was perpetuated by a statue of the

king in the temple of Hephaestus, holding a mouse

in his hand, and saying, “ Let every one look at

me and be pious." This Sanacharibus is the Sen-

nacherib of the Scriptures, and the destruction of

the Assyrians at Pelusium is evidently only another

version of the miraculous destruction of the Assy-

rians by the angel of the Lord, when they had ad-

vanced against Jerusalem in the reign 8f Hezekiah.

According to the Jewish records, this event hap-

pened in b.o. 711.

8§tXft (Setinus : Sexza or Se8se\ an ancient

town of Latiom in the E. of the Pontine Marshes,

originally belonged to the, Volscian confederacy,

but was subsequently taken by the Homans and

colonised. It was here 4hat the Romans kept the

Carthaginian hostages. It was celebrated for the

excellent wine grown in the neighbourhoad of the

town, which was reckoned in the time of Augustus

the finest wine in Italy.

S^verns, M. Aarons Alexander, usually

called Alexander Sevdme, Roman emperor, a. o.

222—235, the son of Gessius IVfarctanus and Julia

Mamaee, and first cousin of Elagabalus, was bom
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at'Arce, in Phoenicia, in the temple of Alexander
the Great, to which his parents had repaired for

the celebration of a festival, the Ist of October,

A. D. 205. His original name appears to haw been
Alexianits Bassianus^ the latter appellation naving

been derived from his maternal grandfather. Upon
the elevation of Elagabalus, he accompanied his

mother and the court to Rome, a report having

been spread abroad that he also, as well as the

emperor, was the son of Caracalla. In 221 he was
adopted by Elagabalus and created Caesar. The
names Alexianus and Bassianm were laid aside,

and those of fif. Aurelius Alexamier substituted ;

M. Aurdiua in virtue of his adoption
;
Alexander

in consequence, as was asserted, of a direct reve-

lation on the part of the Syrian god. On the death
of Elagabalus, on the 11th of March, a. n. 222,
Alexander ascended the throne, adding Severm to
his other designations, in order to mark more ex-
plicitly the descent which he claimed from the
father of Curacallu. After reigning in peace some
years, during which he reformed many abuses in

the state, he was involved in a war with Arta-
xerxes, king of Persia, who had lately founded the
new empire of the Sassanidae on the ruins of the
Parthian monarchy, Alexander gained a great

victory over Artaxerxes in 232 ;
but he was unable

to prosecute his advantage in consequence of intel-

ligence having reached him of a great movement
among the German tribes.,. He celebrated a tri-

umph at Rome in 233, and in the following year

(234) set out for Gaul, which the Germans were
devastating ; but before be had made any progress

in the campaign, ho was waylaid by a small band
of mutinous soldiers, instigated, it is said, by Max-
iminus, and slain, along with his mother, in the
early part of 235, in the 30th year of his age, and
the I4th of his reign. Alexander Severus was
distinguished by justice, wisdom, and clemency in

all public transactions, and by the simplicity and
purity of his private life.

Severus, A. Caecina. [^aecina.]
SeySruB, Cassius, a celebrated orator and

satirical writer in tho time of Augustus and Tibe-
rius, was born about b. c. 50 at Longula, in La-
tium. He was a man of low origin and dissolute

character, but was much feared by the severity

his attacks upon the Roman nobles. He m
have commenced his career as a public slanderer

very early, if he is the person against whom the
6th epodc of Horace is directed, as is supposed by
many ancient and modem commentators. Towards
the latter end of the reign of Augustus, Severus

was banished by Augustus to the island of Crete

on account of his libellous verses ; but as he still

continued to write libels, he was removed by Tibe-
rius in A. D. 24 to tho desert island of Seriphos,

where he died in great poverty in the 25th year
of his exile, a. d. 33.

B^ySrus, Cornelius, the author of a poem en-

titled Bellum Siculum, was contemporary with
Ovid, by whom he is addressed in one of the
Epistles written from Pontus.

SfiySruB, Tlaylus Valerius, Roman emperor,
A. D. 306—307. He was proclaimed Caesar by
Galerius in 305 ; and on the death of Constantins

Chlorus,*iii the following year, he was further pro-

claimed Augustus by Qaleriua. Soon afterwards

he was sent a^inst Maxmtius, who had assumed
the imperial title at Rome. The expedition how-
ever uras unsuccessful; and Severus haying suv
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rendered at Ravenna, was taken prisoner to Rome
and compelled to put an end to hie life.

SjvSrnf, Libins, Roman emperor a. d. 461

—

465, ^'as a Lucanian by birth, and owed his acces-

sion to Uicimer, who placed him on the throne after

the aeeassination of Majorian. During his reign

the real government was in the hands of Ricimer.

Severus died a natural death.

Sdvems, L. Septlmlns, Roman empvor a. d.

193—211, was born 146, near Leptis in Africa.

After holding various important military commands
under M. Aurelius and Commodus, he was at

length appointed commander-in-chief of the army
in Pannonia and Illyria. By this army he was
proclaimed emperor after the death of Pertinax

(193). He fortliwith marched upon Romo, where
Julianus had been made emperor by the praetorian

troops. Julianus was put to death upon his arrival

before the city. [Julianus.] Severus then turned

his arms against Pescennius Niger, who had been

saluted emperor by the eastern legions. The
struggle was brought to a close by a decisive battle

near Issus, in which Niger was defeated by Severus,

and having been shortly afterwards taken prisoner

was put to death by order of the latter (194).
Severus then laid siege to B^'zantium, which re-

fused to submit to him even after the death of

Niger, and which was not taken till 196. The
dty was treated with great severity by Severus.

Its walls were levelled with the earth, its soldiers

and magistrates put to death, and the town itself,

deprived of all its political privileges, made over to

the Perinthians. During the continuance of this

siege, Severus had crossed the Euphrates (195) and
subdued the Mesopotamian Arabians. He returned

to Italy iji 196, and in the same year proceeded to

Gaul to opiK)se Albinus, who had been proclaimed

emperor % the troops in that country. Albinus

was defeated and slain in a terrible battle fought

near Lyons on the 19tli of February, 197. Severus

returned to Home in ^he same year ; but after re-

maining a short time in the capital, ho set out fur

the East in order to repel the invasion of the Par-

thinns, Avho were ravaging Mesopotamia. He
croBS(?d the Euphrates early in 198, and commenced
a series of operations which were attended with

^jpl,liant results. Seleucin and Babylon were
evacuated by the enemy

;
and Ctesiphon was taken

and plundered after a short siege. After spending

3 years in the East, and visiting Arabia, Palestine,

and Egypt, Severus returned to Romo in 202. For
the next 7 years he romaiued tranquilly at Rome ;

but in 208 he went to Britain with his sons Cara-

calla and Geta. Here he carried on war against

the Caledonians, and erected the celebrated wall,

which bore his name, from the Solway to the mouth
of the Tyne. After remaining 2 years in Britain

he died at Eboracum (York) on the 4th of February,

211, in the 65th year of his age, and the I8th of

his reign.

BlvSma, Snlplolns, chiefly celebrated as nn ec-

clesiastical historian, was a native of Aquitonia,

and flourished towjirds the close of the 4th century'

under Arcadius and Honorius. He was descended
from a noble family, and was orimnally an advocate

;

but he eventually became a presbyter of the church,
and attached himself olouly to St. Mkrtin of
Tours. The extant worics M Severus are:— 1.

Sacra^ an epitome of sacred histoiy, ex-
tending from the creation of the world to the cem-

fidsfaip of Stilkiho and Aural^us, a. o. 400. 2.

SEXTUS.

Vita S. MarUni Turonenns. 3. Tres Epiaiokte,

4. Diaiogifhto, containing a review of the dissensions

which had arisen among ecclesiastics in the East

regarding the works of Origen. 5. Epistolcu Sex.

The best edition of the complete works of Severus

is by Hieronymus de Prato, 4to. 2 vols. Veron.
1741—1754.

Seuthei (SSe^drjs), the name of several kings of

the Odrysians in Thrace. Of these the most im-
portant was the nephew of Sitalces, whom he suc-

ceeded on the throne in 424. During a long reign

he raised his kingdom to a height of power and
prosperity, which it had never previously attained.

Sextla or Sestla Gons, plebeian, one of whose
members, namely, L. Sextius Sextinus Lateranus,

was the first plebeian who obtained the consulship,

B. c. 366.

SextXae Aquae. [Aquas Sextiae.]
SextliiB or SesUnB. 1. P., quaestor a c. 63,

and tribune of the plebs 57. In the latter year
he took an active part in obtaining Cicero’s recal

from banishment. Like Milo, he kept a band of

armed retainers to oppose P. Clodius and his par-

tizans; and in the following year (56) he ivas

accused of Vis on account of his violent acts during

his tribunate. He was defended by Cicero in an
oration still extant, and was acquitted on the 1 4th

of March, chiefly in consequence of the powerful

influence of Pompey. In 53, Sextius was praetor.

On the breaking out of the civil war in 49, Sextius

first espoused Pompey’s party, but he afterwards

joined Caesar, wlio sent him, in 48, into Cappa-

docia. He was alive in 43, as appears from Cicero’s

correspondence.—>2. L., son of the preceding 'by
his first wife, Postumia. He served under M. Bru-
tus in Macedonia, but subsequently became the

friend of Augustus. One of Horace's odes is ad-

dressed to him.— 8. T., one of Caewir’s legates in

Gaul, and afterwards governor of the province of

Numidia, or New Africa, at the time of Caesar's

death (44). Hero he carried on war against Q.
ComificiuB, who held the province of Old Africa,

and whom he defeated and slew in battle.

Sextius Calvinus. [Calvinub.]
Sextus Emiuricii's, was a physician, and re-

ceived his name Empiricus from belonging to the

school of the Empiric!. He was a contemporary of

Galen, and lived in the first half of the 3rd century

of the Christian aera. Nothing is known of his

life. He belonged to the Sceptical school of philo-

sophy. Two of his works are extant ;—1.

viai *TroTinr«^<rets fj crKevriKh Onofip^fiara, contain-

ing the doctrines of the Sceptics in 3 books. 2.

np5s rohs fiaOTifiariKobs against the

Mathematid, in 11 books, is an attack upon all

positive philosophy. The first 6 books are a

hitation of the 6 sciences of grammar, rhetoric,

geometry, arithmetic, astrology, and music. The
remaining 5 books are directed against logicians,

physical philosophers, and ethical writers, and
form, in fact, a distinct work, which may be viewed

as belonging to the ’^firoTvirdiireis. The two works

are a great repository of doubts
;
the language is as

clear and perspicuous as the subject ^1 allow.

Edited Fabridits, Lips. 1718.

Sextus BufttS. 1 The name prefixed to a work
entitled £>e Urbiq Romae^ published

Onnphrins PMuMis at Frankfort in 1558. This

work is belief the best topographers to have

been compiled at a bte period, and is not regard^

as a document of authority.— 8. Sextus Bufos is
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b1«o the name prefixed to an abridgment of Roman
Hietory in 28 short chapters, entitled Breviarium

ds Vietoriiset Provincii$ PoptUi Romanu and ex-

ecuted by command of the emperor Valens, to

whom it is dedicated. This ivork is usually printed

with the lai-ger editions of Eatropius, and of the

minor Roman historians. There are no grounds

for establishing a connexion between Sextus Rufus

the historian and the author of the work De /te*

gkmibus.

Sibae or Sibi 5l§8i), a rude people in

the N. W. of India (in the Punjab), above the

confluence of the rivers Hydaspes (Jelum) and

Acesines (Chenah), who weie clothed in skins and

armed with clubs, and whom therefore the soldiers

of Ale.xnnder regarded, whether seriously or in

jest, as descendants of Hercules.

Sn}yllae (2«'§uAA.o(), the name by which several

prophetic women are designated. The first Sibyl,

from whom all the rest are said to have derived

their name, is called a daughter of Dardanus and

Neso. Some authors mention only 4 Sibyls, the

Erythraean, the Samian, the Eg^-ptian, and the

Sardian ; but it was more commonly believed that

there were 10, namely, the Babylonian, the la-

byan, the Delphian (an elder Delphian, who was a

daughter of Zeus and Lamia, and a younger one),

the Cimmerian, the Erythraean (also an elder and
a younger one, the latter of whom was called He-
rophile), the Samian, the Cumaean (sometimes

identified with the Erythraean), the Hellcspoutian,

or Trojan, the Phrygian, and the Tiburtine. The
most celebrated of these Sibyls is the Ciunaean,

who is lueiitioned under the names of Herophile,

Demo, Phemonoe, Deiphobe, Demopbile, and Amal-

thea. She was consulted by Aeneas before he

descended into the lower world. She is said to

have come to Italy from the East, and she is the

one who, according to tradition, appeared before

king Tarquinius, offering him the Sibylline books

for sale. Respecting the Sibylline books, see Diet,

ofAntiq. art. Sibyllini Libri,

Sicambri. [Sygambri.]
Sicani, SieSU, Sicelidtae. [Sicilia.]

Sicdrli (i. c. assassins), tlfe name given by the

Romans to certain savage mountain tribes of the

Lebanon, who were, like the Thugs of Indio,

avowed murderers by profession. In the same

mountains there existed, at the time of the

Crusades, a branch of the fanatic sect called

Assassins, whose habits resembled those of the

Sicarii, and whose name the Crusaders imported

into Europe
;
but these were of Arabian origin.

Sicca Yenexia (prob. Al-Kaff), a considerable

city of N. Africa, on the frontier of {lumidia and
Zougitana, built on a hill near the river Bagradas.

It derived its name from a temple of Venus, in

which the goddess was worshipped whh rites

peculiar to the corresponding eastern deity Astarte,

whence it may be inferred that the place was a

Phoenician settlement •

Siohaens, also called Acerbas. [AcERBAa]
fiSciRa (Sicily), one of the largest islands in the

Mediterranean Sea. It wag supposed by the an-

cients to be the same as the Homeric island 7%r»-

nada (&pivaKia), and it was therefore frequently

called Thiuiacia, Trinacia, or Trinacril, a name
which was believed to be derived froiq the tri-

angular figure of the island. For the same reason

the Roman poets called it Trlqnetra. Its more

usual name came from its later inhabitants, the
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Siceli, whence it was called Bioelia (^itiuXia),

which the Romans changed into Sicilia. As the

Siceli also bore the name of Sicani, the island was
also called Sioania (StKavla). Sicily is Mparated
from the S. coast of Italy by a narrow^hannel
called Fretom Biculum, sometimes simply Fretnm
(IlopOjuds), and also Boyllaeum Fretu^ of which
the modem njune is Fttro di Afessina. The sea cm
the K. and S. of the island was also called Mare
Sioidiiin. The island itself is in the shape of a
triangle. The N. and S. sides are about 17£
miles each in length, not including the windings of

the coast; and ^e length of the £. side is about
*

115 miles. The N. W. point, the Prom, Lily-

baeum, is about 90 miles from C. Bon on the coast

of Africa
; the N. E. point. Pram. Pelorus, is about

3 miles from the coast of Calabria in Italy ; and
the S. E. point, Prom. Pachynm, is CO miles from
the island of Malta. Sicily formed originally

part of Italy, and was tom away from it by some
volcanic eruption, as the ancients generally be-

lieved. A range of mountains, which are a conti-

nuation of the Apennines, extends throughout the
island from E. to W. The general name of this

mountain-range was Nebrodi Montes (Madonia),
of which there were several offshoots known by
different names. Of these the most important
were, the celebrated volcano Aetna on the E. side

of the island, Eryx (aS'^. Giuliano) in the extreme
W. near Drepanum, and the Heraei Montes
(Monti Sori) in the S. running down to the pro-

montory Pachyniis. A large number of rivers

flow down from the mountains, but most of them
are dry, or nearly so, in the summer. The soil of
Sicily was very fertile, and produced in antiquity

an immense quantity of wheat, on which the popu-

lation of Rome relied to a great extent for their

subsistence. So celebrated was it even in early

times on account of its com, tbat it was repre-

sented as sacred to Dcmctcr (Ceres), and as the

favourite abode of tliis goddess. Hence it was in

this island that her daughter Persephone (Proser-

pina) was carried away by Pluto. Besides com
the island produced excellent wine, saffron, honey,

almonds, and the other southern fruits. The earli-

est inhabitants of Sicily are said to have been the

savage CyclSpes and LaestrygSnes
; but thes^ijw;^

fabulous beings, and the first inhabitants men-
tioned in history arc the Sioani {SiKavot), or

SiclUi (SiKcAol), who crossed over into the island

from Italy, ^me writers, indeed, regard the

Sicani and Siculi as two distinct peoples, supposing

the latter only to have migrat^ from Italy, and
the former to have been the aboriginal inhabitants

of the country ; but there is no good reason for

making any distmetion between Hhcxn. They
pear to have been a Celtic people. According to

Thucydides their original settlement was on the

river Sicanus in Iberia ; but as Thuc3’dides extends

Iberia as far as the Rhone, it is probable that

Sicanus was a river of Oaul, and it may have been
the Sequana, as some modem writers suppose.

The ancient writers relate that these Sicani, being

hard pressed by the Ligyes (Ligurcs), crossed the

Alps and settled in Latium ; that, being driven

out of this country by the Aborigines with the help

of Pelalgians, they migrated to the S. of the penin-

sula, where they lived for a considerable time aloxm

with the Oenotrians ; and that at last they crossed

over to Sicily, to which they gave their name*

Th^ spread over the greater part of the ishiadt
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but in later times were found chiefly in the interior

and in the N. part
;
some of the most important

towns belonging to them were Herbita, Agyrium,

Adian^pa, and Enna. The next immigrants into

the island were Cretans, who are said to have

come to Sicily under their king, Minos, in pursuit

of Daedalus, and to have settled on the S. coast in

the neighbourhood of Agrigentum, where they

founded Minoa (afterwards Heraclea Minoa).

Then came the Elymaei, a small band of fugitive

Trojans, who are said to have built Entella, Eryx,

and Egesta. These Cretans and Elymaei, how-
ever, if indeed they ever visited Sicily, soon

became incorporated with the Siculi, The Phoe-
nicians likewise at an early period formed settle-

ments, for the purposes of commerce, on all the

coasts of Sicily, but more especially on the N. and
N. W. parts. They were subsequently obliged to

retire from the greater part of their settlements

before the increasing power of the Greeks, and to

confine themselves to Motya, Solus, and Panormus.

But the most important of all the immigrants into

Sicily were the Greeks. The first body of Greeks

who landed in the island were Chalcidians from

Euboea, and Megariana led by the Athenian

Thucles. These Greek colonists built the town of

Naxos, B.C. 735. They were soon followed by
other Greek colonists, who founded a number of

very flourishing cities, such as Syracuse in 734,

I.eontini and Catana in 730, Megara Hybla in

726, Gela in 690, Selinus in 626, Agrigentum in

579, etc. The Greeks soon became the ruling

race in the island, and received the name of Sice-

lidtae (::StKeX«^Tai) to distingiiish them from the

earlier inhabitants. At a later time the Cartha-

ginians obtained a firm footing in Sicily. Their

first attempt was made in 480 ; but they were

defeated by Gelon of Syracuse, and obliged to retire

with great loss. Their 2nd invasion in 409 was
more successful. They took Selinus in this year,

and 4 years afterward(^(405) the powerful city of

Agrigentum. They now became the permanent

masters of the W. part of the island, iind were

engaged in frequent wars with Syracuse and the

other Greek cities. The struggle between the

Carthaginians and Greeks continued, with a few

jp^qrniptions, down to the Ist Punic war ; at

the close of which (241) the Carthaginians were

obliged to evacuate the island, the W. part of which

now passed into the hands of the Romans,and was

made a Roman province. The E. part still con-

tinued under the rule of Hieron of Syracuse as an

ally of Rome ; but after the revolt of Syracuse in

the 2nd Punic war, and the conquest of that city

by Marcellus, the whole island was made a Roman
province, and v4i8 administered by a praetor.

Under the Roman dominion more attention was

paid to agriculture than to commerce ;
and conse-

quently the Greek cities on the coast gradually

declined in prosperity and in wealth. The inha-

bitants of the province received the Jus I^tii from

Julius Caesar; and Antony conferred upon them,

in accordance, as it was said, with Caesar's will,

the full Roman franchise. Augustus, after his

conquest of Sex. Pompey, who had held the island

for several years, founded colonies at Messana,

Tauromenium, Catana, Syracuse, Therrohe, and
Panormus. On the downfal of the Roman em-
pire, Sicily formed part of the kingdom of the

Os^goths ; but it waa taken from them by Beli-

sarins in a. d. 536, and annexed to the Byzantine

SICYONIA.

empire. It continued a province of this empire
till 828, v^en it was conquered by the Saracens.— Literature and the arts were cultivated' with
great success in the Greek cities of Sicily. It was
the birthplace of the philosophers Empedocles, Epi-

charmuB, and Dicaearchus ; of the mathematician
Archimedes; of the physicians Herodicus and
Acron; of the historians Diodorus, Antiochus,

Philistus, and Timaeus ; of the rhetorician Gor-
gias

; and of the poets Stesichorus and Theocritus.

Siclma. [Nbapolis, No. 5.]

SioinXns. L L. Sioinius Bellntna, the leader

of the plebeians in their secession to the Sacred
Mount in B. c. 494. He was chosen one of the

first tribunes.— 2. L. Siciniua Dentatua, called

by some writers the Roman Achilles. He is said

to have fought in 120 battles, to have slain 8 of

the enemy in single combat, to have received 45
wounds on the front of his body, and to have ac-

companied the triumphs of 9 generals, whose vic-

tories were principally owing to his valour. He was
tribune of the plebs in 454. He was put to death

by the decemvirs in 450, because he endeavoured

to persuade the plebeians to secede to the Sacred

Mount. The persons sent to assassinate him fell

upon him in a lonely spot, but he killed most of

them before they succeeded in despatching him.

Siolnus ('ZiKivos : 'XiKivlrrjs : Sikino)^ a small

island in the Acgaean sea, one of the Sporades,

between Pholegandnis and los, with a town of

the same name. It is said to have been originally

called Oenoe from its cultivation of the vine, but

to have been named Sicinus after a son of Tlioas

and Oenoe’. It was probably colonised by the

lonians. During the Persian war it submitted to

Xerxes, but it afterwards formed part of the Athe-

nian maritime empire.

Sicoris {Segre)^ a river in Ilispania Tarraco-

nensis, which had its source in the territory of the

Cerretani, divided the Ilergetes and I.acetani,

flowed by Ilerda, and after receiving the river

Cinga (CineaX fell into the Iberus, near Octogesa.

SioiRi [Sicilia.]

Sioillum Fretum, Bioillum Mare. [Sicilia.]

Sicjlus Flacous. "[Flaccus.]
Sfcydnla {2iKvuyla)^ a small district in the

NE. of Peloponnesus, bounded on the E, by the

territory of Corinth, on the W. by Achaia, on the

S. by the territory of Phlius and Cleonae, and on
the N. by the Corinthian gulf. The area of the

country was probably somewhat less than 100

square miles. It consisted of a plain near the sea

with mountains in the interior. Its rivers, which ran

in a N.£.-ly direction, were Sythas on the frontier

of Achaia, Holisson, Sellels, and Asopus in the in-

terior, and Nemea on the frontier of the territory

of Corinth. The land was fertile, and produced

excellent oil. Its almonds and its fish were also

muchprized. Its chief town was Sicy5n (2ikvup :

:S(Kvojvios), which was situated a little to the W.
of the river Asopus, and at the distance of 20, or,

according to others, 12 stadia from the sea. The
ancient city, which was situated in the plain, was
destroyed by Demetrius Poliorcetes, and a new
city, whi<^ bore for a short time the name of De-
metrias, vras built by him on the high ground

close to the Acropolis. The harbour, which, ac-

cording to some, was connected, with the city by

means of long walls, was well fortified, and formed

a town of itself. Sicyon was one of the most an-

cient cities of Greece. It is said to have been
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originally called Aegialfia or Aegiali {KiyidXtta,

fJrYtaXol)^ after an ancient king, Aeualeus ; to

have been subsequently named MccOne^MT^Ko^i/i}),

and to have been finally called Sicyon from an

Athenian of this name. Sicyon is represented by
ilonier as forming part of the empire of Agamem*
non ;

but on the invasion of Peloponnesus it be-

came subject to Phalces, the son of Temenus, and

was henceforward a Dorian state. The ancient

inhabitants, however, were formed into a 4th tribe

called Aegialeis, which possessed equal rights with

the 3 tribes of the Hylleis, Pamphyli, and Dy-
manatae, into which the Dorian conquerors were
divided. Sicyon, on account of the small extent

of its territory, never attained much political im-

portance, and was generally dependent either on

Argos or Sparta. At the time of the 2nd Messe-
nian war it became subject to a succession of

tyrants, who administered their power with mo-
deration .and justice for 100 years. The first of

these tyrants, was Andreas, who began to rule

B. c. 67 6. He was followed in succession by Myron,
Aristonymus, andClisthenes, on whose death, about

576. a republican form of government was esta-

blished. Clisthenes had no male children, but

only a daughter, Agariste, who was married to the

Athenian Megacles. In the Persian war the

Sicyoniansseut 15 ships to the battle of Salami8,and
.'100 huplites to the battle of Plataea. In the in-

terval between the Persian and the Peloponnesian

wars, the Sicyonians were twice defeated and their

country laid waste by the Athenians, first under

Tolinides in 456, and again under Pericles in 454.

In the Peloponnesian war they took i«irt with the

Spartans. From this time till the Macedonian
supremacy their history requires no special men-
tion

; but in the middle of the ^Ird century Sicyon

took an active part in public affairs in consequence

el' its being the native town of Aratus, who united

it to the Achaean league in 251. Under the

Homans it gradually declined ; and in the time of

Pausanias, in the 2nd century of the Christian era,

many of its public buildings were in ruins.

—

Sicyon was for along time the chief scat of Grecian
art. It gave its name to on^ of the great schools

of painting, which was founded by Eupompus, and
which produced Pamphilus and Apelles. It is also

said to have been the ciurliest school of statuary in

Greece, Avhich was introduced into Sicyon by Di-

poenus and Scyllis from Crete about 560 ; but its

earliest native artist of celebrity was Canachns.

Lysippus Avas also a native of Sicyon. The town
was likewise celebrated for the taste and skill dis-

played in the various articles of dress made by its

inhabitants, among which we find iqpntion of a
particular kind of shoe, which was much prized in

all parts of Greece.

Blda, Side ISiSfrijr, and Sidltes

and Sidetes). 1. (£sAi Jdalia, Ru.), a city of

Pamphylia, on the coast, a little W. of the river

Melas. It was an Aeolian tolony from Cyme in

Aeolis, and was a chief seat of the worship of

Athena, who is represented on its coins holding a

pomegranate (<rlSif) as the' emblem of the city. In
the division of the provinces under Const&ntine, it

was made the capital of Pamphylia Prima.— 2.

The old name of Folemonium, from which a flat

district in the N.E. of Pontus Polemoniacus, along

the coast, obtained the name of SidCne

SiddniU. [POLBMONIUM.]
Sldloliii, an Ausonian people in the N. W. of
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Campania and on the borders of Samnium, who,
being hard pressed by the Samnites, united them-
selves to the Campanians. Their chief town was
Teaiium. ^

Sldon, gen. onis gen.

O. T. Tsidon or, in the English form, Zidon

:

2iSeSyios, ^SiSdytos, Sidonius : Saida, Ru.),

for a long time the most powerful, and probably

the most ancient, of the cities of Phoenice. As
early as the conquest of Canaan by the Israelites,

it is called ‘Great Zidon* (Joshua, xi. 8.). It

stood in a plain, about a mile wide, on the coast of
the Mediterranean, 200 stadia (20 geog. miles) N.
of Tyre, 400 stadia (40 geog. miles) S. of Berytus,

66 miles W. of Damascus, and a day’s journey

N.W. of the source of the Jordan at Paneas. It had
a fine double harbour, now almost filled with sand ;

and was strongly fortified. It was the chief seat

of the maritime power of Phoenice, until eclipsed

by its own colony, Tyro [Tyrus]
;
and its power

on the land side seems to have extended over all

Phoenice, and at one period *(in the time of the

Judges) over at least a part of Palestine. In the

time of David and Solomon, Sidon appears to

have been subject to the king of Tyre. It pro-

bably regained its former rank, as the first of the
Phoenician cities, by its submission to Shalmanezer
at the time of the Assyrian conquest of Syria, for

we find it governed by its own king under the

Babylouians and the Persians. In the expedition

of Xerxes against Greece, the Sidonians furnished

the best ships in the whole fleet, and their king
obtained the highest place, next to Xerxes, in the

council, and above the king of Tyre. Sidon re-

cidvcd the great blow to her prosperity in the

reign of Artaxerxes III. Ochus, when the Si-

donians, having taken part in the revolt of Phoe-
nice and Cypnis, and being betrayed to Ochus by
their own king, Tennes, burnt themselves with
their city, b. c. 351. The city was rebuilt, but
the fortifications were not ]^stured, and the place

was, therefore, of no further importance in military

history. It shared the fortunes of the rest of

Phoenicb, and under the Romans it retained

much of its commercial importance, which it has
not yet entirely lost. In addition to its commerce,
Sidon was famed for its manufactures of glass.^*
invention of which was said to have been made in

Phoenicia.

SidSnlus ApoUinftris, whose full name was
C. Sollius Sidonius Apollinaris, was bom at Lug-
dunum {Lyons) about A. d. 431. At an early age

he married Papianilla, the child of Flavius Avitus

;

and upon the elevation of his father-in-law to the

imperial dignity (456), he accompanied him to

Rome, and celebrated his consulship in a poem still

extant. Avitus raised Sidonius to the rank of a
senator, nominated him prefect of the city, and
caused his statue to be placed among the effigies

which graced the library of Trajan. The downfal

of Avitus threw a cloud over the fortunes of Sido-

nius, who having been shut up in Lyons, and
having endured the hardships of the siege, pur-

chased pardon by a complimentary address to the

victorious Majorian. The poet was not only for-

given, but was rewarded with a laurelled bust, and
with th4 title of count. After passing some yean
in retirement during the reign of Severus, Sidonius

was despatched to Rome (467) in the character of

ambassador from the Aivemi to Anthemius, and
on this occasion delivered a third panegyric ia
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honour of a third prince, which proved not less

successful than his former efforts, for ho was now
raised to the rank of a patrician, again appointed

prefect tho city, and once more honoured with

a statue. Hut a still more remarkable tribute was

soon afterwards rendered to his talents
;

for al-

though not a priest, the vacant see of Clermont in

Auvergne was forced upon his reluctant acceptance

(47'3) at the death ofthe bishop Eparchins. During

the remainder of his life he devoted himself to the

duties of his sacred office, and especially resisted*

with energy the progress of Arianism. He died in

482, or, according to others, in 484. The extant

works of SidoniuB are ;—1. Cnmtaa, 24 in number,

composed in various measures upon various subjects.

Of these the most important ate the 3 panegyrics

already mentioned. 2. E^igtolarum Libri lX.y

containing 147 letters, many of them interspersed

with pieces of poetry. They are addressed to a

wide circle of relatives and friends upon topics con-

nected with politics, literature, and domestic occiir-

rences, but seldom touch upon ecclesiastical matters.

The writings of Sidonius are characterised by great

subtlety of thought, expressed in phraseology

abounding with harsh and violent metaphors.

Hence he is generally obscure
;
but his works

throughout bear the impress of an acute, vigorous,

and highly cultivated intellect. The best edition

of his works is that of Sirmond, 4to. Paris, 1652.

SidSs (StdoCv, -ovmoi : 2i8ouvriov), a fortified

place in the territory of Corinth, on the bay of

Cenchreae, and a little to tbo E. of Crommyon. It

was celebrated for its apples.

Sldussa a small place in Lydia,

belonging to the territory of the Ionian city of

Erythra.

Sid^a (rd XiSvfxa : Tortoorcar HisaVy Ru.), a

town in the interior of Lycia, on a mountain, N. of

the mouth of Xanthus.

Siga (217a), a considerable searport town of

Mauretania Caesarienlls, on a river of the same

name, the mouth of which opened into a large bay,

which formed the harbour of the town. Its site

has not been identified with certainty.

SlgSum ( EeawAcri), the N.W. promontory of

the Troad, of Asia Minor, and of all Asia, and
headland at the entrance of the Hellespont,

opposite to the Prom. Mastusium (C. Helles), at

the extremity of the Thracian Chersonese. It is

here that Homer places the Grecian fleet and
camp during the Trojan war. Near it was a sea-

port town of the some name, which was the object

of contention between the Aeolians and the

Athenians, in the war in which Pittacus distin-

guished himself by his valour, and in which

Alcaeus lost his shield. [Pittacus : Alcaeus.]
It was afterwards the residence of the Pisistia-

tidae, when they were expelled from Athens. It

was destroyed by the people of Ilium soon after

the Macedonian conquest.

Signla (Signinus : Segni)y a town in Latium on

the £. side of the Volscian mountains, founded by
Tarquinius Priscus. It was celebrated for its

temple of Jupiter Urius, for its astringent wine,

for its pears, and for a particular kind of pavement
for the floors of houses, called opus Signitiunty con-

sisting of plaster made of tiles beaten to powder
and tempered with mortar. There are still re-

mains of the polygonal walls of the ancient town.
Slgirium {Xypiov *. Sigri)t the W. promontory

of the island of Lesboi.

SILANUS.

SRa Silva (Sffa)y a large forest in Bruttium on
the Apenfines, extending S. of Consentia to the
Sicilian straits, a distance of 700 stadia. It was
celebrated for the excellent pitch whidi it yielded.

Silanlon (^SiAavlw), a distinguished Greek
statuary in bronze, was an Athenian and a con-

temporary of Lysippus, and flourished 324. Tho
statues of Silauion belonged to 2 classes, ideal and
actual portraits. Of the former the most celebrated

was his dying Jocasta, in which a deadly paleness

was given to the face by the mixture of silver with
the bronze. His statue of Sappho, which stood in

the pryUmeum at Syracuse in the time of VerreiSis

alluded to by Cicero in terms of the highest praise.

SUIuqs, Jt&nlTU. L M., was praetor 212. In
210 he accompanied P. Scipio to Spain, and served

under him with great distinction during the whole
of the war in that country. He fell in battle against

the Boil in 106, fighting under the consul M. Mar-
cellas.— 2. surnamed Manlianns, son of the

jurist T. Manlius Torquatus, but adopted by ft D.
.Junius Silanns. He was praetor 142, and obtained

Macedonia as his province. Being accused of extor-

tion by the inhabitants of tho province, the senate

referred the investigation of the charges to his own
father Torquatus, who condemned his son, and
banished him from his presence

;
and when Sila-

nus hanged himself in grief, his father would not

attend his funeral.— 3. M., consul 109, fought in

this year against the Cimbri in Transalpine Gaul,

and was defeated. He was accused in 104, by the

tribune Cn. Domitius Ahenobavbus, in consequence

of this defeat, but was acquitted.— 4. D., step-

father of M. Brutus, the murderer of Caesar, having

married his mother Servilia. He was elected consul

in 63 for the following year ; and in consequence

of his being consul designatus, he was first asked

for his opinion by Cicero in the debate in the senate

on the punishment of the Catiliimrian conspirators.

He was consul 62, with L. Licinius Murcnii, along

Avith whom he proposed the Lex Licinia Julia.—
5. M.f son of No. 4 and of Servilia, served in Gaul

as Caesar’s Icgatus in 53. After Caesar’s murder
in 44, he acconipaniijd M; Lepidns over the Alps ;

and in the following year Lepidus sent him with a
detachment of troops into Cisalpine Gaul, where he
fought on the side of Antony. He was consul in

25. He had two sisters, one married to M. Lepidus,

the triumvir, and the other to C. Cassius, one

of Caesar’s murderers.— 6. M., consul 19, with

L. Norbanus Balbus. In 33 his daughter Claudia

was married to C. Caesar, afterwards the emperor

Caligula. Silanus was governor of Africa in the

reign of Caligula, but was compelled by his father-

in-laAV to pv t an end to his life. Julius Graecinus,

the father of Agricola, had been ordered by Cali-

gula to accuse Silanus, but he declined the odious

task.— 7. App., consul a. d. 28 with P. Silius

Nerva. Gaudius soon after his accession gave to

Silanus in marriage Domitia Lepida, tho mother of

his wife Messalina, and treated him otherwise with

the greatest distinction. But shortly afterwards,

having refused the embraces of Messalina, he was

put to death by Claudius, on the accusations of

Messalina and Narcissus. The first wife of Silanus

was Aemilia Lepida, the prrmeptis or great-

grand-daughter of Augustus.— 8. M., son of No. 7,

consul 46. Silanus was proconsul of Asia at the

succession of Nero in 54, and was poisoned by

command of Agrippina, who feared tl»t he might

avenge the death of his brother [No. 9], and that
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Aia descent from Augustus miglit leiU him to be

preferred to the youthful Nero. —9. B., also a son

uf No. 7» was betrothed to Octavio, the daughter

of ,the emperor Claudius
; but when Octavia was

married to Nero in 48, Silanus knew that his fate

was sealed, and therefore put an end to his life.—
10. B. Juxtias lorqoatns Bilanas, probably also

a son of No. 7, was consul 63. Ho was compelled

by Nero in 64 to put an end to his life, because he

had boasted of being descended from Augustus..

— IL L. Jnnitui Torquatos Silaxius, son of No.

8, and consequently the ainepoa^ or great-great-

great grandson of Augustus. II is descent from

Augustus rendered him an object of suspicion to

Nero. He was accordingly accused in 65 ; was
sentenced to banishment

;
and was shortly after-

wards put to death at Barium in Apulia.

SQ&rttS {Silaro\ a river in lower Italy, forming

the boundary between Lucania and Campania,

rises in the Apennines, and, after receiving the

Tanager {Negri) and Calor {Galore)^ falls into the

Sinus Paestanus a little to the N. of Paestum.

Its water is said to have petrified plants.

SUenus {^ei\riv6s). 1. (Mythological). It is

remarked in the article Satyri that the older Satyrs

were generally termed Sileni
; but one of these

Sileni is commonly ilie Silenus, who always accom-

panies the god, and whom he is said to have brought

up and ijistrncted. Like the other Satyrs ho is

called a son of Hermes ;
but others make him a

son of Pan by a nymph, or of Gaea. Being the

constant companion of Dionysus, he is said, like

the god, to have been born at Nysa. Moreover,

he took part in the contest with the Gigants, and
slow Enceladus. He is described as a jovial old

man, with a bald head, a puck noso, fat and round

like his wine bag, whicfi he always carried with

him, and generally intoxicated. As he could not

trust his own legs, he is generally represented

riding on an ass, or supported by other Sjityrs. In

every other respect he is described as resembling

his brethren in their love of sleep, wine, and music.

He is mentioned along with Marsyas and Olympus
as thu inventor of the tlute,^vhich he is often seen

playing
;
and a special kind of dunce was called

after him Silenus, while he himself is designated

as the dancer. But it is a peculiar feature in his

character that lie was conceived also as an inspired

prophet, who knew all the past and the most dis-

tant future, and as a sago who despised all the gifts

of fortune. When he was drunk and asleep, he

was in the power of mortals who might compel

him to prophesy and sing hy surrounding him with

chains of dowers.— 9. (Literary). A native of

Galatia, and a writer upon Roman liistory.— 8.

It was probably a different writer from the last

Avho is quoted several times by Athenaeus and
others as the author of a work on foreign words.

Silioense Flumen, a river in Ilispania Baetica

in the neighbourhood of .Corduba, probably the

Guadujoz, or a tributary of the latter.

C. Sillui Italicus, a Roman poet, was bom
about A. D. 25. The place of his birth is uncer-

tain, as is .also the import of his surname Italicus.

From his early years he devoted himself to oratory

and poetiy, taking Cicero as his model in the former,

and Virgil in the latter. He acquired great repu-

tation as an advocate, and was afterwards on^ of

the Centumviri. He was consul in 68, the j-earin

which Nero perished
;
he was admitted to familiar

intercourse with Vitellius, and was subsequently
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proconsul of Asia. His two favourite residences

were a mansion near Puteoli, formerly the Academy
of Cicero, and the house in the vicinityyf Naples
once occupied by Virgil ; and here he continued to

reside until he had completed liis 75th year, when,
in consequence of the pain caused by an incurable

disease, he starved himself to death. The great

work of Silius Italicus was an heroic poem in 17
books, entitled Punioa^ which has descended to us

entire. It contains a narrative of the events of the

2nd Punic war, from the capture of Saguntum to

the triumph of Scipio Africanns. The materials

are derived almost entirely from Livy and Polybius.

It is a dull heavy performance, and hardly deserves

the name of a poem. The best editions aro by
Diukenborch, 4to. Traj. ad Rhen. 1717 and Ru-
perti. 2 vols. 8vo. Goetting. 1795.

SnS, Q. Pompaedlus, the leader of the Marsi
in the Social War, and the soul of the whole
undertaking. He fell in battle against Q. Metcllus
Plus, B. c. 88, and with bis death the war came to

an end.

Silo (2<Acv, 2T;AaI, Sr^Aw'i/, ^iKovv : 0. T. Shi-

loh and Shilon : Rn.), a city of Palestine,

in the mountains of Ephraim, in the district after-

wards called Samaria
;
important as the seat of the

sacred ark and the tabernacle from the time of

Joshua to the capture of the ark in the time of
Eli, after which it seems to have fallen into insig-

nificance, though it is occasionally mentioned in

the 0. T.

SilSah, Siloam (StAwd, ^iKudp: O.T. Shiloah

:

Siloa?i), a celebrated fomituin in the S. E. of

Jerusalem, just without the city, at the S. entrance

of the valley called Tyropoeon, between the hills

of Zion and Moriah. It is remarkable for the ebb
and flow of its waters at the different seasons.

Silsilis {^iKcriAis : JFfajgar Selseleh or JeUl Set-

seleh^ Ru.), a fortified station in Upper Egypt, on
the W. bank of the Nile^S. of Apollinopolis the
Great. The name signifies the Rock or Hill ofa
Chain^ and is derived from the ciicumstance of the

river flowing here in a ravine so narrow, that a
chain cun easily be stretched across it, to command
the navigation.

SiliireB, a powerful people in Britain,

Sotdh Walesy long offered a formidable resistiince

to the Romans, and were the only people in the
island who at a later time maintained their inde-

pendence against the Saxons.

SUvanUB, a Latin divinity of the fields and
forests, to whom in the curliest times the Tyrrhe-
nian Pelasgians are said to have dedicated a grove

and a festival. He is also called the protector of

the boundaries of fields. In connection with
woods {sglvestria e/«as), he especially presided over
plantations, and delighted in trees growing wild ;

whence ho is represented as carrying the trunk of

a cypress. Respecting his comiection with cy-
press, moreover, the following stftry is told. Sil-

vanus, or, according to others, Apollo, once killed

by accident a hind belonging to the youth Cypa-
rissusy with whom the god was in love ; the youth
in consequence died of grief, and was metamor-
phosed into a cypress. Silvanus is further de-

scribed* as the divinity protecting, the flocks of

cattle, warding off wolves, and promoting their

fertility. Being the god of woods and flocks, he

is also described as fond of music
; the syrinx was

sacred to him, and he is mentioned along with

the Pans and Nymphs. Later writers even iden-

zz 2
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tified Silvanus witli Pan, Faunus, Inuus, and
Ae/iripan. In the Latin poets, as well as in

works art, lie always appears as an old man,

but as cheerful and in love with Pomona. The
sacrifices offered to him consisted of grapes, corn-

cars, milk, meat, wine, and pigs.

Silvlum (Silvinus), a town of the Peucetii in

Apulia on the borders of Lucania, 20 miles S. E.

of Venusia.

Silvias, the son of Ascanius, is said to have
been so called because he was bom in a wood.
All the succeeding kings of Alba bore the cog-

nomen Silvius. The series of these mythical kings

is given soinnwhat differently by Livy, Ovid, and
Dionysius, as the following list will show :

—
Livy. Ovid. Dionysius.

1. Aeneas. Aeneas. Aeneas.

2. Ascanius. Ascanius. Ascanius.

3. Silvius. Silvius. Silvius.

4. Aeneas Silvias.

5. Latinus Silvius. Latinus.

Aeneas Silvius.

Latinus Silvius.

6. Alba. Alba. Alba.

7. Atys. Epytus. Capetus.

8. Capys. Capys. Capys Silvius.

9. Capetus. Capetus. Calpetus.

Tiberinus.10. Tiberinua. Tiberinus.

11. Agrippa. Rcmulus. Agrippa.

12. Romulus Silvius. Acrota. Alladius.

13. Aventinus. Aventinus. Aventinus.

14. Proca. Palutinua. Procas.

15. Amulius. Amulius. Amulius.

Simmlas (Si/tjuias). 1. Of Thebes, first the

disciple of the Pythagorean philosopher Philolaiis,

and afterwards tlio friend and disciple of Socrates,

at whose death he was present, having come from

Thebes, with his brother Cebes. The two brothers

are the principal speakers, besides Socrates him-

self, in the Pliaedon. Siminias wrote 28 dialogues

on philosophical subjects, all of which are lost.—
2. Of Rhodes, a poet and grammarian of the

Alexandrian school, flourished about n. c. 300.

The Oreek Anthology contains 6 epigrams ascribed

to Siminias, besides 3 short poems of that fantastic :

species called (jriphi or carmina jujuratay that is,

pieces in which the lines are so arranged as to

whole poem resemble the form of some
object; those of Simmias arc entitled, from their

forms, the Wings (irrfpw^es), the Egg and
the llatchei (TreAe/cus),

Slmfiu. [Troas.J As a mythological per-

sonage, the river-god Simois is the son of Occanus
and Tethys, and the father of Astyochus and
Hieromneme.

Simon {%g.<av). 1. One of the disciples of

Socrates, and by trade a Icathcr-cuttcr. Socrates

was accustomed to visit his shop, and converse

with him on various subjects. These conversa-

tions Simon afterwards committed to writing, in

33 dialogues, all of which are lost.— 2. Of Ae-
gina, a celebrated statuary in bronze, who flou-

rished about B.c. 475.

SimSnldes {XinwvlSris), 1. Of Amorgos, was
the 2nd, both in timo and in reputation, of the 3
principal iambic poets of the early period of Oreek
literature, namely, Archilochus, Simonidjes, and
Hip^)onax.' He was a native of Samos, whence
he led a colony to the neighbouring island of

Amorgos, where he founded 3 cities, Minoa, Aegi-
sluB, and Arcesine, in the first of which he fixed

his own abode. He flourished about b. c. 664.
Simonides was most celebnted for hie iambic
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poems, whhh were of 2 species, ^omic and sa-

tirical. Tne most important of his extant frag-

ments is a satire upon women, in which he derives

the various, though generally bad, qualities of

women from the variety of their origin
; thus the

uncleanly woman is formed from the swine ; the

cunning woman, from the fox; the talkative

woman, from the dog, and so on. The best sepa-

rate edition of the fragments of Simonides of

Amorgos is by Welcker, Bonn, 1835.— 2. Of
Ceos, ono of the most celebrated lyric poets of

Greece, was the perfecter of the Elegy and Epi-

gram, and the rival of Lasus and Pindar in the

Dithyramb and the Epinician Ode. He was bom
at lulis, in Ceos, b. c. 556, and was the son of Leo-

prepes. He appears to have been brought up to

music and poetry as a profession. From hig native

island he proceeded to Athens, probably on the

invitation of Hipparchus, who attached him to his

society by great rewards. After remaining at

Athens some time, probably even after the ev-

ulsion of Hippias, he went to Thessaly, where

e lived under the patronage of the Aleuads and

Scopads. He afterwards returned to Athens, and
soon had the noblest opportunity of employing his

poetic powers in the celebration of the great events

of the Persian wars. In 489, he conquered

Aeschylus in the contest for the prize which the

Athenians offered for an elegy on those who fell

at Marathon. Ten years later, he composed the

epigrams which were inscribed upon the tomb of

the Spartans who fell at Thermopylae, as well as

an encomium on the same heroes
;
and he also

celebrated the battles of Artemisinm and Snlarais,

and the great men who commanded in them. He
had completed his 80th year, when his long

poetical career at Athens was crowned by the

victory which he gained with the dithyrambic

chorus (477), being the 56th prize which he had

carried off. Shortly after this he was invited to

Syracuse by Hiero, at whose court he lived till

his death in 467. Simonides was a great fa-

vourite with Hiero, jqjd was treated by the tyrant

with the greatest munificence. He still continued,

when at Syracuse, to employ his muse occasion-

ally in the service of other Grecian states. Simo-

nides is said to have been the inventor of the

mnemonic art and of the long vowels and double

letters in the Greek alphabet. He made literature

a profession, and is said to have been the first

who took money for his poems ; .and tho reproach

of avarice is too often brought against him by his

contemporary and rival, Pindar, as well as by
subsequent {vriters, to be altogether discredited.

The chief characteristics of the poetry of Simo-

nides were sweetness (whence his surname of

Melicertes) and elaborate finish, combined with

the truest poetic conception and perfect power of

expression ;
though in originality and fervour he

was far inferior, not only to the early lyric poets,

such as Sappho and Alcaeus, but also to his con-

temporary Pindar. He was probably both the

roost prolific and the most generally popular of all

the Grecian lyric poets. The general character of

his dialect is the Epic, mingled with Doric and

Aeolic forms. The best edition of his fragments

in a separate form is by Schneidewin, Bruns. 1835.

SimpUoIua (^ifurXiKios), one of the last philo-

sophers of the Neo-Platonic school, was a native of

Cilicia and a disciple of Ammonias and Daraascius.

In consequence of tho persecutions, to which the
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pagan philosophers were exposed in the reign of

Justinian, Simplicius was one of the 7 ^ilosophers

who took refuge at the court of the ll*r8ian king

CJiosroes. Tlieso philosophers returned home about

A. 1). 533, in consequence of a treaty of peace con-

cluded between Chosrocs and Justinian, in which

the former had stipulated that the philosophers

should be allowed to return without risk, and to

practise the rites of their paternal faith. Of the

subsequent fortunes of the 7 philosophers we learn

nothing ;
nor do we know where Simplicius lived

and taught. Simplicius wrote commentaries on
several of Aristotle's works. His commentaries
on the Categories, on the De Coelo, on the Phyaica

Ausadtatio^ and on the De Anima are extant. In
,

explaining Aristotle, Simplicius endeavours to show
that Aristotle agrees with Plato even on those

points which the former controverts ;
but though

he attaches himself too much to the Neo-Platonists,

liis commentaries are marked by sound sense and
real learning. He also wrote a commentary on the

Encliiridion of Epictetus, which is likewise extant.

Simyra (ra 2/juopa: Zamura or Sumore)^ a
fortress on the coast of Phoenice, between Or-

thasias and the mouth of the Eleutherus, of no
importance except as being the point from which

the N. part of Lebanon was usually approached.

SInae (2?»/a»), the E.-most people of Asia, of

whom nothing but the name was known to the

W. nations, till about the time of Ptolemy, who
describes their country as bounded on the N. by
Serica, and on the S. and W. by India extra

Gungeni. It corresponded to the S. part of

China and the E. part of the Burmese jHStiinaulu.

The detailed description of the knowledge of the

ancient geograjdiors concerning it does not fall

wiiliin the province of this work.

Sinai or Sina (LXX. hipu: Jebel-et-Tur), a
cluster of dark, lofty, rocky mountains in the S.

angle of the triangular peninsula enclosed between
the 2 heads of the Red Sea, and bounded on the

N. by the deserts on the borders of Egypt and
I’alestine. The name, which signifies a region of
broken and clejl rock.% is used in a wider sense for

the whole peninsula, whicll formed a part of

Arabia Petraca, and was peopled, at the time of

the Exodus, by the Amalckitcs and Midianites,

and afterwards by the Nabathueaii Arabs. On
the oth(!r hand, the name is applied, in a narrower

sense, to one pjirticular ridge in tlie Sinaitic group

of mountains running N. and S., and terminated

by 2 summits, of w'hich the one on the N. is called

Iloreh^ and the one on the S. Sinai or Jchel Musa^
i. e. Moses' Mount. From the latter name, assigned

by tradition, it has usually, but too Ij^tily, been

inferred that the S. sximniit was that on which

God gave the law to Moses. The fiict seems,

however, to bo that Sina'i and Horeb in the O.T.
arc both general names for the whole group, the

former being used in the first 4 books of Moses,

and the latter in Doutcronopiy ; and that the sum-

mit on Avhich the law was given was probably

that on the N., or the one usually called Horeb.

Sinda (SiVSa: JSiySfvs, Sindensis). 1. A city

of Pisidia, N. of Cibyra, near the river Caularis.

— 2,3. [Si.NDi.]

Bindi 1. A people of Asiatic Sar-

matia, on the £. coast of the Euxine, and at the

foot of the Caucasus. They probably dwelt in

and about the peninsula of Taman (between the

ofAzov and the Black Sea)^ and to the S. of
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the river Hypanis (Kouban). They had a capital

called Sinda (Ampa9) with a harbour (SivSiKbs

Ai/u^v). Their country is called They
are also mentioned by the names of Siu^nes and
SindianL— 2. A people on the E. coast of India

extra Oangem (in Cochin China)

y

also called

Sindae (StVSat), and with a capital city, Sinda.

Sindlce. [Sindi.]

Sindom&na {SehwunT^y a city of India, on the

lower course of the Indus, near the island of Pat-

talene.

Sindus (2tV$os), a town in the Macedonian
district of Mygdonia on the Thennaic gulf, and at

the mouth of the Echedorus.

Sing&ra (rd Slyyapa: Swjar?)^ a strongly

fortified city and Roman colony in the interior of

Mesopotamia, 84 Roman miles S. of Nisibis. It

lay in a dry plain, at the foot of M. Singaras

(Sinjiir)y an E. prolongation of M. Masius. It

was the scene of the defeat of Constantins by
Sapor, through which the place was lost to the

Romans.
Singidftnum (Belgrad), a town in Moesia Su-

perior at the confluence of the Savus and the

Danube, was a strong fortress, and the head-
quarters of a legion.

Singitlcus SinuB. [Sikgus.]

Slngnis (2t77os : 21770105), a town in Mace-
donia on the E. coast of the peninsula Sithonin,

which gave its name to the Sinus Singiticus.

Sinia or Sinnis (Mns or Slypis), son of Poly-

pemon, Pemon or Poseidon by Sylea, the daughter
of Corinthus. He was a robber, who frequented

the isthmus of Corinth, and killed the travellers

whom he captured, by fastening them to the top

of a fir-tree, which he curbed, and then let spring

up again. He himself was killed in this manner
by Theseus. The name is connected with alyo/AUt,

Sinon (Slycsy), son of Aesimus, or according to

Virgil (Ae«. ii. 79) of Sisyphus, and grandson of

Autolycus, was a relation^of IJlysses, whom he
accompanied to Troy. After the Greeks had con-

structed the wooden horse, Sinon mutilated his

person, in order to make the Trojans believe that

he had been maltreated by the Greeks, and then
allowed himself to be taken prisoner by the Trojans.

He informed the Trojans that the wooden howMijiSiiL...

been constructed as an atonement for the Palladium
which had been carried off by the Greeks, and
that if they would drag it into their own city,

Asia would gain the supremacy over Greece. The
Trojans believed the deceiver and dragged the

horse into the city ; whereupon Sinon in the dead
of night let the Greeks out of the horse, who thus
took Troy.

Sm5pB Citvdiirrt : ’Sivtairfl/s, Sinopensis : Si-

nopcy Sinouby Ru.), the most important of all the
Greek colonies on the shores of the Euxine, stood

on the N. coast of Asia Minor, on the W. head-
land of the great bay of which the delta of the
river llalys forms the E. headland, and a little £.
of the N.-raost promontory of Asia Minor. Thus
placed, and built on a peninsula, the neck of which
fi>nncd 2 fine harbours, it had ever^ advantage for

becoming a great maritime city. Its foundation

was referred mythically to the Argonaut Auto-
lycuB, '^bo was worshipped in the city as a
hero, and bad an oracle ; but it appears in history

as a very early colony of the Milesians. Having
been destroyed in the invasion of Asia by the

Cimmerians, it was restored by a new colony from

zz 3
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Miletus, B. c. 632, and soon became the greatest

commercial city on the Euxine. Several colonies

-were established by the Sinopians on the adjacent

coasts, t\\ chief of whicli were Cotyora, Trapezus,

and Ccrasiis. Its territory, called Sindpis (Si-

also Stv(i>rrtTi$\ extended to the banks of

the Halys. It remained an independent state

till it was taken by Pharnaces I., king of Pontns.

It was the birthplace and residence of Mithridatea

the Great, who enlarged and beautified it After

an obstinate resistance to the Romans under liu-

cullus, it was taken and plundered, and proclaimed

a free city. Shortly before the miirder of Julios

Caesar, it was colonised by the name of Julia

Caesarea Felix Sinope, and remained a flourishing

city, though it never recovered its former import-

ance. At the time of Constantine, it had declined

80 much as to be ranked second to Amasia. In

addition to its commerce, Sinope was greatly

enriched by its fisheries. It was the native city

of the renowned cynic philosopher Diogenes, of

the comic poet Diphilns, and of the historian

Baton.

BintXoa, a district in Macedonia, inhabited by
the Thracian people Bintl, extended E. of Cres-

tonia and N. of Bisaltia as far as the Strymon and

the lake Prasias. Its* chief town was Heraclea

Sintica. The Sinti were spread over other parts

of ancient Thrace, and are identified by Strabo

with the Sintians (SfvTier) of Homer, the ancient

inhabitants of Lemnos.

fliuuMSa (Sinuessanus : llocca di Mandragone)^

the last city of Latium on the confines of Cam-
pania, to which it originally belonged, was situated

on the sea-coast and on the Via Appia, in the

midst of a fertile country. It was colonised by

the Romans, together with the neighbouring town

if Mintumae, b. c. 296. It possessed a good har-

bour, and was a place of considerable commercial

importance. In its neighbourhood wore celebrated

warm baths, called Aqrae SmueBsanae.

ffion. [Jkrusalum.]
Biphnus : Sitppios : Siplmo), an island

in the Aegaeau sea, forming one of the Cyclades,

S. E. of Seriphus. It is of an oblong form, and

about 40 miles in circumference. Its original

Merope
;
and it was colonised by loiiians

from Atliens. In consequence of their gold and

silver mines, of which the remains are still visible,

the Siphnians attained great prosperity, and were

regarded in the time of Polycrates as the wealthiest

of the islanders. Their treasury at Delphi, in

which they deposited the tenth of the produce of

their mines, was equal in wealth to that of any

other Greek state. Their riches, however, exposed

them to pillage
;
and a party of Samian exiles in

the time of Polycrates invaded the island, and

compelled them to pay 100 talents. Siphnus was
one of the few islands which refused tribute to

Xerxes ; and one of its ships fought on the side

of the Greeks at Salamis. At a later time the

mines were less productive ;
and Pausanias relates

that in consequence of the Sdphnians neglecting to

send the tithe of their treasure to Delphi, the god

destroyed their mines by an inundation of the sea.

The moral character of the Siphnians stood low,

and hence to act like « Siphnian be-

came a term of repraarii.

Bipontoia or flipuntnm (Sipontiuus : Siponto),

ealled by the Greeks BipCLB (-BiwoOs, -o5kto$), an
ascient town in Apulia, in the district of Daonia,
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on the S. slope of Mt. Garganus, ond on the coast.

It is said tAhave been founded by Diomede, and
was of Greek origin. It was colonised by the

Romans, under whom it became a place of some
commercial importance. The inhabitants were re-

moved from the town by king Manfred in the

13th century, in consequence of the unhealthy

nature of the locality, and were settled in the

neighbouring town of Manfredonia, founded by
this monarch.

BlpyllU (Sliri;\o5 : Sipul{-Dagh)j a mountain
of Lydia, in Asia Minor, of volcanic formation,

and rent and splinted by frequent earthquakes.

It is a branch of the Tmolus, from the main chain

of which it proceeds N. W. along the course of the

river Hermus, as far as Magnesia and Sipylum.
It is mentioned by Homer. The ancient capital

of Maeoniu was said to have been situated in the

lieart of the mountain chain, and to have been

called by the same name ; but it was early swal-

lowed up by an earthquake, and its site became a
little lake called Sale or Saloe, near which was a
tumulus, supposed to be the grave of Tantalus.

The mountain was rick in metals, and many
mines were worked in it.

Siraoene (SipaKrftr^). 1. A district of Hyr-
cania. — 2. A district of Armenia Major. —
3. [SiRACBNI.]

Biraoeni, Bir&oi, Bir&oes (XipuKtiuof^ Sipeucoi^

XipaKes)^ a powerful people of Sarmatia Asiatica,

dwelt in the district of Siracene, E. of the Palus

Maeotis, as far as the river Rha {Volga). The
Romans were engaged in a war with them in

A. D. 50.

Sirbonis Laens (XipSavlSos Mfivriy aft. HipSw-
vis and XipSuv : Safjakat Bardowal)^ a large

and deep lake on the coast of Lower Egypt, £. of

M. Casius. Its circuit was 1000 stadia. It >vas

strongly impregnated with asphaltus. A con-

nection (called Th (aptyna) existed between the

lake and the Mediterranean
;
but this being stopped

up, the lake grew continually smaller by evapo-

ration, and it is now nearly dry.

Slrflnes (Xfip^vts'l, sea-nymphs who liod tlie

power of charming by their songs all who heard

them. When Ulysses came near the island on the

beach of which the Sirens were sitting, and en-

deavouring to allure him and his companions, he
stuffed the ears of his companions with wax, and
tied himself to the mast of his vessel, until he was
so fur off that he could no longer hear their song.

According to Homer, the island of the Sirens was
situated between Aeaca and the rock of Scylla, near

the S. W. coast of Italy
; but the Roman poets place

them on the^mponion coast. Homer says nothing

of their number, but later writers mention both their

names and number ; some state that they were 2,

Aglaopheme and Thelxiepia; and others, that there

were 3, Pisiniie'j^Aglabpe, and Thelxiepia, or Par-

thenope, Ligla, and Leucosia. They are called

daughters of Phorcus, of Achelous and Sterope, of

Terpsichore, of Melpomene, of Calliope, or of Gaea.

The Sirens are also connected with the legends of

the Argonauts and tho rape of Persephone. When
the Argobauts sailed by the Sirens, the latter began
to sing, but in vain, for Orpheus surpassed them ;

and as it had been decreed that they should live

only till some one hearing their song should pass

by unmoved, they threw themselves into the sea,

and were metamorphosed into rocks. Later poets

represent them as provided with wings, which they
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are aaid to have received at tlieir own request, in

order to be able to senrcli after Ferscpiione, or as

a punishmetit from Demeter for not ^ving assisted

Persephone, or from Aphrodite, because they

wished to remain virgins. Once, however, they

allowed themselves to be prevailed upon by Hera

to enter into a contest with the Muses, and being

defeated, were deprived of their wings.

Sirenasae, called by Virgil (Aen. v. 864) JSi-

rexLum scopuli, 3 small uninhabited and rocky

islands near the S. side of the Prom. Misenum, ofr

the coast of Campania, which were, according to

tradition, the abode of the Sirens.

Sirifi. 1. (Sinno), a river in Lucania flowing

into the Tarentinc gulf, memorable for the victory

which Pyrrhus gained on its banks over the Ro-

mans. • 2. ( Torre di Setma), an ancient Greek

town in Lucania at the mouth of the preceding

river. Its locality was unhealthy
;
and after the

foundation of the neighbouring town of Hcradea

by the Tarontines, the inhabitants of Siris were

removed to the now town, of which Siris now be-

came the harbour.

Sirxnlo {Sirmione)^ a beautiful promontory on

the S. shore of the Lacus Benacus (L^o dt Garda),

on which Catullus had an estate.

Sirmlom (Afitronitz), an important city in

Pannonia Inferior, wm situated on the left bank
of the Savus. It was founded bj' the Tourisci,

and under the Romans became the capital of Pan-

nonia, and the head-quarters of all their opemtious

in their wars against the Dacians and the neigh-

bouring barbarians. It contained a large manu-
fretory- of arms, a spacious forum, an imperial

palace, etc. It was the residence of the admiral

of the first Flavian fleet on the Danube, and the

birthplace of the emperor Probus.

Sis&pon (Almaden in the Sierra Morena), an

important tovm in Hispauia Bactica N. of Corduba,

between the Baetis and Anas, celebrated for its

silver mines and cinnabar.

Sitcift {Sissek), called Segesta by Appion, an

important town in Pannonia Superior, situated

upon an island formed by»the rivers Savus, Co-

lapis, and Odra, and on the road from Aoxnona to

Sirmium. It was a strongly fortified place, and

was conquered by Tiberius in the reign of Au-
guiM:us, from whi(^ time it became the most im-

portant town in all Pannonia. It was probably

made a colony by Tiberius, and was coloniaed

anew by Septimius Severus. At a later time its

importance declined, and Sirmium became the chief

town in Pannonia.
SiffPTma, L. ComSllns, a Roman annalist, was

pmetor in the year when Sulla died c. 78),iuid

probably obtained Sicily for his province in 77.

From the local knowledge thus acquired he was

enabled to render good service to Verres, whose

icause he espoused. During the piratical vmi (67)

he acted as the legate of Pompey,and having been

despatched to Crete in 'command of an army,

died in that island at the age of about 52. His

great work, entitled Ilistoriae, extended to at least

14 or 19 books, which contained the hii^oiyof his

own time. Cicero pronounces Sisenna superior as

an historian to any ^ his predecessors. In addition

to his Historiae, Sisenna translated the Milesian

flihlea of Aristides, and he also composed a com-

mentary upon Plautus.

Bisygambts mother of Darias

Codomanzuu, the last king of Persia, fell into the
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hands of Alexander, after the battle of Issus, b. c.

333, together with the wife and daughters of

Darius. Alexander treated these captives with
the greatest generosity and kindness,an^isplayed
towards Sisygombis, in particular, a reverence and
delicacy of conduct, which is one of the brightest

ornaments of his character. On her part, Sisy-

gamhis became so strongly attached to her con-

queror, that she felt his death as a blow not less

severe than that of her own son; and overeome by
this long succession of misfortunes, put an end to

her own Hfe by voluntary starvatioa.

Sis^liUB (:|i(rv^os),Bon of Aeolus andEnarete,
whence he is called Aeoiides, lie was married to

Meropc, a daughter of Atlas or a Pleiad, and be-
came by her the father of Glaucus, Omytion (or

Porphyrion), Thersander and Halnius. In later

accounts he is also called a son of Autolycus, and
the father of Ulysses by Anticlea [Anticlea];
whence we find Ulysses sometimes called

pUdes, He is said to have built the town of
Ephyra, afterwards Corinth. As king of Corinth
he promoted navigation and commerce, but be was
fraudulent, avaricious, and dooeitful. His wicked-
ness during life was severely punished in the lower
world, whore he had to roll up hill a huge marble
block, which as soon as it reached the top idways
rolled down again. The special reasons for

punishment are not the same in all authors ; some
relate that it was because ho had betrayed the
designs of the gods

;
othea because he attacked

travellers, and killed them with a huge blodc of
stone; and others again because be had betrayed
to Asopos, that Zeus had carried off Aegina, the
daughter of the latter. The more usual tcadition

related that Sisyphus requested bis wife not to

bury him, and that, when she complied with hie

request, Sisyphus in the lower world complained
of this seeming neglect, and obtained from Pluto
or Persephone, permission to return to the upper
world to punish his wifia He then refiised to

return to the lower world, until Henaes carried

him olf by force; and this piece of treachery ia aiud

to have been the cause of his punishment.
SitSoe ckr Sitti.ee (XtrdKTf, Sirrcku : JEIM-

Boffdad, Ru.), a great and populous city of Baby-
lonia, near but not on the Tigris, and S
within the Median wall. Its probable site is

marked by a ruin called the Tower of Nimrod. It
gave the name of Sittacene to the district on the
lower course ofthe TigrisE. of Babylonia.aadN.W.
of Susiana.

Sitaleea king of the Thcacian tribe

of the Odrysians, was a son of Teres, wh(na
succeeded on the tlirone. He increased his do-
minions by successful wars, so that they ultimately
comprised the whole territory from Abdera to the
mouths of the Danube, and tom Byzantium to the
sources of the Strymon. At the commencement of

the Peloponnesian war he entered into on alliatieft

with the Athenians, and in 429 he invaded Ma-
cedonia with a vast army, bat was obliged to retto
through failure of provisions.

(2i9eu/ia), the cento! one of the 3
peninsulas running out from Chalddice in Mace-
donia,,between the Toronaic and Bingitic gvlfii.

The Thraciaus originally extended over the gnater
part of Macedonia

;
and the ancients derived the

name of Sithonia from a Thiacian king Sitboo.

We also find mention ofaThtadan people, Sithonii,

on the shores of the Pontos Euxinus ; and the

X z 4
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poets frequently use SUhonis and Sithonius in the

general sense of Thracian.

Sitlfl Set^, Ru.), an inland city of

MaurelSii^ ia Caesariensis, on the borders of Nu-
midia, stood upon a hill, in an extensive and beau-

tiful plain. It first became an important place

under the Romans, vrho made it a colony ; and,

upon the subdivision of M. Caesariensis into 2 pro-

vinces, it was made the capital of the eastern pro-

vince, which was called after it Mauretania Siti-

fensis.

Sitones, a German tribe in Scandinavia, belong-

ing to the race of the Suevi.

Sittaoe, Sittacene. [Sitacb.]

Bittius or Sitius, P., of Nuceria in Campania,

was connected with Catiline, and went to Spain in

B. c. 64, from which country he crossed over into

Mauretania in the following year. It was said

that P. Sulla had sent him into Spain to excite an
insurrection against the Roman government ; and

Cicero accordingly, when he defended Sulla, in 62,

was obliged to deny the truth of the charges that

had been brought against Sitting. Sittius did not

return to Rome. His property in Italy was sold

to pay his debts, and he continued in Africa, where
he fought in the wars of the kings of the country.

He joined Caesar when the latter came to Africa,

in 46, to prosecute the war against the Pompeian
party. He was of groat service to Caesar in this

war, and at its conclusion was rewarded by Caesar

with the western part of Numidia, where he settled

down, distributing the land among his soldiers.

After the death of Caesar, Arahio, the son of

Haainissa, returned to Africa, and killed Sittius

by stratagem.

Siaph (2(01/^), a city of Lower Egypt, in the

Saitic nome, only mentioned by Herodotus (ii.

172).

Bmaragdus Mons (S/udpaySos 6pos : Jehel Za-

iura/i), a mountain of Upper Egj’pt, near the

coast of the Red Sea,‘-'N. of Berenice. The ex-

tensive emerald mines, from which it obtained its

name, were worked under the ancient kings of

Egypt, under the Ptolemies, and under the Ro-
mans. They seem to liave been exhausted, as

only very few emeralds are now and then found

^iTO^ftighbourhood.

Smerdis (2/u^p8iy), the son of Cyrus, was mur-
dered by order of his brother Cambyscs. The
death of Smerdis was kept a profound secret ; and
accordingly, when the Persians became weary of

the tyranny of Cambyses, one of the Magians,

named Patiiithes, who had been left by Cam-
byscs in charge of his palace and treasures, availed

himself of the likeness of his brother to the de-

ceased Smerdis, to proclaim this brother as king,

representing him as the younger son of Cyrus.

Cambyses heard of the revolt in Syria, but he died

of an accidental wound in the thigh, as he was
mounting his horse to march against the usurper.

The false Smerdis was acknowledged as king by

the Persians, and reigned for 7 months without

oj^sition. The leading Persian nobles, however,

were not quite free from suspicion
; and this sus-

picion was increased by the king never inviting

any of them to the palace, and never appearing in

public. Among the nobles who entertained these

uspicions was Otanes, whose daughter Phaediraa

had been one of the wives of Cambyses, and had
been transferred to his successor. The new king

had some years before been deprived of his ears
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by Cyrus for some offence

;
and Otanes persuaded

his daughlir to ascertain whether her master had
really lost his ears. Phaedima fonnd out that

such was the fact, and communicated the decisive

information to her father. Otanes thereupon

formed a conspiracy, and in conjunction with 6

other noble Persians, succeeded in forcing his way
into the palace, where they slew the false Smerdis and
his brother Patizithes in the 8th month of their

reign, 521. The usurpation of the false Smerdis
was an attempt on the part of the Medes, to whom
the Magians belonged, to obtain the supremacy, of

which they had been deprived by Cyrus. The
assassination of the false Smerdis and the accession

of Darius Hystaspis again gave the ascendancy to

the Persians ; and the anniversary of the day on
which the Magians were massacred, was comme-
morated among the Persians by a solemn festival,

called Magophonia, on which no Magiau was
allowed to show himself in public. The real

nature of the transaction is also shown by the

revolt of the Medes which followed the accession

of Daring.

Smllis 8*'*' of Euclides, of Acgina, a
sculptor of the legendary period, whose name ap-

pears to be derived from a knifefor carving

iwod^ and afterwards a sculptor's chisel. Smilis is

the legendary head of the Aeginetan school of

sculpture, just as Daedalus is the legendary head
of the Attic and Cretan schools.

Smintheus (SjUtvOeus), a surname of Apollo,

which is derived by some from apiudos^ a mouse,
and by others from the town of Sminthc in Troas.

The mouse was regarded by the ancients as in-

spired hy the vapours arising from the earth, and
as the symbol of prophetic power. In the temple
of Apollo at Cbryse there was a statue of the god

by Scopas, with a mouse under its foot, and on
coins Apollo is represented carrying a mouse in his

hands. Temples of Apollo Smintheus and festivals

(Sminthia) existed in several parts of Greece.

Smyrna or Uyirha. For details

see Adonis.
Smyrna and in many MSS. Zmyma (Xnvpva

:

Ion. ’S.fjLT&pv-q : "Sfiupvaios^ Smyrnaeus : Smgrna^
Turk. Izmir), one of the most ancient and flou-

rishing cities of Asia Minor, and the only one of

the great cities on its W. coast which has sur-

vived to this day, stood in a position alike remark-

able for its beauty and for other natural advantages.

Lying just about the centre of the W. coast of

Asia Minor
;

on the banks of the little river

Meles, at the bottom of a deep bay, the Sinus

llermaens or Smyrnaeus (G. of Smyrna), which

formed a sail and immense harbour for the largest

ships up to the very walls of the city
; at the foot

of the rich slopes of Tmolus and at the entrance to

the great and fertile, valley of the Hermus, in

which lay the great and wealthy city of Sardis
;
and

in the midst of the Greek colonies on the E. shore

of the Aegean ; it was ‘marked out by nature as

one of the greatest emporiums for the trade be-

tween Europe and Asia, and has preserved that

character, to the present day. There are various

accounts of its origin. The most probable is that

which represents it as an Aeolian colony from

Cyme. At on early period it fell, by a stratagem,

into the hands of the lonians of Colophon, and
remained an Ionian city from that time forth : this

appears to have happened before 01. 23. (b.c. 688).

As to the time when it became a member of the
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Panionic confederacy, we have only a very un-

trustworthy account, which refers its ad|ais6ion to

the reign of Attains, king of Pergamiis. Its early

history is also very obscure. There is an account

in Strabo, that it was destroyed by the Lydian

king Sadyattes, and that its inhabitants were

compelled to live in scattered villages, until after

the Macedonian conquest, when the city was
rebuilt, 20 stadia from its former site, by Anti-

gonus
;

but this is inconsistent with Pindar's

mention of Smyrna as a beautiful city. Thus
much is clear, however, that, at some period the

old city of Smyrna, which stood on the N. E. side

of the Hermaean Gulf, was abandoned ; and that

it was succeeded by a new city, on the S. E. side

of the same gulf (the present site), which is said

to have been built by Antigonus, and which was

enlarged and beautified by Lysimachus. This

new city stood partly on the sea-shore and partly

on a hill called Mastusia. It had a magnificent

harbour, with such a depth of water that the

largest ships could||ic alongside the quays. The
streets were pavea with stone, and crossed one

anotlier at right angles. The city soon became

one of the greatest and most prosperous in the

world. It was especially favoured by the Romans
on account of the aid it rendered them in the

Syrian and Mithridatic wars. It was the seat of a
oonventus juridicus. In the Civil Wars it was
taken and partly destroyed by Dolabclla, but it soon

recovered. It occupies a distinguished place in

the early history of Christianity, as ono of the only

two among the 7 churches of Asia which St. John
addresses, in the Apocalypse, without any admix-

ture of rebuke, and as the scene of the labours and

martyrdom of Polycarp. In the years a. d. 178
— 1 80, a succession of earthquakes, to which the

city has always been much exposed, reduced it

almost to ruins ; but it was restored by the em-
peror M. Antoninus. In the successive wars

under the Eastern empire it was frequently much
injured, but always recovered

;
and, under the

Turks, it has survived repeated attacks of earth-

quake, fire, and plague, and sflU remains the gresit-

cst commercial city of the Levant. There are but

few ruins of the ancient city. In addition to all

her other sources of renown Smyrna stood at the

head of the cities which claimed the birth of

Homer. The poet was worshipped as a hero in a

magnificent building called the Homereum
petoy). Near the sea-shore there stood a magnifi-

oent temple of Cybele, whose head appears on the

coins of the city. The other divinities chiefly wor-

shipped here were Nemesis and the nynjph Smyrna,
the heroine eponyraus of the place, who had a

shrine on the banks of the river Meles.

Smyrna Trachea. [Ephbsus.]
Smymaens Sinus (Sjuvpualofy ie6\vot,

yai'Kbs kSAitos: G. of Ismir or Smyrna), the great

gulf on the W. coast of Asia Minor, at the bottom
of which Smyrna stands. Its entrance lies be-

tween Pr. Melaena (C. Kara Bumu) on the W.,
and Phocaea (Fokia) on the E. Its depth was
reckoned at .350 at^ia. It received the river

Ilermus, whence it was called Hermeiis Sinva

C^Pftfios K6\iros). It is sometimes also called

MfA^Tov xdXirov, from the little river Meles, on
which Old Smyrna stood.

S5&ne8 (Sdaves), a powerful people of the Cau-
casus, governed by a king who could bring 200,000
soldiers into the field. The mountain streams of
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the country contained gold, which was separated

by collecting the water in sheep-skins, whence the

matter-of-fact interpreters derived the legend of the

golden fleece. According to Strabo, thedlabits of

the people were such that they stood in remark-

able need of other “washings.” They are also

called Suani and Snanocolohi (^o^avoiy Xovaro-

K6\xm\ and their land Suania (iioi/cu'fa).

SScr&tes (SttK/xfrijs). 1. The celebrated Athe-
nian philosopher, was born in the demus Alopece,

in the immediate neighbourhood of Athens, b. c.

460. His father Sophroniscus was a statuary ;

his mother Phaenarcte was a midwife. In his

youth he followed the profession of his father, and
attained sufficient proficiency to have executed the

group of clothed Graces which was preserved in

the Acropolis, and was shown as his work down
to the time of Pausanias. The personal qualities

of Socrates were marked and striking. His phy-
sical constitution was healthy, robust, and en-

during to an extraordinary degree. He was capable

of bearing fatigue or hardship, and indifferent to

heat or cold, in a measure which astonished all his

companions. He went barefoot in all seasons of

the year, even during the winter campaign at Po-
tidaca, under the severe frosts of Thrace

;
and the

same homely clothing sufficed for him in winter as

well as in summer. His ugly physiognomy ex-

cited the jests both of his friends and enemies,

who inform us that he had a flat nose, thick lips,

and prominent eyes like a satyr or Silenus. Of
the circumstances of his life we are almost wholly
i^orant: ho served as an hoplitc at Potidaea, He-
lium, and Amphipolis with great credit to himself.

He seems never to have filled any political ofl'ice

until 406, in which year he was a member of the

senate of Five Hundred, and one of the Prytanes,

when he refused, on the occasion of the trial of the

6 generals, to put an unconstitutional question to

the vote, in spite of all personal hazard. He dis-

played the same moral courfge in refusing to obey
tile order of the Thirty Tyrants for the apprehen-
sion of Leon the Salaminian.— At what time
Socrates relinquished his profession as a statuary

we do not know; but it is certain that all the
middle and later part of his life at least wa^Ae-
voted exclusively to the self-imposed task onSclih
ing; excluding all other business, public or pri-

vate, and to the neglect of all means of fortune.

But he never opened a school, nor did he, like the

sophists of his time, deliver public lectures. F.very-

where, in the market-place, in the gymnasia, afid

in the workshops, he sought and found opportuni-

ties for awakening and guiding, in boys, youth,

and men, moral consciousness and the impulse after

self-knowledge respecting the end and value of our

actions. II is object, however, was only to aid them
in developing the germs of knowledge which were
already present in them, not to communicate to them
ready-made knowledge

;
and he therefore professed

to practise a kind of mental midwifery, just as his

mother Phaenarete exercised the corresponding cor-

poreal art. Unweariedly and inexorably did he

fight against all false appearance and conceit of

knowledge, in order to pave the way for correct

knowledge. Consequently to the mentally proud

and the mentally idle he appeared an intolerable

bore, and often experienced their bitter hatred and

calumny. This was probably the reason why he

was selected by Aristophanes, and the other comic

writers, to be attacked as a general representative
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of philosophical and rhetorical teaching ;
the more

so, as his marked and repulsive physiognomy ad-

mitted so well of being imitated in the mask which

the actV. wore. The audience at the theatre

would more readily recognise the peculiar figure

which they were accustomed to see every day in

the market-place, than if Prodicus or Protagoras,

whom most of them did not know by sight, had

been brought on the stage
;
nor was it of much

importance either to them or to Aristophanes,

whether Socrates was represented as teaching what

he did really teach, or something utterly different.

Attached to none of the prevailing parties, So-

crates found in each of them his friends and his

enemies. Hated and persecuted by Critiaa, Cha-

ricles, and others among the Thirty Tyrants, who
had a special reference to him in the decree which

they issued, forbidding the teaching of the art of

oratory, he was impeached after their banishment

and by their opponents. An orator named Lycon,

and a poet (a lidend of Thrasybulus) named Mele-

tus, had united in the impeachment with the

powerful demagogue Anytus, an embittered anta-

gonist of the sophists and their system, and one of

the leaders of the band which, setting out from

Phyle, forced their way into the Piraeus, and

drove out the Thirty 'I^rants. The judges also

are described as persons who had been banished,

and who had returned with Tlutujybulus. The

chief articles of impeachment were, that Socrates

was guilty of corrupting the youth,and of despising

the tutelary deities of the state, putting in their

place other new divinities. At the same time it

had been made a matter of accusation against him,

that Critias, the most ruthless of the Tyrants, had

come forth from his school. Some expressions of

his, in which he had found fault with the demo-

cratical mode of electing by lot, bad also been

brought up against him ; and there can be little

doubt that use was made of his friendly relations

with Theraraenes, one*of the most influential of the

Thirty, with Plato’s uncle Charmides, who fell by

the side of Critias in the struggle with the popu-

lar party, and with other aristocrats, in order to

irritate against him the party which at that time

was dominant. The substance of the speech which

delivered in his defence is probably pre-

served by Plato in the piece which goes under the

name of the “ Apology of Socrates.” Being con-

demned by a majority of only 6 votes, he ex-

presses the conviction tliat he deserved to be roain-

taiued at the public cost in the Prytaneum, and

refuses to acquiesce in the adjudication of impri-

sonment, or a large fine, or banishment. He will

assent to nothing more than a fine of 60 minae, on

the security of Plato, 'Crito, and other friends.

Condemned to death by the judges, who were in-

censed by this speech, by a majority of 80 votes,

he departs from them with the protestation, that

he would rather die after such a defence than live

after one in which he should have endeavoured to

excite their pity. The sentence of death could not

be carried into execution imtil after the return of

the vessel which had been sent to Delos on the

periodical Theoric mission. The 30 days which

intervened between its return and the cendemnar

tion of Socrates were devoted by him to poetic

attempts (the first he had made in his life), and to

his usual conversation with his friends. One of

these ctNiversations, on the duty of obedience to

tito laws, Plato has reported in the CWto, so called
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after the faithful follower of Socrates, who had en*

deavoureA without success to persuade him to

make his escape. In another, imitated or worked
up by Plato in the Phaedo^ Socrates immediately

before he drank the cup of hemlock developed the

grounds of his immovable conviction of the immor-
tality of the soul. He died with composure and
cheerfulness in his 70th year, b. c. 399. Three
peculiarities distinguished Socrates:— 1. His long

life passed in contented poverty and in public dia-

lectics, of which we have already spoken. 2. His
pennasion of a special religious mission. He had
been accustomed constantly to hear, even from his

childhood, a divine voice— interfering, at mo-
ments when he was about to act, in the way of

restraint, but never in the way of instigation.

Such prohibitory warning was wont to come upon
him very frequently, not merely on great, but even
on small occasions, intercepting what he was about
to do or to say. Though' later writers speak of

this as the Daemon or Genius of Socrates, he him-
self does not personify it, but^ats it merely as a
“ divine sign, a prophetic or"penmtural voice.”

He was accustomed not only to obey it implicitly,

but to speak of it publicly and familiarly to others,

so that the fact was well known both to his friends

and to his enemies. 3. His great intellectual ori-

ginality, both of subject and of method, and his

pow'cr of stirring and forcing the germ of inquiry

and ratiocination in others. He was the first who
turned his thoughts and discussions distinctly to

the subject of ethics, and was the first to proclaim

that “ the proper study of mankind is man.” With
the philosophers who preceded him, the subject of

examination had been Nature, or the Kosmos as

one undistinguishablo whole, blending together

cosmogony, astronomy, geometry, physics, meta-
physics, &c. In discussing ethical subjects So-
crates employed the dialectic method, and thus

laid the foundation of formal logic, which was
afterwards expanded by Plato, and systonatised

by Aristotle. The originality of Socrates is shown
by the results be achieved. Out of his intellec-

tual school sprang, eiot merely Plato, himself a
host, but all the other leaders of Grecian specu-

lation’ for the next half-centuiy, and all those who
continued the great line of speculative philosophy

down to later times. Euclid and the Megaiic
school of philosophers— Aristippus, and the Cy»
renaic Antisthenes and Diogenes, the first of those

called the Cynics— all emanated more or less

directly from the stimulus imparted by Socrates,

though each followed a diffeient vein of thought.

Ethics continued to be what Socrates had first

made them* n distinct branch of philosophy, along*

side of Avhich politics, rhetoric, logic, and other

speculations relating to man and tecie^, gradually

arranged themselves ; all of thmn more popular, as

well as more kemly controverted, than physics,

wbicdi at that time presented comparatively little

charm, and still less ef* aUainahle cert^ty. There
can be no doubt that the individual influence of

Socrates pennanently enlarged the horizon, im-

proved the method, and multfylied the ascendant

minds, of the Grecian speculative world, in a man-
ner never since paralleled. Subsequent philoso-

phers may have had a more elaborate doctrine,

and a larger number of disciples who imbibed

their ideas ; but none of them applied the same

stimulating metliod with the same efficacy, smd
none of them struck out of other minds that fire
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which sets light to original thought— (A great

part of this article is taken from ]V|:. Grote’^s

account of Socrates in his History of recce. )
—

2. The ecclesiastical historian, was bom at Con-
stantinople about A.D. 379. He was a pupil of

Ammonius and Helladius, and followed the profes-

sion of an advocate in his native city, whence he is

sumamed Scholasticus. The Eodtsiastical History

of Socrates extends from the reign of Constantine

the Great, 306, to that of the younger Theodosius,

430. He appears to have been a man of less

bigotry than most of his contemporaries, and the

very difficulty of determining from internal evi-

dence some points of his religious belief, may be

comidered as arguing his comparative liberality.

His history is divided into 7 hooks. His work is

included in the editions of the ancient Greek eccle-

siastical historians by Valesius, Paris, 1663 ; re-

printed at Mentz, 1677 ; by Heading, Camb. 1720.

85d5ina, gen. -orum and -ao, also -tun, gen. -i,and

-i, gen. -Cmm (t& 2dSo/.ia : So8o/ztrf}s, Sodomita), a
very ancient city of Canaan, in the beautiful valloj'

of Siddim SoSo/utris), closely connected with Qo-
morrha, over which and the other 3 cities of the

plain," the king of Sodom seems to have had a

sort of supremacy. In the book of Genesis we
hnd these cities as subject, in the time of Abra-
ham, to the king of Elam and his allies (an indi-

cation of the early supremacy in W. Asia of the

masters of the Tigris and Euphrates valley), and
their attempt to cast off the yoke was the occasion

of the first war on record. (Gen. xiv.) Soon after-

wards, the abominable sins of these cities colled

down the divine vengeance, and thej' were all de-

stroyed by fire from heaven, except Zoar, which
was spared at the intercession of Lot The beau-

tiful valley in which they stood was overwhelmed

by the Jordan and converted into the Dead Sea,

whose bituminous waters still bear witness to the

existence of the springs of asphaltus (** slime-

pits " in our version) of which the valley of Sid-

dim was full. It used to be assiuned that, before

the destruction of the cities of the plain, the Jor-

dan flowed on into the Hed Sea ; but this has

been shown to be, if not physically impossible,

most improbable. There was probably always a

lake which received the waters both of the Jordan

and the river which still flows into the S. end of

the Dead Sea ;
and the nature of the change

seems to have consisted in the enlargement of this

lake by a great depression of the whole valley.

The site of Sodom was probably near the S. ex-

tremity of the lake.

Soemis or Soaexnlai, JflUa, daughter of Julia

Maesa, and mother of Elagabalus, either by her

husband Sextus Varius Marcellus, or, according to

the report industriously circulated with her own
consent, by Caracalla. After the accession of her

son, she became his chosen counsellor, and seems

to have encouraged and shared his follies and enor-

mities. She took a place* in the senate, which

then, for the first time, witnessed the intrusion of

a woman, and was herself the president of a sort of

female parliament, which held its sittings in the

Quirinal, and published edicts for the regulation of

all matters connected with the morals, dress, eti-

quette, and equipage of the matrons. She was
slain by the praetorians, in the arms of her son, on

the 1 1th of March, a. n. 222.

Sogdi&na (if SoySun^ or SovySiai^ : Old Per-

sian,Saghdd : IS^tSioi, JSoySiavoi, ^ovySiayoi : parts
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of Turkestan and Bokhara, including the district still

cdled Sogd), the N.E. province of the ancient

Persian Empire, separated on the S. from Bactriana
and Mnrgiana by the upper course of die Oxus
(Jihoun); on the E. and N. from Scythia by the
Sogdii Comedarum and Oscii M. \Kara~Dagh,
AkUan and Ak Tagli) and by the upper course of

the Jaxartes {Sihoun)
; and bounded on the N.W.

by the great deserts E. of the Sea ofAral The
S. part of the country was fertile and populous.
It was conquered by f’yrus, and afterwards by
Alexander, both of whom marked the extreme
imits of tlieir advance by cities on the Jaxartes,

3yreschitta mid Alexandreschata. After the Ma-
cedonian conquest, it was subject to the kings, first

of Syria, and then of Bactria, till it was overrun
by the barbarians. The natives of the country
were a wild warlike people of the great Arian race,

rcscmblmg the Boctrians in their character and
customs.

Sogdianns (So78iavrfs), was one of the illegiti-

mate sons of Artaxerxes I. Longimanus. The
latter, on his death in b. c. 42.5, was succeeded by
his legitimate son Xerxes II., but this monarch,
after a reign of only 2 months, was murdered by
Sogdiauus, who now became king. Sogdianus,

however, was murdered in his turn, after a reign

of 7 months, by his brother Ochus. Ochus reigned
under the name of Darius II.

Sogdii Montes. [Sogdiana].
Sol. [IIXLIOB.]

S51i or Soloe {^6\oi). 1. (Ethnic, SoXedr, So*

lensis ; Mexetlu, Hu.), a city on the coast of Cilicia,

between the rivers Lamus and Cydnus, said to

have been colonised by Argives and Lydians from
Rhodes. It was a flourishing city in the time of

Alexander, who fined its people 200 talents for

their adhesion to the Persians. The city was de-

stroyed by Tigranes, who probably transplanted

the inhabitants to Tigranocerta. Pompey restored

the city after his war with file pirates, and peopled

it with the survivors of the defeated banclB
; and

from this time forth it was called Foxx^eiopoUa
(noit*7rijVoi} 7ro\is). It was celebrated in literary

history as the birthplace of the Stoic philosophy
Chrysippus, of the comic poet Philemon, and of

the astronomer and poet Aratus. Its

been curiously perpetuated in the grammatical word
solecism (soloecismus), which is said to have been

first applied to the corrupt dialect of Greek spoken

by the inbabitonts of this city, or, as some say, of

Soli in Cyprus. —> 2. (Ethnic, : Aligorofia.

the valley of Solea, Hu.), a considerable sea-port

town in the W. part of the 1^. coast of Cyprus, on

a little river. According to some, it was a colony

of the Athenians; while others ascribed its erection

to a native prince acting under the advice of Solon,

and others to Solon himself: the last account is

doubtless an error. It had temples of Isis and
Aphrodite, and there were mines in its vicinity.

Solioinlom, a town in Homan Germany (tho

Agri Decumntes) on the mountain Pirns, where
Valentinian gained a victory over the Alemanni in

A. n. 369, probably in tlie neighbourhood of the

modem Heidelberg.

Soliniw, C. JlmiLB, the author of a geographical

compendium, divided into .57 chapters, containiiig a

brief sketch of the world as known to the ancients,

diversified by historical notices, remarks on the

origin, habits, religious rites and social condition of

various nations enumerated. The arrangement,
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and frequently the very words, are derived from

the Natural History of Pliny, but little knowledge,

care, or judgment, arc displayed in the selection.

We kilV.w nothing of Solinus himself, but he

must have lived after the reign of Alexander Se-

verus, and before that of Constantine. He may
perhaps be placed about a. d. 238. We learn from

the first of 2 prefatory addresses, that an edition of

the work had already passed into circulation, in an
imperfect state, without the consent or knowledge
of the author, under the appellation CoUcctanea Re-
rum Memorahilium, while on the 2nd, revised, cor-

rected, and published by himself, he bestowed the

more ambitions title of Polyhi^or

;

and hence we
find the treatise designated in several MSS. as C'l

Jufii Solini Grammatici Polyhislor ah ipso editm et

recagnitus. The most notable edition is that of Sal-

inasius, published at Utrecht in 1689, prefixed to

his “ Plinianae Exercitationes,” the whole form-

ing 2 large folio volumes.

Sdlis Fons. [Oasis, No. 3.]

S51is Lacus {xlgvTi ’HeXfoto), a lake in the far

E., from which, in the old mythical system of the

world, the sun arose to make his daily course

through heaven. Some of the matter-of-fact expo-

sitors identified it with the Caspian Sea. Another
lake of the same name was imagined by some of

the poets in the far W., into which the sun sank

at night.

86118 Hons. [SoLois.]

fiSlis Fromontorium (Axpa 'H\{ov lepa : Has
Anfir)y a promontory of Arabia Felix, near the

middle of the Persian Gulf.

Soloe. [Sor.i].

SSlSis (5oX(Jc£s ; C, ra?rfiw, Arab, lias el Hou-
dik\ a promontory running far out into the sea, in

the S. part of the W. coast of Mauretania. He-
rodotus believed it to be the W.-most headland of

all Libya. Upon it was a Phoenician temple of

Poseidon. The later geograj)hers under the

Romans mention a ^ons Solis ('H\lou Spas),

which appears to be the same spot, its name being

probably a comiption of the Greek name.

SSldn (2<iAwv), the celebrated Athenian legis-

lator, was born about h. c. 638. His father Exe-

was a descendant of Codrus, and his mother

wasacousin of the mother of Pisistratus. Exe-

cestides had seriously crippled his resources by a
too prodigal expenditure ; and Solon consequently

found it either necessary or convenient in his

youth to betake himself to the life of a foreign

tlUtlter. It is likely enough that while necessity

compelled him to seek a livelihood in some mode
or other, his active and inquiring spirit led him to

select that pursuit which would furnish the amplest

means for its gratification. Solon early distin-

guished himself by his poetical abilities. His first

effusions were in a somewhat light and amatory

strain, which afterwards gave way to the more

dignified and earnest purpose of inculcating pro-

found reflections or sage advice. So widely indeed

did his reputation spread, that he was ranked as

one of the famous 7 sages, and his name appears

in all the lists of the 7. The occasion which first

brought Solon prominently forward as an actor on
the political stage, was the contest betwetti Athens
and Megara respecting the possession of Salamis.

The ill success of the attempts of the Athenians to

make themselves masters of the island, had led to

the enactment of a law forbidding the writing or

gaying anything to urge the Athenians to renew

SOLON.

the contest. Solon, indignant at this dishonourable

renunciation of their claims, hit upon the device of

feigning to be mad
;
and causing a report of his

condition to be spread over the city, he rushed into

the agora, and there recited a short elegiac poem of

100 lines, in which he called upon the Athenians
to retrieve their disgrace and reconquer the lovely

island, Pisistratus (who, however, must have been
extremely young at the time) came to the support

of his kinsman
;
the pusillanimous law was re-

scinded
; war was declared

;
and Solon himself

appointed to conduct it. The Megarians were
driven out of the island, but a tedious war ensued,

which was finally settled by the arbitration of

Sparta. Both parties appealed, in support of their

claim, to the authority of Homer ; and it was cur-

rently believed in antiquity that Solon had surrep-

titiously inserted the line (//. ii. 5.58) which speaks

of Ajax as ranging his ships with the Athenians.

The Spartans decided in favour of the Athenian.*?,

about B. c. 696. Solon himself, probably, was
one of those who received gnuits of land in Sala-

mis, and this m.iy account for his being termed a
Salaminian. Soon after these events (about .59.5)

Solon took a leading part in promoting hostilities

on behalf of Delphi against Cirrha, and was the

mover of the decree of the Amphictyons by which
war was declared. It does not appear, however,

what active part he took in the war. According
to a common 8 tor3% which however rests only on
the authority of a late writer, Solon hastened the

surrender of the town by causing the waters of the

PlUtus to be poisoned. It was about the time of

the outbreak of this war, that, in consequence of

the distnacted state of Attica, which was rent by
civil commotions, Solon was called upon by all

parties to mediate between them, and alleviate the

miseries that prevailed. lie was chosen archon

594, and under that leg.-!! title was invested with

unlimited power for adopting such measures as the

exigencies of the state demanded. In fulfilment of

the task enlmstcd to him, Solon addressed himself

to the reliefof the existing distress. This he effected

with the greatest cHscretion and success by his

celebrated disburdening ordinance {eeKrdxBeia), a

measure consisting of various distinct provisions,

calculated to relieve the debtors with tis little in-

fringement as possible on the claims of the wealthy

creditors. The details of this measure, however,

are involved in considerable uncertainU*. Wo
know that he depreciated the coiniige, making the

mina to contain 100 drachmae instead of 73 ; that

is to say, 73 of the old dmehmae produced lOO of

the new coinage, in which obligations were to be

discharged'; so that the debtor saved rather more
than a fourth in every payment. The success of the

Seisachtheia procured for Solon such confidence and
popularity that he was further charged with the

task of entirely remodelling the constitution. As
a preliminary step, Ije repealed all the laws of

Draco except those relating to bloodshed. Our
limits only allow us to glance at the principal

features of the constitution established by Solon.

This constitution was based upon the timocratic

principle, that is, the title of citizens to the honours

and offices of the state was regulated by their

wealth. All the citizens were distributed into 4

classes. The 1st class consisted of those who had

an annual income of at least 500 medirani of dry

or liquid produce (equivalent to 500 drachmae, a

medimnns being reckoned .at a drachma), and were
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called Pentacosioniedimnu The 2ud class consisted

of those whose incomes ranged between 300 and

500 medimni or drachmae, and were callA Hippeis

('iTTireiy, from their being able to keep a

horse, and bound to perform military service as

cavalry. The 3rd class consisted of those whose

incomes varied between 200 and 300 medimni or

dnichmae, and were termed Zeugitm (Zcu^vrai).

The 4th class included all whose property fell

short of 200 medimni or drachmae, and bore the

name of Thetes. The first 3 classes were liable to

direct taxation, in the form of a graduated income

tax. A direct tax, however, was an extraordinary,

and not an annual payment. The 4th class were

exempt from direct taxes, but of course they, as

well as the rest, were liable to indirect taxes. To
Solon was ascribed the institution of the BouU

or deliberative assembly of Four Hundred,
100 members being elected from each of the 4

tribes. He greatly enlarged the functions of the

Ecclesia (^/c/cX>jff/a), which no doubt existed be-

fore his time, though it probably possessed scarcely

more power than the assemblies which we find de-

scribed in the Homeric poems. He gave it the

right of electing the archons and other magistrates,

and, what was even more important, made the

archons and magistrates accountable directly to it

when their year of office was expired. He also

gave it what was equivalent to a veto upon any

proposed measure of the Boule, though it could

not itself originate any measure. Besides the

arrangement of the general politiciil relations of

the people, Solon was the author of a great variety

of special laws, which do not seem to have been

arranged in any systematic manner. Those re-

lating to debtors and creditors have been already

referred to. Several had for their object the en-

couragement of trade and manufactures. Foreign

settlers were not to be naturalised as citizens un-

less they carried on some industrious pursuit. Tf

a father did not teach his sou some trade or pro-

fession, the son was nut liable to maintain his

father in his old age. The council of Areopagus

had a general power to punjsh idleness. Solon

forbade the exportation of all produce of the Attic

soil except olive oil. He was the first who gave

to those who died childless tho power of disposing

of their property by will. He enacted several

laws relating to marriage, especially with regard to

heiresses. The rewards which he appointed to be

given to victors at the Olympic and Isthmian

games are for that age unusually large (500
drachmae to the former and 100 to the latter).

One of the most curious of his regulations was that

which denounced atimia against any citizen, who, on
the outbreak of a sedition, remained ncuti^. The
laws of Solon were inscribed on wooden rollers

(Amoves) and triangular tablets (xupSet*), and were

set up at first in the Acropolis, afterwards in the

Prytaneum. The Athenians wore also indebted

to Solon for some rectification of the calendar.

It is said that Solon exacted from the people a

solemn oath, that they would observe his laws

without alteration for a certain space— 10 years

according to Herodotus— 1 00 years accoAling to

other accounts. It is related that he was himself

aware that he had been compelled to leave many
imperfections in his system and code. He is said

to have spoken of his laws as being not the best,

but the best which the Athenians would have re-

ceived. After he had completed his task, being.
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we are told, greatly annoyed and troubled by those

who came to him with all kinds of complaints,

suggestions or criticisms about his laws, in order

that he might not himself have to projj^pse any
change, he absented himself from Athens for ten

years, after he had obtained tho oath above re-

ferred to. He first visited Egypt ; and from thence

proceeded to Cyprus, where he was received with
great distinction by Philocyprus, king of the little

town of Aepea. Solon persuaded the king to re-

move from the old site, and build a new town on
the plain. The new settlement Avas called Soli, iau
honour of the illustrious visitor. He is further

said to have visited Lydia ; and his interview with

Croesus was one of the most celebrated stories in

antiquity. [Croesus.] During the absence of
Solon the old dissensions were renewed, and shortly

after his arrival at Athens, the supreme power
was seized by Pisistratus. The tyrant, after his

usurpation, is said to have paid considerable court

to Solon, and on various occasions to have solicited

his advice, which Solon did not withhold. Solon
probably died about 553, two years after the over-
throw of the constitution at the age of 80. There
was a story current in antiquity that, by his own
directions, his ashes were collected and scattered

round the island of Ssilamis. Of the poems of

Solon several fragments remain. They do not
indicate .any great degree of imaginative power,
but their style is vigorous and simple. Those that

Avere called forth by special emergencies appear to

have been marked by no binall degree of energy.

Tho fragments of these poems are incorporated in

thu collections of the Greek gnomic poets
;
and

there is also a separate edition of them by Bach,
Lugd. Bat. 1325.

S51u8 (SoAoDr, -ovptos^ contr. of SoAdetr : 2o-
\fvrivos), called Soluntum (Solciitinus) by the

Homans, an ancient town on the N. coast of Sicily

between Panonnus and Thermae.
B51^a (tA 2dAw/ia). l»{Taktalu‘Daffh)y the

mountain range Avhich runs parallel to the K. coast

of Lycia, and is a S. continuation of M. Climax.
Sometimes the whole range is called Climax, and
the name of Solyma is given to its highest peak.**
2. Another name of Jerusalem.

[Lvcia.] mem
Sonmus (i^irvoy), the personification and god of

sleep, is described as a brother of Death (J&dvaroy,

Tnon), and as a son of Night. In works of art,

Sleep and Death are represented alike as two
youths, sleeping or holding inverted torches^iik .

their h.ands. [Mors.]
Sontlus (Isofixo), a river in Venetia in the N.

of Italy, rising in the Camic Alps and falling into

the Sinus Tergestinus E. of Aquileia.

Sop&ter (Sc^TTarpos). 1. Of Paphos, a writer

of parody and burlesque (<t>\vapoyp^os), who
flourished from b.c. 323 to 233. ** 2. Of Apamea,
a distinguished sophist, the head for some time of

the school of Plotinus, was a disciple of lambli-

chus, after whose death (before a. d. 330) he
went to Constantinople. Here he enjoyed the

favour and personal friendship of Constantine, who
afterwards, however, put him to death (between
A. D. 330 jind 337) from the motive, as was alleged,

of giving a proof of the sincerity of his own con-

version to Christianity. There are several gram-
matical and rhetorical works extant under the

name of Sopater, but the best critics ascribe these

to a younger Sopater, mentioned below.—• 3. The
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younger sopliiet, of Apamea, or of Alexandria, ia

supposed to have lived about 200 years later than
the former. Besides his extant works already

alluded vtp, Photius has preserved an extract of a
work, entitled the Historical Extracts (iK\oyfi\
which contained a vast variety of facts and fig-

ments, collected from a great number of authors.

The remains of his rhetorical works are contained
in Walz*8 EhUores Graocu
S5ph§ne later a district of

Armenia Major, lying between the ranges of Anti-

*"uru8 and Masius
; separated from Melitene in

Armenia Minor by the Euphrates, from Mesopo-
tamia by the Antitaurus, and from the E. part of

Armenia Major by the river Nyraphius. In the

time of the Greek kings of Syria, it formed, to-

gether with the adjacent district of Acilisene, an
independent W. Armenian kingdom, which was
subdued and united to the rest of Armenia by
Tigranes.

SdphIluB a comic poet of the middle

comedy, was a native of Sicyon or of Thebes, and
flourished about b. c. 340.

SdphSoles (So^okAiJs). 1. The celebrated tra-

gic poet, was bom at Colonus, u village littlo more
than a mile to the N. W. of Athens, b. c. 495.

Hu was 30 years younger than Aeschylus, and 15

years older than Euripides. His father’s name
was Sopiiilus, or Sophillus, of whose condition in

life wc know nothing for certain; hut it is clear that

Sophocles received an education not inferior to

that of the sons of the most distinguished citizens

of Athens. To both of the two leading branches

of Greek education, music and gymnastics, he was
carefully trained, and iii both he gained the prize

of a garland. Of the skill which lie had attained

in music and dancing in his Ifith year, and of the

perfection of his bodily form, we have conclusive

evidence in the fact that, when the Athenians

were assembled in solemn festival around the

trophy which they had set up in Salaiuis to cele-

brate their victory over the fleet of Xerxes, So-

phocles was chosen to lead, naked and with lyre

in hand, the chorus which danced about the trophy,

and. sang the songs of triumph, 430. His first

appearance as a dmmatiat took place in 463, under

pi^lfiLfly interesting circumstances
;
not only from

the fact that Sophocles, at the ago of 27, came for-

ward as the rival of the veteran Aeschylus, whose

supremacy hud been maintained during au entire

generation, but also from the chiu’acter of the

i:!ii^es. The solemnities of the Great Dionysia

were rendered more imposing by the occasion of

the return of Cimon from his expedition to Scyros,

bringing with him the bones of Theseus. Public

expectation was so excited respecting the approach-

ing dramatic contest, and party feeling ran so high,

that Apsephion, the Archou Eponymus, whose
duty it was to appoint the judges, had not yet

ventured to proce^ to the final act of drawing the

lots for their election, when Cimon, with his 9

colleagues in the command, having entered the

theatre, tlie Arclion detained them at the altar,

and administered to them the oath appointed for

the judges in the dramatic contests. Their de-

cision was in favour of Sophocles, wh^ received

the first prize
; the second only being awarded to

Aeschylus, who was so mortified at his defeat that

he left Athens and retired to Sicily. From this

epoch Sophocles held the supremacy of the Athe-
nian stage, until a formidable rival arose in Enri-
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pides, who gained the first prize for the first time

in 441. ^he year 440 is a most important era in

the poet* life. In the spring of that year he
brought out the earliest of his extant dramas, the

Antigone^ a play which gave the Athenians such

satisfiiction, especially on account of the political

wisdom it displayed, that they appointed him one

of the ten strategic of whom Pericles was the chief,

in the war against Samos. It would seem that in

this war Sophocles neither obtained nor sought for

any military reputation : he is represented ns good-

humouredly repeating the judgment of Pericles

concerning him^ that ho understood the making of

poetry, but not the commanding of an army.
The family dissensions which troubled his last

years, are connected witli a well-known and beau-

tiful story. His family consisted of two sons,

lophon, the offspring of Nicostrate, who was a
free Athenian woman, and Ariston, his son by
Theoris of Sicyon; and Ariston had a son named
Sophocles, for whom his grandfather showed the

greatest afibetion. lophon, who w is by the laws
of Athens his father’s rightful heir, jealous of his

love for the young Sophocles, and apprehending

that Sophocles purposed to bestow upon his grand-

son a large proportion of his property, is said to

have summoned his father before the Phratores,

who seem to have had a sort ofjurisdiction in family

affairs, on the charge that his mind was affected

by old ago. As his only reply, Sophocles ex-

claimed, “ If I am Sophocles, I am not beside

myself
;
and if I am beside myself, I am not So-

phocles;” and then he read from his Oedipus at

Colonusy which was lately written, but not yet

brought out, the magnificent parodos^ beginning

—

EuIttwoo, raorSe xcipas,

whereupon the judges at onco dismissed the case,

and rebuked lophon for his undutiful conduct.

Sophocles forgave his son, and it is ])robable that

the reconciliation was referred to in tiic lines of the

Oalipus at Cvlonus^ where Antigone pleads with

her fiither to forgive Polynices, as other fathers

had been induced to forgive their bad children

(vv. 1192, foil.). S^phories died soon afterwards

in 406, in his 90th year. Ail the various accounts

of his death and funeral are of a fictitious and
poetical complexion. According to some writers

ho was choked by a grape ; another writer related

that in a public recitation of the Antigone he sus-

tained his voice so long without a pause that,

through the weakness of extreme age, he lost his

breath and his life together
;
while others ascribed

his death to excessive joy at obtaining a victory.

By the universal consent of the best critics, both

of ancienU and of modem times, the tragedies, of

Sophocles arc the perfection of the Greek drama.

The subjects and style of Sophocles are human,

while those of Aeschylus are essentially heroic.

The latter excite terror, pity, and admiration, as

we view them at a distance ; the former bring those

same feelings home to the heart, with the addition

of sympathy and self-application. No individual

human being can imagine himself in the position

of Prometheus, or derive 'a personal warning from

the crifticB and fate of Clytemnestra
;
but every one

con, in feeling, share the self-devotion of Antigone

in giving up her life at the call of fraternal piety,

and the calmness which comes over the spirit of

Oedipus when he is reconciled to the gods. In

Aeschylus, the sufferers are the victims of an in-

exorable destiny ; but Sophocles brings more pro-
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minently into view those faults of their own, which

form one element of the destiny of which they are

the victims, and is more intent upon incujbatinpf, as

the lesson taught by their woes, that wise calmness

and moderation, in desires and actions, in pro-

sperity and adversity, which the Greek poets and
philosophers celebrate under the name of aoM^po-

<r6vn. On the other hand, ho never descends to

that level to which Euripides brought down the

art, the exhibition of human pasuon ahd suffering

for the mere purpose of exciting emotion in the

spectators, apart from a moral end. The difference

between the 2 poets is illustrated by the saying of

Sophocles, that he himself represented men as

they ought to be, but Euripides exhibited them as

they are.” The number of plays ascribed to So-

phocles was 130. He contended not only with

Aeschylus and Euripides, but also with Choerilus,

Aristias, Agathon, and other poets, amongst whom
was his own son lophon

;
and he carried off the

first prize 20 or 24 times, frequently the 2nd, and

never the 3rd. It is remarkable, as proving his

growing activity and success, that, of his 113

dramas, 81 wore brought out after his S4th year,

and also that all his extant dramas, which of course

in the judgment of the grammarians were his best,

belong to this latter period of his life. The 7 ex-

tant tragedies were probably brought out in the

following chronological order ;— Antigone^ Electro^

Trachiniae^ Oedipus Tyrannus^ Ajaw^ Philodetcs^

Oedipus at Colonus : the last of these was brought

out, after the death of the poet, by his grandson.

Of the numerous editions of Sophocles, the most
useful one for the ordinary student is that

by Wunder, Gothae et Erfurdt, 1831—1846, 2
Tols. 8vo.— 2. Son of Ariston and grandson of

the elder Sophocles, was also an Athenian tragic

poet. The love of his grandfather towards him
has been already mentioned. In 401 he brought out

the Oedipus at Colonus of his grandfather ; but ho

did not begin to exhibit his own dramas till 396.

Sophonisba, daughter of the Carthaginian gene-

ral, Hasdrubal, the son of Gisco. She had been

betrothed by W father, at -ft very early age, to

tho Numidian prince Masinisso, but at a subse-

quent period Hasdrubal being desirous to gain

over Syphax, the rival monarch of Numidia, to

the Carthaginian alliance, offered him the hand of

his daughter in marriage. The beauty and accom-

plishments of Sophonisba prevailed over the in-

fluence of Scipio ; Syphax married her, and from

that time became the zealous supporter and ally of

Carthage. Sophonisba, on her part, was assiduous

in her endeavours to secure his adherence to the

cause of her countrymen. After tht’ defeat of

Syphax, and the capture of his capital city of

Cirta by Masinissa, Sophonisba fell into the hands

of the conqueror, upon whom, however, her beauty

exercised so powerful an influence, that he deter-

mined to marry her himself. Their nuptials were

accordingly celebrated withbut delay, but Scipio

(who was apprehensive lest she should exercise

the same influence over Masinissa which she had

previously done over Syphax) refused tp ratify

this arrangement, and upbraiding Masinissa with

his weakness, insisted on the immediate surrender

of the princess. Unable to resist this command,
the Numidian king spared her the humiliation of

captivity, by sending her a bowl of poison, which

she drank without heritatioO} and thui put an end
to her own life.
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S5phron of Sjuacuse, was the prin-

ci{Mil writer of that peeies uf composition called

the Mime [iupos\ which was one of the nume-
rous varieties of the Dorian Comedy. Jle flou-

rished about B. c. 460—420. When Sophron is

called the inventor of mimes, the meaning is, that

he reduced to tho form of a literary coinposition a

species of amusement which the Greeks of Sicily,

who were pre-eminent for broad humour and mer-

riment, had practised from time immemorial at

their public festivals, and the nature of which was
very similar to the performances of the Sparta«u#

Deiceiestae, Such mimetic performances prevailed

throughout the Dorian states under various names.

One feature of the Mimes of Sophron, which
formed a marked distinction between them and
comic poetry, was tho nature of their rhythm. There
is, however, some difficulty in determining whether
they were in mere prose, or in mingled poetry and
prose, or in prose with a peculiar rhythmical move-
ment but no metrical arrangement. With regard to

the substance of these compositions, their character,

so far ns it can he ascertained, appears to have
been ethical; that is, the scenes represented were
those of ordinary life, and tho language employed
wjis intended to bring out more clearly the charac-

ters of the persons exhibited in those scenes, not

only for the amusement but also for the instruc-

tion of the spectators. Plato was a great admirer

of Sophron
;
and the philosopher is said to ha\'e been

the first who made the Mimes known at Athens.

The serious purpose which was aimed at in the

works of Sophron was always, as in the Attic

Comedy, clothed under a sportive form
;
and it can

easily be imagined that sometimes the latter ele-

ment prevailed, even to the extent of obscenity, as

the extant fra^ents and tho parallel of the Attic

Comedy combine to prove. The best collection of

the fragments of Sophron is by Ahrens, De Graecae

Linguae DialeoHs.

^phroniBCUB. [Socra'^^s.]

Sophns, P. SempronliiB, tribune of the plebs,

B.C. 310, and consd 304, is mentioned as one of

the earliest jurists, and is said to have owed his

name of Sophus or Wise to his great merits.

Sopifinae (Fun/kircken)^ a town in Pannonia
Inferior, on the road from Mursa to VinuS-VUJia,

the birth-place of tho emperor Maximinus.

Sora. 1. (Soranus ; «%ra), a town in Latium,

on the right hank of the river Liris and N. of

Arpinum, with a strongly fortified citadel. It was the

mostN.-ly town of the Volsci in Latium, and pffcwfc-

wards joined the Samnites
;
but it was conquered

by the Romans, and was twice colonised by them,

since the inhabitants had destroyed tho first body
of colonists. There are still remains of the poly-

gonal walls of tho ancient town.<»»2. A town in

Papfalagonia of uncertain site.

SoraCte (Monte di S. Oresle\ a celebrated

mountain in Etruria, in tho territory of the Falisci,

near the Tiber, about 24 miles from Rome, but

the summit of which, frequently covered with

snow, was clearly visible from the city. ( Vitles ui

alia stet nive candidum Soracte, Hor. Carm, i. 9.)

The whole mountain was sacred to Apollo, and on

its summit was a temple of this god. At the

festival of Apollo, celebrated on this mountain,

the worshippers passed over burning embers with-

out receiving any injury. (Virg. Aen. xi. 785, seq.)

SorftnilB, 1. A Sabine divinity, usually iden-

tified with Apollo, worshipped on Mt. Soracte.
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[SORACTK.J — 2. The name of several physicians,

of whom the most celebrated seems to have been a

native of Ephesus, and to have practised his pro-

fession ^rst at Alexandria, and afterwards at Rome,
in the rcjgns of Trajan and Hadrian, a. d. 98—138.
There are several medical works still extant under
the name of Soranus, but whether they were
written by the native of Ephesus cannot be deter-

mined.

Sordloe {Etang de a lake in Gallia

Narbonensis, at the foot of the Pyrenees, formed

’’y the river Sordis.

Sordones or Sordi, a small people in Gallia

Narbonensis, at the foot of the Pyrenees, whose
chief town was Rnsc-ino.

Soslblus (Swo-lffios), a distinguished Lacedae-

monian grammarian, who flourished in the reign of

Ptolemy Philadelphus (about n. c. 251), and was
contemporary with Callimaclms.

SoslgSnes (2«(rt7evT?s), the peripatetic philoso-

pher, was the astronomer employed by .lulius

Caesar to superintend the correction of the calen-

dar (b. c. 40'). He is called an Egyptian, but may
bo supposed to have been an Alexandrian Greek.

(See Did. of Antiq, art. Calendarium.)

Soslph&nes the son of Sosicles, of

Sj'racuse, was one 6f the 7 tragedians who w'ere

called the Tragic Pleiad. Ho was bom at the

end of the reign of Philip, and flourished n. c. 28-1.

SosIthSns of Syracuse or Athens,
or Alexandria in the Troad, was a distinguished

tragic poet, one of the Tragic Pleiad, and the an-

tagonist of the tragic poet llomor. He flourished

about n. c. 284.

Sosius. 1. C., quaestor n. c. 6G, and praetor

49. Ho was afterwards one of Antony’s principal

lieutenants in the East. lie was appointed by
Antony, in 38, governor of Syria and Cilicia in the

place of Ventidius. Like his predecessor in the

government, he carried on the military operations

in his province with §ceat success. In 37, he ad-

vanced against Jerusalem along with Herod, and
after hard fighting became master of tho city, and
placed Herod upon the throne. In return for

these services, Antony obtained for Sosius the

honour of a triumph in 31, and the consulship in

3!iP*<90sivs commanded the left wing of Antony's

fleet at the battle of Actium. He was afterwards

pardoned by Octavian, at the intercession of L.

Arnintins.-*2. The name of t>vo brothers (Sosii),

booksellers at Rome in the time of Horace. They
probably freedmen, perhaps of the Sosius

mentioned above.

Sosplta, that is, the “ saving goddess,” was a
surname of Juno at Lanuvium and at Rome, in

both of which places she had a temple. Her wor-

ship was very ancient in Latium and was trans-

planted from Lanuvium to Rome.
SosthSnes a Macedonian officer of

noble birth, who obtained the supreme direction of

affairs during the period of confusion which followed

the invasion of the Gauls. He defeated the Gauls

in 280. He is included by the chronologers among
the kings of Macedonia

;
but it is very doubtful

whether he ever assumed the royal title.

Sostr&tus (StDarpaTos), the name of pt least 4,

if not 5, Grecian artists, who have been frequently

confounded with one another.-—1. A statuary in

bronze, the sister’s son of Pythagoras of Rhegiuin,

and his disciple, flourished about B. c. 424.-2.
Of Chios, the instructor of Pantias, flourished about

SOZOMENUS.
B. c. 400.— 3. A statuary in bronze, whom Pliny

raentionsuas a contemporary of Lysippus, at 01.

114, B. c| 323, the date of Alexander’s death. It

is probable, however, that he was identical with
the following.— 4. The son of Dexiphanes, of Cni-

dus, was one of the great architects who flourished

during and after the life of Alexander the Great.

He built for Ptolemy I., the son of Lagus, the

celebrated Pharos of Alexandria. He also em-
bellished his native city, Cnidus, with a work
which was one of the wonders of ancient archi-

tecture, namely, a portico, or colonnade, supporting

a terrace, which served as a promenade. —6. An
engraver of precious stones, whose name appears on
several very beautiful cameos and intaglios.

SoBtls (5«ffoj), of Pergamus, a worker in mo-
saic, and, according to Pliny, the most celebrated

of all who practised that art.

S5t&deB (Sayrddris). 1. An Athenian comic

poet of the Middle Comedy, who must not be con-

founded with the more celebrated poet of Maro-
nea.— 2. A native of Maronea in Thrace, flourished

at Alexandria about b. c. 280. He wrote lasci-

vious poems (called (p\vaKes or KiyaiSot) in the

Ionic dialect, whence they were also called 'IuvikoL

XAyoi. They were also called Sotadean poetns

(^curdSfia ^ff/uara). It would seem that Sotades

carried his lascivious and abusive satire to the ut-

most lengths
;
and the freedoms which he took at

last brought him into trouble. According to Plu-

tarch, he made a vehement and gross attack on
Ptolemy Philadelphus, on the occasion of his mar-
riage with his sister Arsinoe, and the king threw
him into prison, where he remained fora longtime.

According to Athenacus, the poet attacked both

Lysimachus and Ptolemy, and, having fled from

Alexandria, he was overtaken at Caunus by Pto-

lemy’s general Patroclus, who shut him up in a

leaden chest and cast him into the sea.

SSter (^c^TTjp), i. e. “the Saviour” (Lat. Sur-

xrator or Sospes)j occurs as the surname of several

divinities, especially of Zeus. It was also a sur-

name of Ptolemaeus I., king of Egypt, as well as

of several of the oth^r later Greek kings.

B5tIon {Xorrlav). 1. A philosopher, and a native

of Alexandria, who flourished at the close of the

third century B. c. Ho is chiefly remarkable as the

author of a work (entitled AioSoxal) on the suc-

cessive teachers in tho different philosophical

schools.— 2. A philosopher, and also a native of

Alexandria, who lived in the age of Tiberius. He
was the instructor of Seneca, who derived from

him his admiration of Pythagoras. It was perhaps

this Sotion who was the author. of a treatise on
anger, qiuted by Stobaeus. — 3. A Peripatetic

philosopher, mentioned by A. Gellius, is probably

a different person from either of the preceding.

Sotti&teB or Sotiates, a powerful and warlike

people in Gallia Aquitanica, on the frontiers of

Gallia Narbonensis, were subdued by P. Crassus,

Caesar’s legate, after a hard-fought battle. The
modern S6i probably represents the ancient town
of this people.

SosSmSnuB (SwC^fici'os), usually called Sozo-

meii ih English, was a Greek ecclesiastical histo-

rian of the 5th century. He was probably a native
of Bethelia or Bethel, a village near Gaza in Pales-

tine. His parents were Christians. He practised

as an advocate at Constantinople, whence he is

Bumamed Scholastiovs

;

and he was still engaged

in his profession when he wrote his histoiy. His
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ecclesiastical history, which is extant, is in d

books, and is dedicated to the erappror Theo-

dosius 11. It commences with the rdign of Con-

stantine, and comes down a little later than the

death of Ilonorius, a. d. 423. The work is in-

complete, and breaks off in the middle of a chapter.

The author, we know, had’ proposed to bring it

down to 439, the year in which the history of So-

crates ends. Sozomen excels Socriites in style,

but is inferior to the latter in soundness of judg-

ment. The history of Sozomen is printed along

with the other Greek ecclesiastical historians.

[Socrates.]
Sozopolis, aft. SuBTipSlis (2wC<^iro\is, :Swjt‘od-

To\£s: SusUf Rn.), a considerable city of Pisidia,

in a plain surrounded by mountains, N. of

Termeesus.

Sparta (Sir<£pTi7, Dor. Sirdpro: SiraprafTtij,

Spartiutes, Spartanus) also called Lacedaemon
{AaKtSaifjLwv

:

AaKeSai/idi'ior, Lacedaemonius), the

capital of Laconica and the chief city of Pelopon-

nesus, was situated on the right bank of the

Knrntas (/n), about 20 miles from the sea. It

stood on a plain which contained within it several

rising grounds and hills. It was bounded on the

E. by the Eiirofcis, on the N.W. by the small river

Oenus {Kelesbia), and on the S.E. by the small

*river Tisia (ilfoyw/a), both of which streams fell

into the Eurotas. The plain in which Sparta stood

was shut in on the E. by Mt. Menelaiiim, and on

the W. by Mt. Taygotus ; whence the city is

called by Homer “ the hollow Lacedaemon.” It

was of a circular form, about (J miles in circum-

ference, and consisted of several distinct quarters,

which were originally separate villages, and which
were never united into one regular town. Its site

is occAtpied by the modern villages of MagvJUi and
Pspkkiko f and the principal modern town in the

neighbourhood is Mistra^ which lies about 2 miles

to the W. on the slopes of Mt. Taygetus. During
the flourishing times of Greek independence, Sparta

was never surrounded by walls, since the bravery

of its citizens, and the difficulty of access to it,

were supposed to render suah defences needless.

It was first fortified by the tyrant Nabis
; but it

did not possess regular walls till the time of the

Romans. Sparta, unlike most Greek cities, had
no proper Acropolis, but this name was only given

to one of the steepest hills of the town, on the

summit of which stood the temple of Athena Po-
liuchos, or Clialcioecus. Five distinct quarters of

the city are mentioned ; 1. Pitane (Jlirdvri

:

Ethnic

IltTavdTTjs), which appears to have been the most
important part of the city, and in which was
situated the Agora, containing the counSil-house of

the senate, and the offices of the public magistrates.

It was also surrounded by various temples and
other public buildings. Of these, the most splendid

was the Persian Stoa or portico, originally bnilt of

the spoils taken in the Persian war, and enlarged

and adorned at later times. * A part of the Agora
was called the Chorus or dancing place, in which
the Spartan youths performed dances in honour of

Apollo. 2. Limnae (Aijuvat), a suburb of t]^e city,

on the banks of the Eurotas, N.E. of Pitane, was
originally a hollow spot covered with water. 3.

Mesoa or Messoa (Mc(rda, Mctrtrda: Eth, Mcc-
trodnjsX of the Eurotas, S.B. of the

preceding, containing the Dromus and the Plata-

nistas, which was a spot nearly surrounded with
water, and so called the plane-trees growing
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there. i.C^nosura (Kvyd<rot/pa: Kvyo(rovp€6s\ in

the S.W. of the city, and S. of Pitane. 5. A^Tdae
(AlytTSat), in the N.W. of tlie city, and W. of

Pitane.— The two principal streets o^Sparta ran

from the Agora to the extreme end of the city

:

these were, 1. ApJitiae or Aphetais (*A0^a<, *A^e-
Tofs sc. 6Ws), extending in a S.E.-ly direction,

past the temple of Dictynna, and the tombs of the

Eurypontidae; and 2. Skias (S/ctas), running nearly

parallel to the preceding one, but further to the E.,

and which derived its name from an ancient ^ce.
of assembly, of a circular form, called Skias. i'fie

most impor^nt remains of ancient Sparta are the

ruins of the theatre, which was near the Agora.—
Sparta is said to have been founded by Lacedaemon,
a son of Zeus and Taygete, who married Sparta,

the daughter of Eurotas, and called the city after

the name of his wife. His son Amyclas is said to

have been the founder of Ainyclae, which was for

a long time a more important town than Sparta
itself. In tho mythical period, Argos was the

chief city in Peloponnesus, and Sparta is repre-

sented as subject to it. Here reigned Menelaus,
the younger brother of Agamemnon ; and by the

marriage of Orestes, tho son of Agamemnon, with
Hermione, the daughter of Menelaus, the twn
kingdoms of Argos and Sparta became united.

The Dorian conquest of Peloponnesus, which, ac-

cording to tradition, took place 80 years after the

Trojan war, made Sparta the capital of the country.

Laconica fell to the share of the 2 sons of Aristo-

dcmiis, Eurysthencs and Procles, who took up their

residence at Sparta, and ruled over the kingdom
conjointly. The old inhabitants of the country
maintained themselves at Amyclae, which was
not conquered for a long time. After the com-
plete subjugation of the country we find three

distinct classes in the population: the Dorian
conquerors, who resided in the capital, and who
were called Spartiatae or S^tans; the Perioeci or

old Achaean inhabitants, wno became tributary to

the Spartans, and possessed no political rights; and
the Helots, who were also a portion of the old

Achaean inhabitants, but were redticcd to a state

of slavery. From various causes the Spartans be-

came distracted by intestine quarrels, till

I4ycurgu8, who belonged to the royal family, was
selected by all parties to give a new constitution to

the state. The date of Lycurgus is uncertain
;
hut

it is impossible to place it later than n. c. 825.

The constitution of Lycurgus, which is described

in a separate article [Lycurgus], laid tho f3un-~

dation of Sparta's greatness. She soon became ag-

gressive, and gradually extended her sway over

the greater part of Peloponnesus. In u. c. 743 the

Spartans attacked Messenia, and after a war of

20 years subdued this country, 723. In G85 the

Messenians again took up arms, but at the end of

1 7 years were again completely subdued
;
and their

country from this time forward became an integral

portion of Laconia. [For details see Messenia.]
After the close of the 2Qd Messenian war the

Spartans continued their conquests in Pelopcnnesus.

They defeated the Tegeans, and wrested the dis-

trict of Thyreae from the Argives. At the time of

the Persian invasion, they were confessedly the

first people in Greece ; and to them was granted

by unanimous consent the chief command in the

war. But after the final defeat of the Persians

the haughtiness of Pausanias diegusted most of the

Greek states, particularly the lonians, and led
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them to transfer the supremacy to Athens (477).

From this time the power of Athens steadily in-

creased ;
and Sparta possessed little influence out-

side of thV: Peloponnesus. The Spartans, however,

made several attempts to check the rising greatness

of Athens ;
and their jealousy of the latter led at

length to the Peloponnesian war (431). This

war ended in the overthrow of Athens, and the

restoration of the supremacy of Sparta over the

rest of Greece (404). But the Spartans did not

retain this supremacy more than 30 years. Their

^cisive defeat by the Thebans under Epaminondas

at the battle of Louctra (371) gav<^ the Spartan

power a shock from whioh it never recovered ; and

the restoration of the Messeuiaus to their country

2 years afterwards completed the humiliation of

Sparta. Thrice was the Spartan territory invaded

by the Thebans; and the Spartan women saw for

the first time the watch-fires of an enemy's camp.

The Spartans now finally lost their supremacy over

Greece, but no other Greek state succeeded to

their power ; and about 30 years afterwards the

greater part of Greece was obliged to yield to

Philip of Macedon. The Spartans, however, kept

haughtily aloof from the Macedonian conqueror,

and refused to take part in the Asiatic expedition

of his son Alexander the Great. Under the later

Macedonian monarchs the power of Sparta still

further declined; the institutions of Lycurgus were

neglected, luxury crept into the state, the number
of citizens diminished, and the landed property

became vested in a few families. Agis endeavoured

to restore the ancient institutions of Lycuigus; but

he perished in the attempt (240). Cleomenes II I.,

who began to reign 236, was more successful. He
succeeded in putting the Ephors to death, and

overthrowing the existing government (225) ; and

he then mado a redistribution of the landed pro-

perty, and augnjcuted the number of the Spartan

citizens by admitting some of the Perioeci to this

honour. His reform8*iiifu8ed new blood into the

state
;
and for a short time he c.'irried on war with

success ogainst the Achaeans. But Aratus, the

general of the Aclmenns, called in the assistance of

Antigonus Boson, tlie king of Macedonia, who de-

feaU|A,Cleomenes at the decisive battle of Sellasia

(221), and followed up his success by the •apture

of Sparta. Sparta now sank into insignificance,

and was ruled by a succession of native tyrants till

at length it was compelled to abolish its peculiar

institutions, tuid to join the Achaean league.

'SftWtly afterwards it fell, with the rest of Greece,

under the Roman power.

Spart&cos, the name of several kings of the

Ciininerian Bosporus. 1. Succeeded the dynasty

of the Archeanactidae in b. c. 438, and reigned

until 431. He was succeeded by his son Selcucus.

*— 2. Began to reign in 427 and reigned 20 years.

He was succeeded in 407 by his son Satyrus. —•
8. Succeeded his father Lcucon in 353, and died,

leaving las kingdom to his son Parysadcs, in 348.

— 4. i^n of Eumelus, began to reigu in 304, and
reigned 20 years.

Spart&cos, by birth a Thracian, was succes-

sively a sliepherd, a soldier, and a chief of banditti.

On one of his predatory expeditions hc«w«« taken

prisoner, and sold to a trainer ofgladiators. In 73 h«
Avas a member of the com^nny of Lcntulo8,and avos

dot iiued in his school ut Capua, in readiness for the
games at Home. He persuaded his fellow-prisoners

to make an attempt to gain their freedom. About
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0 of them broke out of the school of Lentulus,

and took refuge in the crater ofVesuvins. Spartacus

Avas chosei leader, and was soon joined by a number
ofrunaway slaves. They were blockadedby C. Clau-
dius Pulcher at the head of 3000 men, but Spar-
tacus attacked the besiegers and put them to flight.

His numbers rapidly increased, and for 2 years (n. c.

7«3—71) he defeated one Roman army after an-

other, and laid waste Itoly, from the foot of the

Alps to the southernmost ct)mer of the peninsula.

After both the consuls of 72 had been defeated by
Spartacus, M. Licinius Crassus, the praetor, was
appointed to the command of the war. Crassus

carried im the contest, with vigourand success, and,
after gaining several advantages over the enemy, at

length defeated them on the river Silaras in a de-

cisive battle, in Avhich Spartacus was slain. The
character of Spartacus has been maligned by the

Roman writers. Cicero compares the vilest of his

contemporaries to him : Horace speaks of him as a
common robber

;
none recognise his greatness, but

the terror of his name survived to a late period of

the empire. Accident made Spartacus a shepherd,

a freebooter, and a gladiator ; nature formed him a
hero. I'he excesses of his followers he could not

always repress, and his efforts to restrain them often

cost liim his popularity. But he was in himself

not less mild and just than he was able and
valiant.

Spart&rluB Campus. [CAHXHiAGo Nova.]
Sparti {^vaprol from airdpw), the Sown-Men,

is the name given to the anned men who sprang

from the dragon's teeth sown }>y Cadmus, and who
were believed to be the ancestors of the 5 oldest

families at Thebes.

Spartianus, Aellus, one of the Scriptores Hi$-

ioriae Av^stae^ lived in the time of Diocletian and

Constantine, and wrote the biographies of, 1. Ha-
drianns and Aelius Verus ; 2. Didius Jnlinnus

;

3. Severus
;

4. Pescennins Niger
; 5. Caracalla

;

6. Geta. For the editions of Spartianus see Capi-
TOLINUS.

Spartolus (^wdpTu\os\ a totvn in the Mace-
donian peninsula of Chalcidice, N. of Olynthus.

Spauta (iSTTowTa : L, of Urmi), a large salt-

lake in the W. of Medi.a, whose AA-atera Avere

singularly bitter and acrid. It was also called

MatiSna Q/lanai^ Xlfivrf) from the name of the

people who dwelt around it.

Bpercheus : Eflad!ta), a river in

the S. of Thessaly, which rises in Mt. T3"m|)hrestus,

nins in an E.-ly direction through the territory of

the Aenianes and through the district Malis, and

falls into the innermost comer of the Sinus Mali-

acus. A& a river-god Spercheus is a son of

Oceanus and Ge, and the father of Menesthius by
Polydora, the daughter of Pelens. To this god

Peleus dedicated the hair of his son Achilles, in

order that he might return in safety from the

Trojan war.

Spes, the personifiiAtionof Hope, was worshipped

at Rome, where she had several temples, the most

ancient of Avhich had been built in b. c. 354, by

the consul Atilius Calatinus, near the Porta Car-

mentalis. The Greeks also worshipped the perso-

nification of Hope, Elpis, and they relate the beau-

tiful allegory, that when Epimetheus opened the

vessel brought to him by Pandora, from which all

manner of evils were scattered over the earth,

Hope alone remained behind. Hope was repre-

sented in works of art as a youthful figure, lightly
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walking in full attire, holding in her right baud a
flower, and with the left lifting up her garment.

Spetuippiu (Sn-c^o-tirTTor), the philoso|>her, was

a native of Athens, and the son of Eurymedon and
Potone, a sister of Plato. He accompanied his

uncle Plato on his third journey to Syracuse, where

he displayed considerable ability and prudence.

He succeeded Plato as president of the Academy,
but was at the head of the school fur only 8

years (b. c. 347—339). Ho died, as it appears,

of a lingering paralytic illness. He wrote several

works, all of which are lost, in which he developed

the doctrines of his great master.

Splxacterla. [Pylos, No. 3.]

Sphaerla {2^aipla ; /*oros), an island oflf the

coast of Troezen in Argolis, and between it and
the island of Calauria, with the latter of which it

was connected by means of a saud'bank. Here
Sphaerus, the charioteer of Pelops, is said to Imve

been buried.

8p]ia«rii8 (2^rpos), a Stoic philosopher, studied

first under Zeno of Citium, and afterwards under

Cleanthes. He lived at Alexandria during the

reigns of the first two Ptolemies. He also taught

at Ijacedaemon, and was believed to have had con-

siderable influence in moulding the diameter of

Cleomenes. He was in repute among the Stoics

for the accuracy of his definitions. He was the

author of several works, all of which are lost.

Sphen^e : 2<|)«i'5aAsiis), a demus
in Attica belonging to the tribe Hippothoontis, on
the frontiers of Boeotia between Tanagra and
Hccelca.

Sphettus (S<tnrrT6s: :&<fyfiTTios)^ a deouis in

the S. qf Attica, near the silver mines of Sunium,
belonging to the tribe Acamantis.

Sphinx (2^17^, gen. S^iyySs), a sbe-monster,

daughter of Orthus and Chimaera, born in the

country of the Arimi, or of Typbon and Echidna,

or lastly of Typbon and Chimaera. She is said to

have proposed a riddle to the Thebans, and to have

murdered all who were unable to guess it. Oedi-

pus solved it, whereupon the Sphinx slew herself.

[For details see Okdipus.] »The legend appears

to havo come i'roni Egypt, but the figure of the

Sphinx is represented somewhat difl'erently in

Greek mytliology and art. The Egyptian Sphinx
is the figure of ;i lion without wings in a lying atti-

tude, the upper part of the body being that of a
human being. The Sphinxes appear in Egypt to

have been set u]) in avenues forming the approaches

to temples. The common idea of u Greek Sphinx,

on the other hand, is that of a winged body of a
lion, the breast and upper part being the figure of

a woman. Greek Sphinxes, moreover, are not

always represented in a lying attitude, but appear

in different positions, as it might suit the fancy of

the sculptor or poet. Thus they appear with the

face qf a maiden, the breast, feet, and claws of a
lion, the tail of a serpent, and the wings of a bird.

Sphinxes were frequently Introduced by Greek
artists, as oniaments of architectural works.

Spina. 1. {Spinazzino)t a town in Gallia Cis-

padaua, in the territory of the Lingones, on the

most S.-ly of the mouths of the Po, which was
called after it Ostium Spineticum. It was « very
ancient town, said to have been founded by tho

Greeks, but in the time of Strabo had ceased to

be a place of any importance.— 2. {Spiuo), a town
in Gallia Trauspadaiia on the river Addua.

Spinth&ms {JivlyOapos), of Herocica on the
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Pontus, a tragic poet, contemporasy with Aristo-

phanes, who designates him as a barbarian and a
Phrygian. He was also ridiculed by the other

comic poets. ^
‘Spolatnm. [Salona].
.Spolfitlum or.Spoletum (Spolctinus : Spddo\

a town in Umbria on the Via Flaminki, colonised

by the Romans B.a 242. It suffered severely in

the civil wars between Sulla and Marius. At a
later time it was taken by Totilas

;
but its walls,

which had been destroyed by the Goths, were
restored by Narses. •

Sp$r&des (Swopdfier, sc. from cnrtlpv), a
group of scattered islands in the Aegaean sea off

the island of Crete and the W. coast of Asia
Minor, so called in opposition to the Cyclades^

which lay in a circle around polos. The division,

however, between these 2 groups of islands was
not well defined

; and we find some of the islanda

at one time described as belonging to the Sporades,

and at another time as belonging to tho Cyclades.

Spurinna, Vestritlns. 1 The haruapex who
warned Caesar to beware of the Ides of March. It

is related tliat, as- Caesar was going to the senate-

house on the fatal day, he said to Spurinna in jest,

“ Well, the Ides of March are cifiue,” upon which
tho seer replied, “ Yes, they are come, but they
are not past."m 2. A Roman general, who fought

on the side of Otbo against the Vitellian troops in

the N. of Italy. In the reign of Trajan ho gained

a victory over the Bnicteri. Spurinna lived upon
terras of the closest friendship with the younger

Pliny, from whom we learn that Spurinna com-

posed lyric poems. There are extant 4 odes, or

rather fragments of odes, in Choriambic .measure,

ascribed to Spurinna, and wliich were first pub-
lished by Barthius in 1G13. Their genuineness

however is very doubtful.

SpurlnuB, R. Petilllus, praetor urbanus in b. c.

181, in which year the books of king Numa Pom-
pilius arc said to have bcei* discovered upon the

estate of one L. Petillios. Spurinus obtained pos-

session of the books, and upon. his representation to

tJic senate that they ought not to be read and pre-

served, the senate ordered them to be burnt.

[Ni/ma.] Spurinus was consul in 1 76', and fell in

battle against the Ligurians. -

Stable (Stabianus ; Cabtell a Mare di Stahia)f

an ancient town in Campania between Pompeii

and Surrentura, which was destroyed by Sulla in

the Social War, but which continued to exist as a
small place down to the groat eruption of Vesjc^.UW -

iti A. I}. 79, wlien it was overwhelmed along with

Pompeii and Herculaneum. It was at Stabiae

that the elder Pliny perished.

Stagiras, subsequently Stagira (Srdyeipor, rd
^Tdy€ipa, ^ :STayfipa : SrayeiptTrjf : 6'/avro)f

a town of Macedonia iu Chalcidicc, on the Stry-

monic gulf and a little N. of the isthmus which
unites the promontory of Athos to Chalcidicc. It

was a colony of Andros, was founded b. c. G5G,

and >vas originally called Orthagoria. It is cele-

brated as the birth-place of Aristotle, and was in

consequence restored by Philip, by whom it had

been destroyed.

StaphjUus (trd^iuXos)^ son of Dionysus and
Ariadne, or of Theseus and Ariadne, and was one

of the Argonauts. By Chrysothemis ho became the

father of 3 diiughters, Molpadla, Rhoeo, and Par-

tbenos.

Stasiniu (STwrlvcs), of C^ms, an epic poet,
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to whom some of the ancient writers attributed the

poem of the Epic Cycle, entitled Ct/pria (Kiirpia).

In the earliest historical period of Greek literature

the Cyprifl was accepted without question as a work
of Homer ; and it is not till we come down to the

times of Athenaeus and the grammarians, that we
find any mention of Stasinus. Stasinus was said

to be the son-in-law of Homer, who, according to

one story, composed the Cypria and gave it to

Stasinus as his daughter's marriage portion
; mani-

festly an attempt to reconcile the two different ac-

^S’vints, which ascribed it to llomcr and Stasinus.

The Cypria was the first, in the order of the events

contained in it, of the poems of the Epic Cycle re-

lating to the Trojan war. It embraced the period

antecedent to the beginning of the Iliad, to which
it was designed to form an introduction.

Statielli, Statiellfites, or Statiellenses, a
small tribe in Liguria, S. of the Po, whose chief

town was Statiellae Aquae (Acqui) on the road

from Genua to Placentia.

Statilla Messallna. [Mbssalina.]
Statilius Taurus. [Taurus.]
Statlra (^Tdrapa). 1. Wife of Artaxerxes

II., king of Persia, was poisoned by Parysatis, the

mother of the king, who was a deadly enemy of

Statira.*— 2. Sister and wife of Darius III., cele-

brated as the most beautiful woman of her time.

She was taken prisoner by Alexander, together

with her mother-in-law Sis.ygambis and her

daughters, after the battle of Issus, n. c. 333.

They wore all treated with the utmost respect by
the conqueror, but Statira died shortly before the

battle of Arbela, 331.— 3. Also called Barsine,

elder daughter of Darius III. [Barsine.]
Statius Murcus. [Murcu.s.]

Statius, P. Papinius, was born at Neapolis,

about a. d. 61, and was the son of a distinguished

grammarian. Ho accompanied his father to Home,
where the latter acted as the preceptor of Do-
mitian, who held him*in high honour. Under the

skilful tuition of his father, the young Statius

speedily rose to fame, and became peculiarly re-

nowned for the brilliancy of his extemporaneous

effusions, so that he gained the prize three times

in the Alban contests; but having, after a long

cafBSf'bf popularity, been vanquished in the quin-

quennial games, he retired to Neapolis, the place

of his nativity, along with his wife Claudia, whose
virtues he frequently commemorates. He died

about A. D. 96. It has been inferred from a
"ige in Juvenal (vii, 82), that Statius, in his

earlier years at least, was forced to struggle with
poverty

; but he appears to have profited by the

patronage of Domitian (Si/v. iv. 2), whom he ad-

dresses in strains of the most fulsome adulation.

The extant works of Statius are :— 1. Silvarum
Libri V., a collection of 32 occasional poems, many
of them of considerable length, divided into 5
books. To each book is prefixed a dedication in

prose, addressed to some friend. The metre chiefly

employed is the heroic hexameter, but four of the

pieces (i. 6, ii. 7, iv. 3, 9), ore in Phalaecian hen-

decasyllabics, one (iv. 5) in the Alcaic, and one
(iv. 7) in the Sapphic stanza. 2. ThAaidott Li~

hri XIL^ an heroic poem in 12 books, embodying
the ancient legends with regard to the expedition
of the Seven against Thebes. 3. A^UUidos
Libri an heroic poem breaking off abruptly.

According to the original plan, it would have
comprised a complete history of the exploits of
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Achilles, but was probably never finished. Statius

may justly claim the praise of standing in the

foremost tank among the heroic poets of the Silver

Age. He is in a great measure free from extrava-

gance and pompous pretensions ; but, on the other

hand, in no portion of his works do we find the

impress ef high natural talent and imposing power.

The pieces which form the Silvae, ^though evi-

dently thrown off in haste, produce a much more

pleasing effect than the ambitious poems of the

Thebaid or the Achilleid. The best editions of

the Silvae are by Markland, Lond. 1728, and by
Sillig, Dread. 1827. The best edition of the com-

plete works of Statius is by Lcmaire, 4 vols.

8vo., Paris, 1825—1830.

Statonla (Statoniensis), a town in Etruria, and

a Roman Praefectura, on the river Albinia, and on

the Lacus Statoniensis, in the neighbourhood of

which were stone quarries, and excellent wine

was grown.

Stfttor, a Roman surname of Jupiter, describing

him as staying the Romans in their flight from an
enemy, and generally as preserving the existing

order of things.

SteotSrinin (trtKrdpioy : AfioumKara-Hisar ?),

a city of Great Phrygia, between Peltae and Syn-
nadia.

Stentor (StcVtwp), a herald of the Greeks in

the Trojan war, whose voice was as loud as that

of 50 other men together, llis name has become
proverbial for any one shouting with an unusually

loud voice.

Stent5ris Lacus. [IIbbrus.]

StenycleruB {'S,T€v^K\r)pos, Dor. ;

^T€vvK\'f)pios\ a town in the N. of Messenia,

which w’as the residence of the Dorian kings of

the country. After the time of the 3rd Messenian

war the town is no longer mentioned ;
but its

name continued to be given to an extensive plain

in the N. of Messenia.

StSph&ne or -is (^rftbdyrj, Stefunio),

a sea-port town of Paphingonia, on the coast of the

Mariandyni.

StSplianus (2re(pci/ov). 1. An Athenian comic

poet of the New Comedy, was probably the son of

Antiphanes, some of whose plays he is said to

have exhibited.— 2. Of Byzantium, the author of

the geographical lexicon, entitled

of which unfortunately we only possess an epitome.

Stephanus was a graminarian at Constantinople,

and lived after the time of Arcadius and Ho-
norius, and before that of Justinian 11. His work
was reduced to an epitome by a certain Hermo-
laus, who dedicated his abridgment to the em-
peror Justinian II, According to the title, the

chief object of the work w'as to specify the gentile

names derived from the several names of places

and countries in the ancient world. But, while

this is done in every article, the amount of infonn-

ation given went far beyond this. Nearly every

article in the^ epitome contains a reference to some
ancient writer, as an authority for the name of

the place ; but in the original, as we see from the

extant (i^igments, there were considerable quota-

tions from the ancient authors, besides a number
of very interesting particulars, topographical, his-

torical, mythological, and others. Thus the work

was not merely what it professed to be, a lexicon

of a special branch of technical grammar, but a

valuable dictionary of geography. How great

would have been its value to us, if it had conw
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down to us unmutilated, may be seen by any one

who compares the extant fragments of the.original

with the iorresponding articles in the upitome.

These fragments, however, are unfortunately very

scanty. The best editions of the Epitome of

StephanuB arc by Dindorf, Lips. 1825, &c., 4 vols.

;

by Weslennann, Lips. 1839, 8vo. ;
and by Mei-

neke, Berlin, 1849.

SterciiliuB, Stercutfus, or Sterqulllnus, a

surname of Saturnus, derived from Stercus^ manure,

because he had promoted agriculture by teaching

the people the use of manure. This seems to have

been the original meaning, though some Homans
state that Sterculius was a surname of Picumnus,

the son of Faunus, to whom likewise improve-

ments in agriculture arc ascribed.

Sterdpe (Srepdinj), one of the Pleiads, wife of

Oenomaus, and daughter of Hippodamia.

StOTSpes. [Cyclopks.J

Steslchorus (STTjtri'xopos), of Himera in Sicily,

a celebrated Greek poet, contemporary with Sappho,

Alcaeus, Fittaciis, and Phahiris, is said to have
' hoen born b. c. 832, to have flourished about 608,

and to have died in 552 at the age of 80. Of the

events of his life we have only a few obscure ac-

counts. Like other great poets, his birth is fabled to

have been attended by an omen
;
a nightingale

silt upon the babe's lips, and sung a sweet strain.

He is said to have been carefully educated at

Citana, and afterwards to have enjoyed the friend-

ship of Phalaris, the tyrant of Agrigentum. Many
writers relate the fable of his being miraculously

struck with blindness after writing an attack upon

Helen, and recovering his sight when he had com-

posed a Palinodia. lie is said to have been buried

at Catana by a gate of the city, which was called

after him the Stesichorcan gate. Stesichorus was
one of the 9 chiefs of lyric poetry recognised by
the ancients, lie stands, with Aleman, at the

head of one branch of the lyric art, the chonil

poetry of the Dorians. He was the flrat to break

the monotony of the strophe and antistrophe by
the introduction of the epode, and his metres were

much more varied, and the strTicture of his strophes

more elaborate, than those of Aleman. His odes

contained all the essential elements of the perfect

clioral poetry of Pindar and the tragedians. The
subjects of his poems were chiefly heroic; he

transferred the subjects of the old epic poetry to

the lyric form, dropping, of course, the continuous

narrative, and dwelling on isolated adventures of

his heroes. He also composed poems on other

subjects. His extant remains may be classified

under the following heads ;— 1. Mythical Poems.

2. Hymns, Encoraiti, Epithalamia, l^eans. 3.

Erotic Poems, and Scholia. 4. A pastoral poem,

entitled Daphnis. 5. Fables. 6. Elegies. The
dialect of Stesichorus was Dorian, with an inter-

mixture of the epic. The best edition of his frag-

ments is by Kleinc, Berol. L828.

Stesimbrlitns (^TiiaifiSpoTos)^ of Thasos, a

rhapsodist and historian in the time of Cimon and

Pericles, who is mentioned with praise by Plato

and Xenophon, and who wrote a work upon41omer,

the title of which is not known. He also wrote

some historical works.

Stheneboea called AntSa by many
writers, was a daughter of the Lycian king lobates,

and the wife of Proetus. Respecting her love for

BellermliDn, see BaLLaaoPHONTES.
SthiWiui 1. Son of Perseus and
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Andromeda, king of Mycenae, and husband of

Nicippe, by whom he became the father of Alcinoe,

Medusa, and Eurystheus. The latter, as the great

enemy of Hercules [Hehcules], is calledAvy Ovid

SthendeiuB hoslia. — 2. Son of Androgeos and
grandson of Minos. Ho accompanied Hercules

from Paros on his expedition against the Amazons,

and together with his brother Alcaeus he was ap-

pointed by Hercules ruler of Thasos.— 8. Sou of

Actor, likewise a companion of Hercules in his

expedition against the Amazons
;
but he died and

was buried in Paphlagonia, where he afterwarfls

appeared to the Argonauts.— 4 . Son of Capaneus

and Evadne, belonged to the family of the Anaxa-
goridae in Argos, and was the father of Cylarabes

;

but, according to others, his son's name was Co-
metes. lie was one of the Epigoni, by whom
Thebes was taken, and he commanded the Argives

under Diomedes, in the Trojan war, being the

faithful friend and companion of Diomedes. He
was one of the Greeks concealed in the wooden
horse, and at the distribution of the booty, he was
said to have received an image of a three-eyed

Zeus, which was in after-times shown at Ar^s.
His own statue and tomb also .were believed to

exist at Argos.— 5. Father of Cycnus, who was
metamorphosed into a swan. Hence we find the

swan called by Ovid Stheneleia volucria and iSYAene-

leia proles.— 6. A tragic poet, contemporary with

Aristophanes, who attacked him in the Wasps.

Stheno. [OoBGONKS.]
StlHcho, son of a Vandal captain under the

emperor Valens, became one of the most distin-

guished generals of Theodosius I. On the death

of Theodosius, a. d. 395, Stilicho became the real

ruler of the West under the emperor Honorius

;

and his power was strengthened by the death of

his rival Riifinus [Rufinus], and by the marriage

of his daughter Maria to Honorius. His military

abilities saved the Western empire; and after

gaining several victories over the barkirians, ho
defeated Alaric at the decisive battle of Pollentia,

403, and compelled him to retire from Italy. In
405 ho gained another great victory over Rada-
gaisus, who had invaded Italy at the head of a
formidable host of barbarians. These ^ctories

raised the ambition of Stilicho to so high a pitch,

that he iispircd to nuake himself master of the

Roman empire
;
but he was apprehended and put

to death at Ravenna in 408.

Stilo, L. Aellus Praeconlnas, a celebrated Ro-
man grammarian, one of the teachers of VarrtPand

Cicero. He received the surname of Praeconinus,

because bis father had been a praeco, and that of

Stilo on account of his compositions. He belonged

to the aristocratical party, and accompanied Q. Me-
tellus Numidicus into exile in B. c. 100. He wrote

Commentaries on the Songs of the Salii and on the

Twelve Tables, a work De Proloquiis., &c. He and

his son-in-law, Ser. Claudius, may be regarded as

the founders of the study of grammar at Rome.
Some modem writers suppose that the work on

Rhetoric ad C. Herennium, which is printed in

the editions of Cicero, is the work of this Aelius,

but this is mere conjecture.

StilpoXST/AirciiF), a celebrated philosopher, was
a native of Megara, and taught philosophy in his

native town. According to one account, he engaged

in dialectic encounters with Diodorus Cronus afc the

eourt of Ptolemaeus Soter; while, accordii^ to

another, he did not comply with the invitoUoii «f
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the king to visit Alexandria. He acquired a j?reat I

reputation ;
and so high was the esteem in which

|

he was held, that Demetrius, the son of Antigonusi

spared hiJ houso at the capture of Megaro. He is
;

said to have surpassed’ his contemporaries in in> !

ventive power and dialectic art, and to have inspired

almost all Greece with a devotion to the Megarian

philosophy. He seems to have made the idea of

virtue the especial object of his consideration. He
maintained that the wise man ought not only to

^oyorcome every evil, but not even to be affected

by any.

the name of Semele, according to the

pronunciation of the Romans.

Stirla (Sre/pfa : Sretpieis : Ru. on the bay

P(yrto fi'q/W), a demus in Attica, S. E. (»f Branron,

belonging to the tribe Pandionis, to which there

was a road from Athens called STctpm/ci/ tMi.

It was the birth-place of Thoramenes nnd Thra*

sybulus.

StobaoTXB, Joannes (^\u>Avvrii 6 :Sro^a7or), de«

rived his surname apparently from being a native

of Stobi in Macedonia. Of his personal history

we know nothing. Even the age in which he

lived cannot be fixed with accuracy; but he must

have been later than Ilierocles of Alexandria,

whom he quotes. Probably he did not live very

long after him, as he quotes- no writer of a later

date. We are indebted to Stobaeus for a very

valuable collection of extracts from earlier Greek
writers. Stobaeus was a man of extensive reading,

in the course of which he noted down the most

interesting passages. The materials which he had

collected in this way he arranged, in the order of

subjects, for the use of his son Septimius. This

collection of extracts has come down to us, divided

into 2 distinct works, of which one bears the title

of *£KAo7al ^vaxKcil ^laK^KXtKal aal ijBiical (EC'

logae Phgsicae, etc.), and the other the title of

’Ap$oA6ytoy (I^orilegiim or Sei'mones). The Ec-

logae consist for the most part of extracts convey-

ing the views of earlier poets and prose writers on

points of physics, dialectics, and ethics. The Flo-

rilcgium, or Semiones, is devoted to subjects of a

moral, political, and economical kind, and maxims

of praeSj^al wisdom. Each chapter of the Eclog^

and Sermones is headed by a title describing its

matter. The extracts quoted in illustration begin

usually with passages from the poets, after whom
come historians, orators, philosophers and phy-

^cians. To Stobaeus we are indebted for a large

pro^riion of the fragments that remain of the lost

works of poets. Euripides seems to have been an

especial favourite with him. He has quoted above

500 passages from him in the Sermones, 150 from

Sophocles, nnd above 200 from Menander. In

extracting from prose writers, Stobaeus sometimes

quotes verbatim) sometimes gives only an epitome

of the passage. The best edition of the Bclogae

is by Heeren, Getting. 1792—1801, 4 vols. 8vo.,

and of the Florilegium by Gaisford, Oxon. 1822,

4 vols. 8vo.

StSbi {2r6€oi: :grofoios), a town of Mace-
donia, and the most important place in the district

Paeonia, was probably situated on the jiver Eri-

gon, N. of Thessalonica and N. E. of Haticlen.

It was made a Roman colony and a municipium,
and under the later emperors was the capital of

the province Mhcedonia IT. or Salutaris. It ’was

destroyed at the end of the 4th century by the

Qoths ; but it is still mentioned by the Byzantine

STRABO.

writers- as a fortress under the name of Stypgum
(STJhrttojf); Its site is unk^o^vn

;
for the modem

TiffcA; which is usually supposed to stand upon the

site of Stohi, lies too far to the N.E.
Stoeoh&des Insi&lae (/. (Vlli^res), a group of

5 small islands in the Mediterranean, off the coast

f Gallia Narbonensis and E. of Massilia, on which
the Massiliotes kept an armed force to protect

their trade against pirates. The 3 larger islands

were called Prote, Mese or Pomponiana, and
Hypaea, the modem Porquerolh, Port Croz, and
fsie de Levant or du Titan

;

the two smaller ones

are probably the modem Ratoneau and Promigne.

Stoeui. a liigurian people in the Maritime Alps,

conquered by Q. Marcius Rex n. c. 1 18, before he

founded the colony of Narho Martins.

Sttabo, a cognomen in many Roman gentes,

liguificd a person who squinted, and is accordingly

classed with Parltis^ though the latter word did

not indicate such a complete distortion of vision

as Strabo.

StrS.bo, the geographer, was a native of Amasia
in PontiiB. The date of his birth is unknown, but

may perhaps be placed about n. c. 54. He lived

during the whole of the reign of Augustus, and
during the early part, at least, of the reign of

Tiberius. He is supposed to have died about

A. D. 24. Ho received a careful education. He
studied grammar under Avistodemus at Nysa in

Caria, and' philosophy under Xenarchus of Seleucia

in Cilicia and Boethus of Sidon. He lived some
years at Rome, and also travelled much in various

countries. Wo learn from his own work that he
was with his friend Aelius Oallns in Egypt in

B. o. 24. He wrote an historical work ('loroptici

’TvofivfinaTa) in 48 books, which is lost. It began
where the history of Polybius ended, and was
probably continued to tho battle of Actium. He
also wrote a work on Geography (rforypcupiKd), in

17 books, which has come down to us entire, with
tho exception of the 7th, of which we have only a

meagre epitome. Strabo’s work, according to his

own expression, was jjot intended for tho use of all

persons. It was designed for all who had had a

good education, nnd particularly for those who
were engaged in the higher departments of admi-

nistration. Consistently with this view, his plan

does not comprehend minute description, except

when the place or the object is of great interest or

importance; nor is his description limited to the

physical characteristics of each country; it com-

prehends the important political events of which
each country has been the theatre, a notice of the

chief citiesund the great men who have illustrated

them
;
in short, whatever was most characteristic

and interesting in every country. His work forms

a striking contrast with the geography of Ptolemy,

and the dry list of names, occasionally relieved by
something added to them, in the geographical por-

tion of the Natmral History of Pliny. It is in

short a book intended for r^ing, and it may be

read
; 3 kind of historical geography. Strabo’s

language is generally clear, except in those pai^

sages ^heie the text has been corrupted'; it is

appropriate tb the matter, simple and without

affectation. The first 2 books of Strabo are an

introduction' tb his Geography, and contain his

views on tffe form and magnitude of the earth,

and other sabjects connected with mathematical

geography. In the 3rd book he begins his- de-

scription : he devotes 8 books to Boropr: 8 to
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Asia ;
and the 17th and last to Egypt and Libya.

The best editions of Strabo are by Casaubon,

Genova, 1587, and Paris, 1620, fob, I- reprinted

by Alraeloveen, Amsterdam, 1707, and by Fal-

coner, Oxford, 1807, 2 vols. fob—by Siebenkces,

and Tzschucke, Lips. 1811, 7 vols. 8vo.
;
by Komy,

Paris, 1815, seq. 4 vols. 8vo.
;
and by Kramer,

Berlin, 1 844, seq., of which only 2 vols. have yet

appeared. This last is by far the best critical

edition.

Str&bo, Fannins. 1. C., consul b.c. 161 with

M. Valerius Mcssala. In their consulship the

rhetoricians were expelled from Rome.— 2. C.,

son of the preceding, consul 122. He owed his

election to the consulship chiefly to the influence

of C. Gracchus, who was anxious to prevent his

enemy Opimius from obtaining the office. But in

his consulship Fannius supported the aristocracy,

and took an active part in opposing tho measures

of Gracchus. Ho spoke against the proposal of

•Gracchus, who wished to give the Roman fran-

chise to the Latins, in a speech which was re-

garded as a master-piece in the time of Cioero.

—3. G., son-in-law of Tjaolius, and frequently con-

founded with No. 2. He served in Africa, under

Scipio Africanus,. in 146, and in Spain under

Fabius Maximus in 142. He is introduced by
Cicoro as one of the speakers both in his work
Da Repuhlicay and in his treatise De Amidtia.

He owed his celebrity in literature to his History,

which was written in Latin, and of which Brutus

made an abridgement.

Strabo, Seiua. [Sbjanu.s.]

Str^tSoles (SrparoicA^^), an Athenian orator,

and a friend of tho orator Lycurgua. He was a

vinilent opponent of Demosthenes,whom he charged

with having accepted bribes from Harpalus. Stra-

tocles especially distinguished himself by his ex-

travagant flattery of Demetrius.

Straton (^rpdTOfv). 1. Son of Arcesilaus, of

Lampsacus, Avas a distinguished peripatetic phi-

losopher, and the tutor of Ptolemy Philadelphns.

He succeeded Theophrastus as head of the school

in B. c. 288, and, after presiding over it 18 years,

was succeeded by Lycon. He devoted him-

self especially to the study of natural science,

whence he obtained the appellation of Phytieus.

Cicero, while speaking highly of his talents, blames

him for neglecting the most necessary part of phi-

losophy, that which has respect to virtue and

morals, and giving himself up to the investigation

of nature. Straton appears to have held a pw-
theistic system, the specific character of which

cannot, however, be determined. He seems to

have denied the existence of any out of tho

material universe, and to have held that every par-

ticle of matter has a plastic and seminal power,

but without sensation or intelligence; and that

life, sensation, and intellect, are hut forms, acci-

dents, and affections of matter. Some modern

writers have regarded Straton as a forerunner of

Spinoza, while others see in his system an auticip

pation of the hypothesis of monads.— '2. Of Sardis,

an epigrammatic poet, and the compiler <)f a Greek

Anthology, devoted to licentious subjects.^ [Pla-
nuoes.]— 8. A physician of Berytus in Phoe-

nicia, one of whose medical formulae is quoted by
Galen.—*4. Also a physician, and a' pupil ^
Rrasistratus in the 3rd century b. c., who appriiM

to have lived on very intimota terms with his

tutor.
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Str&t5nlc§ (2tpoto>'i#ci7). L Wife of Antigo-
nus, king of Asia, by whom she became the mother
of Demetrius Polioroetes.— 2. Daughter of De-
metrius Poliorcetes and Phila, the daughter of

Antipater. In 300, at which time she could not

have been more than 17 years of age, she was
marriod to Selencus, king of Syria. Notwithstand-
ing the disparity of their ages, she lived in hrf-

mony with the uid king for some years, when it

was discovered that her step-son Antiochus was
deeply enamoured of her, and Seleucus, in or^r to

.save tho life of liis son, which was endanger^ by
the violence of his passion, gave up Stratonice in

marriage to the young prince. She bore 3 children

to Antiochus: 1. Antiochus II., sumnmod Theos ;

2. Apama, married to Magas, king of Gyrene;
and .3. Stratonice.—i 3. Daughter of the preceding
and of Antiochus I., was married to Demetrius II.,

king of Macedonia. She quitted Demetrius in

disgust, on account of his second marriage with
Plithia, the d.aughter of Olympias, and retired to

Syria. Here she was put to death by hor nophew
Seleucus II., against whom bho had attempted to

raise a revolt.—« 4. Daughter of. Antiochus II.,

king of Syria, married to Ariarathos III., king of

Cappadocia.— 6. One of the favourite wive* of

Mithridates the Great.

Strat5nlc5a (Srparo^/weia, hrpamvlKTf

:

iSrpo-

Tovticeur, StratonicCus, Stratonicensis : Eski-Hisar,
Ru.), one of tho chief inland cities of Caria, built

by Antiochus I. Soter, who fortifled it strongly,

and named it in honour of his wife Stratonice. It

stood E. of Mylasa and S. of Alabanda, near the

river Marsyas, a S. tributary of the Maeander.
Under the Romans it was a free city; and it was
improved by Hadrian. Near it stood the great

temple of Zeus Chrysaoreus, the centre of the na-

tional worship of the Carians. Thera is some
reason to believe that Stratuiiicea stood on the- site

of a former city, called Idrias, and, still eocHac,

Chrysaoijs.

StratSniB Turris. [Cabsahba, No. 3.]

Strattis (Srpdrrxs or Zrpdris)^ an Athenian
poet of the Old Comedy, flourished from b. c. 412
to ,380.

StratOB (JirpdTos). 1. (^rpirios : Lepenu
or I^panon Ru.), the chief town in A^nania,
10 stadia W. of the Achelous. Its territory was
called Stratice. It was a strongly fortified town,
and commanded' the ford of the Achelous on the

high road from Aetolia to Acamania. Hence it

was a place of military importance, and waV at an
early period taken possession of by the Aetolians.
—» 2. A town in Achaia, afterwards called Dymb.
—3. A town in the W. of Arcadia in the territory

of Thelpusa, perhaps the same as the Homeric
Stratia.

Strong^la. [Naxos.]
Strongyllon (2tpo77i;aW), a distinguished

Greek statuary, flourished daring the last 30 or 40
years of the 5th centuiy B..c.

Strbph&dea InstUae (^po^<£8is), formerly

called £15tae (lIAwraf : Strtifadia- and Strioalt),

2 islands in the Ionian sea, off the coast of Mes-
senia and S. of Zacynthus. The Harpies were
pursued to these islimds by the sons of BcriBaa

;

and it was from the ciroumstanoe of tha latter

reiumir^ from these islands after the pursuit^ that

they are supposed to have obtamed name of

Strophades*

king of Phocia, ton- ol

3 A 4
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Criaaus and Antiphutia, and husband of Cydragora,

Anaxibia or Astyochia, by whom he became the

father of Astydainia and Pylades. See Orbstks.

StrtLchS^tes (Srpo^xaTfs), a Median people,

mentioned only by Herodotus (i. 101).

Strymon (Struma^ by the Turks A’arasu), an

important river in Macedonia, forming the bound-

ary between that country and Thrace down to the

time of Philip. It rose in Mt. Scomius, flowed

first S. and then S. K., passed through the lake

Prasias, and, immediately S. of Amphipolis, fell

into a bay of the Aegaean Sea, called after it

StrymonlcuB Sinus. The numerous cranes on

its banks are frequently mentioned by ancient

writers.

Str^Snii (7,rpvyL6vioi\ the old name, accord-

ing to Herodotus, of the Bithynians, who migrated

into Asia Minor from the banks of the river Stry-

mon. Bithynia was sometimes called Strymonis.

StubSra, a town of Macedonia in the district

Paeonia, probably on the river Erigon.

Stymphalldes. [Stymphalus.J
Styxnph&lis (STUjiKpaXfs). 1. A lake in Ar-

cadia. [Stymphalijs.] — 2. A district in Mace-

donia, between Atintania and Elimiotis.

StympIl&luB (STu/jnpa\os, JiTv/xiprjXos : "Xrvfi-

^ciAios), a town in the N. E. of Arcadia, the ter-

ritory of which was bounded on the N. by Achaia,

on the E. by Sicyonia and Phliasia, on the S. by
the territory of Mantinea, and on the W. by that

of Orchnmeiius and Pheneus. The district was
one of military importance, since it commanded
one of the chief roads from Arcadia to Argolis.

Its name is said to have been derived from Stym-

phalus, a son of Elatus and grandson of Areas.

The town itself was situated on a mountain of the

same name, and on the N. side of the lake Stym-
ph&lil (irviJ.(pa\is : Zaraka)^ on which dwelt,

according to tradition, the celebrated birds, called

StymphMldes (5Ti/p,0aAl8€s), destroyed by Her-

cules. [For details, sec p. 309, a.] From this

lake issued the river Stymphalus, which after a

short course disappeared under ground, and was
supposed to appear again as the river Erasiuus in

Argolis.

BtjTSLjrh ^Tvpa : :STvp«ifs : Stura)^ a town in

Euboea on the S. W. coast, not far from Carystus,

and nearly opposite Marathon in Attica. The
inhabitants were originally Dryopes, though they

subsequently denied their descent from this people.

They took an active part in the Persian war, and
foiight"&t Artemisium, Salamis and Plataea. They
afterwards became subject to the Athenians, and
paid a yearly tribute of 1200 drachmae. The
town was destroyed in the Lamian war by the

Athenian general Pbaedrns
; and its territory was

annexed to Erctria.

8tyz (3Stu^), connected with the verb ff7vy4a>,

to bate or abhor, is the name of the principal river

in the nether world, around which it flows 7 times.

Styx is described as a daughter of Oceanus and
Tethys. As a nymph she dwelt at the entnmee
of Hades, in a lofty grotto whiclt was supported

by silver columns. As a river Styx is described

as a branch of Oceanus, flowing from its 10th
source; and the river Cocytus again is a*hranch
of the Styx, By Pallas Styx became the mother
of Zelus (zeal), Nice (victory), Bia (strength), and
Cratos (power). She was the first of all the im-
mortals who took her children to Zeus, to assist

him against the Titans ; and, in letum for this,
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her children were allowed for ever to live with
Zeus, and Styx herself became the divinity by
whom theftnost solemn oaths were sworn. .When
one of the gods had to take an oath by Styx, Iris

fetched a cup full of water from the Styx, and the

god, while taking the oath, poured out the water.

Styx (2Tt5| : Mavra-neria), a river iu the N.
of Arcadia, near Nonacris, descending from a high
rock, and falling into the Crathis. The ancients

believed that the water of this river was poisonous

;

and according to one tale Alexander the Great was
poisoncdfby it. It was said also to break all vessels

made of glass, stone, metal and any other material,

except of the hoof of a honse or a mule.

Snada, the Roman person!Hcation of persuasion,

the Greek I'ttho also called by the di-

minutive Suadela.

Sti&g&la (lSofd7eAa), an ancient city of Oiria,

near Myndiis, was the burial-place of the old kings

of the country.

Suasa (Suasanus : S. Lorenxo\ a raunicipium

in Umbria on the Sena.

Suastna. [Oho vspxs, No. 2].

Subertum or Sudertum (Sudertanus: Sow«iio\
a town in the interior of Etruria.

SublaqnSnm (Sublacensis : Subiaco)^ a small

town of the Aequi in Latinm, on the Anio near

its source. Near it stood the celebrated villa of

Claudius and Nero (Villa Sublacensis)
;
and from

it was derived the name of the Via Sublacensis,

which was a branch of the Via Tiburtina.

Sublicius Pong. [Roma, p. 649, b.j

Subur. 1. A town of the LaeCtaiii in Ilispania

Tarracoiiciisis E. of Tarraco, described by some as

a town of the Cosetani, and by others again as a

town of the Ilergctcs. — 2. (»SV>» or Cubu\ a
river in Mauretania Tingitana, flowing past the

colony Bunasa into the Atlantic ocean.

Silbiira or Sfibnrra. [Roma, p. 6.50, a.]

Subzupara {Zarvi)y a town in Thrace on tho

ro{id from Philippopolis to ITadrianopolis.

Succabar {l.ovx'i.Bappiy Ptol. : Afazuna ?), an
inland city of Mauretania Caesariensis, S.E. of the

mouth of the Chinalapfi. It was a culonia, mid is

mentioned by Ammimms Marcellinus under the

name of oppidum Sugar-baritaniim.

Sncci or Succorum Angustiae. [Ha£mu.s.]

Sucro. 1. (ATucar), a river in Hispania Tarraco-

nensis, rising m a S. branch of Mt. Idubeda in

the territory of the Celtiberi, and falling S. of

Valentia into a gulf of the Mediterranean called

after it Sinus Sucronensis {Gvifof Valencia), —

•

2. {CuUcra)^ a town of the Edetaiii in Ilispania

Tamconensij^ on tho preceding river, and between

the Iberus and Carthago Nora.

Sudertum. [Subertum.]
SudSti Honteg, a range of mountains in the

S.K of Germany, in which the Albis takes its rise.

Suel (Fuenffirola), a town in Hispania Baetica

on the road from Malacg to Cades.

Suegga Aurunca (Sucssanus : Sessa\ a town

of the Aurunci in Latium, E. of the Via Appia,

between Minturnae and Teanum, on the W. slope

of Mons Massicus. It was situated in a beautiful

district called Vesdnus ager, whence it has been

supposed that the town itself was at one time

called Peseta. It was made a Roman colony in

the Samnite wars, hut must have been aflterwa^g

colonised afresh, since we find it called in inscrip-

tions Col. Julia Fdix, It wag the birthplace of

the poet Lucilius.
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Suessa Ffiai^tla (Suessanus), also called F5>

mStla simply, an ancient and important town of

the Volsci in Latium, S. of Forum ^ppii, con-

quered by the Romans under Tarquinius Priscus,

and taken a second time and sacked by the consul

Servilius. It was one of the 23 cities situated in

the plain afterwards covered by the Pomptine

Marshes, which are said indeed to have derived

their name from this town.

Sues8et^,a people in Hispania Tarraconensis,

mentioned in connection with the Sedetani.

Suessidnes or Snessdnes, a powerful people in

Gallia llelgicn, who wore reckoned the bravest of

all the Belgic Gauls after the Bellovaci, and who
could bring 50,000 men into the field in Caesar’s

time. Their king Divitiacus, shortly before Cae-

sar’s arrival in the country, was reckoned the

most powerful chief in all Oaul, and had extended

his sovereignty even over Britain. The Suessiones

dwelt in an extensive and fertile country K. of the

Bellovaci, S. of the Veromandui, and W. of the

Kcmi. They possessed 12 towns, of which the

capital was Noviodunum, subsequently Augusta

Sucssonum or Suessones {SoissoJis).

SueBSilla (Sucssulanus : Torre di Sessolu)^ a

town in Samnium, on the S. slope of Mt. Tifata.

Suetdnfus Faidlnas. [Paulinus.]
C. Suetdnlus Tranquillus, the Roman his-

torian, was bom about the beginning of the reign

of Vespasian, llis father was Suetonius Lenis,

who was a tribune of the 1 3th legion in the battle

of Bedriacum, in which Otho was defeated. Sue-

tonius i)ractised as an advocate at Rome in the

reign of Trajan. He lived on intimate terms with

the younger Pliny, many of whose letters are ad-

dressed to him. At the request of Pliny Trajan

granted to Suetonius the Jus trium liberorum^ for

though he was married he had not 3 children,

which number was necessary to relievo him from

varioiis legal disabilities. Suetonius was after-

wards appointed private secretary (MagisterEpisto-

larum) to Hadrian, but was deprived of this office

by the emperor, along with^epticius Clarus, the

Pracfcct of the Praetorians, on the ground of

associating with Sabina the emperor’s wife, with-

out his permission. Suetonius wrote many works,

of which the only ones extant are ;— Vitae Duo-
de^im Caesarum, or the 12 Emperors, of whom the

first is C. Julius Caesar and the last is Domitian

;

Liber de illustrihus Grammaiicis ; Liber de daris

Dhetoribus ; Vitae TereniiL Haraiiiy Fersii^ Lu-
mwi, Juvenalis, Plinii Majoris. His chief work
is his Lives of the Caesars. Suetonius does not

follow the chronological order in his Lives, hut he
groups together many things of the same kind.

His language is very brief and precise, sometimes

obscure, without any affectation of ornament. He
certainly tells a prodigious number of scandalous

anecdotes about the Caesars, but there was plenty

to tell about them
;
and if 'he did not choose to

suppress those anecdotes which he believed to be

true, that is no imputation on his veracity. As a
great collection of facts of all kinds, the work on

the Caesars is invaluable for the historian* of this

period. His judgment and his honesty have both

been attacked by some modem critics ; but we
are of opinion, that on both grounds a careful study

of his work will justify him. The friendship of

the younger Pliny is evidence in favour of his in-

tegrity. The treatise De illustrihus Grammatids
and that De daris Khetoribus are probably only
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parts of a larger work. They contain a few bio-

graphical and other notices, that are occasionally

useful. It has been conjectured thq|^ the few
scanty lives of the Latin poets, already enumerated,

belonged to a larger work De Poetis. If this

conjecture be true, the short notice of the elder

Pliny may not be by Suetonius. A work entitled

De Viris Illusiribus, which has been attributed

both to Suetonius and the younger Plinius, is now
unanimously assigned to Aurelius Victor. The
best editions of Suetonius arc by P. BumHftin,

Amsterdam, 1736, 2 vols. 4to., and by Baum-
garten-Crusins, Lips. 1816, 3 vols. 8vo.

Snivi, one of the greatest and most powerful

peoples of Germany, or, more properly speaking,

the collective name of a great number of German
tribes, who were grouped together on account of

their migratory mode of life, and spoken of in oppo-

sition to the more settled tribes, who went under
the general name of Ingaevones. The Suevi are

described by all the ancient writers as occupying

the greater half of all Germany
;
but tlie accounts

vary respecting tlie part of the country which they
inhabited. Caesar represents them as dwelling

K. of the IJbii and Sygambri, and W. of the Che-
rusci, and their country as divided into 100
cantons. Strabo makes them extend in an E.-ly

direction beyond the Albis, and in a S.-ly as far

as the sources of the Danube. Tacitus given the

name of Snevia to the whole of the E. of Germany
from the Danube to the Baltic. At a later time

the collective name of the Suevi gradually disap-

peared; and the different tribes of the Suevic
nice were each called by their distinctive names.
Ill the 2nd half of the 3rd century, however, wo
again find a people called Suevi, dwelling between
the mouth of tiic Main and the Black Forest,

whose name is still preserved in the modem
Suabia i but this people was only a body of bold

adventurers from various Qtennan tribes, who as-

sumed the celebrated name of the Suevi in coiise-

qucnco of tiielr not possessing any distinguishing

appellation.

Sufenas, M. Honlus, tribune of the plebs in

B. c. 56, fought on Pompey’s side at the battle of

PharKilia, •
Sufes {SUha), a city of N. Africa, in the Car-

thaginian territory (Byzacena).

Sufetiila {SfaWa), a city of Byzacena, S. of

Sufes, of which its name is a diminutive. It be-

came, however, a much more important plaeA) as a
chief centre of the roads in the interior of the

province of Africa. Its ruins are magnificent.

Suidai (SovtSav), a Greek lexicographer, of

whom nothing is known. No certain conclusions

as to the age of the compiler can he derived from
passages in the work, since it may have received

numerous interpolations and additions. Eustathius,

who lived about the end of the 12 th century of

the Christian era, quotes the Lexicon of Suidas

;

and there are passages in the Lexicon referring to

Michael Psellus, who lived at the close of the 11th
century. The Lexicon of Suidas is a dictionary ot

words arranged in alphabetical order, with some
few peculiarities of arrangement; but it contains

both words which are found in dictionaries of lan-

guages, and also names of persons and places, with
extracts from, ancient Greek writers, grammarians,

scholiasts, and lexicographers, and some extracts

from later Greek writers. The names of persons

comprehend both persons who are mentioned in
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sacred and in profane hiatoiyf which shows that if

the work is by one hand, it is by a Christiaa* No
well conceived plan has been the basis of this work

:

it is incomplete as to the number of articles) and

exceedingly irregular and unequal in the uxe>

cution. 8uine articles are pretty complete, others

conbiin no information at all. As to the. bio-

graphical notices it has been conjectured that

Suidas or the compiler got thorn all from one source,

which, it is further supposed, may be the Onoma-
tolof'os or Pinax of Hesycluus of Miletus. The
Lexicon, though without merit as to its execution,

is valuable both for the literary history of an-

tiquity, for the explanation of words, and for the

citations from many ancient writers. The best

editions of the Lexicon are by Kuster, Cambridge,

1705, 3 vols. fo.
j

by Gaisford," Oxford, 1034,

3 vols. fo.
; and by Bernhardy, 4to. ILille, 1 834.

Suiones, the general name <of all the German
tribes inhabiting Scandinavia.

SuiamontXum, a mountain in Liguria.

Sulci (SulcitaiiuB : Sulci), an iuicient town in

Sardinia, founded by the Carthaginians, and a

place of considerable maritime and commercial

importance. It was situated on a promontory on

the S.W. corner of the island.

Sulgas {Soryue), a river in Gaul, descending

from tlie Alps, and flowing into the Rhone near

Vindalum.

Sulla, Coni£lIu8| the name of a patrician family.

This family was originally called Huflnus [Rufi-
Nus], and the first member of it who obtained the

name of Sulla was P. Cornelius Sulk, mentioned

below [No. 1.] The origin of the name is un-

certain. Moat modem writers suppose that it is

a word of the same significatioii as Rufus or Ru-

finus, and refers simply to the red colour of the

hair or the complexion; but it has been conjectured

with greater probability that it is a diminutive

of Sura, which was a gognoinen in several Roman
gentes. It would be formed from Sura on the

same analogy as puella from puera, and ieneUus

from iener. There is no authority for writing the

word Sylbo, as is done by many modem writers.

On coins and inscriptions we always And Sula or

Sulla, new Sylla. 1. P., great grandfather of the

dictator Sulk, and grandson of P. Cornelius Rufl-

nus, who was twice consul in the Snmnito wars.

[Rufinus, CoHNKLius.] His father is not men-

tioned. lie was ilainen dialis, and likewise praetor

urbanus and peregrinus in b.c. 212, when he pre-

idetfover the first celebration of the Ludi Apol-

linares. —2. P., son of No. 1, and grandfather of

the dictator Sulk, was praetor in 186.—-S. L., son

of No. 2, and father of the dictator Sulla, lived in

obscurity, and left his sun only a slender fortune.

4. L. Bumaracd Polix, the dictator, was bom in

138. Although his fntlier left him only a small

property, his means were sufficient to secure for

him a good education. He studied the Greek, and

Roman literature with diligence and success, and

appears early to have imbibed that love for litera-

ture and art by which he was distinguished

throughout life. At the same time he prosecuted

pleasure with equal ardour, and his youth, as well

as' his manhood, was disgraced by tbc inoU sensual

vices. Still his love of pleasure did not absorb all

his time, nor did it emasculate his mind ; for no

Roman during the latter days of the republic, with

the exception of Julius Caesar, had a clearer judg-

ment, a keener discrimination of character, ox a
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firmer will. The slender property of Sulla was
increased by the liberality of his step-mother and
of a conrtAsan named Nicopolis, both of whom left

him all their fortune. His means, though still

scanty for a Roman noble, now enabled liim to

aspire to the honours of the state. He was quaestor

in 107, when he served under Marius in Africa.

Hitherto he had only been known for his profligacy;

but he displayed both zeal and ability in the dis-

charge of his duties, and soon gained the appro-

bation of his commander, and the aflfections of the

soldiers. It was to Sulla that Jugurtha was deli-

vered by Bocchus
;
and the quaestor thus shared

with the consul the glory of bringing this war to a
conclusion. Sulla himself was so proud of his

sliare in the success, that he had a seal ring en-

graved, representing the surrender of Jugurtha,

which he continued to wear till the day of his

death. Sulla continued to serve under Mai-ius

with great distinction in the campaigns agiiinst the

Cimbri and Teutones; but Marius becoming jealous

of the rising famo of his officer, Sulla left Marius
in 102, and took a command under tho colleague

of Marius, Q. Catulus, who entrusted tiie chief

management of the war to Sulla. Sulla now re-

turned to Rome, where he appears to have lived

quietly for some years. lie was praetor in 93, luid

in the following year (92) was sent as propraetor

into Cilicia, with special orders from the senate to

restore Ariobnrzanes to his kingdojn of Cappadocia,

from which he had been expelled by Mithridates.

Sulla met with complete success. He defeated

Gordius, the general of Mithridates, in Cappadocia,

and placed Ariobarzanes on the throne. Tho
enmity between Marius and Sulla now assumed a

more deadly foma. Sulla’s ability and increasing

reputation had already led the aristocratical party

to look up to him as one of their leaders; and thus

politioil animosity was added to private hatred.

In addition to this Marius and Sulla were both

anxious to obtain the command of tho impending

war against Mithridates
;
and the success which

attended Sulla’s recent operations in the East had
increased his popularfty, and pointed him out as

the most suitable person for this important com-

mand. About this time Bocchus erected in the

Capitol gilded figures, representing the surrender

of Jugurtha to Sulla, at which Marius was so en-

raged that he could scarcely be prevented from

removing them by force. The exasperation of both

parties became so violent that they nearly had

recourse to arms against each other
;

but the

breaking out of the Social War hushed all private

quarrels for^e time. Marius and Sulla both took

an active part in the war against the common foe.

But Marius was now advanced in years ;
and he

had the deep mortification of finding that his

achievements were thrown into the shade by the

superior energy of his rival Sulk gained some
brilliant victories over -the enemy, and took Bovi-

anum, the chief town of the Samnites. He was

elected consul for 80, and received from the senate

the command of the Mithridatic war. The events

which followed,— his expukion from Rome by
Marius, his return to the city at the head of his

legions, and the proscription of Marius and his

leading adherents— are related in the life of

Marius. Sulla remained at Rome, till the ^d of

the year, and set out for Greece at the beginning

of 87, in order to carry on the war against Mitlm-

dates. He. landed at Dyxrhachium, and forthwitb
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marched' against Athens, which had become the

head-quarters of the Mithridatio cause in Greece.

After a long and obstinate siege, Athens'^as taken

by storm on the 1 st of March in 86, and was given

up to rapine and plunder. Sulla then marched
against Archclaus, the general of Mithridates,

whom he defeated in the neighbourhood of Ghae-

ronea in Boeotia; and in the following year ho

again gained' a decisive victory over the same ge-

neral near Orchomenus. But while Sulla was
carrying on the war with such success in Greece,

his enemies had obtained the upper hand in Italy.

The consul Cinna, who had been driven out of

Home by his colleague Octavius, soon after Sulla’s

departure from Italy, had entered it again with

Marius at the close of the year. Both Cinna and
Marius were appointed consuls 86, and all the regu-

lations of Sulla were swept away. Sulla however
would not return to Italy till he had brought the

^var against Mithridates to a conclusion. After

driving the generals of Mithridates out of Greece,

Snlla crossed the Hellespont, and eariy in 84 con-

cluded a peace with the king of Pontns. He now
turned his arms against Fimbria, who had been

appointed by the Marian party as his successor in

the command. But the troops of Fimbria deserted

their general, who put an end to his own life.

Sulla now prepared to return to Italy. After

leaving his legate, L. Licinius Murena,in command
of the province of Asia, with two legions, ho set

sail with his own army to Athens. While pre-

paring for his deadly struggle in Italy, he did not

lose his interest in literature. He carried with

him from Athens to Rome the valuable library of

Apellicon of Tcos, which contained most of the

works ofAristotle and Theophrastus. [ApKLLinoN].

He landed at Brundusiura in the spring of 83.

The Marian party far outnumbered him in troops,

and had every prospect of victory. By bribery

and' promises however vSulla gained over a large

number of the Marian soldiers, and he persuaded

many of the Italian towns to espouse his cause.

In the field his efforts wtre crowned by equal

success; and he was ably supported by several of

the Roman nobles, who espoused his cause in

different parts of Italy, Of these one of the most

distinguished was the young Cn. Pompey, who
was at the time only 23 years of ago. [Pompeius,

No. 10.] In the following year (82) the struggle

was brought to a close by the decisive battle

gained by Sulla over the Samnites and Lucanians

under Pontius Telcsinus before the Colline gate of

Rome. This victory was followed by the surrender

of Praeneste and the death of the youftger Marius,

who had taken refuge in this town. Sulla was

now master of Rome and Italy ;
and he resolved

to take the most ample vengeance upon his ene-

mies, and to extirpate the popular party. One of

his first acts was to draw up a list of his enemies

who were to be put to death, called a Proscription

It was the first instance of the kind in Roman
history. All persons in this list were outlaws who
might bo killed by any one with impunity, even

by slaves ;
their property was confiscated to the

state, and was to be sold by public auction ; their

children and. grandchildren lost their votes in the

coQutia, and were excluded from all public offices.

Further, all who killed a proscribed person, received

two talents as a reward, and whoever sheltered

Bach a person was punished with death. Terror

now reigned, not only at Rome, but throughout
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Italy. Fresh lists -of the proscribed constantly ap^

peared.' No one was safe; for Sulla gratified' his

friends by placing in the fatal lists their personal

enemies^ or persons whose property waa^oveted by
his adherents. The confiscated property, it is true,

belonged to the state, and had to ho sold by public

auction, but the friends and dependents of Sulla

urchased it nt a nominal price, as no one dared to

id against them. The number of persons who
perished by the proscriptions is stated differently,

but it appears to have amounted to many thousMids.

At the commencement of these horrors Sulla had
been appointed dictator for as long a time as he
judged to be necessary. This was towards the
close of 81. Sulla’s chief object in being invested

with the dictatorship was to carry into execution

in a legal manner the great reforms which be me-
ditated in the constitution and the administration

of justice. He had no intention of abolishing the
republic, and consequently he caused consuls to be
elected for the following year, and was elected to

the office himself in 80, while he continued to hold
the dictatorship. The general object of Sulla’s

reforms was to restore, as far as possible, tho
ancient Roman constitution, and to give bock to

the senate and tho aristocracy the power which
they had lost. Thus he deprived the tribunes of

the plebs of all real power, and abolished altogether

the legislative and judicial functions of tlie comitin

tribnta. At the beginning of 81, he celebrated n
splendid triumph on account of 'his victory over

Mithridates. In a speech which he delivered to

the people at the close of the ceremony, he claimed

for himself the surname of Fdix, as he attributed

his success in life to the favour of the gods. In
order to strengthen his power, Sulla established

military colonies throughout Italy. The inhabitants

of the Italian towns, which had fought against

Snlla, were deprived of the full Roman franchise,

and were only allowed to retain the commerciiim

:

their land was confiscated and given to the soldiers

who had fought under him. 23 legions, or, ac-

cording to another statement, 47 legions received

grants of land in various ports of Italy. A great

number of these colonies was settled in Etruria,

the population of which was thus almoiffs entirely

changed. These colonies had the strongest interest

in upholding the institutions of Sulla, since any
attempt to invalidate the latter would have endan-

gered their newly-acquired possessions. Sulla like-

wise created at Rome a kind of body-guar(Ljfor his

protection by giving the citizenship to a great

number of slaves, who had belonged to persons

proscribed by him. The slaves thus rewarded are

said to have been as many as 1 0,000, and were
called Cornelii after him as their patron. After

holding the dictatorship till the beginning of 79,

Sulla resigned this office, to the surprise of all

classes. He retired to his estate at Puteoli, and
there surrounded by the beauties of nature and art

he passed the renminder of his life in those literary

and sensual enjoyments in which he had always

taken so much pleasure. His dissolute mode of

life hastened bis death. The immediate cause of

his death was the rupture of a blood-vessel, but

some time before he had been suffering from the

disgusting disease, which is known in modem times

by the name of Morbus Pediculosus or Phthiriasis.

He died in 78 in the 60th year of his age. He
was honoured with a public funeral, and a monu-
ment was erected to him in the Campus Martius
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the inscription on which had been composed by
himself. It stated that none of his friends ever

did him a kindness, and none of his enemies a

wrong, without being fully repaid.— Sulla was

married 5 times;— 1. To Ilia or Julia, who bore

him a daughter, married to Q. Pompeius Rufus,

the son of Sulla’s colleague in the consulship in 88.

'2. To Aelia. 3. To Coelia. 4. To Caecilia Me*
tella, who bore him a son, who died before Sulla,

and likewise twins, a son and a daughter, 5.

VaV^ia, who bore him a daughter after his death.

Sulla wrote a history of his own life and times,

called Memoirs ('Tiro/uv^juara). It was dedicated

to Ij. Lucullus, and extended to 22 books, the last

of which was finished by Sulla a few days before

bis death. lie also wrote Fabulac Atellanae, and
the Greek Anthology contains a short epigram

which is ascribed to him.— 5. Faustus, son of

the dictator by his fourth wife Caecilia Metella,

and a twin brother of Fausta, was bom not long

before 88, the year in which his father obtained

his first consulship. He and his sister received

the names of Faustus and Fausta respectively on

account of the good fortune of their father. At
the death of his father in 78, Faustus and his sister

were left under the guardianship of L. Lucullus.

Faustus accompanied Poinpey into Asia, and was
the first who mounted the walls of the temple of

Jemsalcm in G3. In GO he exhibited the gladia-

torial games which ills father in his last will had
enjoined upon him. In .54 ho was quaestor. In

52 he received from the senate the commission to

rebuild the Curia Ilostilia, which had been burnt

down in tho tumults following the nmrdcr of

Clodius, and which was henceforward to be called

the Curia Cornelia, in honour of Faustus and his

father. He married Pompey's daughter, and sided

with his father-in-law in the civil war. He was
present at the battle of Pliarsalia, and subsequently

joined the leaders of Jijs party in Africa. After

the battle ofThapsus in 4 G, he attempted to escape

into Mauretania, but was taken prisoner by P.

Sittius, and carried to Caesar. Upon his arrival

in Caesar’s camp ho was murdered by the soldiers

in a tumult. Faustus seems only to have resembled

hisfath^.-in his extravagance. We know from

Cicero that he was overwhelmed with debt at the

breaking out of the civil war. "i* 6. F., nephew of

the dictator, was elected consul along with P. Au-
tronius Paetus for the year 6.5, but neither he nor

his colleague entered upon the office, as they were

accuses of bribery by L. Torquatua the younger,

and were condemned. It was currently believed

that Sulla was privy to both of Catiline's con-

spinacies, and he was accordingly accused of this

crime by his former accuser, L. Torquatus, and by
C. Cornelius. He was defended by Hnrtensius

and Cicero, and the speech of the latter on his be-

half is still extant, lie was acquitted ; but, inde-

pendent of the testimony of Sallust {Cat. 17), his

guilt may almost be inferred from the embarrass-

ment of his advocate. In the civil war Sulla es-

poused Caesar's cause, lie served under him as

legate in Greece, and commanded along with Caesar

himself the right wing at the battle of Ph,arsalia

(48). He died in 45.-7. Serv., brother of No. 6,

took part in both of Catiline's conspiracies. His
guilt was so evident, tliat no one was willing to

defend him ; but we do not read that he was put
to death along with the other conspirators.

Solmo (S^monensis). 1. (Stdmona), a town

SULPICIUS.

of the Peligni in the country of the Sabines, 7

miles S. of Corfinium on the road to Capua, and
situated ox 2 small mountain streams, the water of

which was exceedingly cold: hence we find the

town called by the poets gelidut Sulrm. It is cele-

brated as the birthplace of Ovid. It was destroyed

by Sulla, but was afterwards restored, and is men-
tioned as a Roman colony.— 2. {Sermoneta), an
ancient town of the Volsci in Latium on the

Ufens, which had disappeared in Pliny’s time.

Sulplcla, a Roman poetess who flourished

towards the close of the Ist century, celebrated for

sundry amatory effusions, addressed to her husband
Caleuus. Their general character may be gathered

from the expressions of Martial, Ausonius, and
Sidonius Apollinaris, by all of whom they are

noticed. There is extant a satiric,!! poem, in 70

hexameters, on the edict of Domitian, by which
philosophers were banished from Rome and from

Italy, which is ascribed to Sulpicia by many modem
critics. It is generally appended to the editions of

Juvenal and Persius.

Sulpicia Gens, was one of the most ancient

Roman gentes, and produced a succession of dis-

tinguished men, from the foundation of the republic

to the imperial period. The chief families of the

Sulpicii during the republican period bore the

names of:— Cambhinus, Galba, Gallus, Ru-
fus (given below), Saverrio.

Stdplclus Apollinaris, a contemporary of A.
Gellius, was a learned grammarian. There are 2
poems in the Latin Anthology, purporting to be
written by Sulpicius of Carthage, whom some
identify with the above-named Sulpicius Apolli-

naris. One of these poems consists of 72 lines,

giving the argument of the 12 books of Virgil's

Aeneid, G lines being devoted to each book.

Sulpicius Bufus. 1. P., one of tho most dis-

tinguished orators of liis time, was born n. e.

124. He commenced public life as a supporter

of the aristocraticai party, .and acquired great in-

fluence in the state by his splendid talents, whilo

he was still young, hi 93 he was quaestor, and
in 89 he served as legate of the consul Cn. Pom-
peius Strabo in the Marsic war. In 88, he was
elected to the tribunate; but he deserted the

aristocraticai party, and joined Marius. The
causes of this sudden change are not expressly

stated ; but we are told that lie was overwhelmed

with debt
;
and there can be little doubt that ho

was bought by Marius, Sulpicius brought forward

a law in favour of Marius and his party, of which

an account is given under Marius. When Sulla

marched u|y>ti Rome at the head of his army,

Marius and Sulpicius took to flight. Marius suc-

ceeded in making his escape to Africa, but Sul-

picius was discovered in a villa, and put to death.

— 2. F., probably son or grandson of the last, was

one of Caesar’s legates in Gaul and in the civil

war. lie was praetor, in 48. Cicero addresses

him in 45 ns imperator. It appears that he was

at that time in Illyricum, along with Vatinius.—
3. Serv., with the surname Lemonia, indicating the

tribe to which he belonged, was a contemporary

and friend of Cicero, and of about the same age.

He first devoted himself to oratory, and he studied

this art with Cicero in his youth. He afterwards

studied law ; aud he became one of the best jurists

as well as most eloquent orators of his age. He
was quaestor of the district of Ostia, in 74 ; curule

aedile 69 ;
praetor 65 ; and consul 51 with M.



SUMMANUS.
ClaiidiiiB Marcellus. He appears to have espoused

Caesar’s side in the civil war, and was appointed

by Caesar proconsul of Achaia (46 on 45). He
died in 43 in the camp of M. Antony, miving been

sent by the senate on a mission to Antony, who
was besieging Dec. Brutus in Mutina. Sulpicius

wrote a great number of legal works. He is often

cited by the jurists whose writings are excerpted

in tlie Digest; but there is no excerpt directly

from him in the Digest. He had numerous pupils,

the most distinguished of whom were A. Ohlius

and Alfenus Vanis. There are extant in the col-

lection of Cicero’s Epistles {ad Fam. iv.) two
letters from Sulpicius to Cicero, one of which is

tho well-known letter of consolation on the death

of Tullia, the daughter of the orator. The same
book contains several letters from Cicero to Sul-

picius. He is also said to have written some erotic

poetry.— Sulpicius left a son Servius, who is fre-

quently mentioned in Caesar’s correspondence.

Summ&iiUB, a derivative form from summus^ the

highest, an ancient Roman or Etruscan divinity,

who was equal or even of higher rank than Jupiter.

In fact he may be regarded as the Jupiter of the

night
;

for as Jupiter was the god of heaven in the

bright day, so Summanus was the god of the noc-

turnal heaven, and hurled his thunderbolts during

the night. Summanus had a temple at Rome near

the Circus Maximus, and there was a representa-

tion of him in the pediment of the Capitoline

temple.

SdnXiim (Soiiviov : Ziovpitis : C. Colonni)^ a
•elebrated promontory forming the S. extremity of

Attica, with a town of the same name upon it.

Here was a splendid temple of Athena, elevated

300 feet above the sea, the columns of which are

still extJint, and have given the modern name to

the promontory. It was fortified by the Athe-

nians in the Peloponnesian war, and remains of the

uucient walls, with the temple of Athena, are still

extant.

Sononensis Laens (L. Sabanjali), a lake in

Bithynia, between the Ascania Palus and the river

Sangarius, near Nicoraedia^,

Sdperbus, Tarquinius. [Takquinius.]

Sura, Lentdlus. [LitNTULi;.s, No, ».]

Sura, L. LicinXus, an intimate friend of Trajan,

and 3 times consul in a.d. 98, 102 and 107. On
the death of Sura, Trajan honoured him with a
public funeral, and erected baths to perpetuate his

memory. Two of Pliny’s letters are addressed to

him.

Sura (Xovpa ; Surie)f a town of Syria, in the

district Chalybonitis, on the Euphrates, a little W.
of Thapsacus. •

Surani or Suami (2ovpai/ol), a people of Sar^

matia Asiatica, near the Portae Caucasiae and the

river Rha. Their country contained many gold

mines.

Surenas, the general of the Parthians, who de-

feated Crossus in b. c. 54. * [Crassus.]

SfUrXus (Sodpior), a tributary of the Phasis in

Colchis, the water of which had the power of

forming petrifactions. At its confluence with the

Phasis stood a town named Surlum (^odpioi').

The plain through which it flows is still called

Suram,

SorrentXni Colleib [Surbbntum.]
Snrrentnm (Surrentinus ; SorretUo)^ an ancient

town of Campania opposite Capreae, and situated

on the promontory (From. Minervae) separating
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the Sinus Paestanus from the Sinus Puteolanus.

It was subsequently a Roman colony ; and on the

hills {Surrentini C^es) in its neighbourhood was
grown one of the best wines in Italy, which was
strongly recommended to convalescentsfon account

of its thinness and wholesomenesa
Sflsa, gen. -omm {rd, :iovaa : 0. T. Shushan :

^Jcrior, Susianus : Shus, Ru.), the winter resi-

dence of the Persian kings, stood in the district

Cissia of the province Susiana, on tho E. bank of

the river Choaspes. Its name in old Persian sig-

nifies XtVy, and that flower is said to abouad in

the plain in which the city stood. It was of a

quadrangular form, 120 (or, according to others,

200) stadia in circuit, and without fortification^
;

but it had a strongly fortified citadel, containing

the palace and treasury of the Persian kings.

The Greek name of this citadel, Memnonice or

Memnonium, is perhaps a corruption of the

Aramaic Afaaninon^ a fortress; and this easy

confusion of terms gave rise to the fable tliat

the city was founded by Tithonus, the father of

Memnon. An historical tradition ascribes its

erection to Darius the son of liystaspes, but it

existed already in the time of Daniel. (Dan.

viii. 2.) (There is, however, a difficulty as to

the identification of the Sbushan of Daniel with
the Susa of the Greeks, and as to the true position

of the river Ulai or Eulacus, which cannot be
discussed within the limits of this article.) The
climate of Susa was very hot, and hence the choice

of it for the winter palace. It was here that

Alexander and his generals celebrated their

nuptials with the Persian princesses, b. c. 325.

The site of Susa is now marked by extensive

mounds, on which are found fragments of bricks

and broken pottery, with cuneiform inscriptions.

Sfls&rldn (2ou(rapiwv), to whom tho origin of

tho Attic Comedy is ascribed, was a native of

Megara, whence he removed into Attica, to tho

villj^c of Icaria, a place ce^brated as a scat of tho

worship of Dionysus. This account agrees with

the claim which the Megnrians asserted to the

invention of comedy, and which was generally

admitted. Before the time of Susarion there was,

no doubt, practised, at Icaria and the other Attic

villages, that extempore jesting and l^ifFoonery

which formed a marked feature of the festivals of

Dionysus
;
but Susarion was the first who so regu-

lated this species of amusement, as to lay the

foundation of Corned}’’, properly so called. The
Megaric comedy appears to have flourished in its

full development, about fi. c. 600 and onwards

;

and it was introduced by Susarion into Attica

between 580—564.

Susl&na, -e, or Susis (rf ^ovcnavii, t} 'Sovffis :

nearly corresponding to Khuzistan)^ one of tho

chief provinces of the ancient Persian empire, lay

between Babylonia and Persis, and between M.
Parachoatras and the head of the Persian Gulf.

In this last direction, its coast extended from the

junction of the Euphrates with the Tigris, to about

the mouth of the river Oroatis (7’rt6). It was
divided ft-om Persis on the S. E. and E. by a moun-
tainous tract, inhabited by independent tribes,

who ma,de even the kings o. Persia pay them for

a safe passage. The chief pass through these

mountains was called Susides or Persides Portae

{XovirllSts n^Aai, al iri^Xai ai UepirtSes^ ^ouiridHes

wdrpai) : its position is uncertain
;
perhaps it was

the pass of Fe/a/u Sefid^ in the upper valley of the
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Tab. On the N. it was separated from Great

Media by M. Charbanus, an E. branch of M. Za-

gros
;

whicli contained the sources of the chief

ri^er8 of Susiann, the Choaspks, the Copratbr,

and the EiiLAXUs (the Pasitiorir came from the

mountains on the E.). On the W. it was divided

from Assyria by an imaginary line drawn S. from

near the Median pass in M. Zagros to the Tigris ;

and from Babylonia by the Tigris itself. The country

was mountainous and cool in the N., and low and
very hot in the S.; and the coast along the Persian

Gul^^ivvas marshy. The mountains were inhabited

by various wild and independent tribes ;
and the

plains by a quiet agricultural people, of the Semitic

race, called Susii or Susiani.

Sutrlom (Sutrinus : StUrt), an ancient town of

Etruria on the E. side of the Baltus Ciminius, and

on the road from Vulsinii to Home. It was taken

by the Romans at an early period
;
and in b. c.

383, or7 years after the capture of Rome by the

Gauls, it was made a Roman colony. It was
celebrated for its fidelity to Rome, and was in

consequence besieged several times by the Etrus-

cans. On one occasion it was obliged to surrender

to the Etruscans, but was retaken by Camillus in

the same day, whence arose the proverb ire Su-

trium. There are still remains of the walls and
tombs of the ancient town.

Syager CSuaypor), one of the alleged ante-

Romcric poets, is said to have flourished after Or-
pheus and Miisaeus, and to have been the first

who sang the Trojan V/ar.

Syagrus (Siiaypos d/rpa), the greatest pro-

montory of Arabia, is described differently by
different ancient writers, but is most probably to

be identified with the E.-most headland of the

whole peninsula, Ras-ehHad.
Sj^b&ris (2ii€apis). 1. {Coseile or Sihari), a

river in Imcania, flowing by the city of the same
name, and falling into the Gmthis. It derived its

name from the fountain Sybaris, near Burn, in

Achaia. «i»2. (2o§ap(T»?r, Sybarita), a celebrated

Greek town in Lucania, was situated between the

rivers Sybaris and Crathis at a short distance from

the Tarentine gulf, and near the confines of Brut-

tium. It was founded b. c. 720 by Aebaeans and
Troezenkii.s, and soon attained an extraordinary

degree of prosperity and wealth. It carried on

an extensive commerce with Asia Minor and other

countries on tlic Mediterranean, and its inhabitants

became so notorious for their love of luxur}*^ and
pleasure, that their name was employed to indicate

any voIuptua^3^ At the time of their highest

prosperity their city was 50 stadia, or upwards of

6 miles in circumference, and they exercised do-

minion over 25 towns, so that we are told they

were able to bring into the field 300,000 men, a
number however which appears incredible. But
their prosperit)' was of short duration. The
Achaeans having expelled the Troezeirian part of

the population, the latter took refuge at the neigh-

bouring city of Croton, the inhabitants of which
espoused their cause. In the war which ensued

between the 2 states, the Sybarites wcJre com-

pletely conquered by the Crotoniates, who followed

up their victory by the capture of Sybarig, which
they destroyed by turning the waters of the river

Crathis against the town, B. c. 510. The greater

number of the surviving Sybarites took refuge in

other Greek cities in It^y; but a few remained
ibar their ancient town, and their descendants

SYLVIUS.

formed part of the population of Tliurii, which was
founded in 443 near Sybaris. [Thurii.]

SybStCL (ra 'Xiiierra : 2v§drios : Syvota\ a
number d small islands off the coast of 'Epirus,

and opposite the promontory Leucimne in Corcyra,

with a harbour of the same name on the main
Land. It was here that a naval battle was fought

between the Corcyraeans and Corinthians, b. c.

432, just before the commencement of the Pelo-

ponnesian war.

Syohaens or fiichaeus, also called Acerbas.
[AcimuAs.]

Syehar, Syehem. [Nbapolis, No. 5.]

S^ene SwjvtTrjs and Sy-
enites: Assouan^ Ru.), a city of Upper Egypt,

on the E. bank of the Nile, just below the First

Cataract. It has been in all ages the S. frontier

city of Egypt towards Aethiopia, and under the

Romans it was kept a garrison of 3 cohorts.

From its neighbourhood was obtained the fine red

granite called Syenites lapis. It was also an
important point in the astronomy and geography
of the ancients, as it lay just under the tropic of

Cancer, and was therefore chosen as the pLice

through which they drew their chief parallel of

latitude. Of course the sun was vertical to Syenc
at the time of the summer solstice, and a well was
shown in which the reflection of the sun was then

seen at noon
;

or, as the rhetorician Aristides

expresses it, the disc of the sun covered the well

as a vessel is covered by its lid.

Syexm&iis (SueyyetnsX a common name of the

kings of Cilicia. Of these the most important

are :— 1. A king of Cilicm, who joined with

Labynctus (Nebuchadnezzar) in mediating be-

tween Cj’axares and Alyattes, the kings respect-

ively of Media and Lydia* probably in b. c. 610.— 2. Contemporary with Ilarius Hystaspis, to

whom he was tributary. His daughter was married

to Pixodarus. Z. Contemporary with Arta-

xerxes II. (Mnemon), nilcd over Cilicia, when
the younger Cyrus marched through his country

in his expedition against his brother Artaxerxes.

Sygambri, Sugamhri, Sigambri, Syoambri,
or Bicambri, one of the most powerful peoples

of Germany at an early time, belonged to the

Istaevones, and dwelt originally N. of the Ubii

on the Rhine, from whence they spread towards

the N, as far as the Lippe. The Sygambri are

mentioned by Caesar, who invaded their territory.

Tliey were conquered by Tiberius in the reign of

Augustus, and a large number of them were trans-

planted to Gaul, where they received settlements

between the Maas and the Rhine as Roman sub-

jects. The f/ortion of the Sygambri who remained

in Germany withdrew further S., probably to the

mountainous country in the neighbourhood of the

Taunus. Shortly afterwards they disappear from

history, and are not mentioned again till the time of

Ptolemy, who places them much further N. close to

the Bructeri and the Langobardi, somewhere be-

tween the Vccht and the Yssel. At a still later

period we find them forming an important part of

the confederacy known under the name of Franci.

Sylla.* [Sulla.]
Syllium {iOWioy ; prob. Ru. near liofkassku,

N. of Legdahkoi), a strongly fortified town of

P.imphylia, on a moimtain, 40 stadia (4 geog.

miles) from the coast, between Side and Aspendus.

Sylvftnus. [Silvanus.]
Sylvius. [SiLvius.]
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Symaethus •. Giaretta\ a river on

the £. coast of Sicil3rand at the foot of Mt. Aetna^

forming the boundary between Leontini and Ca-

tana, on which stood the town of Cent^ripae.

Syme : JSvfMfos^ iSvf*ei}s : Sjfmi)^ a small

island off the S.W. coast of Caria, lay in the mouth
of the Sinus Doridia to the W. of the promontory

of Cynosseraa. It was one of the early Dorian

states, that existed in the B.W. of Asia Minor be-

fore the time of Homer. Its connection both with

Cnidus and with Rhodes, between which it lay, is

indicated by the tradition, that it was peopled by
a colony from Cnidus led by Cthoniua, the son of

Poseidon and of Syme, the daughter of lalysus.

Some time after the Trojan war, the Carians arc

said to have obtained possession of the island, but

to have deserted it again inconsequence of a severe

drouglit. Its final settlement by the Dorians is

ascribed to the time of their great migration. The
island was reckoned at 35 miles in circuit. It had
8 harbours and a town, which was also called

Syme.
Symm&chuB, Q. AuxelXus, a distinguislied scho-

lar, statesman, and orator in the latter halfof the 4th

century of the Christian aera. By his example and
authority, he inspired fora time new life and vigour

into the literature of his country. He was educated

in Oaul ; and having discharged the functions of

quaestor and praetor, he was afterwards appointed

(a. jj. 365) Corrector of Lucania and the Bruttii j

and in 373 he was proconsul of Africa. His zeal

for the ancient religion of Rome checked for a

while the prosperous current of his fortunes, and
involved him in danger and disgrace. Having
been chosen by the senate to remonstrate with

Gratinn on the removal of the altar of victor)’^

(38*2) from their council hall, and on the curtail-

ment of the sums annually allowed for the main-

tenance of the Vest'll Virgins, and for the public

celebration of sacred rites, he was ordered by the

indignant emperor to quit his presence, and to

withdraw himself to a distance of 100 miles from

Rome. Nothing daunted by this repulse, when
appointed praefect of the c[ty (384) after the death

of his persecutor, he addressed an elaborate epistle

to Valentinianus, again urging the restoration of

the pagan deities to their former honours. This

application was resisted by St. Ambrose, and
was again unsuccessful. Symmachus afterwards

espoused the cause of the usurper Maximus (387)

;

but be was pardoned by Theodosius and raised to

the consulsliip in 391. His personal character

seems to have been unimpeachable, as he per-

formed the duties of the high offices which he filled

in succession with a degree of mildpess, firmness,

and integrity, seldom found among statesmen in

that corrupt age. The extant works of Syromn-

chus are ;— 1 . Epigtolarum Lihri X, published

after bis death by his son. The last book con-

tains his official correspondence, and is chiefly

composed of the letters presented by him when
raefect of the city to the emperors under whom
e served. The remaining books comprise a mul-

titude of epistles, addressed to a wide circle of

relations, friends, and acquaintances. ' 2. N<mm
Orationum Fmgmenta^ published for the first time

by Mai from a palimpsest in the Ambrosian li-

brary, Mediolan. 1816. The best, editions of the

epistles are by Juretus, Paris, 1604, and by Sci-

oppius, Mogunt. 1608.

SynSsXiu one of the most elegant
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of the ancient Christian writem, ivas a native of
Gyrene, and devoted himself to the study of Gredc
literature, first in his own city, and afterwards at

Alexandria, where he heard Hypatia. He became
celebrated for his skill in eloquence and poetry, as
well as in philosophy, in which be was a follower

of Plato. About A. D. 397, he was sent by his

fellow-citizens of Gyrene on an embassy to Con-
stantinople, to present the emperor Arcadius with
a crown of gold

; on which occasion he delivered

an oration on the government of a kingdom (wspl

fiaffi\elas\ which is still extimt Soon nfi^ this

he embraced Christianity, and in 410 was or-

dained bishop of Ptolemais, the chief city of the

Libyan Pentapolis. He presided over his diocese

with energy and success fur about 20 years, and
died about 430. His writings have been objects

of admiration both to ancient and modem scbolan,

and have obtained for him the surname of Phi-
losopher. The best edition of his works is by
Morel, Paris, 1612; much improved and enlarged,

Paris, 1633,; reprinted, 1640.

Bynn&da, also Bynnoa (ra ZSvwctSa: ^vppojSeiSf

Synnadensis: prob. Jifiour-'Kara-Hieart Hu.), a
city in the N. of Phrygia Salutaris, at first incon-

siderable, but afterwards a place of much import-

ance, and, from the time of Constantine, the capital

of Phrygia Salutaris. It stood in a fruitful plain,

planted with olives, near n mountain from which
was quarried the very celebrated Synnadic marble,

which was of a beautiful white, with red veins

and spots (SvvvaSiKhr ’ Affior, Synnadicus lapis,

called also Docimiticus, from a still nearer place,

Docimia).

I^hox (2dipa(), king of the Massaesylians,

the westernmost tribe of the Numidians. His
history is related in the life of his contemporary

and rival, Masinissa. Syphax was taken pri-

soner by Masinissa, b. c, 203, and was sent by
Scipio, under the charge of Laelius, to Rome.
Polybius states that he was one of the captives

who ndonied the trium^ of Scipio, and that he
died in confinement shortly after. Livy, on the

contrarj', asserts that he was saved from that

ignominy by a timely death at Tibur, whither he
had been transferred from Alba.

Syr&oo. [Syracusae.] ^
Syraollsae (ivpdKovffai or Svpdvoccrai, Ion.

'Zvp^KoiHTou, also Svpaaovo'at, 'SupaKoiSarj : ^vpa-

icoiio'tov, 'SvpaK6<rios^ SyracasAnus
;

Siractem in

Italian, St/ruense in English), the wealthiest and
most populous town in Sicily, was situated on the

S. part of the E. coast, 400 stadia N. of*the pro-

montory Plemmyrium, and 10 stadia N. E. of the

mouth of the river Anapus, near the lake or marsh
called Syraco (Si/pairc^), from which it derived its

name. It was founded b. c. 734, one year after

the foundation of Naxos, by a colony ofCorinthians

and other Dorians, led by Archias the Corinthian.

The toivn was originally confined to the island Or-
tygia lying immediately off the coast ; but it after-

wards spread over the neighbouring mainland, and
at the time of its greatest extension under the

elder Dionysius it consisted of 5 distinct towns,

each surrounded by separate walls. Some wr^rs
indeed describe Syracuse as consisting of 4 towns,

but this simply arises from the fact Ibat Epipolae

was frequently not reckoned a portion of the city.

These 5 towns were, 1. Ortygla (’Oprwylo), fre-

quently called simply the Islwd (Nttcos or Nfioros),

an island of an oblong shape, about 2 miles in cir-
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cnmference, lying between the Great Harbour on

the W. and the Little Harbour on the £. It was,

as has been already remarked, the portion of the

city first built, and it contained the citadel or Acro-

polis, surraunded by double walls, which Timoleon

caused to be destroyed. In this island also was

the celebrated fountain of Arcthusa. It was ori-

ginally separated from the mainland by a narrow

channel, which was subsequently filled up by a

causeway ;
but this causeway must at a still later

time have been swept away, since we find in the

Roman period that the island was connected w'ith

the*'inainland by means of a bridge. — 2 Achra-

dlna (’AxpoSIv*}), occupied originally the high

ground of the peninsula N. of Ortygia, and was

surrounded on the N. and £. by the sea. The
lowergroundbetween Achradina and Ortygia was at

first not included in the fortifications of either, but

was employed piirtly for religious processions and

partly for the burial of the dead. At the time of

the siege of Syracuse by the Athenians in the Pe-

loponnesian war (415), the city consisted only of

the 2 parts alretidy mentioned, Ortygia forming

the inner and Achradina the outer city, but sepa-

rated, as explained above, by the low ground be-

tween the two.— 3. Tyche (Tdx’?)» named after

the temple of Tyche or Fortune, was situated

N.W. of Achradina, in the direction of the port

called Trogilus. At the time of the Athenian

siege of Syracuse it was only an unfortified suburb,

btit it afterwards became the most populous part of

the city. In this quarter stood the gymnasium, -i-

4.Neap51i8 (Nea wdAis), nearly S. W. of Achra-

dina, was also, at the time of the Athenian sie^e of

Syracuse, merely a suburb and called Temenites,

from having within it the statue and consecrated

ground of Apollo Temenites. Neapolis contained

the chief theatre of Syracuse, which was the largest

in all Sicily, and manytcmplcs.— 6. Epipdlae (ai

*Em7ro\a(), a space of ground rising above the 3

quarters of Achradina, Tyche, and Neapolis, which

gradually diminished in^nreadth as it rose higher,

until it ended in a small conical mound. This

rising ground was surrounded with strong walls by
the elder Dionysius, and was thus included in Sy-

racuse, which now became one of the most strongly

fortified cities of the ancient world. The highest

point of tfp^polae was called EuryHm {EipiiriXos),

on which stood the fort Lahdidum (AdSSaAov).

After Epipolae had been added to the city, the

circumference of Syracuse ,was 180 stadia or up-

wards of 22 English miles ;
and the entire popula-

tion 0^ the city is supposed to have amounted to

,500,000 souls, at the time of its greatest prosperity.

—Syracuse had 2 harbours. The Great Harbour,

still called Porto Ma^giore^ is a splendid bay

about 5 miles in circumference formed by the

island Ortygia and the promontory Piemmyrium.

The Small Harbour, also called lAcdw (Adaicior),

lying between Ortygia and Achradina, was capa-

cious enough to receive a large fleet of ships of

war.— There were several stone quarries {Javiu-

titiat) in Syracuse, which are frequently mentioned

by ancient writers, and in which the unfortunate

i^tenian prisoners were confined. These quarries

wm partly in Achradina on the descent from the

higher ground to the lower level towards Ortygia,

and partly ih Neapolis under the S. cliff of Epi-

polae. From them was taken the stone of which
^e city was built. On one side of these quarries

if the remarkable excavation, called the Ear of
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Dionysius, in which it is said that this t3rTant con-

fined the persons whom he suspected, and that he
was able from a little apartment above to overhear

the convel'jation of his captives. This tale how-
ever is clearly an invention.— The city was sup-

plied with water from an aqueduct, which was con-

structed by Gelon and improved by Hieron. It

was brought through Epipolae and Neapolis to

Achradina and Ortygia.—The modem city of Sy-
racuse is confined to the island. The remaining

quarters of the ancient city arc now uninhabited,

and their position marked only by a few ruins.

Of these the most important are the remains of the

great theatre, and of an amphitheatre of the Roman
period.— The government of Syracuse was origi-

nally an aristocracy
;
and the political power was

in the hands of the landed proprietors called Gco-
mori or Gamori. In course of time the people,

having increased in numbers and wealth, expelled

the Gcomori and established a democracy. But
this form of government did not last long. Gelon
espoused the cause of the aristocratical party, and
proceeded to restore them by force of arras ; but

on his approach the people opened the gates to him,

and he was acknowledged without opposition

tyrant or sovereign of Syracuse, n. c. 48.5. Under
his rule and that of his brother Hieron, Syracuse

was raised to an unexampled degree of wealth and
prosperity. Hieron died in 4fi7, and was succeeded

by his brother Thrasybulus : but the rapacity and
cruelty of the latter soon provoked a revolt among
his subjects, which led to his deposition and the

establishment of a democratical form ofgovernment.

The next most important event in the history of

Syracuse was the siege of the city by the Athe-
nians, which ended in the total destruction of the

great Athenian armament in 413. The democracy

continued to exist in Syracuse till 406, when the

elder Dionysius made himself tyrant of the city.

After a long and prosperous reign he was succeeded

in 367 by his son, the younger Dionysius, who was
finally expelled by Timoleon in 343. A republican

form of government was again established ; but it

did not last long
;
and in 317 Syracuse fell under

the sway of Agathocles^ This tyrant died in 289

;

and the city being distracted by factions, the Syra-

cusans voluntarily conferred the supremo power

upon Hieron II., with the title of king, in 270.

Hieron cultivated friendly relations with the Ro-
mans ; but on his death in 216, at the advanced

age of 92, his grandson Hieronymus, who succeeded

him, espoused the side of the Carthaginians. A
Roman army under Marcellus was sent against

Syracuse
;
and after a siege of 2 years, during

which Archiqicdes assisted his fellow-citizens by
the construction of various engines of war [Archi-
medes], the city was taken by Marcellus in 212,

From this time Syracuse became a town of the

Roman province of Sicily.

Syrgis (Sdpyts), according to Herodotus, a

great river of European Sarmatia, rising in the

country of the Thyisagetae, and flowing through

the land of the Maeotae into .the Palus Maeotis.

It has not been identified with certainty.

Sj^rla .Dea (Sup!?? “the Syrian god-

dess,** a name by which the Syrian Astarte or

Aphrodite is sometimes designated. This Astarte

was a Syrian divinity, resembling in many points

the Greek Aphrodite. It is not improbable that

the latter was originally the Syrian Astarte ;
for

there can be no doubt that the worship of Aphro-
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dite came from the East to Cyprus, and thence

was carried into the south of Greece.

Sjfria (d Supio, in Aramaean Surjl: Sdpos,

Sj^ruB, and sometimes Zdpmr, Sjhlusr Soristan^

Arab. Esh-Sham, i. e. the land ok the le/l, Syria\

a country of W. Asia, lying along the E. end of

the Mediterranean Sea, between Asia Minor and
Egypt. In a wider sense the word was used for

the whole tract of country bounded by the Tigris

on the K., the monntains of Armenia and Cilicia

on the N.. the Mediterranean on the W., and the

Arabian Desert on the S. ;
the whole of which was

peopled by the Aramaean branch of the great Se-

mitic (or Syro-Arabian) race, and is included ki

the 0. T. under the name of Aram. This region

may be well described physically as the great tri-

angular depressioil of W. Asia encircled on the N.
and N.E. by the Taurus and its prolongation to

the S.E., or, in other words, by the highlands of

Cjlicia, Cappadocia, Armenia, and Aria; and sub-

siding on the S. and W. into the Mediterranean

and the Great Desert of Arabia. Even a wider

extent than this is often given to Syria, so as to

include the E. part of Asia Minor, as far as the

river Halys and the Euxiiie. The people were of

the same races, and those of the N. of the Taurus

in Cappadocia and Pontus are called White Syrians

[Lkuoosyri] in contradistinction to the people of

darker complexion in Syria Proper, who are some-

times even called Black Syrians (2upo< /jifKavts).

Even when the name of Syria is used in its ordi-

nary narrower sense, it is often confounded with

Assyria, which only diflers from Syria by having

the definite article prefixed. Again, in the nar-

rower sense of the name, Syria still includes 2 dis-

tricts which are often considered as not belonging

to it, namely, Phodniok and PAr.asTiNB, and a 3rd

which is likewise often considered separate, namely,

C’OELBWYRIA } but this last is generally reckoned a

part of Syria. In this narrower sense, then, Syria

was bounded on the W. (beginning from the S.)

by M. Ilerinon, at the S. end of Antilibanus,

which separated it from Palastine, by the range of

Libanns, dividing it from Phoenice, by the Medi-

terranean, and by M. Ainanus, which divided it

from Cilicia; on the N. (where it bordered on

Cappadocia) by the main chain of M. Taurus,

almost exactly along the parallel of 38^ N. lat.,

and striking the Euphrates just below Juliopolis,

and considerably above Samosata : hence the Eu-

phrates forms the E. boundary, dividing Syria, first

from a very small portion of Armenia, and then

from Mesopotamia, to about or beyond the 36th

parallel of N. lat., whence the S.E. aftd S. boun-

daries, towards Babylonia and Arabia, in the

Great Desert, are exceedingly indefinite. [Comp.

Arabia.] The W. part of the S. boundary ran

just below Damascus, being formed by the high-

lands of Tracbonitis. The W. part of the country

w.'is intersected by a series’of mountains, running

S. from the Taurus, under the names of Amanus,

PiKBiA, Casius, Baruylur, and Libanus, and

Antilibanus
;
and the N. part, between the

Amanus and the Euphrates, was also moufttainous.

The chief river of Syria was the Orontks, 'and

the smaller rivers Chalus and Chrysorbhoas
Were also of importance. The valleys among the

mountains were fertile, especially in the part

;

even the E., which is now merged in the great

desert of Arabia, appears to have had more nume-

coui and more extensive spaces capable of culti-
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vation, and supported great cities, the mins of
which now stand in the midst of sandy wastes.—
In the earliest historical period, Syria contained a
number of independent kingdoms, of Vhich Da-
mascus was the most powerful. These were sub-

dued by David, but became again independent at

the end of Solomon’s reign ; from which time we
find the kings of Damascus sometimes at war
with the kings of Israel, and sometimes in alliance

with them against the kings of Judah, till the

reigii of Tiglath-Pileser, kiug of Assyria, «F.’ho,

having been invited by Ahaz, king of Judah, to

assist him against the united forces of Rezin, king
of Syria, and Pekah, king of Israel, took Damascus
and probably conquered all Syria, about b. c. 740.
Having been a part successively of the Assyrian,
Babylonian, Persian, and Macedonian empires, it

fell, after the battle of Ipsus (b.c. 301), to the

share of Seleucus Nicator, and formed a part of the

great kingdom of the Seleucidae, whose^ history

is given in the articles Sklkucus, Antiochus,
Dxmbtrius, &c. In this partition, however,
Coelesyria and Palestine went, not to Syria, but to

Egypt, and the pORsession of those provinces became
the great source of contention between the Pto-

lemies and the Seleucids. By the irruptions of
the Parthians on the £., and the unsuccessful war
of Antiochus the Great with the Romans on the

W., the Greek Syrian kingdom was reduced to the

limits of Syria itself, and became weaker and
weaker, until it was overthrown by Tioranbs,
kiug of Armenia, B. c. 79, Soon afterwards, when
the Remans had conquered Tigranes as well as

Mithridates, Syria was quietly added by Pompey
to the empire of the republic and was constitute a
province, d. c. 64; but its N. district, Commaoknx,
was not included in this arrangement. As the*E.

province of the Roman empire, and with its great

desert frontier, Syria was constantly exposed to the

irruptions of the Partbiansjeand, after them, of the

Persians
;
but it long remained one of the most

flourishing of the provinces. The attempt of^ Ze-
nobia to make it the seat of empire is noticed

under Palmyra and Zbnouia. While the Roman
emperors defended this precious possession against

the attacks of the Persian kings with ^Bilious suc-

cess, a new danger arose, as early as the 4th century,

from the Arabians of the Desert, who began to be

known under tbe name of Saracens; and, when the

rise of Mohammed had given to the Arabs that

great religious impulse which revolutionised the

£. World, Syria was the first great conquest that

they made from the E. empire, a. o. 632—638.— In the time immediately succeeding the Mace-
donian conquest, Syria was regarded as consisting

of 2 parts; the N., including the whole country

down to the beginning of tbe Lebanon range, and
the S., consisting of Coelesyria in its more ex-

tended sense. The former, which was called Syria

Proper, or Upper Syria (i) fii'w Syria Su-
perior), was divided into 4 districts or tctrarchies,

which were named after their respective capitals,

Seleucis, Antiochene, Laodiccne, and Apom^ne.
Under the Romans it was divided into 10 districts,

named (^lostly after their capital cities) Commaoene,
Cyrrhesttce, Pierla, Seleucis, Chalcidice, Chafybo-

nftis, Palmyrene, Apamene, CassiOtis, and Laodr-

cene ; but the last is sometimes included under

C^ssiotis. (See the several articles.) Constantine

the Great separated from Syria the 2 N. districts,

namely, Commagene and CyrrhMtice, and erected
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them into a distinct province, called Euphratentis

or Euphratesia ;
and the rest of Syria was after-

wards divMed by Theodosius II. into the 2 pro-

vinces of Syria Prinia, including the sea-coast and

the country N. of Antioch, and having that city

for its capital ; and Syria Secunda, the district

along the Orontes, with Apamea for its capital

:

the K. districts no longer formed a part of Syria,

but had fallen under the power of the Persians.

Syrlae Portae (at 2vf>iai : Pass of
a nfftst important pass between Cilicia and Syria,

lying between the shore of the Gulf of Issue on the

W., and M. Amanus on the E. Xenophon, who
called the pass (or rather its fortifications) the

Gates ofCilicia and qfSyria^ describes it as 3 stadia

in length and very narrow, with walls built from

the mountains to the sea at both ends (the Cilician

and the Syrian), and gates in the walls {AnabX. 4.).

These walls and gates are not mentioned by the

historians of Alexander.

Syri&nns (2uptav({s), a Greek philosopher of

the Nco-PIatonic school, was a native of Alex-

andria, and studied at Athens under Plufeurchus,

whom he succeeded as head of the Neo-Platonic

school in the early part of the 5th century. The
most distingtiished of his disciples was Proclns,

who regarded him with the greatest veneration,

and gave directions that at his death he should be

buried in the same tomb with Syrianus. Syria-

nus wrote several works, some of which are ex-

tant. Of these the most valuable are the commen-
taries on the Metaphysics of Aristotle.

S;7rmx, an Arcadian nymph, who being pur-

sued by Pan, fled into the river Ladon, and at her

own request was metamorphosed into a reed, of

which Pan then made his flute.

Syrinx (Sdpi7|), a great and strongly fortified

city of Hyrcania, and the capital of the province

under the Greek kings of Syria. Perhaps it is

only the Greek names of the city called, in the

native language, Zadraknrta,

8^08, or 8;^rtl8 ( SDpos, called Svplrf by Homer,
and 2t>pa by a few writers: ^6ptos: <Si/ra)^ an
island in the Acgaean sea, and one of the (Cyclades,

ly ing between Rhenea and Cythnus, It is described

by the A.vients as 20 Roman miles in circumference,

and AS rich in pastures, wine, and corn. It con-

tained 2 towns, one on the E. side, and one on
the W. side of the island ; of the latter there aro

still n'mains near the modern harbour of Maria
della praxia. The philosopher Pherecydes was a
native of Syros.

Syrtes, gen. -Idoi (Stlprtr, gen. -t8or and -cwr.

Ion. -los), the Greek name for each of the 2 great

gulfs in the E. half of the N. coast of Africa, is

derived by ancient writers from <rupw, to drau\
with reference to the quicksands by which, in the

Greater Syrtis at least, ships were liable to be
swallowed up ; but modem scholars generally pre-

fer the derivation from the Arabic sert = a sandy
des('rt^ which is at the present day applied to the

coiuitry along this coast, the Keoio Syrtica of

the ancients. Both were proverbially dangerous,

the Greater Syrtis from its sandbanks and quick-

(Sinds and its unbroken exposure to the winds,
the Lesser from its shelving rocky shores, its ex-

posure to the N. E. winds, and the consequent
v.-iriiihlenesB of the tides in it. 1, Syrtis Uajor
(tj Si^pris : Gulfof$idra\ the E. of the

2, is a wide and deep gulf on the shores of Tri-
poli ta and Cyrenaica, exactly opposite to the Ionic
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sea, or mouth of the Adriatic, between Sicily and
Peloponnesus. Its greatest depth, from N. to S.,

is about ^ 110 geographical miles; its width is

about 230 geographical miles, between Ceplialae

Prom. {Ras Kharra) on the W., and Boreum
Prom. {Ras Teyonas) on the E. (Strabo gives its

width as 1500 stadia, its depth 1500 to 1800,

and its circuit 4000 to 5000). The Great Desert

comes down close to its shores, forming a sandy

coast [Syrtica Rrgio]. The terror of being

driven on shore in it is referred to in the narrative

of St. Paul’s voyage to Italy (Acts, xxvii, 17-

“ fearing lest they should fall into the Syrtis'')

and the dangers of a march through the loose

sand on its shores, sometimes of a burning heat,

and sdhtietimes saturated with sea-water, were
scarcely less formidable.— Syrtis Minor (ft fjuKpii

SupTtr: Gulf of Khabs\ lies in the S.W. angle

of the great bend formed by the N. coast of Africa

as it drops down to the S, from the neighbour-

hood of Carthage, and then hears again to the E.

:

in other words, in the angle between the E. coast

of Zeugitana and Byzacena (^Tunis) and the N.
const of Tripolitana (Tripoli)

>

Its mouth faces

the E., between Caput Vada or Brachodes Prom.

(Ras Kapoudiah) on the N., and the island called

Meninx or Lotophagitis (Jerbah) on the S. In
its mouth, near the N. extremity, lie the islands

of Cercina and Ct'rcinitis, which were often re-

garded ns its N. extremity. Its dimensions are

differently given, partly perhaps on account of the

different pennts from which they were reckoned.

The Greek geographers give the width ns COO
stadia (60 geog. miles), and the circuit 1600
stadia: the Romans give 100 Roman miles for

the width, and 300 for the circuit. The true

width (between Ras Kapoudiah and the E. point

of Jerl^h) is about BO geog. miles, and the great-

est depth, measured W,-ward from the line joining

those points, is about 65 geog. miles. In Herodo-

tus, the word Syrtis occurs in a few passag»*p,

without any distinction between the Greater and
the Less. It seems most probable that he

means to denote by this term the Greater Syrtis,

and that he included the Lesser in the lake Thi-

TONIfi.

Syrtica Beglo (rj SvpTiKrj : W. part of Tripoli\

the special name of that part of the N. coast of

Africa which lay between the 2 Syrtes, from the

river Triton, at the bottom of the Syrtis Minor,

on the W., to the Philaenonim Ame, at the bottom

of the Syrtis Major, on the E. It was for the

most part a very narrow strip of sand, interspersed

with salt irarshes, between the sea and a ntnge

of mountains forming the edge of the Great Desert

(Sahara)^ with only here and there a few spots

capable of cultivation, especially about the river

Cinyps. It was peopled by Libyan tribes, the

chief of whom were the Lotophagi, Macae, Psylli,

and Nasamones
{
and -several Egyptian and Phoe-

nician colonies were settled on the coast at an

early period. The Greeks of Gyrene disputed

with the Carthaginians the possession of this dis-

trict until it was secured to Carthage by the self-

devotion of the Philarni. Under the Romans
it formed a part of the province of Africa. It was

often called Tripolitana, from its 3 chief cities,

Abrotonum, Oea, and Lefi'is Maona ; and

this become its usual name under the later empire,

and has been handed down to our own time in

the modern name of the Regency of Tripoli.
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a slave brought to Rome some years

before the dovmfal of the republic, and designated,

according to the usual practice, from the|:ountry of

his birth. He attracted attention while yet a
youth, by his accomplishment and wit, was manu-
mitted by his master, who probably belonged to

the Clodia gens, assumed the name of Publim,

from his patron, and soon became highly cele-

brated as a mimographer. He may be said to

have flourished b. c. 45. His mimes were com-

mitted to writing, and extensively circulated at

an early period ; and a collectiop of pithy moral

sayings extracted from his works appears to have

been used as a school-book in the boyhood of

St. Jerome. A compilation of this description,

extending to upwards of 1000 lines in iambic and
trochaic measures, every apophthegm being com-
prised in a single line, and the whole ranged alpha-

betically, according to the initial letter of the first

word in each, is now extant under the title PuUit
Syri Sententiae. These proverbs have been dra^vn

from various sources, and are evidently the work
of many different hands

;
but a considerable

number may be ascribed to Syrus and his con-

tenipoiuries. The best editions of the Sententiae

are by Havercamp, Lug. Bat. 1708, 1727; by
Orelli, Lips. 1822

;
and by Bothe, in his Poctaruni

Latin. Scenkorum Fraginettta, Lips. 1834.

Sythas (SoOar), a river on the frontiers of

Achaia and Sicyonia.

T.

T^bae (Td^at : TaSijrdy). 1. (Tetw), a small

inland town of Sicily.— 2. (/Jazvae), a city of

Caria, on the borders of Phrygia.— 8. A city of

I’ersis, in the district of Paraetactuie, on the road

from Ecbatana to Persepolis.

Tabemae. [Trss Tabbrnae ]

T&burnus (/ofiarno), a mountain belonging

half to Campania and half to Sainuium. Its S.

.side was very fertile, and was celebrated for its

olive grounds. It shut in the Caudine puss on its

S. side.

Tac&pe {TaKdmj: K/tals, large Ru.), a city of

N. Africa, in the Regio Syrtica, at the innemiost

angle of the Syrtis Minor, to which the modern

town gives its name. Under the Romans, it at

first belonged to Byzacena, but it was afterwards

raised to a colony and made the W. town of

Tripolitana. It had an indifferent harbour. A
little to the W. was the bathing place, called,

from its warm mineral springs, Aquaf Tacipitawae

(
/'Jl Hainmai-el Khaiai),

Taofariiias, a Numidian in the reign of Ti-

berius, had originally served among the auxiliary

troops in the Roman army, but he deserted ; and,

having collected a body of freebooters, he became at

length the acknowledged leader of the Musularaii,
^

a powerful people in the interior of Nuniidia, bor-

dering on Mauretania. For some years he defied

the Roman arms, but was at length defeated and

slain in battle by Dolabella, a. d. 24. •

Taohompso (Taxo/nficd, also Tacompsos, PHn.,

and MeraKo/iiffiS^ Ptol.), aft. Contcapselcis, a city

in the Dodccaschoenus, that is the part of Aetbi-

opia immediately above Egypt, built on an island

(£>erar?) near the £. bank of the river, a little

,

above Pselcis, which stood on the opposite bank.
{

[P6XLCJS.J :
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Taohos (Taxcvi), king of Egypt, succeeded

Acoris and maintained the independence of his

country for a short time during the latter end of

the reign of Artaxerxes II. He invite Chabrias,

the Athenian, to take the command of his fleet,

and AgcBilaus to undertake the supreme command
of all his forces. Both Chabrias and Agesilaus

aime to Egypt ; but the latter was much aggrieved

in having only the command of the mercenaries

entnisted to him. Accordingly, when Nectanabis

laid claim to the Egyptian crown, Agesilaiisdqgjgirted

Tachos, and espoused the cause of Nectanabis, wbo
thus became king of Egypt, B. c. 361.

T&cltiu. 1. C. Cornelius, the historian. The
time and place of his birth are unknown.. He was a

little older than the younger Pliny, who was bom
A. D. 61. His father was probably Cornelius Tacitus,

a Human eques, who is mentioned ns a procurator in

Gallia Belgica,and who died in 79. Tacitus was first

promoted by the emperor Vespasian, and ho re-

ceived other favours from his sons Titus and Domi-
tian. In 78 he married the daughter of C. Julius

Agricola, to whom he had been betrothed in the

preceding year, while Agricola was consul. In the

reign of Bomitian, and in 88, Tacitus was praetor,

and he assisted as one of the quindecemviri at the

solemnity of the Ludi Seculares which were cele-

brated in that year. Agricola died at Rome in

93, but neither Tacitus nor the daughter of Agri-

cola was then with him. It is not known where
Tacitus was during the last illness of Agricola. In
the reign of Nerva, 97, Tacitus was appointed con-

sul sulTcctus, in the place of T, Virginius Hufiis,

who had died in that year, and whose funeral

oration he delivered. We know that Tacitus had
attained oratorical distinction when the younger
Pliny was commencing his career. lie and Tiicitus

were appointed in the reign of Nerva (99) to con-

duct the prosecution of Marius, proconsul of Africa.

Tacitus and Pliny were most intimate friends.

In the collection of the letters of Pliny, there are

1 1 letters addressed to Tacitus. The time of tho

death of Tacitus is unknown, but he appears to

have survived Trajan, who died 117. Nothing is

recorded of any children of his, though the emperor

Tacitus claimed a descent from the hi^rian, and
ordered bis works to be placed in all public) li-

braries. The following ai*e the extant works of

Tacitus : 1 . Fita Agricolae^ tlie life of Agricola,

which waa written after the death of Bomitian, 96,

as we may probably conclude from the introduction,

which was certainly written after Trajanss acces-

sion. This life is justly admired as a specimen of

biography. It is a monument to the memory of a
good man and an able commander and adminis-

trator, by an affectionate son-in-law, who has por-

trayed in bis peculiar manner and with many
masterly touches, the virtues of one of the most

illustrious of the Romans. 2. IJistoriae^ which

were written after the death of Nerva, 98, and
before the Annales. They comprehended the pe-

riod from the second consulship of Oalba, 68, to

the death of Bomitian, 96, and the author designed

to add the reigns of Nerva and Trajan. The first 4

books alone are extant in a complete form, and they

coropreflend only the events of about one year.

The 5th book is imperfect, and goes no further than

the commencement of the siege of Jerusalem by
Titus, and the war of Civilis in Germany. It is

not known how many books of the Histories there

were, but it must have been a large work, if it waa
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all written on the same scale as the first 5 books.

— 3. Annales^ which commence with the death of

Augustus, 14, and comprise the period to the death

of Nero, 60^ a space of 54 years. The greater

part of the 5th book is lost
;
and also the 7th, 8th,

dth, 10th, the beginning of the 11th, and the end

of the 1 6th, which is the last book. These lost

parts comprised the whole of Caligula's reign, the

first 5 years of Claudius, and the 2 last of Nero.
— 4. Moribu$ et Popnlis Oermaniae,, a treatise

descs'bing the Germanic nations. It is of no value,

as a geographical description
;
the first few cliap-

ters contain as much of the geography of Germany
as Tacitus knew. The main matter is the descrip-

tion of the political institutions, the religion, and
the habits, of the various tribes included under the

denomination of Germani. The value of the in-

formation contained in this treatise has often been
discussed, and its credibility attacked

; but we may
estimate its true character by observing the pre-

cision of the writer as to those Germans who were
best known to the Romans from being near the

Rhino. That the hearsay accounts ofmore remote

tribes must partoke of the defects of all such evi-

dence, is obvious
;
and we cannot easily tell whether

Tacitus embellished that which he heard obscurely

told. But to consider the Oennany as a fiction,

is one of those absurdities which need only be re-

corded, not refuted.— 5. Dialoffus de Oratoribiis.

If this dialogue is the work of Tacitus, and it pro-

bably is, it must be his earliest work, fur it was
written in the 6th year of Vespasian (c. 17). The
style is more easy than that of the Annals, more
diffuse, less condensed

;
but there is no obvious

difference between the style of this Dialogue

and the Histories, nothing so striking as to make
us contend for a different authorship. Besides

tills, it is nothing unusual for woiks of the same
author which are written at different times to vary

greatly in style, especially if they treat of different

matters. The old MSS. attribute this Dialogue to

Tacitus.— The Annals of Tacitus, the work of a
mature age, contain the chief events of the period

which they embi'ace, arranged under their several

years. There seems no peculiar propriety in giving

the riam«ta:"f AnnaJes to this work, simply because

the events are arranged in the order of time. The
work of Livy may just as well be called Annals.

In the Annals of Tacitus the Princeps or Emperor
is the centre about which events are grouped. Yet
the most important public events, both in Italy and
the provinces, are not omitted, though eveiy thing

is treated as subordinate to the exhibition of im-

perial power. The Histories, which were written

before the Annals, are in a more diffuse style, and
the treatment of the extant part is different from

that of the Annals. Tacitus wrote the Histories

as a contemporary ; the Annals as not a contem-

porary. They are two distinct worics, not parts of

one ; which is clearly shown by the very different

proportions of the two works : the first 4 books of

the Histories comprise about a year, and the first

4 books of the Annals comprise 14 years. The
inoml dignity of Tacitus is impressed upon his

works
; the consciousness of a love of truth, of the

integrity of his purpose. His great power ^s in the

knowledge of the human mind, his insight into the
motives of human conduct ; and he found materials
for this study in the history of the emperors, and
tiarticularly Tiberius,thenrch-hypocrite, andperhaps
fialf madman. His Annals are filled with drama*
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tic scenes and striking catastrophes. He laboured

to produce effect by the exhibition of great per-

sonages oil the stage
; but as to the mass of the

people we learn little from Tacitus.— The style of

Tacitus is peculiar, though it bears some resem-

blance to Sallust. In the Annals it is concise,

vigorous, and pregnant with meaning; laboured,

but elaborated with art, and stripped of every

superfluity. A single word sometimes gives effect

to a sentence, and if the meaning of the word is

missed, the sense of the writer is not reached.

Such a work is probably the result of many tran-

scriptions by the author. In the Annals Tacitus

is generally brief and rapid in his sketches
;
but he

is sometimes minute, and almost tedious, when he
comes to work out a dramatic scene. Nor does he

altogether neglect his rhetorical art when he has

an opportunity for displaying it. The condensed

style of Tacitus sometimes makes him obscure, but

it is a kind of obscurity that is dispelled by careful

reading. Yet a man must read carefully and
often, in order to understand him

;
and we cannot

suppose that Tacitus was ever a popular writer.

His real admirers will perhaps always be few
;
his

readers fewer still. The best editions of the com-

plete works of Tacitus are by Oberlin, Lips. 1801,

2 vols. 8vo. ; by Bekker, Lips. 1831, 2 vols.

8vo.; and by Orelli, Zurich, 1846 and 1848,

2 vds. 8VO.—-2. M. Claudius, Roman emperor from

the 25th September, a. d. 275, luitil April, a. d.

276. He was elected emperor by the senate after

the death of Aurelian, the army having requested

the senate to nominate a successor to the imperial

throne. Tacitus was at the t me 70 years of age,

and was with difficulty persuaded to accept the pur-

le. I’he high character which he had borne before

is elevation to the throne, he amply sustained

during his brief reign. He endeavoured to repress

the luxury and licentiousness of the age by various

sumptuary laws, and he himself set an example to

all around, by the abstemiouKiess, simplicity, and

frugality of his own habits. The only military

achievement of this feign was the defeat and
expulsion from Asia Minor of a party of Gotha, who
had carried their devastation across the peninsula

to the confines of Cilicia. He died either at Tarsus

or at Tyana, about the 9th of April, 276.

Taen&ram (Tatyapoy : c. Matapan)^ a promon-

tory in Laconics, forming the S.-ly point of the

Peloponnesus, on which stood a celebrated temple

of Poseidon, possessing an inviolable asylum. A
little to the N. of the temple and the harbour of

Achilleus was a town also called Taenarum or

Taenanu, atd at a later time CaenfipSlis. 1 1 was
situated 40 stadia from the extreme point of the

promontory, and was said to have been built by
Taenarus, a son of Zeus, or Icarius or Elatus. On
this promontory was a cave, through which Her-

cules is said to have dragged Cerberus to the

upper world. Here also was a statue of Ariori

seated on a dolphin, since he is said to have landed

at this spot after his miraculous preservation by a

dolphin. In the time of the Romans there were

celebrated marble -quarries' on the promontory.

Tagae (Jayal : Damtphanf)^ a city mentioned

by Polybius as in Parthia, on the border towards

Hyrcania, apparently the same place which Strabo

calls Tape (Tdirri) and reckons to Hyrcania.

Tagaate {TagilU Ru.), an inland town of Nu-
mtdia, on a tributuy of the Bagradas, remarkable

as the birthplace of St. Augustine.
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TSgei, a mysterious Etruscan being, who is

described as a boy with the wisdom of an old man.

Once when an Etruscan, of the name Tarchon,

was ploughing in the neighbourhood of Tarquinii,

there suddenly rose out of the ground Tages, the

son of a Genius Jovialis, and grandson of Jupiter.

When Tages addressed Tarchon, the latter shrieked

with fear, whereupon other Etruscans hastened to

him, and in a short time all the people of Etruria

were assembled around him. Tages now instructed

tliera in the art of the haruspices, and died- imme-
diately after. The Etruscans, iij[ho had listened

attentively to his instructions, afterwards wrote

down all he had said, and thus arose the books of

Tages, which, according to some, were 12 in number.
TSgiiB (Spanish Tajo, Portuguese English

Tagus)^ one of the chief rivers in Spain, rising in

the land of the Celtiberians, between the moun-
tains Orospeda and Idubeda, and, after flowing in

a W.-ly direction, falling into the Atlantic. The
whole course of the Tagus exceeds S50 English

miles. At its mouth stood Olisippo {LiJtfm).

Tho ancient writers relate that much gold sand

and precious stone were found in the Tjigus.

Talahiiga, a town in Lusitania, between Ae-
minium and Lagobriga.

Talasslus or Talasses. [Thalassiu».]
Talaura (rot TdAaupa: Tttrk/ud^)^ a fortress

in Pontus, used by Mithridates the Great as a
residence, and sup^iosed by some to be identical

with Gaziuni.

T&lfius (TdAoos), son of Bios and Pero, and
king of Argos, lie was married to Lysimache
(Eurynome, or Lysianassa), and was father of

Adrastus, Parthenopacus, Pronax, Mecisteus, Aris-

tomachus, and Eriphyle. lie occurs among the

Argonauts, and his tomb was shown at Argos. The
patronymic 'falawnides (TaAaibvlSijs) is given to

his sons. Adrastus and Mecisteus.

Talmis {El-Ka(absheh, Ku.), a city of the Dode-
caschoenuB, that is, the district of Aetliiopia imme-
diately above Egypt, stood on the W. bank of the

Nile, S. of Taphis, and N. of Tutzis. Its ruins

consist of an ancient robk^hewn temple, with
splendid sculptures, and of a later temple of the

Roman period, in the midst of which stands the

modem village. There was a place on tho oppo-

site bank called Contra Talmis.

Talna, Juventlus. [Thalna.]
Talos (TeUwr ). 1. Son of Perdix, the sister of

Daedalus. For details see Pekdix.— 2. A man
of brass, tho work of Hephaestus. This wonderful

being was given to Minos by Zeus or Hephaestus,

and watched the island of Crete by wjplking round
the island thrice every day. Whenever he saw
strangers approaching, he made himself red hot in

Are, and then embraced the strangers when they

landed.

Talthl^Uns (yaxeiews), the herald of Aga-
memnon at Troy. He wqs worshipped as a hero

at Sparta and Argos, where sacrifices also were

offered to him.
Taxn&ra. 1. Or Tam&ris (Thmiro), a small

river in Hispania Tarraconensis, on thi^ coast of

Goliaecia, falling into the Atlantic between the

Minius and tho Prom. Nerium. •»2. (JTamevlon

near Plymouth), a town of the Damnonii in the

S. of Britain, at the mouth of the Tamarus.

Tamailoi, a people in Gallaecia, on the riyer

Tamara.

Tam&rif. [Takaba.]
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Tam&nui (Thmar), a river in the S. of Britain.

Tamassns or Tam&aiu (Ta/MureSsf Td/aatros

:

Tafiatrlrijs, Tafidaios), probably the same as the

Homeric TemteS (Teju^cri/), a town i» the middle

of Cyprus, N. W. of Olympus, and 29 miles S. E.

of Solog, on the road from the latter place te Tre-

mithns, was situated in a fertile country and in

the neighbourhood of extensive copper mines.

Near it was a celebrated plain (ager Tamaseus)^

sacred to Venus. (Or. Mel. x. 644.)

Tambraz (Td/u^po^), a great city of Hyrcania^

on the N. side of Mt Coronus, mentioned ISy Po-

lybius. It is perhaps the same place which Strabo

calls TaXaSpdKHi.

TamesU or TauSsa (77iamM), a river in Britain

flowing into the sea on the E. coast, on which
stood Londinium. Caesar crossed the Thames at

the disUiiice of 80 Roman miles from the sea,

probably at Cowey Stakes, near Gotland s and the

confluence of the Wey. There have been found

in modern times in the ford of the river at this

spot large stakes, which are supposed to have been
the same as were fixed in the water by Cassi-

vellaunus, when he attempted to prevent Caesar

from crossing the river.

Tamna (Tdjui'o), a very great city in the S.W.
of Arabia Felix, the capital of the Catabani. It

maintained a caravan tniffic, in spices and other

products of Arabia, with Gaza, from which iu

distance was reckoned 1436 Roman miles.

TamSt (Tajuciis), a native of Memphis in Egypt,

was lieutenant-governor of Ionia under Tissa-

phernes. He afterwards attached himself to the

service of the younger Cyrus ; upon whose death,

he sailed to Egypt, where he hoped to find refuge

with Psammetichus, on whom he had conferred an

obligation. Psammetichus, however, put him to

death, in order to possess himself of his money
and ships.

TamphXlus or TampRaB, BaeMns. 1. Cn.,

tribune of the plebs, b. c. S04
;
praetor 199, when

he was defeated by the Insubrians ;
and consul

182, when he fought against the Ligurians with

success.— 2. X., brother of the last, was praetor

1 92, and served in Greece both in this year and tho

following, in the war against AntTochiis. In 181

he was consul, when he defeated the L'l^rians.

Tam^ae (Ta/Ut^ai), a town in Euboea, on Mt.

Cotylaeuin, in the territory of Erctria, with a

temple of Apollo, said to have been built by Ad-
metus. Here the Athenians under Phocion gained

a celebrated victory over CalHas of ChaUis, b. c.

354.

Tamyr&oa, a town and promontory of European

Siunnatia at the innermost comer of the Sinus

Carcinites, which was also called from this town
Sinus Tamyraces.

Tamyras or Oamtlras (To/ad^par, Ao/iovpav:

Daniur^ or Nahr-d-Ketdi)^ a little river of Phoe-
nicia, rising on Mt Libanns, and falling into the

Mediterranean about half way between Sidon and
Berytus.

Tan&ger {Negro\ a river of Lucania, rising in

the Apennines, which, after flowing in a N.E.-Iy

direction, loses itself under the earth near Polla

for a splu:e of about 2 miles, and finally fidla into-

the Silarus near Forum Popilii.

Tanagra iyivaypa ; Taymypaios ; Grimadha or

Gritnala), a celebrated town of Boeotia, situated

on a steep ascent on the left bank of tlie Asoput^

1 3 stadia imm Oropus, and 200 stadia from Pla-

dB 3
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taeae, in the district Tanagraea, which was also

called Poemandris. Tanagra was supposed to be

the same town as the Homeric Graea.. The most

ancient iuljabitants are said to have been the

Gephyraei, who came with Cadmus from Phoe*

nicia ;
but it was afterwards taken possession of

by tho Aeolian Boeotians. It was a place of con-

siderable commercial importance, and was cele-

brated, among other things, for its breed of fighting

cocks. At a later time it belonged to the Boeotian

confederacy. Being near the frontiers of Attica,

it Wits' frequently exposed to the attacks of the

Athenians; and near it the Athenians sustained a
celebrated defeat, B. c. 467.

Tan&ls (Tcb/atr). 1. (Don, i. e. Water), a great

river, which rises in the N. of Sarmatia Europuea
(about the centre of J^fussta), and flows to the S. E.

till it comes near the To/^a, when it turns to tlie

S.W., and falls into the N. E. angle of the Palus

Maeotis (Sea ofAzov) by 2 principal mouths and
sevei'iil smaller ones. It was usually considered

the boundary between Europe and Asia. Its

chief tribiitiiry was the Hyrgis or Syrgis (prob.

Doneln).— 2. (Ru. near KassatcJiei), a city of

Siirmatia Asiatica, on the N. side of the S. mouth
of the TanaVs, at a little distance from the sea. It

was founded by a colony from Miletus, and be-

came a very flourishing etnporium. It reduced to

subjection several of the neighbouring tribes, but

in its turn it became subject to the kings of Bos-

porus. -It was destroyed by Poleinon on account

of an attempted revolt, and, though afterwards

restored, it never regained its fonner prosperity.

TanHquil. [Tar^uinius.]

Tanetom (Tanctanus ; Taneto), a town of the

Boil ill Gallia Cispadann, between Mutina and

Parma.

Tanis (Tdvis ; 0. T. Zoan : Toi/ittjs : San,

Ru.), a very ancient city of Lower Egypt, in tho

E. part of the Delta, on the right bank of tlie ann
of the Nile, which was tailed after it the Tanitic,

and on the S. W. side of the great lake between

this and the Pelusiuc branch of the Nile, which

was also called, after the city, Tanis (Lake of
Menzideh). It was one of the capitals of Lower
Egypt under the early kings, and was said by
tradition fO have been the residence of the court

in the time of Moses. It was the chief city of

the Taiiites Nomos.
TantMos (Tdi'roAor). L Son of Zeus and

Pluto. His wife is called by some Euryanassa,

by othej^s Taygete or Dione, and by others Clytia

or Eiipryto. He was the father of Pelops, Broteas,

and Niobe. All traditions agree in stating that

he was a wealthy king, but while some call him
king of Lydia, others describe him as king of

Argos or Corinth. Tantalus is particularly cele-

brated in ancient story for the terrible punishment

inflicted upon him after lus death in the lower

world, the causes of which are differently stated

by the ancient authors. According to the common
account Zeus invited him to his table, and cour-

niunicated bis divine counsels to him. Tantalus

divulged the secrets thus intrusted to him
;
and

he was punished in the lower world by being

afilicLed with a raging thirst, and at the same timo

placed in the midst of a lake, the waters of

which always receded from him as soon as he at-

tempted to drink them. Over his head, moreover,

^ng branches of fruit, which receded in like

dianner when he stretched out his hand to reach
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them. In addition to all this there was susptended

over his head a huge rock ever threatening to

crush him| Another tradition relates that, wishing

to test thc^ gods, he cut his son Pelops in pieces,

boiled them and set them before the gods at a
repast. A third account states that Tantalus

stole nectar and ambrosia from the table of the

gods and gave them to his friends ; and a fourth

lastly relates the following story. Rhea caused

the infant Zeus and his nurse to be guarded lit

Crete by a golden dog, whom Zeus afterwards

appointed guardian of his temple in Crete. Pan-
dareus stole thi8*dog, and, caiTying him to Mount
Sipylus in Lydia, gave him to Tantalus to take

care of. But when Pandareus demanded the dog
back, Tantalus took an oath that he had never

received it. Zeus thereupon changed Pandareus
into a stone, and threw Tantalus down from

Mount Sipylus. Others again relate that Hermes
demanded the dog of Tantalus, and that the

perjury was committed before Hermes. Zeus
buried Tantalus under Mount Sipylus as a punish-

ment ; and there his tomb was shown in later

times. The punishment of Tantalus was proverbial

in ancient times, and from it the English language

hag borrowed the verb to tautaliae,” that is, to

hold out hopes or prospects which cannot be

realised. — The patronymic Tantalides is fre-

quently given to the descendants of Tantalus;.

Hence we find not only his son Pelops, but also

Atreus, Thyestes, Agamemnon, Menelaus, and
Orestes called by this name.— 2. Son of Thy-
estes, wlio was killed by Atreus. Others call

him a son of Broteas. He was married to Cly-

taemnestra before Agamemnon, and is said by
some to have been killed by Agamemnon.— 3. Sou
of Amphion and Niobe.

Tauus or Tanaus (Tdi/or or Tavods : Kani), a
river in the district of Thyreatiu, on the E. coast

of Peloponnesus, rising in Mt. Parnon, and falling

into the Thyrcatic gulf, after forming the boundary

between Argolis and Cynuria.

TaSpe (Tuokti ; IJunUer-Iiei^ht), a city on tho

coast of Persis, near th« mouth of the river Orauis,

used occasionally as a royal residence. The sur-

rounding district was called TaoKriyi].

Tabcki (Tdo^oO* ^ people of Pontus, on the

borders of Armenia, frequently mentioned by
Xenophon in the Anabasis*

Tape. [Taoab.J
Taphlae Insillae, a number of small islands in

the Ionian sea, lying between the coasts of Leu-

cadia and Acarniuiia. Tiiey were also called the

islands of the Teleboae, and their inhabitants were

in like maiiKer named Taphli {Td<pioi) or Tele-

b5ae (TifAE^dat). The largest of these islands is

called Tapliai (Td<pos) by Homer, but TapbitLs

(Ta^toOs) or Tapblfisa (TatpioDo-a) by later writers.

They are mentioned in Homer as the haunts of

notorious pirates, and are celebrated in mythology

on account of the war "carried on between them

and Electryon, king of Mycenae.
Taphiassufl (Ta^iaeradt: Afacrivoro and Ri-

gani), a uiouutain in Aetolia and Locris, properly

only a S. W. continuation of Mts. Oeta and Corsx.

Taphis ( Tapa, Ru. ),acity of the Dodecaschoenus,

that is, the district of Aethiopia immediately

above Kgypt, stood on the W. bank of the Nile,

S. of Taitzis, and N. of Talmis. It is also called

Todi'r and narfr. There was a town on the oppo-

site bank, called Contra Taphia.
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Tftphrae or T&pliros (Td<ftpai or Td<ppos :

Td(f>pio5)f a town on the isthmus of the Cherso-

nesos Taurica, so called because a tre^h or ditch

was cut across the isthmus at this point.

TaphuB. [Tafhiab.]
TapOSlriS (Tairdorci/us, Tan6<rtpis, Taipitripis^

i. e. the tomb of Osiris: Abousir, Ru.)* a city of

Lower Egypt, on the N.W. frontier, in the Libya
Nomos, near the base of the long tongue of land

on which Alexandria stood, celebrated for its claim

to be considered the burial-place of Osiris. Men-
tion is also made of a LesserJ^aposiris (d
Tairdcreipis) near it.

Taprob&ne (Tairpo€dt'ij : Ceylon\ a great island

of the Indian Ocean, opposite to the S. extremity

of India intra Gangem. The Greeks first became
acquainted with it through the researches of Oncsi-

critus in the time of Alexander, and through in-

formation obtained by residents in India ; and the

Roman geographers acquired additional knowledge

respecting the island through an emltassy which

was sent from it to Rome in the reign of Clau-

dius. Of the accounts given of it by the ancients,

it is only necessary liere to state that Ptolemy

makes it very much too large, while, on the other

hand, he gives much too small a S.-ward extension

to the peninsula of India.

Tapuri (Tdiroupot or Tairoupo/), a powerful

people, apparently of Scythian origin, who dwelt

in Media, on the borders of Parthia, S of M.
Coronus. They also extended into Margiana,

and probably further N. on the E. side of the

Caspian, where their original abodes seem to have

been in the mountains called by their name. The
men wore black clothes and long hair, and the

women white clothes and hair cut close. They
were much addicted to drunkenness.

Tapilri Montes (rh Tdvuvpa bpri)t a range of

mountains on the E. of the Caspian sea, inhabited

by the TAPoar.
T^ras. [Tarbntum.]
Tarbelli, one of the most important people in

Gallia Aquitanica, between the Ocean (hence called

Tarbelltcum acquor and ’farbellus Oceanus) and the

Pyrenees (hence called TarbeUa Pyrene). Their

country was sandy and miproductive, but con-

tained gold and mineral springs. Their chief

town was Aquae TarbeUioae or Aug^stae, on

the Aturus {Dacqs on the Adour).

Taxchon, son of Tyrrheuus, who is said to have

built the town of Tarquinii. LTarquinii.] Virgil

represents him as coming to the assistance of Ae-
neas against Tumus.

Tlirentlnus Sinus (TapePTtvos : O. of
Tarcntum\ a great gulf in the S. of Italy, between

Bruttium, Lucania, and Calabria, beginning W.
near the Prom. Lacinium, and ending E. near the

Prom, lapygium, and named after the town of

Tarentum. According to Strabo, it is 1 920 stadia

in circuit, and the enV^nce to it is 700 stadia

wide.

T&rentum, called Taras by the Greeks (Tdpaf,

-avTor : Tapsvrivos^ Tarentinus ; Taranto\ an im-

portant Greek city in Italy, situated the W.
coast of the peninsula of Calabria, and on a bay of

the sea,about 1 00 stadia in circuit, formingan excel-

lent harbour,and being a portion of the great Gulf of

JTarentum. The city stood in the midst of a beauti-

ful I and fertile country, S. of Mt Aulon and W . of

Che mouth of the Galaesus. It was originally built

by the lapygions, who are said to have been joined
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by some Cretmi colonists from the neighbouring

town of Uria, and it derived its name from the

mythical Taras, a son of Poseidon. The greatness

of Tarentum, however, dates from asc. 708, when
the original inhabitants were expelled, and the

town was taken possession of by a strong body of

Lacedaemonian Partheniae under the guidance of

Phalanthus [Phalanthus]. It soon became the

most powerful and flourishing city in the whole of

Magna Graccia, and exercised a kind of supremacy
over the other Greek cities in Italy. It cj^ed on
an exteiisive commerce, possessed a considerable

fleet of ships of war, and was able to bring into the

field, with the assistance of its allies, an army of

30,0U0 foot and 3,U00 horse. The city itself in

its most flourishing period contained 22,000 men
capable of bearing arms. The government of
Tarentum was different at various periods. In the
time of Darius Hystaspis, Herodotus speaks of a
king (i. e. a tyrant) of Tarentum

;
but at a later

period the government was a democracy. Archytas,
who was born at Tarentum, and who lived about
B. c. 400, drew up a code of laws for his native

city. With the increase of wealth the citiaens

became luxurious and effeminate, and being hard
pressed by the Lucanians and other barbarians in

the neighbourhood, they were obliged to apply for

aid to the mother-country. Archidainus, son of

Agesilaus, was the first who came to their assist-

ance in fi. c.
; and he fell in battle fighting on

their behalf. The next prince whom they invited

to succour them, was Alexander, king of Epirus,

and uncle to Alexander the Great. At first he
met with considerable success, but was eventually

defeated and slain by the Bruttii in 326 near
Pandosia on the banks of the Acheron. Sliortly

afterwards the Tarentines had to encounter a still

more formidable enemy. Having attacked some
Roman ships, and then grossly insulted the Roman
anibiissadurs who had been sent to demand repara-

tion, M’ar was declared *agaiii8t the city by the

powerful republic. The Tarentines were saved for

a time by Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, who came to

their help in 281 ;
but two years after the defeat

of this monarch and his withdrawal from Italy,

the city was taken by the Homans (S^). In the

second Punic war Tarentum revolte^trom Rome
to Hannibal (212); but it was retaken by the

Homans in 207, and was treated by them with
great severity. From this time Tarentum declined

in prosperity and wealth. It was subsequently

made a Roman colony, and it still contimed to be

a place of considerable importance in the time of

Augustus. Its inhabitant retained their love of

luxury and ease ; and it is described by Horace as

moUe Tarentum and imbeUe Tarentum. Even after

the downfall of the Western Empire the Greek
language was still spoken at Tarentum

;
and it was

long one of the chief strongholds of the Byzantine

empire in the S. of Italy. The town of Tarentum
consisted of 2 parts, viz., of a peninsula or island

at the entrance of the harbour, and of a town
on the main land, which was connected with the

island by means of a bridge. On the N.W. comer
of the island, close to the entrance of the harbour,

was tile citadel : the principal part of the town was
situated S.W. of the isthmus. The modem town
is conflned to the island or peninsula on which the

citadel stood. The neighbourhood of Tarentum
produced the best wool in all Italy, and was also

celebrated for its excellent wine, ngs, peara, and
dB 4
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other fhiitiL Ita purple die was also much Talued

in antiquity.

TaxiohSa or >4ae (Tapixeto, -4aL, cuac El~

KereJk, Hu.)«^a town of Galilee, at the S. end of

the lake of Tiberias, strongly fortified, and with a

turbulent population, who gave the Romans much
trouble during the Jewish War. It obtained its

name from the quantities of the fish of the neigh-

bouring lakes which were salted here.

Tame (Tapinj), a city of Lydia, on M. Tmolus,

mentioned by Homer. Pliny mentions simply a
fountiuh of the name.

Tarpa, Bp. Maedus, was engaged by Pompeius

to fiek'ct the plays that were acted at his games

exhibited in b. c. 55. Tarpa was likewise em-

ployed by Augustus as a dramatic censor.

Tarpeia, daughter of Sp. Tarpeius, the go-

vernor of the Roman citadel on the Saturnian hill,

afterwards called the Capitoline, was tempted by
the gold on the Sabine bracelets and collars to

open a gate of the fortress to T. Tatius and his

l^bines. As they entered, they threw upon her

their shields, and thus crushed her to death. She
was buried on the hill, and her memory was pre-

served by the name of the Tarpeian rock, which

was given to a part of the Capitoline. A legend

^till exists at Rome which relates that the fair

Tarpeia ever sits in the heart qf the hill, covered

with gold and jewels, and bound by a spell.

Tarplie (Tdp^u), a town in Locris on Mt. Oeta,

mentioned by Homer, and subsequently called

Pharygae.

Taxqulnla. [Tarquimur.]
Tarqtdnii (Tnrquiniensis : Turchina nr.Comeio\

a city of Etruria, situated on a hill and on the

river Marta, S. K. of Cosu and on a road leading

from the latter town to Rome. It was one of the

1 2 Etruscan cities, and was probably regarded as

the metropolis of the Confederation. It is said to

have been founded by Tnrehon, the son or brother

of Tyrrheniis, who was t!ie leader of the Lydian
colony from Asia to Italy. It was in the neigh-

bourhood of Tarquinii that the seer Tages appeared,

from whom the Etniscans learnt their civil and
religious polity. [Taoks.] According to one

account Tqrquinii was founded by Thessalians,

that is, Pelasgians ;
but there can be no donbi that

it was an original Etruscan city, and that Tarchon

is merely a personification of the race of the Tyr-

rhenians. It was at Tarquinii that Demaratus, the

father of Tarquinius Priscus, settled
;
and it was

from this^vity that the Tarquinian family came to

Rome. After the expulsion of Tarquinius Super-

bus from Rome, the Tarqiiinienses, in conjunction

with the Veientes, espoused his cause, but they

nvere defeated by the Romans. From this time the

Tarquinienses were frequently engaged in war with

the Romans ;
hut they were at length obliged to

submit to Rome about B.c. 310. Tarquinii was
subsequently made a Roman colony and a niuni-

cipium
;
but it gradually declined in importance;

and in the 8th or dth century of the Christian era

it was deserted by its inhabitants, who founded

Corneto on the opposite hill. There are few re-

mains of the ancient city itself
; but the cemetery

of Tarquinii, consisting of a vast number df sub-

terraneous caves in the hill on which Corneto

atands, is still in a state of excellent preservation

and contains numerous Etruscan paintings : hers

acftne of the most interesting remains of Etruscan

nrt have been discovered in modem times.

TARQUINIUS.
TarqnHiIiis, the name of a family in earif

Roman history, to which the 5th and 7th kings of
Rome belonged. The legend of the Tarqvins ran
as follows. Demaratus, theh: ancestor, belonged
to the noble family of the Bacchiudae at Corinth,

and fled from his native city when the power of

his order was overthrown by Cypselus. lie settled

at Tarquinii in Etruria, where he had mercantile

connections. He married an Etruscan wife, by
whom he had two sous, Lucumo and Aruns. The
latter died in the lifetime of his father, leaving his

wife pregnant ; bnt as Demaratus was ignorant of

this circumstance, he bequeathed all his property

to Lucumo, and died himself shortly afterwards.

But, although Lucumo was thus one of the most
wealthy persons at Tarquinii, and had married

Tanaquil, who belonged to a family of the highest

rank, he was excluded, as a stranger, from all

power and influence in the state. Discontented

with this inferior position, and urged on by his

wife, he resolved to leave Tarquinii, and remove
to Rome. He accordingly set out for Home, riding

in a chariot with his wife and accompanied by a
large train of followers. When they had reached

the JaniculuB, an eagle seized his cap, and after

carrying it away to a great heiglit placed it again

upon his head. Tanaquil, who was skilled in the

Etruscan science of augury, bade her husband
hope for the highest honour from this omen. Her
predictions were soon verified. The stranger was
received with welcome, and he and his fulhtwers

were admitted to the rights of Roman citizens.

He took the name of L. Tarquinius, to which
Livy adds Prisons. His wealth, his courage, and
his wisdom, gained him the love both of Ancus
Marcitis and of the people. The former appointed

him guardian of his children
;
and, when he died,

the senate and the people unanimously elected

Tarquinius to the vacant throne. The reign of

Tarquinius was distinguished by great exploits in

war, and by great works in peace. He defeated

the Latins and Sabines ;
and the latter people

ceded to him the town of Collatia, where he placed

a garrison under the command of Egerius, the

son of his deceased brother Aruns, who took the

surname of Collatinus. Some traditions relate

that Tarquinius defeated the Etruscans likewise.

Among the important works which Tarquinius

executed in peace, the most celebrated are the

vast sewers by which the lower parts of the city

were drained, and which still remain, with not a
stone displaced, to bear witness to his power and

wealth. He is also said in some traditions to have

laid out the Qircus Maximus in the valley which
had been redeemed from water by the sewers, and
also to have instituted the Great or Roman Games,
which were henceforth performed in the Circus.

The Forum, with its porticoes and rows of shops,

was also his work, and he likewise began to sur-

round the city with a qtone wall, a work which
was finished by his successor Servius Tullius.

The building of the Capitoline temple is moreover

attributed to the elder Tarquinius, though most

traditions Ascribe this work to bis son, and only

the vow to the father. Tarquinius also made
some changes in the constitution of the state. He
added 100 new members to the senate, who were

called pairea nUnorum gentitm^ to distinguish them

from the old senators, who were now called pairea

majerum gentium. He wished to add to the 3

centuries of equitei established by Romulus 3 neir
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centnrici, and to call them after himself and two
of his friends. His plan was opposed by the auffur

Attus Navius, who gave a convincing! proof that

the gods were opposed to his purpose. [Navius.]
Accordingly, he gave up his design of establishing

new centuries, but to each of the former centuties

he associated another under the same name, so that

henceforth there were the hrst and second Kamnes,
Titles, and Luceres. He increased the number of

Vestal Viiprins from 4 to 6. Tarquinius was
murdered after a reign of 38 years at the insti-

gation of the sons of Aucus Marciua. But the

latter did not secure the reward of their crime,

for Servius Tullius, with the assistance of Tanaqttil,

succeeded to the vacant throne. Tarquinius left

two sons and two daughters. His two sons,

h. Tarquinius and Aruns, were subsequently mar*

ried to the two daughters of Servius Tullius. One
of his daughters was married to Servius Tullius,

and the other to M. Brutus, by whom she became
the mother of the cclebnited L. Brutus, the first

consul at Rome. Servius Tullius, whose life is

given under Tullius, was murdered after a reign

of 44 years, by his son-in-law, h. Tarquinius, who
ascended the vacant throne.—-L. Tarqninins
SuperbUB commenced his reign without any of the

forms of election. One of the first acts of his reign

was to abolish the rights which had been conferred

upon the plebeians by Servius; and at the same
time all the senators and patricians whom he mis-

trusted, or whose wealth he coveted, were put to

death or driven into exile. He surrounded himself

by a body-guard, by means of which he was

enabled to do what he liked. His cruelty and

tyranny obtained for him the surname of Superbus.

But, although a t)’rant at home, he raised Rome
to great influence and power among the surround-

ing nations. He gave his daughter in marriage to

Octavius Mamilius of Tusculuni, the most powerful

of the Latin chiefs ; and under his sway Rome
became the head of the Latin confederacy. He
defeated the Volscians, and took the wealthy town
of Suessa Pometia, with ^ho spoils of which he

commenced the erection of the Capitol which his

fiither had vowed. In the vaults of this temple

be deposited the Sibylline books, which the king

piircliased from a sibyl or prophetess. She bad

offered to sell him 9 books for 300 pieces of gold.

Tile king refused the offer with scorn. There-

upon she went away, and burned 3, and then

demanded the same price for the 6. The king

still refused. She again went away and burnt 3

more, and still demanded the same price for the

remaining 3. The king now purchased the 3 books,

and the sibyl disappeared. He next engaged in

war with Gabii, one of the Latin cities, which

refused to enter into the league. Unable to take

the city by force of arms, Tarquinius had recourse

to stratagem. His son, Sextus, pretending to lie

ill-treated by bis father,, and covered with the

bloody marks of stripes, fled to Gabii. The infa-

tuated inhabitants intrusted him with the com-
mand of their troops

;
whereupon be sent a mes-

senger to his father to inquire how be should

deliver the city into his hands. The king,

who was walking in his garden when the mes-
senger arrived, made no reply, but kept striking

off the heads of the tallest poppies with bis stick.

'

Sextus took the hint. He put to death or banished
'

all the leading men of the place, and then bad no
difficulty in compelling it to submit to bis father.
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In the midst of bis prosperity, Tarquinius fell

through a shameful outrage committed by one of

his sons. Tarquinius and his sons were engaged
in besieging Aidea, a city of the RuttHians. Here,

as the king's sons, and their cousin, Tarquinius

Collatinus, the son of Egerius, were feasting to-

gether, a dispute arose about the virtue of their

wives. As nothing was doing in the field, they
mounted their horses to visit their homes by sur-

prize. They first went to Rome, where they sur-

prized the king's daughters at a splendid luHiquet.

They then hastened to Collatia, and there, though
it was late in the night, they found Lucretia, the

wife of Collatinus, spinning amid her handmaids.

The beauty and virtue of Lucretia had fire'd the

evil passions of Sextus. A few days afterwards he
returned to Collatia, where he was hospitably re-

ceived by Lucretia as her husband's kinsman. In
the dead of night he entered the chamber with a
drawn sword : by threatening to lay a slave with
his throat ent beside her, whom he would pretend

to have killed in order to avenge her husband's
honour, he forced her to yield to his wishes. As
soon as Sextus hud departed, Lucretia sent for her
husband and father. Collatinus came, accompanied
by L. Brutus ; Lucretius, with P. Valerius, who
afterwards gained the surname of Publicola. They
found her in an agony of sorrow. She told them
what had happened, enjoined them to avenge her
dishonour, and then stabbed herself to death.

They all swore to avenge her. Brutus threw off

his assumed stupidity, and placed himself at their

head. They carried the corpse to Rome. Brutus,
who was Tribunus Celcrum, summoned the people,

and related the deed of shame. All classes were
inflamed with the same indignation. A decree

was passed deposing the king, and banishing him
and his lamily from the city. The army, encamped
before Ardea, likewise renounced their allegiance

to the tyrant. Tarquinius, with his two sons,

Titus and Aruns, took refiige at Caere in Etruria.

Sextus repaired to Gabii, his own principality,

where he was shortly after murdered by the

friends of those whom he had put to death. Tnr-
quinins reigned 24 years. Ho was banished b. c.

510. The people of Tarquinii and V4^ espoused
the cause of the exiled tyrant, and marched
against Home. The two consuls advanced to

meet them. A bloody battle was fought, in which
Brutus and Aruns, the son of Tarquinius, slew
each other. Tarquinius next repaired to Lars
Porsena, the powerful king of CliisiilRn, who
inarched against Rome at the head of a vast army.
The history of this memorable expedition is re-

lated under Porsbna. After Porsena quitted

Rome, Tarquinius took refuge with his son-in-

law, Mamilius Octavius of Tusculum. Under the

guidance of the latter, the Latin states espoused

the cause of the exiled king, and declared war
against Rome. The contest was decided by the
celebrated battle of the lake Regillus, in which the

Romans gained the victory by the help of Castor

and Pollux. Tarquinius himself was wounded,

but escaped with his life
;

his son Sextus is said

to have fallen in this battle, though, according to

another* tradition, ns we have already seen, he was
slain by the inhabitants of Gabii. Tarquinius

Superbus bad now no other state to whom be

could apply for assistance. He had already sur-

vived all his family ; and be now fled to Aris-

tobulus at Cumae, where be died a wretched and
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childless old man. Such is the story of the

Tarquins according to the ancient writers ; but

this story must not be received as a real history.

The narratil'e contains numerous inconsistencies

and impossibilities. The following is only one

instance out of many. We are told that the

younger Tarquinius who was expelled from Rome
in mature age, was the son of the king who
ascended the throne 107 years previously in the

vigour of life ; and Servius Tullius, who mar-
ried th- daughter of Tarquinius Priscus, shortly

before he ascended the throne, is represented im-

mediately after his accession as the father of two
daughters whom he marries to the brothers of his

own wife

!

Tarracina (Tarracinensis : Terracina), more
anciently called Anxur (Anxurates PL), an ancient

town of Latium situated 58 miles S.E. of Rome on

the Via Appia and upon the coast, with a strongly

fortihed citadel upon a high hill, on which stood

the temple of Jupiter Anxurus. It was probably

a Pclasgian town originally
;
but it afterwards be-

longed to the Volsci, by whom it was called Anxur.
It was conquered by the Romans, who gave it the

name of Tarracina, and it was made a Roman
colony, B. c. 329. Three miles W. of the town
stood the grove of Feroiiin, with a temple of this

goddess. The ancient walls of the citadel of Tar-

racina are still visible on the slope of Moniecchio.

Tarr&CO (Tarraconensis : Tarragona)^ an ancient

town on the E. coast of Spain situated on a rock

7()0 ft. high, between the river Ibenis and the

I'yrenees on the river Tulcis. It was founded by
the Massilians, and was made the head quarters

of the 2 brothers P. and Cn. Scipio, in their cam-

paigns against the Carthaginians in the 2nd Punic
war. It subsequently became a populous and
flourishing town; and Augustus, who wintered

Jiore (b. c. 26 ) after his Cantabrian campaign, made
it the capital of one of* the 3 Spanish provinces

( tiispania Tarraconenm) and also a Roman colony.

Hence we find it called Colonia Tarraconensis^ also

Col. Vktrix Togata and Col. Julia Fictrix Tarra-

conensis. The modern town of Tarragona is built

tn a great extent with the remains of the ancient

city; and sfloman inscriptions may frequently be

seen embedded in the walls of the modern houses.

The ancient Roman aqueduct, having been repaired

in modern times, still supplies the modern city

with water
;
and at a short distance to the N. W.

of Tarr^ona, along the sea coast, is a R(^man se-

pulchre called the tower of the ^ipios, although

the real place of the burial of the Scipios is quite

unknown.
TammtSnuB Faternos. [Patbrnua.]
Tarsia {Tapairi: Has Jird or C. Cerles\ a

promontory of Carmania, on the coast of the Per-

sian Gulf, near the frontier of Persia. The neigh-

bouring part of the coast of Carmania was called

TarsiAna.

Tarslna (5 Tdpffios: Tarza or Balihesri)y a
jriver of Mysia, rising in M. Temnus, and flowing

N. E., through the Miletopolites Lacus, into the

Macestns.

Tarstlt, Tarsot (Topudv, Tap<roi, Teper^is, 0c^
(f6s ; Tap0-(ur, Tarsensis : Tersus, Ku.), the chief

city of Cilicia, stood near the centre of Cilicia

Cumpestris, on the river Cydnus, about 12 miles

above its mouth, in a very large and fertile plain

at the foot of M. Taurus, the chief pats through

which (Pylae Ciliciae) led down to Tarsus. Its
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position gave it the full benefit of the natural ad-
vantages of a fertile country, and the command of

an iinportaift highway ofcommerce. It hadalso an
excellent harbour, 12 miles from the city, which is

filled up with sand. The city was of unknown
antiquity. Some ascribed its foundation to the

Assyrian king Sardanapalus
;

others to Perseus,

in connection with whose legend the name of the

city is fancifully derived from a hoof (rapods)

which the winged horse Pegasus lost here
; and

others to the Argive chieftain Triptolemus, whose
effigy appears on the coins of the city. All that

can be determined with certainty seems to be that

it was a very ancient city of the Syrians, who
were the earliest known inhabitants of this part of

Asia Minor, and that it received Greek settlers at

an early period. In the time of Xenophon, who
gives us the first historical notice of Tarsus, it was
the capital of the Cilician prince Syeniiesis, and
was taken by Cyrus. [Comp. Cilicia.] At the

time of the Macedonian invasion, it was held by
the Persian troops, who were about to burn it,

when they were prevented by Alexander’s arrival.

After playing an important part as a military post

in the wars of the successors of Alexander, and
under the Syrian kings, it became, by the peace

between the Romans and Antiochus the Great, the

frontier city of the Syrian kingdom on the N. VV.

As the power of the Seleucidae declined, it suffered

much from the oppression of its governors, and
from the wars between the members of the royal

fiunily. At the time of the Mithridatic War, it

suffered, on the one hand, from Tigranes, who
overran Cilicia, and, on the otiier, from the pirates,

who had their strongholds in the mountains of

Cilicia Aspera, and made frequent incursions into

the level country. From both these enemies it

was rescued by Pompey, who made it the capital

of the new Roman province of Ciliciti, b. c. 66. In
the Civil War, it took part with Caesar, and as-

sumed, in bis honour, the name of Jnliopolis.

For this the inhabitants were severely punished by
Cassius, but were reccvmpensed by Antony, who
made Tarsus a free city. Under Augustus, the

city obtained immunity from taxes, through the

influence of the emperor’s tutor, the Stoic Atheno-
doniB, who was a native of the place. It enjoyed

the favour, and was called by the names, of several

of the later emperors. It was the scene of im-

portant events in the wars with the Persians, the

Arabs, and the Turks, and also in the Crusades.

The people of Tarsus were celebrated for their

mental power, their readiness in repartee, and
their fondnesr for the study of philosophy. Among
the most distinguished natives of the place were :

the Stoics, Autipater, Archedemus, Heraclides,

Nestor, Zeno, and the 2 Athenodori ; the Aca-

demic* Nestor; the Epicureans, Diogenes, cele-

brated for his powers of improvising, Lysias, who
was for a time tyrant of the city, and Plutiades

;

the tragic poets, Dionysides and Bion
;
the satiric

poets, Demetrius, and Boethes, who was also a

troublesome demagogue; the grammarmns, Ar-
temidorurfj Diodorus, and Hermogenes; the his-

torian Hermogenes
;

the physicians, Herodotus

and Philo
; and, above all, the apostle Paul, who

belonged to one of several families of Jews, who
had settled at Tarsus in considerable numbers,

under the Persian and Syrian kings,

Tart&nis (Tdprapos), son of Aether and Oe,
and by his mother Qe the father of the Qigante^
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Typhoeus and Echidna. In the Iliad Tartarus is

a place beneath the earth, as far below Hades as

Heaven is above the earth, and closed by i|pn gates.

Later poets describe Tartarus as the place in the

lower world in which the spirits of wicked men are

punished for their crimes
;
and sometimes they use

the name as synonymous with Hades or the lower

world in general.

Tartessus {Taprri(r<r6s : Tafrrfi<r<rios\ an an-

cient town in Spain, and one of the chief settle-

ments of the Phoenicians, probably the same as

the Tarshish of Scripture. The position of this

town has occasioned much dispute. Most of the

ancient writers place it at the mouth of the river

Haetis, which, they say, was originally called

Tartessus. Others identify it, with more proba

bility, with the city of Carteia on Mt. Calpe, the

r<»ck of Gibraltar. The whole country W. of

Gibraltar was also called Tartessis.

.Taruscon or Tarascon (Tarusconienses : Taras-

cm), a town of the Salves in Gaul, on the E, bank
of the Rhone, N. of Arclate, and E. of Nemausus.
Tarvislam (Tarvisaims: TVsmo), a town of

Venetia in the N. of Italy, on the river Silis,

which became the seat of a bishopric, and a place

of importance in the middle ages.

Tati&nus (TartauSs), a Christian writer of the

2nd century, was born in Assyria, and was origi-

nally a teacher of rhetoric. He was afterwaMs
converted to Christianity, according to some ac-

counts, by Justin Martyr, with whom at any rate

he was very intimate. After Justin’s death Tatian

quitted Rome, where he had resided for some tune,

and returned into the East There he imbibed and
promulgated views of a Gnostic character, and gave

rise to a new sect, called alter him Tatiani. Tatian

wrote numerous works, of which there is still ex-

tjvnt an Address to the Ore^ (Xlphs "EWrjvas), in

which he points out the superiority of Christianity

to the heathen religion. The best edition of this

work is by Worth, Oxford, 1700.

T. Titiua, king of the Sabines. [Romulits.]

Tatta (^TdrTa; J'uz (iqf)y a great salt lake

in the centre of Asia Minor, on the Phrygian

table-land, on the confines of Phrygia, Galatia,

(>appadocia, and Lycaonia. It supplies the whole

surrounding country with salt, as it doubtless did

in ancient times.

Tauchira or TeucMra (Taux<*P«» Tewx^pa:
Taukra, Ru.), a colony of Cyrene, on the N. W.
coast of Cyrenaica, in N. Africa. Under the Pto-

lemies, it was called Arsinoe, and was one of the

a cities of the Libyan Pentapolis. It became a

Roman colony, and was fortified by Justinian. It

Was a chief seat of the worship of Cybele, who had

here a greattemple and an annual festival.

Tanlantli (TavAdvrioi), a people of Illyria, in

the neighbourhood of Epidamnus, frequently men-

tioned by the Greek and Roman writers. One of

their most powerful kings was Glaucias, a contem-

porary of Alexander the Great, who fought against

the latter monarch, and at a later period afforded

an asylum to the infant Pyrrhus, and refused to

surrender him to Cassander. •

Taanas {Taunus)^ a range of mountains in

Germany, at no great distance from the confluence

of the Moenus (Main) and the Rhine.

Tanrasla. [Taurini.]-

Taarentam and TanrSIi (Taopo^i^rioi', Tat».

ptieir, -€tfTos)f a fortress belonging to Massilia, and
near the latter city, on the S. coast of Gaul.
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Tanii, a wild and savage people in European
Sarmatia, who sacrificed all strangers to a goddess
whom the Greeks identified with Artemis. An
account of this goddess is given elsewlftre (p. 94,

a). The Tauri dwelt in the peninsula which was
called after them Chersonesus Taurica. [Cubrsu-
NBSUS, No. 2.]

Tauri&ntun (Tanretto), a toum of Bruttium on
the Via Popilia, 23 miles S. E. of Vibo.

Taniini, a people of Liguria dwelling on the

upper course of the Po, at the foot of the^lps.
Their chief town was Taurasia, afterwards colo-

nised by Augustus, and called Augusta Tauri-

nonim
Taiiris (7orcota\ a small island off the coast of

Illyria, between Phams and Corcyra.

Taurisci, a Celtic people in Noricum, and pro-

bably the old Celtic name of the entire population

of the country. They were subsequently called

Norici by the Romans after their capital Norcia.

Taurols. [Taurbntum.]
TauromSllItim (Tavpofxtviov

:

Tavpo/xevttTjv,

Tauromenitanus : Taormiaa)^ a city on the E.

coast of Sicily, situated on Mt. Taurus, from which
it derived its name, and founded b. c. 358 by
Androinachus with the remains of the inhabitants

of Naxos, whose town had been destroyed by
Dionysius nearly .50 years before. [Naxos,
No. 2.] Tauromeniiim soon became a large and
flourishing city

;
but in consequence of its espousing

the side of Sex. Pompey against Augustus, most
of its inhabitants were expelled from the city, and
their place supplied by a colony of Roman veto-

mns ; hence we find the town called Cvl. Aupusta
Tauromenilana, From this time Tauromenium
became a place of secondary importance. The
hills in the neighbourhood produced excellent

wine. There are still remains of the ancient town,

of which the most important is a splendid theatre

cut out of the rock, and (jppable of holding from

30,000 to 40,000 spectators, from which we may-

form some idea of the populousness of Tauro-

menium.
TanroBcythae [S«^ythotauri].

Taorflnam (Semlin)^ a strongly fortified town
in Pannonia at the confluence of the ^vus and
the Danube.

TauruS; Btatillui, a distinguished general of

Octavian. At the battle of Actium, b. c. 31, he
commanded the land-forces of Octavian, which
were drawn up on the shore. In 29 he defeated

the Cantabri, Vaccaei, and Astures. He waA;orisul

in 26; and in 16, when the emperor went to Gaul,

the government of the city and of Italy was left to

Taurus, with the title of praefectus urbi. In the

fourth consulship of Augustus, 30, Taurus built an
amphitheatre of stone at his own expense. [Roma,
p. 662.]

Tannu (d Tawpo», from the Aramaean Tur, a
high mountain : Taurtu^ Ala-DagK and other spe-

cial names), a great mountain chain of Asia. In

its widest extent, the name was applied, by the

later geographers, to the whole of ths great chain,

which runs through Asia from W. to E., forming

the 8. margin of the great table-land of Central

Asia, which it divides from the Mediterranean

coast of Asia Minor, from Syria and the Tigris

and Euphrates valley, from the low lands on the

N. shore of the Indian Ocean, and from the 2
great peninsulas of India.- But this is not a common
use of the name, lu its usual signification, it de-
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notes the n)ountain>chain in the S. of Asia Minor,

which begins at the Sacrum or Chelidonium Prom,

at the S. E. angle of Lycia, surrounds the gulf of

Parophylh., passing through the middle of Pisidia

;

then along the S. frontier of Lycaonia and Cappa>

docia, which it divides from Cilicia and Com-
magene; thence, after being broken through by
the Euphrates, it proceeds almost due £. through

the S. of Armenia, forming the water-shed between

the sources of the Tigris on the S., and the streams

whifh feed the upper Euphrates and the Araxes

on the N. ;
thus it continues as far as the S. mar-

gin of the lake Arsissa, where it ceases to bear the

name of Taurus, and is continued in the chain

which, under the names of Niphates, Zagros, Ac.,

forms the N. E. margin of the Tigris and Euphrates
valley. This main chain sends off branches which

are nearly as important as itself. In the middle of

the frontier between Cilicia and Cappadocia, E. of

the Cilician Gates, the Antitaurus branches off

to the N. £. In the E. of Cilicia, the Amanus
goes off to the S. W. and S. Immediately E. of

the Euphrates, a branch proceeds to the S. E.,

forming, under the name of Masius, the frontier

between Armenia and Mesopotamia, and dividing

the valley of the Upper Tigris from the waters

which flow through Mesopotamia into the Eu-
^

phrates. The Taurus is of moderate height, for

the most part steep, and wooded to the summit
i

Its general chanicter greatly resembles the moun-
'

tains of central Germany.
T&vlnin (Taouioi^, Tavtov

:

prob. Jioghax Kieni^

Bu.), the capital of the Trocmi, in Galatia, stood

on the E. side of the Halve, but at some distance

from the river, and formed the centre of meeting

for roads leading to all parts of Asia Minor. It

was therefore a place of considerable commercial

importance. It had a temple and bronze colossus

of Zeus.

Taxlla or Taxl&la Tc£{<Aa, To^foAo), an im-

portant city of India intra Gangem, stood in a
large and fertile plain between the Indus and the

Hydaspea, and was the capital of the Indian king

Taxilcs, in the time of Alexander. Its position

has not been identified. It is not, as Major

Bennell^ supposed, Aitock; and there is no large

city remaining which exactly answers to its po-

sition.

TaxBes L An Indian prince or

king, who reigned over the tract between the Indus

and the Hydaspes, at the period of the expedition

ofAlexander, B.C. 327. His real name was Mophis,

or Omphis, and the Greeks appear to have called

him Taxiles or Taxilas, from the name of his ca-

pital city of Taxila, near the modern Attock. On
the approach of Alexander he hastened to meet
him with valuable presents, and was in consequence

confirmed in his kingdom by the Macedonian mo-
narch. -->2. A general in the service of Mithridates

the Great, and one of those in whom he repwed
the highest confidence.

TftyffStS (Tai}7cri}), daughter of Atlas and Ple-

ione, one of the Pleiades, from whom Mt. Taygetus
in Ijaconia is said to have derived its name. By
Zeus she became the mother of Lacedaemon and
of Eiirotas.

‘

or TaygStiun or TaygSta (Tai?7ero5,

rk Tatfyefa pi.), a lofty range of moun-
tains of a wild and savage character, separating

Laconica and Messenia, and extending from the

frontiers of Arcadia down to the Prom. Taenarum.

TEOEA.
Its highest points were called TalStus and Ev3ras,
about 3 miles S. of Sparta. Taygetus is said to

have deMved its name from the nymphTaygete.
Teftnom (Teanensis). 1. Apalum (nr. Ponte

Rotto\ a town of Apulia on the river Freuto and
the confines of the Frentani, 18 miles from Lari-

num. •— 2. Sidiclnnni ( Teano), an important town
of Campania, and the capital of the Sidicini, situ-

ated on the N. slope of Mt. Massicus and on the

Via Praenestina, 6 miles W. of Gales. It was
made a Roman colony by Augustus

; and in its

neighbourhood were some celebrated medicinal

springs.

Te&rui (T^opor; TVara, Deara or Dere\ a
river of Thrace, the waters of which were useful

in curing cutaneous diseases. Herodotus relates

that it rises from 38 fountains, all flowing from the

same rock, some warm and others cold. It falls

into the Contadesdus ; this into the Agrianes ; and
the latter again into the Hebrus.

Te&te (Teatinus: Ckieti\ the capital of the

Marrucini, situated on a steep hill on the river

Aternus, and on the road from Atenmm to Cor-

finium.

Teemessa (Tex/ino’^'a), the daughter of the

Phrygian king Teleutas, whose territory was ra-

vaged by the Greeks during a predatory excursion

from Troy. Teemessa wag taken prisoner, and was
given to Ajax, the son of Telamon, by whom she

had a son, Eurysaces.

Tecmdii (Tex/iMv), a town of the Molossi in

Epirus.

Teotaens and AngSUSu (Tcktcuos xal 'A77r-

early Greek stotuaries, who are always

mentioned together. They were pupils of Dipoenus

and Scyllis, and instructors of Gallon of Acgina ;

and therefore they must have flourished about b.u.

548.

TeotSs&ges (TeKr^trayts), 1. In Gallia. [VoL-
CAB.] —2. In Asia Minor. [Galatia.]

Tecum or Ticis (TeciiX a river in Gallia Narbo-

nensis in the territory of the Sardones, called

Illiberis by the Greeks from a town of this name
upon the river,

Tedajlius, a river in lllyricum, separating

lapydia and Liburnia.

TegSa (T€76a). 1. (T€76(£tijs : Putli), an im-

portant city of Arcadia, and the capital of the

district Tegeatis (T£7caT(s), which was bounded

on the E. by Argolis and Laconica, on the S. by
Ijoconico, on the W. by Macnalia, and on the N.
by the territory of Mantinea. It was one of the

most ancient towns of Arcadia, and is said to have

been founded by Tegeates, the son of Lycaon.

It was formed out of 9 small townships, which

were united into one city by Aleus, who was thus

regarded as the real founder of the city. At a

later time we find Tegea divided into 4 tribes,

each of which possessed a statue of Apollo Agyieus,

who was especially ^honoured in Tegea. The
Tegefltae long resisted the supremiicy of Sparta

;

and it was not till the Spartans discovered the

bones of Orestes that they were enabled to con-

quer this people. The Tegeatae sent 3000 men
to the battle of Plataea, in which they were dis-

tinguished for their bravery. They remained

faithful to Sparta in the Peloponnesian war ;
but

after the battle of Leuctra they joined the rest of

the Arcadians in establishing their independence.

During the wars of the Achaean league Tegea

was t^en both by Cleomenes, king of Sportai and
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Antigonus Doson, king of Macedonia, and the

ally of the Achaeans. It continued to be a place

of importance in the time both of Str|^ and

Pausanias. Its most splendid public building was

the temple of Athena, which was the largest and

most magnificent building in the Peloponnesus.

It was erected soon after B. c. 394, in place of a

more ancient temple of this goddess, which was

burnt down in this year. The architect was

Scopas, and the sculpture in the pediments were

probably by the hand of Scopas himself. -»• 2. A
town in Crete, said to have been founded by Aga-

memnon.
TSlkmbn (TfXajuc^v), son of Aeacus and Endei's,

and brother of Pelcus. Having assisted Peleus in

slaying their half-brother Phocus [Pelbus], Te-

lamon was expelled from Aegina, and came to Sala-

mis. Here he was first married to Glance, daughter

of Cychreiis, king of the island, on whose death Te-

lamon became king of Salamis. He afterwards

married Periboea or Eriboea, daughter of Alcathous,

by whom he became the fatiier of Ajax, who is

lienee frequently called Telavioniade$y and Telamo-

nius heros. Telamon himself was one of the

Culydoiiian hunters and one of tlie Argonauts.

He was also a great friend of Hercules, whom
lie joined in his expedition against Laomedon
of Troy, which city he was the first to enter.

He tiiere erected an altar to Hercules Callinicus or

Aiexicacus. Hercules, in return, gave to him
'J'heanira or Ilesione, a daughter of Laomedon,
by whom he became the father of Tcucer and

Trambclus. On this expedition Telamon and Her-

cules also fought against the Meropes in Cos, on

account of Chalciope, the beautiful daughter of

Eurypylus, the king of the Meropes, and against the

giant Alcioncus, on the isthmus of Corinth. Tela-

mon likewise accompanied Hercules on his expe-

dition against the Ainazoiis, and slew Melanippc.

TSl&mdn ('Telnmone)^ a town and harbour of

Etruria, a few miles S. of the river Umbro, said to

have been founded by Telamon on his return from

the Argnnnutic expedition. ^In its neighbourhood

a great victory wiis gained over the Gauls in B c.

2*2,5. It was here that Marius landed on his

return from Africa in 87. Telamon was un-

doubtedly the port of the great Etruscan- city

recently discovered in its neighbourhood, which is

supposed to be the ancient Vetu Ionia.

TelcMnes (TeAx^yer), a family or a tribe, said

to have been descended from Thalassa or Poseidon.

They are represented in 3 different aspects :— 1,

As cuUivatttrs of the soil and ministerM of the gods.

As such they came from Crete to Cypms and from

thence to Rhodes, where they founded Camirus,

lalysus, and Lindus. Rhodes, which was named
after them 7’e/cAi/its, was abandoned by them, be-

cause they foresaw that the island would be inun-

dated. They then spread in different directions.

Lycus went to Lycia, where he bnilt the temple of

the Lycian Apollo. This god had been worshipped

by them at Lindus, and Hera at lalysus and
CnmiruB. Nymphs also are called after them
Telchiniae. Poseidon was intriisted to 4hem by
Rhea, and they brought him up in conjunction

with Caphira, a daughter of Ikeunus. Rhea,
Apollo and Zeus, however, are also described as

hostile to the Telchinea. Apollo is said to have

assumed the shape of a wolf, and to have thus

destroyed the Telchines, and Zeus to have over-

whelmed them by an inundation. 2. As sorcerers
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and envious daemons. Their very eyes and aspect

are said to have been destructive. They had it in

their power to bring on hail, rain, and snow, and
to assume any form they pleased ; they further

mixed Stygian water with sulphur, i^rder thereby

to destroy animals and plants. 3. ^s ar/M/s, for

they are said to have invented useful arts and in-

stitutions, and to have made images of the gods.

They worked in brass and iron, made the sickle of

Cronos and the trident of Poseidon. This last

feature in the character of the Telchines see^ to

have been the reason of their being classed with the

Idaean Dactyls ; and Strabo even states that those

of the 9 Rhodian Telchines who accompanied Rhea
to Crete, and there brought up the infant Zeus,
were called Curetes.

TSlSbdae. [Taphiak.]
TdlSbdas (TijAc^^ar), a river of Armenia Major,

falling into the Euphrates; probably identical

with the Arsanias.
T^lScUdes (Ti^AcxActSifr), a distinguished Athe-

nian comic poet of the Old Comedy, flonrisbed

about the same time as Crates and Cratinus, and a
little earlier than Aristophanes. He was an earnest
advocate of pence, and a great admirer of the an-
cient manners of the age of Themistocles.

TelSoluB (Ti7AexAor), king of Sparta, 8th of the
Agids, and son of Archelaus. He was slain by
the Messeniaiis, in a temple of Artemis Liinnatis,

on the borders. His death was the immediate oc-

casion of the Ist Messenian war, n. c. 743.

TelSg5nus (TrjAeyoyos), son of Ulysses and
Circe. After Ulysses had returned to Ithaca,

Circe sent out Telegoniis in search of his father.

A storm cast his ship on the coast of Ithaca, and
being pressed by hunger, he began to plunder the

fields. Ulysses and Teleraachus being informed of

the ravages caused by the stranger, went out to

fight against him
;

but Telegoiius ran Ulysses
through with a spear which had received from
his mother. At the command of Athena, Telego-

nug, accompanied by Telemachus and Penelope,
went to Circe in Aeaea, there buried the body of
Ulysses, and married Penelope, by whom he be-

came the lather of Italus. In Italy Telegonus was
believed to have been the founder of tl^towns of

Tusculum and Praeneste. He left a daripter Ma-
inilia, from whom the family of the Mainilii traced

their descent.

TelSm&chuB (Ti;A4^axor), son of Ulysses and
Penelope. He was still an infiint when his father

went to Troy; and when the latter had beermbsent
from home nearly 20 years, Telemachus went to

Pylos and Sparta, to gather information concerning

him. lie was hospitably received by Nestor, who
sent his own son to conduct Telemachus to Sparta.

Menelaus also received him kindly, and communi-
cated to him the prophecy of Proteus concerning

Ulysses. From Sparta Telemachus returned home

;

and on his arrival there ha found his father, whom
he assisted in slaying the suitors. According to

some accounts, Telemachus became the father of

Perseptolis either by Polycaste, the daughter of

Nestor, or by Nausicaa, the daughter of Alciuous.

Others relate that he was induced by Athena to

marry Circe, and became by her the father of La-
tinus ; or that be married Cassiphone, a daughter
of Circe, but in a quarrel with his mother-in-law

slew her, for which he was in his turn killed by
Cassiphone. One account makes Telemachus tlie

founder of Clusium in Etruria.
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TSlSmus (T^Ac/uof), son of £ur}’inus, and a cele*

brated soothsayer.

Tel^phassa {Tr)\4(l>cur(ra\ wife of Agenor, and
mother af Europa, Cadmus, Phoenix, and Cilix.

t^he, with h<^ sons, went out in search of Europa,

who had been carried off by Zeus
;
but she died

on the expedition, and was buried by Cadmus.
TelSphns son of Hercules and Auge,

the daughter of king Aleus of Tegea. As soon as

he was bom be was exposed by his grandfather,

but was reared by a hind (fAa^os), and educated

by King Corythus in Arcadia. On reaching man-
hood, he consulted the Delphic oracle to leam his

parentage, and was ordered to go to king Teuthras
in Mysia. He there found his mother, and suc-

ceeded Teuthras on the throne of Mysio. He
married Lnodice or Astyoche, a daughter of Priam

;

and he attempted! to prevent the Greeks from land-

ing on the eoHst of Mysia. Dionysus, however,

caused him to stumble over a vine, whereupon he
was wounded by Achilles. Being informed by an
oracle that the wound could only be cured by him
who had inflicted it, Telephns repaired to the Gre-
cian camp

;
and as the Greeks had likewise leanit

from an oracle that without the aid of Telephus
they could not reach Troy, Achilles cured Telephus

by means of the rust of the spear by which he
bad been wounded. Telephus, in return, pointed

out to the Greeks the road which they had to take.

Telepte. [Thala.]
Telesla (Telesinus : Tele$e\ a town in Sani-

nium, on the road from Allifae to fieneventum,

taken by Hannibal in the ‘2nd Punic war, and
afterwards retaken by the Romans. It was colo-

nised by Augustus with a body of veterans. It

was the birthplace of Pontius, who fought against

Sulla, and who was hence surnamed Telesinus.

Telesilla (TsAeViAAa), ofArgos, a celebrated lyric

poetess and heroine, flourished about b.c. .510. In
the war of Argos agahist Sparta, she not only en-

couraged her countrymen by her lyre and song, but
she took up arms at the head ojit a band of her

countrywomen, and greatly contributed to the vic-

tory which they gained over the Spartans. In
memory of this exploit, her statue was erected in

the temnje of Aphrodite at Argos, with the em-
blems ot a poetess and a heroine

;
Ares was wor-

shipped in that city as a patron deity of women ;

and the prowess of her female associates was com-
memorated by the annual festival called //v^ns^ica.

Only 2 complete verses of her poetry are extant.

Pontius. [Pontius ]

TSIestaa or T^lestds (TcAearar, Tc

A

cVttjs), of

SelinuB, a distinguished poet of the later Athenian
dithyramb, flourished B. c. .398. A few lines of

his poetry are preserved by Athenaeus.

TSldthrius (TcAcflptor), a mountain in the N. of

Euboea near Histiaea.

Tellenae, a town in Latium between the later

Via Ostiensis and the Via Appia, destroyed by
Ancus jMartius.

Telltts. [Oaba.]
Telmeisus or Telmissns (Tt\fjLri<nr6s, TcA-

unro’dr : TcA/urio-crciir, TcA/Attro’ci^v).. 1. {Mei^ the

port of Macrit llu.), a city of Lycia, near the

borders of Caria, on a gulf called Telmissicus

Sinus, and close to the promontory Telmissi8.i»2.

A town of Caria, 60 stadia (6 geog. miles) from
Halicarnassus, celebrated for the skill of its in-

habitants in divination. It is often identified

with the former place.

TEMPE.

Telo Uartiiu {Toulon)^ a port-town of Gallia

Narbonensis on the Mediterranean, is rarely men-
tioned by the ancient writers, and did not become
a place of importance till the downfal of the Roman
empire.

TSlos (TflAos ; T^Aios : Telos or Piskopi)^ a
small island of the Carpathian sea, one of the

Sporades, lay off the coast of Caria S.W. of the

mouth of the Sinus Doridis, between Rhodes and
Nisyrus. It was also called Agathussa.

Telphnssa. [THKLruaA.l
TemSnidae. [Txmbnus.]
TemenXteB {Tefievirris), a surname of Apollo,

derived from his sacred temenus in the neighbour-

hood of Syracuse,

Temenus (Tij/Juvos)^ son of Ari&tomachns, was
one of the Heraclidau who invaded Peloponnesus.

After the conquest the peninsula, he received

Argos as his share. His dpscend.ant8, the Teme-
nidae, being expelled from Argos, are said to have
founded the kingdom of Macedonia;, whence the

kings of Macedonia called themselves Teinenidae.

TfmSsa or Tempsa (Teniesaeus or Tempsaruis

:

Torre del Lupi)^ a town in Bruttiiim on the Sinus

Terinaeus, was one of the most ancient Ausonian
towns in the S. of Italy, and is said to have been

afterwards colonised by a body of Actolians under
Thuas. At a still later time it was successively in

the possession of the Locrians, of the Bruttians,

and finally of the Romans, who colonised it in b. c.

196. Some of the ancients identified this town
with Temeso mentioned by Homer as celebrated

for its copper mines
; but the Homeric town was

probably in Cyprus.

TenmuB. 1. (t5 Tnfxvov 6pos: Morad or A k
Dagh\ a mountain of Mysia, extending E.-ward

from Ida to the borders of Phrygia, and dividing

Mysia into 2 parts. It contains the sinircus of the

Macestus, Mysiiis, Cajfcus, and Evernis.— 2.

{Menimen 9 or (Juzal-Himr9)^ a city of Aeolis in

the N.W. of Lydia (some say in Mysia), on the

W. bank of tho Hermus, 39 miles S. of Cyme.
It was nearly destroyed by an earthquake in the

reign of Tiberius, and in that of Titus (Pliny’s

time) it no longer existed.

Tempo {Tffjnrr} contr. of TeVi,7r€«), a beautiful

and romantic valley in the N. of Thessaly between

Mts. Olympus and Ossa, through which the Peneus

escapes into the sea. The lovely scenery of this

glen is frequently described bj' the ancient poets

and declaimers ; and it was also celebrated ns one

of the favourite haunts of Apollo, who had trans-

planted his laurel from this spot to Delphi. The
whole valley is rather less than 5 miles in length,

and opens gradually to the £. into a spacious plain.

Tempe is also of great importance in history, as it

is the only pass through which an army can invade

Thessaly from the N. In some parts the rocks on

each side of the Peneus approach so close to each

other as only to leave A-oora between tliem for the

stream ; and the road is obliged to be eut out of

the rock in the narrowest point. Tempe is the only

channel through wliich the waters of the Thessa-

lian plain descend into the sea ; and it was the

common opinion in antiquity tliat these waters had

once covered the country with a vast lake, till an

outlet was formed for them by some great convul-

sion in nature, which rent the rocks of Tempe

asunder. So celebrated was the scenery of Tempo

that its name was given to any beautiful valley.

Thus we find a Tempe in the land of the Sabines
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nearReate, through which the riverVelinus flowed

;

and also a Tempo in Sicily, through which the

rivdr Uelorus flowed, hence called by 0|^id Tempe
tidoria.

"

Tempjhra, a town in Thrace at the foot of a

narrow mountain pass between Mt. Rhodope and

the coast.

TenotSri or TenohtSri, a people of Germany
dwelling on the Rhine between the Ruhr and the

Sieg, S. of the Usipetes, in conjunction with whom
their name ustially occurs. They crossed the Rhine
together with the Usipetes, with the intention of

Bottling in Gaul ; but they were defeated by Caesar

with great slaughter, and those who escaped took

refuge in the territories of their S. neighbours, the

Sygarabri. The Tencteri afterwards belonged to

the league of the Cherusci, and at a still later

period they are mentioned as a portion of the con-

federacy of the Franks.

TInIdos or TSnedns (T^»'s8os: a

small island of the Aegean sea, oif the coast of

Troas, of an importance very disproportionate to

its size, on account of its position near the mouth
of the Hellespont, from which it is about 12 miles

distant. Its distance from the coast of the Tread

was 4U stadia (4 geog. miles), and from Lesbos

.o() stadia : its circuit was dO stadia. It was

called, in early times, by the names of Calydna,

Leucophrys, Phoenice, and Lymessiis. The
mythical derivation of its usual name is from

Tones, son of Cycnus. It had an Aeolian city of

the same name, with 2 harbours. Its name ap-

pears in several proverbs, such asTeWSmy WAc/ruv,

T. dj/flpwTTov, T. auATfTi^y, T. kom.6v. It appears in

the legend of the Trojan War as the station to

which the Greeks vvitlidrew their fleet, in order to

induce the Trojans to think that they liad departed,

and to receive the wooden horse. In the Persian

"W'ar it was used by Xerxes as a naval station.

It afterwards became a tributary ally of Athens,

and adhered to her during the whole of the Pelo-

ponnesian War, and down to the peace of An-
talciduB, by which it w^s surrcyidercd to the

Persians. At the Macedonian conquest the Te-

nedians regained their liberty. In the war against

Philip III., Attains and the Romans used Tenedos

as a naval station, and in the Mithridatic War
Lucullus gained a naval victory over Mithridates

olF the island. About this time the Tenedians

placed themselves under the protection of Alex-

andria Troas. The island was celebrated for the

beauty of its women.
Tenes or Tennes (T/jvi/tjs), son of Cycnus and

Proclea, and brother of Hemithea. | Cycnus was

king of Colonae in Troas. His 2nd wife was Phi-

lonome, who fell in love with her stepson ; but as

he repulsed her advances, she accused him to his

father, who threw both his son and daughter in a

chest into the sea. But the chest was driven on

the coast of the island of Leucophrys, of which the

inhabitants elected him king, and which be called

Tenedos, after his own name. Cycnus at length

heard of the innocence of his son, killed Philonome,

and went to his children in Tenedos. Here both

Cycnus and Tenes were slain by Achilles. Tenes

was afterwards worshipped as a hero in Tenedos.

Tenos (Tflvot: T^uios: 'Ano)^.ii small island

in the Aegaean sea, S. E. of Andros and N. of

Delos. It is about 15 miles in length. It was

originally called Hydrmsa, ('TSpoucaa) Jbecause it

was well watered, and Ojpkixaaa (‘O^ioOtrcra) be-
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cause it abounded in snakes. It possessed a town
of the same name on the site of the modern S. Ni^
colo. It had also a celebrated temple of Poseidon,

which is mentioned in the time of >he emperor
Tiberius. The wine of Tenos celebrated in

antiquity and is still valued at tlj^rescnt day.

Tentjh^a (tA T^vri/pa : Ttyruphns^ Tentyrites

;

Denderafif Ru.), a city of Upper Egypt, on the

W. bank of the Nile, between Abydos and Coptoa,

with celebrated temples of Athor (the Egyptian
Venus), Isis, and Typhon. Its people wejje dis-

tinguished for their hatred of the crocodile; and
upon this and the contmry propensities of the

people of Ombi, Juvenal founds his 15th satirq^

[Ombi.] There are still magnifleent remains of
the temples of Athor and of Isis: in the latter

was found the celebrated Zodiac, which is now
preserved at Paris.

TeoB {f) Te«y ; T^ior, TSius : Siffhajik), one of

the Ionian cities on the coast of Asia Minor, re-

nowned as the birthplace of the lyric poet Ana-
creon. It stood on the S. side of the isthmus
which connects the peninsula of M. Mimas with
the mainland of Lydia, at the bottom of the bay
between the promontories of Coryceum and Myon-
nesus. It was a flourishing seaport, until, to free

themselves from the Persian yoke, most of its in-

habitants retired to Abdera. It was still, how-
ever, a place of importance in the time of the

Roman emperors. It had 2 harbours, and a cele-

brated temple of Dionysus.

Terfidon {Tfpv^wvt prob. Dorah)y a city of

Babylonia, on the W. side of the Tigris, below its

junction with the Euphrates, and not far from its

mouth. It was a great emporium for the traffic

witli Arabia. It is no doubt the Diridotifl (Atpl-

SwTij) of Arrian.

TSrentla. 1. Wife of M. Cicero, the orator, to

whom she bore 2 diildren, a son and daughter.

She was a woman of sound seiise and great reso-

lution ; and her firmness *of character was of no
small service to her weak and vacillating husband in

some important periods of his life. On his banish-

ment in B. c. 5(5, Tullia by her letters endeavoured
to keep up Cicero’s fainting spirits, and she vigo-

rously^ exerted herself on his behal^among his

friends in Italy. During the civil war however
Cicero was offended with her conduct, and divorced

her in 46. Shortly afterwards he married Piiblilia,

a young girl of whose property he had the manage-
ment. Terentia could not have been less than 50
at the time of her divorce, and therefor«vit is not

probable that she married again. It is related,

indeed, by Jerome, that she married Sallust the

historian, and subsequently Messaln Corvinus ; but
these marriages are not mentioned by any other

writer, and may therefore be rejected. Terentia is

said to have attained the age of 103.^2. Also

called Terezttilla, the wife of Maecenas, and also

one of the favourite mistresses of Augustus. The
intrigue between Augustus and Terentia is said to

have disturbed the good understanding which sub-

sisted between tlic emperor r*nd bis minister, and
finally to have occasioned the disgrace of the

latter.

Ter^ntianus ICaurui, a Roman poet, probably

lived at the end of the first or the beginning of the

second century under Nerva and Trajan, and was
a native of Africa, as his surname, Maurus, indi-

cates. There is still extant a poem of Tcrentinnus,

intitled De LiUrisy Si/llabiSyPedibus, which
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treats of prosody and the different kinds of metre

with much ele^nce and skill. The work is printed

by Santen and Van Lennep, Traj. ad Rhen. 1826^
and by Latbniann, Berol. 1 836*.

P. Terentli^s Afer, usually called Terence, the

celebrated comib poet, was born at Carthage, B. c.

1.

Q5. By birth or purchase he became the slave of

P. Tereiitius Lucanus, a Roman senator. A hand-

some person and promising talents recommended
Terence to his master, who afforded him the best

educa^pn of the age and finally manumitted him.

On hiB manumission, according to the usual prac-

tice, Terence assumed his patron's nomen, Te-
rentius, having been previously called Publius

or Ptiblipor. The Andria was the first play

offered by Terence for representation. Thecurule
aediles referred the piece to Caecilius, then one of

the must popular play- writers at Rome. Unknown
and meanly clad, Terence began to read from a low

stool his opening scene. A few verses showed the

elder poet that no ordinary writer was before him,

and the young aspirant, then in his *27th year, was
invited to share the couch and supper of his judge.

This reading of the Andria^ however, must have

preceded its performance nearly two years, for

Caecilius died in 168, and it was not acted till

166. Meanwhile, copies were in circulation, envy
was awakened, and Luscius Lavinius, a veteran,

and not very successful play-writer, began his un-

wearied attacks on the
.
dramatic and personal cha-

racter of the author. The Andria was successful,

and, aided by the accomplishments and good ad-

dress of Terence himself, was the means of intro-

ducing him to the most refined and intellectual

circles of Rome. His chief patrons were Lnclius

and the younger Scipio, both of whom treated him
as an equal, and are said even to have assisted him
in the composition of his plays. After residing

some years at Rome, Terence went to Greece, and
while there he translated 108 of Menander's come-

dies. He never returiled to Italy, and we have

various accounts of his death. According to one

story, after embarking at Brundusiuin, he was
never heard of more

;
according to others, he died

at Stymphalus in Arcadia, in Leucadia, or at

Patme in^chaia. One of his biographers said

he was drowned, with all the fruits of his sojourn

in Greece, on his home-passage. But tlie pre-

vailing report was, that his translations of Me-
nander were lost at sea, and that grief for their

loss caused his death. He died in the 36th year

of his age, in 159, or in the year following. He
left«a daughter, but nothing is known of his fa-

mil}^ Six comedies are all that remain to us ;
and

they are probably all that Terence produced. His
later versions of Menander were, in all likelihood,

from their number and the short time in which

they were made, merely studies for future dramas

of his own. They were brought forward at the

following seasons. \, Andria^ “the Woman of

Andros," so called from the birth-place of Gly-

ceriuiq, its heroine, was first represented at the

Megalesian Games, on the 4th of April, 166.

2. //ecyra, “ the Step-Mother," produced at the

Megalesian Games, in 165. 3. Heauton-timorou-

fwnoSf “the Self-Tormentor," performed*’ at the

Megtilesian Games, 163. 4. Eunuehua, “the Eu-

nuch," played at the Megalesian Games, 162.

It was at the time the most popular of Terence's

comedies. 5. PJtormh^ was performed in the

Mme year with the preceding, at the Roman
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Games on the 1st of October. 6. AdelpKU ** the
Brothers," was acted for the first time at the
funeral gpntis of L. Aemilius Paulius, 1 60. The
comedies Terence have been translated into

most of the languages of modem Europe, and in

conjunction with Plautus were, on the revival of
the drama, the models of the most refined play-

writers. The ancient critics are unanimous in

ascribing to Terence immaculate purity and ele-

gance of language, and nearly so in denying him
VIS comica. Bui it should be recollected that 4 of

Terence's 6 plays are more or less sentimental

comedies— in which fas comica is not a primary
element. Moreover, Terence is generally contra8te<l

with Plautus, with whom he bad very little in

common. Granting to the elder poet the highest-

genius for exciting laughter, and a natural force

which his rival wanted, there will remain to

Terence greater consistency of plot and character,

closer observation of generic and individual dis-

tinctions, deeper pathos, subtler wit, more skill

and variety in metre and in rhythm, and a wider

command of the middle region between sport ami
earnest. It may be objected that Terence’s supe-

riority in these points arises from his copying his

Greek originals more servilely. But no servile

copy is an animated copy, and we have correspond-

ing fragments enough of Menander to prove that

Terence retouched and sometimes improved his

model. In summing np Ins merits we ought not

to omit the praise which has been universally

accorded him— that, although a foreigner and a
frevdman, ho divides with Cicero and Caesar the

palm of pure Latinity. The best editions of

Terence are by Bentley, Cantab. 1726, 4to.,

AmsteL 1727, 4to., Lips. 1791, 8vo,
;
by Wester-

hovius, Hagae Cora. 1727, 2 vols, 4to. ; and by
Stallbaum, Lips. 1830, 8vo.

XerentXuB CoUSo. [('ullko.]

TerentXuf Varro. [Varro.]
Tires (T^prr?). 1. King of the Odrysae and

father of Sitalcbs, was the founder of the great

Odrysian monarchy.~ 2. King of a portion of

Thrace in the time of Philip of Macednn.

Tirens (TT/peus), son of Ares, king of the Thra-

cians in Daulis, afterwards Phocis. Pandioii, king

of Attica, who had 2 daughters, Philomela and
Procnc, called in the assistance of Tereus against

some enemy, and gave him his daughter Procne

in marriage. Tereus became by her the father of

Itys, and then concealed her in the country, that

he might thus marry her sister Philomela whom he

deceived by saying that Procne was dead. At the

same time Ije deprived Philomela of her tongue.

Ovid {Met. vi. 565) reverses the story by stating

that Tereus told Procne that her sister Philomela

was dead. Piiilomela, however, soon learned the

truth, and made it known to her sister by a few

words which she wove into a pcplus. Procne there-

upon killed her own sen Itys, and served up the

flesh of the child in a dish before Tereus. She

then fled with her sister. Tereus pursued them with

an axe, and when the sisters were overtaken the)'

prayed to the gods to change them into birds.

Procne, accordingly, became a nightingale, Philo-

mela a swallow, and Tereus a hoopoo. According

to some, Procne became a swallow, Philomela a

nightingale, and Tereus a hawk.
TergestS (Tergestimis ; Trieste), town of

Istria, on a bay in the N. E. of the Adriatic gulf,

called after it T* rgcstiuus Sinus, It was at first
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an insignificant place, with winch the Romans be-

came acquainted in their wars with the lapydes ;

but under the Roman dominion it became a town

of considerable commercial importance. . It was

made a Roman colony by Vespasian. •

Terla 6pos alvv, Horn.)* a mountain

of Mysia, proliably in the neighbourhood of Cyzi-

ciis. Some identified it with a hill near Lamp-
Bucua, on which was a temple of Cybele.

Teiias {Gmr<dungu\ a river in Sicily near

Leoiitini.

Teridates. [Tiridatbs.]

Terina (Terinaeus : St. Eufemia\ a town on

the W. coast of Bruttium, from which the Sinus

Terinaeus derived its name. It was a Greek city

founded by Croton, and was originally a place of

Koiiie importance
;
but it was destroyed by Han-

nibal in the ’Jnd Punic war.

TeriSlis or Teri61a Castra, a fortress in Rhae-
tia, which has given its name to the country of the

Tvro/. Its site is still occupied by the Castk of
y'^ro/^ lying above Meran, to the N. of tlie road.

‘ Termantia, Termes, or Termesus (Termesti-

nuB or Tennesius : Krinita de mwstra SeTtora de

a town of the Arevaci in Hispania Tar-

raconensis, originally situated on a steep hill, the

ui habitants of which frequently resisted the Ro-

mans, who compelled them in consequence to aban-

don the town, and build a new one on the plain,

h. c. 98.

TormSra (rot Tepjufpa), a Dorian citjr in Caria,

on the promontory Termeiinin (Tfp/LKpiov), the

N. W. headland of the Sinus Cerainicus. Under
the Homans, it was a free city.

Termessus (TeppLrjo’o-tfs^ and other forms
:
prob.

-SV/erW, Hu.), a city of Pisidia, high up on the

T.iuriis, in the pass through which the river

Catarrhactes flowed. It was almost impregnable

by nature and art, so tliat even Alexander did not

attempt to take it.

Terminus, a Roman divinity jiresiding over

boundaries and frontiers. His worship is said to

liave been instituted by Numa, who ordered that

every one should mark the bq|nndaries of his landed

property by stones consecrated to Jupiter, and at

these boundary-stones every year sacrifices should

be offered at the festival of the Terminalia. The
Terminufl of the Roman state originally stood be-

tween the Sth and 6th milestone on the road

towards Laurentnm, near a place called Festi.

Another public Terminus stood in the temple of

Jupiter in the Capitol. It is said that when this

temple was to be founded, all the gods gave way
to Jupiter and Juno, with the exception of Ter-

minus and Juventas, whose sanctuaries the au-

guries would not allow to be removed. This was

taken as an omen that the H.oniau state would

remain ever undiminished and young, and the

chapels of the two divinities were inclosed within

the walls of the new temple. It is however

probable that the god Terwinus is ik) other than

Jupiter himself, in the capacity of protector of

boundaries,

Terpander (T^piraySpos), the father of Greek

music, and through it of lyric poetry. was a

native of Antissa in Lesbos, and flourished between
u. c. 700 and 630. lie removed from Lesbos to

Sparta, and there introduced hit new system of

music, and established the first musical school or

system that existed in Greece. He added 3 strings

U> the lyre, which before bis time had only 4

strings, thus making it seven-stringed. His music
produced a powerful effect upon the Spartans, and
he was held in high honour by them, during his

life and after his death. He was the first who
obtained a victory in the musical coiftests at the

festival of the Carnea (676). W^^Sive only 3 or

4 fragments of the remains of his^etry.
Terpiich6re (Tep^j/tx^pa), one of the 9 Muses,

presided over the choral song and. dancing. [Mu-
sab.]

Terra. [Gaba.]
Terraolna, more usually written TaraacXna.

[Tarracina.]
Tertulli&nus, Q. Septlmlua Florens. usually

called Tertolliail, the most ancient of the Latins
fathers now extant. Notwithstanding the celebrity

w'hich he has always enjoyed, our knawledge of
his personal history is extremely limited, and is

derived almost exclusively from a succinct notice

by St. Jerome. From this we learn that Ter-
tullian was a native of Carthage,, the son of a pro-

consular centurion (an officer who appears to have
acted as a sort of aide-de-camp to provincial

governors)
;
that ha flourished chiefly during the

reigns of Septimius Severus and of Caracalla
;
that

he became a presbyter, and remained orthodox
until ho had readied the term of middle life, when,
in consequence of the envy and ill-treatment which
he experienced on the p.*vrt of the Homan clergy,

he went over to the Montanists, and wrote several

books in defence of those heretics
;
that lie lived to a

great age, and was the author of many works. His
birth may be placed about a. d. 160,and>his death

about 240. The mo.st interesting of his numerous
works is his Apologia., or defence of Cliristinnity.

It was written at Carthage, probably during the
reign of Severus. Tho writings of Tertullian show
that he was a man of varied learning

;
but his

style is rough, abrupt, and obscure, abounding in

far-fetched metaphors and extravagant hyperboles.

The best editions of the cojmpletc works of Ter-

tullian are the one printea at Venice, 1744, fo.,

and the one edited by Semler and by Schutz,

6 vols. 8vo. Hal. 1770. There is a good edition

of the Apologeiicus, by Havercamp, Bvo. Lug. Bat.

1710.

Testa, C. Trebatius, a Roman jui^, and a
contemporary and friend of Cicero. He was
rccommendeii by Cicero to Julius Caesar during

his proconsulship of Gaul, and he followed Caesar's

party after the civil war brake out. Cicero dedi-

ciited to Trebatius his book of Topica^ which he
wrote to explain to him this book of AJistotle.

Trelwtius enjoyed considerable reputation under
Augustus as a lawyer. Horace addressed to him
the Ist Satire of tbe 2nd Book. Trcbitius Wiis a
pupil of Q, Conielius Maximus, and master of
Labco. He wrote some books De Jure Civile and
De Htiigionibua. He is often cited in the Digest,

but there is no direct excerpt from his writings.

TStlty® (Tij06s), daughter of Uranus and Gaea,
and wife of Oceanus, by whom she became the

mother of the Oceanides and of the numerous
river-gods. She also educated Hera, who was
brought to her by Rhea.

Tetrlc%, a mountain on the frontiers of Pisenum
and the land of the Sabines, belonging to the great

chain of the Apennines.

Tetrlcns, C. Fesuvluf, one of the Thirty Ty-
rants, and the lost of the pretenders who ruled Gaul
during its separation from the empire underOallieuua

So
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aird his successor. He reigned in Gaul from a. o.

267 to 274, and was defeated by Aurelian in 274,

at the battle of Chalons, on which occasion he was

believed to have betrayed his army to the emperor.

It is certaii^ ^^lat although Tetricus, along with his

son, gniced t^triuroph of the com)^ueror, he was
iiuniediately afterwards treated with the greatest

distinction by Aurelian.

Teucer (feCapos). 1. Son of the river-god Sca-

mander by the Nymph Idaea, was the first king

of Troy, whence the Trojans are sometimes called

Tc'MoA. Hardanus of Samothrace came to Teucer,

received his daughter Batea or Arisbe in marriage,

ajid became his suoccesor in the kingdom. Accord-
'' ing to others, Dardanus was a native prince of

Troy, and Scaraander and Teucer immigrated into

Troas from Crete, bringing with them the worship

of Apollo Smintheua.— a. Son of Telamon and
llesioue, wns a step-brother of Ajar, and the best

archer among the Greeks at Troy. On his return

from the Trojan war, Telamon refused to receive

him in Salamis, because he had not avenged the

death of his brother Ajax. Teucer thereupon

sailed away in search of a new home, which he

found in the island of Cyprus, which was given to

him by Belus, king of Sidon. He there founded

the town of Salamis, and married Eune, the daugh-

ter of Cyprus, by whom he became the father of

Asteria.

Teucri. [Mvsia; Troas.]
Teumestufl (Tev/uff(ra-($5), a mountain in Boeotia,

near Hypatus, and close to Thebes, on the road

from the latter place to Chalcis. It was from this

mountain that Dionysus, enraged with the Thebans,

sent the fox which committed such devastations in

their territory.

Teuta (Twira), wife of Agron, king of the Illy-

rians, assumed the sovereign power on the death

of her husband, ». c. 231. In consequence of the

injuries inflicted by the piratical expeditions of her

subj(K:tB upon the IWian merchants, the Romans
sent two ambassadors to demand satisfaction, but

she not only refused to comply with Uieir demands,
hut caused the younger of the two brothers to be

assassinated on his way home. War was now de-

clared against her by the Romans. The greater

part of k-i territory was soon conquered, and she

was obliged to sue for peace, which was granted to

her (B.C. 228), on condition of her giving up the

greater part of her dominions.

Teutuania. [Mvsia. ]
TeiRliraB (Te^flpar), an ancient king of Mysia,

w'ho married, or, according to other accounts,

adopted as his daughter Auge, the daughter of

Aleus. He also received with hospitality her son

Telophus, when the latter came to Asia in search

of his mother. He was succeeded in the kingdom
of Mysia by Telephus. [TJtLRPflUS.] The 50
daughters of Teuthras, given as a reward to Her-
cules, are called by Ovid TetUhraniia iurba.

Teuthraa (Tct;9pas: prob. DemirjirDa^)^ a
mountain in the Mysian district of Teuthrania, a
S.W. branch of Temnus. It contains a celebrated

pass, called the Iron Gates {DenUrKapa\ through

which all caravans between Smyrna and Bcusa
(the ancient Prusias) must needs pass. .

TeutoburgienBis SaltuB, a xan^ of hills in

Germany covered with wood, extending N. of the

Lippe, from Osnabriick to Paderbom, and known
in the present day by the name of the TeuUAwrger

• Wald or Lijp^sche Wald. It is celebrated on ac-

THALES.
count of the defeat and destmetion of VaruB and
3 Roman legions by the Germans under Aiminius,

A. o. 9.

Tentl^es or TeatSni, a powerful people in Ger-

many, who invaded Gaul and the Roman dominions

along with the Cirabri, at the latter end of the 2nd
century b. c. The history of their invasion is

given under Cimbsii. The name Teutones is not

a collective name of the whole people of Germany,
as some writers have supposed, but only of one

particular tribe, who probably dwelt on the coast

of the Baltic, near the Cimbri.

Thabor, Tabor, or Atabyrifum (^kraSvpiov

fiXX. : *Iragiip(ov, Joseph. : Jebel Tur)^ an isolated

mountain at the E. end of the plain of Esdraelon in

Galilee, between 1700 and 1800 feet high. Its

summit was occupied by a fortified town, under

the Maccabees and the Romans. This is quite

enough to prove that it cannot be, os a local tra^

dition asserts, the lonely mountain on which our

Saviour was transfigured; although the tradition

has been bolstered up by a variation of the modern
name of the mountain, which makes it Jebd Aur,
i. e. the Mountain of Light.

Tbabr&ca or Tabraca (0a£paxa, TdeaBpa : Ta-

barca). a city of Nnmidia, at the mouth of the

river Tusca, and on the frontier towards Zeugi-

tana.

Th3lB (0ots), a celebrated Athenian courtezan,

who accompanied Alexander the Great on his ex-

pedition into Asia. Her name is best known from

thestoiyaf her having stimulated the conqueror

during a great festival at Persepolis, to set fire to

the palace of the Persian kings ; but this anecdote,

immortalized as it has been by Dryden's famous

ode, is in all probability a mere table. After the

death of Alexander, Thais attached herself to

Ptolemy Lagi, by whom she became the mother of

two eons, Leontiscus and Lagus, and of a daughter

Irene.

Thala (GdAa), a great city of Numidia, men-
tioned by 'Sallust and other writers, and probably

identical with Telepte (TeXsim]) or Thelepte, a

city in the S. of Nunsidia, 71 Roman miles N.W.
of Capsa. It was the S. W. frontier town towards

the desert, and was connected by a road with

Tacape on the Syriis Minor. It is probably to

be identified with Ferianahy or with the large

ruins near it, called Medinah el Kadima.
Thal&mae (0aA.(£/uai). 1. A fortified town in

Elis, situated in the mountains above Pylos.— 2.

A town in Messenia, probably a little to the £. of

the river Pamisus.

TbalasBlOB, TalaBBluB, or T^obbIo, a Roman
senator of* the time of Romulus. At the time of

the rape of the Sabine women, when a maiden of

surpassing beauty was carried off for Thalassius,

the persons conducting her, in order to protect her

i^inst any assaults from others, exclaimed ^ far

Thalassius.” Hence, it is said, arose the wedding

shout with which a bride at Rome was conducted

to the house of her bridegroom.

Thales (0oAfiv), the Ionic philosopher, and one

of the Seven Sages, was born at Miletus abt)ut

B. C. 636, and died about 646, at the ^ of 90,

though the exact date neither of his birth nor of

his death is known. He is said to have predicted

the eclipse of the sun, which happened in the rei^

of the Lydiui king Alyattes ; to have diverted the

course of the Halys in the time of Croesus ;
ai»

later, in order to unite the lenians when tlireatenea
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by the Persians, to have instituted a federal council

in Teos. In the lists of the Seven Sages his name
seems to have stood at the head

;
and he displayed

his wisdom both by political sagacUyi and by
prudence in acquiring wealth, was also one

of tho founders in d^eece of the study of philo-

sophy and mathematics. In the latter science

however we find attributed to him only proofs of

propositions which belong to the first dements of

geometry, andj which could not possibly have enabled

him to calculate the eclipses, of the sun, and the

course of the heavenly bodies. Ho may however
have obtained his kiipwlcdge of the higher branches

of mathematics from Egypt, which country he is

said to have visited. Thalea maintained that water

is the origin of things, meaning thereby, that it is

water, out of which every thing arises, and into

which every thing resolvea itself. Thales left no
works behind him.

XltSlliB or Xhaletas, doX^ras), the

celebrated musician and lyric poet, was a native of

Gortyna in Crete. On the invitation of the Spar-

tans he removed to Sparta,, where, by the influence

of his music, he appeased the wrath of Apolioi, who
had visited the city with a plague, and composed

the factions of the citizens, who were at enmity

with each othet*. He founded the 2nd of the

musical schools, which flourished at Sparta, the 1st

having been established by Terpander. The date

of Thaletas is uncertain, bat he may probably be

placed shortly after Terpander. [TaaPXNDjtR.]

Tbilla (0dXcta, OaXta). L One of the 9 Muses
and, at least in later times, the Muse of Comedy.
LMusae.]—.8 . One of the Nereides. —*.3. One
of the Charites or Graces.

TbAllQ. [Hohak.]
Tbalua or Talna, W. Juventius^was tribune of

the plebs b. c. 170 ;
praetor 167 ; and consul 163,

when he subdued the Corsicana The senate voted

liim the honour of a thanksgiving ; and he was so

overcome with joy at the intelligence, which he

received as he was offering a sacrifice, that he

dropt down dead on the spot.

Thambaa (0d;u6»jj, 0d)u/ltjs, ©d/urjr), a moun-
tain in the E, of Numidia, containing the source of

the river Riibricatua

Thamydfliiu or Tluunjdlt^ (0a/iu8 i7vol, ©o^v-

Sixai), a people of Arabia Felix, on the coast of

the Sinus Arabicus, in the neighbourhood of T/te-

tnond.
I

IbamjpriB or Tham|ra8 (edfivpis)^ an ancient
|

Thracian bard, was a son of Philainmon and the
i

nymph Argiope. In hw presumption he cl^- i

lenged the Muses to a trial of skill, and being
|

overcome in the contest, was deprived oy them of

his sight and of the power of singing. He was

represented with a brolren lyre in his hand.

Than&tos. [Mors.] '

Thapsa, a city of N. Africa, probably identical

^ith Rusicada. !

Thaps&ous (0d«^oaos; C). T. Thiphsach: an

Arameun word signified a jfbrd : &ai^aKriv6s ; Ru.

at the ford o( £l-Hamman^ near Rakhah)^ a city

of Syria, in the province of Chalybonitis^ on the

left bank of the Euphrates, 2000 stadia S. of

Eeugma, and 15 parasangs from the mouth of the

river Cbaboras (the Araxes of Xenophon). At
this place was the usual, and for a long time the

only ford of the Euphrates, by which a passage

^'as made between Upper and Lower Asia.

Thaping (ed^l/os

:

editor). 1. A city on the
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E. coast of Sicily on a peninsula of the same name
(/sola degli Magnm\ founded by Dorian coloniete

from Megara, who soon abandoned it in order to

found Megara Hybla.—<2. (Dema^^u.), a city

on the £. coast of Byzacena, in Jlirica Propria,

where Caesar finally defeated tbi^ompeian army,
and finished the civil war, b. c. 46.

Thftsos or TbSsoB (&k<Tos
:
^(rios TAcuo or

Tasso), an island in the N. of the Aegaean sea,

otf the coast of Thrace and opposite the mouth of

the river ^Nestus. It was at a very ear^period
taken possession of by the Piioenicians, on account

of its valuable gold mines. According to tradition

the Phoenicians were led by Thasus, son of Posej^
don, or Agenur, who came from tlie East in search

of Europa, and from whom the island derived its

name. Thasos was afterwards colonised by the
Parians, u. c. 706,and among the colonists was the

poet Archilochus. Besides the gold mines in Tha-
sos itself, the Thaaians possessed still more valuable

gold mines at Scapte Hyle on the opposite coast of

Thrace. The mines in the island had been most
extensively worked by the Phoenicians, but even
in the time of Herodotus they were still productive.

The dear surplus revenue of the Thasians before

the Pcrsi.nn conquest amounted to 200, and some-
times even to 300 talents (46,0004, 66,0004 ), of
which sum the mines in Scapte Hyle produced BO
tidents, and those in the island somewh.it less.

They possessed at this time a considerable terri-

tory on the coast of Tlirace, and were one of the

richest and most powerful peoples in the N. of the
Aegaean. They were subdued by the Persians

under Mardonius, and subsequently became part of
the Athenian maritime empire. They revolted,

however, from Athens in ii*c. 465, and after sus-

taining a siege of 3 years, were subdued by Ci"

moil in 463. They were obliged to surrender to

the Athenians all their possessions in Thrace, ta

destroy their fortifications, to give up their ships,

and to. pay a large tribute for the future. They
again revolted from Athens in 41,), and called iix

the Spartans, hut the island was again restored to

the Athenians by Thrasybulus in 407. In addition

to its gold mines, Thasos was celebrated for its

marble and its wine. The soil, however, is other-

wise barren, and merits even at the Resent day

the description applied to it by the poet Archilo-

chus,— “an ass’s bock-bone, overspread with wild

wood.*’ The principal town in the island, also

called Thasos, was situated on the N. coast upon

3 eminences. There are still a few reinains of

the ancient town.

Xhaunuui (0aufuis), son of PoQtus and Ge, and
by the Oceanid Klecln, the father of Iris and the

Harpies. Hence Iris is called TAaumanlias, Them-

mantis, and Tlummantia virgo,

TkeaetiStlur (^tcdr-tiros), an Athenian, the son

of Euphronius of Sunium, is introduced os one of

the speakers in Plato’s ThMstetm and Sophistss, in

which dialogues he is spoken of as a noble atid

weli'disposed youth ; and ardent in the pursuit of

knowledge, especially in the study of geometry.

TbeagHea (&*a,yitrn5). L Tyrant of Megara.
obtained bis power about B. c. 630, having espoused

the part the ccunmonalty against the nobles.

He was driven out before his death. He gave bis

daughter in marriage to Cylon. [GyLON.] • 2. A
Thasian, the son of Timosthenes, renowned for his

extraordinary strength and swiftness. He gained

numerous Tictories at the Olympian, Pytbiam,

Sc 2
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Nemean, and Isthmian games, and is said to hare

•won 1300 crowns. He flourished b. c. 480.

ThSano (0«ai'(d), daughter of Cisseus, -wife of

Aotenor, aivi priestess of Athena at Ilion.

Tb6&no the most celebrated of the

female philosophers of the Pythagorean school,

appears to have been the wife of Pythagoras, and
the mother by him of Telauges, Mnesarchus, Myia,
and Arignote

;
but the accounts respecting her

were various. Several letters are extant under her

name^ and, though they are not genuine, they are

valuable remains of a period of considerable anti-

quity.

r: Thebae (
0f/6at), in the poets sometimes Thebe

(€^617, Dor.0^6a), aft. Diospolis Magna (Ai6(rvo-

A If M«7dAi7, i. e. Great City of Jove)^ in Scripture

No or No Ammon, was the capital of Theba’is, or

Upper Egypt, and, for a long time, of the whole

country. It was reputed the oldest city of the

•u'orld. It stood in about the centre of the The-
bii'id, on both banks of the Nile, above Coptos, and
in the Nonios Coptites. It is said to liave been

founded by Aethiopians
;
but this is of course only

a form of the tradition which represents ^he civili-

sation of Upper Egypt as having come down the

Nile. Others ascribed its foundation to Osiris,

Avho named it after his mother, and others to Bu-
siris. It appears to have been at the height of its .

splendour, as the capital of Egypt, and as a chief

seat of the worship of Ammon, about b. 0. 1600.

The fame of its grandeur had reached the Oreeks
as early as the time of Homer, who describes it,

with poetical exaggeration, as having a hundred

gates, from each of which it could send out 200
war chariots fully armed. Homer's epithet of

Hundred-Gated” (iKard/iiroAoi) is repeatedly

applied to the city by later writers. Its real extent

was calculated by the Greek writers at 140 stadia

(14 geog. miles) in circuit; and in Strabo’s time,

when the long transference of the seat of power to

Lower Egypt had cadged it to decline greatly, it

still had a circuit of 80 stadia. That these compu-
tations are not exaggerated, is proved by the exist-

ing ruins, which extend from side to side of the

valley of the Nile, here about 6 miles wide; while

the rocks which bound the valley are perforated

with tombs. These ruins, which, are perhaps the

most magnificent in the world, enclose within their

site the 4 modem villages of Camacj Luxor, Me-
dinet Abou, and Gournou; the 2 fonner on the

E., and the 2 latter on the W. side of the river.

They •consist of temples, colossi, sphinxes, and obe-

lisks, and, on the W. side, of tombs, many of

which are cut in the rock and adorned with paint-

ings, which are still as fresh as if just finished.

These ruins are remarkable alik^ for their great

antiquity, and for the purity of their style. It is

most probable that the great buildings were all

erected before the Persian invasion, when Thebes
was taken by Cambyses, and the wooden habita-

tions burnt ; after which time it never regained the

rank of a capital city; and thus its architectural

monuments escaped that Greek influence which is

so marked in the edifices of Lower Egypt. Among
its chief buildings, the ancient writers mention the

Mbmnonium, with the 2 colossi in front of it, the

temple of Ammon, in which one of the 3 chief

colleges of priests was established, and the tombs
of the kings. To describe the ruins and discuss

their identifleation, would far exceed the limits of

this article.

THEBAE.
lliSbae, in Surope. 1. (0^6ai, in Poetry

0^617, Dor. &7i€euos, fern. Bv^ats, Thgba^
nus, fern, Thebais: Th^nx, Turkish Sliva), the
chief cit}! in Boeotia, w’as situated in a plain S. E.

of the lake Hylice and N. E. of Plataeoe. Its

acropolis, which was an oval eminence of no great

height, was called Cadmfia (KaS^efa), becaune it

was said to have been founded by Civdmus, the

leader of a Phoenician colony. On each side of

this acropolis is a small valley, running up from the

Theban plain into the low ridge of hills by which
it is separated from that of Plataeae. Of these

valleys, the one to the W. is watered by the Dirce ;

and the one to the E. by the Ismenus
;
both of

which however are insignifleant streumlids, though
so celebrated in ancient story. The greater part

of the city stood in these valleys, and was built

some time after the acropolis. It is said that the

fortifications of the city were constructed by Am-
phion and his brother Zethus ; and that, when
Amphion played his lyre, the stones moved of their

own accord and formed the wall. The territory of

Thebes was called Thebgis (QT)Sah), and extended

E.-wards as far as the Euboean sea. No city is

more celebrated in the mythical ages of Greece

than Thebes. It was here that the use of letters

was first introduced from Phoenicia into W. Eu-
rope. It was the reputed birthplace of the 2 great

divinities, bionysus and Hercules. It was also the

native city of the great seer Tiresias, as well as

of the great musician Amphion. It was the scene

of the tragic fate of Oedipus, and of one of the

most celeWated wars in the mythical annals of

Greece. Polynices, who had been expelled from

Thebes by his brother Etcocles, induced 6 other

heroes to espouse his cause, and marched against

the city ; but they were all defeated and slain by
the Thebans, with the exception of Adrastus, P<v
lyniees and Eteocles falling by each other’s hands.

This is usually called the war of the Seven

against Thebes.” A few years afterwards ” The
Epigoni,” or descendants of the seven heroes,

marched against Thebes to revenge their fathers’

death ; they took the city and rased it to the

ground. Thebes is not mentioned by Ilomer in

the catalogue of the Greek cities which fought

against Troy, as it was probably supposed not yet

to have recovered from its devastation by the Epi-

goiii. It appears however at the earliest historical

period os a large and flonrishing city
;
and it is

represented as possessing 7 gates, the number as-

signed to it in the ancient legends. Its govern-

ment, after the abolition of monarch}', was an

aristocracy, or rather an oligarchy, which conti-

nued to bd^the prevailing form of government for a

long time, although occasionally exchanged for

that of a democracy. Towards the end of the Pe-

loponnesian war, however, the oligarchy finally

disappears ; and Thebes appears under a democra-

tical ibnn of government from this time, till it De-

came with the rest of Greece subject to the Romans.

The Thebans were from an early period invete-

rate enemies of their neighbours, the Athenians.

Their hatred of the latter people was probably one

of the*reasons which induced them to desert the

cause of Grecian liberty in the great struggle against

the Persian power. In the Peloponnesian war the

Thebans naturally espoused the Spartan side, and

contributed not a little to the downfal of Athens.

But, in common with the other Greek states, they

soon became disgusted with the Spartan supremacy,
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and joined the confederacy formed afjainst Sparta

in B. c. 394. The peace of Antalcidas in 337 put

an end to hostilities in Greece ; but the treacherous

seizure of the Cadraea by the Lacedaenlonian ge-

neral Phoebidas in 382, and its recovery by the

Theban exiles in 379, led to a war between Thebes
and Sparta, in which the former not only recovered

its independence, but for ever destroyed the Lace-
daemonian supremacy. This was the most glorious

period in the Theban annals
; and the decisive

defeat of the Spartans at the battle of Leuctrain

371, made Thebes the first power in Greece. Her
greatness however was mainly due to the pre-

eminent abilities of her citizens, Kpaminondas and
Pelopidas ;

and with the death of the former at the

battle of Mantinea in 362, she lost the supremacy
which she had so recently gained. Soon after-

wards Philip of Macedori began to exercise a para-

mount influence over the greater part of Greece.

The Thebans were induced, by the eloquence of

Demosthenes, to forget their old animosities against

the Athenians, and to join the latter in protecting

the liberties of Greece ; but their united forces

were defeated by Philip, at the battle of Chaero-

nea, in 338. Soon after the death of Philip and
the accession of Alexander, the Thebans made a
last attempt to recover their liberty, but were
cruelly punished by the young king. The city

was taken by Alexander in 336, and was entirely

destroyed, with the exception of the temples, and
the house of the poet Pindar

;
600U inhabitants

were slain, and 30,000 sold as slaves. In 316 the

city was rebuilt by Cassander, with the assistance

of the Athenians, In 290 it was taken by Deme-
trius Poliorcetes, and again suffered greatly. Di-

caearchus, who flourished about this time, has left

us an interesting account of the city. He describes

it 08 about 70 stadia (nearly 9 miles) in circum-

ference, in form nearly circular, and in appearance

somewhat gloomy. He says that it is plentifully

provided with water, and contains better gardens

than any other city in Greece
;

that it is most
agreeable in summer, on account of its plentiful

supply of cool and fresh water, and its large gar-

dens ; but that in winter it is very unpleasant,

being destitute of fuel, exposed to floods and cold

winds, and frequently visited by heavy falls of

snow. He further represents the people as proud
and insolent, and always ready to settle disputes

by fighting, rather than by the ordinary course of

justice. It is supposed that the population of the

city at this time may have been between 50,000
and 60,000 souls. After the Macedonian period

Thebes rapidly declined in importance^ and it re-

ceived its last blow from Sulla, who gave half of

its territory to the Delphians. Strabo describes

it as only a village in his time ; and Pausanias,

who visited it in the 2nd century of the Christian

era, says that the Cadmea alone was then in-

habited. The modem toyn is also confined to

this spot, and the surrounding country is covered

with a confused heap of ruins 2. Sumamed
Fhthioticae (Sn^ai ai 46tc$r($€r), an important

city of Thessaly in the district Phthiotis, ^ a short

distance from the coast, and with a good harbour.— 3. A town in Lucania, rarely mentioned.

Theb&it. [Auoyptus.]
Tb5be 'TiroirXafcli;), a city of Mysia, on

the wooded slope of M. Placus, destroyed by
Achilles. It was said to have been the birthplace

of Andromache and Chryseis. It existed in the
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historical period, but by the time of Strabo it hitd

fallen into ruin, and by that of Pliny it had va-

nished. Its site was near the head of the Gulf of

Adramyttiiim, where a beautiful ti^ of country

was named, after it, Thebanus cain^ (rh &'fi€rjs

vtsioy).

Theooa orTekoa (0eKda, Joseph, : esMw4LXX.

:

Tekua^ Ru.), a cit}' of Judaea, on the edge of the

desert, 6 miles S. of Bethlehem, and 1 2 S. of Je-

msalem, was the birthplace of the prophet Amos.
(See also 2 Chron. xi.) In the time of J^me. it

was a mere village.

ThelpfLsa orTelphuaaa (04Xirou(ra,TfA^ovo-aa

:

TeA^oi/trtor : nr. Vanena Hu.), a town in Arcadij^
on the river Ladon.
Theman, a city of the Edomites, in Arabia Pe-

traea, whose people were celebrated for their

wisdom.

ThSmis (QffJLis), daughter of Uranus and Ge,
was married to Zeus, by whom she became the

mother of the Horae, Eunomia, Dice (Astraea),

Irene, and of the Moerae. In the Homeric poems,
Themis is the personification of the order of things

established by law, custom, and equity, whence
she is described as reigning in the assemblies of

men, and as convening, by the command oi Zeus,

the assembly of the gods. She dwells in Olympus,
and is on friendly terms with Hera. She is also

described as a prophetic divinity, and is said to

have been in possession of the Delphic oracle ns

the successor of Ge, and previous to Apollo.

Nymphs believed to be daughters of Zeus and
Themis lived in a cave on the river Eridanus, and
the Hesperides also are called daughters of Zeus
and Themis. She is often repreicnted on coins

resembling the figure of Athena with a cornucopia

and a pair of scales,

Thexnisc^a (&tfxla'Kvpa)^ a plain on the const

of Pontus, extending E. of the river Iris beyond the

Thermodon, celebrated from very ancient times as

the country of the Amazonaf It was well watered,

and rich in pasture. At the mouth of the Ther-
modon was a city of the same name, which had
been destroyed by the time of Augustus. It is

doubtful whether the present Thertneh occupies its

site. [THBRMonoN.J
ThSmIson (©eAtfo-wi'), a celebrated tTreck phy-

sician, and the founder of the medical sect of the

Methodici, was a native of Laodicea in Syria, and
lived in the first century b. c. He wrote several

medical works, but of these only the titles and a
few fragments remain. The physician montioned

by Juvenal was probably a contemporary of the

poet, and consequently a different person from the

founder of the Methodici.

Themistlus (©e/afarrios), a distinguished phi-

losopher and rhetorician, was a Paphlagonian, and
flourished, first at Constantinople and afterwards

at Rome, in the reigns of Constnntius, Julian,

Jovian, Valens, Oratian, and Theodosius. He
enjoyed the favour of all those emperors, and was
promoted by them to the highest honours of the

state. After holding yarious public offices, and
being employed on many important embassies, he

was made prefect of Constantinople by Theodosius,

A. D. 384! So great was the confidence re]^sed in

him by Theodosius, that, though Themistius was
a heathen, the emperor entrusted his son Arcadius

to the tutorship of the philosopher, 3B7. The life

of Themistius probably did not extend beyond
390. Besides the emperors, he numbered among

3 c 3
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his friends the chief orators and philosophers of

the age, Christian as well as heathen. Not only

Lihanius, bnt Gregory of Nazianzus also was his

friend and ^^espondent, and the latter, in an
epistle still exi^t, aills him the king of arga-

ments.” The oKuions (iroA^irncol xAyet) of The-
mistius, extant in the time of Photius, were 36 in

number, of which 33 have -come down te us in the

original Greek, and one in a Latin version. The
other two were eupposed to be lost, until one of

them ^gas discovered by Cardinal Maio, in the

Ambrosian Library at Milan, in 1816. The best

edition of the Orations is by Dindorf, LipB.183'3,8vo.

rr ThSmiltSolei (6cjunrroKA^s)^ the celebrated

Athenian, was the son of Neocles and Abrotonon,
a Thracian woman, and was born about B. c. 514.
^In his youth he h.ad an impetuous character

;
he

displayed great intellectual power combined with
a lofty ambition and desire of political distinction.

He began his career by setting himself in opposi-

tion to those who had most power, among whom
Aristides was the chief. The fame which Mil-

tiades acquired by his generalship at Marathon
made a deep impression on Theniistocles ; and he
said that the trophy of Miltiades would not let him
sleep. His rival Aristides was ostracized in 483,

to which event Themistocles contributed ; and
from this time he was the political leader in

Athens. In 481 he was Archun Eponymus. It

was about this time that he persuaded the

Athenians to employ the produce of the silver

jnines of Laurium in building ships, instead of

distributing it among the Athenian citizens. His
great object was to draw the Athenians to the sea,

an he was convinced that it was only by their fleet

that Athens could repel the Persians and obtain

the supremacy in Greece. Upon the invasion of

Greece by Xerxes, Thetnistooles was appointed to

the comuKind of the Athenian fleet ; and to his

energy, prudence, foresicht, and cwivage the Greeks
mainly owed tlteir salvation from the Persian

dominion. Upon the approach of Xerxes, the

Athenians, on the advice of Themistocles, deserted

their citt', and removed their women, children, and
infinn pereons to Salamis, Aegina, and Troezen

;

bnt as so^n as the Persians took possession of

Athens, the Peloponnesians were anxious to retire

to the Corinthian isthmus. Themistocles used all

his influence in inducing the Greeks to remain
and light with the Persians at Salamis, and with
the greatest difficulty persuaded the Spartan com-
raaiider^Eurybiades to stay at Salamis. But as

som as the fleet of Xerxes made its appearance, the

Peloponnesians were again anxious to sail away

;

and when Themistocles saw that he should be un-

able to persuade them to remain, he sent a faithful

slave to the Persian commanders, informing them
that the Greeks intended to make their escape,

md that the Persians had now the opportunity of

aocumplishing a noble enterprise, if they would
only cut oflf the retreat of tlie Greeks. The Per-

sians believed what they were told, and in the

night their fleet occupied the whole of the channel

between Salamis and the mainland. The Greeks

w'ere thus compelled to fight
;
and the result was

the great and glorions victory, in which tfie greater

part of the fleet of Xerxes was destroyed. This

victory, which was due to Themistocles, established

liis reputation among the Greeks. On his visiting

Bjpttta, he was received with extraordinary honours

the Spartans, who gave Eurybiades the palm
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of bravery, and to Themistocles the palm of wisdom
and skill, with a crown of olive, and the best

chariot that Sparta possessed. The Athenians
began to (restore their ruined city after the bar-

barians had left the country, and Themistocles

advised them to rebuild the wals, and to make
them stronger than before. The Spartans sent

an embassy to Athens to dissuade them from fortU

fying their city, for which we can assign no motive

except a miserable jealousy. Themistocles, how-
ever, went on an embassy to Sparta, where he

amused the Spartans with lies, till tbe walls were

far enough advanced to be in « state of defence. Jt

was upon his advice also that the Athenians forti«

fled the port of Piraeus. The influence of The-
mistocles does not appeia: to have survived the

expulsion of the Persians from Greece and, the

fortification of the ports. He was probably justly

accused of enriching himself by unfair means, for

he had no scruples about the way of accomplishing

an end. A story is told, that after the retreat of

the fleet of Xerxes, when the Greek fleet was
wintering at Paarasne, Themistocles told the Athe-

nians in the public assembly that he bad a scheme

to propose which was benefW:ial to the state, hut

could not be expounded to the many. Aristides

was named to receive the secret, and to report

upon it. His report was that nothing could be

more profitable than the scheme of Themistocles,

bnt nothing more nnjust ;
and the Athenians

abided by the report of Aristides. In 471 The-
mistocles was ostracised from Athens, and retired

to Argos. After the discovery of the treasonable

correspondence of Pausanias with the Persian

king, the Lacedaemonians sent to Athens to ac>

case Themistocles of being privy to the design of

Pausanias. Thereupon the Athenians sent oiT

persons with the Lacedaemonians with instruc-

tions to nrrest Themistocles (466). Themistocles,

hearing of what was designed against him, first

fled from Argos to Corcyrn, and then to Epirus,

where he took refuge in the house of Admetus,
king of the Molossi, who happened to be from

home. Admetus was^no friend to Themistocles,

but his wife told the fugitive that he would be

protected if he would take their child in his arms,

and sit on the hearth. The king soon came in,

and respecting his suppliant attitude, raised him
up, and refused to surrender him to the Lace-

daemonian and Athenian agents. Themistocles

finally reached the coast of Asia in safety. Xerxes

was now dead (465), and Artaxerxea was on the

tbrrnie. Themistocles went up to visit the king

at his royal ^residence; and on his arrival he sent

the king a letter, in which he promised to do the

k ng a good service, and prayed that he might be

allowed to wait a yeac, and then to explain per-

sonally what brought him there. In a year he

made himself master of the Persian language and

the Persian usages, a^d, being presented to the

king, he obtained ihe greatest influence over him,

and such as no Greek ever before enjoyed
;
partly

owing to his high reputation and the hopes that

he gave, to the king of subjecting the Greeks to

the Persians. The king gave him a handsome

allowance, after tho Persian fashion ;
Magnesia,

supplied him with bread nominally, but paid him

annually fifty talents. Lampsacus supplied wine,

and the other provisions. Before he could

accomplish any thing he died ; some say that he

poisoned himself, finding that he could not perform
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his promise to the king. A monument was erected

to his memory in the Agora of Magnesia, which

place was within his government. It is said that

bis bones were secretly taken to Attica |)y his re-

Ihtions, and privately interred there. Themistocles

died in 449, at the age of 65. Themistocles nii>

donbtedly possessed great talents as a statesman, '

great political sagacity, a ready wrt, and excellent

judgment : but he was not an honest man ; and,

like many other clever men with little morality,

he ended his career nnhappily and ingloriously, an
exile and a traitor too. 21 letters attribnted to

Themistocles are spurions.

Themistdgenes of Syracuse, is

said by Xenophon {Hdl. iii. 1. § 2) to have written

a work on the Anabasis of Cynis
;
but most mcK

dern writers, following the statement of Plutarch,

suppose that Xenophon really refers to his own
,

work, to which he prefixed the name of Themis-

t(^enes.

Theoclei (9€0kA^s), son of Ilegylus, was a

I.accdiiemonian statuary, and one of the disciples

of Dipoeiins and Scyllis. He therefore flourished

about B. c. 550.

Theoclj^Sxras (©soaXii^svoy), son of Poly-

phidea of Hyperasia, and a descendant of Me-
laitiptis, was a soothsayer, and in consequence of a

murder, was obliged to take to flight, and came to

Telemachus when the latter quitted Sparta to

return to Ithaca.

TheiTcosmui (0«((»oo-/aoy), of Megara, a statu-

ary, flourished about b. c. 43.5--430.

TheScrltas (©ed^piros). 1. Of Chios, an orator,

sophist, and perhaps an historian, in the time of

Alexander the Great. He was contemporary with

Kphorus and Theopompus
; and the latter was his

fellow-citisen and political opponent, Theopompus
belonging to the aristocratic and Macedonian, and
7'heocritus to the democratic and patriotic party.

Theocritus is said to have also given deep offence

to Alexander by the sarcastic wit, which appears

to have been the chief cause of his celebritv* and
which at last cost him his life. Ho was put to

death by Antigonus, in revenge for a jest upon
the king's single eye. None of his works arc

extant with the exception of 2 or 3 epigrams,

among which is a very bitter one upon Aristotle.

— 3. The celebrated bucolic poet, was a native of

Synicuse, and the son of Praxagorns and Philhina.

He visited Alexandria daring the latter end of the

reign of Ptolemy Soter, where he received the in-

struction of Philetas and Aselepiades, and began

to distinguish himself as a poet. His first efforts

obtained for him the patronage of Pylemy Phila-

delphus, who was associated in the kingdom with

his father, Ptolemy Soter, in b. c. 285, and in

whose praise, therefore, the poet wrote the l4th,

15th, and 17th Idyls. At Alexandria he became

acquainted with the poet Aratus, to whom he

addressed his 6th Idyl. . Theocritus afterwards

returned to Syracuse, and lived there under

Hiero II. It appears from the 16th Idyl that

Theocritus was dissatisfied, both with the want of

liberality oa the part of Hiero in rewai^ing him
for his puems, and with the political state of his

native country. It may therefore be supposed

lliat he devoted the latter part of h}8 life almost

entirely to the contemplation of those scenes of

nature and of country life, on his representations

of which his fame chiefly rests. Theocritus was
Ike creator ^ bucolic poetry aa a branch of Greek,
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and, through imitators, such as Virgil, of Roman
literature. The bucolic idyls of Thqocritiis are of

a dramatic and mimetic character. I'hcy are pic-

tures of the ordinary life of the com^n people of

Sicily ; whence their name, sWij, eiouAAia. The
pastoral poems and romances ofimter times are a
totally different sort of composition from the bu-

colics of Theocritus, who knows nothing of the

affected sentiment, the pure innocence, and the

primeval simplicity, which have been ascribed to

the imaginary shepherds of a fictitious ^rcadia.
He merely exhibits simple and faithful pictures of

the common life of the Sicilian people, in a tho-

roughly objective, although truly pootic<al spirit

Dramatic simplicity and truth are impressed upon
the pictures exhibited in his poems, into the colour-

ing of which he has thrown much of the natiiml^

comedy which is always seen in the common life

of a free people. The collection,, which has come
down to ns under the name of Theocritus, consists

of 30 poems,, called by the general title of a
fragment of a few lines from a poem entitled

Berenice^ and 22 epigrams in the Greek Anthology.
But these Idyls ore not all bncolio, and were not

all written by Theocritus. Tliose idyls, of which
the genuineness is the most doubtful, are the

12th, 17th, 18th, hOth, 20th, 26th, 27th, 2.9th,

and 30th. The dialect of Theocritus is a mixed
or eclectic dialect, in which the new or softened

Doric predominates. The best editions of Theo-
critus arc by Kiessling, Lips. 1819, and by WUste-
niann, Gothae, 1830.

TheodectSs (©eo8^xTT/s), of Phasclis, in Pam-
phylia, was a highly dislinguishod rhetorician and
tragic poet in the time of Philip of Maccdon. He
was the son of Aristandor, and a pupil of Isocrates

and Aristotle. The greater part of Ids life wns
spent at Athens, where he died at the age of 41.
The people of his native city honoured the memory
of Theodectes with a statue in their agora, which
Alexander, when he stopped at Phaselis on his

march towards Persia, crowned with garlands, to
show his respect for the memory of a man who-
had been associated with himself by means of
Aristotle and philosophy. The passages of Aris-
totle, in which Theodectes is mentioi)^, show the
strong regard and high esteem in -^ich he was
held by the philosopher. Theodectes devoted
himself, during the first part of his life, entirely to

rhetoric, and afterwards he turned his attention to
tragic poetry. He was a professional teacher of
rhetoric and composer of orations for others and
was in part dependent on this profession for his

subsistence. None of the works of Theodectes
have come down to us. He Vrote 50 tragedies,

w'hich were very popular among hts contemporaries.
His treatise on rhetoric is repeatedly referred to

by the ancient writers.

Theoddretns (Qwdt&pTiros), an eminent ecclesi-

astic of the 5th centur}', was bom at Antioch
about A. D. 393, and was made bishop of Cyrus,
or CyrrhuB, a small city near the Euphrates, in
420 or 423. He was accused of being a Nes-
torian, and was in consequence deposed at the
second council of Ephesus in 449

;
but he was

restored*to his diocese at the council of Chnlcedon,
in 451, upon his anathematizing Nestorius and
his doctrines. He appears to have died in 457 or
458. Theodoret was a tnan of learning and of
sound judgment The most important of his worka
are : 1 . Commeniwiti on various books of the Old

3 g 4
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and New Testaments, in which he adopts the

method, not of a continuous commentary, but of

proposing and solving those difficulties which he

thinks likel}^o occur to a thoughtful reader. 2.

An Jicclesiastf^ History^ in 5 books, intended as

a continuation^ the History of Eusebius. It

begins with the history of Arianism, under Con-
stantine the Great, and ends in 429. 3. An
apologetic treatise, intended to exhibit the con-

firmations of the truth of Christianity contained in

the Ge^^tile philosophy. 4. Ten Orations on Provi-

dence. The complete editions of Theodoret are

by Sirmond and Gamier, 5 vole, fo., Paris, 1642

i-1684, and by Schulze and Noesselt, Halae Sax.

1769—1774, 6 vols. in 10 parts 8vo.

Theoddrias. [Vacca.]
Theoddrioos or TheoddrlouB. 1. I. King of

the Visigoths from a. d. 41K to 451, was the suc-

cessor of Wallia, but appears to have been the son

of the great Alaric. He fell fighting on the side

of Aetius and the Romans at the great battle of

Chalons, in which Attila was defeated 451.—"2.
II. King of the Visigoths a. b. 452—464i, 2nd
sou of Theodoric I. lie succeeded to the throne

by the murder of his brother Thorismond. He
ruled over the greater part of Gaul and Spain.

He was assassinated in 466 by his brother Eiiric,

who succeeded him on the tlirone, Theodoric II.

was a patron of letters and lem’ned men. The
poet Sidonius Apollinaria resided for some time at

his court. —3. ISurnamed the Great, king of the

Ostrogoths, succeeded his father Theodemir, in

475. He was at first an ally of Zeno, the em-
peror of Coiistaiitinopie, but was afterwards in-

volved in hostilities with the emperor. In order

to get rid of Theodoric, Zeno gave him permission

to invade Italy, and expel the usurper Odoacer

from the country. Theodoric entered Italy in

469, and after defeating Odoacer in 3 great battles,

laid siege to Ravenna, in which Odoacer took

refuge. After a siege ftf 3 years Odoacer capitu-
,

lilted on condition that ho and Theodoric should
|

rule jointly over Italy
;
but Odoacer was soon

i

alter wards murdered by his more fortunate rival
j

(493). Theodoric thus became master of Italy,

which he ruled for 33 years, till his death in 526.
j

His long reign was prosperous and beneficent, and i

under his sway Italy recovered from the ravages
j

to which it had been exposed for so many years. I

Theodoric was also a patron of literature
;
and

among his ministers were Cassiodorus and Boe-

thius, the. two last writers who can claim a place

in the literature of ancient Rome. But prosperous

ns had been the reign of Theodoric, his last days

were darkened by disputes with the Catholics, and
by the condemnation and execution of Boethius

and Syramnehus, whom he accused of a conspiracy

to overthrow the Gothic dominion in Italy. His
death is said to have been hastened by remorse.

It is related that one evening, when a large fish

was served on the table, he fancied that he beheld

the head of Symmachus, and was so terrified that

he took to his bed, and died three days afterwards.

Theodoric was buried at Ravenna, and a monu-

ment was erected to his memory by his daughter

Aiualasuntha. His ashes were deposited In a por-

ph^y vase, which is still to be seen at Ravenna.
.^eodfiildas (S€o8vpidas\ of Syracuse, a lyric

and epigrammatic poet, who lived about b. c. 2B5.

He had a place in &e Garland of Meleager. There
are 16 of hia epigrams in the Greek Anthology.

THEODORUS.
TbSSdSras {&e6iupos). 1. Of Byzantium, a

rhetorician, and a contemporary of Plato, who
speaks of him somewhat contemptuously. • Cicero

describes fhim as excelling rather in the theory

than the practice of his art— 2. A philosopher of
the Cyrenaic school, to one branch of which he
^ve the name of “ Theodorians,” OeoSwpetoi. He
is usually designated by ancient writers the Atheist.

He was a disciple of the younger Aristippus, and
was banished from Cyrene, but on what occasion is

not stated. He then went to Athens, and only
escaped being cited before the Areopagus, by the

influence of Demetrius Phalereus. He was after-

wards banished from Athens, probably with Deme-
trius (307), and went to Alexandria, where he
was employed in the service of Ptolemy son of

Lagus, king of the Macedonian dynasty in Egypt;
it is not unlikely that he shared the overthrow
and exile of Demetrius. While in the service of

Ptolemy, Tlieodorus was sent on an embassy to

Lysimachus, whom he offended by the freedom of

his remarks. One answer which he made to a
threat of crucifixion which Lysimacims had used,

has been celebrated by many ancient writers,
“ Employ such threats to those courtiers of yours

;

for it matters not to Theodore whether he rots on
the ground or in the air.” He returned at length

to Cyrene, where he appears to have ended his

days.— 3. An eminent rhetorician of the age of

Augustus, was a native of Gndara, in the country

east of the Jordan. He settled at Rhodes, where
Tiberius, afterwards emperor, during his retirement

(r. c. 6—A. D. 2) to that island, was one of his

hearers. He also taught at Rome ; but whether
his settlement at Rome preceded that at Rhodes is

uncertain. Theodoras was the founder of a school

of rhetoricians, called “Theodorei,” as distinguished

from the “ Apollodorei,’*or followers of Apollodorus

of Pergamus, who had been the tutor of Augustus
Caesar at Apollonia. Theodonis wrote many
works, all of which are lost.— 4. A Greek monk,
sumamed Prodromu$, who lived in the first half of

the 12th century. He was held in great repute

by his contemporaries as a scholar and philosopher,

and wrote upon a great variety of subjects. Several

of his wcurks have come down to us, of which the

following may be mentioned : 1. A metrical romance

in 9 books, on the loves of Rhodanthe and Dosicles,

written in iambic metre, and exhibiting very little

ability. 2. A poem entitled Ualeomyomachia^ in

iambic verse, on ^ the battle of the mice and cat,'*

in imitation of the Homeric Batrachomyomachia.

This piece is often appended to the editions of

Aesop and l^brius.— 6. The name of 2 ancient

Samian artists. (1,) The son of Rhoecus, and

brother of Telecles, flourished about b. c. 600, and

was an architect, a statuary in bronze, and a sculp-

tor in wood. He wrote a work on the Heraeum
at Samos, in the erection of which it may therefore

be supposed that he wos engaged as well as his

father. Or, considering the time which such a

building would occupy, the treatise may perliaps be

ascribed to the younger Theodorus. He was also

engaged yith his father in the erection of the laby-

rinth of Lemnos ; and he prepared the foundation

of the temple of Artemis at Ephesus. In conjunc-

tion with his brother Telecles, he made the wooden

statue of Apollo Pythias for the Samians, according

to the fixed rules of the hieratic style. (2.) The

son of Telecles, nephew of the elder Theodorus,

and gcan^on of Rhoecus, flourished about 560, in
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the times of Croesus and Polycrates, and obtained

such renown as a statuary in bronze, that the in-

-veiition of that art was ascribed to him, in con-

junction with his grandfather. He alsl practised

the arts of engraving metals (Top€vrticfi^caelatura\

and of gem-engraving ; his works in those dcpart-

jnents being celebrated gold and silver craters, and
the ring of Polycrates.

Theodosiopdlis {&€olio<novroXis prob. Erise-

rouin\ a city of Armenia Major, S. of the Araxes,

and 42 stadia S. of the mountain which contains

the sources of the Euphrates : built by Theo-

dosius 11. as a mountain fortress: enlarged and
strengthened by Anastasius and Justinmn. Its

position made it a place of commercial importance.

There were other cities of the name, but none of

any great consequence.

ThSbdoslus. L Surnamed the Great, Roman
emperor of the East, a. d. 378— 395, was the son

of the general Theodosius who restored Britain to

the empire, and was beheaded at Carthage in the

rei«n of Valens, 376. The future emperor was
bora ill Spain about 346. He received a good

education
;
and he learned the art of war under

his own father, whom he accompanied in his British

Campaigns. During hia father’s life-tirne he was
raised to the rank of Duke (dux) of Moesia. where
ho defeated the Sarraatians (374), and saved the

province. On the death of his father he retired

before court intrigues to his native country. lie

acquired a considerable military reputation in the

lifetime of his father; and after the death of Valens,

wlio ft-ll in battle against the Goths, he was pro-

claimed emperor of the East by Gratian, who felt

himself unable to sustain the burden of tlie empire.

The Homan empire in the East was then in a

critical position
;

for the Homans were disheart-

ened by the bloody defeat which they had sus-

tained, and the Goths were insolent in their victory.

Theodosius, however, showed himself equal to the

difficult position in which he was placed
;
he gained

two signal victories over the Goths, and concluded

a peace witli the barbariai'v in 382. In the follow-

ing year (383) Maximus assumed the imperial

purple in Britain, and invaded Gaul with a power-

ful army. In the war which followed Gratian was

slain; and Theodosius, who did not consider it

prudent to enter into a contest with Maximus,

acknowledged the latter emperor of the countries

of Spain, Gaul, and Britain, but he secured to

Valentinian, the brother of Gratian, Italy, Africa,

and western Illyricum. But when Maximus ex-

pelled Valentinian from Italy in 387, Theodosius

espoused the cause of the latter, and^raarched into

the West at the head of a powerful army. After

defeating Maximus in Pannonia, Theodosius pur-

sued him across the Alps to Aquileia. Here Maxi-

mus was surrendered by his own soldiers to Iheo-

dosius and was put to death. I'heodosius spent

the winter at Milan, and in the following year

(389) he entered Rome in triumph, accompanied

by Valentinian and his own son Honorius. Two
events in the life of Theodosius about this time

may be mentioned as evidence of his* uncertain

character and his savage temper. In 387 a riot

took place at Antioch, in which the statues of the

emperor, of his father, and of his wife were thrown

down
; but these idle demonstrations were quickly

suppressed by an armed force. When Theodosius

heard of these riots, he degraded Antioch from the

rank of a city, stripped it of its possessions and
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privileges, and reduced it to' the condition of a
village dependent on Laodicea. But in conse-

quence of the intercession of Antioch and the senate

of Constantinople, he pardoned th^ity, and all

who had taken part in the riot, other event

is an eternal brand of infamy on^lie name of Theo-
dosius. In 390, while the emperor was at Milan,

a serious riot broke out at Thcssalonica, in which

the imperial officer and several of his troops were

murdered. Theodosius resolved to take the most
signal vengeance upon the whole city, ^n army
of barbarians was sent to Thcssalonica

; the people

were invited to the games of the Circus
; and as

soon as the place was full, the soldiers received

signal for a massacre. For 3 hours the spectators

were indiscriminately exposed to the fury of the

soldiers, and 7000 of them, or, ns some accounts

say, more than twice that number, paid the penalty

of the insurrection. St. Ambrose, the archbishop

of Milan, represented to Theodosius his crime in a
letter, and told him that penitence alone could

efiace his guilt. Accordingly, when the emperor
proceeded to porfonn his devotions in the usual

manner in the great church of Milan, the arclibishop

stopped him at the door, and demanded an acknow-
ledgment of his guilt. The conscience- struck

Theodosius Iiumbled himself before the church,

which has recorded his penance as one of its great-

est victories. He laid aside the insignia of impe-
rial power, and in the posture of a suppliant in the

church of Milan entreated pardon for his great sin

before all the congregation. After 8 months, the

emperor was restored to communion with the

church. Theodosius spent 3 years in Italy, during

which he established Valentinian II. on the throne

of the West. He returned to Constantinople to-

wards the latter end of 391. Valentinian was slain

in 392 by Arbogastes, who raised Eugenius to the

empire of the West. This involved Theodosius in

a new war
;
but it ended Jn the defeat and death

both of Eugenius and Arbogastes in 394. Theo-
dosius died at Milan 4 months after the defeat of

Eugenius, on the 17th of January 395. His 2
sons, Arcadius and Honorius, had already been
elevated to the rank of Augiisti, and it was ar-

ranged that the empire should be di^ed between

them, Arcadius having the East, and Honorius the

West. Theodosius was a firm Catholic, and a
fierce opponent and persecutor of the Arians and
all heretics. It was in his reign also that the

formal destruction of paganism took place
;
and we

still possess a large number of the liew^of Then,
dosius, prohibiting the exercise of the pugari reli-

gion, and forbidding the heathen worship under
severe penalties, in some cases extending to death.
—>1L Roman emperor of the East, a. o. 408—
450, was born in 401, and was only 7 years of age

at the death of his father Arcadius, whom he suc-

ceeded. Theodosius was a weak prince ; and his

sister Pulcheria, who became his guardian in 414,
possessed the virtual government of the empire
during the remainder of his long reign. The prin-

cipal external events in the reign of Theodosius

were the war with the Persians, which only lasted

a shortjtime (421—422), and was terminated by
a peace for 100 years, and the war with the Hutis,

who repeatedly defeated the armies of the em-
peror, and compelled him at length to conclude a
disgraceful peace with them in 447 or 448. Theo-
dosius died in 450, and was succeeded by his sister

Pulcheria, who prudently took for her colleague in
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the empire the senator Marcian, and made him I

her husband. Theodosius had been married in
|

421 to the accomplished Athenais, the daughter

of the sophist Leontius, who received at her bap-

tism the naim of Kudoda. Their daughter Eu-
doxta was marridli! to Valentinian III., the emperor
of the West. In the reign of Theodosius, and

that of Valentinian III., was made the compilation

called the Codex Theodosianus. It was published

in 488. It consists of 1 6 books, which are divided

into titles, with appropriate ruhricae or headings

;

and the constitutions belonging to each title are

arranged under it in chronological order. The
t'v^t .5 books comprise the greater part of the

constitution which relates to Jus l*rivatum; the

bth, 7th, and 8th books contain the law that re-

lates to the constitution and administration ;
the

9th book treats of criminal law; the 10th and
Jlth treat of the public rerenue and some matters

relating to procedure; the 12th, 13th, 14th and
15th books treat of the constitution and the ad-

ministriition of towns and other corporations
;
and

the 16th contains the law relating to ecclesiastical

matters. The best edition of this Code with a

commentary is that of J. Gothofrediis, which was
edited after his death by A. Marville, Lyon, 166.5,

6 vole. fo. ;
and afterwards by Hitter, Leipzig.

1736—1745, fol. The best edition of the text

alone is that by Hanel in the Corpus Juris Ante-

Justinianeum^ Bonn, 1837. —III. Literary. 1. Of
Bithyniiv. a mathematician, mentioned by Strabo

and by Vitruvius, the latter of whom speaks of

him as the inventor of an universal snn-dial.—

2. Of Tripolis, a mathematician and astronomer of

some distinction, who appears to have flourished

later than the reign of Trajan. He wrote several

works, of which the 3 following are extant, and

have been published. 1. :6<paipifcd, a treatise on

the properties of the sphere, and of the sircles

described on its surface. 2. n«pl rifupwv icoil

vvKT&v. 3. rispl oiK-fi<H<av.

Thedddta an Athenian courtezan,

and one of the most celebrated persons of that

class in Greece, is introduced as a speaker in

Xenophon's Memorabilia (iii. 11.) She at last

attached herself to Alcibiades, and, after his

murder, she performed his funeral rites.

Theognis (ecoyvtr). 1. Of Megara, an an-

cient elegiac and gnomic poet, is said to have flou-

rished B. c. 548 or 544. He may have been born

about 570, and would therefore have been 80 at the

commencement of the Persian wars, 4.90, at which
time wo know from his own writings that he was
alive. Theognis belonged to the oligarchical party

in his native city, and in its fates he shared. He
w'as a noble by birth ; and all his sympathies

were with the nobles. They are, in his poems,

the iyaBol and icrBKol, and the commons the ucucol

and SeiAoly terms which, in fact, at that period,

were regularlv used in this political signification,

and not in their later ethical meaning. He was
banished with the leaders of the oligarchical party,

having previously been deprived of all his ^ro-

]rerty
; and most of his poems were composed

while he was an exile. Most of his jwlitical

verses are addressed to a certain Cymus, the son
ef Polypas. The other fmgroents of his poetry
are of a social, most of them of a festive character.

They place us in the midst of a circle of friends,

who formed a kind of convivial society ; all the

members of this society belonged to the class whom
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the poet calls ** the good." The collection of gnomic
poetry, which has come down to us under the

name of Theognis, contains, however, many 'addi-

tions fronf later poets. The genuine fragments of

Theognis contain much that is highly poetical in

thought, and elegant as well as forcible in expres-

sion. The best editions are by Bekker, Lips.

1815, and 2d ed. 1827, 8vo. ; by Welcker, Fran-

cof. 1826, 8vo.
; and by Orellius, Turic. 1840, 4to.— 2. A tragic poet, contemporary with Aristo-

phanes, by whom he is satirized.

ThS5n (&euy). L The name of 2 mathema-
ticians who are often confounded together. The
first is Theon the elder, of Smyrna, best known
as an arithmetician, who lived in the time of

Hadrian. The second is Theon the younger, of

Alexandria, the father of Hvfatia, best known as

an astronomer and geometer, who lived in the

time of Theodosius the elder. Both were hea-

thens, a fact which the date of the second makes it

desirable to state
;
and each held the Platonism

of his period. Of Theon of Smyrna all that we
have left is a portion of a work entitled, Twi' Kari
nadijuaTiKi}V rov TlKaruvos
itvdyyuffty. The portion which now exists is in

2 books, one on arithmetic, and one on music

:

there was a third on astronomy, and a fourth flfpl

rfli K6<rfHfi apfiovlas. The best edition is by
Gelder, Leyden, 1827. Of Theon of Alexandria

the following works have come down to us :
—

1. Scholia on Aratus. 2. Edition of Euclid. 3.

Commentary on the Almagest of l*tolcmy, ad-

dressed to his son Kpiphanius. 4. Commentary on
the tables of Ptolemy.— 2. Aelius Theon, of

Alexandria, a sophist and rhetorician of uncertain

date, wrote several works, of which one entitled

Progymnasmata (Upoyvfiydafiara) is still extant.

It is a useful treatise on the proper system of pre-

paration for the profession of an orator, according

to the rules laid down by Hermogenes and Aph-
thonius. One of the best editions is by Finckh,

Stuttgard, 1834.— 3. Of Samos, a painter who
flourished from the timp of Philip onwards to th»t

of the successors of Alf'xander. The peculiar merit

of Theon was his prolific fancy.

Thl65n5e daitghter of Proteus and
Psammathe, also called Idothea. [Idothea.]

Thefiph&nes {&eo<t>ayris), 1. Cn. PompeitiB
Thedph&nes, of Mytilene in Lesbos, a learned

Greek, and one of the most intimate friends of

Pompey. Pompey appears to have made his ac-

quaintance during the Mithridatic war, and soon

became so much attached to him that he presented

to him i.he Riman franchise in the presence of his

army, after a speech in which he eulogised hin

merits. This occurred about b. c. 62 ;
and in the

course of the same year Theophancs obtained frora

Pompey the privileges of a free state for his native

city, although it had espoused the cause of Mithri-

dates. Theophanes came to Rome with Pompey ;

and on the breaking out of the civil war he accom-

panied his patron to Greece. Pompey appointed

him commander of the Fabri, and chiefly consulted

him and Lucceius on all important matters in the

war, much to the indignation of the Roman nobles.

After the battle of Pharsalia Theophanes fled with

Pompey from Greece, and it was owing to liis ad-

vice that Pompey went to Egypt. After Ae death

of his patron, Theophanes took refuge in Italy,

and was pardoned by Caesar. After his death

the Lesbians paid divine honours to his memory..
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Theophanea wrote the history of Pompey’s cam-

paigns, in which he represented the exploits of his

patron in the most favourable light, --i 2. M.
PompeiuB Theophanes, son of the preceding, was
sent to Asia by Augustus, in the capacity of pro*

curator, and was at the time that Strabo wrote

one of the friends of Q'iberius. The latter emperor,

however, put his descendants to death towards the

end of his reign, a. d. 33, because their ancestor

had been one of Pompey’s friends, and had received

after his death divine honours from the Lesbians.

— 3. A Byzantine historian, flourished most pro-

bably in the latter part of the 6th century of our

era. He wrote, in 10 books, the history of the

Eastern Empire during the Persian war under
Justin II., from a. i>. SG7 to 381. The work it-

self is lost, but some extracts from it are preserved

by Photius.— 4. Also a Byzantine historian, lived

during the second half of the 8th century, and the

earl;^ part of the 9th. In consequence of his sup*

porting the cause of image worship, he was
banished by Leo the Annenian to the island of

Samothrace, where he died, in 818. Theophanes
wrote a Chronicon, which is sdll extant, beginning

at the accession of Diocletian, in 277, and coming
down to 811. It consists, like the Chronica of

Eusebius and of Syncellus, of two parts, a history

arranged according to years, and a chronological

table, ef which the former is very superior to the

latter. It is published in the Collections of the

Bvzantiue writers, Paris, 1635, ful, Venet 1729,
foi.

nie8pllXlU8(@f((<^tXov). L An Athenian comic

poet, most probably of the Middle Comedy. 2.

An historian and geographer, quoted by Josephus,

Plutarch, and Ptolemy.— 3. Bishop of Antioch,

in the latter part of the 2nd century of our era,

and the author of one of the early apologies for

Christianity which have come down to us. This
work is in the form of a letter to a friend, named
Autolycus, who was still a heathen, but a man of

extensive reading and great learning. It was com-
posed A. D. 180

;
a year or two before the death

of Theophilus. The best edition is that by Wolf,
Jlaisb. 1 724, 8vo.» 4. Bishop of Alexandria, in

the latter port of the 4th and the beginning of the 5th

centuries of our era, and distinguished for his per-

secutions of the Origenists and for his hostility to

Chrysostom. He died a. iy. 412. A few remains

of his works have come down to us.— 5. One of

the lawyers of Constantinople who were employed
by Justinian on his first Code, on the Digest, and
on the composition of the Institutes. [Justini-

ANUS.] Theophilus is the author^of the Greek
translation or paraphrase of the Institutes of Justi-

nian, which has come down to us. It is intitled*Iy-

arirovra &io<pi\ov ‘AvriK^vowpor, InstUtda Theo-

phili Antecennoris. It became the text for the In-

stitutes in the East, where the Latin language was
little known, and entirely.displaced the Latin text.

The best edition is by Reitz, Haag. 1751, 2 vols.

4to.—6. Theophilus Frotospathaxins, the author

of sevend Greek medical work^ which are still

extant. PrGtospcUkdriua was originally^ a military

title given to the colonel of the body-guards of the

emperor of Constantinople {Spalharii), but after-

wards became also a high civil dignity. Theophi-
lus probably lived in the 7th ’century after Christ
Of his works the 2 most important are; 1. ITcpl

T^s Tou *Ap0puirov Karourx€VT)s, De Otrporit Hum
mani Falbrioa^ an anatomical and physiological
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treatise in 5 books. The best edition is by
Greenhill, Oxon. 1842, 8vo. 2. Ilcj^ Offpwv, I)«

Urinio^ of which the best edition is by Guidot,

Lagd. Bat 1703 (and 1731) 8vo.

nidphrasttts (Oed^pa<rror), the^reek philo-

sopher, was a native of Kresu^ in Lesbos, and
studied philosophy at Athens, first under Plato,

and afterwards under Aristotle, He became the

favourite pupil of Aristotle, who is said to have

changed his original name of Tyrtamus to Theo-

phrastus (or the Divine Speller), to indicate

the fluent and graceful address of his {^il
;
but

this tale is scarcely credible. Aristotle named
Theophrastus hie successor in the presidency of

the Lyceum, and in his will bequeathed to hffH

his library and the originals of hie own writings.

Theophrastus was a worthy successor of his great

master, and nobly sustained the character of the

school. He is said to have had 2000 disciples,

and among them such men as tlie comic poet

Menander. He was highly esteemed by the

kings Philippus, Cassnnder, and Ptolemy, and was
not the less the object of the regsird of the Athe-
nian people, as was decisively shown when he

was impeitched of impiety; for he was not only

acquitted, but his accuser would have fallen a

victim to his calumny, had not Theophrastus

generously interfered to save him. Nevertheless,

when the philosophers were banished from Athens,

in B.C. 305, according to the law of Sophocles,

Theophrastus also left tho city, until Philo, a
disciple of Aristotle, in the very next year, brought

Sophocles to punishment, and procured the repeal of

the law. From this time Theophrastus coiUinueil

to teach at Athens without any further molestation

till his death. He died in 287, having presided over

the Academy about 35 years. His age is differently

stated. According to some accounts he lived 85
years, according to others 107 years. He is said

to have closed bis life with the complaint respeet-

iiig the short duration of diuman existence, that it

ended just when the insight into its problems was
beginning. The whole pt>pulatii)n of Athens took

part in his funeral obsequies. He bequeathed bis

library to Neleus of Scepsis. Theophrastus exerted

himself to carry out the philosophical system of

Aristotle, to throw light upon the dfficulties con-

tained in his books, and to fill up the gaps in

them. With this view he wrote a great number
of works, the great object of which was the de-

velopment of the Aristotelian philosophy. Un-
fortunately most of these works hav^ perished.

The following are alone extant : 1. Characterco

(•^SiKol in 30 chapters, containing

descriptions of vicious characters. 2. A treatise

on sensuous perception and its objects (wepl ataB-fi-

(r€u>f [kuI aiaOTjTup] ), 3. A fragment of a work
on metaphysics (r&p juerd rd <pvffiKd). 4. Oh Hio

nidory of Plants (irspl ^vr&p i<rroplas\ in 10
books, one of the earliest works on Imtany which
have come down to us. 5. On the Causes pf Plants
(rrspl <f>vr&p alri&p), originally in 8 books, of which

6 are still extant. 6. Of Stones (irepl \!0up). The
best editions of the complete works of Theo-

phrastus are by Schneider, Lips. 1818—21, 5
vols., and by Wimmer, Vratislaviae, 184’2, of

which, however, the first volume has only yet

appeared. The best separate edition of the Qharaa-

teres is by Ast, Lips. 1816.

Th65phylaota8 (Oeo^vAdarot). 1. Sumained
Simocatta, a Byzantine historian, lived at Con-
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stantinople, where he held some public offices

under Heracliua, about a. d. 610—629. His chief

work is a history of the reign of the emperor

Maurice, in 8 books, from the death of Tiberius II.

and the accellMon of Maurice, in 582, down to the

murder of Maurice and his children by Phocas in

602. The best edition of this work is by Bekker,

Bonn, 1834, 8vo. There is also extant another

work of Theophylactus, entitled Quaestionea Phy-
sicae^ of which the best edition is by Boissonade,

Paris, 1 835, 8vo.— 2. Archbishop of Bulgaria,

flourished' about A. i). 1070 and onwards, is cele-

brated for his commentaries on the Scriptures,

which are founded on the commentaries of Chry-

idstom, and are of considerable value.

Thihpompns (©ediro/iiros). 1. King of Sparta,

reigned about B. c. 770—^72«J He is said to have

established the ephoralty, and to have been mainly

instrumental in bringing the Ist Messenian war
to a successful issue. —>2. Of Chios, a celebrated

Greek historian, was the son of Damasistratus and
the brother of Caucalus, the rhetorician. He was
born about b. c. 378. He accompanied his father

into banishment, when the latter was exiled on

account of his espousing the interests of the Lace-

daemonians, but he was restored to his native

country in the 45th year of his age (333), in con-

sequence of the letters of Alexander the Great, in

which he exhorted the Chians to recal their exiles.

In what year Thcopoinpus quitted Chios with his

flither is uncertain
j
but we know that before he

left his native country, he attended the school of

rhetoric which Isocrates opened at Chios, and that

he profited so much by the lessons of his great

master as to be regarded by the ancients as the

most distinguished of all his scholars. Ephorus

the historian was a fellow-student with him, but

was of a very different character ;
and Isocrates

used to say of them, that Theoporapus needed the

bit and Ephorus the spur. In consequence of the

advice of Isocrates, Thiopompus did not devote

his oratorical powers to the pleading of causes, but

gave his chief attention to the study and composi-

tion of history. Like his master Isocnatcs, how-

ever, he composed many orations of the kind, called

Epideitic by the Greeks, that is, speeches on set

subjects delivered for display, such as eulogiums

upon states and individuals. Thus in 352 he

contended at Halicarnassus with Naucrates and
his master Isocrates for the prize of oratory, given by
Artemisia in honour of her husband, and gained the

victory. Qn his return to Chios in 333, Theo-

pompus, who was a man of great wealth as well

as leaniing, naturally took an important position

in the state ; but his vehement temper, and his

support of the aristocratical party, soon raised

against him a host of enemies. Of these one of

the most formidable was the sophist Theocritus.

As long as Alexander lived, his enemies dared not

take any open proceedings against Theopompus

;

and even after the death of the Macedonian mo-
narch, he appears to have enjoyed for some years

the protection of the royal house. Theopompus
was supported by Alexander, and after his death

by the royal house; but he was eventually ex-

pelled from Chios as a disturber of the public

ace, and fled to Egypt to Ptolemy, about 305,
ing at the time 75 years of age. We are in-

formed that Ptolemy not only refused to receive

Theopontpus, but would even have put him to

death as a dtagerous btisybody, had not tome of
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his friends interceded for his life. Of his further

fate we have no particulars. None of the works
of Theopompus have come down to us, but the

following^ere his chief works ; I. ‘EWtivikcu iaro^

piat or 'kvina^is *E\KrjvtKwiff A History o/ Greece,

in 12 books, which was a continuation of the his-

tory of Thucydides. It comfllenced in b. c. 411,

at the point where the history of Thucydides
breaks off^ and embraced a period of 17 years'

down to the battle of Cnidus in 394. 2. ^tXivvtKh,

also called 'lirroplai (kot* The History of
Philip, father of Alexander the Great, in 58 books,

from the commencement of his reign 360, to his

death 336. This work contained numerous di-

gressions, which in fact formed the greater part

of the whole work ; so that Philip V., king of

Macedonia, was able, by omitting them and re-

taining only what belonged to the proper subject,

to reduce the work from 58 books to 16. 53 of

the 58 books of the original work wore extant in

the 9th century of the Christian acni, and w'ere

read by Photius, who has preserved an abstract of

the r2th book. 3. Orationes, which were chiefly

Panegyrics, and what the Greeks called So/uffoy-

\euTiKol \6yot. Of the latter kind one of the

most celebrated was .addressed to Alexander on
the state of Chios. Theopompus is praised by
ancient writers for his diligence and accuracy

;

but is at the same time said to have taken more
pleasure in blaming than in commending; and
many of his judgments respecting events and cha-

racters were expressed with such acrimony and
severity that several of the ancient writers speak

of his malignity, and call him a revilcr. The
style of Theopompus was formed on the model of

Isocrates, and possessed the characteristic merits

and defects of his master. It was pure, clear, and
elegant, but deficient in vigour, loaded with orna-

ment, and in general too artificial. The best col-

lections of the fragments of Theopompus are by
Wichers, Lugd. Bat. 1829, and by C. and Theod.

Muller in the Fraymenta HUtoricorum Graecorum,

Paris, 1841.—• 3. An Athenian comic poet, of the

Old, and also of the Middle Comedy, was the son

of Theodectes or Theodorus, or Tisamenus. He
wrote as late as b. c. 380. His extant fragments

contain examples of the declining purity of the

Attic dialect.

TheoxSnlUB (Oeo^tnos), a surname of Apollo

and Hermes. Respecting the festival of the

Theoxenia, see Diet, of Antiq. s. v.

Thera (0^pa : &7ipatos : Saniorin), an island

in the Aegaean sea, and the chief of the Sporades,

distant from ^rete 700 stadia, and 25 Roman
miles S. of the island of los. It is described by
Strabo as 200 stadia in circumference, but by
modem travellers as 36 miles, and in figure exactly

like a horse-shoe. Thera is clearly of volcanic

origin. It is covered at the present day with

pumice-stone
;

and the*- rocks are burnt and
scorched. It is said to have been formed by a

clod of earth thrown from the ship Argo, and to

have received the name of Calliste, when it first

emerged frrm the sea. Therasia, a small island

to the W., and called at the present day by the

same name, was tom away from Thera by some

volcanic convulsion. .Thera is said to have been

originally inhabited by Phoenicians, but wiw

afterwards colonised by Lacedaemonians and Mi-

nyans of Lemnos under the guidance of the Spartan

Theras, who gave his name to the island. In
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B.C. 631 Battus conducted a colony from Thera to

Africa, where he founded the celebrated city of

Gyrene. Thera remained faithful to the Spartans,

and was one of the few islands which j^spoused

the Spartan cause at the commencement of the

Peloponnesian war.

Therambo (0cpo^w, also Qpdfiiof)^ a town of

Macedonia on the peninsula Pallcne.

TheraoiSnes (©^pa/aevijs), an Athenian, son of

Hagnon, was a leading member of the oligarchical

government of the 400 at Athens in b. c. 411. In
this, however, he does not appear to have occupied

as eminent a station as he had hoped to till, while

at the same time the declaration of Alcibiades and
of the army at Samos against the oligarchy made
it evident to him that its days were numbered.
Accordingly he withdrew from the more violent

aristocrats and began to cabal against them ; and
he subsequently took not only a prominent part in

the deposition of the 400, but came forward as the

accuser of Antiphon and Archeptolemus, who had
been his intimate friends, but whose death he was
now the mean and cowardly instrument in pro-

curing, At the battle of Arginusae, in 406, The-
ramenes held a subordinate command in the Athe-
nian fleet, and he was one of t|iose who, after the

victory, were commissioned by the generals to

repair to the scene of action and save as many as

possible of the disabled galleys and their crews.

A storm, it is said, rendered the execution of the

order impracticable; yet, instead of trusting to this

as his ground of defence, Theramenes thought it

safer to divert the popular anger from himself to

others; and it appears to have been chiefly through

his machinations that the 6 generals who had re-

turned to Athens, were condemned to death. After

the capture of Athens by Lysiinder, Theramenes
was chosen one of the Thirty Tyrants (404). He
endeavoured to check the tyrannical proceedings of

his colleagues, foreseeing that their violence would
be fatal to the permanence of their power. His
opposition, however, had no effect in restraining

them, but only induced the desire to rid themselves

of so troublesome an associate, whose former con-

duct moreover had shown that no political party

could depend on him, and who had earned, by his

trimming, the nickname of KddopuoSj— a boot

which might be worn on either foot. He was
therefore accused by Critias before the council as a
traitor, and when his nominal judges, favourably

impressed by his able defence, exhibited an evident

disposition to acquit him, Critias introduced into

the chamber a number of men armed with daggers,

and declared that, as all who were ^ot included in

the privileged Three Thousand might be put to

death by the sole authority of the Thirty, he struck

the name of Theramenes out of that list, and con-

demned him with the consent of all his colleagues.

Theramenes then rushed to the altar, which stood

in the council-chamber, .but was dragged from it

and carried off to execution. When he had drunk
the hemlock, be dashed out the last drops from the

cup, exclaiming, ** This to the health of the lovely

Critias !
** Both Xenophon and Ciqpro express

their admiration of the equanimity which he dis-

played in his last hour ;
but surely such a feeling

is sadly out of place when directed to such a man.
Thirspnae (Bfpdxveu, afso 0epdiri/i7, Dor. 0c-

pdirya

:

0cpairva7os). L A town in Laconica, on
the left bank of the Eurotas, and a little above
Sparta. It received its name from Therapnr,
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daughter of Lelex, and is celebrated in mythology
as the birth-place of Castor and Pollux, and con-

tained temples of these divinities as well as temples

of Menelaus and Helen, both of whom were said

to be buried here.— 2. A town in Btf’eotia, on the

road from Thebes to the Asopus.

Therae. [Thkra.] ^
Ther&sla. [Thkra.]
Thfiriclla (0iiptfe\vs), a Corinthian potter, whose

works obtained such celebrity that they became
known throughout Greece by the name of 0iypf-

xActa (sc. ‘Kori)pia) or KtlAiKcr 0i)p<K\cfe^or -ai),

and these names were applied not only to cups of

earthenware, but also to those of wood, glass, gold,

and silver. Some scholars make Thericles a

temporary of Aristophanes ; but others deny the

existence of Thericles altogether, and contend that

the name of these vases is a descriptive one, derived

from the figures of animals (^^pta) with which
they were adorned.

llienna (0epp.7? : 0tppdtos\ a town in Mace-
donia, afterwards called TliessalonTca [Thkksa-
lonica], situated at the N. E. extremity of a
great gulf of the Aegaean sea, lying between
Thessaly and the peninsula Chalcidice, and called

ThermaXens or Themaeus Sinus [0^pfxaios

ictfXiror), from the town at its head. This gulf

was also called Macedonicus Sinus : its modern
name is GuJf of Saloniki.

Thermae (&^py.ai\ a town in Sicily, built by
the inhabitants of Himera, after the destnictio)i

of the latter city by the Carthaginians. For details

sec Himera.
ThermaXens Sinus. [Tmkr'ma.]
ThermSdon (BfpfxdZwv : Thermeh)^ a river of

Pontiis, in the district of Themiscyra, the reputed

country of the Amazons, rises in a mountain called

Ainazonius M. (and still Mason Dagh\ near

Phanaroea, and falls into the sea about 30 miles

E. of the mouth of the Iris, after a short course,

but with so large a bodyef water, that its breadth,

according to Xenophon, was 3 plethra (above 300
feet), and it was navigable. At its mouth was
the city of Themiscyra

;
and there is still, on the

W. side of the mouth of the Thermah, a place of

the stime name, Thermeh.

Thermdpj^lae, often called simplyPylae (@«p-

fionvhaiy ndAat), that is, the Hot Gates or the

Gates, a celebrated pass leading from Thessaly

into Locris. It lay between Mt. Oeta and an
inaccessible morass, forming the edge of the Malic

Gulf. At one end of the pass, close^ Anthela,

the mountain approached so close to the morass as

to leave room for only a single carriage between

;

this narrow entrance formed the W. gate of Ther-

mopylae. About a mile to the £. the mountain

again approached close to the sea, near the Locrian

town of Alpeni, thus forming the E. gate of Ther-

mopylae. The space between these 2 gates was
wider and more open, and was distinguished by
its abundant flow of hot springs, which were sacred

to Hercules : hence the name of the place. Ther-

mopylae was the only pass by which an enemy
can penetrate from northern into southern Greece

;

whence its great importance in Grecian history.

It is dispecially celebrated on account of the heroic

defence of Leonidas and the 300 Spartans' against

the mighty host of Xerxes; and they only fell

through the Persians having discovered a path

over the mountains, and thus being enabled to

attack the Greeks in the rear. This mountain
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path coiBiiiMiced from the neighbourhood of

Trachis, ascended tlte gorge of the river Asopus

and the hili called Anopaea, then crowed the crest

of Oeta, and descended in the rear of Thermopylae

near the toia^ of Alpeni.

Thermnm or Thenna {eipnov or rh

a town of the AV'volians near Stratus, with warm
mineral springs, was regarded for some time as

the capital of the country, since it was the place

of meeting of the Aetolian confederacy.

miemiis, XinflcIiUL L Q., served under Scipio

as triba£:'>gB militum in the war against Hannibal

in Africa in b. c. 202 ;
was tribune of the plebs

201 ; curulo aedile 107 ; and praetor 106, when he

wrried on war with great success in nearer Spain.

He was consul in 103, and carried on war against

the Ligurians in this and the 2 following years.

On his return to Home in 100, a triumph was re-

fused him, through the influence of M. Cato, who
delivered on the occasion his two orations intitled

De decern Homiidbm and De/alsis Pngnie. Thermus
was killed in 188, while fighting under Cn. Manlius

Vulso against the Thracians, •-i- 2. M., propiuetor

in 81, accompanied L. Murena, Sulla's legate, into

Asia. Thermus was engaged in the siege of My-
tilenc, and it was under him that Julius Caesar

served his first campaign, and gained his first

laurels. 3. Q,, propraetor 51 and 50 in Asia,

where he received many letters from Cicero, who
praises his administration of the province. On the

breaking out of the civil war he espoused the side

of F<impey.

Therdn tyrant of Agrigentum in Sicily,

was the son of Aenesidemus, and descended from

one of the most illustrious families in his native city.

He obtained the supreme power about b. c. 488,

and retained it till his death in 472. He conquered

Himera in 482, and united this powerful city to

his own dominions. He was in .close alliance with

Gelon, ruler of Syracuse and Gela, to whom he

had given his daughte;^ Demareto in marriage
;

and he shared with Gelon in the great victory

gained over the Carthaginians in 480. On the

death of Gelon in 478, Theron espoused the cause

of Polyzelus, who had been driven into exile by
his brother Uieron. Theron raised an army for

the purpose g' reinstating him, but hostilities were

prevented, and a peace concluded between the two
sovereigns.

Thersaader (94p<Tavipos\ son of Polynices and
Argia, and one of the Epigoni, was married to

Bemonassa, by whom he became the father of

TisamenuC He went with Agamemnon to Troy,

and was slain in that expedition by Telephus.

His tomb was shown at Elaea in Mysia, where
sacrifices were offered to him. Virgil (Jen. ii. 261)
enumerates Thersander among the Greeks concealed

iu the wooden horse. Homer does not mention

him.

Thendtei (Oepahris), son of Agrius, the roost

deformed and impudent talker among the Greeks

at Troy. According to the later poets he was killed

by Achilles, because ho had ridiculed him for la-

menting the death of Penthesilea, queen of the

Amazons.
Theseiu the gredl legendary Jhero of

Atticav was the son of Aegeus; king, of Athens,
and of Aethra, the daughter of Pittneus, king of

Troezen. He was brought up at Troezen; and
when he reached maturity, he tpok, by his mother's

directions, the swi^d and sandals, the tokens

THESEUS.
which had been left by Aegeus, and proceeded to

Athens. Eager to emulate Hercules, he went by
land, displaying his prowess by destroying the

robl^rs wd ro<]OBters that infested the country.

PeriphetTs, Sinis, Phaea the Croromyonian sow,
Sciron, Cercyon, and Procrustes fell before him.
At Athens he was imme(U||^ly recognised by
Medea, who laid a plot for^oisoning him at a
banquet to which he was invited. By means of

the sword which he carried, Theseus was recog-

nised by Aegeus, acknowle^ed as his sou, and
declared his successor. The sons of Pallas, thus

disappointed in their hopes of succeeding to tlie

throne, attempted to secure the succession by vio-

lence, and declared war
; but, being betrayed by

.

the herald Leos, were destroyed. The capture of

the Marathonian bull, which had long laid waste
^

the surrounding country, was the next exploit of

Theseus. After this Theseus went of his own
accord as one of* the 7 youths, whom the Athenians
were obliged to send every year, with 7 maidens,
to Crete, in order to be devoured by the Minotaur.
When they arrived at Crete. Ariadne, the daughter
of Minos, became enamoured of Theseus, and pro-

vided him with a sword with which he slew the

Minotaur, and a clue of thread by which he found
his way out of the labyrinth. Having effected his

object, Theseus sailed away, carrying off Ariadne.

There were various accounts about Ariadne
; hut

according to the general account Theseus abandoned
her in the island of Naxos on his way home.
[Ariaanb.] lie was generally believed to have

Lid by her two sons, Oenopion and Stapbylus. As
the vessel in which Theseus sailed approached

Attica, he neglected to hoist the white sail, which
was to have been the signal of the success of the

expedition ; whereupon Aegens, thinking that his

son had perished, threw himself into the se.^.

[Abubus.] Theseus thus became king of Athens.

One of the most celebrated of the adventures of

Theseus was his expedition against the Amazons.
He is said to have assailed them before they had
recovered from the attack of Hercules, and to have

carried off their queen Antiope. The Amazons in

their turn invaded Attica, and penetrated into

Athens itself; and the final battle in which Theseus

overcame them was fought in the very midst of

the city. By Antiope Theseus was said to have

had a son named llippolytus or Demophoon, and
after her death to have married Phaedra [Hiero-
I.YTUS, PhabdraJ. Theseus figures in almost all

the great heroic expeditions. He was one of the

Argonauts (the anachronism of the attempt of

Medea to poison him does not seem to have been

noticed) ; he joined in the Calydonian hunt, and
aided Adrastus in recovering the bodies of those

slain before Thebes. He contracted a close friend-

ship with Pirithous, and aided him and the La-

pithae against the Centaurs. With the assistance

of Pirithous he carried off Helen from Sparta while

she was quite a girl, and' placed her at Aphidnac,

under the care of Aethra. In return he assisted

Pirithous in his attempt to carry off Persephone

from the lower world. Pirithous perished in the

enterprise,*‘and Theseus was kept in hard durance

until he was delivered by Hercules. Meantime
Castor and Pollux invaded Attica, and carried off

Helen and Aethra, Academus having informed the

brothers where they were to bo found [Acadb-
Mua]. Menestheus also endeavoured to incite the

people against Theseus, who on hU return found
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Ikimaelf uiiable to re-establish his authority, and
retired to Scyros, where he met with a treacherous

death at the hands of Lycomedes. The departed

hero was believed to have appeared to aid the
j

Athenians at the battle of Marathon. J|i 469 the
:

bones of Theseus were discovered by Ciraon in

'

Scyros, and brought to Athens, where they were

deposited in a temple (the Theaeum) erected in

honour of the hero. A considerable part of this

temple still remains, forming one of the most inter-

esting monuments of Athens. A festival in honour

of Theseus was celebrated on the 8th day of each

month, especially on the 8th of Pyanepsion.—
j

There can be no doubt that Theseus is a purely

legendary personage. Nevertheless, in later times

the Athenians came to regard him as the author of

a very important political revolution in Attica.

Before his time Attica had been broken up into 12
petty independent states or townships, acknow-
ledging no head, and connected only by a federal

union. Theseus abolished the separate govern-

ments, and erected Athena into the capital of a
single commonwealth. The festival of the Pana-
theiiaea was instituted to commemorate this im-

portant revolution. Theseus is said to have esta-

blished a constitutional government, retaining in

his own hands only certain definite powers and
functions. He is further said to have distributed

the Athenian citizens into the 3 classes of Eupa-

tridae, Geomori, and Demiurgi. It would be a
vain task to attempt to decide whether there is

any historical basis for the legends about Theseus,

and still ntore so to endeavour to separate the his-

torical from the legendary in what lias been pre-

served. The Theseus of the Athenians was a hero

who fought the Amazons, and slew the Minotaur,

and carried off Helen. A personage who should be

nothing more than a wise king, consolidating the

Athenian commonwealth, however possible his ex-

istence might be, would have no historical reality.

The connection of Tlieseus with Poseidon, the na-

tional deity of the Ionic tribes, his coming from

the Ionic town Troezen, forcing his way through the

Isthmus into Attica, and establishing the Isthmia

as an Ionic Panegj'ris, rather suggest that Theseus

is, at least ia part, the mythological representative

of an Ionian immigration into Attica, which,

adding perhaps to the strength and importance of

Ionian settlers already in the country, might easily

have led to that political aggregation of the dis-

jointed elements of the state which is assigned to

Theseus.

Tbesmia or TlieBin5p1i5ro8 (0«o'/A(a, e*a-fio<f>6-

pos), that is, “ the law-giver.” a surname of De-
meter and Persephone, in honour ff whom the

Thesmophoria were celebrated at Athens in the

month of Pyanepsion.

Tbesplae or Thespia (©effirsiof, ©cowiaf, Oc<r-

veta, eloirta : ©eerwicos, ©eowidSiir, Thespiensis

;

Kreino or Rimohastro)^ an ancient town in Boeotia

on the S. E. slope of Mt. Helicon, at no great

distance from the Crissaean Gulf. Its inhabitants

did not follow the example of the other Boeotian

towns in subuiitting to Xerxes, and a number of

them bravely fought under Leonidas ••at Ther-

mopylae, and perished with the Spartans. Their

city was burnt to the ground by the Persians, but

was subsequently rebuilt. In the Peloponnesian

War the Thebans made themselves masters of the

town. At Thespiae was preserved the celebrated

marble statue of Eros by Praxiteles, who had
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given it to Phryne, by whom it was presented to

her native town. [PraxITBLSs.} From the
vicinity of the town to Mt. Helicon the Muses aiv
called ThespiadeSf and Helicon itself is named the
Thespia rapes. /

Thespis (©^tnnr), the celebrated father of Greek
tra^dy, was a contemporary o^Pisistcatus, and a
native of Icarus, one of the demi in Attica, where
the w'orship of Dionysus had long prevailed The
alteration made by Thespis, and which gave to the

old tragedy a new and dramatic character, was
very simple but veiy important He^troduced
an actor, for the sake of giving rest to the chorus,

and independent of it, in which capacity he pro-

bably appeared himself, taking various parts in sire

same piece, under various disguises, which he was
enabled to assume by means of the linen masks,
the invention of which is ascribed to him. The
hnit representation of Thespis was in b. c. 535.
For further details see Diet, (tfAntiq. exl.Tragoedia.

Thesplus (©eVwior), son of Ercchtheus, who,
according to some, founded the town of Thespiae
in Boeotia. His descendants ore called Thes*

piadae.

ThesprSti (©srrwpctfrol), a people of Epirus,

inhabiting the district called after them xlhos-

prStla (©eowpterlo) or ThespiStis (0e<nrp»Tiy),

which extended along the coast from the Am-
bracian gulf N.-wards as fur as the river I'hyainis,

and inland as far as the territoi'y of the Mulossi.

The S. E. part of the country on the coast, from
the river Acheron to the Ambracian gulf, was
called Cassopaea from the town Cassope, and is

sometimes reckoned a distinct district. The Thes-
proti were the most ancient inhabitants of Epirus,

and are said to have derived their name from
Thesprotus, the son of Lycaon. They were Po-
lusgians, and their country was one of the chief

seats of the Pelasgic nation. Here was the oracle

of Dodona, the great centre of the Pelasgic wor-
ship. From Thesprotia^ssued the Thessalians,

who took possession of the country afterwards

called Thessaly. In the historical period the

Thesprotians were a people of small importonce,

having become subject to the kings of the Mo-
lossians.

ThessHUa {QtacaKUi or ©frraA^: ©ee-iraXdy

or ©rrraAiis), the largest division of Greece, was
bounded on the N. by the Cambunian mountains,

which separated it from Macedonia ; on the W.
by Mt. Hindus, which separated it from Epirus ;

on the E. by the Aegaean sea
;
and on the S. by

the Maliac gulf and Mt. Oeta, which sS^parated it

from Loeris, Phocis and A^tolia. Thessaly Proper
is a vast plain lying between the Cambuniau
mountains on the N. and Mt. Othrys on the

Mt. Pindus on the W., and Mts. Ossa and Pelion

on^e E. It is thus shut in on every side by
moffltain barriers, broken only at the N. E. comer
by the valley and dehle of Tempe, which separates

Ossa from Olympus, and is the only road through
which an invader can enter Thessaly from the N.
This plain is drained by the river PenSus and its

affluents, and is said to have been originally a vast

lake, the waters of which were afterwards carried

off through the vale of Tempe by some sudden
convulsion, which rent the rocks of this valley

asunder. The lake of Nessonis at the foot of Mt.
Ossa, and that of Boebeis at the foot of Mt. Pelion,

are supposed to have been remains of this vast

lake. In addition to the plain already described
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there were 2 other districts included under the

general name of Thessaly : one called Magnesia,

being a long narrow strip of country, extending

along the coast of the Aegaean sea from Tempe to

the Pagasaeav gulf, and bounded on the W. by
Mta. Ossa and Olympus

;
and the other being a

long narrow vale Vt t)ie extreme S. of the coun-

try, lying between Mts. Othrys and Oeta, and
drained by the river Spercheus. Thessaly is said

to have been originally known by the names of

Pyrrhat Aemonia and' Aeoli$. The two former

appellatie*^ belong to mythology ; the latter refers

to the period when the country was inhabited by
Aeolians, who were afterwards expelled from the

peuntry by the Thessalians about 60 years after

the Trojan war. The Thessalians are said to have
come from Thesprotia

;
but at what period their

name became the name of the country cannot be

determined. It does not occur in Homer, who
only mentions the several principalities of which it

was composed, and does not give any general ap-

pellation to the country. Thessaly was divided

in very early times into 4 districts or tetrarchies,

a division which we still find subsisting in the

Peloponnesian war. These districts were Hesti-

aeotis^ Pelasyictis^ Thessaliotis and PlUhiotis, They
comprised, however, only the great Thessalian

plain
;
and besides them, we find mention of 4

other districts, viz. Magnesia^ Ddopia^ Oetata^ .and

Thus there were 8 districts altogether.

Perrhaehia was, properly speaking, not a district,

since Perrhaebi was the name of a Pelasgic people

settled in liestiaeotis and Pelasgiotis.
^
[Per-

nuAEBi.] 1. Heatiaedtis {"E.<mai&ris or 'Etrri.

«Tij), inhabited by the Hestiaeotae ('E<rTiat«Toi

or ’Ecrriwrai), the N. W. part of Thessaly, bounded
on the N. by Macedonia, on the W. by Epirus,

on the E; by Pelasgiotis and on the S. by Thes-

saliotis : the Peneus may be said in general to

have formed its S. limit, i— 2. Felasgldtifl (lls-

AaffyiwTij) inhabited bv the Pelasgiotae (n«Aa<r-

7(ci>Tai), the E. part of the Thessalian plain, was
bounded on the N. by Macedonia, on the W. by
Hestiaeotis, on the E. by Magnesia and on the

S. by the Sinus Pagasaeus and Phthiotis. The
name shows that it was originally inhabited by
Pelasgians f and one of the chief towns in the

district was Larissa, which was of Pelasgic origin.

— 3. ThesBalidtis (0«(r<raXtwTis), the S. W. part

of the Thessalian plain, so called because it was
first occupied by the Thessalians who came from

Thesprotia. It was bounded on the N. by
Hestiaeotis, on the W. by Epirus, on the K.

by Pelasgiotis, and on the S. by Dolopia and

Phthiotis. —4. Phthidtis (40{wris), inhabited by
the PAtAiotae {POt&rcu), the S. E. of Thessaly,

bounded on the N. by Thessaliotis, on the W. by
Dolopia, on the S. by the Sinus Moliacus, aad on

the £. by the Pagasaean gnlf. Its inhabmmts
were Achaeans, and are frequently called the

' Achaean Phthiotae. It is in this district that

Homer places Phthia and Hellas Proper, and the

dominions of Achilles."* 6. llagneila [Mag.
NKSiA].-i"6. Boldpla (AoAoirfa), inhabited by
the DSlSpes (AdAower), a small district bounded
on the E. by Phthiotis, on the N. by Thessaliotis,

on the W. by Athamania, and on the S. by
Oetaea. They were an ancient people, for they

are not only mentioned loix Uoine:i;,Ji» fighUng
before Troy, bnt they also sent deputies to the

Ampbictyouic assemb’ly. >— 7. Ottaea (Olroua),

ir*-
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inbabjted by the Oetaei (Oiroioi) and Aemanea
(Alviayts\ a district in the upper valley of the
Spercheus, lying between Mts. Othrys and Oeta,
and bounded on the N. by Dolopia, on the S. by
Phocis, ftid on the £. by Malis.— 8. Malia
[Malis].—History of Thessaly, The Thessalians,

as we have already seen, were a Thesprotian tribe.

Under the guidance of leaders, who are said to

have been descendants of Hercules, they invaded
the W. part of the country, afterwards called

Thessaliotis, and drove out or reduced to the
condition of Penestae or bondsmen the ancient

Aeolian inhabitants. The Thessalians afterwards

spread over the other parts of the country, com-
pelling the Perrhaebi, Magnetes, Achaean Phthi-
otae, etc., to submit to their authority and pay
them tribute. The population of Thessaly, there-

fore, consisted, like that of Lacmica, of 3 distinct

classes. 1 . The Penestae, whose condition was nearly

the same as that of the Helots. 2. The subject

people, corresponding to the Perioeci of Laconica.

3. The Thess^ian conquerors, who alone had any
share in the public administration, and whose
lands were cultivated by the Penestae. For some
time after the conquest, Thessaly was governed by
kings of the race of Hercules

;
but the kingly

power seems to have been abolished in early times,

and the government in the separate cities became
oligarchical, the power being chiefly in the hands
of a few great families descended from the ancient

kings. Of these two of the most powerful were
the Aleuadae and the Scopadae, the former of

whom ruled at Larissa, and the latter at Cranon
or Crannon. These nobles had vast estates cul-

tivated by the Penestae ; they were celebrated

for their hospitality and princely mode of life
;

and they attracted to their courts many of the

poets and artists of southern Greece. At an early

period the Thessjilians were united into a con-

federate body. Each of the 4 districts into which
the country was divided probably regulated its

afTairs by some kind of provincial council
;
and

when occasion required, a chief magistrate was
elected under the name of Tagus (Ta7d$), whose
commands were obeyed by all the 4 districts.

His command was of a military rather than of a
civil nature, and he seems to have been appointed

only in case of war. We do not know the extent

of his constitutional power nor the time for which
he held his office

;
probably neither was precisely

fixed, and depended on the circumstances of the

time and the character of the individual. This

confederacy, however, was not of much practical

benefit to ^e Thessalian people, and appears to

have been ofrly used by the Thessalian nobles as a

means of cementing and maintaining their power.

The Thessalians never became of much importance

in Grecian histqry. They submitted to the Per-

sians on their invasion of Greece, and they exer-

cised no important influence on Grecian affairs

till after the end of the Peloponnesian war.

About this time the power of the aristocratical

families began to decline, and Lycophron, who had

established himself as tyrant at Pherae, offered

a formidable opposition to the great aristocratical

families, and endeavoured to extend his power

over all Thessaly. His ambitious schemes were

realized by Jason, the successor, and probably

the son of Lycophron, who caused himself to be

elected Tagiu about b.c. 374. While he lived

the whole of Thessaly was united as one political
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power, and he began to aim at making himself

master of all Greece, when he was assassinated in

370. The office of Tagus became a tyranny under

his successors, Polydorus, Polyphron, Alexander,

Tisiphon and Lycophron ; but at lengtll the old

aristocratical families called in the assistance of

Philip of Macedonia, who deprived Lycophron of

his power in 353, and restored the ancient govern*

inent in the different towns. The country, how-
ever, only changed masters ; for a few years later

(344) Philip made it completely subject to Mace-
donia, by placing at the head of the 4 divisions of

the country governors devoted to his interests, and
probably members of the ancient noble families,

who had now become little better than his vassals.

From this time Thessaly remained in a state of

dependence upon the Macedonian kings, till the

victory of T. Flamininns at Cynoscephalae in 1 97
again gave them a semblance of independence

under the protection of the Romans.

Tlie88&l6iiXca (Oe<r<raAoWKt7), daughter^ of

Philip, the father of Alexander the Great, by his

wife or concubine, Nicesipolis of Pherae. She was
taken prisoner by Cassaiider along with Olympias

on the capture of Pydna in u. c. 317 ; and Cas-

sander embraced the opportunity to connect him-

self with the ancient royal house of Macedonia by
marrying her. By Cassander she became the

mother of 3 sons, Philip, Antipater, and Alex-
ander ; and her husband paid her the honour of

conferring her name upon the city of Thessalonica,

which he founded on the site of the ancient

rherma. [See below.] After the death of Cas-

sander, Thessalonica was put to death by her son

Antipater, 295.

Thessalonica (0«<r<rceAai«/Ki|, also (dtertraXovi-

Kfia : 0t(r<ra\oyiKtvs : SaloniAi), more anciently

Therma 0epjua7os), an ancient city in

Macedonia, situated at the N. £. extremity of the

Sinus Thermaicus. Under the name of Therma
it was not a place of- much importance. It was
taken and occupied by the Athenians a short time

before the commencement of the Peloponnesian

war (b.c. 432), but was soon after restored by
them to Perdiccas. It was made an important

city by Cassander, who collected in this place the

inhabitants of several adjacent towns (about b. c.

315), and who gave it the name of Thessalonica,

in honour of his wife, the daughter of Philip and
sister of Alexander the Great, From this time it

became a large and flourishing city. Its harbour

was well situated for commercial intercourse with

the Hellespont and the Aegaean ; and under the

Romans it had the additional advantage of lying

on the Via Egnatia, which led from tlflB W. shores

of Greece to Byzantium and the East. It was
visited by the Apostle Paul about A. D. 53 ; and
about 2 years afterwards he addressed from Corinth

2 epistles to his converts in the city. Thessalonica

continued to be, under the empire, one of the most
important cities of Macedodia

;
and at a later time

it became the residence of the prefect, and the ca*

pital, of the Illyrian provinces. It is celebrated at

this period on account of the fearful massacre of its

inhabitants by order of Theodosius, in coifSequence

of a riot in which smne of the Roman officers had
been assassinated by the populace. [Tu^iODOSiua]

Thess&lus (0e<ro’aAds). L A Greek- physician,

son of Hippocrates, pass^ some of his time at the

court of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, who reigned

& c. 413

—

399. He was one of the founders of
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the sect of the Dogmntici, and is seventl times

highly praised by Galen, who calls him the most
eminent of the sons of Hippocrates. He was sup-

posed by some of the ancient writers to be the

author of several of the works that form part of

the Hippocratic Collection, which he might have
compiled from notes left by his4ather.— 2. Also

a Greek physician, was a native of Tralles in

Lydia, and one of the founders of the medical sect

of the Methodic!. He lived at Rome in the reign

of the emperor Nero, a. n. 54— 68, to whom he
addressed one of his works ; and here h^ied and
was buried, and his tomb was to be seen in Pliny*s

time on the Via Appia. He considered himself

superior to all his predecessors ; he asserted th^k

none of them bad contributed any thing to the

advance of medical science
;
and boaated that he

could himself teach the art of healing in 6 months.
He is frequently mentioned by Galen, but always
in terms of contempt and ridicule. None of his

works are extant.

Thestins (0€Vrios), son of Ares and Demonice
or Androdice, and, according to others, son of
Agenor and grandson of Pleuron, the king of

Aetolia, He was the father of Iphiclus, Euippna,

Plexippus, Eurypylus, Leda, Althaea, and Hy-
permnestra. His wife is not the same in all tra-

ditions. some calling her Lycippe or Laophonte,

a daughter of Plenron, and others Dcidamia. The
patronymic Thssti&des is given to his grandson

Meleager, as well as to his sons, and the female

patronymic Thestlas, to his daughter Althaea, the

mother of Meleager.

Theator (OeerTwp), son of Idmon and Laothoe,

and father of Calchas, Theoclymenus, Lcucippe,

and Theonoe. The patronymic Thestdrildes is

frequently given to his son Calchas.

^5tls (04Tif), one of the daughters of Nereus
and Doris, was the wife of Peleus, by whom she
became the mother of Achilles. As a marine

divinity, she dwelt like h^r sisters, the Nereids,

in the depth of the sea, with her father Nereus.

She there received Dionysus on his flight from

Lycurgus, and the god, in his gratitude, presented

her with a golden urn. Virhen Hephaestus was
thrown down from heaven, he was likewise re-

ceived by Thetis. She had been biaipght up by
Hera, and when she reached the ^e of maturity,

Zeus and Hera gave her, against her will, in

marriage to Peleus. Poseidon and Zeus himself

are said by some to have sued for her hand ; but

when Themis 4hat the son of Thetis

would be more illustrious than his father, lloth gods

desisted from their suit. Others state that Thetis

rejected the offers of Zeus, because she had been

brought up by Hera ; and the god, to revenge

himself, decreed that she should marry a mort^.

Chiron then informed his friend Peleus how he
might gain possession of her, even if she should

metamorphose herself
; for Thetis, like Proteus,

had the power of assuming any form she pleased

;

and she had recourse to this means of escaping

from Peleus, but the latter instructed by Chiron

held the goddess fast till she again assumed her

proper form, and promised to marry him. The
wedding^f Peleus was honoured with the presence

of all the gods, with the exception of £ris or Dis-

cord, who was not invited, and who avenged her-

self by throwing among the assembled gods the

apple, which was the source of so much misery.

[Paris.] After Thetis had become the mother of
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Achilleif ihe bestowed upon him the tenderest

care and love. [AcHiLtae.]

TheflpSlia (BeoiliroAis), a later name given to

the city of Antioch in Syria, on account of its emir

nenoe in the early history of Christianity.

llieftprOsOpon ( 6co0 ^p6<ro)nov^ i. e. tha face

ofagod: Ras-ikSi-Shukch ; Arab.

i. e. aface if tlone)^ a lofty rugged promontory on

the coast of Phoenice, between Tripolis and Byb*
lus, formed by a spur of Lebanon, and running fcur

out to sea. Some travellers have fancied that they

can in its side-view that resemblance to a
human profile which its name implies.

Thiivestd {fhovhr-c : TAeaea^ Ru.), a oon-

%liderable city of N. Africa, on the firontier of Nu-
midia and Byzacena, at the centre of several roads.

It was of comparatively late origin^ and a Roman
colony. Among its recently discovered ruins are

a fine triumphal arch, and the old walls of the city,

the circuit of which was large enough to have con*

tained 40,U00 inhabitants.

Thia (0ela), daughter of Uranus and Oe, one

of the female Titans, became by Hyperion the

mother of Helios, Eos, and Selene, that is, she was
regarded as the deity from whom all light pro*

ceeded.

Thiliaphata (prob* Tdl Afad^ between Mosul
and «S'tRjar), a town of Mesopotamia, near the

Tigris.

Thilutha, a fort in the S. of Mesopotamia, on

an island in the Euphrates. Some identify it with

Olabus, and that with the fort now called 2b6ta or

*tuha in about 34® N. lat.

Thinae or Thina (eivoi, Bira), a chief city of

the SiNAE, and a great emporium for the silk and

wool trade of the extreme E. Some seek it on

the E. coast of China, others on the S. E. coast of

Cochin China,

ThXQdftmas (0«io8(£fiar), father of Hylas, and
king of the Dryopes.

This (0/s: 0<i'/T?7t), a great city of Upper
Egypt, capital of the Thinites Nomos, and the

seat of some of the ancient dynasties. It was
either the same place as Auydus (No. 2.), or \yas

so near it as to be entirely supplanted by Abydus.
Thisbe (Olaffij), a beautiful Babylonian maiden,

beloved bys-9yramu8. The lovers living in adjoin*

ing houses, o|(en secretly conversed with each

other through an opening in the wall, as their

parents would nut sanction their marriage. Once
they agreed upon a rendezvous at the tomb of

Ninus. Thisbe arrived first, and while she was

waitingW Pyramus, she perceived a lioness which

had just tom to pieces an ox, and took to fiight.

While running she lost her garment, which the

lioness soiled with blood. In the mean time Py-
ramus arrived, and finding her garment covered

with bloody he imagined that she had been mur-

dered, and made away with himself under a mul»>

berry tree, the fruit of which henceforth was ait

red as blood. Thisbe, who afterwards found the

body of her lover, likewise killed herself.

afterwards Thiabae (0/o«u, Bfaiatz

Burgos, Bi0fAs : JCahosia), a town of Boeotia,

on the borders of Phocis, and between Mt. Helicon

and the Corinthian gulf. It wa8j||med for its

number of wild pigeons, which are nil! found in

abundance in the neighbourhood of Kakofia.

TMsba (0<urda : Btiaodri/t), a town in Arcadia
ou Mt. Lycaeus, called after a nymph of the same
name.

THRACIA.
llmitlSa (Bfxovis : Tbiato,Ru nearMansoumh ),

a city of Lower Egypt, on a canal on the E. side

of the Mendesian muuth of the Nile. It was a
ehief s^ of the worship of the god Mendes
(the Egyptian Pan), under the symbol of a goat

;

and, according to Jerome, the word Thmui’s signi-

fies goat It was the chief city of the Nomos
Thmultes, which was afterwards united with the

Mendesian Nomos.
ThoantSa, a surname of the Taurian Artemis,

derived from Thoas, king of Tauris.

Tbbas (0da9). 1. Son of Andraemon and Gorge,

was king of Calydon and Pleuron, in Aetolia, and
sailed with 40 ships against Troy.^ 2. Son of

Pionysus and Ariadne, was king of Lemnos, and
married to Myrina, by whom he became the father

of Hypsipyle and Sicinus. When the Lemnian
women killed all the men in the island, Hypsipyle

saved her father Thoas, and concealed him. After-

wards, however, he was discovered by the other

wopien, and killed
;

or, according to other ac-

counts, he escaped to Taurus, or to the island of

Oenoe near Euboea, which was henceforth called

Sicinus. The patronymic Tboantlas is given to

Hypsipyle, as the daughter of Thoas.— 3. Son of

Borysthenos, and king of Tauris, into whose do-

minions Iphigenia was carried by Artemis, when
she was to have been sacrificed.

Tbfixnas Hagister, a rhetorician and gram-
marian, who nourished about a. d. 1310. He was
a native of Thessalonica, and lived at the court of

the emperor Andronicus Palaeologus L, where be
held the offices of marshal {Magixter Ofioiorum)
and keeper of the archives (Charttiphglax)

;
but hu

afterwards retired to a monastery, where he as-

sumed the name of Tkeodulus, and devoted him-
self to the study of the ancient Greek authors.

His chief work, which has come down to us, is a
Lexicon of Attic Words (fcark ^A^tpdSrjrov orojud-

rttv *ATTiK»v *E>c\o7o1), compiled from the works
of the elder grammarians, such as Phrynichus,

Ammonius, Herodian, and Moeris. The work has

some value on account of its containing much from

the elder grammariaf^s, which would otherwises

have been lost; but, when Thomas deserts -his

guides, he often falls into the most serious errors.

The best edition is by Ritschl, Halis Sax. 1831,

1832, 8vo.

Tbfirioas (B6piK0S or BopinSs : BopUios, Bopi-

hAs: T/ieriko) one of the 12 ancient towns in

Attica, and subsequently a demus belonging to the

tribe Acamantis, was situated on the S. £. coast a
little above Siinium, and was fortified by the

Athenians towards the close of the Peloponnesian

war. Thepe are still extensive remains of the

ancient town.

Thornax (Bopvd^: JPavldtka), a mountain in

Laconica N. E. of Sparta, on which stood a celc*

brated temple of Apollo.

Tliospitei Lacus (Butnrjut Chljik^\

a lake in Armenia Mdjor, through which the Ti-

gris fiows. The lake, and the surrounding district,

also called Thospitis, were both named from a city

Thospia (0«iMrir/a) at the N. end of the lake.

Turadxa (0p^ki7, Ion. Bpifnit^ BprjtKVf BpvMri

:

pl* Ion. Bpffi and Bprjl^, pi. Bp^nes,

©pfji’jcei : Thrax, pi. Thraces), was in earlier times

the name of the vast space of country bounded on

the N, by the Danube, on the S. by the Propontis

and the Aegaean, on the E. by the Pontus Euxinus,

and on the W. by the river Strymon and the
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p'.'inost of the Illyrian tribes. It was divided into

2 parts by Mt. Haemus (the running

from W. to E., and separating the plain of the

lower Diuiube from the rivers which hdl into the

Aegaean. Two extensive mountain ranges branch

off from the S. side of Mt. Haemus ; one running

S. E. towards Constantinople
; and the other called

Khodope, E. of the preceding one, and also running

in a S. E.-ly direction near the river Nestus. Be-
tween these two ranges there are many plains^

which are drained by^ the HebruSythe largest river

in Thrace. At a later time the name Thrace was
applied to a more limited extent of country. The
district between the Strymon and the Nestus was
added to Macedonia by Philip, and was usually

called Macedonia Adjecta. [Macedonia.] Under
Augustus the part of the country N. of the Haemus
was made a separate Roman province under the

name of Moesia [Moesia]
;
but the district be-

tween the Strymon and the Nestus had been pre-

viously restored to Thrace by the Romans. The
Roman province of Thrace was accordingly bounded
on the W. by the river Nestus, which separated it

from Macedonia, on the N. by Mt. Ilaemus,^

which divided it from Moesia, on the E. by the

Euxine, and on the S. by the Propontis and Ac-
gaean. — Thrace, in its widest extent, was peopled

in the times of Herodotus and Thucydides by a

vast number of different tribes
;
but their customs

and cimracter were marked by great uniformity.

Herodotus says that, next to the Indians, the Thra-

cians were tlie most numerous of all races, and if

united under one head would have been irresistible.

He describes them as a savage, cruel, and rapacious

people, delighting in blood, but brave and warlike.

According to his account, which is confirmed by
other writers, the Thracian chiefs sold their chil-

dren for exportation to the foreign merchant ; they
purchased their wives from their parents ; they

punctured or tattooed their bodies and those of the

women belonging to them, as a sign of noble birth ;

they despised agriculture, and considered it most
honourable to live by war and robbery. Deep
drinking prevailed among t^era extensively, and
their quarrels over their wine cups were notorious

even in the time of Augustus. (Hor. Carm. i. 27.)

They worshipped deities, whom the Greeks assi-

milated to Ares, Dionysus, and Artemis; the

great sanctuary and oracle of their god Dionysua
was in one of the loftiest summits of Mt. Rhodope.
The tribes on the S. coast attained to some degree

of civilisation
,
owing to the numerous Greek co-

lonies which were founded in their vicinity ; but

the tribes in the interior seem to haje retained

their savage habits, with little mitigation, down to

the time of the Roman empire. In earlier times,

however, some of the Thracian tribes must have

been distinguished by a higher degree of civilisa-

tion than prevailed among them at a later period.

The earliest Greek poets, Orpjieus, Linus, Musaeus,
and others, are all represented as coming from

Thrace. Kuinolpus, likewise, who founded the

Eleusinian mysteries at Attica, is said to have been
a Thracian, and to have fought against Erecjitheus, I

king of Athens. We also find mention of the

Thracians in other parts of southern Greece : thus
they are said to have once dwelt both in Phocis

and Boeotia. They were also s(lread over a part

of Asia : the Thynians and Bithynians, and perhaps

also the Mysians, were members of the great

Thracian race. Even Xenophon speaks of Tlirace
|
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in Asia, which extended along the Asiatic side of
the Bosporus, as far as Heraclea.— The princi^ial

Greek colonies along the coast, beginning at the
Strymon and going E.-ward8, Were Amphipolw,
at the mouth of the Strymon ; Abdera, a little to

the W. of the Nestus ; DiCAB^yor Dicaepoiis, a
settlement of Maronea

; Maronea itself, colonised

by the Chians ; Strymb, r colony of the Thasians
;

MaaEMBRiA, founded by the Samothracians
; and

Abnos, a Lesbian colony at the mouth of the He-
brus. The Thracian Chersonesiis was probably
colonised by the Greeks at an early perid^ but it

did not contain any important Greek settlement

till the mig^tion of the first Miltiades to th^
country, dunng the reign of Pisistratus at Athens.

[Chbrsonbsus.] On the Propontis the 2 chief

(ireek settlements were those of Pbrinthus and
Sblymbria

;
and on the Thracian Bosporus was

the important town of Bveantium. There were
only a few Greek settlements on the S.W. coast of

the Euxine
;

the most important were those of

Apollonia, Oobssur, Cal£»atj8,Tomi, renowned
as the place of Ovid*^s banishment, and 1 stria,
near the S. mouth of the Danube.— The Thracians

are said to have been conquered by Sesostris, king

of Egypt, and subsequently to have been subdued
by the Teucrians and Mysians

;
but the first really

historical fact respecting them is their subjugation

by Megabazus, the general of Darius. After the

Persians had been driven out of Europe by the

Greeks, the Thracians recovered their indep mdence

;

and at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war,

almost all the Thracian tribes were united under the

dominion of Sitalces, king of the Odrysae, whose
kingdom extended from Abdera to the Euxine and
the mouth of the Danube. In the 3rd year of the

Peloponnesian war (b.c. 429), Sitalces, who had
entered into an alliance with the Athenians, in-

vaded Macedonia with a vast army of 1 50,000 men,
but was compelled by the failure of provisions to

return home, after remainuf^ in Macedonia 30
days. Sitalces fell in battle against the Tribalii in

424, and was succeeded by Lis nephew Seuthes,

who during a long reign raised his kingdom to a

height of power and prosperity whick it h.'»d never

previously attained, so that his regular revenues

amounted to the annual sum of 400 talffits, in ad-

dition to contributions of gold and silver in the

form of presents, to a nearly equal amount. After

the death of Seuthes, which appears to have hap-

pened a little before the close of the Peloponnesian

war, we find his powerful kingdom split ^ip into

different parts ;
and when Xenophon, with the

remains of the 10,000 Greeks, arrived on the op-

posite coast of Asia, another Seuthes applied to

him for assistance to reinstate him in his dominions.

Philip, the father of Alexander the Great, re-

duced the greater part of Thrace ;
and after the

death cf Alexander the country fell to the share of

Lysimachus. It subsequently formed a part of

tlie Macedonian dominions, but it continued to bo

governed by its native princes, and was only no-

minally subject to the Macedonian monarchs. Even

under the Romans Thrace was for a long time go-

verned by its own chiefs ;
and we do not know at

what ^rioS it was made into a Roman province.

P. Xhr&aSa Faetus, a distinguished Roman
senator, and Stoic philosopher, in the reign of

Nero, was a native of Patavium and was probably

bom soon after the death of Augustus. He ap-

pears at an early period of bis life to liavt; made
a n 21
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the ynnnger Cato his model, of whose life he wrote

an account. He married Arria, the daughter of

the heroic Arria, who showed her husband Caecina

how to die ; and his wife was worthy of her

mother and her husband. At a later period he
gave his own d^ghter iu marriage to Helvidius

Priscus, who trod closely in the footsteps of his

father-in-law. After incurring the hatred ef Nero
by the independence of his character, and the free-

dom with which he expressed bis opinions, he was
conden\^^ to death by the senate by command of

the emperor, a. d. 66. By his execution and that

of his friend Barea Soranus, Nero, says Tacitus,

solved to murder Virtue herself. The panegyric

of Thrasea was written by Aruletius Rusticus,

who was in consequence put to death by Domitian.

ThrasybUns iQpaaHSovXos). 1. Tyrant of

ifilctiis, vvas a contemporary of Periandor and
Alyattes, the king of Lydia. He was intimately

connected with Thrasybnlus. The story of the

mode in which Thrasybulus gave his advice to

Periander as to the best means of securing his

power, is given under Periander.— 2. A cele-

brated Athenian, son of Lycus. He was zealously

attached to the Athenian democracy, and took an
active piirt in overthrowing the oligarchical govern-

ment of the 400 in b. c. 411. This is the first

occasion on which he is mentioned ; hut from this

time he took a prominent part in the conduct of

the war. On the establishment of the Thirty

Tyrants at Athens he was banished, and was
living in exile at Thebes when the rulers of Athens
were perpetrating their excesses of tyranny. Being
aided by the Thebans with arms and money, he

collected a small band, and seized the fortress of

Phylo, He next marched upon the Piraeus, which

fell into his hands
;
and from this place ho carried

on war for several months against the Ten, who
had succeeded to the government, and eventually

he obtained possession^pf Athens, and restored the

democracy, 403. In 390 he commanded the

Athenian fleet in the Aegean, and was slain by
the inhabitants of Aspendus.— 3. Brother of

Gelon and Hieron, tyrants of Syracuse. He suc-

ceeded Hieron in the government, b.c.467, and was
soon aftcrqtqrds expelled by the Syracusans, whom
he had provoked by his rapacity and cruelty. He
withdrew to Locri, in Italy, and there ended his

days.

Tlirasydaeas (0pa(rv8aror), tyrant of Agri-

gentum. was the son and successor of Theron, b. c.

472. Siiortly after his accession he was defeated

by Hieron of Syracuse
;
and the Agrigentines

immediatel}' took advantage of this disaster to

expel him from their city. He made his escape to

Greece, but was arrested at Megara, and publicly

executed.

Thrasyllus or Thr^lufl {epdtrvWos, epd-

<rv\os). 1. An Athenian, who actively assisted

Thrasybulus in opposing the oligarchical revolution

in B.c. 411. He was one of the commanders at

the battle of Arginusae, and was among the 6
generals who returned to Athens and were put

to death, 406. >— 2. A celebrated astrologer at

Rhodes, with whom Tiberius became acquainted

during his residence in that island, and whom he
ever after held in the highest honour. He died in

A. o. 36, the year before Tibwius, and is said to

have saved the lives of many persons whom
Tiberius would otherwise have put to death, by
/olbeJy predicting for this very purpose that the
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emperor would live ten years longer. The son of

this Thrasyllus succeeded to his father's skill, and
he is said to have predicted the empire to Nero.

ThrS|iym&ohas {Qpaa6fxaxos), a native of Clial-

cedon, was a sophist, and one of the earliest cul-

tivators of the art of rhetoric. He was a contem-
porary of Gorgias. He is introduced by Plato as

one ofthe interlocutors in the Politia,and is referred

to several times in the Phaedrus.

Thrasyrnfidfis (Opao’u/ii^STjr), son of the Pylian
Nestor and Anaxibia, accompanied his father on
the expedition against Troy, and returned with
him to Pylos.

Thrasj^mBnns. [Tb.a.simenus.]

ThrdxiXum (0p6ytov : Opovios^ Qpopittis : JRo-

mam), the chief town of the Locri Epicnemidii,

on the river Boagrius, at a short distance from the

sea, with a harbour upon the coast.

Thdoydldes (QovKvBitris), L An Athenian
statesman, of the demus Alopece. son of Melesias.

After the death of Ciinon, in b. c. 449, Thucydides
became the leader of the ari.stoc] atic party, which

he concentrated and more thoroughly organised in

opposition to Pericles. He was ostracised in 444,
thus leaving the undisputed political ascendancy

to Pericles. He left 2 sons, .Melesias and Ste-

phanus
;
and a son of the former of these, named

Thucydides after his grandfatlier, was a pupil of

Socrates.— 2. The great Athenian historian, of

the derails Halimus, was the son of Olonis or

Orolus and Hegesipyle. He is said to have been
connected with the family of Ciraon

;
and wo

know that Miltiades, the conqueror of Marathon,
married Hegesipyle, the daughter of a Thracian

king called Olorus, by whom she became the mother
of Cimon

; and it has been conjectured with much
probability that the mother of Thucydides was a
granddaughter of Miltiades and Hegesipyle. Ac-
cording to a statement of Patnphila [PamphilaJ,
Thucydides was 40 years of age at the commence-
ment of the Peloponnesian war or o. c. 431, and
accordingly he was born in 471. There is a story

in Lucian of Herodotus having read his History

at the Olympic games to the assembled Greeks;

and Suidas adds that Thucydides, then a boy, was
present, and shed tears of emulation ; a presage of

his own future historical distinction. But this

celebrated story ought probably to be rejected as a

fable. Thucydides is said to have been instructed

in oratory by Antiphon, and in philosophy by

Anaxagoras ; but whether these statements are to

be received cannot be determined. It is certain,

however, that being an Athenian, of a good family,

and living a city which was the centre of Greek

civilisation, he must have had the best possible

education : that he was a man of great ability and

cultivated understanding his work clearly shows.

He informs us that he possessed gold mines in that

part of Thrace which is opposite to the island of

Thasos, and that he Was a person of the greatest

influence among those in that part of Thrace.

This property, according to some accounts, he had

from his ancestors : according to other accounts he

marriedfa rich woman of Scaptesyle, and received

them as a portion with her. Thucydides left a

son, called Timotheus; and a daughter also is

mentioned, who us said to have written the 8 th

book of the History of Thucydides. Thucydides

(ii. 48) was one of those who suffered from the

great plague of Athens, and one of the few who

recovered. We have no trustworthy evidence of
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Thucydides having distinguished himself as an
orator, though it is not unlikely that he did, for

liis oratorical talent is shown by the speeches that

he has inserted in his history. He was, however,

employed in a military capacity, and hS was in

command of an Athenian squadron of 7 ships, at

Thasus, B. c. 424, when Eucles, who commanded
in Amphipolis, sent for his assistance against

Brasidas, who was before that town with an army.
Brasidas, fearing the arrival of a superior force,

offered favourable terms to Amphipolis, which were
readily accepted, for there were few Athenians in

the place, and the rest did not wish to make re*

.sistance. Thucydides arrived at Eion, nt the

mouth of the Strymon, on the evening of the same
day on which Amphipolis surrendered

; and though
he woB too late to save Amphipolis, he prevented

Eion from falling into the hand of the enemy. In
consequence of this failure, Thucydides became an
exile, probably to avoid a severer punishment;
for Cleon, who was at this time in great favour

with tlie Athenians, appears to have excited po-

pular suspicion against him. There are various

untmstworthy accounts as to his places of resi-

dence during his exile
;
but we may conclude that

he could not safely reside in any place which was
under Athenian dominion, and as he kept his eye
on the events of tho war, he must have lived in

those parts which belonged to the Spartan alliance.

His own words certainly imply that, during his

exile, he spent much of his time either in the Pe-

loponnesus or in places wliich were under Pelo-

ponnesian intiuence (v. 26) ;
and his work was the

result of his own e.xperience and observations.

His minute description of Syracuse and tho neigh-

bourhood leads to the probable conclusion that he

was personally acquainted with the localities
;
and

if he visited Sicily, it is probable that he also saw
some parts of southern Italy. Thucydides says

that he lived 20 years in exile (v. 26), and as his

exile commenced in the beginning of 42t3, he may
have returned to Athens in the beginning of 403,

about the time when Thrasybjilus liberated Athens.

Thucydides is said to have been assassinated at

Athens soon after his return ; but other accounts

place his death in Thrace. There is a general

agreement, however, among the ancient authorities

that he came to a violent end. His death cannot

be placed later than 401. The time when he

composed his work has been a matter of dispute.

He informs us himself that he was busy in col-

lecting materials all through the war from the be-

ginning to the end (i. 22), and of course he would

register them as he got tliem. Plutarst says that

he wrote the work in Thrace ;
but the work in

the shape in which we have it was certainly not

finished until after the close of the war,, and he

was probably engaged upon it at the time of his

death. A question has been raised as to the

authorship of the 8th and last book ef Thucydides,

which breaks off in the middle of the 2Ut year of

the war (411). It differs from all the other books

in containing na speeches,, and it has also been

supposed to be inferior to the rest as apiece of

composition. Accordingly, several ancient critics

supposed that the 8th book was not by Thucy-

dides: some attributed it to lys daughter, and

some to Xenophon or Theopompus, because both

of thim continued the histoiy. The words with

which Xenophon’s HelUnica commence (^stA

rauTo) may chiefly have led to the supposition that
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ho was the author, for his work is made to appear

as a continuation of that of Thucydides : but this

argument is in itself of little weight ; and besides,

both the style of the 8th book is different from

that of Xenophon, and the manner of treating the

subject, for the division of the ]^ar into summers
and winters, which Thucydides has observed in

his first 7 books, is continued in the 8th, hut is

not observed by Xenophon. The rhetorical style

of Theopompus, which was the characteristic of

his writing, renders it also improbable th^ he was
the author of the 8th book. It seems tlfesimplest

supposition to consider Thucydides himself as the

author of this book, since he names himself as t^if.

author twice (viii. 6, 60) ; but it is probable that

he had not the opportunity of revising it with the

same care as the first 7 books. It is stated by an
ancient writer that Xenophon made the work of

Thucydides known, which may be true, ns he
wrote the first 2 books of his Hellenica^ or the part

which now ends with the 2hd book, for the pur-

pose of completing the history. The work of

Thucydides, from the commencement of the 2nd
book, is chronologically divided into winters and
summers, and each summer and winter make a
year (ii. 1). His summer comprises the time from
the vernal to the autumnal equinox, and the winter

comprises the period from the autumnal to the

vernal equinox. The division into books and
chapters was probably made by the Alexandrine
critics. The history of the Peloponnesian war
opens the 2nd book of Thucydides, and the 1st is

introductory to the history. He begins his 1st

book by observing that the Peloponnesian war was
the most important event in Grecian history, which
he shows by a rapid review of the history of the

Greeks from the earliest period to the commence-
ment of the war (i. 1—21). After his intro-

ductory chapters he proceeds to explain the alleged

groiuids and causes of th| war : the real causes

were, he says, the Spartan jealousy of the Athe-

nian power. His narrative is interrupted (c. 89—118), after he has come to the time when the

Lacedaemonians- resolved on war, by a digression

on the rise and progress of the power of Athens

;

a period which had been cither omijjj^d by other

writers, or treated imperfectly, and with little

regard to chronology, as by Hcllanicus in his Attic

history (c. 97). lie resumes his narrative (c. 1 19)
with the negotiations that preceded the war

;
but

this leads to another digression of some length on

the treason of Pausanias (c. 128—134)? and the

exile of Themistocles (c. 136— 138). He concludes

the book with the speech of Pericles, who advised

the Athenians to refuse the demands of the Pe-

loponnesians ; and his subject, as already observed,

begins with the 2nd book. A history which treats

of so many events, which took place at remote

spots, could only be written, in the time of Thucy-

dides, by a man who took great pains to ascertain

facts by personal inquiry. In modem times facts

are made known by printing as soon as they occur

;

and the printed records of the time, newspaper
and the like, are often the only evidence of many
fiicts whish become history. When we know the

careless way in which facts are now reported and
recorded by very incompetent persons, often upon
very indifferent hearsay testimony, and CMupare

with such records the pains that Thucydides took

to ascertain the chief events of a war, with which
he was contemporary, in which he took a share as
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a commander, the opportunities which his meanf
allowed, his great abilities, and serious earnest

character, it is a fair conclusion that we have a
more exact history of a long eventful period by
Thucydides than we have of any period in modem
history, equally long and equally eventful. Hie
whole work sho^ the moat acnipulous care and
diligence in ascertaining facts ; his strict attention

to chronology, and the importance that he attaches

to it, are additional proof of his historical accuracy.

His narrative is brief and concise : it generally

contain^bare facts expressed in the fewest pos-

sible words, and when we consider what pains it

must have cost him to ascertain these facts, we
hdinire the self-denial of a writer who is satisfied

with giving facta in their naked brevity without

ornament, without any parade of his personal im-

ortance, and of the trouble that his matter cost

im. A single chapter must sometimes have

represented the labour of many days and weeks,
isuch a principle of historical composition is the

evidtMicc of a great and elevated mind. The his-

tory of Thucydides only makes an octavo volume
of moderate size; many a modern writer would
have spun it out to a dozen volumes, and so have
spoiled it. A work that is for all ages must con-

tain much in little compass. He seldom makes
reflections in the course of his narrative ; occa-

sionally he has a chapter of political and moral

observations, animated by the keenest perception

of the motives of action, and the moral character

of man. Many of his speeches are political essays,

or materials for them
;
they are not mere imagina-

tions of his own for rhetorical effect ; they contain

tho goneml sense of what was actually delivered

as nearly as he could ascertain, and in many in-

stances he had good opportunities of knowing what

was said, for he heard some speeches delivered

(i. 22). His opportunities, his talents, his cha-

racter, and his subject, all combined to produce a

work that stands alone; and in its kind has neither

equal nor rival. His pictures are sometimes striking

and tragic, an effect produced by severe simplicity

and minute particularity. Such is the description

of the plague of Athens. Such also is the incom-

pamble history of the Athenian expedition to

Sicily, andtuts melancholy termination. A man
who thinks profoundly will have a form of ex-

rcssion which is stamped with the character of

is mind ; and the style of Thucydides is accord-

ingly concise, vigorous, and energetic. We feel that

all' the words were intended to have a meaning,

and have a meaning : none of them are idle. Yet

he is sometimes harsh and obscure ; and probably

he was so, even to his own countrymen. Some of

his sentences are very involved, and the connection

and dependence of the parts are often difficult to

seize. The best editions of Thucydides are by
Bekker, Berlin, 1 821, 3 vols. 8vo. ; by Poppo,

lieipzig, 10 vols. 8vo., 1821—1838, of which two
volume's are filled with prolegomena; by Haack,

with B^ections fxom the Greek Scholia and short

notes, Leipzig 1820, 2 vols. 8vo. ; by Gdller, 2

vols. 8VO., Leipzig, 1826; and by Arnold, 3 vols.

8vo., Oxford, 1830—1835.
Thins (0oi}Ai7), an island in the N. part of the

German Ocean, regarded by the ancients ae the

most N.-ly point in the whole earth. It is first

meutioaed by Pytheas, the celebrated Greek navi-

E
tor of Massiiia, who undertook a voyage to

itiun and Thule, of which he gave a descrip-
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tfon in his work on the Ocean. All subsequent

writers, who speak of Thule, appear to have taken

their accounts from that of Pytheas. According
to Pytheas, Thule was a six days' sail from
Britain (* and the day and night there were each

6 months long. He further stated that in Thule
and those distant parts there was neither earth,

sea, nor air, but a sort of mixture of all these, like

to the moUusca, in which the earth and the sea

and every thing else were suspended, and which
could not be penetrated either by land or by sea.

Many modern writers suppose the Thule of Py-
theas to be the same as Iceland, while others

regard it as a part of Norway. The Thule of

Ptolemy, however, lay much further to the S.,

and should probably be identified with the largest

of the Shetland islands.

Ihtlrli, more rarely Thtlrlum (0ovptoi, @00-

piov: 0od/)/or, Oouptcdr, Thurius, Thurinus : Terra
nuova\ a Greek city in imeania, founded n.c. 443,
near the site of the ancient Sybaris, which had
been destroyed more than 60 years before. [Sv-
BAR18.] It was built by the remains of the popu-

lation of Sybaris, assisted by colonists from all

parts of Greece, but especially from Athens.
Among these colonists were the historian Hero-
dotus and the orator Lysias, the latter of whom,
however, was only a youth at the time and sub-

sequently returned to Athens. The new city,

from which the remains of the Sybarites were
soon expelled, rapidly attained great power and
prosperity, and became one of the most important

Greek towns in the S. of Italy. Thus we are

told that the Thurians were able to bring 14,000
foot soldiers and 1000 horse into the field against

the Lucanians. In the Samnite wars Thurii
received a Homan garrison ; but it revolted to

Hannibal in the 2nd Punic war. The Cartha-
ginian general, however, at a later time, not trust-

ing the Thurians plundered the town, and removed
3500 of its inhabitants to Croton. The Romans
subsequently sent a Latin colony to Thfiirii, and
changed its name into Copiae

; but it continued to

retain its original naAc, under which it is men-
tioned by Caesar in the civil war as a raunicipiuin.

Thy&mis (Gi/n/uir ; Kala»ia)jtL river in Kpirus,

flowing into the sea near a promontory of the same
name.

Thykdes. [Thyia.]
Thy&mus (Bi^ajuov), a mountain In Acarnania,

south of Argos Amphrlochicunu

Thyatira {rh Bvareipa: ®varttp7iv6s), a city in

the N. of Lydia, on the river Lycus, celebrated as

one of the seven Churches in the Apocaly^rae (ii.l8).

Thye8te4'(©»«VT7ij), son of Pelops and Hippo-

damia, was the brother of Atreus and the father

of Aegisthus. See Atreus and Aeoistjius.

Tbyia (Ovfa), a daughter of Castalius or Ce-

phisseus, became by Apollo the mother of Del-

phus. She is said to have been the first to have

sacrificed to Dionysul, and to have celebrated

orgies in his honour. From her the Attic women,
who went yearly to Mt. Parnassus to celebrate the

Dionysiac orgies with the Delphian Thyiades,

receive(f themselves the name of ThyiB^z or

Thy&des. This word, however, comes from

and properly signifies the raging or frantic women.

Thymbra (©d^pt?). 1. A city of the Troad,

N. of Ilium Vetus, on a hill by the side of the

river Thymbrius, with a celebrated temple of

Apollo, who derived firom thb place the epithet
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Thymbraeua. The surrounding plain still bears

the same name,— A wooded district in Phrygia,

no doubt connected with Thymbrium.
Th3r2nb>ia {&vfi6pia), a place hi Carif, oi» the

Maeander, 4 stadia £. of Myoa, with a Cha-
ronium, that is, a cave containing mephitic vapour.

Tliyiabirltim {Q^fiSpiop ; Thymbriani), a small

town of Phrygia, 10 parasangt W. of Tyriaeum,

;

with the so-called fountain of Midas (Xeu. Anab.
]

1. 2.).

ThymbiltiB (0vfiipios : Thimbrek)^ a river of

the Troad, falling into the Scamander. At the

present day, it flows direct into the Hellespont

;

and, on this and other grounds, some doubt whether

the Thimhrek is the ancient river.

a celebrated mima or female actress

in the reign of Domitian, with whom she was a
great favourite. She frequently acted along with

Latinus.

Thymoetes (Ovgofrus), one of the elders of

Troy. A sootlisayer had predicted, that on a cer-

tain day a boy should be born, by whom Troy
should he destroyed. On that day Paris was bom
to Priam, and Munippus to Thymoetes. Priam
ordered Munippus and his mother Cjlla to be
killed. Hence Virgil {Aen. ii. 31) represents

Aeneas saying, that it was doubtful whether Thy-
moetes advised the Trnjsins to draw the wooden
horse into the city, in order to revenge himself.

Thjfni (0ui/oi'), a, Thracian people, whose origi-

nal abodes were near Salmydessus, but who after-

wards passed over into BiTHYNlA.
Th^fa (0uWa). 1. The land of the Thyni in

Thrace. •*» 2. Another name for Bithynia.— 8.

[Thynlas].
Tbfnias or Thynla (0wvlaj, evvla), 1. (/«-

ada\ a promontory on the coast of Thrace, N. W.
of Salmydessus, with a town ot the same name.—
2. {Kirpe\ a small island of the Euxine, on the

coast of Bithynia, near the Prom. Calpe, also

called Apollonia and Daphnnsa.

Thydna the name of Semele, under

which Dionysus fetched h^!r from Hades, and in-

troduced her among the immortals. Hence Diony-

sus is also called ThySuaiul. Both names are

formed from “ to be inspired.”

Thyrla (©ugeo, Ion. &vpirii Oopcdrijr), the

chief town in Cynuria, the district on the borders

of Laconia and Argolis, was situated upon a height

on the bay of the sea called after it Sums Thy-

reates (Ovpedrrjs KdXirof). It was for the pos-

session of Thyrea that the celebrated battle was
fought between the 300 Spartans and 300 Argirea

The territory of Thyrea was calldft Tliyi^tiB
(&vpettTis).

Thysdrus, Tiidnui, or Tusdros (BwrbpSs ;

ElJemniy Ku.), a large fortified city of Bysacena,

N.W. of the promontory Brachodes {JRa» Kapoa
diah). Under the Romans, it was a free city. It

was here that the empeitfr Gordian assum^ the

purple.

Thyss&gCtaa (eiHroroyfrai), a people of Sar-

matia Asiatica, on the E. shores of the Falus

Maeotis.
*

Thyssus ( Bdcuos or Bvav6s\ a town of Mace-

donia on the peninsula of Acte.

Tiarantns, a river of Scythia and a tributary

of the Danube.

Tibareni or TibSfi (Tidogiyvof, Ttdapm), a quiet

agricultural people on the N. coast of Pontus, £.

of the river Iris,
.
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TibSritas. 1. (Tt€tpAs: TtS*pit6s), a city of

Galilee, on the S.W. shore of the Lake of Tiberias,

built by Herod Antipas in honour of the emperor

Tiberius, After the destruction of Jerusalem, it

became the seat of the Jewish sanhedrim. Near
it were the warm baths of Elfiinaus. ->2. (Ti-

€fpias^ Xifivii if TiSepiuy)^ or Gennes&ret (Fevn;-

trapir^ SSup ^ Fcvvi^frapfrii), also the

Sea of Galilee (ri ^dkofftra rris FaXiAalas), in the

O. T. Chiimereth {Bahr Tuhtri^h), the 2nd of

the 3 lakes in Palestine, formed by th^sourso of

the Jordan. [Joroanbs.] Its length is 11 or

12 geographical miles, and its breadth from 5 to 6.

It lies deep among fertile hills, has very clear aisd

sweet water, and is full of excellent fish. Its sur-

face is 750 feet below the level of the Mediterra-

nean. In the time of our Saviour, its shores were
covered with populous villages, but they are now
almost entirely deserted. Its K. coast belonged

to the districts of Decapolis and Gauionitis.

TlbftrinuB, one of the mythical kings of Alba,
B(m of Capetus, and father of Agrippa, is said to

have been drowned in crossing the river Alba,

which was hence called Tiberis after him, and of

which he became the guardian god.

TiberiopSlis (TidTjpjowiroXtr), a city of Great
Phrygia, near Eumenia.

XibSris aisoTibris, Tybris, Thybris,Amnis Ti-

berinuB or simply Tiberinus ( 7’J>er or Tevent\ the

chief river in central Italy, on which stood the city

of Rome. It is said td^^lmve been originally called

Albula^ and to have recetved the name of Tiberii

in consequence of Til>erinu8, of Alba, having
been drowned in it It has been supposed that

Albttla was the Latin and Tiberis the Etniscon

name of the river. The Tiber rises from 2 springs

of limpid water in the Apennines, near Tifernnm,

and flows in a S. W.-ly direction, separating

Etruria from Umbria, the land of the Sabines, and
Latiuin. After flowing abqpt 110 miles it receives

the Nar (AVra), and from its confluence with this

river its regular navigation begins. Three miles

ah^e Rome, at the distance of nearly 70 miles

from the Nar, it receives the Anio (7Vt?eroRs),

and from this point becomes a river of considerable

importance. Within the walls of Ro«e, the Tiber
is about 300 feet wide and from 12 to 18 feet

deep. After heavy rains the river in ancient times,

as at the present day, frequently overflowed its

banks, and did considerable mischief to the lower

parts of the city. ( Hor. C7arm. i. 2.) At Rome
the maritime navigation of the river begins ; and
at 18 miles from the city, and about 4 miles from

the coast, it divides into 2 arms, forming an island,

which was sacred to Venus, and called Insula

Sacra {I$ola Sagra). The left branch of the river

runs into the sea by Ostia, which was the ancient

harbour of Rome ; but in consequence of the accu-

mulation of sand at the mouth of the left branch,

the right branch was widened by Trajan, and was
made the regular harbour of the city under the

name ofPortw R(manu9^ Portus AugusU^oT simply

Poriu$. The whole length of the Tiber, with

its windings, is about 200 miles. The waters

of the river are muddy and yellowish, whence it

is frequently called by the Roman poets flaam
TAeri$^ The poets also give it the epithets of

Tyrrhmua, because it flowed past Etruria during

the whole of its course, and of Lgdiua, because the

Etruscans are said to have bem of Lydian origin.

TXMiliii. 1. Emperor .of Rome, a. d. 14—37.

3o 4
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His full nanid was Tibbriur Claudiua Nsro
Caksar. He was the son of T. Claudiue Nero
and of Livia, and was born on the 16th of Novem-
ber, B. c. 42, before his mother married Augustus.

Tiberius was tall and strongly made, and his health

was very good. 41 is face was handsome, and his

eyes were large. He was carefully educated,

and became well acquainted with Greek and Latin

literature. His master in rhetoric was Theodoras
of Gadara. Though not without militai^ courage,

as his lifa^shows, ne had a great timidity of cha-

racter, and was of a jealous and suspicious temper

;

and these qualities rendered him cruel after he had
acquired power. In the latter years of his life,

particularly, he indulged his lustful propensities in

every way that a depraved imagination could sug-

gest : lust and cruelty are not strangers. He
affected a regard to decency and to externals. He
was the prince of hypocrites ; and the events of

his reign are little more than the exhibition of his

detestable character. In b. c. 11, Augustus com-
pelled Tiberius, much against his will, to divorce

his wife Vipsania Agrippina, and to marry Julia,

the widow of Agrippa, and the emperor's daughter,

with whom Tiberius however did not long live in

harmony. Tiberius was thus brought into still

closer contact with the imperial family ; but as :

(^aesar and L. Caesar, the grandsons of Augustus,
j

were still living, the prospect of Tiberius succeeding '

to the imperial power seemed very remote. He
;

was employed by Augustus on various military

services. In 20 he was sent by Augustus to re-
'

store Tigranes to the throne of Armenia. It was
during this campaign that Horace addressed one of

his epistles to Julius Floras (i. 12), who was serv-

ing under Tiberius. In 15, Drnsus and his brother

Tiberius were engaged in warfare with the Rhaeti,

and the exploits of the 2 brothers were sung by
Horace {CartH, iv. 4, 14). In 13, Tiberius was
consul with P. Quintiyus Varus. In 11, while

his brother Drnsus was fighting against the Ger-

mans, Tiberius conducted the war against the Dal-

matians and against the Pannonians. Drnsus died

in 9, owing to a fall from his horse. On the news
of the accident, Tiberius was sent by Augustus to

Drusus, whqqi he found just alive. Tiberius re-

turned to the war in Germany, and crossed the

Rhine. In 7 he was consul a second time. In 6

he obtained the tribunitia potestas for 5 years, but

during this year he retired with the emperor's per-

mission to Rhodes, where he spent the next 7

years. Titcitus says that his chief reason for leav-

ing Rome was to get away from his wife, who
treated him with contempt, and whose licentious

life was no secret to her husband ; probably, too,

he was unwilling to stay at Rome when the grand-

sons of Augustus were attaining years of maturity,

for there was mutual jealousy between them and
Tiberius. He returned to Rome a. o. 2. He was
relieved from one trouble during his absence, for

bis wife Julia was b&Dished to the island of Pon-

dataria (b. c. 2), and he never saw her again.

After the deaths of L. Caesar (a. d. 2) and C.

Caesar (a. d. 4), Augustus adopted Tiberius, with

the view of leaving to him the imperial, power ;

and at the same time he required Tiberius to

adopt Germanicus, the son of his brother Drasns,

though Tiberius had a son Drusus by bis wife

Vipsania. From the year of his adoption to the

death of Augustus, Tiberius was in command of

the Roman armiei, though be visited Rome seTend
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times. He was sent into Germany a. n. 4. He
reduced all lllyricum to subjection a. d. 9 ; and in

A. D. 12 he had the honour of a triumph' at Rome
for his (Jj erman and Dalmatian victories. On the

death of Augustus at Nola, on the 19th of August,
A. D. 14, Tiberius, who was on his way to lllyri-

cum, was immediately summoned home by his

mother Livia. He took the imperial power with-

out any opposition, affecting all the while a great

reluctance. He began his reign by putting to

death Postumus Agrippa, the surviving grandson

of Augustus, and he alleged that it was done
pursuant to the command of the late emperor.

When he felt himself sure in his place, he began
to exercise his craft. He took from the popular

assembly the election of the magistrates, and trans-

ferred it to the senate. The news of the death of

Augustus roused a mutiny among the legions in

Pannonia, which was quelled by Drusus, the son

of Tiberius. The armies on the Rhine under Ger-

manicus showed a disposition to reject Tiberius,

and if Germanicus had been inclined to try the for-

tune of a campaign, he might have had the assist-

ance of the German armies against his uncle. But
Germanicus restored discipline to the army by his

firmness, and maintained his fidelity to the new
emperor. The first year of his reign was marked
by the death of Julia, whom Augustus had re-

moved from Pandataria to Rhegium. The death

of Germanicus in the East, in a. n. 19, relieved

Tiberius Irom all fear of a rival claimant to tho

throne ; and it was believed by many that Ger-

manicus had been poisoned by order of Tiberius.

From this time Tiberius began to indulge with

less restraint in his love of tyranny, and many
distinguished senators were soon put to death on

the charge of treason against the emperor {/aesu

majps/as). Notwithstanding his supicious nature,

Tiberius gave his complete confidence to Sejanns,

who for many years possessed the real govern-

ment of the state. This ambitious man aimed at

the imperial power. In 23 Drusus, the son of Ti-

berius, was poisoned b> the contrivance of Sejanus.

Three years afterwards (2G) Tiberius left Rome,
and withdrew into Campania. He never retunied

to the city. lie left on the pretext of dedicating

temples in Campania, but his real motives were his

dislike to Rome, where ho heard a great deal that

was disagreeable to him, and his wish to indulge

his sensual propensities in private. In order to

secure still greater retirement, he took up his re-

sidence (27) in the island of Capreae, at a short

distance from the Campanian coast. The death of

Livia (29), the emperor’s mother, released Tiberius

from one cause of anxiety. He had long been tired

of her, because she wished to exercise authority,

and one object in leaving Rome was to be out of

her way. Livia's death gave Sejanus and Tiberius

free scope, for Tiberius never entirely released him-

self from a kind of subjection to his mother, and

Sejanus did not venture to attempt the overthrow

of Livia's influence. The destruction of Agrip-

pina and her children was now the chief purpose of

Sejanus :• he finally got from the tyrant (31) the

reward that was his just desert, an ignominious

death. [Sxjanus.] The death of Sejanus w.is

followed by the ej^ution of his friends ; and for

the remainder of the reign of Tiberius, Rome con-

tinued to be the scene ‘of tragic occurrences. Ti-

berius died on the 16th of March, 37, at the villa

of Lucullus, in Misenum. He was 78 years of
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Kl^e, ftnd had reigned 22 years. He was succeeded

hy CaiuB (Caligula), the son of Oermanicus, but

be had htmself appointed no successor. Tiberius

did not die a natural death. It was known that

his end was rapidly approaching, and naving had

a fainting At, he was supposed to be dead. There-

upon Caius came forth and was saluted as emperor

;

but he was alarmed by the intelligence that Ti-

berius had recovered and called for something to

eat. Caius was so frightened that he did not

know what to do
; but Macro, the praefect of the

praetorians, with more presence of mind, gave orders

that a quantity of clothes should be thrown on Ti-

berius, and that he should be left alone.— In the

time of Tiberius lived Valerius Maximus, Velleius

Paterculus, Phaedrus, Fenestella, and Strabo ; also

the jurists Massurius Sabinus, M. Cocceius Nerva,
and others.— Tiberius wrote a brief commentary
of his own life, the only book that the emperor
Domitian studied : Suetonius made use of it for his

life of Tiberius. Tiberius also wrote Greek poems,

and a lyric poem on the death of L. Caesar.— 2.

A philosopher and sophist, of unknown time, the

author of numerous works on grammar and rhe-

toric. One of his works, on the figures in the ora-

tions of Demosthenes (ircpl ruv vaph ArifiO<r64yfi

is still extant, and has been published.

{Hammam Miskoutenl)^ a town of Nu-
midia, in N. Africa, on the road from Cirta to

Carthage, with warm springs, called Aquae Tibili-

taiiue.

Tibiscum, a town of Dacia and a Roman mu-
nicipitim on the river Tibiscus.

Tibiscus or Tibissus, probably the same as the

Parthiscus or Parthissus (Tkeiss)^ a river of.

Diuia, forming the W. boundary of that country,

rising in the Montes Carpates, and fhlling into the

Danube.

Tlbollus, Albius, the Roman poet, was of eques-

trian family. The date of bis birth is uncertain ;

but he died young, soon after Virgil. His birth is

therefore pLiced by conjecture a. c. 54, and his

death a. c. 18. Of his^outh and education, ab-

solutely nothing is known. The estate belonging

to the equestrian ancestors of Tibullus was at Pe-

dum, between Tibur and Praeneste, This pro-

perty, like that of the other great poets of the day,

Virgil and Horace, had been either entirely or par-

tially confiscated during the civil wars
;
yet Tibul-

lus retained or recover^ part of it, and spent there

the better portion of his short, but peaceful and

happy, life. His great patron was Messala, whom
he accompanied in 31 into Aquitania, whither Mes-

sala had been sent by Augustus toNuppress a fo^

midable insurrection which had broken out in this

province. Part of the glory of the Aquitanian

campaign, which Tibullus celebrates in language of

unwonted loftiness, redounds, according to the poet,

to his own fame. He was present at the battle of

Atax {Avde in LanguedAc), which broke the Aqui-

tanian rebellion. In the following year (30) Mes-

sjila, having pacified Gaul, was sent into the East.

Tibullus set out in his company, but was taken ill,

and obliged to remain in Corcyra, fronr whence he

returned to Rome. So ceased the active life of

Tibullus ; his life is now the chronicle of his poetry

and of those tender passions.which were the in-

spiration of his poetry. The first object of his

attachment is celebrat^ under the poetic name of

Delia. To Delia are addressed the first 6 elegies

of the 1st book. The poet's attachment to Delia
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had begun before he left Rome for Aquitania. But
Delia seems to have been faithless during his ab-

sence from Rome. On his return from Corcyra, he
found her ill, and attended her with affectionate

solicitude (Eleg. i. 5), and hoped to induce her to

retire with him into the counb^. Biit first a richer

lover appears to have supplanted him with the in-

constant Delia
;
and afterwards there appears a

husband in his way. The 2nd book of Elegies

is chiefly devoted to a new mistress named Ne-
mesis. Besides these 2 mistresses Tily^Uus was en-

amoured of a certain Glycera. He wrote elegies

to soften that cruel beauty, whom there seems no
reason to confound either with Delia, the objsst of

his youthful attachment, or with Nemesis. Gly-
cera, however, is not known to us from the poetry

of Tibullus, but from the ode of Horace, which
gently reproves him for dwelling so long in his

plaintive elegies on the pitiless Glycera. — The
poetry of his contemporaries shows Tibullus as a
gentle and singularly amiable man. To Horace
especially he was an object of warm attachment.

Besides the ode which alludes to his passion for

Glycera (Ilor. Carm. i. 33), the epistle of Horace
to Tibullus gives the most full and pleasing view
of his poetical retreat, and of his character : it is

written by a kindred spirit. Horace does homage
to that perfect purity of taste which distinguishes

the poetry of Tibullus
; he takes pride in the

candid but favourable judgment of his own satires.

The time of Tibullus he supposes to be shared be-

tween the finishing his exquisite small poems,

which were to surpass even those of Cassius of

Parma, up to that time the models of that kind of

composition, and the enjoyment of the country.

Tibullus possessed, according to his friend's notions,

all the blessings of life— a competent fortune, fa-

vour with the great, fame, health
; and he seemed

to know how to enjoy all those blessings.— The 2
first books alone of the i^legics, under the name of

Tibullus, are of undoubted authenticity. The 3rd

is the work of another, a very inferior poet, whether
Lygdamus be a real or fictitious name or not.

This poet was much younger than Tibullus, for he

was bom in the year of the battle of Mutina, 43.

The hexameter poem on Messala, |^ich opens the

4th book, is so bad that, although a successful ele-

giac poet may have failed when he attempted epic

verse, it cannot well be ascribed to a writer of the

exquisite taste of Tibullus. The smaller elegies

of the 4th book have all the inimitable grace and
simplicity of Tibullus. With the exception of the

13th (of which some lines are hardly surpassed by
Tibullus himself) these poems relate to the love of

a certain Sulpicia, a woman of noble birth, for Ce-
,

rinthus, the real or fictitious name of a beautiful

youth. Nor is there any improbability in sup-

posing that Tibullus may have written elegies in

the name or by the desire of Sulpicia. If Sulpicia

was herself the poetess, she approached nearer to

Tibullus than any other writer of elegies.— The
1st book of Elegies alone seems to have been pub-

lished during the author's life, probably soon after

the triumph of Messala (27). The 2nd book no
doubt^id not appear till after the death of Tibul-

lus. With it, according to our conjecture, may
have been published the elegies of his imitator,

perhaps his friend and associate in the society of

Mess^a, Lygdamus (if that be a real name), i. e.

the 3rd book : and likewise the 4th, made up of

poems belonging, as it were, to this intimate society
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of Messala, the Panegyric by some nameless author,

which, feeble as it is, seems to be of that age
;
the

poems in the name of Sulpicio, with the concluding

one, the 1 3th, a fragment of Tibullus himself. The
best editions of Tibullus are by Lachmann, Berol.

18*29. and by Disseitus, Gottingen, 1835.

Tibar (Tiburs, pi. Tiburtes, Tiburtinus: Tivoli)^

one of the most ancient towns of Latium, 16 miles

N. £. of Rome, situated on the slope of a hill

(hence called by Horace supinum I'ibur)^ on the

left bank the Anio, which here forms a mag*
niHcent waterfall. It is said to have been origi-

nally built by the Siculi, and to have afterwards

pas;i);d into the possession of the Aborigines and
Pelasgi. According to tradition it derived its

name from Tiburtus, son of Catillus, who emigrated

from Greece with Evander. It was afterwards

one of the chief towns of the Latin league, and
became subject to Rome with the other Latin

cities on the final subjugation of Latium iu n.c.

338. Under the Romans Tibur continued to be

a large and flourishing town, since the salubrity

and beautiful scenery of the place led m{my of the

most distinguished Roman nobles to build here

magnificent villas. Of these the most splendid

was the villa of the emperor Hadrian, in the

extensive remains of which many valuable spe-

cimens of ancient art have been discovered. Here
also the celebrated Zenobia lived after adorning

the triumph of her conqueror Aurelian. Horace
likewise had a country house in the neighbourhood
of Tibur, which he preferred to all his other resi-

dences. The deity chiefly worshipped at Tibur

was Hercules
;
and in the neighbourhood was the

grove and temple of the Sibyl Albiinea, whose
oracles were consulted from the most ancient times.

[Albunba.] The surrounding country produced

excellent olives, and also contained some celebrated

stone quarries. There was a road from Rome
leading to Tibur, called y.ia Tiburtina, which was
continued from the town under the name of the

Via Valeria, past Corhnium to Adha.
Tiohis or Teoam. [Tbcum.]
Tiohiuisa (Tuxiov<r<ra), a fortress in the terri-

tory of Miletus.

TioinunL (^clnensis: J^avia), a town of the

Laevi, or, according to others, of the Insubres, in

Gallia Cisalpina, on the left bank of the Ticinus.

It was subsequently a Roman municipium ; but it

owed its greatness to the Lombard kings, who
made it the capital of their dominions. The
Ijombards gave it the name of Papia, which it still

retains under the slightly changed form of Pavia.

TlcXxias (7es.stno), an important river in Gallia

Cisalpina, rises in Mons Adula, and after flowing

through Lncus Verbaiius (£ayo Mag^iore),, falls

into the Po near Ticinum. It was upon the bank
of this river that Hannibal gained his first victory

over the Romans by the defeat of P. Scipio, b. a
218.

Tiftta, a mountain in Campania, E. of Capua,
near which the Saronites defeated the Campanians,
and where at a later time Sulla gained a victory

over the proconsul Norbonua. On this mountain
there was a temple of Diana and also one of Jupiter

of some celebrity.

Tifemiun. 1. Tiberinum (Tifemates Tiberini,

pi. ; Citta di Cuatello\ a town of Umbria, near the

oarcet of the river Tiber, whence its surname, and
upon the confines of Etruria. Near this town the

pounger Pliny had a villa,-* 3. XetauroBM (Tifer-
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nates Metaurenses : S. Angelo in Vado)^ a town in

Umbria, E. of the preceding, on the river Metau>
rus, whence its surname.— 3. A town in Sam-
nium, on river Tifemus.

Tifemni (Bi/erno), a river of Samnium, rising

in the Apennines, and flowing through the country
if the Frentani into the Adriatic.

TfgellXnns SophonItts, the son of a native of

Agrigentum, owed his rise from poverty and ob-

scurity to his handsome person and liis unscrupulous

character. He was banished to Scyllaceum in

Bruttii (a. d. 39—40), for an intrigue with Agrip-

pina and Julia Livilla, sisters of Caligula. He
was probably among the exiles restored by Agrip-

pina, after she became empress, since early in

Nero's reign he was again in favour at court, and
on the death of Burrus (63) was appointed prae-

torian prefect jointly with Fenius Rufus. Tigel-

linus ministered to Nero's worst passions, and of all

his favourites was the most obnoxious to the Roman
people. He inflamed his jealousy or bis avnnVe
against the noblest members of the senate and the

most pliant dependants of the court. In 65, Ti-

gellinus entertained Nero in his Aeniilian gardens,

with a sumptuous profligacy unsurpassed even in

that ago, and in the same year shared with him the

odium of burning Rome, since the conflagration had
broken out on the scene of the banquet. On Nero’s

fall he joined with Nymphidius Sabinus, who had
succeeded Fenius Rufus as praetorian prefect, iu

transferring the allegiance of the soldiers to Galba.

The people clamorously demanded his deatli.

During the brief reign of Galba his life was spared ;

but on the accession of Otho, he was compelled to

put an end to his own life.

TigellluB Hermbgeues. [IIxrmogenes.]
Tigrfines (Ti7pd»'T7s), kings of Amenia. 1.

Reigned u. c. 96—56 or 55. He united under

his sway not only all Armenia, but several of the

neighbouring provinces, such as Atnipatene and
Gordyene, and thus raised himself to a degree of

power far superior to that enjoyed by any of his

predecessors. lie assumed the pompous title of

king of kings, and always appeared in public

accompanied by some of his tributary princes as

attendants. His power was also greatly strength-

ened by his alliance with Mithridates the Great,

king of Pontus, whose daughter Cleopatra he had
married at an early period of his reign. In con-

sequence of the dissensions in the royal family of

Syria, Tigranes was enabled in 83 to make himself

master of the whole Syrian monarchy from the

Euphrates to the sea. He was now at the summit
of his power,cand continued in the undisputed

possession of these extensive dominions for nearly

14 years. At the instigation of his son-in-law

Mithridates, he .invaded Cappadocia in 74, and is

said to have carried off into captivity no less than

300,000 of the inhabitants, a large portion of whom
he settled in his newly founded capital of Tigrano-

certa. [Tioranocerta.] In other respects he

appears to have fiumished little support to Mithri-

dates in his war against the Romans ; but when the

Romans haaghtily demanded from him the surren-

der of Mithridates, who had taken refuge in his

dominions, he returned a peremptory refus^, accom-

panied with an express declaration of war. Lu-

cullut invaded Armenia in 69, defeated the mighty

host which Tigranes led against him, and followed

up his victory by the capture of Tigranocerta.

In tha following year (68) the united forces of
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Tigranes and Mithridates were again defeated by
LucuUus ;

but the mutinous disposition of the

Komaii troops prevented LucuUus from gaining

any further advantages over the ArmeMan king,

and enabled the latter not only to regiftn his do-

minions, but also to invade Cappadocia. The
arrival of Porapey (66) soon changed the face of

events. Mithridates, after his final defeat by
Pompey, once more threw himself upon the sup-

port of his son-in-law; but Tigranes, who sus-

pected him of abetting the designs of his son

Tigranes, who had rebelled against his father,

refused to receive him, while he himself hastened

to make overtures of submission to Pompey. That
general had already advanced into the heart of

Armenia under the guidance of the young Tigranes,

when the old king repaired in person to the Roman
camp, and presenting himself as a suppliant before

Pompey, laid his tiara at his feet By this act of

humiliation he at once conciliated the favour of the

conqueror, who treated him in a friendly manner,
and left him in possession of Armenia Proper with

the title of king, depriving him only of the provinces

of Sophene and Gordyene, which he erected into

a separate kingdom for his son Tigranes. The
elder monarch was so overjoyed at obtaining these

unexpectedly favourable terms, that he not only

paid the sum of 6000 talents demanded by
Pompey, but added a large sum as a donation to

his army, and continued ever after the steadfast

friend of the Roman general. He died in 56 or

55, and was succeeded by his son Artavasdes.—
2. Son of Artavasdes, and grandson of the pre-

ceding. He was living an exile at Koine, when a

party of his countrymen, discontented with the

rule of his elder brother, Artaxias, sent to request

that he should be placed on the throne. To this

Augustus assented, and Tiberius was charged with

the duty of accomplishing it, a task which he

effected apparently without opposition (n. c. 20).

Tigranocerta (ri TtypavSKepra and 7/ Ti7p.,

i. e., in Armenian, the City of Tigranes;

Ru,), the later capital of«Armenia, built by Ti-

graiies, on a height by the river Nicephorius, in

the valley between M. Mosius and Niphates. It

was strongly fortified, and peopled chiefly with

Macedonians and Greeks, forcibly removed from

Cappadocia and Cilicia; but, after the defeat of

Tigranes by LucuUus under its walls, these people

were permitted to return to their homes. The
city was at the same time partially destroyed; but

it still remained a considerable place.

Tigrii, gen. -Idea and -is (5 Tlypis, gen. Tf-

ypiSos and Tlypios^ also Tlypvs, gtfc. Tiyprrros:

Tiyris\ a great river of W. Asia, rises from several

sources on the S. side of that part of the Taurus

chain called Niphates, in Armenia, and flows

S. E., first through the narrow valley between M.
Masius and the prolongation of M. Niphates, and

then through the great pUin which is bounded on

the E. by the last-named chain, till it falls into

the head of the Persian Gulf, after receiving the

Euphrates from the W. [Comp. Euphratbs.]
Its other chief tributaries, all falling iato its E.

side, were the Nicbphorius or Crntritrs, the

Lycus, the Caprus, the Phybcus, the GuRQUS,
SiLLAfi, or Dblas, the Gynoks, and the Cho-
ASPS8. It divided Assyria and Susiana on the

E., from Mesopotamia and Babylonia, and (at its

month) Arabia, on the W. The name is some-

times applied to the Pabitioru.
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Tignrlni, a tribe of the Helvetii, who joined the

Cimbri in invading the country of the Allobroges

in Gaul, where they defeated the consul L. Cassius

Longinus, b.c. 107. They fonned in the time of

Caesar the most important of the 4 cantons (pagi)
into which the Helvetii wersp divided. It was
perhaps from this people that the town of Tigurum
{Zurich) derived its name, though this name does

not occur in any ancient writer.

Tilphtslum (Tix^ovo-top, TiXipodo-fnep, Dor.
TtKtpacrffiov

:

TiX^ovcriov, Dor. Tt^dictos), a
town in Boeotia, situated upon a mountain of the

same name, S. of lake Copais, and between Coronea
and Ilaliartus. It derived its name from the faun*

tain TilphQsa, which was sacred to Apollo, and
where Tiresias is said to have been buried.

TimaeuB (Ti/icuos). L The historian, was the
son of Androraachus, tyrant of Tauroraenium, in

Sicily. Timaeus attained the age of 96 ; and
though we do not know the exact date either of hia

birth or death, we cannot be far wrong in placing hia

birth in b. c. 352, and his death in 256. Timaeus
received instruction from Philiscus, the Milesian,

a disciple of Isocrates ; but wo have no further

particulars of bis life, except that he was banished

from Sicily by Agathoclcs, and passed his exile at

Athens, whore be had lived 50 years when he
wrote the 34th book of his history. The great

work of Timaeus was a history of Sicily from the

earliest times to 264, in which year Polybius

commences the introduction to his work. ’^This

history was one of great extent. We have a quo-

tation from tlie 36th book, and there were pro-

bably many books after this. The value and
authority of Timaeus as an historian have been
most vehemently atUicked by Polybius in many
parts of his work. Most of the charges of Polybius
appear to have been well founded

;
but he has not

only omitted to mention some of the peculiar ex-

cellencies of Timaeus, butjias even regarded these

excellencies as deserving the severest censure.

Thus it was one of the great merits of Timaeus,
for which he is loudly denounced by Polybius,

that he attempted to give the myths in their

simplest and most genuine form, as related by the

most ancient writers. Timaeus alsr^ollected the

materials of his history with the greatest diligence

and care, a fact which even Polybius is obliged to

admit. He likewise paid very great attention to

chronology, and was the first writer who intro-

duced the practice of recording events by Olym-
piads, which was adopted by almost all fubsequent

writers of Greek history. The fragments of Ti-

inaeus have been collected by Goller, in his Da
et Oriyine Syracusarum, Lips. 1U18, and by

Car. and Theod. Miiller, in the Fragmenia Hia-
tone. Groec , Paris, 1841.— 2. Of Locri, in Italy,

a Pythagorean philosopher, is said to have been a
teacher of Plato. There is an extant work, bear-

ing his name, written in the Doric dialect, and
entitled ntpi K6trfiov aal but its

genuineness is very doubtftil, and it is in all pro-

bability nothing more than an abridgment of

Plato's dialogue of Timaetu. The best edition

is by Oelder, Leyden, 1836.— 3. The Sophist,

wrote a Lexicon to Plato, addressed to a certain

Gentianus, which is still extant. The time at

which he lived is quite uncertain. He is usually

placed in the 3rd century of the Christian aera,

which produced so many ardent admirers of the

Platonic philosophy, inch as Porphyry, Longinus,
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Plotinus, Ac. The Lexicon is very brief, tnd

bears the title Ttfiaiou <ro<pi<rrov in ruv too flAd*

Twvor It is evident that the work has

received several interpolations, especially in expla-

nations of words occurring in Herodotus. But it

is one of great vt.iue, and the explanations of

words are some of the very best which have come

down to us from the ancient grammarians. It has

been edited by Ruhnken, Leyden, 1754, and
again, Leyden, 1789 ; and by Koch, Leipzig, 1828,

and l«33. *

TvmagSnes (TifJMy4vrit\ a rhetorician and a

historian, was a native of Alexandria, from which

late he was carried as a prisoner to Rome, where

e was first employed as a slave in menial offices,

but being liberated by Faustus Sulla, the son of

the dictator, he opened a school of rhetoric, in

which he taught with great success. (Comp. Hor.

JSp. i. 19. 15.) The emperor Augustus induced

him to write a history of his exploits ; but having

offended Augustus by sarcastic remarks upon his

family, he was forbidden the palace
;
whereupon

he burnt his historical works, gave up his rhe-

torical school, and retired from Rome to the house

of his friend Asinius Pollio at Tiisculuro. He
afterwards went to the East, and died at Dabanum
in Mesopotamia.

Thnanthei (Tijudydijs), a celebrated Greek
painter at Sicyon, contemporary with Zeuxis and

Parrhasius, about B. c. 408. The masterpiece of

Timanthes was his celebrated picture of the sa-

crifice of Iphigenia, in which Agamemnon was
painted with his face hidden in his mantle. The
ancient critics tell us that the picture showed
Iphigenia, standing by the altar, surrounded,

among the assistants, by Calchas, whose prophetic

voice had demanded her sacrifice, and whose hand
was about to complete it; Ulysses, who had
brought her from her home, and Menelaus, her

frither's brother, all mapifesting different degrees

of grief, so that, when the artist had painted the

sorrow of Calchas, and the deeper sorrow of Ulysses,

and had added all his powers to express the woe
of Menelaus, his resonrees were exhausted, and,

unable to give a powerful expression to the agony
of the fathenr he covered his head with a veil.

But this is clearly not the reason why Timanthes
hid the face of Agamemnon. The critics ascribe

to impotence what was the forbearance of judg-

ment. Timanthes felt like a father ; he did not

hide the face of Agamemnon because it was be-

yond the *i[io8sibiUty, but because it was beyond
the dignity, of expres8ion.r If he made Agamemnon
bear his calamity as a man, he made him also feel

it as a man. It became the leader of Greece to

sanction the ceremony with his presence, but it

did not become the father to see his daughter be-

neath the dagger’s point.

Tfm&vns (Timavo), a small river in the N. of

Italy, forming the boundary between Istria and
Venetia, and falling into the Sinus Tergestinus in

the Adriatic, between Tergeste and Aquiloia. This
river is frequently celebrated by the poets and other

ancient writers, who speak of its numerous sources,

its lake, and its subterraneous passage ; but these

accounts seem, to a great extent, fabulous.

Timocles (Ti/mkA^s), a distinguished Athenian
comic poet of the Middle Comedy, who lived at a
period when the revival of politii^ energy, in con-
sequence of the encroachments of Philip, restored

to the Middle Comedy much of the vigour and

TIMOLEON.
real aim of the Old. He is conspicuous for th^

freedom with which he discussed public men and
measures, as well as for the number of his dramas
and the lurity of his style. He flourished from
about theVmiddle of the 4th century b. c. till after

324, so that at the beginning of his career he was
in part contemporary with Antiphanes, and at the

end of it with Menander.
TimoerSon (TifioKpiwv), of Rhodes, a lyric

poet, celebrated for the bitter and pugnacious spirit

of his worics, and especially for his attacks on
Themistocles and Simonides. He was a native of

lalysns in Rhodes, whence he was banished on

the then common charge of an inclination towards

Persia (firiSitrfi6s)
;
and in this banishment he was

left neglected by Themistocles, who had formerly

been bis friend, and his connection by the ties of

hospitality. Timocreon was still flourishing after

B. G. 471, since one of his poems, of which we have

a fragment, was an attack upon Themistocles after

the exile of the latter. It appears that Timocreon
was a man of prodigious strength, which ho sus-

tained by great voracity.

Tim51Son (TijuoAewi/), son of Timodemus or

Tiraaenetus and Demariste, belonged to one of the

noblest families at Corinth. His early life was
stained by a dreadful deed of blood. We are told

that so ardent was his love of liberty, that when
his brother Timophanes endeavoured to make him-

self tyrant of their native city, Timoleon murdered

him rather than allow him to destroy the liberty

of the state. The murder was perpetrated jtast

before an embassy arrived from several of the

Greek cities of Sicily, beggibg the Corinthians to

send assistance to the island, which was distracted

by internal dissensions, and was expecting an in-

vasion of the Carthaginians. It is said that the

Corinthians were at the very moment of the arrival

of the Sicilians deliberating respecting Timoleon’s

act, and had not come to any decision respecting

it; and that they avoided the difficulty of a decision

by appointing him to the command of the Sicilian

expedition, with the sinf^ular provision, that if he

conducted himself justly in the command, they

would regard him as a tyrannicide, and honour him
accordingly ; hut if otherwise, they would punish

him as a fratricide. To whatever causes Timoleon
owed his appointment, his extniordinary success

more than justified the confidence which had been

reposed in him. His history reads almost like a

romance; and yet of the main facts of the narrative

we cannot entertain any reasonable doubt. Al-

though the Corinthians had readily assented to

the requests hf the Sicilians in the appointment of

a commander, they were not prepared to make
many sacrifices in their favour; and accordingly it

was only with 18 triremes and 700 mercenaries

that Timoleon sailed from Corinth to repel the

Carthaginians, and restore order to the Sicilian

cities. He reached Sicily in B. c. 344, and

straightway marched against Syracuse, of 2 quarters

of which he obtained possession. In the following

spring (343) Dionysius, despairing of success, sur-

render^ •the citadel to Timoleon, on condition of

his being allowed to depart in safety to Corinth.

[Dionybigs.] Timoleon *i«K'n afterwards obtained

possession of the whole of Syracuse. He destroyed

the citadel, which had been for so many years the

seat and bulwark of the power of the tyrants,

and restored the democraticjil form of government.

Ho then proceeded to expel the tyrants from the
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other Greek cities of Sicily, but was interrupted in

this undertaking by a formidable invasion of the

Carthaginians, who landed at Lilybaeum in 339,
with an immense army, under the comnrand of

Hasdrubal and Haiiiilcar, consisting of 7^000 foot

and 10,000 horse. Such an overwhelnnng force

struck the Greeks with consteniation and dismay^

So great was their alarm that Timoleon could only

induce 1 2,000 men to march with him against the

Carthaginians. But with this small force he gained

a brilliant victory over the Carthaginians on the
river Crimissus (339). This victory justly ranks
as one of the greatest gained by Greeks over bar-

barians. The booty which Timoleon acquired was
prodigious; and some of the richest of the spoils he
sent to Corinth and other cities in Greece, thus

diffusing the glory of his victory throughout the

mother country. Timoleon now resolved to carry

into execution his project of expelling all the

tyrants from Sicily. Of these, two of the most

powerful, Hicetas of Leontini, and Mamercus of

Oatana, had recourse to the Cartlmginians for as-

sistance, who sent Gisco to Sicily with a fleet of

70 ships and a body of Greek mercenaries. Al-

though Gisco g;Uned a few successes at flrst, the

war was upon the whole favourable to Timoleon,

and the Carthaginians were therefore glad to con-

clude a treaty with the latter in 338, by which
the river Halycus was fixed as the boundary of

the Carthaginian and Greek dominions in “Sicily.

It was during the war with Gisco that Hicetas

fell into the hands of Timoleon, and was massacred

by his order. His wife and daughters were carried

to Syracuse
;
where they were executed by the

people, as a satisfaction to the manes of Dion,

whose wife Arete and sister Aristomache had both

been put to death by Hicetas. This is one of the

greatest stains upon Timoleon^s character, as he

might easily have saved these unfortunate women
if he had chosen. After the treaty between the

Carthaginians and Timoleon, Mamercus, being

unable to maintain himself in Catana, iled to Mes-

sana, where he took refuge with Hippon, tyrant of

that city. Timoleon quickly followed, and be-

sieged Messana so vigorously by sea and land, that

Hippon, despairing of holding out, attempted to

escape by sea, but was taken and put to death in

the public theatre. Mamercus now surrendered,

stipulating only for a public trial before the Syra-

cusans, with the condition that Timoleon should

not appear as his accuser. But as soon as he was

brought into the assembly at Syracuse, the people

refused to hear him, and unanimously condemned

him to death. Thus almost all the tyrants were

expelled from the Greek cities in Sicily, and a

democratical form of government established in

their place. Timoleon, however, was in reality the

ruler of Sicily, for all the states consulted him on

every matter of importance ;
and the wisdom of his

rule is attested by the flourisliing condition of the

island for several years even after his death. He
did not, however, assume any title or office, but

resided as a private citizen among the Syracusans.

Timoleon died in 337, having become blind a short

time before his death. He was bufled at the

public expense in the market-place at Syracuse,

where his monument was afterwards surrounded

with porticoes and a gymnasium, which was called

after him the Timoleonteum. Annual games were

also instituted in his honour.

T&aSm&ditif ^ distinguished
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painter, of Byzantium, lived (according to Pliny)

in the time of Julius Caesar, who purchased two of
his pictures, the Ajax and Medea, for the immense
sum of 80 Attic talents, and dedicated them in the

temple of Venus Genitrix. It has been supposed,

however, by some modem writers that Tiuomachus
lived at an earlier period. *

Tlmin 1. The son of Timarchus of

Phlius, a philosopher of the sect of the Sceptics,

flourished in the reign of Ptolemy Phiiudelphui,

about B.C. 279, and onwards. He first studied

philosophy at Megara, under Stilpon, ajsd then re-

turned home and married. He next went to Elis

with his wife, and heard Pyrrhon, whose tenets

he adopted. Driven from IClis by straitened wir-

cumstances, he spent some time on the Hellespont

and the Propontis, and taught at Chalcedon as a
sophist with such success that he realised a fortune.

He then removed to Athens, where he passed the

remainder of his life, with the exception of a short

residence at Thebes. He died at the age of almost

90. Timon appears to have been endowed by naturo

with a powej^ul and active mind, and with that

quick perception of the follies of men which be-

trays its possessor into a spirit of universal distrust

both of men and truths, so as to make him a sceptic

in philosophy and a satirist in every tiling. He
wrote numerous works both in prose and poetry.

The most celebrated of his poems were the satiric

compositions called Silli (olXXot), a word of some-

what doubtful etymology, but which undoubtedly

describes metrical compositions of a character at

once ludicrous and sarcastic. The invention of this

species of poetry is ascribed to Xenophanes of Co-
lophon. [Xbnophans.s.] The Silli of Timon
were in 3 books, in the first of which he spoke in

his own person, and the other 2 are in the form

of a dialogue between the author and Xenophanes
of Colophon, in which Timon proposed questions,

to which Xenophanes replied at length. The sub-

ject was a sarcastic acce|int of the tenets of all

philosophers, living and dead
;
an unbounded field

for scepticism and satire. They were in hexameter

verse, and, from the way in which they are men-
tioned by the ancient writers, as well as from the

few fragments of them which have come down to

us, it is evident that they were admirable

productions of their kind. The fragments of his

poems are collected by Wolke, De Graecomm
Syllie, Varsav. 1820; and by Paul, DissertaHo de

suits, Berol. 1821.—*2. The Misanthrope (d ^i-

ffdydpwvos), lived in the time of the Peloponnesian

war. He was an Athenian, of the d^os of Co-

lyttus, and his fatner's name was Echecratides.

In consequence of the ingratitude he experienced,

and the disappointments he suffered, from his early

friends and companions, he secluded himself en-

tirely from the world, admitting no one to bis

society except Alcibiades, in whose reckless and
variable disposition he probably found pleasure in

tracing and studying an image of the world be had
abandoned ; and at last he is said to have died in

consequence of refusing to suffer a surgeon to come

to him to set a broken limo. One of Lucian's

pieces bears his name.

TunSthSns {Tiftddeos). L Son of Conon, the

famous general, was himself a distinguished Athe-

nian general. He was first appointed to a public

command inB.c. 378; and from this time his

name frequency occurs as one of the Athenian

generals down to 356. In this year he was asso-
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ciated with Iphicratcs, Menestheus, and Chares in

the command of the Athenian fleet In conse-

quence of his conduct in this war he was arraigned

in 354, and condemned to the crushing fine of 100

talents (mure than 24,000f.). Being unable to pay

the fine, he withdrew to Chalcis in Euboea, where

he died shortly afftr. The Athenians subsequently

remitted nine-tenths of the penalty, and flowed
his son Conon to expend the remainder on the

repair of the walls, which the famous Conon had

restored. 2. Son of Clearchns, the tyrant of He-
raclea on the Kuxine, whom he succeeded in the

sovereignty, B. c. 353. There is extant a letter

addressed to him by Tsoorates.— 3. A celebrated

mtfilician and poet of the later Athenian dithyramb,

was a native of Miletus, and the son ofThersander.

He wtu born b.c. 440, and died in 357, in the dOth

year of his age. Of the details of his life we have

very little information. He was at first unfortunate

in his professional efforts. Even the Athenians,

fond as they were of novelty, were offended at the

hold innovations of Tiinothens, and hissed off his

perfonnance. On this occasion it is said that Eu-

ripides encouraged Timotheus by the prediction

that he would soon have the theatres at his feet.

This prediction appears to have been accomplished

in the vast popularity which Timotheus afterwards

enjoyed. The Ephesians rewarded him, for his

dedicatory hymn to Artemis, with the sura of 1000

pieces of gold
;
and the Inst accomplishment, by

which the education of the Arcadian youth w’as

finished, was learning the nomes of Timotheus and
Philoxenus. Timotheus is said to have died in

Macedonia. He delighted in the most artificial

and intricate forms of musical expression, and he

used instrumental music, without a vocal accompa-

niment, to a greater extent than any previous

composer. Perhaps the most important of his

innovations, as the means of introducing all the

others, was his addition to the number of the

strings of the dlhara. Respecting the precise na-

ture of that addition the ancient writers are not

agreed
;
but it is most probable, from the whole

evidence, that the lyre of Timotheus had 1 1 strings.

It is said that, when Timotheus visited Sparta,

and entered the musical contest at the Carnea, one

of the ephorw snatched away his lyre, and cut

from it the strings, 4 in number, by which it ex-

ceeded the seven-stringed lyre of Terpander, and,

as a memorial of this public vindication of the

ancient simplicity of music, and for a warning to

future innovators, the Lacedaemonians hung up the

mutilated HVre of Timotheus in their Scias. With
regard to the subjects of his compositions, and the

manner in which he treated them, we have abun-

dant evidence that he even went beyond the other

musicians of the period in the liberties which he

took with the ancient myths, in the attempt to

make his music imitative as well as expressive,

and in the confusion of the different subjects and

departments of lyric poetry ; in one word, in the

application ofthat false principle, which also misled

his friend Euripides, that pleasure is the end of

poetry.—4. A distinguished flute-player of Thebes,

flourished under Alexander the Great, on whom his

music made so powerful an impression that once

in the midst of a performance by Timotheus, of an
Orthinn Nome to Athena, Alexander started from
his seat, and seised his arms.-*- 3. A statuary and
seulptor, whose country is not mentioned, but wbo
belonged to the later Attic school of the time of
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Scopas and Praxiteles. He was one of the artistfi

who executed the bas-reliefr which adorned the

friese of the Mausoleum, about b. c. 352. >

Tingis (ii Ttyyis: Tangier)^ a city of Maure-
tania, 01^ the S. coast of the Fretum Gaditaimm
(Straits y Gibraltar)^ was a place of very great

antiquity. It was made by Augustus a free city,

and by Claudius a colony, and the capital of

Mauretania Tingitana.

Tizila (7V/ata), a small river in Umbria, rising

near Spofetium, and falling into the Tiber, after re-

ceiving the Clitumnns.

TlrSsIas (Teiprjartas), a Theban, son of Everes

and Chariclo, was one of the most reisowned sooth-

sayers in all antiquity. Ho was blind from his

seventh year, but lived to a very old It was
believed that his blindness was occasioned by bis

having revealed to men things which they ought

not to have known, or by his having seen Athena
while she was bathing, on which occasion the god-

dess deprived him of sight by sprinkling water

upon his face. Chariclo prayed to Athena to re-

store his sight, but as the goddess was unable to

do this, she conferred upon him the power of un-

derstanding the voices of birds, and gave him a

staff, with the help of which he could walk as

safely as if he had his eyesight. Another tradition

accounts for his blindness in the following manner.

Once, when on Mount Cithaeron (others say Cyl-

lene), he saw a male and a female serpent together;

ho struck at them with his staff, and as he happened
to kill the female, he himself was metamorphosed
into a woman. Seven years later he again saw 2
serpents, and now killing the male, he again be-

came a man. It was for this reason that Zeus and
Hera, when disputing whether a man or a woman
had more enjoyments, referred the matter to Tire-

sias, who declared that women enjoyed more
pleasure than men. Hera, indignant at the answer,

deprived him of sight, but Zeus gave him the

^wer of prophecy, and granted him a life which
^as to last for seven or nine generations. In the

war of the Seven against Thebes, he declared that

Thebes should be victorious, if Menoeceus would
sacrifice himself; and during the war of the Epigoni,

when the Thebans had been defeated, he advised

them to commence negotiations of peace, and to

avail themselves of the opportunity that would thus

be afforded them, to take to flight. He himself

fled with them (or, according to others, he was
Ctarried to Delphi as a c.aptive), but on his way he
drank from the well of Tilphossa and died. His
daughter Manto (or Daphne) was sent by the vic-

torious Argives to Delphi, as a present to Apollo.

Even in the lower world Tiresias was believed to

retain the powers of perception, while the souls of

other mortals were mere shades, and there also he

continued to use his golden staff. His tomb was
shown in the neighbourhood of the Tilphusian well

near Thebes, and in Macedonia likewise. The place

near Thebes where he had observed the birds was

pointed out as a remarkable spot even in later

times. The blind seer Tiresias acts so prominent

a part in the mythical history of Greece that there

is BcaTcety*’any event with which he is not con-

nected in some way or other; and this introduction

of the seer in so many occurrences separated by

long intervals of timfe, was fecilitated by the belief

in his long life.

TfrE%L&teB or Terid&tes (TnpiSdrvs). 1* The

second king of Parthia, [ABsacxs II.} —• 2,
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King of Annenia^ and brother of Vologeses I.

(Arsaces XXII L), king of Parthia. Ho was
made king of Armenia by his brother, but was
driven out of the kingdom by Corbulo, the Roman
general, and finally received the Armenian crown

from Nero at Rome in a, d. 63. I

Tiro, M. Tullius, the freedman ot Cicero, to

whom he was an object of tender affection. He
appears to have been a man of very amiable dispo-

sition, and highly cultivated intellect. He was not

only the amanuensis of the orator, and bis assistant

in literary labour, but was himself an author of no
mean reputation, and notices of several works from

his pen have been preserved by ancient writers.

It is supposed by many that Tiro was the chief

agent in bringing together and arranging the works
of his illustrious patron, and in preserving his cor-

respondence from being dispersed and lost. After

the death of Cicero, Tiro purchased a farm in the

neighbourhood of Puteoli, where he lived until he

reached his 1 00th year. It is usually believed

that Tiro was the inventor of the art of short-hand

writing among the Romans; and hence abbreviations

of this description, which are common in MSS.
from the 6th century downwards, have very gene-

rally been designated by the learned as Notae
Tironianae,

Tiiyns {Tipvps, -vpQos : Tipvp$ios\ an ancient

town in Argolis, S. R of Argos, and one of the

most ancient in all Greece, is said to have been

founded by Proetus, the brother of Acrisius, who
built the massive walls of the city with the help of

the Cyclopes. Proems was succeeded by Perseus

;

and it was here that Hercules was brought up.

Hence we find his mother Alcinonn called TirytUhic^

and the hero himself Tiryntliiw. Homer represents

Tirynsas subject to Argos ; the town was at a later

time destroyed by the Argives, and most of the in-

habitants were removed to Argos. Tiryiis was built

upon a hill of small extent, rising abruptly from

the dead level of the surrounding country. The
remains of the city are some of the most interesting

in all Greece, and are, with those of Mycenae, the

most ancient specimens ofjtvhat is- called Cyclopian

architecture. They consist of masses of enormous
stones, rudely piled in tiers above one another.

Tis^mSnus (Tura/icf'dr). L Son of Orestes and
Hermione, was king of Argos, but was deprived of

his kingdom when the Heraclidae invaded Pelo-

ponnesus. He was slain in a battle against the

Heraclidae, and his tomb was afierwards shown at

Helice, from which place his remains were subse-

quently removed to Sparta by command of an
oracle. —2. Son of Thersander and Hemonassa,

was king of Thebes, and the father if Autesion.—
3. An Elean soothsayer, of the family of the Cly-

tiadae. He was assured by the Delphic oracle that

he should be successful in 5 great coiiHicti. Sup-

posing this to be a promise of distinction as an
athlete, he devoted himself to gymnastic exercises;

but the Spartans, understanding the oracle to refer,

not to gymnastic, but to military victories, made
great offers to Tisamenus to induce him to take

with their kings the joint-command of their armies.

This he refused to do on any terms sln>rt of re-

ceiving the full franchise of their city, which the

Spartans eventually granted. He was present

with the Spartans at the battle of Plataea, B.c. 379,

which was the first of the 5 conflicts referred to

by the oracle. The 2nd was with the Argives and

Tegeans at Tegea ; the 3rd, with the Arcadians at
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Dipaea; the 4th was the 3rd Messenian "War (465—45.5); and the last was the battle of Tanagroy
with the Athenians and their allies, in 457.

Tisla (Tisiates, pi.), a town in Bruttium in the

Sila Silva, of uncertain site.

Tisicr&tes, an eminent Cbeek statuary, of the

school of Lysippus, to whose jrorks those of Tisi-

crates so nearly approached, that many of them
were scarcely to be distinguished from the works
of the master.

TlBlph5]ie. [Eumenidab.]
TUta (Tissiensis, Tissinensis), a town in Sicily

N. of Mt. Aetna.

Tissaphernea {Ti<r(ra<f>4pprii)y a famous Persian,

who was appointed satrap of lower Asia in yii. c.

414. He espoused the cause of the Spartans in

the Peloponnesian war, but he did not give them
any effectual assistance, since his policy was not

to allow either Spartans or Athenians to gain the

supremacy, but to exhaust the strength of both
parties by the continuance of the war. His plans,

however, were thwarted by the arrival of Cyrus in

Asia Minor in 407. This prince supplied the

Lacedaemonians with cordial and effectual assist-

ance. Tissaphernea and Cyrus were not on good
terms ; and after the death of Darius, they were
engaged in continual disputes about the cities in

the satrapy of the latter, over which Cyrus claimed
dominion. The ambitious views of Cyrus towards
the throne at length became manifest to Tissa-

phernes, who lost no time in repairing to the king
with information of the danger. At the battle of

Cunaxa, in 401, he was one of the 4 generals who
commanded the army of Artaxerxes, and his troops

were the only portion of the left wing that was
not put to flight by the Greeks. When the 1 0,000
had begun their retreat, Tissaphernes professed his

great anxiety to serve them, and promised to con-

duct them home in safety. In the course of the

march be treacherously arrested Clearchus and 4
of the other generals, who were put to death.

After this, Tissaphernes <mnoyed and harassed the

Greeks in their march, without however seriously

impeding it, till they reached the Carduchian
Mountains, at which point he gave up the pursuit.

Not long after, 'I'issaphemes, as a reward for bis

great services, was invested by th,e king, in ad-

dition to his own satrapy, with all the authority

which Cyrus had enjoyed in western Asia. On
his arrival he claimed dominion over the Ionian

cities, which applied to Sparta tor aid. Their re-

quest was granted, and the Spartans carried on
war against Tissaphernes with success for some
years under the command successively of Thimbron,
Dercyllidas, and Agesilaus (400—395). The con-

tinued want of success on the part of Tissaphernes

led to grievous complaints against him
;
and the

charges were transmitted to court, where they
were backed by all the influence of Parysatis,

et^^er for revenge on the enemy of Cynis, her fa-

vourite son. The result was that Tithraustes was
commissioned by the king to put Tissaphernes to

death and to succeed him in his government, which
was accordingly done (395).

nt&nei (Tiravey, sing. Tirdv, Ion. Ttrrjpes:

Fem. TiTovi'Jfy, sing. Tiropls). 1. The sons and
daughters of Uranus and Ge, originally dwelt in

heaven, whence they are call^ Ovpapiwpts or Ov-

pwidat. They were 12 in number, 6 sons and 6

daughters,namely, Oceanus, Coeus, Crius, Hyperion,

lapetus, Cronus, Thia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne,
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Phoebe, and Tethys; but their names are different

in other accounts. It is said that Uranus, the first

ruler of the world, threw his sons, the Hecaton-

cheires (Hundred-Handed),— Briareus, Cottys,

Gyes— and the Cyclopes,— Arges, Steropes, and
Brontes—into Tartarus, Gaea, indignant at this,

persuaded the Tita<)s to rise against their father,

and gave to Cronus an adamantine sickle. Tliey

did as their mother bade them, with the exception

of Oceanus. Cronus, with his sickle, unmanned his

father, and threw the part into the sea : from the

drops of his blood there arose the Erinnyes,—
Alecto, Tisiphone, and Megaera. The Titans then

deposed Uranus, liberated their brothers who had

beeif. cast into Tartarus, and raised Cronus to the

throne. But Cronus hurled the Cyclopes back into

Tartarus, and married his sister lihea. Having
been foretold by Gaea and Uranus, that he should

be dethroned by one of his own children, he swal-

lowed successively his children llestia. Demeter,

Hera, Pluto, and Poseidon. Rhea therefore, when
she was pregnant with Zeus, went to Crete, and
gave birth to the child in the Dictaean Cave,

where he was brought up by the Curetes. When
Zeus had grown up he availed himself of the

assistance of Thetis, the daughter of Oceanus, who
gave to Cronus a potion which caused him to bring

up the stone and the children he had swallowed.

United with his brothers and sisters, Zeus now
began the contest against Cronus and the ruling

Titans. This contest (usually called the Titano-

machia) was carried on in Thessaly, Cronus and

the Titans occupying Mount Othrys, and the sons

of Cronus Mount Olympus. It lasted 10 years,

till at length Gaea promised victory to Zens if he

would deliver the Cyclopes and Hecatoncheires

from Tartarus, Zeus accordingly slew Campe,
who guarded the Cyclopes, and the latter furnished

him with thunder and lightning. The Titans then

were overcome, and hurled down into a cavity

below Tartarus, and the Hecatoncheires were set

to guard them. It must &'e observed that the fight

of the Titans is sometimes confounded by ancient

writers with the fight of the Gigantes.— 2. The
name Titans is also given to those divine or semi-

divine beings who were descended from the Titans,

such as Prom^lieus, Hecate, Latona, Pyrrha. and

especially Helios (the Sun) and Selene (the Moon)
as the children of Hyperion and Thia, and even

the descendants of Helios, such as Circe.

TitarSflXtu {Tirap^eios: Ela$sonitikoQisXerqffM)^

a river of Thessaly, also called Europus, rising in

Mt. Titaruc, flowing through the country of the

Perrhaebi, and falling into the Peneus, S. E. of

Phalanna. Its waters were impregnated with an

oily substance, whence it was said to be a branch

of the infernal Styx.

TXthSnus (Ttdwvds), son of Laomedon and

Strymo, and biother of Priam. By the prayers of

Eos (Aurora), who loved him, he obtained from

the gods immortality, but not eternal youth, in

consequence of which he completely shrunk to-

gether in his old age, whence an old decrepit man
was proverbially called Tithonus. As he could

not die, Eos changed him into a cicada.

Tith6r6a. [Nkon.] .

Tithraustes (TtdpatiffTijs), a Persian, who sue*

ceeded Tissaphemes in his satrapy, and put him to

death by order of Artaxerxes Mneroon, b. c. 885.

Being uiud>le to make peace with Aegesilaos, he

featjTinv^tes, the Rhodian, into Greece with 50
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talents, to distribute among the leading men in the

several states, in order to induce them to excite a
war against Sparta at home.

Titd&nus, JfllXtia, a Homan writer, was the
father of the rhetorician Titianus, who taught the
younger Maximinus. The elder Titianus may
therefore be placed in the reigns of Commodus,
Pertinax, and Severus. He was called the ape of

his age, because he had imitated every thing. All

his works are lost.

TXtXnXus, a Roman dramatist whose productions

belonged to the department of the Comoedia Tvgatn^

is commended by Varro on account of the skill

with which he developed the characters of the

personages whom he brought upon the stage. It

appears that he was younger than Caecilius, but
older than Terence, and flourished about b.c. 170.

The names of upwards of 14 plays, together with a
considerable number of short fragments, have been
preserved by the grammarians.

TXtXos Septimius. [Septimius.]'

TXtna FlavXus SabXnus Vespasi&nus, Roman
emperor, a. d. 79—81, commonly called by his

praenomen TitUB, was the son of the emperor
Vespasianus and his wife Flavin Domitilla. lie

was born on the 30th of December, a. d. 40.

When a young man he served as ti ibunus militum

in Britain and in Germany, with great credit.

After having been quaestor, he had the command
of a legion, and served under his father in the

Jewish wars. Vespasian returned to Italy, after

he had been proclaimed emperor on the 1st of July,

A. D. C9 ; but Titus remained in Palestine to pro-

secute the siege of Jerusalem, during which he

showed the talents of a general with the daring of

a soldier. The siege of Jerusalem was concluded

by the capture of the place, on the 8th of Sep-

tember, 70. Titus returned to Italy in the fol-

lowing year (71), and triumphed at Rome with

his father. He also received the title of Caesar,

and became the associate of Vespasian in the go-

vernment. His conduct at this time gave no good

promise, and the people looked upon him as likely

to be another Nero. Ke was accused of being

excessively addicted to the pleasures of the table,

of indulging lustful passions in a scandalous way,

and of putting suspected persons to death with

very little ceremony. His attachment to Berenice,

the sister of Agrippa 11., also made him unpopular.

Titus became acquainted with her when he was
in Judaea, and after the capture of Jerusalem she

followed him to Rome with her brother Agrippa,

and both of them lodged in the emperor's residence.

It was said that Titus had promised to marry Be-

renice, hut as (this intended union gave the Romans
great dissatisfaction, he sent her away from Rome
after he became emperor. Titus succeeded his

father in 79, and his government proved an agree-

able surprise to those who bad anticipated a return

of the times of Nero. His brother Domitian was

accused of having entertained designs against

Titus; but instead of punishing him, Titus en

deavonred to win his affection, and urged him not

to attempt to gain by criminal means that power

which he would one day have in a legitimate way
Daring his whole reign Titus displayed a sincere

desire for the happiness of the people, and he did

all that he could to felieve them in times of di»

tress. He assumed the office of Pontifex Maximus

after the death of his father, and with the purpose,

at he declared, of keeping his hands free frotu
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blood; a resolntion which he kept. Two patricians

who were convicted by the senate of a conspiracy

against him, were pardoned and treated with kind-

ness and confidence. lie checked all prosecutions

for the crime of laesa majest<M^ and he, severely

punished all informers. The ist year otfhis reign

iH memorable for the great eruption of Vesuvius,

wliich desolated a hirge part of the adjacent coun-

try, and buried with lava and ashes the towns of

Herculaneum and Pompeii. Titutf endeavoured to

repair the ravages of this great eruption : he sent

two coiisulars with money to restore the ruined

towns, and he applied to this purpose the property

of those who had been destroyed, and had left no
next of kin. At the beginning of the following

year (80) there was a great fire at Rome, which
lasted 3 days and 3 Jiights, and destroyed the

Capitol, the library of Augustus, the theatre of

Ponipeius, and other public buildings, besides

many houses. The emperor declared that he
should consider all the loss as his own, and he set

about repairing it with great activity : he took

even the decorations of the imperial residences,

and sold them to raise money. The eniption of

Vesuvius was followed by a dreadful pestilence,

which called for fresh exertions on the part of the

Vjenevolent emperor. In this year he completed

the great amphitheatre cilled the Colosseum, which

had been coimuenced by his father ; and also the

baths called the baths of Titus. The dedication of

these two edifices was celebrated by spectacles

which lasted 100 days
;
by a naval battle in the

old namnacliia, and fights of ghidiutors: on one

day alone 5000 wild animals are said to have been

exhibited, a number which we may reasonably

suspect to be exaggerated. He died on the 13th

of September, 81, after a reign of 2 years and 2
mouths, and 20 days. He was in the 4l8t year of

his age. There were suspicions that he was poi-

soned by Doroitian. There is a story that Domitian

came before Titus was de.ad, and ordered him to

be deserted by those about him ; according to

another story, he ordered him to be thrown into a

vessel full of snow, undth: the pretext of cooling

his fever. Titus was sxicceeded by his brother

Domitian. His daughter Julia Sabina was married

to Flavius Sabinus, his cousin, the son of Flavius

Sabinus, the brother of Vespasian. Titus is said

to have written Greek poems and tragedies
; he

was very familiar with Greek. He also wrote

many letters in his father's name during Vespasian's

life,^and drew up edicta.

(Tirods), son of Gaea, or of Zeus and
Klara, the daughter of Orchomenus, was a giant in

Euboea. Instigated by Hera,, h^ attempted to

offer violence to Leto or Artemis (Latona), when
she passed through Panopaeus to Pytho, but he
was killed by the arrows of Artemis or Apollo;

according to others, Zeus destroyed him with a
flash of lightning. He was then cast into Tartarus,

and there he lay outstretched on the ground, co-

vering 9 acres, with 2 vultures or snakes devouring

his liver. His destruction by the arrows of Arte-

mis and Apollo was represented on the throne of

Apollo at Amyclae. *

Tins or Tium (Tior, Tfoi', also T^iov : Tios or

Tilios)^ a seaport town of Bithynia, on the river

Billaeus; a colony from Miletus, and the native

place of Philetaerus, the founder of the P^rgamene
kingdom. <

nSpSlSmiiB (T\nn6\tfJL05)f son of Hercules by
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Astyoche, daughter of Phylas, .or by Astydamia,
daughter of Amyntor. He was king of Argos, but

after slaying his uncle Licymnius, he was obliged

to take to flight; and, in conformity with the com-
mand of an oracle, he settled in. Rhodes, where he
built the towns of Lindos, lalysus, and Camirus.
He joined the Greeks in the#Trojan war with 9
sliips, but was slain by Sarpedon.

TIOS (TAwr, gen. TAw ; TAwfi^r, TAwfrijr ; Ru.
near Doover), a considerable city, in the interior

of Lycia, about 2^ miles E. of the river Xanthus,
on the road leading over M. Massi^’tus to Ci-

byra.

Tm&rns. [Tomarur.]
Tmdlus (T/twAos), god of Mt. Tmolus in Jjj^ia,

is described as the husband of Pluto (or Omphale)
.and father of Tantalus, and is said to have decided

the musical contest between Apollo and Pan.
Tmdlus or Timdlua (T/iwAor : Kisifja Musa

Dagh\ a celebrated mountain of Asia Minor,
running E. and W. through the centre of Lydia,

and dividing the plain of the Hermus,. on the N.,
from that of the Ca^ster, on the S. At its E. end
it joins M. Messogis, thus entirely enclosing the

valley of the Cayster. On the \V., after tlirowing
out the N.W. branch called Sipylus, it runs far

out into the Aegean, forming, luider the name of

Mimas, the great Ionian peninsula, beyond which
it is still further prolonged in the island of Chios.

On its N. side are the sources of the Pactolus and
the Cngamus ; on its &. side those of the Cayster.

It produced wine, safiron, zinc, and gold.

Togata, Gallia. [Gallia.]
Tolbl&cum {Zulpich\ a town of Gallia Belgica,

on the road from Colonia Agrippina to Treviri.

Tolentlnum (Tolinas, -atis : Tolentino)^ a town
of Picenum, on a height on the river Flusor

{Ckimie).

Tolenus or Teldnlns (Turann), a river in the

land of the Sabines, rising in the country of the

Marsi and Aequi, and fallidg into the Velinus.

Toletom ( Toledo), the capital of the Carpetani

in Hispania 'J'arraconensis, situated on the river

Tagus, which nearly encompasses the town, and
upon 7 hills. According to tradition it was founded

by Jews, who fled thither when Jerusalem was
taken by Nebuchadnezzar, and wbo called it Zb-

lcdoth,.Qt the “city of generations.^ It was taken

by the Romans under the proconsul M. Fulvius,

B. c. 192, when it is described as a small but for-

tified town. It was celebrated in ancient, as well

as in modem times, for the manufactory of swords

;

but it owed its greatness to the Gothic kings, who
made it the capital of their dominions. It still

contains many Roman remains.

ToUstobogi, Tolistoboji (^o\i<TToS6yioi, To-

Aio-rogotoi, ToXiCToSioytoi). [Galatia.]
Tol5p]l5n (ToAo^x^v : To\o<f>c6yi09), also called

Coldphdn (KoAoip(&y), a town of Locris, on the

Corinthian gulf.

TolSsa ( Tolouse), a town of Gallia Narbonensis,

and the capital of the Tectosages, was situated on

the Garumna, near the frontiers of Aquitania. It

was subsequently made a Roman colony, and was
sumamed Palladia. It was .a large and wealthy

town,And contained a celebrated temple, in which
great riches were deposited. In this temple there

is said to have been preserved a great part of the

booty taken .by Brennus from the temple at Del-

phi. The town and temple were plundered by
the consul Q. Servilfus Caepio, in b. c. IOC ; but tlu
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subsequent destruction of his army and bis own
unhappy fate were regarded as a divine punishment

for his sacrilegious act. Hence arose the proverb,

Aumm Tolosanum habeL There are the ruins of a

small amphitheatre, and some other Roman re-

mains at the modem town.

Tolumnlaa, Lar,^king of tbeVeientes, to whom
Fidenae revolted in b. c. 488, and at whose insti-

gation the inhabitants of Fidenae slew the 4

Roman ambassadors, who had been sent to Fidenae

to inquire into the reasons of their recent conduct.

Statues of \hese ambassadors were placed on the

Rostra at 'Rome, where they continued till a late

time. In the war which followed, Tolumnius was
slain- in single combat by Cornelius Cossus, who
dedicated his spoils in the temple of Jupiter Fere-

triuR. the 2nd of the 3 instances in which the

spolia opima were won.
Tomeua (Tofxtbs : Kondoxom)^ a mountain in

Messenia, E. of the promontory Coriphasium.

T«ml or Tdmia (Tdjuoi, Td/iir : To/m^v, To-

mita ; Tomisvear or Pangola)^ a town of

Thrace (subsequently Moesia), situated on the W.
shore of the Kuxine, and at a kter time the capital

of Scythia Minor. According to tradition it was
called Tomi (from “cut”), because Medea
here cut to pieces the body of her brother Ahsyr-
tus. It is said to have been a colony of the Mile-

sians. It is renowned as the place of Ovid's ba-

nislnncnt.

‘T5m8raa or Txuarut (To/iopos, T/xdpos: To-

nmro), a mountain in Epirus, in the district Mo-
lossia, between the lake Pambotis and the river

Arachthus, near Dodona.

Tdmjhris (T^/avpis), a queen of the Massagetae,

who dwelt south of the Araxes (Jaxartes), by
whom Cyrus was slain in battle, B. c. 529.

Tornadotus. [Physcus, No. 3.]

TdrOnt {Toptivij : Topvva7os), a town of Mace-
donia, in the district Chalcidice, and on the S.W.
side of the peninsula Sithpnia, from which the gulf

between the peninsulas Sithonia and Palllene was
called Sinus Toronaicus.

Torqu&tns, the name of a patrician family of

the Manlia Gens. 1. T. KanliiM laperiosiui

Torqoattts, the son of L. Manlius Oapitolinus

Impefiosus, dic|ator b. c. 363, was a favourite hero

of Roman story. Manlius is said to have been

dull of mind in his youth, and was brought up by
his father in the closest retirement in the country.

When the tribune M. Poroponius accused the elder

Manlius in B.-C. 36.2, on account of the cruelties he

had practised in his dictatorship, he endeavoured

to excite an odium against him, by representing

him at the same time as a cruel and tyrannicid

father. As soon as the younger Manlius heard of

this, he hurried to Rome, obtained admission to

Pomponius early in the morning, and compelled

the tribune, by threatening him with instant death

if he did not take the oath, to swear that he would

drop the accusation against his father. In 361

Manlius served under the dictator T. Quintius

Pennus in the war against the Oauls, and in this

cumjiaign earned immortal glory by slaying in

stogie combat a gigantic Gaul. From the .dead

body the barbarian be took the chain {tbrques)

which had adorned him, and placed it around his

own neck ; and &om diis circumstance he obtained

the surname of Torquatus. He was dictator in

853, and again in 349. He was also three times

a>ii8ttl, namely in 347, 344, and in 340. In the

TORQUATUS-
last of these years Torquatus and his colleague P.
Decius Mus gained the great victory over the

Latins at the foot of Vesuvius, which established

for ever the supremacy of Rome over Latinm.
[Dbcius.1 Shortly before the battle, when the

two armi^ji were encamped opposite to one another,

the consuls published a proclamation that no Roman
should engage in single combat with a Latin on
pain of death. Notwithstanding this proclamation,

the young ManlAia, the son of the consul, provoked
by the insults of a Tusculan noble of the name of

Mettius Oeminus, accepted his challenge, slew his

adversary, and bore the bloody spoils in triumph
to his father. Death was his reward. The consul

would not overlook this breach of discipline : and
the unhappy youth was executed by the lictor in

presence of the assembled amy. This severe sen-

tence rendered Torquatus an object of detestation

among the Roman youths as long as he lived
;
and

the recollection of his severity was preserved in

after ages by the expression Manliana imperia,— 2. T. Hanlitui Torqnatna, consul b. c. 235,
when he conquered the Sardinians

;
censor 231

;

and consul a 2nd time in 224. fie possessed the

hereditary sternness and severity of his family

;

and we accordingly find him opposing in the senate

the ransom of those Remans who had been taken

prisoners at the fatal battle of Cannae. In 217
he was sent into Sardinia, where he carried on the

war with success against the Carthaginians and
the Sardinians. He was dictator in 210.— 3. T.

Manlini Torquatus, consul 165 with Cn. Octa-

vius. He inherited the severity of his ancestors;

of which an instance is related in the condemnation

of his son, who had been adopted by D. Junuis

Silanus. [Silanus, No. 1.]— 4. L. Manlius
Torquatus, consul b. c. 65 with L. Aurelius Cotta.

Torquatus and Cotta obtained the consulship iji

consequence of the condemnation, on account of

bribery, of P. Cornelius Sulla and P. Autronius

Paetiis, who had been already elected consuls.

After his consulship Torquatus obtained the pro-

vince of Macedonia. took an active part in

suppressing the Catilinarian conspiracy in 63; and
he also supported Cicero when he was banished

in '58. —8. L. Maulius Torquatus, son of No. 4,

accused of bribery, in 66, the consuls elect, P.

Cornelius Sulla and P. Aiitronius Paetus, and thus

secured the consulship for his father. He was
closely connected with Cicero during the praetor-

ship (65) and consulship (63) of the latter. In

62 he brought a 2nd accusation against P. Sulla,

whom he now charged with having been a party

to both of CatUine’s conspiracies. Sulla was de-

fended Ilortensius and by Cicero in a speech

which is still extant. Torquatus, like his father,

belonged to the aristocratical party, and accordingly

opposed Caesar on the breaking out of the civil

war in 49. He was praetor in that year, and was

stationed at Alba with 6 oqhorts. He sub^quently

joined Pompey in Greece, and in the following

year (48) he had the cotnmand of Oriciim intrusted

to him,W was obliged to surrender both hiltaself

and the town to Caesar, who, however, dismiss^

Toiquatus ifliinjared. Ai^ter the battle of Pharsalia

Torquatus went to Africa, and upon the defeat of

his party in that country in 46 he attempted to

escape to Spain along with Scipio and others, but

was taken prisoner by P. Sittius at Hippo Regius

and slain together with his companions. Torquatus

was well acquainted with Greek literature, and is
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praised by Cicero as a roan well trained in every

kind of learning. He belonged to the Epicurean

school of philosophy, and is introduced by Ckero

as the advocate ef that school in his dialogue De
Finibus^ the first book of which is calleJ Torpiaitu

in Cicero's letters to Atticue^"— 4. A Xaiuliua

Torquatus, praetor in d2, when he presided at

the trial of Milo {» bribery. On the breaking out

ef the civil war he espous^ the* side of Foropey,

and after the defeat of the latter retired to Athens,

where he was living in exile in 45. He was an

intimate friend of Cicero, who addressed 4 letters

to him while he was in exile.

Torquitus Silanns. [SiiANua.]

Toxand^ a people in Gallia Belgica, between

the Menapii and Morini, on the sight bank ef the

Scald is.

lYabSa, Q., a Reman comic dramatist who oc>

cupies the eighth place in the canon of Volcatius

Sedigitus [SkijioitusJ. The period when he ftou-

rish^ is uncertain, but he has been placed about

B. c. 130. No portion of his works has been pre*

served with the exception of half a doxen lines

quoted by Cicero.

TrachiUua, Galerlns,. consul a.b. €B with Silins

Italicus, is frequently mentioned by his contem-

porary QuinttliHn, as one ef the most distinguished

orators of his age.

Trachis or ^ichm (Tpax«f, Ion. Tprjxfr, Tpo-

xfv; tpaxivios). 1. Also called Heraclda Tra-

chinlae, or Heraolea Phthiotidis, or simply He-
racl§a (*Hpdic\ct« tj iv Tpax»vo(s, or *H. d iv

Tpaxu'i), a town of Thessaly in the district Malis,

celebrated as the residence of Hercules for a time.

— 2. A town of Phocis, on the frontiers of Boeo-

tia, and on the slope of Mt. Helicon in the neigh-

bourhood of Lebadea.

Tra<dionItis or Trachon {Tpaxt»vXris^Tpdxo>i')^

the N. district of Palestine beyond the Jordan, lay

between Antilibanus and the mountains ef Arabia,

and was bounded on the N. by the territory of

Damascus, on the E. by Auranitis, on the S. by
Ituraea, and on the W. by Qaulanitis. It was for

the roost part a sandy desert, intorsected by 2
ranges of rocky mountains, called Trachdnes (Tpo-

Xwvei ), the caves in which gave refuge to numerous

l»nds of robbers. For its political relations under

the Asmonaean and Idumaean princes, see Pa-
LABSTiNA. Under the Romans, it belonged some-

times to the province of Judaea, and sometimes to

that of Arabia. It forms part of the Hauran.

Tra^ia, Traglae, or Ttaglas (Tpoy/o, Tpayfoi,

Tpoyias), a small island (or more than one) in the

Aegean sea, near Samos, probably*between it and

Pharmacussa, where Pericles gained a naval vic-

tory over the Samians, B. c. 439.

Tiragurltun (TVan or Ttoghit% a town of Dab
matia in Illyricum, celebrat^ for its marble, and

situated on an island connected with the main land

by means of a mole.
*

Trajinbpolis. 1. {Oriohovo\ a town in the in-

terior of Thrace, on the Hebrus, founded by Trajan,

— 2. A town of Cilicia. [SxLiNuaJ— 8. A town

in Mysia on the borders of Phrygia. •

Troj&nas, H. UlpIiiSy Roman emperor a. d. 98
—117, was bom at Italica, near Seville, the 18th

of September, 62. He was* trained to arms, and

served with distinction in the East and in Ger-

many. He was consul in 91, and at the close of 97

he was adopted by the emperor Nerva, who gave

him the zaiw of Caesar and the names of Nerva
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and Oerroanicus, and shortly after the title of im-
jterator, and the tribunitia potestas. His style and
title afrer bis elevation to the imperial dignity

were Imperalor Caeear Nerva Trajauut Av^usius.

He was the first emperor who was bom out of

Italy. Nerva died in January 98, and was suc-

ceeded by Trajan, who was then at Coiognow His
accession was hailed with joy, and he did not dis-

appoint the expectations of the people. He was a
man adapted to command. He was strong and
healthy, of a majestic appearance, Jaborious, and
inured to fatigue. Though not a man of letters,

he had good sense, a knowledge of the world, and
a sound judgment. His mode of living wa^^ery
simple, and in hit campaigns he shai^ all the

sufferings and privations of the soldiers, by whom
he was both loved and feared. He was a friend

to justice, and he had a sincere desire for the hap-
piness of the people. Trajan did not return to

Rome for some months, being employed in settling

the frontiers on the Rhine and the Danube. He
entered Rsme on foot, accompanied by his wife

Pompeia Plotina. This lady is highly commended
by Pliny the younger for her modest virtues, and
her affection to Marciana, the sister of Trajan.

Trajan left Rome for his campaign against the

Daci. Decebalus, king of the Daci, had cempelled

Domitian to purchase peace by an annual payment
of money; and Trajan determined oa hostilities.

This war employed Trajan between 2 and 3 years;

but it ended with the defeat of Decebalus, who
sued for peace at the feet of the Roman emperor.

Trajan assumed the name of Dacicus, and entered

Rome in triumph (103). In the following year

(104) Trajan commenced his second Dacian war
against Decebalus, who, it is said, had broken the

treaty. Decebalus was completely defeated, and
put an end to his life (108). In the course of this

war Trajan built ( 1 05) a permanent bridge across

the Danube at a place calhd Szemecai. The piers

were of stone and of & enormous size, but the

arches were of wood. After the death of Decebalus

Dacia was reduced to the form of a Roman pro-

vince; strong forts were built in various places^

and Roman colonies were planted. It is generally

supposed that the column at J^oae called the

Column of Trajan was erected to commemorate his

Dacian victories. On his return Trajan had a
triumph, and he exhibited games to the people for

123 days. 11,000 animals were slaughtered

during these amusements; and an army of gla-

diators, 10,000 men, gratified the* Romans by
killing one another.— About this time Arabia Pe-
traea was subjected to the empire by A. Cornelius

Palma, the governor of Syria ; and an Indian em-
bassy came to Rome. Trajan conatructed a road
across the Pomptine marshes, and built magnificent

bridges across the streams. Buildings, probably

mansiones, were constructed by the side of this

road. In 114 Trajan left Rome to make war on
the Armenians and the Parthians. He spent the

winter of 114 at Antiochy and in the following

year be invaded the Parthftn dominions. The
most striking and brilliant success attended his

arms.* In the course of 2 carapaims (115—^118),
he conquered the greater part of the Parthian em-
pire, and took the Parthian capital of Ctesiphon.

In 116 he descended the Tigris and entered Gie

Erythraean Sea (the Persian Gulf). While he was
thus engaged the Parthians rose against the

Romans,, but were f^au subdued by the geoetaU
8 a 2
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of Trajan. On his return to Ctesiphon, Trajan

determined to give the Pavthians a king, and

placed the diadem on the head of Parthamaspates.

In 117 Trajan fell ill, and as his complaint grew
worse he set out for Italy. He lived to reach Selinus

in Cilicia, afterwardn called Trajanopolis, where he

died in August, 117, after a reign of 19 years, 6
months and 15 days, llis ashes were taken to

Rome in a golden um, carried in triumphal pro-

cession, and deposited under the column which

bears his naipe. He left no children, and he was
succeeded by Hadrian. Trajan constructed several

great roads in the empire; he built libraries at

Ron)A, one of which, called the UIpia Bibtiolheca^

is often mentioned
; and a theatre in the Campus

Martins. His great work was the Forum Tra-

janum, in the centre of which was placed the

column of Trajan.—Under the reign of Trajan lived

Sextus Julius Frontinus, C. Cornelius Tacitus, the

Younger Pliny, and various others of less note.

Plutarch, Suetonius, and Epictetus survived Tra-

jan. The jurists Juventius Celsus and Neratius

Priscus were living under Trajan.

Traj&nua Portus. [Centum Crllae.]
Trajeotum ( UireeJu)^ a town of the Batavi on

the Rhine, called at a later time Trajectus Rheni^

QX Ad Rhenum.

TrallOB or Trallis (al TpoAXeTr, ri TpdWts:
Tpa\X(avdr, Tralliftnus: Ohiuzd-IIisar^ Ru., near

Aidin\ a flourishing commercial city of Asia
Minor, reckoned sometimes to Ionia, and some-

times to Caria. It stood on a quadrangular height

at the S. foot of M. Messogis (with a citadel on a

higher point), on the banks of the little river

Eudon, a N. tributary of the Maeander, from

which the city was distant 80 stadia (8 geog.

miles). The surrounding country was extremely

fertile and beautiful, and hence the city was at

first called Anthea {''AvOtia). Under the Seleu-

cidae it bore the names o^Seleucia and Antiochia.

It was inhabited by a mixed population of Greeks
and Carians. There was a less important city of

the same name in Phrygia, if indeed it be not the

same.

Tranquillns, SnetSnlus. [Suetonius.]
Tran8oelleuii||^ Mom, a mountain of Maure-

tania Caesariensis, between Caesarea and the river

Chinalaph.

TrapezopSlis (Tpair«^odiroAis), a town of Asia

Minor, on the S. slope of M. Cadmus, on the con-

fines of Caria and Phrygia. Its site is uncertain.

Trapbzfls • (TpawefoOs ; Tpavt^oburtos and
-oiiorios). 1. (Near A/ama), a city of Arcadia, on

the Alpheus, the name of which was mythically

derived from the rpdirt^a, or altar, on which Ly-
caon was said to have offered human sacrifices to

Jove. At the time of the building of Megalopolis,

the inhabitants of Trapezus, rather than be trans-

ferred to the new city, migrated to the shores of

f'
the Euxine, and their city fell to ruin.— 2. ( Tara-

bosan^ Trabezun^ or Tnbixojul\ a colony of Sinope,

kt almost the extreme E. of the N. shore of Asia

Minor. After Sinope lost her independence, Tra^

pezus belonged, first to Armenia Minor, and after-

wards to the kingdom of Pontus. Undec the

Romans, it was made a free city, probably by
Poropey, and, by Trajan, the capital of Pontus

Cappadocius. Hadrian constructed a new harbour

;

and the city became a place of first-rate commercial

importance. It was also strongly fortified. It

was taken by. the Gotha in the reign of Valerian

;
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but it had recovered, and was in a Nourishing state

at the time of Justinian, who repaired its fortifica-

tions. lu the middle ages it was for some time

the scat of a fragment of the Greek empire, called

the empii^ of Trebizond. It is now the second

commercial port of the Black Sea, ranking next

after Odessa.

TrSalmenm Lacm {Lagodi Perugia)^ some-

times, but not cbrrectly, written Thrasymenus, a
lake in Etruria, between Clusium and Perusia,

memorable for the victory gained by Hannibal over

the Homans under Flaminius, b. c. 217.

Treba (Trebanus : TVevt), a town in Latium,

near the sources of the Aiiio, N. E. of Anagnia.

Treb&tluB TeBta. [Testa.]

TrebelllTiB Polllo, one of the 6 Scriptores Ilia-

ioriae Augustae^ flourished under Constantine, and
was anterior to Vopiscus. His name is prefixed

to the biographies of, 1. The 2 Valeriani, father

and son
; 2. The Gallieni ; 3. The Thirty Tyrants

;

4. Claudius, the last-named piece beitig addressed

to Constantine. We learn from Vopiscus that the

lives written by TrebelHus Pollio commenced with

Philippus and extended down to Claudius. Of
these, all as far as the Valeriani, regarding whom
but a short fragment remains, have becMi lost.

Trebla
(
Trebbia)^ a small river in Gallia Cisal-

pina, falling into the Po near Placentia. It is

memorable for the victory which Hannibal gained

over the Romans, b. c. 218. This river is gene-

rally dry in summer, but is filled with a rapid

stream in winter, which was the season when Han-
nibal defeated the Romans.

TrebSnluB, C., played rather a prominent part

in the last days of the republic. Ho commenced
public life as a supporter of the aristocratical party,

and in his quaestorship (b. c. 60) he attempted to

prevent the adoption of P. Clodius into a plebeian

family. He changed sides soon afterwards, and in

his tribunate of the plebs (55) he was the instni-

ment of the triumvirs in proposing that Ponipey

should have the 2 Spains, Crassus Syria, and

Caesar the Gauls and lliyricum for another period

of 5 years. This proposal received the approbation

of the comitia, and is known by the name of the

T^x Trebonia. For this service he was rewarded

by being appointed one of Caesar's legates in Gaul,

where he remained till the breaking out of the

civil war in 49, In the course of the same year

he was intrusted by Caesar with the command of

the land forces engaged in the siege of Massilia.

In 48 Trebonius was city-praetor, and in the dis-

charge of his duties resisted the seditious attempts

of his colleagids M. Caelius Rufus to obtain by
force the repeal of Caesar's law respecting the pay-

ment of debts. Towards the end of 47, Trebonius,

as pro-praetor, succeeded Q. Cassius Longinus in

the government of Further Spain, but was expelled

from the province by a mutiny of the soldiers who
espoused the Pompeian party. Caesar raised him

to the consulship in October, 45, and promised

him the province of Asia. In return for all

these honours and favours, Trebonius was one

of the prime movers in the conspiracy to assas-

sinate Caesar, and after the murder of his pa-

tron (44) he went as proconsul to the province

of Asia. In the following year (43) Dolabella,

who had received from Antonius the province of

Syria, surprised the town of Smyrna, where

Trebonius wbs then residing, and slew him in

his bed.
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Trebilla (Trebulanus). 1. {Tre(^hia\ a town

in Soranium situated in the S. E. part of the moun-

tains of Caia*«o.— 2. Mntusca, a town of the

Sabines of uncertain site. —•3. Suffena, also a town
of the Sabines, and of uncertain site.

Trerus {Sitcco\ a river in Latiuni and a tri-

butary of the Liris. '

Tres Tabemae. 1. A station on the Via Appia
in Latiuni, between Aricia and Forum Appii. It

is mentioned in the account of St. Paul's journey

to Rome.—2. iBoryhettQ\ a station in Gallia Cisal-

pina, on tlie road from Placentia to Mediolanum.
Tretum {TptirSp ; C. Bugiaroni^ or liaa Seba

Rous^ i. e. Seven Capes\ a great promontory on
the coast of Numidia, forming the W. headland of

the Sinus Olcachites {Bay of Storah).

Trevlri or Treveri, a powerful people in Gallia

Belgica, who were faithful allies of the Romans,
and whose cavalry whs the best in all Gaul. The
river Moaclla flowed through their territory, which
extended W.-ward from the Rhine as far as the

Reini. Their chief town was made a Roman
colony by Augustus, and was called Augusta
Trevirorum {Trier or Treves). It stood on the

right bank of the Mosella, and became under the

later empire one of the most flourishing Roman
cities N. of tho Alps. It was the capital of Bel-

gica Prima
;
and after the division of the Roman

world by Diocletian (a. d. 292) into 4 districts, it

became the residence of the Caesar, who had the

government of Britain, Gaul, and Spain. Here
dwelt Constantius Chlorus and his son Constantine

the Great, as well as several of the subsequent em-
perors. The modem city still contains many in-

teresting Roman remains. They belong, however,

to the latter period of the empire, and are conse-

quently not in the best style of art. The most im-

portant of these remains is 'the Porta Nigra or

Black Gaiey a large and massive building in an ex-

cellent state of preservation. In addition to this,

we have extensive remains of the Roman baths, of

the amphitheatre, and of the palace of Constan-

tine. The piers of the bridge over the Moselle

are likewise Roman. *At the village of Igel,

about 0 miles from Treves, is a beautiful Roman
structure, being a 4-sided obelisk, more than 70
feet high, covered with carvings, inscriptions, and

bas-reliefs. There has been much dispute respect-

ing the object for which this building was erected ;

but it appears to have been set up by 2 brothers,

named Secundini ;
partly as a funeral monument

to their deceased relatives, partly to celebrate their

sister's marriage, which is represented on one of

the bas-reliefs by the figures of a man and woman
joining hands. -

•

TriSrlos, ^Uerlus. 1. L., quaestor urbanus

B. c. 81; and*'^Pfoprl||tor in Sardinia 77, when he

repulsed Lepidus, vmo had fled into that island

after his unsuccessful attempt to repeal the laws of

Sulla. Triarius served under Lucullus as one of

his legates in the war hgainst Mithridates, and at

first gained considerable distinction by his zeal

and activity. In 68 Triarius was despatched to

the assistance of F^bius, who had been intrusted

with the defence of Pbntus, while Lucallos invaded

Armenia, and who was now attacked by Mithri-

dates with overwhelming numbers. Triarius com-

pelled Mithridates to assume the defensive, and

early in the following year he commenced active

operations against the Pontic king. Anxious to

gain the victory over Mithiidatei before the arrival
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of Lucullus, Triarius allowed himself to be attacked
at a disadvantage, and was defeated with great

slaughter near Zela.— 2. P., son of the preceding*

accused M. Acmilius Scaurus, in 54, first of repe-

tundae and next of ambitus. Scaurus was defended

on both occasions by Cicero.— 3. C., a friend of

Cicero, who introduces himaas one of the speakers

in his dialogue />« Finibus^ and praises his oratory

in his Brutus. He fought on Pompey's side at

the battle of Pharsalia. Triarius perished in the

civil wars, probably in Africa, for Cicero speaks in

45 of his death, and adds, that Tgiarius had left

him the guardian of his children.

Triballi, a powerful people in Thrace, a branch
of the Getae dwelling along the Danube, wli# were
defeated by Alexander the Great, b. c. 335, and
obliged to sue for peaces

Tribocci, a German people, settled in Gallia

Belgica, between M. Vogesus and the Rhine, in
the neighbourhood of Strasburg.

Triboni&niis, a jurist, commissioned by Justi-

nianus, with 16 others, to compile the Digest or

Pandect. For details see .Tustinianus.

Trioala. [Triocala.]
TricarS.11011 {Tpindpapov : Tpiuapautbs), a for-

tress in Phliasia, S. E. of Phlius, on a mountain of

the same name.

Tricasses, Tricasii, or Tricassini, a people in

Gallia Lugdunensis, E. of the Senones, whose
chief town was Augustobona, afterwards Tricassae

{Troyes).

Tricastlni, a people in Gallia Narbonensis, be-

tween the Cavnres and Vocontii, inhabiting a nar-

row slip of country between the Drome and the

Isere. Their chief town was Augusta Tricastino-

rum, or simply Augusta {Aouste).

Tricca, subsequently Tric&la {TplKK% TgfxaXet

:

Trikkala)^ an ancient town of Thessaly in the dis-

trict Hestiaeotis, situated on the^ethaeus, N. of

the Pencils. Homer represents jit as governed by
the sons of Aesculnpiua

; and it contained in later

times a celebrated tem]^e of this god.

Trickdiiu {Tpix^pls : Zygos or FraMori)^ a
large lake in Aetolia, E. of Stratos and N. of Mt,
Aracynthus.

TriokSnlnni (Tpixc^nop: Tpix^yi^vs), a town
in Aetolia, E. of lake Trichonis. ^

Triciptinus, Lucretius. [Lucrxtia Orns.}
TricSloni {Tpik6\wpoi : TpiKoAtopevs), a town

of Arcadia, a little N. of Megalopolis, of which a
temple of Poseidon alone remained in the time of
Pausanias.

Tricorli, a Ligurian people in Gallia Narbo-
nensis, a branch of the Sallyi, in the neighbour-
hood of Massilia and Aquae' Sextiae.

Triooi^thus {TpiuSpodos : TpiKopd<rios\ a de«
mus in Attica, belonging to the tribe Aiantis,

between Marathon and Rhamnus.
Tricraua {TpiKpopa ; TriJthiri)^ an island off

the coast of Aigolis near Hermione.
Tridentum {Trent., in Italian Trento)^ the

capital of the Tridentini, and the chief town of
Rhaetia, situated on the river A thesis (Adige)^
and on the pass of the Alps leading to Verona.
Its greatness dates from the Middle Ages, and it

is chiefly celebrated on account df the ecclesias-

tical council, which assembled within its walls.

A. D. 1545.

TxiSres or TriSris {Tpiiiprjs \ Enfehf), a small
fortress on the coast of Phoenicia, between Tripolb
and the Prom. Theuprosopon.
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ItiCuium, s town in Ijatium of uncertain site,

betw<>en Mintumae and Sinuessa.

Tnnacrla.^ [Sicilia.]

Trinemeia' or Triaemla (T^tec/ucis, Tpiydfittu:

Tpty«fi€iSs)t a demits in Attica, belonging to tiie

tribe Cecmpis, on Mt. Fames.
Trinobantes, one the most powerful people

of Britain, inhabiting the modem Essex. They
are mentioned in Caesar's invasion of Britain, and
they offered a fonnidable resistance to the in-

vading force sent into the island by the emperor

Claudius. ^
Trioc&la or Trio&la (TptdKoAo, TpfxoAa : Tpt-

teu\tyos, Tricalinus : nr. CaUita jBellata\ a moun*
tain fcrtress in the interior of Sicily, near the Cri-

missus, was in the Servile War the head-quarters

of the slaves, and the re'sidence of their leader

Tryphon.
Mbpas (Tptifira* or Tplo^\ son of Poseidon

and Canace, a daughter of Aeolus, or of Helios

and Rhodos, and the father of Iphimedia and Ery-

sichthon. Hence, his son Erysichthon is call^

Triopchu^ and his granddaughter Mestra or Metra,

the daughter of Erysichthon, Trioplis. Triopas i

expelled the Pelagians from the Dotian plain, but

'

was himself obliged to emigrate, and went to Caria, i

where he founded Cnidus on the Triopian pro-

montory. His son Erysichthon was punished hy
Pemeter with insatiable hunger, because he had

violated her sacred grove ; but others relate the

same of Triopas himself.

TribpXa or Tribpion, an early name of Cnidus.
Tribpliun {ypUmov : C. Krio\ the promontory

which terminates the peninsula of Cnidus, forming

the S.W. headland of Caria and of Asia Minor.

Upon it was a temple of Apollo, surnamed Trio-

plus, which was the centre of union for the states

of Doris. Hence it was also called the Sacred

Promontory ( eucpur^ptov Uphy).

Tripb^lla (Tpx^i/Ala: Tpi<p6Mos\ the S. por-

tion of Elis, lying betweei* the Alpheus and the

Neda, is said to have derived its name from the 3
different tribes by which it was peopled. Its chief

town was Pylos.

Tripodiscuf (TpiwoBlffKos : TpnroiiffKtos nr.

Jkrweni Ru.), a town in the interior of Megaris,

N. W. of Megaie.

Trlpblil (TpxTToXxy: TporoAi'njf), is properly

the name of a confederacy composed of 3 cities, or

a district containing 3 cities, but it is also applied

to single cities which had some such relation to

others as to make the name appropriate. 1. In

Arcadia, comfirising the 3 cities of Gallia, Dipoena,

and Nonacris ; its name is preserved in the modern
town of 7Vx>o/itea.— 8. T. PeUtgDiiia, in Thes-

aaly, comprising the 3 towns of Acorus, Doliche,

and Pythium.— 3. In Rhodes, comprising the 3

Dorian cities, Lindns, lalysus, and Camirus.

[Ruodus.]— 4. {KaA Yenjji), a city on the

Maeander, 12 miles W. of Hierapolis, on the bor-

ders of Phr}'gia, Caria, and Lydia, to each of which

it is assigned by different authorities. —id. (7Vre>

boll), a fortress on the coast of Pontus, on a river

of the same name {Tireboli Su), 90 stadia E. of

the Prom. Zephyrium (G Jgfe/rsA).— 0. (TWpolt,

Tarubulut), on the coast of Phoenicia, consiAed of

8 distinct cities, 1 stadium <600 feet) apart, each

having its own walls, but all united in a common
constitution, having one place of assembly, and

forming in reality one city. They were colonies of

Tyre, Sidoo, and Arados respectively. Tripolis
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stood about 30 miles S. of Aradus, and about the

same distance N. of Byblus, on a bold- headland,

fomed by a spur of M. Lebanon. It had -a fine

harbour, and a flourishing commerce. It is now a
city of about 15,000 inhabitants, and the capital

of one of t^te pachalicks of Syria, that of Tripoli.

—7. The district on the N. coast of Africa, be-

tween the 2 Syrtes, comprising the 3 cities of

Sabrata (or Abrotonum), Oea, and Leptis Magna,
and also called Tripolitana Regio. [Syrtica.]
Its name is preserved in that of the regency

Tripoli, the W. part of which answers to it, and
in that of the city of Tripoli^ probably the ancient

Oea.

Tripolitftaa Begio. [Syrtica ; Tripolis,
No. 7.j

TriptSlSmui (Tp»rrd\s/tor), son of Celeus, king
of Eleusis, and Metanira or Polymnia. Others de-

scribe him as son of king Eleusis by Cothonea, or

of Oceanus and Gaea, or of Trochilus by an Eleu-

sinian woman. Triptolemus was the favourite of

Demeter, and the inventor of the plough and agri-

culture, and of civilisation, which is the result of it.

He was the great hero in the Eleusinian mysteries.

According to the common legend he hospitably

received Demeter at Eleusis, when she was wan-
dering in search of her daughter. The goddess,

in return, wished to make his son Demophon im-
mortal, and placed him in the Are in order to

destroy his mortal parts ; but Metanira screamed

out at the sight, and the child was consumed by
the flames. As a compensation for this bereave-

ment, the goddess gave to Triptolemus a chariot

with winged dragons and seeds of wheat. In this

chariot Triptolemus rode over the earth, making
man acquainted with the blessings of agriculture.

On his return to Attica, Celeus endeavoured to

kill him, but by the command of Demeter he was
obliged to give up his country to Triptolemus, who
now established the worship of Demeter, and insti-

tuted the Thesmophoria. Triptolemus is repre-

sented in works of art as a youthful hero, some-
times with the petasua, ^on a chariot drawn by
dragons, and holding in his hand a sceptre and
com ears.

Tritaea (Tplraim ; TpxToisdj). 1. A town of

Phocis, N. W. of Cleonae, on the left bank of the

CephissuB and on the frontiers of Locris.— 2. One
of the 12 cities of Achaia, 120 stadia E. of Pharae

and near the frontiers of Arcadia. Augustus made
it dependent upon Patrae.

Trlto or TrltSgSnla {Tpirtb a|mff^<ro7^YCia

and TpiToytyfis\ a surname of Al^HLwhich is

explained in di^erent ways. it from
lake Tritonis in Libya, near wh^^^Vis said to

have been bom
;
others from^^Hream Triton

near Alalcomenae in Boeotufl^^^Tshe was wor-

shipped, and where accoj^jflg to some statements

she was also bom ; ther]|P|pinarian8, lastly, derive

the name from rpirtS^ whiijh, in the dialect of the

Athamanians, is said to signify head,’* so that it

would be the goddess bom out of the head of her

fother.

TrItOn (Tpfrwe), son of Poseidon and Amphi-
trite (or Celaeno), who dwelt with his father and
mother in a golden palace in the bottom of the

sea, or, according to Homer, at Aegae. Later

writers describe him* as riding over the sea on

horses or other searmonsten. Sometimes we find

mention of Tritons in the plural. Their appear-

ance is differently described
;

though they are
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always eonceived as having the human figure in

the upper part of their belies, and that of a fish

in the lower part The chief characteristic of

Tritons in poetry as well as in works of art is a
trampet made out of a shell (ooadia), which the

Tritons blow at the command of Piseidon, to

soothe the restless waves of the sea.
*

Triton FI., Tritdnis, or TritonlUa Faina (Tp<-

TpiTwvls, TptroiFirts), a river and lake on the

Mediterranean coast of Libya,*which are men-
tinned in several old Greek legends, especially in

the mythology of Athena, whom one account repre-

sented as bom on the lake Tritonis, and as the

daughter of the nvmph of the same name, and of

Poseidon : hence her surname of TptToy4vetix.

When the Greeks first became acquainted geo-

graphically with the N. coast of Africa, they

identified the gulf afterwards called the Lesser

Syrtis with the lake Tritonis. This seems to be

the notion of Herodotus, in the story he relates of

Jason (iv. 178, 179). A more exact knowltedge

of the coast showed them a great lake beyond the

inmost recess of the Lesser Syrtis, to which the

name Tritonis was then applied. This lake had

an opening to the sea, as well as a river flowing

into it, and accordingly the geographers represented

the river Triton as rising in a mountain, oallied

Zuchabari, and forming the lake Tritonis on its

course to the Lesser Syrtis, into which it fell. The
lake is undoubtedly the great salt lake, in the S.

of Tbnts, called El-Sibkah; but as this lake has

no longer an opening to the sea, and the whole

coast is much altered by the inroads of the sands

of the Sahara^ it seems impossible to identify the

river : some suppose that it is represented by the

Wady^eUKhahn, Some of the ancient writers

gave altogether a different locality to the legend,

and identify the Triton with the river usually

called Lathon, in Cyrena’ica; and Apollonius

Rhndius even transfers the name to the Nile.

Trivfous (TWvfco), a small town in Samnium,
situated among the mountains separating Samnium
from Apulia. ^

TrSas (if sc.

Tpdos : T/7waSei$5 ; Chan\ the territory of Ilium or

Troy, formed the N. W. part of Mysia. It wao
bounded on the W. by the Aegean sea, from Ph
Lectum to Pr. Sigeum at the- entrance of the

Hellespont; on the N.W. by the Hellespont, a»
far as the river Rhodius, below Abydus ; on the

N. E. and E. by the mountains which border the

valley of the Rhodius, and extend from its sources

S.-wards to the main ridge of M. Ida, and on the

S. by the N. coast of the Gulf oj Adramyttium
along the S. foot of Ida ; but on the N. E. and £.

the boundary jt'Sometimes extended so far as te

include the whole coast of the Hellespont and part

of the Propontis, and the country as fw m the

river Gniniciis, thus embracing the district of

Bardania, and somewhat more. Strabo extends

the boundary still further E., to the river Aesepus,

and also S. to the Caicus ; but this clearly results

from his including in the territory of Troy that of

her neighbouring allies. The Troad is for the i

most part mountainous, being intersected by M.
|

InA and its branches : the largest plain is that in I

which Troy stood. The chief rivers were the
j

^ATitoiB on the S., the Riidoivs'on the N., and
the Scamander and Simols in the centre. These
2 rivers, so renowned in the Jegends of the Trojan

War, flow from 2 different points in the chain oi
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M. Ida, and unite in the plain of Troy, through

which the united stream flows N.W. and falls into

the Hellespont E. of the promontory of Sigeum.

The Scamander, also called Xanthus, is usually

identified with the Mendereh-Okaiy and the SimoYs
with the Gumbrekf but this subject presents diffi-

culties which cannot be discAsed withm the limits

of the present article. The piecise locality of the

dty of Troy, or, according to its genuine Greek
name. Ilium, is also the subject still of much dis-

pute. First, there is the question, whether the

Ilium of Homer bad any real exietenoe; next,

whether the Hiwn YetOf of the historical period,

which was visited by Xerxes and by Alexander
the Great, was on the same site as the ctey of

Priam. The most prol^ble opinion seems to be
that which places the original city in the upper
part of the plain, on a moderate elevation at the

foot of M. Ida, and its citadel (called Pergftma,
on a loftier height, almost separated

from the city by a ravine, and nearly surrounded
by the Scamander. This city seems never to have
been restored after its destruction by the Greeks.

The Aeolian colonists subsequently built a nevr

city, on the site, as they doubtless believed, of the

old one, but r^ly much lower down the plain

;

Mid this city is the Trfiiia or llram Yetna of most
of the ancient writers. After the time of Alex-
ander, this city declined, and a new one was built

still further down the plain, below the confluence

of the SimoYs and Scamander, and near the Helles-

pont, and this was called Ilium NoTTun. Under
the Romans, this city was honoured with various

immunities, as the only existing representative of

the ancient Ilium. Hs substantial importance,

however, was entirely eclipsed by that of AtBX-
AiNORiA Troas.—For the general political history

of the Troad, see Mvsia. The Teucrians, by
whom it was peopled at a period of unknown an-
tiquity, were a Thracian people. Settling in the
plain of the Scamander^ they founded the city of
Ilium, which became the head of an extensive
confederacy, embracing not only the N.W. of Asia
Minor, but much of the opposite shores of Thrace,
and with allies in Asia Minor even as far as
Lycia, and evidently much in advance of the
Greeks in eivilisation. The mySlHoal account of
the origin of die kingdom is briefly as follows.

Teuoer,- the first king in the Troad, had a daugh-
ter, who married Dardanus, the chieftain ,of the
country N.E. of the Troad. [Daroania.J Dar-
danus bad 2 sons, Ilus and Erichthonius ; and the
latter was the frther of Tros, from whom the
country and people derived the names of, Troas
and Troes. Tros was the father of Hus, who
founded the city, which was called after him
Blum, and also, after his fiither, Trfljja. The next
king was Laomedon, and after him Priam.
[PniAMUs.] In his reign the city wae taken and
destroyed by the confederated Greeks, after a 10
years’ siege. [Hbeena, Alexander, Aga-
memnon, Achilles, Hector, Ajax, Ulysses,
Neottolbmus, Aeneas, and Hombrus.]
To discuss the historical value of this legend is

not the province of this work r it is enough to say
that wh have in it evidence of a great conflict, at
a very earir period, betwMn the great Thracian
empire in the N.W. of Asia Minor, and the rising

K
iwer of the Achaeana in Greece, in wbiek the
tter were victorious ; but their victory was fruit-

less, in consequence of their comparatively low
8 H 4
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civilisation, and especially of their want of mari'

time power. The chronologers assigned different

dates for the capture of Troy : the calculation

most generally accepted placed it in b. c. 1184.

This date should be carefully remembered, as it

forms the starting point of various computations

;

but it should also be' borne in mind that the date

is of no historical auiJmity, (There is not space

to explain this matter here.) The subsequent

history of the Troad presents an entire blank, till

we come to tbo period of the groat Aeolic mi-

gration, when it merges in that of Anotis and
Mysia.— In writers of the Roman period, the

name I'roas is often used by itself for the city of

AlkSandria Troas.
Trocmi or -ii. [Galatia.J
Trees. [Tkoas.J
Treezen more rarely Tpoi^'ifvij ; Tpot-

: Dhamala\ the capital of TroezSnla
(Tpot(7}vfa), a district in the S. E. of Argoiis on

the Saronic gulf, and opposite the island of Aegina.

The town was situated at some little distance from

the const, on which it possessed a harbour called

Fdgon (Ilaiycin'), opposite the island of Calanria.

Troezen was a very ancient city, and is said to

have been originally called Poseidonia, on account

of its worship of Poseidon. It received the name
of Troezen from Troezen, one of the sons of Pelops;

and it is celebrated in mythology as the place

where Pittheus, the maternal grandfather of

Theseus, lived, and where Theseus himself was
born. Troezen was for a long time dependent

upon the kings of Argos ; but in the historical

period it appears as an independent state. It was

a city of some importance, for we read that the

Tfoezenians sent 5 ships of war to Salarais and

1000 heavy-armed men to Plataea. When the

Persians entered Attica the Troezenians distin-

guished themselves by the kindness with which

they received the Athenians, who were obliged to

abandon their city. r

Trogillae, 3 small islands, named Psilon, Ar-

geniion. and Siindalion, lying off the promontory of

Trogilium. [Mvcalk.]
Trogitis Lacus. [ Pisidia. ]

Troglodftae (TpwyAoSdrot, i. e. dwellers tn

eaves\ the nan* applied by the Greek geographers

to various uncivilised people, who had no abodes but

caves, especially to the inhabitants of the W. coast

of the Red Sea, along the shores of Upper Egypt

and Aethiopia. The whole of this -coast was c^led

Troglodytice {TparyKolivTiKii). There were also

Troglodytae hi Moesia, on the banks of the Danube.

I^gus, Fompeiua. [Justinus.]

Troillom. [Trqssu-lum.]

Trdilus (TpevtAov), son of Priam and Hecuba,

er according to others son of Apollo. He fell by
the hands of Achilles.

Trdja (Tpofa, Ion. TViofr}, Ep. Tpofa; Tp«s,

Tp^dv, Kp. and Ion. Tpeitos, fern. Tpwor See.’.

Trfls, TrO'ius, Trojftnus, fern. TrOas, pi. Trfl&des

and Troihdes), the name of the city of Troy or

Ilinm, also applied to the country. [TaoAS.]

Tropli5&!u8 (TpwfMbyios), son of Erginus, king

of OrchomenuB, and brother of Agamedes. He
and his brother built the temple at Delphi dnd the

treasury of king Hyrieus in Boeotia. For details

see Agamsdbs. Trophonius after hU death was
-worshipped as a hero, and had a celebrated oracle

in a cave near Lebadea in Boeotia. (See Diet, of
Antig.i art Oractilum.)

TUBANTES.
Trds (Tpcis), son of Erichthonius and Astyoche,

and grandson of Dardanus. He was married to

Callirrhoe, by whom he became the father of Ilus,

Assaracus, and Qanymedes, and was king of

Phrygia. The country and people of Troy derived

their namchfrom him. He gave up his son Gany-
medes to zieus for a present of horses. [Gany-
MBDBS.]

TroSfliUlllU (Trossulanus ; Trosso), a town in

Etruria, 9 miles* from Volsinii, which is said to

have been taken by some Roman equites without

the aid of foot-soldiers
; whence the Roman equites

obtained the name of Trossuli. Some writers

identify this town with Troilium, which was taken

by the Romans, b. c. 293; but they appear to

have been difterent places.

TrotHum (TpuriKov : Trontelh)^ a town of

Sicily, on the road from Syracuse to Leontini.

Truentuxn, a town of Picenum on the river

Truentus or Truentinus ( TronU^).

Trutulensis Fortus, a harbour on the N. E.

coast of Britain near the aestuary Taus (Tay),

bnt of which the exact site is unknown.
Tiypliidddrus (Tpu^idSwpor), a Greek gram-

marian and poet, was a native of Egypt
;

but

nothing is known of his personal history. lie is

supposed to have lived in the 5th century of the

Christian era. Of his grammatical labours we
have no record

;
but one of his poems has come

down to us, entitled TAi'ow aKoxrts^ the Capture of
llium^ -consisting of 691 lines. From the small

dimensions of it, it is necessarily little but a sketch.

The best editions are by Northraore, Cambridge

1791, London 1804; by Schhfer, Leipzig 1808;
and by Wernicke, Leipzig 1819.

Tryphon (Tpu^wi/). 1. Diodotus, a usurper

of the throne of Syria during the reign of De-

metrius II. Nicator. Alter the death of Alex-

ander Balas in n. c. 146, Tryphon first set up

Aiitiochus, the infant son of Balas, as a pretender

against Demetrius ; but in 142 he murdered

Antiochus and reigned as king himself. Tryphon
was defeated and put to death by Antiochus

Sidetes, the brother of Demetrius, in 139, after a

reign of 3 years. —2. SalvXus, one of the leaders

of the revolted slaves in Sicily, was supimsed to

have a knowledge of divination, for which reason

he was elected king by the slaves in 103. He dis-

played considerable abilities, and in a short time

collected an army of 20,000 foot and 2000 horse,

with which he defeated the propraetor P. Licinius

Nerva. After this victory Salvius assumed all the

pomp of royalty, and took the surname of Tryphon,

probably becairae it had been borne by Diodotus,

the usurper of the Syrian throne. He chose the

strmig fortress of Triocala as the seat of his new
kingdom. Tryphon was defeated by L. Lucullus

in 102, and was obliged to take refuge in Triocala.

But Lucullus failed in taking the place, and
returned to Rome withput effecting any thing

more. Lucullus was succeeded by C. Servilius ;

and on the death of Tryphon, about the same time,

the kingdom devolved upon Athenion, who was
not subdued till 101.

Tryplioxtuiiui, Claudinf, a Roman jurist, wrote

under the reigns of Septimius Severus and Ca-

racalla.

Tubantei, a people of Germany, allies of the

Cherusci, originally dwelt between the Rhine and

the Yssel ; in the time of Oermanicus on the S.

bank of the Lippe, between Paderborn, Hamm,
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and the Armsherger Wald

; and at ai still later

time in the neighbourhood of the Thiiringer Wald
between the Fulda and the Werra. Subsequently

they are mentioned as a part of the great league

of the Franci. .

TubSro, Aellns. 1. Q., son-in-law
<f L. Ae-

milius Paulus, served under the latter in his

war against Perseus, king of Macedonia, This

Tubero, like the rest of his fami^, was so poor

that he had not an ounce of silver plate, till

his father-in-law gave him 5 pounds of plate

from the spoils of the Macedonian monarch.
— 2. Q., son of the preceding, was a pupil of
Panaetius, and is called the Stoic. He had a
reputation for talent and legal knowledge. He
was praetor in 123, and consul suifectus in 118.

He was an opponent of Tib. Gracchus, as well as

of C. Gracchus, and delivered some speeches against

the latter, 123. Tubero is one of the speakers

in Cicero’s dialogue rfe Reptihlica. The passages

in the Digest in which Tubero is cited do not refer

to this Tubero, but to No. 4.-3. L., an intimate

friend of Cicero. He was a relation and a school-

fellow of the orator, had served with him in the

Marsic war, and had afterwards served under his

brother Quintus as legate in Asia. On the break-

ing out of the civil war, Tubero, who had espoused

the Pompeian party, received from the senate

the province of Africa
;
but ns Atius Varus and

Q. Ligarius, who likewise belonged to the aris-

tocratical party, would not surrender it to him,

he passed over to Pompey in Greece. He was

afterwards pardoned by Caesar, and returned with

his son Quintus to Romo. Tubero cultivated

literature and philosophy. He wrote a history,

and the philosopher Aenesidemus dedicated to him

his work on the sceptical philosophy of Pyrrhon.

m 4. Q., son of the preceding. In 46 he made a

speech before C. Julius Caesar against Q. Ligarius,

who was defended Cicero in a speech which is

extant {Pro Q. Liyario). Tubero obtained con-

siderable reputation as a jurist. He had a great

knowledge both of Jus ^Publicum and Privatum,

and he wrote several works on both these divisions

of law. He married a daughter of Servius Sul-

piciuf, and the daughter of Tubero was the mother

of the jurist C. Cassius Longintis. Like his father,

Q. Tubero wrote a histo^. Tubero the jurist, who
is often cited in the Digest, is this Tubero ; but

there is no excerpt from his writings.

Tucca, Flotlns, a friend of Horace and Virgil.

The latter poet left Tucca one of his heirs, and be-

queathed his unfinished writings to him and Varius,

who afterwards published the Aen$id by order of

Augustus,

Tnder (Tuders, -tis : Tbrfi), an ancient town of

Umbria, situated on a hill near the Tiber, and on

the road from Mevania to Rome. It was sub-

sequently made a Roman colony. There are still

remains of the polygo|ial walls of the ancient

town.

T&dlt&ntts, SemprSnlos. 1. M., consul b. c.

240, and censor 230.— 2. P., tribune of the sol-

diers at the battle of Cannae in 216^ and one of

the few Roman officers who survived that fatal

day. In 214 he was cumle aedile ; in 2ld praetor,

with Ariminura as his provli|pe, and was continued

in the command for the two following years (212,

211). He was censor in 200 with M. Cornelias

Cethegus, although neither he nor his colleague

had yet held the consulship. In 205 he was sent
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into Greece with the title of proconsul, for the pur-
pose of opposing Philip, with whom however he
concluded a treaty, which was ratified by the Ro-
mans. Tuditanus was consul in 204, and received

Bruttii as his province. He was at first defeated
by Hannibal, but shortly afterwards he gained a
decisive victory over the OirAaginian general.—

*

3. C., plebeian aedile 198, and praetor 197, when
he obtained Nearer Spain as his province. He
was defeated by the Spaniards with great loss, and
died shortly afterwards of a wound which he had
received in the battle.— 4. M., tribune of the

plebs 193; praetor 189, when he obtained Sicily

as his province ; and consul 1 85. In his consul-

ship he carried on war in Liguria, and deffikted

the Apuani, while his colleague was equally suc«

cessful against the Ingauni. He was carried off

by the great pestilence which devastated Rome in

174.— 6. C., praetor 132, and consul 129. In his

consulship he carried on war against the lapydes in

lllyricum, over whom he gained a victory chiefly

through the military skill of his legate, D. Junius
Brutus. Tuditanus was an onitor and an historian,

and in both obtained considerable distinction.

Tulois, a river on the £. coast of Spain near

Tarraco.

Tulingi, a people of Gaul of no great import-

ance, who dwelt on the Rhine between the Rau-
raci and the Helvetii.

TulUa, the name of the 2 daughters of Servius

Tullius, the 6th king of Rome. [Tullius.]
Tnllia, frequently called by the diminutive TqI-

lldla, was the daughter of M. Cicero and Tcrentiu,

and was probably born B.c. 79 or 78, She was be-

trotlied in 67 to C. Calpnrnius Piso Frngi, whom
she married in 63 during the consulship of her

father. During Cicero’s banishment Tullia lost

her first husband. She was married again in 56
to Furius Crassipes, a young man of rank and large

property ; but she did not live with him long,

though the time and thiisreason of her divorce are

alike unknown. In 50 she was married to her 3rd

husbaml, P. Cornelius Dolabella, who was a tho-

rough profligate. The marriage took place during

Cicero’s absence in Cilicia, and, as might have

been anticipated, was not a happy one. On the

breaking out of the civil war in the husband
and the father of Tullia espoused opposite sides.

While Dolabella fought for Caesar, and Cicero

took reftige in the camp of Pompey, Tullia re-

mained in Italy. On the 19th of May, 49, she

was delivered of a 7 months’ chil^ which died

soon afterwards. After the battle of Pharsalia,

Dolabella returned to Home
;
but he continued to

lead a dissolute and profligate life, and at length

(46) a divorce took place by mutual consent. At"
the beginning of 45 Tnllia was delivered of a son.

As soon as she was sufficiently recovered to bear

the fatigues of a journey, she accompanied her

father to Tusculum, but she died there in February.

Her loss was a severe blow to Cicero. Among the

many consolatory letters which he received on the

occasion is the well-known me from the celebrated

jurist Serv. Snlpicius {ad Fam, iv. 5). To dissi-

pate ]iis grief, Cicero drew up a treatise on Con-

solation.

TuUXa Oeni, patrician and plebeian. The pa-

trician Tullii were one of the Alban houses, which

were transplanted to Rome in the reign of Tullus

Hostiliaa. The patrician branch of the gens ap-

pears to hare become extinct at an early period

;
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for after the early times of the republic no one of to an aspiring and ambitious woman. The character

the name occurs for some centuries, and the Tullii of the two brothers was the very opposite of the

of a later age are not only plebeians, but, with the wives who had fallen to their lot ; for Lucias was
exception of their bearing the same name, cannot proud and haughty, but Arons unambitious and
be regarded as having any connection with the quiet The wife of Ariins, fearing that her bus-

ancient gens. The first plebeian Tullius who rose Wd wwild tamely resign the sovereignty to his

to the honours of the state was M. Tullius Decula, elder brother, resolved to destroy both her fiither

consul B. c. 81, and the next was the celebrated and her husband. She persuaded Lucius to mur-

orator M. Tullius Cicero. [Cicbro.] der his wife, ayd she murdered her own husband
;

Tullifiaunt [Roma, p. 654, b.] and the survivors straightway married. Tullia

Tullius, Bervlui, the 6th king of Rome. The now urged her husband to murder her fiither
; and

account of tke early life and death of Servius Tul- it was said that their design was hastened by the

lins is full of marvels, and cannot be regarded as belief that Servius entertained the thought of lay-

possessing any title to a real historical narrative, ing down his kingly power, and establishing the

Hiismother, Ocrisia, was one of the captives taken consular form of government. The patricians were
at Comiculum, and became a female slave of Tana* equally alarmed at this scheme. Their mutual

quil, the wife of Tarquinius Priscus. He was bom hatred and fears united them closely together

;

in the king’s palace, and notwithstanding his ser* and when the conspiracy was ripe, Tarquinius

vile origin was brought up as the king’s son, since entered the forum arrayed in the kingly robes,

Tanaquil by her powers of divination bad foreseen seated himself in the royal chair in the senatc-

the greatness of the child
;
and Tarquinius placed house, and ordered the senators to be summoned

such confidence in him, that he gave him his to him as their king. At the first news of the

daughter in marriage, and entrusted him with the commotion, Servius hastened to the senate-house,

exercise of the government. His rule was mild and, standing at the door-way, ordered Tarquinius

and beneficent ; and so popular did he become, to come down from the tlirone. Tarquinius sprang

that the sons of Ancus Marcius, fearing lest they forward, seized tho old man, and flung him down
should be deprived of the throne which they the stone steps. Covered with blood, the king

claimed as their inheritance, procured the assas- was hastening home; but, before he reached it, he

fiination of Tarquinius [Tarquinius], They did was overtaken hy the servants of Tarquinius, and
not, however, reap the fruit of their crime, for murdered. Tullia drove to the senate-house, and
Tanaquil, pretending that the king’s wound was greeted her husband as king ; hut her transports of

not mortal, told the people that Tarquinius would joy struck even him with horror. He bade her go
recover in a few days, and that he had commanded home ; and as she was returning, her charioteer

Servius meantime to discharge the duties of the pulled up, and pointed out the corpse of her father

kingly oflice. Servius forthwith began to act as lying in his blood across the road. She commanded
king, greatly to the satisfaction of the people

; and him to drive on ; the blood of her father spirted

when the death of Tarquinius could no longer be over the carriage and on her dress
;
and from that

concealed, he was already in firm possession of day forward the street bore the name of the rictts

the royal power. The reign of Servins is almost Scelrratus^ or Wicked Street. The body lay un-

as barren of militaiy exploits as that of Nuroa. buried, for Tarquinius said sraffingly, ” Romulus
The only war which Livy mentions is one against too went without burial and ^is impious mockery

Veil, which was brought to a speedy conclusion, is said to have given rise to his surname of Su-

The great deeds of Servius were deeds of peace
; perbus. Servius bad reigned 44 years. His memory

and he was regarded by posterity as the author of was long cherished by the plebeians,

all their civil rights and institutions, just as Numa TnUXut Tiro. [Tiro.]

was of their religious rites and ordinances. Three TuUum ( Joul)^ the capital of the Letici, a
important event, are assigned to Servius hy uni- people in the 8. E. of Oallia Belgica between the

versal tradition. First, he gave a new constitution Matrona and Mosclla.

to the Roman state. The two main objects of this Tolloa HostilXuf, 3rd king of Rome, is said to

constitution were to give the plebs political inde- have been the grandson of Hostus Hostilius, who
pendence, and to assign to property that influence fell in battle against the Sabines in the reign of

in the state which hod previously belonged to birth Romulus. His legend ran as follows:— Tullus

exclusively. ^In order to carry his purpose into Hostilius departed from the peaceful ways of

effect, Servius made a two fold division of the Numa, and aspired tn the martial renown of Ro-

Roman people, one territorial, and the other ac- roulus. He made Alba acknowledge Rome’s su-

cording to property. For details, see ZXet. q/'Antiq. premacy in the war wherein the 3 Roman brothers,

art. Comitia. Secondly, he extended the pomoe- the Horatii, fought with the 3 Alban brothers, the

rium, or hallowed boundary of the city, and com- Curiatii, at the Fossa Cluilia. Next he warred

pleted the city by incorporating with it the Quirinal, with Fidenae and with Veil, and bein;; straitly

Viminal, and Esquiline hills. [Roma.] Thirdly, he pressed by their joint hoMs, be vowed temples to

established an important alliance wi^ the Latins, Pallor and Pavor— Paleness and Panic. And after

by which Rome and the cities of Latium became the flght was won, he tore asunder with chariots

the members of one great league. By his new Mettius Fufetius, the king or dictator of Alba, be-

conititution Servius incurred the hostility of the cause he hgd desired to betray Rome
;
and he

patricians, who conspired with L. Tarquinius to utterly destroyed Alba, sparing only the temples of

deprive him of his life and of his throne? His the gods, and bringing the Alban people to Rome,
death was the subject of a legend, which ran as where he gave themMe Caelian hill to dwell on.

follows. Servius, soon after his succession, gave Then he turned himself to war with the Sabines;

his 2 daughtera in marriage to the 2 sons of Tar- and being again straitened in fight in a wood
^inius Priscus. L. Tarquinius the elder was mar- called the Wicked Wood, he vowed a yearly festi-

lied tea quietwd gentle wife ; Arons, the younger, val to Saturn and Ope, and to double the number
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of the Salii, or prietti of Mamen. And when, by
their help* he had vanquished the Sabines, he per-

formed his vow, and its records were the feasts

Saturnalia and Opalia. In his old age, Tullus

grew weary of warring; and when a pestilence

struck him and his people, and a showejof burn-

ing stones fell from heaven on Mt. Aim, and a
voice as of the Alban gods came forth from the

solitary temple of Jupiter on its suipmit, he remem-
bered the peaceful and happy days of Numa, and
sought to win the favour of the gods, ns Numa had
done, by prayer and divination. But the gods

heeded neither his prayers nor his charms, and
when he would inquire of Jupiter Eltcius, Jupiter

was wroth, and smote Tullus and his whole house

with Are. Perhaps the only historical &ct em-
bodied in the legend of Tullus is the ruin of Alba.

Tunes or Tonis (Twi;r, Todwr: Tvuniratos:

Tunis)^ a strongly fortified city of N. Africa, stood

at the bottom of the Carthaginian gulf, 10 miles
^

S. W. of Carthage, at the mouth of the little river '

Catada. At the time of Augustus it had greatly I

dedined, but it afterwards recovered, and is now
the capital of the Regency of Titnis.

Tongri, a German people who crossed the

Rhine, and settled in Gaul in the country formerly

occupied by tho Aduatici and the Eburones.

Their chief town was called Tungrl or Adoaoa
Tongprortun {Tmgern)^ on the road from Cas-

telluin Morinorum to Colonia Agrippina.

Turdet&ni, the most numerous people in His-

pania BaeticJi, dwelt in the S. of the province on
both banks of the Baetis as far as Lusitania.

They were regarded as the most civilised people

in all Spain. Their country was called l^de-
t&nls.

Torduli, a people in Ilispania Baetica, situated

to the E. and S. of the Turdetani, with whom they

were closely connected. The names, in fact, ap-

pear identical.

Tnria or Toxium {fiuaddlaviarX a river on the

E. coast of Spain, flowing into the sea at Valentia,

memorable for the battU fought on its banks be-

tween Pompcy and Sertorius.

Turiasao (Turiassonensis : Tarraxona\ a town
of the Celtiberi in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the

road from Caesorangusta to Numantia. It pos-

sessed a fountiiin, the water of which was said to

be very excellent for hardening iron.

Tumna {Tvpvos). 1. Son of Daunus and Venilio,

and king of the Rutuli at the time of the arrival

of Aeneas in Italy. He was a brother of Juturna,

and related to Amata, the wife of king ^tinus

;

and he fought against Aeneas, because Latinus had
given to the Trojan hero his daughter I^avinia,

who had been previously promised to Tumus. He
appears in the Aeneid as a brave warrior; but in

the end he fell by the hand of Aeneas.— 2. A
Roman satiric poet, was a native of Aurunca, and

lived under Vespasian aiyd Domitian. We possess

30 hexameters, forming a portion of, apparently, a

long satiric poem, the subject being an enumeration

of the crimes and abominations which characterised

the reign of Nero. These lines are^ascribed by
some modem scholars to Tumus.
Tumus Hordonlus. [Hbrdonivs.]

Tfiriktes, T&rdai or .a people in the

interior of Gallia Lugdunensis between the Au-
lerci, Andes and Pictones. Their chief town was
OaesarodHuum, subsequently Turfinl {Town) on

the Liger {Loire),
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TniplHus, Ssztnsi, a Roman dhmatht, whose
productions belonged to the department of Gmoo-
diaPaUiata. The titles of 13 or 14 of his plays

have been preserved, together with a few fiUg.

ments. He died, when very old, at Sinnessa in

B. c. 101. He stands 7th in the scale of Volcatius
Sedigitus. [Sedioitijs.] ^

Tnrpio, L. AmbMua, a very celebrated actor

in the time of Terence, in most of whose plays he
acted.

Tnrris Hannib&lis {BourJ Salektahf Ru.), a
castle on the coast of Bysacena, between Tbapsus
and Acholla, belonging to Hannibal, who embarked
here when he fled to Antiochus the Great.

Turrls StratSnis. [Cabbarba, No. S.] •

Tuscanla (Tuscaniensis : Tuecandia), a town
of Etruria on the river Marta, rarely mentioned
by ancient writers, but celebrated in modem times,

on account of the great number of Etruscan anti-

quities which have been discovered in its ancient

tombs.

Tusoi, Tusela. [Etruria.]
Tuscllluitt. (Tuscnlanus : nr. Fraeeati, Ru.), an

ancient town of Latinni, situated about 10 miles

S. E. of Home, on a lofty summit of the mountains,

which are called after the town Tusculftni Montes,
and which are a continuation of Mons Albanus.
Tusculum was one of the most strongly fortified

places in all Italy, both by nature and by art.

It is said to have been founded by Telegnnus, the

son of Ulysses; and it was always one of the

most important of the Latin towns. Its import-

ance in the time of the Roman kings is shown by
Tarquinius Superbus giving his daughter in mar-
riage to Octavius Mamilius, the chief of Tusculum.
At a later time it became a Roman municipium,

and was the birth-place of several distinguished

Roman families. Cato the Censor was a native of

Tusculum. Its proximity to Rome, its salubrity,

and the beauty of its situation made it a favourite

residence of the Roman Bobles during the summer.
Cicero, among others, had a favourite villa at this

place, which he frequently mentions under the
name of Tusoul&iiiiin. The site of this villa is

not exactly known ; some placing it near Grotta
Ferrata, on the ro^ from Frascati to the Alban
lake ;

and others near La Rufintlla. The ruins

of ancient Tusculum are situated on the summit of

the mountain about 2 miles above Frascati.

TfttleftnnB, a Roman poet and a friend of Ovid,
who had translated into Latin verse a portion of

the Odyssey.

Tutm (Garrhee or Gtter/ey Hahan^ Ru.), a
city in the Dodccaschoenus, that is, the part of
Aethiopia immediately above Egypt, on the W.
bank of the Nile, N. of Pselcis, and S. of Talmis.

'

(Tdou'a : Tvaveh : Kix ffitar^ Ru.), a
city of Asia Minor, stood in the S. of Cappadocia,

at the N. foot of M. Taurus, on the high road to

the Cilician Oates, 300 stadia from Cybistra. and <

400 from Masaca, in a position of great natural

strength, which was improved by fortifications.

Under Caracalia it was made a Roman colony. In
B. c. 272 it was taken Aurelian, in the war
with Zenobia, to whose territory it then belonged.

Valens made it the chief city of Cappadocia Se-
cunda. In its neighbourhood was a great temple
of Jupiter, by the side of a lake in a swampy
plain ; and near the temple was a remarkable effer-

vescing spring called Asmabaeon. Tyana was tb«

native place of Apollonius, the supposed worker of
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miracles. The'^S. district of Cappadocia, in which

the city stood, was called Tyanitis.

TychS. [Fortuna.]
Tyche. [Svracusab.]

T^eus (TuSfur), son of Oeneus, king of Caly-

don, and Periboea. He was obliged to leave

C<alydnn in consequence of some murder which he

had committed, but which is differently described

by the different authors, some saying that he

killed his father’s brother, Melas, Lycopeus, or

Alcathous ; others that he slew Thoas or Apha-
reus, his mother’s brother

;
others that he slew his

brother Olenias
;
and others again that he killed

the sons of Melas, who had revolted against Oe>

neusr He fled to Adrastus at Argos, who purihed

him from the murder, and gave him his daughter

Heipyle in marriage, by whom he became the

father of Diorocdcs, who is hence frequently called

Tydldes. He accompanied Adrastus in the expe>

dition against Thebes, where he was wounded by
Melanippus, who, however, was slain by him.

When Tydeus lay on the ground wounded, Athena

appeared to hiip with a remedy which she had
received from Zeus, and which was to make him
immortal. This, however, was prevented by a

stratagem of Amphiaraus, who hated Tydeus, for

he cut off the head of Melanippus and brought it

to Tydeus, who divided it and ate the brain, or

devoured some of the flesh. Athena, seeing this,

shuddered, and left Tydeus to his fate, who conse-

quently died, and was buried by Macon.

Tj^ISs or Tyros (.TuAos, Tupos : Bahrein)^ an
island in the Persian Oulf, off the coast of Arabia,

celebrated for its pearl fisheries.

Tymbres or Tembrogius {Purseh\ a river of

Phrygia, rising in M. Dindymene, and flowing

past Cotyaeum and Dorylaeum into the San-

garius. It was the boiindary between Phrygia

Epictetus and Phrygia Salutaris.

Tynuies {T6fjLvrii\ an epigrammatic poet, whose
epigrams were incldded ii the Garland of Mele-

ager, but respecting whose exact date we have no
further evidence. There are 7 of his epigrams in

the Greek Anthology,

Tymphaei (Tu/i</)a?oi), a people of Epirus, on the

borders of Thessaly, so called from Mt. Tymphe
(T<5/t<p7;), someiJmes, but less correctly, written

Stymphe Their country was called

Tj^phaea (Tv/a^am).

Tymphrestus {Tvn<Pfv*y'f'6s: a moun-
tain in Thessaly, in the country of the Dryopes, in

which the river SperchSus rises.

Tynd&rSul {TvyHpeos), not Tynd&ms, which
is not found in classical writers, was son of Peri-

eres and Qorgophone, or, according to otners, son

of Oebalus, by the nymph Batia or by Gorgophone.

Tyndareus and his brother Icarius were expelled

by their step-brother Hippocoon and his sons;

whereupon Tyndareus fled to Thestius in AetoHa,

and assisted him in his wars against his neigh-

bours. In Aetolia Tyndareus married Leda, the

daughter of Thestius, and was afterwards restored

to Sparta by Hercules. By Leda, Tyndareus

became the father of Timandra, Clytaemnestra,

and Philonoe. One night Leda was embraced

both by Zeus and Tynd^us, and the resuIV was
the birth of Pollux and Helena, the children of

Zeus, and of Castor and Clytaemnestra, the chil-

dren of Tyndareus. The patronymic T^dlizldae
is iifequently given to Castor and Pollux, and the

female patronymic TynMxia to Helen and Cly-
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taemnestra. When Castor and Pollux had been
received among the immortals, Tyndareus invited

Menelaus to come to Sparta, and surrendered his

kingdom to him.

Tynddris or Tynd&rlaxn (TwBapU^ TwSdpiov :

Tyndarithnus ; Tindare)^ a town on the N. coast of

Sicily, with a good harbour, a little W. of Mes-
sana, near the promontory of the same name
founded by the, elder Dionysius, b. c. 396, which
became an important place. It was the head-
quarters of Agrippa, the general of Octavian, in

the war against Sex. Pompey. I’he greater part

of the town was subsequently destroyed by an
inundation of the sea.

T^hon or Typhdeus con-

tracted into a monster of the primitive

world, is described sometimes as a destructive

hurricane, and sometimes as a iirc-breathing giant.

According to Homer, ho was concealed in the
earth in the country of the Arimi (E<V *Apf/*oiy,

of which the Latin poets have made Jnanine\
which was lashed by Zeus with flashes of light-

ning. In Hesiod, Tvphaon and Typhoeus are 2
distinct beings. Typhaon is represented as a son

of Typhoeus, and a fearful hurricane, who by
Echidna became the father of the dog Ortlms,

Cerberus, the Lernacan hydra, Chimaera, and the

Sphynr, Typhoeus, on the other hand, is called

the youngest son of Tartarus and Gaea, or of Hera
alone, because she was indignant at Zeus having

given birth to Athena. He is described as a
monster with 100 heads, fearful eyes, and terrible

voices; he wanted to acquire the sovereignty of

gods and men, but was subdued, after a fearful

struggle, by Zeus, with a thunderbolt. He begot

the winds, whence he is also called the father of

the Harpies; but the beneficent winds Notus,
Boreas, Argestes, and Zephyrus, were not bis sons.

Aeschylus and Pindar describe him ns living in a

Ciiician cave. He is further said to have at one

time been engaged in a »>truggle with all the im-

mortals, and to have been killed by Zeus with a
flash of lightning; he iwas buried in Tartarus

under Mount Aetna, the workshop of Hephaestus,

which is hence called by the poets Typhois Aetna,

The later poets frequently connect Typhoeus with

Egypt. The gods, it is said, unable to hold out

against him, fled to Egypt, where, from fear, they

metamorphosed themselves into animals, with the

exception of Zeus aud Athena.

TyragStae, TyrigStae or Tyrangetae, a people

in European Sarmatia, probably a branch of the

Getae, dwelling £. of the river Tyros.

Tyranuloii f^Xapayviotv). 1. A Greek gramma-
rian, a native of Amisus in Pontus, was originally

called Theophrastus, but received from his in-

structor the name of Tyrannion on account of his

domineering behaviour to his fellow disciples. In

B, c. 72 he was taken captive by Lucullus, who
carried him to Rome. Hp> was given by Lucullus

to Murena, who manumitted him. At Rome
Tyrannion occupied himself in teaching. He was

also employed in arranging the library of Apelli-

con, which Sulla brought to Rome. This libruy

contained th'e writings of Aristotle, upon which

Tyrannion bestowed considerable care and atten-

tion. Cicero speaks in the highest terms of the

learning and ability* of Tyrannion.^ Tyrannion

amassed considerable wealth, and died at a very

advanced age of a paralytic stroke.^2. A native

of Phoenicia, the son of Artemidoitts, aud a
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disciple of the preceding. Hie original name was

Diodes. He was taken captive in the war be-

tween Antony and Octavian, and was purchased

by Dymas, a freedman of the emperor. By him

he was presented to Terentia, the wife of Cicero,

who manumitted him. He taught at I^me, and
wrote a great number of works, which an all lost

Tyras (Ti^par, Tipris : Dniester)^ subsequently

called Danastris, a river in European Sarmatia,

forming in the lower part of its couAe the boundary

between Dacia and Sarmatia, and falling into the

PontuB Euxinus, N. of the Danube. At its mouth
there was a town of the same name, probably on

the site of the modern Ackjermann.

Tyriaeum (Tupiaiov • llghun\ a city of Lyca-

onia, described by Xenophon (in the Anahams) as

20 parasangs W. of Iconium. It lay due W. of

Laod^icea.

T;^o (TvptU), daughter of Salmoneus and Al-

cidice. She was wife of Cretheus, and beloved by
the river-god Knipeus in Thessaly, in whose form

Poseidon appeared to her, and became by her the

father of Pelias and Neleus. By Cretheus she

was the mother of Aeson, Pheres, and Amythaon.
Xyrrlieni, Tyrrhenla. [Etruria.]
T^henum Mare. [Etruria.]
Tyrrhenus (Tv^^riv6s or Tvparivas)^ son of the

Lydian king Atys and Callithea, and brother of

l^ydus, is said to have led a Pelasgian colony from

Lydia into Italy, into the country of the Um-
brians, and to have given to the colonists his name.

Tyrrhenians. Others call Tyrrhenus a son of

Hercules by Oinphale, or of Telephus and lliera,

and a brother of Turchon. The name Tarchon

seems to be only another form of Tyrrhenus.

Tyrrheus, a shepherd of king Latinus. As
Asciuiius was hunting, he killed a tame stag be-

longing to Tyrrheus, whereupon the country people

took up arms, which was the first conflict in Italy

between the natives and the Trojan settlers.

Tyrtaeus {Tvpraias or Tuprawi), son of Ar-
chembrotus, of Aphidnae in Attica. According to

the older tradition, the^partans during the 2nd
Messeiiian war were commanded by an oracle to

take a leader from among the Athenians, and thus

to conquer their enemies, whereupon they chose

Tyrtaeus as their leader. Later writers embellish

the story, and represent Tyrtaeus as a lame school-

master, of low family and reputation, whom the

Athenians, when applied to by the Lacedae-

monians in aa’ordance with the oracle, purposely

sent as the most inefficient leader they could select,

being unwilling to assist the Lacedaemonians in

extending their dominion in the Peloponnesus, but

little thinking that the poetry of Tyrtaeus would

achieve that victory which his physical consti-

tution seemed to forbid his aspiring to. Many
modern critics reject altogether the account of the

Attic origin of Tyrtaeus, and maintain that the

extant fragments of h|s poetry actually furnish

evidence of his being a Lacedaemonian. But it is

impossible to arrive at any positive decision upon

the subject. It is certain, however, that the

poems of Tyrtaeus exercised an important influence

upon the Spartans, composing their dissensions at

home, and animating their course in the field.

In order to appease their civil discords, he com-

posed his celebrated elegy entitled * Legal Order ”

{EkyofAa), which appears to have had a wondrous

effect in stilling the excited pasMons of the Spar-

tons. But still more celebrated were the poems
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by which he animated the courage /f the Spartans

in their conflict with the Messenians. These
poems were of 2 kinds; namely, elegies, con-

taining exhortations to constancy and courage, and
descriptions of the glory of fighting bravely for

one’s native land
;
and more spirited compositions,

in the anapaestic measure, whyh were intended as

marching songs, to be performed with the music of

the flute. He lived to see the success of his efforts

in the entire conquest of the Messenians, and their

reduction to the condition of Helots. He there-

fore flourished down to B. c. 6(>8, wl|^ch was the

last year of the 2nd Messenian war. The best

separate edition of the fragments of his poems is

by Bach, with the remains of the elegiac pgets,

Callinus and Asius, Lips. 1831.

T^ut (Tupor ; Aram. Tura : O. T. Tsor ; Td-
pior, lyriua : 5'«r, Ru.), one of the greatestand
most famous cities of the ancient world, stood on
the coast of Phoenice, about 20 miles S. of Sidon.

It was a colony of the Sidonians, and is therefore

called in Scripture the daughter of Sidon.” It

gradually eclipsed the mother city, and came to be
the chief place of all Phoenice for wealth, commerce,
and colonising activity. In the time of Solomon,
we find its king, Hiram, who was also king of

Sidon, in close alliance with the Hebrew monarch,
whom he assisted in building the temple and his

palace, and in commercial enterprises. Respecting

its colonies and maritime enterprise, see PjioxNicx
and Carthago. The Assyrian king Shalma-
neser laid siege to Tyre for 5 years, but without
success. It was again besieged for 13 years by Ne-
buchadnezzar, and there is a tradition that he took
it, but the matter is not quite certain. At the

period when the Greeks began to be well ac-

quainted with the city, its old site had been aban-
doned, and a new city erected on a small island

about half a mile from the shore, and a mile in

length, and a little N. of the remains of the former

city, which was now call^ Old Tyre (IToAafTupos).

With the additional advantage of its insular po-
sition, this new city soon rose to a prosperity

scarcely less than that of its predecessor
; though,

under the Persian kings, it seems to have ranked
again below Sidon. [SinoN.] In B. c. 322 the
Tyrians refused to open their galjgs to Alexander,
who laid siege to the city for 7 months, and united
the island on which it stood to the mainland by a
mole constructed chiefly of the ruins of Old Tyre.
This mole has ever since formed a permanent con-
nection between the island and the mainland.
After its capture and sack by Alecander, Tyre
never regained its former consequence, and its

commerce was for the most part transferred to
Alexandria. It recovered, however, sufficiently

to be mentioned as a strong fortress and flourishing

port under the early Roman emperors. Septimius
Severus made it a Roman colony. It was the
see of a bishop, and Jerome calls it the most beau-
tiful city of Phoenicia. It was a place of consider-

able importance in medieval history, especially as
one of the last points held by the Christians on the
coast of Syria. The wars of the Crusades com-
pleted its ruin, and its site is now occupied by a
poor village ; and even its ruins are for the most
part covered by the sea. Even the site of Baby-
lon does not present a more striking fulfilment of
prophecy.

Tsetzes (TCfrCijs). L Joannes, a Greek gnun-
marian of Constantinople, floarished about a. !>•
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1150. His ^ratings bear evident traces of the

extent of his learning, and not less of the inordi-

nate self-conceit with which they had filled him.

He wrote a vast number of works, of which several

are still extant. Of these the 2 following are the

roost important : 1. //tooa, which consists properly

of 3 poems, collected into one under the titles Td
irph *Oju^poa, rk 'OjU^pot, aal to ntff *OjUiipov.

The whole amounts to 1676 lines, and is written

in hexameter metre. It is a very dull composition.

Edited by Bekker, Berlin, 1816. 2. Chiliades^

consisting in, its present form of 12,661 lines.

This name was given to it by the first editor, who
divided it, without reference to the contents, into

13 divisions of 1000 lines, the last being incom-

plete. Its subject-matter is of the most miscella-

neous kind, but embraces chiefiy mythological and
historical narratives, arranged under separate titles,

and without any further connection. The follow-

ing are a few of them, as they occur : Croesus,

Midas, Gyges, Codrus, Alcmaeon, &c. It is

written in bad Greek, in that abominable make-
believe of a metre called political verse. Edited

by Kiessling, Lips. 1826.-^2. Isaac, brother of

the preceding, the author of a valuable commentary
on the Cassandra of Lycophron. The commentary
is printed in most of the editions of Lycophron.

Tiitsis or Txatait (Ru. S. of Debout\ a city in

the N. of the Dodecaschoenus, that is, the part of

Aethiopia immediately above Egypt, a little S. of

Parembole, and considerably N. of Taphis.

U.

Bbli, a German people, who originally dwelt on

the right bank of the Rhine, but were transported

across the river by Agrippa in b. c. 87, at their

own request, because they wished to escape the

hostilities of the Suevi. They took the name of

Agrippenses, from their «vown Colonia Agrip-
pina.

Xfoftl8g5n one of the elders at

Troy, whose house was burnt at the destruction of

the city.

TTeabit, a town in Hispania Baetica near Cor-

doba. -

irfeni (JIJ^te\ a river in Latium, flowing

from Setia, and falling into the Araasenus.

Bfifagnm, a town in Bruttium, between Scyl-

lacium and Rhegium.
TTgemiim {Beaucaire\ a town in Gallia Nar-

bonen&is, on "the road from Nemausus to Aquae
Sextiae, where Avitus was proclaimed emperor.

mia (Montemayor\ a Roman inunicipium in

Hispania Baetica, situated upon a hill and upon

the road from Gades to Corduba.

miarof or OlarionenaU Irviula (Oleron), an

island off the W. coast of Gaul, in the Aquitonian

,
gulf.

Ulpi&aiu. 1. DomXilaf inpiftiiai, a celebrated

jurist, derived his origin from Tyre in Phoenicia,

but was probably not a native of Tyre himself.

The time of his birth is unknown. The greater

part of his juristical works were written during

the sole reign of Caracalla, especially the ^ great

works Ad Edidum and the Libri ad Sabinum.

He was banished or deprived of his functions under

EUgabalus, who became emperor 217 ; but on the

aocesston of Alexander Severus 222, he became the

efnpttoi^f chief adviser. The emperor conferred on
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Ulpian the office of Scriniomm magister, and made
him a consiliarius. He also held the office of
Praefectus Annonae, and he was likewise made
Praefectus Praetorio. Ulpian perished in the reign

of Alexander by the hands of the soldiers, who
forced thjrjr way into the palace at night, and
killed him' in the presence of the emperor and his

mother, 2*28. His promotion to the office of prae-

fectus praetorio^^was probably an unpopular mea-
sure. A great part of the numerous writings of

Ulpian were still extant in the time of Justinian,

and a much greater quantity is excerpted from him
by the compilers of the Digest than from any
other jurist. The number of excerpts from Ulpian
is said to be 2462 ;

and many of the excerpts are

of great length, and altogether they form about one-

third of the whole body of the Digest. The ex-

cerpts from Paulas and Ulpian together make about
one half of the Digest. Ulpian's style is perspi-

cuous, and presents fewer difficulties than that of

many of the Roman jurists who are excerpted in

the Digest. The great legal knowledge, tho good
sense, and the industry of Ulpian place him among
the first of the Roman jurists

;
and he has exer-

cised a great influence on the jurisprudence of

modem Europe, through the copious extracts from
his writings which have been preserved by the

compilers of Justinian's Digest. We possess a

fragment of a work under the title of Domitii Ul-
piani Fragmenia ; it consists of 29 titles, and is a
valuable source for the history of the Roman law.

The best editions are by Hugo, Berlin, 1834, and
by Booking, Bonn, 1836.—>2. Of Antioch, a sophist,

lived in the time of Constantine the Great, and
wrote several rhetorical works. The name of Ul-
pianus is prefixed to extant Commentaries in Greek,
on 18 of the orations of Demosthenes

;
and it is

usually stated that they were written by Ulpianus
of Antioch. But the Commentaries have evidently

received numerous additions and interpolations from
some grammarian of a very late period. They are

printed in several editions of the Attic orators.

Ulplni Tr^g&nnB. [Trajanuh.]
UltOT, “the avenger,” a surname of Mars, to

whom Augustus built a temple at Rome in the

forum, after taking vengeance upon the murderers

of his great-uncle, Julius Caesar.
^

umbrae (UluWnus, Ulubrensis), a small town
in Latium, of uncertain site, but in the neighbour-

hood of the Pontine Marshes.

UlyRgee, Ulyzei, or Ulixee, called OdyssenB
(’OSotrae^r) by the Greeks, one of the principal

Greek heroes in the Trojan war. According to

the Homeric account, he was a son of Lab'rtes and
Anticlea, the daughter of Autolycus, and was mar-

ried to Penelope, the daughter of Icarius, by whom
he became the father of Telemachus. But accord-

ing to a later tradition he was a son of Sisyphus

and Anticlea, who, being with child by Sisyphus,

was married to Lae'rtes, /und thus gave birth to

him either after her arrival in Ithaca, or on her

way thither. Later traditions further state that

besides Telemachus, Ulysses became by Penelope

the father of Arcesilaus or Ptoliporthus ;
and, by

Circe, the father of A grins, Latinus, Telegonus,

and Gassiphone ; by Calypso of Nausithous and

Nausinout or Auson^ Tele^nus, and Teledamus ;

and lastly, by Evippe of Leontophron, Doryclus or

Eiiryalus. The name Odysseus is said to signify

ibe angry. The story of Ulysses ran as follows

When n young man, Ulytses went to tee hh
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grandfather Autolycus near Mt. Parnassus. There,

while engaged in the chase, he was wounded by a
boar in his knee, by the scar of which he was sub-
sequently recognised by Euryclia. Even at that

age he was distinguished for courage, for knowledge
of navigation, for eloquence and for skill aj a nego>

tiator ; and, on one occasion, when the Missenians
had carried off some sheep from Ithaca, Laertes

sent him to Messene to demand reparation. He
there met with Iphitns, who was seeking the horses

stolen from him, and who gave him the famous
bow of Eurytus. This bow Ulysses used only in

Ithaca, regarding it as too great a treasure to be
employed in the held, and it was so strong that

none of the suitors was able to handle it. Accord-
‘
4ng to some accounts he went to Sparta as one of

the suitors of Helen
j and he is said to have ad-

' vised Tyndareus to make the suitors swear, that

they would defend the chosen bridegroom against

any one who should insult him on Helen's account.

Tyndareus, to show him his gratimde, persuaded
his brother Icarius to give Penelope in marriage to

Ulysses
;

or, according to others, Ulysses gained

her by conquering his competitors in the footrace.

Homer, however, mentions nothing of all this, and
states that Agamemnon, who visited Ulysses in

Ithaca, prevatlcd upon him only with great diffi-

culty to join the Greeks in their expedition against

Troy. Other traditions relate that he was visited

by Menelaus and Agamemnon, and that Palamedes

more especially induced him to join the Greeks.

When Palamedes came to Ithaca, Ulysses pre-

tended to be mad : he yoked an ass and ox to a

plough, and began to sow salt. Palamedes, to try

him, placed the infant Teleraachus beftjre the

plough, whereupon the father could not continue to

play his part. He stopped the plough, and was
obliged to undertake the fulfilment of the promise

he had made when he was one of the suitors of

Helen. This occurrence is said to have been the

cause of his hatred of Palamedes. Being now him-

self gained for the undertaking, he contrived to

discover Achilles, who was concealed among the

daughters of king Lycoraeaes. [Achii.les.] Be-

fore, however, the Greeks sailed from home, Ulysses

in conjunction with Menelaus went to Troy for

the purpose of inducing the Trojans to restore Helen

and her treasures. When the Greeks were assem-

bled at Aulis, Ulysses joined them with 12 ships

and men from Cephallene, Ithaca, Neriton, Cro-

cyiia, Zacynthus, Samos, and the coast of Epirus.

During the siege of Troy he distinguished himself

as a valiant and undaunted warrior, but more par-

ticularly as a cunning spy, and a prudent and elo-

quent negotiator. After the death ofAcnille8,Uly88e^

contended for his armour with the Telamonian

Ajax, and gained the prize. He is said by some

to have devised the stratagem of the wooden horse,

and he was one of the heroes concealed within it.

He is also Said to have- taken part in cariying off

the palladium.— But th^most celebrated part of

his story consists of his adventures after the de-

struction of Troy, which form the subject of the

Homeric poem called after him, the After

the capture of Troy he set out on his voyage home,

but was overtaken by a storm and thrown upon

the coast of Ismams, a 'town of the Cicones, in

Thrace, N. of the island of Leihnos. He plundered

the town, but several of his men were cut off by

the Cicones. From thence he was driven by a N.

wind towards Males and to the Lotophagi on the
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coast of Libya. Some of his comp/mions were so

much delighted with the taste of the lotus that

they wanted to remain in the country, but Ulysses
compelled them to embark again, and continued his

voyage. In one day he reached the goat-island,

situated N. of the country of the Lotophagi. Ha
there left behind 11 ships, andrwith one he sailed

to the neighbouring island ot the Cyclopes (the

western coast of Sicily), where with 12 companions
he entered the cave of the Cyclops Polyphemus, a
son of Poseidon and Thoosa. This giant devoured
oue after another 6 of the companion^ of Ulysses,

and kept the unfortunate Ulysses and the d others

as prisoners in his cave. In order to save himself

Ulysses contrived to make the monster drunk with
wine, and then with a burning pole deprived him
of his one eye. He now succeeded in making his

escape with his friends, by concealing himself^nd
them under the bodies of the sheep which the
Cyclops let out of bis cave. In this way Ulysses
reached his ship. The Cyclops implored his father

Poseidon to take vengeance upon Ulysses, and
henceforth the god of the sea pursued the wander-
ing king with implacable enmity. Ulysses next
arrived at tlie island of Aeolus

;
and the god on

his departure gave him a bag of winds, which were
to carry him home ; but the companions of Ulysses
opened the bag, and the winds escaped, whereupon
the ships were driven back to the island of Aeolus,

who indignantly refused all further assistance.

After a voyage of 6 days, Ulysses arrived at Te-

lepylos, the city of Lamus, in which Antiphates

ruled over the Laestrygones, a sort of cannibals.

This place must probably be sought somewhere in

the N. of Sicily. Ulysses escaped from them with

only one ship; and his fate now carried him to a
western island, Aeaea, inhabited by the sorceress

Circe. Part of his people were sent to explore the

island, but they were changed by Circe into swine.

Eurylochus alone escaped, and brought the sad

news to Ulysses, who, w^en he was hastening to

the assistance of his friends, was instructed by
Hermes by what means he could resist the magic
powers of Circe. He succeeded in liberating his

companions, who were again changed into men,
and were most hospitably treated by the sorceress.

When at length Ulysses begged ^ leave to de-

part, Circe desired him to descend into Hades and
to consult the seer Tiresias. He now sailed W.
right across the river Oceanus, and having landed

on the other side in the countiy of the Cimme-
rians, where Helios does not shine, he entered

Hades, and consulted Tiresias about*the manner
in which he might reach his native island. Tire-

sias informed him of the danger and difficulties

arising from the anger of Poseidon, but gave him
hope that all would yet turn out well, if Ulysses

and his companions would leave the hei^s of Helios

in Thrinacia uninjured. Ulysses now returned to

Aeaea, where Circe again treated the strangers

kindly, told them of the dangers that yet awaited

them, and of the means of escaping. The wind
which she sent with them carried them to the

island of the Sirens, sometvhere near the W. coast

of Italy. The Sirens sat on the shore, and with

their s'SVeet voices attracted all that passed by, and
then destroyed them. Ulysses, in order to escape

the danger, filled the ears of his companions with

wax, and fastened himself to the mast of his ship,

until he was out of the reach of the Sirens' tong.

Hif ship «ezt sailed between Scylk and Charyb-
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flis, two rocks V)etwcen Thrinacia and Italy. As
the ship passed between them, Scylla, the monster

inhabiting the rock of the same name, carried off

and devoured 6 of the companions of Ulysses.

From thence he came to Thrinaciai, the island of

Helios, who there kept his sacred herds of oxen.

Mindful of the advice of Tiresias and Ciirce,

Ulysses wanted to sail past, but his companions

compelled him to land. He made them swear not

to touch any of the cattle ; but as they were de-

tained in the island by storms, and were hungry,

they killed ^he finest of the oxen while Ulysses

was asleep. After some days the storm abated,

and they sailed away, but soon another storm came
on, /tnd their ship was destroyed by Zeus with a

flash of lightning. All were drowned with the ex-

ception of Ulysses, who saved himself by means of

the ^ast and planks, and after 10 days reached

the island of Ogygia, inhabited by the nymph
Calypso. She received him with kindness, and
desired him to marry her, promising immortality

and eternal youth, if he would consent, and forget

Ithaca. Dut he could not overcome his longing

after his own home. Athena, who had always

rotected Ulysses, induced Zeus to promise that

er favourite hero, notwithstanding the anger of

Poseidon, should one day return - to his native

island, and take vengeance on the suitors of Pene-

lope. Hermes carried to Calypso the coinmand of

Zeus to dismiss Ulysses. The nymph obeyed, and

taught him how to built a raft, on which, after

remaining 8 years with her, he left the island. In

1 8 days he came in sight of Scheria, the island of

the Pbaeaciana, when Poseidon sent a storm,

which cast him off the raft. By the assistance of

Leucothea and Athena he reached Scheria by dint

of swimming. The exhausted hero slept on the

shore, until ho was awoke by the voices of maidens.

He found Nausicaa, the daughter of king Alcinous

and Arete, who conducted the hero to her father’s

court. He was there Imnoured with feasts and
contests, and the minstrel Demodocus sang of the

foil of Troy, which moved Ulysses to tears, and
being questioned about the cause of his emotion,

he related his whole history. At length he was
sent home in a ship. One night as he had fallen

asleep in his sl^ip, it reached the coast of Ithaca
;

the Phaeacians who had accompanied him carried

him on shore, and left him. He hud now been

away from Ithaca for 20 years, and when he awoke
he did not recognise his native land, for Athena,

that he might not be recognised, had enveloped

him in a cioxd. As he was lamenting his fate the

goddess informed him where he was, and advised

him how to take vengeance upon the enemies of

his house. During his absence his father Lah'Ftes,

bowed down by grief and old age, had withdrawn

into the country, his mother Anticl€a had died of

sorrow, his son Telcmachus had grown up to man-
hood, and his wife Penelope had rejected all the

offers that had been made to her by the importu-

nate suitors from the neighbouring islands. Daring

the last few years more than a hundred nobles of

Ithaca, Same, Dulichium, and Zacynthus had been

suing for the hand of Penelope, and in their visits

to her house had treated all that it contaiired as if

it had been their own. That he might be able to

tiike vengeance upon them, it was necessary that

he should not be recognised. Athena accordingly

metamorphosed him into an unsightly beggar, and
he was l^indly received by Eumaeus, the twine*
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herd, a faithful servant of his house. While staying

with Eumaeus, his son Teleraachus returned from
Sparta and Pylos, whither he had gone tp obtain

information concerning his father. Ulysses made
himself known to him, and with him deliberated

upon tha plan of revenge. In the disguise of a
beggar hf accompanied Telemachus and Eumaeus
to the town. The plan of revenge was now carried

into effect. Penelope, with great difficulty, was made
to promise her hand to him who should conquer the

others in shooting with the bow of Ulysses. As
none of the suitors was able to draw this bow,Ulysses
himself took it up and then began to attack the

suitors. He was supported by Athena and his son,

and all fell by his hands. Ulysses now made
himself known to Penelope, and went to see his

aged father. In the meantime the report of the

death of the suitors was spread abroad, and their

relatives rose in arms against Ulysses; but

Athena, who assumed the appearance of Mentor,

brought about a reconciliation between the people

and the king. It has already been remarked that

in the Homeric poems Ulysses is represented as a

prudent, cunning, inventive, and eloquent man, but

at the sjime time as a brave, bold, and persevering

warrior, whose courage no roisfortiinc or calamity

could subdue, but later po^ts describe him as a

cowardly, deceitful, and intriguing personage.

Respecting the last period of his life the Homeric
poems give us no information, except the prophecy

of Tiresias, who promised him a painless death in

a happy old age
;
but later writers give us different

accounts. According to one, Telegonus, the sen

of Ulysses by Circe, was sent out by his mother

to seek his father. A storm cast him upon Ithaca,

which he began to plunder in order to obtain pro

visions. Ulysses and Telemachus attacked him,

but he slew Ulysses, and his body was afterwards

carried to Aeaeu. According to some, Circe re-

called Ulysses to life again, or on his arrival in

Tyrrhenia he was burnt on Mt. Perge. In works

of art Ulys.ses is commonly represented as a sailor,

wearing a semi-oval cap.

Umbria, called by thS Greeks Ombrioa 'Ofi-

€piK‘fi)y a district of Italy, bounded on the N. by
Gallia Cisalpina, from which it was separated by
the river Rubicon

;
on the E. by the Adriatic sea ;

on the S. by Picenum, from which it was separated

by the river Aesis, and by the land of the Sabines,

from which it was separated by the river Nar; and

on the W. by Etruria, from which it was separated

by the Tiber. Under Augustus it formed the 6th

Regio of Italy. The Apennines ran through the

W. part of the country, but it contained many fertile

plains on th^ coast. Its inhabitants, the Umbri
(sing. Umber), called by the Greeks Umbrlci
(’OjuffpiKof), were one of the most ancient peoples

of Italy, and were connected with the Opicans,

Sabines, and those other tribes whose languages

were akin to the Greek. The Umbri were at a

very early period the fRost powerful people in

central Italy, and extended across the peninsula

from the Adriatic to the Tyrrhene seas. Thus

they inhabited the country afterwards called Etru-

ria ; and we are expressly told that Crotona, Pe-

nisia, Clusium, and other Etruscan cities, were

built by the Umbrians. They were afterwards de^

prived of their possessions W. of the Tiber by the

Etruscans, and confined to the country between

this river and the Adriatic. Their territories were

itiU farther diminished by the Senones, a Gallic
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people, wIA) took posseasion of the whole country on

the coast, from Ariminum to the Aeais. The Um>
bri were subdued by the Romans, a. a 307 ; and
after the conquest of tlie Seiiones by the Romans
in 283, they again obtained possession of the country

on the coast of the Adriatic. This district, how-
ever, continued to be called Ayer GW/i(‘us|down to

a late period. The chief towns of Umbria were

Ariminum, Fanum Fohtunab, Mkvania,
Tudkr, Narnia, and Spoletium.*
Umbro (Ombrom)^ one of the largest rivers in

Etruria, falling into tike Tyrrhene sea, near a town
of the same name.

TTminKdius Quadr&tus. [Quadratus.]
Unelli, a people on the N. coast of Qaul, on a

roinontory opposite Britain (the modern Coiantm)^

elonging to the Armorici.

Upis (Ouiris). 1. A surname of Artemis, as the

goddess assisting women in child-birth.— 2. The
name of a mythical being, who is said to have

reare^Hirtemis, and who is mentioned i>y Virgil as

one of the nymphs in her train. The masculine

Upis is mentioned by Cicero as the father of

Artemis.

Ur. [Edkssa.]
Ur&nia (Ovpayia). 1. One of the Muses, a

daughter of Zeus by Mnemosyne. The ancient

bard Linus is called her son by Apollo, and Ilyme-

naeus also is said to have been a son of Urania.

She was regarded, as her name indicates, as the

Muse of Astronomy, and was represented with a

celestial globe, to which she points with a small

staff. —2. Daughter of Oceanus and Tethys, who
also occurs as a nymph in the train of Persephone.

—•3. A surname of Aphrodite, describing her as

the heavenly,” or spiritual, to distinguish her

from Aphrodite Pandemos. Plato represents her

as a daughter of Uranus, begotten without a
kuother. Wine was not used in the libations offered

to her.

Ur&niis (OvpavSs) or Heaven, sometimes called

a sokk, and sometiines the husband of Gaea (Earth).

By Gaea Uranus becam^ the father of Oceanus,

Coeus, Crius, flyperion, lapetus, Thia, Rhia,

Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, Tethys, Cronos ; of

the Cyclopes,— Brontes, Steropes, Arges
;
akkd of

the Hecatoncheires— Cottus, Briareus, and Gyes.

According to Cicero, Uraims also was the father of

Mercury by Dia, and of Venus by Hemera. Ura-

nus hated his children, and immediately after their

birtli he confined them in Tartarus, in consequence

of which he was uikinaniied and dethroned by

Cronos at the instigation of Gaea. Out of the

drops of his blood sprang the Gigantes, the Melian

nymphs, and according to some, SilAus, aikd from

the foum gatherikig around his limbs in the sea

sprang Aphrodite.

Urbigenus Fagns. [IlKi.vKTir.]

Urbinum (Urbinas, -atis). 1. Hortense {Ur-

heno\ a town in Umbria and a municipium, situated

on a steep round rock. ^2. Metaurenso (Urba-

m'a), a town in Umbria on the river Metaurus, and

not far from its source.

Urbs Salvia. [Pollbntia, No. 2.]

Uroi, a town of the Bastetani in Hispania Tar-

raconensis, on the coast, and on the road, .from Cas-

tulo to Malaca.
Uroinlum (Orc*«e), a town* on the W. coast of

Corsica.

Urgo or Oorgon {(Sorgom), an island off the

coast of Etruria, N. of Ilva.
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Uria (Urias : Orta), c.*illed Hy^a ('Tpftj) by
Herodotus, a town iik Calabria on the road frokii

Brundisium to Tarentuin, was the ancient capital

of lapygia, and is said to have been founded by
the Cretans under Minos.

Urluiu, a small town in Apulia, from which
the Sinus Urias took its nania, being the bay on
the N. sidfe of Mt. Garganus opposite the Diokue-

dean islands.

UrseiuB Ferox. [Ferox.]
Ursna, a contemporary of Domitian, whom h«

dissuaded from killing his wife Domi^a. StatikiS

addressed to hikii a poem of consolation on the

death of a favourite slave (6V/v. ii. 8), and he also

mentions him in the Preface to the 2d book o^his
Silvae.

Uic&na, a large town in Illyria, on a tributary

of the Aous and in the district Pcnestiaim. ^
Usipetes or Usipli, a German people, who, being

driveki out of their abodes by the Suevi, crossed
the Rhine and penetrated into Gaul

; but they
were defeated by Caesar, and compelled to recross

the river. They were now received by tike Sigam-
bri, and allowed to dwell on the N. bank of the
Lippe

; but we afterwards find them S. of tlie

Lippe ; and at a still later tikne they become lost

under the general name of Alenianni.

Ustica, a valley near the Sabine villa of Horsice.

Utica 'Iru^Ti or OotIkt? : 'ItvkoTios, Uti-

censis : Bou-Shater, Ru.), the greatest city of

ancient Africa, after Carthage, was a Phoenician
colony, older (and, if the chronologers are to be
trusted, nkuch older) than Cartilage. Like others of

the very ancient Plioeiiician colonies in the territory

of Carthage, Utica maintiiined a comparative inde-

pendence, even during the height of the Punic
power, and was rather the ally of Carthage than

her subject. It stood on the shore of the N. part

of the Carthaginian Gulf, a little W. of the mouth
of the Bagradas, and 27 Roman miles N. W. of

Carthage; but its site ig now inland, in conse-

quence of the changes effected by the Bagradas in

the coast line. [Bagradas.] In the 3d Punic
War, Utica took part with the Homans against

Carthage, and was rewarded with the greatest pjirt

of the Carthaginian territory. It afterwards be-

came renowned to all future tinm as the scene

of the last stand made by the Pompeian party

against Ciiesar, and of the glorious, though mis-

taken, self-sacrifice of the younger Cato. [Cato.J
UtuB ( Vid), a river in Moesia and a tributary of

the Danube, falling into the latter river at the

town UtuH. It is perhaps the same driver as the

Artunes of Herodotus.

Ux&ma {Osma), a town of the Arevaci in His-
pania Tarraconensis, on the road from Asturica to

Caesaraugusta, 50 miles W. of Numantia.
Uzantis {Ushunt), an island off the N. W.

coast of Gaul.

Uzellodffnnm, a town of the Cadurci in Gallia

Aquktanica, situated on a steep hill, rising out of

the plain, at the foot of which a river flowed. J t

is probably the same as the .modern Capdenao on
the Lot
Uzentum (Uxentiniis : Ugento), a town in Ca-

labria, N. W. of the lapygian promontory.

Uzll (O8{tot), a warlike people, of predatory
habits, who had their strongholds in M. Para-
choathras, on the N. border of Persia, in the district

called Uzia (OO^la), but who also extended over

a considerable tract of country in Media.

Z9
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Vacea, Yaga, or Vaba {Oiarya, Ba^a : Bfja\

a city of Zeugitana in N. Africa, on the borders of

Numidia, on an E. tributary of the river Tusca,

a good day's jouqiey S. of Utica. It was a

great emporium for the trade between Hippo,

Utica, and Carthage, and the interior. It was de-

stroyed by Metellus in the Jugurthine War, but

was restored and colonised by the Romans. Its

fortifications were renewed by Justinian, who
named it Tbeodorias in honour of his wife.

Vaccaei, a people in the interior of Hispania

Tarraconensis, occupying the modern Tbro, Palen-

aa, Burgos^ and Valladolid^ E. of the Aatures, S.

of- the Cantabri, W. of the Celtiberi, and N. of

the Cantabri. Their chief towns were Pallantia
andTTNTKRCATIA.

Vada. 1. A fortress of the Batavi in Qallia

Belgica, E. of Batavodurum.— 2. Vada SabbaUa

( Vado), a town of Liguria on the coast, which was

the harbour of Sabbata or Savo.— 3. Vada Vola-

.
terrana ( Torre di Vado\ a small town on the

coast of Etruria, in the territory of Volaterroe.

VadioaBsli, a people in Gallia Belgica, near the

sources of the Seqnana.

Yadimonis Lacus (Logo di Bns$ano\ a small

lake of Etruria of a circular form, with sulphureous

waters, and renowned for its floating islands, a

minute description of which is given by the younger

Pliny. It is celebrated in history for the defeat of

the Etruscans in 2 great battles, first by the dic-

tator Papirius Cursor, in b. c. 309, from the effects

of which the Etruscans never recovered ; and again

in 283, when the allied forces of the Etruscans and

Cauls were routed by the consul Cornelius Dola-

bellx The lake has so shrunk in dimensions in

modern times as to bo only a small stagnant pond,

almost lost in the tall reeds and bulrushes which

grow ill it.

YagedrUsa, a small rKer in Sicily, between Ca-

mariiia and Gela.

Yagfienni, a small people in Liguria, whose

chief town was Augusta Vagiennonun. Their site

is uncertain, but they perhaps dwelt near Saluzzo.

YSJiSlis. [Rhrmjs.J
Y&lens, emperor of the East a. d. 364—378,

was born about A. d. 328, and was made emperor

by his brother Valentinian. [Valkntinianus.]

The greater part of Valens’ reign is occupied by

bis wars with the Goths. At first he gained great

advantages over the barbarians, and concluded a

peace with them in 370, on the condition that they

should not cross the Danube. In 376 the Goths

were driven out of their country by the Huns, and

were allowed by Valens to cross the Danube and

settle in Thrace and the country on the borders of

the Danube. Dissensions soon arose between the

Romans and these dangerous neighbours ; and in

377 the Goths took up arms. Valens collected a

powerful army, and marched against the Goths
; j

but he was defeated by them with immense

slaughter, near Hadrianople, on the 9th of August,

378. Valens was never seen after the battle;

some say he died on the field ; and otheif relate

that he was burnt to death in a peasant's house,

to which he was carried, and which the barbarians

set fire to without knowing who was in it. The
reign of Valens is important in the history of the

empire on account of the admission uf the (roths
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into the countries S. of the Danube, the commence-
ment of the decline of the Roman power. The
furious contests between the rival creeds of the

Catholics and the Arians also characterise this

reign.

Valens, Abnrnus, also called Abomius, one
of tbe jtj^'ists who are excerpted in the Digest, be-

longed to the school of the Sabinians. He flourished

under Antoninus Pius,

YSiens, FaUus, one of the principal generals

of the emperor Vitellins in a. d. 69, marched into

Italy through Gaul, and, after forming a junction

with the forces of Caecina, defeated Otho in the

decisive battle of Bcdriacum, which secured for

Vitellins the sovereignty of Italy. Vitellins

raised Valens and Caecina to the consulship, and
he left the whole government in their hands.

Valens remained faithful to Vitellins, when An-
tonius Primus, the general of Vespasian, marched
into Italy

;
but as he had not sufficient forces to

oppose Antonins after the capture of Cremi//ui, he
resolved to sail to Gaul and rouse the Gallic pro-

vinces to espouse the cause of Vitellins
;
but he

was taken prisoner at the islands of the Stoe-

chndae {Hieres)y off Massilia, and was shortly

afterwards put to death at Urbinum ( IJrbino).

Yalentla. 1. ( Valencia)^ the chief town of the

Edetaui on the river Turia, 3 miles from the coast,

and on tho road from Carthago Nova to Castulo.

It was founded by Junius Brutus, who settled

here the soldiers of Viriathus
;

it was destroyed

by Pompey, but it was soon afterwards rebuilt and
made a Roman colony. It continued to be an im-

portant place down to the latest times.— 2. ( Va-

lence)f a town in Gallia Narbonensis on the Rhone,
and a Roman colony. Some writers call it a town
of the Cavares, and others a town of the Segellauni.

— 3. A town of Sardinia of uncertain site, but

which some writers place on the E. coast between
Portus Sulpicii and Sorabile. —4. Or Valentium,
a town in Apulia, 1 0 miles from Brundusium. *—
6. A province in the N. of Britain, beyond tho

Roman wall, which existed only for a short time.

[Bkitannia.J ^

VoleatliilanuB. I., Roman emperor a. d. 364—375. was the son of Gratianus, and was bom
A. D. 321, at Cibalis in Pannonia. His first wife

was Valeria Severa, by whom he became the father

of the emperor Gratianus. He held important

military commands under Julian and Jovian
;
and

on the death of the latter in February, 364, Va-
lentinian was elected emperor by the troops at

Nicaea. A few weeks after his elevation Valen-

tinian elected his brother Valens emperor, and as-

signed to him eho East, while he himself undertook

the government of the West. Valentinian was a

Catholic, though his brother Valens was an Arian;

but he did not persecute either Arians or heathens.

He possessed good abilities, prudence, and vigour

of character. He had a capacity for military

matters, and was a yigilaiiC, impartial, and laborious

administrator ; but he sometimes punished with

excessive severity. The greater part of Valen-

tinian's reign was occupied by tbe wars against

the Alemaiyii, and the other barbarians on tho

Roman frontiers. His operations were attended

with success. He not only drove the Aleroanni

out of Gaul, but on ipore than one occasion crossed

the Rhine, and carried the war into the enemy’s,

country. His usual residence wasTreviri (Treves).

In 375 he went to Cornuntum on the Danube, in
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order to repel the Quadi and Sarmatians, who had

invaded Pannonia. After an indecisive campaign

he took up his winter-quarters at Bregetio. In

this place, while giving an audience to the deputies

of the Quadi, and speaking with great heat, he fell

down in a fit and expired suddenly on th^lTth of

November.—II., Roman emperor a. i>. ‘67%—392,

younger son of the preceding, was proclaimed Au-
gustus by the arm}'^ after his fatfaer\death, though

he was then only 4 or 5 years of age. His elder

brother Gratianus, who had been proclaimed Au-
gustus during the lifetime of their father, assented

to the choice of the army, and a division of the

West was made between the 2 brothers. Valen-

tinian had Italy, Illyricnm, and Africa. Gratian

had the Gauls, Spain, and Britain. In 383 Gratian

was defeated and slain by Maximus, who left

Valentinian a precarious authority out of fear for

"J'heodosius, the emperor of tl>e East ; but in 387,

Vah'tiiisian was expelletl from Italy by Maximus,

and fled for refuge to Theodosius. In 388, Theo-

dosius defeated Maximus, and restored Valentinian

to his authority ns emperor of the West. Thco-

do'iius returned to Constantinople in 391 ;
and in

the following year ( 392) Valentinian was murdered

by the general Arbogastes, who raised Eugenius

to the throne. Valentinian perished on the l.ith

of May, being only a few months above 20 years

of age. His funeral oration was pronounced by

»St. Ambrose.— III., Homan emperor a.d. 42o

—

4.').% was horn 41 9, and was the son of Constantins

1 1 1, by Placidui, the sister of Honorius, and the

daughter of Theodosius I. He was declared Au-

gustus in 425 by Theodosius II., and was placed

over tlie West, bvit as he was only 6 years of age

the government was intrusted to his mother Pla-

ciditL During his long reign the empire was re-

peatedly exposed to the invasions of the barbarians;

and it was only the military abilities of Adtiiis

which saved the empire from ruin. In 429 the

Vandals under Genseric crossed over into Africa,

which they conquered, and of which they continued

in possession till the rer^ of Justinian. The

Goths likewise established themselves in Gaul
;

but Aetius finally made peace with them (439),

and with their assistance gained a great victory

over Attila and the vast army of the Huns at

Chalons in 451. The power and influence of

Aetius excited the jealousy and fears of Valentinian,

wlio murdered his brave and faithful general in

454. In the following year the emperor himself

was slain by Petronius Maximus, whose wife^ he

had violated. He was a feeble and contemptible

prince, and had all the vices that ig a princely

station disgrace a man’s character.

ValSrla. 1. Sister of P. Valerius Publicola,

advised the Roman matrons to ask Veturia, the

mother of Coriolanu8,to go to the camp of Coriolnnus

in order to deprecate his resentment.—2. The last

wife of Sulla, was the daugjiter of M. Valerius

sala, and bore a daughter soon after Sulla’s death.

— 3. Qalerla ValSrIa, daughter of Diocletian and

Prisca, ^va8, upon the reconstruction of the empire

in A. D. 292, united to Galerius, one of the new

Caesars. After the death of her husband in 311

Valeria rejected the proposals of his successor

Maximinus, who in consequence stripped her of her

possessions, ahd banished her along with her

mother. After the death of Maxirainus, Valeria

and her mother were executed by order of Licinius,

315.— 4. Meiiallna. [Messalina.]
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y&lSria Gens, one of the most aniient patrician

houses at Rome. The Valerii were of Sabine

origin, and their ancestor Volesus or Volusus is

said to have settled at Rome with Titus I'atius.

One of the descendants of this Volesus, P. Valerius,

afterwards sumumed PubKcola, plays a distin-

guished part in the story of tlfe expulsion of the

kings, and was elected consul in the first year of

the republic, b. c. 509. From this time forward

down to the latest period of the empire, fur nearly

1000 years, the name occurs more or less frequently

in the Fasti, and it was borne by tile emperors
Maximinus, Maximianus, Maxentius, Diocletian,

Constantius, Constantine the Great, and others.

The Valeria gens enjoyed extraordinary hondhrs
and privileges at Rome. Their house at the
bottom of the Velia was the only one in Romo of

which the doors were allowed to open back Ihto

the street. In the Circus a conspicuous place was
set apart for them, where a small throne was
erected, an honour of which there was no other

example among the Romans. They were also

allowed to bury their dead within the walls. The
Valerii in early times were always foremost in

advocating the rights of the plebeians, and the

laws which they proposed at various times were
the great charters of the liberties of the second

order. (See UicL of Antiq. s. t>. Leges Valerine.)

The Valeria gens was divided into various families

under the republic, the most important of which
bore the names of Corvus, Fx.auci/s, Lahvinus,
Messala, Publicola, and Triariuu.

V&lSria, a province in Pannonia formed by Ga-
lerius, and named in honour of his wife. [Pan-
NONlA.l

VSlerl^nus. 1. Roman emperor, a. d. 253—

•

260, whose full nsuue was P. Licinius Valb-
RiANUR Valerian was proclaimed emperor by the
troops whom he was leading against the usurper

Aemilianiis. Valerian proclaimed his son Gal-
lienus Augustus, and first^carried on war against

the Goths, whom ho defeated (257). But though
the barbarians still threatened the Roman fron-

tiers on the Danube and the Rhine, the conquests
of the Persians, who had crossed the Euphrates
and stormed Antioch, compelled him to hasten to

the East. For a time his meosiflPes wera both
vigorous and successful Antioch was recovered,

and the Persian king Sapor was compelled to fall

back behind the Euphrates; but the emperor,
flushed by his good fortune, followed too rashly.

He was surrounded, in the vicinity of Edessa, by
the countless horsemen of his active foe

;
he was

entrapped into a conference, taken prisoner (2G0),
and passed the remainder of his life in captivity,

subjected to every insult which Oriental cruelty

could devise. After death his skin was stuffed and
long preserved as a trophy in the chief temple of

the nation.- 2. Son of the preceding, but not by
the same mother as Gallienus. He perished along
with Gallienus at Milan in 268. [Galliknus.]

YllSrilU. [Valeria Obns.]
V&lSrius YolHsttS Maximus, M’., was a brother

of P. Valerius Publicola, and was dictator in b. c.

494, whp the dissensions between the burghers
and commonalty of Rome de Ncjcis were at the
highest. Valerius was popular with the plobs

and induced them to enlist for the Sabine and
Aequian wars, by promising that when the enemy
was, repulsed, the condition of the debtors {neai)

should be alleviated. He defeated and triumphed
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over the Sabiii^'S
;
but, unable to fulfil bis promise

to the commons, resigned his dictatorship. The
plebs, seeing that Valerius at least had kept faith

with them, escorted him honourably home. As
he was advanced in life at the time of his dictator-

ship, he probably died soon after.— There were
several descendantss'^f this Valerius Maximus, but

none of them are of sufficient importance to require

speciiil mention.

V&lerius Maximus, is known to us as the

compiler of a large collection of historical anec-

dotes, entitl''d De Faclis IHctisque Memorabilibtu

JLibn IX.y arranged under different heads, the

sayings and doings of Roman worthies being,

moreover, kept distinct in each division from

those of foreigners. He lived in the reign of the

emperor Tiberius, to whom he dedic«ated nis work.

Of cJiis personal history we know nothing, except

the solitary circumstance, recorded by himself,

that he accompanied Sex. Pompeius into Asia

(ii. 6. § 8), the Sextus Pompeius apparently who
was consul A. d. 14, at the time when Augustus
died. The subjects treated of in the work are of

a character so miscellaneous, that it would be im-

possible, without transcribing the short notices

placed at the ' head of each chapter, to convey a

clear idea of the contents. In some books the

topics selected for illustration are closely allied to

each other, in others no bond of union can be

traced. Thus the Ist book is entirely devoted to

matters connected with sacred rites
;
the 2nd book

relates chiefly to certain remarkable civil institu-

tions
j
the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th, to the more pro-

minent sociiil virtues
;
but in the 7th the ch<apters

De Stratogematis^ De Repuhis^ are abruptly fol-

lowed by those De Necessitate, De Testamentis

Rescissis, De Ralis Testamentis et Insperatis, In

ail historical point of view the work is by no

means without value, since it preserves a record of

,

many curious events not to be found elsewhere
;

but from the errors actufHv detected upon points

where we possess more precise iiifbrnintion, it is
|

manifest that we must not repose implicit con-

fidence in the statements unless where they arc :

corroborated by collateral testimony. The work
of Valerius Maximus became very popular in the

later times of ibe empire and in the middle ages.

It was frequently abridged, and we still possess an
abridgment of it made by .lulius Paris. The best

editions of the original work are by Torrenius,

Leid. 1726, and by Kappius, Lips. 1762.

Valerius Flacous. [Flaccus.]
Yalglus Rufus, C., a Roman poet, and a con-

temporary of Virgil and Horace, the latter of whom
ratlin him along with Varius, Maecenas, and Virgil,

among those friends of genius whose approbation

far more than compensated for the annoyance
caused by the attacks of his detractors.

YandiiU, YandiJIi, or. Yindfilli, a confederacy
'

of German peoples, probably of the great Suevic

race, to which the Burgundiones, Oothones, Gepi-

dae, and Rugii belonged. They dwelt originally

on the N. coast of Germany, but were afterwards

settled N. of the Marcomanni in the Riesengebirge,

wliich are hence called Vandalici Montes. They
subsequently appear for a short time in D&ia and
Paoitonia ; but at -the beginning of the 5th cen-

tum (a. d. 409) they traversed Germany and Oaul,

.

and invaded Spain. In this country they aubju-

.

gated the Alani, and founded a powerful kingdom,
she name of which is still preserved in Andalusia
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(Vandalusia). In A. D. 429 they crossed over into

Africa, under their king Genseric, and conquered

all the Roman dominions in that country. Gen-
seric subsequently invaded Italy, and took and
plundered Rome in 455. The Vandals continued

masters pi Africa till 535, when their kingdom was
destroycU by Belisarius, and annexed to the By-
zantine empire.

Vang^nes,^ a German people, dwelling along

the Rhine, in the neighbourhood of the modern
Worms,
Yafagil IVeragri.]
Yaxdiili, a people in Hispania Tarraconensis,

W. of the Vascones, in the modern Guipuzcoa and
Alam.

YargunteittS, a senator and one of Catiline's

conspirators, undertook, in conjunction with C. Cor-

nelius, to murder Cicero in ». c. 63, but their plan

was frustrated by information conveyed to Cicero

through Fulvia. He was afterwards bp^p^ht to

trial, but could find no one to defend him.

Varla a town of the Berones in Tlis-

pania Tarraconensis on tlie Iberus, which was
navigable from tins town.

Varini, a people of Germany, on the right bank
of the Albis, N. of the Langobardi.

Virlus. 1. Q. Varius Hybrida, tribune of the

plebs, B. c. 90, was a native of Sucro in Spain, and
received the surname of Ilybrida, because his mo-
ther was a Spanish woman. In his tribuneship he

carried a lejr de majestate, in order to punish all

those who had assisted or advised the Socii to take

up arms against the Roman people. Under this

law many distinguished senators were condemned ;

but in the following year Varius himself was con-

demed under his own law, and was put to deatli.

-*•2. L. Varius Bufus, one of the most distin-

guished poets of the Augustan age, the companion

and friend of Virgil and Horace, By the latter he

is placed in the foremost rank among the epic bards,

and Quintilian has pronounced that his tragedy of

Thyestes might stand a comparison with any pro-

duction of the Grecian^ stage. He enjoyed the

friendship of Maecenas, and it was to the recom-

mendation of Varius in conjunction with .that of

Virgil, that Horace was indebted for an introduc-

tion to the minister, about b. c. 39. Virgil ap-

pointed Plotius Tucca and Varius his literary exe-

cutors, and they revised the Aeneid. Hence Varius

was alive subsequent to b. c. 19, in which year

Viigil died. Only the titles of 3 works of Varius

have been preserved : 1, De Morte. 2. Paneppricus

in Caesarem Octavianum. 3. The tragedy Thyestes.

Only a very^few fragments of these poems arc

extant.

Varro, Atacinus. [See below, Varro, No. 3.1

Yarro, CmgbnIuB, a Roman senator under Nero,

supported the claims of Nymphidius to the throne

on the death of Nero, and was put to death in con-

sequence by Galba, beinjj at the time consul de-

signatus.

Yam, TerentluB. 1. C., consul b.g. 216 with

L. Aemiliug Paulus. Varro is said to have been

the son of a butcher, to have carried on business

himself as^ factor in his early years, and to have

risen to eminence by pleading the causes of the

lower classes in opposition to the opinion of all

good men. Notwithstanding the strong opposition

of the aristocracy, he was raised to the consulship

by the people, who thought that it only needed a

man of energy at the bead of an oyerwhclming force
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to bring the war against Hannibal to a clnse. His

colleague was L. Aemilius Paiilua, one of the leaders

of the aristocratical party. The 2 consuls were de-

feated by Hannibal at the memorable battle of

Cannae. [Hannibal.] The battle was fought by
Varro against the advice of Paulus. The Homan
army was all but annihilated. Paulus and limost all

the officers perished. Varro was one of the few who
escaped and reached Venusia in safety, with about

70 horsemen. Ilis conduct after the*battle seems to

have been deserving of high praise. He proceeded

to Canusium, where theremnant of the Homan army
had taken refuge, and there adopted every pre-

caution which the exigencies of the- case required.

His conduct was appreciated by the senate and
the people, and his defeat was forgotten in the

services he had lately rendered. On his return to

the city all classes went out to meet him, and the

senate returned him thanks because he had not

despqy^ of the commonwealth. He continued to

be employed in Italy for several successive years

in important military commands till nearly the close

of the Puuic war.— 2. The celebrated writer,

whose vast and varied erudition in almost every

department of literature, earned for him the title of

the ** most learned of the Romans.” He was born

«.*c. 1 1 6, and was trained under the superintendence

of L. AcHus Stilo Praeconinus, and he afterwards

received instiiiction from Antiochus, a philosopher

of the Academy. Varro held a high naval com-
mand ill the wars against the pirates and Mithri-

dates,nnd afterwards served as the legatus of Pom-
peius in Spain in the civil war, but was compelled

to surrender his forces to Caesar. He then passed

over into Greece, and shared the fortunes of the

Pompeian party till after the battle of Pharsalia

;

when he sued for and obtained the forgiveness of

Caesar, who employed him in superintending the

collection and arrangement of the great library

designed for public use. For some years after this

period Varro remained in literary seclusion, passing

ilis lime chiefly at his country seats near Cumae
and Tusculum, occupied* with study and compo-

sition. Upon the formation of the 2nd triumvirate,

his name appeared upon the list of the proscribed ;

but he succeeded in making his escape, and, after

having remained for some time concealed, be ob-

tained the protection of Octavian. The remainder

of hi^ career was passed in tranquillity, and he

continued to labour in his favourite studies, although

his magnificent library had been destroyed, a loss

to him irreparable. His death took place b. c, 28,

when he was in his 89th ye.ar. Not only was

Varro the most learned of Roman scholars, but he

was likewise the most voluminous of Homan au-

thors. We have his own authority for the asser-

tion that he had composi^d no less than 490 books;

but of these only 2 works have come down to us,

and one of them in a mutilated form. The follow-

ing is a list of the principal works, both extant and

lost :— 1. IhilU hvstied Libn 7//., still extant,

was written when the author was 80 years old,

and is the most important of all the treatises upon

ancient agriculture now extant, being far superior

to the more voluminous production of Columella,

with which alone it can be compaired. The best

editions are in the Scriptores Rei Rusticae vet«re»

Latini by Qesner, 4to. 2 vols.* Lips. 1735, and by

Schneider, 8vo. 4 vols. Lips. 1794—'1797.
^

2. i>e

LinfftM Latina^ a grammatical treatise which ex-

tended to 24 books; but 6 only (v.—x.) have been
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preserved, and these are in a mutikted condition.

The remains of this treatise aib particularly valu-

able, in BO far as they have been the means of

preserving many terms and forms which would

otherwise have been altogether lost, and much
curious information is here treasured up connected

with the ancient usages, both#civit' and religious,,

of the Romans. The best editions are by Speiigel,

8vo. Berol. 1826, and by Midler, Ovo. Lips. 1833.

3. Sententiae. 165 tkntentiae^ or pithy sayings,

have been published by Devit under the name of

Varro, Patav. 1B43. It is manifest that these

sayings were not strung together by Varro himself,

but are scraps gleaned out of various works, pro-

bably at diflerent times and by diflerent lu^^ds,

4. Antiquiiatum libri^ divided into 2 sections. An-
tiquitaies Rerum humanarum^ in 25 books, and
A7iU<fuitaiea Rerum divitiaruin, in 16 books. J'his

was Varro's great work ; and upon this chiefly his

reputation for profound learning was- based ; but

unfortunately only a few fragments of it have
come down to ns. With the 2nd section of the

work we are, comparatively speaking, familiar,

since Augustine drew very largely from this

source in his “ (dty of God.” 5. Saturae^

which were composed, not only in a variety of

metres, but contained an admi.Yture of prose also.

Varro in these pieces copied to a certain extent the

productions of Menippus the Oadarene [Mknip-
pus], and hence designated them ns Satuifa& 5/c-

nippeae s. Cynivac. They appear to have been a

series of disquisitions on a vast variety of subjects,

frequently, if not unifonnly, couched in the shape
of dialogue, the object proposed being the incul-

cation of moral lessons and serious truths in a
familiar, playful, and even jocular style. The best

edition of the fragments of these Saturae is by
Oehler, M. Terentii Varronis Saturarum Menip^
pearum Reh'rjuiae^ Quedlingb. 1844. Of the re-

maining works of Varro wc possess little except

a mere catalogue of titl^.— 3. P., a Latin poet

of considerable celebrity, siirnamed Ataoinus,
from the A/ax^ a river of Gallia Narbonensis his

native province, was born B. c. 82. Of his personal

history nothing further is known. He is believed

to have been the composer of the following works,

of which a few inconsiderable fragpents only have

come down to us; but some of them ought perhaps

to be .ascribed tq his illustrious contemporary M.
Terentius Varro;— 1. Argonauti&i, probably a free

translation of the well-known poem by Apollonius

Khodius. Upon this piece the fame of Varro
chiefly rested. It is referred to by Bropertius, by
Ovid, and by Statius. 2. Chorographia s. Coftmo-^

graphia^ appears to have been a metrical system of

astronomy and geography. 3. Lihri Navafes, ap-

pears to have been a poem upon navigation.

Yarus, a cognomen in many Homan gentes, sig^

nified a person who had his legs bent inwards, and
was opposed to VaJgui^ which signified a person

having his legs turned outward.
*

Yanu, AliSiins. 1. A Homan jurist, was a
pupil of Servius Sulpicius, and the only pupil of

Servius from whom there are any excerpts in the

Digest. The scholiast on Horace (<^.i.3.130) tells

us tbarthe Alfenus vafer” of Horace was the law-

yer, and that he was a native of Cremona, where he
carried on the trade of a barber or a botcher of

shoes (for there are both readings, sutor and ton-

sor); that he came to Home, where he became a
pupil of Servius Sulpicius, attained the dignity of
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the consulship^ and was honoured with a public

funeral.— 2, A geheral of Vitellius, in the civil

war in A. D. 69, and perhaps a descendant of the

jurist*

Vdrus, Atlus. L P., a zealous partisan of Porn-

pey in the civil war, was stationed in Picenum on
the breaking out of tithe civil war in b. c. 49. He
subsequently crossed over into Africa, and took

possession uf the province, which was then go-

verned by Q. Ligarius. [Ligarius.] In conse-

quence of his having been propraetor of Africa a

few years previously. Varus was well acquainted

with the country and the people, and was thus aide

to raise 2 legions without much difficulty. Meaii-

tiine^ L. Aelius Tubero, who had received from the

senate the province of Africa, arrived to take the

comraaiid ; but Varus would not even allow him
to fend, and compelled him to sail away. In
the course of the same year Varus, assisted by
king Juba, defeated Curio, Caesar's legate, who had
crossed over from Sicily to Africa. [Curio.] Varus
fought with the other Pompeians in Africa against

Caesar in 46 ;
but after the battle of Thapsus he

sailed away to Cn. Pompey in Spain. He fell at

the battle of Munda, and his head was carried to

Caesar. —2. Q. Atlas Varus, commander of the

cavalry under C. Fabius, one of Caesar's legates in

Gaul, and probably the same as the Q. Varus, who
commanded the cavalry under Doniitius, one of

Caesar’s generals in Greece in the war with Pom-
pey. It is supposed by many modern writers that

he is the same person as the Vanis to whom Virgil

dedicated his 6th eclogue, and whose praises the

poet also celebrates in the ninth (ix. 27), from

which poems we learn that Varus had obtained

renown in war.

Varus, Quintilius. 1. Bex., quaestor b.c. 49,

belonged to the Pompeian party. He fell into

Caesar’s hands at the capture of Corfmium, but

was dismissed by Caesar. He afterw'ards fought

under Brutus and Cassii^s against the triumvirs;

and after the loss of the battle of Philippi, he fell

by the hands of his freedmen, who slew him at

his own request—2. P., son of the preceding, was
consul u. 0 . 1 3, and was subsequently appointed to

the government of Syria, where he acquired enor-

mous wealth. Shortly after his return from Syria

he was made governor of Germany (probably about

A. D. 7). Drusus had conquered a great part of

central Germany as far as the Visurgis (Weser);

and Varus received orders from Augustus to intro-

duce the Roman jurisdiction into the newly con-

quered countfy. The Germans, however, were not

prepared to submit thus tamely to the Roman
yoke, and found a leader in Arminins, a noble chief

of the Cherusci, who had previously served in the

Roman army. Arminius organised a general revolt

of all the German tribes between the Visurgis and

the Weser, but kept his design a profound secret

from Varus, with whom he continued to live on the

most friendly terms. When he had fully matured

his plans, he suddenly attacked Varus, at the head

of a countless host of barbarians, as the Roman
general was marcliing with his 3 legions through a

pass of the SalitM Teutobttryienns^ a range of hills

covered with wood, which extends N. of the Lippe

from Osnabrttck to Paderbom, and is known in

the present day by the name of the Teutoburger-

wald or Lippische Wald* The battle lasted 3
days, and ended with the entire destruction of the

Roman army Varus put an end to his own life.
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His defeat was followed by the loss of all the Ro-
man possessions between the Weser and the Rhine,
and the latter river again became the boundary of

the Roman dominions. When the news of this

defeat reached Rome, the whole city was thrown
into consternation; and Augustus, who was both

weak anil aged, gave way to the most violent grief,

tearing his garments and calling upon Varus to give

him b^k his legions. Orders were issued, as if

the very empire was in danger; and Tiberius was
despatched with a veteran army to the Rhine.

V&rUB ( Far, or Varo), a river in Gallia Nar-
bonensis, forming the boundary between this pro-

vince and Italy, rises in Mt. Cema in the Alps,

and falls into the Mediterranean Sea, between
Aotipolis and Nicaea. -

Vaadtes, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, on the

Ganimna, whose chief town was Cossium (Baza$)y

on the road from Burdigala to Elusa.

VaseSnes, a powerful people on the ^yojiat of

Hispania Tarraconensis, between the Iberus and
the Pyrenees, in the modern Navarre and G'm/-

puzco. Their chief towns were Pompelon and
Galagurris. They were a brave people, and
fought in battle bare-headed. Under the empire

they were regarded as skilful diviners and prophets.

Their name is still retained in that of the modern
Basques.

Vasodnum Saltus. [Pyrbve.]
Vasio ( Faison), a considerable town of the Vo-

contii in Gallia Narbonensis.

Vatla IsaurlouB, P. ServilluB. 1. Consul in

B. c. 79, was sent in the following year as pro-

consul to Cilicia, in order to clear the seas of th«

pirates, whose ravages now spread far and wide.

He carried on the war with great ability and suc-

cess, and from his conquest of the Isauri, he
obtiiined the surname of Isauricus. After giving

Cilicia the organisation of a Roman province, he

entered Rome in triumph in 74. After his return

Servilius took a leading part in public alfairs. In
70 he was one of the judices at the trial of Verres;

in 66 he supported the (rogation of Manilius for

conferring upon Pompey the command of the war
against the pirates; in 63 he was a candidate for

the dignity of pontifex maximus, but was defeated

by Julius Caesar; in the same year he spoke in

the senate in favour of inflicting the last penalty of

the low upon the Catilinarian conspirators; in 57
he joined the other nobles in procuring Cicero’s

recall from banishment; in 66 he opposed the

restoration of Ptolemy to his kingdom ; and in 55
he was censor with M. Valerius Messala Niger.

He took no pjy;t in the civil wars, probably on ac-

count of his advanced age, and died in 44.-2.
Praetor 54, belonged originally to the aristocratical

party, but espoused Caesar’s side on the breaking

out of the civil war, and was consul with Caesar in

48. In 46 he governed the province of Asia as

proconsul, during which time Cicero wrote to him

several letters, ^fter the death of Caesar in 44,

he supported Cicero and the rest of the aristo-

cratical party, in opposition to Antony. But he

soon changed sides again, became reconciled to

Antony, an& was made consul a second time in 4 1.

VatizdoB. 1. P., a political adventurer in the

last days of the republic, who is described by
Cicero as one of the greatest scamps and villains

that ever lived- His personal appearance was un-

prepossessing; his face and neck were covered with

swellings, to which Cicero alludes, calling him the
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tinma civiiatis, Vatinius was quaestor n. c.63,

and tribune of the plebs 59, when he sold his 8er>

vices to Caesar, who was then consul alonf^ with
}3ibu1us. It was Vatinius who proposed the bill

to the people, by which Caesar received the pro-

vinces of Cisalpine Gaul and Illyricum for 6 years.

Vatinius continued to take an active pa#t in poli-

tical aifuirs. In 56 he appeared as a witness against

Milo and Sestius, two of Cicero friends, in conse-

quence of which the orator made a vehement attack

upon the character of Vatinius, in the speech which
has come down to us. Vatinius was praetor in 55,
and in the following year (54) he was accused by
C. Licinius ('alvus of having gained the praetor-

ship by bribery. He was defended on this occa-

sion by Cicero, in order to please Caesar, whom
Cicero had offended by his former attack upon
Vatinius. Soon afterwards Vatinius went to Gaul,

where we find him serving in 61. He accom-

Caesar in the civil war, and was made
consul suffectus for a few days, at the end of

December 47. At the beginning of the follow-

ing year, he was sent into Illyricum, where he

carried on the war with success. After Caesar’s

death he was compelled to surrender Dyrrhachium
and his army to Brutus who had obtained posses-

sion of Macedonia, because his troops declared in

favour of Brutus.— 2. Of Beneventum, one of the

vilest and most hateful creatures of Nero’s court,

equally deformed in body and in mind. He was
originally a shoemaker’s apprentice, next earned his

living as one of the lowest kinds of scurrae or buf-

foons, and finally obtained great power and wealth

by accusijig the most distinguished men in the

state. A certain kind of drinking-cups, having nasi

or nozzles, bore the name of Vatinius, probably

because he brought them into fashion, Juvenal

alludes (v. 46.) to a cup of this kind.

VatrSnus. [Padus.]
Veotis or Vecta {Isle of WvjU)^ an island off the

S. coast of Britain, with which the Romans became

acquainted before their conquest of Britiun, by
means of the inhabitants of Massilia, who were ac-

customed to visit this island for the purpose of ob-

t^iining tin. It is related by Diodorus that at low

water the space between Vectis and the coast of

Britain was almost entirely dry, so that the Britons

used to bring tin to the island in waggons. It was

conquered by Vespasian in the reign of Claudius.

Vedlns Polllo. [Pollio.]

Vegetius, Flavius Ren&tus, the author of a

treatise, liei Militaris Iftstituia, or Epitome Rei

Militarise dedicated to the emperor Valentiuian II.

The materials were derived, acco|ding to the de-

claration of the writer himself, from Cato the Cen-

sor, De Eisdplina Militaris from Cornelius Celsus,

from Frontinus, from Paternus, and from the im-

perial constitutions of Augustus, Trajan, and Had-

rian. The work is divided into 5 books. The Ist

treats of the levying und training of recruits, in-

cluding instructions for’the forti^ation of a camp;

the 2nd, of the different classes mto which soldiers

are divided, and especially of the organisation of

the legion; the 3rd, of the operations of an army in

the field; the 4th, of the attack and defence of for-

tresses; the 5th, of marine warfare. The value of

this work is much diminished by the fact that the

usages of periods the most femote from each other

are mixed together into one confused mass, and not

nnfrequently,we have reason to suspect, are blended

with arrangements which never existed, except in
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the fancy of the author. The b^t edition is by
Schwebelius, Norimberg, 1767; 4iifd by Oudexi-
dorp and Bessel, Argent. 1806.

Veiento, Fabriclus, was banished in the reign

of Nero, a. d, 62, in consequence of his having
published several libels. He afterwards returned
to Rome, and became in the reign of Domitian
one of the most infamous informers and flatterers

of that tyrant. He also enjoyed the friendship of

Nerva.

Veii (Veiens, -entis, Veientanus: lacla Far-
nese)e one of the most ancient and ptyyerful cities of

Etruria, situated on the river CremSra, about 12
miles from Rome. It possessed a strongly fortified

cimdel, built on a hill rising precipitously frtgn the

deep glens which bound it, save at the single point

where a narrow ridge unites it to the city. It

was one of the 1 2 cities of the Etruscan Cqpfede-
ration, and apparently the largest of all. As fur

as we can judge from its present remains, it was
about 7 miles in circumference, which agrees with
the statement of Dionysius, that it was equal in

size to Athens. Its territory (Ager Veiens) was
extensive, and appears originally to have extended
on the S. and E. to the Tiber

;
on the S.W. to the

sea, embracing the salinae or salt-works, at the

mouth of the river
;
and on the W. to the territory

of Caere. The Ciminian forest appears to have

been its N. W. boundary
;
on the E. it must

have embraced all the district S. of Socrate and K.-

ward to the Tiber. The cities of Capena and Fi-

denae were colonies of Veii. Veii was a powerful

city at the time of the foundation of Rome, and
the most formidable and dangerous of her neigh-

bours. The Veientes were engaged in almost un-

ceasing hostilities with Rome for more than 3 cen-

turies and a half, and we have records of 14 distinct

wars between the 2 peoples. Veii was at length

taken by the dietJitor Camillus, after a siege which
is said to have lasted lO years. The city fell into

his hands, according to^ie common story, by means
of a cuniculus or mine, which was carried by Ca-
milluB from the Roman camp under the city into

the citadel of Veii. So well built and spacious was
Veii, that the Romans were anxious, after the de-

struction of their own city by the Gauls in 390, to

remove to Veii, and are said have been only

prevented from carrying their purpose into effect by
the eloquence of Camillus. From this time Veii

was abandoned ; but after the lapse of ages it was-
colonised afresh by Augustus, and made a Roman
municipium. The new colony, however, occupied

scarcely a 3rd of the ancient city,*and had again

sunk into decay in the reign of Hadrian. From
this time Veii disappears entirely from history, and,
on the revival of letters, even its site was long an-
object of dispute. It is now settled, however, be-

yond a doubt, that it stood in the neighbourhood
of the hamlet of /so/a Fatnesee where several re-

mains of the ancient city have been discovered.

Of these the most interesting is its cemetery
;
bnT

there is now only one tomb remaining open, which
was discovered in the winter of 1842-3, and con-

tains many interesting remains of Etruscan art.

ViiSvis, a Roman deity, whose name is ex-
plained by some to mean “little Jupiter while
others interpret it “the destructive Jupiter,” and
identify him with Pluto. Veiovis was probably
an Etruscan divinity of a destructive nature, whose
fearful lightnings produced deafness in those who
were to be struck by them, even before they
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were actually hurlcA. His temple at Rome stood

between the Caj^'tol and the Tarpeian rock; he was
represented as a youthful god armed with arrows.

V^labnini. [Roma, p. 650, b.J

Velaimi or Vellayi, a people in Gallia Aqui-

tanica, in the modern Fcla^t who were origin^ly

subject to the Arverni, but subsequently appear as

an independent people.

YSlfida, a prophetic virgin, by birth belonged to

the Bructeri, and was regarded as a divine being

by most of the nations in central Germany in the

reign of Vespasian. She inhabited a lofty tower

in the neighbourhood of the river Luppia (Lippe).

She encouraged Civilis in his revolt against the

Romans, but she was afterwards taken prisoner and
Carrie!^ to Rome.
VSlla or ElSa, also called SySle (‘EXso,

the different forms are owing to the word having

origiifiilly the Aeolic digammu, which the Romans
changed into F: Velicnses or KleEtes, pi.: Cas~

tell* a Mare della lirtuxa)^ a Greek town of Lu-

cania on the W. coast between Paestum and Bux-
cntuin, was founded by the Phocaeans, who had
abandoned their native city to escape from the

Persian sovereignty, about n. c. 543. It was si-

tuated about 3 miles E. of the river Hales, and
possessed a good harbour. It is celebrated as the

birthplace of the philosophers Parmenides and Zeno,

who founded a school of philosophy usually known
under the name of the Eleatic. It possessed a ce-

lebrated temple of Demeter (Ceres). Cicero, who
resided at Vclia at one time, frequently mentions it

in his correspondence
;
and it appears to have been

reckoned a healthy phu’e. (Ilor. Ep. i. 15.) In

the time of Strabo it had ceased to be a town of

importance.

VSllnns ( Felino\ a river in the territory of the

Sabines, rising in the central Apennines, and fall-

ing into the N.ar. This river in the neighbourhood

of Reate overflowed its banks and formed several

small lakes, the largest of which was called LaCttS

Velinus {Piedi Luyo, idslPLayo delle MorTnore).

In order to carry off these waters, a channel was
cut through the rocks by Curius Dentatus, the con-

queror of the Sabines, by means of which the waters

of the Velinus were carried through a narrow gorge

to a spot where they fall from a height of several

hundred feet into^the river Nar, This fall, which

is one of the most celebrated in Europe, is known
at the present day by the name of the fall of Terni,

or the cascade delle Marinore.

YSlItrae (Veliternus : Felletri)^ an ancient town
of the Volscians in Latium, but subsequently be-

longing to the** Latin League. It was conquered

by the Romans, and colonised at an early period,

but it frequently revolted from Rome. It is chiefly

celebrated as the birthplace of the emperor Augustus.

YSUus Longna, a Latin grammarian, known to

tis from a treatise, De Orthographia^ still extant,

printed in the “ Grammuticae Latinae Auctores

vlntiqui,” of Putschius, 4to. Hanov. 1605. Velius

also wrote a commentary on Virgil, which is men-
tioned by Macrobius.

Yellaimodtiniim {BeauM\ a town of the Se-

nones in Gallia Lugdunensis.

Yellavi. [Vklauni,] ,

Yelleiiia Patercillua. [Patercul us.]

Yellooaaaes, a ^ople in Gallia Lugdunensis,

N.W. of the Parisii, extending along the Sequana
as far as the ocean ; their chief town was Rato*
MAGUS.

VENETIA.
Ven&fram (Venafranus : Feaq/it), a town in the

N. of Samnium, near the river Vultunuis, and on
the coniines of Latium, celebrated for the excellence

of its olives.

YenSdi or YenSdae, a people in European Sar-

roatia, dwelling on the Baltic E. of the Vistula.

The Sini^s YenSdlctis {Gulf of Riga\ and the

YenSdiol Montes, a range of mountains between
Poland and East Prussia, were called after this

people. •'

Ydngris Promontorinm. [Pyrenes Prom.]
Yeneris Fortos or F^enaei Portas, a seaport

town of the Indigetes in Hispania Tarraconensis,

near the Prom. Veneris, and on the frontiers of Gaul.

YenStla. 1. A district in the N. of Italy, was
originally included under the general name of
Gallia Cisalpina, but was made by Augustus the

10th Regio of Italy. It was bounded on the W.
by the river Athesis, which separated it from Gallia

Cisalpina
;
on the N. by the Ctirnic Alps

; on the

E. by the river Timavus, which separated’ ttirom
Istria ; and on the S. by the Adriatic Gulf. This
country was, and is, very fertile

;
and its inhabit-

ants enjoyed great prosperity. The chief pro-

ductions of the country were excellent woo], a sweet
but much prized wine, and race-horses. Dionysius,

the tyrant of Syracuse, is said to have kept a stud

of race-horses in this country.— Its inhabitants,

the YenSti, frequently called HenSti ('Et'erof) by
the Greeks, were commonly said to be descendants

of the Paphlagonian Heneti, whom Antenor led

into the country after the Trojan war
;
but this

tale, like so many others, has evidently arisen from
the mere similarity of the name. Others supposed

the Veneti to be a branch of the Celtic Veneti in

Gaul
;
but this supposition is disproved by the ex-

press testimony of Polybius, that they spoke a lan-

guage entirely different from the Celtic : and that

they had no connexion with the Celts, may be in-

ferred from the fact that they were always on hostile

terms with the Celtic tribes settled in Italy. He-
rodotus regards them as an Illyrian race

;
and all

writers are agreed that they did not belong to the

original population of Italy. In consequence of

their hostility to the Celtic tribes in their neigh-

bourhood, they formed at an early period analliunce

with Home ; and their country was defended by
the Romans against their dangerous enemies. On
the conquest of the Cisalpine Gauls, the Veneti

likewise became included under the Roman do-

minions ; and they were almost the only people in

Italy who became the subjects of Rome without

offering any resistance. The Veneti continued to

enjoy great prosperity down to the time of the Mar-
comannic wars, in the reign of the emperor Aure-

lius
;
but from this time their country was fre-

quently devastated by the barbarians who invaded

Italy; and at length, in the 5th century, many of

its inhabitants, to escape the ravages of the Huns
under Attila, took refuge in the islands off their

coast, oil which now standB the city of Venice.

The chief towns ^ Venetia in ancient times were,

Patavium, Altinum, and Aguileia. The 2

latter carried oh an extensive commerce, and ex-

ported, among other things, large quantities of

amber, which was brought from the Baltic through

the interior of Europe to these cities. -"2. A district

in the N. W. of Gallia Lugdunensis, inhabited by
the Veneti, who were a brave people, and the best

sailors in all Gaul. Off their coast was a group

of islands called IninlaG YenStIcae.
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VenStns Laetu. [Brioantinus Lacus.]
Vdnlllaf a nymph, daughter of Pilumnus, water

of Aniata, wife of king Latinus, and mother of

Tumus and Jutuma by Daunua.

Venndnes, a people of Rhaetia, and according to

Strabo the moat aavage of the Rhaetian tribea, in-

habiting the Alps near the aourcea of |he Atheaia

(Jrftge).

Venta. L BelgSrum {Wmche^r\ the chief

town of the fielgae in Britain. * The modem city

atill contains several Roman remains.— 2. Ice-

ndnixn. [Icbnz.] «—3. Siliirum {Caerwent\ a
town of the Silurea in Britain, in Monmouthshire.

Vent! (tivc/xoi), the winds. They appear per-

sonified, even in the Homeric poems, but at the

same time they are conceived as ordinary phe-

nomena of nature. The master and ruler of all

the winds is Aeolus, who resides in the island

Aeolia [Aeolus] ; but the other gods also, espe-

cy|]l^^eU8, exercise a power over them. Homer
mentions by name Boreas (N. wind), Eurus (E.

wind), Notus (S. wind), and Zephyrus (W. wind).

When the funeral pile of Patroclus could not be

made to burn, Achilles promised to offer sacrifices

to the winds ; and Iris accordingly hastened to

them, and found them feasting in the palace of

Zephyrus in Thrace. Boreas and Zephyrus there-

upon straightway crossed the Thracian sea into

Asia, to ciiuse the hre to blaze. According to

Hesiod, the beneficial winds, Notus, Boreas, Ar-
gestes, and Zephyrus, were the sons of Astraeus

and Eos; and tlie destructive ones, such as Typhoii,

are said to be the sons of Typhoeus. Later,

especially philosophical, writers endeavoured to

define the winds more accurately, according to

their places in the compass. Thus Aristotle,

besides the 4 principal winds ( Boreas or Aparctias,

Eurus, Notus, and Zephyrus), mentions 3, the

Meses, Caicias, and Apeliotes, between Boreas

and Eurus
;
between Eurus and Notus he places

the Phoenicias
;
between Notus and Zephyrus he

has only the Lips; and between Zephyrus and

Boreas he places the Arge8te8(01yn»pia8 or Sciroii)

and the Thrascios. It must further be observed

that, according to Aristotle, the Eurus is not due E.

but S. E. In the Museum Pio-Clementinum there

exists a marble monument upon which the winds

are described with their Greek and Latin names,

viz. Septentrio (Aparctias), Eunis (Euros or S.E.),

and between these 2 Aquilo (Boreas), Vultumus

(Caicias) and Solaniis (Apheliotes). Between

Eurus and Notus (Notos) there is only one, the

Kuroauster (Euronotus) ;
between Notus and

Favonius (Zephyrus) are markgd Austro-Africus

(Libonotiis), and Africus (Lips)
;
and between

Favonius and Septentrio we find Chrus (lapyx)

and Circius (Thracius). The winds were repre-

sented by poets and aitists in different w’ays ; the

latter usually represented them as beings with

wings at their hea(ls and shoulders. The most

remarkable monumeift representing the winds is

the octagonal tower of Andronicus Cyrrhestes at

Athens. Each of the 8 sides of the monument

represents one of the 8 principal winds in a flying

attitude. A moveable Triton in tMe centre of the

cupola pointed with his staff to the wind blowing

at the time. All these 8 figures have wings at

their shoulders, all are c/othed, and the peculia-

rities of the winds are indicated by their bodies

and various attributes. Black lambs were offered

as sacrifices to the destructive winds, and white
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ones to favourable or good win^ Boreas bad a
temple oii the river Ilissu# infAttica

;
and Ze-

phyrus had an altar on the sacred road to Eleusis.

Ventildlus Bassns, P., a celebrated Roman
general, was a native of Picenum, and was taken

^

prisoner by Pompeius Strabo in the Social war
(b. c. 89), and carried to l^ome. When he grew
up to man's estate, he got a poor living by under-

taking to furnish mules and vehicles for those

magistrates who went from Rome to administer a
province. In this humble employment he became
known to C. Julius Caesar, whom Jie accompanied
into Gaul. In the Civil war he executed Caesar's

orders with ability, and became a favourite of his

great commander. He obtained the rank of |ribune

of the plebs, and was made a praetor for b. c. 43.

After Caesar’s death Ventidius sided with M. An-
tony in the war of Mutina (43), and in the same
year was made consul suffectus. In 39 Antony
sent Vc'utidius into Asia, to oppose Labienus and
the Parthians. He conducted this war with dis-

tinguished ability and success. In the Ist cam-
paign (39) he defeated the Parthians and Labienus,

the latter of whom was slain in his flight after

the battle
;
and in the 2nd campaign (38) Ventidius

gained a still more brilliant victory over the Par-

thians, who had a^in invaded Syria. Pacorus,

the king's son, fell in this battle. Antony, ho'..

ever, far from being pleased with the success of

Ventidius, showed great jealousy of him, and
dismissed him from his employment. Yet his ser-

vices were too great to be overlooked
; and he had

a triumph in November, 38. Nothing more is

known of him. Ventidius was often cited as an
instance of a man who rose from the lowest con-

dition to the highest honours ; a captive became a
Roman consul and enjoyed a triumph ; but this

was in a period of revolution.

VSnua, the goddess of love among the Ronoans.

Before she was identified with the Greek Aphro-
dite, she was one of least important divinities

in the religion of the womans ; but still her wor-

ship seems to have been established at Rome at

an early time. There was a stone chapel with an
image of Venus Murtea or Murcia in the Circus

near the spot where the altar of Census was con-

cealed. This surname was sai^ to be the same as

Myrtea (from myrtus, a myrtle), and to indicate

the fondness of the goddess for the myrtle-tree. In
ancient times there is said to have been a myrtle-

grove in front of her sanctuary below the Aven-
tine. Another ancient surname of Venus was
Cloacina^ which is said to have been derived from

her image having been found in the great sewer
(cfoaca) ; but this tale is nothing but an etymolo-

gical inference from the name. > It is supposed by-

modem writers that this surname signifies the

“Purifier'* from doare or dv^e “to wash" or

“purify.” The statue of Venus under this sur-

name was set up by T. Tatius in a temple near
the fonun. A 3rd ancient surname of Venus^s
Calva, under which she had 2 temples in the

neighbourhood of the Capitol. Some believed that

one of them bad been built by Ancus Marcius,

because his wife was in danger of losing her hair :

othdrs thought that it was a monument of a pa^^

triotic act of the Roman women, who during the

siege of the Gauls cut off their hair and gave i!

to the men to make strings for their bows ; and
others again supposed it to refer to the fancies and

caprices of lovers, calvere signifying “ to tease.'
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But it probably refers to the fact that on her wed-

ding day the brier', either actually or symbolically,

cut off a lock of hair to sacrifice it to Venus. In

these, the most ancient surnames of Venus, we
must recognise her primitive character and attri-

butes.— In later times her worship became much
more extended, and \,her identification with the

Greek Aphrodite introduced various new attributes.

At the beginning of the second Punic war, the

worship of Venus Erycina was introduced from

Sicily, and a temple was dedicated to her on the

Capitol, to wh\^h subsequently another was added
outside the Colline gate. In the year b.c. 114, a

Vestal virgin was killed by lightning ; and as the

general moral corruption, especially among the

Vestals, was believed to be the cause of this dis-

aster, the Sibylline books, upon being consulted,

comms^nded that a temple should be built to Venus
Verticordia (the goddess who turns the hearts of

men) on the via Sainria. After the close of the

Saranite war, Fabius Ourges founded the worship

of Venus Obsequens and Postvorta
;
Scipio Africa-

nus the younger, that of Venus Genitrix, in which

he was ^terwards followed by Caesar, who added

that of Venus Victrix. The worship of Venus was
promoted by Caesar, who traced his descent from

Aeneas, who was supposed to be the son of Mars
and Venus. The month of April, as the beginning

of spring, was thought to be peculiarly sacred to

the goddess of love. Respecting the Greek goddess

see Aphuoditb.
VSniiala (Venusinus: Venom)^ an ancient town

of Apulia, S. of the river Aufidus, and near Mt.

Vultur, situiited in a romantic country, and me-
morable as the birthplace of the poet Horace. It

was originally a town of the Hirpini in Samnium ;

and after its original Sabellian inhabitants had been

driven out by the Romans, it was colonised by the

latter, B.C. 291, and formed an important military

station. Here the remnants of the Roman army
took refuge after the fatal by tle of Cantme, 216.

Verftgri or Varagri, a people in Gallia Belgica,

on the Pennine Alps, near the confluence of the

Dranse and the Rhone.

Verbanus Laons {La^o Maggiore), a lake in

Gallia Cisalpina, and the largest lake in all Italy,

being about 40 mil^s in length from N. to S. : its

greatest breadth is 8 miles. It is formed by the

river Ticinus and other streams descending from the

Alps ;
and the river Ticinus issues from its southern

extremity.

Vercellae (Vercellensis ; Vercdli), the chief

town of the Libici in Gallia Cisalpina, and subse-

quently a Roman municipium, and a place of con-

siderable importance.

VercingetSriz, the celebrated chieftain of the

Arvemi, who carried on war with great ability

against Caesar in b. c. 52. The history of this

war occupies the 7th book of Caesar's Commen-
twies on the Gallic war. Vercingetorix fell into

daesar's hands on the capture of Alesia, was sub-

sequently taken to Rome, where he adorned the

triumph of his conqueror in 45, and was afterwards

put to death.

Veretum (Veretinus : Alesaano)^ more anciently

called Baris, a town in Calabria, on the road from

Leuca to Tarentum, and 600 stadia S. E. of the

latter city.

Yergae, a town in the interior of Bmttium, of

uncertain site.

Yergellns, a rivulet in Apulia crossing the plain

VERRES.
of Cannae, which is said to have been choked by
the dead bodies of the Romans slain in the me-
morable battle against Hannibal.

VergiliuB. [Virgilius.]

VerginluB. [Viroinius.]
Verolamluni or Yerulao^am {Old Verutam^

near St. Albans), the chief town of the Catuellani

in Britain, probably the residence of the king Cas-

sivellaunus, which was conquered by Caesar. 1

1

was subsequently made a Roman municipium. It

was destroyed by the Britons under Boadicea, in

their insurrection against the Romans, but was
rebuilt and continued to be an important place.

Veromatldtli, a people in Gallia Belgica, be-

tween the Nervii and Siiessiones, in the modern
Vermandois. Their chief town was Augusta Vero-
mandnorum (St. Quentin).

Ver5na (Veronensis : Verona), an important
town in Gallia Cisalpina, on the river Athesis, was
originally the capital of the Kuganei, but

quently belonged to the Cenomani. At a still hater

time it was made a Roman colony, with the sur-

name Augusta
; and under the empire it was one

of the largest and most iloiirisliing towns in the N.
of Italy. It was the birthplace of Catullus

;
and,

according to some accounts, of the elder Pliny,

though others make him a native of Comum. It

is celebrated on account of the battle fought in its

neighbourhood in the Cnmpi Raudii, by M.arius

against the Cimbri, and also by the victory of Theo-
doric the Great over Odoacer. Theodoric took up
his residence in this town, whence it is called by
the German writers of the middle ages Dietrichs

Bern, to distinguish it from Bern in Switzerland.

There are still many Ronmn remains at Verona,

and among others an amphitheatre in a good state

of Meservation.

Verres, C., was quaestor b. c. 82, to Cn. Papi-

rius Carbo, and therefore at that period belonged

to the Marian party. He, however, deserted Carbo
and went over to Sulla, who sent him to Beneven-
tum, where he was allowed a share of the confis-

cated estates. Verres next* appears as the legate

of Cn. Cornelius Dolabell.a, praetor of Cilicia in 80
—79, and one of the most rapacious of the provin-

cial governors. On the death of the regular quaestor

C. Malleolus, Verres became the pro-quaestor of

Dolabella. In Verres Dolabella found an active

and unscnipulous agent, and, in return, connived

at his excesses. But the pro-quaestor proved as

faithless to Dolabella as he had been to Carbo, and
turned evidence against him on his prosecution by
M. Scaurus in 78. Verres was praetor urbanus in

74, and afterwardf,propraetor in Sicily, where he re-

mained nearly 8 years (73—71). The extortions

and exactions of Verres in the island have become
notorious through the celebrated orations of Cicero.

No class of the inhabitants of Sicily was exempted
from his avarice, his chielty, or his insults. The
wealthy had money or works* of art to yield up ;

the middle classes might be made to pay heavier

imposts
; and the exports of the vineyards, the

arable land, and the loom, he saddled with heavier

burdens. By capricious changes or violent abro<

gation of their* compacts, Verres reduced to beg-

gary both the producers and the fanners of the

revenue. His three yea^' rule desolated the island

more effectually than the two recent Servile wars,

and than the old struggle between Cartha^ and
Rome for the possession of the island. So diligently

did he employ his opportunitiesi that he boasted of
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having amassed enough for a life of opulence, even
if he were compelled to disgorge two-thirds of his
plunder, in stifling inquiry or purchasing an ac-

quittal. As soon as he left Sicily, the inhabitants
resolved to bring him to trial. They committed
the prosecution to Cicero, who had been Lilybaean
quaestor in Sicily in 75, and had prAnised his
pood offices to the Sicilians whenever they might
demand them. Cicero heartily gntered into the
cause of the Sicilians, and spared no pains to secure
a conviction of the great criminal. Verres was
defended by Hortensius, and was supported by the
whole power of the aristocracy. At first his parti-
sans attempted to stop the prosecution by bribes,

flatteries, and menaces
;
but finding this to be im-

possible, they endeavoured to substitute a sham
prosecutor in the place of Cicero. Hortensius
therefore offered as prosecutor Q. Caecilius Niger,
who had been quaestor to the defendant, had quaiv
reUsdidsrith him, and had consequently, it was
alleged, the means of exposing officially his abuse 1

of the public monej'. But the Sicilians rejected I

Caecilius altogether, not merely as no match for

Hortensius, but as foisted into the cause by the
defendant or his advocate. By a technical process
of the Roman law, called Divinalio, the judices,

without hearing evidence, determined from the
arguments of counsel alone, who should be ap-
pointed prosecutor. They decided in Cicero’s fa-

vour. The oration which Cicero delivered on this

occasion, was the Divinatio in Q. CiiecUium, The
pretensicuis of Caecilius were thus set aside. Yet
hope did not yet forsake Verres and his f^riends.

Evidence for the prosecution was to be collected in

Sicily itself. Cicero was allowed 110 days for

the purpose. Verres once again attempted to set

up a sham prosecutor, who undertook to impeach
him for his foniier extortions in Achaia, and to

gather the evidence in 108 days. But the new
prosecutor never went even so far as Brundisium
in quest of evidence, and the design was aban-

'

doned. Instead of the 110 days allowed, Cicero,

assisted by liis cousin <juciu8, completed his re- \

searches in 50, and returned with a mass of evi- 1

dence and a crowd of witnesses gathered from all <

parts of the island. Hortensius now grasped at his
|

last chance of an acquittal, and it was mtt an un- i

likely one. Could the impeachment be put off to
'

the next year, Verres was safe. Hortensius him- <

self would then be consul, with Q. Metellus for his t

colleague, and M. Metellus would be praetor nr- (

banus. For every firm and honest judex whom s

the upright M. Acilius Glabrio, then praetor ur- a

banus, had named, a partial or^enal substitute s

would be found. Glabrio himself would give I

place as quaesitor or president of the court to M. t

Metellus, a partisan, if not a kinsman, of the de- 1

fendant. It was already the month of July. The 1
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n the first day he abandoned the lause of Verres.
is Before the nine days occupied infteariiig evidence

were over, Verres quitted the city in despair, insd
a was condemned in his absence. He retired to
i Marseilles, retaining so many of his treasures of
a Mt as to cause eventually his proscription by
8 M. Antony in 43. Of th# 7 Verrine orations
t of Cicero, 2 only, the Dmmiio and the Actio
® were spoken, while the remaining 5 were
i compiled from the depositions after the verdict.
I Cicero's own division of the impeachment is the

following
: *

f 1. In Q. Caecilium or Divinatio.
1. Preliminary

j

2. Proemium— Actio Prima
t Statement of the Case. •

These alone were spoken.

2. Orations f f *<> 73.

founded on
Siciliensis. •

the Deposi- i ^ Oratio Frumentana,

1
tions.

J?®
Signis.

I I 7. De Supphciis.

I

These were circulated as documents or mani-
festoes of the cause after the flight of Verres.

Verrtlgo, a town of the Volsci in Latium, of
uncertain site.

Verticordia. [Vknus.]
Vertunmus or Vortumnns, is said to have

been an Etruscan divinity whose worship was in-
troduced at Home by nn ancient Vulsinian colony
occupying at first the Caclian hill, and afterwards
the viciH Tuscus. The name is evidentlv con-
nected with verlo, ami formed on the analogy of
alumnus from alo, whence it must signify “ the
god who changes or metamorphoses himself.” For
this reason the Homans connected Verturanus with
all occurrences to which the verb verto applies,

such as the change of seasons, purchase and sale,

the return of rivers to their proper beds, Ac. But
in reality the god was connected only with the
transformation of plants and their progress from
blossom to fruit. He*ce the story, that when
Vertumnus was in love with Pomona, he assumed
oil possible forms, until at last he gained his end
by metamorphosing himself into a blooming youth.
Gardeners accordingly offered to him the first

produce of their gardens and garlands of budding
flowers. The whole people celebrated a festival to

Vertumnus on the 23rd of August, under the name
of the Vortumnalia, denoting the transition from
the beautiful season of .'lutumn to the less agreeable
one. He had a temple in the vicus Tuscus, and a
statue of him stood in the vicus Jugarius near the
altar of Ops. The story of the Btruscan origin

seems to be sufficiently refuted by his genuine
Roman name, and it is much more probable that
the worship of Vertumnus was of Sabibe origin. '

The importance of the worship of Vertumnus at
Rome is evident from the fact, that it was attended

games to be exhibited by Cn. Pompey were fixed

for the middle of August, and would occupy a

fortnight; the Roman games would immediately

succeed them, and thus 40 days intervene between

Cicero’s charge and the reply of Hortensius, who
again, by dexterous adjournments, would delay the

proceedings until the games of Victory, and the

commencement of the new year. Cicero therefore

abandoned all thought of eloquence or display, and
merely introducing his case in the first of the

Verrine orations, rested all his hopes of success on

the weight of testimony alone. Hortensius was
%aite unprepared with coimter-eTidence, and after

to by a special flamen {flamn Vortumnalis),

Yerulae (Vemlanus : VeroH), a town of th^
Hernici in Latium, S. E. of Aletriura, and N. of
Frusino, subsequently a Roman colony,

yerulamium. [Vxrolauium.J
Virus, L AurSlIttS, the colleague of M. Aure-

lius in the empire, a. d. 1 61-—169. He was born
in Iw, and his original name was L. Ceionius
Coramodus. His father L. Ceionius Commodus
was adopted by Hadrian in 136; and on the death
of his father in 138, he was, in pursuance of the
command of Hadrian, adopted, along with M.
Aurelius, by M. Autoniuus. On the death of
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Antoninus in 161, he succeeded to the empire

along with M. Aarefius. The history of his reign

is given under Aurelius. Verus died suddenly

at Altinum in the country of Veneti, towards the

close of 169. He had been married to Lucilla,

the daughter of his colleague.

VeBcinus Ager. ^Suessa Aurunca.]
Vesevus. [Vesuvius.]

Vesontlo {liesan^on), the chief town of the Se>

quani in Qallia Belgica, situated on the river Dubis
{Douhs\ which flowed around the town, with the

exception of a, space of 600 feet, on which stood a

mountain, forming the citadel of the town, and con-

nected with the latter by means of walls. Veson-

tio w£is an important place under the Romans, and
still contains ruins of an aqueduct, a triumphal

arcli, and other Roman remains.

Ve^pui&nus, T. Flftvlus Sabinas, Roman
emperor, a. d. 70—79, was born in the Sabine

country on the 17th of November, A. o. 9. Ilia

father was a man of mean condition, of Reate, in

the country of the Sabini. His mother, Vespasia

Pol la, was the daughter of a praefectus castronim,

and the sister of a Homan senator. She was left

a widow with 2 sons, Flavius Sabinus and Vespa-

sian. Vespasian served as tribunus militum in

Thrace, and was quaestor in Crete and Cyrene.

He was afterwards aedile and praetor. About
this time he took to wife Flavia Domitilla, the

daughter of a Roman eques, by whom he had 2
sons, both of whom succeeded him. In the reign

of Claudius he was sent into Germany as legatus

legionis
;
and in 43 he held the same command in

Britain, and reduced the Isle of Wight. He was
consul in 51, and proconsul of Africa under Nero.

He was at this time very poor, and was accused of

getting money by dishonourable means. But he

had a great military reputation, and he was lik«d

by the soldiers. Nero afterwards sent him to the

Eiist (66), to conduct the war against the Jews.

His conduct of the Jewish,war had raised his re-

putation, when the war broke out between Otho
and Vitellius after the death of Galba. He was
proclaimed emperor at Alexandria on the 1 st of

July 69, and soon after all through the East.

Vespasian came to Rome in the following year

(70), leaving hi%«son Titus to continue the war
against the Jews. Titus took Jerusalem after a

siege of 5 months ; and a formidable insurrection

of the Batavi, headed by Civilis, was put down
about the same period. Vespasian, on his arrival

at Rome, worked with great industry to restore

order in the city and in the empire. He disbanded

some of the mutinous soldiers of Vitellius, and

maintained discipline among his own. He co-

operated in a friendly manner with the senate in

the public administration. The simplicity and

frugality of his mode of life formed a striking con-

trast with the profusion and luxury of some of his

predecessors, and his example is said to have done

more to reform the morals of Rome than all the

laws which had ever been enacted. He lived

more like a private person than a man who pos-

sessed supreme power : he was aihible and easy of

access to all persons. The nersonal anecdotes of

such a man are some of the most instnictive i^ecords

of his reign. He was never ashamed of the mean-
ness of his origin, and ridiculed all attempts to

make out fur him a distinguished genealogy. When
Vologeses, the Parthian king, addressed to him a
latter commencing in these terms, ^ Arsaces, king
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of kings, to Flavius Vespasianus,” the answer be-

^an, Flavius Vespasianus to Arsaces, king of

kings.'' If it be true, as it is recorded, that he
was not annoyed at satire or ridicule, he exhibited

an elevation of character almost unparalleled in

me who flllcd so exalted a station. He. knew the

bad chardbter of his son Domitian, and as long as

he lived he kept him under proper restraint. The
ttories that are ^Id of his avarice and of his modes
if raising money, if trae, detract from the dignity

of his character ; and it seems that he had a taste

'or little savings, and for coarse humour. Yet it

is admitted that he was liberal in all his expendi-

ture for purposes of public utility. In 71 Titus

returned to Rome, and both father and son tri-

umphed together on account of the conquest of the

Jews. The reign of Vespasian was marked by
few striking events. The most important was the

conquest of North Wales and the island of Angle-

sey by Agricola, who was sent into nritai«iiiiiv?78.

In the summer of 79 Vespasian, whose health was
failing, went to spend some time at his patenial

house in the mountains of the Sabini. By drink-

ng to excess of cold water he damaged his stomach,

which was already disordered. But he still at-

tended to business, just as if he had been in perfect

health
;
and on feeling the approach of death, he

said that an emperor should die standing
;
and in

fact he did die standing in this attitude, on the

24th of June 79, being 69 years of age.

Vesta, one of the great Roman divinities, iden-

tical with the Greek Hestia, both in name and
import. She was the goddess of the hearth, and

therefore inseparably connected with the Penates ;

for Aeneas was believed to have brought the eternal

fire of Vesta from Troy,' along with the images of

the PenatesT and the praetors, consuls, and dicta-

tors, before entering upon their official functions,

sacrificed, not only to the Penates, but also to Vesta

at Lavinium. In the ancient Roman house, the

hearth was the central part, and around it all the

inmates daily assembled for their common meal

(coena)

;

every meal thus taken was a fresh bond

of union and affection among the members of a

family, and at the same time an act of worship of

Vesta, combined with a sacrifice to her and the

Penates. Every dwelling-house therefore was, in

some sense, a temple of VesUi ;
but a public sanc-

tuary united all the citizens of the state into one

large family. This sanctuary stood in the Forum,

between the Capitoline and Palatine hills, and not

far from the temple of the Penates. The temple

was round with a vaulted roof, like the impluviura

of private hou^s, so that there is no reason to

regard that form as an imitation of the vault of

heaven. The goddess was not represented in her

temple by a statue, but the eternal fire burning on

her hearth or altar was her living symbol, and wm
kept up and attended to by the Vestals, her virgin

priestesses. As each houses and the city itself, so

also the country had its o^ Vesta, and the latter

was worshipped at Lavinium, the metropolis of the

Latins, where she was worshipped and received

the regular sacrifices at the hands of the highest

mi^strates. * The goddess herself was regarded as

chaste and pur^ like her symbol, the fire
;
and the

Vestals who kept up the sacred fire were likewise

pure maidens. Respecting their duties and obli-

gations, see Diet, of Antiq. art. Veatales. On the

1st of March in every year her sacred fire, and the

laurel tree which ih^ed her hearth, were renewed.
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ftnd on the loth of June her temple was cleaned
and purified. The dirt was carried into an angi-

portus behind the temple, which was locked by a
gate that no one might enter it The day on which
this took place was a dies nefustus^ the first half of
which was thought to be so inauspicious, that the
priestess of Juno was not allowed to cuinh her hair
or to cut her nails, whije the second half was very
favourable to contracting a marriage or entering
upon other important undertakings. A few days
before that solemnity, on the 9th of June, the
Vcstalia was celebrated in honour of the goddess,
on which occasion none but women walked to the
temple, and that with bare feet. On one of these

occasions an altar had been dedicated to Jupiter

Pistor. Respecting the Greek goddess see Hk.stia.
Vestini, a Sabellian people in central Italy,

lying between the Apennines and the Adriatic sea,

and separated from Picemim by the river Matri-

nu^and from the 'Marruciiii by the river Aternus.

They“a?e mentioned in connexion with the Marsi,

Marruciiii, and Peligni ; but they subsequently

separated from these peoples, and joined the Sam-
nites in their wiu: against Rome. They were con-

quered by the Romans, b. c. 3'2d, and from this

time appear as the allies of Rome. They joined

tlie other allies in the Marsic war, and were con-

quered by Pompeius Stralw in 8.0. They made a
particular kind of cheese, which was a great

favourite with the Romans.
Vesulus. [Alpks.]

Vesiivius, also called Vdsevna, VesMus, or

Vesvfus, the celebmted volcanic mountain in Cam-
pania, t>iug out of the plain S. E. of Neapolis.

There are no records of any eruption of Vesuvius

before the Christian era, but the ancient writers

were aware of its volcanic nature from the igneous

appcsirance of its rocks. The slopes of the moun-
tain were extremely fertile, but the top was a

rough and sterile plain, on wliich Spartacus and

his gladiators were besieged by a Roman army. In

A. D. 63 the volcano gave the first symptoms of

agitation in an earthqiuike, which occasioned con-

siderable damage to several towns in its vicinity

;

and on the 24th of August a. d, 79, occurred the

first great eruption of Vesuvius, which overwhelmed

the cities of Stabiae, Herculaneum, and Pompeii.

It was in this eruption that the elder Pliny lost

his life. [Plinius.] There have been numerous

eruptions since that time, which have greatly

altered the shape of the mountain. Its present

height is 3200 feet.

VStera or Castra Vetera. [Castra, No. 5.]

Vetranlo, commanded the legions in Illyria and

Pannonia, at the period (a. n. 359) when Cons^s
was treacherously destroyed, and his throne seized

by Magnentius. Vetraqio was proclaimed emperor

by his troops; but at the end of 10 months he

resigned his pretensions in favour of Constantius,

by whom he was treated with great kindness, and

ermitted to retire to .Prusa, in Bithynia, where

e passed the remaining 6 years of his life.

Vettius, L., a Roman eques, in the pay of

Cicero in b. c. 63, to whom he gave some valuable

information respecting the Catilinarian conspiracy.

He again appears in 59, as an informer. In that

year he accused Curio, Cicero, L. Lucullus, and

many other distinguished men, of having formed a

conspiracy to assassinate Pompey. This conspiracy

was a sheer invention for the purpose ol injuring

Cicero, Curio, and others ;
but there is difficulty
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in determining who were die inventors of it>

Cicero regarded it as the \york^of Caesar, who
used the tribune Vatinius as hisrinstniment. At
a later period, when Cicero had retunied from
exile, and fear^ to provoke the triumvir, he threw
the whole blame upon Vatinius. Vettius gave
evidence first before the senate and on the next
day before the assembly of the people

;
but his

statements were regarded with great suspicion,

and on the following morning be was found

strangled in prison, to which the senate had sent

him. It was given out that he had committed
suicide; but the marks of violence Were visible on
his body, and Cicero at a later time charged Va-
tiniiis with the murder.

Vettius Scats. fScATo.]
Vettdnes or Veetdnes, a people in the interior

of Lusitania, £. of the Lusitani and W. of the

Carpetani, extending from the Durius to thetfagus.

VStfiI5nIa, VetulSnlum, or VetulSnIi, an an-

cient city of Etruria, atid one of the 12 cities of

the Etruscan confederation. From this city the

Homans are said to have borrowed the insignia of

their magistrates— the fasces, sella curulis, and
toga praetexta— as well as the use of the brazen

trumpet in war. After the time of the Roman
kings wo find no further mention of Vetulonia,

except in the catalogues of Pliny and Ptolemy,
both of whom place it among the inland colonies of

Etruria. Pliny also states that there were hot

springs in its neighbourhood not far from the sea,

in which fish were found, notwithstanding the

warmth of the water. The very site of the ancient

city w.'is supposed to have been entirely lost ; but

it has been discovered within the last few years

near a small village called Ma<jliano^ between the

river Osa and the Albegna, and about 8 miles in-

land. It appears to have hod a circuit of at least

4^ miles.

Veturla Gens, anciently called Vetusla, par

trician and plebeian. The Veturii rarely occur in

the later times of the Apublic, and after b. c. 206,

when L. Veturius Philo was consul, their name
disappears from the Fasti. The mo.st distinguished

families in the gens bore the names Calvin ns,

CicuHiNU.s, and Philo.

Veturius Mamurlus is said to have been the

armourer who made the 11 lAcilia exactly like

the one that was sent from heaven in the reign of

Numa. His praises foimed one of the chief sub-

jects of the songs of the Salii. Even the ancients

themselves doubted in the reality of his existence:

Varro interpreted his name as eimivalent to veius

memoria. Some modem writers regard Mamurius
Veturius as an Etruscan artist, because he is said

to have made a brazen image of the god Vertumnns.

VStua, Antistius. 1. Propraetor in Further '

Spain about b. c. 68, under whom Caesar served

as quaestor.— 2. C.,8on of the preceding, quaestor

in 61, and tribune of the plebs in 57, when ho

supported Cicero in opposition to Clodius. In

Civil war he espoused Caesar’s party, and we find

him in Syria in 45, fighting against Q. Caecilius

Bassus. In 34 Vetus carried on war against the

Salassi, and in 30 was consul suffectus. He ac-

companied Augustus to Spain in 25, and on the

illness of the emperor continued the war against

the Cantabri and Aatures, whom he reduced to

submission.— 3. C., son of No. 2., consul u. c. 6;

and as he lived to see both his sons consuls, he

must have bsen alive at least as late as a. o. 28.
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He wae a friend Velleius Paterculus.— 4. L.

prandson of No.i3, consul with the emperor

Nero., A. D. 5.5. ^In 58 he commanded a Roman
array in Gennany, and formed the project of con-

necting the Mosella (Moselle) and the Arar (S!aone)

by a canal, and thus forming a communication bo-

tween the Mediterranean and the Northern Ocean,

as troops could be coftveyed down the Rhone and
the Saone into the Moselle through the canal, and
down the Moselle into the Rhine, and so into the

Ocean. Vetus put an end to his life in 65, in

order to anticip^ite his sentence of death, which
Nero had resfjved upon. Vetus was the father-

in-law of Riibellius Plautus.

ViaduB (Oder), a river of Germany, falling into

the B4)ltic.

Vlblug Pansa. [Pansa.]
Vlbius Sequester. [Skqusster.]
VibC( (Vibonensis: liivojta), the Roman form of

the Greek town Hipponlum : 'Iiriro)-

pidriis), situated on the S. \V. coast of Bruttiuin,

and on a gulf called after it Sinus Vibonensis or

Hippo^niates. It is said to have been founded by
the Locri Kpizephyrii

;
but it was destroyed by

the elder Dion3
'8ius, who tninsplanted its inha-

bitants to Syracuse. It was afterwards restored
;

and at a later time it fell into the hands of the

Bruttii, together with the other Greek cities on

this coast. It was taken from the Bruttii by the

Romans, who colonised it a c. 194, and called it

Vibo Valentia. Cicero speaks of it as a muni-
cipium

; and in the time of Augustas it was one of

the most flourishing cities iu the S. of Italy.

Vibal&nus, the name of the most ancient family

of the Fabia Gens. It was so powerful in the

ejirly times of the republic, that 3 brothers of the

family held the consulship for 7 years in succession,

B. c. 485—479. The last person of the gens who
bore this surname wasQ, Fabius Vibulanus, consul

41*2. This Vibulanus assumed the agnomen of

Arabustns
;
and his descendants dropt the name of

Vibulanus and took that of Jiinbustus in its place.

In the same way Ainbustus was after a time sup-

planted by that of Maximus.— 1. Q. Fabius Vi-

bulanus, consul 485, when he carried on war with

success against the Volsci and Aequi, and consul a
2nd time in 482. In 480 he fought under his

brother Miircus [I^'o. 31] against the Etruscans,

and was killed in battle. 2. X., brother of the

preceding, was quaestor parricidii in 485, and along

with his colleague Ij. Valerius accused Sp. Cassius

Viscellinus, who was in consequence condemned
by the votes of Jibe populus. He was consul in

4*84, when he took an active part in opposing the

agrarian law, which the tribunes of the pec^le

attempted to bring forward. In 481 he was consul

a 2nd time, and in 479 a 3rd time, when he es-

poused the cause of the plebeians, to whom he had

become reconciled. As his propositions were re-

jected with scorn by the patricians, he and his

hdbse resolved to quit Rome altogether, where
they' were regarded ns apostates by their own
order. They determined to found a settlement on

the banks of the Creraera, a small stream that falls

into the Tiber a few miles above Rome. According

to the legend, the consul Kacso went before *tho

senate and said, that the Fabii were willing to

carry on the war against the Veientes, alone and
at their own cost. Their ofler was joyfully ac-

cepted, for the patricians were glad to see them
expose themselves voluntarily to such dangers. On
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the day after Kaeso had made the proposal to the
senate, 306 Fabii, all patricians of one gens, as-

sembled on the Qnirinal at the house of K^eso,
and from thence marched with the consul at their

head through the Carmental gate. They proceeded

straight to the banks of the Cremera, where they
erected a fprtress. Here they took up their abodo
along with their families and clients, and for 2
years continued to devastate the territory of Vcii.

They were at lefigth destroyed by the Veientes in

477. Ovid says that the Fabii perished on the

Ides of February
; but all other authorities state

that they were destroyed on the day on which the

Romans were subsequently conquered by the Gauls

at the Allia, that is, on the 15th before the Kalends
of Sextilis, June the 18th. The whole Fabia gens

perished at the Cremera with the exception

of one individual, the son of Marcus, from
whom all the later Fabii were descended.— 3. M.,
brother of the 2 preceding, was consul a
2nd time 480. In the latter year he gained a
great victory over the Etniscans, in which however
his colleague»the consul Cincinnatus and his brother

Q. Fabius were killed.— 4. Q., son of No. 3, is

said to have been the only one of the Fabii who
survived the destruction of his gens at the Cremera,

but he could not have been left behind at Rome
on account of his youth, as the legend relates, since

he was consul 10 years afterwards. He was con-

sul 467, a 2nd time in 465, and a 3rd time in 459.

Fabius was a member of the 2nd decemvirate

(450), and went into exile on the deposition of the

decemvirs.

Vibulltus Rufus, L., a senator and a friend of

Pompey, who ntade him praefectus fabr^m in the

Civil war. He was taken prisoner by Caesar at

Corfinium (49), and a 2nd time in Spain later in

the year. When Caesar landed in Greece in 48,

he despatched Vibiillius to Pompey with offers of

peace. Vibullins made the greatest haste to reach

Pompey, in order to give him the earliest intelli-

gence of the arrival of his enemy in Greece.

Yicentla or Vicetla, le^s correctly Yinoentla
(Vicentinus : Vicenza), a town in Venetia in the

N. of Italy, and a Roman municipium on the river

Togisonus.

Victor, Sex. Aurelius, a Lathn writer, flourished

in the middle of the 4ih century under the em-
peror Constantins and his successors. He was born

of humble parents, but rose to distinction by his

zeal in the cultivation of literature. Having at-

tracted the attention of Julian when at Siriniiim,

he WHS appointed by that prince governor of one

division of Pannonia. At a subsequent period, he

was elevated by Theodosius to the high office of

city praefect, and he is perhaps the same as the

Sex. Aurelius Victor, who was consul along with

Valentinian in a. d. 373. The following works,

which present in a very compressed form a con-

tinuous record of Roman affairs, from the fabulous

ages down to the death of th’e emperor Theodosius,

have all been ascribed to this writer
;
but the evi-

dence upon which the determination of authorship

depends, is very slender, and in all probability the

3rd alone belongs to the Sex. Aurelius Victor

whom wo have noticed above ;— 1 . G/iV/o Geutis

Romanos, in 23 chapters, containing the annals of

the Roman race, from ^anus and Saturnus down
to the era of Romulus. It is probably a production

of some of the later grammarians who were desirous

of prefixing a suitable introduction to the series.
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2. De Vvis illusirihm Urlns Itomae^ in fl6 cliapterg,

commencing with the birth of Uoinulus and Remus,
nnd concluding with the death of Cleopatra. 3.

De Caesaribm^ in 42 chapters, exhibiting short

biographies of the emperors, from Augustus io

Constantius. 4- Epitome de Caesaribus^ in 48
chapters, commencing with Augustus and con-

cluding with Theodosius. These lives^agrce for

the most part almost word for word with the

preceding, but variations may here and there be
detected. Moreover, the first series tenninates

with Constantius, but the second comes down as

low as Arcadius and Ilonorius. The best edition

of these 4 pieces is by Arntzenius, Arast. et Traj.

Bat. 1733, 4 to.

Victor, PnblluS) the name prefixed to an enu-

meration of the principal buildings and monuments
of ancient Rome, distributed according to the

regions of Augustus, which has generally been
respected as a work of great authority by Italian

anWlu’^iies. The best modern scholars, however,

are agreed that this work, and a similar production

ascribed to Sjjxim'S Rufus, cannot be received in

their present state as ancient at all, but must be

regarded as mere pieces of patchwork, fabricated

not earli«‘r than the 15th century.

VictSrla, the personification of victory among
the Romans. It is said that Kvander by the

command of Minerva dedicated on mount Palatine

a temple of Victoria, the daughter of Pallas. On
the site of this ancient temple a new one was

built by L. Postumius, during the war with the

Samnites
;

and M. Porcius Cato added to it a

chapel of V'ictoria Virgo, In later times there

existed 3 or 4 sanctuaries of Victory at Rome.
Respecting the Greek goddess of Victory see

Niue.

Victoria or Victorina, the mother of Victo-

rimis, after whose death she was hailed as the

mother of camps {Muter Costrorum) ;
and coins

w^re struck, bearing her effigy. Feeling herself

unequal to the weight of empire, she transferred

her power first to Marius, and then to Tetricus,

by whom some say *hat she was slain, while

others affirm that she died a natural death.

Victormus. 1. One of the Thirty Tyrants,

was the 3rd of the usurpers who in succession

ruled Gaul during the reign of Galliemis. He was

assassinated at Agrippina by one of his own

officers in a. D, 268, after reigning somewhat more

than a year.— 2. Bishop of Pettaw on the Drave

in Styria, hence distinguished by the epithet Pe-

iavionensis^ or Fictaviensis^ flourished A. d. 270

—

*290, and suffered martyrdom during the perse-

cution of Diocletian, probably h^303. He wrote

commentaries on the Scriptures, but all his works

are lost.— 3. C. Marius Victormus, sumamed

J/er from the country of his birth, taught rhetoric

at Rome in the middle of the 4th century, with so

much reputation that his statue was erected in the

forum of Trajan, in his old age he embraced

Christianity
;
and whe*n the edict of Julian, pro-

hibiting Christians from giving instruction in po-

lite literature, was promulgated, Victorinus chose

to shut up his school rather than deny his religion.

Besides his commentaries on the Scriptures, and

other theological works, many of which are extant,

Victorinus wrote ;— Comnientariue a. Ejcpositio in

Cv^-ronia Idtros de Inventione^ the best edition of

which is in the 5th volume of Orelli’s edition of

Cicero. 2. Ara Grammaiica de Orthographia et
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Ratione Metrerrum^ a complete and voluminous

treatise upon metres, in 4 books, printed in the

Grammaiicae Latinae AuctoPea Antiqui of Puts-

chins, Hannov. 1605. The fame jnjoyed by Vic-

torinus as a public instructor does not gain any
accession from his works. The exposition of the

De Inventione is more difficult to comprehend than

the text which it professes t^ explain. •«- 4. Mazi-
mu8 Victorinus. We possess three short tracts— 1. De Re Grammatica; 2. De Carmim //c-

roieo; 3. De Ratione Metrorum

;

all apparently

the work of the same author, and usually ascribed

in MSS. to a Maximus Victorinus^ but whether
w'e ought to consider him the same with the rhe-

torician who flourished under Constantius, or as

an independent personage, it is impossij^le to

decide. They were printed in the collection of

Putsebius, Hannov. 1605, and in that of Linde-

mann. Lips. 1831.

Victrix. [Venus.]
*

Viducasses, a tribe of the Annorici in Gallia

Lugdunensis, S. of the modern Caen.

Vienna (Viennensis ; FiWme), the chief town of

the Allobroges in Gallia Lugdunensis, situated on

the Rhone, S. of Lugdunum. It was subsequently

a Roman colony, and a wealthy and flourishing

town. Under the later emperors it was the capiuH

of the province culled after it Gallia Viennensis.

The modern town contains several Rom<an remains,

of which the most important is a temple, supposed

to have been dedicated to Augustus, and now con-

verted into a museum.
VilUus Aim&lis. [Annalis.]
Vtmxn&lis. [Roma.]
Vincentius, suxnamed Lirinensis, from the

monastery in the island of Lerins, where he offi-

ciated as a presbyter. He was by birth a native

of Gaul, and died in the reign of 'I'hcodnsius and
Valentiniun, about a. d. 450. His fame rests

upon a treatise against heretics, composed in 434.

It commonly bears the title Chmmonitorium pro
Catholicae Juki aniiqu^pte et universiiale adveraua

profanaa omnium Haereiicorum novitatea. The
standard edition is that of Baluzius, 8vo. Paris,

1663, 1669, 1684.

Vindalum, a town of the Cavares in Gallia Nar-

bonensis, situated at the confluence of the Sulgas

and the Rhone. ^
VindSllcla, a Roman province S. of the Danube,

bounded on the N. by the Danujft, which separated

it from Germany, on the W. by the territory of

the Helvetii in Gaul, on the S. by Rhaetia, and on
the E. by the river Oenus (/«»), which separated

it from Noricum, thus corresponding to the N.E.
part of Switzerland, the S.E. of Baden, the S. of

WUrtemberg and Bavaria, and the N. part of the

Tyrol. It was originally part of the province of .

Rhaetia, and was conquered by Tiberius in the

reign of Augustus. At a later time Rhaetia was
divided into two provinces, Rhaetia Frima and
Rhaetia Secu7ida^ the latter of which names was
gradually supplanted by that of Vindelicia.

was drained by the tributaries of the Danube, of,

which the most important were the Licias, or Licus

{Ledt\ with its tributary the Vindo, Vinda, or

Virdo (IFerlacA), the Isams {Iaar\ and Oenus
{Inn), The £. part of the Lacus Brigantinns {Lake

of Constance) also belonged to Vindelicia. The
greater part of Vindelicia was a plain, but the S.

portion was occupied by the N. slopes of the Alpes

Rhaeticae. Itdemed its name from its chief in-
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liabitantfl, the VindSiloi, a warlike people dwelling

in the S. of the country. Their name is said to

have been forml^ flfbm the 2 rivers, Vinda and

Licus
;
but it is more likely connected with the

Celtic word Vind^ which is found in the names
T7«<fobona, TtWomagus, KtWonissa, &c. The
Vindelici were a Celtic people, and were closely

connected with the Hhaeti, with whom they are

frequently spoken of by the ancient writers, and
along with whom they were subdued by Tiberius,

as is mentioned above. The other tribes in Vinde-

licia were the Brigantii on the Lake of Constance,

the Licatii or hicates on the Lech, and the Breuni

in the N. of Tyrol on the Brenner. The chief

town in the province was Augusta Vindelicorum

{Aug9hurg\ at the confluence of Vindo and the

Licus, which was made a Roman colony, a. d. 14,

and was the residence of the governor of the pro-

vince. «, This town, together with the other towns

of Vindelicia, fell into the hands of the Alemanni
in the 4th century, and from this time the popu-

lation of the country appears to have been entirely

Germanized.

Vindex, C. JllliuB, propraetor of Gallia Celtica

in the reign of Nero, was the first of the Roman
governors who disowned the authority of Nero
(a. D. 68). He did not, however, aspire to the

empire himself, but offered it to Galba. Vir-

ginias Rufus, the governor of Upper Germany,
marched with his army against Vindex. The two
generals had a conference before Veaontio {Be-

in which they appear to have come to

some agreement ; but as Vindex was going to

enter the town, he was attacked by the soldiers of

Virginias, and put an end to his own life.

VindlcfuB, a slave, who is said to have given

information to the consuls of the conspiracy, which

was formed for the restoration of the Tarquins,

and who was rewarded in consequence with liberty

and the Roman franchise. He is said to have been

the first slave manumitted by the Vindicta, the

name of which was derived •oy some persons from

that of the slave
;
but it is unnecessary to point

out the absurdity of this etymology.

Vindlli. [Vandili.]
VindlllB (Belle Iste\ one of the islands of the

Veneti off the N. W. coast of Gaul.

VindluB or Viniftas, a mountain in the N. W.
of Hispania Tarr^onensis, forming the boundary
between the CantiAri and Astures.

Vindobona (Vienna, Engl.
;
Wien, Germ.), a

town in Pannonia, on the Danube, was originally

a Celtic place, and subsequently a Roman muni-

cipium. Under the Romans it became a town of

importance
;

it was the chief station of the Roman
fleet on the Danube, and the head quarters of a
Roman legion. It was taken and plundered by
Attila, but continued to be a flourishing town under

the Lombards. It was here that the emperor M.
Aurelius died, A. n. 180.

VindonisBa ( Winflisck), a town in Gallia Bel-

gica, on the triangular tongue of land between the

Aar and Reuss, was an important Roman fortress

in the country of the Heivetii. Several Roman
remains have been discovered on the site of the

ancient' town
j and the foundations of walls, Hhe

traces of an amphitheatre, and a subterranean aque-
duct, are still to be seen.

VikluB, T., consul in a. d, 69 with the emperor
Galba, and one of the chief advisers of the latter

during bis brief reign. He recommended Galba
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to choose Otho as his successor, but he was not-

withstanding killed by Otho's soldiers^ after the

death of Galba.

Vipadnla Agrippina. 1. Daughter of iJl. Vip-
saniuB Agrippa by his first wife Pomponia, the

daughter of T. Pomponius Atticus, the friend of

Cicero. Augustus gave her in marriage to his

step-son 'Rberius, by whom she was much beloved

;

but after she had borne him a son, Dnisus, Ti-

berius was compelled to divorce her by the com-
mand of the emperor, in order to marry Julia,

the daughter of the latter. Vipsania afterwards

married Asinius G alius. She died in a. d. 20.—
2. Daughter of M. Vipsani’is Agrippa by his second
wife Julia, better known by the name of Agrip-
pina. [Agrippina.]

VipBfinlas Agrippa, M. [Agrippa.]
VirbluB, a Latin divinity worshipped along

with Diana in the grove at Aricia, at the foot of

the Alban Mt. He is said to have been the same
as Hippolytus, who was restored to life bj^Aefeu-
lapius at the request of Diana. He was placed
by this goddess under the care of the nymph
Aricia, and received the name of Virbius. By this

n3’mph he became the father of a son, who was
also called Virhius, and whom his mother sent to

the assistance of Tumus against Aeneas.
Virdo. [Vindklicia.]
Virglllua or VergllluB Maro, P., the Roman

poet, was bom on the 15th of October, b. c. 70,
at Andes (Pietola), a small village near Mantua
in Cisalpine Gaul. Virgil’s father probably had a
small estiitc which he cultivated : his mother's
name was Maia. He was educated at Cremona
and Mediolanum (Milan), and he took the toga

virilis at Cremona on the day on whicli he com-
menced his 16th year in 55.’ It is said that he
subsequently studied at Neapolis (Naples) under
PartheniuB, a native of Bitliyiiia, from whom he
learned Greek. He was also instructed by Syron
an Epicurean, and probably at Rome. Virgil's

writings prove that he received a learned education,

and traces of Epicurean opipions are apparent in

them. The health of Virgilius was always feeble,

and there is no evidence of his attempting to rise

by those means by which a Roman gained dis-

tinction, oratory and the practice of arms. After

completing his education, Virgil appears to have
retired to his paternal farm, and here he may have
written some of the small pieces, which are attri-

buted to him, the Ctdex, Ciris, Moretum, and
others. After the battle of Philippi (42) Octavian

assigned to his soldiers lands in various parts of

Italy ; and the neighbourhood of Cremona, and
Mantua was onl' of the districts in which « the

soldiers were planted, and from which the former

possessors were dislodged. Virgil was thus de-

prived of his property. It is said that it was
seized by a veteran named Claudius or Clodius,

and that Asinius Pollio, whp was then governor

of Gallia Transpadana, adviked Virgil to apply to

Octavian at Rome for the restitution of his land,

and that Octavian granted his request. It is

supposed that Virgilius wrote the Eclogue which

stands first in^our editions, to commemorate his

gratitude to Octavian. Virgil became acquainted

with Maecenas before Horace was, and Horace

(Sat. L 5, and 6. 55, Ac!) was introduced to Mae-
cenas by Virgil Whether this introduction was

in 41 , or a little later, is uncertain ; but we may
perhaps conclude from the name of Maecenas net
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l)eing mentioned in the Eclogues of Virgil, that he

himself was not on those intimate terms with

Maecenas which ripened into friendship, until

after they were written. Horace, in one of his

Satires {Sat. i. 5), in which he describes the

jovtmey from Rome to Brundusium, mentions

Virgil as one of the party, and in language which
shows that they were then in the closest intimacy.

The most finished work of Virgil, his Georgica^

an agricultural poem, was undertakdh at the sog^

gestion of Maecenas {Georg, iii, 41). The con-

cluding lines of the Georgica were written at

Naples {Georg, iv. 5.59), and the poem was com-
pleted after the battle of Actium ». a 31, while

Octavian was in the East (Comp. Georg, iv. 560,

and ii. 171.) His Eclogues had all been com-

pleted, and probably before the Georgica were

begun ( Georg, iv. 565). The epic poem of Virgil,

the Aeneid^ was probably long contemplated by
the ijpet. ^While Augustus was in Spain (27),

he wrote to Virgil to express his wish to have

some monument of his poetical talent Virgil

appears to have commenced the Aeneid about this

time. In 23 died Marcellus, the son of Octavia,

Caesar's sister, by her hrst husband ; and as Virgil

lost no opportunity of gratifying his patron, he

introduced into his 6th book of the Aeneid (BBS)

the well-known allusion to the virtues of this

yontli, who was cut off by a premature death.

Octavia is said to have been present when the

poet was reciting this allusion to her son and to

have fainted from her emotions. She rewarded

the poet munificently for his excusable flattery.

As Marcellus did not die till 23^ these lines were

of course written after his death, but that does

not prove that the wlnfle of the 6th book was

w’ritten so late. A passage in the 7ih book (606)

appears to allude to. Augustus receiving hack the

Parthian standards, which event belongs to 2U.

When Augustus was returning from Samos, where

he had spent the winter of 20, he met Virgil at

Athens. The poet, it is said, had intended to

make a tour of Greece, i»ut he accompanied the

emperor to Mcgara and thence to Italy. His

health, wlikh had been long declining, was now
completely broken, and he died soon after his

arrival at Brundusium on the 22d of September,

19, not having quite completed his Slst year.

His remains were transferred to Naples, which

liad been his favourite residence, and placed on

the road from Naples to Puteoli {Poxzuoli\ where

a monument is still shown, supposed to be the

tomb of the poet. The inscription said to have

been placed on the tomb,
^

“ Mantua me genuit, Calabri rapiierc, tenet nunc

Parthenopc. Cecini pasciia, rura, duces,”

we cannot suppose to have been written by the

poet. Viigil named, as heredes in his testament,

his half-brother Valerirgi Proculus, to whom he

left one-half of his property, and also Augusta^

Maecenas, L. Varius and Plotius Tuocn. It is

said that in his last illness he wished to bura the

Aeneid, to which he had not given the finishing

touches, but his friends would not^llow him.

Whatever he may have wished to be done with

the Aeneid, it was preserved and published by his

friends Varius and Tucca. The poet had been

enriched by the liberality of his patrons, and he

left behind him a considerable property and a

Jbouse on the Esquiline Hill near the gardens of
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‘ Maecenas. He used his wealth liberally, and his

library, which was doubtless a j^cbone, was easy
of access. He used to send his parents money
every year. His father, who became blind, did
not die before bis son had attained a mature age.

Two brothers of Virgil also died before him. In
his fortunes and his friends \irgil was a happy
man. Munificent patronage gave him ample
means of enjoyment and of leisure, and he had
the friendship of all the most accomplished men of

the day, among whom Horace entertained a strong

affection for him. Ho was an Rmiab|p good-tem-
pered man, free from the mean passions of envy
and jealousy ; and in all but health he was pros-

perous. His fame, which was established in ^is

lifetime, was cherished after his death, as an in-

heritance in which every Roman bad a share ; and
his works became school-books even before the

death of Augustus, and continued such for dSn-

turies after. The learned poems of Virgil soon

gave employment to commentators and critics.

Auliis Oellius has numerous remarks on Virgil,

and Macrobius, in his Saturnalia, has filled four

books (iii— vi.) with his critical remarks ou
Virgil's poems. One of the most valuable com-
mentaries of Virgi), in which a great amount of

curious and instructive matter has been preserved,

is that of Servius [Skrviuh]. Virgil is one of

the most difficult of the Latin authors, not so

much for the form of the expression, though that

is sometimes ambiguous enough, but from the

great variety of knowledge that is required to

attain his meaning in all its fulness. Virgil was
the great poet of the middle ages too. To him
Dante paid the homage of his superior genius, and
owned him for liis master and bis model. Among
the vulgar he had the reputation of a conjurer, a

necromancer, a worker of miracles : it is the fate

of a great name to bo embalmed in fiible.— The
10 short poems called liucolica were the earliest

works of Virgil, and prol^bly all written between

4l and 37. These Bucolica are not Bucolica in

the same sense as the poems of Theocritus, which

have the same title. They have all a Bucolic

form and colouring, but some of them have nothing

more. They are also called Eclogae or Selections,

but this name may not have orij^ated with the

poet. Their merit consists in their versification,

which was smoother and more polished than the

hexameters which the Romans had yet seen, and
in many natural and simple touches. But as an

attempt to transfer the Syracusan muse into Italy,

they are certainly a failure, and we rend the

pastorals of Theocritus and of Virgil with a very

different degree of pleasure. The 4th Eclogue,

entitled Pollio, which may have been written in

40, after the peace of Brundusium, has nothing of

the pastoral character about it. It is allegorical,

mystical, half historical and prophetical, oenig-

matical, anything in fact but Bucolic. The 1st

Eclogue is Bucolic in form and in treatment, with
*

an historical basis. The 2nd Eclogue, the Alexis,

is an amatory poem, with a Bucolic colonring,

which indeed is the characteristie of all Virgil's

Eclogues, whatever they may be in substance.

The Srd, the 5tb, the 7th, and the 9th are more
cleariy modelled on the form of the poems of his

Sicilian prototype ;
and the 8th, the Phanua-

ceutria, is a direct imitation of the original Greek.

The 10th, entitled Qallus, perhaps written the

last of all, is a love poem, which,, if written iu

3 Q
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elegiac verse, would be more appropriately called

an elegy thanla Bucolic.—The Georgica or “Agri-

cultural Poem'' in 4 books is a didactic poem,

which Virgil dedicated to his patron M<iecenas.

He treats of the cultivation of the soil in the first

book, of fruit trees in the second, of horses and
other cattle in therthird, and of bees in the fourth.

In this poem Virgil shows a great improvement

both in his taste and in his versification. Neither

in the Georgies nor elsewhere has Virgil the merit

of striking originality
;
his chief merit consists in

the skilful, handling of borrowed materials. His
subject, which was by no means promising, he
treated in a manner both instructive and pleasing

;

foj^ he has given many useful remarks on agri-

culture and diversified the dryness of didactic

poetry by numerous allusions and apt embellish-

ments, and some occasional digressions without

wandering too far from his main matter. In the

first book he enumerates the subjects of his poem,
among which is the treatment of bees ;

yet the

management of bees seems but meagre material

for one fourth of the whole poem, and the author

accordingly had to complete the fourth book with

matter somewhat extraneous— the long story of

Aristaeus. The Georgica is the most finished

specimen of the Latin hexameter which we have

;

and the rude vigour of Lucretius and the anti-

quated rudeness of Ennius are here replaced by a

versification, which in its kind cannot be sur-

passed. The Georgica are also the most original

poem of Virgil, for he found little in the Works
and Days of Hesiod that could furnish him with
hints for the treatment of his subject, and we are

not aware that there was any work which he could

exactly follow as a whoie. For numerous single

lines he was indebted to his extensive reading of

the Greek poets.— The Aeneid, or adventures of

Aeneas after the fall of Troy, is an epic poem on

the model of the Homeric poems. It was founded

upon an old Roman tnyUtion that Aeneas and his

Trojans settled in Italy, and were the founders

of the Roman name. In tho Ist book we have

the story of Aeneas being driven by a storm on
the coast of Africa, and being hospitably received

by Dido queen of Carthage, to whom he relates

in the episode^ the 2nd and 3rd books the fall

of Troy and his wanderings. In the 4th book

the poet ban elaborated the story of the attach-

ment of Dido and Aeneas the departure of Aeneas

in obedience to the will of the gods, and the sui-

cide of the Carthaginian queen. The 5th book

contains theuvisit to Sicily, and the 6th the landing

of Aeneas at Cumae in Italy, and his descent to

the infernal regions, where he sees his father An-
chises, and has a prophetic vision of the glorious

destinies of his race and of the future heroes of

Romo. In the first 6 books the adventures of

Ulysses in the Odyssey are the model, and these

books contain more variety of incident and situ-

ation than those which follow. The critics have

discovered an anachronism in the visit of Aeneas

to Carthage, which is supposed not to have been

founded until two centuries after the fall of Troy,

but this is a matter which we may leave without

discussion, or admit without allowing it to be a
poetical defect The last 6 books, the history of

the struggles of Aeneas in Italy, are founded on

the model of the battles of the Iliad. Latinus,

the king of the Latini, olfers the Trojan hero his

dsQfhter Lavinla in marriage, who had been be-
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trothed to Tumus, the warlike king of the Rutnli.
The contest-is ended by the death of Turnus, who
falls by the hand of Aeneas. The fortunes of
Aeneas and his final settlement in Italy are the
subject of the Aeneid, but the glories of Rome
and of the Julian house, to which Augustus be-
longec^ are indirectly the poet's theme. In the
first book the foundation of Alba Longa is pro-

mised by Jupiter to Venus (Aeneid^ i. 254), and
the transfer 6t empire irom Alba to Rome ; from
the line of Aeneas will descend the “Trojan
Caesar,'* whose empire will only he limited by
the ocean, and whose glory by the heavens. The
future rivalry between Rome and Carthage, and
the ultimate triumphs of Rome are predicted. The
poems abound in allusions to the history of Rome

;

and the aim of the poet to confirm and embellish
the popular tradition of the Trojan origin of the

Roman state, and the descent of the Julii from
Venus, is apparent all through the poem, IjE,iB ob-

jected to the Aeneid that it has not the unity of
construction either of the Iliad or of the Odyssey,
and that it is deficient in that antique simplicity

which characterises these two poems. Aeneas, the

hero, is an insipid kind of personage, and a much
superior interest is excited by the savage Mezen-
tius, and also by Turnus, the unfortunate rival

of Aeneas. Virgil imitated other poets besides

Homer, and he has occasionally borrowed from
them, especially from Apollonius of Rhodes. If

Virgil’s subject was difficult to invest with in-

terest, that is his apology
; but it cannot be denied

that many parts of his poem arc successfully ela-

borated, and that particular scenes and incidents

are treated with true poetic spirit The historical

colouring which pervades it, and the great amount
of antiquarian learning which he has scattered

through it, make the Aeneid a study for the his-

torian of Rome. Virgil's good sense and taste arc

always conspicuous, and make up for the defi^ct

of originality. As a whole, the Aeneid leaves no

strong impression, which arises from the fact that

it is not really a national poem, like the Iliad or

the Odyssey, the monument of an age of which
we have no other literary monument; it is a

learned poem, the production of an age in which it

does not appear as an embodiment of the national

feeling, but as a monument of the talent and in-

dustry of an individual. Virgil has the merit of

being the best of the Roman epic poets, superior

both to Ennius who preceded him, and on whom
he levied contributions, and to Lucan, Silius Itali-

cus, and Valerius Flaccus, who belong to a later

age. The ^sion for rhetorical display, which
characterises all the literature of Rome, is much
less offensive in Virgil than in those who followed

him in the line of epic poetry.—The larger editions

of Virgil contain some short poems, which are

attributed to him, and may have been among his

earlier works. The Cities: or Gnat is a kind of

Bucolic poem in 413 hexameters, often very ob-

scure; the eVrfs, or the mythus of Scylla the

daughter of Nisus, king of Megara, in 54 1 hexa-

meters, has been attributed to Cornelius Gallus

and others ; the Moretum, in 123 verses, the name

of a compound mess, is a poem in hexameters, on

the daily labour of a cultivator, but it contains

only the description of the labours of the first part

of the day, which consist in preparing the More-

tum ; the Gopa, in elegiac verse, is an invitation

by a female tavern keeper or servant attached to
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& Caupona, to passengers to come in and enjoy
themselves. There are also 14 short pieces in
Tarious metres, classed under the general name of
Catalecta. That addressed Ad Venerem ** shows
that the writer, whoever be was, had a talent for

elegiac poetry. Of the numerous editions of Virgil

the best are by Burmann, Amsterdam,*^ 1746, 4
vols. 4to.; by Heyne, 1767—1775, Lips. 4 vols.

Uvo., of which the 4th edition contains important
improvements, by Wagner, Lips. 1830, 4 vols.

8vo.
;
and by Forbiger, Lips. 1845—1846, 3 vole.

8vo.

Virginia, daughter of L. Virginias, a brave
centurion, was a beiiutiful and innocent girl, be-

trothed to L. Icilius. Her beauty excited the

lust of the decemvir Appius Claudius, who got one
of his clients to seize the damsel and claim her as

his slave. The case was brought before the de-

cemvir for decision ;
her friends begged him to

postpone <4iis judgment till her father could be

fetched from the camp, and offered to give security

for the appearance of the maiden. Appius, fearing

a riot, agreed to let the cause stand over till the

next day
;
but on the following morning he pro-

nounced sentence, assigning Virginia to his freed-

man. Her father, who had come from the camp,

seeing that all hope was gone, prayed the decemvir

to be allowed to speak one word to the nurso in

his daughter’s hearing, in order to ascertain whe-

ther she was really his daughter. The request was

granted
;

Virginias drew them both aside, and

snatching up a butcher's knife from one of the

stalls, plunged it in his daughter’s breast, exclaim-

ing, “ There is no way but this to keep thee free.”

In vain did Appius call out to stop him. The
crowd made way for him ; and holding his bloody

knife on high, he nished to the gate of the city,

and hastened to the Roman camp. The result is

known. Both camp and city rose against the de-

cemvirs, who were deprived of their power, and the

old form of government was restored, L. Virginias

was the first who was elected tribune, and he has-

tened to take revenge upJn his cruel enemy. By
his orders Appius was dragged to prison to await

his trial, and he there put an end to his own life

in order to avoid a more ignominious death.

Vir^nla or Verg^a Gens, patrician and ple-

beian. The patrician Virginii frequently filled the

highest honours of the state during the early years

of the republic. They all bore the cognomen of

Tricostus, but none of them are of sufficient import-

ance to require a separate notice.

Virginias, L., father of Virginia, whose tragic

fate occasioni'd the downfall of the decemvirs, B. c.

449. [Virginia.]

Vii^Inlna Bnfus, consul a. d. 63, and governor

of Upper Germany at the time of the revolt of

Julius Vindex in Gaul (68). The soldiers of

Virginius wished to raise him to the empire

;

but he refused the honoifr, and marched against

Vindex, who perished before Vesontio. [Vindex.]

After the death of Nero, Virginius supported the

claims of Galba, and accompanied him to Rome.

After Otho’s death, the soldiers a^in ^tempted

to proclaim Virginius emperor, and in consequence

of his refusal of the honour, he narrowly escaped

with his life. Virginius died* in the reign of

Nerva, in his 3rd consulship, a. d. 97, at 83 years

of age. He was honoured with a public funeral,

and his panegyric was pronounced by the historian

Tacitus, who was Aen consuL The younger
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Pliny, of whom Virginius hdtt teen the tutor of
guardian, also mentions him with'praise.

Virl&thiu, a celebrated Lusitanian, is described
by the Romans as originally a shepherd or hunts-
man, and afterwards a robber, or, as he would be
called in Spain in the presentday, a guerilla chief.

His character is drawn very favourably by many
of the ancient writers, who celebrate his justice and
equity, which was particularly shown in the fair

division of the spoils he obtained from the enemy.
ViriathuB was one of the Lusitanionawho escaped
the treacherous and savage massacre of the people
by the proconsul Galba in b. c. 150. [Galba,
No. 2.] He was destined to be the avenge of
his country’s wrongs. He collected a formidable
force, and for several successive years he defeated
one Roman army after another. At length, in ^40,
the proconsul Fabius Servilianus concluded a peace
with Viriathus, in order to save his army, which
had been enclosed by the Lusitanians in a moun-
tain pass, much in the same way as their ancestors

had been by the Samnites at the Caudtne Forks.

The treaty was ratified by the senate ; but Ser-

vilius Caepio, who had succeeded to the command
of Further Spain in 140, renewed the war, and
shortly afterwards procured the assassination of

Viriathus by bribing 3 of his friends.

ViridomaroB. L Or BritomArtus, the leader

of the Gauls, slain by Marcellus. [Marckllua,
No. 1.] •—2. Or VirdUBianu, a chieftain of the

Aediii, whom Caesar had raised from a low rank
to the highest honour, but who afterwards joined

the Gauls in their great revolt in a a 52.

Virtus, the Roman' personification of manly
valour. She was represented with a short tunic,

her right breast uncovered, a helmet on her head,

a spear in her left hand, a sword in the right, and
standing with her right foot on a helmet. A
temple of Virtus was built by Marcellus close to

one of Honor. [Honor.^
ViacellXnuB, Sp. CasBlua. [Cassius, No. 1.]

Vistiiia ( Fistula^ Engl. ;
Weidmt^ Germ.), aa

important river of Germany, forming the boundary

between Germany and Sariuatia, rising in the Iler-

cynia Silva and falling into the Meve Suevicum or

the Baltic. •
Visurgis (TFescr), an important river of Ger-

many, falling into the German Ocean. Ptolemy

makes it rise in M. Meliboeus, because the Romans
were not acquainted with the southern course of

the Weser below Minden.

VlteUIUB. 1. L., father of the emperor, was a

consummate flatterer, and by his arts he gained

promotion. After being consul in a. d. 34, he had

been appointed governor of Syria, and had made
favourable terms of peace with Artabanus. But

all this only excited Caligula’s jealousy, and he

sent for Vitellius to put him to death. The
governor saved himself by his abject humiliation

and the gross flattery which pleased and softened

the savage tyrant. He paid the like attention to

Claudius and Messalina, and was rewarded by
being twice consul with Claudius, and censor.»
2. L., son of the preceding, and brother of the

emperor, vfas consul in 48. He was put to death

by the party of Vespasian on his brother’s fall—*

3. A-, Roman emperor, from January 2nd to De-
cember 22nd, A. D. 69, was the ton of No. 1. He
was consul duripg the first 6 months of 48, and

bis brother Luciils during the 6 following months.

He had some knowledge of lettecB and soma ele*
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quence. HU vl^es'niade him a favourite of Ti-

l^rius, Caius Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, who
loaded him with favours. People were much sur>

prised when Galba chose such a man to command
the legions in Lower Germany, for he had no

military talent. HU great talent was eating and
drinking. The soldiers of Vitellius proclaimed

him emperor at Colonia Agrippinensis {Cologne)

on the ‘2nd of January, 69. His generals Fabius

Valens ai\d Caecina marched into Italy, defeated

Otho's truo{iii*at the decisive battle of Bedriacum,

and thus secured for Vitellius the undisputed

command of Italy. The soldiers of Otho, after the

dedth of the latter, took the oath of fidelity to

Vitellius. Vitellius reached Rome in July. He
did not disturb any person in the enjoyment of

wil&t had been given by Nero, Galba, and Otho;
nor did he confiscate any person's property.

Though some of Otho’s adherents were put to

death, he let the next of kin take their property.

But though he showed moderation in this part of

his conduct, he showed none in his expenses. lie

was a glutton and an epicure, and his chief amuse-

ment was the- table, on which he spent enormous

sums of money. Meantime Vespasian, who had
at first taken the oath of allegiance to Vitellius,

was proclaimed emperor at Alexandria on the Ist

of July. Vespasian was speedily recognised by
all the East

;
and the legions of Illyricum under

Antonins Primus entered the N. of Italy and de-

clared for Vespasian. Vitellius despatched Cae-

cina with a powerful force to oppose Primus
; but

Caecina was not faithful to the emperor. Primus
defeated the Vitellians in two battles, and after-

wards took and pillaged the city of Cremona.

Primus then marched upon Rome, and forced his

way into the city, after much fighting. Vitellius

was seized in the palace, led through the streets

with every circumstance of ignominy, and dragged

to the Gemotiiae ScalaC, where he was killed with

repeated blows. His head was carried about

Rome, and his body was dragged into the Tiber

;

but it was afterwards interred by his wife Ga-
leria Fundana. A few days before the death of

Vitellius, the Capitol had been burnt in the assault

made by hiil^joldiers upon this building, where
Flavius Sabinus, the brother of the emperor

Vespasian, had taken refuge.

Vitruvius Folllo, M., the author of the cele-

brated treatise on Architecture, of whom we know
nothing except a few facts contained in scattered

passages of his own work. He appears to have
served as a military engineer under Julius Caesar,

in the African war, B. c. 46, and he was broken

down with age wjien he composed his work, which

is dedicated to the emperor Augustus. (The
name of the emperor is not mentioned in the

dedication, but there can be no doubt that it was
Augustus.) The object of his work appears to

have had reference to himself, as well as to his

subject. He professes his intention to furnish

the emperor with a standard by which to judge

of the buildings he had already erected, as well

as of those which he might afterwards erect

;

which can have no meaning, unless he wished to

protest against the style of architecture which pre-

vailed in the buildings already erected. That this

was really his intention appears from several other

^uments, and especially from his frequent refer-

ences to.the unworthy means by which architects

obtained wealth and favour, with which he con-

VOLANDUM.
trasts his own moderation and contentment in hif

more obscure position. In a word, comparatively

unsuccessful as an architect, for we have no build-

ing of his mentioned except the basilica at Faniim,
he attempted to establish his reputation as a
writer ^pon the theory of his art ; and in this he
has been tolerably successful. His work is a
valuable compendium of those written by nume-
rous Greek architects, whom he mentions chiefly

in the preface to his 7th book, and by some Roman
writers on architecture. Its chief defects are its

brevity, of which Vitruvius himself boasts, and
which he often carries so far as to be unintelli-

gible, and the obscurity of the style, arising in

part from the natural difficulty of technical lan-

guage, blit in part also from the author's want of

skill in writing, and sometimes from his imperfect

comprehension of his Greek authorities. His work
is entitled De ArcUtectura Libri X. Jn the

Booli\ after the dedication to the emperor, ‘and a
general description of the science of architecture,

and an account of the proper education of an archi-

tect, he treats of the choice of a proper site for a
city, the disposition of its plan, its fortifications,

and the several buildings within it. The Second
Book is on the materials used in building. The
Third and Fourth Books are devoted to temples

and the four orders of architecture employed in

them, namely, the Ionic, Corinthian, Doric, and
Tuscan. The Fifth Book relates to public build-

ings, the SLvth to private houses, and the Seventh

to interior decorations. The Eighth is on the

subject of water
;
the mode of finding it ; its dif-

ferent kinds ;
and the various modes of conveying

it for the supply of cities. The Ninth Book treats

of various kinds of sun-dials and other instruments

for measuring time ;
and the TenUi of the machines

used in building, and of military engines. Each
book has a preface, upon some matter more or less

connected with the subject; and these prefaces

are the source of most of our information about the

author. The best editions of Vitruvius are those

of Schneider, 3 vols. Lips. 1807, 1808, 8vo. ;
of

Stratico, 4 Vols., Udine, 1825-30, with plates

and a Lexicon Vitruvianum

;

and of Marini,

4 vols., Rom. 1836, fol.

Yoc&tea, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, dwell-

ing in the neighbourhood of the Tarusates, Sossiates,

mid Elusates, probably in the modern Tursan or

Teursan.

Vocetlus {Boxberg\ a mountain in Gallia Bel-

gica, an eastern branch of the Jura.

Vooonluf Saza. [S-sXik.]

yoQpntli, a powerful and important people in

Gallia NarWensis, inhabiting the S. E. part of

Dauphind,and apartof Provence between the Drac

and the Durance, bounded on the N. by the Allo-

broges, and on the S. by the Salyes and Albiocci.

Their country contained large and beautiful valleys

between the mountains, in which good wine was

grown. They were allowed by the Romans to

live under their own laws, and, though in a Ro-

man province, they were the allies and not the

sqhjects'of Home.
V6g$giM or yosgSBBS (Vosges), a r^ge of

mountains in Gajil in the territory of the Lingones,

running parallel to the Rhine, and separating its

basin from that of the Mosella. The rivers Se-

quana (5isf»e), Arar {Sa6ne), and the Mosello

(Moselle), rise in these mountains.

I
yolandnsva strong fortress in Armenia Majo^
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iome days’ journey W. of Artaxata, mentioned by
Tacitus (Ann. xiii. 39).

VSl&terrae (Volaterranus; Fbfa/^rra), called by
the Etruscans Velathri, one of the 12 cities of

the Etruscan Confederation, was built on a lofty

hill, about IBOO English feet above the level of the

sea, rising from a deep valley, and preci^tous on
every side. The city was about 4 or 5 miles in

circuit. It was the most N,-ly city of the Con-
federation, and possessed an extensive territory.

Its dominions extended E.-ward as far as the ter-

ritory of Arretium, which was 50 miles distant

;

W.-ward as far as the Mediterranean, which was
more than 20 miles off ; and S.-ward at least as

far as Populonia, which was either a colony or an
acquisition of Volaterrae. In consequence of pos-

sessing the 2 great ports of Luna and Populonia,

Volaterrae, though so far inland, was reckoned as

one of the powerful maritime cities of Etruria. Vo-
latcrrae is mentioned as one of the 5 cities which,

acting independently of the rest of Etruria, deter-

mined to aid the Latins against Tarquinius Priscus
;

but its name is rarely mentioned in conm^ction with

the Romans, and we have no record of its conquest

by the latter. Volaterrae, like most of the Etrus-

can cities, espoused the Marian party against Sulla
;

and such was the strength of its fortifications, that

it was not till after a siege of two years that the

city fell into Sulla’s hands. Cicero speaks of Vola-

terrae as a municipium, and a military colony was
founded in it under th^ triumvirate. It continued

to bo a place of importance even after the fall of

the Western Empire
;
and it was for a time the

residence of the Lombard kings, who fixed their

court here on account of the natural strength of the

site. The modem town covers but a small portion

of the area occupied by the ancient city. It con-

tains, however, several interesting Etruscan remains.

Of these the most important, in addition to the

ancient walls, are the family tomb of the Caecinae,

and a double gateway, nearly 30 feet deep, united

by parallel walls of very massive character,

v^olaterr&na Yada. [\Uda, No. 3.]

Volcae, a powerful Celtic people in Gallia Nar-

bonensis, divided into the 2 tribes of the Volcae

Tectosages and Volcae Arecomici, extending from

the Pyrenees and the frontiers of Aquitania along

the coast as far as the Rhone. They lived under

their own laws, without being subject to the Ro-

man governor of the province, and they also pos-

sessed the Jus Latii. The Tectosages inhabited

the western part of the country from the Pyrenees

as far as Narbo, and the Arecomici the E. part

from Narbo to the Rhone. The chie^town of the

Tectosages was Tolosa. A portion of the Tec-

tosages left their native country under Bronnus,

and were one of the 3 great tribes into which the

Galatians in Asia Minor were divided. [Galatia.]

VolcatItw Bedigitui. [Sbdioitus.]

Void or VuloL 1. (Vqjcientes, pi. : Vulei), an

inland city of Etruria, about 18 miles N. W, of

Tarquinii, was about 2 miles in circuit, and was

situated upon a hill of no great elevation. Of the

history of this city we know nothing. It is only

mentioned in the catalogues of the geogra^ers, and

in the Fasti Capitolini, from which we l^rn that

its citizens, in conjunction with the Volsinienses,

were defeated by the consul Tib.tloruncanius, B.C,

280. But its extensive sepulchres, and the vast

treasures of ancient art whicn they contain, prove

that Vulci muft at one time have been a powerful
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and flourishing city. Thesc^ tombs were only
discovered in 1828, and have yielded a greater

number of works of art than have been discovered

,

in any other parts of Etruria. 2. (Volcentes,

Volcentani. pi. ; V<dlo\ a town in Lucania, 36
miles S. E. of Paestum, on the road to Buxentum.
. Volero PabUUtu. [PublIlius.]
Yologesee, the name of 5 kings of Parthia.

[Arsacks XXIIL, XXVII., XXVIII., XXIX.,
XXX.]

Yolaoi, an ancient people in Latium, but ori-

ginally distinct from the Latins, d\felt on both
sides of the river Liris, and extended do^vn to the

Tyrrhene sea. Their language was nearly allied

to the Umbrian. They were from an early pefiod

engaged in almost unceasing hostilities with the

Romans, and were not completely subdued by the

latter till b. c. 838, from which time they disapflhar

from history.

Yolsinli or Yulslnli (Volsiniensis : Bolsena\
called Yelsina or Yelsona by the Etruscans, one
of the most ancient and most powerful of the 12
cities of the Etruscan Confederation, was situated

on a lofty hill on the N. E. extremity of the lake

called after it, Lacufl Yolsiniensis and Yulsinien-

sis (Logo di Bolsena). Volsinii is first mentioned
in B. c. 392, when its inhabitants invaded the Ro-
man territory, but were easily defeated by the

Romans, and were glad to purchase a 20 years’

truce on humiliating terms. The Volsinienses also

carried on war with the Romans in 311, 2.94, and

280, but were on each occasion defeated, and in the

last of these years appear to have been finally sub-

dued, On their final subjugation their city was
razed to the ground by the Romans, and its inha-

bitants were compelled to settle on a less defensible

site in the plain. The new city, on which stands

the modem Bolsena^ also became a place of im-

portance. It was the birth-place of Sejanus, the

favourite of Tiberius. Of the ancient city there

are scarcely any remains.** It occupied the sum-

mit of the highest hill, N. E. of Bolsena, above the

remains of a Roman amphitheatre. From the

Lacus Volsiniensis the river Marta issues
;
and the

lake contains 2 beautiful islands.

Yoltorclus, or Yultnrclus, of Crotona, one

of Catiline’s conspirators, was sent Len talus to

accompany the ambassadors of the Allobroges to

Catiline. Arrested along with the ambassadors

on the Mulvian bridge, and brought before tho

senate by Cicero, Volturcius turned informer upon
obtaining the promise of pardon.

^
Yolomnia, wife of Coriolanus. [Coriolanur.]

Yolnpla, or Yolaptai, the personification of

sensual pleasure among the Romans, who was
honoured with a temple near the porta Roraanula.

YoloBiftnui, son of the emperor Trebonianus

Gallus, upon whom his father conferred the title of

Caesar in a. d. 251, and of Augustus in 252. He
was slain along with his father in 254. [Gallus.]

L. Y9lBiIiu HaeoiSaui, a jurist, was in the

consilium of Antoninus Pius, and was one of the

teachers of M. Aurelius. Maecisnas wrote several

works ; and there are 44 excerpts from his writings

in the Digest. A treatise, De A»»eet Ponderibui^ is

attributed to him, but there is some doubt about the

authorship. 1 1 is edited by Backing, Bonn, 1831.

YBlttius or YBUlUf, the reputed ancestor of the

Valeria gens, who is said to have settled at Rome
with Titus Tatius. [YalxriaGbns.]

YouAbiui ( Vomano)t a small river in Picenunu

3 0 3
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V5n5nSf, the naAie of two kings of Parthia.

[Arsaces XViIl, XXIL]
VdpiscuB, a Roman praenomen, signified a twin-

child, who was bom safe, while the other twin

died before birth. Like many other ancient Ro-
man praenomens, it afterwards used as a cog-

nomen.
ydpiicns, Flivlus, a native of Syracuse, and

one of the 6 Scriptores Historian Auyustae^ flou-

rished about A. D. 300. His name is prefixed to

the biographizes of— 1. Aurelianus ; 2. Tacitus;

3. Floriamis; 4. Probus; 5. The four tyrants,

Firmus, Saturninus, Proculus. and Bonosus ; 6. Ca-

ms Numerianus ; 8. Carinus ;
at this point he

stops, declaring that Diocletian, and those who
follow, demand a more elevated style of compo-

sitiog. For editions, see Capitolinus.
VdsgSsuB. [VOUKSUS.]
YotiSnus Montdnaa. [Montanus.]
Yulcftnlae Insiilae. [Aeoliab Insulae.]
YolCft&US, the Roman god of Are, whose name

seems to be connected with fulgere^ ftdgur^ and
J'ulmen. His worship was of considerable political

importance at Rome, for a temple is said to have

been erected to him close by the comitium as early

as the time of Romulus and Tatius, in which the

2 kings used to meet and settle the affairs of the

state, and near which tho popular assembly was

held. Tatius is reported to have established the

worship of Vulcan along with that of Vesta, and

Romulus to have dedicated to him a quadriga

after his victory over the Fidenatans, and to have

set up a statue of himself near the temple. Ac-

cording to others the temple was built by Romulus

himself, who also planted near it the sacred lotus-

tree which still existed in the days of Pliny.

These circumstances, and what is related of the

lotus-tree, show that the temple of Vulcan, like

that of Vesta, was regarded as a central point of the

whole state, and hence was perhaps not without

a meaning that the temple of Concord was subse-

quently built within the same district. The most

ancient festival in honour of Vulcan seems to have

been the Fomacalia or Furnalia, Vulcan being the

god of furnaces
;
but his great festival was ^led

Yulcanalia, an(2» was celebrated on the 23d of

August The Roman poets transfer all the stories

which are related of the Greek Hephaestus to their

own Vulcan, the two divinities having in the course

of time been completely identified. Respecting

the Greek divinity, see Hephaestus.
Vuloi. tVoLci.]
Volgientes, an Alpine people in Gnllia Narbo-

nensis, whose chief town was Apia Julia (Apt).

Yulslnli. [VoLsxNii.]

Ynlso, lianllus.. 1. 1., consul b. c. 256 with

M. Atilius Regulus. He invaded Africa along

with his colleague. [For details see Regulus,
No. 3.J Vulso returned to Italy at the fall of the

year with half of the army, and obtained the ho-

nour of a triumph. In 250 Vulso was consul a

second time with T. Atilius Regulus Serranus, and

with his colleague commenced the siege of Lily-

baeum.—2. Cn., curule aedile 197, praetor with

Sicily as his province 195, and consul T89. He
was sent inU> Asia in order to conclude the peace

which Scipio Asiaticus bad made with Antiochus,

and to arrange the affairs of Asia. He attacked

and conquered the Qailograeci or Galatians in Asia

Minor without waiting for any formal instructions

from the stoate. He set ons on bis return to Italy

XANTHUS.
in 1 88, bnt in his march through Thrace be suf-

fered much from the attacks of the Thracians, and
lost a considerable part of the booty he had ob-

tained ill Asia. He reached Rome in 187. His
triumph was a brilliant one, but his campaign in

Asia had a pernicious influence upon the morals of

bis couiAtymen. He bad allowed bis army every

kind of licence, and his soldiers introduced into

the city the liuiuries of the East.

Ynltnr, a mountain dividing Apulia and Lu-
cania near Venusia, is a branch of the Apennines.
It is celebrated by Horace as one of the haunts of

his youth. From it the S. £. wind was called

ViiltnmiiB by the Romans.
VulturiiTim (Castel di Voltumo), a town in

Campania, at the mouth of the river Vulturnus,

was originally a fortress erected by the Romans in

the 2nd Punic war. At a later time it was made
a colony.

Vultumus ( Voliumo\ the chief rive* in Cam-
pania, rising in the Apennines in Samnium, and
falling into the Tyrrhene sea. Its principal affluents

are the Calor (Calore)^ Tamarus (Tamaro), and
Sabatus (Sabato).

X.

Xanthippe {‘EavQivin))^ wife of Socrates, said

to be a woman of a peevish and quarrelsome dispo-

sition.

Xanthippns (BivOunros). 1. Son of Ariphron
and father of Pericles. In b. c. 490, he impeached
Miltiades on his return from his unsuccessful ex-

pedition against the island of Paros. He suc-

ceeded Themistocles as commander of the Athenian
fleet in 479, and commanded the Athenians at the

decisive battle of Mycale.— 2. The elder of tho

2 legitimate sons of Pericles, Paralus being the

younger. For details, see Paralus.— 3. Tho
Lacedaemonian, who commanded the Carthaginians

against Regulus. For details, see Regulus, No. 3.

Xanthippns appears to have left Carthage a short

time after his victory ovtr Regulus.

Xanthus (Hd»'8or) 1. A lyric poet, older than
Stesichorus, who mentioned him in one at least of

his poems, and who borrowed from him in some of

them. Xanthus may be placed about ac. 650.
No fragments of his poetry survive.— 2. A cele-

brated Lydian historian, older than Herodotus,
who flourished about b. c. 480. The genuineness

of the Four Books of Lydian History which the

ancients possessed under the name of Xanthus,
and of which some considerable fragments have
come down lo us, was questioned by some of the

ancient grammarians themselves. There has been
considerable controversy respecting the genuineness

of this work among modern scholars. It is certain

that much of the matter in the extant fragments is

spurious ; and the probability appears to be that

the work from which they are taken is the pro-

duction of an Alexandrian grammarian, founded

upon the genuine work of Xanthus.

Xanthoa (Sdv9os), rivers. 1. [Scamanoer.]— 2. (E^hen Chai)^ the chief river of Lycia, rises

in Mr Taurus, on the borders of Pisidiaand Lycia,

and flows S. through Lycia, betvveen M. Cragus

and M. MassicySus, in a large plain called the

Plain of Xanthus (rh Sdv0iov tsBIov), falling at

last into the Mediterranean Sea, * little W. of

Patara. Though not a large river, it is navigable

for a considerable part of its course.
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Xanthm {Edvdos : Edvdtos, Xanthius : Gunik^

Ku.), the most famous city of Lycia, stood on the

W. bank of the river of the same name, 60 stadia

from its mouth. Twice in the course of its history

it sustained sieges, which terminated in the sel^

destruction of the inhabitants with their property,

first against the Persians under HarpaguJ^ and long

afterwards against the Romans under Brutus. The
city was never restored after its dfstruction on the

latter occasion. Xanthns was rich in temples and

tombs, and other monuments of a most interesting

character of art. Among its temples the most

celebrated were those of Sorpedon and of the

Lycian Apollo; besides which there was a re-

nowned sanctuary of Latona (rb Aijtwoi/), near

the river Xanthus, 10 stadia from its mouth, and

60 stadia from the city. The splendid ruins of

Xanthus have recently been thoroughly explored

by Sir C. Fellowes and his coadjutors, and several

imfv>rtan*a remains of its works of art are now ex-

hibited in the British Museum under the name of

the Xanthian Marbles.

XSnarchuB (HeVapxos). 1. Son of Sophron,

and, like his father, a celebrated writer of mimes.

He flourished during the Rhegian War (b. c.

399—3B9), at the court of Dionysius.— 2. An
Athenian comic poet of the Middle Comedy, who
lived as late as the time of Alexander the Great.—
3. Of Seleucia in Cilicia, a Peripatetic philosopher

and grammarian, in the time of Strabo, who heard

him. He taught, first at Alexandria, afterwards at

Athens, and last at Rome, where he enjoyed the

friendship of Augustus.

Xenl&des (Hci'idST^s), a Corinthian, who be-

came the purchaser of Diogenes the Cynic, when
he was taken by pirates and sold as a slave.

Xenippa (prob. Uralippa)^ a city of Sogdiana,

mentioned by Curtius.

X$ii5cle8 1. An Athenian tragic

poet, son of Carcinus, who was also a tragic poet,

and a contemporary of Aristophanes, who attacks

him on several occasions. His poetry seems to

have been indifferent, aufl to have resembled the

worse parts of Euripides
;
but he obtained a victory

over Euripides, b. c. 415. There was another tragic

poet of the name of Xcnocles, a grandson of the

preceding, of whom no particulars are recorded.

— 2. An Athenian architect, of the demos of

Cholargos, was one of the architects who superin-

tended the erection of the temple of Deraeter, at

Elensis, in the time of Pericles.

ZenScr&tes (
BtPOKpdrris ). 1. The ph ilosopher,

was a native of Chalcedon. He was born b,c.

396, and died 314 at the age of 82. We attached

himself first to Aeschines the Socratic, and after-

wards, while still a youth, to Plato, whom he

accompanied to Syracuse. After the death of

Plato he betook himself, with Aristotle, to Her-

mias, tyrant of Atameus ;
and, after his return to

Athens, he was repeatedly sent on embassies to

Philip of Macedonia, and at a later time to

Antipater during the Lamian w'ar. He is said

to have wanted quick apprehension and natural

grace
;
but these defects were more thanicompen-

sated by persevering industry, pure benevolence,

freedom from all selfishness, and a moral earnest-

ness which obtained for him the •esteeib and confi-

dence of the Athenians of his own age. Yet he

is said to have experienced the fickleness of popular

favour, and being too poor to pay the protection-

money (/*eToUio»5» to havo bfeen saved only by
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the courage of the orator Lycumus. He became
president of the Academy evetr before the death

of Speusippus, who was bowed down by sickness,

and he occupied that post for 25 years^— The
importance of Xenocrates is shown by the fact

that Aristotle and Theoph'iastiM wrote upon his

doctrines, and thatPanaetius and Cicero entertained

a high regard for him. Of his numerous works
only the titles have come down to us.— 2. A
physician of Aphrodisias in Cilicia, lived about

the middle of the Ist century afte* Christ Be-
sides some short fragments of his writings there is

extant a little essay by him, entitled Ilepl rrjs drrh

ruv Tpo(priSy “ De Alimento ex A»iua-

tilibus,^ which is an interesting record of the

state of Natural History at the time in which he
lived. Edited by Franz, 1774, Lips., an^ by
Coray, 1794, Neap., and 1814, Paria— 3. A
statuary of the school of Lysippus, was the pupil

either of Tisicrates or of Eiith}'crate8. He also

wrote works upon the art. He flourished about

B. c. 260.

Xendcrfttts (Hsj'dxpiTos), of Locri Epizephyrii,

in Lower Italy, a musician and lyric poe^ was one

of the leaders of the second school of Dorian music,

which was founded by Thaletas, and was a com-
poser of Paeans.

XenSph&nes CEfVotpdinjs)^ a celebrated philo-

sopher, was a native of Colophon, and flourished

between b. r. 540 and 500. He was a poet as
well as a philosopher, and considerable fragments
have come down to us of his elegies, and of a
didactic poem “ On Nature.” According to the

fra^ents of one of his elegies, he had left his

native land at the age of 25, and had already

lived 67 years in Hellas, when, at the age of 92,
he composed that elegy. He quitted Colophon as

a fugitive or exile, and must have lived some time
at Elea (Yelia) in Italy, as he is mentioned as the
founder of the Eleatio sobool of philosophy. He
sung in one of his poems of the foundation of
Velia. Xenophanes was usually regarded in an-
tiquity as the originator of the Eleatic doctrine of

the oneness of the universe. The Deity was in

his view the animating power of the universe,

which is expressed by Aristotle in^e words, that,

directing his glance on the whole universe, Xeno-
phanes said, ” God is the One.”
XSndphdn {Efyotp&v). 1. The Athenian, was

the son of Gryllus, and a native of the demus
Erchla. The time of his birth is not known, but
it is approximated to by the fact that Xenophon
fell from his horse in the flight after the battle of
Delium, and was taken up by Socrates, the philo-

sopher, on his shoulders and carried a distance of

several stadia. The battle of Delium was fought

B. c. 424 between the Athenians and Boeotians,

and Xenophon therefoi^ could not well have been
bom after 444. The time of his death also is not
mentioned by any ancient writer. Lucian says

that he attained to above the age of 90, and
Xenophon himself mentrtms the assassination of

Alexander of Pherae, which happened in 357.
Between 424 and 357, there is a period of 67
years, and thus we have evidence of Xenophon
being alive nearly 70 years after Soerates saved
his life at Delium. Xenophon is said to have
been a pnpil of Socrates at an early age, which is

consistent with the intimacy which might have
arisen from Socrates saving his life. The most
memorable event in Xenophon^s life is his con-
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nection -with the Gfbek army, which inarched

under Cyrus agarast Artaxerxes in 401. Xeno-
phon himself mentions (Anrdt, iii. 1) the circum-

stances under which he joined this army. Proxenus,

a friend of Xenophon, was already with Cyrus,

and he invited Xenophon to come to Sardis, and
,

promised to introduce him to the Persian prince.
]

Xenophon consulted his master Socrates, who ad-

vised him to consult the oracle of Delphi, for it

was rather a hazardous matter for him to enter the

service of Cysus, who was considered to be the

friend of the Lacedaemonians and the enemy of

Athens. Xenophon went to Delphi, but he did

not aik the god whether he should go or not : he

probably had made up his mind. He merely asked

to what gods he should sacrifice in order that he

migltf be successful in his intended enterprise.

Socrates was not satisfied with his pupil’s mode of

consulting the oracle, but as he had got an answer,

he told him to go
;
and Xenophon went to Sardis,

which Cyrus was just about to leave. Ho accom-

panied Cyrus into Upper Asia. In the battle of

Cunaxa. Cyrus lost his life, his barbarian troops

were dispersed,.and the Greeks were left alone on

the wide plains between the Tigris and the Eu-
phrates. It was after the treacherous massacre of

Clearclms and other of the Greek commanders by
tile Persian satrap Tissaphemes, that Xenophon
came forward. lie had held no command in the

army of Cyrus, nor had he in fact served as a

soldier. He was now elected one of the generals,

and took the principal part in conducting the

Greeks in their memorable retreat along the Tigris

over the high table lauds of Armenia to Trapezus

(Trebizond), on the Black Sea. From Trapezus

the troops were conducted to Chrysopolis, which is

opposite to Byzantium. The Greeks were in great

distress, and some of them under Xenophon en-

tered the service of Seuthes, king of Thrace. As
the Lacedaemonians uu^r Thimbron were now at

war with Tissaphemes and Pharnabazus, Xeno-
phon and his troops were invited to join the army
of Thimbron, and Xenophon led them back out of

Asia to join Thimbron 399. Xenophon, who was
very poor, made an expedition into the plain of the

Caicus with histeiops before theyjoined Thimbron, to

plunder the house and property of a Persian named
Asidates. The Persian, with his women, children,

and all his moveables was seized; and Xenophon, by
this robbery, replenished his empty pockets (Anab.

vii. 8. 23). He tells the story himself as if he were

not ashamed of it. Socrates was put to death in

399, and it seems probable that Xenophon was
banished either shortly bhfore or shortly after that

event. Xenophon w|8 not banished at the time

when he was leading the troops back to Thimbron
{Annb. yiil 7. 57), but his expression rather seems

to imply that his banishment roust have followed

soon after. It is not certain what he was doing

after the troops joined Thimbron. As we know
nothing of his movements, the eonclusion ought to

be that he stayed in Asia, and probably with

Thimbron and his successor Dercyllidas. Agesi-

laus, the Spartan king, was commanding the Lmo-
daemonian forces in Asia against the Persi&ns in 396,

and Xenophon was with him at least during part

of the campaign. When Agesilaos was recalled

(394 >, Xenophon accom^ied him ; and he was
on the side of the Lacedaemonians in the battle

which they fought at Coronea (394) against the

Athonian's* It seems that he went to Sparta wiUi
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Agesilaus after the battle of Coronea, and soon
after he settled at Scilliis in Elis not far from
Olympia, a spot of which he has given a descrip-

tion in the Anabasis (v. 3. 7, &c.). Here he was
joined by his wife Philesia and his children. His
children were educated in Sparta. Xenophon was
now an eflile, and a Lacedaemonian so far as he

could become one. His time during his long resi-

dence at Scillustwas employed in hunting, writing,

and entertaining bis friends
; and perhaps the

Anabasis and part of the Hellenica^ were composed
here. The treatise on hunting and that on the

horse were probably also written during this time,

when amusement and exercise of that kind formed
part of his occupation. Xenophon was at last ex-

pelled from his quiet retreat at Scillus by the

Eleans after remaining there about 20 years.

The sentence of banishment from Athens was
repealed on the motion of Eubulus, but it is

uncertain in what year. In the battle* of Man-
tinea, which was fought 362, the Spartans and the

Athenians were opposed to the Thebans, and
Xenophon’s 2 sons, Gryllus and Diodorus, fought

on the side of the allies. Grylliis fell in the same
battle in which Kpaminondas lost his life. There
is no evidence that Xenophon ever returned to

Athens. He is said to have retired to Corinth

after his expulsion from Scillus, and as we know
nothing more, we assume that he died there. The
Hipparchims was written after the repeal of the

decree of banishment, and the treatise on the

revenues of Athens. The events alluded to in

the EpiWus to the Cyropaedia (viii. 8. 4) show
that the JEpilogus at least was written after 362.

The time of his death may have been a few years

later. The following is a list of Xenophon’s works.

1. The Anabasis (^^AviSaais) or the History of the

Expedition of theYounger Cyrus, and of the retreat

of the Greeks, who formed part of his army. It is

divided into 7 books. This work has immortalised

Xenophon’s name. It is a clear and pleasing nar-

rative, written in a simple style, free from affecta-

tion
;
and it gives a gredt deal of curious informa-

tion on the country which was traversed by the

retreating Greeks, and on the manners of the

people. It was the first work which made the

Greeks acquainted with some portions of the Per-

sian empire, and it showed the weakness of that

extensive monarchy. The skirmishes of the re-

treating Greeks with their enemies and the battles

with some of the barbarian tribes are not such

events as elevate the work to the character of a
military history, nor. can it as such be compared
with Caesar^s Commentaries. 2. The Hellenica

('EA\T)i/iKd) of Xenophon are divided into 7 books,

and compreheud the space of 48 years, from the

time when the history of Thucydides ends [Thu-
cYDioxs] to the battle of Mantinea, 362. The
Hellenica is generally a dry narrative of events,

and there is nothing ih the treatment of them
which gives a special interest to the work. Soma
events of importance are briefly treated, but a few

striking incidents are presented with some parti-

cularity. ,3. The Cytvpaedia (KupoiraiSfla) in 8
books, is a kind of political romance, the basis of

which is the history of Cyrus, the founder of the

Persian monarchy. It shows how citizens are to

be made virtuous and brave ; and Cyrus is the

model of a wise and good ruler. As a histor}' it

has no authority at all. Xenophon adopted the

current storiei as to Cyrus and the chief events of
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his rei^, without any intention of subjecting them
to a critical examination

; nor have we any reason

to suppose that his picture of Persian morals and
Persian discipline is any thing more than a fiction.

Xenophon's object was to represent what a state

might he, and he placed the scene of hu fiction fac

enough off to give it the colour of possioility. His
own philosophical notions and the usages of Sparta
were the real materials out of wMich he constructed,

his political system. The Cyrapaedia is evidence
enough that Xenophon did not like the political

constitution of his own country, and that a well-

ordered monarchy or kingdom appeared to him
preferable to a democracy like Athens. 4. The
Agesilaus (^Ayri<rl\aos) is a panegyric on Agesi-

laus II., king of Sparta, the friend of Xenopmon.
5. The Hipparchicus (T7nropx‘»£<^s) a treatise on
the duties of a commander of cavalry, and it con*

tains ijjany military precepts. 6. The De Re
Ef^ucstn, a treatise on the Horse ('Ivviic^), was
written after the Hipparchicus^ to which treatise

he refers at the end of the treatise on the Horse.

The treatise is not limited to horsemanship, as

regards the rider ; it shows how a man is to avoid

being cheated in buying a horse, how a horse is to

be trained, and the like. 7. The Ct/negeiicus

(Ku>'7j7eTiKdy) is a treatise on hunting; and on
the dog, and the breeding and training of dogs

;
on

the various kinds of game, and the mode of taking

them. It is a treatise written by a genuine sports-

man, who loved the exercise and the excitement of

the chase
;
and it may be read with delight by any

sportsman who deserves the name. 8, 9. The
Respublica Lojcedaemoniorum and Respuhiica Athe-

nietmum^ the 2 treatises on the Spartan andAthenian

states (Aa/ceSoxjuoi'iaiv IloAiTcia, and *A6rivai<i>if

noAireia), were not always recognised as genuine

works of Xenophon, even by the ancients. They
pass, however, under his name, and there is

nothing in the intemal evidence that appears to

throw any doubt on the authorship. The writer

clearly prefers Spartai^ to Athenian institutions.

10. The De Vectyalibus^ a treatise on the Revenues

of Athens {ndpoi fj mpl Ilpotrddav) is designed to

show how the public revenue of Athens may be

improved. 11. The Memorabilia of Socrates, in 4

books (*A7roiLii'rj/iOv«i;/AaTa SwKpdrovs)^ was written

by Xenophon to defend the memory of his master

against the charge of irrcligion and of corrupting

the Athenian youth. Socrates is represented as

holding a series of conversations, in which he

developes and inculcates moral doctrines in his

peculiar fashion. It is entirely i{,practical work,

such as we might expect from the practical nature

of Xenophon's mind, and it professes to exhibit

Socrates as he taught. It is true that it may
exhibit only one side of the Socratic argiunenta-

tion, and that it does not deal in those subtleties

and verbal disputes which occupy so large a space

in some of Plato's dialogues. Xenophon was a
hearer of Socrates, an admirer of his master, and

anxious to defend his memory. The charges

against Socrates for which he suffered were, that

Socrates was guilty of not believing in the gods

which the state believed in, and in introducing

other new daemons (Sai/tdi'ia) : he was also ^ilty

of corrupting the youth." Xenophon replies to

these two chaiges specifically ;
and he then goes

on to show what Socrates' mode of life was. The
whole treatise is intended to be an answer to the

charge for which Socrates was executed, and it is^
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therefore, in its nature, not intended to be a com-
plete exhibition of Socrates. 'That it is a genuine
picture of the man, is indisputable, and it is the
most valuable memorial that we have of the prac-

tical philosophy of Socrates. 12. The Apdogy
of Socrates CAiro\oyla*J,wKpdrovs vphs robs

StKaards) is a short speech, containing the reasons

which induced Socrates to prefer death to life. It

is not a first-rate performance
;
and is considered

by some critics not to have been written by Xeno-
phon. 1 3. TheSymposium ( 'S.vprtdtiov)^ or Banquet
01 Philosophers, in which Xenophon delineates the

character of Socrates. The speakers are supposed

to meet at the house of Callias, a rich Athonian, at

the celebration of the great Panathenaea. Socrates

and others are the speakers. The piece is in-

teresting as a picture of an Athenian drinking

party, and of the amusement and conversation with
which it was diversified. The nature of love and
friendship is discussed. 14. The Hiero {'Upup ff

TvgcwvtKds) is a dialogue between king Hiero and
Simonides, in which the king speaks of the dangers
and difficulties incident to an exalted station, and
the superior happiness of a private man. The poet,

on the other hand, enumerates the advantages
which the possession of power gives, and the means

.

which it offers of ohliuing and doing services. 15.

The Oeconomicus (OhcopopiKds) is a dialogue be-

tween Socrates and Critobulus, in which Socrates

gives instruction in the art called Oeconomic,

which relates to the administration of a household

and of a man's property. This is one of the best

treatises of Xenophon.— All antiquity and all

modern writers agree in allowing Xenophon great

merit as a writer of a plain, simple, perspicuous,

and unaffected style. His mind was not adapted
for pure philosophical speculation : he looked to the

practical in all things ; and the basis of his philo-

sophy was a strong belief in a divine mediation in

the government of the«vorId. The best edition of

Xenophon's complete works is by Schneider, Lips.

1815, 6 vols. 8vo.—i2. The Ephesian, the author
of a romance, still extant, entitled Ephesiaca^ or

the Loves of Anthia and Abrocomas ('E^ctrioicd,

rd Kurd *Avdiav koI *A%poK6pL’riv). The style of

the work is simple, and the<*tory is conducted

without confusion, notwithstanding the number of

personages introduced. The adventures are of a
very improbable kind. The age when Xenophon
lived is uncertain. He is probably the oldest of

the Greek romance writers. The best editions of

his work are by Peerlkamp, Harlefh, 1818, and by
Passow, Lips. 1833.

Xerxes {Uipitis). I. King of Persia' b. c. 485

—

465. The name is said by Herodotus (vi. 98) to

signify the warrior, but it is probably the same
word as the Zend ksatkra and the Sanscrit hikatra^

•, king." Xerxes was the son of Darius and
Atossa. Darius was married twice. By his firjB

wife, the daughter of Gobryas, he had 3 children

before he was raised to the throne ; and by his

second wife, Atossa, the daughter of Cy/us, he had
4 children after he bad become king. Artabazanes,

the el4iBst aon of the former marriage, and Xerxes,

the eldest son of the latter, mh laid claim to the

succession ;
but Darius decided in favour of

Xerxes, no doubt through the influenoe of his

mother Atossa, who completely ruled Darius»

Xerxes succeeded his fiither at the beginnii^ of

485. Darius bad died in the midst of his fne-

pantions against Greece, which had been inter*
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rupted by the revolt ^of \he Egyptians. The first

care of Xerxes was to reduce the latter people to

subjection. He accordingly invaded Egypt at the

beginning of the 2d year of his reign (b. c. 484),

compelled the people again to submit to the Per-

sian yoke, and then returt ed to Persia, leaving his

brother Achaemencs governor of Egypt. The
next 4 years were devoted to preparations for the

invasion of Greece. In the spring of 480 he set

out from Sardis on his memorable expedition

against Greece. He crossed the Hellespont by a

bridge of boats, and continued his march through

the Thracian Chersonese till he reached the plain

of Doriseas, which is traversed by the river Hebrus.

Here he resolved to number both his land and naval

forces. Herodotus has left us a most minute and
interesticg catalogue of the nations comprising this

mighty army with their various military equip-

ments and different modes of fighting. The land

forces contained 46 nations. (Herod, vii. 61,

foil.) In his march through Thrace and Mace-

donia, Xerxes received a still further accession

of strength ;
and when he reached Thermopylae

the land and sea forces amounted to 2,641,610

fighting men. This does not include the at-

tendants, the slaves, the crews of the provision

ships, &c., which according to the supposition of

Herodotus were more in number than the fight-

ing men
;
but supposing them to have been equal,

the total number of male persons who accompanied

Xerxes to Thermopylae reach the astounding figure

of 5,283,220 ! Such a vast number must be dis-

missed as incredible ;
but, considering that this

army was the result of a maximum of effort

throughout the empire, and that provisions had

been collected for 3 years before along the line of

march, we may well Relieve that the numbers of

Xerxes were greater than were ever assembled in

ancient times, or perhaps at any known epoch of

history. After the revienr of Doriscus Xerxes

continued his march through Thrace. On reaching

Acanthus, near the isthmus of Athos, Xerxes left

his fleet, which received orders to sail through the

canal that had been previously dug across the

isthmus—and of which the remains are still visible

[Athos]—and awuit his arrival at Therme, after-

wards called Thessalonica. After joining his fleet

at Therme, Xerxes marched through Macedonia

and Thessaly without meeting with any opposition

till he reached Thermopylae. Here the Greeks

resolved to make a stand. Leonidas, king of

Sparta, conducted a land force to Thermopylae

;

and his colleague Eurybiades sailed with the

Greek fleet to the N. of Euboea, and took up his

position on the N. coast, which faced Magnesia, and
was called Artemisium from the temple of Artemis

belonging to the town of Hestiaea. Xerxes arrived

in safety with his land forces before Thermopylae,

but his fleet was overtaken by a violent storm and
hurricane off the coast of Sepias in Magnesia, by
which at least 400 ships of war were destroyed,

as well as an immense number of transports.

Xerxes attempted to force his way through the pass

of Thermopylae, but his troops were repulsed

again and again by Leonidas ; till a Malian, of the

name of Ephialtes, showed the Persians a pass

over the mountains of Oeta, and thus enabled

themf"to fall on the rear of the Greeks. Leonidas

and his Spartans disdained to fly, and were all

•lain. [LaoNiDAA.] On the same days on which
Leonidas was fighting with the land forces of
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Xerxes, the Greek ships at Artemisium attacked

the Persian fleet. In the first battle, the Greeks
had the advantage, and in the following night the

Persian ships suffered still more from a violent

storm. Tw,o days afterwards the contest was
renewed : and both sides fought with the greatest

courage. Although the Greeks at the close still

maintained their position, and had destroyed a
great number of the enemy's ships, yet their own
loss was considerable, and half the Athenian ships

were disabled. Under these circumstances the

Greek commanders abandoned Artemisium and
retired to Salamis, opposite the S. W. coast of

Attica. It was now too late to send an array into

Boeotia, and Attica thus lay exposed to the full

vengeance of the invader. The Athenians re-

moved their women, children, and infirm persons to

Salamis, Aegina, and Troezen. Meantime Xerxes
marched through Phocis and Boeotia, and at length

reached Athens. About the same time as Xerxel
entered Athens, his fleet arrived in the bay of

Phalerum. He now resolved upon an engagement
with the Greek fleet. The history of this memor-
able battle, of the previous dissensions among the

Greek commanders, and of the glorious victory ofthe

Greeks at the last, is related elsewhere. [Themi£-
Tocr.Bs.] Xerxes witnessed the battle from a lofty

seat, which was erected for him on the shore of the

mainland on one of the declivities of Mount Aega-
leos, and thus beheld with his own eyes the defeat

and dispersion of his mighty armament. Xerxes
now became alarmed for his own safety, and re-

solved to leave Greece immediately. He was
confirmed in his resolution by Mardonius, who
undertook to complete the conquest with 300,000
of his troops. Xerxes left Mardonius the number
of troops which he requested, and with the remnin-

der set out on his march homewards. He reached

the Hellespont in 45 days from the time of his

departure from Attica. On arriving at the Helles-

pont, he found the bridge of boats destroyed

by a storm, and he crossed over to Asia by ship.

He entered Sardis towards the end of the year

480. In the following year, 479, the war was
continued in Greece

;
but Mardonius was defeated

at Plataea by the combined forces of the Greeks,

and on the same day another victory was gained

over the Persians at Mycale in Ionia. Next year,

478, the Persians lost their last possession iu

Europe by the capture of Sestos on the Hellespont.

Thus the struggle was virtually brought to an end,

though the war still continued for several years

longer. We k^ow little more of the personal his-

tory of Xerxes. He was murdered in 465, after a
reign of 20 years, by Artabanus, who aspired to

become king of Persia. Xerxes was succeeded by
his son Ahtaxbrxbs T,— II. The only legitimate

son of Artaxerxes I., succeeded his father as king

of Persia in 425, but was ^murdered after a short

reign of only 2 months by his half-brother Sog-

dianuB, who thus became king.

Xiphilinns (Hi4>t\ri^or), of Trapezns, was a

monk at Constantinople, and made an abridgement

of Dion Caaflus from the 36th to the 80th book at

the command of the emperor Michael VII. Ducas,

who reigned from a. d. 107] to 1078. The work
is executed with carelessness, and is only of value

as preserving the main facts of the original, the

greater part of which is lost. It is printed along

with Dion Cassius.

XiphSnla
,
Capo di S. Croce)^ a pro-
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montory on the E. coast of Sicily, above Syracuse,

-with a harbour (fii<p<avuos

Xbis or Chilis 'S6ris^ XSisX an ancient

city of Lower Egypt, N, of Leontopnlis, on an
island of the Nile, in the Nomos Sebennyticus,

the seat, at one time, of a dynasty of Egyptian

kings. It appears to have entirely ptrished undlr

the Roman empire, and its site is very doubtful.

Some identify it with the Papfemis of Herodotus.

XuthiLB (Sovdos% son of Hellen by the nymph
Orseis, and a brother of Dorus and Aeolus. He
was king of Peloponnesus, and the husband of

Creusa, the daughter of Erechtheus, by whom he

became the father of Achaeus and Ion. Others

state that after the death of his father Hellen,

Xuthus was expelled from Thessaly by his

brothers, and went to Athens, where he married

the daughter of Erechtheus. After the death of

Erechtheus, Xuthus being chosen arbitrator, ad-

•judgc4 the kingdom to his eldest brother-in-law,

Cecrops, in consequence of which he was expelled

by the other sons of Erechtheus, and .settled in

Aegialus in Peloponnesus.

Xyline, a town of Pisidia, between Gorbasa

and Teniiessus, mentioned by Livy (xxxvhi. 15).

Xynia or Xynlae {"Euvla : ‘Ewitvs: Taukli), a

town of Thessaly in the district Phthiotis, E. of

the lake of the same name (v Svyiat Xijuyrj : Ni-

zero or Dereli).

Xypete (Uvir^rrj : Huirfroicvv, EuTreT^wi', Hu»«-

raiuyevi, 'SLwrfrtvs^ EoxeT/oy), said to have been

anciently called Troja, a demus of Attica belonging

to the tribe Cccropis, near Piraeus.

Z.

Zab&tus (ZdSaros). [Lycus, No. 5.]

Zabe {ZdSr])y a name applied, under the later

emperors, to the S. part of Numidia, as fiir as the

border of the Great Desert.

Zaoynthus (ZdKvyBos : Zwc^ydios^ Zacynthius

:

Ziiute)^ an island in the Ionian sea off the coast of

Elis, .about 40 mile! in circumference. It con-

tained a large and flourishing town of the same
name upon the E. coast, the citadel of which was

called Psophis. There are 2 considerable chains of

mountains in the island. The ancient writers

mention M. Klatus, which is probably the same as

the modern Scopo in the S. £. of the island, and

which rises to the height of 1509 feet. Zacynthus

was celebrated in antiquity for its pitch wells,

which were visited by Herodotus, and which still

supply a large quantity of bitumen. About 100
tons of bitumen are at the prdlent day annually

extracted from these wells.— Zacynthus was in-

habited by a Greek population at an early period.

It is said to have derived its names from Zacynthus,

a son of Dardanus, who colonised the island from

Psophis in Araadia
;
and according to an ancient

tradition, the Zacyflthians founded tho town of

Saguntum in Spain. [Saountum.] The island is

frequently mentioned by Homer, who speaks of ii

as the “woody Zacynthus.” It was afterwards

colonised by Achaeaus from Pelqponnesus. I

formed part of the maritime empire of Athens, an<

continued faithful to the Athenians daring th<

Peloponnesian war. At a later time it was subjed

to the Macedonian monarchs, and on the conquest

of Macedonia by the Romans passed into the

hands of the latter. It is now one of the loniar

islands under tiie protection of Great Britain.
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Zadracarta (ZaSpdicaf^a), one of the capital

iities and royal residences iit Hyrcania, lay at the

H. foot of the chief pass through M. Coronus.

Comp. Tapab.)
Zavens (Zaypevr), a surname of the mystic

Dionysus (A(dvv<roy whom Zeus^ in the

^orm of a dragon, is said to have begotten'by Per-

epbone (Proserpina), before she was carried off

ty Pluto. He was tom to pieces by the Titans

;

and Athena carried his heart to Zeus.

Zagros or -us (d Zdypos an^ rh Zdypiov 5per,

Hfts. of Kurdistan and Louriitan)^ the general

name for the range of mountains forming the S. E.
mntinuation of the Taurus, and the E. margin of

;he Tigris and Euphrates valley, from the S. W.
tide of the Lake Arsissa {Van) in Armenia, to

.he N. E. side of the head of the Persjan Gulf,

and dividing Media from Assyria and' busiana.

More specifically, the name Zagros was applied to

the central part of the chain, the N. part being

called the mountains of the Cordueni or 'Gordyaei,

and the S. part Parachoathras.

Zaitha or Zauiha (ZaoOd), a town of Mesopo-
tamia, on the E. bank of the Euphrates, 20 Roman
miles S. of Circesium, remarkable as the place at

which a monument was erected to the murdered
imperor Gordian by his soldiers.

Z&leucus (ZeUsoxor), the celebrated law^ver
if the Epizephyrian Locrians, is said by some to

have been originally a slave, but is described by
,

others as a mmi of good family. He could not

however have been a disciple of Pythagoras, ns

some writers state, since he lived upwards of 100 *

years before Pythagoras. The date of the legis-

lation of ZalcucuB IS assigned to b. c. C60. His

code is stated to have been the first collection of

written laws that the Greeks possessed. The
general character of his laws was severe ; but they

were observed for a long period by the Locrians,

who obtained, in consequence, a high reputation

for legal order. Among other enactments we are

told that the penalty of adultery was the loss of

the eyes. There is a celebrated story of the son

of Zaleucus having become liable to this penalty,

and the father himself suffering the loss of one eye

that his son might not be UUerly blinded. It is

further related that among nis laws was one for-

bidding any citizen under penalty of death to

enter the senate house in arms. On one occasion,

however, on a sudden emergency in time of war,

Zaleucus transgressed his own law, which was
remarked to him by one preseiy;; whereupon he

fell upon his own sword, declaring that he would

himself vindicate the law. Other authors tell the

same story of Charondas, or of Diodes.

Zalmoxis or Zamolzis (Zd\/uo(ts, Zdjuoxfis),

said to have been so called from the bear’s skin

(ZdAfios) in which he was clothed as soon as he

was born. He was, according to the story curi^nt

among the Greeks on the Hellespont, a Getan,

who had been a slave to Pythagoras in Samos, but

was manumitted, and acquired not only great

wealth, but large stores of knowledge from Py-

thagoras, and from the Egyptians, whom he visited

in tile course of his travels. He returned among
the Getae, introducing the civilisation and the re-

ligious ideas which he had gained, especially re-

garding the immortality of the soul. ' He was said

to have lived in a subterraneous cave for 3 years,

and after that to h&ve again made his appearance

among the Getae. Herodotus inclines to place
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the age of Zalmoxis a lonjptime before Pythagoras,
|

and expresses a doub^ not only about the story

itself but as to whether Zalmoxis were a man, or

indigenous Qetan deity. The latter appears to

jMve been the real state of the case. The Oetae

'oelieved that the departed, went to him.

Z&ma Begla (Zdjua : Zamensis : Zbtmrem,
S. £. of a. strongly fortified city in the

interior of MumidiMpn the borders of the Cartha-

-ginian territory. It was the ordinary residence of

King Juba, who bpd^ere his treasury and his

harem. It was th#^1^ne of one of the most im>

portant battles in the history of the world, that in

which Hannibal was defeated by Scipio, and the

2nd Punfc War was ended, a c. 202. Strabo

tells us that it was destroyed by the Romans
;
but

if so, it must have been restored, for we find it

mentionetf under the empire as a colony and a

bishop's see. Pliny and Vitruvius speak of a

fountain in its neighbourhood.— There were un-

important places of the same name in Cappadocia

and Mesopotamia.

ZanclS. [Messana.]
ZapaortSne, a city in the S. E. of Parthia, in

the mountains of the Zapaorteni.

Zaradrus (Sutlej)^ a fiver of N. India^ now the

S. boundary of the Punjab. It rises fr^ra 2 prin-

cipal sources beyond the Himalaya^ and falls into

the Hyphasis {Gharra).

Zarangae or -i, or Sarangae (Zapi.yyoiy 2a-

pdyyai), a people in the N. of ]|^^angiana, on the

confines of Aria. The close resemblance of their

.tame to the generic name of all the people of

Drangiana, that is, Drangae, suggests a doubt

whether they ought to be specifically distinguished

from them.

Zaraz or Zarez (Zdpa{, Zdpri^). 1. The cen-

tral part of the chain of mountains, extending along

the E. coast of Laconica from Mt. Parnon, on the

frontiers of Argolis, down to the promontory Ma-
lea.— 2. (JemAw), a town on the E. coast of

Laconica, at the foot of the mountain of the same

name.
Zariaspe. [Bactra.]
Zariaspis, an earlier, probably the native name

for the river on whic^ Bactra stood, and which is

usually called Bactrus. [Bactra.] The people

on its banks were called Zariaspae.

Z81a or Ziela (rd Z^Aa : ZiUeh\ a city in the

S. of Pontns, not far S. of Amasia, and 4 days*

journey £. of Tavium. It stood on an artificial

hill, and was strongly fortified. Near it was an
ancient and famous temple of Anai'tis and other

Persian deities, in which great religious festivals

were held. The surrounding district was called

Zeletis or Zelltis. At Zela the Roman general

Valerius Triarius was defeated by Mithridates ; but

the city is more celebrated for another great battle,

that in which Julius Caesar defeated Phamaces,
and of which he wrote this despatch to Rome :

—
Vbni; Vidi : VicL

Zelailum, a Thessalian town in the district

Phthiotis of uncertain site.

ZelXa {ZiKua\ an ancient city of Mysia, at

the foot of M. Ida, and on the riTer Aesepus^ 80
stadia from its mouth, belonging tp the territory of

Cyzicus. the time of Alexander's invasion the

head-quarters of the Persian army were fixed here.

ZSlua (ZfiXor)^ the personincarion of seal or

strife, is described as a son of Pallas and Styx, and
>a brother of Nide. >

(
-— LedhrdSI wai ~ —

ZENO.
Z8no, Zenon (ZV»»'). 1. The founder of the

Stoic philosophy, was a native of Citium in Cyprus,
and the son of Mnaseas. He began at an early

age to study philosophy through the writings of

the Socratic philosophers, which his father was
acciistomed to’ bring back from Athens when he
went thither ^ trading voyages. At the age of

22, or, according to others, of 30 years, Zeno was
shipwrecked in the neighbourhood of Piraeus

;

whereupon he was led to settle in Athens, and
to devote himself entirely to the study of philo-

sophy. According to some writers he lost all his

property in the shipwreck; according to others,

he still retained a large fortune ; but whichever of

these accounts is correct, his moderation and con-

tentment became proverbial, and a recognition of

his virtues shines through even the ridicule of the

comic poets. The weakness of his health is said

to have first determined him to live rigorously and
simply ; hut his desire to make himself i.ide-

pendent of all external circumstances seems to have
been an additional motive, and to have led him to

attach himself to the cynic Crates. In opposition

to the advice of Crates, he studied under Stilpo of

the Mcgaric school ; and he subsequently reci'ived

instruction from the 2 other contemporary Megarics,

Diodorus Cronus and Philo, and from the Aca-
demics, Xenocrates and Polemo. The period which
Zeno thus devoted to study is said to have ex-

tended to 20 years. At its close, and after he had
developed his peculiar philosophical system, he
opened his school in the porch adoimed with the

paintings of Polygnotus i^StoaPoecUe)., which, at an
earlier time, had been a place in which poets met.

From this place his disciples were called Sloica.

Among the warm admirers of Zeno was Antigo-

nus Gonatas, king of Macedonia. The Athenians
likewise placed the greatest confidence in him, and
displayed the greatest esteem for him \ fitf al-

though the well-known story that they deposited

the keys of the fortress with him, as the most
trustworthy man, may be a later invention, there

seems no reason for doubting' the authenticity of

the decree of tho people by which a golden crown
and a public burial in the Ceramicus were awarded
to him. The Athenian citizenship, however, he
is said to have declined, that he might not become
unfaithful to his native land, where in return he
was highly esteemed. We do not know the year

either of Zeno's birth or death. He is said to

have presided over his school for 58 years, and to

have died at the age of 98. He is said to have

been still alive in the 130th Olympiad (d. c. 260).
Zeno wrote numetJsus works ; but the writings of

Cfarysippus and the later Stoics seem to have ob-

scured those of Zeno, and even the warm ad-

herents of the school seem seldom to have gone
back to the books of its founder. Hence it is

difficult to ascertain how much of the later Stoic

philosophy really belongs to ZeAo.*»2. The Eleatic

philosopher, was a native of Elea (Velia) in Italy,

son of Teleutagoras, and the &vourite disciple of

Parmenides. He was bom about b.c. 488, and at

the age of 40 accompanied Parmenides to Athens.

[Parmenides.] He appears to have resided

some time at Athens, and is said to have unfolded

his doctrines to men like Pericles and Callias for

the price of 100 minae. Zeno is said to have

taken part in the le^slation of Parmenides, to the

maintenance of which the citizens of Elea had
pledged themselves every year by an oath. His
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love of freedom is shown by the courage with lithe tragedies, Lycophroi^ the comedies, and Zeno-
which he exposed his life in order to deliver his "dotus tne poems of Homer,^d of the other illus-

native country from a tyrant. Whether he trious poets. Zenodotus, however, devoted hii

perished in the attempt, or survived the fall of the chief attention to the Iliad and Odyssey. Htn^se^
tyrant, is a point on which the authorities vary, he is called the first Aevtser of Horowv
They also state the name of the tyrant differently, and his recension (Ai6p9oKTis) of the Iliad and
Zeno devoted all his energies to explain and 4e- Odyssey obtained the# greatest celebrij^ * The*
velop the philosophical system or Parmenides, corrections which Zenodotus applied to the text of

[Parmbnidxs.] •—3. An Epicurean philosopher, Homer were of three kinds. 1. He expunged 4

a native of Sidon, was a comeroporary of Cicero, verses. 2. He marked them as spurious, but left

who heard him when at Athens. He was some- them in his copy. 3. He introduced new read-
times termed Cori/phaeus Epkureorum. He seems ings or transposed or altered Verses. The great
to have been noted for the disrespectful terms in attention which Zenodotus paid to the language of

which he spoke of other philosophers. For in- Homer caused a new epoch in the grammaticol

stance, he called Socrates the Attic buffoon. He study of the Greek language. The reslrtts of bis

was a disciple of Apollodorus, and is described as investigations respecting the meaning and the use

a clear-headed thinker and perspicuous expounder of words were contained in two works which he
of his views. published under the title of a Glossary (dTAworcrai),

Zendbla, queen of Palmyra. After the death and a Dictionary of barbarous or foreign phrases.

*of hy husband, Odenathiis, whom, according to —2. Of Alexandria, a grammarian, lived after

some accounts, she assassinated (a. u. 266), she Aristarchus, whose recension of the Homeric poems
assumed the imperial diadem, as regent for her he attacked,

sons, and discharged all the active duties of a Zeph^a. [Halicarnassus.]
sovereign. But not content with enjoying the Zephjhrlum (Zs^optov, sc. dapwr^ptov, i. e. the

independence conceded by Gallienus and tolerated W, promontory)^ the name of several promontories

by Claudius, she sought to include all Syria, Asia, of the ancient world, not all of which, however,

and Egypt within the limits of her sway, and to faced the W. The chief of them were the follow- f

make good the title which she claimed of Queen ing:— I. In Europe. 1. ((7. di Brussano)^ a.

of the East. By this rash ambition she lost both promontory in Bruttium, forming the S. E. ex-

her kingdom and her liberty. She was defeated tremity of the country, from which the Locri,

by Aurelian, taken prisoner on the capture of who settled in the neighbourhood, are said to have

Palmyra (273), and carried to Rome, where she obtained the name of [See p. 387, b.]

adorned the triumph of her conqueror (274). Her —2. A promontory on theW. coast of Cypru8|^
life was spared by Aurelian, and she passed the II. In Asia. 1. In Pontus (C, Zrfreh\ a headlana

remainder* of her years with her sons in the vi- W. of Tripolis, with a fort and harbour of the

ciiiity of Tibur {Tivoli), Longinus lived at her same name.— 2. [Caria.] "-*3. In Cilicia (prob.

court, and was put to death on the capture of Pal- C, Cawfliere), a far- projecting promontory, W. of

niyra. [Longinus.] Prom. Sarpedon. Some make it the headland E.

Zendbla {Zr}vo€ia ; Chelebi or Zdebi)^ a city of of Prom. Sarpedon, and just S. of the mouth of

Chnlybonitis, in Syria, on the W. bank of the the Calycadniis, which Polybius, Appian, and Livy
Euphrates, 3 days’ journey both from Sura and call by the same nalUe as the river, Calycadnus.—
from Circesium. It was founded by Zenobia. III. In Africa {Kasser Maamh), a headland on

Zen5bltui (Zjjvdfies), lived at Rome in the time the N. E. coast of Cyrenaica, W. of Darnis.

of Hadrian, and was the author of a collection of '^Sph^iu {Z4<pvpos)t the personification of the

proverbs in Greek, which have come down to us. W. wind, is described by Hesiod as a son of As-
ia this collection the proverbs are arranged alpha- traeus and Eos. Zepbyrus and Boreas are frequently

betically, and divided into hundreds. The last mentioned together by HdAer, and both dwelt

division is incomplete, the total number collected together in a palace in Thrace. By the Harpy
being 552. It is printed in the collection of Podarge, Zepbyrus became the father of the horses

Schottus {Uapoifilai ‘EAXTjviaal, Antweip, 1612). Xanthus and Balius, which belonged to Achilles;

Zen5d5ruB, a Greek artist, who made for Nero but he was married to Chloris, whom he had car-

the colossal statue of that emperor, which he set ried off by force, and by whom he had a son Carpus,

up in front of the golden house, and which was ZerynthilS (Z-lipuKOos, ZijpfJvflios), a town of

afterwards dedicated afresh li^ Vespasian as a Thrace in the territory of Aenos, with a temple of

statue of the Sun. It was 110 feet in height. Apollo and a cave of Hecate, who are hence called

Zdn5d5tium or -la {ZrivoUdnov^ ZrjyoSorla), a Zeryntkius and Zerynthia respectively. Some
fortress in the N. of Mesopotamia, on the small writers, however, place the Zerynthian cave of

tributar} of the Euphrates called Bilecha, a little Hecate in Samothrace.

above Nicephorium-, and below Ichnae. It was a ZStSs (Z^tt^s) and Cal&is (KdUats), sons of

Macedonian settlement, and the only one of the Boreas and Orithyia, frequently called the B8M&-
Oreek cities of Mesopotamia which did not revolt dae, are mentioned among the Argonauts, and are

from the Parthians at the approach of Crassus. described as winged beings. Their sister Cleo-

ZfinSdStns {Zi)v6Soros). t Of Ephesus, a patra, who was married to Phineus, king of

celebrated grammarian, was the first superintend- mydessus, had been thrown with her sons into

ent of the great library at Alexandria, and flou- prison by Phineus at the instigation of his second

rished under Ptolemy Philadelphus about b. g. wife. Here she was found by Zetes and Calais,

208. Zenodotus was employed by Philadelphus when they arrived at Salmydessus in the Ar-

together with his 2 great contemporaries, Alex- gonaut!! expedition. They liberated their sister I

ander the Aetolian and Lycophron the Chalcidian, and his children, gave the kingdom to the latter,
|

to collect and revise all the Greek poets. Alex- and sent the second wife of Phineus to her own
ander, we are told, undertook the task of collecting country, Scythia. Others relate that the Boreadai^
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delivered Phineua from the Harpies; for it had

beet) foretold that the flarpies might be killed Uy
the sons of Bore^ b^t that the sons of Boreas must

die, if they should not be able to overtake the

Harpies. Others again state that the Boreadae

perished in their pursuit of the Harpies, or that

H>:r?i;l^ killed them rith his arrows near the

island ol Tenos. DiflFerent stories were related to

account for the anger of Hercules against the Bo-

readae. Their tombs were said to be in Tenos,

adorned with sepulchral stelae, one of which moved
whenever the wind blew from the north. Calais

is also mentioned as the founder of the Campanian

town of Cales.

ZSthra (Z^dor), son of Zeus and Antiope, and
brother of Amphion. For details see Amphion.

Zeugii, Zeugitftna Begio z^vyirav-fj: N.
part of TVrm), the N. district of Africa Propria.

[Africa.]
Zeugma (Zevyfia^ i. e. Junction

:

prob. JRum-

1icdek\ a city of Syria, on the borders of Com-
magene and Cyrrhestice, built by Seleucus Nicator,

on the W. bank of the Euphrates, at a point where

the river was crossed by a bridge of boats, which

had been constructed by Alexander the Great;

hence the name. Afterwards, when the ford of

Thapsacus became impassable for travellers, on

account of the hordes of Arabs who infested the

banks of the Lower Euphrates, the bridge at

Zeugma gave the only passage over the river.

Zdua (ZfiJs), called Jflplter by the Romans, the

greatest of the Olympian gods, was a son of Cronos

and Rhea, a brother of Poseidon, Hades (Pluto),

Hestia, Demeter, Hera, and was also married to

his sister Hera. When Zeus and his brothers

distributed among themselves the government of

the world by lot, Poseidon obtained the sea, Hades
the lower world, and Zeus the heavens and the

upper regions, but the earth became common to ail.

According to the Homeric account Zeus dwelt on

Mt. Olympus in Thessaly, wh’ch was believed to pe-

netrate with its lofty summit into heaven itself. He
is called the father of gods and men, the most high

and powerful among the immortals, whom all others

obey. He is the supreme ruler, who with his

counsel manages everything; the founder of kingly

power, and of law^nd of order, whence Dice,

Themis, and Nemesis are his assistants. For the

same reason he protects the assembly of the people

{iuyopaios)^ the meetings of the council {$ov\<uos),

and as he presides over the whole state, so also

over every house and family (ipKttos). He also

watched over the sjinctity of the oath {Spnios) and

the laws of hospitality ((evios), and protected sup-

pliants {iKfCioi). He avenged those who were

wronged, and punished those who had committed

a crime, for he watched the doings and sufferings

of all men (^7r6\j/tos). He was further the original

source of all prophetic power, from whom all pro-

p}v)tic signs and sounds proceeded (irayo/n^aios).

Every thing good as well as bad comes from Zeus;

according to his own choice he assigns good or evil

to mortals ; and fate itself was subordinate to him.

He is armed with thunder and lightning, and the

shaking of his aegis produces storm and teii^pest:

“ number of epithets of Zeus in the Homeric poems
describe him as the thttnderer, the gatherer of

clouds, and the like. He was married to Hera, by
whom he had two sons. Ares and Hephaestus, and
one daughter, Hebe. Hera sometimes acts as an
independent divinity; she is ambitious and rebels

. ZEUS,

against her lord, but she is nevertheless inferior to

him, and is punished for her opposition ; his amours
with other goddesses or mortal women are not cou-

cet^led from her, though they generally rouse her

jealousy and revenge. During the Trojan war,

at the request of Thetis, favoured the Tro-

jans, until .^gamemnon repaired the wrong he had
done to Achiiles. Zeus, no doubt, was originally

a god of a portion of nature. Hence the oak with
its eatable fruit add the fertile doves were sacred

to him at Dodona and in Arcadia. Hence also

rain, storms, and the seasons were regarded as his

work; and hence, likewise, the Cretan stories of

milk, honey, and cornucopia. In the Homeric
poems, however, this primitive character of a per-

sonification of certain powers of nature is already

effaced to some extent, and the god appears as a
political and national divinity, as the king and
hither of men, as the founder and protector of all

institutions hallowed by law, custom, or religion.

Hesiod also calls Zeus the son of Cronos ancfRhea,
and the brother of llestia, Deraeter, Hera, Hades,

and Poseidon. Cronos swallowed his children im-

mediately after their birth, but when Rhea was
pregnant with Zeus, she applied to Uranus and
Ge to save the life of the child. Uranus and Ge
therefore sent Rhea to Ijyctos in Crete, requesting

her to bring up her child there. Rhea accordingly

concealed Zeus in a cave of Mount Aegauon, and
gave to Cronos a stone wrapped up in cloth, which
he swallowed in the belief that it was his son.

Other traditions state that Zeus was born and
brought up on Mount Dicte or Ida (also the Trojan

Ida), Ithome in Messenia, Thebes in Boeotia,

Aegion in Achaia, or Olcnos in Aetolia. Accord-
ing to the common account, however, Zeus grew
up in Crete. In the meantime Cronos by a cunning

device of Ge or Metis was made to bring up the

children he had swallowed, and first of all the

stone, which was afterwards set up by Zeus at

Delphi. The young god now delivered the Cy-
clopes from the bonds with which they had been

fettered by Cronos, and th^y in their gratitude

provided him with thunder and lightning. On
the advice of Ge, Zeus also liberated the hnndred-

anned Gigantes, Briareos, Cottus, and Gyes, that

they might assist him in his fight against the Ti-

tans. The Titans were conquered and shut up in

Tartarus, where they were henceforth guarded by
the Hecatoncheires. Thereupon Tartarus and Ge
begot Typhoeus, who began a fearful struggle with

Zeus, but was conquered. Zeus now obtained the

dominion of the world, and chose Metis for his

wife. When shq. was pregnant with Athena, he

took the child out of her body and concealed it in

his head, on the advice of Uranus and Ge, who
told him that thereby he would retain the supre-

macy of the world. For if Metis had given birth

to a son, this son (so fate had ordained it) would
have acquired the sovereignty. After this Zeus

became the father of the Horae and Moeroe, by his

second wife Themis ;
of the Charites by Eurynome;

of Persephone by Demeter; of the Muses by

Mnemosyne; of Apollo and Artemis by Leto; and

of Hebe, Arcc, and Ilithyia by Hera. Athena

was born out of the head of Zeus ; while Hera, on

the other hand, gave birth to Hephaestus without

the co-operation of Zeus. The family of the

Cronidae accordingly embraces the 12 great gods

of Olympus, Zeus (the head of them all), Poseidon,

Apollo, Axes, Hermes, Hephaestus, Hestia, De-



Ieuxidamus.
meter, Hera, Athena, Aphrodite, and Artemis.

These Olympian gods, who in some places were
worshipped as a body, were recognised not only^y
the Greeks, but were adopted also by the Romns,
who, in particular, identihed their Jupiter \rath

the Greek Zeus. In surveying the djIFerent low
traditions about Zeus, it would seem that original^

there were several, or at least 3, dimities which
in their respective countries were supreme, but

which in the course of time besame united in the

minds of the people into one great national divinity.

We may accordingly speak of an Arcadian, Do-
donaean, Cretan, and a national Hellenic Zeus. 1.

The^rcodian Zeus (Zeus AuKator) was bom, accord-

ing to the legends of the country, in Arcadia, either

on Mt Parrhasium, or on Mt. Lycaeus. Ho was
brought up there by the nymphs Thisoa, Neda, and
Hagno. Lycaon, a son of Pelasgus, erected a temple

to Zeus Lycaeus on Mt. Lycaeus, and instituted the

festival of the Lyccain honour of him [Lvcabus;
No one was allowed to enter this

sanctuary of Zeus Lycaeus on Mt. Lycaeus. 2.

The JJodonaean Zeus (Zeht Awfiwuaiot or n«Aao’-

7(Kdr) possessed the most ancient oracle in Greece,

at Dodona in Epirus, from which he derived his

name. At Dodona Zeus was mainly a prophetic

god, and the oak tree was sacred to him ; but there

too he was said to have been reared by the Dodo-
naeaii nymphs ( Hyades). Respecting the Dodo-

iiaean oracle of Zeus, see Diet, of Antiq. art.

Oruculum. 3. The Cretan Zeus (Zei»j Aiktoios or

l^p-qTayspifs). We have already given Hesiod's

account of this god. He was brougnt up in a cave

of mount Dicte. by the Curetes and the nymphs
Adrastia and Ida, the daughters of Mclisscus. They
fed him with the milk of the goat Amalthea, and the

bees of the mountain provided him with honey.

Crete is called the island or nurse of the great

Zeus, and his worship there appears to have been

very ancient. 4. The national Hellenic Zms^ near

whose temple at Olympia in Elis, the great national

panegyris was celebrated once in 4 years. There

too Zeus was regarde^ as the father and king of

gods and men, and as the supreme god of the Hel-

lenic nation. His statue there was executed by

Phidias, a few years before the outbreak of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, the majestic^nd sublime idea of this

statue having been suggested td'the artistby the words

of Homer {11. i. 527). [Phidias.]—The Greek
and Latin poets give to Zeus or Jupiter an immense

number of epithets and surnames, which are derived

partly from the places where he was worshipped,

and partly from his powers and functions. The
eagle, the oak, and the summits of mountains were

sacred to him, and his sacrifices ^nerally consisted

of goats, bulls, and cows. His usual attributes are,

the sceptre, eagle, thunderbolt, and a figure of

Victory in his hand, and sometimes also a cornu-

copia. The Olympian Zeus sometimes wears a

wreath of olive, and the Dodonaean Zeus a wreath

of oak leaves. In works of art Zeus is generally

represented as the omnipotent father and king of

gods and men, according to the idea which had been

embodied in the statue of the Olympian Zeus by
Phidias. Respecting the Roman god see Jufitbr.

Zeuxid&miif (Ztv^iSafMs). L King of Sparta,

and 10th of the Eurypontidae. He was grandson

of Theopompus, and father* of Anaxidamus, who
succeeded him.— 2 Son of Leotychides, king of

Sparta. He was also named Cyniscus. He died

before his father, leaving a son, Archidamus IL
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Zeuxis (Zet/{(s), the celebrated Orcc4 painter,

ho excelled all his coifiemporaries except Par-
rhasius, was a native of Her^lea (probably of the

city of this name on the Euxine), and fiourished

B. c. 424— 400. He came to Athens soon aft8r

the beginning of the Peloponnesian War, when he
had already achieved a j^eat reputation,

a young roan. He passed some time in Mace-
donia, at the court of Archelaiis, for whom he
decorated the royal palace at Pella with paintings,

probably soon after 413. He must have spent

some time in Magna Graecia, asenre learn from the
story respecting the picture of Helen, which he
painted for the city of Croton

; and it is also pro-

bable that he visit^ Sicily, as we are told that he
gave away one of his pictures to the Agrigentines.

His travels through Greece itself were no doubt
extensive. We find him at Olympia, g^here be
made an ostentatious display, before the eyes of

all Greece, of the wealth which his art had brought
him, by appearing in a robe embroidered with his

own name in letters of gold. After acquiring a
great fortune by the exercise of his art, he adopted
the custom of giving away his pictures, because no
adequate price could be set upon them. The time

of his death is unknown. The masterpiece of

Zeuxis was his picture of Helen, in painting which
he had as his models the 5 most beautiful virgins

of Croton, whom he was allowed to select for this

purpose from among all the virgins of the city. It

was painted for the temple of Juno, at Croton.

This picture and its history were celebrated by
many poets, who preserved the names of the 5
virgins upon whom the choice of Zeuxis fell. The
accurate imitation of inanimate objects was a de-

partment of the art which Zeuxis and his younger
rival Patrhasius appear to liave carried almost to

perfection. The well-known story of the trial of

skill in that species of painting between these two
artists, if not literally true, indicates the opinion

which was held in aq^ent times of their powers of

imitation. In this contest the picture of Zeuxis
represented a bunch of grapes, so naturally painted

that the birds flew at the picture to eat the fruit

;

upon which the artist, confident in this proof of his

success, called upon his rival no longer to delay to

draw aside the curtain and sh^w his picture : but

the picture of Parrhasius was the curtain itself,

which Zeuxis had mistaken for real drapery. On
discovering his error, Zeuxis honourably yielded

the palm to Parrhasius, saying that he himself had
deceived birds, but Parrhasius an artist. Besides

this accuracy of imitation, many «of the works of

Zeuxis displayed great dramatic power. This
appears to have been especially the case with his

Infant Hercules strangling the Serpent^ where the

chief force of the composition consisted in the terror

of Alcmena and Amphitryon, as they witnessed

the struggle. Another picture, in which he showed
the same dramatic power, applied to a very different

subject, was his FemeUe Hippoeentaur, and which
was lost in a shipwreck off Cape Malea, on its way
to Rome, whither it bad been sent by Sulla.

Ziklag (Z^aeAAo, 2^/ccAa), a town in the S.W.
of P^estine, belonging to the Philistines of Gath,

whose king Achish gave it to David for a residence

during his exile from the court of Saul. On
David's accession to the kingdom', it was united to

Judah.
Zioberis (t/tqferan), a river of Parthia.

Zion. [JBRUSA1.BM.]
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. ^ Zoba or Z«bu (Zja^, ZAcAi , ilwt null w<r4 luo sotunl ptoponoi^ei, lot istd

I^X. «nd ZSjfopai ptob. Ru. in Qh^tl that thejjr hod been overcome by philo80{Jiy.»8.

: Mmw> on Waiy d Dmuih\ originally called A enigeon at Alexandria, the tutor of Apolloniua

‘Ma^ a oity OB the S. £. of the Dead Sea, be- OBtiMpi and Poaidbniui, about the beginning of

Wiging fint to the Moabites, and afterwards to t](ie 1st tpntury B. c. He invented an antidote,

-the Anbs. In the time of Abraham it was the \)SeA%’ S^tliridates, king of Pontus.

of the **citiesaof the plain,'* and was « lOlnaater or Zoroastrea (Zwpodtrrpi^s), the

laveiC at the interco|sion of Lot, fiom the de- Zaratiiuat^a of the Zendavesta, and the Zer-
•tntetiOB which fell upon Sodom and Gomorrha. dnsht of the Persians, was the founder of the

jZotttlimi or ZoetSom (Zolnoy^ Zoirttow ; Zot- Magian religion.
,
The most opposite opinions

Teiei^s), a town of Arcadia in the district Eutresia, have been held both by ancient and modem write rs

N. of Megalo^ia. xe^^ting the time in which he lived ; but it is

mUu.(ZwMor), a gramnuuian, -was a native of quite impossible to come to any conclusion on the

AinfdiipoU^ and ^uriehed in the time of Philip subject. As*the founder of the Magian religion

iOfMaetion. He was celebrated for the asperity he must be placed in remote antiquity, and it may^
with which he assailed Homer. He found &alt even be questioned whether such a person ever

wiidi him principally for introducing fabulous and ^sted. This religion was probably of Bactrian

InerudiWe stories in his poems. From the list origin, and from thence spread £.-ward
; and the

that l^e have of his writings, it also appears that tradition which represents Zoroaster a Mede sprang

he attacked Plato and Isocrates. His name be- up at a later time, when the chief seat of his re-

came proverbial for a captious and malignant ligion was in Media, and no Imiger in the'-Turthex

critic. There were extant in the later Greek lite-

Zdn&raB, Joaxmea Cludwiis 6 Zwt'apSr), a rature several works bearing the name of Zoro*

celebrated Byzantine historian and theologian, aster
; but these writings were forgeries of a later

lived in the 12th century under the emperors age, and belong to the same class of writings as

Alextts I.' Comnenui and Calo-Joannes. Betides the works of Hermes Trismegistusy Orubeus, &c.

Itis theological works there are still ex^t : 1. An^ There is still extant a collection oLoracw^ascrihed

BoIm (xp<B'iKdv), in 18 books, from tiie creation of to Zoroaster, which are of course spuriou. They

the world to the death of Alexis in 1118. It is have been published by Morell, ParwTd9o ; by

compiled from various Greek authors, whose very Obsopaeu8,\Pari8, 1507, and by otbi^
words Zonaras frequently retains. The earlier Zdeimni (ZcHirtjuor), a Greek tnstorian, who
part is chiefly taken from Josephus

;
and in the lived in the time of the younger Theodosius. He

portion which relates to Roman history he bos for wrote a history of the Roman empire in 6 books,

the most part followed Dion Cassius. In conse- which is still extant. This work must have boeu

queoce of the latter circumstance the Annals of written after a. d. 425, as an event is mentioned

Zonaras are of great importance in studying the in it which took place in that year. The 1st

early history of !^me. Of the first 20 books of book comprises a sketch oi the history of the early

Dion Cassias we have nothing but the abstract of emperors, down to the end of tlie reign of Dio-

Zonaras; and e''en of the later books, of which cletian (305). The 2d, 3d, and 4tb books

Xiphilinus has made a more full epitome, Zonaras are devoted to the history of the 4th century,

lias preserved many statements of Dion which are which is treated much less concisely. The 5th

entirely omitted by Xiphilinus. The best editions and 6th books embrace the period from 395 to

are Du Fresne Du Cange, Paris, 1686, fol.; 410, when Attains was deposed. The work of

and by Finder, Boiin, 1841, 8vo. 2. A Lemeotiy Zosimus is mainly (though not altogether) an

edit^ by Tittmann, Lips. 1808, 4to, abridgment or compilation of the works of pre-

Zfofl (ZeSyTf : Zctfranis), a town of Thrace on a vious historians. His style is concise, clear, pure,

promontory of theaisame name in the Aegaean, and not ^npleasing|^4^ His chief fault as an hi^

wj^TO Orpheus js nid to have sung. torical writer is his neglect of chronology. Zosi-

Z$pjh^ (Z^fTvpof), 1. A distinguished Per- mus a pagan, and comments sevi^rely upon

•inn, son of Megabyzus. After Darius Hystaspis the faults and crimes of the Christian emperors.

Bad besieged Babylon for 20 months in vain, Zo- Hence his credibility has been assailed by several

pynil resolved to gain the place for his master by Christian writers. There are no doubt numerous

the SMMt extrBOtdinary self-sacrifice. Accordingly, 'rrors of judgment to be found in the work, and

one day be sqipeared before Darius, with his b^y sometimes (especially in the case of Constantine)

mnlilated in the most horrible manner ; both his an intemperate exjuresiion of opinion, which some-

ean and nose were cut off, and his person other- what exaggerates, if it does not distort the truth,

wise dtsfigmred. After exphuning to Darius his But he does not seem fairly chargeable with de-

iirtentiOBi, be fiM to Babylon as a victim of the liberate invention or wilM misrepresentation,

cruelty of the Persian king; The Babylonians The best edition is by Reitemeier, Lips. 1784.

flfcvejum their confidence, and placed him at the ZostSr ((7. Pori), a prpmontoty on the \V. of

Bead of tMr tarooM He soon found means to Attica, between Phalenim and Smiiunu It was a

betray tbe city to Darius, who severely puniAed sacred spot, and contained altars of Leto^ Artemis,

the iidiaBiihmts for their revolt Darius appointed and Apollo.

of Babylon for life, with the enjoy- ZyffanteB or Oygantes (ZiJyai^sr, rdyewTss),

iiuw. of ifo* entira^vennes.«>»Z. The physio- a people of Libya, whom Herodotus places ou t^e

vioes' to Socrates in mi W. side of tbe lake Triton. Others mention a

a||e«ibiy nf^ discfi|pl(^ w^o laughed at him and city Zygantis and a people Zyges on the coast of

abhfo nt In ednsqqaeifoe^ but Socrates admitted Marmarica. ''

.
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